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ΙΝΙΠΑLό  USED. IN VOLUME  XXL  TO IDENTIFY  ΙΝDΙνtDUΑL  
cο RτgυτοRs, ι  WITH THE HEADINGS OF THE  

. 	ARTICLES IN THIS VOLUME SO SIGNED.  

Α.  I. R. 	Ai.iuw BAToN 	 D.Sc., 1'.R.S.,  .1.S.  
Κmοer, 	meet ο( Βnιsa-. Βrί'i4 Μι.uaι. j'uIi'or  of Tess Botk o* Oaasi..{  ρ  

χΡ1ιsΙι;&r. -  

Professor of English H istory in the Univers of ity 	Ldνdοa. Fetich, 411  Α11  5m' 
Α. ? P. 	Arnaτ Fi ιχ Poi.t&i», M.A. ?.R.HIET.S. 	

{ 

. 	 College. Weed.. Asam 	di Bditor the  Didw'y 

.. 	

.'. 
. 1q01. Laibla. Prisessas,, Oafoi'd,  π$; Arnold 

Es'ialId um* lb. Ρ"ί .ar.3erκή  ∆.is,y. VΪΙL 1sf.  4  Ibssss ιιυ; . 
Α. Ο. 	Ma;oa Αιτπuι Gzoaoz Fermium Gemmel( (d. 190$) 

H.M.  inspector of Prisons. 1878- ι896. °:  Tb. Cbo,ddts of 
• Semis of Ike Prison Hones; &c.  

Α.α.  Τ. 	ARTHuR  GEORGE  TANSLzY,  MA.,  F.L.S. 
 Lecturer in Botany in the 	
{ 

. 	 lJnIvssii 
di Botany, University College, LοοΖι 

Cυπbdc% Ferber*  Α nt Prctcissr  

A.  Η.· 	Alum  ΤLwcκ. D.Tn., D.Pn. 	 , 
Ρrο(eaeπ eΙ Church History lath, U,*ier*sd 1diiι..assl Directαd the Museum  
ci  Ecclesiastical Archaeology.  Gebeimer Kirchemat  of the Kingdom of Saxony.  
Member of  tR 	Saxon Academy of Sciences and 

mniea  of 	ii' and blunitb. . Autbe,  of  Ljeskeii 
ιοr  of the sew ethiloit  di  Herrog's kIfes'yjiop$du. Jet, $rWeiliu*4'be • 

ZboIogi'  seed  Κ&.ώ ..  
Η.  

Α. Η. Η.  

Α.  1.4.  

A l l 

A. J.  Ο. 

Α.,.  1.  

Α.  Ι.  I  

Α. Ιe.  

Rrnrn  Cmmcn, 	 F.R.S., F.S.A. 	

{ ;the": dud ραίιωωις; kωιιisk 	
my  Αιts London. Author of  Cbaf' 11γy  

&,lbotwar'; Εaι'ri Α Poreslais; ic.  
ARTHUR  Roasiiv Rmτοιe  (τ$6 -ι9ο$).  

Rs'e..  '.1 TX.. A...,L.... ρ.aχ... ,ι..,......,a ..a  . 	
{ 
iam, ι  picierw. 

Sm  A.  Ηοuτν*-Scmtmm, C.Ι.Ε. 	 . 
General in the !Widen Army. Author of Arisen, Persian Ζreh έ  

R.zv. Aacmuw Hzrn Sxycg, D.D., LL.D., Lιττ.D. 	.' .  
See the  bio$raphical  article:  S ιτcg,  Α. Η.  

Rzv. M.zx'seygn JAxue Geum, V.A., B.D. 	 . 	. 

Profcsso? p1  New Testament and Chinch Wutosy. ΥοήcιbΙrs Vrtited Ι&ρeπdeυt  
College, Bradford. Sometime Registrar of  Madeaa  University. and limber di  
Mysere Eductxional Service.  

Ai.yiw·J' 'Ripuies, F.S.Α. (182Β-)905). 	 . 	. 
Formerly Member of Council and Hon. Curator of the  Roysi  College of Musk. 
London. Member of  Comesluse  of the Ιrmentiens  and Medic Exhibition,  i$bg; 
. επbέΙιπ, l8qs;  and c the ,Paris  EXhibition.  5900.  Aittleot of  

ANDRZW JACIlON LaΜοu ετιχ. 	 Γ 
Ubnrlan.  College  ci . Αgτicυ1Ιere Cornell University.  ε'mor of the Rio  NeWS Peru: Geography and Slalidics. 
(Rio de Jeneko), ιS9-ι9oι. 	 .. 	.. 	 1 	. 	 . ..  

AizxnnDu MACAIISTER, M.A., LL.D., M.D., D.Sc., F.R.S. 	. (?humobgy; 
Professor of Anatomy in the University of Cambridge, and Fellow of St John's ρ1q iggp, 

, 
College. Author of Tex' Book 4 	H'issow A*al'sey;&c. 	' 	. .  

Ριώ ork PeBca.  
Amzo Νεwτοu F.R.S. 
	 h 	Peteol;  

See  tbc bipgr'pbical  article  Νnwτο. ALriml' 	 .  .?b 	 , ;  ..ι  
w'  Pllia;  
r,  .  

Α eοmρlete  list  sboivingall indiνidιmΐ  contributors.  ι9905a  In the Sot!  voluese.  
V  

Sm Αιτm,a  

‚ ΡΓΙIΕ Geography and 
-ι  SΙaΙfdώ ,.'  

{ 
P.sse 	(us peel).  

{ 

Ρ sνth  Brethren (us pool).  

Pianoforte (Is pars);  
Ν ά Ι 	 ..' 



vi 	 INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES  
Α. δω• 	Αραι Ssvcwicx M.A. F.R.S.  

Pm(esetr of koolog,at the ιmpaiιlof Scienca and τechnology,  I.ondoa.  
Fellow and f 	Τητα, of Τιinί tyC  Co^ 	e. e, Cambr ίd^ Ptokmσr óf Zoology
in the university of Cambridge. 1907-1909.  

Α. Β. 	AaTm Suanwgu., Μ.Α. M.D., LL.D. 
Member of Council  er ΕpidemίalosίW Society. Author  α( Tie Iwadw Wefa. Ρ6ι;ιι ((ιι tad).  
Snppfy; Ιadwbid $5cίaαy; Drink, Τeπιριroπα and  1rςί,ΙσΚιι 

Α. δ. PrP. 	ANDREW  Seta PRINOTI..PAITISON Μ.Α.τ  LL.D. D.C.L.  
Professor of  Lc'ic and  MetapLysica m the university of Edinburgit, Γλffaιd J ηη^^ ^ .  Lecturer in the university of Aberdeen, 191 I. Fellow of the Snout Academy. 

 of Mut's  Piece in Ike C.sises; The Ρkifι+epiiaσ/ Radicals; λε  
Α. δ. W0• 	ή ιτασι Sιατα W000wain, LLD., F.R.S.  

Keener  Μ  Geology. Natural  HLaay  Museum, Saudi  feaiµmtt. Seoretary of Ρlιγιγβιy.  
the Geological Soy of Landau.  

Α.  T. L  

B. Β.  

ALiXANDER Tayl.Oi ΙΝκαs, M.A. 	
Μ C: 

LLD; 	 ε^^.,γ,  
Scotch Advocate.  Autiur. of joke Xnm;  1a 	αιdι 1' SraYmιd; .Sριdία  in  i ΡΒιΜ.  Ν.  
Sattiai 7ltitιry; λκ, 	 l  

Six  ΒοναατοΝ Ranw000, D.Sc., F.R.S.('Edin.), F.I.C., AagocJxgx.C.E., 	' 
ΜSΝsτ.Μ.Ε.  

Adviser on Petroleum to the Admiralty. House  Οf6α, Ιndia Omoe. 
^^ 	

Cαpaιatwn̂̂  ^y^  
^^,,,,  and Port of Loudon Authority President  daK 	the 	of 

C 
 

Industry. Member  ο( the  Council  α7 the  ϋ emίtal Society. Member of Council  of  
Institute of Chemistry.  Author  of " Camor " L'dnm σα P'a'daniw; P&danm  
and its  Prednds; Ckes'iwl Τκλαι4ρ; Ac.  

Rsv. Caaiu.an bioc, M.A., D.D. ΓιB 
Regιas Ρnιkner of Ecό aiast ίol 	

^ d
κ νaiwiry ο( Οαlαιd, aod Cαιοιι 

of Christ Church
' 

τquι- ιqo$, F̂ y 	Stυdentιnd  Tutor d Christ Church. ΡbΛO  (ii  foή . 

^ 
σusια ο[ Brίgbtoα ("p Author of lb Cbidies Piebalib Μ Alecandrie;  

Cseι
Ŝ ^ ε S^c6ο^υ α Μ( 

MF.CS., F.GS., IiR.A.S.. 
agdιkn College, Oxford. 

Cαπαιτg EDW^RD Asian. ( 
• Formerly Fuss,  ConeιpηΡιdeal in Βmροι  Aims,  Antbα α( Α Hbkry of Smith  λ Fm: Hύ fary  (in τι).  

Α weriιa.  1854-1904. ^ 

CαΑιττs EDWARD  Moms,  D.Sc. 	 { ΡΙιρtα Ειοιοi7. 

oκ 
Emmanuel College,  Cambλdgi. Curatα 	ν of the nivvάφ Herbariaιι 

CRROttτ Gttsτ Knot?,  D.Sc. 
Lecturer em Αppϋad Mathematics, Edinburgh University. Professor of Physics , J  
Imperial University of Japan, ?akyo, ιa}ιθ9τ. Author ά  FJιtbiciη ead lt 
Υagaσlisat; Physics; Ac. 

CαΑβιτα LsτaRτηΡog SlNasloRD, M.A., F.R.$τατ.θ., Ρ.S.Α. 	 r 
Assistant Secretary to the Board of Education. Author of LiJι Μ Heary V. EditorEditor{ ?a718,  ΡΜιε. 
ό [  Chronicles of  Lοαdιιι and  Stow's 3ακy Μ  Leaden. t 

Sometime  

Cait. Tm000e  Must,  D.Ta. 	 Pls Dς,^ 
Professor  ο( Church History In the Univetllty of Marburg. Author of  Puliisis!ik { 	 g ίsι zeiιώkr Cm φr  VII.; Qad4a sw Grsιiici/ι ddesPap τυkwu; λε. ΡMry. Coδog  α4 

Cmtaua  Puma, D. in. L. • 
Professor at the  Soebonne,  Paris. Chevalier  ο( the Legion of Honour. Author  cl 

{ 
Ρ1pφη i.m,  

Εριdστ sw 4 ι(ςαι de Rσδers 4 Ρia ιΡs.  

CHA 

Sit Cisirnm Roam MAIXHAN, K.C.B., F.R.S.  
See the biographical article: MaaIflaj' Six  Cs.ascesiil Ramun?.  

Tnt Ri. UON. Cuaxtut SroasT Paatza, LL.D. D.C.L. (18x9-t qιΟ). 
M.P.  for  Ρεκh,δίπ,  ‚868-1874;  Μ.P.  for Perth Ctity, τΛ771-t84τ. Honorιrryy Feλow, Γ Fm. ^ R^^ 
formerly Fellow ο( University College, Oxford. Au 	 Μ S thor α( L ι)ι 	ir Robert Pad; }ι  
Ac.  

Rev. CsΑιιττffi TAYtOI, M.A. D.D. LL.D. (τ840
^

-ι ). 
Master  ο( St John's  Colk^e. CιmLrίdge, ιg8ι I  1897-1888.  { Pith.  Α1υC^,  
Aotbar α< Cems&ical  Coasts;  λε 

MA3ox-GxNtIAs. CαΑιιαα WALtER Roatnsoa,  CD..  D.C.L.  
Assistant  . Military Secretary Headquarters  ά  te 	the Army,  1890-1892 Lieut.. t^01HWYi  W9^ 
Coverer and Secreta % Rοyα1 Μιϋ tary Hospital,  Chelsea 1895-1898. Author of  

DAVm Gαοτοα Hociitg, Μ.Α.  
Κeeper 6Γ the  Aihmolean Museum, Oxford. Fellow σ( Magdaka  College, Oxford. hogs;
FeYaw  Of the British Academy;  Excavated at Paphos 5888:  Naυαaiis, ι899 Ρatpσm; 
and ‚903;  Epbczus,  1904-1905;  Asiι t̂, ι906- ι9o7 Director. British School at   
Athens, 1897-1900. ]7L+8etα,  Cretan ExpAιntfoι  Fund,  ι 899  

^ 

a 	Ριαerοτ JOHNSON 	88ο t.tis 	τrτ ΟΗΝΒΟΝ ι7ρτ-τ ).  
Lecturer on Botany, Guy's  Η φφιιW , London, ι 
English 	

βyyaa--ι873. F.drtaι of J.  Α. Soaαbyti ^ 

English i^ny; λε  Author  o( Ρo ιssιr Μ Grιst Brύ aar; me  

{  Farm:  Ηί ιfαy (ία padi.  

Shr1φ erj fke Ριιι ' 	Wer; d< εΡ 
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Pete, Adbdral; Pay^ 
Peιlιrα, Ifatwwι αι; 

D.  ά 	DAvm HANNAY. 	 Pet.r L-11Ι. d Aιsdotι; 
Formerly British νrx Co Barcelona.l  at Barcelona. Author of Shod  Bύ fσιi λ ̂  RMd Peώ t ώ  OιλOι;  
Ναsy ι Lγs λ  Emik. Cdaldar; 3ε 	 Ράτιtι and Ftraay: Α+*to+7;  

Pet.  Idgur  Abe;  
Pehoadi His$ory (ύ ι ;σιυ.  

Ε. Α. l. 	E. Ahem Jόxτs.  
Author 	

vαιdt
ύ λι Golf 

N
^tP
φ
ηlιuLη OY Clrwe λ  Pink M tM

p
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^^
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^
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bςr y  Ls.pold  do 
 of Ponies 

 PCeCsu^Gn λ ̂  ̂σkf  Α Prioefr IC^ of ^ jt ΡΡιιte (►^ prη.  
Rηαιι Pkb.'  Wkdser Ca+Yc;  &c.  

p 
Ε Α. lα, 	Εo^υ

^
s
,^
n Αοοττ Soκκaτscnuκ,  MA.,  Lττr.D. 	

, l 
of die Classical ̂ Mιά  ά̂ σnα Pιd σ̂ d G y  ®k ^a Mι̂ amt CŵlMde ^  
Birminςham,  '883-5900. Editor of several  ο( the  piays of Plautus.  

Ε. h 	Betttesτ  Bourn,  M.Α. 
Follow and Lecturer in Modern  Ηίιοαy, St ο6α's Colkae, Oιdord. Fαmαλγ Pete tbs ásemlf. 
Felber and Tutor 

	

ά  Marion  Colle3^. Ctavea 	. ι8g,}  
1.0. 	?assm'o Goosz, LL.D., D.C.L. 	 J^ 

Seι the bioςτaphial artitfe σ Gοι4, Earwo. 	 t 
Ε. fY 	1mev A'Tmm GΑmκαα, Μ.Α.

See the  hioanphinl articlι: GaaDN*a, PgicT. 	 { ΡΝlWt.  

Ε. Ά.  Ε. 	Enwarn 3com DtsTj'M.A., MUS.BAC. 	 J 
Formerly Fellow ο( lSioa'ι Colkςe, Cam 	 1brid8e. 	 PeR ι". 	, 

ΡΚΒα;  
14. 1. 	Duoun  Mum,  Pa.D., D.Lτrr., LL D.  

	Paslu Assded Hido,y  Professor of Ancient History  in the Uelvmlty ο(  Berlin. Author  α( Cssil» ciie 
l k ^W ιιm * τ; GadirAfc du  elfin  ΑιρΜιαςγι: Dιs Ιιιadibu end  i1m Νanlb.αmιnυs. 
l ΡΜ ιι; Phiandse.

:  

Ε. Y. Ε. 	Zowano Μοταττ Roτ.ισa 	 ΡΡήarmιeοφW. 
Curator ά  the Museum of the Fδarmaaeutiwl Sodety, London. 	 ?htτaitt/•  

R. 0. 	Fai'mm Owuw F.R.C.S. LL.D., D.Sc. 	 Ρeσ(baltlt; 	̂ 
Consultina 	το St Μα 's  Ηotιi, 	and to the  Cbiid,en's  Hospital,
Great Ormoed

η 	φi 
. Iandgσ.  Chevalier  of^ of Honour. late Emιmiaeτ 

Ii   

	

Surgery at the Uσiversitιes of Cambridge, 	Dιfham. Aιuhor of Α Pblebith.  
Υ.r.aat .J  Asekmyfn'  Senior  Shdesw ,  

Ε. 0 1. 	Eivarnw O'Nzui., M.A. (Mae Η. Ο. Ο?1m4 	 I p^^^ Jηγ. 
Formerly  Univetιiη Fellow and Jones Fellow  d Maacheseσ 	Uσivasiη. 	ί  

Ε.  Pr. 	&rwu Pnm*cu.  
Spedel  Lecturer in Portuguese Literature (η the Univers^ιηη of Μancheseσ. Εχ• 
endow in Portuφese in the Univerdtie, ά  London. Manehester, Ac. Com•  I Met. Riy  b;  
meεdadcr,  Portuguese Order  of S. 7Liasa Cαreιρondm^ Membα ο( Lisboa ΡΡΙαfη Fusin  lfbad ιι. 
Royal Academy .( Science., Lisboa Gcaςraoηus<l  Society; $c. Editor of  Aider:  
λ α ΡιιNιtκeκ  lien; Asurara's Qrsrii'di of Gnisea;  AC.  

1L θ:1L 	Fawwx burn Βανπκ, Μ.Α. 	 ^^'  
New C .dkaε, Orford. Author ά  71t Η.aκ of Sdercae: laιuwkm m ιder g'  i ^f+ H nd + a Y. M llaa- 

Ε.  I? 	Εαιt 	D.Pu. (τβιι-19τ^• 	 , 	 (t  
Fonaαlv̂ ^ of Νeω Τeιtamsσt F.rσaesύι is th. Uύ versitίes of  Gisse,n, J PhOo (tlt faλ). Kid and GBttinBea Author of Geeeλisί eo des  }eidiecάe.  Villas  iu iι Zι 	Jun  1 
f^r ίssi; da 	 . 	 .  

Ε. Ta. 	buy.  Eiimw  Lm  ΤπΡτmτnκ (d. τgo^). 
Author ο( Ι7υ English Bi.c! Mink of  St Beιιedicf; Iliιfση nJ tie ιeraik i ιι Ihιpfoad. { ΡΡ∆k Caldlotl  

% A.  Ρ. 	Fsm
Sa  the biographical article, artίιfe 

LL.D. 
 F. A. 	 { Ulυtaraδ  (is  jrof^. 

7.0. Ρ. 	Fιtmιατεα Gum ΡπΡnsoιas, F.R.C.S., FZ.S., F.R.Ακτατοτ.Ικsτ. 
νια-Ρmίά et. Aaatomίol Society of Greet Britain  and Irelaed. Logueer οα Pimgas; 
Anatomy at St Thomaa'ι Ηaφital and the London School of Mtdicise (α Women, PlasmM.  
london.  Formerly  Hsmtmiaa  Professor  υ  the  Royal  College  ά  Sarbαwι  

Ι  A G. 	MAgoa.GmuI. Sm Fiairwc Jome G οτεσι®. Ρsπ1α; Ηi+fιιy 	+τ88 , i^os-1 (* 
• 5α tba bioσaphίcal article:  GOLD 	(τamiιy). 	 { _).  

F. Ii 0. 	Fιawιrcτs t.tuwmvw Gτιιπτα, M.Α., Pn.D., F.S.Α.  
Reader bι Eη^^y, Ο:Ιαd University. Editor  of the Archaeological S  Falodυα;  
end Atsbaιafόtιrl' IEepo of  the 	 ^ ξjy  Exploration  Fuσd. Fellow of  Tm 	Phemob 
Gerιnaa Aιεbaeoloςinl Institute. P -κaκrly _Assiιtaηt Profeιsor  of 	P^ 
^Uηίνeτdη Cοl London.ες London.Author οί  Sfones of fAe 111gb Pru ιtr of Yemp άu;  P

υΟ. 
 

L R 	Fιmτ
SeewtδεNbi^aphfai  article:  Nosae, FasDujol.  {Pelat Βιlitn  (is pass)..  

s ω. αι. 	Fam^^ιτca ωτιs.τιατ Gυστα, D.Sε., M.Sc., F.R.S. 
Professor of Zoology,  Biτmuιςham Univers ίty. i 

y
^

, Uy 
 Assistant 	of the ^ Ρtιηωlιηι; 

Zoological Laboratories,
^ά  	Editor o[ 

Lecturer in
and Hunt'.  PιmιMed Zσdoς

Manchester. 
   

^  



Peddof; ?"·g'  
Μ 	Piesphases (ii' pan).  

TaW;  
ΡhοιτιΙeΙα.  

.c . 

α.αΙΦ.  

Fill  

F. W. a*  
ΙΝΤΓΙΑLS AND HΕADΙNό3 OF ARTICL  

Faτmsιwca Wimai' Rurn.zi, Ι.S.G., F.G.S.  
Curator and Librarian  ά  the Museum  of Practical Geology, London, 1879-1902.  
Pe.ddeut  of  τικ Geologlits' Αrού αύ cσ, 1887-1889.  

G. A. C. 	ταν. Gsoaos Αυατ Cooss, D.D.  
Otiel  Profaner of the  Intmretation of Holy Scripture Oxford. and Fellow  of  

Oriel  College. Canon of  Rocheater. Hoi'. Canon  oi St Mary'  Catbadal,  

Edinburgh. Author  of Teat &ob of Ναϋ  SaniNc Ιara ίjti σιu;  Ac.  
G. Α. βΤ. 	Cioacz ΑατΑκΑιΙ Cττsταοκ,  CL E.,  Ps.D., D.Lsn.  

Indian Civil Servi α, ι8 	
Society

ι yιιy. Τι' 	of  liσι8oistie Sιwη o[ faditι a8gθ- 
1902. Gold Medallic, 	al 	atic  Society ‚909.  Vαα 	ατ of  the Royal  
Âιla de Society. o   Fcrnιeλy Fellow of Calcutta  t7rrαsity.  Author of rim  7sσςwleι  

Ο. β. 	Gsous CτανατΑι, Μ.Α., LL.D.  
Profaner 

 F^eAoάi ιr wd^fοnaed̂y ellwr^and
of

ia^aιFuσ̂, Caιp oC^hτfι̂ Cdl^h  eφσ,Cm ά̂  

O. C. W. 	Goaoz Cugwis Wru.i*vao.,  LmD. • 

Chevafler of the Legion of Honour. Author ά  Po&'1f 	ίαΝ Μiαιroτ; Li)e of Rick σrd  
Forwuy, R.A.; Coap 8etkkeart; Partroi Dro*iop;.Ac.  Editor  cl New Edition  
of Bryaα's Diciiarary  of  αιαtατ ned FAj ►αΜιλ  • 

ταν. Gso:ca F.οιtσκοαοκ, Μ.Α. P.R.Rzxr.S. 
FerιnMyy Fellow and Tutor or Bruecoee  College.  Oafptd.  Ford, Lecturer, 1909»  
Hon. Member Dutch  Hiatoeical  Society; and Foreign Member,  Netbedanda  
Amoclatio* of Literature.  

0. IL• 	τοτεατ Cτ:οsτasτ Eurs.  
Petαboqι,  Cambridge.  Bartioter.mt.l.aw,  Inner Temple.  Jointeditor  of Εαςlύk Peerage.  
Reparu.  Author of Foaap  Law  aai Hid.oy.  

Ggoioa RAiL Cecnca. 	 J ̂ ιγµ, m.  p ^ 
See the biographical article:  Caoeca, G. Γ 	 l  

Gαοτεα Εττκνιττs Ρffiτ.τ.τιιοτα, -Μ.Α. B.C.L. 	 I ̂   (M ^. 
Christ Church, Oxford.  Βaniιtα-at-Law, 	Middle Temple. 	 t 

Rev. Gso:as Ηετταττ Βοτ,  Μ.A.  
Rector ά  Settee Sandy, Bode.  Formeλ YΥΡ ^ Hebrew Mixtet. Merchant  Taylor.'  J. ΡyJ^^ (is ^• 
School, London. Lκ 	 of tuιer  in Faculty 	11κο1οgy, Univera ιt ά  Oιdαd, t 	ηl  
'909. Author of  T,eadeldoii of Seek of  Zsabj;  Ac.  

Geoxox Heaee:t Fοωιατ, F.Z.S. F.L.S., Ρ8 . 
Fοtmσty Berkeley  Reκeκh Fellow ,  Οωεα College.  Mancάeιter, and  Andet.'it {  Pleskige.  
Prderα of Zoology it  UI'IuerIIty  College, London.  

G. W. Ii 	Genus  ωπιτett Rstιwax- J PetetaYat ikmµlp:  
Author of  lb  ωαι d  $'cusiois, r8δr-t86s; Fred'r€dsbwg: a Stady fa  War, 	i (τ86,ηi86s).  

riM BIRORAII, A.M., Pe.D.  
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>;sτsαττ Hass Tuixea M.A., D.Sc., D.C.L., Σ.Α-9. 	 • 
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College. President  of  the Royal  Axtronomical  society
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Mdau aahoeoe ιy;  Ac.  
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Ra*iy MA:aτALL Waao, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. (d. 190$).' 	 • 	 ' 
Formerly Profaner of Botany, University  α Cambridφet  and Fellow ά  Sidney Profaner
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Sta Huca εΗΑτLαα Curroin, K.C.M.C.  

Colonial  Secretary ,  Ceylon. Fellow of the Royal Colonial Institute. Formerly  

Resident, Pshaiig. Coionial  Secretary.  Trinι'dadaιιd  Tobago, 1903-1907. Author  

of Serdiar ία Brown Nswm ιUy: Fi'rikar ledid; Ac. Jά ntaυthα of Α Dediσwry  
of do Malay  Laapap.  

Hmoim Dauinrn, S. ]].  
p^p^φnt 1η the cοmρJatbn of the  Boϋ aσdist puWiutioσι: Arrbdt BaVaadiabs Ριiα4 AL  
and  Ada  Saaderiim.  

EARs. Hweatrn ΕτκΣ, Μ.Α.,  Ρ.!).  
Prdeaioe of  Oriental 	 University College. A 	 (υάναιίey d 1lrπhι: tfkrawa. Wales). Author  of Cataloger of Ρατiau 	d(αww^ιptr ίιι. 	liu id tlffar L ίδroη,  
1'mdos (Clarendon Preee);  Ac.  

ITa'es Pnmmzcu Gaoow, F.R.S., Ps.D. 
Strickland Curator and Lecturer on  Ζοοlοαν in the University of  Cambtidge. {  Phaorhιeoe. 
Author  of " Amphibia and Reptile. " in the ε_a,nkidn Nasa,aJ Miatesy.  
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Hsκsν RTCg'aD Tmiιτs, F.S:A. 	 ' • 	' 	. 
Secretaty and Librarian of the Athenaeum C1ub,  London.  

Ηιαπlν Scmaz 	Fz.S. 	 . •  
Aeei^φaς {ν.ευταl Histoy Edltor ο! Τ6e Firle. 	Αυtτια of Ρapr Γsr Jiώ tory ιJ{ 
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Ham  Swm M.A., ΡΘ.D., LL.D.  
Usiveieltykeade'- in Phoοetia,  Oxford.  CorταponΦnt Metober  of the  Aeadweiee  
of Munich. Smite. εοριηhιιρeο'Rnd )telingfs*. Author  of A Hiιςτory 4 úιιgl:,k 
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Sa HENRY  SY7olP-$AEa C.M.C., Μ.A. 	 ' 

Μ.Ρ.  for St Ηelen's, ιrf8s-ι9ό6. Author of  )[y Sper$i*g fldMays;  At.  
Ham  STIIµT JoNas, Μ.Α- 

Fotmedy Fdlow  and Tutor of Trinity  CoOgy Q^(oet^ 	Diαεmί 	13λ d the 	tLb 
School at Rome. 	Member of the German  Imρeiial^fogirai Idstltutε 
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Irnat As,annsx., Μ.Α. 	 • 
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Hislory of Jewuk l υααεωι;  Jewish  1+/e in /ks  Middle Ages; Judaism;  i4a  

IssAas Gou.st'i, M.A., Lττt.D.
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Joιsιι Atroαιτoτow Snιttrana, LL.D., D.C.L. 
Sec the bίοgrαρlιίαl article:  Savoxos. ]. Α. 

J,jrts BARTJ,ETT.  
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Lincoln College. Oxford. Professor of Ruh/ Christian Liten ί υr and New Tests. 
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L. 	 Cονxτ LCTzow, Lrττ  D.,  Pn.D., F.R.C.S.  
Cbamberlain  of  H.M. the Emperor of Austria. King of Bohemia Hon. Umber. 

.t of the Royal Society of Literature. Member of the  Bonemian  Academy, &c. Author  
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,  See the biographical article: dAurBELL, Limns.  
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Mucus  NiutmN  Too, Μ.Α.  

Fellow and Tutor of Oriel College, Oxford. University Lecturer lie  ή xgτaρhγ. { ρ.ιj, 
Joint.autlior  of  Caiokgee  of 18' Spew Mere...  
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Professor of Physiology  am1  Director of the  PbYI$OIC1ICRI tnstkute  in the University  { Π100011.  
of Bonn.  Autbor  of  AIlgemeise ?kysiokgie;  &c.  

Νεwτοx Dziimsote Mawress, Α.Μ., Pn.D. 	 {Ρίm9bΙ1ΙΙΙ1ιd$L 
Author of Maryland 4$ a Propriciary Pro.in'e. 	 ίισοναρhυ mad  SΙο.iiιώ ι. .  

NORMAN  MCLEAN, 11)1.  
Lecturer In  Ammsk,  Cambridge  Univwsiey.  Fellow and Robe..  I.eetsiree

' 
 Christ's 

 { College, Cambridge. joint-editor of the larger  Cambddgt.$epio.giaL  

Joezi'n  Maui  Νο t VAI.OIS.  
Member of  Acaddmie  doe  lmciiptkn.  it  Bollee.Lettsee, Parla Ηοοοτατυ ArchIvist  
at the  Asthives Natimsale..  Formerly  Pweildnnt of the  Socift' do  Ι iatώ ψ do 
France and the  See** dc  Ι'έ cώ e  de. Ctsa Author of ne La a. ' la reed 
schschism, d'Oecideni;  &c. 	. 	. 

Νο* πτcοτi Wmτimcκ Tnoius, Μ.Α.  
Government Anthropologist to Southern Nigeria. Corresponding Member of the  
Sociftk 4·Ααthrοροίοgie  of Paris. Author as  Thoughi Transfm,.'e; Xissskiji  and 

 { 
 Phyllobi  Vise  DIBIM.  

µιιινiegs as λ esρειiiα ;  Au  
' Οιοαταο Λαι,  Μ.Α. LL.D. 	 .  

3411 	Schools and Inspector of  Tsalfiing felines, Board of  

{ ΙΖ.;  Au Editor of the  J.auderdak  Popes; 
Author of  L.sds XIV. and the  Esegluk Resieroiiois;  Charles  

0.3.. 	Oswaw Bmoy, Π.S.Α. 
,'  Editor of lii A*c'sloT,  1902.1905.  Um.  Genώkgig to  Standlup ςοιsncΙΙ  of the 

 { 
Rib  (/OWdly).  

hloiiourable  Society of the  Baronetage. 
0.0. W. 	Rte.  Owzx CMAlLis Wirt-mums,  Μ.Α., D.D. 	

.... Senior Theological Tutor and Lecturer in Hebrew,  Cbe.bunt  College Cambridge.  
Principal of the Countess of  Himtingdon's  College,  Cbeah'rnt,  1895-1905.  

0.3. 	Oi.agg )&ioutJg FrnmKu Hxiqnyci, Pn.D., LL.D. Π.Κ.S. 
Professor of  Mechaice md Matheixatie. in the 

LL.D., 
	Tecimical Co4ιeι 	the 

CIty  and  011116  of Lcndon insdtut..  Author of Vosiens endd Rehm; σw
έ
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P.C.  Σ  

1.0. 	RICVARD GanNETT LL.D. 
Ste the  biograp'iical  article:  CArTE, Rιca ιan  

3.1. P.  

R. K. D.  

INITIALS AND ΗΕΑDΙΝ iS OF AItTICLES  
Ρ. Α. Τ.  

RZCINAT.D Ι ras Pococx, F.Ζ.S.  
Superfntabdent  of the Zoological Gardens,  'mdci.  

Sim  Rοndr 1 ΖΝΝΑWΑΤ Dotjox.as.  
Formerly P,ofmeor of Chinese. King's College. London. Keener of  Griennd  Piloted  
Book, and MSS. at British Museum  ι8ge-ιιη. Member of the Chinese Consular  
Service, 180 -1865.  Autboc  of  Τ '  Lcsgaeg'  cad  uluclw.  4  Cbsse; Cksiic;  

Eswop.  end the For End; Ac.  
?.tem  

Ricumo L'ihem*. F.R.S., F.Z.S., F.Ο.S.  
Member of the  Stad  of the Geological Survey of India,  ι8ψ-tδSe. Αιιthαι of  

J  ΡeιϋaοdatΙyΙa;  
Calek'ws  of Ριωπ7 Mommals. Ropliks and Birds is the Br'lisk Μι'saim fl'  i  Phaiang.r; Ph.nae.dwt Derr.; ad Loads; An.  

‚ ΡΙ.;  ?.beaL  
Pazm&iy; Peablin; ROBERT  Nisrn Rem (d. ιφ9).  

Assistant Librarian,  Briusn  Museum,  ι8S3-ιgΟ9  Author of
' 
 the P$tbT I. ii■ m. ο Β ί.i 

ΡduΙίωΙ Risser, of Dmsmsvk, Zgorwav end Suedes, z5zj-s000· Tb Fusl Romasow, J  ?etbfl,  Alexander;  Philariti  
1613-1725; Slesosic Ew'o$: Tb. ?dideal 1(iW.?y of ? οώ ιd cad Russia from  Ι  PIper,  Carl;  
1469ic 2796;&c.  ‚ Poland:  rni'.ry (in ρο.1).  

REId Ponraarnw,  D As  Ι..  
Secretary of the onla  des Chutes. Honorary Librarian at the  Bibliotb'que { Philip the  Bdd 
SlatiοnaΙe Pam. Author 0( Le  R.yaim.  do "lemur sons los CordisgImis; Rocwil Philip the Goad.  
des cbd,les di Scial -Gosmaia; Ac.  

R.  Pnxasf S 	, F.S.A.. F.R.LB.A.  
Formerly  Masteg  of the Architectural School. Royal Academy

' 
London. Past 

islοry  of 4rώ ieaar Author of  ΑτώOer(w.: RusS  cad Wed; 	 { 

President of Architectural  Assedatioit, Associate and Fellow of Κin.  College. Flu (ii  orώOedw.). 
London. Corresponding Member of the Inιtlt ιι e of Femme- Εditοr of ergureon.  

Ρ. Α. Ttu.x.  

Memoir ce lb. Verges  φ  lb. Dakk Nemgolors.  an. 	
Ρ1w. P'ormeiiy LIbrarian, Utrecht  UιιΙνerιΙt7. Αιιtbσr of Βtogeσ$caΙ mid Ε4D,'cσJ  

Ρ 3ι Co ιιas Μrnmτ.ι.ι, Μ.Α. t  ?.R.S., F.Z.S.,  D  Sc., LLD.  
Secretary of the Zookigkal Sqcstty  of London.  Uoive*iity  Demonstrator In  
Comparative  !inatomv  and iiemstiat  in I'inacrt Pnsie.'w at  0344 ιgiδ-ig ι. 

{ 
Ph 	eewi  ό  

Author of  Oi'Iliiies ή ισ1egy;  &τ.  
Ρ cι Gi νυ LL.D.,  

See the  bίegτ4bιcιί  Wide: drniiiaa. PcT.  
Prrea όυ a, M.A., LL.D,Lιττ.Ό . 

Fallow and Classical Lecturer of Emmanuel College. Cambridge and University  ?bΒΟbΙ Reader in Comparative Philology Formerly Secretary of the  Camb ιdge  Philological j 	
( ί  ss4  

Ρmx' Tm. M.A.,  P.G.S.  
Lecturer on Physical and Regional Geography In Cambridge  Universit Form.rly { 

	

Geology. of the Geological Survey oi India Author of  Μοiwr αOk  of  .Βτihb Comhea.  
T,jkbdes.  Translator  - Α 	of Καγιιes Compnral'w Gadogy.  

Pagmvm Sawm, Ρ.D.  
Rufus B. Kellogg  unlvendty  Fellow,  Amjimt  College,  U.S.A.  

PABQVAI.R Vll.Lqm.  
See the biographical ar ticle.  Vn.IAIz, Ρ8eqcaιL  

$11  Racuan Ci.evrnovaz Jzan, LL.D. DCL 
Se.  '. hiogra))hical  ankle; Jaw. Sin Aicsl'aaD Ci. νυονw.  

-  

R.aυπ SEocrItaN, M.D. F..S.(Edin.), F.R.C.P.(Edin.). 
Professor of  Mateiia ΙζΙRedlca  and  Tl*rapcutica  in the University of βΙasgοw. 	

{ 

Ρbaτmacο1ο.  

RoizaT S τi.οua CoNwa; Μ.Α., Diny.  
Professor of Latin and  ΙπdοΕυrορean Philology in the niversity of Maiicbester. 
Formerly  Proftasor  of Latin in University College. 	

U 

	

CariΕ and  Fellovf  of  Conville 
{ 	

«' 

and Carus College, Cambridge. Author of  Tb. lwii' D ίck Ιs.  
Rοaxaτ Wat.ι cχ, F.R.S.(Edjn.) F.L.S.  

Professor of  Α ricυltυre  and  Riral  Economy at Edinburgh University. and Carton  
1.ecturer on Colonial and Indian  Agriculturn. Pr.feszo'  of 

 ‚ruriculture. Cirencester. 1882-ι885. Author of F 	
R.A.C.. 

‚ulluee mu, Rural E'oaomy of  4usaΙis cad New Zesicad; FormIng / TMd ! 	
« arm Lire Slock of Gr ed 	de b Agri.  

Swmετ Αιτmra Coor, Μ.Α.  
Lecturer in Hebrew and Syriac and formerly Fellow,  Gonvllle  and Celts College. 
Cambridge. Editor for the  ΡaΙ ztine Eaploration  Fund. Examiner In Hebrew and ΠΏ ΙΜΒΜΙ 
Aramsic,  London University,  ιο4-ι9ο8. Author of  ΰkιsαηr  of  Aroiici' Ia- 
scrijrhons;  7). Law of Moses mid lb. Code of Ilammurobi; C,sl'wl  Roles  cit  011  
Tcskrmeal Sister"; R Jigioa of Asdeal Paksliae;  Ac. 

SIDNEY Fens=  Ηawχ. M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S., F.Z.S.  
Keeper of Zoology, Natural Hi story Department, British Museum Fe llow, 
formerly Tutor and Lecturer. King, College.  Cm/bridge. Joint-editor of 7). 

{  Cambridge Nalswal Ilislety.  



χ4 	 . INITIALS AND , ΗΕΑ.Ι3ΙΝΟβ  ΟΡ.  ΑRΤΙCLΕS  
Ζ. Β.  V 	Ssm;ν HowaRD Vrnea, M.A., D.Sc. , F.R.S.  

Sherardlan  Professor of Botany, university of Oxford arid Follow of Magdalen  
College. Fellow of the University of London. President of the L ί nnaπ Society,  
ιοο- ιg.  Formerly Reader in Botany In the UnivAhity  0' Cambridge and  PIsaisi Μwhdοgy.  
Fellow and Lecturer of Christ's College. Author of  Α  &edesl  a  Torlbo.k  of  $oldxy;  
&c.  

I.  11 	Sivos Nzwcosse, D.Sc.,  LLD. 	 f  Platati  
See the biographical article:  N'wCOI'a,  Stem. 	 l.  Plaassfs Μiχι.  

'Τ.  As,  

Plomum  (in 	 ;  
Piperno.  

WALTER  THz000an WATTS.DUNTON.  
See the biographical article:  WAfla.DVuON. Waisga Tug000lg.  

THoMAS WrsTwoRTit NICCINSON A.M. LL.D. 
Author of AiIasli'  Essays; Cheerful Υό τdηs; (lister, of  ii.' United Sides;: {PhmiPi.  Wendell.  

Τιοιι aε Wrtu.iu RHYS DAyton, LL.D., Ps.D.  
ProTesior  of Comparative Religion, Manchester University. President of  thi  
Pali Teat Society. Fellow of the British Academy. Secretary and Librarian of  

{  
Royal Asiatic  ocietν, 1885-.ιο.  Author of  Ai'ddkism: Sacred Books of the 
Β'ώdhάsΙs; Early BwiJki,m; )ridhisi lsdio; Diei.gw of the Baddhd; Ac.  

WALTER  COvENTRY SVMI'ERS, Μ.Α.  
Professor of Latin in the University of  Sheffield. Formerly Fellow of St Tohn'i  Ι  
College Cambridge. Craven Scholar, sflgo. Chancellor's Medallist, ι8pa. (uthο* I  P.tronlui  (as part).  ofA &idy9/ VakriesFla"i's;&c. 	 I 

WILLIAM DOUGLAS  CARBE, Μ.Α. , F.S.A.,  

Trinity College. Cambridge. Architect to the Ecclesiastical Commission end the 
Charity Coiiamisaion, London. 	 { 

1'11400%  John  usIhbssongb.  

Wu.uasc DwιcΠτ Wmmzv.  
See the biographical article:  WIIITN;Y, Wn.i.tsj' Dwιαυτ. 	

{ 
Phi101ogy (in purl).  

Ssi Wn.LIAM  DR  WiveLnauR AaNEy, K.C.B., DCL., D.Sc., F.R.S. 
Adviser in Science to the Board of Education for England. Member of the  

Advisory Council for Education to the War Oflice. Formerly Ρresidct of Royal Photography. 
Astronomical Society. Physical Society and Royal Photographic Society. Αυtl οr 
of instruction is Pholography; Colas, Vissoss;  Ac. 

WILLIAM EDWARD  GARRETT Fisnei, Μ.Α.  
Author of The Traa'ioo.l and the Boors.  

WILLIAM  FREAM, LL.D.  (d. το6).  
Formerly Lecturer on Agricultural Entumology, University of Edinburgh, and { PIg  (in pars).  
AgnculIural CoiTenpondent 61 The  Tiss's.  

WILLIAM  FEIWEN CaAixS,  Μ.Α. 
Βarτίster.at.Law.  Inner Temple and Lecturer on Criminal Law, King'. College,  { Pleadlrig.  
London. Editor of Archbolds  Criminal Reeding  (srd edition).  

W ατεe GARSTANG, M.A.,  DSc.  
Professor of  1οοiοgχ  in the University of Leeds. Fennell),  ellow of Lincoln 
College, Oxford. Scientific Adviser to Η.Μ.  Delegate, on the Tnternational Council 

{  

for the  Exploiation  of the Sea, 1901-1907, Author of lb  lmpowrishmcrd of She 
S'a;&c.  

Wπm.τοχ Ητ m M.D., F.R.C.S., F.G. 
Sυ sι.  Nort h StaFa lnSrmarv. LyJMedallist,  Geological Society, 1902. Author { P adiselde liii.'  
οf risish Carbonofcross Lambd'itrirn'hsaio  

Sta  WILLIAM HENRY  Ftowna
' 
 F.R.S. 	 .{ /WW1 (in  paa'f). 

See the biographical artick: Fiowsa, Sta  W. Η.  

Τ. Ss.  

Τ. Ρ  C. 

T. C. Vt.  

Τ.Μ.  L.  

11ι.  Ι.  

Τ.  &.  

Τ. νι.-D.  

T. W.  Η.  

T. W. B. B. 

W. C.  Ιι.  

W. D. C.  

W. D. W.  

W. de W. A.  

W. B. 0.1.  

W. Fr. 

W. Π. C.  

W. 0' 

W.  Ηι  

W. Η. F.  

Tiotus Αsιnγ, Μ.Α., D.Lrrr.  
Director of British School of Archamiogy  at Rome. Formerly  Scbol*r  of Christ  
Church, Oxford. Craven Fellow.  ι8.  Conington Prizeman.  1906. Member of  
the Imperial German Archaeological Institute. Author of The Classical Top.- 
• of lb Romas Campagsa.  

Sta Tuouaa BARCLAY. 	 •  
Member of the Institute of International law. Omeer  of the Legion of Honour. 
Author of Ptobims  of  !ssbriichdnel  Produce end  Dlassa'y;  Ac.  M.P.  for  
Blackburn, 1910.  

Τs οoοxπ FRRYIJNGnUVSIN C0τ.τ.ιεe, Pw.D. 
Aasistznr  Professor cl Histoi'y,WIIhama Coflege, Wiflbmatowis,  Mass.,  U.S.A.  

THOMAS  Gigoox Biomg, M.D.5  F.R.S.  
Professor Superintendent, Brown Animal Sanatory  It,titution, UnIversity Qf 
London. Professor of Physiology Royal Veterinary C οηege. London. Lecturer  
on Physiology. London School Μediεnω  for Women. Fellow of King'. College, 
London. Author of  Essealdnls of E.'prnmosld Physiology. 

Rev. THOMAS  MARTIH LINDsAY LL.D., D.D. 
PrIncipal  of the United Free ί hυrch College. Glasgow.  Fcrmerly Amiatuit to the  
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the  Ujνιnity  01 Edinburgh. Author of  
Bislory of the Ρ4οτmαΙιοι; Life of Luther; Ac.  

Tne000i Νδwzχι'  Pst.D. 
See the biographical article : W1102113, Tijzoztoa.  

Sze THOMAS  SrzvxNaoN, M.D., F.R.C.P.  (ι818-1908). 
Formerly Senior Scientific Analyst to the Home C 	j.ecturet cit Chemistry  
and Forensic Medicine at Guy's Hospital, London.  

{  

Piece; 
ρυεe Conlereiwe.;  
P&xnda  end  Picisy:  Low.  

Plus  UI.  IV. and V.  

Plymonth Bcelhr.0 (ix part)  

Ριτυρ lb  (is  pasi).  

Poison. 

{Po.  



INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES  
WILLIAM MICBAΣL Rοs$χττr.  

See the biographical article: Rossxvvi. DANTs G.  
Sin WrnUAM  MrrcnziS RAMSAY, LL.D., D.C.L. D.Lra.  

See the biographical article: R sisax, Sm ,  W. Μ.  
WILLIAM PaIDHAUX COURTNTY.  

See the srticle: Cουaτaav, Baron.  

WILLIAM Rtcmisn Moam.L, M.A. (d. 1910).  
Formerly Professor of Russian and the other Slavonic Languages in the University  
of Oxford. Curator of the Taylorien Institution, Oxford. Author of Riema;  
S esraiι Liluojm; dc.  

Wir.uw ROBEITSON  SMITH,  LL.D.  

See the biographical article:  SMiTH. Wu.u'i' Roaa7soN.  
WILLIAM  Rov Simu, Μ.Α. PHI). j 

Aaor.iste Professor of list0ry,  Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania. Author ο( i  
- 	$κηηιαtί ηΜ its  Ριαιυylσααία danng  us RerolirIion; $ε.  

WILLIAM Sum  Rucaατiο.  
Author  ο( A Creat ll ίτlory p^J Marie from the urinary ο( the Greek Drama ω ike  
Fresen' Period; and other works on the history of musίι  

Sm WτΙ.τ.υιι Tuuezx TrusBLTON-Dvea. F.R.S., IC.C.M.G., CS.E, D.Sc., LL.D., (  
Pn.D., Τ.L.S.  

Hon. Student ο[ Christ Church, Oxford. Director. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.  

1885-1905.. Botanical Adviser to Secretary of State for Colonies. 1902-1906,  

Joint-author  ο( Flom of Mirfdlesex.  

WuuAM WALMEE ROCEWEIL, ζ.ιε.ΤΜΙιοι  
Assistant Professor of Church History,  Uoioo  Theological Seminary, New York.  

WaI.uM Yoimc SELI.A1, LL.D.   

ι  the biographical article: SaLLAR, W. Υ.  

xiv. 

W. 1N.  R.  

W. M.  Αα.  

W.P.C.  

W. R.  Μ.  

W.RB.  

W.RS.'  

W.9. R.  

W. T. T.-D.  

W. W. R.  

W.V.  S.  

{

Ρeληο dd Vega;  
Peretςiae, Pletro. 

 { Pbrygla; PWdls.  

f Peterborough and  Moemouth.  
I  Bartok.  

Poland: tiIaotwe.  

Pbylaetery (in par[),  

Polk. James Sacs  

Πkln  li0ag 

Plants: Diτtri δτdioκ.  

Plus VI., VIL, and "m.  

Petronius (in turf).  

PRINCIPAL 
 

UNSIGNED ARTICLES.  
Pea  
Paab.  

Pepper. 
pep-ermlat  

Πhilολπτva.  
Phonograph.  

Piquet.  
Pistols.  

Par.  
Pat.  

umet#.  Pbormium.  
Pbe.pboiui.  

Pitcher Plash,  
Pittsburg.  

Peebleasbko.  Photins.  VIbtatlon.  
Pembroke, Perle oL  Perlpaletlna.  Photochemistry.  Platinum.  
Pembroke.  Per)ury.  Phyaloerstio SchooL  Pleurisy.  
P.mbrokeihlro.  Parnambaoo.  Physlologts,  Pleuro-Pneumonla.  
Pen.  Pertain{.  Plsomsa.  Plonk.  
Pencil.  Perrot  Ploatdy.  Plough and Ploughlag.  
Penitential.  Pereciiallty.  PboocidmioL  Pier. 
Pι ιι1Μ  Chaff. Perth  (NB). Plahαgnι.  Plymouth (U.S.A.).  
Penmylvaula.  Peribahire.  Pietism.  Pneumatic Gun.  
Penmaylvaila, 	University 	of.  Peaιimbsm.  Pigeon-dying.  Pneumonia.  
Pensacola.  Peterborough.  POgtlσs. Puom-Penh.  
Pension.  Petition.  Pin.  Poltfes.  
Penanee.  Phlladelpbin  Pink.  Poker.  
Peosia.  Philately.  Pipe.  Pole.  
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ΡΑΥΝ, JΑΙΙΒS 0830- ι&Ο),  English novelist, was born at 
Cheltenham, on the 28th of February 1830, his father being  
clerk to the Thames  Cοmmis ιοners  and treasurer to the county  
of Berkshire. He was educated at Eton, and afterwards  

entered the Military Academy at  Woolwicb;  but his health was  
not equal to the demands of a military career, and he proceeded  
in 1847 to Trinity College, Cambridge. He was among the  

meat popular men of his time, and  sexved  as president of the  
lJnioo.  Before going to Cambridge he had published some  
verses in Leigh  Himt'e  Journal, and while still an undergraduate  
put forth a volume of  Sloe/es from Bo'cac'io  in 1852, and in  
1853 a volume of Poems. In the same year he left Cambridge,  
and shortly afterwards married Miss Louisa Adelaide  Edliii,  
sister of Sir Peter  Edlin.  He then settled down in the Lake  
district  los  literary career and contributed regularly to  ufoaschoid  
Wo,ds  and  Chambers's Journal.  Ιι'  ι858  be removed to  Edin.  
burgh to set as joint-editor of the latter periodical. He became  

sole editor in 1859, and conducted the  magsziiie  with much 
success for fifteen years. Tie removed to London in ι86ι. · In  
the pages of the  Josrnol  be published ix'  86'  his most popular  
story, Lost Sir Massingberd.  From this time he was always  
engaged in novel-writing, among the most popular of his  
productions being Married Beneath Him  (ι86),  Carlyms's  Year  
(ι8'8),  By P,oxy  (1878), and The Talk of  the Tows. (2885). In 
5883 he succeeded Leslie Stephen as editor of the  Cersihili  
Magazine and continued in the post until the breakdown of his  

health in 1896. He was also literary adviser to Messrs Smith, 
Elder  &  Company. His publications included a Handbook  
1.1ke English Lakes (1859), and various volumes  of occasional  
essays, Maxims by a Man of  the World (1869), Some Prirale  
Views 4880,  Some Literary Recolkclions  (χ884).  A posthumous  
work, The Backwater of  Life (1899),  revealed much of his own  
personality in a mood of kindly, sensible  reό ectίοn  upon  fmiΙiaχ  
topics.  Κι  died in London, on the 25th  of March  χ898.  

A  biixgxaphicsl  introduction to The Backwater of Life was furnished  
by Sir Leslie Stephen.  

ΡΑΥΝΕ, 	ΕΗ  (c. 138014$$), English Lollard and.  Tabocite,  
the son of a Frenchman by an English wife, was  boris  at Bough,. 
on-the-Hill near  Granthain,  about 5380. He was educated at 
Oxford, where he adopted Lollard opinions, and had graduated  
*se master of arts before the 6th of  Octobex  5406, when he was  
concerned in the irregular proceedings through which a letter 
declaring the sympathy of the university was addressed to the 

 Bohemiaa  reformers. From 1410 to 5414 Payne was principal  
of St Edmund Hall, and during these years was engaged in 
controversy with Thomas Netter of Walden, the Carmelite  

defender of Catholic doctrine. In 1414 he was compelled to  
kave  Oxford and taught for a time in London. Ultimat ely  

he had to Ike from England, and took refuge In Bohemia, where 
he was received by the university Of Prague on the 13th  of 
February 1417, and soon became a leader of the reformers.  
He joined the  eret  of the "Orphans," and had a prom inent part 
in the discussions and conferences of the ten years from 5420  
to 1430. When the Bohemians agreed to send representatives 
to the Council of Base), Payne was  isaturally  chosen to be one 
of their delegates. He  amved  at Base!, on the 4th of  Jέ nυaιy 

 1433, and his unyielding temper and bitter words probably 
did much to prevent a settlement. The Bohemians left Base) 
in April. The party of the nobles, who bad been ready to make 
terms, were attacked in the Dirt at Prague, by the Orphans  

and  Taborites  Next year the dispute led to open war. The  

nobles were victorious at  Lipau  on the 291h of May 5434, and  
it was reported in England that Payne was killed. When soon  

afterwards the majority of the Orphans joined the moderate  

party, Payne allied himself with the more extreme  Tabodtea.  
Nevertheless his reputation was so great that he was accepted  
as an arbitrator in doct rinal disputes amongst the reformers.  
In February 1437 the pope desired the emperor  Sigismund 

 to send Payne to be tried for heresy at Basel. Payne had to 
leave his  pIstorate  at Sass, and took refuge with Peter  Chek-icky, 

 the Bohemian author. Two years later be was captured and 
imprisoned at  Gistenatein,  but was ransomed by his  Tabodte 

 friends. Payne took part in the conferences of the Bohemian  

parties In 1443-·-1444, and  agafπ in  1452. He died at Prague in 
1455. He was a learned and eloquent controversialist, and a 
faithful adherent to  WycliSt's  doctrine. Payne was also known 
as Clerk at Oxford, as Peter English iii Bohemia, and as  Freyng, 

 after his French father, and Bough from his birth place.  
BisLIoGaaruY.—Tbe  chief facts of  Payne's  English career are  

given in the 1.οιi o  lib,o wrilalum  of T.  Gascoigne (ed. Thorold  
Rogers. Oxford, 188 ί ).  For his later life the  ρdnciρal  sources are  
contained in the  Mornemewla cos.cflioiwm gιiιιrώ ι5sι saecsill τ., 
Saecidi sa., or  saecvii q5i, ι1οdecέmi νοls. i-ill (Vienna. 1857-1894.  
For  mcd.rn  authorities consult  Palacky, Geschschk son  Bdhmes,  

and  Creighton's Iiialoi'y  of  the Papacy. The  biogrsph  
by James Baker, 4 Forgotten (teeaI EsgIssiaion  (Lambs,  ι 94  
ia too par*ial (C.L.s'.)  

PAVNTM  (or  Ρ'sιuτχa),  WILLIAM (c.  ι.'ο-ι gp),  English 
author, was a native of Kent. He matriculated at Si  Jolm'a 

 College, Cambridge, in  ι.  Zn τ561  he became clerk of the 
ordnance in the Tower of  Loisdon,  a  pcsiti,n  in which he 

 appem  to have amassed a fortune out of the public funds.  Ιιι  
τ $86  be  conf'ssed  that ha owed the government a thousand 
pounds, and in the next year further charges of peculation were 
brought against him. In 1991 his son Anthony owned that 
he and his father had abused their trust, but  Paynter  retained 
his  odice  until his death. This event probably followed  

2α  
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immediately upon his will, which was  nuncupative  and was  
dated the  ι4th  of February 1594. The first volume of his Palace  
of Pleasure appeared in 1566,  and wan dedicated to the earl of 
Warwick. 11 included sixty  lales,  and was followed in the next 
year by a second volume containing thirty-four new ones.  Α  
second improved edition its 157$ contained seven new stories.  

Paynter  borrows from  Herodotus,  Plutarch,  Aulus Gernia, 
Aclian, Livy, Tacitus,  Quintus  Curlius;  from  Giraldi Cinthio, 
Matteo Baisdello, 5cr  Giovanni  Fiorentino, Straparola,  Queen  
Margaret of  Nava)·r'  and others. To the  voguc  of  ,tbls  and  
aimilar ςoΙlecΙ iοόs  we owe the Italian setting of so large a pro.  
portion of -the  Eflzabetl'an  drama. The early tragedies of  
Appisis and Virginia, and  Tancred and Girmimd  were taken  
from The Palaci of Pleasure; and among  belter.known  plays 
derived from the book are the Shakespearian  Timn  4  Alhe,ir,  
All's Well I/mi Ends Well (from  Giletta  of  Mtebonn.),  Beaumont  
and  Fletcher's  Triumph of Death and  Shirley's Late's Cruelly.  

The Palace of Pleasure was edited by Joseph  liaslawood  in 1813.  
This edition was collated (1890) with the British Museum copy Π(  
1 575 by Mr Joseph Jacobs. who added  further  prelatsey  matte,. 
including an introduction dealing with the importance of Italian  

,soseM' in Elizabethan drama,  
PAYSANDI),  or  ΡΑΙSΑΝDύ ,  a town and river port of Uruguay  

and capital of a department of the same name, on the left bank 
of the Uruguay River about 214 m. Ν.W.  of Montevideo, with  
which it is connected by ra il. Pop.  ('φ8  estimate), 150200.  It  
baa  railway connexion with Rio Negro and Montevideo to the 
south-east, and with Salto and Santa Rosa, on the Brazilian 
frontier, on the north; it is at the head of low water navigation 
on the Uruguay River, and is in regular steamer  communicalion  
with Montevideo said Buenos Aires,  

There are some good public buildings, including two churches,  
a. hospital, a theatre and the government  oflices. PaysandA  
exports cattle and sheep and salted meals, hides, ox 
tongues, wool end other animal products. There Is a meat-
curing establishment  (saladcro)  at  Cuaviyfl.  in the vic inity. 
The town 'vas named in honour of Pay, or Psi (Father)  Sandfl,  
a priest who settled there in 1772. It has  suffered  severely 
from revolutionary outbreaks, was bombarded by Rivera 
Its  ι86,  and was partly destroyed in 1865 by a Brazilian 
bombardment, after which its gallant defenders, Leandro  
Gores and his companions, were butchered in cold blood.  

The department of  Paysandfl—ares.  5117  sq.  m.; pop.  0907,  
estimate), $4,097-15  one of the richest stock-raising regions  

(  the republic.  
PAYSON,  EDWARD (1783-1827), American Congregational 

preacher, was born on the  sth  of July  2783 at  Rindge,  New  
Hampshire, whe re  his father, Seth Payson (1758-1820), was 
pastor of the Congregational Church. His uncle, Phillips Payson 
(1736-1801), pastor of a church in Chelsea,  MssssrhuseIts,  
was a physicist and astronomer. Edward Payson graduated 
at Harvard in 2803, was then principal of a school at Portland, 
Maine, and in 18ο7 became junior pastor of the Congregational 
Church at Portland, where he remained, alter 1814  as senior  
pastor, until his death on the sand of October 1827.  

The most complete collection of his sermons, with a memoir by  
Asa Cummings originally published in 1828.  is the  JIue,noir.  Select  
Thoughis  and Sermons of the late Res. Edward  Paysos (3 vols..  Port-
land, 1846; Philadelphia,  ι85)).  Based on this is the volume,  
Memonlos of Edward  Paysos  (New York, 1873), by the  Rkv.  E. L.  
Jancs  of the Methodist Episcopal Church,  

. Ρ&ΖΙλΙIΥ, Ρ*ΙΕΒ  (1570-1637), Hungarian cardinal and  
stateSman,  was born at  Nagyvhrad  on the 4th of October 2570,  
and educated at  Nagyvirad  and  ΚoΙοzsνότ, at which latter  
place he quitted Site  CχΙν ΊnΙst  confession for the Roman min.  

muition  (1583). In 1587 he entered the Jesuit order.  P&zmhny  
went through his probation at Cracow, took his degree at  
Vienna, and studied theology at Rome, and finally completed his 
academic course at the Jesuit college at Gras. In  ‚ όσι he was  
sent to the order's establishment at  Ssllye,  where his  oloquencm  
and dialectic won back hundreds to Rome, including many 
of the noblest families. Prince Nicholas  Esterbhzy  and Paul  
RΙΙόczy  were among his  convtrtI.  In 1607 be was  httached  

Lc the archbishop of  Esatergom,  and in the following year  
attracted attention by his denunciation, in the Diet, of the 8th 
point of the peace of Vienna, which prohibited the Jesuits from  
acquiring landed property in Hungary. At about the same 
time the pope, on the petition of the emperor  Mattbiss  11.,  
released  Phzm&ny  from his monkish vows. On the 25th of 
April 1616  he was made dean of  Turikz,  and on the  a8th  of 
September became primate of Hungary. He received the red 
hat from Urban VIII. In 1629.  P/mm/my  was the soul of the  
Roman Catholic reaction in Hungary. Particularly remarkable 
is his  I;azsdgrq 'mete Kalau' (Guide  ΙΟ  truth), which appeared  
In 1613. "rids -ιτταnuαl  united all the αdναntαger dl scientific  
depth, methodical arrangement and popular style. As the chief 
pastor of the Hungarian church  Phzmdny  used every means 
in his power, short of absolute contraven tion of the laws, to 
obstruct and  weaheit Psetestantism,  which had risen during  
the 16th  century.  Irs  5619 he founded a seminary for theological  
candidates at  Nagyazombat,  and in 1623 laid the foundations  
hf...  similar institution at Vienna, the still famous  Pazmanaeum,  
at a  cohi  of 200,000  dorms. In 163$ he cont ributed  100,000  
dorms towards the foundation of a H ungarian university. 
He also built Jesuit colleges and schools at  Presaburg,  and 
Franciscan monasteries  at  Εrsέkό jv∆r  and  Korm&zbinya.  
In polities he played a considerable part. It was chiefly due 
to him that the diet of 1618 elected the archduke Ferdinand  
to succeed the childless Matthias II. He  ulso  repeatedly  
thwarted the martial ambitions of Gabriel  Bethlen,  and prevented 
George  Rk6czy  I., over whom he had a great influence, from  
combining  with the Turks and the Protestants. But  P/mm/my's 
moSt unforgetable  service to his country was his creation of the 
Hungarian literary,  language. As an orator he well deserved  
the epithet of" the Hungarian purple Cicero." Of his numerous 
works the chief are:  Tue Four &ok:  of Thomas 4  Kempis  

on the imilaliom of Chris! (Hung., 1603), of which there are 
many editions; Diatribe lhedogka de ,iribuli Christi in knit  

ecciesia  (Gras, 1615);  Vindieiae eedesiaslkae (Vienne,  zOso);  
Sermons for etery Sunday is the Year (Hung., Pressburg, '6.36); 
The Triumph of Truth (Hung., Pressburg, 1614).  

See  Vilmhs Fτaknόί  Peter  ?demist, and his Times (Hung. Vest, 
'588-1872):  Cοrνιsρο ιώ eπιe  of  Ρέ r.mdy  (Hung, and Latin), published  
by the Hungarian  Acedemy (Ptst.  1873). (R.  Ν. Β.)  

PIiZ SOLDAX, MARIANO PEIJPE ( τ8 a ι- ι886),  Peruvian  
historian and geographer, was been at Arequipa, on the  ssnd  
of August 1821. He studied law, and after holding  aome  minor  
judicial dikes, was minister to New Granada in '853. After his 
return he occupied himself with plans for the establishment 
of a model penitentiary at Lima, which he was enabled to 
accomplish through the support of General Castilla. Its  ι860 

 Castilla made him director of public works, in which capacity 
he  supeiintetided  the erection of the Lime statue of Bolivar.  
lie was also concerned in the reform of the currency by the 
withdrawal of the debased Bolivian coins. In  186τ he published  
his great  atlaS  of the republic of Peru, and in  ι868  the first  
volume of his history. of Peru after the acquisition of her inde-
pendence. A second volume followed, and a third, bringing 
the history down to 1839, W55  pulslishtd  after his death by his 
son. In  1870  he was minister of justice and worship under  
President  Ilalta but shortly afterwards retired  frόm  public 
life to devote himself to his great geograp hical dictionary of. 
Peru, which was published in 1877. During the disastrous 
war with Chile he sought refuge at Buenos Aires, where he was 
made professor In the National Collage, and where he wrote 
and published a history of the war (1884).  lIe  died on the 
3151 of December  ι886. . 

PEA (Plasm), a genus of the order  Leguminosae,  consisting 
of herbs with compound pinnate leaves ending in tendrils, by 
means of which the weak stems are enabled to support themselves,  
and with large leafy  silpukS  at the base. The flowers (fig.  ') 

 are typically  "papflionaceous,"  with a " standard" or large 
petal above, two side petals or wings, and two front petals  
below forming the keel. The stamens are ten—nine united,  
the tenth usually free or  only,slightly  joined to the others.  
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Ibis σορααdοs  allow, approach  Sb  the  bs.ry  which Is secreted  
at the base  cl·  the  itamloal  tub.. The ovary Is prolonged  

fato  a big, thick, beet  ilyle,  emu- 
pressed barn side 1, aide at the lip  
and hinged with bale,.  Tb. fruit is  
a  chxbcteeielk"begeme"  o pod  
(dg. a), bursting when lip. Into halves,  
which beer the large  giobolar  seeds  
(peas) on their  edgea.  These  seeds  
lIt  0* sheet stαlks, ι the upper  ee- 

Fi weroiPea., tr.miiy  of which is  dhiaitd i*to  a  
j,  Sιadaιd. 	shallow cup (oil); the two seed-leaves  
a, Ala., or wings. 	(ι'ήddοιι)  are thick and  dcsby,  with  
'0.  Catbia.  or  K*eb. α radicme  heel along their . edge. .00  

see aide. Tim genus is  eaceedingly  clone to  L'ih3'ss,  being  
only distinguished  tethoiialiy  by the  siyis,  which In the latter  
genie is  conipseesed  from above downwards and not thick  

11 is net surmising.  tharefote,  lust under  
the  gonatal  name "pea"  aρ eg  hots of  
'hum and of  .Lglhynr,  are  induded. The  
common fold pea with  ιa-cοΙουe,d  or  
dempi,amed niollied 'ceda.nd  Iwo to four  
leadeb is  Pgsiime arises..  whith is culti- 
vated In .11  iempeiale.j*al,  of the glob.,  
but which,  aceording  to the Ιtelien  
botanists,  is truly a native of canted and  
southern  Italy: it bee purple  lloweii.  
The garden pan,  F...soiiswm,  which has  
whitt  lowers, is limo lender than the  
preceding. end,its origin is not known.  
it has not been found I. a wild stete  
anywhere,  and it is considered  that  It 

 may be a form of F.  erwass,  having,  
however, front four to alt  leadea  to  

tma νie. 	each, leaf and globular Ned, of uniform  
rαι4ιιλιΙΙΜοφ,

'  m
ime.  

οαιclιdα aCc, 	 P.  hetoaai  was known to  Theophiulus; 
νιο.  s—The Πed and De  Csndcile (Ongse .fCιdιiw.ώd Pks's,  

('ep)of  tie Rs, ρ.  sap)  ροs ιιa  out that the word  'pioon"  
or its equivalent occurs in the A lbanian  ?. nee linen suture. tongue as well as in Latin,  wheare  he ems- 

δ. Τhe nutted. 
cai duds. that the pm wszknowntotheArysns.  

and vse  psehap. b.osighi  by them into  
Greece and Italy. Peas have been found  

in the Swiss  lalrc.dwellings  of the bronze period. The garden  
peas differ considerably in sire,  sb ρe  of pod, degree of productive.  
non, form and colour dated, an. The sugar  peaesie  these in which 
the isms lining  ci  the pod Is very thin  iiiale.d  of being somewhat  
horsy. so that the whole pod can b, eaten. Unlike moat  papilion-
aceous  plants,  pcailowers  are perfectly fertile without the aid of  
insects, and thus do not  intereross  no  fretly  at moot  i.imilas'  plants do.  
On the other hand, a case is limiest wherein the pollen from a  eple.  
podded pea applied  ιο  the stigma of one of the  gueen.poddeJ  sugar  
peas produced a  ‚iesrpl,  pod, showing  ibat not  only the ovule  Ι pt  even  
the ovary was affected by the cross. The numerous varieties of  
peas in cultivation have been obtained by  ctons.krtillratinn.  but  
chiely  by  ιekct Ίαn.  Peas constitute a highly  milnilcu.  article ο(  
diet from the  iar  quantity  ci nitingennon  materials they contain 
in  aibislisa  to  staroby  and saccharin, matter..  

The sweet pee,  euhivated  for the beauty and  fragranc,  of its  
Born, Is a species of the allied genus  Lalhyrss  (1,. .dseαΙaή  a  
native of southern Europe. 'lb.  chkk  pea  (q.s.) (Cher  audi.  
lam), not cultivated in England, Is still farther removed from  
the true peas. The  evedsating  pea of gardens is a species of  
Idhyrs: (1 tsiifdiv.$)  with  vesy  deep  l&'y rona  bold foliage, 

 and beautiful but scentless  Roweiw;  the field pea (Puma  ώw*se)  
is better adapted thin the been it light sods, and is beat mild-  
"ated  In tows of such a width as to admit of horse-hoeing. 
The  eaiiy atage  at which the plants fall over, and forbid further  

•cniture, render. it even more needful than in the case if beans 
to sow them only on land already clean. If annual weeds can 
be kept In check until the pens once get a close cover, they then  
occupy the ground as completely that nothing else can live  
antler them; and the ground, after their removal, is found in  

the cho icest condition.  Α  thin crop of peas should never be  
allowed to stand, as the land is sure to gel perfectly wild.  Tb.  

dIcυΙΙy  of getting this crop well harvested  rondepsltpecullaaiy  
advisabl,  to ape only the early varieties  

Tb.  pea edema  frisldneakar.eea  loam. deeply  ‚inrhed,  and well  
enriched with good hotbed or  Iaria.ysrd  manure.  Tb,  early crop.  
require a warm sheltered  sItuation,  but the later are better green  
ό  or  Sfc,  apart, or more, In the open quarters, dwarf crope being in.  
trodsiced  between the rows. The dwarf or early sorts may be sown 
3 or  4  ft apart. The deep  wddusg  of the soil I. of Importance,  
lest  lbs  plant, should suffer in hot dry weather f roes mildew or  
arrest of growth. The lest sowing may be made about the beginning  
or middle of November, In front of a south wall, the plant, being  
defended by spruce Or  branchesor  other spray throughout the winter.  
In  blabmry sowings as, soniStimSI  a4,  iiipe*vpt.gardeie, is inner.  
pots or boxes, and the young plants afterwards planted out the 
main crop should be sown towards the end of February, and modes'.  
ate soiling, should be made twice a month  sfteewa,ds,  up to the  
beginning α July for the north, and about the third week in July  
for warmer districts. During dry hot  vmatb,r  at, peas  derivi  
greet benefit from mulching and watering. The latest sowing,,  
at the middle or end of August, should  cοπ ist  of the beg early sorts,  
as they are not so long in producing pods as the  luger  and  Oistt  
sorts, and by this mesa. the supply may be prolonged till October  
or November. 4. ey. grow the earth ,, drawn up to the stems, 
which are else esipported by  ,eakes, •  practice which  inawell-kept 
garden is always advisable,  although it is said that the early varieties  
arrivt  sooner at maturity when recumbent.  

Peas grown late in autumn are subject to  mlbi.w  to obviate  
which it  h*e  been  ,ο,,,ω dto  dig !me the ground in  ώ ,  usual w' 
and to seek the spaces to be sequined by the roin of peas thoroughly  
with water—the earth on each side to be then  cculected  ιο  as to 
form ridges 7  et  in. high, these ridges being well watered, and the  
seed sown on them iii  single rows. If dry weather at any time set  
in, water should be supplied profusely once a week.  

To  prcduce  very early crop. the French  market.gsrdenel' lied to 
sow  a.dy  in  Novimber ia frames.  o.a heftier hissing  a.good  upset.  
the seeds being covered  vely  slightly, the young  plahti  are trans.  
planted  into other frames in December, the ground inside being 
dug out so as to be 18  or so in. below the sash.,, and the earth thiss 
removed  placed  lgsuw the  *utaide  of the  fnmis.  The  
plants,  when 3  ci  4  iii. high, are planted in  patches  of three or  
four. 8 in. asunder, in four  longitutftnsi  rows. The sashes are  covered 
at night with stets/ mats, and opened whenever the weather is  
sulltcently  mild. When S or  ιο  In. high the seems are inclined  
toward, the back of the  fi*me'  a little earth being  diawn  to their  
hIs,,  end  whe*  the plants minim° bleοιοια the tops are pinched out  
above the third or fourth Rower to  lorce them into bearing. As 
soon as they begin to pod, the soil may have a gentle watering,  
whenever  sufllclently  warmed by the sun, but a too  vigorou, growlS  
at an metier period would be detriment]. Thus treated  the  plaan  
bear pod. It for gathering In the Oat  feetnigit  in April.  

„Α  very convenient means of obtaining an early crop Is  Ιο  sow in  
5-in, pots, a few seeds in each, the plants to be  ultimattiy planted 
out on a warm border. Peas may also be obtained early ii gently  
foered  in  feamss,  in. the  mine way as  kidaey  beans, the  dwadsat  
varieties being  prefeiwble.  . 

Far the  ν.ηι early peas the rows should range east and west,  
but for the main crops north and south. The average depth of the  
drills should be about s in. for small sorts, and a trifle mere let  
the larger kinds. The drills should be made wide and flat it bottom 
so that the seeds sissy be better separated lit sowing. The large  
s,rts are the better for being sown 3  in. apart. Chopped furn 
may be advantageously scattered in the drill before cove ri ng in, 
to check the depredations of miss, a nd  before levelling the surface  
the nil should be gently trodden down over the  seeils.  

Α geed  s.kctjoa  of sorts may be made 'mm the following e  
ΕaιΙy.—Wdliam  Hurst; Chelsea Gem; Sutton,  Boujiulul  and 

Excelsior;  Gradus.  
Second Early—Stra tagem; Telephone; Telegraph; Carters Daisy;  

Duke of York; Witch's  Autcaut. 
Len—Witch's Perfection; Νε  Plus Ultra, the finest of all late  

peas. but a  uti le delicate in cold net stilt mid seasons;  lintiub  Queen;  
Champion of England; Duke of Albany.  

PEABODY,  ANDREW PRESTON (tilt 1-1893),  Americas  
clergyman and author, was born  in Beverly,  Masiachusetta.  
on the 19th  of March  iSii,  and was descended from Lieut. 
Francis Peabody of St Albans,  who'cmigrstcd  to Massachusetts  
in  ι635. Ηιτ learned to read before he was three years old, 
entered Harvard  Coilege  at the age of twelve, and graduated  
in 1826, with the single exception of Paul Dudley (class of 1690) 
the youngest graduate of  Ηaτνaτd.  in  t83  he became assistant  
pastor of the South Parish (unitarian) of  Pqrtsmoutb,  New 
Hampshire; the  nenlor  pastor died before Peabody had been  
preaching a month, and he succeeded to the charge of the church,  
which he held wild  ιBόc. Ιιι 10352-1860  be was proprietor and  
editor of the North Americas Reties. He was preacher to  
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Harvard  ϊ3nΙνcτsity  and Plummer professor of Christian morals  
from 0,60  to  ι88ι, and was professor emeritus from 188ι  mull 
his death in Boston, Massachusetts, ass the  toth  of Mardi 18.  
On the wall, of  AppletOn  Chapel,  Cambridge,  USA.,  Ιsabτσnze  
tablet to his memory.  

Besides  many brief memoirs and  articles,  be wrote;  Chabiiariiiy  
Ike  Rdigloa  of  ,Naliire  (awl ad., 5864), Lowell Institute Lectures;  
Rosrniscosees  of  Beropeas  Trawl  (ι868)• Α Μeιιιαί  of Moral  
Philosophy (1873);  Ch,ishax Bdu'f  sad Life  (ι87)  and  I'faru'wd  
Rimimsessrn  ( 1 888). See the Memos,  (Cambndga,  1896) by 
Edward j.  Voting.  

PEABODY,  ELIZABETH  PALIER (18ο4-Ι894), American  
educationist, was been at Billerica, Massachusetts, on the  adth  
of May 1804. Early in We she was  aasistsni  in A.  Bronsozs  
Alcott's  school in  BritOn, Mass., the best account of which is 
probably her Record of  Mr ΑkοΙΐ s School (183$). She had been  
Instructed In Greek by Emerson at Concord when she was  
eighteen years old. She became Interested in the educational  
methods of  Froebel,  and in ι 86ο opened in Boston a small school  
resembling a  kΙndeτgιτteu.  in  ι867 she  ylaited  Germany for  
the purpose of studying  Froebel's  methods. It was largely  
through her  doria  that the first public kindergarten in the 
United States was established in Boston in  ιδyο. She died at 
Jamaica Plain, Boston, on the 3rd of January  0394.  She was  
the sister-in-law of Nathaniel Hawthorne and of Horace Mann. 

Among her publications are; Κieder k ιe is heft (1872); 
Reminiscences of William £llory Charnsing (1880; Lectures Ιιι the 
Traisisg  Schools /or  ΧΙsdcτgαrΙnιτι  ( 1 888); and  LimO Swaixg  milk  
AllsIoa,  mid  elba,  Papers (1886).  

PEABODY,  GEORGE (1795-1869),  AmerIcan  philanthropist,  
was descended from an old yeoman family of  Ilertfordshire,  
England, named  Pabodyor ?ebody.  He was born in the part  
of  Danveis  which is now Peabody, Mass., on the  ι8ιh  of February  
179$. When eleven years  old be became apprentice at a 
grocery store. At the end of four years he became a ssistant 10 
his brother, said α  year afterwards to his uncle, who had a 
business in Georgetown, District of Columbia. Alter serving as a 
volunteer at Fort Warburton, Maryland, in the War of 1812,  be 
became partner  with  Elisha  Riggs in a dry goods store at George-
town, Riggs furnishing the capital, while Peabody was manager.  
Through his energy and skill the business increased with astound-
ing rapidity, and on the retirement of Riggs about 1830 Peabody  
found himself at the bead of one of the largest mercantile con-
cerns  in the world. About 1837 he established himself in London 
as merchant and money-broker at  Wanlord  Court, in the city, 
and in 1843 he withdrew from the American business. The 
number of his benefaction, to public obj ects was very large.  
He gave £50,000  for educational purposes  at Danvers;  £soo,000  
to found and endow a scientific Institute in Baltimore; various  

sums to Harvard University;  £7oo,000  to the trustees of the  
Peabody Educational Fund to promote education in the  
southern states; and  £ioo,000  for the erection of dwelling-houses  
for the  workiπgclasaes  in London. Re received from Queen  
Victoria the oiler of a baronetcy, but declined it. In 1867 the 
United States Congress awarded him a special vote of thanks. 
lie died in London on the 41h of November 1869; his body 
was carried  to America in a British warship, and was buried  
in his native town.  

See the Life (Boston. 1870) by  Phebe  A.  Hanaford.  
PEABODY.  a township of Essex county, Massachu se tts,  

U.S.A.,  in the eastern part of the state, a m.  N.W.  of Salem.  
Pop.  0905)  13,098; (1910) 15,72!. It is served by the Boston  &  
Maine railroad. The township covers an area of  τ7 sq.  m. Its  
principal village is also known as Peabody. It contains the  
Peabody institute  (ι85),  a gift of George Peabody; in 1909 the  
institute had a library of 43,200  vols.,  and in connexion with it is 
the  Ebe'n  Dale Sutton reference library, containing 4100 volt.  
in 1909. In the institute is the portrait of Queen Victoria given  

by her to Mr Peabody. Among the places of interest in the  
township are the birthplace of George Peabody, the home of 
Rufus Choate (who lived here from 1823 to 1828), and the old  
burying.ground,  where many soldiers of the War of Indepen-
dence arc buried; and the town has a Lexington monument,  

dedicated  In 183$, and a  soldiens' monunieaI,·dedicated  In  5881,  
Manufacturing Is the principal industry, and leather is the  
principal product; among other manufactures are shoes, glov es,  
glue and carriages. The value of the factory products lit  
'1903 was  $ι o,a ό ,66g,  an incense of 47.4%  over that for 1900,  
and of the total the leather product represented 77.3%. 

Peabody was originally  a part of the township of Salem. In  
1751 the district of Durres was created, and in 1757 this district  
was made a separate township. In  855 the township was divided 
Into  Danvesi  and South Danvers, and in  ι868  the name of South 
Danvers was changed to Peabody, in honour of George Peabody.  

See Old  Ndsmkesg  (Salem, 5677), by C. H. Webber stud W.  Η.  
Nevins,  

PEACE, a river of western Canada, It rises in the Rocky  
Mountains near N., and breaking through the  motintains,  
flows  N.E.  Into Slave River, near lake Athabasca.  Tb.  district 
between 6° 40' and  6ο  N., and between its W. and the  Recb  
Mountains  is usually known as the Peace River district.  

PEACE (Lot.  paz;  Fr. pair;  Ger. Pride), the contrary of  
war, conflict or turmoil, and the condition which follows their 
cessation. Its sense In international law is the condition of  
not being at war. The word is also used as an abridgment for 
a treaty of peace, In such cases as the Peace of Utrecht (1713)  
and the Peace of  Amlens (thea). 

isl,odsdlois.—Peioe  until quite recently was merely the  
political condition which prevailed In the intervals between  
wars. It was a purely negative  condilion.  Even  Grotius,  who 
reduced the tendencies existing in his time to a sort of orderly  
expression, addressed himself to the law of war as the positive  
part of International jurisprudence and dealt only with peace  
as its negative alternative. The very name of his historic  
treatise, Do  iwo bali' ac pads (1625), shows the subordination  
of peace to the main subject of war. In our own time peace has 
attained a higher status. It is now customary among writers  
on International law to give peace at any rate a volume 10 Itself.  
Peace In fact  baa  become a separate branch of the subject. The  
rise of arbitration as a method of settling Inte rnational difficulties  
has carried It a step further, and  ndw  the Hague Peace Con-
ventions have given pacific methods a standing apart from war, 
and the preservation of peace  baa  become an object of direct  
political  eEort.  The methods for ensuring such preservation 
are now almost as precise as the methods of war. However 
reluctant some states may  ile  to bind themselves to any rules  
excluding recourse to brute force when diplomatic  negotIations 
όν. failed, they have nevertheless unanimously at the Hague 
Conference of 1907 declared their "firm determination to  cο  
operate in the maintenance of general peace" (in /cross  eaiosd  
do  coschurir an mintiest do in /mix ghu Ιs'αk) 1, and their resolution  
"Io  favour with all their  .cffoma  the amicable settlement of  
international conflicts" (preamble to Peace Convention). The 
oiler of mediation by Independent powers is provided for (Peace 
Convention; art.  ),  and it is specifically agreed that in matters 
of a "legal character  "  such as  "  questions of interpretation and  
applIcation"  of International conventions, arbitration is the 
"most  efllcacious  and at the same time mοsr equitable method"  
of settling differences which have not been solved by diplomacy  

(Peace Convention: art. 38). In the final act, the conference  
went farther in agreeing to the "principle of compulsory  srbs· 
tralion,"  declaring that "certain disputes, in particular those 
relating to the interpretation and application of the provisions 
of international agreements, are suitable (susceptible) to he 
submitted to compulsory arbitration without any restriction." 

These declarations were obviously α  concession to the wide-
spread feeling, among civilized nations, that peace is an object  
in Itself, an international political con dition requiring its code of 
methods  and laws just as much es the domestic political  condhtiona  
of nations require their codes of methods and laws. In ether' 
words peace among nation, has now become, or is fast becoming,  
a positive subject of international regulation, while war is  

t ΤΙιis  has been incorrectly tendered in the English efficiel tTsn'.  
lation  as' the sincere desire to work lot the  malnlenasce  01  general  
peace,"  
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emirs&  amoag µ.'ndνι peoples, to be  rd.d  merely as an  
αidentel disturbauca  of that harmony and emceed among  

m.'ki'i  which  natiosi,  require for the fostering of their  
domestic  waliase.  

Though the Idea of preserving pesos by general Int ernational  
regulation has bad several  exponenra  in the comae of ages, no  
delibeinte  plan  baa  ενα υα been *retied into effect. Indirectly,  
however, there have been many agencies which have operated  
towards this end. The earliest, known to  hέι ry, is the  Ampbl.  
ctj'uuic  Council (q.,)  which grew out of the common worship  
of the Belief... It was not so much α political as a religious  
body. "11 it had any claim," says  Freeman,1  «  to the title of a 
general council of Greece, it was wholly in the acne, in which we  
speak of general council. In modern Europe. The  AmphIctyonic  
Council represented Greece as an  eccleiisaiiosi  synod repro-
seated western Christendom. Its  p'Inmry  business was to  
regulate the concerns of the temple of Apollo at Delphi. The  
Amphictyonic  Council which mat at Delphi was only the moat  
famoua  of  acveni bodica  of the same kind." "Ii is easy,  
however," adds Freeman,  «  to understand how the  tellgioua  
functions of such a body might assume a polit ical  character.  
Thus the old  Amphictyonic  oath forbade c erta in extreme  
measures  of  ho.*llity  against any city sharing in the common  
Ampbktyonic  worship, and it was forbidden to use any  ΑmρhΙ  
cIyoalc  city or to cut  od  its water.  Αι  the only  deliberatIve  
body in which m01 Greek communities  wero  represented, its  
decisions were those of the bulk of the  Ηelklc  people. It sank  
eventually into a mere political tool in the hands  fuit  of Thebes,  
and then under Philip of Macedonia."  

The so-called $5 resume was merely peace  vitbln  an  
empire  goveTned  from a central authority, the constituent  
parts of which were held together by a network of central ised  
authority.  

The feudal system aga in  was a system of  ollence  and defence,  
and Its object was  ellidency  for war, not the organised regulation  
of time.Yet it had elements of federation within the bends of  

Its hierarchy  
The spiritual influence of the Church again was exerted to  

preserve relative pease among feudal princes. The "Truce of 
God" was  istablisbed  by the clergy (originally In  Guyenne  in 
1031) to take  sdvantag5of  holy days and  festivais  for the  puxpoee  
of restricting the time available for bloodshed.  

The "grand design" of Henry IV. (France), which some  
historians regard merely a the fantastic idea of a  νliοπιιy,  was 
probably  α  scheme of his great minister Sully  Ιο  avert by  α  
federation the *millet which be probably foresaw would break  
cut sooner or later between Catholic and Protestant Europe,  
and which, In fact, broke out some fifteen yeses later in the  
Thirty Year? War.  

The Holy Roman Empire itself was In some respects an agent  
fur the  prtservation  of pestle among Its constituent states. In  
the same way the federation of  Swiis =tens, of the slates of the  
North American Union sad of the present German Empire have  
served as means  of reducing the  mimberof  possible parties to war,  
and consequently that of its pos sible occasions.  

Not only the number of possible war-making states but also 
the territorial area over wbich  war can be made  baa  been  
reduced in recent times by the creation of neutralized states such 
as  SwItzerland,  Belgium, Luxemburg and Norway, and areas 
such as the Congo basin, the American lakes and the Sues  CanaL  

The "balance of power," wh ich has played in the history of  
modem Europe such an Important part, Is Inherent in the  
notion of the Independence and stability of states. Just as in  
Italy the common weal of the different republics which were  
crowded within the  ll?nited  area of the peninsula required that 
no one of them should become so powerful as to threaten the  
independence of  ώ .  others, so western Europe had a similar  
danger to counteract. France, Spain and the Empire were  
competiflg  with each other in power to the detriment of smaller  
stalis.  Great Britain and the Netherlands,  l'ruasia  and Russia,  

1 R&irry  of  Fs&rel Gοιs'nΙ is  Gsu" eitd Italy (2nd  ed.,  
London, 1893).  ρ.  97.  

had interests In the  lrieservation  deli. sides  qw, snd  wars were  
waged and  treati..  concluded to adjust the strength of stales in  
the common interest of preventing anyone of them from obtain.  
ing  undue predominance.  Then  chme  the break up of what  
remained of feudal Europe aid a readjustment ender Napoleon, 
which left the western world with  llve  fairly balanced home-
geneoos natlosia.  These now took the place of the old  betero.  
genaoi*  areas, governed by their respective sovereigns wi thout  
reference to any Idea of nationality or of national  roprisentation.  
The leading miens assumed the hegemony of the weal, audio 
more recent times this combination has become known as  ώ .  
"conceit of Europe." This concert of the great powers, as  
its name implies, In contrad istinction to the "balance of  
power," was  omentially  a factor for the preservation of peace.  
For a century back it has played the part of an upper council  hi 
the management of Europe. In all mitten  afectlng  the Near  
East, It considers Itself supreme. lb matters of general interest  
It has frequently called conferences  to which the minor stales  
have been Invited, such as the West  Mrk'n  Conference In Berlin  
In  χ88',  and the  Anti.Slaveey  Conference at  Bflusels  In  z8$g-
iSgo,  and the Conference of  Algedtss  in  ιpοό ,  Meanwhile the  
conceit has admitted among its member. Gist in  ι8'6  Turkey,  
later in 1878 at  ώ .  Congress of Berl in  the United States, and  
now undoubtedly Japan will expect to be included as α great  
power In this controlling body. The essential feature of the  
conceit has been  recagnitlet  of the  sdvsntage  to all the great  
powers of  rommon  action in reference to  terrllorislcbanges  in  
the Near Beat,  tif  meeting together a α council, in preference  
to  uncuncerted  negotiation by the powers acting  seveially.  

A departure of more recent origin has been the calling  togethe'  
of the smaller powers for the settlement of matters of  gesifrul  
admlnialrative  Interest, conferences  such as those which led to 
the conclusion of the conventions creating the Postal Union,  
the Copyright and  Induatilal  Property Unions,  &t.  

These conferences of all the powers serve  inpracticeasa  sort  
of common council In the community of  statce  just as the  
concert of the great powers  arIa  as α kind of  aeuiate.  We have  
thus the nucleus of that international parliament which idealist  
peacemakers have dreamt of since the time of Henry  IV.'i  
"  grand design."  

This brings us down to the greatest deliberate  ellort  ever made  
to secure the peace of the world by a general convention. It  
was due to the initiative of the young tsar Nicolas  Π.,  who,  
In his famous  rescript  of the  ath  of August  ι898,  suited  thai  
he thought that the then moment was "very favourable for 
seeking, by means of International discussion, the moat  eectυaΙ  
means of assuring to all peoples the benefits of real and durable  
peace." "In the course of the last twenty years," added the  

teScript,  "the  preServation  of peace had become an object of 
International policy." Economic crises, due in great part to the  
existing system of excessive  armamentS,  were transforming  
armed peace into a crushing burden, which peopl es  had more and  
more difficult),  in bearing. He therefore proposed that there  
should be en international conference for the purpose  of focusing  
the  odorts  of all states which were "sincerely seeking to make  
the great Idea of  univeisal  peace triumph over the elements 
of trouble and  dlcοrd."  The first conference was held in  zSpp,  
and another followed it In τgο: at the earlier one twenty-six 
powers were represented; at that of  ipoy  there were  forty.four,  
this  tIme  practically the whole world. The conventions drawn 
up at the second conference were a deliberate  codillcation  of  
many branches of international law. By them a written law 
has been substituted for that unwritten law which  nitiona  had  
been wont to construe with a la titude more or less corre-
sponding  to  their power. At the conference of  ι899, moreover, 
a court of arbitration was instituted for the purpose of  deabrig  
judicially with such matt ers In dispute as the powers agreed to  
submit to It.  

In the interval between the two Hague Conferences, Great  
Britain and France concluded the first  treaty applicable to  
future  &ukles,  as distinguished fsum the trea ties  which bed  
preceded it, treaties which related  inail  cases to  dΙιcuΙΙles  already  

ΑΜ 
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existing and cnnSned to them. This treaty made arbitration 
applicable to all matters not effecting "i'aiiogal honour ot vital  
interests." Since then a network of similar treaties, adopted  
by different nations with each other and based on the Anglo.  
French modsi, has made reference 10th, Hague Court of Arbilra-
lion practically compulsory foes!! matters which can be set tied by 
an award of damage. or do not effect any vital nations]  interest.  

The third Hague Conference Is timed to be bald in 1917.  

Meanwhile a conference of the maritime powers was held in 
London in 1908-1909 for the elabor*tionofacodeciinternational  
maritime law in time of war, to be applied in the InternatIonal  
Court of Prize, which had been proposed in a convention signed 
ad referendum at the Hague Conference of 1907.  

A further development in the common edorta which have 
been made by different powers to assure the reign of justice 
and judicial methods among the states of the world was the pro-
pose! of Secretary Knox of the United States to Insert in the  
instrument of ratidcatlosi of the Interxistiooal Prize Coutt  
Conveigion (adopted at the Hague In 1897) a clause stating  
that the International Prize Court shall be inveeted with the 
duties and functions of a court of arbitral justice, such as  
recommended by the fiat  Vuies  of the Final Act of the con-
ference. The object of this proposal was to give adect to the  
idea that the existing "permanent" court lacked the essential  
cbarscterislica of national courts of justice in not being ready  
at all times to hear cases, and in needing to be specially con.  
W hited for every case submitted  ιο  it. The new court would  
be permanently in session at the Hague, the full panel of 
judges to sasemble In ordinary or extreordinary session once  
a year.  

Thus, while armaments are increasing, and wars are being 
fought out in the press and in publig discussion, the great 
powers are steadily working out a system of written law and  
establishing a judiciary 10 adjust their dibrences in accordance  
with 11.1  

Th' Current Grouping of 	mu,  Nelkn-siakmg.-- 
Iii the consolidation of peace one cl the most important  
factors is unqoastionably the grouping of mankind in accordance  
with the final territorial and racial limitations of their appareni  
destiny. Language has played a vital part In the formation 
of Germany and Italy, The language question still disturbs  
the tranquillity of the Near East. The Hungarian government  
is regarded by the Slav, Ruman and German Inhabitants  
of the monarchy as an oppressor for endeavouring to force every-
body within the realm to learn the Magyar language. The 
"Young Turkish" government baa problcms to face which will  
be equally difficult, If It Insists on endeavouring to institute  
centralized government in Turkey on the French =del.  

Whereas during the 19th century states were being cut out 
to suit the existing distribution of language, In the soth the  
tendency seems to be to avoid further rearrangement of boun-
daries, and to complete the homogeneity, thus far attained, by 
the artificial method of forcing reluctant populations to adopt 
the language of the predominant or governing race. In the  
United States this artificial method has become a necessity, to 
prevent the upgrowth of alien communities, which might ‚t some  

later date cause domestic trouble of a perilous character. For  
example, when a community of French Canadians, discontented  
with British rule, many years ago migrated and settled in  
Massachusetts, they !mind none of the tolerance they had  
been enjoying In Canada for their French schools and the  
French language they wished to pTeaerve. In Alsace-Lorraine  
German-speaking immigrants are gradually displacing, under  

'Schemes of thinkers, like  Wifliam Penn's Emmett Parliament  
(1693); the Abba St Pierre's elaboration  (,  1700) 01 Henry Ί V.s 
"grand design" (see ni$we); Jeremy Besitham's I,drnsoiwasi  
TrIbunal (1786-1769); Kant's Prnsum$ (migrm  of  Nanona  and  
Pupduoi Pw."  (1796); John Stuart Mill's Federal 55)?" Court; 

eeΙaγ 'ι, Bluntechis. David Dudley Field's, Professor Leone Levi's,  
Sir Edmund Hornby. co-operative schemes for promoting law and  
cider among nation., have all contributed  ιο populariaing ,fl 

different countries the idea of a federation of 'san *.,i foe the  
preservation Of peace.  

government eacouzagement,. the Preads.qieakfag populalbon,  
Poland is another case of the dlmmiltyof managing a populatlo.  
which speaks a language not that 04th. governing majority, sad  
Russia. in trying to solve one problem by absorbing Finland  
into the national system, Is burdening herself with =ether  
which may work out In centuries of unrest, If not in domestic  
violence. Not very long ago Pan-Germans were ‚*ymg muds 
attention to the German settlers in the Brazilian provines  04 

 RIo Grands do Sul, where lnrgevlllagesspoke nothing but German,  
and German, as the only language known on the spot, had beconis  
the tongue in which municipal business was lisnaacted. Tb.  
Brazilian government, in view of the danger to which such  a 
state Of things might give else, followed the example the  
United States In dealing with the language question. 

Thus while In the one case homcgesdty οfasgυage within 
state boundaries seems to he one 04 the conditions m*kig foe  
peace, the avoidance of interference with a well-marked houzo'  

geneous axes like Finked would seem to contribute equally  to 
the same end. 

Meanwhile the difficulties in the way of cοntemρoeaή r nation.  
making are fostered by many extraneous Infigences, as well ft  
by dogged resistance of the races in question. Not the least 
tmportanl. of those inSuencea Is the sentimental sympathy  Μι 
Ιο'  those who are supposed to be deprived of the use of theft  
meiber-toggee, and who are subjected to the hardship of lcirnliig  
an alien one. The hardship Inflicted on those who have to 
learn a second language Is very easily exaggerated, though II  
is to be regretted that in thecase of Hungary the second language  
Is not one more useful for international purposes. 

Csekmpovaiy .SΙaΙecraβ.—Νatίοn-mαking  has hitherto been  
more ox less ‚iaconsdous'—lhe outcome of necessity, a natural  
growth due to the play of circumstance and events. But in 
our own age conscious statecraft is also at work, as in Canad ι  
where the genius of statesmen is gradually endowing that  
dominion with all the attributes of independence and power. 
Australia btu not learnt the lessen of Canada in vain. Whatever 
value may attach to the consolidation of the Drilish Empire 
itself as a factor In spreading the peace which reigns within it, 
it is also a great contribution to the peace of the world that the  
British race should have fouoded practically independent states  
like the Dominion of Canada, the Commonwealth of ΑυιΙχώ is5  
the South African Union and the Dominion of New Zealand.  
These sell-governing colonies with their spheres of influence,  
with vast areas still unpeopled, have a future before them 
which is dissociated from the methods of an over-peopled 
Europe, and among them the ρeservatiοn of peace is  
the direct object and condition of their progressive develop. 
mont. Like the United States, they have or will have their 
Monroe doctrine. Colonized by the steady industrial peoples  
of northern Europe, there is no danger of the turbulence  
of the Industrially indolent but more passionate peoples cl  
Central and South America. As in Euxope, these northern  
peoples will hold the. power which intelligent democracies are  
consciously absorbing, and the British (acuity for sialecraft  is 
gradually welding new nations on the British model, without the 

 obsolete traditions and without that human sediment which too  
frequently chokes the currents of national vitality in the older 
communities of Europe.  

ΜiΙi4ιιism,—Ιι  is often stated, as if it were incontrovertible,  

tbal conscription and large standing armies are a menace to  
peace, and yet, although throughout the civilized world, except  

in the British Empire and the United States, conscription is  

the system employed for the recruiting of the national forces  
of both defence and oflence, few of these countries show any 
particular disposition to make war. lire exceptional position  
of the United States, with a population about equal to that of 
the rest of the American continent, and of Great Britain, an  
island stale but little exposed to military invasion, places both  
beyond absolute need of large standing armies, and renders an  
enlisting system feasible which wo uld be quite inadequate for  
the recruitment of armies on the French or German scale. Demo-
cratic progress on the Continent baa, however, absorbed  
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conscription as a feature In the  equalimlids  of the eitisim's  rights  
and liabilities. Just as in Angle-Saxon lands a national ideal  
is gradually materializing in the principle of the equalization of  
chances  for all citizens, so in continental Europe, along with  
this equalization of chances, has still more rapidly developed  
the ideal of an  equalixatiou  Of obligations, which in turn leads to  
the claim for an enlargement of political rights co-extensive  
with the obligations. Thus universal conscription and  unlveisal  
mιτage  tend to become In  continent*l  political development  
complementary conditions of the  dtlae's  politics] being. In  
Germany, moreover, the military service Is designed not only to  
make the recruit a good soldier, but also to give him a healthy  
physical, moral and mental training. German stat esmen, under  
the powerful stimulus of the emperor William  Π.,  have, in the  
eyes of some critics, carried thissecondary object of conscript  
training to such excess as to be detrimental to  mflltssy emdency.  
To put It shortly, the Germans have taught their soldie rs  to 
think, and not merely to obey. The  Frenche  who naturally  
looked to German methods for i nspiration, have come to apply  
them more particularly in the development of their cavalry and  
artillery, especially in that of the former, which has taken in the  
French army an ever higher place as its observing and thinking  
organ.  

Militarism on the Continent has thus become allied with the  
very factors which made for the reign of reason. No  ag1taΙlο  
for the development of national defences, no beating of drums  
to awaken the military spirit, no anti-foreign demur or  
invasion panic, no parading of uniforms and futile dash of  
arms, are necessary to entice the groundhog and the bumpkin  
into the service. In Germany pat riotic waving of the Hag, is a  
political method, is directed more especia lly to the strengthen,  
lag of imperial, as distinguished from local, patriotism. Where  
conscription has existed for any appreciable time It has sunk  
Into the na tional economy, and men do their military service  
with as little concern as if it were a civil apprenticeship.  

As implied above, military training under consc ription does  
not by any means necessarily tend to the promotion of the  
military spirit. In France, so far from taking this direction,  
it has resulted, under democratic government and universal 

 s;iffrage,  in a widespread abhorrence of war, and, in fact, has  
converted the French people from being the most militant  
into being the most pacific nation in Europe. The fact that  
every family throughout the land is a contributory to the  
military forces of the country has made peace a family, and  
hence a national, ideal. Paradoxical as it may seem, it Is the  
logical conclusion of such comparisons that militarism only  
exists in countries where there are no citizen armies, and that,  
where there are citizen armies, they are one of the elements  
which make for permanent peace.  

Nomad  Nai,'i'e  of  Ρoκe.—Αmeric.  has been the pioneer of  
the view that peace is the normal condition of mankind, and  
that, when the causes of war are eliminated, war ceases to have  
a  ,a,isoi, d'&re,  The objects and causes of war are of many kinds.  
War ter fighting's sake, although in the popular mind there may  
be, during most wars, only the excitement and the emotion of  
a great gamble, has no conscious place among the motives of  
these who determine the destinies of  peoplea.  Apart, however,  
from self-defence, the main causes of war are four:  (i)  The  
desire for territorial expansion, due to the overgrowth of  
population, said  insudidency  of the available food-supply; if  
the necessary territory cannot be obtained by negotiation,  
conquest becomes the only alternative to emigration to foreign  
lands. (a) The prompting of national ambition or a desire to  
trine out the record of a humiliating defeat.  ()  Ambitious  
potentat es  again may seek to deflect popular tendencies into  
channels more satisfactory  fOr  their dynasty.  ()  Nations, on  
the other band, may grow jealous of each  oths'r's commes'cial  
mecca, or material power. In many cases the apparent cause  
nay he  ci  a nobler character, but h istorians  have seldom been  
content to accept the allegations of  thaie who have claimed to  
mezy  on war from disinterested motives.  

On the American continent South and Central Amer ican  

atatea  have bad many wars, and the  disillrou,  insets  ci them 
not only in retarding their own development, but in impair-
ing  their national credit, have led to earnest endeavour. on  
the part of their lead ing statesmen to  'mlvi  ii such an under  
standing as will banish from their international polity all 
excuses for resorting to armed conflict.. In  188τ  Mr Blain.,  
then US. secretary of aisle, addressed an instruction to the  
ministers of the United States  ci  America accredited to  
the various Central and South American nations, directing  
them to invite the government, of these countries to pea'.  
ticipate  In a congress, to be held at Washington in a88,,  
"for the purpose of considering and discussing the methods  
of preventing war between the natio ns  of America." Owing  
to different circumstances  the conference was delayed till the  
autumn of 1889. At this confe rence  α  plan of arbitration  
was drawn up, tinder which arbitration was made obligatory  
in all controversies  whatever their origin, with the  .lngis  
exception that it should not apply where, in the judgment of  
any one of the nαtiοns  involved In the controversy, Its national  
Independence was imperilled, and even In this cue arbitration,  

though optional for the nation so judging, was to be obligatory  
for the adversary power. At the second International Conies'.  
ence  of American States, which sat in the city of Mexico from  
the amid of October net  Ιο  the brat of January  ipoa,  the same  
subject was again discussed, and a scheme was  bnah]y  adopted  as 
a compromise which conferred authority on the government of  
Mexico to ascertain the views of the different governments 
represented in the conference, regarding the moat  idvanced  
form in which, general  arbItration  convention could be drawn  
up that would meet with the approval and secure  r*tldeatlei  
by *11 the countries  represented, and afterwards to prepare a 
plan  fOr  such a general treaty. The third Pan-A merican  
Conference was held In the months of July and August  r9οό , 

 and was attended by the United States, Argentina, Bolivia, 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the  Domlmca*  
Republic, Ecuador,  Guatimala,  Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua,  
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Salvador and Uruguay. Only 
Haiti and Venezuela were absent.  Tbe coafonnco,  being held  
only a year before the time fixed  for  theaecond  Hague Conference,  
applied Itself mainly to the question of the extent to which  
force might be used for the collection of pecuniary claims against  
defaulting governments, and the forwarding of the principle  
of arbitration under the Hague Conventions. The  pcs.ibIe  
causes of war on the American continent bad meanwhile beset  
considerably reduced. Different states bad adjusted their 
frontiers, Great Britain in British Guiana had settled an out-
standing question with Venezuela, France in French Guiana  
another with Brazil, Great B ritain in Newfoundland had in-
moved time-honoured grievances  with Fret**, Great Britain In  
Canada others with  the United States of America, and now the  
most difficult kind of international qu estions  which can arise,  
so far as the American continent is con cerned, have been  r'n νed  
from among existing dangers to peace.  Among the Southern  
Republics Argentina and Chile concluded In 1902 α  treaty  ci  
arbitration, for the settlement of all  dimcultks without dl*  
tinction,  combined with a d isarmament agreement of the  
same date, to which more ample reference will be made  
hereafter. Thus in America progress is being rapidly made  
towards the realization of the Idea that war east be  supe.-
annuated  by elimination of Its muses and the development of  
positive methods for the preservation of peace (us Past

-Awxmcsre Corrgmwczs).  
With the American precedent to  Iflapir.  him, the emperor 

 Nicohas  II. of Russia in  ι898  issued his Invitation to the power.  
to hold a similar conference of European states, with a more or 
less sim ilar object. In 1899  twenty-six states met at the Hague  
and began the work, which was continued at the second con-
ference in  zgoy,  and furthered by the Maritime Conference  
of London of  t9α8-!9οςt.  The  cteation  of the Hague Court and 
of  α  code of law to be applied by It have further  ehimibatad  
causes of difference.  

These  cHarts  in the two  bemlapΙ mea  am based on the Ides  



that international differences can be adjusted without war, 
where the parties are honestly aggrieved. With this adjust-
ment of existing cases the number of possible pretexts for the 
employment of force h being rapidly diminished.  

Piece  Precedwrs usdor  1h  Ηαηισ Coawrdie*&—Th.  Hague  
Peace Convention of 5907, which re-enacts the essential parts of  
the earlier one of  χ8qp,  sets out  fiνο  ways of adjusting inter-
national  conilicts  without recourse to war. Firstly, the  iignatory  
powers  have undertaken to use their best  ellorts  to ensure the  
padk  settlement of international difficulties. This  is  general 
declaration of Intention to lend themselves to the peaceable  
adjustment of difficulties and employ their diplomacy to this  
end. Secondly, in case of serious disagreement, diplomacy  

having failed, they agree to have recourse, as far as circumstances  
allow, to the good  oflicea  or mediation of one or more friendly  
powers. Thirdly,  tbe,signatory  powers agree that it shall not 
be regarded  as an unfriendly act if one or more powe rs, strangers 
to the dispute, on their own initiative  ouer  their good omens or  
mediation to the states in disagreement, or oven during  hoatili

-ties, if war has already broken out.  Fouxtbly,  the convention 
recommends that in disputes  of an international nature, Involving  
neither national honour nor vital interests, and arising from a  
difference of opinion on points effect, the parties who have not 
been able to come to an agreement by means of diplomacy  
ihould  Institute an International commission of inquiry to 
facilitate a solution of these disputes by an investigation of the  
facts. Lastly, the high contracting parties have agreed that 
in questions of a legal nature, and especially in Interpretation  

or application of  interpational  conventions, arbitration  isrecog-
nized  as the most  dective,  and at the same time the most 
equitable, means  ofiettling  disputes which diplomacy  baa  failed  
to adjust. 

Down to 5910 no suggestion of mediation had actually been  
carded out, but a number of cases of arbitra tion had been tried  
by the Hague Court, created by the Hague Peace Convention 
(set  Aanzmrios, IsrrzaxaTsowaa),  and one case, viz,  tbt  of the  
Delmer Slink incident,  wassubrnitied toacoesmission  of inquiry,  
which Sat in January  x90  

Ii Secretary  Knox's  proposal (see  sapi'a)  to convert the  
International Prize Court into a permanently sitting court of 
arbitration Is adopted, a detailed procedure and jurisprudence  

will no doubt grow out of a continuity which Is lacking in the 
present system, under which the court is recruited from a large  

panel for each  specil  case. Secretary  Κnοx½  idea, as expressed  
in the identical circular note addressed by him on the  ι8th  of 
October  τιυαο to the powers, was to invest the International P rize 
Court, proposed to be established by the convention of the 18th 

 of October 1907, with the functions of a "court of  arbitral  
justice." The court contemplated by the conven tion was a  
court of appeal for reviewing prize decisions of national courts 
both as to facts and as to the law applied, and, in the exercise 
of its judicial discretion, not only  Ιο  congrm  in whole or in part the 
Wheel decision or the contrary, but also to certify its judgment 
to the national court for enforcement thereof. The adoption of 
this jurisdiction would have involved a revision of the judicial 
systems of probably every country accepting it. The United 

 States  government therefore proposed that the signatories should 
insert in the act of  ratidcation  a reservation to the effect that 
resort to the International Prize Court, in respect of decisions of  

their national  tribpnals,  should take the form of a direct claim  
for compensation. This in any case would remove the United 
States' constitutional objection to the establishment of the 
proposed court. In  connesion  with this enabling clause Mr  

1 Τhe pmKedure  adopted by the comm ission was afterwards  
incorporated in the convention of 1907. Under the rules adopted. 
the examination of witnesses is conducted by the president in  
accordance with the system prevailing in most continental countri es ;  
members of the Commission may only put questions to witn esses for  
the eliciting of further information; and they may not interrupt  
the  witneis  when he is in course of making his statement, but they 
may ask the president to put any additional questions. This 
semi likely to become the procedure also in cases befo re  the Hague 
Court . where  witmeass  are examined,  

Secretary Knox also proposed that a further enab ling clause be  
inserted providing that the  Intematiogal  Court of Prize be  
competent to accept jurisdiction in all matters, arising between  
signatories, submitted to it, the Court to sit at fixed pe riods  
every year and to be composed according to the panel which  
was drawn up at the Hague. This court, which the American  

government proposed to call a ii  Court of  Arbitral  Justice"  
would take the place of that which it was proposed to institute 
under West No. x of the F inal Act of the conference of  apο. 

 The intention of the Hague draft annexed to the Fero was to 
create a permanent court as distinguished from that established 
In  ι8g,  which, though called permanent, was not so, having to 
be put together ad hoc as the occasion arose. The new court, if 
adopted, would bold regular and con tinuous sessions, consist of 
the same judges, and pay due heed  Ιο  the precedents created by  
its prior decisions. The two courts would have separate spheres 
of activity, and litigants would practically have the  optiol'  of 
submitting their differences  toajudicial  court which would rega rd 

 Itself as being bound by the letter of the law and by judicial 
methods or to a special court created ad hoc with a purely 
arbitrative character.  

 Tho Place of Diplossacy.—Tbe  utility of the diplomatic service 
has been considerably diminished through the Increasing  

efliciency  of the public press as a medium of information. It is 
not too much to say that at the present day an expe rienced 
journalist, in a place like Vienna or Berlin, can give more 
information to an ambassador than the ambassador can give to 
him. It is even true to say that an ambassador is practically 
debarred from coming into actual touch with currents of public 
feeling and the passing influences which, in this age of democracy, 
determine the course of even ts  in the political life of peoples. 
The diplomatist has therefore lost one of his chief functions as 
an Informant of the accrediting government. The other chief 
function of diplomacy is to bathe courteous medium of conveying 
messages from one government to another. Even this function 
is losing its significance. The  cipheted  telegram leaves little 
discretion to the envoy, and written notes are exchanged which 
are practically a mere transcription of the deciphered telegram 
or draft prepared at the instructing foreign  omce.  Neverthe-
less, the personality of an ambassador can play a great part, If be 
possesses charm, breadth of understanding and interest in the 
social, Intellectual and industrial life of the country to which he 
is accredited. There are several instances of such men In Europe 
and America, but they are so rare that some  refοrmers consider 
them as hardly justifying the large expenditure necessary to 
maintain the existing system. On the other hand, the utility 
of the consular service has concurrently Increased. Adminis-
trative indifference to the eminently useful  omcisls  forming the 
service has led, in many cases, to diminishing instead of Increas-
ing their number and their salari es , but it is obvious that the 
extension of their duties and a corresponding raising of their 
status would be much more in accordance with the national 
interest. The French, with that practical sense which distin-
guishes so much of their recent administrative work, have 
connected the two services. A consul-general can be promoted 
to a diplomatic post, and take with him to his higher  oflice  the 
practical experience a consul gains of the material Interests of 
the country to which he belongs. 

There is thus still good work for diplomacy to do, and if, in the 
selection of diplomatic representatives, states followed on the 
one hand the above-mentioned French example, and on the 
other band the American example of selecting for the heads of 
diplomatic missions men who are  not necessarily dc la  cοτνic,  

diplomacy might obtain anew lease of activity, and become once 
more an extremely useful part of the administrative machinery  
by which states  maIntain  good business rela tions as well as 
friendly political intercourse with one another.  

Z,'teiiaiioeoi Regidalion  by  TreoIy.·—lt  seems a truism to say  
that among the agencies which most effectively tend to the 
preservation of peace are treaties which regulate the relations 
of states in their Intercourse with other states. Such  trestiof, 

 however, are of quite recent origin. The first of a comprehensive  
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dtaracter  was the general ad adopted t the South African  
Conference at Berlin in r88, which laid down the principle,  

which has since become of still wider application, that "any 
Power which henceforth takes possession of a tract of land ofl 
the coast of the African εοπtintut outside of its present pea-
sessions or which, being hitherto without such possessions, shall  

acquire them.  . .  shall accompany the net relating to It with a 
notification thereof, addressed to the other Slgnatoay Powers  
of the present act, in order to enable them, if need be, to make  
good any claims of their own," and, furthermore, that "the  

Signatory Powers of the present act recognize the obligation 
 ιο  ensure the establishment of authority in the regions occupied  

by them on the coasts of the Mricau continent sufficient to 
protect existing rights, and, as the case may be, freedom of trade 
and transit under the conditions agreed upon." Under these 
articles occupation of unoccupied territory to he legal had to be 
eflective. This led to the creation and determination of spheres  
of iπβυeπce.  By fixing the areas of these gpheres of influence 
rival states In western and central AMca avoided confllcta and 
preserved their rights until they were able to take a more  
effective part In their development. The ides of "spherus of 
Influence" has in turn been applied even to more settled and  

civilized countries, such as China and Persia.  

Other cases of regulation by treaty are matain contractual  
engagements which havt been entered Into by states for the  
preservation of the  sla$us quo of other states and territories.  

The  Anglo-Japanese Treaty of the  uath  of August τειος sets 
out its objects as follow— 

a. "The consolidation and maintenance of the general peace 
in the regions of Eastern Asia and India;  

b. " The preservation of the common interests of the Powers in  
China, of insuring the independence and the integrity of the Chinese  
empire, and the principle of equal opportunities for the commerce  
and industry of all nations in China; 

"The maintenance of the territorial rights of the high con-  ι. 
meting parties  in the regions of Eastern Asia and of India. and  
the defence of their special interests in such regions."  

it Is a treaty for the maintenance of the snafus quo In certain  
parts of Asia in which the parties to it have dominant interests.  
The same principle underlies different other self-denying arrange-
ments and declarations made by the powers with reference to  

Chinese integrity.  
The Treaty of Algeciras is essentially a generalization of the  

Franco-German agreement of the a8th of September xpa. By it 
all the powers represented agree to respect the territorial Integrity  
of Morocco, subject to a possible Intervention limited to the  
purpose of preserving order within it. 

Differing from these  geasrai act, in not being contractual Is  
the Monroe doctrine, which is a policy of ensuring the mainte-
nance of the territorial $1555, quo as regards non-American  
powers throughout the American continent. If oecessary, the 
leading republics of South and Central America would no doubt, 
however, further ensure respect for it by treaty. 

With these precedents and current instances of tendency to 
place the territorial relations 0f the powers on a permanent 
footing of respect for the existing  slalus quo, It seems possible  
to go beyond the mere enunciation of principles, and to take  
5 step towards their practical realization, by figreeing to respect  
the territorial snafus quo throughout still larger tracts of the world, 
neutralize them, and thus place them outside the area of possible  
Wars.  

A third contractual method of avoiding conflicts of interest  
has been the signing of agreements for the maintenance of the 
"open-door." The discussion on the question of the " open. 
deer "  in connexion with the Morocco dimculty ωαs useful 
in calling general public attention once more to the undesir-
ability of allowing any single power to exclude other nations 
from trading on territory over which it may be called to exercise 
a protectorate, especially if equality of treatment of foreign 
trade had been practised by the authority ruling over the 
territory in question before its practical annexation under the 
name of protectorate. The habitable parts of the world are a 
limited area, exclusion from any of which Is a diminution of  

the available markets of the nations excluded. Every power,  
is, therefore, rightfully interested in the prevention of such  

eSdusion. 
The United States government in affpe called attention to 

the subject as regards China, without, however, going into any 
question of principle. It thought that danger of international 
Irritation might be removed by each power making a declas'a Ι iσa  
respecting the "ipbere of interest" in China to which It laid 
claim. Lord Salisbury Informed Mr Cboate that H.M. govern-
ment were prepared to make a declaration In the sense desired. 
All the powers concerned eventually subscribed to the declara-
tion proposed by the United States government. 

The principle of the "open-door" in fact has already been  
consistently applied in connexion with certain non-European 
areas. As these areas are practically the only areas which of 
late years have come within the scope of European regulation, 
the time seems to be approaching when the principle may be 
declared to be of general application. From the point of view  

of diminishing the possible causes of conflict among nations, 
the adoption of this principle as one of international contractual 
obligation would he of great utility. While putting an end 
to the injustice of exclusion, it would obviously reduce the danger 
of nations seeking colonial aggrandizement with a view to  ian-
posing exclusion, and thus one of the chief temptations to  
colonial adventure would be eliminated. 

In the fourth place, there is the self-denying rdlnsne against  
employment of arms for the enforcement of contractual Wigs-  
lions adopted at the Hague Conference of 1907. Under It the 
high contracting powers have agreed not to have recomse to  
aimed force for the recovery of contractual debts claimed from  
the goverament of one country by the government of another  
countsy as due to its subjects. The only qualification admitted 
under the new convention is that It shall not apply when the  
debtor-state refuses or lusvei unanswered an oil& of arbitratIon, 
or in case of acceptance renders the settlement of the terms of 
arbitration impossible, or, after arbitration, fails to comply with 
the award. The theory on which this convention is based is  
known as the Drago theory, having taken a practical form during 
the administration of Dr L. M. Drago, when be filled the post  
of Argentine minister of foreign affairs. The doctrine, howevet, 
is not new, having already been enunciated a century before  
by Alexander Hamilton and reiterated since then by several  
American statesmen, such as Albert Callatin, William L. Marcy  
and F. T. Frelinghuysen, an the view prevailing at Washington 
during their respective periods of office. , 

Limuiolio,us  of DΊsαronamεπ1.—Diarmament,  or to speak 
more correctly, the contractual limitation of armaments, has 
become, of late years, as snuck an economic as a humanitarian  
peace-securing object.  

The maintenance of universal peace and a potsible reduction 
of the excessive armaments which weigh upon all nations,  
represent, in the present condition Of affairs all over the world, 
the Ideal towards which the efforts of all governments shOuld  
be directed," were the opening words of the Note which the 
Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Count Mouraviev, banded 
to the diplomatic representatives of the different powers  
suggesting the first Hague Conference.  

The ever-Increasing financial burden,," the Note went on, 
"strike at the root of public prosperity. The physical and  
Intellectual forces of the people, labour and capital, arc diverted 
for the greater part from their natural application and wasted  
unproductively. Ή υπdreda of millions are spent in acquiring 
terrible engines of destruction, which are regarded to-day as 
the latest inventions of science, but are destined to-morrow to 
be rendered obsolete by some new discovery. National culture,  

economic progress and the production of wealth are either 
paralysed or developed In a wrong direction. Therefore the 
more the armaments of each power increase the less they answer 
to the objects aimed at by the governments. Economic dis-
turbances are caused In great measure by this system of excessive 
armaments; and the constant danger involved In this accumula-
lion of war material renders the armed peace of to-day a crushing  
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burden more and more difficult for nations to bear. It conse-
quently seems evident that if this situation be prolonged it will  
inevitably result in the very disaster it is sought to avoid, and 
the thought of the horrors of which makes every humane mind  

shudder. It is the supreme duty, therefore, of all stales to place  

some limit on these increasing armaments, and find some means  

of averting the calamities which threaten the whole world." 
A further Note submitting the programme proposed gave  

more precision to this item, which thereupon took the following  

form; "An understanding not to increase for a fixed period  
the present  eflectives  of the armed military and naval forces,  
and at the same time not to  increαse the budgets pertaining  
ihereio;  and a preliminary exa mination of the means by which  
even  a redaction might be effected in future in the forces and  
budgets above mentioned.'  

When the subject came on for disc-mien at the conference  
the German military delegate stat ed  his view that the question 
of  effectivea  could not be discussed by itself, as there were many  
others to which It was in some measure subordinated, such,  
for instance, as the length Of service, the number Of cadres 
whether existing iii peace or made ready for war, the amount 
of training received by reserves,  the situation of the country 
itself, its railway system, and the number and position of its  
fortresses. In a modern army all these questions went together,  

and national defence included them all. In Germany, moreover, 
the military system" &d not provide for fixed numbers annually,  

but increased the numbers each year."  
After many expressions of regret at finding no method of 

giving effect to the proposal, the commission confined itself to 
recording its opinion that" a further examination of the question 
by  ibe  Powers would prove a great benefit to humanity." 

The Conference, however, were unanimous in the adoption 
of the following resolution:— 

"The Conference is of opinion that the restriction of  milί t4,γ  
budgets, which are at present a heavy burden on the world, is  

extremely desirable for the Increase of the mate rial and moral  
welfare of mankind  ;"  
and it passed also the following  aw :- 

"That governments, taking Into account the  jiroposals  made at 
the Conference, should examine the possibility of an  understandin 

 concerning the limitation of military and naval armaments, an 
01 war budgets." 

The general public, more particularly In Great Britain and  
France, shows an ever-increasing distrust of the rapid growth  

of  armamentS  as a possible cause of grave economic troubles.  
A high state of military preparedness of any one state obliges 
all the others to endeavour to be prepared on the same level. 
This process of emulation, very appropriately called by the late 
Sir H.  Canipbell-Bannerman "a policy of huge armaments,"  
unfortunately is a po licy from which it is impossible for any 
country to extricate itself wi thout the co-operation, direct or 
indirect, of other nations. 

The subject  was brought forward in view of the second Hague  

Conference in  bali'  the French and Italian par liaments.  
The declaration of the French government stat ed  that—
"France hoped that other nations would grow, as she bad done, 

more and more attached to solutions of international difficulties 
based upon the respect of justice, and she trusted that the progress 
of universal opinion in this direction would enable nations to 
regard the lessening of the present military budgets, declared by 
the states represented at the Hague to be greatly desirable for the 
benefit of the material and moral state of humanity, as a practical  

possibility." (Chamber  of Deputies. June 1 2, 'p06.)  
In the Italian Chamber of Deputies, an  interpdflation  was  

addressed to the minister of foreign affairs about the same time  

asking  "  whether the Government had knowledge of the motion 
approved by the British House of Commons, and of the under-
taking of the British government that, in the programme of the  

coming Hague Conference, the question of the reduction of  
armaments should be inserted, and in what spirit the Italian  
government had taken or proposed to take the propositions of  
the British government, and what instructions it wo uld give to  
the Italian representatives at the conference."  

The minister of foreign  iffairs,  Μ  'tittonl,  In reply expressed  
the adhesion of the Italian government to the humanitarian  

ideas which had met with such enthusiasm in the historic 
House of Parliament at Westminster. "I have always believed,"  
he said," that, as far as we are concerned, it would be a national  
crime to weaken our own  Srmamnenta  while we are surrounded  
by strongly armed European nations who look upon the improve..  
meet Of armaments as a guarantee of peace. Nevertheless, I  
should consider it a crime against humanity not to sincerely  

co-operate in an initiative having for object a sim ultaneous 
 reduction of armaments of the great powers. Italian practice  

has always aimed at the  maintenanoe  of peace; therefore, I am 
happy to be able to say that our delegates at the coming  

Hague  Confqreiice  will be instructed to further the English  
initIative."  

The only existing case of contractual reduction of armaments  

is that of the D isarmament Agreement of the 28th of May  ipos 
 between the  Chilian  and Argentine republics, adopted "owing 

to the initiative and good  omces  of His Britannic Majesty," 
which Is as  foliows- 

Art, 1.—Tn  order to remove all cause of fear and distrust between  

the two countries, the governments of Chile and of the Argentine 
Republic agree not to take possession of the wa rships which they 
are having built, or for the present to make any other acquisitions. 
The two governments furthermore agree to reduce their respective 
fleets, according to an arrangement establishing a reasonable  
proportion between the two fleets. This reduction to be made 
within one year from the  dat*  at which the present agreement shall 
be ratified. 

Art. 11.—The two governments respectively promise not to 
Increase  their maritime armaments dunng fIve  years, unless the 
one who shall wish to Inc rease them shall give the other eighteen 
months' notice in advance. This agreement doss not include any 
armaments for the purpose of protecting the shore and ports, and 
each party will be at liberty to acqui re  any vessels  (mαgυisaβο4αaie)  
Intended for the protection thereof, such as submarines, &c.  

Art. 111.—The reductions  (i.e.  ships disposed of) resulting from  
thisagreement will not be parted with to countries having any 
dispute with either of the two contracting pa rties.  

Art, TV,—!"  otder  to facilitate the transfer  of the pending orders  
the two governments agree to increase by two months the time 
st'ipulateif for the beginning of the construction of the respective 
ships. They will give instructions accordingly.  

An agreement of this kind is obviously more feasible as among  
states  whose navies are small and of comparatively recent 
origin than among states whose navies are composed of vessels  

of many and widely different ages. It may be difficult to agree in 
the latter case on a principle for  asncssznent  of the proportionate 
fighting value of the respective fleets. The  break.up  or  
sale of  obsolete'warnbips  is a diminution of the paper effective  
of a navy, and their purchase by another stale a paper increase  
of theirs. Even comparatively slight differences in the ag es  of 
ships may make great differences in their fighting value. It 
would be a hard, though probably not insurmountable, task to 
establish "a reasonable proportion," such as provided for in 

 Αιt.  ΙΙ.  of the Chile-Argentina Agreement, as between large 
and old-standing navies like those of Europe. 

On the other hand, as regards military power, it seems some-
times forgotten in the discussion of the question of armament s, 

 that the conditions of the present age differ entirely from those of 
the time of the Napoleonic wars. With conscription a national  
army  correapopds  more or less numerically to the proportion of 
males in the national population. Great Britain, without con-
scription, has no means of raising troops in any such proportion. 
Thus, so long  as she refrains from adopting conscription, she  

can only carry on defensive warfare. The object of her navy is 
therefore necessarily defensive, unless it act in co-operation 
with a foreign conscript army. As there are practically only 
three great armies available for the purpose of a war of aggression, 
the negotiation of contingent arrangements do es  not seem too  
remote for achievement by skilful and really well-meaning  
negotiation. The Hague Conference of 1907, owing to difficulties  
which occurred in the course of the preliminary negotiations  

for the conference, did not deal with the subject. 
Principle αιιd Capabiiilics  of Neulrolizolion.—Among the  

different methods which have grown up practically in our own  
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time for the exclusion of war is neutraFizatlon. We have been  
dealing hitherto with the elimination of the causes of war; 
neutralizatIon is a curtailment of the areas of war and of the  

factors in warfare, of territory on the oneliand and states on the  
other. The neutralization of territory belonging to states  
which arc not otherwise neutralized includes the neutralIzatIon  

of waterways such as the Suez and Panama canals.  . 
Under the General Act of Berlin of the sdtb of February 'S8,  

"in case a power exercising rights of sovereignty or psotee -

ioratc" in any of the regions forming the basin of the Congo  

πd its effluents, including Lake Tanganyika, and extending away  

to the Indian Ocean, should be involved in a war, the parties  
to the Genera! Act bound themselves to lend their good οBce  
in Order that the territories belonging to this power be placed  
during the war "under the rule of neutrality and considered  
as belonging to a neutral state, the belligerents thenceforth  
abstaining f;om extending hostilities to the territories thus  
neutralized, and from using them as a basis for warlike  
operations" (art. 2).  

Neutralization is not necessarily of general application.  
Thus two stales can agree to neutralize specillc territory as  
between them. For example between Costa Rica and Nicaragua  
by a treaty of the zth of April  ι88  the parties agreed that "on  
no account whatever, not even in case of war," should "any  

act of hostility be allowed betwecn them in the port of San  
Juan del Norte nor on the river of that name nor  ου  Lake  
Nicaragua" (art.  2).Ι  

Again, the Straits Of Magellan are neutralized as between  
Argentina and Chile under a treaty of the 23rd of July x88y.  

Article provides that they are "neutralized for ever and their  
free navigation is guaranteed to the Sags of all nations. To  
ensure this neutrality and freedom it is agreed that no (edifice-
lions or military defences which might interfere therewith shall  

be erected."  
Luxemburg was declared by the Treaty of London Of the τ ith  

of May  ι86;  (art. z) to be a perpetually neutral state under the  
guarantee Of Great Britain, Austria, Prussia and Russia. Swit-
zerland, by a declaration conSrmed by the Treaty of Vienna, of  
i8 ι  (art.  84)ρΙίkewise  enjoys perpetual neutrality. And now  
Norway has placed herself under a neutral rfgime of a similar  
character.  

A neutralized state does not mean a state which  ό  forbidden  
Ιο  have fortiScatlons or an army; in this it differs from neu-
tralized territory of a state not otherwise neutralized. Thus  
Belgium, which is a neutralized atate, not only has an army but  

his fortilicatlons, although by the treaties of 1831 and 1839  
she was recognized as a "perpetually neutral state, botnd to  

observe the same neutrality with reference to other states."  

Of waterways, international τiνers have been the chief subject  
Ι neutralization. It has long been an established principle  

in the intercourse of nations, that where the navigable parts of  
a river pass through different countries their navigation Is free  
ιο  all. The rivers Scheldt and Meu.e were opened up in this  
way to riparian states by a decree of the French Convention of 
the iStb of November 1792. By the treaty of Vienna of the 9th of  

June tilt ς, the powers whose territories wereseparaled or traversed  
by the same navigable river, undertopk  ιο  regulate by common 
consent all that regarded its navigation, and for this purpose to 
same commissioners who should adopt as the basea of their 
proceedings the principle that the navigation of such rivers  
slang their whole course "from the point where each of them 
becomes navigable to its mouth, shall be entirely free, and shall  
not in respect of commerce be prohibited to anyone." The only  
case in Europe in which this internationalization of rivers has  
been maintained is that of the Danube. On the other hand  
seutralization has made ?regress in respect of waterways, 

glider the treaty  ci  the 29th  of March 1864, the courts of 
Gnat Britain. France and Russia in their character of guaranteeing  

poseta  of Greece declared with the assent of the courts of Austria  
and Prussia that the islands of Corfu and Paso as well as their  
dqua&iicjea shοώ d,  after their union to the l -lcllcnk kingdom,enjoy  
the advantages of perpetual  oeuIrality.  and the king  ci  the  Hdllema  
Imdertook  on his part to maintain such neutrality. (Art. a). 

natural as well as artMcial. Thus the Bosporus sad Dardafldllds  
under the Treaty of Paris of 1856 and by the Treaty of London 
187τ were and remain closed to the passage of foreign armed  
vessels In time of war, though the Porte may permit (heir passage  
in time of peace in certain cases. The Suez and the Panama  

canals have been permanently neutralized, the former by a  

convention among the great powers, and the latter by a treaty  

between Great Britain and the United Slates.  

Aloisgeide  this neutralization has grown up a collateral 
Institution, the purpose of which is in some respects similar.  
We refer to " buffer " zones. " Βυ er" zones are of quite  
recent origin as a political creation,' i.e. where their object is  
to establish upon the territory of two contiguous states a strip  
or zone on either side of the frontier which the reepectivestates  
ogre. 1e regard as neutral, on which the parties undertake to 
erect no fortlScations, and maintain no armed forces but those  
necessary to enferce the ordinary respect of government. The  
word  " iwutmil "does not correctly describe the character of the  
zone. It I. not neutral in the sense of being recognized its such  
by any third stem, and It necaseasily ceases to be setsiral in  
case of war between the stales concerned. The word " buffer "  
comes nearest to the object, but even this term Implies more than  
la meant Betseess, Spain and Moroccoatreatyof the sth οl March  
1894 established between the Camp of Melilla and Moroccan  
territory a zone within which no new road, mere to be made,  

no herds to be alloyed to grass, no land to be Cultivated, no  
1500$ of either party, or even private pomona canyinj arias,  

to set foot, no Inhabitants to dwell, and all habitation, to be  
razed. The aone betwten Burma and Siam, established by an  
agenement beewesh Great Britain and France dated the ι tb of  
Jamuny thgG, declared" the portien of Slain which is compdsed  
within the drainage basin of the Mensm,, and of the coast stm.nss 
of a corresponding loilgitude," neutral as between them. Within  
this area the two powom imdertoek not to "operate by their  
military or naval forces, except in so far as they might do so in  
concert for any purpose requisite for maintaining the Indepen-
dence of Slam." They also undertook not to acquire within  
that area any privileges Or commercial facilities not esicaded  
to both of them.  

" Duffer " zones might fulSi a useful purpose even In Europe.  
They would obviously reset against the feeling known us 
"esprit dc frositidre," and  dissisini,  the danger of incidents  
arising *et of this feeling, and might attenuate the rlvalzy of  

neighbouring counter-armaments.  
These consideeatioiis no doubt led the Swedish and Norwegian  

governments, in their settlement of September ιpo, to establish  
a "buffer zone of τς kilornetrea on either aide of the frontier  
between the two stales in question. Within these , ο kflοmctιts  
all existing foruessei are dismentled, 4  no new ones are to be  
erected, and no armed troops to be maintained; any question  
between the two states relative to the provision, respecting  
the "buffer" zone to be decided by astshratiog.  

A rather special ease of ivaitzalization of a territorial area  
' The institution of "buffer" zonn in a more strictly correct  

sensed the term is of very ancient origin. One is mentioned in the  
annals of China two centuries before our era.  betweris  the *mi-
series of the Huns in the west and those of the  Tungusea  in the  
east—a  vsat ares  of some 300 to 400 m. on the opposite margin  
of which the two peoples  kept watch. In  gurορe,  bands  ci territory  
from time to time have been made desert to better establish  .spe.  
ration. The Remus and  Gersnaaapeotectad  themselves in this  
way. In the middle ages the  Teittesise  Order established a frontier  
belt on the side of Lithuania. Later, Austria dealt in the same  
way in her policy in regard to Turkey in the orgamratlon of •  

military frontier." See Ny., Ρeώ  li'Imsaiiosd  (Bewails, ‚904),  
Ι.  ‚ ιi.  

was stipulated that the disaiiaistling should be controlled  
by a technical commission of three ofllcere of foreign  nationality1  
to be chosen, one by each of the contracti ng  power and the third 

 by the two  olflcers  thus appointed or, in default  ci an agreemeat 
on their part, by the  pmedent 1 the Swim Confederation. The  
dismantling of the fort, in question has now been earned out. The  
Commission was composed on the part of Sweden of an engineer  
on the staff of the Austrian army, and on the past ci  Norway of  
a colonel in the German army, and, by agreement of these, of  a 
colonel in the Dutch army.  
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te that of the pTactical neutralhatlon of the Great L αkcs in  
America. In  18Ζ7,  at the instance of John Quincy Adams, the  
United States and Great Britain entered into a compact whereby  
the Gvtat Lakes, and the waterways from them to the ocean by 
the St Lawrence nver, which divide the United States from the  

Dominlen of Cagada, wese practically excluded from any  
passible hostilities. Through a simple agreement, "conditions  
which make for peace and prosperity, and the absence of those 
which so often lead to disastrous war, have for nearly a century  
reigned over these great Inland waters, whose commerce, con-
ducted for the benefit of the states and nations of Europe and  

America, rivals that which passes through the Suez Canal or 
over the Mediterranean Sea, and with a result foreshsdowed  
In these words of President Monroe in his communication to the 
Senate commending the proposed agreement: 'In order to 
avoid collision and save expense.' Forts which bad been erected  

at salient points on either side of the lakes and rivers dividing  

the United States from Canada, which but for this sgiwement  

would, in the natural course of events, have been enlarged,  
IncreasIngly garrisoned, and provided with modem Implements  
of destruction, at large expense, have remained substantially  
αα when the agreement was made, or now constitute but inter-
esting or picturesque ruins; and the great cost of constructing  
and maintaining, through a long series of years, naval armaments  
of ever-increasing power has been avoided."  

As we have already said, the Monroe doctrine is a means of  
excluding European warfare from the American continent and  
therefore is In the nature of a form of neutralization. A sort of  
Monroe doctrine Is growing into popular favour also throughout  
the Australian Commonwealth, where it Is felt that a continent  

so far removed from European rivalries ought not to be e χρο ed  
to complications on account of them. ,  

From time to time questions of adding to existing neutralized  

areas are raised. When it was announced in ιgο that a British  
fleet was about to manceuvre in the Baltic Sea, several German  

newspapers suggested that Germany should combine with other  

Baltic powers to assure its neutralization.'  Νο ο 'cisΙ  observa-
tion on the subject, however, was made on the part Of any  

Baltic power. The Baltic Is still an open sea for the whole  
world, without restriction of shy kind; and even hostilities  

between any two non-Baltic powers could be carried on In the  

Baltic, as elsewhere on the high sea, under the existing practice.  

When the Dogger Bank Incident occurred, the possibility  
of operations of war being carried on within a few miles of  
British home ports, and amid the busy traffic of the North Sea,  
was brought vividly home to British minds.  

A movement set on foot at the instance of Edward Atkinson,  
the well-known Boston economist, and warmly supported by  

the Massachusetts State Board of Trade, seeks to establish by  

treaty neutral zones from the ports of North America to the  
ports of Great Britain and Ireland and the continent of Europe,  
within which zones steamship and sailing vessels in the conduct  
of lawful commerce should be free to pass without seizure or  
interruption in time of war. There Is however no precedent of  
neutralization of any such area of the high sea, and international  
rivers, ocean canals and neutralized states are obviously no  
criterion in discussing a proposal to neutralize a strip of the  

ocean, which may be defined accurately enough on the map  
and which skilful navigators could approximately determine,  
but which might be violated without any practical means of  
detection by a belligerent commander whenever he misread,  
or it suited him to misread, his bearings.  

Connected with the principle of neutralization is that of 
guaranteeing the integrity of states. Several such guarantees  

have been given In quite recent times. In November 1907  a 
treaty was coisduded between France, Germany, Great Britain  
and Russia on the one part and Norway on the other, for the  
maintenance of the integrity of Norway. This treaty differed  

' Μmnmr ΙΜαanchusιυ,  Stale Board of Trade (Feb. 13, 1905).  
This was merely reviving an idea which had come and gone 

many times before. See Barclay, Problems of Znkriiajwnai Practice  

and Diplomacy ( 1901).  

Iron, the older one of Ζ855 in which France and Great &Rein  

guaranteed the Integrity of Norway and Sweden, in the fact that  
whertas  the older treaty was for the protection of these two  
states against Russia, the new treaty is intended, if it is to serve  

at all as a protection against invasion, to protect Norway against  
Sweden.  

Another such guarantee of a vaguer character Is that which  
the North Sea powers recently entered into for the maintenance  

of the  slalw  quo of their respective North Sea territories; and 
the similar one entered into by the Mediterranesn powers for  

the same objects in the Mediterranean. Lastly in the same  
order of ideas Austria-Hungary and Russia are said to have  
concluded an arrangement between them for the maintenance  
of the  sialsac  quo in the Balkans.  

The future has no doubt still other extensions of the principle  
of neutralization in store for us. Not the least interesting of 
existing possibilities is the limitatioriof the area of vIsit and search  
in time of war itself, ass restriction of belligerent tight. It seems  

contrary to common sense that neutral ships should be exposed 
to being detained, taken out of their course, and overhauled 
on mere suspicion of carrying contraband, when they are so far  

from the seat of war that there can be no presumption as to their 
destination. Neutrals have a right to carry on their n τdinαrυ  
business unmolested in so far as they do nothing to assist either 
belligerent. ‚Vhets they are beyond a certain distance from the 
seat of war it seems reasonable that the presumption that they 
are merely carrying on their legitimate business should be 
considered absolute. Such a limitation of the area of hostilities 
is not only feasible, but it was actually put in practice by the  
British government during the Boer War.' 

In the course of the Russo-Japanese War the question came  

up again, being raised this time by Great Britain. Lord Lana- - 
downy called the attention of the Russian foreign omee to the 
extreme Inconvenience to neutral commerce Of the Russian  
search for contraband not only in the proximity of the scene of war, 
but over all the world, and especially at places at which neutral 
commerce could be most effectually intercepted. H.M. Govern-
ment had become aware that a large addition was likely to be 
made to the number of Russian cruisers employed,,in this mariner, 
and they had, therefore, to contemplate the possibility that 
such vessels would shortly be found patrolling the narrow seas  
which lie on the route from Great Britain to Japan in such a 
manner as to render it virtually impossible for any neutral 
vessel to escape their attention. The effect of such interference  

with neutral trade, he said, would be disastrous to legitimate 
commerce passing from a British port in the United Kingdom 
to a British port in the Far East. The British government 
had no desire to place obstacles in the way of a belligerent 
desiring to take reasonable precautions in order to prevent the 
enemy from receiving supplies, but they insisted that the right 
of taking such precautions did not imply a" consequential right 
to intercept at any distance from the scene of operations and 
without proof that the supplies in question were really destined 
for use of the enemy's forces, any articles which that belligerent  
might determine to regard as contraband of war." 

'In January 1900 it was reported that the British government 
had issued instructions to British naval commanders not to stop 
or much German merchant ves*ls at any places not in the vicinity  
ci the seat of war. There  i  no proper statement of the British 
position on this subject, the only official information having been  
given by the German chancellor in a speech to the Reichstag. 
According to this information, the area was ultimately limited as  

north of Aden,. and afterwards it was agreed that the immunity 
from sntrcb should be extended to all places beyond a distance 
from the seat of war equal to the distance from it of Aden. Tin, 
was substantially correct, though the telegrams sent by the Admiralty  

can hardly be said to have fixed any precise area. As a fact, the 
commanders-in-duel on the East Indies and Cape of Good Elope  

stations were instructed that in consequence of the great practical  

difficult),  of proving—oi ίsοsts so remote from the scene of war  

operajions as Men end Perirn—the real destination of contraband  
of war carried by vessels visiting those parts, directions were to be  

given to the officers concerned to cease to search such vessels, and 
to merely report to the commander-in-chief at the Cape the names 
of ships suapectyd of carrying contraband, and the date of clearance.  
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The pmitien thus assumed is not dear. Oa the one hand  

the British claim did not, it is seen, go the length of the  
reatrictaou Great Britain consented to place en her own  

right of search during the Boer Wu, seeming to apply only  

to the case of ships carrying conditional contrabasid. On the  
other, the complaint is based on the " interference " with  
‚wutral trade, which means the stoppage and search of vessels  
to ascertain whether they have contraband of any kind on  

board or not.  
It must not be forgotten in this connexion that restriction  

of the rights of the belligerent necessarily entails extension of  

the duties of the neutral. The belligerent has an ung ιes.iοned  
right to " interfere " with all neutral vessels navigating in  
the direction of the seat of war, for the purpose of ascertaining  

whether they arc carrying any kind of contraband or not.  
Under the Declaration of London of the 26th of February 1909  
it is provided under arts. 32 and 3 ς that a ship's papers are  
conclusive proof as ιο the voyage on which she is engaged  
unless she is clearly out of the course indicated by her papers  
and is unable to give adequate reasons to justify her deviation.  

Thus the interference, if the declaration is ratified, will be  

coafined to an examination of the'ship's papers where the ship  

is not bound for a belligerent port (cf. art. 3 ο of the same  
convention).  

Slanding Peacc Agrcemcnlr.-Foremost among standing peace  
agreements are, of course, the International Hague Conventions  

relating directly to peace, agreements which have not only created  

a special peace jurisdiction for the settlement of international  

difficulties by judicial methods but also a written law to apply  

within the scope of this jurisdiction.  
Alongside the Hague Peace Conventions and more or less  

connected with them are standing treaties of arbitration which  
have been entered into by dificreni nations for terms of years  
separately. The first of what may be called a new series was  
that between Great Britain and France. It has now been followed  

by over a hundred others forming a network of international  
relationships which shows that, at any rate, the wish for peace  
is universal cmong mankind.'  

The following list of standing arbitration treaties concluded  
after the signing of the Anglo- Frencn treaty of October 14th 1903  
is as complete as possible down to June 1910 :- 

Argentina-Brazil. September 7. 1 903.  
Portugal, August 27 1990o9q 

Austria-Hungary-Switzerland, December 3, '904.  
Βelgiuπ-Dεnmaτk, April 26, 1905.  

,. 	Greece, May τ, u905.  
., 	Norway and Sweden. November 30, '904.  

Rumamma. May 27. 1905.  
Russia, October 30. 1904.  

.. 

	

	Spain, January 23: 1905.  
Switzerland. November  t5,'904. 

Brazil-Portugal. March 25, 1909.  
Spain, April 8. 1909. 
Mesiro, April II. '909.  

., Honduras, April 26, 5909.  
Venesuela April 30, 1909. 

.,Panama, Mαγ '. 1909.  
Ecuador, May 13, 1909.  
Costa Rica, May 18,'909.  

.. Cuba, June 15, 1909.  
„ Bolivia, June a5, 1909.  
.. Nicaragua. June 28. 1909.  
„ Norway July 1 3, 1 909.  
., China, August 3, ru09.  

Salvador, September 3, '909.  
„ Peru, December 7, 1909.  

Sweden, December 14, '909. 
Colombia-Peru, September 12. 1905.  

France, December 16, 1908. 
Denmark-France. September 15. 190}  

Italy, December 16, 1905.  
Netherlands, February 12, 1904,  

„ 	Russia, March I, 1905.  
Spain. December ι. )905.  
Norway, October 8, 1908. 

France-l ω lγγ, December 26. 1903.  
▪ Netherlands. April 6, 1904.  
„ Norwayand Sweden, July 9, 1904.  
▪ Spain, February 26  . 1904.  1904.  

Tbeee are, howawr, a -  large number of conventions which,  
although not concluded with the direct object of assuring peace  

where diBιeυltiα have arisen, tend in a very practical manner  
to contract the area of possible difficulties. These are conventions  
for the regulation of intercourse between the subjects and citizens  

of different states. Such conventions obviously remove occasions  
for friction sad are therefore among the most eflective agencies  
contributing to the preservation of peace among  civilized 
peoples. In mast cases such conventions have created inter-
national unions of states for all matters which lend themselves  
to international co-operation. The first in οτder of date was  
the postal union. The system it inaugurated bas now extended  

its scope to telegraphs, copyright, industrial property, railway  
traffic, the publication of customs tariffs, metric measure,  

monetary systems and agriculture. Berne, being the capital  
of the most antral of the neutral European states, is the ad minis-
trative centre of most of these unions. Customs tariffs and  
the monetary unions, however, are centralized at Brussels,  

France-Sweden and Norway, July  9, Moo.  
Swltnerlsnd, December 14, 1904,  
Brasil, April 7, :909. 

Great Britain-France, October 14, 1903.  
Germany, July '2, 1904.  

.. 	.. 	Italy, February I, '907.  
Austria-Iangary, January I1, '905.  

,. 	,. 	Netherlands, February 15, 1905.  
Colombia, December 30, 1908.  
Sweden and Norway. August It, '90+  
Denmark, October 25, '924. 

 ,. 	Portugal, November 16, 1904.  
• „ 	Spain, February 27, 1904.  

Switzerland, November 16, X904.  
„ 	United States, April 4, 5908.  

Brazil, June 18, 1509. 
Ηοπd οros-Spain, May '3 t90}  
Italy-Argentines, Septem ber 1b, '907.  

Mexko, October ι, '907.  
„ Peru, April '8, 1907.  
„ Portugal, May II , 1905.  
,. Switzerland, November 23, 1904.  

Nethπlands, November 21, '909.
Nethπlande'-Pαtugnl. October 26, 1905.  
Norway -Sweden. October 26. 1905.  
Norway and Sweden-Russia, December 9, 1904.  

Spain. January 23, 1905.  
Switzerland, December 17, 1904. 

Portugal-Spain. May 31, t904.  
Austria- Hungary, February 15, 1906.  
Denmark, March ao, t907.  
France, june 29, X906.  
Italyy, M ay II 5905.  

„ 	Netherlands. October I, '904.  
Norway and Sweden, May 6, '905. (Sο'ρended for  

Norway by a new one dated December 8, 1908.)  
Spain. May 31, 1904.  

„ 	Switzei'bind. August '8, 1905.  
Nicaragua, my 17, 1909. 

Rαssiα -Norway and Sweden. November 26,,"904.  
Crcere, December 3- ί S. 79rr . 

hwitrcrla ιιd, May 1, 1907.  
United States-Spain, April 20, X908 . 

Denmark, May ‚8, X908. 
 Italy, March 28, iqoS.  

span, May 5, 1908. 
., Netherlands. May τ, '908.  

„ ., Portugal, April 6, 1908.  
Sweden. May 2, tgO8.  
Switzerland. February 29, 1901  

„ 	Argentina, December 23, 1g00.I1  
Pena, December 3, 1908.  
Salvador, Dκemά r 21, tune.,  

,, Mex co. March 24 1908.  
France, February τ. 1908.  

„ 	Ecusdor. jni'uary 7, 1909.  
.. 	 ,. 	Bolivia. January 7. 1905.  

„ 	Haiti, January 7, 5909.  
„ 	.. 	Ulugnay, January 9, 1 909.  
„ 	Chile, January 13, 1909.  
,. 	Costa Rica, January 13. 1909.  
.. 	.. 	Austria-Hungary, January '5, 1909.  

Brazil. January 23. 1909.  
., 	 Paraguay, March t3, 1909.  

.. 	 .. 	 Chu, October 8. 1908.  
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the weights and measures onion in Parts and the agdt'ilteral  
institute at Rome.  

The general postal union was meted by a convention signed  
at Berne in 1874. A convention for a similar union for telegraphs  
was signed in Paris in 1875 (revised at St Petersburg and replaced  
by another the same year). Both unions issue monthly bulletins  
and other publications giving useful information about these  
two services.'  

The internitienel bureau of weights and measures at Pads  
was created by a convention signed there in 1875, for the purpose  
of comparing and verifying weights and measures on the metric  
system, and preserhing their identity for the contracting states.  

The double-standard Latin union monetary system was  
founded by a convention of ι865, between Belgium, France,  
Italy and Switzerland. In :8 (,8 it was joined by Greece. A  
single standard union exists between Sweden, Norway and  
Denmark under a convention of 1873.  

The copyright union was created by an international con-
vention signed in 1874. The official bureau of the tumioa is  
at Berne. It issues a periodical publication celled Li Died  
d'σukra giving information reχpeeting the laws of different  
states relating to published matter of all kinds,  

The term "industrial property " covers patents, trade marks,  

merchandise marks, trade names, designs and models. The  
convention dealing with them signed in 1883 crested a union  
with its central office at Berne. It, too, issues a bulletin and  
other publications which help to prevent misunderstandings.  

The railway traffic union was formed by a convention of  
0890. The central bureau at Berne issues a monthly bulletin.  
A subsequent convention was signed at Beroe in 1886 relating  
to matters of technical unification.  

r A subsidiary convention not quite falling within the scope of  
the above convention is the submarine telegraphs οοπνεπtion,  
which was signed in X884. It applies outside territasial waters  

to all legally established submarine cables landed on the territories,  

colonies or possessions of one or more of the high contracting  

parties. Under its provision it is a punishable elitist* "to break  

or injure a submarine cable wilfully ow by culpable negligence in  

such manner as might interrupt or οbιtruct telegraphic communi-
cation either wholly or artially such punishment being without  

pre)udice to any civil action for damages. Ιι also provides that:- 
' Vessels engaged in laying ow repairing submarinecables shall 

conform to the regulations as to signals which have been, or may  
be, adopted by mutual agreement among the high contracting  
parties with the, view of preventing collision at see. When a  
ship engaged in repairing a cable exhibits the said signals other  
vessels which see them or are able to see them shall withdraw to  
or keep beyond a distance of one =Rieal mile at least from the  
ship in question so as not to interfere with her operations" (art. 5).  

"Owners of shine or vessels who can prove that they have sacrificed  

an anchor, a net or other fishing-gear in order to avoid injuring a  

submarine cable shall receive compensation from the owner of the  
cable." and "in order to establish a claim to such compensation  

a statement supported by the evidence of the crew should whenever  

passible be drawn up uenediately after the occurrent and the  
master must within twenty-four hours after his return to or next  

putting into port make • declaration to the proper authorities"  

(art. 7). "The tribunals competent to takecognisanceof infractions  
of the present convention are those cf the country to which the  
vessel on board of which the offence was committed belongs"  

(art. 8). By art, τ it is provided that the stipulation of the con-
vention do not in any way restrict the action 

ac a
of belligerents. It 

 time of 
signing the convention the declared that his ς

oovernment the 
 

that in the time of war a belligerent would be free to act in regard  
to submarine cables as though the convention did not exist. The  
act to carry into effect the above convention is the Submarine  

Telegraph Act 5883 (48 & gy Viet. e.. 4gt) which was slightly  
modified by so Vice. c. 3. Section 3 of the earlier act provides that  
a person who injures the cable either wilfully or by culpable negli- 

ac
ted  is"guilty of 

be
eane mr and on conviction: (a) if he 

n( wilful ly, 
 live 	

penal servitude for • term not 
exceed ing 	years, or to Imprisonment with or without hard  
labour for a term not exceeding two years. and to a fine either in  

lieu of or in addition to such penal servitude or imprisonment;  

and (6) if he acted by culpable negligence shall be liable to im-
prisonment for a term not exceeding three months without hard  
labour and ens fine not exceeding ire° either in lieu of or in addition  
to such impriso πmεηt.'  

See Board of Trade Correspondence on Protection of Submarine  
Cables, printed on the 24th of July ι88s: and Parliamentary Paper  
C. 5910: Ι89o.  

Under the convention creating the customs tarll? union,  
signed in ι890, thirty, States, including Great Britain and  
most British colοηles, are associated for the purpose of prompt  
publication of custom tariffs and their modifications.  

The agricultural institute, created by a convention of cos  
with its seat at Rome, as the latest in date is perhaps the mat  
interesting of the series. It shows lbw deep and widespread  
the sense of the utility of international state eo.operstion has  
become. The convention sets out the scope and objects of the  
institute, which a recent British ()fficia! publication sthtes has  
been joined by 38 states, including Great Bń taiń  and all other  
great powers, as fοΙiows-  

Whilst limiting its action to international questions, it shall be  
the duty of the institute: (a) To collect, clabomte and publish,  

with as little delay as possible, tatistical, technical. ow ecοneιπic 
information regarding the cultivation of the soil, its productions,  

whether animal or vegetable, the trade in agricultural products,  

and the prices obtained on the various markets. ' (6) To communi. 

the  nature above 
 parties , 

 mentioned. (c) To indicate the Inf
ormation
ges of 	rural  

labour. (d) To notify all qew diseases of plants whirls may appear  

in any part of the world, indicating the districts affected, the spread  
of the disease, and, if possible, the efficacious means of resistance.  
(e) To consider questions relating to agricultural co-operation,  

insurance and credit, in all their forms, collecting and publishing  
information which may be useful in the various countries fur the  
organization of undertakings relating to agricultural co-operation,  

Insurance and credit. (j) To present, if expedient, to the govern-
ments, for their approval, measures for the protection of the eommon  
interests of agrkulturiul' and for the improvement of their coe-
dition, after having previously taken every means of obtaining  
the necessary information, e.g. resolutions passed by international  
congresses or other congresses relating to agriculture or to sciences  
applied to agriculture, agricultural s ckties, academies, learned  
societies. &c. 

All questions relating to the economic interests, the legislation  
and administration of any particular state, must be excluded from  
the sphere of the institute. (Art. 9).  

Lastly, there is a class of difficulties which might arise from  
preferential treatment of trade from different countries. To  

obviate them statesmen have been lcd to adopt the principle  
of the " most-favoured-nation-clause "—that is to say, a clause  
providing that if any reductions of tariff or other advantages are  
granted by either contracting state to any third state, the others  
shall have the benefit of it. In Europe this clause has been  
uniformly treated as applying to all reductions of tariff without  
distinction. The United Stalin interpretation, on the other  
hand, distinguishes between reductions of a general character  
and reductions made specifically in return fur reductions by  
some other state. The latter do not come within the operation  

of the clause, and a co-contracting state is only entitled to  
obtain extension of them 10 itself on granting similar concessions.  
In other words, concessions to any co'contraciing state are  
only allowed gratuitously b a third en-contracting state when  
nothing has been given for them, the clause nut covering advan-
tages granted in return for advantages. It is to be hoped that  
this special view of the meaning of the clause will be met in the  
future, as in some recent treaties, by specifically dealing with the  
ezceptions.1  

The Utility of Pepsin, E,gor(.—Until quite recently it had been  
a distinctive mark of practical wisdom to trot private efforts for  

the improvement of international relations for the preservation  
of peace, with the patronizing tolerance courteous people of the  
world extend to half-crazy idealists. Since the opening of the  
century, an immense change has taken place in the attitude of  
the leaden of popular opinion towards the advocacy of peace.  
This new attitude has been contemporary with the greater  
interest displayed by the mercantile classes of England and the  
United States in the improvement of their political relations with  
their neighbours. It may be said to have begun with the visit  
of the Association of British Chambers of Commerce to Paris  
in :900, at a time when France was still smarting from the  
humiliation of the Fasńoda affair, and the Bocr War was exciting  
hostile demonstrations against Great Britain throughont tbecontl.  
vent of Europe. That some four hundred British manufacturers  

' See Barclay, Probk'sr of ZaI rsaIfO ι sl Pradlu sad Diyksia'y  
('907). R 1 37 seq.  
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and  merchants5  representing about eighty  chunbera  of commerce  
of the United Kingdom, should have swept aside all political 

 οbjectiοns trod· have boldly trusted to the  e8lcιcy  of friendly  
advances as between  jnan  and man, appealed to the French  
people. It seems to have been the first great popular effort  
ever made deliberately by a representative body of the middle  

class of a nation for the promotion of international friendship  
wiihout  the aid of diρlοmαςγ andwiihoul omclalassiataaice  ον  
even countenance of  aiiy.kind. . 

Οtheτwiae, private agencies of a standing character which 
contribute towards the promotion of peace may be divided into 
four classes, viz.  (i)  those which, without having peace for their  

direct object, promote  iclendabip  among men of different races  
and nationalities; (2) those which directly address themselves  

to the promoting of friendship and goodwill among peoples;  

(i) those which regarding peace as the immediate object of their 
 effοτts,  endeavour to educate  deipocracy  in this sense;  ()  those  

which endeavour to remove the causes of international  friCtion 
 by the  cοdίllcιώ n  of international law and the promotion of the 

international regulation of common interests. Lastly, there are  

two agencies which cannot be cla ssed among the foregoing;  
one is the International  ParliamenI,n  Union fad the other the 
Nobel Prize Committee.  

s. Agencies which are indirectly making for peace are of  

many kinds. Science and medicine now bring men of all nations  
together in periodical congresses.  ΤechnoΙngy  electricity,  
mining, railways, navigation and many other subjects are now 
dealt with in international congresses. Inte rnational exhibitions  
are always used as an occasion for holding many such meetings.  

2. One of the moat notable efforts directed to the deliberate  

cementing of friendship has been the interchange of  omcial 
 visits by municipal bodies. In the course of the Anglo-F rench 
 sgisation  which culminated in March 1903 with the visit of King 

Edward to Pans, the French municipal councils passed many 
resolutions in favour of the  esknk.  After the conclusion of the 
Anglo-French standing treaty of arbitration (Oct.  ι4.  1903)  
and the arrangements for the general settlement of outstanding 
difficulties with France  (AprIl  8, 1 904), the municipal bodies in  
France were prepared to go a step farther, and in 11)06 the Muni-
cipal Council of Paris was invited by the London County Council 
to pay an official visit to England. This visit was followed by 
a return visit to Pa ris and a similar exchange of visits between  
the London City Corporation and the Paris Municipal Council, 
exchange visits of the city corporations of Manchester, Glasgow  
and Edinburgh and Lyons, and a visit of the Manchester Corpora-
tion  ιο  Dusseldorf.  Basnien  and Cologne. A society, numbering 
many thousands of working men among its members, which has  
set itself the more special task of promoting the interchange of 
visits between working men of different nations, is called the 
"International Brotherhood  Alliance,"or,  after the initials of its 
motto,  FrdkTsiias '15kV gesks,  the  F.LG.  Another agency,  
called the "American Association for International Concili-
ation," seeks by the publication of  rssiys  on the different aspects 
of international friendship to promote the same cause.  

3. The "peace societies," which are scattered over the whole 
world, number several hundreds.' Their first international 
Congress was held in London at the suggestion of Joseph  Sturge 

 IS 1843. In  Χ848  a second (engross ems held at Brussels. The  
third in 5849 took place in Paris, and was presided over by Victor 
Hugo. Other congresses were held at Frankfurt, again in London, 
and in 1853 at Manchester, where Richard Cobden and John 
Bright took part in the discussions. Then followed an Interval 
of wars during which the  Pacifista  were unable to raise their 
voles,. At length in τ878  a congress was held at the Paris 
international Exhibition of that year, but it was not till the next  

Paris International Exhibition  αf 1889 that these international 
peace congresses became periodical. Since then numerous con-
greases have been held, the seνenteenth  having sat In London 
is  ιgοff,  sad the eighteenth at Stockholm in  igTo.  These  
congresses have been supplemented by national congresses in  

15  Αssιιώ ι d,i moi,wsiesd fswjjfsic  ρσιω raasI'  1910, published  
by the  Burgms liitarnatioiwi deja  Pals, at Bern,  

both Great B ritain and France. Such congresses are doing 
admirable work in the popularizing of thought upon the  
numerous:  questiose  which are discussed at the meetings, 
such as  comρυls νγ  arbitration, the  resiriction  of armaments, 
private property at sea in time of war, the position of subject 
races, airships In war, &c.' 	 . 

4. First among the bodies which try to remove the causes 
of International friction is the Institute of international Law. 
This is a body of International lawyers, consisting of sixty mem-
bers and sixty associates recruited by election—the members from 
those who "have rendered servic es  to international law in the  
domain of theory or practice," and associat es  from those  "  whose  
k οwledge  may be useful to the Institute." It was formed 
in 1873, chiefly through the efforts of M.  .Rolinjaequemyna. 

 The official language of the Institute is French, and its annual 
meetings are held wherever the members at the p revious meeting 
decide to assemble Its mode of operation is td work out the 
matters it deals with during the  inlervals  between the sessions,  
in permanent commissions, among which the whole domain of 
international law is divided up. The commissions, under the 
direction of their  rsppel*urs  or conveners, prepare reports  
and proposals, which are printed and distributed among the 
members some time before the plenary sittings at which they  

arc to be discussed. If the members are not agreed, the subject 
is adjourned to another session, and still  another,  until they do 
agree. Thus the  reaolutions  of the Institute have the authority 
attaching to a mature expression of the views of the leading 
international jurists Of Europe. Another body having a more or 
less similar purpose is the International Law Asso ciation, which 
was founded in 5873 as the "Association for the Reform and  

Codification of the Law of Nations," with practically the same 
objects as those which led to the constitution of the institute 
of  Interoational  Law. It also meets in different countries, but  

it differs from the Institute in tug number of its members being  

unlimited and in all respectable persons being eligible fur mem-
bership. A report is published  altereach  meeting. There are now  
numerous volumes of such reports, many of diem containing most 
valuable materials  for international jurists. In 1 8 the name 
was changed to International Law Association. 

A new society was recently  (xgod)  formed in America called the  
American Society of International Law, "to foster the study of 
international law and promote the establishment of international 
relations on the basis of  lawand  justice." "Membership in the 
society is not restricted to lawyers, and any man of good moral  
character interested in the  objectsof  the society may be admitted 
to membership."  Tbe  publications of this society  havc  already 
taken an important place among the literature of international 
law. 

Still more recently yet another society came into being in 
Switzerland with objects  *hicb  scorn lobe similar to those of the 
Institute  cl  International Law.  

The Inter-Parliamentary Union, which dat es  back to 1887, 
owes its origin to the  initialive  of the late Sir W. R. Cremes. 
It is composed of groups of the different parliaments of the 
world, who meet periodically to "bring about the acceptance 
in their respective countries, by Votes  in parliament and by means  
of arbitration treaties, of the principle that differences between 
nations should be submitted to  arbittation  and to consider 
other questions of international  ΊmροrΙance." 1  The sixteenth  
conference was held at Brussels in  Auguat-Scptcmbcr,  1910,  

'At the third congress of the new series, bold at Rome in 5891 
 was created the Bureau International do  Ia  Pals.  Thia  most useful  

institution, which has its  ofhce  at Bern, serve, as a means οf bringing  
and keeping together  311  the known peace societies. Its Cons- 
sposdanrs b,messwflc  and  Α xπιισ ί re du mouwme,d pd'iJfsir are well 
known, and its obliging  hon. seeretsly,  Dr A.  Gobst,  is always ready  
in supply information from the now considerable archives of the  
Bureau. In this connexion we  mιy  mention that the secretary  
of the London  Peact  Society, Dr Evans Darby, has edited an  
eshaustive  collection of  m.aterials  called  Isicraaliosa! Triburnols.  
II is statements every two years on the progress of arbitration at  
the  lnternationsl  Law Association meetings also form an excellent  
source of material,  los  reference.  

'Art  i  of Statutes revised Sept. 1 908.  
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The Nobel Committee owes its existence to the wig of the  

lace Allred Β. Nobel (1833-1896), the inventor of dynamite, who  
left a considerabk fortune for the encouragement of men who  
work for the benefit of humanity. The interest of this money  

was tο be divided into five equal parts, to be distributed every  
year as rewards to the person who had deserved best of mankind  
in five departments of human activity. The clauses of the will  
governing the distribution of these prizes are as follows:--

"l iκ entire sum shall be divided into five equal puts, one to  
go to the man who shall have made the most important discovery
or invention in the domain of physical science; another to the man  

who shall have made the most important discovery ow introduced  
the greatest improvement in chemistry; the third to the author  

of the most important discovery is the domain of physiology or  
medicine; theof urth to the man who shall have produced the  
most remarkable work of an idealistic nature; and, finally, tin:  
fifth to the man who shag have done the most or best work for the  
fraternity of nations, the suppression  or reduction of standing  
armies, sad the formation and propagation of peace mngreφses.  
The prizes shall be awarded as folowa: For physical science and  
chemistry, by the Swedish Academy of Sciences; for physiological  
or medial work, by the Caroline Institution at Stockholm; for litera-
ture, by the Stockholm Academy, and for peace work, by a corn.  
mitten of five memberss elected by  the Norwegian Starting. It  
is my express desire that, in awarding the prim, no account shall  
be taken of rationality, in order that the prize may fall to the lot  
of the most deserving, whether he be Scandinavian or not."  

Pence s. War.—Peace is the ultimate object of all statecraft  
—peace in the development of the domestic activities of the  
nation administered, and peace in the relations of states with  
one another. For the purpose of ensuring peace an expensive  
diplomacy is maintained by all states, and to perpetuate it  
treaties are entered into by states with one another. Even war  
has no other avowed purpose than that of placing specific  
international relation on a definite footing. Ultimate peace  
is uniformly proclaimed by every dictator at home, by every  
conqueror abroad, as the goal to which he is directing his efforts.  
And yet dissentient voices are sometimes heard defending war  
as if it were an end in itself. Without going back to the well-
known reply of Count Moltke to Professor Bluntschli respecting  
the Manual of the Laws of Wm, drawn up by the Institute of  
International Law ii' ι88ot we need only quote that highly  
up-to-date philosopher, Nietzsche: "11 is mere Πlasiοn and pretty  
sentiment," he observes, "to expect much (even anything at  
all) from mankind if it forgets bow to make war. As yet no  
means are known which all so much into action as a great war,  
that rough energy born of the camp, that deep impersonality  
born of hatred, that conscience born of murder and cold-blooded-
ness, that fervour born of effort in the annihilation of the enemy,  
that proud indifference to loss, to one's own existence, to that  
of one's fellows, to that earthquake-like soul-shaking which a  
people needs when it is losing its vitality." 1  

It is pleasant to contrast this neurotic joy of one onlooker  
with the matter-o[-fact re[lexions of another, the late W. E. H.  
Lecky. "War"  he says "is not, and never can be a mere  
passionless discharge of a painful duty. It is in its essence,  
and it is a main condition of its success, to kindle into fierce  
exercise among great masses of men the destructive and com-
bative passions—passions as fierce and as malevolent as that  
with which the hound hunts the fox to its death or the tiger  

springs urn its prey. Destruction is one of Its chief ends.  
Deception is one of its chief mean, and one of the great arts  
of skilful generalship is to deceive in order to destroy. Whatever  
other elements may mingle with and dignity war, this at least  
is never absent; and however reluctantly men may enter into 

 war, however conscientiously they may endeavour to avoid it,  
they must know that when the scene of carnage has once opened,  
these things must be not only accepted and condoned, bitt  
stimulated, encouraged and applauded. It mould be difficult  
to conceive ι disposition more remote from the morals of  
ordinary life, not to speak of Christian ideals, than that with 

 1"  Perpetual peace," he said, "is a dream, and it is not even  • beauty ul dream. War is an element in the order of the world  
ordained by God . . . Without war the world would stagnate  
and lone itself in materialism."   

Mens'hiiches, A1i:amenκcdfi'bez, No. 477.  

which the soldiers most animated with the fire and passion that  
lead to victory rush forward to bayonet the foe.... It is allow-
able to deceive an enemy by fabricated deapatchea purporting  
to come from his own aide; by tempering with telegraph mes-
sages; by spreading false intelligence in newspapers; by sending  
pretended spies and deserters to give him untnse reports of the  
numbers or movements of the troops; by employing false signals  
to lure him into an ambuscade. On the use of the gag and  
uniform of an enemy for purposes of deception them has been  
some cοntroversγ, but it is supported by high military authority.  

Hardly any one will be so confident of the virtue of his  
rulers as to believe that every war which his country wages in  
every part of its dominions with uncivilized as well as civilized  
populations, is just and necessary, and it is certainly prima  
fade not in accordance with an ideal morality that men should  
bind themselves absolutely for life or for a term of years to kill  
without question, at the command of their superiors, those who  
have pereoaally done them no wrong."s  

Surely with all the existing aclsviiy in the removal of causes  
of war, in the reduction to precise expression of the rules of law  
governing the relations of states with one another, in the creation  
of international judicatures for the application of these rules, in  
the concluding of treaties specifically framed t ο facilitate the  
pacific settlement of diihcultics diplomacy may have failed to  
adjust, in the promotion of democratic civilian armies wills  
everything to lose by war, and e11 the ether agencies which have  
been described above, the hope seems warranted that, in  
no distant future, life among nations will become still more  
closely assimilated to life among citizens of the saga nation,  
with legislation, administration, reform all tending to the one  
great object of saw, order and peace among men. (T. Ba.)  

PEACE. BREACH OF THE. Theoretically all criminal offences  
cognizable by English law involve • breach of the king's peace,  
and all indictments whether for offences against the common 

 law or by statute conclude "against the peace of our lord the  
,king, his crown and dignity." Historically this ρbres , ποω  
legally superfluous, represents the last trace of the process by  
which the royal courts assume jurisdiction over all offences, and  
gradually extruded the jurisdiction of the sheriff and *1 lads  
of manors and franchises, making crime a matter of national  
concern as distinguished from civil wrongs or infraction of the  
rights of local magnates, or of the rights of the tribal chiefs of  
the Teutonic conquerors of Britain. The peace of the king was  
sworn on his accession or full recognition, and the jurisdiction  of 
his courts to punish all violation of that peace was gradually  
asserted The completion of this process is narked by the  
institution of the office of justice of the peace.  

in modem times theexpression" breach of thepeace" is usually  
limited to offences involving actual tumult, disturbances or dis-
order. As regards such °timers, although they do not fall into  
the clan of grave crimes described as felonies, officers of police  
and even private persons have larger powers and duties, as to  
immediate arrest without waiting for judicial warrant, than they  
possess as to other minor otiences (see Anaxsr). justices of the  
peace have under early statute, and the commission of the  
peace mower to take sureties of the peace from persons who are  
threatening to commit a breach of the peace, and it is within  
the newer of any court on conviction of any misdemeanour  
and of many felonies to require the offender to enter into  a 
recognizance (9.e.) to keep the peace.  

PEACE CONFERENCES, the o&cial title of the two inter- 
national conferences held at the Hague in 1899 and ,907. Both  
were organized at the instance of the emperor Nicholas II. of  
Russia. The chief object of the first cooferencs,·u set out in the  
note of Count Mouraviv, the Russian minister of foreign affairs  
(Jan. i1, ι899), was to arrive at an "understanding net  
to increase for ι fixed period the present eflectives of the  
armed military and naval force., and at the mime time not to  
increase the budgets pertaining thereto; and a preliminary  
examination of the means by which even a reduction  
might be effected in future in the forces and budgets above  

'ii' Mat of Life. 1902, pR 92-97-  
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ineniloned."  The  ccnkseues,  which was attended by repre-
‚,ntativea of ad states, sat from the τ13112 of May to the  apth  
of July 1899.  

When the subject of excessive armaments came up for dis-
cussion, the  objcclioiis  of the German military delegate led to  
its  abandoument.  Other very  impoTtant  matters, however, were  
dealt with, and three momentous  conventionawereadopied,viz.- 

1. A  coiwention  for the pacific eettlement  of international  

Ιa1Ι cοιινendοu relathig  to the brats and customs of war by land.  
III. A  νοπνπtiο*  for the adaptation to maritime warfare of the  

principles of the Geneva Convention of the 22nd of August 186 4.  
Three declaration, on the following matters were also adopted  
α.  Prohibition of the  launching  of projectiles and explosives from  

balloong  or by other similar hew  methods.1  
b. Prohibition of the use of projectiles the only object of which  

is the  diflusion  of asphyxiating or deleterious gases.  
e. Prohibition of the use of bulks which expend or flatten easily 

in the human body, such as bullets with a herd envelope, of  
which the envelope doss not entirely cover the core, or is 
pierced with incisions.  

Tbe cnΙereπce  furthermore passed the  followln' ιtsοΙυt1οns- 
The Conference is of opinion that the restriction of military 

budgets, which are at present a heavy burden on the world is 
extremely desirable foe the increase of the material and moral welLsTe  
of mankind."  

"The Conference  taldpg  into  consIderation  the preli minary  
steps taken by the Series Federal Government for the revision of 
the Geneva Convention, expresses the wish that steps  maybeshortly  
Wren (or the assembling of a special Conference, having for its 
object the revision of that Convention."  

The following sneer were adopted, but not  υπanimουslγ - 
i.  The Conference expresses  the wish that the question of the 

rights and duties of neutrals may be inserted in the programme of a 
conference in the sear future.  

"2. The Conference expresses the wish that the questions with  
regard to rifles and naval guns, as considered by it, may be studied  
by the Governments with the object of coming to an agreement 
respecting the employment of new types and ralibrea. 

"3. The Conference expresses the wish that the Governments.  
taking into consideration the proposals made at the  Conferen 

 may examine the possibility of an agreement as to the limitation οf 
armed forces by land and sea, and of war budgets. 

"4. The Conference expresses the wish that the proposals which 
contemplate the declaration of the  InviolabilIty  of private property  
In naval warfare may be referred to a subsequent conference for  
consideration.  

".  The Conference expresses the wish that the proposal to settle  
the question of the bombardment of ports, towns and villages by  
naval forces may be referred to a subsequent confe rence  for  
consideration."  

Great Britain signed and became a party to the three  
Conventions, but not to all the declarations, &c.  

The Conference of  zgop,  which was attended by representatives  
of forty-four stales, sat from the τ stlα  of June to the  zliib  of 
October.  AgaIn,  In spite of the resolution and  twa  on arma-
ments handed down from the Conference of 5899 this subject  
was waived, but still more important conventions than in 1899  
were adopted on other  matt,ra.  These were is  foflows- 

I. Convention for the pacific settlement of international  

diavutes.'  
B. Convention respecting the limitation of the employment of  

force for the recovery of contract debts.  
Ill. Convention relative to the commencement of hostilities.  
IV. Conventions concerning the laws and customs of war on  

land.'  
V. Convention respecting the rights and duties of neutral powers  

and persons in war on land.  
VI. Convention relative to the status of enemy  mercbantsliip.  

at the outbreak of  hostilities. 

'At the Conference  the Russian government, further developing  
the proposal, submitted the following  details:- 

 "n.  EalsWsbment  of  ininteinatloiml  understanding for a term  
of fist yeses, stipulating non.inmses.  of the present figures of the  
peace 'Recd. νι  of the troop, kept up for home use.  

"2. Fixation, in  mae  of this understanding being arrived at,  
and, if possible, of the figures of the peace  eliective  of all the powers  
excepting colonial troop..  

"3. Mainteusace  for a like term of five years of the amount of  
the military budgets at present in force."  

'This Conference was held at Geneva in June-July  ι 906.  The  
revised Convention, competed of 33  articles, is dated July 6. 5906.  

' This lean amended editi..  of that of 11399.  
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VII. Convention relative to the  ecovomson  of  iIiudiant-thlp.  
Into war-ship..  

VIII. Convention relative to the laying of automatic submarine  
contact mines.  

ΙΧ.  Convention respecting bombardment by naval forces In  
time of war.  

Χ.  Convention, for the adaptation of the principles of the Geneva  
Convention to maritime war.'  

XI. Convention relative to certain restrictions on the exercise  
of the right of capture in ma ritime  

Xli. louvention re lative to the establishment of an  iateraatlonal  
prize court  

)I1 Ι.  Convention respecting the rights and  dutie,  of neutral  
powers in maritime war.  

XIV.  Declaration prohibiting discharge of  ρrοjectΙ1es  &t. from  
ba1luoιa.  

A draft Convention relative to the creation of a judicial  
arbitration court was also drawn up in connexion with the  fint  
ci  the four following Tress- 

1. The Conference calls the attention of the signatory powers 
to the advisability of adopting the annexed draft convention for  
the creation of a judicial arbitration court, and of bringing it into  

femia  as soon as an agreement  lisa  been reached respecting the selec-
tion of the judges and the  coestituelon  of the court.  

2. The  Lonlerence  expresses the opinion that, in case of war, the  
responsible authorities, civil as well as military, should make it  
their special duty to ensure and safeguard the maintenance of pacific  
relations,  more.especialiy  of the commercial sad industrial relations  
between the inhabitant, of the belligerent stales and neutral  
countries.  

.  The  Con(ei'ence esφresaes  the opinion that the powers should  
regulate, by special treaties, the ροsitiοπ,  an regards military charges,  
of foreigners residing within their territories.  

‚The Conference expresses the opinion that the p reparation 
 of regulations relative to the laws and customs of naval war should  

figure in the programme of the next  conference.5  and  th.t  in  eny  
case the powers may apply, as far as possib le to war by sea the 
principles of the Convention relative to the laws and customs of  
war  cii lend.  

Finally, the Conference recommended to the powers the  
assembly of a Third Peace Conference, and it called their atten-
tion to the necessity of preparing the programme of this Third  
Conference a sufficient time in advance to ensure its deliberations  
being conducted with the necessary authority and expedition.  

In order to attain this object the Conference considered that it  

"would be very desirable that, some two years before the probable  
date of the meeting, a preparatory com mittee should be charged  
by the governments with the task of collecting the various  
proposals to be submitted to the Conference, of ascertaining what  
subjects are ripe for embodiment in an international regulation,  
and of preparing a programme which the governments should  
decide upon in sufficient time to enable it to be carefully examined  
by the countries interested," and that this committee should  
further be entrusted with the task of proposing a system of 

 organization and procedure for the Conference itself. (T. Be.)  
PEACH,  C111111123 WILLIAM  0800- 1 886), British naturalist  

and geologist, was born on the 30th of September  tfloo  at Wens-
find in  Nortliamptonabire;  his father at the time was a saddler  
and harness-maker, and afterwards became an innkeeper  
farming about 80 acres of land. He received an elementary  
education at  Wansford  and at  Folkingham  in  Lincolnabire; and 
assisted for several years in the inn and farm. In 5834 he was  
appointed riding  omcer  in the Revenue Coast-guard at  Weybourn  
In Norfolk. Sea-weeds and other marine  organIsms  now  
attracted his attention, and these he zealously collected.  Ills 
duties during the next few years led him to remove successively  
to  Sheringham, Haaboro (Happisburgb),  Cromer and  Cley,  all in  
Norfolk. he the course of his rambles he met the Rev. James  
Layton, curate at  Catfleld,  who lent him books and assisted in  
laying the foundations of accurate knowledge. About the year  
1830 he was transferred to  Charmoutb  in Dorset, thence to Beer,  
and  Paignton  in Devon, and to  Gorran  Haven near  Mevagissey  
in Cornwall. Here he continued to pursue his zoological studies 

' This I. an amended edition of that  ci  1899»  
' This was practically a re-enactnient  of that of 1899. 

This ha. since been done to a large extent by the  Confermice  of  
knndoa ( ΐ po&-19o9). See  BLocaAos.COte?s.aaallo. IsevaaxATiotraL  
Law  Pa»ics.  
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md  supplied many  spedmeti.  to G.  Jobnsteis,  who was then  
preparing his Η icier" of Ike Bi'iiish Zoo pkyn's  (1838). It was 
here too that he first found fossils in some of the older rocks  
previously regarded an  unfoaiiliierou,—the discovery of which  
proved the presence of Bala Beds (Ordovician or Lower Silurian)  
in the neighbourhood of Coma Haven. In 1841 he read a paper  
before the British Association at Plymouth  - Οn the Fossil  
Organic Remains found on the  south.east  coast of Cornwall."  
and In 1843  he brought before the Royal Geological Soc iety of  
Cornwall an account of  hia  discovery of fish remains in the  Devo.  
nian  slates near  Polperro.  Peach was transferred for a time  
to  Fowey;  and in  tS.'iq  to Scotland, Brat to  Peterheαd  and then to  
'Vick 0833),  where he made acquaintance with Robert Dick of  
Thurso. lie collected the old red  Sindsione  fishes, and during  
a sojourn  at Ductless he first found  fο iΙι in the Cambrian  
limestone (1854).  Peach retired from the gove rnment service in  
186 ι , and died at Edinburgh on the τ8th  of February  ι886.  

Biographical notice, with portrsir. In S. Smiles's  Relied Dick, 
Baker, of nurse, Geologist and Botanist (1878).  

PEACH, the name of a fruit tree which is included by Bentham  
and Hooker (Genera $ai'tarum,  I.  'ιο)  under the genus  P,urn'z 
(Prunus "mice), its resemblance to the plum is indeed obvious.  
Others have classed it with the almond as a distinct genus,  
.4  rnygdal us; while others again have consid ered It sufficient!),  
distinct to constitute a separate genus,  Perska.  

In general terms the peach may be said to be a medium-sized  
tree, with lanceolate, stipulate leaves, borne on long, slender,  

relatively  unbranched  shoots, and with  
the Bowers arranged singly, or In groups  
of two or more, at intervals along the  
shoots of the previous year's growth.  
The Bowers have a hollow tub, at the  
base bearing at its free edge Bye  aepals,  
an equal number of petals, usually con-
cave or spoon-shaped, pink or white,  

o and a great number of stamens. The  
pistil consists of a single carpet with its  
ovary, style, stigma and solitary ovule  
or twin  ovulea,  The fruit is a drupe  
(fig.  i)  having a thin outer skin  (eρi  
carp) enclosing the flesh of the peach  
(mesocarp),  the inner layers  of the carpel  
becoming woody to form the stone,  
while the ovule ripens into the kernel  
or seed. This is exactly the structure of  

the plum or apricot, and differs from that Of the almond, which is  
identical in the first instance, only in the circumstance that the  
baby part of the latter eventually becomes  dry and leathery and  
cracks open along a line called the suture.  

The nectarine is a variation from the peach, mainly  chazac-
‚cured by the circumstance that, while the akin of the ripe  
fruit is downy In the peach, it is shining and destitute of hairs in  
the nectarine. That there is no essential difference between the  
two is, however, shown by the facts that the seeds of the peach  
will produce nectarines, and vice versa, and that it Is not very  
uncommon, though still exceptional, to see peaches and  
tiectarines  on the same branch, and fruits which comb ine in them-
selves the characteristics of both  nectaries  and peaches. The  
blossoms of the peach are formed the autumn previous to their 
expansion, and this fact, together with the  peculiarIties  of their  
form and position, requires to be borne in mind by the gardener 
in his pruning and training operations.  Theonly  point of practical 
interest requiring mention here is the very singular fact attested 
by all  peech.growera,  that, while certain peaches  are liable to the  
at tacks of mildew, others art not, In the case of the peach this 
peculiarity is in some way connected with the presence of small  
glandular outgrowths on the stalk, or at the bare of the leaf. 
Some peaches  have globular, others  reniform  glands, others none 
at all, and these latter trees are much more subject to mildew  
than axe those provided with glands.  

Tbe  history of the mech. almond and nectarine is ;stemming  
and important as regards the question of the origin of apecica sad  

the production and  perpetuatIon  of varieties, As to the edgin  of 
 the peach two views are held, that of Alphoeie  dc  Caridohle, who  

sttrlbutes all cultivated varieties to a distinct species, probably  of 
Chinese origin, and that adopted by many naturalists, but more  
espcvially by Darwin, who looks upon the peach as a  modiBcatiasi  
of the almond. 

In the Brat place, the peach as we now know It has beta nowhere 
recognized in the wild state. In the less instances where it is said 
to have been found wild the probabilities are that the tree was aa  
i'scape from cultivation, Aitchison, however, gathered in the  

Hai&rdarakht ravine in Afghanistan a form with diBerent-shsped  
fruit from that of the almond, being larger and Batter "The 
surface of the fruit," he observes, resembies that of the peach in 
texture and colour, and the nut is quite distinct from that of the 

 slId almond The whole shrub resembles more what one might 
consider a wild form of the peach than that of the almond" it is  
admitted, however, by all competent botanists that the almond 
is wild iii the hotter and drier parts of the Mediterranean and Levan-
tine rcgiona. Aitchison also mentions the almond as wild in some 
parts 0' Afghanistan. where it is known to the natives as bid&m," 
the same word that they apply to the cultivated almond, The 
branches of the tree are car τkd by the priests in religious ceremonies,  
It is not known aia wild plant in Chins or Japan As to the necta-
rine, of its origin as a variation from the peach there in abundant  
evidence, as baa already been mentioned fit is only requisite to add  
the very important fact thai the seeds of the nectanne. eves wbei 
that nectarine has been produced by bud.variation from a peach. 
will generallυ produce nectarines, or, an gardeners say, come 
true. Darwin brings together the records of several cases, not  ooiy  
of gradations between peaches and nectarine,, but also of inter-
nieniate forms between the peach and the almond. So far as we  
know, however, no case has yet been recorded of a peach or a sects. 
rise producing an almond, or vice versa, altiiough if all have had a 
common origin such an e"ent might be expected, Thus the botanical 
evidence seems to indicate that the wild almond is the source of  
cultivated almonds, peaches and ncctarines, and consequently that  
the peach was introduced from Asia Minor or Persia. whence the 
name  Prnica  given to the peach; and Aitcbiioii's discovery in 
Afghanistan of a form which reminded him of a wild peach lends  
additional lorct to this view, 

On the other hand. Alphonse dc  Candolle, from philological and 
other  cοnsidrnt ίorι'1  considers the peach to be of Chinese or igin.  
The peach liar not. It is true, been 'mmd wild is China, but it hai 
been cultivated there from time immemorial' it has entered into  
the literature and folk'lore of the people; an it is designated by 
a distinct name, "to" or "tan a word found in the writinIsof 
Confucius five centuries before έhrsί , and even In other writings 
dating from the zotb century before the Christian era, Though now 
cultivated in India, and almost wild In some parts of the north-
west, and, as we have seen, probably also in Μ haniιtan, It has no 
Sanskrit name; it Is not mentioned in the hebrew text of the 
Scriptures, nor In the earliest Greek times. Xenophon makes no  
mention of the peach. though the Ten Thousand must have traversed  
the country where. aceoroing to some, the peach is native; but 
Theopbisstus, a hundred yws lotir, doe, speak of it as a Persian  
fruit, and Dc Ca,idolle suggests that It might have been introduced  
into Greece by Alexander. According to his view, the seeds of the 
peach cultivated for age. In Chine, mi ght have been carried by the 
Chinese Into Kashmir. Bokbara. and ρersiι between the oeriod  of  
the Sanskrit emigration and the Gracco-Persiami period. Once  
established, its cultivation would readily extend westward, or. on 
the other hand, by  Cabul  to north.western lndis, where Its cultiva-
tion Is not ancient. While the peach has been cultivated In China 
for thousands of  γsam1  the almond does not grow wild In that country  
and its introduction  i,  supposed not to go back farther than the  
Christian era,  

On the whole, greater weight is due to the evidence from botanical 
sources than to that derived from philology, particularly since the 
discovery both of the wild almond and of a form like a wild peach  
in Afghanistan. it may, however, well be that both peach and 
almond are derived from some tire-existing and now extinct form  
whose descendants have sρreώ  over the whole geographic area 
mcntloned; but this is • mere speculation, though Indirect evidence 
in its support might be obtained from the nectarine, of which no  
mention is made in ancient literature, and which, as we  hιν  
seen'  originates from the peach and reproduces itself by seed. thus 
offering the cbszacteuistic, of a species in the act of developing  
Itself. 

The  Ιraatt  In horticulture of the peach and nectarine is the  
lame in every respect. To perpetuate and multiply the choice,  
varietIes,  peaches sad nectarines are budded upon plum or  
almond steels. For dry situations almond stocks are preferable,  
but they are not long-lived, while for damp or clayey  loama  It I.  
better to use  ce,tain  hinds of plums. Double-working is some-
times beneficial; thus an almond budded on a plum stock may be  
rebudded  with a tender peach, greatly to the advantage of the  
latter. The peach  b.rder abosild be composed of turfy regilow  

-  

Fm,  τ.—Fruit  (drupe)  
of Peach cut lengthwise.  
0,  SIde or epicsrp.  
m,Fksb or mesoesrp.  
s, Stone or cndocarp, 

within which Is the 
seed or kernel.  

V  
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hum, each as is  sυlόbΙe  fm the vine and the fig;  tldea!xmM  be  
used In as rough a elite as  pousiblt,  or not  bτοkια small and fine.  
The bottom should slope towards the  outer edge, where a drain  
should be cut, with an outlet, and on this sloping bottom should  
be laid a thickness of from 9  in. to is In. of rough materials ,  
such as broken brick, or mortar rubbish, over which  nbeu!d  be  
plated a layer of rough turf with the grassy side downward,, and  

thins the good loamy soil to form the border, which should have a  
depth of about 2 ft.  ό  in. The  peacb..tret is meat productive  
when the rents are kept neat the surface, and the  bοτders,  which  
abould  be from 8 ft. to a ft. wide, should not be cropped heavily  
with culinary vegetables,  sa  deep  trenthing  is very Injurious.  
Sickly and unfruitful trees may often be revived by bringing up  
their mole within 5 or  ό  in. of the surface. It is questionable  
whether it is not better, in cold soils and bleak situations, to  
ibandon  outdoor peach culture, and  Ιο  cover the wails with a  
casing of glass, so that the trees may be under shelter during the 
onceogenisi spring weather.  

The fruit of the peach is piudut'ed  on the ripened shoot, of the 
 peeceding  you'. II these be too  luzeriaiit,  they yield nothing but  

leaves; and if too  'urak,  they are incapable of developing Sower  
buds. To furnish young shoots in sufficient  abicadance,  and of  
requisite strength is the great object of peach training and pruning.  

Trees of  sknder.giuwing,  twiggy  habIt  naturally fall most readily  
into the fan form of training, and accordingly this hat generally been  

. 	adopted in the culture of  

, 	 ( 	peaches and nectarine, (fig. 
a). The young tree Is. in 

,  manycanes,  procured when 
it has been trained for  
two or three years in the  

)  I 	_' 
 

nursery; but it is  

hαα been budded. 	is  

Flo.  .—Μοntre ιι iΙ  Fait  ΤraΊnlg.  then in indinαrΥ ι actκe  

six buds, and In the following summer from two to four shoots,  
ιcασdmg  to the vigour of the plant, are trained in, the laterals  
from which, if any, are throned οut and nailed to the wall. If there  
are four branches, the two central ones are shortened hack at the  
subsequent winter pruning no as to produce others, the two lower  
ones being laid In nearly at full length. In the following season  
additiOnal  shoots are sent forth and the process is repeated till  
eight or ten principal limb, or mother  brsnthea  are obtained, forming,  
as it were, the  ί ramewαrk  of the future tree. The branches may be 
drpreastd  or  ilevated so a, to check or encourage them, as occa sion  
may arise and It in highly  adeantageous  to keep them thin, without  
their becoming in  ansi  pert deficient of young shoots. Sometim es  
a more rapid mode of formation is now adopted, the main shoots  
being from the first laid in nearly at full length, instead of being  
shoriencd.  The pruning for fruit consists in shortening back the  
intents which bad been nailed in at the disbudding. or summer  
ps'omng,  their length depending on their individual  vigosr  and the  
Isixuriance  of the tree. In well-developed shoots the buds sit  
grrscrslly  double, or rather triple, a wood bud growing between two  
fruit buds: the shoot must be cut hack to one of these, or else  
no a wood bud alone, so that a young  iboot  may be produced to  
draw up the sup beyond the fruit, this being ge nerally desirable  
to secure its proper swelling. The point of this leading shoot  
is subsequently pinched oft, that it may not draw away too 

sa much of the p 	 i . If the fruit sets too abundantly, t must be  
thinned, first when as large an peas, reducing the clusters, and then  

when as large as nuts to distribute the crop equally; the ex-
tent of the thinning must depend on the vigour of the tine,  
but one or two fruits ultimately kit to each square foot of wall  
is a full average crop. The final thinning should take place after  
stoning.  

The best-placed healthy young shoot produced from the wood  
buds at the baron( the hearing branch  is to  be  carefuilyprescrved sad  
in due time nailed to the wall. In the following winter this will  

take the place of the branch which has just borne, and  whith  ό  to  
be cut out. If there be no young shoot below, and the bearing  
branch is abort, the shoot  st the point of the latter may sometimes  
be preserved as a fruit bearer. though if the  bearIng  branch be  lor  
a is better to cut it hack for young wood. It is the neglect  cl  this  
which constitutes the p ri ncipal fault in carrying out the English  
fan system, as it  i,  usually  pnict'aed.  Several times during summer  
t he trees ought to be regularly examined, end the young  ilsco(s  
respectively topped or thinned out; those that remain are to be  
nailed to the walk or braced in with pieces of slender twigs, and the  
trees ought occasionally to be washed with the garden engine of  
thoroughly  .'yrn?ed.  especially dining very hot summers. After  
slithering the fruit all the wood not needed for extending the tees  

or  foftrult  bearing αα semen  aboald  be cut out se es to  giν tbu  
shoots left full exposure to air and 1½h1.  

The Montreuil  form of training is represented by fig.  ,.  The  
prIncipal  feature is the  suppresmon  of the direct channel of the up,  
and the substitution of four, or more  commosily  two, mother branches,  
so laid to the wall that the central angle contains about 90'.  Tb.  
other brindles are all treated as subordinate members. This  fctsa  
is open to the objection that, if the under brunch should dl,, the  
u pper one cannot be brought down into its place.  

The form I In  Dumoutler  (fig.  ),  so called from its Investor, is  
merely a refinement on the  Mentreuii  method. The formation  

Ftc.  3 —Dumοu ι ier'u  Fan Training.  

of the tree begins with the Inferior limb. and proc eeds towards  
the mitre, the branches being lowered from time to time as the  
tree acquires strength. What is most wor thy ii'  aotict in this  
method is the management of the  
ubαdlnnίes  In the pruning for  

fruit. Whets a shoot promises  
blossom, it is generally at some  
distinct from the point of insertion  
into the  otd  wood, and the inter- 
mediate space is coveitd  with wood  ___  
buds. All the latter, therefore,  
which sue  bttween  the old wood'  
and the blossoms' in fig. 4,  except  
the lowest b, are care fully removed 	 - 

by rubbing them off with the . 
finger. 'fliTs  never falls to produce 	itt  4.–  rumng 

it shoot d, the growth of which in 	 umoututT.  

favoured by destroying the useless  saay  s  ibove  the blossoms, and  
pinching oil the points of them which are necessary to perfect lb.  
fruit.  A replacing shoot Is thus obtained, to wh ich the whole is  
Invatlably  shortened at the end of the year.  

Seymour's  form (fig.  )  approaches more nearly to the French  
method than nay ether  pisetased  in England; but the direct channel  

Ftc•  5.—Seymour's  Fan Training.  

of the sap is not suppressed, and this results in the  prodisetioo  or  
branches of unequal  vgour,  which is very undesirable.  

For cold and late situations, Thomas Andrew Knight  recomtwnded  
the encouragement of spurs on the young wood, an such spurs, when  
close to the wall, generate the best  organired  and most vigorous  
blοaams,  and generally ensure a crop of fruit. They may be lire.  
d iced,  by  takanig  care, during the summer pruning or disbudding. 
to preserve a number of the little shoots emitted by the yearly 
wood, only pinching off the m inute succulent points. On the spurs  
thus formed blossom buds will be developed early in the following  
season. This practice is well adapted to cold situations. Peach-
tree. require protection, especially at the  peiicd cl blomomlng,  
particularly in the north  cl  England and in Scotland. (saves or 
hunting screens are most effectual. By applying these early in the  
season, great benefit may be derived from retarding the blossom  
till the  lrosty  nights of spring have passed. Wooden and glass  
cop ings are also very useful in warding  oIl  frosts. Care must be 
taken that the roots always have  •  sufficient supply of εοοίκιυτ 
and that the soil is must wherever use rents nun. 

Foreisg—Tb 	 raie  pruning and 0-sitting of the trees in the peach  
house do not differ materially from the  methodi  practised out of  
doors. In may also be stated here that when occasion arises peach-
trees well furnished with buds may be transplanted and  (outed  
immediately without risking the crop of fruit, a matter of some  

importance when, as sometimes happens, a tree may accidentally  
fall. In the forcing of peaches lire heat is commonly appli ed  shout  
December or  januaiy;  but it may, where their is a demand, begin  
a month mane?. The trees must be got to start growth very  
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dually,  and at first the boyse should be  aimely  kept closed at a 
temperature of about 45",  but the heat should gradually increase to  
50" at night by the time the trees am in flower, and to 60' when the  
fruit  is set, after which the house  .bould  be kept moist by sprinkling  
Use walls and path., or by placing water troughs on the return pipes,  
and the temperature should range from  6' by  day to 70" Or more  
with sum heat. After the fruit ha, set, the foliage should be refreshed  
and cleansed by the daily use of the syringe or garden engine.  

When the fruit has stoned—that is, as soon as the kernels have bean  
termed—the temperature should be relied to about 65' as.  iiiiiul'nurn,  
and to 70' with 7" by ion beat, as a maximum. Water must new 
be  copiousiy supplied to the border, and air admitted in abundance, 
but cold draughts which favour the  ate.d'  of mildew must be  
avoided. Alter the end of Ap ril little  flre heat is required. When  
the fruit begins to ripen, syringing must be  di υtinued  till the 
crop is gathered, after which the syringe must be again occasionally  
used. If the leave. should happen to shade the fruit, not only  

during the ripening process but at any time after the stoning  
period, they should be gently  turntd  aside, for, in order that the 
fruit may acquire aood colour and flavour, it should be freely 
exposed to light and air when ripening; it will bear the direct rays  
of the sun, even if they  shOuld ru,  to  ioo",  but nectarines are  much  
more liable to damage than peaches. The trees often suffer from  

mildew, which is best prevented by  kseping  the borders of the  
peach house clear and  sumcienily  moist and the house well vent ilated,  
and if it should appear the trees should be sprayed with  Ι  ox.  potas.  
slum  suiphide  dissolved in 3  gallons of water. Care must be taken in  
using this fungicide not to wet the painted wood, as it is sure to  
become discoloured.  

Peaches and nectarines are frequently  cnitivated  In  weII.drained  
pots, and are  then usually trained as pyramids, and in some came  

as half-standards. The potting must be done  νtτγ  firmly, using  
turfy loam with which a little mortar rubble has been mixed.  
The trees are to be  lop.drcssed  from time to time with  well.dccayed  
manure and turfy loam, and considerable space must be left in the  
pots for this and the watering.  
• The following are some of the best peaches and nectarine.,  
arranged in the order  cl  the times of their ripening '-»  

Peaches.  
Early Beatrice  . 	.-  
Early Louise 	.• 	. 
flaIrs's  Early 	. 	.  
Riνι's  Early York 

 A'bec . . . . 
 Crimson  Galandc .  

Crawford's Εαrίυ .  

Glum Mignonne 

Noblesse 
' ' 'l b. 

Cardinal (under glen) 
Lord Napier  . .  
Darwin 	. 	• 	•  

Early Rivers 	. 	•  
Balgowan 	• 	• 
Ε r-uge 	' 	• ' 	'lb. 

m. July 
e. 	July 
b. 	Aug.  
b.m,Aug.  
m. Aug.  

Aug. 
Aug. rυρι  

e. 	Ααg.• 
Sept. 
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Sept. 
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b. 	Sept. 
rn. 	Sept.  
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ΡΕΑCΗΑΙ,  HENRY  (ι.  1576-ί .  1643), English writer, was  
the son of Henry  Peacham,  curate of North Minima,  lieriford-
shire, and author of a book on rhetoric called the Garden of 
Rheloric (1577). The elder  Peacham  became in 1597 rector of 

 Leverton, Lincolnabire.  The son was educated at Trinity 
College, Cambridge, where he graduated  B.A.  in 1594-1595 and  
Μ.Α.  in s  598.  He was for some time a schoolmaster at  Wymond

-ham, Norfolk, but settled in London in  χό ιχ,  earning his living  
as tutor to young men preparing for the universities. His first  
book was  Grophke  (τ όσό ),  a treatise on pen and  water.colour  
drawing, which, as The Gentlemen's Exercise, passed through 
three editions. The years 161.3-161' he spent abroad, part of  
the time as tutor to the three young sons of Thomas Howard  
(ι8 -ι646),  earl of Arundel, god pertly on his own account. He  
travelled in Italy, France, Westphalia and the Netherlands.  
The table of Sir John Ogle, English governor of Utrecht, was, he  
says, a" little academy," where he met soldiers and s cholars of *11  
nationalities, When he returned to London he was accused of  
libel on the king. Incriminating papers had been discovered In 
the house of Edmond  Peacbam,  rector of  Iuinton  Saint George,  
Who, on being charged with an attack on the king denied the  

authorship, stating that they were  willien by a namesake, ' a  
divine, a scholar  aisd  a traveller." The change was, however,  

easily rebutted.  Peacham  bad many friends in London, amend  them Thomas  Dowland  the musician,  Inigo  Jones, and Edward  
Wright the mathematician. In  zό aa  appeared  Ρeacbιrn  
magnum opus, the  Cos'pkaj Geis'ksiosi,.  Enlarged editions  
ippeared Ιιι τ626  and 1627.  The 1627 edition was reprinted  Is 
163.' and a third, with additional notes  onbluonxy  by Thomas  
Blouist  (1617-1679), appeared in  ιόό ι.  The book is a teal-bock  
of manners and  politg  learning; It includes chapters on  coomo. 
grapby,  geometry, poetry, music, antiquities, painting. the live. 
of the painters, the "art of linimlng" (hacbam  himself was  • 

 proficient engraver), and the military art, including the order of 
 "a 
 

mine  battalle  or pitched Said in eight  severall stern."  
The book differs from the Courtier  of  Csstiglione,  which had been 
the guide of an earlier generation.  Peachani ems a Cavalier.  
even an ardent  polemiat  In the royal cause, but the  cuitial  point  
of his book is a more or less Puritan sentiment of duty.  Ιιι  his  
later years  Peachatu wss  reduced to extreme poverty, and is said  
to have  wτίttεn  children's books at a penny each.  Wa  last book  
was published in 1642, and it may be concluded that be died soon  
afterwards.  

His other weeks include: Minoan  BriIarnss (1612),  dedicated to  
Henry, prince of Wales; 11' Period of Moi'rsiag  (161.3) is honour 
of the same mince;  ΤέαJi'ι  Banquet (162ο),  a book  ΟΙ ' ep igrams; 
The Art of  Veinsii' Lendmi 0642),  and The Worth ci a Pen:, 
0641), &c.  Τlιeτe  is a nearly complete collection of l'ead,am'i  
works in the  Bodleiaa,  Oxford.  llarieian  MS. 6855  fontaina  a  
tnnιlatiοn  by Pescba 	Jams. l.'s  Basdsccs dotes tutu Latin 
verse1  written i 	

m  of 
ii his Own hand  and ornamented with pen and ink  

drawings. H is Compleai Geetioman  was edited by G. S. Gordon  
in  ιgοό  lee the Clarendon Press; the An of Lining Ia reprinted 
in the  flnrleian Mis'  ix.; The Wos'lIsof  a Pen:, in  Ε. Arbor'sffnglisk  
Goner,  (voL  vi.  ι88).  

PEACOCK. SIR 21121112 48m-1890),  English judge, was born 
in  iflIo,  the son of Lewis Peacock, a solicitor. After  ptactidng  
as a special pleader, he was called to the bar in 1836, and  i 

 18+4  obtaIned  great reputation by po inting out the flaw which 
invalidated the conviction of Daniel O'Connell and his fellow 
defendants. In  1852  he went to India as legal member of the  
govemor.general'a  council. He here displayed great activity as a 
law reformer, but sometimes manifested too little  cOnsideration  
for native susceptibilities. The legislative council was established 
soon after his arrival, and although no orator, he was so frequent 
a speaker that legislation enjoining  councillora  to deliver their  
speech.s  sitting was said to have been devised with the sole  
object of restraining him. As a member of Lord  Dslhousfe'a 

 council be supported the annexation of  Oudh,  and he stood by  
Lord Canning all through the  MutIny.  In 1859  he became chief  
justice of the Supreme Court, He  retsesed  to England in  ι8gο, 
nd  in 1872 was placed upon the judi cial committee of the privy  

council, where his Indian experience rendered him Invaluable.  
He died on the 3rd of December 1890.  

PEACOCK. GEORGE (1791-1858), English mathemati cian,  
was born at Thornton Hall, Denton, near  Darliiigton,  on the  
9th  of April 1791. He was educated at Richmond, Yorkshire, 
and entered Trinity College, Cambridge, in  iflop.  Re was second  
wτιngler  in 1812 (Sir J.  F. W. Herschel being senior), was elected  
fellow of hiscollege in 1814, became  asSistant  tutor in 1815 and 

 full tutor in 1823. While still an undergraduate be formed  a 
league with John Herschel and Charles  Babbage,  to conduct the  
famous struggle of "d-ism  νσrstα  dot-age," which ended in the  
introduction into Cambridge of the continental notation in the  
infinitesimal calculus to the exclusion of the  fiuxionsi nοtatίυ 

 of Sir Isaac Newton. This was an important reform, not so  
much on account of the mere change of notation (for math,.  
maticlans  follow J. L. Lagrange in using both these  πotatiοaή ,  
but because It signified the opening to the mathematicians of  
'Cambridge of the vast storehouse of continental discove ries.  
The analytical society thus famed In 1823 published various 
memoir,  &nti  translated S. F.  Lacτοιχ'a Dfjeressiiel Calculus  in  
τ816.  Peacock powerfully aided the movement by publishing in  
1820  A Callahan of Examples of lheApplkahios of Ike Dijurnhid  
sad  Znkgrd Caksdw,  In  ι64ι  be  publisbeda  pamphlet en the  
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'ntiversity  statutes, in which he indicated the  neccsaity  for  

, wtfoens:and  Ιό  ι8οaπd 1855 he was a  memberol  the commission  
of inquiry  rd*tiveto  the university of Cambridge. In 1837 he  
was-  apildinted  Lowndean  professor of agronomy. In 1839 be  
lock the degree of  D.D.,  and the  sara  year was appointed by 
Lord Melbourne Μ the.dcanery  of Ely. Peacock threw himself  
with characteristic ardour into the duties of this new  pc.itien.  
He  imptovtd the sαnitαtiοπ of Ely, published in 1840  Oheswiiiows  

oa  Puss for Ceihodrel Rcj'imi*,  and carried out extensive  wοrks  
of  reaiorstionlnhisown  cathedral. He was  twice prolocigor  of  
the lower house of convocation for the province of  Canleebuiy.  
He was also a prime mover in the establishment of the Cambridge  
Ast ronomical Observatory, and in the founding of the Cambridge  
Philoaopbical  Society. He was a fallow of the  Rbyai,  Royal  
Astronomical, Geological and other scientific so cieties. In 1838, 
and again in 1 843, he was one of the commissioners  fοτ standards 
of weights  andmcaaurea;and  he also furnished valuable infor-
mation so the commissioners on decimal coinage. He died on 
the 8th of November  ι88.  

Peacock's original  centnϊmthms to mathematical science were 
concerned chiefly with the philosophy  uf  its first principles. He  
did geed'service in systematizing the operational laws of 
algebra, and in throwing light upon the nature and use of  
imaginaiiea.  Re published, first. in 1830,  aisd theΩ in an  enlahied  
ferns in 1842, a  Treaiise αι  Algebra, in which he applied his  
philosophical ideas concerning  algebralcal  analysis to the dud.  
dation  of Its elements. A second great service was the publics.  

lion in the  DriIish AnociiiIim' Reports for 1833 of his "Report  
on the Recent Progress and Present Slate of certain branches of 
Analysis." Modern  ihathematicians  may find on reading this  
brilliant summary a good many dicta which they will call In  
question, but, whatever its defects mar he, Peacock's report  

remains a  wotk  of permanent value. In 1855 he  publizbo&  a  
memoir of Thomas Young, and about the same time there  
appeared Young's collected works in three volumes, for the first  
two of which Peacock was responsible.  

P!ACOCK, ΤΗΟ S WVll  (1785-1866), English  novtlig  and  
poet, wax born  at  Weynsouth  on the 18th of October 3785.  He  
was the only son of a London glass merchant, who died soon alter  
the child's birth. Young Peacock was educated at a private 
school at  Englefleld  Green, and after. brief  expesicocs  of business  
determined to devote himself  toliterature,  while living with his  
mother (daughter of Thomas Love, a  n&vsl  man) on their private  
means. His fuse books were poetical, The Mwiks of .5' ifark  

(1804),  Pdsiyi'a ( ι8οό ),  The Gerdes of  the Thames  (τ8γο),  The  
Philosophy of Md,suiIlsdy (ufls s)—works of no great merit. He  
also made several dramatic attempts, which were never acted.  
He served for a shut time as secretary to Sir Home  Pcpham  at  
Plumbing, and paid several visits to Wales. In τ812 he became  
acquainted with Shelley.  Ιι' :815 he evinced his peculiar power  
by writing his novel  Z!eadlousg kiaM.  It was published in  shι ό ,  
and  ffdiacoroH  followed In the ensuing year. During 0317 he 
lived at Great Marlow, enjoying the almost daily society of  

Shelley, and writing Nightmare Abbey and  RlaiduLe$sie.  by far  
the best of his  kmg  poems. In 1819 he was appointed assistant  
examine? at the India House. Peacock's nomination appears to 
have been due to the Influence of his old  achoedfellow  Peter  
Auber,  secretary to the East India Company, and the papers be  
prepared as tests of his ability were retuned with the comment,  

"Nothing  Superfluous and nothing wanting." This was char -

acteristic of the whole of his Intellectual work; and equally  
characteristic of the man was his mar riage about this time to  
Jane Griffith, to whom he proposed by letter, not having seen  
her for eight years. They had four children, only one of whom, 
a son, survived his father; one daughter was the  fina  Wife of 
George Meredith. His novel  Μ ίd Marion appeared In  Ikas,  
The Misfortiuses  of  Rip/sin  In  I829,and  Crotchet Castle in 1831;  
and he would probably have written more but for the death-in  

7833 of his mother. lie also contributed  Ιο  the  Weslmisuler  

Po,iew  and the Examiner.  Hiaservices  to the East India Coin-
psi'y,  outside the  umal ο8lcίsΙ Ycutlne,  were considerable. He  
defeneind it  suceesslully  against the attacks of James Silk  

Bockiiigbsm  and the  IJvelpeaI  salt Interest, and made the subject  
of steam navigation to India  paculinrly  his own. He represented  
the company before the various parliamentary committees  on 
this  querifon;  and in 1839 and 1 840  superintended  the con.  
structioa  of lion steamers, which not only made the voyage round  
the Cape successfully, but proved very useful in the Chinese War.  
He also drew  isp  the instructions for the Euphrates expedition  
of 1835, subsequently pronounced by its commander, General  

Π.  Ii  (hesney  to be models of sagacity. In 1836 he succeeded  
James Mill as chief examiner; and its 1856 he retired upon  •  
pension. During his inter years be contributed several papers to  
Fraser's Magazine, Including  resnfniseesscia  of Shelley, whose  
executor he was. He else's/trite in the same magazine his last  
novel,  G,I1 Grange (1860), inferior to his earlier writings In  
humour and vigour, but still a surprising  efΓσrt  for a man of his  
age. He died on the 23rd of January '866 at Lower  Halliford,  
near  Cbertzey,  where, so far as his London  occuρatiοώ  would  
allow him, he had resided for more than forty years. 

Peacock's  poaltion  in  Peglish  literature is unique. There was 
nothing like his type of novel before his time; though their 
might have been if it had occurred  Ιο  Swift to invent a story  saa  
Vrhfde  for the dialogue of his !Wile Ι·οιιινοsαίαπ.  Peacock speaks  
as well in his own person as through his puppets; and his pithy 
wit and sense, combined with remarkable grace and accuracy 
of  naturil ·descripiion,atone  for the primitive simplicity of plot 
and  char*cter.  Of his seven fictions, Nightmare Abbey and  
Croichel  Casio are perhaps on the  wbole  the best, the former 
displaying the moat  su: cession of Situation, the latter the fullest  
maturity of intellectual power and the moat skilful grouping of 
the motley crowd of  "perfectibilians, detcriorationists, atatu -
quo-ites, phrcnologistz,  transcendentalists, political economists,  
theorists in all sciences, projectors in all arts, morbid visionaries, 
romantic enthusiasts, lovers of music, lovers of the picturesque  
and lovers of good dinners," who constitute the dramatis personae  
of the  Peacocklan  novel.  M'iid  Marion and The Murforlw,ie.r 
DPhil, are hardly less entertaining. Both contain descriptive 
passages of extraordinary beauty.  Mdincovl is a comparative  
failure, the excellent idea of an orang-outang mimicking humanity  
being insufficient as the sole groundwork of a novel.  H'adiong  
Hall, though more than foreshadowing the author's subsequent 
excellence, is marred by a certain bookish awkwardness char-
acteristic of the recluse student, which reappears in  Gb"  Grange  
as the pedantry of an  οld4ashiοned  scholar, whose likes and  
dislikes have become inveterate and whose sceptical liberalism, 
always rather inspired by hatred  of cant than enthusiasm for 
progress,  baa  petrified into only too earnest conservatism. The 
book's quaint resolute paganism, however, is very refreshing in 
an age eaten up with introspection; it is the kindliest of Peacock's  
writings, and contains the moat beautiful of his poems, "Years  
Ago," the reminiscence of an early  atlachment.  In general the 
ballads and songs interspersed through his tales are models of  
exact and melodious diction, and Instinct with true  1eeliπg  His  
more ambitious poems are worth little, except  Rbdode$sie,  

attractive as a story and perfect us a  composition, but destitute 
of genuine  poetIcal  inspiration. His critical and miscellaneous  
writings ire always interesting, especially the  rtatorations  of 
lost classical plays in the  Β.ue dramaika',  but the only one of 
great mark is therein)? and crushing exposure in the  WaMud,sskr  

Renew of Thomas  Moore's  ignorance of the manners and belief  
he has ventured to portray in his Epicurean. Peacock resented  
the  misrepresentatIon  of his favourite sect, the good and Ill of  
whose tenets were fairly represented in his own person. Some-
what sluggish and self-indulgent,  incapable of enthusiasm or self-
sacrifice, he yet possessed a deep undemonstrative kindliness of  
nature; he could not bear to see anyone near him unhappy  
or  'sncomIo'tsble;  and his sympathy, no less than his genial  
humour, gained him the attachment of children, dependants,  
and friends. In  ο claΙ life he was upright and  conacieulioua;  his  
judgment tees shrewd and robust. What Shelley justly termed  
"the lightness, strength and chastity "of his diction secures him  
an honourable rank among these English writers whoa, claims to 
remembrance depend not only upon matter but upon style.  
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Peacock's works wSre collected, tfwaigh not completely, and ρυb  

limbed in three volumes in 1875, at the expense of his friend and  
former protdgit. Sir Henry Cole. with an excellent memoir by his  
granddaughter Mrs Clarke. aπά a critical essay by Lord Houghton.  
His prose works were collected by Richard Garnett in ten νο1υms  
(1891). Separate novels are included in Macmillan's Illustrated  
Standard Novels," with introductions by Mr Saintubury. For en  
interesting personal notice. use  Α  Poets Sketch Book, by R. W.  
Buchanan (1884). (R. C.)  

PEACOCK (Lal.  Patio, O. Eng.  Passe, Du. $uuse, Ger. P/au,  
Fr. Foes), the bird so well known from the splendid plumage of  

the male, and as the proverbial personification of pride. It is a  
native of the Indian peninsula and Ceylon, in some parts of which  
it is very abundant. Setting aside its importation to Palestine  
by Solomon (s Kings a. xx; τ Citron, ix. 20, its assignment in  
classical mythology as the favourite bird of Hera testifies to the  
early acquaintance the Creeks must have had with it; but,  
ihoiighli is menliotied by Aristophanes and other older writers,  

their knowledge of it was probably very slight until after the  
conquests of Alexander. Throughout all succeeding time,  
however, it has never very freely rendered itself to domestication,  
and, though in earlier days highly esteemed for tbetabk,' it is no  
longer considered the delicacy it was once thought; the young of  
the wild birds are, however, still esteemed in the East.  

Japan oi' "black -shouldered" Pesfowia.  

As in most cases of domestic animals, pied or white varieties  
of the ordinary peacock,  Paeo ci'isiaius, are not Infrequently to 
be seen, and they are valued as curiosities. Greater interest,  

h.weνeτ attends what is known as the Japanese or Japan  

peacock,a form which has received the name of P.  sigripennis.  
as though it were a distinct species. in this form the cock,  
besides other less conspicuous differences, has all the upper  
wingcoverts of a deep lustrous blue Instead of being mottled  
with brown and white, while the hen isof a more or less grizzled-
white, it "breeds true "; but occasionally a presumably pure  

stock of birds of the usual coloration throws out one or more  
having the Japan plumage. It is to be obseτνed that the male  
has in the coloration of the part.s mentioned no little resemblance  
to that of the second indubitably good speciea, the P.  eudi'iu  
(or P.  spicifm'  of some writers) of Burma and Java, though the  
chsiacter of the latter's crest—the feathers of which sic barbed  
along their whole length instead of at the tip only—and its  

' Classical *etherscontain many allusions tp its high appreciation  
at the most aumpeuous banquets; and medieval bills of fare of state  
occasions nearly slwαys include it. In the days of chivalry one of  
the must solemn oaths was taken "Of the peacock," which seems to  
have been served up garnished with its gaudy plumage.  

golden green neck and breast furnish a ready meana of distinction. 
Sir R. Heron was confident that the Japan breed had arisen in •  
England within his memory,5  and C. Darwin (Animals  md  
Pleats under  Domeslicalios, .  290-292) was inclined to believe it  
only & variety; but its abrϋρt appearance, which rests on Indis-
putable evidence, is most suggestive in the light that it mayone 
day throw on the question of evolution as exhibited in the orIgin  
of "species." It should be stated that the Japan bird is not  

knoWn to exist anywhere as a wild race, though apparently kept  
its Japan. The accompanying illustration is copied from a plate  
drawn by J. Wolf, given in D. G. Elliot's Μσstoέ rι$  of the  
Phasianidoc.  

The peaf owls belong to the group Gall,'aae. from the normal mem-
bers of which they do not materially differ in structure; and, though  
by some ayitemaLists they are raised to the rank of a family,  

Fat'o,i,dug,  most are content to regard them as a sub-family of  
Phasmnuiae (PitEassvi, q.v.).  Akin to the genus Paso is  Po!y-
fdeclrwm,  of which the males are armed with two or more spurs on  
each kg, and near them is generally placed the genes  Argusw.ssu.  
containing the argus-pheasants, remarkable for their wonderfully  

occilated plumage, and the eiitraordinary length of the  εecondry  
quills of their wings, as well as of the tail-feathers. It must always  
be remembered that the se-called "tail" of the peacock is formed  
not by the rectricea or true tail.feaihers, but by the iingu Ιa develop'  
rent of the tail.coverta, (A.  Ν.)  

ΡΕΑΚ,  THE, a high table.Iand in the north of Derbyshire, 
England, included in the Pennloe range of hills. The name,  
howtver, Is extended, without definite limits, to cover the whole  
of the hilly district north of Buxton. The table-land reaches an  

elevation of 2088 ft. In Kinder Scout, The geological Iewmation  
is millstone-grit, and the underlying beds are not domed, but  
cup-shaped, dipping inward from the Banks of the mass. The  
summit Is a peaty moorland, through which masses of rock  
project at intervals. The name of this high plateau has from the  
17th century been identified with "peak," the pointed or conical  

topof a mountain, btit the vesy early references to the district  
and certain places in it show clearly, as the New  &igIish  
Diclionary  points out, that this conisezion is unwarranted. The  
name appears in the Old English Chronicle  (tis.$)  as  P'ec*"d,  of 
the district governed from the castle of Peveril of the Peak (see  
Daasvsrnaa), and also in the name of the cavern under the bill  

at Castleton, PAte's  Α  rue.  Plac, II has been suggested, is the  
name of a local deity or demon, and posaibly may be indentified  
with Puck. For the etymology of "peak," point, &c., and its  

variants or related words, "pick" and "pike," see  Pzs.e. 
 PEALE. CHARLES WILLSON  (ι741-'ι836),  American portrait  

painter, celebrated especially for his portraits of Washington, 
was born in Queen Anne county, Maryland, on the 16th of April  
1741. During his infancy the family removed to Chestertown,  

Kent county, Maryland, and after the death of his father  

(a country schoolmaster) In 5750 they removed to Annapolis.  
Here, at the age of 13, he was apprenticed to a saddler. About  
*764 he began seriously to study art. He got some assistance  
from Gustavus Hesselius, a Swedish portrait painter then living  
near Annapolis, and from John Singleton Copley in 'Boston;  
and in 1767-1770 be studied under Benjamin West In London.  
lit 1770 he opened a studio in Philadelphia, and met with 
immediate success. In 5772, at Mount Vernon. Peale painted  
a three-quarters-length study of Washington (the earliest knowa 
portrait of him), in the uniform of a colonel of Virginia  militia. 
This canvas is now in the Lee Memorial Chapel of Washington  
and Lee Uaiversity. He painted various other portraits of  
Washington; probably the best known In a full-length, which  
was made in *778, and of which Peale made many copies. ThIs  
portrait h&d been ordered by the Continental Congress, which,  
however, made no appropriation for it, and eventually it was 
bought for a private collectIon in Philadelphia. Peale painted  

two miώ aΙuτea of Mrs Washington (1772 and 1 777), and portraits  
of many of the famous men of the time, a number of which  
are in Independence Hall, Philadelphia. ISis po'traits of  

Washington do not appeal so strongly to Americans as do these  
of Gilbert Stuart, but his admitted skill as a draisgbtsmazs gives to  

all of his work considerable historical value. Pkale removed to  

'A. Newton himself rigorded this as peobabli' incorrect,  
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Philadelphia in 5777, and served as a member of the committee  
of public misty; he aided in raising a militia company, became a  
lieutenant and afterwards a captain,  axid  look part In the battles  
of Trenton, Princeton and Germantown. In ι779-178ο he was  
a member of the Pennsylva nia assembly, where he voted for  
the abolition of slavery—he freed his own slaves whom he had  
brought from Maryland. In 1801 he undertook, largely at his  
own expense, the excavation of the  akelelona  of two mastodons  
in Ulster and Orange counties, New York, and in 1802 be estab-
lished at Philadelphia  Peale's  Museum. Be was one of the  
founders, in :805,  of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts  
at Philadelphia. At the age of eighty-one Peale painted a large 
canvas, "Christ Healing the Sick at Bethesda," and at eighty-
three a full-length portrait of himself, now in  theAcademyol  the  
Fine Arts. He died at his country home, near Germantown, 
Pennsylvania, on the 22nd of February 1826.  

His brother,  JAifas Ρεaτ,x  (1749-1831), also an artist, painted  
two portraits of Washington (one now the property of the New 
York Historical Society, and the other in Independence Hall,  

Philadelphia), besides landscapes and historical composition s.  
PEALE. REMBRAID?  (1778-1860), American artist, was born  

in Bucks county, Pennsylvania, on the 22nd of February 1778,  
the son of Charles  Wilison  Peale  (qa).  He studied under his  
(ather, under Benjamin West in London (1802-1803), and in  
Paris in 18072nd 1809.  Asearlyas  1795 he had begun from life  
a  ροτυιiΙ  of Washington. Of this he made many replicas, the  
latest in 1823, purchased by the United States government  

in 1832, and now in the Capitol of  Wasbingloa.  Peale was one  
of the  8ml  of American lithographer. He was an excellent  

draughtsman,but  in colour his work cannot rank with his lather's. 
In 1843 he devised for the Philadelphia public schools a system  
of teaching  drawing and penmanship. His portraits include  
those of  President.Jelferson,  Mrs Madison, Commodore, Perry,  
Decatur, and Bainbridge,  Houdon,  the sculptor, General Arm-
strong, and an  tquesirian  portrait of General Wa shington, now  
is Independence Hall, Philadelphia. His" Court of Death"  
Wm) is In the Detroit Art Gallery. In 1825 Peale succeeded  
John Trumbull as  ρτeιέdt  of the American Academy of Fine 

 A'ls  ((needed in 58ο2  5* the New York Academy of Fine Arts),  
arid he was one of the original members of the National  
Academy of Design. He wrote several books, among them 

 Nd.:  as holy (1835),  Reminiscences of  Αν'  and  Arlisis  (ι84).  
He died In Philadelphia ass the 3rd of October  1860.  

A brother,  RasιιzίιΒ Ρs.αε  (1774-1825), was one of the 
 earljeet  of American still-life painters; and another brother,  

Tmaa' Rasιν Ρειε (ι8οο-ι88),  made numerous drawings,  
some of them in water-colour, in  illusiraiion  of animal life.  

See"  Rembrandt  Peale." partly  ιυΙοbigraρbkaΙ,  in C. E.  Lester's  
TI. Artists of America (New York, 1846).  

PEAR  (Pyrsos ‚ommsnis),  a member of the natural order  
Rosaceac,  belonging to the same genus as the apple  (Ρ. m2υ),  
which it resembles in floral structure. In both cases the so-
called fruit is composed of the receptacle or upper end of the 
Rower-stalk (the so-called calyx tube) greatly dilated, and en-
closing within its cellular flesh the flvecartilaginoixscarpelswbich  
constitute the "core "and are really the true fruit. From the 

 •pper  rim of the receptacle arc given off the five sepal,, the five 
petals, and the very numerous stamens. The form of the pear 
and of the apple respectively, although usually characteristic  
enough, is not  6),  itself sufficient to distinguish them, for there  
are pears which cannot by form alone be distinguished from  
entries,and apples which cannot by superficial appearance be  
recognized from pears. The main distinction is the occurrence 
in the tissue of the fruit, or beneath the rind, of clusters of cells 
filled with hard woody depo sit in the case of the pear, constituting 
the "grit," while in the apple no such formation of woody cells  
takes place. The appearance of the tree—the bark, the foliage,  
the  flweιa—is, however, usually quite characteristic in the 
two species.  Cultivated pears, whose number is enormous, are 
without  dovbt  derived from one or two wild  tpecies  widely  
distributed throughout Europe and western Asia, and sometimes  
brining part  Μ  the natural vegetation of the forests, In England,  

wbe,e  the pear is sometimes  cesaiderd  wild, there is always  
the doubt that it may not really be so, but the produce of some  
seed of a cultivated tree deposit ed  by birds or otherwise, which 
has degenerated into the wild spine-bearing tree known as  

Pyn'snsminusis.  . 
The cultivation of the pear extends to the remotest antiquity.  

Traces of it have been found in the Swiss lake-dwelling,; it is 
mentioned in the oldest Greek writings, and was cultivated by  

the Romans. The word "pear "or its equivalent occurs in all 
the Celtic languages, while in Slavonic and other dialects different 
appellations, but still inferring to the same thing, ere found—a 
diversity and multiplicity of nomenclature which led Alphonse  
dc  Candolle  to infer a very ancient c ultivation of the tree from 
the shores  of the Caspian to those of the Atlantic. A certain 
race of pears, with white down on the under surface of their 
leaves, is supposed to have originated from P.  sirius,  and their 
fruit is chiefly used in France in the  manujaclure  of Perry (see 

 Cm&a).  Other small-fruited pears,  di*tinguisbed  by their  
precocity and apple-like fruit, may be referred to P.  ‚o,da'a,  a 
species  fο d  wild in western Franc,, and in Devonshire and  
Cornwall  

Karl Koch considered that cultivated nests were the descendants 
of three species—P.  persica  (from which the bergamots have  
descended), P.  dσισ rifdia  and P  siweasis.  J  Decsisnc,  who made 
the subject  οιsαο'  critical study far a number of years, and not only  
mvestsgated  the wild farina, but carefully studied the ρεcαlisrities  
of the numerous variet ies  ciultivaicd  in the  )ardin  den  Ρlantc  at 
Pans, refers all cultivat ed pcturs  to one spec ies, the individuals of 
which have in course of time diverged in various directions, so as  

tamer now ass races:  (i)  the Celtic, including P.  co,dnJax  (2) the 
 Germanic. including P.  ‚eeisinism, P.  υώ ,σs,  and P.  ρ,αsΙer; ()  

the  Ηellenic1  including_P. ραιή jt οra,  P.  sinaic,s  and others; (4) 
the  Pontic,  including P.  daregr,fdia;  (5)  the  indian,  comprising 
P.  Pasckee:  and (6) the  Mongoi,c,  represented by P. mimesis. With 

 reference to the Celtic race, P.  csdaku.  It I. interesting to  "ole  its 
 ctmne,doa  with  Agthiirian legend end the Isle of Avalon or Isle of 

Αρlcs.  An island in Loch Awe has a Celtic legend containing the  

ρ rιnciρaΙ  features of Arthurian story: but in this case the word is 
" berries"  inste,d  of "apples." Dr  Pheii€  visited Armories  
(Brittany) with a view of  iiivesxigating  these matters, and brought  
thence fruits of a small berry -like pear, which were identified  
with the  Pyriis 'o"dal,s  of western France.  

Culjisaiion. —The pear may be readily raised by sowing the  
pipe of ordinary cultivated or of wilding kinds, these forming  

what are known as free or pear stock,, on which the  cbeicer  
varieties are grafted for increase. For new varieties the flowers  

should be fertilized with a view to combine, in the seedlings  
which result from the union, the desirable qualiti es  of the parents.  
The dwarf and pyramid trees, more usually planted in gardens,  
are obtained by grafting on the quince stock, the Portugal quince 
being the best; but this stock, from its surface-rooting habit,  

is moat suitable for soils of a cold damp nature. The pear-stock,  
having an inclination to send its roots down deeper into the soil, 
is the beat for light dry soils, as the plants are not then so likely 
to suffer in dry seasons. Some of the finer pears do not unite 
readily with the quince, and in this case double working is 
resorted to; that is to say, a vigorous-growing pear is first 
grafted on the quince, and then the choicer pear is grafted an 
the pear introduced as its foster parent.  

In selecting young  pear trees for walls or espaliers, some  
persons prefer plants one year old from the graft, but trees two 
or three years  trained are equally good. The trees should be 
planted immediately before or after the fall of the leaf. The wail 
trees require to be plant ed  from 25 to 30 ft. apart when on free 
stocks, and from le to so ft. when dwarfed. Where the trees 
are trained as pyramids or columns they may stand 8 or so ft. 
apart, but  atandards  in orchards should be allowed at least  30 ft., 
and dwarf bush trees half that distance. 

in the formation of the trees the same plan may be adopted as 
in the case of the apple. For the pear orchard a warm situation 
is very desirable, with a soil deep, substantial, and thoroughly 
drained. Any good free loam is suitable, but a  calcsreoua  loam  
is the best. Pear trees worked on the quince should have the 
stock covered up to its junction with the graft. This is effected 
by raising ups small  moundof  rich compost around  it,a contriv-
alice  which induces the graft to emit Tools into the surface soil,  
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end also keeps the stock from becoming bard or bark-bound. 
The fruit of the pear is produced on spurs, which appear on shoots 
more than one year old. The mode most commonly adopted  

of training wall pear-trees is the h οτlχοntal. For the slender 
twiggy sorts the fan form is to be preferred, while for strong 
growers the half-fan or the horizontal is more suitablt In the 
latter form old trees, the summer pruning of which has been  

neglected, are apt to acquire an undue projection from the well 
and become scraggy, to avoid which a portion of the old spurs  

should be cut out annually. 
The summer pruning of established well or espaber-rsiI tree,  

consists chiefly in the timely displacing, shortening back, or 
rubbing off of the superfluous shoots, so that the winter pruning,  
in horizontal training, is little mere then adjusting the leading 
shoots and thinning out the spurs, which should be kept dose to 
the well and allowed to retain but two or at meal three buds. 
In fan-training the subordinate branches must be regulated, the 
spurs thinned out, and the young laterals finally established in 
their places. When horizontal trees have fallen into disorder, the 
branches may be cut back to within p  in. of the vertical stem 
and branch, and trained in afresh, or they may be grafted with 
other sorts, if a variety of kinds is wanted.  

Summer and autumn pears should be gathered before they are  

fully ripe, otherwise they will not in general keep more than a  
few days. The Jargonelle should be allowed to remain on the 
tree and be pulled daily as wanted, εhe fruit from standard trees 
thus succeeding the produce of the wall trees. In the case of 
the Crassane the crop should be gathered at three different  
limes, the first a fortnight or more before it is ripe, the second  
a work or ten days after that, and the third when fully ripe. 
The first gathering will come into eating latest, and thus the 
season of the fruit may be considerably prolonged. It is 
evident that the same method may be followed with other  

sorts which continue oniy a short time in a mature stale.  

Diseaers.—Tbe  pear is subject to several diseases caused by fungi  
Gyas,iosporrnigiurn oabiuia',  one of the rusts  (Uredincac)  passes one 
stage of its life - history on living pear leaves, forming large raised  

spots or patches which arc at first yellow but soon become red and  
are visible on both faces; on the lower face of each patch is a group  
of cluster-cups or  accidia  containing spores which escape when ripe.  
This stage in the life-history was formerly regarded as a distinct 
fungus with the name Roeaidus asotliaia; it in flow known, however,  
that the spores germinate on young juniper leaves, in which they give  
rise to this other stage in the plant's history known as Gym sospor-
aagium.  The gelatinous, generally reddish-brown masses of spo res—
the  telcutospores—fornIed  on the juniper in the spring germinate  
and form minute spores—sporsdsa—whuch  give foe to the  arcidiism  
gage on the pear. Diseased pear leaves should be picked off and  
destroyed before the spo res are scattered and the various species of  
juniper on which the alte rnate stage is developed should not be  
allowed near the pear trees.  

	

 
Pear scab is caused by a parasitic fungus,  Fssidadiurn Π) 	rn,  

	

very closely allied and perhaps merely a form of the  appt 	ab  

	

fungus, F.  &ndnuicuoo. 	in  

	

4. the case of the apple di ι 	it  
forms large irregular  bό  ish  
blotches  ι '  the fruit  ,nd  
leaves, the i πjurγ  being often  
very severe especially in a cool,  
damp season. The fungus  
mycelium grows between the  
cuticle and the epidermis,  
the foe-met- being ultimately  
ruptured iv numerous short  
branches 1α, ατing  spores (con

-idia)  by means of which the  
disease is spread. As a pre-
ventive repeated spraying  
wiih  dilute Bordeaux mixture  
is recommended, during the  
flowering season and earl!  
development of the fruit.  
Similar spraying is  recom- 

	

ι sρtdωtsι iσ tό  5,itbb Μrnι 	mended for  jtear.!caf 	blister  
Pear Scab  (Fiiildudiuim p*iiium).  caused by laphnno bs ΙΙoΙ. 

. 	. 	 which forms swollen areas on 
i,  Leaf showing diseased areas. the - leaves. Pear trees may 
2. Section of leaf uurfaee  showing the also be attacked by  a great  spores or  corndw,'.  borne on long variety of insect pests. Thus  stalks  (coiiudiophores)  the younger  branc'hes  are often  
injured by the pearl oyster  scale  (AspiJio'as osfreseformis).  which  

may be removed by washing in winter with suit so αp and bο  
water. A number of larvae of  L'psdo$ms  feed on the leaves—.  
the remedy is to  captute  the mature insects when pos sible. The  
winter moth  (Cheimo.Iobsa briima'a)  mug be kept in check by putting  
greasy bands round the trunks from October till December or  
January, to catch the wingless fema les that crawl up and deposit  
‚heir eggs in the cracks and crevices in the bark. The  cateritlaw,  
of the leopard moth  (Zesura p?oine)  and of the goat moth  (Cοniιs  
iipii$wrda)  sometimes bore  their way into the trunks and destroy  
the sup channels, If badly bored, the trees are useless; but in  

Pear-leaf Cluster-cups  (ό ymnοs'οrαuriιim sabdws).  
I. Leaf showing groups of cups or  secidis.  2, Early stage  of 

disease. 3. Cups.  
the early sieges if the entrance of the caterpillars has been detected,  
a wire should be pushed into the hole. One of the worst pests  
of pear trees is the pear  midg'  known as  Dipkrn 1bynt'οτα  or  
Ce'idnmyia nigra,  the females of Which lay their eggs In the  flowet

-buds before they open. The yellow maggots devour the seeds and  
thus ruin the crop. When deformed fruits are noticed they should  
be picked off and burned immediately. Species of aphides may be  
removed by tobacco infusion, soapsuds or other solutions. A gall  
mite  (FhylopIus pyrs)  sometimes seve rely injures the leaven, on 
which it forms blisters—the best remedy it to cut off and burn  
the diseased leaves.  

The Alligator or Avocado Pear is Pee-tea  τσίέ ιsfιιο,  a member  
of the natural order Lauraceae,  sod a native of the Weal Ιndiσα  

and other parts of tropical America, It isa tree of 25 to 30 ft.  

high and beers large pear-shaped fruits, green or deep purple in  

colour, with a firm yellowish-green marrow-like pulp surrounding  

a large seed. The pulp is much esteemed in the West Indies and  
Is eaten as a salad, usually with the addition 01 pepper, salt and  
vinegar. The pulp cootaina much oil, which is used for lighting  
and soap-making, and the seeds yield a deep indelible black  
stain which is used for marking linen.  

Prickly pear is the populai name for species of Opwslie (see  
CACTUS).  

The name wooden pear is applied to the fruits of XyI.taud*,n  
(nat. md. Proteaceae), an Australian genus of trees with very  
thick, woody, inversely pear-shaped fruits which spilt ltsto two 
parts when ripe.  

PRP'RCI C ΗΑΙΙΙ.Ε1 SPRAGUE (185 τ— 	), American artist,  
was born at Boston, Massachusetts, on the 13 ιh of October ι8 t. 
In 1873 be became a pupil of Leon Bormat in Pans, atsd after  
188$ he lived in Paris and at Auvens-sur-Olse He painted  
Egyptian and Algerian scenes, French peasants, and portraits, 
and also decorative work, notably for the Congressional Library  
at Washington. He received medals It the Pan, Salon and 
elsewhere, and was decorated with the Legion of Honour, the 
order of Leopold, Belgium. the order of the Red Eagle, Prusna, 
and the order of Dannebrog, Denmark. Among his best known 
paintings are "The Decapitation of St John the Baptist 0  
(i88 ι), in  the Art institute of Chicago; « Prayer" (084), owned  
by the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association; "The  
Return ci the Fleck," in the Bohemian Club, San Francisco; 
and ' Meditation," in the New York Metropolitan Museum. 

PEARL. Pearls are ciilcarcouis ooncr.tions of peculisr lustre, 
produced by certain molluscs, and valued as objects of personal 
ornament. The experience of pe-ad-flabers shows that those  

shells which are irregular in shape and stunted In growth 5  or  
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which δεαrtααeseeness, or are bαeehedbybοιisg ιιndtea,  
are tho.e meat likely to yield pearls.  

The substance of a pearl Ia essentially the same as that which  

Rem the interior of many shellsand is kno'n as "mother-of-
pearl" Sir D. Brewster first ibowed that the iridescence of this  
substance was an optical phenomenon due to the interference of 
rays of light reflected from microscopic comigatlons of the surface  
—an effect which maybe imitatedbyarii&ialstriationsonasuil-
able medium. When the inner laminated portion of * nacreous  
shell is digested in acid the eakxreous layma are dissolved away  
leaving a very delicate membranous pellide, which, as aboim  
by Dr Carpenter, may retain the iridescence as long as It is  
undistuibed, but which loses it when pressed or stretched.  

It is obvloiss that If a pearl presents a perfectly spherical form  
it must have 'embed loose In the substance of the muscles or 
ether aoft tissues of the mollusc. Frequently, however, the pearl 
becomes cemented to the Interior of the shell, the point of attach. 
merit thus Interfering .4th Its symmetry. in this position It may 
receive successive nacreous deρσ its, which ultimately foTm a  
pearl of hemispherical shape, so that when cut from the shell It  
may be !let on one side and convex on the other, forming what  
jeweler, know as a "pede bouton." In the course of growth  
the pearl may become involved in the general deposit of mother.  
of-pearl, and be ultimately buried In the substance of the shell. 
It baa thus happened that fine pearls have oocasiooally been  
unexpectedly brought to light In cutting tip mother.of.pearl  in 
the workshop.  

When a pearl oyster is attacked by a boring parasite the  
mollusc protects itself by depositing nacreous matter at the point  
of invasion, thug forming a hollow body of irregular shape known  
as a "blister pearl" Hollow warty pearl is sometimes termed  
In trade" coqde perle." Solid pearls of irregular form are often  
produced by deposition on rough objects, such as small fragments  
of wood, sad these, and in fact all irregular-shaped pearls, are  
termed." perle. baroque.," or " bszrok pearls." It appear. that  
the Romans in the period of the Decline restricted the name mu.  
to the globular pearl, and termed the baroque margorils'a.. 11 
was fashionable in the rfltb arid rich centuries 10 =lint curiously  
shaped baroque. in gold and enamel so as to form ornamental 
objects of grotesque character.  Α  valuable collection of such 
mounted pearls by  V' ι ger  Ia preserved in the Gre.avaultsat  
Dresden.  

Α  pearl of the first water should ρoaseas In jewelers' language, 
a perfect "akin" and a fine "orlent "; that is to say, It must be 
of delicate texture, free from speck or flaw, and of dear almost  
translucent white colour, with a subdued Iridescent sheen. it  
should also be perfectly spherical, or, if not, of a symmetrical 
pear-shape. On removing the outer layer of a pearl the sub-
jacent surface is generally dull, like a dead fish-eye, but it 
occasionally happens that a poor pearl encissea a "lively kernel,"  
and may therefore be improved by careful peeling. Tb. most  
perfect pearl In existence is said to be one, known as "La hIlt-
gnns," in the museum of Zosims in Moscow; it is a perfectly 
globular Indian pearl of singular basuty, weighing  ι8  carata.  
The largest known pearl Is one of irregular shape In the Bmsford  
Rope collection at the Victoria and Albert Museum. This  
magnificent pearl weighs 3 ox., his a circumference of 4'  lzi.,and  
is surmounted by an enamelled and jewelled gold crown, forming  
a pendant of great valise.  

Pmef Fislm*,.—Tbe andenta  obtained their pearls chiefly  
from India and the Persian Gulf, but at the present time they are 
also procured from the Stirs seas, the coast of Australia, the shore.  
of Central America and some of the South Pacific Islands. The  

secient fisheries of Ceylon (Taprobaae) are situated in the (kill  
of Manaar, the dablng.barika lying from  ό  to Sm. oil the western  
shore, a little to the south of the isle α Mapaar. The Tmnevelhy  
fishery is on the Madras aide of the strait, near TutiCOrin. These  
Indian fishing-grounds are under the control of government  
inspector,, who regulate the fisheries. The oysters yield the  
beg pearls s1 about four years of age. Fishing generally com-
mences in the second week in March, and lasts for from four to six  
weeks, according to the season. The boats are grouped in darts  

.1 from sixty to seventy, apd start usually at midnight so as to  
reach the oyster-banks at sundae. Each boat generally carries  
ten dlν a, On reaching the bamika signal-gun is fired, and diving  
commences.  Α  atoni  weighing aboul 40 lb Is attiched to  
the cord by which the diver is let down. The divers work in  
pairs, one man diving while the other watches the aig*ial.cp,d,  
drawing up the sink.atono first, then hauling up the baskets of  
oysters, and finally raising the diver himself. On an average the  
divers remain under water from fifty to eighty seconds, though 
exceptional instances am died of uiea remitting below for as  
long ne six minutes. After resting for a minute or Ive at the 
surface, the diver descend, again; and so on, until exhausted,  
when he common board arid watches the rope, while his comrade  
relieves him as diver. The native descends naked, carrying only  
a girdle for the support of the basket in which he places the peed  

oy.tom.. in his submarine work the diver makes skilful use of his  
toes. Therm himself against the attackzol the shirks and ether 
fishes which bleat the Indian waters he came, spike. .f  iron. 
wood; and the genuine Indian diver never descends without the 
ine.nt'tioris of sbsrk.drarmers, one .1 whom accompanies the 
but ivliileothers gemsinonabo,e. Aaarul.tb, diver is abort.  
lived man.  

The diving centimes from sunrise to shout noon, when a gun  
is fired. On the arrival of the fleet at .hnce the divers cany their  
oysters to a shed, where they are made up Into four beaks. one  
of which is taken by the diver. The oysters are then sold by 
auction in lots of ieee each. The pearls, after removal from the  
dead oyites', are "chased" by passing through • number of 
small brass colander,, known as "baskets," the boles hi the  
successive vessels being smaller and smaller. Having been sized  
in this way, they are sorted as 10 colour, weighed and valoed. 

Since the days of the Mae.douiana pearl-fishing his been  
carried on In the Persian Gulf. It Ia said that the oyster-bed.  
extend along the entire Arabian coast of the gulf, but the most 
important arc on a.adbanks oil the islands of Bahireira. The chief 
centre of the trade is the port .1  Lingab. Moat of the produtta 
of this fishery are known as" Bombay pearls," from the fact that 
many of the best are sold there. The shells usually present a 
dark colour about the edges, like that of" smoked pearl." Tb.  
yeΙΙοwi∆tod pearls  ει'  sent chiefly to Bombay, while the whitest  
go to Bagdad. Very amall pearls, much below a pea in size, 
are generally kriown as "seed-pearls," and these are valued  
India and China as constituents of certain electuaries, while  
occaakiislly they are caidned for chaises., or lime, used with betel  
as a masticatmy. There Is a small pearl-fishery near Karachi  
on the coast of Bombay.  

From the time of the Ρteenιles pearl-fishing baa been  
prosecuted along the coast of the Red Sea, especially In the  
neighbourhood of Jiddab arid Reed?.This fishery Is now 
Insignificant, but the Arabs still obtain from this district  a 
quantity of mother-ok-pearl shells, whIch are shipped from  
Alexandria, and come Into the market as " Egyptians." 

Very fine pearls are obtained from the Sulu Archipelago, on  
the north-east of Borneo. The mother-of-pearl shells from the  
Sulu seas are characterized by a yellow colour on the border and 
back, which unfits them for many ornamental purposes. Pearl  
oysters are also abundant In the seas around the Are Islands to 
the aorith.west of New Guinea. From Labiian a good many 
pearl-shells axe occasionally sent to Singapore. They are also 
obtained from the neighbourhood Of Tlmor, and from New  

Caledoele. The pearl oyster occurs throughout the Pacific,  
mostly in the dear water of the lagoons within the atolls, though  
fine shells are also found in deep water outside the coral reefs.  
The Polynesian dlveis do net employ sink-atones, and the women 
are said to be more skilful than the men. They anoInt their 
bodle. with oil before diving. Fine pearl-shells are obtained 
from Navigators' Islands, the Society Islands, the Low Arch'. 
pelago or Paumota Isles and the Gambler Islands. Many of 
the Gambler needs mete/ s breezy tint. 

Pearl-fiahlng Is actively prosecuted along the western coast of 
Central America, especially In the Gulf Of Cώ ifοria, and tea less 
tateSt around the Pearl Islands in the Bay of Panama. The  
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f^hing grounds are in water about 40 ft. deel' and the season  
trite fot four months. An ordinary fishing-party expects to  
obtain about three tots of shells per day, end it is estimated that  
one shell in a thousand contains a pearl. The pearls are shipped  
in barrels from San Francisco and Panama. Some pearls of rate  
beauty have been obtained from the Bay of Mulege, near Lea  
Coyotes, in the gulf of California; and in ι88s a peak of 75  moats,  
the largest on record from this district, was found near La Psi  
in California. The coast of Guayaquil also yields pearls.  
Columbus found that pearl-fishing was carried on in his time in  
the Gulf of Mexico, and pearls are still obtained from the Carib-
bean Sea. In the West Indies the bat pearls arc obtained from  
St Thomas and from the island of Margarita, ort the coast of  
Venezuela. From Margarita Philip II. of Spain is said to have  
obtained in ις7q a famous pad of a ο carets  

Of late years good peers have been found in Shark's Bay, on  
the nowt of West Australia, especially in an inlet termed Useless  
Harbour. •Μοtńer-of-ρeri shells are also fished at many other  
points along the western roast, between the ι ^Ιh and Seth  
parallels of south latitude. An Important pearl-fishery Is also  
established in Torres Strait and on the coast of Queensland.  
The shells occur in water from four to six fathoms deep, abd'the  
divers are generally Malays and Papuan, though sometimes  
native Australians. On the western coast of 'Australia the  
pad-shells are obtained by dredging rather than by diving.  
Pearl-shells have also been found at Port Darwin and  In 
Oakley Creek, New Zealand.  

River pars are produced by the species of Urge and λsοdsua.  
especially by (Jaw morgańuJeras. These species belong to the family  
Unionidae, order Eulamellebranchia. They inhabit the mountain.  
streams of temperate climates in the northern he here— 
especially in Scotland, Wales, Ireland, Saxony, Bohemia, Bavaria,  
Lapland and Canada. The pears of Britain are mentioned by  
Tacitus and by  Pliny, and a breastplate studded with British pearls 
was dedicated by Julius Caesar to Venus Genetrix. As early as  
135; Scotch pearls are referred to in a statute of the goldsmiths of  
Pans; and in the reign of Charles IL the Scotch pearl trade was  
affidenty important to attract the attention of parliament. The 

pearl-fishery, pa-ń ĥery, after having declined for years, was revived  

in 1860 by a German named Morits Unger, who visited Scotland  
and bought up all the pearls he could find in the hands of the ρeaaan-  
try, thus leading to an eager search fiw more peers the following  
meson. It is estimated that in 1865 the produce of the season's  
fishing in the Scotch rivers was worth at least {ι s,000.. This  
yield, however, was not maintained, and at the present time only  
a few pears are obtained at irregular intervals by an occasional  
fisherman.  

The principal rivers in Scotland which have yielded pears are  

the Svey, the Tay and the South Σski and W a less extent the Icon.  
the Dee, the Don, the Vtfan, the Teith, the Forth and many other  
streams. In North Wales the Conway was at one time celebrated  
for its pearls; and it is related that Sir Richard Wynn chamberlain  

to the queen of Charles IL, presented her with a έ οnwιy peak  
which is believed to oqeupy a place in the British crows. iπ Ireland  
the rivers of Donegal. T ικ and Wexford have yielded pearl..
it is said that Sir John awidns the circumnavigator had a patent  
foe pearl-fishing in the in in Cumberland. Although the pearl-
fisheries of Britain are now neglected, it is otherwise with those of  
Germany. The most important of these are in the fetest.etream of  
Bavaria, between Ratisbon and Passau. The Saxon fisheries sue  
chiefly confined to the basin of the White Elster, and those of  
Bohemia to the Horazdiowitz district of Wotawa. For more than  
two centuries the Saxon fisheries have been artfully regulated  
by inspectors, who examine the strums every spring, and determine  
were fishing is to be permitted. Afters tract has been δsbed ova,  
it is left to rest for ten or fifteen years. The fisher-folk open the  
valves of the mussels with an iron instrument, and if they find no  
pearl restore the mussel to the wets.  

River peens are found in many parts of the United States, and  
have been systematically waked in the Little Miami river, Warren  
county, Ohio, and also on the Mississippe especially about Musca-
tine, Iowa. The season extends from June to October. japan  

produces fresh-water pads, found especially in the Asadosue 
opoaira. But it is in China that the, culture of the psati-musmel  

is carried to the greatest perfection. The Chinese also obtain marine  
pests, and use a large quantity of mother-of-pearl for decorative  
purposes. More than twenty-two centuries before our era pars  

are enumerated ass tribute or tax in China; and they ere mentioned  
as eroductι of the western part of the empire in the R έ 'yτ,  a 
dictionary compiled earlier than x000 s.C. A, pro0ess for promoting  
the artificial formation of pearls ill the Chinese river-musses  was 
discovered by Ye-j^n-yang, a native of Hoochow, in the ι th 
century; and this process is still extend*eiy anted on nor the nay  

of Teh-td, where it fe m. the staple lads sly of use st ιΦιgeq  and is said to give employment to about 5000  people, Large miss. 
hers of the mussels are collected in May and June, and the valves  
of each are ge ntly opened with a spatula to allow of the introduction 

 of various iomgn bodies, which are inserted by means of a forked  bamboo stick. These " matrices' are generally pellets of preparerl  mud, but may be small bores of bone, brass or wood. After a sum•  
bet of these objects have been placed in convenient pcitiom on one  valve, the unfortunate mollusc is turned over and the operation is  
repeated on the other valve. The mussels are then placed in shallow  
ponds connected with the canals, and are nourished by tubs of night.  sell being throws in from time to time. After several months, is  
some cues two or three years, the musels are removed, and the  pears which have formed Duel the matrices are cut from the shells,  while the molluscs themselves save as food. The matrix Is generally  
extracted from the peel and the money filled with white wax, the  aperture being neatly sealed up so as to render the appearasea of the  
pearl as perfect as ble. Millions of such are annually 
sold at Soo-chow. The most curipus of these Chinese pearls are these  
which present the lam of small sated images of Buddha. The  figures art ca in vet thin lead, or stamped In tin, and es Inserted  
as previously described. Specimens 01 these Buddha pearls in the  British Museum are referred to the species Dipsaι pfiesta. It  
should be mentioned that Linnaeus, probably ignorant of what  
had long been practised in China. demomutratetl the possibility  of 
producing artificial pears is the fresh-water mussels of Sweden.  

Pink pears ere occasionally found in the gnat cosh or fountain  shell of the West ladies, &rrsrnbiw ggax t  I..; but these, thou1b much  prised; are not nac eoua, and their tint is apt to fade. They are also  
produced by the drank shell Tsrfliwdla scdymnt, L.r Yellowish-
brown parrs, of Iittkor no value, are yielded by the Pess'ageouars,  end bad-coloured cencσtioos are formed by the Placsns* nααναα l  
Bieck pearls, which are νer highly valued, are obtained chiefly  
from the pearl oyster of the (,ull of Mexico. The common πιarinε  
mussel Myffins sdel& also produces mule, which are, however, of  
little value.  

According to the latest researches the muse of pearl-formation  
Is in most cases, perhaps in all, the deed body of a minute parasite  
within the tissues of a mollusc, around which nacreous deposit is  
secreted. The parasite is a stage in the life history of a Trerna-
lode is some caaea, in ethαs of a Catode; that is to say of a form  
resembling the common liver-fluke of tiκ sheep, or of a tape-
worm. As long ago as ι85s Filippi of Turin showed that the  
species of Trematode Dbsbomum daplicdlam was the muse of a  
peal formation in the fresh-water mussel Awadon$e. Kuehen-
melater subsequently investigated the question et • Elster in  
Saxony and came to a different conclusion, namely that the  
central body of the pearl was a smell specimen of a species of  
water mite which is a very common parasite Of λnedσπta.  FIlippi 
however states that the mite Is only rarely found within a  
peak, the Trematode occurring in the great majority of eases.  

R Dubois and Dr H. Laster Jameson have made special investi-
gations of the process in the common mussel Mytilsw sdwfr.  
The latter 'states that the pearl Is produced in a sac which Is  
situated beneath the epidermis of the mantle and s lined by an  
epithelium. This epithelium is not derived from the cells of the  
epiderms but from the internal connective-tissue cells. This  
statement, if correct, Is contrary to whatwould be expected, for  
calcareous matter Is usuaily secreted by the external epidermis  
only. The sac or cyst is formed by the larva of a spies of  
Trematode belonging to the genus Lescidwderidriwm, a species  
closely resembling and probably identical with 4 ,cmoles-iae,  
which lives in the adult suite in the eider duck. At Billlers,  
Morbiban, in France, the last of the adult Trematode is another  
species of duck, nimely the common Seater, Oedcmis emigre, which  
is notorious in the locality for its avidity for mussels. Trema-
todes of the family Dlstomidae to which the parasite under  
consideration belongs, usually have three bests in each of which  
they pass different stags of the life history. lb this case the first  
host at ;Rulers s a species of bivalve called Tapes decwslw, but  
at Hid in L'neaahire there are no Taps and the first stage of the  
parasite are found in the common cockle. The Trematode'  
enters the first heel as a minute newly hatched embryo and  

1  Slrom δur guess, L., is a Gsatropad belonging to the family  
Saombidae, d the ceder Pectisibeanchia. T  rheelle scelpeas,  
Lem. is'  Ge ιtropod of the same οrdα.  

2  Ρk'anα piams'a, L belongs to the family Anomudae; it is 
found on the shores of north Australia. Piano sgaaemosa, Gmelin,  
belongs to the Ostreacea; it occurs in the Mediterranean. Both  
as Lamelllbmwaths.  
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leaves it in the form rolled CesearIn, whickis really an Immature  
condition of the adult. The Cercazie. makα its way into the  
tissues of s mussel and there becomes en ςλosed in the cyst  
previotdy described. If the mussel is then swallowed by the  
duck the Cercsziso develop lntoadult Trematodes or flukes in the  
livef or intestines of the bird. In the mussels which escape being  
devoured the parasites cannot develop further, and they die and  
become embedded in the nacreous deposit which forms a pearl  
Dr Jameson points out that, uin other cases, pearls in Mytiiw  
are common in certain special localities and rare elsewhere, and  
that the said localities are those where the parasite and its busts  
are plentiful  

The first suggestion that the most valuable peers obtained  
from peer oysters In tropical oceans might be due to parasites  
was nude by Kcl*art in reports to the government of lon  in 
ι8ς--τ8sq. Recently s special ίnvestigatioa of the Ceylon pe*rl  
fishery has been a gαniaed by Professor Herdmsn. Herdmaa and  
ΗοrneJ find that in the pearl oyster of Ceylon ΥΡo ςarilif'ro  
srfprss, Schism, the nucleus of the pearl ώ  in all specimens  
examined, the larva of a Cestode or tapeworm. This larva is of  

globular form and is of the type known as a cysticercus. As in  
the use of the mussel the larva dies in its cyst and its remains are  
enshrined in nacreosis deposit, so that, as a. French writei has  
said, the ornament associated hi all ages with beauty and riches  
is nothing but the brilliant sarcophagus of a worm.  

The cysticercus described by lerdman and Homell has on the  
surfaces muscular zone within whit is a depression containing  
a papilla which can be protruded. It was at first identified sb  

the larva of a tapeworm called Tetrarhynchus, and Professor  
Herdman Included that the life-history of the pearl parasite  
consisted of (our stages, the first being exhibited b γ free larvae  
which were taken at the surface of the sea, the second that in the  
pearl oyster, the third a form found in the bodies of file-fishes  
which feed on the oysters, and the fourth or adult stage living in  
some species of large ray. It has got however been proved that  
the pearl parasite is a Tetrarhynchus, nor that It is connected  
with the free larva or the form found in the file-fish, Ealiates; nor  
has the adult form been identified. Al! that is certain is that  
the pearls arc due to the presence of a parasite which Is the larva  
61 a Cestode; all the rest is probability or possibility. A French  
naturalist, M. Seurat, studying the pearl oyster of the Gambles  
Archipelago in the Pacific, found that pearl formation was due  
to a parasite quite simllu to that described by Herdman and  
Hornell This parasite was described by Professor Giard  as 
characterized by a rostrum armed with a single terminal sucker  
and he did not identify it with Tetrarhynchus.  

Genuine precious pearls and the most valuable mother-of-pearl  
are produced by various species and varieties of the genus Meleagruie  
of Lamarck, for which Dr Jameson in his recent revision of the species 

 prefers the name Μαιςςaari4ew. The genus is reρrasen ςed in tττ9qρyicaΙ 
tε

r
g^ιons in all parts of the world, ft belongs to the family Aviciilidae, 

 which is allied to the Pcctens or ,eaIl ο shells, In the family the  
hinge border is straight and prolonged Into two auricular; the foot  
has a very stout byssos. Meleagnna is distinguished by the small  
sire or complete absence of the posterior aurlcula. The species are  
as follows. The type species is Mekagr ιπs marga ń tsfera, wh1h has  
no teeth on the hinge. phical races are distinguished by 
diflerent eanwa in the trade. Specimens from the Malay Archipelago  
have a dark bend along the margin of the nacre and are known as  
black-edged Bends shell; those from Australia and New Guints  
and the neighboυrinq islands of the western Pacific are called  

Australian and New Guinea black-lip. Another variety occurs in  
Tahiti. Gambler (elands and Eastern Polynesia generally, yielding  
both pearls and shell. It occurs also in China Ceylon. the Andaman  
Islands and the Maldives, Another (aim is taken at Zanzibar. Mada-
gaKsr, and the neighbouring islands, and is railed Zanzibar arid  
htadagasnr shell. BΒoοmbey shell is another local for,n fished in  
the Persian Gulf and shipped via Bombay. The Red Sea variety 

 r known as Egyptian shell. Another variety occurs along the west  
coast of America and from Panama to Vancouver ana supplies  

Panama shell and some pearls. A larger farm, attaining a foot in  
diameter and a weight of ιο lb per pair of shells, is coadend is a  
distinct species by Dr jameees and named Margaritif'rn  saestuse.  
lass found sloe` the north coast of Australia end New Guinea end  

the Malay Archipelago. The nacuxous surface of this shell is white.  
without the black or dark margin of the common species; it is  

known in the trade as the silver-lip, geld-lip and by other names.  
It .. the meet wlusible spedeaof asot ά r.c'.peaλ oyster.  

Dr Jameson distinguishes in addition to the above thirty-two  
species of .Atarfarrhfcra or Με1εαgrina; all these have rudimentary  
teeth on the hinge. The most important species is Md.aυ  so  
mdfsns, to which belong the pearl oyster of n sad ao υtl^n  
India, the lingah shell of the Persian Gulf and the pad oyster of  

the Red Sea. Since the opening of the Suez Canal the latter form  

has invaded the Mediterranean, npedmrns having been taken at  

Alexandria and at Malta, and attempts have been nude to cultivate  
it on the French coast. The species occurs also on the coasts of the  
Malay Peninsula, Australia and New Guinea, wham it in fished both  
for its shells (Australian lingah) and for pearls. Two species occur  
on the coasts of South Afnca but have no market value. .tfeka.'  
grirsa ca,-ihariars'm is the Shark's Bay shell of the London market.  
It is taken in large quantities at Shark's Βαυ, Western Australia.  
and is of rather small value; it also yields pearls of inferior quality.  
The pearl oyster of Japan, known as Japan lingah, is probably a  
variety of Μdeαgriaa enlgaiis. Mekugriaa rsdraks it the West  
Indian pearl oyster.  

The largest and steadiest cnnsumptioa of mother-of.pearl is in  
the button trade, and much is also consumed by cutlers for handles  
of fruit and dessert knives and forks, pocket-knives, &c. It is also  
used in the inlaying of Japanese and Chinese lacquers, European  
lacquered ρa ρ ieτ-mach€ work, trays, &e., and as an ornamental  
inlay generally. The Irving of pilgrim shells and the ehbes'ation  of 
crucifixes and ornamental work in moiher'ol.pesxl is a distlactve  
industry of the monks and other inhat ń taits of Βe ι hlε hηem. Among  
the South Sea Islands the shell is largely fashioned Into fishing-hooks.  

Among shells other than those of Mel of t Νa mrirgu&rjero used as  
motherof-pearl may be mentioned the Green Ear or Οππe[ shell  
(Raliotis tnbcrndato) and several other species of BstseIis, besides  
various species of Turbo.  

Arti,pi'wJ pearls were first made in western Europe In Ifióo by  
Jacqun s, a rosary -maker in Paris, and the trade is n σω largely carried  
on in France, Germany and Italy. Spheres of thin gΙιs are filled  
with a preparation known as "essence d'orieni." mode from the  
silvery scales of the bleak or "ablette" which is caused to adhere  

to the inner ws11 of the globe, and the cavity is then filled with 
white was. Many imitation pearls are now formed of an opaline  
glass of nacreous lustre, and the soft appearance of the pearl obtained  
bγ the judicious use of hydrofluoric acid. An excellent substitute  
for black pearl is found in the so.called "ironstone 1ewelry, and  
consists of close-grained haematite. not tee highly polished; but the  
great density of the haematite immediately destroys the illusion.  
Fink pearls are imitated by turning small spheres out of the rosy  
part of the conch shell, or even out of pink coral.  

See Clements R. Markham, " The Tinne νelly Pearl Fishery,"  
in Joura. Soc. Arts (186,), χν., 256; D. T. Macgowar. "Pearls and  
Pearl-making in China.' ibid. (t8ς4). iι, 72: F. Hague "On the  
Natural and Artificial Production of Pearls in China." In J oseπ. Ray.  
Asiatic Soc. (8856), vol. xvi.; H, J. Le heck," Pearl Fishier in the  
Gulf of Manar,' in Asiatic Re τcaeck ιs (1798), v. 393;  Κ.  Mobius,  
Die eckies Peeks (Hamburg. 1857); H. Lyster Jameson, " Formation  
of Pearls," Proc. Zool. S0'. (1902), p1. r; Riem, On the identity and  
Distribution of Mother-of-Pearl Oysters." Prue. 2001. Soc. (0901),  
gil r. pp. 372.394; Hardman and Hornell, Rep C')dos Pearl Fisheries  
(London, Royal See., 1903); and Kunz and Stevenson, Book of it'  
Pearl (New York, ι9ο8), with bibliography. (J. T. C.)  

PEARL, THE. The Middle-English poem known as Pearl, or  
The Pearl, is preserved in the unique manuscript Cotton Nero  
Ax at the British hluseum;in this volume are contained also the  
poems Cleanness, Paiieaa, and Sir Gowaync and the Green Knight.  
All the pieces are iq the same handwriting, and from internal  
evidences of dialect, style and parallel references, it is now  

generally accepted that the poems are all by the same author.  
The h1S., which is quaintly illustrated, belongs to the end of  

the 14th or the beginning of the ιςth century, and appears to  
be but little later than the dateof composition; no line of Pearl  
or of the other poems is elsewhere to be found.  

Pearl is a poet's lament for the loss of a girl-child, " wń o  
lived not upon earth two years "—the poet is evidently the  
child's father. In grief he visits the little grave, and there in 

 a vision beholds his Pearl, now transfigured as a queen of  
heaven—he sees her beneath "a crystal rock," beyond a stream;  
the dreamer would fain cross over, but cannot. From the  
opposite bank Pearl, grower in wisdom as in stature, instructs  
him in lessons of faith and resignation, expounds to him the  
mystery of her transfiguration, and leads him to a glimpse of the  
New Jerusalem. Suddenly the city is filled with glorious  
maidens, who in long precession glide towards the throne, all  
of them clad in white, pearl-bedecked robes as Pearl herself.  
And there he sees, too, "his little queen." A great love-
longing possesses him to be by her. He must needs, plc ngι  
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into the stream that keeps him from her. Ira the very e(3 οrt  
the dreamer awakes, to find himself resting upon the little  

mound where his Pearl had "strayed below":- 

" 1 roused me, and fell in great dismay,  
And, sighing, to myself ) rid:  

Now all be to that Prince's plena re."  

The poem consists of one hundred and one stanzas, each of  
twelve lines, with !bur accents, rhymed rob, rob, oh, rob, be, be;  
the veralilcation combines rhyme with alliteration; trisyllabic  
effects add to the easy movement and lyrical charm of the lines.  
Five stanzas (in one case six), with the same refrain, constitute  
a section, of which accordingly there are twenty in all, the whole  
sequence being linked together by the device of making the  

first line of each stanza match up the refrain of the previous  

verse, the last line of the poem reechoing the fiat one. The  

author was not the creator of this form, nor was he the last to  

use it. The extant pieces in the metre are short religious poems,  

some of the later (e.g. God's Cor,spioiai, falsely attributed to  
Scottish authorship) revealing the inhuenee of Pearl.  

The dialect is West Midland, of rather North-West Midland,  
and the vocabulary is remarkable for the blending of native  

speech with Scandinavian and Romance. elements, the letter  

partly Anglo-French, and partly learned French, due to the  
author's knowledge of French literature.  

"While the main part of the poem," according to G οfaηΡc$,  
"Is a paraphrase of the dosing chapters of the Apocalypse and  
the parable of the Vineyard, the poet's debt to the Rosassl of  
the Rose is noteworthy, more particularly in the description of  
the wonderful land through which the dreamer wanders; and it  
can be traced throughout the poem, in the peaomh cation of  
Peed as Reason, in the form of the colloquy, in the details of  
dress and ornament, in many a characteristic word, phrase and  
reference. 'The river from the throne,' in the Apocalypse,  
here meets 'tie waters of the wells' devised by Sir Mirth for  

the Garden of the Rose. From these two eoumcee, the Book of  
Revelation, with its ilmmt Celtic glamour, and The &mums: of  

the Rase, with its almost Oriental allegory, are derived much of  

the wealth and brilliancy of the poem. The poet's fancy revels  

in the richness of the heavenly and the earthly paradise, but  
his fancy is subordinated to his earnestness and intensity."  

The leading ewtifs of Pearl are to be found in the Gospel—
in the allegory of the merchant who sold his all to purchase one  

pearl of greet price, and in the wards,-so fraught with selects for  

the child-bereft, "for of such is the Kingdom of Heaven."  

Naturally arising from the theme, and from these mini's, some  
theological problems of the time are touched upon, or treated  
somewhat too elaborately perhaps, and an attempt has been made  
to demonstrate that Pearl is merely allegorical and theological,  
and not really s lament. Those who hold this view surely ignore  

or fail to recognize the subtle personal touches whereby the  
poem transcends all its theological interests, and makes its  

simple and direct appeal to the human heart. Herein, too, lies  

its abiding charm, over and above the poetical talent, the love  

of nature, colour and the picturesque, the technical skill, and  

the descriptive power, which in a high degree belonged to the  

unknown pat.  
Various theories have been advanced as to the authotship of  

Pearl and the other poems in the manuscript. The claims of  
Huchown "of the Awls Ryale" have been vigorously (but  

unsuccessfully) advocated; the cam in favour of Ralph Strode  

(Chaucr's " phlosoρhίcal Strode ")—the most attractive of all  

the theories—ia still, unfortunately, "not proven." By piecing  

together the personal indications to be found in the poems  

an imaginary biography of the poet may be constructed. It  

may safely be Inferred that he was been about 1330, somewhere  

in Lancashire, or a little to the north; that he delighted in open-  

air life, in woodcraft and sport; that his early life was passed  
amid the gay scenes that brightened existence in medieval hall  

and bower; that be availed himself of opportunities of study,  
theology and romance alike claiming him; that be wedded, and  
bad a child named Margery or Matgueń te—the D'izy or the  

Pearl—ot whose death his happiness drooped and fffe's toy  
ended.  

The four poems are closely linked and belong to ohe period  
of the poet's career. In Gawayse, probably the fast of the four,  
the poet is still the minstrel rejoicing in the glamour of tha  

Arthurlan tale, but using it, in almost Speaserien spirit, to point  

a morel. In Pend the minstrel has become the elegiac tom,  
harmonizing the old Teutonic form with the newer Romance  

rhyme. In Ckass w: he bas discarded all attractions of form,  
and Writes, in direct alliterative metre, a stern homily on chastity.  

In Paiisssc'—a homiletic paraphrase of Jonah—he appears to  
be autobiographical, reminding himself, while teaching others,  
that "Poverty and Patience are needs playfellows." He had  

evidently fallen on evil days.  
It is noteworthy that soon alter r.$ Reneedo wrote -his  

Latin eclogue Olympia in memory of his young daughter  

Violente. A comparative study of the two poems is full of  

interest; the direct influence of the Latin on the Eng ϋ sit poem  
is not so dear as has been maintained. Peal cannot be placed  
earlier than 1360; it is most probably !ate than Olympia.  

Bisuooaurev.—Texas and Trawslatimes: Early Alliieretise  
Poems as Ike West hfidlasd Dsakd of  the P.arwealh  Cestery 
by Richard Moms, Early English Text Society 1. 1864; revised 
1869, *885, 1896, 1901); Ρearf as English Poet.. σ the Fosrιιπsοs 
Centu ry. ‚d,ied, w'th a Moders Rendermng, by Isred- Ceilsιnes (with  
frontispiece by Holmaii Hunt and prefatory lines, sent to the  
editor by Tennyson): revistd e ώ itiοn of the text, p ιivatelytinted, 
1897; new edition of text and translation, " King's Clerics Ptq to- 
19111 Facsimile of MS. Cotton Nero Ax, 1910-1911; The Ρeaτ1,  
edited by C. G. Osgood; Boston, 1906). Tranelat,ona by Gotlancs (edited 

 above); G. G. Coulson (1906); Osgood ( τgo i  Miss Mead (*908);  
M ix Jewett (1908); part of the poem, by S. Were Mitchell (1906).  

L.kear mum : Τenbrink, Rissery of English L τlsιntnre cant  
laced by H. Μ. Kennedy, 1889, i. 336-3ςι); G. Nelson, Ηuιkσes  
of the Astir Ryoir ((Glasgow, 1900)• Carleton Brown, The Asihor  
of the Pearl, coasldered fs Ike LajM of his Tkeοkgtal Oplsrloss  
(publications of the Modern Languages Asiociation of America,  
nix. 115-153; 1904): W. G. Schofeld, The Noises and Febr.' of the  
Pearl (ibid. pp. 154-215: 1904); Wee Symbolism, Allegory and  
Α stοbs οιrσρpΙy (ibid. xxiv. 585-675; 1909); I. Gollancz, Cambridge  

Nislory of Es lark Let ιrats ιe, vol. 1 ch. xv.  

	

Works cosn 	'me) Peal: Si, Gaweyne, a ColkcSiois  of  Asckst  
Romase' Poems (edited by Sir F. Madden• Londoe, 1439); Sir  
Geweys' (re-edited by Richard Moras, Ε.Ε.tf.S. 1864, 1gg69 leag  
revised by 1. Golancz, t8q^); The Parkment of the Thee Age s, and  
Wynsere and Wasbsre (edited by I. Gol)ancz; London 1897); 
ifyanns to the Virgin and Christ (edited by F,) Furnivall , Et . E. 5 
'$67): Poliiw 1, &J'gsoas end  Lose Pc'ms (edited by F. J. Furoivail, 
B.EΤS, 1 866, 1903)  

1detre.—Clark 5. Northup. Study of the M ιhsιd Siriasie of the  
Pai3l 4 o(publication of the Modern Languages Association, xii. 
32 6-. 

Phono
)
lo [ηy —W. Fick, Ism milldesgkschea Gedisht ,cis der Pak  

(KieΙ, 1885). (1. G.)  

PEARSALL, ROBERT LUCAS DE (1795-1856), English  
composer, was born on the 14th of March 1795,  at Clifton.  
Educated for the bar, he practised till ι8ss, when he left England  
for Germany and studied composition under Panny of Mains;  
with the exception of three comparatively short visits to  
England, during one of which he made the acquaintance of  
the English school of madrigals, he lived abroad, selling his  
family property of Willsbńdge and settling it the castle of  
Wartensce, on the lake of Constance. He produced many works  
of lasting beauty, nearly all of them for void in combination:  
from his part songs, such as "Oh, who will o'er the downs?" to  
his elaborate and scholarly madrigals, such as the admirable  
eight-part compositions, "Great God of Love" end "Lay a  

Garland," or the beautiful "Light of my Soul.' His reception  
into the Roman Church in his later years may have suggested  
the composition of some beautiful sacred music, among other  
things a fine "Salve Regina." He wrote many valuable  
treatises on music, and edited a Roman Catholic hymn-hook  
He died on the 5th of August  r86. 

PWISOII, CΗΑΒLBS HERRY (1830-1894), British historian  
and colonial statesman, was been in London on the 7th of 

 early education at Rugby 
and Kings 

 1830. 
 College, 

After 
 don, he w ń  up. to Orford, where be an ing's Coll  
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was generally regarded as the mast btilllant of an exceptionally  
able set, and in z8 ς4 obtained a fellewvhip at Oriel College.  
His constitutional weakness and bad eyesight forced him to  
abandon medicine, which he bad adopted as a aseer, and in  
t8^g he returned to King's College as lecturer in English language  
and litεmtare, a post which he almost immediately quitted  
for the professorship of modern history. He made numerous  
journeys abused, the moat important being his visit to Russia  
in τ8^8, his account of which was published anonymously in  
1839 under the title of Routs, by. Regent Treadier; an elves.  
terms journey through !bland during the insurrection of 1863,  
of which he gave a sympathetic and much praised account in  
the Speeesnw; and a visit to the United States in 0868, where  
be gathered materials for his subsequent discussion of the negro  

problem in his lIatiaaΙ Life and Chereeter. le the meantime,  
besides cenΙnbuting regularly, feet to the Setwday Reetee and  
then to the S$d.fer, and editing- the Noiioswl Relieve, he Wrote  
the fitst volume of The Ecrly end Middle Ana of E.'glmid (0860 ):  
The wos*-wu bitterly attacked by Freeman, whose "extrava-
gant Saxonlam" Pearson had been mmbleto adopt. It appeared  
in 1868 in a revised tone with the title of Hbbtery of Enafsnd  

drina the Bosfy sad Middle Ages, accompanied by a seared  
wlυιne which met with genes! recognition. Still better was  
the reception of his admirable Mope of Etsgised he Ike First  
Tklrtuw Centres (0874). Bat as the result d these labours he  
was threatened with total blindness; and, disappolated of  

receiving a professorship atOxford, in 1871 he emigrated to  
Australia. Here he married and settled down to the life of  a 
sheep-farmer; but finding his health and eyesight greedy  
improved, he come to Melbourne as lecturer on history at the  
aniverelty. Soon afterwards he became head master of the  
Presbyteńan Ladies' College, and in this position practically  
organised the whole system of higher education for women in  
Victoria. On his election in 1878 to the Legislative Assembly  
he deinitely adopted polities as his attα. • His views on the  
land question and sar education aroused the bitter hostility  
of the rich squatters and the dingy; but his singular nobility  
of character, to less than his powers of mind, made him one  
of the most infi ιιentΙal men in the Assembly. lie was minister  
without poσtfolio in the Berry cabinet (1880- ι88s), and as  
minister of education in the coalition government of ι886 to 1890  
he was able to pas into law many of the.recommendations of  
his report. His reforms entirely remodelled time eduCatioa is  

Victońa In t89a a fresh attack of illness decided him to return  
to England. Here be published in 1893 the best know]) of his  
werks, Νstia ιd Life end Chemist% It is an attempt to show  
that the white man m όουrish only in the temperate mists,  
that the yellow and black races must increase out of all propor-
tion to the white, and must in time crush out his civilization.  
He died in Landon eo the a9th of'May 1894.  

A volume of his Reviews end Critical Relays was published In  
1896, and was followed in 5900 by his autobiography, a wm r et  
great interest.  

FBARHON, JOHN (titw-1686), English divine and  scholar, 
was bore at Great Snoring, Norfolk, on the 18th of-February  
3612. From Eton he passed to Queen's College, Cambridge, and  
was elected a scholar of King's in April 1632, and a fellow In  
1634. On taking orders in 1639 he sees collated to the Salisbury  
prebend of Nether-Avon. Ιn ‚640 he was appointed chaplain to  
the lord-keeper Finch, by whom be was presented to the living  
of Thorington in SuHOIL In the Civil War he acted as Chaplain  
to George Goń ng's forces In the west. In 1634 he was made  
weekly preacher at St Clement's, Eastcheap, in Landon. With  
Peter Gunning he disputed against two Roman Catholic on the  
subject of schism, a our sided account of which was printed  1st 
Paris by one of 'the Roman Catholic disputants, under the title  
Sci m, uesssask't (1658). Pearson also argued against the  
Puritan party, and was much interested in Brian Walton's  
polyglot Bible. In 16^q he published in London his celebmt θd  
Esposillow of the Creed, dedicated to his parishioners of St  
Clement's, Eastcheap, to whom the substance of the work bad  
been perched seven! years 'before. In the same year be  

published the Collor &mist ' of the eso-mearor σblc Mr. Jelin  
Hula of Etna, with as interesting memoir. Soon after the  
Restoration he was presented by Jusen, bishop of Landon, to  
the rector/ of •St Cbrlatopber-le-Stocks; and in 2660 be was  
created doctor of divinity at Cambridge, appointed a royal  
chaplain, prebendary of Ely, archdeacon of Surrey, and. master  
of Jesus College, Cambridge. in ι66ι he was appointed Lady  
Margaret .pmfesat of divinity; and on the fast day of the  
ensuing year he was nominated one of the commissioners for  
the review of the liturgy in the conference held at the Savoy.  
There he won the esteem of his opponents and high praise from  

Richard Baxter. On the 54th of April adds he was made master  
of Trinity College, Cambridge. In 1667 he was admitted  a 
fellow of the Royal Society. In X672 he published at Cambridge  
Vindw ίee episialosrsm S. Iaeetii, in .00, in answer to Jan  
Dalilf. His defence of the authenticity of the letters of Ignatius  
has been confirmed by J. B. Lightfoot and other recent scholars.  
Upon the death of John Wilkins in 167x, Pearson was appointed  
to the bishopric of Chester. In g68s his Asides ‚yfviamcs were  
published at Oxford, with John Fell's edition of that father's  
works. Re died at Chester on the sdth of July ι686. His last  
work, the Two Dissotetioas as the Succession end Timer of the  
Fires' Bishops of Renee, formed with the Anndes Pmdini the  
principal part of his Opera posIhiima, edited by Henry Dodwell  
in χ688.  . 

See the memoir in Biographic Βrikιοκka, and another by Edward  
Churton, prefixed to the edition of Fαrsoe's Miser Threlogic.si  
Works (a vole., Oxford, 1844). Churtoa also edited almost the  
whole at the theological wri ύ ηgι  

PNAB80N, JOHN LOQOΗί0ΩOΝΟΗ (t8c7-5897), English  
architect, son of William Pearson, etcher, of Durham, was born  
In Brussels on the nth of July 181 7. He was articled at the age  
of fourteen to Ignatius Βοuοmi, architect, of Durham, but soon  
removed to London, and worked under the elder Hardwicke.  
He revived and practised largely the art of vaulting, and acquired  
in Its proficiency unrivalled in hisge ιιααύ ιιn. He was, ńowever,  
by no means a Gothic purist, and was also fond of Renaissance  
and thoroughly grounded in classical architecture. From the  
erection of his first church of £lierker, in Yorkshire, in 1843,  
to that of St Peter's, Vauxhall, in 1864, his buildings are  
Geometrical in manner and exhibit a close adherence to pre-
cedent, but elegance of proportion and refinement of detail lift  
them out of the commonplace of mere imitation Holy Trinity,  
Westminster (s848), and St Mary's, Dalton Holme ( ι858), are  
notable mummies of this phase. St Peter's, Vauxhall ( ι864),  
hisfirst gslnedchurch, was also the first of a series of buildings  
which brought Pearson to the forefront among his contempor-
aries. In these he applied the Early English style to modern  
needs and modern economy with unrivalled success. St Augus-
tine's, Kilburn ( τ87τ), St John's, Red Lion Square, London  
(1874), St Albans, Birmingham (1880), St Michael's, Croydon  
(i880), St John's, Norwood (1881), St Stephen's, Bournemouth  
(1889), and All Saints', Hove( ι889), arecharacteλstiεαamρles  
of his matured work. He is bee knowb by Truro Cathedral  
(ι88ο), which has a special interest in its apt incorporatIon  
Of the south aisle of the ancient Church. Ραrsoα 's conservative  
spirit fitted him for the reparation of ancient edifu α, and among  
athedrah and other historical buildings placed under his  
awe were Lincoln, Chichester, I'hteeborough, Bristol and  
Exeter Cathedrals, St George's Chapel, Windsor, Westminster  
Hall and Wtstminstor Abbey, in the aurveyorship of which  
last he succeeded Sir G. G. Scott. Except as to the porches,  
the meek of Scott, he anfaced the north transept of Westminster  
Abbey, and also designed the vigorous organ cases. In his baed-
ling of anent buildings he was repeatedly opposed by the ultra  
anti-restorer, (as in the case of the west front of Peterbereugh  

Cathedral in 1896), but he generally proved the soimdnem  
of his judgment by his executed work. Pearsen's practice was  

not eonined to church building. Tteberfydd House ( ι85o),  
Quar Wood (0858), Lechlade Manor, an EiiaabeIbaa house  
(I873), Westwood House, Sydenham, in the French Renaissance  
style (iSSo), the Astor estate °f ńces (0890) upon the V3ctod4  
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Embankment,  Lcndoo,  the remodelling of the  Intedors  of  
Clieveden  House  (τ8)  and No. '8 Canton House  Τertacι( t894),  
with many personages, show his aptitude foe domestic architec-
ture. In genera! design he first aimed at form, embracing boils  
proportion and contour; and his work. may be recognized by  

accurate scholarship coupled with harmonious derail. Its key-  
tetra are  cauliousatas  and refinement rather than boldness.  
He died on the ι τ th  of December ι897,  and was buried in the 
nave of Westminster Abbey, where his grave is marked by the 
appropriate motto  SasIrninl  ‚1  absiirniiI. lie was elected  A.R.A.  
in 1874, R.A.  in '880, was a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, 

 and.a  fellow and member of the Council of the Royal Institute 
of British Architects. 	 . 

The following are some of  Pearson's  more important  νο kι,  
not already named; Ferriby church (1846); Stow, Li'icolnshire  

(restoration, 1850); Wcybndge, St James's (1853);Frccland church,  
parsonage and schools (1866); Kilburn. St FctCr'C Home ('868);  

‚Ventworth church (1872); Horsforrh church (1874); Cullercoats,  
St George's ( 1 882);  Chiawick, St Michael's (rOgoration, '882); Great  

Yarmouth church (restoration, 1883); Liverpool, St Agnes'  

Woking  Coiivaleucent  Home (1884); Ι4eadingley church ('884 ;  
Torquay, All Saints ( 1 884);  Maidatone, All SaInts (restoration,  
1885); Shrewabury Abbey 0886); Ayr, Holy Trinity ( 1 886);  Hythe  
church  (reetoratlon, 1 887); Oxford. New College. reredos ((om-
pletion. 1889); Cambridge University Library (additions, 1889);  
Frsern Barnet, St John's ( 1 890); Cambridge. Sidney Sussex College  
(additions, 1890); Middlesex Ηοsρ tsl chapel 0890); Blshopsgate,  
St Helen" (restoration, 1891); Maida 11111 (lrvingiic) church 0890;  
Barking. All Hallow, (restoration. 1893); Cambridge, Emmanuel  
College (additions. 1 893);  Ledbury hi Michael's (restoration. 
'8N); Malta, Memorial church ( ιθgώ ; Port  Tslbot  church ( 1 895).  

PEARY,  ROBERT  IDWIN  (ι8'56-  ),  American Arctic 
explorer, was born at Cresson, Pennsylvania, on the6th of May 
2 856. He graduated at  Bowdoin  College in '877, and in '88* 
became a civil engineer in the  U.S.  navy with the rank of lieuten-
ant.  .  In τ884 he was appointed asaistani-cnglue.er  in connexion  
with the surveys for the Nicaragua Ship Canal, and ii'  τ887- ι888  
he was  Ia  charge of these surveys. In  ι886  he obtained leave of  
absence for a summer excursion to Disco Bay on the west coast  

of Greenland. From this point be made  •  journey of nearly a 
hundred miles into the interior, and the experience impressed  
him with the practicability of using this so-cal led inland ice-cap 
as a highway for exploration. In 2891 he  orginize.d  an taped!'  
tion  tinder the auspices of the Academy of  Natutal  Sciences of 
Philadelphia. The party of seven included Lieut.  Pusey's 

 wife, the first while woman  Ιό  accompany an Arctic ex-
pedition. After wintering in  IπgΙΙieLd  Gulf on the north-
west coast of Greenland, in the following spring  Lieut.  Peary, 
with a young Norwegian,  Eiyind Astrup,  crossed the inland  
ice-cap along its  nοrιheτπ  limit to the  noeth.east  of Greenland 
and back. The practical geographical result of this journey  
was to establ ish the insularity of Greenland. Valuable  
work was also performed by the expedition In the close 
study which was made of the  igolated  tribe of the Cape 
York or Smith Sound Eskimos, the most northerly people in  

the world,' Lieut. Peary was able to lit out another Arctic  
.  expedition in 1893, and was again accompanied  by Mrs Peary, 

who gave birth to a daughter at the winter quarters in  Inglefleld  
Gulf. The expedition returned in the season of  iSga,  leaving 

 Ρέary  with his coloured servant Henson and Mr Hugh G. Lee  
to renew the attempt to cross the inland ice in the next year. 
This they succeeded in doing, but without being able to  cari'y 

 the work of exploration any farther on the opposite aide of  

Greenland. During a summer excursion to Melville Bay in  
1894, Peary discovered three large meteo rites, which supplied  
the  EskImos  with the material for their iron implements, as  

reported by Sir John Ross in  τ8 '8,  and on his return In τ1395  
he brought the two smaller tines with him. The remaining  

meteorite was brought to New York in 1897. In 1898  Lieut.  
Peary published  No,ihword owe the Gual Ice, a record of all his 
expeditions up to  ihat  time, and in the same year be started  

' Α  "arrstive  of the expedition  smitten by Μrs Pusey. and eon-
earning an account of the "Great White journey across Greenland,"  
by her husband., was published under the title of My  Ardic Jourxo.L  

on another expedition to the Arctic  regirrat. Ia  this and sub-
sequent expeditious he received financial aid from Mr Morris  
Jesup and the  Pea'y  Arctic Club. The  gr λest  forethought  
was bestowed upon the  organixatioa  of the expedition, a four.  
years' programme being laid down at the  ouisCt  and a system 
of relief expeditions provided for. A. distinctive feature was  

the utilization of a company Of  EskImos.  Although unsuccessful  
as regards the North Pole, the expe dition  aebieved  the accurate 
survey  (igoo)  of the northern limit of the Greenland continent  
and the demonstration that beyond it lay a Polar ocean. 
In  igos Pusey  with  Heusen  and an Eskimo advanced as 
far north as  lal.  84'  1 7' 27', the highest point then reached 
in the western hemisphere.  Lieut.  Peary bad now been  
promoted to the rank of Commander,  ιιπd  on his return he 
was elected. president of the Ame rican Geographical Society. 
In November 1903 he went to England on a naval commission  
to inquire into the sy stem of naval barracks In Great 
Britain, and was presented with the  Liviagslone  Gold Medal  
of the Royal Scottish  Geographical'$ociety.  Commander Fear"  
then began preparations for another expedition by the con-
struction of a special ship, named the "Roosevelt," the first 
ever built in the United States for the purpose of Arctic  
exploration. lie sailed (runt New York on the  ilith  of July  
1903,  having two years' supplies on board. The  "Rooaeveli"  
wintered  ο. thc  north coast of Grant Land, and on the slat of 
February a start was made with sledges. The party expe rienced  
serious delay owing to open water between 8 47 and 8°, and 
farther north  the ice was opened up during a set days' gale,  
which cut  cli  communications and destroyed the  d€pdts  which 
had been established. A steady easterly drift was experience d.  
But on the list of April, ' 906,  87°ό '  was  resched—the "farthest 
north" attained  by man—by which time  Ptiry  sad his com-
panions were suffering severe privations, and bad to mike the 
return journey in the face of great difficulties. They reached  
the north coast of G reenland  snd  subsequently rejoined  the ship,  
from which,  aftet  a week's rest, Peary made a sledge jou rney 
along the north  coist  of Grant Land, Returning  bo.'.,  the 
expedition reached Hebron, Labrador, on the  13ί h  of October,  
the" Roosevelt"  liaviisg  been nearly wrecked  en retie. In 1907  
the narrative of this journey, Nooses' Ike Pole, was published. 

In  e908  Peary started in the "Roosevelt" on the journey  

whicbwsstobiinghimbisdnalsucceu. HeleftEtahonthe  

ι8ιh  of August,  wiπteτ d. ίn  Grant Land, and set  forwanlover the  
ice from Cape Columbia on the 1st of March  zpog.  A party of 
six started with him, and moved in s ections, one In front of 
another. They were gradually seat back as supplies diminished.  

At the end of the month Captain Bartlett was the only white  

man left with Peary, and be turned hack in 87' 48'  Ν.,  the highest 
latitude then over  reached. Peary, with his  negro  servant and 
four Eskimos, pushed  dn,  and on the 6th of April 1909 reached  
the North Pole, They remained some thirty hours, took obser-
vations, and on sounding, a few miles from the pole, found no  

bottom at 1500 fathoms. The party, with the exception of one  

drowned, returned safely to the" Roosevelt." which left her  

winier  quarters on the 18th  of July and  rcached  Indian Harbour  
on the ςth  of September.  Peary's Tl» North Pole: hi Discern.) ,  
'fl 1909 was published in 1910.  

Just before the news came of  Peaxy'a  success another  
American explorer, Dr F. A. Cook (b. 1865), returning from 
Greenland to Europe on a Danish ship, claimed that he  

bad reached the North  Pole on the *1st of April  19ο8.  lie had 
accompanied  an expedition, northward in 1 907, prepared to  
attempt to reach the Pole if opportunity dieted,  md  according  
to his own story had done so, leaving his party and taking only  

some Eskimos, early in 1908. Nothing had been beard of him  
since March of that year, and it was supposed that he had  

pethbed.  Cook's claim to have forestalled Peary was at first  
credited in various circles, and he was given a rapturous  
reception at Copenhagen; but scientific opinion in England and  
America was more reserved, and eventually, after a prolonged  
dispute, a special Committee of the university of Copenhagen,  
to whom his documents were submitted, declared (bat they  
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contained no proof that he had  macbed  the Vole. By that time  
moat other people had come to an adverse conclusion and the 

 .cnsation  was Over.  
ΡΚΑΕΑΝΤ  (Ο. Fr.  paysdai,  Mod.  paysad;  Let.  pajensi:,  

belonging to the pa".: or country; cf." ραgαn  "),a countryman  
or rustic, either working for others,  er,  more  speciScauly,  owning  
or renting and working by his own labour a small plot of ground.  
Though a word of not very strict application, it is now frequently 
used of the rural population of such countries as France, where  
the land is  chiely  held by small holders, proprietors."  
(See  Anwri'swr8  and  ΜΧΤΑΥΑGή .  

PEASE. EDWARD (1767-1858), the founder of a famous  
industrial Quaker family in the north of England, was born at 
Darlington on the 31st of May *767, his father, Joseph Pease 
(1737-1808), being a  woollenmanukacturerinthattown.  Having 
retired from this business Edward Pease made the acquaintance 
of George Stephenson, and with him took a prominent part in 
constructing the railway between Stockton and  Darlingtori.  
lie died at Darlington on the 31St of July  ι88.  His second 
son, Joseph Pease  (190-ι872),  who assisted his father in his 
railway enterprises, was  M.P.  for South Durham from 1832 to 
1841, being the first Quaker to sit in parliament. He was 
interested in collieries, quarries and ironstone mines In Durham 
and North Yorkshire, as well as in cotton and woollen manu-
factures; and be was active in educational and philanthropic 
work. Another son, Henry Pease (* 807-1881), W55  M.P.  for 
South Durham from 1857 to *861. Like all the members of 
his family he was a supporter of the Peace Society, and in its 
interests he visited the emperor Nicholas of Russia just before 
the outbreak of the Crimean War, and later the emperor of the 
French, Napoleon m.  

Joseph  Pease's  eldest son, Sir Joseph  Whitwell  Pease  (τ828- 
1903),  was made a baronet in *882. He was  M.P.  for South 
Durham from 1865 to  ι885 sad for the Barnard Castle division  
of Durham from 0385 to 1903. His elder son, Sir Alfred Edward  
Pease (b. 1857),  who succeeded to the baronetcy, became famo us  
as a hunter of big game, and was  M.P.  for York from *885 to 
1$92 and for the Cleveland diνisiοn of Yorkshire from 1897 to 
5902. A younger son, Joseph Albert Pease (b. *860), entered 
parliament in 1892, and in 1908 became chief Liberal whip, 
being  advanccd  to the cabinet as chancellor of the  ducby  of 
Lancaster in  19*0.  

Another son of Joseph  Pedse  was Arthur Pease (1837-1898),  
member of parliament from *880 to 188$ and again from 189$  
to 1898. His son, Herbert Pike Pease (b.  τ86), M.P.  for  
Darlington 1898-1910, was one of the Unionist Whips. 
lb Diaries "f Eduurd Peass  were edited by Sir Alfred Pease in 

1907.  
PEAT  (possIbly  connected with  Med.  Let.  pdia, pccia,  piece,  

ultimately of Celtic orig in ;  cf.  O. Celt. pet, O.  Ir.  ('ii, Welsh  peik,  
portion), a product of decayed veg etation found in the form of 
bogs in many parts of the world, The continent of Europe is 
estimated to contain  2*2,700 sq.  m. of beg;Ireland has 2,858,150 
acres, Canada  3ο,οοο,οοο  acres, and the United States  ao,000,000  
acres. The plants which give origin to these deposits are mainly 
aquatic, including reeds, rushes, sedges and mosses. Sphagnum  
is present in most pests, but in Irish peat  TIia'omiirum lanugino-
sum predominates. It seems that the disintegration of the 
vegetable tissues is effected partly, by  inoist  atmospheric oxida-
tion and partly by anaerobic bacteria, yeasts, moulds and fungi,  

in depressions containing fairly still but not stagnant water,  
which is retained by an impervious bed or underlying  stratC.  
As decomposition proceeds the products become waterlogged  
and sink to the bottom of the pool; in the course of time the  
deposits attain a considerable thickness, and the lower laye rs,  
tinder the  superincumbent  pressure of the water and later  
deposits, are gradually compressed and carbonized. The moat  
(exeunt& conditions appear  ιο  be a moist atmosphere, and a  
mean annual temperature of about  45°  F. no bogs are found  
between latitud es  5·  Ν.  and S.  

Peat varies from a pale yellow or brown  flbmua  substance,  
resembling turf or compressed hay, containing conspicuous plant  

remains, to a compact dark brown  muetlal,  resembling black  
clay when wet, and some  varitlies  of lignite when dry. Two 
typical forms may be noticed: "Hill peat" (the mountain  or 
brown bogs of Ireland), found in mountainous districts, and 
consisting mainly of Sphagnum and Andromeda; and  "  Bottom 
peat" (the lowland or red bogs of Ireland), found in lakes,  
rivers, and brooks, and containing  Hypsam.  It always contains 
much water, up to 90%,  which it is necessary to remove  befort  
the product can be efficient!) ,  employed  as a fuel, and for most  
other purposes.  A specimen dried at  ισα0  C. had the composi-
tion: m5(41..60.48%,  hydrogen  ..6.1ο%,  oxygen ..32-5.5%,  
nί trοgen - ο.88%,  ash -3'3α%;  the ash is very  vasiable—frots 
τ  to 6%—aπd  consists principally of clay and sand, with lesser  
amounts of ferric oxide, lime, magnesia, &c. The  sρeci8c gravity 
has been variously given, owing to the va riable water content 
and air  apaces;  when dried and compressed,  hOwever, it is denser  
than water.  - 

Peat-winning presents certain special features. The general  
practice is to cut a trench about a foot deep with a pecu liarly 
shaped spade, termed in Ireland a  "slane,"  and remove sods 
from 3  to  4  ft. long. When one layer has been removed, the 
next is attacked, and so on. II the deposit be more solid step-
working may be adopted, and should water be reached recourse  
may be had to long-handled shines. The sods are allowed to 
drain, and then stacked for drying in the air, being occasionally  
turned so as to dry equally; this process may require about six 
weeks. The dried sods are known as  '  dug peat." Excavato rs 

 and dredges are now extensively used, and the drying is effected 
in heated chambers, both fixed and revolving. 

The low value of ordinary dug peat as a fuel has led to processes 
for obtaining a more useful product. In M.  Ekenbrrg's  Process  
the wet peat is pulped and milled so as to make it of uniform 
com,pcaitioo.  and the pulp passed into an oven  maintaincd  at 
iSo -aoo'  F., where it is carbonized by superheat ed  water. The 
pressed product. which resembles lignite, gill contains 8 to 14% of 
water: this is driven oil by best, and the residue  bnqueeted.  The  
fine!  ρrοduct  is nearly equal to coal in calorific value, and has the 
additional advantage of a lower sulphur  eontent-o-2 to 04  %  
against about a% in ordinary coal. M.  Zeigler's  method leads to 
the production of a useful coke. Both these processes permit the 
recovery cl valuable by-products.  sspec,ally ammosiium  sulphate. 
Experiments for obtaining a gas suitable for consumption in gas-
engines have been followed by commercial processes devised by the 
Mood Gas Corporation, London, and  Crosaley  Bros. of Manchester,  
and by Ca and Frank in Germany. The  processe,  essentially 
mud* in n destructively distilling peat in  apecial  retorts and under  
ιροci8ed  conditions, and, in addition to the gas. there is recovered 
a useful coke and also the nitrogen as  ammomum  sulphate. 

The conversion of the nitrogen into ammonia ha. been the subject  

of much work, and is commercially pu rsued at a wades at Cam-
lossgb.  Co. Antrim, under patents held by H. C.  Woltereck.  The 
peat is treated with a mixture of air and water vapour in special 
furnaces,  sf4  the gaseous products, including  paramn  tar, acetic 
acid and ammonia, are led through a special scrubber to, remove  
the tar, then through a tower containing milk  cl  lime to absorb  
the acid (the calcium acetate formed being employed for the menu. 
future of acetone, &c.). and finally through a sulphuric acid cower, 
where the ammonia is converted into  ammOnium  sulphate  whkb 

 is recovered by crystallization. 
Peat has also been exploited as a source of commer cial  leobol,  

to be employed in motors.  lntbeprocesafounded  on the  experi-
monts  of it. W. Wallace and Sir W. Ramsey. which gives 25 to 26 
gallons of spirit from a ton of peat. the peat is boiled with water  
containing a little sulphuric acid, the product neutralized with 
lime and then distilled; the ammonia is also  recovmd. ln enotise,  
process a yield of 40 gallons of  spuit  and 66 lb of ammonium  
.ulphate  per toss of peat is claimed.  

Of other applications we may notice C.  Ε.  Nelson's process for 
making a paper, said to be better then ordinary wrapping: the first 
factory to exploit this Idea mar opened at  Capac,  Michigan, in 1906. 
Peat ha. been employed as a manure for many years, and recently 
attempts have been made to convert  artiό cially  its nitrogen into  
assimilable nitrates: such a process was patented by A,  Mtlstz  
and A. C. Girard of Paris. in 007. . 

See P. R.  Biorling  and F. T.  G,sssng'  Peal m.d its Mamifad.ir'  
(4907); F. T.  Gissii'g, Cοmγ'ι eeό sΙ  Peel 8909); E. Nystrom,  Ρe Ι 

 and Lignite (1908),  publIshed  by Department of Mines of Canada.  
Ρ CΑUΡ, FElIX (τ828-1898),  French  educalionalist,  

member id an old Huguenot family, was born at  Sabes dc  B"in,  
in *818. He was for some months evangelical pastor at  Sallea,  
but be had no pretence of sympathy with  eccica'iaatical alIiboritF  
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He was consequently comp.lkd to resign his pastorate, and for 
some years occupied himself by urging the claims of a liberal  
ChrIstianity. In 1879 he conducted a general inspection of 
primary education foe the French government, and several 

 similar missions followed. His fame chiefly rests in his successful  
organization of the training school for women teachers at 
Fontenoy-aux-Roaes, to which he devoted fifteen years of  
ceaseless toiL He died on the 31st of July x88. 

A summer! of his educational viewi is given in his  Ριik Rdsoc.  

iw" a'd ΝαbοπaΙ LIfe 4897).  
PECCARY, the name of the New World representatives of 

the swine  (Snidse)  of the  Ε.  hemisphere, of which they constitute  

the sub-family  DkoiyiIsa'  (or  Tis'assuisoe).  (See  AaTiooacTrta  
and Smut.)  

The teeth of the peccarlea differ from those of the typical Old 
World pigs (Sus), numerically, in wanting the upper outer incisor  
and the anterior premolar on each side of each jaw, the dental 
formula being: i.1, c. 1, p. 1,  m. j, total 38. From those of all  
Old World swine Or Sumac, the upper canines, or tusks, differ 
in having their points directed downwards, not outwards or 

The Collared Peccary  (Dwoi$es kjerii).  

upwards; these being very sharp, with cutting hinder edges, 
and completely co0ered with enamel until worn. The lower 
canines are large and directed upwards and outwsrds, and 
slightly curved backwards. The cheek-teeth form a continuous 
series, gradually increasing in size from the first to the last: the  
molars having square four-cusped crowns. The stomach is 
much more complex than in the true pigs, almost approaching 
that of • ruminant. In the feet the two middle (third and  
fourth) metacarpal and metatarsal bones, which are completely 
separate in the pigs, are united at their upper ends. On the 
fore-foot the two (second and fifth) outer toes are equally 
developed as in pigs, but on the hind-foot, although the inner 
(or second) is present, the outer or fifth toe is entirely wanting. 

 !ι  in all  S ίdaε  the snout is truncated, and the nostrils are  
situated in its flat, expanded, disk-like termination. The ears  
are rather small, ovate and erect, and there is no external 
appearance of a tail.  

Peccaries,which  range fromNewMexicoandTexaatoPatagonia, 
are represented by two main types, of which the first is the 
collared peccary,  Dke'yl's  (or  Tagassu) iajacu,  which hαs an 
extensive range in South America. Generally it is found singly 
or in paire, or at most in small herds of from eight to ten, and is  
not inclined to attack other animals or human beings. Its 
colour is dark grey, with a white or whitish band passing across  
the chest from shoulder to shoulder. The length of the head  
and body is about 36 in. The second form is typified by the  
white-lipped peccary or nerd, D. (or  Τ.)  labustus,  or  pewi,  
representing the sub-genus  Olidosus. Typieally it is rather 
larger than the collared species, being about 40 in. in length,  
of a blackish colour, with the lips and lower jaw white, It is  

not found farther north than Guatemala, or south of Paraguay.  
Generally met with in large droves of from fifty to a hundred, it 
is of a more pugnacious disposition than the former species,  
and shunter who encounters a herd ins forest has often to climb  
a tree as his only chance of safety. Peccariea are omnivorous, 
living on rootS, fallen fruits, worms and carrion, and often inflict 

 great devastation upon crops. Both types are so nearly allied  
that they will breed together freely in captivity. Unlike pig,,  
they never appear to produce more than two young ones at a 
birth. 

Remains of extinct peccarics referable to the modern genus 
occur in the caverns and superficial deposits of South America, 
but not in the earlier formations. This, coupled with the 
occurrence of earlier types iii North America, indicates that the 
group is a northern one. Of the extinct North American 
peccaries, the typical Diιοιυιιs occur in the Pliocene while the 
Miecene Beih,iolabis,  which has tusks of the peccary type, 
approximates in the structure of its cheek-teeth to the European 
Miocene genus among the  Suimse.  From this it maybe inferred  
thai the ancestral peccaries entered America in the Upper  
Oligoccne. PlMygoiuss  is an aberrant type which died out in 
the Pleistocene, (It L.·) 

PECIILW,  KARL PREDRIK (1720-1706), Swedish politician  
and demagogue, son of the Holstein minister at Stockholm, was  
educated in Sweden, and entered the Swedish army. He rose 
to the rank of major-general, but became famous by being the 
type par excdlea'e  of the corrupt and egoistic Swedish pa τΙia  
mentarian of the final period of the Frihetatidea (see SWXDEN;  

Hisiory);  he received for many years the sobriquet of" General 
of the Rikadag." Pechlin first appears prominently in Swedish 
politics in 1760, when by suddenly changing aides he contrived 
to save the "Hats" from impeachment. Enraged st being 
thus excluded from power by their former friend, the "Caps" 
procured Pechlin's expulsion from the two following Riksdags, 
In 1769 Pechlin sold the "Hats" as he had formerly sold the 

Caps," and was largely instrumental in preventing the pro-
jected indispensable reform of the Swedish constitution. During 
the revolution of 5771 he escaped from Stockholm and kept 
quietly in the background. In 1786, when the opposition  
against Gustavus III. was gathering strength, Pechlin reappeared 
in the Rikadag as one of the leaders of the malcontents, and is 
said to have been at the same time in the pay of the Russian 
court. In 1789 he was one of the deputies whom Gustavus III.  
kept under lock and key till he bad changed the government 
into a semi-absolute monarchy. It is fairly certain that recrnin 
was at the bottom of the plot for murdering Gustavus in 1792.  
On the eve of the av'vtinatiοn (March  ι ό )  the principal 
conspirators met at his house to make their final preparations 
and discuss the form of government which should be adopted  
after the king's death. Pechiin undertook to crowd the fatal 
masquerade with accomplices, but took care not to be there 
personally. He was arrcsted on the 17th of March, but nothing 
definite could ever be proved against him. Nevertheless he 
was condemned to impiiaoninent in the fortress of Varberg, 
where he died four years later. 

See R. N. Bain,  Gusiasss IlL  and  Ais CeiskmJiorari's  (London,  
1905). 	 (R. N.  Β.)  

PECHORA,  a river of N. Russia, rising in the Urals, almost  
on fls° N., in the government of Perm. Ii flows W. for a short 
distance, then turns N. and maintains that direction up to 
about 660  20' N. It then describes a double loop, to N. and 
to S., and ifter that resumes its N. course, finally emptying  
into the Gulf of Pechora, situated betw.wn the White Sea and 
the Kara Sea. Its total length is 970 m. At its mouth it forms 
an elongated delta. Although frozen in its upper reaches for 
190 days in the year and for 138 days in its lower reaches, it 
is navigable throughout the greater part of its course. Its 
drainage basin covers an area of  i  27,200 sq. m. The principal 
tributaries are, on the right, the Ilych and the Use, and on the 
left the lzhma, the Tsylma and the Sula.  

PECK, a dry measure of capacity, especially used for grain.  
It contains 8 quarts or 2 gallons, and is 1 of a bushel. The  
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imperial peck contains "‚8 cub. In., In the United State,  
of Αmeτica 	6 cub. in. The word is in  M.E. pek,  and  
is found latinized as  p'rn'm  or $kha.  In Med. Let. are found  

"mensura frumentaria,"  and  pkolws, "menaissa  
liquidorum" (Du Cange,  Gloss. s.re ) Tbtse words seem to be  
connected with the Fr.  picok,,  to peck, of a bird, and this would  
identify the word with "peck," a vaxianl of "pick," a tap or 
stroke of the beak, especially used of the action of a bird in  

picking up grain or other food. The sense-development in this  
casέ  is very obscure, and the name of the measure is found muck  

earlier than "peck" as a varsanl form of "pick."  
Ρ1CΚΗΑ.  JOHN (d. 1292), archbishop of Canterbury, was  

probably a native of Sussex, and received his early education  

from the Cluniac monks of Lewes. About use he joined the  
Franciscan order and studied In their Oxford convent. Shortly  
afterwards he proceeded to the university of Paris 4  where be  
took his degree under St Bonavenhure and became regent In  

theology. For many years Peckbam taught at Paris, coming  
into contact with the greatest scbolais of the day, among others  

St Thomas Aqrnnaa. About i ηo be returned to Oxford and  
taught there, being elected in 1275 provincial minister of the  
Franciscans in England, but be was soon afterwards called  

to ionic as 1140, soul $laiii,  or theological lecturer in the  
schools of the papal palace. In τ279 he returned to England as  
archbishop of Canterbury, being appointed by the pope on the  
rejection of Rebel Burnell, Edward L's candidate. Peclrhans  

was always a strenuous advocate of the papa1 power, especially  
as shown in the council of Lyons in τ 274. lila enthronement  
in October 5279 marks the beginning of an Important epoch  
in the history of the English primacy. Its characteristic note  
was an Insistence on discipline which offended contemporaries.  

Peckham'a zeal was not tempered by discernment, ad he 
bad little gift of sympathy or imagination. liii first act on  
arrival in England waste call a council at Reading, which met in  
July 1279. Its main object was ecclesiastical reform, but the pro-
vision that a copy of Magna Carta should be hung in α11 cathedral  
and collegiate churches seemed to the king a political action,  
sad parliament declared void any action of this council 
touching en the royal power. Nevertheless Peckham's relations  

with the king were often cordial, and Edward called on him for  
help in bringing order into conquered Wales. The chief note  

of his activity was, however, certainly ecc lesiastIcal. The  
crime of "plurality," the holding by one cleric of two or more  

benefices, was especially attacked, as also clerical absenteeism  

and ignorance, and laxity in the monastic life. Peckham's  

main instrument was a minute system of " visitation," which he  

used with a frequency hitherto unknown. Disputes resulted,  
and on some points Peckbam gave way, but his powers as papal  
legate complicated matters, and he did much to strengthen  

the court of Canterbury at the expense of the lower courts.  

The famous quarrel with St Thomas of Cantflupe, biabop of  

Hereford, arose out of similar causes. A most attractive side  
of Peckbam's career Is his activity as a writer. The numerous  
nia υscτiρta of his works to be found in the libraries of Italy,  
England and France, testify to his Industry as a philosopher  
and commentator. In philosophy he represents the Franciscan  
scbooi which attacked the teaching of St Thomas Aquinas  

on the "Unity of Form." He wrote in a quaint and elaborate  
style on scientific, scriptural and moral subjects and engaged  

in much controversy in defence of the Franciscan rule and  

practice. He was ' en excellent maker of songs," and his  

hymns are characterized by a lyrical tenderness which seems  

typically Franciscan. Printed examples of his work as  ωm 
nientator and hymn writer respectively may be found in the  
Piramesirim iriurn ordinum (Phris, 1512), arid his omce for  
Trinity Sunday in the " unreformed" breviary,  

lie chief authority on Peckham as archbishop of Canterbury,  

is the  Regoivwm frotris Johoiims P,ckkmn.  edited by C. Trios  
Martin for the Rolls Series (London,  ι1182-111133).  A sympathetic  
account of his like as a  Franejacan  Is to be found in L. Wadding,  
Asaakg ml*oesm  (Lyons. 1 625,  ι6).  See also the article by  
C. L.  Kisigriord  in Did.  NaI. Biog,, *nd  Wilkins  CοείΙiα mogese  
kWrnsw'  (London, 1737).  (Ε.  070  

PSCOCIC  (or Pracoca), REGINALD  (c. 	s'Oo), English  
prelate ad writer, was probably born in Wales, and was edu.  
cated at Onel College, Oxford. Having been ordained priest  

In  142Σ  he secured a mastership in London in 1431, and soon  
became prominent by his attacks upon the religious position  
of the Lollards. In 1444 he became bishop of St Asaph, and  
six years later bishop of Chichester. He was an adherent of  

the house of Lancaster and In 1434 became a member of the privy  
council. In attacking the Lollards Pecock put forward religious  

views far in advance of his age. He ιsεerted that the Scriptures  
were not the only standard of right and wrong; he questioned  
some of the articles of the creed and the infallibility of the  
Church; he wished "bi clear witle drawe men into cosoente of 
trewe feith otherwise than bi fire and sweat or hangement " and 
in general he exalted the authority of reason. Owing to these 
views the archbishop of Canterbury,Thomas Bouichier, ordered 
his wiitingstobeexamussed. Thlswasdoneandhewasfound 
guilty of heresy. He was removed from the privy council and  
he only saved himself fiom a painful death by privately, 
and then publicly (at St Paul's Cross, Dec. 4,  5457),  renounc-
lag his opinions, Pecock, who has been called "the only  
great English theologian of the τ th century," was then 
forced to resign his bishopric, and was removed to Thomey 
Abbey In Cambridgeshire, where he doubtless remained until his 
death. The bishop's chief work Is the famous  Ressse of  
o,or-mack wedisg IblaminxJ  of She Ckrgie,  which was issued  
about ι4ςs. In addition to its great importance In the history  
Of the Wiled movement the Repressor has an exceptional  
interest as a model of the English of the time,  Pecock  being  
one of the first waters to use the vernacular. In thought and  
style alike it Is the work of a man of learning and ability.  

A biography of the author is added to the edition of the Repressor  

published by C.  Babington  for the Rolls Series in '860.  Pecock's  
other writing. Include the Book or Rv.k of Christie,. Rdigiox;  the  
Dmid, " an introduction to the chief truths of the  iriatsan  faith  
in the form of a dialogue between father and son  ";  a. I the  Fokmir  
So the DoerS,  The Iwo last works art extant in manu script. His  
Book of  Foilk baa been edited from the manucript In the library 
of Trinity College, Cambridge, by 3. L. Monson (Glasgow, ipop'.  
See sloe John Lewis,  Life of Pecock  (5744; new «1., 1820).  

PECORA (plural of Let. prier, cattle), a term ernployed—in  a 
more restricted sense—in place of the older title Ruminantia,  

to designate the group of ruminating artiodactyle ungulates  
represented by oxen, sheep, goats, antelopes, deer, giraffes,  ftc.  

The leading cbaracterisdcs of the Pecora are given in some  

detail in the article Aivwoacrm (q.,.); but it is neosssaryto  

allude to a few of these here. Pecora, or true ruminants at  
they may be conveniently called, have complex stomachs  11114  

chew the cud; they have no upper incisor teeth; and the lower  

canines see approximated to the outer incisors in such a manner  
that the three Incisors and the one canine  01 the two sides  
collectively form a continuous semicircle of four pairs of nearly  
similar teeth. In the cheek-teeth the component columns are  

crescent..baped, constitutIng the aelenod*sit type. In the fete-
limbs the bones corresponding to the third and fourth metacar-
pais of the pig's foot are fused into a cannon-bone; and a similar  

condition obtains in the case of the corresponding =mussels  
in the bind-limb.. There is generally no sagittal crest to the  

skull; and the tondyle of the lower jaw is transveraelyelongatrd.  

Another general, although not universal, characteristic of the  
Pecora  is the presence of simple or complex appendages on the  
forehead commonly known as horns. In • few existing sixties,  

such as the musk-deer and the utter-deer, these appendages  

are ab'et, and they arc likewise lacking in a large number  

of extinct members of the group, In fact in all the earlier ones.  

They are, therefore, a specialized feature, which has only recently  

attained Iti full development.  
'These borns present seνααι distinct .msctursl types, ishicli may 

of the gireffe,  in which thin,  bosty  
prominencea—a single one in front and a past  bebind—qusts  
aeriamee from the underlying bones and covered during  liie with  
akin, occupy the front surface of the skull.  Tb. summits  of the  
hind pair are ιιιαnοunted  by bristly hairs. In the  sadact 
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Si.adarium  there are two pairs of such appendages, of which the 
binder are large and were probably covered during life either with 
akin or thin horn. In the giraffes the separation at the horn. lions  
the skull may be a degenerate character. 

IL In the Asiatic muiltjac deer we find a pair of skin-covered  
horns, or "pedicles, corresponding to the paired horns of the 
!irale, although welded to the skull. From the summits of these  

Trio.  i.—Hcad  of Siamese Deer  (Csri'us ώ ρmb ιιτgk"),  showing  
antlers,  

pedicles  arise secondary outgrowths, at first covered with skin. 
which (owing to the growth of a ring of hone at the base arresting 
the flow of blood) eventually dries up and leaves bare hone incapable 
of further.  growth. In the mum* the bare bony part, or" antler," 
is small in proportion to the skin-covered pedicle, and simple in 
structure; but in the majonty of deer the antler increases in size  
at the expense of the pedicle—which dwindles—and in some species,  
like the Siamese deer (fig.  i),  the timber and the red deer, becomes 
very large and more or 1cm branched. Owing to liability to necrosis,  
the permanent retention of such a maw of dead bone would be  
dangerous; and the antlers are consequently shed annually (or 
every few year.), to he renewed the following year, when, till the 
animal becomes past Its prime, they are larger than their predeces-
,ors. The periodical shedding l also necessary in order to allow of 
this increase in size. With the exception of the reindeer, antlers  
are confined to the males.  

Ill. The third type of horn is presented by the American  
prongbuck, orpronghorn. in which bony processes, or" cores," cum-
?needing to the horns of the giraffe, have acquired a horny sheath,  
in placed skin; the sheath being in this instance forked, and annually  
.lied and renewed, although the core is simple. The sheaths are  
akin to heir in structure, thus suggesting affinity with the hairs  
surmounting the giraffe's horn,. Female prnngbuck may or may  
not have horns.  

lv.  In the great majndity of "Hollow-horned Ruminants,"  
such as oxen, sheep, gents and antelopes (fig. a), the horny sheath 
(or true "born ") forms a simple unbranchcd cone, which may be  
compressed, spirally twisted, or curved in one or more directions,  
but is permanently retsined and continues to grow throughout  
life from the base, while it becomes worn  awayrat  the tip. Rarelγ  
as in the four-horned antelope, there are two pairs of loris,. In  
many cases these horns are present in both sexes.  

Dr Η. Gadow ‚a of opinion that the antlers of the deer, the horn-
like protuberances on the skill of the giraffe, arid the true horns  
of the proogbuck and other hollow-horned ruminants  (Beaidss)  
are all different stages of evolution from a single common type:  
the antlers of the deer being the most primitive, and the horns of 
the  Beifdse  the most specialized. From the fact that the bony  
horn-core of the hollow-homed ruminants first develop. as a separate  
ossification, as do the horns of the giraffe, while the pedicle of the 
antler, of the deer grow direct from the frontal bone, it baa been  
proposed to place the hollow-horned ruminants (inclusive of the  
ρ nngbυck)  and the giraffes in one group and the deer in another. 
TIns  arrangement ha, the disadvantage of separating the deer from  

the giraffes, to which they are evidently nearly rrΙatetl  but D  
Gadow'. work brings them more into line. Whether he is right  
in regarding the hollow-horned ruminants as derived from the 
ρrιmitινe dear may, however, be a matter of opinion. One very 
important fact recorded by Dr Gadow is that calves and lambs  
abed their horns at an early age. The  Bovidne  are thus brought 
into nearer relationship with the American prongbuck (the only 
living ruminant which sheds its horn-cover in the adult coirditionj  
than has generally been supposed.  

The above-mentioned four types of skull appendag,s are gener-
ally regarded as severally characteristic of as many family grou p.. 

 namely the  Girafrdae, Cervidae, Aniikcnpridae  and  Bot'i&u.  The  
two last are, however, much more closely connected than are either 
of the others, and should perhaps be united.  

Girajlsioe.—ln  the  Grrqή ldαe,  which include not only giraffes  
(Grrqja)  but also the ok*pi (Ocapsa) end a number of extinct  
specie, from the Lower Pliocene Tertiary deposits of southern 
Europe, Asia and North Africa, the appendages 00 the skull arc of 
type No. I., and may well be designated "antler-horns," Anothtr  
important feature is that the lower canine lisa a cleft or two-lobed 
crown, so that it is unlike the incisors to which it is approximated.  
There are no upper canines; and the cheek-teeth are abort-crowned 
(brachyodont) with a peculiar grained enamel, resembling the 
skin of a slug in character. The feet have only two hoofs, all traces  
of the small lateral pair found ix many other τυstiπant' having 
disappeared. 

The giraffes  (Girajo)  are now an exclusively African genus, and  
have lοng legs and neck, and three horns—a single one In front 
and n pair behind—supplemented in some instances with • tudl-
menhir),  pair on the occiput. 

The okapi  (Owpio),  which is also African but restricted to the  
tropical forest-region, in place of being an inhabitant of more or 
less open country, represents a second genus, characterized by the 
shorter neck and limb,, the totally different type of colouring, end  
the restriction of the horns to the male sex, in which they form 
a pair on the forehead; these horns being more compressed tbsg  

Flo. s—Head of Grant', Gazelle  ((cselie groish), .howlag bsrna,  

the paired horns of the giraffe, and penetrating the skin at their 
summits (see  GIRAFFe  and  Oxari).  Remains of extinct specie. 
of giraffe occur in the Lower Pliscene Iormationaof Greece, Hungary,  
Persia, Northern India and China. From deposits of the same 
age in Greece, Samos and elsewhere have been obtained skulls  
and other remains of  Paksolragas or, Sσ iqοΙherΰo,  a ruminant 
closely allied to 0(.014.  the males of which were armed with a very  
similar pair of dagger-shaped horns. Hduisdelberssim was a much  
Luger animal, known by, single hornleas skull from the Pliomse  
of Greece, which may be that of a female. In the equally  l.rgg 
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Β ' and Νυ4κρωικίκι  of ladle the hems of the males 
wow complex, those of the (timer including se. occipital pair.  
while these  tf  the latter arise from a common haze. In both  

genes'., as in the okapi, there is a vacuity in front of the orbit.  
Largest of all is  Siso'h'i'ium,  typically from the Lower Pliocene of 
Northern India, but also recorded from  Adrianopk,  Is which the  
skull of the male I. abort end wide, with a pair of simple  coalcal  
horns above the eye, and a huge branching  jiak  at thevertex.  
Litytheriete  is an allied form from North Africa. Whether the  

G&ajlda'  were originally an  Mrican  or a  Euro-AsIatic  group there  
le sot yet sufficient evidence to decide.  Tb.  family Is  anrqme•  
tented in the western  besiuspbere. 	 . 

Cmida'.—ln  the deer-tribe, or  Cermder,  the  kwer  canine, as in  
the two following families, is simple and similar to the  indsota.  
'Tue  frontal appendages, when present, are confined (except in the 
ram of the reindeer) to the males, and take the farm of  *ntlens,  that  
istosay cif type  No.  fl.'m  the foregoingdesaiption. Asageiseral  
rule, the molars, and more especially the first, are partially beech) ,  
odont  (short-crowned): although they are taller in the distal ((ems  
exit). in the skull there are two orifices to the lachrymal duct 
emoted on or inside the rim of the orbit. A  preorbital  vacuity oi  
such dimension, as to exclude the lachrymal bone from articulation  
with the nasal Upper canine,  υsυa γ  present in both sexes, and  
sometimes  attaicing  a very great size in the malt  (sec  fig. 3).  

Ftc. 3.-51α111  of Chinese Water-Deer,  H)dr'ddphas iiimiis (adwut  
malt), a  Dεα without And.'., but with largely developed upper 
came.  teeth.  

Lateral digits of both to re  and hind feet almost always present,  

sad frequently the lower ends of the  metacarpaia  and the met,. 
tussle a,  w,ll.  Placenta with few cotyledons. Gall-bladder  
absiat  (except in the musk-deer,  Μοschsiή .  This family contains  
numerous species, having a wide geographical distribution, ranging 
in the New World from the Arctic circle as far south a,  Patngonla,  
and in the Old World throughout the whole  qf  Europe and Asia, 
but absent in Africa south of the Sahara. and, of course,  Australaaia. 

 Evidently the family originated in the northern continent of the 
Old World, (mm which an entrance  was effected by way of Bering  
Sitait  into America. Some of the more northern American deer,  

such as the wapi ti , reindeer and elk (moose), are closely allied to  
Old World  .peclet;  but there is also a group of exclusively American 
deer  (Μ sαm)—the only one found in Central and South America  
'-the member, of which are unlike any living Old World deer; 
and these must be regarded as having reached the western  bemi. 

bert  at an earlier date than the wapiti, reindeer and elk (see  
tJ!Zs,  Eta,  F,its,ow-Drn, Μ ΜιτµC,  Musa-Dgzx, Phax  DAVID'S  
Due,  RaIIODKXR, Rowauca, WATait.DauI,  &e.).  

Remains of deer more or less nearly allied to specie. inhabiting  
the  mrs  districts are found over the greater part of the present  
habitat of the family. It is noteworthy, however, that certain  
Fbecene  European deer  (Anog!ockfs)  appear to be closely allied to 
the modern American deer  (Masamo).  As we descend in the  geo-
kgical  series the deer have simpler antlers, as in the European  
Msicene Diomcm's;  while In the  Oligocen. Am$iiragidu's, Diem..  
limsie  and  PaIo.mm'vyx,  constituting the family  Pnlo.eomcrycido-e,  
intler,  were absent, and the crowns of the molars so low that the 
whole depth  ci  the hollows between the  ciescentic  columns I. cons.  
pletely  visible, Most of these animals were of small size, and many 

 isa  long upper sentries, like those of the existing  Hydrda$w s;  
while in .11 there was no  dspre.sion (ci  a gland in front of the ey e.  

Frean  North America have been obtained remains  ci  certain  
ismIrgIit,  which seem In some degree intermediate between deer 
and the  prongbisck.  Of one of these a  cοmleιe  skeleton was  
obtained In  igot  from the Middle Miocene deposits of  ncs·th.enstern  
Colorado, and as mounted stands 19 in. in height at the withers.  
With the  esceptios  that the right antler is malformed and  partl&Ily  
shoited,  and that the bones of the la teral toes have  betu  lost, 
the skeleton is pract ically complete. The one complete antler has  

a well-marked  burr and a long  undivfded  beam, which eventually 
forks. Alter this there Is a  bilurcetion  of the hinder branch, thus  
eredιιing  three tines. From the presence of these well-marked  
astIer the skeleton would at first sight be set down as that of a 
small and primitive deer, conforming in regard to the structure of 
those appendage. to. the American type of the group. Mr W. D. 

Mattbsw .h&wa,iioweeei-  that the  skeleeon  of  i6nmaΙυ,  as the  
extinct ruminant is called, di ffers markedly from that of all deer. 
The  most noteworthy point of distinction is in the skull, in which  

the facial portion is sharply bent down on the posterior basal axis 
In the  faahuos  characteristic of the hollow-homed ruminants  (aφι.  
antelopes, &c), and the  Americaji prongbuck,  Instead of running  
more or less  ne εΙy  parallel to the same, as in deer. Again, the  
cheek-teeth have the tall crown, characteristic of a large timelier  
of  represeistatives  of the first group and of the  prongbude,  thereby  
showing that  Mgrycodru e.n  scarcely be regarded as a primitive  
type. As regards the general structure of the rest vi the skeleton,  
it must suffice to say that this agrees closely with that of the ante-
lopes and the  pmngbuck,  and differ, markedly from the  cm'ine  
type In the absence of any tram of the lower extremities of the  
metacarpal and metatarsal  booe,  of the lateral toes the  skeletob  
differs from the American deer, mod resembles those  hοliοw.bαπe4  
ruminants in which these toes persist.  

As a whole  Meiycoditr  presents a curious mixture of  cervine  
and  antilopine  character. To explain these, two alternatives are 
offered by the describer. Either we must regard  Merycardar  as  
a deer which paral lels the antelope, and the  prongbuck  in every 
detail of skeletal structure, or else, like the  prongbuck,  an antelope 
separated from the main suck at a date  somdently  early to  havt  
permitted the development  cia  distinct type of cranial appendages,  
namely, antlers In place of true horns.  Tb.  fanner alternative.  
it is urged, involve, a parallelism too dose and too uniform  betweeii 

 unrelated type, to have been probable. On the latter view Me  
cods,, the  prongbuck ('inΙiΙοιαρrα)  and the antelopes must be 
regarded as representing three branches from an original  commol 

 stock, divergent as regards the structure  ci  their cranial appendage,,  
but  paralle[  in other respects, If, therefore, de/dement deserves 
to be separated as a family from the  &eidar,  the same can scarcely 
be refused for  iderycisdss.  But American extinct types appear to 
Indicate signs of Intimate relationship between antelopes,  proag'  
buck and deer, and It may be  iweewery eveatindly  to amend the  
current  clarificatIon.  As a temporary  measur,  it seems  prefee' 

 able to  regαιτί  Meiycadau  either up representing a distinct sub-
family of  Antilocapi'idas  or a family by itself, the latter course  

being adopted by Mr Matthew.  
Whatever be the u ltimate  verdlet,  the association of antlers—

and these, he it noticed,  coiifo'miag  almost exactly with the forked  
type characteristic  ci  American deer—with an  antilopise  type  ci 
skull, skeleton and teeth in  Meryco'dar is a most interesting and  
unexpected feature.  Mer)vadxs  was named many years ago by  
Profeador J. Leidy on the evidence  ci  Imperfect  nsa(enal,,  arid other 

 remains  now known to belong to the tame type were subsequently  

described as  Coaaryx,  to which  Bkskniiseryx  seems to be allied,  
Not  t,ill  the discovery of the skeleton of the specie. described ρτ  
Mr Matthew was it possible to arrive at an adequate conception el 
the  affinities  of this remarkable ruminant.  

Aiihlowpcidae. —By many modern writers the Ame rican pro  
buck,  pmnghorn  or  "anteloge,"  alone forming the genus ,Ακifes  
capra,  is regarded as representing merely a sub-family of the Bond  
to which latter group the animal iv structurally akin. In view  οf 
what has been stated in the precedi ng  ραταναρh  with regard to 
the extinct American genus  Merycodi's,  it seems, however, at least  
provisionally advisable to allow the  prongbuck  to  r.maia  as the  
type of a family—A  ntilocapridos.  The characteristic of this family 
—as represented by the  prongbuck—is that the shea th  of the horns  
Is forked, and shed annually  ci' every few year.. The cheeks 
teeth are tall-crowned  (hγpaχόnt),  and lateral hoof, are whaling  
(see  Prtowomlcx).  

Bsosidae.—Lastly. we have the great family of hollow-horned  
ruminants or  Bomdae,  in which the horns (present in the make at  
least of all the existing species) take the form of simple non -deciduouS  
hollow sheaths growing upon bony cores. As a rule the molars  

are  talI.crownei[ (hypeodont).  usually only one orifice to the 
 lachrymal canal. situated inside the rim of the orbit.  Lacbrymal  

bone almost always articulating with the nasal. Canines absent 
In both sexes. The lateral toes may be completely  abtent, but 
meow often as, represented by the hoofs alone, supported loo -etuTea  
by a very  rydlmentaxy  skeleton consisting  ci  main Irregular nodules 
of bone. Lower ends of the lateral metacarpals and metatarsals  
Γι-'τ-τ prtsv τit.  Gall-bladder almost always present Placenta  
s,itli many yledons.  

The  Bmii  form a most  extensiνε  family, with  memboss  widely  
distributed ii  roughout  the Old World. with the exception of the  

Australian s ion; but in America they are less numerous, and 
confined to e  Arttic  and northern temperate regions,  iso  species 
Icing indit,  ore either to South or  Centr,l  America. The horn*  
of the family  was,evidently  the Old World. whence a small number  
of  fcsina  made their may into North America by way of what is  

now Bering  Strait. It has already been pointed out that the  
Cmidoe originated  In. the northern continent of the Old World; 
and it has been suggested that the  Bosfdae  were developed In 

 Mrica. uiifrxtueately,  we know at present practically nothing  

as to the pest history of the group, all the fossil sp ecie, at present  
discovered  arοximatiπg  more or less closely to existing types.  
While admitting, therefore, that there are several facts in  favoui 

 of the  thtosy  'of an African origin of the Besides, final Judgment  
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meat fοτ the present be 'uipd'ded. For the various generic  
types see Boveoss, and the speaal amcks referred to under that  

heading. (R. L.) 

FRCS (Car.  Ρ(infhire Ι.eι),  a town of Rungasy, capital of  
the country of Baranya, 160 m. S.S.W. of Budapest by  Tail. 

 Ρορ. (ιpοο) 's,s ι. Ii lies on the outskirts of the Meesek  WIle,  
and is cesuposed of the inner old lown, which is laid out in an  
almost regular square, and four suburbs. Pfcs is the see of a  

Roman Catholic bishop, and its cathedral, reputed one of the  
oldest churches In Hungary, Is also one of the finest medieval  
buildings in the country. It was built in the τ τ th century in 
the R,maneaque style with four towers, and completely restored  

In 1881-1891. In the Cathedral Square lisltuated the Seedless, 
a subterranean brick structure, probably a burial-chapel,  dating 
from the end of the 4th or the beginning of the 5th century.  
Other noteworthy buildings are the parish church, formerly a  
mosque of the Turkish period; the hospital church, Wm a former  

mosque, with • minaret 88 ft. high, and another mosque, the  
bishop's palace, and the town and county balL P&n has 
manuiactories of *oollens, porcelain, leather and paper, and  
carries on a considerable trade in tobacco, gall-nuts and whit.  
The hills around the town arc covered with vineyards, which  

produce one of the best wines in Hungasy. In the vicinity sue  
valuable coal-mines, which alma x88 are worked by the Danube  
Steamship Company.  

According to tradition 110 existed in the time of the Romans  
under the name ofSomphisa, and several remains of the Roman  
and early Christian period have been found here. In the  
Frankish-German period It was known under the name of 
Quinqu.s ccdesiae;  its bishopric was founded in roop. King  
Ludwig I. founded here in 1367 a university, which existed  

until the battle of Moh&ca. In 1543 it was taken by the Turks,  
who retained possession of it till  ι686.  

PWI'ORAL,  a word applied to various objects worn on the  
breast (Let.  pedus);  thus It is the name of the ornamental plate  
of metal or embroidery formerly worn by bishop. of the Roman  
Church during the celebration of mass, the breastplate of the  
Jewish high priest, and the metal plate placed on the breast of  
the embalmed dead in Egyptian tombs. The "pectoral cross,"  
a small cross of precious metal, is worn by bishop. and abbots  
of the Roman, and by bishop. of the Anglican, communion.  
The term has also been used for the more intend «poltrel" or 
" peitrel" (the French and Norman French forms respectively),  
the piece of armour which protected the breast of the war-horse  

of the middle ages.  
PECULIAR, a word now generally used In the sense of that  

which solely or exclusively belongs to,or is particularly character-
istic of, an individual; hence atrange, odd, queer. The Let.  
pee'diaris  meant primarily "belonging to private property," 
and is formed from  pecviiem,  private property, particulasiy  
the property given by • paierfamilks  to his children, or by a  
master to his slave, to enj ου as their own. As a term of ecclesias-
tical law "peculiar" is applied to those eccleaisstical districts,  
padshes, chapels or churches, once numerous in England, which  
were outside the Jurisdiction of the bishop of the diocese in  
which they were situated, and were subject to a jurisdiction  

peculiar" to themselves. They were introduced originally,  
in many cases  by papal authority, In order to limit the powers  
of the bishop in his diocese. There were royal peculiars, e.g.  
the Chapel Royal St James's, or St George's Windsor, peculiais  

of the archbishop, over certain of which the Court of Peculiars  
exercised jurisdiction (see  Aecnas, Cοιτeτ or), and pecuiiars  
of bishops and deans (see Dux). The jurisdiction and privi-
leges of the "peculiars" were abolished by statutory powers  
given to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, by the Ectiesiastical  
Commissioners Acts 1836 and 1850, by the Pluralities Act 1838,  
tbcEcclesiasiical  Jurisdiction ΑΜ  1847, and other statutes.  

PECULIAR PEOPLE, a small sect of Christian faith-healers  
founded in London in 5838 by John Banyard. They consider 
themselves bound by the literal interpretation of James v. 14,  
and In cases of sickness seek no medical aid but rely on oil,  
prayer am8 nursing. The community is in the main composed  

of simple working people, who, apart front their peculiarity,  

have a good reputation; but their avoidance of professional  

medical attendance has led to severe criticism at inquests on  
children who have died for want of it.  

PEDAGOGUE, a teacher or  ,cboolmastcr, a term usually now  
applied with a certain amount of contempt, implying pedantry,  
dogmatism or narrow-mjndednega. The Gr. ταιδα yωγόs (eels, 
boy, iywyie, leader, Α 'so, to lead), from which the English  
woed is derived, was not strictly an instructs:. He was a  
slave in an Athenian household who looked after the personal  
safety of the eons of the muter of the house, kept them from  
bad company, and took them to and from school and the  
gymnasium. He probably Sat with his charges in schooL The  

boys were put in his charge at the age of six. Tht ιreslaγωγόι,  
being a slave, was necessarily a foreigner, usually a Thracian or  
Asiatic. The Romans adopted the  padagogus  or  $dagogus 

 towarda the end of the republic. He probably took some part  
In the Instruction of the boys (see ScuooLs). Under the empire,  
the  pdagogns  was specifically the instructor of the boy slaves,  
who were being trained and educated in the household of the 
emperor and of the rich noble, and other persons; these boys  

lived together In a  $edago'iwsa,  and were known as pen  
paedegogieai,  a name which has possibly deνelο ed Into  
"page" (q.s.). 

PEDAl.  CLARINET, a contrabass instrument invented In  
1891 by  Μ.  F. Bessomi to complete the quartet of clarinets, as 
the contrafagotto or double bassoon completea that of the 
oboe family; ills constructed on practically the same prindplea  
as the clarinet, and consists of a tube  ιο  ft. long, in which cylin-
drical and conical bores are so ingeniously combined that the  
acoustic printiplea remain unchanged. The tube is doubled up 
twice upon itself; at the upper end the beak mouthpiece stands 
Out like the head of a viper, while at the lower a motal tube, in the  
shape of a U with a wide gioxinea.elieped bell, is joined to the 
wooden tube. The beak mouthpiece is exactly like that of the 
other clarinets but of larger size, and it is furnished with a siegle 
or beating reed. There are 13 keys and s rings on the tube, and  
the fingering is the same as for the  Β  flat clarinet except for the  
eight highest aemltomses. The compass of the pedal dui/let is  
as follows:— 

Notation— 	 Real Sounds- 

@ ΞΞΞjΞΞ so   	 10 	  

The instrument is in  Β  flat two octaves below the  Β  Bat  
clarinet, and, like It, it is a transposing instrument, the music  
being written in a key a tone higher than that of the  
composition, and in order to avoid lodger lines a whole Octave  
higher besides. The tone is rich and full except for the lowest  
notes, which are unavoidably a little rough in quality, but mirth  
more sonorous than the corresponding notes on the double  
bassoon. The upper register resembles the  chalumezu  register  
of the  Β  flat clarinet, being reedy and sweat. The instrument  

is used as a fundamental bass for the wood wind at KnaUer  
Hall, and It has also been used at Covent Garden to accompany  
the music of Fafner and Bonding in the  Nibdwsgen  king. 

Many attempts have been made since the beginning of the  
iqth  century to con struct contra clarinet,, but all possessed  leberent  
faults and have been discarded (see  Baryruoag).  A contrabass  
clarinet in F. an octave below the basset been, constructed b  
Albert of Brussels in 1890, was, we believe, considered successful.  

but it differed in design from the pedal clarinet. (K. S.)  

PEDANT, one who exaggerates the value of detailed erudition 
for its own sake; also a person who delights in a display of the 
exact niceties of learning, in an excessive obedience to theory 
without regard to practical uses. The word came into English  
In the latter part of the  ιό th  century in the sense of schoolmaster,  
the original meaning of  ltal. pedanie,  from which it Is derived. 
The word Is usually taken to bean adaptation of Gr. ταώdaw,  
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to leach. Others connect with an O. Imo. $4rι, tο tramp about  
(Lat. pea, foot), of an usher tramping about with his pupils.  

PEDIOf, AI.BXAlIDER (c. 1626-1686), Scottish divine, one of  
the leading forces in the Covenant movement, was born at  
Auchiocloicb, Ayrshire, about 2626, sad was educated at  
Glasgow University. lie was ordained minister of New Lace  
in Galloway in 1660, but had t ο live his parish under Middleton's  
Ejectment Act in 066j For 23 years he wandered far and wide,  
bringing comfort and succour to Qu co- vεligionisµ and often  
eery narrowly escaping capture lie was indeed taken in June  
ι673 while holding a conventicle at Knockdow, and condemned  
by the privy council to 4 years and 3  months' imprisonment on  
the Bass Reek and a further is  months in the Tolbooth et  
Edinburgh. In December 1678 he was, with sixty others,  
sentenced tο banishment to the American plantationa, but the  
party was liberated in London, and Peden made his way north  
again to divide the remaining years of his life between his one  
country and the north of Ireland lbs lest days were spent in  
a cave in the parish of Sin, nor his birthplace, and there he  
died in 1686, worn out by hardship and privation.  

See A. Smeller, Mee of tie Coe'ew.aai, eh. xsxiv.  
ΡBDER, CHRISTIERR (c. 1480-1554),  Danish writer.  

known as the "father of Danish literature," was a canon of the  
cathedral of Lund, and in ι sio went to Paris, where he took his  
master's degree in * 515 In Pars he edited the proverbs of Peder  
Lisle and (1514) the RiaΙαn dairies of Saw Grammaticus.  
He sheeted signs of the spirit of reform, aniwi.g that the  
gospels should be translated into the vernacular so that the  

common people might uadetsiand. . He worked at a continuation  
of the history of Saxe Grammalicus, and became secretary to  
Christian II., whom be followed into exile in 15:5. Ιn Holland  
he translated the New Testament ( ι52q) and the Psalms ( ι53ι)  
from the Vulgate, and, becoming a convert to the reformed  
opinion, he issued several Lutheran tr+icts. After his return to  

Denmark in 2532 he set up a printing press at Maim*. He  
published a Danish version (Κreκ iΑe ow Hdgcr Da esk ι) of  
the French romance of Ogler the Dane, and another of the  
Charlemagne legends, which is probably derived immediately  
from the Norwegian Κerlamagiw sego. His greatest work, the  
Danish version of the Holy Scriptures, which is known generally  
as "Christian IL's Bible," is an important landmark in  
Danish literature. It was founded on Luther's version, and  
nu edited by Feder Palladius, bishop of Zealand and others,  

See C. Pedcrseo s Da cake Skriftrr, edited by ( J. Brandt and  
E. T. Fenger (5  νο1s., Copenhagen, 1830-1856).  

ΡΚΒΒΙΤΛL (Fr.'piedcs1al, htal. picdcslallo, foot of a stall),  a 
term generally applied t ο a support, square, octagonal or  
circular on plan, provided to carry a statue or a vase. Although  
in Syria, Asia Minor and Tunisia the Romans occasionally  
raised the columns of their temples or propylaea on square  
pedestals, in Rome itself they were employed only to give  
grater importance to isolated columns, such as these of Trojan  
and Antoninus, or as a podium to the columns employed decor-
atively In the Roman triumphal arches. The architects of the  
Italian revival, however, conceived the idea that no order was  
complete without a pedestal, and as the, orders were by them  
employed to divide up and decorate a building in several storeys,  
the cornice of the pedestal was carried through and formed the  
sills of their windows, or, in open arcades, round a court, the  
balustrade of the arcade. They also would seem to have  
considered that the height of the pedestal should correspond in  
its proportion with that of the column of pilaster it supported,  
thus in the church of St John Lateran, where the applied order  
is of considerable dimensions, the pedestal is 13 ft high instead  
of the ordinary height of 3 to 5 ft.  

PEDICDLOSII or 1nimxus1s, the medical term for the  
ethological symptoms in man due to the presence of lice  
(pιdύ idi), either on the head (pedicuJus capilis). body (p'ds'ulua  
corporie, or sesiimesleram), or pubes (pcdiesiw.s pιέί a)  

ΡΕΟΙΟΠΕ f. a genealogical tree, a tabular statement of descent  
'see GEYειtοcv) The word first appears at the beginning of  
the ι5th century and takes ass extraordinary variety of forms.  

e.g. $dlo'em, lit  de  rye. per, ugew, tke It la generally  
accepted that these point tο a corruption of Fr. pied de gene, foot  
of a crane, sad that the probable reference is to the marks  

resembling the claw of a bird found in old genealogies sbowing  

the lines of descent. Such etymologies as Minshea's pee  dept,  

by degrees, or pus de1, descent by the father, see mere  
guesses.  

ΡΒDlΙIDiT (equivalents, Gr. berth, Lit. fosiigirm, Fr.  
pοMο.), in classic architecture the triangular-shaped portion  of 
the wall above the cornice which farmed the termination of the  
roof behind. it. The projecting mouldings of the cornice which  
surround it enclose the lympasium, which is sometimes decorated  
with sculpture. The pediment in classic architecture core..  
spends to the gable in Gothic azcbitecture, where the reef is of  
loftier pitch. It was employed by the Greeks cal , as the front  
of the roof which covered the main building; the Romans, how-
ever, adopted It is a decorative termination to a doorway', niche  
or window, and occasionally, in a row of windows or niches,  
alternated the triangular with a segmental pediment. It was  
reserved for the Italian architects of the decadence to beak the  
pediment in the centre, thus destroying its original purpose.  
The earliest English farm of the word is 'crimes' err pemιriχt,  
probably a workman's oorvuption el " pyramid."  

PBDIPALPI, Arachnida (q e ) refitted to the spiders, and  
serving id a measure to bridge over the striictiiril interval  
between the latter and the scorpions. The appendages of the  
sand pair are large and prehensile, is in scorpions, but are  
armed with spines, to impale and hold prey. The ippendages of  
the third pair, rφιesεnting the fast pair of walking legs ih spi&rs  
and scorpion, are, on the contrary, long, attenuated and many  
jointed at the end.. Like the antennae of Insects, they act as  
feelers. It is from this structural feature that the term " pedf-
paφf "has been derived. In the tailless division of the Pedipalpi,  

! 	 ,__i_ 	. 
Mexican tiled 1edip4i4 (Mamgo$edus siemens).  

namely the Amblypygl of which Fh,ysss Is a commonly cited  
type, these tactile appendage are exceedingly long and lash-
like, whereas in the tailed division, the Ureipygi, of which Thdly  
pk οnw is best known, the limb is much shorter endless modified.  
Tkdypkenes and its allies, however, have a bag tactile etude]  
flagellum, the homologue of the scorpion'ssting;but its exact  
use is unknown. A third division, the Tartarides, a subordinate.  
group of the llropygi, contains minute Aradmida didering  
principally from the lypical Uropygi in having the caudal process  
unjointed and short. Apart from thg Tartarides, the Pedhpalp0  
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are huge or snediuni-sised Aradinida, nocturnal in habits and  
spending the day under stones, logs of wood or loosened bark.  
Some species of the Uropygi (Thdyphonldoe) dig burrows; and  
in the east there is a family of Amblypygi, the Charontidae, of  
which many of the species live in the recomes of dip moves.  
Specimma of another species have been found under stones  
between tide marks in the Andaman Islands. The Pedipalpi  
feed upon insects, and like spiders, are oviperoul The eggs  
sites being laid are tarried about by the mother, adhering in a  
glutinous mass tο the underside of the abdomen.  

Pedipalpi dace back to the Carboniferoag Period, occurring in  
deposits of that age both in Europe and North America. Mora  
over, the two main divisions of the order, which wereusherply  
differentiated then as they are now, have existed practically  
unchanged from that remote epoch.  
• In spite of the untold ages they have been in existence, the  
Pedipalpi are more restricted in range than the scorpions. The  
Uropygl are found only in Central and South America and in  
south and eastern Asia, from India and south China to the Solo-
mon Islands. The absence of the entire order from Africa is an  
interesting fact. The distribution of the Amblypygi practically  
covers that of the Uropygi, but in addition they extend from India  
through Arabia into tropical and southern Africa. Both groups  
are unknown in Madagascar, In Australia, with the exception  
possibly of the extreme north, and in New Zealand. Very little  
can be said with certainty about the distribution of the Tartar. 
kiss. They have been recorded from the Ig dian Region, West  
Africa and sub-tropical America (R.1. P.)  

PEDOMETER (Lest. pes, foot, and Cr. µiτρσι, measure), an  
apparatus in the form of a watch, which, died on the person  
of a walker, counts the number of pun he makes, and thus  
indicates approximately the distance travelled. The ordinary  
form has a dial-plate marked for yards and miles. The regis-
tration is effected by the fall of a heavy pendulum, caused by the  
percussion of each step. The pendulum is forced beck to a  
horizontal position by a delicate spring, and with each stroke a  
fine-toothed ratchet-wheel connected with it is moved round a  
certain length. The ratchet communicates with a train of wheels  
which work the dial-hands. In using the apparatus a measured  
mile or other known distance is walked and the indication  
thereby made on the dial-plate observed. According as it is too  
great or too small, the stroke of the pendulum is shortened or  
lengthened by • screw. Obviously the pedometer is little better  
than an ingenious toy, depending even for rough measurements  
on the uniformity of pace maintained throughout the journey  
measured.  

PEDRO II. (1825-1891), emperor of Braz11, Mme to the throne  
in childhood, having been born on the rand of December r825,  
and proclaimed emperor in April 5831, upon the abdication of  
his father. He was declared of full age in 1840. Eo a long  
period few thrones appeared more secure, and his prosperous  
and beneficent rule might have endured throughout his life  
but for his want of energy and inattention tc the signs of the  
lima. The rising generation had become honeycombed with  
republicanism, the prospects of the imperial succession were  
justly regarded as unsatisfactory, the higher classes had been  
estranged by the emancipation of the slaves, and all these causes  
of discontent found expression in a military revolt, which in  
November 1889 overthrew the seemingly solid edifice of the  
Brazilian Bmpire in a few hours. Dom Pedro retired to Europe,  
and died to Pads on the 5th of December 1891. The chief  
events of his reign had been the emancipation of the slaves,  
and the war with Paraguay in 1864-70. Dom Pedro was a  
model constitutional sovereign, and a munificent patron of  
science and letters. He travelled in the United States (1876),  
and thrice visited Europe (1871-1872, 1876-1877,1886-1889).  

PEEBLES, a royal sod police burgh and county town of  
Pceblesshire, Scotland, situated at the junction of Eddleston  
Water with the Tweed. pop. (1901), 5266. It is 27 m. south of  
Edinburgh by the North. British Railway (22 m. by road), and  
is also the terminus of a branch line of the Caledonian system  
from Cerstairs in Lanarksbire. The burgh consists of the new  

town, the principal quarter, on the south of the Eddlestoo,  έnd 
the old on the north, the Tweed is criissed by a handsome five-
arched bridge. Peebles is a noted haunt of anglers, and the  
Royal Company of Archers shoot here periodically for the silver  
arrow given by the burgh. The chief public buildings are the  
town and county halls, the corn exchange, the hospital. and  
Chambers Institution. The last was once the town house of the  
ceris of March, but was presented Ιο Í eeblea byWilliam Chambers,  
the publisher, in 0859. The site of the castle, which stood till  
the beginning of the 18th century, is now occupied by the parish  
church, built in 1887. Of St Αndrew'Sl Church, founded in 1195,  
nothing remains but the tower, restored by William Chambers,  
who was buried beside it in 1883. The church of the Holy  
Rood was erected by Alexander III. in 1261, to contain a  
supposed remnant of the true cross discovered here. The  
building remained till 1784, when it was nearly demolished to  
provide stones for a new parish church. Portions of the town  
walls still exist, and there are also vaulted cellars constructed  
in the 16th and 17th centuries as hiding-places against Border  
freebooters. The old cross, which had stood for several years in  
the quadrangle of Chambers Institution, was restored and  
erected in High Street in 1895. The industries consist of the  
manufactures of woollens and tweeds, and of mil and flour  
mills. The town is also an important agricultural centre.  

The name of Peebles is said to be derived from the $byUs, or  
tents, which the Gadeai pitched here in the days of the Romans.  
The place was early a favourite residence of the Scots kings when  
they Mme to hunt in Ettń ck fοrέsl. It probably received its  
chartev from Alexander 1II., was crested a royal burgh in 1367  
and was the scene of the poem of ΡcΝir  Ιο  the Ploy, ascribed to  
James I. In 1$44 the town sustained heavy damage in the  
expeditioa led by the 1st eat of Hertford; afterwards the  
protects Somerset, and in 1604 a large portion of it was 
destroyed by fire. Though James VI. extended its chaster,  
Peebles lost its importance after the union of the Crowns.  

Oe the north bank of the Tweed, one mile west of P,vbles, stands  
Noidpath Castle. The ancient peel tower dates probably  from the  
13th century. Its first owners were Tweeddale Frasers or Frisels,  

from whom it passed. by marriage, to the Hays of Yester in Had 
dingtonshire, earls of Tweeddale. It was besieged and taken by  

Cromwell in 1650. The third earl of Tweeddala (1645-1713) sold  
11 10 the duke of Queensberry in 1686. The earl of Wemyu we'  
carded to the Neidpath property in 1810.  

PEEBLE SWAB, or Twsrnoey.x, a southern inland county of  
Scotland, bounded Ν and Ν.E. by Edinburghshire, E. and S.E.  
by Selkirkshire, S. by Dumfriesshire, and W. by Lnarksbire.  
Its area is 222,599 acres or 5478 sq. m. The surface consists  
of a succession of hills, which are highest in the south, broken  
by the vale of the Tweed and the glens formed by its numerous  
tributaries. South of the Tweed the highest points are Broad  
Law and Cramalt Craig on the confines of Selkirkshire (each  
2723 ft.), while north of the river are, in the west centre, Brough-
ton Heights (1872), Trehenna Hill (1792), Penvalla (1764) and  
Ladyurd Hill (1724), and in the north-west the Pentland emin-
ences of Mount Maw (1753), Byrehope Mount (1752) and King  
Seat (1521). The lowest point above sea-level is on the banks of  
the Tweed, where it passes into Selkirkshire (about 450 ft.).  
The principal rives is the Tweed, and from the fact that for the  
first 36 m. of its course of 97 m. it flows through the south of  
the shire, the county derives its alternative name of Tweeddale.  
Its effluents on the right are the Stanhope, Drummelzier, Manor  
and Quair; οπ the left, the Biggar,Lyne, Eddlestone and Leithen.  
The North Esk, rising in Caimmuir, forms the boundary  line 
between Midlothian and Peeblesshire for about four miles,  
during which it presents some very charming pictures, especially  
at Habbie's Howe, where Allan Ramsay laid the scene of the  
Gentle Shepherd. For 4 m. of its course the South Medwin  
divides the south-western part of the parish of Linton from  
Lanarkshire. Portmorc Loch, a small sheet of water 2 m. north-
east of Eddlestone church, lies at a height of been ft. above the  
sea, and is the only lake in the county. The shire is in favour with  
anglers, its streams being well stocked and unpolluted, and few  
restrictions being placed on the fishing.  
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Gad gr.—Τhe .oalhens elevated p0(1100 of the county n occupied  

by Siturian reeks, mainly by shales and grits or greywackes of  

Llandovery age. Οwιπg tο the repeated folding and crumpling of  
the rib in this region there are numerous elliptical exposures  
ef Ordovician strata within the Silurian tract; but the pimcipal  
area of Ordovician reeks lies north of it line running aουth-west  
from the Moorfoot Hills through Lyne and Stobo. Here these  
rocks form a belt some four to Bye miles in breadth; they ar com- 
posed of 
temρoraneous vokιΡn' rocks of Aranig age, sad of slinks, grits  
and limestones of Llandeilo and Caradoc age. The general direction  
of strike of all these formations is south-west-north-east, but the  
dips are sometimes misleading through οcces ίo παΙ inversion of the  
strata. Patches of higher Silurian, with Wen)ock and Ludlow  
fossils, are found in the north of the country in the l entbnd Hills,  
and resting mn(ormably upon the Silurian in the same district is  
the Lower Old Red Sandstone. q he Old Red Sandstone here  
consists of a lower division, red and chocolate marls and sandstones;  
a middle division, volcanic rocks, porphyrit εs, tulls, &c., which are  
ustmdormable on the beer mark in this area- and an upper  
divί  ' sandstones and conglomerates. The south-emu extrcauιy 
of the εd πbυrgh coalfield rust enters this county over the north-
west border where a slice of Carboniferous strata is found let down  
between Silurian and Old Red rocks by two important faults.  
Both Cakifetous aaod®ojie and Carboniferous limestone occur.  
with useful beds of mat, limestone, ironstone, Breclay and alum  

shale An outlier of Carboniferous limestone, surrounded by  
Lover Old Red Sandstone. lies south of Linton. Much glacial  
boulder clay with gravel and sand rests upon the higher ground,  

while mαaιnie deposits are found in the valleys.  
(fins.* and indasn'ses.—The annual rainfall averages from  

33 to 4a in.; the mean temperature for the year is 47 5°  F.,  
for January 38°  F., and for July 59°  F. The character of the  
soil varies considerably, peat, gravel and clay being all repre-
sented. 'l'ba lowdying lands consist generally of rich loam,  
composed of sand and clay The (arming is pastoral rather than  
arable. The average holding is about son tomes of.arattle land,  
with pasturage for from όσο to 800 sheep. Roughly speaking,  
one-fifth of the total area is under cultivalioe. Oats are the  

chief grain and turnips the chief root crop. The hill pastures are  
better suited t ο sheep then to nettle, but both Saks and herds are  
comparatπdy large. Cheviots and half-breds are preferred for  
the grass lands, the hcathery ranges being stocked with black-
faced sheep. Ceesses of Cheviots, black-faced and half-bred  
ewes with Leicestershire rams are common. The favourite  
bred of cattle is a cross between Ayrshires and shorthorns, the  

cows being Ayrshire. Many of the horses are Clydesdales bred  
in the county. Pig-keeping is on the decline. A few acres have  
been laid down as nurseries and market gardens, and about  
'0,000 acres are under wood, especially it Dalwick, where larch  
sad horae.dicgnut were first grown in Scotland. Apart from  
agriculture, be only industries are the woollen factories and flout  

sills at Peebles and Innerleithen.  
The North British railway crosses the county in the north from  

Leadburn to Dolphinton, and runs down the Eddlestone valley  
from Leadburn to Peebles and Tbornielee, while in the south the  
Caledonian railway connects the county town with Bigger in  
Lanarkshire.  

Popwiaiio,o and Aderinisiralkn.—In npet the population  
numbered ι 5,066 οr 43 persons to the sq. m. In 1901 one person  
spoke Gaelic only, 72  Gaelic end English. The chief towns are  
Peblcs (pop 5266) and lonerlciIbcn (2181) West Linton, on  
Lyne Water, Is a holiday resort. The shire combines wills  
Selkirkshire to return one member to parliament, the electors 

 of Peebles town voting with the county Peeblcaahire forms  a 
sheriBdom with the Lothians and a sherih.substitutt sits in  
the county town. There is a high school in Pcebles, and one  
or more schools in the county usually earn grants for secondary  
edecation.  

History.—The country sales originally occupied by the Gadeni,  

a British tribe, of whom there are many remains in the shape of  
amps and sepulchral mounds (in which stone coffins, axes and  
kinsmen have been found), while several place-names (such as  
Prebks, Dalwick and Stobo) also attest their presence The  
standing stones nun the confluence of the Lyne and Tweed are  
supposed to commemorate a Cymric chief. The natives were  
reduced by the Romans, who have left traces of their military  
tole in the Sae ramp at Lyne, locally known as Rendal's WsBs.  

The hill-side terraces at Romano are conjectured, somewhat  
fancifully, to be remains of a Roman method of cultjvalion. On  
the retreat of the Romans the Gadeni came info their own again,  
and although they are said to have been defeated by King Arthur  
at Cademuir in 530, they held the district until the consolidation  
of the kingdom after Malcolm II.'s victory at Cirbam in seed,  
before which the land, constantly harped by Danes, was nomi-
nally included in the territory of Northumbria. This tract of  
Scotland is closely associated with the legend of Merlin. David I.  
made the district a deanery in the arcbdeaconry of Peebles,  
and it afterwards formed part of the diocese of Glasgow.  
Towards the middle of the silk century it was placed under  
the jurisdiction of two abeńBR one of whom was settled at  
Trnquau and the other at Peebles. At Hupprew, in the valley  
of the Lyne, the English defeated Wallace in '304. The Scottish  
sovereigns had a lodge at Poimood, and often bunted in the  
uplands and the adjoining forests. English armies occasionally  
invaded the county, but more frequently the people were harried  
by Reeder raiders. Many castles and peels were erected in the  

valley of the Tweed from the Bield to Berwick. Several were  
renowned in their day, among them Oliver Cast& (built by Sir  
Oliver Fraser in the reign Of David I.), Dnmelzier, Tinnia  cc 
Thane's Castle, and Neidpath. Three miles south of Romano  
stand the ruins of Drochil Castle, designed for the Regent  
Morton who was beheaded at Edinburgh in 158', and the  
building was never completed. Memories of the Covenantees  
cluster around Twedhopefool, Tweedshaws, Corebeed, Tweeds-
muir, Tara Lions and other spots. In the churchyard of  
Tweedsmuir is the tombstone of John Hunter, the martyr,  
which was relettered by "Old Mortality " The " men of the  
mom bags " did little fighting in Peeblesshire, but Montrose brat  
drew rein at Tnquair House after he was defeated at Philip.  
hough on the Yarrow in 1645. The plain of Sherifmulr near  
Lyne is the piece where the Tweeddale waprnschaws used to be  
held in the 17th century. The Jacobite ń sings left the county  
untouched, and since the beginning of the 19th century the shire  
has been more conspicuous in literature than in politics.  

BisLiOcaArHy.—Penneeuick Druriφίοa of 7keeddaie (1715);  
William Chambers, History of P'ebksslrsre (Edinburgh, 1864);  
Dr C. B. Gunn, IunerIesIhiii' and Tragwais (lnnerlcithen. 1867);  
Sir George Reid. The Riser Tweed from its Sound ! ο the Sea (Text  
by Professor Veitch) (Edinburgh, 1864); Professor Veitch, History  
and Podry of Ike Scottish Border (Edinburgh, 1893); Border essays  
(Edinburgh. 1896); Rev W. S. Crockett. The Scott Country (Edin-
burgh, i90a).  

PBSKSKILIn a village of Westchester county, New York,  
U S A., on the E. bank of the Hudson River, about 41 m. Ν.  
of New York City. Pop. (igie, census). 15,245. It is served  
by the New York Central & Hudson river railway, and by  
passenger and freight steamboat lines on the Hudson river.  
The village is the home of many New York business men.  
At Peekskill are the Peekskill military academy (1833, non-

sectarian); St Mary's school, Mount St Gabriel (Protestant  

Episcopal), a school for girls established by the sisterhood of  
St Mary; the Field memorial library; St Joseph's home (Roman  
Catholic); the Peekskill hospital, and several sanatoria.  
Near the village is the state military camp, where the national  
guard of the state meets in annual encampment. Peckakill has  

many manufactures, and the factory products were valued in  

i9o5 at =7.251,897, an increase of 3067% since ι pοο. The site  
was settled early in the x8th century, but the village itself dates  

from about '760, when it took its present name from the adjacent  

creek or " kill," on which a Dutch trader, Jans Peek, of New  

York City, had established a trading post. During the latter  

part of the War of Independence Peekskill was an important  

outpost of the Continental Army, and in the neighbourhood  
several small engagements were fought between American and  
British scouting parties. The village was incorporated in 1816,  
Peekskill was the country home of Henry Ward Beecher.  

PEEL, ARTHUR WΒLLΒSLΕΥ PEEL, tsr Viscount  
(1829- ), English statesman, youngest son of the great  

Sir Robert Peel, was born on the 3rd of August 1829, and was  
educated at Eton and Balliol College, Oxford. He unsuccessfully  
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contested Coventry in 1863; in 1865 he was elected in the  
liberal interest for Warwick, for which he sat until his elevation  
to the peerage. In December 1 868 he was appointed parliamentary  
secretary to the poor law board. This office he filled until 1871,  
when he became secretary to the board of trade, an appointment  
which be held for two years. In 1873-1874 he was patronage  
secretary to the treasury, and in ι88ο he became under-
secretary for the home department. On the retirement of Mr  
Brand (afterwards Viscount Hampden) in 1884, Peel waselected  
Speaker. He was thrice re-elected to the post, twice in ι 886, and  
again in 1892. Throughout his career as Speaker he exhibited  
conspicuous impartiality, combined with a perfect knowledge of  
the traditions, usages and fermh of the house, soundness of judg-
ment, and readiness of derision upon all occasions; and he will  
always rank as one of the greatest holders of this important  
ofhca On the 8th of April 1895 he announced that foe reasons 

 of health he was compelled to retire. The farewell ceremony  
was of a most impressive character, and warm tributes were paid  
from all parts of the house. He was created a viscount and  
granted a pension of £4 οοο for life. He was presented with the  
freedom of the City of London in July 1895. The public  
interest in the ex-Speaker's later life centred entirely in his some-
what controversial connexion with the drink traffic. A royal  
commission was appointed in April 1896 tο inquire into the  
operation and administration of the licensing laws, and Viscount  
Peel was appointed chairman. In July 1898 Lord Peel drew up  
a draft report for discussion, in five parts. Some differences of  
opinion arose in connexion with the report, and at a meeting of  
the commissioners oa the iath of April 1899, when part 5 of the  
draft report was to be considered, a proposal was made to  
substitute an alternative draft for Lord Peel's, and also a series 

 of alternative drafts for the four sections already discued.  
Lard Peel declined to put these proposals, and left the room  
Sir Algernon West was elected to the chair, and ultimately two  
main reports were presented, one section agr κing with Lord  
Peel, and the other—including the majority of the commis-
sioners—presenting a report which differed from his in several  
important respects. The Peel report recommended that a  
large reduction in the number of licensed houses should be  
immediately effected, and that no compensation should be paid  
from the public rates or taxes, the money for this purpose  
being raised by an annual licence-rental levied on the rateable  
value of the licensed premises; it at once became a valuable  

weapon in the hands of advanced reformers.  
Lord Peel married in' 862, and had four sons andhwo daughters  

(married to Mr J. Rochfort Maguire and to Mr C. S. Goldman).  
His eldest son, William Robert Wellesley Peel (b. 1866), married  
the daughter of Lord Ashton; he was Unionist Ml'. for South  

Manchester from igoo to tees, and later for Taunton, and also  

acted as Municipal Reform leader on the London County  

Council.  
PEEL, SIR ROBERT, Baal. (1788-1850), English statesman,  

was born on the 5th of February 1788 at Chamber Hall, in the  
neighbourhood of Bury, Lancashire, or, less probably, at a  
cottage near the Hall. He was a scion of that new aristocracy  
of wealth which sprang from the rapid progress of mechanical  

discovery and manufactures in the latter part of the 18th  

century, His ancestors were Yorkshire yeomen in the district  

of Craven, whence they migrated to Blackburn in Lancashire.  
His grandfather, Robert Peel, first of Peelfold, and afterwards of  
Brookside, near Blackburn, was a calico-printer, who, appre-
dating the discovery of his townsman Hargreaves, took to  
cotton-spinning with the spinning-jenny and grew a wealthy man.  
His father, Robert Peel (1750-1830), third son of the last-named,  

carried on the same business at Bury with still greater success,  
in partnership with his uncle, Mr Haworth, and Mr Yates, whose  

daughter, Ellen, hς married. He made a princely fortune,  
became the owner of Drayton Manor and member of perlls-
tnent for the neighbouring borough of Tamworth, was a trusted  
and honoured, as well as ardent, supporter of Pitt, contributed  
munificently towards the support of that leader's was policy,  
and was rewarded with a baronetcy (r800).  

Al Harrow, according to the accounts of his contemporaries,  
Peel was a steady industrious boy, the best scholar in the school,  
fonder of country walks with a irie ηd than of school games,  
but reputed one of the best football players. At Christ Church,  
where he entered as a gentleman commoner, he was the first who,  
under the new examination statutes, look a first class both in  
classics and in mathematics. Ills examination for his B.A. degree  
in 1808 was an academical ovation in presence of a numerous  
audience, who tame to hear the first man of the day. From  
his classical studies Robert Peel derived not only the classical,  
though somewhat pompous, character of his speeches and the  
Latin quotatfosis with which they were often happily interspersed  
but something of his lofty ideal of political ambition. To his  
mathematical training, which was then net common among  
public men, be no doubt owed in part his method, his clearness,  
his great power of grasping steadily and working out difikult  
and complicated questions. His speeches show that, in addition  
to his academical knowledge, he was well versed in English  
literature, in history, and in the principles of law, in order to study  
which he entered at Lincoln's Ien. But while reading hard he  
did not neglect todevelop his tall endvigorous(mme, and, though  
he lost his life partly through his bad riding, he was always a  
good shot and an untiring walker after game. His Oxford  
education confirmed his atachment-to the Church of England.  
His practical mind remained satisfied with the doctrines of his  
youth, and he never showed that he had studied the great  

religious controversies of his day.  
In 18ο9, being then in his twenty-second year, he was brought  

Into parliament for the cline borough of Cashel, which he niter-  
wards exchanged for Chippenham, and commenced his parlia-
mentary career under the eye of his father, then member for  
Tamworth, who fondly saw in him the future leader of the Tory  
party. In that House of Commons sat Wilberforce, Windham,  
Tierney, Grattan, Perceval, Castlereagh, Plunkett,  Ramilly, 
Mackintosh, Burdett, Whitbread ;  Horner, Brougham, Parnell,  
Huskieaon, and, above all, George Canning. Lord Palmrntesi  
entered the house two years earlier, and Lord John  Russell 
three years later. Among these men younp.Peel had to rise.  
And he rose, not by splendid eloquence, by profound  political 
philosophy or by greet originality of thought, but by the closest  
attention to all his parliamentary duties, by a study of all the  
business of parliament, end by a style of speaking which owed  
its force not to high flights of oratory, but to knowledge of the  
subject in band, clearness of exposition, close reasoning, and tact  
in dealing with a parliamentary audience. With the close of  
the struggle against revolutionary France, political progress in  
England was soon to resume the march which that struggle bed  
arrested. Young Peel's lot, however, was cast, through his  
father, with the Tory pal-ly. In his maiden speech in ι8ιο,  
seconding the address, he defended the Welcheren expedition,  
which he again vindicated soon afterwards against the report of  
Lord Porchester's commiltee. It is said that even then his fat her  
had discerned in him a tendency to think for himself, and told  
Lord Liverpool that to make sure of his support it would be well  
to place him early in harness. Al all events he began official  
life in ι8ιο as Lord Liverpool's under-sect-curry for ems and the  
colonies under the administration of Peceval. In 1812 he was  
transferred by Lord Liverpool to the more important but  
unhappy post of secretary for Ireland. There he was engaged  
till t8t8 in maintaining English ascendancy over a country  
heaving with discontent, teeming with conspiracy, and ever ready  
to burst into rebellion. A middle course between Irish parties  

was impossible, and Peel plied the established engines of coercion  
and patronage with a vigorous hand. At the same time, it was  
his frequent duty to combat Grattan. Plunkett, Canning and  
the other movers and advocates of Roman Catholic emancipation  
in the House of Commons. He ,  however, always spoke on this  
question with a command of temper wonderful in hot youth,  
with the utmost courtesy towards his opponents, and with warm  
expressions of sympathy and even of admiration for the I ηΡsh  
people. ice also, thus early, did his best to advocate and  
promote joint education in Ireland as a means of reconciling  
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sects and raising the character of the people. But his greatest  
service to Ireland as secretary was the institution of the regular  
Irish constabulary, nicknamed after him" Feeler, ' for the  
protection of life and property in a country where both were  
unsecure. His moderation of tone did not save him from the  
violent abuse of O'Connell, whom he was ill advised enough  to 
challenge—en affair which covered them  both with ridicule.  
In Σ817 he obtained the highest parliamentary distinctio of the  
Tory party by being elected member for theuniversityof Orford  
—an honorer for which he was chosen In preference to Canning οn  
account of his hostility to Roman Catholic emancipation,  
Lard Eldon lending him his best support. In the following  
year be resigned the Irish secretaryship, of which be had long  
been very weary, and remained out of οfδα till 1821. But he  
gill supported the ministers, though in the affair of Queen  
Caroline he stood aloof, disapproving some step taken by  
the government, and sensitive to popular opinion; and  
when Canning retired on account of this affair Peel declined  
Lord Liverpool's invitation to take the vacant plan in the  
cabinet. During this break in his tenure of office he had some  
time for reflection, which there was enough in the aspect of the  
political world to move. But early office had done its work.  
It bad given him excellent habits Of business, great knowledge  
and a high position; but it had left him somewhat stiff and  
punctilious, too cold and reserved sod over anxious for formal  
justifications when he might well have left his conduct to the  
judgment of men of honour and the heart of the people. At the  
same time he was no pedant in business; in corresponding on  
political subjects he loved to throw off official forms and corn-
municate his views with the freedom of private correspondence;  
and where his confidence was given, it was given without  
reserve.  

At this period he was made chairmen of the bullion committee  
on the death of Homer. He was chosen for this lumensnt  
office by Huskisson, Ricardo and their fellow-economists, who  
saw in him a mind open to conviction, though he owed hereditary  
allegiance to Pitt's financial policy, and had actually voted with  
his Finite father for a resolution of Lord Liverpool's government  
asserting that Bank of England notes were equivalent to legal  
win. The choice proved judicious. Peel was converted to ,  the  
currency doctrines of the economists, and proclaimed his con-
version in a great speech on the 24th of May 1819, in which be  
moved and carried four resolutions embodying the recommen-
dations of the bullion committee in favour of 1-return to cash  
payments. This laid the foundation of his financial reputation,  
and his co-operation with the economists tended to give a liberal  
turn to his commercial principles. In the course he took be  
somewhat diverged from his patty, and particularly from his  
father, who remained faithful to Pitt's depreciated paper, and  
between whom and his schismatic son a solemn and touching  
passage occurred in the debate. The author of the Cab Pay-
ments Act had often to defend his policy, and he did so with  
vigour. The act is sometime said to have been hard on debtors,  
including the nation as debtor, because it required debts to be  
paid in cash which had been contracted in depreciated paper;  
and Peel, as heir to a greet fundholder, was even charged with  
being biased by hIs personal interests. But it is answered that  
the Bank Restriction Acts, under which the depreciated paper  
had circulated, themselves contained a provision for a return to  
cub payments six months after peace.  

In n82o Peel married Julie, daughter of General Sir John  
Floyd. who bore him five sons and two daughters. The miters  
who have most severely censured Sir Robert Peel as a public  
man have dwelt on the virtues and happiness of his private  
and domestic life. He was not only a moat loving husband and  
father but a true and warm-hearted friend. In Whitehall  
Gardens or at Drayton Manor he gathered some of the most  
distinguished intellects of the day. He indulged in free and  

cheerful talk, and sought the conversation of men of science; he  
took delight in art, and was a great collector of pictures; he was  
fond of farming and agricultural improvements; he actively  
promoted useful works and the advancement of knowledge; he  

loved making his friends, dapendants, tenants and neighbour  
happy, And, cold as he was in public, few men could be more  
bright and genial in private than Sir Robert Peel.  

In ι8rt Peel consented to strengthen the enfeebled ministry  
of Lord Liverpool by becoming home secr}tary; and in that  
capacity he had again to undertake the office of coercing the  
growing discontent in Ireland, of which he remained the real  
administrator, and had again to lead in the Rouse of Commons  
the opposition to the rising mouse of Roman Catholic emancipa-
tion. In 282$, being defeated on the Roman Catholic question  
in the House of Commons, he wished to resign office, but Lord  
Liverpool pleaded that his resignation would break up the  
government. He found a congenial task in reforming and  
humanizing the criminal law, especially these parts of it which  
related to offences against property and offences punishable by  
death. The five acts in which Peel accomplished this great  
work, as well as the great speech of the 9th of March ι8s6, in  
which he opened the subject to the house, will form one of the  
moat =lid and enduring monuments of his fame. CrIminal le*  
reform was the reform of Romilly and Mackintosh, from the  
hands of the latter of whom Peel received it. But the =gel,  
bills in which it was embodied were the balls of Peel—not himself 

 a creed= genius, but, like the founder of his house,aprofcuasd  
appreciator of other men's creations, and =rivalled In the power  
of giving them practical and complete effect.  

In 1827 the Liverpool ministry was broken up by the fatal  
illness of its chief, said under the new premier, George Cannln&  
Peel, like the duke of Wellington and other high Tory members  
of Lord Liverpool's cabinet, refused to serve. Canning and Peel  
were rivals; but we need not Interpret as mere personal rivalry  
that which was certainly, in part at least, a real difference of  
connexion and opinion. Canning took a Liberal line, and was  
supported by many of the Whigs; the seoed έ r were Tories, and  
it is difficult to see how their position in Canning's cabinet could  
have been otberwisi than a false one. Separation led to public  
coolness sad occasional approaches to bitterness on both aides in  
debate. Bpt there seems no ground for exaggerated complaints  
against Peel's conduct. Canning himself said to a friend that  
"Peel was the only men who had behaved decently towards  
him." Their private intercourse remained uninterrupted to  
the end; and Cunning's son afterwards entered public life under  
the auspices of Peel. The charge of having urged Roman  
Catholic emancipation on Lord Liverpool in ι8sς, and oppveed  
Canning for being a friend to it in 1827, made against Sir Robert  
Peel in the fierce com.law debates of 2846, has been withdrawn  
by those who nude it.  

In January 2818, after Canning's death, the duke of Welling  
ton formed a Tory government, in which Peel was home secretary  
and leader of the Rouse of Commons. This cabinet, Tory as  if 
was, did not include the impracticable Lord Eldon, and did  
include Husklsson said three more friends of Canning. Its  
policy was to endeavour to stave off the growing demand for  
organic change by administrative reform, and by lightening  
the burdens of the people. The civil list was retrenched with an  
unsparing band, the public expenditure was seduced lower than  
it had been since the Revolutionary was, and the import of ono  
was permitted under a sliding seek of duties. Peel also Intro'  
duced into London the improved system of police which he had  
previously established with so puscb success in Ireland. But  
the tide rams too strong to be thus headed. Firstthegovernmesil  
were compelled, after a defiat in the Hoop of Commons, to  
acquiesα hi the repeal  of the Test and Cimporstion Acts, Peel  
bringing over their High Church supporters, as far as he could.  
Immediately afterwards the question of Roman Catholic emanci-
pation was brought to a crisis by the election of O'Connell for  
the county of Clam. In August Peel expressed to the duke of  
Wellington his convicting that the question must be settled.  
He wrote that out of οfδce be world co-operate hi the settlement  
but in his judgment It should be committed 'to other bends than  
his. To this the duke assented, but in January ιss9, *wing to  
the declared opinions of the king, of the House of Lords, and of  
the Church against a change of policy, Wellington came -to the  
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conclusion that without Pee ΙL aid in dike there was no prospect 
 of ιυcεese. uiider that pressure Peel consented to remain, and  

all the cabinet appxbved. The consent of the king, which could  
scarcely have been obtained except by the duke and Peel, was  
extorted, withdrawn (the ministers being out for a few hours),  
and again extorted; and on the tb of March titre Peel proposed  

Roman Catholic emaucip&tion in a speech of more than four  
hours. The apostate was overwhelmed with obloquy. Having  

been elected for the univrsity of Oxford as a lading opponent  
of the Roman Catholics, he had thought It right to resign his  
seat on being converted to emancipation. His friends put him  

again In nomination, but he was defeated by Sir R. H. Inglis.  
He took refuge in the close borough of Westbury, whence he  

afterwards removed to Tamworth, for which he sat till his death.  

Catholic emancipation was forced on Peel by circumstances;  
but it was mainly owing to him that the measure was complete,  

and bawd upon equality of civil rights. Thisgreat concession,  
however, did not save the Tory government. The French  
Revolution of July 1830 gave fresh strength to the movement  

against them, trough, schooled by the past, they promptly  
recognised King Louis Philippe. The ρaτl αmentary reform  
movement was joined by some of their offended Protestant  
supporters. The duke of Wellington committed them fatSIly  
against all reform, and the elections went against them on the  

demise of the Crown; they were beaten on Sir H. Parnell's  
motion for a committee on the civil list, and Wellington took the  
opportunity to resign rather than deal with reform.  

While in office, Peel succeeded to the baronetcy, Drayton  
Manor and a great estate by the death of his father (May 33,  
5830). The old man had lived to see )his fondest hopes fulfilled in  

the greatness of his son; but he had also lived to see that a father  

must not expect to Sr his son's opinions--above all, theopinlonsa  

of such a son as Sir Robert Peel, and in such an age as that which  

followed the French Revolution. •  
Sir Robert Peel's resistance to the Reform Bill won back for  

him the aliegiansceof his party. His oppositIon was resolute but  

is was temperate, and once Only be betrayed the suppressed fire  

of his temper, in the historical debate of the sand of April 1831,  
when his speech was broken off by -  the arrival of the king to  
dissolve the parliament which had throws out reform. Re refused  

to join the duke of Wellington In the desperate enterprise of  

forming a Tory goternmentat the height of the storm, when the  
Grey ministry had gone out on the refusal of the king to promise  
them an unlimited creation of pars. B y  this conduct he secured  
for his party the full benefit of the reaction which be no doubt  

knew was sure to ensue. The general election of 1835, after the  
passing of the Reform Bill, left him with barely 190 followers in  

the Rouse of Commons; but this heedful rapidly swelled under  

his management into the greet Conservative party. He frankly  

accepted the Reform Act as irrevocable, taught his party to  
register instead of dαpaπiηg, appealed to the intelligence of the  
middle classes, whose new-born power he appreciated, steadily  

supported the Whig ministers against the Radicals and O'Connell,  

and gained every moral advantage which the most dignified  
and constitutional tactics could afford. To this policy, and to the  

Rest parliamentary powers of its author, it was mainly due that,  

in the course of a few years, the Conservatives were as strong in  

the reformed parliament as the Tories had been in the unite.  
foemed. It is vain to deny the praise of genius to such a leader,  
though the skill of a pilot who steered for many years over such  
waters may sometimes have resembled craft. But the duke of  
Wellington's emphatic eulogy on hill) was," Of all the men I  

eve knew, be had the greatest regard for truth." The duke  

might have added that his own question, " How is t ńeking's  
government to be caπΙed on in a reformed parliament?" was  

mainly solved by the temperate and o st ί tυtiοnal policy of Sir  
Robert Peel, and by his personal induence on the debates and  
proceedings of the House of Commons during the years which  
followed the Reform Act.  

In 1834, on the dismissal of the Melbourne ministry, power  

tame to Sir Robert Peel before he expected or desired it He  

hurried from Rome at the call of the duke of Wellington, whose  

sagacious modesty yielded him the first place, and became prime  

minister, holding the two offices of first lord of the treasury and  

chancellor of the exchequer. He vainly sought to include in his  

cabinet two recent seceders from the Whigs, Lord Stanley and  

Sir James Graham. A dissolution gave him a great increase of  
strength in the house, but not enough. He was outvoted on  
the election of the speaker at the opening of the session of 1835,  

and, after struggling on for sir weeks longer, resigned on the  

question of appropriating part of the revenue of the Church in  
Ireland to national education. His time had not yet come; but  

the capacity, energy a ńd resource he displayed in this short  
tenure of office raised him immensely in the estimation of the  

house, his party and the country. Of the great budget of  
practical reforms which he brought forward, the plan for the  
commutation of tithes, the ecclesiastical commission, and the  

plan for settling the question of dissenters' marriages bore fruit.  

From 1835 to 1840 he pur,ued the same course of patient and  

tar-Bighted opposition. In 1837 the Conservative members of  

the House of Commons gave their leader a grand banquet at  

Merchant Taylors' Mail, where he proclaimed in a great speech  
the creed and objects of his party. In 1839, the Whigs having  

resigned on the Jamaica Bill, he was called on to form a govern-
ment, and submitted names for a cabinet, but resigned the  

commission owing to the young queen's persistent refusal ιο part  
with any Whig ladies of her bedchamber (see V ιcτο niι , Queen).  
In 1840 he was hurried into a pe^matt= motion of want of con-
fidence. But in the following year a similar motion wasearried  

by a majority of one, and the Whigs ventured to appeal to the  

country. The result was a majority of ninety-one against them  

on a motion of wantof confidence in the autumn of 1841, upon  

which they resigned, and Sir Robert Peel became first lord of  
the treasury, with a commanding majority in both Rouses  
of Parliament.  

The crisis called fora master-hand. The finances were in  

disorder. For some years there had been a growing deficit,  
estimated tot x84s at more than two millions, and attempts to  

supply this by additions to assessed taxes and customs duties  
had failed. The great financier took till the spring of 1842 to  

mature his plans ' He then boldly supplied the deficit by im-
posing an income-tax on all incomes above £tso a year. He  
accompanied this tax with a reform of the tariff, by which pro-
hibitory duties were removed and other duties abated Of 'a vast  

numberof articles of import, especially the raw materials of manu-
factures and prime articles of food. The increased consumption,  

as the reformer"expecied, countervailed the reduction of duty:  
The income-tax was renewed and the reform of the tariff carried  

still farther on the same principle to 1845. The result was, in  

place of a deficit of upwards of two millions, a surplus of five  

millions in 1845, and the removal of seven millions and a half of  

taxes up to 1847, not only without loss, but with gain to the  

ordinary revenue of the country. The prosperous state of the  
finances and of public akakrs also permitted a reduction of the  

interest on a portion of the national debt, giving a yearly saving  

at once of £625,000, and ultimately of a million and a quarter t ο  
the public. In 1844 another great financial measure, the Bank  
Charter Act, was passed and, though severely controverted and  
thrice suspended at a desperate crisis, has ever since regulated  
the currency of the country. In Ireland O'Conneil's agitation  

for the repeal of the Union had now assumed threatening pro-
portions, and verged upon rebellion. The great agitator was  
p'rosecύτed, with his chief adherents, for conspiracy and sedition;  
and, though the conviction was quashed for informality, repeal  
was quelled in Its chief. At the same time a healing hand was  

extended to Ireland. The Charitable Bequests Act gave Roman  

Catholics a share in the administration of charities and legsl  

newer to endow their own religion. The allowance to Maynooth  

was largely Increased, notwithstanding violent Protestant  

opposition. Three queen's colleges, for the higher education of  

all the youth of Ireland, without distinction of religion, were  

founded, notwithstanding violent opposition, both Protestant and  

Roman Catholic. The principle of toleration once accepted, was  

thoroughly carried out. The fast remnants of the penal laws  
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were swept kom the ιιatute-ieab and jesttce was extended to  
the Roman Catholic Church in Canada and Malta. In the same  
apirn acts were passed for desiring from doubt Irish Preabytetian  
marriages, fee settling the titles of a large number of dissenters'  
chapels in England, sad removing the municipal disabilities of  
the Jews. The giant for national education was tabled, and  
an attempt was made, though in vain, to introduce ed(ective  
education clauses into the factory bills. To the alienation of any  
part of the revenues of the Established Church. Sir Robert Peel  
never would cement; but he had issued the %desks:Seel com-
mission, and he now made better provision far' number of  
populous parishes by a redistribution of pert of the revenues of  
the Church. The weakest part of the cond' et of this great  
government, perhaps, was its failure to control the railway  

mania by promptly.laying down the lines on a government plan.  
Lt passed an ace in 1844 which gave the government a right of  
purchase, and it had jreριΡred a palliative measure in 184 , but  
was compelled to κΡcrt8ce this, like all other secondary measures,  
tο the repeal of the corn laws. It failed also, though not without  
an short, to Overt the great schism in the Church of Scotland.  
Abroad it was as prosperous as at home. It had found disaster  
and disgrace hi Afghanistan. It speedily ended the war there,  
and in loth& the invading Sikhs were destroyed upon the Sutlej.  
The sore and dangerous questions with Frame, touching the  
right of search, the war In Morbtoo, and the Tahiti affair, and  
with the United States touching the Maine boundary and the  
Oregon lerrilosy, were settled by negotiation.  

Yet then were malcontents In Sir Rtbert Peel's party. The  
Young Engienders disliked him bemuse he lad hoisted the lag  
of Conservatism instead of Toryism on the morrow of the Reform  
Bill. The strong phIl nthropists and Tory Chartists disliked  
him because be was a strict economist and an upholder of the  
new poor law. But the fatal question was protection. That  
question was being fast brought log crisis by public οpWon and  
the Anti-Cora-Law League. Sli Robert Peel had been recognized  
In *84* by Cobden as a Free Trader, and after experience in  
office he had become in principle more sod more so. Si σta his  
accession to pewar he had lowered the duties of the sliding scale,  
and thereby mused the secession from thehsbinet of the duke of  
Bυckfngham. He had alarmed the farmers by admitting foreign  
male and meat under his new term, and by admitting Canadian  
torn. He had done his het is his.peecbes to put the mainte-
aance of the corn laws on low ground, and to wean the landed  
interest from their reliance on protection. The approach of  
the Irish famine in 1845 tamed decisively the wavering balance.  
When at first Si, Robert proposed tο his abinet the revision of  
the corn taws, Lad Stanley and the duke of Bualeucb dis-
ented,'and Sir Robert resigned. But Lord John Russell failed  

to term a new government. Sir Robert again dame into office;  
and now, with the consent of all the cabinet but Lord Stanley,  
who retired, be, in a greet speech on the 27th of January *846,  
brought the repeal of the coca laws before the House of Commons.  
In the long and fierce debate that ensued he was ass εiled, both  
by political and personal enemies, with the meet virulent  
invective, which he bore with his wonted calmness, and to which  
he made no retorts. His measure was carved; but immediately  
afterwards the olended proieclionists, led by Lord George  
Sentinel and Benjamin Dis τaeli, coalesced with the Whigs,  
and threw him out on the Irish Coercion Bill. He went home  
from his defeat, escorted by a greet crowd, who uncovered as  
he passed, and he immediately resigned. So fella Conservative  
government which would otherwise have probably ended only  

with the life of its chief.  
Though out of office he was.not out of pews. He had "lost  

a party, but wens ua ι ion." The Whig ministry which succeeded  
him leant much an his support, with which he never used them.  
He joined them in carrying forward free-trade principles by the  
repeal of the navigation laws. He helped them to promote the  
principle of religious liberty by the bill for the emancipation  of 
the Jews. One important measure was his own. While in  
office be hid probed, by the Devon commission of inquiry, the  
sores 01 Ireland coantcicd with the ownership and occupation of  

lend. Iο i84p, in a speech on the Irish door Laws, he first  

suggested, and in the nest year he aided in establishing, a com-
mission to facilitate the Bale of estates in a hopeless state of  

encumbrance. The Encumbered Estates Act made no attempt,  
like later legislation, to secure by law the uncertain customary  
rights of Irish tenant η but it trsaaferrad the land from ruined  
landlords to solvent owners capable of performing the duties of  

property towards the people. On the s8th of June 1850 Sir  

Robert Peel made a great speech en the Greek question against  

Lord Ρalmerston'a Ioreign policy of interference.. This speech  

was thought to show that if neoeesary be would return to office.  
It was his lest. On the following day he was thrown from his  
hone on Constitution Hill, cad mortally injured by the fall.  

Three days he lingered and on the fourth (July a, *850) he  

died. All the tributes which respect and gratitude could pay  
were paid to him by the sovereign, by parliament, by public men  
of all parties, by the country, by the press, end, above all, by  

the greet towns and the messes of the people to whom he had  

giveq " bread unleavened with injustice." He would have been  
buried among the great men of England in Westminster Αbbey,  
but his will desired that he might be laid in Drayton church. Ii  
also renounced a peerage for his family, as he had before declined  
the garter for himself when It was offered him by the queen  
through Lord Aberdeen.  

Those who judge Sir Robert Peel will remember that he was  
bred a Tory in days when party was a religion; that he entered  
parliament a youth, was in oSice at twenty-four and secretary  
for Ireland at twenty-live; that his public life eatended over I  
long period rife with change; and that his own shames were ell  
forward and with the advancing intellect of the time. They will  
enumerate the great practical improvements and the great acts  
of legislative justice of those days, and note bow large a share  
Sir Robert Peel had, If not in originating, In giving thorough  
practical effect to all. They will reflect that as a parliamentary  
statesman he could not govern without a party, and that It Is  
difficult to goyem at once for a party and for the whole people.  
They will think of his ardent love of his country, of his abetlnenco  
from intrigue, violence and faction, of his boundless labour  
through a long life devoted to the public service. Whether he  
was a model of ,tatcanlansbip may be doubted. Models of  
statesmanship are are, if by a model of statesmanshIp is meant  
a great administrator and party leider, a great political philo-
sopher and a great independent orator, all in one. But if the  
question Is whether he was a ruler loved and trusted by the  

English people there is no arguing against the tears of a cation.  
Those who wish to bow more of him will consult his own peso-  

humors Jfeweirs (1856), edited by his literary executors hart  

Stanhope cad Viscount Cardwell; his pń vate cotTespondence,  
edited by C. S. Parker ιSpι-18pq) • the four volumes at his speeches;  
a sketch of his We and character Iy  Sir Lawrence Peel ι8δo); as  
historical sketch by Lord Dailing 874); Gisizot'a Sw Robe! Fe'!  
(08 7); Kaneze^ a Leben sad Rrden Sir Robe! Pa!': (185*); Disraeli'. 
Left Lord George Beeli,wk (1858); Morlη s Li/s of Cobden; mono-
graphs by F. C. M οηtague(τ88δ), J. R. Thurdeld (189r). and the 
end Roseηery (isιp) ;  Fed a*  O'Connell. by Lord Everiley;  
the Ltfe  of Si' J. Graham ( τgφ), by C. S. Parker; Lord Stanmore's  
Life of Lord Αserdan (1893); and the general histories of the  
time, (C. S. P.)  

Four of Sir Robert's five eons attained distinction. The  
eldest, Sιι  Roam Pm (*8as- ι8p5), who became. the 3rd  
baronet on his fathom's death, was educated at Harrow and st  
Christ Church, Oxford. He was in the diplomatic service from  
1844 to 1850, when he succeeded his father as member of parlia-
ment for Tamworih, and he was chief secretary tp the lord.  
lieutenant of Ireland from *86r to 1865. He represented Tarn-
worth until the general election of *880; in *884 he become  
member for Ηυmfrtgdon and in ε885 for Blackburn, but after  
1886 he ceased to sit in the House of Comgwns., Sir Robert  
described himself ass Liberal-Conservative, but in his later years  
he opposed the policy of Gladstone, although after 1886 he  
championed the muse of home rule fee Ireland.. In 1871 he sold  

his father's collection of pictures t ο the National Gallery for  
£75,000, and in his later life he was troubled by financial difficul-
ties Sir Robert was interested in racing, and was known on the  
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Turf en Mr F. Robinson. He died in London on the 9th of May  
5895, and was succeeded as 4th baronet by his son, Sir Robert  
Peel (b. 1867). .  

Sex Faanwcr Past (1823-1906), the prime minister's second  
son, was educated at Harrow and at Trinity College, Cambridge,  
becoming a banister in 1849. He entered parliament In that  
year, and with the exception of the period between 1857 and 1859  
he remained in the House of Commons until 1865. In 1851-1852  
and again in 1853-1855 he was under-secretary for the colonies;  
from 1855 to 1857 he was under-secretary foe war; and from  
1859 to 1865 he was secretary to the tediumy. He became  
a privy connciller in 1857 and was knighted in 1869. Sir  
Frederick Peel's chief service to the state was in connexion with  
the railway and canal commission. He was appointed a com-
missioner on the inception of this body in 1873, and was its  
president until its reconstruction in 1888, remaining a member  
of the commission until his death on the 6th of June *906.  

The third son was Stn Wn.t.Iaii Pass. (1 824-188), and the  
youngest Vescounes Parr. (9.e.). Sir William was a sailer, who  
distinguished himself in the Crimea, where'he gained the Victoria  
Cross, and also during the Indian Mutiny, being wounded at the  
relief of Lucknow. He died on the 17th of April 1858. Sir  
William wrote Α Ride & mugk the Νoblα Desert (1851), giving  
an account of his travels in 1851.  

Two of Sir Robert Peel's brothers were also politicians of  
'note. WILLIAM MATES Past. (e7789-1858), educated at Harrow απd  
et St John's College, Cambridge, was a member of parliament  

fιοm '817 to 1837, and again from '847 to 1852; he was υnden  
secretary for hems again in 1818. and was it lord of the treasury  
in 1830 and again in 1834-183$. JONATHAN Past ( ι7R9- ι879) was  
first a soldier and then a member of parliament during the long  
period between 1826 απd 1868, first representing Norwich and then  
Huntingdon. From 1841 to 1846 he was surveyor-general of the  
Crdmsence, and in 1858-185s9 and again in 1866-1867 he was a very  
competent and successful secretary of state for war. General  
Peel was also an owner of racehorses, and in :844 his horse Orlando  
won the Derby, after another horse, Running Rein, had been  
disqualified.  

For the history of 
the  P

eel family see 	Haworth, Α  Memoir 
of the gamily of PP f 	year 1600l 636).  

PEEL, a seaport and watering-place of the Isle of Man, 6n  
the W. coast, i ή } m. W.N.W. of Douglas by the Isle of Man  
railway. Pop. (rem), 3304. It lies on Peel Bay, at the mouth  
of the small river Neb, which forms the harbour. The old  
town consists of narrow streets and lanes, but a modern resi-
dential quarter has grown up to the east. On the west side of the  
i'lvet'-mouth St ?atrlck'a Tale Is connected with the mainland  
by a causeway. It is occupied almost wholly by the ruins of  
Peel castle. St Patrick is said to have founded here the jist  
church in Man, απd a small chapel, dedicated to him, appears  
tο date from the 8th or 10th century. There is a round tower,  
also of very early date, resembling in certain particulars the  
round towers of Ireland. The ruined cathedral of St German  
has a transitional Norman choir, with a very early crypt beneath,  
a nave with an early English triplet at the west end, transepts,  
and a low and massive central tower still standing. There  
are remains of the bishops' palace, of the so-called Fenella's  
tower, famous through Scott's Petvril of Ike Peak, of the palace  
of the Lords of Man, of the keep and guardroom above the  
entrance to the castle, and of the Moan or great tower, while  
the whole is surrounded by battlements. There are also a large  
artificial mound supposed to be a defensive earthwork of higher  
antiquity than the castle, and another mound known as the  
Giant's Grave. The guardroom is associated with the ghostly  
apparition of the Moddey Dhoo (black dog), to which reference  
is made in Peseril of the Peak. In 1397 Richard II. condemned  
the earl of Warwick to imprisonment in Peel Castle f οτ con-
spiracy, end in 1444 Eleanor, duchess of Gloucester, received  
a like sentence on the ground of having compassed the death  
of Henry VI. by magic. Ρκi has a long-established fishing  
industry, which, however, has declined in modern times. In  
the town the most notable building is the church of St German,  
with a fine tower and spire. Peel was called by the Northmen  
Holes (island, i.e. St Patrick's Isle); the existing hare is Celtic,  

meaning" fort" (cL the peel tdwώ  of the borderland of Englad  
and Scotland).  

PEm.  (i)  The skin or rind of a fruit; thus "to pee!" hi  
to remove the outer covering of anything. The etymology  
of the word Is closely connected with that of " pill," to plunder,  
surviving in "pillage." Both words are to be referred to  
French and thence to Latin. In French pd.r and pillar, though  
now distinguished in meaning (the first used of gripping bark  
or rind, the second meaning to rob), were somewhat confused  
in application, and a similar confuaion ' occurs in Εngllsb till  
comparatively late. The Latin words from which they are  
derived are pd'is, akin, and pilare, to strip of hair (pdΙMή).  
(a) The name of a class of small fortified dwelling-houses built  
during the τό th century on the borders between Scotland and  
England. They are also known as " boatel-beuses," Le.  
" bastille-housaes, ' and consist of a square massive tower with  
high pitched roof, the lower part being vaulted, the upper  
part containing a few living rooms. The entrance is on the  
upper floor, access being gained by a movable ladder. The  
vaulted ground-floor chamber served for the cattle when there  
was danger of attack. The weed appears in various '  forms,  
e.g. pule, pail, and Latinized as ¢claw, dtc.; "pile "is also found  
used synonymously, but the New 8aglisb Dklfenary (s.v. pile)  

considers the two words distinct. It seems more probable  
that the word is to be identified with "pale,"  a stake (Lot. 
tthes). The easier meaning of " peel " Is a pasaded enclosure  
used as an additional defence fora fo τtified post or as an  
independent stronghold  

PEELS, GEORGE (r558-c. r 598), English dramatist, was  
born in London in 1558. His father, who appears to have  
belonged to a Devonshire family, was clerk of Christ's Hospital,  
and wrote two treatises on bοοk-keeρhng George Peek was  
educated at Christ's Hospital, and entered Broadgites Hall  
(Pembroke College), Oxford, in ιςys. In 1574  he removed  
to Christ Church, taking his B.A. degree in 1 577, and  
proceeding Μ.A. in 5579.  Tn 1579  the governors of Chrlst'a  
Hospital requested their clerk to " dlschasge his lease of his  
son, George Peek." It ls not necessary to read into this  
anything more than that the governors insisted on his beginning  
to Faun a livelihood. He went up to London about r58o, but  
in 1583 when Albertus Alaso (Albert Laski), a Polish nobleman,  
was entertained at Christ Church, Oxford, Peale was entrusted  
with the arrangement of two Latin plays by William Gager  
(4.1580-1619) presented on the occasion. He was also compli-
mented by Dr Gager for an English verse translation of one  
of the Ipkigenias of Euripides. In r585 he was employed  
to write the Dceke of the Ρdgeant bares befwt Wtatstos  Dish, 
and in 1591 he devised the pageant in honour of another lord  
mayor, Sir William Webbe. This was the Descσnsus Asfromm*  

(printed in the Harleimm Misc lletny, 1808), in which Queen  
Elizabeth is honoured as Aatraea. Peek had married as early  
as *583  a lady who brought him some property, which he  
speedily dissipated. Robert Greene, at the end of his Greets-
wortk of Wit, exhorts Peale t ο repentance, saying that be has,  
like himself, " been driven to extreme shifts fοτ a living." The  
sorry traditions of his reckless life were emphasized by the use  
of his name in connexion with the apocryphal Merris cosceitd  
Jests of George Pee. (printed in 1607). Many of the storks  
had done service before, but there are personal touches that  
may be biographical. He died before x598, for Francis Meres,  
writing in that year, speaks of his death in his Palladia Taafa.  

His pastoral comedy of The Α royg,emenl of Ρaris, presented  
by the Children of the Chapel Royal before Queen Elizabeth  
perhaps as early as 158 ι, was printed anonymously in 1584.  
Cheeks Lamb, sending to Vincent Novello a song from this  
piece of Peels's, said that if it had been less uneven in execution  
Fletcher's Ραilklnl Shepherdess " had been but a second name  
in this sort of writing." Peels shows considerable art in his  
flattery. Paris is arraigned before Jupiter f οτ having assigned  
the apple to Venus. Diana, with whom the final decision  
rests, gives the apple to none of the competitors but to a  
nymph called Eliza. whose Identity is confirmed by the fwtbea  
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esplanα^a^, "whom some Went caB." The Porous Chre isle  
of King £dwerd. thelbst, sń iae..d Edward Loagskaikss, with  his 
returns from the haby kid. Also lie life of Lleedles, rsbel  
in Wales. Lastly, lie sinking of Queen ElM r, who undid 

 sN Ckońugowsse, aid rise again at Polws-klsk, now mimed  
QuseisehiLi (printed 1593). This "Chronicle history," formless  
enough, as the rambling title shows, is nevertheless an advance  
on the old chronicle plays, and marks a step Weenie the Shake-
spcarian historical drama. The Baud' of  Akasar—isiih the death  
of Ca$euse Stekdey (acted x588-τς89, printed x594),  published  
anonymously, is attributed with much probability to P αie.  
The Old Witte Tale, registered in Stationer' Hall, perhaps  
more correctly, es "The Owlde wiles tale" (printed x595),  
was followed by The Love of Siig »mid and heir 8ethsabe  
(written c. ι ςΡ$8, printed ι g9), which is notable as an example  
of Elizabethan drama drwn entirely from scriptural sources.  
Mr Fleay sees in it a political satire, and Identifies Elizabeth  
and Leicester es David and Batbaheba, Mary Queen of Scots  
es Absalom. Sir Clyoawa aid Sir αακνmies (printed 1599)  
his been attributed to Peek, inn on . insufficient grounds.  
Among his occsmional poems are "The Honour of the Garter,"  
which has a prologue containing Peele's judgments on his  
contemporaries, and " Polyhymnia " ( 1 590), a blank-verse  
description of the ceremonies attending the retirement of the  
queen's champion, Sir Henry Lee. This is concluded by the  
"Sonnet," "His golden locks time With to silver turn'd,'  
quoted by Thackeray in the ?nth. chapter of The Newcomer.  
To the Pkeesis Neil in t593  he contributed "The Pram of  
Chastity." Mr F. G. Flesy (Bing. Chrom, of the Drama) credits  
Peek with The Wisdom of Daclor Doddipoil (panted glee),  
Wily Beguiled (printed 1606), The Life aid Death of Jack  
Straw, a eatable rdbd (1587λ), ι share in the First and Second  
Pasts of Heiry VI., and on the authority of Wood and  
Winstamlgy, AlphOisIie, Emperor of Goosasy.  

Peale. belonged to the group of university scholars who,  in 
Greene's phrase, "spent their wits in making playa." Greene  
went on tο say that he was " in some things rarer, in nothing  
inferior," to Marlowe. Nashe in his preface to Greene's Men α-
pkom called him " the chief supporter of pleasance now living,  
the Alas of Poetrin and primes ,urberims ar'ijes, whose first  
encrease, the Arraignment of Paris, might plead to your  
opinion his pregnant dextertie of wit and manifold varietie  
of invention, wherein (me /adieu) bee goeth a step beyond all  
that write." This praise was not unfounded. The credit  
given tο Greene απd Marlowe for the increased dignity of  
English dramatic diction, and for the new amaothnese infused  
Into blank verse, must certainly be shared by Peele. Professor  
F. B. Gummere, in a critical essay prefixed to his edition of The  
Old Wires Tale, puts in another claim for Peale. In the contrast  
between the romantic story and the realistic dialogue he sees  
the first instance of humour quite foreign to the comic " business"  

of earlier comedy. The Old Wises Tale Is a play within a play,  
slight enough to be perhaps better described as an interlude.  
Its background of rustic folk-lore gives it additional interest,  
and there is much fun'poked at Gabriel Harvey and Stanyhurst.  
Perhaps Haanebango,' who parodies Harvey's hexameters,  
and actually quotes him on one occasion, may be regarded as  
representing that arch-enemy of Greene and his friends.  

Pile's Works were edited by Alexander Dyce ('828, 18x9-ι839  
and 1861); by A. H. BulIri' (a vols., '888). An examination of  
the metrical peculiarities of his work is to be found in F. A. R.  
Liimmerhirt's Georg Peek. Un'ersocken gmn stber sees Leber end  

seine Werke (Restock '882). See also Professor F. B. Guainere. in  
Represeninhee Englis )r Comedies ('903); απd an edition of The  
Bandl of Alcesar, printed for the Malone Society in '907.  

PEEP-OF-DAY BOYS, an Irish Protestant secret society,  
formed about 1785. Its object was to protect the Protestant  

peasantry, απd avenge their wrongs on the Roman Catholics.  

The " Boys " gained their name from the hour of dawn which  
t Mt Fleay gees so far as to see in the preposterous names of  

Huanebango s kith and kin puns on Harvey's father's trade.  

" Ροlymachaem Ιαcidus " he interprets as " Po11y-make-a-rope.  

they chose for their raids on the Roman Catholic villagei.  
The Roman Catholics in return formed the society of "The  
Defenders."  

PEBPUL, or trot (F(ces rdigiosa), the "sacred fig" tree  
of India, also called the Bo tree. It is not unlike the banyai,  
and is venerated both by the Buddhists of Ceylon and the  
Vaishnavite Hindus, who say that Vishnu was born beneath its  
shade. It is planted near temples and houses; its sap abounds 

 is caoutchoue, and a good deal of lac is obtained from insects  
who feed upon the branches The fruit is about the size of  a 
walnut and is not much eaten.  

PEERAGE (Fr. pairage, med. Lat. paraglum; M.E. pere,  
O. Fr. per, peer, later pair; Let. pares, " equal").  Although  
in England the terms" peerage,"" nobility,"" House of Lords"  
are in common parlance frequently regarded as synonymous,  
in reality each expresses a different meaning. A man may be 

 a peer and yet not a member of the House of Lords, a member  
of the House of Leeds said yet not strictly a peer; though all  
peer (as the term is now understood) are members of the  
House of Lords either in use or its posse. In the United  
Kingdom the rights, duties and privileges of peerage are  
centred in an individual; to the monarchial nations of the  
Continent nobility conveys the idea of family, as opposed to  
personal, privilege.  

Etymologically " peer " are " equsis " (parr), and In Aagfa.  
Norman days the word was invariably so understood. Th0  
feudal tenants-iπehief of the Crown were all the  r  
piers of each other, whether lords of one manor or hs  
of a huńdred; so too a bishop had his ecclesiastical  
peer in a brother bishop, and the tenants of a manor their  
peers in their fellow-tenants. That even so late as the  
reign of John the word was still used in this general '  sense is  
clear from Magna Carta, for the term " jmllcium parium"  
therein must be understood to mean that every man had a right  
to be tried by his equals. This wry right was asserted by the  
barons as a body in '233 on behalf Of Richard, earl marshal,  
who had been declared a traitor by the king's command, and  
whoa lands were forfeited without proper trial. In '233 the  
French bishop Peter des Roches, Henry IIi.'s minister, denied  
the baron' rightto the claim set up on the ground that the  
king might judge all his subjects alike, there being, he said, no  
peers in England (Math. Paris. '389). The English barons  
undoubtedly were using the word in the sense it held in Magna  
Carts, while the bishop probably had in his mind the French peers  
(pairs de France), a small and selά t body of feudatorles possessed  
of exceptional privileges. In England the term was general,  
in France technical. The change in England was gradual,  
απd probably gathered fora as the gulf between the greater  
barons and the lesser widened, until in course of time, for judicial  
purposes, there came to be only two classes, the greater barons  
and the rest of the people. The barons remained triable by  
their own order (i.e. by their peers), whilst the rest of the people  
rapidly became subject to the general practice and procedure  
of the king's justices. The first use of the word "peers"  ss  
denoting those members of the baronage who were accustomed  
to receive regularly a writ of summons to parliament is found  
in the record of the proceedings against the Despensers in 1321  
(Stubbs, Cons'. His'. ii. 347), and from that time this restricted  
use of the word has remained its ordinary sense.  

Properly to understand the growth and constitution of the  
peerage it is necessary to trace the changes which ccu πed in  
the position of the Anglo-Norman baronage, first s„IS,  
through the gradual strengthening of royal aupre- nnesae  
merry with the consequent decay of baronial power 8+1sasιο.  
locally, and subsequently by the consolidation of parliamentary  
institutions during the reigns of the first three Edwards.  

Before the conquest the national assembly of England (see  
Peawswxrr) was the Witan, a gathering of ndtables owing  
their presence only to personal influence and standing: TMSaxaa  
The imposition of a modified feudal system resulted Waees-

in a radicai alteration. Membership of the Great σ6  
Councils of the Norman kings was primarily as incident of  
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tenure,, one of the obligations the tenants-in-chief were bound  

to perform, although this membership gradually bccame restricted  

by the operation of the Royal prerogative to a small section  

of the Baronial class and eventually hereditary by custom. The  
Iοrmαn Councils may have aiisae from the ashes of a Saxon  
Witenagemot, but there is little evidence of any historical  

continuity between the two. The Church in England, as  
in Christendom generally, occupied a position of, paramount  

importance and far-reaching influence; its leaders, not alone  
from their special sanctity as eccicsisstica, but as practically  
the only educated men of the period, of necessity were among  

the, chief advisers of every ruler in Western Europe. . In  

England churchmen formed a large proportion of the Witco,  

the more influential of the great landowners making up the  
rest of its membership.  

In place of the scattered individual and absolute ownership  

of Saxon days the Conqueror became practically the sole  
worms owner of the soil. The change, though not imme-

aυder diately complete, followed rapidly as the country  
n°W  settled down and the power of the Crown extended  
to its outlying frontiers. As Saxon land gradually passed  
Into Norman hands the new owners became direct tenants  
of the king. Provided their loyal and military obligations ' 
were duly performed they had fixity of tenure for themselves  
and their heirs. In addition fixed money payments were exacted  
on the succession of the heir, when the king's eldest son was  
knighted, his eldest daughter married, or his person ra πs med  
from captivity. In like manner and under similar conditions  
the king's tenants, or as they were termed tenants-in-chief,  
sub-granted the greater portion of their holdings to their own  

immediate followers. Under Norman methods the manor was  
the unit of local government and jurisdiction, and when  
land was given away by the king the gift invariably took the  
form of a grant of one or more manors.  

When he brought England into subjection the Conqueror's  
main idea was t exalt the central newer of the Crown at the  
expense of its feudatories, and the first two centuries following  
the conquest tell one long talc of opposition by the great tenants-  
in-chief to a steadily growing and unifying royal pressure. With  
this idea of royal supremacy firmly fixed in his mInd,  William's 
grants, excepting outlying territory such as the marches of  
Wales or the debateable ground οf the Scottish bolder, which  
needed special consideration, were seldom in bulk, but took the  
form οf manors scattered over many counties. Under such  
conditions it was practically Impossible for a great tenant to  
set up a powerful imperium in imprrio (such as the fiefs of  
Normandy, Brittany and Burgundy), as his forces were dis-
tributed over the country, and could be retched by the long  
arm of royal power, acting through the sheriff of every county,  
long before they could effectively come together for fighting  
purposes. The tenants-in-chief were termed generally batons  
(see BAaON) and may be regarded historically as the parents  
of the peers of later days. The pages of Domesday (1086),  
the early Norman fiscal record of England, show how unevenly  
the land was distributed; of the fifteen hundred odd tenants  

mentioned the majority held but two or three manors, while  
a favoured few possessed more than a hundred each. Land  
was then the only source of wealth, and the number of  a 
baron's manors might well be regarded as a correct index of his  
importance.  

The king's tenants owed yet another duty, the service of  
attending the King's Court (curio regis), and out of this custom  

parliamentsgrew the 
 '  the king'stenants- ί  tenants-in-chief, y ef, great and mall, hadal  α 

right to be present as incident to their tenure.  
It has therefore been argued by some authorities that as the  
Conqueror's system of tenure constituted him the sole owner  
of the land, attendance at his courts 'was solely an incident of  
tenure, the Church having been compelled to accept the same  
conditions as those Imposed on laymen. But, as already pointed  
out, the change in tenure had not been immediate, and there  
bad been no general forfeiture suffered by eccicelasiical bodies;  

consequently throngńohlr'the eddy years of William's edge  
some of the English bishops and abbots attended his courts  
as much by virtue of their personal and ecclesiastical importance  
es by-right of tenure. The Ring's Court was held regularly  
at the three great festivals of the Church and at such other  
times as were deemed advisable. The assembly for severgl  
generations neither possessed nor pretended to any legislative  
powers. Legislative power was a product of later years, and  
grew out of the custom of the Eata es granting supplies only  
on condition that their grievances were • first redressed. The  
great bulk of the tenants were present for thepurposeof assenting  
to special taxation above and beyond their ordinary feudal  
dues. When necessary a general summons to attend was sent  
through the sheriff of every county, who controlled a system  
of local government which enabled him to reach every tenant.  
In course 61 time to a certain number of barons and high  
ecclesiastics, either from the great extentof their possessions,  
their official duties about the king or their personal importance,  
it became customary to issue a personal writ of summons, thus  
distinguishing them from the general mass summoned through  
the sheriff. That this custom was In being within a century  
of the Conquest is clear from an incident in the bitter fight fa  
supremacy between Archbishop Becket and /leery ΙΙ. in iifi'  
(Stubbs, Cons!. His!. 1, 504), it being recorded that the king  
withheld the Archbishop's personal summons to parliament,  
and put upon him the indignity of a summons through the sheriff.  
During the succeeding fifty years the line becomes even more  
definite, though it is evident that the Crown sometimes dis-
regarded the custom, as the barons are found complaining that  
many of their number deemed entitled to a pcnonal summons  
had frequently been overlooked.  

The sequel to these complaints is found in Magna Carta,  

wherein it is provided that the archbishops, bishops, abbots,  

earls and greater barons are to be called up to the Mme  Cana 
council by writ directed to each severally; and all aeσ wsa οsaι  
who hold of the king in chief, below the rank of Αamιraea  
greater barons, arc to be summoned by a general 

 

writ addressed to the sheriff of their shire. ,  )Magna Bamee&&  
Carta thus indicates the existence of two definite  
sections of the king's tenants, a division which had evidently  
persisted for some time. The "greater barons" are the  
immediate pareuts of the peerages of later days, every member  
of which for more than four Centuries had a scat in the Rouse  
of Lords. As for the rest of the tenants-In-chief, poorer is  

estate and therefore of less consequence, it is sufficient here t ο  
note that they fell back into the general mass of country families,  
and that their representatives, the knights of the shire, after  
some hesitation, at length joined forces with the city and burgher  
representatives to form the Rouse of Commons.  

In 1254, instead of the general summons through the sheriff  
to all the lesser tenants-in-chief, the king requires them to elect  
two knights for each shire to attend the council as a^oa^seae  the accredited representative of their fellows. •In ,',«  
the dosing days of 1264 Simon de Montfort sum- 
moned to meet him early in 1265 the first parliament worthy of  
the name, it council in which prelates, earls and greater barons,  
knights of the shire, citizens and burghers were present, thus  
constituting a representation of all classes of people. It has been  
argued that this assembly cannot be regarded as a full parlia-
ment, inasmuch as Simon de Montfort summoned personally  
only such members of the baronage as were favourable to his  
cause, and issued writs generally only to those counties and  
cities upon which he could rely to return representatives in  
support of his policy. Stubbs holds the view that the first  
assembly we ought to regard as a full parliament was the Model  
Parliament which met at Westminster in 1295. This M.AN  
parliament, unlike Simon's partisan assembly of padimeas  

1265, was free and representative. To every spiritual  
Et ab habendum commune consilium regni ... summoners  

faciemus archicpisropoa, episeopos, abbetes, eomites et e55je??r  
6n,Oarr riigillatim per litteras πostres et peseterea Iaciem'sa summoners  
in generali per vicecomes et ballivos nostros omnes itloe gui de  

nobis tenant in capita (cited in Stubbs, Coast. Mist. I. 547 ι•).  
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and temporal baron accoslomed to tecεive an individual  
writ, one was issued. Every county elected its knights and  
every city or borough of any importance was instructed  
by the sheriff to elect and to return its allotted number of  
representatives. Stubbs's view (Cans!. Rut. ii. »3)  may  Prob-
ebb,  be regarded as authoń tativt, inasmuch as it was adopted  
by Lord Ashbourne its the Norfolk' peerage rase of 1[906 (Low  
Reports (b9onj, A.C. at p. is). Edward I. held frequent parlia.  
rents throughout his reign, and although many must be  
regarded as merely baronial coundla, ncvertheless year after  
year, on all important occasions, the knights of the shire and  
the citizens appear in their places. The parliament of Shrews-
bury in 1583, for instance, has been Claimed as a full parliament  
in several peerage cases, but no clear decision on the point  
has ever been given by the Committee for Privileges. It may  
be taken for granted, however, that any assembly held  
since rsgn, which did not conform substantially to the model  
of that year cannot be regarded constitutionally as a full  
parliament The point is even of modem importance, as in  
order to establish the existence of a barony by writ it must  
be proved that the claimant's ancestor was summoned by  
individual writ to a frill parliament, and that either he himself  
or one of his direct descendants was present in parliament.  

It is now convenient to consider the various grads into  
which the members of the peerage are grouped, and their  

dative positions. An examination of the early writs  
issued to individuals shows that the baronage con- 
sisted of archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls  

and barons. In course of time every member of these Masses  
came to bold his land by feudal tenure from the Crown, and  
eventually in every instance the writs issued as an incident  
of tenure. It is therefore necessary to discover, if possibie,  
what combination of attributes clothed the greater baron with  
a right to receive the king's personal writ of summons. While  
the archbishops and bishops received their writs with regularity,  
the summonses to heads of ecclesiastical houses and greater  
barons were intermittent. The prelate held an office which  
lived on regardless of the fate of its temporary holder, and if  
by reason of death, absence ,  or translation the office became  
vacant, a writ still issued to the a' Guardian of the Spiritualities."  
The abbot, on the other hand, often outside the Jurisdiction of  
the English Church, and owing allegiance to a foreign order,'  
was but the personal representative of a land-holding community.  
It has already been pointed out that the amount of hind held  
direct from the king by individuals varied greatly, and that  

the extent of his holding must have had something to do with  

a man's importance. A landless noble in those days was  
inconceivable. The conclusion, then, may be drawn that in  
theory the issue of a writ was at the pleasure of the Crown, and  
that in practice the moving factor in the case of the prelates  
was dice and personal importance, and in the case of abbots  
and barons probably, in the main, extent of possession. Tbcre  
Is nothing however to show that in the early years of the custom  
any person had a right to claim a writ if it were the king's  
picasmw or caprice to withhold it and to treat everyone not  
summoned individually as being duly summoned under the  
general writs issued to the sheriff of the county.  

The next point for consideration Is when did the peerage,  
as the baronage subsequently came to be celled, develop into  

a body 'definitely hereditary ? Here again growth  
ar.ers^rs way gradual and somewhat obscure. Throughout  

the reigns of the Edwards summonses were not  
always issued to the same individual for successive parliaments;  
and it is quite certain that the king never considered the issue  
of one writ to an individual bound the Crown to its repetition  
(ar the rest of his life, much less to his heirs in perpetuity.  
Again we must look to tenure for an explanation. The custom  
of primogeniture tended to secure estates in strict family  
succession, and if extent of possession had originally extracted  
the acknowledgment of a personal summons from the Crown  
it is mole than probable that as successive heirs Mme into their  
lnb.srftance they too would similarly be acknowledged. In  

Cady days the summons was a burden lobe suffered of .necessity,  
an unpleasant incident of tenure, in itself undesirable, and  
probably so regarded by the majority of recipients during at  
bast the two centuries following the Conquest. The age of the  
Edwards was in the main a rule of settled law, of inaase•in  
population generally, of growing power In the large landowners  
and of opportunities fοτ those about the person of the king.  
The times were changing, and in place of the ides of the writ  
being a burden, its receipt gradually came to be looked upon  
as a mark of royal favour, a recognition of position and an  
opportunity leading on to fortune. Once such a view was  
established it is easy to understand how desirous airy individual  
would be to preserve so valuable a privilege for his posterity;  
and primogenuture with its strict settlement of estates pointed  
out as easy way. The Crown was itself an hereditary dignity;  
and what more natural than that it should be surrounded by an  
hereditary peerage? Thus the free and indiscriminate choice  
of the Crown became fettered by the custom that once  s 
summons had been issued to an individual to alt in parliament  
and he had obeyed that summons he thereby acquired a right  
of summons for the rest of his lifetime; and in later years when  
the doctrine of nobility of blood became established his  
descendants were held to have acquired the same privilege by  
hereditary right.  

The earl's position in the baronage needs some explanation.  
Various suggestions have been made as to Saxon or Norman  
origin of a high official nature, but historical opinion t t ωona  
seems generally to incline towards the theory that  
the term was a name of dignity conferred by royal prerogative  
op a person already classed among the greater barons. At first  
the dignity was orncial and certainly not hereditary,, and the name  
of a county of which he is said to have been an officer in the king's  
name was not essential to his dignity as an earl. There were  
also men who, though Scottish and Norman earls, and commonly  
so addressed and summoned • to parliament, were rated in  
England as barons (Lords Reports, ii. rid, iso; Etwfdosm of  

Norfolk Peerage Case, Low Reports (1907(, A:C. p. ι i). Earls  
received individual summonses to parliament by  the name of  
Earl (q.s.); but there is reason to believe, as already mentioned,  
that in early days at any rate they sat not in right of their  
candors but by tenure as members of the baronage,  

If we.review the political situation at the beginning of the  
14th century a great change is evident. The line between  
those members of the baronage in parliament and v,*  
the rest of the people is firmly and clearly drawn. Sgwe.*v  
Tenure as the sole qualification for presence in the TMw'  
national assembly has disappeared, and in its place there  
appears fοτ the baronage a system of royal selection and for  
the rest of the people One of representation. The rules and  
customs of law relating to the baronage slowly crystallized so 

 as to provide the House of Lords, the history of which for  
generations is the history of the peerage of England, whilst  
the representative part of parliament, after shedding the lower  
clergy, ultimately became the House of Commons.  

Until the reign of Richard II. there is no trace of any use  
of the term baron (q.e.) as importing a personal dignity existing  
apart from the tenure of land, barons owing their seats In parlte-  
rent to tenure and Writ combined. This is borne out by the  
fact that a husband was often summoned to parliament in his  
wife's right and name, and while she lived fulfilled those feudal,  
military and parliamentary obligations attached to her lands  
which the physical disabilities of sex prevented her from carrying  
out in herown person (Pike, ffoase of Lords, p.103).  . 

Primogeniture, a custom. somewhat uncertain in early Ang Ιoa  
Norman days, had rapidly developed into a definite rule Of law.  
As feudal dignities were in their origin inseparable pw^  
from the tenure of land it is not surprising that they emsee a 
too }elbowed a similar coutse of descent, although Paeeaat  

as the idea of a dignity being exclusively personal D ι1y'  
gradually merged,  some necessary deviation from the rules of  
law relating to the•descent of hind inevitably resulted. In the  
eleventh year of his reign Richard II. created by letters pattnf  
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John &nucbamp "Lord de Besuebamp and baron of Kydder-
mynster, to hold to him and the heirs of his body." These letters  

patent were not founded on any right by tenure of land possessed  

by Deauchamp, for the king makes him" for his good services and  

in respect of the place which he had holden at the coronation (i.e.  
steward of the household) and might in future hold in the king's  

councils and parliaments, and for his noble descent, and his  
abilities and discretion, one of the pars and barons of the king-
dom of England; willing that the said John and the heirs-male  
of his body issuing, should have the state of baron and should  
be called by the name of Lord de Beauchamp and Baron of  

Kyddermynster." The grant tested wholly on the grace and  
favour of the Crown and was a personal reward for services  

rendered. Here then is a barony entirely a persona) dignity  
and quite unconnected with land. From Richard's reign to  
the present day baronies (and indeed all other peerage honours)  
have continued to be conferred by patent. The custom of  
summons by writ was not in any way interfered with, the patent  

operating merely to declare the dignity and to defies its devolu-
lion. Summons alone still continued side by side for many  
generations with summons founded on patent; but after the  

reign of Henry VIII. the former method fell into disuse, and  

during the last two hundred and fifty years there have been  
no new creations by writ of summons alone.' So from the  

reign of Richard II. barons were of two classes, the older, and  

more indent in lineage summoned by writ alone, the honours  
descending to heirs-general, and the newer created by letters  
patent, the tCrma of which governed the issue of the summons  
and prescribed the devolution of the peerage in the line almost  
invariably of the direct male descendants of the person  

first ennobled. The principle of hereditary succession so clearly  

recognised in the Bcauchamp creation is good evidence to show  

that a prescriptive right of hereditary summons probably existed  

in those families whose members had long been accustomed to  

receive individual writs. By the time the House of Lancaster  

was firmly sealed on the throne it may be taken that the peerage  

had become a body of men possessing well-defined personal  

privileges arid holding personal dignities capable pf descending  

to their heirs.  
The early origin of peerages was so closely connected with  

the tenure of land that the idea long prevailed that there were  
originally peerages by tenure only, i.e. dignities 

s  b  or titles annexed to the possession (and so following  
it (=alienation) οf certain lands held in chief of the  

king. The older writers, Glanville (bk. ix. cc .', 6) and Bracton  
(bk. ii. e. t6), lend some colour to the view. They are followed,  

but not eery definitely, by Coke, Selden and Mndex. Black-
stone, who discusses the question in his Comr'rcafaries (bk. I.  
c. xii.), seems to believe that such dignities existed In pm. 
parliamentary days but says further: "When alienations grew  
to be frequent, the dignity of peerage was confined to the lineage  

of the party ennobled, and instead of territorial became per-
sonal." The L• ańdom οf Arundel case, in 1433, at first sight seems  
ιο confirm the theory, but it may be noted that when in hater  

years this descent came to be discussed the high authority of  
an act of parliament was found necessary to confirm the succes-
sion to the dignity. The case is discussed at some length in the  
Lords Reports (ii. z ι ς), the committee regarding it as an anomaly  
from which no useful precedent can be drawn. Other cases  

discussed in the same Rcporf are those of De Lisle, Abcrgavenny,  
Fitswaltes and Berkeley. The Berkeley case of ι8ςΡ8-τ86ι (better  
reported 8 H.L.C. 71) is essential for the student who wishes  
to examine the question carefully; and may be regarded as  
finally putting an end to any idea οf bare tenure as an existing  
means of establishing a peerage right (see also Cruise On Dignifies,  
2nd ed. pp. 60 at seq.).  

The main attribute of a peerage is that hereditary and mallen-
'Not intentional at any rate. In some cases where it was in-

tended to call a son up in his father's barony, a mistake in the name  
has been made with the result that a new peerage by writ of sum-
mons has been created. The barony of Bullet, et Moore Park  

(Cr. 1663), now in abeyance, is mid to be an instance cl such a  

mistake.  

able quality which ennobles the blood of the holder and his  
heirs, or, as a great judge put it in 2625 in the Earldom of  

Oxford case, " he cannot alien or give away this in- 
heritance because it is a personal dignity annexed 

 
to the posterity and fixed in the blood" (Dodńdge,  
J., at p. 553, Sir W. Jon's Reροrie). Were the theory of barony  
by tenure accepted it would be possible for the temporary  
holder of such a barony to sell it or even to will it away to  a 
stranger possessing none of the holder's blood, with the effect  
that, in the words of Lord Chancellor Campbell (Berkeley case,  
8 H.L.C. 77), "there might be various individuals and various  
lines of peers successively ennobled and created peers of parka•  
meat by a subject," an impossible condition of aairs in a  
country where the sovereign has always been the fountain  of 
honour. Moreover, while no peerage honour can be extinguished  
or surrendered, the owner of lands can freely dispose of such  
rights as he possesses by sale or transfer. Finally we may accept  
the verdict in the Fitswalter case of 1669 (Cruise, ibid. P.  66),  
which was adopted by the klouse of Lords in the Berkeley case:  
"and the nature of a barony by tenure being discussed, it  
was found tο have beendiscontinucd for many ages, sad not in  
being, and so not fit to be revived or to admit any pretence or  
right of succession thereupon."  

Until the reign of Edward III. the peerage consisted only of  
high eccleaiaztics, earls end barons. The earls were barons  
with their special name of dignity added, and their Aaes 
names always appear on the rolls before those of the  
barons. In 1337  King Edward crested his son, the Black  
Prince, duke of Cornwall, giving him precedence over the rest  
of the peerage. The letters patent (under which the present  
heir to the throne now holds the dukedom) limited the dignity  
in perpetuity to the first-born son of the king of England!  
Subsequently several members of the royal family were created  
dukes, but no subject received such an honour until fifty years  
later, when Richard Η. created his favourite Robert de Vere,  
earl of Oxford, duke of Ir ηΡand (for life). The original intention 

 may have been to confine the dignity to the blood royal, as with  
the exception of de Vere it was some years before a dukedom  
was again conferred on a subject.  

In 5385 Richard II. had created Robert de Vero marques  of 
Dublin, thus importing an entirely new and unknown title into  
the peerage. The grant was, however, only for life, a ίωιιι,  ^eιΡ 
and was in fact resumed by the Crown in 1387, when  
its recipient was created duke of Ireland. It was not until 1397  
that another creation was made, this time in favour of one of  
the blood royal, John do Beaufort, eldest legitimated son of  
John of Gaunt, who became marquess of Dorset. His title was  
shortly afterwards taken away by Henry IV 'a first parliament.  
Subsequently creations were made only at long intervals, that  
of Winchester (x331) being the only one (of old date) under  
which an English marquess at present sits in the House of Lords  
(see MarQuEss).  

Under the name of viscount (q.a.) Henry VI. added yet another  
order, and the Last in point of time, to the peerage, creating in  
£440, John, Baron Beaumont, Viscount Beaumont  
and giving him precedence next above the barons.  
The name of this dignity was also borrowed from the Continent,  
having been in use (or some time ass title of honour in the king's  
French possessions. None of the new titles above mentioned  
ever carried with them any o(fidal position; they were conferred  
originally as additional benouts on men who were already  
members of the peerage.  

The application of the hereditary principle to temporal  
p crages early differentiated their holders from the spiritual  
peers. Both spiritual and temporal peers were  
equally lords of parliament, but hereditary preten- ^y  
lions on the one side and ecclesiastical exclusiveness  
on the other soon drew a sharp line of division between the two  
orders. Gradually the temporal peers, strong in their doctrine  
of " ennobled "blood, came to consider that theirs was an order  

s 	. principi at ippuuus et haere Regainm suorom Reg 	Angliae 
flits primegenitis (The ?rrn'c', Coca, a Co. Rc. τ7a; 77 E.R.;t3):  
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above and beyond all other lords of p.sliament, and be ώ re lung,  
aaogated to themselves the exclusive right to be celled peers,  
and as such the only persona entitled tο the privileges of peerage.  

In early parliamentary daysit bad been the custom to summon  

regularly tο attend the Lords for deliberative purposes another  
body of mat—the judges. Less important than the prelates,  

they also owed their summons tο ο8lcΜ position, and like them  
were eventually overshadowed by the hereditary principle.  
The Lone of hereditary right gave tο ennobled blood a position  
never possessed by either judge or prelate. It is true the prelate,  
in point of antiquity, was senior to both end and baron, and in  
many cases superior in extent of possessions; but these attributes  
belonged to his office, the resignation or deprivation of which  
would at any time have caused him to lose his writ of summons.  
The writ issued really to the office. The judge's position was  
even worms His judicial (era evoked the writ, but at any  
moment he might be deprived of that office at the arbitrary  
pleasure of the Crown. It is doubtful whether the judges ever  
had 'mice and vote in the same sense as the other lords of  
parliament, and even if they had they soon game to be regarded  
merely as counsellors and assessors.  

The pretensions of the lay peers west: not admitted without 
 a struggle on the part of the prelates, who made the mistake  

of aiming at the establishment of a privileged position for their  
own order while endeavouring to retain every right pressed  
by their lay brethren. They fell between two stools, lost their  
position as' peers, and were beaten beck in their fight for cede.  
sisatical privilege. In the reign of Richard II. the prelates are  
found clearly defining their position. Νεvillc, archbishop of  
York, de Vere, duke of Ireland and others, were " appealed "  
fee treason, and the archbishop of Canterbury took the oppor-
lonity in pailismeiti of making clear the rights of his order.  

He said "Of right and by the custom of the realm of England  
it bdmigeth to the Archbishop of Canterbury for the time being  
as well as others his audragans, brethren and fellow bishops,  
abbots and priors and other prelates whatsoever, holding of  
our lard the king by barony, to be present in person in all the  
king's parliaments whatsoever as Peers of the Realm aforesaid,  
and there with the other Peers of the Realm, and with ether  
persona having the right to be there present, to advise, treat,  
ordain, establish and determine as to the aifaira of the realm  
and other matters them wont to be treated and to do all else  
which tiκre presses to be done.^ After this he went on to say  
that as to the particular matters in question they intended to  
be present and to take their part in all matters brought before  
parliament "save our estate and c ude τ and that of each of the  
prelates in all things. But because in the present parliament  
there is question of certain matters, in which it is not lawful  
for us or anyone of the prelates according to the institute of the  
Holy Canons in any manner, to take part personally "we intend  
to retire "saving always the rights of our peerage " (Rol. Per!.  
ii Rich. II. No. 6—printed iii. 536-a37). At the desire of the  
prelates this statement of their rights was duly enrolled in parlia-
ment, but their claim to be peers was neither denied nor admitted,  
and the proceedings went on without them. For themselves  
Churchmen never claimed the privilege of trial by peers.  
Whenever they were arraigned they claimed to be altogether  
outside secular jurisdiction, and it was therefore a matter of  
small concern to them whether they were in the hands of peers  
or peasants Such was the attitude of Becket towards Henry  Π.  
(Stubbs, Cons!. His!. i. 504), of Archbishop Stratford towards  
Edward III. (Pike, pp. 188 seq.), and it was probably with  
the history of these two cases in his mind that the archbishop  
of Richard II.'s reign speaks of the saving rights of his order.  
These rights were never willingly admitted in England, and as  
the pope's newer for interference waned so the prelates were  
forced under the ordinary law of the land. Henry VIII. cer-
tainly never regarded ecclesiastics as peers, as maybe gathered  
from a greet early in his reign to the then abbot of Tavistock  
for himself and each succeeding abbot the right to be "one of  
the spiritual and religious lords Of parliament." As to abbots,  
the subsequent dissolution of lb. mοeκteries put an end to the  

xx 1  a  

discussion. In this reign also Ceanmer and Fisher, though the  
former was archbishop of Canterbury, were tried by a common  
jury, and they certainly claimed no privilege of peerage. The  

Standing Orders of the House of. Lords for 1625 contain the  
statement that" Bishops are only Lords of Parliament and not  
Peas " (lord: lourNdds, iii. 349).  In X640 the " Lords Spiritual"  
were altogether excluded from the House of Lords by act of  
parliament, and were not brought back until the second year  
of the Restoration. From that period there has been no ques-
tion as to their position. Peers and holders by barony when  
parliaments first met, by the end of the ι ςth century they had put  
themselves outsIde the pale of the peerage. Today their ardent  
lands are vested in trustees (Ecclesiastical Commissioners),  
and office alone 0onstftutes a bishop's quslification, and  
that only if be occupies oneof the five great sees of tenterbury,  
York, London, Durham and Winchester, or is of sufficient  
seolority in appointment to fill one of the remaining twenty-one  
places on the bench of bishops in the house—for there are now  
only twenty-six seats for thirty-six prelates.  

The reign of Henry VIII. brought sheet (arreacń ing changes  
in the position of the peerage. When that king ascended the  
throne the hereditary element was in a decided niayv^t  

minority, but the balance was gradually redressed ead th.  
until -et length a • bare hereditary majority was M^^  
secured and the dissolution of the monasteries made  
possible. The pens, many now grown fat on abbey lands,  
at one began. to consolidate their position; precedents were  
eagerly sought for, and the doctrine of ennobled blood began  
to find definite and vigorous expression. So long, the peers  
declared, as there is any ennobled blood, a peerage  
must exist; and it can be extinguished only by act sae"  
of parliament, failure of heirs, or upon corruption  
of blood by attainder. Stubbs writes with some contempt of  
the doctrine (Coro!. Hit!. iii. 458 n.), apparently on the ground  
that it is absurd to speak of ennobled blood so long as the children  
of a peer still remain commoners. The doctrine is neither  
unreasonable nor illogical. By it is meant blood in whiclr  
there always exists a capacity to inherit a particular peerage,  
and every person In whose veins the ennobled blood runs is  
competent to occupy the peerage if the chances of nature should  
remove those who are senior to him in the line of descent. A  
good illustration is the popular use of the term " blood royal,"  
which of course does not mean that an individual of the blood  
royal necessarily occupies a throne but that he or she is in the  
line of succession to it. Similarly, persons of " ennobled blood"  
are not necessarily pars but in the line of descent to peerages,  
Co which they may or may not succeed. (See Νοmπν.)  

The English pearls not like the continental noble the member  
of a caste, but the holder for life of an office clothed with high  
and exceptional legislative and judicial attributes entirely  
dependent on his office and exercisable only in conjunction  
with his fellow peers in parliament assembled. Such privileges  
as be possesses are due primarily to his office rather than to his  
blood. His children are commoners, who though accorded  
courtesy titles by the usage of society have no legal privileges  
not shared with the humblest of British subjects. It is this  
peculiar official quality of en English peerage which saved  
England from the curse of a privileged noble caste such as that  
which so long barred all progress In France and Germany. As 

 a result there are hundreds of families in the ltnfted Kingdom  
who, commoners there, would yet, from their purity of blood,  
position and influence, be accounted nbble In any continental  
country.  

From the doctrine of nobility of blood is derived the rule  
of law that no peerage (a Spots peerage is under Scots Law)  
can be surrendered, extinguished, or in anyway got  
rid of unless the blend be corrupted. The rule is w  
well illustrated by the earldom of Norfolk ease  
(L ά ιo Reperir ΓΤ9071, A. C. το) to which its development was  
traced, and the principle authoń tatfvely confirmed. In ι3o5  
the hereditary earldom of Norfolk (crested in 11S5) was in the  
possession of Hugh Bygod, one of the most powerful nobles cl  

28  
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Plantagenet days. The cad got into dimculdes, and as some  

say, for a consideration, sad others, to spite his brother and  
debtor, surrendered his earldom and ,  all the lands thereto  
belonging, to Ring Edward I. from whom he subsequently  
received it back with as altered limitation to himself and the  
heirs of his body. As he was a childless old man this was practi-
cally a short life interest to the exclusion of all his relatives, the  

nearest of whom but for the surrender would have succeeded.  

Soon alter Bygod died, and the earldom fell into the hands of  
Edward 1I. who granted it to his brother Thomas of Brotherton  

in 1312. Lord Mowbray, the lineal descendent of this Thomas,  

recently came forward and claimed the candor, but in 5906  

the House of Lords decided against his claim on the ground  
that in law Bygod's surrender was invalid, and that therefore  

Edward II. bad no valid power to grant this particular earldom  
to Thomas of Brotberton. Historically there is little to support  
such a decision, and indeed this rigid application of the law is  
of comparatively recent date. Without doubt king, nobles and  

lawyers alike were all agreed, right down to Tudor days, that  

such surrenders were entirely valid. Many certainly were made,  

but, according to the decision of 1906, any living hells of line  

of those nobles who thus got rid of their peerage honours mu,  
if their pedigrees be provable, come to the Reuse of Lords with a  

fair chance of reviving the anent honours. Even as late as  

ι663 we find the Crown, naturally frith the concurrence of its  

legal advisers, stating in the barony of Lucas patent (1663) that,  

on the appearance of co-heirs to a barony, the honour may be  
suspended or extinguished at the royal pleasure. The royal view  
of the law (at any rate as to extinction) was strongly objected  

to by the Lords, who guarded their privileges in Stuart days  
even more strictly than did the Commons. As early as 1626,  
in the celebrated dispute over the earldom of Oxford, the lord  

great chambcrlainship and the baronies of Bolebec, Badlesmere  

and Sandford, Mr Justice Dodridge, who had been called in by  
the Lords to advise them, said that an earl could not give away  

or alien his inheritance, because it was "a personal dignity  

annexed to the posterity and fixed in the blood." Fourteen  
years later, in the Grey de Ruthyn case, the Lords solemnly  
resolved, "That no peer of the realm can drown or extinguish  
his honour (but that it descends unto his descendants), neither  
by surrender, grant, fine nor any other conveyance to the king."  
In 168 the Lords became, if possible, even more definite, in  

view probably of the fact that the Crowe had disregarded the  

Grey de Ruthyn resolution, having in χ660 taken into its hands,  
by surrender of Robert Villiers, and viscount, the viscounty  
of Purbeck. In 2676 the son of the second viscount applied  

fοτ his writ of summons, and on the advice of Sir William Jones,  

the attorney-general, who reported that " this (surrender) was  

a considerable question, never before resolved that he knew of,"  

the king referred the whole matter to the Lords. The Lords  

were very explicit, being " unanimously of the opinion, and do  
resolve that no fine now levied, or at any time'hereafter to be  

levied by the king, can bar such title of honour (i.e. of a peer  
of the realm), or the right of any person claiming under him that  
levied, or shall levy such fine." On these resolutions passed in  
the seventeenth century, the Lords of ιgo6 find illegal a surrender  
of ι3οa. The result seems strange, but it is, at any rate, logical  
from the legal point of view. It was urged that in 1302 no  
real parliament, in the sense applied to. those of later years,  

was in existence; and consequently, a resolution founded on  
parliamentary principles should not apply. To this answer  
was made: Although it may be true that the law and practice  
of parliament had not then crystallized into the definite shape  

of even a hundred yeas later, the "Model Parliament" was  

summand seven yeas before Bygod's surrender, and it is neces-
sary to have some definite occurrence from which to date a  

legal beginning--a point of law with which an historian can have  

little sympathy.  
Briefly, perhaps, fώm the teaching of the else it may be  

permissible to state the rule as follows: In early days the  

Norman and Plantagenet kings took upon themselves to deal  
with the barons in a manner which, though illegal, was aeffered  

bemuse no one dared oppose them; but as time went en, becom-
ing stronger and more determined to enforce their privileges  

and exalt their order the peers were able to compel recognition  
of their rights, and their resolutions in Stuart days were only  
declaratory of law which had always existed, but had been  
systematically disregarded by the Crown. This being so,  
resolutions of the pees deliberately and expressly laid dower  
must, when in point, always be followed.  

The application of the doctrine of corruption of bleed to  

peerages arises out of their close connexion with the tenure  

of land, peerage dignities never having been regarded Arrd,ee. 
 as personal until well on into the 14th century.  

Conviction for any kind of felony—and treason nvpd.a ar  
originally was a form of felony—was always followed a  
by attainder. This resulted in the immediate corruption of  
the blood of'tń e offender, and its capacity for inheritanct was  
lost for ever. Such corruption with all its consequences could  
be set aside only by act of parliament. This stringent rule of  
forfeiture was to some extent mitigated by the passing in 1285  
of the statute De Donis Conditionalibus (Blackstone's Corn mess-
laries, ii. z ι6) which made possible the creation of estates tail,  
and when a tenant-in-tail was attsinted forfeiture extended only  
to his life Intetest. The statute De Donis was soon applied  

'by the judges to such dignities as were entailed (e.g. dignities  
conferred bypatent with limitations in tail), but it never affected  
baronies by writ, which were not estates in tail but in the nature  
of estates in fee simple deacendible to heirs general. In the  
reign of Henry VIII. an act was passed (1534) which brought  
estates tail within the law of forfeiture, but for high treason only.  
The position then became that peerages of any kind were for-
feitable by attainder following on high treason, while baronies  
by writ remained as before forfeitable for attainder following  
on felony. In 1708, just after the Union with Scotland, an  
act was pissed by which on the death of the Pretender and three  
years after Queen Anne's death the effects of corruption of blood  
consequent on attainder for high treason were to be abolished,  

and the actual offender only to be punished (stet. 7 Anne,  
c. 21, l ao). Owing to the 1745 rising, the operation of this act  
was postponed until the decease of the Pretender and all his  
sons (stat. ι7 Geo. II. C. 39, f  3). Ia 1814 forfeiture for every  
crime ether than high and petty treason and murder was re-
stricted tο  the lifetime of the person anointed (stet. 54 Gee.  
1ΙΙ. C. 145). Finally in 1878 forfeiture, except upon outlawry,  
was altogether abolished and it was provided that" no judgment  
of or for any treason or felony should cause any attainder or  

corruption of blood, or any forfeiture or escheat." The necessity  
fοτ ascertaining the exact condition of the law with regard to  
attainder throughout the whole period of English parliamentary  
history will be realized when it is remembered that there still  
exist dormant and abeyant peerages dating from 1295 onwards  
which may at any time be the subject of claim before the House  
of Lords, and if any attsenders exist in the history of such peerages  
the law governing their c οnsequtικes is not the law as it exists  
to-day but as it existed when the attainder occurred. The  
dukedom of Atholl ease of 1764 is interesting as showing the  
effect of attainder on a peerage where the person anointed does  
net actually succeed. John first duke of Atholl died in 1725  
leaving two eons James and George. George the younger was  
anointed of treason in 1745 and died in 5760, leaving a son John.  
James, the second son of the first duke, who had succeeded his  
father in ι72ς died in 5764 without issut. John his nephew then  
claimed the dukedom, and was allowed it on the ground that  
his father never having been in the possession of the dukedom  
his attainder could not bar his son, who succeeds by reason  
of his heirship to his uncle. It would have been 'otherwise  
had the younger son outlived his brother, for he would then have  
succeeded to the dukedom and so destroyed it by his attainder.  

In many cases there have been passed special parliamentary  
sets of attainder and forfeiture, and these, of course, operate  
apart from the general law. In any event, attainder and  
forfeiture of a dignity, whether resulting from the rules of the  
common law or from special or general acts of parliament  can 
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eoly be reversed by act of parliament. The p τοcednre in  
seeming an attainder and recovering a dignity is as follows.  
The Crown signifies its pleasure that a bill of restoration shall  

be prepared and signs it. Tke bill is t ńen brought in to the  
House of Lords, passed there, and sent to the Commons for  
=sent. The last bills of the kind became law In 5876, when  

Eat Cowper procured the removal of the attainder en one of his  

Ormond ancesτors and so by purging the blood of corruption  
became entitled to, and was allowed, the barony of Butler of  

Moore Park (created In 1663). There should also be noted the  
Ear dom of Mar Restitution Act ι883, which, while mainly con-
brmatrny of a disputed succession, at the same time reversed  

any atrainden that existed.  
The House of Lords grew steadily throughout the Tudor  

period, and during the reign of the first two Stuarts underwent  

a still greater increase. In the Great Rebellion the majo ń ty of  
the pees, were the king's stoutest supporters and thus inevitably  
involved themselves in the ruin of the royal Cause. Immediately  

after the execution of Charles I. the Republicans preceded  

to sweep tiny everything which savoured of mon-
w.saa achy and aristocracy. The House of Commons  
w.wL r".r  voted the Lords " useless end dangerous," got rid of  

them as a pert of parliament by the simple expedient  
of a resolution (Comers. Iowa,. x648-τ649, vi. τττ) and placed  
the sole executive newer in Cromwell's bands, but there was  
no direct abolition of the peerage as such. Evidently it took  
Cromwell but little time to realise the fallacy, in practice, of  
usι.ιrι 

 

single-chamber government, as he is found ten  
Nomad yen after the "useless and dangerous" resolu-
'' tion busy establishing a second chamber.' What  
to call it aroused much discussion, and eventually the unruly  

Commons consented to speak of and deal with " the other  
house." It is very difficult to realize what was the constitution  
of this body, so short was its life and m contemptuous its treat-
ment by the Commons. The members of "the other house"  
were summoned by  writs under the Great Seal, similar In form  
to these used to summon peers of past days. Some sixty writs  

were issuer!, and presumably their reeipkknts were entitled  
thereby to sit for the duration of the parliament to which they  
were summoned; but it may be considered as certain that  
Cromwell's lords were never regarded as hereditary peers.  
They were entitled to the courtesy appellation " Lord " and  
appear to have been in the main substantial men—existing  
peers, judges, distinguished lawyers and members of well-known  
county femlies. Judging from Cromwell's speech at the  
opening of parliament, and subsequent entries in Whitelock's  
diaries, the new house appears to have had revising functions  
both of a legislative and judicial nature and also the duty of  

taking cognizance of foreign affairs. Cromwell certainly issued  
two patents of hereditary peerage--the barony of Burnell  
and the barony of Gilsland (with which went the viscounty of  
Howard of Morpeth), but neither title was recognized on the  
Restoration, and it does not appear that the possession of these  
titles ever conferred on their holders any hereditary right to a  
writ of summons to sit in "the other house." Whitelock  
himself was promised a viscounty by Cromwell, but no patent  
ever appears to have passed the Great Seal. Eventually business  
between the two houses grew impossible, and Cromwell was  
compelled to dissolve parliament. Richard's first parliament  
also contained Lords as well as Commons, the latter considerately  
voting "to transact business with the persons sitting in the  

other house as an House of Parliament, saving the right of the  
peers who had been faithful to the parliament, the saving  
clause evidently a loophole for the future. The dissolution  
of this parliament and the retirement of the protectoT Richard  
into private life preceded by only a few months the restoration  
to the throne of Charles IL With the king the peers returned  
to their ancient places.  

From the reign of William of Orange the peerage tuts been  

freshened by a steady stream of men who as a rule have served  
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their country as statesmen, lawyers and soldiers. Little of  

note occurred in the history of the peerage until the reign of  

Anne. By the Act of Union with Scotland (1707) SC.WaS  
the Scottish parliament was abolished; but the bfων411 Ι-
Scottish peerage were given the privilege of  
electing, for each parliament of Great Britain, sixteen of  
their number to represent them in the House of Lords.  
Further creations in the Scottish peerage were no longer to be  
made. The effect of this act was to leave the great majority  
of the Scottish peers outside the House of Lords, as only s==teen  

of their number were to become lords of pediment. Close  
upon a hundred years later Ireland was united with Great  
Britain, the Irish parliament being merged in the baa κ pι•  
parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain +N+  
and Ireland. Twenty-eight Iń sh peers were to be s 

elected for life by their order to represent it in the House of  
Lords. One archbishop and three bishops were also chosen  in 
turn to represent the Irisδ Church in the House of Lords, but  
when that Church was disestablished in 0867 the spiritual  
lords lost their sets. The merger of the three kingdoms had  
an important effect on their peerages. Every peer in his  
own country had been a lord of parliament by hereditary right.  
The English peer (and, as the Acts of Union were passed, the  
peer of Great Britain and the peer of the United Kingdom)  
continued by hereditary right a lord of parliament. The  
Scottish and Irish peers lost this right though by the two Acts  
of Union they retained every other privilege of peerage. Hence..  
forth they were lords of parliament only as and when their  
fellow peers elected them. Thus though not all were lords of  
parliament in usse, every one was always so in posse, and in any  
case it was the hereditary quality of the peerage which either  
actually seated its holder in the Rouse of Lords or made it  
possible for him to get there by the votes of his fellows.  

It now becomes possible to arrive at the modern meaning of  
the term "a peerage," and we may define it as a dignity of  
England, Scotland or Ireland, which, by its heredi- Nader,  
tary quality, confers on its holder for the time mss✓  
being the right to be or not to be elected a lord of ""  
parliament. The term " peerage " is also used in a collective  
sense.  

The reign of Anne is remarkable for an attempt made by the  
House of Lords to limit its numbers by law. The queen,  
in order to secure a majority for the court pay,  QweaA,w. 
had crested a batch of twelve peers at one time, a e dPrery.  
considerable number in relation to existing peerages;  LHIwNI. 

and it was feared this expedient might be used as a  
precedent. A peerage limitation bill was introduced into the  
House of Lords in 5719. Six new creations were to be allowed,  
but after these the Crown, except in the case of royal princes, 

 was to create a new peerage only when an old one became  
extinct. Twenty-five hereditary peerages in Scotland were  
to take the place of the sixteen representative peers for all time.  
The bill pissed the Lords, but was eventually thrown out in the  
Rouse of Commons, though not by an overwhelming majority.  

In' 1856 it was desired to strengthen the judicial element  
in the House of Lords, and the Crown issued letters patent  

creating Sir James Parke, one of the barons of the ωeae^w^^w 
exchequer, Baron Wensleydale and a peer "for  com. 
and during the term of his natural life." The  
burden of an hereditary peerage is heavy, and many men  
thoroughly well qualified in legal attainments have been known  
to refuse it on the ground of expense alone. This life-peerage  
was thought to be a way out of the difficulty, and it was on  
Lord Chancellor Cranwdrth's advice that the Crown issued the  
Wensleydale patent. The House of Lords at once realized  
that the creation of life-peers, at the will of the ministry of the  
day, might put the hereditary section into an absolute minority,  
and possibly in time, by form of law, get rid of it altogether.  
Eventually it was decided by the house that" neither the said  
letters patent nor the said letters patent with the usual writ of  
summons enable the grantee to sit and vote in parliament," 

 a formal resolution which closed the door in the face of ever,  
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person whom the Crown nsighf endeavour to make a life-par.  
The government of the day accepted the situation, and soon  
afterwards a new patent was made out which followed the usual  
limitation to heirs-male. The precedents in fei ουr of the  
Crown's action were not strong. The essential and outstanding  
attribute of the house was its hereditary character. The whole  
balance of the constitution worked on the pivot of the indepen-
dence of the peers. They existed as a moderating force in the  
counsels of parliament, and the alteration of the hereditary  
character of the House of Lords might easily h ave rendered  
it amenable to whatever pressure the government of the day  
might see •St to exercise. In such circumstances its position  
as arbiter between people and government would tend to dis-
appe^r. Α change fraught with no many serious possibilities  
ought not, it was said, to be made by the simple prerogative  
of the Crown. It so far-reaching an alteration in the law were  
justifiable it was for parliament to make it. Further, it was  
pointed out, there had been no life-creations for centuries, and  
those that are recorded to have been conferred since the crys-
tallization of our parliamentary system were of such a nature  
that the grantees never sat in the house by virtue of their life-
beutαms, inasmuch as they were existing peers or women. Soon  

after the Wensleydale debates the government  
introduced a bill iueo the House of Lords to authorize  
the creation of two life-pegs, who were to be persons  

of at least five years' standing as judges. They were to sit as  
lords of appeal but to be peers for life. Eventually the bill  
disappeared in the House of Commons. In 1869 Earl Russell  
introduced another life-peerage bill of fax wider scope. Twenty-
eight lik-peerages might be in existence at any one time, but  
not more than four were to be crated in any one year. The  
life peers would be lords of parliament for life. They were to be  
sledted, by the Crown from the peerages of Scotland and Ireland,  
persons who had sat for ten years in the Commons, distinguished  
soldiers, sailors, civil servants and judges or persons distinguished  
in science, literature or art. The bill received a rough handling  
in committee of the Lords, and the time was evidently not ripe  
for change, as the bill failed to pass its third reading.  

In 1870 attempts were made in the House of Lords to alter  
the position of the Scottish and Irish repr εsentetivέ  peers. In  

ι876 the need of further judiciel strength in the  
Rehm =sad Lords was tardily admitted, and an act was passed  
Αk+ΙSke+. authorizing the creation of two lords of appeal in  
ordinary, and power was reserved to appoint two more  
as certain judicial vacancies occurred. They were to be  
entitled to the rank of baron during their lives but were to sit  
and vote in parliament only so long as they held their judicial  
061ce. Their dignities lasted for life only. Eleven years later  
another act enabled all retired lords of appeal to sit and vote as  
members of the House of Lords for life. To those interested  
in House of Lords reform the pages of Saxsard's Parlfamea-
lacy Dcbaks are the best`authority. In x888 reform bills were  
introduced by Lords Dunmven and Salisbury, and in 1907 by  
Lord Newton. In December *908 the publication of a long  
report with sweeping recommendations for reform ended the  
laboues of a House of Lords committee which had been appointed  
to consider the question in detail. In the session of 19*0,  
following the general election, long discussions took place in  
both houses of parliament. Opinion generally was freely  
expressed that the time had arrived for diminishing the number  
of lords of parliament and for putting into practice the principle  
that hereditary right alone should no longer confer lordship of  
parliament. (See PASUauzNT.)  

The Scottish peerage, like that of England, own its origin  
to feudalism. In Anglo-Norman days Scotland was a small  

smnha 	country, and for some generations after England  
ss+rvw 	was settled the Scottish king's writ ran little beyond  

the foot of the Highlands, and even the Lord of the  
Isles reckoned himself an independent sovereign until the  
beginning of the 15th century. The weak and usually ineffective  

control of the Crown resulted in opportunities for acquiring  
personal power which the nobles were not slow to take advantage  

of. Seldom accustomed to act in concert. they soon developed  

particularist tendencies which steadily increased the strength  
of their territorial position, These aoaditions of existence  

were entirely unfavourable to the establishment of any system  
of parliamentary government such as centralization had made  
possible in England, tberefon it Is not surprising to find that the  
lesser barons were not relieved of their attendance at the national  
assemblies until well on in the 15th century (Burton's Seadead,  
W. uus). Again, when the Scottish earls and barons came to  

parliament, they did not withdraw themselves from the rest  
of the people, it being the custom for the estates of Scotland  
to deliberate together, and this custom' persisted until the  
abolition of their parliament by the Apt of Union in 1707. The  
territories spirit of the nobles inevitably led them to regard the  
honour as Tonging to, and inseparable from, their land, and  
until comparatively late in Scottish history there is nowhere  
any record of the conferment of a personal dignity unattached  
to land such as that confecued in England on Beauchamp by  
Richard II. This'ezplains the frequent surrenders and altered  
grants which are so common in Scottish peerage history, and  
which, in sharp distinction to the English rule of law, are there  
regarded as perfectly legal. Today there exists s ο &eoΙtish  
dukedom (except the royal dukedom of Rothesay), marquessete  
or viscounty created before the reign of James VI. of Scotland  
(and I. of England). Of the existing Scottish peeragea sixty-
three were crested in the period between James's accession to  
the English throne and the Act of Union. There are now only  
eighty-seven in all. Unlike one of the English peerages owing its  
origin exclusively to a writ of summons, ancient Scottish  
peerages do not fall into abeyance, and when there are only  
heirs-general, the eldest heir of line succeeds.  

Whenever a new parliament is summoned, proclamation is  
made in Scotland summoning the pars to meet at Rolyrood  
to elect sixteen of their number to represent them in such  
parliament. The Scottish peerages are recorded on a roll,  
and this is called over by the lord clerk register before the  
assembled pars seated et a long table. Each peer answers to  
the name of the peerage (it may be one or more) he possesses.  
The roll is then read again and each peer in turn (but only once)  
rises and reads out the list of those sixteen peers for whom be  
votes. Proxies are allowed for absent peers and axe handed in  
after the second roll-call, The votes are counted and the lord  
clerk register reeds out the names of these elected, makes 'a  
return, and signs and seals it in the presence of the peers  
assembled. The return eventually finds its way to the Rouse of  
Lords. The Scottish representative peer so elected receives no  

writ of summons to parliament, but attends the House.of Lords  
to take the oath, his right to sit being evidenced by the return  
made. It might be thought that the rules of election in so  
important a matter 'would be more stringent, but the fact  
remains that it is quite possible for an entirely unqualified person  
to attend and vote at Holyrood. No evidence of identity or  
of a man's right to be present is required and the lord clerk  
register is compelled to receive any vote tendered except in  
respect of peerages for which no vote has been given since ιSοο,  
these being struck 05 the roll ( το  & Ιι Vici. C. 52). Any  
person claiming t ο represent such a peerage must prove his  
right before the House of Lords, as was done in the case of the  
barony of Fairfax in ιgo8. It is true that by the act last died  
any two peers may protest against a vote at Holyrood, and the  
lord clerk register thereupon reports the proceedings to the  
House of Lords, who will consider the question if application  
be made for an inquiry, but nothing is done unless an application  
is made. The right to vote certainly needs better proof than  
that now accepted. For many years the House of Lords main-
tained that the Crown could not confer a new peerage of Crest  
Britain on a Scottish peer, the ground being that the Scottish  
peerage was only entitled to the sixteen representative peers  
given it by the Act of Union, but eventually in 1782 in the cue  
of the duke of Hamilton this contention was given up.  

The Anglo-Norman conquerors of Ireland carried with them  
the laws and the system of tenure t ο which they were accustomed  
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in tngfand, and consequently the growth of the baronage  
and the establishment of parliamentary government in Deland  

aria 

 
proceeded on parallel lines with the changes which  
occurred in England. Until the reign of Henry VIII.  
the Irish were without representation in par-

liament, but gradually the Irish were admitted, and by the  
creation of new parliamentary counties and boroughs were  
enabled to elect. τeρresentatiνea. In 1613 the whole country  
shared in representation (Ball's Legislaliee Syskaas of Ireland).  

Just as James I. had added many members to the Scottish  
peerage, so he increased the number of Irish perms.  

In i80o the Union of Great Britain and Ireland abolished  
the parliament of Ireland. By the Act of Upon the I ń sh peers  
became entitled to elect twenty-eight of their number to repre-
sent them in the House of Lords. The election is for life, and  
only those pars are entitled to vote at elections of representative  
peers who have proved their right of succession to the satisfaction  
of the Iced chancellor, who issues his notice to that effect after  
each Individual proof. The names of such peers are added to  
the voting-roll of the peerage, and when voting papers are  
distributed—the Irish peers do not meet for election pueposes 

 as do those of Scotland—they are sent only to these peers who  
have proved their right to vote. If any claim' to the right to  
vote is rejected by the lord chancellor the claimant must prove  
his case before the Committee for Privileges (barony of Graves,  
1907). When an Iń sh peer has been elected a representative  
peer he receives, as a matter of course, a writ of summons at  
the beginning of each parliament. The great bulk of the Irish  
peerage owes its existence to creations during the last two  
centuries, only seven of the existing peerages dating back  
beyond the r7th century; of the rest twenty-two were created  
during the year of Union, and thirty-three have been added  
since that date. Some hundred or more years ago ministers  
found the Irish peerage a useful means of political reward, in  
that it was possible to bestow a title of honour, with all  
its social prestige, and yet not to increase the numbers of the  
Mouse of Lords.  

On the death of a representative peer of Scotland or Ireland  
a vacancy occurs and a new election takes piece, but in accor-
dance with modern practice promotion to a United Kingdom  
peerage does not vacate the holder's representative position  

(May's Parikmenlory P,aclice, p. xx n.). Scottish and Jdsh  
peers, if representative, possess all the privileges of peerage  
and parliament enjoyed by peers of the United Kingdom; if  
non-representative all privileges of peerage, except the right to  
a writ of summons to attend parliament and to be present at and  
vote in the trial of peers. A Scottish peer, if n οα-reρτεmnt α-
tive, is in the anomalous position of being disabled from serving  
his country' in either house of parliament, but an Irish peer  
may sit for any House of Commons constituency out of Ireland,  
though whiles member of the Commons his peerage privileges  
abate.  

Though many peers possess more than one peerage, and  
frequently of more than one country, only that title is publicly  
used which is first in point of precedence. It was once argued  
that whenever a barony by writ came into the possession of a  
person already a peer of higher rank, the higher peerage " at-
tracted" orovershadowed the lower, which thenceforth followed  
the course of descent of the dignity which had attracted it.  
This doctrine is now exploded and cannot be regarded as apply-
ing to any case except that of the Crown (Baronies of FiizwaIkr,  

1660, and De Res, 1666; Collins's Claims, 168, a6 τ). Every  
peerage descends according to the limitations prescribed in its  
$tent of creation or its charter, said where these arc non-
existent (as in the case of baronies by writ) to heirs-generaL  

(See Aszwcros.)  

in dealing with English dignities it is essential to realize  
the difference between a mere title of honour and a peerage.  

The Crown as the fountain of honour is capable of conferring  
upon a subject aiot only any existing title of honour, but  

may even invent one for the purpose. So James I. instituted  
an order of hereditary knights which he termed baronets,  

and Edward VII. crested the 'duchess of Fife "Princess  
Royal "—a life dignity. The dignities of prince of Wales,  
earl marshal and lord great' diamberlaiai have been ςσrmarηι  
for centuries hereditary, and though of high court and mwr οο  
social precedence, of themselves confer no right to d 1  
a scat in the Rouse of Lords—t ύεy are not peerages. ώ  
The grant of a peerage is a very different matter; its holder  
becomes thereby a member of the Upper House of Ρarlls-
meat, and therefore the prerogative of the Crown in crest-
ing such an oSice of honour must be exercised strictly in  
accordance with the law of the hind. The Crown's prerogative  
is limited in several directions. The course of descent must be  
known to the law; and so, in the first place, it follows that a peer.  
cannot be crested for life with a denial of succession to his  
descendants (unless it bees one of the lords of appeal in ordinary  
under the acts of ι876 and ;887). The courses of descent of  
modem patents are invariably so marked out as ultimately  
to fix the peerage in slime male line according to the custom of  

primogeniture, though the immediate successor of the first holder  
may be a woman or even a stranger in blood. The following  
instances may be cited; Amabell, Baroness Lucas, was in s8 ι6  
created Countess de Grey with a limitation to the heirs-male of  
her sister; a nephew afterwards succeeded her and the earldom  
is now held by the marquess of Ripon. Other courses of descent  
known to the law are as follows: Fee simple, which probably  
operates as if to heirs-general, earldoms of Oxford (r ι55)  and  
Norfolk (1135), both probably now in abeyance; and Bedford  

(1367), extinct; to a second son, the eldest being alive, dukedom  
of Dover (1708), extinct, and earldom of Cromartie (0860) called  

out of abeyance in 1895; a son-in-law and his heirs-male by the  

daughter of the first grantee, earldom of Northumberland (1747);  

to an elder daughter and her heirs-male, eanldom of Roberts  
(teen); to an elder or younger brother and his heirs-male,  
viscounty of Kitchener (rpor) and barmy of Grimthorpe(1886).  
It is, however, not lawful for the Crown to make what is called  

a shifting limitation to a peerage, i.e. one which might vest a  
peerage in an individual, and then on a certain event happening  

(e.g. his succession to a peerage of higher rank) shift it from him  

to the representative of some other line. Such a limitation  

was held illegal in the Buckhuxst can (1864). A peerage may  

not be limited to the grantee and " his heirs-male for ever."  

Such 'a grant was that of the earldom of Wiltes in 1398. The  
original grantee died without issue, but left a male heir-at-law,  

whose descendants in 1869 claimed the earldom, but the original  

limitation was held invalid:  
There is no limitation on the power of the Crown as to the  

number of United Kingdom peerages which may be created.  
As to Scotland, the Act of Union with that country operates to  

prevent say increase in the number of Scottish peeragea, and  
consequently there have been no creations since 1707, with the  

result that the Scottish peerage, as a separate order, is gradually  

approaching extinction. The I ń sh peerage is supposed always  
to consist of one hundred exclusively Irish pees, and the Crown  

has power to grant Irish peerages up to the limit. When the  

limit is readied no more pocrages may be granted until existing  

one become extinct or their holders succeed to United Kingdom  
peerages. Only four lords of appeal in ordinary may hold  

omce at any one time. The number of archbishops said bishops  
capable of sitting in the House of Lords is fixed by various  

statutes at twenty-six, but, as pointed out previously, the  

spirituel lords are not now regarded as peers.  
Since party government became the rule, the new peerages have  

usually been created on the recommendation of the prime  
minister of the day, though the Crown, especially  
in considering the claims of royal blood, Is believed ρ _  
in some instances to take its own course; and  
constitutionally such action ,  is entirely legal. By far the  
greater number of peerage honours granted during the last  
two centuries have been rewards for political services. Usually  
these services are well known, but there exists several i τWantes  
in which the reasons for conferring the honour have not been  
quite clear. Until the reign of George III. the peerage was  
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comparatively small, but that moharcb issued no fewer than  
388 patents of peerage. Many of these have become extinct  
or obscured by higher titles, but the general tendency is in the .  
direction of a study increase, and where the peers of Tudor times  
might be counted by tens them successors of 1910 were numbered  
in hundreds. The full body would be 546 English pars.  
There are also ii ladies holding English peersgrs. The Irish  
peerage has ι75 members, but 82 of these ere also peers of the  
United Kingdom, living g8 representative and 65 without  
seats in the louse of Lords. Of 87 Scottish peers 5 r hold United  
Kingdom peerages, the remainder consisting of ι6 representative  
and 20 without seats.  

As centuries have gone by and customs changed, many  
privileges once keenly asserted have either dropped out of 

^  use or been forgotten. The most important now  
in being area sit in the House of Lords and the  
right to trial by peers. The right to a seat in  

parliament is one sanctioned by centuries of constitutional  
usage. The right of a peer in England to a sent in parliament  
was not, as pointed out in the early part of this article, entirely  
admitted by the Crown until late in the Plantagenet period,  
the king's pleasure as to whom he should summon always  
baying been a very material factor in the question. Charles I.  
made a deliberate attempt to recover the ancient discretion  
of the Crown in the issue of writs of summons. The earl of  
Bristol was the subject of certain treasonable charge, and  
though he  was never put on his trial the king directed that  
his writ of summons should not issue. The excluded peer  
petitioned the Lords, as for a breech of privilege, and a com-
mittee to whom the matter was referred reported that there  
was no instance on record in which a peer capable of sitting in  
parliament bad been refused his writ. There was a little delay,  
but the king eventually gave in, and the earl had his writ  
(Lords Journals, iii. see).  

At the beginning of a new parliament every pea entitled  
receives a writ of summons issued under the authority of the  
Great Seal; he presents his writ at the table of the House of  
Lords on his first attendance, and before taking the oath.. If  
the par be newly crested he presents his letters-patent cresting  
the peerage to the lord chancellor on the wootsack, together  
with the writ of summon which the patent has evoked. Α  
peer on succession presents his snit in the ordinary way, the  
Journals recording, e.g. that Thomas Walter, Viscount Hampden,  
sat first in Parliament after the death of his father (Lords  
Journals, cxxxix 4) The form of writ now issued (at the  
beginning of a parliament: for the variation when parliament  
is sitting see Lords Journals, cxxxix. 185) corresponds closely  
to that in use so long ago as the 14th century. It runs as  

follows:— 
George  the Fifth by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of  

Great Britain aiid Ireland and of the British Domimons beyond  
the seas King Defender of the Faith to our right trusty and well-
beloved Greeting Whereas by the advice and consent of our Council  
for certain arduous and urgent affairs concerning us the state and  
the defence of our said United Kingdom and the Church we have  
ordered a vermin Parliament to be holden at cur City of Westminster  
on the ... day of ... next ensuing and there to treat and  
have conference with the prelates great men and peers of our realm  
We strictly enjoining command you upon the faith and allegiance  
by which you are bound to us that the weightiness of the said  
affairs and imminent perils considered (waiving all excuses) you  be 
at the said day and place personally present with us and with the 

 said prelates treat  men and pars to treat and give your counsel  
upon the affairs aforesaid. And this as you regard us and our  
honour end the safety and defence of the said United Kingdom  
and Church and despatch of the raid affairs in no wan do you omit.  

Formerly all peers were required to attend parliament, and  
there are numerous recorded instances of special grants of leave  
of absence, but nowadays there is no compulsion.  

After the right to a summons the principal privilege possessed  
by a peer is his right to be tried by his pars on a 

b  M , 	charge of treason or felony. Whatever the origin  
of this right, and some writers date it back to  

Saxon times (Trial of Lord Morley, 1678, Sbb Trio!: vii  

145), Magna Cana has strays been regaadid as its oon-
&metery authority. The important words am:- 
" nu1hα liber bomo cepiatur imρriιοπέ ur act diwefias,r de libero  tenemncnto sun vet libertatibus seu liberia coo ιιeωdinίbm suds,  
ant utlagetur nut exulctur ne aliquo redo distruatur nee d οmiτxω  
rex super ipsum obit ne super rum mittet nisi per legate jυdirisun  porn ies menus vet per kgem terse."  

The peers have always strongly insisted on this privilege  
of trial by their own order, and seveni times the heirs of these  

wrongly condemned recovered their rights and heritage on the  
ground that there had been no proper trial-by peers (R.D.P.,  
v. 24). In 2442 the privilege received parliamentary con-
firmation (star. 20 Henry VL. c. 9). If ρeτliaaeat is sitting  
the trial takes place before the House of Lands in full session ,  
i.e. the court of our lord the king in parliament, if not then  
before the court of the lord high steward. The οBuce of Lord  
high steward has formerly hereditary, but has not been so  for 
centuries and is now only granted pro hoc sues. When necessity  
arises the Crown issues a special commission naming some par  
(usually the lord chancellor) lord high steward pro lux Wee  
(Blad'stone'a Comm. iv. 258). When a trial takes piece in  
full parliament a lord high steward is also appointed, but his  
powers there are confined to the presidency of the court, all  
the pars sitting as judges of law as well as of fact.. Should  
the lord high steward be sitting as a court out of parliament  
be summons a number of pars to attend as a jury, but rules  
alone on all points of law and practice, the peers present being  
judges of fact only. Whichever kind of trial is in progress it  
is the invariable practice to summon all the judges to attend  
and advise on points of law. The distinction between the two  
tribunals was fully discussed and recognised in 1760 (Trial of  

Earl Ferrets, Foster's  CτiminοiC'υ's, ι39). The most recent trial  
was that of Earl Russell for bigamy (reported 1901, A.C. 446).  
Among others are the Kilmarnock, Cromarty and Balmerisso  
treason trials in parliament ia 5746 (Stale Teals xviii 441), and  
in the court of the lord high steward, Lord Morley (treason, :666,  
Stab Trials vi. 777), Lard Comwallis (murder, :678 Sfafe  
Trials vii. us),  Lard Delamere (1686, treason, Slob Trials xi.  

$10). Recently some doubt has been expressed as to the  
origin of the court of the lord high steward. It is said that  
the historical document upon which the practice is founded  
is a forgery. The conflicting views are set forth in Vernon  
Harcourt'* His Grate the Stcawrd and Trial of Peers, p. 429,  
and in Pike's Cousliluiional History 9f the House of Lords,p. rι3,  
In any case, whatever its historical origin, the court for  
centuries as a gutter of fact has received full legal recognition  
as part of the constitution. The right to trial by peers  
extends only to uses of treason and felony, and not to these  

of misdemeanour; nor can it be waived by any peer (Co. 3  
Inst. 29; Kclyng's Rep. 56). In the use of R. v. Lord Greets  

(x887), discussed in Hansard's Parfiomenlary Debaks, 3rd series,  
eel. mu. p. 246, Lard Halsbury points out that the question  
of trial by peers is one of jurisdiction established by law rather  
than a claim of privilege in the discretion of the accused.  
Scottish and Irish peers, whether possessing seats in the House  
of Lards or not, are entitled to trial by peers, the same procedure  
being followed as in the case of members of the House of Lords.  

Peers with a, seat in the House of Lards possess practically  
the same parlhimentaxy privileges as do members of the House  
of Commons. Among other privileges peculiar to themselves  
they have the right of personal access to the sovereign (Ar son's  
Laο of Ike Conslitalion,  i 227). In the House of Lords,  
when a resolution is passed contrary to his sentiments, anypcee,  
by live of the hour, may "protest," that is, enter his dissent  
on the journals of the house (Blackstone, Comm. i. 164).  
Formerly a peer might vote by proxy (Blackstotse, ibid.), but . 
since x868 there bras been a standing order discontinuing this  
right. In accordance with resolution passed by the two  
houses, neither house has newer by any vote or declaration  
to clothe itself with new privileges unknown to the law and  
customs of parliament (Commons Journal, xiv. SSS5). Peemeses  
and non-representative peers of Ireland and Scotland- ha νε,  
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with the exception of the right to sit In the Iouee of Lords and  
its attendant parliamentary privileges, every peerage privilege: 

 a widowed peeress retains her pń vi(ege of peerage while un-
married, but loses it if she mania a commoner (Co. Litt. ι66;  
CaalsΥ v. Cowry 119011 A.C. 450).  Dheolutica of marriage  
probably deprives a peeress of all peerage privileges which she  
acquired by marriage.  

The children d peers are commoners. The eldest son d s peer  
of the rank of earl (and above) a usually known socially by the  
pyγµyn ω  name of his fatheis next peerage, but the courtesy  
Ρuais^ nature of such title is clearly indicated in every public  
ρ,ws, « legal document, the phraseology employed being  

John Smith. Faq., commonly icemen as Viscount  
Black ere." Several cases are on record in which peers'  eldest  
urns have actually borne courtesy titles not pomositd as peerage  
honours by their fathers, but inasmuch a. such are only accorded  

by courtesy, no question of peerage privilege arises. The γουπger  
urns of dukes and marquesses are entitled to the erefct ' Lotd "  
before their Christian names, arid all the daughters d αń s es well 

 as of dukes and mrqueώ ea are entitled similarly to style them-
selves " Lady, " an the principle that all the daughters are equal  
in rank and precedence. The younger urns of marls and all the

of ^nger children Usuan
ts a  d^ tsr ee 

filed to the piltix
dies 

children are given, by the Crown, on the death of the peer, theme 
courtesy title, and precedence they th would have enjoyed had τheir  
(ether actually succeeded to the  peerage.  

An alien may be created a peer, but while remaining an alien  
cannot sit in the House of lards, nor, if a Scottish or Irish peer,  

can lie vote at elκtions for representative peers, Peer- 
C^'ιwM ages may be meted (t) by writ of summons, (s) by  
ρsωnes 

 
patent. The writ of summits method a not now used  

except in the case of tilling up an eldest eon in the barony of hi.  
lather. This does not create a new peerage but only accelerates  
the heir's appearance in the House of Lords. On the father',  
death the peerage  remains vested in the son. Should the an die  
without heir the pterne reveets in the (ether. The invadable  
method of creation in all ordinary uses is by patent The letters  
Patent describe the name of the dignity,  the person upon whom it  
is conferred, and specify its course of descent.  

Claims to peerages are of two kinds: (t) of right, () of grace.  
In theory the Crown, as the fountain of honour, might settle any  
CS^w^M 

claim without reference to the House of Lords  and 
issue a writ of summon to its petitioner. This  would 
not in any way prevent the House of Lords from  

=miaing the patent and writ of Ammons when the favoured  
petitioner or any heir claiming thrwgb him Mme to take his  
sat. If of opinion that the patent was illegal the house might  
refuse admittance, as it did in the Wenalcydair case. In the use  
of a petitioner who has persuaded the Crown to terminate in his  
favour as a co-heir the abeyance of an ancient barony and who  
Las received his writ of summon., the matter Ia more dilllcult.  
The house cannot refuse to admit any person properly aununoned 
by the Crown. as the prerogative is unlimited in point of number•  
but it can take into account the precedence of the newcomer. It  
be leas an old barony he naturally expects its proper place on the  
bench of barer; but if the house thought fit they might compel  
him to prove his Pedigree before according any p ecedenα. i(  
he refused to do this they would still be bound to admit him, but  
it would be as the junior heron of the house with a peerage dating,  
for parliamentary purposes, from the day of his summons. The  
general result is that the Crown, unless there me be no question  
as to pedigree, seldom terminates an abeyance without refemng  
the matter to the douse of Lords, and invariably se refers all  
claims which are disputed or which involve any ‚uestion of l aw.i  
The procedure Is as follows: The claimant petitions the Crown  
through the home secretary, setting forth his pedigree and stating  
the nature of his claim. The Crown then refers the petition to its  
legal adviser, the attorney.gvnerat The petitioner then in course  
cl time appears before the attorneylrneml with his proofs. Finally  
she attorn-general reports th*t a prima facie case is, or is not, made  
cut, U a case be made out, the Crown, if it does not fake immediate  
mien, refers the whole matter to the House of lards, who par it on  
to their Committee for Privileges for eaamination and report.  

The Committee for Privileges, which for peerage claims is usually 
constituted of the law lords and  one or two other lords interested  
Q.sses. in peerage history, sits as an ordinary court of justice  

arm.* and follows au th, rules cl law and evidence. The  
km, attorney.gencral attends υ adviser to the committee  

and to watch the interests of the Crown. According to  
die nature of the case the Committee reports to the house, and  
the borne to the Crown, that the petitioner (if succes,(ul) (1) has  

made out his claim and is entitled to a writ of summons, or (a)  

1  Th, was not done in the case of the nrldom of Cromartie  
called out of abeyance in X895. The holder of the title being a  
lady the house has had. as yet, no opportunity of considering the  
ghdiry of the Crowgy act ion.  . 

has proved his co-heirship to an existing peerage, and  has also 
proved the descent of all existing co-heirs. In the first case the  
writ of summons is issued forthwith, but the second, being one of  
abeyance, is a matter for the pleasure of the Crown, which need  
setbbee exercised at all, but, if exercised, may terminate the abeyance  
in favour of any one el the co-heir,. The seniority of a coheir  
(though this alone is of little moment), his newer to support the 

 dignity, and the number of existing oo-heirs, are all factors which  
count in the chances of success.  

Reference has already been made in the earlier part of this article  
to the reply of Bishop Peter de Roches to the English barons  
who claimed trial by their peers and, as was auggeeted .sW the bishop probably had in hismind the peers of Fiance.  ηa^ 
Possibly the word pares, as eventually used in England,  
was borrowed from this soarer, but thi. Ia uncertain. The great  
men known ońgiaally as the twelve pain do Fraκe, were the feudal  
holders of huge territories under the nominal sway of the king of  
France. They were the (archbishop) duke of Rheims, the (bishop)  
dukes of Langres and Iron. the (bishop) counts of Beauvais, Nooyyoon  
and Chalons, the dukes of Bu ndy, Normandy and Aquitainη 
and the counts of Fiandess, douse and Champagne. These  
magnates, nominally feudatories, were practically independent  

rulers, and their position ran in no way be compared to that of  
the English baronage. it is said that this body of peers was in-
stituted in the reign of Philip Augustus, though some wr ί teπ evew  
ascribe its origin to Charlemagne. Snare of the peen were present  
at PhiI:p's coronation in  i η,  and later again at the alleged trial  
ofohn of England when his fief of Normandy, was adjudged 
forfeit to the French Crown.  

As the central power of the French kings grew, the various left  
lost their indq*ndence end bewnie united to the Crowe, with the  
exception of Flanders which pawed into the hands of the emperor  
Charles V. In the 14th century the custom arose for the sovereign  
to honour his more Important nobles by granting them the title  
of Peer d France. At brat the grant was confined to the royal  
dukes, but later it was conferred on others, amongst whom late  
in the 17th century appears the archbishop of Paris. To several  
counties and baronies the honour of a peerage was added, but  
most of these eventually became reunited with the Crown. As a  
legislative body a chamber of peas in Rena was first founded  
by Louis XVI 1- in 1814; it was hereditary and modelled on the  
English Rouse of Lords. The revolution of :830 reduced its  
hereditary quality to life tenure, and in the troubles of X848 the  
chamber itself tensityy disappeared.  

Austria. Hungary and Portugal am ether eoantriea possessing  
peerages which to some extent follow the English model. In  
Austria there is a large hereditary nobility and these p a.  
members of it in whose families the legislative dignity ί welaw  is hereditary by nomination of the emperor sit in the  
Herrenhaas or Awtrian Upper Chamber, together with certain pre.  
fates and a large number of nominated lik.members. In Hungary  
all those noble who possess the right of hereditary pxnge (as  
admitted by the act of 1885 and subsequent acts) and who pay  
a land tax of certain vale, are members of the House of Magnates,  
of which they farm a large majority, the remainder d the rem.  
ben being Roman Catholic prelates, representatives of Protestant  
churches and life peers. In Portugal until recent years the House  
of Peers was an hereditary body, but it Ia now practically a 
chamber of life-peers. 	 (G. E. )  

ΡΕΕΗΙΚΑΙΡ, PΕ ΤΒΠ3 ΗΟΡ ΑN (1786-1865). Dutch  
classical scholar and critic, descended from a family of French  
refugees named Perlechamp. was born at Groningen on the  
τnd of February X786. He was professor of ancient literature  
and universal history at Leiden from ι8"τ to τ84e, when  
he resigned his Bost and retired t ο Hilversum near Utrecht,  
where be died on the 27th of March t865. He suds the founder  
of the subjective method of textual criticism, which consisted  
in rejecting in a classical author whatever failed to come up ιο  
the standard of what that author, in the critic's opinion, ought to  
have written. His ingenuity in this direction, in which he went  

much farther than Bentley, was cbiely exercised en the Odes  
of Horace (the greeter part of which he dedared spurious),  

and the Aenaid of VirgiL He also edited the Ars pedicts and  
Satires of Horace, the A gricela of Tacitua, the romance of  
Xenophon of Ephesus, and was the author of a history of the  
Latin poeta of the Netherlands (Ds ,,‚lo, d dtfse, d feseftak  
Nederksdorum qsi cermauso )seine cossposuerenf, 1838).  

See L. Milder, Gessk. der &IIIssiSCA.$ P j.  den λriederiσαaks  
(1869). and J. E. Sandys, Hid. s/ Class. Ssiel. 0908), iii. 276.  

PERSEXSKY, ALEXEY FIOPILACTOVICH (z8e0-z88r),  
Russian novelist, was born on his father's estate, in the province  
of Kostroma, on the ioth/zand of March 1820. In his auto  
biography he describes his family as belonging to the ancient  
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Russian nobility, but bΙτ mαe immediate progenitors were all  
very poor, and unable to read or write. His grandfather  
ploughed the fields as a simple peasant, and his father, as  
Peesemaky himself said, was washed and clothed by a rich  
relative, and placed as a soldier in the army, from which he retired  
as a major after thirty years' service. During childhood  
Peesemsky rid eagerly the translated works of Walter Scott  
and Victor Hugo, and latsr those of Shakespeare, Schiller,  
Goethe, Rousseau, Voltaire and George Sand. From the  
gymnasium of Kostroma he passed through Moscow University,  
and in 1884 entered the government service as a clerk in the  
omce of the Crown domaha in his native province. Between  
0854 and 1872, when he finally quitted the civil service, he  
occupied similar posts in St Petersburg and Moscow. His  
Orly works exhibit a profound disbelief in the higher qualities  
of humanity, and a disdain for the other sex, although he appears  
to have been attached to a particularly devoted and sensible  

wife. His first novel, Beyarsichina, was forbidden for its  
unflattering description of the Russian nobility. His principal  
novel. are Tnfah ("A Muff "), 1850; Tscµiώń α donsA (" A  
Thousand Souls "), 1862, which Is considered his best work of  
the kind; and Vsbaknw"cheneee mere (" A Troubled Sea "),  
giving a picture of the excited state of Russian society about , 
the year 1862. He also produced a comedy, Gcrbsyis s edbino  
(" A Bitter Fate "), depicting the dark sides of the Russian  
peasantry, which obtained for him the Ouvarofi prize of the  
Russian Academy. In 1856 he was sent, together with other  
literary men, to report on the ethnographical and commercial  
condition of the Russian interior, his particular field of inquiry  
having been Astrakhan and the region of the Caspian Sea.  
His scepticism in regard to the liberal reforms of the 'sixties  
nude him very unpopular among the more progressive writers  
of that time. He died at Moscow on the 2nd of February ι88τ  
(Jan. 21, Russian style).  . 

PEGASUS (from Cr. a ηybτ, compact, strong), the famous  
winged horse of Greek fable, said to have sprung from the trunk  
of the Gorgon Medusa when her bead was cut off by Rers εus.  
Bellerophon caught him as he drabk of the spring Peirene on  

the Adrocorinthus at Corinth, or received him tamed and  
bridled at the hands of Athena (Pindar, 01. xiii. 63; Pausanias 

 Ii. 4). Mounted on Pegasus, Bellerophon slew the Chimaera  
and overcame the Solymi and the Amazons, but when he tried  
to By to heaven on the horse's back he threw him and continued  
his heavenward course (Apoilodorus ii. 3). Arrived in heaven,  
Pegasus served Zeus, fetching for him his thunder and lightning  
(Hesiod, Theo'. 280). Hence some have thought that Pegasus  
is a symbol of the thundercloud. According to 0. Grupe*  
(Grfechische bfylhologk, i. 75,  123) Pegasus, like Anon the  
fabled odspring of Demeter and Poseidon, was a curse-horse,  
symbolical of the rapidity with w)kh curses were fulfilled. In  
later legend he is the horse of Has, the morning. The erroneous  
derivation from πηγή , "a spring of water," may have given  
birth to the legends which connect Pegasus with water; e.g.  
that his father was Poseidon, that he was born at the springs  
of Ocean, and that be had the power of making springs rise  
from the ground by a blow of his hoof. When M t Helicon,  
enchanted by the song of the Muses, began to rise to haven,  
Pegasus stopped its ascent by stamping on the ground (Antontinus  
Liberalis q), απd where he struck the earth Hippocrene (horse-  
spring), the fountain of the Muses, gushed forth (Pausanias  
ii. 3!, ix. 31). But there are facts that speak for an independent  
mythological comiexion between horses and water, e.g. the  
sacredness of the horse to Poseidon, the epithets Hippioa and  
Equester applied to Poseidon and Neptune, the Greek fable  
of the origin of the first horse (produced by Poseidon striking  
the ground with his trident), and the custom in Argolis of  
sacrificing horses to Poseidon by drowning them in a well.  
From his ccmnezion with Hippocrene Pegasus has come to be  
regarded as the horse of the Muses and hence as a symbol of  
poetry. But this is a modem attribute of Pegasus, not known  
to the ancients, and dating only from the Orlando insaπσrσtσ  
of Botardo.  

See monograph by F. Honig, &esteem Οileie faghe Abkes d.  

iengee (ip s) ι  vol. viii., pt.  g. 
ΡΕ ΑU, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Saxony,  

situated in a fertile country, on the Elster, r8 m. S.W. from 
 LeiPsig by the railway to Zeita. Pop. (rocs),  5656. It hal  

two Evangelical churches, that of St. Lawrence being a fug  
Gothic structure, a ιό th.century town-hall; a very old hospital  
and an agricidimwl school Its industries embrace the mina  
future of felt, boots and metal wares.  

Pegau grew up round a monastery founded in 1096, but does  
not appear as a town before the close of the 12th century.  
Markets were held here and its prosperity was further enhanc ςd  
by its position on a main road running east and west. In the  
monastery, which was dissolved in 1539,  a valuable chronicle  
was compiled, the Annakl tegαrienses, covering the period  
from 1039 to 1227,  

See F6αωι. As/alt and Ends du' Rlafa τΡ Se Jacob as Pegre  
(Leipzig, 1857); and Dilln α; Greml and Gunther, Ails: sad ems  

ass Pegm' (Leipzig. 1905). The Αnnefσι pepsienses 51w published  
in Bd. XVI. of the M.nsmeiia Gmnsalss luwrfa. Sc ńptsres.  

PEGMATITE (from Gr. stγµα, a bond), the name given by  
Haoy to those masses of graphic granite which frequently occur  
in veins. They consist of quartz απd alkali feldspars in crystalline  
intergrowth (see Pmraoioey, Plate II. fig. 6). The term wed  
subsequ ntiy used by Naumann to signify also the coarsely  
crystalline veins rich in quartz, feldspar and muscovite, which  
often in grit numbers ramify through outcrop. of granite and  
the surrounding rocks. This application of the name has now  
obtained general sec-queece, and has been extended by many'  
authors to include vein-rocks of similar structure and geological  
relationships, which occur with syenites, dioritcs and gabbrow  
Only a few of these pegmatites have graphic structure or mutual  
intergrowth of their constituents. Many of them are exceedingly  
coarse-grained; In granite-pegniatites the feldspars may be  
several feet or even yards in diameter, and other minerals such  
as apatite and tourmaline often occur in gigantic crystal.. Peg.:  
matites consist of minerals which are found also in the rocks  
from which they are derived, e.g. granite-pegmatites contain  
principally quarts and feldspar while gabbro pegmatites  
consist of diallage and plaglocisse. Rare minerals, however,  
often occur in these veins in exceptional amount and es very  
perfect crystals. The minerals of the pegmatites are always  
those which were last to separate out from the parent rock  
As the basic minerals ace the first formed the pegmatites contain  

a larger proportion of the acid or more siliceous components  
which were of later origin: In gtanite.pegtnatiIes there Is little  
hornblende, biotite or sphene, but white mica, feldspar and quarts  
make up the greater part of the veins. In gebbro•pegmatit α  
olivine seldom occurs, but diallage απd plagioclase occur  in 
abundance. In this respect the pegmatites and aplites agree;  
both are of more acid types than the average rock from which  

'they came, but the pegmatites are coarsely crystalline while  
the splices are fine-grained. Segregationa of the early minerals  
of a rock are frequent as nodule, lumps and streaks scattered  
through its mass, and often dikes of basic character (lan ιρro.  
phyres, &c.) are injected into the surrounding country. Theme  
have been grouped together as intrusions of ,ndeιισοωie fucks  
(Ahan, black, *&rot, strength, predominance) because in  
them the dark bane minerals preponderate. The splices and  
pegmatites, on the other hand, are kuwcrai' ( λeυaά , white);  
since they are of acid character said contain relatIvely large  
amounts of the white minerals quartz said feldspar.  

Pegenatites are associated with plutonic or intrusive rocks and  
were evidently formed by slow crystallization at considerable  
depths below the surface: nothing similar to them is knows  
in laves. They are very characteristic of granites, especially  
those which contain muscovite and much alkali feldspar; in  
gabbros, diorites and syeninea pregmatite dikes are comparatively  
rare. The coarsely crystalline structure may be ascribed to 

 slow crystallization; and is pertly the result of the rocks, in  
which the veins lie, having been at a high temperature when the  
minerals of the pegmatites separated oat. In accordance  
with this we find that pegmatite veins are nearly always restricted  
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to the area occupied by lbe parent each (cog. the granite), or  

to its immediate vicinity, and within the zone which has been  

greatly heated by the plutomc imizusion, vi., the contact aureole.  

Another very important factor in producing the coarse crystal-
lisetiου of the pcgmatiic veins is the presence of abundant  
water vapour and other gases whicch served as mineralising  

agents and facilitated the building together of the rock molecules  

in large crystalline individuals.  
Proof that these vapours were important agents in the forma-

tion of pegmatite is worded by manyof the minerals con-
tamed in the veins. Boron, fluorine, hydrogen, chlorine and  
other volatile substances are essential components of some of  
these minerals. Thus tourmaline, which ciretaliss boron and  
duońng, may be common in the pegmatite. but raze in the  
granite itself. Fluorine or chlorine are present in apatite,  
another frequent ingredient of granite pegmatites. Muscovite  

and gilbertite both contain hydrogen and fluorine; topaz is  

rich in fluorine also and all of these are abundant in some  
pegnmtftes. The stimulating effect which volatile substances  

exert on crystallizing molten masses is well known to experi-
mental geologists who, by mixing tut ιgstatα and fluorides with  
fused powders, have been able to produce artificial minerals  
which they could not otherwise obtain. Mast pegmntites are  
truly igneous rocks so far as their composition goes, but in their  
structure they show relations to the aqueous mineral veins.  
Many of them for example have a comby structure, that is to  
my, their minceals are columnar and stand perpendicular to the  
walls of the fissure occupied by the vein. Sometimes they have  
a banding owing to successive deposits having been laid down  
of different character; mice may be external, then feldspar, and  
in the centre a leader or string of pure quarts. Ιι pegmatite  
veins also there are very frequently cavities or pugs, which are  
lined by crystals with very perfect faces. These bear much  

resemblance to the miarolitic or drusy cavities common in  
granite, and like them were probably filled with the residual  
liquid' which was left over after the mineral substances were  
deposited in crystals.  

Pegmatites are very irregular not only in d ίstrίbt tΙcη, width  
and persistence, but also in composition. The relative abut.  
dance of the constituent minerals may ddier χaρidly and much  
from post to point. Sometimes they are rich in mice, in  
enormous crystals for which the rock is mined or quarried  

(India). Other pegmatite are needy pure feldspar, while others  
roe locally (especially near their Iersidsalfosia) .very full of  
quartz. They may in fact pus into quartz veins (alsakitm)  
some of which arc aorifcrous (Ν. America). Qualls van. o1  
another type are very largely developed, especially in regions  
of slate and phyllite; they are produced by segregation of  
dissolved silica from the country rock and its concentration  
rate cracks produced by stretching of the nick masses during 

 folding. in these segregation veins, especially when the beds  
are of feldspathic nature, crystals of albite and osthoclase may  
appear, in large or small quantity. In this way a second type  
of pegmatite (segregation pegmatite) is farmed which is eery  
difficult to distinguish from true igneous veins. These two  

have, however, much in common as regards tńe conditions  
airier which they were formed. Great pressures, presence d  
water, and a high though net.necessarily very high temperature  
were the principal agencies at work.  

Granite pegmatite, are laid down after their permit mess had  
solidified and while it was cooling down: sometimes they contain  
such minerals as garnet, not found in the main mass, and showing  
that the temperature of crystaliirarkn was comparatively  low. 
Another special feature of these vein is the presence of minerals  
containing pmeiouz metals or rite earths. Gold occurs in riots few  
uses; tin in ethers, while sulphide, such as copper pyrites are found  
also. Beryl i  the commonest of the minerals of the second grow  

spodsimesse is another example, and there is much reason to hold  
that diamond . a native d some d the pegmatite of Brasil and  
lathe, though this is sot yet incontestably proved. The syeaite.  
pegmatite, of south Norway are remarkable both for their coarse  
crystallization and for the great number of rare minerals they have  
‚datded.Among these may be mentioned havenite, rinkite, rosen-
buachite, mmondrite. pyroehfae. ρeιclskΙι sad lempιοώ ιυnit )  

ΜΙΟΒ T$ a deer of Germany. ' It chef nee/ I3nden ń ard  
in Upper Franconia (Bavaria) from two sources. At first it  

is called the Fichtenobe, but at Bucbau it takes the named the  
Pegmtz, and flowing in a south-westerly direction disappears  
below the small town of Fcgnitz in a mountain cavern. It  
emerges through three orifices, enters Middle Franconia, and  
after flowing through the heart of the city of Nuremberg falls  
into the Regnits at FOσth.  

See Speclst, Des Petaingebiet is Swag 44 seises Wessutanutoll  

(Munich, ryes).  
The Pcgxiis Order (Order of the society of Pegnitz shepherds),  

also known as "the crowned flown order on the Pigiiitz," was  
one of the societies founded in Germany in the course of the 17th  
century for the purification and imptovement of the German  
language, especially in the domain of poetry. Georg Phllpp  
HaιsdδrHα and Johann Klaj instituted the order in Nuremberg  
in 1644, and named it after the river, its emblem was the passion  
Bower with Pan's pipes, and the motto Mu Νsises erfrndiek,  

or Ails set user Tee eiwlieriig. The members set themselves  
the task of counteracting the pedantry of another school  of 
poetry by imagln'tlon snd gaidy, but lacking Imagination  
and broad views they took refuge in allegorical subjects and  
puerile trifling. The result was tο debase rather than to rain  
the standard of poetic art in Germany. At first the mactinge  
of the order was held in private grounds, but in r66& they were  
transferred to a forest near Kreftnbof or Naunhof. In X794  
the order was reorgsnised, and it now exists merely as a literary  
society.  

See Tinos*, Die sbshager D ck rsrbefe (Gfltdnget, 1847):  

and the Festsιkrifβ sus zso-fdhrigm Isbedfew des pejeeτUeies  
Btanusoιdιiss (Niiremberg, 0194).  

PEGOLOTFI, FBAI(C8iCΟ BAWUCCI ()f. ι3r$`ι,µο).  

Florentine merchant and writer, was a factor in the service  
d the mercantile house of the Bardi, and in this capacity we  
find him at Antweep from &trs (or earlier) to 1317; in London  
in 5317 and apparently for some time alter; in Cyprus from  
1324 40 1357, tad agar (ot' perhaps in unbroken continuation  
of his former residence) its 3335•  In this last year he obtained  
from the king of Little Armenia (i.e. medieval Cilicie, @r.) a grant  
of privileges for Florentine trade. Between 1335 and 1343,  
probably in ι33¢r34ο, he compiled his Like di disis,th,essei  
di $usi . 4 riirei di rercakmie a d'a ire core biseesesoli di  

seine ? msecσissli, commonly known an the Pre σliιa delis  
seenaiwa (the some given it by Pagoi ). Beginning with  a 
sort of glomaryof foreign tams then in seeker all kinds of taxes  

or payments on merchandise an well as for "every kind of place  
where goods might be bought or mold in cities," the ProJi'a  
nezt.dactibes some of the dud trsde mutes of the 54th century,  

and mark of the. principal markets then known to Mann  
macbants; the Imports and exports of miens important  

commeedul regions; the bushier customs prevalent in each ht  
these regiosis; and the comparative value of the lading moneys,  
weights and me nsees. The most distant and extensive trade  

mutes described by Pegoletti area (r) that from Tans or Ames  
to Peking via A*teskhsn, Kń ivs, Otmr, Kuija and Kanchow  
(Ghtarchan, Organ, Ottzarrs, Armaleceo and Cement in the  
P%alko); (a) that from Lajsszo on the Cilickn roast to Tabris  
in north Persia via Sivas, IS αΡingam and Enerum (Silvestro;  
Arsinga and Armrone); (3) that from Trebinsad to Tabria  
Among the markstz enumerated ere: Tans, Conatantinopi ς  
Alexandria, Damietta, and the ports of Cyprus and the Crimea.  
Pegolotti's notices of pests on the north d the Bieck See are very  
valuable; his works slaw us that Florentine exports had  now 
gained a high reputation in the Levant. In ether chapters  
as account is from of 34th-amtmy methods of packing goods  
(ιh. 59); of emayiog gold and diver (ch. 35);  of shipment;  
of " Lot ιdon in England in Itself" (di. 6s); of moιtesterίes  
In Scotland and England (" Scotland of England," Scssia di  
Istbifkna) that were rich in wool (ch. 63). Among the latter  

are Newbettle, Skimming Client, Dunfermlrne, Dundrennan,  
Glenlisce, Coldirigham, Echo, Newminstet near Μurpetb,  
Furness, Fountains, Kirkatall, Kirstead, Swisahead, Suttee  



.^ 	 ' 'PEGU--PεriteE  
sad Calder. Ptgolottl'I interest in g πglend and Scotland is 

 clilefiy connected with the wool trade.  
There is only one MS. of the Prohw, vie. No. 2441 'in the Rkeac-

dma Library at Flerence (241 (ols., occupying the whole volume),  

written in 1471; and one edition of the text, in vol. iii, ( Gian  

Franceuco Pagniiii's Della Decima a della afire grange impork dal  

commune di Fi,enr.t (Lisbon απd Lucca—really Florence-1766) ;  
Sir Henry Yule, Caihay, ii. 279-508, translated into English the  
most interesting sections of Pego otti, with valuable eommeItary  
(London, Hakluyt Society, 1866). See also W. Heyd, Commerce  

du Leeasl, ii., 12, 50,58,78-79,85-86,112-119     (Ιeiρxig. 1886); Η. 
Kiepert, in SGsssg ιberiekte der yh ιloτ. k^l. C der beeline Akad.,  

ρρ 901, &e. (Θerliη, 1881); C. R. Beaxicy. Dawn 4 Modern  
Geography, iii. 324-332, 550, 555 (Oidoitl, 1906).  

P8011, a town and former capital of Lower Burma, giving  
its name to a district and a division. The town is situated  
on a river of the same acme, 47 m. N.E. of Rangoon by rail;  
pop. (1901), 14,132. Iii. still surrounded by the old walls,  
about 4ο ft. wide, on which have been built the residences of  
the British officials. The most conspicuous object is the Shwe-
maw-dove pagoda, 324 ft. high, considerably larger and even  
more holy than the Shwe.dagon pagoda at Rangoon. Pegu  
is said to have been founded In 373, as the first capital of the  
Talainga; but it was as the capital of the Toungoo dynasty  
that it became known to Europeans in the ιό th century. About  
the middle of the 18th century it was destroyed by Alompra;  
but it rose again, and was important enough to be the scene  
of fighting in both the first and second Burmese Wars. It gave  
its name to the province (including Rangoon) which was annexed  
by the British in 1852.  

The district, which was formed in 1883, consists of an alluvial  
tract between the Pegu Yoma range and the Sittang river:  
area, 4276 sq. m.; pop. (tgor), 339,572,  showing an increase of  
43% in the decade. Christians numbered nearly 9000, mostly  
Karen. Almost the only cop grown is rice, which is exported  
in large quantities to Rangoon. The district is traversed by  
the railway, and also creased by the Pegu-Sittang Banal, navi-
gable for 8 m., with locks.  

The division of Pegu compriκs the five districts of Rangoon  
city, Hanthawaddy, Tbsmwaddy, Pegu and Promo, lying east  
of the Irrawaddy: uen 13,084 sq. m.; pop. (rent), :,820,638.  

Pegu has also given its name to the l'egu Yoms, a range of hills  
running north and south for about acorn., between the Irrawaddy  
and Sittang riven. The height nowhere exceeds boo ft.  
but the slopes are steep and rugged. The forests yield teak  
απd other valuable timber. The Pegu river, which rises in  
this range, falls into the Rangoon river just below Rangoon  
city, after a course of about 18o m.  

PEIL$ JOHN (1838-1910), English philologist, was born  
at Whitehaven on the 24th of April 1838. He was educated at  
Repton and Christ's College, Cambridge. lifter a distinguished  
career (Craven scholar, senior classic and chancellor's medallist),  
he became fellow and tutor of his college, reader of comparative  
philology in the university ( τ884-1891), and in ι887 was elected  
master of Christ's. He took a greet interest in the higher  
education of women and became president of Ncwnlmm College.  
lie was the first to introduce the great philological works of  
George Curtius and Wilhelm Corson to the English student  
in his Zsirodacli.n Ιο  Greek and Louis Edymdogy (1869). He  
died at Cambridge on the 9th of October 19 10, living  
practically completed his exhaustive history of Christ's College.  

PEINE, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of  
Hanover, 16 m. by rail N.W. of Brunswick, on the railway  to 
Hanover and Hamburg. Pop. (1905), 15,42:. The town ńas  
a Roman Catholic and a Protestant church and several schools.  
Its industries include iron and steel works, breweries, distilleries  
and brickyards, and the manufacture of studs, auger, malt,  
machinery and artificial manure. There are also large horse  
and cattle markets held here. Peine was at one time a strongly  
fortified piece, and until 1803 belonged to the bishopric of  
Hildesheim.  

PEINE FORTE ET DDRE (French for "hard and severe  
punishment "), the term for a barbarous torture inflicted on thane  
who, arraigned of felony, refined to plead and stood silent, or  

challenged more than twenty jurors, which was deemed a con-
tumacy equivalent to a refusal to plead. By easy English law  
a prisoner, before he could be tried, must plead " guilty " or  
"not guilty." Before the 13th century it was usual to imprison  
and starve till submission, but in Henry IV's reign the perne  
was employed. The prisoner was stretched on his back, and  
stone or icon weights were placed on him till he either submitted  
or was pressed to death. Pressing to death was abolished in  
1772; "standing mute" on an arraignment of felony being then  
made equivalent to conviction. By an act of 1828 a plea of  
"not guilty "'was to be entered against any prisoner refusing  

to pled, and that is the rule to-day. An alternative to the  
peine was the tying of the thumbs tightly together with whip-
cord until pain forted the prisoner to speak. This was said to be  
a common practice at the Old Battey up to the 19th century.  

Αmοng recorded Instances of the infliction of the $eiue apes  
juliana Quick (1444) for high treason in speaking derisively of 
HenryV! Margaret Clitherow, " the martyr of York " (1586);  
Walter Calvelyr  of Calverly, Yorks, for the murder of his cbildrea 
(1605); and Major Strangways at Newgate, charged with murder of  
his brother-imlaw ( ι6s7). In this last can it is said that upon the  
weights being placed in position several cavalier friends of Strang-
ways sprang .on his body and put him out of his pain. In 1721 one  
Nathaniel Hawes lay under a weight of a5 ο lb b r ervea minutes.  
finally submitting. The peisA was last employed in 1741 at  
Cambridge assizes, when a prisoner was no put to death; the penalty  
of thumb-tying having first been tried. In 1692 at Salem, Mama-
ehusetts, Giles, accused of witchcraft, refusing to plead, was 
pressed to death. This is believed to be the only mstanoc of the  
iafisctioo of the penalty in America.  

PSiΡ118, or Cauosκονa Onnso, a lake of oath-west Russia,  
between the governments of St Petersburg, Pskov, Livonia and  

Eatlenle. Including its southern extension, sometimes known  

as Lake Pskov, it has an area of 1356 sq. m. Its shores art  
gat and sandy, απd in part wooded; its waters deep, and they  
ailord valuable fishing. The lake is fed by the Vefikaya, which  

enters it at its southern extremity, and by the Embach, which  

flows in half way up its western shore; it drains into the Gulf of  

Finland by the Narova, which issues at its north-east corner.  

PllllΑAiSQB, or PIXAtos (Gr. fle'pa'ein), the port town  
of Athens, with which its history is inseparably connected.  
Pop. (τ9e7), 67,982. It consists of a rocky promontory, contain-
ing three natural ńarbours, a large one on the north-west which  
is still one of the chief commercial harbours of the Levant, and  
two smaller ones on the Est, which were used chiefly for naval  
purposes. Themistoclea was the first to urge the Athenians  
to take advantage of these harbours, instead of using the sandy  
bay of Phaleron; and the fortiń cation of the Pelraeus was begun  
in 493  s.c. Later on it was connected with Athens by the Long  
Walls in 460 s.c. The town of Pelreeus was laid out by the  
architect Iippodamus of Miletus, probably in the time of  
Pericles. The promontory itself consisted of two parts —the  
hill of Munycń ia, and the projection of Acte; on the opposite  
side of the great harbour was the outwork of Eetioneia. The  
most stirring episode in the history of the Peiraeus is the Seizure  
of Munychia by Thrasybulus and the exiles from Phyle, and the  
consequent destruction of the " 30 tyrants" in 404 B.C. The  
three chief arsenals of the Forams were named Manychia,  
Zees' and Cantharus, and they contained galley slips for 82, ι96  
and 94 ships respectively in the 4th century s.c.  

See under Arns/4s. Also Angelopoulos, ΙΙφΡl 1hφa'ir cat 4a  
h,'fwr. sheaf (Athens, 1898).  

PEIRCE, BENJAMIN (:809-s880), American mathematician  
and astronomer, was born at Salem, Maasadiusetts, on the  
4th of April 1809. Graduating at Harvard College in 1829,  
he became mathematical tutor there in 1831 and professor in  
1833. He had already assisted Nathaniel Bowdltch in his  
translation of the Mfcasique dlesle, and now produced a mice  
of mathematical textbooks characterized by the brevity and  
terseness which made his teaching unattractive to inapt pupils.  
Young men of talent, on the contrary, found his instruction  
most stimulating, and after Bowditcb's death in 1838 Peirce  
stood first among American mathematicians. His researches  
into the perturbations of Uranus and Neptune (Proc. Amer.  



PEISAλ1DER^Ε1SISTRATUS  54  
Aoad., 1848) gave him a wider fame; he became in rd49 con.  

suiting astronomer to the Asiedcas Νautiώ  l Aisu saw, and for  
this work prepared new tables of the moon (0854). Α discussion  
of the equilibrium of Saturn's rings led him to condude in ι855  
that they must be of a fluid nature. From 1867 to 1874 he was  
superintendent of the Coast Survey. In 1857 he published his  
best known work, the System of AnsiyIkai Hechasks, which  
was, however, surpassed in brilliant originality by his Liικσr  
Associe rue Algebra (lithographed privately in a few coelee,  
1870; reprinted in the Amer. low". Math., 1882). He died at  
Cambridge, Mass. on the 6th of October 1880. 

w See Ne A mur. ςωισ$ed ία (Rinkv and Dana), vol. xiii. (1861);  
T. J. J See, Po$edar As4osomy, ii . 49;  Naha, xxii. 607; R. Grant,  
Hnt. of Plays. Astronomy, Pp 205, 19+; J. C. Poggendorif, Bog.  
lit. Haadwsrterbeh; M owtk. Notices Roy. Astr. Sociely, xli. 191 :  

PRISANDBR, of Camirus in Rhodes, Greek epic poet, sup-
posed to have flourished about 640 B.C. He was the author  
of a Her'adeiea, in which he introduced a new conception of the  
hero, the lion's skin and dub taking the place of the older  
Homeric equipment. He is also said to have fixed the number  
of the " labours of Hercules "at twelve. The work, which accord-
ing tο Clement of Alexandria (Strome o, vi. ώ . τ) was simply  
a plagiarism from an unknown Pisińus of Lindus, enjoyed  
no high a reputation that the Alexandrian critics admitted the  
author to the epic canon. From an epigram (20) of Theocritus  
we learn that a statue w as erected in honour of Peisander by  
his countrymen. He is to be distinguished from Peisander  
of Laranda in Lycia, who lived during the reign of Alexander  
Severus (e.o. 222-2.35), and wrote a poem on the mixed marriages  
of gods and mortals, after the manner of the Poem of Hesiod.  

See fragments in G. Kinkel Epiiorsm: nutoram fragm ιsta (1878);  
also F. G. Wekker, KIeise 'kchriflσ", eel. i (ιβ44), on the twelve  
labours of Hercules in Peisander.  

Ρm$Ι$?ΒΑΤUS, (6ο5?--517 s.c.), Athenian statesman, was  
the son of Hippocrates. He use named after Peislateatus, the  
youngest son of Nestor, the alleged ancestor of his family; he 

 was second cousin on his mother's side to Solon, and numbertd  
among his ancesters Coders the last great king of Athens. Thus  
among those who became " tyrants " in the Greek wer;d he  
gained his position as one of the old nobility, like Pheleris of  
Agńgentum, and Lygdamis of Naxos; but unlike Orthagoras of  
Sicyen, who had previously been a cook. Pelsislratus, though  
Solon's junior by thirty years, was his lifelong friend (though this  
isdenied), nor did their friendship suffer owing to their political  
antagonism. From this widely accepted belief arose the almost  
certainly false statement that PelsistratuO took part in Solon's  
successful war against Megera, which necessarily took place  
before Scion's archonsbip (probably in 60 ο s.c.). Aristotle's  
C.w.siiiati'm of Athens (eh. 17) carefully distinguishes Solon's  
Megasian War from a second in which Peisistratus *as no doubt  
in commend, undertaken between 57ο and 565 tο recapture  
knees (the port of Megara) which had apparently been recovered  
by the Megerians since Solon's victory (see Sandy's on The  
C,asiiiwiien of Athens, eh. 14, τ, note, and Ε. Abbott, History  
of Gene, vol. 1. app. p. 544). Whatever be the trueexplanatioe  
of this problem, it is certain ( τ) that Peisistratus was regarded  
as a leading soldier, and (τ) that his position was strengthened  
by the prestige of his family. Furthermore (3) he was a man  
of great ambition, persuasive eloquence and wide generosity;  
qualities which especially appealed at that time to the Basses  
from whom he was to draw his supφrt—heπα the warning of  
Solon (Frog. II. B): "Fools, you are treading in the footsteps  
of the fox; can you not read the hidden meaning of these charm-
ing words?" Lastly, (4) and most important, the times were  
ripe for revolution. In the article on Seem (ad f ut.) it is shown  
that the Solonien reforms, though they made a great advance  
in some directions, failed on the whole. They were too moderate  
to please the people, too democratic for the nobles. It was  

found that the government by Soul! and Ecdesia did not man  
popular control in the full sense; it meant government by the  
leisured dasπa, inasmuch as the industrious farmer or herdsman  
meld not leave his work to give his vote at the Eccissla, or do  
his duty a} a corincilior. Partly owing to this, and partly to  

ancient fends whose origin we caunmot tt ce, the Athenian people  
was split up into three great factions known as the Plain (Pdwis)  
led by Lecturer and Miltiades, both of noble families; the Shore  
(Frail) led by the Alcmaeonidae, represented at this time by  
Megacla, who was strong in his wealth and by his recent marriage  
with Agariste, daughter of Clelsthenes of Sicyoin; the Hill or  
Upland (Diarreis Diacril) led by Peisistratus, who no doubt  
owed his influence among these hilliness partly to the possession  
of large estates at Marathon. In the two former divisions  
the influence of wealth and birth predominated; the hillmen  
wets poorly housed, poorly dad and unable to make use of the  
privileges which Scion had given them. 1  Hence their attachment 

 to Peisistratus, the "main of the people," who ca0ed upon them  
to sweep away the last barriers which separated rich and poor,  
nobles and commoners, city and countryside. Lastly, there  
was a class of men who were discontented with the Soloman  
constitution: some had loo by his Seisacht ńeia, others had  
vainly hoped for a general redistribution. These men saw their  
only hope in a revolution. Such were the factors which enabled  
him to found his tyranny.  

To enter here Into an exhaustive account of the various theories  
which even before, though especially after, the appearance of  

the Conrtitulk" of Athens have been propounded as to the  
chronology of Si* Peisistmtean tyranny, is impossible. Foe  
a summary of these hypotheses see J. E. Sandys's edition of the  
Conslilu/iaa of Αlhess (ρ. 56, c. 54 note). The following  is in 
brief the sequence of events: In 560 Β.C. Peisistratπs drove  
into the market-place, shosied to an indignant assembly marks  
of violence on himself and his mules, and claimed to be the  
victim of assault at the bands of political enemies. The people  
uiihesitatingiy awarded their 'champion" a bodyguard of  
fifty men (afterwards four hundred) armed with clubs. WIth  
this force he proceeded to make himself master of the Acropolis  
and tyrant of Athens. The Mcmaeonids fled and Peisistiatue  
remained in power for about five years, during which Solon's  
death occurred. In 55$ or 5S4 B.C. a coalition of the Plait  
and the Coast succeeded in expelling him. His property was  

confiscated and told by auction, but in his absence the strife  
between the Plain and the Coast was renewed, and Megadea,  
unable to bold his own, invited him to return. The condition  
was that their families should be allied by the marriage of  
Peizisttstua to Megades' daughter Cemyra. A second coup d'etal  
was than effected. Α beautiful woman, it Is said, by name  
Phya, was disguised as Athena and drove into the Agora with  
Peisistratus at her side, while proclamations were made that  
the goddess herself was restoring Pelsittratus to Athens. The  
ruse was successful, but Peisiststus soon quarrelled with  
Megades over Coesyra. By  a termer marriage he already had  
two sons, Hippies and Hiςιparchus, now growing up, and in his  
fast tyranny or his faat exile he married an Aigive, rumonessa,  
by whom he.had two other seas Iophron and Hegesistratus, the  
latter of whom is said to be identical with Thesaalus (Ails. Paat  
C. z7), though from Thvcydides and Herodotus we gather that  
they were distlaα--e.g. Herodoiw describes Ilcgea'stratua as  
a bastard, and Tbucydides says that 1 1w'salua was legitimate.  
Fiaiber it is suggested that Pcisistsatus was unwilling to have  
children by one on whom ley the curse of the Cylonien outrage.  
The result was that in the seventh year (or month, see Ark. Poi.  
c. 1 5. τ, Sandys's note) Megeeks accused him of neglecting his  
daughter, combined once more with the third faction, and  
drove the tyrant into an exile lasting apparently for ten or eleven  
y ms. During this period be lived first at Rhae ells and later  
nest lit Pangaer s and on the Strymon collecting resorted of  
men and money. He come finally to Eretria, and, with thehelp  
of the Theban and Lygdamis of Nams, whom he afterwards  
made ruler of that island, he passed over to Attica and defeated  
the Athenian forces at the battle of Pslienis or Pellene. Front  
this time till his death be remained undisputed master of Athena.  

The Alcmaeonids were compelled to !rave Athens, and from  
It is susmted with probability that the Diacrii were rather  

the mύκrs at the Laurium district (P. M. U ιe, lour*. "dl. Sled,  
5906, pp. 131-142).  



the other noble families which remained he meted aoo hostages  

whom be put in the care of his ally LYgdends.  

In the heyday tithe Athenian democTacy, citizens both  
conservative and progressive, politicians, philosophers and  
historians were unanimous in their denunciation of " tyranny."  

Yet there is no doubt that the rule of Peisistratus was most  

beneficial to Athens both in her foreign and in her internal  
relations. (x) During his enforced absence from Athens he  

had evidently acquired a far more extended idea of the future  

of Athens than had hitherto dawned on the somewhat parochial  

minds of her leaders. He was friendly with Thebes and Argos;  
his son Hegesistratus he set in power at Sigeum (see E. Abbott,  
Flisf. of Cr. vol. i. xv. e) and his friend Lygdainis at Naxos.  
From the mines of Thrace, and perhaps from the harbour dues  

and from the mines of Lsurium, he derived a large revenue;  

under his encouragement, Miltiades bad planted art Athenian  
colony en the shores of the Thracian C ń ersonme; he had even  
made friends with Thessaly and Macedonia, as is evidenced by  

the hospitality extended by them to Rippias-on his final ex-
pulsion. Finally, he did not allow his friendliness with Argo.  
to involve him in war with Sparta, towards whom be pursued a  

policy of moderation. (a) At home it is admitted by all authori-
ties that his rule was moderate and beneficent, and that he was  
careful to preserve at least the form of the established constitu-
tion. It is even said that, being accused of murder, he was ready  

to be tried by the Areopagus. Everything which he did during  

his third period of rule was in the interests of discipline and order.  
Thus he hired a mercenary bodyguard, and utilized for his own  

purposes the public revenues; he kept the chief magiatracies  

(through which he ruled) in the hands of his family; he imposed  

a general taxi of 10% (perhaps  reduced by Hippies to %)  
on the produce of the land, and thus obtained control over the  

fleet and spread the burden of it over all the citizens (see the  
spurious letter of Peisistratus to Solon, Diog. LMMrl. i. 53;  Tbυc.  
vi. 54 and Arnold's note ad Ιο.; Boecltb Iii. 6; Thirlwall c. xi.,  
ρρ. 7 r-74; and Grote). But the great wisdom of Peisistretas is  

shown most dearly in the skill with which he blinded the people  

to his absolutism. Pretending to maintain the Solonian con-
stitution (es he could well afford), he realized that people would  
never recognize the deception if a sufficient degree of prosperity  
were ensured. Secondly, he knew that the grater. the propor-
tion of the Athenians who were prosperously at work in the  

country and therefore did not trouble to interfere In the work  

of government the less would be the danger of sedition, whose seeds  
are in a crowded city. Hence he appears t ο have encouraged  
agriculture by abating the tax on small farms, and even by  
assisting them with money and stock. Secondly, he established  

deme law-courts to prevent people from having recourse to  
the city tribunals; it is said that he himself occasionally " went  
on circuit," and on one of these occasions was so struck by the  

plaints of an old farmer on Hymettus, that he remitted all  

taxation on his land. Thus Athens enjoyed immunity from  

war and internecine struggle, and for the first time for years  

was in enjoyment of settled financial prosperity (see CoatN ιsιίon  
of AiRens, c. ι6. 7 δ .irl Kρόνeν βLos).  

The money which he accumulated he put to good use in the  

construction of roads and public buildings. Like Cleisthenes  

of Sicyon and Periander of Corinth, he realized that one great  

source of strength to the nobles had been their presidency over  

the local cults. This he diminished by increasing the splendour  
of the Panathenaic festival every fourth year and the Dionysiacs  

rites, and so crated a national rather than a local religion.  
With the same idea he built the temple of the Pythian Apollo and  

began, though be did not finish, the temple of Zeus (the magni-
ficent columns now standing belong to the age of Hadrian).  

It should be noted as against this, the general account, that  

Tbucydidea, speaking apparently with accuracy, describes the tax  
as ιΙsoσΡr4  (5s %); the Cosstiti,tiorn ή  Athens speaks of (the familiar)  
1 me (10%).  

Dionysus, as the god of the rustics, was especially. woeshpped  

at Icaria, near Marathon. and so was the god of the Diaeni. It  
seems likely that Peisiatrstua, to please his supporters, originated  
the City-Dioaysia.  

To him axe ascribed also the original Parthenon on the Acropolis,  
afterwards burned by the Persians, and replaced by the Parthenon  
of Pericles. It is said that he gave a great impetus to the  

dramatic roprescatatiosss which belonged tο rho Dionysiac  
cult, and that it , was under his encouragement that . Thespis  

of leans, by impersonating character, laid the foundation of  

the great Greek drama of the th and 4th centuries. Lastly,  
Peisistratus carried out the purification of Delon, the sacred  

island of Apollo of the Ionians; all the tombs were removed  

from the Aelghbourltood of the shrine, the abode of the god of  

light and joy.  
We have spoken of his services to the state, to the poor, to  

religion. It remains to mention his alleged service, to litesature.  

All we can reasonably believe is that he gave encouragement  
to poetry as he had done to architecture and the drama; Onoma-
critus, the chief of the Orphtc succession, and collector of the  

'oracles of Musaeua, was a member of his household. Honestly,  

or to impress the people, Peisistratus made considerable use of  

oracles (e.g. at the battle of Pellene), and his descendants, by  

the oracles of Onomacń tus, persuaded Darius to undertake  
their restoration.. As to the library of Peisistratus, we have no  

good evidence; it may perhaps be a fiction of an Alexandrian  
writer. There is strong reason for believing the story that he  

first cofected the Homeric poems and that his was the text  

which ultimately prevailed (see Ηοu a).  
It appears that Pelsistratua was benevolent t6 the last, and,  

like Julius Caesar, showed no resentment against enemies and  

calumniators. What Solon said of him in his youth was true  

throughout, "there is no better-disposed man in Athens, save  

for his ambition." He was succeeded by his sons Ripples  

and Hipparchus, by whom the tyranny was in various ways  
brought into disrepute.  

It should be observed that the tyranny of Peisistratus isvme  

of the many epochs of Greek history on which opinion has almost  

entirely changed since the age of Grote. Shortly, his services  

to Greece and to the world may be summed up tinder three heads:  

In foreign policy, he sketched out the plan on which Athens  
was to act in her external relations. He advocated (a) alliance  
with Argos, Thessaly and Macedon, (6) ascendancy in the Aegean  
(Naxos and Delon), (c) control of the Hellespontine . route  
(Sigeum and the Chersonese), (d) control of the Strymeui valley  

(^.it Pangaeus and the Sttymon). Further, his rule exemplifies  

what is characteristic of all the Greek tyrannies— the ,  advantage  
which the ancient monarchy bad over the republican form  
of government. By mans of his sons and his deputies (or  
viceroys) and by his system of matrimonial alliances he gave  
Athens a widespread influence in the centres of commerce,  

and brought her into connexion with the growing sources  
of trade and production in the eastern parts of the Greek  
world. (2) His importance in the sphere of domestic policy  
has been frequently underrated. It may fairly be held that  
the reforms of Solon would have been futile had they not been  

fulfilled and amplified by the genius of Peisistratus. (3) It  
was under his auspices that Athens began to take the lead in  
literature. From this period we must date the beginning  
of Athenian literary ascendancy. But see ATexNs.  

Aντuοaιτtss.—Ααcύnt; Herod. i. 59; Plut. Saks 30; Anse. 
Politics, V. 12, 5- 1 ,315 b.; Coιιstitution of Atkins (Ark. Pal.) ce. 14-19.  
On the chronological problems ace also P. Meyer,  Artst. Pod. find  
the Alk. Pd. pp. 4g-9; Gompere, Die SctnsfI,. Staats,eses.  &c. 
('891); Βaner, Lii. and kW. Forsch. a. Ann. Ash. Pal. (50 sqq.).  
On the characteristics of the Peisistratid tyranny see Greenkdge.  

Handbook of Greek Cosittlul ionoj Huriory. pp.26 sqq.; and the histories  
of Greece. On the question of the family of Peisistratus see Wilamo-
wits-Moellendorff, Aristokles and Ashen (Berlin, t 1193) and a criticism  
by Ε. Μ. Walker in the Classical Review, ed. viii. p. 206, col. 2.  

(i. M.M.)  
PSKIII, a city and the county-sat of Tazewell county,  

Illinois, U.S.A., on the illinois giver, in the central part of the  

state, about is m. S. of Peoria, and about 56 m. Ν. of Springfield.  
Pop. (r9te), 9g97. It is served by the Atchison, Topeka  
& Santa Ft, the Chicago & Afton, the Chicago, Peoria & . 

St Louis, the Illinois Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago  
& St Louis, the Peorla . Railway Terminal Company, the Peoria  
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& Pekin Union and (for freight between Peak and Pekin) the  
Illinois Valley Belt railways. Situated in a rich agricuitunal  
region and in the Illinois coalfields, Pekin is a shipping point  
and grain market of considerable importance, and bas various  
manufactures. The value of the f'ctory products in 1905 was  
=ι,τ f τ,α3o. Pekin was first settled about 1830, was Incorpor-
ated in 1839, and re-incorporated in 1874.  

PIHΠΡlιο, or Pasux, the capital of the Chinese Empire, situated  
in 39°  5i Ν. and •s6° 29' E., on the northern extnmiry of the  
great alluvial delta which extends southward from its walls for  
700 m. For nine centuries Peking, under various names and  
under the dopιinion of suceerive dynasties, bas, with  some 
short intervals, remained an Briperisi city. Its situation near  
the umbers boatier recommended it to the Tatar invaders as  
a convenient centre foe their power, and its peculiarly fortunate  
position as regards the supernatural terrestrial influences per-
taimag to it bas inclined succeeding Chinese monarchs to accept  
it as the scat of their courts. In 986 it was taken by an invading  
force of IWitan Titan, who adopted it as their headquarters  
and named it Nanking, or the "southern egpltaL" During the  
early part of the 12th century the Chinese recaptured it and re.  
duced it from the rank of a metropolis to &et of a provincial  
city of the first grade, and called it Yen-smart Fri. In ιι sr it  
fell into the bands of the Kin Titus, who made it a royals  
residence under the name of Cbuog.lu, or "central capital."  
Less than a century biter It became the prise of Jenghis Rhin,  
who, having his main interests centred on the Mongolian steppes,  
declined to move his court southwards. His great successor,  
ICubiai Rhea ( ι s8ο -ιs94), rebuilt the town, which be called  
Yanking, arid which beanie known in Chinese as Ta-tu, or  
" greet court," and in Mongolian as Khanbalik (Cambdhc), or  

"city of the khan." • During the reign of the first emperor of  

the dynasty ( τ36&-t399) which succeeded that founded by  
Jengisis Khan the court resided at the modern Nanking, but  
the succeeding sovereign Vung-lo (1403-1415) transferred his  

court to Pe-king (ir. " north.court "), which has ever since been  
the sea of government. For further history see Cń rasa ac.  

During the periods above mentioned the extent.nd boundaries  
of the city varied considerably. Under the Kin dynasty the  
wails extended to the souih-wnt of the Talar portion of the  
present city, and the foundations of the northern ramparts of  
the Khan-balik of Kublai Khan inn still to be traced at a distance  
of about 2 m. north beyond the misting walls. The modern  
city consists of the woi di'tnns,or inner city, commonly known to  
foreigners as the "Tsar city," and the reel ‚h'bsg, or outer  
city, known iń  the name way as the "Chinese city." These  
Fumes ant somewhat mideeding, es the inner city Is not enclosed  
within the outer city, but adjoins its northern wall, which, being  
longer than the wer di'ing is wide, outflanks it considerably at  
both ends. The outer wags of the double city contain an area 

 of about as sq. m., and measure 3o m. in circumference. Unlike  
the wails of most Chinese cities, those of Peking are kept in  
perfect order. These of the Tatar portion, which is the oldest  
put of the city, are so  ft. high, with a width of 6o ft. et the base  
and 4o ft. at the top, while those of the Chinese city, which were 

 built by the emperor KJa-tsing in 1543, measure 30 ft. In height,  
and have a widtά  οf 25 ft. at the base and ι s ft. et the tορ. The  
terrc plein is well and smoothly paved, and is defended by  a 
aenelleted parapet. The outer faces of the walls are strength-
ened by square buttresses built out at Intervals of 6o yds., and  
on the summits of these stand the guard-houses for the teoops  
on duty. Each of the sixteen gates of the city is protected by 

 s semi-circular eαeinte, and is surmounted by a high tower  
built in galleries and provided with roundels loopholes.  

Peking suffered severely during the Boxer movement and the  
siege of the legations in the summer of 1900. Not only were  
meat of the foreign buildings destroyed, but also a large number  
of important Chineκ buildings in the vicinity of the foreign  
quarter, including the ancient Hanlin Vuen, the boards of war,  
rites, &c. Almost the whole of the business quarter, the  
wealthiest part of the Chinese city, was laid in aihes (see  
Crams: liisrory).  

The population of Peking Is reckoned to be about ι,000,000;  
a number which is out of all proportion to the immense area  
enclosed within its walls. This disparity is partly accounted  
for by the facts that large gapes, notably in the Chinese city,  
are not built ova, and that the grounds surrounding the Imperial  
palace, private residences and temples are very extensive. One  
of such enclosures constitute the British legation, and most  
of the other foreign legations ant similarly ,  though not a  
sumptuously, lodged. Viewed from the walls Peking leeks like  
a city of gardens. Few crowded neighbourhoods are visible,  
and the characteristic features of the scene which meets the eye  
ant the upturned roofs of temples, palaces, and mansions, gay  
with blue, green and yellow glazed  tiles, glittering among the  
groves of trees with which the city abounds. It is fortunate  
that the city Ís not clote.built or crowded, for since the first  
advent of foreIgners In Pelting in 1860 nothing whatever had beets  
done until r9oo to bmprove the streets or the drainage. The  
streets as originally laid out were wide and spacious, but being  
unpaved and oudralned they were no better than mud tracks  

diversified by piles of garbage and foul-smelling stagnant pools.  
Such drainage as had at one time existed was allowed to get  
choked up, giving rise to typhoid fever of a virulent type. Some  
attempt boa been made to improve nutters by macadandaing 

 one of the principal thoroughfares, but it will be the labour of a  
Hercules to cleanse this vast city from the accumulated filth of  
age of neglect.  

Enclosed within the Tatar city is the Hssawg dh't ιιg, or  
"Imperial city," which in its turn encloses the Tar-kiss ‚k' lwg, 
or "Forbidden city," in which stands the emperor's palace.  
On the north of the Tae-kin (Whig, and separated from it by  
a moat, lean artificial mound known as the  Ki gsbew, or" Pros-
pect Hill." This mound, which forms a prominent object in  
the vlew ova the city, is about ι sο ft. high, and is topped with  
five summits, on each of which stands a temple. It is encircled  
by a wall measuring upwards of a mile in circumference, and is  
prettily planted with trees, on one of which the lest emperor  
of the Ming dynasty (1644), finding escape from the Manchu  
invaders impossible, hanged himself. On the west of Prospect  
11111 Is the Si yams, or' Western Park," WhIch forms part of  
the palace grounds. This park is tastefully laid out, and is  
travetsed by a lake, which ί'  mainly noticeable from the remark..  
ably handsome marble bridge which crosses it from east to west.  
Directly northwards from Prospect Hillstands the residence of  
the T'itu, or "governor of the city," and the Bell and the Drum  
Towers, both of which have attained celebrity from the nature  
of their contents—the first from the huge bell which hangs in it,  
and the second from the appliance it contains for marking the  
time. The bell is one of five which the emperor Yung-lo ordered  
to be cast. In common with the ethers, it weighs »0,000 lb,  
is 14 ft. high, 34 ft. in drcumference·at the rim, and 9 in. thick.  
It is struck by a wooden beam swung on the outside, and only  
at the changes of the night-watches, when its deep tone may be  
bard In all puts of the city. In the Drum Tower Incense-sticks.  
specially prepared by the astronomical board, are kept burning  
to mark the passage of time, in which important duty their  
accuracy is checked by a clepsydra. Another of Vuag-lo's  
bells Ia hung in a Buddhist temple outside the north-west aagb  
of the city wall, and is covered both on the inside and outside  
with the Chinese texts of the Lmkdrahure Sure, and the Saaf-
dWwiia pnmdvike Sflbw.  

Turning southwards we come again to the Forbidden City, the  
central portion of which forms the Imperial palace, where, in halls  
which for the magnificence of their proportions and barbaric  
splendour are probably not to be surpassed anywhere, the Son  
of Heaven holds his court. In the eastern and western portions  
of this city are situated the residences of the highest dignitaries'  
of the empire; while beyond its confine on the south stand the  
offices of the six officid boards which direct the affairs of the  
eighteen provinces. It was in the " yamtn " of one of these  
bards—the u Pa or board of rites—that Lord Elgin signed  
the treaty at the conclusion of the war in 1860- an event which  
derivee especial interest from the (set of its having been the first  
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occasion on which a European plenipotentiary ever entered  
Peking accompanied by all the pomp and circumstance of his 

 gunk. 
Outside the Forbidden City the most noteworthy building is  

the Temple of Heaven, which stands in the outer or Chinese  
city. Here at early morning on the 21st of December the  
emperor diems sacń fiee on an open altar to Shang-ti, and at  
periods of drought or famine presents prayers for relief to the  
seine supreme deity. The altar at which these solemn rites  
are performed consists of a triple circular marble terrace, "0 ft.  
wide at the base, s^o in the middle and 90 at the top. The  
uppermost surface is paved with blocks of the same material  
forming nine concentric circles, the innermost consisting of nine  
blocks, and that on the outside of eighty-one blocks. On the  
central stone, which is a perfect circle, the emperor kneels.  
In the same temple stands the altar of prayer for good harvests,  
which is surmounted by a triple-roofed circular structure en ft.  
in height. The tiles of these roofs are glazed porcelain of the  
most exquisite deep-blue colour, and add a conspicuous element  
of splendour to the shrine.  

The other powers of nature have shrines dedicated to them in  
the altar: to the Earth on the north of the city, the altars to the  
Sun and Moon outside the north-eastern and north-western  
angles respectively of the Chinese city, and the altar of agricul-
ture inside the south gate of the Chinese city. Next to these  
in religious importance comes the Confucian temple, known as  
the Κω-tiσe-kieπ. Here there is no splendour; everything is  
quite plain; and ore hall contains all that is shoed in the  
building. There the tablets of " the soul of the most holy  
ancestral teacher, Confucius," and of his ten principal disciples  
stand as objects of worship for their countless followers. In one  
courtyard of this temple are deposited the celebrated ten stone  
drums which bear poetical inscriptions commemorative of the  
hunting expeditions of King Seen (8 τ7-78 τ s.c.), in whose reign  
they arc believed, though erroneously, to have been cut; and  
in another stands a series of stone tablets on which are inscribed  
the names of all those who have obtained the highest literary  
degree of Ta*s.eki for the last five·centuries.  

In the south-eastern portion of the Tatar city used to stand  
the observatory, which was built by order of Kublal Khan in  
2396. During the period of the Jesuit ascendancy in the reign  
of K'ang-hi (5661-17"i), the superintendence of this institution  
was confided lο Roman Catholic missionaries, under whose  
guidance the bronze instruments formerly existing were con-
structed. The inhabitants of Peking being consumers only,  
and in no way producers, the trade of the city is eery small,  
though the city is open to foreign commerce. In 1897 a railway  
was opened between Tientsin and Peking. This was only  
effected after great opposition from the ultra-Conservatives,  
but once accomplished the facilities were gladly accepted by all  
classes, and the traffic both in goods and passengers is already  
enormous. Out of deference to the scruples of the ultra-Conser-
vatives, the terminus was fixed at a place called Lu-Kou-ch'iao,  
some 4 m. outside the walls, but this distance has since been  
covered by an electric tramway. The trunk line constructed  
by the Franco-Belgian syndicate connects Lu-Kou-cb'i αο, the  
original terminus, with Iankow—hence the name Lu-Han by  
which this trunk line is generally spoken of, Lu being short for  
Lu-Kou-ch'iao and Han for Hankow.  

Brauocaernv.—A Williamson, Joiinteys i,, North China, Mm π-
charia and Eastern Μoagalia (a vols., London, 1870) ; S. W. Williams,  
The Middle Kingdom, revised ed. (New York, t883); A Favier,  
PkiπΡg , kistoire d description (Peking. 1900--contains over Son  
illustrations, most of them reproductions of the work of Chinese  
artists); N. Oliphant. A Diary of lke Siege of the Legiiiioss in Peking  

daring Ike Summer of  zyoo (London, t9οι); Α. H. Smith, Chins in  
Coaralsion (a eels., Edinburgh, 1902). (R. K. D.)  

PBLAOIA, ST. An Antiochene saint of this name, a virgin of  
fifteen years, who chose death by a leap from the housetop  
rather than dishonour, is mentioned by Ambrose (Do tire. iii.  
7, 33; Ep. xxxrii. ad  Simmplie.), and is the subject of two sermons  
by Chrysοsstοm. Her festival was celebrated on the 8th of  
Οctοber (Wright's Syria' Μaιiyrelogy). In the-Greek tynaxana  

the same day is assigned to two other mints of the name of  
Pelagic—oαe, also of Antiuch, and sometimes called Margarito  
and also "the sinner "; the other, known as Pelagic of Tarsus,  
in Cilicia. The legend of the former of these two is famous.  
She was a celebrated dancer and courtesan, who, in the full  
flower of her beauty and guilty sovereignty over the youth of  
Antioch, was suddenly converted by the influence of the holy 

 bishop Nonnus, whom she had heard preaching in front of a  
church which she was passing with her gay train of attendants  

and admirers. Seeking out Nonnua she overcame his canonical  
scruples by her tears of genuine penitence, was baptized, and,  
disguising herself in the garb of a male penitent, retired to a  
grotto on the Mount of Olives, where she died after three years  
of strict penance. This story seems to combine with the name  
of the older Pelagic some traits from an actual history referred  
to by Chrysοstοm (Hmn. in MaBk. lxvii. 3). In associating  
St Pelagic with St Marina, Si Margaret (q.e.), and others, of  

whom either the name or the legend recalls P ń agia, Hermann  
limner has endeavoured to show by a series of subtle deductions  
that this mint is only a Christian travesty of Aphrodite. But  
there is no doubt of the existence of the first Pelagic of Antioch,  
the Pń agia of Ambrose and Chrysostom. The legends which  
have subsequently become connected with her name ire the  
result of a very common development in literary history.  

See Acts sanetorum, October, iv. 248 seq.; H. Limner, Legendew  
der keili e π Ρdag^ (Bonn, ι879k  H. Delehαυe, The Legends of eke 

 (London, 1907), pp.  J97-205. (H. Da.)  
PELAGIUS. the name of two popes.  
Ρει.smws I., pope from 555  to 56 ι, was a Roman by birth,  

and first appears in history at Constantinople in the rank of  

deacon, 'end as apoerisiarius of Po pp Silverius, whose over-
throw in favour of Vigilius his intrigues promoted. Vigilius  
continued him in his diplomatic appointment, and he was  
sent by the emperor Justinian in 542 to Antioch on eccle-
siastical business; he afterwards took part in the synod at  
Gaza which deposed Paul of Alexandria. He had amassed some  
wealth, which on his return to Rome he so employed among the  
poor as to secure fow himself great popularity; and, when  Vigilius 
was summoned to Byzantium in 544, Pelagius, now archdeacon,  
was left behind as his vicar, and by his tact in dealing with Totila,  
the Gothic invades, steed the citizens from murder and outrage.  
He appears to have followed his master to Constantinople, and  
to have taken part in the Three Chapters controversy; in 553,  
at all events, he signed the " conatitutum " of Vigilius in favour  
of these, and for refusing, with him, to &meet the decrees of the  
fifth general council (the and of Constantinople, 553)  shared  
his exile. Even after Vigilius had approved the comdemnation  
of the Three Chapters, Pelagius defended them, and even pub-
lished a book on the subject. But when Vigilius died (June 7,  
555), he accepted the council, and allowed himself to be desig-
nated by Justinlan to succeed the late pope It was in these  
circumstances that he returned to Rome; but most of the clergy,  
suspecting his orthodoxy, and believing him to have had some  
share in the removal of his predecessor, shunned his fellowship.  
He enjoyed, however, the support of Nurses, and, after he had  
publicly purged himself of complicity in Vigilius's death in the  
church of St Peter, he met with toleration in hisown immediate  
diocese. The rest of the western bishops, however, still held  
aloof, and the episcopate of Tuscany caused his name to be  
removed from the diptychs. This elicited from him a circular,  
in which he asserted his loyalty to the four general councils,  
and declared that the hostile bishops had been guilty of schism.  
The bishops of Liguria and Aemilia, headed by the archbishop  
of Milan, and those of Istria and Venice, headed by Paulinus of  
Aguileia, also withheld their fellowship; but Nurses resisted  
the appeals of Pelagius who would have invoked the secular  
arm, Childebert, king of the Franks, also refused to interfere.  
Pelagian died on the 4th of March 561, and was succeeded by  
John IΙΙ.  

Patacins II., a native of Rome, but of Gothic descent, was  
pope from 579  to 590, having been consecrated successor of  
Benedict I., without the sanction of the emperor, on the 36th of  
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November. To make his apologies foe this irregularity he sent  
Deacon Gregory, who afterwards became Pope Gregory the Great,  
as his a crinsius to Cοοaιanώ sορ1e. In g$5 he sought to  
heal the schism which had subsisted since the time of Pelagius L  
in connexion with the Three Chapters, but his efforts were  
without success. In X88 John, patriarch of Constantinople, by  
reviving the old and disputed claim to the title of oecumenic  
patriarch, elicited a vigorous protest from Pcagiva; but the  
decretal which professes to convey the mart words of the  
document is now known to be fake. He died in January ago,  
and was succeeded by Gregory I.  

ΡΙΙΙΑΟIiW (c. 36o- c. 450), early British theologian. Of the  
origin of Pelagius almost nothing is known. The name is  
supposed to be a graecized form of the Cymric Morgan (see-
begotten). Ills contemporaries understood that he was of  
British (probably of Irish) birth,and gave him the appellation  
Brit.. He was a large ponderous person, heavy both in body  
and mind (Jerome, "atolidissimus et Scotorum pultibua pree-
gravatls'). Ile was influenced by the monastic enthusiasm  
which had been kindled in Gaul by Aibanaslus (336), and which,  
through the energy of Martin of Tours (361), rapidly comimmi-
ested itself to the Britons and Scots. For, though Pelagius  
remained a layman throughout his life, and though he never  
appears in any strict connexion with a ooenobita fraternity,  

be yet adhered to monastic discipline ("veluti monachw "),  
and distinguished himself by his purity of life and exceptional  
sanctity (" egregie Christiana "). He seems to have been one  
of the earliest, if not the very earliest, of that remarkable series  
of men who issued from the monasteries of Scotland and Ireland,  
sad carried back to the Continent in a purified form the religion  
they had received from it. Coming to Rome in the beginning of  
the 5th century (his earliest known writing is of date 405), be  
found a scandalously low tone of morality prevalent. But his  
rernonstrances were met by  the plea of human weakness. To  
remove this plea by exhibiting the actual powers of human  
nature became his first object. It seemed to him that the  
Augustinian doctrine of total depravity and of the consequent  
bondage of the will both cut the sinew of all human effort and  
threw upon God the blame which really belonged to man. His  
favourite maxim was, " If λ ought, I can."  

The views of Pelagiiia did not originate in a Conscious reaction  
against the influence of the Augustinian theology, although each  
of these systems was developed into its ultimate form by the  
opposition of the other. Neither must too much weight be  
allowed to the circumstance that Pelagius was a monk, fox he was  
unquestionably alive to the delusive character of much that  
passed for monkish sanctity. Yet possibly his monastic training  
may have led him to look more at conduct than at character,  
sad to believe that Whims could be arrived at by rigour  
of discipline. This view of things suited his mattetof-fad  
temperament. Judging from the general style of his writings,  
his religious development had been equable and peaceful, not  
marked by the prolonged mental conflict, or the abrupt  transi-
lions, which characterized the experience of his great opponent.  
With no grit penetration he saw very dearly the thing before  
him, and mango( his practical counsels are marked by sagacity,  
and are expressed with the succinctness of a proverb (" corpus  
non frangendum, red regendum at "). His interests were  
primarily ethical; hence his insistence on the freedom of the will  
and his limitation of the action of divine grace.  

The peculiar tenets of Pclaajus, though indicated in the  
commentaτiα which be published at Rome previous to 409,  
might not so speedily have attracted attention had they not  

been adopted by Coelestius, a muchyou ńgerand bolder man than  
his teacher. Coelcstius, probably an Italian, bad been trained  
as a lawyeT, but abandoned his profession for an ascetic life.  
When Rome was sacked by the Goths (410) the two friends  
crossed to Africa. There Pelagfus once or twice met with  
Augustine, but very shortly sailed for Palestine, where he justly  
expected that his opinions would be more cordially received.  

Coelestiu remained in Carthage with the view of receiving  
ordination. But Aurelius, bishop of Carthage, being warned  

against him, summoned a synod, at wbkh %Wrists, a deacon  
of Milan, charged Coelestius with holding the following au  
errors: (s) that Adam would have died even if he had not sinned;  
(a) that the sin of Adam injured himself alone, not the human  
lace; (3) that new-born children are in the same comlition in  
which Adam was before the fall; (4) that the whole human race  
does not die because of Adam's death or sin, nor will the race  
use again because of the resurrection of Christ; (3) that the law  
gives entrance to heaven as well as the gospel; (6) that even befo=  
the coming of Christ there were men who were entirely without  
sin. To these propositions a seventh is sometimes added, " that  
infants, though unbaptized,have eternal life," a cprqllary from  
the third. Coelestius did not deny that he held these opinions,  
but he maintained that they were open questions, an which the  
Church bad never pronounced. The synod, notwithstanding,  
condemned and excommunicated him. Coelestiva, after a futile  

appeal to Rome, went to Ephesus, end there received ordination.  
In Palestine Pelagiusiived unmolested and revered, until in  

4 1 5 ins, a Spanish priest, came from Augustine, who in the  
meantime had written his De j'cceckrum ,aoiiis, to warn Jerome  
against him. The result was that in June of that year Pelagius  
was cited by Jerome before John, bishop of Jerusalem, and  
charged with holding that man may be without sin, if only he  
desires it. This prosecution broke down and in December of  
the same year Pelagiva was summoned beforea synod of fourteen  
bishops at Diapolis (Lydda). The prosecutors on this erasion  
were two deposed Gallicen bishops, Ηcros of Ares and Lazarus  
of Aix, but Of account of the illness of one of them neither could  
appear. The proceedings, being conducted in various languages  
and by means of interpreters, lacked certainty, and justified  
Jerome's application to the synod of the epithet "miserable."  
But there is no doubt that Pelagius repudiated the assertion of  
Coelestius, that " the divine grace and help is not granted to  
individual acts, but consists in free will, and in the giving of the  
law and instruction." Al the same time he affirmed that a  
man is able, if he likes, to live without sin and keen the command-
ments of God, inasmuch as God gives him this ability. The  
synod was satisfied with these statements, and pronounced  
Pelagius to be in agreement with Catholic teaching. Pelagius  
naturally plumed himself on his acquittal, and provoked Augus-
tine to give a detailed account of the synod, in which he shows  
that the language used by Pelagius was ambiguous, but that,  
being interpretedby his previous written statements, it involved  
a denial of what the Church understood by grace and by man's  
dependence on it. The North Mrican Church as a whole  
resented the decisions of Diospolis, and in 416 sent up from  
their synods of Carthage and hiileve (in Numldiru) an appeal to  
Innocent, bishop of Rome, who, flattered by the tribute thus  
paid to the are of Rome, decided the question in favour of the  
African synods.. And, though his successor Zosimus wavered  
for some time, he at length fell in with what he saw to be the  
general mind of both the ecclesiastical and the civil powers.  
For, simultaneously with the largely attended African synod  
which finally condemned Pelagianism in the West, an imperial  
edict was issued at Ravenna by Hononus on the 30th of April  
418, peremptorily determining the theological question and  
enacting that not only Pelagius and Coelestiva but all who  
accepted their opinions should sutler confiscation of goods  
and irrevocable banishment. Thus prompted, Zosimus drew  
up a circular inviting all the bishops of Christendom to subscribe 

 a condemnation of Pelagian opinions. Nineteen Italian bishops  
refused, among them Julian of Eclanum in Apulia, amen of good  
birth, approved sanctity and great capacity, who now became  
the recognized leader of the movement. But not even his  
acuteness and zeal could redeem a cause which was rendered  
hopeless when the Eastern Church (Ephesus, 430) confirmed the  
decision of the West. Pelagius himself disappear after 4a ο;  
Coelestius was at Constantinople seeking the aid of Nesto ń us  
in 428.  

Pdagi0mism —The system of Pelagius is a consistent whole.  
each part involving the existence of every other. Starting from  

the idea that " ability limits obligation," and resolved that men  
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should feel their.respondbWty, he insisted that men is able to do 

 all that God commands, and that there is, and can be, no sin where  
the will is not absolutely free--able to choose good or evil. The 
favourite Pelagian formula, "Si necessitatis est, peccatum non M;  
s relentatis, %41211 potent," had an appearance of finality which  
imposed en aupeckiai minds. The theory of the will involved is  
this fundamental axiom of relagianiam is that which is commonly  
known as the"liberty of indifference," or "power of contrary  
choice "—a theory which affirms the freedom of the will, not in the  
sense that the individual is.elf.determincd, but in the ranee that in  
each volition and at each moment of life, no matter what the previous  
career of the individual has been, the will is in equipoise, able to  
choose good or evil. We are bore characterless (non plcni), and with  
no bias towards good or evil (cat sine virtute, ita et sine rifle). It  
follows that we are uninjured by the sin of Adam, save in so far as  
the evil eumple of our predecessor. misleads αnd influences us (son  
peopagine sod exemplo). There is, in fact, no such thing as original  
sin, am beings thing o will and not of nature; for if it could be of 
nature our sin would be chargeable on God the creator. This will,  
capable of good as of evil, being the natural endowment of man, is  
found in the heathen as well as in the Christian, and the heathen may  
therefore perfectly kip such law as they know. But, if all men have  
this natural ability to do and to be all that is required for p rfect  
righteousness, what becomes of grace, of the aid of the Holy Spirit,  
and, in a word, of Christianity? Pelagius vacillates considerably 
in his use of the word " Sometimes he makes it equivalent  
to natural endowment, Indeed one of his most careful statements  
is to this effect: " We distinguish three things—the ability, the will,  
the act (poste, yolk, ease). The ability is in nature, and must be  
referred to God, who has bestowed this on His creature; the other  
two, the will and the let, must be referred to man, because they flow  
from the fountain of free will" (Aug., Ds gr. Christi, ch.'). But at  
other times he admits a much wider range to grace, so as to make  
Augustine doubt whether his meaning is not, after all, orthodox.  
But, when he speaks of grace "sanctifying," "assisting," αnd o 
forth, it is only that man may "more easily" accomplώh what he  
could with more difficulty accomplish without grace. A decisive  
passage occurs in the kiter he seat t ο the see of Rome along with his  
Conjsss io fιdei "We maintain that free will exists generally in all  
mankind, in Christians, Jews and Gentiles; they have all equally  
received it by nature, but in Christians only fs it assisted by grace.  
In others this good of their original creation is naked and unarmed.  
They sell beudged and condemned bemuse, though possessed of 
free will, by which they might come to the faith and merit the grace  
of God, they make an ill use of their freedom; while Christians shall  
be rewarded because, by using their free will ai'ight, they merit the  
grace of the Lord and keep Ηια

ηry
α

cς
mmandmentα ' (ibid. cha u, 34). 

Pel
agius towards ards s vatio ^Heasgribed to the unassisted huma

determining 
 

will power to accept and use the proffered salvation of Christ. It  
was at this point his departure from the Catholic creed could be  
made apparent: Pelagiva maintain., expressly and by implication,  
that it is the human will which takes the initiative, and is the  
determining factor in the salvation of the individual; while the  
Church maintains that it is the divine will that takes the initiative  
by renewing and enabling the human will to accept and use the  
aid or grace offered.  

Ssiιιι elegiι ππaι.—It ώas easy for Augustine to show that this  
was an " unpin opinio "; it was my for him to expose the defective  
character of a theory of the will which implied that God was not  
holy because He is *censerily holy; it was easy for him to show that  
the 
but, th

o
ou h his arguments

g  
	prevailed, thee did not 	G  wholly convince, 

and the rise of Semselagian ιssm—an attempt to hold a middle course  
between the harshness of Augustiniauism and the obvious errors of  
Pelagianism—is full of significance. This earnest and conciliatory  
movement di'covered itself simultaneously in North Africa αnd in  
southern Geel. In the framer Church which naturally desired to  
adhere to the views of its own great theologian, the monks of Adrum-
etum found themselves either sunk to the verge of despair or pro. 
yoked to licentiousness by his predestinarian teaching. When this  
was reported to Augustine he wrote two elaborate treatises to show  
that when God ordains the end He elm ordalne the means, and if  
any man is ordained to life eternal he is thereby ordained to holiness  
and zealous effort. But meanwhile some of the nionks themselves  
had struck out a via media which ascribed to God sovereign grace  
αnd yet left intact man's rιεessppoonnsibility. A similar scheme was  
adopted by Cassian of Marseilles (hence Semipelegians are often  
spolean of as Massiliass). and was afterwards ably advocated by  
Vincent of Lerins and Faustus of Rhegium. Them writers, in  
opposition to Pelagius, maintained that man was damaged by  
the fall, and seemed indeed disposed  to purchase a certificate  of 
erthodo ty by the abusive ep ithets they heaped upon Pelagian  
(ranee, mnscae moriturse, &c).The differentia of Semipelagisniam  
is the tenet that in regeneration, and all that results from it, the divine  

and the human will are co-operating (synergistic) coefficient factors.  

After finding considerable acceptance, this theory was ultimately  
condemned, because it retained the root-prin ί pie of Pclagianism-
that man lug some ability to will good and that the beginning of 
salvation may be with mac. The Councils of Orange and Valence  

(gaq), however, which condemned Semi ρelιgianiπq, did no wlib  
the significant restriction that predestination to evil was not to be  
taught—a restriction so agreeable to the general feeling of the  
Church that, three centuries after, Gottschsik was sentenced to be  
degraded from the peitsthood, scourged and imp ιiιomd for teaching  
reprobation. The questions raised by Pelagius continually recur,  
but, without tracing the strife as sustained.by Thomists and Jansen-
has on the one side and the Jesuits and Arembiens on the other, this  
article can only indicate the general bearing of the controversy  ow 
society end the Church.  

The anthropology of Pelagiva was omeatfally naturalistic, It  
threatened to supersede grace by nature, to deny all immediate  
divine influence, and o to make Christianity practically useless.  
Pelagius himself did not carry his aitionalism through to its issues;  
but the logical coπsegaenα Of his seem was, as Augussian per-
ceived, the denial of the atonement and other central truth, of  
revealed religion. And, while the Pelagian never existed as a sect  
separate from the Church Catholic, yet wherever rationalism has  
infected any port of the Chords there Pelagianism has sooner or 
later apps : and the term " Pelagian " has been continued to  
denote, views which minimise the effects of the fail end unduly  
magnify mans natural ability. These views and tendencies have  
appeared in theologies which are not in other respects rationalistic,  

as, ef. in Arminianism; and their presence in such theologies is  
explained by the desire to remove everything which might seem to  
discourage human effort.  

It is not easy to determine how far the vines which ate so deeply  
into the life of the Church of the middle ages were due to the sharp-
ness with which some of the severer features of the Augustinian  
theology were defined during the Pelagian controversy. The 
pernicious belief in the magical efficacy of the sacraments and the  
consιηυwοt defertive ethicalposuer of religion, the auperaIftioiia  
eagerness to accept the Church's creed without examining or really  
believing it, the falsity and cruelty engendered and propagated  
by the idea that in the Church's emus* all weapons wereustifiable, 
these ricer were undoubtedly due to the belief that the visible church  
was the sole divincly.appointcd repository of grace. And the  

sharply accentuated too in which Augustimasism affirmed man's  
inability quickened the craving for that grace or direct agency of  
God upon the soul which the Church declared to be needful and  
administered through her divinely appointed persons and mara-
n5ents, and thus brought a decided impulse to the development of  
the sacerdotal system.  

Again, although it may fairly be doubted whether, as Sour  
supposes, Augustine was permanently tainted with the Manichaeah  
notion of the inherent evil of matter, it can 'macely be questioned  
that his views on marriage as elicited by the Pelagian moutrovers),  

gave a 
superiority of virg 

	to 
virginity. When the Pcla ά n 

prevalen t 
 s declarcd that Au us- 

tine's theory of ó original sin discredited marriage by the implication 
that every the children of the regenerate were born in sin, he could  
only reply (De  aspfsis et'oscapis eslso) that marriage now cannot  
partake of the spotless purity of the mareiage of unfalka man, and  
that, though what is evil in concupiscence is made a good use of in  
marriage it is still a thing to be e ashamed of—net only with the  
shame o! natural modesty (which he deed not take into account)  
but with the shame of guilt. So that, even although he is careful  
to point out the advantages of an indelible stigma is still 
left even on the lawful procreation of children.  

The Pelagians deserve respect,' says Harnack, "foe their  

purity of motive, their hence of the Manichacan leaven and the  
opus .psmisea, their insistence on clearness, and their intention  
to defend the Deity. But we cannot but decide that their doctrine  
fails to recognize the misery of sot and evil, that in its deepest moots  
it is godless, that it knows, and seeks to know, nothing of redemption  
αnd that it is dominated by  an empty formalism (a notional mytho- 
logy) which doe justice at no single point to actual quantities, 
and rat point  a &en examination consists of s heer contradictions. in the  
Joan in which this doctrine was expressed by Pelagius—and in fact  
also by Julian—Le. with all the accoinmodatiens to which he  
condescended, it was not a novelty. But iii its fundamental  
thought it was; or rather, it was an innovation bemuse it abandoned  
in spite of all accommodation, in expression, the pole of the  
mystical doctrine of redemption, which the Church had steadfastly  
maintained side by side with the doctrine of freedom."  

In the Pelagian controversy some of the fundamental tEffemices  
between the Eastern and Western theologies appear. The former laid  
stress on "the tural character of Christianity as a (set in  
the objective world " αnd developed the doctrines of the Trinity and  
the incarnation; the Western emphasized " the suppcεςςnatueal charac-
ter of Christianity as an agency in the subjective world' αnd  
developed the doctrine, of ma αnd grace. All the Greek tethers  
teem Orienn to Chrysostum had been enlous for human freedom and  
loath to make sin a natural power, though of course admitting a  
general state of sinfulness. The Orly British monasteries had been  
connected with the Orient. Pelagius was familiar with the Greek  
language and theology, and when he clime to Rome he was much in  
the company of Rufinus αnd his circle who were endeavouring to  
propagate Greek theology in the Latin Church. 

LιτααΑτυαs Pcla^uá s Con eιεαίαńa is ejistdlaa Peals, Lίb Αιis  
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$dei ad IssowaIiuw and Spiddo ad Dοnοtriad πιι are  pεκτνιd  
in jerome's works (vol v. of Marnani'a ed., vo4 xi. of Vallarsi's),  
The last-named was also published separately by Semler (Halle,  
1775). Theme sue of course many citations in the Αnti-Ρelaggis α  
Treatises of ugimtisa. On the Co ιαιιωe rigs see bared of T8Ad.  

Studies νυ. 568, viii. 626; an edition is being pιepπad for the  
Cambridge Tests acid Studies by A. Sorter.  

See also F. Wiggggers, Darsk'Imig des Augustheissus umd Pekgjasis-
was (τ vols., Berlin, ter-18#2 • Eng.trans. of vol i., bq R. Εηιerwη,  
Andover, s840); ,). L. Jacobi, t)ie Liars d. Pdagess (Leipzig, 1842);  
F. Kiessn, Die, ιsse a Eatwink Αung des Ρdιιναni,w ω (Freiburg, 

 8. B. Wrfield, Two Studies in the Hisnery of Doctrine (New  

York, 1893); A. Harnack, Hulory of Dogma, Eng. trans., y. 168-202;  
F. Loofa, Dogmιnςςesrhisckte and art. in Hauck.Hcrzog" 

• '

Real- 
Jkir steel. Thsdogie U. Xdre A' (end of vol. ay.), where a full 

bibliography as given. (M. D.)  
PEIASGIAMS, a name applied by Greek writers to a pre-

historic peelewhoaelracea were believed to exist in Greek lands.  

lithe staιvmeMχ of ancient authorities are marshalled in order  
of their date It will be seen that mtaiis beliefs cannot be traced  
beck beyond the age of this or that author. Though this doe  
not prove that the beliefs themselves were not held earlier, it  
suggests caution in assuming that they were. In the Homeric  
poems there are Pelasgiana among the allies of Troy' in the  
catalogue, Iliad, Ii. 840-843, which is otherwise in strict geogra-
phlkal order, they stand between the Hellespontine towns and  
the Thracian of south-mat Europe, i.e on the Hellcspontine  
border of Thrace. Their town or district is called Larissa and  
is fertile, and they are celebrated for their speannanshlp. Their  
chefs are Hippotbous and Pylaeus, sons of Lethus son of  
Tcutamus. .Iliad,  Χ.  428-429, describes their camping ground  
between the town of Troy and the sea; but this obviously  
proves nothing about their habitat in time of peace. Odyssey,  

evil. 175-177, notes Pelasgians in Crete, together with two spps-
rently indigenous and two immigrant peoples (Achaeans and  

Dorian), but gives no indication to which class the Pelasgians  
belong. In Lemnos (Iliad, vti. 467; xiv. 230) there are no  
Pelasgians, but a Minyan dynasty. Two other passages  (Iliad, 
ii. 681-684; xvi- 233 235) apply the epithet " Pclasgic " to a  
district celled Argos about Mt Othrys in south Thessaly, and  
to Zeus of Dodona. But in neither case are actual Pelasgians  
mentioned; the Thesselien Argos is the specific home of Ηellenes  
and Aclmcans, and Dodona is inhabited by Perrhacbiens and  
Aemianes (Iliad, ii. 750) who are nowhere described as Pelasgian.  
It looks therefore as if " Pεlasgiαη " were here used connota-
tively, to mean either "formerly occupied by Ϋelasgian" or  
simply "of immemorial age."  

Hesiod expands the Homeric phrase and calls Dodona "sat  
of Pclasgians" (fr. 225); he speaks also of a personal Pelasgus  
as father of Lycaon, the culture-hem of Arcadia; and a later  
epic poet, Asius, describes Pelasgus as the first man, whom  
the earth threw up that there might be a race of men. H εeataeus  
makes Pelasgus king of Thessely (expounding Iliad, ii. 681-684);  
Acuailaus applies this Homeric passage to the Peloponnesian  
Argos, and engrafts the Hesiodic Pelasgus, father of Lycaon,  
into a Peloponnesian genealogy. Heilanicus a generation later  
repeats this blunder, and identifies this Argive and Arcadian  
Pelasgus with the Thessali αn Ρelasg's of Hecataeus. For  
Aeschylus (Suppliers τ, sqq.) Pelasgus Ia arthborn, es in Asius,  
and rules a kingdom stretching from Argos to D οdοηα and the  
Sirymon; but in iromdiwus 879,  the " Pdasgiαη " land simply  
mans Argus. Sophocles takes the same view (Isachus, fr. 256)  
and for the first time introduces the word " Ty πhenian " into  
the story, apparently as synonymous with Pelasgiars.  

Hcrodotus, like Homer, has a denotative as well as a conno-
tative use. He describes actual Pelasgians surviving and  
mutually intelligible (a) at Flack and Scylece on the Asiatic  
shore of the Hellespont, and (6) near Creston on the Strymon;  
in the latter area they have " Tyrrhenian " neighbours. He  
alludes to other districts where Pclasgian peoples lived on under  
changed names; Samothrace and Antandrus in Troas are  
probably instances of this. In Lemnos and Imbros he describes  
a Pelasgian population who were only conquered by Athens  
shortly before son a.c., and in this connexion he tells a story of  
eerier raids of these Pelaagians on Attica, and of a temporary  

settlement there of Rdkapontlae Ρεlasgiaτά , all dating (men  s 
time "when the Athenians were first beginning to count as  
Greeks." Elsewhere " Pεlasgian " in Herodotus connotes  
anything typical of, or surviving from, the state of things in  
Greece before the coming of the Hellenea In this sense all  
Greece was once " Pelasgic "; the clearest instances of Pelasgian  
survival in Ή Ιual and customs and antiquities are in Arcadia,  
the "lonlan"'districts of north-west Peloponnese, and Attica,  
which hare suffered least item hellenizaiion. In Athens itself  
the prehistoric wall of the citadel and a plot of ground dose  
below it were venerated in the 5th century as " Pelasgian "; so  
too Tbucydides (ii. 17). We may mote that all Herodotean  
examples of acted Pelasgi lie round, or near, the actual Pelasgi  
of Homeric Thrace; that the most distant' of these is confirmed  
by the testimony of Thucydides (iv. ιού ) as to the Pelasgiad  
and Tyrncenlan population of the adjacent seaboard: also  
that Thucydides adopts the same general Pelasgian theory of  

early Greece, with the refinement that be regards the Pclasglaa  
name as originally specific, and as having come gradually into  
this generic use.  

Ephoms, relying on Hesiodic tradition of an aboriginal Pelas.  
gian type in Arcadia, elaborated a theory of the Pelasgians ass  
warrior-people spreading (like " Aryans ") from a "Pelasgian  
home," and annexing and c ο1onlιing all the parts of Greece  
where earlier writers had found allusions to them, from Dοdonq  
to Crete and the Tread, and even as far as Italy. where again  
,their settlements bad been recognized as early as the' time of  
Hellanitus, in close connexion once more with " Tyrrhenians."  

The copious additional information given by later writers  
is all by way either of interpretation of local legends In the light  
of Ephorus's theory, or of explanation of the name" Pelasgoi ";  
as when Phulochorua expands a popular etymology "stork-folk"  
(x(λασyd--τeλπpγσl) into a theory of their seasonal' migrations;  
or ΑροΙlοddrus says that Homer cells Zeus Pelasgian " becai ιse  
he is not far from every one of us," 8n ΤijΤ 7ijt τiλαs faTly.  
The connexion with Tyrrhenian which began with Hellanicus,  
Herodotus and Sophocles becomes confusion with them in the  
3rd century, when the Lemnian pirates and their Attic kinsmen  
are plainly styled Tyrrhenian, and early fortress-walls in Italy  
(like those on the Palatine in Rome) are quoted an" Arcadian"  
colonies.  

Modem writers have either been content to restate or amplify  
the view, ascribed above to Ephonu, that "Pelasgian" simply  
means "prehistoric Greek," or have used the name Pelasgian  
at their pleasure to denote some one element In the mixed  
population of the Aegean—Thracian; Illyrian (Albanian) of  
Semitic. G. Sergi (OΟiginσ a dijusiose dells stile mrditer-
ranea, Rome, 1895 ι Eng. trans. The Mtdilerranea>f Race,  
London, 3901), followed by many anthropologists, describes  
as" Pelasgian " one branch of the Mediterranean or Eur-Af ń can  
race of mankind, and one group of types of skull within that race.  
The character of the anent citadel wall at Athens, already  
mentioned, has given the name " Pelasgi ε masonry" to all  
constructions of large unhewn blocks fitted roughly together  
without mortar, from Asia Minor to Spero.  

For another view than that here taken are Ataasaes; also  
Gaεgcε: A,adenl ,Hisjory, j 3, " Homeric Age."  . 

BauOGeA?HY.—Besides sections on the subject in all ρeiedppaal  
histories of Greece and bibliograp!uas in G. Busok, Gs. Gesckwi W.  
i' (Gotha, 1 893, 164-182): and K.F. Hermann (Thumser), Cr. Stncts- 
σherthdmer, 6, see S. Br'kk, (bias Weres di Pelasgis tr σdld&tisl 
(Breslau, 54); B. Giseke, llrabikb.peksgiscke Sldmme 05/ des  
Balkashalbiuel (Leipzig, 1858); F. G. Hahn, Albases"arhs Studies  

(Jena, ιgty) i P. VVolkkmuth, Die Pdasger ale Semites (Schafhau^a, 
1860); Η. 1de crt, Menatsbaicht d. f,rrI. Aka&mie (186,), pp. 114  
ion.;K. Paull, Fine vorsrlechische Issch ń  auf Lemnos (Leipzig,  
t8Y6 E. Meyer, "the Πelαsger" is Forseb,mgm s. else Gesehiihte  

(italIe, 1892), 1. 174; W. Ridgcwa , Barely Ag of Greece (Cambridge)  
1901). vol I.; J. L. Myres, Α History of the Pelasgian Theory '  
(in /sursa! of Ifelkusi Studies, xxv,i. X70); H. Marsh, "ors'  
pdcsfices (Cambridge, '1815); L. Benloew, La Grice omit les Greci  
(Paris, 1877). (J. L. Μ.)  

PEL1;IIS, in Greek legend, king of the Myrmidons of Phthia  
in Thessaly, son of Aacus, king of Regina, and brother (or  
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intimate friend) of Τώ nιοn, The two heothers, jealous of the  
ithletic prowess of their Ιeρ-bιοιheι Ρbcυa, slew him; but the  
crime was discovered, and Peleus and Telamon were banished.  

eΙeuι look refuge in  Phthia with his uncle Eurytion, who  
purified him from the guilt of murder, and gave him his daughter  
Antigone to wile, and a third of the kingdom as her dowry.  
Having accidentally killed his hither-in-4m at the Calydonian  
boar-hunt, Peleus was again obliged to Bee, this time to  lulcus,  
where he was purified by Acastus. The most famous event  in 
the life of Peleus was his marriage with the sea.goddess Thetis,  
by whom he became the father of Achilles. The story ran that  
both Zeus and Poseidon had sought her hand, but, Themis  
(or Prometheus or Proteus) having warned the former that a  
son of Thetis by Zeus would prove mightier than his (ghee,  
the gods decided to marry her to Peleus. Thetis, to escape a  
distasteful union, changed herself into various forms, but at  
last Peleus, by the instructions of Chiron, seized and held her  
fast till she resumed her original shape, and was unable to  
oiler further resistance. The wedding (described in the fine  
Epiihalomium  of Catullus) took place in Chiron's cave on Mt  
Pelion. Pelcus survived both his son Achilles and hisgτ ndson  
Neoptolenius, and was carried away by Thetix to dwell for ever  
among the Nereids.  

Sec Apollodorus iii.  ι.  t; Ovid,  Melom.  id. Finder.  Iethmig,  
viii. 70,  Nemet,  iv. 1m ;Catullu', lxiv.; echol. Apol!. Rhod. iv.  8ι6;  
Euripides,  Aad,ome.ehe,  Ι242 -Τ26Ο.  

PELEW  ISLANDS  (Ger. Ραk υ ίυscn,  aim  Palap),  a group of  
twenty-aix islands in the western Pacific Ocean, between a°  35'  
and  Ν.,  and 130° 4' and 134' 40' E., belonging to Germany.  
They lie within a coral barrier reef, and in the south the islands  
are of coral, but in the north of voltanic rocks. They are well  
wooded, the climate is hcalthy,,and the water-supply good.  

Α  few rats and bats represent the indigenous mammals, but the  
tea is rich in fish and molluscs; and Dr Otto Finsch  (/earn. des  
Museum  GodcJroy,  1875) enumerated 56 species  α  birds, of  
which 12 are peculiar to the group. The tetal area is 175 sq. m.,  
the largest islands being Babeltop (llabclthuap, Eaobeltaob and  
other variants), UrυkΙρί  (Urukthopel), Korror, Nyaur, Peleliu  
and Eilmalk (Irakong). The population is about 3100. The  
natives are Micronesians ,and are darker and  shortcr than their 
kinsmen, the Caroline Islanders. They usually have the frizzly  
hair of the Μelneaians, and paint their bodies in brilliant colours,  
especially yellow. The men vary in height from ς ft. to 5ft. $ in.,  
the womenirom  4  ft. 9 to ς ft. a in, The skull shows a strong  
lendency to brachycephalism. Two curious customs may be  
noted—the institution of an honourable order bestowed by the  
king, celled 811!'; and a species of mutual aid society, sometimes  
confined to women, and possessing considerable political influ-
ence. There are five kinds of currency in the islands, consisting  
of beads of glass and enamel, to which a supernatural origin is  

ascribed.  
The islands were sighted in 1543 by Ruy Lopez dc Villalobos,  

who named them the Arrecifos. The origin of the  
name Islas Palaoa is doubtful The islands were bought by  
Germany from Spain in 1899, and are administered together  
with the western Carolines, Yap being the administrative  
Centre.  

See K. Scmper.  Die Palau- Issda (Leiρήg, 1873); 1.  S. Rubary,  
Di. mink's EmeicAiuiigei' der Ρakιuτ  (Berlin, 1885);  Α.  A. Msrchr,  
Lafow el Pakaas (Paris, 1887).  

PET'?, a term now chiefly used of money and always in a  
derogatory sense. The woed originally meant plunder, pillage  
(Ο.  Fr.  peifre,  probably from tat.  pilare,  to deprive of hair,  Ι1ns),  
and this significance is still kept In the related word "pilfer," to  
make petty thefts.  

PELHAI.  the name of an English family, derived from Pelhsm  
in Hertfoildshire, which was owned by a certain Walter dc  

Peiham under Edward  Τ.,  and Is alleged to have been in the  
possession of the same family before the Νοττnan conquest.  
The family dignities included the barony of Pclham of Laugbton  

(1706-1768), the earidomof Clem ( τ7π4- ι768), the dkedom Of  
4ewcaιtic (1715-1768), the barony of l'cllism of Staismer from  

£762, the esridom of Chichester (60m iSos and the easidom of  

Yarborough from 2837.  
Jouw  Dc  Pci.u.su, who was one of the captors of Jobs II. of  

France at Poitiers, acquired land at Winchelsea by his marriage  

with Jonas Herbert, or Finch. His son,  jouw Dx PEtasse (d.  
1429), was attached to the party of John of Gaunt and his son  

.HenOr IV. In 1393 he received a life appointment as constable  
of Pevensey Castle, an honour subsequently extended  ιο  his  
heirs male, and be joined Henry on his invasion in 1399, If he  
did not actually land with him at Ηaνen ρur. He was knighted  
at Henry's coronation, and represented Sussex in parliament  
repeatedly during the reign of henry IV., and again in 1422 and  
1427. As constable of Pevensey he had at different times the  
charge of Edward, duke of Υιk, in tens; Edmund, cad of  
March, with his brother Roger Mactimer in 1406; james 1. of  
Scotland in 1414; Sir John Μoτtimer in 1432, and the queen  
dowager, Joan of Navasre, from 1418 to 5422. He was eels

-stantly employed in the defenceof the southern poets against  
French invasion, and his ρow'rs were incTe,sed in 1407 by bj  
appointment as chief butler of Chichester and of the Sussex  
ports, and in 1412 by the giant of the rape of Hastingn  lie 
was treasurer of England in 1412-1413, and although he was  
superseded on the accession of Henry V. he was sent in the  
next year to negotiate with the French court. He was included  
among the cxrgulors of the wills of Henry IV., of Thomas, duke  
of Clarence, and of Henry V. He died on the 12th of February  
1429, and was succeeded by his son John, who took part in  
Henry V.'s expedition to Normandy in 1417.  

In the reign of Queen Elizabeth Sir %Vn. υa ι Pci.Ress  (c. 1530-
1587), third son of Sir William Pelbam (d.  ι8)  of L'ughton,  
Sussex, became lord justice of ljvland. lie was captain of  
pioneers at the siege of Leith in 1560, and served at the siege  
of Havre in 1562, and with Coligny at Caen in 3563. lie then  
returned to l$avre, at that time occupied by English troops.,  
and was one of the hostages for the fulfilment of its surrender  
to Charles IX. in  ι6_  After his return to England he fortified  
llcrwick among other placea, and was appointed lieutenant-
general of ordnance. He was sent to Ireland in 1579, when he  
was knighted by Sir William Drury, the lord justice. Drury  
died in October, and Pclhsm was provisionally made his  
successor, an appointment subsequently confirmed by Elizabeth.  
Alarmed b1  the proceedings of Gerald Fitzgerald, τ t.b earl of  
Desmond, and his brother John Desmond, be proclaimed the  
earl a traitor. Elizabeth protested strongly against Pelham's  

artion, which was justified by the sack of Voughal by Desmond.  
Thomas Ruder, toth earl of Orinonde, was entrusted with the  
campaign in Munster, but Pelbam joined him in February ι8ο,  
when it was believed that a Spanish descent was about to be  
made in the south-west. The English generals laid waste  
northern Kerry, and proceeded to besiege Carngafoyle Castle,  
which they stormed, giving no quarter to man, woman or child.  
Other strongholds submitted on learning the fate of Carrigafoyle,  
and were garrisoned by Pelham, who hoped with the concourse  
of Admiral Winter's tint to limit the struggle to Kerry. He  
vainly sought help from the gentry of the county, who  sym. 
pathised with Desmoml,'and were only brought to submission by  
a series of "drives." After the arrival of the new deputy, Lord  
Grey of Wilton, Pelham returned to England on the ground of  
health. He had retained his office as lieutenanl.general of  
ordnance, and was now made responsible for debts incurred  
during his absence. Leicester desired his services in the Nether-
lands, but it was only after much persuasion that Elizabeth set  
him free to join the army by accepting a mortgage on his estates  
as security for his liabilities. The favour shown by Leicester  
to Pelham caused serious jealousies among the English omcers,  
and occasioned a camp brawl in which Sir Edward Norris  
was injured. Pelbsm was wounded at Doesburg in 186, and  
accompanied Leicester to England In :587. Εetuing to the  
Netherlands in the same year he died at Flushing on the 34th of  
November 1587. His half-brother, Sir Edmund Peiham (d.  
ιόoό ), chief baron of the exchequer in Ireland, was the first  
English judge to goon circuit In Ulster.  
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Sir WiUlm married Eleanor, daughter of Henry Neville,  

earl of  Wegmorland,  and was the ancestor of the  Ι c1haιna  of  
Brocklesby, Liucolnzhlre.  In the fourth generation Charles  
Pelbam  died in 1763 without heirs, leaving his estates to his 
great-nephew Charles Ande rson  0749-1823),  who thereupon  
aassrnscd  the  additipnal  name of  Peibam, trod was created  Βarc  
Υaτbοτυgh  in  ιφ  Its son Charles (1781- ι846),  who was  
for many years commodore of the Royal Yacht Squadron, was 
created earl of Yarborough  andBaroa Worsicy  in :89 7 .  Chaxks 

 Alfred  Woraley,  the 4th earl (b.  ι8), exchanged the name of  
Andenon-Pelbam  for that of  Peljsam  in r905.  He mulled  in  
ι886  Marcia Lane-Fox, eldest daughter of the  zatb  Baron  
Conyers, who became in 1893 Baroness Conyers iii her own  

right. 
Sir  Nrcnor.as Pxtnaw (ιι -ι66),  an elder half-brother of 

Sir William  Ι2eΙham,  defended Seaford against the French in  
1545.  and sat for  Arusidcl  and for Sussex in parliament, lie 
was the ancestor of the earls of  Chkhester.  I-ha second son,  
Sir THOMAS  PsujAi'  (d 1624), was created a baronet in 161 .  His 
descendant, Sir  Tuouas PELHAM, ‚th  baronet (c  1650-1712), 

 represented successively East Grinstead, Lewes and Sussex in  
parliament, and was raised to the House of Lords as Baron  
Pelbam  of  Laughton  in 1706. By his second marriage with 
Grace (d. 1700, daughter of Gilbert  Hollcs,  3rd earl of Clare,  
and sister of John  RelIct,  duke of Newcastle, he had  όνe daugh

-tars, and two sons-Thomas  Peiham,  earl of Clam, duke of  
Newcasilc-os·Tyne  and 1st duke of Newcastle-under-Lyre (see  
Νεwc ειιε, l)usas  pa), and Henry  Priham (g.e.).  The duke 
of  Newcaztle  died without heirs, and the dukedom of Newcastle

-sader-Lyme descended  Ιο  his nephew, Henry  Fienncs  Clinton, 
afterwards known as  Pelhans.Clinton,  and his heirs, but the 
barony of  Peiham  of  Leughion  became extinct, in 5762  
Newcastle hod been created Baron Pelham of  Stanmer,  with 
reversion  Ιο  his  coisin  and heir-male,  Tnoiu's Ρει.ΒΑsι  (t;28-
3805), who became  gommissioner  of trade  (ι;),  lord of the 

 ιdmirsl ιy  (ι;6&'-1764),  comptroller of the household.  (ι;6 -
1774), privy councillor  (ι;6),  surveyor-general of the customs 
of London (1773-3805), chief justice in  eyre  (:774-1775) and 
keeper of the wardrobe  (ι775-ι782),  and was  ctealed  earl of 
Chichester in 18οι.  His third $014  George  0766-1827),  '555  
iueces.vely  bishop of Bristol, Exeter and  LiIiCOIJI. Tsiosias  
Fusin, and cart of Chichester  (ι; $&-ι86),  son of the sat 
tan, was surveyor-general of o rdnance in Lord  Rockingham's ' 

 ministry (3782), and chief secretary for Ireland in the coalition 
ministry of  37*3.  In 1795 he  bectime.Irish  chief secretary 
wafer  Pitis  government, retiring in  :;oS;  he' was home  secre-
tasy  from July 1801  to August  1803 under  ΑddigΙοn,  who  
made him chancellor of the  dlicby  of Lancaster in 1803.  
Peiham  went out  ci 0111cc  in  χόσ',  and in the neat year  
wecerded  to the  earidom.  He was joint  postmastei-general  
from 1807 to 1813,  αnd  for the remaining three years of his 
life  poatmaates'-ges'eral.  His  lois  and heir,  Bawalt  THOMAS  
Prisesit  (1804-1886), 3rd earl, was ass  etcleabstical  commissioner  
from  ι89ο  until his  death,and  was greatly interedted  in various  
religious, philanthropic and educational. movements; and two 
ether sons were  wtll-known men-Frederick Thomas  Peiham  
(ι8ο8-tSό ι),  who became a rear-admiral in s88, and subse-
quently lord-commissioner of the admiralty, and John Thomas  
l'clham  (1811-3 894), who was bishop of Norw ich from 2857  to 
1893. The third  carl's  son, Walter John  Pcihn*i  (1838-1892),  
succeeded his father in t886, and his nephew  ocelyn Bmsdesiell  
Pelbam (b.  1871) became 6th earl of  Chicliester,in τ 903.  

PELHAM.  HENRY (1696-1754), prime minister of England, 
younger brother of Thomas  Holica Pelbam,  duke of Newcastle, 
was born in ,6n6 He was a younger son of Thomas, rat Baron  

Pelbam  of  Laυghtο 0650-3732;  cr.  1706) and of Lady  Clracc  
Hulks, daughter of the 3rd  earl of Clara (see above). Ire was 
educated by a private tutor and at Christ Church, Oxford, 
which he entered in July 1730 As a volunteer he served. In 
Dormer's regiment at the battle of Preston in 1735 ,  spent some  

on the  ConLiο nt,  and in ι717 eυιcτ d  parliament for  
Scaford, Sussex Through  ‚i rong  family  la4ltteisge  and the  

recommendation of -Walpole be was chosen in ι72.1 a lord  of the 
Treasury.  ,  The following year he was returned for Sussex county. 
In 1724 he entered the ministry as secretary of war, but this  

0111cc  he exchanged in 5730 for the more lucrative one Of  
paymaster of the forces. lie made -himself  con5ρicυουs by 

 his support of Walpole on the question of the excise, and an  

1743  a union of parties resulted in the formation of an adminis-
tration in which  Pelbam  was prime minister, with the  ο cc  of  
chasiccllor.of  the exchequer; but rank and influence made his 
brother, the duke of Newcastle, very powerful in the cabinet,  

and, in spite of a genuine attachment, ‚there were occasional  

disputes between them, which led to difficulties.  Belag  strongly  
in favour of peace,  Peiham  carried on the war with languor mid 
indifferent success, but the country, wearied of the interminable  

struggle, was disposed to acquiesce in his foreign policy almost 
without a murmur. The king, thwarted .in  his favourite 
schemes, made overtures in 1746 to Lord  ΒαΙh,  but his purpose  
was upset by the resignation of the two  Pclhams  (Henry and  
Newcastle), who, however, at the king's request, resumed  0111cc.  
Pelbam  remained prime minister till his death on the 6th of 
March 1754, when his brother succeeded him. His very defects  
were among the chief elements of  Pelham's  success, for one with 
a strong personality, moderate self-respect, or high conceptions 

f statesmanship could not have restrain ed  the discordant 
elements of the cabinet for any length of time. Moreover, he 
possessed tact and a thorough acquaintance with the fo rms of the 
house. Whatever  quacrela  or insubordination might exist  
within the cabinet, they never broke out into open  rnvoli  Nor 
can a high degree of praise be denied to his  Snancial  policy,  
especially his plans for the reduction of the national debt and  

the simplification and  consolklation  of its different branches. 
lie had married in 1726 Lady Catherine Manne rs, daughter of the  
,nd  duke of Rutland; and one of his dau gh ters rained Henry 

 Ficxrncs  Clinton, and duke of Newcastle.  
SceW.  Cote, Menial,,  sf' ihe Fdham kh ιαα iτίτΟΜΟC  (5 5015,0  

1529>. For the family history ice  Lowrr. PcIk,am  Family  0873);  
also the  Pclham  and Newcastle WS. in the Dritish Itluscum.  

FELIIAM,  HENRY FRANCIS  0846-1907),  English scholar 
and historian, was born at Berg  Apton,  Norfolk, on the 19th 
of September 1846,. son of the Hon. John Thomas  Peiham  
080-1894),  bishop of Norwich, third son of the 2nd earl of  
Chichester. He was educated at Harrow and at Trinity College, 
Oxford, where he took a first class in Ιίί ιrαι Jnusaaio,es  in  
ι889.  He was a tutor of Exeter College from  1369  to  s8po.  In 
1887 he became university reader in ancient history, and Iwo 
years later was elected to the Camden professorship. lie  

became  curasor  of the  Bodician  library in 1892,  and in  iSg;  
president of Trinity College. lie was also a fellow of  Brasenose 

 College, honorary fellow of Exeter, a fellow of the British 
Academy and of other learned societies, and a governor of 
Harrow Scheel.. His chief  contribuliori  to ancient history was 
his, article on Roman history in the 9th editioo  of the  Esicydo-
peedia ,Bi-ila,isiins  (t$86), which was republished with additions 
as the Outlines of Rome,: History (1890). His  uislversity  lectures, 
though  perhaps lacking in inspiration, were full  ef  original 
research and learning. His death on the  t3th  of February 1907  
not only prevented the publication in systematic form of his own 
important researches, but also delayed the appearance  of much  
that bad been left in MS. by H.  Furneaux  and A. 11.3.  Grcenidge, 

 and was at the time under his charge. Apart from the  OwIlis'es  
he published only The imperial Domains and the  Coloeak (zgoo),  
The Roman  F,'inlier Syskm  '(ι89),  and articles in periodicals 
of which the  m9st important *55 an article in the  Qi'arkrly 
.Rci'kw  en the early  Caesare  (April,  IQOS).  lie did much for the 
study of archaeology at Oxford, materially assisted the Hellenic 
Society and the British School at Athens, and was one of the 
founders of the British School at Rome, He married in 3873 
Ulm Priscilla, daughter of Sir Edward North Button.  

PELIA$,  in Greek legend,  soo  of Poseidon and Tyro, daughter 
of  Salmesieus.  Because Tyro afterwards married her father's 
brother  Cs'eihmis,  king of  lolcus  In  Thesasly,  to whom she bore 

 Aeson, Pbercs  and  Ansythsaon, Pthlls  was-by bane though! to be  
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the ion of Cretheus. lIe and his teem-brother Neleus  were  
exposed by their mother, but were nurtured by a herdsman.  
When grown to manhood they were acknowledged by their 
mother. Αfteτ the death of Creiheus, Pelias made himself master 
of the kingdom of ΤαΙοu, having previously quarrelled with  
I4eΙeυa, who removed to Messenia, where he founded Pylos. 
In order to rid himself of Jason, Pelias sent him  Ιο  Coichis  in 
quest of the golden fleece, and took advantage of his absence  
to put to death his lather, Aeson, his mother and brother. 
When Jason returned he sought to avenge the death of his 
parents, and Medea persuaded the daughters of Pelias to cut in 
pieces and boil their father, assuring them that he would thus 
be restored to youth. Acastus, son of ?dies, drove oul Jason  
and Medea and celebrated funeral games In honour of his father, 
which were celebrated by the Γοeι Stcsicbon,s and represented  
on the chest of Cypselus. The death of Pelias was the subject 
of Sophocles' Rhieoiomol (Root.cuiters), and in the Tyr, he 
treated another portion of the legend.  Pdiodcs  (the daughters 
of Wills) was the name of Euripides' first play. 

PELICAN (Fr.  Pilkan; Lal. Pdcronus  Or  Pdiazrn's),  a large  
fish-eating water-fowl, remarkable for the enormous pouch  
formed by the extensible skin between the lower jaws of its long,  

and apparently formidable but In reality very weak, bill. The 
ordinary pelican, the  Onoc,'oia!iis  of the ancienig, to whom It was 
well known, and the  Pdccanus onocropiius  of ornithologists,  
is a very abundant bird in some districts of south-eastern  
Europe, south-western Asia and north-eastern Africa, occasionally 
straying, it Is believed, into the northern parts of Germany and 
France; but the possibility of such wanderers having escaped  
from confinement is always to be regarded,' since few zoological 
gardens are without examples. Its usual haunts are the shallow 
margins of the larger lakes and riven, where fishes are plentiful, 
since it requires for its Sustenance a vast supply of them. The  
neat is formed among reeds, placed on the ground and lined with 
grass. Therein two eggs, with white, chalky shells, are com-
monly laid. The young during the first iwelvcmontb are of a 
greyish-brown, but when mature almost the whole plumage, 
except the black primaries, is white, deeply suffused by a rich 
blush of rose or salmon-colour, passing into yellow on the crest 
and lower part of the neck in front. A second and somewhat 
larger species,  Pckcanus  crisper, also inhabits Europe, but has 
a more eastern distribution. This, when adult, is readily dis-
tinguishable from the ordinary bird by the absence of the blush 
from its plumage, and by the curled feathers that project from  

md overhang each side of the head, which with some difference 
of coloration of the bill, pouch, bore skin round the eyes and 
'rides give it a wholly distinct expression. Two specimens of the 
humerus have been found in the English fens (Ibis,  τ868,  p. 363;  
Proc.  Zoo!.  Soekiy, τ871, p. 702), thus proving the existence of 
the bird in England at no very distant period, and oneof them  
being that of a young example points to its having been bred  
In this country. It Is possible from their large size that they 
belonged to P. cτisa. Ornithologists have been much divided 
in opinion as to the number of living species of the genus Pole-
corn's  (cf.  op.  cii.,  ι868,  p. 264; 1869, p.  ι;  5871,  ρ.  631)—thc 
estimate varying from six to ten Or eleven; but the former is the 
number recognized by M. Dubols (Bid!. Mar. dc  Bdgfqr'e,  1883). 
North America has one, P.  crythrerhynchsis,  very similar to  
P.  onocroiolus  both in appearance and habits, but remarkable 
for a triangular, horny excrescence developed on the ridge of the 
male's bill iii the breeding season, which falls off without leaving 
trace of its existence when that is over. Australia has P.  
conspicilldius,  easily distinguished by its black tail and wing-
coveris. Of more marine habit are P.  philippensis  and  Π. fumes,  
the former having a wide range In Southern Asia, sod, It is said,  
reaching Madagascar, and the latter common on the coasts of 
the warmer parts of both North and South America. 

The genus  Pckcanse  as Instituted by Linnaeua included the 
caution was not neglected by the prudent, even  enlong  ago 

g Sir Thomas  Browse's  days; for he. recording the occurrence of a  
pdican  in Norfolk. was careful to notice that about the same time one 
of the pelicans kept by the king (Charles IL) in St James's Park, 
bad been lost,  

cormorant (q.a.) and gannet  (q.a.)  as well is the true pelicans,  
and for a long while these and some other distinct groups, as the 
snake.birds (9.α), frigate-birds  (qtr.) and tropic-birds (9.ν.),  
which have all the four toes of the foot connected by a web, were 
regarded as forming a single family,  Pelccasidne;  but this name  
has now been restricted to the pelicans only, though all are  
still usually aaοciated in the suborder Slcgasopodes  ΟΙ  Clconii-
form birds. It may be necessary to state that there is no founda-
tion for the venerable legend of the pelican feeding her young  
with blood from her own breast, which has given it so important  
place in ecclesiastical heraldry, except that, as A. D. Bartlett  
suggested (Πια.  Zoo!.  .focidy,  1869, P.  146), the curious bloody  
secretion ejected from the mouth of the flamingo may have 
given rise to the belief, through that bird having been mistaken  
for the "Pelican of the wilderness." 1  (A.  Ν.)  

PEIJON,  a melded mountain In Tbesaaly in the district of  
Magnesia, between Volo and the eSat coast. Its highest polat  
(mod. Ρlο sidi) is 5340  ft. It Is famous in Creek mythology;  
the giants are said to have piled It on ()ssa In order to scale  
Olympus, the abode of the gods; it was the borne of the centaurs, 
especially of Chiron, who had a cave near its summit, and 
educated many youthful heroes; the ship "Argo" was built  
from its pine-woods. On its summit was an altar of Zeus 
Actatus, in whose honour an annual festival was held In the  
dog.days, and worshippers clad themselves in skins. 

PELISSE (through the Fr. from Lat. psilkia: sc.  wails,  a 
garment made of fur, trellis, skin), properly a name of a cloak 
made of or lined with fur, hence particularly used of the fur'  
trimmed "dolmsn" worn slung from the shoulders by huasar  
regiments. The word Is now chiefly employed as the name of a 
long-sleeved cloak of any material worn by women and children.  

Ρέ ΙΙSεΙΕΕ, AIMABLE  JEAN JΑCQU ( ι 794-τ864), duke 
of Malakoff, marshal of France,  wbs  born on the 6th of November 

 Σ  794  at Msromme (Seine Inf&rieure), of a family of prosperous  
artisans or yeoman, his father being employed in a powder. 
magazine. After attending the military college of La Flhcbe 
and the special school  ΟΙ  St Cyr, he In z8r5 entered the amy is  
sub-lieutenant in an artillery regiment. A brilliant examinations 
in 113 τ9 secured his appointment to the staff. Re served as  
aide.de.camp In the Spanish campaign of 1823, and In the  
expedition to the Moms in 5828-29. In 1830 he took part in  
the expedition to Algeria, and on his return was promoted to  
the rank of chef  d'cs'adro'.  After some years' stal service in  
Paris be was again sent to Algeria as chief of staff of the province 
of Oran with the rank of lleutenant.enioael, and remained there 
till the Crimean War, taking a prominent part in many important  
operations. The severity of his conduct in suffocating a whole  
Arab tribe In the Dahra or Dahna caves, nearMuataganem, where 
they had taken refuge (June  ιό ,  1840, awakened such indig-
nation In Europe that Marshal Soult, the minister of war, publicly 
expressed his regret; but Marshal Bugeaud, the governor.general  
of Algeria, not only gave it his approval, but secured 
for Pflissier the rank Of general of brigade, which he held till  
ι8ο, when he was promoted general of division. Mire the  
battles of October and November 1854 before Sevastopol,  
Pllisaler was sent to the Crimes, where on the s όώ  of May  ι8 

 he succeeded Marshal Canrobert as commander-'m-cbief of the 
French forces before Seesatopol (see CaiMxAN Was). His 
command was marked by relentless pressure of the enemy end 
unalterable determination to conduct the campaign without  
interference from Paris. His perseverance was crowned with  

'The legend was commonly belieνed· in the middle ages. 
Epiphanius, biuboo  of  Conutantis.  in his  Ρhysιd.gs  (1588), writes  
that the female bird, in cherishingher young, wounds them with 
loving, and piercea  their aides,  srnT  they die. After three days the 
male pelican comes and finds them dead, and his heart is pained.  
I-Ic  unites his own side, and as he stands over thewounds of the dead  
young ones the blood trickles down, and thus are they made alive  
sgain. The ρeΙkaι "in his piety "—as, in this pious set of reviving  
h ι ο'Γsρcί ng-_wss  a common subject fot ι th-νetυrγ emblem  
books; it became a symbol of  sehl-sacrilice,  a eerie of Chnst'sa  
redemption and of the Eucharistic doctrine.  inc  device was  
adopted by Bishop Fox in 15 16 lee his new college of Corpus Chnsti,  
Oxlord.-4H.  Ciii 
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‚υcόeas  In the storming of the  MalakoHon  the 8th of September.  
On the 12th be was promoted to be marshal. On his return to  
Paris he was named senator, created duke of  MalakoF  (July as, 

 ι856),  and rewarded with a grant of  ioo,pco  francs pee annum. 
From March  τ88  to May  ι8 p  he was French ambassador in 
London,  whenc.  he was recalled to take command of the army  
of observation on the Rhine. In the same year he became 
grand chancellor of the Legion  όί  Honour. In  χ860  he was 
appointed governor·generai  of Algeria, and he died there on the 
sand of May 1864.  

See  Marbaud,  La  Marktoj Pllissiar  (1863); CastWc, Porii'ei&s  
&islo,iqws,  2nd acres (1859).  

PHI, JOHN  (ι6το-t68), English mathematician, was born  
on the tat of March !Sze at  Souihwick  in Sussex, where his  
Lather was minister. He was educated at  Steyniag,  and entered 
Trinity College, Cambridge, at the age of thirteen. During his  
university career he became an accomplished linguist, and even  
before he took his  Μ.Α.  degree (in  ιό ο) corSesponded  with  
Henry  Brigga  and other  mathematicIans.  His great reputation  
and the influence .οί  Sir William  Boewell,  the English resident,  
with the states-general  procured his election in 1643 to the chair  
of  n'atbematisa  in Amsterdam, whence be removed in 1646,  
on the  hrntstioa  of the prince of Orange, to Breda, where he  

remained till Ι652.  
From 1654  to  ι658  PCIl acted as  Cromwell's  political agent  

to the Protestant  cintona  of Switzerland. On his retire to  
England he took orders and was appointed by Charles  IL to 

 the rectory of Fobbing In Essex, and in 1673 be was presented  
by Bishop Sheldon to the rectory of  Laindon  in the same county.  
His devotion to mathematical science seems to have interfered  
alike with his  advincement  In the Church and with the proper  
management of his private  allairs.  For a  tlme·he  was confined  
as a debtor in the king's bench  pchon  He lived, en the 
Invitation of Dr Whistler,  fez  short time in 1682  at the College  
of Physicians, beat died on the  isth  of December ι6115 at the  
house of Mr  Cotborne,  reader  cl  the church of  & Giles-in-the  
Fields. Many of Pa ll's manuscripts fell into the bands  ci  Dr  
Dusby,  master of Westminster School, and  aΙteτwards  came Into  
the  poseession  of the Royal Society; they are still preserved  in 
something like forty folio volume,, which contain, cot only 

 Fell's  own memoirs, but much of his  cοeτesρoadenιewΙ1h  the  
maihematiciana  of his time.  

Tb. DlοΑιsndne analysi, wa,  a favourite subject with Pall; 
be lectured on it at Amsterdam; and he ii now best remembered  
for the indeterminism equation  ex'+l -,  which is known by his  
lame. This problem was proposed by Pierre dc Fermat first to  
Bernhard  Ftenicie  dc  liessy,  and in 1657 to all mathematicians.  
Ptile connexica'  with the problem simply  consi'ts οί  the  poblic*tion 

 cl the  soludoaa  of John Wallis and Lord  &nunker  In his edition of  
$raakcr's T,amlstuse  of  Rhoxis'?s Aigabre  (1668). His chief works  
are:  Asi,onomical 111427 of  ObsmaJ,ons  "f  Hnwealy  Motions and  
Appwronces ( ι634); &Ιiµwα j,rognosiice  (ι6);  Co,drm'ersy  with 
Lm1οmο,dοrnι$ coacir,ii"g lbs Qsadralare of the Circle (1646?); 
.4. like el the  Ma'himali's, saino ( ι6ο) Α Τat' of Tea  Tkeasaad  
.Sgua,' Νιυι6es'ι (W.; 1672).  

PHIl/i.  the capital of ancient Macedonia under Philip IL  
(who transferred the scat of government hither fair Edema)  

and Alexander the  Gmat,  who was born here. It seems to have  
retained some importance up to the time of Hadrian. Scanty  
remain, exist and some springs in the neighbourhood are gill  
known as the baths  cl Pel.  The site (identified by  Lcake)  is  
occupied by the village of  Nooclaod  (Turk.  Ycrn-Ziasi)  about  
32 in. north-west of Salonika.  . 

PILIAGRA (ItaL 'elk ogre, smarting skin), the name given, 
(roan one of Its early ρυmρeοms,  to a peculiar disease, of corn

-paritively  modern origin. For some time it was supposed 10  
be practically confined to the peasantry in parts of Italy  (pezticu. 
larly  Lombardy) and France, and in the  Aslurias  (red do is  
rue),  Rum'nia  and Corfu. But it his recently been identified  
In various outlying parts of the British Empire  (Baxhidoes,  
India) and in both Lower and Upper Egypt; also  smoag  the 
Zulus and  Bnsutoa.  In the United States sporadic cases had 
been observed up to 1906, but since then numerous cases have  
been reported. Ii is in Italy, however, that it ha, been  ontet 

prevalent. The malady is essentially  chτοπic  in chancier.  
The indications usually begin in the spring of the year, declining  

towards  autema,  and recurring with increasing  inlensily  and  
permanence in the spring seasons following. A  pessalil  who  
is acquiring the malady  loris  unfit for work, suffers from head-
aches, giddiness, singing in the ears, a burning of the akin,  

especially in the hands and feet, and  dΙιπbοea.  Al the same  
time a red rash appears on the akin, of the nat ure of erysipelas,  
the red or livid spots being tense and painful, especially where  

they are directly exposed to the sun. About July or August  

of the first season these symptoms disappear, the spots on the  
akin remaining rough and dry. The sp ring attack of the year  
following will probably be more severe and more likely to leave  
traces behind it; with each successive year the patient become s  
more like a mummy, his skin shrivelled and sallow, or even  
black at certain spots, as in  Addison's  disease, his angles pro

-triading,  his muscles wasted, hie movements slow and languid,  
and his  sensibilitydimiisished.  Meanwhile there are more, special  
symptoms relating to the nervous system, including drooping  
of the eyelid, dilatation of the pupil, said  otbor  disorders of  
vision, together with symptoms relating to the digestive system,  

such as a red and dry tongue, a burning feeling in the mouth,  
pain on swallowing, and diarrhoea. After a certain stage the  

disease passes into a. profound disorganization of the nervous  
system; there is a tendency to melancholy, imbecility, and a  
curious mummified condition of body. Alter death a. general  
thaise  degeneration is observed.  

The causation of this obscure disease has recently come op 
for new investigation in connexion with the new work done in 
relation to  s!eeping-.icmnesn  and other tropical diseases. So  
long as it was supposed to be peculiar to the Italian peasantry,  
it was associated simply with their staple diet, and was regarded  
as due to the eating of mouldy maize. It  ωαs by his views in  
this regard that  Lombroeo (q.ti.)  first made his  scienti&rcputa

-tins. But the area of maize consumption is now known to be 
wider than that of  peliagra,  and pellagra is found where maize  
iaat  lust nee anordinarydiet.  In  ιpο DrL. W.Sansbon,at  
the meeting of the British Medical  Amociation,  suggested that  
ρellagτa  was probably  protoSoal  in origin, seed subsequent!),  
he announced his belief that the  protoaoon  was communicated  
by  send-flies, Just as  aleeping-skkneut  by the tsetse  liy;  and this  
opinion was supported by the  favoutable  action of arsenic in  
the treatment of the disease.  .  His hypothesis  was endorsed  
by Sir. Patrick  Msnao*,  and in January  τιο  an influential  
cemmlttee  was formed, to enable Dr  Sainbon  to pursue his  
Investigations in a  pellegrous  area.  

ΡΝΙΑΗΙΑΝ, CHARI,gg CAMIlLE 0846..  ),  French  
politician grad Journalist, was born In Paris on the 28th  of June  
ι86,  the son of  EngIne Pelletsn ( ι8ι -:884), a writer of  scene 
distinction and a. noted opponent of the Second Empire.  
Camille  Pelletan  was educated in  Pagis,  passed as  licentiate  
in laws, and was nullified as an  "srchivizte paifvgrapbe."  
At the age of twenty he became an active contributor to 
the press, sad a bitter critic of the Imperial Government.  
After the war of 1870-71 he took a  leadiag  place  amoeg  
the most radical  sectioa  of French politicians, is  ala oppoalssIt  
of the  "oOportunhts"  who continued the policy of  Gambelte.  
In 1880 he became editor of  .Tsudca,  and worked with success  
to bring  abaut  a  re'visin  of the sentence, passed on the  
Cksmmimards.  In 288ι  hi  wa,  chosen member for the tenth  
υΤΟΜ  of Paris, and In  ιδ8g for the  Boucbes  du  
Rhosie, being re-elected In L889,443 and  2898;  and ho  was 
repeatedly chosen a," reporter" to the vario us  bureaus. Due-
leg the  Naiioiialisi  and  Dreyfub  agitations he fought vigorously  
oil behalf of  govsrnmaeit·and  when the coalition  
known as the "Bloc" me 'meted he took his place  ze aRadicgl  
Ιe.dcr  Re • was issue minister of marine in the cabinet of 
M.  Combe.,  June  τςοs  to January  xpo,  but his  sdtainiatratloa  
wasseverelyaitidmd,  notably by M. &Lemuel end ether sexed  
experts. During the great sailors' strike at Marseilles in 1904  
he showed  pronoeanced.sympatby  with the socialistic aims and  
methods of the striker,, and a strong feeling was  ιιοusc4  that  
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his Rsdkal sympathies tended to a serious weakening of the 
navy and to deetruction of discipline.  Α iomewhat violeisi  
controversy resulted, in the course of which M.  Pelletan'.  
indiscreet apeeches did him no good; and he became a common 
subject for rn-natured caricatures. On the fall of the Coxnbes  
ministry he became less prominent in French politics. 

PELIJCANU$, CONRAD (1478-1556), German theologian,  
was born at Rυ8ach In Altace, on the 8th of January 1478.  
His German name, KUraner, was changed to Pellicanus by his  

mother'S brother Jodocus GalIua, an ecclesiastic connected with 
the univeraityof Heidelberg, who supported his nephew forsixteen  

months at the university in 1495-5492. On returning toRuffach, 
he taught gratis in the Minonte convent school that he might  

borrow books from the library, and in his sixteenth year resolved  

to become a friar. This step helped his studies, for he was sent  

to Titbingen in 1496 and became a favourite pupil of the guardian  

of the Mlnorite convent there, Paulus Scriptoris, a man of 
considerable general learning. 'lbere seems to have been at  
that time in south-west Germany a considerable amount of 
sturdy iqdependent thought among the Franciscan.; Pellicanus  

himself became a Protestant very gradually, and without any  
such revulsion of feeling as marked Luther's conversion., At 
Tubingen the future "apostate In three languages" was able  

to begin the study of Hebrew. He had no teacher and no 
grammar; but Paulus Scriptoris carded him a huge codes pf  

the prophets on his own shoulders all the way from Mains. Be 
learned the letters from the transcription of • few verses in the 
Ste, of the Messiah of Petrus Niger, and, with a subsequent hint 
or two from Reuchlin, who also lent him the grammar of Moses 

imb Ι, made his way through the Bible for himself with the help 
of Jerome's Latin. He got on so well that he was not only 
a useful helper to Reucblln but anticipated the manuals of the 
great Hebraist by composing In ipoe the first Hebrew' grammar  
in the European tongue. It was printed in 1503, and afterwards  

included in Reyach's Ma,gas'iie $ilosophiea.  Hebrew remained  
a favourite study to the last. Pellican's autobiography de-
scribes the gradual multiplication of accessible books on the 
subjects, and he hot only studied but translated a vast mass of 
rabbinical and Talmudic texts his interest in Jewish literature  

being mainly philological. The chief fruit of these studies is 
the.vast commentary on the Bible (Ulrich, 7 vols., 1532-1539),  
which shows a remarkably sound judgment on questions of the 
text, and a sense for historical as opposed to typologicsi exegesis.  

Pellicanua became priest in 1501 and continued to serve his 
order at Ruόach, Pforzheim, and Baad till 1526. At Bead  
he did much laborious work for Froben's editions, and came  ώ 

 the conclusion that the Church taught many doctrines of which  

the early doctors of Christendom knew nothing. He spoke his 
views frankly, but he disliked polemic; he found also more 
toleration than might have been expected, even after  hc became  
active in circulating Luther's books Thus, supported by the 
civic authorities, he remained guardian of the convent of his 
order at Basel from 1529 till 1524, and even when he had to 
give up his peat, remained in the monastery for two years,  
professing theology in the university. At length, when the 
position was becoming quite untenable, he received through  

Zwingli a call to Zilrich as professor of Greek and Hebrew, and 
formally throwing oF his monk's habit, entered on a new life.  

Here he remained till his death on the 6th of April  

Pellicanus'a  scholarship, though not brilliant, was really  
extensive; his sound sense, and his singularly pure and devoted 
character gave him a great influence. He was remarkably free  

from the pedantry of the time, as is shown by his views about 
the use of the German vernacular as a vehicle of culture (Chris..  
135, 36). As a theologian his natural affinities were with 
Zwingti, with whom be shared the advantage of having grown  
up to the views of the Reformation, by the natutal progress  

of his studies and religious life. Thus he never lost his sym-
pathy with humanism and with its great German representative,  

Erasmus.  
Pellicsnus's  Latin autobiography  (Chronicon C.P.R.)  Is one of the  

most Interesting documents of the period, It was first published  

by Riggtnbach in 1877, and in this volume the ether lourge. for his  
life are registered. hee also Emil Silberstein, Conrad ‚'cli lanes;  

Cu. Bciirag sir GCIC8WhIC des  Sledi,isss  dc, kgb,. Sprsche  (Berlin,  
1900).  

PELIJCIER, GUILLAUlE  (c. 1490-1568), French prelate 
and diplomatist, was educated by his uncle, the bishop of 
Maguclonne, whom he succeeded in 1529. In 1536 he had 
the seat of his bishopric transferred to Montpcllier. Appointed 
ambassador at Venice in 1539, he fulfilled his mission to the  
entire satisfaction of Francis I., but on the discovery of the 
system of espionage he bad employed the king hid tol'ecall him 
in 1542. Returning to his diocese, he was imprisoned in the 
chateau of Beaucaire for his tolerance of the Reformers, so he 
replaced his former indulgence by severity, and the end of his 
episcopate was disturbed by religious struggles. He was a  

man of wide learning, a humanist and a friend of humanists, 
and look a kern Interest in the natural sciences. 

See J.  Zeller, La Diplomaiief,as'aisc .....akris is ιοrτeιροndοes.  
de G.  PWiicig, (Paris, 1881) and A. Taiisatrat'Radel, Cerrcspeidasee  

$'iliqIie dc GilPaume PcIiic'c,  (Pads, 1899).  
PELLICO, 811Ν10  (5788-1854), Italian dramatist, was born  

at Saluzzo in Piedmont on the 24th of June 5788, the earlier 
portion of his life being passed at Pinerolo and Turin under 
the tuition of a priest named Manavelia.  Αι  the age of ten 
he composed a tragedy under the inspiration of Caeaarotti's 
translation of the Ossianic poems. On the marriage of his twin 
sister Rosina with a maternal cousin at Lyons he went to reside 
in that city, devoting himself during four years to the study of 
French literature, He returned in i8ro to Milan, where  he 

 became professor of French in the Collegio degli Orfani hlilitari. 
His tragedy  F,'asccsca do Rimini, was brought out with success 
by Carloita Marchionni at Milan in 1818. Its publication was 

 followed by that of the tradegy Eufemw do Mrssina,  but the 
representation of the latter was forbidden. Pelilco had in the 
meantime continued his work as tutor, first to the unfortunate 
son of Count Briche, md then to the two sons of Count Porto  

LambertecigbL He threw himself heartily into an attempt to 
"raken the hold of the Austrian despotism by indirect educa-
tional means. Of the powerful literary executive which gathered  
about Counts Porro and Confalonieri, Pellico was the able 
secretary—the management of the  ConciliaIo,r,  which appeared  
in iBiS as the organ of the association, resting largely upon him, 
But the paper, under the censorship of the Austrian oflicisis,  

ran fot a year only, and the society itself was broken up by the 
government. In October 1820 Peilico was arrested on the 
charge of carbonsriam and conveyed to the Santa Margherlta 
prison. After his removal to the Piombi at Venice In February 
i8ar, he composed several Cant iche  and the tragedies  Ester dEn. 
gaddi  and  Zginia d'Asii.  The sentence of death pronounced  
on him in February 1822 was finally commuted to fifteen years  
carccre duro,  and In the following April he was placed in the 
Spielberg at BrIInn. His chief work during this part of his  
imprisonment was the tragedy  Lesnic,'o do De,Iono,  for the  
preservation of which he was compelled to rely on his memory.  

After his release in 1830 he coenmenced the publication of his  

prison compositions, of which the Ester was played at Turin  
in 1835, but immediately suppressed. In 1832 appeared his  
Gismonda do Mgnd,irw, Erodiade  and the  Leoniero,  under the 
title of Tre ns'or'i lrogedle,  and in the same year the work which 
gave him his European lame, Le idle prigioni,  an account of 
his sufferings in prison. The last gained him the friendihip  

of the Marchesa di Barolo, the reformer of the Turin prisons,  

and In 1834 he accepted from her yearly pension of 1200 francs. 
His tragedy  Tommoso More had been published In 1833, his 
most Important subsequent publication being the  Ojscrc inedite  
in 1837. On the decease of his parents In 1838 he seas received  
into the Casa Barolo, where he remained till his death, assisting 
the marchesa in her charities, and writing chiefly upon religious  

themes. Of these works the best known is the  Dii Dow.'idcgli  
aiomini, a series of trite maxims which do honour to his piety  
rather than to his critical judgment. A fragmentary biography  
of the marchesa by Pellico was published in Italian and English 
after her death, lie died on the 31st of January 1854, and was  
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buried In the Campo Santo at Turin. His well ing,  are*feclivw  
in virility and bread th  of thought, and his tregedies  display  
neither the insight into character nor the  conslrvctive  power  
of a great dramatist. It is in the simple narrative and naive  
egotism of Li Mis pTigNIIs  that he has established his strongest  
claim to remembrance, winning fame by his  miefoetunes  rather  
than by his genius.  

See Piero  Marometli, Addiefeai  sib 	pelg(srd (Pnds,  5834);  
the biographies by  Latmw; Gabifele Rosselli; Didi'r, Rises die 
dies si.sdm (September  ιό 'µj;  0.  Lomfel. Gkrώ  '6 ‚οaΙιmρ. 
iliwl,. b.'.  (ι 8'µ); Chink (Turin, 1852); l'loIlet-fabcrt (1654); 
Giorgio Brlano (1854);  Bourdori 0868);  Rivierl ( 1 099- Ι901 ).  

PELLliaON.  PAUL (1624-1693), French author, wee born at  
B'zieus  on the  30ιh  of October  Ζ624, of a distinguished Calvinist  
family. He studied law at Toulouse, and practised at the her  
of  Castres.  Going to Parss with  letteis  of introduction to  
Valentin  Conrart,  who was a  co.religlonist,  he became through  
him acquainted  with the members of the academy.  Ι1eΙΙiιsιm  
undertook to be their h istorian, and in τ633 published a  Rdaiki'  
ieaislsal i'hinoire di ∆'se"d1- jnmpa'ss.  Ibis  ιsιnemιic  
was rewarded by a  promis,  of the next vacant place and by  
potmiwion  to be present at th eir meeting.. In 1657  Pelliason  
became secretary to the minister of finance,  NICOIas Fouquet,  
and when in 266ι the minister was  amsted,  his secretary was  
Imprisoned in the Bastille.  Pdfliasoa  bad the  courdgs  to Wind  
by his fallen patron, In whose defence he Issued his celebrated  
Μdmώ e  in 2661,  with the title Discern  Οι' var, $ec  en di sea  
$dW,er 'apIs :., is $uds di  Μ.  di Fesqint,  In which the  lacta  
in larder of  Fouquet  as. marshalled with peat skill. Anoth er  
pamphlet,  Secmide '11cm.  di M. F.iga'd,  followed.  Pellision  
was released in  χ666,  and from this date sought the royal  favoar.  
He. became  histariographer  to the king,  snd  In that  caρεcitV  
wrote a fragmentary  Ijidoke di Lewis XIV.,  covering the year,  
1660  to 2670. In τ67ο he was converted to Catholicism and  
obtained rich  eccle.issliosl  preferment. He died on the 7th  
of February 2693.  lie was very intimate with Mile dc  
Scudfry,  In whose novels he  ligurea  as  Heruiiius  end  Acanle.  
His sterling worth of character made him many friends and  
justified  Busiy.Rabutln'i  description of  hiφ as  °eiscore  plus  
bonnite honsme  qua  bel rspnt."  

See  Salnts.B,uve, Cae,mss die IsadI, vol. xl,.; and  Ι.  L.  Maxcon,  
£Ii'de rev in sin '1 is' φwνa, di Pdkxrow  (1859). 

PELLITORY,  in botany, the common name for a small  baisy  
perennial herb which grows on old  walle, bedgebanka end 

 similar  iocallties,  and is known botanically as  Peridw'iu  ‚rjid. 
s,ilis  (Let. furies, a warn. It hue short woody  motatork  from  
which spring erect or spreading stems r to a ft. long, bearing  
slender leafy branches, and  asillary clusters of  mmli  green  
flowers. It belongs to the nettle order  (υrΙk'κιαή ,  and is  
nearly allied to the nettle,  Ui'Iic's,  but its hairs axe not stinging.  

PRLLOIJX. LUIGI  (1839-  ), italian  general and politician,  
was born on the sat of Mardi 2839, at La Roche, in Savoy, of 
parents who reta ined  their Italian nationality when Savoy was 
annexed to France. Entering the army as lieutenant of artillery  
in  ι8;,  he gained the medal for military  valeur  at the battle 
of  Cuatozza  in  χ866,  and in  ι8;ο commanded the brigade of 
artillery which haltered the breach in the wall of Rome at Ports  

Pia. He wee elected to the Chamber In  ι88ι aS  deputy for 
 Leghorn, which he  riprcsented  until  χ8,  and joined the party  

of the Left.  Hc  had entered the war oilier in  ι8;ο and in 1880  
became general secretary, in which capacity he introduced many  
useful reforms in the army. After a succession of high military  
commands he received the appointment of chief of the general 
staff in  ι896.  He was minister of war in the  Rudini  and  Giolilit  
cabinets of 2891-1893. In July 11896  he resumed the portfolio  
of war in the  Rudini  cabinet, and was appointed senator. In  
May 1897 he secured the adoption of the Army Reform Bill,  
fixing Italian military expenditure at a maximum of £9,56ο,οοο  
a year, but in December of that year he was defeated in the  
Chamber on the question of the promotion of  oflicees.  Resigning  
ο ce,  be  waa  In May z 898 sent as royal  combussioner  to Sari,  
ether; without recourse to martini law, he succeeded in restoring  

public order. Upon the fall of  Rialini  In June  iSgi, Gefi*snl  
Pellorix  was entrusted by  King Humbert with the formation  
of a cabinet, and took for himself the post of minister of the 
interior. lie resigned dice In May 1899,  but was again en.  
trusted with the  krmation  of the ministry. He teak stern  
measures against the  xbvolutionaiy  elements in southern Italy,  
and his new cabinet was essentially military and conservative.  
The Public Safety Bill for the reform of the police laws, taken  
over by him from the  Rudini  cabinet, and eventually  promul.  
gated by royal  decTee,  was fiercely obstructed by the Socialist  
party, which, with the Left arid Extreme Left, succeeded in 
forcing General  Pelloux  to dissolve the Chamber In May  zgoo,  
and to resign  omce  alter the general election ii' June. In the  
autumn of  xgoi  he was appointed to the command of the Turin  
army corps.  

PRLOMYXA.  so  named by R. Greek, a genus of  Lobose  
Rbieopoda  (.ι.),  naked,  snultinucleate,  with very blunt rounded  
pseudopodia, formed by e ruption (see  Αseο *),  often containing  
peculiar  veaiclee (glycogenl'),  and full of a symbiotic  b'cterium.  
It inhabits the  ooae  of decomposing organic matter at the  
bottom of pearls and lakes.  

PEWPIDAB  (d. 364  n.c.), Tbeban  statesman and general.  
Ho was a member of a distinguished family, and possessed  
great wealth which he expended on his friends, while cement 
to lead the life  alan  athlete. In  383 nc.  he served in a  Tbeban  
contingent sent to the support of the  Spaitaiss  at  Mantinela,  
where be was saved, when dangerously wounded, by  Epaxni.  
nondas (g.e.).  Upon the seizure of the Theban citadel by the  
Spectani  (383  cr382)  he fled to Athens, and took the lead in a  
conspiracy to liberate Thebes. In 379  his party surprised and  
killed their chief political opponents, and roused the people  

against the Spartan  gamson,  which surrendered to an army 
gathered by  Pelopsdes.  In this and subsequent years he was  
elected  brwetorch,  and about  373  be routed a much larger Spartan  
force at  Tegyra (aear Orcbomenus).  This victory he owed  
mainly to the valour of the Sacred Band, a picked body of 300  
infantry.  Αι  the battle of  Leuctra  (311) he contributed greatly  
to the success of  Epamiiiondasa  new tactics by the rapidity  
with which he made the Sacred Band dose with the Spartans.  
In. 370 be accompanied  his friend  Epaminondss  as  imsrkrch  
into  Peloposmesus,  On their return both generals were unsuc-
cessfully accused of having retained their command beyond  
the legal term. In 369, In response to a petition of the  Tbeasa-
hans, Pelopidas  was sent with an army against Alexander,  
tyrant of  Pherar.  After driving Alexander out, be passed into  
Macedonia and arbitrated between two claimants to the throne.  
Ira order to secure the Influence of Thebes, be brought home  
hostages, including the king's brother, afterwards Philip Ii.,  
the conqueror of Greece. Next year  Πelορides was again  
called upon to interfere in Macedonia, but, being deserted by  
his mercenaries, was compelled  to make an agreement with  
Ptolemaeus  of  Alorus.  On his return through  Tbesaaly  he was  
seized by Alexander of  Pherae,  and two expeditions from  
Thebes were needed to secure his release. In 367  Pelopidas  
went on an embassy to the Persian king and induced him to  

prescribe a settlement of Greece according to the wish es  of the  
Thebans.  In 364 he received  another  appeal from the  Thessalian  
towns against Alexander of  Pherae.  Though an eclipse of the  
sun prevented  his bringing with him more than a handful of  
troops, he overthrew the tyrant's far superior force on the ridge  
of  Cynoseephalae;  but wishing to slay Alexander with his own  
hand, he rushed forward too eagerly and was cut down by the  

tyrant's guards.  
Plutarch and Nepoa, Pdopidas; Diodorsis xv. 62-8t; Xrnopbos.  

Hdlesica,  vii.  i.  See also  Tunass.  (Μ.Ο.  B. C.)  
PEWPOIINESIAJI  WAR, In Greek history, the name given  

specially to the struggle between Athena at the head of the  
Deliau  League and the confederacy of which Sparta was the  
leading  power.1  According  ιο Tbucydides  the war, which was  

' Some historians peeler to call it the  Scοnd Peloponnesiaii  War,  
the first befog  that of 457,  which ended with the Thirty  ar,  
Peace.  
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In his View the great est that had ever  oecisrred  in Greece, lasted  
from  43Σ to the downfall of  AtbCns  in 404.  The genius of  
Thucydidea  has given to the struggle the importance of an  

epoch in world history, but his view is open to two main  crid.  
clsms—(a) that the war was in its ultimata  besxinga  little  
more than a local disturbance, viewed from the standpoint  

of universal history; (a) that it cannot be called a war in the  

strict sense. The termer of these criticisms is justified in the  

ankle on  Gazacs: HisIory (q.v.).  Unless we are to believe  
that the  Macodonlan  supremacy is directly traceable to the  
mutual weakening of the Greek cities In 431.-403, It is difficult  

to see what lasting importance attaches to the war. As  τegards  
the second, a few chief difficulties may be Indicat ed. The very  
narrative even of  Tbucydldei himself shows that the  "wat"  
was not a connected whole. It may be divided  intotbree  main  
perioda—(i)  from 431 to4sι (Lysias  cab It the  'Aechidamlaa"  
War), when the Peace of  Ν icias  not merely formally, but actually  
produced  &  cessation of hostilities; (a) from 422 till the Inter-
vention of Sparta in the Sicilian War; during these years there  
was no  "Peloponnealan  War," sod there were several years in  
which there was in reality no fighting at all: the Sicilian  eapedi.  
lion was hr fact a side issue;  ()  from 413 to 404, when fighting  
was carried on mainly in the Aegean Sea  ('sOcrates  calls this  
the" Deceit= "War). "be disjointed character of the 'struggle  

is so obvious from  Thecydides  himself that historians have come  
to the concl usion that the Idea of ;resting the whole struggle as  
a single unit was ex pod fade (see  Gazace: Hislory,  A,  
"Ancient" ad fin.).  

The book itself  alfords  evidence which goes far to justify this  
view. A very important problem is presented by  bk.  v., which Is  
obviously put In as a connecting link to prove a theory.  Thucy-
dides espreesly  warns us not to regard the period of this book  
as one of peace, and yet the very contents of the book refute  

his argument. In 419 and 417 there is practically no fighting:  
the  Mantinean  War of 418 is a disconnected episode which did  
not lead, to a resumption of hostilities: In 420 there are only  
obscure battles  In Thrace: in 416 there Is only the expedition  
to Melee; and finally from 4"  to  413 there is  omdsl  peace.  
Other details may be cited in corroboration. Book v.  (ώ .  ad)  
contains a second Introduction to the subject; fife  ό  "λ,µοt  in  
i. 23  and is.  d isthe  Arcbldamlan orTen  Years'  War;lnv.sό  
we read of  & wpllve, wόλeµee,  a  flerepe' τόλeµe  and an  bαsuχή .  
Some critics think on these and other grounds that  Thucydidea  
wrote and  publisbed bks. Ι.-ν. 25 by itself, then  bks.  vi. and  
vii. (Sicilian  cxpeditlon),  and finally revising his view joined  
them into one whole by the somewhat  υπιtisfαcΙοrγ bk.  v. ad  
and following  cbaptrn,  and began to round off the story with  
the incomplete bk. viii. (on this see  GaXacs: Hldery,  as above).  
le Is perhaps most probable that he retained note, made con-
temporarily and worked them up some time alter gag, In a few  

passages  failing to correct inconsistencies and dying before  
bk.  viii. was completed. The general introduction In  bk.  I.  
was  υnqυώ ι lonΒbly  written shortly after 404.  

The causes of the war thus understood are complex. The  
view taken by  Thucydides tbat  Sparta was the real foe of  
Athens has been much modified by modern writers. The key  
to the situation Is in fact the comm ercial rivalry of the  Corin.  
thiana,  whose trade (mein!) ,  in the West) had been seriously  
limited by the naval expan sion of the  Delian  League. This  
rivalry was roused to fever heat by the Athenian Intervention  

in 44-33  on behalf of  Corcyra, Corinth's  rebellious colony (see  
Cosw)  and from that time the  Corinthians  felt that the Thirty  
Years' Truce was at an end. An opportunity soon offered for  
making a counter attack.  Potidaea,  a  Dotiat  town on the  
western promontory of  Chalcidice  In Thrace, a tributary ally  
of Athens—to which however Corinth as metropolis still sent  
annual magistrates—was Induced to revolt,' with the support  
of the Macedonian king  Ρeτdlccas,  formerly an  AthenIan  ally.  
'lire Athenian  Ι'hο mίo  succeeded In blockading the city so that  

The Importance at' this revolt lay in the feet that It Immediately  
involved danger to Athens throughout the  Clmlddlc peomontories,  
and her  ncetb.csst pessessiens  generally.  

Its  capter.  was merely a question of time, and this provided the  
Corinthians with an urgent roman for declaring war.  

Prior to these episodes Athens had not been in hostile contact  
with  any of the Peloponnesian confederate stales for more than  
ten years, and Pericles had abandoned  a great part of his imperial  
policy. He now laid an embargo upon  Megara  by which the  
Megarlans  were forbidden on pain of death  ιο  pursue trading  
operations with any part of the Athenian Empire. The circum-
stances of this decree (or decrees) are not material to the present  
argument (see Grote,  Hi.rlory  of  Greece,  ed. ί Ο7, ). 370  
note) except that it turned special attention to the commercial  
supremacy which Athens claimed to enjoy. In 432 5 conference  
of  Peloponneaian  allies was summoned  and the Corinthian envoys  
urged the  Spaztans  to declare war on the ground that the power  
of Athens was hemming so great as to constitute a danger to the  
other states. This might have been urged with justice before  
the Thirty Years' Truce  (η);  but by that truce Athens We  
up all her conquests in Greece proper except  Naupactua  and  
Plataea,  while her solitary gains in  Ampbipolis  and  Thuni  
were compensated by other losses. The fact that the Corinthian  

argument failed to impress Sparta and many of the delegates  
is shown by the course of the debate. What finally Impelled  
the Spartans to agree to the war was the veiled threat by the  
Corinthians that they would be driven into another allian ce  
(i.e. Argus,  I. 71). We can hardly regard Sparta as the deter-
mined enemy of Athens  at this time. Only twice since 465 had  
she been at war with Athens—in  4 7  (Taasgra)  and ‚g, when she  
deliberately abstained from pushing the advantage which the  

revolt In  Euboea  provided; she had refused to help the oil.  

garcha  of Samoa In ‚go. Corinth however had not only strong,  
but also Immediate and urgent reasons  (Potidaea  and  Ccmjra)  
for desiring war. It has been argu ed  that the war was ulti-
mately a struggle between the principles of oligar chy and  
demοcιeεy  This view, however, cannot be taken of the early  
stages of the war when there was democracy and oligarchy on  
both sides (see  αd βs.);  it Is only in the later stages that the  
political difference is prominent.  

The Opposing ?rms.—The permanent strength of the  
Peloponneslan  confederacy lay in the Peloponnesian states, all  
of which except  Argus  and  Achaea  were united under  Sparta's  
leadership, hut it Included also  eztr*.Peloponneaian  stales—
viz.  Megara, Phocis, Boeotia  and  Locris  (which had formed  
part of the Athenian land  empIre),  and the maritime colonies  
round the  Ambracian  Gulf. The organization was not elaborate.  
The federal assembly with few exceptions met only In time of  
war, and then only when  Sparta agreed to summon It. It 
met in Sparta and the delegates, having staled their views  
before the Spartan  Apella, withd rew till the  Apeila  had conse 
to a decision. The delegates  were then Invited to return and 
to confirm that decision. It Is cleat that the link was purely  
one of common Interest, and that  Spatta  had little or no control  
over,  e.g.  so powerful a confederate as Corinth. Sparta was  
the chief member of the confederacy  (hegemo»),  but the states  
were autonomous. In time of war each had to provide  ιwο4birda  
of its forces, and that state in whose territory th erms/as to take  
place had to equip its whole force.  

The Athenian Empire Is described elsewhere (Drum  Lasova,  
Aiiezsts).  Here It must suffice to point out that there was  
among the real and technical allies no true bond of Interest, and  
that many of the states were In fact bound by close ties to  

members of the Peloponnesian confederacy  (e.g. Potidaes  Ιο  
Corinth). Sparta could not only rely on voluntary cooperation  
but could undermine A thenian Influence by posing as the  
champion of autonomy. Further,  Tbucydidea  is wrong on his  
own showing in saying that Sparta refused to tolerate democratic  
government in confederate cities: it was not till after 418  ibst  
this policy was adopted. Athens, on the other band, had un-
doubtedly interfered in the interest of democracy in vario us  
:tined states (see  Drnaw Lasous).  

No detailed examination of the  comparatIve  military and  
naval resources of the combatants can here be attempted. On  
lend the  Ρelσpοnι'na  were  sυρeτIcτ-  they had at least 30,00"  
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bqdltgi  Dot ιλιdυλυ811;e,000  km Centre).Creme end Weeds:  
these seldiers were highly trained.  Ι'be Albroiaa  army was  
undoubtedly smaller. There Ws' been considerab le  discussion  
as to the exact  ilgures,  the evidence in  Thuqulidea  being highly  
coniusiog,  but it is moat probable that the  &vdabis fighting  
forca  was not more Than half that of the  Pekpossweiaa cenfed-
tracy.  Even of these  weicarn (Thuc.  iii. 87) that 4400 died  
in the great plague. The only light-armed  ‚eec.  wu that of  
Bocolia  at  Deliuni  (10,000 with see ρeΙιυta).  Of enmity Athena  
bed  acco, Bocotia  a similar number. The only other cavalry  
force was that of  Thessaly,  which, bad it been loyal to Athens,  
would  hav,  meant a distinct  supessority.  In naval power the  
Athenians undoubtedly had an overwhelming advantage at the  
beginning, both in numbers and in training.  
. Fi ί fly  Athena bad. an enormous  appasrat advietage.  

She began with a revenue of 1000 talents (including 6ω  from  
.15'µaχαή ,  and had also, in spite of the heavy  ezpeme  which  
the budding schemes of Pericles had involved, a reserve of  floco  
talents.  Tb. Pdopoan,iians  bad no reserve and no fixed  
revenue assessment. On the other hand the  Peioponnesian  
armies were unpaid, while Athena had to spend  comiderable  
sums cu the payment of crime and  mercenaties.  In the last  
atagen  of the wax the issue was determined by the poverty of  

Athens and Persian gold.  
The events of the struggle hem 43ι to4ng  may be summarized  

in the three  pexiods disiinguished  above.  
i.  The  Tcs  Veers' or  Α,'.½d, — ι,  Wω —Τbe Speτιs ιs  sent  

to Athena no formal  declae.t  ion of war bat rather sought  firat  
to create some specious ensue  hoff  by sending requisitions to  
Athena. The first, intended to inflame the existing  hCItiIItIea  
against Pericles (9.ν.)  in Athens, was that he should be  eapdled  
the city as being an  Alcesseonid  (grand-nephew of  Cleisthenel)  
and so implicated  in the cuss.  peonounced  on the  murdereta  
of  Cylon  nearly  soo  years  beIwe.  This  outrageona  demand  
was followed by three others—that the &herons should (a)  
withdraw from  Potidam,  (a) resters autonomy to Angina, and  
(3) withdraw the embargo on  Megarian  commerce. Upon the  
refusal of all these  'Ι·.--4.  Sparta finally made the maint enance  
of peace contingent upon the restoration by Athens of autonomy  
to all her silks. Under the guidance of Fetid= Athena repli ed  
that she would do nothing on compulsion, but was prepared  

ιο  submit difficulties to amicable arbitration on the basis of  

mutual concessions.  ηdοrι  anything could come of this  
proposal, matters were precipitated  (cad of March  ‚.µ)  by the  
attack of Thebes upon  Piataea (q.a.),  which Immediately sought  
and obtained the aid of Athena. War was begun. The Spartan  
king  Arcbidamuz  assembled his army, sent a herald to  eanoence  
his approach,  marchcd  into Attica and besieged  Oenoe.  

Meanwhile Pericles had decided to act cm the  de1 νe,  i.e.  
to abandon Attica, collect all its residents In Athens end treat  
Athens as en island, retaining meanwhile command of the sea  
and making descents on  Peloporniessan  shores. The policy,  
which  Thucydides  and Grate commend, bad grave defects—
though  it is  bχ  no means easy to suggest a better;  e.g.  it meant  
the ruin of the landed  cia'.,  it tended to spoil the  mo,ii  of those  
who from the walls of Athens annually watched the wasting of  

their homesteads, and it involved the many perils of an over-
crowded city—a peril increased by, if not also the  canse  .1, the  
plague. Moreover see power was not everyth ing, and delay  
exhausted the financial reserves of the gate, while finan cial  
considerations, as we have seen, were comparatively unimportant  
to the  Pelopomsesians.  The descents on the  Pcloponnlso  were  
futile iii the extreme.  

Arcbidamus,  having wasted much  territοry  including  Aebat
-use, retired at the end of July. The Athenians retaliated by  

attacking  Metbone  (which was secured by  Bmafdas),by  successes  
In the West, by expelling all  Aeginetana  from  Aegina  (which was  
made a  cleruchy),  and by wasting the  Megaxid.  

In 43ο Archldamns  again Invaded Attica, systematica lly  
wasting the country. Shortly after he entered Attica plague  

broke out in. Athens, borne thither by trader, from Carthage  

or Egypt (Helm. Greek  Hislery,  ii. 346  note).  Tb. eAsel  upon  

the  ',«..L.'.',dd populatlbn ιλ  the city was terrible. Of the  
rroo  cavalry (including mounted archers) 300 died, together with  
4400  hoplilem  altogether the estimate of  Diodorus (xii.  8) that 
more than  io,000  citizens and slaves succumbed is by no means  

excessive.  None the less Pericles sidled with zoo triremes, and  

ravaged the territory near  Epidam'ia.  Subsequently be re.  
turned and the  expedltionproceeded  to  POtidata. flut  the plague  
went with them sad  iso  results were ach ieved. The enemies of 
Pericles,  whoeven  with the aid of Spartan intrigue had hitherto  
failed to harm his  preatigo,  now succeeded in inducing the  
despealte  citizens to fine him for alleged  mslversation.  The  
verdict, however, shock ed  public feeling and Pericles was  
reinstated in popular favour is  strategna  (c. Aug. 430). About 

 α gem Wet he died. In the autumn of  43ο 1  Spartan attack 
on  Zacynihus  felled  aisd  the  Ambiaciota  were repulsed from  
Amphilochian Argus  In reply Athens sent  I'hcrmio  to thin-
ned= to watch her Interests in that quieter. Ii the winter  

Potirisea cnisitiilated, rehelving  extremely favourable terms.  
In 439 the  Peloponneelans  were deterred by the plague from  

Invedhig  Attics end hod siege to  Ptataea  in the interests  of  
Thebes.  Tb.  Athenians Iaildd  in an expedition to  Chakidice  
under  Χ ·'.  while the Spartan  Cnemus  with  Omenian  
and  Ephni allieawss  repulsed from Stratus, capital of  Acarnania,  
and  Pbeemio  with only so  abipe  defeated the Corinthian fleet  
of 41  all In the Gulf of Corinth. Craterswere at  risc'  sent from  
Sparta to  ripair  this  disastS,  and 77  ship, were equipped. Help  
sent from Athena was dive rted to Crete, and alter much 

 manunivring Pbosmio  was compelled to fight  og Naupactus.  
Nine of his ships were driven ashore, but with the other ii he  
subsequently defeated the enemy and recovered the lost nine.  
With the  reinfosusment  which arrived afterwards he established  
complete control of the  weatetli  seas- A scheme tot operating  
with Shakes against the  Cbak'dlanz  of Thrace fell  Ιhrσugb,  
sod  Sitaleis  joined  Perdiccas.  

'lli• "nt  428 Wes marked by a third invasion of Attica sad  
by the revolt of  Leabca  from Athens. After delay in fruitless  
negotiations the Athenian  Οe ρΙdes,  and afterwards Inches, 
besieged  Mytlisne,  which appealed to Sparta. The  Pelcpob.  
nesian cenfedmacy  resolved to aid the rebels both directly and  
by a emend  .demmwtratloq'  against Athens. The Athenians,  
though their reserve of  όοoο  talents was by now almost exhausted  

(except for £000 talents in a special reserve), made a tremendous  
effort (raising  soc taleists  by a special property tax), and not  
only prevented an invasion by a demonstration of 100 triremes  
at the Isthmus, but seat  Asopius, lois  of  Phormfo,  to take his 
place in the western seas. In sp ring 427 the  Spertarsa  again  
invaded Attica without result. The winter of 42 8 427 was  
marked by the daring escape of bill the  Platacan gatlsοn  under  
cover  ala  stormy night, and by the capitulation of  Mytilesse,  which  
was  fc,ced upea  the oligarchic  rulers by the democracy. The  
Spartan fleet arrived too late and departed without attempting  

to  tecover  the town.  Paches  cleared the Asiatic seas of the  
enemy, reduced the other towns of  Mytilene  and returned to  
Athens with upwards of boo prisoners. An assembly was  

held and under the Invective of  Cleon (9.ι.)  It was decided to kill  
all male  Mytilerscana  of  mShtst'  'go and to sell the women and  
children as slaves. This decree, though In accordance with the  
rigorous customs of  ancIent  warfare as exemplified by the treat-
ment which Sparta  sboetly  afterwards meted Out to the  Plataeans, 

 shocked the feelings of Athens, end on the next day it was  
(illegally)  τe'dπdd  just in time to prevent Inches carrying it  
out. The  thousand 1  oligarcbic  prisoners  were however executed,  
and  Letbea  was made a  cleTuchy.  

Meanwh ile there occurred civil war in  Corcyra,  In which 
ultimately, with the aid of the Athenian admiral  Eurymedon,  
the democracy triumphed amid scenes of the wildest savagery.  

In the autumn of the year  Nicisa  fortified Mince at the mouth  
of the harbour of  )Iegsra.  Shortly afterwards the  SpartanS  

i SoTbuc  iii 50  Itia  =iterated tint this number isan term  
for 30 CT 50  q.t.,  Α  or r' for a).  Ιι  seems Incredible that 1000  
could be described as  '  ringleaders  "  out of a population of  perbapa  
500m  
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planted an  uemcce.ifid  colony at  ΗτιcΙeι  in the  Tzacblnlsn  
terniory  north-west of  Thcrmopylae.  

In the summer of 426  Nicisa  led a predatory expedition along  
the north-west coast without achieving any positive vi  ctoTy.  
More important, though equally  indective,  was the scheme of  
Demceihcnea  10 march from  Naupaclus  through  Astolli,  sub-
duing the wild hill tribes, to  Cyiinium  in Doris (in the upper 
valleys of the  Cepbissus)  and thence into beetle, which was  
to be attacked simultaneously from Attica. The scheme was  
crushed by the courage and ‚hill of the  Aetoliana,  who thereupon  
summoned Spartan and Corinthian aid for a counter attack on 

 Naupacius. Demoethenea  averted this, and immediately after-
wards by superior tactics Indicted a complete defeat at  Olpee  
In  Acarnania  on  Eurylochiis  at the head of a Spartan and  
Ambracian  force.  AnAmbracian  reinforcement was annihilated  
at one of the peaks called  Idomene,  and a disgraceful truce was  
accepted by the surviving Spartan leader  Menedaeus.  This  
was not only the worst disaster which befell any powerful state  
up to the peace of  Nicisa  (as  Tbucydidaa  says), but was a serious  
blow  Ιο  Corinth, whose trade on the West was, as we have seen, 

 one of the chief causes of the war.  
The year 425 is remarkable for the Spartan disaster of  Pylos  

(q.,j.  The Athenians had  despatcbed  40 triremes under  
Eitrymedon  and  Proclea  to Sicily with orders to call first at  

Corcyra  ιο  prevent an expected Spartan attack. Meantime  

Demostheiws  bad formed  the plan .1 planting the  Messeniana  of 
 Naupactus  in  Messenia—now Spartan  teιτiιοey—and obtained 

permission to accompany the expedition. The fleet was, as it  
chanced, delayed by a storm In the Bay of  Navarino,  and rough  
fort ifications were put up by the milers on the promontory of  

Pylos. Demneihenas  was left behind in this fort, and the 
 Sparlans  promptly withdrew from their annual raid· upon  

Attica and their proje cted attack on  Corcyr,  to dislodge him.  
Alter a naval engagement (see  PyLOS)  a body of Spartan  boplites  
were cut  ofi  on  Sphacteria.  So acutely did Sparta feel their 
position that an diet of peace  was made on condition that the 

 boplitea  should go free. The  elοquence of Clem frustrated the 
peace party's desire to accept these terms, and ultimately  Ιο  the 
astonishment of the Greek world the Spartan  hoplites  to the 
number of spa surrendered unconditiona lly (see  Ct.aοa).  

Thai in 424 the  Atbenianabad  seriously damaged the prestige  
of Sparta, and broken Corinthian supremacy in the north-west, 
and the  Peloponncaians  had no fleet. This  was the zenith of 
their success, and it was unfortunate for them that they declined  
the various offers of peace which Sparta made. The next 
two years changed  the whole position. The doubling  cl  the  
tribute in 42$ pressed hardly on the a llies (see  Dxusrt L Αcνχ):  
Nicias  failed in a plot with the democratic party in  Megaca  to  
seize that town; and the brilliant campaigns of  Brasidas (p.s.)  
in the  north.east,  culminating in the capture of  Amphipolis  (422), 
finally destroyed the Athenian  hoper  of recovering their land 
empire, and entirely restored the balance of success and Spartan 

 ρesΙigc.  Moreover, the admirably conceived scheme for a 
simultaneous triple attack upon  Boeotia  at  Chaeroitea  in the 
north, Delhi= in the south-east, and  Siphae  In the south-weal 
had fallen through owing tα the inefficiency of the generals.  
The scheme,  whichprobably  originated with the  alticiziog  party 

 inTbebes,  resulted in the severe defeat of Hippocrates at  Delium  
by the  Boeotians  tinder  Pagondas,  and was a final blow to the 
policy of an Athenian land empire.  

These disasters at  Megara, Am'tbipolis  and Deli= left Athens  
with only one trump card—the possession of the Spartan  boplites  
captured in  Sphacteria.  This solitary success bad already in  
the spring  of 423 induced Sparta in spite of the successes which  
Brasidas  was achieving  in  Thn'ce  to accept the "truce of 

 Lachea  "—which, however, was rendered abortive by the refusal  
of  Brasidas  ιο  surrender Seim*. The final success of  Brasidsi  
at  Amphipolia,  where both he and Clem were killed, paved  
the way for a more permanent agreement, the pea ce  parties at 
Athens and Sparta being in the ascendant.  

2.  &0'Ν  42 1  *0 423.—Peace was signed In March  4rt cii  the  
basis of each side's surrendering what had been acquired by  

the war, not including then cities which bad been acquired by  
capllulatien. lt  was to last fιιg fifty years. Its weak points,  
however, were numerous. Whereas Spa rta had been least of  
all the allies Interested In the war, and apart from the campaigns  
of  Brasida.  had on the whole taken little pert In It, her allies  
benefited least hi,  the terms of the Peace. Corinth did not  
regain  Sollium  and  Anactoxium,  while  Megara  and Thebes  
respectively ware Indignant that Athena should retain  Niaaea  
and receive  Panactum.  These and other reasons rapidly led  
to the Isolation of Sparta, and there was a general refusal to  

carry out the terms of agreement. The history of the next  

three years is therefore on. of complex. inter-state intrigues  
combined with internal political  convulsIons. .  In 42 1  Sparta  
and Athens concluded a defensive alliance; the  Sphacteeian  
captives were released and Athens promised to abandon Pyle.. 
Such a peace, giving Sparta  evezything  and Athens nothing  
but Sparta'. bare alliance, was dun to the fact that  Niciss  and 

 Aldbladts  were both seeking  Sparta's  friendship. At this  
time the Fifty Years' Truce between Sparta and Argo. was 

 expisung.  The  ΡelοροnnesΙan  malcontents turned to Argos  
as a new leader, and an alliance was formed between Argo.,  
Ccrinth, Elis, Mantinea  and the  Ibriceward  towns  (4κ).  
This εοκitien  between two different elements-an anti -oligarchIc  
party and a war party—had no chance of permanent existence.  
The war party in Sparta regained its strength under new  ephors  
and negotiations began for an alliance between Sparta, Argos  
and  Boentla.  The details cannot here be discussed. The result  
was a re-shoring of the cards. The democratic states of the  
Peloponnese  weredriven,  pertly by the Intrigues of  Aldbladea,  
now anti-Lacenlan,  into alliance with Athens, with the object of  
establishing a democratic Peloponnese under the  leadesihip  of 
Argo.. These unstable  combiiiatiode  were soon after upset  
by  Alcibiadea  himself, who, having succeeded in displacing  
Nicias  as  stratcgua  in 419, allowed Athenian  treop,  to help In  
attacking  Epidaurua.  For a cause not easy to determine  
Alcibisdes  was defeated by  Nlciaa  In the election to the post of  
arategiis  in the next year, and the suspicions of the  ΡeΙορο.  
nesian  coalition were roused by the inadequate assistance sent  
by Athens, which arrived too late to assist Argo. when the  
Spartan king  Agis  marched against it. Ultimately the Spartans  

were successful over the coalition at  Mantinea,  and seen 
afterwards an oligarchic revolution at  Argus  led to an alliance  
between that city and Sparta (c. Feb. 427). This oligarchy 
was overthrown again in June, and the new democracy having  
vainly sought an agreement with Sparta rejoined A thens.  
It was thus left  Ιο  Athena to expend men and money on 
protecting a democracy by the aid of which she had hoped 
practically to control the  Peloponnesus.  All this time, however, 
the alliance between her and Sparta was not officially broken.  

The unsatisfactory  cbaracteτ  of the Athenian Peloponnesian  
coalition was one of the negative causes w hich led up to the  
Sicilian  Rzpedition  of 415. Another negative callse may be  
found in the failure of an attempt or attempts to subdue the  
Tbraceward  towns, By  combinIng  the evidence of Plutarch (In  

comparison of  Nidas  and Census),  Thur.  v. 83, and the In
-acrtion  which gives the treasury payments for 418-413 Wicks  

and Hill,  Gr. Hixi. Znscr.  70), we can scarcely doubt that there 
were expeditions  in 418  (Euthydemus)  and the summer of 417  
(Nicias),  and that in the winter of 417 a blockading squadron  
under  Cb&eremon  was  desρatched.  This policy—which  was 
presumably that of  NiciIZ  in opposition to Alcibiades—having  
(ailed, the way was cleared for a reas sertion of that policy of  
western conquest which bad always bad advocates from  
Themistocles  onward in  Aibens,1  and was part of the 
democratic  programmn.  

The tragic fiasco of the Sicilian expedition, Involv ing the death  
'In 	Athena made a treaty with Segeeta ςmacr. HIcks  and 

Hill, Greek Iii:!. Zaire. 34): in 	with Rhegium and Lssmtini  
(ickι  and Hill, 51 and 52; cf.  Thuc.  iii. 86, 'ιλaώ  nνµs χΙa  with  
Cbalcidic towna  in Sicily): in 44 the colony of  Tburii  was founded:  
in 427 (we above) fin ships were sent to Sicily; and if me may  
believe  ilristophanes (Eq.  1302)  liyperbdua  asked for too  unremes  
for Carthage.  
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of Nidas and the lose of thousands of men and hundreds of ships,  
was a blow f ram which Athena never recovered (see under  

Suacvsa and Strait). Even befor, the mu entaste*pbe  
the Spartans bad reopened besillitim.  Οι  the advice of  
Alcibiades (q.,), exiled horn Athens In 415, they had fosti όed  
Dtcelea In AItIC* within 811cm miles of Athena. This place  
not only served as a permanent headquarters for predatory  
expeditions, but cut 08 the revenue from the Lauriuni mines,  
furnished a ready asylum for runaway slaves, and rendered the  

transference of suppliss from Eubcea conaidmaldy. morn difficult  

(i.e.  by the sea round Cape Strohm). Athena thus entered  
upon the third stage of the conBlct with exceedingly poor  
—  

3.  ΤΙ... Z'mias  or  Dcederrn Wor.—Frorn  the Athenian stand-
point this war may be broken up into three periods: ( ή ' ρedοd ο(  
revolt of allies (413-411), (z) the sally (410-408), (3 ) the relapse  
(4ο7-4ο4). As contrasted with the Αι.ί dιmfaπ War, this  
war was fought almost exclusively in the Aegoan Sea, the enemy 
was primarily Sparta, and the deciding facto, was Persian gold.  
Furthermore, apart from the gradual disiaregreti οn of the  
empire, Athena was disturbed by political strife.  

In 412 many lonian towns revolted, and appealed either to 
Agia at Decelea or to Sparta direct. Euboea, Lesboi, Chins,  

Erytbrae  led the way in negotiation and revolt, and simul-
taneously the court of Sum Instructed the rntrspa Pharnabazus  
and Tuaaphernes to renew the collection of tribute from the  
Greek cities of Asia Minor. 'lire satrapa likewise made over-
tures to Sparta. The revolt of the (mienallies was due in part  
to Alcibiades also, whose prompt action In Co-operation with his  
friend the ephor Endius 8nsliy =firmed the Chian oligarcha  
in their purpose. In 411 a treaty was signed by Sparta and  
Tinaphornee against Athma: the treaty formally surrendered  
to the Persian king all territory which he or his predecessors  
lied held. Ιι was subsequently renewed in a form somewhat  
km disgraceful io Greek patriotism by the Spartan. Agyochu.  
and Tberamenes. On the other hand, a democratic rising in  
Same prevented the rebellion of that island, which for the  
remainder of the war was invaluable to Athena as a stronghold  

Ιγί g between the Iwo great centres of the *Tuggk. 
Alter the news of the Sicilian disaster Athena wan compoiled  

at last to draw on the reserve of roco talents which bad lain  

untouched in the treasury.' The revolt of the lonian allies,  

rod (in 411) the loss of the Ή eΙΙeaροnώ ιe, Tbraciari and Island  
tributes (see Dzzwi Lasoux),  very seriously crippled her  
fπιncea. On the other hand, Tissapbernes undettook  Ιο  pay  
the Peloponneslan sailors a daily wage of one Attic drachm*  
(afterwards reduced to ‚ dracirma). In Attica itself Athens 
hat Oenoe and Oropus, and by the end of 411 οn1y one quarter  
of the empire remained. In the meanwhile T,asaphernea began 

 ιο  play a double game with the object of wasting the strength  
of the combatants. Moreover Alcibiades hot the ermnidence 
of the Spartans and gamed over to Tissapbern.a, at whom  
disposal he placed his great powers of diplomacy, at the same 
time scheming for his restoration to Athens. He opened  
negotiations with the Athenian leaders in Samoa and urged  
them to upset the democracy and establish a philo.Peraian 
digarchy. lifter elaborate intrigues, In the course of which 
Akibiadcs played false to the conspirators by forcing them to  
abandon the idea of friendship with Tirsaphernen owing to the 
esorbitant terms ρτοpαιed the new government by the Four 
Hundred was set up in Athens (see Tnia.um..xa). This  
government (which received no support from the armament in  
Samoa) lied a brief life, and on the final revolt of Eubcea was  
rqrlaead by the old democratic system. Akibiadea (q.s.) was 

 soon afterwards invited to return to Athena 
The war, which, probably because of financial tremble, the  

Spartan. had neglected to pursue when Athens was thus in the  
throes of political convulsion, was now resumed. After much 
uenesuvnrrg and Intrigues a naval battle was fought at Cyma  

' She bad already abolished the system of tribute In favour of  
1 5%  of  solaro.  tax on all  lmpertn  and exports  cart*d  by sea  
Iniwesat  her pest. and those of die allies.  '  

same In the Hellespimi in which victory cii the whole rotted 
retch the Athenians (Aug. 411), though the net result was  
inconsiderable. About this time the duplicity of Thaaphornm,-.  
who having again and again promised a Phoeniclan Sera and  
having actually brought it to the Aegean finally dismissed it 
0m the excused trouble in the !scent—end the vigorous honesty  
of Pbarnabasu, dtdnitely transferred the Peloponnealan forcee  
to the north-west coast of /ala Minor and the Hellespoat.  
There they were regularly financed by Pbarnabasua, while the  
Athenian. were esenpelled to rely on forced levies. Inspiteof this  
handicap Mcibiadea, who had been seized sad imprisoned by 
Tuaapbstnes  at Sardia but effected his escape, achieved a remitt-
able victory over the Spartan Mindarna it Cyzicea (about April  
410). So complete was the destructIon of the Peloponneslan  

Sera that, according, to Diοdουs, peace was o8ered by Sparti  
(see ad  βa.)ιnd would have been accepted but for the warlike  
speeches of the "demagogue" Cleophon representing the  
extreme democrats.' Another result was the return  ιο  allegiance  
(ο)  of a number of the north.east cities of the empire. Great  
attempts were made by the Athenians to hold the Hellespont  
and then to protect the corn-supply from the Black Sea. In  
Greece these gains were compensated by the loss of Pylos and  
Nisacs.  

In 408 Aldbladcs e8ectlνeΙy Invested Cbslcedon, which  
surrendered by agreement with Pbsrnabazus, and subsequently  
Byzantium also fell Into his bands with the aid of some of its  
inhabitants.  

Phariiabasue,  weary of bearing the whole coat of the war fot  
the Peloponnesiana, agreed to a petled of truce so that envoys  
might visit Suaa, but at this stage the whole position was changed  
by the appointment of Cyrus the Younger as satrap of Lydia,  
Greater Phrygla and Cappadocla. His arrival coincided with  
the appointment of Lyaander  (C. Dec. 408) as Spartan admiral—
the third of the three great commanders (firesides and Gylippus  
being the others) whom Spartaproduced dining the war. Cyrus 
promptly agreed on the apedal request of Lysander  (es.) to pay  
slightly increased wages to the sailors, while Lysander established  
a system of anti-Athenian clubs and oligarchic governments  
in various cities. Meanwhile Alcibladea (May 407), having  
exacted levies in Cwma, returned at length to Athens and was  
elected atrategus with full powers (see  STsnracus).  He raised 
a large force of men and ships and endeavoured to draw Lysander  
(then at £pbesus) Into an engagement. But Cyrus sod Lyrnnder  
were resolved not to fight till they had a clear advantage, and  
Aicibindes took a small squadron to Pbocaea. In spite of his 
expresa orders his captain Antlochus In his absence provoked a 
battle and was defeated and killed at Notium. This failure and  
the refusal of Lysander to fight again destroyed the confidence  
which Akibiades had so recently regained. Ten strategi were 
appointed to supersede him and he retired to fortified ports in 
the Chersonese which he had prepared for such an emergency 
(c. Jan. 406). At the same time Lyιandeτ's year of oilier expired 
and be was superseded by Callicratidas, to the disgust of all those 
whom be had so carefully organized in his service. Caliicratidaa,  
an honourable man of inn-Hellenic patriotism, was heavily  
handicapped in the fact that Cyrus declined to . όοτd him the 
help which had made Lysauder powerful, and had recourse to 
the Mllrsians and Chians, with whose aid he Sited Out a Beet of 
140 triremes (only  ιο  Spartan). With these he pursued Canon 
(chief of the ten new Athenian strategi), captured 30 of his 7 ο 
ship, and besieged him In Mytilene. Faced 'with inevitable 
destruction, Conon succeeded In sending the news to Athens,  
where by extraordinary efforts a fleet of ι ιο ships was at once 
equipped, Callicratidas, hearing of this fleet's approach, with-
drew from Mytilene, leaving Eteonlciia in charge of the blockade. 
Forty more ships were collected by the Athenians. who met  
and defeated Callicratidas at Argmuaae with a less of more than 
half his fleet. The Immediate result was that Eteoulcus kit 
Mytilene and Conon found himself free. Unfortunately the 

 victorious generals at Argiuusae, thronaji negligence or owing 
 'Xenopbon.  "dl. does not mention it:  Tbucydldia's  history 

Ιωιό  by the tim, cam, to an end. 
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to a storm, failed to recover the bodiei of thoseof their crews  
who were drowned or killed in the action. They were therefore  

recalled, tried and condemned to death, =cent two who bad  
disobeyed the orderto return to Athens.  

At this point Lywider was again sent out, nomin*Ily as  
aecrelaiy to the omcial admiral •Aracus. Cyrus, recalled to  

Sues by the illnessof Darius, left him in entire control of his  

satrapy. Thus strengthened he sailed to Larepsacus on the  
Iiellmpont and laid siege to it. Conon, now in charge of the  
Athenian Beet, sailed against him, but the Beet was entirely  

destroyed while at anchor at Aegoapotami (Sept. .pa),  Conois  
escaping with only 12 out of  χ80  sail to Cyprus. In AprIl 404  
Lysmider sailed into the Peleseus, took possession of Atbana, 
end destroyed the Long Walls and the fortifications of Peiraeua.  
An oligarchical governm.ent was set up .(see Camoas), and  
Lysander having compelled the capitulation of Samoa, the last  
Athenian stronghold, sailed in triumph to Sparta.  

Two questions of considerable importance for the liii' understand.  
leg of the Peloponnesian War may be asiected for apedal Cotice:  
(a) bow far was it a war between two antagonistic t heories of  gονem  
meat, oligarchic and democratic? and () bow far was Athenian 
statesmanship at fault in declining the oilers of peace which Sparta  

nude Τ 
a. A common theory Is that Sparta fought throughout the war  

as an advocate of oligarchy, while Athens did not seek to interfere  

with the constitutional preferences of her allies. The view is based 
partly on Thuc.  i.  19, according to which the Spartana took care that  
their allies should adhere los policy convenient to themselves. This 
idea is disproved by Thucydidea' own narrative, which thows that 
down to 418 ithe battle of Mantinsa) Sparta tolerated democratic 
governments in Peloponnesus  Itself —e.g. Elia, Mantiiaea, Sicyon, 
Achaca. It was only alter that date that democracy was suppressed 
in the Peloponneaian League, and even then Mantinea remained  
democratic. In point of fact, it was only when Lysander became 
the representative of Spartan foreign policy—i .e.  in the last years 
of the war—that Sparta was identified with the oligarchic policy.  

On the other hand, there is strong evidence that the Athenian 
Empire at a much earlier date was based upon a unIform democratic 
type of government (cf. Thur.  i.  19, VIll. 64; Xe,,.  Pd.  i. τ,  Med.  
fit. 47;  Aciat. Pal. viii. 69). it is true that we find oligarchic govern-
ment in Chlos and Lesbos (up to 420 and in Samoa (up to «0). 
but this is discounted by the fact that all three were " autonomous ' 

 allies. Moreover, in the case of Samoa there was a democracy- in 
439, tbeugb in 412 the government was again oligarchic. The  

case of Selymbria (see Hicks and Hill, op. 1.4. 77)  is of little account. 
because at that time (409) the Empire was is  es.iremu.  In general  
we find that Athenian orators take special crcdit.on the ground that 
the Athenian had given to her allies the constitutional advantsgea  
which they themselves enjoyed.  

2. In view of the disastrous issue of the war, it is important to  

notice that on three occasiona—(a) after Pyle.. (6) after Cyricus, 
(c) after Arginusae—Athena refused formal peace proposals from 
Sparta. (a) Though aeon was probably wise in opposing peace  
negotiations before the capture of the Spartans in Sphactens it 
seems in the light of subsequent events that he was wrong to refuse  
the terms which were oflered after the hoplitn. had been captured.  
No doubt, however, the temper in Athens was at that time pre-
dominantly warlike, and the surrender of the hoplites was a unique 

 triumph. Possibly, too, Clem foresaw that peace would have  
meant a triumph for the pbilo.LaconIan  party (b) The macs  
proposals of 410 are given by DiQdorus, who says that the ephor  
b.ndius proposed that a peace should be made on the basis of 'di  
porsrde'is,  except that Athens should CvacOate Ρ14οa and Cytliera,  
and Sparta, Decelea. Cleophon however, perhaps doubting 
whether the οΠer was sincere (cf. έ hίl οchοτυs in Schol αρ  Eurip.  
Ores!. 375; Frogs. ed. Didot, 157 ι  1 1 8): demanded the :141w  ism  ask (4t3 or 431). (c) The ρroροsα s of 406, mentioned by Ash. Pal.  
34, were on the mime lines, except that Athens no longer had Pylos  
and Cythera, and had lost practically half her empire. At this time  

peace must therefore have been advantageous to Athens as showing  
the world that in spite of her losses she was still one of the great  
powers of Greece. Moreover, an alliance with Sparta would have  
meant a check to Persian interference. It is probable, again, that 
party interest was a leading motive in Cleophon's mind, since a 
peace would have meant the return of the oligarchic exiles and the 
establishment of a ιnederαte oligarchy. 

AtTHosIrles. —.CJ.  Bunolt. Oriecli. Ges'h., Sd.  iii.,  'teil  ii.  (1904,  "Der Peloponnesische Krieg" is essential. All histories of Greece  Τ be consulted (see Camera: Is'isiery, AacgaiI  section 
" Αιtbοτitjeι "). 	 U.  tf.  Μ.)  

ΡΕWΡΟΝΝ1 g ("  Island of Pelop. "), the ancient and  
modern Greek. official name for the part of Greece south of the 
Isthmus of Corinth. In medieval times it was called the Mores.  

from its resemblance to a mulbmy.lesI In shape, and this name  
is still current in popular speech.  

?Εl Ρ*,  in Greek legend, the grandson of Zeus, son of Tantalus  
mid Dione, and brother of Wiobe. His father's borne was on  
Mt Sipylus in Asia Minor, whence Pelopa is spoken of as a  
Lydlan or a Phoyglan. Tantalus one day served up to the  
gods his own son Pelopa, boiled and cut in pieces. Tha gods  
detected the calms, and none of them would touch the food  
except Demeter (according to others, Thetis), who, distracted by 
the loss of her daughter Persephone, at, of the shoulder. The  
gods restored Pelops to life, and the shoulder consumed by 
Demeter was replaced by one of Ivory. Wherefore the descen-
dants of Pelops had a white mark on their shoulder ever after  
(Ovid, i(ef'zw. vi. 404; VirgIl, Gcorgica, lii  7).  This tale is  
pexbapa reminiscent of human sacrifice amongst the Creeks.  
Poseidon carried Pdops  ο  to Olympus, where he dwelt with the 

 gods, till, for his father's sins, he was cast out from heavers.  
Then, taking much wealth with him, he crossed over from Asia  
to Greece. He went to Pus in Ella as suitor of Hlppodameia,  
daughter of king Οe οma'a, who had already vanquished in 
the cbarlot-race sad Slain many suitors for his daughter's hand.  
Bet by the help of Poseidon, who lent him winged steeds, or 
of Oenomaua's  charioteer Myrtilus, whom he or Hippodarnela  
bribed, PeIopx wa victorious in the race, wedded Wppodamefa,  
and became king of Plsa (Hygmus,  Fob. 84). The race of 
Pelops for his wife may be α rerniniscencεν ί  the early prentice of 
marriage by capture. When Myrtilua claimed his promised  

• reward, Pelope flung him Into the sea near Geraeatua in Eubosa, 
and from his dying curse sprang those crimes and sorrows of the  
hose of Pelopa which supplied the Greek tragedians with such  
fruitful themes (Sophocles, Ele&a, 505, with Jebb's note). 
Among the sons of Pelops by Rippodameim were Atreus, Thyastes  
arid Chrysippus. From Plea Pelopa extended his sway over the  
neighbouring Olympia, where he celebrated the Olympian games  
with a spkndour unknown before. His power and fame were so  

great that henceforward the whole peninsula was known to the  

ancients as Peloponnusua, "island Of Pelopa" island).  

In alter times Pelopa was honoured at Olympia above all other  

heroes; a temple was built for him by Reracles, his descendant  
in the fourth generation, in which the annual magistrates sacri-
ficed tobima black ram.  

From the reference to Asia in the tales of Tantalus, Niobe and  
Pelops it has been conjectured that Asia was the original seat of  
these legends, and that it was only after migration to Greece that  
the people localixed a part of the tale of Pelops in their new home.  
In the time of Pausanias  the throne of Pelopa was still shown oa  

the top of Mt S)pyliis. The story of Pelopa is told in the first  
Olympian ode of Finds: and in prose by Nicolaus Damascenus.  

PEWfA  (Sp. "little ball," from Lot. pile), a ball game which,  
originating centuries ago in the Basque provinces, has developed  
into several forms of the sport. Epigrams of Martial show that  

there were at least three kinds of pelota played in his time.  
Blind, practically hand fives against the back well of a court, is 
still played on both sides of the Pyrcneea. It is so po(ndar that 
the authorities had to forbid Its being played against she walls  
of the cathedral at Barcelona. In uncovered courts of large size 
there are two varieties of pelota. One, the favourite pastime of  

the Basque, is played against a front wall  (fronki'),  either bare.  
handed, with a leather or wooden long glove.like protector  
(mks), or with a chimera  atrapped to the wrist, a sickle-shaped  
wicktr.work implement three feet long, much like a hansom-wheel  
basket mud.guard, in the narrow groove of which the ball is  

caught and from which, thanks to the leverage afiorded, It can  
be honed with tremendous force. There are several players to a  

side, frequently an uneven number to allow a handicap. Tb.  
score is announced by a  caauora,  whose melodious vocal dora  
make him not the least appreciated participant in the game. In  
the other form of the game, played nearly exclusively by prefes-
aiosΙa (pdoim*),  there ar'e·ususlly three players on each side, 
two forwards and aback, distinguished by a coloured sash or cap. 
The server  (bsiiki'r)  slip. oil his  'hisIua  to serve, bouncing the  
ball on the bad, a kind of stool, about 3 ο ft. from the will, and  
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ittiking it low agalog the -will, The side that wins the ions has  
the Brat service. The ball must be replayed by the opposing  
side at the wall, which at must hit ever a line υ ft. from the  
base of the wall and under the net Bard at the top of the wall.  

The game is counted  ι,  30, 40, game, reckoned by the number  
of faults made by the opposing side. A fault is scored (a) when 
after the service the bail is not caught on the volley or 6ml  
bounce, (6)  ivbcn it does not on the return strike the wall within  
the prescribed limits, (ι)  when it goes ouI of the reeled  limits 
of the court, (d) when it strikes the net fixed et the top of the  
court. The side making the fault loses the service.  Α  game like  
this has been played in England by Spanish professionals on  a 
court  aio  ft. long, against a wall jolt, high and ςς ft. wide. The  
ball used, a trifle smaller than a basc.ball, is hard rubber wound  
with yarn and leather-covered, weighing ς ounces. The server  
bounces the ball en the concrctc Boor quite near the  jlwnlon,  and  
hits it with his  chisicra  against the well with a force to make It  

rescued beyonda line 8o ft. baek. lt usuplly gocstrebletbai  
distance.  

PEI'OTAS,  a city of the nate of Rio Greeds do Sal, Brazil,  
on the left bank of the Sin Gon ςalο river near its entmnco into  
the Lag&i dos Pates, about 30 m. N.W. of the city of Rio  
Grande. Pop. ( ι oo), city, aboul 24,000; msnkipio  (commune, 
10.37 sq. m.),43,οg Σ. The Rio Granda Bagi railway communi-
cates with the city of Rio Grande, and with the railways estcrid.-
jog to Βagξ Caccquy, Santa Maria, Passo Fundo and Porto 
Alegre. The Sin Goncalo river is the outlet of Lag όa  Mirim, 
and Pelotaa is therefore connected with the inland water routes. 
The city is built on an open grassy plain  (cain Ρσ)  little ab νc the 
level of the lake (28 ft. above sea-level). The public buildings  
include the church of Sin Francisco, dating from the ear Ιχ_ρart  
of the 19th century, the municipil hail, a Sac theatre, the  
Misencordia hoipital, a public library containing about 25,000  

volumes and a great central market. Peloiaa is the centre of the 
 Χα,  gee or  cern' aecc'(jerked  beef) industry of Rio Grande do Sul. 

In its outskirts and the surrounding country axe an immense  
number of  xarqacadas  (slaughter-houses), with large open yards  
where the dressed beef, lightly  salted, is exposed to the sun and  
air. There are many fadoam or pariring bο4ιad where the by-
products are prepared br market. Pelolas was only a small  
settlement at the beginning of the tgth century and had no  
parochial οτρΙzaΙίου untIl iSis. It became a t'Wa in τ8jο and  
a city lit 1835.  

PEWUZE, ΤΗΟΡΕ1LΕ JUL ( ι8ο;-ι86;),  French chemist,  
was horn at Valognea, in Normandy, on the 26th (or 13th) of  
February iSo;. Ills father, Edmond Pelouze (d. 1847), WiS an  
industrial chemist and the author of seyeral technical handbooks.  
The son, after spending some time in a pharmacy at La Fire,  
acted as laboratory assistant to Gay-Luasac and J. L. Lasialgise 
(000-1859) at Paris from 1857 to 1829. In 1830 he was αρ-
pointed associate professor of chemistry at Lllle, but returning  
to Paris next year became repititeur, and subsequently professor, 
at the  £colc Pelytechnlqire. Re also held the chair of chemistry 
at the Collige dc France, and In 1833 became assayer to the mint 
and In 1848 presIdent of the Commission des hlonnaks. After 
the cei'p d'Ila'  in ι8 m he resigned his appointments, but con-
tinued to conduct a laboratory-school be had started In 1846.  
1k died in Paris on the tat of June  ι86;.  Though Pelouz'e made  
no discovery of outstanding importance, he was a busy investi-
gator. his work including researches on aalicin, on bectroot sugar,  
on various organic acids—gallic, malic, tartaric, butyric, lactic,  
&c.—on ocoanthic ether (with Liebig), on the nitrosulpbates, on 
gua.coIton, and on the composition and manufacturcof glass. 
He also carried out determinations of the atomic weights of 
several elements, and with E. Fury, published  Τrαiίd  chum.  
gInbaic  (1847-1810);  Ab,"  dc  'hdmi.  (ι848);  and  NMiona  
ginbales  do '51m"  (ι8). 

PELTIES. flAW ΑΗΑΙ11.118 ΑΤΗΑΠΑS3  (ι;8 -ι8'),  French 
physidet,  was born at Ham (Somme) on the asod of February  

He was originally a watchmaker, but retired from 
business about the age of thirty and devoted himself to experi. 
memsl and ώ servat οnaΙ science....Rh papers, which are  

numerous, ala devoted Ia great past to atmeapberlc dcctesciiy,  
watcrspouta, cyanometly and polanz.ation of skylight, the  
temperature of enter in the spheroidal state, and the boiling.  
point at great elevations. There are also a few devoted to curious  
points of natural history. But his name will always be associ-
ated with the thermal effects at jimciiow in a voliaic circuit  
His great experimental discovery, known as the " Pelticr elfect"  
was that if a current pass from en *tense source through  a 
circuit of Iwo metes it cods the junction through which it passes  
in the same direction as the thermo-cleciric current which would  
be caused by dirccily heating that junction, while it heats the  
other junction (see Τnweο.Εaεcτaιaτή . Peliler died in Pam  
on the 27th of October  ι8'.  

PELTUIlWM (cited. Civita Αnsidοniαl, a town of the Vcaiini,  
on the Via Claudia Nova, is m. Ε.S.Ε. of Aquila, It was  
apparently the chief town of that portion of the Vc1i ιιί  who  
dwelt WeaL of the main Apciwiae chain. Remains of the tows 

 walls, of an amphitheatre, and of other buildings still exist.  

PELUSIUM, an ancient city and port of Egypt, now repro- - 
scnted by two large mounds close to the coast and the edge of 
the desert, aom, &ol rest Skid. Itlayiii the meshes at the  
mouth of the most easterly (Pclusiac) branch of the Nile, which 
has long since been jilted up, and was the key of the land towards  
Syria and a strong fortress, which, from tbePer.ian invasion at 
least, played a great part in all wars between Egypt and the East.  
Its name baa not been found on Egyptian monuments, but it may  
be the Sin of the Biblo sad of Assur-baiui-pal's inscription.  
Pelualum (" the muddy ") is the Farsnut of the Arabs, Pum-
mel= in Coptic; the name 'Iba which clings to the locality seems  

etymologirnlly connected with the Arabic word for clay or mud.  
The site, crowned with extensive ruins of burnt brick of the  
Byzantine or Arab period, has not yielded any important  
remains. (F. Lu.. C.)  

PELVIS (Lit, for "basin," of.  Gr. τVlot), in anatomy, the  
bony cavity at the lower part of the abdomen In which much of  
the genito.urinaiy apparatus and the lower part of the bowels ‚mv  
contained (see Sw.xror', j Appesdiaidar).  

ΡΕ*3Α,  an island in the Indian Ocean oB the east coast of  
Africa, forming part of the sultanale  of Zanzibar. Pemba lies  
jo so.  N.N.R.  of Zanzibar island between 41 So' and 5°  30' S., 
snd39 jS' aιιd3p"gο' Ε. lt is sοταe zο tn. lοng αnd το mess  
at its broadcs* nut, end hasansxeaoIjso sq. m. It is of red-
line formation. On the side facing the mainland the coast is 
much indented. From its luxuriant vegetation It gets its Arabic 
name of Al-buibera—" The Green," The interior is di νcrsίό ed  
by bills, sure of which exceed Boo ft. The land is chiefly owned 
by great Arab proprietors, who work their plantations with  
Swahili labour, and with negroes from the mainland. Prior to 

 ι8;  the laboureta were all slaves. Their gradual manumission  
was accomplished without Injury to the prosperity of the island.  
The population is estimated at between 50,000 and 60,000.  of 
whom 5090 to 3000 are Arab.. Most of the Inhabitants are of 
Bantu stock, and are known as  Wapemba. In the ports these 
are many Hindu traders and a few Europeans. The plantations  
are nearly all devoted to doves (the annual average outfmt being  
ιο,οοοοoi ) and cow.nut palms (for the preparation of 
copra). The number of coco.nut plantstions I. very small  
compared with those devoted to doves. Yet doves need much  
care and attention and yield small proSt, while the coco-nIst  
palm yields a fairly uniform crop of nuts and will grow almost  
anywhere. The preponderance of clove plantations dates from 
a cyclone which In τ872 destroyed nearly all the dove.treca in  
the island of Zanzibar. Thereupon, to benefit from the great 
rise in the price of doves, the Pemba planters cut down their 
palms and planted cloves. The value of the cloves exported In 
1907 WiS  £339,000,  or gs% of the total exports. India, Germany 
and Greet Britain arc, In the order named, the chief purchasers.  
Other exports include Bra-wood, skins and hides, mother.of.pesri, 
wax and small quantities of rubber, cowuies, tortoiseshell and 
so-called tortoise-miff. Τb "tortoise-nail" Is the valve with 
which a shell-Bali closes Its shell. The Llsndolphha rubber-vine 
is indigenous, and since ιφό  Cern rubber-trees have been 
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extensively planted. Rice, the chief of  Pemba's  imports, could  
easilybe  grown on the island. Cotton cloths  (Kangas) ferm  the 
next most considerable item in the imports.  

Pemba has three ports, all on the west aide of the island.  
Shaki-Shakr,  the capital end the centre of trade, is centrally  
alt  unted  at the head of a shallow tidal creek partly blocked by 
dense growths of  msngrovee. Mkoani  is on the south-west  
coast,  Kishi-Kashi  on the north-west coast; at the last-named 
port there is a deep and  wallahel ιered  harbour, approached  
however by a narrow and  dangerord  channel. 

Pemba is administered as an integral part of the Zanzibar  
dominions, and yields a considerable surplus to the exchequer,  
mainly from a 25% duty imposed on cloves exported. There is 
a weekly steamship service to Zanzibar, and in  ιο  the two 
Islands were connect ed  by wireless  telcgraphy  (ace  Ζsszιs). 

 PEMBROKE,  EARJB  OF. The  title of earl of Pembroke 
has been held successively by several English families, the 
jurisdiction and dignity of a palatine earldom being originally  
attached  ιο  it. The first creation dates from  i  138, when the 
candor of Pembroke was conferred by King Stephen on Gilbert  

do Clare (d. 1148), son of Gilbert Fitz-Richard, who poss essed  
the lordship of  Strigul (Estrigholci,  in Domesday Book), the 
modern  Cbepstow.  After the battle of Lincoln (5  41),  in which  
he took part, the earl  joIned  the party of the empress Matilda, 
and he married Henry l.'s mistress, Isabel, daughter of Robe rt 

 dc Beaumont, earl of Leicester.  

RICHARD DX  Ciasa,  and earl of Pembroke (d.  ιι76), eοmmοn Ιy 
 known as  "St,otigbow,"  son of the first earl, succeeded to his  

father's estates In  5*48,  but bad forfeited  οτ  lost them by  2168. 
 In that year  Deτmοt,  king of  Leinater, rlriven  out of his kingdom 

by Roderick, king of  Cositsaught,  came to solicit help from 
Henry H. He secured the services  of Earl Richard, promising 
him the hand of his daughter Eva and the succession to  Leinstcr. 

 The earl crossed over in person (1  ιο),  took both W ι erfοrd  and 
Dublin, and was married to Eva. But Henry IT., jealous of 
this success, o rdered all the troops to return by Easter  ss;s. 

 In May  Dermol  died; this was the  sign5l  of a general rising, and 
Richard barely managed to keep Roderick of  Connaugilf  out of 
Dublin. Immediately afterwards he hurried to England to 
solicit help from Henry H., and surrendered to him all his lands 
and castles. Henry crossed over in October 1172; he stayed in 
Ireland six months, and put his own men into nearly all the 
Important places, Richard keeping only Kildare. In  1*73  he  
went In person to France to help Henry IL, and was present at 

 Verneull,  being reinstated in  Leinster  as a reward. In 1174 he 
advanced into Connaught and was severely defeated, but for-
tunately Raymond  Ic  Gros re-established his supremacy in  
Leinster. Dui),  in 1176 Richa rd  died, just as Raymond had 
taken Limerick for him.  Strongbow  was the statesman, as the 

 Fitzgeralds were the soldiers, of the conquest. He is vividly  
described by  Gisaldus Cambrensis  as a tall and fair man, of 

 pleasing appearance, modest In his bearing, delicate if features, 
of a low voice, but sage in council and the idol of his soldiers.  
He was buried in the cathedral church of Dublin, where his 

 efligy  and that of his wife are still preserved.  
See  Gimidus Cambrensls. Expug,wlio hs)m'ica;  and the  Srrg  of  

Der'seol , edited by G. H.  Orpcn  (0892). 
Strongbow  having died without male issue, his daughter 

lasses, became countess of Pembroke In her own right, and the 
title was  borni  by her husband,  Sm Wxit.ssis' MaRSHaL,  or  
Le  Marfchal,  second son of John  Ic Marfcbai,  by  Sibylle,  the 
sister of Patrick, earl of Salisbury. John  Ic Mardchal  was a  
partisan of the empress Matilda, and died about 1164. 

The date of Sir William Marshal's birth is  uncerfain,  but his 
parents were rained not earlier than 1141, and he  'vaa  a mere 
Chili! in  τ ta,  when he attracted the notice of King Stephen. 
In 1170 he was selected for a position in the household of P rince 
Henry, the heir-apparent, and remained there until the death 
of his young patron (1183). He undertook a pilgrimage to the 
Holy Land, where he served as a crusader with distinction for 
two years. Although he had abetted the prince In rebellion he 
was pardoned by Henry IL and admitted to the royal service  

about  2188.  In 11 89  he covered the flight of Henry  Π.  from  
Le Mans to  Chirson,  and, in a skirmish, unhorsed the  νndυιif Ι  
Richard Cesur  dc Lion. None  thelma  Richard, on his accession, 
promoted Marshal and confirmed the old king's licence (or his  
marriage with the heiress of  Strigul  and Pembroke. This match 
gave Marshal the rank of an earl, with great estates  In Wales  
and I reland, and he was included in the council of regency which 
the king appointed on his departure for the third crusade (s 590).  
lie took the side of Prince John when the latter expelled the 

 justiclar,  William  I.ongchamp,  from the kingdom, but be soon  
discovered that the interests of 301m were different from those 
of Richard. Hence in 1193 he joined with the loyal ists In 
making war upon the prince.  Κihaτd  forgave Marshal his first  
Crror  of judgment, allowed him to succeed his brother, John 
Marshal, In the he reditary  marshalship,  and on his death-bed  
designated him as custodian of Rouen and of the royal treasure  
during the interregnum. Though he quarrelled more than once  
with John, Marshal was one of the few English laymen who clung 
to the royal aide through the Barons' War. He was one of John's 
executors, and was subsequently elected regent of the king and  

kingdom by the royalist barons in  1226.  In spite of his advanced 
age he prosecuted the war agai nst Prince Louis and the rebels  
with remarkable energy. In the battle of Lincoln (May 1217)  
he charged and fought at the head of the young king's army, and  

he was preparing to besiege Louis in London when the war was  

terminated by the naval victory of Hubert dc Burgh its the  
straits of Dover. He Was criticized for the generosity of the 
terms be accorded to Louis and the rebels (September 1217);  

but his desire for an expeditious  settlemelit  was dictated by 
sound  statcmansbi ρ.  Self-restraint and compromise were the  
key-notes of Marshals policy. Both before and after the peace 
of 1217 he reissued Magna Carta. Re fell ill early in the year 

 rxig,  and died on the 14th of May at his manor of  Cavaraham 
 near Reading. He was succeeded in the regency by Hubert dc 

Burgh, in his earldom by his five sans In succession. 
See the metrical Frenct  life,  lTisloire  di Guillaume 1'  M,v&kal  

(cd.  P. Meyer, 3  vois.,  Pans. 1 8917901 ) ;  the  Mrsonly  ofhenry  ΙΙΙ.,  
by G. J.  'furser (Tr*ws.  Royal  Hrst. .foc.,  new series,  vol. xviii.  
pp. 245-295); and W.  Stubba, C.mIiiidda,wl Ηim'y. cbs. xi.  asid  
rue. (Oxford, *896- 1897).  

Marshal's eldest son,  Wntwe MASSUAT.  (d.. 1231), and earl of 
Pembroke of this line, passed some years in warfare in Wales and 
in Ireland, where he was  jυstic&aτ  from 1224 to  ι a6;  be also 
served Henry III. in France. His second wife was the king's 
sister, Eleanor, afterwards the wife 01 Simon dc Montfort, but 
he left no children. His brother  Ricn,atn MARSHAl.  (d. 1234),  
3rd earl, came to the front as the leader of the baronial party,  

and the chief antagonist Of the foreign friends of Henry III..  
Rearing treachery he refused to visit the king at Gloucester In 
August 1233, and Henry declared him a traitor. He crossed to  

Ireland, where Peter des Roches had Instigated his enemies to  
attack him, andin  April 1234 he was overpowered and wounded , 
and died a prisoner. · His brother  Gι sχwr  (d. 1240, who  
became  the 4111 earl,  w5s  a friend and ally of Richard, earl of  
Cornwall. When  anothet  brother,  Anselm,  the 6th earl, died 
in December s 24 ) , the male descendants of the great earl marshal 
became extinct. The  extenzive  family possessions were now  
divided among  Asiseim's  five sisters and their descendants, the 
earldom of Pembroke reverting to the Crown.  . 

The next holder of the lands of the candor of Pembroke was 
William dc Valence  (ri.  1296), a younger son of Hugh dc  Lusignan,  
count of La Marche, by his marriage with Isabella of  Angoulfme  
(d.  Ι2.46),  widow of the English king John, and was been at  
Valence, near  Lusignan.  In 2247  WillIam  and his brothers,  
Guy and  Aymer,  crossed over to  Eqgland  at the  invitatIon  of their 
half-brother, Henry III.  Irs  1250  Aymer  (d. 1260  was elected  
bishop of Winchester, and in 1147  Hesiry  arranged a  mamsga  
between William and Joan dc  Munchenai  (d. 1307) a grand-
daughter of William Ma rshal, 1st earl of Pembroke. The  
cuttody  of Joan's property, which included the εαstle and  lordihip  
of Pembroke, was  entrsisted  to her husband,  ιή ιο  in 129$  WIS  
summoned  Ιο  parliament as net of Pembroke. In South Wales  
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Yuen tried to Again the, pilatiise tights which •bad been  
attached to the eaddoen of Bembrok.. But his eneTgns Were  

not confined to South Wales. Henry III. hayed lands and  
bonoun upon him, end he was soon thoroughly hated es one of  
the most prominent of the requires fceeigacra. Moreover, some  
trouble in Wales led to a quaud between • him and Simon de . 
Mmtfort, and this soon grew mime violent. He would not  
comply with the provleimιser Oxford, and toot refuge in Wolvesey  
Castle at Wincńester, where he was besieged sad compelled to  
succeeder and lave the country. In ιuá9  he and Επdβimοπ  
were Ι£^mabγ redenciled in Paris, and mezk he was agiuss ιιι  
England and once more enjng the royal favour. .lie fought  
for Ηeary at the battle of Lewes, and then, after a May in France,  
be landed in Pembrokeshire, end took pert in ι 265 in the siege  
of Gksiicciter and the haul, of Evadtans. After the ivyalist  
victory be was restored to his estates and acgpnpaaied Prince  
Edward, afterwards Edward L, to Palestine. He weal several  
times to France on public business; he assisted in the conquest of  
North Wales; and he was one of Edward's irpresctitstivcn in  
the famous suit over the succession t ο the crown of Scotland in  
cr91 and ιs9s. lie died at Bayonne m the 13th of June *x96,  
his body being buried in Westminster Abbey. His eldest  
surviving son, Atm (ι. 1265-1324), succeeded to his father's  
estates, but was not formally recognized is earl of Pembroke  
until aka the death of his mother Joan about 1307. He was  
appointed guardiao of Scotland in 1306, but with the accession  
of Edward II. to the throne end the consequent rise • of Piers  
Cavanton to power, his inOuence sensibly declined; he became  
prominent among the dis εεntτnted nobles and was one of those  
who were appointed to aeΙecΙ the lord ordainees in ι3τι. In  
1312 be 'captured Gavestoii at Scarborough, giving the favourite  
a promise that his life should be spared. Igneing this under-
taking, however, Guy Βeaυcbsmpµ earl of Warwick, put Gavestan  
to death, and consequently Pembroke left the allied lords.and  
attached himself us United IL Valence was present at Bannock-
bum; in 1317, when returning to £agland from Rome, he was  
taken prisoner and wan kept in Germany until a large ransom  was 
paid. In ι3ι8 be again took a•aampicuoms part in making peace  
between Edward and his nobles, and in 1322 ssaiated at the  
fermi wooer se dm of Earl Thomas of Lancaster, and received  
some of his lands. His wile, Mary de Chalillon, a descendant  
si King Henry ML, was the founder of Pembroke College,  
Cambridge.  . 

in 1339 Lausenci, Lam Hssri seas (d. 1348), a gneat grend-
stn of William de Valence, having inherited through the female  
line a portion of the estates of the Valente earls of Pembroke  
was created, or recognised as, tad οf Pembroke. His ion John  
(d. 1376) married Margaret Plantagenet, daughter of King  
Edward III., and on the 'death without issue of his grandson  
in 1389 the a mldem of Pembroke reverted mein to the Crowe,  
chile the balmy or Ηαstiτιgs became dormant and so remained  
till 1840.  

In 1414 Humphrey Plantagenet, fourth son of King Henry  
IV., was crated duke of Gloucester and earl of Pembroke for  
life, these titles being subsequently made hereditary, with a  
macroon as regards the earldom of Pembroke, is default of  
heirs to Humphrey, to Williur de la Pole, earl of SuS οlk.  
Accordingly, on the death of Humphrey, without issue, in ι447  
this nobleman became earl of Pembroke. He was beheaded in  
4492 and his titles were forfeited. In 1453 the title was given 'to 
Sir Jasper Tudor, half-brother of King Henry VI. Sir Jasper  
being a Lancaatrian, his title was forfeited during the pre-
deminanca of the house of York, but was restored on ti ιe  
=mien of Henry VII. On his death without heirs in r9$,  
his tide became extinct.  

During his attainder Sir Jasper was taken prisoner by Sea  
Wruiss' Hzaanax (d. 149), a zealous Yorkist, who bad been  
raised to the peerage as Baron Herbert by Edward IV., and for.  
this service Lord Herbert was created net of Pembroke in .1468.  
His son William (d. 1491) received the earldom of Huntingdon  
is lieu of that of Pembroke, which he surrendered to Edward IV.,  

who thereupon conferred it (ι479)  on his sell Edward, prince  

of Wales; •sad when this prance siaeeeded to the tbrbne. as  
Edward V., the earidose of Pembroke merged in the =ten.  
ANNZ Boixvw, a fete, months previous to her mairisge with  
Henry VIII„ was crested marchioness of Pembroke in 1532.  
It is doubted by authorities on peerage law whether the title  
merged in the royal dignity en the marriage el the nerobionea  
to the king, or became extinct-en her death in 1536.  

The title of earl of Pembroke was next revived in favour of  
Sia Wu.iiwi Hgs.ne&r (o. isot-zs70), who σe father, Richard,  
was an illegitimate sea of the τst earl of Pembroke of the house  
of Herbert. He bad married Anne Parr, sister of Henry VI ΙI.'s  
sixth wife, and was crested esrl in 1555.. The title has since been  
hellby his descendants.  

An executor of Henry VIII.'s will and the recipient of valuable  
grania of lend, Herbert was a prominent end powerful personage  
during the reign of Edward VI., both the protector Somerset and  
his rival, John Dudley, aIterwatds duke of Northumberland,  
angling for his support lit threw in his lot with Dudley, and  
after Somerset's fall obtained some of his lands in Wiltshire and  
a.peerage. It has been asserted that be devised the scheme for  
settling the English crown on Lady Jane Grey; at all events, be  
was one of her advisers during her short reign, but he declared for  
Mary when he saw tha2Lady Jane's.wsse was lost. By Mary  

and her friends Pembroke's loyalty was at times suspected, but  
he was employed as governor of Calais, as president of Wiles  

and in other ways. He was also to some extent in the confidence  
of Philip IΙ. of Spain. The earl retained his place at court under  
Elisabeth until 1569, when he was suspected of favouring the  
projected marriage bclweea Mary, queen of Scots; and the duke  
of Norfolk. Among the monastic lands granted tο Herbert was  
the estate of Wilton, near Salisbury, still the residen of the  
earls of Pembroke.  

His elder son Hewyy (c. 1 534-ιόoι ), who succeeded as and earl,  
was president of Wales from ιs86 until his death. He married  
in 1577 Mary Sidney, the famous countess οf Pembroke (ι. ; 561-
16t1), third daughter of Sir Henry Sidney and his'wife Mary  
Dudley. Sir Philip Sidney to whom she was deeply attached  
through life, was her eldest brother.: Sir Philip Sidney spent the  
summer of 1580 with her at Wilton, or at lvychtirch, a favourite 

 retreat of hers in the neighbourhood. Mere at her request he  
began the Cownks' of Pembroke's Arcadia, which was intended  
for her pleasure alone, not for publication. The two also worked  
at a metrical edition of the Fatima. When the great sorrow of  
her brother's death came upon her she made herself his literary  
executor, correcting the unauthorized ediliona of the Arcadia  
and of his poems, which appeared in ιsgο and 1S9t; She aim  
took under her patronage the poets who had looked to her brother  
for protection. Spenser dedicated his Ruses of Time to her,  
and refers to her as Urania in Cdii Chest's come Gone ageese; in  
Sρenser's Aswopbef she ń " Clorinda." In trot, Queen Elizabeth  
was her. guest at Wilton, and' the countess composed for the  
occasion a pastoral dialogue in praise of Astnea. After her  
husband's death she lived chiefly in London at Crosby Hall,  
where she died.  

The Couateσ's other wants include: A Discourse of Life and  
Dad,, translated from the French of Ple sis du Moray (5593), and  
Auto ( 5592), a version of a tragedy of Robert Gunner.  

Wiislau Hgmment, 3rd earl of Pembroke (1180-1630), son of  
the rod end and his famous counter, was a conspicuous figure  
in the sαiety of his time and tt the coηΡrt of James I. Several  
times he round himself opposed iο the schemes of the duke of  
Buckingham, and he ' was keenly interested in the coloei etien  
οf America. He was but chamberlain of the royal household  
from l6S$ to 162$ and lord steward from ι6s6 to 1630. He was  
chancellor of the university of Oxford in 16x4 when Thomas  
Teedale and Richard Wightwick refounded Broadgates Hall and  
named it Pembroke College in his honour. By some  Shake-
spearian commentators Pembroke has been identified with the  
" Mr W.H. " referred to as " the o αΙ ί e begetter "of Shakespeare"  
sonnets in the.delicatioa by Thomas Thorpe, the owner of the  
published manuscript, while his mistress, Mary Fitton (q.s.), has  
been identified with the ",dark lady" of the sonnets. In both  
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case the ldentffiati n rats on very questionable evidence (see  
Suaaimaaz, Wπυau). He and his brother Philip are the  

Ιnoempaτιhb pair of brethren to whom the fine [olio of  
Shakespeare is inscribed. The earl left m sots when he died in  
London on the loth of April 5630. Clarendon give a very  
eulogistic account of Pembroke, who appears, howeve, to have  
been a man of week character and dissolute life. Gardiner  
describes him as the Hamlet of the English court. He bad  
literary tastes and wrote poems; one of his closet friends  

was the poet Doane, and he was generous to Ben Jonson,  
Messinger and others.  

Ηis brother, Pmu, Hτsansτ, the 4th earl (1584-1650), was  
for some yeas the chief favourite of James I., owing this position  
to his εοmely person and his piece for bunting and for field  
sports generally. In 1605 the king crested him earl of Montgomery  
and Baron Herbert of Sharlaad, and since 1630, when he succeeded  
to the earldom of Pembroke, the bad of the Herbert family has  
carried the double title of earl of Pembroke and Montgomery.  
Although Philip's quambome disposition often led him into  
trouble be did not forfeit the esteem of Jame I., who heaped  
lands and dices upon him, and he was also trusted by Chiles I.,  
who made him lord chamberlain in ι6r6 and frequently visited  
him at Wilton. He worked to being about pan between the  
king and the Setts in 5639 and c64o, but when in the latter year  

the quarrel between Charles and the English parliament was  
renewed, he deserted the king who soon deprived him of his οffice  
of chamberlain. Trusted by the popular party, Pembroke was  
made governor of the Isle of Wight, and he was one of the repre-
sentatives of the parliament on several occasions, notably during  
the negotiations at Uxbridge in ι645 and at Newport in 1648, and  
*hen the Scots surrendered Chutes in 1647. From 5641 to 1643,  
and again from τ647 to 5650, he was chancellor of the university  
of Oxford; in 1648 be removed some of the heeds of houses from  
their positions beaus they would not take the solemn league  
and covenant, and his foul language led to the remark that be was  
more fitted " by his eloquence in swearing to preside over Bedlam  
than a learned academy." In 1649, iithough a peer, be was  
elected and took his sett in the House of Commons as member for  
Berkshire, this " ascent downwards "calling forth many satirical  
writings from the royalist wits. The earl was a greet collector  
of pictures and hnd some taste for architecture. His eldest  
surviving son, Philip ('621-1669), became 5th earl of Pembroke,  
and and earl of Montgomery; he was twice married, and was  
succeeded in turn by three of his sons, of whom Thomas, the 8th  
earl (ι. 1656-1733), was a pence of note during the reigns of  
William ΤΗ. and Anne. From 1690 to zdpo he was fimt lord  
of the admiralty;  thee be saved as lord privy seal until zd99,  
being in 1697 the fine pienipocentisry of Great Britain at the  
congress of Ryawick. On two occasions he was lord high admire!  
fora short period; he was also toed president of the council and  
lord-lieutenant of Inland, while be acted as one of the lords  
justices seven times; and be was president of the Royal Society  
in 1689-1690. Hń  sea Henry, the 9th end (ι. 1689-5751), was  α 
soldier, but was better known as the " architect earl" He was  
largely responsible for the erection of Westminster Bridge. The  
title descended directly to Heniy,rech earl (1734-ι794),  a soldier,  
who wrote the Mdred of Breaking Hotter (1762); George  
Augustus, 11th earl (1759- π817), an ambmmder extraordinary to  
Vienna in 1807; and Robert Henry, lath earl (1791-1862), who  
died without isue. George Robert Charles, the 13th  earl 
(1850-1895), was a grandson of the iiih earl and a see of Bann  
Herbert of Les (q0..), whose second son Sidney (b.1853) inherited  
all the family titles at his brother's death.  

See G. T. Clark, 7b Eerie, Bander cad Carets of Perkoke (Ten ,  

te80); J. R. Pleech*, "The Farb of l' in vol. x. of the  
Procedssgs 4  tM B.'iiisb Α rrkχW.gir ι∆ Γaκί  ώ e (1855); and 
G. E. C(okayne). Co* ρΙde Ρeυι  (London, 18%).  

PI N lOIIB, a town of Ontario, Canada, capita! of Renfrew  
county, 74  m. W.N.W., of Ottawa by rail on the south shoe, of  
Allumette Lake, an expansion of the Ottawa river, said on the  
Canadian Pacific and Canada Atlantic railways. Pop. ('901),  
5156. Iι is the stet of a Roman Catholic bishopric, an  

Important centre in the lumber trade, and contains saw, got  
and woollen mills, ate factory, fta The Muskrat river affondi  
excellent watepowe,.  

Ρ11MD3OΚE (Pew/re), an ancient municIpal borough, a  
contributory parliamentary borough and county-town of Pem-
brokeshire, Wales, situated on a meow peninsula at the bead of  
the Penner tidal inlet or" pill "of Millotd Haven. Pop ( ιgοι).  
4487; together with Pembroke Dock ι5,8". Pembroke is a  
statien on the South Wales system of the Great Western railway.  
The rid-fashioned town, consisting cbiedy of one long broad  
street, retains portions of its anent walls. A large  ml1Wam is  
a conspIcuous feature on the north of the tows. St Mary's  
church in the centre of the town possesses a massive tower of the  
lath century. Neap the ruined West Gate is the entrance to  
Pembroke Castle, a splendid specimen of medieval fortified  
architecture. The chc'dar vaulted keep erected by Earl William  
Marsha! (c. 1100), remains almost intact. Close to the keep  
stands the ruined chamber wherein, according to local tradition,  
Henry ΥΠ. was born in 1457.  Beneath the fine banqueting hall,  
a flight of stein descends into" the Wogen, ' a vast subt αraneaα  
chamber giving access to the harbour. Faring the castle, on the  
western side of the pill, stand the considerable remains of  
Monkton Priory, a Benediction house founded by Earl William  
Marshal as a cell to the abbey of Sim or Says in Normandy,  
but under Henry VL transferred to the abbey of St Albens,  
The prior church, now the parish church of the suburb cl  
Monkton, contains monuments of the families of Μeyńck of  
Bush and Owen of Orielton. St Daniel's chapel foams  a 
prominent landmark on the ridge south of the town.  

Prmaioxx Doc (formerly known as Pates, or Patarcburch).  a 
naval dockyard and garrison town, is situated due to Hobb's  
Point, at the eastern extremity of Milford Haven. It forms the  
Peter Ward of Pembroke, from which it is distant a m. to the  
north-west. The place owes its origin to the decision of the  
government in 1814 to form ι naval dfpSt on Milford Haven.  
The dockyard, enclosed by high walls end covering 8o acres, is  
protected by a powerful fort—the construction and repairing  of 
ironclnds are extensively curried on here. There is a submarine  
dhρ6t at Penner Gut, and also accommodation for artillery and  
infantry. Ferry boats ply frequently between Pembroke Dock  
and Neyland on the opposite shore of the Haven.  

Pembroke is probably an ΑngbNerman fore of the Cymric  
Peal,., the territory lying between Milford Haven and the  
Bristol Channel, now known as the Hundred of Castlennartin.  
During the invasion of South Wales under William Rufus,  
Amok de Montgomryi, fifth son of Roger earl of Shrewabuty,  
seems to have erected ι forte= of stone (ι. r090) 00 the site of  
the castle. The firs enrollee of this new stronghold was  
Giraldua de Windsor, husband of the Princess Nest of South  
Wales and grandfather of Giraldus Cambrensis Throughout  
the zath and e3tt centuries the castle was strengthened and  
enlarged under successive earls palatine of Pembroke, who made  
this fortress their chief seat. As the capital of the palatinate  
and as the merest port for Ireland, Pembroke was in Plantagenet  
times one of the most important fortified cities in the kingdom.  
The town, which had grown up under the shadow of the almost  
impregnable castle, was first Incorporated by Henry I. in STOp  
and again by Earl Richard de Clare in 'x54 (who also encircled  
the tows with walls), and these privileges were confirmed and  
extended under succeeding earls palatine and kings of England.  
In 0835 the corporation was remodelled under the Municipal  
Corporations Act. Henry 1I. occasionally visited Pembroke,  
notably in 1172, and until the close of the Wars of the Rams,  
both town and castle played ι prominent part in the history of  
Britain. With the passing of the Act of Union of Wale and  
England in 1536 however, the!saes rqciia of the county palatine  
of Pembroke were abolished, and the prosperity of the town  
began to decline. Although acknowledged as the county town  
of Pmbrokeabire, Pembroke was superseded by Havurfordweet  
as the judicial cad administrative centre of the shire on account  
of the more convenient position of the letter place. By the act  
of 1536 Pembroke wad declared the leading borough hi the  
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Pembroke pιr ίιmeaι τy district, yet the town cosgimied to  
dwindle until the settlement of the govenmeat dockyard and  
e odes οeι Milford Haven. At theent beak of the-Civil Wars the  
town and Fmk were garrisoned for padianent by the mayor,  
John Ραyer, • leading tresbytersan, who gas liter appointed  
governor, with Rowland Laugharne of St Brides for his lien-
tenant. But at the time of the Preibyterian dtfectioe In ens',  

Foyer sad his liεκειιιnt-govemers, Laugbarne and Powell,  
declared for Chadea and held the castle in the king's name. In  
Jane X6{8 Ctomwell himself proceeded to tensest Pembroke  

Castle, hicb τεsisted with great obstinacy. But after the  

water-supply of the garrison had been cat αB, the besieged were  
forced to capitulate, en the nnth o6 July 2648, on the cendiilon of  
surrendering up the these chief defenders of the castle. Foyer,  
Lamigharne and Powell were exceedingly brought to London,  
but finally only Foyer was executed. The msg πiόcent rein of  
Pembroke Castle Is the nominal property of the Crown, but has  
been held on kale since the reign of James II. by the family of  
Pryers of Gogerddsn in Catdlgiaiiiitt.  

ΡΕΜΒROBBBRIRR (SWW Bess/es, Dyfed), the most westerly  
county of South Wales, bounded N.E. byCardigas, Eby Carmar-
then, S. by the Bristol Chanel and W. and N.W. by St Bride's  
Bay and Cardigan Bay of St George's Che md. Α^ea 615 sq. m.  
The whole cons is extremely indented, extending over 140 m. in  
length. The principal inlets are Milford Haven, Si Bride's Bay,  
Freshwater Bay, Fishgusrd Bay and Newport Bay. The chief  
promontories are Cemmaes, Dines, Strmble, St David's, St  
Ann's and St Cowan's Heads Five islands of moderate size fie  
off the Boast, viz. Ramsey, GraseboIm, Skomer and Skokholm  
in St Bride's Bay, and Caldy Island (Ynys Py0 opposite Tenby;  
the last named having a population of about 70 persona. Rare  
birds, such as peregrine falcons, ravens and chougha are not  

uncommon, while guillemots, puffins and other Bea-feed breed in  
immense numbers on the Stack Rocks, on Ramsey Island and at  
various points of the coast. Seals are plentiful in the caves of  
St Bride's Bay and Cardigan Bay. The county ii undulating,  
and huge tracts axe bare, but the valleys of the Cleddau, the  
Hevern, the Teifi and the Gwaun sit well-wooded. The  
?nee lley Mountains stretch from F Ιshgnaτd to the herder of  
Carmarthen, the principal heights being Peselley Top (1760 ft.)  
and Cam Englyn (1022 ft.). Treffgarn Reek in the P1umatone  
Mountains is popularly supposed to mark the northern limit of  
the ancient settlement of the Flemings. The principal rivers are  
the Teifi, forming the northern boundary of the county from  
'bercych to Cardigan Bay; the Never and the Gwaun, both  
falling into Cardigan Bay; and the Eastern and Western Cleddau,  
forming the Dtugleddau after their junction below Haverford-
west. All these streams contain trout and salmon. Thee are  
no lakes, but the broad tidal estuaries of the Daugleddau and  
ether rivers, which fall into Milford Haven and are locally called  
"pills." constitute a peculIar feature of south Pembrokeshire  
scenery  

Ge 	—Pembrokeshire Is divisible into a northern portion  
occupied mainly by Ordovician and S Ιurisn seta, which have been  
subjκted to pressures front the north, the strike of the beds being  

south-west-north-east; end a southern port ion, the westerly coo-  
rinω tinn of the South Wales coalteld. with associated Lower  

Carboniferous, Old Red Sandstone and narrow belts of Slerse  
rocks, the whole having been considerably folded and kulted by  

;reseure from the see*, which has produced s general north-w εst-
southτaιt strike. In the n^etgηηφφurhood of St Davids are the Pre-
Cambrian granitk rocks (Dimetian) and volcanic rucks (Pebedian).  
These are surtounded by belts of unconformable Cambrian meta  

(Liagula Flags, Tremvdoc Inds), followed by Ordovician (kenig.  
Liendeile and Bala beds) with associated Igneous rocks Three  

ςςooutmeń * gabbros and &senses of Strumble Head. Fishguard,  
Llanwnde, Prescelly diorites north-west of St Davids bestenites 
and porph tee about Abeecasele and the beteltic Ioccolite of Pen  

Carr, Insides various contesnfssesneoas avid hem and tuffs The  
Ordoviian and Siltrian rocks extend sovthward to the neighbour  
hood of Narbenh and Haverfordwest. where Αenig, Llsndeilo and  
Bata beds (Slade and Red Hilt beds; Shokshook and R οbestοα  
Wahben Limestone) and Llendovery beds are recorded. Tbc Coal  

Masurm, highly inclined and enthecltle..stretch across from  

Carmirthen Say to the shore of St Bride's Bay: they are bordered  
on the north sad souιbτast by the Millstone Grits. C ιςtbοniferoυι  
Limestone series and Old Red Sandstone. On account of the folding  
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the Μnκseοne appears spin heeler south at P κιbrake, Caldy  
Island and St Go ιna'a Head; mew of the esnaioing ground sheer  
Milford Haven being occupied by Old Red Sandstone with infelded 
strips of Silunan. A fairly large tract of blown-sand occurs in  

Freshwater Bay south of Milford Haven. Silvee.besring lead has  
been mined at Llsslyrnach.  

Ciiatok and l.tdu siks.—The climate is everywhere mild, and  
in the sheltered valleys near the coast sub-tropical vegetation  
douridies in the open air. In the south the rainfall is small, and  
the districts round Pembroke suffer from occasional droughts.  
The chief industry is agriculture, wherein stock-raising is  
preferred to the growing of cereals. Of cattle the long-horned,  
jet-black Castlemartin breed is everywhere conspicuous. South  
Pembroke has long been celebrated for its horses, which are bred  
in great numbers by the farmers. The deep-sea fisheries el  
Tenby and Milford are valuable; and fresh fish of good quality  
is exported by rail to the large towns. Oysters are found at  
Laogwm and near Tenby; lobsters and crabs abound on the  
western coast. The South Wales coalfield extends into south  
Pembroke, and coal is worked at Saundersfoot, Begelly, Temple-
ton, Rilgetty and other places. There are slate quarries at  
Clogue, Cflgeman and elsewhere; copper has been worked near St  
Davids, and lead at Llanfyrnach.  

Commwgkaiw,u.—The South Wales bench of the Great  
Western railway enters Pcmbrokeshire from the east near  
Clynderwen Junction, whence the main line leads to Fiahguard  
Harbour with Its important Irish traffic. Other lines proceed  
to Neyland and Milford Haven by way of I-lavedordwest, and  
a branch line from Clynderwen to Goodwick joins the main line  
at Letterston. The Whitland-Cardigan branch traverses the  
northeast by way of Crymmych and Cigerran. Another line  
running south-west from Whit.land proceeds by way of Narberth  
and Tenby to Pembroke Deck.  

PopsIa'itsis and Adetiaiskalios.—The area of Pembrokeshire  
is 393,1µ  acres with a population in 189t of 89,138 and men  
of 88,732, showing a slight decrease. The municipal boroughs  
are Pembroke (pop. 25,853); Ifaverfordwest (boo;); and  
Tenby ‚4400). The hamlet of Bridgend and a part of St  
Dogmell's parish are included within the municipal limits of  
Cardigan. Newport (Trffdeeth) (is"), the chief town of  
the barony of Kemes, or Cemmaes, at111 possesses a mayor and  
corporation under a charter granted in Ι a Ι5 by Sir Nicholas  
Marteine, lord of Kemes, whose hereditary representalive  
still nominates the mayor and aldermen, but its surviving  
municipal privileges are practically honorary. Milford Raven  
(ςιοa), Narberth (to7o) and Fishguard (2002) are urban districts.  
Other towns are St Davids (1710), St Dogmelts (Llandudob)  
(1286); and Cllgerran (108). Pembrokeshire lies in the South  
Wales circuit, and assizes are held at liaverfordwest. Two  
members are returned to parliament; one for the county, and  
one for the united boroughs of Pembroke, Raverfordwest,  
Tenby, Fishguard, Narberth, Neyland, Milford and Wiston  
(Castell Gwys). Ecclesiastically, the county contains 133  
parishes and lies wholly in the diocese of St Davids.  

History.—Pembrokeshire, anciently known to the Welsh  
as Dyfed, was originally comprised in the territory of the  
Dimetae, conquered by the Romans. During the 6th century  
St David, or Dewi Sant, moved the chief seat of South Welsh  
monastic and ecclesiastical life from Caerleon-on-I.Jak to his  
native place Mfenevia, which, known in consequence as Tyddewi,  
or St Davids, continued a centre of religious and educations'  
activity until the Reformation, a period of zoo0 years. On  
the death of Rhodri Mawr in 877, Dyfed fell nominally under the  
sway of the princes of Deheubarlh, or South Wales; but their  
hold was never very secure, nor were they able to protect the  
coast towns from the Scandinavian pirates. In io8i William  
the Conqueror penetrated west as far as St Davids, where he is  
said to have visited St David's shrine as a devout pilgrim.  
In 109 2 Arnulf de Montgomeri, son of Roger, earl of Shrewsbury,  
did homage to the king for the Welsh lands of Dyfed. With  
the building of Pembroke Castle, of which Gerald de Windsor  
was appointed castellan, the Normans began to spread over  
southern Dyfed; whilst Martin de Tours, landing in Fishguard  
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Bay and building the castle of Newport at Trifdreeth, won for  
himself the extensive lordship of Kemea (Cemmaes) between  
the fiver Tern and the Preseley Mountains. The systematic  
planting of Flemish settlers in the hundred of Rh ό s, or Rouse,  
in or about the years τ1a6, t1o8 and mil with the approval  
of henry I., and again iu ι ι 56 under Henry IL., marks an  
all-important episode in the history of Pembrokeshire. The  

castles of Haverfordwest and Tenby were now erected to protect  
these aliens, and despite the fierce attacks of the Welsh princes  
their domain grew to be known as " Little England beyond  
Wales," a district whereof the language, customs and people  
still remain characteristic. In 1138 Gilbert de Clare, having  
previously obtained Henry l.'s permission to enjoy all lands  
be might min for himself in Wales, was created earl of Pembroke  
in Stephen's reign with the full powers of an earl palatine in  
Dyfed. The devolution of this candor is dealt with in a  
separate article.  

In 1536, by the Act of Union (n Henry VIII.), the king  
abolished all special jurisdiction in Pembrokeshire, which he  
placed on an equal footing with the remaining shires of Wales,  
while its borders were enlarged by the addition of Eemes,  
Dewislend and other outlying lordships. By the act of 15,36  
the county returned to parliament one knight for the shire  
and two burgesses; one for the Pembroke boroughs and one  
for the town and county of Haverfordweat, both of which since  
ι885 have been merged in the Pembroke-and-Haverfordwest  
parliamentary division. The Reformation deprived the county  
of the presence of the bishops of St Deride, who on the partial  
dismantling of the old episcopal palace at St Davids removed  
their chief sat of residence to Abergwiliy, near Carmarthen.  

Meanwhile the manor of Lamphey was granted to the family  
of Devereux, marls of Essex, and other episcopal estate. were  
alienated to court favourites, notably to Sir John Perrot of  
Haroldstone ( ι517-1592), afterwards lord-deputy of Ireland.  
During the Civil Wars the forces of the parliament, commanded  
by Colonel Iaugharne and Captain Swanley, reduced the royal  
forts at Tenby, Milford and Haverfordwet. In February  
1797 some French frigate. smeared off Fiabguard Bay and  
landed about r400 Frenchmen at Llanwnda. The invaders  
soon capitulated to the kcal militia, practically without striking  

a blew. The 19th century saw the establishment of the naval  
dockyard at Patercburch and the building of decks and quays  

at Neyland and Milford. In 1906 extensive works for cross-
teetlic with Ireland were opened at Fishguard Harbour.  

Many of the old Pembrokeshire families, whose names appear  
prominent in the county annals, are extinct in the county itself.  
Amongst these may be mentioned Perrot of Haroldstone,  
Devereux of Lamphey, Barlow of Slebech, Barrett of Gilliswick,  
Wogan of Wiston, Elliot of Amroth and Owen of Henllys.  
Amongst ancient families still existing are Philippe of Lydstep  
and Amroth (descendants of the old Welsh lords of Cilsant);  
Philippe of Pkcton Castle (a branch of the same house in the  
female line); Lort of Steckpole Court, now represented by Earl  
Candor; Scourfield of Moate; Bowen of Llwyngwair; Edwardes,  
Lords Kensington, of St Brides; Meyrick of Bush; Lori-Philipps  
of lawrenny; Colby of Ffynone; Stokes of Cuffern; Lloyd of  
Newport Castle (in which family is vested the hereditary lord-
ship of the barony of Kemes); Saunders-Davies of Pentre; and  
Gower of Castle Malgwyn.  
. Α afigallfιτ.—There are few remaining traces in the county  

of the Roman occupation of Dimetia, but in British  encamp-
ments , tumuli, cromlechs and monumental stones Pembrokcsbire  
is singularly rich. Of the cromlechs the best preserved are these  
at Longhouse, near Mathry; at Pentre Evan in the Nevern  
Valley; and at Llech-y-dribedd, near Moylgrove; whilst of the  
many stone circles and alignments, that known as Pare-y-Man,  
or " The Field of the Dead," nest Fishguard, is the least injured.  
Stones inscribed in Ogam characters are not uncommon, and  
good examples exist at Cady Island, Bride% St Dogmells  
and Cilgerran. There are good specimens of Celtic Ho ń ated  
churchyard crosses at Carew, Penally and Nevem. Interesting  
examples of medieval domestic architecture are the ruins  

of the former episospal missions at IJawbadea, St Davfde  
and Lampbey, the two lath of which were erected by Βiφφ  
Gower between the yaws 1358-t347. With the e*cepdon of  
the cathedral at St David cad the principal churches of Baser-
fοrdwest and Tenby, the paewb cbvrcbss of Pembeokeshire  

are fee the mcii part small, but many are ancient and poaess  

fin. mmumemta or ether objects of interest, especially is  

"Little England beyond Wales." Aaangs ι the more note-
worthy are the churches at Siackpole Elidur, Carew, Bunoa.  
Gu ide:00 , Nevern, Si Petrox and Rudbaxicn, the is .named  
cornaiiuing a fine Jacobean monument of the Ηaywιτg family.  
Pembrokchire has long been famous fee its castle, of 141 ,4 the  
finest examples are to be observed at Pembroke; Manoebier,  

built in the tsth century and · inιeraι έυg as the birthplace and  
home of Giraldυs Cambrensia; Carew, exhibiting many interest•  
ing futures both of !ormaii and Tudor aechiteciure; and  
Pictoο, owned and inhabited by a branch of the Philipps family.  
Other castles ere the keep of Haverfoedwest and the mined lee.  
tresses at Narberth, Tenby, Newport, Wistot, Beaten, Upton and  
Cilgerran. Them are seem remains o[ nsmuiichoesesatTeaby  
and Pembroke, but the man Important religious counmimiiies  
were the priory of the Auguntiaiau fries it Ηινκίο dwest  
and the abbey of the Benedictines at Si Dcgmella. Of this  

lath house, which was founded by Martin de Tours, best lord  
of Kemes, at the close of the rich century, and who owned the  
priories of Pill and Caldy, considerable ruins exist near the left  
bank of the Teifi about  i  m. below Cardigan. Of the ancient  
preceptory of the Knights of St John at Slebech scarcely a t ιaι  
remains, but of the college of St Mary at St Deride founded by  
Bishop Ηοughloa in 5377, the shell of the chapel survives in  
fair preservation. Pembrokeshire contains an unusually huge  
number of county sacs, particularly in the south, which includes  
Stackpole Court, the residence of Earl Cawdor, a fine mansion  
erected in the 18th century; Picton Castle; Slebech, once the  

seat of the Baelows; Orielton, formerly belonging to the Owens;  
and Ffynone, the residence of the Colby family.  

Cusionu, &'.—The division of Pembrokeshire ever since the  
s 5th century into well-defined Essglisliry and Welshr , has  
produced two distinct sets of languages and customs within the  
county. Roughly speaking, the English division, the Aagiio  
Traaswoikno of Camden, occupies the south.csstern half sad  
comprises the hundreds of Reese, Castlemertin, Narberth and  
Dungleddy. In the Welshry, which includes the hundreds of  
Dewisland and Cilgerran together with the old barony of Kemes,  
the language, customs, manner. and folk-ton of the inhabitants  
are almost identical with these of Cardigan and Carmarthen.  
The old Celtic game of Kuup$aa, a pastime partaking of the  
nature both of football and hockey, in which whole parishes  
and even hundreds were wont to take an active part, was pro-  
velent in the barony of Kern.. so late as the ιό th century,  
as George Owen of Henilys, the historian and antiquary, records;  
and the playing of kaap$aa lingered on after Owen's day.  
Amongst the settles of the Englishry, who are of mingled Anglo-
Saxon, Flemish, Welsh and perhaps Scandinavisu descent,  
many interesting superstitions and customs survive. The  
English spoken by these dwellers in " Little England beyond  
Wales "contains  many curious idioms and word apd the promun-
elation of some of the vowels is peculiar. Certain picturesque  
customs, many of them dating from pre-Reformation times,  
are still observed, notably in the neighborhood of Tenby.  
Such are the sprinkling of persons with dewy evergreens os  
New Year's =ruing; the procession of the Cutty Wren on St  
Stephen's day, and the constructing of little huts at Lemmatide  
by the farm boys and girls. As early as the opening yin of  
the 19th century, ai Ρplα and ophthalmic patients were in the  
habit of visiting the ancient hermitage at Si Cowan's Head to  
bathe in its sacred well; and Richard Fenton, the county historian  
alludes (c. 0808) to the many crutches left at St Cowan's chapel  
by grateful devotees. Belief in ghats, fairies, witches, Ste.,  
is still prevalent in the more remote piano, and the dress Cl  
the fshwivα of Lengwm near Haverfordwest ls highly picture quo  
with its short skirt, scarlet shawl tad buckled shoes.  
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Avvnoairiu.—Richawd Fenton. Α (interim( Tow ibsagk  

Pewbrobrskire (London, 1810); Edward laws, Hider ήJ Little F.ag-
Isad bwyvad Woks (London. 1888)• lúsit Jones and Ε A. Freeman,  
History and Asligaliss ήJ Sl David's (London. 1856), it.  

ΠΒΜΜΚΑN. a North American Indian (Cry) word for a  
meat prepared in such a way as to contain the greatest amount  
of nourishment in the most compact form. As made by the  
Indians it was composed of the lean parts of the meat, dried in  
the sun, and pounded or shredded and mixed into a paste with  
melted fat. It is flavoured with mid berries. If kept dry it  
will keep for an indefinite time, and is thus particularly service-
able in arctic or other explorations.  

PEIPHIGUS (Cr. πiµΦsξ, a bubble),a skin disease, is which  
large bleb• appear, on a red hue, centainingacle έ r or yellowish  
fluid; the blebs occasion much irritation, and when they burst  
live raw ulcerated surfaces. The disease Is principally known  
in unhealthy or neglected children. A variety of the malady,  
peaipkigus Μιαιιoατ, affects the whole body, and gradually  
proves fatal. Pemphigus of an acute septicaemic type occurs  
in butchers or these who handle hides, and a diplococcus has  
been isolated by William Bullock. The treatment is mainly  
constitutional, by means of good nουιshment, warm baths,  
local sedatives and tonics. 1n chronic pemphigus, streptococci  
have been found in the blebs, and the opsonic index was  low 
to streptococci. Improvement has been known to take place  
on the injection of a vatcifle of streptococci.  

1Elf (Lit. pmaaa, a feather, pen), an instrument for writing  
or for forming lines with an ink or other coloured fluid. The  
English word, as well as its equivalents in French (plume) and in  
German (Fader), originally means & wing-feather, but in ancient  
times the implements used for producing written characters  
were not quills. The earliest writing implement was probably  
the alibis (Cr. y ραψέι), a pointed bodkin of metal, bone Or ivory,  
used for producing incised or engraved letters on boxwood  
tablets covered with wax. The calamus (Cr. ώλαµοe) or arundo,  
the hollow tubular stalk of grasses growing in marshy lands,  
was the true ancient representative of the modem pen; hollow  
joints of bamboo were similarly employed.  

An early specific allusion to the quill pen occurs in the writings  
of St Isidore of Seville (early part of the 7th century); but there  
is no reason to assume that it was not in use at a still more  
remote date. The quills still largely employed among Western  
waunuuitia as writing instruments are obtained principally  
from the wings of the goose (see FaATHXI). In 180( Joseph  
Bramah devised and patented a machine for cutting up the  
quill into separate nibs by dividing the barrel into three or even  
four puts, and cutting these transversely into "two, three.  
four and some into five lengths." Bramah's invention first  
familiarized the public with the appearance and use of the nib  
slipped into a holder. In s8 ι8 Charles Watt obtained a patent  
for gilding and preparing quills and pens, which may be regarded  
as the precursor of the gold pen. But a more distinct advance  
was effected In r8", when J. I. Hawkins and S. Mordan patented  
the application of horn and tortoiseshell to the formation of  
pen-nibs, the points of which were rendered durable by  small  
pieces of diamond, ruby or other very hard substance, or by  
lapping a small piece of thin sheet gold over the end of the  
tortoise-shell.  

Metallic pens, though not unknown in classical time—a  
brume pen found at Pompeii is in the Naples Museum—were  

little used until the zgth century and did not  
at^ei R^  become common till near the middle of that cen-
tury. It is recorded that a Birmingham split-ring manufacturer,  
Samuel Harrison, made a steel pen for Dr Joseph Priestley  
in Τ 8ο. Steel pens made and sold in London by a certain  
Wise in 1803 were in the form of a tube or barrel, the edges of  
which met to form the slit, while the aides were cut away as in  
the case of an ordinary quill. Their mice was about five shillings  
each, and as they were hard, stiff and unsatisfactory instruments  
they were not in great demand. A metallic pen patented by 

 "' lrutrument• melee mlames et peens; ex his enim verbs  
giπis in%guntur; sed calamus arbor's est. puns avis, cujus acumen  

Oivaditur in duo."  

Bryn Doeskin in 1808 was made of two separate parts, Bat ot  

needy so, with the fiat sides placed opposite each other to form  
the slit, or alternatively of one pine, Bat and slot cylindrical as in  
the usual form, bent to the proper angle for insertion in the  
tube which constituted the holder. To John Mitchell prob.  
ably belongs the credit of introducing machine-made pens,  
about 1822, and James Perry is believed to have been the first  
maker of steel slip pens. In 1828 Josiah Mason, who had been  
associated with Samuel Harrison, in the manufacture of split  
rings, saw Ρeπy's pens on sale in Birmingham, and after examin-
ing them sew his way both to improve and to cheapen the process  
of making them. He therefore put himself in communication  
with Perry, and the result was that he began to make barrel  
pens for him in 1828 and slip pens in 1829. Perry, who did much  
to popularize the steel pen and bring it into general use, in his  
patent of 1830 sought to obtain greeter flexibility by forming 

 a central hole between the points and the shoulders and by  
cutting one or more lateral slits on each side of the central  
slit; and Joseph GiUot, in 0831 described an improvement  

which consisted in forming elongated points on the nibs of  
the pens.  

The metal used consists of rolled sheets of cast steel of the  
finest quality made from Swedish charcoal iron. These sheets,  
after being cut into stripe of suitable width, annealed in a medic. 
furnace and pickled in a bath of dilute sulphuric acid to free  
the surface from oxidized sale, are rolled between steel rollers till  

they are reduced to ribbons of an even thickness,about i-kin.  
From these ribbons the pen blanks are next punched out, and  
then, after being embossed with the name of the raker or other  
marks, are pierced with the central perforation and the side  ot 
shoulder slits by which flexibility ii obtained. After another  
annealing, the blanks, which up to this point are Bat,  acs 
" raked " or rounded between dies into the familiar semi. 
cylindrical shape. The next peoceis is to harden and temper  
them by beating them in iron boxes in a rums-furnace, plunging  
them in oil, and then heating them over a fire in a'rotatiog  
cylindrical vessel till their surfaces attain the dull blue tint  
characteristic of spring steel elasticity. Subsequently they  

are " scoured " in a bath of dilute acid, and polished in a  
revolving cylinder. The grinding of the points with emery  
follows, and then the central slit is cut by the aid of two  
very fine-edged cutters. Finally the pens are again polished,  
are coloured by being heated over a fire in a revolving  
cylinder, and in some cases are coated with a varnish of sheliso  
dissolved in alcohol. Birmingham was the first home of the  
steel-pen industry, and continues its principal centre. Th e  

manufacture on a large scale was begun is the United Staten  
abent 1860 at Cadidesi, N. J., where the Fsterbrook Steel Pen  
Manufacturing Company was incorporated in ι866.  

Meals other than steel have freque ntly been suggested by  
invents, them most commonly ρ opοasd being gold, silver,  
zinc, German silver, aluminium and aluminum 
bronze. Dr W. IL Wo^aston; it is recorded, had fdR^ 

• gold pen composed of two thin strips of geld tinned  
with rhodium, apparently made on the principle patented by  
Dunkin in '808, and Lord Byron used one in ι&a Gold  
being ea ιτεmdy resistant to corrosion, pens made of it see very  
durable, but the metal is zoo suit for the points, which veer  
quickly unless protected by some harder materiaL For this  
purpose iridium is widely employed, by fusing the gold round  
it with a blowpipe.  

Various devices have been adopted in order to increase the  
time for which a pen can be used without a fresh supply of ink.  
These fall into two Twin clames. In one. the ions  

of the nib itself is modified, cr some attachment R ΙΙιΡ  
is added, to enlarge the ink capacity; in the other,  
which is by faτ the more important, the holder of the pen is  
utilized ass cistern or reservoir from which ink is supplied  
to the db. Pens of the second clam, which have the further  
advantage of being psrtable, are hard of under the name of  
" fountain inkhorna" or "fountain pens" so her back as the  

beginning of the 18th century, but it was sot tell it hundred  
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years later that inventors applied themselves seriowiy to their  
construction. Joseph Bramah patented several plans; one was  
to employ it tube of silver or other metal so thin that it could  
be readily squeezed out of shape, the ink within it being thus  
forced out ιο the nib, and another was to it the tube with a  
piston that could slide down the interior and thus eject ink.  
In modem fountain pens s feed bar conveys, by capillary action,  
a fresh supply of ink to replace that which has been left on the  
paper in the act of writing, means being also provided by which  
air can pas into the reservoir and fill the space left empty by  
the outilowing ink. In another Corm of reservoir pen, which  
is usually distinguished by the came atylograph, there is no  
nib, but the ink fiows out through a minute hole at the end  
of the holder, which terminates in a conical point. An iridium  
needle, held in place by a fine spring, projects slightly through  
the hole and normally keeps the aperture closed; but when  
the pen is pressed on the paper, the needle is pushed back and  
allows a thin stream of ink to flow  out. 

See J. P. Maginnis, "Reservoir, Stylegraphis and Fountain  
Pens," Caebr Lectures,. Suitty of Arts (1905).  

PENALTY (Lot. pocaw, punishment), in its original meaning,  
a punishment inflicted for some violation of the law or rule  
of conduct. Although still freely used in its original sense in  
such phrases, for example, es " the death penalty," "the penalty  
of rashness," Ac., the more usual meaning attached to the word  
is that of a pecuniary mulct. Penalty is used specifiaily for  
a sum of money recovered by virtue of a penal statute, or re-
coverable in a court of summary jurisdiction for infringement  
of a statute. A sum of money agreed upon to be paid in case  
of non-performance of a condition in a bond or in breach of  a 
contract or any stipulation of it is a lso termed ι penalty (see  
D*iesors).  

PENANCE (Old Fr. ensue , fr. Lit. psenilerdia, penitence),  
strictly, repentance of sins. Thus in the Duel version of the  
New Testament the Greek woad ier έ e==a is rendered" penance,"  
where the Authorized Version has "repentance." The two  
words, similar in their derivation and original sense, have  
however come to be symbolical of conflicting views of the essence  
of repentance, arisingout of the controversy as to the respective  
merits of " faith " and "good works." The Reformers, uphold-
ing the doctrine of justiication by  faith, held that repentance  
consisted in it change of the whole moral attitude of the mind  
sad soul (I r ρ'ψιdαε, Matt. xiii.  ι;  Luke xxii. 32), and that  
the Divine forgiveness followed true repentance and confession  
to Gad without any reparation of "works," This is the view  
generally held by Protestants. In the Roman Catholic Church  
the sacrament of penance consists of three parts: cssNbiiio,  
conήusίo, sarisfacik. Ce πtιίiie is in fact reρenµnεε as Protestant  
theologians understand it, i.e. sorrow for sin arising from love  
Of God, and long before the Reformation the achoolmea debated  
the question whether complete "contrition" was or was not  
in itself sufcient to obtain the Divine pardon. The Council  

of Trent, however, decided that " reconcillatlo α " could not  
follow such contrition without the other puts  Of the sacrameni,  
which.form part of it (sire saaamenli side, geed ie file indsideia).  
Contrition is also distinguished from " att εition " (aitń lio), i.e.  
repentance due to fear of punishment. It was questioned  
whether a state of mind thus produced would suffice for obtaining  
the benefits of the sacrament; this mint was also set at real by  
the Council of Treat, which decided that attrition, though  not 
in itself capable of obtaining the justification of the sinner, is  
also inspired by God and thus dinpeaes the soul to benefit by  
the gran of the sacrament.  

The wed " penance, " applied to the whole sacrament, is  
also used of the works of satisfaction imposed by the priest on  
the penitent, i.e. the temporal punishment (pecan). This  
varies with the character and heinousness of the offences corn. 

 miffed. In the middle ages "doing penance" was often a  
process as terrible and humiliating to the penitent as it was  
posibly edifying to the Church. Public penances have, how-
ever, long been abolished in all branches of the Christian  
Church. (See Coismaiow.)  

PNNANG (Peiss Pia ing, Ls. Meca-uut Island), the town  
and island which, after Singapore, form the most important  
portion of the crown colony of the Straits Settlements. The  
Island is situated in 5^ 24' N. and goo' 21' E., and d&stentabout  
4 m. from the west coast of the Malay Peninsula. The island is  
about ι 5( m. long by τ o( m. wide at its broadest point. Its area  
is something over 107 sq. m. The town, which is built ona pro-
montory at a point nearest to the mainland, is largely occupied by  

Chinese and Tamils, though the Malays are also well represented.  
Behind the town, Penang Hill rises to a bright of some s7 οο ft.,  
and upon it are built several government and private bungalows.  
The town possesses a fine European club, a racecourse, and good  
golf links. Coconuts are grown In considerable quantities  
along the seashore, and rice is cultivated at Bilek Ptlau and in  
the interior, but the jungle still spreads over wide areas. Penang  
has an excellent harbour, but has suffered from its proximity  
to Singapore. There are a Church of England and a Roman  
Catholic church in the town, and a training college undue the  
Roman Catholic missionaries of the Sociliti des Missions  
Ειτang€res at PQlau Tikus, a few miles outside the town.  

Admiaisnnalion.—Since :867 Penang has been under the  
administrative control of a resident councillor who Is rerpogsible  
to the governor of the Straits. He is aided in his duties by  
officers of the Straits Civil Service. Two unofficial members  

of the legislative council of the colony, which holds its sittings  
in Singapore, are nominated by the governor, with the suetion  
of the secretary of state for the colonies, to represent Penang.  
Their term of office is for five years. The official name of the  
island is Prince of Wales Island and that of the town is George-
town; neither of these names, however, lain general use. Among  
the Malays Penang is usually spoken of as Tanjong or " The  
Cape," on account of the promontory upon which the time is  
situated. The town Is administered by a municipal  council  
composed of ex ο. kk Ίο, nominated, and elected members.  

Popidaiioa.—The population of Penang at the time of the  
census of 1901 was 128,830, ο whοm 85,070 were males (69,210  
over and X5,860 under ι 5 years of age), and 43,760  were females  
(28,72s over and 15,035  under  ι  years of age). The population 

 was composed of 71,462 Chinese, 34,286 Malays, 18,740 Tamils  
and other natives of India, 1649 Eurasians, 993 Europeans and  
Americans, and 2699 persons of other nationalities. As in other  
parts of the Straits Settlements the men are far more numerous  
than the women. The total population of the settlement of  
Penang, which includes not only the island but Province  
Wellesley and the Dindings, was 248,207 in spoz.  

Sliipping.—Tbe number of ships which entered and left the pore  
of Penang during 1906 was 2.124  with an aggregate teenage of  
2,868459 Of theκ 18oa were British with as a re=ess tonnage of 
1,966,286. These figures-reveala considerable fallingwB during the  

put decade, the number of vessels entering and living the port  
m ι eys being 5114 with as aggregate tonnage of 3.761.094. This  
is meetly due to the construction of the railway winch runs from •  

point on the mainland opposite to Penang, throuuggh the Federated  

Malay Stag of Ptrsk,, Sellngo' and the ΝΣgri Sεmbιlαπ  ιο  Malacca.  
and has diverted to other ports and eventually  ιο  Singapore much  
of the coastal traBc which formerly visited Penang.  

Fineau mid Trade. —The revenue of Penang, that is to sey, not  
only of the island but of the entire settlement, amounted in 1906  
to $6,031,917, of which $h,014,033 was derived from the revenue  
farms for the collection of import duties on opium, wine and spirits;  
5160,047 from postal revenue; $119,565  from land revenue: d129,tst  
from stamp. The expenditure [or 1906 amounted to $5s.07λλ06,  
of which 5836,097 was spent on administrative a tablishments,  

5301,252 on the upkeep of existing public works; $415,175 on the  
construction of works απd buildings, end of new roads, streets,  
bridges. &c. The imports in ‚906 were valued at $59g44 546,1 ι2,  
the reports at $9ο 709 223. Of the imports $57,680,689 worth 
came from the Un ited Kingdom or from British pσ^eιιαeω .  or  
protectorates; $23.937,7  worth came from foreign countries;  
and $3,906,24' from the Dindings, Malacca and SIngapore. Of the  
exports. $23,122,947 went to the United Kingdom, or to British  
possessions or protectorates; $37,671,033  went to foreign countries:  
and $2,754,238  went to the Dindmngs, Malacca or Singapore.  

Rislory—Penang was founded on the 17th of July X786,  

having been ceded to the East India Company by the Sullat  
of Kidab in '783 by an agreement with Captain Light, for an  

annuity of "0,000 for eight years. In 179' the subsidy  coq 
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changed to 86οοο, in perpetuity; for some yeas later this was  
nisedt0 $ro,coo, and In still annually paid. This final addition  
was made when Province Welledey was purchased by the East  
India Company for $2000 in ι798. Α t the time of 'the cession  
Pinang was almost uninhabited. In 1796 it was made a penal  
settlement, and 700 convicts were transferred thither from the  
Andsmsn Islands. In 0805 Penang was made a separate  
presidency, ranking with Bombay and Madras; and when in  
1826 Singapore and Malacca were Incorporated with it, Penang  
continued to be the seat of government. In i$sp Persang was  
reduced from the rank of a presidency, and eight years laser  

the town of Singapore was made the capital of the Settlements.  
Is 1867 the Straits Settlements were created a Crown colony,  
is which Penang was included.  

See Sboils Senlemn"s Blue Book sped (Singgaapore, 1907); The 
Somin Direstery (Singapore, 1907); Sir Frank Saettenbam, BrDisk  
Malaya (London, ipoO). (II. Ci..)  

PEI(ARTH, an urban district and seaport In the southern  
parliamentary division of Glamorganshire, Wales, ι66 m. by rail  
from London, picturesquely situated on rising ground on the  
south side of the mouth of the Ely opposite Cardiff, from which  
it is; m. distant by rail and am. by steamer. Pop. (1900, 14,228.  
The place derives its name from two Welsh mends, " pen," ahead,  
and " garth," an enclosure. Penarth was a small and unimpor-
tant village until a tidal harbour at the mouth of the Ely was  
opened in 1859, and a railway, 6 m. long, was made about the  
same time, cmnnecting the harbour with the Taff Vale railway 

 at Radyr. A deck, authorized in :857, was opened iii 1865,  
when all three undertakings, which had cost £775,οοο, were  
bused is perpetuity to the Taff Vale Railway Company. The  
monopoly which the Bute Docks at Cardiff had previously  
enjoyed in shipping coal Irom the valleys of the Taff and Rhondda  
was thus terminated. The town is frequented in summer as a  
bathing-place, and the Rhaetie beds at the head are of special  
interest to geologists.. On this head there stood an old church,  
probably Norman, which served as a landmark for sailors. 

 The remaina of an old chantry have been converted into a barn.  
$$sides two Established and one Roma» Catholic church, the  
principal buildings of Penarth are its various Nonconformist  
chapels, intermediate and technical school (1894), custom house,  
dock offices, and Turner House with a private art gallery which  
in thrown open on certain dsys'to the public. Three miles to  
the west is Dinah Powia Castle. In 1880-1883 gardens were  
hid out along the cliff, in 1894 a promenade and landing-pier  
with a length of 630 ft. were constructed, and in 2900 s marine  
subway open at all times for foot passengers was made under  
the river Ely. The dock, as first constructed, comprised s71  
aces, was extended in 2884 at a cost of £s50,0c0, and now  

covαs 23 sues with a basin οf 3 acΖes. It is 2900 ft. In length,  
has a minimum depth of 26ft„ and is furnished with every  
modem appliance !or the export of coal, of which from sgοοο  
to 30,000 tots can be stored in the sidings near by. The  
Ρeeartb-Εiy tidal harbour has a water area of se acres with  
e minimum depth of SOft., end a c asiderable import trade is  
cωried on here mainly by coasting vessels; but as only one of  
its sideahsswharves (about 3000ft. along) scarcely more than %  
of the total shipping of the port is done here. It bas commo-
dious warehouses, also tanks to bold about όeeu tons of  oIL 

PSΝΑ (from Let. pears, eatables, food), Roman gods of the  
stem room and kitchen. The store-tom over which they  
Ρe ded was, in old times, beside the ώ iιιm, the rem which  
Bernd es kitchen, parlour, and bedroom in sae; but in later  

times the store-ro0ιu, was in the back part of the house. It was  
lanctibed by the presence of the senates, and none but pure  

slid chaste pcnaonn might enter it, just as with the Hindus  
the kitchen is sacred and inviolable They had no individual  

names, but were always known under the general designation,  

IRsates Closely associated with the senates were the Laces  
(4e.) another species of domestic deity, who seem to have  

been the deified spirits of deceased ancestors. But while each  

finally  had two Pontes it had but one Lar. Tai the household  
shrine the image of the Las' (dressed in a toga) was placed  

between the two binges of the Peasks, . wwke wezwrepresented  
as dancing and elevating a drinking-hem—tn token of joy and  
plenty. The three images together were sometime called  

Penatsa, sometimes Laces, and either name was used metaphdd-
elly for" home." The shrine stood originally in the airiaer,  
but when the hearth and the kitchen were separated from the  
deism and removed to the back of the house, and meals were  
taken in an upper atorey, the position of the Shrine was also  

shúted. In the houses at Pompeii it is sometime in the kitchen,  
sometimes in the r0oms. In the later empire it was placed  
behind the house-door, and a taper or lame was kept burning  
before it. But the worship in the interior of the house was also  

kept up even into Christian times; it was forbidden by an  

ordinance of Theodosius (net. 392). The old Roman used, in  

company with his children and slaves, to offer a morning sacrifice  

and prayer to his household gods. Before meals the blessing  
of the gods was asked, and after the meal, but before dessert,  

there was a short silence, and a portion of food was placed on  

the hearth and burned. If the hearth and the images were not  

in the eating-room, either the images were brought and put  
on the table, or before the shrine was placed a table on which  

were set a salt-cellar, food and a burning lamp. Three days  
in the month, viz. the Calends, Nonce and Ides (i.e. the first,  
the fifth or seventh, and the thirteenth or fifteenth), were set  
apart for special family worship, as were also the Coriitia  
(Feb. 22) and the Βα1υοπαΒ4 in December. On these days as  
well as on such occasions as birthdays, marriages, and safe  
returns from journeys, the images were crowned and offerings  
made to them of cakes, honey, wine, incense, and sometimes a  
rig. As each family had its own Pcrsales, so the state, as a  
collection of families, had its public Penatcs. Intermediate  
between the worship of the public and private Venues Were  
probably the rites (sacra) observed by each clan (gem) or collec-
lion of families supposed to be descended from a common  
ancestor. The other towns of Latium had their public Penates as  
well as Rome. The sanctuary of the whole Latin league Was at  
Lavinium. To these Penates at Lavinium the Roman priests  
brought yearly offerings, and the Roman consuls, praetors  
and dictators sacrificed both when they entered on and whoa 
they laid down their office. To them, too, the generals sacrificed  
before departing for their province. Alba Longs, the real  
mother-city tiί  Latium, bad also its ancient Penates, said the  
Ronisas maintained the worship on the Alban mount long after  
the destruction of Alba Longs. The Penates had a temple of  
their own at Rome. I ι was on the Velia near the Forum, and  
has by some been identified with the round vestibule of the  
church of SS. Crime e Damiano. In this and many other temples  
the Penates were represented by two.images of youths seated  
holding spears The Penates were also worshipped in the neigh-
bouring temple at Vesta. To distinguish the two worships  
it has been supposed that the Penates in the former temple  
were tboae of Latium, while these in the temple of Vests were  
the Penates proper of Rome. Certainly the worship of the  
Penates, whose altar was the hearth and to whom the kitchen  
was sacred, was closely connected with that of Vesta, goddess  
of the domestic hearth.  

The origin and nature of the Peisates was a subject of much  
discussion to the Romans themselves. They were traced to the  
mysterious worship of Samothrace; Dardanus, it was said, took  
the Penates from Samotbrace to Troy, and after the destruction  
of Tiny, Aeneas brought them to Italy and established them at  
Laviń iem. From Lavinium Ascanlus carried the worship to  
Alba Longs, and from Alba Longs it was brought to Rome.  
Equally unsatisfactory with this attempt to connect Roman  
religion with Greek legend are the vague and mystic specalatioas  
in which the later Rmans indulged respecting the nature of  
the Penates. Some said they were the great gods to whom we  
one breath, body and reson, viz. Jupiter representing the  
middle ether, Juno the lowest air and the earth, and Minerva  
the highest ether, to whom some added Mercury as the god  
of speech (Servius, on Ara. ii. x96; Macrobim, Set. iii. 4, 8;  
Arnobius, Ads. Ncl. Iii. 40). Others identified them with Apollo  
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and Neptune (Macrob. iii. 4, 6; Arnob. ix. cif.; Servius, on  
Α er^. iii. s 1y). The Etruscans held the Penates to be Ceres, Pales  
and Furtuna, to whom others added Genius Jovialis (Servius on  
λen. ii. 355; Arnob. foc. ,ciL). The late writer Martienue Capella  
records the view that heaven was divided into sixteen regions, in  
the fiat of which were placed the Penates, along with Jupiter,  
the Lars, &c. More fruitful than these misty speculations is  
the suggestion, made by the ancients themselves, that the  
worship of these family gods sprang from the ancient Roman  
custom (common to many savage tribes) of burying the dead  
in the house. But this would account for the worship of the  
Lares rather than of the Penates. A comparison with ether  
primitive religious beliefs suggests the conjecture that the  
Penates may be a remnant of fetishism or animism. The Roman  
genii seem certainly to have been fetishes and the Penates were  
perhaps originally a species of genii. Thus the Penates, as  
simple gods of food, are probably much more ancient than  
deities like Jupiter, Neptune, Apollo and Minerva.  

With the Penates we may compare the kindly household gods  
of old Germany; they too had their home on the kitchen hearth  
and received offerings of food and clothing. In the castle of  
Hudemlllilen (Hanover) there was a kobuld for whom a cover  
was always set on the table. In Lapland each house had one  
or more spirits. The souls of the dead are regarded as house-
spirits by the Russians; they arc represented as dwarfs, and arc  
served with food and drink. Each house in Servia has its  
patron-saint. In the mountains of Mysore every house has its  
bhuta or guardian deity, to whom prayer and sacrifices are  
offered. The Chinese god of the kitchen presents some curious  
analogies to the Penates: incense and candles are burnt before 

 him on the first and fifteenth of the month; some families burn  
incense and candles before him daily; and on great festivals,  
one of which is at the winter solstice (nearly corresponding to  
the Saturnalia), he is served with cakes, pork, wine, incense,  
&c., which are placed on a table before him.  

See ROMAN Rxtsoiox. 	 (J. G. Fa.; R.)  
PSNCIL (Let. penkullus, brush, literally Stile tail), a tame  

originally applied to a small fine-pointed brush used in painting,  

and still employed to denote the finer camel's-hair and sable  
brushes used by artists, but now commonly signifying solid  
cones or reds of various materials used for writi ιιg and drawing.  
It has been asserted that a manuscript of Theophilus, attributed  
to the 13th century, shows signs of having been ruled with a  
black-lead pencil; but the first distinct allusion *eeurs in the  

treatise on fossils by Conrad Gesner of Zurich (056 ) , who  
describes an article for writing formed of wood and a piece of  

lead, or, as he believed, an artificial composition called by some  
slimmi englicaarm (English antimony). The famous Boerowdale  

mine in Cumberland having been discovered about that time,  
it is probable that we have here the first allusion to that great  
find of graphite. While the supply of the Cumberland mine  
lasted, the material for English pencils consisted simply of the  

native graphite as taken from the mine. The pieces were  

sawn into thin sheets, which again were cut into the slender  

square rods forming the " lead " of the pencil.  
Strenuous efforts were made on the continent of Europe and  

in England to enable manufacturers to become independent  

of the product of the Cumberland mine. In Nuremberg, where  
the great pencil factory of the Faber family (q.e.) was established  

in 1760, pencils were made from pulverized graphite cemented  

into solid blocks by means of gums, resins, glue, sulphur and  
other such substances, but none of these preparations yielded  

useful pencils. In the year 1795  N. J. Conti (q.s.), of Retie,  
devised the process by which now all blade-iced pencils, and  

indeed pencils of all sorts, are manufactured. In 1843 William  

Brockedon patented a process for compressing pure black-lead  

powder into solid compact blocks by which he was enabled to  

use the dust, fragments, and cuttings of fine Cumberland lead.  

Brockedon's process would have proved successful but the  

exhaustion o the he Borrowdale supplies and the excellence of  
Contf's process rendered it more of scientific interest than of  
commercial value.  

The pencil leads prepared by the Contf process consist of a  
mixture of graphite and clay. The graphite, having been pulver-
ised and subjected tο any necessary purifying processes, is  
"Scaled"  through a series of settling tanks, in each of which  
the comparatively heavy particles sink, and only the still finer  
particles are carried over. That which sinks in the last of the  
series is in a condition of extremely •fine division, and, is used  
for pencils of the highest quality. The clay, which must be free  
from sand and iron, is treated in the same manner. Clay and  
graphite so prepared are mixed together in varying propor-
tions with water to a paste, Passed reputedly through a  
grinding mill, then placed in bags and squeezed in •  
hydraulic press till they have the consistency of stiff dough,  
ό  which condition they are reedy for forming pencil rods For  
this purpose the plastic mass is placed in a strong upright  
cylinder, from which a plunger or piston, moved by a screw,  
forces it out through a perforated base-plate in a continuous  
thread. This thread is finally divided into suitable lengths,  
which are heated in a closed crucible for some hours. The two  
factors which determine the comparative hardness and blackness  
of pencils are the proportions of graphite and clay in the leads  
and the heat to which they are raised in the crucible. According  
as the proportion of graphite is greater and the hest lower the  
pencil is setter and of deeper black streak.  

The wood In which the leads are cased is pencil cedar from  
.Ii'nipmrus vbginie,a for the best qualities, and pine for the  
cheaper ones A board of the selected wood, having a thickness  
about equal to halt the diameter of the finished pencil and as  
wide as four or six pencils, is passed through a machine which  
smooths the surface and cuts round or square grooves to receive  
the !cads. The !cads being placed in the grooves the board is  
covered with another similarly grooved board, and the two  
are fastened together with glue. When dry they are taken  
to rapidly revolving cutters which remove the wood between  
the leads. The individual pencils thus formed only need to  
be finished: by being dyed and varnished and stamped with  
name, grade, &c. Instead of wώ d, paper has been tried for  
the casings, rolled on in narrow strips which are torn, off to  
expose fresh lead as the point becomes Worn down by use.  

Black pencils of an inferior quality are made from the dust of  
graphite melted up with sulphur and run into moulds. Such, with  
a little tallow added to give them softness, are the pencils commonly  

used by carpenters. Coloured pencils consist of a mixture of day.  
with appropriste mineral colouring matter, wax, and  tallow, trested 
by the Cοπ t Ε method as in making lead pencils In indelible and  
copying pencils the νοό uń πg matter is an aniline preparation mixed  

with clay and gum. The mixture not only makes a streak which  
adheres to the paper, but, when the writing is moistened with wirer,  
it dissolves and assumes the appearance and propesTies of an  ink.  

PENDA, king of Mercier (d. 654 or 6g5), son of Pybba, probably  
came to the throne in 626, but it is doubtful whether be actually  
became king of Mercia until 633, the year of the defeat and death  
of Edwin of Nonhumbria. According to the Anglo-Saxon  
Chronicle he was eighty years old at his death, but the energy  
of his administration and the evidence with regard to the ages  
of his Children and relatives render It almost impossible. in  
628 the Chronicle records a battle between him and the West  
Saxons at Cirencester in that year. In 633 Penda and Ceadwahla  
ovesthrew Edwin at Hatfield Chase; but after the defeat of  
the Welsh king at Oswald at " H εfenfelth " in 634, Mercier  
seems to have been for a time subject to Northumbria. Σn  
642 Penda slew (scald at a piece called Maerfeld. He was  
continually raiding Northumbria and once almost succeeded  
in reducing Bamborongh. He drove Ceitrefh of Wessex, who  
had divorced his sister, from his throne. In 654 he attacked the  
East Angles, and slow their king Anna (see Easτ Αreοt a).  
In 654 or 655 he invaded Northumbria in spite of the attempts  
of Oswio to buy him off, and was defeated and slain on the  
banks of the " Winwaed." In the reign of Penda the districts  
corresponding to Cheshire, Shropshire and Herefordshire were  
probably acquired, and he established his son Pesda U  a 
dependent prince in Middle Anglia. Although a pagan, he  
allowed his daughter Cyneburg in many Alchfń tb, the sea of  
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Oswio, and it was in his reign that Christianity was int τoduc d  
into Middle Anglia by his son Peada.  

See Bede, 7fisi. Eιel. (ed. C. Plummer, Oxford, 1896); Rκςfe-Sσseκ  
Ceraarde (ed. Earle and Plummer, Oxford, 1899).  

PENDANT (through Fr. from Lat. peiidue, to hang), any hang-
ing object, such as a jewel or other ornament hanging from  
a brooch, bracelet, be., or the loose end of a knight's belt left  
hanging after passing through the buckle, and terminating in  

an ornamental end. In architecture the word is applied to an  
elongated boss, either moulded or foliated, such as hangs down  
from the intersection of ribs, especially in fan tracery, or at the  
end of hammer beams. Sometime long corbels, under the wall  
pieces, have been so called. The name has also been given to  
the large masses depending from enriched ceilngs, in the later  
works of the Pointed style. "Pendants"  or "Pendent posts"  
are those timbers which are earned down the side of the wail  
from the plate, and receive the hammer braces.  

PENDENTIVE, the term given in architecture to the bridging  
across the angles of a square hall, so as t ο obtain a circular base  
for a dome or drain. This may be done by corbelling out in  
the angles, in which case the pendetitive may be a portion of a  
hemisphere of which the half diagonal of the square hail is the  
radius; or by throwing a series of arches across the angle, each  
ring as it rises advancing in front of the one below and being  
carried by it during its construction; in this case the base  
obtained is octagonal, so that corbels or small pendentive  
are required for each angle of the octagon, unless as in the church  
of SS. Smelts and Bacchus at Constantinople a portion of the  

dome is set back; or again, by a third method, by sinking a  
semicircular niche in the angle. The first system was that  
employed in St Sophia at Constantinople, and in Byzantine  
churches generally,also in the domed churches of Perigord and  
Aquitaine. The second is found in the Sassanian palace of  
Serbistan and Firuaabad, and in medieval architecture in  
England, France and Germany, where the arches are termed  
"squinches." The third system is found in the mosque at  
Damascus, and was often adopted in the churches in Asia  
Minor. There is still another method in which the pendentive  
and cupola are part of the same hemispherical dome, and in  
this case the ring courses lie in vertical instead of horizontal  
planes, examples of which may be found in the vault of Magnesia  
on Mfaeander in Asia Minor, and in the tomb at Valence known  
as k peπdeπlif de Volrnιe. The problem is one which has taxed  
the ingenuity of many builders in ancient time; the baa-reliefs  
found at Nimrud show that in the 9th century B.C. domes were  
evidently built over square halls, and must have been carried  
on pendentives of some kind.  

PENDER, SIR JOHN (ι8ι6-1896), British table pioneer, was  
born in the Vale of Leven. Scotland, on the loth of September 

 ‚8  ι ό ,  and after attending school in Glasgow became a successful  
merchant in textile fabrics in that city and in Manchester.  
His name is chiefly known in connexion with submarine cables,  
of which on the commercial side he was an important peonioter.  
He was one of the 345 contributors who each risked a thousand  
pounds in the Transatlantic Cable in 1857, and when the Atlantic  
Telegraph Company was ruined by the loss of the χ865 cable he  
formed the Anglo-Americsis Telegraph Company to continue  
the work, but it was not till he had given his personal guarantee  
for a quarts of a million pounds that the makers would under-
take the manufacture of a new cable But in the end be was  
justified, and telegraphic communication with America became  
a commercial success. Subsequently he festered cable enter-
prise in all parts of the world, and at the time of his death,  
which occurred at Footacray Place, Kant, on the 7th of July  
ι896, he controlled companies having a capital of ι s millions  
sterling and owning 73,640 nautical miles of cables. He repre-
sented Wick Burghs in parliament from 1872 to 1885 and from  
1892 to 1896. He was made a K.C.M.G. in 1888 and was pro-
meted in 3892 to be G.C.M.G. His eldest son James (b. ι84 r),  
who was M.Ρ. for Mid Northamptonshire in 1895-1900, was  
crated a byonel in 1897; and his third son, John Denison  
(b. 1853),  was crested a K.C.M.G. in apex.  . 

  

ΡEHΛ4. DB SENi, in geology, S aerie of shales between  
the upper division' of the Carboniferoω Limestone and the  
Millstone Grits occurring in the Midlands between Stoke-oe-
Trent and Settle It consists of black iimesloisea at the base,  

followed by black shale with calcsseous nodules, which pass  

into sandy shale with gaιιistα-like sandstones. In place  
the series attains a thicknesaof ιςao-1οοο ft., and where it is  
thickest the Millstone Grits also attain their maximum thickness.  

The peculiarities of the series, which is characterized by a rich  

fauna with Produclw gigaadew, P. seriatw, Dibsis*$)diist,  
C>eihasawta cmus and Lomdakia Jorifaiinu, can be best  
studied on the western slope of Pendle Hill, Lancas ń ire, in the  
valley of the R0dder, dividing the counties of Lancashire and  
Yorkshire, at Mara Τοι and the Edaie volley in Derbyshire, and  
Morredge, the Dane valley in north Staffordshire, Bagilt and  

Teilia in North Wales, end Scadolt and Ποοινssb, iii, of Men.  
The limestone sf the base are bard, compact and fissile, often  
cherty, and vary much in the amount of calcium carbonate which  
they rennin, at times passing into calareew  shah. 

These limestones and shales contain a distinct fauna which  
appears for the first time in the Midlands, characterized by  
Plumnopedes $pyraccw, Potid"sidls lanais, Paddoeeomya  
Bccini, Poddoasmwya waibrasncea, Noaissicceuas rNifosu  
and Glypiisuuus *ialw&. Immediately below beds with this  
fauna are thin limestones with Prakcσsikτ eοιιρψes,w.r, Sdι4o-  
arcs biaidroIies, many trilobites, and corals referable to the  
genera Cya&axenia, Zapbesafis and Am$'xint$rcaslis.  The  
fauna chara'tctistic of the Carboniferous Limestone becomes  
largely extinct and is repisad by a chafe fauna, but the  
oncoming of the age. of Goniatita is shown by the presence  
in the upper part of the Carbonilerons Limestone of numerous  
specie and genera of this group, Qyphiocr?as aoscshia being  
the moat common and having the wider horizontal range.  
The whole Pendle,ide series can be divided into :ones by the  
different species, of Gosiatitea. At the hue Prekceuiles cem-
tressw charactαίτathe passage beds between the Carboniferous  
Limestone and the Pendlesidos; N.mismoceros ref iforaee apd  
Gly$kccros *ici r' are found in a narrow zone immediaieiy  
above. Then Glyyiiαaas rcli'idolwss appears and teaches  
its maximum, and is succeeded by Giy$ior'ras disdewa  
and Glypiioare tpiιοk, while immediately below the  
Millstone Grits Gly$iocc,as bilίngue appears and passe up in  
that series. The Millstone Grits are characterized by the  
presence of Gστlrinccres Ldsk,i. The Pendleside series is  
therefore characiceized by as Upper Carbonikroiia fauns,  
Plcrirwp$dcas p sees,, Posidosidla form said some other  
species which pass up right through the Coal Masute appearing  
for the first time, and the base of the series marks the division  
between Uppet and LOwer Carboniferous time.  

The series limns eastward into Belgium and thence inW  
Germany, when the same fossil suns are found in the basin of  
Namur and the valley of the Dill. Traced westward the series is  
well developed in Co.Dublinand on the wet mast of Cos. Clare  
and Limerick. There can be n0 doubt that the Pιvedlesideseτies  
of the Midlands represents the Lower Culm of Coddea  Hill,. 
north Devon, and the Lower Cubit of the continent of Europe  
The faun= in these localitieshave the same biological succession  
as is the midlands.  . 

See Wbedton Hind apd J. Alien Howe, Qeerl. liars. Greg.  
Soc, vol. lvii (1901), and l umenus other papers by the first-armed  

author. (W. lip.)  

ΡΕNDLΕTON, EDMUND (1721-1803), American lawyer and  
statesman, was born, of English Royalist descent, in Cacniiise  
county, Virginia,' on the 9th of September τ7rι. He was  
sell-educated, but after reading law and being admitted t ο the  
bar (t744)  his success was immediate. tie Bernd in the  
Virginia House of Burgesses from 1752 until the organisation  

of the stake government in X776, was the recognised leadee  of 
the conservative Whigs, and took a heading part in apposing  
the British gsversment. He was a member of the. Virginia  
committee of comspondenc in 5773, in 1 774 was presideat  
of the Virgin provincial cceven*iois, and a member of the first  
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Continental Congress. In 1776, as presider of the gwovb'dsi  
eunvention, whkb adopted a state constitution for Virginia,  
he drew up the instructIons to the Virginia members of Congress  
directing them to advocate the independence of the American  
Colonies. In the same year he became president of the Virginia  
committee of safety, and in Octoiια was chosen the first  
speaker of the House of Delegates. With Jefferson and Chan-
cellor George Wytbe he dew up a new law code for Virginia.  
He was presider of the court of chancery in 1777-1788, and  

from 1379 until his death was president of the Virginia court  of 
appeals. He was an enthusiastic advocate of the Federal consti-
tution, and in η88 exerted strong iuBuencc to secure its ratifi-
cation by his native states He was a leader of the Federalist  
party in Virginia until his death at Richmond, Vs., on the  
23rd of October 2803.  

PENDLETON, GEORGE RUNT (ι825-1889), Amerman lawyer  
and legislator, was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 25th of  
July r825. He was educated at the university of Heidelberg,  
studied law, was admitted to the bar, and began to practise  

at Cincinnati. He was a member of the Ohio Senate in 1854  
and and from 1857 to ι865 was a Democratic member of  
the national House of Representatives, in which he opposed  
the war policy of Lii'coln. In 1864 be was the Democritic  
candidate for vice-president. After leaving Congress bebecamc  
one bf the earliest champions of the "Ohio idea " (which  
he is said to have originated), demanding that the government  
should pay the principal of its 5-2o-year 6% bends in the  
" greenback " currency instead of in coin. The agricultural  
classes of the West regarded this as a means of relief, and  
Pendieton beca me their recognised leader and a candidate for the  
Democratic nomination to the presidency in 2868, but he failed  
to receive the requisite two-thirds majority. In 2869 he was the  
Democratic candidate for governor of Ohio, but was defeated  
by Rutherford Β. Hayes. For the next ten years he devoted  
himself to the practice of law and to the supervision of the  
Kentucky Railroad Company, of which he had become president  
in ι869. From 1879 to 1885 he was a Democratic member of  
the United States Senate, and introduced the so-called Pendleton  
Act of 1883 for reforming the civil service, hostility to which  
lost him his seat in 1885. He was minister to Germany from  
1885 to the summer of 1889, and died at Brussels on the 24th  

of November 1889.  
ΡBΝIU.OΡΕ, lii Greek legend, wife of Odysseus, daughter of  

Icarius and the nymph Perlboea During the long absence  
of her husband after the fall of Troy many chieftains of Ithaca  
and the Islands round about became her suitors; and, to rid  
herself of the importunities of the wooers, she bade them wait  
till she had woven a winding-sheet for old Leers, the father  
of Odysseus. But every night she undid the piece which she  
had woven by day. This she did for three years, till her melds  
revealed the secret. She was relieved by the arrival of Odysseus,  
who returned after an absence of twenty years, and slew the  
wooers. The character of Penelope is less favourable in late  
writers than in the Homeric story. During her husband's absence  
she is said to have become the mother of Pan by Hermes, and  
Odysseus, on his return, repudiated her as unfaithful (Herodotus  
ii. 145 and schoL). She thereupon withdrew to Sparta and  
thence to Mań tineia, where she died and where her tomb was  
shown. According to another accou%t she married Telegonus  
the see of Odysseus and Circe, after he had killed his father,  
and dwelt with him in the island of Aeala or in the Islands of  
the Blest (Hyginus, Feb. 227).  

PENGEILY, WILLIAM (181 -2894), English geologist and  
anthropologist, was born at East Looe in Cornwall on the lath  
of January iSi*, the eon of the captain of a small coasting vessel.  
He began life as a sailor, after an elementary education in  
his native village, but in 1828 he abandoned a seafaring life.  
He had developed a passion for learning, and abut 1836 he 

 removed to Torquay and started a school; in 1846 he became  
a pń vate tutor in mathematics and natural science. Geology  
had in early years attracted his attention, but it was not until  
're was about 30 years of age that he began seriously to cultivate  

the study. I ι 1837 he was instruments! in the reorganization  
of the Torquay Mechanics' Institute, in *844 mainly owing t ο  
his energy the Torquay Natural History Society was founded,  
and in 1862 he assisted in founding the Devonshire Association  
for the Advancement of Literature, Science and Art. Meanwhile  
he had been occupied in collecting fossils from many parts  
of Devon and Cornwall, and in ;860 the Baroness Burdett-
Coutts acquired and presented them to the Oxford Museum,  
where they form "The Pengelly Collection." Through the  
generosity of the same lady be was called upon to examine  
the lignites and clays of Bovey Tracey, in conjunction with 

 I?s Oswald Hccr, who undertook the determination of the  
plant-mains. Their report was published by the Royal  
Society (*862), end Pengelly was elected F.R.S. in 1863. lie  
aided in the investigations of the Brixh αm bone-cavern from  
the date of its discovery in 1858, the full report being issued  
in 2873; and he was the main explorer of Kent's Hole, Torquay,  
and from 1864 for more than fifteen years he laboured with  
unflagging energy in examining and recording the exact position  
of the numerous organic remains that were disinterred during  
a systematic investigation of this cave, carried on with the aid  
of grants from the British Association. lie first attended the  
British Association at the Cheltenham meeting in t856, and was  
present at subsequent meetings (except that at Montreal in  
1884) until 1889. His observations assisted in establishing  
the importawt fact of the contemporaneity of Palaeolithic man  
with various Pleistocene mammelia, such as the mammoth,  
cave-bear, cave-lion, &c. He was awarded the Lyell medal  
by the Geological Society of London in 1886. He died at  
Torquay on the 16th of March 1894.  

See Memoir of William Prwge#y, edited by his daughter Hester  
Ρεngell , with a summary of his scientific work by the Rev. Pro-
fessor T. G. Bonney (1897).  

PENGUIN, the name of a flightless sea-bird, 2  but, so far as  
is known, first given to one inhabiting the seas of Newfound-
land as in Hore's "Voyage to Cape Breton," 436 (Hakluyt,  
Feiearckes, iii. 168-170), which subsequently became known  
as the great auk or garefowl (pa); though the French equiva-
lent Piugouias preserves its old application, the word penguin  
is by English ornithologists always used for certain birds  

inhabiting the Southern Ocean, called by the French Nanchds,  
the Sphenircidae of ornithologists. For a long while their  
position was very much misunderstood, some systematists  
having placed them with the Akidae or Auks, to which they  
bear only a relationship of analogy, as indeed had been perceived  
by a few ornithologists, who recognized in the penguins a very  
distinct order, Impennet. L. Stejneger (Standard Ναί .  111ιΙ. 
vol. iv., Roston, 1885) gave the Impcunes independent rank  
equivalent to the rest of Carinate birds • Μ. A. Menzbier  
(Vogl. Oslcol. d. Penguin, Moscow, r887t took a similar  
view; M. Fllrbringer was first to show their relation to  
Ρταεdlariforma τ, and this view is now generally accepted.  

1  Of the three derivations assigned to this name, the first is by  
Drayton in '613 (Polyolbion Soπg9), where it is said to be the Welsh  
pen pvya, or white hea d  "; the second, which scerna to meet  
with Littrl's approval s  deduces it from the Latin timers (fat),  
which idea haseven origin to the German name, Feugdate, for these 
birds: the third supposesit to be a corruption of " pin-wing" (Ass-
Nat. Nisrory, 4th series, vol. iv. p. 133), meaning a bird that has under-
gone the operation of pinioning or, as in one part at lest of England  
it is commonly called,' pin-winging." The Λrst hypothesis has  
been supported on the ground that Breton sailors seeking a language  
closely allied to Welsh were acquainted with the great ark. and  
that the conspicuous white parches on the head of that bird 

 justified the name " white had." To the second h thesis Slot 
Dkiianary, p. 433) objects that it " will not account b r the sums -is,  

and is therefore wrong besides which the ' Dutchmen' julio wee  
asserted to the authors of the name) turo out to be Sir Fraα ίs  
Drake "and  his men. In support of the third hypothesis Mr  Reeks  
wrote (Ζοοkgiχt, 2nd series, p.  1854) that the people in Newfoundland  
who used to meet with thu bird always pronounced its name  
"pin wing." Skeet's inquiry (i.e. ń1.), whether the name may not  
after all be South American, is to be answered in the negative, since 
so far as evidence gees, it was given to the 

if 
 bird  

before the South-American was known in Europe.  
s Goηor has also been used by some French writess, being a  

corruption of Geir/tsgi or Csrefwl  
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There is a total want of quills in their wings, which are In εaφble  
of flexure, though they move freely at the shoulder-join, and  
some at least of the species occasionally nuke use of them for  
progressing on land. In the water they are meat efficient  
paddles. The plumage, which clothes the whole body, gese ►d)Y  
consists of small scale-like feathers, many of them consisting  
only of a simple shaft without the development of barbs; but  
several of the species have the head decorated with long c rthous  
tuf ιs, and in some the tail-gώ l ίs, which are very numerous,  
are also long. 1  In standing these birds preserve an upright  
position, sometimes resting en the "tarsus" alone, but in  
walking or running this is kept nearly vertical, and their weight  
is supported by the toes alone.  

The most northerly limit of the penguins' range in the  
Atlantic is Tristan d'Acunba, and in the Indian Creme Amsterdam  
Island, but they also occur off the Cape of Good Hope and along  
the coast of Australia, as well as on the smith and cant of New  
Zealand, while in the Pacific one . species 'at least extends  
along the west coast of South America and to the Galapagos;  
but north of the equator none are found. In the breeding  

season they resort to the most desolate lands in higher southern  
latitudes, and indeed have been met with as tar t ο the south-
ward as navigators have penetrated. Possibly the Falkland  
blends are richest in species, though, as individuals, they  

King- Penguin (Α pteeodytes pelnaart).  

are not nearly so numerous there as in many other places. The  
food of penguins consists of crustaceans, cephalopods and other  
molluscs, varied by fish and vegetable matter. The birds  
fo® immense breeding colonies, known as "rookeries." The  
nest of grass, leaves, or where vegetation is scanty of stones  
or rubbish, is placed on the ground or in holes. Two chalky  
white or greenish eggs are laid. The young penguins, clad  
in thick down, are born blind and are fed by the parents for  
an unusually long time before taking to the water. Penguins  
bite savagely when molested, but are easily trained and  
display considerable intelligence.  

The Sp/.emacidae have been divided into at least eight genera,  
but three, or at most four, seem to be all that are needed, and  

'The pceiylographicst characters of the penguins are well  
described by  Α.  Hyatt (Proc. Βοτtoπ Soc. Ms', Hutes,. 1871). A. D.  
banktt has observed (Proc. Zed. Sec., 1879, pp. 6-9) that,  
=tend of moulting in the may that birds ordinarily do. penguins.  
at list in passing from the immature to the adult dress, cast  oil 
the short scale-like feathers from their wings in a manner that he 

 mmpares ^ 
 

"the shedding of the skin in a serpent.  
*The three' metatarsal, in the penguins are not, as in other birds,  

ndted for the whole of their length, but only at the extremities, thus  
preserving a ,ppoorrttion of their originally distinct existence, a fact 
prebabty attributable to arrest of development, since the researches  
dC 	urshow that the embryos of all birds, so far as is known,  
poisen, t 	bones in an independent condition.  

three can be well distinguished, aa.'pointed out by E. Coats us  
Ρrοc. Αcad. of Net. Sci. of Phifaddphis, r87a (ρρ. £7o-τια),  
by anatomical as well as by extern( characters. They are:  (i)  
Αpkaιd deι, easily τεoogniaed by its long and thin bill, slightly  
decurved, from which Pygou lis, as M. Watson has shown,'  
is hardly distinguishable; (2) Eadypkr, in which the bill. is  
much shorter and rather breed; and w  S$caiιsat, in which  
the shortish bill is compressed and the maxilla ends in a conspi .  
cuous hook. Apkaodylts contains the largest species, among  
them those known as the "Emperor " and " King " penguins  
A. $ksgosscis and A. loegirornis. Three others belong also  
to this genus, if Pygoocdis be not recognized, but they seem  
not to require any particular remark. Eadyptes, containing  
the crested penguins, known to sailers as " Rock-hoppers "  
or" Macaronis," would appear to have bye species, and S$eiits.  
cu: (oar, among which S. ee,dkafas, which occurs in the  
Galapagos, and therefore has the most northerly range of the  
whole group, alone needs notice here. (A. Ν.)  

The generic and specific distribution of the penguins in the subject  
of as excellent essay by Atphonae Milne-Edwards in the Aamples  
des sciences eateries for t88o (vol. ix. art. 9, pp. 23-81); see she  
the Records of the Antarctic Expedition, ι9ο t-t9ο4.  

PIXHALWW, SAMUl L (1665-1726), Amerian colonist  
said historian, was bore at St Mahon, Cornwall, .England,'  
as the and of Jul)/ t665. From 5683 to '686 he attended a  
school at Newingttet Green (near London) conducted by the  
Rev. Charles Morton (1627-1698), a dissenting clergyman,  
with whom he emigrated to Massachusetts in 1686. He was  
commissioned by the Society fot the Propagation of the Gospel  
in New England to study the Indian languages' and to preach'  
to the Indians; but he was soon diverted from this work.  
Removing to Portsmouth, New Hampshire, he there married a  
daughter of John Cutt (1625-1681), president of the province  

of New Hampshire in 1679-1680, a successful merchant and  
mill.owner, and thus came into poasesaioi' of considerable  
property (including much of the present site of Portsmouth).  
In 1700 he was speaker of the Assembly and in 1702 became a  
member of the Provincial Council, but was suspended by  
Lleut.-Govtrnor George . Vaughan (t676-1724). Penhallow,  
however, was sustained by Governor Samuel Shute ( ι 66 ι-1 74 2),  
and Vaughan was removed from office in 57 ι ό . In 1714  
Pmsballow was appointed a justice of the superior court of  
judicature, and from t717 until his death was chief justice of that  
court;.and he also served ιΡs treasurer of the province in X699- '  
1 726, and as secretary of the province in 1714-5726. He died at ' 
Portsmouth on the and of December 1726. He wrote a valuable  
Ηisfary of flee Was of New Eag ίαed tsitk the Easlmi Ιsd ίosr, 

 or a Ntvra'iw of their Co diaaed Ρerβdy and Cruelty (1726;  
reprinted in the CdkcJioar of the New Hampshire Historical  
Society, vet i., 1824, and again at Clnciirnati (n· ι859), which  
covers the period from 1703 to 1726, and is a standard conlem- ' 
porary authority.  

PRNINGTON, SIR ISAAC (c. t 587-1661), lord mayor of London,  
eldest son of Robert Penington, a London fishmonger, was born'  
probably in 1587. His father besides his London business had  
landed estates in Norfolk and Suffolk, which Ieuc inherited  
in addition to a property in Buckinghamshire which he himself  
pυrcbased. In _1638 'Isaac became an alderman and high  
sheriff of London. is ι64ο he was elected to t he House of  
Commons as member for the city of London, and immediately  
took a prominent place among the Puritan pa . ii' 5642  
he wss elected lord mayor of London, but retained his seat 'ln 
parliament by apkclal lave of she Commons; and he was  
elected lord mayor foi a second term in the following year,  
continuing while In eff,ce to raise large sums of money for the  
oppmitiaa to the Court party. From 1642 to X645 he was.  
lieutenant of the Tower, in which rapacity he was present at  
the execution of Laud; but, though one of the commissioners  
for the trial of Charles I., he did not sign the death warrant.  
After the king's death Peninglon served on Cremeell's eosmcil  
of state, and on several committees of government. His'  
services were rewarded by considerable grants of land, and  a 
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knighthood conferred In 164q. He was tried and convicted  
of treason at the Restoration, and died while a prisoner in the  

Tower on the 17th of December t66 ι. He was twice married,  
and had six children by his first wife, several of whom became  
Quakers.  

ISAAC PEWiNOTON (1616-1679), Sir Ιsaac's eldest son, was  
one of the most notable of the n7th-century Quakers. He  

was early troubled by religious perplexities, which found esprea-
eon in many voluminous writings. No less than eleven religious  
works, besides a political treatise in defence of democratic  

principles, were published by him in eight years. He belonged  
fora time to the sect of the Independents; but a bout ι657,  
influenced probably by the preaching of George Fox, whom he  
heard in Bedfordshire, Peningtos and his wife joined the Society  
of Friends. His wife was daughter and heiress of Sir John  

Proude, and widow of Sir William Spń ngett, so that the worldly  
position of the couple made them a valuable acquisition to the  
Quakers. Isaac Peningtan was himself a man of very consider-
able gifts and sweetness of character. In ι66e he was imprisoned  
for refusing to take the oath of allegiance, and on several subse-
quent occasions he Passed long periods in Reading and Aylesbury  

gaols. He died on the 8th of October trig); his wife, who wrote  

an account of his imprisonments, survived till x68s. In 1681  
Penington's writings were published in a collected edition,  

and several later editions were issued before the end of the 18th  
century. His sou John Penington (t633- ι7ιο) defended his  
father's memory against attack, and published some con-
troversial tracts against George Keith. Edward Penington  
(1667-1711), another of Isaac Ienington's sons, emigrated to  
Pennsylvania, where he founded a family. Isaac Penington's  
stepdaughter, Gulielma Springeit, married William Penn.  

See Maria Webb, The Penns and Peniagloas of  the e7ιέ  Ci#irn'y  
(London. 1867); Lard Clarendon, llistory of Ike Rebellion and Civsl  
Wan in En land (7  vol.., Oxford, 1839); Bulstrode Whi ιciαkε,  
Mernοriα ls of Rnglish ABan's: Charles I. ! ο the Reslorat,on (London,  
1732): 1. Gurney Bevan, Life of hang Ρen Ιn Ιοn (London, '784); 
Thomas Ellwood. History of the Lift of EUwoad by his οιφι hand  
(London. 
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PENINSULA (Lost. $eainsuk, from ¢aιtu, almost, and (male,  
an island), in physical geography, a piece of land nearly sur-
rounded by water. In its original sense it connotes attachment  

to a larger land-mass by a neck of land (isthmus) narrower than  
the peninsula itself, but it is often extended t ο apply to any  
long promontory, the coast-line of which is markedly longer than  
the landward boundary.  

PENINSULAR WAR (3808-14). This important war, the  
conduct and result of which greatly enhanced the prestige of  

British arms, had for its main object the freedom of the Peninsula  

of Spain and Portugal from the domination of Napoleon; and  
hence it derives its name, though it terminated upon the soil  

of France.  
Nelson having destroyed the French fleet at Trafalgar,  

Napoleon feared the possibility of a Βrit ίsh army being landed  
on the Peninsular coasts, whence in conjunction with Portuguese  

and Spanish forces it might attack France from the south. He  

therefore called upon Portugal, in August 1807, to comply with  

his Berlin decree of the 21st of November 1806, under which  
continental nations were to close their ports to British subjects,  

and have no communication with Great Britain. At the same  
time he persuaded the weak king Of Spain (Charles IV.) and  

his corrupt minister Godoy to permit a French army to pas  

through Spain towards Portugal; while under a secret treaty  

signed at Fontainebleau on the 27th of October 1807 Spanish  

troops were to support the French. Portugal was to be sub-
sequently divided between Spain and France, and a new princi-
pality of the Algarve was to be carved out for Godoy. Portugal  
remonstrated against Napoleon's demands, and a French corps  
(3ο,000) under General Junot was instantly dcspoihed to  

Lisbon. Upon its approach the prince regent [led, and the  
country was occupied by Junot, most of the Portuguese troops  
being disbanded or sent abroad. Napoleon induced the king  

of Spain 10 allow French troops to occupy the country and tο  

send the flower of the Spanish fours  (i  5,οαο) under the marquis  
of Remanat to assist the French on the Baltic. Then Dupont  

de l'Etang (aS,oco) was ordered to cress the Bidaseoa on the  

sand of November 1807; and by the 8th of January tSoi he had  
reached Surges and Valladolid. Marshal Moncey with a corps  
occupied Biscay and Navarre; Duhesme with a division entered  

Catalonia; and a little later Bessihres with another corps had  
been brought up. There were now about zao,000 French  

soldiers in Spain, and Murat, grand duke of Berg, as" lieutenant  
for the emperor," entered Madrid. During February and  

March *808 the frontier fortresses of Pampeluna, St Sebastian,  

Barcelona and FigueTaa were treacherously occupied and Spain  
lay at the feet of Napoleon. The Spanish people, hi an outburst  

of fury against the king and Godoy, forced the former to abdicate  

in favour of his son Ferdinand; but the inhabitants of Madrid  

having (May ,, 1808) risen against the French, Napoleon refused  
to recognise Ferdinand; both he and the king were compelled  
to renounce their rights to the throne, and a mercenary council  

of regency having been induced to desire the French emperor to  

make his brother, Joseph Bonaparte, king, he acceded to their  

request .5  

The mask was now completely thrown o(f, and Spain and  
Portugal rose against the French. Provincial "jannie" (com-
mittees of government) were organized; appeals for assistance  

made to the British government, which granted arms, money  
απd supplies, and it was resolved to despatch a British force  

to the Peninsula. Before it landed, the French under Dupont,  
hIoncey and Marshal Bcsslbres (75,000) had occupied parts  
of Biscay, Navarre, Aragon and the Casliles, holding Madrid  
and Toledo, while General Duhesme (14,000) was in Catalonia.  
hlonccy (7000) had marched towards the city of Valencia. but  
been repulsed in attempting to storm it (June a8); Beasafrea  
had defeated the Spanish general Joachim Blake at Medina  
de Rio Seco (June 14,  :808) and Dupont (13,000) had been  
detached (May 24) from Madrid to reduce Seville and Cadix in  
Andalusia. Spanish levies, numbering nearly roo,00o regulars  
απd militia, brave and enthusiastic, but without organization,  
sufficient training, or a commander-in-chief, had colleted  
together; 30,000 being in Andalusia, a similar number In Galicia,  
απd others in Valencia and Estremadura. but few in the central.  
portion of Spain.  

At this juncture Dupont, movingupon Cadiz, met with a reverse  

which greatly influenced the course of the Peninsular War. On  

the 7th of June 1808 he had sacked Cordova; but while he was  
laden with its spoils the Spanish general Castaulos with the army  
of Andalusia (30,000), and also a large body of armed peasantry,  
approached. Falling back to Andujar, where he was reinforced  
to " ,οσο strong, Dupont detached a force to hold the mountain  
passes in his rear, whrreupon the Spaniards interposed between  
the detachment and the main body and seized Baylen. Failing  
to dislodge them, and surrounded by hostile troops απd an  
infuriated peasantry, Dupont capitulated with overttswra  
20,000 men. This victory, together with the in- tsoko..tr  
trepid defence of Saragossa by the Spanish general ~'  
JoaB Palafox (June 1 ς to August *3, 1808) temporarily  
paralysed the French and created unbounded enthusiasm  in 
Spain. Daihesme, having failed to take Gerona, was blockaded  
in Barcelona, Joseph fled from Madrid (Aug. x, X808), and the  
French forces closed to their rear to defend theircommunicatiuns  
with France. The British troops were directed towards Lisbon  
and Cadiz, in order to secure these harbours, to prevent the  
subjugation of Andalusia, and to operate up the basins of the  
Guadiana, Tagus and Douro Into Spain. The British force  
consisted of 9000 men from Cork, under Sir Arthur Wellesley—
at first in chief command; ςοσo from Gibraltar, under General  
(Sir Brent) Spencer; and *0,000 under Sir John Moore coming  
from Sweden; Wellesley and Moore being directed towards  

Portugal, and Spencer to Cadiz. On the 1st of August 1808  

They subsequently escaped from Jutland. en British vesels,  
and reached Saniandcr in October 1808.  

1  The Wee, the queen and Godoy were eventually removed  on 
Rome. and Ferdinand to Vakncay in France.  
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Wellesley began tο land his troops, unopposed, near Figueliw dos  
Fez at the mouth of the Mondego; and the Spanish victory of  
Baylen having relieved Cadiz ,from danger, Spencer now joined  
him; and, without waiting for Moore the army, under a3,o0o in  
all (which included some Portuguese)' with 18 gms, advancdd  
towards Lisbon.  

Campaign is Portugal, ι8ο8.-ibe first skirmish took place  
at Obidos on the ιςιh of August 1808, against Delaborde's  
division (sοoο men with $ guns), which fell back to Rolela  
(Rοriςa or Rοliςα). /‚ battle took place here (Aug. ττ) in which  
Sir Arthur Wellesley attacked and drove him from two successive  
positions. The allied loss was about 500: the French tioo and  
three guns.' On the 20th of August the Allies, strengthened  
by the mlvii of two more brigades (4000 men), occupied some  
heights north of Vimde=a (Vimeira or Vimeiro) where the reads  
breech off to Tortes Vedras and Matra. Welesley meant to  
turn the defile of Tortes Vedras by Malts at once if possible;  
but on this night Sir Harry Burned, his senior, amved off  
Vιmiera, and though he did not land, gave instructions to wait  
for Sir John Moore. On the star at August the Allies were  
annecked by Jm01 at Vimien, who, leaving a force at Lisbon,  
had come up to reinforce Delaberde. In this battle the Allies  
yrorµ 

 
numbered about 18,000 with ι8 guns, French.neariy  

Stokes. 24,000, with so guns. Junot, believing the allied  
X27. left to be weakly held, attacked it without meso&  
n^a eoitń ng, but Wellesley's regiments, marched thither  
behind the heights, sprang up in line; and under their volleys  
and bayonet charge, supported by artillery fire, Junot's deep  
columns were driven off the direct road to Lisbon. The losses  
were: Allies about 800, French 2000 and 13 guns. It was now  
again Wellesley's wish to advance and seize Torres Vedras; but  
Sir Hew Dalrymple, having at this moment assumed command,  
decided otherwise. On the and of August Junot, knowing  
of the approach of Moore with reinforcements, and afraid of 

 a revolt in Lisbon, opened negotiations, which resulted in the  
Convention of Cintras (Aug. 30, χ808), under which the French  
evacuated Portugal, on condition that they were sent with  
their artillery and arms to France. Thus this campaign had been  
repidly brought to a satisfactory conclusion; and Sir Arthur  
Wellesley had already given proof of his exceptional gifts as  
a leader. In England however a cry was raised that Junot  
should have been forced to an absolutely unconditional surrender;  
and Sir Arthur Wellesley, Sir Hew Dalrymple and Sir Harry  
Βmrarda were brought before a court of inquiry in London.  
This acquitted them of blame, and Sir John Moore in the mean.  
time after the departure of Dalrymple (Oct. 6, ι8ο8) had assumed  
command of the allied army in Portugal, now about 32,000  
smog.  

Maser's Caiiq'oign in Spain, ,8o8--y.—The British govern-
ment notified to Sir John Moore that some ao,000 men were  
to be sent to Corurnia under Sir David Baird; that be, with  
soeoo, was to join him, and then both act in concert with the  
Spanish armies. As the conduct of this campaign was largely  
influenced by the operations of the Spanish forces, it is necessary  
to mention their positions, and also the (act that greater reliance  
had been placed, both in England and Spain, upon them than  
future events justified. On the 26th of October 1808, when  
Moore's troops.bad left Lisbon to join Baird, the French still  
held a defensive position behind the Ebro; Bessiit&es being in tie  
basin of Vitoria, Marshal Hey north-west of Logrofo, and Moncey  
catering Pampeluna, and near Senguessa. With the garrisons  
of Biscay, Navarre, and a reserve at Bayonne, their strength  
was about 75,000 men. Palafox (20,000) was near Saragossa and  
observing Sauguessa; Casta Λοs with the victors of Baylen  

In this account of the war the losses and e umbeπ engaged in  
'fferent battles are given approximately only; and the lormer  
isrb.'O· killed, wounded and missing. Historians differ much on  
these matters.  

it was not, 

 

however, signed at Crofts, but at Lisbon. and was  
mainly negotiated near Torres Vedras.  

The two latter were recalled from the Peninsula: Sir Arthur  
Weilesiey had proceeded to London upon leave, and had only signed  

the armistice with Juno, not the convention itself.  

(34,000) west sad youth of Tudela sad near Lagroffo;  Blake 
(32,000) cast of Reynosa, having captured Bilbao; Count de  

Belvedere (ia,000) near Burgos; reserves (32,oοο) were assem-
biieg about Segovia, 7alavera and Cordova; Caiaionia was held  
by 23,000, and Madrid had been reoccupied.  

Moore had to decide whether to join Baird by see or land.  
To do so by see at this season was to risk delay, while in moving  
by land be would have the Spanish armies between him and the  
French. For these reasons he marched by land; and as the  
roads north of the Tagus were deemed impassable for guns, while  
transport and supplies for a large force were also difficult to  
procure, he sent Sir John Hope, With the artillery, cavalry and  
reserve ammunition column, south of the river, through Badajoe  
to Almaraz, to move thence through Talavera, Madrid and the  
Ïscurial Pass, involving a considerable dbt οur;•while he himself  
with the infantry, marching by successive divisions, took the  
shorter toads north of the Tagus through Coimbra and Almeida,  
and also by Alcantasa and Cons to Ciudad Rodrigo and Sale-
manes. Baird was to move south through Galicia to meet him,  
and the army was to concentrate at Valladolid, Burgos, or  
whatever point might seem later on to be beat. But as Moore  
was moving forward, the whole situation in Spain changed.  
Napoleon's forces, now increased to some sao,aoo men present  
and more following, were assuming the offensive, and he himself  
on the 30th of October—had left Paris to place himself at  
their head. Before them the Spaniards were routed in every  
direction: Caatafios was defeated near Logroflo (Oct. a7);  
Castafloa and Palafox at Tudela (Nov. 23); Blake at Zornoza  

(Oct. 29), Espinosa (Nov. xi) and Reynosa (Nov. 13); and  
Belvedere at Gamonal, near Burgos (Nov. το). Thus when  
Moore reached Salamanca (Nov. 28) Baird was at Astorga;  
Hope at the Escurial Pass; Napoleon himself at Aranda; and  
French troops at Valladolid, Arevalo and Segovia; so that the  
French were nearer than either Baird or Hope to Moore at  
Salamanca. Moore was ignorant of their exact position and  
strength, but he knew that Valladolid had been occupied, and  
so his first orders were that Baird should fall back to Galicia  
and Hope to Portugal. But these were soon changed, and he  
now took the important resolution of striking a blow for Spain,  
and for the defenders of Madrid, by attacking Napoleon's  
communicutions with France. Hope having joined him through  
Avila, and magazines having been formed at Benavente, Astorga  
and Lugo, in case of retreat in that direction, he moved  
forward, and on the τ3th of December approached the Douro,  
at and near Reeds east of Two. Here he learnt that Madrid  
had fallen to Napoleon (Dec. 3) after he had by a brilliant  
charge of the Polish lancers and chasseura of the Guard forced  
the Somosierre Pus (Nov. 30) and in another action stormed  

the Retiro commanding Madrid itself (Dec. 3); that the French  
were pressing on towards Lisbon and Andalusia; that Napoleon  
was unaware of his vidnity, and that Soult's corps, isolated on  

the Carrion River, had been ordered towards Benavente. He  
then finally decided to attack Soule (intending subsequently to  
fall back through Galicia) and ordered up transports from  

Lisbon to Corimna and Vigo; thus changing his base from  
Portugal to the north-west of Spain; Blake's Spanish army,  
sow rallying under the marquis do le Romafa neap Leon, was  
to co-operate, but was able to give little effective aid.  

On the aoth of Dccelhbcr Baird joined Moore near Mayorga,  
and a brilliant cavalry combat now took place at Sahagun, in  
which the British hussar brigade distinguished itself. But on  
the 23rd of December, when Moore was at Sabagim and about  
to attack Salt, he learnt that overwhelming French forces  
were hastening towards him, so withdrew across the &le, near  
Benevente (Dec. 28), destroying the bridge there. Napoleon,  

directly he realized Moore's proximity, had ordered Soult to  
Astorga to cut him off from Galicia; recalled his other troops  
from their march towards Lisbon and Andalusia, and, with  
so,aoo men and  i  pa guns, had left Madrid himself (Dec. as). He  
traversed over too m. in less than five days across the sπow-
covered Ricurial Pass, reaching Τordesilles on the Douro on the  
26th of December. Hence he wrote to Soolt, "If the English  
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pas today in their position (which he believed to be Sahagun)  
they are lost." But Moore lied passed A&terga by the 31st of  
December, where Napoleon arrived on the at of January 1809.  
Thence he turned back, with a large portion of his army towards  
France, leaving Soult with over 4",000 men to follow Moore.  

On the " Retreat to Cerumia" fatigue, wet and bitter Bold,  
combined with the sense of an enforced retreat, shook the  
disciρΙinσ of Moore's army; but he reached, Coruna on the i ith  
if January i8op, where he took up a position across the road  
from Lugo, with his left on the river Mero. On' the 14th of  
January the transports arrived; and on the 6th Sault attacked.  
X1.0 

 

In this battle the French numbered aboutso,000with  
Cb,ualA. 40 guns; the British ιςΡ,οοο with g very light guns.  
Jaa"g id. Soult failed to dislodge the British, and Moore was  
1aos. about to deliver a counter-attack when he himself  
fell mortally wounded. Baird was also wounded, and as night  
was approaching, Hope suspended the advance, and aubse-
quently embarked the army, with scarcely any further loss. The  
British casualties were about rood, the French soon. When the  
troops landed in England, half clothed and half shod, their  
leader's conduct of the campaign was at first blamed, but his  
reputation as a general rests solidly upon these facts, that  
when Napoleon in person, having needy 300,000 men in Spain,  
had stretched forth his hand to seize Portugal and Andalusia,  
Moore with 30,οοο, forced him to withdraw it, and follow him to  
Coruiina, escaping at the same time from his grasp. Certainly a  
notable achievement.  

Cai'poign in Porlugal and S$$i,e, 1809—On the aandofApril  
χ80q Sir Arthur Wellealcy reached Lisbon. By this time,  
French armies, to a great extent controlled by Napoleon from a  
distance, had advanced—Souls from Galicia to capture Oporto  
and Lisbon (with General Lepisse from Salamanca moving on  
his left towards Abrentcs) and Marshal Victor, still farther  
to the left, with a siege train to take Badajoz, Merida and subse-
quently Cadiz. Soult (over 10,000), leaving Nay in Galicia, had  
taken and sacked Oporto (March aq, ι8oq); but the Portuguese  
having closed upon his rear and occupied Vigo, he halted,  
detaching a force to Amarante to keep open the road t ο Braganca  
and asked for reinforcements. Victor had crossed the Tagus, and  
defeated Cuesta at Medellin (March 8, ι8oq); but, surrounded  
by insurgents, he also had halted; Lapisse had joined him, end  
together they were near Mends, 30,000 strong. On the allied  
side the British (:3,000), including some German  sυxiliaria, 
were about Leiria: the Portuguese regular ttbopa (6,000) near  
Thomar; and some thousands of Portuguese militia were observ-
ing Soult in the north of Portugal, a body under Silveira being  
at Amarante, which Soult was now approaching. Mach progress  
had been made in the organization and training of the Portuguese  
levies; Major-General William Cam Bereslord, with the τask of  
marshal, was placed at their head. Of the Spaniards, Pah(ox,  
after his defeat at Tudela had most gallantly defended Saragosse  
a second time (Dec. so, ι8ο8-Σeb. so, x8op) the Catalonians,  
after reverses at Molins do Rey (Dec. at, 1808) and at Vella  
(Feb. 25, 1809) had taken refuge in Tarragona; and Rotas had  
fallen (Dec. ς, 1808) to the French general Gouvion St Cyr who,  
having relieved Barcelona, was besieging Gcroria. Romafa's  
force was now neat Cheese in Galicia. A supreme junta had been  
formed which could nominally assemble about xoo,aoo men,  
hut jealousy among its members was riff, and they still declined  
to appoint any commander-in-chief.  

On the 5th of May 1809, Wellesley moved towards the  
river Douro, having detached Beresford to seine Anmrante,  
from which the French had now driven Sileeirs. Souls  
pιrsµιοf expccted the passage of the Douro to be attempted  
ta.sna near its mouth, with fishing craft; but Wellesley, by  
M,Il,isSi a daring surprise, crossed (May le) close above  
Oporto, and also by a ford higher up. After some •fighting  
Oporto was taken, and Soult driven back. The Portuguese  
being in his rear, and Wellesley closing with him, the only good  
road of retreat available lay through Amarante, but he now  
learned that Beresford had taken this important point from  
Silveira; so be was then compelled, abandoning his guns and  

much baggage, to eacepe, with ales of some 5000 men, over the  
mountains of the Sierra Catalina to Salamonde, and thence t ο  
Orense.  

During the above operations, Victor, with Lapisse, had forced  
the passage of the Tagus at Alcaatara but, on Wellesley return-
ing to Abrantes, he retired. News having been received that  
Napoleon had suffered a serious check at the battle of Aspern,  
near Vienna (May 22, !gam), Wellesley next determined—leaving  
Beresford (50,000) near Ciudad Rodrigo—to move with as,coo  
men, in conjunction with Cuesta's Spanish army (4 0,000)  
towards Madrid against Victor, who, with 25,000 supported  
by King Joseph (50,οοο) covering the capital, was near Talavera.  
Sir Robert Wilson with 4000 Portuguese from Salamanca, and  
a Spanish force under Venegas (s5, οoο) from Carolina, were to  
cooperate and occupy Joseph, by closing upon Madrid. Cuesta,  
during the advance up the valley of the Tagus, was ώ  occupy  
the pass of Baftts on the left flank; the Spanish authorities were  

to supply provisions, and Venegas was to be at Arganda, near  
Madrid, by the tend or 23rd of July; but none of these arrange-
ments were duly carried out, and it was on this that the remain-
der of the campaign turned. Writing to Soult from Austria,  

Napoleon had placed the corps of Ney and Monier under his  

orders, and said: "Wellesley will most likely advance by the  

Tagus against Madrid; in that ease, pass the mountains, tall on  

his flank and rear, and crush him."  
By the loth of July Cuesta had joined Wellesley at Oropesa;  

and both then moved forward to Talavera, Victor falling back  

before them: but Cucsta, irritable and jealous,  e+iu a would not work cordially with Wellesley; Venegas--  Tda.^a 
counterordered it is said by the Spanish junta—did .½tr 24 1e.  
not go to Aeganda, and Wilson, though he advanced 18.1  

close to Madrid, was forced to retire, so that Joseph joined  
Victor, and the united force attacked the Allies at Talavera  
de Ia Reins on the Tagus. The battle lasted for two days,  
and ended in the defeat of the French, who (ell back towards  
Madrid .1  Owing to want of supplies, the British had fought  
in a half-starved condition; and Wellesley now learnt to his sur-
prize that Soult had passed the mountains and was in his rear.  
Having turned about, he was on the march to attack him, when  
he heard (Aug. 23) that not Soult's corps alone, but three French  
corps, had come through the pass of Bafios without opposition;  
that Soult himself was at Naval Moral, between him and the  
bridge of Almaraz en the Tagus, and that Cuesta was retreating  
from Talavera. Wcllesley's force was now in a dangerous  
position: but by withdrawing at once across the Tagus at  
Arsobiapo, he reached Jarakejo and Almaraz (by the south  
bank) blowing up the bridge at Almaraz, and thence moved,  
through Merida, northwards to the banks of the Agueda,  
commencing to fortify the country around Lisbon.  

Ε1 ewhcre in the Peninsula during this year, Blake, now  
in Catalonia, after routing Suchet at Alcaniz (May 23, 1809),  
sues defeated by him at Maria (June 15) and at Bcichite (June  
18); Veneges, by King Joseph and Sfbssiisni, at Almonacid  
on the :ith of August; Del Parque (ao,000), after a previous  
victory near Salamanca (Oct. 18), was overthrown at Alba de  
Tormcs by General Marchand (Nov. 28): the old forces of Veneges  
and Cuesta ( ςο,00ο), now united under Areizaga, were decisively  
routed by King Joseph at Ocafia (Nov.19); and Gerona after  
a gallant defence, had surrendered to Augereau (Dec. το).  

Sir Arthur Wellesley was for this campaign created Baron  
Douro and Viscount Wellington. He was made captain-general  

by Spain, and marshal•general by Portugal. But his experience  

after Talavera had been akin to that of Moore; his expectations  
from the Spaniards had not been realised; he had been almost  

intercepted by the French, and he had narrowly escaped from a  
critical position. Henceforth he resisted all proposals for joint  

operations, on any large scale, with Spanish armies not undue  
his own direct command.  

t After the battle the Light Division, under Robert Craufurd;  

joined Wellesley. In the endeavour to reach the field in time it 
ad covered, in heavy marching order, over 50 m. in 25 bouts, In  

hot July weather.  
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Cempalair 4n Psvtiigol, g$zo—Nspokon, having avenged  

Aspera by the victory of Wagram (July 6, 1809), despatched to  
Spain large τetnforcements destined to Increa,, his army there  
to about 370,000 men. Marshal Masadna with iao,000, including  
the corps of Ney, Juntt, Reynier and some of the Imperial  
Guard, was to operate from Salamanca against Portugal; but  
Sent Souls, appointed major-general of the amy In Spain  
(equivalent to chief of the slam, was, with the corps of Victor,  
Μοrtieτ and S€bastieni (70,000), to reduce Αndelusla. Soult  
(Jan. 31, t8r.) occupied Seville and csaping ibcnct to Cads,  
the Supreme Junta resigned its power, to a regency of five  
members (Feb. :, r8zο). Cadia was invested by Victor's oorps  
(Feb. 41, and then Souls halted, wafting for Manedna, who amved  
at Valiadolid on the ις th of May.  

In E.gland a party in parliament were urging the withdrawal  
e( the British troops, and any reverse to the allied arms would  
have strengthened its hands. Wellington's p ό licy was thus  
caiulous and defensive, and he had already commenced the since  
famous lines of Torres Vedras round Lisbon.. In June r8io his  
headquarters were at Celorico. With about 33,000 British,  
3c,000 Portuguese regular troops and 3 ο,όoo Fοrtuguese  militia, 
he watched the roads leading into Portugal past Ciudad Rodrigo  
to the north, and Badajos to the south of the Tagus, m also the line  
of the Douro and the country between the Elga and the Fennel.  

Souls having been instructed to co-operate by taking Badajos  
end Rhea, Masetna, early in Jane ι8ιο, moved forward, and 

 Ciudad Rodrigo surrendered to him (June To). Nest pushing  
back a British force under Craufurd, he invested Almeida,  
*eking it on the 27th of August. Then calling up Reynier,  
who during this bad moved on his left towards Aleentara,  
he marched down the sight bank of the Mondego, end  
entered Vfseu {Sept. 21). Wellington fell hack before him  
down the left bank, ordering up Rowland Iiill's fore from  
the Badajos toad, the peasantry having been previously  
called upon to destroy their crops and retire within the lines of  
Torres Vedas. A little notth of Coimbra, the road which  
Messina followed crossed the Sierra de Bussaca (femme), a very  
strong position where Wellington resolved to offer him battle.  
Massfna, superior in numbers and over-confldent, made a direct  
attack upon the heights on the 27th of September ι8ιο: his  
eau, d strength being about 60,0 ο0, while that of the Allies  
scams, was about 50,000, of whom nearly ball were Fortu- 
+t^re geese. After a stern conffict the French were 

Y"R repulsed, the loss being five general and nearly see.  
men, while the Allies lost about x300. The next day Mams€na  
turned the Sierra by the Boyalva Pass and Sardso, which latter  
place, owing to sn error, had not been occupied by the Portu-
guese, and Wellington then retreated by Coimbra and Lehi&  
to the lines, which he entered on the 11th of October, having  
within them fully 100,000 able-bodied men.  

The celebrated "Lines of Terra Veins " were defensive  
works designed to resist any army which Napoleon could send  

against them. They consisted of three great lines,  
Ταπυ strengthened by about ISO redoubts, and eartbworks  
resys, of various descriptions, mounting some ό οo cannon;  
awe the outer line, nearly 30 m. long, stretching over  
heights north of Lisbon, from the Tager to the sea. As Massfna  

advanced, the Portuguese closing upon his reap retook Coimbia  

(Oct. 7), and when he neared the lines, astounded at their strength,  

he sent General Foy to the emperor to ask for reinforcements.  

After an effort, defeated by Hill, to cross the Tagus, he withdrew  
(Nov. s3) to Santarem. This practically dosed Wellington's  
operations for the year thus, his policy now being not to lose  

men in battle, but to reduce blush a by hunger and distress.  
In other parts of Spain, Augerran had taken Hostal ń ch (May  

to); captured Lerida (May /4); Mequinenza (June 8); and  

invαted Tortosa (Dec. 15). The Spanish levies had begin unable  
(o contribute much aid to the Allies; the French having subdued  

almost all Spain, rind being now in possession of Ciudad Rodrigo  

and Almeida. On the other band Wellington still held Lisbon  

with parts of Portugal, Elva and Badajoz, for Sou1t had not  

felt disposed to attempt the rapture of the last two fortresses.  

Cemyaiga of zSir.—Nspoieon, whose attention was now  
directed towards Russia, refused to reinforce Massdna, but  
enjoined Souls to aid him by moving against Badajoz. Souls,  
therefore, leering Victor before Cadiz, invested Badajos (Jan.  
26, ihir) and took it from the Spaniards (March zo). With the  
hope of tailing the blockade of Cadiz, a force under Sir Thomas  
Graham (afterwards Lord Lynedoch [e.g.)) left that harbour by  
sea, and joining with Spanish troops near Tarifa, advanced by  
land against Victors blockading force, a Spanish general, La  
Fe ll, being in chief command. As they neared Bmosa, Victor  
attacked them, the Allies numbering in the hattle about r3,o οo  
with 24 guns, 4000 being British; the Fκndt goon, actually  
engaged, with 14 guns; but with gee more a few miles off and  
others in the French fines. Hard Sghting, chiefly awan M  between the French and British, now ensued, and  e^*osti 
at one time the Bannea ridge, the key of the position Μ '  
left by Le Peen's orders, practically undefended,  qu. 
fell into the French bands: but Graham by a resolute  
counterattack regained it, and Victor was in the end drives  
back. La Pefia, who had in the battle itself failed to give  
proper support to Graham, would not pursue, and Graham  
declining to carry on further operations with him, ne.entered  
Cadis. The French afterwards resumed the blockade, so that  
although Barrosa was an allied victory, its object was not  
attained. The British loss was about 5200; the French 2000,  
6 guns and an eagle.  

On the day of the above battle Μassόna, having destroyed  
what guns he could not horse end skilfully gained time by a  
feint against Abrentes, began his retreat from before  
the lines, through Coimbra and Espinhal. His σΡ y  
army was In serious distress; he was in want of food  
and supplies; most of his horses were dead, and his men were  
deserting. Wellington followed, directing the Portuguese to  
remove all boats from the Mondego and Douro, and to break  
up reeds north of the former river. Beresford was detached  
to succour Badajoz, but was soon recalled, as it lad fallen to  
Soult. Ney, commanding Massfna's rearguard, conducted  
the retreat with great ability. In the pursuit, Wellington  
adhered to his policy of husbanding his troops for future offensive  
operations, and let sickness and hunger do the work of the sword.  
This the effectually did. Nothing could well exceed the horrors  
of Mass/n1's retreat. Reaxguard actions were fought at Pombd  
(March to), Redinhe (March 12) and Condeiza (March 13). Her  
Ney was directed to make a firm stand; but, ascertaining that the  
Portuguese were at Coimbra and the bridge there broken, and  
fearing to be cut off also from Murcella, he burnt Condeixa,  
and marched to Cazel Nova An action took place here (March  
14) and at Fez d'Arouce (March τ3). Wellington now sent off  
Bεresfοτd with a force to retake Badajoz; and Mass€na, sacri-
ficing much of his baggage and ammunition, reached Celorico  
and Guards (Mach 2r). Here he was attacked by Wellington  
(March s.9) and, efter a further engagement at Sabugal (April 3,  
18x1), he fell back through Ciudad to Salamanca, having lost  
in Portugal nearly 30,000 men, chiefly from want and disease,  
and 6000 in the retreat alone.  

, The key to the remaining operations of i8rr lies in the impor-
tance attached by both Allies and French to the possession of  
the fortresses which guarded the two great roads from Portugal  
into Spain—Almeida and Ciudad Rodrigo on the northern, and  
Badajoz and Elves on the southern toed; all these except Elvas  
were In French bands Wellington, on the 9th of April s8ir,  
directed General Spencer to invest Almeida; he then set 08  
himself to join Beresford before Badajoz, but after reconnoitring  
the fortress with his lieutenant he had at once to return north  

01 the news that Massfna was moving to relieve Almeida. On  
the 3rd of May Liibon attacked him at Fuentes d'Onor near  
Almeida, and Mass€na coming up himself made a more serious  
attack on the ith of May. The Allies numbered gm*  
about 33,000, with 42  guns; the French 43,000 with Hwea',  
30 guns. The battle is chiefly notable for the sty& erωιαs  
ness with which the &fied right, covered by the Light 'i'i" Y".  
Division in squares, changed position in presence of the French  
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cavalry; and for the extraordinary feet of arms of Captain  
Norman Ramsay, R.11.A., in charging through the French cavalry  
with his guns. Massfna failed ιο dislodge the Allies, and on  
the 8th of May withdrew to Salamanrer, Almeida falling to  
Wellington on the itth of May 1811. The allied loss in the  
fighting on both days at Fuentes d'Onor was about z οο: the  
French 3000.  

In the meantime Souls (with 23,000 men and 5ο guns), ad-
vancing to relieve Badajoz, compelled Beresf0rd to suspend  
g  r ,,  the siege, and to take up a position with about 30,000  
ca.,.. men (of whom 7000 were British) and 38 guns  
Μq Ια behind the river Albuhera (or Albucta). Here  
a".  Seult attacked him on the iflth of May. An unusu-
ally bloody battle ensued, in which the French efforts were  
chiefly directed against the allied right, held by the Spaniards,  
At one time the right appeared to be broken, and 6 guns were  
lost, when a gallant advance of Sir Lowry Cole's division  
restored the day, Souls then falling beck towards Seville. The 

 allied loss was about 7000 (including about half the British  
force); the French about 8οοo.  

After this Wellington from Almeida rejoined Bereslord and  
the siege of Badajoz was continued: but now Marshal Macmont,  
baying succeeded Marylon, was marching southwards to join  
Soult, and, two allied assaults of Badajoz having failed, Welling-  
ton withdrew. Subsequently, leaving Hill in the Alemtejo, he  
returned towards Almeida, and with 80,000 men commenced  
a blockade of Ciudad Rodeigo, his headquarters being at Fuente  
Guinaldo. Soult and Marmon now fell back, the former to  
Seville, the latter to the valley of the Tagns, south of the pass of  
Saflns.  

In September, Matmont joined with the army of the north  
under General Dorsenne, coming from Salamanca—their total  
force being 60,000, with s00 guns--and succeeded (Sept. s) is  
introducing a convoy of provisions into Ciudad RodIigo. Before  
so superior a force, Wellington had not attempted  ιο  maintain  
the blockade; but on Macmont afterwards advancing towards  
him, he fought a rearguard action with him at El Bodon (Sept.  
2i), notable, as was Fuentes d'Onor, for the coolness with which  
the allied squares retired amidst the enemy's horsemen; and  
again at Fuente Guneldo (Sept. as and 26) he maintained for  

30 hours, with ι5,οοο men, a bold front against Macmont's  
army of 60,000, in order to save the Light Division from being  
cut off. Al Aides de Poole there was a further sharp engage-
ment (Sept. 27), but Wellington taking up a strong position near  
Sabugal, Marmon[ and Dorsenne withdrew once more to the  
valley of the Tagus and Salamanca respectively, and Wellington  
again blockaded Ciudad Rodrigo.  

Thus terminated the main operations of this yeas. On the  
28th of October ι8ι1, Hill, by a very skilful surprise, captured  
Arroyo de los Molinos (between Badajoz and Trujillo), almost  
sanihilating a French corps under G'rard; and in December 18 ιι  
the French were repulsed in their efforts to capture Tarifa near 

 Cadiz Io the east of Spain Suchet took Tortosa (Jan. a, ι8ι ι);  
Tarragona, (June 28); and Murviedro (Oct. 26), defeating Blake's  
relieving force, which then took refuge in Valencia. Macdonald  
also retook Figueras which the Spaniards had taken on the 9th  
of April 1811 (Aug. 19). Portugal had now been freed from the  
French, but they still held Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz, the  
Iwo main gates into Spain.  

Campaign in Spain, t&2.—The campaign of 8a 2 marks an  
Important stage in the war. Napoleon, with the Russian War in  
prospect, had early in the year withdrawn 30,000 men from  
Spain; and Wellington had begin to carry on what he termed  a 
war of "magazines." Based on τiνeεs (the navigation of which  
greatly improved) and the sea, he formed d&p δts or magasinea  
pf provisions at many points, which enabled him always to take  
and keep the field. The French, on. the other band, had greet  
difficulty in establishing any such reserve of food, owing to  
their practice of depending for sustenance entirely upon the  
country in which they were quartered. Wellington assumed  
the (Harmers, and by various movements and feints, aided the  
guerrilla bands by forcing the French corps to assemble in their  

districts, which not only greedy harassed than but also materi-
ally hindered the combination of their corps for concerted action.  
Having secretly got a battering train into Almeida and directed  
Hill, as a blind, to engage Souls by threatening Badajos, he  
suddenly (Jan. 8, t8 ι a) besieged Ciudad Rodrigo.  

The French, still numbering nearly 200,000, now held the  
following positions; the Army of the North—Dorsenne (.8,000)—
was about the Pisuerga, in the Asturias, and along the northern  
(oast; the Army of Portugal—Marmon[ (5o,o00)—mainly in  
the valley of the Tagus, but ordered to Salamanca; the Army of  
the Soutb-Soft (5 ς,000)--in Andalusia; the Army of the Centre  
—Joseph (i9,οco)—about Madrid.  

The siege of Ciudad Rodrigo was calculated in the ordinary  
course to require twenty-four days: but on it becoming known that  
Marmon[ was moving northward, the assault was aω  
delivered after twelve days only (Jan. 19). The es,Isl  
gallantry of the troops made it successful, though with Rsdrsoi  
the loss of Generals Cτaufut¢ and Mckianon,and 1300 tr men, and Marmoat's battering train of i s0  guns here  
fell into the allied hands. Then, after a feint of passing on into  
Spain, Wellington rapidly marched south and, with 22,000 men,  
laid siege to Badajoz (March 17, s8aa), Hill with 30,E  covering  
the siege near Merida. Wellington was hampered by want of  
time, and bad to assault prematurely. Sou4 and Μιrmont  
having begun to move to relieve the garrison, the assault was  
delivered on the night of the 7th of April, and g^,α  
though the assailants failed at the breaches, the $.d.$s,  
carnage at which was terrible, a very daring escalade Mwes 1? re  
of one of the bastions and of the castle succeeded, Α Μ$. in.  
and Badajoz fell, Soult's pontoon train being taken in it. After  
the assault, some deplorable excesses were committed by the  
victorious troop.. The allied loss was 3600 in the assault alone  
and sοοο in the entire siege.  

The Allies had now got possession of the two great gates into  
Spain: and Hill, by an enterprise most akilfully carried out,  
destroyed (May 19) the Tagus bridge st Almacas, by which  
Soult to the south of the river chiefly communicated with Mar-
meet to the north. Wellington then, ostentatiously raking  
preparations to enter Spain by the Badajoz line, once more  
turned northward, crossed the Tormes (June z;, ι8τ2), and  
advanced to the Douro, behind which the French were drawn  
up. Marmon[ had erected at Salamanca some strong forts,  
the reduction of which occupied Wellington ten days, and cost  
him όσe men. The Allies and French now faced each other along  
the Douro to the Piauerga. The river was high, and Wellington  
hoped that want of supplies would compel Macmont to retire,  
but in this he was disappointed.  

On the :stir of July 1812, Macmont, afters feint against  
Wellington's left, suddenly, by a forced march, turned his  
right, and made rapidly towards the fords of Huerts and Alba  
on the Tormes. Some interesting manceuvres now took place,  
Wellington moving parallel and close to Marmont, but more  
to the north, making for the fords of Aides Leegua and  
Santa Matta on the Tormes nearer to Salamanca, and being  
under the belief that the Spaniards held the castle and ford at  

Alba on that river. But Macmont's manoeuvring and marching  
power had been underestimated, and on the .rat of July while  
Wellington's position covered Salamanca, and but indirectly  
his line of communications through Ciudad Rodrigo, Marmon[  
had reached a point from which he hoped to interpose betweea  
Wellington and Portugal, on the Ciudad Rodrigo road. This  
he endeavoured to do on the sand of July ι8ιι, which brought  
on the important battle of Salamanca (q.s.) in which Βιυk  
Wellington gained a decisive victory, the French &Wa.ee%  

falling back to Valladolid and thence to Burgos. Jrb2, 
Wellington entered Vafadolid (July 30), and thence  

marched against Joseph, who (July 21) had reached Blasco  
Sancho with reinforcements for Marmon[. Joseph retired  
before him, and Wellington entered Madrid (Aug. 12, 1Stz),  
where, in the Retire, 1700 men, iSo cannon, two eagle, and a  
quantity of stores were raptured. Souls now raised the siege  
of Cadiz (Aug. 26), and evacuating Andalusia joined Sucher  
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with some t ς,οoο men. Wellington then brought ap Hill to  
Madrid.  

0 the 1st of September t8za, the French armies having begun  
once more to collect together, Wellington matched against the  

^1e  Αιmy of the North, now undα General Chmel, and  
east&41 laid siege to the castle of Burgos (Sept. z9) to secure  

SΝpen the road towards Santandes on the coast. But the  

• ." strength of the castle had been underrated;  

Wellington had insufficient siege equipment and  

transpose for heavy guns; due assaults failed, and Sault (having  
left Suchet in Valencia) and also the Army of Portugal Were  

both approaching, so Wellington withdrew on the night of the  

a.sees 	21st of October, and, directing the evacuation of  

Sam 	Madrid, commenced the "Retreat from Buug s."  
55. 	In this retreat, although military operations were  
skilfully conducted, the Allies lost 7000 men, and dixipiine,  va 
in that to Coruna, became much relayed.  

By November 2812, Hill having joined him it Salamanca,  
Wellington once more bad gone into cantonments near Ciudad  
Rodrigo, and the French armies had again scattered for con-
i'enienca of supply. In spite of the failure before Barges, the  
▪ . .'_-a of the campaign had been brilliant. In addition t ο  
the de^siνe victory of Salamanca, Madrid had been occupied,  
the siege of Cadiz raised, Andalusia freed, and Ciudad Rodrigo  
and Badajoz stormed. Early in January also the French had  
abandoned the siege of Tarif a, though Valencia had ώ rrendετed  
to them (Jan. 9). One important result of the campaign was  
that the Spanish Cortes nominated Wellington (Sept. 22, 1812)  
to the unfettered command of the Spanish armies. For the  

operations of this campaign Wellington was created cad, and  
subsequently marquess of Wellington; duke of Ciudad Rodrigo  
by 'Spain, and marquis of Tones Writes by Portugal.  

Campuigi, in Spain mud Ike Smith of France, ι8ι3: At the  
opening of 1813, Suchet, with 63,000 men, had been left to hold  
Valencia, Aragon and Catalonia; and the remainder of the  
French (about 137,000) occupied Leon, the central provinces and  
Biscay, guarding she the communications with France. Of  
these about bo,00e under Joieph were more immediately  
opposed to Wellington, and posted, in uttered detachments,  
hem Toledo and laded behind the Termer to the Douro, and  
along that river to the Esls Wellington bad further organized  
the Spanish forc*a—Castagaa (p0,οoο), with the guerrilla bands  
of Mina, Lawn and etbee, was in Galicia, the Ailurlas and  
noethern Spain; Copes (10.000) in Catalonia; Elio (20,000) in  
Muria; Del Pbrque (taboo) in the Sierra Morena, and O'Donell  
(is,000) in Andalusia. Mom Portuguese troop. had been  
raised, and reinforcements received from England, so that the  
Allies, without the Spaniards above alluded to, now numbesid•  
some 75,E  men, and from near the Coe watched the De se and  
Termer, their line stretching from their left near Lamego to the  
pass of Gabbs, Hill being en the right. The district of the Teas-
es-Monies, north of the Douro,- abort the Tasncge, Fun and  
Sahor, was so rugged that Wellington was convinced that  
Joseph would aspect him to advance by the south of the ń ues. 

 lie therefore; moving by the south bank himself with Hill, to.  
c.ofirm Joseph in this expectation, crossed the Fo σmos near and  
above Salamanca, having peaviously'-which was to he the  
decisive movement—detached Graham, With g ο oοo men, is  
mike his way, through the difiιcι It district above mentioned,  
towards Bragansa, and then, joining with the Spaniards, to turn  
Joseph's right. Gabass, crossing the Douro neap Larnigo,  
carried out his laborious much with treat eoεRY,  and Joseph  
retired precipitately from the Douro, behind the Pisuerge. The  
allied army, raised by the jeaction of the Spanish troops in  
Gelcia to 90,000, now concentrated sear Toro, and moved to.  
wards the Pinters% when Joseph, blowing up the castle of 

 Burgos, fell back behind the Ebro. Once more Wellington  
turned his right, by  a sweeping movement through Rocastande  
and Puente Arenas near the mum of the Ebre, when he retreated  
behind the Zaderia near the town of Vitoria.  

Santander was now evacuated by the French, and the & liκd  
line of communications was changed to that port. On the 20th  

of June Wellington encamped along the dime Βayaa, and the  
next day attacked Joseph. Fora description of the decisive  
battle of Vitoria (June a1, 1813), see Vcroaw. In it Βίωυ.  King Joseph met with a crushing defeat, and, after va wo.,  
it, the wreck of his army, cut off from the Vitoria- , en3i.  
Bayonne road, escaped towards Pampeluna. Within  
a few days Madrid was evacuated, arid all the French forces,  
with the exception of the garrisons of San Sebastian (3 οοο),  
Pampeliina (3000),  Santana ( τ5oo), and the troops under Suchet  
holding posts in Catalonia and Valencia, had retired across the  
Pyr'meea into Fmnct • The Spanish peninsula was, to all  
intents and purposes, free from foreign domination, although  
the vat was yet far from concluded. The French struggled  
gallantly to the close: but now a long succiission of their lenders  
Junot, Sault, Victor, Mass€na, Marmon, Joseph—had been  
in turn forced to recoil before W εlliπgtoιy and while their troops  
fought hencefoawatd under the depressing memory of many  
defeats, the fillies did m under the insp ń iting influence of greet  
successes, and with that absolute coa*dence in their chief  
which doubled their fighting power.  

For this decisive campaign, Wellington Ins made a field  
marshal in the British army, and created duke of Victory  s 
by the Portuguese govemment in Brazil. lie now, with about  
8ο,aoo men, took up a petition with his left (the Spaniards) on  
the Bidasuon near San Sebastian. Thence his line stretched  
along the Pyneneor by the passes of Vera, Echellar, Maya sod  
Roiocesvalles, to Altebisear; his immediate object now being  
to reduce the fortremes of San Sebastian and Pampeluna. Not  
having sufficient dmsfrid for two sieges, he laid siege to Sari  
Sebastian only, and blockaded Pampel υαα. SirThosneaGraham  
commenced the active siege of San Sebastian on the sock of  
July 1813, but as Sault was approaching to its relief, the assault  
was ordered for daylight an the s.th. Unfortunately ssyv.fsea  
a conflagration !Seeking out near the breaches seosena,  
caused it to be postponed until nightfall, when, the . 144.  
breeches in the interval having been strengthened, 'a'"  

it was delivered unsuccessfully and with heavy loss. Wellington  
then suspended the siege in order to meet Sault, who endeavoured  

(July as) to turn the allied right, sad reach Pampelunat  
Attacking the passes of Maya and Rootcaivalks, he obliged their  
defenders to retire, after sharp fighting, td2 position ae ,,,  
close to Soraeren, which, with s5,o οo men, he e. ny,v.  
attempted to carry (July 8). By  this time Welling- au..J.VA  
ton had reached it from the allied left; relnIorcements  

were pressing upon both sides, and about cs,aoo allied  

troops faced the.French. A struggle, described by Wellington as  
"bludgeon twill," now ensued, but all efforts to dislodge the  
Allies having failed, Sault, withdrawing, manttuvred to his right  
towards San Sebastian. Wellington now assumed the olfensive,  
and, in a series of engagements, drove the French back (Aug. τ)  
beyond the Pyreaiees. These included Roncesvallea and Maya  
(July 25); Somuren (July s8 and 3ο); Yanzi (Aug. τ); and  
Ediallar and Ivanteily (Aug. τ), the total loses in them being  
about—Allies under 7οοο, French IO,OOO. After this, Wellington  
renewing the siege of San Sebastian earned the place, excepting  
the castle, after a heavy expenditure of life (Aug. 3x). Upon  
the day of its fall Sault attempted to relieve it, but sgawers.e  
in the combats of Vera and St Marcel was repulsed. ssbestiι ,  
'hit castle surrendered on the 9th of September, a i'.  

the losses in the entire siege having been about— 
Allies 4006, French aaoo. Wellington next determined to throw  
his left across the river Bidasoa to strengthen his own position,  
and secure the port of Fnenterfabia.  

Now commenced a series  of celebrated river passages, which  
had to he eFected prior to the further invasion of France. At  
daylight on the 7th of October 18,3 he crowed the Bidasoa in  
seven columns, and attacked the entire French position,  
which stretched in two heavily entrenched lines from north  

t Duqquuss dos Victoria. often incorrectly duke of Vitoria.  The  

coincidence of the title with the Place-name of the battle which had  

not yet been Ought when the title was conferred, I. curiou., but  

accidental  

^  
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of the Iron-Bayamme road, along mcuntala spins to the Gieat  
Shun, :800 ft. high. The decisive movement was a pasage no  

strength near Fuenlerrabla, to the astonishment of  
era. the enemy, who in view of the width ef the rives  
Bees= and the shifting sands, bad thought the c oss^ng  
WWιΡeb""Τ·  impassible at that point. The French right was  
' then rolled back, and Soult was unable to reinforce his  
right in time to retrieve the day. His works fell in succession  
after hard fighting, and be withdrew towards the river Nivelle.  
The loss was about—Allies, :600; French, 2400. The passage  
of the Bidassoa "was a general's not a soldier' battle"  
(NapitO.  

On the 3 τst of October Pampeluaa surrendered, and Welling-
ton was now anxious to drive Suehet from Catalonia before  
further invading France. The British government, however,  
in the interests of the continental powers, urged an immediate  
advance, so on the night of the 5th of November 18:3 be  
brought up his right from the Pyrenean passes to the northward  
of Maya and towards the Nivelle. Soup's army (about 79,000),  
in three entrenched lines, stretched from the sea in front of St  
Juan do Luz along commending ground to Amota and thence,  
behind the river, to Mont Mondarin near the Nive. Each army  
bed with it about zoo guns; and, during a heavy esmnonede,  
Wellington on the Toth of November 1813 attacked this extended  
1,00,0 01  poeί tiοη of 16 m. in five columns, these being 26  
is.  ΝΑ'd e, directed that after carrying Soυk's advanced works  
^d•. 

 
is. a mass of about sο,σοο men converged towards the  

' French centre near Amots, where, after hard fighting,  
it swept sway the e8',2o ο of the second Γme there opposed to it,  
cutting Soult'a army in two. The French right then fell back to  
St Jean de Los, the left towards points on the Nive. It was now  

late and the Miles, after moving a few miles down both banks  
of the Nivelle, bivouacked, while Soult, taking advantage of the  

respite, withdrew in the night to Bayonne. The allied loss was  
about 2702; that of the French 4oοο, s τ guns, and ill their  
magazines. The nett day Wellington dosed in upon Bayonne  
from the sea to the left bank of the Nive.  

After this there was a period of comparative inaction, though  
during it the French were dxlven from the bridges at Urdafns  
and Combo. The weather had become bad, end the Nive  
unfordable; but there were additional and serious amuses of  
delay. The Portuguese and Spanish authorities were neglecting  
the payment sod supply of their troops Wellington bad also  
difficulties of a similar kind with his own government, and also  
the Spanish soldiers, in revenge for many French outrages, had  
become guilty of grave excesses in Preece, so that Wellington  
took the extreme step of sending 25, σοο of them back to Spain  
and resigning the command of their army, though his resignation  
was subsequently withdrawn. So great was the tension at  
this crisis that a rupture with Spain seemed .possible. These  
matters, however, having been at length adjusted, Wellington,  
who in his cramped position between the see and the Nive mould  
not use his cavalry or artillery effectively, or interfere with the  
French supplies coming through St Jean Pled de Port, deter-
mined to occupy the right aswell as the left bank of the Nive.  
He could not pass to that bank with his whole force while Soult  
held Bayonne, without exposing his own commonicφiο s  
through Irun. Therefore, on the 9th of December 1813, after  
making a demonstration elsewhere, he effected the passage with  
t err a portion of his force only under Hill sod Beeedfedd,  
Os. Νk., near Ustarita and Combo, his loss being slight, and  
D.4 5, 	thence pushed down the river towards Villefranque,  
1811 	where Soult barred his may across the mad to  
Bayonne. The allied army was now divided into two portions  
by the Nive; and Soult from Bayonne at once took advantage  
of his central position to attack it with all his available force,  
first on the left bank and then on the right. On the morning  
of the loth of December be fell, with όο,0oο men and 40 guns,  

• upon Hope, who with 30,002 men and 24 guns held a position  
from the sea, 3 m. south of Biarritz on a ridge behind two lakes  
(or tanks) through Arcangues towards the Nive. Desperate  
fighting now ensued, but fortunately, owing to the intersected  

ground, Soult was cgmpNled w advance slowly, and is the end,  
Wellington coming up with Beresford from the right bask, the  
French retired bared. On the zith and irth of Bd*s  

December there were engagements of a less severe wo"r  
character, and finally on the :3th of December Soap a4ω  
with ",eao men made a vehement attack up the  
right bank of the Nive against Hill, who with about nee wsa;  
:4,000 men occupied some heights from Vfllelranque  1/4A 
past St Pierre (Lostenia) to Vieux Reimer e. The c οnfiict about  
St Pierre (Lotenia) was one of the most bloody of the war; but  
for horns Hill maintained his ground, and finally repulsed the  
French before Wellington, delayed by his pontoon bridge over  
the Nive having been swept away, arrived to his aid. The b een  
in the four days' fighting in the battles before Bayonne (or battles  
of the Nive) were—Allies about 5000, French about ?cma Both  
the British and Portuguese artillery, as eel! as infaDtiy, greatly  
distinguished tbemselvesln these betties.  

In eastern Spain.Suchet (April xi, 1813) had defected Ηlο'α  
Murciam at Yeela and Villena, but was subsequently routed  
by Sir John Murray' near Cestalla(April 13), who then besieged  
Tarragona. The siege was abandoned after a time, but was  
later on renewed by Lmd W. Sentinel. Suebet, after the  
battle of Vitoria, evacuated Tarragona (Aug. ι7) but defeated  
Bentinck in the combat of Ordel (Sept. 13).  

Casspaigrs in the Soa1k of France, :8:4.—When dperaflous re•  
commenced in February :814 the Retch line extended from  
Bayonne up the north bank of the Moor to the Pau, thence  
bending south along the Bidouze to St Palms, with advanced  
posts on the Joyeuae end at St Jean Pied de Pmt. Wellington's  
left, under Hope, watched Bayonne, while Bereeford, with liii!,  
observed the Adour and the Joyeuae, the right trending beck  
till it reached Urcuray on the St Jean Pied de Port mad. Exciu-
sÍve of the garrison of Bayonne and Other pieces, the available  
field forte of Soult numbered about 42,000, while that of the  
Allies, deducting Hope's fora observing Bayonne, was of much  
the seme strength. It had now become Wellington's object  
to draw Souk sway from Bayonne, in order that the allied army  
might, with Tess doss, ao=s the Adour and lay siege to the place  
on both banks of the river.  

At its mouth the Adour was about Soo yds. wide, and its  
entrance from the sea by small vessels, except in the finest  
weather, was a perilous undertaking, owing to the shifting sands  
and a dangerous bar. On the other band, the deep Sandy soli  
near its banks made the transport ci bridging rmatbiel by lend  
laborious, and almost certain of discovery. Wellington, con-
vinced that no dart to bridge below Bayonne would be expected,  
decided to attempt it there, and collected at St Jean Red de  
Port and Passages a large number of country vessels (termed  
ckassaararies). Then, leaving Hope with 3 ο,00e men to watch  
Βayonhς he began an enveloping movement rσιmd Soult's  
left. Hill on the 24th and 15th of February, after a combat  
at Garcia, drove the French pats beyond the Joyense; and  
Wellington then pressed these troops back over the Bidouze  
and Gave' de Mauleon to the Gave d'Ole on Wellington's  
object to this was at once attained, for Seek, laving only :0,000  
men in Bayonne, came out and concentrated at Ors es on tht  
Pau. Then Wellington (Feb. zg) proceeded to St Jean de Lisa  
to superintend the desρatεh of boats to the Adour. Unfavoor-
able weather, however, compelled him to leave this to Sir  
John Hope and Admiral Penrose, so returning to the Gave  
d'Oleron he crossed it, and faced Souk on the Pau.(Feb. s5).  
Hope In the meantime, after feints higher up the Adeur, suc-
ceeded (Feb. a: and 23) in passing 600 men across t^^rsea^.e  
the rives In boats. The nature of the ground, Il..4'weo  
and there being no suspicion of an attempt at this 2+ a  
point, led to the French miming out very tardily to  

oppose them; said when they did, some Congreve rockets  
(then a novelty) threw them into infusion, to that the right  
bank was held until, on the morning of the 24th, the flotilla of  

Commander of a British expedition from the Medbermnean  
islands.  
""Gave" in the Pyruwes means it moυata a irream er tersest  
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chgss'-swIis appeared from St Jean de Luz, precededby men-
of-war boats. Several men and vessels were lost in crossing the  

bar; but by noon on the 26th of February the bridge of 26  
vessels bad been thrown and secured; betteńes and a boom  
placed to protect it, Soon troops pawed over, and the enemy's  
gunboats dń ven up the river. Bayonne was then invested on  
both banks as a preliminary to the siege.  

On the 27th of February Wellington, having with little loss  
eBected 'the passage of the Pau below Grebes, attacked Soult.  

In this battle the Allies and French were of about equal strength  
(37,000): the former having 48 guns, the latter 40.  Soult held  
gy^y οi a strong position behind Orthm on heights command-
osges, ing the mails to flax and St Sever. Berefotd was  

Vt.„ 
directed to turn his right, if possible cutting himff o  
from Dal, and Hill his left towards the St Sever road.  

Beresford's attack, after hard fighting over difficult ground, was  
repulsed, when Wellington, perceiving that the puesumg French  
had left a central part of the heights unoccupied, thrust up the  
Light Division into it, between Souit's right and centre. At the  
mime time Bill, having fou*d a ford above Orthes, was turning  
the French left, when Soult retreated just in time to save being  
cut off, withdrawing towards St Sever, which be reached on the  
28th of February. The allied loss was about a000; the French  
4000 and 6 guns.  

From St Sever Soult turned eastwards to Aire, where he  
covered the roads to Bordeaux and Toulouse. Bereaford, with  
τ s,obo men, was now sent to Bordeaux, which opened its gates as  
premised to the Allies. Driven by Hill from Abe on the and of  
March 1814, Soult retired by Vic Bigorre, where there was a  
combat (March re), avid Tatbee, whefe there was a severe action  
(March so), to Toulouse behind the Garonne. He endeavoured  
also to rouse the French peasantry against the Allies, but in  
vain, foe Wellington's justice and moderation afforded them no  
grievances. Wellington wished to pass the Garonne above  
Toulouse in eider to attack the city from the soath—its weaker  
side—and interpose between Soult and Suchet. But finding it  
impracticable to operate in that direction, he left Hill on the  
west side and crossed at Grenade below Toulouse (April 3).  
When Bercsford, who had now rejoined Wellington, bad pasted  
beer, the bridge was swept away, which left him Isoisted on the  
right bank. But Soult did not attack; the bridge (April 8)  
was restored; Wellington crossed the Garonne and the Des, end  
attacked Soult on the 20th of April. In the battle of Toulouse  
the French numbered about 40,000 (exclusive of the local  
National Guards) with 80 guns; the Allies under 32,000 with 64  
Dυew e ►  guns. Soult's position to the north and east of the  
nuke.* city was exceedingly strong, consisting of the canal  
.4 d m. of Languedoe, some fortified suburbs, and (to the  

eztreme east) the commanding ridge of Mont Rave,  
gowned with redoubts sad earthworks. Wellington's columns,  
under Detrsfned, were now Balled upon to make a flank march  
of some two miles, under artillery, end occasionally musketry,  
fire, being threatened also by cavalry, and then, while the 
Spanish troops assaulted the north of the ridge, t0 wheel up,  
mount the eastern slope, and carry the works. .Tho Spaniards  
were repulsed, but Beresford gallantly took Mont Rave and  
&0n1t fell back behind the canal. On the 22th of April Welling-
ton advanced to invest Toulouse from the south, but Soult on  
the night of the  i  ith had retreated towards Villefranque, and  
Wellington then entered the city. The allied loss was about  
snow; the French 3υoο. Thus; in the lest great battle of the  
war, the courage and resolutIon of the soldiers of the Penindular  
army were conspicuously illustrated.  

On the 13th of April 2814 officers arrived with the announce-
meat to both armies of the capture of Paris, the abdication of  
Napoleon, and the practical conclusion of peace; and on the  
28th a convention, which included Suchet's force, was entered  
into between Wellington and' Scull. Unfortunately, after  
Toulouse had fallen, the Allies and French, In a sortie from  
Bayonne on the 14th of April, each lost about men men: so  
that some 20,000 men fell after peace had virtually been made.  

in the east, daring's  year  (1834),  Sir W. Clinton had, on  

97  
the rfth of January, attacked Suchet at Molins de Rey and  
blockaded Barcelona (Feb. 7); the French posts of Lerida,  
Mequinenaa and Monton had also been yielded up, and Sachet,  
on the and of March, had crossed the Pyrenees into France  
Figueras surrendered to Cuesta before the end of May; and peace  
was formally signed at Paris on the 30th of May.  

Thus terminated the long and sanguinary struggle of the  
Peninsular War. The British troops were partly sent to England,  
and partly embarked at Bordeaux for America, with which  
country war bad broken out (see AMERICAN WAX OF ι8ra-ις):  
the Portuguese and Spanish recrossed the Pyrenees: the French  

army was . dispersed throughout France: Louis XVIII was  
restored to the French throne: and Napoleon was permitted  
to reside in the island of Elba, the sovereignty of which had beet  
conceded to him by the allied powers. For the operati οre  
of this campaign Wellington was created marquess of Douns  

and duke of Wellington, and peerages were conferred upon  
Bereaford, Graham and Hill.  

The events of the Peninsular War, especially as narrated  
in the Wellington Despatches, are replete with instruction trot  

only for the soldier, but also for the civil administrator. Even  

in a brief summary of the war one salient fact is noticeable,  

that all Wellington's reverses were in conncidon with his sieges,  

for which his means were never adequate. In his'men) battles  
he was always victorious, his strategy eminently successful,  

his organizing and administrative power exceptionally great,  
his practical resource unlimited, his soldiers most courageous;  
but he never had an army fully complete in its departments  
and warlike equipment. He had no adequate corps of sappere  
and miners, or transport train. In 1812 toot and material  
of we- for his sieges were often insufficient. In 1813, when he  

was before San Sebastian, the ammunition ran short; a bettering  
train, long demanded, cached him not only some time after  
it was needed, but even then with only one day's provision of  

shot and shell. For the siege of Burgos heavy guns were avail-
able in store on the coast; but he neither had, nor could procure,  
the transport to bring them up. By resource and dogged  
determination Wellington rose superior to almost every di8i-
celty, but he could not overcome all; and the main teaching of  
the Peninsular War terns upon the value of an army that Is  
completely organized In its various branches before hostilities  
break out. (C. W. R.)  
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PFRISCOLA, a town of eastern Spain, in the province of Cas-
teUόn de la Plana, and on the Mediterranean Sea, 5 m. by mad  
S. of ΒenicarΙό . Pop. (r9oo), 3142. Pefliscola, often called the  
Gibraltar of Valencia, is a (edified seaport, with a lighthouse,  

built en a rocky headland about 22o ft. high, and only joined  
to the mainland by a narrow strip of sand. Originally a  
Moorish stronghold, it was captured in 1233 by James 1. of  
Aragon, who entrusted it to the Knights Τemρlar. In the  
14th century it was garrisoned by the knights of Montesa, and  
in 1420 it reverted to the Crown. From 1415 it was the home  
of the schismatic pope Benedict ΧΙΙΙ. (Pedro de Luna), whose  
name Is commemorated in the Bufador de Papa Luna, a curious  
cavern with a landward entrance through which the sea-water  
escapes in clouds of spicy.  

PENITENTIAL (Let. poesiteatiele, likdlms ρeenikntial+s,  
&c.), a manual used by priests of the Catholic Church f οτ  
guidance in assigning the penance due to sins. Such manual  
played a large r61e in the early middle ages, particularly in  
Ireland, England and Franklend, and their influence in the  
moral education of the barbarian races has not received  
sufficient attention from historians. They were mainly com-
posed of canons drawn from various councils and of diclα from  
writings of some of the fathers. Disciplinary regulations in  
Christian communities are referred to from the very borders of the  
apostolic age, and a system of careful oversight of these admitted  
tο the mysteries developed steadily as the membership grew  
and dangers of contamination with the outside world increased.  
These were the elaborate precautions of the catechumenste, and  
—as a bulwark against the persecutions—the rigid system known  
as the Discipline of the Secret (disciplina arcane). The treat-
meet of the lapsed, which produced the Nevadan heresy, was  
also responsible for what has frequently been referred to as  
the first penitential This is the libellers in which, according  
to Cypń an (Ep. Si), the decrees of the Mclean synods of 251  
and 155 were embodied for the guidapa of the clergy in dealing  
with their repentant and returning flocks. This manual,  
which has been lost, was evidently not like the code-like  com-
pilations of the 8th century, and it is somewhat misleading to  
ρpesk of it as a penitentiaL Jurisdiction in penance was  still 
too closely limited to the upper ranks of the clergy to call forth  
such literature. Besides the bishop an ο vial well versed  
in the penitential regulations of the Church, called the poem-
kaliarias, assigned due penalties fοτ sins. For their guidance  
there was considerable conciliar legislation (e.g. AncyTa, Nicaea,  
Neocaesaree, &c.), and certain patristic letters which had  
acquired almost the force of decretals. Of the latter the  
most important were the three letters of St Basil of Caesarea  
(d. 379) to Bishop Amphilochus of Ioonium containing over  
eighty headings.  

Three things tended to develop these rules into something  
like a system of penitential law. These were the development  
of auricular confession and private penance; the extension of  
the penitential jurisdiction among the clergy owing to the  
growth of a parochial priesthood; and the necessity of adapting  
the penance to the primitive ideas of law prevailing among the  
newly converted barbarians, especially the idea of compensation  
by the ωerg ίld. In Ireland in the middle of the th century  
appeared the "canons of St Patrick." In the first half of the  
next century these were followed by others, notably thou of  
St Finian (d. 552). At the same time the Celtic British Church  
produced the penitentials of St David of Menevia (d. 544) and  
of Gildas (d. 583) in addition to synodal legislation. These  
furnished the material to Columban (d. 615) for his Libra de  

pasιeiteatia and his monastic rule, which had a great influence  
upon the continent of Europe. The Anglo-Saxon Church  
was later than the I ń sh, but under Theodore of Tarsus (d.690),  
axdsblzbop of Canterbury, the practice then in force was made  

the basis of the most important of all penitentlsls. The  
Poesik ettale Thredorx became the authority in the Church's  
treatment of sinners for the next four centuries, both in England  
and elsewhere in Europe. The original text, as prepared by  
a disciple of Theodore, and embodying his decisions, is given 

 in Haddon and Stubbs's Cnascils sad &cksiaalicai Documents  
rdaiing to neat &iiaia end Ireland (1 173  seq.). A  
Ρe ikneiale Commeani (St Cumian), dating apparently from  
the early 8th century, was the third main source of Frankish  
penitentials. The extent and variety of this literature led the  
Gallivan Church to exercise a sort of censorship in order to  
secure uniformity. After numerous synods, Bishop Haltiger  
of Cambrai was commissioned by Ebo of Reims in 82910 prepare  
a definitive edition. Halugar used, among his other materials,  
a se-called poenitentiale rumaaam, which was really of Frankish  
origin. The canons printed by David Wilkins in his Coscilia  
(x) es being by Ecgber,. of York Id. 767) arc largely α transla-
lion into Anglo-Saxon of three books of Haltigar's penitentials.  
In 841 Hrabenus Maurus undertook n new Liber $enitenliam  

and wrote a long letter on the subject to Heribeld of Αυxcsro  
about 833. Then followed the treatise of Reginon of Prum  

in 906, and finally the collection made by Burcbard, bishop of  
Worms, between mu and 1023. The codification of the canon  
law by Gratian and the change in the sacramental position of  
penance in the Iath century closed the history of penitential.  

Much controversy has arisen over the question whether  
there was an offidώ  papal penitential. It is claimed that  
(quite apart from Haltfgar's poenikaliak remanam) such a  
set of canons existed early in Rome, and the attempt has been  

made by H. J. Schmitz in his learned treatise on pmiitentiala  
(Busmbidcker aid des kowwmis ώ e Bsesascrfalsrcn, 1883 and 1898)  
to establish their pontifical character. The matter is still in  
dispute, Schnrita's thesis not having met with universal  
acceptance.  

In addition to the works mentioned above the one important work  
on the ρeniteatials was L. W. H. Wae erschlebert s epoch-making  

study and collection of texts, Die Βwsordnuapeπ der aδεπdldad ικhεs  
ń ιιdιe heist ether ,eclhtsgeschicMichen Rialeuiung (Haste. 285 1).  

See articles in Wetter and Welts s Zi&chenkxikon Hauck's  
esykbgadue. and Haddon and Stubbs's Csaidls. έe also Scums  
in Zeuιrkrsft far Zfu ckeigesrhwkk, xviii. s8. On the tenons of  
St Patrick see the Life of S&Paenk by J. B. Sury (pp.  233-275).  
. 

 

PENITENTIARY (med. 1,nt. pe'niteattarisa, from $csiIosiia,  
penance, peens, punishment, a term used both as adjective and  
substantive, referring either to the means of repentance or  

that of punishment. In its eccleaiasticel use the word is used  
as the equivalent loth of the Latin $ esileιιώ rias, " pcnitesiiialy  
priest," and poenileelieria, the dignity or office of a teasikati-
m'ms. By an extension of the latter sense the name is applied  
to the department of the Roman Curia known as the apostolic  
penitentiary (saga poesitentiarie aposlulica), presided over  
by the cardinal grand penitentiary (major psemkatieniat,  

Ital. pesikesaiere maggiore) and having jurisdiction more particu-
larly in all questions in fore iakrno reserved for the Holy See  
(see Cuaxa Roseate,). In general, the peeniteatterier, or pens-
tesltiary priest, is in each diocese what the grand penitentiary  
1, 61 Rome, i.e. he is appointed to deal with ell case of conscience  
reserved for the bishop. In the Eastern Church there are very  
early notices of such appointments; so tar as the West is con-
cerned, Hinschius (Ki,'hcsrcdd, L 428, note s) quotes from  
the chronicle of Bernold, the monk of St Blase (c. ιοS4-r ιοο),  
as the earliest record of such appointment, that made by  
the papal legate Odo of Ostia in ιo54. In 1215 the fourth  
Lateran Council, by its moth canon, ordered suitable men to  
be ordained in all cathedral and conventual churches, to act  
as coadjutors and assistants  to the bishops in hearing confessions  
and imposing penances. The rule was not immediately nor  
universally obeyed, the bishops being slow to delegate their  
special powers. Finally, however, the council of Trent (Sess.  
xxiv. cap. viii. de reform.) ordered that, "wherever it could  
conveniently be done." the bishop should appoint in his cathedral 

 a pocnilextiasias, who should be a doctor or licentiate in theology  
or canon law end at least forty years of age.  
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tinggeε. Glessańam as. Poeń 	nw tentia"; Ηeποg-I^auck, Raid.  
eecykiopddie (ed. 1904), ι.e. PSnÍtentiarius."  

IPmIKRIDGEE, a Iowa in the western parliamentary division  
of Staffordshire, England; 134 m. N.W. from Lbndon by the  
Lomden & North-Western railway, on the small river Punk.  
pop- (zgoi), 2347..  Trade is chiefly agricultural and there ere  
g one.quarrles in the vicinity. The church of St Michiel and  

All Angels, formerly collegiate and dedicated to St Mary, is  a 
fine building principally Perpendicular, but with earlier pbrtioas.  
The Roman Watling Street passes from east to west 3 m. south  
of Penkridge. In the neighbourhood is Pillaton Hall, retaining  
a picturesque chapel of the 13th century.  

Ρ LBY, WILLIAM SYDIIBY ( ι83r ' ), English actor,  
was born at Broadstairs, and educated in London, where his  
father bad a school. Be first made his mark as a comedian  
by his exceedingly amusing performance as the curate in The  
PWisde Semr lery, a part in which he succeeded Beerbohm  
Tree; but be is even more associated with the title stile  is 
Bisaidon Thomas's Chό  ley's A srt (1892), a farce which had  
an unprecedentedly long run and was armed all over th ο rwοdd.  

PEIIIAIERC'R, it village of western France in the department  
of Finist&re, 18 m. S.W. of Qitmper by road. Pop. (3906), of  

the village, 387;  of the commune, 57oa. On the extremity of  
the peninsula on which it is situated are fortified remains of a  

town which was of considerable importance from the 14th to  
the aό th centuries and included, besides Penmaro'b, St Gubnol'"  
and %mi y. It owed its prospeelty to its cod-banks, the dis-
appearance of which together with the discovery of the New-
foundland cod-banks and the pillage of the place by the bandit  
La Fenttnelle in τses  contributed to Its decadence. The  
church of St Nouns, a Gothic building of the early ιό th century  
at Peamare'h, and the church of St Gu ό oo1ό , an unfinished  
tower of the ιςth century and the church of Keń ty (15th  
century) are of interest. The coact ii very dangerous. Οn  
the Point de Penmarc'h stands the Pbare d'Eckmuhi, with  a 
light visible for 60 miles There are ntunetous megalithic  

monuments in the vicinity.  
PENN, WILLIAM ( ι6a1-ι67o), British admiral, was the  

son of Giks Perm, merchant and seaman of Bristol Be saved  
his apprenticeship at sea with his father. In the fast Civil  
War he fought on the side of the parliament, and was in com-
mand of a ship in the squadron maintained mgainst the king  
in the Irish seas The service was arduous and celled for both  
energy and good seamanship. In 1648 he was arrested and  

sent to Loudon, but was soon released, and sent back as rear  
admiral in the "Assurance" (is). The exact cause of the  
arrest is unknown, but it may be presumed to have been that  
he was auspecled of being In correspondence with the king's  
supporters. It is highly probable that he was, hr. until the  
Restoration he was regularly in communication with the Royal-
ists, while serving the parliament, or Cromwell, so long as their  
service was profitable, and making no scruple of applying  for 
mats of the confiscated lands of the king's Irish friends.  
The character of " man fellow " given him by Pepys is borne  
oat by much that is otherwise known of him. But it is no less  
cettshs that he was an excellent seaman and a good fighter.  
After ιό po be was employed in the Ocean, and in the Mediter-
ranean in pursuit of the Royalists under Prince Rupert. Be  
was so active on this service that when he returned home Of  
the 28th of Haab τ6gz he coned boast that he had not put foot  
on shore for mere than a year. When the first Dutch War  
broke out Penn was appointed rice-admiral to Blake, and was  
present at the battle of the 28th of September off the Rentish  

Raock. Ia the three days' battle off Portland, February  
ten, he commanded the Blue squadron, and he also served  

with distinction in the finsl battles of the war in June and July.  

Ia December he was included in the commission of admirals  
and generals at sea, who exercised the military command of  

the Beet, as well as " one of the commissioners for ordering and  

aumg .g the distils of the admiralty and navy." In 1654 be  

cured to carry the Beet over to the king, but in October of  

the same.yeer be had no scruple inaccapriag the naval command  
in the expedition to the West Indite sent out by Cromwell,  
which conquered Jamaica. He was not responsible for the  
ahamef‚ii repulse at San Domingo, which was due to s panic  

among the troops. On their return be and his military colleague  
Venables were sent to the Tower. He made humble submission,  
and when released retired to the state be had received from  
confiscated land in Ireland. He continued in communication  
with the Royalists, and In ι66o had a tether obscure share  in 
the Restoration. He was reappointed commissioner of the  
navy by the king, and is the send Dutch War served as  
" greet captain commander" or captain of the  deet, with  
the duke of York (afterwards King James IL) at the battle  
of Lowestoft (June 3, t66s). When the duke withdrew from  
the command, Penn's active service ceased. lie continued  
however to be a commissioner of the navy. His death occurred  
on the ιό th of September ι6 ο, and he was buried in the church  
of St Mary Rede ine, Bristol li`is portrait by Lely is in the  
Painted Hall at Greenwich. By his wife Margaret Jasper, he  
was the father of William Penn, the founder of Pennsylvania.  
Though Sir William Penn was not a high-minded man, he is  
a figure of considerable importance in British naval history.  
As admiral and general for the parliament he helped in 1633  
to draw up the first code of tactica provided for the navy. It  
was the bees of the "Duke of York's Sailing and Fighting  
Instruction," which continued for lung to supply the orthodox  
tactical creed of the navy.  

See the Memorials of the Ρrof'aris cal Life eel Time of  Sώ  WiΙΙ as 
Peas, by Qrsnville Penn. (D. ii.)  

PENN, WILLIAM (W6e-1718), English Quaker and founder  
of Pennsylvania, son of Admiral Sir William Penn (a ό sz-e67ο)  
and Margaret Jasper. a Dutch lady, was born at Tower Rill,  
London, on the 14th of October ι6µ. During his father's  
absence at sea he lived at Wanstead in Essex, and went to school  
at Chigwell dose .by, is which places he was brought under  
strong Puritan influences. Like many children of sensitise  
temperament, he had Ilmesof spiritual excitement; when about  
twelve be was "suddenly surprised with an inward comfort.  
and, as be thought, an external glory in the room, which gave  
rise to religious emotions, during which he had the strongest  
conviction of the being of a God, and that the soul of man was  
capable of enjoying communication with I11m." Upon the  
death of Cromwell, Penn's father, who bad served the Protestor  
because there was no other career open, remained with his family  
on the Irish estates which Cromwell had given him, of the value  
of £3oο a yen. On the resignation of RWcl'rd Cromwell he  
at once declared for the king and went to the court in Holland,  
where be was received into favour and .knighted; and at the  
electiοns for the invention parliament he was returned for  
Weymouth. Meanwhile young Penn studied under a private  
tutor on Tower Bill until, in October ι66ο, he was entered as a  
gentlemen commoner at Christ Church. He appears in the  
same year to have contributed to the Thrr uodia, a collection  
of elegies on the death of the young duke of.Glouester.  

The rigour with which the Anglican statutes were revived,  
and the Puritan heads of colleges supplanted, roused the spirit  
of resistance at Oxford to the uttermost. With this spirit Penn,  
who was on familiar terms with John Owen ( τ6ι6-1683), and  
who had already fallen under the influence of Thomas lee  
the Quaker, then at Oxford, actively sympathized. Be and  
others refused to attend chapel and church service, said were  
fined in consequence. Iiow far his leaving the university  
resulted from this cannot be dearly ascertained. Anthony  
Wood has nothing regarding the muse of his leaving, but says  
that be stayed at Oxford for two years, and that he was noted  
for proficiency is manly sports. There is no doubt that in  

January 1662 hisfathawe t =dens to remove him to Cambridge,  
and consulted Pepys on the subject; and in later years he speaks  
of being" banished " the college, said of being whipped, beaten  
and turned out of doers on his return to his father, in the  
anger of the latter at his avowed Quakerism. A reconciliation,  
however, was effσεted; and Penn wassent to France to forget this  
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folly. The plan 'miens tinie successful.  Penn appears to have  

entered more or less into the gaieties of the court of Louis XIV.,  

and while there tο have become acquainted with Robert Spencer,  
afterwards earl of Sunderland, and with Dorothy, sister to  
Algemon Sidney. What, however, is mane certain is that he  
somewhat later placed himself under the tuition of Moses  
AmyrSut, the celebrated president of the Protestant college  
of Saumus, and at that time the exponent of liberal Calvinism,  
from whom he gained the patristic knowledge which is so  
prominent in his controversial writings. He afterwards travelled  
in Italy, returning to England in August 1664, with "a great  
deal, if not too much, of the vanity of the French garb and  
affected manner of speech and gait."+  

Until the outbreak of the plague Penn was a student of  
Lincoln's Inn. Fora few days also he served οn the = if οf  
his father—now great captain commander—and was by him  
sent back in April ι666 to Charles with despatches. Returning  
after the naval victory ofl Lowestoft in June, Admiral Penn  
found that his son had again become settled in seriousness and  
Quakerism. To bring him once more to views of life not incon-
sistent with court preferment, the admiral sent him in February  
ι666 with introductions to Ormonde's pure but brilliant court  
in Ireland, said to manage, his estate in Cork round Shannao-  
gerry Castle, his title to which was disputed. Penn appears  
slab later in the year to have been "clerk of the cheque"  
at Kinsale, of the castle and fort of which his father had the  
command. When the mutiny broke out in Carrickfergus Penn  
volunteered for service, and armed under Arran an as to gain  
considerable reputation. The result was that in May 2666  
Ormoade offered him his father's company of foot, but, for  
some unexplained remise, the admiral demurred to this arrange-
ment. It was at this time that the well-known purtrait was  
painted of the greet Quaker in a suit of armour; and it was at  
this time, too, that the conversion, begun when he was a boy  
by Themes Lee in Ireland, was completed at the same place  
by the same agent  

Ca the 3rd of September 1667 Penn attended a meeting of  
Quakers in Cork, at which he assisted to expel a soldier who  
had disturbed the meeting. He was in consequence, with  
ethers present, sent t ο prison by the magistrates. From prison  
he wrote to Lord Orrury. the president of Munster, a letter,  
in which he first publicly makes a claim for perfect freedom of  
conscience. He was immediately released, and at once returned  
to his father in London, with the distinctive marks of Quakerism  
strong upon him. Penn now became a minister of the denomi-
nation, and at once entered upon controversy and authorship.  
His first book, Track Fulled, was violent and aggressive in the  
extreme. The same offensice personality is shown in The Guide  
M[fsWettest, a tract written in answer to John Clapham's Guide  
to Ne Trait Religion. It was at this time, too, that he appealed,  
not unsuccessfully, to Buckingham, who on Clarendon'a fall  
was posing as the protector of the Dissenters, to use his efforts  
to procure parliamentary toleration.  

Penn's Stst public discussion was with Thomas Vincent, a  
London Presbyterian minister, who had refected on the  
" damnable " dαufnes of the Quakers. The discussion, which  
had turned chieily upon the doctrine of the Trinity, ended  
uselessly, and Penn at once published The Sandy Pmaadaiion  

Shaken, a tract of ability sufficient to excite Pepys's astonish-
ment, in which orthodox views were so ο ensΙνely attacked  
that Penn was placed in the Tower, where he remained for nearly  
nine months. The imputations upon his opinions and good  
citizenship, made as well by Dissenters as by the Church, be  
repelled in Zmwcrery with, her Open Face, in which he asserts  
his full belief in the divinity of Christ, the atonement, and  
justification through faith, though insisting on the necessity  
of good works. It was now, too, that he published the most  
important of his books, No Cross, No Crown, which contained  
an able defence of the Quake doctrines and practices, and  a 
seething attack on the hem and unchristian lives of the clergy.  

+ Pepys, August 30, 1664.  
a Webb, The Pates aid Peseiaiglats (1867), P rye.  

While completely refusing to recant Penn addressed a letter  
to Arlington in July ι66q, in which, on grounds of religious  
freedom, he asked him to interfere. It is noteworthy, as  
showing the views then predominant, that he was almost at  
once set at liberty.  

An informal reconciliation now took place with his father,  
who had been impeached through the jealousy of Rupert and  
Monk (in April 1668), and whose conduce in the egurationa of  
1665 he had publicly vindicated; and Penn was again sent on  
family businesa to Ireland. At the desire of his father, when  
health was feet failing, Penn returned to London us ι67a  
Having found the usual place of meeting in Grace εhurch Street  
closed by soldiers, Penn, as ι protest, preached to the people  
in the open street. With William Mead he was at once arrested  
and indicted at the Old Bailey on the sat of September  for 
preaching to an unlawful, seditious and riotous assembly,  
which had met together with force and arms. The Conventicle  
Act not touching their case, the trial which followed, and which  
may be read at length in Penn's People's Ancient and Jud  
Liberties Asserted, was a notable one in the history of trial by  
jury. With extreme courage and skill Penn exposed the  
illegality of the prosecution, while the jury, for the first time,  
averted the right of juries to decide is opposition to the ruling  
of the court. They brought in a verdict declaring Penn and  
Mead "guilty of speaking in Gracecburch Street," but refused 

 to add "to an unlawful assembly "; then, as the pressure upon  
them increased, they first acquitted Mead, while returning  
their original verdict upon Penn, and then, when that verdict 

 was nOt admitted, returned their fans) answer "not guilty"  
for both. The court fined the jurymen 4o merits each for their  
contumacy, and, in default of payment, imprisoned them,  
whereupon they vindicated and established for ever the right  
the had claimed in an action (known as Buahell's case from the  
name of ore of the jurymen) before the court of common pleas,  
when all twelve judges unanimously declared their im ρτiaamment  
illegal.  

Penn himself had been fined for not removing his hat in court,  
lied been imprisoned on his refusal to pay, and had earnestly  

requested his family not to pay for him. The fine, believer,  
was settled asonymoia$y, and he was released in time to be  
present at his father's death on the ιό th of September 1670,  
at the early age of forty-mina Penn now found himself in  
possession of a fortune of £i aο ι yeas, and a dim en the  
Crown for £16,000, lent to Charles II. by his father. Upon his  
release Penn at once plunged into controversy, challenging a  

Baptist minister named Jeremiah Ives, at High Wycombe, to 
 a public dispute and, according to the Quaker accoaat, easily  

defeating him. No account Is forthcoming from the other  
side. Hearing at Oxford that students who attended Friends'  
meeting were rigorously used, he wrote a vehement and aba ńve  
remonstrance to the vice-chancellor in defence of religions  
freedom. This found still more remarkable expression In the  
Seasonable Cσκαt ega ńul Popery (Jan. 1670.  

In the beginning of 1671 Penn was again arrested foe perching  
in Wheeler Street meeting-hour by Sir j. Robinson, the  
lieutenant of the Tower, formerly lord mayor, and known as a  
brutal and bigoted churchman. Legal proof being wanting  
of any breach of the Conventicle Act, and the Oxford or Five  
Mile Act also proving inapplicable, Robimon, who had some  
special cause of enmity agatnet Penn, urged upon him the oath  
of allegiance. This, of course, the Quaker would not take,  
and consequently was imprisoned for nix months. During this  
imprisonment Penn wrote several works, the most important  
being The Great Case of Likely of Comsd duce (Feb. r67 ι),  
a noble defence of complete toleration. Upon his release he  
started upon a missionary journey through Holland and  
Germany; at Emden be founded a Quaker sodely, and  
established an intimate friendship with the princess palatine  
Elizabeth.  

Upon his return home In the spring of 1675 Penn married  
Culielma Sistimgett, daughter of Mary Pennington by her but  
heebaod, Sir William Springett; she appear to have been  
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equally remarkable for beauty, devotion to her husband, and  
firmness to the religious principles which she had adopted when  
little more than a child.' He now settled at Rickmansworth  
in Hertfordshire, wad gave himself up to controversial writing.  
To this year, ι67τ, belong the Treattse on Oaths and ΕjιχΙΙπd's  
Present Znktesl Considered. In the year 1673 Penn was  still 
more active. He secured the release of George Fox, addressed  

the Quakers in Holland and Germany, carried Of public  
controversies with Thomas Hicks, a Baptist, and John Faldo, an  
Independent, and published his treatise on the Chń sti'm Quakes  

mid his Divine Teslimony Vindicated, the Di κoυrse of tke General  

Ride of Fait), and P ιacΓice,t Reasons agaiiest Railing (in answer  
to Hicks), Coankrfeii Christianity Detected, and a Just Rebuke  

to Oκ-σπd-hαπry Learned Divines (an answer to Faldo md to  
Quakerism no Christ:aairy). His last public controversy was  
in 1675 with Richard Baxter, in which, 01 course, each party  
claimed the victory.  

At this point Penn's connexion with America begins. The  
province of New Jersey, comprising the country between the  
Hudson and Delaware rivers on the east and west, had been  
granted in March 1663-1664 by Charles 11 ιο his brother, James  
in turn had in June of the same year leased 1110 Lord Berkeley  
and Sir G. Carteret in equal shares. By a deed, dated 18th  
of March 1673-1674, John Fenwick, a Quaker, bought one of  
the shares, that of Lord Berkeley (Stoughton erroneously says  

Carteret's) in trust for Edward ByWnge, also a Friend, for  
(tone. This sale was confirmed by James, after the second  
Dutch War, on the 6th of August 1680. Disputes having arisen  
between Fenwick and Byllinge, Penn acted as arbitrator; and  
then, Byllinge being in money difficulties, and being compelled  
to sell his interest in order t ο satisfy his creditors, Penn was  
added, at their request, to two of themel νe, as trustee. The  
disputes were settled by Feawick receiving ten out of the hundred  
puts into which the province was divided, 4  with a considerable  
sum of money, the remaining ninety parts being afterwards 

 put up for sale. Fenwick sold his ten parts to two other Friends,  
Eldridge and Warner, who thus, with Penn and the other two,  
became masters of West Jersey, West New Jersey, or New West  
Jersey, as it was indifferently called.' The five proprietors  
appointed three commissioners, with instructions dated from  
Londου the 6th of August 1676, to settle disputes with Fenwick  
(who bad bought fresh land from the Indians, upon which Salem  
was built, Penn being himself one of the settlers there) and to  
purchase new territories, and to build a town—New Beve ń ey,  
or Burlington, being the result, For the new colony Penn drew  
up a constitution, milder the title of " Concessions." The  
greatest care is taken to make this constitution "as near as  
may be conveniently to the primitive, atcieut and fundamental  
laws of the nation of England." But a democratic element  
is introduced, and the new principle of perfect religious freedom  
stands in the first piece (ch. xvi.). With regard to the liberty  
of the subject, no one might be condemned in life, liberty or  
estate, except by a jury of twelve, and the right of challenging  
was granted to the uttermost (eh, xvii). imprisonment for  
debt was not abolished (u Dixon state), but was reduced to  a 
minimum (ch. xviii), while theft was punished by twofold  
restitution either in value or in lgbour to that amount (ch.  
xxviii). The provisions of ch. xix. deserve special notice.  
All cause were  ιο  go before three justices, with a jury. "They,  
the said justices, shall pronounce such judgment as they shall  
receive from, and be directed by the said twelve men, in whom  
only the judgment resides, and not otherwise. And in rase of  
their neglect and refusal, t ńat then one of the twelve, by consent  
of the rest, pronounce their own judgment as the justiccs should  
have done." The justice and constables, moreover, were  

' Fora very charming account of her, and the whole Pennington  
connexion, see Maria Webb's Tb Pees end Pcnnin'ians.  

'See on this Stoughton's Penn, p. ‚13.  

The deed by which Fenwick and Byhhinge conveyed West New  
1mev to Penn, Lawry and Nicholas Lucas is dated the tech of  
tkεbrvary 1674-1675. 

'The line of partition was "from the east aide of Little Egg  
Harbour, straight north, through the ceuntry,to the utmost branch  
of Delaware insure'  

elected by the people, the former for two years only (di. ' dl)  
Suitors might plead in person, and the courts were pub&  
(ch. xxii.). Quesdons between Indians and settlers were to be  
arranged by a mixed jury (ch. xxv ). An assembly was t ο  
meet yearly, consisting of a hundred persons, chosen by the  
inhabitants, freeholders and proprietors, one for each division  
Of the province. The election, was to be by ballot, and each  
member was to receive a shilling a day from his division, " that  
thereby be may be known to be the servant of the people."  
The executive power was to be in the hands of ten commissioners'  
chosen by 11w assembly. Such a constitution soon attracted  
large numbers of Quakers to West Jersey.  

it was shortly before these occurrences that Penn inherited  
through his wife the estate of Worsninghurz.t in Sussex, whither  
be removed from Rickmansworth. He now (July as, 1677)  
undertook a second missionary journey to the continent along  
with George Fox, Robert Barclay and George Keith. He  
visited particularly Rotterdam and all the Holland towns,  
renewed his intimacy with the princess Elizabeth at Herwetden,  
and, under considerable privations, travelled through Hanover,  
Germany. the lower Rhine and the electorate of Brandenburg,  
returi'mg by Bremen and the Hague It is worthy of recollec-
tion that the Germantown (Philadelphia) settlers from Kirch-
helm, one of the places which responded ib an especial degree  
to Penn's teaching, are noted as the first who ddciared it wrong  
for Christians to hold slaves Penn reached England again on  
the 24th of October. He tried to gain the insertion in the bill  
for the relief of Protestant Dissenters of a clause enabling Friends  
to affirm instead of taking the oath, and twice addressed the  

Houma of Commons' committee with considerable eloquence  
and effect. The bill, however, fell to the ground at the sudden  
prorogation.  

In 1678 the popish terror came to a head, and to calm and  
guide Friends in the prevailing excitement Pew wrote his  
Epistk to the Children of Light in this Gciaeroiios. A far more  
important publication was An Address re Prekstatls of all  

Persuasions, by William Penn, Protestant, in 1679; a powerful  
cπρ melon of the doctrine of pure tolerance and a protest against  
the enforcement of opinions as articles of faith. This was  
succeeded, at the general election which followed the dissolutlod  
of the pensionary parliament, by en important political manifesto,  
England's Great Interest in the Choice of this New Pedianmenr;  in 
which he insisted on the following points: the discovery and  
punishment of the plot, the impeachment of corrupt ministers  
and councillors, the punishment of " pensioners," the enactment  
of frequent parliaments, security from popery and slavery,  slid 
case for Protestant Dissenters. Next came One Project for des  

Good of England, perhaps the most pungent of all his political  
wń tinga But he was not merely active with his pen. He was  
at this time in close intimacy with Algernon Sidney, who stood  
successively for Guildford and Bramber. In each case, owing  
in a greet degree to Penn's eager advocacy, Sidney was elected,  
only to have his elections annulled by court influence. Toleration  
for Dissenters seemed as far off as ever. Encouraged by his suc-
cess in the West Jersey province, Penn again turned his thoughts  

to America, In repayment of the debt mentioned above he  
now asked from the Crown, at a council held on the 24th of June 

 rose, for" a tract of land in America north of Maryland, bounded  
on the east by the Delaware, on the west limited as Maryland  
(i.e. by New Jersey), northward as far as plantable "; this  
latter limit Penn explained to be " three degrees northwards."  
This formed a tract of 300m. by i6o, of extreme fartiliiy,mineral  
wealth and richness of all kinds. Disputes with James, duke  
of York, and with Lord Baltimore, who had tights over  
Maryland, delayed the matter until the 54th of March r68r,  
when the grant received the royal signature, and Penn was made  
mater of the province of Pennsylvania. His own account of  
the name is that he suggested "Sylvania," that the king added  
the "Penn " in honour of his father, and that, although he  

' Pen's letter of the aόth of August 1676 ears twelve, and Clark-
son has followed this; but the Concessions, which were not assented  

to by the inhabitants until the 3rd of March 1676-1677, say ten.  
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strenuously objected and even tried to brii κ the secretaries, he  
could not get the name altered. It should be added that early  
in 1682 Carteret, grandson of the original proprietor, transferred  
his rights in Fast Jersey to Penn and eleven associates, who  
soon afterwards conveyed one-half of their interest to the earl  
of Perth and eleven others. It is uncertain to what extent  
Penn retained his interest in West and East Jersey, απd when  
it ceased. The two provinces were united under one governor  
in 1699, and Penn was a proprietor in 1700. In • 1701 the  
government of New Jersey was surrendered to the Crown.  

By the charter for Pennsylvania Penn was made proprietary  
of the province. He was supreme governor; he had the power  
of making laws with the advice, assent and approbation of the  
freemen, of appointing officers, and of granting pardons. The  
laws were to contain nothing contrary to English law, with  a 
saving to the Crown and the privy council in the case of  
appeals. Parliament was to be supreme in all questions of  
trade and commerce; the right to levy taxes and customs was  
reserved to England; an agent to represent Penn was to reside  

in London; neglect on the part of Penn was to lead to the passing  
of the government to the Crown (which event actually took place  
in 1692); no correspondence might be carried on with countries  
at war with Great Britain. The importunity of the bishop of  
London extorted the right to appoint Anglican ministers,  
should twenty members of the colony desire it, thus securing  
the very thing which Pena was anxious to avoid—the  
recognition of the principle of as establishment.  

Having appointed Colonel (Sir William) Markham, his cousin,  
as deputy, and having in October sent out three commissioners  
to manage his allairs until his arrival, Penn proceeded to draw  
up proposals to adventurers, with an account of the resources of  
the colony. Io negotiated, too, with James and Lord Balti-
more with the view, ultimately successful, of freeing the mouth  
of the Delaware, wrote to the Indiana in conciliatory terms,  
and encouraged the formation of companies to work the infant  
colony both in England and Germany, especially the "Free  
Society of Traders in Pennsylvania,' to whom he sold 20,000  
acres, absolutely refusing, however, to grant any monopolies.  
In July be drew up a body of "conditions and concessions."  
This constitution, savouring strongly of Harrington's Ocean,  
was framed, it is said, in consultation with Sidney, but the  
statement is doubtful. Until the council of seventy-two (chosen  
by universal suffrage every three years, twenty-four retiring  
each year), and the assembly (chosen annually) were duly elected,  
a body of provisional laws was added.  

It was in the midst of this extreme activity that Penn Was  
made a Fellow of the Royal Society. Leaving his family  
behind him, Penn sailed with a hundred comrades from Deal  
in the " Welcome " on the 1st of September χ682. His last  
Farewell Ιο  England and his letter to his wife and children contain  
a beautiful expression of his pious and manly nature. He  
landed at New Casty on the Delaware on the 27th of October,  
his company having lost one-third of their number by small-pox  
during the voyage. After receiving formal possession, and  
having visited New York, Penn ascended the Delaware to the  
Swedish settlement of Upland, to which he gave the name of  
Chester. The assembly at once met, and on the 7th of December  
passed the " Great Law of Pennsylvania." The idea which  
informs this law is that Pennsylvania was to be a Christian state  
on a Quaker model. Philadelphia was now founded, and within  
two years contained 3οο houses and a population of 2 ςοο. At  
the same time an act was passed, uniting under the same govern-
ment the territories which had been granted by fcoffmcnt by  
James in 1682 . Realistic and entirely imaginative accounts (cf.  
Dixon, p., 270), inspired chiefly by Benjamin West's picture,  
have been given of the treaty which there seems no doubt Penn  
actually made in November 1683 with the Indians. His con-
nanon with them was one of the most successful parts of his  
management, and he gained at once and retained through life  
their intense affection.  

Penn now wrote an account of Pennsylvania from his own  
obeervatton for the "Free Society of Traders," in which he  

shows considerable newer of artistic description. Tales of  
violent persecution of the Quakers, and the necessity of settling  
disputes, which had arisen with Lord Baltimore, his neighbour  
in Maryland, brought Penn back to England (Oct. 2, 5684)  
after an absence of two years. In the spring of 1683 he had  
modified the original charter at the desire of the assembly, but  
without at all altering its democratic character; He was,  in 
reference to this alteration, charged with selfish απd deceitful  
dealing by the assembly. Within five months after his arrival  
in England Charles Η. died, and Penn found himself at once in  
a position of great influence. Penn now took up his abode  
at Kensington in Holland House, so as to be near the court  
His influence there was great enough to secure the pardon of  

John Locke, who had been dismissed from Oxford by Charles,  
and of 1200 Quakers who were in prison. At this time, too,  
he was busy with his pen once more, writing a further account  
of Pennsylvania, a pamphlet in defence of Buckingham's essay  
in favour of toleration, in which he ί  supposed to have had some  
share, and his Persuasise b Moderation to Dissenting Christians,  
very similar in tone to the One Profecl for the Good of England.  

When Monmouth's rebellion was suppressed he appears to have  
done his best to mitigate the horrors of the western commission,  
opposing Jeffreys (o  the uttermost? Macaulay has accused  
Penn of being concerned in some of the worst actions of the court  
at this time. His complete refutation by Forst, Paget.  
Dixon απd others renders it unnecessary to do more than allude  
to the cases of the Maids of Taunton, Alderman Kiffin, and  
Magdalen College (Oxford).  

In 1686, when making a third missionary journey to Holland  
and Germany, Penn was charged by James with an informal  
mission to the prince of Orange to endeavour to gain his ascent  
to the removal of religious tests. Here he met Burnet, from  
whom, as from the prince, he gained no s ιtisfaction, and who  
greatly disliked him. On his return he went on a preaching  
mission through England. His position with James was  
undoubtedly a compromising one, and it is not strange that,  
wishing to tolerate Papists, he should, in the prevailing temper of  
England, be once more accused of being a Jesuit, while he was  
in constant antagonism to their body. Even Tillotson took up  
this view strongly, though he at once accepted Penn's vehement  
disavowal. In 1687 James published the Declaration of Indul-
gence, and Penn probably drew up the address of thanks on  
the part of the Quakers. It fully reflects his views, which are  
further ably put in the pamphlet Good Adana to the Church  
of England, Roman Catholics, and Protestant Dissenters, in  
which he showed the wisdom and duty of repealing the Test  
Acts απd Penal Laws. At the Revolution he behaved with  
courage. He was one of the few friends of the king who remained  
in London, and, when twice summoned before the council, spoke  
boldly in his behalf. He admitted that James had asked him  
to come to him in France; but at the same time he asserted his  
perfect loyalty. During the absence of William in 1690 he was  
proclaimed by Mary as a dangerous person, but no evidence of  
treason was forthcoming. It was new that he lost by death  
two of his dearest friends, Robert Barclay and George Fox.  
It was at the funeral of the latter that, upon the information  
of the notorious informer William Fuller (1670-1717?), an  
attempt was made to arrest him, but he had just left the ground;  
the fact that no further steps were then taken shows how little  
the government believed in his guilt. He now lived in retire-
ment in London, though his address was perfectly well known  
to his friends in the council. In 1691, again on Fuller's evidence,  
a proclamation was issued for the arrest of Penn and two others  
as being concerned in Preston's plot. In 1692 he began to write  
again, both on questions of Quaker discipline and in defence of  
the sect. lust Μ eσsυres in on Epistle of Peace and Lase. The  
Ntw Athe ιńans (in reply to the attacks of the Athenian Μercιιry),  
and A Key opening the Way b emery Cajiacily are the principal  
publications of this year.  

Meantime matters had been going badly in Pennsylvania.  
Dixon. p. 276.  
Burnet, iii. 66; Dalrymple, L 282.  

ί ^1  
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Pear had, in ι686, been obliged to make changes in the corn-
position of the executive body, though in 1689 it reverted to  
the original constitution; the legislative bodies had quarrelled;  

and Penn could not gain his rents The chief difficulty in  
ΡcnnsyΙνania was the dispute between the province—i.e. the  

country given to Penn by the charter—and the "territories,"  
or the lands granted to him by the duke of York by feo(fment in  

August 1683, which were under the same government but had  

dilfern'g interests. The difficultlα which Quaker principles  
placed in the way of tuning the colony—a matter of grave  
importance in the existing European complicaiiona—fougbi  
most hardly against Penn's power. On the 2151. of October  
ι6s an order of council was issued depriving Penn of the  
governorship of Pennsylvania and giving it to Colonel Benjamin  
Fletcher, the governor of New York. To this blew were added  

the illness of his wife and a fresh accusation of treasonable  

correspondence with James In his enforced retirement he  

wrote the most devotional and most charming of his works—
the collection of maxima of conduct and religion entitled The  
Frails of Soliiud'. In December, thanks to the e(lorls of his  

friends at court, among whom were Buckingham, Somers,  

Rochester, and Henry Sidney, he received an intimation that  
no further steps would be taken against him. The accusation,  

however, had been public, and he insisted on the withdrawal  
being equally public. He was therefore heard in full council  
before the king, and honourably acquitted of all charges of trea-
son. It was now that he wrote an Essay bends the Preseni  

and Future. Peace of Europe, in which he puts forth the idea of  
a great court of arbitration, it principle which he had already  
(ended out in Pennsylvania.  

In 1694 (Feb. 53) his wife Gelielma died, leaving two  

sons, Spriugett and William, and a daughter Letitia, afterwards  

married to William Aubrey. Two other daughters, Mary and  

Hannah, died in infancy. He consoled himself by writing his  

Accowst of the Rise and Progress of slit People celled Quakers.  

The coldness and suspicion with which he had been regarded by  
his own denomination had now ceased, and he was once note  
regarded by the Quakes body as their leader. About the same  

time (Aug. 20) he was restored to the governorship of  
Pennsylvania; and he promised to supply money and men for  
the defence of the frontiers. In 1695 he went on another  
preaching mission in the west, nod in March 1696 he formed  
a second marriage, with Hannah Callowhill, his son Spń ngett  
dying five weeks later. In this year he wrote his work Ow Priι s-
11w Ch,istiosiiy, in which he argues that the faith and practice of  

the Friends were theseaf the eerie Church. In 1697 Penn removed  
to Bristol, end during the grater part of i ό98 was preaching  
with great success againat oppression in ireland, whither he  
led gone to look after the property at Shannengarry.  

In 1699 be was beck in Pennsylvania, landing near Chester  

on the 30th of November, where the success of Colonel Robert  

Query, judge of the admiralty in Pennsylvania—who was in the  
interests of those who wished to make the province an imperial  

colony—and the high-handed action .f the deputy Markham in  
oppositioiiio the Crown, were causing great difficulties Penn  

carried with him particular instructions to put down piracy,  

which the objection of the Quaker, to the use of force had  

rendered audacious and concerning which Query bad made  
strong representations to the home government, while Markham  

and the inhabitants apparently encouraged it. Penn and  

Q cry, however came at once to a satisfactory understanding  

on this matter, and the illegal trafficas vigorously and success -

fully attacked. In r 696 the Philadelphian Wetly Meeting  
had passed a resolution declaring slavery contrary to the first  
principles of the gospel. Penn, however, did not venture upon  
emancipation; but he insisted on the instruction of negroes,  
permission for them to marry, repression of polygamy and  
adultery, and proposed regulations for their trial and punishment.  

The assembly, however, a very mixed body of all nations, now  

refused to accept any of these proposals except the last-named.  
His great success was with the Indians; by their treaty with  
him in ι νο they promised not t ο help any enemy of England,  

to tra(frc only with those approved by the governor, and to sell  

furs or skins to none but inhabitants of the province. At the  
same time he showed his capacity for legislation by the there  

he took with Lord Bdllomoot at New York in the consolidation  
of the laws in use in the various parts of Ameń ca.  

Males nowagain demanded his presence in England. The king  
had in ten wń tten to urge urn the Pennsylvania government  
it union with other private colonies for defence, and had asked  
for money for fortificetiona. The diB.celty felt by the Crown  

in this matter was a natural one. A bill was brought into the  
lord, to convert private into Crown colonies Penn's son  

appeared before the committee of the louse and managed to  

delay the matter until his fathom's return. On the ις1h of  
September Penn called the assembly together, in which the  

dilierencea between the province and the territories again broke  
out. Mc succeeded, however, in miming them, appointed a  
council of ten to manage the province in his absence, and gave  
a borough charter to Philadelphia. In May 1700, experience  
having shown that alterations in the charter were advisable,  
the assembly had, almost unanimously, requested Penn to revise  
it. On the 28th of October 170t he handed it back to them in  
the term in which it afterwards remained. An assembly was  
to be chosen yearly, of four persons from each county, with all  
the self-governing privileges of the English House of Commons  
Two-thirds were to form a quorum. The nomination of sherffs,  
coroners, and magistrates for each county was given to the  
governor, who was to select from names handed in by the free-
men. Moreover, the council was no longer elected by the  
people, but nominated by the governor, who was thus practically  
left single in the executive. The assembly, however, who, by  
the first charter, had not the right to propound laws, but might  
only amend or reject them, now acquired that privilege. Ia  
other respects the o τiginel charter remained, and the inviol-
ability of conscience was again emphatically asserted. Penn  
reached England in December 1705. He once more aaeumed  
the position of .leader of the Dissenters and himself read the  
address of thanks foe the promise from the Throne to maintain  
the Act of Toleration. He now took up his abode again at  
Kensington, and published while here his fore Fruits of  

Seliiadc.  
In 1703 he went to Knightsbridge, where he remained until  

tree, when he removed to Brentfurd, his final residence being  
taken up in m7 a at Field Ruscombe, near Twyford. In tine  

he wrote his Life of Balstrode fVhitebukc. lie had now much  
trouble from America. The territorialists were openly rejecting  
his authority, and doing their bet ter obstruct all business in the  
assembly; and matters were further embarrassed by the inju-
dicious conduct of Governor John Evans in s 706. Moreover,  
pecuniary troubles came heavily upon him, while the conduct of  

his son William, who became the ringleader of all the dissolute  

characters in Philadelphia, was another and still more severe  

trial. This son was married, and had a son and daughter, but  

appears to have been left entirely out of account in the settle-
ment of Penn's proprietary rights on his death.  

Whatever were Penn's great qualities, he was deficient in  
judgment of character. This was especially shown in the choice  
of his steward Ford, from whom he had borrowed money, and  
who, by dexterous swindling, had managed, at the time of his  
death, to establish, said hand down to his widow and son, a  
claim for &&4,000 against Penn. Penn, however, refused to pay,  
and spent nine months in the Fleet rather than give way.  He 
was relessed at length by his friends, who paid £7500 in compow-
tien of all claims. Diώ culties with his government of Penn-
sylvania continued to harass him. Fresh disputes took place  
with Lard Baltimore, the owner of Maryland, and Penn also felt  
deeply what seemed to him the ungrateful treatment which  
he met with at the hands of the assembly. He therefore in  
1710 wrote, in earnest and effections/e language, an address  
ιο his " old friends," setting forth his wrongs. So greet was the  
effect which this produced that the assembly which met in  
October of that year was entirely in his interests; revenues were  

properly paid; the disaffected were silenced and complaints  
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were hashed; while an advance in moral sense was shown by  
the fact that a bill was passed prohibiting the impartation of  
negroes. This, however, when submitted to the British parlia-
ment, was cancelled. Penn now, is February ι7ι2, being in  
failing health, proposed to surrender his powers to the Crown.  
The commission of plantations recommended that Penn should  
receive £12,000 in four years from the time of surrender, Penn  
stipulating only that the queen should take the Quakers tinder  
her protection; and £rem was given him in part payment.  
Before, however, the matter could go further he was seized with  
apoplectic fits, which shattered his understanding and memory.  
Α second utack occurred in ι7ι3. He died οn the 3οth οf Μay  
1718, leaving three sons by his second wife, John, Thomas and  
Richard, and was buried along with his first and second wives at  
Jourdans meeting-house, nor Cń alfont St Giles in Buckingham-
shire. In 1790 the proprietary rights of Penn's descendants  
were bought up fora pension of £40001 year to the eldest male  
descendant by his second wife, and this pension was commuted  
m 1884 for the sum of £67,000.  

Penn's Life was written by Joseph Boom, and prefixed to the  
collected edition of Ρεnn s Works (1726); see also the bibfiog χaahical  
note to the article in Did. Nal. Big. W. Hepwortis Dixon s bio-
graphy, refuting Macaulay's charges, appearedin 1851. In 1907 

 Mrs Colquhoun Grant, one of Penns descendants, brought out a  
book, Quaker end Cannier: the Life zed Week of William Pans.  

(o. Α.)  
PENNA1ń ', THOMAS (1726-x798), British naturalist and  

antiquary, was descended from as old Welsh family, for assay  
generations resident at Downing, Flintshire, where he was barn  
on the 14th of June 1726. He received his early eduction at  
Wrexham, and afterwards entered Queen's College, Oxford,  
but did not take a degree. At twelve years - οΕ age be was  
inspired with a passion for natural history through being  
presented with Francis Willugbby's &aOholgy; and a tour  in 
Cornwall in 1746-1747  awakened his sung interest in minerals  
and fossils. In 1750 his emceed of an earthquake at Deeming  
was inserted in the Pkilesophkol Trasuadi οns, where there also  
appeared in 1756 a paper on several coralloid bodies he had  
'collected at Coalbrookdale, Shropshire. In the following year,  
at the iastsni' of Linnaeus, he was elected a member of the  
Royal Society of Upsala. In 1766 he published the first part  
of his British Zoology, a work meritorious rather as a laborious  
compilation than as an original contribution to science. During  
its progress he visited the continent of Europe and made the  
acquaintance of Stffen, Voltaire, Haller and Pallas. In 1767  
be was elected F.R.S. In 177 was published his Synopsis  

' Qt ιadrapads, afterwards extended into a Hislory of Qwsdrupds.  

At the end of the same year he published Α Tour in Scotland in  
069, which proving remarkably popular was followed in 1774 

 by an account of another journey in Scotland, in two volumes.  
These works have proved invaluable as preserving the record  
of important antiquarian relics which have now perished.  
In 1778 he brought out a similar Tons' in Wales, which was  
followed by a Joseniic-j to Swoadon (pt. i. 178x; pt. ii. 1783),  
afterwards forming the second volume of the Tour. In 1782  
be published a Jowwey from Chiss'er to Landau. lie brought  
out Ardk·Zoology in 1785-1787. In τ79οαρρeaτed his Aecoual  
of London, which went through a huge number of editions, and  
three years later he published the Lunacy Life of the We Τ.  
Pinwaal, writie, by himsdj In his later years he was engaged  

• on a work entitled Outlines of the Globe, vets. I. and ii. of which  
appeared in 1798, and vols. iii. and iv., edited by his son David  
Pennant, in 1800. He was also the author of a number of  
miner works, some of which were published posthumously.  
He died at Downing on the rό th of December 1798.  

PEIINAR, on P5mqxx, two rivers of southern India, distin-
guished as North and South. The native name is Pinakini.  
Both rise near the hill of Nandidrug in Mysore state, and now  
eastward into the Bay of Bengal. The northern is the more  
important and her a total length of 355 m., that of the southern  
being 245 m. This Letter bears the alternative name of the  
Ponnigr. The Penner (northern) river meal system comprises  
more than 30 m. of canals, lmgeting 155,500  acres  

P811NE, a town and episcopal see of Italy, in the province  
of Teramo, s6 m. S.E. of Teramo, and 16 m. intend from the  
Adriatic, 5437 ft- above sea-level Pop. (ipor), χο,394. The  
cathedral has been much altered; in its treasury is some fine  
13th (?) century silversmiths' work; the church of S. Giovanni  
bas a fine cross by Nicola di Guardiegrele, and that of S. Maria  
in Colieronsano,outside the town, a Romaneapue portal. Many  
of the houses have fine tcrra.mtta friezes. It occupies the site  
of the ancient Pinna, the chief city of the Vetini, who entered  
into alliance with Rome in 3ο•  ac, and remained faithful to  
her through the Hannibslic wars and even during the revel  
of the Italian allies In 90 a.c. No remains of the Roman period  
exist, even the city walls being entirely medieval.  

See G. Colssaiiti, Piwwa (Rome, 1907); V. Bindi, Maasmeasi  
degli Α br νs (Naples, 1889, ρρ.,565  sqq.).  

PBNNBLL, JOS84Η (ι860- ), Ameńan artist and author,  
was born in Philadelphia on the th of July t86 ο, and first  
studied there, but like his compatriot and friend, J. Μ. Whistler,  
he afterwards went to Europe and made his home in London.  
He produced numerous books (many of them in collaboration  
with his wife, Elizabeth iitobins Pennell), but his chief distinction  
is as an original etcher and lithographer, and notably as an  

illustrator. Their close acquaintance with Whistler led t ο  
Mr and Mrs Pennell undertaking a biography of that artist in  
1906, and, after some litigation with his executrix on the right  
to use his letters, the book was published in s908.  

Ρifli)ii. GL4JIFR.dNCESCO (1488-1528), Italian painter,  
surnamed "11 Fattone,' from the relation in which be stood  
to Raphael, whom favourite disciple he was alter Ginlio Romano,  
was a native of Florence, but spent the latter years of his life  
in Naples He painted in oil as well as in frexo, but is chiefly  
known for his week in the Leggin of the Vatican.  

P81111IN3 CHAIN, an extensive system of bills in the north of  
England. The name is probably derived from the Celtic pen,  
high, appearing in the Apennines of Italy and the Peanrne  Alps. 
The English system is comprised within the following physical  
boundaries. On the N. a well-marked depression, falling below  
500 ft. in height, between the upper vallays of the Irt ń iog and  
the south Tyne, from which it is known as the Tyne Gap,  
separates the Pennines from the syeteo of the Cheviots. On  
the Ν.E., in Northumberland, the foothills extend to the North  
Sea. On the N.W. the Eden valley foams part of the boundary  
between the Pennines and the hills of the Lake District, and the  
division is continued by the upper valley of the Lune. For the  
rest the physical boundaries consist of extensive lowlands—
en the E. the vale of York, on the W. the coastal belt of Lan-
cashire and the plain of Cheshire, and on the S. and S.E. the  
valley of the river Trent. The Peaniisss thus rover pans of  
Cumberland, Weatmorland and Northamberlsnd, τ ensi_re  
and Yorkshire, Cheshire and Derbyshire, while the southern  
foothills extend into Staflomdchire and NotIinghamshlre.  

The Pennine system is hardly a range, but the bills are in  
effect broken up into numerous short ranges by valleys cut back  
into them in every direction, for the Pennines forma north and  
south watershed which determines the course of all the Luger  
rivers in the north of England. The chain is divided into two  
sections by a gap formed by the ń ver Aire flowing east, a member  
of the Hυmbα basin, and the Ribble fleeing west and entering  
the Irish Sea through a wide estuary south of Morecambe Bay.  

The northern section of the Pennine system is broader and  
generally higher than the southern. its western slope is generally  

short and steep, the eastern long and gradual; thladistinction apply-
ing to the system at large. In the ache-west a sharp eear ρment  
overlooks the Eden να14ευ This is the nearest o a appach to tree 
mountain range in the Pennise system and inOced in England.  
It is known as the Cross Fell Edge from its highest point, Cross Fell  

(29 o ft.), to the south-east of which a height of s78 ο ft. is reached  
in Milburn Forest, and of 2591 ft. in MGel& Fell. This stage is  
marked off eastward by the upper valleys of the south Tyne and the  
Tees, and, from the divide between these two, brapch ranges apepgg  
eastward, separated by th valley of the West, at fee head of which  
are Burnhope Seat (2452  ft.) and Dead Stones (2326 ft.).In the 
northern range the highest point is Middlehope Moor (2206 ft.), and  
in the southern, Chapel Fell Top (229p It.). it  i,  thus'ten.that the  
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Sher elevations, like the steeer tl δpes, Be towards the west.  
Cross Fell Edge  tαminιates southward ate high pass (about 1400 ft.)  
between the head of the Beń h, a tributary of the Eden, and the  
Greta, a tributary of the Tees. This par is followed-by the Teba  
and Barnard Castle line of the North Eastern railway. The hills  
between the Lune valley on the west and the heedstreem of the  
Eden and the Ribble on the east are broken into maes by the dales  
of tributaries to the first-gamed river—here the chief elevations are  
Wild Boar Fell (a3s3 ft.), Whernside (2414 ft.), and inglebomugh 
(2373 ft.). The Ribble and Eden valleys afford a route fee the main  
has of the Midland nsfiway. Well-marked eastward ranges occur  
here between Swaledale and the river. lire, which traverses the  
celebrated Wensleydale (g.s.), and between the lire and Wherfe.  
In the first the highest points are High Seat ( τ eft ft.) and Great  
Shunο τ Fell (2340 ft.); and in the second Bucleden Pike (2302 ft.)  
and Great Wheraside (2310 ft.). There ń  then a general southerly  
skto the Aire gap. 

The southern section of the system calls for less detailed notice. 
Heights esreeding 2000 ft. are ram. The centre of the section is  
the well-known Peet (g.e.) d Derbyshire. Beth hem and through-
out the system the summits of the hills are high uplands, rounded  
or nearly Sat, consisting of heather»peaty moorland α hill pasture.  
The profile of the Peanmea is thus not striking as a rule, but much  
fine scenery is found in the narrow dales throughout; Wensleydale,  
Wherfedsle and other Yorkshire dales being no less famous than  
the dates of Derbyshire. In the parts about Settle below Ingle-
borough, lii Derbyshire, and elsewhere, remarkable caverns and  
eibter ann π watercourses in the limestone have been explored to  
great depths. in Ingleborouggh Itself are the Ingkborough cave, near  
Clapham; the chasm of Gaping Ghyll, over 350  ft deep; Helln or  
Hellan Pot, a vast swallow-hole 359 ft ;deep, only exceeded by Row.  
ten Pot (365 ft.) near Whernaide; and many others. Malham Tarn,  

near the head of the Aire, is drained by a steam which quick!  
disappears below ground, and the Aire itself is fed by a brook  
gushing forth in full stream at the foot of the cliffs of Malham Cove.  

λ ratable example in Derbyshire is the disappearanceof the Wye into  
Plunge Hole, after which it traverses Pook's Cave, close to %urn.  
There may also be noted the remarkable series of caverns near  
Cestleton (g.s.). Lakes are few and small in the Pennine district,  

but in some of the upland valleys, such as those of the Nidd and the  
Etberow, reservoirs have been formed for the supply of the populous  

manufacturing districts of Lancashire and the West Riding of York-
λΡń re, which lie on either flank of the system between the Aire gap  
and the Perk. (For geology see Enoiaan and articles on the  
several counties.)  

PENNSYLVANIA, a North Atlantis state of the United  
States of America sod one of the original thirteen, lying for  
the most part between latitudes 39°  43' 26.3' and 42° N. and  
between longitudes 740  40' and 80°  31' 36' W. The state is in  
the form of a rectangle, except in the north-west where a  

triangular projection, extending to 42 ° r5' N. tat., gives it a shore-
line of almost 40 m. on Lake Erie, on the east where the Dela-
ware river with two large bends separates it from New York and  
New Jersey, and in the south-east where the arc of a circle which  
was described with a ia-rn. radius from New Castle, Delaware,  
forms the boundary between it and Delaware, The forty-second  
parallel of N. latitude forms the boundary between it and New  
York on the N.; Mason and Dixon's line is the border between  
it and Maryland and West Virginia on the south and a north  
and south line nuarka the boundary between it and West  
Virginia and Ohio on the west. The total area is 45,126 sq. m.  
and of this 294 sq. m. are water surface.  

Physical P 	a—Ρennsy ναnia skirts the costal Plain in the  
south-east below Philadelphia. is traversed from north-east to  
south-west by the three diverions of the Appalachian province-
Pied ιηpnt or older Appalachian belt, younger Appalatbian ridges  
and valleys and Allegheny plateau—and in the north-west corner  
is a small part of the Erse plain. The entire surface has a mean  
elevation of about ι ιao ft. above the see. It rises from so ft. or  
leer on the bank of the Delaware between Philadelphia and Chester  
to 20oo-3000 ft. on the biχhα ridges in the middle section (3136 ft.  
on Blue lCnob in Bedford co υηt ), and falls again to goo- ιοοο ft.  
en the Ohio border and to 750 ft. or less on the Erie plain; in the  
south-east is as arcs of about 6 ιoo q. m. that is less than 500 ft.  
above the sea. while on the ridges in the middle of the state is an  
a gate area of about sσov eq m. that everywhere exceeds  
2000 ft. in elevation. The area below 500 ft. is mostly ii' the  
Triasac lowland of the Piedmont region, or, as the Pennsylvania  
portion of it is called, the south-east province. This is an un-
dulating plain which has been produced by the wearing away of  
weak sandstones, Ac. On the north and -west borders of this  
plain are two puts of a chain of semi-detached and usually rounded  
Nils, known as the South Mountains, The north-east but is  a 
sestb westward arm of the New England uplands, is known .. the  
Reding Prong, and extends from New Jeesry through Easton to  

Reeding. The south-west past is a north-eastern ptdongetlen  of 
the Virginia Piedmont, is known as the Cumberland Prong, and  
extends N.N.E. through the south part of Cumberland county .  

In the Reading Prong most of the hills rise goo-coon ft. above the  
en and about ot ιε-haif that height above the surrounding country;  
in the Cumberand Prong their height bncveames to the southward  
untIl, on the Maryland border, they  rise axon ft. above the sea  
and 1400 ft. above the idiolning1p ain. Another range of hills,  
known as the Trenton Prong, extends from the northern suburbs  
of Philadelphia both westward and southward through Chester,  
Delaware, Lancaster and York counties, but these rise-only 400-600  
ft. above the see and have few steep slopes. Both of these ranges  
of hills are composed of hard crystalline rocks, and between them  
lies the lowland eroded on the 'maker sandstones and sediment ι.  
In Bucks and Monegomery counties is a large sandatone area;  
traversing Chester county is the narrow Chester Valley with a  
limestone bottom, and in Lancaster county is the most extensive  

limestone plain. The Pennsylvhnia portion of the younger Αρ  
palachian ridges and valleys, known as the central province of  
the state, embraces the region between the South Mountains, on  
the south-east, and the crest of the Allegheny plateau or Allegheny  

Front, on the north-west. It extends from south-west to north-
est about 230 m. and has  a neatly uniform width of 5o m. except  
that it narrows rapidly as it approaches the north-east corner d  
the state. The ridges and intervening valleys, long parts of which  

have an approximately parallel trend from south-west to north-east,  

were formed by the erosion of folded sediments of varying hardness,  
the weak belts of rock being etched out to form valleys and the  

hard belts remaining as mountain ridges. After the folding the  
whole region Wes worn down nearly to sea-level, forming a low  

plain which bevelled across the geological structure of the e ηtire  
state, including the Piedmont area to the south-test and the plateau  

area to the north-west. Then came a broad uplift followed by the  

erosion which carved out the valleys, living hard rocks as mountain  

ridges which rise about to the level of the old erosion plain. in  
Bedford county and elsewhere the ridges rise to 2400 ft. or more  
above the sea, but their more usual height is 1400 to 2000 ft. above  
the sea and 500 to icon ft. above the intervening valleys. Their  

crest lines are often of needy uniform height for miles and generally  
are little broken except by an occasional V-shaped wind gap, a  

narrow water gap or a rounded knob. The valleys rarely exceed  
more than a few miles in width, are usually steep-sided, and he-
quently are traversed by longitudinal ranges of hills and cress ridgegess 
but the Pennsylvania portion d the Appalachian or Great Valley,  

which forms a distinct division of the central province and lies  
between the South Mountains and the long rampart of Blue  

Mountain, is about 10 m. in width an the Maryland border and to  

the north-cast its width increases to 20 m. The north-west part  
of it is a slate belt that has been much dissected by eroding streams,  
but the south-east part is a gently rolling belt of limestone to which  

occasionally a steep hill descends from the slate belt. The Poconc  

plateau, into which the central province merges at its north-east  
extremity, is a continuation of the Catskill la τnυ southward 
from New York and covers Wayne, Pike and Monroe counties απd  
the test portion of Carbon county. Its surface is underlaid by a  
hard sandstone and conglomerate which erode slowly, and the general  
upland level, which is 1400-1800 ft. above the sea, is little broken  
except by shallow valleys and occasional knobs. The Allegheny  
plateau, which extends from the crest of the Alleghany Front to  

end beyond the west απd north borders of Pennsylvania and  
covets more than one-half of the state, is much more dissected.  
in Tioga and Potter counties on the north middle border, it rises  
2400-2500 ft. above the sea, but from this height the general upland  
level falls gradually to 1200-2300 ft. in the south-west and 900-
i000 ft along the Ohio border and in Erie county there is a sudden  

fall of about sac ft. to the krie plain. In the northern, middle  

απd south-west portions of this plateau province the upland is cut  
by an intricate network of narrow valleys and ravInes that are  

commonly gοο-διιο ft. deep and occasionally Boo- ιοοο ft. deep,  
but west o[ the Allegheny aver, where harder rocks have resisted  
such deep dissection and glacial drift has filled depressIons or  
smoothed rough surfaces, the uplands are broader and the valleys  

wider απd shallower. Most of the Pennsylvania shore of Lake  
Erie is lined with a wall of send απd clay 50-100 ft. in height απd  
along the her of this is only a narrow beach, but in front of the  
city of Erie the shore currents have formed a spit, known as Ρresqut  
Isle, which affords a good harbour.  

The Pocono plateau nearly all of the central and south-east  
provinces απd the north-east portion of the Allegheny plateau are  
drained bbyy the Susquehanna and Delaware nver.aysterus into the  

Chesapeeka and Delaware Bays; the greater part of the Allegheny  
plateau is drained by the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers into  

the Oho river; the extreme southern portion of the central province  
απd the extreme western portion of the south-cast province art  
drained by tributaries of the Potomac; the Eric plain is drained by  

shoot steams into lake Erie; and a very small section of the 
Allegheny plateau, in the northern part of Potter county, is drained  
by theGenεsα river into Lake Ontario. The Susquehanna drains abu t

ai.o0oq, m.dtάestate; the Ohio,Alleghεπyand Monoηgaheń  
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114,747,9. m.; and the Delaware 64µ .q. m. The Susquehanna  
a wide and shallow stream with a aging course and numerous  

islands, but both the Susquebanna and the Delaware, together  
with their principal t ńbutaries, flow for the most part transverse  
to the geological structure, and in the gorges and water-gaps through 
which they pass ridges in the mountain region, is some of the most  
pictutasque scenery in the state; a number of these gorges, too,  
lave been of great economic importance as passages for railways  

The lower portion of the Delaware river has been entered by the  
ma as the result of the depression of the land, giving a harbour, at  

the head of which develοped the city of Philadelphia, The present  
course of the Upper Allegheny river is the result of the glacier  
which blocked the northward drainage of the region through  
which it flows and turned it southward. The Monongahela is an  

older stream but like the Allegheny. it meanders much, and both  
rivers flow in deeply intrenctied valleys. The few small lakes  
of the state are mostly on the Peron plateau, where they were  
formed by glaciation; here, too, are some streams with picturesque  
cascades.  

Foaaa.—Under the protection of a game commission which was  
created in 1895, of some game preserves which have been estab-
lished by this commission, αnd of venous laws affecting wild  
animals αnd birds, the numbers of Virginia deer, black bear, rabbits,  
ruffed grouse, quail and wild turkeys have increased until in some  
of the wilder sections they are quite plentiful 1  while the numbers  
of weasels, minks, lynx and foxes have been diminished. Squirrels,  
raceme, woodchucks and skunks are common, and musk-rata,  
porcupines απd opossums are found in some section.. Two species 

 of venomous snakes--the rattlmnakt αnd the copper-head—occur  
in the sraeίγ settled regions. The avifauna lncllude--among the 
birds of prey—the red-shouldered hawk, red-tailed hawk marsh  
hawk, Cooper's hawk, sharp-shinned hawk and sparrow hawk, the  
great horned owl, the barn owl απd the κreech owl; and bald eagles  
are not uncommon in the mountainous regions along the larger rivers.  
The turkey-buzzard " — turkey-vulture-- (very valuable as a  
scavenger) is seen occasionally, especially in the south απd south-west.  
The game birds include the ruffed grouse, quail and English pheasant  
(which have increased rapidly under protection), besides woodcock,  
snipe, many species of ducks and a few Canada geese. The song and 
insectivorous birds—thrushes, Bycatchers, vireos and woodpeckers—
of this latitude, are well represented, and the high plateaus (particu-
larly the Pocono plateau) have especial ornithological interest as the  
tarrying-places, during the migratory masons, of many species of 
birds whom natural breeding ground is much farther north. Perch,  
sunfisli, trout, bass, pike and pickerel abound in many of the streams.  
Yellow perch are especially plentiful in the lakes on the Pocono  
plateau.  Pike.perch and a few blue pike are taken in the Susque- 
henna, where shad are no longer plentiful since work was begun  
on McCall's Ferry dam, and in '908 the entire catch for the river  
was valued at about $20,000, but in the Delaware there are valuable  
shad sod herring fisheries. The blue pike, whitefish and herring,  
obtained on Lake Erie are of considerable commercial Importance.  
In 1908 the total match on Lake Erie was valued at 8200,869, the  
principal items being herring ($90,108), blue pike (813,657) and  
whitefish ($31,580). The catch of herring was twice as much in  
1908 as in X907 απd that of whitefish nearly four times as much  
in 1908 as in 1901; this increase was attributed to the work of the  
state hatcheries. There were eight hatcheries in 1910 and the  
number of fish distributed from these during 1908 W55 about  
662,000,000; they consisted chiefly of pickerel, yellow perch, wall-
eyed pike, white fish, herring, blue pike, trout and shad,  

flora—Except on some portions of the Pocono plateau, Penn-
sylvania was originally well f ιιreαed, and, although most of the 
merchantable timber α a been cut, about one-half ofthe state is 
still woodland. On the higher elevations the trees are mostly  
white pine, yellow pine and hemlock but in the valleys and lower  
levels are oaks, hickories, maples, elms, birches, locusts,  willows, 
spruces, gums, buckeyes, the chestnut, black walnut butternut,  
cedar, ash, linden, poplar, buttonwood, horobcam, holly, catalpa,
magnolia, tulip tree, Kentucky coffee-tree, sassafras, wild cherry  
pawpaw, crab-apple and other species. The flora is most varied  
In the Susquehanna Valley below Harrisburg, and on Prcsque  
Isle are some plants peculiar to the Lake region, The state has  
forest reserves (918,000 acres in 1910) in 26 counties, the largest  
areas being in Potter Clinton, Center, Cameron, Lycoming, Hunting-
don, Union and MiFAin counties; and there is an efficient department  
of forestry under a state commissioner of forestry. A state forest  
academy (the only one in the United States) is at Mont Alto,  
where there is one of the three state nurseries; its first class gradu-
ated in 19126. In 1909 the state legislature passed an act auth οriri ιιg  
any city, borough or township of the first class to acquire, subject 
to the approval of the commissioner of forestry, a municipal 
forest; end it authorized the distribution of seedling forest trees,  
at cost, to thowwho would pint and protect them, for growing  
private furors  

Climak.—The temperature is quite mild and equable in the  
earth-east province where the ocean influences it απd where the  
mountains bounding it on the north and north-west are some  
protection from the colder winds. The crests of the higher ridges  

Iii the central province are delightfully cool in summer, but the  

adjacent valleys are subject to estessive bent In summer add .es'as  
cold in winter. The mean annual temperature decrease. to the  
north-westward on the Allegheny plateau, but on the Erie plain,  
in the extreme north-west, Luke Erie exerts its modcs'atingjnluemce,  
the mean temperature rises, and extremes shorten. The mess  
annual temperature in the south-east rmiecs is about ρ° F.;  
it decreases ιο 50° in the central province and to 47° or lmi m some  
of the north-west c ουπtκs of the Allegheny plateau, but rises to  
49° on the shore of Lake Erie, At Philadelphis the mean tempera-
ture in winter (December, January and Februkry) is 34°, the menu  
temperature in summer (June, July and August) is 74°, and the  
range of extremes here for a long period of years ending with i9 οy  
was within 103° and 6°. At Haitingdon Huntingdon county, is  
the Juniata Valley, the winter mean is 30 , the summer mean 71',  
αnd within the period from :888 to 1907 extremes ranged from  
104° to 23°. The mummer maxima on the mountains are usually  
8° tO 10' less than in the valleys directly below them; Saegeretoem,  
Crawford county, is nearly 30  m. south of Erie, on Lake Erie. and  
yet the winter mean is 28° at Erie and only y5° at Saegerstown,  
and the lowest temperature on record for Erie is - ι6° while for  
Satgerstowii it is -27°. During the period from 1875  to 1905  
inclusive, extremes within the state ranged fromt o)' at York,  
York cΌ u πty, in July t901, to 42° at Smithport t  Mckeao county, 
in January 19044. July is the warmest month in all part. of  the 

i state. January is the coldest in some end February In others  
The average annual rainfall is 44 in. It is 50  in. or more in soma  
regions along the south-east border of the mountain district or  
farther south-east where the rains are ccasionally heavy, and it is  
less then 40 in, in some of the north-east αnd rough-west counties.  
The amount 01 rainfall during the summer is about s in. more than  
that during either autumn or winter α nd 2 in, more than that during  
spring;  In the mountain region and in the vicinity of Lake Es·se  
there is often a fall of several inches of snow during the winter  
months and the rapid melting of this produces floods on the Dela-
ware, Susquehanna and Ohio rivers απd some of their tributaries.  
The prevailing winds are westerly, but theyare frequently interrupted  
by warm breezes from the south, or moisture-bearing currenta from  
the east.  

Soils.—The most productive soil is that in the south-east section  
of the Great Valky αnd in Chester Valley where it is derived lasgely  
from limestone. There is some of the same formation as well as  
that derived from red s ales on the sandstone hills in the south-east  
province απd in many of the middle and western valleys, but often  
a belt of inferior slate soil adjoins a limestone belt, αnd many of  
the ridges are covered with a still more sterile soil derived from  
white land grey sandstones. The north-west and north-east sections  
contain some glacial drift but the soil in these parts is not suitable  
for cultivation except in the larger valleys in the north-west where  

it is drained by glacial gravel or there is some sandy loam mixed  
with clay.  

Agricalrwe.—Pennsyylvania is noted for its mineral wealth αnd  
manufactures rather than far its agricultural resour rs, but in 1900  
about two-thirds of its land was Included in farms, a.little more  
than two-thirds of its form-land was improved, and in several  
crops the state has long ranked high. The number of farina  in-
creased from 127,577 in 1850 to 224,48 iu 1900, the increase  
resulting in part from a reduction of their site but more largely  
from the appropriation of new lands for farming purposes The  
enrage site in s90o was 86.4 acres. Nearly 60/, of them con-
tained less than ι oo acres αnd only about 2-7% contained 260  
acres or more. More than seven-tenths (160,105) were waked by  
owners or part owners, and only ,34,529 by share tenants, απd  
23,737 by ash tenants. Hay, Indian corn, wheat, oats, potatoes,  
fruits, vegetables and tobacco ore the principal craps Of the teal  

crop acreage in 1899 nearly two-fifthe was devoted to hay and  
forage, and the value of the hay crop in 1909' (when the crop was  

3.742,000 tons, valued at 554.633.000) was greater than that of airy  

other state in the Union except New York. Hay is grown in largest  

quantities in the north, απd in the section soot Est of blue  
Mountain. More than one-half of the crop acreage in 1899 was  

devoted to cereals, απd of the total cereal acreage 32% was of  
wheat, 31.2% was of Indian corn, 24.8% suns of oats, 6.5s (, ass  
of rye, and 5.3%  was of buckwheat. The ρrodι t of Indian core  
was 48, όο0,00ο bushels in 1909; of wheat 26.265,000 bushels; of  
oats 25,948,000  bushels; of barley 196,000 bushels; of rye 5.508,000  
bushels; and of buckwheat 5.665,000 bushels,  

jndlan corn, wheat and rye, are cultivated most extensively  
in the south-cast counties. Some of the larger oar-producing  

counties also are in the south-east, but most of the buckwheat,  
bail and oats are grown in the north and west counties Tb.  
dairy business, for which much of the hey crop is needed, has grown  
with the growth of the urban population as is shown in mire by a  

steady increase in the number of dairy cows from 53 0,224 In 1850  
to 1, ^ g0,000 in tet ο; the value of the dairy products in 1899 
(8 5,860 r ι o) was exceeded only in New York. The number of
other cattle has fluctuated somewhat, but there were 917,000 hi  
1910 as against 623.722 in 1850. Horses increased in number  

1  Statistic' for 1909 and 19t0 are from the Υe r Dseb Of the 
United State Department o1 Agriculture,  
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tram 350,398 b 1850 to 619,000 in 1910. Tb. number of make  
Increased steadily from 2259 In 1850 to 43,000 in m9te. The  
raising of abcep and swim sous of considerably 11ρ̂ιsιι  relative impor-
tance in 1910 than in 1850, there being 1,882357 sheep aid 1,040,566  
swine in 1850 and 1,112,000 sheep and 931,000 swam in 1910, Tb.  
dairy business is Iarχst in the regions around Philadelphia and  
P ngeeg, and in Erie and Bradford counties. Cattle other than  
dairy cows as well as horses and sheep me meat numerous in the  
western countis, in Bradford county on the meth border, and in  

some of the counties of the southeast. Swine are meet numerous  
in the south-east and south-weer muntie . The state ranks high  

in the production of potatoes, abbages, lettuce and turnip., and  

it produces large crops of swp.i Indian mrn, tomatoes, cucumbere,  
musk-melons, asparagus endery. Tut total value of all vegetables  
produced in 1899 was $15,_ 3 τ,9904, an amount exceeding that of 
any other state except New Y large portion of the  
are grown in the vicinity of Philadelphia or in the vicinity el Pitto- 
burg. The culture of toinee, which was introduced as early an  
1689, was a small industry until the middle of the 19th c ń tury,  
but it then developed rapidly except during a brief interruption  
caused by the Mexican War. In 1909 the mop was 30,732,000 lb.  
More than two-thirds of the state's mop of 1899 was produced in  
Lancaster county, which is one of the la ιgest tobacco-prodiseiog  
counties in the United Stars, and moat of the other third was  

produced in York, Tiaga, Bradford and Clinton counties. Apples.  
cherries and pare are the principal orchard fruits Gapes, peaches,  
plums and prunes, apricots, strawberries, maρbeπies and login.  
berries, biackberries and dewberries, currants and gooseberries  
are also grown. Orchard fruits are most abundant southeam  
of Blue Mountain and small fruits near the urger clues but 
about two-thirds of the grams are grown in Erie county. Flori-
culture is an important industry in Fhiladelpbia and its vicinity.  
The sale of nursery products, more than one-halt of which were  
grown in Cheater and Montgomery counts, amounted in 1899  
to $541,032, and although this was less than one-third that of New  
York ii was exceeded in only. thrκ other sets. 

bitserσltτ.—Pennsylvanin is by far the moat important coal.  
producing state in the Union, and as much of the iron me cl the  
Lake Superior region is brought to Its greet bituminous cod-Be d•
for rendering into pug•iron, the value of the seats's mineral producta  
constitutes a large fraction of the total value for the entire country;  
in 1907 when the value of the intend products of the mate was 
$6s7,78j,345, or nearly one-third that ci all the United Sate.,  
and in 1908 when the total for the state war $473.083.212,  or more  
than one-fourth that of the whole United States, more than four.  
fifths of it was represented by coal and pig-iron. an'n. With the • 
ception of two small areas in Colorado and New Mexico, Penn  
5γlνania contains the only enthraat εeoal region in the oouatry.  
This is in the east of the state, and although it has a total area of  
about 3300 sq. m., its workable mca ιutp are mostly in Lacks.  
wane, Luzerne, Carbon, Schuylkill end Northumberland counties  
in an ern of less than 500 sq. m. This coal was discovered as  
early as 1762 near the eau of the present city of Willees.BaxcB and  
during the War of Independence it was used at Carlisle in the manu-
facture of war materials, but it was of little commercial importance  
until early in the next century. in 1815 the output was reported  
as only 50  tons, but it steadily rose to 74,547,102  tons (v'Iued at  
$158,178,849) in 1908. Besides having pr,cticslly all theantheadte, 

 cosi-messuise, and most 
of th
Pennsylvania 

 oal obtained from these ^sel the sbeg quality. They form  
the northern extremity of the greet Appa acbian reel ld and under.  
lie an area of 15,290 sq. m. qr more in the west of the state. The  
Pittsburg district, comprising the counties of Allegά tt κκyy, Washing. 
ton, 'Fa cite and Westmoreland, is exceptionally productive, and  
the coal in Allegheny and Washington counties ι noted for its  
gas-producing qualities, while in Fayette and Westmorcland m imtie;  
is obtained the famous Couinellsviik coking gym!. The bituminous  
coal was first used at nears the mme time as the anthracite and it  
was firm shipped from Put;sburg in 1803. la 1840 the state's  
output was 464,826 tons It mci-cased to 1,000,020 tens in 1850,  
to *3,760,000 tons in '875,10 79,842,326 tons in 1900, to 150,143,E77  

tons in 1907; and was 117.179.527  tone in 1908, when it was 35•5 %  
of that of the entire country and was valued at $ ιι818ι6,a99.  
In 1880 the output of coal (anthracite and bituminous) in Penn-
sylvania was 66% of that of the entire country; In r9 οS it was  
48.2%; but in the letter year the Pennsylvania mhue produced  
more coal than the combined production of all the countries of  
the world eitcepting Great Britain, Germany and Austria-Hungary,  
and it was nearly four times as much as the total minedin Austria,  
nearly fin times as much as that mined in Franc, and seven times  
as much as the output of Rosais in that year.  Extending from the  
south-west corner of the mate throeg h Oreeae, Washington, ABs-
eekeny. Beaver, Butler, "enango, Clarion, Fstat, Elk. Weeea,  
McKean and Tinge counties is the Pennsylvania "ction of the  
Appalachian oil-field which, with the small section in New York,  
furnished nearly all of the reentry's supply of petroleum for some  
rare following the discovery of its value for illuminating purposet.  
7λe misetal was made known to whits men by the Indiani, who  
sold it, under the mime of Seaeca oil, as a cure for various  Ills, 
and burned it at some of their ceremonies. The early seeders is  

west Peaaaylvania also felled that some unknown people had  dug 
pig several feet in depth around the oil sprigs apparently for the  
purpose of colleting the oil. But it was not until the middle of  
the t9th century that its vai υe es an it undιταtiag oil became knee%  
and act until 1859 was the first petroleum well drilled. This  
was the Drake well, on the Bats of Oil Creek at Tltusvulle; it  
was about 70  ft. in depth, and when 25 berMs were pumped from  
it in a day its ρreductioo was considered enormous. By the dose  
of 1861 wells had been drilled from which 2000 to 3000 barrel.  
Bowed in a day without pumping, and the states yearly output  
continued to increase until τ89τ when h amounted to 3t424,2O6 
barrels. Since then, however, wells have been going dry, and when,  
in 1895, the output fell to 19,144390  barrels it was exceeded by  
that of Ohio. It wept time quite steadily to 9,424325 in  
and in that year Pennsylvania was oat-ranked as an oll-peodueiisg  
mate by Oklahoma, California, Illinois, Texas and Ohio. In drilling  
for some of the first oil wells gas escaped, and in a few instances  
this was used as a fuel for generating steam in the boilers of the  
drlllingenglnes. In some Instances, too, well. which were drilled  
for cif ?reduced only gas A little later, about 1868 successful  
experiments were made with gas as a manufacturing fuel. and in  
t871 the gas ladustiy was burly well established near Titusville  and 

 drilling a well 
 light. The values of the states output I c sedo  from 

both 

maWyy $75,000 in 1182 to approximately $19,282,000 In 1888,  
and the total value of Its output during these and the intervening  
yearn was more than 80% that of all the United Stales The  
industry then became of greater importance In several other states 
and declined in Pennsylvania until in 1896 the value of Penn-
sylvania's product amounted to only $5,528,610 1, or 42-5% of that  
of the United States. This temporary decline was, however  
followed by a rather steady rise and in t9o9 the output was valued  
at $ι9,1o4,ςφ4, which was still be in excels of that of any  oVuer 
mate and nearly 35.4 of that of the entire country. The gas 
region has an area o1 about 15,000 sq. m. and embraces about all  
of the Pennsylvania section e( the Allegheny plateau except a  
narrow belt along its east and southeast border. Thers are do-
posits cl various kinds of iron ore in the astern, south.esstern  
middle and seem of the western counties, and from the middle of  
the ttth met ory until near the dose of the 19th Pennsylvania  
reeked high smnong the iron.ore-modecing states, As late as 1880  
it ranked firm, with a product amounting to 1,951,496 long tone.  
But the 'mm's item foundries moved rapidly westward after the  
Brat successful experiments in making pig-iron with bituminous  
0oal, in 1845, and the discovery, a few years Ater that rich ore  
could he obtained there at less cast from the Lake Su ρedοr region  
resulted in a decline of iron-mining within the state un κΡ, in 1902, 
the product amounted to only 822,932 long tens. jx-aof w hich  
was negnetite ore from the Cornwall mans in Lebanon manly  
which have been among the largest producer, of this kind of ore  
since the erection of the Cornwall furnace in 1742. In 1908 the  
entire iron-ore product of the stater  amounting to 443,161  long 
tons, as. not 
of the magικtitóáe alone ς α  (y544;3,9988 long g tons) was morepro

duction  
than one-

fifth that of all the United States. In the manufacture of pig-iron  
Pennsylvania is easily fist among g the stets, with a product value 
ineiΉ  0' $111385,002 nearly 43.8%el that of the cadre country.  
Ρaanι 4vanIa hem extensive ems of limestone rock ,ultable for  
makingiment, and in Northampton and Lehigh counties enormous  
quantrtes of it are used in this indu me Natural-rock cement way 
hat made in the state ^ao te s elm the diimvery, In 1831, of deposits  
of cement rock near Williamspcet, Lyooming county, and the in'  
&ee y was greatly promoted in 1850 when the vest depoalts in  
the lower Lehigh Valley were discovered and large quantities  of 
cement were required in the rebuilding of the Lehigh Canal. Corn•  
petition 
cement plash 

produced 
 the United States Iπk1877a The output of 

Portland 
 

natural-rock cement continued greater than that of the Portland until  
1896, but for the succeeding ten yeara the enormous development  
of the cement industry vas elmost entirely in the Portland branch,  
Its production in the state increasing from 825,03544 barrels in 1996  
to 8,77α49s barrels is r90n and te 18,254,8066 barrels (valued at  

$13,899 ,807) hi ^pο8, when it was mom then 30% of that of the 
United Suteι The production of natmral-rock cement was 609 000  
barrels in 1896 sad only 252479 bsmis (valued at $87, τ92) in  
1908. I.lmeatmues and dolonatea suitable for building purpo ses  
em obtained chick,  in Montgomery Cbeeterwnd Lsncaacrcountles,  
and even theseare generally rejected for ornamental week nit account  
of their colour, which Is usaahly bluish, trey or settled. However  
until increased facihitite of transport brought mall dedrable motes  
into competition they were used extensIvely in Philadelphia end  
with them the main building of Girard College and the United  
State Naval Asylum were eramed and the long rows of red-brick  
residences wee trimmed. There are limestone quarries In nearly  
two-thirds of the counties and greet τq m̂odties of the stone are
used for flux in the iron furnaces for n πιιldng quicklime, for railway  
bedast and for mad asking. 'The total glue of the limestoes  
output in 1908 ansountad to $4, ο5s7,47Τ, and the total glue of all  
stoic queened was $6r37t,1 2. In Dauphin county 

 k  sαa 
 quarry 

 binish.bsowa Trilsse u 	one that hυ been  
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esραidlΥ . (n Ph έ ladelphia, for the erection of the walled brown  
emir fronts. On the Pocono plateau is a large deposit of a fi πe-
greeted dark-blue more of the Devonian formation which is knbwh  
as the Wyoming Valley stagy, and, lime the New York" bliiestone,"  
which it closely resembles, is much used for window and door trim- 
minaggss steps and Sagging. Several of the western counties contain 
Carboniferous or sub iferous sandstone that are used locally  
for building and for various other purposes. In 1908 the value of  
Pennsylvania sandstone and bluestoiie was $1,368,784. Ν rτb-
amρme, Lehigh and York counties contain the moat productive  
slate quarries in the country, and in 1908 the value of their out put  

kind 
$
ιπ the United States used ffoor  ι 

end 
	 lkbεerrdι T e Only  

an extensive area is the south-east part of the state containing  

shale clay of a superior Quality for nuking common brick. Kaolin  
abetted, in Chester and Delawart counties, and δπ-elay In several  
of the western counties. In 5908 the state ranked Γr* iπ the  
value of its output of brick απd tile ($18,981,743), which was 1 4.74 % 
of the entire product of the United States, and was second onlyto  

Ohio in the total value of its clay products (514,842,982), which  

was 11-14% of that for the entire country. tiles send &reeds  
both in the eastern and in the western sections and for many yeas  

Pennsylvania has used this more extensively in the manufacture  
of glees than any other state. Deposits of crystalline graphite  
are found in Chester and Berke counties. le Chester county, also,  
is one of the most productive deposits of feldspar, coed in impor-
tance only to dime of Maine. Soapstone is quarried in Montgomery  
and Northampton aunties, phosphate rock, in Juniata county; 
rocks from which mineral paints are nude, in several counties, and  
there is some garnet in Demure county.  

Meai'fadures.—Tbe state ranks second to New York in the value  
of its manufactures, which increased from 5155,044.910  in 1850  
to 51.955.551.332 (factory products alone) in 1905,5 growth which 
• been bn promoted by an abundance of fuel, by a good port on the  
Atlantic seaboard, by a network of canals which in the early years  
was of much importance in connecting the port with the Mississippi  
river system by its frontage on Lake Erse which makes the era 

 of the Lake St uρeπor region easily actessible, and by ang t miler 
system which hat been built to meet the demand, arisingg from the  
natural resources, By far the most important industry is the  
production of iron and steel. The manufacture of iron was es•  
ublrhed on a  commercial basis In ι7ι6-1718, when a fume, was  
built on Manatawney Creek above Pottstown, and befote the dote  
of the colonial era Pennsylvania had risen to 6at rank among the  
iron-producing colonies, a position which it has always held among  
the mtateσ of the Union. So b πg es churmasl oai was used in the 
iernaea (until about 1840) and during the brief period in which  
this was replaced largely by anthracite, the induatTy was of chief  
Importance in the eastern secties, but with the gradual increase in  
the use of bituminous cool, or of coke made from it, the indust ,  
moved westward, where, especially in the Pittsburg district, k 
received a new impetus by the introduction of iron ore from the  
Lake Superior region. The value of the output of Ion and steel  
increased from µ5264.571,624  in 1890 to $47 ι,a28,84 in 1905, and  
the suite furnished 46.5 % of the pig-iron απd 54 /e  of the steel  
sod makable iron produced in the entire country. The menu•  
facture of gnat quantities of coke has resulted from the demand  
for this product in the iron and steel industry and from the abun-
dance of coking mil; the manufacture of glees hat been promoted  
by th, supply of glass sand and natural got m the west of the state;  
the manufacture of leather by the abundance of hemlock lark; the  
manufacture of pottery, term-cotta and Ste-clay products by the  
abundance of raw materiel; the manufacture of silk and silk goods  
by the line number of women and girls who came into the suite  
in families of which the men and boys were employed in mining  
and picking anthracite coal; and in each of these industries as  
well as  in a few others the state has for many yea produced  a 
larg

e 
e 

1905 	twe lve leading 05 the 	 manufactures, with the value of each,  
were: steel and malleable fιon,363;73.577: fWgdry and m=chine- 
shop products, consisting most y o storm lecmnotives, metal-
working machinery and pumping machinery, $119,630Α13;  pIg. 
iitm, $ ι0 7λ55,267;  lather, 69,47,852; railway can and repairs  
by steam railway compenies, $61,021,374; refined petroleum  
547.459,501: silk and silk goods, $39,333,510; tobacco cigars sad  

cigarettes, $39,079,122;  Sour and grist.mill products, $38,518,702t 
 refined sugar and molasses, $37,182,504; wasted goods $35,683,915; 

and malt liquors, }34.863,823. The mat marked advances from  
1900 to 1905 were in worsted goods (61.4 %) structural iron-work  
(60 %), and tin and tame-plate (54.4 %). Philadelphia Is the  
pat manulsctunng centre. Within its limits, in 1905, all the  
sugar and molasses were manufactured and much of the petroleum  
was refined, nearly all of the iron and steel shim and steam loco-
motives won built, and 93 % of the carpets and rugs were made,  
end the total value of the manufactures of this city m that year  
was many one-third of that for the entire state. Nearly 20 % of  
the iron and steel was produced by Pittsburg together with Af s-
gbeny,with which it has since been consolidated, and the production  
of these is the leading industry of New Castle, Johnstown. Duquesne  
Mekesaport, .εbaτοe,  Βndd0ck and Dubois, also la the west path 01  

the state and of Reading, Harrisburg, Steelton, South Betbleha'  
Pottstown, Lebanon, Phoenixville and Danville in the east part.  
The silk and cement industries are conlined largely to the aster  
cities and boroughs; the mire, tin and terra-plate, and pickling  
industries to the western; απd the εοπstructioπ απd repair of rail-
way cars to Altoona, Meadville, Dunmore, and repair of railway  
car to Altoona, Meadville, Dunmore, Chambersburg, Butler end  
Philadelphia.  

numeral sad Ceene rυ.—The new road cut through the Juniata  
region 18 the march of the army of Brigadier-Gene John Forbes.  
against Fort Duquesne in 1758, was a result of the influence d  
Pennsylvania, for it was considered even then a matter of grist  
importance to the future prosperity of the province that its seaport.  
PhiladelphIa, be connected with navigation on the Ohio by the  
easiest lute of communication that could he had wholly within its  
limits. As early as X762 David Rittenhouse and others made a  
survey fora canal to connect the Schuylkill and the Susquehanna  
rivers, and iπ 1791 a committee of the state legislature reporird  
in favour of a project for establishing communication by canalc  
απd river Improvement from Philadelphia to Lake Erie by  war 
of the Sυιg ιje aenι river. Before anytbing was done, the need .1  
Improved means of transportation betwecn Philadelphia and the  
anthracite co'l-fields berme the more pressing. The Schuyiki8  
Canal Company, chartered in 1815, began the construction of a  
anal along the Schuylkill river from Philadelphia to Mount Carboa,  
Schuylkill county, in "816, and completed it in :826. In 1818 the  
Lehigh Navigation Company was formed to improve the naviga.  
tion of the Lehigh river from its confluence with the Delaware to  
Coalprm and two year later coal νι,  successfully carried down  
the Lehigh and Delaware rivers to Philadelphia in "arks" yr  
rectangular boxes, two Or more of which wero οined together and 
steered by a long oar. So prosperous was the business that is  
1827-1829 the company built a number of locks which made the  
Lehigh navigable in either direction, απd in 1827-1831 the state  
did the same for the Delaware between the mouth of the Lehigh  
and Bristol. The Union Canal Company incorporated in 18",  
comρΙ a canal from Middletown on the Susquehanna to Reeding  
on the Schuylkill in 1827. In 1824 the state legislature authorized  
the appointment of a commission to explore routes from the Schuji-
kill to Pittsburg, and from the West Branch of the Suequelsanna  
to the Allegheny, end in the three or four succeeding years the  
stag committed itself to a very extensive system οΓ internal  
improvements. Work was begun on the system in 1826 aid was  
continued without interruption until 1840, when the completed or  
nary completed portions embraced a railway from Philadelphia  
to Columbia on theSusgsehanna, a canal op the Susquebanna and  
the Junlata from Columbia to Hollidaysburg, s portage railway  
from Hellidαyώ org through Blair's Gap in the Allegheny Front to  
Johnstown on the Conemaugh river, a canal down the Conemaugh, he 

kίminetn, and Allegheny dvem to Pittsburg, a anal up the  
Supuehanna and its west branch from the mouth of the Juniata  
to Fsmndsville, in Clinton county, a canal up the Susquehaitm  
and its north branch from Northumberland nearly to the New  
York border and a and up- the Delaware river from Bristol to  
the mouth οf the Lehigh; considerable work had also been done 0i'  
two canals tο connect the Ohio river with Like Erie. Work was  
stopped in 1840, before the system was completed because of the 
intense popular discontent arising from the burden of debt which  
had been assumed and bemuse the success of competing railways  
was them fully awned. In 1845 the state begun to sell its canals  
and railways to private mτymations and the sale was cosriplete'd  
in 1859. the western division of the system was abandoned by  
the new owners in 1865 and the worked portion of the east division  
gradually decreased until it, too, was wholly abandoned i π 1904,  
with the exception of the Delaware Division Canal, which since  
ι866 has been worked by the Lehigh Coal & NavigatIon Company  
in connexion with the Lehigh Canal. In its natural condition there  
were bans in the Delaware river below Philadelphia which obstructed  
the navigation of vessels drawing more than 17-20 ft. of rater,  
burin 1899 the Federal government adopted a project for obtaining  
a channel having a minimum depth of  ο ft. The Federal govern-
ment has much Improved the navigation of the Moron helot and  
Allegheny rivers and is committed to a project for slack-rater  
navigation on the Ohio which Is expected to give Pittsburg com-
munication with the an by vessels drawing 9 ft. of water.  

The first railway in the state was that built in 181 by the Lehigh 
Coal & Navigation Company from Mauch Chunk to its mime,  
9 m. disuse; bat this was only a gravity rid down which cam  
loaded with coal descended by their own gravity and up which the  
empty cars were drawn by mules. in :813 a company was muory  
poi ted to build * railway from Philadelphia to Columbia. but  
nothing further was done until 1828, when the stare canal com-
misioners were directed to build this rid and the Allegheny  
Portage railway from loll(daysbmg to Johnstown. The latter  
was built with ten inclined ernes, five oneach side of she summit  
at Bias's Gap and cars were drawn up these by stationery esginea.  
Both the Philadelphia & Columbia and the Allegheny Portage
railways were completed is 0834. From these and other 
rings the state's railway mileage gradually Increased tO *240 m.  
is *850, to 4666 m, ig 1 	to a639 Φ. in 1890 end to 1 ,473 m.  as 
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the end of 1908, when it was —" by only two states ii' the  

Union, Texas and Illinois. The pnnci p.i railways are the lI σes  
operated-  by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company (tom New York  
to Washington through Pbi re; from Pbkde(pbia to  Clans' 
natl. Cleveland. Chirgo and 51 Louis through Harrisburg and  
Pittsburg;from Baltimore, Maryland, to Sodas Point οn Lake  
Ontario (Northern Centrel) through Harrisburg and Williamipoet;  
from Wmiamsport to Buffalo and to Erie and from Pittsburg to  
Buffalo; the Philadelphia & Reading; the ^j^^h  Valley; the Erie;  
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western: the Baltimore & %le;  
and the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg.  

The state has one port of entry along the Atlantic ,'trnt ,  one on  
the Ohio flyer, and one on the Great Lake' Philadelphia, the  
Atlantic port exports chilly petroleum, anal, grain and θoor, and 
imports c iron ore, sugar, drug. and chemicals, manufactured  
iron, hemp, lute and flax. In 1909 the value of its exports,  
$8o,650,274, was greater than that of any other Athletic port  
except New York, and the value of its imports, $78,003,464, was . 
greater than that of any except New York and Boston. Phtsburg  
ranks high among the interior ports of the country in foreign  
commerce and fiat emcee the cities of the United Suites in the  

tonnage of its domestic commerce. Erie in quite unimportant  
among the lake ports in toreÍgn commerce, but has a Lange domestic  
fade in iron ore, capper, atheist and flour.  

Ρσfnlafio s.—The population of Pennsylvania was 434.373  
in t79ο; 602,365 in 1800; 8 τgo9 ι in z8io; 1,049,458  in ifao;  
1348,x33 in 1830;1,74,033  in 1840; 2.311,786 in 1850; 2,906,225  
in 18d0; 3,521,95!  in 1870; 4,282,891 in 1880; 51258,014.  In  
iSgo; 6,3ο ,ιτ $ in 1900; 7,665,111m 1910. Of the total In 1900,  
985,x50, or ι5.6%,  were foreign-born, 156,845 were negroes,  
1639 were Indians, 1927 were Chinese and 40 were Japanese.  
Neariy 95%  of the foreign-born was composed of aativα of  
Germany (212,453),  Ireland (203,909), Great Britain (180,670),.  
Poland (76,358), Austria (67,492),Itaiy  (66,655), Tunisia (50,959),  
Hungary (47,393)  and Sweden (24,130). Of the native popals-
den (5,3 56,865) 90. 7% were born within the state and a little  
more than two-fifths of the remainder were natives Of New  
York, Maryland, Ohio, New Jersey, Virginia, New Engind,  
Delaware end West Virginia. Almost two-thirds of the Indians  

were in Curnbe'Iand county where, at Carlisle, is a United  

State. Indian Industrial School In 1906 the total number of  
communicants of different religious denominetiens in tli state  

W55 2,977,022,01 whom ;,70,037  were Protestants and 1,214,734  
were Ronan Catholics. There is a large number of the smaller  
religions sects in the state; the principal denominations,  
with the number of communicants of eadi in 0906, are: Metho-
dist (563.443),  Lutheran  (335,643), sedan (322,542),  
Reformed Church (377,570),  Β ρtαΡt (545,694),  Protestant  
Episcopalian (99,021), United Brethren (55,574).  United Evan-
gelical Church (45,40,  Disciples of Christ (66,45$),  German  
Baptist Brethren (23,176), Eastern Orthodox Chuithe (22, 123),  
Mennonite. (16,527), Congs-eg'ilionai (14,810, Evangelical Asao-
dation (33,294),  Friends (12 457),  Church of God or "Winne-
brennerians " (33, 157), and Moravian (5322).  

Of the taeal population in 1900, 3,223,337, 0, 51.1%, were urban (ie.  
in places having a _population of 4000 or more). 761,846, or 12•15 Υ.  
were ,eini-urban s e. in incorporated graces having's ροφtlatfon  
ksstbaa 4000) null 2,3159 36.75%. were rural (ix. outnde of 

 the'nomco ασr rrppaatad • places). From 1890 to 1900 the urine ρopulati ιιe 
o ereaied 854,730, or 36'4, and the semi-urban r34, ο77. or 18.4%,  
but the mini mcτea,ed only 53,195, or 2-4%. The populations of  
the principal cities in 1900 were as (dl σws: Philadelphia, 1 ,293,697;  
Phtsbmg, 321,616; Allegheny, ιaq,896 (subsequently annexed to  
l5ttsburg); Sσantοπ. ιαο.οτ ; Reading, 78.961; Erie, 52.733i  
Wi11w-BBaa 51.7211 Harrieburg, 90,167; Lancaster, 4 1459;  
Altoona, 8A73:  J

ο
έ

πι
tοwπ. ,936

,
;; Allentown, 35416; Mekeesn ort , 

t  ^4, 	9  28,339; Enema, 
 York. 

 Ν i 
σωπ,  22 pα63

; Shenandoah,
e  

20,321; Shamokin (bsrough),16,202; Lebanon,17,628.  
Admafios.—Pennsylvania bas been governed under  

constitutions of 1776, 3790 and 1838 ; the present government  
is under the cοentitυtioπ of the pith of Decaieber 0873 with  
amendments adopted on the '5th of November ep0t. An  
amendment to the constitution to be adopted must be approved  
by a majority of the members elected tο each house of the  
general assembly in two successive legislatures and then, at  
least three months after the second approval of the general  
assembly, by a majority of the popular vote cast on the adoption  

ώ  the amendment. ,  All male 'ιtizens over a; years of ago,  

who have been citizens of the United Slate. for one month,  
residents of the state for one year and of the election district  
for two months .immediately preceding the election, have the  
right of suffrage, 'provided they have paid within two' years  a 
state or county tar, which shall have been assessed at least  
two months and paid at least one tenth before the election.  
The Αustraliaa or "Maasachusetta" ballot, adopted in 189!  
under a lam which fails to require personal registration, by a  
provision like that in Nebraska makes it easy to vote a straight  
ticket; party names are arranged on the bagel according tο  
the .Umber of votes secured by each party at the last preceding  
election.  

Εχιεια σr.—The oBoe of governor. superseded in 1776 by a presi-
dent and council of twelve, was restored in 1790. Under the present  
conatitutiop the governor serves for four years and is ineligible for 
the next wααdiπgeµermm. The governor and lieutenant-governor  
must be at least 30 years old, citizens of the United States, and  
Inhabitants of the state for seven pears last preceding election;  
no member of Comm or person holding any office under the  
United States or Pennsylvania may be governor or lieutenant-
governor. The governor controls a large amount of patronage.  
appointing, subject to the advice and consent of two-thirds of the  
senate, a secretary of the commonwealth and an attorney-general  
during pleasure, and a superintendent of public instruction for tour  
years, and may 611 vacancies in various offices which occur during  
the recess of the renate. He has a right of veto, extending to items  
in appropriation bills which may be overridden by a two-thirds  
vote in each house, hi. power of pardon Is limited, being subject  
to the recommendation of three members of a board which consists  
of the lieutenant-governor secretary of the commonwealth, attorney-
general and secretary of Internal affairs. The other executive  
officials are the lieutenant-governor and the secretasy of internal  
again, elected for four years, the auditor-general, elected for three 
yin, the treasurer, elected for two yin, and (all appointed by the'  
governor) the secretary of' the commonwealth, the attorney-general  
and a superintendent of public instruction. All those chosen by  
election are ineligible for a second consecutive term except the  
secretary of internal affairs. The de,ppaartment of internal affairs  
consists of six bureaus: the land οf8c , vital statistics, wether  
service, assessments, industrial statistics, and railroads,  canals, 
telegraphs and telephones. There are also many statutory admini-
strative officials and boards such as the adjutant-general,  insurance 
commissioner board of health, board of agriculture, board of public  
grounds and ό ιi dings, commissioner. of fisheries, and factory and  
mining inspectors. 

L'gt i 	Dming the colonial period and the early yeah of  

bicameral  system was 
was composed 

 the conαti υtιoη 
house,
of 
 0. 

There 
are fty senators, elected for four yin, and approximately two  
hundred representatives, elected for two years. Senators must be  
at least 25 years old, citizens and inhabitants of the state for four  
years next, before election and inhabitants of the senatorial districts  
from which each is elected for one year next before election :  
representatives must be at least at years old and must have lived  
in the state three years and in the district from which elated one  
year next before electioe, To avoid the possibility of metropolhtaa  
domination provision is made that no city or county shall be entitled  
to more than one-,ixtli of the total number of senators. Sessions  
are biennial. The powers of the two houses are the same except  
that the senate exerιises the usual right of confirming appointments  
and of sitting ass court of Impeachmeot, while the House of Repro.  
sentatives initiate, money bills and impeachment cases  

had^iar γ.—The supreme court consists of seven judges elected  
by the voters of the state at large Minority representation is  
secured by the provision that each elector shall vote for one less than  
the number of judges to be chosen at each election. The state is  
divided into three supreme judicial districts, the eastern, the middle  
απd the western. This court was formerly very much overworked,  
but It was relieved by an act of theth of June 1895 establishing 
a superior court (now of sevep judges with appellateuń sdiction, 
There were in 3910 fifty-aix district courts of common pleas, one for  
each county of forty thousand inhabitants and not more than four  
counties in a district. The judges of the common pies are alsO  
judges of the courts of over and te ππiner,quarter sessions of the  

there rasa separate oτρb es' mu d 	h  

	

courts in 	counties (ten ant  1909)  
having a population of more than one hundred απd fifty thousand.  
Justicru of the peace are elected In wards, districts, boroughs and  
townships. In the colonial period all judges were appointed b γ the  
governor during good behaviour. The constitution  of 1 776 proVided  
for terra, of  seven years. that of 1790  restored the life term, and that  
of 1838 fixed the terms for judges of the common pleas at ten years  
and judges of the supreme court at fifteen. Α constitutional amend-
ment of1850 provided that all judges should be elected by the people!  

1  The constitution of 1873 made provision for minority r εpaαπ-
tetlOa L follow.: "Whenever  two )udgIa of the Alpr®e owns are  
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At present supreme court judges save for tweaty-ons yes= and are 

 lneΓιgibk fα re-election. Superior court and common pleas judges  
serve fα ten years, and justices of the peace for G νe. Judges may be  
lispsscbed for misdesbeaoour in oWice or they may be removed by  
the governor, with the consent of two-thirds of each bou ε of the  
general assembly. for any reasonable cuss which shall not be  
sumcient nd for impeachment.  

Loral GaισπuπcοιR The keel government is a combination of  
the county system of the South and the township system of New  
England. The count οBmeπ are sheriffs. goner,, prntbosiatariss,  
regist s of wills, recorder. of deeds, commu ιioners, treasurer,,  
surveyors, auditors or comptrollers, clerks of the courts, and district  
attorneys, elected for three year The three commissioners apd the  
three auditor. in each county are chosen by the iamb limited vote 
processes pres the supreme-courtjudggesa,, thus allowing a representation  
to the minority party. Pennsylvania has suffered more perhaps  
than any other state in the limn from legislative Interference in  
local affairs. Under an act of the genera( assembly passed in 1870  
the people of Philadelphia were forced to contribute more than  
$zo,000,000 for the construction of a city-ball. To guard. against  
such encroachments in the future the constitution dl ι8j imposed  
the most detailed limitatiοπs upon special legislation. The object  
of the provision, however has been in a large measure nullihedby  
the system of city clash atbn, under which Ρhiladelρhia is the  
only city d the first slaw. The passage of the " Ri ρρc Βιll " of ι9oι  
sheers that the cities of the second εdw are by no means secure.  
The apparent object of the measure was to deprive the people of  
Pittsburg temporarily of the privileges of ιV.goνernment by  
empowering the governs to appoint a recorder (in 4403 the title of  
mayor was again assumed) to exercise (until 1903, when the muni-
cipal executive should be again chosen by the people) the functions  
of the 
and this act applied to the 

removed 
 er 

 by 
	of the secondclass, Alleg

t
heny  

and Scranton, although they had not offended the party manager  
Mir'dlaeeoi's Luws.—A woman ■ right to held, manage and  

acquire property in her own right is not affected by marriage, but  
for a married woman to mortgage or convey her real mute the  
joint action of herself and her husband is necessary. The rights  
of dower and courtesy both obtain. When a husband dies intestate  
leaving a widow and issue the widow has the use of one-third  
of his real estate for life and one-third of his personal estate  abate 
lately; if be leaves no issue but there be col al tees! hεin or other  
kindred, the widow has the real or personal estate or both to the  
value of $5000, the use of one-half the remaining real estate for  
life, απd one-half the remaining personal estate absolutely; if the  
husband lava a will the widow has the choice between her dower  
right and the terms of the will. When a wife dies intestate leaving  
• husband and issue the husband has the use of all her real estate  
for life, and the personal sate is divided among the husband and  
children share απd sham alike; if there be no issue the husband has  
the use of all her reel estate for life and all her personal estate  
absolutely; if the 'rife leaves a will the husband has the choice  
between its terms and his right by  courtesy. Whenever there is  
neither issue nor kindred the surviv ing husband or wife has all the  
estate. The principal grounds for an absolute divorce are impo-
tency, adultery, wilful or malicious desertion cruel and barbarous  
treatment, personal abuse and conviction of any such tlime as  
arson, burglary, embezzlement forgery, kidnapping, larceny.  
murder, perjury or assault with intent to kill, Before filing a  
petition [or a divorce the plaintiff must have resided within the  
state at least one year.  Α  suit for a divorce on the ground of deser-
tion may be commenced when the defendant has been absent six  
months, but the divorce may not be granted until the desertion  
has continued two years. The party convicted of adultery is  
forbidden to marry the co-respondent during the lifetime of the  
other party. Α marriage of first cousins or a bigamous marriage  
may be declared void. Pennsylvania has no homestead law, but  
the property  of a debtor amounting to  Ε300  in value, exclusive of  
the wearing apparel of himself απd family and of all Bibles and  
school-books in use, is exempt from levy and vale on execution or  
by  distress for rent; and the exemption extends to the widow and  
children unless there is a lien on the property for purchase money.  
The child-labour law of 1909 forbids the employment of children  
under eighteen years of age in blast furnaces, tanneries, quarries,  
in manning elevator lifts α ń0ίsting machines, in oiling dangerous 
machinery while in motion, at switch tending, as bra  
firemen, engineers, motormen sad in other positions of similar  
character. The same law p ιesεribes conditions under which  
children between fourteen and deighteen years of age may be em- 

p  órus 
in 

 poisonous acids, 
 c, tobacco or cigars, red lead, paints, pphos- 

p 	, 	 gars, in mercantile establish- 
ments[  stores, hotels, olSces α in other place requiring protection  
to their health or safety; and it forbids the employment of boys  
under sixteen yearn of age or of girls under eighteen yeah of age m 
such factories α establishments more than ten hours a day (unless 

 it be to prepare fora short day) or  for more than ifty-eight hours  

to be chosen for the same term of service each voter shall vote for  
one only, and when three are to be chosen he shall vote for no more  
than tw0; candidates highest in vote shall be deckled elected.'  

a week, or their empbymat there between nine o'deek in the  
eveniaf and six o'clock in the moessing, except that in the factories  
requiring continuous night and day employment boys not under  
tourteea yeaπ of age may he employed partly by day and pertly  
by night rot exceeding nine horn iii -any twenty-four. The 
ploynient of children under fourteen yew of age In coal-mines is  

as is also the employment of children under fourteen  
years of age in any cotton, woollen, silk, paper, lugging α flax  
factory, or in soy laundry, or the employment of children under  
twelve yew of age in nay mill or factory whatever within the  
commonwealth.  

Prisons sled Chiriiien—Penal and cbsrit'ble institutions are  
under the ωΡperrisiaα of a board of public ηΡaιtitis of ten members,  
established in 1869, and a committee In lunacy, composed of five  
members of this board, emended under an act of 1883. An agita-
tion begun by the Philadelphia society for assisting distressed  
prisoners hi l77ό , checked for a time by the War of independence.  
led ultimately to the ssage of a statute in 1818 for the establish-
ment of the Western Penitentiary at Allegheny (opened 1826) and  
another of '821 for the establishment of the Eastern Penitentiary  
in Philadelphia (opened 1829). Ia the former penitentiary  prisoners 
ate congregated; in the letter they ace kept in solitary confinement.  
An act of i8;8 provided fα a third penitentiary in the middle  
district, but through the dora.of Governor Henry M. Hoyt the  
plans were changed and instead the industrial Reformatory was  
established at Huntingdon (opened 1889). The House of Refuge  
of western Pennsylvania, located in Allegheny in 1854 (act of  
1850), hsame the Pennsylvania Reform School in-'872, and was  
removed to Mosgasza, Washington county, in ι876. Few sυtα  
have done a much as Pennsylvania for the humane and scientific  
treatment of its dependent and defective dares, largely as a  
result of the efforts of Dorothea Lynde Dix (4.s.) a hospital for the  
inane was established at Harrisburg in 185g1 tact of 1845). A 
second hospital was opened at Pitisburg in 1853 (act of 184$). but  
the location was ruined by Pennsylvania railway improvements,  
and in 1862 it was removtd to a new site about m. from the city. 
which was called D^mont in honour of Min ^; the hospital is  
not a state institution, but the state provides far the maintenance  
there of patients commuted by the courts or the poor authorities  
in the thirteen counties forming the western district. For three  
other districts three state institutions have ieen established—at  
Danville, 1872 (act of 1868)), Warren, 1880 (act of 1873), απd Norris-
town, 1880 (set of 1876). Anaetd 1901 established a homoeopathic  
hospital for the insne at Allentown A distinction is made between  
hospitals and asylums. The asylum for the chronic insane is at  
South Mountain, t894  (act of 1891). Α state inαtΙtutioη for feeble-
minded of resters Pennsylvania at Polk, Venauigo county, was  
opened in 5897 (act d 1893), and the eastern Pennsylvania sate  
institution for feeble-minded and epileptic at Spring City !  Cheater  
county, was opened in 1908 (_set bf 1903) There are institutes for 
the blind at Overbrook and Pittsburg, απd for the deaf and dumb  
at Philadelphia and Edgewood Park. an oral school for the deaf  
at Scranton, a home for the training of deaf children at Phihofeiphia,  
s polders' απd sibs' home at Erie (1886), a soldier.' orphans'  
industrial school (1895) at Scotland, Franklin musty, the Thaddeus  
Stevens in4υstnal school (1905) at Lancaster, hospitals for the  
treatment of pmo πs Injured lii, the mines, at Ashland (1879),  
Hazleton (1887) and Shamokin .(19071, and cottage hospitals at  
Βlosibuug Cdnodlsville, Mercer and Pbilipsburg (all 1887). In 
addition to the institutions under state control a large number of  
fatal charities receive aid from the public treasury. Ιn 1907-
1908, $ ι4,xττ,44ο was appropriated' for institυdοπs $7;479,732  
for state institutions, $ ι,a ο, wo8 for semi-state institutiota,  
$4,757, 100 fα general hospitals, $149,500  for hοsg1tals for inn.  
sumptives, and $^µ,9o0  for homer, asylums, &c Tά  system of  
juvenile courts, created under a statute d 1901, has done much to  
ameliorate Iheeorsdktiosi of dependent and delinquent children.  

Edsralwss.—During the colonial period there were many sectarian  
and neighbourhood subsci·iptioa κhools in which the poor could  
receive a free education, but public schools in the modern American  
sense were unknown. The famous Friends' public school, founded  
in Philadelphia in 1689 and chartered in ' still exists as the  
William Penn charter school. An agitation begun sawn after the  
War of Independence resulted in the creation of a school fund  in 
1 831 nod the final establishment of the present system of pablic  
schools in 1834. The attempt to repeal the law in 1835 was defeated  
largely through the efforts of Thaddeus Steveas, who was then  a 
member of the state house of representatives. During the years  
V852-1857 the educational department became a separate branch  
of the sate government, the diα of county school superintestent  
was crested, the state teachers' association (knows sine 1900 as  
the Pennsylvania educational association) was eaganured. and  a 
law was enacted for the estabTushment of normal schools. Since  
X893 the sate has furnished textbooks απd other necessary auppiks  
free of charge, and sins 1895 edmatien has been compulsory fα  
all children between the ages of eight and thirteen. Schenk must  
be kept open qot less than seven and not arose than tin ninths  
in the year. Out of a total expenditure of $30.021.774 for the 

 fiscal year 1909, 
16.810406 , ice 

37 ,875.083 was  á educational g a ppu rposes, 
pnrs  tiom 

 of 
  each he  
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coups a. There is a bleanlil school appeopriation of iss,οοο,οοο.  

. In addstion the district directors levy local rates wbidi must  
not be greater than the state and county taxes combined, The  
Ρennsylvania state college at State College, Center county,  was 
established in 1855 as the farmers' high school of Pennsylvanh, in  
1862 became die Agricultisral College οf PennsylvanIa, and received  
its present mangy m '874 alter the iηcome from the national land 
grant had been appropriated the use of the institutions; in  
1909-1910 it had 147 instructors. 1400 students and a library of  
37,000 volumes. Other Institutions for higher education are the  
umvesity of Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia 1749), so endowed  

institution which receive. very little wppoK the state; the 
University of Pittsburgh (1819), at Pittsburg (9.".); Dickinson  
College (Methodist Episcopal, 1783), at Carlisle; l'favertord College  
(Society of Friends, 183}33), at ΝανΜοrd ς Franklin and Marshall  
(German Refeassed, 1853) at Lancaster; Washington and Je Γeτ 
(Ρrcsbyteιian,1802), at Washington; Lafayette (Presbytecfan '  185a),  
at Easton; Bucknell University (Baptist, 3846), at Lewisburg;  
Waynesburg (Cumberland Presbyterian. ‚85;). at Waynesburg;  
Urssnus (German Reformed, 1870), at Collegevllle; ΑjΙeghere,  
College (Methodist £piseopei, 1818), at Μedώ llei Sotehmore  
(Society of Friends (Hickeites), 1866), at S ωiωtit pρre: Muhlenbe'g  
(Lutheran 3867), at Allentown; Lehigh University (non-sectarian,  
3867). at Bethlehem; and for women Bryn Mawr toTlege (Socie y  
of Friends, 188S). at Bryn Mawr; the Allentown College (German  
Reformed, 1867), at Allentown; Wilson College (Presbyterlan,'870),  
and the Pennsylvania Cοl Ι a for womep (3867)' at Pittsbssrg.  
There are theological seminaries at Pittsburg,lhe Allegheny Semia-
ary (United Presbyterian, 1825), Reformed Presbyterian (1856), 
and Western Theological Seminary (Presbyytteran, 1827); at Lan-
caster (German Reformed, 1827); at Meadville (Unitarian, ι84q);  
at Bethlehem (Moraviai, s8op); at Chester. the Ceenat Theological  
Seminary (Baptist. 1868); at Gettysburg (Lutheran, 1826); and in  
Philadelphia several schools, notably the Protestant Episcopal Church 
divinity school (‚862) and a Lutheran seminary (2864), at Mount  
Airy. There are many technical and special schools, such as  

Girard College, Drexel institute and Franklin institute at  Phija. 
deiphia. the Carnegie institute gt Pittsburg and the United States  
Indian school at Carlisle ('890).  

Fjnance.—The revenues of the state are derived primarily from  
corporation taus, business licences, and a 5%  rate on collateral  
laheritanes. Tam on real estate .base been abolished and those  
es personal property are being reduced, although the heavy  
expenditures on the new cap'[ 1 at Harrisburg checked the  
movement temporarlly; The total receipts for the year ending on  
the 30th el November '909 were 128,945,210. and the expenditure  
was $3o a2t,774. During the provincial period /hens/ism:in, in  
common with the other 0obηiεs, ens akecttd with the mum money  
crane. From 1723 to '775  it issued Lt,ο94,65ο and from 1775  to  
1785 £ ι,472,e00 plus it,55ο,0οo. Acts were passed in ‚78i,  
1792, 1793 end '794 to facilitate redemption at depreciated rates,  
and the last bills were uUεd mon the '51 of Jαπuktυ ‚806. The  
state was also carried along by the movement which began about  
1g2g'fοΓ the expenditure of pv iic funds on internal improvements.  
On turnpikes, bridges, Cana add railways 853,352,649 was spent 
between 1826 and 1843, the public debt in the latter year leaching 
the high-water mark of 842,118,434. An agitation  won thin begun  
for retrenchment, the public works were put up for nk, and were  
finally disposed of in 1858 (when the debt was 839,488.244) to the  
Pennsylvania Railroad Lompany for 87,500,000. Under authority  
of a coustitutional amendment of 1857 a sinking fund commission  
was established in 1858. Aside from a temporary increase during  
the Gen War (1861 -65) the debt has been rapidly reduced. The  
constitution of 1873 and subsequent legislation have continued  
the commission, but the sources of revenue have been very much  

curtailed, being restricted to the interest en the deposits of the  
fund and interest on certain Allegheny Railroad bonds. The total  

debt on the 3mέ  cl November 1909 was 12,643,917, of Which the  
givaterpurt were 3i and 4 % bonds, maturing on the ust of February  
1912. The sinking fund at the samedate amounted to 82,652,935•  
leaving a net surplus in the sinking fund of 88'18. The pinkin  

fund was formerly divided among certain favoured balks in such  
manner as would best advance the political interests of the organi-
at ίon which controlled the stare; but just after the reform victory  
in the election of 1905 the sinking fund comm ι siου instituted the  
mks of buying bonds at the ma τkεt price, and the debt is now  
being reduced by that method. The financial institutions of Penn-
sylvaaia other than national balks arc melded by sate &asters  
limited to twenty years aid are subject to the supervision of a  

cuo'missionor of banking.  
Hisfwy.—The chief features of Pennsylvania history in  

colonial days were the predoantiance of Quaker influence, the  
heterogeneous character of the population, liberality in matters  

of religion, and the fact that it was the largest and the most  
successful of proprietary provinces. The earliest European  
settlements within the present limits of the state were some small  
trading pats established by the Swedes end the %itά . in the  

lower velicy of the .Delaware Rive in ιbn,-1¢8ι. Between  
ι6gο sad 1ό 6o George Fox and a few other prominent members  
of the Society of Friends had begun to urge the establishment  
of a colony in America to serve as a refuge for Quakers who were  

suffering persecution under the "Clarendon Code." William  
Penn (ex t.) became interested in the plan at last as earls as  
χ666. For his charters of '680-1682 and the growth of the  
colony under him see Rents, WILliAM.  

DuńngPeοn'a 1'^e the colony was involved in serious boundary  
disputes with Muylaed, Virginia and New York. A decree of  
Lord Chancellor Hardwicke, in 3750, nettled the Muylend-
Delaware dispute and led to the survey in 1763-1767 of the  
boundary between Pennsylvania and Mveylend (1st. 39 °  43'  
26.3' N.), called the Mason and Dixon line in honour of the  
surveyor; it acquired considerable importance, inter as separat-
ing the free and the slave states. In 1784 Virginia agreed to  
the extenalon of the line and to the establishment of the western  
limit (the preseirt boundary between Pennsylvania and Ohio)  
as the ineddian from a point on the Mason and Dixon line fire  
degrees of longitude west of the Delaware river. The 42nd  
parallel was finally selected as the northern boundary in 1789,  
in 3792 the Federal government sold to Pennsylvania the  
smell We:1 ula! strip of tUnitory north of it on Lake Erie. A  
territories dispute with Connecticut over the Wyoming Valley  
was settled in favour of Pennsylvania in 178a by a court of  
arbitration appointed by the Continental Congress.  

' Upon Williams Pems'a death, his widow became proprietary.  
Sir William Keith, her deputyti was hostile to the council, which  
he practically abolished, and was popular with the assembly,  
which he assiduously courted, but was discharged by Mrs Pens  
after he had quarrelled with James Logan, secretary of the  
pbovbsce. His wctmsoa, Patrick Gordon and GeorgeThomas,  
under the proprielo'ship of John, Thomas and Richard Penn,  
eostinaed Keith's popular policy of issuing a plentiful paper  
currency; but with Thomas the assembly renewed its old struggle,  
refusing to grant him a smeary or supplies because of his efforts  
to force the colony into aupporting the Spanish War. Again,  
during the Seven Years' War the assembly withstood the gov-
ernor, Robert Hunter Morris, in the matter of grants for military  
expenses. But the assembly did its part in assisting General  
Braddock to outfit; and after Braddeck's defeat all western  
PennsylvaniaBered terribly from Indian attacks. After the  

proprietors subscribed £s οοο for the protection of the colony  
the assembly momentarily gave up its contest for a tax on the  
proprietary estates and consented to pro a money bill, without  
this provision, for the expenses of the war. But in z76ο the  
assembly, with the help of Benjamin Franklin as agent in  
England, won the great victory of forcing the proprietors to  
pay a tan (£ς66) to the colony; and thereafter the assembly  
bad little to contest for, and the degree of civil liberty attained  
in the province was very high. lint the growing mower of the  
Scotch-Irish, the resentment of the Quakers against the ρτο-
prieto ιΡs for heving gone back to the Church of England and  
many other dieumstances strengthened the anti-proprietary 

 ower'  snd the assembly strove to abolish the proprietorship  
and establish a royal province; John Dickinson was the able  
leader of the party which defended the proprietors; and Joseph  
Galloway and Benjamin Franklin were the leaders of the  
anti-proprietary party, which was greatly weakened at frame  
by the abunce after December 2764 of Franklin in England  
as dts.ageαt. The question lest importance as independence  
became the issue.  

In 'g a volunteer militia had been crested and was led with  
gent success by Benjamin Franklin; and in 1756 a line of forts  
was begun to hold the Indians in check. In the amine year a  
force of pioneers under John Armstrong of Carlisle surprised  
and destroyed the Indian village of Kittanning (or Atiqud)  
on the Allegheny river. But the frontier was disturbed by  
Indian attacks until the suppression of Pontiac's conspiracy.  
In December 1763 six Christian Indians, Conestogas, were  
massacred by the 'Paxton boys" from Paxton near the  
present .  Harrisburg; the Indiana who bad escaped were  
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to Lancaster fee safe keeping but were seized and killed by the  
" Paxton boys," who with ether backwoodsmen marched upon  

Philadelphia eady in 1764, but Quakers and Germans gathered  
quickly to protect it and civil war was averted, largely by the  
diplomacy of Franklin. The Piston massacre marked the dose  
of Quaker supremacy and the beginning of the ρτedο αααεe of  
the Scotch-Irish pioneers.  

Owing to its central position, its liberal government, and its  
policy of religious toleration, Pennsylvania had become during  
the i8th century a refuge for European bmαigrentι, especially  
persecuted sectaries. In no other colony were so many different  
races and religions represented. There were Dutch, Swedes,  
English, Germans, Welsh, Irish and Scotch-Irish; Quakers,  
Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Catholics, Lutherans (Reformed),  
Mennonites, Dunkers, Schaenkfelders, and Mdeav$an'. Most  
of these elements have now become merged in the general type,  
but there are still many commnunitles in which the popular  
language is a corrupt German dialect, largely Rbeoe,Frarsconian  
in its origin, known as " Pennaylvatιia Dutch." Seine the  
Seven Years' War the Quakers dominated the government,  
but from that time until the failure of the Whisky insurrection  
(1794) the more belligerent Scotch-Irish (mostly Presbyterians)  

were usually in the ascendancy, the reasons being the growing  
numerical strength of the Scotch-Irish and the increasing  
dissatisfaction with Quaker neglect of means of defending the  
province.  

As the central colony, Penneyiwanla's attitude In the struggle  
With the mother country was of vast importance. The British  
party was strong because of the loyalty of the large Church of  
England element, the neutrality of many Quakers, Dunker,  
and Mennonites, and a general satisfaction with the libels! and  
free government of the province, which had been won gradually  
and had not suffered such catastrophic reverses as had em-
bittered the people of Massachusetts, for instance. But the  
Whig party under the lead of John Dickinson, Thomas Mimin  
and Joseph Reed was successful in the elate, and Pennsylvania  
contributed greatly to the success ef the War of Independence,  
by the important services rendered by her statesmen, by  
providing troops and by the financial aid given by Robert  
Morris (es.). The two Continental Congresses (1774, and  
5775-1781) met in Philadelphia, except for the months when  
Philadelphia was occupied by the British irmy and Congress  
met in Lancaster and York, Pennsylvania, and then in Prince-  
ton, New Jersey. In Philadelphia the second Congress adopted  
the Declaration of Independence, which the ΡeanayΙνanΙι  
delegation, excepting Franklin, thought premature at the time,  
but which was well supported by Pennsylvania afterwards.  
During the War of Independence battles were fought at Bundy-
seine (1777),  Paoli (1777), Fort Mimn (5777) and Germantown  
(1777), and Washington's army sperm the winter of 1777-1778  

at Palley Forge; and Philadelphia was occupied by the British  
from the τΡό th of September 1777 to the τ8tb of June 1778.  
'The Penns lost their governmental rights in 1776, sad three  

years later their territo ń al interests were vested in the common-
wealth in return for a grant of £150,000 and the guarantee of  

titles to private estates held in severalty. They still own con-
siderable property in and around Wilkea-Baxr', in Lucent  
county, and in Philadelphia. The first state constitution of  
September 1776 was the work of the Radical party. It deprived  
the Quakers of their part in the control of the government  
and forced many Conservatives into the Loyalist party. This  
first state constitution was never submitted to popular vote.  
It continued the unicameral legislative system, abolished the  
office of governor, and provided for an executive council of  
twelve members. It also created a curious body, known as the  
council Of censors, whose duty it was to assemble once in seven  
Yeats to decide whether there had been any infringements of  
the fundamental law. The party which had carried this con-
stitution through attacked its opponents by withdrawing the  
charter of the college of Philadelphia (now the university of  
Pennsylvania) because its trusteeS were anti-Constitutionaliatk  
and creating in its piκe a university of the stale of Pennsyl- 

vania. The Constitutional pasty In X985 secured the annulment  
by the state assembly of the charter of the Bank of North -  
America, which still retained a congressional charter; and the  
amuse of this action also seems to have been party feeling against  
the antl-Constitutlonalists, among whom Robert Morris of the  
bank was a leader, and who, especially Morris, had opposed the  
papa money policy of the Constitutfo τιalists. These actions  
of the state assembly against the college and the bank probably  
were Immediate muses for the insertion in the Federal Constitu-
tion (adopted by the convention in Philadelphia in 1787) of the  
clause (proposed by James Wilson of Pennsylvania, a friend  
of the college sad of the bank) forbidding any state to pass a  
law impairing the obligation Of contracts The state ratified the  
Federal Constitution, in spite of a powerful opposition—largely  
the old (state) Constitutional party—on the sand of December  
1787, and three years biter revised its own constitution to make  
it conform to that document, Under the constitution of 1790  
the office of governor was restored, the executive council and  
the council of censors were abolished, and the bicameral  legis-
lative system was adopted. Philadelphia was the seat of the  
Federal government, except for a brief period in :789- τ7go,  
until the removal to Washington In 1800. The state capital  
was removed from Philadelphia to Lancaster in 17pp and from  
Lancaster to Harrisburg in iStS.  

The state was the scene of the Scotch-Irish revolt of 1794  
against the Federal excise tax, known as the Whisky Insurrection  
(q.s.) and of the German protest (x799) against the house tax,  
known as the Fries Rebellion from its leader John Fries (q.v.).  
In 1838 as the result of a disputed election to the statehouse of  
representatives two houses were οωαιαaed, one Whig and the  
other Democratic, and there was open violence in Harrisburg.  
The conflict has been called the "buckshot War." The Whig  
House of Representatives gradually broke up, many members  
going over to the Democratic house, which bad possession of  
the records and the chamber and was recognized by the state  
Senate. Pennsylvania was usually Democratic before the  
Civil Wu owing to the democratic character of its country  
population end to the clue commercial relations between  
Philadelphia and the South. The growth of the protectionist  
movement and the development of anti-slavery sentiment,  
however, drew it in the opposite direction, and it voted the  
Whig national ticket in 1840 and in 1848, and the Republican  
ticket for Lincoln in r86 ο. Α split among the Democrats in  
1 835, due to the opposition of the Germans to internal improve-
ments and to the establishment of a public school system,  
resulted in the election as governor of Joseph Riser, the anti•  
Masonic candidate. The anti-Masonic excitement subsided  
as quickly as it had risen, and under the leadership of Thaddeus  
Stevens the party soon became merged with the Whigs. During  
the Civil Wee (1861-65) the state time to the Union 336,000  
soldiers; and Generals McClellan, Hancock, Meade and Reynolds  
and Admirals Porter and Dehlgren were natives of the state.  
Its nearness to the field of war made its position dangerous  
Chembersburg was burned in ι86τΡ; and the battle of Gettys-
burg (July 1863), a defeat of Lee's attempt to invade the North  

in force was a turning point in the war.  

The development of the material resources of the state since  

1865 has been accompanied by  several serious industrial dis-
turbance,. The railway riots of 1877, which centred at Pittsburg  

end Reeding, resulted in the destruction of about two thousand  
freight cars and a considerable amount of other property. An  
organized association, known as the Molly Maguire (q.s.),  

terrorized the mining regions for many years, but was &sly  

suppressed through the courageous efforts of President Franklin  

Benjamin Gowen (1863-1889) of the Philadelphia & Reading rail-
road with the assistance of Allan Pinkerton and his detectives.  
There have been mining strikes at Scranton ( ι87 t), Iii the Lehigh  
and Schuylkill regions (5873), at Hazleton (1897), and one in the  
anthracite fields (ugom) which was settled by a bond Of arbitra-
tors appointed by President Roosevelt; and there were street  

railway strikes at Chester in τgο8 and in Philadelphia In 5910.  
The calling in of Pinktrton detectives from Chicago and New  
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Thomas Lloyd 	  President of the Council 1690-1691  
Thomas Lloyd 	  Deputy-Governor 	:691-5693 
William Markham' . . . 	 . 	., 	 1691-1693  

Under the Crown ( 1693-1695).  
Benjamin Fletcher 	 - 	1693-1695  
William Markham 	. . . 	Deputy-Governor 1693- ι695  

Under the Proprietors (1695-1776).  
William Markham 	  Deputy-Governor. 1695-1699  
William Penn 	. .  .  . 	 . . 1699-1701  
Andrew Hamilton 	  Ieputy.Governer . 17οι-qo3  
Edward Shi ρpen 	 . President of the Council 1703-1704  
John Evans   Lieutenant-Governor (704-1 709 
Charles Gookin 	- 	 ,, '7091)971709 7jη  
Sir William Keith  	„ 	 1717Ι726  
Patrick Gordon 	. . . 	 ' 17x6-x736 
James Logan 	  President of the Council 1736 -1738  
George Thomas 	. . . 	Deputy-Governor 	1738-1747  
Anthony Palmer . . 	President of the Council 1747-1748  
fames Hamilton 	. . 	Lieutenant-Governor 1748-1754  
Robert H. Morris . . 	Deputy-Governor 	1 75} 1736  
William Denny  	 *758-1 759  
amen Hamilton 	 17$9-1763  

J ohn Penn 	 .. 	 1763-1771 
James Hamilton   President of the Council 	1771  
R ichard Penn 	  Lieutenant-Governor 1771-177gg  
John Penn 	  1 773-1 77  

York to settle a strike in the Carnegie steel works at Hamestwd  
in ι 892 precipitated a serious riot, in which about twenty persons  
were killed. Iι was necessary to call out two brigades of  
the state militia before the disorder was finally suppressed. ' 

The labour uniaos took advantage of this trouble to force  

Pennsylvpnia, Indiana, Illinois, Minnesota, Colorado and several  
other states to pass anti-Pinkerton statutes making it illegal to  

import irresponsible armed men from a distance to quell local  

disturbances. On the political side the chief features in the  

history of the state since 1865 have been the adoption of the  

constitution of 1873, the growth of the Cameron-Quay-Penrose  
political machine, and the attempts of the rcfe τmen, to ov.r-
throw its domination. The constitution οf· x838,' which super-
ceded that of 1790, extended the functions of the legislature,  

limited the governor's mower of appointment, and deprived  

negroes of the right of suffrage. The provision last mentioned  

was nullified by the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments to  
the constitution of the United States. The chief object of the  
present state constitution (1873) was to prohibit local and special 

 legislation. Ιt increased the number of senators and represen-
tative., created the 011ce of lieutenantgovernor, substituted  

biennial for annual sessions of the legislature, introduced minority  
representation in the choice of the higher judiciary and of the  
county commissioners and auditors and provided (a had an  
amendment adopted in 1850) for the election of all judges by  
popular vote. The political organization founded by Simon  
Cameron (g.e.) and strengthened by his son, James Donald  
Cameron, Matthew Stanley Quay and Bois Penrose (b. τ86ο),  
is based upon the control of patronage, the distribution of state  

funds among favoured banks, the support of the Pennsylvania  
railway and other great corporations, and urn the ability 01  

thi leaders to persuade the electors that it is necessary to vote  

the straight Rcpublican ticket to save the protective system.  
Robert E. Pattison (1850-1904), a Democrat, was elected  
governor in 1883 and again in 1891, but he we. handienppsd by  
Republican legislatures. In 1905 a Democratic state treasurer  
was elected.  

PENNSYLVANIA Govassoaa.  
Under Dutch Rule (1624-1664).1  

Corsielis Jacobsen Mey. . 	. . Director'. . 
William van Hulst 	 . 
Peter Minuit   Governor . .  
David Pieterzen de Vries .  
Wouter van Twiller  
William Kieft  
Peter Stuyvesant 	 

Under Swedish Rule (x638- ι655) !  

ohn PaPP0g0 ya    . 
ohn Claude Rysingh 	. . 	 . .  	 . 1654-1655  

Under the Duke of York (1664-1673).  
Richard Nicolls . ... . 	. . . 	1664-1667 
Robert Carr 	. . . 	.. . Dεputyy 	. 1664-16677  
Robert Needham . . Commander on the Delaware 1664-1668  
Francis Lovelace . 	. . . 	 . . 1667-1673  
John Cagy 

	

	. . Commander on the Delawsre 1668-1673  
Under Dutch Rule (1673-1674).  

Anthony Colve 	  1673" 1674  
Peter Alricba 	 Deputy on the Delaware 1673-1674  

Under the Duke of York (1674-1681).  
Sir Edmund Andros 	  1674-1681  

Under the Proprietors (1681-1693).  
William Markham . 	 Deputy-Governor, 1681-1682  
William Penn . 	 . 1682- ις,8; 
Thomas Lloyd 	  President of the Council 1684-1686  
Thomas Lloyd  
Robert Turner  
Arthur [ook 	 kxecuNω 	mi Comssioners 1686-16811  

'Governors of New Netherland and of the Dutch settlements  
on the Delaware. 	 . 

le
+`T67ιe Swedish colonies oa the Delaware conquered by the Duteb  

	

Period of Statehood (1776- 	).  
Benjamin Franklin, Chairman of the Committee of Safety  
Thomas Wharton, Jr. 	. President of the Council  
George Bryan' . . 	Acting President of the Council 
Joseph Reed 	. . . 	 President of ;  the Council 

MooreVilliam Mre 	  
John Dickinson  	 „ 

Benjamin Franklin . . 	 „  
Thomas Mifflin  	 „  
Thomas Mi θlin . . 	 Federalist.  
Thomas McKean   Democraiic-Ropublkan  
Simon Snyder  
William Finley  
Joseph Hcister   ,, 
John A. Shulze 

 

George Wolf  	Democrat.  
Joseph Ritner  	Anti.Masonic  
D. R. Porter  	Democrat .  
F. R. Skunk 	  
W. F. Johnston  1 	 Winig  
William Bigler  	Democrat  
James Pollock 	  

,, W. F. Packer 	   
A. G. Curtin  	Republican.  
John W. Geary 	  
John F. Hartranft 	 J 
Henry M. Hoyt 	. . 	 „  
Robert E. Pattison . . 	 Democrat . . 1883- ι887  
James A. Beaver . . 	 Republican , 	1887-1891  
Robert E. Pattison . 	 Democrat 	1891-1895  
Daniel H. Hastings . . 	'  . 	Republican . .  
William A. Stone .  . . 
Samuel W. Pennypackcr  . 
Edwin S. Stuart . . . .  
John K. Truer  	 1911- 

BimLxocaA rIw.—For the phydography of Pennsylvania, see W. S.  
Tower's " Regional and Economic Geography of l'ennsylvania," in  
the Bulletins of the Geographical Sucirly of Philadelphia, vols. iv.,  
v. sod vi. (Philadelphia, 1904-1908); J. P. Lesley, A Summary  
Dtscr ίρt ιοn of the Giialory of Ρεnnsyloama (llarrisburg, 1892-1895);  
C. B. Trego, A Geography of Pennsylsania (Philadelphia, 1843)1  
and Topographic ακd Gcoieg ic Srrwy of Pnnns-ykania, 1906-4,08  

(Harrisburg, ‚909). For industrial statistics see reports of the  

Twelfth United States Census, the Special Repots on Μiαηυfαεt υιes  
in 1905, by the United States Census Bureau, the annual reports 
on the Mineral Resources of the U πittd States,  by the United States  
Geological Survey, and the Fuze Book of the &is'l'd States De$rI.  
mc,t of Agriculture.  

For the administration of the state see: The Conshhd ιon of the  
Commonwnillh of Pennsylvania, adopted December 16, 18731  
amended November 3, 1901 (Harrisburg, 1902); S. Ge αge cl aC  
(editors), Laws of Pennsyloaaiu 1  i68t- τ70σ preceded by the Duke  
of Fork's Lams, 1676-1682 (Hamsbinrg, ι879); A. J. Dallas (editor),  

nos of Perns-ydoania, 1700-t8o1 (Philadelphia and Lancaster,  
1 797- 1 801 ); Lawn of the  General Assembly of Pennsylrnnid  

' Lloyd was deputy.governor of the province, the pemense state  

of Pennsylvania; Markham of the lower counties, themrnιeπτ state  
of Delaware.  

The state was governed by a supreme executive council in  

•.ι..ονιε οε Shank resigned in July 1848 and was succeeded by  
W. F. Johnston, president of the state senate. 	 2e.  

Peter Mimiit  
Peter l'lollender  
John Prints  
J]  

1624-1625 

 1626-1632 
1632-163.'1632-163.'
16333--τ638 
ι638- 1 ^^}}77 
t647-1004 

1638-1 647 
164Ι1642 
ι642-1653 
ι 653-1654 

J ohn  Simcock  
John Eckley- 
ohn Blackwell   Deputy-Governor 'x688-1690  

1776-177ij  
ι777-1 77α  
1777  
1781781  
1781-5782  
ι 78r ι 78SS  
1785-17*8  
1783-1790  
179ο-1799  
1799-1 808  
1808-1817  
1817-1820  
ι820-1823  
1823- ι829  
ι829-t895  
1835-1 839  
1839-18  

1845-1848  
1848-1852  
1851-1855  
1855-1858  
1858-1861  
1861-1867  
χ867-1873  
873-1 879  

1879-2883  

1895^1 899  
τ 899-1903  
1903-1907  
1907-1911  
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.(Philadelphia, 1801 sqq. and Harrisburg, i80s sqq.); and rite  
Statutes 01 Large of Pcnss lvauia (Philadelphia, 1896 sqq.), published  
under an act of 1887. Some valuable information is t ο be found  
in B. A. and M. L. Hinsdale, History and Civil Government of Peon-
sy1vania... (Chicago, 1899); and in the various editions of  
Smull's isiative Handbook and Manual. For the history of  
penal and charitable institutions, see the Annual Reporls of he  
Board of Commsssiawrs of Fable Charities (Harrisburg, 1871 up;.);  
the Annual Reports of the Committee on Lunacy (liarń sburg, tub 
sqq.); and Amos H. Mylin, Pena! and Charitable Ιns^tnfions of  
Pennsylvania (τ vols., Harrisburg, 1897), an official publicatkm,  
well written απd handsomely illustrated. For educational history,  
see Ν. C. SchaeFer, The. Common School Laws of Pennsydvaoaa  

(Harrisburg, 1904); B. A. Hinsdale, Daυmιnts hllustrative o  
American Educational History (Washington, 1895); απd J.  
Wickersham, History of P.ducahusn in Pennsylvania (Lancautsr,  
1886), one of the best state histories of education. For finnude  

and banking, see the annual reports of the state treasurer, a υdlr. ιr-
general, sinking fund commissioners, and the commissioner of  
banking, all published at Harrisburg; An Hislorwal Sketch of the  
Paper Money oj Pennsylvania, by a member of the Numisrio to 
Society of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, 1862); and B. ht. Mead,  
A Brief Review of the Financial History of Pennsylvania.. .  Ιο  
the Present Time (1682-1881) (Harń sburg, 1881).  

The only complete history οf the entire period is Howard  Μ.  
Jenkins, et el., Pen11sylv0nia. Colonial and Federal (3 vols., Phila-
delphia, 1903). This is especially valuable for the detailed histories  
of gubernatorial administrations from 1790 to 1903. The third  
volume contains useful chapters on education, the Judiciary, the  
medical profession, iουrnahsm, military affairs, internal improve•  
manes, 8cc. S. G. Fisher, Pennsylvania, Colony and Commonteri  It 
(Philadelphia, 1897) contains the best short account of the colonial  
and revolutionary history, beet it gives only a very brief summary  
of the period since 1783. W. R. Shepherd, history of Proprietary  
Governmenl in Pennsylvania (New York, 1896), a detailed study.  
of the proprietary from the political, governmental απd territorial  
points of view, is scholarly, and gives a good account of the boundary  
disputes with Maryland, Virginia, New York and Connecticut.  
Among the older standard works are Samual Hazard, Annals of  
Pennsylvania from the Discovery of the Delaware, ιδop-ιδ8τ (Phila-
delphia, 1850). an elaborate account of the early Dutch and Swedish  
settlements on the Delaware river and bay; and Robert Proud,  
History of the Pennsylvania from 168 until offer the year 1742 ( τ rots.,  
Philadelphia, 1797-1798), written from the Quaker standpoint.  
For early literary history, see M. K. Jackson; Outline of the Literary  
History of Colonial Pennsylvania (Nose York, 1908). W. H. Egle,  
Illustrated History of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (Harris.  
burg, 1877), contains trustworthy histories of individual counties  
by various writers. J. B. McMaster and F. D. Stone, Finnsylranfa  
and the Federal Constitution, 1787-1788 (Philadelphia, 1888), is  
a usefui work. For the anti-Masonic movement, see Charles  
McCarthy The Anti-Masonic Party (Washington, 1903). S. G.  
Fisher, The Making of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, 1896), intro.  
ductory to the same author's Colony and Commonwealth, is an  
interesting study of the various nationalities and religions re;-ro.  
nested among the settlers of the state. For the period of Q υ ' Ι;er  
predominance (1681-1756), see Isaac Sharpless, History of Quito'  
Government in Pennsylvania (z vols., Philadelphia, 'S9S-i8i.  
See also J. Taylor Hamilton's " History of the Moravian Church  
(Nazareth, Pa., 1400), vol. vi. of the Transactions of the Mοισcναa  
Historical Society; Proceedings and Addresses of ilie- Pennsylvesia  
German Society, vols. vii. and viii. (Readingg,1897-1898) ; J. F. Sack se,  
German Pi.etists of Provincial Pennsylvania, 160-1708 (P)ula.  
delphia, '895), and German Sectarians of Pennsylvania, ιυαβ- τ tbσ  
(2 vols., Philadelphia, 1899-190'). The chief sources are the  
Pennsylvania Archives (first series, 12 ,o1s., Philadelphia, 18,4-
1856; second series, 59 rots., Harrisburg, τ874- ιθηη3; and third  
series, 4 vols., Harrisburg, 1894-1895)'  Colonial Records, 1683-
1790 (ι6 was., Philadelphia, 1852); end Samuel Hazard Reggister  
of Pennsylvania (ι6 vols., Philadelphia, '828-1836). Ρhe Penn-
syleania Historical Society, organized in Philadelphia in 1825. has  
published 14 vols. of Memoirs ('826-1895), a Bulletin of 13  
numbers (1845-1847), one volume of Collections (t853), and the  
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, a Quarter)  
(1877 sqq.). There is a good account of theublic archives, both 
printed and manuscript, in the first report of thePublic Archives  

Commission of the American Historical Association, published in  
vol. ii. of the annual report of the associatioq for the year 1900  
(Washington, t90').  

PENNSYLVANIA. IINIVSB83TY OF, an American institution  
of higher learning, in Philadelphia, occupying about 60 acres,  
near the west bank of the Schuylkill river, north-east -of the  
Philadelphia Hospital, east of 39th Street, south-east of  
Woodland -Avenue, and south of Chestnut Street. Io this  
irregular area are all the buildings except the Flower  
Astronomical Observatory (1896), which is a m. beyond the  
df,, limits on the West Chester Pike. The aortberwmcat  

UNIVERSITY OF  
of these buildings is the law school, between Chestnut  
and Sansom Streets, on 34th Street. In a great triangular  
block bounded by Woodland Avenue, Spruce Street, and 34th  
Street aye: the university library, which had in '909 about  
»75,000 bound volumes and ςo,οοο pamphlets, including the  
Biddle Memorial law library ( ι886) of 40,000 νοΙυmes, the  
Colwell and Henry C. Carey collections in finance and economics,  
the Francis C. Macauley library of Italian, Spanish and Portu-
guese authors, with an excellent Dante collection, the classical  
library of Ernst von Leutsch of Gottingen, the philological  
library of F. A. Pott of Iailc, the Germanic library of R. Beth-
stein of Rostock, the Semitic library of C. P. Caspari of Copen-
hagen, the (Hebrew and Rabbinical) Marcus Jastrow Mem οτisl  
library, the ethnological library of D. G. Brinton, and several  
special medical collections; College Hall, with the university  
offices; Howard Houston Hall (2896) the students' club; Logan  
Hail; the Robert Hare chemical laboratory; and (across 36th  
Street) the Wistar institute of anatomy and biology. Imme-
diately east of this triangular block arc: Bennett House; the  
Randal Morgan laboratory of physics; the engineering building  
(1906); the laboratory of hygiene (1890; dental hall; and the  
John Harrison laboratory of cbeanistiy. Farther east are the  
gymnasium, training quarters and Franklin (athletic) field, with  
brick grand-stands. South of Spruce Street are: the free  
museum of science and art (1899), the north-western part of 

 s projected group, with particularly valuable American, £gy ρ-
tian, Semitic and Cretan collections, the last two being the  
results in part of university excavations at Nippur (1888-1902)  
and at Gournia ( ι9οt-τ9ο4); between 34th and 36th Streets  
the large and well-equipped university hospital (2874); large  
dormitories, consisting in z9o9, of 29 distinct but connected  
houses; medical laboratories; a biological hall and vivarium;  
and acrosα Woodland Avenue, a veterinesy ball and hospital.  

The university contains various departments, including the  
college (giving degrees in arts, science, biology, Music, architec-
ture, &c.), the graduate school (:884), a department of law  
(founded in 1790 and rc-establishedin 1850) and a department  
οf medicine (first professor, :756; first degrees granted, :768),  
the oldest and probably the most famous medical school in  
America. Graduation from the school of arts in the college is  
dependent on the successful completion of 60 units of work (the  
unit is one hour's work a week for a year in lectures or recita-
tions or two hours' work a week for a year in laboratory courses);  
this maybe done in three, four or five yeara; οf the 6o counts;  
car must be required in studies (chemistry, 2 units; English, 6;  
foreign languages, 6; hIstory, logic and ethics, mathematics, and  
physics, τ each); 18 must - be equally distributed in two or three 

 "groups "—the '9 group4 include astronomy, botany, chemistry,  
economics, English, fine arts, French, geology, German, Greek,  
history, Latin, mathematics, philosophy, physics,  political 
science, psychology, sociology and zoology; and in the remaining  
10 units the student's election is practically free. Special work  
in the senior year of the college counts 8 units for the first  

year's work in the department of medicine. College scholar-
ships are largely local, two being in the gift of the governor of  
the state, fifty being for graduates of the-public schools of the  
city of Philadelphia, and five being for graduates of Pemnyl-
vania public ιchaols outside Philadelphia; in 1909 there were  
twenty-eight scholasahips in the college not local. In the  
graduate school there are five fellowships for research, each  
with an annual stipend of $Boo, twentyone fellowships valued  
at $500 each, for men only, and five fellowships for women,  
besides special fellowships and 39 sεholaralsips.  

The corporation of the university is composed of a board of  
twenty-four trustees, of which the governor of Ft:mm lv.nia  
is es-ejlefo president. The directing• head of the university.  
and the head of the university faculty and of the faculty of each  
department is the ρτοvosι—a title rarely used in American  
universities; the provost is president pro taspore of the board  
of trustees.  

Ia 1908-1909 the university bad 454  d Icers of instruction,  
of whom 220 were in the ώ llege.and :57 in the department  
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of medicine, and an enrolment of 457·  erodcnts,'of wheal 2989  
were in the college (402 in the school of arts; 987 in the Towne  
scientific school; 472  in the Wharton school, and 253 in she  
evening school of accounts and finance; 384  in courses for  
teachers; and 481 in the summer school), 353  in the graduate  
school, 327 in the department of law, 559  in the department  
ci medicine, 385 in the department of dentistry, sad ι5ο in the  
department of veterinary medicine.  

In August πgqoo77 the excess of the ιmiversity's meets over its  
liabilitiα was $53,239,408 and the desations for the year were  
$305,814 A very large proportion of the university'ι investments  
is in real estate, especially In Philadelphia. In 1907, the total 
value of reel estate (including the university buildin ) was  

86,839.188; and libraies, museums, appneatos and fuurni ώ re  
were valued at $3,025,357. Students' tuition fees vary litre  

8iso to $ oo a year in the college; and dre $160 is the department  
of law, 1200 in the department of medicine, •150 in the depart-
ment of dentistry and $500 in the department of vetennsiry  

icience. The income from tuition fees in ι9a6-ι9ο7 was $458,396 ;  
the payments for "educational mla ń es" amounted to $433.3 ι s,  
and for " admιnίKιatios salaries" to 8135.314  

The university publishes the f, t: ,, ιπ e 	I frososιίcaf  
Larks (1899 .qq.); Conlribidions from Inc Β oιε n ίιαl Laboratory  

(892 sqq.); Coalribiilions from the Loboialry of Hygiene ( 1 898  sqq.);  
Cσuιιδrtιosτ free the Zoolo*iat Loboralory ς ι893 sqq.); Larks sa  
history (ι9ot sqq.); Series se. Mathemai cs 1897 sqq:); Series en  
Phila100 and L,tera4sre (ι895 qq.); Smes in Jtomanw Languages  
end Lsbntares (1907 sqq.))' Series in Philosophy ( ι "gο sqq.);  
Seriesi5 Ρolitica ΙΕcosσπι a,J Ρsδ ίι Lou (0885ς sgq.), " American  
Low Register (ι852 ιq .); The Usiwrsily 4 Penns)! .,:ls Medical  
Budetm (ι888 sqq.); Tressa'lwr's of the D'porlment nI' Irckoed.gy  

(t qq.) • the Joi'nial of Moτρhο'k y ( ι 887 oqq.) • and Τιαnsaιeioπs  
sad Proceeátags of the BoIasic'sI Lamely of ΡsπΡnsylσanM (1897 qq.).  
There are also occasional publications by institutes and depart-
ments connected with the university. Student publications  
include: a dairy, The Penss*enion (1885); the weekly Old Pews  
(1902); a com ic monthly,  The  Punch Laud; a literary  monthly.  
The Red and Blu r; a  quarterly of the department  of dentistry ,  
71e Pesa Denial Joar πΡoJ ; an annual, The Record; and The AluπΡ ni 
Register (1896), a monthly,  

Benjamin Franklin In 5749 published a pamphlet; entitled  
Proposals Relating Ιο  Ike Educojion of Yowth ii. Fensilvonia,  
which led to the formation of a board of twenty-four tnutees,  
nineteen of whom, on the 13th of November 1749, met for  
orgasuization and to promote " the Publick Academy in the  
City of Philadelphia," and elected Benjamin Franklin president  
of the board, an office which he held until 5756. So closely  
was Franklin identified with the plan that Matthew Arnold  
called the Institution "the University of Franklin"  On the  
1st of February ι7,5ο there was conveyed to this board of  
trustees the "New Building" on Fourth Street, near Arch,  
which had been erected in »74 ο for a charity school—a use to  
which it had not been put—and as a" house ofPublick Worship,"  
in which George Whitefield had preached in November 2740;  
the original trustees (including Franklin) of the " New Building"  
and of its projected charity school date from 1740, and therefore  
the university attaches to its seal the words "founded 1740."  
In the "New Building" the academy was opened on the 7th  
of January 2751, the city having voted £200 in the preceding  
August for the completion of the building. On the ιbth of  
Member 2751 a charitable school "for the instruction of poor  
Children genus in Reading, Writing, and Arilkmclkk " was  
opened in the "New Building." The proprietaries, Thomas  
and Richard Penn, incorporated "The Trustees of the Academy  
and Charitable School in the Province of Pennsylvania" in  
5753; and in 1755 issued a confirmatory charter, changing the  
corporate name to "The Trustees of the College, Academy and  
Charitable School," dtc., whereupon William Smith (5727-5803)  
of the university of Aberdeen, who had become rector of the  
academy in 1752 and had taken orders in the Church of England  
in 5753, became provost of the college. In 1756 Dr Smith  
established a complete and liberal curriculum which was adopted  
by Bishop James Madison in 1777 when he became president  
cu be College of William and Mary. In 1757 the first college  
doss graduated. Under Smith's control the Latin school grew 

 in importance at the expense of the English school, to the great  
annoyance of Franklin. In 1762-1764 Dr Smith collected for  

the college in wmgland about £6900; and in 5764 hIs la&sessc.  

had become so strong that it was feared that the colisga would  
become sectarian. The. Penns sad others deprecated . this  
and the trustees bound themselves (1764) to "use theme utmost  

endsavburs that. . . (the original plan) be notnerrowed, nor  
the members of the Church of England, nor those dissenting  

from them . be put on any  worsofootingin this seminary  
than they were at the time of receiving the royal brief." From  
September 1777  to June 1778 college exercises were not held  
because Philadelphia was occupied by British troops. In 1 779  
the state legialatute, on the ground that the trustees' deciare-
tdon in 3764 was a " naτt ning Cf the foundation; ' 5  confiscated  
the rights and psuperty of the collage and chattered a new  
corporation "the Trustees of the University of the State of  

Pennsylvania "; in 1 789 the college was restored tο its rights  
and pmpexty and Smith again became its provost; in η9ι the  
college sad the university of the State of Pennsylvania were  

united under the title, "the University Of Pennsylvania,"  

whose trustees were elected from their own members by the  
board of trustees of the college and that of the university. In  
1802 the university purchased new grounds on Ninth Street,  

between Market and Chestnut, where the post offite building  

now Is; there until 1829 the university occupied the building  

erected for the administrative mansion of the president of the  

United States; there new buildings were erected after 1829;  
and from these the university removed to its present site in  

1872.  
The provosts have been: In 1755-5779  and In τ7Sg-2be3,  

William Smith; in 1779-2 79 1 , of the university of the state . 

of Pennsylvania, John Rwfng (5732-1802); in 1807-18;0, John  

McDowell (0 750-1820); in ι 810-1 8τ3jοbn Andrews ( ι746- 1813);  
in 1813-5828, Frederick Beasley (1777-1845);  in ι838- ι8S3,  
William Hcathcote De Iancey (1797-5865); in 1834-1853,  

John Ludlow (1793-1857);  in 1854-58S9 ι  Henry Vethake  
(1792-5866); in 5860-1 868, Daniel Raynes Goodwin (1811-1890);  

in 1868-1880, Charles Janeway Stills (1819-1899); in ι88ι-1894,  
William Pepper (1843-1898); in 1894-1910, Charles Custis liar.  
risen (b. 1844), and in r91* sqq. Edgar Fahs Smith (b. 1856).  

See T.  Ν. Montgomery, A History of the University of Peasηlwaio  
from its PosndusIwa !o A.D. 1770 (Philadelphia, 1900); George B.  
Wood, Early history of the Universily of Ριπιωυίσω is (.7rd ed.,  
ibid., ); J. B. MeMsater, The Uaneιsiιγ of Ρeaatyhe αιa (ibίd.  
1889q7); G. E. Nitseche, Ο α 1 Guide to the Uaiversily of Pews.  
syicauim (bid. 1906)' and Εdω rd P. Cheyney. " University of 

εnnrylvania, '1  in eel L of Urnóersili ιs and liwir .50m (Boston,  
5901).  

PENNY (Mid. tug. peal or pώ y, from 0. Eng. form Ιvwig,  
earlier penning and pending; the word appears in (er. P cnnig  
and Du. penning; it has been connected with Du. pond, Ger.  
P/and, and Eng. " pawn," the word meaning a little pledge  
or token, or with Ger. PJanne, a pan), as English coin, equal  
in value to the one-twelfth of a shilling. It is one of the oldest  
of English coins, superseding the sceatta or scent (see  
NιυΡιsυaτιcs; and Barrww2': Angles Sazo α, § " Coins "). It was  
introduced into England by Offs, king of blescia, who took as a  
model a coin first struck by Pippin, father of Charlemagne,  
about 755, which was known in Europe as metes drneri πΡs. Offn's  
penny was made of silver and weighed as grains, 240 pennies  
weighing one Saaou pound (or Tower pound, as it was afterwards  
called), hence the term peswyweigbt (diet.). In .  1517 the Tower  
pound of 54uo grains was abolished, and the pound of 5760  
grains adopted instead. The penny remained, with some few  
czce tiom, the only coin issued in England until the introduction  
of the gold florin by Edward III. in 134'. It was not until  
the reign of Edward I. that halfpence and farthings became a  
regular pert of the coinage, it having been usual to subdivide  
the penny for trade purposes by cutting it into halve and  
quarters, a practice said to have originated in the reign of  
Aithdred II. In 1257, in the reign of Henry III., a gold penny,  

1  Probably the actual ,  mama was that the assembly, dominated  
by the advocate. 9f the, radical constitution of 1776, was.attempt ίιι  
to pusuh the ιru4teςs ι of tits college, who were almost all "gam 
constitutionalists.'  
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Edward 1., t300 	. 	. 	.  
, 	111., τ 3qq 	 . 	 . 

, 	111., τ364 	. 	. 	.  
111 ., τ355 	, 	. 	. 

Henry  IV 	1412 	. 	. 	. Ν
  

Edward Ι^., 1464 	. 	. 	.  
Henry  V11!., 15τ7 	. 	. 	.  

VIf1., ι543 	. 	. 	.  
Εdωαιd:ν l.,  1552 	. 	. 	.  
Elizabeth. 560' 	. 	. 	. 	.  

The last coinage of silver pence f οτ general deculation was  
in the reign of Charles IL ( ι66 -1662), since which time they  
have only been coined for issue as royal alms on Maundy Thurs-
days. Copper halfpence were first issued in Charles IL's reiga, 1  
but it was not until 1797, in the reign of George ΙΙΙ., that copper  
pence were struck. This copper penny weighed τ oa avoir-
dupois. In the same year copper twopences were issued weighing  

τ oz., but they were found too cumbersome and were discon-
tinued. In 1860 bronze was substituted f οτ the copper coinage,  
the alloy containing 95  parts of copper, 4 of tin, and τ of zinc.  
The weight was also reduced, τ lb of bronze being coined into  
48 pennies, as against 24 pennies into which τ lb of copper  
was coined.  

PENN VAN, a νillege and the county-seat of Yates county,  
New Vork; U.S.A., situated Ν. of Keuka Lake, on the outlet  
extending to Lake Seneca, about 170 m. W. of Albany, and  

about 95 m. E. by S. of Buffalo. Pop. (1905), 4504;  (spyo)  
4597. •It is served by the New York Central & Hudson River  
end the Northern Central railways and by electric railway to  

Btanchport, and has steamboat connexions with Hammonds-
pert at the head of Keuka Lake. The lake, one of the most  
beautiful of the so-called "linger lakes" of central New York,  
abounds in lake and rainbow trout, black bass, pickerel and  
pike, and there are many summer cottages along its shores. At  

Keuka Park, on the west shore of the hake, is Keuke College  

(890), and at Eggleston's Point is held a summer "natural  
science camp" for boys. The village is the seat of the Penn  
Van Academy (1859). The lake furnishes water-power, and  
among the manufactures are paper, lumber, carriages, shoes, 

 Ste. Much ice is shipped from the village. Penn Van is an  
important shipping point in the apple and grape-growing region  
of central New York, and winemsklng is an important industry.  
The first frame dwelling at Penn Van was built in 1799; the  
village became the county-seat in 1823, when Yates county was  
created, and was incorporated in 1833. The first settlers  

were chiefly followers of Jemima Wilkinson (1753-1819), a  
religious enthusiast, born in Cmnberland township, Providence  
county, Rhode Island, who asserted that she had received 'a  
divine commission. She peached in Rhode Island, Connec-
ticut, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. Obtaining a large  
tract (which was called Jerusaler ń  in τ789) in the present Yates  
county, she founded in 2788 the νillege of Hopeton on the ό ιιtlet  
of Keuka Lake about a mile from Seneca Lake. Many followers  

settled there, and she herself lived there after 1790. Some of  

her followers left her before 0800, and then the community  
gradually broke up. The name of the village is said to have  
been derived from the 51st syllables of " Penpsylvanfa" and  
"Vankee," as mosi•of the early settlers were Pennsylvanians  

and-New Englanders.  

7'hc figure of Britannia first appeared on this issue of copper  
coins. The original of Britannia is said to have been Frances  

Stewart, afterwards duchess of Richmond (Pepys, Diary, Feb. 25.  
1667). it was in Charles 11.'s reign, too, that the Mice was  
established of placing the wverslgn a bust in a di,ectloo contrary  

to that of his predecessor.  

See Lewis C. Aldrieh, Ifisterycf Vans Ceesty, New York (Syrae υsς  
1894  

PEIINYROVAL, in botany, a herb formerly much used in  
medicine, the name being a corruption of the old herbalist's  

name " Pulioll-royall," Pukgiwm regime. It is a member  
of the mint genus, and has been known to botanists since the  

time of Linnaeus as ifeslka pukgfwm. It is a perennial herb  
with a slender branched stem, square in section, up to a foot  

in lepgth and rooting at the lower ncdes,•smell opposite stalked  
oval leaves about half-inch long, and dense dusters of small  
reddish-purple dowers in the leaf sails, forming almost globular  
whorls. It grows in damp gravelly places, especially near pools,  

on heaths and commons. It has a strong smell somewhat like  
that of speaimint, due to a volatile oil which is readily obtained  

by distillation with water, and is known in pharmacy as Oksss  
pilcgii. The specific name recalls its supposed property of  

driving away fins .(pi/sees). Like the other mints it bas  
carminative and stimulant properties.  

PENOBSCOT, a tribe of North American Indians of Algonquiazi  

stock. Their old range was the country around the river  

Penobscot in Maine. They sided with the French in the colonial  

wars, but made a treaty of peace with the English In 5 749.  
They fought against the English in the War of Independence,  

and were subsequently settled on an island in the. Penobscot  

river, near Oldtown.  
PENOLOGY (Lot. poems, punishment), the modem name  

given to penitentiary science, that concerned with the processes  
devised and adopted for the repression and prevention of crime.  

(See Caisea; Caumsocoos; Pnssou; JOVEsr'a OFPEs pas;  
Rxa»svlsii, fee.)  

PENRHYN, GEORGE SHOLfO GORDON DOUGLAS-PEN-
NANT, snd BARON (1836-1907), was the son of Colonel Edward  
Gordon Douglas ( ι8οο -1886), brother of the sptb earl of Morton,  
who, through his wife, Juliana, elder daughter and coheir of  
George Hay Dawkins-Pennant, of Penrhyn Castle, Camarvon,  
had large estates in Wale and elsesbere, and was created  
Baron Penrhyn in 1866. Dawkins had inherited the estates  
from Richard Penryn, who was created Baron Penryn in 5763,  
the title becoming extinct on his death in 1808.  

George Douglas-Pennant was conservative M. Ρ. fοτ Car-
narvonshire in 1866-1868 and 1874-τ88ο, and succeeded his  
father in the title in 1886. A keen sportsman a benevolent  
landlord, a kind sad considerate employer, lord 'Penrhyn  
came of a proud race, and was himself of an imperious disposition.  
He cute prominently before the public in 1897 and subsequent  
years in cone ion with the famous strike at his Welsh slate.  

quarries. During his father's lifetime the management of the  
Penrhyn quarry had been left practically to an elective corn-
psfttee of the operatives, and it was on the verge of bankruptcy  
'when in 1885 he took matters in hand; he abolished the com-
mittee, and with the help of Mr E. A. Young, whom he brought  
in from London as manager, he so reorganized the business  

that this slate-quarry yielded a profit of something like £iso.coo  
a year. The new men and new methods were, however, net  
to the taste of the trade unionist leaders of the quarrymen,  

and in 1897, when the "new unionism " was rampant in  
labour questions throughout England, a strike was deliberately  
fomented. Lord Pesirhyn refused to recognize the union or its  

officials, though he was willing to consider any grievances from  
individual quarrymen, and a protracted struggle ensued, in  
which his determination was lπvindble He became the object  
of the bitterest political hostility, and trade unionism exerted  
itself to the utmost, but vainly, to bring about some form of  
government intervention. Penrhyn strikers perambulated  
the country, singing and collecting contributions to their funds.  
But in spite of every pressure Lord Pcnrhyn insisted on being  
master of his own property, and by degrees the agitation col-
lapsed. His death on the 19th of March 1907 evoked general  

and genuine regret. Lord Penchyn was twice married, and had  
fifteen surviving tfhiidren. He was succeeded in the title by  
his eldest son, Edward Sholto (b. 1864), who was Unionist hi.P.  
fee liouth Nortbsmptonsblre from 1895 10 2900.  
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PBIIRI'Df, a municipality of Cumberland county, New South  
Wales, Australia, on the Nepean River, 34 m. by rail W, by Ν.  
of Sydney. Penrith and the adjoining township of St Mary's  
arc chiefly remarkabls for their connexion with the railway.  
The iron tubular bridge which carries the line over•the Nepean  
is the best of its kind in the colopy, while the viaduct over  
knapeack Gulley is the mast remarkable ereetioa .1 its kind  
in Australia. There arc large engineering works and railway  
fitting shops at Penrith, which is also the Junction f ο all the  
western goods tr*ibc. The inhabitants of bulb towns are mainly  
railway esapinyda. Pap, (igox), of Penrith 3539,  of St Ham's  
1840.  

PBBRITH. a market town in the Penrith padiamenlm7  
division of Cumberland, England, in a valley dear the river  
Eamout, on the .Cockenmoalb, Keswick & Penrith, Loadoa  
& North Western and North Eastern sailwaya Ροµ of erbat  
district (s9ot), 9182. It contains some interesting brasses.  
A 14th-century grammar school was refouiided by  
U^irabe l; and there are two mansions dating from the á ame  
reign, which have been converted into inns Though there are  
breweries, tanneties and saw-milk, the town depends mainly  
en agriculture. There are some ruins of a castle elected as  a 
protection against the Scots. Near Ρentith on the south, above  
the precipitous bank of the Eamoat, itanda a small but beau.  
tiful old castelleied house, Vanwath Ball. To the north-east  
of the town is Eden Hall, rebuilt in 1824. Among many fine  
paintings, it contains pori.taits by Hoppner, Kne ler, Lely, Opie  
end Reynolds.. The "Luck of Eden Hall," which has been  
celebrated in a ballad by the duke of Whitton, and in a second  
ballad written by Uhland, the Getman .port, and translated  

by Longfellow, is an enamelled goblet, kept in a leathern case  
dating from the times of Henry 1V: or Henry V.. It was long  
supposed to be Venetian, but has been identified as of rare  
Oriental workmanship. The legend tells hew a seneschal of  
Eden Hall one day came upon a company of fairies dancing at  
St Cuthbert's Well in the park. These flew away, leaving their  
cup at the water's. edge, and pinging "I1 that glass either break  
or fall, Farewell to the luck of Eden Hall" Its true hist έ ry  
is unknown.  

Penrith, otherwise Penreth, Perith, Perath, was founded by  
the Cambro-Celts, but on a site farther north than the present  
town. In 11222 Henry Ill. granted a yearly fair extending from  
the eve of Whitwnto the Monday after Trinity and a weekly  
market on Wednesday, but some time before 1187 the market  
day was changed t ο Tuesday. The manor in 1242 was banded  
over to the Scottish king who held it till 1295, when Edward I.  
seized it. In 1397 Richard II. granted it to Ralph Neville,  
best earl of Westmorland; it then passed to Warwick the king-
maker and on his death to the crown. In 1694 William ΙΙΙ.  
granted the honour of Penrith to the earl of Portland, by whose  
descendant it was sold in ι787 to the duke of Devoaabire.  A 
court leet and view of ftenkpk:dge have been held here from  

time immemorial. In the ιSth and early part of the 19th century  
Penrith manufactured checks, linen cloth•. and ginghams, but 

 the introduction of machinery put an end to this industry, only  
the making of rag carpets surviving. Clerk and watch-making  
seems to have been an important trade here in the t8eh century.  
The town sugared much from the - incurasns of the Scott, and  
Ralph, earl of Westmorland, who•tlied τ426, built the castle,  
but a tower called the Bishop's Tower had been previously  
erected on the saane·aite. In 1597-1598•0. terrible visitation of  
plague astacked.the town, in which, according to an old  iιιsσίp-
lion on the church, as60 tremens perished in Pen τί th, by which  
perhaps is meant the rural deanery. During the Civil War the  
castle was dismantled by the Royalist tpmmandant. In 1745  
Prince Clunks Edward twice marched through Penrith, 'tad a  
skirmish took piacw at Clifton The church of St Andrea  
is of anknσws foundation, but the list- of vicars is ,  complete  
from ;223.  

m IT, 1011 (1559«1593),  Welsh Puritan, was born in  
Βrecknο bέe is 3559; tradition points to Cef is Bulls, a fare  
near 1dr an his birthplace. ' He ma±ricnkted se  

Peterhouse, Cambridge, in December 1580, being then almost  
certainly s: Roman Catholic; but soon became a convinced  
Protestant, with strong Puritan leanings. Having graduated  
B.A., he migrated to St Alban's Ball, Oxford, and proceeded  
M.A. in July 1586.  He did not seek episcopal o'disation, but  
was licensed as University Preacher. The tradition of his  
preaching taus in Wales ii slenderly supported; they could  
only have heat made during a few months of ι 586 or the autumn  
of 1587. At this time ignorance and immorality abounded in  
Wales. In 156* an act of parliament had made provision for  
translating the Bible into Welsh, and the New Testament was  
issued in 1567; but the number printed would barely supply  
s copy for each parish church. Indignant at this negligence ,  
Peary published, early in 1587, The .Fgsιty of as Ramble  

Ssup/likalioa—•in the behalf of the cowate" of Woks, tbut some  
order may be Wes for Ike prseeking of the Gs*: ',sw,ng those  

tee*. Axchbialsop Whitgift, angry at the implied rebuke; caused 
 him to be brought before the High Commission and imprisoned  

for about a month. On his triune Pcmy married a lady of  
Northampton, which town was his home for some years. With  
the assistance of Sir Richard Rnightley and others, he set up  
a printing press, which for needy a year  from M(chaehnes t 588  
was in active operation. It was successively loc&ted at East  
Moulage (Surrey), Fawaley (Northampton); Coventry and other  
places in Warwickshire, and finally at Manchester, where it was  
teized in August a589. On it were printed Penry's Rzhertotiss  

Ιο  the gonwsoars and $oplc of Wolar, and Vies of .- .. sigh  
$blike wants teed disorders or are is the Unite of God. . .  in 
Wales; u well as the eelebr έ ted Martin Ma,prelek traeta  
in January 1590 his house at Northampton was searched and his  
papers seised, but he succeeded in escaping to Scotland. There  
lie published several tracts, as well as a translation of a learned  
theological work known as Theses Geaemnses. Returning  
to Eaglaad in September 3592, he joined the Separatist Church  
in London, in which he'declined ώ  take office, though after the  
arrest of the ministers, Francis Johnson and john Greenwood,  
he a to have been the regular preacher. He was arrested  
in March 1593,  and efforts wee made to 8nd some pretext for  
a capital charge. Failing this a charge of sedition was based  
on the rough draft of a petition to the queen that had been found  
among his private open; the language of whic ń  was Indeed  
hanhaad offensive, but had been neither presented nor published. 

 He was convicted by the Queen's Bench on the 2rst of May  
1593, and hanged on the agth at the unusual hour of 4 p.m.,  
the signature of his old enemy Whitgift being the first of those  
affixed to the warrant. . . 

See the L(fe. by John Waddington (1854).  

ΡΕΧRΥΧ, a market town and port, and municipal and  
contributary parliamentary borough of Cemuail, England,  
2 m. Ν.W. of Falmouth, on a branch of the Great Western  
railway. Pop. (190), 3190. It lies at the heed of the estuary  
of the Peneυπ River, which opens from the main estuary of the  
Pal at Faknouth. Granite, which is extensively quarried in  

lb. neIghbourhood, is dressed and polished at .Penryn, and there  
are also chemical and bone manure works, engineering, iron  
sad gunpowier works, timber-yards, brewing, tanning and  
paper-making.. Τhέ  harbour dries at low tide, but at high  
tide baa from 910 12t, fti of water. Ares, rot acres.  

Pdmyń  owed its development t ο the fostering care of the  
bishops of Exeter within whose derfhesne lands it stood. These  
lands appear is Domesday Book under the name of  Tvelivel: 
In rsme Bishop Briweit granted to his burgesses  Ι  Penryrt  
that they should hold their burgages freely et a yearly rent of  
sad, by the acre foe all service. Bishop Walter de  
&tapddon secured a marltet on Τhaτsdays and a fair at the  
Feist d St Thomas. The return to the bishop in X307 was  
£ , '3'. *4d. from the borosgh and (a6, 7s. 3d. from the forum.  
Tn 1311 Βlhhdρ Stapelden p'ocured a'three days' fair at - the  
Feast et St Vitglis. Philip and Mary gave the parliamentary  
franchise .tο the burgesses in 1553. . James I. granted and  
renamed ihs•chsrter of ineoqiorstion, providIng•a mays► , tlevet  
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aldermen and twelve cου dΒο s, mites on Wednesdays and  
Saturdays, and faits on the 'at of May, the 7tb of July and the  
sιst of December. The charter having been surrendered,  
James IL by a new charter in'er die confined the parliamentary  
franchise tο members of the corporation. This proviso however  
was soon disregarded, the franchise being freely exerdeed by  all 
the inhabitants paying scot add lot. An attempt to deprive  
the borough of its members, owing to corrupt practices, was  
defeated by the House of Lords in ι8a7. The act of ι83 a  
extended the franchise tο Falmouth is spite of the ri salty  
existing between the two boroughs, which one of the sitting  
members averted was en great that no Penryn man was eve  
known tο merry a Falmodth woman. In ι885 the united  
borough was deprived of one of its members. The corporation  
of Peeryn was remodelled in 1835, the aldermen being reduced 

 to four. Its foreign trade, which data from the 14th century,  
is considerable. The extra-parochial collegiate church of  
Giasoey, founded by Bishop Bronesmmbe iii ι 265, had a revenue  
at the timeof its supp ιessίoα under the net of i45 of La 21,18s. 4d.  

See 	Connly Ηέεωτυ, Cιιnwei; T. C. Pete. Gkswy  

PENSACOLA, a city, port of entry, and the enι ιty-κat of  
Escambia county, Florida, U.S.A., in the N.W. part el the  
state, on Pensacola Bay, shout 6 m. (ii m. by channel) N. of the  
Gulf of Mexico. Pop. (igoo) 17,747:  (r9io) 22,982. It ranks  
emend in sire among the cities of Florida. The city Is served  
by the Louisville & Nashville and the Pensacola, Alabama &  
Tennessee railways, and by steamers to West Indian, European  
and United Suter ports. The hubourr is the mat important  
deep-wale harbour south of Hampton Reeds. The narrow  
entrance Is easily navigable and is defended by Fort Pickens on  
the west end of Santa Rena bland, with a great see-wall on the  
Gulf side (completed in 1909), Fort MlcRee on a small peniesuk'  
directly opposite, and Fort Barrancas on the mainland imme-
diately north-net of Fort McRee. On the mainland I m. east of  
Fort Relencas area Uiiited Sete Naval Station, consisting of  e 
yard (8e acres enclosed) with shops, a steel floating dry deck and  
marine barracks; and a rese fιdion (iSoo acres) on which are  a 
naval hospital, a naval magamne, two timber pods, a natioml  
cemetery, and the two villages of Wamngton and Woolsey,  
with a population of about coo, mostly empbyfs of the yard.  
The city's principal public buildings are the star armoury,  
the Federal building, and the city hall. The mean annual  
temperature Is about 7a F., and Weems from the Gulf temper  
the bet. Pensacola is a shipping point for lumber, naval  
store, tobacco, phosphate rock, fish, cotton and mtton.seed  
oil, meal and cake, and is one of the principal markets in the  
United States for naval stores. In i895 the foreign exports  
were valued at $3, ι96,6ο9, in 1897 at $8,436,679, and in 1909  
at $20,Θ71,670; the imports in 1909 were valued at $ι,oι7.  
The important factor in this vast development has been the  
Louisville & Nashville railway, which after '895 built extensive  
warehouses aηd docks at Pensacola. There are excellent coding  
docks—good coal is brought hither from Alabama—and a grain  
elevator. Among the manufacture are sashes,- doors and  
blinds, whiting, fertiliaers, rosin and tur ρentinc; and drugs.  

Pensacola Bay may have been visited by Pence de Leon in  
2523 and by Paiifllo de Namvan in '528. In ις4ο.Maidοπado,  
the commander of the fleet that brought De Solo to the Florida  
mast, entered the harbour, which he named Ferro d'Auchusi,  
and on his recommendation De Soto designated it as a basis 

 of supplies in his expedition into the interior. In ιss9 a penvea-
sent settlement was attempted by Tristan de Lena, who renamed  
the harbour Santa Maria, but two years last this settlement  
was abandoned. In 1696 another settlement was nude by  
Dos Andres d'Aniola, who built Fort San Cubs nee the site  
of the present Fort Barranels, sad seems to have named the  
place Pensacola. In '7"9, Spain and France, being at war,  
Pensacola was captured by Sieve de Bienville, the French  

' In ride the United States government began to improve the  
barboer by dredging,and is June 1909 the depth cl the channel,  
le • minimum width of about 300 ft., was 30 ft. at mesa low name  

governor of Lonń iaee. Later in the same year it was succes.  
aiveiy retaken by a Spanish fore from Havana and recaptured  
by Bieaville, who burned the town and destroyed the fort.  
In 1123, three years after the dose of hostllitfes,  Bienvifle 
relinquished possession. The Spanish then transferred their  
settlement to the west end of Santa Rosa Island, but after a  
destructive hurricane in m e they returned to the mainland.  
In 1163, when the Floridas were ceded to Greet Britain, Pensn-
cola became the seat of administration for West  Florida and  
most of the Spanish inhabitants removed tο Mexico and Cuba.  
During the War of Aoteń csn Independence the tows was a  
place of refuge for many I.oyalists from the northern colonies.  
On the 9th of May 1781 it was captured by Don Rernasdode  
Calvet, the Spanish governor at New Orleans. Most of the  
English inhabitants left, but trade remained in the hands of  
English merchants. During the War of ;812 the British made  
Pensacola the centre of expeditions against the Americans, and  
in 1814 a British Beet entered the harbour to take formal posses.  
non. In retaliation General Andrew Jackson attacked the town,  
driving butt the British. In 1818, on the ground that the  
Spanish encouraged the Seminole Indians in their attacks  
upon the American settlements in the vicinity, Jackson again  
captured Pensacola, and in ι8s ι Florida was busily transferred  
to the United States. On the nth of January 186' the Navy  
Yard was seized by order of the state government, but Fort  
Pickens, defended first by an insignificant force tinder Lieut.  
Adam J. Slemmer (1828-68) and afterwards by a larger force  
under Lieut.-Colonel Harvey Brown (1796- τ874), remained  
in the hands of the Union forces, and on the 8th of May 1862  
the Confederate abandoned Pensacola. Pemaeola was chattered  
αs city in 1895.  

PENBHURST; a village in the south-western parliamentary  
division of Kent, England, at the confluence of the Eden and  
Mcdwny,4)m.S.W.ofTonbridge. Pop. (iqoi), 2678. The village  
ii remarkable for some old houses, including a timbered house  
of the 15th century, and for • need factory of cricket implements.  
The church; chiefly late Perpendicular, contains a large number  
of monuments of the Sidney family and an effigy of Sir Stephen  
de Penchater, Warden of the Cinque Ports in tie time of  
Edward 1. Penshurat Place is celebrated as the home of the  
Sidney family. Anciently the residence of Sir Stephen de Pen-
chester, Penshurst was granted to Henry V1!I.'a chamberlain, Sir  
William Sidney, whose grandson, Sir Philip Sidney, was born  
here in 1554. It passed to Sir Philip's younger brother Robert,  
who in 1618 was created earl of Leiceater. On the death  
of the seventh eel in 1743 the estates devolved upon his nett  
Ellasheth, whose only child married Sir Bysshe Shelley of Castle  
Goring. Their son was seated a baronet in '818 as Sir John  
Shelley.Sidney, and his son was tented Baron de L'Iale and  
Dudley in 1835. The mansion is quadrangular, and has a fine  
court, chapel and hell (c. Σ34 t) with open timber mof and  a 
minstrels' gallery. The various rooms contain an interesting  
collection of portraits, armour and other family relies. The  
praises of the park and the house have been sung in Sir Philip  
Sidney's Amodio, and by Bea Jensen, Edmund Walla and  
Robert Southey.  

PEN81011 (Let. Ie1Y, a payment, from $ndov, to  weigh,  
to pay), a resume or periodical payment made by private  
employer, aorporatiom or governments, in conaideratlesi either  
of past services or of the abolition of a post or οffκe. Such  
a pension raise effect on retirement or when the ρeτiodοff service  
is over. The word is also used in the sense of the payment  
by members of a society in reaped of dues.  

United 'Kingdom.  

In the United Kingdom the majority of persons in the employ  
of the government are entitled to pensions en reaching a certain  
age and after baling sand the Rate lea. otrtιin minimum  
number of years. That such is the case, and moreover that  
it is iaual to def ne such pensions as being ern is mnsidkatbn  
of past corms, has led to the putting forward very geneesiy  
the argument that pension, whither given by' government  or 
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by private employers are in the nature of deferred pay, and that  
holders of posts which carry pensions must therefore be rewarded  

by a remuneration less than the full market rate, by the difference  

of the value of the pension. This view is hardly °street, for  

the object of attaching a pension toe post is not merely tο reward  
past services, but to attract continuity of service by the bolder  
as well as to enable the employer t ο dispense with the services  
of the employs without hardship to him should age or infirmity  
render him less efficient. Dfssatisfaction had been expressed  
from time to time by members of the English civil service with  
the system in force, viz, that the benefit of long service was  
eondned only to survivors, and that no advantage sowed t ο  
the representatives of those who died in service. This was altered  
by an act.of 1009. See Royal Cost ιnission ass S*sperannuaiio's  

in the Gass Seιeics Report and B.eidenms (5903). Foe the general  
pensIons given by the state to the aged poor see 0mo Aas  
PENSIONS.  

Clad Smie.—Tn the English civil service the grant of pension  
on superannuation is regulated by statute, the four principal acts  
being the Superannuation Acts of 1834,1859, 1887 and 1909. To  
qualify for a pension it is necessary )that a civil servant should  
have been admitted to the service with a certificate from the civil  
service commissioners, or hold an office specially exempted from  
this requirement; (2) that he should give his whole time to the  

public service; (3) that he should drew the emoluments of his  

office from public funds exclusively; ({) that he should have served 
for not less than ten yens; (5) that if under the age of 6o years  

he should be certified to be permanently incapable, from infirmity  
of body or mind, of discharging his ofhclal duties, or have been  
removed from his office on the ground of his 19bi Ιity to discharge  
his duties efficiently. On retirement on These conditions a  
clvil servant is qualified for a pension calculated at one-eightieth  
of his retiring salary (or, in certain cases, of his average salary for 
the last three years) for each complete year of service, subject to  
a maximum of fot'ty-eightieths. Civil servants retiring on the  
ground of ill health after less than ten years' service qualify foe  
a gratuity of one month's pay for each year of service. Previous  
to the Superannuation Act of 190? the pension was calculated at  

the rate of one-sixtieth of the retiring salary foe each con+ IMed  
year of service, subject to a maximum of forty-sixtieths. This is  
still the rate for those who entered the service previous to the pass-
ing of the act jSe ρtenber 20, Χ9q υπΙess they availed thcmsclve. 
of the permission in the act t ο tale advantage of its provisions,  
which were more than a compensation for the lowering of the rate.  
The act gave power to the treasury to grant by way of additional  
allowance to a Emil servant who retired after not less than two  
years' service, in addition to his superannuation ,a lump sum equal 
to 0ne-thirtieth of his annual salary and emoluments mul tipl ied  
by the number of completed years he has served, so however that  
such lump sum does not exceed one and a half times his salary, while if  
he retires after attaining the age of sixty -five years, there must be  
deducted from that lump sum One-twentieth for every completed  
year that he has served after attaining that ale. In the case of  
those who entered the service before the passing of the act, and  
take advantage of the act, this additional allowance is increased by  
one-half per cent, for each completed year served at the passing  u 
the act. The act also provided that where a civil servant died after  
serving dye years of upwards, a gratuity equal to ή is annual salary  
and emoluments might be grunted t ο his legal personal repre-
sentatives. Where the civil servant attains the age of sixt -Rye 

is reduced gratuity duced by one-twentieth for each completed year
beyond that age. On the other hand, where the civil servant  
has retired from the service and all the sums received by him at  
his death on account of superannuaIion are less than ha annual  
salary his representatives may receive the difference as a gratuity.  
Provision was also made in the act for granting compensation on  
abolition of office, provided that such compensation des not  
exceed what the recipient might be grunted or be entitled to if he  
retired on the ground of ill health. Pensions are also sometimes  
awarded in excess of the safe as a reward for specIal services, as  
compensation for injury is certain cares, or to holders of  pro-
iessionsl offices, appointed at an age exceeding that at which  
public seevke οιυliπarily begins. In the estimates for civil services  
for the year ι9οg- ιg ιο, there was provided for non-effective and  
charitable services (as pensions and gratuities in lieu of lement  
are known as the sum of L9,6a5,9sa; this,  however, included an  
item of 18.750,000 for old-age pensions, lξaving a sum 01 ((875,9τo.  
There was charted on the Consolidated Fund. on a οcοunf of  pensions  
and compensation atlπwτιatt for trod. judicial and other services,  
a sum of (142,767,  while the following sums for civil minims were  
provided in the estimates of the several departments: War Office,  

58,000; Admiralty, £369, 600; Customs and Eacise. (4ι a,µg  
Inland Revenue, LI16, ; P*at Office, 1649.0001 Royal Irish  
Constabulary, ia ι 5υο; Dublin Mesropefitan Police, 4"µ6ι6 
making • total o L2.298,167, of a grass total foe civil pensions of  

L3,i7 ,087. 	rtere Is 
published (fennel). contsin ίσg a eοmςilete  

Perpetual on Hereditary Pensfows.—Perpetual pensions were  
freely granted either to favourites or as a reward for political  
services from the time of Charles Η.  onwards. Such pensions  
were very fre9υeπtly attached as " salaries " to plaees'which were  
sinecures, or, Just as often, posts which were really necessary were  
grosslyaovtr id, while the duties were

of
were discharged by a deputy 

at a 
end annuities were charged d on theheredi tary

QueenAnne such 
revenuesp

ension,οfe 

sovereign and were held tο be binding on the overign  successors  
(The Bankers' Case, *691; Stαk Trials, xiv. 3-43), By t Anne  
ε. it was provided that no, portion of the' creditary revenues 
could  be charged with pensions beyond the life of the reigning  
sovereign. This act did not affect the hereditary revenues  

Ireland and Scotland, and many ις rsans were quartered, as they 
had been before the act, on the Irish and Scottish revenues who  
could not be provided for in England—for example, the duke dal  
St Albans, ille εgyitimate son of Charles II., had an Irish pension of  
L80o,a year Catherine Sedley, mistress oςς  James Ii. had an Irish 
pension of  a year; the duchess of Kendall ant  the countess  
of Darlington, mistresses of George I., had pensions of the united  
annual value of £3000, while Madame de Walmoden, a mistress d  
George 11., had a pension of £ysoo (Lecky, ,  flislory of Ιrebad in  
Ike Eighteenth Ceislary). These pensions had been granted in every  
conceivable form—during the pleasure of the Crown, for the life  
of the sovereign, for terms of years. for the life of thentee, and 
for several lives in being or in reversion (Erskine May, t οιιιώ αdoaal  
history of ErfgIaad). On the accession of George 1II. and his  
surrender of the hereditary revenues in return for a fixed civil  
list, this civil list became the source from which the pensions mere 

 paid. The subsequent history of the civil list will be found under  
that heading (Clem Lis τ), but it may be here mentioned that the  
three pension lists of England, Scotland and Ireand were con.  
wGdated in 1830. and the civil pension list reduced to !],g,000, 
the remainder of the pensions being charged on the Coiaol ιdated  
Fund.  

In 1887, Charles Breflaugh, M.P., pretested strongly against  
the payment of perpetual pensions, and an a ςςcιsult. a Committee of  
the House of Commons inquired into the subject (Report of Select  

Commilke os Perpetual Peasvome, 248, 1887). An appendix to the  
Re on contains a detailed list of all hereditary pensions, pay.  
rents απd allowances in existence in 1881, with an explanation  
of the origin in each case and the ground of the original gnat;  
there are also shown the pensions, 8c., redeemed from time to  
time, απd the terms upon which the redemption took place. the  
nature of some of these pensions may be.gathcred from the follow.  
ing examples- To the, duke of Marlborough and his hira in per- 
petuit , (4000 per annum; this annuity was redeemed in August 
1884 foe a sum of L ιια7,780, by the ereation of a ten yin annuity  
of (ta,796, 17s. per annum. By an act of 1806 en annuity of Lsοoo  
per annum was conferred on Lord Nelson απd his heirs in perpetuity.  
In 1793 an annuity of τοoο was conferred on Lord Rodney απd  
his heirs. All these pensions were for services rendered, and although  
justifiable from that point of view, a preferable policy is pursued  
in the loth century, by parliament voting a iumρ sum, as in the  
cases of Lord Kitchener in 1902 ,ono) and Lord Cromer in 1907  
LSo,οοο). Claelue II. granted the office of receiver-general απd  
controller of the seals of the court of king's bench and common  
pleas to the duke of Grafton. This was purchased in 1825 from  
the duke for an annuity of (843, which in turn was commuted is  
1883 lot a sum of 122,714, t2e, ed. To the tame duke wasiven 
the office of the pike or remembmncer of ό rst-fruits and tenths of  
the clergy. This office was meld by the duke in 1765, and after  
passing through various hands was p'irehased by one R Harrison  
in 1798. i0 1 835 on the loss of certain fees the holder was com-
pensated by a perpetual pension of 162, 9s. &f. The duke of Grafton  

also possessed an annuity of /6870 in respect of the commutation  
of the dues of butlerage and p ńsage. To the duke of St Albans  
was granted in 1684 the office of master of the hawks. The sums  

anted by the original patent were: master of hawks, salary,  
£391, is. 5d.; four fakoters at £50 per annum each, loo• provision 
ο hawks, 1600; 	vision of pigeons, hens and other meats, 
/182, cos.; total, /33733, is. 5d. This amount was reduced by  
office fees and other deductions to L965, at which amount it stood 
'mi 1 commuted in ι89 i (or £ι8.335.  To the duke of Richmond 
and his heirs was greeted in i676 a duty of one slosh ing per toe on  
all reel, exported from the Tyne fee consumption π England.  
This was redeemed in i709 for an annuity of9000 (chargeable 
on the consolidated fund), which was afterrvar/i redeemed for  
(6 	3. The duke of Hamilton, as hereditary keeper of the  

and 

• 

the deescendants 01 theheritable 
perpetual 

 01 Scotland drew α κlary  
of £242, los. The conclusions of the committee were that pensions,  
allowances and payments should not in future be granted in per-
petuity, οn the ground that such grants should be limited to the  
persons actually tendering the services, απd that such rewards  
should be decayed by the generation benefited: that offices with  
salaries and withont duties, or with merely nominal dimia, ρυιί4  
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es or the original grantee of a pension, the pension or payment  
should in no case continue beyond the life of the present holder  
and that in all cases the method of commutation ought to ensure  

a real and substantial saving to the nation (the existing rate, about  
27 ears' purchase, being considered by the committee to be loo  
high). These recommendations of 

nthhe 
 committee 

 pensions 
^ adopted 

by 
 grraduallygcommutιd, the only 	kit outstanding being to  

Lord Rodney (12000)  and to Earl Nelsen ((5aoo), both chargeable  
on the consolidated fund.  

PoliNral Peasiosss.—By the Political OIikes Pension Act 1869.  
pensions were instituted for tboie who had held political 0111cc.  

For the purposes of the act political offices were divided into three  

classes: ( ι) those with a yearly salary of not less than  
(2) those with a salary cl less t han (5000 " 	less not α than 
(3) those with a s 	of Ices than (,aoo0 and mono than 	woo. 
For serv ice in thesee o 

mu 
 there may be awarded pensions or life  

in the following scale: ((s) a first class pension not exceeding {2000 
a year, in respect of notes than dour years service or its equivalent.  
In an 0f ce of the first class; (a) a second class pension not exceeding  

(

1200, in respect of service of not less than six years or its equivalent, 
in an 0111ee of the emend class; (3) a third class pension not exceed-
big (800 a year, in respect of service of not less than ten years in  
an o1Bce of the third class. The service need not be continuous,  

and the act makes provision for counting service in lower classes  

as a qualification fστ pension in a higher class These pensions  
are limited in number to twelve, but a holder must not receive any  

other pension out of the public revenue, if so, he must inform the  
treasury and surrender it if it exceeds his political pension, or if  
under he must deduct the amount. He may, however, held emus  

while apensioner, but the pension is not payable during the time he  
holds omen. To obtain a political pension, the applicant must file  
ι declaration stating the grounds upon which he claims it and that  
his income from other sources is not sufficient to maintain his  

station in life.  
Cinil List ΡeπΡaioas.—These are pensions granted by the  

fovereign from the civIl list upon the recommendation of the first  
lord of the treasurryy. Βy Ι 8: τ Vict. c. 2 they are to be grunted to  

such persons only as have just claims on the royal beneficence  
or who by their personal services to the Crown, or by the perform-
ance of duties to the public, or by their useful diicoveeiea in science  

and attainments in literature and the arts, have merited the gracious  
consideration of their sovereign and the gratitude of their country."  

Λ sum of jis o is allotted each year from the civil list, in addition  
to the pensions already in force. From a Ragas issued in 1908  
the Vital of civil list pensions payable in that year amounted to 
j24

Judκίol, Mσπici$1, &c.—Thero are certain offices of the exe-
cutive whose pensions are regulated by p αrticularaers οf ρκliaπstnt.  
Judges of the Supreme Court, Of completing fifteen years" serviie  
or becoming ρcτmαηently incapacitated for duty, whatever their  
length of service, may be granted a pension equal to two-thirds of  
their salary (Judicature Act Γ873). The lord chancellor of England  
however short a time he may have held office, receives a pension  
of 1,5οοο, but he usually continues to sit as a law lord in the House  
cf' oτds—so also does the lord chancellor of Ireland. who receives  
apensien of {3,692 6s. Id. A considerable number of local author -

ities have obtained special parliamentary powers for the pur-
pose of superannuating their officials and workmen who have  
leached the age of 60-65. Poor law officers receive superannua-
tion allowances under the Poor Law Officers Superannuation Acts  
1864-1897.  . &dssiaatucl Peiisismi.—Bishops, deans, canons or incumbents  
who are incapacitated by age or infirmity from the discharge of  
their ecclesiastical duties may receive pensions which are a charge  
upon the revenues of the see or cure vacated.  

Navy pensions were first instituted by William Ill. in 1693 and  

reysledy established by an order in council of Queen Anne in boo.  

Sine then the rate of pensions has undergone various modification  

and alterations; the full regulations concerning pensions to all  
ranks will be found in the quarterly Navy List, published by the  
authority of the Adntiralty. In addition to the ordinary pensions  

there are also good-service pensions, Greenwich Hospital pension  
and pensions for wounds An Freer is entitled to a pension when  
be is retired at the age of 45, Or if be retires between the ages of  
40 and 45 at his own request, otherwise he receives only hall pay.  

The amount of his pension depends upon his rank, length of s ετvκε  
and age. Tile maximum retired pay of an adm ίnl is ((8sο per  
annum, for which 30 years' service or its equivalent in half-pay  

tinyk is neά lssaη; he may, in addition, hold a' good service pension  
of (300 per annum. The maximum retired pay of a vice-admiral•  

'with 29  years service is £7'25, of rear-admirals with a years'  
service (boo per annum. Pensions of captains who retire at the  

age of 55,  commanders, who retire at 50. and lieutenants who retire  
at 45, range from (aoo per semen teryean' service to yy.3  25  for 

years' b4 yea service The pensions d either 
 

er officers are caicusated  
in the seine way, ιrecordiet. ιο age and length of aeπrke. The  

govd'scrvlce pensipes consist of ten 	' its of lwο.ρκ mums 
or flag-officers. two of which may be held by vice-admirals and two  

by rear-admirals; twelve of (i5o for captains: two of 1200 a year  
and two of (150 a year for engineer officers; three of jwo a year Ice  
medial odicers of the navy; six of (ace a year for geseral officers  

of the Royal Marines and two of Lisp a year for colonels and lieut..  
colonels of the same. Greenwich Hospital pensions range from  
(ιο  a year for flag officers to (a a year for warrant officers. All  
seamen and nadeas who have completed twenty-two year' service  

ere entitled to pensions ranging from rod, a day to a raaimnum of  
as 2d. a day, according  ιο  the number of good-conduct badges,  
together with the good-cοn4uet medal, possessed. Petty officers,  
in addition to the rates of pension allowed them as seamen, are  
allowed for each year's serthoe in the capacity of superior petty  

wlfker. 15s. ad, a year, and in the capacity of isfesion petty officer  
71. 7d1 a year. Mcn who are discharged the service on account  

of 'injuries and wounds or disability attributable to the service are  
pensioned with sums varying from 6d a day to as a day. Pensions  
are also given to the endows of olllcei'e in certain ci κΡwαιαιακes  
and compassionate allowances etude to the children of odicassi  

to the Navy estimates for i90 ι9σ9 the amount required for half. 
pay and retired-pay was {868,800, and for pe nsions, gratuities and 
compassionate allowances { ι},34,6οο, a total of (,2,203,400.  

Army.—Thesystem of pensions in the Iritish Army a somewhat  
Intricate, provision being made for dealing with almost every case  
separately. As a general rule officers can retire alter eight years'  
service on a pension of (100  pe r annum for ten years. provided that  
they take commissions in either the Imperial Yeomanry or Special  
Reserve and attend the annual tfeinings during that period. The  
other pensions are as follows: and lieutenants, lieutenants, captains  
and malοιs after 15 years' service (or 11 years in the West India  
regiment), (120, if 45  ycarsolage (aco; maj οrs,afteτ25 yearsservice,  
(ace. Royal artillery or royal engineers if ommissioned, after am  

years of age. , if 48 years of age. (300; lieutcnan&-colossels, after  

(rsyears as such, with 15 years service. (250, with 27 years' service, 
3οο, with 30 years' service, (365, after term of employment as lieu-

tenant-colonel commanding a unit, or staff appointment as lieutenant'  
colonel, or after 5  years as lieutenant-colonel cavalry and infantry,  

20. Royal artJlery, royal engineers and army service corps,  
450; Colonels, after 5 years as colonel, cavalry and infantry, ^ 

0yál artillery, royal engineers and army service corps,  (450•  
after completing the term of commend of a regimental district or 

 a regiment of foot-guards, or employed in any other capacity for  
three years, (45ο-1_ςσο according to age; Brevet-colonels, with the  
substantive rank of lieutenant-colonel, receive, cavalry ow infantry, 

o; royal artillery, royal engineers and army service corps, (Joe; 
 Major-generals retire at the ιgε of 62 with a pension of  

ricutruant-genecals at 67 with {850; gtnerallat 67 with (1000.  
omcers whose fins permanent commission been date prior to  

the 1st of January, 1887, retire with a gratuit γ in lieu of pension.  
Offers of the departmental corps retire either with pensions  

ranging from (1125 yearly to 10.. daily, or with gratuities ranging  
from (J$oo to (1000.  

Warrant officers with 5 years' service as such and 20 years' total  
service, receive 3s. 6d. per diem if dikhargcd from the service on  

account of disability, reduction of establishment or age. On dis  
charge for any reasons (except misconduct or inemcicncy) they  
receive from 35. 6d. to $s per diem, according to length of service  
and corps If they have less than 5 years service as warrant  
pfhcets, but not less than ai years total service, they receive at  
leas 3s. per diem; and if discharged at their owe request after  
18 years total service, as. 71d.  

Additional pensions are given at the fete of 641 per diem for  
gallant conduct, and 1 id. to is per diem for re-employed pensioner  
on completing their second term of employment, with 3d. per diem  
extra if promoted while so serving. lipecial pensions are also  
granted in exceptional uses  

For the purposes of pensions, non-commissioned officers are  
divided into four classes, corresponding roughly to quartermaster-
sergeants, colour-sergeants, sergeants and corporals  

With not more than 21 years total service, and with the following  
continuous service in one of the above classes, the rata of pensons  
(pee diem) are:—  

Class.  1 τ  γears 
Serviα 

yy γαπ 
5εrνί[ε. 

6 y°rs' 
Sανiα.  

33 years 
 . Setvice.  
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ill.  
IV,  
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Private (Glιs V.) receive the following pensions:  

τι  years'  
Service. 

ω years  
Sinvict.  

I 	yeas' ιθ γατα ' 
 Service.  

141018 years'  
Service  

a  sd  is.  ad. md.. rod.  ad. t.  sod.  
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Far service in eιroφe of at  yαts, the  following aata ιresne added  

Eo the pensions enumerated above ;— 

For each complete year in excess of 21 years.  

Classes 1.10 11!. ιd. peτ diem tb 9d. pre dem.  
Classes IV. and V. Id. per diem to 5d. per diem.  

A man promoted to higher rank within one year of hie corn-
plating at yeses' eevvkne:eivα,οα his dhebsrge in the higher rook  
an extra 3d. per diκm,,Fended that he has cemented 25 years 
service in all. Ac additional per erne of bd. per diem is awarded  
for pliant conduct, as in the ease of warrant οff^cer.  

N.C.O.'s and men disabled through military servict are granted  
the following pensiens:—  

If partially capable of earn ing a livelihood  ier  diem.  

Clue 	Ι. Φ ΙΙΙ, 	  
,. 	ΙV... 	, 	. 	. 	. 	,. 	. 	, 	 
„ 	V.. 	. 	 

as. to 3α 
 9d.ιοτι 

6d lo la. 6d.  

If totally  incapible of earning a livelihood Per diem.  

	

Class 	1,10 11Ι. . 	 . 	, 
,. 	IV. 	... 	t.  	.. 
„ 	V. 	  

as. 6d. to 3ι 6d.  
21. od..  10 31.  cd.  
15.64.1025.64.  

Peπdoeemaγ also be granasdto N.C.O.'eend men wboaeadiaabled  
by cauw other than militate iervica, acewding to dcvuiwtame',  

U+iikd SM!as.  
In the ordinary sense of the word, pensions in the United  

States are ermined to federal judges and officers of the army  
sod navy, but the United States " Pension Fund "is so singular 

 a lecture of the national budget, that it is desirable to give an  
account of the dllereul classes of allowances which are granted.  
In the United States allowances for services in wars prior to the  
4th of March ι86ιΡ are called " old war " pensions, and may be  
divided Into three classes, viz.,() invalid pensions, based upon  
wounds or injuries received, or disease contracted in the course  
of duty, (a) " service " pension, and (3) land bounties, both  

granted for service iπesρective of injuries.  

The first provision rnsdeby Congressfkr per alnnswa ι α redaludol  
psssd en the 26th of Augur 4776, promisIng invalid pension. to  
edicea and men of the army or navy who lust a limb or were other-
wiie disabled in the War of rndependenee, at a rate equal to half  
of their monthly pay as officers or soldiers during life or continuance  
of the din.bility, them not totally disabled to ,taiwe an adequate  
sonthly passion 50t,t0 exceed half of th,r pay. Then followed  
various Acts of Congress enlarging the provisiona tot invalid pensioa ι  
and extending them to theme who had been in the war of 1812,  
and to the widows and children of them who died in the war or from  
wounds received in the war. The ad of the 3nf .1 May ι846,  
provided fen the prosecution of the war with Mexico and lox pension-
mg those volunteers wounded or otherwise disabled in service.  
Other ens were subsequently paned making further provision for  
pension on account of service in the Mexican war. The first general  
law grasitisig "service." pe ιιsiens was not passed until the 18th of  
March ι8τ8, tbirty.flve years after the termination of the War of  
Indepeidaic. Is beneGciaries were required to be in Indigent  
circumstances and In need of a.alieance from their country. Two  
years later Coagren. became alarmed by reas,e of the large member  
of chosen filed (tbout 8000), and enacted What was known as the  
"Alarm Art," τφuirin each applicant for pension and each  
pensioner on the roll, to furnish a schedule of his whole estate and  
income. clothing and bedding excepted. Many pensioners were  
dropped who were possessed of s much as $ ι,Sο worth of property .  

Numerous acts were, however, pissed from tree to time liberaliz-
lag the law or dealing more generously with the survivors of the  
Revolution. Service pensions were not granted to widows of the  
soldiers of thIs war until 1836, and then only for a period of five  
years and on condition that the marriage of the soldier was prior to  
his last service, and that the soldier's service was not less than six  
months. In 1853 seventy year, after the close of the war the limi-
tation as to the time of marriage was removed. The mljs in nut  
contained nine and in ι9p8 two pensions bared upgn service in the  
War of Independence. The last survivor was Daniel F. Brakeman,  
who died on the sth of April 1869, aged tog years and 6 months.  

The first law granting service pensions on account of the war of  
ι8ιτ was passed In 7ι, filly-lie years after the close of the war.  
This act rcqaired sixty days service. Widens were not pension-
able unless the marriage to the soldier had taken place prior to the  
treaty of peace of 5 5ιh February ι8 t5. On 9th March 1878,  
sixty-three years after the war, an act was passed reducing the  
requisite period of service to fourteen days and removing the  
Sedtatioeι as to date of marriage. Ιι  i  the pension rolls  

continued the minced  471  widows of this war. the last mete wrvivoe  
having died in 1905, at the age of tooy5 years. Service pension.  
were provided fα those who served in the Black Hawk war, Creek  
wee, Cherokee din ertimees and the Seminole war (c032 to 1  
on the 27th 01 July ι89τ, Gity mime alter the period  wb*aced 1* 
the act; they were granted to those who bad served foe thirty days  
and were k000urably discharged, std to their widows. In ι9o8  
there ware 18m .esvivoes and • 30=8 widens, pensk ties* of site  
Indian acs. Serviαιι are greeted to the survivor, c 
the war with Mat^eo bbya

a
α

a
en p end on the agcb of January  

d887, thlsiy.nhe Years after the Gua&Ioupo-Hildaigo treaty. The  
peivion. were greeted to them who ware honourably discharged  
and to the widows, fee service c sIxty days, If sixty-two yrer' of  
egg, 

 

or di ebled or dependent. This law war hberalbed by the  
nets of the gh Of january 0193, τ3rd of April t90o. 6th el February
1907,  and 19th of Apd igo8, be- adng the pension to f  
those who have reached the age of seventy yeah, and to $ αο  fat 
thou adκσty-five mean end aver. In 1908 the pension role  
ras(ned the names el a93a aurdvoew and 6944 widows on account  
of service in the Mexican war. To give title ιo bounty land, service  
must have been far at least fourteen days or in a battle prior to  
3551 'Men* 5855; and if in the navy or regular army, must have  
bow in some ns' lei which the United States was engaged. Bounty  
tend wsma*s ltre liroed for 160 uses, sad over 7o,000 ono acTtS  
have been granted under the diffe πnt Bounty land Acts.  

Foe Melees rendered in the Civil War (1861-65) in the army  
α navy of the United -States, or in their vań ow branches, the IoW  
provide[ two distinct syaems of I) the general laws,  
ggureacigqgg peasioOs for wounds or Jude. received, or di.naee con- 
tractedln service in the line α duty, the passions from  
$6 to $loo per month; and (a) the sonlled DepeodeOt Peusipn  
Amt and amending acts, granting pension fee permanent disabilities  
rrdlese of the time and maow of their cd in, rankledhey  

: wen net the teak of vicious habits, the passion. rnagwg fleet  
$6 to $is per month. What Is known as the general  law fee  die: 
abilities incurred in service and in the course of diitywaa conKitatecl  
in the act of the 14th of July ι86a, as amended by the set of the  
3rd of Wards 1873. Under its p ιoviώ oιιs the following chums of  
person. are enililid to beeδςς via, any nicer of the army, navy  
or marine naps, or any enlisted man in the military or naval ets'v'  
of the United States, whether regularly mustered or not; any master  
or any pilot, engineer, miler or other person net regularly mustered;  
serving upon any gunboat of was'. essel of the United Staten; any  
acting ariimnt or contract servo provυιt-isaτιbal, deputy  
provost-marshal or enrolling c&cer; su bject to the sever.' con-
ditions In each particular use pmetmi bed in the law. This law  
also embraces in is oιoviιiσns the following dames, each clam  
being 
under si im 	

ti children 
 year. Di  age, dependent parents, 	and 

 

sIster,. This an has been the subject of numerous amendments  
along mom liberal lines. A. an illustration a ease may he cited  

where a soldier lost both bands in the service in the course of dutyy,'  
and was dίκhaιged in tine. He is entitled toe pension of  $8' 
per month from the date et his dischagge. Under subsequent  
acs he is entitled to $25 per month free 4th July r864; $34.25  
from 4111 June 1872; $5o from 4th June 1874; 72 from 17th  
June 1878 and $100 from lath February t  

Under the gesersi law a widow or dependent tNative could pot  

be pensioned unless the mum of the soldiers death odgirwied iii  
service in the line of duty; if it were o shown, a widow might be  
pensioned whether she were rich or poor. Upon the death at  
remarriage of the Rides, the miner children of the soldier under the  

nga of autism years become entitled to pension.. 11 the eti ier  
died of causes due to bin service, and left no widow or minor children,  
his other relatives become entitled, if dependent, in the following  

sonde, vis; first, the metingecondly, the father; thirdly, orphan  

sisters and. bmIbei's under sixteen yea  of age,wbo shall be pen-
sioned jointly. In 1908 the number of invalids penioeed under  
the general law was 142,044, and the number of widows and sIqien.  
dent relatives was 81,168.  

The so-called Dependent Pension Act was based upon an Act  
of Congress aplXbvtd 27th Juno 1890, whU% ems amended ow  
9th May no   y ι9 - n 	k !7im lΥ .pσ, te itg. might be celled " dφstdelt " 

y as regards widows and patents The main conditions as to  
the toddler or sailor were, ninety days' service, an honourable  
discharge, and a permanent disability from diseax or otherwise,  
not the result of his awn videos habits, to seth an eatem as to  
rendu iu unable to mηίma14 himself by mural tram . The  
rats of pension under this art wee $6 , $8, $10 and $Ice per month.  
Widows became entitled under this law if they married the soldier  
or mile prior to 27th June ‚Sgo, provided they were without  
smas ef appert ether than their dilly labOm' add an actual  
nee brae= pot easeeding $250 per year, end had not misnamed. 
Claims of children under sixteen yearn of age were governed by the.  
mme conditions as applied to claims of widows, cxutpt that their  
dependence was presumed, and need not be shown W evidence. 

 If a mim child war m imnt, idiotic α otherwise physically ox ment-
ally helpless, the pension continued during the life of said child.  
or during the period of disability.Furtheracs made macs liberal,  
provisions. _ That of the 6th of February 1907, granted peodooe  
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to persons who bad Jeered blaety days•Dr mdre in the mllieaiy sr  
ravel service in the civil war, or sixty day, in the Meastau war.  
and were Iwuouabiy discharged, no other conditions being attached.  
The rite of pension Was fined at iu per mouth when sixty-two  
years of age. 815 per month when seventy years of age and $20  

19908 fixed the rate of pension ion far widows, minor children under tthe  
age of sixteen and heiplese iaiams roe the roll or aftvwatds to be  
placed en it at Sir per  month, and granted peoswns at the same  
ate to the widows of persona who served ninety days or more  
during the civil war, without regard to their pecuniary condition.  
In 1qo there were 140,600 invalids on the roll, and 4294 minor and 
helpless children. In the same year under the set of 1907 there  
were 338,341 dependants, while under the act of 1g08,. 188,445  
widows were put on the roll. All womme.emptoyed by competent  
authority as nurses during the Civil War foe aim months or more.  

who ‚iv υπabk: to Caro a support,ere granted a pension of $12  
per month by an ant of the 5th of August tags. in 1908  

the pension rolls contained the Dames et 3110 pensioners under  
thin acf. 

Τhere were on the roll in ιgo8 on annum of the Spanish war,  
11,786 invalids and 37» dependanta. The total amount paid in  
pensions in 1908 on account of that war and the insurrection in  
the Philippine islands was $3,654,12. The grand total of pen•  
sinners on the roll lot all wars was, in 1908.951.687.  

In addition to peulons, the United States government gre πtσ  
the following gmtuitiesr Firs! if a soldier lost a limb in the  
srvlca, or a44 a result of his service in line of duty, he is furnished  
with an arbbeial limb free of cost every three years or commuta-
tion therefor and transportation to and from a niece whew he  
shell select tore artificial limb. Seamed: An honourably discharged  
soldier or sailor is givenpreference for appointment to placca of  
trust and profit, and preference for retention in all civil siavice  
positions. Tkrrd: There are tea Ή aιionel Soldiers' Homes situ-
ated at convenient and healthy points in dikerent parts of the  
pountry, where comfortable quarters, clothing, mtdical etteities»  

library and amusements of different kinds are provided free of all  

expense; government providing the soldiers free transportation to  
the home, °°nuns iηg payments of pension while they are members  

of the home, and Increasing the same as disibilitka increase.  

Fenn*: There are thirty homes maintained by  the digerunt  
s$ales. which are similar in their purpose to the National Homes,  

the sum of itco per year being paid by the general government fox  
each inmate. Many of these state homes also provide foe the wives  
and children of the inmates, so that they need not be separated  
while they are members of such home. FijIh: School* are estab-
lished by the different states for the 'maintenance and education  
of 	' oepbans until they attain the age of sixteen ymos.  

From the qose of the Civil Wax in 1865 to 1908, the government of  
the United btatea paid to its pensioners for that war the sum of  
X3.533.593,025. The paymeuts on account of all wars for the  
Sacalyear ended on the 3οth of Jones 1908 were 8153,093,086.  
Over i17,οoο,0oo has been paid to sgyrgeonι for making medical  
examinations of pensioners and applients for pensions. The  

total disbursement for pensiοes from 1790 to 1908 amounted to  
83,751,198+809. No other padon or government in all time has 
dealt so liberally witn its defenders, 
a 

	every 

payment 
 is disbursed by eighteen by 	

paid quarterly, 
etabliished in dιfeλwlnt 

areddivided intoothπ e  three 
Pensions 

 one of which 
ραυα  αhe the  

on the 
4th  agencies 

month. 
 pays 4th every  

Ρ f810AARΥ a name given to the leading functionary and  
legal adviser of the χń nciρal town corporations of Holland,  
because they received a salary, or pension. At first this οfficiel  
was known by the name of " clerk " or " advocate." The  
office originated in Flanders. The earliest " pens onnrtes "  
in Holland were those of Dort (1468) and of Haarlem (1478).  
The pensionary conducted the legal business of the town, and  
was the secretary of the town council and its representative  
aiidlpokesmsn at the meetings of the Provincial States. The post  
of pensionary sou permanent and his influence was great.  

In the Stater of the province of D οlland pensionary of the  
order of nobles (Rίddatnώαρ) was the foremost effici αl οf that  
assembly and be was named—until the death of Oldenberneveldt  
in ι6ιg—the land's advocate, or more shortly, the advocate.  
The importance of the advocate was much increased after the  
outbreak of the revolt in 1572, and still more so during the long  
period 1586-26*9 when John van Oldenbameveldt held the  
office.. The advocate drew up and introduced all resolutions,  
concluded debates and counted the votes in. the Provincial  
Assembly. When it was not in seesita he was a permanent  
member of the college of deputed coundllors who carried on  
the ada+eistration. He was minister of justice ilid of finance.  

All corre gue:1mm ρέesed thtench his hands, and he was the  
head and the spokesman of the deputation, who represented the  
province in the States General. The c οudιc{t. of foreign affafn  
in particular was entrusted almost entirely to. him.  

After the des-deli of Oldenbarneveldt the office of lands'-
advocate was abolished, and a new pmt, tenable for five years  
only, was erected in its place with the title cl Raed-Prusioawris.  
or Pensionary of the Council, usually celled by English wile:  
Grand Pensionary' . The fast holder Of this office was Anthony  
Duyck. Jacob Cats and Adrian Paw, in the days of the  
stadtholders Frederick Henry and William of Orange II. bad  
to be content with lessened powers, but in the atndtholderle.a  
rEgime 1650-1672 the grand pensionary became even more  
influential than Oldabain •veldt himself, since there was no  
prince of Orange filling the °fixes of stadiholder, and of admiral  
and captain-general of the Union, From 1653-1672 John de Witt,  
re-elected twice, made the name of grand pensionary of Holland  
for ever famous during the time of the can with England.  
The best known of his successors was Anthony Heinsius, who  
held the office from ι688 to his death in r7sa Be was the  
intimate friend of William III., and after the decease of the king  
continued.to carry out his policy during the stadtbolderlεss  
period that followed. The office was abolished after the conquest  
of Holland by the French in *795.  

See Robert Fruin, Gσschiοdenis dee SWds-Issfdlfagsa is Nader-
lead, The Hague, 1901, G W. Vreede, Iissidisg ΙΡοί  seas Gnsc&. der  
Ndielawdsdu' D'pfοmοΙΡ& (Utrecht, 1858). (G. Ε.)  

PENTANBTBR, the name given to the second and shorter  
line of the classical elegaic verse. It is composed of five (wine)  
feet or measures (µiτρα), and Is divided into two equal parts  
of two and a half feet each: the second of these parts must be  
dactylic, and the &1st may be either dactylic or spondaic. The  
first part must never overlap into the second, but there mug  
be a break between them. 'thus:  

_ 	Ι_ ΙΙ υΥ Ι —y Υ I — ι  
lυ  the best Latin poets, the first foot of each part of the penta-
meter is a dactyl. The pentameter scarcely exists except in  
conjunction with the hexameter, to Which it always succeeds  
in olegsic verse. The invention of the rigidly dactylic form 

 was attributed by the Greeks to Archilochus. Schiller described  
the sound and method Of the elegale couplet in two very shilful  
verses, which have been copied in many language.:  

1m Hexameter stelgt des Springquells Ihiimige Siwlq  
Im Ientaυκtεr dad hIlt sic melodlach heal*.  

The pentameter was always considered to add a melancholy  
air to verse, and it was especially beloved by the Greeks in these  
recitations ((αψµιδeϊτα') to the sound of the flute, which  
formed the earliest melodic performances at Delphi and else-
where.  

PRNTASTOIIDA. or LzwcTlATrn.rnA, vermiform entoparasitie  
animals, of which the exact soolegical position is unknown,  
although they are usually regarded as highly modified degenerate  
Araehoida of the order Acad.  

The, body is sub-cylindrical or somewhat convex above, flatter  

bdow, broad and oval in front and narrowed and elongate behind.  
its integument is marked by a large number of transverse groove  
simulating the segmentation of An ιιelids, and near the anterior  
extremityL close to the mouth are two inns of iycurved chitinons  
hooks The alimentary anal is a simple tube traversing the body  

from end to end, the anus opening at the extremity of its narrowed  
tail-like termination. The nervous system is represented by an  
'oesophagcal collar and a suboesophageal genglton, whence paired  
nerves pass outwards to innervate the anterior extremity and  
backwards towards its posterior end. No respiratory or circulatory  
organs am known. The sexes are distinct but dissimilar in size,  
the ferule being usually much larger than the male The generative  
organs occupy a large part of the body cavity. In the female the  
ovary is a large unpaired organ from the anterior end of which  
arise two ovi nets and connected with the latter are a pair el  
large so-called cοpuiatory pouches, which perhapa act as receptacula  
seniinis. Then and the oviducts lie on the anterior half of the  

tube
body; but the oviducts themselves soon unite to form a single  

great length, which runs backwards to its  posterior 
extremity, tcrmin*liog in the genital orifiα clop to the faun.  
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Iii the male. en the cannery, tlth shies έ  sicced in the mistier  
hall of the body not far behind the mooch. The mike lads 
into a huge pouch lodging a ρaίτ of very long penes, which are  
toiled up when not in use. The two testicles, which extend far  
beck into the posterior part of the body, are long end'mider.  
Antańorly their via dekmntia sse unite into a common duet,  
which opens into the pouch aotainieg the pews Also cost -
mumentwg with this pouch is a par of long slender flagelWorm  
tubes, of which the function is unknown.  

The structure of the Ault Ιkι 	or Psalssbsema, above  
described, des sot supply osswindsig evidence of 	tloa^h'ρ with  
the Acm' At the mme time sum. 
and Dsleodes. have the body elongated a unuiabut Ia th^eιe  
group, the elongation of the body is caudal or post-anal, as is  
attested by the position of the anus fat forwards on its mental  
nrfaee in, the adult Pnrssbssie w shows so trace of  appan- 

the ftee pain of cihitinou. books ere no be reηrded 

however, what have 
 jawa 

 beenwregaarrded a^ 
limb.. 

 s ofnlί mmbba 
embryo, 

 be  
seem  

In the mature stage Pentastomida Use in the respiratory  
passages of mammalia, principally In the nasal cavities. Ti ιε  
remarkable life-history of one species, LingiwIula tarrfofder,  
ńaa been worked out in detail and presents a close analogy to  
that of some Cestodes. The adults live in the nose of dogs,  
where they have been known to survive over fifteen months.  
Each female lays a vast number of eggs, about ςοο,σοο being  
the estimated amount. These are expelled along with mucus  
by the sneezing of the host. If the fall on pasture land or  
fodder of any kind and are eaten by any herbivorous animal  
such as a bare, rabbit, horse, sheep or ox, the active embryos  
or larvae are set free in the alimentary canal of the new host.  

Ftο. ι.—l/ιιιιιι fo b ιisωι 	Fens+—The s ιae.Lrth* first  
R^d.adait 	 larval stage; under side.  

e.. . s, Leg-like processes.  

'thse larvae ere minute oval mature, with a comparatively   
thous apically fringed csiidel prolongation and furnished with two  
pain of shat two-clawed prmesses, which may represent the [bib.  
of aothsnpodι and possibly the two pairs of legs loQad in Atari of  
the family Eriopbyidae. The larva is also armed aiitenorly with a  
median piercing probe and a pair of sham hooks by means of which  
it perforates the wails of the alimentary tract and makes its way 

 ails, the body cavity, lungs or liver. Here it become. cncysted,  
and liming its boring apparatus and claw-bearing promasea renmins  
fora time qulesceix. Atlera  iris of moults it jnsses into the  
second larval stage, somewhat like the parent but di*gerin in haying 
tech integumental ring armed with a fringe of backwardly directed  
shod lwistlea. This sexually immater stage regarded at one rime 

em s nepritting • distinct spouses and named Liagsal des dcxli'si/ai',  
• macbed in abort six or seven months and mesaure, from ό  to  
• mm. in length. In the event of the host escaping being killed  
and eaten it is believed that some of then larvae wander about or  
ultimately make their way to the exterior, possibly through the  
bens rδF οενerthefeι it sees to be culsiss that they can oily  
leech meal acuity in the aril passage, of mourn carnivorous  
animal, and the chance of attaining this environment is afforded 
when the viscera of the host are devoured by some flesh-eating  
mammal  

The adult female of L. seasindes meewm about 4 in. keg and 
the leek barely on.dourtb of tbag. The adult and miniature 
stages 
wνοrσus end herbivorous 	of φmam 	

t
is 	They  aduult stage,  

for example, bas been found is the meal passages ci sheep, goat,,  

hoses sed even of ^ and cat.. α̂tι 
^^ 1ο ώ . piseal 

Α. L P.j d pe ntoneal cavities  ο(  
P ΤΑΤΙUC8. the name found as early es in Tutuillan and 

 Origea corresponding to the Jewish awn tine- sew (the  
five-fifths of the Torah, or few), and applied to the first five  
books of the Old Testament (Genesis; Exodus, Leviticus, Num-
b ', Dentlemnemy). The emend books were named by the  
Jews from their :initial words, though at least Le νitξcu ,  
Nimabesi, and Deuteronomy had also titles resembling those  
we use, eh. nun mw, c' ι ' ens (erww4emιδqiµ. Origen,  
in lobs., Η. S vi. see), and. nrom'in. fl Pentateuch,  
together with Joshua, Judges and Ruth, with which It is usually  
united in Greek MSS.,'makel up the Octatsucb; the Pentatears  
and Joshes together hay* reεenµy been named the Hexateuch.  
On the chiral questions arising from the Pentalcuch or Hexi-
touch, see Bras and the articles on the several books.  

, a team -of the Jews, In its original meaning a  
"harvest feint," as conslsting of the first-hulls of human coif  
(Eτσd. "iii. rd), extending over the seven weeks which teddy  
correspond with, the duration of the Canaanite harvest. Hence  
limes  the &sing feast of the harvest gladness.  

The agricullural character of this feat d(eedy reveals  its 
CenaιΡdte (see Hasnaw Rauoιοι). It dos not howevtt,  
rank'equ d in importance with the other two ag ń celfural festivala  
of pie-exflan lanai, vie. the ltafisik or feast of unleavened  
cakes (which milted the beginning of the corn-harvest), and  
the Ad$ (" higathesing," late called n eti'h, " booths ') 
which marked the dote of all the year's ingatbering of vegetable  
products. This is clear lb the Ideal scheme of Eaekiel (xls. as  
seq.) in which according to the original text, Pentecost is omitted  
(see Cdo.lii'I revised text end his Dote ad for.). It is a later hand  
that has Iseribed a reference to the 'fend of weeks " which  
it found h eur•Msmoeeek Hebrew text; Nevertheless occasional  
alludes to this tent, thedgh aerondary, are t ο be found in  
Hebrew literature, e.g. 1,1.1z. 3 (τ Heb.) and Ps. lv. 7 (8 Heb.).  

In both the early codes, via. in Exod. "lii. r 6 (E) and in  
Exod. uxiv τι (J, in which the harvest festival is called " Best  
of smelts') -we have only a bare statement that the harvest  
festi€el took plea come weeks after the opening spring festival  
celled Ysffath. Ills in Dent. xvi. q that we find it explicitly  
stated that seen weeks elapsed between the beginning of the  
mrn.batvest (" when thou puttest. the sickle to the Born ")  
and the edeb atkn of the harvest festival ($ddb). 'We also  
note the sense generous inehu ίon of the household slave and of  
the resident alien as well esthefatherlkle and widow that ebatac-
tes'iaea the autumnal festival of" Booths."  

But when we pass to the post.exllien legislation (Lev.  cif. 
7o-an; ef. Num. mill. a6 seq.) we enter u afar more detailed  
and specific aeries of ritual hatr ennui. ( τ) A special ceremonial  
is described s taking place on "the morrow after the Sabbath," 

 i.e. in the week of unleavened cakes. The first-fruits of the  
harvest here take the form of a sherd which is waved by the  
priest before Yahweh. ( τ) There "ά  the offering of a male  
lamb of the fiat year without blemish and also a meal offering  
of fine floor and oil mixed'in defined proportions as well s a  
drink-offering of wine of a certain measure. After this "morrow  
after the Sabbath" seven weeks are to be reckoned, mnd when  
we teach the morrow liter the seventh Sabbath fifty days have  
been enmmemted. Hero we must bear in mind that Hebrew  
numeration always includes the day which Is the laminar a gee  
be wells that which tam. ad teem. On this fiftieth de**  
two wave-loaves made from the pivdute of the fields occupied  
by the worshipper (" your habitatfo a ") are offered together  
with seven unblemished lambs of the first year as well an art  
young bullock and two rams s s burnt offering. We hest  
further precise details respecting the abs-offering and the peace-
offerings which were also presented.t This elaborate ceremonial  
connected with the wave-offering (developed in the post-exile  
period) took place on the morrow of the .eventh Sabbath called  

5 0n the critical gπαtions inνοbφφ In these ritual dwlla of  
Lev. xxui. ιό  s compared with Num. xxvii . 27-, ο 4i, Drams  
and White is S. B. Oi Τ note on Ltv. "1m [8.  
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;a "day of holy cοnrοcadσn" an which no servile work was tο  
be done. It was celled a "fiftleth-0ay feast" Pentecost.  
or " Fiftieth " day is only a Greek equivalent of the last lame  
(τsrpwστή) in the Apocrypha and New Tatameot. The orthgdox  
.later Jews reckoned the fifty days from the e ό th of Nisan,  
but on this there has been considerable controvemy among  
Jews themselves. The orthodox later Jews assumed that  
the Sabbath in Lev. xxiii, x; is is the Ι sth Nisen, or the  
fist day of the feast of Maφψth. Hitsig mahfltained that in  
the Hebrew calendar 24th and asst Nisan were always Sabbaths,  
and that set Nisan was always a Sunday, which was the opening  
day of the year. "The morrow after the Sabbath" maam,  
according to liitaig, the day alter the weekly Sabbath, via.  
22nd Nisan. Knobel (Cemmesl. or Lwiiicrs) and Ιusts agree  
with Hitsig's premises but dWer from his Identification of the  
Sabbath. They identify It with the 14th Nisan. Accordingly  

the " day after "falls on the ιsth. (See.Purves's article, " Petle-
mcoet,"in Hastings's Dice. of ‚he Bible, and also Ginsburg's article In  
,Kitto s Cydopaedia). Like the other great feasts, it cams to be  
celebrated by fixed special sacrifices. The amount of these is  
differently expressed in the earlier and later priestly law (Lev. 

 ]xxiii. 28 qeq.; Num. xxviil. 26 seq.); the discrepancy was met  
by adding the two lita The later Jews also extended the  
one day of the feast to two. Further, in accordance with the  
tendency to substitute historical f οτ economic explanations  
of the great feasts, Pentecost Mme to be regarded as the feast  

commemvative of the Slnaiti' legislation.  
To the Christian Church Pentecost acquired a new iignideance  

through the outpouring of the Spirit (Acts IL). (See Wain.  
SUNDAY.)  

It is not easy to find definite parallels to this festivalinether  
ancient religious cults. The Akita festivil to Marduk was  a 
spring festival at the beginning of the Babylonian year (Ni s n).  
It therefore comes near in time to the feast of unleavened cakes  
rather than to the later harvest festival in the month Sivan  
called "feast of weeks." Zimmern indeed connects the Akitu  

festival with that of Purim on the τgth Adar (March); see  
IC. Α. T.s. p. 51' seq, Also the Roman Cerealia of April isth-
sgth rather correspond to υαleσ4 than to gdgfr. (O. .C, W.) 

 I PΕN7'SidCν3 (Βφιλησσbr, or IIareλικδ. (epos from the  
dam,  Ilssτiλη; mod. Mendeil), a mountain to the Ν.E. of the  
Athenian plain, height 3640 ft. Its quarries of white marble  
were not regularly worked until after the Persian Wars; of this  
materiel all the chief buildings of Athens were constructed, as  
well as the sculpture with which they were ornamented. The  
ancient quarries are mostly on the south side of the mountain.  
The best modem quarries are on the north side. The top  
of Fentelicus commands a view over the plain of Marathon,  
and from it the Athenian traitors gave the signal to the  
Persians by a flashing shield on the day of the battle. There  
was a statue of Athena on the mountain.  

PENTHEUS, in Greek legend, successor of Cadmus as king  

of Thebes. When Dionysus, with his band of frenzied women  
(Maenads) arrived at Thebes (his native place and the first city  

visited by him in Greece), Pentheus denied his divinity and  
violently opposed the introduction of his rites. His mother  

AgavS having joined the revellers on Mount Citbaeron, Pentheus  

followed and climbed a lofty pine to watch the proceedings.  
Being discovered he was torn to pieces by Agave and others,  

who mistook him for sense wild bast. His had wen carried  

back to Thebes in triumph by his mother. 'Labdacus and  
Lycurgus, who offered a similar resistance, met with a like  

fearful end. Some identify Pentheus with Dionysus himself  
in his character as the god of the vine, torn to pieces by the  
violence of winter. The fate of Pentheus was the subject of  

lost tragedies by Thepia end Pacuvius.  
i See Eorioides, Bacckee, penis.; Ovid, Melon. Μ. 511: Tlieoeritus  semi; Apobdoaa ii s  s ; Nonnus, Dienyrkc xliv-xIvl; on  rεριeseotedεne in art see ό . john. Pndhm red die itaisadeu (1841).  

PBIIFRIIVRI COUNIE OF. In the firth arid 12th centuries  

the countahlp of Pcnthiflvrejn Brittany (dφ. οl C&ea.du.Noxd)  

belonged to a branch of the sovereign henna of Brittany. Henry  

d'Avaugour, heir of this dynasty, was dispossessed of the count-
ship in 123$ by the duke of Brittany, Pierre Mauclerc, who gave  
it as dowry to his daughter, Yolande, on her marriage in sr 238  

to Hugh of Lusignαπ, count of La Marche. Duke John Ι.  
of Brittany, Volande's brother, seized the countahip on her  
death in 1272. In 2337 Joan of Brittany brought Penihibvre  
to her husband, Charles de Ch&tillon--Blois. In 1437 Nicole de  

Blois, a descendant of this family, married Jean de Breese, and  

was deprived of Penthlhvxe by the duke of Brittany, Francis If.,  
in 146$. The countship, 'which was restored to Sebastian of  

Luxemburg, heir of the Brasses through his mother, was erected  

for him into a duchy in the peerage of France (drώέ -prairie)  
in !g6q, and was afterwards held by the duchess of Merreeur,  

daughter of the first duke of Peathtivre, and then by her daughter,  

the duchess of Vendome. The duchess of Vendome's grandson,  
Louis Joseph, inherited Penthihvre in 166p, but it win taken  

from him by decree in ι687 and adjudged to Anne Marie de  
Bourbon, princess of Conti In ι6ο6 it was sold to the count  
of Toulouse, whose son bore the title of duke of Peoihiflvre..  

This title passed by inheritance to the house of Orleans.  
PENTHOUSE, a sloping roof attached to a . building either  

to serve as a porch or a covering for an arcade, or, if support.d  

by walls, as a shed, a "lean-to." In the history of siegecraft,  

the word is particularly applied to the fixed or movable construc-
tions used to protect the besiegers when mining, working batter-
ing-rams, catapults, &c., and is thus used to translate Lat.  

ei,rta and plakwu, end also teserdo, the shelter of locked shields  
of the Romań s. The Mid. Eng. form of the word L peens, an  
adaptation of O. Fr. apenlie, hind. Let. appesdiliuss or app$s-
diιirer, a small structure attached to, or dependent on, mother  

building, from app ιπdere,  to hang on to. Tlie form " pmt-
house " is due to a anppeaed cormeslon with " house " and Fr.  

peek, sloping roof. the more correct form "pontice " is now  
frequently used.  

PEN78TE180N, in botany, a genus of plants (net. order  
Scrophulariacese), chiefly natives of North America, with  
showy open-tubular flowers. The pentatemon of the florist  
has, however, sprung frdm P. Harnsegii and P. Coboec, and  
possibly some others. The plants endure English winters  
unharmed in favoured situations. They are freely multiplied  
by cuttings, selected from the young side shoots, planted early  

in September, and kept in a close cold tame t$1 rooted. They  

winter safely in sold frames, protected by mats or litter during  

frost. They produce seed freely, new kinds being obtained  

by that means. When special varieties are not required tree  

from cuttings, the simplest way to raise peatstemons Is to sow  

seed in heat (6 ς' F.) early In February, afterwards pricking  
the seedlings out and hardening them off, so as to be ready  
fοτ the open sir by the end of May. Plants formerly known  
under the name of Chelońe (c.g. C. beabkia, C. com$rnelalx)  

are now classed with the pentstemons.  
PENUMBRA (Lest. pestle, almost, asrbra, a shadow), in estm-

nomy, the partial shadow of a heavenly body as cast by the sun.  
It is defined by the region in which the light of the sun is partially  
but not wholly cut off through the interception of a dark body.  
(See Ecturss.)  

PENZA,a government of eastern Russia, bounded N. by the  
government of Nixhniy-Novgorod, Ε. by Simbirsk, and S.  
and W. by Saatov and Tambov; area 14,ggl pq. m.; pop.  
(est. 1go6) r,600,000. The surface is undulating, with deep  
νέ Ιleys and ravines, but does not exceed qoe ft. above sea-level,  
It is principally made up of Cretaceous sandstones, sends, mars  
and chalk, covered in the east by Eocene deposits. Chalk,  
potter's clay, peat and iron are the chief mineral products in  
the north. The soil is a black earth, more or less mixed with  
clay and sand; marshes occur in the Krasnoslobodsk district;  
and expanses of sand in the river valleys. There are extensive  
forests in the north, but the south exhibits the characteristic  
features of a steppeland. The government is drained by the  
Moksha, the Sura (both navigible), and the Khoper. belonging  
to the Oka, Volga and Den systeńu. Τimbα la floated down  
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sestet! smaller stmama, while the Mulsba and Sm.ie Important  
means of conveyance. The climate is harsh, the average tem-
peTature at the city of Pena being only 38°. The popula-
tion consists peincipally of Russians, together with Mordvinians,  
Meshcberyab and Talus. The Russians peofasa the Ortho-
don Greek kith, and very many, apeciafly in the north,  are 
Raskdnika or Nonconformists. The chief occupation s agri-
culture. The principal crops me rye, oaf buckwheat, hemp,  
potatoes and beetroot. Grain and Sour are considerable  
aspects The local authorities have established d€ ρό ta for the  
sale of modern agriculture[ muεbineiy. There are several  
agricultural and horticultural schools, and two model dairy-
farms. Cattle breeding and especially horse-breeding are  
compsratfvely flourishing. Market.gardening Is sucvesdully  
carried on, and improved varieties of fruit-tress have been  
introduced through the imperial botanical garden at Pena  
and a private school d gardening in the Gorodishche dstri Μ.  
Sheep-breeding s especially developed in Chembu and Iimit.  
The Mordviaiana devote much attention to bes.keeping. The  
forests (n%d the total area) are a=mid' erable source of wealth,  
especially in Krwwslobodsk and Gorudisbdie. The manutao•  
lures are few. Distilleries acme first, followed by beet auger  
and oil mills, with woollen cloth and paper run,'tanmaka,  
soap, gars, machinery and ironworks Trade is limited to  
the export of corn, spirits, timber, hempaeed τίf, tallow, hides,  
honey, max, woollen cloth, potash and cattle, the chief centres  
for trade being Yens, Nixhni-Lomov, Mokshany, Saranak and  
Κrasooιlobodsk.  

The government is divided into ten districts, the chief towns  
of which are Penaa,Gomdishche, mist, Ecrenak, Krssnoalobo&k,  
Mobbaπy, Narevεhat, Niahni-Lomwv, Senansk end C ńembu. 

 The present government of Pena was formerly inhabited by 
Mordvinsns, who had the Me cheryakson the W. and the Bulga^ 
on the N. In the 13th century them population fell under 
the dominion of the Tatars, with whom they fought against 
Moscow. The Russians founded the town of M οkshany in 
1535. Pena was founded in the beginning of the z7th century, 
the permanent Ruaian settlement dating s far beck as 1666. 
In 1776 it was taken by the rebel Puguhev. The tons was 
almost totally destroyed by coc uafiagratio iń  1836, :839 and 18ςΡ8, 

PENZA, a town of Russia, capital of the government of the 
same name. 49)  m. by rail S.E. from Moscow. It stuns on  a 
plateau 567 it. above the sea, at the confluence of the Pena with  
the navigable Sure. Pop. ( ι897), 6τ,8ςΡτ. The older parts of  
the town are constructed of wood, but the newer parts are well  
built. The cathedral was erected in ιΡ82ο-ι8u. Pens& has  
technical schools, public libraries, a museum of antiquities, and 

 s theme, which has played some part in the history of the  
Ruaώ aπ stage. The bulk of the inhabitants support themselves  
by agriculture or fishing in the Sera. An imperial botanical  
garden is situated within two m ιies of the town. Apart from  
paper-mills and storm Ro ατ.τοΒ s, the maimfactuuing est αbksh-
mats are small There is a trade in men, oil, tallow, timber sad  
spirits. md two fans where cattle and horses are sold.  

ΠΒΜΖΑΙ Κ, a municipal borough, market town and seaport  
k the Si five parliamentary divisio η of Cornwall, England, the  
terminus of the Great Western railway, 31 ςΡ1 m. W.S.W. of  
London. Ροµ (i9er), 13,136. It is finely situated on the  
western sham of Mount's Bay, opposite St Weimer. Mount,  
being the westernmost port in England. The site of the old  
town slopes sharply upward from the harbour, to the west of  
which there extends an esplanade and modern residential  
quarter; for Penasncro, with its mild climate, Is in considerable  
favour es a health resort. The town has no buildings of grit  
antiquity, but the public buildings (1867),'in Italian style, are  
handsome. By the 't Chet house Is a statue at Sir Humphry  
Davy, who was born here in 1778. Among instiations there are 

 e specially fine public linrary, museums of geology sod natural  
history and antiquities, miming and seienee sdsoels, the West  
Cornwall Infirmary and a meteorukiglcal station. The hsrboiw,  
e,do.ed.*itbin a breakwater, has an area of 94 germ with is to  
sob IL depth of water, and fleeting mid graving duels. Therein n  

large sport trade in fsb, including that σf plkharda to Italy.  
Other exports are tin and copper, granite, serpentine, vegetables  
and china clay. imports are p ń ncipady coal, iron and timber.  
Greet quantities of early potatoes and vegetables, together with  
flower and fish, are sent to London and elsewhere. The  
borough is under a mayor, 6 aldermen and ι8 counclllors.  
Ate, 333 acres.  

Nearly two mile inland to the north=west s Manson (an  
mine district with a population of 3486). The church of St  
Maddern is principally Perpendicular, with earlier portion and 

 s Norman front. Neap the village a "wishing well" of ancient  
fune Is seen, and clone to it the ruins of a baptistery of extreme  
antiquity. Monoliths and cromlechs are not uncommon in the  
neighbourhood. Three miles northeast is the urban district of  
Luoovaw (pop. 2274), and to the south s Pam. (6332), which  
includes the village of Newlyn (q.e.).  

Penzance (Pensans) was not recognized as a port until the  
&rye of the Tedom, but its importance as a fishing village dates  
from the 14tli century. In ιyη thirty burgesses in Penzance  
and thirteen boats paying rya. ytarly are found among the p05-
sessions of the lords of Alverton, of which manor it formed  a 
portion of the demesne lands. The year 1512 marks the begin-
ning of a new era. Until then St Michael's Mount bad been  
regarded as the port of Mounts Bay; but in that year Henry  
VIII. granted the tenants of Penance whatever profits might  

semi* from the "ankerage, kylage and buaselage" of ships  
resorting thither, so long as they should repair and maintain  
the quay and bulwarks for the safeguard of the ships and town.  
Neverthclea thirty yeses later it Is described by Leland as the  
waternmat market tows in Cornwall " with no soccer for Boles  
or ahippes but a fared Pere or Kay." During the war with  
Spain the town was devastated in X593. The charter of  Incor-
poration grated in ιΡ6τ4 states that by the Invasion of the  
Spaniards it bad been treacherously spoiled and burnt but that  
its strength, prosperity and usefulness for navigation, and the  
acceptable and sedable services of the inhabitants In rebuilding  
and fortifyIng it, and their enterprise in erecting a pier, have  
moved the king to grant the petition for its incorporatfon. This  
charter provides fors mayor, eight aldermen sad twelve assist-
ants to constitute the common mouncfl, the mayor to be chosen  
by the council from the aldermen, the aldermen to be chosen from  
the assistants, and the assistants from the moat sufficient  
and discreet of the inhabitants. It also ratified Henry's grant  
of anchorage, keelsge and busaeisge. In :663 Penzance wu  
osostituled a coinage town for tin. It has never enjoyed  
indeρendώnt parliamentary representation. In 1332 a market  
on Wednesdays and a fair at the Pest of St Peter ad  
Vincula were granted to Alice de Lisle and in 1405 this market  
was ratified and three additional fairs added, viz. at the feasts  
of St Peter in Cathedra and the Conception and Nativity of the  
Blamed Vσgiιι. The charter of 1614 substituted markets on  
Tuesdays and Thursdays for the Wednesday market and added  
two hies one at Corpus Christi and the other on the Thursday  
before St Andrew. Of the fairs only Corpus Christi remains;  
markets are now held on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.  
Apart from fishing and shipping, Penzance has never been an  
industrial centre.  

PΕOΝAGB (Span. pies; Μ. Lat. redo (pa), primarily a foot-
sddiet, then a day-labourer), a system of agricultural servitude  
common in Spanish America, particularly in Mexico. In the  
early dart the Spanish government, with the idea of protecting  
the Indians, exempted them from compulsory militasy service,  
the pay ιń ent of tithes and other taxes, and regulated the system  
of kbοnr, but left them practically at the mercy of the Spanish  
governors. The peon, as the Indian labourers were called,  
were of two kinds: (τ) the agricultural workman who was free  
to contract himself, and (τ) the criminal labourers who, often for  
slight offences, or more usually lot debt, were condemned to  
medial slavery. Though legally peonage is abolished, the  
unfortunate peon ii often lured into debt by his exnploter and  
then kept a slave, the kw permitting his forcible detention till be  
hits paid his debt to his master.  
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PEOPLE, a collective term for persons in general, especially  

as forming the body of persons in a community or nation, the  

"folk " (the Ο.Ε. and Teut. 'cord, d. Ger. Veik). The earlier  
forms of the word were pspfe, poepk, pupk, &c.; the present form  
is found as early as the τ 5th century, but wee net established till  
the beginning of the ι ό th. Old French, from which it was  
adapted, had many of these forms is well as the mod. Fr. ρeeµι.  

The Lat. popidas s generally taken to be a reduplication from  
the root ple,-fill, seen in ?lens, full; plebs, the commons;  
Cr. πλ3θοe, multitude.  

PEORIA, a city, port of entry, and the county-eat of Peoria  

county, Illinois, U.S.A., in the north central part of the state, on  
the lower end of Lake Peoria, an expansion of the Illinois dyer,  

and about τsο m. S.W. of Chicago. Pap. (1000) s6, ιοο;  
(u910) 66,950. It is served by 33 railways, of which the most  
important are the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago,  
Rock Islaad & Pacibc, the Chicago & Alton, the Illinois Central,  

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St Louis, aid the Chicago  

& North-Western. The Illinois river is navigable to its mouth,  

and at La Salk, above Peoria, connects with the Illinois &  
Μithigaα Canal sas'tmg to Chicago. The Fiver is spanned at  

Peoria by two railway bridges and ι wagon bridge. The  
residential portion of the city is situated on bluffs overlooking  

Lake Peoria, and the business streets lie on the plain between  

these elevations and the water front. The park system includes  

more 1631400 acres; Bradley Park (140 acres), the largest, was  
given to the city by Mrs Lydia Moss Bradley ( ι816.-τ9o8) and  
was named in her honour. On a bluff north-east of the city is  

Glen Oak Park (003 acres), modelled after Forest Park, St Louis,  

Missend; is the south-western part of the city is Madison Park  
(88 acres); and in the rower part of the city is South Park (ιο  
acres). In the Court House Square there are two monuments in  

honour of the Federal soldiers and sailers of Peoria county who  

perished in the Civil Was; in Springdale Cemetery there are two  

similar memorials, one of which (a large granite boulder) is in  

memory of the unknown dead; and in the same cemetery there  

Is a monument erected by the state ( ι9oδ) to mark the gave of  
Thomas Fold (d. t85 ι), governor of Illinois in 1842-1846.  
Among the principal public buildings and Institutions are the  
Peoria Public Library founded in '855, the City Hall, the Court  

House, the Federal building, St Mary's Cathedral, the Bradley  

Polytechnic Institute (affiliated with the university of Chicago),  

founded in 1896 by Mrs Lydia Mess Bradley, who gave it an  

endowment of $i,000,000; Spalding Institute, founded through  
the efforts of John L. Spalding (b. 1840), who was Bishop of the  

Roman Catholic diocese of Peoria in 3877-1908; an Evangelical  

Lutheran Orphans' Home (tent), an Induτtrial School for girls  
(ι89a), Cottage Hospital (1876), St Francis Hospital ( τ875), a  
Florence Cń tteoton Nome (ipos), a Home for the Friendless  
(1876), and a House of the Good Shepherd (4890, and the Guyer  
Memorial ( ι889), Si Joseph's (3892), and John C. Proctor homes  

for the aged and infirm (1907). At BartonviU,η a suburb, there  
is ι state hospital for the incurable insane.  

In peen and in tees Peoria ranked second among the cities  

Of Illinois in the value of its manufactures. The invested capital  
amounted in 1905 to $22,243,82', end the factory prodpcts were  
valued at $60920,411. The principal industry is the manufao•  
Lure of distilled liquors, which were valued in tees at $47,170,815.  

Other important manufactures are agricultural implements  
(02,309,962), slaughter-house and mat-packing products  

($1480,;98), glucose, cooperage (0 1 , 287,74 2), malt liquors  
(8887,570), foundry and machine-shop products, atrawboatd,  

automobiles, brick and stone, and flour and grist mill products.  
?eerie is also an important shipping point for grain and coal.  

Pcoń a was named from one of the ilve tribes of the Illinois  

Indians. In x680 Le Salle, the explorer, built Fort Crdvecceu ς  
on the lake shore bluffs, opposite the present city; this fort,  

however, was destroyed and deserted in the same year by La  

Selle's followers after he had set out to return to Fort Frontenae.  

There Is evidence that a French mission was established on or  

par the site of Peoria as early as 1711; and certainly by 1735 a  

settlement, known as Peoria, and composed of French and  

" breed " traders, t τappeπ and farmers, had been establisled  
about ii in. above the foot of the lake, on its west shore. T^la  
village was practically deserted during the later years (078,-
1783) of the War of Indeρendenεe, and when its inhabitants  
returned after the peace they settled in a village which had been  

established about 3778, on the present she of Peoria, by Jean  
Baptiste Maillat (d. i8oz), and was at first celled Le Ville de  

Maillet. Its probable that Jan Baptiste Point de Salble,  

believed to have been a Santo Ilbiningen negro, and Jocularly  
spoken of "as the first white settler in Chicago," lived in the  

"old village " of Peoria as early as 1773- τω  six years before he  
settled Of the present site of Chicago-and again about :;$j.  
In November glee about half of the town was burned by a  
company of Illinois militia who had been sent thither to build a  

fort, and whose captain aseerted that his boats had been fired  
upon at night by the villagers. In the followIng year a fort,  
named Fort Clark in honour of George Rogers Clark, was erected  

on the site of the old village; it was evacuated in 1818, and soon  

afterwards was burned by the Indiana. After the town was  
burned there was no serious attempt to rebuild until 1859,  
Peoria was incorpoαted as a town in 1835 and eras gliartered  
ea a city in 1845. In 3900 North Peoria was annexed.  

See David McCuibch, Rarely Dsys ,! P*oria end Ckiap an address  
read before the Chia Historical Society in 1904, and pabli ιhed 

society by that ty, (o.d. , and " Old Peoria," by  the tame gusher, 
in publica t ion No. 6 tithe Illinois State Histori cal Society Τrσι s-
.sdb ιu  (Springfield, 18. '90') ; also Asttońc'l Esc w d 
A ^aoi* (Chicago, '900), ed. by Newton Bateman ad Paul gelby;  
Ifisiory of PeoriaCounty.' 1M. (Chicago, 0180); and C. Baling,  
lfisbry of Peoria (Peoria, 1870).  

ΠΕΠΕ, 0D01JΕL110 (1783-1853), Neapolitan general, was  

born at SquiBace in Calabria. He entered the army at an early  

age, but in '799 he took part in the republican movement at  
Naples Implied by the French Revolution; he fought against  
the Bourbon hoops under Cardinal Ruffo, was captured and  
exiled to France. He entered Napoleon's amy and served with  

distinction in several campaigns, including those in the Nea-
politan kingdom, δΡrst under Joseph Bonaparte and later under  

Joachim Murat. After commanding a Neapolitan brigade in the  
Peninsular campaign, Pepe returned to Italy in 1813, with the  
rank of general, to help to reorganize the Neapolitan army.  
When the news of the fall of Napoleon (1814) reached Italy  

Pep. and several other generals tried without success to force  
Murat to grant a constitution as the only means cf saying the  

kingdom from foreign invasion and the return of the Bourbons.  
On Napoleon's escape from Elba ( ι8 '5) Murat, after some  
hesitation, placed himself on the emperors side and waged war  

against the Ausirians, with Pepe on his staff. After several  
engagements the Neapolitans were forced to retire, and eventually  

agreed to the treaty of Casalanza by which Murat was to abandon  
the kingdom; but the Neapolitan officers retained their rank  

under Ferdinand IV, who now regained the throne of Naples.  

While engaged in suppressing brigandage in the Cspitanata,  

Pepe organized the arbonari (q.s.) into a national militla, and  

was preparing to use them for political pmpoees. He hιd hoped  
that the king would end by granting a constitution, but when  

that hope failed he meditated seizing Ferdinand, the emperor  

of Austria, and Metternlcb, who were expected at Avelino, end  
thus compelling them to liberate Italy (1819). The scheme broke  

down through an acddent, but in the following year a militasy  
rising broke out, the mutineers cheering for the king and the  
constitution. Pepe himself was sent against them, but while  
he was hesitating as to what course he should follow Ferdinand  

promised a constitution (July '820). A revolt in Sicily having  
been repressed, Pepe was appointed Inspector-general of the  

army. In the meanwhile the king, who had no WWWenti οm of  
respecting the constitution, went to Lalbadh to confer with the  

sovereigns of the holy alliance assembled there, laving his son  

as regent. He obtained the loan of an Austrian army with  
which tο restore absolute power, while the regent dallied with the  
Liberals. Pepe, who in parliament h ιd declared in Qavoar of  
deposing the king, now took command of the army and marched  

against the Austriaxj. He attacked them at Rietl (March 7,  
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jEas), but his rue levleswer' repisbed. The army **sgpdes* ,  
disbanded, and Pepe spent several years in England, France and  
other countries, publishing s number of books and pamphlets  
of a political cheracteτ and keeping up his cosinexion pith the  
Carbosiad. When in 1848 revolution and war broke out all  
over Italy, Pepe returned to Naples, where a censlitutlen bad  
again been proclaimed. He was given command of the Nea-
politan army which was to cooperate with Piedmont against the  
Austrians, but when he reached Bologna tbeking,whbbadalresdy  
changed his mind, recalled him and his troops Ρeρe, after  
hesitating between his desire to fight for Italy, and his oath to  
the king, resigned his commission in the Neapolitamservice and  
crossed the Po with 2000 volunteers to take part iathe campaign.  
Mier a good deal of fighting in Venetia, be joined Mania in  
Venice and took command of the defending army. When the  
city was forced by hunger to surrender to the Austrians, Yep. and  
Mania were among those excluded from the amnesty; be again  
wrut into exile and died in Turin in 1855.  

Tb. stosy of Papa's life deem to 18g6  is told in his men intemaiag  
Maanm. gaao, ι8gµµ), and his Nangliw of µe  λsmeιι.. at  
Nαρks us ,Sao asd '82, (London, 1821); for the laterriod of 
his life see the general histories of the Risergimento and the bin.  
graphics! sketch in vol ii. of L. Carpi's Rimy sωιοω (Allan. 1886).  

PEPERING. an Italian name applied to a brown or grey  
volcanic tuff, containing fragments of basalt and limestone, with  
disseminated crystals of augite, mica, magnetite, leucite,  &c. 
The typical peperino occuza in the Albert Hills, near Rome, and  
was used by the ancients, under the name of lapis slbanus, as a  
building stone and for the basins of fountains. Other tuffs and  
conglomerates in Auvergne and elsewhere are also called peperino.  
The name original!)' referred to the dark coloured indusioas,  
suggestive of pepper-corns. In English the word has sometimes  
been written pepeń ne.  

PEPPER, W1LNAI (1843-1898), American physician, was  
born in Philadelphia, on the past of August 1843. He was  
educated at the university of Pennsylvania, graduating from  
the academic department in 1862 and from the medical depart-
ment in 2864. In 1868 he became lecturer on morbid anatomy  
in the same institution, and in 1870 lecturer on clinical medicine.  
From 1876 to 1887 he was professor of Clinical medicine, and in  
1887 succeeded Dr Alfred Sti11 Σ as professor of theory and practice  
of medicine. He was elected provost of the university in 1881,  
resigning that position in 1894. For his seτνiαs as medical  
director of the Centennial E τbibition in 1876 he was made knight  
commander of St Olaf by the king of Sweden. He founded the  
P4iiadd$fa, Medkol Times, and wee editor of that journal in  
1870-1871. He was known particularly for his contributions  
0n the subject of the theory and practice of medicine, and the  
System of Yaliciae which he edited in 1885-ι886 became one  
of the standard leatbooks in America. Among his contribu-
tiona to the medical and scientilic journals of the day, were  
"Trephining in Ceτebrel Disease " (187'); " Local Treatment in  
Pulmonary Cavities" (1874); "Catarrhal Irrigation" (0880);  
" Ερiieρay" ( 1883); and "higher Μediεa4Εdacatiσn: the True  
Interest of the Public and the Profession." He died on the 28th  
ofJuly ι898 et Pleasanton, Cslifοτnα.  

PEPPER, a name applied to several pungent spices known  
respectively as black, white, long, red, or cayenne, Ashantl,  
Jan afca, and melegueta pepper, but derived from at least three  
different natural orders of plants.  

Block pepper is the dried fruit of piper sigrss', a perennial  
climbing shrub indigenous to the forests of Travancore and  
Malabar, from *hence it has been introduced into Java, Sumatra,  
Borneo, the Malay Peninsula, Sam, the PhilippInes, and the  
West Indies. It climbs on tree-trunkb by rods in the same way 

 as ivy, and frem its climbing habit is known is the pepper vine.  
Iι is one of the earliest spices known to mankind, and for matey  
ages formed a staple article of commerce between India and  
Europe. Tribute has been levied in pepper; one of the articles  
demanded in 408 by Alańc as part of the ransom of Rome was  
3000 b of pepper. Its exorbitant price during the middle ages  
was one of the inducements which led the Portuguese ta.setk  a  

ss-rafts to ;edit. The dixavery of the passtgh hided the  
Cape of Good Hope led (r498) to a considerable fall in the price,  
and about the same time the cultivation of the plant was ex-
tended to the western islands of the Malay Archipelago. Pepper,  
however, remained a monody of the Portuguese crown as late  
as the r8th century. In Great Britain it was formerly taped  

very heavily, the impost in 1623 amounting to 5s.., and as late as  
1823 to 2s. 6d. lb. - ,  

The largest quantities of pepper ate produced in Penang, the  
island of Riouw, and Johore near Singapore— Penang affording  
on an average about half of the entire map. Singapore is the  
great emporium for this spice in the Fat, the largest propoetloi  

being shipped thence to Greet Britain. The varieties of black  
pepper met with in commerce are known at Salabam, Aleppy  

or Tellicherry, Cochin, Penang, Singapore and Siam.  

Piper aipuam.  

(lo 	much 
Twig with fruit (about I nut. s^e); 6, longi τudίnal semioa .8  

enlarged; c, section of fruit. 	 . 

It' owes its suagφoy toe tesia and itg timer to a volatile eli,  
of which it yields Imqs 1-6 to  a•a 4.  . The oil sgrase with oil  of 
turpentine in composition as well as in teciSc gravity and boiling  

point. In polarized light it deviates the ray, in a column 50 mm.  
nag, t-a° to 3M  to the left. Pepper also contains a yellow crystal-' 

 bite alkalpd, milled pipeine, to the easmt d a to e Tide  
sybslat cιce ha. the same empirical (ommla λs mprψhine. Cv  TOw  
but differs iπ codstitution and properties. It is resoluble in water  
when pure, is devoid of Colour, flavour and odour, and may be  
ιιώ lνdl inώ ρiρeeίt acid, G,ki.Ο' aid piperi C.HnN. 'lb.  
lesser lea liquid eokndme dlmloid, boiling at: i06° C, has as adoao  
dj .nd ammonia. and yield. etysal hαbla nits. A fatty  
oil is fnund'hv the pedcsrp at neuser, and the hernia yIsid ao  
i cinesaatida (mm 4.1 to }•7 of ash. Tb. only use of his&  peps 
is s a condiment, bet it 	be giventbesapevucsliy  Ii dole. 
of 3  to so mime.. It !meths 	abumt actions of a volatile  
sit 	 . 

In the eouth-wne of India, where the ρριr-ρΙant grows wild,  
it is fou

bbyynd^ 
 ^,. πιoit, lα

fggyrrww
.ι8,d,  in s 	π lsya, propeςat^ 

	and giving 08 recta 'Into 
. ei f  The only method of =nttivwtion adopted by the natives is to  
tie up the end of the vine so the neighbouring trees at dhesaeee  
of at least 6 ft., a ρωίαΗy to thane having a rough bark, to order  
that the roots may easily attach themsλνes in the surface.  Tb. 
aiderwood is then dosed away, laming only sufficient toees td  
provide shade and permit (see ventilerson. The testa are nnuared  
with a beep of laves, and the abooli ate trained trice a year. in  
localities where the pepper does nOt grow wild, ground is selected  
which perπιite of free drainage, but whIch is not too dry nor bible  
to inundation, end cuttings am glasted•at about a fart from the  
trees either in the rainy semen in June or in the dry season iw  
February. Sometime severai cuttings, about ι8 .  m. long nit  
placed in a basket and buried at the root of the tree, the cuttings  
being made to slope towards the trunk. In Οctσber or November  

young plaits are manured with a mixtut' of laves and cow- 
On dsy soils-the young plams require mitering every other  

day during the dry aesson for tiκ first thrα rs. Tb. plants 
bear 

 
In the feditb or fifth year; and if raised from'(utdngs we  
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f(rru^itful for seven yeses, if from seed for fourteen years. Titepeppur  
frorń  plants raised from cuttings is said to be superior in quantity  
and quality, and this method is in consequence most frequently  
adopted. Where them are no trees the ground is nude into terraces 
ad enclosed by a mud wall, and branches of g^. 

be 	
isdws 

are put into the ground in the rainy season and in the course of a  
year are capable iif supporting the young pepper plants. In the  

meantime mango trees are planted these being preferred as 
ivpports, aihee their fruit is not injured by the pepper plant, while  
the 8&ythruuua is killed by it in fourteen or fifteen yore.  

In Sumatra the ground is cleared ploughed, and sown with eke,  
and cuttings of the  vine are plaited in September. 3 ft. apart each  
way, together with a sapling of quick growth and rough bark.  
The plants are now left for twelve or eighteen months and then  
entirely buried, except a small piece of bent stem, whence new shoots  
eruq three or four of which ere allowed to climb the tree near  
which they are planted. Theme shoots genteelly yield flowera and  
fruits the next year. Two crops are collected every year, the  
• ncipal one bee ιιg in December and January and the other in 
jute andeanυgust, We latter yielding pepper of inferior quality and 
in less 

Two or these varieties are met with in cultivation; that yielding  
the best kinds has broadly ovate leaves, five W seven in number,  
nerved and stalked. The llowcr.spikes are opposite the laves,  

stalked and from 3 to 6 in. long; the fruits are sessile and fleshy.  
A single stem will bear from twenty to thirty of these spikes. The  
harvest begins as soon as one or two berries at the bane of the spikes  

begin to turn red, and before the fruit is mature, but when full-
grown and still hard; if allowed to ripen, the berries lose pungency,  

and ultimately fall off and are lost. The spikes are collected m  
bags or baskets and dried in the sun. When dry the pepper is  
Put into bags containing rom 64 to 128 lb. In Sumatra the yield 
is estimated at about i#lb per plant per annum. In Malabar each  
vine gives a lb a year up to the fifteenth or twentieth year, or about  
24 lb from each tree, a single tree sometimes supporting eight 
or twelve vines an acre is calculated to bear a οo QÍtnts, to cost 

abou

• 

t f i n
n 
  in le), 

to bring 
ng^it 

 into  bearing, and to yield a produce  

White pepper differs only in being pupated from the ripe fruits.  
These, after collection, are kept in the house three days and then  
bruised and washed in a basket with the bend until the stalks  
and pulpy matter are removed, after which the seeds are dried.  
It is, however, sometimes prepared from the dried black pepper  
by removing the dark outer layer. It is less pungent than the  
black but possesses a finer flavour. It is chiefly prepared at the  
Island of Riouw, but the finest comes from Tellicherry.  

White pepper affords on an average not more than t•9%, of  
emeutW eel ; bet, according to Chasneuve, ad much as 9%  of  p(perine,  
and of ash net more than ι -r %. . 

' . Lasg pepper is the frnit-epiire of Piper q^oima, ιfss and P.  
kwgsim, gathered shortly before it reaches maturity and dried.  
The former is a native of the Indian Archipelago, and bas oblong. 
ovate, acuminate leaves, which are pinnately veined. The latter  
is indigenous in the hotter provinces of India, Ceylon, Malacca  
and the Malay Islands.; it is distinguished from P. οffpiιωnt'n by  
the lotves being cordate at the base and five-veined  

Long pepper appears to have been known to the ancient Greeks  
ad Romans under the name of zhsp' ese5'.; and in the rods  
century mention is made of long pepper, or nucropipor, in coulunc-
tines with black and white peppers. The spice consists of a dense  
spike of minute baccate fruits closely packed around the emend  
axis, the spike being about if in. long and } in. thick; as met  
wi4 in rummenx they have the appearance of having been limed.  
In Bengal the plants are cultivated by suckers, which are planted  
about g ft. apart on dry rich soil on high ground An English  
acre will yield about 3 mauls (8o lb) the first year, is the second,  
and 18 the third year; after this time the yield decreases, and the  
roots are therefore grubbed up and gold as pi p1' mid, under which  
name they are much used as a medicine in India. After the fruit  
is collected, which is usually in January, the stem and raves die  
deem to the ground. Long pepper contains pipe ńne, resin and  
volatile oil and yields about 8/0 01 ash. Penang and Singapore are  
the priocipal centses_in the East foe its sele.  

Ashanti or Wesi African pepper is the dried fruit of Piper  
Clasii, a plant widely distributed in tropical Africa, occurring  
must abundantly in the counter of the Niam-niam. It differs  
frbm black pepper in being rather smaller, less wrinkled, and in  
being attenuated into a stalk, like cubebs (the dried unripe fruits  
of P. Cubeba), to which it bears considerable resemblance  
externally. The taste, however, is pungent, exactly like that of  
pepper, and the fruit contains piperfne. It was imported from  
the Grain Coast by the merchants of Rouen and Dieppe as early  

u 5364 and wan minted from Benin by the Portuguese l  
14gs; but, according to Clusius,itS importation waa forbidden  
by the king of Portugal for fear it should depreciate the value  
of the pepper from India. In tropical Africa it Is extensively  
used as a condiment, and it could easily be colleted in large  
quantities if a demand for it should arise.  

Jamaica pepper is the fruit of Pieuata oguinalis, an evergreen  
tree of the Myrtle family. Tile more correctly termed" pimento"  
or " allspice," as it is Dot a true pepper.  

Mclkgada pepper, known also as " Guinea grains," a grains of  
paradise" (qm.) or "alligator popper," is the seed of Asutmum  
Mdejrda, a plant of the ginger family; the seeds are exceedingly  
pungent, and are used as a spice throughout central and northern  
Africa.'  ' 

For Cayenne pepper, see that article.  
rwslR-CORI!, the fruit or seed of the pepper plant; hence  

anything very small or insignificant. Pepprr.corn real is a  
merely nominal rent, reserved for the purpose of having the  
tenancy acknowledged by the tenant. Building leases fre-
quently raeτve a pepper-corn as rent for the first few years  
See Rzat•.  . 

PEPPERMINT, an iiidigenoua perennial herb of the natural  
order Labiatae, and genus Meniha (see Μιsτ), the specific Dame  
being ΜenΛta pi$rik, is distinguished from other species of the  
genes by its stalked lave and Oblong-obtuse spike-like heads of  
Bowers. It is met with, near streams and in wet places, in  
several pasts of England and on the European continent, and is  
also extensively a ι l ιivated for the sake of its essential oil in  
England,' in several pmts of continental Europe, and in the  

Fle. l.—Meatha piperita.  
a, Fiowering branch (about } net. sire); b, flower showing form of  

calyx teeth (enlarged).  . 

United States. Yet it was only recognized as a distinct species  
late in the 17th century, when Dr Eales discovered it in Hertford-
shire and pointed it out to Ray, who published it in the second  
edition of his Synopsis stirpium ,ifanoicerus. (c696). The  
medidnal properties of the plant were speedily recognized and  
it was admitted into the London Phanma'opoeip in 1711, under  
the name of Mealńa piperi'is sopre.  

Two varieties are recognised by growers, the white and the  
black mint. The former has purplish and the, bitter green stems;  
the laves are more coarsely serrated in the white. The black  
is more generally cultivated, probably because it is found 10  
yield more oil, but that of the white variety is considered to  
have a more delicate odour, and obtains a higher price. The  
white is the kind chiefly dried for herbaliats, The flavour varies  
to a slight extent even with particular plots of land, badly  
drained ground being known to give unfavourable results both 

 ap to the quantity and quality of the oil. That of the Japanese  
Near Mitcham is Surrey. Wisb ch in Cambridgesblre, Mań tet  

I)eepisg in I.ipcolashife 41'd Ritchie in Hertfordshire.  
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and Chinese Oil also dBees'bghely+frim dte • Εsfo sb; aid Is thus  
dIstinguishable by upsets. in. America the edit lIable to be  
hijuevd in flavour by aromatic weeds which grow freely among  
the cop, the neat ioeblesome of Ibma being I ήiτσe mnedesae,  
and Ε,ιώ Ιh lw',t κrσd/ώ ie. When puns the oil is nearly colour- 
1w and ha an. agrseabie odour and powerful aromatic taste,  
followed by' sensation of cold wheaa ίτ is dram Into themouth.  
It has a speciic gravity of o•h14 to ems, said boils at 365° F.  
Mitcham oil, when .eramiσad by polarimd light in a eoluma go  
mm. long, dewiatca from a4.,a° to noj° to the lefl,,tbeAmericasi  
4.3°. When oil of peppermint is cooled to. 4°  C. it aumetimea  
deposits colmiriess beragonal prima of menthol, C ί $160, which 

 ate soluble in alcohol and ether, almost intoluble in water,and  
fusible at qt° F. The oil (ermi to chigfiy of mnilholanda teipene  
called mentheue, C ieH,s, Oil of peppermint is often adulter- 
ated with a third part of retti όed spirit, which may .bo.deiected  
by the milkiness produded.wlnii the oil is agitated with water.  
Oil of rasemay and rectified oilnf turριπthιe sιesometimes used  
for the same puspoas. If the oil contains turpentine it will  
explode with iodine. If quite pure it dissolves in its own wcight  

of rectified spirits of wine.. Pep- 
permint oil fs largely distilled at  
Canton, a considerable quantity  
being sent to Bombay, 81s'$ a  
large quantity of menthol The  
merits cultivated in the neigh- 
bourhood of Canton, is Meshes  
a,ssmit, vu. glabrds. Pepper  
mint is chiefly cultivated in the  
province of IUang-ai; and accord- 
ing tο native atalementa as much  
as 40 picuin of oil of peppermint  
art sent annually to parts  on 
the mast. In Japan also the  
distillation of oil of peppermint  
lams a considerable industry, the  
plant cultivated being M. qrt'ensit,  
νar. pίperaacιnτ. The oil, under  
the name of kakka no abwc, is  
exported from Binges and Osaka,  
but is said to be frequently adul- 

Fso. a.— Mentfw ,snnis, tented. The menthol ia obtained  
var. piI'uasccss. 	by subjecting the oil to a loot  

a, Flowering branch re- temperature, when it crystallizes  duced);  b, calyx showing form  out and is separated. The two  d teeth (enlarged). '  
varieties of X. cutest& just  

named yield much more menthol than M. pipaitn. It  in 
remarkable, however, that the M. anemia, vim 	m . jasias, 
growing in Ceylon, has not the flavour of peppermint but that 

 of garden mint, .while typical form of M. ατνeιuis. growα in  
Great Britain has an odour so different from peppermint that  
it has to be carefully removed from the field lest it should spoil  
tie flavour of the peppermint oil when the herb is distilled.  
M. iscesa, cultivated near Bombay as a herb, also pasaeases  
the flavour of peppermint. In the form in which menthol is  
imported it bears some resemblance to Epsom wits, with which  
it is sometimes adulterated.  

T1w volatile oil of Meetda pipmń te is a valuable and widely used  
drug. is chief constituents are menthol and menthlfle, which is  
a braid tarpene. The British pharmacopoeia contains two pro-  
pπaτιons of this oil, the Age msstiee ptpuitae and the Spm'ris  
stestlae palatine. The oil has the characters of its claw, with  
certain apedal features. Its teal anaesthetic action is exceptionally  
wrong. It is also powerfully antiseptic. These two properties  
make it valushie is the relief 'if.toothacbe and in the ttemtmeat  
d canoes cavities us he teeth, They also render the drug valuable  
in certain forms of dyspepsia and in colic getterally. "soda-mint  
lozenges" being a familiar form. The characterIstic anti-spasmodic  
action of the volatile oils is perhaps more marked in this than  in 
any other oil. and greatly adds to its iower  of relieving pain arising  
in the  allmeit*ry caasl The volatile oil of ipeermiiiiit . m else  
affińal in Great Britain απd the United Saates, being gwen is t he 
Mme doses and for the sate purposes as oil of peppermint.  ]t 
is of less value medicinally, not containing any appreciable quantity  
el mΦΡ(hd, the filed of whith istaketi In the drum steed σeeandns- 

the P4aesacepetid 	Carves. GeH,p„bend in musingg  
oil, said isomαic with thh ypαol.  

The following Bode of cultivation of peppermint is adopted  
at Market Deeping. A rich friable soil, retentive of moisture, it  
sslected, sad the ground ia well tilled 8 to to in. deep The  
plants are propagated in the spring, usually in April and May.  
When the young, shoots from the crop of the previous year have  
attained a height of about 4 in. they are pulled up and trans-
planted into new soil They grow vigorously the first year, and  
throw out numerous stolen on the surface of the ground. After  
the crop has been removed these are allowed to harden or become  
woody, and then farm-yard manure is scattered over the field and  
ploughed in. In this way the stolen are divided into numerous  
pines, and covered with toil before the frost sets in. If the autumn  
it wet   they liable to become sodden, and rot, and the next 
c w 

 
crop 	sp ring the fields arc dressed with Peruvian guano. 

ground the peppermint requires ba πd-weed'tng two or three  
times, as the hoe cannot be used without injury to the plants. Moist  
heavy weather in August is apt to Taus the foliage to drop off  
and leave the stems almost bare. In these circumstances rust  
(Pw.aiasa avatboni also is liable to attack the plants. This,.  
prevented to a certain extent by a rope being drawn across the plants,  
by two men walking in the furrows, no as to remove excessive  
moisture. The average Yield of peppermint is about i65 cwt.  
per acre.-  The first years crop ό  always cut with the sickle to  
prevent injury to the stolaa. The herb of the second and third 
year pqι 
ready fαtcartingg.Tiκaceldhisnthen^ggleaned 

wo
men boys,wwhohadd  

what they collect to the heaps. The plants rarely yield a fourth  
crop on the tame land. The harvest usually commences in the  
beginning Or middle of August, ot as anon as the planes begin to  
Rower, end lasts for six weeks, the stills being kept  going night  
and day. the herb is carted direct from the fiild to the atilt,  
which are made of copper, and contain about 5  cwt of the herb.  
Before petting the peppermint into the still water is poured in to  
a depth of about a ft, at which height a false bottom I. ρlacaf,  
and on this the herb is thrown and trodden down by men. The  
lid, which fits into a wster.joint, is then let down by pulleys nod  
fastened by two bare, any excess of pressure or temperature being  
indicted by the water that is ejected at the joint. The distillation 

 is conducted by the application of direct heat at the lowest pea.  
sible temperature, and is cuntinsed for about four and a half hel s.  
When this operation is completed, the lid is removed and a rope,.  
attached to a hook on the false bottom, which, as well as ti κ herb  
resting on it, Is  raised bodily by a windlass απd the peppermint  
carried away in the empty oars en their return journey to the fields,  
where it is placed in heaps απd allowed to rat, being subsequently  
mixed with the-manure applied in the autumn as above state d. 
The usual yield of oil, if the .mso ń  be warm and dry, is said to be  
i  oa from g lb of the fresh flowering herb, but, if wet and unfavoun  
able, the ticoduct is barely half that quantity. The yield of a charge  
of the st is s estimmed at from  i lb taos. to S lb. Th, oil improves  
in mεgow πeώ  even If kept as long as tee or foavthen years. The  
given tolour geranimeι present in the ojt.is atatad tube due to.•  
gquantÍty of water biter than necessary having been used in the  
distlllatiois; on the ether hand, if the herb be left in tile still Goon  
Saturday to Monday, the oil assumes a brown tint .• 

In France peppermint is cultivated on damp rich ground at Sens,  
fa the department of the Yonne. in Germany it is ggrô wn in the 
neighbourhood of Leipzig, where the little town d CBikde produces  
annually as much as 4o,eoo cwt. d the herb. In the United Sates  
peppermint is cultivated on a most extensive scale. dm87ii' south.  

west Michigan, the west districts of New Yak sate. and Ohio. The  

yiel
d eve  Ri o- 

to 30 lb pee acre, in Michigan the plant 
was 

 

FmZRRi9,ι„ SIR WILLIAM (696-2759),  American soldier,  
was' born in Ifittei'y, Maine, then g part of Massachusetts,  on 
the 27th of June X696. 13e studied surveying and navigation.  
and joined his father in his slip-building, fishing and general  
trading bussinese, quickly becoming one of the wealthiest and  
most infuential memi in the province. He was mmmissioged  
captain ( κ7τ7), major, lieutenanit-colonel, and in 1726 colonel of  
militia. Pepperrell served in the Massachusetts general court  
(ι7x6-τ7η), sad in the governor's council (ι7a7-ι75e),  d  
which for eighteen years he was president. Although riot  a 
trained lawycr, he was chief justice of' tbe court of common pleas  
Irem'173o until his death: itt :745  be was voemmianden-In-dnid  
of the Nees England force of abmg 4o σe, which, with the naslati.  
anεe of a British squadron under emnm σddre Peter Waiem,  
besieged and captured the French tertrns of Louisburgi the  
geed:me s.re πdering on the idth of June απd Peppeere&l and  
Warren taking powsoeli onthefolbwingday. Fortisser νiees  
PeppeITdl, In Novembdr 1746, was created a banns-.the only 

 New Englandur κν ίκιιoered. He was active in raiιing tmeps  
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during the " French trod Indian War," and received the reek of  
lieutenant-general in February 1 759. lie died in Kittery, Maine,  
on the 6th of July in the same year.  

See Usher Person Lilt .J Sir WiUinss &Wessell, Bart. (Cam-
bridge. Mass., 1833), based on the family papers.  

PEPPER TREE, a tree which has no proper connexion with  
the true pepper (Pipe,), and i  really a member of the natural  
order Anacardiaceae, being known botanically as Schinus  Μelk, 
from the Peruvian name Maui. It is a native of tropical South  
America and Is grown in the open air in the south of Europe. It  
is a small tree with unequally pinnate laves, the segments  
linear, entire or finely saw-toothed, the terminal one longer than  
the rest, and all filled with volatile oil storod in large cells or  
cysts, which are visible to the naked eye and appear like holes  
when the leaf is held up to the light. When the leaves are thrown  
upon the surface of water the resinous or oily fluid escapes with  
such force as violently to agitate them. The Bowes are  small, 
whitish, arranged in terminal cluster and polygamous or uni-
sexual, with five sepsis, as many petals, ten stamens (es large as  
the petals in the case of the male flower, very smell in the female  
flower, but in both springing from a cushion-like disk surrounding  
the base of the three-celled ovary). The style Is simple or three-
cleft, and the fruit a small, globose, pa-like drupe with a bony  
kernel enclosing a single seed The fleshy portion of the fruit  
has a hot aromatic flavour. from, the abundance of the train it  
contains. The resin is used for medicinal purposes by the  
PmMans, and has similar properties to mastic. 'The Japan  
pepper tree is Xanl/toxyiam friperilum the fruits of which have  
also a bet taste. Along the Riviera the tree known as 11dfa  
Asederoch, or the" Pride of India," Is also inurrrcctly called the  
pepper tree by visitors.  

PEPSIN, an enzyme or ferment obtained by drying the mucous  
lining of the fresh and healthy stomach of a pig, sheep or cell.  
As used in medicine it consists of a light yellow-brown or white  
powder or of pale yellow translucent grains or scales. It is only  
slightly soluble in water and alcohol. Pepsin is used to help  
gastric digestion in old people and in these in whom there is  a 
deficient secretion of the gastric juice. It is useful in chronic  
catarrhal conditions of the stomach, the dyspepsis of alcoholism,  
and in gastric ulcer and cancer of the stomach.  

Pepsin digests the albumens but is unless ie the digestion of  
fats ne carbobydraine. It may she be used to predigest albuminous  
feeds. The following is a method of pcptonizing beef. Take i  lb  
ci minced raw lean bed, % pint of water containing o•s % of  

hydrochloric acid, niece Inn jar with 30 grs. of pepsin, set in a warm  
elan at 'io· F. for 3 hours, stirring οeαιώοaalty. Then quickly  
boil it. It is usually unnecessary to strain it, as the meet is reduced  
to a fine almost impalpable powder which is readily assimilated.  
Many varieties of proprietary peptonizing tablets are on the market  
and are convenient foe the preparation of peptonised milk. The  
following is a method of preparing it. Take a clean glass quart  
bustle, poor in a pint of perfectly fresh cold milk, then Add a teacup. 

 !ul of cold "rater in which a peptonising tables hes been dissolved.  
Submerge the bottle in a can of water at roe F. for from s to to  
minutes, take out the bottle and place on ice to prevent the further  
action of the pepsin. If no ice is convenient bring the milk to a  
boil tut the same purpose. if the action of the pepsd be continued  
for a much longer period the milk becomes bitter to the taste from  
the development of excess of peptones. Predigested (cods should  
not be used over a long period or the digestive functions of the  
stomach may atrορhy from disuse.  

Pancreatic solution, derived from the pa a zee of a pig digested  
in alcohol, has the Power of converting starch into sugar, and  
albumen and fibrin into peptones. It only acts in an alkaline  
medium and at a temperature under 140° F. If used to peptonize 

 Ιή 8k sodium bicarbonate should be added. Many ,  eammerc^l 
preparation. are en the market. Trypsin, the prinap.l ferment  
of the pancreas, also changes proteids into peptones.  

PEPU&CII, JOHN CHRISTOPHER (1667-1755),  English  
musician, of German parentage was been in Berlin. Re begun  
his study of meek Cl an early age, and about roe left Berlin  
and went to England, where he bad various engagements, and  
sdbete be went on with his tesearchea into anent music. He  
Composed a, number of church services and ingresental pieces,  
besides mimic for masques and plays, but he is best known in  
oomesien with the founding in i;rn of the Academy of Ancient  
*tide. In 5753 he was made α Mva.D. of Oxford, and in X746  

F.R.S. Ia 17:8 he married kierprlte de Ι' pine (d. η46),  whs, 
as the first Italian to sing in England, wasdesceibed in tbgs in  
the London Gaulle simply as "the Italian woman." Pepuscb  
died in London on the Bath of July 1751. fis Treeiis, en  
Harmony (anonymous tat ed. :730) is believed to have been so  
embodiment of his rules drafted by his pupil Viscount Paisley,  
afterwards earl o4 Abercoen.  

ΡΒΡYS, SAMUEL (3633-1703),  English diariat, was been on  
the 23rd of February 1633. The place of his birth Ia not known.  
The name was pronounced in the 17th century, and has always  
been pronounced by the family, "Peeps." The (emir can be  
traced in Csmbridgesbire as tar beck as the reign of Edward L  
They nee by slow degrees from the class of small copyholdes  

and yeoman farmers ιο the position of gentry. In 2563 they had  
a recognized right to use a coat of arms. John Pepya, Samuel's  
father, was a younger son, who, like other gentlemen in his  
position in that age, went iota trade. lie was for a time estab.  

fished as a tailor in London, but in 1661 be inherited a small  
estate at Brampton near Huntingdon, where he lived during the  
last years of his life.  

Samuel was fifth child and second son of a large family, all  
of whom he survived. His Brat school was in }iuntlngdon, but  
he was sfterwardsaent to St Paul's in London, where he regained  
till 1650. While at St Paul's be was an eye-witness of the execiI-
tion of King Charles I. On the 2151 of June in that year his  
name was entered as a siw an the books of Trinity Hall,  
Cambridge, but it was transferred to Magdalene on the 1st of  
October. On the 5th of March he entered into residence, and  
he remained there till 1654 or τ6ς5. He obtained a Spendlude  
scholarship a month after entering, and one on Dr John Smith's  
foundation on the 14th of October 1653. Nothing is known of  
his university caτeεt except that on the aiu of October 1633 he  
was publicly admonished with another undergraduate for hsvihg  
been ";scaedelously ovmerved with drink." At Cambridge he  
wrote a romance, Lae ir e Chem, which he afterwards destroyed.  
On the 1st of December ι655 he was married at St Margaret's  
church, Westminster, to Elizabeth, daughter of Alexander  
Msrchant, Sieur de St Michel, a French Huguenot exile from  
Anjou who had married an English lady named Kingsmill.  
Pepys had at this time no independent means, and probably  
relied on his cousins, the Montagues, to provide for him. On the  
56th of March 1638 he was cut for the stone, an event Which  
he always kept in memory by a solemn anniversary. In 1659  
he went as secretary with his cousin, Edward Montagu, after-
wards earl of Sandwich, on a voyage to the Sound. On his  
return he was engaged as a clerk under Mr (afterwards Sir)  
Edward Downing, one of the four tellers of the exchequer. Is  
1660 he accompanied his cousin, who commanded the fleet which  
brought King Chary II. beck from exile. In that year, by the  
interest of his cousin, he was named "clerk of the acts " in the  
navy office, but was compelled to buy off a competitor, one  
Barlow, by an annuity of fine  

Pepys was now fairly established in the official career which led  
him to honour. On the 1st of January 1660 he had begun his  
sedond and hidden life as a diarist. It Is in that capacity th at  
he lad such unique interest, but if his diary bad never been  
written, or had been lost, he would still be a notable man, as an  
able official, the author of valuable Memoirs of the Nosy (1690),  
an amateur musician and protector of musicians, a gentleman  
who took an enlightened interest in science, and was elected  
president of the Royal Society. To his contemporary d'iadst,  
John Evelyn, he appeared as", worthy, industrious and curious  
person." It is true that Andrew Marvel accused him of laving  
accumulated a fortune of {g ο οοο by " illegal. wages" But this  
charge, made in a pamphlet called Α Lis( of the ρs4w ίρd  
Labourers in She ‚mil design of Popery dud Arbitrary Power,  

was attributed to political animosity. ,To the world he appeared  
es an honourable and religious man, and so he would seem to have  
been to us if he had not recorded in his diary all these weakr ιιsses  
of character and sins of the flesh which other men are most  
careful to conceal.  

His placed clerk ιο the Navy Βoard was equivalent to the  
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peal of peemanent under secretary in madsen tidle. it mate  
him chief of the secκtuiat and a member of the administestiag  

body of the navy. Though he was no lgnerent of budnnn that  
he did not even know the muhlplieatlon table when be fast took  

office, he soon mastered the needful mechan ical details by week  
leg early and late. He had other posts and ń oιmιe s, which  
ems to him either as consequential on his clerkship or bemuse  
be want useful official. On the s3rd of July 1660 he was ap•  

pointed one of the clerks of the privy seal, an dike which returned  
him £3  a dey in fees. He was madea justice of the pace. in  
1662 be was appointed a younger brother of the Trinity Home,  
and was named a commissioner for managing the &Wes of  
Tangier, then ocvupkd by an English gatrlson in 5664 he  
became a member of the corporation of the Royal Fishery, to  
which body he was named treasurer when another official had  

brought the accounts into confusiOn. In that year he also  
Joined the Royal Society. During the naval wax with Holland  
(ι664-67) be proved himself an indefatigable worker. As sur-
veyor of the victualling, the whole burden of a most important  

department was thrown on him In addition to his regular duties:  

He in fact organized the department. While the plague was  
ruing in London in 2666 he remained at his post when many of  

his colleagues fan away, and he manfully avowed his readiness  
tο take the risk of disease, as others of the king's servants faced  

the dangers of war. He had now gained the full confidence of the  
lord high admiral, the duke of York, afterwards King James II.  
When, on the termination of the war, the navy office was violently  

attacked in parliament, he was entrusted with its defence. The  

speech which he delivered at the bar of the House of Commons  

on the ih of March ;668 passed for a complete vindication. In  

sober fact the ch*rgts of mismanagement were wall founded, but  

the fault was not in the officals of the navy of&eonly, and Pepys,  

who was master of the details, had no difficulty in throwing dust  
in the eyes of the House of Commons, which was ignorant.  
Nobody indeed was better acquainted with the defects of the  

offce, for in 1668 he drew up for the duke of York two papers of  
inquiry and rebuke, "The Duke's Reflections on the severaft  

Members of the Navy Boards Duty " and " The Duke's tensed  
to their steerall excuses" (Harleian MS. 6ώ3). In 0669 be  
travelled abroad. Hla success in addressing parliament gave him(  
the ambition to become a member of the House of Commons.  
He stood for Aldborough, but the death of his wife, on the aoth  
of November 1669,  prevented him from conducting his canvas'  
In person, and he was not elected. In 1673 he was returned for  

Castle Rising. The validity of his election was questioned by his  

opponent, Mr OHey, and the committee of privilege decided  

against him, but the prorogation of the house prevented further  

action. The no-popery agitation was now growing In strength.  

The duke of York was driven from office by the Test Art, and  

Pepys was accused of "popery," partly on the ground that he  

was said to keep a crucifix and altar in his house, partly because  

be was accused of having converted his wife to Roman Catholi-
cism. The crucifix story broke down on examination, but there  

is some reason to believe that Mrs Pepys did become a Roman  
Catholic. Pepys was transferred by the king from the navy  
office to the secretaryship of the admiralty in 1673. In 1679 he  
was member for Harwich, and in the height of the popish plot  
mania he was accused, manifestly because he was a trusted  

servant of the duke of York, of betraying naval secrets to th ς  
French, but the charges were finally dropped. Pepys was teleased  
on bail on the 12th of February 1680. In that year he accom-
panied the king to Newmarket, απd took down the narrative of  
his escape after the battle of Worcester. A proposal to make him  

bead of King's College, Cambridge, in 1681, came to nothing.  
In 1682 he accompanied the duke of York to Scotland, where the  

uncleanly habits of the people caused him great offence. In  

2683-1684 he was engaged in arranging for the evacuation of  
Tangier. He visited the place and kept a diary of his voyage.  

In 1684 he was elected president of the Royal Society. On the  

accession of King James 11. in 1683 he retained his place as  
secretary to the admiralty, to which he had been appointed by  
patent when James resumed the lord high admiralsbip (June ιο,  

a68α), sat Pepys was ii effect minister for the navy. Tie  
revelutien of 2688 ended his oHcial career. He was dismissed  
on thegthof March 1 ό8q, and spent thereat of his life in retire-
me t, and,, except for a brief imprisonment on the charge of  
Jacobite hntrigue in tegσ, in pace. He died at hla house  is 
Clapham on the nthof May 170o3 Hkt last yearn were  passed 
In cιιrrespondebεe with his friends, who included Evelyn  and 
Dryden, ne in arranging his valuable library. It was left on  his 
death tο his nephew, John Jackson, son of his sister Pauline, and  
in 1724, by the terms of his will, was transferred to Magdalene  
College, Cambridge, where it is still preserved.  

Such was the outward and visible life of Samuel Pepys, the  
public servant whose diligence was rewarded by sues. The  

ether Pepys, Whom Sir Welter Scott coed " that curious,  

fellow,' was revealed in 5825, when his secret diary was partly  
published. The first entry was made on the 1st ο( January (660,  
the, last on the 3151 of May ι66n, when the increasing weakness  
of his eye, which had given him trouble since 2664, compelled  
him to cease writing in the conditions he imposed upon himself  
If there is in all the literature of the world a book which can be  
celled " unique " with strict propriety it is this. Confessions;  

diaries, journals, autobiographies abound, but such a revelation  
of a man's  self has not yet ban discovered. The diary b a thing  
apart by virtue of three qualities which are rarely found in per-
fection when separate and nowhere else in c οmbinatiοe. It was  
secret; it was full; and it was honest. That Pepys meant it for  

his own eye done is clear. He wrote it in Shelton's system of  
tachygrapby published in ι64ι, which he complicated by using  
foreign languages or by varieties of his own invention whenever  
he had to record the passages least fit to be seen by his servants  
or by" all the w eld." Relying oπ ń is cyρńer he put down what-
ever he sew, heard, felt or imagined, every motion of his mind,  
every action of his body. And he noted all this, not as he desired  
it to appear to ethers, but as it was to his seeing. The -result it  
"a human document"of le maingvitality. The man wbodiapiayi  
himself to himself in the diary is often odious, greedy, cowardly,  
casuistical, brutal. He tells how he kicked his cook, and blacked  
his wife's eye, and was annoyed when others saw what he had  
done. Tie notes how he compelled the wives of unfortunate  
men who came to draw their husband's pay at the net) ,  <t ιee to  
prostitute themselves; how be took "compliments" that  isto 
say gifts, from all who bad business to do with the navy office;  
how he got tipsy and suHeted from sick headache; 'how be  
repented, made vows of sobriety, and found casuistical excuses  
for breaking them. The style is as peculiar as the matter  

colloquial, garrulous, racy from simplicity of language, and full  
of the unconscious humour which Is never absent from a truthful  
account of the workings of nature in the average sensual men:  
His position enabled him to see much. His complete harmony  
with the animalism and vulgarity of the Restorstion makes hint  
a valuable witness for his time.' To his credit must be put the  
facts that be knew the animalism απd vulgarity to be',hat they  
were; that he had a real love of music and gave help tomusic ens,  
Cesare Morelli for instance; that though he made money out of  
his places he never allowed bad work to be done for the navy if  
he could help it; that he was a bard worker; and that he had  
capacity for such acts of kindness and generosity as are corn'  
patible with a gross temperament end.a pedestrian ambition.  

The diary , written in a very small hand in six volumes, waf  
included among his books at Magdalene. On the publication of  
Eνelyn's diary in 1818, the then head of Magdalene, the Hon.  
απd Rev. George Neville, decided to publish Pepys's. Part of the  
MS. ώ es deciphered by his cousin Lord Grenville. The library  
contained both the 'short and the long-hand eορÍes of Pepys'i  
account of King Charles's adventures, but its books were so little  
known by the curators that this key wasoverlogked. The MS.  
was deciphered by John Smith, afterwards rector of Baldock  
in Hertfordshire, between 1819 and 1822. The first and ρa τtiαt  
edition, edited by Richard Neville Griffin, 3rd Lord BraybrookC,  
appeared in ι823 in two volumes quarto (London). It attracted  
great attention and was reviewed by Sir Walter Scott in the  
pasr(nfy for January 1826. A second' edition in two octave  
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vebimei(eflowtd to 11828 (Lossdοn). A third and enlarged edilloi  
In $ere volumes octavo appeared in t8η8- ι849, and a fourth in  
hem iai854(London). Ιna875-5879 Dr Μnοτs Βrigbt ρubliιhed 

 a sell fuller edition in six volumt octavo (London). Many  
portraits of Pepys are known to have been taken and aeveral can  
be traced. One was taken by Savil (4660), another by John  
Hales (1666), now in the National Portrait Gallery. A portrait  
by Sir Peter Lely is in the Pepysian library, Magdalene College,  
Cambridge. Three portraits were taken by Sir Godfrey Kneller,  

of which one belongs to the Royal Society, and another is in the  

Hall of Magdalene. Pepys's only known publication in his life  

was the Memoir; of the Nosy, but other writings have been  
attributed to him.  

Aυτeοιuτσs.—The standard edition of Pepys'i Diory is that  
by Η. B. Whatley. in nine volumes octavo, with a supplementary  
volume of Pepyńaea (London, 18q -t8gp). - See also Whestley s  
Sameet Pepys, and the world ha ilird in (London, iSSo); 17w L ιJe,  
Jennals sad C.mspoiidowe of Pepys, by, J. Smith (London, rgy) 
Ε. Η. l^toorhouse, S&maet Pepys. dmonseιalor, 06tan's. Gaup 
(igo y); and P. Lubbock, Samuel Pιpyτ (1909). (D. Η.)  

PEQDOT, an Algonquian tribe of North-Amerkan Indians,  s 
branch of the Mohicans. They occupied the coast of Cotencticui  
from Mantic river to the Rhode Island boundary. Together  
with their kinsmen, the Mohegans, they formed a powerful and  
warlike people, bitterly hostile to the early ieitltrs. Ie 5637 the  
Pequats were surprised by the whiles at their fort on the Mystic  
dyer, and suffered socompletely a defeat that the tribe was broken  
up, and its remnants took refuge with neighbouring tribes. The  
Pegaot country passed under the control of the Mohegans. At  
the height of their power the Pequots numbered, it is estimated,  
some 3000.  

PBRCEPTIOif (from Lat. percipae, to perceive), is psychology.  
the term specially applied to the mental process by which the  
mind becomes conscious of an external object; it Is the mental  
completion of a sensation, which would otherwise have nothing  
but a momentary existence coextensive with the duration of the  
stimulus, and is intermediate between sensation and the "ideal  
revival," which can reinstate a perceptual consciousness when  
the object is no longer present. This qarrow and precise usage  
of the term "perception "is due to Thomas Reid, whose view has  
been generally adopted in principle by modem psychologists.  
On the other hand some psychologists decline to accept the view  
that the three processes are delimited by sharp lines of cleavage.  
It is held on the one band that sensation is in fact impossible as a  
purely subjective state without cognition; on the other that  
sensation and perception differ only in degree, perception being  
the more complex. The former view admits, which the latter  
practically denies, the distinction in principle. Among those  
who adopt the second view are E. B. Tnichener and William  
James. James (Ρń *uiples of Psyιheίο1y, ii. 76) comperes  
sensation and perception as" the barer and the richer conscious-
ness," and says that "beyond the first crude sensation all our  
consciousness is a matter of suggestion, and the various sugges.  

tions shade gradually into each other, being one and all products  
of the same psychological machinery of association." Similarly  

Wendt and Titchener incline to obliterate the distinction between  
Pαεepιjoq and ideal revival Prior to Reid, the word perception  
had a long history in the wider sense of cognition in general.  
Lake and Hume both use it in this sense, and regard thinking as  
that special kind of perception which implies deliberate attention.  

(See Psvcssoioov.)  
PERCBVAI, or Pεncννευέ  (Ger. ?arsisal, Fr. Pcrleιαα us,  

Welsh, Pueda'), the hero of a comparatively small, but highly  
important, group of romances, forming part of the Arthurian  
cycle. Originally, the story of Perceval was of the character of a  
folk-tale, and that one of remarkable importance and world-wide  

diffhsiοa. He represented as the son of a widow, " la dame  

veuve," his father having been slain in tourney, battle or by  

treachery, either immediately before, or shortly after his birth.  

The mother, fearful lest her.son should share his father's fate,  

flies to the woods, either alone with one attendant, or with a small  
body of faithful retainrrs,end there brings up her son in ignorance  
of his name, his parentage and all knightly accomplishments.  

The youth grows up strong, swUt-bored and of ®teat pemosal  

beauty, but, naturally enough, of very limited inielligtnea. This  

last is one of the mast characteristic traits of the Paeeval story,  
connecting it alike with the Irish Lay d ike Greet Fad, and the  
Teutonic .Ρώ iι,sdisg tales. He spends his days chasing the  
beasts of the forest, running them down f;y sheer speed, or killing  
them with darts (javelets) or bon and arrows, the only weapons  
he knows.  

One day,  however, he meets a party of knights in armour; he  
first adores the leader as God, and that takes them to be same  

new and wondrous kind of animal, asking the most naive  
questions as to their armour and equipment. Being ιcld that  
they are knights he determines that he too will be one; and  
returns to his mother announcing his intention of at once setting  
forth into the world to seek for knighthood. Dressed as  a 
peasant fora foul), be departs (his mother, in soma versions,  
dying of grief), and comes to the king's court. Of course in the  
romance it is the court of Arthur; probably in the original tale  
it was simply " the king." Here his uncouth behaviour end grit  
personal beauty attract general attention, and he is alike mocked  
by Key, and his future distinction mysteriously foretold. lie  
slays' foe of Arthur's, the Red Knight, who has insulted the  
king, and challenged the knights of the court, who, far. some  
mysterious reason, are unable to respond to the challenge.  

Dressing himself in the armour of the slain knight, which he has  
great difficulty ;a handling and eventually puts on over his  
peasant's garb, he sets out Ofl a series of adventures which differ  
greatly in the various versions, but the outcome of which is that  
be becomes a skilful and valiant knight and regains the heritage  
of his father.  

This, the Perceval story proper, has been reεognίsed by  
scholars es a variant of a widespread folk-tale theme, designated  
by J. C. yon Hahn as the Aryan Εxpalsiοa and Return formula0  
which counts among its representativea such heroes as Perseus,  
Cyrus, Romulus and Remus, Siegfried, end, as Alfred Nutt has  
minted out, Arthur himself. This particular variant appears to  
be of British-Celtic origin, and the most faithful representative  
of the original tale is now very generally held to be the Jinglisb  
Syr Ρacyτdlr of Gene, a poem preserved in the Thornton  
manuscript. Here the hero is nephew to Arthur on the mother's  
side, and his father, of the same name as himself, is a valiant  

knight of the court. A noticeable feature of the story is the  

uncertainty as to the hero's parentage; the mother is always a  
lady of rank, a queen in her own right, or sister of kings (es a  
rule of the Grail kings); but the father's rank varies, be is never  
a king, more often merely a valiant knight, and in iw instance  

does he appear to be of equal rank with his wife. This  

distinguishes the story from that of Lancelot, with which some  

modern scholars have been inclined to identify it; for Lancelot's  

parentage is never in doubt, he is fib du ref.  
The connexion of the story with Arthur and his court brought  

about a speedy and more important development, the precise  
steps of which are not yet dear: Perceval became the hero of the  

Grail quest, in this ousting Gawain, to whom the adventure  
originally belonged, and the Peeceval became merged in the Grail  

tradition. Of the Panaal-Grail romans the oldest from the  
point of view ό f manuscript preservation is the Perceadl or  
ConleddGraalof Chrέ tien de Troyes. Two manuscripts, indeed,  
the British Museum and Mons texts, pieserve a fragment relating  

the birth and infancy of the hero, which appears to represent  

the source at the root alike of Chreticn and of the German  

Parrisnl, but it is only a fragment, and so far no more of the poem  
has been discovered. Chriiicn left his poem unfinished, and we  
do not know how he intended to complete the adventures of his  
hero; but those writers who undertook the task, Wauchier de  

Denain, Gerbert de Montreull and Mfanessier, carried it out with  

such variety of detail, and such a bewildering indifference 10  

Chretien's version, that it seems practically certain that there  

must have been, previous to Chrftien's work, more than one  

poem dealing with the same theme. The German poet, Wo1(fath  
von Eschenbach, whose Parisal in parts closely agrees with the  
Pcicnid and who mesh long held t ο be a mere translatorof C ń ιetien,,  
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'aswlddybeaettlngo(bbatory. Regime an intiodgcdon,  
in which the adventures of the father, bee.. prince of Anjea,  
me related, • coadusiot, is which the Swan-Knight,Loheiigrin,  
is made Paravat's you, be represents the unbehi ants of the  
Grail rattle es Templaιs(Tsstplesscn), and makes the Grail itself  
a stone. Phailly, be ιΡepmnds * Cń ittiers with having told the  
dory emus, wham Kiot, the ?rονenςal, whose version Wolfram  
was following. bad told it aught from beginni ιιg to end. Ie is  
eartain that Gerbet knew, and used, a.. Ρ‚τoral winch, ii not  
Kiot's poem, must have been closely skin to It, as be too makes  
the Swao-Knight adescendent of the Grad hero. The probahabty  
seems to be that the rashest Perαval-Grad romance was cesa-
posed at F.:memp, and was adneidamt with the irasafoemalion,  
under the snavence of the Saisl-Soag legend, of the originally  
&gm ιαυsmsn known as the Grad into a Cbxidien relict, and  
that this romance was more or less at the root of ell subsequent  
versions.  

Besides the poems, we have also two prose Perceval romances,  

the relative.positionof whichhes er ιtyat been satisfactorily deter.  
mined. The dest a found in two mmυscń ρts only, the so-called  
" Didot"(from its origisal posemsorhi. Firmin-Dadot), now in the  
Bibliothtgee Nationale, Puts, the other, and much superior text,  
in the Biblioteca Estense, Modena. In both cases the romance  
follows the pease rendering of Horror's Joseph of .Mi ιmatj ιea  
and Media, and precedes a 3(arl Antis, thus forming part of 

 s complete cycle. The text shows a curious mir gling of sources;  
the real primitive Pereevat stay, the Enfasees, is omitted, be  
grows up in his father's house and goes to τοwt at his wish.  
Later, hemmer, dies which certainly derive from so early  
non-Grail tradhtioa are introduced, nd there am references  
which imply a knowledge cf the prose Losedol and of Ch έ tien'e  
poem. Tb. romance b ,  probably a somewhat late, and net  
very skilful, compilation. The other prate romance, ,  the  
ρσkasars, is decidedly superior in literary form, but here too  
we have a 'sing)ing  of .old and new elements. The Enforces  
story is emitted, and there are parallels with the German  
Pw sίeαί, with Wauchier de Detain and with Gerbcrt, while  
much is peculiar to the Ferkssars itself. It is not improbable  
that it represents ιτ  free and individual working over of the  
original Femmes vusicu, and that in its later shape it was  
intended to farm, and did at one time form, the Quest section  
of the cystic redaction of the Artlnuian press romances, being  
dislodged from this position by the Galahad QNNe. It is a  
curious fact that the printed editions always give it in conjunc-
tion with this letter and that the two have also been preserved  
together is a Welsh manuscript translation. We also possess  
in one M the so-called Ifabisegi a Welsh version of the tale,  
Peredsr, sear of Eerawc. This appears to be a free rendering of  
the advmturea feed -  in C114ties combined with i ηύdents  
drawn from Welsh tradition. This was at one time claimed as  
the original source of alt the Perueval romances, but this theory  
camot be maintained in fare of the fact that the writer gives in  
ene place what is practically a literal traiislation of Chrttien's  
text in a passage which there is strong reason to believe was  
borrowed by CńrWeu from an earlier poem. In older of time  
the Ferddsr probably ranks sated iii the series of Perceval  
romances, whichrlsnwever, does not detract from its interest as  
a possible representative of genuine Welsh traditions, unknown  
to other writers.  . 

The value and interest of the Perceval romances stand very  
high, not aline for their intrinsic merit, though that is con-
‚idirable—Chritierfs Ferccenl, though not his best poem, is a  
favourable specimen of his work, and vets Escbenbach's  ?σrsimζ 
though less elegant in style, is by far the most humanly interest-
ing, and at th. same time, meet deeply spiritual, of the Grail  
romances—but also for the interest of the subject matter. The  
Perceval story is an admirable folk-tale, the Grail pdeblem  
is the most fascinating problem of medieval literature; the two  
combined form a romance of quite unique charm and interest.  
This bas been practically proved by the extraordinary success  
which has attended Richard Wegner 1s dramatic re-telling of  
the leg.nd in his ParaifaL The immediate source of this  

vearen is the poem of Wolfram von Eschenbach,. though the 
 Grail, of course, is represented in the form of the Clsrisliais  

relic, not as the jewel talisman of the Pamisal, but the psycho-
logical reading of the hero's character, the distinctive note of  
von Eκheabacb's version, has beaii adapted by Wagner with  
marvellous skill, and his picture of the hero's mental mid spiritual  
development, from extreme simplicity to the wisdom born of  
perfect chanty, is most striking and impressive.  

1lrsutοοαsνιν —There are early printed editiomsof the Pocerd  
(ι i3e wnd of the Pnlavtus 0516 and 162 Tile Pń^eol wgs 
edited from the Mons text by Potvm (6 vdls., 1866-187 ι)τ Sy  
Percyrvik of Galles, in The Thoralo,, Romances, by Halliwεll  
fcc the Camden Society. Pemin!' exists in numeraas editions;  
critical texts have been edited by Iachmann ( ι891), Martin (ι903)  
and Leitxmann ('902-5903. For the general reader the most  
useful text is that of Bsrtsrh in Deutsche Clessnker des Mflklalkrs,  

as it includes notes and a glomary. Modern German versions  
are by S.mrock (very close to the original) and Hertz (freer, but  
with excellent notes and appendices); Bag trans by J L. Weston  
(1894) The " Didot " P'rceeal vat publabed by Hitcher in mot  i. 
of Le Snarl Grant (1875-1878), an edition of the Modena text has  
also been prepared. Perkauos was published by Pot%in in mot.  i. 
of hisedition of Chrfticn's poem. The Welsh text, with transiatioe,  

him been edited by Canna Williams. A 8ne translation by Dr  
Sebastian Evans ispublished in " The Temple Classics," under the  

title of The High History of the holy Grad. Peredur will be found  
in Mired Nutt's edition of the Mabmog,o/1 (1902). For the critical  
tiustmma of the sub$ect see yxe Le and of .5w Ρeτense (Gdeum  
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PERCEVAI, SPENCER (τ76s-.τ8ια), prime ισainidUur tοif^vEag.  
land from 1809 to ι8ι a, second son of John, and earl of Egnwnt,  
was born in•Audley Square, London, on the xd ofNovcmber  
5762. Be was educated at Harrow and at Trinity Cellegg,  
Cambridge, and was called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn- in r 784.  
Α Very able ipeαh in Wnneιίon with a famous femme case  
having drawis nitration to his talents, his success was from that  
time rapid, be was soon regarded as the leading counsel on the  
Midland cirauit, end in 1796 be ιαακ a K.C. Entering parlia-
ment for Northampton in April of that year, he distinguished  
himself by his apeechts in support of the adrsinitirationof Pitt.  
In r8οs, on the Ioimalipo of the Addisgtea ι administration, be  
was appointed soliυΡ ορ genera{, and in 1802 be became attorney+  
general. An ardent opponent of Catholic Emancipation,  h 
delivered is 1807 a Speech on the subject which helped to give  

the deathblow iο the Grenv$lle administration, upon which he  
became chancellor of the exchequer under the duke .of Portland,  
whom in ι8ο9 be succeeded in the premiership. Notwlt)*tgisd.  

ing that he had the assistance in the cabinet of no atatemnan  
of the lust rank, he succeeded Μ retaining office till be was shot  
by a man lamed Bellingham, a bankrupt with a grievance, wltto  
bad vainly applied to him for redress, in the lobby of the House  
of Commons on the r τth of May ι8ιa. - Bellingham was certainly  
insane, but the plea was set aside and he was hanged. Perceval  
was a vigorous debater, specially excelling in replies, iR  which  
his thorough mastery of all the details of his subject gave hint  
a greet advantage. Be married in Σ790 and bad six owe mud 

 sip dsuιghtas; one of the latter married Spencer Horatio Walpole  
(d. 1898), home secretary, and their son Sir Spencer Walpolq  
the well-known historian, published a excellent biography ci  
Perceνslin 18774  . , .-

See also P. Treherne, Speacιf l'erumd (τ969).  
PERCH (through Pr. from Lat. porn, Gr. sipq; the list 

word is connected with ΤΦa.½, darkτoloured, .spotted), a  
fresh-water fah (Peru; flse ίαί ilsr), generally distributed over  
Europe, northern Asia and North America, and so well known  
as to have been selected for the type of an entire family of spiny-
rayed fishes, the .Po'cidae, which is represented in European  
fresh-waters by several other fishes such as the pope (Acrnnq  
canes) and the pile-perch (Luckprica). It inhabits rivers as 

 well as lakes, but thrives best in waters with a depth of not  
less than 3 ft.; in large deep lakes it frequently descends • to  
depths of so fathoms and more. It occurs in Scandinavia ss  
far north as the nth parallel, but does not extend to Iceland  
err any of the islands north of Furope.' In the Alps it ascends to  
an altitude cif 4000 ft.  . 
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'Tile shape of its body Is well proportioned, but many vans  

tons occur, some specimens being singularly high-backed, others 
 low and long-bodied, sometimes such varia'lons are local, and  

Agassiz and other naturalists at one time thought it possible to  
distinguish two species of the common perch of Europe, there  
are not even sufficient grounds, however, for separating specifi-
cally the North-American form, which in the majority of ichthyo-
logical works is described as Perta jksesceas. The bnhlianl and  
striking colours of the perch render it, easily recognizable even  
at a distance. A rich greenish-brown with golden reflections  
covers the back and sides, which are ornamented with five or  
seven dark cross-bands. A large black spot occupies the  

εΡ 

The Perch, Prow jssiαtilύ .  

membrane between the last spine of the dorsal fin; and the  
ventral, anal and lower part of the caudal arc bright ver-
milion. In the large peaty lakes of north Germany a beautiful  
variety is not uncommon, in which the golden tinge prevails,  
is in s goldfish.  

The perch is strictly carnivorous and most voracious; it  
wanders about in small shoals within a certain district, playing  
sad havoc among small fishes, and is therefore not to be toler-
ated in waters where valuable fry is cultivated. Perch of three  
pounds in weight are not infrequently caught in suitable local.  

hiss; one of five would new be regarded as an extraordinarily  
large specimen, although in older works we read of Individuals  
exceeding even that weight.  

Perch are good, wholesome food, and highly esteemed In inland  
countries where marine fish can be obtained only with difficulty.  
The nearly allied pike-perch is one of the best European food-
fishes. The perch Is exceedingly prolific; it begins to spa  
when three years old, in April or iii the first halt of May, deposit-
ing the ova, which are united by a viscid matter in lengthened or  
net-shaped bands, on water plants.  

PERCH (through Fr. percks from Let. periko, a pole or rod  
used for measurement); a her or rod used for various purposes, as  
e.g. for a navigation mark in shallow waters, for a support on  
which a bird may rest, or for a pole which Joins the beck with  
the fore part of a wagon or other four-wheeled vehicle. As a  
term of linear measurement, "perch,"  also " end " or "  pole, ' 

τ6} ft., 5}  yds.; of superficial area,- 3οi sq. yds.; 160 perches  
r acre.. As a stonemason's measure, a "perch t linear  

perch In length by ι} ft. in breadth and s ft. in thl&neaa.  
PERCHE, a region of northern France extending over the  

departments of Orne, Eure, Eure-et-Lolr and Sarthe. Its  
boundaries are Normandy on the N. and W., Maine pn the S.W.,  
Vendδmοis and l)unOis on the S., Beauce on the Ε. and Thime-
rais on the Ν.E. The greater part of the district is occupied  
by a semicircle of heights (from 65 ο to soon ft. in height) stretch-
ing from Moulins-la-Marche on the north-west to Montmirail  
on the south; within the basin formed thereby the shape of which  
is defined by the Huisne, an effluent of the Sarthe, lie the chief  
towns—Mortagne,Nugent-le-Rotrou and Bellfine. Stock-raising  
and dairy-farming are flourishing in the Perehe, which is famous  
for the production of a breed of large and powerful horses.  
Cider-apple and pears are grown throughout the district. In  
the middle ages the Perche constituted a countship of which  
Corbon, Mortagne and Nugent-le-Rotrou were successively the  
capitals. Under the onciιn rέgie' it formed, together with  
Maine, a gosαrπιπ ιιιl of which Mortagne was the-capital.  

PERCiVAI, JΑ1E8 ΟΑΤ (i795- ι856), American poet,  
philologist and geologist, was born in Kensington parish, Berlin,  
Connecticut, on the ι sth of September 2795. He graduated  

at Yale in τ8ι 5,  arid in ι8so took the degree of M.D., and started  
practice in Berlin. He coritńbatbd verse to the M,cr.seope,  
a semi-weekly paper, founded · at New Haven' is a8,o,  
In this first appeared his best-known poem," "The St icide,"  
which reflects his chronic melancholy, due doubtless to  Ill-health; 
it was begun in ι8ι6 and finished in r8so, after be had actually  
made two attempts on his own Me. In 1823 Percival became  
an editor of the Coasrcrir'ui Xaald at New Haven, and in 2824  
he was in turn an assistant-surgeon tad lecturer on chemistry  
at West Point, and an inspector of recruits at the Chadeatown  
(Mass.) Navy Yard. He prepared (τ8ι6-ι83τ) an English  
edition of Matte-Brun's GeυgrαΡky (published 1834),  and in  
1827-1829 read the manuscripts and proof-shorts of A'eδarλs  
DscIiowy, giving special attention to scientific words. In 1g"  
ι8 'ο, wIth Professor Charles U Shepard (iSο4-τ886), he made  
a geological survey of Connecticut, his Rapers (1845) showed  
great learning and much patient research. In ι854 he became  
state geologist of Wiscotaln, and in ι855 published one volume  
of his Ripen, the second be had nearly completed at the time  
of his death, on the sand of May 1856, at Hazel Green, Wisconsin.  

See his Poelrccl Wm k: ( a vole., Boston, 1859), with a biographical  

lassess GalesPerusal (Boston,1866). H 
Ward, Life awl Ldkrf 4  

PERCY (Pssm.v). This farnily, wh οsέ  deeds are so prominent  
in English history, was founded by William de Perci (c. 1030-
1og6), t follower of the Conqueror, who bestowed on him a  
great fief in Yorkshire and'Lincolnshee. The register of Whitby  
Abbey, which he founded anew, and in later days the heralds,  
were responsible for the fabulous oń gen and pedigree of the  
family which are still current. By Emma, daughter of Hugh de  
Port, a great Hampshire baron, William wan father of severe(  
sons, of whom Alan the eldest succeeded him. His greeds.=  
William was the last of the house in the direct line, and left two  
sisters and coheiresses, Maud Countess of Warwick, who died  
childless, and Agnes. Agnes de Perci bad married Josceline,  
styled "brother of the queen " (i.e. Adeliaa of Louv*in, second  
wife of Henry I.), whose legitimacy has been questioned, and  
from this marriage descended the second house of PeTty (which  
name it assumed), till its own extinction in the male line five  
centuries later (1670). By it was brought into the family the  
great Petworth estate in Sussex, which Josceilne had obtained  
from his sister, who was holding Arundel and its fidi His son  
Richard (e. 1170-1244) and Richard's nephew William (c, t ι83-
1245) were among the barons who ruse in arms mgalnst John,  
but the latter made his pace with Henry 111., and had his  
lands restored to him. Richard de Percy vas one of the twenty-
five barons appointed to enforce the observance of Magog  
Carts.  

The next important member of the family is William's grandson  
Henry de Perry (c. τ s7s-1315), whom Edward I., after the depeel.  
lion of John Babel, appointed governor of Galloway, sad with  
was one of his most active agents in the subjugation of Scotland  
till the success of Robert Bruce drove him out of Tumberry  
Castle, and made him withdraw into England. He wan rewarded  
by Edward II. with the barren title of earl of Carrick, declared  
tο be forfeited by the Scottish hero; and the same king appointed  
him governor of the castles of Bamburgh and Scarborough.  
But in 1309 he himself made his position strong in the north  of 
England by purchasing lands from Anthony Bek, bishop of  
Durham, among which was the honour of Adnwfek, the principal  
Seat of the family' ever Since. The Percies had chiefly resided  
till then at SpoEortb in Yorkshire, and their cormexion with  
Northumberland dates from this acquisition. Henry's son,  
another Henry (c. "99-1352), took part in the league against  
Edward II.'s favourites the Despense s, was in favour wIth  
Edward III., and obtained from Edward Baliel as king of  
Scotland grants of Lcchmaben, Annandale and Moffatdale.  
which he surrendered to the English king for the tattle and  
constableship of Jedburgh, or jedworth, with the forest of Jed-
worth and some neighbouring towns A few years laser, in fuller  
recompense of the unprofitable gift of Balio1, a grant of Soo  
marks a yearwas made to him out of the old customs at Berwiet:  
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and in 1346 he did splendid service in his sovereign by defeating  
and taking prmonm Ilayid IL, king of Scotland, at the battle of  
Nεvilk's Cros.  

Το him succeeded another Henry Percy (a3 µ7-x368), 8: feuds!  
baron :  like his predecessors, who fought at Cr όcy during ha  
father's lifetime and where brother Thomas Percy ( 1333-1369)  
was bishop of Norwich from 130.1369.. The next bead of the  
Percys was Henry's son, another Henry, who was m αde earl  
of Northumberland at the coronation of Richard lL, and whose  
yoonger brother Thomas (d. X403) was created earl of Worcester  
in x307-  The Eat earl of Νorthumberiaed, father of the famous  
Hotspur, Sir Henry Percy (q. ν.), was killed at Brsmham Moor  
in 1408, whsle in arms sgaipst the king, and his title and estates  

were forfeited. But, by an act no less gracious than politic,  
Henry V. restored them in 1454 to this pad's grandson, Henry  
(1394.-x4$5) ,  then a prisoner with the Scοm, whose libocateon  
he bad no difllculty in procuring from the duke of Albany during  

the time of James L,.'p captivity. From that day the loyalty  

of the family to the house 'of Lancaster wa steadfast and  
undeviating. The and curl died fighting for Henry VI at  
the first battle of St Albans in 145 ; the 3rd, Henry (1421-
i46^), was slain on the bloody field of Towton; the 4th,  
Henry ( ι446-x489), was killed in quelling an insurrection in the  
time of Limn/ VIL So strong was the Laiicastriaa feeling of  
the family that even Sir Ralph Percy (14 2 5-I1'44),  a brother  
of the earl who fell at Towton, though he had actually submitted  
ουe to Edward IV., turned again, and when he fell at liedgley  
Moor in April 1464  consoled himself with the thought that he  
had, as he phrased it, "saved the bird in his bosom."  
• No wonder, then, that is Edward IV.'s days the title and  
rotate of the family wcτe•fοr a time taken away and given to  
John Neville Lord Montagu, brother of Warwick the king-make.  
But the north of gnglaead wµ so accustomed to the rule of the  
Percy* that in a few years Edward saw the necessity of restoring  
them, and did so even at the cost of alienating still further the  
powerful family of the Nevilles, who.were.then already on the  
point of rebcllioa  

A crisis occurred in the Íoτtυnes of the family in the reign of  
Henry VIAL on the death of Henry, the' 6th earl (e. s ςοs-  ' 
e537), whose brothers Sir Thomas and Sir ingeleam Percy,  
much against his will, bad taken part in the meat insurrection  
celled the Pilgrimage of Grace. A thriftless man, of whom it is  
rocorded that nails youth he was smitten with the charms of  

Anne Boleyt , but was forced to give her ι and many a woman  
he did not love, be died c ń ildlas, after selling many of the family  
estates and granting the others to the king. The title was  
forfeited on h ιe death, and was granted by Edward VL to  the 
ambitious John Dudley, call of Warwick, who was attainted  
In the succeeding reign. It was restored in the days of Queen 

 Mary to Thomas Percy ( τ3a8-ιS7µ), s nephew of the 6th earl,  
who, being a stanch Roman Catholic, was one of the three  
mule who took the lead in the celebrated rising of τ S7a, and was  
beheaded at York. His brother Henry, (a. 1532-1585),  who  
succeeded him, was no lass , unhappy, Involved in Thtog-
morton's conspiracy, he was committed to the Tower of London,  
and was 11440;00,  to hays shot himself in bed with a pi.tol  
found beside him; but Were were grave suspicions that it had  
been discharged by another hand. Nis eon, Henry (1567-1632),  
the Rest earl, suffered.like his two predecessors for his attachment  
to the religion of his forefathers. The Crown la ω lets sought  
in vain to implicate him .in the ,Gunpowder Plot, but be was  
imprisoned for fifteen years in the Tower and compelled toy 

 s fine of £so.ouo. Aigmion (1 όea 1668), the son who next  
succeeded, was a parliamentary general in the Civil War. At  
length, in 100, the male line of this illustiious family became  
extinct, at least in the direct line, about five hundred years after  
the merriege of Agnes de Perri with Jοeceliυe of Louvain.  
• The representation of the earlier Percys bad passed away  
through the daughters of Earl Thomas, beheaded in 157e, but  

his earidoin of Νοτthumbcτlaτιd (created anew for hum in ι  X5) 
had pwed ι tο 4is brother Henry, under a special remainder,  
and appears tq have btco ιη stiisct in a470,•tbοugb persistently  

claimed Ιή  James P eκy, "the tr nik miker. " The he earls  
daughter Elizabeth. 'a great ń eiresss, was mother by CbarlI'  
Seymour, 6th duke of Somerset, of Algernon, 7th duke, who  was 
summoned (in error) as Lord Percy in 3722 and seated earl of  
Northumberland in :me. On the duke's death is 17So his  
eaddom of Northumberland passed under a special remainder,  
with the main inheritance of the Percy., to Sir Hugh Smithson,  
hut. (airs-i  786), who had minded his daughter and eventual  
heiress in. 1740, and was treated duke of Northumberland and  
Earl P=7 in x766. From this tautiage descends the present  
ducal house, which been the name of Percy in lieu of Smithso σ,  
and owns vast estates in Northumberland.  

Alnwick Caste, their chief net where much state Is .581 kept  
up, has been described by  Mr Clark sh "probably the finest  
extant example of a Norman castle of this type, having an open  
keep and a complete enceinte." It bad been hardly occupied  
and in decay for some two centuries when the p ιesent  family 
succecd έd to it, but was restored by them to its knitter eplendonr  
!mermen 1730 and 1786, "Princely Ρetwοrth,' however, the  
seat of the later Percys, with their ancient Sussex estates and  
those in Yorkshire (Leeonfield) and Cumberland (C οeketmouth),  
all passed away in 1750 with the earldom of Egremont and  
barony of Cockermonth to Cheeks Wyndham, n of the 
7th duke of Somerset, and, these estates are now held by Lord  
Leconfield.' The actual represenebtion In blood of the later  
Perry, (Le. from 1575) passed in 1863, on the death of the  

4th duke, to the dukes of Athcll, who is vfrtne of it are Leeds  
Percy, under the writ of r7s2, the oldest of the family titles not  
remairnag. The'ancient London residence of the P εrcys,  
Northumberland Home, Charing Cross, was remavet) to make  
way for Northumberland Avenue. Above it stood the Percy  
crest, a (blue) lion with sti®y extended tail; but the famous badge  
of the house was the white crescent or half moon--" the Half-
Moons sliming all ιοe faire" of " the Northern Rising "ballad-'-
with  a pair of manacles. Their coat of arms was a blue lion  
rampart on a yellow ground--" Jaunt o no bleu lyon rampart"  
of the Catlave elf roll, staled, but wrongly, to have been  
derived from the dukes of Louvain and Brabant. With it they  
quartered the " Lisces" coat of the Lucy, of Cockermoutb after  
succeeding to their estates, whence the,lines in The BWNit of  
Ουυa οιιnsc- .  

" The Lncetts and the Crssoυats bath,  
The 5kotts fought them agayni."  

See Ε. B. He Fonblanque, Αnnalr of Ike Rowof Percy (5887).  
and G. Wrenn, Hurlory of Ike iioase of Percy (edited by W. Α.  
Lindsay, 5902), both somewhat adulatory and needing _critical  
sevisiont Tate, Hkro7 of  hhιaick ('866); Hart.110me'e paper  on 
the Percyssad their Castlesia the Newcastle volume of the A rrώ ase.  
Joust ιιικk us (1832), E.A. Freeman. "The Percy Castes " ( ι 875)  
in English Town end Duhiolk, G. Τ. Clerk, Medieval Military  

Α  rcktkchisle ( '884); G. E. C(okayne), Cow pick Pe'rag( ι 895), vol. vi.;  
Bishop Percy, Ν rίhwwbcι ίααd HKeueh ld Beck. See also the  
snide Νοιυιιιιkrimnd. Berk mmid Dukes of. . (J. Ga.; J. H. R.)  

PRRCY, S11t 118113V, csllod Ifarava (Ζ364-s4ο3),.eldest sell  
of Henry, 1st cad of .orthumberinnd, was been on the seth  
of March 2344•  He mw active service when be wax foudeed  

at the siege of Berwick. Six yeah biter be was amoclated with  

his father in the wardensbip of the eastern march of Scotland,  
sad his seal in border warfare woa.the name of Ifoespur for  

him from his opponents. In 2386 he was sent to Calais, and  

rented French territory, but was shertly afterwards rmslled  

to defend' England against a naval attack by France. In  
popular story and balled be is known as one of the heroes of  
Otterbara or Chevy Char, which is the subject of one of the  
most stirring recitals of Froissart. 'In the summer of 2388 the  

Sects invaded Lik ιgiand by way of Caaiislec sending a small body  

tmdα ethe earls of' Douglas, Mar and Masay to invade Noethum•  

berlend. The earl of Northumberland remained at Alawiek,  
but sent his sons Sir Fleury and Sir Ralph against the enemy.  
In hand-to-hand fighting before the walls of Newcastle, Douglas  
is said to have won Sir Henry's pennon, which be swore to fix  
upon the walk of Dalkeith. The Scots then nitrated to Otter.  
burn, where Perry, who was bent on recovering his peelIon,  

aί tackαf them οn a flue August eνenhιg fn x388. Douglas was  
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stain in fin battle, though not; as is stated by Waisfoajiam, by  
Percy's band: Henry Perms was captured by Sir John MOat-
gomεry, and his brother Ralph by Sir John Maxwell. Hotspur  
was released on the payment of s heavy ransom, to which  
Richard II. oοιιώ buted },3000, and in the autumn his teem as  
warden of Carlisle and the West March was extended to five  
years. In 1399 together with his Whet. he joined Henry of  
Lancastee. Henry IV. gave the charge of the West March to  
Northumberland, while Henry Percy received the castles of  
Bamburgh, Roxburgh and Berwick, and the wardenship of the  
Bast March, with a salary of £3000 in peace time and £ia,cou in  
war. During the first year of Henry's reign Hotspur further  
was. appointed juhticiar of North Wa es and constable of the  
castles of Chester, Flint, Conway, Denbigh and Carne vοα  
Henry also gave him a grant of the island of /inglescy, with the  
eastie of Beaumaeis. WΦiαm and Rees ap Tudor captured  
Conway Castle on the tat of April 1401, and Percy in company  
with the prince of Wales act out to recover the piece, Percy  
providing the funds. In May he reported to the king the  
paciδcatίοa of Merioneth and Carnarvon, and before the end  
of the month Conway was surrendered to him. Meanwhile be  
wrote demanding arrears of pay, with the threat of resignation  
if the money were not forthcoming, but the king intimated  
!het the loss of Conway had been due to ldsnegilgence,andoniy  
seat part of the money. He bad the acme difficulty in obtaining  
money for his northern charge that be bad experienced in 

 Wale Angiesey was taken from him, and he was deprived of  
Roxburgh Castle in favour of his rival, the earl of *earmorland.  
The Soots again invaded England in the autumn of 1402, beaded  
by the earl of Douglas end Murdoch Stewart, son of the duke  
of Albany. Northumberland and Hotspur barred their way at  

hfilifield,, sear Wool:, and the Scots were compelled to fight  

at Humbledon, or Homlidon Hill, on the 14th of September.  
The English etchers were provided with a good target in the  
masses of the Scottish spearmen, and Jiotspur was restrained  
from charging by his silt', George Dunbar ;  earl.of March. The  
Scottish army was almost destroyed, while the English less Is  
said to have been five men. Disputes with the king aroseover  

the diapoasi of the Scottish prisoners, Percy insisting on his right  

to hold Douglas as his personal prisoner, and be was summoned  

to court to explain. It is related that when he arrived Henry  
asked for Douglas, and Hotspur demanded in return that  

his brother-in ,  law, Edmund Mortimer, should be allowed to  

ansom himself from Owen Glendower, with wham be was a  

prisoner. High words followed, in the course of which Henry  
called Percy a traitor, struck him on the face, and drew his  
swots on him. Percy is said to have answered this defiance  

with the words, "Not here, but oa the field." This was late  
In 1402, and in 5403 Hotspur issued a proclamation in Cheshire  

stating that Richard II. was alive, and summoning the inhabi-
tants to his standard. He made common came with his prisoner  

Deugisa, and marched south to join forces with Glendower,  

who was now reconciled with Mortimer. He was reinforced  

by his uncle Thomas, earl of Worcester, who, although steward  

to the household of the prince of Wales, joined his family in  
rebellion. The mythical Richard II. was heard of no more, and  

Percy made himself the champion of the young earl of March.  
When he arrived at the Castle Foregate, Shrewabury, early on  
the slat of July, and demanded provisions, he found the king's  

forces had arrived before' him. He retired in the direction of  

Whitchutch, and awaited the enemy about 3} m. from  

Shrewsbιιη. Aftee a. long parley, in which a truce of two days  

was even said to •havt been agreed en, the Scottish earl of  
March, fighting on the royal side, forced on the battle in the  

aftreiioou. the royal right being aomma ,ώ ed by the ptίnα of  
.' The dissatisfaction of the Percys urns to have been chid!  

due to the matey question. Sir J. H. Ramsay (Lancadu' end  
York) estimates that in the four years from 1399 to 1403 they had  
received from the king the sum of f41.7pi. which represented a  
very large capital in the 14th centurryy, and they had else received  
ceps derabte g use of land. Kingi-lenry IV was about to march  
north himself to leak into the real relations between the Percys  

and the Sco*s. When on the 6th of July 1403 Henry Ρe et' was  io 
open rebellion.  

Wales. HotspuT was killed, the errs oWouglaabad Wmeeater,  
Sir Richard Variables of Kindetton, and Sir Richard V.rnea  
were captured, and the rebel army diapereed. Ween't%  
Veaables and Vernon were executed the next day. Petty's  
bOdy was buried at Whitchurch,.bat was disinterred two days  
inter to be exhibited ia• Shrewsbury. The bond was cut 05, and  
fined oa eue of the gates of York.  

See ΝοsτnwaeaL.a}+n, EAlts Awn Dumas ot; and Psicy:  
(P.ssiiy). Also Cksomqw de fa fvafsoa el seed it Ricke ιΡd 11..  
ed. B. Williams(Eng. Rise. Soc., ι846);  J.  Cteten. Ηius^, d. ray 

 II., ed. John Webb, in Ατέοωιο ώ  (as ι8α.ΙΗ and Adam 
of i) sic .k's Gboos, 	 11i 77-1404,  ed. E. Μ. Thomρson (1876); the  
authorities are cited in detail in J. Η. Wytie's E*gleNd wads  
Hesvy IV. (1884-1898), and Sir J.  H. Ramsey's LoscsιM sad  
Verb (Oziord. 189* Holinshed'a Ck.VOI,Id' we the thief senses  

.of Shakespeare'. aroouat of Hotap r is heavy IV.   

PERK, THOMAS (c. ις6ο-160), one of the Gunpowder  
not conspirators, was a son of Edward Petty of Beverley, who  
was grandson of Henry Percy, 4th earl of Northumberland.  
Though brought up a Protestant, he early became well -af acted  
to the Roman Catholics and finally an adherent. He entered  
the service of his cousin, Henry Percy, 9th earl of Northumber-
land, and was appointed by him constable of Alnwfck Castle  
and agent for his northern etate, in which capacity be showed  
himself tyrannical and extortionate. In zflol he was sent by  

Northumberland to James in Scotland to secure toleration for  
the Roman Catholics and returned announcing favourable  
promises from the king, the extent of which he probably greatly  
ezaggerated; and when James, after his succession to the English  
throne, did not immediately abrogate the penal laws, Percy,  
although he had accepted the court appointment of gentleman  
pensioner, professed himself highly indignant and indulged  
himself in thoughts of revenge. Some time in May 1603 Percy 
angrily declared his intention to' Catesby of kill mg the king,  
and in April 1604 be met Catesby with John Wright, Thma  
Winter and Guy Fawkes, and was then initiated into Catesby's  
gunpowder plot, which met with his zealots approval and  
support. To Percy was allotted the special duty after the  
explosion of seizing the infant prince Charles  ' and riding οff  
with him on his saddle to Warwickshire. 'MI the preparations  
being complete, Percy went to Alnwick in October and collected  
£3oοο of the earl of Northumberland's rents which he intended  
using in furtherance of the plot, returning to London on the rat  
of November. Meanwhile the plot had been revealed through the  
letter to Lord Monteagle on the s ό th of October, and it was Petcy's  
insistence at the last meeting of the conspirators en the 3rd that  
decided them not to fly but to hazard the attempt. Oil the  
news of Guy Fawkes's arrest, Perms with the rest of the conspira-
tors, except Tresbam, fled on horseback, taking refuge niti-
mately at Holbrche, near Stourbń dge, in Staffordshire, where on  
the 8th of November, during the attack of the sheriff's men upon  
the house, he was struck down by a bullet, fighting beet to back  
with Catesby, and died two days later. Percy married a sister  
of the conspirator John Wright and left a son Robert and twcl  
daughters, one of whom is said to have married Robert, the son  
of Catsby . 

PERCY. THOMAS (r7sp-ISII), bishop of Dromore,' editor  
of the Percy RdIquer, was born at B ńdgnorth on the ι3tń  of  
Apń i 1729. His father, Arthur Lowe Perry, a grocer, was of  
sufficient means to send his son to Christ Church, Oxford, in  
1746. He graduated in ι7So and proceeded M. Α. in 1753. In  
the latter year he was appointed to the vicarage of Ration Maedit,  

Ι' οrthamρtοπshίτe, and three years biter was instituted to the  
rectory of Wilby in the same county, benefices which he retained  

until 1782. In τ759 be married Anne, daughter of Barton Gutter-
ridge. At Easton'Maudit most of the literary wort for which  

he is now remembered—including the Refigses—was completed.  
When his name became famous he was made domestic chaplain  
to the duke and duchess of Northumberland, and was tempted  

into the belief that he belonged to the illustrious house of Perry.  

Through his patron's influence he became dean of Carlisle In  
Τ778 and bishop of Dromore in Ireland in 5782. Hfs wife died  

before Wass ii' 1806, the geed bishop, blind but' athκwiκ  it 
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ιοtad health. dived Wit the Seth of September late. Seth'  

wee belied in the t ens εpt which Petty added to Diemen  
Cathedral.  

Dr Petty's first walk was a traasia*loii from a Portuguese  

manuscript of a Chińese story, published fa i$i. Two years  
1.1 m he published Fig Pieces of Runk ,Policy, 1raadeled from  

Ike (dandic. In 1763 he edited the art of Surrey's poems with  
an eseny on early blank verse, trαιι αted the Song of Solomon,  
and published a key to the New Testament. His Noiikera  
AnJiquiIies (m77e) is a translation from the French of Paul Henri  
Mallet. His supesnt of Τhι Ηeard ιdd blank.11ke Earl of Nor'krnri-
ke,kisd is r0a is of the greatest value for the illustrations of  

domestic life in England at that period. But theee works am  

of little estimation when compared with the Rdlgws of As'icsl  
English Padsy (1765). This was based on an obi manuscript  
collection 01 poetry, rescued by Percy in Humphrey Pict's house  
at Shifted, Shτepehire, from the bends of the housemaid who  

was about to light the 6re with it. The msnuseipt was edited  

hι its complete. term by J. W. Hales end F. J. Furn(vall  

1. 1867-1861.  
See Α. C. C. Gemκe. Pmt Pedals end Pod .(3908). The  

Rd,gw' has been edited by various hands, notably by Fat B. Wheat-
ley 00876). The fourth edition was by Percy's nephew, Thomas  
Percy (1768-ι808), himself a writer of verse.  

PERDICCAS, the name of three kings of Macedonia,  wja 
reigned respectively t. 700 s.c., c. 454-413 B.C., and 364-359  
s.c., and of one of Alexander the Great's generals, son of Orontes,  

a descendant of the independent princes of the province of  

Orestis. The last named distinguished himself at. the conquest  
of Thebes (33s  s.c.), and held an important command in the  

Indian campaign of Alexander. In the settlement made after  
Alexander's death (323) it was finally ag τc d that Philip Arrhi-
daeus, an insane son of the great Philip, and Roxana's unborn  

child (if a son) should be recognized as joint kings, Perdiccas  
being appointed, according to one account, guardian and regent,  

according to another, cbiliarch under Craterus. He Boon ,bowed  

himself intolerant of any rivals, and acting in the name of the  

two kings (for Roxana gave birth to a son, Ale ιaαdet IV.)  
sought to hold the empire together under his own hand. His  

most loyal supporter was Eumenes, governor of Cappadocia  

and Paphlagonia. These provinces had not yet been conquered  

by the Mlacedonlans, and Anilgonus (governor of Phrygia,  
Lycia and Pamphylia) refused to undertake the task at the  

command of Perdiccas. Having been summoned to the royal  
presence to stand his trial for disobedience, Aniigonua fled to  

Europe and entered into alliance with Antipater, Criteria and  

Ptolemy, the son of Lagus. Perdiccas, leaving the war 'ui Asia  
Minor to Eumenes, marched to attack Ptolemy in Egypt. Be  
reached Pelusium, but failed to cross the Nile. Α mutiny  
broke out amongst the troops, disheartened by failure and  

exasperated by his severity, and Perdiccas was assassinated by  

some of his officers (321). (E, R. Β.)  
See Macsnatnax Eames.  
PBREDA, JOS$ MARIA DS (ια33-τ006), one of the most  

distinguished of modern Spanish novelists, wen born at Pohusco  

near Santander on the 6th of February 1833. He  was educated  
at the Institute Ciatabro of Santander, whence be went in  

1852 to Madrid, where he studied with the vague purpose of  

entering' the artillery corps. Abandoning this design after  

three years' trial, he returned home and began his literary career  

by contributing ar ύcles to a local journal, La Akin moalajirse  

in 1858. He also wrote much in a weekly paper, El Tin CayιIds,  
and iii 1864 he collected his powerful realistic sketches of local life  

and mamnus under the title of !Junes mοnΙαόa aι. Pereda  
fought against the revolution of 1868 in EΙ Tin Cay'14n, writing  
the newspapex almost single-handed. In 1872 be was elected as  
the CasUal deputy for Cabneruiga. In this same year he pub-
lished a second series of Escιsσs moataslesas under the title of  
Ti$sy paisaju; and in 1876 appeared Bocdo, al i'mjuie,  

three tales, is one of which the author describes his disenchanting  

political l expαίencα The Tipen Iraakaisaa'a belongs to the  
yea 1g77, as don El Easy Hullo, which was intended as a reply  

to the thesis of Bdrac's work, Let Pc$ik.s.mis&e: des la vis eoa-
j ιιjok. More and more pessimistic as to the poll  "al future  
of his country, Pereda took occasion in Doa Gonaalo Goeadlis  

de ht Gormkro (1879) tο ridicule the Revolution as he bad seen  
it at work, and to pour acorn upon the ,wiaeaax riches whw  
exploited Liberalism for their personal tads. Two novels by.  
b.s friend Puss Galdle, Doke Fec/rein and Gloria, drew from  
Pereda a reply, D, Tat polo ίαί  asiilk ( ι880), in which he endea.  
yours to show that tolerance in religious mutters is disastrous  

alike to nations and to individuals. The E&b&w y ragnea  
(i8$z) is of lighter material, and is leas attractive than £1 Saba,  
des 14 Tiaras, (t88s), a striking piece of landscape which won , 

immediate appreciation. New ground was broken in Pedru  
Sdsckes (Σ883), where Pereda leaves his native province ιο  
portray the disillusion of a sincere enthusiast who has plunged  
into the political We of the capital Pereda's masterpiece is  
Solffae (π884), a vigorous rendering of marine life by an artist  
who perceives and admires.the daily heroisms of his fisher-folk. 

 It has often been alleged against the author that he cnnfines  
himself to provincial life, to lowly personages and to unre ined.  
subjects, and no doubt an anxiety to dear himself from this  
absurd reproach led him to attempt a description of.socsety.at  
the capital in La Mc s'dIsot (χ888), which is certainly the least  
interesting of his performances. In La ?eskers (s889) be  
returned to the marine subjects which he knew and loved best.  
Again, in Fends ands (1895), the bye of ;ceant τy life is maw-  
Tested lii the masterly contrast between the healthy, moral  
labour of the fields and the corrupt, squalid We of cities.  
Petude's fame was now established; the statutes of the Spanish  
Academy, which require members to reside at Madrid, were  
suspended in his favour (ι 896). But his literary career was  
over. The tragic.desth of his eldest son, the disastrous cam. . 

pafga in Cuba and the Philippines, darkened his closing years,  
sad his health failed fang before his death at Polanco on the  
1st of Match 1906.  

Pereda belongs to die,native realistic school of Spain, which,  
founded by the unknown author of Lasarillo de Tormcs, was  
continued by. Meted AlemIn, Cervantes, Quevedo ι  Castillo , 

Sοiά rπano and many others. With the  single esceρtiο of  
Cemvantn, however, the pitareque writers are almost entirely  
wanting in the spirit of •generous sympathy and tenderness  
which oes'atitute'a gnat part of Pereda's chum. His realism.  
ii purely Spanish, as remote from 2ola's moroseness es from  
the graceful sentimentality of Pierre LotL Few agtb-century  
writers powered the virile temperament of Feted,, and, with  
the ιi^gle exception of Tolstoy, none kept a moral end more  
stdily in view. This didactic tendency uqqueslionably  
injurer his effects. Moreover, his grim suns occasionally  

degenerates into somewhat truculent caricature, and the exces-
sive use of dialect and technical terms (which caused him t ο  
supply S&fikae with a brief vocabulary) is a grave artistic  
blemish. But be saw, knew, unde/steed character; be created  
not only. types, but living personages, such as Aadefs, Clete  
and !lunge in Se(Ikaa, Ptdrb Juan and Filets in La Pgckero;  
and he personified the tumult and calm of the sea. with more  
power than Victor Hugo displayed in Les Trar.zillcius do hι  
mer. His descriptive powers were of the highest order, and  

his style. ρure οΙ 411 ańectatieussi I embellishments, iso! netsular  

fors and suppleness. With all his limitations, he less as  
original a genius as Spain produced during the ipth century.  

(j. F: K)  
PbIE DAVID'S DEER, the aIi-lc.' cl the Chinese, an aberrant  

and strangely mule-like deer (q a.), the fast evidence of whose  
existence was made known in Europe by the Abbe (then Pire)  
David, who in ι865 obtained the skillets specimen from the.  
herd kept at that time in the imperial perk at Pekes. This  

skin, with the skull and antlers, was sent to Γaris, where it was  
described in 1866 by Professor Milne-Edwards. Is.  I,r)c ίng  abrow-
tine, and dividing in a regular fork.lil'c manner some distance  
above the burr, the Large and cylindrical antlers of this specie  
conform to the general structural type characteristic of that  

American deer. The front prong of the main fork, however,  
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curves somewhat forward and again divides at least once; while  

the hind prong is of great length undivided, and directed back-
wards in a manner found in no other deer, As regards general  
form, the meat distinctive feature is the great relative length  

of the tail, which reaches the hocks, and is donkey-like rather  
than deer like in form. The heed is long and narrow, with  i  
prominent ridge for the support of the antlers, moderate-sized  
ears, and a narrow and pointed muzzle. A gland and tuft are  
present on the skin of the outer side of the upper part of the  
hind union-bone; but, unlike American deer, there is no- gland  
on the inner side of the heck. Another feature by which this  
species differs from the American deer is the conformation of  
the bona of the lower part of the fore-leg, which have the same  
structure as in the red deer group. The coat is of moderate  
length, but the hair on the nck and throat of the old stags is  
elongated to form a mane and fringe. Although new-born  
fawns are spotted, the adults are in the main uniformi γ coloured;  
the general tint of the coat at all seasons being reddish tawny  
with a more or less marked tendency to grey. It has been  
noticed at Woburn Abbey that the antlers are shed and replaced  
twice a year.  

The true home of this deer has never been ascertained, and  
probably never will be; all the few known specimens new living  
being kept in confinement—the great majority in the duke of  
Bedford's park at Woburn, Bedfordshire. (R. L.")  

PBREGRINDS PROTEDS (2nd cent. a.e.), Cynic philosopher,  
of Parium in Mysia. Al an early age he was suspected of  
parricide, and was obliged to leave his native place. During  
his wandering he reached Palestine, where he ingratiated him-
self with the Christian community, and became its virtual had.  
His fanatical seal and craving for notoriety led to his imprison-
ment, but the governor of Syria let him go free, t ο prevent his  
posing as a martyr. He then returned ιο Pań um to claim his  
paternal inheń tańce, but finding that the clrcumsthnces of his  

father's death were not yet forgotten, he publicly surrendered  
all claims to the property in favour of the municipality.  He 
resumed his wandering life, at first assisted by the Chrstians,  
but having been detected profaning the rites of the Church, he 

 was excommunicated. During a visit to Egypt he made the  
acquaintance of the famous Cynic Agathobulus and joined the  
sect. Meeting with little encouragement, he made his way  to 
Rome, whence he was expelled for insulting the emperor Ant.-
dines Pius. Crossing to Greece, he finally took up his abode  
at Athens. Here he devoted himself to the study and teaching  
of philosophy, and obtained a considerable number of pupils,  
amongst them Aulus Collins, who speaks of him in very favour-
able terms. But, having given offence by his attacks on Herodes  
Attinu and finding his popularity diminishing, he determined  
to create a sensation. He announced his intention of immolating  
himself on a funeral pyre at the celebration of the Olympian  
games in s6, and actually married it out. Lucian, who was  
present ,  has given a full descriρtlοn of the event.  

C. M Wiieland'ι Gekeima Geickich'e des Phdoso$ea Pes'egriiius  
Praanu (Eng. trans.. 1796) is an attempt to rebubihute his char.  
=ter. See also Lucian. Dc merle Ρ,rι^riιι. Aiilia Genius xii it:  
Ammianus Marcellinus xxix., Philostratus, Vrl. Sopk. i. r. 33:  
J. Bernays. Lanes sad die Jlynike τ (τ87$). E. Zeiter. " Alexander 
rod Peregrinus," in his Voarage and Abkaadhingea, LL (1877).  

PEREIRE [Pairs), 01100330 RODR ΙGDΕL (4715-
ι78ο), one of the inventors of deaf-mute language, a member  
of a Spanά h.Jewish family, was born at Estremadura, Span,  
on the itth of April 1715. At the age of eighteen he entered 

 a business at Bordeaux. Here he fell in bar with a young girl  
who had been dumb from birth, and henceforth devoted himself  
to discover a method of imparting speech to deaf-mutes. Ηi  
first subject was Aaron Bsumann, a co-religioaist, whom be  
taught to enunciate the letters of the alphabet, and to articulate  
certain ordinary phrases. He next devised a sign alphabet for  
the use of one band only, and in 1749 he brought his second  
pupil before the Paris Academy of Sciences, the members of  
which were astonished at the results he bad accomplished.  
In 1739 Pereire was made a member of the Royal Society of  
London. He died at Paris on the i ςtb of September 4780.  

PEREKOP, a town of Russia, in the gtwernoleni αΙ 4ώ  ιridk;  
6o m. S.E. of Y.berson, on the isthmus which connects the Crimea  
with the Continent, and. commanding the once defensive ditch  
and dike which cross from the Black Sea to the Sivash (putrid)  
lagoon Pop about saoo. It was formerly an imροetast  
place, with a greet transit trade in salt, obtained from silt  
lake in the immediate neighbourhood. Smee the opening of  
the railway route from Kharkov to S ιmfeτoρΟΙ: kι the Came*  
Perekop has greatly declined. In anent times the isthmus  
was crossed (about 1} m. south of the present town) by a ditch  
which gave the name of Taphres to a Greek settlement. This  
line of defence having fallen into decay, a fort was-emeted and  a 
new •ditch and dike constructed in the ιςth century by the  
Tatar khan of the Crimea, Mehgli Chiral, and by his son and  
successor Sahib Chirsi. The fort, known as Kapu or Or-Kapu,  
became the nucleus of the town. In the middle ages Perekop  
was known as Tuzla. In 1736 it was captured by the Russians  
under Mfbnnich, and again in 1738 under Isscy (Lacy), who  
blew up the feet and destroyed a greet part ' of the dike. In  
1734 the fort was rebuilt by K ń m Ghirei; but the Greek and  
Armenian Inliabftants of Perek ό) formed a new settlement  
at Artnyanskiy Baztr (Armenian Market), 3 m. farther south.  
Captured by the Russians in 1771, the town passed into Russian  
possession with the rest of the Crimea in 1 783.  

P£RERPTOΑΥ. an adjective adapted from 11w Roman law  
term /ureiil$oTium ιdΊdum, p'rempioria excq'ik, a decree or  
plea which put an end to or quashed (Lat. p'-rimcre, to destroy)  
an action, hence decisive, final A similar use is found in English 
law in " peremptory challenge," a challenge to a jut), allowed  
to a prisoner without rouse shown, or " peremptory mandamus,"  
an absolute command. The natural repugnance to a final  
order has given this word in its ordinay usage a sense of object  

tionable and iatoierant emphasis.  
PEREYASLAVL. a town of Russia, in the government of  

Poltava, 26 en. S.E. of the city of Kiev, at the confluence of  
the Trubezh and the Alta, which reach the Dnieper 5 m. lower  
down at the town's port, the village of Andrushi. Pop. 14,609.  
Besides the town proper there are three considerable suburbs.  
Though founded in q93 by Vladimir the Great of Moscow in  
memory of his signal success over the - Turkish Pehenegs,  
Pcrcyaslavl has now few remains of antiquity. The town has  
a trade in grain, salt, cattle and horses, and some mazulact ures  
—tallow, wan, tobacco, candleS and shoes.  

From  ιο  Percyaslavl was the chief town of a separate  
piincipality As a southern outpost it often figures in the tith,  
12th and 13th centuries, and was plundered by the Mongols  

in ;230. In leer times it was one of the centres of the Cossack  
movement; and in 1628 the neighbourhood of the town was the  
scene of the cxtcmlnatton of the Polish forces known as "Tare's  
Night." It was by the Treaty of Pereyaslavl that in 1654  
the Cossack chieftain Bogdan Cbmielnlcki acknowledged the  
supremacy of Tsar Alexis of Russia.   

PEREYASLAVL (rolled Ζαίυeτkiy, or "Beyond the Forest,"  
to distinguish it from the older town 'ia Pbknea after which  
it was named), one of-the oldest and most interesting cities in  
middle Russia, situated in the government of VladimIr, 45 m.  
N.E. of Moscow on the road to Υar alaν1, and on both balks  
of the Tnibeah net its entrance into Lake Pl εsbεbfeνο. Pep.  
866. PrTeyasiavl was formerly remarkable for the number  
and - Importance of its 'ecεlεsiastkιt foundations. Among  
those still standing are the i atb.century cathedral, with ancient  
will-paintings and the grave of Dmetrfiia, son of Alexander  
Nevsky, and other princes, and a church founded by Eudoxia  
(Euphrosyne), wife of DemetriusDoaskoi, in the dose of  
the ι4ι h century. It is by its extensive mitten manufactures  
that Pereyaslavl is new bet' known. The fisheries in the  
lake (re m. sq. in extent and r ft. deep) long beets of  
greet value.  

Founded in ττςs by Vuryl Dolgoruki, prince of Suadal,  
Pereyaalavl soon began to playa considerable part in the history  
of the country. From ergs till r3us it had mincesof its awn;  
and the princes of Μοέεοw, to whom.it -iras at the later data  
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bequeathed, tentIt (ap ιrt feos•seme tenement effene mss,  

in the 14t15 century) as. pact of their patrimony throughetit  
the ιsth and tech centuries. lake Plesbdelevo met the score  
of Peter the Grunt's first attempts (0694) at cawing a jest.  

PEREZ, ΑΠΤΟΧΙ0 (c. τ34ο-
ιδtτ), deraomeyαιs the &remit*  

minister ci Philip 1t of Spain and afterwards (or many more the  
object of his unrekntiag·hos*lllty, was by birth an Aragooe ιe.  
His reputed father, Goezab hiss, as ecdrslastic, ben some placc  
in history as having bete semeestry both. to Chador V. and to  
Philip IL, aid in literates in author eta Spanish ttaasladon  
of the  Odyrny(Li.UlyssodeXaaiau, itetwe?p, 1556). Antonio  
Peres, who win legitimated by en impend diploma issued at  
Valladolid In ι54a, sees,.bοweνer, believed by.ma=y to be in  
willy the gam of Philip's Weiner, Riiy Games de Silva, prince  
of Eboli, to whom, en the completion of a liberal educe inn at  
lame and abroad, he appear at least to have owed his kit  
Introduction to a dipfinetic careen In *567 be be ame  
one of the aecretariin of state, remising also .both the same  
time the laαatirα appointment ci !m ellinery ci Sicily, and in  
ι 573 the death of Ruy Games himself made room for Year's  
promotion tο be had of the " deepaeho univmse," or private  
bureau, from which Philip attempted to govern by assiduous  

respondence the titbits of his vast dominims. Another of  
the king's secretatlea at t ń is•time, though in it less cmifdeatiel  
relation, was a friend and contemporary ed Perez, aimed Jaaa  
de Escovedo, who, however, after the fall of Tunis in 1514,  was  
sent off to supersede )uas de Soto in secretary and adviser of  
Don John of Austria, thus leaving Pelee without a Tint. Sense  
time after Don John's appointment to the governorship of the  
Netherlands Peres accidentally became sogoiant cl his iomn.  
veniesstly ambitious " empται de Inglatesa," in which he was  
to rescue Mary Queen of Soots; marry her, and so ascend the  
throne of England. The ne,t sup might eves be against Stein  
Itself. This secret scheme the faitheel se a ιy at once caned  
to Philip, who characteristically resolved to meet it by quietly  
removing his brother's eider and abettor. With.tbe king's full  
cognisasKe, accordingly, Piste, sites several umuccesalul  
attempts to poison Escovedo, succeeded in peocurisg his aver  
ination in a street of Madrid on 11m s ιst of Match ιs78. The  
immediate effect was to raise Peres higher than ever is the royal  
confidence and favour, but, were though the secretary had been,  
he bad not succeeded in obliteriIlisg all trace of his common  
with the crime, end very soon a proseaitfon was set on foot by  
the ·reiwasentltives of the murdered man. For a time Philip  
was both willing and able to protect his accomplice, but uhf.  
stately be appears to have listened to those who, whether truly  
or falsely, were continually suggesting that Peres had had  
motives of his own, arising out of his relations withthepriaoem  
of Eboli, for dompaming the ssaasainatioe of D ο John's seas  
terry; be this as it may, from trying to screen Pests the ping  
came to be the secret Instigator of those who seuglrt his ruin.  
The process5  as such mallets often have been in Spain, was  a 
slow one, and it was not until 1589 thalPer,z, alter mom than  
one arrest and imprisonment on a variety of charges, arid  
on the eve of being convicted and condemned as the murderer  
of Escovedo. - At this juncture he succeeded in making his escape  

from prison in Castile into Aragon, where, under the cadent  

" fneros " of the kingdom he could claims public trial in open  

court, and so bring into requisition the documentary evideisce  
he possessed of the king's complicity In the deed. This did not  
suit Philip, who, although he instituted a proems in th σιιορτa.  
tribunal of Aragon, speedily abandoned it and timed Peen  
to be attached from another aide, the charge-of heresy bring  
now preferred, arising out of certain reckless and ever blesphe-  

s Oa the other band it is suggested that this seery of his being  
the amp d Games wee only circvlsitd by Roy Comes's wife, Ass  
de Meadora, as is refutation of the ροsχibΠity of a supposed amour  
between her and ?ere τ. It is contended by Miguel that thm  
Intrigue between bar and Perez was known to Escavedo, and that  
this accounts for the pert played by Peres in Escovedo's murder.  
bemuse Ana had also been ΡhiΙ ''ι m ιstaess, and iaovdo night  
have made mischief between Philip and Perms Major Hume  
appearsttwmbine the latter theory with Philip's political objection
to F 	 '  

moist .ag'eeaioea Peres had used in came ń ei with his troubte  
in Cestife. But all attempts to remove the accused from the  
civil prison in Saragossa to that of the Inquisition raised popular  
tumults, which in the end led to Peres s escape across the  

' Pyrsnees, but.u>dortunttely also furnished Philip with ' , pretext  
for sending an rimy into Argon and suppressing the ancient  

"fυeras "  altogether (:591). From the court of Catherine de  

Bourbon, at Pau, where he was well received, Perez passed to  

that of Henry IV. of France, and both there and in England his  
talents and diplomatic experience, as well as his well-grounded  

enmity to Philip, secured him much popularity. While in  

England he became the " intimate roach-companion end bed' 
companion "of Francis Bacon, and was also much in the society  

of the earl of Essex. The peace of Vervms in 1598 greatly  
reduced his apparent importance abroad, and Perez now tried  
to obtain the pardon of Philip III., that he might return to his  
native country. His efforts, however, proved vain, and he died  
in comparative obscurity in Parts on the grd of Novtmb&  
τ6cτ.  

Penn's earliest publication was a small quarto. dedicated to the  
earl of Eases written and apparently printed in England about  

1 594,  entitled  Pedawos de A,sloirn. and ρrοίesedly published at  
Leon. A Dutch translation appeared in tsi4. and in 3908 he pub-
lished his Αέdeeνoves, including the Netmrtal del helm de sr ιαrs^,  
drawn up is ι59ο. and many of his letters. Much has been done  
by Mignet (Antonw Pe τιs,e1 P6d,ppe 11. 1845; 4 ι h ed., t874) and  
by Fronde ("An ϋ nιοΙνed Historical Riddle, ' N,neirnmlkCenn1.,  

1883) among others, towards the elucidation of various difficult 
 points in Perez's somewhat perplexing story. For the murder of  

Εκονtdo, me Andrew Lan •s discussion of it in his Hisrunei  
dfysk,ies (1904); and the Espoio!us I esekses ('903) of Msjur 
Martin Huase, mho had access to various newly discovered MSS.  

P^arz 0LLD68, 3571170 (ι845-  ), was born at Las  
Palmas, in the Canary Islands, on the Toth of May 1845. Ira  
1863 ńe was sent to Madrid to study law, drifted into literature,  
and was speedily recognised as one of the most promising recruiti  
on the liberal side. Shortly after the Revolution of :868 he  

abandoned journalism, and employed fiction as the vehicle for  

propagating advanced opinions His fiat novel, La Farman  
de pro, was printed in titre, and liter in the same year appeared  

El leaden..  The reception given to these early essays encouraged  

the writer to adopt novel'writing is a profession. He had a1-
ready determined upon the scheme of his Epitadits s οcienalesk  
a series which might compare with the Con4 ίί' ό rsrai ιu, Old  
charters, aid letters, old newspapers were collected by him with  
the minuteness ci a German archivist; no novelist was ever mere  

thoroughly a uiρρed as regards the details of his period. Tna-
Jdgar, the fist volume of the Epiasdios s πcioιιαles, appeared  
in 5879; the remaining books of this fast safes are entitled  
Le Ced de Cedes 1V., E1 xp de mew y d e de siey.,  Builds,; 
Ναροθιι ιι an Cksas lmm, Zaiqeae, Gemara, Csdis, !van Merlin  
el Es$iid.ade and La B&id le de Arpiks. As the titles suffice  
to show, the author's am was to weile the national g ιc of the  
19th century iii prose; and he so cosspitely succtedid that,  
long before the first series ended in s88 ι, he took rank among  
the foremost novelists of his time. A second series of Episedidz  
s trionale; beginning with El Eqai$j' del rcy Jell and ending  
with a tenth irolume, Us Εαte ίοr. side y dgas.es /mike mesas,,  
was brought to a dose in 1883, and was, like' its predecessor,  
a monument of industry and roux knowledge, of rcalisn t  
and romantic conception; and he carded on the Epiredi οe  
sań ι-"k" into a fourth aeries, raising the total of volumes to  
feety. In fecundity end in the power of creating characters,'  
Fires'Geldis vies with Saban  Parallel with his bnmeose  
achievement in historical fiction, Wes. Gaidda published 

 s collection 'cf roman. dealing with caoumpoary life,  
its social peobletas end religious did culhies. Of these the  
best known, and perhaps the best, art Data Puf'de (1876);  
(York (877); Le Fouιdlέα ads Le a 1204 (5878); λferίαsda (ι878);  
Aa,issπ/a y /mines (1887); and Asgd Grans (:891). Nor  
does this eshaνsι his prodigious activity. Besides adapting  
se► eal of his novels fo, stage purposes, he mete original dramas  
such as Le Loin de in rasa (1893). See Qri ιιfb (.894),  Eledre  
(ago) sad Matisck' ‚1904); but his difuκµ easberant geplus  
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sometimes the attar, as in the use of orange (enroll), bas a π  
odour quite diffeαnτ from that of the fresh blessom*. In theme  
cases the odours are secured by  the erece se, of infi οweriog  
(endeurage) or by maceniioa. Both depend upon the tcm&k.  

able property  which tats and oils posess of abingodesus  
Edeurage remiss In laying the lava or flowers on plan α  
covered with a layer of fat. Th. dower. axe renewed every  
morning, and when the fat has sufficient odour it is scraped off,  
meltedandatrslzrd. Maoeηtios *onebts in soaking the nowsms  
in heated fat; in due time they are strained off aid replaced by  
fresh ones, as in the eadeurage process. The whole of t ńe  
necessary melting) and beatings of the perfumed greases aye  
effected by means of water-baths, whereby the temperature  
is kept hoed thing too high. Foetbe minidjciuieof part urea  
for the handkerchief thegewes now known as pomades, butters  
or pbiiocome. are treated with rectified spirit of wine do' ovcr- 
• , fat. containing as meth as 95%.' absolute alcohol by  
volume, which practically completely abstracts the odour.  

The gum-resins and resins have been employed.. perfume.  
from the earliest times. The more important are incense,  
fraikincsssse oaf myrrh (q.). They are largely used iu the  
manufacture of perfumes, both for brrrmiiag u pastilles, ribbon  
of Sedges, inceuses, &c., and in tinctures, t ο which they impair  
their tharectethtk odetes, atfordtbg, at the same time, a certain  
flaky to other perfumes d s more fleeting =tuns when mixed  
with them.  

Sywibddik Ρσ ιιmc .—Under this beading ass included all  
perfume in which artificial substance. are odorous ingredients.  
Although the earliest pert ens., of this class were introduced in  
about the middle of the ι9th century, the impprient industry  
which new prevails is tο be regarded υΡ dating from the 'seventies  
and 'eighties. Three main lines of development may be dig.  
tinguisbed.  (i)  the chance discovery of substances which have  
odour. similar to natural perfumes; ( τ) the .liscidation of the  
composition of the natural scents, oaf the chemical constitution  
of their ingredients, followed by the synthetic preparation of  
the substances so determined; and (3), which may be regarded  
as mannered with (a), the extra εtieα and separation of the  
essential oils yielded by less valwble plants, end.their reblending  
to form marketable perfumes.  

The first synthetic perfume was the "essence QE Mi εbeee"  
introduced by Codas in about eSpe, this substance was the  
nitre-bens.ne disaovαedby E. Miacheilich in ι83µΡ Soon after-
wards many esters of the fatty acids simWati υg the odo=rs of  
fruits were introduced; and in ιΡ888 B=ur discovered the "sell.  
fιosl musks," which are derivatives of ttxiniimbenzesae. The  
above are ίmυ ces of the first line of pmgre . The secaud lire  
has foe early examples the cases of artificial oil of wintcrgrecn,  

which followed Caheur's discovery that the natural oil owed its  
odour, In the main, to methyl salicylate, and of artificial oil  of 
bitter almonds which followed the preparation of br.,,^t •· hyde  
from besazal chloride in z868. The synthesis of cousnaxin, the  
odorous principle of hay and seed τu6, by Sir W. H. Perkin in  
x868; of vanillin, the odorous pτiacipl* of vanilla, by F. Tiemara  
and W. llaarnuna in 1875; and of ioaone, almost identical  
with the natural irons, the odorous principle of violets, by  
Tiemaan and P. Krgger in 1898, are to be regarded as of the  
highest importance. Equally important are the immerse  
strides made in the elucidation of the constitution and syntheses  
of the tcrpencs (q.e.), a group of compounds which are exception-
ally abundant as odorous principles in.the essential oils.  

The present state of our knowledge does not permit a strict  
correlation of odour and chemical constitution One theory  
regards odour as due to " osmopiores," or odour-producing  
groups, in much the same way as odour is a ocieted with  
chiomophores. Such osmophores arc bydrvxyl (Oil), aldehyde  
(CHO), ketone (CO), ether (-0•), triune (CN), nitro (NOa), &c.;  
we may also notice the isonitrde group (•NG) associated with as  
unpleasant odour, and the iso-thiocyanete group (•NCS) to  
which the mustard oilsese their eδaracιe iatiε smell. Theisna.  
group, however, is not invariably associated with the seem(deer,  

ennui to admit of its colimilna for cowsnsrdai ριuposes; and or even any odour at all, es, for Instance, Wench closely rusted  

was scarcely accommodated to the convention of theetticel  
form. Pines Gaids became a member of the Spanish Academy,  
and was also elected to the Cones; but it fs soleiy as a ro-
mancer that his name is familiar wherever Spanish is spoken,  
as a national novelist of fertile talent, and a most happy  
humorist who in his eccentrics and oddities Is hardly inferior  
to Dickens. U. F. K)  

PERFUMER? (Ist. per, through, and fww are, to smoke), the  
preparation of perfumes, or substances which are pleasing t ο  
the sense of smell. Perfumes may be divided into two classes, the  
first of which includes all primitive orsimpleodoriferous bodies  
derived from the animal of vegetable kingdom, as well as the  
definite chemical compounds seeded!), manufactured, while  
the second comprises the various " bouquets" or" melanges"  
made by blending two or more of the foregoing In varying  
proportions—toilet powders, dentifrices, sac etα, &e. To the  
former class belong ( τ) the animal products, ambergris, castor,  
civet, musk; ( τ) the essential oils (also called stta α), mostly  
procured by the distillation of the stems, leaves, flowers and other  
pans of plants; (3) the plailicome butters or oils, which are  
either solid or liquid fats charged with odours by the processes  
of inflowering or maceration, (p) the odoriferous gum-resins or  
balsams which exude naturally or from wounds in the trunks of  
various trees and shrubs, such as bensoin, opoponsx, Pere, Toler,  
storax, myrrh; () the large number of synthetic perfumes  
which simulate the odour of the natural scents. The second  
class contains the endless combination of tinctures sold under  
fancy names which may of may not chord a due to their compo-
sition, such as " comidie fran ςalse," "au de senteur," "au de  
Cologne," " lavendre ambrie," " blumengeist." In general,  
they are mlxtur5s of a number of frerfumea diss οlνed in alcohol.  
Strictly speaking, most of the perfumes on the market belong to  
the second class, since, in most cases, they are prepared by  
blending various natural or artificial odorous  principles. 

Named Perfumes.--The animal perfume are extremely  
limited in number. Ambergris (q.v.), one of the most lm ροrtant,  
is secreted by the sperm whale; musk (q.s.), the best known  
scent of this class, is secreted by the mate musk-deer and other  
animals—musk-ox, musk-rat, &c.; elver (q v.) is a musky scent  
named from the animal which secretes it; and e,stor or museum  
is a somewhat similar secretion of the beaver (q s.). More  
Important are the scents yielded by flowering plants. its a  
genera? rule fragrant flowers fioυrish in bet ciimatα, but the more  
delicate perfumes are yielded by plants having a colder habitat;  
it must be remembered, however, that some costly perfume 

 are obtained from the plants of Ceylon, the East ladies, Mexico  
and Peru. In Europe, Grasse, Canes and Nice are the centres  
of the natural ρerferne industry. Cannes is famous for its rose,  
acacia, jasmine and arron oil; Nimes for its thyme, rosemary  
and lavender, and Nice fog its violets. Citron and orange oil  
come from Sicily; iris and bergamot from Italy; and rose are  
extensively cultivated in Bulgaria, and in European Turkey.  
Εnglaπd is unsurpassed for its lavender and peppermint, which  
flourish at Mitcham and ffitch ί  ι.  

The natural sources of the attars or essential oohs are the 
diherent parts of the plants which yield them—the wood (ligo,  
aloe, ran., cedar), the bark (cinnamon, cascnila), the leaves  
(patciouli, bay, thyme), the Sewers (rose, lavender, orange-
blossom), the fruit (nutmeg, citron), or the seeds (caraway,  
almond). Some pluιts yield more than one, such as lemon and  
bergamot. They are mostly obtained by distilling that put  
of the pffint fa which they are contained with water, or with high-
prrssυre or superheated steam; but some few, as these from the  
rind of bergarnel (from Cibsu όegαιΡaiα), lemon (citron sate,  
from C. Ljwionum), lime (C. £*mdia), by " ezpreasion" The  
outer layer of the cortex is rasped off from the unripe fruits,  
the ιeisρiπgs placed in a canvas bag, and squeezed in a screw  
or hydtaullc press. The attars so obtained are separated from  
the admixed water by a tap-funnel and are then flltercd.  
Certain flowers, such as jasmine, tuberose, violet, cassia, either  
ι�  ο not yield their attars by distillation at all. or do it so sparingly  
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am 	 sabers of : a •homoiogous series. For  
ez 	 ty aldehydes have unpleasant odours,  
the 	 Moms (and also double linkages, which  
in i 	 ')form some of the most delicate scents,  
wit 	 rs are oderideee. The absence of odour  
in 	 may be possibly associated with the low  
vol 	 compounds of high molecular weight.  
Cc 	 a practically equal effects; for example,  
bey 	 me., benzonitń le, and phenyl asofmide  
her 	 al odours, and among the "artificial  
mu 	 nay be replaced by the azaimido group  
wit 	 modified As general rule, ń οmolοgues  
hay 	 ut many e=centices are known. For  
era 	 d ethyl ethers of β•naphthel have the  
ode 	 other hand, of the esters of antluanilic  
act 	 he odour of orange blonome, the ethyl  
has 	 he isobutyl is odourless. The Introtluc.  
tloi 	 Into the benzene ring generally involves  
liii 	 lour; but when it (and more especially  
big 	 introduced into side chains the ademm  
ma 	 aged. • for example, benzene and its  
hoe 	 t odours; phthalide is odourless, but the  
isol 	 halides, in which substitution occurs in  
the 	 f celery. Ε ρedalΙχ characteristic are  
the 	 enylacetylene. This hydrocarbon  Is 
disc 	 the other hand, pare.-ethyl and pare..  
me 	 smell of anise. While the triply-linked  
oτ 	 ly associated with strong and unpleasant  
ads 	 system gives pleasant ones. Thus the  
un 	 cite, CιΣ[s•CέCΗ, is contrasted with  
sty 	 ti which occurs in sterax, and phenyl.  
pro 	 annamic aldehyde, C'H'CH:CH•CHO,  
win 	 and dnnemon. The,  reduction of a  
dot 	 kage may not destroy odour. Thus  
by 	 :, the reduction product, of cinnamic  
old 	 meand lilac, and melilotin,.  which occurs  
in 	 ilolas .fuinaliή , ńas the same odour  
(wc 	 on product coumarm. The orientation  
ofi 	 pa in the benzene nuc cu ι also aβκts  
odour. In general, the meta compounds are °denrles, while  
the ortbo and pare may have odour. Thus p.melhoxryaceto-
phenone has a pleasant odour, the mete compound is odovxlms,  
o-atninoacetophenone, ..aminobezazaldebyde, and o.nitrophcisoi  
have strong odours, while the meta and papa  bodies are odourless.  
01 the three triρitrobeuttnα only the symmetrical form gives  
origin to perfumes,  

The concentration and even the solvent bas considerable  
effect on the odour of a substance. Many of the artificial  
principles—vaπθlip, hcliotropiite, ionone, &c.—have very  
different odours in strong and in dilute solution; phenyl acetic  
add and β-naρbthylamine are odourkas when solid, but have  
disagreeable . odours when dissolved. Traces of impurities  
often have the effect of making odourless or pleasant-smelling  
compounds quite intolerable. Acetylene as generated from  
calcium carbide, and carbon disulphide prepared from its  
elements are quite intolerable, though when pure they are, at  
least, not unpleasant; artificial bcnzaldebydc must be very care-
fully nitrified before it can be used in the preparation of the more  
debate scents. In all uses the natural scents are complex  
mixtures of οφΡny ingrediesila, and a variation in the amount of  
any One may completely alter the scent. Such mixtures mould  
be dil&υl4 to ropιgdnα aesnomically; the petfamer encentont  
with a product hating psactically an ideiiiical odour, with or 

 without the natural aubatance which it is designed to compete  
with.  

We now give an account of the artificial scents, principally 
arranged according to their chemical relations. The Jolly estιrs  
are interesting as providing many of the fruit essences; in [net, by  
spg.vpnste blending, any fruit odour can be repro duced. Their  
mc. hem er, is inhibited by the fact that they instate the in.  
spiratory organs, prodisung coughing and linadscbes. Isobutyl  
carbinol acttW ester (amyl S tote),  (Cίί α), CH CHs CΗ, OCCila, 
fern. when in dilute akoholic sotut on the artificial pear nil: a  
similar odour fa g.— '1  by iιoamyl-s-butymte, C,H,'COrVnHn,  

w-Octyl acetate, CιΗιr·01C•CΗ,. hesthe πdοue έf ααokm. Isoimyl  
propionate, CιΗιι•Ο,C•CιΗι, and ethyl-s•butyrate, C ι Ιι ΟιC•C^ŝi^ ιι,r 
have the odour of pineapple, the latter constituting the ertillsal  
pineapple oil of commerce. lsoamyl ńovalerate. C,ΗυΟιCCJfti  
is the artiScial apple oil. 01 the fatty ketones, methyl nonyl  
ketone. CH,-CO.C,H,, which is the scent of oil of rue, and methyl.  
ethyl acetone, CH,CO•CH(CH,) (C1Η,), which has the odour of  
peppermint, receive commercial applicatIon. Of exceptional  1m-
portanee in the chemistry of perfumes are the unsaturated open  
chain compounds containing at least eight carbon atoms.. These  
ate chemicaltY emmidered, along with the related cyclic compounda.  
in the article Tani es• here we notice their odours and occurrence  

in perfumes. 01 the alcohols. F1nalοΙ occurs In oil of lavender  
beigamot, If and origanum; d-li πalοl In coriander; citronellol  
and geranfol in rose, geranium and pelargonium oils. Of the  
aldehydes, citral or geranlel has the odour of lemons; ń tronellal  
is the chief constituent of citronella oil. By condensing clt*l with  
acetone and treating the product with dilute sulphuric acid, the  

valuable violet substitute iseowe results This substance Is a  
hydroaromatic ketone, and closely resembles the natural principle  
iron. By successive treatment with acetic anhydride (to form  
iaopuiegol), oxidation to isopuiegone, and treatment with beryta  
ń tronellllaal yields the cyclic compound jrsrkgone. the chief constituent  
of nil of pennyroyal. The oleilnic terpenes are generally convertible  
into netbyl heptenone. (CH,hC CN(CA,),•CO•CH,, which has been  
synthesised from sodium acetonytacctone and amylene dibr οmide•  
this keton. occurs in several essential oils, and has the odour οl  
rue. For the occurrence of cyclic terpenea in the essential ails  
reference should be made to the table below, which contains the  
names, sources and chief ingredients of the more important essential  
oils.' The terpenes are painted in italics, the aliphatic and benzenold  
compounds in ordinary type.  

Name of  OIL  Source, Constituents  

Anise 	. 
Bay . 	̂ 	. 

Bergamot 	. 

Cajaput : 	. 
Cana . 	. 

Caraway 	. 
Campho 	. 

Chamomile.  

Cinnamon  .  

Clove 	, 
Coriander 	. 
Cumin . 	. 
Éucalypws . 

Fennel . 	. 
Genghis  . 

jasmine . '  .  

Lavendse 
1 ειαοα .. 

Ν̂ ^ 

Orange . 	.  
Peppermint.  

Pine-needle.  
Rosa. 	 . 	 . 

Rα 
ra Genium .  

Rosemary . 

Saίyfras 	. 
Spearmint .  
Star anise 	. 

Thyme. 	. 
Wormwood. 
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Anethole, eαrrssggοle.  

	

Eugenol, 	methyl 	eugenol,  
pdιav^^eest̂raQοlε,ιαγrααs, 

Lsaalaf, 	lsnalyl a'dak, 	d-  
limoneze, bagaykas.  

Ciarol.  
Cmnamicaldehyde,einnamyl  

acetate.  
Corvou, d-lino saιο. .-  
d -Pisene, $ellaadresu. kιpί- 

tied,  eugenol, safrok: 
laobutyl  and  isoamy l  esterS  

ο( angelic and tagkc  acids.  
Cinnamic  aldebyde.  

	

Eugenol • 	 '  
Lisdld.  
Cic aldelιyd4εyateoe. — 
Cineol, d-pinσnι, and  laILj  

aldeh des 

	

Anaho^e, 	d.pia ιss. 
Gςοαϊοl, ά Ψrισίl0^ . 

Methyl  anthianihate, indof.  
beoryl  alcohol. benayl αεε-  
tate, /isetid, lϊudyl sseWk.  

L ίaabf. Iλisσtyl  relate.   

eL  ι̂ ,  geraisyi Ιω
as óaµ  

	

lϊασlα 	-  
Citraλ 
1-l.ίnafol, geraaid, .limreiui.  

methyl anthranilate.  
d-Liiaesiesa.  
Ύ̂ acebta and  

eI-Pimtie, d-ηϋιsba ιe.  
fιeraRlal, l-sitιaaefld.  
GmaAiol. ci άosιgιl- 

Pίwese. αιmρ6α, tom$or.  
sisαd, batwed.  

Ριαeι%si+ιad, ri ι( jιιιr,δαιιιιιΙ:  
Saδolt.  
l-Liiald.  l-cwamr.  
Anethole.  
T6 α " 
Thy mot  
Tbi.jmie  and 11.4,1  mImi.  
1-Lί+ιdd, grraald.  

' See J.  B.  Cohen,  en/'  Chmeislrj, 0. 532 ;Ar  J. Yamr. Cie*ύ4i  
slJls4meι+(r9ss) 	 .. 	 . 	 . 
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The chief benaeaoid compounds used as perfumes are aldtbydes,  

oxyaldebydes, phenols and phenol ethers. Benzaldehyde has the  

odour of almonds, cinnamic aldehyde of cinnamon, and cumin  
aldehyde gives the odour to cumin oil. Of oxyaldebydes  selcyl-
ddehyde gives the odour to spiraea oil, and vs.ndl n is the active  
ingredient of vanilla (9•!^•  Aaisaldεbydε smells like hawthorn. 
and is extensively used under the name aub'pine for soenting soa ρι  
and extracts. Cervacrol and thymol are isomesic methyl propyl 

 phenols; both have the odour of thyme. Of phenol ethers eugenol  
allyl guaisrnl) has the odour of cloves, sad en.ihole (allyl phenyl  

methyl ether) is the chief constituent of anise 011, being chiefly used  
in the manufacture of liqueurs. Several piperonyl compounds  are 

a of commercial importance. Thealdehyde. C 	.GΗΙ.CΗΟ(Ι ), 
piperonal, has the odour of heliotrope; an ally( derivative,  
aafrole CΗ^ΟJτ:CJί ,CιΗ s( ι,2,4), occurs in sassafesa, while apiole  
or dimethoxy sal role has the odour of parsley oil 01 other syn-
thetic ń umes amyl salicylate is used under the names of o,ukidl' 
or Irsfool as the basis of many perfumes, in particular of clever  
scents; methyl snthranilate occurs in the natural neroli and other  
oils, and has come into considerable use in t e paration of erti- 
(cW bergamot, nerol', jasmine and other perfumes (the Trolene,  
Marceol and Amanthol of the Action Gesdkchaff,fsir Asilin Fab,ika-
Skit have this substance as a base); the "artificial musks" ass  
derivatives of s-tń nitrobenzene; coumerin is the principle of wood.  
roll ; and β-naphthol methyl ether is used for the prtparation of  
artificial nerolL  

71" Οdορbοπ' —TIe most important element in the perfumer's  
art is the blending of the odorous principles to form a mixture  
which gratifies the sense of smell επρeπeσce is the only guide.  
It is impossible to foretell the odour of a mixture from the odoma  
οf its components. Septimw Pieset endeavoured to show that  
a certain stale or gamut existed amongst odour. as amongst sounds,  
taking the sharp smells to correspond with high notes and the heavy  
smells with low. He illustrated the idea by classifying some fifty  
pdours in Íhis manner, making each to correspond with a certain  
note, one-half in each clef, and extending above and below the  
lines. For example, treble clef note Ε ( th spec) corresponds 
with Portugal (orange), note D 1st space below clef)  with violet  
note F (4th seem above clef) with ambergris, It is readily noti ced 
in practice that emhergris is much sharper in smell (higher) than 
violet, while Portugal is ittennediate. lIe asserted that properly  
to constitute a bouquet the odours to be akcd should correspond  
in the gamut like the notes of a musical chord—one false note  
pmeng the odours as among the music destroying the harmony.  
Thus on his cdophone, santal geranium, acacia. orange-flower.  
camphor, corresponding with C (bass 2nd line below), C (bass  
lend space), Ε (treble 1st line), G (treble and line), C (treble 3rd  
space), constitute the bouquet of chord C. 

Other B,as'hes of Perfumery—As a natural outcome of the  
development of the perfume industry, scented articles for toilet 
and other uses are now manufactured in large quantities. Ses ρpss 
10,let powders, tooth powd hair-washes, ewmeties generally,  
end rote-papa have provided material on which the perfumer  
works. For 4e preparation οf sreukd tops two methods are in  
use; both start With a basis either of fine yellow soap (which owes  
its odour and colour to the presence of resin), or of curd soap (which  
is hard, white and odourless, and is prepared without resin). In  
one process the soap is melted by wperhated steam, and while  
still hot and semi-fluid mixed by  mans of a stirrer of wood with  
Iron crass-bar, technically called a "crutch,' with the attars and  
colouring matter. It is then removed from the melting pus to  
a rectangular iron mould or box, the sides of which can be removed  
by unscrewing the tie-rods which hold them in position; when 
cold the mass is cut into slabs and bars with a thin brass wire.  
lit the other or raid prole e the soap is first cut into chips or shavings 

plane by a  or 'chipping machine," then the colouring matters are  
added and thoroughly incorporated by passing the sap between  
rollers; the tinted soap_ em εrgα in a continuous sheet but little  
thicker than paper. The perfume. are then added, and after  
sanding for about twelve hours the soap is again sent through the  
rolling machine. it is next transferred to a bar.formin machine,  
from which it emerges as a continuous bar almost as herd as weed.  
βοaρ thus worked contains less than 10% of water; that prepared  
) y melting contains so and even 30%. The amount of perfume  
added depends upon its nature, and amounts usually to about  
7 or 8%. The finest cps  ass always manufactured by the cold  

Tσiid Powdeen are of various sorts. They consist of rice-etaith or  
wheat-starch, with powdered tiens-root in varying proportions, and  
with er'withomit the addition of zinc oxide, bismuth oxide or French  
chalk. The constituent powders, after the addition of the perfume,  
are thoroughly incorporated and mined by sifting through a fine  
sieve. Violet powder for the nursery should consist entirely of  
powdered violet root (Iris βσrrπιiaa), (mm the odour of which the  
powder is mimed, it is of a yellowish tint, soft and pleasant to  
the touch. The white common so·called " violet powders" consist  
of starch scented with bergamot. and are in every sense inferior.  

Tooth Powders consist for the most part of mixtures of powdered  

orrf'soot with precipitated chalk, and some other amstituent  
destined to particularize it as to properties or Savour. such a .  

charcoal, nely pulveelsed pumi εe.- gaιιsi. 	ή  camphor, t 
The perfume of the contained or s. 	is ^s root 	od , if required,  

the addition of a little of some perfume. Tooth Poster are rimmed  
of the same constituents as the powders, and are worked into a  
paste by the addition of a little honey or glucose syrup, which sub  
stances are wally believed ultimately to have an mini ys elect  
on the teeth.  

Perfume Shekels consist either of a powder composed of a mature  
of vanilla, musk, Tonqua brans, &c., one or other predominating  
as required, contained in an ornamental silk sec; or of some of the  
foregoing substances sped  upon card or chamois leather or flannel  
after being made into a paste with mucilsge and a little glycerin.  
When dry the card so prepared is daintily covered with various  
partl.coloured silks for sale. Where the ingredients employed in 
their manufacture are of good quality these cords, known u 

employed 
 

d'Espagne " sachets, retain their odour aplinpasred for yeas.  
Ada/kraliou.—There is, as might be expected, considerable  

scope for the adulteration of the " mati Σres premieres" employed  
in perfumery. Thus, in the ease of musk, the " pods " are fre-
quently found to be partially emptied of the grain. which has bees  
replaced by hide or skin, while the weight has been inαased by the  
introduction of lead &c. In other instano α the fraud consists is  
the admixture of refuse grain,from which the °dour has been ex.  
haunted with spirit, with dried blood, and similar substances, whilst  
pungency is secured by the addition of ammoniuis carbonate.  

Altar of one is diluted with attar of PoJsio roes, n. variety of  
geranium of only a quarter or a fifth of the value. The main  
adulterant of all the natural essential oils, however, is Astor o1L  

This is a bland neutral body, practically odourless, and completely  
soluble Is alcohol; it therefore presents all the requisites ior the  

Βυ

• 

ιιιο ΩλΡΝΥ: See generally, J.  C. Sawa. Odor'tgre$r',  vol. 1, 
(t892), νοl.ii.( ι  );G. ν'.Askinnon, Pefumes (Eng. trans. by Iide  
Fens,, 1892); S. Piesse Art s! Perfumery (1891); Paul Hubert,  
Pins-Its 1 parfasev (roc*); M. Otto, L'Zsdusiri' des pas firms (igop).  
Synthetic perfume. are treated in detail in C. Deity, Mortal of  
b ud Soap-ma king 

of 
 (Ειig. trans. byS. I. lαν2). and is E. J. 

Parry ,  Ch emiιtrε  of She
may

α  Εsseιt/iaf Oils and A ►  Perfumes (and 

	

Sus Reference may also be made to 	Koller, Cosmelics
ssential oils are given in the 

a rticle Otis. G. Cohn Die Riιcά swJ11α(190̂4) treats thee chers ίsvy, 
and Zwaardemalder, ?bridlogie des Gri ds 11895) the pbysioiqgy 
of perfumes. See also the reports and bulletins t ι1 ^chimπκl  & CCo..  
and Rouse Bertrand et Fiis.  

PBIGA (mod. Μurt σua), an indent city of Pamphylia,'  
situated about 8 m. intend, at the junction of a small stream  
(Sari Su) with the Cestrus. It was a centre of native influenc α  
as contrasted with the Greek, which were predominant in  
Attalla, and it was a great seat of the worship of "Queen "  
Artemis, here represented as a human-headed cone and a purer,  
Anatolian nature goddess. There Paul and Barnabas began  
their first mission in Asia Minor (Acts ix. 13). A much  
frequented route into Pbrygia and the Maeander valley began at  
Perga, and Alexander made it the starting-point of his Invasion ' 
of inner Asia Minor. Long the metropolis of Pamphylia Secunda, Ι  
it was superseded in Byzantine times by its port, Attalla, which  
became a metropolis in 1084.  The extensive ruins all lie iii  
the plain south of the Acropolis. The walls are well preserved,'  
but of late Roman or Byzantine reconstruction. The lines of  
intersecting streets can be easily made out, and there are ruins  
of two sets of baths, two basilicas and a forum. But the .  most  
notable monument is the theatre, which lies outside the walls  
on the south-west, near the stadium. This is as perfect as t ńese  
of Myra and Patara, but larger than either, end yields the palm  
only to those of Aspendus and Side. Modern Murton lx a large  
village long under the dominion of the l)ere Begs of the Tekke  
Ogle family.  

See C. Lanctrorenslsis  ναιes de Ts. Pampb$k d di Ιa Ρlaidieς  
vol. L (1890); Sr W.  Μ .  Ramsay. Chuck us She Reams Empire  
(,893)- (D. G. H.)  

ΠΙΜΘΑΝΕΙΙΖΟV3 (Lat. per'gameuIa, parchment), ,  a tecbnicsi  
term used of anything of the texture of parchment, as in zoology  
of the wing-covers of insects.  

PEBBAMU/, or Paacasrrs (mod. Βrrgaexi), an ancient city . 
of Tenthrania, a district in Mysia. It is usually named II λµyαµoι  
by Greek writers, but Ptolemy has the form ΙΗργaµot. The  
name, which is related to the German b rg, is appropriate to the  
situation on a lofty isolated hill in a inoad fertile valley, less  
than ι m. from the mouth of the Calcus. According to the  
belief of its inhabitants, the town was founded by Arudiasi  
monists, led by Telepisus'  son of ILeracIs' Auge, mother  of 
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'relephe, wai prleetam of Athena Area at Τegea, sad bughtet  
sit /dens; fieeing from Tegea, the bec ύ αe the wife of thras,  
the eponymous king of Tevibrania, and her son Telepinti  
succeeded him. Auras Po lss was the patron-goddess of  
Pergamum, and the legend combines the ethnological record of  
the ameι ion claitsed between Arcadia and Rurgamam with the  

usual belief that the hero of the city was see of its guardian  
deity, or st least of her priestess. Nothing more l. r αoτded of  
the dry till the time of Xenophon, when It was a small fortified  
town on the summit of the bill; but it had been striking toms  
since 4so1.c. at latest. Its importance began under Lysimachss,  
who deposited his t τeasιfτΡep; 9000 talents, iii this strong fortress  
under the charge of a eunuch, Philetaerua of Tium. In 283 B.C.  
Ρbiletseras rebelled, Lyaimachus died without being able to  
put down the revolt, and Peegunum became the capital of a  
little principality. Partly by clever diplomacy, partly through  
the troubles caused by the Gaulish invasion sad by the dimen-
sions among the rival kings, Philetaerus contrived to keep on  
good terms with his neighbours on all sides (283-263 n.c.). Iii.  
aephew Eumenes (263-244) succeeded him, Increased his power,  
and even defeated Antlochua 11. of Syria n a pitched battle near  
Sardl . His successor Attalus I. (242-197) ωοα a greet battle  
over the Gaul., and assumed the title of king. The other  
Greek kings who aimed at power In Asia Minos were his natural  
enemies, and about 222 reduced Pergameninu power to a very  
Jose ebb. On the other hand, the influence of the Romano was  
beginning to make itself felt in the East. Attalus prudently  
connected himself with them and shared in their continuous  
maccase. Pergamum thus became the capital of a considerable  
territory and a centre of art and regal magni&ence. The wealth  
of the suite and the king's desire to celebrate his victories by  
monuments of sit led to the rise of the " Pergameaian school " 

 In sculpture. The splendour of Pergamum Was at its height  
under Eumenea II. (097-159) He continued true to the Romans  
during their Wars with Antiochus and Perseus, and his kingdom  
spread over the greeter part of western Asia Minor, including  
Wyda, Lydia, great part of Phryg{s, kids and Carla. To  
celebrate the great achievement of his reign, the defeat of the  
batbarfen Gaul., he built in the agora a vast altar to Zeus  
Sots (see bolos ), He left an Infant eon, Attains ( ΩΡI.), and  
a brother, Attains II. (Phlladelphus), who ruled 159-138, and  
was succeeded by his nephew, Attalus 11I. (Phllemetor). The  
latter died in 133, and bequeathed his kingdom to the Romans,  
who erected part of it (excluding Greet Phrygia, which they  
gave to bfithradates of Pontus) into a province under the name  
of Asia. Pergamum continued to rank for two centuries as the  
capital, and subsequently, with Ephesus and Smyrna, as one of  
the three great cities of the province; and the devotion of its  

farmer lei* p to the Roman muse was continued by its citizens,  
who erect.don the Acropolis a magnificent temple to Augustus.  
It was the seat of a conwsfur, including the cities of the Calcus  
valley and some of thou in the northern part of the Hermus  
valley. Under the Roman Empire Pergamum was one Of the  
chief Beets of the worship of Asclepius "the Saviour "; invalids  
came from distant parts of the country to ask advice from the  
god and his priests. The temple and the curative establishment  
of the god were situated outside the city. Pergamum was the  
chief centre of the imperial cult under the early empire, and,  In 
W. M. Ramsay' opinion, was for that reason referred to in  
Rev. Ii. 13 as the place of "Satan's throne." It was also an  
early seat of Christianity, and one of the Seven Churches.  
The place, [..fortified by the Byuntines, and still retaining its  
name as Bergamo, posed into Moslem bands early in the  
14th century. The lower town was rebuilt, and in the ι7th  
and 18th centuries became a chief seat of the greet Dew Bey 

 family of Km Osman Oglu (see Mnueτsa), which did not resign  
it to direct Ottoman control until about 2825. It is still an  
administrative and commercial centre of Importance, having  

some 2ooa2 inhabitants •  
Νrcasalioss.-'-The site of the ancient city has been the scene  

of extenders exeavetions promoted by the Berlin museum since  
Ι$ . sad deeded fist by K. Humana sad A ' Comae. and  

eft:end de by W. Dbrpfeld. The first impulse to them was given  

in 1873 by the reception in Bedtin of certain reliefs, extracted  

by Hamann from the walls of Bergamo. These were recognized as  
probably parts of the Great Altar cf Zeus erected by Bums es IL  
In rite s.c. end'demcrated with a combat of gods and giants,  
symbolic of the struggle between the Pergamene Greeks and the  
Gaulish baτbadaae. Excavation at the south end of the Acro-
polis led to the discovery of the Alter'itκlf and the rest of its  
surviving reliefs, Which, now restored and mounted in Berlin,  
been eve of the glories of that city. In very high relief and  
repreeeating ftirloea action, these scul ρtυres are the finest which  
survive from the Pergemene school, which replaced the repose  
and breadth of earlier schools by excess of emphasis and detail,  
Ths summit of the Acropolis is crowded with public buildings,  
between the marketplace, which lies at the southern point, and  
the Royal Gardens on the north. In the interval are the Zeus  
altar; the greet hexastyle Doric temple of Athena Banked by  
the palace on the east, by the theatre and its long terrace On the  
west, and by a library on the north; and a large Corinthian temple 
of Μnlen. The residential part of the Greek, and practically  
all the Roman city lay below the Acropolis on ground now  
mostly occupied by modern Bergama; but west of the rivet  

Sellisus, on rising ground facing the Acropolis, are to be seen  
notable remains of a Roman theatre, as amphitheatre and  a 
circus.  

See, beside general authorities for Asia Minor, J. Dallaway,  
Caaswstisople, Sm. (1797);  W. M. Ramsay, Learn le the Seas  

CAwche$ ('904); and especially the publication by the Royal Mugeuaa  
of Berlin. AlkrBhilmsr acs Ρn σmυs ( ι885 sqq. ) ; ' Operations  a' 
Pergamon ψeοό -j907," in Ai e ιιiscbs Milk,!. (Tfoe), xxxiii. 4 
G. Leroux ' le Pr€tendue basilique de Pergame' in Bail. Core.  
Us!!. (0900, ρµ 238  •qq. (D. G. H.)  

PERGOLA (Let. per ιdα, a projecting roof, shed, from pagers,  
to reach forward, project), a term adopted from the Italian  

for an arbour of trellis-work over which are trained creeping  

plants, vines, &c, and especially fora trellis-work covering a  
path, walk or balcony in a garden.  

PBR00LESΙ (or Pg*ooixsz), OIOVANNI ΒΑΙΙΤΜ FA (17to  
2736), Italian musical composer, was born at Jed near Anions  

on the 3rd of January 1720, and after studying music ands.  
local masters until he was sixteen was sent by a noble patron  
to complete his education at Naples, where he became a pupg  

of Greco, Durance and Feo for composition and of Domenico de  
Matteis for the violin. His earliest known composition was a  
sacred drama, La Cornei'sioise di S. Guglklero d'Aguilasia,  

between the sets of which was given the comic intermezzo Ft  
Mature di mnsica. These works were performed in 1732,  
probably by fellow pupils, at the monastery of St Agnello  
Maggiore. Through the influence of the prince of Stigliano and  
other patrons, including the duke of Maddaloni, Pergolesi was  
commissioned to write an opera for the court theatre, and in the  
winter of 2731 successfully produced La 5ailwtia, followed  In 
1732 by Rkimero, which was a failure. Both operas had comic  
intermezzi, but in neither ease were they successful. After this  
disappointment he abandoned the theatre for a time and wrote  
thirty sonatas for two violins and bass for the prince of Stiglieno.  
Íiε was also invited to compose a mass on the occasion of the  
earthquake of 1731. and a second mass, also for two choirs and  
orchestra, is said to have been praised by Leo. In September  
1732 he returned to the stage with a comic opera in Neapolitan  
dialect, Lο Frail isammorawo, which was well received; and in  
1733 he produced a serious opera, 11 Prigioaisr, to which th  
celebrated Sasa Wrens furnished the intermezzi. There  
seems, however, no ground for supposing that this work made  
any noticeable dlflerence to the composer's already established  
reputation as a water of comic opera. About this time (1733-
1734) Pergolesi entered the service of the duke of Mfaddeloni, and  
accompanied him to Rome, where he conducted a mass for five  
voices and orchestra in the church of St Lorenro in Lucina  
(May 2734). There is no foundation for the statement that he  
was appointed maestro di cappella at the Holy House of Lαreto;  
he was in fact, organist of the royal chapel at Naples in '7".  
The complete failure of L'01impidde at Rome in January 1735  
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is said to have broken hie ńeeler, ad determined him to alumdm  
the theatre f g the Church; this statement is, however, incom-
paύble with the fact that his comic opera Ii Flamisio was  
produced in Naplea in September of the elme year with un-
doubted success. His dl health was more probably due to his  
notorious profligacy. In 1736 be was sent by the duke of  
Maddaloei to the Capuchin monastery at Pearuoll, the air of  
the place being considered benegclal to cesea of consumption.  

Here he Is commonly supposed to have written the celebrated  
Siding Main; Paisieliq however, ateted that this weds was  
written soon after he left the Ceeserwkvio del pried di Get*  
Cristo in r7sp. We may at any ate safely. attribute tο this  
period the Seb.ao Joao u! Caρρncώ  έ  di herself, a musical jest  
of a somewhat indecent wture. He died on the 17th of March  
1736, and was buried in the cathedral of Pca,uclL  

Pergolesi's posthumous reput► tioη hsa been esaggεeated  
beyond all renew. This was due partly to his arty death, and  

largely to the success of La Sawa $dross when performed  by 
the BasJ..s  !Wins, at Paris in 175:. Chumiag is this little  
piece undoubtedly is, it is interim both for music and for humour  
to Pergoless's three act tonic opαas in dialect, which are remem-
bered now οnly by the sir " Ogni pew jab apietata " from Le  
Frail iaawa ιwatσ. As a composer of sawed emsic Pcrgelaai is  
effective, but essentially commonplace and s υpειficial, and the  
fń volous style of the Slabal Main was rightly censured by  
Paitiello and Padre Martini. Hit bat quality is a certain senti-
mental charm, which ia very conspicuous in the cantata L'Orfc.  

and in the genuinely beautiful duets 'Se cares, ac dice" and  
" Ne' *10ml tuoi (did" of the serious opera  L'Olimpiede; 
the latter number was transferred unaltered from his early  
sacred drama S. Gaglidaw,  and we ran thus see that his  
natural talent underwent hardly any development during the  
five yeah of his musical activity. On the whole, however,  
Pergolesi is in no way superior to his contemporaries of the same  
ahool, and it is purely accidental that a later age should have  
regarded him as its greatest representative.  

Βι ιιoopπιν.-λΡ'he moot complete life of Fergοlesi is that by  
E. Fausum Fpsini (Gourtm musicale di Milan., 31st of August  
1894. &c., published by Ricordi in book form, *900); G. Annibaldi's  
7t Pergok» ,,, Posraoel, sits dstime (Jeri. 1890) gives some interest-
leg addń lond details dewed from documents at jesi. but is cast in  
the form oΙ a roogrntic novel H. M. Schktterer's lecture in the  
Samsmla:' mnsikaiis'ha Vo,&dge, edited by Count P. von Welder.  
ere, is generally inaccurate and uncritical, but gives a good account  
o1 later performantte of Pergoled's works in Italy and elsewhere.  
Various portraits are reproduced in the Cast. was. di Milano for  

the 14th of December ι8 p and in Musics a mwicisii, December 
1403. Complete lists of his compositions are given in Eitner's  
Qwlleii.L'xi'm' and in Grove's Dictionary (new eel.). (E. 3.11)  

PSRGOIESl, MICHAEL ANGELA, an t ό th-century  Malian 
decorative artist, who worked chiefly in England. Biographical  
details are almost entirely lacking, but like Cipń ani be was  
brought, or attracted, to England by Robert Adam after his  
famous continental tour. Ha worked so extensively for the  
Mama, and his designs are so closely typical of much upon which  
their reputatiop rats, that it is impossible to doubt his influence  
upon their style. His range, like their., was catholic. Be  
designed furniture, mantelpieces, ceilings, chandeliers, doors and  
mural ornament with equal felicity, and as ore artist in plaster  
wok in low relief he was unapproached in his day. lie delighted  
in urns and apbinxes and interlaced gryphons, in ammorisi with  
bows and torches, in trophies of musical instruments and martial  
weapons, and in iowcring axabesques which were always graceful  
if sometimes rather thin. Tho centre panels of his walls and  
ceilings were often occupied by classical and pastoral subjects  
painted by Cipriani, Angelica Kauflmann, Antonio Zucchi, her  
husband, and sometimes by himself. Those nymphs and  
amorini, with their disengaged and riasd air and classic grace,  
were not infrequently used as copies for painting upon that  
zatmwood furniture of the last quarter Of the ι8th century which  
bee never been surpassed for dainty elegance, and for the  

popularity of which Pergolesi was in large measure responsible;  
they were even reproduced in marquetry. Some of this painted  
week was, apparently, executed by his own bend; most of the  

pieoa attributed ιο  him ase ιeauukλbk πΡιι010 of anti^dC  
taste sad technical skill. His satin-wood • table-topη shins  
cabinets and side-tables are the last Word in a &indents which  
here and there perhaps is mere prettiness. Ρeφolαi lIkewise  
designed silver piste, and matt' . of hi. p ιΡtterns are .ahuee  
instinctively attributed to the biutbam Adam by the makssp  
and purchaser. of modern τeρroductioiι. Them Is, moreover.  
terse& to believe that he aided the Adam firs in purely  sichi. 
teetural work. In later life Pergelmi. mums, like Augelicg  
Rwdmιhn, to Were returned to Italy.  

Our chief woree of informuio ι upon his wαks I. his own publi-
cation, Designs Ice Various Onnaaseats as Sweat) B.$s, P serise  
of folio sheets, without text, published between 1777  and 1801.  

PEEL. JICOPO ( ι56s-τ6 7), Malian mtιιte i compose,  
was born at Florence. on the oath of August ι56εΡ, of a noble  
family. After studying under Cra toforo Maltroni el Lucca,  
he became maestro di cappella, Seat to Ferdinand, duke of 

 Tuscany, and later to Cosine IL . He was in Important member  
of the literary and artistic circle which frequented the bouse of  

Giovanni .Nardi, coate:de Veeeio, where the revival of Greek  
tragedy with its appropriate modal declamation vias faysarnta  
sobjeet of discussion. With this end in view the poet Octavio  
Riniacobd supplied a drama with the title of Dsifwe, to which  

Peel composed music, sad this fast attempt at opera was per-
formed privately in 1597 in the Pabsao Coral at Florence. This  
work was ae mach admired that in ιό οο Rimtieiń  and Pad  
were commissioned to produce an opera. on the occasion of the  
marriage of Henry IV. of France with Maria di' Medici. Th» e  
work (L' Fwidice) attracted s meat deal of •attendell, and the  
typo once publicly established, the musical drama was set an  
the mad to success by the eflorts of other composers and tba  

patronage of ether aurts. Pen himself Teems never to have  
followed up his success with other operas; be became mecum  
di cappClla to the duke of. Ferrets in idor, but after the publics.  
lion of his Variι m.uiuhe a user, doe a lea sod at 1 lsκεα ίn  
1600, nothing more Is known of  him. 

Pen's Dafwe (which has entirely disappeared) and Euridics  
(printed at Florence idoo; reprinted Venice 1608 and Florence  
1863) are of the greatest importance not only as being the  
earliest attempts at opera, but as representing the new asonodic  
and declamatory style which is the basis of awdern music as  
opposed to the contrapuistel methods of Pslestiina and hi.  
contemporaries. Pen's work is of course primitive in ,the  
extreme, but it is by no means without beauty, and there ar.  
many scenes in Ewidirc which show a cooside εΡable them c  
power.  

PBBWSDER (Cr. Πκιαάροr), the second tyrant of Corinth  
(625-585 a.c.). In contrast with his father Cypselus, the founder  
of the dynasty, he is generally represented as a mad depot, ci  
at any rate as having used all passible devices for keeping his  
city in subjection. Among numerous ariccdot s the following  
is characteristic. Periander, on being consulted by the tyrant  
Thresybulus of Dliletus as to the best device for maintaining  
himself in newer, by way of reply led the messenger through  a 
cornfield, and as he walked struck off the tallest and best-green  
ears (a legend applied to Roman circumstances in 1ivy.l. 54).  
It seems, however, that the prevalent Greek tradition concerning  
him was derived from the versions of the Corinthian aristocracy,  
who had good reasons for giving a prejudiced account, and the  
conflicting character of the various legends further shows that  
their historical value is slight. A careful sifting of the available  
evidence would rather tend to represent Periander as a ruler  
of υηυgual probity apd insight, and the eιceptioaal fmmaaaa and  
activity of bis government is beyond dispute. His home admit•  
istratfon was so successful that he was able Ιο  dispense with  
direct bastion. He festered wealth by the steady encourage.  
went of industry and by drastic legislation agtdn* idleness,  
luxury and vin; and the highest prosperity of the Corinthian  

handicrafts maybe assigned to the period of his rule (see  
Coaτκrs). Μ the same time he sought to check, exceadve  
accumulation of wealth in individual heads and restricted- the  
influx of pepulatiog into 11m. town.. Rasployssug was found  
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The North Wing, West and South Sides.  The South Wing, West and South Sides.  

The Great Altar of Zeus, from the North-west, as set up in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin.  

From photogipb' by W. Tit ιcntlukz. Βι1ί  .  
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North, South, East, and West Sides of the Great Altar of Zeus. 
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fe the peeldariat in the erection of tamplassad of public works.  

Peiaader further appears as a patsonof lit.ratme, for it was by  
his ivitatfoa that the put Anon Mme to Corinth to organize  
the ditbyrimb. He devoted no less attention to the Increase  
of.Carinthiaa commerce, which in hit days plied busily on both  
tasters, and *estecn eeaa. With this end in view he established  
colonies at Potidaea and Apolionla in Macedonia, at Anadoiium  

and Luca In north wεstesn Greece, and he is said to have  
projected a canal through the Isthmus, in Greece propel he  
conquered Epidaunus, and with the help of his dart of t ιiremes  
brought the important trading centre of Cercyra under his  
control, while his interest in the Olympian festival is perhaps  
attested by a dedication which may be ascribed to him—the  
famous "chest of Cypselus." He cultivated friendly relations  
with the tyrants of Miletus and Mytileiie, and maintained a  
connexion with the kings of Lydia, of Egypt and, possibly, of  
Pb,ygia. In spite of these varied achievements Periender  
never entirely conciliated his subjects, for be could not trust  
himself Without a bodyguard. ' Moreover his family life, accord-
ing to all accounts, was unfortunats. His eons all died or  
were estranged from him, and the murder of his last remaining  
child Lycophron, the governor of Coreyre, is said to have broken  
his spirit and hastened on his'deat ń .  . 

Periander was reckoned one of the seven sages of Greece,  
and was the reputed author of a collection of maxims ('Τιreθgeαι)  
in 2000 verses. The letters ascribed to him by Diogenes La&tius  
are undoubtedly spaτίου .  

Hesudotus ii. 48.5$. V. 92 Aιbeetle, Fable, v. 6, ιo-τa; 
Ηerackides Pcnticus m C. MÓlier's Freg. filet. sίaa. ii. 212;  
Nicdaus Damascenus, ibid., iii. 393; .  Diogenes L.akrtius, De ntis  
clkrorwa ptdiloropharum, i. ch. 7. (Μ. O. B. C.) 

ΠΕΕΙCL!ffi (490-429  sc.), Athenian statesman, was born  
about 490 s.c., the son of Xanthippus and Agariste. His father'  
took a prominent part in Athenian politics, and in 479 held high  
command in the Greek squadron which annihilated the remnants  
of Xerxes' fleet at Mycale; through his mother, the niece of  
Cleisthenes, he was connected with the former tyrants of Sicyon  
and the family of the Alemaeonidae. His early training was  

committed to the ablest and most advanced teachers of the day:  
Damon instructed him in music, Zeno the Eleatic revealed to  
him the mowers of dialectic; the philosopher Anaxagor s, who  
lived in close friendship with Pericles, had great influence on  
his cast of thought and was cornmoffiy held responsible for that  
calm and undaunted attitude of mind which he preserved in the  
midst of the severest trials.  

The fast important recorded act of Pe ń cle falls in 463, when he  
helped to prosecute Cimon on a charge of bribery, after the letter's  
Tbsalan campaign; but as the accusation could hardly have been  
meant seriously Pericles was perhaps put forward only as a  
lay-figure. Undue prominence has connmonly been assigned to  
him in the attack upon the Areopagus in 462 or 461 (see  
AiZOPAGUS, Cusoa). The Aristotelian Coaslitulios of Athens  

shows conclusively that Pericles was not the leader of this cam-
paign, for it expressly attributes the bulk of the reforms to  
Ephialtea (ch. 25), and mentions Ephialtes and Arcbestratua  
as the authors of the laws which the reactionaries of 404 sought  
to repeal (ch. 35): moreover, it was Ephialtes? not Pericles, on  
whom the Conservatives took revenge as the author of their  
discomdture. To Ephialtes likewise we must ascribe the  
renunciation of the Spartan alliance and the new league with  
Argos and Thestaly (46 1 )•  

Not long after, however, when Ephfaltes fell by the dagger,  
Pericles undoubtedly assumed' the leading position in the state. 

 'He must have been bore' before 485-4g4. in which years his  
father was outmeized. On the ethα hand, Plutarch describes him  
ss .4s, M, i.e. not yet 3  ), in 46$  

• The later eminence ol Pericles has probably misled historians  
into lsaggeratin hι', inlûenα at this time. Even the Coast. Ads. 
(c h. η) says that Pericles took " some " prerogatives from the  
Areopagu.; this loots like a conjecture based 0e Ansi. Pot. U.  9 
(12). '273; 	 ` 'a''ΙP *άω Πινλi. Έ ψώ λ 5s h'Sra.q oat itιw.λg, 
a 	gt which rally proves nothing. Plutarch, who is clearly  
bka ed by Pericles' su bsequent bτillύ nee. makes him suddenly burst  
hen pιοιπίοιοoe and bold abs highest place for 40 years (i.e. from  
469); ht degrades Ephiates iσure tad of Pericles.  

75 3*  

The beginning of his ascendancy is marked by an unprecedented  
outward expansion of Athenian sower. In continuance of  

Cimon's policy, 200 ships, were sent to support the Egyptian  

insurgents against Persia (4$9),'  while detachments operated  
against Cyprus and Phoenicia. At the same time Athens  
emberked on several wars in Greece Proper. An enhance with  
the Megariana, who were being hard pressed by their neighbours  

of Corinth, led to enmity with this lath power, and before long  

Epidaunis and Angina, were draws, into the struggle. On sea  
the Athenians, alter two minor engagements, gained a decisive  
Victory which enabled them to blockade Regina. Oa land  
their general Myronides beat off two Corinthian attaeks, on  
Megara, which had been further secured by long wills drawn  
between the capital and its port Nisaea, nearly a mile distant.  
In 4ς7 the Athenians and their allies ventured to intercept a  
Spartan force which was returning home from central Greece.  

At Tanagra in Bosons, a pitched battle was fought, in which  
both Pericles and the partisans of Cimon distinguished them-
selves. The Spartans were successful but did not pursue their  
advantage, and soon afterwards the Athenians, seizing their  

opportunity, sallied forth again, and, after a victory under  
Myronides at Oenophyta, obtained the submission of all Boeodia,  

save Thebes, and of Phocis and Locris. In 455  Tohmide  
ravaged Laconia and secured Naupeitus on the Corinthian  
gulf; in 454'  Pericles himself defeated the Sicyoniahs, and made  
a descent upon Ocniadae at the mouth of the gulf, and in 453  
conducted a cleruchy to the Thiacian Chersoeeae. These years  

mark the zenith of Athenian greatness. Vet the drain on the  
country's strength was severe, and when news arrived in 453 

 

that the whole of the Egyptian armament, together with a  

reserve fleet, had been destroyed by the Persians, a reaction  
set in, and Cimon, who was recalled on Pericles' motion (but see  
Cnms), was empowered to make peace with Sparta on the basis  
of the sktr s quo. For a while the old anti-Persian policy again  
found favour in Athens, and Cimon led a great expedition against  
Cyρruε; but on Clmon'a death hostilities were suspended, and a  
lasting arrangement with Persia was brought about.' It was  
probably in order to mark the definite conclusion of the Persian  
War and to obtain recognition for Athens' work hi punishing  
the Made that Pericles now• proposed a pas,-Deliemc cdngress  
at Athens to consult about the rebuilding of the mined temples  
and the policing of the seas; but owing to the refusal of Sparta  
the project fell through.  

Pericles may now have hoped to resume his aggressive policy  
in Greece Proper, but the events of the following years completely  
disillusioned him. In 447 an Athenian army, which had marched  
into Boeotia to quell an Insurrection, had to surrender in a body  
at Coronet, and the price of their ransom was the evacuation  
of Boeotia. Upon news of this disaster Pbedds, Locis and  
Euboea revolted, and the Megarians massacred their Athenian  
garrison, while a Spartan army penetrated into Attica as far  as 
Eleasis. In this crisis Pericles induced the Spartan leaders to  
retreat, apparently by means of a bribe, and hastened to re-
conquer Euboea; but the other land possessions could not  be 
recovered, and in a thirty years' truce Which was arranged in  
445 Athens defαtitely renounced her predominance In Greece  
Proper. Pericles' foreign policy henceforwdrd underwent a  
profound change-to consolidate the naval supremacy, or to  
extend it by a cautious advance, remained his only ambition.  

' The chronology of these years down to 4496 not quite certain.  
'An abortive expedition to reinstate a Thessaliae pence probably  

also belongs to this year; there is elm evidence that Athens inter-
fered in a war between Selina and Segesta in Sicily about this  
time. 

	 peace of Calbas" is perhaps a fιetiοn of the 4th century  
orators. All the earlier evidence gas to show that only an informal  
understanding was arrived st, based on the de facto inability of  
either power to nipple the other (see Cinch).  

• 448 seems the most likely date. Beiore 460 Pericles' influence  
was as yet too small; 460-45 ι were years of war. Alter «5  Athens  
was hardly in a position to summon such a congress,  and would  
net have sent so envoys out of so to northern and central Greece,  
where she had just lost all ier influence; nor is it likely that the  
building of the Parthenon (begun not later than 447)  was entered  
on before the congress.  
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While scouting the projects of the extreme Radicals for interfering  
in distant countries, he occasionally made a display of Athens'  
power abroad, as in his expedition t ο the Slack Sea; and  
in the colonization of Thurii' which marks the resumption of  a 
Western policy.  

The peaceful development of Athenian power was intertupted  
by the revolt of Samos in moo. Pericles himself led out a fleet  
against the seceders and, after winning a first engagement,  
unwisely divided his armament and allowed one squadron to be  
routed. In a subsequent battle he retrieved this disaster, and  
after a long blockade reduced the town itself. A demand for  
help which the Samiens sent to Sparta was rejected at the  
instance of the Corinthians.  

Turtling to Pericles' polity towards the members of the  
Delien League, we find that he frankly endeavoured to turn the  

allies into subjects (see Dxuasr Lsaoua). A special feature  
of his rule was the sending out of numerous cleruchies (q.e.),  
which served the double purpose of securing strategic paints  
to Athens and converting the needy proletariate of the capital  
into owners of real property. The land was acquired either by  
confiscation from disaflected states or in exchange for a lowering  
of tribute. The chief cleruchies of Pericles are: Thracian  
Chersonese (453-452),  Lemnos and Imbros, Andros, Nuns and  
Eretria (before «7); ' B τee in Thrace (446); Oreus (443);  Amisus  
and Astacus in the Black Sea (after 440); Angina (435).  

In his home policy Pericles carried out more fully Epblaltes'  
project of making the Athenian people truly self-governing.  
His chief innovation was the introduction of payment from the  
public treasury for state service. Chief of all, be provided a  
remuneration of τ to τ obols a day for the jurymen, probably  
in 4$ ι Similarly he created a"theoricon" fund which enabled  
poor citizens to attend the dramatic representations of the  
Dionysia. To him we may also attribute the 3 ob0υΡ pay which  
the soldiers received during the Peloponiseslan War in addition  
to the old-established provision-money. The archons and  
members of the bout!, who certainly received remuneration in  
411, and also some minor magistrates, were perhaps paid for  
the first time by Pericles. In connexion with this system  of 
eslarie should be mentioned a somewhat resctionary  law 
carried by Pericles in 45*, by which an Athenian parentage  
on both sides was made an express condition of retaining the  
franchise and with it the right of sitting on paid juries. The  
measure by which the archonship was opened to the third and  
(practically) to the fourth class of citizens (the Zeugitae and  
Theta) may also be due to Pericles; the date is now known to be  
457 (Cern'. Alii. 26; and see AscuoN).  

The last years of his life were troubled by a new period of  
storm and stress which called for his highest powers of calculation  
and self-control A conflict between Corcyra and Corinth, the  
second and third naval powers of Greece, led to the simultaneous  
appearance in Athens of an embassy from either combatant  
(433). Pericles had, as it seems, resumed of late a plan of  
Western expansion by forming alliances with Rhcgium and  
Leontini, and the favourable position of Corcyra on the trade.  
route to Sicily and Italy, as well as its powerful fleet, no doubt  
helped to induce him to secure an alliance with that island,  
and so to commit an unfriendly act towards a leading repro  
aentative of the Peloponnesian League. Pericles now seemed to  
have made up his mind that war with Sparta, the load of that  

1 The date can hardly be fixed; probably it was after 440.  
It has been doubted whether Pericles favoured this enterprise,  

but among its chief promoters were two of his friends, Lampon  

the soothsayer and Hippodemus the architect. The oligarch  
Cratinus (in a frog. of the evyifa) violently attacks the whole  
project.  

These dates arc suggested by the decrease of tribute which the  
inscriptions prove for this year.  

This is the date given by the Cow,s& AIRS.. which also mentions  
a 4w't(φw,ώ , re, iwseώ  o (Blass restoration) in frog. c.  ra. 
The confused story of Philochorus and Plutarch, by which 4760  
citizens were disfranchised or even sold into slavery in 445,  when 
an Egyptian prince sent a Largess of corn, may refer to a subsequent  
application of Periclew' law, though probably on a much milder  
stele than is here represented.  

Lchgue. had become inevitable. Ins. the following 'spelag he  
fastened a quarrel up n' Potidnea, a town in Chakidbon, which  
was attached by ancient bands to Corinth, and in the aunpaign  
which followed Athenian and CorInthian troops came to blew&  
A further canes boUi was provided by a decree forbidding the  
impartation of blegań an goads into the Athenian Empire' pea  
sumably in order to punish Megara for her alliance with Ceńnth  
(spring 432). The combined complaints of the injured parties  
led Sparta tο summon a Peloponnesian congress which decided  
on war against Athens, failing a concession to Megan and  
Corinth (autumn 43s). In this crisis Pericles persuaded the  
wavering assembly that compromise was useless, because Spans  
was resolved to precipitate a war in any case. A further embassy  
calling upon the Athenians t ο expel the accursed family of the  
Alcmaeonidac,  .  clearly aimed at Pericles himself is its chief  
representative, was left unheeded, and early In 431  hostilities  
began between Athens and Sparta and their respective  allies 
(see PELOPONNZS*AN Was).  

At the same time, Pericles was being sorely hampered by his  
adversaries at lame.. The orthodox Conservatives end some  
democrats who were Jealous of his influence, while akaid  
tο beard the great statesman himself, combined to assail his  
nearest friends. The sculptor Pheidias (q.v.) was prostcpt.ed  on 
two vexatious charges (probably in 433), and before be could  
disprove the second be died under arrest. Anaxagoraa was  
threatened with a law against atheists, and felt compelled to  
leave Athens. A scandalous charge against his mistress Aapasia,  
which he defeated by his emend intercession before the court,  
was taken very much to heart by Pericles. His position at  
home scarcely improved during the war. His policy of aban-
doning the lend defence was unpopular with the land-owning  

section of the people, who from the walls of Athens could see  
their own property destroyed by the invaders. At the end of  
the fast year of war (early in 430)  Pericles made a great appeal  
to the pride of his countrymen in his well-known funeral speech.  
But in the ensuing summer, after a terrible outbreak of plague  
had ravaged the crowded city, the people became thoroughly  

demoralized. Pericles led a large squadron to harry the masts  
of the l'eloponnese, but met with little success. On his return  
the Athenians sued for ponce, though without success, and s  
speech by Pericles had little effect on their spirits. Late in 430  
they deposed him from his magistracy. In addition to this  
they prosecuted him on a charge of embezzlement, and imposed  
a fine of 50  talents. A revulsion of feeling soon led to his rein-
statement, apparently with extraordinary powers. But the  
plague, which had carried off two of his sons and a sister, bad  
left its mark also on Pericles himself. In the autumn of 429  be  
died ,  and was buried neat- the Academia, where Pausanias ( ιςό  
A.D.) saw his tomb. A slightly idealized portrait of Pericles  
as siraiegus is preserved to us in the British Museum bust,  
No. 34e, which is a good copy of the well-known bronze original  
by Cresilas.  

If we now endeavour to give a general estimate of Pericles'  

character and achievements, it will be well to consider the many  
departments of his activity one by one. In his foreign policy  
Pericles differs from those statesmen of previous generations  
who sought above all the welfare of Greece as a whole. His  
standpoint was at all times purely Athenian. Nor did he com-
bine great statesmanlike qualities with exceptional ability in die  

field. We'may clearly distinguish two periods in his adminis-
tration of foreign affairs. At first, joining to Cimon's anti-
Persian ambitions and Themistocles' schemes of Western expa ιι•  
Sion a new policy of aggression on the mainland, he endeavoured  
to push forward Athenian newer in every direction, and engaged  
himself alike in Greece Proper, In the Levant and in Sicily.  
After Cimon's death he renounced the war against Persia, and  
the collapse of «7-44$ had the effect of completing his change  

'The general impression in Greece was that this decree was the  
proximate cause οf the war. The scurrilous motives which Ariato-
phs αes suggests for this measure.can be entirely disregarded.  

His dying boast, that no Athenian had put on a coming  
through his doing," perhaps refers to his forbesranca towards be.  
political rivals, whom he refused to min by peos.cutien.  
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of attitude. Ηeneefοrsaιd be stprewd an prefects of fe=ilm  
enterprise, and confined himself to the gradual expansion and  
consolidation of the empire. It is not quite easy to see why be  
abandoned this successful policy in order to hasten on a war with  
Sparta, and neither the Corcyrean aWWsnce nor the Megerien  
decree seams justified by the frets es known to us, though com-
mercial motives may have played a part which we cannot now  
gauge. In his adoption of a purely defensive policy at the  
beginning of the Pelopomesfan War, he miacalculaied the temper  
of the Athenians, whose morale would have been better sustained  
by a greater show of activity. But in the main his policy  in 
431-429 was sound, and the disasters of the war cannot fairly  
be laid to his charge. The foundalies of cksuchks was an  
admirable device, which in many ways anticipated the colonial  
system of the Romans.  

In his attitude towards the members of the Delian League  
Periclts likewise maintained a purely Athenian point of view.  
But he mould hardly be said seriously to have oppressed the  
subject cities, and technically all the League money was spent  
on League business, for Athena, to whom the chief monuments  
in Athens were bared, was the patron goddess of the League.  
Under Ρerides Athens also attained her greatest measure  
of commercial prosperity, and the activity of her traders all  
over the Levant, the Brack Sea and the West, is attested not  
only by literary authority, but also by numerous Attic coins,  
vases,  dec 

Pericles' home policy has been much debated since ancient  
times. His chief enactments relate to the payment of citizens  
for State ureice, These measures bare been interpreted as an  
appeal to the baser instincts of the mob, but this assumption is  
entirely out of keeping with all we know of Pericles' general  
attitude towards the people, over whom Thucydides says he  
practically ruled as a king. We must, then, admit that Pericles  
sincerely contemplated the good of his fellow-countrymen, and  
we may believe that he endeavoured to realize that ideal Athens  
which Thucydides'sketches in the Funeral Speech—an Athens  
Where free and intelligent obedience is rendered to an equitable  
code of laws, where merit finds its way to the front, where  
military efficient is found along with a free development in  
other directions and itrengles neither commerce rtcr art. In  
accordance with this scheme Pericles sought to educate the whole  
community to political wisdom by giving to all an active share  
in the government, and to train their aesthetic tastes by making  
accessible the best drama and music. It was most unfortunate  
that the Peloponnesian War ruined this great project by  
diverting, the large supplies of money which were essential  
to it, and confronting the remodelled Athenian democracy,  
before it could dispense with his tutelage, with a series of  
Intricate questions of foreign policy which, in view of its in-
eιρcrience it could hardly have been expected to grapple  
with successfully.  

Pericda also incurred unpopularity because of his rationalism  
in religious matters; yet Athens in his time was becoming ripe  
for the new culture, and would have done better to receive it  

from men of his circle --Anaxagoras, Zeno, l τ-e agora and Melon  
—than from the more Irresponsible sophists. The influence of  
Aspasia on Athenian thought, though denounced unsparingly  
by moat critics, may indeed have been beneficial, inasmuch as  
it tended towards the emancipation of the Attic woman from the  
ever-strict tutelage in which she was kept. As a patron of  
art Pericles was a still greater fofce. His policy In epcouraghtg  
the drama has already been mentioned: among his friends he  
mold count three of the greatest mieek writers—the pat  
Sophocles and the historians Herodotus and τhucydides.  
Pericles likewise is responsible for the epoch-making splendour  
of Attic art in his time,. for bad be.not so fully appreciated and  
given such free scope to the genies of Pheidies, Athens would  
hardly have witnessed the raising of the Parthenon and other  
glorious structures, and Attic err could not have boasted a  

legion of fist-cote sculptors of whom Alcamenes, Agoracritus  
and Paeogdvs one only the chief came. (See also Grxax Air.)  

Of Peridea' personal chera'tesisti ςg we hive a peculiarly  full 

and fnterestb(g record. He was essumonly , 00mpσeιi  to 
Olympian Zeus, partly bemuse of his serene and dignided  
bearing, partly by reason of the majestic roll of the thundering  
eloquence, with its bald poetical imagery, with which he held  
friend and foe spellbound. The same dignity appeared in the  
grave beauty of his features, though the abnormal height of  
his cranium ajorded an opportunity for ridicule of which the  
comedians made full use In spite of an unusually large crop  
of scandals shoat him we cannot but believe that he bore an  
honourable character, and his integrity is vouched fog. by  
Tbucydide in such strong terms as to exclude all further  
doubt on the question.  

Axcigar Aυτaοerrma'—Our chief iowce must always πσιait)  
Tbucydxlez (ay  and u. 1-65), whose insight into the character and  
ideals of Pericles places him far above all other authorities. The  
speeches which he puts into his month are of special value in dis- 
rimingto us Pcricles'inmost thoughts anda ιpiatIom (I. 44o-t tf 

Peι les, hsi though. 	Β. Bury 	 out '4 	Greek M^Ieriaaηη  
1909. pp. 133 eeq.), he was by no means a blind admirer. Of  
other 5th. century sousea. Axistophanes is obviously a caricaturist,  
pseudo-Xenophou (de ripmbllcn Aiksrnomism) a me a party psm.  
phleteer. Prato, while admiring Pericles' intellect, smuts him of  
pandering to the mob; Aristotle in his ?chilies and especially  in 
the Coesgrstios of Atken.:, which is valuable in that it gives the  
dates of Pericles' enactments as derived from an offie al document,  
accepts the same view. Plutarch (Pericles) gives many interesting  
details as to Pericles' personal bearing1  home life, end patronage  
of art, ploiteera, tuσe and philosophy, drover! in part from the old 

poets, comic 1 Aτistophaπes, Cratinus, Eupolis, Heendppas Plato 
and Te eclide; in part from the contemporary memoirs of Stesim-
bi'otus and Ton of Chios. At the same time he reproduces their  

scandalous anecdote in a quite isncntical spirit; end accepts vii -

q.ueetioainglythe 4th.entury tradition. • quotes Aristotle,  
Heraclidee Pοnticus, Aescbsnes Socraticus, Idomeneus of Lampeacue  
and Duels of Samos, απd is also indebted through some Alexandrine  
intermediary to 6phorus and Theopompus. Diodorus (xi. απd  
see), who copied Ephorus, contains nothing of value. 

Monaaκ QVouss,—Histαianα ere agreed that Pericles was one  of 
the most powerful personalities of ancient times, and generally  
allow him to have been a man of probity. . Beloch, Griock. Crick, 
vols. i. and ii. (Sαassburq απd Bonn t1y893-1896), and Die aihxke 
Pari^k snit Pesilsks (Leipzig, 1884) tares the moat disparaging vwawl  
Ε. Abbott, GηΡek ZiisL, vol. u. (Londoii,1 ies), and M. D υaeka Gσ 
d. Allalssr.s, vole. viii., ix. (Leipzig, 1884-1886), are on the whole u^  
favourable; Adolf Schmidt, Des Psń klmcke ΖηΡtalter (Jens, 1877).  
V. Durup, Ritter, el  Greece (En g. trans., London, 1892) G. Busolt,  
Crises. Gesek., vol ÍI (Goths. 1897, 904), and Ε. Meyer, Buck. d, 
Αυκίωas, voleshiend iv. (Stuttgarς 1).Ferschs ιιωι.νd.ii.(Hells ι  
ι$ London, rgos), apportion praise and blame more equal) 
tt B. Bury and Ε. Curtius, Ku. of Crises (Eng. trans., yds. II. and  Ill.,  
London, 1869, 1870)),, A. Hoim, his'. of GηΡece (Eng. trans., vel.  ii. 
Lender+, 1895). W. Lloyd, 1ιs Ag. o Fender (London, 1875), and  
‚spscially G. Grote. Xiat. of ols. iv, and v. (see also edd ίtiοπsl 
notes in the edition byy J. M. Mi tchell and M. Csapaπ 1907) take 
* favourable view. F^ Pericles' buildings, see C. Wachamuth,  

Buck. d. Slode Alkes, I. 5τ6-g6ο(Leipzig, 1874); Ε. A. Gardner,  
Arcleer Alku,s • (London, 19os), for his stategy, H. Delbr^ck, 
Die Smkt d. Pinkies (Berlin, 1890). See A τπaκs: Ηi+bηι 
Gasace: d ucient Ηisbιy; and Gem Aaτ. (M. O. B. C.) ,  

PERIDOT, sometimes written peridote, a name applied by  
jewelers to "noble olivine;' or that kind of olivine which can  
be used as a gem-stone (see Ouivnaa). The word peridot  is 
an old trade-term, of unknown origin, used by French jewelers  
and introduced into science by J. R. Ifaly. Peridot is pacti.,  
m(ly the same stone as chrysolite (e.g.), though it is convenient  
to restrict that term to transparent olivine of pale yellowish  
green colour, and to apply the term peridot to those kinds which  
are darker and decidedly green: the colour, which is due to  
the presence of ferrous iron, is never vivid, like that of emerald,  
but is usually some shade of olive-, pistachio- or leek-green,  
Although the stone is sometimes cut es cσόοαοκ, and in rose.  
form, the cutting best adapted to display the colour is that of a  
table or a step-cut stone. Unfortunately the hardness of peri-
dot is only about 6•s, or but little above that of glass, so  
that the polished stone readily suffers abrasion by wear. In  
polishing peridot the final touch is given on a topper wheel  
moistened with sulphuric acid.  

Although divine has a fairly wide distribution in nature, the  
varieties used as gem-stones are of very limited occun ence.  
Much mystery for a long time surrounded the locality which  
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PERIDOTITE--PΈ RIER  
yields meet of the pethiot of commerce bet it is now identified  
with the island of St John, or Isle Zeboiget, in the Red Set,  
where it occurs, as shown by Μ. J. Coayat, in an altered dualta,  
or olivine rock (Ball roc. fret *. ails., 1908)' 'flue is probably  
the Topaz Isle, rn*ά{ws Diem, of the ancients. It is generally  
held that the mineral now called topaz was unknown to ancient  
sad mediaeval writers, and that their earitter was our peridot.  
Such was probably the Hebrew ¢Geist, translated topaz in the  
Old Testament. Dr G. F. Rune has suggested that the peridota  
of modem trade are hugely derived from old jewelry. The  
famous shrine of the Three Kings in Cologne Cathedral contains  
a large peridot, which has commonly been regarded as an emerald.  
It is notable that pebbles of transparent olivine, fit for cutting,  
are found in the United States in Montana, Arizona and New  
Mexico; in consequence of their shape and curiously pitted  
surface they are known as " Job's tears." (F. W. B..e)  

PERIDOTITR, a plutonic bete crystalline rock composed in  
large part of olivine, and almost or entirely free from feldspar.  
The rocks are the most basic, or least siliceous plutonic rocks,  
and contain much iron oxide and magnesia. Hence they have  
dark colours and a high specific gravity (3.0 and ova). They  
weather readily and are changed to serpentine, in which process  
water is absorbed and enters into chemical combination with  
the silicates of magnesia and iron. In some ρeridutites, such  
as the dunites, olivine greatly preponderates over all other  
minerals. It is always in small, rather rounded cystals without  
good crystalline form, and pale green in colour. blest of the  
rocks of this group, however, contain other silicates such as  
augite, hornblende, biotite or rhombic pytuxene, and often  
two or three of these are present. By the various mineral  
combinations different species are produced, e.g. mica-peń dotite,  
bornblende-peridotitc, enstalitc-peridolite. Of the accessory  
minerals the commonest are iron oxides and chromite or piootite.  
In some peridotites these form segregations or irregular masses  
which are of importance as sources of the ores of chromium.  
Corundum occurs in small crystals in many North American  
peridotites and platinum and the nickel.iron compound awaruite  
are found In rocks of this class in New Zealand. Red garnet  
(pyrope) characterizes the peridotites of Bohemia. The diamond  
mines of South Africa are situated in pipes or volcanic necks  
occupied by a peridotite breccia which has been called kimber-
lite: In this rock In addition to diamond the following minerals  
are found, hypersthene, garnet, biotite, pytoxene (chrome-
diopaide), ilmeaite, zircon, &c.  

Some peridotites have a granular structure, e.g. the dunites,  
all the crystal grains being of rounded shape and nearly equal  
size; a few are porphyritic with large individuals of diallage,  
augite or hypersihexic. Some are banded with emend bands  
Of dissimilar composition, the result probably of Iluzion in  a 
magma which was not quite homogeneous. The great majority  
of the rocks of this group are poikilitic, that is to say, they  
contain olivine in small rounded crystals embedded in large  
irregular masses of pyroxene or hornblende. The structure  
is not unlike that known as ophitic in the dolerites, and arises  
from the Olivine having fist separated out of the liquid magma  
while the pyroxene or amphibole succeeded it and caught up  
its crystals. In Land specimens of the rocks the smooth sad  
shining cleavage surfaces of hornblende and augite are dotted  
over with dull blackish green spots of olivine; to this appearance  
the name "lustre-mottling  ι ' has been given.  

Mira-peńdotites are not of frequent oαυrreτκe. A well-known  
rock from Kaltes Thal, Hamburg, contains much biotite, deep  
brown in thin seeder Other examples are found in India affil. in 
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the north of Scotland. in several places in Sutherland and Ross,  

there are peridockes with silvery yellow green biotite and large  

plates of pak gree η hornblende: these have been called scyelites..  
In the hornblende-peridotites lustre-mottling is often very striking.  
The amphibole may be colourless tn-route in small prisms, as in  
some varieties of serpentine from the Lizard (Cornwall); or pale  

green hornblende as in .cyelite. In both these cases there is some  
probability that the hornblende has developed, portly at least,  

from ohms or augite. in ahesred peridotites tremolite and  

eminence are amy feeqv"t Οther reeks eoatek% desk biows  
hornblende, with much oliens; there may the be &ellite which is  
often intergrown ιerthιtιcatly with the hornblende. Examples  
of this type occur in North Wales, Anglesey, Cornwall, Cortland,  
New York, and many other localities. A well-known ρeridοtite from  
ScbrleibesmerTsl in theOdanwaid has pate brewash greenasnphibvle  
in large crystals filled with small grains of olivine which are mostly  
serpentuńud. Very often primary brown hornblende in rocks of  
this type is surrounded by fringes and outgrowths of colourless  
tremolite which has formed as a secondary mineral after olivine.  
Complete paeudomorpbs after disfne composed of a matrix of scaly  
tale and chlorite crossed by a network of tsemoilte needles, are  
also very common in some peridotites, especially those which have  
undergone pressure or shearing: these aggregates are known as  
pith. 

The penidotites whisk tottaln menoclinie ermine may be  
divided into two losses, these rich in diallsge and those is whiCh  
there is much augite. The diallage-peridoutes have betn called  
wehrlites; often they show excellent lustre-mottling. Brown or  
green hornblende may surround the diallsgz,and hyperathene  
may occur also in lamellar inteegrowth with It. Sure of these  

rocks contain biotite, while a little feldspar (oftee Sausioritic) may  
often be seen in the sections. Rocks of this kind are known  in 
Hungary, in the Odenwald and in Silesia. In Skye the pyroxese-
bearing peridotites usually contain green ch τσme-dwpeide (s variety  
of augite distinguished by its pale colour and the melee .  of a 
small amount of chromium). The aπgite.pαidotka ace grouped  by German petrographers under the pmerltes, but this term has a  
slightly different signification in the English nomenclature (ace  
Pic ma).  

The enstatite-peridotites' are an important group rapessested  
in many parts of the world. Their rhombic pyroxene is  often very  
pale coloured but may then be filled with pasty eaclesares which  
give it a metallic or bronzy lustre. These reeks have been called  
saxonites or harzburgitea. When weathered the enstatite misses  
into platy masses of bastite. !leek* and chromke are common  
accessory minerals and diatlage or hornblende may also be  
Many of the serpentine rocks of the Lizard (Cement»  
and north-western Scotland are of this type Examples are known  
also from Baste near Harzburg, New York and Maryland. Norway  
Finland, New Zealand, &c. Often the teethe crystale are cif  

large size and are very conspicuous in the heed specimens. They  
may e porphyritic, or may form a coarsely crystalline matri* 
enclosing innumerable divine grams, and then lustre-mottling is  
ass rule very well shown.  

The Ibermlites are rocks, first described from Lhers in the  
Pynenees, consisting of olivine, chromo.diopside end em nthe, and  
accessory picodle or chromite They are linae-gramed, bright  
teen in colour, often very fresh, and may be somewhat granulitic.  
The dunites are peiidotitea, similar to the rock of Dun Mountain,  
New Zealand, composed estentially of olivine in a finely granular  
condition Many examples of this type are known is diff erent  
parts of the world, usually as local faces of other kinds οf pinidegite,  
In olivine-basalta of Tertiary age in the. Rhύ ιe distriικ small nodules  
of green olivine occur frequently. They are of rounded shapes  
amfmay be a foot in diameter. The structure is granular and  
in addition to olivine they may contain chromite, spinet and  
magnetite, enstatite and cbronie.dsopside. Some geologists believe  
these to be fragments of dunite detached from masses οf that reek  
not exposed at the surface; others consider that they are aggre-
gations of the early minerals of the basalt magma, which were already 

 crystallized before the liquid rock was emitted.  
The great majority of stony or lithoidal meteorites (aαulitφ)  

are rich in divine and present many analogies to the terrestrial  
peridoeites. Among their minerals are hype ene (enstatite) augite  
and chrome-diopesde, ebromite, pyrite and troilite, nick feroas  
iron and basic plagioclase feldspar. The stmctore of these meteor-
ites is described as choodritic"; their mieessls often osar as  
small rounded grains arranged in radiate dusters; this has very  
rarely been observed in ordinary peridotites.  

Although many peridotites are known in which the constituent  
minerals are excellently preserved, the majority show more o  
less adνancsd decomposition. The olivine is especially unstable  
and is altered to serpentine, while augite, hornblende and biotite  
are in large measure fresh. In other cases the whole rock is changed  
to an aggregate of secondary products. Most serpentines (q.e.)  
arise in this  way'. U.S. F.)  

Ρ RIRR. CASIER PIERRE (tyyy-'rS3a), French statesman,  
was born at Gtenoble on the nth of October z "'y,  the fourth  
son of a rich banker and manufacturer, Claude P'der (1745-
ι80n), in whose house the estates of Dauphiny met in • 1788.  
Claude Prier was one of the fist directors of the Bask of France;  
of his eight sons, Augustin ( ι773-ι833), Antoine Sciplon (τy76-
t8ur), Casimir Pierte and Camille ( ι78r-ι844), all distinguished  
themselves in industry and in politics. The family Senoved  
to Paris after the revolution of Tbermidor, and Casimir joined  
the army of Italy in 1798. On his father's death be left the  
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army ► td with. his brother Sciplon fauwdeda bank in Pats,  
the speculations of which he directed while Sdpion ocasp ed  
himself with its administration. He opposed the minces  
me1hda by which the disc de Ricbelfeu sought to raise the war  
indemnity demanded by the Allies, in a pamphlet Rfβsakar  
en' k yniel d'cmjrwrt (1817), followed in the same year  by  
Dciar&&cs rijfciioas.. in answer tο an inspired article in the  
Mouilcar. In the same year be entered the chamber of deputies  
for Paris, taking his seat in the Left Centre with the moderate  
oppcaiiion, and making his first speech in defence of the freedom  
of the press. Re-elected fen Paris in 1822 and ι8a4, and in  
1827 for Paris and for Troyes, be elected to represent Troym,  
and sat for that constituency until his de'th. , P'rier's violence 

 in debate was not associated with any disloyalty to the inoosrcby.  
and he held resolutely aloof from the republican conspiracies  
and intrigues which prepared the way for the revolution of  
1830 Under the Martignac ministry there we some prospect  
of a reconciliation with the court, and in January 1829 he was  
nominated a candidate for the presidency of the chamber; but  
in August with the elevation to power of Polignac the truce  
ceased, and on the ιsth of March 1830 he was one of the  
set deputies who repudiated the pretensions put forward by  
Charles X. Averse by instinct and by interest to pneuter svolu-
ύοn he nevertheless sat on the provisory commission of five  at 
the hό tel-de-νilk during the days of July, but he refused to sign  
the declaration of Char(ea X.'s dethronement. Wrier reluctamly  
recognized in the government of Louis Philippe the only alterna-
tive to tbecontinuanceof the Revolution; but be was to favourite  

with the new king, whom be scorned for Isla truckling to the mob.  

He became president of the chamber of deputies, and eat for  
a few months in the cabinet, though without a portio&io' On  
the fall of the weak and discredited ministry of Laffitte, Casimir  

Prier, who bad drifted more and more to the Right, was  

summoned to power (March 23, 183!), and in the short space  
of a year he restored civic ender in France and τe eetab8ιbed  
he credit in Europe. Pans was in a constant state of disturb-
ance from March to September, and was only held in check by  
the premier's determlnatioo; the workmen's revolt at Lyons 

 was suppressed after hard fighting; and at Grenobin, in face of  
the quarrels between the military end the inhabitants, Wrier  
declined to wake any concession to the townsfolk. The minister  
refused to be dragged into armed latexveistloo in femur of the  
revolutionary gοναrιuneιαι of Warsaw, but his pulley of peace  
did not exclude energetic demoretrations in support of French  
interests. He constituted France the protector of Belgium  
by the prompt expedition of the army of the north against the  
Dutch in August 1131; French isifluenee in Italy was asserted  
by the audacious occupation of Ancona (Feb. s3, 1830; and  
the refusal of cοοφωωαtion for Injuries to French residents by  
the Portuguese government was followed by a naval demonstra-
tion at Lisbon. Wrier had undertaken the premiership with  
many forebodings, and overwork and-mel ΝΡγ prepared the way . 
fcr discsse. In the spring of 183s dieting the cholera outbreak  
hi Paris, be visited the hospitals in company with the duke of  
Wee= He fell ill the nest day of a violent fever, and died  
six weeks later, on the 14th of May d' a.  

His O$ifess el &teem were edited by A. Leiden (a vols.,1838);  
C. Nicoolhaud publisbed in 1844 the first pest (Ci.siom'.Fbiu,  
dfpdi de Τσρρsitiee, ;817- ιΒ3σ) of a study of his life and pdiγ;  
grid his mimitry is exhaustively tented by Thureau.Dsngin in  
vo6 .  i.  and ii. (1884) of his IHisloisv di Ia monarchs de j ιιilid.  

His elder son, Αuόυsτx VICioa Laua,twr Cksama Planet  
(1811-1876), the father of President Casimir-Fain (see Cansm-
Plaia), entered the diplomatic service, being attached suc-
cessively to the London, Brussels and St Petersburg embassies,  
and in 1843 became minister plenipotentiary at Hanover.  
In ι846 be resigned from the service to enter the legislature  
ii deputy for the department of Seine, a constituency which  
be exchanged for Aube after the Revolution of 1848. On the  

establishment of the Second Empire he retired temporarily  
from public life, and devoted himself to economic questions on  
which he published a series of works, notably Les Fineness us  

pafiligw' (1863), deebg with the interaction of polltiml in-
stitutions and finance He contested Grenoble unsuccessfully  
in 1863 against the imperial candidate, Casimir Royce; sad  
failed again for Auhe in 1869. In 1871 he was returned by dhuee  
departments to the National Assembly, and elected to sit for  
Aube. He was minister of the interior for few months in  
1871-1873, and his retirement deprived T ń ikra of one of the  
strongest elements in his cabinet. He also joined the short-
lived ministry of May 1873. He consistently opposed all efforts  
in the direction of a monarchical τestorati®, but οr the definite  
constitution el the republic became a We senator, declining  
MacMahon's invitation to form the first cabinet under the new  

constitution. He died in Paris on the 6th of June 1876.  
Fe the laιmly in gemmed are &Cheek', Ls FewiW C^siwO- 

Ρbsa (Gren οb^. 18941-  
P511018 (Gr. wsρi, near, y$, the earth), in astronomy that  

point of the moon's orbit or of the sun's apparent otbi' at  
which the moon or sun approach nearest to the earth. The  
sun's perigee and the earth's perihelion are so related that they  

diler i80' in longitude, the first being on the line from the earth  
toward the sun, and the second from the sun toward the earth.  
The longitude of the eel ιr puigee is now 101', that of the ea εthh  
peribdbon 281'.  

Ρ$RI0ΟΒD. one of the old provinces of France, formed part  
of the military government of Quinine and Gascony, and was  
bounded on the Ν. by Angoamos, on the Ε. by Limousin and  
Quercy, on the S. by Agenda and Basadais, and on the W.  
by Bordelais and Saintonge. It is now represented by the  
departments of Dordogne sod part of Lot-κ-ό ιωοnne. Pfrigord  
was in two divisions: Piigood blare (cap. ?tr ίgιιeυπ) and  
Pfrlgerd emirap' Sexist). In the time of Caessr it formed  
the . chits: • Ριώειaιiaιιaa, with them=es (PEń gueue) as its  
capital. It became later port of Aqidlasna seruade sad formed  
the paper p*egm'kw, afterwards the diocese of P&igueux.  
Since the 8th century it had its own counts (see the Hińdre  
tlsEefogigi a of P. Anedme, tome Si.), who were feudetuńus of  
the dukes of Aquitaine sad in the 13th century were the vassals  
of the king of England. In the τ sth century the county pared  
into the bands of the dukes of Odessa,, and in the 16th same  
to the famSy of d'Al bret, becoming Crown land again on the  
secession of Henry IV.  

See Drell s, Rideirs de Pkigad (i888), the Sal etas of the  
SaiΣιf bfdoriqi'. d archadogiges des P&igord ( 1874 seq.), i'isostaiee  
sommoirs di In " Cdk(IwN cis Πέπισιd 'iii the ΒibΙοtb69υe aat ίgoab  
(1874); the Di'tionsavv Iopograj.higi" de diparkss'ni di is Dordayse  

by the Vicomte de Gourgues (1873).  
PÍ(RIGUBUI, a town of south-western France, formerly  

capital of the old province of Pfrigord, now chief town of the  
department of Dordogne, 79 in. Ε.Ν.Ε. of Bordeaux, on the  
railway betweeu that city and Limogea. Pop. (2906), 28, 199.  
The town, situated on an eminence on the right bank of the  
Isle, is divided into three parts. On the slope of the hill is  
the medieval town, bordered south-east by the river and en the  
other three sides by esplanades and promenades; to the west  
is the modern town, which stretches to the station; to the south  
of the modern town is the old Roman teem or ciii, now traversed  
by the railway.  

Three bridges connect Pfrigueuz with the left bask of the  
Isle, where stood Vesunna, the capital of the PetrocoriL Hardly 

 a trace of this old Gallic town remain, but not far off, on the  
Plateau de la Boissi& e, the rampart of the old Roman camp  
can still be traced. On the right bank of the Isle, in the Raman  
city, there have been disco"ered some baths of the 1st or and  
century, supplied.by an aqueduct four miles long, which spanned  
the Isle. A circular building, celled the' Tower of Vesunna,"  
68 ft. in diameter and 89 ft. in height, stands at what was  
formerly the centre of the city, where all the chief streets met.  
It is believed to have been originally the cells or main part of  
a temple, probably dedicated to the tutelary deities of Vesunns.  
Of the amphitheatre there still remain huge fragments of wall  
and vaulting. The building had a diameter of 1312 It., that  
of the arena being 87o ft.; and, judging from its construction.  
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must be as old as 7be 3rd or even the rod century. The counts  
of Ρό τiguera used it for their ch&teau, and lived in it from the  

12th to the end of the ι4th century. In t644 it was given over  
by the town to the Order of the Visitation, and the sisters toot  
from it the stones required for the const ιuction of their nunnery.  
The most remarkable, however, of the ruins of the ‚ii' is the  
Chateau Barritre, an example of the forlilled hons α formerly  
common there. Two of its rowers date from the 3rd or 4th  

century, and foamed part of the fortified enceinte; the highest  
tower is of the zoth century; and the part now inhabited is  

of the firth or zzth century, and was formerly used as a burial  
chapel. The bulk of the chateau is of the zsth, and some of  

the windows of the ιό th century.  
The chief medieval building in the ciii is the church of St  

Etienne, once the cathedral. It dates from the zztb and 12th  
centuries, but suffered much injury at the bands of the Pro-
testants in the religious wars when the tower and two of the  

three cupolas were destroyed. The choir and its cupola were  

skilfully restored in the ι th century. A fine carved wooden  
reredos of the 27th ==Wry and a tomb of a bishop of the  

zsth century are to be seen in the interior. In the medieval  
town, known as Le Puy-St-Front, the most remarkable building  

is the cathedral of St Front, which, till its τeteratiοn, or rather  
rebuilding, in the latter half of the '19th century when the old  
features were to a gent extent lost, was of u ike* architectural  
value. It beers a striking resemblance to the Byzantine  
churches and to St Mark's at Venice,aad according to one theory  
was built from 984 to 1047, contemporaneously with the latter  
(977-1085). It consists of five greet cupola, arranged in the  
form of a Greek mass, and conspicuous from theutside. The  
arms of the cross are 69 ft. in width, and the whole is 184 ft.  
long. These cupolas, 89 ft. high from the keystone to the  
ground, are supported on a vaulted roof with pointed arches  
after the manner characteristic of Byzantine architecture.  
The pointed arches imitated from it prepared the way for the  
Introduction of the Gothic style. Adjoining St Front on the  
west are the remains of an old basilica of the 6th century, above  
which rises the belfry, the only one in the Byzantine style now  
extent. It dates from the xitb century, and is composed of  
two massive Babes, placed the one above the other in retreat,  
with a circular colonnade surmounted by a dome. To the  
south-net of St Front, the buildings of an old abbey (nih to  
ιό th century) surround a cloister dating chiefly from the 13th  
century. Of the fortifications of Puy St Front, the chief relic  
is the Tour Mataguerre (14th century).  

Pfrigueux is seat of a bishop, prefect and court of assizes,  
and has tribunals of first instance and of commerce, a chamber  
of commerce and a bτaacń  of the Bank of France. Its  
educational establishments include a lycfe for boys, training  
colleges for both sexes and a school of drawing. The trade of  
the town is in pigs, truffles, flour, brandy, poultry and plea  
•known as j',fib de Ρbigord.  

Vesunna was the capital of the Pe[roco ń i, allks of Vercinge-
toriz when Caesar invaded Gaul. The country was af ίerwaτds  
occupied by the Romans, who built a second city of Vesunna  
on the right bank of the Isle opposite the site of the Gallic town.  
The barbarian invasion brought this prosperity to a close. St  
Front preached Christianity here in the 4th century and over  
his tomb there was raised a monastery, which became the centre  
of the new town called Le Pry St Front. The cik was pillaged  
by the Saracens about 731, and it 844 the Normans devastated  
both quarters. The new town won began to rival the old city  
in importance, and it was not until 240 that the attempts  
of the counts of PIrigord and the bishops to infringe on their  
municipal privileges brought about a treaty of union. During  
the Hundred Years' War, Pbrigueux was twice attacked by the  
English, who took the nil in 1356; and the whole town was  
ceded to them by the Treaty of Brftigny, but returned to the  
French Crown in the reign of Charles V. The county passed  
by marriage into the bands of Anthony of Bourbon, father  
of Henry IV., and was converted by the latter into royal  
domain. During the Huguenot wars F έrigικuτ was frequently  

a stronghold of the Calvibista, who in ιsys did greet  
destruction there, and it ales suffered during the troubles of  
the Fronde.  

FBBIRB[i0N (Cr. αΡ Ι, near!  ijλωs, sun), in astronomy, the 
point of nearest approach of a 'ody to the sun. (See Oaarr.)  

FERN, a British island in the strait of Bab.el-Mandeb, at  
the entrance to the Red See, and 96 m. W. by 5.01 Aden.  

Perim is s m. from the Arabian shore, is about 3} m. long with  
an average breadth of over a mile and covers some 7 sq. m.  
There good harbour with'essy entrance on the south side  

with a depth of water from 25 to 301t. It is largely used by  
mercantile vessels as a coaling-station and for taking in stores,  
including fresh water and ice. Perim, the Diodoros island of  
the Pxieles, was, in consequence of the French occupation  
of Egypt, garrisoned from s77qgqq to ι8οι by a British force. In  
view of the construction of the Sues Canal and the increasing  
Importance of the Red Sea route to India the island was annexed  
to Great Britain in 1857 , fortified and placed under the  
chέ τge of the Aden residency. In r86r'a lighthouse was built  
at its eastern end. Submarine cables connect the Island with  
Aden, Egypt endZanrlbar. Population, including a garrison  
of 5 ο sepoys, about zoo.  

PEIIBO DEL VAGA (1500-1i47), a painter of the Ronan  
echoal, where true name was Pwso (or Peen) Buonaccosan.  
He was born near Florence on the 18th of June !zoo. His  
father ruined himself by gambling, and became a soldier in the 

army Invading ay of Charles VIII. His mother dying when he  
was but two months old, he was suckled by a she-goat; but  
shortly afterwards he was taken up by his father's second wife.  
Perino was first apprenticed to a druggist, but soon passed into  
the hands of a mediocre painterb Andrea de Ccii, and, when  
eleven years of age, of Ridoifo GhidandaJo. Pedno rapidly  
surpassed his fellow-pupils, applying himself especially to the  
study of Michelangelo's great cartoon. Another mediocre  
painter, Vaga from Toacenella, undertook to settle the boy in  
Rome, but first set him to work in Toscanella. Ferino, when  
he at last reached Rome, was utterly poor, and with no clear  
prospect beyond journey-work for trading decorators. He,  
however, studied with greet severity and spirit from Michelangelo  
and the antique, and was eventually entrusted with some of  
the gubmdinate work undertaken by Raphael in the Vatican.  
Re assisted Giovanni de. Udine in the stucco and arabesque  
decorations of the loggee of the Vatican, and executed some of  
these small but finely composed scriptural subjects which go  
by the name of" Raphael's Bible "— Raphael himself furnishing  
the designs. Perino's c=ampus are: "Abraham about to  
sacrifice Isaac," "Jacob wrestling with the Angel," "Joseph  
and his Brethren," the "Hebrews crossing the Jordan," the  
"Fall and Capture of Jericho," "Joshua commanding the Sun  
to stand still," the "Birth of Christ," "His Baptism" and  
the "Last Supper." Some of these are in bsonze-tlnt, while  
otheιs are i4 full colon. He also painted, alter Raphael's  
drawings, the figures et the planets in the great hell of the  
Appartementi Borgia. Ferfno exhibited very uncommon faculty  
in these works and was soon regarded as second only to  Gialiο 
Romano among the greet painter's assistants. To Raphael  
himself he was always exceedingly respectful and attentive,  
and the master loved him almost as awn. He executed many  
other works about Rome, always displaying a certain mixture  
of the Florentine with the Roman style.  

After Raphael's death in ιςaο a troublous period ensued for  
Ferino, with a plague which ravaged Rome in 1523, and again  
with the sack of that city in 1527. Then he accepted an Invita-
tion to Genoa, where he was employed in decorating the Doria.  
Palace, and rapidly founded a quasi-Roman school of art in the  
Ligurian city. He ornamented the palace in a style  similar 
to that of Giulio Romano in the Msntnan Palazzo del Ti, and  
frescoed histoń cal and mythological subjects in the apartments,  
fanciful and graceful arabesque work, sculptural and architec-
tural details--in short, whatever came to hand. Among the  
principal works ere: the" War between the Cods and Giants,"  
" Horatias Codes defending the Bridge," and tie "Fortitude  
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of Mutim Seaevoia." The meet important *trli of alt, 'the  

w Shipwreck of Acnees," is no longer extant. From Genoa  

Perin twice visited Pisa, snu began set ηe painting in the  
cathedraL Finsily be returned to Rome, where Paul IlL  
glowed him a regular saisty till the painter's death. He  

retouched many of the works of Raphael, and laboured bard  

oα his own account, undertaking all sorts of jobs, important  

v trivial. Working for say price, he made huge gains, but fell  
into meεhαniαl negligence. Perin was engaged in the general  

decoration of the Sala Reale, begun by Paul IIL, When his health,  
undermined by constant work and as constant irregu,Ieiiiics,  
gave way, and be fell down dead on the rgth of October z.  

He is busied in the Pantheon. ' 

Perin produced some excellent portraits, and his smaller οΊ 1  
picture. combine with the manner of Raphael something of that  
of  Adrea dci Sumo. Many of his weeks were engraved, eves in  
his own lifetime. Dahiele Rkxiarelli, Girolamo 5 ι601.201e de Scr-
moncta, Luzio Romano and Maroello Venusti (Mantovano) were  
among his principal assistants. (W. M. R.)  

PES11tITHQf1 (Turk. Fski &'giI, old Hustles), an ancient  
town of Thrace, oa thePmpontb, 22 m. W. of Selymbria, strongly  

situated on a smell peninsula on the bay of that name. It is  
said to have been a Sassiest oalony, founded about 599 B.C.  
According to Τaetaes, its οτginel name was Mygdonie; later  
k via called Regaclea (Heratlea Thraciae, Η rada Perintbus).  
It is famous chiefly for its stubborn and successful resistance  
to Philip II. of Macedon in 340; at that time it seems to have  

been more important than Ry'snlium itself.  
PERIOD (Cr. lxpIckee, a• going or way round, circuit, reel,  

round, and ddk, why, road), a circuit or course of time, P  cycle;  
particularly the duration of time in which a planet revolves  

round he sun, or a satellite rmmd its primary, s defin ίteer  
indefinite recurring interval of time marked by some special  

α peculikr character, e.g. in history, literature, art, Etc.; It'is  
se used of it division of geological time- Particular uses of the  

word are for the various pbι es through which α disease passes,  
the termination or. conclusion of any course of evetits, the pause  

at the end of a completed sentence, said the mark (.) used to  

sigaifΥ the same (see PvNcxusnιoN).  . 
PERIODICALI, a general term for literuy publications  

which appear in numbers or parts at regular intervals of time—  

as a rule1  weekly, monthly or quarterly. The term strictly  
ischides '  newspapers" (q.1.), but in the narrower sense usually  

intended It is distinguished as a convenient expression for  

petiodical publications which differ from newspapers in not  

being primarily for the circulation of news or information of  

ephemeral interest, and in being issued at longer intervals. In  
modern timee the weekly journal his become a much of the  
sums of a newspaper that it seldom oaf be called a periodical  
in this sense. The present article chiefly deals with publications  

devoted to general literature, literary said critical reviews  
elk magazines for the supply of miscellaneous reading. In  
the article Soarms (pr.) an account is separately given of  
the transactions and proceedings of learned and scientific bodies.  
Year-books, slmanse, directories said other annuals belong to  

a distinct type of publication, and are not referred to berg  

Blummss  
The first  literary periodical in English was the 11eγεwrins ltδιatise,  

or a Faiikfel Account of di Seeks and Pesetktetb (1680), a mere  
catalogue published weekly or Ιortnig m ĥtly London, followed 
by Weekly Μeηwr ί Ζs for eke Ie eesoas (Jan. 16. ι68ι-16111 to Jan.  
15. 168 which was  more d the type of the banal des Serastr  

(see  under Fweca below). whesos it borrowed many o σatribetiοσs.  
Of the History y La ιsιiιsg-(ι [) --anothα with the same this came  
eat is 1694—only is few appeared, as the conductor. De  
le Cruse, carted the monthly Works of Ike Leered (Aug. 169! to  
April r69s). devoted.y to continental κhoia ip. The 
monthly _ Cew}ieer Library 1891 to 1691) was a vesture of John  
%seen; the monthly Mbswiιs for tie lsgIsieeis (1693). edited by  
J. de in Came, ran fee as moods. and another with the same title  
appeared in the following year. only toenjoy a briefer raiser. The  
bit periodical of rusk and influence was the Jiisiery  e 1Ιι Works  
oeff Ike Loured (adpp-iyna), higoly enameling o f drs'wiptkms of  
foseigii beοh . The Mesawι of  Lilerelare, the first FagO'h review  
rimming. entirely of original nutter, peblished in London fates  
'110 to  'p4, bed fee editor Mirbei cis h xoώ e, a Fτειώ ιΡmιι ant  

refugee, who ilso edited it Amsterdam the $iNW#Wgue evgfoise  
ayτ '. ι719) sad subsequently M^moiιιs titiira4u de 14 Greedt 

• gια (1 720-1724). Returning to England in 1725, he reeοm-
meecad his NetsM'mo&r of Lileratwe (1755-1728), a monthly, and 
in '730 a Literary banal. Dr Samuel Jebb started Bibhp'hec.'  
Idteanie ( τ722-1724), to appear every two menthe which dealt  
with medals and ant uities'as well as with literature, but only ten  
numbers appeared. ΙΙι. Prtsest Setts .4  the R ιpµWUi of LeSsens  
was commenced by Andrew Reid in January 1728 sad completed 
is December 1736. it contained not only excellent reviews of  
English books but papers from the works of foreigners. Two  

volumes cιπιe out tech year. it was successful, as also was the  
Hisbńa likra ιis (1730-1734) of Archibald Bower. 5  The Bee, oi  
lJs*ensal Weekly em $lei ([ 7 -t 735) of the unfortunate Eustace  
Budgdli, and the Literate Mdgsssee (1735-17336), with which  
Ephraim Chambers fwd much to do, were short lived. The  
lest mined was continued in '737 as the Histery of Ike Worgs  

of t*e L'ereed, and was carried on without intermission until  
1 743, when its place was taken by A Literate J σered (Dublin,  
1744-4749), the first review published in Ireland. The Mitreusst  
(1746) of R. Dodslεγ united the ebarseter of a review of books with  
that of a literary magazine. It came out fortnightly to the 12th  
of September 1747. Although England can show nothing like the  
Jeered des sotmek, which has flourished almost without a break  
for two and a half centuries, it nearly complete series of reviews  

of
yEnglish literature may be made up from 1681 to the present 

After the dose of the feat quarter of the 18th century the literary  
periodical began to assume more of the style et the modem review,  
and in i749 the title and the chief features were united in the 1101411411  
Review, established by Ralph GrifΓιτhs,' who tenducted it unto  
X803, Whence it was edited by his son down to 1825. It camp to  
an end in 1845. From its commencement the Renee, dealt with  
science and literature, as well as with literary criticism It wee  
Whig in politics and Nonconformist in theology. The first series  
ran from 1749  to December 1789, 81 vole; the second from 1790  
to ι8ι s,'08 vole; the third or new series from 1826 to ‚830,55 vole;  
and the fourth from 1831 to 1845, 45  vole when the magazine  
stopped There is a general index 0749 -1789) 3 νο1s., said another 
(t 	1816), τ νοis.  

The Tory party and the established church were defended in the  
Critical Rmieu' (ι756-1817), founded by Archibald Hamilton and  
supported by Smollett, Dr Johnson and Robertson. johnson  
contributed to fifteen numbers of the Literary Magaai,e (1756-1758).  
The reviews rapidly increased in number towards the end of the  
century. Among the principal were the Leedos Review (17775-1780),  
A New Re ies (1782-1786), the ΕπpΙisk Retίe ('783-1796), incαpor  
ated in 1797  wrath the Απ Ιyhcal Review (1788-1799), the Α cli-
/crab a Renee a nd Misgaassw ('738-1821), and the British Critic  

(1793-1843), the organ of the High Church party, and first edited  
by Archdeacon Nares and Beloe.  

These periodicals had now become extremely numerous, and  
many of the leading London publishers found it convenient to  
maintain their own particular organs. It is not a  
matter of surprise, therefore, that the authority of 0  
the reviews should have fallen somewhat in public estimation. 
The time was ripe for one which should be quits independent  
of the booksellers, and which should also aim it a higher  
standard of excellence. As far back as 1755 Adam Smith, Shat  
and ahem had produced an .fldinburgi. Review which only ran tae 
two numbers, and in 1773 Gilbert Stuart and William Sme Ιlie  

issued during three years as Edinbmyb Magasisse and Reties.  
To Edinburgh is also due the first high-class critical journal,  
the Edinlrargk - Review, established in October 1802 by jelirey,  
Scutt, Homer, Brougham and Sydney Smith. It created a new  
era in periodical criticism, and assumed from the commencement  
a wider range and more elevated tone than any of its predecessors.  
The first editor was Sydney Smith, then effrey for malty years, 

rs and later editors were Macvey Nap ίer, William Empson, Sir G C.  
Lewis, HenryReeve and the Hon. Arthur Elliot. Its buff andblue  
cover was adopted from the colours of the Whig party whose political  

principles it advocated. Among its more famous contributors were  
Lord Brougham, Sir Walter Scott Carlyle, Hazlitt and Macaulay.  
Scott, being dissatisfied with the new review,perauaded John  
Murray, his London publisher, to start its brilliant Tory competitor,  
the v. rly Reline (Feb. '809), first edited by William tiafiord. ί  yq 

Sir 3.  Τ. Coleridge, and subsequently by J. G. Lockhart 
Rev. ^Whitwell Rlwin. W. M. Macpherson. Sir Wm. Smith, Rowland  
Prothero and G. W. Prothero. Among the contributors in successive  
years were Canning, Scott (who reviewed bimatif). Robert Southey,  

' Archibald Bower (1686-1766) was educated at Douai, and  
became a Jesuit. He subsequently protested himself a convert to  
the Anglican Church, oml published a number of weeks, but war  
mere esteemed for his ability then for his moral character.  

' Tin bio^rzphets of GoWgnHh lia'w made us familiar with the 
 with hi. name vi 

diploma of LL.τD. (gra ώ  by an 
prosperous 

Amσinn ιmivadή  
publisher, 

 with the  
quarrels between ham and the poet, 	 , 
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Sir John Barrow, J. Wilson Croker, Isaac Disraeli, A. W. King Ια k σ,  
Lord Salisbury and W. E. Gladstone! The Westminster &t·iO  
(1824) established by the followers oferemy Bentham, advocate l 
radical reforms in church, state and legislation. in 1836 it  «- i  
joined to the London Review (1829), founded by Sir William Moles•  
worth, and then bore the name of the London end Westminster  

Rimiest till 1851, when it returned to the original title. Other  
quarterly reviews worth mentioning are the Ededfw Review (1805- 
1868), edited down to 1834 by Josiah Conder (1789-1855) and  
ιυρ οιted by the Dissenters; the British Review (1811-1825; the  
Clingiest Remembro ncer (1819-1868); the Retrospective Review  
(ι82ο-ι82β, 1828, 1853-1854), for old books• the Foreign Quarterly  
Rum (1827-1846), afterwards incorporated with the Westminster;  

the Fossigii Review (1828-1829); the Dublin Review (1836), a Roman  
Catholic organ; the Foreign and Cokmiol Quarterly Reenter (1843-
1847); the Prospectise Review (ι845-1855).  given up to theology and  
literature, previously the Christian nuttier (1835-1844); the Norte  
Bń tisk Review (1844-1871); the British Quarterly Review (1845),  
succe to the British and Foreign Review (1835-1844); the New  
Quarterly Review (1852-1861), the Scottish Review (1853-1862),  

ublished at Glasgοwi the Wesleyan London Quarterly Review  
X853- ); the National Review (1855-1864); the Dip&mia'i'  

0855-1880; the Irish Quarterly Review ('851-1859),  
biought out in Dublin; the home and For eign Review (1862-1864); 
the Fins Arts Quarterly Review (1863-1865); the New Quarterly  

Magasins (187733-1880); the Catholic Union Review (1863-1874);  
the Anglican Church Quarterly Review (1875); Mind (1876), dealing  
with mental philosophy; the Modern Review (188o-1884); the  
Scuslisk Review (t882); the Asiatic Quarterly Review (1886; since 1891  
the Lnperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review); and the Jewish Quarterly  

Reliets.  
The monthly reviews include the Christian Observer (18ο2 -18$7) t 

 conducted by members of the established church upon evangelical  
principles, with Zachary Macaulay as the first editor;  

/b^OSn.  and the Monthly Repository ('806-1837), originally  
pυre!y theological, but after coming into the hands of the Rev. 
W.  Fox made entirely literary and political. The Fortn,ghtly  
Review 1865), edited successively by G. H. Lewes, John Morley,  
Τ. H. S. tt, Frank Harris, Oswald Crawfurd and W. L. Courtney,  
was intended as a kind of English Rase des deux mσnder. Since  
1866 it has appeared monthly. The Contemporary Review (1866),  
long edited by Sir Percy Bunting, and the Nineteenth Century (1877)  
founded and edited by Sir James Knowles (qv), απd renametf  
Niseteentk Century and After in 1900, are similar in character,  
consisting of signed articles by men of mark of all opinions upon  
questions of the day.. The National Review (188 ), edited succes. 
sh el by Alfred Austin, W. Earl Hodgson, and L. J.  Masse, is alone  
in taking editorially a pronounced party line in politics as a Conser-
vative organ. Modern Thought (1879-1884), for the free discussion  
of political, religious and social subjects, and the Modern Review  

1892-1894) that' also be mentioned. Other monthlies are the  
Indian Magazine (1871); the Irish Monthly (Dublin, 1873); the  
Goalie journal (Dublin, 1882); the African Review (1892) and the  
Empire Review (1900). The Monthly Review (1900-1908), edited till  
I by Henry Newbolt, was for some years a notable addition to  
the gh class literary monthlies.  

The weekly reviews dealing generally with literature, science and  

art are the Literary Gazette (1817-1862), first edited b William 

^a 
Jerdan; the Athenaeum (1828), founded by James  Silk 
$uckinpham, but successfully established by C. R. 

Dilke,andlongeditedinlateryearsbyNorman Μαιςο1l(
τ4 

(1843-1904),  
and afterwards by Mr Vernon Rendall; and the Academy ('869).  
Among those which also include political and social topics, απd are  
more particularly dealt with under NEWSI'A i'zRS, may be mentioned,  
the Examiner (1808-1881), the Spectator (1828), the Saturday Review  
1855), the Scots or Nalional Observer (1888-1897), Outlook (1898),  

net ('900-1903), and Speaker (1890), which became the Nation.  
Soon after the introduction of the literary journal in England,  

one of a more familiar tone was started by the eccentric John Bunton  

in the Athenian Gazette, or Casuistical Mercury, molting all the most  

Nice and Curious Questions ('689-1690 to 1695-1696). afterwards  
called The Athenian Mercury, a kind of forerunner of Notes απd  
Queries, being a penny weekly sheet, with a quarterly critical  
supplement. In the last part the publisher announces that it will.  
be  continued "as soon as ever the glut of news is a little over."  
Dunton was assisted by Richard Snub and Samuel Wesley. Defoe.  
Review (1704-1713) dealt chiefly with politic and commerce, but the  
uitraduction in it of what its editor fittingly termed the "scandalous  
club "was another step nearer the papers of Steele απd the periodical  
essayists, the first attempts to create an organized popular opinion  
in matters of taste απd manners. These little papers, rapidly thrown  
off for a temporary purpose, were destined to form a very important  

Tin centenary of the Edinburgh Review was celebrated in an  
article in October 1902 and that of the Quarterly Review in two 
articles April and Jul),  '909. See also On the A utk οιτh' of the First  
Hundred Numbers of the Εdrnburgh Review (1895), by W. A. Copinger,  
and Tks First Edinburgh Reviewers in Literary Studies (1879), vol.  
I., by W. Bagehot.  

part of the liteeature of the 1/th•mntgly, and in ear. ιι gse he  
most marked (enure. Although the frequenters of the clubs and  
coffee-houses were the persons for whom the essay-papers were  
mainly written, a proof of the increasing refinement of the age is  
to 
specially 

 found in the fact that now f 	first time were wamee 

Taller ώυ
addressed

nαdpêr 
 Ác d a reading public. , The  

issued thrice a week untIl 171 τ The idea was 	
>ry,rlr,^ σ^  

extremely popular, and a dome similar papers were s ατted 'within  
the yes, at least one half bearing ealoumble imhatioss of the title  
Addison contributed to the Till.,, and together with Steele estab'  
fished and carried on the Spotaar (0710-1714) and subsequently  
the Guardian ('713). The newsραρα tax ειdοrced in 1712 dealt  
a herd blow at these. Before this time the daily issue of the Speratdr  
had reached 3000 mopi s; it then fell to  'έσο;  the pains was raised  
from a penny to twopence, but the paper carne to en end ii' 174.  
Dr Drake (Essays illuslr. 4 155 .Ransb'er , Qt., iL 4qo) drew up an  
Imperfect list of the essayIsts, and reckiseed that from the T all.,  
to Johnson's Rambler, during aperrod of fortyone years. 106 pa 
of this description were ρnblisbed. Dr Drake continued the list  
down to 1809, and described alt0;(ethet 221 whichhad appeared 
within a hundred years. The following isa list of the most consider-
able, with their dates, founders and chief contributors- 

Taller (April (April 12, 1709 to Jan. τ, 1710-1711), Steele, Addisoa  
Swift, Hugqhes, &c.; Spectator 	1,1710-17" to Dec. τ0,1714),  
Addison, Steele, Budgell, Hughes, Grove, Pope, Parnell, Swift, &c.;  
Guardian (Match 12, t713 to Oct. τ τ7τ3), Stκle,Addisοn Berkeley, 
Pope, Tickell, Βιιιιgε11, 	; Raeιδίοι (March w, 1750 tο Μαrch  
1752), Johnson; Ad,.rdn,., (Nov. 

µr 
 7, 1752 to March 9, ,7 

')ιo
,  H

, emits  Johnson, 
 to Dκ. y,6), Ε.6Moo e, earl of Chestα̂field, Rte. O. Cambridguq  

Sept.d Orford, Seems Jenyns, &c.; Coιιnd ίssw ι. (Jan. 5ι. 1754 tq 
p 30, 1756), Colman, Thornton, Warton, mat of Cock, 8a ;  78s 

(Aprl £5, ^758 to April 5,1760), obason, Sir J.  Reynolds and heaneεΡ  
Langton; Es. (Oct. 6, 1759 to Nov. 24, 1759), O, Goldsmith; Mirror  

(Jan. 23,1779  to May η, 1780), Mackenzie, Craig Abercromby, 
Home, 	nnatyne, &c.; Lo ιrπgιr (Feb. 5, 1785 to Jan. 6, '787), 
Mackenzie, Craig, Abetcromby, Tytler; Obsmer ('785 m1790),   
Cu

mssf
mberluid; Looks-om ι (March 10,2792 to Feb. τ. τ794), W. *ob'rts, 

As from the  a pamphlet of news" arose the weekly papa wholly  
devoted to the circulation of news, so from the general newspaper  
was specialized the weekly or monthly review of litera- 
ture, aιιtiφή ties and science, wiιich, when it included Μ  
essay-papers, made up the magazine or miscellaneousNahad^^^  
repository of matter for information and amusement. Several  
monthly publIcatlons had come into existence since £681; but ρpee hags  
the first germ of the magazine is to be found in the  Gentleman s  
Journal (π691-0694) of Peter Mottem, which, besides the new τ d  
the month, contained miscellaneous prose and poetry. Dr Samuel  
Jebb included antiquarian wogs as well as literary review,  in 
his Dibliorheea Iiteraria 1 722-1724), previously mentioned, but the  
Gssskmae's Megasin e, founded in 173' fully established, through  
the tact and energy of the publisher Edward Cave (qa), the type  
of the magazine, from that time ιο  marked a featured Eαlish  
periodical literature. The first idea is due to Moteux, from whom  
the title, motto and general plan were borrowed. The chief feature in  
the new Venture at first consisted of the analysis of the j00rnals,  
which Cave undertook personally. Pei2 s ware °Be ιed for  
In April ι7 a the loading metropolitan ppuubiiahers, jeabas of the  
interloper Cave, started the London Magazine, or Gentleman's  
Monthly Intdhgencer (1732-1784), which had a long and prruperoua  
career. The new magazine closely copied Cave's title, plan 2%1  

aspect, and bitter war was long waged between the two. The dva&y  
wan not without benefit to the lsterarypublic, es the νοoducte,  
of each used every effort to improve there own review. Cave intro-  
ducd the practice of giving engravings, nape and portraits, but  
his greatest success was the addition of Samuel Johnson (ge.) to  
the regular alai(. This took ola εe in 1738, when the latter wrote  
the preface to the volume for that yew, observing that the magazine  
had "given rise to almost twenty imitations of it, which are either 
all dead or vely little regarded.' The plan wan also imitated  in 
Denmark, Sweden and Germany. The ό οιιαοman' s Magazine was  
0ontinued by Cave's brother-in-law , David Henry, afterwards by  
John Nichols and his son' Cave appears to have been the feat  

The fat series of the Gentleman's Matosiss er Τrads ο't Monthly  
Ieldligdecer, extended from January Ι7^1 to December 1735, 5 mss.:  
the Gentleman's Magasies and Ηύkrιιd Chionsd. from January  
1716 to December 1867, vole. 6-77;  new series, January 1808 to  
new  December ι8, 

series, ^ ,8566-865, '9 
 new 

  wfa;̂ nιι (fo(fourth)serκµs, '8866- new (third) series, 	
8ιι
b
dd

τ
αα τ868, 5 vole. A general i 	to the first twee 'cl., appeared  

in 1753. S. Ayscough brought out an ihdex to the first ń fty-six vole-,  
1731-1786 (1789), 2 νols. and one by j. Nkbob, 1787-1818 (1821),  
τ vol., A cmplet' list cii thepy tes and woodcuts (1731-1813) was  
publidud lit '814,, an another list anoth lid m (1751-ι8,8), is,'. The 

sn Ge,Nea's Μegαπaα
M 	

o dasslj4d cdlsdtai. ιιf 15. αhα, 
coeleals 4 th. Genle ιιιoa's αςaπnr. from 1731 to 1868, is maw  
being edited by Mr-G. L. Comm. (1883, @t., 'c4. 4-17).  
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φς̂ υΡe tlhe ward mapιbιe k the came d a peι%dieιd d αιό raiLnιwu  
llteratase. The .peciel Ι antiquarian, biographical and historical 
features, 'thicń  mite thus mnpsiαe so vel auahte s ai re.bouw for  
information lee the period it cavern were dropped in 1868, when  
en " eniltely new seer," a miscellany of light hiirature was sucoes-
steely edited by Geeing, Joseph Hatton and Joseph Knight  

Mast' other ιpagaιιines were produced In cοσιωιρmaαof the success  
of these two. It will bαιυ cιent to mention the followIng: The  
Suits Μσgdώ ιr (1739-ι8ι7Swes the that published ń  Scotland' free  
1817 to 1826 it we. styled the EdiabMrg8 Megain ι. 2'. U.nd  
Megan,. (1747)  bade short, 11 brilliant, ranter; but the Reeser= 
Yagaain^, foandtd by  James Pony en 1782, breed down to tee6.  
Uf more importaiun than these, or than the R'yol Msgaais' ι75q-
177τ)  's . the MosIJdy Magans' ( ι796-ι8 η̂), with which Priestisy  
and God'io were originally o οnσected. During thirty yeas the  
Moai dy was cesdected by Sir Richard Phillips, under whom it  
became more statistical and sdenti θc than llteraiy. Class migraines  
were represented by the Edinburgh Farmn's !/σςαeins 18cο-18 5)  
and the Ρbilστσσpph"a! Magniuie (1798), established in London by  
Alexander Tilloch • the latter at first consisted chiegy of translations  
of scientific articles from the French. The following p εriοdkab, all 
d which date from the 18th century, are still pub lished: the Guild  
Mngs.te. (1766. with which 131merpormed the BsiMsi Proadsse), the 
W dhedist Mαι seee s (τ778), Cwtis's Dewsisd iago ιΡfse 
(: 786), &usigdicoi Mogen e. (ι'7g3. since 1905 the Ειengsliceι 
ram η), the k 

mid  s
κaι Μα (1798), now known 

u the 
Y

^ Laedo^s, Sdsw b diωΡ ^ 	is Ά 'kd ιwρkwa Ι Mego*d)u.  

The Increased influence of this class of periodical upon public  

opinion was lint apparent in B(achvoad's EdA'b.TJI. Ma die,  
founded in !8[7 by the publisher of that name, and 	to a 
high degree of eι cellenα by the contribution, of  Scott, Lockhart,  
Hogg, Magma, Syms and Jobe Wdsoa (" Christopher North")  
,Iohn Gait and Samuel Warren. It has always remelted Liberal  
:n literature and Conservative In politics, The Net Moiiikly  

&fαtarse is somewhat artier i date. It was founded in 1814  
bx the Iaπdοα publisher, Colbozn, and was edited in turn by  
Campbell, Theodore Hook, Bulwer-Lytton sod Atisworth. Many of 
Ca yle'ι 

aTheodore
nd  Thackerey'a plena 8W appeared in From's Megnaiw.c  

(*830), Iaog famous for its persooalIti s and its gallery of literary  
portraits. The lid ισpolifai Magnate, was started in oppoaltloo  
to Fraser, and eras first edited by Campbell, who had left its rival  
It subsequently came Into the bands of Captain Marryatt who  
minted in It many of his see- ates. The DrIliS' Mogause (':832-
W849). Included religious and ecclesiastical information. From  
Ireland came the DslHu Uassasity Magc ins ( ι833). Thelar 
price el these migraines was half a sown; the first of the cheap  
ones was Toil's EdiSbergh Meganee (1832- '86:) eta shilling. It  
was Radical in politics, and had Roebuck as one of its founders.  

W4ιts Miscellany (1837-τ868) was exclusively devoted to n ονele, 
light by sad

Cmlkιlιαπk Γσνι le [the ght B,ii$kj a  The 
 NesSlrai Mqasise 4832) was addressed specially to rilors, and  

Colborn's fleeted Serne ιΡ maul (trla9) tο both services, The 
Astern Jes^sal (1816) dealt }pith Oriental subjects.  

From 1815s to TSao a number of low-priced end unwholesome  
periodical ioarshed. The Mvror (:823-1849), a trio-penny  

illustrated magazine, begun by John Limbed, and  
""oιΡ the Y*has(es M σςnedi. ι8τη^)) were seeps In a better  

direction. The polltmil agitation of 1831 led to a further  
minder demand and a suppiy of cheap and healthy .erialg for  
the lading multitide commenced with Chmsbas's Jeered (1832), 
the Pessy Hαgσsίse (1832-1845) d Charles Knight, and the Scbιda '  
lageaioi (1832-1844), begun b γ the Society ίοr Promoting Christen  
Knowledge. The but was peibbhed at ι jd. and the last two at rd.  
Knight seamed the best authors and artists of the day to write for  
and iSeitrata his teagazine, which, though at first a commercial  
success, may have had the reason of its subseanent distontinuance  
is hr Uteary exαlkrκe. Αt the end d 1832 Γt bad raεbed a sale  
d aogoaο in weekly cumbeπ and monthly Leptter It come to an  
and In  ι84.  and was eut.eeded by Ksieelfs Pussy Vfagsise  
(iseg^, which waserepped after six monthly mute. These periodicals
were ellowed by. number of penny weeklies of a lower tone, such  
e. the Ρeraify Herald (:843),  the Losde σ Jeered (1845) and Lloyd's  
firmedιιy. In 1850 the mile of the first of them was placed at  
175,000 coptes, the emend at 170600, and Lloyd's at 95.000. In 
1a^ 4^ feertee ιι penny and three half penny magazines, twelve  social 
jouπ ώ ι, std thhty+ems book-isriala were pteduced every week  
is Leedom. Α farther and permanent Improvement It cheap  
weddies less home reeding may be trued hum the foundation of  
Νewith ,Tow*el (1147-ι849), and more especially Hoits'kild Wards  
(1850), conducted by Charles Dickens, All Ole Year Rosed 0 859)  
by the use editor, and aWren tds by his an. Once A Week 18 59 ,  
and the Lei we Hew (ιg5σ). The pan of Veld  end  Cheerier   1849 , 
for the purpose of iatse eommmunicetiea among those interested in 
special points et literary and antiqvsrlsn chsraeter. has led to the  

1 John Limbed, to whom mete before Chembab or knight is  
due the carrying out the idea d a cheap and good perlod'ieal for the  
seo0k oα the set Μ Oε

tcberfelbwarι 
 1883, t Μοαι having aelieved 

δ^Yiae 	 0t h^ twο 	•• •  
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an  sad periodicals, 	

i6 great number d oewanewspapers
rladna' Is, d^ s Imitators England, 6 

are 	 pa now tatW ουmaiι In Holland, Fιanα, and 
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Shi  monthlies begap with  Maetillasi  ('888), the  CwishdI  

(ι8δo)f  $rιt editεd by -1'haelσeray. and Τeaιple Bar ( ιΜόσ). S/ 
σs Jas τ Υ 	(ι861),  Bdgr'wde ( ι866) , St Paid's ( ι867-τ87 ,  

Londoa lioclety (ι86a), and TiωΡsfιyt (ι867) were devoted  cbieόy 
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 (̂κ(ιd Magazine (ι883) ŵas^bmug6e out i^o comple'thιQtιon w^  
the American  lia,ys ι+s and  Cesbry. The Pall Mail Mageawis  
followed ώ  '84, Uf the artistic perIodical, we may signalize tb  
Art Iowan!  ι ), Perydie  (1870), Magazine of Α λ (τλ78-ιqo4),  
Sludio (1 8gCesqoismar  (190'), and Bwldsgls$s ( ι903). 11e  
Βaohsroιι (1 886) fα α combination of popular and literaiy qualities,
and the Bιdeiriaiι (ISp'), for aport, also deserve mexttion. One  
of the mOat char*cteristic dev.lppinent. of later journalism was  
the eatabllιόmeat ώ  τθgo of the Earl.. of Rorlσs by W. Τ. Stead.  
Meanwhile the number of cheap periodicals increased enormously,  
such ιι the weekly  Ti&.bils  (*86*),  and dssews  (:888), and profusely  
Illuitrsted maηsinn appeared, like the SIrosd  (:89:),  Peie'sms s 
(τ896), or Windsor  (1895). Profemlona and trades new have not  
oaly their general ches.periodlcala, but α  specIal  review α magazine  
for  evey  section.  1α  1910 the magazines and > publIshed is 
the United Kingdom numbered η9 
668• 3 wets 	to ted trade; $6r á Reli

gious  ^ periodicals
t represented 

professional dares; S τ  agriculture; tied ax8 were juvεaUe pesiodicakc  
'lb. London monthlitι were 7g7 and the qusrterliea 155. 

lsdgzu α EsgfIsh Ρaiεdiιdsr-Α  large number of pελoΦcab  
do not preserve literary matter  of permanent value, but the high-  
t1α8ι reviews and the artlαk and ι magazine.eηtlΙ magazine.
costain a great mass d^fiκts  so  that general and speclsl  
indexes have become ααrαη το all literary workers. 1,1st. of  
the .eperste indexes Φ 	Iar aτieι are given In Η. B. Wbratley's  
What  is as  Jade.? (*879), W. P. Cosirttiey's Rqs'du of Nodose[ 
Βibliopοpbγ (1905, a να 	and the Lie of B..', σrei^ι[ Φι  
ι9 ̂

sLι^ In the leading room of the British Museum (4thed. 
ι 

 

Aurwosmxs.-" Periodi αlι," in the BMtish Museum catalogue'  
Lowudes, BiNioBd 	s  Messu! by Hy. G.  Bakis, (1864? Cat. of  
P,riedi'als is 11ι Bud/, Lib., or. Í ., "English  Perbd)αls '(:88);  
Cal. ef  do 110$  CeRusba  of  kasfy N,WS$parSmid  Bsryisb is Γ ι 
Bed!. 1.4'.  ς18d) i  Scudder,  	0 3ciιsb 	(*879). Aedrews,  
11lsL  4kg J 	# (185y) 	Clarίηιyy, Ηύλ ^le Ριesst 
se  Asgidene  of see  Uiκs (1857); Madden ι  hiss.  of Irish Paris'  
Lύ  (ι867) ' J. Grant,  Tb. Great Ydro*dL, IL τa9• Sσ7 ' " Periodical 
$ι ιαyι  of τ'ιe of Anne," in N. Αwericatι Re. vol τlvi.: Drake,
Essays  σα  lb.  ^}sdaar,' " Taller" &c.  (18*0-1814); Courthope  
Addimιι (" EφJ Men of Letter., '!  '884);" Forgotten PeriOdlesÍ  
Ρυ 	' in Nate. mid φιuir, 3rd series, voL ά . ρ. ^3ς 
" Account d, 	

Nate. 
 Periodical Lfetrary Journals from 168' to 1749," by 

S. Parka, is Qatar!.  Jοωτι. of Se., 1.0., bκ,
^
xίiL 36 28'?'  see s also Near 

 lot eerie,, vol. mid 
^e^̂^p̂, In  , 13 s  Hag.  ^ (r^

7 
 76S ι 

435; ό t Century 
Ma 	 pbeiodlca 

 during   ι7ιτ-τ773
2^4 	

' in Neal mrd rwiu, yd  ιnia, vol. ix. ρ. 7τ, 
Ac.,  Χ. ι ^ Ge(ιoη'ς Period Lfτ., 'l6., 5τ^.ειle. vol. xl. 427,4941 
"Early Roman Catholic M'agnsIdes,"lb., 6th sarles, vol. lii p.43,  
8ε., lv. ατι Timpeeiw, ΒωΡη, of Lis. Α ιua.  (*842); C. Kniglit  
Tbe Old  Pιfsbr  mad Ike Modsrs  Press (!54),  and Passage.  of  
a Warbiag  Lila  (ι86p-ι8δy)' M.sied' ή  Robar! Cbσeιbατ (rS7s);  
the LeMlιω Cal.  of  Pea4ddrals, Ifn α ½. (*844-1910);  ΤM 
Bsσlodla (February 1867, 	and τ̂λ68, August 4 τ8 , July 
1879); "On the Unsrmped η^, 	end pso{^s, 4th  ιlλeα 
vovol. τ. αn4 xi. (ι87a-t87^^)) and Esgiisϋ  HISS.HISS. Roιtιι(t ) I  ιdL 

τι-ηnδς Ctιntdbutknι Tówards αα Indexof Serial 
W. L Fletcher,  Liiwey Jowsal  (‚88;), vi. 4τ, 166; Byways d  
Periodical Literature," Walford's Asi'q. Meg. (1887), xl. 179-186,  
xii. 6 4; Catalog ιιe of  Megesasies ½.,  toed.  α!  lb.  M.lbewen,  Fed.  
Ι.Ο. (τ :); "English  Periodical Literature," by W. 8ob αtao 
Nkoll  oo4mas^ (1895), veΙ. i. • "The Pgkdiaal  Press,  
byT. k,s. Eacoti, Bkckwed  (*894),  pp ι4, 532;  "B 
of Periodicallrteature; by F.  Campbell , F). LiWgry (*8gb),  
49i " Βlbliofrappby  of the British Ponodknl Prom," byD.  
In  Miochell ι NιwopoD°  ' Direaση (tgoe ),  pp. ιτ-τ3 i  " Knell  
Reviews," by  A. Waugh 04dc, vd.  40' "  Rιteunnι on  
Csiticbm," Ssintibury, ÍiiιΓση of 	 _Crihisise(790') ,  ifs 4υ8-418.  
Αι  regards the treatment d tιperfoteαb In 	see` "Help. 
for  Cataloguer. of Serials." by 	

d 

C. Briton in Bodes 
 Library 

 Bfblt^- 

ίσdν. ^^ , ' UnIon List of 	i6  Chicago Lίbreies,ι l  
%ibMr4f̂J = Chicago (1900), V.• "Care of Periodlesle 

In n Library,"   by F. R. Jackson, Public Libraries, Chicago  (7906),  vet. 
xl. Complete ^ιls of ciweent British peλοdiαlι are Included in  
Mitchell's  Nrws$$i Prgrs Dired σry,  Street's 	DMeltory, 
and Wί Λ ing e Frees  Guide, and α sweet 	oteer liilormatiog  
are  gi.ea  ώ  the LiMSr! Yr  1..',  
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UsmD$TaT"  

The two earliest America miscellanies were produced almost  
simultaneously. Sported by the emcees of the Gedlesee's Magasia'  
In England Benjamin Franklin founded the Geaeral Magesiss  
(0741) at ΡhiLddohia, but it expired after six monthly number.  
had teemed. Franldhi"s rivals Andrew Bradford, forestalled  
him by  three days with the Aswfcs" Magssm. ( ι 4ι) edited by  
)]oho Webbe, which ran only to two numbers Further attempts at  
Philadelphia in57 and 1769 to revive ρπίοdk^ls with the arse 
name were both fruitless. The other pin-revolutionary magarina  

were the Beaton Amaica α Ma (1745-1747), iImitation of 
the London Mcga^s'; the Bode WαMlMαgcmine (174,7);  the 
Ctsieri ώ n Xister7( 1 743-17; the Neω 

Weakly 
 Ιndιρendent 

(ι7752;1754); the New Engksd Maimss' (i758-ι ), a  
collection of fugitive pieces; the Boston Royal Americas  Μdsι 
(!_77;-1 775) ;, t  and the Ρe sw Magcs.m (1775-3776) Iounbd  
by Robert Aitken, with the help of Thomas Paine. The έdυaιkias  

agasine (1786-1790) was contiisned as the Uσhere d Αηdwt  
(1790-1792. Matthew Carey brought out the Am ners Mawam  
io 1787, and it lasted until 1792. Among the other magasineawbith  
ran out a brief existence before the end of the century was the  
Philadelphia Pditedl Censer or MoafMy Renee (1796- ι797) edited  
by William Coirtctt. One of the most successful wa, the F ormer'S  
Weakly Nseus (1790-179q9q), supported by perhaps the most  
brilliant staff of meterr. American periodical literatute had yet  

been able to show and edited by Joseph Bennie, who in dim εgιn 
the publication eh the Pa, carried on to 1827 at  Yiltfeiphi  . 
For five years it vans weekly miscellany in quarto, and afterwards  
en octavo monthly; it was the first Americas serial which could  
beat of so king an existence. Charles Brockden Brown established  
the New York Monthly Magasier (1799), which, changing its title  
to The Americas Renew, was continued to 1802. Brown founded  
at Philadelphia the Linear, Magazine ('803-1808); he and Drunk  
may be considered as having been the fast American poukasionsl  
men of letters. The Anthology Club was established at &men in  
1803 by Phinesa Adams for the, cultivation of literature and the  
diecusnoη of philosophy. Ticknor, Everett and Bigelow were  
among the members, and were contributors to the organ of the club,  
the monthly Anthologgyy and Resent Reniew (1803-1811), the fore-
runner of the North American Rees. Is the year 1810 Thomas  
ΡΡrrsting is A merica, ii. 292) Informs us that 27 periodicals were  
..ued in the United States The first serious rival of the Pad/dde  

was the Aisakdi' Maµasń ιs (1813-1820), founded at Philadelphia  
by Mesa Thomas, with the literary uaistance of W. Irving (for  
loins time the editor), Paulding, and the c'dtholopet Wilson. In  
state of a large subscription list it came to an end on account of  

the costly style of its production. The first southern serial was  
the Mouldy Register (1805) of Charleston. New York possessed  
so periodical worthy of the city until 1824, when the Aikalic  
Mcgciise a 	which changed its mime shortly afterwards 
to the New York M σπddy Relies, and war w 	ed by R. C. Sends 
and W. C. Bryant. N. P. Willis was one of the editor, of the New  
York Mirror (1823-1842). Between ι84οεnd 1850 Grokas's Μαgasίue  
was the leading popular miscellany in the country, reaching at  
use time a ciκalstion of about 35.000 copies The first western  
pericdical was the Dtinass M.sikly Maga ώme ('830-1832), published,  
owned, edited and almost entirely written by James Hail, who  
followed with his Weaken Monthly Magasse ( ι833 i8 6), produced  
is a similar manna. In ι83333 the novelist C. F. Hodnrn founded  
et New York the Rsiskerbecker (ι833-0860), which soon passed  
under the control of Timothy Flint and became extremely ,uccessfal.  
most of the leading native write σ of the next twenty yeses having  
been contributors. Equally popular was Ρai nsι'τ Monthly Magiisiui'  
(1853-185 8 7- ι869). Ιτ waικvived ί n ιgpό_ιyτo. TheDial  ι(840- 
1845), organ of the arsin ndenαh was first edited 
by Margaret Fuller, and subsequently by R. W.Emerson and G.  
Ripley. Other magazines were the Asericas Monthly Μagmιine  
(!535-1838). the Soiahario Literary Meamiger (1834),  Richmond, the  
Genikssn'a Magaeise 1837-1840). and the Znlernatisrial Magazine  
(1850-1852). edited by R. W. GrISWOld. the Yak Lilordry Magiszae  
dated from [836. The MerckuW' Magwise was united in 1871 with  
the Commercial and Fi,oacid Chronicle. First in order of date  
among the cor" at ibly in,  inacomits die ,New Yαk $aιper's 
New λfend& Μυgσά πr (ι850). t Ιυ irdiestex ιst ίng ιΡlltstτatedAmeriaα  
aerial, then the Boston edest, Monthly ('857) '  with which was  
incorporated the Galaxy (1866) ii 878, famous for ιΡts editors Lem%  
Mn ells and Τ. B. Aldrich, o"Hits contributor 0. W. Holmes,  
Longfellow, Whittier and other:. Next came L44'iscd( Ma  •iia 
(1868) from Philadelphia, and lb Coss,of'olita* (1886) and '8  
Monthly (t8 0, known as the 'τstsη ΣΙΙρ

sfe 
ιd _Mtgαdse since 

1880 These , from New York. The , n followed by Sm. hneι's Mα;αsiπs  
1887), the New Entiand Mnf 0 a  ('889), the Rlrstmtrd Res ιt ιs of  

Rmie,rs (1890), McClure's Μαg r, se I  the Bsoksma (1895), the  
Wo,td's Work (102), the Amerles Μιgιιlιιe (1906) succeeding  
Prank Leslie's cpabr Monthly, and Massey's Magasise (i889).  
All are illustrated, and three in particular, the Cennrrr, Scr πbηer's  
and 

d idle 
Reaper's.  caned the art pf wood-0egcving to a high seeded  

The first attempt to carry on an American review was made by  
Robert Walsh in 1811 at Philadelphia with the qua rterly Imιιiees  

Resales of Ηie y asd hέdea, wb' Weed cdφ a es*g$e d 7era,  
Still more brief was the existence of the Cement Repsstery cad  

Redsw (c812), brought out at Csmlatd'e by Andrew. Barton with  
the hell, of the professors of the univessity, bet of which only four  
numbeπ appeared. Niles's Weekly Rqubu' (1811-1848) was 

 political, historical and litersay. The Nsnk Aw semi Res ee, the  
oldest and most famous of all the Americo review, doom liuss s$'.  
and was founded founded by William Tudor • meember d the  p eviw 
mentIOaed·AnLheI Club. After two years' conned T udor headed 

e ev the review to the dub, then styled the North American Clubp,,  

most active members were Ε. Τ Chu ft. mmg. H. Dar and
Sparkι In 1819 Ε.  Everett becam, the editor: hIsbrethw 

Alexander  acquired the  property is 1829. The  roll of c i.tπϋ utoα 
numbers *most every American writer of ante. Since t8f9 it hr  
been published monthly (except in Sept. wδ aaρρ. ^ 
peered semimonthly). The America. QrarιυfyRιwιιt^(

en
1827-1937),  

et:Wished at Philadelphia by Robert Walsh, came to an end on 
 his R 

1832
departure

, nnductd by H gar4, 
5. 

 Elliot 
 Q ^ Gι.  W i ώ  In  

of the poltie and fi ιυ ce d 	South, the Sth, enjoyed a 
sheer 

 caner, 
 

It was resuscitated in 1842,  and lived another thistsea yeas'. Thee  
two were followed by the  Dmoera ίi'R'meν (ι838-i9 2) theAwιιims  
Review (1845-184) afterwards the Americros Wkeg Reties (0850-
1852), theM'uzssack useas  Qυαrteτi ι 7-τ85ο),aadafeemore.  
The New Englander (t84-'892), the BiblicM Repertory mud P ńwc'ta  
Reώm (1825), the ]National psaa*' iy  Reeirw (1980) dad the New  
York !n'eruwtioaai Revere ('874-1885), may also be mmaiosied.  
The critical wαkliα of the past include the New York Lu4s'ary  
Gasolte (1834-183S5 , 1839), Ds Bow's Review ('84 6), the uI.ary  
World (18'7-18,  the Cń:dim ('855-1856), the Ressd T ak4  
(,‚863-1864), the Ci'iaeis  (1864-1873), and Appleies'sJoeuraal 1868)). 

leading The lng current monthlies include the New York Fpm 1886),  
Area ('690), Current Liter αΙ re ('888), and Bssk.aa, the  
Dial (1880), and the Greenwich, Connecticut, Litwm'y Cdkdo,.  
Femme among the weeklies coma the New York Nation (τ865).  

Religious periodicals have been extreme!y numerous in the United  
States. The earliest was the Theological Magaaiss (1796-1779q8g).  
The Christen Exasiser data from 1824 and lasted down to 1870.  
The Panoplist ('805) changed. its name to the Misrios σιy Herald,  
representing  the American Board of Missions. The Matkadfst  
Magazine dates from 1818 and the Ckrialiaa Disciple from 1813. 
The Aniricas Biblical Ra 	('830-1850), a enrte ιyι was 
united with the Andover BI6l 	Sawa (ι43) and with the  
Theological Felotie ( 1865). Broa'asrte's Quarterly enew began
aι the Boston Quarterly Resew in 1838. cad did m ud' to inteoduc.  
to American readers the woks of the modern French ρhιΙοeφ ύed  
school. Other serials of this class are the Protests:  

Quarterly Review ( 185"), the Prub7*m οs /ferule. ('851-τ$όo),  
the Cathdi' World (1865), the Soidhers Relies (1867), the New  
Jerusalem Magasiue (1827), Americas Baptist Magasine (1817), the  

pp
Chh^σιιc
µµ
hh^Renee

µ('8
µ), the Cluistks levies, ('836), the Uιάmmeh i 

 are the Chicago 
AmericanJournal of ^Τhed. d ιΡthe Oberlin BiblwIhe'e  
The Chicago Biblical World is published moatbly.  

Among historical periodicals may be numbered the Ausenimes  
Register (ι8o6-1811), Strykelι Americus Register (1848-1854),  
Ed'wardu'a Americas Qum** Register (,'829-1843), the New 
Esgted Historical pad ςιrkι  ( '847), Folsom'.  
Historical Magaaiae (1857), the ,  New York  Gessekghal Ricord  
(18 ), and the Magaaoae of Αιsmcas History (1877).  There is aho  
the Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Americas Ηυlo►κd Review, issued  

 quarterly. 

	

Man αial publications have been almost entirely made 	d 
extracts from English sources, Perhaps the earliest example  
to be found in Select Vies of Lilua,lw'j (1811-1812). The Eclutie 
Magazine (1844) and Littelrs Lit'isg Age (144) may be s entΙ ed.'  

In 1817 America possessed only one scientific periodical, the  
Journal of Miacralogy. Professor Silliman established the jooraai  
known by his name in 1x48. Since that time the Aw.rracasi keened  
of Science bas enjoyed unceasing favour. The special per ίodialι  
of the day are very numerous. Among the most representative  
are: the Popular Science Monthly, New York; the monthly Boats  
Journal of Education; the quarterly American Journal  of  Metka  
marks, Baltimore; the monthly Cosier'. Ma (1891), NewYorki  
the monthly Americas Eiigieerr (1893), New York; the moetbly  
House cad Garden 1  Philadelphia; the monthly A*.pkysiel knead,  
commenced se Sedereal Mrue"g'r (1882). Chiesgoi the monthly  
A merican Chemical Jos'rxel, Baltimore; the monthly tmo*aI  
Naturalist, Boston; the monthly Americas Je naef 4 th. Μπhαel 
Sciences, Philadelphia; the monthly Clueing, New York' the w akly  
Americas AςΡπcιdtιουι New York; the quarterly Meie$yrhel 
Magasiee (18κfa5)  New Va s York; the bi-monthly Asteσιι Ιassd  d 
SSociology, C go; di' bi•monthl Americas Len L Reds" St Loss.;

old)y, the m Banker's MagoW,New York; the quarterly  
Jowsd of  Philology (1880 Baltimore: the monthl Likeeyerns&i&  
(1876), New 'York; the monthly Public I'krairs, Chicago; the  
weekly .Scώ seyή' ies Auaenitam, New Υοrk; the quarterly Amrrlcan  
J osnaαl of Α rώ οek8y (1885). New York.  

Tl. number of periodicals devoted to light literature end to fends  
readers he been, and ell =sees  amtιmely k+tp. The mist!'  
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ttb latter elan woe the Ledy's Υa adiw (1792) of Pbiladelp6ia. 

T  ed 
di fmiag ' (1841) vos written by factory girls of Lowell 

Bows Jewwat (188333) and 
Lady's

e σems' s Home Coιιrpσuίoιι (1893) e e  
elm current Cblldren'a magazines originated with the Young  

Muss? Musa ([806) of Brooklyn; the New York St Nichols  
(monthly) the Boston Void's Cσw τeiσπ (weekly) are pTomi. 

Tb, total of Αmetkιn ρulοdkaΙs mentioned in the Girl' a by H.  
Ο. Severau*a and C. H. Walsh (1909, Ann Arbor), sa 5136 foe the  

1 AIJTeOmTZss.—The eighth volume of the Tenth Report of the  

United Stales Census (1884) contains a sta(istical report on the  
newspaper and periodkal press of America by S. N D. North.  
See also Cucheval Ciarigny, Histoae deb prees ε es Anglekrre  eI 
αα 1 	Geis (1857);  Ή .  Stevens, Calologiie of .4 ner e s Seeks  

is the Library of the British Museum 0666 , and American Books  

milk Tails ter on (1873); I. Thomas, History of Fri ι ling in America  
(Albany, 1874); J. Nichol, American Literature (1882); • Check List  
of American Magazints," in Library Jour,., xiv. 373' G. P. Rowell  
& Co.'. Ameriιaπ Nesss$ per DireCtory (New York) ;  Α. R. Spofford,  
feat f!or all Readers (1900); F. W. Fawn's Check list of American  

and English Periodials (Boston, 1908). Many American libraries  
cooperate in bsming feint or union lists of periodicals. See list  
of these an well as list, of special indexes in A. B. Krocger' σ Guide  
a Reference Becks (2nd ed., Boston, 1908).  

indexes t ο Pwiodicals.—The contents of English and American  
periodicals of the last 100 years are indexed in the following publica-
tion: W. F. Poole's Index to Periodical Literature ( ι8o-ι88τ,  
revised ed., Boston, 1891); 1st supplement, 1882-1887, by W. F.  
Poole and W I Fletcher, 1888; 2nd supplement, l887-192, by  
W. I. Fletcher, 3893; 3rd supplement, 1690-1896, by W. I. Fletcher  
sad F. 0. Ποο

le,
,
7
1698. 4th supplement, 1897-1902, zees; 5tλ supple. 

Fletcher

• 9

andl  if7_Po9 ole (Boston, 1903); 1sst dσupplemε nn  t 2900-19 04  
(9astoπ 5905)) • Tke Co-opπatiw Index t ο Periodicals (i 5-? 4 ed, 
W. 1. Flecher, 1886-1894) • The Awnual Literate Index, u diκg 
Peιi σdicds, ed. by W. 1. Fletcher and R. It Seeker (New York  
to νds, 1892-1907); "Index οf Ρeήοdicals for τ 890 " &c. (Reshm , of  
Renems), by Miss Hetherington (13 vols., τ89ι-ιggoo2); Q. P. Indexes;  
Cotgreave's Coslesk Subject Index 10 Genera) and Persodical Literature  

X900 ; Cumulate Index to o Selected list of Periodicals, begun in the  
nil Pubik Library in 2896 and 1897by W. H. Brett, merged 

ii1903 with the Reader's Guide to Pe riodical Literature (8 vols.,  
1 ' -1908 ed. f yyA.L.Guthτie,Minnεapol^.U.S.): Magazine Subject 
Index, by F. W. Fawn (Boston.1908), continued quarterly in BuUUii  
of Bs7iagraphy, which in 1907 began a magazine subject index;  
Bdeeiic Library Calalegue (Minneapolis, 1908), issued quarterly.  

CANADA  
Canadian periodicals have reached a higher standard than in  

any other British sεΙf. ονerniήg colony. Like that of South  
Africa, the press is bi-lingual. The first Canadian review, the  
Qsrbec Majmire (1791-1793),  was published quarterly in French  
and English. It was followed by the British Americas Register 
(Quebec, 1803), L'Abeill' taiadies re (Montreal ►  1818), edited by  
Η.  Μ • the Canadias Magazine (Montreal. 1823-1825), the  
Cs ιrsdia ιs Re σie[s (Montreal, 1824-1826), La BiWwIhegw canadssms'  
(Mon[re*1, 1825-2830), continued as L'Οότααωcw (ι83o- ι83ι),  
end the Mαgσsιs die Des-Canada (Montreal ι8µ3ι). 7 he three  
fitter were edited by Michel Bibaud. Τhe Literary Garland  

(Montreal 1838-1850), edited by John Gibson. was for some time  
the only .nghsh' magazine published in Canada. Later magazines 
were LJEcho dii Wend ds lecture paroissial (Montreal, 1859), 15  
ads.; Le Foyer canadien (Quebec, 1863-1866), one of the meet  
interesting French-Canadian reviews; La Recces cnaadimsss,,which  
was started at Montreal in 186q, and contasned the beat writings  
of contemposaly French-Canadian littfrateurs; La lime. de Man66s1  

 θη-188 ) , edi ted by the ab66 T. A. Cbandonnet; the Ceesdiea 
Journal ff`omete), commenced in 1852 under Henry Voule Hind  
sad qonemued by Daniel Wilson; L'AbeilIe (Quebec, ‚848-1881),  
and the Cattadian Yqulkly (Toronto. 1872-1882). The Bystander  

(Toructo. 1880-1883). was edited by Guldwip Smith. Le Ca'ode'  
1ra!Gais (Quebec, 1888-1891), edited by the stmt of the La νa  
University. and Caiadiasa (2889- ι89ο)„ were smportatt historical  
and literary rεviεwι Contemporary magazines are the Canaddase  
Magazine (2893), the Westminster, both produced at Τοrοπω,  
La Noswλ(s-France (Quebec), the Canada Monthly (London, Ostarie),  
sad the Uns'rerzily Yagasise, edited by Professor Macphal, of the  
McGill University.  

See 11. 1.  Morgan, Biblotδcco ‚aπadmuiτ 0867), ," Canadian  
Mme., by  G. Stewart, Cenediax Monthly, voL xvii; " Periods.  
cal Li turn in Ceńada "by). M. oatααyy, Νoιµ1 Am. Res. (1888);  
P. Gagnon, Reset de l ιdιlίogιαµi canad'ens. (2895), end S Ε.  
Dawmn, Prose Writers of (anada (2901).  

Sourn AFRICA  
The esrllest magazine was the South.Africais loeraaf, Issued by  

the ρpααtς Pringle and John Fairbaiel in 1824. it was followed by  
the Souek Afrscan Quarterly lasiaal (082 1834), the Cape of Good  
H.pe Literary &melt (1830-5888). edited by A. J. Jardlnk, the Cape  

of Goad Mops Lilerasy Megarbie (0847-1848). edited by J. L. Fits-
patrick, and the Seders ιΡProsiκΡα Monthly Μσgaαiκι, published at  
Grahamstown in 1857-1858. A Dutch periodical cslled Elpis, a(g'.  
meow tijdschrift seer Zaid Afrika (1857-1862) appealed to the farming  
community. The Boston, Penance Magazine was issued at Port  
Elizabeth in 1861-186z, and tht Smith African Magazine appeared  
in 1867-1868. The Orang€ Fro ,  Sleds Magazine, the only English  
magazine published at Β lοem Ι '. πtem, was issued in '877-1878; 
end the Ε. P. Magazine was pu ιιlίshed at Grahamstown in 1892- 
1897. The Cape Alonthly .PJi» trne, the most important of the  
periodicals, was issued from 185; to 1862, and was again continued  
under the editorship of Ρrοfen. r Noble from 1870 to 1881. The  
Cape Illustrated Magazine (ι9 ι ι-τ899) was edited by Professor  
J. Gill. In Durban the Present Celery was started is 1903, and  
the Natal Magazine was issued ;,t Pieternsaritzburg in 1877. The  
weekly New Era (1904-1905) w, s succeeded by the Soul) Afrims  
Magasine (1906-29g0o77); both were edited b C. H. Crane. The 
African Monthly (Grahamstοωπ, 1907) end the Slate of Said Africa  

(ape Town, 1909) are monthly reviews, while the South African  

&zilwesy Magazine (1907) is of ‚. i. 1er interest than its Mme denotes  
See S. Mendelssohn, South Λ ńί can Bibliography (a νol,.. 1910);  

and P. E. Lewin, Catalogue of ι; s Peet Sheets  Library (a vela,  
ι906)- 

Α119ΤΥw1.1w 'm Nnw Z8AI.AND  
New South Wales.—The Aa:irsilian Magazine was published  

monthly at Sydney in 1821-1822. This was followed by the  
South Asian Register (2827), the Australian Quarterly Journal 
(ias8), edited by the Rev.  P. N. Wil;oa, the New South Wales 
Μagasi fe (1833), the New South Woks Literary, Political and  

Commercial Adso5iser (1835), edited by the eccentric Dr Lhottsskkyy, 
Tegg's Monthly Magazine (1836), the Australian Magazine 1838)  
the New South Wales Magazine (1843), the Australian Penny Jose rnoi  
(1888) and many ethers. The Sydney l]wirersity Magazine (1855),  
again published in 1678-5879, and continued as the Sydney the-
wrnty Endow is the first magazine of a high literary standard.  
The Sydmuy kagaeisse of Science and Art (1857) and the Monts  
(1857) were sport-lived. Of later magazines the Australian ('878-
1881), Aurora austrulis (1868), and the Sydney Ma(azine (1878),  
were the most noteworthy. Of contemporary magazines Dal{el s  
Review is mainly agricultural, the Australian Magazine (5 909) and  
the Lou. Hand (1907) are popular, and the Science of Man is 'n  
anthropological review.  

See Auskalasiass Bibliography (Sydney, 1893); G. B. Barton.  
Lieralun of N. S. W. (1866); Ε A. Petńerick, Celalogu. of Books  
Relating to A askalasia I8qq).  

Vi'ioria.—The Port P ΑsΙlψ Magazine (2843) must be regarded  
as the first literary venture in Victoria. This was followed by the  
Australia Felix Magazine (1849), and the Australasian Quarterly  

Reprint (1855e-o-185) both published at Geelong, the illustrated  

Australian Yagasnse (‚ 850-1852), the Assbalissu 'Geld-Digger's  
Monthly Magasins (1852-1653), edited by James Boawick, and the  
Melbourne Monthly Magazine ( 1855-1856). The J.uraalofAv.sIsaI.  
osier (1856-1858), the Australian •Monthly Mσgαsw (1865-1867),  
which contained contributions from Marcus Clarke and was con-
tinued as the Colonial Monthly (1867-5869), the .Mdbou ιaι linden  
(1876-1885) and the Vi εsar ίan.Rιstιw (1879-1886) may also be  
mentioned. The Imperial Renew, apparently the work of one pet.  
has been published sine 1879• the Pσrtσeπliste Endow appeals 
more especially is the agricultural community.A Library  Record  
of Au"ualesia was published in 1901-1902.An Australian edition  
d the Resiew of  Rιsistss is ρublishνd at Μεlbοωne.  

See "Some Magazines of Early Victoria," in the Library Record  
of Austreksia, Nos 2-4 ('90 ' ).  

South Aisslralia.—The South Auskalien Magasie. was issued  
monthly in 1841-1843, the Adelaide Magazine (1845), the Addoids  

Mi etlasy (1848-1849), and the Wanderer in 3853. The Sautk  
ddusbdiass_ Twopens.y Magazine was published at Plymouth,  
England, in 1839, artd the South Australian Miscdkay and New  
Zealand Review at London in the same year.  

See T. Gill, Bibliography of South Australia (2886).  
Tasmania. Τhe first mαgiιziα was Murray's AsesbW-Asiali'  

Renew, pu blished at Hobart m 1828. The Hobσιl Town Ma as  

appeared in ι8r3-1854, and the Faa Dieteon's Land Monthly  

Mhgouns in 5  
New Ζ&as Τhe New Íµeland Magazine, a quarterly, was  

ppυυblisbed at Wellington In '850. • in 2857 appeared the New 
 sdaad Quarterly Review, of little local interest, followed by Chaps. 

men's Hew Zealand Monthly M αςσά  (1862), the Soafkers Monthly  
Magazine (1863), the Delphi' Oracle (‚866-1870), the Stoic (1871),  
the Dundee Reidew ( ι 88 ), the Literary Magentas (1885), the funs  
latter being writtei' by J. G. S. Grant, an eeoenmc genius, the  
Monthly Review  -(1888-ι89ο), the-Now Zealand illie.s*r'Ied Megasino  

(τ8Q9-1909), chiefly devoted to the light literature of New Zeeland  
autqects. thegqΜ

o ασ
ri  Record (1905-1907), sad the Red Fua*dpub.F 

See Τ. M. Hoc en, BIbliography of New Z.eeslaisd (2909).  
WEST Iwrnrs AND Bums" Caows COLON1xa  

Tn Jamaicd the Colurnbion Magazine was founded at Kingston  
➢n 1796 and ceased publication in ι8οσ. Two volumes were  
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published oI a New Jemmies Mogeeui. whidi was 	about 1798.  
The Jasieiw Ma ezi πσ (ι8ι2-18113), the Ιαmaiw Mor.lkJy Magoasiis  
(1844-1848), and the Vic!oria Quarterly (1889-1892), which con-
tained many valuable articles on the West Indies, were other  
magazines. The West Zndian Quark!ly was published at George-
town, British Guiana, from 1885 to 1888. At Gmwgetown was  
also published the well-known Timebni (1882-1898) which contained  
many important historical articles. In Trinidad the Trinidad  
Monibly jfaςasίσι was started in 1871, and the Union Magazine  
is 1892.  

Μal^ had a Μelta Penny Magades in 1839-1841, and the Reese  
histeri φω d litilrairo was founded in Mauntlus in 1887. Many  
magazines dealing with the colonies have been published in E ngland,  
such as the Colonial Afagasiiie (1840-1843).  

See F. Cundell, Bibliogro$ eta Jamaicerses (1902-1908).  

INDIA AND CEYLON  
Cdciiva.—The first Indian periodical was the Arutick Ws-

n .tany (Calcutta, 1785-1789), probably edited by F. Gladwin.  
The Cnleuua MoUbly Refuter was published in 1790,  and the Cal- 
tutk Monthly Journal from 1798 to 5841. Among other early
Calcutta magazines were the A.nalic Obsmrar (1823-1824), the  
Qsarlcely Oriental Magazine ( 1824-1827), and the Royal Sporliiig  

Magazine (1833-1838). The Celcsiie Literary Gesetls was published  
in 1830-1834, and the Calcutta Reiiiesg, still die most Important  
serial of the Indian Empire, first appeared in 1846 under the editor.  
sbio of Sir J. W. Kaye.  

Bombay.—The Bombay Magazine was started in 1821 and lasted  
but a short time. The Bombay Quarterly Ma asiw (1851-1853) 
gave place to the Bombes Queskrly Review, issued in 1855.  

Madras.—Madras had a Journal of Literature and .lciencs and  
the Oriental Magazine and Zndisn Hurk"ru (1819). The brdian  
Antiquary was started at Bombay in 1872 and still centiouea. Of  
other contemporary magazines the Hindustan Revue (Allahabad),  
the Modern Review (Calcutta), the Indian Review (Madras), the  
Madras Reticle, a quarterly first published in 1'195, and the Calcutta  
Uvuvrsity Magaz ine (1894), are important.  

Ceylon.—In Ceylon the Religious an! bedogeiil Magazine  

was started at Colombo in 1833 the Cn Λ 	r Maga^ne  in 1839, 
the Ceylon Magazine in 1840, and the Ιncc^r 	r at Kandy n 1841. 
Of contemporary magazines the Tropical .t wltuπst was started  
in ι88τ, the Ceylon Literary Rες ί ιιι (ι5 '. ι 196), afterwanls the  
Monthly Literary Register and the ιΡ.^:.+ υ Rational πινίιω in 1893. In  
Burma the quarterly Buddhism appeared in 1904. Singapore  

had a Journal of the Indian Archifxlago from 1847 to 1859,  and the  

Chinese Rqiosikry 4 1832- ι85ι) was edited at Carton by Morrison.  
See " PeriOdiCal Literature in India," in Dark Blue (1872-1873).  

FRANCS  
We owe the literary journal to France, where. it soon attained  

to it degree of importance unappronc hed in any other country.  
The first idea may be traced in the Bureau d'edreue (1688-1842) of  
Thbophraste Reneudot t  giving the proceedings of his conferences  
upon literary and scientific matter. About the year τ663  
Misery obaleed a privilege for ι regular literary periodical, which  
came to nothing, and it was left to Denis de Salto, counsellor of  
the parliament of Paris and a man of rare merit and learning, to  
actually carry the project into effect. The first number of the  
Journal des τeveet ι appeared on the 5th of January 1665, under  
the assumed name of the shut d' le. The prospectus  
promised to give an account of the chief boob pubbshed throughout  
Europe, obituary notices, a review of the progress of science  
besides legal and ecclesiastical information and other matter, o)  
interest to cultivated persons. The criticisms, however, emended  
alike authors and the clergy, and the journal was suppressed after  
a career of three months. CοlbM. seeing the ρublίε utility of such  
a periodical, ordered the abbe Gallois, a contributor of De Sello's,  
to re-establish it, an event which took place on the 4th of January  
1666. It lingered nine yearn under the new editor, who was re-
placed in 1675 by the abbe de la Emcee, and the latter in hi, turn  
by the president Cousin, in 1686. FFrom ι7οi commenced a new  
era for the Jo,irin1, which was then a Weed by the chancellor de  
Pontchartrain for the state and plea 	under the direction of a  
commission of learn 	men. Just before the Revolution it de.  
veloped fresh acti"i! but the troubles of 1792 caused it to be  
discontinued until 1; ωhee it again failed to appear after twelve 
numbers had been i ed. In 1816 it was definitely re-established  
and replaced under government patronage, remaining subject 
I. w hanccllor or .. rde-des-uc aux until ι 557, wben it was  trans. 
leered to inc central of the minister of public instruction. Since  
1903 the organiation of the publication has changed. The state  

subsidy having been withdrawn, the Institute voted a yearly  
subscription of lo,000 francs and nominated a commission of five  
member. one for tech section, who managed the /erred. Since  
1909, however, the various sections have left to the Aradbmie des  

Inscriptions et Belies Lettres the entire direction of the Journal,  

while still paying the annual subsidy. it now restricts itself to  

pυ blishing contńbutions relating to antiquities jnd the middle  
ages and Oriental studies.  

transferred rred hiι rhiament W T 	set uppp a^pr ι̂  press, end  
was persuaded by two Jesuits. Michelle Tallier and Fblhppe mile. 
man, to establish the M'voim pour semi d l'bitoiss des sciences  

et des ark (1701-1767), more familiarly known as the Jeurnel des  
Trinsux, long the best-informed and best-written journal in France.  
One feature of its career was its constant appal for the 4teme,  
assistance of outsiders. It was continued in a more popular style  
as Journal des sciences et des beaux- Φdr (1768-1775) by the abbe  
Hubert and by the brothers Castilhon (1776- ι778), aιd as Ja ιωωί  
ds liufrek^re, des sciences, et 45 arts (1779-1782) by the abbe  

The Great legal periodigal was the Journalds pelais (1612) of anode  
Blondeau and Gabriel t, and the first devoted to medicine the  
Nosvdles d&cousries dons testes let pe ιt ίes de hi ssldccini (1679)  
of Nicolas de BIEgny, frequently spoken of as a ch αlau a, a term 
which sometimes means simply a man of many ideas .  Hdigiooa 
periodicals date from 1 ό 8o, and the Journal crddriosbqw d the abbe  
de Is Roque, to whom L also due the first medial jouraal (1683).  
The prototype of the historico-literary periodical may be discovered  
in La Clef du cabinet des princes dc 1'Ru ιορe (1704-1706), familiarly  
mown as Journal de Verdun, and carried on under venous titles  
down to 1794.  

Literary criticism was no more free then political discussion, and  

loundes ωααπ6ts or 
 to 

 of the 
 either 

 ιωι dc 
the 

 ro (see sα Νawa  
Pnea s) without the payment of heavy subsidies. This was the  
origin of the clandestine press of Delland,and it was that country 

the which for t next hundred years supplied the ablest peή π.ι:.  
criticism from the pens of French Protestant refugees. During that  
period -thirty-one journals of the first class proceeded from thes ι  
sources. From its commencement the Journal des savants awe  
pirated in Holland and for ten years a kind of joint issue made up  
with the Journal des Tiuvo=x appeared at Amsterdam. From 1  
to 1775 mizccllaneoua artidα rΥ om different French and English 
reviews were added to this reprint. Ba le, a born jouriialist and  
the most able critic of the day, conceived the plan el the Noueelks  
de Ia rlpublige des bums (1684- ι7χ8), which at once became  
entirely successful and obtained for him during the three years of  
his control the dictatorship of the world of letters He was succeeded  
as editor by La Roane, Ba πί n, Bernard and lαleκΡ. Hake's 
method was followed in as equally meritorious peciodkal, the  
Hiskire des outrages des Savants (1687-ι704) of H. Basaage de  
Bauval. Another continuator of Eagle was Jean Lcelerc. one if  
the biro[ learned and acute criticsof the 18th cen tury,sισ  who•(  

w 
oi ^' re rcvic ωr--the 1)ibl' 	uniu 	d hibiskr^aUι 	riB

4i^wf It : 	the Bibliolb?g shois κ (  1703-1713), and the  
ai 	u d moderns (1714-1727). They form one series. and,  
b 	valuable estimates of new books, include original disserta.  
ti.0., lrticla and biographies like our modern learned magazines.  
The Journal littiroire (1713-1722, 1729-1736) was founded by a  
society of young men, who made It a rule to discuss their con-
tributions in common. Specially devoted to English literature were  
the Ι3,611Μλ2 υέ  angki.sa (1716-1728), the Mlssoires littlraircs  ds 
Ice Grinds B ιdaεεnι (1720-τ7τ4). the ΒίbΙiotkbqu σ briiansiqw  

(1733-17.34), and`the J.sinial brita*nigus (17$o1757) of Maty,  

who r. ok for his princjpld, "pour panzer avec libert€ 11 fast poser  
soul." One of these Dutch-printed reviewn was L'Bnιοφ satanic  
(1-, 1720), founded chiefly by Themiseul de Sei οt-Σfyαcinthe.  
w u the intention of placing each separate deportment under the 
Can ha of a specialist. The Bibbi οΙΑ4quι getlnaniqw (1720-1740)  
was established by Jacques Lenfent to do far northern Europe  
what the BίbΙieth2gτα brilaanigss did for England. It was followed  
by the Nourdle biblio'h?qu' gtu'manlguc (1746-3759).  The Biflio.  
#11gw ro ιπιιιle des outrages des savants (ι7τ8-1758) was supple.  
mentaly to Leclerc1 hod was succeeded by the Bi&liolhbqw'z des  
sciences et des beaux-arts 1754-τ78ο). ' Nearly all of the preceding  
were produced either at Amsterdam or Rotterdam, and although  
out of place ins precise geographical arrangement, cea'ly belong  
to Franca by the dose ties of language and of blood.  

Taking up the exact chronological order agpin,'we find the  

success of the English essay-papersled to their prompt introduction  

to the Continent. An incomplete translation of the Spectator was  
published at Amsterdam in 1714, and many volumes of sxtrcts  
from the Fader, Spectator and Guardian were fumed in France  
any in the 18th century. Ma ń vaux brought out a Sptctakun  

Ρremοis (1722), which was coldly received; it war followed by  
fourteen or fifteen ether, under the titles of La Spedairice (1728-
1730), Le Redek σι (1775),  Is Babillerd (1778-1779), &c. (X a 

 similar chamctcr was Is Pour d Is conlη (1723-1740) of the abbe  
Ρ,έν et, 'which contained areedotes and criticism, with special  

reference to Great Britain. Throughout (he 18th century, in France  

a* in England, s favourite litbrry method was to write of social  
subjects under the amumed character of a foreigner, generally ,  an  

Matthew Mgty, M.D., born in Holland, 1718. died principal  
librarian of the British Museum, 1776. He settled in England  ii' 
1740, published several books, and wrote the prefaci to Gibbon's  

first cork. F1rdσ de b liυhataιn  . . 
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0060 1, with the titb of Furbish Spy, Ld1.ss'kb'd,ns, &c. These  
productions were usually issued in periodical foam, and, besides  
an immense amount of worthless tittle-tattle, contain some valuable  
seatter.  

During the lust half of the century France has little of impor-
tance to show In periodical literature. The Λοmdks acd'siesbqucs  
(1728- ι8a33) were first printed and circulated secretly by the Jansen.  
ins is opposition to the Cammisiwboa s'wigerniw. The Jesuits  
retaliated with the Sundιkι'ιιe des rowdks ecdlsia τtigxas1744 
1748). The promising titln may have bad .omttbing to 	with
the temporary auorps of the Mbakes :ecer4 deb edpubiiqw des  
hens (ι74t-1748)  of the marquis d'gqt^y^eens^.  In the Obs'nu'ioas  
SW fns δΡcrus ssosiersus (173ξ-174 3) Desfontaines held the gates of  
Philistia (or eight years against the Encyclopaed&'ts, and even the  
,adοαbnbΙe Voltaire himself. It was continued by the /nomm ιιππifι  
em he osmrages /ewsmrs ( ι744 1 4 ). The name of Friron. 
perhaps themoat v igorous enemy Voltaire eveT encountered, wa*  
tag connected with Lsi'rss em gwlqws ΕΡcιits do or µηρι (17  

1754). followed by LAssie liWi ( 1754-1790). Among the 
contributors of Friron was another manufacturer of ctiticism, the  
ebb! de la Porte, who, having quarrelled with his 'mijrbv, founded  
O'smuiiaws mm 1ifihaf ιπ mcdmia (tm49-τ732) and L'Oδsasok ιv  
lil&eirs 0(758-1761).  

λ number of special organs frame into existence about this period  
The first, treating of agriculture and domestic economy, was the  
Journal dcoswinigw (U73[-1772): a Journal de Cossmu" was  
beaded In 1759;  periodical biography may be first seen in the  
Ndn lo'i des hermes ‚ilibrgr '1. Frasci (1764-1782); the political  
economists established the Epkdmbides du citoy σιι its 1165;  the first  
/oumaj 4d  ΕΡdιιιatioa was founded in 1768, and the (burner de in  
wade in the same year: the theatre had its first organ in the Journal  
us 58485m (1770); in the same year were produced a Jowrsal di  
•asiqw and the £scyriopddii milii&e; the sister service was  
ιιiφΙlcd with a Journal de varies in 2778. We have already  
seticed several journals specially devoted to one or other foreign  
iterature. It was left to F τdron, Grimm, Prdvoat and others in  
1754 to extend the idea to all foreign productions, and the Joxuxaf  
dtraagrr (1754-1761) was founded for this purpose. The Gentle  
itυιατ ι (1764-1766), which had Voltaire, Diderot αnd Saint.  
l'smbert among its editors, was intended to swamp the small fry  
by criticism; the Journal des dames (1759-1778)  was of a light  
magazine clans; and the Jowrual de mnxsreur (1776-1783) had three  
peg of existence, and died after extending to thirty volumes.  
The MImdres semis pons srn'& d F istoiιs de 7a ripubligue des  

Ulm (1762- ι787), better known as iflmoircs di Βαbum σxt, from  
the name of their founder, furnish a minute account of the social  
sad literary history fora period of twenty-six years. Of a similar  
character was the C.rnspowdance Jiil&awe snenha ί ι774-1 ττ93),  to  
which Mltca was the chief contributor. L'Es rii des .Ioimiaux  
(1)72-1818) forms an important literary and historical collection,  
eked is rarely to be found complete.  

The movement of ideas at the close of the century may best be  
traced in the Aswaks pdusqs'es, ń  k , ci Jilikair's (1777-1792)  
of Litet. Τhe D4ade philoso ρk igικ (year V., or 179,6/ 1 797), 
founded  by Ginguenl, is the fast periodical of the magasx κ class  
which appeared after the storms qf the RevolutIon. It was a kind  
of resurreetiou of {οοd taste; under the empire it formed the wile  
/doge of the opposition. By a decree of the χ7th of January 1800  
the consulate reduced the number of Parisian journals to thirteen,  
d which the Dicade was one; all the others, with the ex ept οn  
of these dealing solely with science, art, cemnntroe and advertise-
ments, were supprea+ed. A report addressed to Bonajssrte by  
Riede+ in the ymr Xl. ( ι8on/ι8o) furnishes a list of δityone of  
these periodicals. In the you Χl Ι..(τdοy/ι8ο5) only seem non.  
pelitical aerials were pe permitted to appear- 

Between ι8ι5 ad 1819 there was a constant struggle between  
freedom of thought  on the one hand and the censure, the police  
and the her c'hcus on the other. This oppression led to the  
device of '.eni-periodical" publications, of which La Misuse  
Ι ωι{aiτa (ta818-1820) lean instance. Ιt was the Saline Υί ιιiρy& of 
the Rent

στ 
twσ and was brought out four times a year at irregular  

intervals. Of die same clan was the ΒibΙέοS 8gw hisiariqu (z8 ι8-
d8ao), another anti.n,yubst organ. The censure was re-established 

 to saao and abolished in 1828 with the monopoly. Ie ban always  
seemed impossible toon successfully in Fran a view upon 
the lines of those which become so numerous and important  
in F.eg.ouΙ  The Revue irilakssque (t 82s-r ,) had, however, a long 
arm. The short-lived Rest frarςaise (128-1830),,fouded by  
Gidsot, R moest De Broglie, and the dodrrai&c, was an attempt in  
this direction. fhe wnli.known Ruse des des'x monde: was estab.  
Fished in 1829 by Seger-Dapeyson and Mauroy, but it ceased to  
appear at the end of the year, and its actual existence dates from  
its acquisition in 2831 by Franςοis Babe,' a masterful editor,  

'The novelist and ρ bllciιt Joseph F'i!v!e (1767-1839), known  
tar his iwhtione with Napoleon I., bas been made the subject for  
a study by Sainte-Heave (Causeries, V. 172).  

'The remarkable nun (1804-1877) began Fife as a shepherd.  
tducated through the chanty of M. Navllle,·he ems to Paris as  

under whose enertetk management it coon achieved a world-wide  
reputation. The most distinguished name in French literature  
have been among its contributors, for whom it bas been styled the  

vestibule of the Academy." It was preceded by a few months  
by the Reuse de Paris (1829-1845), founded by Vlron, who  intro-' 
&iced the novel tο periodical literature. In 1834 this was par.  
chased by Rubs, and brought out concurrently with his other 
Rees. While the former was exclusively literary and artistic, the  
latter dealt more with ph Ilosoρhy. The Revs indd4csdaxk (184'-'  
1648) was founded by Puree Leroux, George Sand and Vurdot for  
the democracy. The times of the consulate and the empire were the  
subjects dealt with by the Rene de i'erejsire 0841-ι 8). In Ls  
Comspoxdaoi (x843) established by Montalembert αnd Dc Felines.  
the Cathοliα and Legltimists had a valuable , supporter. The  
Revue toxkmporaise ( ι8gή ,  founded by the eomte de Belval as  a 
royrlist organ, had loin to it in 1856 the Atleraeum frar'eis.  

The Revue germamqw (1858) exchanged its exclusive name and  
character in 186 to the Revue modern.. The Revue ewo ρkxxs 
0859) was at  subventioned like the Revue cexkmponsise.  
from which it soon withdrew government favour. The Revue  
nationals (1860) appeared quarterly, and succeeded to the Magaais  
do libroorie [858).  

The number of French periodicals, reviews and magazines has  
enormously increased, not only in Paris but in the province. In  
Paris the number of pedodirnlspublished in 1883 was 1J79 at the  
end of 1908 there were more than 3500 of all kinds. Τό  c ief  
current ρeriοd ιcals may be mentioned 'm the following order. Τhe  
list includes a few no longer published.  

Arcbacokgy.—Rest ordidologigue (1860), bi-montblγ• Ami 
des moxlmιntr (1887); Bulletin do xumisma/ique (1891); Rest  

biblique (1892); L'Anssde ΕΡρitιαρά igt (ι88ο)—a sort of supplement  
to the Corpus isscripli'ms'm lat» ιaιιuα; Cdltwa (1903)—cοmmοτι to  
France and England; Gaulle num maligw fraxtant (1897); Revue  
admit ι'gυι d'Ερiςroρkiσ cue d'hisioire au'iernse (1893); BuIieiiu menu-
minis!, bimonthly; L'J skrmidwire, weekly, the French "Notes  
and Queries," devoted to literary and antiquarian questions.  

Asboromy.—Annuaire aslroxomigse ci mhfo ισleg ιι'gQue (190  
Bvlldtir aakor.migne (1884), formerly published under the tit  
Bxlktir des sciences maihimali qjics u�  asirmiomiques.  

Bibliogra$y.—Annalis de bibliographic Wologiqui (ι888); Li  
lib!iograph' moderns (1897); Ribliog0ay Ιiie onatom ιgw (1893);  
Biblwgraphie  'rim!' 	fras'aire (1902): Βslktix d ιτ b111τα1h2gwιt 
d des etc ιωτ (1884);BuUιιin des liven relalf,fs d ΓΑ 	(1899); 
Cσm-rύ ι des bibli οt tques ((1 10); R ΕΡpιιlσίιι miihodsgsc do Γkίαtοiιι 
moderns ^ coakrnporait de in France (1898); R ΕΡ, 'eτΙοire mdtladigt 
du rayon dge f. απςαύ  (1894); Revs bi Νiοιταρb ιgιιe et critique des  
leagues u� 'Win:1wes remand (t889); Revue des bibliolis)qiws (1891);  

Polyybibiia,s: rave bibliogrephiqs' wniwrseile, monthly; Revus  
gisirak de b ιóliσςιαρhiι frαπiauq bi-monthly.  

Children's Msgasines.—L'Ams de in jes,iesse; Le ,Teuds di  

in jcuaisse, weekly .  
Feshimis.—La Mode Wustrie; Les Modes, monthly.  
Fine Ails.—Lei Arts (1902); Gecelle des bta ιιx-aιb (1859),'  

monthly, with Chronifse des arts; Revue de  Per: andex cl modems  
(1897) monthly; L'Ari ddcoralif, monthly, A rt cl dfcorolw s, monthly;  
L'Ari pour but, monthly; La D&seaiio,i, monthly; L'Arehikclure-
journal of the Sec. centmle des Aehitectes irangels, weekly;,  
L'Art (1875) is no longer published.  

Geog?ophy and Coionies.—Butkifiv de gfoς ιψhk k'  
A ιιιtαkτ dc sdοίοα leis (‚893), with useful quarterly bibliogia plιy 
Nomvlks ςio;rαpk ιgu 	 w 	 59 ιτ--σuppleme πt to the Tour die monde ιτ7ς 
La Vie cokrnaje ( 1902); La Geographic, monthly, published by the 
Soc. de Glοgreρhie ('puo); Revue de gdogropkie, monthly  Ruu 
gdogra$fque snlernaiimiaie. monthly.  

History—For king the chief organs for history and archaeology  
were the Βibliothbgt do rieci.. des chance (1835), appearIng πery  
two months and ilealing with the middle ages, and the Cubi$d  
hislorique (t8sx). a monthly devoted to MSS. and nnprIiited do ιτ-
ments. The Revue hisloriqse (1876) appears bi-mοαthty; there is  
alw the Rene d'kisloire modes& et conicmpormne.  

Law aid Jarisprwd'nce.—Amusies de &ell casmerrid (1877);  

Revue alr&ieiine d lusiisiinae de Ii:tedium ci de junspoudened  

(1885); cvue du droll public et de in &knee jediliqae (1884); Revui  
gdndrak is debit iniernalionoi public (1894).  

Liicrary Revie'es.—The Rune des deuz monies and the Corn-
spondani l'ave already been mentioned. One of the first of European  
weekly reviews is the Revue erdsque (1866). The Remit pddiqsi  
it Jiiiiridrs, succeeror to the Revue des roues iilllroircs (1863) and  
known as the Revue blot, also appears weekly Others of interest  
are: Axldk, revue mnrawlle der iilldr αturσ (ιpο4) ; L' 'A '1 et la vie (89»  
Cosmxopdis D8896); L'Ersilage (1890); Ls limn'σ dc France, sent 
moderns (1 ) a ne greatly valued in literary circles; La 
Reset do Paris, tort ' tly (1894). and the Nouiieile Revue (1879)- 

a compositor, and by translating from the Eng Γyι}h darned sufficient  
to purchase the moribund Revue des des= mends:, which acquired  
its subsequent position in spite of the tyrannical editorial behaviour  
of the proprietor. Bulor is said to have eventually edj οyed  all 
income of 365,000 Banes from the Ruse.  
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bοςβ  serious  rivals  ol the Remιs des dens monies; Revue  frvnplise  
d'Edimbourl  (18Q7):  Revue germrnlIque (1905); Le Lim (1880),  
dealing with bibliography and literary history. and 1α  Revue latύe  
(19ο2), no longer published;  La Revue,  monthly.  

Malhemajics.—Inkrmidiaire dci majhimaitcscns (1894);  Builds  
des sdιιrccs ,naihlmasiques  (1896); Revue de ma'himietiqw spkides  
(ι gq0) •  Journal dc maihlmoiigues purer d αpplιqu&s.  quarterly. 

Mιdiciηe.—Resue de m'dec*ne  (‚881);  Annaks dc fReole de  
ριeίπ  exercise dc mEdicine ϋ  de $armacie  dc Marseilk  (1891);  La  
Chronique midecafe (1893); Revue de gvnZcdogie,  hi-monthly; La  
Semainc midicale,  weekly; Journal d'k7ζι2πι, monthly.  

Mililary.—Revne  des troupes ‚domoles,  monthly; La Revue  
d'injantric, monthly.  

Μιυύ .—Μυsίια  (1902); Revue d'kisioire et de crilique musicale  

(1Pk ô nn
σlιτ de la αιιτίgσe; Ls Minesirci, weekly. 

gy.—L' Αππlε linguislique  (1901-1902);  Bidlclin dc Ia  sociZlf 
di: pesfειτ de France (1893);  Βulkiτa des ά σmaηιth frce ςα is (1894);
Bulletin hispenique (τ899̂ ; Builelin iMI'cn  ('90'); Lau-Gas.i,abi.  
Anloul.ongio ριοααπςαlο (19ο5); Le Malice phoniliqice (1886); Le  
Moyen 

Α/ 
ι (1888 ;  Revue de la renaissance (1901); Revue dc rnllr'qu, 

κ et de rτi}cσtιeσ ^t 894-1 895); Revuedesliudesgrecques (1888); Revue  
des liudes rabdaisiennes (19ο3); Reouddu pariers populaires (ι902);  
Revue des palois  (1887);  Revue k ispanigsσ (ιθ94) ;  Revue celtigυε, 
quarteλy; Revue di pkildogie Iran ςαιτσ υ  dc  lui,Zralure.  

Philosophy and Psychology. — Revue pkilosopkiqw (1876),  
monthly;  Annaks des sciences jssyrhique:  ('89');  L'Annie philo.  
sophique (τ89o),  critical and analytical review of all phί lσσophiωl  
works  appearing during the year;  L 'Annle psychdogiqye (1894);  
Journal de $isychologic normak d paihdogi' tqoq); uUdrn di  
l'inslihd ςΕκlιal de psychdogie (1903)• Revue dc !'kypnd ιsnκ ‚1 di  
Ia ρ hoogie ρkyτισlσρΡ que  (1900); Revue dc mΕbαράγήgιισ d de 
^ 7) (

τl 
 893);  Revue di philosophi' (1900); Revue de ρτyιkίαlιiι 

1gg
lιyys ( 	 ίυ  and Chernisiry.—Bvilelin des sciences physiques  (‚888);  

L'Eclairagt ikcirigue  (1894); Lx Radium (1904);  Revue ginirale des 
sήιncu poresd  αρµiqυίes (1890); Revue pranque de l'Nadricit6  
(tθg2).  

Pορulσι 

 

and Family llievicws.—A 1,014,1 le monde (1698);  
Fsmίnt  ('991);  Je sais  1051 ('905): La Ledue modm'e (ς ιηη τ);  is 
Revue kιbdomadσiιe  (1892); Lis Lκtυω pone tons (1898);  Mon  
bonkeur  (1902); La Vie beureusc (‚p02).  

Science  (Ceneral).—La Natse,  weekly; Revue sdenlfJfgut (1863), 
 weekly: La Sciιnu frantaise,  monthly.—Scien'e (Applied);  τ  

invenlions illusirles,  weekly; Revue induslridue, weekf —Scιιncι 
(Natural):  Archives d, biologie, Journal dc bolonique ( ι 887^; L'A 'mi'  
bidogique  (1895); Revue des sciences nalureiles de I'oicesi  ('891);  
Revue gdnlrale dc boiaaique (1889); La Piscicullure pralique  ('8p).—
Science (Political, Sociological and Statistical):  Α nnak' lconom'ques  
(founded an  La France commerciole in τ885^L'ΑπaEs τσcιdο τque 
(1896- τ897)• Bulletin de !'οjlcε du travail (ι ); BuUetis de lBσJηcι  
unlernaiional du 'ram" ('902);  Le Mouvemeni  social isle—International  
bi-mοnthlY (1899); Noliccs ϋ  compie.s rendue di Codsce du irasuii  
(ι892); J. 0,-jest el l'ai'eiIle du Bosphore (1889);  Revue palitique d  
parlemensaire (1894);  Revue inierna':onal dc sociologic, onthly. 

Sroa τs.—L A ίEιορA ίk (ι893)•1 'ΛΣισπααΓίgυι( lgoτj; (L'Α ίrοstatiοs 

dί  l ^ιοuσu^gw 08ggj 
air (189 La -Vie L Υύ αulomebrk 0 	αe 901); Rcv  

Αντηοαιτιαιι—ΤΙκ subject of French periodicals  has  been  
exhaustively  tronted  in  the  valuable works ο( Eugbne Hatin—  
Χistoin do 1α ρrυκ en France (8 νο1ι., ι859-t86ι)  Las Gazelles di  
Xdlaade d ώ  jiressi dandesline aux Ι7'  ci s8' sί2c}[τ (ι865), and  
Bsbiiagraphi' di  la  presse pimodiquejιanςaύ s (1866). See also  
Catalogue dc l'h'sioire do France( ii  vols.,  1855-1879),  V.  Gibi,  
Catalogue des  journanc,  6".,  j.ubiiis d Paris (1879); Brunet,  Mavud  
di' iibrazce, awe suppilmenl (8 vols., ι8ό0- ι 8ο); F. M ι'gc L 
Journaux tcriύ  α ίodιgsrs de !s Basic  Α u ιauσ ί ι869);  Bulletin  d llϋ iπ  
des sommιiω des journaax (1888); D.  Jordcll, Ripeetoire biblio-
graph'qui des prind"aki revses fιaκςaiκs (3 νοls.,  3897-1899.  
ιθ98- ι9οο), indexes about 350 periodicals:  Arn,ua're de 'ii presse  
jιpsςaiss d du mendι pditique (ι9oy- ι ηη ιο); Le Soudier, A nnuo.ird  
des yοωηυα,  rues ι! puliiicelions (seriodiques  pares  d  Parisjusqu'iss  
1909 (1910). For lists of general indexes consult Stein.  Masud  di  
btlisogra$se gInirale (1897), pp. 637-710.  . 

Guaxaxw  
The earliest ttime of the literary journal in Germany fs to be  

found in the Erbasdkhe Jlonaisunfemdeengen (1663) of the net  
Johann Rik and in the Mascdianea euriose medico-ppkkysims ('670-
1704) of the Academia naturae curfonorum Lc opoldlna.Carollna,  
the first scientific annual, uniting the features aaCi the Jour-sal des  
seem* and of the Ρkdlosopba! Transacijons. D. G. Morhof,  
the author of the well-known Pdykistor, conceived the idea of a  
monthly serial to be devoted to the history of modern books απd  
learning, which came to nothing. While professor of morals at  

Leipzig, Otto Mencke planned the Ada ersditnrtua. with a view  
to make known, by means of analyses, extracts and reviews, the  

new works produced throughout Europe. In ‚68m' he travelled in  

England and Holland is order to obtain htciary_ assistance, and  

the ότµ number appeared In 1682, ruder the tide of olds eri'df.  
toιuιιrιi lijssicnsiicm, and, like its summe s, was written is Latin.  
Among the contributors to subaeq'sent numbers were Le tmlia,  
Seckendoif and Cellarius. A volume came out etch year. with  
supplements. After editing about thirty volumes Menke died,  
leaving the publication to his son, and the Ads remained in lbs  
possession of tiκ family down to 1745,, when they extended to '17  
volumes, which form an extremely valuable hiatory of the learning  
of the period. A selection of the dinsertationa and articles was pub-
lished at Venice in 7 νοls. 4t0 ('740). The Ada soon bad rnulatoen.  
TIIC Ephemerides intern iae (0686) came out at Hamburg in Latin  
and French. TIm Nova liilcrama mores Balihicd •d Sιptenssiosis  
(1698- ι7ο8) was more εsρedally devoted to meth Germany and the  
universities of Kiel, Rostαk and Dci'pnt. uppplemengry to the 
preceding was the Nova li#erarne German coΠed* Bombi' rgi  
('703-1709), which from 1707 isidined its fiddolvlewto the whole  
of Europe. At Leipzig was produced the Tcvtscke ada enwdibrrm  
('712), an excellent periodical, edited by J. G. Rabener eηd C. G.  
I&her, and continued from 1740 to 1758 as Zuserldsi'ge Νσιkriιhten. 
It included portraits.  

The brilliant and enterprising Christian Thomasins brought out  
periodically, in dialogue form, his Mo'ialsgesjir&he (ι6θ& -169o),  
mitten by himself in the vernacular, to defend his novel tbeo'·ies  
against the alarmed pedantry of Germany, and, together with  
Stahl, Buddeus and others, Obsnsationes ldcciae ad rem liilerariaiq  
skpetetter ks (17700), written in Latin. W. E. Teasel also published  
Monettiche Tisicrredungen ('689-1698), contknued from r704 es  
Curiease Bibliotkek and treating various subjects in dialogue form.  
After the death of llenτel the Brbliotkeh was cιrried oo under differ-
ent  titles by C. Wolteieck, J. G. Krause and others, down to 1721.  
Of much greater importance than these was the Meeaiiicker Awin g  
(170'), supported by J. G. Eccard and Leibnitz. Another periodical  
on Thomasius's plan was Rem Uakrredvngenn ('702), edited by  
N. H. Gundling. The Gundlinpiana of the letter person, published  
at Halle ('7'-'752), and Written partly in Latin and portly in  
German by the editor, contained a miscellaneous collection of  
juridical, hmtorical and theological observations and disserta tions.  

Nearly all departments of learning possessed their several  apecial 
periodical organs about the close of the 17th or the i κginn ιηg of  
the 18th century. The Anni frasciscsnornm (1 680) was edited  
by the Jesuit Stiller; and J. S. Adsmi published, between 1690  
and 1713, certain theological repertories under the name of Ddimae.  
Historical journalism w first represented by Elect utis peblici 
(1709), philology by Nine stem ρkildloςica (ι7ι5-ι7τ3),  philosophy  
by the Ada philoτoρkσwm (1735-372", medicine by Drs paireoiiscbs  
Medihm (1725), music by Der,i ιutkσlιτιhe Patriot ('725 ) . and edu• 
(Wien by Die Maltese (1728). Reference has already been made to  
the Misce lasca cu"iosa medcev-physicο (1670-1704); the Moiiailich.  
Eredń luummrs (1689) was she devoted to natural science.  

Down to the early pert of the 18th century Halls and Le ί ρxig  
were the headquarters of literary journalism in Germany. Other  
centres began to feel the need of sitndlar organs of opinion. Hamburg 
had its Nkdeιτσchsίscke "inc Zciisrgew, styled [mm 1731 Νeder.  
sdcksische Naehri'hics, which came to an end in 1736. and Melden- 
burg owned in '710 its Neva Vorralk, besides et^ brought out  
at Roatpek. PriAsin owes the foundation of its literary periodicals  
to G. P. Schulge and M. Lilienthal, the former of whom organ with  
Gekkdks Prussia (1722), continued under different titles down to  
'729: the Litter helped with the Erdvkrks Preussis (1724), and  
was the sole editor of the Aft borussica ('730-t73a). Pommu)a  
and Silesia also had their specie! periodicals in the first quarter of  
the 18th century. Franconia commenced with /Venn litime iaµ  
and Hesse with the Kane !lister*. both in 1725. in south Germany  
appeared the Wilruemberjsabe Nebesslanden ('718), απd the Per.  
sissies tubas, first published at Munich in (722. The Prenkjfrler  
gele*rfe Zevii' gιeα was founded in 1736 by S.'. Rocker, and existed  
down to 1790. Austria owned Dos merkwirdige Wien.  

in 1715 the Neue Zeilsmgcn von gelekλeu Sarkea was founded by  
J. G. Krause at f eioeig and cafried on by various edi(oIs down to  
1779q7. It was the first attempt to apply the form of the weekly  
political journal to learned subjects, and was imitated in the Ver•  
misckk Biilioihrh (17'8-'72o) απd the B'WnfAeca soulstirs  ( '7'8.. 
'721), both founded by J. G. Fr πcke in Halle. Shortly after the  
foundation of the university of G6ttingen appeared Ze twagew wit  
gekkrteu Sachsen (1739),  sell famous as the GBitinςiseke' gdekrte  
Anrrigts, whech.during its long απd influeetial career has bent  
conducted by professors of that university, and among others by  
Haller. Heyne and Eiehhorn.  

Influenced by a close study of English Writer., the two Sw isf. 
Bodmer and Breitinger, established Die Discv.rsc der Males (1728) i  
απd by paying more attention to the matter of works reviewed than  
to their manner, commenced a critical method new to Germany;  
The system was attacked by Gottxhed, mho, educated in the French  
school, erred in the opposite direction. The str ιι gle betweut  
the two parties gave fresh life to the litemture of the country  
but German criticism of the higher sort can only be'said really t0  

in with Lαainagς. The Berlin publisher Nicola' founded the  
B'bliafkek der sckdnen Wύ seιιsιhιφ s and afterwards handed it 
over to C. F. Weisse In order to give h is whole energy to the Briefs,  
die newest, Likralw ‚dre,fisd (1 759-1 765),  ended on by the help  
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Krd'sck Welder in iy66. Der deutsche Merkur (1773-1 789,  

emit* 3790-3910) of Wietand was the solitary repeeemtative  o[ 
the F σehń  school of criticism. A  am tea in German pasiedical  
literature began when Snuck besugbt out at Jean in 1785 the  
.euηιsise LL m whirl tbs leading write. of the  
teesery were ean τrfbetσα On'beiB to  Hale in t 
k was τepboed by the Jese^aq digem ι^sι^a^iaaς, founded 
by Ρb'hmedt. Both reviews eaj οyed a poapumla tarter down to  
tfe

At the beginning of the 19th centurywe had the E‚Ιa"τ Likensr-
aed  ιg 11799-1*10),  which bed regikuni a Gdakd. Zmiusg(1746);  
the lαpιgπ Ldkroi ndleug ( ι8οο-ι834); the  X 
lakki ι ia 1w Li men (1808-1892)' and the Wien .Lih,utts'  

' (ι81 3-ι8 t6), followed by the Wia ιw lakbickr der Liken"  
(1818-7&8), both of which teceived / erme:at mppoe·t and  
tee mbMd the English Qsakrly Rsiew is their conservative  
politics and biδIi liteπry toκ. Ho u e, founded it Leipzig la  
1819 by W. T.was distinguished for its erudition, and came 
out town to 183 τ. One of the most rentedkatde pzuisdicals of this  
dam was the Jabbilchs fir tsdsseasekofuwh' Eritik (1827-1846),  
fast published by Cotta, the Halliscks Jakbechcr (tgg871842)  
was founded by Ruge and Εchteaneγer, and supported by the  
government. The Rιρertei m der gcso'mmks deskcbs Lik ιatώ ,  
established by Gender( in 4834 and known alter ι8 g. as the  
Lehign Re am der deidsches seed αs slΦιdoch's Likracsr,  
existed to 3860. Buchner founded the Lik ιαrisde Zei$uag at Berlin  
In 1834. It was continued by Blandee down to 3849. The political  
troubles of 1848 and 1849 were most diaastmus to the welfare of  
the lltetaTy and miKellhneoue periodicals. Getad οtf'ι (Were:rism,  
the Gdek*k A'uifg^es of Gδttίngen and of Muaich,•and the Redd-
beeg(acke /ahrbichcr were the soli survivors. The ARges rise  
Monetshr(ft far L1Jeratsr (t8 ), conducted after 1851 by Droysen,  
Nitach and others, continued only down to 1854; the Lilnauches  
CmbwibhiII (1850) Is still published. The Β1Jttτ fir litera ńshe  
Uskrhaib eg sprang out of the Liter αrisches Wochatbki5 (1818)  
founded by Kotsebue; after 1865 it was edited by R. Gottschall  
with considerable sticeem. Many bf the literary journals did not  
dsdaie to occupy themselves with the fashions, but the first  
periodical  ος  any merit specially devoted to the subject was the  

ere  (1 855)  The ńrst to popularize science was NaSa, (1852).  
The HossbIdhkr (4855) a bi-montbly magazine, was extremely  
mccessfuL The Saba (1866) followed pmre closely the type of the  
English magazine. About this period arose a great number of  
weekly satials fot popular reading, known a» "S οnntagsbl8tter,"  
of which the Garkaleuk (1858) and Dakeim (ι864) are surviving  

InIn course of time a large number of similar publications were  
(sued, some illustrated, for instance: Ιυuτtrisk Z'sls'ig (Leipzig, 
ι843), Berliner !g ιιsIrieιk Zeilusg (1892), Die Week (18991  
the last the moat widely circulated of the kind. 500,000 being  
punted 

Ate somewhat earlIer date commenced a long series of weekly and  
monthly periodicals of a more solid character, of which the Γοl οωing 

 list indicates the more important in chronological order: Du  
Grensb.les (i863), weekly{ the Deutsche Museum (485S1-1857), of  
Pruts and Frenzel; Berlins Reeve (1855-1873); Wutamunsy  

M.aas'hefi' (1856), monthly; Ursers Zeit (1857-1891), beginning  
as a kind of supplement to Brockhauá s osirsalwst xikon;  

Freu,ssis'ke lαhιbλc (1858), monthly; Deutsdses Magazia ('861-
1863); Die Gegemt αst (1873) , - weekly; Koasemahice Μanatsκhrift  
( 1873),  preceded by the Vdlksblal fir Slade sad Land (1843);  
Dcatsde Randsckau (1874), fort Μly, conducted upon the method  
of the Rene des dens mender; Deutsche Resist (1876), monthly ;  
Nord sad Sad (1877), monthly; Des Echo (1882), weekly; Di  
Zskeefl (1882), weekly; Die 'isa' Zeil (18833)),, weekly; Reclams  
ilmsersaai (1884),  weekly; VeJkdge ι sad Kiaifiigs ne πt:164k 
(1889), monthly; Dii deutsche Rur.dschoa (189,), monthly e  
Wahrksif (18g11q1-1897): Κr(ki (1894-1902);  Du Tfmsckaa (1897),  
weekly; Dal Γι ere:ru ιk Echo  (1898), fοrt π

izhgtll-y; 
 Kynasl 0898- 

1899), 

 

weekly; 
	later es Deutsche Zeitsdrifl (ι 	1903) and ldwa  

Cι9ο3 τ9qοp6i ; Dec nutter (1898),monthlyy; Die Warts ( ι ),weeklyp; 
Deukchiasd ('902-1907); DeId'ChC hfoaglsschri7l 9m-1907);  
Hxhlasd (1903)•  montbly Charon (1904), monthly; Sitdd,uts'he  
Moaatskefle (1904); Der Deutsche (τ q9οo5-τ gqeo8g);, Deutsche RaUπι  
(1905-1908); gore (1906),  monthly; Des Blaubwk (1906), weekly;  
&ka t (1906) monthly; Dii Slasderfe (1906) weekly; dfdrs (1907),  
fatń  t1 	rgm (19q0o77 weekly ; Near Reese (1907) weekly' 
!akrsa1i ash Wαleascλ rif fir Wisse'u€hcft, Kant'. w e! Tech w ι  
(1907), weekly  supplement to the JIibrch'w ail iaι Zń lsng:  
Wisneu 4907). weekly; Uusm Zell (1907), monthly; H 
(1908), id-monthl reu^s (1908), monthly; Der aesrlak^  
(1909), montbly  D(6 Td (1909), monthly.  

Pεriodiαlι have been specialized in German" to en extent  
perhaps unequalled in any other country. No subject of human  
interest is now without one or indeed several organs. Full details  

of these serials are supplied by a special this of pe iod ίcal with  
which eeery deiantmei* of science, est and fit αatme to Genma  

ιpαldnEeansldm b e(ρ,ί 	the  λbό t+Mkar4lar ..d $4µ*σpAief µ  

which give g each year α  (uu account of the literature of the subject  
they am concerned. The chief of these are: - 

Bibliogeaphy and Librarianship:  Bihwgraphi.  des  Bwch. emd  
BiblioIkhswons (1905);  Chemistry: Jehmbenicki ibsr die F.rL  
κksiao  do  Ck ιssfe (ι&7)' Classical Arelιαωlοgγ  and Philology:
Jaktsberieht fiber die FFFFαkekiυs der  kfaaiκbιιr Allerlamswdssen.  
arkafs (ι873) •  Education:  labbnd dec pdda'ogischsa Likιatw  
(1901); Geography: . Gcogra$isdses labbnck  (1874);  Biblioihero  
gιwgrapk κa' (t89t); Hiatoey: JakιsbeιiniL der  Gesdickisvlsss,o.  
e►haft (ι878) • Fine Arts: Iwfanaliosak Bilfiogm$ic der  KnnsL  
vissesisdefi  (1902); law and Political Udiisi'kl  do  
++[7aniten  stools- and  recht3wlese Λκ*aJftl ΚkeΛ %klalW  ('868);  
Jwiτpιrdenlia Gernwnl αa  ('905);  Bibliographii  des  bilrgerli'h's  

Rechis  (1888);  Β iblάgrα hit des Soaά lw ίs:esτchaftsn (1905);  Biblio- 
graphic 

 abpÝ lbiiιke^ ^ sad 
α ύge^k ύ kk [9^ 3^^ lbl
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and 	^pki( d^^Λw4κJιι ι UtaussgυehltiYk 
((ι903); akrιτbιιiιkk αι more deutsche Lik ιadrrgaτekicik ('990>,
Jahrυbeιichl  86., di,  xkeίsseges as/ den Gebidt de ι graeaaiiskes  
Phdologis  (1899);  liebendekl sins die  ow/den Geb ίds des ssglodes  
Ρkilolo^ ς 'uι1 ersckiesesm Βfckιι Sdn ew, gnd As/situ (187 ), 
R ιι7ίn/ιes Jahra όeήekt ibr die F 	der  roeaaixkeu  Phil..  
logis (τ87 ; Biblbgmpkk ‚it,  roi'sasiecke PkiJokgie -Ss$.  an
Ze ίtseb. 	"‚mac.  ΡhJabςκ (1875)i  Ovis,slaksch'  Bibliogra phic 
( '$88); Mat hematics;  Jabbad '380 di.  FsυdriMs  do Y σtk4eennatii 
(1 869); Medicine and Surgery:  Jabeτbe► ίd1  *6., die  L'islaepess  sad  
shdιitte ds gesemiea kfιdisis ([866)• lαbeτbιnche ibs  die  

Leiatuµes oaf dim Gebids ds Vekrfsinsedύ is (τ88ι));  Military:  
lakoeba ίdt ‚bi, Vermsderusgeui and F σιtsιfιriNr in MitiId,wsle  

(5874); JalιιeMridt ibs  di. Lιίstssges  cud  Fostκksifle  oaf  den  
Gsbids ds Miii'd,sesildisvauns (1873); Natural  Scienfe; Nolsrai  
,uosilaks  (1879),  fortnlghtly; BiNiogm(ihie ds diutsek'a satrn  
wfsτιaκhafllickss LikmJrr (1gm); Blbhwgm$ia s,σbεκσ (1896)•  
ΖOCIog ιτςΑιι Jaknsbsids ( ι879); !sutr bolesiwh., )ahrestn*  

(187));  Dii FwJschή tee dn Ph7 τιk (1847); Tαhnimiσgy ι Rιpabriιmι  
der  lscIii,ie'how 1.ur"allikruIsr (1874); 
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lakυbsίckl (ι8gι); Βibliop αρhieda S' 	ιekΠidesleώ raks  
(1877)-  

λιιsτωτα  
The moat notable periodicals of a general character have bees  

the Wiener Jahrbiichs, dir Litetelar  (18.8-1848) and the Oats,'.  
rekhiscke  Reeve  (ι863- ι867). Among current examples the foibwn  
ing may be mentioned:  Ηηmςαι4π (ι877), monthly;  Oestmiichiscb'  

i].garssche Resue (1886), monthly; Α llgιnιeίικτ L τkmt ωbfαlt (ιθ9τ)),  
fortniahIly; Die  Kudlar (ibqq), qυartελγ; Dcalscki Arbeii(sgoo,  
monthly ;  OeτternkA( κΑσ Ruadschaa  (1904).  fortiightly;  Di.  
Zlarp,ilhen  (1907);  fortnightly.  

There  were in Austria  τ2  literary  and 41 special  periodicals in  
1848, and τ Ιο  literary and  413  specIal peλodicalr in 1873 (see the  
statistical Inquiry of Dr Johann Winehkr, D·s period. PreusOskr.  

reicks, 1875). In 39055 the total number had inoretred to 806, of  
which 564  were pvbiisbed  in Vienna.  

According to the DSuIICINT Zdisckt'iifk..Koiakg (τ874),  2219  
Feriod'κab were published  In Austria, Germany and  Switsettsi'd  
in 1874 In the German language. In 1905 the number ο(  periodicals  
In German-speaking countries wes 5066, of which 4019 appnnd  is  
Grimm, (in Berlin alone ‚107) 806 in Austria and 2 ι8 m  Sultan'. 
land (Βδικπblαυ fin drs dentttbs Bsgkkandel, 1909, No. ι24).  

Αυτsοa1τιss.-C. Juncker, Sched&zsma  dc  ιpk ιaesiiibs τ sadi  
foram  (Leipzig, 1692); H. Kurz,  Geschs'hle der  d,islndmii Litsers  
(LeipzIg, ι852); R. Prutz, Gesckickie  di: deutsche,.  lσιnufiansr  
(ι845) "cl.  i.,-unfos·tunately Ιι doesnot  go beyond ‚7'));  Η. Wuttke,  
Die  deutscheu Zcisschelfk'e (1875); P. E. Richter,  Vs,aeicheii  do  
PiT?i,dwe in  Beτitse dee R. of. Bib'.  as Dresdra (1880); Generalkalitsg  
Air  laafιrιdeιs periοdiχΑeu Drticksche(f lea  as des castor.  Ds+eo-  
sitdts- end  Sh ιdfeabiblioth ιksa bsR.  ton  Ρ. Grussmrrs (Viesini,  
ι898); ΚδηίgΊκhe Βιό 1'ιotήekzu  Berlin,  Al$abeliackee Vfl'adchau Jar  

laαfeΛdes Ζι(tχknfk πτ9ο8) 

;S

h^kes  Vrsάekd Issfe s der 	n- 
dec Zsrg κkrifkn  (1908);  Α1 	terae ίehιsύ  ds lasfesdσt 
Yeitsdnfkn s αkk ►  vow do' λ.'.  Νή . and  Skatsb ιZdiιlhιk Yindeu 
w'd eiss Ánmh/ asders BiIiioihekea Beyme gawks media  
(Mtlndien,  1909);  Kllrathner, Jabδssk  ώ  Ριακ (t9m)• 3ραiία^ 
τrύκkriηη^ιuι^ Adressbuck (Stuttgart. 1910);  Bibliσςraphi^^α Repes-  
toiiom, BerlIn: Walal-Naubm, des 

^t (9°&; 
Houben, Zett χlmfk ιι des  jιπςeιι 	 1.s .  Isle 
dertss4 FαΑprcsκ (Tlb'ngen, τ908)•  The 	 do  
deutuhes ΖιiRκhrifkslitemir ι,  edited  by F.  Dieteeich, hΙcb  her  
uppeared  annually since 1896,  descrIbes about τ3οο peiiodacab  
(mostly  'cientillc) by  sub3eera  and titles ' from 1900 it baa  beets  
supplemented by Biδllegιαpkά  der deutsche'  Rκιsιbsιι,  which  
ί  nee notices and reviews In over  zono  serials each year, cluely  
icientik  and technical.  

SWΠxaΙΝD 
The Nan  Niιroria kdr tsa τ7o3-( ^ 15) of ZurIch b the eιλieιh  

literary  perIodical which Switzerland can show.  Prom  1128  to  
'734 α  Βiblisthόqw +kligw  and towards the end of the century  the  
B18Hσthtg ιrι δsί  .im ιnφw . (e7̂qq^^--τ8ι5),  dealing with aφietιhnm. 
literature, and science, ii' three separate  rries, were fmbYιhed  
at Geneva. The latter was followed by  the biding  pniσditaf  
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of Frencb.speakiag Switmland, the BΟΝΜΟιg'ιι su*meM. (z8 ι6),  
which has also had a ecientific and a liceta y κειά  Tb, Reese  
smsze (1838) was produced at Neuchitel. These two have been  
amalgamated and appear as the BJbfiωkóσw miπssedit e1 mew 
srnsme. La Suisse mmul^de (1885) only lasted twrolv ε months  
Tkbbgi' el $kiloso$kie ('868-1832), an account of foreiga litetafure  
on those subjects, was continued as Rm'e de tAkle:se el de $ilow.  

$ie ςι873 at Lausanne. Among current eerbils may be mentioned 
kues ^d11 jisχkafegie da le Sausa romasde (1901) edited by Flournoy  

and CΙaφrόde; Jakreswresicknis der κh eίaαiscses UrnfIIls.
sknjles (‚897-1898); Uskrsuekimgen sue snreses Speech- mid  
Likneheegeselα le 1903); Z'iii'gliasa: Miudlnngn. sus Getckiekle  

Zieiigli mid de Raforiaefios (1897).  

ITALY  

Prompted by M. A. Ricci, France co Naszari, the future cardinal,  
established in 1668 the Geonmk da' kliereii upon the plan of the  
ltench Jeanial des seroniz. His eollaboratwn each agreed to  
undertake the criticism of a separate literature while Naszan re-
tained the general editorship and the enalyas of the French books  
The journal was continued to 1675, and another series was carried  
an to 1769. Bacchini brought out at Parma (1688-1690) and at  
Modena (‚692-1697) a peri odical with a βmilar tick. A much better  
known Gioesals was that of Apoatolo leno, founded with the help  
of MatTel and ?dustori (1710), continued after 1718 by Pietro Zeno,  
and after 1728 by,Mastt^ca and Paiton ί  Another Gkr πak, to 
which Fabroni contributed, was published at Pia from 1771 onwards.  
The Gelkeia di Miser waVfirst published at Venice in 166. One  
ef the many merits of the antiquary Lauri was his connexion with  
the Needle kIkeorie (1740-177ο), rounded by him, and after the  
Pint two yars almost entirely written by hem. its learning and  
Impartiality gave it much authority.The Feel, kuπwis (1763-  
17665) was brought out at Veniec by Giuseppe Beretti under the  
pseudonym of Ariatarco Scannabue The next that deserve mention  
ave the Giormk e,iciciopedsco (0806) d Naples, followed by the 
Progress. delis nicest (1833-1848) and the Muse. di s"." s  
IdIiraiero of the name city,  and the Gieraale ercadi'o (1819) of 
Rome. Among the contributors to the Pdiςrafo (181) of Milan  
were Monti, Pertire d, and some of the first names in Italian litera-
ture. The Βibliskca flake., (1816-1840) was founded at Milan  
by the favour of the Austrian government, and the editorship  was 
tiered to and declined by Ugο Foscob. It rendered service to  
Italian literature by its opposition to the Della-Cruscaa tyranny.  
Another Milner serial wee the Cmailia!ore (1818-1820), which  
although it only lived two yearn, will be remembered for the en-
davoum made by Silvio Pellico. Camillo Ugon and its other con-
tributors to introduce a more dignified and courageous method p(  
criticism. After its supprtision and the falling offs. interest of  
the Bibibka ifdhaaa the next of any merit to appear was the  
Asfdo ' . a monthly periodical brought out at Florence in 1820 
by Gino Cappon and Gia 1190n ι Vkυnaeux, but ryρφessεd  in 
:8833 on account of an epigram of Τοmrnaseo, a principal writer.  
Some strikingpapers were contributed by Giuseppe Mazzni.  
Naples had in 1832 ZIProgresso of Carlo Troya, helped by Tommaaeo  
and Centofanti, and Palermo owned the Gioniak di slabsiwa (1834) 
'uppress eah later. ed eight yter. The Arckkfo sleek°, εοnsist ίο 91

1 
^ was f dounnddedm  by Vima 

 historical 
  eux andanddGino 
dissertations, 

 ι i. The 
from 

 
taudia 0850), fortnightly, Is still the organ 0lφΡthe eauits. The  
Risisla 'oeiem$eesea (1852) was founded at Turin in emulation  
of the French Reset d α demo mo πdsτ, which bas been the type  
folowed by se many continental periodicals The Polilecm'o  

839) cif Milan was suppressed in 1844 and revived in 1859. The 
 Name i sidσgµ ('866) soon acquired a well-de served reputation 

as a high-clue review and magazine;  its rival,  the  lettis swopιa, 
being a special organ of Floceotine  men off letters.  The  
Rasmgsa sdlimanale was a weekly political and literary review,  
which after mgbtyears of enistence gave place to a daily newspaper  
the Ressmmmen. The Arrhiiio ke πgπσ (1881) was the agars o!  

Italia lredenta." The Resnasw nasioiiak, conducted by the  
marchese Manfredo di Paseno, a chief of the moderate dental 

 party, the Near rvsisk of Turin, the FesfsdJa dell. Domatito, and  
the onmalle kunmia may also be mentioned.  

Some of the following are still published: Annuli elf malsmalsa  

(

1867); ' ssaamu.di pwispredι iza (1883); Ardńoio di slalialica 
18 76); Arekkio sim*o kmb αrdο (1874); Areki:b ;pub (1871); 

Α rekis^o ρα b sleds. dells /radimo ιnn poήdar ι;  d τΡkinσ !á 
sedsgia; Ii Biblieftb; I! ρυαιιgiιri (1876); La .Natwa 1884);  
Nude, gicrπak bob ma (1869) Gwrnal' degli erudili (1883); GiernsJe 
di filokgά  r.masm; Name rit'srinds Zs krnaaozalk (1879); La Rmerle  
itds.aa (18801 Revw iπtαπaHle oπ (1883). Ia more recent years 
a great expansion has been witnessed Local reviews have largely ' 

increased as well as these devoted to history, science and university  
undertakings. Among representative aerials are the following—  
A Muse. daliate di αιίωιι la denied (18855) with  
in folio: ckrislie*us (1900; Native bdkuisa ds a κkιdοgia  
eridiasa, quarterly at Rome ( ι895)). Bibliography: Rnida dells  
bibfiok εke . degli arckivi (1888),^^publshed monthly at Rene and 
Flo eσoq the .facial oιgaq of librarians and aadilvis4; Gfogwk  

della JiisssIa ddl. fi$ηgifh (τ888),  sιgιpleatent to the Bιϊ lώρh,4a  
ίtJlίanα• BaΓlepiw di b ίδfίσs rs^^yy ε slewdspe τήeuse sιoΓsιιαticit 
1898); La ΒιϊliφFJiα (' 899),  Florence,  monthly;  Raced!, Vmcmi.e  

1904).  Philology:  Bdksr ιιo di ,lilskjfa λυsικα  (‚894);  Giwaιk 
fla!iaso di 

^ ),
s. •  ^ro ritt ύα daτsra (ι886) ' Sleds di jkiσgi 

rσmantα ι88
^ 

5 ' Shufi ' 	ά i Jilσlsςia elaττiιa (ι893); Βenaιt tsσ, 
hi-monthly. No dais 	

^ 

	

has 	loped mere usefully than the hi. .  

tarical,  among  them  being:  Bdld'mo deli' isst άhu. τlσπιο i/diuse  
(1886)' Ναοη sechi.io .15db (t89o) • Rinds di skria entice  s acύ sae 
uJhιi ('895);  Rieiata skeins  i/akana ( 188}).  New literary and  
κιeniι5c revιewa ere: L'Αti` 	ιίιsτlα  di  car. dσaισsdιι (ι8β9) - 
Gisr ιsak dank τco (τ894); Gιαπα slowdella kaaafens daιiaaσ  
τ883); Sliidj di kll'roiwi' il,sIiona (ι899); Slsdi mdiadi  t9ut 

L'Amzdia, periadfm maadk di *cwwe, klkee, ad ash  ( ι 	;  
Periadic  di makmalic's pee l'ine.gaomealo seeondσno ι 
Riσίsls di nwk ω sti 	89 an (ι1);  Rids!. p 	0899); Rims!,
ditch., monthly at Rome. ^ Fine Arts: L'A Ý, monthly; Ate  
ilakasa, monthly;  R.ssegao lark,  monthly.  

Αυτaοwτcaa.—See G. Ottino, La Slo'mjsa pariodica mi Italic  

(Milan,  ι8755); Raeedta  di' periodic. rnesfal ι all' espasismeo is  
λfilm ισ  ('8811;  Λ.  Roux,  Ia'INλiaisιι wal.sipt'ralai  en  liatiι  
(τ871-1883), Paris, 1883.  

Bsioimi  
The Joimial escydopfdsgw (1756-1793) founded by Ρ. Rousseau,  

made Liege a propagandist centre or the ρhil ορhίcal party.  
In the rime city was also first established LEspe.! des use  
(17772-1818), styled by Sainte-Beuve " cette conaid&able Cf ew  
cellente coillαtioη," but •journal voleur et compilateur." The  

Journa! hirlrique el li"b σire (1788-1790) wαs founded at Luxem- 
burg by the Jesuit Dc Feller; having been suppressed there, it was  
tran'ferred to huge, and subsequently to Maestricht. It is one of  
the most curious 01 the Belgian pmodical. of the 18th century,  
and contains meet precious materials for the national history.  A 
complete set Is very rare and much sought after. The Resw beige  
(ι 835-1843), in spite of the support of the best writers.( the kingdom,  
as well as its successor the Revue de Lilge ('844-1847), the Telso,  
natioed (ι84τ-1843), published at Brussels, and the Revue de Bdgiqi'I  
(1846-18551) were all εhοrt-lived. Ρbe Rene de ΒπιχιAιs (1837-1848),  
supported by the nobility and the clergy, had a longer career,  
The Revue satin* was the champion of 'Liberalism, and came  
to an end in 1847. The Massager des sciences kiskrigues (18 ) ,  
at Ghent, was in repute Of account of its historical and antiquarian  
character. The Revue atbd ique, thed the profeeaor4 d 
the university of Louvain, began in 1t^a controversy with the  
Journal kiabrigw d liflba irs of Kerpten (1834) upon the ongiq  
of human knowledge, which lasted [or many years and excited  
great attention. The A niaks des &noise jebids (‚84J), the  
Bulklis de eindntkie (ι84s), the Jouim! des beasx-arls 0(838);  
and the Catholic "Weis hisioeiques (18,32), the Prottstant Chiksrs  
beige (1850), are other examples. The Revue lei Nestriedk was  
founded at Brussels by Van Bemmel in 1854.  The Alkenaeuss  
beige (1868) did sot last long.  

Among current periodicals in French are the followbg—Blbhio.  
gr+phy: Bidklin bib lwgeaphique et pfdagog'.; d masde be!  
(1897); La Revue des bibliοΙklqu ιs el archives ,:. Belg ίgόσ (1909 ;  
Li  Gknrtir  liiliraire, mused ci bibliographic (1)01); Archer/ des  
arts d di Ia bibliographic de Btlgique (Tables '833-1853 and '875-' 
1894). .  Philosophy and ecclesiastical history: Raise neo-schda..  
sligue $wblik par la socilli philosophique de Louvain (i8pa); Renα  
d'hiio're ee disiaslique (1900), the organ of the Catholic university of  
Louvain; Remy binidictne (1884); Anaiccks pour saws►  d !'hisloir'  
«clisiaτfigw de in Brlgique, z• sine (1881-1904) and 3. eerie  
1905); with as Annexe for Cartularies. Science: Archives i,riee.  
scltonaks de ρhysw Ιο1w (1902), published by Lion F  La  
Cd!uk, recwjf de cyrsTagie d d'hiskl οgú ginIrale (1884)• Le issue  
1886); Le M,uvcmenl g έegιαρhfque (188 ); Le Musk bige ('897);  

Revue chirurgicaie beige cl di' σσιλd dr le 'nude (190;). Anna/es des 

m ines bdgiqwes appears quarterly, and L'Arl mod weekly at 
 russels. 

Among Flemish serials may be mentioned the NddTdNilX'b  
Lilieroefenisgeis (183344); the Bdgfsck Museum (836-1846), edited by  
Wil1ems; the Broederhand, which did not appear after 1846; the  
Teak rbesd of Antwerp; the Nuns'- en Lake lad (1840-1843); and  
the Vkemscke Redrryker (1844). Current Flemish  in-
clude: Onee kind getlluslrecd maaadschrijt son b and  
(1900) ; Areibod"s weekblad Godsdirnsl huisgafs mαdeιbσ!1907 ; 
Dc  Raads^ltiode kb tee den νίσιαe en rαadsdliejkebber (19013;  
Rak4knnd ίς Wi thrill noon dance Belgis ('go').  

It has been calculated that in 1860 there were. 52  periodIcals,  
published in Belgium. In 1884 the number had increased to 412,  
and in ;908 to 1701.  

See U. Cspltaine Reckaches sus ks jonmaw elks baits piriodique  
iilgeois (1850); Rιleώ  de lens ks fails pbiadigues gas(  se pubilcidi  
dens 1' roynus.' dc 

p 
ci 

	
ica!ions pbied^ d(

' 875) ; 
 Γ d(1910) ;

d 
 f  ̂  biblioφ,-  

HOLLAND  

The first aerial written in Dutch was the. Borkzaal sari Eseops  
(1692-1791 and 1325-1148), which had tvqal changes of name  
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during its long life.. Tote ntxt of any mite was the RepahI(Jk der  
Ceiwder (1710-1748). The English Sportalo, was imitated by  
). van Ellen in his Mfsanikrope (1711-1712), written in French,  
and in the Hdlkadxke Spaίatσr ('731-1735), 
 ι

-1 735), in Dutch. An im- 
ppam serial was the long-lived VadιrΓ awdτιkι Lsoefesiiigea  
(761)._ The Α lgjouιαι Κυατi as LeuπΡbodι (1788) was long the  
leading review of Holland; in 1860 it was joined to the Nederkiidsds  
Spectator ('855). Of those founded in the 'qth « ntury may be  

mentioned the R'unual (1803), and Nievwe Recesses!; the Nedei'-
ksd*k Msstasi (ι835); the Tιjdτιιwm (1857); the Tijdsptegel, a  
literary journal of Protestant tendency; the Tkeokgisck Tijdsckrifl  
(1867), the organ of the Leiden school of theology; and the Dictschi  
Wαιαnde, a Roman Catholic review devoted to the national anti-
quities. Colonial interests have been cared fix by the Ti •dτ ίhrίfl 
taor wed stuck "di' ([848). Current periodicals are Hσiawdsc ιse  
,e υr, monthly; Dc (ids (1837) monthly; Dc niruiso Gdu ('88),  
monthly; Dr Arckikrt, bi-monthly: Co.ecdiis (for music); Ti• sck ι i  I  
awe Stoafrechi; Museum, for philology (05193), monthly; T,jdsrhnft  
seer ,edertawdurke feat ex k0ιιk υκdι: Ncdtrfaπdsck Arehkwnbled:  
Dr Paioograaf; E)nrn'rs gesDi'*wd Ma'indschrdjl, monthly; Greet  
Zi"derla'd, ninthly.  . 

Demu ιι  
Early in the 18th century Denma& lied the Nye Tidιιιder (0720),  

co'uanued down to 18336 under the name of Danskliteraterι idemie.  
The Miiserea (1785) of Rahbck was carried on to 1819, and the  
Skandrnaviak Museum (1798-1803) was revived by the Lιαιιαί u,-
Selsknbt Skriflet (‚805). These were fullowcd by the Laude lifter-
re(tiugπΡ (1799-ι8ιο), afterwards styled Litteratur-Tidu-nde (1811-
,836), the Atheist (1813-1817), and [fisiorisk Τidτsfrift ('840).  
Is more modern times appeared Tidsikr(f! for Lilkna4v 0'  Xri1ńk  
(1832-1842, 1843); Maesedsskrif! for Lυwglυι (1829- ι838) ; Nord  
eg Syd (0848-1849q) of Goldschmidt, succeeded by Ude e; Hfemme,  
and the Densk Maasedsskńfl (1858)  of Steenstrup, with signed  
historical απd literary articles. One of the most noteworthy  
Scandinavian periodicals has been the Noadisk Urnvr?sikis TDdt-
ikriJi (1854-'864), a bond of union between the uni νers ί tiεs of  
Chrotiania, IJpsa a, Lund and Copenhagen. Current periodicals  
art: Studies fro Sριοg- og Oldiidsfersks'ing (1891), quarterly; Do πτ kr  
Mugac"a, yearly; Nyl Tid sskr if! for Μαthemσlik, monthly; Tkιιlogiτk 
T sskrift, monthly; Nations Qkσeomiτk Tidsshrift, bi-nion'lil ;  
Dα esle bogfetiegsrlse, In-monthly for bibliοgταρhj • Athenaeum jl,i' ;  
Titskrerew, monthly; Aarbo'er for No,dask OXdkyndighed (archαe.  
olugy) quarterly.  

Iceland has had the /skink Sagwbiδd (1817-1826), Νj F1eiagseit  
('841-5873), and Gefn (1870-1873g). Shiro, (1831), which absorbed 

as in 9905 imil king isknska BekmeimfIags 1880-1904), is still  
ρubό hed.  

Noewav  \  

The fist trace of the atrial form of ρυblκatiοn to be found in  
Norway is in the U c πΓliςe hark Afhaxd/rn get (1760-1761), " Weekly  
Short Treathes." of Bishop Fr. Nannestad consisting of moral and 
theological es I'h 

	

says. 	e Mdsaadlige Afκendltwger (1763)." Monthly  
Tttadses; ' was supported by several writers and devoted chiefly to  

ruraleconomy. These two were followed by "Wilik og Histerie  
('807-1810); Saga (18[6-1820), a quarterly review edited by J. S.  
Stench; Den nerske Tihkwr (1817-1821), a IπhcelΙιπy brought out  
at Bergen; liermoder (t 82t-t8η), a weekly aesthetic journal; [dune,  
4822-1823), of the same kind but of less value; Vida, (1832-1834), a  
wxkly scientific απd literary review; Ncr (1840-1846), of the same  
tη ee; Nw-nb Tidsskrijlfor Viden τkab og LNkratu, (1 847-1855); 
[llastrerd N s (ι85 t-1866. " Illustrated News • Norsk 
Jfoanedstkri t (1856-1860), • Monthly Review for Norway "devoted  
to history and ρphillοlοgυ; and Not-den (1866). a literary and scientific  
review. Popular serials date from the Sidling Msgizin (1835),  
which first introduccd wood-engraving. Representative current  
periodicals are: Sοnufdεi, monthly; Ekktrokki' is/s lidsskrift; nordisk  
Wasik-reow, fortnightly; Nalsrea; Norsk hawiideside, monthly;  
card; Norwgm.  

Swε O ετι  
The Sweaska Argu ( ι733--1734) of 0101 Dajin is the first conlri.  

butioa of Sweden to periodical literature. The next were the Tid.  
sia'e, ow don Lot-dos Arbdsn (174.2) .ind the Lords Tidsitiguu.  liie 
patriotic journalist C. C. GjflrwelI established about twenty literary  
periodicalsof which the most import.'rat was the Sueπιka Merciu ίuτ  
0755-17891. Atterbom and some fellow-students founded about  
ι etο a aotιetγ for the deliverance of the country from French  
pedantry, whsch with this end ιarτied on a periodical entitled  
Pkosyhams (1810-1813), to propagate the opinionsof Schlegel and  
Schetling. The Stem Lstera!ur.Tiduing (1813-1825) of Palmblad  
and the Polyfem (1810- ι8ιτ) had the same objects. Among l.itcr  

we may meπtioa S/sandia (1833-1837);  Lik,ah,btudet  
1838-1840); Ste//is inggr «k ForhaIlanden (1838) of Crusenstolpe,.  

a monthly review of Scandinavian history; Tadshrift for Liltcralnr  
(ι8ςςoo); Norsk Tidsskrifl (1852), weckl , Fdrr ink Na; and the Reese  
:aldeiκ ([858) of Kramer, written in French. Among the monthlies  
which now appear are the following: &mioI Τidskήjι, Noadisk  
Τidskrijt and Ord 0(8 B/Id. .  .  

SMiW  
Sain owes her intellectual emancipation to the ‚6onk' Ber ιitσ  

Feyjoo, who in 1726 prodieed a volume of dissertations somewhat  

after the fashion of the Seechter, but on graver subjects, entitled  
Teruo entice, which was continued down to 1739. Hu Cut-las  
crudites (1742-1760) were also l$sucd periodically. The earliest  
critical serial, the Dierk de let iiiens'es ('737-1742), kept up ft 
the expense of Philip V., did not long survive coutt favour: Other  
piriodicals which appeared in the 18th centurywere Ma/ht's Mcresnid  
(1138); the Dierio notieioso (1788-1781); Fl Fenced*? (1762-1767))  
at Joseph Clavijo y Fajardo; Fl Be! ion/s literario (1765), satirical  
in character; the Srmunaeio erudite (1778-17791), a cIuit'sy collection  
of doc'0swts; El Cm8eo liiestrict de k Europa ('781-1782);  El 
&settr (1741); the wlmbk' Mιπferίπ/ litπΡαr Ίο · (1784-1808); F1  
Canoe'liters,fe (Y786- ι7g ι), devoted to literature, απd science:  
and the special organs El  Cmreo *iercanIiI (1791.1798) and Fl  
Seπtamriπ de αgπιwllιrα (1797-ISo5). In the 19th century were  
Vaviedad s de rfetcias, liMalwu, y ernes (0803-1805), among whose  
contrlbssroi' leave been the distingaishwd names of Qitintana, Moratiit  
and Antillon; Misceidnea do cometria ('819); end Digeneralic general 

K 	 i de (as c πcias medicos. The Spanish refugees i' London published  
(koos de 'sραgoΙιs refsigfades (1803-1826) απd Misceld lire  /ito polio. 
emori'aiia ( 18a.-182$), and at Paris ΜiιeeJdnea rrrojido alericens  
(1626). The Cv'smc. ńeaiJfra y  /.imsria (1817-1820) was afterwards  
transformed into a daily newspaper. Subsequently to the extinc-
tion of El. Censor 1820.1823) there was nothing of any value until  
the CesΦe ospa s (1832), since known as the Reιιί αα eipdolis  
(082-1836) and es the Rn/ste de Madrid (1838). Upon the death  
of Fertlinand VII. periodicals leads new opening; in 1836 there weft  
pulblshed siat en jour τuk devoted to science απd art. The fashion  
of illustrated serials was introduced in the Semunorio pinforesce  
et fial•(1836-1857), noticeable for its biographies and descriptions 
of Spanishmonuments. Fl Powareme ('83q-'84i) was another  
h*eraiy periodical  with engravings. Of biter date have been the  
Rrnists ibfrioa (‚861-1863), conducted by Sane del Rio; Le $rser σ  
(1857-1870). specially devoted to American subjects sod edited  
by the brothers Asiquermno; Rem.sla de ' Cata(age, published at  
Barcelona; Re*sla do Ετρaλa1 &mine Φstσοιροrd πιu; Rτpels.  
su'drews (1889), and Rιeiιta rioca ('898). Current special eerie*  
dicals &re; Eττkeltrria, reoisra baacm.gad' (' 880, San Sebastian):  
Menem:ets kisterice socittafis Jesu (ι894); El Pragi'eso .nakmalico,  
afterwards Reels/a de matemalires pars: y aplscades ('89'); Reviito  
do b ώ  Ιέαgυσί/κιnι Calnk.e (Catalunya, Relnt s, Rοsseld, Valencia,  
190'); La Nalm-alcsa, fortnightly; La Rnergia dtkirics, foetnightly;  
Resists rums, week) Rniaia do mmidkiga, weekly; Bibliagrafle  
espaada fortnightly; La. L'ctrna; Ειρalfs7^ Amιńca, monthly. 

See É. 1•fartienbusch, Periidicon de Mebud (1876); Lapeyro,  
CaPokςσ-tsifσ de lea perildicos, cia/alas, y ί tnτ tι tιi ικtτ as  Espaθa  
(1882); Goorgoi.k Lentil, Len Rennes liudraires de CΕtραεκe pιwdaΦ  
k praabo wriuid di' χ1χ' side (Faris, '909).  

Pogaucs.x.  
Portugal could long boast of only one review, the ferns( cites.  

doprdico (‚779-1806), which '  had many inteeruptions; then came  
the Joenal de C.iwkra (1812-1820); she Pases'ama (1836-1837),  
founded by  Herculano; the Rev/ila nmi*rsdl lisbonesue (1841-1853),.  
established by Castilho• the lntlin"Io (0853) of Coimbra; the .4 cc/s we'  
pillorescn (1857) of l.irbont and the Jonrol do stacisdndc dos smites  
des kurt-as. In 1868 a review called' Vet femrsnioa, απd con.'  
ducted by women, wns τetabtished at Lisbon. Current periodicals  
include; Ο Arch'edogi portuguhu (1895); Joined de scienceas mα$he- 
motices el astronomuw.s (1877); Remus. 4uitana, At-chit, de citadel  
pkiloforicou a othnotogicsss redefines 6 Portsgal (1887); Ta-ssi-Yang..  
Kai, λιιά κκ s a anodes de extreme orrnsie $iiarlugwz (1899); PO,WgO1  
arhsdce, fortnightly; Resisla mi/ilar; rfe mutual, fοrtnight ιy ς.  
Boldim do qricul!or, monthly; Arckivo kuleraco pprtsrucs, monthly.  

GIEnCa  
The' periodical literature of mixfem. Greece commc πccι with  

b Αιννω 'EpµΡi)t, brought out at Vienna, in 181! by Anthimos Gum  
and continued to Ι8zt. In Angina the Alyutata appeared in 1831,  
edited by Mustoxidis; απd at Carlo, in Greek, ltali φφ n snd h.nglish,  
the 'Meeλου fα (1834). After the return of King Othta in 1833 a  
literary review called '(pit was commenced. Le Spertateur de  
FΟrient, in French, pleaded the national cause before Europe for  
three years from '853. A military journal Was published at Athens'  
in 1855, and two years latin' the arehseolog'cal peń odical Con-
ducted by Pittakis απd Rangabes. For many years tlse'ldisia'  
(1850-1872), edited by Rangabcs απd Papumgopoulos, was the  
lending serial. 0iv ιτ dealt with natural science, the J',onss.r& with  
agriculture, απd ' ΙιΦµνήµωr with theology. 'B8asn4 r ιmm-ιer4ριεο  
(1831) and Φ,2ωλονωeτ obλλeuaτ uao ωινσt (1863) appear annually, 

 and' ΜΜ'ek (1889) quarterly. 
Soy A. R. 	aloe, Hilt. /iiilraire do k 6401 modern (Paris,  

1879); R. Nicolai, Goat/sickle der auυgeic'hiseκes Lileralwr (1876).  

Rasst  
The historian Gerhard Friedrich Mhler made the first attempt'  

,to-establish ρ ruiο4Μ11 iteΦhwe.ia R.ssi in isis )'er yισ)aυkπiyι, '  
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Sokkisesiya (1755-1764). or"Maat'lyy ^W αks." In 1739 Sumara- 
kov (ounded the Tιudσlyιιbiσσyσ Pkadd, or " lodustmmue Bee,"  
giving translations from the Spiclalor. and, (or the first time, critical  
essays. Karamsin brought out in 1802 the V'yutnik Ew,pi, en  
important review with Liberal tendencies. The Conservative  
Russkoi 11'01111ik (1808) was revived at Moscow iii 1856 by Kaitkov.  
The two last named are still published each mach. The somantic  
school was supported by Sin Olzkkssma '812), "Son of the Father.  
land," united in ‚82510 the Sewaaoi Ar (1822), which dwindled  
and came to an end soon ,f inc 18339q,, One of the most successful  

Russian reviews has been the Β ibfίotcb σ dl'us Tckleie l 1834) or  

Library of Rending." The Rruskaya Miss!, " Russiαα Thought 
published in Moscow, represented the Slavo ρ it pasty. The  
following are some representative periodicals cl the dayt Zw.sM  

mrnisterssa ,aredga a p ιossescesVe, monthly; Baiiscke ΥΡοselsκbrlβ 

it
'860),monthly ; i'yιsiaikmsp' l^ela (fα cducaiion); ΥΡvsskwsks
for fine art) ^; Rssskoia b^lslurp (for literature); Rwski a kk(s  

archives); dfi, Dais, monthly; IsIorsck'sky s'yesissk (history);  
asslaia sienna (archaeology). In Finland Simms (1841). written  

in Swedish. is still published.  
Oman Counters  

Bohemia has the Ιό ορp ιιss music krd(oesd( 	(182 ), quarterly. 
founded by Palacky; Node dole, monthly ; 	Rinse ('907)  
quarterly. Hungary can show the Uegarsstkes Magaxi" (1781-1787,  
119 1 ), published at Pressburg, and the Megyar Msseiiss (*788).  
The Tudomdayos gydfeiissisy (1817-1841) and the Flmag  
(837-0 843) deserve mention. U Mauii, Mszesm wa. a acienti'c  
magazine, and the Badapesli Ssemk (1657) of a more general  
character. Among current Hungarian periodicals are: Magyar  
Ιζdayssseids ('876), and Magyar Νyιmddssel. Before the revol*tion  
of 1830 Poland had the Pemidnik Warsaswskt of Lsich Sayers.  
Among other Polish eeviws may be mentioned the Dsimmnik Lien  
scki of Lemberg; the BIMIOIeI4 Woesmwska (0840), monthly;  
Pneglad Posh i (1866), monthly' ' 'Ρruwodsik ndskmsy I lυeιaιki 
((1873), monthly; Prsewodn'k £awe σgισ4)usay ('878), monthly;  
Prsgfad pewraasy (5884), monthly. Rumania commenced with  
the Magusisal lslorscii ρααικ Deese (1845) containing valuable  
historical documents; and Moldavia with &nits Likjarsa (1840)  
and Areh,sa Rnmarsea ('84. Rumania now has the Coraebwi 
lilerore (1868), monthly, apd Romaad, mind intend ..tl skala  

uµpteeindnaM. The best literary review Servia has had was the  
Wile, edited by Novakovic.  

Japan ^ new ροm a native tive periodicals of the European type, 
of which the following are repomentalive exampis: FadsοkκGibo  
(native customs); The.okka (art); Τοyπ-Gσ ιιςςιιιι--Zasshά  (κΡience):  
ιοια ku-Zαsski (domestic economy); Tdsagaku.Z.asshs (philosophy);  
Reizai-Zastki (political economy); Tasyo.  (lιιαatrο).  

Gxi t ααι Iumsxs, to Ρaιοmcaιs Τhe most complete co1lοc-
tion of periodicals in all languages ever brought tagethee is that  
preserved in the British Mus uss, and the excerpt from the minced  
catalogue of the library, entitled Periodical Publications (London,  
189-' Ι9ao, and ed. 6 parts folio, with index), includes journals.  
reviews, magazines and other works issued periodically, with the  

exce ion of transactions and proceedings of Earned societies aid  
of British and Colonial newspapers later than 1700. The titles  
of these periodicals, which number about 23,000, are arranged under  
the town or place of their pubhcabon.  

The Edisbargk and QwsrkrIy Renew, the Íe w des dear moades,  

the Rests kfsiarigw, Dndscks Rsaduk αn and others issue from  
time tο time general indexes of their contents, while the periodical  

literature of special departments of study and research are noted  
in the various Jαhreώ ιrickk published in Germany, and indexed  
monthly in such English and American magazines as the Esginesm sg  
Magawse, the Ceopapkiwl louraal, English Ηέstολ al Resin  
4πκń  m' Ηi Ιirέcal Rrsscw, Eeasomi'  Jmin.oJ  (fο' ,ρώ iιiciιΙ economy).  
Library loar'eal and Library AssocsaAian R αarό  (for bibliography)  
απd the Educaliosal Resin. The Cat. of &iCII'IJIC Papers (ι800-
i9oo) of the Royal Society (1867-1908), απd the Reperboriiun der  
leeks. lours. Lit ral,v (t8 1899) of the German Patent 081cc,  
are specimens of indexes of special periodicals. There are also  
annual indexes such as those in the Zoological Record and Aaegks  
do zfotrep4". Complete lists are given by A. B. Kroeger (Genie  
k RefJσence Seeks, ι9Ο8g) and Stein (Mniiud dr hiblsographic$n&ale.  
1897). See also Biblwgra$y of Books emuewed io  Α  ne.teen  
Pusodicek, by G. F. Danforth (ιφ2-1 03); Book Reines, Digest 
(ι906). &c.. Η. C. βoltoπ's Cat. of ,sesenluJ"and Teckm'sl Periods. . 
eels ι665,ς-t89S, Smithsonian Inst. (and ed., 1897); Hamsoa'a ‚ii'.  
Cat. of Scuellllh' Lit. (903-1904); S. H. Scudder. Cal. of Scientific 
SsιiaG.1633-1876 (Comb. lΗaιvard Univ.l 1876); lit. of Periodicals  
(English and Foreign) in B ad, Lib.. 187B8- ι88σ• Bibliothbque Na-
tional., Lists des p έe+odsyws 'l,aiijers (1896). /1. useful select list,  
including all languages, u J. D. Bτοwn'sCiοssifted List of Current 
Periodicals (0904). (H. R. Τ.)  

Ρ1 mοBG (τepfoda, those who dwell around, in the neigh-
bourhood), in ancient 1,aconi* the class intermediate between  
the Spartan citizens and the serfs or helots (q.v.). Ephorus  
says (Strobe viii. 364 seq.) that they were the original Acbaean  

iohαbitαnta 0f the country, that foe tbe.imt. gaeealsoR efts_  

the Dorian invasion they sin eed in • tλέ  franchise of the in.  
enders, but that this was afterwards taken from them and  

they were reduced to a subject condition and forced to pay  

tribute. The term, however, came tο denote not a nationality  
bet a political status, and though the main body of the perioeci  
may have been Acbaean in origin, yet they afterwards included  
Αλναευaps on the northern frontier of Lacoala, Dariam, ειρεciahΙΥ  
in Cytheta and in Messenia, and humans in Cymric. They  
inhabited a large number of settlements, varying in size from  
important towns like Gythium to insignificant hamlets (Ise-  

crates xii. ;7q); the names of these, so far ae they are known,  
have been cofected by Clinton (Pauli hdknici, sod ed. 1.401 seq.).  
They posseSsed personal freedom and some measure of communal  
independence, but were apparently under the immediate super•  

vision of Spartan harmosts (governors) and subject tο the  
general control of the ephors, though Isocrmta is probably'  
going too far in saying (xii. ‚8*) that the ephors might put to  
death without trial as many of the perioeci as they pleased.  

Certain it is that they were excluded not merely from all Spartan  

dices of state, but even from the assembly, that they were  

absolutely subject tο Spartan orders, and that, owing to the  
absencof any legal right of marriage (lwιyaµΊ α) the gulf between  
the two chasms was Impassable. They were also obliged to  
pay the "royal tribute," perhaps a rent for domain-land which  
they occupied, and to render military service. This last burden  
grew beavirr.ss time went on; 5000 Sparliates and soon perio.c  
hoplites fought at Plataea in 479  e.c., but the steady decrease  
in the number of the Spartiates nccessilnted the increasing  

employment of the perloeci. Peeioeci might serve as petty  

ofllcers or even rise to divisional commands, especially in the  
fleet, but seemingly they were never set over Spactiates. Yet  

except at the beginning of the 4th century the perioeci were,  
so far as we can judge, fairly contented, and only two of their  

cities joined the insurgent helots in 464 D.C. (Time. i. t01).  
The reason of this was that, though the land which they cultivated  

acs eery οnρτοductiνe, yet the prohibition which shut out every  
Spartiate from manufacture and commerce left the industry  
and trade of Laconia entirely in the hands of the pe ń oed.  
Unlike the Spartiates they might, and did, possess gold and silver  
and the iron and steel wares from the mines on Mt Taygetus,  

the shoes and woollen stuffs of Amydae, and the import and  

export trade of Laconia and Messenia probably enabled some  
at least of them to live in an ease and comfort unknown to their  
Spartan lords.  

See G. Grote, Iflstory of Geeue -ρt ii., ch.6; C. O. Mβfler. Dαianτ  
(Eng. trans.), bk: iii., ch. a; A. H. J. Gr εenidge Greek C οsst^deosa λ 
History. p.78  sqq. ' G. Gilbert, Greek CσnsliWli amal Ad dies (Eng  

trans.) p.35 sqq.; G. F. Schbmann, Asliquitics oJGreccc ( Eng trans.)  
ρ. τοr sqq.; G. Busolt. Diegrieck. Stains- sled Rsthisalk,li*sur. { 84; 
Grab. G ιsckickte,  i.  528 seq. (2nd cd.); V. Thumser Lek ιboeek der  
gricd' Slaatsallem i mer (6th ad.), iÍ;  B. Niece, Niσckιicίkιι sew 
der wi τseιιτααβίsclera Gcsdlκkσfl ειι σδαingsις Pbil..Hist. Kiasse,  
(1906). 101 sqq. (Μ. Ν. Τ.)  

P1011ΠΑΤ11Τ1ε3 (from Cr. tapCTaie'r, to walk about), the  
name given in antiquity to the followers of Aristotle (4.s.), either  
from his habit of walking up and down as he lectured to his  

pupils, or from the veirara (covered walk) of the Lyceum:  
Aristotle's immediate succesσors; Theophrastus and Eudemus  

of Rhodes, were diligent scholars rather than original t ń inkeιs.  
They made no innovations upon the main doctrines of their  
master, and their industry is chiefly directed to supplementing  
his works in minor particulars. Thus they amplified TMs  
the Aristotelian logic by the theory of the hypo -  pbesno.  
thetical and disjunctive syllogism, and added to the first figure  

of the categorical syllogism the five moods out of which the  

fourth figure was afterwards constructed. The impulse towards  

natural science and the systematizing of empirical details which  
distinguished Aristotle from Plato was shared by Tbeopbrast'ss  
(qs.). The same turn for detail is observable in his ethics,  

where, to judge from the imperfect evidence of the Chasccicrs,  
he elaborated still farther Aristotle's poruaiture of the virtues  

See Genies, Nod. fin. aiii. 5. far the story of bow Mristode  
chose Tbecpbraatui as his successor.  
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and their relative vices. Tn his doctrine of victim hid distinctive  
Peripatetic position regarding the importance of external goods  
was defended by him with emphasis against the assaults of  
the Stoics. He appeals to have Lid even more 'Was en this  
point then Aristotle himself, being doubtless led to de so, 

 partly by the beet of controversy and partly by the importance  
which leisure and freedom from harassing cares naturally  
assumed to a man of his studious temperament. The mete.  
physical drepias of TLeophrastus which have come down to  
us show that be was fully alive to the difficulties that beadt  

many 0f the Aristotelian dellnitions. But we are ignorant bow  
he proposed to meet his own criticisms; and they do not appear  
to have suggested to him an actual departure from is master's  
doctrine, much less any. radical transformation of it. In . the  
diffieultiα which be raises we may perhaps detect a leaning  
towards a naturalistic interpretation. The tendency of Eudemm,  

on the other hand, is more towards the theological  
or Platonic side of Aristotle's philosophy. The  
BadOwiOSI Elkics (which, with the possible exception of  

the three books common to this treatise and the Ni'oasockws  
Defer, there need be no hesitation in ascribing to Eudcmus)  
expressly identify Aristdtle's ultimate ethical ideal of Oswple  
with the knowledge and contemplation of God And this  
auppik* Eudemus with, a standard for the determination of  
the mean by reason, which Aristotle demanded, but himself  
left vague. Whatever furthers W in our progress towards a  
knowledge of God is good; every hindrance is evil ' The same  
spirit may be traced in the author of the chapters which appear  
as an appendix to book I. of Aristotle's Xdophyrice. They  
have been attributed tο Paside3, the nephew of Eudemus.  
For the rest, Eudemus shows even less philosophical indepen.  
dente than Τhε ρhrastus. Among the Peripatetica of the first  
generation who bad been personal disciples of Aristotle, the  
other chief names are those of Αristoπeπus (q.s.) of Tarentum  
and Dicaearchua (q.s.) of Measene. Aristoxmiva, who had  
formerly belonged to the Pythagorean school, maintained the  
positron, already combated by Plate in the Pkaedo, that the  
soul is to be regarded as nothing more than the harmony of the  
body. Dicararchus agreed with his iń end in this naturalistic  
rendering of the Aristotelian entelechy, and is recorded to have  
argued formally against the immortality of the soul.  

The naturalistic 'tendency of the school reached its fill  
expression in Strato of Lampiacus, the most independent, and  

se,wse probably the ablest, of the earlier Peripatclics. "His  
y,ssr o, system is  based upon' the formal denial of a ta πs- 

cendent deity. Cicero atiribuths to him the saying  
that he did not require the aid of the gods in the ‚'orstructien  
of the universe; in other words, he reduced the formation of  
the world to the operation of natural forces. We have evidence  
that he did not substitute an immanent world-soul for Aristotle's  
ezlra•mundane deity; he recognized nothing beyond e αι ural  
necessity. H. was at issue, however, With the uiomigic  
materialism of Democritus in regard to its twin assumptions of  
absolute atoms and infinite space. His owe speculations led  
him rather to lay stress on the qualitative aspect of the world.  
The true explanation of things was to be found, according to  
Strato, in the forces which produced their attributes, and he  
followed Mstotle in deducing all phenomena from the funda-
mental attributes or elements of hest and mkt. His psycho-
logical doctrine explained all the functions of the soul as modes  
of motion, and denied any separation of the reason from the  
faculties Of sense-perception. He appealed in this connexion  
to the statement of Aristotle that we are unable to think without 

 s sense-image.  
The successors of Strato in the headship of the Lyceum were  

Lyon, Aristo of Coo', Critolaus (pa), Diodorua of Tyra, and  
Erymneua, who brings the philaophic succession down to about  
ice s.c.. Other Peripetetics belonging to this period are Hiero-
nymus of Rhodes, Prytanis and Ph οrmiο of Ephesus, the  
defines senex who attempted to instruct Hannibal in the art  
of war (Cie. De oral. ii.  .8). Bodes, He'*dppus and Sityrtis  
were historians rather than philosophers. Heradlide Lembes,  

Agatharchhla and Aatisthenea ef"ikbedei are = ens to vs and  
nothing more. The fact is that, after Stale, the Peripatetic  
school lass, no thinker of my'nott for about moo years.  

Early in the rat emtury s.c. all the philosophic schools began  
to be invaded by a spirit of ' edeceicism. This was partly  
due to the influence of the practical Roman spirit. This in-
fluence is illustrated by the proconsul Lucius Geflius Publicola  
(about 70 s.c.), who proposed to the represeatsliva of the schools  
in Athens that be should help them to settle their differences  
(Cie. De•le:. ι so). This atmosphere of ladiffetence Urpeo.  
ceplibly lafluesiced the attitude of the contending schools to one  
another, and We find various movements lowarde unity in the  
views of Bsithias the Stoic, Panneilus and Antiοcbus of Aseslon  
founder of the .o.ealled "Fifth Academy." Meanwhile the  
Peripatetic school may be said to have taken a new departure  
end a now less* of ilk. The impulse was due to Aiidronicus  
of Rhodes. ' Wa eń ticel edition of Aristotle indicted to the  
later Pkripatetits the direction in which they could Aaioakw•  
profitably work, and the school devoted itself hence.  
loath almost exclusively to the writing of commeata ń es on  
Aristotle, e.g. these of Seethes of Sidon, ArÍato of Alexandria;  
Stasess, CVatippvs, and Nicolaus of Damascus. The most  
ime ειeieg Peripatetic work of the period is the treatise De  
maid., which is a good example within the Peripatetic  
schd of the 'eclectic tendency which was then in the air. The  
admleture Of Stoic elements is so great that some critics have  
attributed the work to a Stoic author; but the writer's  
Peripateticism seems to be the more fundamental constituent  
of his doctrine.  

'Our knowledge of the Peripatetic school during the first  
two centuries of the Christian era is very fragmentary; but  
those of its representatives of whom anything is known con-
fined themselves entirely to commenting upon tie different  
treatises of Aristotle. Thus Alexander of Aegae, the teacher  
of Nero, commented on the Caιcgeries and the De code.,  
lń  the and century Αsρashrs (p.s.) and Adrsstus of Aphro-
disks wrote numerous commentaries. The latter also treated  
of the order of the Aristotelian 'writings in a separate  
work. Somewhat later, Hcrminus, Achainu and S οaigenes  
commented on the logical ,  treatises. Aristocles of /desserts,  
the teacher of Alexander of Aphrodisias, was the author of  a 
complete critical- history of Greek philosophy. This second  
phase of the activity of the school doses with the comprehensive  
labours of ΑΙesaeder of Aphrodisias (Scholarcb, e. moo), the  
exegete pis excellence, celled sometimes the second Aristotle.  
Alexander's interpretation proceeds throughout upon the natur-
alistic lines which have already bαome kmilier to di

xaaMr ω  
us. Aristotle bed maintained that the individual  
alone is seal, and had nevertheless asserted that the  
universal Is the proper object of knowledge. Alexander seeks  
consistency by holding to the first position alone. The individual  
is prior to the universal, h says, not only " for us," but also  
in itself, and universals are abstractions which have merely  a 
subjective existence in the intelligence which abstracts them.  
Even the deity must be brought under the conception  of 
individual substance. Such an interpretation enable us to  
understand how it was possible, al a lacer date, for Aristotle  
to be regarded as the father of Nominalism. Form. Alexander  
proceeds, is everywhere Indivisible from matter. Hence the soul  
is inseparable from the body whams soul or form it is. Reason  
or intellect is bound up with the other faculties. Alexander's  
commentaries formed the foundation of the Arabian and  
Scholastic study of Aristotle. Soon after Alexander's death,  
the Peripatetic school was merged, like all Others,' in Neo-
platooism  (qs). 

PERiPΑ4W, a genus of animals belonging to the air-breathing  
division of the phylum Arthropods. It differs, however, from  
all other Arthropods in such Important respects that a special  
class, equivalent in rook to the old.cstsblisbed Arthropod  classes, 
had been crested for its sole occupancy. This class has been  
named the P ιototτaehαta or Onychophoa (see Aeνttaοrovs),  
and may be most appropriately placed In the system in the  
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neighbourhood of the MyιΙCpdda, thrdgh it must not be forgotten  
that it differs from the Myriapoda more than the Myriapoda  

differ from other Artbropoda and that in some respects it  

presents features which recall the segmented worms (Anmlida).  

The genus has a wide distribution (see below), but it has not  

been found in Europe or in North America. There is but little  
variety of strucl,ure is the genus, ιιιιd the species are limited in  
number. They live beneath the bark of trees, in the crevices of  

rock and of rotten stumps of' trees, and beneath stones. They  

require a moist atmosphere, and are eaceedingly susceptible to  

drought. They avoid light, and are thcrclore =rely seen. They  
move slowly, picking their course by means of their antennae.  
When irritated they eject with considerable force the contents  

of their slime reservoirs by means of the sudden contraction of  
the muscular body-wall. The slime, which appears to be harm•  
less, is extremely sticky, but it easily comes away from the skin  

of the animal itself. j.oeomotioa is effected by means of the  
legs, with the body fully extended. Hutton describes his  

specimens as sucking the juices of flies, which they had stuck  

down with their slime, and they have been obgervetl in captivity  

to devour the entrails which have been removed from their  
fellows, and to eat raw sheep's liver. They move their mouths in  

a suctorial master, tearing the food with their jaws They have  

the power of extruding their jaws from the mouth, and of working  

them alternately backwards and forwards. They are viviparous;  

the young are fully Formed at birth, and differ from the adult  
only in size and colour. The mother dos not appear to pay any  
special attention to her offspring, which wander away and get  

their own living. It has lately been stated that some of the  
Australian species are normally oviparous, but this has not  
been fully proved. Sexual differences are not strongly marked,  

and are sometime absent. There does not appear t ο be  
any trite copulation. In some species the male deposits  

small oval spermatophores indiscriminately on any part of  

the body of the female. It; seems probable that in such  
cases the spermatozoa make their way from the adherent  
spermatophore through the body-wall into the body, and  

so by, traversing the tissues reach the ovary, In other  
species which possess recepiacula arminis it ; is probable that  
fertilization is effected once only in early life before any ova  

pass into the uterus.  
Aslernal Fealuveo—Tbe anterior part of the body may be called  

the head, though it is not sharply marked 'off from the rest of the  
body (fi . 1). The head carries three pairs of aρρeηdagest  n pair  
of simple eyes, and a ventrally placed mouth. The body is elon-
gated and vermiform; it bears a number of paired a ρρεπdaµes,  
each terminating in a pair of claws, and all very much alike. The  

number varies in the different species. The anus is always at the  

tenet &deiekJ  
Ftu. ι —Ρcriρerus ca jearis, drawn from life. Life size.  

posterior end of the body, and the generative opcn'mg is on the  

ventral surface, lust' in front of the anus; it may be between the  
legs of the penultimate pair, or between the legs of the last Feb.,  

or it may be subterminal. The colour varies considerably in the  
different speaks, and even in different individuals of the same  
species. The skin has a %.elvety appcaradce, and is thrown into  
a number of transverse ridges, along which wart-like papillae are 
pla&l. These papillae, which are found -  everywhere, are the  
primary papillae; thaw are'covered with small, scale-like projections  

called secondary papihlae. and are specially developed on the dorsal  
surface, less so on the ventral. Each papilla caries at 'its extremity  

a well-marked spine. Among the primary papillae smaller necessary  
pa floe are sometimes present.  

he appendages of the heed are the antennae, the Jaws and the  
orl papillac. The mouth is  at the hinder end of a depression  

called tb baeaal ςavky„aιld,ls surrounded by se ιΡnaalar tamid  
lip raised into papilliform ridges and bearing a few spines (fig. a). 
Within the buccal cavity are the two laws. They are short. stumjr  

like, muscular structures, armed at their free extremities by a pair  
of cutting blades or claws, and are placed one on each side of the  
mouth. In the median lino of the buccal cavity in front is placed  
a thick muscular protuberance, which may be called the tongue.  

though attached to the dorsal instead of to the ventral will of the  
mouth (11g. a). The tongue  
bears a row of small, chiti-
noss teeth. The jaw-claws  
(figs. y and 4), which resemble  
In all essential points the  
daws borneby the feet, and,  

like these, are thickenings of  
the cuticle, are sickle•►haριd.  
They have their convex edge  
directed forwards, and their 	 ,- 	 , -t  . -Cris  
concave, or cutting edge,'  
turned backwards. The inner  
cutting piste (fig. 3) usually  
bears a number  of cutting  
teeth. The oral papillae are  
placed at the sides of the  
head (fig. a). The ducts of  
the slime-glands open at  
their free end. They biasses  
two main rings of projecting  
tissue, and their extien.ltim  
bear papillae irregularly 	Al 	)  

arranged. The ambulatory  
appendages vary in number. Fie. a.—Ventral view of the head of  
There are seventeen pairs in 	 P. aptasus.  
P.cnpeiisso andmghteenrn P. 43$', Antennae' or.p, Oral papillae;  
balfen's, while in P. jaami- 	F.t, First leg; T, Tongue.  
casino the number varies  
from twenty-nine to forty-three. Theycorisist of two main divisions,  

which we may call the leg and the foot (fig. ). The leg (I) has the  
form of a truncated cone, the broad end of which is attached to  

(Mist lillsur.) (Ace hither ) 
Flo. y—Inner jaw.claw ^f 	Fιa 4.—darter  jaw-claw of  

P. apιatis. 	 P. aycssis.  
the ventro-lateral wall of the body, of which it is a prolongation.  
It is marked by a number of rings of papillae placed tranis-esiely  
to its long skis, the dorsal of which are pigmented like the dmml  

surface of the body; and the ventral like the ventral surface. At the  
narrow distal end of the leg there are on the yentrel surface three or  

four (rarely five) spiniferous  
pads, each of which is con-
tinued dorsally into a row of  
pnpfllae. The foot is attached  
to the distal end of the kg.  
It is slightly narrower at its  
attached, extremity than at  
its free end. It bears two  
sickle-shaped claws, -and at  
its distal end three (rarely  
four) papillae. The part of  
the foot which carries the  
claws is especially retractile,  
and is generally frond more  
or less telescoped into the  
proximal pan. The legs of  

the fourth and fifth pairs differ  
from the others in the fact that  
the third pad (counting from the'  

R 
oo Ι five 

^K tom*  

distal end of ' the leg) carries the  tAR^ SWavlct.)  a 
 

opening of the enlarged ncphriiia  
of these segments. In some species FIG. 5 —Ventral view of last  
certain of the legs bear on their leg o f  a mate P. cupesIsus.  
ventral sides fur ows with tumid lips f, Feet; 1, leg;  yy spinifer- 
and lined by smooth non-tuberculate οars pads. The while papilla  
epithelium; they are called coxal of the proximal part of  ibis 
organs, and it appears that they can leg is characteristic of the  
be ονerted. The males are generally male of this species  
rather smaller and less numerous  
than the females h those species in which the number of legs  
varies the mate has a smaller number of legs than the female  

Ι1•  



le 
(Mt., Balfour.)  

Fιε. 7.—Brain and anterior  
pert of the ventral nerve-cords  
of Prripeias cepcssis  enlarged  
and viewed from the ventral  
surface.  
otn, Antennary nerves; co  

commiasures between ventra  
cords; d, ventral appendages  
of brain; E, eye- en, nerves  
passing outwards imm ventral  
cord; F.g.z. gasiglionic en-
largementa from which nerves  
to feet pass ofT;jn. nerves to  
jaws; org, ganglionic enlarge-
ment from which nerves to  
oral paplisa pass off; ore,  
nerves to orb papillae;  jc, 
posterior lobe of brain; pn,  
nerves 

ic% 
 feet; ; oy. Λ m  
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óasdιaιι-^A. greedy *taped. Pm$Is' Is viviparous. The  
Aiateslaslaii species come nearest to laying eggs. inasmuch as the  
eggs are large,full of yolk, and enclosed in a shell; but development  
normally take+ place in the uterus, though abnormally, incompintely  
developed eggs are extruded. The uterus always contains several  

young. which are usually at dilierent stages of development and  

are bore at different times of the year. In most of the African  
species, however, the embryos of the uterus are almost of the same  

age and are born at a definite season. The young of P. caprwgs  
ue born in April and May. They am almost colourless at birth,  
excepting the antennae. which are green, and their length is ιο to  
's mm. A lai'e female will produce thirty to forty young in one  
year. The period of gestation i thirteen •months, that is to say.
the ova pass into the oviducts about one month before the young  
of the preceding year are born.  

Α n αιιιυ.—The alimentary canal (fig. 6). The buanl cavil,  
as explained above, Is a secondary formation around the true  

mouth, which is at its dorsal  
posterior end. It contains the  
tongue and the jaws, which have  
already been described, and into  
the hind end of it there open  
ventrally by a median opening  
the salivary glands The mouth  
lead, into a muscular pbarynx, 
which is connected by a short  
ossophagus with the stomach The  
stomach forms by far the largest  
pair of the alimentary canal. It  
is a dilated soft-walled tube, and  
leads behind into the short narrow  
rectum, whiff opens at the anus  
There are no glands opening into  
the alimentary canal. The central  
nervous system, the anterior part  
of which is shown in fig. 7,1301 the  
" rope-ladder" type, απd the ven- 
tίal cords meet over the rectum.  

The cuticle is a thin la r, of  
which the spiηα, jaws and claws  
are special developments. Its  
surface is not, however, smooth,  
but is everywhere, with the ex- 
caption of the peroral region,  
rased into minute secondary  

papillae. which is most iastaπees bear at their fii. extremity a  
somewhat prominent spine. The epidermis, placed immediately  

within the cuticle, is composed of a single row of cells. The  
pigment which gives the characteristic colour to the skin is  

deposited in the protoplasm of the outer ends of the cells In the  

form of small granules. Beneath the epidermis is a thin cutis  

which is followed by  the muscular layers (external clrculai end  
internal longitudinal). The muscular fibres of the jaws son  
transversely striated, the other muscles see unstriated,  

The apertures of the tracheal system are placed in the depressions  

between the papillae or ridges of the skin. Each of them heeds  
into a tube, which may be rolled the tracheal pit (fig. 8); the walls  

(Miss bitoiu)  

Fits. 8r-Section through a tracheal pit and diverging bundtri  
of tracheal tubes taken transversely to the long axis of the body.  

q. Tracheae, showing rudimentary spiral fibre; tr.'. Cells resembling  
those lining the tracheal pits, which occur at intervals along the  

course of the tracheae; le o, Tracheal stigma; b.p, Tracheal  pit. 
of this are farmed of epithellal cells, bounded towards the lumen of  
the pit by a very delicate cuticular membrane continuous witb  

the cuticle covering the surface of the body. Internally it expands  
in the transverse plane, and from the expanded portion the tracheal  
tubes arise in diverging bundles. The tracheae are minute tubes  
exhibiting a feint transverse striation which is probably the indication  

of a spiral fibre. They appear to branch, but only exceptionally,  
The tracheal apertures are diffused over the surface of the body,  

but are especially developed in certain regions.  
The vascular system consists of a dorsal tubular heart with  

paired Ostia lading Into it from the pericardium, of the pe ń .  
cardium, and the various other divisions of the penvisceral cavity  
(fig. is, D). As in all Arthropodsa,, the penviscerel cavity is a  
haemocoele, i.e. cpatalns blood, and forms part of the vascular  
system. ft is divided by septa into chambers (fig. is, D), of which  
the most important arc the central chamber containing the ali-
mentary anal and the dorsal chamber or pericardium. Nephń dia  
are present in al1 the legs In all of them (except the first three) 
the fellewing parts may be recognized (fig. 9): (a)  a vesicular portion  

11G.  9..ι'ΝeρhridΙum from the ninth pair of legs of P. cepeasfr.  
o.s. F-xtrnalopeningofDe mnea- o.c.r. 3.e.2, a.c , 5.1.4, Successive  

teal organ, 	 regions of coiled portion of  
p.!, Internal opening of nephrid' 	ne hridium.  

sum into the body cavity sot. Third portion of nepb ń dium  
(laterel compartment), 	broken off at p.)' from the in- 

s, Vesicle of segmental organ. 	ternal vesicle, which is not  
shown.  

(+) opening to the exterior on the ventral surface of the legs by a  
narrow passage (.d) , ;(a) a coiled portion, which is again subdivided  

into several sections 3.c); (3) a section with close) -packed nuclei  

ending by a somewhat enlarged opening (is!);  (4 the terminal  
portion, 

 t ισπ,  thtchκ 
coilsists of  a thin-walled reside. The neph ή d ίe 

o pairs off legs are smaller than the rest, consisting  
only of a vesicle and duct. The fourth and fifth pain are larger  

than those behind, and are in other respects peculiar; for instance,  

they open on the third pad (counting from the distal end of the  

a.r 
weer gώ Ιos?)  

Flu. 6.-Ρeripatno cepe*sis dis-
sected ιο  as to show the ali- 
reentary canal, slime glands and  
salivary glands The dissection  
is viewed from the ventral side,  
and the lips (L) have been cut  
through in the middle line behind  
απd pulled outwards a as to  
expose the jaws (j). which have  
been turned outwards, and the  
tongue (7) ,beαring a median 
row of chitinoυs teeth, which  
bτa ches behind into two. The  
muscular pharynx, extending beck  
Into the space between the first  
and second pairs of legs, is  
followed by a short tubular mao-
phagus The letter opens  into 
the large stomach with plicated  
walls, extending almost to the hind  
end of the animal, The stomach  
at its point of junction with the  
rectum presents an $-shaped yen-
tro-dorsal curve.  
A. Anus; at, antenna; F.s,  F.,, 

first απd second feet; j, jaws;  
L, lips; es, oesophagus; or. p,  
oral papilla; ph, pharynx; R,  
rectum; ad, salivary duct;  
s.g. salivary gland; s1.4 slime  
reservoir; si g portion of tub-
ules of slime gland; sf, stomach;  
%. tongue in roof of mouth.  
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n. t 1.—A Series of Embryo. of P. 'α ιrrrii.. The hind end of 
lotus B, C. D is uppermost a the figures. the primitive steak is the  
ii patch behind the  blaιoopae.  

(ααω  
Fr  

Μ 
Castrola bs^ ventral view, 

Older gastrula stage, ventral 
view, showing tlongated blesto- 
pore and primitive streak.
entral view of embryo  with 
three pain of mesoblastic 
omits. dumbbell shaped bias- 
topore sod primitive streak. 

view vw of embryu, is 
which the blastopore has  com- 
pletely dosed se its middle 
portion. The anterior pair 

of smells have moved to the  
front end of the body.  

• aide 
 Antαw• d, 

later 
	pen.  

jectlon; .t., jwacor*i comae.  
F, Ventral view 01 dead οf embryo,  

intermediate between Ε and  
G. Al, Antennae • c.g, ceeebesl 
groove: j, jaws; j... sweltinnget  
bend jaws: L,bp..M,rmouth;  
.s.p, oral paprnae; o.e. opening  
of salivary `l^ied. 

G, side view of elder embryo.  

Α.  

B, 

D, 
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kg). and the estemai veιΡ cubs- portion αΡ not dιΙoted: The edsml  
opening of the other nephridla lajd'ced at the airier cad 

are e r  verse 	
a 

vse groove d the but the leg.. The salivary 
modified oephridia of the segment of the oral p.pillae.  

The male generative organ. 6g. ιο) mein of a pair of testes  
(fs), a  eer of seminυ vesicles (,, rasa defemitia (.d.), and nee.-
aαy glandular tubules (J). ALL the above puts barn the caste.!  

S 
(Mu w %Um)  

Fan. to - Male  ties lye  Or ad  Pa ipoJwaeapsas&. Doιse!%dew.  
erg, Enlarged aural gland. of last p. Common duct into which vase  

emir of legs. 	 deferentia open.  
P. ι6, 17, Last pairof legs. 	Io, Testes. ,, Semin.l vealcle.. 
J, Small accmery glandular v.c. Nerve-cord.  

tubes. 	 ad, Vas deferens.  
compartment of the body cavity.. The ovaries consist of a pair of  
tubes tinselyy applied together, and continued posteriorly into the  
oviducts. Each oviduct, after a short course, becomes dilated  
Into the uterus. The two uteri join behipd and open to the exterior  
by a median opening. The ovaries always contain spermatozoa,  
some of which project through the ovarian wall into the body  
cavity. Spermatozoa are not found in the uterus and ov ι-
ducts, and it appears probable, as we have said, that they  
reach the ovary directly by boring through the skin and  
tavershig the body cavity. In all the specie. accept the  
African specie. there Is a globular receptaculum seminis  

opening by two short ducts close together into the oviduct  
and In the neotropiral species tbete is in addition a smell  
receptaculum ovorum, with extremely thin wall.. o ρeniog  
into the oviduct by  a short duct just in (mat of the recce-
teculum &emink. Tie epithelium of the latter structure is  
clothed with actively moving cilia. There appear to be  
Present in most, if not all, d the legri some aerenory  
▪laodular structure. ορeniog just eι teι ιllγ to the 	ia.  
Τbe)ι are celled the cruel glands.  

Deedo$ie,iL—Prripojs's is found in Africa, in Aeetnal-
asia, in South Ameba and the West I ηdίes, in New  
Britain, and in the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra. The  
specie. found in these various localities are closely similar  
in their anatomical characters, the principal differences  
relating to the structure of the female generative organs  
and to the number of the legs. They, however, differ in  
the most striking manner in the structure of the ovum  
and the early development. In all the Australasian  
speele. the egg is liege and heavily Barged with feed.  
yolk, and is aurrounded by a tough membrane. In the  
Cape specie. the eggs are smaller, though still of con-
siderable sin; the yolk i mach less developed, and the  
egg membrane is thinner though dense. In the New Britain  
species the egg in still smaller (: ι mm.), and there is a  
large trophic reside. In the neotropicel species the egg is  
minute, end•almaet entirely devoid of yoik. The umegmented  
uterine ovum of P. rinser  .edaadkz measures 1.5 mm. in length  
by .8 mm. in breadth; that of P. cαρenriώ  Is •56 mm. in length:  
and that of P. tri,sidxdcnsis •op mm. in diameter. In coove-
sposideirco with these differences in the ovum there are differen αs  
in the early development, though the etc stags are closely  

similar.  

C, 	

vdσ The de 	ωiest has hair m 	aft t M Ρ. 'εαριέιi it 
species 

ωhfe^ 
ecie the folowiug dearlipt^n refeea The aemrωπe tiοο αΡ 

peeuliar. and leads to the kneed. * of. a solid gastruh, consisting 
d cortex of todeem meal  sυrιoundί  a central eatloderπ 

ss ma, wheh m exposed one point—the bbl topore. The enters* 
tam 	apace es es a a 	in the endoderm,, and an opacity—the primitive 
mτeak—appears at the hind end of the blscopme (fig. is. B).  
Theme of the embryo ίs in  dumbιie by 	ί  a. 
the t 	 which sou bemmes dumb -bell shaped 

(fig. 
 d (fig. ii, C). 

At the same time the mesoblsetic ιοmite (em bryonic segments 
οf mesouleem) make their app εaraπσe in psis at the hied end, and 
eradι ally travel forwards re tech aide of the blastopore m the 
front end, where the Lomita el the anterior pair sum s 	meet ia 
front of the Ιιlu*oφκ (fig. ii. D). Meanwhile 	π the narrow middle 
part of the b^stοφre ńas dosed by a f^d 	 that of irs lips, so at the 
basmpote is ttpιrxηted by two opening., the future mouth gad 
anus. A primitive 	makes its a 	m ppea εe behind thehiatto. 
pore 	

Into 
(( ι τ. B) 	stag.At this 	the hind end of the body become. 

spiral (fig. it, £), and at the mime time 

meesoblaιtκ 
appea 
µgprolmιged int of them. The fii t 

to appear are the antennae, into which the ppeeaaeworal .omits are 
prolonged. The remainder appr ea from before back wards in regular 
order, via. jaw, oral papillae, legι t-ε7. The full number of s&iq, τη 

da and their appenges is not, however, completed until a litter stage. 
The nervous system I. formed is is annular thickening of ecm πι der 
paining in frost of the mouth and behind the anus, and 1ying_on 
each side d the blastopore along the lines of the seethes.  The 
praeanl part of this thickening, which gives. rise to the cerebral 
ganglia, becomes pitted inwards on each side (5g. tr, F, 'g).  
These pits are eventually closed {  and form she bellow γentnl 

n appendages of the auppharyngeer ganglia of the adult (fig. 7,  d). 
The lips are farmed es folds d the side wall d the body, extending 

the e praoonl lobes to just behind the jaw (figg. ii, F ,, L). 
They enclose the jaw. (j) 7  mouth (if), and opening of the salivary 
glands (o.ή , and a Ι give rise to the buccal cavity. The embryo leas 
new loot its spiral curvature, and become. completely doubled 
upon itself, the hind end being in contact with the mouth  (fig. 
i i, G). it rennin.  in this position until birth. The just-born 
young 

 
am from to t6 55 mm. in greenlength, and have green antennae, 

but the rat d the body u either quite white or of a reddish colour. 
Thai red colour, ddfεrs from the colour of the adult In being *oleble 
in spurn. The msoblestie somites are paired secs form' td from the 
anterior lateral portions of the primitive streak (fig. f ι. C). As 

n they a formed they become placed in pairs on each side of the 

blastopove. The seethes of the first pair eventually obtain  
a position entirely lit front of the blastopore (Fig. ri D).  
They term the seethes of the puaeonl lobes. The full couple•  
rent of somites is acquired at about the stage of fig. 11, Ε.  
The relations of the mesoblastic comfits ere shown in fig. 1a, A,  
which represents a transvctse section taken between the mouth  
cud anus of an embryo of the stage of fig. i1, D. The his-
tory οf these Semites is an exceedingly interesting 'one, and  
may be described shortly as follows: Th ey divide into two  
parts—a ventral part which extends into the appendage, and  
a dorsal part (fig. '2, )3). Each of the ventral parts Requires  
an opening to the exterior, just outside the ne ι•ve•cοrd,  

:, 

a 
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though not elfansτthristic of ell the &met of the Arthropods,  
are found nowhere outside that group, and constitute a very  
important, additional meson for uniting Fnt$'w with it. Pei+  
*dux, though indubitably an Arthropod, differs In such impor-
tant respects from all the οlddestablished Arthropod classes,  
that a special doss, equivalent in rank to the others, and called  
protοtτacheατa or Onycbophera, has bed, as we have seen, to.  
be created for its sole occupancy, This unlikeness to other  
Artbropoda is mainly due to the Αunεliden affinities which it  
presents, but in part to the presence of the following .peculiar  
features: ( ι) the number and diffusion of the tracheal a ρerture.  
(1) the restriction of the Jaws to a single pair; (3) the dis-

position of the generative organs; (4) the texture of the  
skin; and () the simplicity and similarity of all the  
segments of the body behind the heed. The An"elld•n  

atiinities are aupeefieiallγ Indicated in so 'marked a  
manner by the thjυaeas of the cuticle, the demo-
muscular body-wall, the hollow appendages, that, aa  

alrgady stated, many of the earlier zoologists who  
examined PuipMus placed it among the segmented  
worms; and the discovery that there is some solid  

morphological basis for this determi ιιaιΓοn mmtitutes,  
one of the most interesting point. of the recent work  
on the genus. The Annelidan features are; ( τ) the  
paired ncphridla in every segment of the body behind  

the first two (Saenger, Balfour); ( ι) the presence of  
cilia in the generative tracts (Gaifron). It is true  
that neither of these features is absolutely distinctive  
of the Annelida, but when taken in conjunction with  
the Annelidan disposition of the chief systems of  

organs, via, the central nervous system, said the main  

vascular trunk or heart, they may be considered  ά  
indicating affinities In that direction.  

tee sedpid.) 	 Sνωοτsta ον ΒτΕcros. Far. u. A series of diagrams of transverse secti σpι through Ρωίρα sa embryos 
Psa2rares to show the relations of the ced 	 stages. e= et successive ages 	 (G uilding ) .—Soft-bodied vermiform animals,  

Α, Rally stage; no trace of the vascular space; endoderm and ectoderm in with one pair of ringed antennae, one pair of jaws, one  
wntaet 	

it of o,al piΤae an
D  d 
	varying number of

d  d 
 clew- 

som^te 
'ventral is 

represented a^ having, divided on the left side into a dorsaltransversely
porton. 	 φpiW^. ouch anterior,ventral; elms posterior, terminal. 

C, The beemαoele (4) has become dividtd up into a number of spurn, the ccnerative opening single, median, ventral and posterior, *denιι1ςς1εεεdmεnt of which is unimpottant. The dorsal 
l
φtt of the smite has One  pair  of simple eyes. Brain  large, with two ventral 

Wee ie  j^ donalds, 
and 

 now ens it to reÍ portion ( has as ulaιr  a δοll οω appesdages; ventral cords w idely  divaritated, 

tubular character, and has wired an external opening. The internal cothd .  is gangi^. Alimentary canal simple, no- 

vesicle is already indicated, end is sh οννn in the diagram by the thinner coded. Segments y am^ged pa ired  aephńd^ are present, 
 black line; r, gut; τ, son ίtο; ^', nephήdetl part of ccekm; 3, heemοε^le; does not commú iυte wit

ntinuous she thapei^r^eddd  v
ascular a. lice t 33 part of bαemαoeie which will form the bean—the part of the tubular, with paired Ostia. Respiration by means at hαemocoele on each side of  this will form the perfcatdium; 4, nerve-cord; tracheae. Dioccio 	m^le lled 4. slime glands. 	

us; 	s smaller a nd 	lea.
D represents the conditions at the time of birth. The croebm is represented tinuousuwith 

than 
 ducts. 

 Genera t ive
i 	 rousleYoung bborn fully as surrounded 	a thick black line, except in the part which errs the  devtlot*d. Distribution: Africa 	 (CapeColιιπy.Natal,and 

internal vesicle of the nrphńdium. 	 ó00 

B, Endpderm has 	retell from the dorsal and ventral ectoderm. The ^ 

space. 

	transversely ruigιd and bast by wart_ lake g ιιruferous 

aid betnid8 setk* daiiibe,ied into a kuphsidluit (fig.. es. 
 D, 2'). The doi·isl part shifts dor'aiwards and diminid ιa nda.  

tiνely in sire (fig: sr, C). Its fate differs in the different pasta  

of the body. l n the anterior smeltea it dwindles and ι ieαm ιι,  
but in the posterior part it, unites with the dprsal divisions el coo-. 
themes @omdue of the same side, and Perms a tube—the ganrndve  
tube (a g. 12, D, 2). The lest section of this tu ńe.tttaine its war.  
istalon frith the 	tml Ειοιios•of the smite, .nd w sequins an  
estsiiisl oρenrαg which is at first lateral, 	soon on ehifta to the 
middle line, and luseι with its fellow, to fens the ώ gleyeσ eiaΝva  
opening. The neasonl @nmite develops the rudiment of a nephrl-
dhlm, but eventually entirely diuppegis. The jaw smitealso  
disappeaπ; the oral papilla aemit αΡ forms ves'traiiy the ndivary  
glands, which are thus aerially  homologous with ocphridis. The  
various divisions of the pefivlaesi*i cavity develop as ■ *des of  

C 

b fat 	1 	sal rf 	ha separated 	 darkly pi 	ring  than the flat ventral surface. Skin 
.ring 

gmented 
 0 ory egg or se ace arc 	en more 

 between the ectoderm 	 en m end endoderm, end later in the mean• 
dc-cm.  The mesoderm seems to be Permed entirely from the 
proliferation of the cells of the mesoblestic s οmitee. It thus appear. 

τp that in Ρeolw the toelom does not developa pervlaceral portion, 
but gives rise only to the renal and reproductive organs. 

The genus Peripoia was established in 1826 by L. Gufkling, 
who first obtained specimens of it from St Vincent in the 
Antilles. Re regarded it as a mollusc, being no doubt deceived 
by the slug-like appearance given by the antennae. Specimens 
were subsequently obtained from other parts of the neotropfcal 
region, and from South Africa and Australia, and the animal 
sae variously assigned by the zoologists of the day to the Annc- 
lid. and Myriapoda. Its true place in the system, as a primitive 
member of the group Arthropods, was first established in 2874 
by If. N. Moseley, who discovered the tracheae. Peripatur 
Is an Arthropod, as shown by ( ι) the presence of appendages 
modified as jaws; ( τ) the pεeseτιεε of paired lateral Ostia per- 
foisting the wall of heart and putting its cavity in communication
with the pericardfum; (3) the presence of a vascular body cavity 
and perlcardium (haemocoelic body cavity); (4) absence of a 
.Πmiνisαnf section of the coelom, Finally, the tracheae,  

the Gs n), New Zealand, Australii and Taknania, New 
Britain South and Central America and the West Indies, the 
Malay ‚Peninsula (and in Sumatra 7J. 

The genus Penparss, a far as adult conformation is concerned, 
is a 	homogeneous one. It is true, se was pointed our by 
Sedggwwκk, that the species from the same part 	the world re. 
iemblo a another more close) than they do species from other 
regions, but recent researches have shown that the line between 
them cannot be so sharply drawn as was at first supposed, and 
it is certainly not desirable iii the present state of our knowledge 
to divide them into generic or subgeneric groups. as has ban 
done by some zoologists (The following genre have been pro- . 
posed: Pelw for the neotro 'cal species, Perιpa ιsides for the 
Αuatrlasian. Prrs$Iopsis and p  Opufhoραοο for the African, 
Ρpraperiήσt s for the New Britain, Fορer+galιa for the Malaysit 
specks, _ασd Oepιriρolw for the supposed oviparous species of 

(rem the aeο

tr

ο iea
io 
l region then in those from elsewhere.. The  

number of ls tends to be variable whenever it exceeda tq  
pregenitel pairs; when the number is less than that it is usually,  
though not always, constant. More constant points of difference  
are the form of the jaws, the position of the geaerstive orifice,  
the presence of a recepeeculum seminls and a recepteculum Quorum,  
the arrangement of the primary papillae on the distal end ώ  the  
feet, end above all the early development.  

Se*/ Afriseφ Spssiw,—Wίaδ dime .spi*eus pads a the legs,  

*untie and  New Zealand.) The colour i►  highly variable in 
its from all 	M• it is 	h^ mime con^ta^t  in the  species 
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aid feet with two primary nanilise οa the anterior side and one  
on the posterior side; outer jaw with one minor tooth at the base  
of the main tooth, inner jaw with no interval between the  large 
tooth and the series of small ones; last (rally developed leg of t he  
male with enlarged aural gland opening on s large papilla plead  

on its ventral surface; wealorgan absent; the open. 
 ings of the 4th and 5th pain are of legs aι placed in tiκ ?mir std  

spmous pad Genital opening subterminal, behind the last pair  
of fully developed legs; oviduct without rvceptacula semini ιΡ or  
rεotiκacυla ovoesm; the  lIst trminι1 =fished portion of vw deferεas  
short. Ova of considerable size, but with only a small quantity  
M yolk. The embryos in the uterus are all nearly of the same  
age, except for mouth or two before birth, when two broods  

The fοΠοwί ηg eptcies are ebesTait i4 stopeet of these clstrsctm:  

Pe'ipo.Jw (Opicthopniiu) ciactiyes, Purcell Colony and Natal),  
presents a few Australasian features; there is a smell recegtacal υm  
.sminis on each oviduct, dune of the legs axe provided with well.  
developed coal organs, the feet harm area anterior, 00s posterior  
and one dorsal papdla, and the succeneve difference in the ages et  
the embryo. in the uterus, though nothing like that found in the  
neotm,pical species. Is slightly greater than that found in oche  
Investigated African spee κs. Several pairs of legs in the middle  
megio= of the body are provided with enlarged aural glands which  
open on a large papilla. Male with four accaucry 'glaods. opening  
on each side of and behind the genital aperture. P. IknIimss, Boirner,  
(Hquatorial West Africa ΙGaboοσJ) shows some nootropiαl features; 
there are 24 to 25 pain of legs, the genital opening is between the  
penultimate legs, and though there ere only tbste spineua pads  
the nephridial openings of the 4th and 5th legs ere peoximal to the  
3rd pad. coxai organs are present, and the jaw are of the non.  
tropical type; the oviducts have receptacula semims. The following  

South African species may be mentimd: P. mimesis Grate),  
with 17 (rarely '8) pays d ela ω-beanπg leφ; P. lalfsews (Sedges.)  
with 18 (rarely 19) p ars ς P. .etdiyi (Wood-M.), with o to 24  
pairs.  

Aiutralkslas Specks—With 14, 55 or 16 pairs of claw 
ambulatory legs, with three spk ιΡous pads on the legs, and ιιerπdύ  
opening of the 4th and 5th legs on the proximal pad; feet with one 
anterior, our posterior and one dorsal pnry ma papilla; inner jaw  
without d'=astems, outer with or without a minor tooth. Lest kg  
of the male with α without a large white papilla on its ventra l 
surface for the opening of a gland and marked papilla for the  
aural glands are sometimes present on other legs of the male;  
weII.developed coral glands absent. Genital opening between the  
legs of the last pair; oviducts with rcceptacula seminia, without  
reteptaedla ovorum; the terminal portion of the vas deferens rang  
and complicated; the ao εtssory male glands open between the genital  
aperture and the anus, near the latter. Ova large  and heavily  
charged with yolk, and provided with a stoutish shell, The uterus  
appears to contain embryos of different ages..  are 
recorded from West Australis, Queensland, Ne South Wales,  
Victoria and New Zealand. The Australasian specie. are is some  
confusion. The number of claw-bearing kgs vanes from 14 to  
16 pain, but the number most often found is ss Whether the  
number varies in the same species is not clear. There appears to  
be evidence that some specks are occasionally or normally oviparous,  
and in the supposed ov'perous species the oviduct opens at the end  
of a papilla milled from its supposed function an ovipositor, but  
the ovipeń tυ ha. net  yet been certainly proved as α normal occur.  
revere, Among the .perua described may be mentioned P. ksick'srl'  
(Saeuled, P. eesigess (Dendy), P. of (fend)). P. ,mdimacir'  
lilies (Dandy). P. some zcakeudi α  υtton), but it is by no means  
=amain that future rνssφτh will maintain these. Mr. J.Fletcher 
indeed, is ms of opinion that the Auatraiian forms are all varieties of  
one species, P. kwkarls.  

Aesbopied Spee*s.—Wiτb three to five apisious pads on the legs,  
nephadial opening of the 4111  and 5th legs usually proximal to  
the 3rd pad, and feet either with two primary paplllaeon the  
anterior side end one on the posterior, or with two on the enter=  
and two on the posterior; mite jaw with small miner tooth or  
teeth at the base of the main tooth, inner jaw with digstema. A  
variable number of posterior legs of the males enter= to the  
genital opening with one or two large papillae tarrying the open-
ings of the mural glands; well-developed canal erring present  
on most of the legs. The primary papilla usually divided Into  
two portion.. Genital opening between the legs et the penultimate  
pear; oviduct provided with receptacula sem'dnss and ovorum;  
unpaired part of vas dcferens long and complicated; accessory  
oιgaιs  of male opening at the sides of the anus. Ova minute,  
with little food yolk; embryos is the uterus at very d&(f^ent stag^ess 
at development. The number legs usually If not always variable  
in the same species; the usual number is 26 to 32 pain, but in some  
species 40  to 45 piers are found. Tba'neotropkal ιιppαα αρρω  
to fall Into two groups; (t) the so-called Andean sped.., via throe  
which inhabit the high plateaus α Pacific slope of the Andre; in 
these there see 4 (sometimes 5) pedal and the nepbridiel  
openings of the 4th and 5th legs are on the third pad; αnd (τ) the  
Ca ribbean species, viz, the =mining aeotropical speeie ι,  in which 
there are 3 ‚ιaρi = on the foot and Ike nepesidmi °resins of the  

4th and 5th kip are b,twiise the 32d and 4th pads, The Andean  

ere P. 'isissi' (Wń .), P. gs'bmalctes (^E 	). Ρ.  laahsmd  
(( 	)) P.  getbasts  (Sehm.) P. c.rredi (Cam.), P.  rammed  
(Bouv.) and P. bskoai (Gm.). Of the ιemalπl' specie., which  
are the majority, may be mentioned P. ede.vdss' (Blanch), P.  
Jsnm'iceaais. (air. and Cock.), .Ρ biιιidadιnsis (Sedge.), Ρ. Weft=  

Ken.), P. an lbw'.. (Sd.).  
Nor Brunie Pm$1us.—W'ith 22 to 24 pain d d  

kgs, with three apinous pads on the legs, and nenhri4iai opendiip  
legs 4 and 5 ( οmetiimes of 6 also) on the prommel pad; feet with  
one prunaly 
and onehe-  loss! side (median α ιubmedias outet 	w 
a minor tooth, inner jaw without diaste πιa • crιιral  
well-developed a oι ι absent. Genital opening subtermasl  
behind the lest pair of legs; oviduct with receptscislui.. semiai'  
without receptaculum ovorum; unpaired part of yes deferens vet)  
short; accessory glands two, opening mediiaaly and dorsally. Ova  
small, .1 mm. In dIamete, with little yolk, and the embryos  pea 
vrded with large trophic veaiclea illey). Embryos in the uterus  
of very different ages, and probably boon all the year found. One  
species only known, P. soma brdimmer (Willey).  

Ssmabae Pιripates: Ρeńpatus with 'Α4 µaiπ of ambulatney  
legs, and four spines pads on the legs. The primasy papillae, of 

 neotropkal character with conical bae α (',enerative opening  
between the legs of the penultimate pair. Feet with only two  
papillae. Sing,k species. P. aeatat,aass (Sedge.). The eaistenta  
of this species is doubtfuL  

Pmpetos from the Malay Pen ίasrb With 23 to 25 pairs of  
daw•bearing legs, four spimom pads on the legs, αnd n hπdul open- 
iuge of legs 4 and 5m the middle of the ρrαximal ρW or on its  
proximal side; feet with two primary Pap' one anterior end 
one posterior; outer jaw with two, inner jaw with two α three mina  
teeth at the base of the main tooth, .epanuted by is diastems from  
the roe of small teeth; aural ids present in the male oily, in the  
two pairs of legs preceding the generative opening; aoxal gl nd ι 

t. Genital opening between the penultimate legs; oviduct  
with reoeptuula seminia αnd ovorum; unpaired pert of vas defereist  
long; le accessory glands two, opening πιεded). between the 
legs of the last pair. Ova Large, with much yolk and thick mem-
brane, like those of Australasian species; embryc with slit-like  

b 	
h 

	

topor ` 	 same and of very different ages in the me uterus, prohablyy  
year round. The spedea are P. w ιldent (Evans).  

P. bran (Evans) and P. buiferi (Erna). it will thus be seen  
that the Malay apecles, while resembling the iseotropieal spades  
in the 

n
generative Organs. differ from these in man feat^as of the 

^ and 
 e(, ovum, 

 the 
m y 
important characters 

 nλy 
 furnished b

y ^ aim 
aaςΙ 
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PΩlletρτιl;IlΑL (Gr. tract,  ma  end,  and  *rte, a "wing); in  
architecture, the term applied to a temple or other structure  

where the columns of the front portico are returned along its  

sides as wings at the distance of one or two intercolumnietiona  
from the walls of the nine or cells. Almost all the Greek temples  

were peripteral, whether Doric, Ionic, or Corinthian (see  

PERISSODAC[YW (i.e. odd-toed), the name proposed by  
Sir R. Owen for that division of ungulate mammals in which  

the toe corresponding to the middle (third) digit of the human  

hand and foot is symmetrical in itself, and larger than those  
on either side (when such are present). The Perissodactyla  

have been brigaded with the Artiodaclyla (q.s.) to form the  

typical group of the ungulates, under the name of Dφlartiva,  
or Ungulala Vera, and the features digingujahiog the combined  
group from the less specialized members of the order linguists  
will be found under the heading of that order.  

The following are the leading characteristics by means of  

which the sub-order Perissodactyla is distinguished from the  

Artiodaetyla. The cheek-teeth (premolars and molars) form a  
A 	 a 	 C 

Fia  i --Bones of Right Fore-Foot of existing Periaιedaεtyla.  
A, Tapir (Tapirs: indicω).  
B, Rhinoceros (Rhinoceros ssmolrerssis).  

,
Horse (Eσ οτ ιaballs τ).  

if, ulna; If.  radius; c, cuneiform: 1, lunar; a. scaphold; a, unciform;  
m, magnum; rd, trapezoid; 1m, trapezium.  

continuous series, with massive, quadrate, transversely ridged  
or complex crowns—the posterior premolars usually resembling  
the molars in structure. Crown of the last lower molar commonly  
bibbed. Dorso-lumbar vertebrae never fewer than twenty-
two, usually twenty-three in the existing species, Nasal bosses  
expanded postmoriy. An alisphenoid canal. Fem υτ with a  
third trochenter. The middle or third digit on both fore απd hind  
feet lager than any of the others, and symmetrical in  itself, 
the free border of the terminal phalanx being evenly rounded  
(see fig. z), This maybe the only functional toe, or the second  
and fourth may be subequally developed on each side.- In  
the tapirs and many extinct forms the fifth toe also remains  
on the fore-limb, but its presence does not interfere with the  
symmetrical arrangement of the remainder of the foot on each  
‚ide of the median line of the third or middle digit. The astraga-
ins has a pulley-like surface above for articulation into the tibia,  
but its lower surface is flattened and unites to a much greater  
extent with the navicular than with the cuboid, which bone is of  
comparatively less importance than in the Artlodactyles. In  
existing forma the calcaneum does not articulate with the  
lower end of the fibula. The stomach is simple, the mecum  
large and capacious, the placenta diffused, and the teats iuguinah  
-  She Penseodactyla may be divided into the four following  
sections, namely the extinct Tftaaotheroidea, the ΕΙρροidra,  
repτesegted by the borsplzibe and their ancestor, the Tapiroidea,  

typified by the tapirs, and the Rhinocerotoidea, which include.  
the modem rhinoceroses and their forerunners. 	,  

τ. Tilanot/ re τ.—ln the Titanotberoidea the dentition may be  
expressed by the formula i1fi. a1, pts, mi. Thee is madly  
• short gap between the =nine and net preπιolar tote upper 
molars are shout-crowned απd tnnsitioηal between the buuodoot 
(tubercular) and seleaobnt (cresesatic) types, with two outer  
concawe tubercles απd two inner conical ones; while the tower  
molars are cτcscenιkι  with three lobes in the last of the series. 
The skull is elongated, with the orbit not separated from the tem-
poral fosse and the seam, which may or may not carry hams,  
reaching at least as far forwards as lbs union of the preivaxilies.  
The you-glenold, post tymp.nie and p.IOCGIPItaI processes of the  
skull are large, and there is an alisphenofd canal There are fear  
functional toes in front and three behind1 while the alcιne ς  
unlike that of the other three groups, articulates with the fibula, 
The group is represented by the families Ρcώ emyopid α a„d Τiιmιe.  
'heruda' in the Tertiary deposits of North America. Both famiΙ ze  
are described under the heading TITANOTIIV.'1IDAL  

a. firers Groap.—ln the Hippoides there is geικrabγ the full  
series of 44 teeth, but the first premolar, which is always small, is  

often deciduous or even absent in the lower or in both jaws.  
The incisoes are chisel-shaped, and the canists tend to become  

isolated, so as in the more specialized forms to o=epy a more  or 
less midway position ins longer or shorter pp between the b=ullies  
and premolars. le the upper modes the two outer columns or  
tubercles of the primitive tubercular molar coalesce to form an  

outer wall, from which proceed two cresceiiiic transverse crest•,  
the comumon between the crests and the well being slight or inn.  
perfect, απd the crests themselves sometimes tubercular. Each  
of the lower milers carries two crescentic ridges. In the earlier  
forms the cheek-teeth are low-crowned, but in the higher types  
they become high-crowned. The number of front toes 'epees  
from four to one, απd of hind ones from three to one. The post•  
gknoid, poat-tympanic and paroccipiml processes of the skull  
are large; the second of these being always distinct. Nasals long,  
normally without traces of horns  

The section is divisible into the families Egeidυe and Pakew-
'heriidaq of which the latter is extinct.  

In the Emidoe the premolar are generally f or I.  In the earlier  
short-crowned forms these teeth are unlike the molars, and the  

first 01 the series is separated by a gap from the second. in the  
high-crowned types, es well as m some of the intermediate οns"  
they become mole[-like, and roots are not developed In the whole  
cheek-series till late. Orbit in higher forms closed by bone; and  
ridges of lower cheek-teeth terminating in large bops. Front  

toes 4, 3 or t, hind; 3 or s. (See E uinwa and HORSe.)  
In the PakeaiMrisda. the premolars may be or I, sad sit  

generally molar-like, while the first (when present) is alway, close  
to the second; all the cheek-teeth short-crowned and rooted, with  
or without cement. Outer walls of upper cheek-teeth W-ebaped,  
and transverse crests oblique. Orbit open behind; and ridges of  
lower cheek-teeth generally terminating in small loops Feet  
always 3-toed. (See PALAeoΤΗΕΜΙ/n.)  

3. Taps Group.—ln the Tapsroidea the dentition may be either  
the full 44, or lack the first premolar in the lower or in both jaws  
The incisor, ere chisel-shaped; and (unlike the early Hipposdea)  
there is no pp between the first premolar, when present, and the  
second. The upper cheek-teeth are short,cmwneei and without  
cement, and show distinct traces of the PPrirsitive tubercles; the twO  
outer columns forma more or less eoeispkte racemel wall, connected  
with the inner ones by a pair of needy straight t τsοΙνe κέ ιεatι;  

end the αΩpvih taro straight 
originally 	 ethen the molars. lower  

ridges. Nasals beg in  
early, but shorter in later forms, hornless; orbit open beheld.  
Front toes,'; hind toes. . 

 
Thisis also divided into two families, the Tσpirfdασ sad 

Lσpliiod ^e, the letter extinct.  
In the Tajiiridai the dentition may be reduced below the typical  

44 by the less of the first lower premolar. Hinder premolar'  
either simple or molar-like. Outer columns of upper molars similar,  

the hinder ones net flattened; ridges of lower molars oblique or  
directly transverse, a third ridge to the last molar in the earlier  

forms. The Lo$isdonisdar, which date from the Foes. Dots*  
very close to IlyreioIjeri'm in the horse-line; and is is "del? as  
the authority of American ρalαeοπtοli istα that the division  of 
there early forms into cquofds and tapirotds is attempted. In North  
America the earliest represestative of the group is Syώ medπw of  
the Lower Eocene, in which all the υppα premolars are quite  
simple; while the molars are of a type which would readily  develop 
Into that of the modern tapirs, both outer columns being c i$iical 
απd of equal size. The absence of a pp between the lower chain  
and first premolar and between the latter and the following teeth  
is regarded as an essentially tapir-like feature. Lopkiod.sburs  

ppparently represents this stage in the European Lower Eocene;  
Zsido'lophas. of the American Middle Eocene, represents a distinct  
advance, the last upper premolar becoming molar-like, while a  

second species from the Upper Eocenc is mill more advanced the  
thin! loss* is, hgwever, retained in the list lower moor. -  In the  
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e the 	
and  is 

essentially 
 both ke 	αppgaappear. pir, ιαν  which range.  well

third  intoo the Miocene, an is  a taapir, having Ion the third  

lobe d the last lower molar, and bring in process of acquiring  
mοbr4ifse upper premofars, although none of these teeth have two  
complete inner columns Fi'ialiy, Tapirss itself, in which the last 
three upper pmmdn a, make. its appearance in the Upper Mimen η  
and continues till the present day. Τhe characters of the genus  
mad be crammed as fellows in a more detailed man αr.  

The da ekioa is i R  ι j, it f,  se 1, rote, 42. Of the upper inch οrs  
the first and second etc nearly equal, with short, broad crowns,  
the third is large and conical, contdntibly larger than the canine,  
.which is gemmed from it by as interval Lower incisors diminάh-
ing in site from the first to the third; the canine, which is in contact  
with the third incises, large and conical, working  against (and  
behind) the =rine-like third upper lncisoι In both jaws there is  
a Fong seem between the canines and the commenement of the  
teeth of the cbeek-serks, which are all in tented. First upper  
premolar with a triangular crown narrow In front owing to the  
absence of die anterior inner column. The ether upper premolars  
and molars all famed on the =me plan and of needy the same  
site, with four roots and quadrate crowns, rather wider conversely  
than from bdcro backward, each having lour column, connected  

b a of transverse anterior and 
p  lower zπσwler compressed m ; the ethers composed ^ α single  

pose of transverse crests, with a small anterior and posterior heed  
ridge. Skull elevated and compressed; with the orbit and temporal  
lomα widely continuous, these being no true post-orbital process  
from the.frontal bone. Nail apertures very large, and extending  
high on the face between the cbit ι; nwl bones short, elevated,  
tιιaaφdar and pointed in front. Vertebrae: cervical, 7, dorsal, 01;  
lumber, 5;  sacral, 6; medal about tt. Limbs short and stout.  
Fore-feet with four toes, having distinct hoofs; the first toe being  

absent, the third the Ionge'4 the emend and fourth nearly equal, and  
the fifth the shortest and scarcely reaching the' ground in the  
ordinary standing emirate. died-lαt with the typical perisso-
dacty'e arrangement of three teen-the middle one being the  
largest, the two ethers maul equal. Nose and upper lip 
elongated into a flexible, mobile snout or short proboscis, sear  
the end of which the nost ń ls are situated. Eyes nether smell.  
Ears of moderate site, ovate, erect. Tail very sliest. Skin  

thick and but scantily covered with hair. Tapirs an common  
ιο  the Malay countries and tropical America; two species from  
the latter arm differ from the rest in having a' verticai bony  
partition to the nasal septum, and are hence subgenerlcally  or 
generically separated as Tapirdlo (Eiasπισςaaιλaτ) (see i'aris).  
(earl related is the extinct family Lephiodonsidae (inclusive of  

the 

 

Nearly 
Κsideridas), in which bah the upper and lower  

first premolar may be absent, while the upper molars present a  
mere rhinoceros-like form, (ruing to the lateral compression and  
mesequent lengthening of the outer columns, of which the hinder  
is bent somewhat lnwatda sad Is more or less concave externally,  
thus forming re ming a more complete outer wall. In America the family  
Is represented by .spbd οι, of the Middle Eocene, which dieters  
from the early members of the tapir-stock in having a long gee  

p
b^e.tςween the lower canine aannddafirrsst  premolar; the dentitlo η ii corn. 

Bela",, also of Middlese, simple 
Τhe nextl  Wage is 

^eαne age, in which the firstlever pre-
molar bas dlsappeeird, and the last two upper premolars have  
become molar-like. Finally, is the Oligocene Cdodois the last  
three upper p!molar. are like the molars, and 'he first pair  of 
!over r mie. Is lost. In Europe the group is represented by the  

long-known and typical genus Lep$ ιodon with three premolars  
it each jaw, of which the upper are simpler  than the σιelds. The  
gems is especially cheractrπsdc of the Middle and Upper Encne,  
and some of the species attained the size oft rhinoceros.  

4. Rkmoruos GronptΤhe last section of the Pεriwodaεtyla Is  
that of the Rhinocerotoidea, represented by the modem rh ιaoce-
rose. and their extinct allies. In this group the incisors and &nine.  
are very variable In number and face; the lower =nine being  
sgssmte, by only a shat gap from the miter incisor (when present),  
last by a long one from the first premolar, which is in contact wid  
the second. The second and third to m ιιlιts, which are always  
present, are large and molar-like; the whole of these teeth being  

'uy of the lophodont type of Lσykud σιι, but the last upper  
sιdms tm um a mere or 

these 

 me triangular  Iαm, with an oblique of a 
 wail, and there tee certain complications in d the structure all 

tse teeth it the more types (fig. a). The lower cheek.  
sesth have, unlike those of the Tapucidea,crescentic ridges, which  
lime not the loops at their extremities characteristic of the advanced  

the last low molar has no third lobe. the facial 
t s he skull is genenΙlγ dexter than the εtaηlal; τhe edge Je

Isrnly open behind: and the premsmllee teed to be reduced and 
 fused with the nasals Front tees 3 α 4; bind toes 3  

The most primitive group is that of the American Ηyr ει'dwdίdα,  
rammed! in the 011ocrne by Hyrachyi t, Fry ιecsdes and TW$..  
pas With the exception of the first lower premolar, the dentition  
In complete; the incisors being normal, but the canine rudimen-
tary, and the last upper molar distinctly triangular. The upper  
molars have a crime and a crochet (fig. 2). The skull is high,  
with ;the lied and aaθd pondoiw appe.alniately equal Them  

are only three frond teet and the limb, are king bed bbplai it,  
l^ni ιnz e Α mιnodo ιιtidar, i 	y,.r^nted by the North Aπκriva 

πo Middle Eocene Amydσn and uetαιι odοn, the premolars may  
be either 4 or f, making the total number of teeth either 44 α 40.  
The incisαι tend to raceme hied, the canine. are enlarged, and  
the last upper molar is sub-quadrangular. Then upper molars

i  have a crime but no crochet fOg. 2). As in the last family, the  
post-glenoid process of the skull is broad; the whole skull being 
depressed with a shortened facial portion. 'ibe fore-foot is five- 

t and spread animals.  
 indicating that the members d the family 

were swamp-dwelling 
 

Finally, we have the family Rkinxrre hdde, which includes the  
misting representatives of the group. In this family the dentition  
has undergons considerable reduction, and may be represented  
InclusIve of all the vadariou, by the formula I 	ε  $j 

y m 	The ne upperiπε^or, when present, has an 
antem'poιtιa 	

fi 
ioλγ elongated crown, but the second is small • when  

fully developed, the lower canine Ia a large forwardly ό ιcred  
tusk-like tooth with sharp cutting-edges, and biting againstthe 

f
rs

thuteeeth oί
sre The third upper molar is triangular, and most  

crusts (fig. a). The poo't τlen process Is small , ̂ aΛd 
 croc 

 tthe facc  
and cranial portions of the skull ace approximately of equal length. 
Usually there are three, but occasionally four front toes; and the  
limb-bones are short.  

	

A large number of 	tales d the group are known from  
bah the Old end the New World: specialization displaying itself  
in the later end in the development of dermal horns over the nasal  
hones, either in laterally pieced pain as in some of the early forms,  
ow In the median line, either single or double. In North Ammca  
rhinamroms became extinct before the close of the Pliecene  
ρented but in the Old World, although their geographical  diwί- 
b tion has become greatly restricted, at lase five well-marked  
species survive. Τhe group is unknown in South America.  

As regards the dentition of the existing species, the dbek-series  
consists of the four pre molars and three molars above and below,  
all in contact and closely resembling each other, except the first,  
which is much smaller than the rest and often deciduous; the  
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FIG. a.—Grindiog Surfnis of  modm(ely worn Right Upper  

Second Molars of Rhinoceros,  
A,  Rhisoctros ssiwiiiis.  

τ,  Anteiior  surface.  
τ,  Posterior surface.  
3, internal surface.  
4, External surface (wall α  

dorsum).  
i, Α^tero-ι̂ηteraal pillar  α  

Β,  Rkisrmros ,oisdal'iis,  

6, Poetero-ioternal pillar α  
column,  

7, Anterior valley.  
8 Median valley.
y, Ρostεrior  valley.  το, Αααα.,ιη valley. 

 ii,  CrIsta.  
zz,  Crochet,  

ethers gradually Increeelng In size sp to the penultimate. The  
upper molσπ present a characteristic pattern d crown, bavmg  
a mικhdevebpad Rat or more or Iess sinuous outer wall, and two  
transverse ridges running obliquely inwards and backwards from  
it, terminating internally in conical eminences or columns, and  
eαlosiog a deep valley between. The ρateriα valley is formed  
iκhind the posterior trssisverse ridgge, and is bounded externally  
by a backward coiitimiatioii of the outer wail and behind by the  
angulum. The anterior valley is formed in the name manner, but  
Is much smaller. The middle valley is often intersected by vertical  

"meta" and " crochet " plate. projecting into it (rem the anterior  
sseface of the posterior transverse ridge α from the wall, the  
developsnesii of which is a useful guide In discriminating species, 

 especially tiιoκ known only by teeth and hones The depressions  
between the ridges are net filled up with cement. As stated above.  
the lower molars have the crown famed by a pair of crescents;  
the last ha no third lobe. 

The head 
 having 

 large, and the skull eluted, and elevated posteriorly  
into a transverse occipital crest. No poet-orbital processes or  
any separation between orbits and temporal (aurae. Nasal  
bones large and stout, co-ossified, and standing out freely α else  
die pretπαοΜαε, from which they are separated by • drop and  
wide tlssere; the latter small, generally not meeting in the middle  
line in beet, often rudimentary. Tympai'lca small not forming  
a bulls. Sπiu-αvitγ small for the sun of the skulL Vertebrae:  
cervlcal,.7, dorsal 19-20; lumber. 3;  meal, 4; Ladd, about ττ.  
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Limbs stont, and οf ntdduane 	rises completely derelορeg 

es to, with distinct breedrounded hoofs on each toge. - Teats two,  
inguinaL Eyes small. Ears of moderate size, oval, erect, proms'  
Dent, placed near the occiput. Skin very thick, in many species  
thrown into massive folds. Hairy co'enng scanty. One or two  
median horns on the face. When one L present it is simmted  
over the conjoined πswl bones; when two. the hinder one is  
over the frontalα. These horns, which are of a more or less conicel  
form and usually recurred, and often grow to s'greet length  
'(three or even four fret), are composed of a solid mass of hardened  
epidermic cells growing from a duster of long dermal papillae  
The cells formed on ach ρaρυiα constitute a dietiace bosiiy Vie,  
like a thick hair, and the whole L cemented together by an inter  
mediate mess of cells which grow up from the interspace. between  
the papillae. It results from this that the hprn has the appearance  
of a mw of agglutinated heirs, which, in the newly growler part  
at the base, readily fray out on destruction of the ιοί ter mMamedmte  
substance; but the dbres differ from true hams in growing from  a 
free papilla of the derm, and not within a follicular involution of  
the same. Considerable difference of opinion exists withand 
to the hest claseificatio π of the family, alma authorities Including  
most of the species in the typicalu α Rkώ secι , white others 
recognize quite a number of sub-families 

ms 
 and still more genera.  

Here the family is divided into two groups Rh,socrrotssne and  
Elesιπeikeriίa ι, the latter including only Efmmotherlsm, and the  
former all the rest. In the Lower Oligocene of Europa we have  
Ronιoikeń am and in that of America Ζ ptaswalheń ust (Trigetsiaa)  
which were primitive species with persistent upper can ines and  
three-toed fore-feet. Possibly they belonged to the Amyπodoetidα,  
but they may have been related to the Upper Oligocene Diero-
lkerfam, in which the nasal bones formed a transverse pair; this  
genus being common to Europe and North America. Canropas  
Is an allied American type. Horniest rhinoceroses, with five front-
toes, ranging from the Qligocese to the Lower Piiocene in Europe,  
represent the genus AcrraMrrism, which may also occur in America,  
as it certainly does in India. With the short-skulled, short-footed,  
three•toed and generally horned rhin000reses ranging  in 'Europe  
and America from the Lower Miocene to the Lower Pliocene, typified  
by the European R. go!dfs'rsi  and R. bιuιhy ι's, we may consider  
the genus Rhinoceros to commence; these species constituting the  
subgenus Tekorrras. The living R. (Df νresλίπas) swmalresisis of  
south-eastern Asia indicates another subgenus, represented in the  
Euegpean Miccene by R. somaairxais and in the Indian Plincene  
by R. plothisw, In which two horns are combined with the 
presence of upper loci ers απd lowef canines Next we have the 

ving 	African  species, representing the subgenus Diceros, in which  
there are two horns but Rio front teeth. To thirgs'oup belongs the  
extinct European end Atiatic νιαοliy rhinoceros, Riisecuos (Dκga)  
wntsg aitalis, of Pleistocene age, of which the frozen bodies are  
sometimεa found ip Sibcria, and R. (D) piubygisasiiu of the  
Lower Pliocene of Greece. Finally the Great Indian rhinoceros  
R. saicwsic, the J svao R. ssadaeas, and the tower Plioano Indian  
R. ώ σkπ:iτ and R. pσbsindkιu, relt:ee:it Reiaoraos proper,  
in which front teeth are present, but there a only one born. (Spa  
Relsntaxos.)  

The subfamily Rlαsteethe line is represented only by the huge  
E. rbiresss of the Siberian Pleistocene, In which the piwmolsss  
were reduced tof while front-teeth were probably wanting, and  
the cheek teeth developed tall crown, without roots, but with  
cement in the valleys, and the e υamel of the central parts curiously  
crimped. A hump on the forehead probably indicates the existence  
of s large frontal horn .  

Lrnsaavuas—j. L. Wortmaa απd C. Earle, " Aacshαe of the  
Tapir foam the Lower Miocene of ppakοtα, ' iia8. Arnie. Meg. vol. v.  
art. ti. (1893); 11. F. Osborn, " Ph logeny of the Rhinoceroses of  
Europe' op. c^. vol. rill. art. re  (ΐ 9οο ».0: Thomas, "Notes do 
the Type Specimen of Rhin.m'ei ·kssiotis, with Remelts on the  
Gene a Pwitiaα οf τhe Living Species of Rbinocasts," Pros . 
Εοοi. Sea (l.ιιndoπ, syoι)•  (It 1-•) 

PERI!?YLB (Cr, wept, found; and ern λΡes,' column), In arehi- ' 

tectrire. a range 61 columns (whether rectangular or Circular on  
plan) in one or two torts, encldoing the sanctuary of a temple;  

the term is also applied to the same feature when built round  

the court in which the temple is situated and iń  Roman houses  
to the court in the rear, round which the private rooms of the  
family were arranged, which were entered from the covered  
colonnade round the court.  

PERITONITIS, inflammation of the peiitoeenm—the serous  
membrane which fines the abdominal and pelvic cavities and  

gives a coveting to their viscera. It may exist in an acute or  
a chronic form, and may be either localized or diffused.  

Acuf'perifossflis may be brought on, like other inflimmatlons,  
by exposure to wet or cold, or in connexion With i ń jury to, or  
disease of, some abdominal organ, Or with general feebleness  
of health. It is an occaaiobal result of hernia and of obatructfon  

of the bowelss, of weird. mil:trsting the abdomen, of the perfora-
aloe of timers, as in ulcer of the stomach, and of the intestine  
in typhoid fewer, of the bursting of abases or cysts into the  
abdominal 'cavity, and also cf• the extensions of inflammatory  
action from acme abdominal or pelvic organ, such as the appendis,  
the tteiws, or bladder. At first localized, it may afterwards  
becomi geaanL The ,chιnges effected in the peritoneum  art 
similar to these undergone by other serous mes nbraaes when  
inflamed. Thus, there are congestion; exudation of lymph  In 
greater or hen abundance, at fiat greyish and &eft, thereafter  
yellow, becoming tough and causing the folds of the jatestine  
to IdherO together; effusion of fluid, either dear, turbid, bloody  
or purulent. The tough, plastic lymph connecting adjacent  
bide of intestine is sometimes drawn out like spun-glass by the  
movements of.ih, intestines, forming band. and loeps through  
or beneath which a piece of band may become fatally neared.  ' 

The symptoms of acute peritonitis usually begin bye shivering  
fit or rigor, together with vomiting, and with pain in the  
abdomen of a peculiarly severe end sickening character, accom-
panied with extreme tenderaw, so that pressure, even of the  
bed-clothes, causes aggravation of suffering. The patient  lid 
on the back with the knees drawn up to as to relax the abdominal  
muscles; the breathing become rapid and shallow, and is 
performed by movements of the chest only, the abdominal  
muscles remaining quiescent—unlike what takes place in  
healthy respiration. The abdomen becomes swollen by flatulent  
distension pf the intestines, which increases the distress. There  
is usually constipation. The skin is hot, although there may be  
perspiration; the pulse is small, hard and wiry; the urine is  
scanty and high coloured, and is passed with pain. The face is  
pinched and anxious. These symptoms may piss off In a day  
or two; if they do not the case Is apt to go on to a fatal termina-
tion. In such event the abdomen becomes more distended',  
hiccough, and the vomiting of brown or blood-coloured matter  
occur; the temperature fails, the face becomes cold and clammy;  
the pulse is exceedingly rapid and feeble, and death takes place  
from collapse, the mental faculties remaining clear till the dose.  
When the peritonitis Is due to petforation—as may happen hr the  
tale of gastrIc ulcer or of ulcers of typhoid fever, or in the giving  
way of a loop of strangulated bowel—the above-mentIoned  
symptoms απd the fatal collapse may all take place in from  
twelve to twenty-tout hours. The puerperal form of this disease,  
which comes on within a day o ι two after childbirth, I. often  
rapidly fatal. The actual cause of death Is the absorption of  
the poisonous inflammatory products which have been poured  
out into the peritoneal cavity, as well as of the toxic fluids which  
have remained stagnant in the paralysed bowel  

Perhaps the commonest cause of septic peritonitis is the  
escape of micro-organisms (bacillus coil) from the ulcerated,  
mοτιficd or inflamed appendix (see Amnumcmz). A genera-
tion or set ago deaths from this cause were generally placed under  
the single heading of "peritonitis," but at the present time the  
primary disease is shown upon the certificate which too often  
rune thus: appendicitis five days, acute peritonitis two days  

CMOnic perironitis may emu as a result of the acute attack,  
or ass tuberculous disease. In the former case, the gneeat  
symptoms having subsided, some abdominal pain continues,  
and there is considerable swelling of the abdomen, corresponding  
to a thickening of the peritoneum, and to the presence of fluid  
in the peritoneal cavity. This kind of peritonitis may also  
develop slowly without there having been any preceding acute  
attack.' There is a gradual loss of strength and flesh. The  
disease Is essentially a chronic one; it is not usually fatal.  

Tuberculous periIouif is occurs either alone of in associatIon  
with tuberculous disease of a joint or of the lungs. The chief  
symptoms are abdominal discomfort, or pain, απd distension of  
the bowels. The patient may suffer from either constipation or  
diarrhoea, or each alternately. Along with these local mania  
festations there may exist the usual phenomena of tubemilaua  

disease, vfx, high fever, with rapid emaciation and lass of  
strength. But some calea of tuberculous pe ń tbnitis present  
•symptoms which art not only obscure, but actually misleading.'  
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There may be no abdominal distension, and no pain or tender. 

 Hass The patient may lie quietly in bed, flat on his back,  
with the legs down straight, and he may have no masked  
elevation of temperature. There may be no'remiting and no.  
constipation or diarrhoea. In some cases, the aeighboutiog  
coils of intestine having been glued together, a coliectien of  
serous Bald takes its place in the midst of the mass, and, being  
walled in by the adhesions, forms a rounded tumour, dull on  
pertussion, but not tender or painful. Such cases, especially  
when occurring in women, ere apt to be mistaken for cystic disease  
of the ovary.  . 

Αs regards the beglmesj 4 scale yy^ps^sar ιηΓus  the first thing that  
the surgeon has to do is to assureIiimielf 'that the disease is not  
due to some cause which itself should be dealt with, to a• septic  
disease of appendix Or Fallopian tube, for instance, or to a toxic  
condition of the uterus, the result, perhaps, of a criminal or innocent  
abortion, or to a perforated ulcer of stomach qr intestine in many  
obscure uses the safest treatment is likely to be afforded by an  
exploratory abdominal section. if the m edical attendant has  
made up his mind that the question of exploration is not to be  
entertained—e decision which should be arrived at only after swat  
deliberate conaukatiess-·the best thing will be to apply foments.  
Lions to the abdomen, and to administer small and repeated doses  
of morphia by the skin—I or } grain—repeated every hour or  

so until the physiological effect is produced. As regards other  
drugs, it may be a question as to whether calomel or Epsom salts  
should be given. As regards fond, the oily thing that ran be  
safely recommended is a little hot water taken in sips A bed.  
cradle should be placed over the patient in order to keep the  
weight of the bedclothes from the abdomen. (E.  Ο. ·)  

PERIZONIUS (or Accuscrus), the name of Jason Vooasaoxg  
(1651-1715), Dutch classical scholar, who was born at Appin-
gedam in Groningen on the 26th of October ι65 '. He was the  
son of Anton Perixonius (1626-1672), the author of a once well.  
known treatise, De ,olione stsdii tkcslogki. Having studied  
at the university of Utrecht, he was appointed in ι68a to the  
chair of eloquence and history at Fennel= through the influence  
of J.  G. Graevius and Nicolas Heinsius. In 1693 he was pro-
moted to the corresponding chair at Leiden, where he died on  
the 6th of April 1715. The numerous wοrlµ of Perizonius  
entitle him to a very high place among the scholars of his age.  
Special interest attaches to his edition of the Milano of Francisco  
Sanchez or Senctius of Salamanca (rot ed.,  i  587; ed. C. L. Bauer,  
1793-1801), one of the last developments Of the study of Latin  
grammar in its pre-scientific stage, when the phenomena of  
language were still regarded as for the most part disconnected,  
conventional or fortuitous. Mention should also be made of  
his Arsimcds'ersiow hirloricae (ι685), which may be said to  
have laid the fqundations of historical criticism, and of his 
treatises on the Roman republic, alluded to by Niebuhr  as 
marking the beginning of that new era of historical study with  
which his own name is so closely associated.  

The article on Ρerisοαhω in Van der Aa's Biogm 	Wosrde π- 
δοeΣ der 	1alsdn coiitaun full b ι'ograρhiral and bibho'raphscal  

p^u ̂ ars ι 
 see also 

 lso F
. A. .Fi4.'teίn in b.πch and Gru α bs Alige- 

PERJURY (through the Aaglo-Fr. pιήaτie, modern $rjare,  

Let. pnjw'iam, a false oath, ρeήwαιe, to swear falsely), an  
exertion upon an oath duly administered in a judicial pro-
ceeding before a competent court of the truth of some matter of  
fact, material to the question depending in that proceeding,  
which assertion the assertor does not believe to be true when he  
makes it, or on which he knows himself to be ignorant (Stephen,  
Digest of the Crimimil Law, art. 135). In the early stages of  
lcgel history perjury scents to have been regarded rather as a  
sin than ass crime, and so subject only to supernatural penalties.  
The injury caused by a false oath was supposed to be done not  
so much to society as to the Divine Being in whose name the  
oath was taken (see Οsτs). In Roman law, even in the time of  
the empire, the perjurer fell simply under divine reprobation,  
aid was not dealt with as a criminal, except where he had been  
bribed tο withhold true or give false evidence, or where the oath  
was by the genius of the emperor. In the latter case punishment  
was no doubt inflicted more fοτ the insult to the emperor than for  
the perjury. False testimony leading to the conviction of a  

pεποn fora mime punishable with deatheenstftuted the offend  
of homicide rather than of perjury. In England, perjury, as  
being a sin, was originally a matter of ecclesiastical cognisance.  
At a later period, when it had become a crime, the jurisdiction d  
the spiritual courts became gradually confined to such perjusysa  
was committed in ecclesiastical proceedings, arid did not extend  
to perjury committed in a temporal court. The only perjury  
which was for along time noticed at common law was the perjury  
of jurors. Attaint of jurors (see ATTA[n T, Warr os) who were  
originally rather in the position of witnesses than of judges of  
fact, Incidentally subjected them to punishment for perjury.  
Criminal jurisdiction over perjury by persons other than jurors  
seems tο have been first assumed by the Star Chamber, acting  
under the powers supposed to have been conferred by an act  
of Henry VII. (1487). After the abolition of the Star Chamber  
by the Long Parliament in 1641 and the gradual diminution of  
the authority of the spiritual mutts, perjury (whether in the  
strict sense of the word or the takingof a!else oath in non-judicial  
proceedings) practically fell entirely within the jurisdiction of  
the ordinary criminal tribunals. At common law Only a false  
nth in judicial proceedings is perjury. But by statute the  
penalties of perjury have been extended to extra-judicial matters  
e.g. false declarations made for the purpose of procuring marriage  
(The Marriage and Registration Act 1856), and false affidavits  
under the Bills of Sale Act 1878. False affirmation by a person  
permitted by law to aBam is perjury (The Evidence Further  
Amendment Act 1869; The Evidence Amendment Act 1870).  

In order to support an indictment fοτ perjury the prosecution  
must prove the authority to administer the oath, the occasion  
of administering it, the taking of the oath, the aubstance of the  
oath, the materiality of the matter sworn, the falsity of the  
matter sworn, and the corrupt intention of the defendant.  
The indictment must allege that the perjury was wilful and  
corrupt, and must act out the false statement or statements  
on which perjury is assigned, subject to the provisions of the  
Prosecutions for Perjury Act 1749 (which also applies to subor-
nation of perjury). By that act it is sufficient to set out the  
substance of the offence, without setting forth the bill, answer,  
dec., or any part of the record and without setting forth the  
commission or authority of the court before whom the perjury  
was committed. The matter sworn to must be one of fact and  
not-of mere belief or opinion. It is not homicide, as in Roman  
law, to procure the death of another by false evidence, but the  
Criminal Code, se. ιτ8, 164, proposed to make such an offence  
a substantive crime of greater gravity than ordinary perjury,  
and punishable by penal servitude fοτ life. Ills a rule of evi-
dence, founded upon obvious reasons, that the testimony of  
a single witness is insufficient to convict on a charge of perjury.  
There must be corroboration of his evidence in some material  
particular. Perjury is a common law misdemeanour, not-triable  
at quarter-sessions. Most persons in a judicial position have  
the right of directing the proaecutioii of any witness, if it appears  
to them that he has been guilty of perjury (the Criminal Pro-
cedure Act tits). The provisions of the Vexatious Indictments  
Act 1859 extend to perjury sad subornation of perjury. By that  
Act no indictment for either of such oBatcea can be preferred  
unless the pτoaαuτοι or accused is bound by a ιo$mamce, or  
the accused is in custody, or the consent of a judge is obtained,  
of (in the use of perjury) a prosecution is directed under the  
act of 185 ι.  

Sabsraatior, of ρeή ι'ry is procuring a person to commit a per.  
jury which be extually commits in consequence of such procure-
ment. If the person attempted to be suborned do not take the  
oath, the person inciting him, though not guilty of sub οrngt on,  
is liable to fine and corporal punishment. Perjury said suborm-
tion of perjury are punishable at common law with fine and  
imprisonment. By the combined operation of the Perjury  
Act '728 and later statutes, She punishment at present appears  
to be penal servitude for any term, or imprisonment with or  
without hard labour for a term not exceeding seven years  
(see Stephen, Digest, art. 148). Tit} punishment at common law  
was whipping. imprisonment 5 fine  and  perry. .•  ,  
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Perjury or prevarication committed before a committee of  

either House of Parliament may be dealt with as a contempt  
or breaςh of privilege as well as by prosecution As tα  
false oaths not perjury, it is a misdemeanor at common  
law, punishable by fine and imprisonment, to swear falsely  
before any person authorized to administer an oath upon a  
matter of common concern, under such circumstances that the  
false swearing, if committed in judicial proceedings, would have  
amounted to perjury. There are some cases of making false  
declarations which are puoisbable on summary conviction,  
e.g. certain declarations under the Registration of Births end  
Deaths Act 0874, and the Customs. Consolidation Act 1876.  

1 e Scotland the law, ass general rule, agrees with that of England.  
Perjury may be committed by a nu. on rderenos to oath as  
well as by a witness. A wittιess nuking,a false afó τmat ίoo  is 
guilty  of perjury (The Af&matiοπ (Scoiland] Act 1865), The  acts 
01 1851 and ;859 do not extend to Scotland. tfhe trend. though  
usually by the court of justiciary. may be by the court of session  
if the perjury is committed in the enure of en action before that  
court. The punishment is penal servitude or lmpń aοn αι at the  
discretion of the court. Formerly a person convicted  of perlury  
was disabled from giving evidence in future; tό  disabilIty was  
abolished by the Evidence (Scotland) Act 1851.  

In the United States the common law has been extended by most  
S ates tο embrace false uRrmations and false evidence in proceedings  
not judicial. Perjury in a United State. court Is dealt with  by an 
ace of Congress of the 3rd of March 1825 by which the maximum 
punishment for perjury or subornation á perjury 	isfine of $3000 
or imprisonment for not more than five years. jurisdiction to  
punishrρι rυ committed in the state courts belongs to the states, 
as the Federal Constitution did not eke it to the Federal gay.  
ernment. Statutory provisions founded, upon She English act of  
1749, have been adopted in some states. In the states which have  
not adopted such provisions, theindiαment mustset outtheogenoe  
with the particularity necessary at common law.  

On the contineet of Europe perjury is also regarded as au ol7enae  
of gravity punishable by Imprisonment for varying periods In 
Germany. as in England, it was at one time a matter f or the spiritual  
courts. In Austria it is treated as a form of fraud, and theunish- 
merit is proportioned to the estimated amount of damage Some to  
the party aggrieved. In France the term perjury 	ώ ee) is  
spe^^ cal  liώ iapplied only to the making 	 oaths of false ths by partie 
in 	

s  

PERKIN, SIR WILLIAM HENRY (5838-τοο7), English  
chemist, was born in London on the sith of March 1838. From  
an early age he determined to adopt chemistry as his prafessaon,  
although his (atber, who was a builder, would have preferred  
him to be an architect. Attending the City of London School  
he devoted all his spare time tο chemistry, and on leaving,  
in ι853. entered the Royal.College of Chemistry, then under the  
direction of A. W. Hofmann, in whose own research laboratory  
he was in the course of a year or two promoted to be an assistant.  
Devoting. his evenings to private investigations in a rough  
laboratory fitted up at his home, Perkin was fired by some remarks  
of Hofmann's to undertake the artificial production of quinine.  
In this attempt he was unsuccessful, but the observations  be 
made in the course Of his experiments induced him, early in  
1856, to try the efiect of treating aniliaq sulphate with !deb τo.  
mate of potash. The result was a precipitate, aniline black,  
from which he obtained the colouring matter subsequently known  
is aniline blue or mauve.. He lost no time in bringing thu  
substance before the managers of Fuller's. dye.works, Pαtb,  
end they expressed a favqurable opinion of it, if only it should  
not prove too expensive in use. Thus encouraged, he took out  
a Patent for his process, and leaving the College of Chemistry,  
a boy. of eighteen, he prcceeded, with the aid of his fatbeg end  
brother, to erect works at Greenford Green, near. Harrow, for  
the manufacture of the newly discovered colouring matter, and  

by the end of 5857, the works were In operation. Thai date  
may therefore be reckoned as that of the foundation of the coal,  

tar colour industry, which has since attained such important  
dimensions—in Germany, however, rather than 'in England,  
the country where it originated. Perkin also bade farge • there  
in the introduction.of artificial alisarin (9.s.), the red dye of the  
madder root. C. Graebe and C. T. Lieberspann in 1868 pm.  
pared that substance synthetically from tbsceic, but thfιτ  
process was not practicable on a large scale, and it was left to  
bins to patent a method than was commercially νslaable. *hίέ  

he did fn 1869, thus securing for the. Greetinfd Greco aorta  e 
ameρoΙy .•f aiiwin manefactare for several yarn. About  
the same time he also earned out a series of investigations into  
kindred Substances such as an τhrapurpuria. About τ67'.  he  
abandoned . the msnssfactuge .01 cosbiar wbure and devoted  
himself eaclusively to research in pure chemistry, and among  
the diacovesfea he made In this field was that of the nude*  
known by his name, depending on • the eondeiaatioa of aldebydel  
with fatty aside (see CIlIXAIIIC Ann). Liter still ha engaged  
in the study of the relations betweenchemicsl constitution and  
rotation of the plane,  of polarisgion in a magnetic held, end  
eaunciatcd a law espseasing the µωiαthu of such rotalioti  
In bodies belonging, to homologous series, For this wotk be  
was. in: uSSg awarded a Davy medal by the Royal Society,  
which ten yeas previously bud bestowed • upon him a Bayal  
medal its tecogmitfon of his InvestigatIons in the cosl.tsecolcsits.  
The Chemful Society, of which he became secretary in' c869  
and preaident ti 1883, pιtwued him with its bongataB medal  
iii 18$9, and in 1890 he received the Albert medal.of the Society  
of Arts. Ica t9b en international celebralloa of the fiftieth  
&Weemsry , of his , inventiοu of -mauve was held in London,  
end. in the same year be was • made a knight. He died seas  
Harrow op the 14th of July 29 01.  

His eldest son, Wu.0 st lizw" Pzwc, who was born 54  
Sudbury, near Harrow, on the 17th of June X860, and was  
educated at the City of Landon School, the Royal. College of  
Science, end the onivetsicks of WOrzburg and Munich, bccamg  
professor of chemistry at the Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh,  
Ía 1887, and professor of organic chemistry at Owens College,  
Manchester, in t89s. His chief researches deal with the poly  
methylene compounds, the alkaloids, in particular hydrastine  
and berherfne, and the amp ńors end terpenes (en.). He  
received the Davy medal from the Royal Society In agog.  

ρΣωα ιι 
 

essannas CALLAHAN (ι&a '•2886), Αmerics ι  
artist and author, was born in Boston and educated at Harvard,  
subsequently studying art in Rome end Paris. Returning  
to Rests% he helped to found the Museum of. Fine Ails,  of 
which he was honorary director, and for many years he played  
e lending pert in artistic circles as a cultured critic and writer,  
His chief publications were Tuscan, Scedtkws (864) and /klian  
Sri dpiers (r868)τreρlaεed i4 ι883 by The Ηέι1 wiced Handled  
0f Ikldaa Srslykrs—'4e1 ί ιι EdiuoIios (1870), and Sspukk.voj'  
MesarnwNis is Ikly (ι885).  

PBRKINB, JACOB (1766-2849), American inventor and ,  
physicist, was born at Νσwbυrypοrt, Maseeεhυκtυ, in 1766, an)  
was apprenticed to a goldsmith. He soon made himself knows  
bye variety of useful .mecbapics.l invention, end in•t8i8  gig 
over to England wIth, a plan for engraving lrank.notgs on steel,  
which ultimately proved a signet'suc ess, and nee carried out  
by Perkins in partnership with the English engraver. Huth,  
His chief cont^ibntien Se. physics lay in the ezperimeot, by  
which ha proved the compressibility of. water and measured  
it by a pkzοmeteτ of his own iisventien (see Phil, Tress., 5s οi  
τ8s6). He retired in 5834,  attd died ln•Londua 0c., the 30th of 

 jWy Τ84ο  ' 
Ills emend ants Aaegxz* Meng Psaa ace (17997-5881),  also 

born at Newburyport, went: tp England its 4827, and was the  
author of a system of wjrming buildings by memos of high'  
pressure steam. Sig grandson,..Lom'us PisXINS (j&,34- ι 89τ),  
meet gi Xhose Ilk was epent'in Eiiglned, ex ρerimeιnted with the  
gρρ4 iαtiυn to steam engines of steam at very high pressure.,  
constructing is .ι88o•a yacht, the "•Anthracite;' whose engines  
worked' yitb a pressure of 500 lb t ο the sq. in. . 

PERLBBBRQ, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province  
pf Brandgoburg, on the Stepenits, 6 m. Ν.Ε. from Wittenberge  
by the railway to Nesstrelita. Pop. ( τοos), 9505. It conjoins  

fine Gothic Evangelical church, a Raman Catholic church,  
a iynsgogue and several schools, and has a town-heU, dating  
fens she 55th century, and a Rained solemn,, Its chief num-
bness, are machinery, soap, blacking and clogs.  ' 

See H6pfńι ' Pmdibegamm Rsda'hrοιίk. Pnkberg 'sit, rang Hi  
f700 (Parlebe g, 1876),, 	 . 
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PERLiL. IOS^Η (5835-5894), Jewish rabbi, was been in  

Ηungaτy in 1835, end died at Munich in i8g4. lie ens ose  
of the first rabbis trained at the new type of seminary (Biealau).  

Peries' most important essays were on folk-lore and custom,  
There is much that is striking and original in his history  of 
asarrmage (Die jodt r  i.  Boeks&it is ,sackbiNisrher Z ń t, *860), and  
of mourning mums (Die Lώ kesjeimlichkn Ικn is, seckbibi ίκhen  
lsdeπ(hsιπ, ι86ι), hircοnτribuιiοοι to the sour eso( the Arabian  
Nights (Zur rabbinisekes Sprach-slid Sagenkends. 1873), and his  
notes 0n rabbinic antiquities (&ii,dgc ssr rabbis#rcxe ιe'Sprdck.  

lied A/krit ααtαsιιde, 1893). Perks' essays are rich in seggestfνε-
ness, and have been the starting-point of much frukthd research.  
He also wrote an essay on Nachmanides, and a biography and  
cń iical aρρredaιοn of Rashba (ι863). (I. A.)  

PBRWTR, or ΡεaιΙsτosτ, a glassy volcanic rock which, when  
struck with a hammer, breaks up into small rounded masses  
that often have a pearly lustre. The reason for this peculiarity  
is obvious in microscopic sections of the rock, for many small  
cracka may be seen traversing the glassy substance. These  
mostly take a circular course, and often occur in groups; one  
within another. The circular cracks bound the little spheres  
into which the rock falls when it is struck, and the cemenisic  
fissures are the cause of the pearly lustre, by the rSection of  
tight from enclosed films of air. Longer straight c τdcts tan  
across the sections separating areas in which the circular fissures  
preponderate. By decomposition the fissures 	be occupied  
by deposits οf limonite, which make them more obvious, or by  
other secondary minerals. The glass itself often undergoes  
change along the cracks by becoming Snely crystalline  or 
devitrifled. dull in appearance end slightly opaque in sectioni  
In polarized light the perlitic glass is usually quite Isot ιopiε,  
but sometimes the internal part of some e( the spheres has a  
slight double refraction which is apparently due to strain. The  
glass found on the waste.heaps of glass-furnaces is sometimes  
very coarsely perlitic.  

Perlitic structure is hot confined to glass, but may be seen  
also in that variety of opal which is called hyalite. This forms  
small transparent rounded masses like drops of gum, and in  
microscopic section exhibits concentric systems of cracks,  
Hyalite, like peiiitic obsidian, is amorphous or non-crystalline.  
It is easy to imitate perlitic structure by taking a little Canada  
balsam and heating it on a slip of glass till most of the volatile  
matters are driven out; then drop it in a basin of cold water  
and typical perlitic structure will be produced. The reason is  
apparently the sudden centrution when the mess is chilled.  
In the glaze on tiles and china rounded or polygonal systems  
of cracks may often be seen which somewhat resemble perlitic  
structure but are less perfect and regular. Many rocks which  
are ciyptocrystalhine or fdsitic, and not glassy, have perfect  
pe,iιic structure, and it seems probable that these were originally  
vitreous obaidirms or pitchstones and have in process of time  
been changed tσ a finely crystalline state by devittification.  
Occasionally in divine and quart: rounded cracks not unlike  
perlitic structure may be observed.  

Many perlitic reeks contain well-developed crystals et quarts,  
feldspar, augite or magnetite, &c., usually more or less-Corroded  
or rounded, and in the Son glassy bay minute crystallises often  
abound. Some of the rocks have the resinoia lustre and the  
high percentages of combined wstet which distinguish the  
ρitchsτσιωs; othess are bright and fresh obsidla πs, and nearly  
all the older examples are dull, cryptncryktalline fe Ιsitett  
According to their chemical compcsitio')s they range from very  
acid shyolitea to trichyle5 and andesites, and the dark basaltic  
glasses or tachylytes are sometimes highly petiitic. I ι- is prob-
able that most perlites are of inttusve odgfn, and the general  
absence of steam cavities in these rods would' support this  
eoηclυsiοπ, but some peiiitic Hungarian rhyolites are believed  
to be laves.  - 

Very well known Loeb of We kind am (amid I. Malsesu,  Samsy, 
as dikes ofeenish and brownish ρitεMtonn Other etasoks  
are furnished by ι  thς Tertiary igneous rocks of Hungary ςrοkaί , &c.), 

ga the Eun^ Hills Rh (Ita Ιyy) and Pour., Island (in ti κ MedSterranesn).  
in wssseralog'cal collection, rounded =duke af- brown ghee  

varying from the ire of a ρeι to that of ass mange may often be  
seen labelled Mo.rekassie. They have long been known  ιο  geolegaus  
and are found at Ockotak. Siberia, in association with a large mass  
of peditic obsidian. These globular bodies are, in (act, the more  
culierest portions of a perlite; the r of the rock falls down is

χχ^
ςας 

ιο considerable internal stráα. a^she= by t ńefact thatuwhen  
struck with a hammer or sliced with a lapidary s saw they often  
burst into fragments. Their behaviour in this respect closely  
rss.emble' the balls of rapidly cooled. unaanealed elms which are  
celled Prince Rupert's drφΡe. in their n,tutsl COW8IKI, the  
macekanite spheres are doubly (efracting, but when they haw  
been heated and very slowly cooled they lose this property aid  
no longer txhibit any tendency to sudden disintegration.  

In Greet Britain Tertiary vitreous reeks are not common, but  
the pu chtone which forms the Scu&r of Elgg Is a dark andesitic  
porphyry with peditic structure in its glassy matrix. A better  
example however, is provided by a perlitic daeitic pitchstone  ηy that octurs near the ay Bridge in Fifeshire. The 
iacbyιy

rγ 
 tκ basalt dikes of Mull are oε®dοnslγ highly peiiitic. Al  

Sandy Bests in Antdm a perhitic obsidian bas been found, and the Les  
Rock, near Wellington in Shropshire, is a deνΙtrined obsidian which  
dhows perlitic creche and the rennin of spherulites. (J. S. F.)  

PERM, a: government of eat Russia, bounded S. by the  
governments of Orenburg and We, W. by Vyatka, N.W. by  
Vologda, and Ε. by Tobolsk (Siberia). It has an area of 238,573  
sq. m. Though administratively it belongs entirely to Russia in  
Europe, its eastern part (shout 57,000 sq. m.) is situated in  
Siberia, in the basin of the Ob. The government is traversed  
from north to south by the Ural Mountains, 3ο to 4$ m. in width,  
thickly clothed with forests. and deeply excavated by rivers.  
The highest sumihits do not iii, above 3600 ft. in the northern  
section of the range (the Vogulian Ural); in the central portion,  
between q° and 6o°  30' Ν., they once or twice exceed ςοοο ft.  
(Deneshkin, "do ft.);but the chain soon sinks towards the south,  
where it barely attains an elevation of 3000 ft. Where the great  
Siberian road crosses it the highest point is r4eo ft.  

The government is very well drained by givers belonging to the  
Pechora, Tobol (a®uent οf the Ob) and Earns systems. The  
Pechora itself rises in the northern corner of the government, and  
its tributary the Volosnitsa is separated by a distance of less than  
3 m. from the navigable Vogulka, a tributary of the Rama,  a 
circumstance of some commercial importance. The chief river  
of Perm, is however, the Rams, whose navigable tributaries the  
Chusovaya, Sylva and Rolva are important channels for the  
export of heavy iron goods to Russia. The government is  
dotted with a greet number et lakes of comparatively trilling size.  
their total area being 730 sq. m., and with marshes, which arc  
extensive in the hilly tracts οf the north. Granitα, diorites,  
porphyries, serpentines and Laurentian gneisses and limestone,,  
containing iron, copper and zinc ores, constitute the main axis  
of the Ural chain; their western slope is covered by a narrow strip  
of Huronian crystalline slates, which disappear in the cast under  
the Post-Tertiary deposits of the Siberian lowlands, while on the  
west narrow strips of Siluńan limestones, quartzites and  slates, 
and separate islands of Devonian deposits, appear on the surface.  
These in their turn are overlain with Carbonifermis clays and  
sandstones, eontainińg Coal Measures in several isolated basins.  
The Fermiώ ι deposits extend as a regular strip, parallel to the  
main ridge, over these last, and are covered with the so-called  
"variegated =xis," which are considered esTrihssie, said appear  
only in the western corner of the territory.  

Penn is the chief mining region of Russia, owing to its weaith  
in iron, silver, platinum, capper, tkkel, lead, chrome ore,  
manganese and auriferoua alluvial deposits. Many rare metals,  
abets as iridium, osmium, rhodium and ruthenium, are found  
along with the above, as also a great variety of precious stones,  
such as diamonds, sapphires, jaspers, tourmalines, beryls,  
phenecitei, dhrrioberyls, emeralds, .  aquamarinea, topazes,  
amethysts; jades, malachite. Salt-springs octur in the west;  
and the mineral waters, though still little known, are -worthy  
of inention. No less than 70% of the total ma is occupied with  
forest; but the forests ere distributed very unequally, kovering  
05% of the area iii the north and only 25% in the south-east.  
Firs, the pine, cedar, larch, birch, shier and lime arc the most  
eommoie: thenak appears only in the south-west. The'dora of  
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The estimated ρορυlat'en in 1906 was 3,487, Τ0q and consists  
chiefly of Great Russians, besides Βashkirs (includΙπg Mmbcher.  
yaks and Teptyars), Permyaks or Permian, Tatars, Cheremissea,  
Syryenian, Votyaks and Veguls. Agriculture is the general emu-
pation; rye, oats, barley and hemp are raised in all parts, and  
wheat, millet, buckwheat, potatoes and flax in thesouth. Cattle-
breeding is specially developed in the south-east among the  
Sashkirs, who have large numbers of horses. Mining is develop-
ing atiadily though slowly. The ironworks employ needy  
200,000 hands ( ι 2,000 being in the Imperial ironworks), and their  
aggregate output reaches an estimated value of {6000,000  
annually. The annual production of gold is valued at nearly  

hall a million sterling, and of platinum at approximately a quarter  
of a minion, the output of platinum being equal to 95% of the  
world's total output. Coal and coke to the extent of 3eo,000  
to Soo coo tons, salt to 300,000 tons, asbestos and other minerals  
are also obtained. The [first plate among the manufacturing  
industries is taken by gourmil1s. The cutting of precious atones  
is extensively carried on throughout the villagea on the eastern  
slope of the Ural Mountains, the chief market for them being at  
Ekaterinbarg. An active trade, greatly favoured by the easy  
communication of the chief centres of the mining industry with  
the market of Nizbniy Novgorod on the one side and with the  
network of Siberian rivers on the other, is married on in metals  
and metal wares, minerals, timber and wooden wares, tallow,  
skins, tattle, furs, corn and linseed. Large caravans dcscend the  
effluents of the Kama every spring, and reach the fairs of Lalsbev  
and tiιhπiy Novgorod, or descend the Volga to Samara and  
Astrakhan; while Ekaterinburg u .an important centre for the  
trade with Siberia. The fairs at Irbit, second in importance only  
to that of Niz)rniy Novgorod, and Ivanov (in the district of  
Shadrinsk) are centres for supplying Siberia with groceries and  
manufactured wares, as also for the purchase of tea, of furs for  
Russia, and of corn and mottle for the mining distrIcts. The chief  
commercial centres are Ekaterinb αrg, Irbit, Perm, Ramyshlov,  
Shadrinsk and Clierdyn.  

Penis is more largely provided with educational institutions  
and primary schools than most of the governments of central  
Russia. Besides the ecclesiastical seminary at Perm there is a  
mining school at Ekaterinburg. The Perm semsbse or provincial  
council is nee of the most active in Russia in promoting the spread  
of education and agricultural knowledge among the peasants.  

The government is intersected by a railway from Perm east-
wards across the Urals, and thence southwards along their  
eastern slope to Ekaterinburg, Cbelyabinek (main Siberian  
trunk line) end Tyumen; also by a railway from Perm to Kotlas,  
at the head of the Northern Dvina. ' 

Ζfίsiay.—Remains of palaeolithic man, everywhere very scarce  
in Russia, have not yet been discovered in the upper bisins of the  
Rams and Ob, with the exception, perhaps, of a single human  
skull found in a cavern on the Chanva (basin of Kama), together  
with a skull of Ursa: rpeiueai. Neolithic remains are met with in  
?rnmen.e quantities on both Ural slopes. Still larger quantities  
of imρlemerots belonging to an early Finnish, or rather Ugrian,  
elviliaaticn are found everywhere in the basin of the Kama.  
fferodotu= speaks of the richness of this country Inhabited by  

the Ugrian, who kept op a brisk traffic with the Greek colony  
of Olbis near the mouth of the Dnieper, and with the Besporus  
by way of the See of Asov and the Volga. The precise period  
at which the Ugliiea left the district for the southern steppes  

of Runes (the Iebedia of Cosistautisse Porpbyrogenftus) is nos  
known. In the 9th century, if not earlier, the Norsemen  wer 
acquainted with the country as Bjarmeland, and Bysantin  
aaaaliets knew it as Permia. Nester describes it as a territory  
of the Perm or Permian, a Finnish people.  

The Russians penetrated into this region at an any date. 'In  
the nth century Novgorod levied tribute from the Finnish  
inhabitants, and undertook the cel οnisatiοn of the country.  
which in the treaties of the r3th century is dealt with as ι  
separate territory of Novgorod. I ιι τ47ι the Novgorod colonies  
in Perm were annexed to Moscow, which in the following year  
erected a fort to protect the Russian settlers and tradesmen  
against the Voguls, Ostinks and Samoyedea. The mineral  
wealth of the country attracted the attention of the Moscow  
princes, and in the end of the tsth century Ivan III: sent two  
Germans to search for ore; these they succeeded in finding south  
of the upper Pechora. The Strogenovs in the zfltb century  
founded the first 'alt ,  and ironworks, built forts, and colonized  
the Ural region. The rapidly-growing trade with Siberia gave  
a new impulse to the development of the country. This trade  
had its centres at Perm and Solikamak, and later at Irbit.  

I ΕΒΜ, a to of Russia, 	 al of the government 
 

r   wn f tbe 
same name, stands on the left 

capital 
 of the Rama, o the g eit  

highway to Siberia, 1 130 m. by rah and river N.E. from Moscow.  
Pop. (1879), 3 2,350; (5897), 45,403. During summer it has  
regular steam communication with Kazan, 6ο9 m. distant, aid  
it is connected by nil (311 m.) with Ekaterinburg on the ease  
side of the Urals. The town u  meetly built of wood, with  
broad streets and wide squares, and has a somewhat poor aspect,  
especially when compared with Ekaterinburg. It is the seat of a  
bishop of the Orthodox Greek Church, and has an ecclesiastical  
Rminary and a military school, besides seven! scientific  

institutions (the Ural society of natural sciences, archives  
committee, technical society), and a scientific museum. its  
industries develop but slowly, the chief works being ship-building  
yards, tanneries, chemical works, saw.mllis, b,lckfiehls, copper  
foundries, machinery works, soap and candle factories and rope. 
works. The government has a manufactory of steel guns and  
munitions of war in the immediate neighbourhood of the town.  

The present site of Perm was occupied, as early as 1968, by a  
settlement named Brukhanovo, founded by one of the  
Stregenove; this settlement iems to have received the name  
of Pere in the 17th century.  A coppeeworks was founded it ι  
the immediate selghboarbood in 1723, and in 1781 it received  
officially the name of Perm, and became an administrative centre  
both for the country and for the mining  region. 

ΡΙΒΝΒΑg1LΙΤΥ. IAONItTIC, the ratio of the magnetic  
induction or fluadenalty in any medium to the inducing magnetic  
force. In the C.G.S. dectromagisetic system of units the  
permeability is regarded as a pure number, and its value in  
empty spec is taken as unity. The permabihy of a metal  
belonging to the ferromagnetic das—fron, nickel, cobalt and  
some of their alloys—is a function of the magnetic force, and  
elτe depends upon the smiting magnetic history of the specimen.  
As the force increases from sere this permeability of a givers  
specimen rises to a maximum, which may amount to several  
thousands, and then gradually falls off, tending to become unity  
when the force is increased without limit. Every other sub-
atanoe his a.eonstant permeability, which differs from unity only  
by a very small fraction; if the eubatance is paramagnetic,  its 
permeability is s little grater than i; if diamagnetic, a little less.  
The conception of permeability (Lest. per, through, and moore, to  
wander), is due to Faraday, who spoke of it as " conducting  
power for magaetbm " (&perime'ieIai R'seardsrs, xxvi.), and the  
term now in use was introduced by W,Tbomsors (Lord Kelvin),  
in 1871, having been suggested by a bydrokiisetic analogy  
(Reprint of Papers os Efeurutehιt and Magwιί  τιιι, mi. ,  xlii.).  
It is generally of Importance that the iron employed in the  
construction of electrical machinery should posses hfglr  
permeability under the magnetic force to which it is to be  
iubiictad. (jiw j;ΙSι,noataowsυms red Μaowsταsι)  
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176  	PERMEAMETER—'PERM IAN  
ι ΡSi)IMΒΑΙΙΒΠΕR. ah instrument for τbρidly measuring the  
permeability of a sample of iron or steel with sufficient accuracy  
for maey commercial purposes. . The name was fιτst applied  
by S. Ρ. Thompson tο an apparatus devised by himself in 1890,  
which indicates the merlanicsl force required t6 detach one end  
df the sample, arranged as the cote of a straight electromagnet,  
from an iron yoke of special form; whets this force is known, the  
permeability can be easily calculated (See Me οκατταn.)  

PERMIAN, in geology, the youngest and uppermost system of  
grate of the Palaeotoic series, situated above the Carboniferous  
and below the Tries. The term " Permian " (derived from the  

Russian province of Perm, where the rocks are extensively  
developed) was introduced in ι&4µ by Sir R I. Murebison.  In 
England the series of .red sandstones, conglomerates, breccias  
and mar)' which overlie the Coal Measures ware at one time  
grouped together in one great formation as the " New Red  
Sandstone," in contradistinction to the Old Red Sandstone  
below the Carboniferous: they were likewise known as the  
ΡoikiliNc series (from Gr. weucD.oe, mottled) from their mottled  
or variegated colour. They are now divided into two systems  
or groups of formations; the lower.portioh being included in the  
Palaeoaoee series under the name Permian, the upper portion  
being relegated to the Μesοώ ic series and termed True. In  
Germany the name Dyes was proposed by J. Ma coo for the rocks  
of this 4e on account of the twofold nature of the series in  
Thuringia, Saxony, &c. The intimate stratigraphical relation-
ahiρ that exists in many quarters between tilt Permian rocks  
and the Cathoniferons bcds,i and the practical difficulties in the  
•way of drawing a satisfactοτy base-line to the system, have led  
to the adoption of the term Fermo-easborsfferoi's in South  
Africa, southern Asia, America, Australia and Russia, for strata  
upon this heliaoar C. W. von Gflmbel used " P οut-cαrbon " in  
this sense. In a similar manner ΡsιmοW αssίc has been  
employed in cases where a atratigraphical peerage from rocks with  
Permian fossils to ethers bearing a Triassic fauna is a ρρaτent.  

The Permian system in England coinista of the following sub.  
divisionst- 

W.d Ε wΙuaαΡ & a E ιΡstu^L  
Red andatonts, clays, and a. Upper ... 	gypsum 	 Sf} δoo ft. So--τao ft.  

a. Middle' :. t "

ta limestone . 	 ,.  co- 

	

Red and variegated sandstone' 	. 
Reddish-brown απd purple  

ι. Lower... 	andstonei απd marls, with  
ceirareous conglomerates  

Η 	. and breeches of vokw.ok  

From the thicknesses here given it is:av ίdmr that the PαmIin  
rocks have a eery different development *s the trio sides-of Εs gΙsnd.  
On the east s ιddεe, from the coast of Northumberland southwards  
to the plains of the Trent, they c0 ηsist chfeAy of a great central  
mass of limeseor*. But on the west side of the Peniine Chain,  
and extendiσg aouthwardr into the contra( coisastea, the esdneeous  

lone disappears, and we have a groat aceυmuaNDn of red, aresamsea  
and gravelly rocks.  

The lower subdivision attain its greatest development in the  
vole of the Eden, where it consists of brick-red sandstones, the  
Penrith sandstone series, with some bed& of calcareous conglomerate  
or breccia, locally known as " brockram." derived from the waste  
of the Carbοπifer ιs Limestone. These red rocks extend across  
the Solway into the valleys of the Nith and Annan, in the south  
of Scotland, where they he unconformably on the Lower  Silurian 
rocks. Their breccias consist of fragments of the adjacent Silurian  
greγwockes and shake, but peen Dumfries some calcareous br κcias 
or • brockrams" occur. These brecciated masses have evidently  
accumulated in email lakes or narrow fiords. Much farther much,  
in Sιeffοrdshire, and in the districts of the Cleat and Abberley  
Hills, the bremiated conglomerates Iii the Permian series attain a  
thickness of qoo ft. They have been shown by Sir A. C. Ramsey  
to consist in large measure of volcanic socks, grits, slates and lime-
stones, which can be identified with rocks on the borders of Wales.  
Some of the stones are 3 ft..in diameter and show distinct striation.  
The same writer pointed out that these Phrmian drift-beds cannot be  
distinguished by any essential character from modern glacial drifts;  
on the other band, W. W. King and others have opposed this view.  

The middle subdivision is the chief repository of fossils in the  
Permlan system. Its strata are not red, but consist of a lows  
the of hard brown elude with οcwsiοnal thin limestone bands  
(Marl Slate) and an upper thick mass of dolomite (Megnesis'i  
limestone). The letter is the chief feature in the Permian develop-
ment of the east of England. It corresponds with the ZerhaIe,a 
of Germany. as the Marl Slate does with the Ksyfer.scksftr. It  
is a very variable rock in its lithokgical characters, being sometimes  
dull, earthy, fine-grained and fossiliferous, in other places quite  
crystalline, and composed of globular, reniform, botryoidal.  or 
other irregular concretions of crystalline and frequently internally  
radiated dolomite. Though the Magnesian Limestone runs as a  
thick persistent tone down the east of England, it is represented  
on the Lancashire and Cheshire aide by bright red and variegated  
sandstone covered by a thin group of red mark, with numerous  
thin courses of limestone, containing Sckimdus. Bak'wflia and  
other characteristic fossils of the Magnesian Limestone.  

Concerning the rocks classed an Permian in the central counties  
of England there exists some doubt, for rent work tends to show  
that the lower parts are clearly related to the Carboniferous rocks  
by their fossils; while there is little evidence to warrant the exclusion  
of the higher beds from the T ńas. Similarly in 'both Dec•on,  
where red sandstones απd Coarse breecias are well exposed, it has  
been found difficult to ay whether the series should be regarded  
as Triassic or Permian, though the prevailing tendency is t ο retain  
them in the latter system.  

The " Dyyas" type of the syystem is found in enormous masses  
of strata flanking the Hars Mountains, end also in the Rhine  
provinces, Saxony, Thuningia, Bavaria sad Bohemia. In general  
terms it mαγ be said that in this region there is a lower sandy and  
cοnelοmeray ιc subdivision with an upper one more calcareous;  
the former is known as the R'lhhrgstnde, the Tatter as the Zuktleia  
group. On the south side of the liars MoCntains the following  
subdivisions are recognized  

hydń  gypsum, te, gypm, r^k-salt, dolomite, marl, fetid 
•

• 

UPP^ 
J Aa

shale and limestone. The amorphous gypsum is the  
1  chief member of tIns group; the limestone is some- 
I. times full of bitumen.  

t7 	 Dolomite (Ηsιpllokmk), crystalline granular  
o middle'• (Rank eαεke), and f nepoωdery (Asthe) wish gypewsa  

at bottom.  
Zechstcin-limestone. an argillaceous, thin-bedded 

yy 	 compact limestone ι to qo ft. thick.  Ν

• 

Lower 	Keefer-schiefer, a black bieominouncopper.beeetsg  

shale, not more than a ft. thick, often much loss,  
but vgry constant.  

Zechstein-conglomerate απd calcareous sandstone.  
Red sandstones (Kreaemach beds), red shales  

Upper (Mensig beds) with sheets of melaphyre tuff, and  
quanz-porphtyry.conglomerate (Wad sun, 06m",  

U 	 Ι  Sotιιπ and Tambo.4 beds).  
ai 	. Sandstones and glomentee (Tkolayer beds) on  

black shales with poor coal seams and clay iron-
stones (L'bach and GοΙd ίαυΙιt' beds).  

Lower 	Sandstones and shales with seams of coal on red  
aid grey sandstones and s hales with impure  
limestones (Cssel beds, including Manebach beds,  
upper, and Gehrea' beds, lower).  

The flame Rolltlkgrndi or R'tlfodi!kgeede (red -dead.byer) wan  
given by the miners because their'ores disαρρenred In the red  
rocks below the copper.bsering Kupfermchiefer. The Kupfer-
schiefer, although no thin, has been worked in the Maasfeld district  
for along period; it cοηtains abundant remains of fish (Iala'oni-srwt.  
Plalysomus) and plants (Ullmoesie). The beds of rock-salt in the  
German ZehsteÍn are of the greatest importance: at Sperenberg  
year Berlin it her been penetrated to a depth of 4005 (t.  
Ai.od,'tsd with the salt, gypsum Ind anhydrite are numerous  

890 „  
.;  



' PERλdΤAN 	 'τ7(7  
Pot^aiκs acid magnpfum nib, 	ludlug eamailRe; Ideseritc  
and ροΙγhalite, vhicb are exploited 	Stasefurt and are the only  
important potasaium deposits kii'. Permian rocks of the  
Rothlieeggeende type ̂  are scattered c a wide area in France.

re  whe the lower beds are ueuallyconfo ible w'th the Coa1 M αsures.  
in the canner beds oecur the bitum as or " Bogheed " ehkle of  
Anti 	 strata of this ay over an enormou  
the 	 the government f Perm. Kasen,  
and 	 The Russian Per it shows no char  
into 	 te two types of 	nit tend to be m  
and 	 Lion some depoai if the mOre open  
gene 	 gins with the An 	beds, sandy and  
tong 	 in dose conic 	with the Cart  
over 	 gun limestones an olomites; these at  
by  i 	 sandstones, ova rhich comes an  
sera 	 wring sandstonesend conglomerates  
this, 	 Vyatka nd Ka 	there is a cake  
dodo 	 the ao-c*llcd " Ru is Zcchstein" wii  
fossi 	 most beds are re wrls, with few fi  
(e nsi 	 is beds.  

TI 	 the fossils-in the 	ricer of the Med  
and 	 ape—well a ωm ςςli I is the deposits i  
toge 	 r more generalli aicareοus nature,  
a more open sea and more stable marine conditions than obtained  
farther north. This sea is traceable across south-east Russia  
into the middle of Asia, there& Turkestan and Persia, into the  
Salt Range of India, where the YpOuctus limestone may be taken  
as representative of the normal marina nine  of Permian times.  
Southwards, however, of the Ncrbudda River another and quite  
distinct continental assemblage of deposits holds the ground,  
viz, the lower portion  of the great fresh-water-Gondwana system.  
The coarse Ταkhiα cns'glomeraiar at the time sae succeeded by the  
sandstones απd shales of the Kwhmbari grasp, with numerous  
coal scams, and these in turn are followed by the Denseda series  
(upwards of io,000 ft.) of similar rocks, with ironstones απd very  
valuable coal seams. All these strata are characterized by the  
ωω. nee d the Glunopteris flora. A similar succession d beds has  
been recorded in north-west Afghanistan. In close relationship  
with the lower members of the Indian Gοndω^ιιa series, bath as  
regards fossil contents and lithological characters are the lower  
Kane beds of South Africa (Dwyka conglomerate, keen shales απd  
mulstones, Be,ufort beds and Kimberley shale,), also the coat-
bearing beds of the Transvaal; the Permo-carboniferous reeks of  
Australis (including the rich coat measures of Newcastle, the Greta  
coal measures and marine beds, upper and lower, of New South  
Wales; those of Tasmmnia, the Bowen Rivet beds d Queensland,  
and the Bacchus Marsh glacial beds of Victoria), and'similir reeks  
ip New Zealand (Maitai formation, south island; Dun Mountain lime-
stone and Rimutaka beds of the north island) απd South Ameń ca.  
In North America Permian reeks occur in the east in Pennsylvania,  
West Virginia, Maryland απd Ohio (" Upper Barren Measures ")  
and in Pnnca Edward island, New Brunswick, where they succeej  
the Carboniferous rocks very regularly. West of the Mississippi  
in Texas (7000 ft., including the Wichita beds, Clear Fork and  
Double Mountain beds), Kansas and Nebraska, the Permian is  
more extensive and op the whole is more readily separable from the  
Carboniferous. Here the lower beds are marine and contain many  
limestones and dolomites; the higher beds are mainly red send- 

stones and may 	 st  
the occurrence 	 red BBL  
are often not cl  
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brates, undoubtedly the most 	interesting feature is gradual intro- 
duction into the Cephalopods of the ammonite-Iike forma such  
as bfedikania, Wnagcnoceras, Poparoceras, in place of the more  
simple lobed goniatites d the Carboniferous. Bsv'hiopods  
(Pradrdtu Aemdas, Bakeseflia lumida), . Biyozoa situ corals were  
b no means ns erce in the more open Permian seas. &hisod 
Schlolheismii, SiropWosk Coldfrssi, Myophoria, Leirryalixd, Betters-
phen are characteristic Permian molluscs. The last of the trilobites  
appear. in the Permian of North America.  

The evidence so far obtained indicates that ih Permian times  
much of the Land in the northern hemisphere was near the general  
sue-level, and that conditions of considerable aridity prevailed  
which involved' the reputed isolation and evaporation of marine  
lagoons απd land-locked seas South οf this region in Europe and  
Asia there extended an open " Mediterranean" sea, the "Tethys"   
of Ε. Sums; while over an enormous area in the southern hemisphere  
a grit land area was spread,." Gοndw^na land," the land of the  
Glossopteń s flora. At many paints in this vast tract, as we have  
seen, coarse conglomeratic deposits, Talchir, Dwyka, Bacchus  
Marsh, &c., indicate profound glacial conditions, which some have  
thought were present also in Britain. Germany and elsewhere  
in the north. Moderate earth movements were taking place  in 
North America, where the Appalachian and Ouachita mountains  
were in course of elevation, and in Europe this was a time of great  
volcanic activity. In the Semi region volcanic rocks in the lower  
Rothliegende have been penetrated for ciao ft. without reaching  
the bottom, and elsewhere in central Europe grit sheets of con-
tempomneous quartz porphyry, granite porphyry. melaphyre and  
porphyrite are abundant with their corresponding tufts. Melaphyres  
and tuffs appear in the Vosges,. which is the south of France are  
enormous masses of melaphyre and quartz ροrρh γY. Basic teens  
απd cults—diabase, pieritc, olivine basalt and andesite tufts—were  
erupted from many small vents in Ayrshire and the Nith basin,  
and bask layss occur also in Devonshire. Volcanic rocks occur  
also in New Zealand, Sumatra and the Transvaal  

Table of Permian Strata, showing approximate correlations.  
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PERNAMBVO4--PERNE  
Raraiawcas.—The literature dislinwith the Permian and 

'Ρermο.Ceebοniferoue is veryezteasive;'4 . B. Geinits, J. Marcou. 
Sir R. 1. Μurchi Sir Α. C. Ramsay, H. Potonid, R. Willer, 
O. Feistmaηκ E. l, 	Λ 

 
A. Newell, Arbα. A. C. Sewami. F. Bi,cbcff,  

C. Ochstnsius. E. Mojsaovics. V. Amalitaky. F. Nulling, C. Diener,  
Α. Τκhικηκhew. A. Karpinsky. W. Wamgen, H. F. and W. Τ.  
h anford, G. Η. Girty and very many othirs have made important  
contributions to the subject. Numerous references will be found  

in Sir A. Geikie. Tsxtboek eI G,edoq, 4th td, and in the annual  
G.dlelimi Lilosnns of the Geokgwa1 Society d London. See  
also an interesting summary by C. S lumber , " The Russian  
Carboniferous and Pemian compared with those of India and  
America,' Amer. / aπι. Sri. 0906. 4th series, vo4 xsii. pp 
sad a general mount 0f the system in Letka ια aeojemnc α. Tk. 1.  
Bd. 11., F. Frech and others (Stuttgart Ia?7_irs). H. F.verding, 

Znr GeclogkderdeutkhCn Zα msa bstelee Κέ ι. gcoiog. Lσπdes ιut.  
(Berlin. 1907) eamount gives a lull a of the salt and ροιαααu - irg  
beds. 

PERIl AIBUCO, a north-eastern state of Brazil, bounded Ν.  
by Ceara etas, Parahyba, E. by the Atlantic, S. by Alagflns and  
Bald., and W. by Piauby. Ara, 49,573 W. m.; pop. (1900),  
1,178,150. It comprises a comparatively narrow coastal some, 

 a high inland plateau, and an intermediate zone formed by the  

terraces and slopes between the two. Its surface is much broken  
by the remains of the anent plateau which has been worn down  
by erosion, laving escarpments • and ranges of flat-topped  
mountains, called ‚ha$das, capped in places by horizontal  
layers of sandstone. Ranges of these cidpadn τ form the  
boundary lines with three state--the Serraa dos Inmlea and  
Vermclha with Piauhy, the Serra do Aaripe with Cearl, and the  

Serra dos Cań ria Velhos with Paahyba. The metal zone is  

low, well-wooded and fertile. It has a hot, humid climate,  
relieved to some extent by the south.esst nude winds This  

region is locally known as the mallas (forests). The middle zone,  
called the Coalinga or 'gresk region, has a drier climate and  
lighter vegetation. The inland region, called the twtdo, is high,  
stony, and dry, and frequently devastated byprolongeddroughts  
(sd'caa). The climate is characterized by hot days and cool  
nights, and is considered healthy, though the daily change tends  
to provoke bronchial, catarrhal and inflammatory diseases.  
There are two clearly defined seasons, a rainy season from March  
to June, and a dry semen for the remaining months. The rivers  

of the state include a number of small plateau strums flowing  

southward to the Sáo Francisco River, and several large streams  
in theesstcrn part flowing eastward to the Atlantic. The former  
are the Μοπωι6, Era, Pajehfl, Terra Nova, Brigida, Bta Vista  
and Pouts], and are dry channels the grater par of the year.  
The largest of the coastal rivers are the Goyanna, which is formed  
by the confluence of the Tracunhacm and Capiba ń be-mirim,  
and drains a rich agricultural region in the north-cast part of  
the state; the Capiba ń be, which has its source in the Serra de  
Jacaar& and flows eastward to the Atlantic at Recife with a  
course of nearly 300 m.; the Ipojua, which rises in the Serra de  

Aldus Velba and rtacbcs the coast south of Recife; the Serinhaen  

and the Una. A large tributary of the last—the Rio Jacuhipe,  

forms part of the boundary line with Alagfas.  

Pernambuco is chiefly agricultural, the lowlands being devoted  

to sugar and fruit, with coffee in some of the more elevated  

localities, the agresk region to cotton, tobacco, Indian corn,  
beam and stock, and the sentde to grazing and in some localities  
to cotton. Sugar, molasses, rum (agaandcuk or wcise'a),  
tobacco and fruit are largely exported. Coconuts, cacao,  

bananas, mangoc. and other tropical fruits are produced in  
profusion, but the production of feedstuHs (beans, Indian tern,  

mendioa, &c.) is not sufficient for local consumption. Mange.  
boira rubber is collected to a limited extent, and piassava fibre  
is an article of export. Orchids are also reflected for import  In  
the districts of Garanham and Timba6ba. Cotton-waving and  
cigar-making are the principal manufacturing industries, after  

the large ingenue: devoted to the manufacture of sugar and rum.  
The railways of the state are the Recife and Sb Francisco  (77 m.),  
Central de Pernambuco (132 m.) and Snide Pernambuco (120 m.)  

—all government properties leased to the Gent Wste ι of  
Brasil Railway Co., Ltd., since 1901. Besides these there are the  

line from Recife to Limoeiro and TimbaIsba (tie m.), with an  

extension from Timbalba to Pliar (se m.). All time lines  
concentrate at the port of Recife. The capital of the state  B 
Recife, commonly known among foreigners as Pernambuco.  
There are a number of large towns in the state, but the census  
returns include their populations in those of the a ιwrιcίρim  
(communes) to which they belong. The most important are  
Bezerros (17,484),  Dom Jardim (40,160), Brejo des Madre de  
Deus ( 1 3,655), a town of the higher apuk region, Cabo (13,337),  
Caruarli (ι7,&4),  Eacada (9331), Garanbuns (32,788, covering  

ń x towns end villages), Gloria de Goyt& (54,554), Goyanna,  
Limoeiro (21,576), Olinda (8080), the old colonial capital sad  
episcopal see, Rio Formosa (We), Timba6ba  (9514)  and  
Victoria (35,4").  

Pernambuco was first settled in 1526 by Chrbtovle Jacques  

who founded a settlement on the Rio Iguarass6 that was after.  
wards abandoned. The first permanent settlement was made  
by Duarte Coelho Pereira at Olinda Ins "0, and four years lster  
he was granted a wpika έαοι 5ο leaguesextending from the mouth  
of the Sib Francisco northward to that of the Iguarass6. Adjacent  
to this grant on the north was the wpiirnia of Itamaracf,  
granted to Pero Lopes de Sousa, which covered the remainder  
of the present state. Tb. wpi'asia of Pernambuco was ably  
governed and took an active part in the expulsion of the French  
from the trading posts established along the coast northward to  
Maranhio, and in establishing Portuguese colonies in their  
places. In 1630 Pernambuco was occupied by the Dutch and  
continued under their rule until 1654. Although an active  

guerrilla warfare was waged against the Dutch during a large part  
of that period, they did much to promote the agricultural and  
commercial interests of the colony, especially under the wise  
administration of Maurice of Nassau. In 1817 Pernambuco was  
the scene of a revolutionary outbreak, which resulted in the  
separation of the present states of AlagOas and Rio Grande do  
Norte, Ccari and Paahyba having been detached in 1799.  
There was another insurrection in ι8s2 when the Portuguese  
captain-general, Luis de Rego, and his garrison was expelled, and  
in 1824 dissatisfaction with the arbitrary proceedings of Dom  
Pedro L at Rio de Janeiro led to a separatist revolution for the  
formation of a new state, to be called the Fedea ς∆ο do Equador.  
There was another outbreak in ι83τ and frequent disorders down  
tο 1848, when they culminated in another unsuccessful revolution.  
The population of the Pernambuco revtde has always been noted  
for its turbulent, lawless character, due partly to distance from  

the tout where the bulk of the population is concentrated,  
partly to difficult means of communication, and partly to the  
fact that this remote region has long been the refuge of criminals  
from the mast towns  

PRRBAU (in Russ. Pessos and in Esthenian Psrndia), a  
seaport and watering-place of western Russia, in the government  
of Livonia, s" m. N. of Rigs, on the left bank of the Pernau or  
Pernova, which about half a mile farther down enters the Bay  
of Pernau, the northern arm of the Gulf of Rigs. Pop., 12,856.  
The harbour is usually free from ice from the end of April to the  
middle of December.  

Founded en the right side of the river in 1255 by one of the  
'bishops of Oesel, Pernau soon became a flourishing place. la  
the 5flth century it was occupied in succession by the Swedes,  
the Pole and the Teutonic Knights After 1599 the Poles  
transferred the town to the left side of the river ;  and in 1645  
the Swede, who had been in possession since ι6ι , strengthened  
it with regular fortifications. In 5750 it was taken by the  
Rus.ians, and the fortress is now demolished.  

iΓΡIΕNB, ANDREW (c. 15 1 9-ι 589), vice-chancellor of Cam-
bridge University and dun of Ely, born about igoi, was son et  
John Frame of Lek Bilney, Norfolk. He was educated at St  
John's college, Cambridge, gaduaτing B.A. in ι539, B.D. in  
1547 and D.D. in 1552. He was elected fellow of Queens' in  
5540, and vice-president in τ55τ, and was five 'times vice-  
chancellor; but he owe his notoriety to his remarkable versatility,  
and, like the vicar of Bray, he was always faithful to the nations,  
religion, whatever it might be. In April 1547 he advocated  
Catholic doctrines, but recanted tww months later, and his  
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Protestant faith was strengthened during Edward VL's re ιtio;  
be was appointed a royal ch αplein and canon of Windsor. Soon  
after Mary's scccmian, however, be ρercώ νed the error of his  
ways and was made mater of Peterbouse in ι554 and dean of  
Ely in 1557.  He preached the sermon in 1556 when the bodice  
of Bucer sad Fegius were disinterred and burnt for heresy, and  
also in 1560 when these proceedings were reversed and the deed  

heretics were rehabilitated. In Elizabeth's reign he subscribed  
the Thirty-nine Articles, denounced the pope and tried to  
convert Abbot Feckenham to Protestantism; and in ι584  
Wbitgift in vain recommended him for a bishopric. He died  

on the s6tb of April i 589. He was selected as the type of  
Anglican prelate by the authors of the Martin Mar-prelate  
tracts and other Puritans, who nicknamed him "Old Andrew  
Turncoat," " Andrew Ambo," "Ofd Father Palinode." Cam-
bridge wits, it was said, trsnslated " porno " by "1 turn, Ι rat,  
I change often "; and a coat that had often been turned was  
said to have been " perned." (λ. F. P.)  

P1tRΟΝΙΙΕ, a town of northern France, capital of an anon-
dieaement of the department of Somme, on the right bank of  
the Somme at its cαιΗυence with the Cologne, 35 m. E. by Ν.  
of Amiens by rail. Pop. (i906), 3698. The church of St Jean  
(1509-ι5s5) was greatly damaged during the bombardment of  

187ο-7 τ, but has since been restored. The castle of P€ronne  
gill retains four large conical-roofed towers dating from the  
middle ages, one of which is said to have been the prison of  
Louis XI. in 1468, when he was forced to agree to the "Treaty  
of P'ronne." P'ronne has a sub-prefecture, a tribunal of first  

instance and a communal college. Its trade and industry are  

of little importance.  
The Frairkish kings had a villa at Pfronne, which Clovis 11.  

gave to Erchinosldns, mayor of the palace. The letter founded  

a monastery here, and raised in honour of Si Foray a collegiate  

church, which was a wealthy establishment until the Revolution;  
It is the burial-place of Charles the Simple, who died of starvation  

in a dungeon in P'ronne, into which he had been thrown by the  
count of Vermandois (gag). After the death of Philip of Alsace,  

Pironne, which he had inhritcd through his wife, escheated t ο  
the French Crown in the reign of Philip Augustus, from whom in  

1209 it received a charter. By the treaty of Arras (1435)  it  
was given to the Burgundians; bought back by Louis XI., it  
passed again into the hands of Charles the Bold in 1465. On  
the death of Charles, however, in 1477, Louis XI. resumed  
possession. In 1536 the emperor Charles V. besieged P&onne,  
but without success; in its defence a woman called Marie Foard  
greatly distinguished herself. A statueof her stands in the town;  
and the anniversary of the raising of the siege Is still celebrated  
annually. It was the first town after Paris at which the League  

was proclaimed in 1577.  pie nun's greatest misfortunes  
eccurred during the Franco-German Wee. It was invested on  
the τ7tb of December 1870, and bombarded from the 28th to  

the gth of the following January, upon which date, on account of  
the sufferings of the civil population, among whom small-pox  

bad broken out, it was compelled to capitulate.  
PER09SΚΙΤ*, or PsaomzTa, a mineral consistiσg of calcium  

titanate, CaTΠOι, usually with a small proportion of the calcium  
rephced by iron. The crystals found in schistose rocks have  
the form of cubes, which are sometimes modified on the edges  
and corners by numerous small planes; on the other band, the  
crystals occurring as en accessory constituent of eropiive rocks  

are octahedral in form and microscopic in size. Although  
gromeIrically cubic, the crystals are always doubly refracting,  
and they sometimes show evidence of complex mimetic twinning;  

their structure as shown in polarized light Is very similar to  
that of the minced boraate, end they are iberdore described as  
pseudo-cubic. These are distinct cleavages parallel to the faces  
of the cube. The colour varies from pale yellow to blackish-
brown and the lustre Is adamantine to metallic; the crystals are  
transparent to opaque. The index of ref τactiaι is high, the  
hardness 5} and the specific gravity 4.0. The mineral was  
decoversd at Acbmatovsk near Zlatorut in the Urals by G.  
Rae in 1839, and named in honour of Count L A. hzovsky;  

at this locality fug. cubes occur with Write and magnetite in  
a chlorite,acbist. Similar crystals are also found in talc-schist  
at Zermatt in Switzerland. The miuoscopic octahedral  
crystals are characteristic of mehiite basalt and nepheine  
basalt; they have also been found in peridotite and serpen-
tine. (L. 3. S.)  

PEROWNE, JOHN JΑΜ ITEWART (1823-1904), English  
bishop, was born, of Huguenot ancestry, at Burdwan, Bengal,  
on the 13th of March 1823. He was educated at Norwich and  
at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, bcomiisg a fellow in 1849.  
After holding a chair in Ring's College, London, be was appointed  
vice-principal at Si David's College, Lampata ( ι86rι87σ).  
In c868 be was Hulsean lecturer, taking as his subject hexsr- 
b illy. He was elected canon of Llandaff in 1869, dean 01 Peter-
borough 1878, and in 1891 succeeded Hence Philpott as bishop  
of Worcester. Perowne was a good Hebrew scholar of the old  
type and sat m the Old Testament Revision Committee. He  
is bat remembered as the general editor of the Cembsidgs  
Bible for Sctools and Colleges. His chief works were a Cow-
mentary on Ike Book of Psalms (2 vols., 1864-1868) and a life of  
Bishop Τhkrlwal ( ι877-1878). He resigned his seem ipei, and  
died on the 6th of November 1904.  

PRROZ (Peirazes, Priscur, Jr. 33; ?ernes, Procne. Pen. 1. 3  
and Agath. iv. 27; the modem form of the name is Feroz, Fires,  
d. Fzxvzasao), Saasanid king of Penis, a.n. 457-484, sea  of 
Ysadegerd II. He rebelled against his brother Homizd III.,  
and in 459  defeated and killed him with the help of the Ephtba•  
lim, or White Huns, who had invaded Rectria. He also killed  
mat of his other relatives, and persecuted the Christians. But  
he favoured the introduction of Nestorienism, in opposition to  
the orthodox creed of Byzantium. With the Romans he mein.  
tamed peace, but he tried to keep down the Epbthalites, who  
began to conquer eastern Iran. The Romans supported him  
with subsidies; but all his wars were disastrous. Once he was  
himself taken prisoner and had to give his son Ravadh as hostage  
till after two years he was able to pay a heavy ransom. Then  
be broke the treaty again and advanced with a large army.  
But he last his way in the eastern desert and perished with  
his whole army (484). The Ephthalites invaded and plan.  
dercd Persia for two yeas, till at last a noble Persian from  
the old family of Karen, Zarmiń r (or Sokhra), restored some  
degree of order. Ho raised lalaah, a brother of P&6e, to the  
throne. (Re. M.)  

PERPENDICUL►R PERIOD, the term given by Themes  
Rickman to the third period of Gothic architecture in England,  
in consequence of the great predominance of perpendicularlines.  
In the later examples of the Decorated period the omission of  
the circles in the tracery had led to the employment of curves  
of double curvature which developed into 9amboyant tracery,  
and the introduction of the perpendicular lines was a reaction  

in the contrary direction. The mullions of the windows (which  
are sometimes of immense size, so as to give greater space far  
the stained glass) are carried up into the arch mould of the  

windows, and the upper portion is subdivided by additional  
mullions. The buttresses and wail surface are likewise divided  

up into vertical panels. The doorways are frequently endaaed  
within a square head over the arch mouldings, the sparrdrlls  
being fitted with quatrefoils or tracery. Inside the church the  
triforiam disappears, or its pinos is filled with neeeling, end  
greeter importance is given to the clerestory windows which  
constitute the finest features in the churches of this period. The  
mouldings are Sitter and less eiective than those of the carbee  

periods, and one of the chief characteristics is the introductsoa  
of large elliptical hollows. The finest futures of this period are  
the magniSceiit timber roofs, such a those of Westminster Hal  
(1395), Christ Church Hal, Orford, and Crosby Hall.  

The earliest examples of the Perpendicular period, dating  
from 1360, are found at Gloucester, where the masons of the  
cathedral would seem to have been far in advsnce ai three hi  
other towns. Among other buildings of note are the choir and  
tower of York Cathedral (1389-1407); the nave and westsen  
tzansrpts of C.nteibwy Cathedral (1i78.1411), and the Unfelt  
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(towards the end of the τ sth century); New College, Oxford  
(1 380-2 386); the Beauchamp Chapel, Warwick ( 1381-2391 );  
the nave and aisles of Winchester Cathedral ( ι3g9-r4Ι9); the  
transept and tower of Merton College, Oxford ( 1424-1450);  
Manchester Cathedral (1422); the central tower of Gloucester  
Cathedral (1454-1457), and that of Magdalen College, Oxford  

('475-1480). To those examples should be adkled'tń e totters  
at Wrexham, Coventry, Evesham, and St Mary's at Taunton,  
the first being of exceptional magnificence. 

0l3RPHNT, or Ρaarεnτ SToNES, in architecture, bond or  
"through atones," the διατόeo' of the Greeks and Romans, long  
stones going right through walk;  and tying them ioggther from  
face to face. The O. •Fr. per$a£n, modem $arpaieg, from which 
this word is derived, is obscure in origin. It may be from a  
supposed Lat. ‚'apago, per$gixis, formed like compegs, a  
joint, from the root of hangar', to fasten, and meaning " some-
thing fastened together,» or from some popular corruption  
of Lit. p*rprndkalum, plummet or plumb-line (pit or pendcr',  
to hang), referring to the smooth perpendicular faces of the  
stone. 

PERPETUAL MOTION, or Pxrravuos Mamas, in its usual  
significance, not simply a machine which will go on moving for  
ever, but a machine which, once set in motion, will go on doing  
useful work without drawing on any external source of energy, or a  
machine which in every complete cycle of its operation will give  
forth more energy than it has absorbed. Briefly, a perpetual  
motion usually mans a machine which will create energy.  

The earlier seekers after the " perpetuum mobile" did not  
always appreciate the exert nature of their quest; for we find  
among their ideals' a dock that would periodically rewind itself,  
and thus go without human interference as long 23 its machinery  
would last. The energy crested by such a machine would  
simply be the work done in overcoming the friction of its parts,  
so that its projectors might be held merely to have been ignorant  
of the laws of friction and of the dynamic theory of heat. Most  
of the perpetual motionists, however, had more practical views,  
and explicitly declared the abject of their inventions to be the  
doing of useful work, such as raising water, grinding corn, and  
so on. Like the exact qusdrature of the circle, the transmuta-
tion of. metals and other famous problems of antiquity, the  
perpetual motion has now become έ  venerable paradox. Still,  
like these others, it retains a great historical interest. just as  
some of the most interesting branches of modem pure mathe-
matic sprang from the problem of squachng the circle, as  
die researches of the alchemists developed into the science of  
modern chemistry, so, as the result of the vain smirch after the  
perpetual motion, there grew up the greatest of all the general-
izations of physical science, the principle of the conservation of  
energy.  

There was a time when the problem of the perpetual motion  
was one worthy of the attention of a philosopher. Before that  
analysis of the action of•ordinaiy machines which led to the laws  
of dynamics, and the discussion of the dynamical interdependence  
of natural phenomena which accompanied the establishment of  
the dynamical theory of hit, there was nothing plainly unreason-
able in the ids that work might be done by the mere concatena-
tion of machinery. It had not then been proved that energy is  
untreatable and indestructible in the ordinary coursed nature;  
even now that proof has only been given by induction from long  
observation of facts. There was a time when wise men believed 
that a spirit, whose maintenance would' cost nothing, could by  
magic sit be summoned from the deep to do his master's work;  
and it was just as reasonable to suppose that a structure of wood,  
braes and iron could be found to work under like conditions.  
The disproof is In both cases alike. No such spirit has ever  
existed, save in the imagined= of his describer, and no such  
machine has ever been known to act, save in the fancy of its  
inventor.  

The m incipk of the conservation of energy, which in one  
sense is simply denial, of the possibility of a perpetual motion,  
rests on facts drawn' from every branch of physical silence; and,  
although itsfull establishment only dates from the middle of the  

rgth century, yet so numerous. are the cases in which it has been  
tested, so various the deductions from it that have been proved  
to accord with experience, that it is now regarded as one of the  
bost.established.lawa of nature. Consequently, on any one who  
calls it in question is thrown the burden of proving his case.  It 
any machine were produced whose source of energy could not at  
once be traced, a man of science (complete freedom of investi-
galion being supposed) would in die first place try to trams its  
newer to some hidden source of a kind already known; or in the  
last resort be would seek for a source of energyof a new kind and  
give it a new name. Any. aasettion, of creation of energy by  
means of a mere machine would have to be authenticated in  
many instances, and established by long investigation, before it  
could be received in modem science. The use is precisely as  
with the law of gravitation; if any apparent exception to this  
were observed in the case of some heavenly body, astronomers,  
instead of denying the law, would immediately seek to explain  
the occurrence by a wider application of it, say by including in  
their calculations the effect of some disturbing body hitherto  
neglected. If a man likes to indulge the notion that, alter all,  
an exception to the haw of the conservation of energy may be  
found, and, provided he submits his idea to the test of experiment  
at his own charges without annoying his neighbours, all that can  
be said is that he is engaged in an unpromising enterprise. The  
case is otherwise with 'the projector who comes forward with  
some machine which claims by the mere ingenuity of its conies.  
vance to multiply the energy supplied to it from some of the  
ordinary sources of nature and sets to work to pester scientific  
men to examine his supposed discovery, or . attempts therewith  
to induce the credulous to waste their money. This is by far  
the largest class of perpetual-motion-mongers nowadays. The  
interest of such cases is that attaching to the morbid anatomy  
of the human mind. Perhaps the most striking future about  
them Is the wouul sameness of the symptoms of their madness.  
As a body perpetual-motion seekers are ambitious, lovers of the  
short path to wealth and fame, but wholly superficial. Their  
inventions are very rarely characterized, even by mechanical  
ingenuity. Sometimes indeed the inventor has simply bewildered  
himself by the complexity of his device; but in most cases the  
machines of the perpetual motionist are of child-like simplicity,  
remarkable only for the extraordinary assertions of the invents  
concerning them. Wealth of ideas there is none; simply asser-
tions that such and such a machine solves the problem, although  
an identical contrivance has been shown to do ao such thing by  
the brutal test of standing still in the bands of many previous  
inventors. Hosts of the seekers for the perpetual motion have  
attacked their insoluble problem with less than a schoolboy's  
share Of the requisite knowledge; and their confidence as a rule  
is in proportion to their ignorance. Very often they get no  
further than a mere prospectus, on the strength of which they  
claim some imaginary reward, or offer their precious discovery  
for sale; sometimes they get the length of a model which wants  
only the last perfection (already in the inventor's brain) to  
solve the great problem; sometimes fraud is made to supply the  
motive power which their real or pretended efforts have !ailed to  
discover,  

It was no doubt the barefaced fallacy of most o, the plans for  
perpetual motion that led the majority Of scientific  men to  
conclude at a very early date that the "perpetuum mobile"  
was an impossibility. We find the Paris Academy of Sciences  
refusing, as Orly as 1775,  to receive schemes for the perpetual  
motion, which they class with solutions of the duplication of the  
cube, the trisection of an angle and the quadreture of the circle.  
Stevinus and Leibnitz seem to have regarded its impossibility as  
axiomatic; and Newton at the beginning of his Ρri cilia states,  
so far as ordinary mechanics are concerned, a principle which  
virtually amounts to the same thing.  

The famous proof of P. De la Hire simply refers to some of  
the more common gravitational perpetual motions. The truth  
is, as we have said already, that, if prod is to be given, or  
considered riecmaary, it must proceed by induction from all  
physical' phanomena.  
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It would serve no useful purpose here to give en exhaustive  

histoτical account of the vagaries of mankind in pursuit of the  

" peepetusm mobile," The reader may refer to Hcary Dircha's  

Pupils em Yobik (2 vols., 0861 and ι87ο), from which, for  
the most part, we Seleci the following facts.  

By far the most numerous class of perpetual motions is that 
which seeks to utilize the action of gravity upon rigid solids. We  
have not read of any actual proposal of the kind, but the most  
obvious thing to imagine in this way would be to procure some  
wbgance which intercepts gravitational attraction., if this could  
be had, then, by introducing a plate of it underneath a body while  
it ems mina!, we could elevate the body without doing work; 
then, removing the plate, we could allow the body to fall and do  
work; eccentrics or other imposing device being added to move  
the gravitation intercepter, behold α perpetual motion complete!  
The great dί(ιculty is that no one has found the proper material  
for an intercepter.  

Fig. i represents one of the most ancient and oftenest-repeated  

of gravitational perpetual motions. The idea is that the balls  
rolling in the compartments  
between the fence and the rim  
of the wheel will, on the whole,  
so comport themselves that the  
moment about the centre of  
those on the descending side  

1 
exceeds the moment of those on  
the ascending side. Endless  
devices, such as curved spokes,  
levers with elbow-joints, eccen-
trics, &c., have been proposed  
for effecting this impossibility.  
The student of dynamics at  
once convinces himself that no  
machinery can effect any such  
result; because if we give the  

Fic. x. 	 wheel a complete turn, no that  
each bell returns to its original  

position, the 'thole work done by the bell will, at the most,  
equal that done on it. We know that if the laws of motion be 
true, in each step the kinetic energy given to the whole system of  i 
wheel and balls is equal to that taken from the potential energy  
of the hells less what is dissipated in the form of heat by frictional  
farces„ or vice versa. if the wheel and balls be Posing kinetit  
encrgy—seve that the friction in both cages leads to dissipation.  
So that, whatever the system may lose, it can after it is left to itself,  
never gain energy during its motion.  

The two most famous perpetual motions of history, viz, the  
wheels of the marquis of Worcester (d. ι667) and of Councillor  
Oreyraeus, were probably of this type. The marquis of Worcester  
ives the following account of his machine in his Century of Znwni writ  

(aπ. ) :- 
Yo provide and make that all the Weights of the descending side  

of a Wheel shall be perpetually further from the Centre than those  
of the mounting side, and yet equal in number and heft to one side  
as the other. A most incredible thing, if not seen but tried before  
die late king (of blessed memory) in the Tower, by  my dirqctions,  
two Extraordinary Emhaseadors accompanying His Majesty, and  
the Duke of Ricksssowl, and Duke fir mitten, with moat of the Court,  
attending him. The Wheel was ι a Foot over, and 40. Weights of 

 ^^oo  pounds apiece. Sir William Balfore, then Lfeutenant of the  
Tower, can justify it, with several others. They all saw that no  
sooner these great Weights panned the Diameter-line of the lower  
site, but they hung a foot further from the Centre, nor no sooner  
passed the Diameter-line of the upper side but they hung a foot  
nearer. Be pleased to judge the consequence."  

s We may here notice, so far es more recent times are concerned,  
the claim of an American enthusiast, who having waked a Hampnon  
plant for liquefying air, stated that g lb of liquid air sufficed to  ed 
liquefy ten, and of ιhese ten seven could be employed as a source  
of motive power, whilst the remaining three could be utilised in the  
production of another t ο lb of the liquid - gat. There was thus  
available an inexhaustible supply of energy .l The absurdity of 
the proposition is obvious to any one acquainted with the laws  
of thermodynamics. Of more interest is the radium clerk devised  
by the Hon. R. J Strutt. This consists of a vacuum vessel from  
the top of which depends a short tube containing a fragment of a  
radioactive substance. At the lower end of this tube there are  
two gold leaves as in an electroscope. Fused into the sides of the  
vacuum vessel at points where tht extended gold leaves touch  
the glace are two platinum wires, the outer ends of Which are  
asthed. The "clock" acts as follows. The radioactive substance  
emits a αεροnderatiπg number of positively electrified particles,  
so that the leaves become charged and hence extended. On contact  
with the wires fused into the vessel, this charge is conducted away  
and the leaves fall together. The process i.  then repeated, and 

 will continue until all the energy of the raJium has been dissipated.  
This period is extremely long, l̂000years must elapse before 
even half the radium has disc o  

ΟrΗyraeus (whose rent acme was Ioń anπ Ernst Elias Bender)  
(ιόβο-η4S) also obtained distinguished patronage for his invention.  
His last wheel, for he appears to have constructed more than one,  
was iz ft. in diameter and s ft. 2 in. bread; it consisted of a  
light framework of wood, covered in with oilcloth no that the  
interior was concealed, and was mounted on an axle which had no  
visible connexion with any external mover, it was examined  
and approved of by the landgnve of Heise-Case1, in whose castle  
at Weisseosteki it nn said to have gone for eight weeks in a sealed  
room. The meet remarkable thing about this machine is that it  
evidently imposed upon the mathematician W. 	sαravesande, 
who wrote a 	letter t Newton φ  giving an account of his examination  
of Orffyraeuss wheel undertsken at the request of the landgrave,  
wherein he professes himself dissatisfied with the proofs theretofore  
given of the impossibility of perpetual motion, and ind ίυtes his  
opinion that the invention of Qrffyraeus is worthy οf investigation.  
He himself, however, was not allowed to examine the interior  of 
the wheel. The inventor seems to have destroyed it himself. One  
story is that he did so on account of difficulties with the laidgrave's  
government as tow licence for it; another that he was annoyed  at 
the examination by'sGravesande, and wrote on the wall of the room  
containing the fragments of his model that he had destroyed it  
because of the impertinent curiosity of 'sGravesande.  

The overbelsaclngwheel perpetual motion seems to be as old as  
tle 1sth century. Dircks quotes an account οf an Invention by  
Wiilarstie lionecort an architect whose sketchbook is still ?reserved  
in the F.rnlεs des Chaetes at Paris. De Honecort says, Malrryy  a 
time have skilful workmen tried to contrrva a wheel that shall  
turn of itself; here is a way to do it by means of an une*en number of  
mallets, or by quicksilver." He thereupon gives a rude sketch  
of α wheel with mallets jointed to its circumference. It would  
appear from some of the manuscripts οf Leonardo de Vinci that he  
had worked with similar notions,  

Another scheme of the perpetual motionist is a watervwheel  
which shall feed its own millstream. This notion is probably  
as old as the first miller who experienced the difficulty of a dry  
season. One form is figured in the Matbemalfcol Magic (ι648) of  
Bishop Wilkins ( ι6 t4-1672); the essential part of it is the water-
screw of Archimedes, which appears in many of the earlier machines  
of this class. Some of the later ones dispense with even the  
subtlety of the water.ecrew, and boldly represent a water-wheel  
pumping the water upon its own buckets.  

Perpetual motions founded on the hydrostatical paradox are not  
uncommon; Deni, Papin exposes one of these in the Philosopkiιd  
Tro.nsaclwns for 1685.. The most naive  

o these devices is that illustrated in fig. 2,  
the idea of which is that the larger   
quantity of water in the wider part of the  
vessel weighing more will overbalance the  
smaller quantity in the narrower part so  
that the water will run over at C, and so  
on continually.  

Capillary attraction has also been..  
favourite field for the vain quest; fm, if  
by capillary action fluids can be made to  
disobey the law of never rising above  
their own level, what no easy as thus to 	Faa.  a. 
produce a continual ascent and overflow,  
and thus perpetual motion? Various schemes 'of the kind,  in-
volving an endless band which should raise more water by its  
capillary action on one side than on the others  have been proposed.  
The most celebrated is that of Sir William Co ( ι772-i828):  
EFG (fig. ,) is an inclined plane over pulleys; at the top and bottom  
travels an endless band of sponge, obcd, and over this again an  
endless band of heavy weights jointed together. The whole stands  
over the surface of still water. The capillary action raises the  
water m el, whereas the  
same thing cannot lisp' 
pen in the cart ad, since  
the weights squeeze the  
water out Hence, inch  
for inch, oh is heavier  
than rod; but we know  
that if eh were only just  
as heavy inch for inch  
as ad there would be  
equilibrium,iftheheavy  
chain be also uniform;  
therefore the extra  
weight of oh will cause  
the chain to move round  
in the direction of the  
arrow, and this will go 	 C 
on continually. 	 FiG, j.  

The more recondite  
vehicles of energy, such as electricity and magnetism, are more  
seldom drawn upon by perpetual-motion inventors than might  
perhaps be expected. William Gilbert, in his treatise De  
Mggde, alludes to some of t ńem. and Bishop Wilkins mentions  
among others a machine "wherein a headstone Is so disposed  
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that it shall draw unto It on a reclined plane a bullet of steel,  

which, gill, as it ascends sear to the loadstone, may be contrived  
to fall through some hole in the plane and so to return unto  
the place whence at first it be'ais  to move, and being there,  
the [oadstone will again attract it upwards, till, coming to this  
hole, it will fall down again, and so the motion shall beperpetual."  
The (act that screens do exist whereby electrical and magnetic  
action can be cut off would seem to open a door for the ptrpeivai.  
motion seeker. Unfortunately the bringing up and removing of  
these screensinvolves in all casesjust that gain or loss of work which  
is demanded by the law of the conservation of energy. A shoemaker  
of Linlithgow called Spence pretended that he had found a black  
substance which intercepted magnetic attraction απd repulsion,  
απd he produced two mach ι nes which were Moved, as he asserted,  
by the agency of permanent magnets, thanks t ο the black substance.  
The fraud wai speedily exposed, but it is worthy of remark that  
Sir David Brewster thought the thing worth mentioning in a ktter  
to the Aneaks de dsimie (0168), wherein he states" that Mr Play•fair  
and Captain Κοteτ have inspected both of these machines and are  
satisfied that they resolve the problem of perpetual motion."  

The ρreεent miter once was sent an elaborate drawing of a  
locomotive engine which was to be worked by the agency of per-
manent magnets. He forgets the details, but it was not so simple  

as the plan represented in fig. 4, where  
Μ Ι w  M and N are permanent magnets, whose  

attraction 6s " screened " by the wooden  
blocks Α and B from the upper left and  
lower Tight quadrants of the soft iron 
wheel W, which consequently is attracted  
round in the same direction by both M  
and N, απd thus goes on for ever.  

One more page from this chapter of the  
look of human folly; the author is the  
famous Jean Bernoulli the elder. We  

Ν translate his Latin, as be as possible, into  
Β 	modern Phraseology. In the first plate  

we must premise the following (see fig. 5).  
(1) 1f there be two fluids of different  

Flu. 4. 	densities whose densities are in the ratio  
of G to L, the height of equiponderairig  

cylinders on equal bases will be in the inverse ratio of L to G.  
(2) Αccοrdin flίy, if the height AC of one fluid, contained in the vase  
AD, be in this ratio to the height EF of the Sher liquid, which is  
in a tube open at both ends, the liquids so placed will remain at  
rest. () Wherefore, if AC be to EF in a groner ratio than L  
to G, the liquid in the tube • 'II ascend; or if the tube be not  
sufficiently long the liquid 	overflow at the orifice E (this  
follows from hydrostatic pin. 	s). (4)  It is possible to have two  
liquids of different density ;1 	will mix. (5) It is possible to  
have a filter, colander. or oo h 	eparator, by means of which the  
lighter liquid mite 4 ,.Irh 	wavier may be separated again  
therefrom.  

Cοasrrwclίo,s.—Τά se things being presapposed (says Bernoulli),  
I lbws construct a perpetual motion. Let there be taken in any  

(if you please, in equal) quantities two  

Ι 	 liquids of different densities mixed 
together (which may be had by hγ .  4), 
and let the ratio of their densities be  

^.^ 	first 
lig 

 ig 	
L, 

hter  iced, απd ί  the heavier to 
. 	 the hter n  G to 	then with the  

mixture let the vase Al) be filled upp  
to A. This done let the tuts EF, omen  
at both ends, be taken of such a length  
that AC: EF> 2L:G+L; let the lower  
orifice F of this tube be stopped, or  
rather covered with the filter or other  
material separating the lighter liquid  
from the heavier (which may also be  
had by hyyp.5); now let the tube thus 
prepared be immersed to the bottoinof  
the vessel CD; I say that the liquid will  
continually ascend through the orifice  
F of the tube and overflow by the  

L  orifice E upon the liquid below.  
"emwia:ralion.—ticcause the orifice  

F of the tube is covered by the filter  
(by entge.) which separates the lighter fi1nid teem 1t e heavier,  
it follows that, if the tube isa m of the  
vessel, the lighter liquid alone which is mixed with the heavier  
ought to rise through the filter into the tube, and that, too, higher  
than the surface of the surrounding liquid (by byp.a), so that  
AC:EF-2L:G+L; but since by constr. ΑC:EF>^L:G+L  
it necessarily follows (by hyp. 3) that the lighter liquid will flow  
over by the orifice E into the vessel below, and there will meet the  
heavier and be again mixed with it; απd it will then penetrate  
the filter, again ascend the tube, and be a second time driven  
through the upper orifice. Thus, therefore, will the flow be con-
tinued for ever —Q E D.  

Bernoulli then proceeds 'to apply this theory to explain the per.  
petust rise of water to the mountains, and its flow In riven to the  

sea, which others bad fal'y sttrib red W capillary ectfo π—biα  
idea being that it was an effect of the drffereat densibea of sale sad  
fresh water.  

One realty is at 6 loss with Bernoulli's wonderful theory wbettwr  
to admire most the conscientious statement of the by'x*iwsas,  the  
prim logic of the demonstration, so carefully cut according to the  
patters of the ancients, or the weighty superstrucWre built on so  
frail a foundation. Most of our perpetual motions were dearly  
the result of too little learning; surely this one was the product  
of too much. (G. Cu.)  

PERPETUITY (Let. pι 'ιpdaw, continuous), the state of being  
perpetual or continuing foe an indefinite time; in law the tying-up  
of an Mate for a lengthened period, lot the purpose of prewotisg  

or restricting alienation. As being opposed to the Ibtercat of  
the state and individual effort, the creation of perpetuities has  

been considerably curtailed, and the rule against perpetuities in  
the United Kingdom now forbids the making of an executory  
interest unless beginning within the period of any fixed number of  
existing lives and an additional period of twcnty.on* years (with  

a few months added, if necessary, for the period of gestation).  

The rule applies to dispositions of personal property (see  

Αtxouutaτχοr) as well as of real property. There are certain  
exceptions to the rule, as in the case of limitaCwos in mortmmia  

and to charitable uses, and also in the cue of a perpetuity created  
by act of parliament (e.g. the state of Blenheim, settled on  
the duke of Marlborough, and Stτathθeldsaye on the duke of  
Wellington). In the United States the English common-law rule  
against peτρetuitiα obtains fn many of the states; in others it  

has been replaced or reinforced by statutory rules (see Gray on  

AIfenalion, * 42). Charities may be established in perpetuity,  
and provision may be made for an accumulation of the funds for  a 
reasonable time, e.g. for too years (Woσdrtt8 v. Marsh, 63 Coon.  
Rep. ι a ; 38 Amer. St. Rep. 346). The .general tendency  of 
American legislation is to favour tying up estates to a greeter  
extent than was formerly approved.  

PERPIGNAN, a town of south-erestem Femme, capital of the  
department of Pyrfefes-Orientales, on the right bank of the Τtt,  
7 m. from the Mediterranean and 4e m. S. by W. of Nerbousse  
by raiL Pop. (rook), town, 32,683; commune, 38,898- The  
north-west quarter of the town is traversed by the Βasεe, a  
tributary Of the Tit, while to the south it Is overlooked by a  
citadel enclosing a castle (s3th century) of the kings of Majorca.  
The chapel is remarkable as being a mixture of the Romanesque,  
Pointed and Moorish styles. The ramρaτta surrounding the  
citadel are the work of Louis W., Charlea V. and Vauban. The  
sculptures and caryatides still to be seen on the gateway of the  
citadel were placed there by the duke of Alva. The cathedral  
of Si Jean was begun in 1324 and finished in cseq. The most  
noteworthy future in the building is an immense reredos of  
white marble (early 17th century) by Bartholomew Soler of  
Barcelona.  

In the north of the town commanding the gateway of Notre-
Dame (1480 there stands a curious machieol ► ted uronghold  
known as the Castillet (14th and τ sth centuries), now used as a  
prison. The buildings of the old university (rSth century)  
contain the library and the museum, the latter possessing the  
first photographic proofs executed by Daguerre sad a collection  

of sculptures and paintings. Statues of Fran ςοis Arago, the  
astronomer, sad Hyacinlbe Rigoud, the painter, stand in the  
squares named after them.  

Perpignan is a fortified place of the fist class, and sent of a  
prefect, a bishop and a court of assizes, and has tribunals of first  
instance and of commerce, a chamber of commerce, a branch of  
the Bank of France, a communal college for boys, a school of  
music and training colleges for both sexes. The higher tribunal  
of Andovic sits at Perpignan. Trade is in wine, iron, wool, oil,  
corks and leather.  

Perpignan dates at last from the Toth century. In the iitk  
and tath centuries it was a capital of the counts of Roussillon ,  
from whom it passed in 1172 to the kings of Aragon. Philip the  
Bold, king of France, died there in t 285, as he was returning from  
an unsuccessful expedition into Aragon. At that time it belonged  
to the kingdom of Majorca, and its sovereigns resided there  
until, in 1344, that small state reverted to the poasesaica of the  

Ε 
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bisgeof'gos,wbofn τ34ή foanded a υuúνeιs1ιγ at ΡrtρΙ1 mπ.  
When Lends XL octupied Roussillon as security for money  
advanced by him to the king of Aragon, Perpigasit resisted the  
French arms fora considerable time, and only yielded through  
stress of famine (March 15, 1475). Rouasillon was restored to  
Aragon by Chug VIII. and Perpignan was again besieged in  
ιςΡ42 Under Francis'., but without suaess. Later en, however,  
the inńabitants, angered by the tyranny and cruelty of the  
Spanish governor, surrendered the town to Inds XiiL The  
citadel held out until the 9th of September 1642, and the. place  
has eve since belonged to France, td which it was formally ceded  
by the treaty of the Pyrenees (t659). In wins the bishopric of  
Eke was transferred to Perpignan.  

See P. Vibal. Perpipm depsir 3m cruises jags' 3 sot jaws  
(Paris, 1898).  

PERquia11B (Let. perquisitsm, that which bas been acquired  
by careful search; pagui/eιε, tο search diligently), a term properly  
med of the profits which accrue to the,holder of an of ń ce over and  
above the regular emoluments; also, in law, the casual profits,  
such as accrue by heriots, fines, reliefs, &c,, to a lord of a manor  
above the yearly revenue from the copyholds. The wood is  
used generally of the casual profits allowed by custom to  
servants or other employds from auperfliioua articles which the  
emρbyeτ has enjoyed the use of or which are supposed not to be  
needed.  

?ERRA01,T. CHAHLBp (5628-1703), French author, was  
hem in Paris on the rush of January 1628. His father, Pierre  
Pcmuk, was a barrister, all of whose four eons were men of some  
distinction: Claude (1653-5688), the second, was by profession 

 s physician'  but became the aichitect of the Louvre, and trans-
1}ted Vitruvius (1673). Chailes was brought up at the Collge de  
Beauvais, until he these to quarrel with his masters, titer which  
he was allowed to follow his own bent in the way of study. He  
took his degree of li'end$ en droll at Orleans in τ6ςτ, and was  
almost immediately celled to the Pets his, where, however, he  
practised for a very short time. In 1654 his brother became  
receiver-general of Paris, and made Charles his clerk. After  
needy ten years of this employment he was, in 1663, chosen by  
Colbert as his secretary to assist and advise him in matters  
misting to the arts and sciences, not forgetting literature. He  
was controller-general of the department of public works, member  
of the commission that afierwardsdeveloped into the Acadlmie  
des fascriplioru, and in ι67 t he was admitted to the AcodMssr  

/van ςαis. Perrault justified his elccunn in several ways One  
was the orderly arrangement of the business aflair of the  
Academy. another was the suggestIon of the custom of holding  
public sdaaces for the reception of candidates. Coibeti's death in  
1683 put an end to Perrault's offidal career, and he then gave  
himself up to literature, beginning with Saint Paulin estque de  

&fie, deer use tptlre ckritknee sear la ptniknce, d ens ode sex  
neuseesis seπαr:is. The famous dispute of the ancients and  
modems arose from a posm on the Sitck de Louis ie Grend (1687),  
read before the Academy by Ferns t, on which Boileau mm-
mented in violent terms. Perrault had ideas ands will of his  
own, and be published (4 vita, 5688-1696) his Paraikledes  

isriews d des moderw α. The controversy that followed in its  
train raged holly in France, passed thence t ο England, and in  
the days of Antoine Houdarf de Is Motte and Ffnelon broke  
eat again in the country of its origin. As far as Perrault is  
concerned be was inferior to his adversaries in learning, but  
decidedly sυρ τ iοr to them in wit and politeness.  

Ιι is not known whet drew Perratilt to the composition of the  
only works of his which are still rend, but the taste for fairy  
stories and Oriental taiss at court is noticed by Mme de Sevignf  
in 2676, and at the end of the 17th century gave rise to the fairy  
etοdes of Mlle L'Hfń tier de Villaudon, whose Bigarrures isgtsi-
esses appeared in 1696, of Mme d'Aulnoy and ethers, while  
Antoine Gailand's trandstion ci the Tkowand-and-One Nights  

belongs tο the early years of the ι8th century. The first of  
Pemadt's conta, .Grisdlidis, which is inverse, appeared in ι69ι,  
end was reprinted with Pears d'dse end Les Sonrkails ridicuks,  

11ι Inverse, in a Rased de pikes ctrseurn—publisbcdai the  

Hague fa r694. But Pertault was no poet, and the merit of  
these piece is entirely obscured by that Of the prose tales, Le  
Belk se bees deemaet, Petit ‚kapwos refer, La Bathe bless, Le  

Chat boll', Les Flu, Cendrdkn, Riguel d la kouppe and Le Petit  

peaces, which appeared in a volume with 1697 on the tide-page,  
and with the generaltitle of Hitlo&es οu mks du kmps',use  
can des meralills. The frontispiece contained a placard with  
the inscription, Conks de ma mere foie. In 1876 Paul Lunde  
attributed the stories to the authorship of Perrault's eon, P. 
Datmancour, who signed the dedication, and was their, accenting  
to Laois, nineteen rears old. Andrew Lang has suggested  
that the eon was a child, not a young man of nineteen, that he  
really wrote down the stories as he heard them, and that they  
were then edited by his father. This supposition would explain  
the mitture of nalvetb and satire in the text. Perra υlt's other  
works include his lftmoi es (in which he was assisted by his  
brother Claude), giving much valuable information on. Colbert's  
ministry; an Betide lraeestie written in collaboration with his  
two brothers,  and Les Hommes iUwUU qsu eel pατιι en France  
peedoei ce week (s eels., 1696-1 700). He died on the ι ό th of  
May 1703, in Paris. His eon, Pertault d'Arms-Coiirt, was the  
author of a well-known book, Caries des Jess, containing the  
story of Cinderella, &c.  

Except the tales, Peumult's works have not recently been re.  printed.  01 these there are many modern editions, e.g. by Paul  
Lacroix (t8;6), and by A. Lelehvre (" Nouvelle collecico Janet,"  
1875); she Perrauh's Popular Tales (Oxford, 1888). which contains  
the French text edited by Andrew Lang. with an introduction,  
and an examination of the sources of each story. See also  
ΗiρpoΙyte Rigault, HisS, de la guerdk des asciens et des modernes  

01 56)  
PERAERS (or Dx Wtieosoa), AIJCB (d. 1400), mistress of  

the English king Edward III., belonged probably to the Hen.  
fordshire family. of Perrers, although it is also stated that she  
was of more humble birth. Before 1366 she had entered the  
service of Edward's queen, Philippa, slid she appears later as  
the wife of Sir William de Windsor; deputy of Ireland (d. 1384).  
Her intimacy with the king began about 5366, and during the  
next few years she received from him several grants of land  
and gifts of jewels. Not content with the great influence which  
she obtained over Edward, Alice interfered in the pταeedings  
of the courts of law to secure sentences in favour of her friends, 

 or of those, who bad purchased her favour; actions which induced  
the parliament of 5S76 to forbid all women from practising  
in the law muds Alice was banished, but John of Gaunt,  
duke of Lancaster, allowed her to return to court after the death  
o{ Edward the Black Prince in June 1376, and the parliament  
of t377 reversed the sentence against her. Again attempting  
to pervert the course of justice, she was tried by the peen and  
banished after the death of Edward III. in June 1377; but this  
sentence was annulled two years later, and Alice regained some  
influence at court. Her time, however, was mainly spent in  
lawsuits, one being with William of Wykeham, bishop of  
Winchester, and another with her dead husband's nephew and  
heir, John de Windsor.  

PERROM, PIERRE CIAIJJER (1 755-1834), French military  
adventuiex in India, whom name was originally Pierre Cuillier,  
was born in 1755 at Chateau du Loire in France, the son of  a 
cloth merchant. In 1780 he went out t ο India as a sailer on a  
French frigate, deserted on the Malabar coast, and made his  
way tο upper lndia, where be enlisted in the rena of Gohad's  
corps under a Scotsman named Sangster. In '790 be took  
service under Dc Soigne, and was appointed to the command  
of his second brigade. In 1795 he assisted to win the battle  
of Kardla against the nIsam of Hyderabad, and on De Boigne's  
retirement became commandeain-chief of S'indhia's army.  
At the battle of Malpura ( τ doο) he defeated the .  Rajput forces.  
After the defeat of Ujjain (x800 he refused to send his troops  
to the aid of Slndhia. His treachery on this occasion shook his  
position, and on the outbreak of war between Sindhia and the  
British in 1803 Perron was superseded and fled to the British  
camp. In the battles of Delhi, Laswad and Assaye, Perron's  
battd'oiss were completely destroyed by Lord lake and  
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Sir Arthur Weilesley. He returned to France with a large  
fortune, and. died in 283{.  

See H. Compton, Ew'opeas WW/itary Ads. ιειιι ν of  Hiadsilss  
(ι89s).  

ΡBΗΗΟΝ (a French word meaning properly ι "large stone,"  
Ital. pdnnxe, from Let. peso, Fr. piers', stone), in stchiteclurc, 

 a term applied to a raised platform reached by steps in front of  
the entrance to a building. The grand flight of external steps  
entering the mansions of the medieval nobility or high nfδciab  
was considered in itself a mark of jurisdiction, as it is said that  
sentence was therm pronounced against criminals, who were  
afterwards executed at the foot of the steps—as at the Giant's  
Stairs of the Dege's palace at Venice.  

PBRRONE, GIOVANNI (2794-2876), Italian theologian, was  
born at Chied (Piedmont) in 2794. lie studied theology at  
Turin, and in his twenty.drst year went to Rome, where he  
joined the Society of Jesus. In 2816 he was sent as professor  
9f theology to Orvieto, and in 1823 was appointed to a similar  
post in the Collegium Romanum. From Ferrets, where be was  
rector of the Jesuit College after 1830, he returned to his teaching  
work in Rome, being made head of his old college in r85ο.  He 
took aiearling part in the discussions which led up to the promul-
gation of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception (t854), and  
in 2869 was prominent on the Ultramontane side in the Vatican  
;Council. His numerous domestic works are characteristic  
of orthodox modern Roman theology. They include Pmmele-
rioxe Iheoiogkae (9 vols., Rome, 1835 sqq•), P,celcdio es  
ΙkeοΙοs ίιαe is ‚cmpexdiem redadae (4 vols., Rome, 1845),  
.1l Hameńosisme (Rome, 1838), Ii PYDI"WISiS,NO σ la regale  
di /ide (3 vols., 2853), De dioixiln/k D. Ν. lass Ckrrsli (3 vols.,  
Turin, 1870). He died on the 26th of August 1876.  
. AERROT, SIB JOHN (ι. ι527-ι fps),  lord deputy of Ireland,  
was the son of Mary Berkley, who afterwards married Thames  
Perrot, a Pembrokeshire gentleman. Re was generally reputed  
to be a son of Henry VIII., and was attached to the household  
of William Paulet, rat marquess of Winchester. He was in this  
way brought to the notice οf Henry VIII., who died, however,  
before fulSuing his promises of advancement, but Perrot was  
knighted at the coronation of Edwaxd VI. During Mate's  
reign he suffered a short imprisonment on the charge of harbour-
ing his uncle, Robert Perrot, and other heretics. In spite of  
his Protestantism he received the castle and lordship of Carew  
in Pembrokeshire, and at the beginning of Elizabeth's reign  
he was entrusted with the naval defence of South Wales. In  
1570 Peποtreluctautlyaccepted the newly mated post of lord  
president of Mυnιter. He landed at Waterford in February  
of the next year, and energelkally set about the reduction of  
the province. In the course of two years he hunted down James  
Fitzmauτίce Fitzgerald, whose submission he received in 557 2.  
Perrot resented the reinstatement of Gerald Fitzgerald, ι sth  
earl of Desmond, and after vainly seeking his own recall left  
Ireland without leave in July 1573, and presenting himself at  
court was allowed to resign his ofboe,.in which he was succeeded  
by Sir William Drury. He returned to his Welsh home, where  
be was fully occupied with his duties as viee.admiral of the  
Welsh seas and a member of the council of the marches.  Al. 
though in 1 578  he was accused by the deputy-admiral, Richard  
Vaughan, of tyranny, subversion of justice and of dealings with  
the pirates, he evidently retained the royal confidence, for he was  
made commissioner for piracy in Pembrokeshire 1111578, and in  
the next year was put in command of a squadron charged to  
intercept Spanish ships on the Irish coast.  

The recall of Arthur Grey, Lord Grey de Wilton, In 2582, left  
vacant the 0111cc of lord deputy of Ireland, and Perrot was  
appointed to it early in 1584. Sir John Norris became lord  
president of Munster and Sir Richard Bingham went to Con-
naught. Perret's chief instructions concerned the plantation  
of Munster, where the confiscated estates, some boo,000 acres  
in extent, of the.eul of Desmond were to be given to English  
landlords at a norms) rent, provided that they brought with  
them English farmers and labourers, Before he had had time  
to embark on this enterprise he heard that the Highland clans  

of Maclean and MacDomeR were raiding Ulster at the inv(tstien  
of Sorley Boy MacDonneD, the Score-Irish ceniatable of Dunluce  
Castle. He marched into Ulster, but Seder Boy escaped  him, 
and crossed to Scotland, only to return later with relofereameats.  
The lord deputy was roundly abused by Elizabeth for under-
taking "a rash, unadvised journey," but Serley Boy was  
reduced to submission in 2586. In 2585 Perrot succeeded is  
completing the "composition of Connaught," a scheme for a  
contract between Elizabeth and the landholders of the pmvince  
by which the queen should receive a small quitrent. During  
his Freer as lord deputy he had established peace, end bed  
deserved well of Elizabeth. But • rash and violent temp,  
coupled with unsparing criticism, not to my abuse, of his  
associates, had made him numerous enemies. A hastily con-
ceived plan for the conversion of the revenues of St Patrick' ι  
Cathedral, Dublin, to provide funds for the erection of two  
colleges, led to a violent quarrel with Adam Lid ins, archbishop  
of Armagh. Perrot had interfered in Bingham's goVurnment  
of Connaught, and in May ιςΡ87 he actually struck Sir Nicholas  
Bagenal, the knight marshal, in the council chamber. Elsabeth  
decided to supersede him in January 1588, but it was only air  
months later that his summer, Sir William Fitzwllliam, stewed  
in Dublin. After his return to England his enemies coretismed  
so work for his ruin, and a forged letter purporting to be from  
him to Philip II. of Spain gave colour to an accusation cl  
treasonable correspondence with the queen's enemies, but when  
he was tried before a special commission in 1592 the charge of  
high treason was chiefly based on his alleged contemptuous  
remarks about Elizabeth. He was found guilty, but died hi the  
Tower in September 5592. Elizabeth was said to have intended  
his pardon.  

A life of Sir John Perot from a MS. dating from the end cl  
Elizabeth's reign was printed I 5728. Sir James Perrot (s71-
1637), writer and politician, was his illegitimate son.  

ΡΒΒRΥ, i *t'mzW CALBRAITH (2794-1858), Amekas  
naval officer, was born in South Kingston, Rhode Island, on the  
Both of April 2794. lie became a midshipman in 1809, and  
served successively in the schooner " Revenge " (then cam  
mended by his brother, Oliver H. Perry) and the frigate  
"President." In 1813 he became a lieutenant, and during the  
Warof 181 s served in the frigate" United Status" (which, when  
abandoned by Perry, was blockaded in the harbour of New  
Landon, Connecticut), the " President " and the " Cbi ρρenra."  
Soon after the war Peery was assigned to the Brooklyn (New  

York) navy yard, where he served till 1819. He become a  
commander in ι8,6, and during 2826-5830 was in the recraiting  
service at Boston, where he took a leading put in orgsnimng the  
first naval apprentice system of the United States navy. He was  
promoted in 1837 to the rank of captain (then the bigbeat actual  
rank in.the United States navy), and in 1838-1840 commanded  
the " Fulton II.," the first American steers war vessel. He also  
planned the " Missouri" and the " Mississippi," the first steam  
frigates of the United States navy, and was in command of the  
Brooklyn navy yard from June 1841 until March 1843, when he  
assumed command of a squadron sent to the /ride= conet by  
the United States, under the Webster-Ashburton treaty, to aid  
in suppressing the slave trade. This command of a equadma  
entitled him to the honorary rank of commodore. On the 23rd  
of October 1846, during the Mexican Wet, Perry, in command of  
the steam veaseis" Vixen " and " McLane,," and four schemam,  
attacked and captured Frontem, at the mouth of the Tobasao  
giver, then pushed on up the river and (on the 24th) captured  
the town of Tobasco,thereby cutting off Mexico from Yisca*an^  
He relieved Commodore David Conner at Vera Cruz on the a2st  
οf March 1847, and after a two days' bombardment by a beuery  
landed from the ships the city wall Was breached sufidmdy  
to admit the entrance of troops  

Commodore Perry's distinctive achievement, however, was  
his negotiation in 1854 of the treaty between the United State  
and Japan, which opened Japan to the influences of wester'  
civilization. Perry sailed from Norfolk, Virginia, on the ssth  of 
Novtmber 1852, in the " MississIppi." He reached Hoog.Kang  
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On the 7th of April and on the 8th of July dropped anchor off  
the aty of Uraga, on the western shore of the Bay of Yedo with  
the "Susquehanna," his flagship, the " Μiasiri ρρi," and the  
sloops.0f-war "Saratoga" and "Plymouth." On the t"th of  
July, accompanied by his of8cen and escorted by a body of  
armed marines and sailors (iii all about 300 men), he went ashore  
and presented to commissioners especially appointed by the  
shOgim to receive them, President Fillmore's letters to the em-
peror, and his own credentials. A few days later the American  
fleet sailed fog Hong-Kong with the understanding that Perry  
would return in the following spring to rceive the emperor's  
reply. On the trth of February, accordIngly, he reappeared in  
the Bay of Yedo with his fiat—thb tame composed of the  
" Susquehanna," " Powhatan " and " Mississippi, ' and the  
sailing vessels" Vandalic,"" Lexington "and "Southampton,"  
and despite the protests of the Japanese selected an anchorage  
about t a m. farther up the bay, nearly opposite the present site  
of Yokohama, and within about to m. of Yedo (T6ky6). Here,  
on the 31st of March 1854, was concluded the lint treaty (ratified  
at Simoda, on the arat of February ι8, and proclaimed on the  
aznd of June following) between the United States and Japan.  
The more important articles of this treaty provided that the port  
of Simada, in the principality of Idxu, and the port of Hakodate,  
in the principality of Matsmai, were constituted as marts for  
the reception of American ships, where they could buy such  
supplies as they needed; that Japanese vessels should assist  
American vessels driven ashore on the coasts of japan, and that  
the crews of such vessels should be properly eared for at one of  
the two treaty marts; that shipwrecked and other American  
citizens in Japan should be as free as in other countries, within  
certain prescribed limits; that ships of the United States should  
be permitted to trade at the two treaty marts under temporary  
regulations prescribed by the Japanese, that American ships  
should use only the ports named, except under stress of weather,  
and that privileges granted to other nations thereafter must also  
be extended to the United States. Commodore Perry died in  
Ncw York City on the 4th of March 1858.  

A complete and readable account of this expedition, απd  ih 
results. scientific as well as political, compiled from the journals  
and reports of Commodore Perry απd his offcce', was published by  
the United States government under the title, Neeral.w sri the  

RRS ρed ιliοn of am Amman' Sgaadro π b the Ckiaa Seas sad Je$.  
(3 vole., Washington, t836). The first volume of this work, con-
taining Commodore Perry • narrative, was also published separately  
A brief biography of Perry is included in Charles Morris s Herees  
of eke N'svy Is Amer** (Philadelphia and London, 1907). See also  
William E. GnR.'s 3(aIIkew ColbraiIIs Perry, a Typusl Amenrea  
Naual (d*cer (Boston, 1887).  

PERRY, OLIVER HAZARD (1785-ι8ιp), American naval  
officer, was hero at South Kingston, Rhode Island, on the  
23rd of August 1785. He entered the navy as midshipman  
(ι  ;p) with his father, Christopher Raymond Perry (176r-X818), 

 a captains In the navy, and saw service against the Barbary  
pirates. At the beginning of the War of 1812 he was in  
command of a flotilla at Newport, but was transferred (Feb.  
1813) to the Ickes. He served with Commodore Chauncey,  
and then was sent from Lake Ontario to Lake Erie, where he  

took up the chief command at the end of March s8s3. With  
the help of a strong detachment of offSccr. and men from the  
Atlantic coast he equipped ι squadron consisting of one brig,  
six fine sthooneri and aye sloop. Other vessels were laid down  
at Presgae Isle (now Erie), where he concentrated the Lake  
Eric fleetin July. When Captain Perm a ρρeared off Amherst,  
burg, when Captain Robert Heriot Barclay ,  (d. 1837), the  
British commander, was lying with his squadron, he had ι  
very merited ιuρετiοτδy. Captain Barclay, after a hot en.  
gagement--the Battle of Lake Erie--in whIch Captain Perry's  
flagship the "Lawrence," a brig, was so severely shattered  
that he had to lave her, was completely defeated. Perry com-
manded the "Java" in the Mediterranean expedition of χ8'  5-
τ8ι6, and he died at Port of Spain in Trinidad on the 23rd of  
Ανguat.ι8so; of yellow fever contracted on the coast of Brasil  

See O. B. Lyrnsu, Commedar 0. Η. Perry dud fie War ea tkr'  
lakee (New York, 1905).  

  

PERRY. a city and the county-sat of Noble county, Okla-
homa, U.S.A. 30 m. N. by Ε. of Guthrie. Pop. (r900), 335'  
(300 negroes); (ruto) 3 133. Perry δ served by the Atchison,  
Topeka & Santa FE railway and by the St Louis & San Francisco  
system. It is the commercial centre of a large agricultural said  
stock-raising region, which produces cotton and grain. Perry  
was settled in 1880.  

PERRY (prom Fr. $&l, from poire, a pear), an alcoholic  
beverage, obtained by the fermentation of the juice of peal.  

The manufacture is in all essentials identical with that of  
Cron: (q...)•  

PERRYVILLE, a town of Boyle county, Kentucky,  U.S A., 
about so m W. of Danville. Pop. (0000), 407. Here on the  
8th of October 1863 General Braxton Bragg, in command of the  
Confederate army of the MississIppi of about ι6,ο ο men, with  
which he had invaded Kentucky, faced about in his slow retreat  

across the state and gave battle to the Union army of the  

Ohio of about 40,000 (of whom only about 22,000 were actually  
engaged) commanded by Major-General Don Carla Buell.  

Bragg's order to attack was disregarded by Major-General  
Leonidaa Polk, who preferred adopting the" defensiveoffend νe"  
rather than engage all of Bison's force. Bragg himself came on  
the field about roam, and repeated his orders for an attack, but  
it was 2 p.m. before there was an actual engagement. Theh  

after much delay en P elk's part the Confederate army joined  
battle with McCook's corps. The Confederate lines were broken  
and driven back through Perryville, where caissons, ammunition  

wagons and 140 officers and men were captured. Darkness had  

new come on, and in the night Bragg withdrew. His losses  

were reported as fro killed, 2635 wounded and 251 missing.  

The Union toss was 845 killed, 2851 wounded and sr ς raptured  
or missing. The battle was drawn tactically, but strategically  
it was a Union victory and it virtually closed Bragg's unsuc-
cessful Kentucky campaign, which is sometimes called the  
Perryville campaign.  

PERSEPOLIS, an ancient city of Persia, situated some qo m.  
Ν.E of Shiraz, not far from where the small river Pulwar flows  
into the Kur (Kyrus). The site Is marked by a large terrace  
with its east side leaning on Kuhi Rahmet (" the Mount of  
Grace "). The other three sides are formed by a retaining wall,  
varying in height with the slope of the ground from 14 to 4! ft.;  
on the west side a magnificent double stair, of very easy steps,  
leads to the top. On this terrace are the ruins of s number of  
colossal buildings, all constructed of dark grey marble from the  
adjacent mountain. The stones were laid without mortar, and  
many of them are still in silts. Especially striking are the huge  
pillars, of which a number still stand erect. Several of the  
buildings were never finished. F. Stoles has shown that in  
some cases even the mason's rubbish has not been removed. 1  
These ruins, for which the name λ ί il minare or Chikil iatnare  
(" the forty columns or minarets "), can be traced back to the  
13th century, are now known as Tat/ill Jdmskid (" the throne  
of Jamahid "). That they represent the Persepolis captured  
and partly destroyed by Alexander the Great has been beyond  
dispute at least since the time of Pietro dells  Valle! 

Behind Takhti Jamshid are three sepulchres hewn out of the  
rock in the hillside, the fαςades, one of which is incomplete,  
being richly ornamented with reliefs. About 8' m. N.N.E., en  
the opposite side of the Pulwar, ń ses a perpendicular wall οf  
rock, in which four similar tombs are cut, at a considerable  
height from the bottom of the valley. The modern Persists  
call this place Nokshi Regent (" the picture of Rustam ") from  
the Sassauian reliefs beneath the opening, which they take to  
be a representation of the mythical hero Rustam. That the  

•  
'Cf. I. Chardlis, Σ. Kaempfer, C. Niebchr and W. Genie!.  

Niebuhr s drswings, though good, am, foe the purposes of the arthi-
tecturat student, inferior to the great work o Γ C. Τεxier, απd  stfll 
more to that of E. Flaedin and P.. Caste. Good sketches, chiefly  
after Flandin, are given by C. Kossowics, Isrrnp'toars pauses.  
pricer (St Petersburg, X872). In addition tο these we have  
the photographic plates in F. Stein's Porcepetis (a votes, Berko,  
1882  

■ Litero X V. (ed. Brighton. 1843), ii. 246 seq.  
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occupants of these seven tombs wcreklag'might be inferred'ftem  
the sculptures, and one of those at Nakabd Rustam is expressly  
deelared in its inscription to be the tomb of Darius Hystaspis,  
concerning whom Ctessiss relates that his grave was in the face of 

 a rock, and could only be ruched by means of an apparatus  
of rope. Ctesias mentions further, with regard to a number of  
Persians kings, either that their remains were brought " to the  
Persiam," or that they died there.' Now we know that CyrU3was  
buried at Pasargadae (q.v.) sad if there is any truth in the  
statemeut that the body of Cambyaes was brought home " to the  
Persians" his burying-place must be sought somewhere beilde  
that of his father. In order to identify the graves of ·Pesse ροlis we  
must bear in mind that Ciesias assumes that it was the custom for  
a king to prepare his own tomb during his lifetime. Hcncethe  
kings buried at Nakshi Rustam are probably, besides Darius,  
Xerxm 1., Artaxerus L and Darius II. Χerιc II., who reigned  
for a very short time, could scarcely ńave obtained so splendid  
a monument, sad still less could the usurper Sogdianus (Secy-
dianus). The two completed graves behind Takbti Jamsbid  
would then belong to Artaxerxes II, and Artaxerxes ΙΙΙ. The  
unfinished one is perhaps that of Arse, who reigned at the  
longest two years, or, if not his, then that of Darius III.  
(Codomannus), who is one of those whose bodies are said to have  
been brought " to the Persians"' (see Αatauτεcτυgπ, fig. 12).  
Another small group of ruins in the same style is found at the  
village of liajjiib&d, on the Puiwar, a good hour's walk above  
Takhti Jamshid. These formed a single building, which was  
still intact goo years ago, and was used as the mosque of the  
then existing city of Istakhr.  

Since Cyrus was buried in Pasarg^dae, which moreover is  
mentioned in Ctesias as his own city,' and since, to judge from  
the inscriptions, the buildings of l'ersepolis commenced with  
Darius I., it was probably under this king, with whom the sceptre  
passed to a new branch of the royal house, that Persepolis  
became the capital' (see Pe.RsIA: Ancient Hiafory, V. 2) of Persia  
proper. As a residence, however, for the rulers of the empire,  
a remote place in a difficult alpine region was far from con-
venient, and the real capitals were Susa, Babylon and Ecbatana.  
This accounts for the fact that the Greeks were not acquainted  
with the city until it was taken and plundered by Alexander  
the Great. Ctesias must certainly have known of it, and it is  
possible that he may have named it simply Ilfpeae, after the  
people, as is undoubtedly done by certain writers of a somewhat  
later date." But whether the city really bore the name of the  
people and the country is another question. And it is extremely  
hazardous to assume, with Sir H. Rawlinson and J.  Oppert, that  
the words am! Pared, " its this Persia," which occur in en inscrip-
tion on the gateway built by Xerxes (1). 1. re), signify "in this  
lily of Parse," and consequently prove that the name of the  
city is identical with the name of the country. The form  
Persepolis (with a play on wlpeir, destruction) appears first  
in Cleitarchus, one of the =Wiest, but unfortunately one of the  
most imaginative annalists of the exploits of Alexander.  

It has been universally admitted that " the palaces" or "the  
palace " (r έt βασfλew) burned down by Alexander are those now in  
ruins at Takhti Jamshid. From Steize's investigations it appears  
that at least one of these, the castle built by Xerxes, bearsevident  

trues of having been destroyed by fire. The locality described by  
Diodorus after Cleitarchus corresponds in important particulars  
with }'akbti Jemshid, for example, in being supported by the  

'This statement is not made in Ctesias (or r" 'gar in the extracts  
of Photius) about Darius II., which is ρrοbab Ι accidental; in the  
case of Sogdianus, who as a usurper was not . leered worthy of  
honourable burial, there is a good reason for the emission:  

" Aden, iii. 22, 1.  
' Cf. also in particular ttrlutarch. Anrnx. iii.. where PaasTgadse  

is distinctly looked on as the leered cradle of tl dynasty.  
'The story of Aelian (H. A. 1. 59), who makos Cyrus build his  

royal palace in Pernepolis, deserves no attention.  

'So Amen (iii. '8, I, to), or rather his best authority, King  
Ptolemy. So. again, the Babylonian Bemssua, shortly after  
Alexander. See Clemens Alex., Adswm. ad gwes. C.  5,  where with  
C,eorg Hoffmann (Pert. MSrtyrer, 137), rat is to be  ό fοre  
Udees,o. and this to be understood as the name of the metropolis.  

mountain on the eat' These f. however, oni formidable  
difficulty. Diodorus rays that the ruck at the beck of the palace  
containing the royal sepulchres ism steep that the bodies could  
be raised to their last restiisg.placeoelyby mechanical aρρΙλanme.  
This is not true of the graves behind Takhti Jemahid, to whieh,as  
F. Stoize expressly observes, one can easily ride up; on the other  
hand, it is strictly true of the grave at Nakshi Ruatam. Slobs  
accordingly started the theory that the royal castle of Persapolis  
stood dose by Nakshi Rustam, and has sunk in comae of time 

 to shapeless heaps of earth, under which the flimsies may be  
concealed. The vest ruins, however, of Takbti Jamabid,  and 
the terms constructed with so much labour, can hardly be  
anything else than the ruins of palaces; as for temples, the Per-
sians had no such thing, at least in the time of Darius and  
Xerxes. Moreover, Persian tradition at a very remote period  
knew of only three architectural wonders in that region, which  
it attributed to the fabulous queen hum (Klurnmi)—tbe grave  
of Cyrus at Murgab, the building at HIijisbid, and those on  
the great terrace.' It is safest therefore to identify these last  
with the royal palaces destroyed by Alexander. Cleitarchus,  
who can scarcely have visited the niece himself, with his usual  
recklessness of statement, confounded .  the tombs behind the  
palaces with those of Nakshi Rustam; indeed he appears to  
imagine that all the royal sepukhrea were at the same place.  

In 316 Π.C. Persepolia was still the capital of Persis as a  
province of the great bfacedonian Empire (see Died. ńx, 21 seq.,  
46 ; probably after Hieronymus of Cardia c  who was living about  
316). The city must have gradually declined in the course of  
time; but the ruins of the Achaemenidae remained as a witness  
to its ancient glory. It is probable that the principal town of the  
country, or at least of the district, was always in this neighbour-
hood. About 4.n. too we find there the city Istakhr (properly  
Stakhr) as the scat of the local governors. There the foundations  
of the second great Persian Empire were laid, and Istakhr  
acquired special importance as the centre of priestly wisdom and  
orthodoxy. The Sasaanian kings have covered the face of the  
rocks in this neighbourhood, and in part even the Acbaemenian  
ruins, with their sculptures and inscriptions, and must themselves  
have built largely here, although never on the same scale of  
magnificence as their ancient predecessors. The. Romans knew  
as little about Istakhr as the Greeks had done about Pmepolis  
—end this in spite of the fact that for four hundred years the  
Sassanians maintained relations, friendly or hostile, with the  
empire.  

At the time of the Arabian conquest Istakhr offeredadesperme  
resistance, but the city was still it place of considerable impor-
tance in the 1st century of Islam (see Cnt> care), although its  
greatness was speedily eclipsed by the new metropolis  Shim. 
In the Loth century Istakhr bad become an utterly insignificant  
place, as may be seen from the descriptions of Istakhr, a native  
(c. 950), and of MukaddasΙ (c. 985). During the following  cen-
turies Istakhr gradually declines, until, as a ate, it maned to  
exist. This fruitful region, h σweνer, was covered with villages  
till the frightful devastations of the 18th century; and even now  
it is, comparatively speaking, well cultivated. The " eastle  
of Istakhr" played a conspkuous part several times during the  
Mfahemmedsn period as a strong fortress. It was the middle-
most and the highest of the three steep sags which risea from the  
valley of the Kur, at some distance to the west ox north-west  
of Nakshi Austen. We learn from Oriental writers that one  
of the Bayid (Buwsihid) sultans in the Loth century of the  

Flight constructed the great cisterns, which may yet be seen,  
sad have been visited, amongst others, by James Modα and  
E. Fiandin. W.  Ouseley points out that this meth was still  
used in the ι6th century, at least as a state prison. But when  
Pietro dells Valle was there in ιό a ι it was already In ruins.  

"The name of this mountain trop, pa σ,λιsfι less, is Wendell with  
SkShhish. which s at least tolerably well established by W. Ouseley  
(ii, 417) ass  synonym of .Κ ki reheat 

' See especially Hamza isp., 38 ;Tabar!, i. δpο, 816 (d. T. Nδfdelee,  
Cuchicktu der Perser.  ... ass... Ta8GTi, p. 8). The ruins at  
Tskhti Jamshid are alluded to as the work of Huseil, in me οexiom  
with as event which occurred shortly alter a.a 400.  
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(l 4 - 47);  Ε. 	
ΤΙιπ Ίa end !. ςςgη^p^e, . V a as . Pane 

(l 	
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yes mad JsκΑri υιa nos PeTwp oiis, &c.  (x882);  G. Perrot 
and C. Chipies, Iestoire de i'art dens I anhgielit , v. (1 890). Sec also  
Damn.; Pzwa: Ancient Hiss.ry; and CAUriArL  

(Ta.  Ν.;  A.R. 5»)  
KIIi1WS, In Greek legend, son of Dane and Zeus. When  

Fsreum was grown to waabood Polydactea, king of Se ńphus,  
tact his eye on Dane; and, in order to rid himself of the son,  
meted of him a promise that he would bring him the head  

of the Gorgon Medusa. The Gorgon dwelt with their sisters  
the Greece (the grey women) by the great ocean, far sway in  
the west. Guided by Hermes and Athens, Perseus came to  
the Graeae. They were three hags, with but one eye and one  

tooth between them. Perseus stole the eye and the tooth, and  
would not restore them till the Graeae had guided him to the  
Nymphs, from whom he received the winged sandals, a wallet  
(ιdβwιr. resembling a gamekeeper's bag) and the helmet Of  
Lades, which rendered him invisible. Thus equipped and armed  
by Hermes with a sharp sword like a sickle, he came upon the  

Gorgon as they slept, and cut off Medusa's head, while with  
averted eyes he looked at her reflection which Athena showed  
bins in the mirror of her shield. Perseus put the Gorgon's head  
hi his wallet and fled, pursued by Medusa's sisters, to Ethiopia,  

where he delivered and married Andromeda (g.e.). With her he  
returned to Seriphus in time to rescue his mother and Dictya  

from Polydectes, whom he turned to atone with all his court  
by showing them the Gorgon's bead. The island itself was  
turned to stone, and the very frogs of Seriphus (so ran the  
proverb) were dumb (Aellan, Nat. anise. iii. 37). Perseus then  
gavq the head of Medusa to Athena, and, with Danat and Andro-
tneda, hastened to Argos to see his grandfather, Acrisius, once  

more. But before his arrival Acrisius, fearing the oracle, had  

led to Larfasa in Thessaly. Thither Perseus followed him, and  
at some funeral games held in honour of the king of that country  
snwittingly slew his grandfather by the throw of a quoit, which  
struck him on the foot. Ashamed to return to Argos, Perseus  

gave his kingdom to Megapentles (Acriaiu's nephew), and  
received from him Tiryns in exchange. There he reigned and  
founded Mideia and Mycenne, and became the ancestor of the  

Persides, amongst whom were Eurystheus and Heracles.  
The legend of Perseus was localized in various places. Italy  

claimed that the chest containing Diningand Perseus drifted  

ashore on the D τeliaa coast (Virgil, Ate vii. 372, 410). The  
Persian kings were said to have been descended from Perses a  

son of Perseus, and, according to Pausanias of Damascus; he  
taught the l'crsians to worship fire, and founded the Magian  
priesthood. His cult was transferred to the kings of Pontes,  
for on coins of Amisus be is represented with the features of  

Mithradates Eupator. Like Andromeda, Redone, the daughter  
W Laomedon, king of Troy, was rescued by Heracles from a sea  

-monster, and both stories have been interpreted of the sun  
slaying the darkness, Andromeda and Hesione being the moon,  

which the darkness is about to devour. In one version of the  
story of Hesione, Heracle^is said to have spent three days,, like  

Jonah, in the belly of the beast, and it is noteworthy that the  

Greek represenutiona of Andromeda's monster were the models  

for Jonah's fish in early Christian art. Its bone, and Aisdro.  
sneda's chains were shown on a rock at Joppa. Perseus appears  

en coins of Pontus and Cappadocia, and of Tarsus in Cilicia,  
which he was said to have founded. The legend of St George  
was infltuneed by the traditlotis current resenting Perseus in  
Syria and Asia Minor.  

Fow the slaying of the Medusa; see F. H. Knatz, 	Pensi 
fa(wtam arti)tees grand it romos i  tractaeeriet (1895); and, on the  
whole story. E. S. Hartland. The Legend of Ρeιseυ (alga- ι8g6).  

PEBJEUS, is astronomy, a constellation of the northern  
bemisρbeτe, called after the Greek legendary hero, it is mentioned  
by Esdo==a (4th century B.C.) and Aratus (3rd century s.c.l;  

1  Author of a history of Antioch; be is quoted by John •Malalas.  
ChB pp. 3 - ed. Bonn (1830. Nothing further is 
kiiown id bins (see C. W Mlllα. Fragmoala bust οrέeσιusm #aerorum,  
1v. 464.  . 

Ptolemy and Tycho babe catalogued ag sure. Hevelius 46.  
The most important member of this constellation is β Paul  
or Algol (q.s.), a famous variable star. B Par', is a ιriρle sιs ,  
composed of one 411' magnitude star and two of the such magni-  

lade; ,p Pasei is an irregular variable, with a range in magnitude  
01 3'4 t04'1. Ness Perna ia a " new " star discovered in 1887  
andauhseq'eatly s  ragn'M  on Harvard plateaby Mn Fleming  
in ι8g5; another new star was discovered by Anderson on the  
rut of February lgol, which, after increasing in magnitude,  
gradually became fainter and ultimately disappeared. There  
is a nests stirwstsiding Now Pend (reon) which was photo-  
graphed at Verkes observatory in September spot; a pair of  

star dusters, appearing as a bright patch in the Milky Way;  
and the metprm swarm named the Perseids, which appear in  
August and have their radiant in Perseus. (See Msrsox.)  

PERSE08 OF MACEDONIA (b. c. 212 s.c.), the but king of  
Macedonia, eldest son of Philip V. lie had his brother  
Demetrius killed, and thus cleared his way to the throne in 579.  
War broke nut with Rome in i7s E.C. when P. Licieua Crauas  
was sent to attack him. Perseus defeated Crassus at Callinicns  
in Thessaly, but in 168 he was annihilated at Pydn by L.  
Aemiliva Paulus. He was led in triumph through Rome, and  
died in captivity at Alba Fucens. (See MACEDONIA.)  

PRBSHORE, a market town in the Evesham parliamentary  

division of Worcestershire, England, 113  m. W.N.W.of Landon  
and 7 S.E. of Worcester by the Great Western railway. Pop.  
(coos), 3348.  The station is ή  m. from the town. Market  
gardening and fruit-growing (especially plums) are carried on  
and agricultural implements are manufactured. The church  
of the two parishes of Holy Cross and St Andrew face one another  
across a road. Holy Cross is a remnant of a mitred abbey of  
Benedictines, said to have been founded about 970 by Ring  
Edgar, on the site of a Mercian religious settlement. There  
remain only the fine Early English choir, with Decorated addi-
lions, the Norman south transept and the majestic Decorated  
tower; while slight fragments of a Norman nave are seen.  

PEESΙΑ, a kingdom of western Asia, bounded on the N. by  
the Caspian Sea and the Russian Transcaucasian and Trans.  
easpian territories, en the Ε. by Afghanistan and Baluchistan,  
on the S. by the Arabian See and the Persian Gulf, and on the  
W. by Turkish territory. Lang before the Christian era the  
satrapies of Darius coinprehended roughly an immense range  
of territory, from the Mediterranean to the Indus and from the  

Caucasian chain and Jaxartes Lo the Persian Gulf and Arabian  
Ocean. In the 17th and zSth centuries A.D. the conquests of  
'Abbas and Nadir kept up these boundaries more or less on the  

east, but [ailed to secure them on the Brest, and were limited tο  
the Caucasus and Oxus on the north. Persia of the present day,  
is not only, in the matter of geographical definition, far from the  

vast empire of Sacred Writ and remote history, but it is net  
even the less extensive doniinion of the Safawl kings and Nadir  

Shah. It may be said, however, to comprise now quite as much  
settled and consolidated territory as at any period of its political  

existence of which we tae speak with authority.  
Boundaries. —Tbc region of Ararat presents a good starting  

point fοτ the definition of the western and northern frontiers  

of Persia. A line 20 m. in length from a point  

on the river Aras ι  in 39°  4? Ν. and 44°  40' E. to p οα  
Mt Ararat, in the sotth.westerly direction; divides  
Persia from Russia. Southwards from Mt Amat the Perso  

Turkish frontier extends abeut-7οο  sa» to the meats of the  
Shaft el Arab in the Persian Gulf in 3o° Ν. and 48° 40' E.,  
but is andehned with the exception of the western boundary of  

the little district of Rotor. A mixed commission was appointed  

in 1843 fοτ the settlement of the Perso-Turkish frontier.. Τhq  
iabours of this commission resulted in the Ersetum treaty of  

1847, by which both pewees abandoned some lands and agreed  
to appoint tommisafonsea to define the frontier. Tie com-
missioners met in 1849, 1850 and t8st at Bagdad and Mubamrah  

without arriving at any result. In ι83ι Lard PslmeMon  
proposed that the general line of frontier should be traced by the  

agents of Turkey sad· Persia at Cosstsntln ορle, assfated by the  



τ88  (BOUNDAR1  PERSIA  
eοrαnde ionexs, in eosda ιtdty with t& testy of 	emma,  
leaving doubtful 1οca Ιles tο be settled in future. The Ruselan  

goVernment agreed to this propoaal, and the work of surveying  
the country from Mt Amat to the Persian Gulf was then  

tmdertaken. When this was done the preparation of a map,  

embracing territory 7οο m. in length by so tο 4ο m. bread, Was  

unsettled, and disputes have. frequently arisen between the  
Turkish and Persian governments with regard to their respective  
claims to land (Hertskt, Persian Trmiics). In the autumn 

 of rgo7 Turkish troops occupied not only "doubtful  bαiitiesa  
but also adjoining lands which were indisputably Persian  
territory. The want of a determined line of t tepr αdo0  
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put in bend, and this wotk lasted from November 0857 tr71  

March ι865, when the Porte was informed In May of that year  

that " in the opinion of the mediating Powers, the future line  

of boundary between the respective dominions of the sultan and  

the shah was to be found within the limits traced on the map;  

- that the two Mahοmmedan governments should themselves  
mark out the line; and that in the event of any dife κΡnces  
grisiοg between them in regard to any particular locality, the  
points in dispute abouki be referred to the decision of the govern-
ments of England find Rungs." . This boundary ban remained  

between the two countries may have political advantages, but  
Is inconvenient to the geographer and most unfavourable  to 
the cause of order and good government.  

From the point on the Aras River so m. north-east of Mt  
Ararat, the river forms the northern boundary down to 48• Ε.  
The frontier line then runs about 33 m. in a aoulh-  
easterly direction through the Mogń an steppe to p=pa  
Plisowax on the Buigharu River and then south with  
a bend to the west to the Astam River and the port of Astars in  
38° η' N. and 48° S3' Ε. From Asian a eastwards the boundary  
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m  between 48°  4d E. and 6 le 30' E. The islands situated  
close to the northern shore of the Persian Gulf are  

Persian territory; they are, from east to west, Hormuz (Ormun),  
Larak, Kiahm, Hengam, Fuxur, Kish (tars), Ilindarabi,  
Shaikh-Shu'aib, Jebrin, Rharak, Kbanku (Xhoigu).  

• P&ysirai Gιο``rαρky.—Modern Persia occupies the western and  
larger half of the great Iranian plateau which, rising to a height of  
from 400* to SoοΟ ft. between the valleys of the hides and Tigris,  
covers more than a million square miles. Taking the Kuren Dagh 
or Kopet Dagh to form the northern scarp of this plateau east οΓ  
the Cesρiaα, we find a prolongation of it in the highlands north of  
the political frontier on the Ares, and even in the Caucasus itself.  
On the aorth.ωest Persia is united by the highlands of &menia to  
the mountains of Asia Minor; on the north-west the Paropamisus  
and Hiedo Kush connect it with the himalayas. The lines of  
boundary on the western and eastern faces are to be traced amid  
high ranges of mountains broken here sod there by  deserts and  
valleys. Those ranges lie for the most part northcast and south-
east, as do those in the interior, with a marked exception between  
Teherga and Bujnurd. and in galychiatan, where they he rather  
north-east and south-writ, or, in the latter case, sometimes cast  
and went. The real lowlands are the tracts near the sea-coast  
belonging to the forest-clad provinces of the Caspian in the north  
and the shores of the Persian Gulf below Basra and elsewhere.  
The Pe•sans have no special names for the great ranges. Mountains  
and valleys are known only by local names which frcqthntly cover  
but a few miles. Even the name Elburz, which European geo-
graphers apply to the chains and ranges that extend for a length  
of over 500 m. from Azerbaijan in the west to Khorasan In the east,  
stands with the Persian only (or the to or 70 m. of mountains  
north and north-east of TeherRn, including the cone of Demavend.  
The greet central range, which extends, almost unbroken, for nearly 
800 rat. from Arerbeiijen in the north-west to Baluchistan in the  
south-east, may aptly be called the Centre, Range. It has many  
peaks 9000 to ww,000 ft. in height, and some of its s ιtlπmits rise t0 
an elevation of si,000 ft a near Kerman of nearly ' , οοο ft.  
(Kuh.i.Jupar). The valleys sad plains west of the CenjralRange,  
as for instance those of Mahallat, Josbeirsa, Iafehan, birJan, have  

an elevation of  οο  to 6500 ft.; those within the range. ere  

Ardahal. So, Pans, are about woo ft. higher; and those oast of 
gasp . 

 

slope from an elevation of g000 to 60 οο ft down to the depressions of  
the central plateau which, east of Kum, pprree not more then 2600 ft.  
and east of Ker ιραα 1500 to X700 ft. above the sea-level. Some 
of t ηηe ranges west of the Central Range, which form the highlands  
of Kurdlstan Luristan, Bakhtlań  and Fars, and are pa rallcl to  
it, end near the Persian Gulf ; others follow the Central Range, and  
take a direction to the east at some point between Kerman απd the  
sea on the western frontier of Baluchisun, Some of these western  
ranges rise to considerable elevations' those forming the  turko• 
Persian frontier west'of the lake of R}rmla have peab ",ono ft. 

 Its height while the Saband. east of the lake. απd seqth of Tabel:,  
bas an {ςν,  tine of 12,000 ft. Farther south, the Takht-i.Bilkis;  
le the Mahar district, rises to 11,200  ft., the Elvend (ancient  

G oι ses), near Hamrdm; to ιι,6οο. The Shatufmni With smith a[  
Berujtrd, is over ii ,too ft. in height, the Shah-isa Kula, Kuh-i•  
Gene, 7ardab Kuk aid Kuh-i-Karan (by seine wύ teπ called  
Kahό Rai), all in the Bakhtian country west of lslahae, roe 
'2,800 t ή ,οen ft. in height; and the Kuh.a-Dlna (by some writer. 

 sailed  Kuh-i-D ιnar) ins an alevation of over '4,000 fp  
Still farther south, towards Kerman, there roe several peaks (Bid  
Khag, Lakbzar, Shab-Kub, Jamal Beds, &e.) which rise to en eleva-
tine of 13,000 ft or mare, and the Kash-i'Hazwr, south of Kermit,,  
is 44,700 ft. in height. Begianiog near Atdobil in Azerbaijati,  
ether. the came of Savelaa rise to an elevation of 15,  ys ft. (Russian  
trigonometrical survey), and ending in Khorasan, the greet Elburs  
range ps aεata on its southern, or inward, faces more or less abmipl  
seem rising above immeese gravel slopes, and reaches in some á  
its summits t, height of nearly 3,*02. it,; and the peak of i)emay end,.  
nοth-Nest of Telierin, has a heinjst of At kart '8,000 ft. Theis  
etc several important Lanes tort ΚΙiο'asaι½ and one of them, the  
Binalud, exec of Meshed and worth of Nisbapur, has several peaks  
of ".000 to 12,00 ft. in height. In south-eastern Persia the Kuh•  
i.Bssiain, a dormant volcano, um,00n to us,000 ft i η height, is the,  
Bagmen district, and ψe Kuh'i-Taftan, us. the hot or burmng  
mounta' (also rolled Kub-i.Nuahadar from the "ash ammoniac,  
sss.skidor. f ound on its dopes), an active triple-peaked volcano m 
the S®shed district and '2,68u fa in height (Laptain Jennings), are,  
notable features.  

TsIICIJIg the area of Persia at 6ι8,οοο sq. m. the drainage may  
Shea be distributed: (r) into.the Arabian Sea and Persian Ceilf,,  
135,000 q. πι (τ) into theCaσp^an, X00,000; (3)) into 

depression, 
	· 

tie Seigan . 	43,E; (a) into  the Urmia  
LekR so,ouo; (5) into the interior of Persia, 330,000. The first  
district comprises most of the south-western provinces and the  
whole of the coast region as far east as Gwcttcr; the second relates  
to the traces west, south and east of the southern part of the Caspian  
Sea. The tracts south of the Caspian are not more than 20 to 50  m.  
wide; these on the west widen out to a depth of 250 m. meeting 
the watershed of the Tigris on the one side end that of the Συρhratea  
end tale Van on the others. απd embracing between the two the  
basin of fake Urmta, On the east the watershed of the Casp'ian  
gradually increases in breadth, the foot of the mare extending  
considerably to the north of the south-eastern angle of that sea,  
three degrees east of which it turns to the south-east, parallel to  
the axis of the Kopet Dagh. The third drainage area comprises  
Persian Seistan  with part of the Helmund (Hilmend) basin απd  a 
considerable tract edυτια it on the west. The fourth Is a coot-
paxativtly small area on the western frontier containing the bash  
of I.ake Urmia, shut off from the rget of the inland drainage, an  
the fifth area takes its a ppa αrt of Baluchistan, most of Kerman, 

 a part of Firs, all Yazd, Isfahan Kashan Kum, Irak, Khamseb, 
Κezνiιι, Teheran, en n, Samoan, Damg, Shsiu'ud, Khorasan and the  
oenugl d9ent reon5  

Fourers belonging essentially to Persia in reference to the  
Caspian watershed, sic the Scafid Rud or l(izil Drain on the south=  
west, the Herhaz ci' the south and the Gmurgan and Atrek se the  
southcwtern corner of that inland sea. The Seafid Rud risφ  
in Persian Kurdistan In about 35° 50' R. and 46° 45' Ε., a few  
miles from Senendij. It ha a very tortuous course of nearly  
Soo m., for the distance from its source to the Caspian, S7 m. east 
of Resht t  is only 210 m. in.a straight line. The Ki^l Drain takes  
imp some important alHuents and is called Seafid Rud from the point  
where it breaks through the Elburu to the sea, a distance of 70 m.  
it drain 2 ,a0o to 30,000 eeqq m. of the country. The Heeling,  

^

though not important In length of course or drainage also, like the 
fid Rud, breaks through, the, £lbura range from the inner southern  

scary to the north. it run on the slopes of the , Kaαil Kuh, a peak 
5:,000 ft. in height within the Elburz, απd about 25 m. north of  
TeherAn, flows easterly through the Ler ppla ταυ, where it is known  
as the Lar River, and takes up several effluents; turns to the north-
east at the foot of Demavend, leaving that mountain to the  
left, and flows due north pant Amol to the Caspian. Its length L  
about 120 m. The Gurgen rises on the Armutlu plateau in Khorasan  
test of Asterabed and enters the Cas i-n in 37° ( Ν., north- 
west of Astarabed, after a course of about son m. The Atrek  
rises a few miles from Kuuchan and enters the Casp'ian at the Bay  
of Hessen Kuli in 3)° at' Ν., after a course of about Soo  m. 
From the sea to the Russian frontier ppo^s^ςς  of Chat the river forms 
the frontier between Persia sad the Russian Transcasplan region.  

The drainage of the rivers which hate no outlet to the sea and  
form inland lakes απd swamps (kaeir) may be estimated at 350,000  
q. tn., including the drainage of Lake Urmia which is about  
:0,000 q. m. Fourteen rivers Sow into the lake: the AJ!  Chat,  
Safi Chai, Murdi Chai απd Jaghatu from the easy, theTauan fTatava)  
from the south; and nine smaller Livers from the west. During  

heavy rains and when the snows on the hills melt, thousands cl  
streams flow from all direction, Into the innumerable depressions  
of inner Persia, or help to swell the perennial rivers which have no  
outlet to the sea. These latter are few In number, απd some of  
them barely suffice for purposes of agncul τυ ral Irrigation. and In  
summer dwindle down to smell rills The pereaniel etfa  

which help to form the tmvirs (sett iwsmps) east of Kum apt 
Kssbais are the Hableb-rud. rising ease of Demavend, the J  

is formed by the sboee of the Cayptan until ft touches the Bey of  
Ilassan &ul north of As arabed. East of the Caspian Sea and  
beginning at Has an cult Bay the river Atrek .serves as the  
frontier as far as Chet. It then extends east and soulb•east  
to Serrakbs on the Tejen River in 36° 40' Ν. and 6 ι° so' E. 'Fbe  
distance from Mt Ararat to Serrakhs in a straight line is  
about 930 re. The frontier from bit Ararat to Astara was  
defined by the treaty of Turkmenchal (Feb. a2, 18:84, and a  
cοανentiοn of the 8th of July 1893. The frontier cast of the  
Caspian was defined by the Akbel-Khorasan Boundary Conven-
tion of the stst of December x882 and the frontier conveistion  
of the 8th of July 1893.  

The eastern frontier extends from Senakb to near G'etier  
on the Arabian Sea in 25°  Ν. and 6τ°  30' E .,  a distance of ebουt  

800 m. From Seryaliba to near Euhsau the boundary,  
ιν,ωυίr: is formed by the Tejen River (called Man Rud, es  

river of Herat, in its upper course); it then runs  
almost due south to the border ιf  Seistan in 31°  Ν., and then  
through Seistan follows the line fixed by Sir Frederick Gold-
amid's and Sir i Henry Μchiahοn's commissions in 187a. and  
5903-1905 to Rub I Malik Slab. From this point to the sea the  
frontier separates Persian territory from British Baluchistan  
and runs southeast to Kuhek and then south-west to Gwetter.  
This Vat section was determined by Sir Frederick Goldamid's  
commission in '87:.  

The southern boundary' the coast line of the Arabian Sea  
and the Persian Gull from Cwettcr.to the mouth of the Shaft  

ώ  Arab, a distance of about 870 m., eoinprised  
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rising north of Teherla the Rend and Kerej riven, rheng north- 
west of Tab 	he St hureh-rud (also celled Abhar•rud), rising  
near Suitanii 	he read between Kaavin and Tabń s, and the  
Kara-wι, mob 	a near Hamadan and is 'pan 
rod 	

ed by the Zarin. 
d (also known as Doab), the Rena Choi (also mind Maadak*n'  

rod) the Jehrud River and the Kum-read. The river of ldaban,  
Zendeh•rud i.e. " the greet dye" (from Fenian reiidsli (Pehlevi,  
πΡιιdskj great), but now generally known as Zayendeh-rud, is. 

the l)fe-giving river," flow. into the Gavkhaiu or Gavkheneh  
swamp, east of Idahsn. In Firs the Kur with its aflue αta forms  
the lake of Bakhtegan (also known as lake of Nina), and in its  
lower course, is generally called Bandamir (made famous by  
Thomas Moore) from the band (dam) cοοκα etεd by the Amir  
(ppri^nts) Asad-eddowkh in the loth ceotu (" Note on the  
Kur Raver in Fan," Psot. Reysl Ge.g. Sec.. London, :8q ι.) The  
ń vers Bowing nto the Persian Gulf and Arabian S diminish in 
importance from 

 Sea 
  west to east. There are first the Diyala and  

Kerkheh flowing into the Tigris from the hills of Kurdistan; the  
Ab i Dix and Rerun which unite below Shushter, and reach the Shaft  
ei Arab at Muhammh; and the Jerahi and Tab, which with the  
Rerun form " the delta of Persian Arabiatan, the most extenave  
and fertile plain in Persia." There are many ►trams which though  
fordable at most scenes (some of them are often quite dry) are  
unfordable during the nins. Two of these may be mentioned  
here via, the Mind and the Minab, which St John (lee. 'ii. p.  
considered as being "of far more Importance than the maps would 
laid the observer to suppose The former, after a run of over  
Sao m. from its sources in the hills west of Shims, debauches at  
Khor-i-Ziaret about 6o m. south of Bushire. It is mentioned yyqq  

the old Arab and Paidan geographer, as the Sleeken (in some ΜSS.  
misspelt Sakkan), and is the Sitakos of At-elan απd the Sitiogenus 

 of Pliny. in its upper course it is now known as the Kara.aghach 
 (Wvch.elm) River (cf. " Notes on the River Mand ii' Southern  

Persia," Royal G.og. Sec., London, December ιθ8yy). The Minab  
he. two outlets into the Persian Gulf, one the Khor-i-Minab, a  
saltwater creek into which the river overflows during the reins,  
about so m. mat of Bander Abbasi, the other the true Minab. it  
Khagun, some mile. south of the creek. It rises in the hills shout  
'oo m. north of Bander Abbasi, and ha, a considerable drainage  
Its bed near the town of Minab ( ιs m. from the coast) is need)y,  
a mile in width, and during the mini the water covers the whole  
bed, rendering it quite uiifordable. During ordinary %nether,  
In March 1884, the water flowing past the town was too yds. in  
width and 2 ft. deep (Preece, Pree. Royal  Grog. Sec., January X885).  
In ordinary seasons very little water of the river runs Into its original  
bed, being diverted into canals, &c. The creek, the Anames of  
Neerchus, is navigable nearly all through the year as far as  
Shahbander the custom-house, about 7  m. inland, for vessels of  
το tons burden.  

"The great desert region of Persia," writes 	a Le Strange (Lauds 
of the Easters Cυlipkak, 1905), ' stretches right across the high  

οοω,.  plateau of Iran going from north-west to south•esst,  
and dividing the fertile provinces of the land into two  

ggrreoens; for the desert is continuous from the southern base of the  
Elburs mountains, that to the north overlook the Caspian to the  
acid ranges of Makrdn, which border the Persian Gulf. 1'bus it  
measures nearly 800 m. in length, but the breadth varies consider-
ably; for in shape this immense area of drought is somewhat that  
of an hour-glass with a narrow neck, measuring only tome too m.  
across, dividing Kerman from Seistin, while both north απd south  
of this the breadth expands and in places reaches to over 200 m.  
At the present day the desert, as a whole, is known as the Lilt or 
Dasht-i-LBt; the aline swamps and the dry alt area being more  
particularly known as the Dasht - i-Kavir, the term Kavir being  
also occasionally applied to the desert as a whole."  

A three-wire telegraph line on iron pats, completed in March  
1907, passea through this region, and it is the unenviable lot of  
some Englishmen stationed at Barn απd Nusretabad Ispi (labidh  
of medieval Arab geographers) on the confine, of the desert rem,  
lady to Inspect and test it. Of the northedy Great Kavir  Dr 
Tietee thought that it was composed of a complex of isolated salt  
stomp. separated by anddunes, low ridges  of limestone and  
gypsum, perhap. also by volcanic rocks (lekrbeek k. k. gedog.  

Zimckmsssfall Vienna, 1877). Dr Sven Media explored the northern  
part of the Greet Desert in 'gob. (A.  H.-S ) 

Gedogy. —Persia consists of a antral region covered  by 
Qiiaier'iary deposits and bordered on the north, west and south  
by a mind rim composed of older τΡocks. These older reeks also  
form the isolated range. which rise through the Quatereary deposits 

 of the central area.  
In northern Persia the rucks of the elevated rim ears thrown into  

folds which forma curve found the southern shore of the Caaplan.  
The mountain range. of Khorasan show the western portion of a  
sgnond curve of folding which is probably continued into the Hindu  
Kush. in the western rim of Persia the folds run from northwest  
to south-east and in the south these folds appear to curve gradually  
geatward, fοdotring the trend of the coast, Tb. folds in the central  
Persian chains run from north-west to soiith'ssst, parallel to then  
of the western border. It is gldom that the old crystalline rocka,  
whic)& form the doe upon which the sedimentary strut. were  

deposited ass exposed to view. Gneiss granite and crystalline 
schυt, δowever, are found In the Rlburs and in some of the central  
range.; and dmilar rocks firm a large pert of the Zagros, boson  
of these rocks are probably Archeaa but some appear to be m41a. 

hosed sedimentary deposits of liter date The olden beds 
in which fossils have yet been found belong to the Upper Devonian.  
They are well developed in the Elburs range, where they attain  
a thickness of some 9000 to 10,000 ft., and they have been found  
alto in some of the centre mtge. and in the Bakhti.rl Mountains.  
In the Elburs range the Devomao is succeeded by a series of lime-
stone with Prsdadw. The greater pert of the series belongs to  
the Carboniferous, but the upper beds are probably of Permian  
age. The limestones are followed by sandstones and shah with  
occasional seems of met. The plants which have been found in  
these beds indicate a Rhaetic or Linde age. The Middle and  
Upppeerr Jurassic form a considerable portion of the Elburs απd have  
yelded marine fossils belongii' to several different horizons.  
The Cretaceous system is very widely .pread in Perda. It is ease  
of the meet conspicuous formations in the Zagros and in the central  

ranges, and probably terms t large part οf the plateau, benentb  
the Quaternary deposits, The met prominent member of the 
.enes is a massive limestone containing Χipparik τ and belonging  
to the a ρρer division of the system. The Tertiary deposits inctude  
nummulittc limestone (Eocene); a series of lim εstoπα, andetoro  
and conglomerates, with marine Miocene fossils,; and led mails,  
clays and sandstones with rock-salt and gypsum, believed to belong  
to the Upper Miocene to the Elburr there is a considerable  
deposit οf pαla^oπite tuff which appears to be of Oligocene age.  
The nummulitic limestone takes part in the forms on of the  
mountain chain.. The Μ ioesne deposit. generally lie at the loot  
of the chai ηs, or in the valleys; but omesionally they are found at  

the cent. Both 
Pliocene

itthe Elburs range and near t6ee Bal^uchistaο  
frontier there are numerous recent volcanoes. Some of these  
seem to be extinct, but several continue to emit vapours and  

gun Demavend in the Elburs and K υh-f-Ρaftan on the Balu-
chistan frontier are among the best-known. (P. I.&.) '  

See W. K. Loftus. " On the Geology of Portions of the Turku  
Persian Frontier, and of the Districts adjoininngg, Qsari. Je,,w,  
Goal. See. vol. xi. pp. 247.344, pl. ix. (London, 18555); W. T. hanford, 
Εαstern Pasta, vol. ii. (Zoology and Geology) (London. 1876); C. L. 
Griesbach, Field-soles: No. s, to accompany  Geological 

1876); 
 

Map of Afghanistan and North-Eastern Khonan, Rec. Cmi.  
Surer. India, xx. qqgg-1Οy (1887), with map; A. F. Stahl," Zur Geolegie  
von Persien," ?dens. Mitt., Ergansun^ιheft 122 ( ι897);)) de  
Morgan, Missies scisitiffque its Press, vol. iii. (completed 1905, Faris).  
A summary by H. Douvillk of the principal geological results of  
de Morgan'. expedition will be found in Ball. τec. gfd. P,s,rs,  
4th series, vol. iv. pp. 5,39.555.  

Climate.—For the rainfall on the watershed of the Persian Graf  
there are two places of observation, Bushire and Jack; at the Est  
it is a little in excess of that of inner Persia, while at the second it  
is very much less. The rainfall on the Casplan watershed gratiy  
exceeds that of inner Persia' at Mtambad and Ashurada, in the  
south.c*stern corner of the εasρlen, it is about Soy mare; and  
at Resht and ienkonn, in the south-western corner, it is four and  

five times that of the adjoining districts across the ridges to t he  
mouth. With the exception of the Casplan watershed and that of  

the Utmia basin, the country has probably in no Fen  a ruby  
rainfall exceeding ty or 14 in., and throughout the grater part of  
central and southeastern Persia the yearly rainfall probably dam  
not exceed 6 in. The following mean values of the rainfall at  
Teheran have been derived from observations taken by the %niter  
during 1892-r907—  

Mean, 

Jan.  Feb. Mar. Apt-il.  May. June.'  

Total  Ice  
. 	Year.  

9•86  in.  

!η . in. 
'.17  

in. 
ι•87 

in, 
1•4ι 

io. 
•5 ο 

in.  
•α6  

'July. Aug. Sept. Oct.  Nov.  Dec. 

in. 
.ο5  

in. 
•ο5 

4
 in. 

•3τ 
in. 

ι '35  
in.  

ι•τ6  

Good harvests depend on the rainfall from October to April,  
and on an amount of snow sufficient to cover the crops during  
frosts. During normal winter in Teherin end surrounding di,'  
trials the rainfall amounts to 9 or to in., with 5 to 4 of snow, but  
in the winter ι898-ι899 it was only 5k In., with only  i  in. of scow;  
and in 1899-1900 the harvests were in consequence exceptionally  
bad, and large quantities of wheat απd dour had to be brought  
from the province, and even from Russia at high freig ń ts, causing  
the price of bread at Teńerin to rise coo/.. The first table onp. r9z  
shows the man annul rainfall In inches at fifteen station. is and  
near Persia.  

The prevailing winds throughout P
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Obxτvatione for temperature have been taken for many years  

at the stations of the Indo- Εuraoppeeaanιι Telegraph and for a few years  
at the British consulate in Meshed, and the monthly and annual  

means shown in the following table have been derived from the  
mdications of maximum and minimum thermometers in degrees  
Fahrenheit  

	

Ferry 	 a shade 	ire is not 

	

more 	 aridity 	air causes 

	

much 	 easant i 	m. inland  
with 

	

Fa 	 ń bed wi 	care and  
Persia. 	>aπγ with  

made a 1. 	lection of 
Journey 	wetter to 
added 	 previous 

me ofScs 	she assist. 
Icutia, ! ι 	close him 

the principal matcrials for his work. Before com- 
mencing his analysis he adverted to his prede- 
cessors in the same field, i.e. Gmelin (whose travels  
were published in 1774-1784),  Olivier (1807), Pallas 
(181 ι), Minitń es ( ι gg3g2), Belanger (1834), Eichwald  
(t8j4-t84 ι), Auchcr Εloy ( ι85ι), Loftus, Count Keyy .  

serhng, Kokschy, Chesney, the Hon. C. Murray, Dc 
Filippi (1865), Hume (1873), and Professor Strauch  
of St Petersburg. All of these had, more or less,  
contributed something to the knowledge of the  

subject, whether as writers or as collectors, or in 
both capacities, and to all the due reed of credit was 
assigned. hlanford divided Persia into ό νc zoological  
provinces: ( ι) the Persian plateau, or from the Kopet  
Uagh southwards to nearly 28 °  N. let., including all  
Khorasan to the Perso-Afglran border, its western  

limit being indicated by a long line to the north- 
west from near Shiraz, taking in the whole upper 
country to the Russian frontier and the Elburz; (a) the . 

provinces south and south-west of the Cesp ίan- 
(3) a narrow strip of wooded country south-west of the Zagene  
range, from the Di ale River in Turkey in Asia to Shires; (4)  
the Persian side of the Shatt.el-Arab, and Arilictan, east of  

the Tigris; and (5) the shares of the Persian Gulf and Baluchiatan..  
The fauna of the Persian p4reau he described as " Palaeaπτκ,  
with a greet prevalence of desert forma; or, pdbaps more cmvctly,  
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46.82 Supan.'  
Resht 5645 British Consuls  
Ashur 17.17 Supan1  
Astarabad 	. 16.28 Symons.'  
Meshed . 	. 

uetta 	
. let. 

9.33 
10.09 

British Consul• 
 Supa^.+ 

Muskat . 	. Γλ
 

^
  

0'
  

W
 ΙΙ  6.13 , 

Jask 	. 	. 	. 3.24 English Telegraph.•  
ushire 13.36 Supan 1 

Isfahan 	. 	. 544 English Telegraph.'  
Teheτiln 	. 9.86 The writer.  
Urmia (Sair). rt5t Symons.+ 
Bagdad . 	. 10.59 Supan.' 
Mery 	. 	. 6.36 Symon 
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Very few bygrometrical observitlons have been taken, and  
only those of t British residency at Bushire are more or lees  
trιstwoτtby, and have been regularly registered for a number of  
yeas. In inner Persia the air is exceptionally dry, and in many  
districts polished steel may be exposed in the open during a greet  

Oma of the year without becoming tarnished. Along the shores  
of the Casplan, particularly in Gilan and Mazandaran, and of the  
Persian Gulf from the mouth of the Shutt el Arab down to Bander  
Abbasl, the sir during a great part of the year contains much  
moisture--dry- and wet.bulb thermometers at times indicating the  
senκ tuτe--and at nifhts there are heavy falls of dew. In 
Gilan are  Mazandaran the air contains much moisture up to con-
edeeable elevations and as far as 3o to 40 m. away from the sea:  

but along the Persian Gulf, where vegetation is very scanty, stations  

only a few miles away from the coast and not more than 20 or  
30 ft. above the- see-level have a comparatively dry climate.  

1 Dr A. Supan, "Die Veetheilung des Niederschlag's auf der  
Iweis Erdoberffache;'  Fri. Μύ l., Suppl.  124  (1898)-  

' Consular report (Gilao, 1897).  

+ ^^^^gqqqu--ns's 
MorohΓy Mιkorοkςital  Mug.  (Dec. 1893). 

• Observations taken at the tclegrapb stations, and kindly  

communicated by Mr R. C. Barker, C.I.Ε.. director of the Indo-
European Telegraph Department in Persia. Thoκ for Isfaban  
ire durin the years ι^OO- τ  

' 38^ 5 N.: 46° τ8 Ε.; altitude 44τ3 ft. 
' 34' 	„ 	

g 

	

; 5 1 's7,. 	, 	390  ,. 
s 31 . 18' ,.;5238'  ' 	,. 	

6
200 „ 

'30' 37',,5310',, ; „ 	8000  „ 

a°^„: S ° 43.. ,. τ̂  a9 	„   
•  1 5" ° 3' „ . - „ 	100 »  

as being of the desert type with Palaearctic species in he more  

ertile regions." In the Caspian provinces he found the fauna  

on the whore, Palaearctic also, "most of the animals being identical  
with those of south-eastern £urόρe." But some were essentially  
indigenous, and be observed "a singular character given to the  
fauna by the presence of certain Eastern forms, unknown in other  

ppasrts of Persia, such as the tiger, a remarkable deer of the Indo.  
Msiayaii group, allied to Cervus axis, and a pit viper (Hal )."  
Including the oak-forests of Shiraz with the wooded slopes of the  

Zagros, he found in his third division that, however little known  
was the tract, it appeared to contain, like the second," a Palaearctic  

fauna with a few peculiar species" As to Persian Mesopotamia,  

he considered its fauna to belong to the same Palaearctic region  
as Syria, but could scarcely speak with confidence on its character-
istic forms The fifth and last division, Baluchistan and the shores  

of the Persian Gulf, presented, however, in the 4n ίmafs common to  
the Persian highland "tor the most part desert types, whilst the  

characteristic Palaearctic species almost entirely disappear, their  

place being taken by Indian or Indo-African forms." The Persian  
Gulf Arab, theugη not equal to the pure Arabian, is a very service-
able animal, and has always a value in the Indian market, Ameng  
others the wandering Turkish tribes in Fare have the credit of  

possessing good steeds. The Turkoman horse of Khoessan and the  

Atak is a large, bony and dismay.lοοkiηgg quadruped, with marvel.  
Ions power and endurance. Colonel C. Ε. Stewart stated that the  
Khorasan camel is celebrated ter its size and strength, that it has  
very long hair, and beers gold and exposure far better than the  
ordinary Arabian or Persian camel, and that, while the ordinary,  
Persian camel only carries a load of some 320 lb and an Indian  
camel one of some 400 lb, the Khorasan camel will terry  from ion  
to 700 lb. The best animals, he notes, area caws betweta the  
Bactrian or two-humped and the Arabian or one-humped camel.  
Sheep, goats, dogs and cats are good of their kind; but not all the  
lest aes the beautiful creatures which, bearing the teen of the  
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αsαιαrg, havi arrived' at such distinction in Eισepe. Nor are  
these to be obtained, as supposed, at Angora in Asia Minor. Van  
or ldahan is a mom likely habitat. The cat at the first plats,  
called by the Turks " Van kedisi,"  has a certain local reputation.  
Among the wild animals -  are the lion, tiger, leopard. Iyas, brawn  
bear, hyena, hog, badger, porcupine, pole-cat, weasel, marten,  
wolf, jackal, fox, hem, wild ass, wild sheep, wild cat, mountain-
goat, gazelle and deer. The tiger is peculiar to the Caspian pro-
vinces. Lovett says they are plentiful' in Astrabad; he measured  
two specimens, one to ft. 8 in., the-other 8 ft. ιο in. from the tip  
of the- rose to the end of the tail Lynxes and beam were to be  
found in the same vicinity, and the wild pig was both numerous  
and destructive.  

Araordizg to Sleeked there are about four hundred )mown  
species of birds in Persist. The game birds have admirable repre-
stamtives in the pheasant, " ka ιkavul " (Ρhasίesu cpkhicus, L); 
snowcock or royal partridge,' kebk ι i-daπ " ζΤetrasgallrs (culti ts,  
Gmel.)• black partridge, "durmj' (F,mwdiars νιdg4ris, Steph.);  
red partridge, kebk " (Caccaδis chakar,' gray);  sand- 
partridgeppaa or semen, tihu " (Am π epιrdix bmnhomi. Gray); Indian 
frey 

beldeή iiπ " (Crarrasix 	coansυ�  is 	 Boom 	
a

d
ω

g^rroo
Γis el ' s
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sineh "  (Ptsrocfks aeso ń as, Palls); bustard"hulsereh" (0t:  
sehwt, L .  and 0. McQisierni, Gray); wσoιεoek. snipe, pigeon,  
many kinds of goose, duck, 8x. The flamingo comes up from  
the south as far north es the neighbourhood of Teiserin; the stark  
abounds. Poultry,  is good and plentiful. A urge kind of fowl 
known as " Lars ' ((from the province Lear, in southern Perna) is  
said to boa descendant of fowls brought to Persia by the Portu-
gucse in the 16th century.  

The Sob principally caught along the southern shore of the  
Caspian are the sturgeon,' aarnahl, dogfish ςΑάρeasa rrikenss  
and Α. has.); sheet-ńsh or ailure, ' ram, ' summ (Ssisriu 

 glands); salmon, axed meld" (Seim, safer); trout, " maseh " 
 (Salmo n-sine); carp, "kupur" (Cypriras befkrur and C. )1  

bream," subulu " (Abramss brama) ; pike-perch, " mahi safd"(Pιτcs  
lscieperoa or Luciwjersa sandra). There is also a lierrinF  which  
frequents only the southern half of the Caspian, not passing over  
the shallow part of the sea which extends from Baku eastwards,  
As it was first observed tear the mouth of the rivet Kur it has been  
seamed Gropes Kurensss. Fish are scarce in inner Persia; calmed  
trout and mud-trout are plentiful in some of die mountain streams.  
Many underground canals are frequented by tarp and roach. The  
silure has also been observed in some stresms which flow into the  
Ilrinia lake, and In Kurdistan.  , 

Flare—In the.provincs of GGlen, Mazandas-an and Astaratad on  
the Caspian, from the shore to an altitude of about s000 ft, on the  
northern slopes 0f the great mountain range which separates those  

provinces from the highlands of Persia, the flora is similar to that  

pf Grisebach's "Mediterranean region." At higher altitudes ninny  
forms of a more northern flora appear. /Ia we approach inner  
Persia the flora :rapidly makes place to " dfeppe vegetatiOn" in  
the plains, while the meddermaan flora predominates in the  hills. 

he steppe vegetation extends. in the south to the outer range of 
The hills which separate inner Persia from the Persian Gulf and the  
Indian Ocean. Beyond this outer range and along the shore of  
the sea the flora is that of the " Sa ηara region," which extends  
eastwards to Sind.  

Generally speaking, everywhere, excepting in the northern  
lowlands and in a few favoured spots in the hilly districts, the vege-
tation is scanty. in inner Perna the hills and plains are here of  
trees, and steppe and desert predominate. The date-palm th%i lea  

well an far north as Tabbas m latitude 333^° 36' and at an altitude  
of seoo ft. and in the south extensive date-groves, producing ex-
cellent fruit, exist at altitudes of 2000 to 5000 ft. The olive is  
cultivated at Rudbar south of Resht in GGlen, and a few isolated  
olive-trees have been observed in central and southern Persia.  

1)f fruits the variety is greet, and nearly all the fruits of Europe  
are well represented. The common, yet excellent melons, water-
melons, grapes, apricots, cherries, plums, apples are within the  
reach of the poorest. Less common and picked fruits are extensive,  
particularly so when cost of transport has to be considered; fur  
instance, a good orange costs ad. or 3d. In Teheetsi, while in Maren-
dann (only too m. distant)), whence the oranges are brought, ^  
coats}}de1. Some fruits are famous and vie in excellence with any  
that European orchards prοdυce such are the peaches of Tabnz  
and Meshed, the sugar melons of llashan and Isfahan, the apples  
of Demavend, pears of Natans, figs of Kermanshah, &e. The  
etiawbecoy was brought to Persia about 1859, and is mach culti-
vated is the gardens of Teheran and neighbourhood; the raspberry  
was introduced at about the same time, but is not much appreci-
ated. Currants and goosebemes are now also grown. The common  
vegetables also are plentiful and chomp, but only a few, such as  
the broad-bean, egg.ρΙπnt (Sokasm sedimgesa). mien, carrot,  
beetmot, black turnip. are appreciated by the natives, who gener.  
ally do not take kindly to newly-introduced varieties. The potato,  
ah1οugh succxadully eihivated in Persia since about 1780, has not  
yet found favour, and the same maybe said of the tomato, asparagus,  
celery and, ether : Flowers are abundant but it is only since
the bιφsoaς of Nwe- ed die Shah's reign 00848), whew .E,sse psaa  

gardeners were employal h Penda, diet they wean reitieoalt υ  
cultivated. Nearly ell the Ewopoan garden Bowers, even the 

es rarer ones, ram now be seen not only n. the parka and gardeens  of 
the rich and well-to-do but in many unpretentious courtyards  
with only a few square yards of surface  

-  Popsdation. —In r881 the present -writer estimated the ptmaha  
lion of Persia at 7,653,600 ; 1 ,963,800 urban, 3,780,000 rural and  
1,909,800 wandering (" BevWkerupg der Erde," p. 18; Escy.  Bri. 
9th ed. p. 628); and, allowing for an increase of about r%  
per annum the population for 1910 spay be estimated at το  
millions. No statistics whatever being kept, nothing precise  
is known of the movement of the population. During the ninth  
decade of the 19th century many Persian subjects emigrated,  
and many Persian villages were deserted and fell to ruins; since  
then a small immigration bas set in and new villager have beet  
founded. Persians say that the females exceed the males by  
το to 20s/„ but wherever the present writer bas been able  
to gbtain trustworthy information he found the excess to be  
less than a%.  Of the deaths in any place the only check  
obtainable is from the public body-washers, but many carpets  

are buried without the aid of the prubfk body-washers; and the  
population of the piece not being accurately known, the number  

of deaths, however correct, is useless for statistical purposes.  

Medical men have stated that the numbet of deaths, mares  
when there are no epidemics, amounts to 19 or re per thousand,  
and the number of births to 2$ to ‚0 per thousand.  

The prices of the staple articles of food and all necessaries of  
fife have risen considerably since ι88o and, particularly in the  
large cities, are now very high. As salaries and wages have not  
increased at the same rate, many of the upper classes and officials  
are not so well off as formerly. By dismissing their' servants in  
order to reduce expenditure, they have thrown great numbers of  
men out of employment, while giahy labourers and Workmen are  
living very poorly and often suffer rant. Tradesmen are less  
affected, because they can sell the articles which they manufacture  

at values which are more in proportion with the increased prices  
of food. Is. 1880 a labourer earning 25 loans, or Li sterling  a 
month, could afford to keep a family; by 1908, in krans. he earned  
double what he did in 1880, but his wage, expressed in sterling, was  
the name, and wherever the prices of food have risen more than his  
wages he could not afford to keep a family: In  many districts  
and cities the number of births is therefore reduced, while at the  
same time a mortality, in consequence of bad and often insufficient  
feed, is εοn deηbly increased.  

The description of the Pessiahs character by C. J. Wills, In his  
In the Len4 of Ike Lion gad S'n (1883), is still worth quoting:- 

" The character of the Persian is that of an e σσyy-going man with  
a wish to make things pleasant generally. He is hospitable, 
obliging, and specially well disposed to the foreigner. - hils-hoese  
virtues are many: he is very kind and indulgent to his childean  
and, as a sea, his respect for both parents is excessive, developdt  
in a greater degree to his father, in whose presents he rill rarely  
sit, sod whom he is in the habit of addressing sad speaking of ae  
'master.' The full stream of his love and reverence is reserved for  
his mother; he never leaves her to starve, and her wishes are laws  
to him. The mother is always the most important member of the  
household, and the grandmother is treated with veneration. The  
presence of the mother-in-law is coveted by their sons-gin-lad, who  
look on them as the guardians of the virtue of. the r wives The  
paternal uncle is a much nearer tie than with us; while men look  
on their first cousins on the lather's side as -their most natural  
wives  

" Black slaves and men-nurses or ' lallahs' are much respected;  the ' dayah' or wet nurse is looked on as a second metier and  
usually provided for for life. Perdans are very kind to their  
servants; a master will often be addressed by his servant as his  
father, and the servant will protect his master's property as lie  
would his own. A servant is invariably spoken to as barbs'  
(child). The servants expect that their master will never allow  
them to be wronged. The slaves in Persia have a good time) well  
fad, well clothed, treated as spoiled clsildsen, given the lightest  
work, and often given in marnage to a favounte eoir or taken we  

egsh' or concubine by the master himself, slaves have the cer-
tainty of a well-cared-for old age. They am looked on as eon-
fidential servants, are entrusted with large sums of ;money, and the  
conduct of the most important affases; and seldom abuse their  
trust. The greatest punishment to an untrustworthy slaw is to  
give him his liberty and let him earn his living. They vary in  
colour and value: the' Habashi' or Abyssiniaa is the moat valued;  
the Suhalii or Somali, next in blackness, is next in price; the Benn- 
bassi, or coal-black negro of the interior. bei Π οf much fsae price 
and usual) only used as a took. The prices of slaves in Sbita τ  

.are, a good l-iabashi girl of tumble to .fourteen £40, a goal Soma@  
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*atr age, half is mph  l  whiles Bomboel Leib. get fo  ι,  being  
chosen sturdy for physical strength. They are never sold, save οο  
importation, though at times they are given ;way. ... 1 have  

never seen a Persian unkind to his own horse or his slave, and when  

overtaken by poverty he will first sell his shirt. 1" his s4ve.  

" in commercial morality, α Fein mmkeat will compe'w not  
unferent* ly with the bompoa generally.... To the Wm 
Penises are trnoatcntatsousiy generous; moat of the rich have  
regular pensioners, old servants, or poor relations who live on their  

bounty; and though there ere no workhouses, there are in ordina ry  

times no deaths from starvation; and charity, tho ιs*i elk  
is geisenL ... Proerastiiat ίoα is the attńbute d ell  . , 
'to-morrow' being ever the answer to any proposition, and the  

to-morrow' means indefinite delay. A great dislike is chosen  
generally to a written contract binding the parties to a fined date'  
and, as a rule, on breaking k the Persian always appeal for and  

egrets delay and indefinite days of great..  
Persiane ere clan is their persons, washing themselves and  

their garments frequently. The Peaian always makes the best of  
his appearance: he is veey nest in his dres, and is particular as  
to the it of his hat iiid the cut of his coat. All Perm= am fond  
of animas, and do Dot treat them badly when their own ‚suporty.  

"Cruelty is not a Persian vice; torture and punishments of αα  
unusual and painful nature being part of their judicial system.  
There are no vindictive punishments, such as a soritary confinement,  
penal servitude for long terms of years, 8tc. Seldom, indeed is  
a man imprisoned more than twelve months, the rule being that  
there is a general jail delivery at the New Year. Royal clemency 
I.frequently shown, often, perhaps, with want of judgment"  

Coral ime.—The costume of the Persians may be shortly described , 
as fitted to their active habits. The men invariably wear en un-
itarched shirt of cotton, sewn with white silk, often. pardndetiy  
In the south of Persia. ciaboatdy embroidered about the neck.  
It fasten in front by a flap, having two small buttons or kitota at  
the left shoulder, and seldom comes below the hips It Las no  
collar, and the sleeves are loose. The lower orders often hays it  
dyed blue; but the servant and upper classes always prefer a white  
shirt. Silk shirts are now seldom seen on men. Among the very  
religious during the moussing month (" Μuharram ") tbe shirt is  
at times dyed black. The' afr.jamah," or trousers, ace of cloth  
among the higher clot sea particularly thous of the military order,  
who affect a ,,gament 01 a tightnes approaching that wan by  
European.. The ordinary "sir-jamah ",ace of white, blue α red  
cotton, very loose, and are exactly similar to the pyjamas worn  
by Europeans in India. ?hey are held up by a thin cord of red or  
green silk or cotton round the waist, and the labouring dames,  
when engaged in heavy cc dirty work, or when runn ί τιgs, generally  
tuck the end of these garment under the cord, which tens their  
legs bare and free to the middle of the thigh. the amplitude of  
this part of his attire enables the Persian to it without discomfort  
on his heels; chairs are only used by the rich, φeau Europeanised.  
Over the shirt and " τir-jamsh sons. the • arkhasik,' generally  
of quilted chime or print, a clnsaiy.Sttlng gsstiwIlt, collarless, with  
tight sleeves to the elbow, whe *, to the wrist, are a number  
of little meta; buttons, fastened in editor, but aα ha summer.  
Above this is t he " kamarchin." a tunic of coloured calico cloth,  
Iashmir or Kerman shawl, silk, satin or velvet (gold embrdidered  
or otherwise), according to the time of the year and the purse and  
position of the wearer. This, like the ' arklialik." is open in front,  
and shows the shirt. It sometimes has a smab. standing collar,  
and is double-breasted. It has a pricket-hole On either side %  giving  
access to the pockets which are al lye la the " arkhslik,' where  
also is the breas'ροcό  in which match, money, keels, and seals  
are kept. The length of the " bmarchin " denoeea the clans of  
the wearer. The military and oficiel closes and the various  
servants weer it short, to the knee, while bps and sharpors wear 
it eves shorter. Priests,  merchants, villagers, especially *bout  
Shires, townsmen, shopissepem, doctor, and lawyers  Weer it very  
long, often nearly to the heels. Owe the " i αιmιxcbin " is worn  
the ' kulijab," or coat. This Ia, as a rule, cast off in summer seva  
on formal ocvaions, and is often borne by a servant, or canie4c νer  
the shoulder by the wiser. It is of cloth, shawl .hair  
cloth απd is lined with silk or cloth, flannel or fur. It µr,  like  
the 1tιυkish f r ckcoat, a very lease sleiw, with ny psits behind.  
It has apes, as with us, and is trimmed with gold lace, duel or  
fur, or is worn quite plain. It leas a roll collar and false pockets.  

Besides these garments them are others: the long " jubµka, or  
cloth cloak, corn by "minas" (secretaries), government empbyds  
of high rank, as nunistrn. f*rmers of tans, courtiers, physician.,  
priests; the 'abbe" or camel-hair cloak of the Arab, worn by  
travellers, priests and ńonemen; the " Austin, " or Afghan skin.  
cloak, used by travelleπ and the sick or aged; the "Nmtan."  or 
common sheepskin jacket, with shot sleeves, used by shopkeepers  
and the lower etas of servants, grooms, At., in hinter the •` ye.  
panjah " or woollen Kurdish cloak, skied of felt, having a shaggy  
side, of Immense thickness, wornnll by shepherds, who us. 
it as greatcoat, bed pod bedding. There is also the felt Boat of-the  

' Li Josiah see loose newel and she drawsi sumo tender the  
'Weer, 

 
or tight trousers.  

hens( (a lain e-clod.).. The marbnndε" oar girdle, is also chár e- 
eerie& of dais, it is made of muslin, shawl or cotton cloth among  
the priests, merchants, be,uar people, the secretary ekes and the  
more aged government empbyb. In it are tarried, by literati and  
merchants, the pen-car and a roll of piper; its voluminous folds  
are used as pockets; by the bamr people and villagers, pones 

 and merchants' servants, a small sheath knife is struck in it; while  

by"t  dagger, 	
a carpet-spreader 

 
Preader  clue a huge " k h*ujer " or 

cursed  gger, , 'heavy ivory handle, is arried. The headgear 
is very dsef πctικ. The turba. worn by priests is generally whits,  
comiWπg of many yards of muslin. When the cheers are " ssiyid  
of the Prophet, a gems' turbans worn also a " kamarbond " of  
green muslin, pr shawl or cotton cloth. Íde τεhaatι generally wear  
a turban of muslin embroidered is wean, or of a yellow patters 

 eel straw ebuπd muslin, or of calico, or shawl. The distinctive  
mark of the courtier, military, and taper  servant doe is the belt,  
generally of heck varnished leather with a brass clasp; princes and  
courtiers often replace this clasp by a huge round ornament  of tut 
stones. The " kulah," or hat is of cloth or sheepskin on a fare 
of pssteboard.. The fsahiom in hats change yearl. The Iliahan  
merchant and the Armenian at times wear the hat very tall. (The  
waise' of the Persian is generally small, and be is very proud of  
his fine figure and bread sbovldeca.)  

The hair sgenerally shaved at the crown, or the entice heed is  
shaved, a "hoku1;' or long hin lock, being sometimes left, dten 
τ fl. µΡng, from τhe middle of the crown. Ths 'is to eabk the  
prophet Mahomet to draw up the believer into paradise. The  
lower orders generally, hare the heir over the temporal bone long,  
απd brought hi two long bcb turning backwards behind the ear.  
termed • cuff"; the beaux and youths are constantly twisting  
sad combing these, Tite rest of the head s shaven. Lon, hair  
however, is going oat of fashion in Persia, and the more civil'iseJ  
affect the cropped hair worn by Europeans, and even h*ves parting  
in it. The chiC is never shaved, save by "beauty non," or  
" kashengs," though often dipped, while the moustache is usually  

left long. At forty a man generally lets his beard j τow its full  
length, and cherishes it much; ppanrt of α Persian's relIgous exercise*  
is the combing of his bard. Socks knittednd ρaΙ lγ at Isfahan, 
am worn; they are only about 2 re. long inń the leg. The rich,  
however, wear them longer. They are of white cotton in summer  
and coloured wasted in winter. Villagers only veer seeks on eats  
occasion. Shoes are of many patterns. The unreel, or Russian  
shoe Is the most common; next, the "knish " α slipper  of various  
kinds. The heel is folded down and remains b. The priests wear  
a peculiar heavy ,hoe, with an Ivory or wooden lining at the heel.  
Green shoes of shagreen are common at Isfahan. Sleeking is un-
known to Persians generally. Boots are only used by horsemen,  
and are then worn much he large for ease Those worn by couriers  
often come up the thigh. With boots are wan "shalwes,"  or 
baggy riding breeches, very loose, and tied by a ranee at the ankle; 
a sort of kilt is worn by courlers. Ρ cket-undkerohιefs are seldom  
used, save by the deli α the Tther αs. Most Per-sans wear a  
" shub kush," ov night hat, a lee* beiggy tap d sheet or quilted  
material, often embroidered by the ladies.  

Arms are messily carried only by tήbesmen. The waits of the  
south of Persia and servants carry a " kam ιπιh, ' or dirk. . The 
soldiery, on or o6 duty, always carry ope of these cc their side.  
anma, sometimes both. They hack but never thrust with them.  

On the reed the ca τυing of weapoes is neιaary.  
The costume of the women hιs undergone comideabµΡ change  

i)i the lest centery. it Is now, when carried to the extreme of  
fashion, highly indecent and must be veryuncomfortable. The 
garment doingg duty as a chemise is milled a " pirahan "; it s, with  
the lower orders, of white or blue caltco, end comes dews to the  

middle of the thigh, Laving the leg  nude. Annaig the upper class  
it is frequently of silk. At Shires it is dma 01 θne catton and  
elaborately ornamented with beck embroider. With the ńch it is  
often of gauze, and much embroidered with gold thread, pearls, dtc.  
The head is usually covered with a "drar.kadd," or large etuas  
of esobιoldesed Bilk or mttm, folded o as t0 display the carne{,  
and listened under the chin by a brooch, it is din of consider-
able valuer  being of Ifaabmir ‚bawl, embroidered gauge, Sc. A  
"iika,"a revelled feather-like ornament, is often worn at the side 
of τ iκΡ bead, while the from hair, cut to a level with the month, is  
brought up in ιο ιΡ.1οαs on either cheek. Bs ιlσath the "dint.  
kadd " is generally a smell kerchief of dark siaterial, only the edgi 
of which is visible The ends of the char-kadd " cover th ι 
iboulder,, but the gauze "pirabasa" Is quite transparent. A pro-
fusion of Jewellery Is worn of the most solid description, none follow;  

silver Is were only by the very pp0000rr, coal only by scgrsκι Neck' 
laces and bracelets are much affected, απd chains with scent'caskrt.  
attached, while the arms are covered with clanking glass bangle.  
called slangt " some twenty even of theme being on one arm.  
Jewelled " bamLenda, ' containing talismans, are often wan on lb.  

upper arm, while among the lower codes and south Persian or Arab  
women nose-rings ire nut uncoeniuon, and bangles or anklets of beads.  

' Green turbans sue now rarely seen; the colour  Ιι  generally daub  
blat, α black.  
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The face on important occasions is usually much painted, sere  
by γγοosµ αg ladies in the heyday of beauty. The colour is very freely  
applied, the cheeks being as much raddled as a clown's, and the  
neck smeared with white. while the eyelashes aτa marked round  
with " kuhl." This is supposed t ο be benedcial tο the eye, and  
almost every woman uses it. The eyebrows are widened and  
painted till they appear tο meet, while sham moles or stars are  
pained on the chin and cheek; even spangles are stuck at times on  
the chin and forehead. Tattooing is common among the poor and  
in villages, nd ό  seen among the u uses c . The hair, though 
generally hidden by the " char-kadd." is at times exposed and  
plaited into innumerable little oils of great length, while a coquettish  
little skull-cap of embroidery or shawl, or coloured silk ό  worn.  
False hair is common. The Persian ladies' hair is very luxuriant  
and never cut; it a nearly always dyed red with henna, or with  
indigo tο a blue-black tinge; it is naturally a glossy black. Fair  
heir is not esteemed. Blue eyes are not uncommon, but brown  

ones are the rule. Α full-moon face is much admired, and a dar k  
complexion termed " samak " (malt) is the highest native idea o f  
beauty.Most Persian women are small, with tiny feet and hands.  
The figure is always lest alter maternity, and no support of any  
kind is worn.  

Α very abort jacket, of gay colour, quite open in front, having  
tight sleeves with many metal buttons, a usually worse in summer,  
and a lined outer east in cold weather. In winter a pair of very  
short white cotton socks are used, and tiny slippers with a high  
heel; in summer in the house ladies go often barefoot. The rest  
of the costume is composed of the " tumbun " or " shalvar, ' short  
skirts of great width, held by a running string—the outer one being  
usually of silk, velvet, or Kashmir shawl often trimmed with gold  
lace, or, among the poor, of bud-patterned chintz or print. Beneath  

are innumerable other garments of the same shape, varying in  
texture from silk and satin to print. The whole is very short,  
among the women of fashion extending only to the thigh. In  
winter an over-mantle like the " kuli'ah, or coat of the man, with 
short sleeves, lined and trimmed with furs, is worn. Leg-coverings  
are now being introduced. In ancient days the Persian ladies  
always wore them, as may be seen by the pictures in the South  
Kensington Museum. Then the two embroidered legs, now ιο  
fashionable as Persian embroideries (" nash "), occupied a girl  
from childhood to marriage in making; they are all seluixg in  
elaborate patterns of great beauty, worked on muslin in silk The  
outdoor costume of the Persian women is quite another thing.  
Enveloped in a huge blue sheet, with a yard of linen as a veil per-
forated for two inches square with minute holes, the feet thrust  
into two huge bags of coloured stuff, a wife is perfectly unrecognix.  
able, even by her husband, when out of deers. The dress of all is  
the sense; and, save in quality or costliness, the effect is similar.  

Α.  for the children, they are always when infants swaddled;  
when they can walk they are dressed as little men and women,  
and with the dress they generally ape the manners. It is a strange  
custom with the Persian ladies to dress little girls a. boys, and  
little boys as girls, till they reach the age of seven or eight years;  

this is often done for fun, or on account of some vow—oftener to  
avert the evil eye.  

Towers, —The principal cities of Persia with their populations  
as estimated in 5908 are: TeherAn (n8o,coo); Tabriz (aoo,000);  
Isfahan (100,000); Meshed (80,000); Kermf.n, Resht, Shiraz  
(6ο,οοο); Barfurush, Kazvin, Yezd (ςο,uοο);  Hamadan, Ker. 
mlnahIb (40,000); Rasben, Khoi, Urmia (35,000); Birjend,  
Burujird, Bushire, Diaful, Kum, Senendij (Sine), Zenjan  
(z5,0=o to 30,000); Amol, Ardebil, Ardiatan, Astarabad,  
Abekuh, Barn, Bander, Rbbssi, Bander Lingah, Damgban,  
Dilman, Istehbanat, Jabrum, Khunt&, Kumishah, Kuchaii,  
Marend, Maragha, Nishapur, Sari, Sabzevar, Samnan, Shahrud,  
Sbushter (io,000 to 20,000).  

Polilke: and Admi, ώ trntxer Disi τioπs.—The empire of Persia,  
orncialiy known as blendlik i Afahniseh i Iran, " the protected  
kingdoms of Persia," is divided into a number of provinces,  
which, when large, and containing important sub-provinces  
and districts, are called mamlikot, "kingdom," when smaller,  
viIayal and ayalat, and are ruled by governors-general and  
governors appointed by and directly responsible to the Crown.  
These provinces are further divided into sub-provinces, riΖΖyαfs,  
districts, sub-districts and perishes, buds), urahiych, mahal, and  
towns, cities, parishes and villages, she/a', hassabrh, makalkk,  

die, which are ruled by lieutenant-governors and other function-
aries appointed by and responsible to the governors. All  
governors are celled hekim, or kukmran, but those of large  
provinces generally have the title of self, and sometimes  jfrman-
$rssa. Α governor of a small district is a sab1t; a deputy. 
governor is called uniib el kukumck, or nwib d ayalek; an adminis-
trative division is a kalaπva, or kukusrnl. Until recently the  

paiucfpai goveencdb were conferred upon the shah's ears,  
brothers, uncles and other near relatives, but now many of them  
are held by men who have little if any connexion with the royal  
family. Also, the governors are now, as a rule, resident in their  
provinces instead of being absentees et the capital. There  are 
also some small districts or dependendes generally held in ń ef,  
turyuf, by princes or high functionaries who take the revenue.  
in lieu of salaries, pensions, allowances, &c., and either them.  
selves govern or appoint others to do so.  

Every town has a mayor, or chief magistrate,  called bsgkeιbrgt,  
"lord of lords," &dexta , " the greater," and sometimes darotko,  

" overseer, ' or chief of police; every ward or parish, moAaUd,  
of a Iowa and every village has a heed-man called ked khpd',  
"house-lord." These omcers are responsible to the governor  
for the collection of the taxes and the orderly state of their towns,  
perishes and villages. In the important provinces and sub-
provinces the governors are assisted by a man of experience, to  
whom the accounts and details of the government are =trusted  
This person, called sisiar, or paiskkur, is often nominated by the  
shah, and his functions in the provincial government are similar  
to these οf the grand vizir in the antral government, and coin  
prise very extended administrative powers, including at times  
the command of the military forces in his province. Among the  
nomads a different system of titles prevails, the chiefs who are  
responsible for the taxes and the orderly conduct of their  
tribes and clans being known as ilkkmsi, flbegi (both meaning  
"tribe- lord," but the latter being considered an inferior title  
to the former), khex, cal,, emir, mir, skaikh, lushmal, &e.  

The governors and chiefs, excepting those possessing hexedi  
tary rights, are frequently changed; appointments sir for one  
year only and are sometimes renewed, but it dose not oftes  
occur that an orncial holds the same government for longer than  
that period, while it happens rarely that a province is governed  
by the same person for two or three years. This was not  so 
formerly, when not infrequently an official, generally a nest  
relation of the shah, held the same governorship for five, ten  
or even more years. The governorship of the province  of 
Azerbaijan was an exception until the end of ιpo6, being  
always held by the Valiakd, " heir apparent," or crown prince.  

The political divisions of Penis, provinces, sub-pro νinαs,  di. 
tricts, &c., ruled by hakims number over too (cf. the statement is  
NOldeke's GeuΛιelde des Artackffr Pdpanda, "after Alexander's  
death there were in Iran 240 loyal governors "). but the admmis-
trative divisions, kwksmal, or boiamro, with governors appointed  
by the Crown and responsible to it for the revenues, have bees  
under fifty for sixty-five yeah or more. In 1840 there were twenty'  
nine administrative divisions, in ι868 twenty-two, in 5875 twenty- 
nine, in 0884 nineteen, in 5892 forty-six, and in ιg08 t^-6ν,  
as follows  

(a) Pnoiacu:- 
1. Arabistan and Bakhtlsri. 	t4. Kan eb.  
a. Astanbad send Gurgan. 	15. Khar.  
3. Azerbaijar 	 ι6. Khorasan  
4. Fan. 	 t7. Kum.  
5 Germs. 	 '8. Kurdistan.  
6. Gilan and Talish. 	 59. Constar and Barojhd  
7 Hamadan. 	 so. Mazasudaran.  
8. Irak,Gulpsigan, Khunsar, si. Neluvend, Malayir and  

Kamereh, Kers'ax, Fees. 	Tusirkban.  
ken. 	 ss. Savah.  

g. Isfahan. 	 23. Samnan and Damgńnn.  
io. Kashsn. 	 24. Shahrud and Boslam.  
ii. Kasvin. 	 255 Teheran. 
is. Kermin and Baluchistan. a6. Zerend and Bagdad  
'3. Kermanshah.. 	 Shsb.evens  

(b) Dquendencies, or Fiefs :— 

t. Asadabad. 	 6. Natabz.  
2. Demavend. Talikan. 
3. Firuzkuh. 	 8 . Tarom u1is.  
4. Iosehekaπ. 	 g. Kfunksn.  
5. Kangaver.  

Roods.--With the exception of five short roads, having as aggrt  
gate length of less than goo m., all the roads of the country are  
mere mule tracks, carriageable in the plains and during the dry  
season, but totally unfit for continuous wheeled trafSc dunng all  
seasons, and in the hilly districts often so difficult as to cause much  
damage to geed. and the animals carrying them. There are a  
few miles of roads in the immediate neighbourhood of Tebeein  
leading from the city to royal palaces but not of say commercial  
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Importance. The live exceptions ate' (!) Basht-Km'in-J'tlierlai,  
227 m.; (a) JuIta-Tabnz, 80 m.; (3) Tebetlai-Kum-Sult*nabad,  
160 m.; (4) MMesbe Rue ian-Askabad 50 m.; 30  of which are on 
Russian territory; (5) Isfahan-Ahvaz 280 m. The first of these  
roads consists of two sections: Resht-kazvin. 135 m., and Kasvim-
Tehcren, 92  m. The fast section was constructed in 189J-1899  
by a Russian company, in virtue of a crammetoσ which the Persian  
government granted in 1888; and the second section was con-
structed in 1878-1879 by the Persian government at a cost  of 
about £20,000 ceded to the concomionnaire of the first section in  
1896, 

898 1899 Both sφεcτtiiοn were officiall
y   

opened 
 to 

 tra 
ray
in in 

August 1899. The capital of the company is , τ 0,000 roublea  
(£341,330)_ of which 1,700,000 Is in shares taken by the public, and  
1,500.000 in debentures taken by the Russian government, which  
also guarantees 5% on the shares About two-thirds of the capital  
has been expended on construction. The εompaηγ s income is  
derived from tells levied on vehicles and animals using the road.  
These tolls were at first very high but were reduced by '5% in  
'904, and by another toy, in '909. If all the trade between Russia  
and Teheran were to pass over this road, the tolls would no doubt  

pay a fair dividend on the capital, but much of it goes by way of the  
Teheran-Meshed-i-Sear mute, which is much shorter and has no tolls.  
The second mad, Julfa-Tabriz, 8o m., was constructed by the  
same Russian company in 1903. The third road. Teheran-Kum-
Sultsnabad, 160 m., also consists of two sections: the first, Tebedn-
Kum, go  m., the other, Kum-Sultanabad, 68 m. The first section  
was constructed by the Persian gονernment in '881 at a cost of  
about £12000. purchased by the Imperial Bank of Persia in 1990  
(or £'0,000, and reconstructed at a cost of about £4$. σοο. The  
second s etion formed part of the ' Αhvaz road concession"w h ich  
was obtained by the imperial Bank of Persia in 1890 with the  
object of connecting Teheran with Ahvaz on the Karon by a direct  
can mad vie Sultanabad. Bυrυjird, Kborremabad (Luristan) .  

Didul απd Shushter. The concession was ceded to Messrs Lynch,  
of London, "The Persian Road and Transport Company; in 1903.  
The fourth art-road, Mcshed-Αskabad, 120 m. to the Persian  
frontier, was constructed by the Persian government in 1889-1892  
in accordance with art. v. of the Khorasan Boundary Convention  
between Russia and Persia of December 0881. The Persian section  
cost £'3,000. The fifth road, Isfahan-Ahvaz, 280 m., is the old  
mule truck provided with some bridges, απd improved byy freeing  
it of boulders and stones &c., at a total cost of £5500.  The con-
cession for this road was obtained in 1897 by the Bakhtia ń  chiefs απd  
ceded to Messrs Lynch, of London, who advanced the necessary  
capital at 6% interest and later famed the Persian Read end  
Transport Company. The road was opened for traffic In the  
autumn of 1900. The revenue is derived from tolls levied on animals  
passing with loads. The tolls collected in 1907 amounted to ;Gino. 

Raipwys.—Persia possesses only 8 m. of railway and 6j m. of  
tramway, both worked by a Belgian company. The railway consists  
of a single line. one-metre gauge, from TeherAn to Shah.abdul.Aaim,  
south of Teheran, and of two branch lines which connect the main  
line with some limestone quarries in the hills south-east of the city.  
The tramway also is a single line of one-metre gauge, and runs  
through some of the principal streets. of Teheran. The length  
of the main railway line Is j m., that of the branches 2j. The  
main line was opened in 1688, the branches were c nstructed in  
1893, and the tramway started in 1889. The capital now invested  
in this enterprise, απd largely subscribed for by R υssiaa capitalists,  
amounts to ‚320.000. There are also ordinary shares to the amount  
of £200,000 put down in the company's annual balance-sheets  as 
of no value. The general opinion is that if Rusin capitalists had  
not been interest d in the enterprise the company would have  
liquidated long ago. (On railways in Persia the many concessions 
granted by the Persian government, and only  having a result, 
ch. xviii. of Lord Curaon's Persia (i. 6l-639j,

on  
 and on the Belgian  

enterprise, Lorini's La Persia ecmiom'ca Ιρρ t57-1 58] may be  
consulted.)  . 

PosIs.—Down to 1874 the postal system was in the hands of an  
official called c&cparch' basid who was the head farmer of the post,  
or chapors. and letters and small parcels were conveyed by him απd  
his agents at high and arbitrary rates end without any responsibility.  
The establishment of a regular post was one of the results of the  
shah Nase-'d.din's first vale to Europe (1873). Two of8ci αb  of 
the Austrian postal department having been engaged in 1874, an  
experiment οΙ a port eftee upon European lines was erode in the  
following year with a postal delivery in the capital and some of the  
neighbouńwg villages where the European legations have their  
summer quartera In the beginning of 1676 a regulsr weeby post  
was established between Teheran, Τάbriz απd Julfa (Russo Πetsien  
frontier) απd Resht. Other lines, connecting all the principal  
cities with the capital, were opened shortly afterwards, απd on the  
rat of September 1877 Persia joined the international postal union  
with the rates of aid. per j oe. for letters, td. for post-cards, jd. per  
a oz. for newspapers, Ac., between Persia and any union country.  
The inland rates were a little less. There are now between Persia  
and foreign countries d bÍ-weekly wrvice via Russht (Resht-Baku,  
Tabń s-Tilis) and • weekly service via India (Bufive-Bombay).  
On the intend linen with the excepeba of thud betimes Teheran  

and Tabu, the senvide Is weekly. Theta are reported to be 140  
post omces. Statistics as to the number of laters, pose-canda,  
newspapers, &c., conveyed are kept but not published; sad since  
1885. when a liberal-minded director communicated those for the  
year 1884- ι885 to the present writer no ethers, although many  
times promised, have been obtained. ό  the year 0084-1885 there  
were conveyed 1,368 83; letters, 2050 post-cards, 7455 sampsamples,mp. 
and t73,995 s, having a value of 04,720; and the rc εeiρtι 
exceeded the expenditure by £466. Since then the traffic bas much  
increased, and the excess of receipts over expenditure in the year  
1898-1899 was reported to have been £10,000, but was probably amrt  
than that, for the minister of posts farmed the department f pt  
£(i2,000 per annum, The farm system was abolished in '90' end  
in the following year the post office was joined to the customs  
department waked by Belgian officials. Under the meet favourable  
conditions letters from London via Russia are delivered at Tabris  
in 9 days,at Teheran is to,at Isfahan in ι4, and at Shirks in '8 days;  
and via badia, at Bushlre in 26 days, at Shins in 3t, at Isfahan in 36,  
and at Teheran in 40 days; but during the winter letters between  
London and Teheran sometimes take a month. ii the Interior  
the mail are conveyed on hoseback. end, being packed in badly-
made soft leather bags, ererte equently damaged through careless  
puking and wet. The first Persian postage stamps were issued in  
1875 and roughly printed in Persia. Since then there have been  
numerous issues, many practically bogus ones fot collectors.  
Authentic specimens of the early ones are much valued by stamp  
collators. (Fee iσfο matien on the postal system of Persia, see  
G. Riederer, dw Persian, Vienna, 1882; Fr. Schueller, Dies  
$sirsssche Post rind di' Ροshor ίhsιkh'n von Per ń4ń . Vienna 1893.)  

Τelepa$hs.—The fume line of telegraphs—from Teh ιτiπ to  
Sultan ιeh, about the m. on the rain to Tabrix—was constructed  
in 1859. In the following year it car continued to Tabń z, and in  
1863 to Julia on the Russian frontier. With the object of establish-
ing a direct telegraphic communication between England end 

 Inds, by connecting the European and Indian systems bye land  
line through Persia from Bagdad—then the most essemly Turkish  
telegraphic station—to Bunhira and by a able from Busbine mat-
wards, a telegraphic convention was concluded in the same year  
between the Brutish and Persian governments, and a one-wire  
line on wooden posts from the Turkish frontier, near Bagdad  
to Bushirc via Kermanshah, Hamadan, TeherAn, lsahaa and  
Shiraz, was contracted at the coat and under the supervision  
of the British government. In 1865 a new convention, providing  
for a second wire, was concluded, and for some yeses messages  
between Europe and India were transmitted either via Constanti.  
nople, Βagdad1  TeherAn. Bushirc, or via Russia, Tilhis, Tabń x,  
Teheran, Biisbire. An alternative line between Bagdad and India  
was seated by the construction of a land line to Fan, at the heed  
of the Persian Gulf, and the laying of a cable thence to Busbies.  
The service was very inefficient, απd messages between England and  
India took several days and so πκtimα weeks to teach their deal.  
nation. In X869 Messrs Siemens of Begin, in virtue of concessions  
obtained in the yearheforc and later disposed of to the Indo•Europan  
Telegraph Company, Ltd.—whoal'o took over Reuters cable from  
Lowestoft to Emden (274 knots nstracted a two-wire line on  
iron posts through Germany and Russia, and in ρse a from Julfa  
to Teheran. This line was conned on the 31st of laivary ι87a  
The British government then handed the Bagdad-Teberin section,  
which had become unnecessary for International through traffm  
between Europe and India, over to the Persian govsrnment, and  
changed its Teheran-Bushire line into one of two wires en  iron 
posts, in 1873, according to a convention signed December [872,  
a third wire was added to the line, and there was then a three-wive  
line an iron posts (439 m. ‚adoΕυropean Telegraph Companyt  
675 m. Indus government) from Julia to Bushin. In August  
190' a convention was concluded between the British and Persian  
governments for a three-wire line on Iron posts from Kanlian (a  
station on the Teheran-Bushirc line) to Baluchistan vie Ved.  
Kerman and Barn (805 m.). The construction of this "Central  
Persia line," as it Is known οlfίciaΙ lq was begun be December 1902  
and completed in March 1907. The section Kasban-.isfahan  of 
the old Teheran-Bushire was then taken up απd lafahen was  
connected with the Central Persia line by a two-wire line from  
Ardistan, 7' m. south-cast from Kashen. One of the three wires  
between Isfahan and Bushire whs also taken up, and there are now  
a five-wire line from Teheran to Ardistan (2241 m.). a three-wire  
line from Ardisten to the Baluchistan frontier  (734 m.) and a two-
wire line from Ardistan to Bushirc (497  r.. These lines, as  
well as that of the indo-Earcpen Telegraph Company from Julie  
to Teheran, are waked throughout by an English staff and may  
be claned among the finest απd most efficient in the world. The  
central line is continued through Baluchistan to Karachi, and from  
Bu,Mre messages go by cable (laid in 1864) to Jask, and then  
either by  able or by land to Karachi, Bombay &c. The telegraphie  
fonvention between the British and Persian governments has  
again been renewed, and is in force until ι925; and the erase:c ionι  
to the company were prolonged to the *me year by the Reties  
government in March repo. In addition to these lines, Persia  

ponsewas 4191 m. of single-wire lines on wooden poles belonging  
to the Persian government and worked by a Persian stafit due  
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Miuss^jarfares, &c.—The handbook on Persian art published by  
Colonel Murdoch Smith, R.E., in 1876, with rekrence to the cQI-
lectiosi purchased and sent home by him for the Victoria and Albert  
Museum, haa an instructive account of the more common mane.  
factures of the country. They are classified under the respective  
bends of " porcelain and earthenware" "tiles," "arms and armour," 
"textile fabrics, 	needlework and embroidery,. " metal-work,"  
" wood carving and mosaic-painting,"manuscripts, 	enamel,"  
" jewelry" and "musical instruments." Specimens of the greater  
number are not only tο be procured in England, but are almost  
familiar to the ordinary Londoner. It need scarcely be said that  
tiles have rather increased in value than deteriorated in the eyes  

of the connoisseur, that the ornamentation of metal-work, wood  
carving and inlaying, gem and seal engraving, are exquisite οf their  
kind, and that the carpets manufactured by skilled workmen, when  
left to themselves and their native patterns. are toe grist extent  

unrivalled. Of the above-mentioned articles, carpets, shawls,  

woollen and cotton fabrics and silk stuffs are the more important.  

Carpus may be divided into three categories: (')Kali, with a pile,  
and cut like plush; (2) guise, smooth; 13) sounds, felts Only the  
two first are exported. The Kdi and its smaller sizes. called  
Kdickd (in Europe, rugs), are chiefly made in Fenhan, Sultanabad  
(Ink), Kborsaan, Kurdistan, Kandagh, Yczd, Rermgn, sod among  
the nomad tribes of southern Persia. From the two first-mentioned  
localities, where a British firm has been established for many  
years, great quantities, valued in some years at £100,000, find their  
ray to Eurtpeaa and American markets, while rugs ro the value  
of (30,000 per annum are exported from the Persian Gulf ports Of  
the second kind, sides (used in Europe for curtains, hangings, and  
chair-covers), coosidenbfe quantities are exported from Shusbter  

and Kurdisthn, The value of the =ruts exported during the year  
5906-1907was close upon οα οuo, Turkey taking {613,300,  
Russia ι96,7οο, United States fgo,6o ο Great Britain ‚20,700,  
Egypt  £18,500 and India £5400. Slue& are manufactured  is 
Kermia and Meshed, and form an article of export, principally to  
Turkey. Woollen fabrics are maoi*factured in many districts, but  
are net exported in any great quantity. Coarse cotton stuffs,  
chiefly of the kind celled Kerbos, used in their natural colour, or  
dyed blue with indigo, are manufactured in all districts but not  
exported; cottons, called Kalamkar, which are nude in Mancbeotrt  
and block-printed in colours at fdahan sod Κυmishah t  find their  
way to foreign markets, principally Russian. Of silk fabrics  
manufactured in Persia. principally in Khorasan, Kashen and  
Vend, about £100,000 worth pew annum is exported to Turkey,  
Russia and India, In the environ α of Restrain and in Fars, chiefly  
at Maimand, much rose-water is made, and a considerable quantity  
of it is =netted by way of Bushire to India and Java. Many  
attempts have been made to start manufactures, supported by  
forelen capital and conducted by foreigners, but nearly all have  
resulted in less. In 1879 the Persian government was induced to  
spend L σ,οοο on the erection of a gas factory in Teherhn, but  
work was soon stopped for want of good coal. A few years later  
a Persian bought the factory and plant for £10,000, and made them  
over in 1891 to the Companiie gfnirale pour '&la,rage et le lauffege  
en Parse, which after bringing out much additional plant, and  
wasting much capital in trying for some yearsin vain to nuke 
g 
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.otionales de Pes, opened a glass factory in Telurin, but the  
difficulty of obtaining the raw material cheaply and is large quanti. 
ties was coo great to make it a paying concern, and the factory  
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fur la fabrication du were en erse, with a large capital, then  
came to Persia, and began making beetroot ιυgar in the 'inter of  
zees But, like the gas and glass companies, it found the cost  of 
the raw material and the incidental expenses too great, and ceased  
ts ορeratioαs in i899. In 1890 a Russian company started a match  

factory near Teherin with an initial outlay, it is said, of about  
o,οοο, but could not successfully compete with Austrian and  

bwedisb matches and ceased operations very soon. A Persian  
gentleman erected a cotton-spinning factory at Teberia in 1894  
with expensive machinery; it turned out some excellent yarn but  
could not compete in price with imported  

4sdlaro{ Prodack.—What, barley aπd r  «^ 	 rice are grown in all  
distncts, the two former up to considerable altitudes (8000 ft.), the 

wherever wherev the water supply isabundant, and in inner Persia  
generally along rivers; and all three are largely exported The  
moat important rice-growing districts which produce more than  
they require for local consumption and supply other districts, or  

exportgreat quantities, are Astarabad, Mazandaran, Gilan t  Veramin,  
(near Τehergn). Lenjan (near Isfahan), and some localities in Fan  
and Azerbaijan. Peas, beans, lentils, gram, maize, millet are also  
universally cultivated, and exported from the Persian Gulf ports  

to India and the Arabian coast. The exportof rice amounted to  
52,200 tons in *906-1907, and was valued at £472450.  The  
Persian fruit isexcellent and abundant, and large quantities, princi-
pally dried and called khushkbar (dry  fruit), as quinces, peaches, 
apricots, plums (of several kinds), raisins, figs, almonds, pistachios,  

walnuts and date (the lest only from the south), as well as oranges  
(only from the Caspian provinces), are exported. The fruit exported  
during 1906-1907 had a value of 65, σι9.000. Nothing is being 
doιιp to improve the vine, and the sews wines, until recently of  
world-wide reputation, are yearly getting thinner and poorer.  
The phylloxera has done much damage. The naturalist S. G.  
Gmehn, who explored the southern shores of the Caspian in 1771,  
observed that the wines οf Gilan yes  re made from the wild grape.  
Cotton is largely grown, principally in the ceatral districu and  
Khorasan, and some qualities are excellent and command high  
prices in the European markets 58,400 tons of raw cotton, valued  
at (838,787, were exported to R υ se in *906-1927. Good hem 
grows wild in Mazandann. Tobacco of two kinds, one the las.belúi  
(Ncdsam persic α,  Lindl.), for water pipes, the mho the lulus  

(Nicdiana ruslia, L.), for ordinary pipes and cigarettes, is much  
cultiνat98. The tumbeku for export is chiefly produced in the  
central districts round about fefahan and near 1Casfan, while the  
tumbaku of Shiraz, Fesse, and Damb in Fen, considered the best  
in Perlis, is not much appreciated abroad. Tutun is cultivated  
in Azerbaijan, near Urmia and other places near the Turkish frontier,  
in Kurdistan, and, since 1875, in the district of Resht,in Clan. About  
1885 the quantity of tobacco exported amounted to between 4000  

and Soo° tons. In 1906-1907 only ι83ο tons, valued at {µ,οοο,  

were exported. The cultivation of poppy for opium grcatly  
increased after 1880, and it was estimated in ipoo that the annual  
produce of opium amounted to over woo tons, of which about  
two-fifths was consumed and smoked in the country. The principal  
opium-producing districts are those of Shiraz, Isfahan, Vend,  
Kermin, Khorasan, Burujird and KerminshAh. While the quantity  
cοnsυ ed in the country is now probably the same, the quantity  
exported is much leas: 239 tons, valued at ,(237, 70 is '906-5907.  
The value of the silk produced in Persia in the 'sixties -was  
Li ‚000,000 per annum, and decreased in consequence of silk-worm 
disease to {30,000, in 1890. The quantity produced has since  
then steadily increased and it. yearly value is estimated at half a 

 million. Cocoons and ram silk valued at {316,140 were exported  
in 1906-1907. IN oil-yielding plants the castor-oil plant sesame,  
linseed and olive are cultivated, the last only in a sin district  
south of and near Resht. Very little oil is exported. The 
not yet a staple article d food, tomatoes, celery, caυlifΙ weτ, 

potato, 

• and other vegetables are now much more grown than formerly,  
chiefly in consequence i  the great influx of Europeans, who are  
the principal consumers  

Among the valuable vegetable products forming articles of  
export are various gums and dyes, the most important being  
gum tragacanth, which exudes from the astragalus plant in the  
hilly region from Kurdistan in the north-west to Kermin in the  
south-east. Other gums are gum-ammoniac, asafetida.galbaeum  
sagapanum, wenches and a poπax. In 1906-1907, ιο  tons et 

n 	 l venous gums of a value of0,, αoο were exported. Ofst dye-stuffs 
tbere are 
Khabιs n 

produced 	(Lnwwsia 
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 small l 	quantity of  

indigo is grown near Disful and Shushter. The export of dyα in  
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much since 1880. Some nerd tribes who owned many brood  
mares, atιd yearly cold biindredsol horns, now hardly poaeese su[ftr  
clent animals for their own requirements. The scarcity of au/may  
as well as the dearness of fodder, is ens of the rausesof the dearness  
of transport, and freights have risen on the meet frequented roads  
from 3d. per ton-toile in 1880 to teal, and even 13d., per ton-mile.  

The puma qt *reek articles of Ι od roes steadily (rem. 1880 and  
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Persia, far away on the fringe of the desert, and nader'existing  
conditions quite valueless. The richest deposits of isic el, cabala  
and antimony ores are also situated in localiti*a where there ό  little  
water and the nearest useful fuel some hundred miles away.  
Aurifeuaus alluvial strata have been discovered in vanes localities,  
but everywhere the scarcity of water has been a bar to their being  
exploited with profit. A rich ne ρphηthα-beeλπg tone atretchee  
from the Luristan hills near Kcrm*nsh&h down to the Persian, Gulf.  
Conρ tent engineers and specialists have declared that b αrlαge  
in the Bakhtian hills, west of Shuahter, would give excellent ream  
but the difficult billy country and the total absence of reeds, as well  
as the antipathy of the inhabitants of the district, would make,  
the transport and establishment of the oeceseary ant a most  
difficult matter. Α British syndicate has been baring at several 
places in the none since 4003. . 

Cenιetarce.—Tie principal centres of commerce are Tabrit,  
Teherlln, 'Resist, Meshed and ezd; the principal ports Bander 

 Abbasi, Lingah, Bushire and Muhamrah on the Perron Gulf, and  
Astara, Reece, Meshed f Sar anti Bander. t Gea cc the Caspka.  

Until 1899 all the q atoms were fanned opt (t8'$- ι for 
(3oo,οσo), but in March of that year the, farm system wan• d shed  
in the two provinces of Azerbaijan anti *Cermfnshlih, απd, the  
experiment there proving successful, in all other provisoes in the  
following year. At the same time a uniform' duty of 5%  ad ialorrm  
was established. In October 1905 a treaty fixing a tariff and re-
serving "the most favoured nation" treatment for the coumtriee  
already enjoying It was concluded between Persia and Reeds,  
it was ratified in December 1902 and came into force on the latin  

'of Februay 1963. The commercial' treaty with Great W ń taln  
concluded in 1857, provided for the "moat favoured nation ^ l  
treatment, but nevertheless a new treaty under which, the duties  
levied an British imports would be the same as on Russian  
import. was made with Greet Britain a few days before the new  
tariff came into force and was ratified in May ;  

For the value of imports and exports previous to rpoz the only  
statistics available were the flgurea'gj'Vrn m consular reports, whit  
were not always correct. In 1897  it was estimated that the value of  
the imports from and exports to Great Britain, including 'India  
amounted to £5,15o,οοο. About a quarter of this trade passed  
over the western frontier of Persia, white three-quarters passed  
through the Persian Gulf ports. The value of the trade betweeu  
Russia and Persia was then about (3 5oο,aoο. Since 1901 detailed 
statistics have been published by the customs department, and 
according to them the values of the imports and exports in thousands  
of pounds sterling for the six years 1901-1907  were as fσllows:—  
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2.  d.  
Wheat, per kt 32 9  

(6  
Rice 640  
Bread. ordinary,  per  .i: ggηη 
Με̂ατ,múctoe(ρα maππ)  I s-28  
Cheese 	ι ,  1 0  
Clarified butter  5 4• 86  
Milk 	 „ 7.68 
Eggs,  per  ιoo. . 	. 	. 3  240  

Former and Timber.—Timbcr from he forests o Maeandaran  
and Gilan has been a valuable article of export fo many years  
and since about 1870 large quantities of boxwood have also been  
exported thence; in some years the value of the timber and box  
wood exerted has exceeded 45ο,οοo. This value represented  
about a00,uoo box trees and quite as many others. Much timber  
is also used for charcoal-burning, and occasionally larrggee xarts of  
forest are burned by  the people in order to obtain clearings  for 
the cultivation of rice. The destruction of the forests by timber-
cutters απd charcoal-burners has been allowed to go on unchecked.  
no plantatiosa have been laid out, and nothing has been done  
for forest conservation. indiscriminate cutting has occasionally  
been confined within certain bounds, but such restrictions were  
generally either of short duration or made for the convenience and  
profit of local governors. The oak forests of Kurdistan, Luristan  
and the Bakhtiari district are also being rapidly thinned. A small  
step in the right direction was made in 1900 by engaging the services  
of an official of the Prutelan forest deportment, but unfortunately,  
beyond sending him to Inspect the Masandaran fortes belonging  
to the Crown, and emplojdng him to lay out a send clement n is  
she jsjrud valley, east of Tehergn, nothing was done. The monopoly 
for cutting and exφrting the timber of the Mazandaran forests is  
leased to European firms, principally for box and oak Boxwood  
has become scarce. There are many kinds of good timber-yielding  
trees, the best known being alder (Alias ‚rdiiiozd, Wild., A. l'artsila,  

A. cords d 	 w ie, Ten,), ash (Fr0ctin exeds ιΡor, L.), beech (Fagw 
syisatica), elm (Ulnisis ennekesfm, U. glum, 	prd νΡnculata .  
wychclm (UWmw m οntenα) hornbeam (Carjiinss brf σ(as, L.),  
juniper (Junipers: excdsa, J. emnmunir, 1. sabfna), Maple (Acer  
ensigns, Boma., A, caaιp'ytτtr, A. pssudo.pkMaiia. L.), oak (Qwcsin  
bal4ta, Q. 'ω1αιιιαe£efuα, 9,  sessii στα,  Q. pediineukhs), walnut,  
nettle tree (Collis usslralus, L.), biberiais elm (Zelkova crenala  

Spach.), and various kinds of poplar. Pipe-sticks, from the wil d  
cherry tree, αre exported to Turkey.  

Fsshnries.—F%sh is a staple food along the stores of the Persian  
Gulf, but the Crown derives no revenue from ώ slteλw there. The  
fisheries of the Caspian littoral αre leased to a Russian firm (since  
*868), and most of the fish goes to Russia (31,120 tons, value  
^S56, Ι25, in 1906-1907). The Fish principally aught αre sturgeon.  
giving caviare, sheat fish or dlore,.aaimon, carp, bream and perch.  

Mtawe , and Mining: Ρersia pose aoa momiderable mineral  
riches, but the absence of chap and easy means of transmit, and  
the scarcity of fuel and water which prevails almost everywhere,  
make any exploitation on a remunerative scale impossible, and the  
attempts which have been made to work mines with Emmett  
capital and under European superintendence have been financtaily  
unsuccessful. Deposits of rich ores of copper, lead, iron, manganese,  
zinc, nickel, cobalt, &c» abound. A few mines are worked by  
natives in a primitive. systemless manner, απd without any great  
truth),  of capital. There are turquoise mines near Nishappur (for  
description of mines, manner of working, &c., see Α. 'Nertum- 
Schindler, ^φrt en Ike T νΡ 	 m rgroise Mines in Rhn ιan. F. O. Reports. 
1884, and " Die Gegend zwinchen Sabzwar and Mcschhed." Ιakrb υcb  
t, k. goal. R. A. Wien, vol. xxxvi.; also E. Tithe, Wrtexdi.  
It. It. god. R. A., 1884, p. 9q3); several copper mines in Khorasan;  
Sa wnan, ArarbaiJan and Κerm8n; some of lead, two 0enaide τably  
*rgeiitifemus. in Khorasan. Tudarvar(nar Samnan), Αι gu ran,  
Atsµh^r (boob west of Zenjan), and Kerman; two of iron at hinule  
in Gilan and Nur in Mazandaran; two of o τpimem in A(shar and  
near Urmia; one of cobalt at Kamnar (near Kasbail); one d alum 

 in Tarom (near Kaavin); and a number of call lathe Let district,  
aortheaat of Tohergo, and at Hiv and Abyek, north-west of Teherin.  
There are also many quarries of rock-salt, gypsum lime απd some of  
marble, alabaster, sospatone. &e. The ennui, revenue of the  
government from the leases. rents and royalties of mines des  
not amount to more than (15,000. and about 6000 of obis amount 

 is derived from the turquoise mines near Nil spur. As the rents  
and royalties, excepting those on the turquoise mines, amount to  
about osse-llfth of the net proceeds, it may be estimated that the  
value of the anneal output does not exceed Lso,000, while the  
intrinsic value of the ores, particularly those off llend, iron, cobalt  
and nickel, which have not yet been touched can be estimated at  

Imports.  
W 

Experts.  Total.  

ι 9̂οα--ι^3 
1903-1904 
1904-1905  
1905-1906  
1 966-1967 .  
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The imports and exports during the year 1906-1907 (total nine  
' (r4,ςτ 6.x34) were distributed es, follows (values ii thousands 
sterling) '— 

Russia . . i . . 8092 	UiS. America  
Great Britain . . . 3128 	6

Ιι
gι

dy
υ
pptt 
	  665 

Turkey . 	 • 
 173"5 	

Net^h 
A 
A 	

ferlands ' • 	• 41  

Afghanistan 

▪ 	

. 203 
277 	Belgium 

wltxarinhd 	, . .  a4 fghαπ  
Germany . . , . 182 	Sweden . . . 

• 

. 8  
China 	. . , . ι4g 	Other countries. 	. t  

14326  
While the value of the trade between Greet Britain απd Persia in,  

igcb-igoy was almost the same as in 1897, that of the trade with  
Rests had increased from 34 millions to 84 or i7 %. The  

average yea ςly value of the trade between Great Britain and Persia  

during the ux years was £2952,185 (Imports {a .135,0i6, experts  
£517,r69);between Rsasiaand [ r ιia {,6.475.866  (Imports ,(3 350,072, 
exparta(3,tg5,794) ι The averjge values οf the trade ωith 01her couπ.  
tries were; Fιa c. £666,οαο Austria  £946.οoο, Germany £124,0000, 

 Icajy £79;φ0,UδitadStatesof America {52, οοο,NetherυπdsGt9,οοο.  
The principal imports into Persia in aypToximate order of value  

are cottons, sugar, tee, woollens, cotton yarn, petroleum, Muffs  
of wool and cotton mired, wool, hardware, ironm οngerγ, matches 
Iran and steel, dyes, rice, spires and glassware. The ρr'mcipa{' 
exports are fruits (dried and fresh), carpets, cotton, fish, rice,  gems,  
wool, opium, silk cocoons, skins, live itlimals, aflks, cottons, wisest,  
beτiεεyy drugs 'and tobacco. ;  

Shipping odd Νa^ςςaaHon.-• 911ρρing under the Persian flag is  
restricted to vessels belonging to the Peden Gulf ports. Some  
of the larger craft, which are milled bagfuk. and var± from 5o to  
300 tom, carry merthaadise to and from Bombay, the Malabar  
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ease, Zanzibar. &e.; while the smeller veasle, eased Squeak  
and mostly under no tons, are employed in the casting tnde en d  
the p .bsherke on the Arabian coast. It is estimated that the  
blur principal port and the many smaller ones (as Msaber, Hindiaa.  
Zaidm, Bander, Dilam. Rig, Kongan, Tahen. K*shm. Hormuz, &c.)  
possess  at kart goo bogkhs and several hundred bσ αks, besides a 
large number of small bouts. The following fig res &osn the  
commercial statistic published by the Persian Customs Department  
show the total shipping at the four principal Persian Gulf ports,  
Buahire, Bander Lingah, Bander Abbad and Muhamreh dur ίng  
the yeah 1904-1907.  

-1905. 1905-1906. 1906-1907.  Ι 1904 

Ties Tones Tons. 
British , 	. 	. 67ι,386 827.539 
Persian. 	, 	. 36,797  25.069  

x,5̀9s4 

6.2 Russian 24.121 29,182 40,616  

Arabian. 22.487 16,749 7.932  
Turkish 	, 	. 3.176 3.877 5,005  
French 	. 390' 570 
German. 	. 	. 52.935  

Total . 	. 760.868 902,986 939.507  

The British shipping.  amounted to 89.2%.of the total shipping 
porn at the four  during the years 1904-1907. There was no  

German shipping in the gulf before 1906, but in the frs τ year  of 
its appoaranc (*906-1907). its tonnage at the gull ports was  
almost an much as that of all other mittens with the exception of  
Greet Britain.  
' Í shipping of 1906-1907 was distributed among the four pats 
an 
Bushirc ms . 354,798 to 	Bender Abbast 	245,746 tunes 
Bander Lί ngah  155,720 ,,Muhamrah . • 183.243 ,.  
Bander Lin5ah being the port where most of the pearls obtained  
on the Arabian coast of the gull are brought to and exported from,  
has more native shipping (all sailing vessels) than the other ports.  

All the shipping on the Caspian is under the Russian flags and  
no returns of the arrivals and departures of vessels at the Persian  
ports were published before '906. According to the s υτ isύ εs  
of the customs department the shipping of the Persian ports  
amounted in *906-1907 to 650,727 tons. The shipping at the  
principal Persian ports 0i' the Caspian in the year 1906-1907 was:  
gstara 137,935  tons; Enseli 202,132 tons; Meshed i Sar 90,799  
tons; Bander-i-Gez 56,135 tons. Two or three Sat-bottomed  scaling 
vessels navigate the lake of Urmia in north.westnn Persia, carrym  
merchandise, principally agricultural produce, from the western and  
south-western shores to the eastern for the supply of Tabriz. The  
navigation is a state monopoly, le4sed out for 050  per annum.  

Coinage, Weights and Measures.—The monetary unit is the kran,  
a silver coin, formerly weighing 28 nskho ds (88 grains), then reduced  
to 26 nakhods (77 grains), and now weighing only 24 nakhods (71  
grains) or somewhat less. Before the new coinage came into use  

(1877) the proportion of pure silver was from 92 to 95%;  

subsequently the proportion was for some time 90%' now it in  
about 895%. In consequence of this depreciation of the coin-
age and the fall in the price of silver, pertly also in consequence  
of exchange transactions by bandy the valqe of the knit has  
since 1895 rarely been more than 4.8οd., or half what it was in  
‚874. end fell tο less than 4d. In 1905. in 1874 the kran was worth  
a franc; in june 1908 the exchange fora £e bill on London was  

50l^ 0kk  of the Joan, give
s the 	vu l  the 	

this kraα es 4id. Taking th  
veriqus n 

in ^ircυlazioη work c it asp 
	nickel and silver coins 

Nickel Cons, 	 Silver Coins.  
Shahi - 2 pal 	. . o'24d. 	Five shahis - } kran. 1•2nd.  
Two shah'a - 4 pul 0.481• 	Ten shahis - ; kran .2.40d.  

One kτan-2ο  sbabia 

Two 40 ppuut 	. . • 4.8od. 
luaσs. . 9•όot. 

In 1899 from 8o to 83 copper  shahis (weighing about : lb) were  
being given for one silver kmn. This wan owing to the depredation  
of the copper coinage from 1896 onwards, consequent upon there  

being an excess of coinage due to the excessive quantities formerly  
put in circulation from the mint. Accordingly the government  
in '900 replaced the copper by a nickel coinage (face value of nickel  
coin in circulation end of 1907, 4,000,000 knits). Accounts are  

' By article v. of the Treaty of Gulistan of 1813, confirmed by article  
Viii. of the Treaty of Turkmanchai of 1828, it was declared that  
Russia alone should have the right of maintaining vessels of war  
,u the Caspian, end that no οtleτ Power should Sy the military  
Sag on that sea; and by a decision of the council of the Russian  
Empire, published on the 24th of November 1869. the establishment  
of companies fee the navigation of the Caspian, except by Russian  
wbjacts, and the purchase of shares of such companies by foreigners  
saw prohibited. (Slats Paps, vol. lxiii. 925.)  

kept is dint" formerly a gold piece, now an imaginary coin τιΙι'  
of a kran. Ten thousand dinars are equal to one knelt (a word  
meaning ten thousand), or 10 krans silver, and 50  diearo ere one  
shahi. 

Gold coins are: 5, 5, 1, τ, 5.  and 10 toman pieces, but the are  
not in circulation as current money because of their ever.varying  
value in silver knits, which depends upon the exchange on London.  

The unit of weight is the miskal (71 grains), subdivided into  

24 nakhada (2.96 grains), a nakhod being further subdivided into  
4 gandum (•7q grains). lager weights, again, are the sir ( ι6 miskals)  
and the abbasi, wakkeh, or kervankch (5 sir). Most articles see  
bough: and sold by a weight called batman, or man, of which there  
ere several kinds, the principal being  

Μan-i-Tabriz-8 abbasis 	- 640 miskals σσ 6.49  Di  
Man.i.Νοh abbasi..9 abbasis - 720 	 7'30 »  
Man-i-Kohneh (the old man) - ι000 	-  

Man-i-Shah- a Tabriz mans - ιιeo 	 '2.98,,  
Man-i-Rey q ∎  2560 	 25 .96  „ 
Μaπ-i-Bander ebbaai ,, 	- bee 	 8- 5Sι2  
Μαη.i-Hashemi- ι6 means of 720 - 116.80„  

Corn, straw, coal, &c., are sold by kharvar -too Tabriz mans  
54}9 lb.  
The unit of measure is the tar or get, of which, as in the case of  

the man, there are several variants. 40.95 in. is the most common  

length for the tar, but in Azerbai)an the length is 44.09 in. Long  
distances are calculated in farakhs, a farsakh being equal to 6000  
tar. Probably the zer in this mea ΙlΙre-40-95 in., which makes  
the farsakh 3.87 m., but the other length of the ear is sometime  
used, when the farsakh becomes 4.17 m. Areas are measured in  
jeribs of from loon to 1066 square zar of 40-95 in., the surface unit  
thus being (rum 1294  to 5379 sq. ydi.  

Cοοααιυίσο and Gowrnmenf.—Up to the year τgοό  the govern-
ment of Persia was an absolute monarchy, and resembled in its  
principal features that of the Ottoman Empire, with the excep-
tion, however, that the monarch was not the religious head  
of the community. The powers of the Shah (Shahanshaht' or  

king of kings ") over his subjects and their property were  
absolute, but only in so far as they were not opposed to the shar',  
or " divine law,„  which consists of the doctrines of the Mahom-
medan religion, as laid down in the Koran, the oral commentaries  
and sayings of the Prophet, and the interpretations by his  
successors and the high priesthood. In 1905, however, the  
people began to demand judicial reforms, and in z906 cried out  
for representative institutions and a constitution. By a rescript  
dated the sth of August Muzagar-cad-Din Shah gave his assent  
to the formation of a national council (Majlis I shorn i siiIJi),  
to be composed of the representatives of the various classes:  
princes, clergy, members of the kajer family and tribe—chiefs  
and nobles, landowners, agriculturists, merchants and trades-
men. By an ordinance of the 'nth of September the number of  
members was fixed at 162 (6o for Tehertn, 202 for the provinces)  
to be raised to zoo if necessary, and elections were held soon  
after. Electors must be males and Persian subjects of not less  
than 25 years of age and of good repute. Landowners must  
possess land of at least taoo tomans (£coo) in value, merchant  
and tradesmen must have a fixed and well-known place of  
business or shop with an annual value of not less than the  
average value in the localities where they are established.  
Soldiers and persons convicted of any criminal offence are not  
entitled to vote. The qu αli∆cations for membership are know.  
ledge of the Persian language and ability to read and write it end  
good repute in the constituency. No person can be elected who  
is as alien, is under the age of 30 years or over the age of ;o  years, 
is in the employ of the government, is in the active service of  
the army or navy, has been convicted of any criminal offence, or  
is a bankrupt.  

On the 7th of October the national cοunαί , or as many mem-
bers of it as could be got together, was welcomed by the shah  
and elected a president. This was considered as the inaugura' 

 ton and formal opening of parliament. An ordinance signed  
' Wt see this title in its old Persian form, %fubaya Ιhiyyσσ Rlυίοιυ .  

fbiy, in the cuneiform inscriptions; as Ban'he t Bsn•t'Oe on the  
coins of the Arsacidea, and as the Pahlavi Malkas Malka on the  
coins and in the inscriptions of the Sassanians. With the Mahon.  
meden conquest of Persia and the fall of the Sasuauians the title  
was abolished; it was in use fora short time during the !nth century  
having been granted to Shah Ismail Samani by the Caliph Motadid  
Α.D. 900; it appeared again on coins of Nadir Shah, x736-1 747, and 
was assumed by the present dynasty, the Kajers, in 1799.  
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by Μυααffaτ-ud-Diα Shah, Mabommed All Mime (Ms successor)  
and the grand vim, on the 30th of December 1906, deals with  
the rescńpt of the sth of August, states the powers and duties  
of the national council and makes provision for the regulation  

of its general procedure by the council itself. The members  
have immunity from prosecution except with the knowledge of  

the national council. The publicity of their proceedings except  

under conditions accepted by the council is secured. Ministers,  

or their delegates may appear and speak in the national council  

and am responsible to that body, which also has special control  
of financial affairs and internal administration. its ianction  

is required for all territorial changes, for the alienation of state  
property, for the granting of concessions, for the contracting  
of bans, for the construction of roads and railways, for the  
ratification of treaties, &c. There was to be a senate of do  
members of whom 3ο were to be appointed to represent the shah  
and 30 to be elected on behalf of the national council, τ ς of each  
class being from TeherSa and ιs from the provinces (the senate,  
however, was not immediately formed).  

By a rescript dated February a, 1907, Mahommed All Shah  

confirmed the ordinance of the 30th of December, and on the  
8th of October 1907 he signed the final revised constitution, and  
took the oath which it prescribes on the 12th of November in  
the presence of the national council.  

Iιι accordance with the constitution the shah must belong to  
the Shish faith, and his successor must be his eldest son, or next  
male in succession, whose mother was a Kajar ρriπcess. The  
shah's civil list amounts to ςcο,οοο tomens (jroo,000).  

The executive government is carried on under a cabinet  
composed of seven or eight vizirs (ministers), of whom one,  
besides holding a portfolio, is vizir azam, prime minister. The  
vizirs are the ministers of the interior, foreign affairs, was,  
justice, finance, commerce, education, public works.  

Until 1906 the shah was assisted in the task of government by  
the sads near (grand visir). a number of vizirs, ministers or heads  
of departments somewhat on European lines, and a "grand council  
of state," composed of some ministers and other members nomin- 
ated by the shah himself as occasion required. Many of the 

ministers " would have been considered in Europe merely as  

chiefs of departments of a ministry, as, for instance, the minister  

for Crown buildings, that for Crown domains, the minister of ems-
monies, those for arsenals, army accounts, &c.; also an accumulation  
of several offices without any connexion between their functions,  

in the hands of a single person, was frequently a characteristic  

departure from the European model. The ministers were not  
responsible to tim Crown in a way that ministers of • European  
government arc; they rarely took any initiative, and generally  

referred their afaus to the grand vwr or to the shah for final  
derision.  

There were twenty-seven vizirs (ministers), but only some of  
them were consulted on affairs of stat α The departments that  
had a viair at their hid were the following: court, ceremonies.  
shah's secretarial department, interior, correspondence between  
court and governors, revenue accounts and budget, finance, treasury,  
outstanding accounts, foreign agairs,war, army accounts, military  

stores, arsenals, justice, commerce, mines and industries, ages.  

culture  and Crown domain, Crown buildings, public works, public  

mstruction. telegraphs, posts, mint, religious endowments and  
ρeιιτioτrr  customs, press. In addition to these twenty-seven  

vumrs with portfolios, there were some titulaiy vizirs at court,  
like Visf& i Hesw i llunmayi'n (minister of the imperial resence).  
Visa' i nmkksw (extraordinary minister), &c., and a number in the  

provinces assisting the governors in the same way as the grand  

visor assists the shah. Most of these ministers were abolished  

under the new constitution, and the heads of subsidiary depart-
ments are entitled mudir or raix, and are placed under the responsible  
ministers.  

Rtligiap.—About 9,000,000 of the population are Mabom-
medans of the Shish faith, and 800,000 or 900, οοο, principally  
Surds in north-western Persia, are said to belong to the other  
great branch of Islam, the Sunni, which differs from the former  
in religious doctrine and historical belief, and is the state religion  
of the Turkish Empire and Other Bfahommedao countries. Other  
religions are represented in Persia by about 80,000 to 90,000  
Christians (Armeisiarfs, Nestorian, Greek Orthodox and Roman  
Catholics, Protestants), 36,000 Jews, and 9000 Zorosat ń ans.  

Society in Persil, being based almost exclusively on religious  
law, is much as it was in Biblical times among the Jews, with this  

difference, however, that there exists no aacet 'dotal caste. In  
Persia any person capable of reading the Koran and interpreting  
its laws may act as a priest (m ιdlaiή , and as soon as such a priest  
becomes known for his just interpretation of the slam' and his  
superior knowledge of the traditions and articles of faith, he  
becomes a majrokid, literally morning "one who strives" (to  
acquire knowledge), and is a chief priest. The mullahs are  
referred to in questions concerning religious law, bold religious  
assemblies, preach in mosques, teach in colleges, and are appointed  
by the government as judges, brad-preachers, &c. Thus the  
dignitaries, whose character seems to us specially a religious one,  
are in reality doctors, or expounders and interpreters of the law,.  
and officiating ministers charged with the ordinary accomplish-
ment of certain ceremonies, which every ether Mnssulman,  
"true believer," has an equal right to fulfil. Formerly there  
were only four or five saujiahids in Persia, now there are many,  
sometimes several in one city—Teheran, for instance, has tea;  
but there are only a few whose decisions are accepted as final  
and without appeal. The highest authority of all is vested  In 
the mtujiakid who resides at Kerbela, or Nejef, near Bagdad,  
and is considered by many Shi'iks as the vicegerent of the  
Prophet and representative of the from. The shah and the  
government have no voice whatever in the matter of appointing  
mullahs or mujlahids, but frequently appoint slseikhs.ul-islam  
and cad is, and occasionally chief priests of mosques that receive  
important subsidies out of government funds. The chief priest  
of the principal mosque of a city, the max/id i jaati', is called  
intern jags', and he, or a representative appointed by him, reads  
the kleufbn, " Friday oration," and also preaches. The reader  
of the kkulba is also called hha'ib. The leader of the prayers  
in a mosque is the pishnamon, and the crier to prayers is the  
mu'aain. Many priests are appointed guardians of shrines  
and tombs of members of the Prophet's family ('marx and  
imamoadeks) and are responsible for the proper adminlstratlon  
of the property and funds with which the establishments are  
endowed. The guardian of a shrine is called muiasali, or, if  
the shrine is an important one with much property and many  
attendants, m κtasali-baski, and is not necessarily an ecclesiastic,  
for instance, the guardianship of the great shrine of Imam Reza  
In Meshed is generally given to a high court functionary or  
minister as a reward for long services to the State. In the  
precincts of a great shrine a malefactor finds a safe refuge  
from his pursuers and is lodged and fed, and from the security  
of his retreat he can arrange the ransom which is to purchase  
his immunity when he come out.  

Formerly all cases, civil and criminal, were referred to the  
clergy, and until the 17th century the clergy were subordinate to 

 s kind of chief ρέntiff, named sads-us-τodω, who posaessed  a 
very extended jurisdiction, nominated the judges, and managed  
all the religious endowments of the mosques, college, shrines, fte.  
Shah Safi (zero- ι642), in order to diminish the influence of the  
clergy, appointed two such pontiffs, one for the court and nobility  
the other for the people. Nadir Shah (1736-1747) abolished  

these offices altogether, and seized most of the endowments of the  
ecclesiastical establishments in order to pay his troops, and, the  
lands appropriated by him not haying been restored, the clergy  
h*ve never regained the power they once possessed. Many  
members of the clergy, particularly those of the higher ranks, 

 have very liberal ideas sad are in favour of progress and reforms  
so long as they are not against the spar', or divine law; but,  
unfortunately, they form the minority.  

The Avmeiiiiins of Penis, in no far as regards their eccteniaeticsl  
state, are divided into the two dioceses of Azerbel,ari and Isfahan,  
and, since the late troubles in Turkey, which caused many to  

take refuge in Persia, are said to number over 50,000. About  
three-fifths of this number belong to the diocese of Azerbaijan,  

with a bishop at Tabriz, and reside in the cities of Tabris, KhoT,  
Selmas, Urmia and Maagha, and in about thirty villages close  
to the north-western frontier; the other two-fifths, under the  
diocese of Isfahan, with a bishop in julfa, reside in Teheran,  
Hamadan, Julfa, Shiras, Bushire; Resht, Enseli and other towns,  
and In some villages in the district, of Chahar Mahal, Feridan,  
Barbarud, Kamareh, Kern, Kharakan, &c. Many Persian  
Armenians are mimed in trade and cemeerxe, and scene of  
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their merchants dispose of much apical, but the bulk live.on the  

proceeds of agriculture and are poor.  
The Nestprams in Persia, all living in cities and villages close to  

the Turkish frontier, numbered about as,000 to 30,000 but many  

of them, some say half, together with two or three bishops, recently  
Went over to the Greek Orthodox (Russian) Church, in cοnsαneene  
of the unsatisfactory protection afforded them by their ρatrπarcΙ^,  
who resides in Mosul These latter are now cared for by an arcbi-
mandrite of Russian nationality and some Russian ςιΙests.  

The Greek Orthodox Caekolscs are represented by Russians, who re-
side in northern Persia; they have a church at the Ruosan legation  
in Teberan, and another at the Russian consulate in Tabriz.  

The Roman Ccekolies in Persia. Europeans απd natives (mostly  
Armenians), number about three or four thousand, απd have  
churches in Teheran,ulfa and Azerbaijan, served by members of 
the French Lazarist Mission. They also have some orphanages,  
schools απd medical dispensaries, under the care of sisters of ebanly  
of St Vinccnt de Paul,  

The Protestants, Europeans and natives (converted Armenians  
and Nestoń ans), number about 6500. The religious missions  
ministering' to their spiritual welfare ere: ( τ) The board of foreign  
missions of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America,  

which has six establishments in Persia: Urmia since ι6 . Teheran  
since 1872, Teems since 1873, Hamadan since 1880. Rcsht since  

1902 end Karvin since 1903. Τhe establishments of Tabriz and  
.Urmia form the Western Persia Mission, those of Teheran, Hamadan,  
Resht and )Caxvin the Eastern Persia Mission. The former mission  
has 24 churches, : 18 schools, a hospitals and 4 dispensaries;the latter  

has 4 churches, ci schools, τ hospitals and 4 dispensaries. (a) The  
Church MissionarySociety,cstablishesl in Persia since 1869. In June  
1908 it had 4 plain of worship (Julia, Vend, Kerman, Shires),  
s schools Uulfa, Isfahan, ye. d, Kerman and Shires). There am  
also hospitals and dispensaries for men and women at Julia, Isfahan,  

Yczd and Kerman. The hospitals at Junfa and is Γahan hays ac-
commodation for too patients each, and are sometimes full to  
overflowing; the dispensaries are generally overcrowded.. The  

establishment of the Church Missionary Society is under the care  

of a bishop, who reside at Julia απd is under the bishop of London.  
(3) The Anglican mission, which was established by Dr Benson,  
archbishop of Canterbury, and has its work among the Nestorians  

Its Azerbamjan. (4) The London Society for promoting Christianity  
among the Jews, which was established at Tehq .rhn in 1876, απd 
at Isfahan and Hamadan in 1889. It has in Teheran a church  
and a school, at Isfahan a school απd at Hamadan a small school.  
(5) Τhe British and Foreign Bible Society has been represented  
at Isfahan since ι879.  

The lιιcτ in Persia number about 36,000, and are found in nearly  

all cities of the country but communities with synagogues and  
priests exist only in the urger cities like Teherdn, Isfahan, Vezd,  
Shiraz, Hamadan, &c.  

The Zoroa lriaas, commonly called " gabrs," numbering about  
9000, .  reside principally in the cities and villages of Yezd and Ker-
mtn, and on'y three or four hundred live in Teheran, Kashan,  
Isfahan and Shiraz, some engaged in trade and commerce but  
most of them employed in agricultural work απd gardening. 1fheir  
interests are attended to by a delegate who is appointed by the  

8ωnbey Ρarsis and resides at Teheran.  
The non-Mussuiman Persian subjects, particularly those in the  

provinces, were formerly much persecuted, but since 1873 when  
Nasru'd-Din Shah returned to Persia from his first journey to & υrope  
they have been treated more liberally. In cities where many univ  
Mussulman subjects reside a special official is appointed to protect 
them; and the ministry of justice has a special section to look  

after them and see that they are protected against fanaticism and  
injustice.  

lnirecifoa.—Primacy schools,. maklab (where' Persian and a  
little' Arabic, sufficient for reading the Koran, and sometimes  
else a little arithmetic, are taught to boys between the ages  
of seven and twelve), are very numerous. These schools are  
private establishments, and are under no supervision whatever.  
The payment for tuition varies from foui'pence or fiνeρence to  
tenpence a month for each child. Colleges, mo.drarohh (where  
young men are instructed, fed, and frequently also lodged  
gratuitously), exist in nearly every town. Most of them are  
attached to mosque, and the teachers are members of the clergy,  
and receive fixed salaries out of the college funds. The students  
are instructed in Arabic and Persian literature, religion, inter-
pretation of the Koran, Mussulman law, logic, rhetoric, philo-
sophy and other subjects necessary for admittance to the clergy,  
for doctors of law, &c., while modern sciences are neglected.  
Families who have means and do not desire their children to  
become members of the clergy, employ private 'tutors, and  
several have latterly obtained the services of English and French  
profeseors to educate their children, while others send their  

to school in England, France, Germany and Russia. Al  

the beginning of Nasm'd-D τn Shah's reign, a public school 08  
the lines of a French lycfc was opened in Teheran, principally  
with the object of educating officers for the army, but also of  
introducing a knowledge of Western science and languages,  
end a ministry of public instruction was crested at the same  
time. Military and civilian teachers were obtained from Europe;  
and the state granted a large sum of money for the support of  
the establishment. The ttiition is gratuitous, and the pupils  
are clothed and partly fed at government expense. Some  
years Eater a similar school, but on a much smaller scale, was  
opened in Tabriz. After a time the annual grant foe the support  
of these two schools was reduced, and during the years 1890-1908  
amounted to only £ςοοο. The avenge number of pupils was  
about τςο, and until the beginning of z899 these two schools  

were the only establishments under the supervision of the  
minister of public instruction. Soon after his accession in  
1396 Muznffar-ud.DTn Shah expressed a desire that something  
more should be done for public instruction, and in the following  
year a number of Persian notables formed a committee and  
opened some schools in Teheran and other pieces in the beginning  
of 1898. A year later the new schools, until then private estab-
lishments, were piaced under the minister of public instruction.  
The new schools at Teheran have from 500010 1400 pupils.  

A German school with an annual gent of £1400 from Pesela and  
of (1000 (rem Germany was opened at Teheran in 1907. There  
is also established a French school under the auspices of the Alliance , 

firangaise. Much has been and is being done fur education by the  

Armenians and the Protestant and Roman Catholic missions in  
Persia, and a large percentage of the pupils is composed of Mussul-
mans. Τhe Alliance Israelite has opened a school in Teheran.  
In 1907 the American Protestant mission had 129 schools with  
3423 pupils, the English Protestant missions had 5 schools with  

425 Pupils, the Roman Catholic mission (Lazaristes) had 3 schools  

with 400 pupils, and the Armenians had 4 schools and 646 pupils.  
All these schools are supported by voluntary subscriptions and  
donations, and instruct both boys and girls.  

Army.—Persia had no regular army until 1807, when some  
regiments of regular infantry (sarbas) were embodied and drilled  
by the first French military mission to. Perlin under General  
Gardane. Since then seven other military missions (two British,  
two French, two Austrian, and one Russian) have come to Persia  
at the request of the Persian government, and many officers  
and non-commissioned officers, and even dvilians, of various  
nationalities, have been engaged as army instructors. The  
last serious attempt to reorganize the Persian army was made in  
1879, when the second Austrian mission formed the "Austrian  
corps" of seven new battalions of 800 men each. These new  
battalions were disbanded in 1882. The Russian mission of  
1879 has been the most successful, and the so-called "Cossack  
brigade" which it formed has always been commanded by  
Russian officers. The brigade has a strength of about τ8οο men  
and costs £so,eoo per annum. The total annual expenditure  
for We army amounts to about a third of the total revenues of  
the government. . 

According to statistics published for 1925 the Persian army has  
an effective force of about 91,000 men, but the number 01 men  
actually serving with the colours doe not exceed 35, 0002— 

Artillery 	 . . . . . . . . .  	5309 
Irregular cavalry  	14.957  
infantry, 79  battalions of 400-1000 men each .  	63,865  
Cossack brgade, artillery, horse and foot . .  	1800  
Road and frontier guards, horse and foot . .  	5403  

. 	 Total 	91,334  

Nary.—The Persian government possesses nine steamers.  
One is the " Ναsrυ 'd-Dm," an old yacht of about iso tons,  
presented in the 'seventies by the emperor of Russia, and  
stationed at Enzeli, the port of Resht. The others, all employed  

in the customs service in the Persian Gulf, are the following:  
The " Petaepolis," built 1884, ό0o tons, 450 h.p., with three 7;  
cm, and one 8} cm. Krupp. The " Susa," built 1884,  
36 tons, with one Ki'upp. An old Belgian yacht " Selika; s  
purchased 1903 and renamed " Musafeń ," with two Ηοtcbkise  
guns. Five launches built in the Royal Indian Marine Docks,  
Bombay, In 1906, at a test of 6o,oce rupees eac ń l of about  80 
tens.  
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Jaelies,—Ey the theory of a hiahaιπσ edaα nude there should 
be no other courts of justice except these catablislieti for the  
ministration of the slier, the " vine or written law," but in  
Persia them is another jiidiestuxe, which ii celled 'uή  and reere-
ment. the " customary " or "know, and unwritten kw." Justice,  

therefore, is administered by the shah and his representatives  
according to one law and by the clergy according to another, b ul  
the decisionsof the former must not be opposcdto thefuudamentaj  
ό  mines of Islam. The shah's representatives for the adminir  
tretson of justice are the govemaπ and other officers already  
mentioned. The of άdals charged with the .dmlnistration cl  
kejustice according to the shoe' are judges, called sheikh-1Liabm end 

si (k*dbi, halt or 'ediof Arabs απd Turks), members of the clergy  
appοi πted by the government and receiving a fixed salisry, but  
some cities ate without miller appointed judges and the title of  
es* Ιι almost obsolete; decisions according to the she? are 
by all members of the clergy, ranging from ignorant mull of 
little villages απd cantons to learned mu Íakids of the great cities, 

If the jτΡrtks to the suit are dissatisfiedwith the judgment, they  
stay steeds! to a priest who stands higher  in public estimation,  or 
one of the parties may induce a higher autboπty by Where  to  
quash the judgment of the lir ς UUnfπrtunatelly, manγ, members 
of the eτgy are corrupt, but the mujlahlds, as a rule are lιόn  
απd entirely trustworthy. The functions of the representatives oI  
the she.' are now limited to civil rues, while all criminal cases  
are referred to the ' ιώj, which, however, also rakes oogn minis of  
civil disputes, should the parties desire it.  

In criminal cases the dispensation of Justice ό  always summary,  
end, when the offence is small, the whole procedure, including the  
examination of wi*ne.ses and criminal, as well as the decision  
and the punishment, a bestbnado, is a matter cl some dinute i.  
For commercial cases, not paying a bill in unvi, bankruptcies, &c.,  
a kind of jurisdiction is exercised by the minister of commerce,  
α a board of mcxhants, but the decisions of the minister, or those  
of the based, are rarely find. In Teherla the board of me chaat ι  
is presided doer by the shah w iejjar " King of Merchant," is 

 tbe provincial tities by a person ailed wank aria, and wsea of  
merchants.  

After his second jοmroe ' to Europe in 1878 iasru'd- in Shah  
desired to ergaalae a pallor for the whole of Persia on the European  
system, but only a small body of police, in the capital and its  
immediate neighbourhood, was crested in 0879. Its strength is  
6o mounted policemen stid 190 foot, with 1[ superior and 40  
subaltern officers,  

Them is also a "Tribunal of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs,"  
presided !vet at Teheran by art o fieisl of the foreign office, and in  
the provrncsal sties by the bemuses, " agents,"  of that depsrt.  
meet. The functions of this tςibυnaΙ are to inquire into and judge  
differences and suits iκtween Fftsion subjects and foreIgners, and  
it is stipulated in the treaty of Turkmanchai, which is the basis  

of all misting trtatiea betwe n Persia and other countries, that  
such differences and suits shall only be maimnerl end judgment  

given in the presence of the dragoman of the mission or consulate  
(of the foreign subject), απd that, once judicially concluded, such  
wig shall not give cause to α second inquiry. If. however, deer  
cumstaocaI should be of a mature to require a mend inquiry, it 

 abal) not take place without previous notice given to the minister,  
or the chargl d'afaires, or the consul, and in this use the business  
shall only be proceeded with at the supreme chancery of the shah  
et Tebns or Teheran, lkewle in the pstwnc of a dragoman of  
the missing% α of the consulate." (Article vii.)  

A foreign subject implicated in a criminal snit caner be mugged  
or molested in any way unless there exist full proofs of his having  
taken part in the crime imputed to him, and should he be duly  
convicted of the crime, he is handed over to his lega ń on, which  
either mods hint back to his awn country to undergo the punch=  
rent established by law, or, according to more recent ilsage.  mines  
him in Persia by fine, imprisonment, &c, In the respect the  
powers of the foreign representatives In Persia, now numbering  
ten (Great Britain, Russia, France, Turkey, Austna'flungary.  
GcrmaOy, United State of &mελco, Italy, [telgeum απd the  
Netherlands) vary considerably, some having the rower of con•  
demising a criminal to death, while ethers cannot do more than  
fine απd impprisoη for short periods. Suits civil and criminal,  
between foreign subjects are altogether out of Persian jurisdiction,  
and are judged by the representatiass of the femme powers  
accredited toPersia. ^j  

in 0889 after Nisru 'd-Din Shah's return from his third visit  
Europe, the council οf state was instructed to compile a code of  
law for the regulation of justice. A beginning was made by order.  
lag the traissletina of the Cede Napollon, the Indian Mahomm εdαn  
,ode, and the Code Νιροlhe an modified foe Algerin; but nothing  
further was done.  

Fίsancε.—The fixed revenues of Persia are derived from (1)  
regular taxrtion (metier) composed of taxes on lands, flocks, herds,  
shopkeeper, artisans and tale; (2) revenues from Crown lands;  
(3) customs; (el rents and le see of state sea οιiώ lιa There is  
also a kind of irregular revenue derived from public requisitions,  
presents, fines, confiscations. &c. nowadays not producing much. 
The land tax, which varies sααdtiπg to localities, a paid in money  

2ΟΙ  
and hind, and should smmaet we sa'averge to eb σut aS ηΡ6 'σf the  
yield of the 028. The taxation an Socks and heeds etlats either as  
a supplemcdtary method of Land taxation or as a contribution of  
a certain sum per animal, and the tax on shopkeeptra, artisans and  
trades sometime, takes the form of a ill-tax; sometimes that of  
an impact on the junks of the trade,. The revenue from Crowd  
ends consists of a attain proportion of the produce. and also  
varies much according to localities. Until March 1899 ill the  
stem, were farmed out, but since then they have beennised 
On European pńncipes, with thy help of Belgian officials. By  
tratie, with Russia and Great Britain, concluded in spot and 1903  
respnndvoly, the 5%  duty fixed by the ΤυιΙ manchai treaty wa  
abolished, and an equitable tariff was established. The revenues  
from rents and teases of state monopolies are derived from post,  
telegraphs, m ί ηει, mint, forests, Leeks, fisheries, factories, &e.,  
had amount to about £ "",οοo per annum.  

The total revenue of Pειsia from alt • melees, ιmσυ ιted In *876 
to s8.700,000 keens, ίη 1884 tο 50.&1O 000, In 5890 ee 6o,00o000; 
and in ιgογ ' ι908 to about 8ο,cοo,aoo Dons. This would seem to  
show a sturdy Increase, but when we consider that the value of  
the ban in ι876 was nearly 8, d., and has fallen in consequence  
of the gmat depreciation of aλνεr to only 4) d., the tom! revenue  
rally decreased from { ι,9yo,000 in 1876 to £l,S®,000 in ι 
tpu8. Oat of the actual teal revenue {s οο,ocο is represented  
customs and {si0000 by rents and leases of set* monopolies,  

leaving £g90,0mm for mallet and mermen of Crown lands, le  
1876 the two latter items amounted to about { ι,600,000, while  
the two former were only {,3Se,000 instead of £ό rο,000 in 5907-
1g08. While the prices in krans of agricultural produce, and hence  
the profits of the landowners απd the wages and profits of artisans  
απd tradesmen, were in 5907-5908 more than double what they 
were in 5876, the males, the backbone of the revenue, has hatdly 
increased at all, being so,000,000 keens ({s,000,o) against  t  
43,aοο,000 bans (j; τ,6οο,οοο) in 1876, and showing a  decreaie of  
over 37%  in sterling money. A hew nasesisnent of the irsiliat  
based upon the ps'ebint value of the pv'odsee of lands and actual  
profits of artisans and tradesmen, has frequently been spoken of,  
iced government, aided by a strong minister of the interior sad an  
able minister of finance, ought to have iso difficulty in raising the  
rmliat to its proper level and the total revenues of the country  
to about two millions sterling.  

Until 1888 the yearly expenditure was less than the yearly  
Income, but subsequently the revenues were not sufficient to cover  
the expenditure, and many payments fell in one er In spite of empty.  
jo the treasury of its reserve απd contracting numerous loans.

in May a the Persian government eunctoded a contract with  
the imperial Kink of Persia, estsblinbed by British royal charter  
in 1889, for loan of jgao,cooat 6% reph γahle in the course of  
forty yesc; ad guaranteed by the customs of Faru and the Persian  
Gulf ports. The produce of this ben served for the payment  cl 
an Indemnity to the Iraprilal Tobacco Corporation, which begat,  
in id90 and had to cease its operations in January '592. In  
January 1900 the Persian government, in order to pay the serene.  
and start afresh with a elem .  Balatce.shect, contracted a loan  
through the Banque des Frets do Fers ς, a Russiab institution  
connected with the Russian state bank and established in 1890.  
This loan was for en) million roubles (12,400,000) at ys /, interest,  
guaranteed by all the Peden customs with the evtre ρtion of thorn  
of Fars and the Persian Gulf pats, end resayabk in the course  
of seventy-five  years. in the contract, which wes signed at St  
Petersburg at t e end of January 1900 , the Persian government  
undertook to redeem all its former foreign obligations (the 1892  
loan) out of the proceeds of the new loan, and not to contract any  
other foreign loan before the redemption of the new loan without  
the consent of the Russian bank. Th ε loon was at 86) km ti 
for commission end chitges, the Pe government thus receiving  
85% el the nominal apitel, dr £a,04ο,o00, The bonds enjoy  
the full guarantee of tint Reeslsn govel·nmevit. The yearly charge  
for interest and amortiation, about £i24,000, In to be paid its two  
half-yearly instalments, and in the event of default the Russian  
tank will hive the right to exercise ethcctive control of the customs  
with a maxlmuth number of twiny- ń ve !eropan emplibyyf^ss,,  
When ςςĥe contract for the new lain was ce ιηduded, the Itabilftihs  
of the Persian government for the balance of the 18ga Icon (about  
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that net much margin wa left. The shah's visit to Europe in the  
slime year cost the exchequer about IsSo,000. 1n March 1902 the  
Russian bank agreed to grant a further loan of to million roubles  
Of the same conditions as those of the first loan, and the Whole  
amount sass paid by tin end of the year, but another visit of the  
shah to Eusope and reckless expeiidinxisat home aside the puistleit  
worse then before. After Νοvember • 1903 the lxpugdiluita  was 
reduced, and the new customs tariff which came into Since on tlιf  
54th of February 7ηq3 'increased the revenue by nearly £200,066  
pet' annum; it was the sght that the ex ρendit υτ would not exceed  
the receipts, even if the *eh undertook α thiπi voyage iπ Europe  
(which lie did in tins). However, in November 1901,  whoa his  
national assembly or council deisiandgsi it budget and made iewrsa  
as to the Suancial emblem, It was found that the a penditbre Be  
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sees yeas ριιt bad been hall • Willies steeling per annum in excess  
of the ixceipta and that oomidαzble sums were owing to bents  
and commercial firma who had lent money. Most of the moues  
borrowed is at 1a to 15% interest.  

Baek ίsgς —It was only in t888 that a Eumpesn bank (the New  
Oriental Bank Corporation, Limited) established itself in Perak  
and modern ideas of banking were introduced into the country.  
Until then the banking was done by the native money.changers  
(ransfs) and some meitbants—fonngn and native—who amasian.  
ally undertook special outside tranrcti οαω In 1889 the shah  
granted a concession tο Baron Julius de Reuter for the formation  
61 a state bank with the exclusive right of issuing bent-not α--
not exceeding £800,000 without special went of the Persian  

government—on the bars of the local currency, the silver kran.  

With the title of "The Imperial Bank of Persia" the bank was  
formed in the autumn of the same year, and incorporated by  royal 
charts `ranted by Queen Victoria and dated the and of Septem ber  

1889. The authorized capital was four millions sterling, but the  

bank started with a capital of one million 1  and began its business 
in Persia in October 1889. in Aped 1890 it took over the Persian  
business of the New Onental Bank Corporation, soon afterwards  

opened branches and agencies at. the principal towns, and issued  
notes in the same year. During the first two years the bank re•  
mitted the greater part of its capital to Persia at the then prevailing  
exchange, and received for eveiy pound sterling 3a to 34  tans;  
but in consequence of the great fall in silver in 1893 and 1894,  
the exchange rose to 50 trans per pound sterling and more, and the  

bank's capital employed in Persia being reduced in value by more  
than one-third—eao tans, which at the beginning represented  
Α. then being worth only jz or less—the original capital of one  
million sterling was reduced to (65 οιοσο in December 189.4. The  
bank has made steadyprogress in spite of innumerable difficulties, 
and mid • (sir dividend to its shareholders. In his paper on  
" Banking in Persia" (Jeered, of do Zsslif)i k si Beskus 1891),  
Mr Joseph Rubino pointed out the greet difficulties which make  
the easy distribution of funds—that is, the providing them when  
and where required--a matter of impossibility in Persia, and gives  
this fact as the reason why the Imperial Bank of Persia has local  
issues of notes, payable at the Issuing branches only, "for, in •  
country like Persia, where movements of specie are so costly,  slow 
and difficult as to become Impracticable except on a small stele,  
the danger of Issuing rotes payable at more than one place is  
obvious. On the zoth of September X907 the value of the notes  
in circulation was L395,000,  and the bank held LS5οAro  deposits  
In Persia,  

In 1889 the shah also gamed a concession to Jaques de ?drake.  
of St Petersburg for the establishment o(a " lean bent," or,  as 
the original concession aid, moat de'piktl," with exclusive  
rights of holding public auctions. A company was formed in the  
same year and started business at Teheran in ι8yo as the " Banque  
des Prtts de Perm." Alter confining its operations for some years  
to ordinary pawnbroking, without profits, it obtained the aid of  
the Russian State Bank, acquired large,premisea in Teheran, made  
advances to the Persian government (since 1898), and in January  
igoo and March 19oz financed the leans of fj oo ami and Li,aoo coo  
to Persia, It has branches at Tsbris, ResIst, M ιheol and other  

Varbυe Armenian firma, one with branches at many places  in  
Persia and Russia also do banking business, while various European  
firms at Tabris, 'Feherin, Isfahan, Shims and Busbiit, facilitate  
remittances between Europe and Persia,  

The chief business of the native zm-rafs (m οnerchengea, bankers,  
Ac.) Is to discount bills at high rates, hardly ever less than 12%, 
and remit money from place tο place in Persia for a commission  
amounting to from t to or even 6% on each transaction; and  
in spite at the European bents giving lower Rtes of discount and  
remitting_money at par, the m ιalarty of the people and mercantile  
classes still del with the natives, For advances with good security  
a naive saes, char(ies at last 12% interest per annum; as the  
security, diminishes in value the ate of interest increases, and 
transactions at te% a month, or more than '20% per annum,  
are not infrequent. A Persian who obtains an advises of money  
at less than se %considers that he gets money" for notbing,"  

ΙΙmτο τ  
A.—A,sd'sf, is the Fan of Ike Seuasid Dyaasfy.  

I. 1h' Nmmrs.—"Persia," in the strict ιignίflance of the  
word, denotes the country inhabited by the people designated  
as Persians, i,e. the district known in antiquity as Persia (q.s,),  
the modern Fars Custom, however, has extended the name to  
the whole Iranian plateau; and it is in this sense that the term  
Persia is here employed.  

II. Anciee( Elhssogιapky.— Ια historial times we find the  
major portion of Iran occupied by people, of Indo Ευropean  
origin, terming themselves Aryans (Ary.; Zend, Airya) and  
their language Aryan— o in the izizalptiona a( Dante—the  

came name, which is used by the conanguineous tribes of  
India who were their nearest relatίο a, The whole country  
is designated Arians (lend, Airyans)—" the land Osasiee  
of the Aryan "—the original of the Middle -Persian Mrs  
Eras and the modem Iran; the Greek  gee- balm  
graphers Eratosthenea and Strabo were in error when they  
limited the name to the eastern districts of Iran. Thus the  
same of Iranian. is understood to comprehend all these people  
of Aryan nationality.  

Besides the Iranians, numerous tribes of alien origin were  
found in Iran. In Baluchistan, even yet, we find side by side  
with the eponymoua Iranian inhabitants, who  
only penetaied thither a few centuries ago, the rĵy^ 

ethnologically and philologically distinct race of  
the Brahui, who are probably connected with the Dravidians  
of India. In them we may trace the original population of  
these districts; and to the same original population may be  
assigned the tribes here settled in antiquity: the Paricaaii and  
GedrosiÍ (Cadxosii), and the Dfyci (Herod. iii, 93, vii. 68, the  
Matra of Darius, the modern lfekeen), to whom the name  
" Anthiopian " is also occasionally applied (Rerod. iii. 94, vii.  
70). In Media the Greek geographers mention a people of  
A stileaε (Strabo xi. 508, 5 44; Pliny, Naf. Hizf. vi. 48; Proles.  
vi. s; in Polyb. v. µΡ. 9, 'Ai'mpiuca'), i.e. "Non-Awns." To  
these the Tapur, Amardi, Caspii, and especially the Cadusii or  
Gclae—situated in Ghilan on the Caspian—probably bclot'geiL  
Presumably they were also related to the tribes of Armenia and  
the Caucasus, In the chains of Zagraa we find, in Babylonian  
and Ansyrlan times, no trace of Iranians; but partly Semitic  
peoples—the Cutaeans, Lulubaeans, &c.—partly tribes that  
we can refer to no known ethnological group, e.g. the Cowes  
(see below), and in Elymala or Susiaaa the Elymaans  
(Elamites).  

That the Iranians must have come from the East to their  
later home, is sufficiently proved by their cloy relationship to  
the Indians, in conjunction with whom they pee. y,aies.  
viously formed a single people, bearing the name see.'o  
Avya, Their residence must have lain chiddy in nano  
the great steppe which stretches north of the Black See and  
the Caspian, through South Russia, to Tuna (Turkestaii)  
and the Oxus and Jarartes. Per here we continually discover  
traces of Dπnian nationality. The names and words of the  
Scythiaiis (Scofofi) in South Ruasia, which Ilcrodotua has  
preserved, are for the most part perfectly transparent Iranian  
formations, identified by Zeuss and Milllenhofl; among them are  
many proper flames in Ana-(Ayto-) and 03$ (-horae-erne;  
lend, or$). The predatory tribes of Turan (e.g. the Massa'  
getae) seem to have belonged to the same atock. These  
tribes are distinguished by the Iranian peasants as Daher (Cr.  
d4nή , " enemies, ' "robbers "; by the Peaiam as Saran; and  
by the Greeks generally as Scythian.  

From the region of the steppes the Aryan must have pme-
trsted into the cultivable lend of Eastern Iran: thence one part  
spread over the district of the Indus, then on again to the Ganges;  
another moved westward to Zagros and the borders of the  
Semitic world.  

The date of this migration cannot yet be determined with  
certainty. We know only that the Aryan of India already  
occupied the Punjab in the Vedic era, c. xfao s.c.  s g  
On the other band, about the same period a number erne  
of names, undoubtedly Iranian, made their appear• ameba  
aaa in Western Asia, (d. Edward Meyer, " Zue r s  
liftmen Geschichte der leafier," in ZdbcAriijl fa ►  wgieiche d'  
Sp,achfcnchung, seer). In the cuneiform letters from Tell  
el•Amarna in Egypt (i'oo s a.), we find among the prinεdιτιga  
of Syria and Palestine names like Ai'lmeaisya, A,ieiseye, SM  
'sα da1α, a name terminating in -wrsosa, tea; while the kinρ  
of Mitanni on the Euphrates are A,taiassa, Skufasa, ArIe-
sksmara, and Ds'shrailo—namea too numerous and too genuinely  
Iranian to allow of the hypothesis of eolisddenca. Later still,  

in the Assyrian inscriptions we occasionally meet with Iranian  
namα borne by North-Syrian princes—e.g. Kundaspl and  

^ 
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Kustaspi ('Hystaspis). Their subjects, on the contrary,  
speak absolutely different tongues: for the attempts to explain  
the languages of the Cosiaeaas, Mitennians, and Arxapians as  
Indo-European (Ιraniaη) have ended in failure (d. Blot &ld  
in the Assea*an;muend of Philology, xxv. p. a sqq.).  

It appears, then, that towards the middle of the second  
millennium before Christ, the Iranians made a great forward  
movement to the West, and that certain of their princes—at fast,  
probably in the τ61e of mercenary leaders—reached Mesopotamia  
and Syria and there founded principalities of their own, much as  
did the Germans under the Roman Empire, the Norman.,  
Turks, &c. With this we may probably connect the well-known  
fact that it was about this very period (W7cc ae. approximately)  
that the horse made its appearance in Babylonia, Egypt and  

Greece, where for centuries subsequently its use was confined to  
war and the war-chariot. Before this it was as foreign to the  
Babylonians, even in the time Of Rhammurabi, as to the Egyp-
tians under the XIIth Dynasty. On the other hand, it had  
been familiar to the Aryans from time immemorial: indeed they  
have always been peculiarly a people of riders. Thus it is  
quite conceivable that they brought it with them into Western  
Asia: and the quarter from which it came is sufficiently indicated  
by the fact that the Babylonians write the word " horse " with  
a group of signs denoting "ass of the East."  

Of the Assyrlaii kings, Shalmaneser (SaΙmsnassaή  Π.  suss  
the first to take the field against the Modes In 836 s.c., and from  
that period onwards they are frequently mentioned in the  
Assyrian annals. Sargon penetrated farthest, receiving in  
715 E.C. the tribute of numerous Median town-princes. lie gives  
ι list of their names, twenty-three of which are preserved either  
wholly or in part, and almost all are unmistakably Iranian;  
as is also the case with those preserved by Esar-haddon  
(Asaaxbaddon) and elsewhere.  

The Medes, then, were an Iranian nation, already occupying  
in the 9th century s.c. their later home in the centre of the  
Median highland. On the other hand, among their neighbours 

 in Zagros and the north—corresponding to the Anariacae  
(Non-Aryans) of the Greeks—Ira ιtian names are at best isolated  
phenomena. With other Irańan tribes the Aayiisns never  
came Ιa contact: for the oft-repeated assertion, that the Parsun,  
p prominent in their annals, were the Persian. or the Parthians,  
is quite untenable. The Varsus of the Asayriaos are located  
south of Lake Urania, and can hardly have been Iranians.  

None the less, the Assyrian statements with regard to the  
hedes demonstrate that the Iranians must have reached the  
west of Iran before goo s.a It is probable that at this period  
the Persians also were domiciled In their later home, even  
though we have no direct evidence to adduce. If this reasoning  
is correct, the Iranian immigration must be assigned to the  
first half of the second pre-Christian millennium.  

The Aryans of Iran are divided into numerous tribes; these,  
again, being subdivided into minor tribes and clans. The  
mg., 	principal, according to the inscriptions of Darius  
VVw 	—which closely agree with Herodotus--are the  
Irae4sa following, several of them being also enumerated  
in the Atsla:- 

1. The Medes (3fada) in the north-wet (see Manta).  
2. The Persians (Pars'i) in the south (see Pa a is). To these  

belong the Carmanlans and the Utians (Υυ1ίyα), who are mentioned  
expressly by Darius as inhabiting a district in Persia (Bet. Ill. 40).  

3. The Hyrcanians (Voekdsa in Darius, Zend Vehrkdnu) on the  
eastern corner of the Casp ian, in the fertile district of Aetambed.  

4. The Partbiaσs (PWa' yssi; Pete PortIons) is Khorasan (see  
PesTew).  

5. The Arians (•Αpριeιn, Pets. Ι αrαiaα), in the vicinity of the  
riser Ań us (Heri.rud), which derived its nude from them. This  
name, which sm νiνes in the modem lierat, has of course no  
o sarsion with that of the Aryans.  

'The Drangians (Zaraaha in Darius, Saresgiaits Iii Herod.  
at.  93,  117, vii. 67), situated south of the Arians, in the north-west 
of Afghan t̂an (Ar&ckosia) by the western of luentsof Lake Hamun.  
and extending to the present Seietn.  

;. Arachotiana (Per.. Haraswohj, in the district of the Helmand  
and its tributaries, round Kandahar. They are mentioned in the  
lists of Darius, also by the Greeks after Alexander. In Heredotus  
their plies is taken by the Vacty.as, whoa name wuvlves to the  

aog  
present day in the were, Pw4M, with which the Afghans denote  
their language (Resod. iii. 102, 1 Υ. 44, v ii. 67, 85). Probably it was  
the old tribal name; Ararhosia being the local designation. The  
Thamanaeans, who appear in Ηeι+odoωs (iii. 93, 117), must be  
amassed with them.  

8. The Bactrian (Pets. Bdkktn), on the northern declivity of  
the Hindu Kush, as far as the Oxus. Their capital was Bactre,  
the modem Balkit (see Bscrata).  

9. The Sogd'ans (Pers. Suguda), in the mountsinmu district  
between the Oxus and Jaxartes.  

to. The Chotasmians (Khwartzmians, Pets. Urατα miyσ) r  in  
the great oasis of Khiva, which still bears the name Khwarizm.  
They stretched far into the midst of the nomadic t ńbes.  

t ι. The Margians (Pers. Morgu), on the river Mugs (Murgbab)t  
chiefly inhabiting the oasis of Merv, which has preserved their name.  
Darius mentions the district of Margu but, like Herodotus, omits  
them from his list of peoples; so that ethnographically they are  
perhaps to be assigned to the Arens.  

12. The Sagartians (Pets. Asagaga); according to Heradotue  
((ni. 85). a noinadc tube of horsemen• speaking, as he expresal  

declares, the Persian language. Hence he describes them (1. is  
as a subordinate nomad clan of the Persians. They, with tdσ  
Drangians. Utisns and Mpci, formed a single merapy (Herod.  
iii. 93). Ptolemy (vi. a, 6) speaks of begamaas In the Eaatem  
Zagιw in Media  

ι.  We have already touched on the nomadic peoples  (D64a 
Valor) of Iranian nationality, who occupied the steppes soft  
Turkestan as far as the Sarmatians and Scythian of South Russia.  
That these were conscious of their Aryan origin is proved by the  

names Ariantas and Ariapcithe born by  Scythian (Scolot) kings  
(tiered, iv. 76, 87). Still they were never counted as a portion of  
I ran or the Iranians. To the settled peasantry, these nomads of  
the steppe were always " the enemy" (data, daka, 45.', Dahae.  
Side by side with this name we find " ΤαrSn " and " Tuxanien ' ;  
a designation applied both by, the later Persians and by modern  
writers to this region. The origin of the word is obscure, derived  
perhaps from an obsolete tribal name. It has no connexion what-
ever with the much later "Turks." who penetrated thither in the  

6th century after Christ. Though found neither in the inscriptions  
of Darius nor in the Greek authors, the name Turan must never.  
thelma be of great antiquity; for not merely is it repeatedly found  
in the Awsla, under the term Turn, but it occurs already in a  
hymn, which, without doubt, originates from Zornaster himself,  
and in which " the Turanian Fryana " and his descendants are  
commemorated as faithful adherents of the prophet (Passe, 46, 62).  

The dividing line between Jinni n and Indian is drawn by  
the Hindu Flush and the Soliman mountains of the Inds  
district. The valley of the Kabul (Cephrn) is already occupied  
by Indian tribes, especially the Gandariana; and the Satagydae  
(Pets. T4alagu) there resident were presumably also of Indian  
stock. The non-Aryan population of Iran itself has been  

discussed above. Of its other neighbours, we must here mention  
the Sacae, a warlike equestrian people in the mountains of the  
Pamir plateau and northward; who are probably of Mongol  
origin. Herodotua relates that the Persians distinguished "all  
the Scylbians "—se. all the northern nomads—as Sacae; and  
this statement is confirmed by the inscriptions of Darius. The  
Babylonians employ the name Gimiri (i.e. Cimmeń ans) in the  
same sense.  

III. Cir'iiizolion end Religion of Iles Zrasians.— Ια the period  
when the ancestors of Indian and I τaτιian alike still termed  
a single nation—that of the Aryans—they developed  
a very marked character, which can still be distinctly  
traced, not only in their language, but also in their  
religion and is many views common to both peoples. A great  
number of gods—Asura, Mithras, the Dragon-Slayer Vereth-
raghna (the India of the Indians), the Water-sheet Apam napse  
(the lightning), &c.—date from this era. So, too, fre-worship,  
eapeciallyof the sacrificial flame; the ρmρατatiοη of the intoxicat-
ing toms, which fills man with divine strength and uplifts him  
to the gods; the injunction to "good thoughts and good works; )  
imposed οτι  the pious by Veda and Avesta alike: the belief in  
an unwavering order (fta)—a law controlling gods and men and  
dominating them all; yet with this, a belief In the power  of 
magical formulae (maelm), exclamations and prayers, to whgae  
compulsion not merely demons (the evil spirits of deception-
druk) but even the gods (lama) must submit; and, lastly, the  
Institution of ι priesthood of fin-kindlers (alhi'ams.), who are  
at once the repositories of all sacral traditions and the mediators  
In all intercourse between earth and heaven. The transition,  

moreover, to settled life and agń cultun belongs to the Aryan  
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period; and to it may be traced the peculiar sencitity of the  
cow in India and Persia. For the cow is the animal which  
voluntarily yields nourishment to man and aids him in his  
daily labours, and on it depends the industry of the peasant  
as contrasted with the wild desert brigand to whom the COW is  
unknown.  

Very numerous are the legends common to both nations.  
Theme in part, are rooted in the primeval Indo-European days,  
though their ultimate form dates only from the Aryan epoch.  
Foremost among them is the myth relating the battle of a sun-
god (Ind. Dire, generally replaced by India, Iran. Tkrocfona)  
against a fearful serpent (Ind. Ali, Iran. Arid; known moreover  
as Yuba)! also, the legend of Vama, the first man, son of Vivas-
vant, who, after a long and blessed life in the happy years of the  
beginning, was seized by death and now rules in the kingdom  
of the departed. Then come a host of other tales of old-world  
heroes; as the " Glorious One " (Ind Sirslrrasa, Fees. Hun'asa,  
Ckosrau or Ck οιrοeή ), or the Son who goes on a journey to seek  
his father, and, unknown, meets his end at his hands.  

These legends have lived and flourished in Inn at every period  

of its history; and neither the religion of Zoroaster, nor yet Islam,  

rut. has availed to suppress them. Zoroastrianism—at 
s„s•  least in that form in which it became the dominant  

creed of the Iranians—legitimized not only the old  

gods, but the old heroes also; arid transformed them into pious  
helpers and servants of Ahuramasda; while the creator of the  
great national epic of Persia, Firdousi (π.ο. y; ς-ιοτο), displayed  
astonishing skill in combining the ancient tradition with Islam.  
Through his poem, this tradition is perfectly familiar to every  
Persian at the present day; and the primitive features of tales,  
whose origin must be dated 4000 years ago, are still preserved  
with fidelity. This tenacity of the Saga stands in the sharpest  

contrast with the fact that the historical memory of the Persian  

is extremely defective. Even the glories of the Achaemenid  

Empire faded rapidly, and all but completely, from recollection;  

so also the conquest of Alexander, and the Hellenistic and  

Fertilize eras. In Firdousf, the legendary princes are followed,  
almost without a break, by Ardashir, the founder of the Sessanid  

dynasty: the intervening episode of Darius and Alexander  

is not drawn from native tradition, but borrowed from Greek  

literature (the Alexander-romance of the Pseudo-Callisthenes)  

in precisely the same way as among the nations, of the Christian  
East in the middle ages.r  

Needless to say, however, this long period saw the Saga much  
recast and expanded. Many new characters—Siyawush, Rus-
tam, &c.—have swelled the original list: among them is King  
Gushtasp (Vishtaspa), the patron of Zoroaster, who was known  
from the poems of the prophet and is placed at the close of the  
legendary age. The old gods and mythical figures reappear  

as heroes and kings, and their battles are fought no longer in  
heaven but upon earth, where they are localized for the most  
part in the east of Iran. In other words, the war of the gods  
has degenerated to the war between Iranian civilization and  
the Turanian. Only the evil serpent Azhi Dabaka (Azhdahak)  
is domiciled by the Asssla in Babylon (Bawer) and depicted  
on the model of Babylonian gods and demons: he is a king in  
human form with a serpent growing from either shoulder and  
feeding on the brains of men. In these traits are engrained  
the general conditions of history and culture, under which the  
bantams lived: on the one hind, the contrast between Iranian  
and Tuu:mien; on the other, the dominating position of Babylon,  
which influenced most s&rongly the civilization and religion of  
Iran. It Is idle, however, to read definite historical events into  
such traits, or tο attempt, with some scbolats, to convert them  
into history'itself. We cannot deduce from them a conquest of  
Iran from Babylon: for the Babylonians never set foot in Iran,  
and even the Assyrf aria merely conquered the western portion  
of Media. Nor yet can we make the favourite assumptioa  of 
n great empire in Bactria. On the contrary, it is historically  

' The fundamental work on the history 01 the Τranian Saga is  
NOideke., Dos &an (5181' Nalionokpos ztgd (reprinted from the  
Grwid»u der was. PSi/dogis.  "3.  

evident that bάοre the Achaemeaids there were in Bactrii  
only small local principalities of which Vlsbtaspa's was one:  
and it is possible that the primeval empire of the Saga is only a  
re0ection of the Achaemenid end Sassanid empires of reality,  

whose existence legend dates back to the beginning of the world,  

simply bemuse legend is pervaded by the assumption that the  
conditions obtaining in the present are the natural conditions,  

and, as such, valid for all time.  
Closely connected as are the blyt ńology and Religion of  

Indian and Iranian, no less dearly marked is the fundamental  
diFesence of intellectual and moral standpoint, Dn ώ ^.^ar  
which has led the two nations into opposite paths mewwrle  
of history and culture. The tendency t ο religious h..Ls..d  
thought and to a speculative philosophy, cmpre-  r°H^• 
bending the world as a whole, is shared by both and  

is doubtless an inheritance from the Aryan period. But with  

the Indians this speculation leads to the complete abolition  of 
all barriers between God and man, to a mystic pantheism, and to  
absorption in the universal Ego, in contrast with which the world  
becomes an unsubstantial phantasm and sinks into nothingness.  
For the Iranian, cm the contrary, practical life, the real world,  

and with them the moral commandment, fill the foreground.  

The new gods created by Iran are ethical powers; those of India,  

abstractions of worship (braksran) or of philosophy (olman).  
These fundamental futures of Imnien sentiment encounter  
us not only in the doctriae of Zoroaster and the confessions of  
Darius, but also in that magnificent product of the Persia of  
Islam—the Sufi mysticism. Τhis is cent beistic, like the Βrαh σιαn  
philosophy. But the pantheism of the Persian is always positive,  
—affirming the world and life, taking joy in them, and seeking  
its ideal in union with a creative god: the pantheism of the  
Indian is negative--denying world and We, and deacaying its  
ideal in the cessation of existence.  

This contrast in intellectual and religious We must have  
developed very early. Probably, in the remote past violent  
religious disputes and feuds broke out: for otherwise it is almost  
inexplicable that the old 'ado-European word, which in India,  
also, denotes the gods—dents—should be applied by the Iranians  
to the malignant demos or devils (demo; mod. dis); while  
they denote the gods by the mime irkaga. Conversely the  
Asuras, whose name in Iran is the title of the supreme god  
(okays, aura), have in India degenerated to evil spirits. It is  
of great importance that among the Slavonic peoples the same  
word bog. distinguishes the deity; since this points to ancient  
cultural influences on which we have yet no more precise informa-
tion. Otherwise, the name is only found among the Phrygians,  
who, according to Hcsychius, railed the Heaven-god (Zeus)  
Bagaeus; there, however, it may have berm borrowed from the  
Persiana. We possess no ether evidence for these events; the  
only document we possess for the history of Iraniaa religion is  
the sacred writing, containing the doctrines of use prophet who  
gave that religion a new form. This is the Aasla, the Bible of  
the modern Parsee, which comprises the revelation of Zoroaster.  

As to the borne and time of Zoroaster, the Parsee tradition  
yields es no sort of information which could possibly be of  his-
torical service. Its contents, even if they go back Z

^ro^sgr to lost parts of the drests, are merely a late patch-
work, based on the legendary tradition and devoid of historical  
foundation. The attempts of West (Paldnt'l Teals TrossskIed,  

vol. v.) to turn to historical account the statements of the  
Bundahisk and other Parsee books, which date Zoroaster at  
258 years before Alexander, are, in the present writer's opinion,  
a complete failure. Jackson (Zoroaster, the Prop4eÍ ή  Ancient  
Iran, tern) sides with West. The Greek theory, which rele-
gates Zoroaster to the mists of antiquity, or even 10 the period  
of the fabulous Ninus and Semiramis, is equally valueless.  
Even the statement that be came from the north-west of Media  
(the later Atropatene), and his mother from Rai (Rhagae) in  
eastern Media, must be considered as problematic in the extreme.  
Our only trustworthy information is to be gleaned from his own  
testimony and from the history of his religion. And here we  
may take it as certain that the scene of his activity was laid tie  
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the east of Iran, ha Bactria and its neighbouring regions. The  
contrast there existing between peasant and nomad is of vital  
consequence for the whole position of his creed. Among the  
adherents whom he gained was numbered, as already mentioned,  
a Turanian, one Fryana and his household. The west of Iran  
is scarcely ever regarded in the AverSe, while the districts and  
rivers of the east are often named. The language, even, is  
markedly different from the Persian; and the fire-priests are  
Sot styled Magiana as in Persia—the word indeed never occurs  
in the Awafa, except in a single late passage—but aihrrntia,a  
identical with the aiharven of India (τύραrδσι, " fireλcindleτs, '^  
in Stmho xv. 733). Thus it cannot be doubted that the king  
Yishtaspa, who received Zoroaster's doctrine and protected  
him, must have ruled in eastern Iran: though strangely enough  
scholars can still be found to identify him with the homonymous  
Persian lystaspes, the lather of Darius. The possibility that  
Zoroaster himself was not a native of Fast Iran, but had immi-
grated thither (from Rhagae?), is of course always to be con-
sidered; and this theory has been used to explain the pheno-  
canon that the Gathas, of his own composition, are written in  
a different dialect from the rest of the Aiede. On this  
hypothesis, the former would be his mother-tongue: the latter  
the speech of eastern Iran.  

This district is again indicated as the starting-point of Zoro-
sstrianism, by the fact that dead bodies are not embalmed and  
then interred, as was usual, for instance, in Persia, but cast  
out to the dogs and birds (cf. Herod. L X40), a practice, as is  
een known, strictly enjoined in the Asesla, ruthlessly executed  
under the Sausanids, and followed to the present day by the  
Parsers. The motive of this, indeed, is to be found in the  
sanctity of Earth, which must not be polluted by a corpse; but  
its origin is evidently to be tr έced in a barbaric custom of  
immadiε or semi-nomadic tribes who leave the dead to lie on the  
steppe; and we know from Greek sources that this custom was  
widely diffused among the tribes of eastern Iben.  

The next clue towards determining the period of Zoroaster  
is, that Darius I. and all his successors, as proved by their  
Inscriptions and by Greek testimony, were zealous adherents of  
the pure word of Zoroastrianism; which consequently must  
&heady have been accepted in the west of Iran. That Cyrus  
too owned allegiance to the creed, cannot be doubted by an  
unprejudiced mind, although in the dearth of contemporary  
monuments we possess no proof at first hand. The Ansyrian  
inscriptions demonstrate, however, that Zoroaster's teaching  
was dominant hi Media two centuries before Cyrus. For in  
the list of Median princes, to which we have already referred,  
are two bearing the name of Mazdska—evidently after the god  
Μazda. Now this name was the invention of Zoroaster himself;  
and he who names himself after Mazda thereby makes a con-
fession of faith in the religion of Zoroaster whom followers,  
as we know, termed themselves Mazdayasna, "worshippers of  
Mazda."  

Thus, if the doctriηέ  of Ζοτοasteτ predominated in Media  
lit ] τ4 n.c., obviously his appearance in the r ό le of prophet  
heist have been much earlier. A more definite date cannot be  
deduced from the evidence at our disposal, but his era may  
safety be placed as far back as 1000 S.C.  

The religion which Zoroaster preached was the ereation of a 
sin 

Th
gle man, who, having pondered long απd deeply the problems 

 at esistcace and the world, propounded the solution he [mend as  
a divine revelation. Naturally he starts from the old views, and  
a indebted to them for many of his tenets and ideas; but out of  
this material he builds a uniform system which bears throughout  
the Impress of hia.own intellect In this world, two groups of  
Dowers confront each other in a truceless war, the powers of Good,  
of Light, of creative Strength, of Life απd of Truth, and the powers of  
Ενil, of Darkness; Destruction, Death and Deceit. In the van  
Of the first stands the Holy Spirit (spiels mssisyid or the "Great  
Wisdom" Mazd

(
aa His helpers and vassalsanta the six powers of 
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birya), of H oly Character (speaks drmafri), of Health (hasnaldl),  
act of immortality amcr.dal). These are comprised under the 
general title of " undy Ing holy ones" (.make ιρenlu, seubaspand):  
and a host of subordinate angels (rests) are ranked with them.  

The powers of evil are in aÍ1 points the oppo αite of the good ; at their  
head being the Evil Spirit (asgre mainya, Ahriman). These evil 

devas (div}-πwhile 
identical 

	
the 
bears the name Aά arσφ, 

above faith—the 
 

whence Ahurαmαrda (Ormυιd ζ.  
From this it will be manifest that the figures of Zoroaster's  

religion are ρ 	abstractions; the concrete gods of vulgar belief being set asiurabstractions;nc 
de. All those who do not belong to the devils (derar) 

might be recognized as inferior servants of Ahuramazda; chie f  
among them being the Sun-god Mithras (see M ITH Res); the goddess  
of vegetation and fertility, especially of the Oxus-stream, Andhila  
Ardvssere (A nailis); απd the Dragon-slayer Vcrctkrnhas (Cr. 
Arhsgnet), with the god of the intoxicating Haema (the Indian  
Soma). in the religion of the people, these divinities always  
survived; and the popularity of Mithras is evinced by the numerous  
Aryan proper names thence derived (Mithmdates, &c.). The  
educated community who had embraced the pure doctrine in its  
completeness scarcely recognised them, and the inscriptions of  
Darius ignore them. Only once he speaks of " the gods of the  
clans," and once of " the oιhα ggôds which there are.' Not till 
the time of Artaxerxes II. were Mithra and Anaitis received into  
the official religion of the Persian kings. But they always played  
a leading part in the props nda of the Persian cults in the West. 

Only one element in the σια Aryan belief was preserved by Zoro-
aster in all its sanctity: that of Fire—the purest manifestation of  
Ahuramazda and the powers of Good. Thus tire-altars were every-
where erected; and, to the prophet also, the Fire-kiadleis (alhrusi ιr)  
were the ministers and priests of the true religion and the inter-
mediaries between God and man; at last in the popular mind, 
Zoroastrianism was identified with Fire-worship pure and simple 
—inadequate though the term in reality is,  as a destription ci its  
essentials.  

Midway in this opposition of the powers of Good and Evil, man  
is placed. He lies to chow on which side he will stand: he is called  
to serve the powers of Goode his duty lies in speaking the truth 
and combating the lie. And this is fulfled when he obeys the com-
mands of be and the true ender; when he tends his cattle and  
fields, in contrast with the lawless and predatory nomad (Dalsae)  
when he wars on all harmful and evil creatures, and on the devil-
worshippers; when he keepe free from pollution the pure creations  
of Αhummazda—fire foremost, but also earth and water; απd, 
above all, when he practises the Good and True in thought, word  
απd work. And as his deeds are, so shell be his fate απd his future  
lot on the Day of Judgment; when he must cross the Bridge Cinvai,  
which, according to his works, will either guide him to the Paradise  
of Ahuramazda or precipitate him to the Hell of Ahriman. Obvi-
ously, it was thrου h this preaching of a judgment to come and a  
direct moral responsibility of the individual man, the; like Mahomec  
among the Arabs, Zoroaster and his disciplcs gaiaad their adherents  
and exercised their greatest influence.  

In this creed of Zoroastrianism three important points are  
especially to be emphasized: for on them depend its peculiar charac-
teristics and historical ulgniflcsace—  . 

o. The abstractions which it preaches are not products of mets-
physical speculation, as in India, but rather the ethical forces  
which dominate human life. They impose a duty upon man, and  
enjoin on him a positive line of action—a definite activity in the  
world. And this world he is not to eschew, like the Brahman and  
the Buddhist, but to work in it, enjoying existence and life to the  
full Thus a men's birthday is counted the highest festival (Herod. 

 i. τ33); and thus the 'sic ire vivre, rich banquets απd carousals are  
not rejected by the Ρ1eτsian as godless and worldly, but are even  
prescribed by his religion. To create offspring sad people the world  
with servants of Ahuramazda in the duty of every true believer. 1  

. This religion grew up in the midst of a settled peasant popu-
lation, whose-mode of life απd views it regards as the natural  
disposition of things. Consequently, it is at once a product of,  
and a mein factor in civilization; and is thereby sharoly differ-
entiated front the Israelite relies mit^ whose moral precepts
^.otherwise coincides so frequ'  

3. The preaching of Zoroaster is directed to each individual  
man, and requires of him that he shall choose his position with  
regard to the fundamental problems of life and religion. Thus,  
even though it arose from national views, in its essence it Is not  
national (as. for' inseθpα, the Israelite creed), hut indivi ι►ualistis,  
and at the Mme time universal. From the krst, it aims at propa-
ganda; and + in nationality of the convert is a matter of indifference.  

So Zorοas;e himself converted the Turanian Fryaoa with his kindred  

(see abονel ; απd the same tendency to proselytize alien peoplessue-
wived in hi, religion. Zoroastrianism, in fact, is the first creed to  
work by m miens or to by claim to universality of acceptance.  
It was, hoi er, only natural that its adherents should be won, first  

απ d chiefly, among the countrymen of the prophet, and its further  
success in gaining over all the Iranian tribes gave it • national  
stamp. So the Smell translation of Darius' Behittun inscription  

i Γhεχ idees are strongly exposed in a polemic against the  
Christians coitained.in an óffscial edict of the Per-sian creed to the  
Armenians by Mihr Nar'eh, the vinier of Yarde);erd II. (eheut 
πΡ. n. 450), preserved by the Armenian historian, Elissιικκ  
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Amos  Ahuramasda "the gad of the Aryans." Thus the creed 
 became a powerful factor m the development of an united Iranian  

nationality  
That a religion, which lays its chief stress upon moral precepts,  

may readily develop into casuistry and external formalism, with an  
infinity of minute prescriptions, injunctions on purity απd the like, is  
well known. in the Avcsfa all these recur ad nauseam, w much so  
that the primitive spirit of the religion is stifled beneath them  
as the doctrine of the ancient prophets was stilled in Judaism and  

the Talmud. The Sauamd Empire, indeed, is completely dominated  
by this formalism and ritualism; but the earlier testimony of Darius  
in his inscriptions and the statements in 1-Icrodotus enable us still  
to recognize the original healthy life of a religion capable of awaken-
ing the enthusiastic devotion of the inner man. Its formal character  
naturally germ inαtcd in the priesthood (Herod. I. 140; cf. Strabo 
Χν. 73). & c. priests diligently practise all the precepts of  
their ritual—e.g. the extermination of noxious animals, and the  
exposure of corpses to the dogs and birds that earth may not be  
polluted by their presence. They have advice for every contingency  
in life, and can say with precision when a man has been defiled, and  
how he may be cleansed again; they possess an endless stock  of 
formulae for grayer, and of sentences which serve for ρrοteetlοη  
against evil spirits and may be turned to purposes of magic.  

How the doctrine overspread the whole of !ran, we do not know.  
In the West, among the Medes and Persians, the guardianship  
TM and ministry of Zoroastrianism is vested in an exclusive  

as already 	e  mention
g
ed to the λν 

Whence 
	

name—unknown 
 we  

have no knowledge. Herodotus (i . 101) includes the Magian in  
his list of Median tribes; and it is probable that the and thcir  
teaching reached the Persians from Media. At all events, they  
play here not merely the role of the " I ire-ki πd4τs " (dtkrasaa)  

in the At'esIa, but are become an hereditary sacerdotal caste, acting  
an important part in the state-advisers and spiritual guides to  
the king, απd a forth. With them the ritualism and magical  
character, above mentioned, are fully developed. In the narrations  
of Herodotus, they interpret dreams and predict the future; and in  
Greece from the time of Herodotus and Sophocles (Omd. Tyr. 387)  
onward , the word Magma connotes a magician-priest.  

See further, Zosoasrea and works there quoted.  

IV. Beginnings of Hislory.—A connected chain of historical  
evidence begins with the time when under Shalmaneser (Sal-
Aary ιΙaα manassar II.), the Assyrians n 836 B.C. began for  
Ceeeeesr the first time to penetrate farther into the moun-
OfMedia.  taina of the Est; απd there, in addition to several  
nοη-Iranian peoples, subdued a few Median tribes. These  

wars were continued under successive kings, till the Assyrian  
power in these regions attained its zenith under Sargon 

 (q.ej, who (755 s.c.) led into exile the Median chief Dayuku  
(see DEIOCEs), a vassal of the Minni (Mannacans), with all  
his family, and subjected the princes of Media as far as the  
mountain of Biknl (Elburz) and the border of the great desert.  
At that time twenty-eight Median "town-lords" paid tribute  
to Nineveh; two yesax later, (713 B.C.) no fewer than forty-six.  
Sargon's successors, down to Assur-bani-pal (668-626 s.c.),  
maintained and even augmented their suzerainty over Media,  
in spite of repeated attempts to throw off the yoke in conjnnc-
lion with the Mannaeans, the Saparda, the Cimmeriaos—who  
had penetrated into the Armenian mountains—and others.  
Not till the last years of Aaaur.bani-pal, on which the extant  
Assyrian annals are silent, can an independent Μedian Empire  
have arisen.  

As to the history of this empire, we have an ancient account  
in Herodotus, which, with a large admixture of the legendary,  
,-» still contains numerous historical elements, and a  
"erne completely fanciful account from Ctesias, preserved  

* in Diodorus (ii. 32 sqq.) and much used by later  
writers. Zn the latter Nincveh is destroyed by the Mede Arbaces  
and the Babylonian Belesys about 880 s.c., a period when the  
Assyrians were just beginning to lay the foundations of their  
power. Arbarxs is then followed by a long list of Median kings,  
all of them fabulous. On the other hand, according to Herodotus  
the Modes revοΙt from Assyria about 7 το s.c., that is to ray,  
at the enact time when they were subdued by Sargon. Deioces  
founds the monarchy; his son Phraortes begins the work of  
conquest; sad his son Cyaxares is first overwhelmed by the  
Scythians, then captures Nineveh, and raises Media to a great  
power. A little supplementary information may be gleaned  
from the lnsciiptionsof King Nabenidus of Babylon (55s-539)  

and from a few ailseloas in the Old Testament. Of the Mediae  
Empire itself we do not possess a single monument. Consequently  
its history still lies in complete obscurity (d. Mguna; Dsrocss;  
Pstaeoarxs; Cvaxasra).  

The beginnings Of the Median monarchy can scarcely go farthes'  
back than 640 s.c. To all appearance, the insurrection against  
Assyria must have proceeded from the desert tribe of the  
brands, mentioned by Sargon: for Nahonidus invariably de-
scribes the Median kings as "kings of the Mande." According  
to the account of Hetodotus, the dynasty was derived from  
Deioces, the captive of Sargon, whose descendants may have  
found refuge in the desert. The first historical king would  
seem tο have been Phraortes, who probably succeeded is  
subduing the small local princes of Media and in rendering  
himself independent of Assyria Further development was  
arrested by the Scythian llivaaioa described by Berodotus.  
We know from Zephaniah and Jeremiah that these northern  
barbarians, in 626 s.c., overran and harried Syria and Palestine  
(cf. Cvaxaess; Jaws). With these Inroads of the Cimmerian  
and Scythian (see Searnta), we must doubtless connect the  
grit ethnographical revolution in the north of anterior Asia;  
the Indo-European Armenians (Balk), displacing the old Ala u-
dians (Urorlu, Α rαιaf), in the country which has since borne  
their name; said the entry of the Cappadocians—lret mentioned  
in the Persian period—into the cast of Asia Minor. -The Scythian  
invasion evidently contributed largely to the enfeeblement of  
the Assyrian Empire: for in the same year the Chaldaean Nabo.  
ροίsssar founded the New-Babylonian empire; and in 606 s.c.  
Cyaxares captured and destroyed Niaievth and the other  
Assyrian cities. Syria and the south he abandoned to Nabo-
polassar and his son Nebucbadrcszax; while,,  on the other band,  
Assyria proper, cast of the Tigris, the north of Mesopotamia  
with the town of Haman (Cankas) and the, mountains of Armenia  
were annexed by the Medes. .Cappadocia also fell before  
Cyaxares; in a war with the Lydian Empire the decisive battle  
was broken off by tho celebrated eclipse of the sun on the 28th  
of May 585 s.c., foretold by Tholes (ilcrud, i. 74). After this a  
peace was arranged by Nebucbadrezzax of Babylon and Sycn-
nesia of Chicle, recognizing the Halt's as the borderline. To the  
east, the Births* Empire extended far over lran, even the  
Persians owning its. away. Ecbatana (q.e.) became the capital  

Of the states which arose out of the shattered Assyrian Empire  
(Media, Babylon, Egypt, Cilida and Lydia), Media was by  far  
the strangest. Is. Babyiozs the kings feared, and the exiled  
Jews hoped, as attack from the Medea (cl. Asa. viii., xiv., xxi.;  
Jer. 1., li.); and Nebuchadrezzer sought by every means—
great fortifications, canals and so forth—to secure his empire  
against the menace from the north. He succeeded in maintain-
ing the steles gun practically unimpaired, additional security  
being found in intermarriage between the two dy ηasties. In  
this state of equilibrium the great- powers of Anterior Asia  
remained during the first half of the 6th century.  

V. The Pasiass Empire .  of tee A'haewmeaida.—The balance,  
however, was disturbed in 553 s.c., when the Persian Cyrus,  
king of Anshan in Elam (Sasiana), revolted against  p^e„sd  
his suzerain Astysges, the son of Cyasara, and a' ςysem  
three years later defeated him at Paaatgadae (9.e.)1 "4  

Shortly afterwards Astyages was taken prisoner, cass4+as.  
EtbataM reduced, and the Median Empire replaced by the  
Persian, The Persian tribes were welded by Cyrus into a single  
nation, and now became the foremost people in the world (see  
Prizes and Cvutts). At first Nabonidua of Babylon hailed  
the fall of the Modes with delight and utilized the opportunity  
by occupying Herres (Cazrhse). But befo κ long he reo gnittd  
the danger threatened from that quarter. Cyrus and his  
Persians paid little heed to the treaties which the Median king  
had • concluded with the other powers; and the result was a  
grit cαalιtion against him, embradog Nabonidus of Babylon,  
Amasis of Egypt, Crosses of Lydia, and the Spartans, whose  
highly efficient army seemed to the Oriental states of greet value.  
In the spring of 546 s.c., Croesus opened the attack. Cyrus  

5 further, B&s,t.ee'ix YID Aesvuxi ‚v. Rielmy.  
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flung himself upon him, beat him at Pteris in Cappadoda and  
pursued him to Lydia. Α second victory followed on the  
beaks of the Factors; by the autumn of µ6 Sardis had already  
fallen and the Persian power advanced at a bound to the Medi-
terranean. In the course of the next few years the Greek  
littoral towns were reduced, as also the Carders and Lyrians.  
The king of Ciliń e (Syennais) voluntarily acknowledged the  
Persian suzerainty. In S39 Nabonidus was defeated and Baby-
Ion occupied, while, with the Chaldean Empire, Syria and Pales-
tine also became Persian (see Jaws). The east of Iran was  
further subdued, and, after Cyrus met his end (5z8 s.a) in a  
war against the eastern Nomads (Dahae, Masaagetae), his son  
Cambyses conquered Egypt (525 s.c.). Cyprus and the Greek  
islands on the coast of Asia Minor also submitted, Samos being  
taken by Darius. On the other band, an expedition by Cam.  
byses against the Ethiopian kingdom of Napata and Μeree  
came to grief in Nubia. The usurpation of Smerdis (522-521  
s.c.) and his death at the hands of Darius was the signal for  
aumerous insurrections in Babylon, Susiens, Persia, Media,  
Armenia and many of the Eastern provinces. But, within  
two years (ςz τ-5χ9), they were all crushed by Darius and his  
generals.  

The muses of this astonishing sumsw, which, in the brief space  
of a single generation. raised a previously obscure απd secluded  
^^ se' partially 

to the mastery of the whole Orient, can only be  
ppasrt ιally discerned from the evidence at our disposal.  Armeasa The decisive factor was of course their military superi-

erity. The chief weapon of the Persians, as of all Iranians, was the  
bow, which accordingly the king himself holds in his portraits,  
e.g. on the Βchistvπ rock and the coins (clerics). In addition  
to the bow, the Persians carried short lances and short daggers.  
But it was not by these weapons, nor by hand to hand fighting,  
that the Persian victories were won. They overwhelmed their  
enemy under a hail of arrows, απd never allowed him to come to  
close quarters. While the infantry kneeled to shoot, the cavalry  
swarmed round the hostile squadrons, threw their lines into con-
fusion, απd completed their discomfiture by a vigorous pursuIt.  
in a charg, the Infantry also might employ lance and dagger•  
but the essential point was that the archers should be mobile an d  
their use of the bow unhampered.  

Consequently, only a few distinguished warrior, were shirts of  
mail. For purposes of defence the tank and file merely carried  
a light hide-covered shield; which the infantry, in shooting, planted 
before them es a sort of barrier against the enemy's missiles. Thus  
the Persian army was lost, if heavy-armed hoplites succeeded in  
gaining their lines. In spite of all their bravery they succumbed  
to the Greek phalanx, when, once the generelsh#ρ of a Miltiadεs  
or a Paasanias had brought nutters to a hand to hand conflict;  
and it was with justice that the Greeks—Aeschylus, for instance—
viewed their battles against the Person as a contest between  
spear and bow. None the less, till Marathon the Persians were  
stccessful in discomfiting every enemy before he could close, whether  
that enemy consisted of similarly accoutred bowmen (as the Medes),  
of cavalry muted wills the lance (as the Lydian), or of heavily  
armoured warriors (es the Babylonians, Egyφtiaeu and Greeks).  

To all this should be added iii' superiority of their leaders;  
Cyrus especially must have been an exceedingly able general.  
Obviously, also, he must have understood the art of organizing his  
people and grousing the iκG πg of nationality and the courage of  
self  -sacrifice. In his . time the Persians were a strong  manly 
peasantry, domiciled in a healthy climate απd habituated to all  
hardships—e point repeatedly emphasized, in the tales preserved  
by Herodotus, as the cause of thcir successes (e.g. Herod. ix. 122).  
Nerodotus, however, also records (i. 135) that the Persians were  
"01 ail maaland the readiest to adopt f refga customs, good or  
bad,." a sentence which is equally applicable to the Romans, and  
which in the case of both nations goes tar to explain, not merely  
their successes, but also the character of their empires.  

The fundamental features of the imperial organization must  

have been due to Cyrus himself. Darius followed in his steps  
*rsesi *. and completed the vast structure Ills rble, indeed,  
we. at 	was peculiarly that of supplementing and perfecting  1u1'. 	the work of his greet predecessor. The organization  
of the empire is planned throughout on broad, free lines; there  
is nothing mean and timorous in it. The great god Ahuramazda,  
whom kind and people alike acknowledge, has given them dom ώ  
mioη "over this earth afar, over many peoples and tongues;'  
and the consejouzeem is strong in them that they are masters  
of the world. Thus their sovereign styles himself "the king of  
kings" end "11i0  king of the lands" -•-that is 10 W, ,' the  

whole civtllzed world. For the provinces remaining nnsubdned  
on the extreme frontiers to the west, the north and the east are  
In their view almost negligible quantities. And far removed  
as the Persians are from disavowing their proud sense of nation-
ality (" a Persian, the son of 'a Persian, an Aryan of Aryan  
stock "says Darius of himself in the inscription en his tomb)—
yet equally vivid is the feeling that they rule the whole  civilised 
world, that their task Is to reduce it to unity, and that by the  
will of Ahunamazda they are pledged to govern it adgbt.  

This is most clearly seen in the treatment of the subject  
tacos. In contrast with the Assyrians and the Romans the  
Petsigns invariably conducted their wars with great  
humanity. The vanquished kings were honourably ,,y,pa,,  
dealt with, the enemy's towns were spared, except  

when grave oflkncee and insurrection, as at M ίletus and  
Athens, rendered punishment imperative; and their inhabitants  
were treated with mildness. Like Cyrus, all his successors  
welcomed members of the conquered nationalities to their  
service, employed them as administrators or generals and mach  
them grants of lend: and this not only In the case of Medea,  
but also of Armenians, Lydian, Jews and Greeks. The whole  
population of the empire was alike bound to military service.  
The subject-contingents steed side by side with the native  
Persian troops; απd the garrisons--in Egypt, for instance—
were composed of the most varied nationalities.  

Among the subject races the Medes particularly stood high  
in favour. Darius in his inscriptions always names them imme-
diately after the Persians. They were the predecessors of the  
Peniaas in the empire and the more dvilised people. Their  
institutions, court ceremonial and dress were all adopted by  
the Achaemenids. Thus the tribal distinctions began to recede,  
and the ground was prepared for that amalgamation of the,  
Iranians into a single, uniform nation, which under the Sassanids  
was completely perfected—at least for west of Inn.  

The lion's share, indeed, falls to the dominant race itself.  
The inhabitants of Persia proper—from which the eastern tribes  
of Carmaniens, Utiam, ftc., were excluded and  rr.  formed into a separate satrapy—pey no taxes. pr,W4  
Instead, they bring the best of their possessions  
(e.g. a particularly floe fruit) as a gift to their king  
on festival days; peasants meeting him on his excursions  
do the same (glut. Arles. . ; Dimon op. Aelan. ear.  
kir!. 1.31; Xen. Cyr. viii. 5, 51. I, ή . In recompense for this,  
he distributes on his return rich presents to every Persian  
man and woman—the women of Paaargadae, who are members  
of Cyrus's tribe, each receiving a piece of gold (Nic. Dam. fr.  
66. Pint. Alen. 6q). In relation to his Persians, be is always the  
people's king. At his accession he is consecrated in the temple  
of a warrior-goddess (Anaitis λ) at Fasargadse, and partakca  
of the simple meal of the old peasant days—a mess of figs, teas  
biπths and seem milk (Plut. Arias. 3). The Persians swear  
allegiance to him and pray to Ahuramazda for his life and the  
welfare of the people, while he vows to protect them against  
every attack, and to judge and govern them as did his fathers  
before him (Herod. 1. ι3 z; Xen. Cr. xviiii. ς, m3, η). For helpers  
he has at his side the " law-bearers" (dεlaboια Dan. iii. s, απd in  
Babyl. documents; cf. Herod. iii. 3 τ, ν. a, vii. 194; P3ther 

 f. 13, dec.). These—the Persian judges—are nominated by the  
king for life, and generally bequeath their dike to their sons.  
The royal decision is based on consultation with the great ones  
of his people: and such is the ease with his of dsls and governors  
everywhere (cf. the Book of Ezra).  

Every Persian able to bear arms Is bound to serve the king  
—the great landowners on horseback, the commonalty on foot.  
The noble end well-to-do, who need not till their fields in person,  
are pledged to appear at court as frequently as possible. Their  
children are brought up in company with the princes "et the  

gates of the king," instructed in the handling of arms, in riding  
and hunting, and introduced to the service of the state απd the  
knowledge of the kw, as well as the commandments of religion.  
Then such as prove their worth are called to high ofliee and  
rewarded, generally with grants of land.  
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• The highest rank was held by the deacendantiof the sir great  
families, whοκ heads stood by Darius at the killing of the  
Magian. The Greeks class them and the king together, under  
the name of" the seven Persians." These enjoyed the right of  

entering the presence unannounced, and possessed princely  

estates In the provinces. Besides these, however, numbers of  

other Persians were despatched to the provinces, settled there,  

and endowed with lends. There existed, in fact, under the  

Αchaomenids a strong colonizing movement, diffused through  
the whole empire; traces of this policy occur more especially in  
Armenia, Cappadocia and Lycia, but also in the rest of Asia  
Miner, and not rarely in Syria and Egypt. These colonists  
formed the nucleus of the provincial military levy, and were a  
tower of strength to the Persian dominion. They imposed,  
moreover, the Persian council, and vice-regal household of the  
Satraps, exactly as the Persian of the home country composed  

that of the king.  
Though the world-empire of Persia was thus deeply imρτessεd  

by a national character, care was nevertheless exercised that  
the general duties and interests of the subject races should  
receive due consideration. We find their representatives,  
side by side with the Persians, occupying every sort of position  
in the regal and vice-regal courts. They take their part in the  

councils of the satraps, precisely as they do .  in military service  
(cf. the evidence of Ezra); and they, too, are rewarded by  
bounties and estates To wield a peaceful authority over all  

the subjects of the empire, to reward merit, and to punish  
teauagressioii—such Is the highest task of king and odicials.  

On his native soil Cyrus built himself a town, with a palace  
and ι tomb, in the district of Pasargadae (now the ruins of  

Reya^ 

 
Murgbab). This Darius replaced by a new capital,  

R  deeper in the centre of the country, which bore the  
name " Persian " (Parses), the Persepolis (g.e.) of  

the later Greeks. But the district of Persil was too remote to  
be the administrative centre of a world-empire. The neural  
centre lay, rather, in the ancient fertile tract on the lower Tigris  
and Euphrates. The actual capital of the empire was therefore  
Suss, where Darius I. and Artaxerxes IL erected their magnifi-
cent palaces The winter months the kings cliiefly spent in  
Babylon: the bet summer, in the cooler situation of Εcbιtana,  
where Darius and Xerxes built a residence on Mt Elvead, south  
of the city. From a palace of Aitazerxes J1. in Ecbittana ilseif,  
the fragments of a few inscribed columns (now in the possession  
of Mr Linde Myers and published by Evetts in the Zcilsdir. J.  
dssyr. V.) have been preserved. To Persil and Persepolis the  
kings paid only οccasiοnal visits especially at their coronations  

Within the empire, the two great civilized states incorporated  
by  Cyrus and Cambyses, Βαbγlοn and Egypt, occupied a position  

BιΡeylo^4 
 of their own. After his defeat of Nabonidus, Cyrus  

^ κΡ  proclaimed himself "King of Babel "; and the same  
title was born by Can'byses, Smerdis and Darius.  

So, in Egypt, Cembyses adopted in full the titles of the Pharaohs.  
Ιιι this we may trace a desire to conciliate the native population,  
with the object of maintaining the fiction that the old state  still 
continued. Darius went still farther. Be encouraged the  
efforts of the Egyptian priesthood in every way, built temples,  
and enacted new laws in εοαtiαuanεe of the old order. In  
Babylon his procedure was presumably similar, though here  
we possess no local evidence. But he lived to sec that his policy  
bad missed its goal. In 486 s.c. Egypt revolted and was only  
seduced by Χerιes in 484. It was this, probably, that induced  
him in 484 tό  renounce his title of "king of Babel," and to  
!eemονe from its temple the golden statue of Bel-A{arduk (Mere-  
loch), whose bands the king was bound to clasp on the first day  
ql each year, This proceeding led to two insueycctions in  
Babylon (probably in 484 and 479 s.c.), which were speedily  
repressed. After that the " kingship of Babel" was deBniteiy  
abolished. In Egypt the Persian kings still retained the style  
of the Pharaohs; but we hear no more of concessions tο the  
priesthood or to the old institutions, and, apart from the great  
oasis of el-Kisarga, no more temples were erected (see Form:  
Sistσιy).  

ς8 l8ΤΟ1Υ:  ANCIENT  

At the head of the court and the imperial administration  

stands the commandant of the bodyguard—the ten thousand  

"Immortals," often depicted in the sculptures of  
Persepolis with lances surmounted by golden apples lad aaaer  
This grandee, whom the Greeks termed " Chiliarch," Ο+  
corresponds to the modem vizier. In addition to him, we  
find seven councillors (Ezra vii. 14; cf. Esther i. 14). Among  
the other officials, the "Eye of the King" is frequently  
mentioned. To him was entrusted the control of the who e  
empire and the superintendence of all officials.  

The orders of the court were issued in a very situp a form of the  
cuneiform script, probably invented by the Medes hi. comp πsed  
36 signs, almost all of which denote single sounds. In  
the royal inscriptions, a translation into Susan (Elam- O1  
kit) and Babylonian was always appended to the  
Persian text. in Egypt one in hieroglyphics was added, as  
in the ipicń  tions of the Suez canal; in the Grecian provinces,  

another in Greek (e.g. the inscription of Darius on the Bbs-
porus, Ilerod. lv. 37, cf. iv. 9t). The cuneiform script could  
only be written on stone or clay. Thus there has been discovered 
is Babylon a copy of the Behistan (9.s.)  unscripdon eyed  αα  
a block of defence (Weissbach, Bab$oiiswhe Mesceuni. p. st).  
Fο administrative purposes, however, it would seem that this  
inconvem'lint nfatetial was not employed; its place being taken  

by skins (δi$έρs', parchment), the use of which was adopted  
from the westerq peoples of the empi e. On 'the'se were further  
written the journals and records kept at the court (cl. Died. ni.  
22, 32; Ezra iv. 15, ν. 17, vi. 2; Esther vi. ι, 1i. 23). With such 
materials the cuneiform script .  could not be used; instead, the 
Persian language  was written in Aramanc characters, a method  
which later led to the so-called Pahla νi,,i.c. Parthian smiρt. This  
mode of writing was obviously alone employed in the state-services  
since Dati ι's 1.; and so may be explained the fact that, under the 
Achaemenids, the Persian language rapidly dcclsned, and, in the  
inscriptions of  Artaxerxes 111, only appears in an extremely 

 neglected guise (see Cuseirong Ixsciui'riosa, ALeHaasT).  
Side by side with the Persian, the Αramaic, which had long been  

widely difυsed as the speech of commerce, enjoyed currency in  
all the western half of the empire as a second dominant language.  
Thus all deeds, enactments and records designed for these provinces  
were fucniabed with an offcial Aramaic version (Ezra iv.;). Numer-
ous documents m this tongue, dating from the Persian period,  
have been discovered in Egypt (cf. Sayce and Cowley, Aramaic  

Papyri discomacd at Assues 14q0^66), and the coins minted by the  
satraps and generals usually bear an Isramaic inscription. (So,  
also, a lion•wright from Abydos, in the British Museum.) The  
Demotic in Egypt was employed in private d οeuments alone,  
0nlγ in the Nellenmc provinces of the empire Greek replaced  
Aramaic (cf. the letter to Pauaanias in Thuc. i. τ a9: an edict to  
Cadatas in Magnesia, Cousin et Drschsmps, BullUiw de rom p. 
kellMivue xis 53o, Dittenberger, Syllogc a; so, also, on coins)—a  
clear prool that the Persians had already beg υ rι to recognize the  
independent and important position of Greek civilization. 5  

Darius I. divided the Persian Empire into twenty great pro-  
vines, satrapies, with a "guardian of the country" (kksh σihra-
ymwn; see S&Uxam) at the head of each. A list is  
preserved in Hcrodotua (iii. 89 aqq.); but the boun. ssa^rsmiea.  daries were frequently changed. Each satrapy was  

again subdivided into several minor governorships. The satrap  
is the head of the whole administration of his province. Be  
levies the tares, controls the legal procedure, is ivsponaible for  
the security of roads and property, and superintends the subor-
dinate districts, The heads of the great military centres of the  
empire and the commandants of the royal fortresses are outside  
his jurisdiction: yet the aatrspa are entitled to a body of troops  
of their own, a privilege which they used to the full, especially  
in later periods, The Satrap is held in his position as a subject  
by the controlling machincry of the empire, especially the "Eye  
of the Iζing "; by the council of Ρetsians in his province with  

For the editions of the Persian inscriptions see Bzinsrmt.  
For the Persian documents, Ed. Meyer Εσιstek ιmg der Jsdestmws,  
p.19 sqq. The lnrsogiyphk inscń ptions of the Sues Canal are pub•  
fished in the Βccιιυei1 de team, d'epy ρ1d et d'aslyrid. νοls. vii.  ix. 
xi. xiii; the private documents from Babylonia and Nippur, by  
Strassmaier, Sα&y1 Urkunden, and Hilprecht and Clay, Debyl.  
Exiled. of Usfs. of Pιmuyhaei α, νοis. ix. x. Numerous Jewish docu-
ments in ATamait have been found at Elephantine (Sayes and  
Cowley, A ramaw Papy ιι discovered at Assues, 1906), among them an  
official complaint of the Jewish colony settled at Ε ρbaotine.  
addressed to the Persian satrap of Judaea, in 408 D.C.,  which throws  
a new light on many passages in Ezra and Nehemiah, published by  
Saehαα is Α biasdlusgse der keel. Αhσdeωάιι, igo7.  
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whom he is bound to debate alt mattes of importance; and by  
the army: while in the bands of the messengers (Pcrs. &erbfci.  
or dyyepe'—a Babylonian word: see ANeas s) the government  
deapatches travel "swifter than the crane" a Ιοπg, the great  
imperial highways, which are all provided with regular postal  
stations (d. the description of the route from Susa to Sanils in  
Herod. v.52).  

Within the satmρies the subject races and communities  
occupied a tolerably independent position; for instance, the  
sssl.^r Jews, under their elders and priests, who were emit  
Cecrnua'. able to convene a. popular assembly is Jerusalem  
wa. (d. the books of Ezra and Nehemiah). Obviously  
also, they enjoyed, as a rule, the pdvllegt of deciding lawsuits  
among themselves; their general situation being similar to that  
of the Christian nationalities under the Ottomans, or to the! of  
many tribes in the Russian Empire at the present day. The  
pressure of despotism was manifest, not -se much in that the  
king and his officials consistently interfered in individuel eases  
but that they did so on isolated and arbitrary occasions, ant{  
then swept aside the privileges of the subject, who was impotent  
to resist.  

For the rest, the subject population fells into a number of  
distinct groups. In the desert (as among the Arabian and  
Turanian nomads), in wild and sequestered mountains (as in  
Zagros in north Media, and Mysia, Pisidia, Paphlagonia and  
Bithynia in Asia Minor), and also in many Iranian tribes, the  
old tribal constitution, with the chieftain as its head, was left  
intact even under the imperial suzerainty. The great majority  
of the civilized provinces were subdivided into local administra-
tive districts governed by o6diain of the king and his satraps.  
These the Greeks named Wes, " ρcορlά ." Within these,  
again, -there might lie Iarge town settlements whose interest  
effαhe were controlled by the elders or the off als of the corn-
enmity: es, for instance, Babylon, Jerusalem, the Egyptian  
cities, Tarsus, Sardis and others. On the same footing were  
the epir ίtual princIpalities, with their greet temple-property;  
is Bambyce in Syria, the two Commas 10 Cappadocia, and so  
forth. Besides these, however, vast districts were either con-
verted into royal domains (ταρΙ3sq'κ) with great parks and  
hunting grounds under royal supervision, or else bestowed by  
the king oα Persian or deserving members of the subject-saxes  
(the " begefactors") as their personal property. Many of these  
estates formed respectable principalities: e.g. those of the  
house of Otanee in Cappadocia, of uydarnes in Armenia,  
?hermits ua in Phrygia, Dematttus in Teuthrania, Tlremis-
toclos in Magnesia and Lampsacus. They were absolute private  
property, handed down from father to son for centuries, and  
in the Bielleaistic period not rarely became Independent king-
doms. Τhese potentates were styled by the Greeks δwΙ wτas  
or ^ώιapχe'  

The lest claw, quite distinct from all these organizations,  
was foriped by the city-sates (wdks's) with ea independent  

constitution—whether a monarchy (as Ig Phoenicia),  
an ariatotτscy (es lirLycis),or a τepnbliέ  with council  
and popular .assembly (aS is the Greek towns).  

The eaeatiel point was t hat they enjoyed a separate legalized  
organization (autonomy). This was only to be seen in the  
extreme western provinces of the empire among the Phocni-
dens, Greeks and Lyciens,wbose cities wereee αteΝslly distinct  
from these of the east; which, indeed, to Greek eyes, were only  

great villages (swµoπbλκr). It is readily intelligible that  
their character should have proved practically incomprehensible  
to the Persians, with whom they came into perpetual  collision. 
These sought, as a rule, to cope with thedicul2y by transferring  
the government to individual persona who enjoyed their confi-
dence: the " tyrants " of the Greif towns. Maxdpniies, alone,  
after his suppression of the Ionic revolt—which bad originated  
with these Very tyrants—made an etteni$ to gove ςn them by  
the assistanc, of the democracy (492 s.c,).  

The provinces of the Persian Empire differed as materially in  
economy as innization. In the extreme west, a money currency 

a is its most highly developed fore—thai ef ceissg' minted by  
ut 4•  

the state, or an aiiteaestoes 	 developed siπεe the  
7th century ;among the Lydlans and(‚reeks. In.the ς^m  
main portion, however, of the Oriental world—Egypt,  
Syria, Phoenicia and Babylonia—the old mode  

of commerce was still in vogue, conducted by means a( gold  
and silver bars weighed at each transaction. Indeed, a' mosey 

^currency only began to make headway in these districts in the  

4th century s.c. Ιπ the eastern provinces, on the other hand the  
primitive method of exchange by barter still held the field. Óniy  
in the auriferous and civilized frontier districts 61 IndIa (the  
?us{ab) did a system of coinage find early ao εeptaµF. Theme  
Persian and Attic money was widely distributed, sad  imitation 
of it struck, in the fifth and fourth pre-Chrsatlaii centuries.  

Thus the empire was compelled to grapple with all these vat(etl  
conditions and to reconcile them as best it might. At the a 

natural eco οmy " was still the rule. The o ń̂ ale 
	enact 

 sad Orfestel  
troops received payment, in kind. They were fed "by the table 
oqf the king  from which 15,000 men daily drew their sustenanc  
(cf. Neraclides of Cyme'in Athen.ly. 145 B, &c.)snd ware rewarde'  
by gifts and assignments of land. The Greek immensities, o ń  the  
contrary, had to be paid in cwmncy; nor meld the satraps d abs  
west η ieρetιse with hard cash. 'Die king, again, needεdebe peecioin  
metals, not merely for b οuatιcs and rewsrdb but for important  
enterprises in which money payment was imperative. Copse-  
queerly, the royal revenues Sod taxes werepaid partly In the 
prodous' metals, partly in natural prod and (stτfy  
grain, clothing said its material., furniture and all aetkk. ;  
industry (cf. Theepomp. fr. 124, 125, dc.). The ιptoρι slsq,  i 

 addition to money payments, levied contributions" fee their table,  
at which the omcieln' ate (Nehem. v. 14).  

The precious metals brought in by the tribute were eolleeted  hi 
the greet treasure-houses at Sum, Persepohis  Pamegodie. mid 
Ecbatana, whore gigantic musses of .silver and, more  ___  especially!  61 gold, were stored in bullion or partially  ,AYy πΡ wrought into vessels (feted. iii. 96; Samba nv. 73r,  
735; Arriαα ϋ i. ι6,  dc.); exactly as Is the nine to-day ii' the shah's  
trcnsurc.chamber (Curzon, Pcrsiis, IL 4{84). It is also observable  
that the conjunction of payments in kind and money taxes still  
exists. The ρr ονlnce of Khorasan, for instance with some half  
million inhabitants, paid in 0889 54,0m in gold, and in addition  
natural produce to the value d 7.u,οοα (Curzon, op. cit. I. s8i. 

 ii. 38ο). When the king required money he minted as much as  
was necessary. A reform in the rolna$e was effected by Darin 
who struck the Dark (Perms lanes, i.e: piece of gold"; the word  
has nothing to do with tht name of Darius), a gold piece of 130  
grains (value about 235.); this being cquivalent to 20 silver paean 
(" Median shekels," 01140) of 86.5 grains (value accordIng to the  
then• rate of silver— ι3} silver to  i gold—about ιs. 3d.). The  
coining of geld was the exclusive prerogative of the king; silver  
could be coined by the satrses, generals; independent c οm ιυnities  
and dynasts.  

The extent of the Persian Empire was, in  essentials, defined  
by the gnat conquests of Cyrus said Cambyee. Darius was  
no more a coagidswder thee Asgustus.  Rather, 
the task he'set himself was to round off the empire 	 " 

and secure its herders: and for this purpose In Asia  
Minor sad Armenia he subdued the mouatein vibes and  
advs^ced the frontier as far as the Cauasns; Colehis aline  
remaining an independent . kingdom under the fm:iced.  
suzerainty. So, too, he annexed the Indus valley and the  
auriferous hill-country of Ka&istan and Ceshmir (Κ6'suos og  
Kdrnspcs, Herod. iii. pf , vii. 67,  86; Staph. Bye.), as well as  
the Dardae in Daudistaa on the Indus (Ctesias, led, Jr. re:  
7ο, etc.). From this point be directed several campaigns  
against the Amyrgian $acne, en the Pamir Plateau and  
northwards, whom he enumerates in his list of subject races,  
and whose mounted archers formed a mein division of these  
armies despatched against the Greeks. It was obviously an  
attempt to take the nomads of the Turanian steppe in the 

 roar and to reduce them to quiescence, which led to  him 
unfortunate expedition against the Scyt δiαns of the &Witt  
steppes (c. 512 a.c.; d. Rums).  

Side by side, however, with these wars, we can read, even  in 
the scanty tradition at our disposal, a consistent effort to further'  
the greet c ίvilίzιτιg mission imposed on the empire. Its the  
dlitrlct of Herat, Dpiva tstabhished a great water-basin, designed  
to facilitate the cultivatipa of the ste ρρe (Herod. iii. 117). Re  
hail the course of the Indus esplored by, the Wen captain  
Seyla: (q.e.) of Caryrnda, who then navigated the Indian Ocean  
back to Suez (tiered. iv. 44) and wrote an account of his voyage  
iii Greek. The desire to create a direct communication between,  
the seclusion of Persia end the. opmom τce ei the world Is ixjdcn&  
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in his foundation of several Wheels, described by Nearehus,  
en the Persian coast. But this design is ate more patent in  
his completion of a great canal, already begun by Necho, from  
the Nile to Suez, along which several monuments of Darius have  
been preserved. Thus it was possible, as says the remnant of an  
hieroglyphic Inscription there discovered, "for ships to sail  
direct from the Nile to Persia, over Saba." In the time of Hero-
dotus the canal was in constant use (ii. ι58, iv. 39): afterwards,  
when Egypt regained her independence, it decayed, till restored  
bytheaecondPtolemy. Even theclrcumnavigatrnnofMricawss  
attempted under Xerxr (Herod. 1V. 43).  

It has already been mentioned, that, in his efforts to conciliate  
the Egyptians, Darius placed his chief reliance on the priest-
hood: and the same tendency runs throughout the Imperial  
policy toward the conquered races Thus Cyrus himself gave  
the exiled Jews in Babylon permission to return and rebuild Jeru-
salem. Darius allowed the restoration of the Temple; and  
Artazerzes I., by the protection accorded to Ezra and Nehemiah,  
made the foundation of Judaism possible (see Jews: it ip sqq.).  
Analogously in an edict, of which a later copy is preserved in an  
inscription (see above), Darius commands Gadatas, the governor  
of a domain (ταρδ3a σα) in Magnesia on the Maeaader, to  
observe scrupulously the privileges of the Apollo-sanctuary.  
With all the Greek oracles—even those in the mother-country-
the Persians were on the best of terms. And since these might  
reasonably expect an enormous extension of their Induence from  
the establishment of a Persian dominion, we flnd them all  
zealously medizing during the expedition of Xerxes.  

Foe the development of the Asiatic religions, the Persian Empire  
was of prime importance. The definite erection of a single, vast,  

world—empire cat them their original connexion with  
R* b .  the state, and compelled them in future to address  
themselves, not to the community at large, but to individuals to  
promise, not political success nor the independence of the Rennie,  
but the welfare of the man. Thus they became at once universal  
and capable of extension by propaganda; and, with thiz,of entering  
into keen competition one with the other. These traits are most  
clearly marked in Judaism; but, after the Achaemenid period,  
they are common to all Oriental creeds, though our information  
as to most is scanty in the extreme.  

In this competition of religions that of Ina played a most  
spiń ted The Persian kings—none more eο than Darius, 
whose  convictions are enshrined in his inscriptions—
and, with the kings, their people, were ardent professors of the  
puredoctrine of Zoroaster• and the Persisns setτ led  in the provinces  
diffused his creed throughout the whole empire. Thus a strong  
Persian peopegandum arose especially in Armenia and Cappadocia,  
where the religion took deep toot among the people, but also in  
Lydia and Lycra. In the process, however, important modifications  
were introduced. In contrast with Judaism, Zoroastriauiism did  
not enter the lists against all gods save its own, but found no  
diffcυhγ is recognizing them as subordinate powers—helpers  
and servants of Ahoramasda. Consequently, the foreign creeds  
often ratted upon the Persian. In Cap padocia, Aramaic inscriptions 
have been discovered ( ι9oo), in which the indigenous nod, there  
termed Bel the king, recognizes the " Maxdsyaman Religion"  
(Dim Μadnysι ιish)—iι. the religion of Aburamazda personified  
es a woman—es his sister and wife (Lidzbarslu, Epissa. f. semi!.  
Epip. · 9 Wq•)•  

The gorgeous cult of the gods of civilization (especially of Baby. 
Ion), with their host of temples, Images and festivals, exercised  
corresponding influence on the mοthcτ cουntκy. Moreover, the  
unadulterated doctrine of Zoraaster could no more become a per-
manent popular religion than can Christianity. For the masses  
can make little of abstractions and an omnipotent, omnipresent  

selves 
they 

 lot ey
nc divine powers, standing nary to them- 

Id figures of the Aryan folk-religion  
return to the foreground, there to be amalgamated with the Baby-
lonian divinities. The goddess cl springs and streams (of the Oxus  
in particular) and of all fertility—Asds'ssra Anahilu, Anailis-
Is endowed with the term of the Babylonian Ishtar and Bells.  
She Is now depicted as a beautiful and strong woman, with prominent  

a  golden crown of seers and golden r invent. She is wor-
shippedas the goddess of generation and all sexual life (cf. Herod.  
f 135, where the names of ithas and Anaitis are interchanged);  
and religious prostitution is transferred to her service (Strnbo xi.  
532, χii. s5q). At her side stands the sun-god Mithas, who is re-
resented as a young and victorious hero. Both deities occupy  
the very ό rιt reek in the popular creed; while to the theologian  
they are the moat potent of the good powers—Mithras being the  
herald and propagator of the service of Light and the mediator  
betwixt man and Ahuramazda. who now fades more into the  
backpound. Thus, in the subsequent period, the Peaien religion  

appears ρerι4γ as the religion of Miebru. The festival of Mithπs  
is the chief festival val of the empire, at which the king drinks and  
is drunken, and dances the national dance (Ctes. Jr. 55;  Duels Jr.  
53). This development culminated under Artaxerxes ii., who,  
according to &erossus (Jr. 16 aρ. Clem. Alex. pest. I. 5. 65), frat  
erected statues to Asisutia in Persepolis, Echetana. Bactria, Sera.  
Babylon, Damascus and Sardis. The truth of this account is  
proved by the fact that Artaxerxes i1. and Artaxerxes ill. are the  
only Achaemenids who, in their inscriptions, invoke Anaitis and  
Mithra side by side with Aburamasda, Other gods, who come  
into prominence, are the dragon-eiayer Verethraghria (Attagna)  
and the Good Thought (Vdiumano, Omanoal; and even the Sacacan  
festival is adopted from Babylon (Berossus Jr. 3; Ctes. fr. r6;  
Strabo xi. 5os, &c.). The chief centres of the Persian cults In the  
west were the district of Anlisene in Armenia (Stabo xi. 532, &c.),  
the town a( Zde in Cappadocia (Szabo xii 559),  and several cities  
in Lydia.  

The position of the Persian monarchy as a world-empire is  
characteristically emphasized in the buildings of Darius and Xerxes 
in Persepolis and Susa. The peculiarly national basii, 	

"°'still recognizable in Cyrus's architecture at Pαsa doe,  
recedes into insignificance. The royal edifices and sculptures are  
dependent, mainly, on Babylonian models, but, at the same time,  
we can trace in them the influence of Greece, Egypt and Asia Minor;  
the last in the mck.iepsilchres. All these elements are combined  
into an organic unity, which achieved the greatest creations that  
Oriental architecture has found possible. Nevertheless, the result  
is not a national art, but the art of a world-empire; and it is obvious  
that foreign craftsmen must have been active in the royal services—
among them, the Greek sculptor Telephones of Phocaea (Pliny 

ode x 	. 68). So, with the collapse of the empire, the imperial art  
vanishes also: and when, some 5o ο years later, a new art arose  
under the Sessanida, whom achievements stand to those of Achae-
menid art in much the same relation as the achievements of the  
two dynasties to each other, we discover only isolated reminiscences  
of its Predecessor.  

Foe the organization and chaaeter of the Persian Empire, me  
Barnabas Bnsson, De re ο  Persarsm principals Isles iii. (1590); 
lieeren, Ide n rifer P σlύ ik, Handeland Verkehr der ours Welt, i. ;  

G. Rawfinson, History of Heradolss, ii. 55S5 sqy ; Fist Easter Mon-
arthics, iii.; Eduard Meyer, Gesciidhlc des AU0lutes. iii. On the  
Satrapita, cf. Krombholx, Ds Asiac srnaoris sσuapiύ  pnsims  
(1883). See also M:areas.  

3. History of Ole Aciaennenlan E>«pire.—The history of the  
Persian Empire was often written by the Greeks. The most  
ancient work preserved is that of Herodotus (q.s.), who supplies  
rich and valuable materials for the period ending in 479 B.C.  
These materials are drawn partly from sound tradition, partly'  
from original knowledge—as in the account of the satrapies  
and their distribution, the royal highway, the nations in Xerxes'  
army and their equipment. They also contain much that is  
admittedly fabulous: for instance, the stories of Cyrus and Croe-
sun, the conquest of Babylon, &c. Forty years later (. 39ο p.c.),  
the physician Ctesias of Cnidus, who for ι7 years (4τ4-398  sc.)  
remained In the service of the Great King, composed a great  
work on the Persian history, known to us from an extract in  
Photius and numerous fragments. Ctesias (q.s.) possesses  a 
more precise acquaintance with Persian views and institutions  
than Herodotus; and, where he deals with matters that came  
under his own cognizance, he gives much useful information.  
For the early period, on the other hand, he only prove how  
rapidly the tradition had degenerated since Merodotus; and here  
his narrations can only be utilized in isolated cases, and that  
with the greatest caution. Of more value was the great work of  
Dinon of Colophon (c. 340), which we know from numerous  
excellent fragments; and on the same level may be placed a few  
statements from Heaclides of Cynic, which afford specially  
important evidence on Persian institutions. To these must be  
added the testimony of the other Greek hiatorians (Thucydides,  
Ephorus, Tbeopompus, &c., with the histories of Alexander), and,  
before all, that of Xenophon in the Aatabasis and Hdlamica.  
The Cy,ojvzedia is a didactic roman, written with • view  to 
Greek institutions and rarely preserving genuine information  
on the Persian Empire. Of Oriental sources, only the contem-
porary books of Ezra and Nehemiah are of much importance:  
also, a few statements in the much later Esther romance. Bems-
sis's history of Babylon contained much valuable and trust-
worthy information, but next to nothing has survived. That  
the native tradition almost entirely forgot the Achaemenid  
Empire, bas been mentioned above. Foci more detailed account  
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of these sources see separate articles on Ηzaοοοτυs, &c.; Ezau;  
and Νεsr.,.,a,  

Of modern accounts sea esoscially Tb. Nekiske AsJsijgs sir  peιιiτώ eιι Gsιkf'lue (1887), 'the works et M ιugυιrt, Ua'sr.  
swhasgsa sus (k+cksckk soy Eras. (2 pia, Ι896 -ιqρ) abound in  
daring theoń es and must be used with caution. On the chronology,  
cf. Eduard Meyer, Forschasgea eta altk' Geachwhk,  ii. 

The external history of the empire is treated undo the  

ttr+ αυ, individual kings (see also history sections of  
m'. articles Gesscs; Eovrx; &c.). The order is as  

follows:- 
Cvaus (558-528); αmqυered the Modes in ,µ0; king of Babylon  

from 538.  
C,υ'aysss (528-521).  
Sιtεa ι9 (521).  
DAuus 1. (521-485).  
Xaaxrs 1. (485-465).  
Aaxaxaaxxs 1. (46'-'n5).  
Qfxaxss II. and Secydianus or Sogdianua, 425-424.)  
DASIY9 11. Nothus (424-404).  
Aa7AXRRXΕs 11. (4µotηη 3S9).  
ARTAXERXBa 111. Oche. (359-338).  
Aarn( 58- 6).  
D 	

Ι ΙΙ. 
ARIU9 I. (536-330)•  

The chronology is exactly verified by the Ρtοlemaiε canoe, by  
numerous Babylonian and • few Egyptian documents, and by the  
evidence of the G πeks. The present article gives only a brief  
eonspectua of the main events in the history of the empire.  

Though, unlike Cyrus and Cambyses, Darius made no new  
expeditions of conquest, yet a great empire, which Is not bounded  
7'. red,* by another equally great, but tenches on many small  
'zees+ tribes and independent communities, Is inevitably  
ee.te. driven to expansion. We have already seen that the  
attempt of Darius to control the predatory nomads in the north  
led to his expedition against the Scythian; this, again, led to  
the incorporation of Thrace and Macedonia, whoac king Perdiccas  
submitted. And since a great portion of the Mediterranean  
coast-line belonged to the empire, further complications resulted  
automatically. I πΡ contrast with the Greeks Carthage took the  
part of Persia. Darius, indeed, numbers the city—under the  
name of Rarka—among his dominions: as also the Mazyans  
(S Ι aciyα) on the Syrtes (Andreas, Vakcsdl. d. stiii. orieakL  

Csngresses, Hamburg, 1902, p. 97). But, above all, the Greek  
cities with their endless feuds and violent internal factions, were  
incessant in their appeals for intervention. Nevertheless,  
Darius left European Greece to itself, till the support accorded  
to the Ionian and Carian lnsurgents by Athens and Eretris  
(ago a.c.) made war inevitable. But not only the expeditious  
of Mardonius (492) and Datis (490), but even the carefully  
prepared campaign Of Xerxes, in conjunction with Carthage,  
completely failed (480-47g). On the fields of Marathon and  
Plataea, the Persian archers succumbed to the Greek phalanx  
of hoplites; but the actual decision was effected by Themiatoelas,  
who had meanwhile created the Athenian fleet which at Salamis  
proved its auperiority over the Perao-Pboemdan armada, and  
thus precluded beforehand the success of the land-forces.  

The wreck of Xerxes' expedition is the turning-point in the  
history of the Persian Empire. The s αPerioτitγ of the Greeks  
was so pronounced that the Persians never found courage to  
repeat their attack. On the contrary, in 466 ae. their army  
and fleet were again defeated by Chinon on the Eurymedon, the  
sequel being that the Greek provinces on the Asiatic coast, with  
all the Tbracian possessions, were lost. In itself, indeed, Ibis  
loss was of no great significance  to such a vast empire; and the  
attempts of Athens to annex Cyprus and conquer the Nile  
valley, in alliance with the revolted Egyptians, ended in failure.  

Athens, in fact, had not sufficient strength to undertake a serious  
Invasion of the empire or an extensive scheme of conquest.  
Her struggles with the other lleIlcsslc states constrained her, by  
the peace of Callias (µ8), definitely to renounce the Persian  
war; to abandon Cyprus and Egypt to the king;and to content  

herself with his promise—not that he would surrender the littoral  
towns, but that he would abstain from an armed attack upon  
them. The really decisive point was, rather, that the disasters  
of Salamis and Plstau definitely shattered the offensive power  

of the empire; that the centre of gravity in the wo ń d'a history  
had shifted from Suss and Babylon to the Aegean Sea; and  
that the Persians were conscious that in spite of all their courage  

they were henceforward in the presence of an enemy, superior  

in arms as well as in intellect, whom they could not hope to  

subdue by their own strength.  
Thus the great empire was reduced to immobility and stagna.  

t➢on—a process which was assisted by the deteriorating influences  
of civiliτstion and world-dominion upon the character ,,,,-
of the ruling race. True, the Pemit =. continued s'rnna,  
to produce brave and honourable men. But the e•ak.  
influences of the harem, the eunuchs, and similar Rd.mem .  
court omcisls, made appalling progress, and men of energy began  
to find the temptations of power stronger than their patriotism  
and devotion to the king. Thus the aatraps aspired to rode-  
pendenα, not merely owing to unjust treatment, but also to  
avarice or favourable conditions. As early as 46$ ac, Xeues  
was assassinated by his powerful vizier (chiliarch) Artabanus, 

 who attempted to seize the reins of empire in fact, if not in name.  
A similar instance may be found in Bagoas (4.s.), after the  
murder of Artaxeexea III. (338 a.c.). To these (actors must  
be added the degeneration of the royal line—a degeneration  
inevitable in Oriental states. Rings like Xerxes and more  
especially Artaxerxes I. and Axtaxerzes II., so far from being  
gloomy despots, were good-natured potentates, but week,  
capricious and readily accessible to personal influences. The  
only really brutal tyrants were Darius II., who was completely  
dominated by his bloodthirsty wife Parysatis, and Artaxerxes  
III. who, though be shedriνers of blood and all but exterminated  
his whole family, was successful in once more uniting the emp ιiτreε,, 
which under the feeble sway of his lather bad been  threatened 
with dissolution.  

The upshot of these conditions was, that the empire never  
again undertook an important enterprise, but neglected more  
and more its great civilizing mission. In considering, however,  
the subsequent disorders and wars, it must be borne in mind  
that they affected only individual portions of the empire, and  
only on isolated occasions involved more extensive arms in  
long and serious strife. To most of the provinces the Achae-
menid dominion was synonymous with two centuries of pace  
and order. Naturally, however, the wild tribes of the mountains  
and deserts, who could be curbed only by strict imperial control,  
asserted their independence and harassed the neighbouring  
provinces. Among these tribes were the Carduc ń ians in Zagros,  
the Cossaean5 and Uzians in the interior of Elam, the Cadusians  
and other non-Aryan tribes in northern Media, the Pisidians,  
Jsaurians and Lycaonians in the Taurus, and the Mysiens in  

Olympus. All efforts to restore order in these districts were  
fruitless; and when the kings removed their court to Ecbatana,  
they were actually obliged to purchase a free passage from the  

mountain tribes (Strube xi. 524; Airisn iii s7, s). The  
kings (e.g. Artaxerxea 11.) reputedly took the field in great fetus  
against the Cadusians, but unsuccessfully. When, in 400  s.c., 
Xenophon marched with the mercenaries of Cyrus from the  
Tigris to the Black Sea, the authority of the king was non-
existent north of Armenia, and the tribes of the Pontic moun-
tains, with the Greek cities on the coast, were completely inde-
pendent. In Paphlegonia, the native dynasts founded a power-
ful though short-lived kingdom, and the chieftains of the  
Bithynians were absolutely their own masters. The frontier  
provinces of India were also lost. Egypt, which had already  
revolted under Libyan princes in the years 486-484,  and again  
with Athenian help in 460-454, finally asserted its independence  
in 404. Henceforward the native dynasties repelled every  
attack, till they succumbed once more before Artater s IIL  
and Mentor of Rhodes.  

In the other civilized countries, indeed, the old passion for  
freedom bad been completely obliterated; and after the days  
of Darius L—apart from the Greek, Lydsa and T'hoeaiciass  
towns—not a single pimple in all these provinces dreamed of  
shaking oil the foreign dominion. All the more clearly, then,  
was the inner weakness of the empire revealed by the molts  
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of the satraps. These were facilitated by the custom--quite  
contrary to the original Imperial orgaolzalion—whlcb entrusted  
the pro• incial military commands to the satraps, who began  
to receive great masses of Greek mercenaries into their service.  
Under Artaxerxes I. and Darius ΙΙ ., these insurrections were  
still rare. But when the revolt of the younger Cyrus against  
his brother (40! s.c.) had demonstrated the surprising ease and  
rapidity with which a courageous army could penetrate into  
the hart of the empire—when the whole force of that empire  
had proved powerless, not only to prevent some ms000 Greek  
trοοφ; completely surrounded, cut off from their communica-
tions, and deprived through treachery of theft leaders, from  
escaping to the Boast, but even to make a serious attack on  
them—then, indeed, the imperial impotence became manifest.  
/thee that, revolts of the satraps in Asia Minor and Syria were  
of everyday occurrence, and the task of suppressing them was  
complicated by the foreign wars which the empire had to sustain  
against Greece and Egypt.  

At this very period, however, the foreign policy of the empire  
gained a brilliant success. The collapse of the Athenian power  

Lase Wars before Syracuse (413 s.c.) induced Darius II. to  
,,ι 	order his satraps Tiseapbernes and Pharnabazua,  
Οrwbr. 	in Asia Minor, to collect the tribute overdue from  
πΡ'w Of the Greek cities. Ica alliance with Sparta (see  

Prtoroxstaie Waa), Persia Intervened in the  
conflict agέ inst Athens, and it was Persian gold that made it  
possible for Lysander to complete her overthrow (404 s.c.).  
True, war with Sparta followed immediately, over the division  
of the spoils, and the campaigns of the Spartan generals in Asia  
Minor (app-395)  were all the more dangerous as they gave  
occasion to numerous rebellions. But Persia joined the Greek  
league against Sparta, and in 394 Pharnabasυs and Conon  
annihilated the Lacedaemonian Beet at Cnldus. Thus the  
Spartan power of oSeece was crippled; and the upshot of the  
long-protracted war was that Sparta ruefully returned to the  
Persian alliance, and by the Ρeace of Antalddes (q.v.), concluded  
with the king In 387 s.c., not only renounced all claims to the  
Asiatic possessions, but omdally proclaimed the Persian  
suzerainty over Greece. Ninety years after Salamis and  
Plataca, the goal for which Xerxes had striven was aclvally  
attained, and the king's will was law in Greece.. In the following  
decade, no liellenic state ventured to violate the king's peace,  
and all the feuds that followed centred round the edorts of the  
combatants—Sparta, Thebes, Athens mad Argos—t ο draw the  
royal powers to their side (see Grncx: Asdesl H"riory).  

But, for these successes, the empire had to thank the internecine  
strife of its Greek opponents, tether than its own strength. Its  
feebleness, when thrown on its own resources, is evident from  
the fact that, during the next years, it failed both to reconquer  
Egypt and to suppress completely King Evagoras of Salamis  
in Cyprus. The satrap revolts, moreover, assumed more and  
more formidable proportions, and the Greek states began once  
more to tamper with them. Thus the reign of Artaxerxes II.  
ended, in 359 s.c., with a complete dissolution of the imperial  
authority in the west. His successor, Artaxerxes Ochus,  
succeeded yet again in restoring the empire in its full extent.  
In 355 s.c., he spoke the fatal word, which, a second—or rather  
a third—time, demolished the essentially unsound power of  
Athens. Iq 343  he reduced Egypt, and his generals Mentor  
and Memnon, with his vizltr Bagoas (q.v.), crushed once and for  
all the resistance in Asia Minor. At his death in 338, immedi-
ately before the final catastrophe, the empire to all appearances  
was more powerful and more fιιτnly established than it had been  
since the days of Xeres.  

• These successes, however, were won only by mean of Greek  
armies and Greek generals. And simultaneously the Greek  
7wea..,a 

 
civilization—diffused by mercenaries, traders, artists,  

wm.wa prostitutes and slaves,—advanced in ever greeter  
b force. In Asia Minor and Phoenicia we can clearly  
trace the progress of Hellenism (q.e.), especially by the coinage.  
The stamp fs cut by Greek bands and the Greek tongue pro. 
dominates more and more in the inscription. We an see that  

the victory of Greek civilisation had long been prepared  on 
every side. But the vital point is that the abeeline superiority  
of the Helene was recognized as incontestable on both bands.  
The Persian sought to protect himself against danger, by aniPloy-
frg Greeks In the national service and turning Greek policy to  
the interests of the empire. Ii the Greek world itself the cia-
grace that a people, called to universal dominion and capable  
of wielding it, should be dependent on the mandate of an im-
potent Asiatic monarchy, was keenly felt by all who were net  
yet absorbed in the rivalry of city with city. The spokesmu  
of this national sentiment was Isoetates; but numerous ether  
writers gave expression to it, notably, the historian Callisibeses  
of Olynthus. Union between Greeks, voluntary or compulsory,  
and an oSensive war against Persia, was the programme they  
propounded  

Nor was the time for its fulfilment far distant. The'new power  
which now rose to the lust rank, created by Philip of Macedon,  
had no engralned tendency iυimIαl to the Persian  
Empire. Its immediate programme was rather  
Macedonian expansion, at the 	scnse of Thrace  
and Illyria, and the subjection of the Balkan Peninsula. But,  
in its efforts to extend its power over the Greek states, it was  

bound to make use of the tendencies which aimed at the unifica-
tion of Greece for the struggle against Persia: and this ideal  
demand it dared not reject.  

Thus the confiet became inevitable. Ie 34ο, Attaxezes III.  
and his satraps supported the Greek towns in Thrace—Perinthus  
and Byzantium--against Macedonlari aggression; in 338 be  
concluded an alliance with Demesthenes. When Philip, after  
the victory of Chaeronea, had founded the league of Corinth  
(337) embracing the whole of Greece, he accepted the canoed  
programme, and in 336 despatched his army to Asia  Miner. 
That he never entertained the thought of conquering the bola  
Persian Empire is certain. Presumably, his ambitions would  
have been ratfsfied with the liberation of the Greek cities, and,  
perhaps, the subjection of Asia Minor as far as the Taurus.  
With this his dominion would have attained much thc same  
compass as later under Lysimechus; farther than this the  

boldest how of lacerates never Went.  
But Philip's om"taation in 336 fundamentally altered the  

situation. In the person of his son, the throne was occupied  
by a soldier and statesman of genius, saturated with Greek  
culture and Greek thought, and intolerant of every goal but the  
highest. To conquer the whole world for Hellenic civilisation  
by the aid of Macedonia= spears, and to reduce the whole earth  
to unity, was the task that this heir of Heraclea and Achilles  
saw before him. This ides of universal conquest was with him  
a conception much stronger developed than that which had  
Inspired the Achaemenid rulers, and he entered on the project  
with full consciousness is the strictest sense of the phrase. Ica  
fact, if we are to understand Alexander aright, it is fatal to forget  
that he was overtaken by death, not at the end of his career, but  
at the beginning, at the age of tbirty.tbree.  

VL The Mecadosf'M De wsson.—How Alexander conquered  
Pepsis, and how he framed his world.emplre, 1  cannot be related  
here. The essential fact, however, is that after the  

victory of Gaugamela (Oct. s, 33 τ s.c.) and, still eiaó  more completely, after the assassination of Darius— 
avenged according to the Persian laws, on the p εεpetrators-
Alexander regarded himself as the legitimate bead of the Penis*  
Empire and therefore adopted the dress and ceremonial of the  
Persian kings.  

With the capture of the capitals, the Ptralaa war was at as  

end, and the atonement for the expedition of Xea'xss was con  
plate—a truth symbolically expressed in the burning of the psisce  
at Persepolis. Now began the world.conquest. Foe an universal  
empire, however, the forces of Macedonia and Greece were  
insufficient; the monarch Of a world.emptre could not be bound  
by the limitations Imposed on the tribal king of Macedon or the  
general of a league of Hellenic republics. He must Used as  

' See ALaxAwoxa vast Gaas,; ΜsCt^ws ιax ΓΡ ιιeιaat liu.'.iw.  
T5I' (for later resultι).  
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an autvcTIt, above them and above the law, realizing the  
theoretical dαtrines of Plato and Aristotle, as the true king,  
who, is a god among men, bound no more than Zeus by a law,  
because "himself he Is the haw." Thus the divine kingship of  
Alexander derives indirect line, not from the Oriental polifies-
which (Egypt apart) know nothing of royal aφtheοsύ --bat  
from these Hellenie theories of the state. Henceforward  k 
becomea the term of every absoldte monarchy in a civilized land,  
being fbs'mslly mitigated only in Christian states by the assume.  
time that the king is not God, but king" by the grace of God."  
The expedition of 332 s.e. to the• shrine of Ammon was a pre.  
Ilmlnaiy to this procedure, which, in 324, was sealed by his  
official elevation to divine rank in all the republics of Greece  
To this corresponds the fact that, instead of acting on the  
doctrines of Aristotle and Callisthenes, and treating the  
Miaeedenians• and Greeks as masters, the Asiatics as servants,  
Alexander bad Impartial recourse to the powers of all his subjects  
and strove to amalgamate them: In the Persians particularly  
be sought a teeecond pillar for his world.'empire. 'i'hcrrfore,as  
early as 33ο c.c., he drafted 30,000 young Persians, educated  
them in Greek customs, and trained them to war on the Mace-
donian model. The Indian campaign showed that his Mace.  
donian troops were In fact inadequate to the conquest of the  
world, and in the summer of 326 they compelled him to turn  
back from the banks of the Hyphasis. On his return to Persia,  
he consummated at Susa (Feb. 324 s c.) the union of Persian  
and Macedonian by the great marriage-feast, at which all his  
superior officers, with some io,000 more Macedonians, were  
wedded to Persian wives. The Macedonian veterans were then  
disbanded, and the Ρersians taken into his army. Simukane-
ously, at the Olympian festival of 324, the command was issued  
to all the cities of Greece to recognize him as god and to receive  
the exiles bome.i In 323 n.c, the preparations for the circum-
navigatIon and subjection of Arabia were complete: the next  
enterprlιe being the conquest of the West, and the battle for  
Hellenic culture against Carthage and the Italian tribes. At  
that point Alezander died in Babylon on the τ3th of June  
313 B.C.  

Alexander left no heir. Consequently, his death not  only 
ended the scheme of universal cuisqneat, but led to an Immediate  
rim 

 

Micedoniait reaction. The army, which was con-
Kfagda σιι sidered as the representative of the people, took  

Over the government under the direction Of Its  
generals. The Persian wives were practically all  

discarded and the Persian satrsps removed---at leant from all  
important provinces. But the attempt to maintain the empire  
in its unity proved impracticable; and almost immediately  
there began the embittered war, waged for several·deades by  
the generals (diadoehi), for the inheritance of the great kings  
k was eοΦ obvious that the eastern rulers, at ell events, could  
qot dispense with tile native element. Peutestas, the governor  

dl Persis, there played th αεά le of Alexander and won the Persian  
completely to his side; for which he waadismissed by Antigonue  
in. 315 (Diod. :ix. 48). Α similar position was attained by  
SeΙeucυs—the only one'of the diadochl, who had net divorced  
his Persian wife, Apema--in Babylonia, which he governed  
from 319 to 3rd and regained in the autumn of 312. While  
Antigonus, who, since 325, had striven to win the kingdom of  
Alexander for himself—was delighted by the war with his rivals  

in the west, Seleacus; with Babylon as his headquarters, con-  

quered the whole of Iran as far as the Indua. In northern  
Media alone, which lay outside the main scene of operations  
and had only been partially subject to the later Aεhaemenids,  
the Persian•satrap Atropates, appointed by Alexander, main - 
msined his independence and bequeathed his province to his  
successors. His name is borne by north Media to the present  
day—Atropatene, modern Azerbaijan or Adherbeijen (see  
Meets), So, too, ias Armenia the Persian dynasty of the  

' The dscυsώ ο of these ,vents by Haaggarth "The Dei60atiem  
of Alexander the Great,' in the Englisa ZZis$eriesi Resin.,  iL 
(188 ), ii quite umatlsfactory. 

a Ptαιsrs s 5ειxνcro Dvsssiy  

Hydarnids held its ground; and to these must be added, in the  
east of Asia Minor, the kingdoms of Pontus and Cappadoia,  
founded c. jot, by the Persians Mitliradates Ι. and Anarathes I.  
These states were fragments of the Achaemenid Empate, which  
bad safely transferred themselves to the Hellemstic state•system.  

The annexation of Iran by Seleucus Nicator led to a war for  
the countries on the Indian frontier, his opponent being Sandra.  
cottus or Chaodrsgupta Maurya (q s.), the founder  s.µ,^wa L 
of the great Indian Empire of Maurya (Palambothra) Νκωω. see  
The result was that Seleucua abandoned to the AI1j.C&L  
Indian king, not merely the Indian provinces, but even tb έ  
frontier districts west of the Indus (Strabo xv. 689-734),  
receiving as compensation 5οο elephants, with other presents  
(Appian, -Syr. S5,  Justin'xv.4; Plut. ΑΙCΧ.62, Athen.1. r8 D.).  
His next expedition was to the west to assist Lysimachus,  
Ptolemy and Cassander in the overthrow of Antigonus.  

The battle of Ipsus, fn' 3 οτ, gave him Syria and the east of  
Asia Minor; and from then he resided at the Syrian town of  
Antiochia on the Orontes. Shortly afterwards be handed over  
the provinces east of the Euphrates to his son Αntiοchtυs, who,  
in the following years, till 282, exercised in the East a very  
energetic and beneficial activity, which continued the work of  
his father and gave the new empire and the Oriental Hellenistic  
civitiettlon their form. In order to protect his conquests  
Αlexαπdeτ had founded several cities in Bactria, Sogdiana and  
India, in which he settled his veterans. On his death, these  
revolted and endeavoured to return to Greece, but were attacked  
and cut to pieces by Pithon (Diod. xtiii. 7). Of p,..5  
the other Greek towns in Asia scarcely any were Tows  to 
founded by Alexander himself, though the plan ινrα.  
adopted by his successors of securing their dominions by building  
Greek cities may perhaps be due to him (c(. Polyb.  Χ.  27).  
Most of these new cities were based on older settlements; but  
the essential point is, that they were peopled by Greek and  
Mafedoninn colonists, and enjoyed civic independence with  
less, officials, councils and assemblies of their own, in other  
words, an autonomous communal constitution, under the  
suzerainty of the empire. A portion, men-ever, of the surround-
ing land was assigned to them. Thus a greet number of the  
country districts—the fer η above mentioned—were transformed  
Into municipal corporations, and thereby withdrawn from the  
feń mediate government of the king and his officisls (sasraps 

 of sfrafegi), though still subject to their control, except in the  
eases where they received unconditional freedom and so ranked 

 as "confederates." The native population of these villages  
and rural districts, at first, bad noeivic rights, but were governed  
by the foreign settlers. Soon, however, the two elements began  
to coalesce, in the Seleucid Empire, the process seems generally  
to have been both rapid and complete. Thus the cities becsmt  
the main factors in the diffusion of Hellenism, the Greek l'agusg  
and the Greek civilization over all Asia as far as the Indus.  
At the same tine they were the centres of commerce and  
industrial Ιfe: and this, in conjunction with the royal favour,  
and the privileges accorded them, continually drew new settlers  
(especially Jews), and many of them developed into great and  
$ouń shing towns (see further under H Συ.ειιτ w).  

Shortly after his conquest of Babylonia, Seleucus had founded  
a new capital, Selcucia (q.e.), on the Tigris: his intention bein g  
at once to displace the aucient Babylon from its former centre!  
position, end to replace it by a Greek city. This was followed  
by a serieέ  of other foundations in Mesopotamia, Babylonia and  
Suslans (Elam). "Media,"  says Polybius (x. 27), "was en-
circled by a sequence of Greek towns, designed as a beniet  
against the barbarians." Among those mentioned are: Rbagae  
(Rai), which Seleueus metamorphosed into a Hellenic city,  
Europuss, Iaodicea, Apamea and Heraclea (Strabo xi. 525; 

 Pun. vi. 43: cf. ?deem). To these must be added Achaea  iii 
Parthla, and, farther to the east, Alexandria Anon in Aria  
the modern Herat: also Antiochia Margiana (Strabo xi. 514, 5 τ6  
Plit. 46, 03), now Mciv, and many others. Further, Aiexandria  
in Aradrosia, near Kandahar, and the towns founded by  
iiiexeadaron the Ιυαdu-Κesh and.ja.Sogdiana.  . 
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Thus an active Hellenic life soon arose in the East; and Greek  

rattlers must have come in numbers and founded new clues,  
which afterwards formed the basis of the Graeco-Bactrian  
kingdom. Andochus's general Demodamas crossed the Jazartes  
and set tip an altar to the Didymatan Apollo (Rim vi. 49)•  
Another general, Patrocles, took up the investigation of the  
Caspian, already begun by Alexander. Ιn contrast with the  
better knowledge of an elder period, he came to the cοndusiοn  
that the Caspian was connected with the ocean, and that it was  
possible to reach India on ship-board by that route (Strabo  
ii. 74,  xi. ι8, Plin. vi. 38). A project of Seleucus to connect  
the Caspian with the Sea of Azov by means of a canal is men-
tioned by Pliny (vi. 31). To Patrocles is due the information  
that an active commerce in Indian wares was carried on with  
the shores of the Black Sea, via the Caspian (Stmbo xi. ςοο).  

While Hellemam was thus gaining a firm footing in all the  
East, the native populatioa remained absolutely passive. Apart  
7'. ρι,ίm, from the rude mountain tribes, no national rosier  
R.%aa tence was dreamed of for centuries. The Iranians  
seem. 

Ras,, 
quietly accepted the 

 adopted the extern 
foreign yoke,

l forms of 
the 

 alien  
civilization (cf. the dedication of a Bactrian, Hyspaalnes,. son  
of Mithroaxes, in the inventory of the temple of Apollo in  
Delos, Dittetiberger. Syllkfe, i88,  I. 109) even though they were  
unable to renounce their innate characteristics. Eratosthenes,  
for instance, speaks ( αρ. Strabo i. 66) in high terms of the  
Iranians (Arians), ranking them (as well as the Indians, Romans  
and Carthaginians) on a level with the Greeks, as regards their  
capacity for adopting city civilization. The later Parsee  
tradition contends that Alexander burned the sacred books  
of Zoroaster, the Aseafa, and that only a few fragments were  
saved and afterwards reconstructed by the Araacids and  
Sessenids. This is absolutely unhistorical. The Ρeτsίsn  
religion was never attacked by the Maccdonlsns and Greeks.  
under their dominion, on the contrary, it expanded with greet  
vigour, not only in the west (Armenia, north Syria and Asia  
Minor, where it was the official religion of the kings of Pontus  
and Caρρadοcia)but also in the east, In the countries of the 
Indian frontier. That the popular gods—Mithras, Anaitis,'&c.-
bad come to the forefront has already been mentioned. This  
propagandism, however, was void of all national character,  
and ran on precisely the same lines as the propagandiam of  
the Syrian, Jewish and Egyptian cults. Only in Persia itself,  
so far as we can judge from a few scanty traces, the national  
character of the religion seems to have survived among the  
people side by side with the memory of their old imperial  
position.  

In a8a s.c. Seleucua took the field against Lyslmachua, and  
annexed his dominions in Asia Minor and Thrtice. In a8 ι he  

was assassinated in crossing to Europe, and his son 

a  Antiochus L was left supreme over the whole empire.  
M ssysa From that time onward the Seleucid Empire was  
ad 	never at rest. Its gigantic extent, from the Aegean  
P^rsaίs. 	to the Indus, everywhere ollered points of attack  
to the enemy. The Lagidae, especially, with their much more  
compact and of active empire, employed every means to weaken  
their Asiatic rivals; and auxiliaries were found in the minor  
states on the frontier—Atropatene, Armenia, Cappadocia, Pontus  
and Bithynia, the Galatians, Pergemum, Rhodes and other  
Greek states. Moreover, the promotion of Greek civilization  
and city life had created numerous local centres, with separate  
interests and centrifugal tendencies, struggling to attain com-
plete independence, and perpetually forcing new concessions  
from the empire. Thus the Seleucid klngs,.courageoua as many  
of them were, were always battling Inc existence (see Sta.uncm  
DYNASTY).  

Theme disturbances severely affected the borders of Iran.  
While the Seleucid Empire, under Antioc hus II. Theoa (264-247),  
was being harried by Ptolemy II. Philadelphua, and the king's  
attention was wholly engaged in the defence of the western  
provinces, the Greeks revolted is Bacirla, under their governor  
Diodotua (g.mJ. Obviously, it was principally the steed of  

protection apioat the nomadic t ńbes which led to the found.-
ton of an independent kingdom; and Diodotus soon attained  
considerable ewe over the provinces north of the Ηiπdυ-Ιosh.  
In other provinces, too, insurrection broke out (Strube xi. 575,  
Justin xli. 4),  and Ataaoα, a chief of the Fend or Aparai—sn  
Iranian nomad tribe (therefore often called Dabaa Scythiaiis),  
Inhabiting the steppe east of the Caspian—made himself master  
of the district of Paithia (g.e.) in 248 B.C. lie and his brother  
Tiridatea (g.e.) were the founder of thcl'girtbian kingdom, which,  
however, was confined within very modest limits during the  
following decades. Selcucus D. Cellinicus (547-226) successfully  
encountered &rraces (or Tiridates), and even i:pelled him  
(c. a38), but new risings recalled Scleucus to Syria, and Armes  
was enabled to return to Parthia.  

Greater success attended Antiochus IlL, the Great (ass-iS;).  
At the beginning of his reign (220) he subdued, with the help  
of his minister Hermits, as insurrection of the .a  
entrap Molon of Media, who had assumed the royal Ilt. res  
title and was supported by his brother Alexander, 01.64  
satrap of Penis (Polyb. V. 40 eqy.). Re further seized the  
opportunity of extorting an advantageous peace from Ring  
Artabazene of Atropatene, who had considerably extended his  
mower (Polyb. v. ). After waging as unsuccessful war with  
Ptolemy IV. for the conquest of Code-Syria, but semen:ssiog  
the revolt of Acbaeus in Asia Minos, and recovering the fermis  
provinces of the empire in that quarter, Antiochus led a great  
expedition into the East, designing to restore the imperial  
authority in its full extent. He first removed (211) the Armenian  
king Xerxes by treachery (Polyb. viii. s5; John of Antioch,  
/r. 53), and appointed two governors, Artaxias and Zariadris,  
in his plate (Strabo xi. S3 ι). Dimng the next year be reduced  
the adakra of Media to order (Polyb. x. a7); he then conducted 

 a successful campaign against Arsace* of Parthia (209), and  
against Euthydemus (g.e.) of Bactrie (208-206), who had ovα-
thrown the dynasty of Diodotus (Polyb. τ. s8 aqq., 48  sqq., 
xi. 34;  Justin xis. s). In spite of his successes be concluded  
peace with both kingdoms, rightly considering that it would  
be impossible to retain these remote frontier premiums per-
manently, He next renewed his old friendship with the Indian  
king Sophagascrius (Subhagasena), and received from him zyo  
elephants (a οό  s.c.). Through Arechosia and Draisgiane, in the  
valley of the Etymander (Helmand), he marched to C*xmania  
and Persia (Polyb. xi. 34). Both here and in Babylonia he  
re-established the imperial authority, and in 205 undertook a  
voyage from the mogth of the Tigris, through the Arabian gulf  
to the flourishing mercantile town of Gerrhe in Arabia (now  
Bahrein) (Polyb. 4iii. 9).  

Shortly afterwards, however, his successful campaign against  
Ptolemy V. Epiphanes led to a war with Rome in which the  
mower of the Selcucid Empire was shattered (ipo a.c.), atrot . 

 

Asia Minor lost, and the king compelled to pay a S.  

heavy contribution to Rome fora long term of years. $ '  
In order to raise money he plundered a wealthy temple of Eel ii  
Elam, but was killed by the inhabitants, 587 s.c. (Died. xxviii. 3,  
xxix. z ; Strabo xvi. ;44;  Justin xxxii. a; S. Jerome (Iliernny  
mus) on Dan. id. ι9; Euaeb. Cńros. L τς3). The consequence  of 
this enfeeblement of the empire was that the governors of Armenia  
asserted their independence. Axtaziaa founded the kingdom  
of Great Armenia; Zariadris, that of Sophme on the Euphrates  
and the sources of the Tigris (Strabo xi. 53 ι). In other districts,  
sbo, rebellions occurred; and in the east, Euthydemus and his  
successors (Demetrius, Eueraddaa, ter) began the 0oaquct of  
the Indus region and the Iranian borderland (Aπcboιia, Aria).  
(See Bacsu; Ευτaνoswzs; Ευcmιr oss; Da .swm;  
Mzxaamzs.)  

But the energetic Seinedds fought despesgiely against th ń r  
fate. Antiochus IV. Epiphanes (176-163) re.tored onα more the  
Eastern dominion, defeated Artazies of Armenia (Appian. Sr.  
45. Died. amp. i7a; S. Jerome on Des. xi. 40), restored several  
towns in Babylonla and subdued the Elymaeana. His attempt.  

however, to plunder the sanctuary of Aniltis failed (Polyb. sal.  
ε t^ d. Ma0nb. L 6, ii. τ, xi; App. Syr 66). Pus* use, sad  
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Media were stn subject to him. But after his death at Tabae  

in Persia (063 sc.; d. Polyb. mi. zi; Maccab. I. 6, IL 9;  Jos.  
AoL lad. xii. 9, ),.the Romsats took advantage of the dynastic  
broils to destroy the Seleucid Empire. They reduced its army  

and Beet, and favoured every rebelli οn: among others, that of  
the Jews. In spite of all, Demetrius I. Soter (161-150) succeeded  

in suppressing (159) a revolt ό f Timarchua of Miletus, governor  
of Babylon, who bad occupied Media, assumed the title of  

"great king," and had been recognized by the Romans (Appian,  
S τ. 45-47; Trogus, Prof. 34;  Died. xxxi. s7 A: cl the coins of  
Timsrchus>!  

VII. The Punkin,, Empire of the Arsacids.—Meanwhile, in  
the east, the Arsacids had begun their expansion. Phraatc I.  
(c. 175-570) subdued the. Mardian in Elburz. His brother  
Mithradates L (c. 170-138) had to sustain a difficult war with  
Eucratides of Βactria, but eventually succeeded in wresting  
Reran. from him a few districts on the Turanian frontier  
ern L sad Indeed, he penetrated as far as, and farther than, the  
Pbise.l. Indus (Died. xnd ίL ι8; Οτοs. ν. 4, ι6), Ii the west  
be conquered Media, and thence subdued Babylonia. He further  
reduced the Elymaesns, sacked their temple in the mountains,  
and captured the Greek city of Seleucia on the Hedyphon (Strobe  
Zvi. 744; Justin xii. 6). The Seleucids, meanwhile, were harassed  
by aggravated disorders and insurrections. Nevertheless, in  
too, Demetrius II. Nicator took the field in order to save the  
east, but was defeated and captured. Shortly afterwards  
Mitbrsditeg L died. Ills son Phrsate II. (c. 138-127) was  
stacked in 130 by Aniioclius VI1. Sidetes, the brother of  
Demetrius H., on which the Parthian king released the latter  
Amiochus pressed successfully on, and once more recovered  
Babylonia, but in 129 was defeated in Media and fell in  a 
desperate struggle. With this battle the Seleucid dominion over  
the countries east of the Euphrates was definitely last. The  
Babylonian towns, especially Seleucia (q.s.), were handed over  
l Pbriates to his favourite, the Hyrcanian Riimerus, who  
ps ishεd them severely for their resistance.  

During these wars great changes had taken place in eastern  
Ina In 5S9 Mdngolian tribes, whom the Chinese call Vue-chi  
iw.. and the Greeks Scythian, forced their way into  
tan11.11d Sogdian, and, in 139, conquered Bactria (Strube  
i.e- 	xi. 571;  Justin elii. a; Trog. Pro!. 41; see BACrau).  
anai. 	From Hanna, they tried to advance farther into  
Iran  and India. Entering into an alliance with Antiohus  
VII, they assailed the Parthian Empire. Phraates II.  
marched to encounter him, but was himself defeated and  
lain, and his country ravaged far and wide. Ills successor  
Artabanus L (c. 127-124), the uncle of Phraate, also fell  
is battle against the Tocharian, the principal Scythian  
tribe (Justin xlii. τ, 2; Jos. Aai. Jr. 66); but his son hith-
udates IL, surnamed "The Greet" (s. 524-88), defeated the  
Seythians and restored for a while the power of the Arsacids  
De also defeated Artavasdes, the king of Great Armenia, his 

 roes Tigranes, a hostage in the hands of the Barthian, was only  
redeemed by the cession of yo  valleys (Strab0 xi. 532) When  
Tigranea attempted to seize Csppadocia, and the Roman praetor  
P. Cornelius Stills advanced against him, Mithradates in 93 s C.  
wαluded the first treaty between Parthia and Rome (Plot  
31114, V.; Liv. epil. 70). The dynastic troubles of the Seleucids  
in Syria gave him an opportunity for successful intervention  
(Jos Ant. led. xiii. 13, 4; 14, 3). Shortly afterwards he died.  
and, with his death, the Arsacid power collapsed for the second  
time. The possession of the western provinces and the dominant  
position in western Asia passed to the Armenian Tigranes (q.s ),  
elm wrested from the Parthian Mesopotamia and the suzerainty  
of Attapatene, Gordyens, Adiebene, Osroene. Simultaneously  
began a new and severe conflict with the Seythians. Parthisn  
Cokks, probably dating from this period (Wroth, Cabal of the  
Coins of Parlhia, τ9ο3, p. m1. and p. 40), mention victorious  
Caispsigns of ParWian kings and a conquest of the provinces of  
Ań ti Margiane and (1) Traxiane (cf. Sttebo ń . 505). But how  

1  Fes the whole of this period see further Aimoomis; Amiocaus  
L4V. τ Seso Demer-  ; }lm iwa'  

confused the situation was is shown by the fact that in 76 a.C.  
the octogenarian king Sanatruces was'eated on the Parthiaa  
throne by the Scythian tribe of the Sacaxiucians (d. Strube xi.  

ssr; Trog. Prof. 45). The names of his predecessors saw not  
known to us. Obviously this period was marked by continual  
dynastic feuds (cf. Trog. Prof. 42: " ut varies cmpluxium regum  
in Parthii auccessione imperdum sccepit Orodes qua Cranium  
delevit" ). Not till Sanairuces' successor Phraale ILL (7 0-57)  
do we find the kingdom again in a settled state.  

A fact of decisive significance was that the Romans now began  
to advance against Tigranes. In vain Mithradates of Pontus  
and Tigransa turned to the Psrthian king, the latter σia-
even ρτοffeńng restitution of the conquered frontier wan ter.  
provinces. Phraates, though rightly distrusting so5.  
Rome, nevertheless concluded a treaty with Lucullus (69 s.C.),  
and with Pompey, and even supported the latter in his campaign  
against Tigranes in 66. But after the victory it was manifest  
that the Roman general did not consider himself bound by  
the Parthian treaty When Tagranes had submitted, Pompey  
received him into favour and extended the Raman supremacy  
over the vassal state of Gordyene and Owoesie; though he had  
allured the Parthian king with the prospect of the recovery of his  
old possessions as tar as the Euphrates. Phraates complained,  
and simultaneously attacked Tigranes, now a Roman vassal  
(64 p.c.) But when Pompey refused reparation Phraates recog-
nized that he was too weak to begin the struggle with Rome,  
and contented himself with forming an alliance with Tigranes,  
in hopes that the future would bring an opportunity for his  
revenge (Die Casa m vi. 3, S; sntvii.  S sqq•; Plut. Lac. 30;  
Pomp 33,  38, cf. Sallust's letter of Mithradntes to Arsaces).  

Mibough Phraates III. had not succeeded in regaining the full  
power of his predecessors, he felt justified in again assuming the  
title" king of kings" —which Pompey declined to acknowledge  
and even in proclaiming himself as "god"(Phlegon, Jr. is op.  
Phot. cod. 97; and on part of his coins), but in 57 B.C. the " god"  
was assassinated by his sons Orodes and Mithradates.  

The Parthian Empire, as founded by the conquests of Mithra-
dates L and restored, once by Mithradates ΙΙ. and again by  
Phteates III., was, to all exterior appearance, a con- 
tinuation of the Achaemenid dominion. Thus the 

,' , 

Aesacids now began to assume the old title " king of  
kings " (the shahaashah of modem Persia), though previously their  
coins, as a rule, had borne only the legend "great king." The  
official version, preserved by Arian in his Parihka (op. Phet.  
cud. 58: see Paxxma), delves the line of these chieftains of the  
Parnian nomads from Artaxerxes II. In reality, however, the  
Parthian Empire was totally different from its predecessor, both  
externally and internally. It was anything tether than a world-
empire. The counties west of the Euphrates never owned its  
dominion, and even of Iran itself not one half was subject to the  
Arsacads. There were indeed vassal states on every hand, but  
the actual possessions of the kings—the provinces governed by  
their satraps—consisted of a rather narrow strip of land, stretch-
ing from the Euphrates and north Babylonia through southern  
Media and Parthia as far as Amchosie (north-west Afghanistan),  
and following the course of the great trade-route which from time  
immemorial had carried the ttemc between the west of Asia and  
India. We still possess a description of this route by Isidore  
Of Charax, probably dating from the Augustan period (in C.  
hillier, Gcogra phi gi'acci miaores, vol 1.), in which is contained  
a list of the 18 imperial provinces, known also to Pliny (vi. 112,  
cf 45), Isidore, indeed, enumerates nineteen; but, of these,  
Sacastene formed no part of the Parthian Empire, as has been  
shown by von Gutschmid.  

The lower provinces (ix. the districts west of Parthia) sre:  
(i)  Mesopotamia, with northern Dabylonma, from the Buphrotesbridge  
at Zeugma to Seleucia on the Tigris; ( τ) A ίιοπ ί αtii, the pb a 

 plain east of the Tigris. with Artemita (^33) Chalonitis,  
the hill-country of Zagros; (4) Western h^ed ιa. (5) Cambadene, with  
Bagistana (Behistun)—the mountainous portions of Media, (6)  
Upper Media, with Ecbatana; (y) Rhagune cc Pastern Media.  
Then with the Caspian Gates--the pam between Elburz sad the  
central desert, through which lay the route from west Iran .. 

 east Iran—the -oppσ pesyjans begin; (8) Cbwese. end in  
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Contisene, the distń cts en the verge οf the desert; ( ι ο) Hymn a; (it)  
Astabcne, with the rο}yal town Asaac on the Attruck (see ΡΑΒτΗ1A);  

(12) Parthyene with Partlaunisa, where the sepulchres of the kings  
were laid; ( τι) Apavarcticeiie (now Abiward, with the capital  
Kelat)' ( 1 4) fdαrgµne (Merv); (55) Aria (Herat); (ι6)  Anauos, 
the southern portion of Aria; ( ntry 17)  Zaraσgiaπe, the tourney of 
the Drangians, on the lake of amun; (iS) Arachosia. on the  
Etymander (Helmand), called by the Parthians "White .  India."  
ektending as far as Alexandropolie (Kandahar), Lhe frontier city  
of the Parthian Empire.  

On the lower Etymander, the Sacae had established themselves  
—obviously on the ιπ rοad of the Scythian tribes—and after them  
the country was named Sacastene (now Scjistan, Seistan). Through  
it lay the route to Kandahar; and for this reason the dist ήct is  
described by Isidore, though it formed no part of the Partition  

Roυαd these provinces lay a ring of numerous minim sates.  
which as a rule were dependent on the Arsacids. They might,  

Venal 
	however, partially transfer their allegiance on the rise  

Statsa 	
of a new newer (e.g. Tiganea in Armenia) or a Roman  
invasion, Thus it is not .without justice that the  

Arsacid period is described. in the later Persian and Arabian  

tradition, as the period of " the kings of the port-kingdoms"-
among which the Ashkanians (i.e. the Arsacids, from Askak, the  
liter pronunciation of the name Arskak."Arsaces) had iron the  
first place. This tradition, however, is nebulous in the extreme, 
the whole list of kings, which it gives, is totally unhistorical; only  
the names of one Balash (=Vologaeses) and of the last Ardewan  
(-Artabanus) having been preserved. The period, from the  
death of Alexander to the Sassanid Ardashir 1., is put by the Persia α  
tradition at 866 years; which was afterwards corrected,. after  
Syro-(irc ιan evidence, to 523 years. The actual number is ςς4$  

hcars (i.e. 323 BC. to Α. D. 226). The statements of the Armenian 
istorians as to this period ere also absolutely worthless.  
the ten most important of the vassal states were:  
i. The kingdom of Demme (qv) in the north-east of Mesopotamia  

with Edema as capital, founded about 130 B.C. by the chieftain of  
an Arabian tribe, the Orrhoei, which established itself there.  

2. To this must be added the numerous Arabian tribes of  
the Mesopotamian desert, under their chiefs, among whom ,  one  
Alchaudonius comes Into prominence in the period, of Ti 
απd Craµυτ. Their settlement in Mesopotamia 	 ra was encouraged by  
Tigranes. according to Plutarch (Lac. 2ι) and Pliny (vi. 142). In  
later times the Arabic town Atra in an oasis on the west of the  
Tigris. governed by its own kings, gained special importance. 

3 and 4. To the eastot thelay twos kingdoms. Gordycne 
(or Cordyene), the country of the uchians now Bohan). a wild,  
mountainous district south of Armenia; and Adiabenie (Hadyab),  
the ancient Assyria, on either side of the Zab (Lycus).  

5. On the farther side of Zagros, adjoining Adabene on the'east.  
was the kingdom of Atro'xstene in earth Media, now often simply  
celled Media (q.e.).  

While the newer of Armenia was at its height under Tigancs  
(86-69 e.c.) all these states owned his rule. After the Victories  
of Pompey, however, the Romans claimed the suzerainty, so that.  
during the next decades and the expeditions of Crassus and Antony,  
they oscillated between Romq and Pe rthia, though their inclmnαιωο  
was cnemlly to the latter. For they were all Orientals and.  
consciously or unconsciously, representatives of a reaction against  

that Hellenism which had become the heritage of Rome Ar the  
same time the loose organization of the Parthian Empire. aSorded  
them a greater measure of indeρendeoc than they could !rope to  
enjoy under Ronan suzerainty.  

6. in the south of Babylonia, in the district of Mesene (the  

modern Maiain), after the fall of Antiochus Sidetes (129 a C ). 

an Arabian prince.-l-lyspabslites or Spasines (in a cuneiform in  
scciption of 127, on a clay tablet dnted after this year. he is called  
Aspasine) founded a kingdom which existed till the rise of the  
Sessan'san Empire. Its capital was a city (mod. Mohammerah)  
first founded by Alexander on an artificial hill by the junction οf  
the Eulaeus (Kerun) with the Tigris, and peopled by his wtarens.  
The turn, which was originally named Alexandria and then  
rebuilt by Αntiοchus I. as Antiochia. was now ref ortified with dikes  
by Spasines. and christened Spasinu Chaax (" the wall of Spasmnes ").  
Or simply Charax (l'Ifn. vi 138 seq.). Iii the following centuries  
it-was the main mercantile centre on the Tigris estuary.  

The kingdom of Mesene. also celled Chaaoene. ιs known to  Its 
ooςςςcasιοπaί  references in variqun authors, esptcially Lucian  

Maccebit, t6), as well as from numerouscoins. dated by the Seleucian  
tea, which allow us to fame a fairly complete list of the kinds  i 
The Arabian dynasty slily assimilated itself to the native  
population; and most of the kings bear Babylonian—in a few  
Wises. Parthiae—names. The ofilcial language Was Creek, till,  
oil the destruction of Sefe υda (A.D. 164), it was replaced on the  
coinage by Aramaic. Another Babylonian dynast must have  

i See Saint-Martin, Redieechrs ter la Mfahte el la C ισrachw  
838); Reinaud, Mfmosrss sue a royaams de In M4shon (i861);  

E. Babelon. " Numism. at chronol. des dynastes de la Charac8ne."  
is Jaws. islenιΡ α. d'arιhαi.aamiιsw veil. i  (ι89$).  . ι  ...  

been 13adadnadiπαεkeg (c. ioo.a.c.), who built in Tgfo the fοrtiό d  
palace which has been excavated by de Serzec.  

7. East of the Tigris Ιa) the kingdom of Etymads (Eem), as  
which belonged Sun and its modern representative Abwai. Weiser  
down on the Eulaeus. The Eiyiimeaas. who bad,a)ready °fie d  
a repeated resistance to the Seleucids, were subdued by Mithra•  
dates I. as we have mentioned above; but they romaine¢ a separate 
state, w^τieh often rebelled against the Arsacids (Strobe xvi. 744; cL . 
Ρlυt Pomp. 36; Tac. Asa. vi. Sο). Of the.khge wbe aρDamub  
belonged to a Parthian dynasty, se νeral bearing the name 	r ma 
tires are known to us fom coins dated Si and 71 D.C. One of  
these is designated by Luc'rnn (Migrelinl, 16) "king of the  
Parthians "; whole the coinage of another, Otodes, displays Aramaic  
script (Allotte de la Fuye. Rte. sum.. 4me s&rie, t. vi. p. 92 aqq 

 
1902). The Idnkdom, which is seldom 'meada πΡed; survived tilll  
Ardashir I. Iii its neighbourhood Strobe mentions "the minor  
dynasties of the Sapαρenaηα and Silaeeniails"(Xvi. 745). The  
Uxians, moreover, with the Cossacans and other mountain tribes,  
maintained their independence erectly asunder the later Adiac.  
menids (Strobe xvί 4 }; Rh. xi. a). 

8. The district of Persia, also, become independent soon after  
the tipie of Antiohus IV„ and was ruled by its own kings, who  
perpetuated the Achaemenian traditions, and en 'their εοά ιρ—ωhich  
bear the Persian language in Aminaic characters,-i.c. the so-called  
Pahlavi--appear as zealous adherents of Zore sedsaiem and the  
Fire-cult (see Psass). They were forced, however to adinowlodga  
the suzerainty of Parthsa, to which they stood in tine same positjon  
as the Persians of Cyrus and his forefathers to the Median Empire  
(cf Stabo xv. 728. 733,  736; Lucian, Mocrob, 15). In liter times,  
before the foundation of the Sessenid dominion, Persia was die.  
integrated into numerous small local sates, Even in Carmnnia  
we bad independent kings, one of whom gave his name to a town  
Vologesocerta (Βafaτδkar).  

9. The east of iron—Bactλa with Sοgdi ατιa, Eastern Αradιosin  
απd Gedrosla--was never kubject to the Arsacida. Here the  
Grano-Stctrisa and Gtaece-Indln kingdoms held their owe  
till, )n 1339g a.c., they succumbed before the invading Mongolian 
and Scyihian tribes (see Bactaia and works quoted there). But  
in the Indiis district the Greek kings held their ground for an appre-
ciably longer period and, fora while, widely extended their power  
(see MsatzsxDgn ον Iwota) Among the kings then following, only  
known to us from their coins, there appears a dynasty with Semen  
and sometimes peculiarly Parthian names which seems to have  
reigned in the Punjab and Arachosia. Its best-known representa-
tive, Gondophares or Hyπdορhcrres, to whom legend makes the  
apostle Thomas write, reigned over Arachosia and the Indus die-  
ttrct about A.D. 20, Further, about a,i 70. the Pcriplas of thp  
Ei)fthacan Sea mentions that the great commercial town of  
Minsagar in thh Indus Delta was under Parthian kings,•"who  

seem there existed a 
expelling 

 bdυπαµ
tyy,h 	Here, 

 Whleh pιobibly weπτ buck 
to the oon9uests οf, Mithradates 1. (cf Vincent A. Smith, "Th.  
lndo-Parthian Dynasties from abrijit 120 AC to a D. boo' in the  
Zeiimchr der denkcles mergenl. GCmeflsch, 60, 19σ6). l"iaturally,  
such a dynasty would not long have recognized thin suzerainty of  
the Arsacide. It succumbed to the Indo-Scythinn Empire of the  
Kushana. who had obtained the soνereigιιty of Bactria as early as  
about a D. 50. and thence pressed onward into India, In the  
period of the Penplar (c. w D. 7o) the Scythcans were already  
settled ιπ the Indus valley (pp 38. 41. 48), their dominion reaching  
its zenith under Kamshka (c A D 123-t53)  

This empire of the Kushana merits special meiitioa bees, cc  
account of its peculiar religious attitude, which we may gather  
from the coins of its kings, particularly those of Kanishka and his  
successor Huvishka, on which an alphabet adapted from the Greek  
is employed (ef AireIStein. 'Zoroastrian Deities on Indo-Scythian  
Coins," in The Babyf οπιos and Omniqi Record, eel i , 188»  
Kanishka, as is well known, had embraced Buddhism. and many of his  
coins beer the image and name of Buddha Iranian divinities. how-
ever, predominate on his current .  Mithras (Mi/ire ppr Idioa), the  
Moon Male false Selene) Allies, the Fire; Orlkrsgsο (Verethregna);  
Phoxro= Farm (hνareια). "the majesty of kingship ". Teiro-Tir  
(Tistrya " the archer"); Nsisa (Naiia'ia), and others. Here. then,  
we haves perfect example of sγncretistπ; as in the Mithras cultin  
Armenia. Asia Minor, and still further in the Roman Empire  
Buddhism and Zonoastriantsm have been wedded in the state re-
ligion, απd, in characteristic Indian fashion, are on the best of teresa  
with one another, precisely as, in the Chinese Εnφire at the present  
day 1  we find the most varied religions, side by aide, sad on an equal  
footing  

to. f)iiglnal!y a pact οf the Turanian steppe 'beloit ed to the  
Αrsaclds; it was the startieg.pomt of their power. Soon, bourn'.  
the nomads .(f)abae) gained their independence, md, as we have  
seen, repeatedly attaekd απd devastated the P arthiaπ Empire  i  
conjunction with the T  ocharians and other tribes of Sacae απd  
Seythians. In the subsequent period, again, wa shall frequently  
meet thOm.  
. It may appear sueprixing that the Arsacids made no  
attempt to incorporate the mince stale* in the ,  empire and  
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create a grit and united eloni nimn, such as existed ender the  
Achasmenids and was afterwards restored by the Sessenids.  
This fact is the clement symptom of the inner weakness of  
Chemewel their mριre and of the small power wielded by the  
Ike Ρeιιπιaa " king of kings." In contrast alike with its prede-
£' ρ 5. tensors and its successors, the Αrsecid dominion was  
peculiarly a chance formation—a state which had come into  
existence through fortuitous external circumstances, and had  
no firm foundation within itself' or any Intrinsic raison d'fdr.  

Three elements, of sic(ele different kinds, contributed to its  
origin and defined its character. It was sprung rem a predatory  
nomad tribe (the Parisian Delete, Scythiasta) which had established  

itself in Khorasan (Parthia), on the bordersofcivilization, end thence  
gradually annexed further districts as the political situation or the  

weakam of its neighbours allowed. Consequently, these nomads  

were the main pillar of the empire, and from them were obviously  
d&elvcti the great magnates, with their huge. estates and hc'ts of  
serfs, who composed the impmal council led the armies, governed  

the provinces and made and unmade the kings (Strobe xi. 5t5i  
Justin xli. 2; the former terming them awy ,rsir, "kinsmen"  
of the king the latter. nv6^df). Of these great families that of 
Surenns held the privilogo of setting the diadem on the heed of the  
new king (Nut. Cress αι, Tac. ,'lea vi, 42).  

The military organisation, moreover, was wholly nomadic in  
character. The nucleus of the :rnmy was formed 01 armoured horse-
men, excellently practised for long-distance fighting with bow and  

javelin, but totally unable to venture en a' hand-to-hand cenflher  
their tactics being rather to swarm round the enemy's squadrons  

and overwhelm them under a hail of missiles- Wha n attaekgd  
they broke up, as it seemed, in hasty ,  and complete flight, and  
having thus led the hostile 6r to to break its formation, they them-
selves rapidly reformed and renewed the asssiilt How difficult  
it was for infantry t ο hold their own a.itist,these.moonted aywdran  
was demon tmled by the Roman cMpaigas. especially in brad  
plains like those of Mesopotamia. In caterer, however, the Partlulans  
were powerless to wage war, as the moisture of the atmosphere  
relaxed their bows. The infantry, in contrast' with its earlier 
status under the Penisme wd wholly ncglsetod. On the other  
hand, every magnate put into, the field as many mounted warriors  
as possible, chltully, servants and bought slaves, who like the Janis-
saries and Mamelukes, were trained exclusively for war Thus  
Surenas, in 113  s.c., is said to have put at the king's disposal teen  
mailed horsemen end, in all, ro,oeo men, Including the mum which  
also comprised Mg attendantr arid harem (Flue. Crag, at dascri ρρ--
tion of the military organixaton; Die'Cass. 40, 15, Justin xli. 2).  

In the army of 50,000 mounted men which took the field against  
Mark Antony there were, says Justin, only 400 freemen.  
. How vital was the nomadic element in the Parthien Empire is  

obvious from the fact that, in evil wen, the deposed kings con-
TN l us sisteutly took refuge among the Dahae or Scythian  
PoφΡ4uba and were enatered by them. Rut, in Parthia, these  

nomad. 'writ amalgamated' with the native peasantry,  
and, with their religion, had adopted their dram and manners.  
Even the kings, alter the first two or three, wear their hair  

and beard long, in the Iranian fashion, whereas their predecessors  
are beardless. Although the Aeatclds are strangers to any deep  
religious interest (in contrast to the Achwemenlda and Sassanids  
they acknowledge the Pembus gels md the loading te ηets οf  
Zorgqaastrianism. They erect Roe-altars, and even obey the command  
to abandon all corpses to the dogs and fowls (Justin xli. 3). The  
union, moreover, recommended by that creed, between brother and  
sister—end even Son and mother—oenne amoor them. Connis. 
queπtl(yy, beside the couscil of the nobility, there is a eecosd Council 
of Magian, and wire mes"(Strabn xi. 515).  

Again, they perpetuate the traditions of the Achaemenid Empire.  
The Αrsaelds assume the title " king of kings" end derive their  
line from Artaxerxes 1I. Further, the royal apotheosis, so common  
among them and recurring ender the Satmanids. is pioballly not so  
much of Greek origin as a development of Iranian views. For et  
the side of the great god Ahuramasda there stands a host of sub-
ordinate divine beings who execute his will—among these the  
deified heroes of legend, to whose circle the king is now admitted,  
since Os him ηhirenasda hee hemmed victory and might.  

This radual Ιιαπiαssiταtioη of thel Parthian• Εmpίre m sbowp 
by the fact that the su ssεgυeηςς Iranian tradditions, and Firdouai  
in ρpaertieoΙar, apply the name of the " Ferthise " magnates  
(Pahlneen) to the glorious heroes of the legendary εpech.
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wwhhιch lire retained under the Sassαnida, remiised the name Pado,i,  
f.e. " Parthian." The script was derived from the /eramaic.  

But to these Oriental elements must be added that of HellenlalIl,  
the tkonhmst seoiid'ctmlture which bad penetrated two Parth lr 
g,baae5  and Media, it lane indispensable to every stern which  
rav^ntr how to play some pmt in ttya world and was not so  
ινde,,  ι  utterly secluded as Persia end Atropatene: and the  

Aimcids entertained the less thought of opposition as  
they were dc ιtitute of en liidepeiideut national basis. All their  

referred institutiοes were borrowed from the Seteucid Empire:  
their coinage with its Greek inscrippeross and nomenclature, their  

Attie standard of currency; and, Doubtless, a great part of their  

administration also. In the towns Greek merchants were every.  
where settled. Mitheadates 1. even followed the precedent of the 
Seleueids in building a new city, Arsacia, which replaced the ar'eieirt  
Rbasae (Rol, Ewopus) in Media. The further the Απwcids en.  
paneled the deeper they penetrated into the ni:miiice of HeiIeoism;  
the first Mlithradatcs munchf assumed, after his great co icυΡm, 
the title of Fhilhellea, " the protector of Hellentsnr," which was  
retained by almost all his successors. Then follow the surnames  

Eps$Iuiws the revealed gad," Dicoesu "the jest," Ewrgder  

" the benefactor" all of them essentially Greek in their re[w'ie  
and also regularly heree by all the kings. After the conquest 0?  
the Euphrates and Ti"ris provinces it was imperative that the  
royal residence should 

.
be fixed there, lint as no one ventured to  

transfer the toyal household and the army, with Its hordes of wild  
horsemen, cm the Greek men of Sekucia, and thus diao'penise  it, 
'commerce, the Araacids set up their abode in the great village of  
Ctrsiphon, on the left bank of the Tl&ns, opposite to Seleucia, 

 which &men:finey retained its free mollenlc constitutIon (see  
Crsaat'utm and S! LRtJCIA). So, also, Orodes 1. spoke deed Greek,  
and Greek tragedies were staged at his court (pPlut. Cress. hq).. .  

In spite of this, however, the rise of the Areecid Empire mark. 
the beginning of a reaction against Hellenism—not, indeed, a  
eonscious or official reaction, but a reaction which was Resdba  . 
all the mere eflective bemuse it depended on the impetus against 

 

of circumstanoq working with all the power of a natural, «arses,  
force. The essential ppooint is that the r.aat is completely  
drvoreed' from the Mediterranean and the Hellenic world, that It  
can derive so fresh potters from that quarter, and that consequently, 
the iπΛu elements esce of the Oriental e must Steadily ό nemαse. This  
process can be moat deride traced on the coins—almost the solo  
memorials that the Parthian Empire has left. From reign to reign  

the portraits grow poorer and more stereotyped, and the ιnscn iιwsι  
more neglected, tin it becomes obvious that the engraver himself  
so lengen understood Greek but copied mechanically the suns  
before his e εyyeεss,, as is the case with the mntam^porary mm Indo-fieyth 
coinage, and also in lesene. Indeed, after Vofog αesεs 1. (et-773,  
the Aramaic script is οςasionally employed. The political oppose- - 
lien tο the western empires, the'Seleucids first, then tIre Romans,  

rated this deveropmenh Naturally enough the Greek cities  
beheld a liberator in every arm),  that mWhed from the West,  
and were ever ready to cast in their lot with sucli—adisopekion  
for which the subsequent penalty was suet lacking. The Ferthian  
magnates, on the other hind, with the army, would have little  
to do with G,eeie culture and Greek modes of life, which they c ππ-
tεmptuously ed as effcmuiate and umnertlri Moreover 
they required their rulers that they should live in the fashion o f  
their country, practise arms and the chase, and appear as Oriental  
sultans, not as Grecian kings.  

These te ιdσιdes taken together explain the radical weakness  
of the Parthian Empire. It was easy enough to collect a  great 
Army and achieve a great victory; it wigs absolutely impossible to 
hold the entry tegetheτ for any long^er period, or to eonduct a regular  
campaign. The Parthlane proved incapable of creating a fins,  
united organisation, such as the Ackaenemids before them, and the  
Sassanids after them, gave to their empire. The kings themselves  
were toys in the hands of the magnates and the army who, tenaci-
ously as they clung to the anointed dynasty of the Araacids were  
utterly indifferent to the person of the individual Arsacid. Í;vrry  
moetent they were ready to overthrow the reigning mοeareh and  
to seat another on lii, throne. The kings, for their part, sought  
protection in craft, treachery and cruelty, nd only succeeded ip 
aggravating, the nitnation. More esp κially they saw an enemy in  
every pence, and the worst of enemies in their own eons. Sangizin. 
ary crimes were thus of everyday eceuroenoe in the royal house-
hold; sad frequently it was merely a matter of chance whether  
the father anticipated the son, or the son the father. The condition.  
were the same as obtained subsequently under the Mahommedan  
Caliphate (es.) and the empire of the Ottomans. The internal ̂ 
history of the Parhi α^ dominion I. en an unbroken sequence of civil  
war and dynastic strife. . ,  

For the literature dealing with the Parth'man Empire and  
numismatics, see Piirrrrria, under which heading will be fqund 

 a complete fist of the kings, so far as we 'are able to reconstitutt  
them,•  

These conditions elucidate the fact that the Ρartb(an Empire,  
though founded on annexation and perpetually eSehaced by  
hostlie arms is both•the East and the West, yet  L'Iarrn,. 
never took a strong offensive after the days of m ηΡ arrne  
Mlthradatea Ii. It was bound to protect itself Αrs ' 
against Scythian aggression in the bast and  
Roman aggression in the West. To maintain, or regain, the  
wserafntp wet Mesopotamia and the vessel states of that region,  
as also over Atropatene and Armenia, was its most Imperative  
talk. Yet it aIwaya remained on the defeoelw and evea'ao was  
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lacking in energy. Whenever it made an effort to enforce its  

claims, it retreated so soon as it was confronted by a resolute  

foe.  
Thus the wars between Parthia end Rome proceeded, not  

from the Parthians—deeply injured though they were by the  

warn was encroachments of Pompey—but from Rome herself.  
cremes add Rome had been obliged, reluctantly enough, to enter  

upon the inheritance of Alexander the Great; and,  
since the time of Pompey, had definitely subjected to her  
dominion the Helleniatic countries as far as the Euphrates.  
Thus the task now faced them of annexing the remainder of the  
Macedonian Empire, the whole East from the Euphrates to the  
Indus, and of thereby saving Greek civilization (a. Plat. Camp.  
Nw. el Crass. 4). The aristocratic republic quelled before such  
an enterprise, though Luculfus, at the height of his successes,  
entertained the thought (Plut. Lac. 30). But the ambitious men,  
whose goal was to erect their own sovereignty on the ruins of the  
republic, took up the project. With this objective M. Licinius  
Crassus, the triumvir, in S4 s.c., took the aggressive against  
Parthia, the occasion being favourable owing to the dynastic  
troubles between Orades I., the son of Phraates III., and his  
brother Mithradates III. Crassus fell on the field of Carrhae  
(June 9, 53 s.c.). With this Mesopotamia was regained by the  
Parthians, and Ring Artavasdes of Armenia now entered their  
alliance. But, apart from the ravaging of Syria (5 ι s.c.) by  
Pacorus the son of Orodes, the threatened attack on the Roman  
Empire was carried into effect neither then nor during the civil  
wars of Caesar and Pompey. At the time of his acaa'si υaιlοn  
Caesar was intent an resuming the expedition of Cressus. The  
Parthians formed a league with Brutus and Cassius, as previously  
with Pompey, but gave them no support, until in 40  S.C. a  
Parthian army, led by Pacorus and the republican general  
Labienus, harried Syria and Asia Minor. But it was easily  
repulsed by Ventidius Bassus, the lieutenant of Mark Antony.  
Pacorus himself fell on the 9th of June 38 s.c. at Gindarus in  
northern Syria. Antony then attacked the Parthians in 36 s.C.,  
and penetrated through Armenia into Atropatene, but was  

defeated by Phnatea IV.—who in 37 s.c. had murdered his  

.father Orodes I.—and compelled to retreat with heavy losses.  

The continuation of the war was frustrated by the conflict  
with Octavian. Armenia alone was again subdued in 34 D.C.  
by Antony, who. treacherously captured and executed King  
Artavasdea.  

Roman opinion universally expected that Augustus Would  
take up the work of his predecessors, annihilate the Partbian  

Pnans ^, 
dominion, and subdue the East as far as the  
Indiαns, Scythian and Sees (cf. Horace and the other  
Augustan poets). But Augustus disappointed these  

expectations. His whole policy and the needs of the newly  
organized Roman Empire demanded peace. His efforts were  
devoted to reaching a modus eiecadi, by which the authority  
of Rome and her most vital claims might be peacefully vindicated.  
This the weakness of Parthia enabled him to e11 t without  
much difficulty. His endeavours were seconded by the revolt  
of Tiridates IL, before whom Phraates IV. was compelled to  
flee (32 s.c.), till restored by the Scythian. Augustus lent no  
support to Tiridalea in his second march on Ctesiphon ( τ6 s.c.),  
but Phraate was all the more inclined on that account to  
stand on good terms with him. Consequently in so s.c., he  
reatored the standards captured in the victories over Crassus  
and Antony, and recognized the Roman suzerainty over Osroene  
and Armenia. In return, the Parthian dominion in Babylonia  
and the other vassal states was left undisputed.  

Thus it was due not to the successes and strength of the Par-
thians but entire, to the principles of Roman policy es defined by  
Augustus that their empire appears ass second greet independent  
power, side by side with Rome. The precedence of the Camera,  
indeed, was always admitted by the Arsacids; and Phraates IV.  
soon entered into a state of dependency on Rome by sending  

(9 B.c.) four of his sons as hostage to Augustus--a convenient  
method of obviating the danger threatened in their person,  
without the necessity of killing them. In 4 ac., however,  

Phraates was assassinated by his favourite wife Musa and her  
son Phraates V. In the subsequent broils a Parthian faction  

obtained the release of one of the princes interned in Rome  
as Vononea I. (4.D. 8). He failed, howeves, to maintain his  
position for long. He was a stranger to the Parthian customs,  
and the feeling of shame at dependency on the foreigner was  

too strong. So the rival faction brought out another Araacid,  
resident among the Scythian nomads, Artabanus IL, who  
easily expelled Vonones—only to create a host of enemies by  
his brutal cruelty, and to call forth fresh disorders.  

Similar proceedings were frequently repeated in the period  
following. In the intervals the Parthians made several attempts  
to reassert their dominion over Armenia and there 

 ..y^r.r ιιιι  install an Arsacid prince; but on each occasion  voa^asw^ss 
they retreated without giving battle so soon as the  
Roman prepared for war. Only the dynasty of Atropatene  
was finally deposed and the country placed under an Arsacid  
ruler. Actual war with Rome broke out under Vologaeses I.  
(5r-?7), who made his brother Tiridatca king of Armenia.  
After protracted hostilities, in which the Roman army was  
commanded by Cn. Domitlus Corbulo, a peace was concluded  
in A.D. 63, confirming the Roman suzerainty over Armenia but  
recognizing Tiridates as king (see ComsuLo). Tiridatea himself  
visited Rome and was there invested with the diadem by  
Nero (A.D. 66). After that Armenia continued under the rule  
of an Arsań d dynasty.  

These successes of Vologasses were counterbalanced by  
serious losses in the East. He was hampered in as energetic  
campaign against Rome b attacks of the Dahae and Saran.  
Hyreania, also, revolted and asserted its independence under  
a separate line of kings. A little later, the Mans, a great Iranian  
tribe in the south of Russia—the ancestors of the present-day  
Ossets—broke for the first time through the Caucasian passes,  
and ravaged Media and Armenian incursion which they often  
reputed in the following centuries.  

On the other aide, the reign of Vologaeaea L is characterized  
by a greet advance in the Oriental ruction against Hellenism.  
The line of Araacida which came to the throne in the person of  
Artabanus II. (es. to) stands in open opposition to the old  
kings with their leanings to Rome end, at least external, tinge  

of Hellenism. The new regime obviously laid much more stress  
on the Oriental character of their state, though Pbilostratus ti  
inbislifeofApolloniusofTyana(whovisited the Paxthian court),  

state that Vardanee L (A.D. 40-45), the rival king to the brutal  

Gotarzes (a.e. 40-50), saps a cultivated man (Vii. Ap. i. t2, 28,  
3! egg ); and Vologaees I. is distinguished by the excellent  
relation which subsisted all his life between himself and his  

brothers Pacorus and Tizidates, the kings of Media and Armenia.  

But the coin of Vologaeses I. are quite barbarous, and for the  
first time on some of them appear the initials of the name of  

the king in Aramaic letters by the side of the Greek legend.  
The Hellenism of Seleucia was now attacked with greeter deter.  

mination. For seven years (A.D. 37-43)  the city maintained  
itself in open rebellion (Tac. Ann. xi. 8 seq.), till at last it  

surrendered to Vardanes, who in consequence enlarged Ctesiphon,  
which was afterwards fortified by Pacorua (A.D. 78-505 : 

v. Ammian. 23, 6, 23). In the neighbourhood of the same town  

Vologacses I. founded a city Vologesocerta (Balashkert), to  
which he attempted to transplant the population to Seleuda  

(Plin. vi. :52: d. Th. N6ldekc in Zeitsch*. L dea4ri. m.rge,d.  
Gesιfschsft, 2=111., moo). Another of his foundations was  
Vologesias (the Arabian UAaisń ), situated Dear Hire on the  
Euphrates, south of Babylon, which did appreciable damage to  

the commerce of Seleucia sad is often mentioned in inscrip.  
Lions as the destination of the Palmyrene caravans  

After Vologgese I. follows a period of great disturbances.  
The literary tradition, indeed, deserts us almost entirely, but  

the coin and isolated literary references prove that during the  

yeas A.D. 77 to 147,  two kings, and sometime three or more,  
were often reigning concurrently (Vologsaes 11. 77 -79. and  
:55-147; Pacorus 78-c. 105; Osroes 506-129; Mithradates V.  
isρ-ι47; also Aιsebanu. IIL So-Si; Mitbradates ΙΥ.. and his  
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son Sanatruce. H. rT$; and Parthames ρate tad-157). Ob.  
viously the empire can never have been at peace during these  
years, a fact which materially assisted the aggressive campaigns  

ors rose of Trojan (013-1:7). Trojan ree υsdtated the  
7sepaaal old project of Cressus and Caesar, by which the  
^ empire of Alexander as far as India was to be won  

for Western dvilizaIlea. In pursuance of this plan  
he reduced Armenia, Me.opotamia and $abyboda to the post.  
don of imper ίsl provinces. On his death, howasar, Hadrian  
immediately reverted to the Augustan policy and restored the  
conquests. Simultaneously there arose in the East the powerful  
Indo-Scythian empire of the Rusbana, which doubtless limited  
still further the Parthian possessions i π esstem  Iran. 

An era of quiet seems to have returned with Vokgaeaes III.  
(147-29!), and we bar no more of rival kings. With the Roman  
Empire a profound peace had reigned since Hadrian (127),  
which was fά st disturbed by the attack of Marcus Aurelius and  
Aetius Verus in ea. This war, which broke out on the question  
of Armenia and Osroenc, proved of decisive significance for the  
future development of the East, for, in its course, Selcuda was  
destroyed by the Romans under Avidius Cassius (064).  The 
downfall of the great Greek city seared the fate of Hellenism  
In the countries east of the Euphrates. Henceforward Greek  
culture practically vanishes and give, place to Aramaic; it is  
significant that in future the kings of Mesens stamped their  
coinage with Aramaic legends. This Aramaic victory was  
powerfully aided by the ever-increasing progress of Christianity,  
which soon crested, as is well known, an Aramaic literature  
ρυ.όυ cf which the language was the dialect of Edesna, a city  

in which the lest king of Osroene, Abgar IX (^79-
er4), had been converted t ο the faith. After that Greek  
culture and Greek literature were only accessible to the Orientals  
in an Aramaic dress. Vologase 111. Is probably also the  
king Valgash, who, according to a native tradition, preserved  
in the Dinkml, began a collection of the sacred writings of  
Zoroaster—the origin of the Αsτla which her come down to us.  
This would show how the national Iranian element In the  
Parthien Empire was continually gathering strength.  

The Roman war was closed in ιό ςΡ 'by a peace which ceded  
north-west Mesopotamia to Rome. Similar conflicts took place  
in ι p ς-nos between Vologae es IV. (291-309) and Septimlus  
Sevens, and again in τ6-ττ7 between Artnbaius IV. ( τc9-σs6)  
and Caracalla. They failed, however, to affect materially the  
position of the two empires.  

VIII. 74, Sassornan £m$re.—Tbat the Arudd Empire  
should have endured some 350  yeas after its foundation by  
ΑJ'sbb Α Mithredates I. and Phraates II. ,  was a result, not  

of internal strength, but of chance working in its  
external development. It might equally well have so existed  
for centuries more. But under Artabama IV. the catastrophe  
came. In his days there arose in Petals—precisely as Cyrus  
bad arisen under Astyages the Mcdc—a great personality.  
Ardashir (Artaxerxcs) I., son of Papa& (Babek), the descendant  
of Sasan, was the sovereign of one of the small states Into which  
Pepsis had gradually fallen. His father Papak had taken  
possession of the district of Istakhr, which had replaced the old  
Peeseρώ  s, long a mass of ruins. Thence Ardashir I., who  
reigned from about ex. aι2, subdued the neighbouring poten- 
tates—disposing Of his own brothers among the cot. This  
proceeding quickly led to war with his suzerain Artabannis IV,  
The conflict was protracted through several years, and the  
Parthisns were worsted in thrιe battles. The last of these  
witnessed the fell of Artatanus (a.n. sad), though a Partbian  
king, Artavasdes--perhaps a son of Artabanus IV —who Is  

only known to us from his own coins, appears to have retained 
 a portion of the empire for some time longer. Tb. members  

of the Arsacid line who fell into the hand& of the victor were pat  
to death; a number of the princes found refuge hi Armenia,  
where the Arsacid dynasty maintained Itself till S.D. 429.  
The remainder of the vassal slates—Carmania, Susiana, Merge  

--were ended by Ardashir; and the autonomous desert fortress  
of Hates in Mesopotamia was destroyed by his son Shspue  

(Sapor) Τ., according to the Persian and Arabian traditions,  

which, in this point, are deserving of credence. The victorious  
Ardasblr then took possession of the palace of Ctesiphon and  
assumed the title" Sing of the kings of the Iranians" ( βασιλdι  
βαcιλiωr 'Apea*b').  

The new empire founded by Mdssblr %--the Sassanian,  

or Neo-Per ian Empire—ύ  essentially different from that of  

his Ariaeid predecessors. It is, rather, a emirata. a__usu  
lion of the Achaemenid traditions which were still Wass was  
alive on their native soil. Consequently the rational Ra,w  
Impetus—already dearly revealed in the title of the new  
sovereIgn—again becomes strikingly manifest. The S υιwύ α  
Empire, In fact, is once more a national Persian or Iranian  
Empire. The rel ίgiouι element is, of course, inseparable  
from the πstiοnaΙ, and Ardashir, like all the dynasts of Persia,  
was an ardent devotee of the Zorceatrisu doctrine, and closely  
connected with the priesthood. In his royal style he assumed  
the designation " Maadayaaαian" (Μασδά σeαi), and the fire-
cull was everywhere vigorously diaseinbiated. Simulianeoualy  

the old claims to world dominion made their reappearance.  
niter the defeat of Artabanus, Ardashit, as heir of the Adm .  
menlds, formulated his pretensions to the dominion of western  
Asia (Din. Cssa. 50, 3; Herodias via, 4; Zonar. zii. ι g; similarly  
under Shapes IL: Ammian. Mare. xvii. g, g). He attacked  
Armenia, though without permanent success (cf. von Gntachmid  
in Zeils'b. d. d. morgenl. Gee. xxxi. 47, on the fabulous Armenian  
account of these wars), and despatched his armies against  
Roman Mesopotamla. They strayed as far as Syria and  
Cappedαia. The inner decay of the Roman Empire, and the  
widespread tendency of its troop, to mutiny and usurpation,  
favoured his enterprise. Nevertheless, the ammks of Alexander  
Sevεrυs, supported by the king of Armenia, succeeded in repelling  
the Persians, though the Remelts sustained severe tosses (032-
:33). Towards the end of his reign Ardashir resumed the attack;  
while his son Shaper I. (242-272) reduced Nisibis and Carrhae  
and penetrated into Syria, but was detested by  ayse ' Gordian III. at Resaena (243). Soon afterwards,  
however, the Roman Empire seemed to collapse utterly. The  

Goths defeated Decius (ιµ) and harried the Balkan Widen)a  
and Asia Minor, while insurrections broke out everywhere and  

the legions grated one Caesar after the other. Then Shaper  
resumed the war, subdued Armenia and plundered Antioch.  
The 'emperor Val ετiaη, who marched to encounter him, well  
overthrown at Edema and taken prison (ado). The Ρeeslan  
armies advanced into Cappadoda; but here Ballists or Batista  

(d. e. 264) beat them back, and Odenathus (Odalnath), prince of  

Palmyra (q.o.), rose in their rear, defeated Shapur, captured  
his harm, and twice forced his way to Ctesiphan (263-265).  
Shapiro was in no position to repair the defeat, or even to hold  

Armenia; so that the Saasanid power failed to pass the bounds  

of the Avsedd Empire. Nevertheless Sheer I., in contrast  
to his father, assumed the title" King of the kings of the Iranians  

and non-Iranians" (βασιλιdr βae'λhra 'Apws'de ml 'Aw φιαrGw,  
shah as shah Ira,. we Αniτσa), thus emphasizing his claim tο  
world dominion. His successors retained the designation,  

little as it corresponded to the facts, for the single non-Iranian  
land governed by the Sasanids was, as under the Parthians,  
the district of the Tigris and Euphrates as far as the idesopo.  

tam ίae desert) western and northern Mesopotamia remained  
Roman,  

The Seseenid ruler Is the representative of the " Kingly Majesty,'  
derived from Ormuad, which appears in the Awsie as the angel  
Kavaem Rvareno, " the royal gforyi ' and, according to  
legend, once beamed in the Iranian lungs, unattainable  to 
all but those of royal blood. A picture, which frequently  

iecurs in the rock-reliefs of Ardashir 1. and Shapur 4 represents 
the king and the god Orsiued both on horseback, the litter in the  
act of handing to his companion the ring of sovereignty. Th υ it 
is explicable that all the Sassanids, as many of the Arsacide buns*  

them. include the designation of rod in their formal style. 
From this developed (as already under the Αrsac ίds) that strict  
principle of legitimacy which is still vigorous in Firdousi. It  
appppl^ies, however, to the whole royal house, precisely as in the  
Ottoman Empire of today. The poems of the uidsvidgal mdse  
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in, on the other hand, a matter of indifference. He an readily be  
tmoved and replaced by another; but no unurper who was not  
of the legitimate blood can hope to become the genuine king.  
Therefore the native tradition cur ιeι the Sassanid line back to the  
Achnemessids and, still further, to the kings of the legendary period.  

Omcielly the king is a11-powerful, απd his will, which a guided  
by God and bound up in His law, unfettered. Thus, externally,  
he is surrounded by all the splendour of sovereignty; on his head  
he wears a great απd resplendent crown, with a high circular centre. 

cwouurrt, composed of hissub πώ sive .erváπ ttα. H. 
him 
	

brilliant 
 tσ in dazzling  

state on his throne in Ctesiphon. All who approach fling them-
selves to the &round, life and death depend on his nod. Among  
his people he is accounted the fairest, strongest and wisest man  
of the empirei and from him in required the practice of all piety  
απd virtue, as well as skill in the chase and in arms—especially  
the bow. Ardashir 1., moreover, and his successors endeavoured  
to establish the validity of the royal will by absorbing the vassal  
states and instituting a firmer organization. Nevertheless they  
failed to attain the complete independence and power of the Achae-
amnida. Not strong enough to break up the nobility, wills its  
great estates they were forced to utilize its services and still further  
to promote its interests; while their dependence on its good-will  
and assistance led inevitably to incessant gifts of money, lands  
and men. This state of affairs had also prevailed under the later  
Achaemenids, and had materially contributed to the disintegration  
of the empire and the numerous inwrrec ions of the satraps. But  
the older Achaemenids held as entirely differentsition; and 
hardly a single Sessanid enjoyed even that degree of powerwhich  
was still retained by the later Achaemeiiids. It was of fundamental  
Imiortaοce that the Sessanian Empire could not make good its  
claim to world dominion; and, in spite of the title of its kings, it  
always remained essentially the kingdom of Iran—or rather west  
Iran. together with the districts on the Tigris and Euphrates.  
This fact, again, is most closely connected with Its military and  
administrative organization. The external and internal conditions  
of the em ρirc are in mutual reaction upon one another, The  
empire, which in extent did not exceed that of the Arsacide with  
its vassal states, was protected on the east απd west by the great  
^stlgra^ deserts of central Ian and Mesopotamia. For the 
ΧΥ19υγ"  defence of these provinces the mounted archers, who  
aκΡ.ι.. formed the basis of the army, possessed adequate  

strength; and though the Scythian nomads from the  
best, or the Romans from the west, might occasionally penetrate deep  
kite the country, they never succeeded in maintaining their position. 

 But the power of the nee-Persian Empire was not great enough  
for further conquests, though its army was capable απd animated  
by a far stronger national feeling than that. of the Parthians. it 

 still consisted, however, of levies from the retinue of the magnates  
led by their territorial lords; and, although these troops would  
stream in at the beginning of a war, they could not be kept per.  
qsaneiitly together. For, on the one hand, they were sedated  
by the most "angd personal interests and antipathies, not all of  
which the king could satisfy; on the other hand he could nut.  
owing to the natural character and organization of his dominions.  
maintain and pay a large army for any length of time. Thus the  
great hosts soon melted away, and a war, begun suecesufully.  
ended ingloriously, and often disastrously. Under such circum.  
stances an elaborate tactical organization employing different  
species of arms, or the execution of α comprehensive plan of cam.  
pasgn, was out of the question. The successes of the Sassarnds  iii 
the cant were gained in the late period of their dominion, and the  
Roman armies, in spite of decay in discipline and military spirit,  
still remained their tactical and strategical superiors. A great  
victory might be won—even an emperor might be captured, like  
Valerian—but immediately afterwards ωccesses, such as those  
pined against Shapur I. (‚who was certainly an able general) by  
Ballista and Odenathus of YPalmyrim. or the later victories of Carts  

ulian and others, demonstrated how far the Persians were from 
being on an equality with the Romans. That Babylonia perms-  
nently remained a Sassanlan province was due merely to the  
geographical  conditions and to the political situatlonof the Roman  
Empire, not to the strength of the Persian,.  

Among the magnates six great houses—seven, if we include the  
royal house—were still regarded as the foremost, precisely as  

under the Achaemeni λs and from these were drawn 
* the generals, crown officials and governors (cf. Prbcop.  

Pers. i. 6, 13 sqq.). in the last of these positions we  
frequently find princes of the blood, who then bear the royal title  
(shah). Some of these houses—whose origin the legends denve from  
King Gushtasp (i.e. Vishtaspa). the protector of Zoroaster (Marquart,  
Zeil ark,. d. d. morgenl. Cis. xlix. 635 sqq), already existed under  
the Arsacids, e.g. the Suren (Surenas, side sυρτa, ρ. 798) and Karen  
(Caresses, Tac. Ane. xii. 12 sqq.), who had obviously embraced the  
cause of the victorious dynasty at the correct moment απd so re-
tained their position. The name Pablavan, moreover, which denoted  
the Parthian magnates, passed over into the new empire. Belew  
these there ins' an inferior nobility, the dikkass (" village- Ιοrls ")  
and the "knights" (erwae); who, as among the Parthians, took  
the field in heavy iall stmour. To an even greater extent than  

ender the ArGcide the empire vas subdivided into a host of unali  
provinces, at the head of each being a Marsboa ("boundary-lord,' 

lord of the marches "). These were again compnsed in four  
great districts. With each of these local potentates the king could  
del with as scant consideration as he pleased, always provided  
that he bpd the power α understood the art of making himself  
feared. But to break through the system or replace it by aaothst  
was impossible. i ο fact he was compelled to proceed with great  
caution whenever be wished to elevate a favourite of bumbler  
origin to an office which custom reserved for the nobility. Than  
it is all the more worthy of recognition that the Sasesnissi Empire  
was a fairly orderly empire, with an excellent legal edministatias,  
and that the later sovereigns did their utmost to repress the  
encroachments of the nobility, to protect the cenuaooalty, and,  
above all,  to early out a just system el caution.  

Side by side with the nobles reeked the spiritual chiefs, new  
a far more powerful body than under the Arsacids. Every larger  
district had its upper Magian (Magupnl, snaked, i.e.  

" Lord of the Μag ιans "). At their head was the R  
supreme Μοbbed, resident in Rhagae (Rai), who was re- D'

b.  
gerded as the successor of Zoroaster. in the new empire, aKaL  
of which the king and people were alike zealous professors of the use  

faith, their influence was extraordinarily strong (cf. Agathias  ii 
26)—comρarable to the influence of the priesthood in later Egypt,  
and eapeclally in Byzantium and medieval Christendom. As has  
already been iahcated, it was in their religions attitudea that the  
essential difference lay between the Sessan ιd Empire and the aides  
Iranian states. But, in details, the fluctuations were no nnanifoid  
that it is necessary at this point (0 enter more fully into the histssyy  

of Persian religion (cf. espκialfy .H. Geller, " Eznik u. d. Entwickel, 
de- fir- Religions-systems," m the Ζsitscke. f. ormst Pkdst  
L 	I-•, 

The Ρc; uaa religion, as we have seen, aprowf more and mere  
widely aft'r the Achaemenian period. in the lndo-Scythias  
Empire t Ι Persian gods were zealously worshipped; in Armenia the  
old nation.1 religion was almost entirely banished by the Persists  
cult, ί  ( ι er, " Zur carmen. GOtterlebre," in Be,'. d. sucks. Geri  
d. k., t8q ); in Cappadocia, North Syria and the west ul  
As...... , ι, the Persian gods were everywhere adored aide by 
ode with the native deities. It was in the third century that the  
cult of Mithas, with its mysteries and a theology evoked from  
Zomaatrianiam, attained the widest diffusion in all Ιatin-sρ lei g  
provinces of the Roman dominion; απd it even seemed for a while  
as though the Ssl fnrictus Mitkras, highly favoured by the Cae,ara,  
would become the official deity-in-chief of the empire. But in d  
these cults the Persian gods Sr. perfectly tolerant of other native  
or foreign divinities; vigerens M  was their propagandism, it was yet  
equally far removed from an attack on other creeds, Thus  this 
Parseeism always bears a syncretic character- and the sυµreπ e  
god of Zoroastrian theory, Ahuamazda (i.e. fears or Jupiter). is  
practice yields place to his attendant deities, who week in the world  
and are able to lead the believer, who bas been initiated and keeps  
the commandments of purity, to salvation.  

But, meanwhile, in its Ira η ίαπ home and especially in Pessis,  
the religion of Zoroaster lived a quiet life, undisturbed by the pro.  

ceodings of the outside world. Here the poems of the prophet and  
fragments of ancient religious literature survived, understood by  
the Μag ιa is and rendered accessible to the faithful laity by ι-εε,ωi"  
in the mu , '.ern dialect (Pahlavi). Here the opposition between the  

ÁhÝman 
i  shil the 

 the a 
	of and 
rind l dogma 

 
of the creed: while 

all other cods and angels, however
principal 

 estimabletheir aid, were bra  
sclard..z servants of Ormurd, whose highest manifestation a  
earth was not the sun-god Mithas, but the holy fire guarded by ti  
priests. Here all the presriptions of purity—partly connected  
with national customs, and impossible of exetution abroad—
were diligently observed; and even the injunction Dot to pollute  
earth with corpses. but to cast out the dead to vulture and  
dog, was obeyed in itS full force. At the sense time Ahuamazda  
preserved his character as a national god, who bestowed on his  
worshippers victory and world dominion. In the sculptures of  

the Sessanlds, as also in Armenian traditions, he appears on horse-
back ass war-god. Here, again, the theology was further de'cio'wd.  
and an attempt made to annul the old dualism by en νisaging both  
Ormuzd απd Ahriman as emanations of an original principle  si 
infinite time (Zervan), a doctrine which king enjoyed official validity  
under the Sassanids till, in the reign of Chosrocs I.. "the sect  
of Zervanitee " was pronounced heretical.' But, shove all, the  
ritual and the doctnnc of purity were elaborated απd expanded  
and there was evolved a complete απd detailed system of c αω ί π ry.  
dealing with all things allowed and forbidden, the forms of polls ^t i^a 
and the expiation for each, &c.. which, in its arid and spirit less  
monotony vividly recalls the similar prescriptions in the Pesstatesscb.  
The coflucquencen of this development were that οrthοdoxy and  
literal obedience to all priestly in,junctions now assumed an impor-
tance far greater than previously: heneeforward, the great command.  
ment of Zoroastrianism. as of Judaism, is to corhbat the heresies  

It may be observed that this innovation was also known e  
the Mithras.culi of the West, where Zcrvan appears as all,,.  
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of the heathen, a movement which had already bad an energetic  
representative in the prophet himself. Heathenish cults and for-
bidden manners and customs area pollution to the land and a deep  
insult to the true God. Therefore the duty of the believer is to  
combat and destroy the unbeliever and the. heretic. In short, the  
tolerance of the Achaemenids and the indifference of the Anecids 
are a now replaced by  intolerance and reli^i οus persecution.  

Such were the views in which Ardashir 1. grew up, and in their  
energetic prosecution he found a potent instrument for the building  
up of his empire. It has previously been mentioned that Volo-
games 111. had already begun  a collection of the holy writings;  
and the task was resumed under Ardashir. At his order the  
orthodox doctrines and texts were compiled by the high priest  
Jensar; all divergent theories were prohibited and their adherents  
proscribed. Thus arose the Awsla, the sacred book of the Ρuseνs.  
Above all, the sacral book of laws, the Vredidad. brmthes through-
out the spirit of the Sassanian period, in its intolerance, its casuistry  
degenerating into absurdity. and its so ulless monotony. Sub-
snption to the restored orthodox doctrine was to the Iranian a  
matter of course. The schismatics Ardashir imprisoned for a year'  
if, at its expiation, they still refused to listen to reason, and rcmaineii  
stiff-necked, they were executed. It is even related that, in his  
sal for uniformity of creed, Ardsshii' wished to extinguish the  
holy fires in the great cities of the empire and the Parth'an vassal  
mates, with the exception of that which burned in the residence  
of the dynasty. This plan he was unable to execute. In Armenia,  
also, Ardashir and Shapur, during the period of their occupation,  
sought to introduce the orthodox religion, destroyed the heathen  
images—even these of the Iranian gods which were here considered  
heathen,—and turned the shrines into fire-altars (Getter, Be,.  
sticks. Des. p. 135, 1895). Shapur I.. who appears to have had a  

broader outlook, added to the religious writings a collection of  
scientific treatises on medicine, astronomy, mathematics, philo-
sophy, zoology, 8c., partly from Indian and Greek sources,  

This religious development was most strongly influenced by the  
fact that, meanwhile a powerful opponent of Zoroastrianism had  

arisen with an equally zealous propagandism and an  
equal exclusiveness and intolerance. More especially  

as
in the countries of the Tigris and Euphrates, now alto- 
gether Aramaic, Christiamty had everywhere gained a  

firm footing.' But its missionary enterprise stretched over the whole  
of Inn, and even farther. The time was come when in the western 
and eastern worlds alike, the religious question was Inc large masses  
of people the most important question in life, and the diffusion  
of their own creed and the suppression of all others the highest  
and holiest of tasks. The man who thinks thus knows no com-
promise, and so Zοrοastιiaτι ism and Christianity confronted each  
other as mortal enemies. Still the old idea that every religion  
contained a portion of the truth, and that It was possible to borrow  
something from one and amalgamate it with another, had not yet  
lost all its power. From such a conception ;arose the teaching of  
Mani or Manes. For Manichaeism (q.v.) is an attempt to weld the  

doctrine of the Gospel and the doctrine of Zoroaster  
Α.ι Α - into a uniform system, though naturally not without  

an admixture of other elements, principally Babylonian  
and Gnostic. Mani, perhaps a Persian from Babylonia, is said to  
havede his first appearance as a teacher on the coronation 
day of^ρυr 1. At all events he found numerous adherents,  
both at court and ο mοng the magnates of the empire. The king  
even inclined to him, till in a great disputation the Magmns  
gained the predominance. None the less Maoi found means  
tο diffuse his creed far and wide over the whole empire. Even  
the heir to the throne, Hormitil I. (reigned 272-273), was  
favourably disposed to him; but Shaper's younger son, Bahnm 1.  
(273 η6), yielded to sacrirdotal pressure, and Mani was exteuted.  
Alta that Manichaeism was persecuted and catlrpattd ini lan. 
Yet it maintained itself not merely in the west, where its head  
resided at Babylon—propagating thence fee into the Roman  
Empire—but also in the east, in Khorasan απd beyond the  
boinds of the Saasanran dominion. There the seat of its pan.  
tiff was at Samarkand; thence it penetrated into Central Asia.  
where, buried in the desert sands which entomb the cities of  
eastern Turkestan, numerous fragments of the works of Mani 

i and his disciples, in the Persian language (Pahlavi) andd Syrian  
script, and in an East hnnian dialect, nlled Sogdian, which was 
used y the Manichaein of Central Asia, have been discovered  
(K. Willer, " Ηαπdκhrί tτenτeste in Εstmηgelµκhrift sus Turfan,  
in Chinesisch.Turkegan," in Αbh. d. her!. Akad., 1904); among them  
traτιslatίons of texts of the New Testament (K. Miller, &sickle  
dir Berl. +907,. p.. 260 seq.). in these texts God the Father 
iι. identified with the Zervan of Zarathustrism, the devil with  
/'bnman. The further religious development of the Sessenid  
Empire will be touched upon later.  

For the propagation and history of the Christians in the Sassanid  
Empire, cf. Laboert, Le Chrsstwnssme &us I'cmpire #erse  sour lσ  
dynaslie scssonide (1904); Harnack, Die Mission sad ΑυτδιιifυπΡίς  
di, Cλrislenfkmws in den erases drei Ja)ThtIndeTkS, 2.  Aufl. (1906),  
Bd.11. p. 521 seq.; Chabot, Sysodicsns ońenksk (s902) (a collection of  
the acts of the Neatorian synods held under the rukof theSasraids).  

Like the Arsends the kkgs resided in Ctesipixieu. where, out of  
the vast palace built by Chosroes 1., a portion at least of the great  

hall is still erect. On the ruins of Seleuc'ia, on the 
A τΡ^lt^^^+ opposite bank of the Tigris, Ardashir 1. built the city 
Aaa arr^ of Veh-Ardαshύ  ("good ("go is Ardashir"),   to which the later  

kings added new towns, or rather new quarters. in Susiaea  
Shapur 1. built the great city of Gondev-Shapur, which succeeded  
the ancient capital of the Persian Empire. At the same time the  
mothcs'·country again gained importance; especially the capital  
of Persia, Istakhr, which had rep laced the former Persepolis (now  
the ruins of tΗlaaji-abad). Farther in the south-east, Ardasbir 1.  
built Cur (now Firuzabad), under the name of Ardasbir-khurre  
(" the glory of Ardashir "). At these places and in Serwistan,  
near Sblraz απd elsewhere, lie ruins of the Sawanid palaces, which  
in their design go back to the Achaemenid architecture, breeding  
with it, however. Greece-Syrian elements and serving in their turn  
as models for the structures of the Caliphs (see ARCaiyeczvxs:  
§ Sassanias). After its long quiescence under the Arsaeids nether  
art underwent a $eneral renaissance, which, though not aspiring  
to the Achacmernau creations, was still of no smell importance.  
Of the Sassanian rock-sculptures some have already been mentioned;  
besides these, numerous engraved signet-stones have been preserved.  
The metal-work, carpets and fabrics of this period enjoyed a high  
reputation; they were widely distributed and even influenced  
western art.  

In the intellectual life and literature of the Saassnid era the  
main characteristic is the complete disappearance of H ρllcnism and  
the Greek language. Ardashir 1. and Shapur Ι. still  L^ ^. 
appended Greek translations to some of their insc ń p  
tIons; but all of later date are drawn up in Pahlavi alone. The  
coins invariably bear a Pahlavi I end—on the obverse the king's  
head with his name and title; on the reverse, a fire-altar (generally  
with the ascription " fire of Ardas.sr, Shapur, 8c.," i.e. the fire 01  
the royal piece), and the name of the place of coinage, usually  
abbreviated. The reel missionaries of culture in the empire were  
the Aamacans (Syrians), who were connected with the West by their 
Christianity, and y  in their translations diffused Greek. literature  
through the Orient. But there also developed a rather e χ tensi νe  
Pahlavi literature, not limited to religious subjects, but containing 
works in belles kilos, modernizations of the old &mono sagas and  
native traditions, e.g. the surviving fabulous history of Ardashir 1..  
ethical tales, 8c., with translations of foreign literature, principafly  
lndlan,—one instance being the celebrated book of talcs Kalibk  
end Dimmah (see SYRIAC LITERATURE), dating from Chosrocs 1.,  
in whose reign chess also was introduced from India.  

AuTHoRtTixs.—Side by side with the accounts of Reran and  
Greek authors stands the indigenous tradition which, e σρccial^y  
for the later years of the empire, is generally trustworthy. It  

goes back to a native work, the Khsdau Hama (" book of lords "),  
compiled under Choeroes I. and continued to Yasdegerd I11. its  
narrations are principally preserved in Tabari, though there com-
bined with numerous Arabian traditions; also in the poetical  
adaptation of Firdousi. To these may be added Syrian accounts,  
particularly in the martyrologies, which have been excellently  
treated by G. Hoffmann, A zitga ass sy ń schess ,k1en persischer  

Mdrlyrer (1880); also the statements of the Armenian historians.  
The fundamental work on Sessenian history is Theodor !10ldeke ι  

Desck. der Perser a. Α raiser cur 2n! der Sassarndrn, ass der nra blacken  

Chronik des Tabarf (1879, trees with notes απd excursuses chiefly  
on the chronology and organization of the empire). On this is  
bated Νϋ ldeke's Α pfsdbe ear per'. Crack. (1887; containing a history  
of the Sassanian Empire, pp 86 sqq.). The only other works re-
ρpiring mention are: G. RRawlinson, The Srtgnlk Greg! Oriental  

Monarchy (ιβ76), and F. Justi's sketch in the Grandriss der iranischen  
Philkkgii, eel. ii. (1904). For the geography απd numerous details of 

er 	m administration: J. Marqut."Enhahr ' (Able, d. g&ltng. Des. d.  
Wissensck., leot). For the numismatology the woks of A. D.  
Mordtmtnn are of prime importance, especially his articles in the  
Zcflxkr. d. d. mogrnl. Gm. (1879), xxxm. 113 zqq. aad xxxiv.  
t sqq. (1880), where the inscriptions of the individual kings are  
also enumerated Also Νό Ιdeke, ibid. end. 147 sqq. (1877). For  
facsimiles of coins the principal work is J,  de Bartholomae4 Cdkcfios  
de moiinaies sassanidcs ( 2nd ed., St etcrsburgs  1875). For the 
inscriptions: Edward Thomas, "Early Sassaman ins εri?tioπs, 

w lox. R. Α. Soc. eel. Π. (1868); West,' Pahlavi Literature ' in the  
Gιsxdriss d. Iran. Philoi. eel. ii. For the m ιonuments: Flandia and  
Coate. Voyage ex Perse ( ι85 i); Stolzet  Persepolis (1882); Fr. Sarre,  
Iran. Felsrdsefs a. d. Z. der Ackaexus:den and Sossarnda ι (t908).  

In foreign policy the problems under the Ssssanid )rings+  
List of kings (after NOItItICe, Tabari, p. 435).  

Ardashir T., 226-24!. 	 Ardasbir II., 379-383.  
Shapur 1.. 241-272.. 	 Shapur 1111., 363-3+8.  
Hormizd 1., 272-273. 	 Bahnm IV., 388-399.  
Bahrain 1., 273-876.' 	 Υszdegerd Ι., 399.420.  
Bahnm 11., 278-293. 	 Bahram V.. Gor, 	436.  
Bahnm Iii., 2931 	, 	 Yasdegerd IL, 438-457;  

Narseh (Nunn), 293-3^• 	Berried I II., 457'159.  
Hormiud 11., 302-310. 	 Perot, 457-484.  
Shapur Ii., 3 ιu-379. 	 Balser, 484-d8.  
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remained as of old, the defence and, when possible, the expansion  
of the eastern and western frontiers. In the first two centuries  

of the Saasanid Empire we hear practically nothing  
.' is. 	of its relations with the East. Only occasional  
$sasagIse 	ihow that the inroads of the Oriental nomads  

had not ceased, and that the extent of the empire  

had by no means exceeded the bounds of the P&rtbian dominion  
—Sacastene (Seistan) and western Afghanistan. Far to the east,  
on both sides of the Indus, the Kashana Empire was still in exis-
tence, though it was already hastening to decay, and about  
a.o. 320 was displaced from its position in India by the Gupta  
dynasty. In the west the old conflict for Osroene and northern  
Mesopotamia (now Roman provinces), with the fortresses of  
Edema, Carrhae and Nisibia, still smouldered. Armenia the  
Saasanids were all the more eager to regain, since there the  
Arsacld dynasty still survived and turned for protection to  
Rome, with whom, in consequence, new wan perpetually broke  
out. In the reign of Bahram 11. (276-293), the emperor Carus,  
burning to avenge the disaster of Valerfan, penetrated into  
Mesopotamia without meeting opposition, and reduced Coche  
(near Selena) and Ctesiphon; but his sudden death, in  
December of 283, precluded further success, and the Roman army  
returned home. Bahram, however, was unable to effect any-
thing, as his brother Hormiad was in arms, supported by the  
Saco and other tribes. (Mamertin, Ρα g .. Moximii. 7. to;  
Geaeik!. ifaxieiin. ς, η.) He chose, consequently, to buy  
peas with Diocletian by meaiia of presents. Some years Eater  
his uncle and successor, Nines, after subduing his rival Bahram  
IIΙ., occupied Armenia and defeated the emperor Gale ń us  
at Callinicum (296). But in the following year he sustained a  
severe reverse in Armenia, in which he lost his war.chest and  
harem. He then concluded a pace, by the terms of which  
Armenia remained under Roman suzerainty, and the steppes  
of northern Mesopotamia, with Singers and the hill-country  
on the left bank of the Tigris as far as Gordyene, were ceded  
to the victor (Ammian. Marc. xxv. 7, 9; Petr. Pair. Jr. 13, 14;  
Rufus bm. 25). In return Names regained his household.  
This peace, ratified in 197 sod completely expelling the Sassanids  
from the disputed districts, lasted for forty years.  

For the rest, practically aοτhing is known of the history  
of the first six successors of Shaper I. After the death of  
Hormfzd II. (302-350), the son of Natses, the magnates  
imprisoned or put to death his adult sons, one of whom,  
Hormisdas, later escaped to the Romans, who used him is a  
pretender in their wars. Shaper II., a posthumous child of the  
late king, was then raised to the throne, a proof that the great  
magnates held the sovereignty in their own hands and attempted  
tο order matters at their own pleasure. Shaper, however,  
when he ems to manhood proved himself an independent and  
energetic ruler.  

Meanwhile the Roman Empire had become Christian, the  
sequel of which was that the Syro-Christian population of  
SbΙΡΙ Π Mesopotamia and Babylonia--even more than the  
pαeα.rtaa Hellenic cities in former times—gravitated to the  
area west and looked to Rome for deliverance from the  "‚  infidel yoke. On similar grounds Christianity, as  
opposed to the Mazdalsm enforced otfrcially by the Sassanids,  
became predominant in Armenia. Between these two great  
creeds the old Armenian religion was unable to hold its own; 

 as early as A.D. 294 King Tińdates was converted by Gregory  
the Illuminator and adopted the Christian faith. For this very  
reason the Sassanid Empire was the more constrained to champion  
Zoroastrianism. It was under Shapur II. that the compilation  
of the Awsfs was completed and the state orthodoxy perfected  
by the chief meted, Aturpad. All heresy was proscribed by the  
Kavadh I.,^488-537. 	(Bahram Vi., Cabin, Bhatam ego- 
(:hοenιeιεs (ICfιGer^ιι)1., Απushin %a dh 11. Shires, 611  

Y55, 535-579. 	 Ardsshir Ili., 6τg-63ο.  
Hoimizd IV.,  79-S9o. 	(Shahrbar 630.)  
Cho^oa II., "mm, ggsae^ 	bde  and othe

e 
rs, -051;630-635.) 

On mast' duel kinφs there αΡe asp rα
te III., 3451;  

state, defection from the true faith pronounced a capital crime,  
and the persecution of the heterodox—particularly the Chris-
liana—began (d. Sachalt, " Die rechtlichen Ver ń sltnisse der  
Christen in Sassanidenreich," in Millcilunges des Srmincrs  

JO, οriευιalidclιι Sρrαώ ιn fur Bcrliu, 13d. X, Aht. 2, 1907).  
Thus the duel between the two great empires now becomes  
simultaneously a duel between the two religions.  

Io such a position of affairs a fresh war with Rome was  inevit-
able.' It was begun by Shapur in A.D. 337, the year that saw  
the death of Constantine the Great. The conflict centred round  
the Mesopotamian fortresses; Shapur thrice besieged Nisibis  
without success, but reduced several others, as Amides  
(359) and Singara (360), and transplanted great masses of  
inhabitants into Seam. The emperor Constantius conducted  
the war feebly and was consistently beaten in the field. But,  
in spite of all, Shapur found it impossible to penetrate deeper  
into the Roman territory. He was hampered by the attack  
of nomadic tribes in the east, among whom the Chionites now  
begin to be mentioned. Year after year he took the field against  
them (353-358),  till finally he compelled them to support him  
with auxiliaries (Ammian. Marc. 14, 3; 16, 9; 17, 5; i8,  4, 6).  
With this war is evidently connected the foundation of the  
great town New-Shapur (Nishapur) in. Khorasan.  

By the resolution of Julian (363) to begin an energetic attack  
en the Persian Empire, the conflict, after the lapse of a quarter  
of a century, assumed a new phase. Julian pressed forward  
to Ctesiphon but succumbed to a wound;and his summer jo'va  
soon found himself in such straits, that he could only extricate  
himself and his army by a disgraceful peace at the dose of 363,  
which ceded the possessions on the Tigris and the great fortress  
of Nisibis, and pledged Rome to abandon Armenia and her  
Anacid erotdge, Αraces III., to the Persian.  

Shapur endeavoured to occupy Armenia and introduce the  
Zoroastrian orthodoxy. He captured dreams 111. by treachery  
and compelled him to commit suicide; but the Armenian  
magnates proved refractory, placed Arsames' ion Pap on the  
throne, and found secret support among the Romans. This  
all but led to a new war; but in 374 Valens sacrificed Pap and  
had him killed in Tarsus. The subsequent invasions of the  
Goths, in battle with whom Valens fell at Adrianople (.m),  
definitely precluded Roman intervention; and the end Of the  
Armenian troubles was that (c. 390) Bahram IV. and Theodosius  
the Great concluded a treaty which abandoned the extreme  
west of Armenia to the Romans end confirmed the remainder in  
the Persian possession. Thus peace and friendship could at  
lest exist with Rome; and in 408 Yazdegerd I. contracted as  
alliance with Theodosius II. In Armenia the Persians  
Immediately removed the last kings of the house of 	ee 
Araces (430), sod thenceforward the main portion  
of the country remained a Persian province under the control  
of a marzben, though the Armenian nobles still made repeated  
attempts at insurrection. The introduction Of Zoroastrianism  
was abandoned; Christianity was already far too deeply rooted.  
But the sequel to the Roman sacrifice of Armenian interests was  
that the Armenian Christians now seceded from the orthodoxy  
of Rome and Constantinople, and organized themselves into  
an independent national church. This church was due, before  
all, to the efforts of the Catholicos Sahak (39 0-439), whose  
colleague Mcsrob, by his translation of the Bible, laid the  
foundations of an Armenian literature (see Aueawtas Cavrt ).  

In the Interior of the Sassanian Empire the old troubles broke  
out anew on the death of Shaper II. (379). At first the magnates  
raised his aged brother Ardahir  Π.  to the throne, then in 3135  
deposed him and enthroned Shspus's son as  
Shapur III. In 388, however, he was assassinated, Y... ... r&  
as was also his brother, Bahram IV., in 399. But the  
son of the latter, Yazdegerd I. (39q-4 το), was an energetic and  
intelligent sovereign, who held the magnates within bounds  
and severely chastised their attempts at encroachment. He  
even sought to emancipate himself from the Magian Church,  

For the esceesding'evests see also under Rove: decker ΗΡistαry;  
sad articles en the Roman emperors and Persian kings.  
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Pitt an end tο the persecutions, and allowed the Persian Christians  

an individual organization. In the Persian tradition he is  
consequently known as " the sinner." In the end he was  

probably assassinated. So great was the bitterness against  
him that the magnates would admit none of his sons to the  

throne. One of them, however, Bahram V., found an auxiliary in  
the Arab chief Mondhir, who had founded a principality in Hima,  

west of the lower Euphrates; and, as he pledged him- 
• self to govern otherwise than his father, he received  

general recognition. This pledge he redeemed, and  
he Ia, in consequence, the darling of Persian tradition, which  

bestows on him the title of Gor (" the wild ass "), and is eloquent  
on his adventures in the chase and in love. This reversal of  
polite led to a Christian persecutidn and a new war with Rome.  

Bahram, however, was worsted; and in the peace. of 422 Ptrsia  
agreed to allow the Christians free exercise of their religion in  

the empire, while the same privilege was accorded to Zoroestrian-
lam by Rome. Under his son, )azdecerd H. (438-457),  who once  
more revived the persecutions of the Christians and the Jews,  

a short conflict with Rome again ensued (φr): while at the same  
time wax prevailed in the east against the remnants of the  
Kushan Empire and the tribe of Kidariles, elan named Huns.  

Here a new foe soon arose in the shape of the Ephthalites  
(Jla flab), also known as the "White Huna, " a barbaric tribe  

7B4Oa0a. which shortly after A.D. 450 raided Bactria and ter-
sies ar minuted the iCushana dominion (Procop. Pas. i. 3).  
Wb.b ιΙΙ Ji These Ephthalite attacks harassed and weakened  
the Sassanids, erectly as the Tocharian bad harassed and  
weakened the Arsadds after Phraates II. Perez (457-484) fell  
in battle against them; his treasure and family were captured  
and the country devastated far and near. His brother Balash  
(484-488), being unable to repel them, was deposed and blinded,  
and the crown was bestowed on Kavadh I. (488-531), the son  
of Peroz. As the external and internal distress still continued  
be was dethroned and Imprisoned, but took refuge among the  
Ephthalites and was restored in 499 by their assistance—like  
^.ram a so many Arsacids by the arms of the Dabae and  

Same. To these struggles obviously must be  
attributed mainly the fact that in the whole of this period no  
Roman war broke out. But, at the same time, the religious  
duel had lest in intensity, since, among the Persian Christians,  
the Nestorian doctrine was now dominant. Perot had already  
favoured the diffusion of Nεstοń anism, and in 483 it was officially  
adopted by a synod, after which it remained the Christian  
Church of the Persian Empire, its head being the patriarch  of 
Seleucia—Ctesiphon.  

Kavadh proved himself a vigorous ruler. On his return  
be restored order in the interior. In 502 he attacked the  

‚.. Romana and captured and destroyed Amides (mod. 
ί ι,

• 

4 
 Diarbekr), but was compelled to ratify a peace  

owing to an inroad of the Huns. Toward the close  
of his reign (527) he resumed the war, defeating Belisarius at  
Callinicum (531), with the atalOus support of the wed Arab  
Mondhir II. of Hires. On his death his son Chosroes I. concluded  
a peace with Justinian (53τ), pledging the Romans to an annual  
subsidy for the miintenanέe of the Caucasus fortresses. In  
his home policy Kavadh is reminiscent of Yazdegerd I. `Like  
him he had little inclination to the orthodox church, and favoured  
Mazdak, the founder of a communistic sect which had made  
headway among the people and might be used as a weapon  
against the nobles, of whom'Mazdak demanded that they should  
cut down their luxury and distribute their superfluous wealth.  
Another feature of his programme was the communityof wives.  
The crown-prince, Chosroes, was, Of the other hand, wholly  
orthodox; and, towards the close of his father's reign, in con- 
junction with the. chief Magian, he carried through a sacrifice  
of the Mazdakites, who were butchered in a grit massacre  
(5ι8). Charoes Ι. (531-579),  surnamed Anushirvan (" the  

blessed "), then restored the οrfhέdox doctrine in  
ms

• 

s"  ń:  full, publishing his decision in a religious edict.  
At the same time he produced the 0ffi ń al exposition  

of the d νesο, an exegetical translation in the popular tongue  

(Pabiavi), and dεεiaκd its confeflts binding. - Deiection from  
Zoroastrianiam was punished with death, and therefore also  
the proselytizing of the Christians, though the Syrian martyr-
elogies prove that the kings frequently ignored these proceedings  
so long as it was at all possible to do so.  

Chosroa L was one of the most illustrious sovereigns of the  
Sazzanisii Empire. From him dates a new and equitable adjust-
ment of the imperial taxation which was later adopted by the  
Arabs. His reputation as an enlightened ruler stood so high  
that when Justinian, in 529, closed the school of Athens, the  
last Neoρlatonists bent their stern to him in hopcsof finding in  
him the true pbilaορheτ.kίπg.. Their disillusionment, indeed,  
was speedy and complete, and their gratitude was great, when,  
by the conditions of the armistice of 549, he allowed their mecum.  
From 54ο onward he conducted a grit war against Justinian  
(557-565), which, though interrupted by several armiaticen,  
lasted till the fifty years' peace of 562. The net result, indeed,  
was merely to restore the slates quo; but during the campaign  
Chosrocs jacked Antioch and transplanted the population to  
a new quarter of Ctesipńon (n40). He also extended his power  
to the Black Sea and the Caucasus; on the other hand, a siege of  
Edessa failed (544). A second war broke out in 577,  chiefly  
on the question of Armenia and the Caucasus territory. In  
this Chasroes ravaged Capper  in 575;  but the campaign  In 
Mesopotamia was unsuccessfuL In the interval between these  
two struggles (570) he despatdhed assistance to the Arabs of  
Yemen, who had been assailed and subdued by the Abyssrnisn  
Christians; after which period Yemen remained nominally under  
Persian suzerainty till its fate was sealed by the eonqugsts of  
Mahomet and Islam.  

Meanwhile, about Am 56ο, a new nation had sprung up in  
the East, the Turks. Cbosro α concluded an alliance with  
them against the Epbthaiitcs and so conquered  
Bactria south of the Oxus, with its capital Balkh. 	d  
Thus this province, which, since the insurrection is. 7ńela.  
of Diodotus in 250 n.c., had undergone entirely S+asYM  

different vicissitudes from the rest of Iran, was a r d 
 

once more united to an Iranian Empire, and the  
Sassanid dominions, for the first time, passed the frontiers of  
the Araacids. This, however, was the limit of their expansion.  
Neither the territories north of the Oxus, nor eastern Afghanistan  
and the Indus provinces, were eve subject to them. That the  
alliance with the Turks should soon change to hostility and  
mutual attack was inevitable from the nature of the case; in the  
second Roman war the Turkish Khan was leagued with Rome.  

Charoes bequeathed this war to his son Hormizd IV. (579-  
590), who, in spite of repeated negotiations, failed to re-establish  
peace. Hormizd had not the ability to retain the authority  
of his father, and he further affronted the Magian priesthood  
by declining to proceed against the Christians and by requiring  
that, in his empire, both religions should dwell together  in 
pace. Eventually be succumbed to a conspiracy of his  
magnates, at whose head stood the general Bahrain Cobin,  
who had defeated the Turks, but afterwards was beaten  
by the Romans. Rormizd's son, Chosroes II., was set  
up against his father and forced to acquiesce in his execu-
tion. But immediately new risings broke out, in which  
Bahram Cobin—though not of the royal one—attempted to  
secure the crown, while simultaneously a Prince ιΡxe^^se+ R  
Bistam entered the lists. Chosroes fled to the  
Romans and the emperor Maurice undertook his restoration at  
the head of a great army. The people flocked to Ms standard;  
Bahram Cobin was rested (59!) and fled to the Turks, who slew  
him, and Chosroes once more ascended the throne of Cteiphon;  
Bistam held out in Media till 5 96. Maurice made no attempt  
to turn the opportunity to Roman advantage, and in the peace  
then concluded be even abandoned Nisibia to the Persians.  

Charoes II. (590-628) is distinguished by the surname of  
Parser (" the conqueror "), though, in point of fact, he was  
immeasurably inferior to a powerful sovereign like his grand-
father, or even to a competent general. He lived, however, to  
witness unparalleled vicissitudes of fortune. The sssaatinat$o*  
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of Μwriόe in 6o, impeded him to a war of revenge against  
Rome, in the course of which his armies -in 608 απd, again, in  
613 and 6a6—penetrated as far as Chalcedοn opposite Constant!-
nople, ravaged Syria, reduced Antioch (6 ττ), Damaκui (613),  
and Jerusalem (614), and carried off the holy cross to Ctesiphon;  
in 619 Egypt was occupied. Meanwhile, the Roman Empire  
was at the lowest ebb. The great emperor Iieraclius, who  

assumed the crown in 6zο, took years to gate the nucleus  
'of a new military power. This done, bowevtr, he took the field  
in 623, and repaid the Persisns with interest. Their armies  
were everywhere defeated. In 624 he penetrated into Atropa-
tene (Azerbaijan), siid there destroyed the great flre•tempk;  
in 627 be advanced into the Tigris provinces, Chosroes at-
tempted no resistance, but fled from his residence at Dastagerd  
to Quichon. These proceedings, in conjunction with the avarice  
and licence of the king, led to revolution. Choeroes was deposed  
and stain by his son Kavadh II. (6s8); but the parricide died  
in a few months and absolute.chaos resulted. A whole list of  
kings and pretenders—among them the General Shabrbaraz  
and Boron, a daughter of Chosroes—lollowed rapidly on one  
another; till finally the magnates united and, in 632, elevated 

 s child to the throne, Yazdegerd Ili., grandson of Chosroes. In  
the interval—presumably during the reign of Queen Barns—
peace was concluded with Heraclius, the old frontier being  
apparently restored. The cross had already been given back  
to the emperor.  

Thus the hundred year' struggle between Rome and Persia,  
.which had begun in 527 with the attack of the first Savadh  

Area  on Justinian, had run its fruitless course, utterly  
ςoaesxb enfeebling both empires and consuming their powers.  

So it was that room was given to a new enemy who  
now arose between either state and either religion—the Arabs  

and Islam. In the dame year that saw the coronation  
of Yazdegerd 1II.—the beginning of 633—the first Arab  
squadrons made their entry into Persian territory. After  
several encounters there ensued (637) the battle of Kadisiya  
(Qadisiya, Cadesis), (ought on one of the Euphrates canals,  
where the fate of the Saasanian Empire was decided. Α little  
previously, in the August of 636, Syria had fallen in a battle  
on the Yarmuk (Ηierοmax), and in 639 the Arabs penetrated  
into Egypt. The field of Kadisiya laid Ctaiphon, with all its  
!teasures, at the mercy of the victor. The king fled to Media,  
,where his generals attempted to organize the resistance; but  
ihebstlleofNehavend (?6.'i)decidcdmattersIhere. Yazdegerd  
sought refuge in one province after the other, till, at last, in 

 6 ι, he was assassinated in Mery (see CALSPnATE: IÍ Λ, Ι ι).  
Thus ended the empire of the Samanids, no less precipitately  

and ingloriously than that of the Achaemenids. By 650 the  
Arabs had occupied every province to Balkh απd the Oxus.  
Only in the secluded districts of northern Media (Tabansian),  
the "generals " of the house of Karen (Spahpat, Is ρebbed)  
,maintained themselves for a century as Vessels of the caliphs--
esactly as A ιropates sod his dynasty bad done before them.  

The fall of the empire sealed the fate of its religion. The  
Moslems officially tolerated the Zoroastritn creed, though occa-
siοgalpersecutionswerenotlicking. But iii tie by little it vanished  
from Iran, with the exception of a few remnants (chiefly in the  
oasis of Ycad), the faithful finding ι refuge in India at Bombay.  
These Ρarsεes have preserved but a small part of the sacred  
writings; but today they still number their years by the era  
which begins on the 16th of June A.n. 633, with the accession of  
Yazdegerd IlI., the last king of their faith and the last lawful  
sovereign of Iran, on whom rested the god-given Royal. Glory of  
Ormuzd.  

Auu ses αιss.—Besides the works on special periods quoted above,  
the following gcncτaΙ works should be consulted: Spiegel, Eranisrhe  
Af orlsms ά  (3 sots., ι87766  .qq.); W. Geiger and Ernst Kuhn,  
Grerdriss der i αδ έsιδπι Phdcisgi' herau ηΡ., vol. ii. (Literature ,  
History turd Civilisation, 1896 ,qq.); G. Rawlinson, TI,' Fist Great  
Μοsorώ iet The Sixth Moiiar'hy, The Srseath Monor'hy. Furtbo,  
the m υt υaήyy supplementary work of Th. ?f8ldeke, A4Jsdts use  
pniisokes Gesrtuik (1887, Merles, Pe τsians απd Sassanids), and  
A. ν. Guuchmid, (Ju'hid'i' 'mm me ΑυΡχaeder d. Gr. big sow  

Ilesersq*g der drt σιides (1888). Λ valuable wok of reference is  
F. Justl, Iισπικhes Νaπκπb σιh (1875).  

The mast lmpoetailt wοrkά  σα the monumentι ass: Flaadm et  
Coste. Yoyaςι ee Peso (6 νοΙι, τβ4ο uqq.): Tezsef, L'A,rndew,  is 
Peso,  ι! b M'sopeiorni'  (p νob.,  1842);  Sτolse, ΡaτιpofυΡ (a  vala.,  
1882); Sarre, Iraa ύ cht Fιlsrdiels  (1908).  

Σα works on the external history of Persia sea those quoted  
under articles on Peunian  kings; also Roses;  G ιutaes.•t  Εον rτ; 
Swats;QiC. (t;D. Μ.)  

B.—neesaitfoss Period: furs the Fell of the . Sassaaid 'Dywssiy  

to the Death, of Tissue (1403).  

With the final defeat of the Sasaanids under Yazdegerd ITT.  
at the battles of Kadisiya (Kadesiia) (637) and Nehavend (641)  
Persia ceased to exist as a single political unit. The 

 w^^.i  cotmtry paned under a succession of alien rulers  
who cared nothing for its ancient institutions or  
its religion. For shout z ςο years It was governed, first from  
Medina and afterwards from Bagdad, by officers of the Mabom-
medan caliphs whose principal aim it was to destroy the old  
nationality by the suppression of its religion. The success  
of this policy was, however, only apparent, especially in Iran,  
the lnhabltants of which adopted Islam only in the most super -
ficial manner, and it was from Persia that the blow fell which  
destroyed the Omayyad caliphate and set up the Abbisids in  
its place (see CALtrasrs). Even before this event adventurers  
and dissatisfied Moslem officers had utilised the slumbering  
hostility of the Persian people. to aid them in attacks  o^ 
the caliphs (ag. Ziyad, son of Abu Sofran, in the reign of  
Moawiya I.), and the policy of eastern expansion brought the  
Arab armies perpetually into the Persian provinces.  

In the reign of Merwan I. the Persians (who were mostly  
Shiites) under a Moslem officer named Mokhtar (Mukhtar),  
whom they regarded as their mabdi, vainly attempted to assert  
their independence in Sufa, but were soon defeated. This  
rising was followed by many more (see CALL?IAts: Ι B) in  
which the caliphs were generally successful, and Abdslmalik  
(el. 703) considerably strengthened the Moslem power by insti-
tuting a thorough system of Moslem coins and enforcing Arabic  
as the official language throughout the empire. In the succeed-
ing reign Persia. was further subdued by the great conqueror  
Qoteiba (Qotaiba) b. Muslim, the Arabic governor of Khorasan,  
Omar II., however, extended to noo-Ar'bic Moslems immunity  

from all tares except the seise (poor-rate), with the result that a  
large number of Persians, who still smarted under their defeat  
under Mokbtaq embraced Islam and drifted into the towns t ο  
form a nucleus of sedition under the Sbi'ite preachers. In the  
reign of Yazid II. (720-724) serious risings took place iu Kbora-
san, and in spite of the wig administration of his sueoemor  
Bisham (d. 743), the disorder continued to spread, fanned by the  
Abbasids and the She ite preachers. Ultimately in the reign of  
Merwan II.  the non-Arabic Moslems found a leader in ΑbυΜοslim,  
a noels (client) of Persian origin and a henchman of Ibrahim  
b. Mahommed b. All, the Shy ire imam, who raised a greet army,  
drove the caliph's general N.sr b. Sayynr into headlong Bight,  
and finally expelled Μerwatt. Thus the Abbasids became  
masters of Persia and also pf the Arab Empire. They had gamed  
their success largely by the 4id of the Persians, who began  
theiiceforward to recover their lost sense of natlonsilly; according  
to the Spanish author Iba Ram the Abbsside were a Persian  
dynasty which destroyed the old tribal system of the Arabs  
and ruled despotically as Chosroes had done. At the sane  

time the Khoraaanls its had fought far the old Alid family, not  
for the Abbasids, and with the murder of Abu Muslim discontent  
again began to grow among the Sbi' ites (q.,.), In the reign of  
Iiarun al-Rashid disturbances broke out in Khorasan which  
were temporarily appeased by a visit from Ηαrun himself.  
Immediately afterwards Rail' b. Leith, grandson of the Omayysd  
general Nasr b. Sayyaι, revolted in Samarkand, and Narita on  
his way to attack him died Si Tea (809). JIarun's sou Ammo and  
Mamun quamr^lled over the succession; Amin became caliph,  
but Mamun by the aid of Tahir b. IJosain Dhu 'l-Yaminsin  
(" the man with two right hands ") and others succeeded  in 
deposing and killing him. Tahir ultimately (820) received the  
governorship of Khorasan, where be succeeded in establishing  
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a practically independent Μeslem dynasty (the Tabirids)' which  
ruled until about 87 3 in nominal obedience t ο Bagdad. From  
825 to about 898 a similar dynasty, the Dulafld' or Dolafids  
reigned nominally as governors under the caliphs till the were  
put down by Motadid. In the reign of the caliph Mohair a  
serious revolt of Persian Mazdekite sectaries (the Xhorrami)  
in alliance with Byzantium was with difficulty suppressed, as  
also a rising of Tabaristan imder an hereditary chief li(aziyar  
who was secretly supported by the Turkish mercenaries (e.g.,  
Afshin) whom the caliph had invited to his court. Το another  
Turk, Itakh, the caliph Wathiq gave n titular authority over  
all the eastern provinces. In the reign of the tenth cal iph  
Motawakkil the Tahirids fell before Íakub b. faith al-Sailer,  
who with the approbation of the caliph founded a dynasty, the  
Saffarid (q.s.), in Seialan.  

It is convenient at this point to mention several other minor  
dynasties founded by nominal governors in various parts of  

M^aor 
 Persia amt its borderland. From 879 to about 930  

pya„^,s  the Sajida ruled. hi Azerbaijan, while in Tabariatan  
an /lid dynasty (the Zaitlites) was independent  

from 864 to 928, when it fell before the Samanids. Subsequently  

descendants of this house ruled in Dailam and Gilan. Through.  
Out this period the caliphate was falling completely under the  

power of the Turkish ο(6cεπ. bohtadi, the fourteenth Abbasid  
caliph, endeavoured vainly to replace them by Persians (the  
Abna). His successor Motemid was attacked by the Wend  

Yakub who however was compelled to flee (see C s ιιrιaτa: * C,  
ι ̂ ). Vakub's brother Amr (reigned 878-900) received the vacant  

position, but was taken prisoner by Ismail b. Ahmed, the  
Samsiud, and the Saflańds were benceIorward a merely nomi-

SalIda. nal dynmty under the Samanids (goo-z 229). Tho  
Samamds (q.s.) were the first really important non.  

Arabic Persian dynasty since the fall of Yaz legerd III. They  

held sway over most 0f Persia and Transoxiana, and under  
their rule scholarship and the arts flourished exceedingly in  
spite of numerous civil was. Ultimately they fell before the  

Ghaztevid dynasty of Sabuktagin.  
In the reign of Motadld (Cai.miaTx: C, τ6) who, as we have  

seen, put down the Dolafids, and also checked the Sajids of  

Azerbaijan in their designs on Syria and Rgypt, the Khań jites  
of Mesopotamia were put down by the aid of the Hamdanites  
of Mosel, who were to become an important dynasty (see below).  
Subsequently the caliphate, which had temporarily recovered  
some of its authority, resumed its downward course, and the  
great families of Persia once again ascrted themselves. In  
the reign of Qahie (d. 934), a new dynasty arose in Persia, that  

of the Buyids (Buwayhids). This family was  
descended from one Abu Shajn Buye, who claimed  

to be of the old Sassarsan house and had become a chieftain  
in Dsilam. He had successively (ought for the Samanids  
and the Ziyarids± a dynasty of Jorjan, and his son Imad  
addaula (εd-d0wlch, originally Abe 'I asan Ali) received from  
Mardawij of the latter house the governorship of Karaj; his  
second son Reim addaiila (Abu All $assn) subsequently held  
Rat and Idahaa, while the third, Mots addaula (Abu '1 Ηοsαin  
Ahmed) secured Kaman, Ahvaz and even Bagdad.  

The reign of the caliph Mottagi (Cscmesva: C, 420) was a  
period of perpetual strife between the Dailamites, the Turks  
and the Iiamdaiiid Nasir addaula of Mosul. In the next reign  
Moisz addaula took Bagdad (945)  and was recognized by the  
caliph Mostakfi as sultan' and amlr al.Omara. It was at this  

Table died 822 or $24; Talha d, 828; Abdallah. 828-844; Tahir  
Η., 844-862: Mahommed 862-8;3.  

s Aba Delaf Qasim b. Id ń s-' Ιιh (825); 'Abdalazit (842); Deist  
(873); Ahmed (88); Omar 893-89b).  

'The Ζlyarid dynasty was (oended by Mardawij b. Zi ar (928-
95). His successors were Z.ihir 'ddauls (ijd-daula, ed-dowleh)  
Abu Mansur Washmaglr (935-967). Bistun (967-976), Shams at 
M α'aϋ  Cebus (9)6- ιοι2 , alak at a'alh Menus hr (to's-soag),  
Ααaslt^rwiπ (ιmq-το42) . They were Nrits ii' religion. They  
were of progressIvely lese imjssTtance under the Samamds, and were  
pkimate11y expelled by the Ghaznevids.  
' 'This is denied by S. lane Poole, who points odt that they did  

out meth* side 0o th* moue.  

time that the three brothers took ibetitles Imad, Rake (Rokn),  
end lIloizs addaula. The authority Of the family was absolute,  
though they paid outward respect to the caliphs. Molar midaula  
repelled an attack of the Hamdnnids of Mosul. The Buyids,  
and especially Adod addaula (Azud-ed-Dowlcis, and similar  
forms), ruled Bagdad wisely and improvgd the city by great  
public weeks such as the great dike, still known as the Bend  
Amir on the Kur (Cyrus) near Persepolis. Their sway extended  
from the Persian Gulf t ο the Caapian Sea (CALISItATE: C, φ 24).  
tltimatcly, however, the Buyid dynasty grew weaker under  
the quarrels of its members and fell an easy prey to the Char-
nevids. In the meantime (999) the Samanids fell before the  
I1ck-Khans of Turkestan, to the great advantage of the Ghaznevid  
princes.  

For these and other minor dynasties such as the Ηasanwa hills  
of Kurdistan (c. 959-lois) Snd the Kakwayhldi of Kurdistan  
(ιco7-ιo5t), ice Stαkvis, Maaad d'kirfoinr, i. l:3 sqq. (Leiden,  
1888).  

The centre of force in Pe?sian politics now changes from west  
to cast. Hitherto the ultimate power, at least nominally, had  
resided in the caliphate at Bagdad, and nil the dynasties which  
have been noticed derived their authority formally from that  
source. With the rise of the'Ghazncvids and late το∆.,  
the Seljuks, the Abbasid caliphate ceased to count  
as an independent power. As we have seen, the Chaz πevid  
armies in a brief space destroyed most of the native dynasties  
of Persia. The first of the house was Alpiagin, a Turkish slave  
of the Samanid Mansur I., who, having quarrelled with his master,  
took refuge in Afghanistan and founded a semi-inde ρenden:  
authority. After his death three unimportant governors Of  
his house held sway, but in 977 the power fell to another former  
slave, Sabuktagin, whe was recognized by the Samanid Nub II. 

 His son and successor Mahmud (q.e.) was attacked by a brother,  
Ismail, and retired from Khorasan (of which he had been  
governor). The Samanids then fell under the power of the  
Tatar Ilkhans, but Mahmud returned, triumphed over both  
the Samanids and the Tatars, and assumed the independent  
title of sultan with authority over Khorasan, Transoxiana and  
parts of north-west India. Mahmud was a great conqueror,  
and wherever he went he replaced the existing religion by  
hfahοmmcdanism. He is described as the patron (if a somewhat  
ungenerous one) of literature; It was under his auspices that  
Fi dousi collected the ancient myths of PersIa and produced  
the great epic Shd Ιmom α (Book of the Kings). His descendents  
held a nominal rule till 1187, but in 1152 they lost all their  
extra.Indian territories to the Ghorids, and during the last  
thirty-five years reigned in diminished splendour at Lahore,  
Even before this time, however, the supremacy which they  
enjoyed under Mahmud in Persia had fallen into the hands of  
the Seijuks who, In the reign of Masud I., son s  
of Mahmud, conquered Khorasan. In 1037 Seljuk  
princes were recognized in Mery and Nishapur, and in the ensuing  
eighteen years the Scljuks conquered Balkh, Jorjan, Taba ń stan,  
Khwarizm, Hamadan, Rai, Isfańan, and Knotty Bagdad ( το55).  
The Abbasid caliphs, who still enjoyed a precarious and shadowy  
authority at the pleasure of Turkish viziers, gladly surrendered  
themselves to the protection of the Mahommedan Seljuks,  who 
paid them all outward respect.  

Thus for the first time since the Arab conquest of the Sessanian  
realm Persia was ruled by a single authority, which extended  
its conquests westward into Asia Minor, where it checked the  
rulers of Byzantium, and eastward to India and Central Asia,  
The history of this period is treated at length in the amides  
Cai.u'iuiTx: i  C, " 26 aqq.; and S&r.)ixs. A bare outline  
only is required here.  

The first three Seljuk rulers were Toghrul Beg, Alp Arlan  
end Malik Shah. On the death of the last the empire wι  
distracted by civil war between his eons Barkiyaroq, Mfahommed  
and Sinjar, with the result that, although the Seljuks of the  
direct line maintained nominal supremacy till the death of  
Sinjar (4 τ 57), other branches of the family established themselv,si  
in various paxts of the empire—Syria, Rum (Asia  Μlssοή , 
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Kermizi, and Irak wieh Kitllslan. Sinker himself fait all his  

dominions excet Khorasan in wan with the Karakitai. The  
sultans of Kerman were rarely independent in the full sense,  
but they enjoyed comparative peace and prosperity till the  

death of Toghrul Shah (1170), after which their newer fell  

before the Ghuzz tribes; Kerman was finally captured in 1195  

by the Khwarizm shahs. Meanwhile an independent dynasty  
was formed about 1136 in Azerbaijan by the governors (atabegs)  
appointed by the Seljuks; this dynasty was overthrown by the  
J(hwarizmshahs in rase. Similar dynasties existed in Lazistaa  
and Fan.  

The empire of the Seljuks was essentially military. Their  

authority over their own offncers was so precarious that they  
preferred to entrust the command to Turkish slaves. These  
officers, however, were far from loyal to their lords. In every  

part of the empire they gradually superseded the Seljuk princes,  
and the minor dynasties above mentioned allowed their existence  
to the ambition of the Turkish regents or atabegs. The last  

Important dynasty in Persia prior to the Mongol invasion was  

that of the Saigharids in Fars, founded by the descendants of  

a Turkish general Salaghar, who had formerly been a Turkomaa  
leader and ultimately became chamberlain to Toghryl Beg.  

The first ruler was Sonkor b. Modud, who made himself inde-
pendent in Fan in 1148. Ί he fourth, Sa'd, became tributary  
tο the Khwarizm shahs in 1195, and the fifth acknowledged  
allegiance to the Mongol Ogotai and received the title Kutbegh  

Khan. His successors were vassals of the Mongols, and the last,  

the Princess 'Abish (d. 1287), was the wife of Hulagu's son  
Mangu Timur.  

Before passing on to the Moiigol conquerors of Persia it is  
necessary briefly to notice the shahs of Khwa ń zm, who have  
xawarle^s. frequently been mentioned as overthrowing the minor  

dynasties which arose with the decay of the  
Seljuks. These rulers were descended from Anushtajin, a  
Turkish slave of Ghazni, who became cupbearer to the Seljuk  
Malik Shah, and afterwards governor of Khwacizm (Khiva)  
in 1077. In 11,38 the third of the line, Atsiz, revolted but was  
defeated and expelled by Sinjar. Shortly afterwards he returned,  
firmly established his power, and extended the Khwarizm  
Empire as far as Jand on the Sihun. The brief reigns of U-Arslaa  
and Sultan Shah Mlahmud were succeeded by that of Turush  
(1172-1199) and Ala ed-din Μfahοmmedl ( τι99-τ22ο). The  
former of these subdued Khorasan, Rai and Isfahan, while the  
latter brought practically all Persia under his sway, conquered  
Bukhara, Samarkand and Otrar, capital of the Karakitai, and  
bad even made himself muter of Ghazni when his career was  
stopped by the hordes of the Mongol Jenghiz lfhan. In 1231  
the lest of his house, Jelal ud-din (Jalaluddin) Mangbarti, or  
Mango-berti, was banished, and thus the empire of the Khwarizm  
shahs, which for a brief period had included practically all the  
lands λοnquered by the Seljuks, passed away.  

Thus from the fαΛ of the Samanids to the invasion of the Mongols  
five or at most six important dynasties held sway over Persia,  

while some forty small dynasties enjoyed -a measure of local  

autonomy. Dating the whole of this peeled the Abbasid caliphs  

had been nominally reigning throughout the Mahommedan world  
with their capital at Bagdad. But with hardly any exceptions  

they had been the merest puppets, now in the hands of Turkish  
ministers, now under the protection of ρτact ίca Ιlγ independent  
dynasts. The real rulers of Persia during the years 874-1241 were,  

as we have seen, the Semanids, the Buyids, the Glszneeds, the  
Seljuks, the Sglghands and the Khwarizm shahs. We now come  
to a new period in Persian history, when the numerous petty  

dynasties which succeeded the Seljub were all swallowed up in  
the greet Mongol invasion.  

In the later years of the isth century the Mengols Began  

their westward march and, after the conquest of the ancient  
eo^aeιskingdom of the Kajakitai, reached the borders of 

the territory of the Khwarizsn shahs, which was at  

once overwhelmed. Jeaghie Khan died in 1272, and the Mongol  
it was this prInce who destroyed the Ghońd dynasty, which  

dittoed descent from the legendary Persian monarch Zohak.  

£zcept fur a brief period of submission to the Cbazr ιevids (iooq-
ιο99) they ruled at Glior until istg, whoa they were conquered  

alter a fierce struggle.  

Empire stretching from the Caspian to the Wiese Sea was  
divided up among his sons. Fersia itself fell partly in the  
domain of Jagatai and partly in that of the Golden Horde.  
The actual governor of Persia was Tului or Tule, whose  eon 
Hulagu or Hulaku is the brat who can be rightly regarded as  
the sovereign of Persia. His secession occurred in 1236, and  

henctforwszd Persia becomes after 6 οο years of spasmodic  
government a national unit. Hulagu at once proceeded to  
destroy a number of nascent dynasties which endeavoured to  
establish themselves on the ruins of the Khwarism Empire;  
about 'ι a he destroyed the dynasty of the AsSassins 2  by the  
capture of their stronghold of Alamut (Eagle's Nest), and finally  
in τs58 captured Bagdad. The thirty-eighth and last Abbasid  
caliph, Mostasim, was brutally murdered, and thus the Mahom-
medan caliphate eased to exist even as an emosculeted pontifi-
cate. The Persian Empire under Huinga and his descendants  
extended from the dominions of Jagatai on the north to that  
of the Egyptian dynasts on the south, and from the Byzantine  
Empire oa the west to the confines et Chinn. Its rulers paid  a 
nominal homage to the Khakhan (Great Khan) in China,  
and olficially recognized this dependence in their title of Ilkban,  
i.e. provincial or dependent khan. From 1x58 to 1335  the  
Ilkhaas were not seriously challenged. Hulagu fixed his capital  
at Maragha (Meragha) inAzerbafjan,where he erected an observa-
tory for Nasir ud-din Tusi, who at his request prepared the  
astronomical tables known as the Ζidj-i4Ik λtσnί . He died in  
1265 and was succeeded by his son Abagha or Abaka, who  
married the daughter of Michael Palaeologus, the Byzantine  
ruler. Abagha was a peaceful ruler and endeavoured by wise  
administration to give order and prosperity to a country torn  
asunder by a long period of intestine war and the Mengel  
invasion. He succeeded in repelling two attacks by other  
Mongolian princes of the house of Jenghiz Khan; otherwise  
his reign was uneventful Ili brother Nikudar (originally  
Nicolas) Ahmad Khan succeeded him in s aiz. This prince was  
converted to Islam, an event of great moment both to the  
internal peace and to the external relations of Persia. His  
persecution of the Christians led them into anianc with the  
Mongols, who detested Islam; the combined forces were too  
strong lot Nikudar, who was murdered in 1284. The external  
results were of more importance. The Ili hens, who had failed  
in their attempt tο wrest Syria from the Mameluke rules of  
Egypt, had auboequently endeavoured to effect their object by  
inducing the European Powers to make a new crusade. The  
conversion of Nikudar put an end to this policy and Egypt was  
for some time free from Persian attack (see ΕGVmm: History).  
The Mongol leaders put on the throne a scnofAbagha,byname  
Arghun. His reign was troubled. His first minister Shams  
ud-din was suspected of having poisoned Abagha, and was soon  
put to death. His successor, the emir Bogha, conspired against  
Arghun and was executed. Under the third minister (1289-
1 291), a Jewish doctor named Sa'd addaula (cd-Dowleh), religious  
troubles arose owing to .his persecution of the Mahommedans  
and his favouring the Chr ίstiaιιs. The financial administration  
of Sa'd was prudent and successful, if somewhat severe, and the  
revenue benefited considerably under his care. But he com-
mitted the tactical error of appointing a disproportionate  
number of Jews and Christiens as revenue officials, and thus  
made many enemies among the Mongol nobles, who had him  
assassinated in 1291 when Arghun was lying fatally ill. It is  
possible that it was S"d's diplomacy which led Pope Nicholas IV.  
to send a mission to Arghun with a view to a new crusade.  
The reign of Arghun was also disturbed by a rebellion of  a 
grandson of Hulagu, Baidu lilian. Arghun died soon after  
the murder of Sa'd, and was succeeded by his brother Kaikhatu,  
or Gaykhatu, who was taken prisoner by Baidu Khan and  
killed (1235). Baidu" reign  was cut short in the same year  
by Argbun" sun Ghazan Mahmud, whose reign (1295-1304)  
was a period of prosperity in war and administration. Ghazan  
' The dynasty of the Assassins or Isma'ilites was founded is  

logo and extended its rule over much of western Persia end Syria  

(for the rulers see Stockvis, op. cit. L tat, aid article Aasasata).  
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was a man of great abfa ίiy. Re established a pertsaneni staff  
to deal with legal, &engird and military affairs, put on a firm  
basis the monetary system and the system of weights and  
measures, and perfected the mamted'postal service. Gbasan  
fought with success against Egypt (which country had already  
from ιι93 to December rage been ruled by a 14ongul usurper  
Kitboga), and even held Damascus for a few months. In 1303,  
bowever, his troops were defeated at • Μerj al-Sabr, and Mongol  
claims on Syria were definitely abandoned. It was even  
suggested that the titular Abbasid caliphs (who retained an  
empty title in Cairo under Mameluke protection) should be  
reinstated at Bagdad, but this proposal was not carried into  

effect. Ghasan is historically important, however, mainly as  
the fast Mongol ruler who definitely adopted Islam with a  
large number of his subjects. Re died in 1304, traditionally  
of anger at the Syrian fiasco, and was succeeded by his brother  
Uljaitu (Oeljeitu). The chief events of his reign were a success-
lid war against Tatar invaders sad the substituiien of the new  
city of Weenie as capital for Tabriz, which had been Ghaaan's  
headquarters. Uljailu was a Shiite and even stamped his  
coins with the names of the twelve Sbrite imams. He died  

in i3µ6, and was succeeded by Abu Sa'id,his eon. The prince,  
under whom a definite peace was made with *d i& al-Nas*r,  
the Mameluke ruler of Egypt, had great trouble with powerful  
steins and generals which he accentuated by his passion for  
Bagdad-Kńatun, wife of the emir lJasain and daughter of the  
emir Chupaa. This lady he eventually married, with the result  
that Chupan headed a revolt of his tribe, the Seldus. Abe. Said  
died of fever in 133$, and with him the first Mongol or Ilkhan  
dynasty of Persia practically a me to an end. The real power  
was divided between Chupaa and (Jessie the Jelsir (or Jahair),  

or the Iliehanian, and their sons, known respectively as the  
Little sssn (1;jasan lCuchuk) and the great Reran (^Jasan  
Bururg). Two puppet kings, Arpa Íςhan, a descendant of  
BυΙagu's brother Arikbuhga, and Musa Kben, a descendant of  
Baidu, nominally reigned fora few months each. Then $asan  
Kuchuk set up one Salt-beg, Abu Sa'id's daughter, and wife  
successively of Chupan, Ada Rime and one Suleiman, the last  
cl whom was khan from 1339 to 1343; in the same time llasan  
Buzurg set up successively Mahommed, Tugha-Timur and Jahan-
Timur. Α sixth nonentity, Nushirwan, was a Chimera nominee  
in 1344, after which time 1Jasan Buzurg definitely installed  
himself as the first khan of the Jelairid or Ilkhsnisa-Jeleirid  
dynasty.  

Piactially from the reign of Abu Said Persia was divided  
under five minor dynasties, (1) the Jelairids, ( τ) the Mozaffarids,  

r  (3) the Sarbadarids (Serbedarians), (4) the Beni  

Kurt, end(5) the Jubanians, ellof which ultimately  
fell before the armies of Timur.  

τ. The Jelairid rulers were Hawn luzurg (13}36, strictly 1344-
5356), Owais (3356-3374),  Hosain (3374-3382). Sultan Ahmed 
(3382-1430), Shah Valad (341O-3411). Their capital was Bagdad  
and their dominion was increased under Hasan. Owais addct  

Azerbaijan. Tabriz, and even Mosul and Diarbekr. Hosain fought  

with the Mon.iffarids of Shiraz and the Black Sheep Turkomans  

(Kan Kuyunli) of Armenia,with the latter of whom he ultimately  
entered into alliance. On his death Azerbaijan and Irak fell to  

his brother, Sultan Ahmed, while another brother-Bayezid rul . 

for a few months in part of Kurdistan. It was about this time  

that Timer (q.v.) began his great career of conquest, under which  
the poorer of the various Persian dynasties collapsed. By 1393 he  
had conquered northern Persia and Armenia, Bagdad.  Mesopo.  
tamia, Diarbekr and Van. and Ahmed fled to Egypt, where he was  
received by Barkuk (Barquq) the Mameluke sultan. Barkuk,  
who had already excited the enmity of Timur by slaying one of his  
envoys, espoused Ahmad's cause, and restored him to Bagdad after  
limars return to his normal capital Samarkand. Timur retaliated  
and until his death Ahmed ruled only from time to time. In 1406  
Ahmed was finally restored, but almost immediately entered upon 

 a quarrel with Karr Vusuf, leader of the Black Sheep Turkomans  
)Cuyunli), who defeated and killed him in 1410. His nephew 

Shah Waled reigned for a few months only and the throne was  
occupied by his widow Tandu, formerly wife of Barkuk, who ruled  
ore Basra, Wasit and Shuster till 1436. paying silegiance to Shah  
kski, the seeond Timurid ruler. Waled s sons Mahmud, Owain and  
)isbommaj, and 
setap'e the t hrone. Tδelellast

dson of Sultan 
 of these was killed by the Rats  

Keymnli, wb. had established a dynasty in waiters. Persia rater  
Earn Yusuf'a victory in 1430.  

τ. The Mozaftańds. who ruled roughly from 1313 to 1399 In  
Fen, Kerman and Kurdistan, were descended from the Amir  

Moaffar, or Musder, who held a post as governor under the  
ilkhan ruler. Hus son Mobatiz ud-din Mahommed, who followed  
him in 1313, became governor in Fars under Abu Said, in Ker-
man in 1340, and subsequently made himself independent at  
Ears and Shins (τ ) and in Isfahan (1356). In 1857  he was  
deρέ sed and blind id though resented was exiled again and died  
in 1364. His descendants, except for jelel ed-din (Jalaluddin)  
Shah Shuja', the patron of theHafiz, were unimportant, and 
the dynasty was wiped out by Timur about 1391.  

3. The Sarbadarids (so celled from their motto Seτ-&σ4m, " Heed  
0o the Gibbet "), descendants of And al -Razzak, who rebelled in  
Kborasaun about 1337,. enjoyed some measure of ind nden 
under twelve rulers till they also were destroyed by Timur (r

ce  
 1380).  

4. The Beni Kurt (or Kart). who had governed in Khorasan from  
1243, became independent in the early 34th century; they were  
abolished by Timur (c. 1383). 	 . 

5. The Jubanians had some power in Azerbaijan from 3337 to  

1355. when they 
 were dethroned by the Kipchaks of the house of  

The authority of Timur, which, as we have seen, was dominant  
throughout Persia from at least as early as 1395  till his death  
in 1403, was never unchallenged. He passed from one victory  
to another, but the conquered districts were never really settled  
under his administration. Fresh risings of the defeated  
dynasties followed each new enterprise, and he had also to deal  
with the Moasgol hordes whose territory marched with northern  
Persia His descendants were for a brief period the overlords  
of Persia, but after Shah Rukh (reigned ι4οι -r446) and Aft  
addaula (1447), the so-called Timurid dynasty ceased to have  
any authority over Persia There were Timurid governors  
of Fm under Shah Rukh, Pit Mahommed (1405-1409), Iskendar  
( 149-14?4), Ibrahim  (3415-1434)  and Abdallah (1434);  in  
other parts of Persia many of the Timurid family held governor-
ships of greater or less importance.  

Aντeοatτιss.—Τhε works relating to Persia will be found under  
artielcsαnthe n'aindynastics.(ςαιωκαTs; Ssιdυπs; MONGOL7).and 
the great rulers (JENGU K tz ΗΑΝ• MsnswwD or Gstwzai; Τιυυ a).  
For general information and chronology see S. Lane Poole,  
Mslhammedas Dynasiies (London, 3894); Stockvis, Manuel d'kis-
feirr, vol. i. (Leiden, 1888); Sit H. Ηοwοrth, HiSIory of the MsngoI'  
(1876-1888). (J. Μ. Μ.  

C.—From ώ e Dόatk of Firer to 'he Fell of the Safawid .Dynceiy,  
1405-1736.  

Timur died in eras, when in the seventieth year of his age  
and about to invade Chia. Besides exercjsing sovereignty  
over Trsnsoxiana and those vast regions more or , _  Baia.  
less absorbed in Asiatic Russia of the 19th Century, $du sad  
inclusive of the Caucasus, Astrakhan a ιιd the Tor*em,s,,  
lower Volga, and overrunning Mesopotamia, Syria, l  " 
Asia Minor, Afghanistan and India, he had at this time left  
his indelible mark upon the chief cities and provinces of  
Persia. Khorasan and Mazandarnn had submitted to him  
in 3381, Azerbaijan had shortly after followed their example,  
and Isfabaa was seized in 1387. From Isfahan he passed' on  
le Shiraz, and thence returned in triumph to his own capital  
of Samarkand. Five years later lie subdued Μa andaran, and  
later still he was again at Shiraz, having effected the subjugation  
of Luristan and other provinces in the west. It may be said  
that from north to south, or from Astarabad to Hormuz, the  
whole country had been brought within his dominion.  

The third son of Timur, Mlran Shah, had ruled over part of  
Persia in his father's lifetime; but he was said to be insane, and  
his incapacity foe government had caused the loss of Bagdad  
and revolt in other provinces. Ills claim to succession had been  
put aside by Timur in favour of Pin Mehommed, the ton of  a 
deceased son, but Khalil Shah, a son of the discarded prince, won  
the day. His waste of time and treasure upon afascinating  

mistress named Shadu 't-hulk; the " delight of the kingdom,"  
soon brought about his deposition, and in 1408 he gave way to  
Shah Rukh, who, with the exception of Miran Shah, was the  
only surviving son of Timur. In fact the uncle and nephew  
cheesed places—the one quitting his.govenmnsnt of Kb οtιs R  
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to take possession of the Central-Asian throne, the other con-
seating tο become governor of the vacated Persian province  
and abandon the cares of the empire at Samarkand. In 14 ορ  
Khalil Shah died; and the story goes that Shade '1-Mull stabbed  
herself and was buried with her royal lover at Rai, one of the  
towns which his grandfather had partly destroyed.  

Shah Rukh, the fourth son of Timur, reigned for thirty-eight  
years, and appears to have been a brave, generous, and enlight-
ened monarch. He removed his capital from Samarkand to  
Herat, of which place, he rebuilt th έ  citadel, restoring and im-
proving the town. Mery also ρroό ted from his attention to its  
material interests. Sir John Malcolm speaks of the splendour  
of his court and of his encouragement of science and learning.  
He sent an embassy to China; and an English version of the  
travels to India of one of his emissaries, Abd ur-Razzak, is to  
be found in R. H. Major's India in  tire Fifteentk Century (London,  
Hakluyt Society, 1857). As regards his Persian possessions,  
he had some trouble in the north-west, where the Turkomans of  
Asia Minor, known as the Kam Kuyun; or " Black Sheep," led  
by Kam Vusuf' said his sons Iskandar and Johan Shah, had  
advanced upon Tabriz, the capital of Azerbaijan. On the death  

of the Shah Rukh in 1446 he was succeeded by his son Ulugh  

Bey, whose scientific testes are demonstrated in the astro-
nomical tables bearing his name, quoted by European writers  

when determining the latitude of places in Persia. He was,  
moreover, himself a poet and patron of literature, and built  
a college as well as an observatory at Samarkand. There is  

, no evidence to show that he did much to consolidate his grand-
father's conquests south of the Caspian. Ulugh Bey was put  

to death by his son Abd u1-Lath, who, six months later, was  
slain by his own soldiers. Babar—not the illustrious founder  

of the Mughal dynasty in India, but an elder membet of the  

same house—next obtained possession of the sovereign power,  

and established himself in the government of Khorasan and the  
neighbouring countries. lie died after a short rule, from  

'habitual intemperance. After him Abu Said, grandson of  
Mimn Shah, and once governor of Fars, became a candidate for  
empire, and allied himself with the Uzbeg Tatars, seized Bukhara,  
entered Ιhοrasan, and waged war upon the Tisrkoman tribe  
aforesaid, which, since the invasion of Azerbaijan, had, under  

Johan Shah, overrun link, Fars and Kerman, and pillaged  
Herat. But be was eventually taken prisoner by Uzun l assn,  

and killed in 1468.  
It is difficult tο assign dates to a kw events recorded in Persian  

history for the eighteen years following the death of Abd ul-
Latif; and, were it not for chance European missions, the  
same difficulty would be felt in dealing with the period after the  

death of Abu Said up to the accession of Isrna'il Sufi in 1499.  
Sultan Ahmed, eldest son of Abu Said, reigned in Bukhara;  

his brother, Omar Sheikh, in Ferghana; but the son of the  
latter, the great Babar, was driven by the Utbegs to Kabul  
and India. More to the purpose is it that Sultan lJosain Mirza,  

^uaak 
 great-grandson of Omar Sheikh, son of Timer, reigned  

thτ, in Herat from 1487 to 1506. He was a pati'bn of  

learned men, among others of the historians Mirk. 
bond and Khwsdamir, and the poets Jami and Ηatifi. But  
at no time could his control have extended over central and  
western Persia. The nearest approach to a sovereignty in those  

parts on the death of Abu Said is that of Uzun Ifasan, the  
leader of the AR ICuyan, or "White Sheep" Turkomans, and  

conqueror of the 'f Black Sheep," whose chief, Johan Shah, he  
defeated and slew. Between the two tribes there had long been  

deadly feud. Both were composed of settlers in Asia ^ 
Minor, the Buck Sheep having consolidated  

their power at Van, the "White"  at Diarbekr.  
Sir John Malcolm states that at the death of Abu Sá id,  

Sultan ΙΙosaiιι Mires "made himself master of the empire,"  
'They were commonly called Kara Kuyun.lu and the "White  

Sheep" Tmkema,w Ak Kuyuailu, the am a "In" signifying  
possession, as. possession of a standard bearing the image of  a 
black or white sheep.  

According to Erskine, this chief idlied Miau Shah, whose  
dwelling-place was Tsbeis  

and, a little later, that" Uzun mason, after he had made himself  
master of Persia, turned his arms in the direction of Turkey ";  

but the reader is left to infer for himself what the real" empire"  

of Ifosain Mires, and what the limit of the " Persia " of Uzun  

lfasan. The second could not well be included in the fast,  

because the Turkomans were in possession of the greater part  

of the Persian plateau, while the " sultan " was in llerat, to  

which Khorasan belonged. It may be assumed that an empim  
like that acquired by Timur could not long be maintained by  

his descendants in its integrity.  
The Turkish adjective asun, v"J3 Ι "long," applied to $assn,  

the Turkoman monarch of Persia (celled also by the Arabs  
Uasanu 't-Tawil), is precisely the qualifying Persian word Jly  
used in the compound designation of Artaxerxes Longimanus;  
and Malcolm quotes the statement of a Venetian envoy in  
evidence that Uzun lfasan was "a tall thin man,of a very open  
and engaging countenance." This reference, and a further  
notice in Markham's history, supply the clue to a store of  
valuable information made available by the publications of the  
Hakluyt Society. - The narratives of Caterino Zeno, Barbaro  
and Contarini, envoys from Venice to the court of Uzun lissan,  
are in this respect especially interesting. Zeno was sent in  
147! to incite this warlike ruler against the Ottoman sultan,  
and succeeded in his mission. Τhαt the result was disastrous  
to the shah is not surprising, but the war seems to hold a  
comparatively unimportant place in the annals of Turkey.  

Uzun $asap had married Despina (Gr. ∆&ττου'), daughter  
of the emperor of Trebizond, Cale Johannes of the house of the  
Comneni; and Zeno's wife was niece to this Christian princess.  
The relationship naturally strengthened the envoy's position  
at the court, and he was permitted to visit the queen in the name  
of the republic which he represented. Barbaro and Contarini  
met at Isfahan in 1474, and there paid their respects to the  
shah together. Kum and Tauris or Tabria (then the capital)  
were also visited by the Italian envoys following in the royal  
suite; and the incidental notice of these cities, added to Con. 
tarini's formal statement that " the extensive country of Ussun-
cassan Iskl is bounded by the Ottoman Empire and by Cam-
mania,' and that Sims (Shiraz) is comprehended in it, proves  
that at least Azerbai Jan, Imk, and the main part of the provinces  
to the south, inclusive of Fars, were within the dominions of  
the reigning monarch.  

There is good reason to suppose that Japan Shah, the Black  
Sheep Turkoman, before his defeat by  Uzun IJasan, had set up  
the standard of royalty; and Zeno, at the outset of his travels,  
calls him "king of Persia "' in 5450. Chardin alludes to him  
in the same sense; but )iasan the Long is a far more prominent  
figure, and has hardly received justice at the hands of the  

historian. Indeed, his identity seems to have been lost in the  
various modes of spelling his name adopted by the older  
chroniclers, who all him indiscriminately' Alymbeiva, Asem-
beius, Asembec, Assimbeo, or Ussan Cassano. Iie is said to  

have earned the character of a wise and valiant monarch, to have  
reigned eleven years, to have lived t ο the age of seventy, and,  
on his death in 1477 or (according to Κrusinski and Zeno) 1478,  
to have been succeeded on the throne of Persia by his son Yea qub.  

'This prince, who had slain an elder brother, died by poison  
(1485), after a reign of seven years. The dose was offered to  
him by his wife, who had been unfaithful tο him and sought to  
set her paramour on his throne.  

Writers differ as to the succession to Yea qub. Zeno's account  
is that a son named Allamur (called also, Alamut, Alvante.  
El-wand and Alwung Bey) was the next king, who,  
besides Persia, pOssessed I)iarbekr and part of  ' 
greater Armenia near the Euphrates. On the other hand,  
Krusinski states that, Yea qub dying childless, his relative  
Julaver, one of the grandees of the kingdom, seized the throne,  
and held possession of it for three years. Baisingar, it is added,  
succeeded him in 1488 and reigned till ι4ggwhcn a young noble-
man named Ruston (Rustam7) obtained the sovereign power  
and exercised it for seven yearn. This account is εοn8rmed by  

*See also Ramusio's preface - s ΚnoΙles, Porches. Ζe ο.  
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Α ιgi°kWW, a traveller who followed his countrymen Barbaro  
and Centarini to Persia; and from the two authorities combined  
may be gathered the further narration of the murderwf Rustam  
and Iaurpat ίπn of the•theone by • certain Ahmed, wheat death,  

under torture, six months afterwards, made way for Alamut,  
the young son of $ιεan.  These discrephbCiea an be rxonciied  
on reference to yet another record bound up with the narratives  
of the four Italians aforesaid, and of much the same period. In  
the Treads of a Μerrk αst in Pusis the story of Yaqub'a death  
is supplemented by the statement that "tire great lords, herring  
et their king's decease, had quarrels among themselves, so that  
for five or six ymea all Persia was in a state of civil war, first  
one and then another of the nobles hemming sultans. At last  
a youth named Alamut, aged fourte*n years, was raised to the  
throne, which he held till the succession of Sheikh Isma'iL" Who  
this young man was is not speiflcd; but other writers call  
!bmut end his brother Murad the sins of Yaqub, as though  
the relationship seers unquestionable.  

New little is known, save incidentally, of Julave, or Rustasn;  
but Reisinger is the name of a nephew of Omar Sheikh, king  
of Ferghana and contemporary of Uzun Uaaan. There was  
no doubt much anarchy and confusion in the interval between th e  
death of Ya'qub and the restoration, for two years, of the  
dynasty of the White Sheep. But the tender age of Alamut  
would, even in ovilized countries, have necessitated a regency;  
and it may be emceed that he was the next legitimate and  
more generally recognized sovereign. Markham, in designating  
this prince the last of his house, states that he was dethroned  
by the renowned founder of the Safawi dynasty. This event  
brings us to one of the mat iatereating periods of Persian history,  
any acommt of which must be defective without a prefatory  
sketch of Ismail Sufi.  

The 84 a Sojamid (Sefstri) Dynasty (ιΡ494-η73ό )  —Sheikh  
Sail u'd-Din .shale+—ilneallydesmeded from Mess, the seventh  

s^^^ttr 

 
beam—was a resident at Ardebli 4Ardabi η south•  

sauωΡaaιΡwest of the Caspian, some time during the Χ4th  
century. It is said that his reputatIon for sanctity , 

attracted the attention of Timor, who aught him out in his  

abode, and was so charmed by the visit that he released, at the  
holy man's request, a number•of captives of Turkish origin, or  

Georgians, taken in the wain with Bayedd. The act ensured to  

the Sheikh the constant devotion and gratitude of these men—
a feeling which was loyally maintained by their descendants  
for the members of his family in successive •generations.  

His son Sedru'd•Din and grandson Kwajx 'All (who visited  
Mecca and died at Jerusalem) retained the high reputation of  
their pious predecessor. Junaid, a grandson of the last, marricd  
a sister of UZIW Σ ssaτι, and by her had a son named Sheikh  

ss^ua 

 
midst, who married his cousin Martha, daughter  

ΗΡι^^m of Usun Ι1aasn and Queen Despina. Three sons  
were the issue of this marriage, Sultan 'Ali, Ibrahim  

WWrza, and the youngest, !smell, the date of whose birth is  
put down as 1480 for reasons which will ap pear hereafter.  
So grit was the influence of Sheikh Haider, and so earnestly  
did he carry out the principles of conduct which had cbaracter- 
ized his family for five generations, that his name has become,  
as it were, inseparable from the dynasty of his son Ismail; and  
the term " Haidań  " (leonine) is applied by many persons to  
indicate generally the Safawids of Persia. The outcome of his  
teaching was a division of Mahommcdanism vitally momentous  
to the world of Islam. The Persiiui mind was peculiarly adapted  
b receive the form of religion prepared for it by the philosophers  
of Ardebil. The doctrines presented were dreamy and mystic;  
they rejected the infallibility of human wisdom, and threw  
suspicion on the order and arrangement of human orthodoxy.  
There was free scope given for the indulgence of that political  
imagination which revels in revolution and chafes at prescriptive  
bondage. As Malcolm remarks, "the very essence of Sufi-ism  
is poetry."  

r Accor^ ίng to Lengths, the annotator of Chardin, his reel designs.  
des was Abu.'LFath Ishek, the Sheikh Saifu 'h-Habit wu 'd•Din or  

• "pens one of trutέ  tad religisι"  . .  
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Thee authorities who maintain that Ya'qub Shah left no  
son to succeed him consider valid the claim to the vacant throne  
of Sheikh Haider Sufi. Purthas says that Yaqub himself,  
"jealous of the multitude of Aidar's discipples and the greatness  
of his fame, caused him to be secretly murthered "; but Krusinski  
attributes the acl.to Rustam a few years later. Zeno, the anony-
mous merchant and Angiolello arrm that the devotee was  
defeated and killed in battle—the first making his conqueror  
to be Alamut, the second a general of Alamut's, and the third  
an offices sent by Rustam named Suleiman Bey. Malcolm,  
following the Z,bdais 't-iawarikh, relates that Sheikh Haider  
was vanquished and slain by the governor of Shirvan. The  
subsequent statement that his son, Sultan '.AS, was seized, in  
company with two younger brothers, by Yi'qub, " one of the  
descendents of their grandfather Usun fJnsan, who, jealous of  
the imsterotu disciples that resorted in Ardebil, confined them  
so the hill fort of Istai hr in Fars," seems to indicate a second  
interpretation of the passage Just extracted' from Purchas,  
and that there is confusion of persons and incident somewhere.  
One of the sons here alluded to was lsmn'il, whom Malcolm  

makes to have been only seven years of age when he fled to  
Ulm in zees. Zeno states that he was then thirteen, which is  

much more probable! and the several date available for reference  

am in favour of this supposition.  
The life of the young Sufi from this period to his assumption  

of royalty in 1499 was full of stirring adventure; and his career  
as Imta Ii I. was a brilliant one. According to lamιΡ,η4  Zeno, who seems to have carefully recorded the  
events of the time, he left his temporary home on an Island of  
Lake Van before he was eighteen, and, puling into Kirabskh,'  
between the eras and Kur, turned in a south-easterly direction  
into Gilan. Here he was enabled, through the assistance of a  

friend of his father, to raise a small form with which to take  
possession of Baku on the Caspian, and thence to march upon  
Shemakha ' In Shltvan, a town 'abandoned to him without a  
struggle. Hearing, however, that Aiamut was advancing to  
meet him, he was compelled to seek new levies from among the  
Jenglan Christians and others. At the head of rfi,000 men, he  
thoroughly routed his opponents, and, having cleared the way  
before him, marched straight upon Tabriz, which at ence sur-
rendered. He was seen after proclaimed shah of Persia (t499),  
under the designation which marked the family school of  
thought.  

Alamut had taken refuge at Dierbekr; but his brother Murad,  
at the had of an army strengthened by Turkish auxiliaries,  
was still in the field with the objet of contesting the paternal  
crown. ! mα'il lost no time in moving against him, and won  
a new victory on the plains of Tabriz. Murad fled with a small  
remnant of his soldiers to Dlarbekr, the rallying-point of the  
White Shan Turkomans. Zeno states that in the followin^6  

year Ismail entered upon a new campaign in Kurdistan and  
Asia Minor, but that betetumed to Tabriz without accomplishing  
his object, having been harassed by the tactics of Ala  std-Daula, 
a beylerbey, or governor in Armenia and parts of Syria. Another  
writer says that he marched against Murad Khan in Irsk-l-
Ajami and Shires. This last account is extremely probable,  
arid would show that the young Turkomn ń  had wished to make  
one grand effort to save Isfahan and Shims (with Kaavin and  
the neighbouring country), these being, after the capital Tabris,  
the most important cities of Usun Ηesan's Persia. His men,  
however, apparently dismayed at the growing prestige of the  

enemy, did not support him, and he was detested and probably  
slain. There is similar evidence of the death of Alamut, who,  
it is alleged, was treacherously banded over to be killed by the  
shah's own hands  

lanes%l returned again tο ?atris (1501) "and mused grcs4  
rejoicings to be made on account of his victory." In z,og  
he had added to his conquests Bagdad, Mosul and Jesus on  

the Tigris. The next year he was called to the province 0$  
▪So thinks the editor and annotatof of the italba Treads is  

?psis, Charles G 	 . 

' Possibly Kara iς1), as being the moos direct teed.  
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Cilia to chastise a refractory ruler. Raving accomplished his 	Seiim remained at Tabriz no more than tight days. Levying  
acoistribulion at that city of a huge number of its skilled artisans  
whom he sent off to Constantinople, he marched thence towards  
Karabagh with intent to 6x his winter gnarters in those parts  
and newly invade Persia in the sp ń ng; but the insubο diπιtios  
of his troops rendered necessary his speedy return to Turkey.  
His expedition, if not very glorious, had not been unproductive  
of visible fruits. Besidα humbling the power of an arrogant  
enemy, he had conquered and annexed ιο  his dom(nloas the  
provinces of Diarbekr and Kurdistan 4  

From 1514 tο 1524, although the hostile feeling between  
the two countries was very strong, there was no serious nor open  
wań arg. Selim's attention was diverted from Persia to Egypt;  
Isma' it took advantage of the sultan's death in ι5ιq to overrun  
and subdue unfortunate Georgia, as Johan Shah of the "Black  
Sheep " had done before him; but Suleiman, who succeeded  
Seism, was too strong to admit of retaliatory invasion being  
carried out with impunity at the acct of Turkey.  

In 1524 Ismail died ,  at Ardebit when on a pilgrimage to the  
tomb of his father. "The Persians dwell with rapture on his  
character," writs Sir John Malcolm, for they deem  
him "not only the founder of a greet dynasty, but  

the person to whom that faith in which they glory  
owes its establishment as a national religion." And he quotes  
a note handed down by Purchas from a contemporary European  
traveller which reports of him thus: " His subjects deemed him  a 
saint, and made use of his name in their prayers. Many disdained  
to wear armour when they fought under Ismail; and so enthu.  
aiastic were his soldiers in their new faith that they used to bare  
their breasts to their enemies and court death, exclaiming 

 ' Shiahl Shish!' to mark the holy cause for which they fought."  
Shah Tahmasp! the eldest of the four sons of Isma'B, succeeded  

to the throne on the death of his father.' The principal occur- 

cad, he came back to his capital and remained there in  
comparative quiet till iso?  t Malcolm's dates are  

ansa&&  somewhat at variance with the above, for he infers  
that Bagdad was subdued in that particular yr,  

but the facts remain, till writers seem to agree that in t 508  
the king's attention was drawn to an invasion of Khorasan by  
Shaibani, or Shahi Beg, the Uzbeg, a descendant of Jenghiz and  
the most formidable opponent of Babar, from whom he had,  
seven years before, wreatcd the city of Samarkand, and whom  
he bad driven-from Turkestan to Kabul. Since these exploits  
he had obtained great successes in Tashkent, Ferghana, Hissar,  
Κunduz, and Kbwarizm (Kharezm), and, at the time referred to,  
had left Samarkand intent upon mischief south and west of the  
Oxus, had passed the Murghab, and had reached Sarakhs (Ser-
akhs). Ismail encamped on this occasion at Isfahan, and there  
concentrated the bulk of his army—strengthening his northern  
(and probably north-eastern) frontier with large bodies of cavalry,  
but maintaining as attitude of simple watchfulness. In 1510,  
when Sbaibani had invaded Khorasan the second time, and had  
ravaged the Persian province of Kerman, Shah Ismail asked  
for redress, referring to the land encroached on as" heredhary ";  
and Shaibani replied that he did not understand on what was  
(ounded the claim "to inherit." Eventually the Persian troops  
were put in movement, and the Uzbegs, having been divided  
into small detachments scattered over the country, fell back  
and retreated to Herat. Their leader repaired to Mew, but  
Ismail quickly followed him and enticed him out to battle  
by taunt and reproach. Shaibani was defected and fled, but  

was overtaken in his flight, and put to the sword, together with  
numerous relatives and companions.  

The next remarkable event in Isma'il's reign is his war with  
Sultan Seim I. Its origin may be traced t ο the Ottoman  

emperor's hatred and persecution of all heretical  
des 

 
Moslems in his dominions, and the shah's anger at  
the fanaticism which had urged him to the slaughter  

of 4ο,οοο Turks suspected to have thrown off the orthodox  
Sunnite doctrines. The sultan's army advanced into Azer-
baijan and western Persia through Toiat and Erzingan. Ismail  
had at this time the greater number of his soldiers employed  
in his needy-conquered province of Khorasan and was driven  
to raise new levies in Kurdistan to obtain a sufficient force to  
resist the invasion. It is asserted by some that his frontier then  
extended westward to Sivas, a city situated in a large high plain  
watered by the Kizil Irmak, and that hence to Khoi, 90m. west  
of Tabriz, he followed the approved and often successful tactics  
of ravaging and retreating, so as to deprive his advancing  
enemy of supplies. There is good evidence to show that the  
Turkish janissariea were within an ace of open revolt, and that  
but for extraordinary firmness in dealing with them they would  
have abandoned their leader in his intended march upon Tabriz.  
In fine, at or near Khoi, the frontier-town of Azerbaijan, the  
battle (1514) was fought between the two rival monarchs, ending  
in the defeat of the Persians and the triumphant entry of Seim  
into their capital.  

There are stirring accounts of that action and of the gallant  
deeds performed by Seim and Ismi il, both personally engaged  
in it, as well as by their generals? Others maintain that Ismail  
was not present at all. It is tolerably certain that the Turks  
won the day by better organization, superiority of numbers,  
and more especially the use of artillery. On the side of the  
hrsians the force insisted of little more than cavalry.  

s π Κ llεs, Malcolm, Creasy, Markham, &e.  
Zeno. An iolello Bays that " the Sophi monarch had left for  

Tauris (Tabrizi in order to assemble more troops." Krusinaki infers  
much to the same effect, for he notes that " Selim came in person  

and took nouns from Ismait, but et Gb wofss οJ his appronck was  
obliged so retreat with precipitation."The battle must thus have  
been fought and the v ίctαχ gained when the shah was himself absent.  
Yet Markham quotes a journal which thus records his tests of  
prowess: " It was in vain that the brave Shah, with a blow of his  
sabre severed a chain with which the Turkish guns wem fastened  
togώ iα to resist the shock of the Persi αe cavalry."  

race in his reign, placed as nearly as possible  in 
chronological order, were a renewal of war with  
the Uzbegs, who had again invaded Ehorasan, and  
the overthrow of their army (1527); the tecovety of Bagdad  
from a Kurdish usurper (1528); the settlement of in internal  
feud between Kizil-bash tribes (Shamlu and Tukulu), contending  
for the custody of the royal person, by the slaughter of the more  
unruly of the disputants (1529); the rescue of Kborsssa from a  
fresh irruption, and of Heat from a besieging army of Uzbegs  
(1530); a new invasion of the Ottomans, from which Persia was  
saved rather by the severity of her climate than by the prowess  
of her warriors (ι 533);  the wresting of Bagdad from Persia by  
the sultan Suleiman (z 534); the king's youngest brother's rebellion  

It was about this time that Ρersia again entered into drct  
relations with one of the states of western Europe. In 1310 and  
1514 Alplionso d'Albuqueeque, the governor of Portuguese India,  
sent envoys to Ismail, seeking an alliance. In 1513. alter occupying  
Hormua, he despatched a third embassy under Fernao Comes de  
Lemos. His object was to utilize the Shiite armies in conjunction  
with the Portuguese fleet for an attack upon the Sunnite powers—
Egypt and Turkey—which were then at war with Portugal in the  
East. See, for further details and authorities, K. G. Jayne. Vasco  
der Coma and his Successors, pp. iοδ- ι io and App. A. (f.osden.  
5910).—ΕD.  
' Malcolm saγs 1523, Krusinski 1525; Angiolello beard of his  

death at Cairo in August r5s4. Krusinski adds that he was forty.  
five years of age.  

s Angiolcllo calls him " Shiaεthemes." As an instance of the  
absurd transliterating current in France as in England the word  
" Ach-tacon " may be mentioned. It is explained in Chardin's  
text to mean "lea hBpitaux 3 Taunt; c'esok-dire lwiix of Cow fait  

ρrφΡÍ*ssue di ofsw." Chardin's editor remarks, "La dern ιhτe  
panic do cc mot eat mBconnaissablc, et je rte pals deviner geld met  
Person signiflant profusion s pu demur naissanee & la corruption  
qu'on wit u2.' In other words, the first syllable "ads" (Antics  
ash) was understood in its common acceptance for "food cc  
"victuals";  but " fawn ' was naturally a puzzler. The solution  of 
the whole difficulty is, however, to be found in the Twco -Persisa  
ail',':..' khas Γak kkenek, pronounced by Tuuks hum koaa„ or  
more vulgarly asks kiwis and even to a French esr•ak4eω,, a  
hospital, literally a sick-house. This word is findoubtedly current  
at Tabris sad throughout northern  Persia. 

*The οψeτ brothers were llkhss, Bshrsm and Sim Miss., tech  
haying had his particular appanage assigned him.  
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and the actual seizure of Heist, necessitating the racovesy of  

that dty and a march tο Kandahar (1536  ); the temporary lose  
of Kandahar in the following year (1537),  when the governor  
ceded it to Prince son of Babe,; the hospitable reception  
atamded to the Indian emperor Humayun ( ι543); the rebellion  
of the shah's brother next in age, Ilkhas, who, by his alliance  

with the sultan, brought on a war with Turkey ( ι5. 8); 1  and  
finally a fresh expedition to Georgia, followed by a revengeful  
inturaion which resulted in the enforced bondage of thousands  
of the inhabitants ( τ me).  

Bayezid, a son of the Turkish emperor, rebelled, and his  

army was beaten in 1559  by the imperial troops at Koala  
in Asia Minor. Re fled tο Persia and took refuge 

τ α with Shah Tahmesp, who pledged himself to give  
him s permanent asylum. Suleiman's demand,  

however, for extradition or execution was too peremptory for  

refusal, and the prince was delivered up to the messengers sent  

to take him. Whatever the motive, the act itself was highly  

appreciated by Suleiman, and became the meags of cementing a  
recently concluded peace between the two monarchs. Perhaps  
the domestic a8ficti οn of the emperor and the anarchy which  

hi his later years bad spread in his dominions bad, however,  
more to do with the maintenance of tranquillity than any mere  

personal feeling, At this time not only was there religious  

fanaticism at wink to slit up the mutual hatred ever existing  

between Sunni and Shi'ah, but the intrigue of European counts  
was probably directed towards the maintenance of an hostility  
which deterred the sultan from aggressive operations north and  

west of Constantinople. "'Tis only the Persian steeds between  

m and ruin" is the reported saying of Busbecq, ambassador  

at Sulciman'a court on the part of Ferdinand of Austria; " the  
Turk would fain be upon in, but he keeps him back."  

In ι56ι Anthony Jenkinson arrived in Persia with a letter  
bum Queen Elizabeth to the shah. He was t ο trot with his  
majesty of " Tnfique and Commerce for our English Mar-
chants," but his reception was not encouraging, and led to  
no result of importance.  

Tabmasp died in 1576, after a reign of about fifty-two  
years. He must have been some sixty-six years of age, having  

come to the throne at fourteen. Writers describe  
s  him as a robust man, of middle stature, wide-lipped,  

and of tawny complexion. He was not wanting  
in soldierly qualities; but his virtues were rather negative than  

decided. The deceased shah had a numerous progeny, and on  
his death his fifth son, Haider Mirza, proclaimed himself king,  
supported in his pretensions by the Kizi1-bash tribe of Ustujulu.  
Another tribe, the Afshar, insisted on the succession of the  
fourth son, Isms il. Had it not been that there were two  

candidates in the field, the contention would have resembled  
that which arose shortly after Tahmasp's accession. Finally  
Ismail, profiting from his brother's wok character and the  
intrigues set on foot against him, obtained his object, and was  
brought from a prison to receive the crown.  

The reign of Ismail II. listed less than two years. He was  
found dead in the house of a confectioner in Kazvin, having  

s^^rrb 
left the world either drunk, drugged or poisoned  
No steps were taken to verify the circumstances, for  

the event itself was a cause of general relief and joy. He was  

succeeded by his eldest brother, Mahommed Mirza, otherwise  
w0Mess.4 called Mahommed Khudabanda, whose claim to  
area.- 	sovereignty had been originally put aside on the  
es'· 	ground of physical infirmity. lie had the good  

sense to trust his state affairs almost wholly to an able  

minister; but he was cowardly enough to deliver up that  
minister into the bands of his enemies. His kingdom was  
distracted by intestine division and rebellion, and the foe  

t 	says that " Shciman led his armies against the Persians  
in ιeveraf campaigns (1513. 1534 15,55, 1548,  1553, 1,554). during 
which the Turks often sυlterεd severely through the diescult nature  
cif the countries traversed, is well as through the bravery and  

Setivσ
itty of the enemy." All the years given were in the reign of  

'Parι#ιs.  

  

appeared also from without. On the east his youngest son  
'Abbas, held possession of Kborasan; on the west. the sultan 'a  
troops again  entered Aserbai'jan and took Tabriz. His  
eldest son, Hamm Mirza, upheld his fortunes to the utmost  
of his power, reduced the rebel chieftains, and forced the Turks  
to make peace end retire; but he was stabbed to death by  
an assassin. On the news of his death reaching Khorasan,  
Murshid Kuli Ehan, leader of the Ustujula Kizil-bash, who had  
made good in fight his claims to the guardianship of 'Abbas,  
at once conducted the young prince from that, province t•  
Kaxvin, and occupied the royal city, The object was evident,  
and in accordance with the popular feeling. 'Abbas, who had  
been proclaimed king by the nobles at Nishapur some two or  
three years before this occurrence, may be said to have now  
undertaken in earnest the cares of sovereignty. liis ill-starred  

father, at no time more than a aominel.ruler, was at Shires,  
apparently deserted by solders and people. Malcolm infers  
that he died a natural death, but when or where is not staled.  

Shah 'Abbas the Great commenced his rang and glorious  
reign (0586) by retracing his steps towards Khorasan, which  
had been zeinvaded by the Uzbegs almost  imme- 
diately after his departure thence with the Kizil-bash p„ w  
chief. They had besieged and taken Herat, killed the  
governor, plundered the town, and laid waste the surrounding  
country. 'Abbas advanced to Meshed, but owing to internal  
troubles he was compelled to return to Kazvin without going  
farther east. In his absence 'Abd-ul-Munim Khan, the Us beg  
commander, attacked the sacred city, obtained possession .1  11 
while the shah lay helplessly ill at Teherin, andallowed his swage  
soldiers full licence to kill and plunder. The whole kingdom  
was perplexed, and 'Abbas had much work to restore confidence  
and tranquillity. But circumstances rendered impossible his  
immediate renewal of the Khorasan warfare. He was summoned  
to Shiraz tο put down rebellion is Fm; and before he could  
drive out the Uzbegs, be had to sec ure himself against Turkish  
inroads threatening from the west. Re had been engaged in  a 
war with Murad ill. in Georgia. Peace was concluded between  
the two sovereigns in 1590; but the terms were unfavou αble  
to Persia, who lost thereby Tabriz and one or mere of the Caspian  

ports. A stipulation was included in the treaty to the eflect  
that Persians were not to curse any longer the first three caliphs,  
—a sort of privilege previously enjoyed by Sbiltes as part and  
parcel of their religious faith.  

In 1597  'Abbas renewed operations against the Uzbegs, and  
succeeded in recovering from them Herat and Khorasan. East-
ward he extended his dominions to Balkń , and in the south his  
generals made the conquest of Bahrain (Bahrein), on the Arabian  
side of the Persian Gulf, and the territory and islands of the  
Persian seaboard, inclusive of the mountainous province of  
Lac He strengthened his position in K.horasan by planting  
colonies of Kurdish horsemen on the frontier, or along what is  
called the ' auk "or skirt of the Turkoman moantains north of  
Persia. In 1601 the war with the Ottoman Empire, which had  
been partially renewed prior to the death of Sultan Mu ed in  
1 595, with little success en the Turkish side, was now entered  
υ^οn by 'Abbas with more vigour. Taking advantage of the  
weakness of his ancient enemy in the days of the poor volup-
tuary Mahommed lI Ι., he began rapidly to remover the provinces  
which Persia had last in preceding reigns, and continued to  
rip his advantages in succeeding, campaigns ender Ahmed L,  
until under Othman II. a peace was signed restoring to Persia  
the boundaries which she had obtained under the first Ismail.  
On the other side Kaadoher, which Tahmasm's lieutenant had  
yielded to the Greet Mogul, was ieeoveredlrom that potentate  
in 1609.  

At the age of seventy, after g reign of forty-two years, 'Abbas  
died at his favourite palace of Faiihabad, on the Boast of  
Mazendaran, on the night of the nth of Jemmy z6z8, Perhaps  
the most distinguished of all Persian kings, his fame was ml  
merely focal but world-wide, At his court were amb ιmadou  
frees £nglad, Russia, Spain, Portugal, Holland .and  India., 

Κrudnιld mei in 158,3.  
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To his Christian subjecta'be was a kind and tolerant rule/.  
The establishment of internal tranquillity, the expulsion of  
interloper, and marauders like Turks and Ilzbegs, the intro-
duction of salutary laws and the promotion of public works of  
utility—these akin would render remarkable his two-score  
years of enlightened government. With a fine face, " of which  
the most remarkable features were a high nose and a keen and  
piercing eye," t he is said tο have been below the middle height,  
robust, active, a sportsman, and capable of much endurance.  
It is, however, to be regretted that this monarch's memory is  
tarnished by more than one dark deed. The murder of his  
eldest son, Sufi Mirza, and the cruel treatment of the two  
younger brothers, were steins which could not be obliterated by  
an after-repentance. All that can be now said or done in the  
matter is to repeat the testimony of hist οrιans that his grief for  
the loss of Sufi Mirza was profound, and that, on his death-
bed, he nominated that prince's son (his own grandson) his  
successor.  

Sam Micaa was seventeen years of age when the nobles, in  
fullilment of the charge committed to them, proclaimed him  

king under the title of Shah Sufi. He reigned  
fourteen yeas. and his reign was it succession of  

barbarities, which can only be attributed to an evil disposition  
acted upon byan education void of all civilizing Influences. When  
left to his own devices he became a drunkard and a murderer,  
and is accused of the death of his mother, sister and favourite.  
queen. Among many other sufferers Imam Kuli Khan, con-
queror of I.ar and Hormuz, the son of one of 'Abbess's most  

famous generals, founder of a college at Shims, and otherwise  
a public benefactor, fell a victim to his savage cruelty. During  
his reign the Uzbegs were driven back from Khorasan, and a  
rebellion was suppressed in Gilan; but Κandthar was again  
handed over to the Moguls of Delhi, and Bagdad retaken from  
Persia by Sultan Murad—both serious national losses. Taver-
nier, without charging the shah with injustice to Christians,  
mentions the circumstance that " the first and only European  
ever publicly executed in Persia was in his reign." He was 

 a watchmaker named Rudolph Stadler, who had slain a Persian  
en suspicion of intrigue with his wife. Offered his life if he  

became a Moslem, he resolutely declined the proposal, and  was 
decapitated. His tomb is to be recognized at Isfahan by the  
words" Cy gut Rodolphe " οn a long wide stab. Shah Safi died  
(1640 at Kashan and was buried at Rum.  

His son, 'Abbas 1L, succeeded him. Beyond regaining  
Κandahar,-an operaton which he is said to have directed in  
um..rc person when barely sixteen, there is not much to  

mark his fife to the outer world. As to foreign  
relations, he received embassies from Europe and a deputation  
from the French East India -Company; he sought to conciliate  
the Uzbegs by treating their refugee chiefs with unusual honour  
and sumptuous hospitality; be kept on good terms with Turkey;  
he forgave the hostility of a Georgian prince when brought t ο  
him a captive; and he was tolerant to all religions—always  
regarding Christians with especial favour. But he was a drunk.  
aid and a debaucher, and chroniclers are divided in opinion  
as to whether he died from the effects of drink or licentious  
living. That he changed the system of blinding his relatives  
from passing a hot metal over the open eye to an extraction  
of the whole pupil is indicative of gross brutality. 'Abbas II  
died (1668) at the age of thirty.eight, after a reign of twenty  
seven years, and was buried at Kum in the same mosque as his  
father.  

'Abbas was succeeded by his son, Shah $ufi IL, crowned a  
second time under the name of Shah Suleiman. Though week,  

dissoli'te and cruel, Suleiman is not without his  
panegyrist: Chardin, whose testimony is all the  

more valuable from the fact that he was contemporary with  
him, relates many stories characteristic of his temper and habits  
He kept op a court at Isfahan which surprised and delighted  
is foreign visitors, among whom were ambassadors from  
Eunojican states, and one learned writer, Kaempfer, credits  

him with wisdom and good policy. During his ieigύ  Kbeelisaa  
was invaded by the ever-encroaching Usbegs, the i ρchek  
Tatars plundered the shores of the Caspian, and the island of  

Kisbm was taken by the Dutch; but the kingdom suffered  
otherwise no material loss. He died in ι em, In the lorty-mntb  
year of his age and twenty-sixth of his reign.  

About a year before his death, he is described by Samoa! a  
missionary from the French king Louis XIV., as tall, strong and  
active, " a fine prince—n little too effeminate for a mounch,"  
with "a Roman nose very well proportioned to other parts,"  
very large blue eyes, and "a midling mouth, a board painted  
black, shav'd round, and well turn'd, even to his ears." Ths  
same writer greatly praiiea him for his kindness to Christian  
missionaries.  

Krusinski's memoir is full of nett(culars reseeding Shah  
$osain, the successor of Suleiman. He bed an side and  a 
younger brother, eons of the same mother, but the 

 eldest had been put to death by his father's ordeze,  
and the youngest secreted by maternal precaution lest a similar  
fate should overtake him. There was, however, a second  
candidate for power in the person of a half-brother, 'Abbe:  
The latter prince was the worthier of the throne, but the other  
better suited the policy of the eunuchs and those noblemen who  
had the right of election. Indeed Sulelman himself Is reported  
to have told the grandees around him, in his last days, that  

"if they were for a martial king that would always keep his  
foot in the stirrup they ought to choose Miαa'Αbhωt, but that  
If they wished fora peaceable reign and a padfie king they  
ought to fix their eyes upon Hosain." But he himself made as  
definitechoice.  

Hosain wan selected, as might have been anticipated. tι  
his accession ( ιύq.) he displayed his attachment to religions  
observances by prohibiting the use of wine—causing all wine-
vessels to be brought out of the royal cellists and destroyed, and  
forbidding the Armenians to sell any more of their stock in  
Isfahan. The shah's grandmother, by feigning herself sick and  
dependent upon wine only for cure, obtained reversal of the  
edict. Fot the following account of Shah liosain and his  
successors tο the accession of Nadir Shah, Sir Clements  
Markham's account has been mainly utilized.  

The new king soon fell under the Influence of mullahs, and was led  
so far to forget his own origin as to persecute the Sufis. Though  
good-hearted he was weak and licentious; and once out of the  
hands of the fanatical party he became ensnared by women and  
entangled in harem intrigues. For twenty years a profound peace  
prevailed throughout the empire, but it was the precursor of a  
temble storm destined to destroy the Ssiawid dynasty and scene  
calamity broadcast over Penis. In the mountainous districts of  
Kandahar and Kabul the hardy tribes of Afghans had for centuries  
led a wild απd almost independent life. They were divided into  
two great branches—the Ghilzais of Gbasni and Kabul and the  
Saduzais of Kandahar and Herat. In 1702 a awly-appointed 

 ovemor, one Shah Nawas, called Guη'i Khan from having  been 
wall" or ruler of Georgia , arnitcd at Kandahar with a toleral ly  

large force. He was a clever and energetic man, and had been  
instructed to take severe measures with the Afghans, some of whom  
were suspected of intriguing to restore the city to the Delhi emperor.  
At this time Kandahar had been for sixty yams uninterruptedly  in 
the shah's possession. The governs appears  to have given great  
offence by the harshness of his proceedings, and a Ghila ń  chief  
mamcd Mir Wa'i, who had complained of his tyranny, was sent a  
pr oner to Isfahan. This person had much ability and ire  little 
cunning. He was permitted to go on a pilgrimage to Mecca. and  
on his return ill 1708 he so gained upon the confidence of the  
Persian court that he was allowed to go back to his country. At  
Kandahar he planeed a conspiracy agsiest the government; slew  
Guip Khan and his retinue, seized the city, defeated two Persian  
armies sent against him, απd died a natural death iii '755. lies  
brother, Mir Abdallah, succeeded him in the government of the  
Afghans; but a(tera few months, Mahmud, a so τι  of Mir Wa'ig, a very  
young man, murdered his uncle απd assumed the title of a sovereign  
prince.  

In the meanwhile the Saduzai tribe revolted at Herat, and declared  
itself Independent in t t7; the Kurds overran the country round  

Hamadan; the Uzbegs dteolated Khorasan; and the Αrabs of Muscat  
seized the island of Bahrejn and threatened Bander AWwsi. Th η.  
surrounded by dangers on ell sides the wretched shah was i ew ί ldered.  
He nude one vain attempt t ο regain his possessions in the Persian  

τ Ριsseat Siak of Persia (London, ‚695).  . _ _ .  
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Gulf; but the Portuguese fleet which lied ptofohed to transport his  
troops tο Bahrein was defeated by the imam of Muscat and forced  
to retreat to Goa.  

The court "of Idahan had no none received tidings of this  
&ester than Mabmud, with a large army of nvaded 

Persia in the year 1721, seized Kermge, end in the  
• following year advanced to within fear days' march of  

• the city of Isfahan. The shah offered him a sum of  
money to return to Kandahar. but the Afghan anawervd by advanc-
tag to a _place celled Gulnabad, within 9  m. of the capital. The 
^1^is^ρhαed Persian army, hastily cefleined, advasced to attack  
the rebels. Its centre was led by Sheikh 'Ali Khan, covered by  
twenty-four field-pieces. The wals of Arabia οoαιmanιdεd the  
right, and the 'itimadu' d-daulah, or prime minister, the left wing .  
The whole force amounted tοςο,oοο men, while the Afghans could  
act 0oint half that number.  

On the 8th of Mash 1722 the richly d ιessεd hosts of  Persia 
appeared before the little band of Afghans, who were scorched end 

 disfigured by their long marches. The wall of Arabia commend  
the battle by attacking the left wing of the Afghans with &rcat  

fury, touting it, and plundering their camp. The prime minister  
immediately afterwards attacked the enemy's right wing, but was  

the P
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is confusion without striking a blow. The wall of Arabia escaped  
into Idahaa sad Mahmud the Afghan gained a complete victory .  

Fifteen thousand Persians remained deed on the field. A panic  
new seized on the surrounding inhabitant., and thousands of country
people fled into the city.Iahan was then one of the most magni-
ficent dries in Asia, containing more than 600,000 Inhabitants.  
Mahmsd seized on the Armenian suburb of Jolla, sod invested the  
doomed city; but Tshmasp, eon of the shaft s  bad previously escaped  
into the mountains of Mazaisdaran, Famine soon bean to press  
hard upon the besieged, and in September Shah Uosasn offered to  
capitulate. Having been conducted to the Afghan camp, he fixed  

the royal plume of leathers on the young rebel's turban  Mramad'a with leis owe hard; and 4000  Afghans were reeled to  
°occupy the palace and gates d the city.' Mahmud  
entered Isfahan in triumph, with the captive shah on his left hand  
and, mating himself on the throne in the royal palace, he was salute  
as sovereign of Persia by the unfortunate Ilcsaiii. Whe πΤah ιΡπrep ι  
the fsgitive prince, received tidings of the abdicatIon of his father,  
be at once asspmcd the title of shah at Kazvin.  

Turkey and Russia were not slow to take advantage of the calami-
ties of Persia. The Turks stlzed on nib,  Tabriz απd Hamadan,  
while Peter the Great, whom aid had been sought by the friendless  
Tabmeap. fitted out a fleet on the Caspiazi,' The R υώ α s occupied  
Sliirvan, sod the provinceGilan south-west cl the Caspian.' and 
Peter made a treaty with Tahmas 1I. in July 1722, by which he  
agreed to drive the Afghans out of Persia on condition that Drsrband 
( eτD bend). Baku, G ί lan Mazandaran and Astarabed were ceded 
to Russia in perpetuity. These we all the richest and most  
important  ποτthσa provinces of Persia.  

Meanwhile the invader, in 1723, invited 300 of thepn ndpal Persian  
nobility to a banquet and massacred them. To prevent their  
children rising up in vengeance they were all murdered also. Then  
he proceeded to slaughter vast numbers of the citizens of Isfaban,  

until the place was naaly Not content with this, 
in February 1725 he assembled all the αptivα of the royal family,  
exceρt the shah, in the courtyard of the palace, απd caused them  
all to be mmdered, commencing massacrecingg t̂hmassacrewiιh his own band. 
The wretched Bonin was himself emended in endeavouring vainly  
to save his infant sop, only five years of age All the males of the  
niyai family, except Hosam himself, Τahmasρt  and two children,  
are said to have perished. At length the inhuman miscreant  
Mabmud died, at the early age of twenty-sewn, on the ττnd of  
April 1725. With scarcely any neck, he had round shoulders, a  
broad fare with a flat noes, a thin bard, and squinting eyes, which  
were ge neally downcast.  

Mahmud was σu0ceeded by his first cousin Akhraf, the son of  
Mit 'Abdallah. He was a brave but cruel Afghan He gave the  
dethroned shah a handsome allowance, and strove, by a rend pdi εγ.  
to a0quire ρορulańt . In 17η, after a short war, he signed  
a treaty with the Turks, acknowltdgsiig the sultan as chief of 

 the Maslems. But the fortunate star of Tahmasp 11. was now be-
binning to rise, απd the days of Afghan usurpation were numbered.  
He had collected α small army hi Mazaadaran, and was supported by  
Fad, 'Al Khan, the powerful chief of the Kajar tribe. In 1727  

'We have an account of the Afghan invasion and sack of Isfaban 
from aneye-witness, Father Krwinski, ρrοcuatα of the Jesuits at  
that plan, whose interesting week was translated Into English in the  
last century.  
' In 1721 Sultan IJoain sent an embassj to the Russia τιs seeking  

aid against the Αf haπs. in May 1722 a flotilla descended the Volga  
cesiunanded by  Tsar Peter sod on the igth of July the Russian  
fist ώ st waved over the Caspian. Giles was occupied by ό 00o men  
sailer General Mat ιιshkίn.  

The Russians remained in Gilan until 1734, when they were  
ebgked to evacuate it, owing to the unhealthiness of the climate.  

the fugitive slush was joined by Nadir Kul, a robber chief, w ho  
murdered Fath 'Ali, and having easily aid  the shah, received  
the aommandof the royal army. In 1719 Ashraf became  
alarmed, and led an Afghan army into Kborssan. where  
he was defeated by Nadir at Damghan, απd forced to arm~  
retreat. The Persian general followed dose in his rear and again  
defeated him outside ldahan in November of the same year.  
The Afghans fled through the town; and Ashraf. murdering the poor 
old shahkilιaaain on h way, hurried with the wreck of his army 
towards 

S 
 iraa. On the 16th of November the victorious Nadir  

entered !daban, and was soon followed by the young shah Tahmasp 
 16, who burst into tears when he beheld the ruined palace of  

his ancestors, His mother who had escaped the numerous mas.  
sacres by disguising herself as a slave απd performing the most  
degrading offices, now came forth and threw herself into his arms.  
Nadir did not give his enemies time to recover from their defeat.  
He followed them up, and again utterly routed them in January  
1730. Ashraf tried to escape to Kandahar almost alone, but was  
murdered by a Party of Baluch robbers; απd thus, by the genius of  
Nadir, his native land was delivered from the terrible Afghan  
invades.  

The ambition of Nadir, however, was fax greater than his loyalty7  
On pretext of incapacity, he dethroned Tahmasp II. in 1732, and  
sent him a prisoner into Khorasan, where he was  
murdered some years afterwards by Nadir's son while  Ii^M  
the conqueror was absent on his Indian expedition.  S^l^wfQ^ 

For a short time the wily usurper placed Tahmesps son on the  
throne, a little child, with the title of 'Abbas Ill., while he con-
tented himself with the olike of regent. Farr little 'Abbas died at  
a very convenient time, in the year 1736, and Nadir then threw off  
the mark. He was proclaimed shah of Persia by a vast amomblage  
on the plain of Mogban.  

By the fall of the Safawid dynasty Penis last her ran of  
national monatchs, coneid τed not only in respect of origin and  
birthplace but in essence and in spirit. lama'il, Tabmasp and  
'Abbas, whatever their faults and failings, were Persian and  
peculiar to Persians. Regarded in a sober English spirit, the  
reign of the great 'Abbas is rendered mythical by mime. But  
something liberal in the philoeophy • of their progenitors threw  
an attractiveness over the e*rlier Safawid kings which was  
wanting in those who came after them. The feet is that, two  
centuries after Shah Iama' i)b accession to the thmne,the Safawid  
race of kings was effete; and it became noceavaay to mike room  
fora more vigorous if not a more lasting rule. Nadir was the  
sung man for the hour and occasion. He had been designated  
w "robber chief "; but his antecedents, like these of many  
others who have filled the petition, have redeeming points of  
melodramatic interest.  

A map attached to krusinskls volumes illustrates the extent  
of Persian Writory in 1728, or one year before Aahraf was  finally 
defeated by Nadir, and some eight years prior to  
the date on which Nadir was himself proclaimed king,  
It sńows, during the reign of the Safawide, T ί11is,  
Eńvan, Khoi and Bagdad to have been within the limits of  
Persia on the west, and in like manner Balkh and Kandsbar  
to have been included within the astern border. There is,  
however, also shown, as a result of the Afghan intruaion and  
the impotency of the later Safawid kings, s long broad strip of  
country to the west, including Tabriz and hiamadan, marked  
"conquests of the Turks," and the whole went shore of the Caspian  
from Astrakan to Mazaridaran marked "conquests of the case  
of Maacovy "; Makren, written Mecran, is designated" a warlike  
independent nation." If further allowance be made for the  

district held by the Afghan invaders as pa: t of their own country,  
it will be seen h0w greatly the extent of Persia proper was  
reduced, and what a work: Nadir had before him to restore the  
kingdom to its former proportloiss.  

But the former proportions had been pertly reverted to, and  
would doubtless have been in some reepecta exceeded, both In  

Afghanistan and t ń e Ottoman domiń ions and on the shore of  
the Casplaq, by the action of this indefatigable general, had not  
Tahmasp II. been led into a premature treaty with the Turks.  
Nadir's anger and indignation bad been great at this weak  
proceeding; indeed, he had made it the ostenaible cause of the  
shah's deροσlιloa. He had addressed letters to all the military  
chiefs of the country, calling upon them for support; be lied sat  
an envoy to Constantinople insisting upon the sultan's restora-
tion of the Persian proving still in his possession—that is,  

ibex's le  
1728.  
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Georgia and part of Aaetheijan--and he bad threatened Bagdad  
with assault. As regent, he had failed twice in taking the city  
of the caliphs, but on the second occasion he had defeated and  
killed its gallant defender, Topal'Othman, and he had succeeded  
in regaining Tiflis, Ears and Sriren. ,  

Russia and Turkey, naturally hostile to one another, had  
taken occasion of the weakness of Persia to forget their mutual  
quarrels and unite to plunder the tottering kingdom of the  
Safawid kings. A partition treaty had been signed between  
these two powers in 1723, by which the czar was to take Astara-
bad, Mazandaran, Gilan, part of Shirvan and Daghisten, while  
the acquisitions of the Porte were to be traced out by aline drawn  
from the junction of the Ares and Eur rivers, and passing along  
by Asdebil, Tabriz and Hamadan, and thence to Kermanshah.  
Tabmssp was to retain the rest of his paternal kingdom on con-
dition of his recognizing the treaty. The ingenious diplomacy  
of Russia is this transaction was manifested in the fact that she  
bad already acquired the greeter pert of the territory allotted  

to her, while Turkey had to obtain her share by further con-
quest. But the combination to des ρ R a feeble neighbour was  
outwitted by the energy of a military commander of a remark-
able type.  

D.—Prows iho ‚d αerχioa of Node' Shah, is :736, he :884.  
Nadir, it has been said, was proclaimed shah in the plaids  

of Moghan in 1736. Mime Mandi relates how this event was  
brought about by his address to the assembled 

ιι  nobles and ollceτs on the morning of the " Nau-ruz,"  
or Persian New-Year's Day, the response to that  

appeal being the offer of the crown. The conditions were that  
the crown should be hereditary in his family, that the claim of  
the Safawids was to be held for ever extinct, and that measures  
should be taken to bring the Shi'ites to accept uniformity of  
worship with the Sunnites. The mulls bashi for high priest)  
objecting to the last, Nadir ordered him to be strangled, a com-
mand which was carried out on the spot. On the day following,  
the agreement having been ratified between sovereign and people,  
be was proclaimed emperor of Persia. At Kazvin the ceremony  
of Inauguration took place. The edict expressing the royal 

 will on the religious question is dated in June, but the date of  
coronation is uncertain. From Kazvin Nadir moved to Isfahan,  
where he organized an expedition against Kandahar, then in  
the possession of a brother of Mahmud, the conqueror of Shah  
QοsιΙn. But before setting out for Afghanistan he took  
measure to secure the Internal quiet of Persia, attacking and  
seizing in his stronghold the chief of the marauding Bakhtisris,  
whom he put to death, retaining many of his men for service  
as soldiers. With an army of 8ο,οοο men he marched through  
Khorasan and Seistan to Kandahar, which dry he blockaded  
Ineffectually fora year; but it fnelly capitulated on the loss of  
the citadel. Balkh fell to Riga Kuli, the king's sou, who,  
moreover, crossed the Oxus and defeated the Uzbegs in battle.  
Besides truing out the lines of Nadimbad, a town since merged 

 In modern Kandahar, Nadir had taken advantage of the time  
available and Of opportunities presented to enlist a large number  
of men from the Abdali and Chihli tribes. It is said that as  
many as xd,000 were at his disposal. His rejection of the  
Shiite tenets as a state religion seems to have propitiated the  
Sunnite Afghans.  

Nadir had sent an ambassador into Hindustan requesting  
the Mogul emperor to order the surrender of certain unruly  
fm  Afghans who bad taken refuge within Indian tetri. 

 tory, but no satisfactory reply was given, and  
obstacles were thrown in the way of the return of the  

embassy. The Persian monarch, not sorry perhap. to finds  
plausible pretext for encroachment hi a quarter so full of promise  
to booty.seeklng soldiers, pursued some of the fugitives through  
Ghazni to Kabul, which dty was then under the immediate  
eoiit'ol of Ness. Kban, governor of pastern Afghanistan, for  
Idahommed Shah of Delhi. This functionary, alarmed at the 

 near approach of the Perasans, led tο Peshawar. Kabul had  
ι Makdm,  

long been considered not only an integral part but also one d  
the main gates of the Indian Empire; notwithstanding a stout  
resistance on the put of its commandant, Shir or Shtrsah Khan,  
the place was stormed and carried (1738) by Nadir, who moved  
on eastward. hikes Mandi relates that from the Kabul plais  
he addressed a new remonstrance to the Delhi court, but that  
his envoy was arrested and killed, and his escort compelled  to 
return by the governor of Jalalabed. The same authority  
notes the occupation of the latter place by Persian troops and  
the march thither from Gendamak. It was probably through  
the Κhaibes (Khyber) Pass that he passed into the Peshawsr 

 plain, for it was there that he first defeated the Imperial dorm  
The invasion of India had now fairly commenced, and its  

successful progress and consummation were mere questions  
of time. The prestige of this Eastern Napoleon was immense  
It had not only reached but bad been very keenly felt at Deli  
before the conquering army had arrived. There was m acted  
religious war; all sectarian distinction had been disavowed; the  
contest was between rigorous Mahommedans and effete Msbona-
medans. Nadir's Way had been prepared by eireumstauees,  
and as he progressed from day to day his army increased . 
There must have been larger accessions by voluntary recruits  
than losses by. death or desertion. The victory on the plain  d 
Karnal, whether accomplished by sheer fighting or the interces,  
lion of treachery, was the natural outcome of the prnioua  
situation, and the submission of the emperor followed as a  
matter of course.  

Delhi must have experienced a sense of relief at the departen  
of its conqueror, whose residence there bed been rndmed  
painfully memorable by carnage and riot. The marriage of  
his son to the granddaughter of Aurangzeb and the formal  
restoration of the crown to the dethroned emperor were doubt-
less politic, but the descendant of Eabar could not easily forget  
}sow humiliating a chapter in history would remain to be written  
against him. The return march of Nadir to Persia is net  
recorded with precision. On the 3th of May 1739 be left the  
gardens of Shalamar, and proceeded by way of Lahore and  
peahawar through the passes to Kabul. Thench he seems i ο  
have returned to Kandahar, and in May 1740—just one yen  
after his departure from Delhi—he was in Herat displaying the  
imperial throne and other costly trophies to the gazed the  
admiring inhabitants Sind was certainly included in the  
cession to him by Mahommed Shah of " all the territories  
westward of the river Attok, " but wily that portion of it,  
such as Thattah (Tatra), situated on the right bank of the  
Indus  

From Herat he moved upon Balkh and Eokhara, and received  
the submission of Abd1-Fais Ehan, the Usbeg ruler, whom be  
restored to his throne on condition that the Oxus  
should be the acknowledged boundary between the  
two empires. The khan of Khwarizm, who had made  
repeated depredations is Persian territory, was taken prisoner  
and executed. Nadir then visited the strong fortress of Relat,  
to which he was greatly attached as the scene of his boyvh  
exploits, and Meshed, which he constituted the capital of he  
empire. He had extended his boundary on the east t the  
Indus, and to the Oxus on the north.  

On the south he was restricted by the Arabian Ocean and  
Persian Gulf; but the wet remained open to his further  
progress. He had in the first place to revenge the  
death of his brother Ibrahim Khan, slain by the wν s en 

 
Lesghiam; and a campaign against the Turks might  
follow in due course. The first movement was unsuccessful.  
sod indirectly attended with disastrous consequences. Neck,  
when hastening to the support of some Afghan levies who wen  
doing good service, was fired at and wounded by astray assailant;  
suspecting his son, Riga Kuli, of complicity, he commanded the  
unfortunate prince to be seized and deprived of sight. Fr is  
that time the heroism of the monarch appeared to die out. Be  
became morose, tyrannical end auspicious. An easy victory  
over the Turks gave him but little additional glory; and be  
readily concluded a peace with the sultan which brought bet  
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asigniSesot gain to Persia! Aiotber battle won hum the  
Ottoman troops near Diarbekr by Naar Wish Mine, the young  
prince who had married a prlecgss of Delhi, left matters much  
the same as before.  

The last years of Nadir's life were full of internal trouble.  
On the part of the ιονereigε, murders and exemitlosa; on that  
of his subjects, revolt and conspiracy. Such a state of things  
could not lest, and certain prescribed persons potted the  
destruction of the hall.demented tyrant. He was despatched  
by Salah Bey, captain of his guards (r747).  He was some sixty  
years of age, and had reigned eleven years About the time of  
setting out on his Indian expedition he was described u a mat  
comely man, upwards of 6 ft., tai, well-proportioned, of robust  
make and constitution; inclined to be fu, but prevented by the  
fatigue he underwent; with fine, large black eyes and eyebrows;  
of sanguine complexion, made more manly by the influence of  
sun and Breather; aloud, strong voice; a moderate wlne.dsbker;  
fond of simple diet, such as pilaoe and plain dishes, but often  
neglectful of meals altogether, and satisfied, if occasion required,  
with parched peas and water, always to be procured. ,  

During the reign of Nadir an attempt was made to establbh  
a British Caspian trade with Persia. The names of Jones  
lianway and John Elton were honourably connected with this  
undertaking; and the former has left moat valuable records of  
the time and country.  

Frets Nadir Shah w its Kajar D warty. After the death of  
Nadir Shah something like anarchy prevailed for thirteen years  

in the greater part of Persia as it existed under  
Shah 'Abbas. No sooner hid the crime become  
known than A1)mad Khan, chief of the Abdali  

Afghans, took possession of. Kandahar and a certain amount  
of treasure. By the amnion of Abmnd Abdall, Afghanistan was  
at once last to the Persian mown, for this leader was strong  
enough to found an independent kingdom. The chief of the  
Bakhtiads, Rasbid, elso.wlth treasure, fled to the mountains,  
and the conspirators Invited 'All, a nephew of the deceased  
monarch, to ascend the vacant throne. The Bakhtlail encour-
aged his brother, 'All Martian, to compete for the sucoeaaion  
to Nadir. The prince was welcomed by his subjects; he told  
them that the murder of his t ncle was due to his own instigation,  
and, in order to conciliate them, remitted the revennea of the  
current year and all extraordinary taxes for the two years  
following.  

Taking the title of 'Add Shah, or the " just " king, be  
commenced his reign by putting to death the two princes Elsa  
Kull and Nasr Web, as well as all relatives whom he considered  
his competitors, with the exception of Shah Rukh, sun of Riga  
Kuli, whom he spared in cam a lineal descendant of Nadir  
should at any time be regώ red. But he had not removed all  
dangerous members of the royal house, nor had he gauged the  

temper of the times or people. 'Adil Shah was soon dethroned  
by his own brother, Ibrahim, and ho in his turn was defeated  
by the adherents of Shah Rukh, who made their leader king.  

This young prince had a better and more legitimate title  
than that of the grandson of Nadir, for he was also grandson,  
shίh on the mother's side, of the Safawid Shah Husain.  

Amiable, generous and liberal•minded, and of pro.  
possessing exterior, he peeved to be a popular prince. But  
he was neither of an age nor character to rule over a people led  

by turbulent and disafected chiefs, ever divided by the con.  
meting interests of personal ambition. Said Mahommed, son  

of Mimza Daud, a chief mulish at Meshed, whose mother wan  

the reputed daughter of Sulcimari, declared himself king, and  
imprisoned and blinded Shah Rukh. Vusuf 'Ali, the general  
commanding the royal troops, defeated and slew Suleiman, and  

replaced his master on the throne, reserving to himself the  
protectorship or regency. A new combination of chiefs, of  

which Ji'afir the Kurd and Mir 'Mein the Arabian are the  

' Creasy says the war broke out in X743, but was terminated  
in 1746 by a treaty which made little change in the old arrange-
gsasts fixed under Moms!  (V. 

Fraser's Siτtory ή  Nadir Shah (t74s).  

principal names handed down, brought about the death of  
Vasuf 'All and the second imprisonment of Shah Rukh. These  
events were followed by a quarrel terminating in the supremacy  
of the Arab. At this juncture Abmad Shah Abdall reappeared  
in Persian Kńorasan from Rent; be attacked and took posses-
sion of Meshed, slew Mir 'Alam, and, pledging the local chiefs  
to support the blinded prince in retaining the kingdom of his  
grandfather, returned to Afghanistan. But thenceforward this  
unfortunate young man was a mere shadow of royalty, and  
his purely local power and prestige had no further influence  
whatever on Persia as a country.  

The land was partitioned among several distinguished persons,  
who bad of old been biding their opportunities, or were born of  
the occasion. Foremost among then was Mabom- 
med Haaan Rbae, bereditsry chief of those Rajara ζτ„  
who were established in the southeast corner of  
the Casplan.His father, Fath 'Ali Klan, after sheltering Shah  
Tahmaap II. at his home in Astarabad, and long acting as  
one of his most loyal supporters, had been put to death by  
Nadir, who had appointed a successor to his chiefdom from the  
" YukaηΡ " or ° upper" Kajars, instead of from his men, the  
" Asbagba," or "lower."' Mabomnied, with his brother, had  
fled to the Turkomans, by whose aid he bad attempted the  
recovery of Astuabad, but had not succeeded in regaining  a 
permanent footing there until Nadir had been removed. On the  
murder of the tyrant he had raised the standard of independence,  
successfully resisted Abmad Shah and his Afghans, who sought  
to check his progress in the interests of Shah Rukh, and even-
tually brought under his own sway the valuable province of  
Giles, Mazandaran and Astaxabad'—quite a little kingdom in  
itself. In the large important province of Azerbaijan, Arad  
Klan, one of Nadir's generals, had estabished a separate  
government; and 'Ali Mardan, brother of the Bakhtiari chief,  
took forcible possession of Isfahan, empowering Shah Rukh's  
governor, Abu'I-Fatb Rican, to act foe the new master instead  
of the old.  

Had 'All Mscdan declared himself an independent ruler he  
would have been by far the mat important of the three persons  
named. But such usurpation at the old Safawid capital wotdd  
have been too flagrant an act for general assent; so be put  
forward Isma'iI, a nephew of Shah IJua αht, as the representative  
of sovereignty, and himself as one of his two ministers—the  
other being Karim Rhan, a chief of the Zeod Kurds Shah  
!smell, it need scarcely be said, posoessed no real authority;  
but the ministers were strong men in their way, and the Zetid  
especially had many high and excelient qualities. After a time  
'Ali Μaιdaα was assassinated, and Scrim Khan became the  
sole being power at Ltahan. The story of the period is thus told  
by R. O. Watson-- 

"The three rivals, ńaefm Axed and Muhammad llssan. pro-
ceeded to settle, by mean of the sword, the question as to which  
of them was to be τhe sole master οf Persia. A thrd- 
sided war then ensued, in the course οf which each of  

the combatants in turn seemed at one time sum to be  tM Tarps 

the final conqueror. Karim, when he had arranged "-- ι·  
matters at ispahan, marched to the borders οf Maaańdaraa,  
where the governor of that province was ready to meet him.  
After a closely contested battle victory retrained with Muhammad  
Ilasan; who, however, was unable to follow up the foe, as be  
had to return in order to encounter Axed. That leader had in-
vaded Gilan, but, on the news reaching him of the victory which  
the governor of Mseandaraa had gained, he thought it prudent  
to retrace his steps to Sultaaiysb. Karim reunited his  shattered 
forces at Tehran, and retired to lspahan to prepare fora second  
campaign. When he again took the field it was not to measure  
himself mice mote with the Kajar chief, but to put down the pre-
tensions of Axed. The wary Afghan, however, shut himself up le  
Kaav(n, a position from which he was enabled to indict much in.  
jury on the army of Karim, while his own troops remained unharmed.  
behind the • walls of the town. Karim retired a ircond time to  

' 

 

There were three branches of the Kajar trite, i.e. the Suldun  
Tuegkut and Jalaiyar. The last, secerdieg to Watson, bemme  

settled in ben and Turan, and seem at first to have given their  
game to all the tribe.  

Watson. Matiolm says that Gilan was under one of its own 
cbisis, Hidalyst Khoo.  

isrkf  e1 
4as+tλ>  
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Ispahan, and in the followlag spring advanced again to meet Azad.  
Α pitched battle took place between them, in which the army of  
Karim was deftated. He retreated to the capital, closely pressed  
by the foe Thence he continued his way to Shires, but Azad was 
still upon his trace.. He then threw himself upon the mercy of  
the Arabs of the Garmsir or hot country, near the Persian Gull, to 
whom the name of the Afghans was hateful, and who rose in a body  
to turn upon Arid. Karim, by their aid, once more repaired her  
losses and advanced on Ispaban, while Muhammad Hasass with  
fifty thousand men was coming from the opposite direction, reedy  
to encounter either the Afghan or the Zend. The Afghan did not  
await his coming, but retired to his government of Tabriz.  

"The Zend issued from ispahan, and was a second time defeated 
 behind the in a 

wall, of Shι s,,
tτ
and á the fellorts of the enemy to dislodge him  

were ineffectual. Muhammad Haean Khan in the following year 
turned his attention to Adarbaijan. Azad was no longer in a posi-
tion to oppose him in the field, and he in turn became master of  
every place of importance in the province, while Arid had to seek  
assistance in vain—first from the pasha of Baghdad, and then from  
his former enemy, the tsar of Georgia. Nit year the conquering  
Kajar returned to Shiraz to make an end of the only rival who now  
stood in his way. On his side were 80,000 men, commanded by  a 

real who had twice defeated the Zend chief on in equal field.  
im was still obliged to take shelter in Shires, and to employ 

artifice io order to. sυρρly the piece of the force in which he was  
deficient. Nor were his efforts in this respect unattended with  
success: seduced by his gold, many of the troops of the Kajar  
began to desert their banners, In the meantime the neighbour-
hood of Shires was laid waste, so as to destroy the source from  
which Muhammad Ruin drew his provisions; by deg τw his army  
vanished, and he had finally to retreat with rapidity to Ispahan  
with the few men that remained to him. Finding his position  
there to be untenable, he reheated still farther to the country 
of his own tribe, while his rival advanced to ispahan, where he  
received the submission of nearly all the chief cities of Persia. The  
ablest of Karines officers, Shaikh Al,,' was sent in pursuit of the  
Kajar chief. The fidelity of the commander to whom that chief-
lain bad confided the cars of the pass lading into Mazandae5n  
was Corrupted • and, a, no further reheat was open to him, he (nuns 
himself under the necessity of fighting. The combat which ensued  
resulted in his complete defeat, although he presented to his followers  
an example of the most determined valour. While attempting to  
effect his escape he wen recognized by the chief of the ether branch  
of the Kajar tribe, who had deserted his muse, and who had a  
blood-feud with him, in pursuance of which he now put him to  
death.  

"For nineteen years after this event Karim Kban ruled with the  
file of wakil, or regent, over the whole of Perań t  excepting the  

κ»  .  province of Khur5dn. He made Shari the seat of  
his government, and by means of his brothers put  

down every attempt which was made to subvert his authont .  
The rule of the great Zend chief was just and mild, and he leon the  
whole, considering his education and the mrtumstanees under 
which he was placed, one of the most (s Mules cbataetes ι to be met  
with in Persian history."  

Karim Khan died at his capital in 1779  in the twentieth  Year 
of his reign, and, it is said, in the eightieth of his ages Rebuilt  
the great bazaar of Shires, had a tomb constructed over the  
remains of Hsfiz, and repaired the " turbat " at the grave of  
Sa'di, outside the walls. He encouraged commerce and agricd-
lure, gave much attention to the shores of the Persian Gulf,  
and carefully studied the welfare of the Armenian community  
settied in his dominions. In his time the British factory was  
removed from Bander Abbasi to Bushire.  

On Karim's death a new period of anarchy supervened. His  
brother, Zaki, a cruel and vindictive chief who, when governor  

rte 
 of Isfahan, bad revolted against Karim, assumed  

the government. At the same time he proclaimed  
Abu 'I-Fat Ι Khan, second son of the deceased monarch, and his  
brother Mahommed'All, joint-successors to the throne The  
seizure of the citadel at Shiraz by the adherents of the former,  

among whom were the more Influential of the Zends, may have  
induced him tο adopt this measure as one of prudent conciliation.  
But the garrison held out, and, to avoid a protracted siege, he  
had recourse to treachery. The suspicious nobles were solemnly  
adjured to trust themselves to his keeping, under promise of  

forgiveness. They believed his professions, tendered their  
submission, and were muelllr butchered. Zaki did not long  
enjoy the fruits of his perfidious dealing. The death of %grim  
Khan had raised two formidable adversaries to mar his peace.  

Aga Mabommed, son of Mabommed lawn, the Kajar chief  
of Asterabad, a prisoner at large in Shires, was in the environs  

(tΥ34-lΝ4  

of that city awaiting Intelligence of the old king's dceaae, and,  
hearing it, instantly escaped to Mazandarin, there to gather his  
tribesmen together and compete for the crown of Persia Taken  
prisoner by Nadir and barbarously mutilated by 'Mil Shah, he  
bad afterwards found means to rejoin his people, but had  
surrendered himself to Karim Khan when his father was killed  
in battle. On the other band, Sadik, brother to Zaki, who had  
won eonsfderable and deserved repute by the capture of Basra  
from the Turkish governor, abandoned his hold of the conquered  
town on besting of the death of Karim, and appeared with his  
army before Shires. To provide against the intended action  
of the fast, Zaki detached his nephew, 'All Murad, at the head  
of his best troops to proceed with all speed to the north; and, as  
to the second, the seizure of such families of Sadik'a followers  
as were then within the wells of the town, and other violent  
measures, struck such dismay into the hearts of the besieging  
soldiers that the diapetsed and abandoned their leader to his  
fate. From Kerman, however, where he found an asylum, the  
latter addressed an urgent appeal for assistance to 'All Murad.  
This chief, encamped at Teherdn when the communication  
reached him, submitted the matter to his men, who decided  
against Zaki, but put forward their own captain as the only  
master the would acknowledge. 'Ai.Murad, leaving the pur-
suit of Age Mahcmmed, then returned to Isfahan, where he was  
received with satisfaction, on the declaration that his one  
object was to restore to his lawful tuheritanc the eldest ion of  
Karim Khan, whom Zaki had set aside in favour of a younger  
brother. The sequel is full of dramatic interest. Zaki, enraged  
at his nepheω's desertion, marched out of Shiraz towards  
Iafsbszr. On his way he cams to the term of Yczdiklrast, where  
he demanded a sum of money from the inhabitatits, claiming  
it as part of secreted revenue; the demand was refused, and  
eighteen of the head men were thrown down the precipice beech  
his window; a " saiυid," or holy men, was the nest victim, and  
his wife and daughter were to be given over to the soldiery, when 

 a suddenly-formed conspiracy took effect, and Zaki's own life  
was taken in retribution for his guilt (1779).  

When intelligence of these events reached Kermgn, Sadik  
Khan hastened to Shiraa, proclaimed himself king in place  
of Abu 'l-Fall} Khan, whom he declared lncompe A,  N 
tent to reign, and put out the eye of the young 
prince. He despatched his son Ji' adr to assume the govern-
ment of Isfaban, and watch the movements of 'Ali Murad,  
who appears to have been then absent from that city; and he  
gave a younger son, 'Ali Kaki, command of an army in the field.  
The campaign ended in the capture of Shires and assumption  
of sovereignty by 'AG Murad, who caused Sadik Khan to be  
put to death.  

From this period up to the accession of Aga Mabommed Khan  
the summarized history of Markham will supply the principal  
facts required.  

'Ali Murad reigned over Persia until 7785, and carried on  a 
successful war wstb Aga Mabommed in Masandssan defeating  
him in several engagements, and occupying Teheran anti Sari  He 
died on his wayr(om the former place to Isfahan, and was suc-
ceeded by Ji'abr, son of Sedik; who reigned at Shims, assisted in  
the government by an able but unpgincipkd " kaleatar," γr head  
magistrate, named Hajji ibrabim. This ruler was poisoned by the  
agency of conspirators, one of whom, Saiyid Mural, succeeded to  
the throne. Hajji Ibrahim however, contriving to maintain the  
loyalty of the citizens towards the Zend reiggning family, the usurper  
was killed, and Lot! 'Ali Khan, son of Ji a Γιτ, ρrοclsimed "0,A1  long. He hid hastened to Shires en hearing of his tam. fathers death and received a warm welcome from the .  
inhabitants. Hajji Ibrahim became his chief adviser, and a new  
minister was found for him in Mirza llonain Sbirazi. At the time  
of his accession Lutf 'Ali Khan was only in his twentieth year.  

handsome, tall, graceful, and an excellent hoiimmii. While 
dring widely in character, he was a worthy successor of Karim  
Khan, the great founder of the Zend dynasty. Lull 'A6 Khan had  
not been many months on the throne when Aga Mabommed ad-
vanced to attack him, and invested the city of ShireS. but retreated 
soon afterwards to TeherAn, which he had made the capital of his  
dominions. The young king then enjoyed a short period of peace.  

' Α five days' usurpation of Bakir Khan, governor of lsfaban, is  
not taken into account.  
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?ifterwards, in 1790, he collected his /orma aid matched against  
the Kujars, so the direction of Isfahan. But ka'ji Ibrahim had 
been intriguing against his sovereign, to whose family he owed  
everything, not only with his officers and soldiers but also with  
Age Mahommed, the chief of the Kajars, and arch-enemy of the  
Zende. Lull 'Ali Khan was suddenly deserted by the whole of his  
army, except seventy faithful followers; and when be retreated to  
Shiraz he found the gates dosed against him by Hajji Ibrahim,  
who held the dty for the Kajar chief Thence falling back upon  
Bushire, he found tbht the sheikh of that town had also betrayed 

 him. Surrounded by treason on every side, he boldly attacked  
and rooted the chief of Bushire and blockaded Shiraz. His  un 
conquerable valour gained him many followers, and he defeated an  
army sent against him by the Kajars in 1792.  

Age Mahοm1nνd then advanced in person against his rival. 
 He encamped with an army of 3*,000 men on the plain of Marda6ht,  

near Shims. Lutf 'Ali Khan in the dead of night, suddenly attacked  
the camp of his enemy with only a few hundred followers. The  
Kajars were completely routed and 'thrown into confusion; but  
Aga Mabommed, with extraordinary presence of mind, remained  
in his tent, απd at the first appearance of dawn his "muezzin,"  
or public crier, was ordered to ill the faithful to morning oraver  
as usual. Astonished at this, the few Zend cavaliers, thinking  
that the whely army of Kajars had returned, fled with precipitation  
leaving the field so posscss απ of Aga Mahommed. The sυeπssfυΙ . 
Kajar then entered Shiraz, end promoted the traitor  Hajji Ibrahim  
tο be his visier. Lest( 'Ali Khan took refuge with the hospitable  
thief of Tabbas in the heart of Kitorasan. where he succeeded in  
collecting a few followers; but advancing into Fars, he was again  
defeated, and forced t ο take refdge at Kandahar.  

In 1794, however, the undaunted prince once more erased the  
Persian frontier determined to make a lest effort and either regain 

d his throne or die in the attempt. Ηe occupied the  
city of Kermfin, then a flourishing commercial town,  
half-way between the Persian Gulf and the province  

of Khorasan. Age Mabommed besieged it with a large army  
in 1795, and, after } stout resistance, the sates were opened  
through treachery l'or three hours the gallant young warrior  
fought m the streets with determined valour, but in vain. When 

 he saw that all hope was gone he, with only three followers, tougght  
his way through the Kajar host and escaped to Bain-Narmashir,  
the most eastern district of the province of Kerm5a on the borders  
of Seistan.  

Furious at the escape of his rival, the savage conqueror ordered  
a general massacre; 20,000 women and children were sold into  
slivery, and 70,000 eyes of the inhabitants of KermX* were brought  
to Aga Mahommed on a platter.  

Lutf 'Ali Khan took refuge in the town of Barn; but the governor  
of Narmash -r, anxious to ρrορitime the conqueror, basely surrounded  
him as he was mounting his faithful horse Kuran to seek a more  
secure asylum. The young educe fought bravely; but, being  
badly wounded and overpowered by numbers, he was secured a 
sent to the camp of the 'ax chief. The spot wherehe was seized 
at Barn, when mounting his horse, was marked by a pyramid,  
farmed, by order of his revengeful enemy, of rite skulls of the most  
faithful of adherents. The most hideous indignities and atrocities  
were committed upon his person by the cruel Kajar, απd finally  
he was sent to Teherhn and murdered, when only in his twenty-
sixth year. Every member of his family and every friend was  
ordered to be massacred by Aga Mahommed; and the successful  
miscreant thus founded the dynasty of the Kajars at the price of  
all the best and noblest blood of Iran.  

'The Rend is said to be a branch of the Ink tribe, dating from  
the time of the Kaianian kings, and claims tohave been charged  
with the care of the Zcnd -Avesta by Zuroaster himscU' The  
tree attached to Μaιkbam:a chapter on the dynasty contains  
the names of eight members of the family only, i.e. four brothers, . 
one of whom had a son, grandson and great-grandson, and one  
a son. Four of the eight were murdered, one was blinded,  
and one cruelly mutilated. In one case a brother murdered a  
brother, in another an uncle blinded his nephew.  

Kajar Dyaasly. —Aga Mabommed was undoubtedly one of  
the moat cruel and vindictive despots that ever disgraced  a 
throne. But be was not without ague for the honour of his  
empire in the eyes of Europe and the outer world, and his early  
career in Mazandaran gave him a deeply-rooted mistrust of  
Russia, with the oBcers of which power he was in constant  
contact. The following story, told by  Forster,t and varied by  
a later writer, is characteristic A party of Russians  having  
obtained permission to build a " counting-house " at Ashraf,  

' Markham. Monier_  says of Karim Khan's family, " it was  a 
kw branch of an obscure tribe in Kurdistan."  

' Ιοuraey ft ο n Βesgal fο tegksd (1798), ii. aoi ; see also Markham,  
pp. 341 , 342.  

in the bay of that name, erected instead a fort-with eighteen  
guns. Aga Mahommed, learning the particulars, visited the  
spot, expressed great pleasure at the work done,  
invited the officers to dine with hum, imprisoned 	

. them, and only spared their lives when they had  
removed the whole of the cannon and razed the fort to the  
ground. This occurrence must have taken place about 1782  

Forger was travelling homeward by the southern shores of  
the Caspian as January 1784, and from him we gather many  
interesting details of the locality and period He calls Aga  
Mahommed chief of Mazandaran, as also of Asterabad and  

some districts situate in Khuraaan," and describes his tribe  
the Kajar, to be, like the Indian Rajput, usually devoted to the  
profession of arms. Whatever hold his father may have had  
on Gilan, it is certain that this province was not then in the  
son's pose erasion, for his brother, Jr aflr Rulf, governor of Balfrush  
(Balfroosh), had made a recent incursion into it and driven  
Hidatyat Khan, its ruler, from Resht to Rnzeli, and Age Mahom-
med was himself meditating another attack on the same quarter.  
The litter's palace wnset San,thena small and partly fortified  
town, thickly inhabited, and with a plentifufly.supplied matket.  
As " the most powerful chief to Persia" since the death of  
Karim Khan, the Russians were seeking to put their yoke upon  
him.  

As Age Mabommed's power inαeased, his dislike and jealousy  
of the Muscovite assumed a more practical shape. His victory  
over Lutf 'Mi was immediately lollowed by an ςemy^frπΡ  
expedition into Georgia. After the death of Nadir eg.iust  
the wall of that country had looked around him Oseaats,  
for the salcst means of shaking off the yoke of Persia; and  
in course of time an opportunity had offered of a promising  
kind. In t783, when the strength of the Persian monarchy wes  
concentrated upon Isfahan and Shiras, the Georgian tax:  

Heraclius entered into an agreemmτ with the empress Catheiin&  
by which all connexion with the shall was disavowed,.  
and a quasi-vassalage to Russia substituted—the said empire  
extending her aegis of protection over her new ally. Agi  
Mahommed now demanded that Heraclius should return  
to his position of tributary and vassal to Persia, and, as his  
demand was rejected, prepared for war. Dividing an army of  
60,000men into three corps, he sent one of these intoDaghestan,  
another was to attack Ezivan, and with the third he himself  
laid'siege to Shusha in the province of Karabakh. The stubborn  
resistance offered at the last-named pace caused him to leave  
there a small investing force only, and to move on with the  
remaiηdα of his-soldiers to join the corps d'arsiii' at Erivan.  
Here, again, the difficulties presented caused him to repeat the  
same process and to effect a junction with his first corps at  
Ganja, the modem ElisavetpoL At this place he encountered  
the Georgian army under Heraclius, defeated it, and marched  
upon Tiflis, which he pillaged, massacring and enslaving a the  
inhabitants. Then he returned triumphant to Τeheτλιι, where  
(or at Ardebil on the way) he was publicly crowned shah of  
Persia. Eń van surrendered, but Shusha continued to hold  
out. These proceedings caused Russia to enter the field.  
Derbent was taken possession of by Imhov, Baku and Shumekhy  
were occupied and Gilan was thrgatened. The death of the  
empress, however, caused the issue of an orde to retire, and  
Derbent and Baku remained the only trophies of the campaign:  

In the meantime Aga Mahommed's attention had been called  
away to the east. Khorasan pould hardly be called an integral  
part of the shah's kingdom so long as it was under (5,  ' s'  
evksa the nominal rule of the blind grandson of r  
Nadir. But the eastern division of the province '  
and its outlying parts- were actually in the bands of  
the Afghans, and Meshed was not Persian in r796 in the sense  
that Delhi was British at the outbreak of the Indian Mutiny.•  
Shah Rilkh held his position, such as it was, rathesunder Abmad  

' lady Sbeilsays ('849);"! saw a few of these unhappy captives  
who all had to embrace Mahommedanism, and many of whom  
had risen to the highest stations, just as the Circassian elides in  
Conttanttnople." . 
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Shah and his successors hi Afghanistan than under any other  

sovereign power. Aga Mahommed determined to restore the  
whole province to Persia, and, after a brief residence in Teheran  
on his return from the Georgian expedition, he set out for  
Meshed. It is important tο note that on the occasion of his  
coronation .  he bad girded on the sabre consecrated at the tomb  
of the founder of the Sa[awid--t ńus openly pledging himself  
to support the Shi'ite faith.  

But there had been continual dissatisfaction in the capital  
of Khorasan, and constant inroads upon it from without, which  
the royal puppet was unable to prevent. His popularity was  
real, but never seemed to have effect outside the limited sphere  
of personal sympathy said regard. Owing to the frequent  
revolutions in the holy city the generals of Timur Shah, king of  
the Afghans, had made three expeditions on Shah Rukh's behalf  
Meshed had been taken and retaken as though he were not a  
resident in it, much less its de jrae king. Moreover, his two sons  
Nadir Musa and Wall N'amat had long been fighting, and the  
former was in trodthe actual ruler of the place Three years  
before Timer had died, and his third son, Zamaa Shah, by the  
intrigues of an influential sirdar, Palyanda Khan, and been  
proclaimed his successor at Kabul.  

Age Mahommed's entry into Meshed was effected without a  
struggle on the part of those in possession. The Kajar shah  
walked on foot to the tomb of Imam Rita, before which he knelt  
and kissed the ground in token of devotion, and was recognized  
as a Shy ite of Shiites. Shah Rukh submissively followed in his  
train. Then began the last act of the local tragedy. The  
blind king's gradual revelation, under horrible torture, of the  
place of concealment of his several jewels and Ireastfres, and his  
deportation and death (of the injuries thus received, at Damghan,  
en route to Masandaran), must be classed among the darkest  
records of Oriental history.  

From Meshed Aga Mahommed sent an envoy to Zaman Shah,  
asking for the cession of Balkh, and explaining his invasion of  
Khorasan; but the Afghan monarch was too perplexed with the  
troubles in his own country and his own insecure position to  
do more than send an unmeaning reply. It is not shown what  
was the understaοd boundary between the two countries at  
this particular period; but Watson states that on the stab's  
departure he had received the submission of the whole of  
Κboτaean, and left in Meshed a garrison of ia,000 men.  

Aga Mahommed had now fairly established his capital at  
Teheran. On his return thither in September ι7ο6 he dismissed  
Osara ιΡa1 his troops for the winter, directing their reassembly  
en 	ά ' in the following spring. The re-invasion by Russia  
0/40 	of the provinces and districts be had recently  
Μ st wrested from her west of the Caspian had made  
grit progress, but the circumstance does not seem to have  
changed his plans for the army. Although, when the spring  
arrived and the shah led his forces to the Axis, the Russians  
bad, it is true, retreated, yet territory had been regained by  
them as far south as the Talysh. Αµ Mahommed had now  
arrived at the close of his career. He was enabled, with some  
dlf culty, to get his troops across the river, and take possession  
of Shushes, which had gives them so much trouble a year or  
two before. There, in camp, he was murdered (1797) by his  
own personal attendants—men who were under sentence of  
death, but allowed to be at large. He was then fifty-seven years  
of age, and had ruled over part of Penis for more than eighteen  
years—over the kingdom generally for about three years, sad  
from his coronation for about one year only.  

The brutal treatment he had experienced in boyhood under  
the orders of 'Adil Shah, and the opprobrious name of" eunuch "  
with which he was taunted by his enemies, no doubt contributed  
to embitter his nature. His contempt of luxury, his avoidance  
of hyperbole and dislike of excessive ceremony, his protection  
to coismerce and consideration for his soldiers, the reluctance  
with which he assumed the crown almost at the close of his  
reign—all these would have been praiseworthy in another man;  
but on his death the memory of his atrocious tyranny alone  
survival. Those who have seen his portrait once will recognize  

the [are wherever presented. " Beaτdless and shrlνelled,"  
writes Sir John Malcolm, " it resembled that of an aged and  
wrinkled woman, and the expression of his countenance, at no  
time pleasant, was horrible when clouded, as it very often was,  
with indignation. He was sensible of this, and could not bear  
that any one should look at him."  
Αµ  Mahommed had made up his mind that he should  )x 

succeeded by his nephew Fath 'Ali Shah, son of his full brother,  
Hoain Kull Khan, governor of Fars. There was  
a short interval of confusion after the murder. The S8^ 

remains of the sovereign were exposed to insult, the  
army was disturbed, the recently captured fort on the left bank  
of the Amos was abandoned, but the wisdom and resolution  
of the minister, Hajji Ibrahim, and of Mira Mahommed Khan  

Kajar secured order tad acceptance of the duly appointed  
heir The first, proclaiming his own allegiance, put himself at  

the head of a large body of troops and marched towards the  
capital. The second closed the gates of Teheran to all corners  

until Fath 'Ali Shah came himself from Shirai. Though instantly  
proclaimed on arrival, the new monarch wasnot crowned until  

the spring of the following year ( ι p8)  
The so-called rebellions which followed were many, but not  

of any magnitude. Such as belong to local history are three  
in number, i.e. that of Sadik Khan Shakaki, the  
general whose possession of the crown jewels enabled RM*1^^s  

him, after the deft of his army at Kasvin, to secure  

his personal safety and obtain a government; of Husain Bull  
Khan, the shah's brother, which was compromised' by the  

mother's intervention; and of Mahommed, son of Zaki Khan,  
Zend, who was defeated on more than one occasion In battle,  
and fled into Turkish territory. Later, Sadik Khan, having  
again incurred the royal displeasure, was seized, confined and  
mercilessly bricked up in his dungeon to die of starvation.  

Another adversary presented himself in the person of Nadir  
Mirza, son of Shah Rukh, who, when Αµ Mahommed appeared  
before Meshed, had taken refuge with the Afghans. Fath '!di  

sent to warn him of the consequences, but without the desired  

effect. Finally, he advanced into Khoeaan with an army  

which appears to have met with no opposition save at Nishapur.  

and Turbet, both of which places were taken, and when it ruched  
Meshed, Nadir Mira tendered his submission, which was  
accepted Peace having been further cemented by an glimmer  
between a Kajar general and the prince's daughter, the shah  
returned to Teheran.  

Now that the narrafive of Persian kings has been brought up to  
the period of the consolidation of the Kajar dynasty and commence-
ment of the 19th century, there remains but to summarise the  

principal events in the reigns of Fath 'Ali Shah and his immediate  
successors, Mahommed Shah and Nara 'd-Din Shah.  

Fath 'All Shah Mme to the throne at about thirty-two year.  

of age, and died at sixty.eight, after a reign of thirty-six years.  

Pema's great aim was to recover in the north-west, as in the north-
east of her empire, the geographical limits obtained for her by the  

Safawid kings, and this was ito easy matter when she had to con-
tend with a strong European power whose territorial limits touched  
her own. Fath Ali Shah undertook, at the outset of  
his reign, a contest with Russia on.the western side of  WWarw  b  the Caspian, which became constant and harassing  
warfare, Georgia was, clearly, not to revert to a Mahom-
mcdan suzerain. In τ8οο its tsar, George, son and successor  
of lleredius, notwithstanding his former pro(eedoe of allegiance  
to the shah, renounced his crown In favour of the RuIan emperor.  
Hi. brother Alexander indignantly tagsdiated the act and resisted  
its fulfilment, but he was defeated by General Lazerov on the hanks  
of the Low. Rena then re-entered the ΰeld. Among the more  
notable occurrences which followed were a three days' Mime, 
fought war £chmiadsin. between the crown prime, 'Abbe.  
and General Zlzianov, in which the Persians suffered much from the  
enemy's artillery, but would not admit the γ were defeated; un-
successful attempts on the part of the Russian commander to get  
possession of Envan: and a surprise, in imp, of the shah's forces,  
which caused them to disperse, and necessitated the king's owe  
presence with rnnfoicements. On the hitter occasion the shah is  
credited with gallantly swimming his horse acmes the Ares, and  
setting an example of energy and vale u. In the following yχα^rr  
'Abbe. Mira advanced upon Sbisbah, the chief of which ρ  
and of the Karabagb had declared for Russia; much fighting en-
sued, and Erivan was formally taken powewiou of in the mama ai  
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ehmιhah. The Russia., mmebser, made a futile attempt on Chin  
b indίιιg troops at Easels, which returned to Bake, where Zizianov  
fell a victim to the treachery of the Persian governor. Somewhat  
beer fleshes Rhsli1 of Shusha, repenting of his Russophilism,  
determined to deliver up the Muscovite guess at that place, ut 

sere betrayed, and he and his relatives put to dαth.  
Remise and engagemena followed with varied success; and the  
sown prince of Penis, alter a demonstration in Shirvan, returned  
to Tabriz. He had  
securing ρoιwsion Derben^ Baku. Shπ aνPro  ύ Sheki, Cs fie. the  
Talysh and Mogan, was probably indebted to gold an well as to  
the (ors of acme. At the same time Persia would not listen to  
the overtures of peso made to her by the governor-general who  
bed succeeded Zizianov.  

Relations had now commenced with England and British India,  
A certain Mandi 'Ali Khan had landed at Bushite, entrusted by  

the governor of Bombay with a letter to the shah, and  
be was followed shorty by an English envoy from the  
governor-general, Captain Malcolm of the Madras  

‚‚a°` 
 

but bout the French, end the trade of the ^Pσsiaα
army. Ho had not 

Gulf. The results were a political and commercial treaty.  
and a return mission to India from Fath 'Ali Shah. Το him  
France next lent her momage. in t80 ι an Arnieelan merchant  
from Bagdad had appeared as the bearer of credentials from  
Napoleon, but his mutest was mistrusted and came to nothing.  
Some ‚ve years afterwards Jaobe τt, after detention and imprison'  
rent on the read, arrived at TehmIn and went back to Europe  
with a duly unedited Per sian ambassador, who concluded a treaty  
with the French emperor at Finkenstein. On the return of the  
Persian diplomatist, a mission of many officers under General  
Gerdes) to instruct and drill the local army es sent from Renee  
to Perssa. Hence arose the cou αter-mission of Sir Hań ond Junes  
from the. British government, which, on arrival at Bombay in  
April r8o8, found that it had been anticipated by a previously  
sent mission from the governor-general of India, under Malcolm  
spin, then holding the rank of brigadier-general.  

The home mission, however, emended to Bushire, and Malcolm 's  

stem thence to India enabled Sir Harford to move on and reach  
the capital in February ι8uq. A few days before his entry General  
Garden bad been dismissed, as the peace of Tilsit debarred  
France from aiding the shah against Russia. Sir 1-larford concluded  
a treaty with Persia the month after his arrival at the capital; but  
the government of India were not content to leave matters in his  
finds: notwithstanding the anomaly of a double mission. Malcolm  
was in 1810 again ticapatched as their own particular envoy He  
brought with him Captains Lindsay and Christie to assist the Persian  
in the war, and presented the shah with some serviceable field.  
pieces; but there was little occasion fot the exercise of his diplomatic  
ability see in his noo-ofllcial intercourse with the people, and here  
be availed himself of it to the greet adva αtage of himself and his  
country.' He was welcomed by the shah in camp at Ujani, and  
took leave a mouth afterwards to return via Bagdad and Basin  
to India. The next year Sir Raeford Jones was relieved as envoy  
by Sir Gee Ouselsy.  

Meanwhile hostilities had been resented with Russia. and in  
1812 the British envoy used his geed n ces for the restoration of  

peace, but the endeavour failed. To add to the Persian  
Re LV difficulty, in July of this year a treaty was concluded  
RRe.We  between England and R'nsia, and thin circumstance  

moused the envoy to direct that British omcers should  
lake no further part in Russo-Persian military operations. Christie  
and Lindsey, however, resolved to remain at their own risk, and  
advanced with the Persian army to the Ara.. On the gist of  
October the force was surprised by an attack of the enemy, and  
retreated; the next night they were again attacked and rested at  
A'laaduz. Christie fell bravely fighting at the head of his brigade;  
Lindsay savd two of his nine guns; but neither of the two English - 
men was responsible for the disaster. Lenkonn ors taken by  
Persia, but retaken by Resin during the next three months; and  
on the 13th of October 1813, through Sir Gore Ouseley's interven- 
tion, the Treaty of Celistae glut an end t ο the war. Persia formally  
ceded G.ouiia and the seven psoviiiceabefore named, with Karabakh.  

On the death of the emperor Alexander in December 1823 Prince  
Menshikov es sent to Teberis' to settle a dispute which had arisen  
between the two governments regarding the, prescribed frontier. 
Bm, as the claim of Persia to a particular district then occupied  
by Russia could not be admitted, the special envoy was given  
kn congd, and war wan recommenced. The chief of Talysh struck  
the first blow, and drove the enemy from Leukemic The Perms  
then carried all before them; and the hereditary chiefs of Sbirvan.  
libeki and Baku returned from exile to ao- ιιperate with the shah's  
general in the south, in the course of three weeks the only  

i The " w akilu 'l-mulk, ' governor of Kerman, told Celatel  
Geldamid, when his guest in 1866, that "hi. father had been Sir  
John Mal elm's M ιhιιιmrdπr. There sever ors such a man as  
Malcolm 5.1db.' Net only was he gene rous on the pan of his  

gevorasient, but with his own money slaO."—( Telegraph red Teas(,  

advanced petit held by the grer or'gensral of the Caucasus  was 
the obstinate little fortress of Sbusha. Burt before long all was  
again changed Hearing that a Russian force of some gone men  
was concentrated at ΓiΙliι, Mahommed Mirsa. son of the crown  
prince, advanced to meet them on the banks of the Zesam. tie  
was defeated; and his father was routed more seriously still at  
Ganja. The shah made great effects to renew the war' but divisions  
took place in his son's camp, not conducive to succeesiul operations,

ls   peace 
 and Nakhichevaα u well á 	cost st of the war; and in  

iΘη^ έ̂̂ pιιgc was reopened. Briefly, after successive gains  
only Erivan was taken from Persia but Tabriz also,  

and flashy, through the intervention of Sir John Macdonald. the  
English envoy, a new treaty was concluded at Turknanchai, la ing  
down the boundary between Russia and Persia. Among the hard  
conditions for the latter country were the cession in perpetuity of  
the khanats of Erwin and Nakhichevan, the inabdity to have  
an armed vessel in the Caspian, and the payment o(a war indemnity  
of some ,000,000.  

Afterthe neighbourÍng state next in importance to the 
well-being of Persia was Turkey, with whom she was united on the  
west by  a commwn line of frontier. Scum had not w  
scrupled, in 1804 and 1803, to allow the Russians to Sr 

make free use of the south-eastern dais of the Βlad hr  `  
Sea, to facilitate operations against the shah's troops; and there  
hid been a pamage of arms between the king's eldest ten, Mahommed  
'All Mins, and Suleiman Pasha, ion-in-law of the governor-general 

 of Bagdad, which Is locally credited as a battle ton by the former,  
But there was no open rupture between the two sovereign until  
18ar, when the fronterdesputs and complaints of Persian travellers,  
merchants and pilgńms culminated in a declaration of war. This  
made'Abbss Mira at once seize sin the fortified places of Toprak  
Kahah and Ak Sarni* within the limits of the Ottoman Empire, and,  
overcoming the insuSicient force sent against him, he was further  
enabled to extend his inroads to Mush, Bitlia and other known  
localities. The Turkish government retaliated by a counter-
invasion of the Persian frontier on the south. At that time the  
Pasha of Bagdad was in command of the troops. He was defeated  
by Mahommed 'Ali Mirra, then prince-governor of Kermanahah,  
who drove his adversary beck towards his capital and advanced to  
its immediate environs. Being attacked with cholera, however,  
the Persian commander reεrosd the frontier, but only to succumb  
to the disease in the pas of Kirind. In the sequel a kind of  
desultory warfare appears to have been prosecuted on the Persian  
side of Kurdigan, and the shah himself came down with an army to  
Hamadan. Cholera broke out in the royal camp and caused the  
troops to disperse.  

In the north the pr νess of 'Abbas Mira was stopped at Bayazid-
by a like deadly visitation; and a suspension 4 bostilities was  
agreed upon for the wing season At the expiration of four months  
the sirder of Erivan took ems:mien of a Turkish military station  
on the road to Erasrum, and the crown prince marched upon that  
city at the heed of 30,000 men The Ottoman army which met  
him is said to have numbered some Ss,000; but victory was  
on the side of their opponents. Whether the result was owing to  
the defection of ι3,0οο Kurds or not the evidence adduced is in. 
suff dent to decide. In the English records of the period it is stated  
that the defeat of the Turks was complete.  

Ρrofiting from this victory, 'Abbas Mira repeated an offs of  
peace before made without avail to the pasha of Rrxerum; and, in  
ceder to conciliate him more effectually, he retired within the old  
limits of the dominion of the shah, his father. But more troubles  
arose at Bagdad, and other reasons Intervened to protract negotia-
tions for a year and a half. At length, in July ι8a3, the Treaty of  
Erse υm closed the war between Turkey and Perna. It ptovidod  
especially against a recurrence of the proved causes of war, such  
as extorting taxes from Persian travellers or pilgrims, dlsi'eepect 

 to the ladies of the royal harem and ether ladies of rank proceeding  
to Mecca or Karbala (Kerbela), Irregular leeks of custom-duties,  
non.punishment of Kurdish depredators transgressing the boundary,  
and the like.  

With respect-to the astern boundaries of his kingdom. Fath 
 'Ali Shah was fortunate in having to deal with a less dangerous  

neighbour than the Muscovite of persistent policy and Τι.Α  the Turk of precarious friendship. The Afghan, though  
equal to the Persian in physical force and prowess, was ^ι0oa  Pe  
his inferior in worldly knowledge and experience. Moreover, the  
family divisions among the ruling houses of Afghanistan grew  
front day to day more destructive to that patriotism and sane of  
nationality which Ahmed Shah had held out to his countrymen its  
the sole specifics for hemming a strong people.  

The revolt of Nadir Mira had, as before explained, draws the  
shah's attention to Khorasan in the early art of his reign; but,  
although greet had for the moment been restored at Meshed by  
the presence of the royal amp, fresh grounds of complaint were  
urged against the rash but powerless prince, and recourse ws had  
to extreme measures. Charged with the murder of a holy siyid  
his hands were cut off and his tongue was plucked out, as part  at  
the horrible punishment inflicted on him. It does not appear that  
Nadir Mmes cause was ever seriously .apoesod by the Aigbane.  
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nor that Path 'Ali Shah's claim to Mashed. as belsoghig to the  
Persian crown, was actively resisted. But the large lkosince of  
Khorasan, 0f which Meshed was the capital, had never bten other  
than a nominal dependency of the crown since the death of Nadir;  
and in the autumn of 1830 the shah, under Russian advice, as-
sembled a large force to bring into subjection all turbulent and  
'effectery Chiefs on the east of his kingdom. Vend and Kerman  
were the first points of attack; Khoranen was afterwards entered  
by Samoan, or the main raid from Teher&ri The expedition, led  
by 'Abbas Mine, involved some hard fighting and much Iota of  
life; several forts and planes were captured, among them Kuvhan  
and Seπakhα; and it may be concluded that the objects contem-
plated were more or less attained. An English officer, Colonel  
Shea, commanded what was called the.' British detachment"  
which accompanied the prince. Thus far as regards Veld, Kerman  
and Khorasan. It was otherwise with Herat.  

Hajli Bitutu'd-Din, ion of Timms Shah, reigned undisturbed in  
that city from. 1800 to iSid. Since Path 'AG Shah's accession he  
and his brother Mahmud had been, as it were, under Persian pro.  
tection. Persia claimed the principality of Herat as part of the  
empire of Nadir, but her pretensions had been satisfied by paymeata  
of tribute ow evasive replies. Now, however, that she marched her  
army against the place, Fine= 'd-Din celled in the aid of his brother  
Mahmud Shah of Kabul, who sent to him the famous visier, Path  
Khan Barakzai. The latter, intriguing on his own account, got  
possession of the town and citadel; he then sallied forth, engaged  
the Persian forces, and forced them to retire into their own country.  
Tin 1824. on a suhicitetion from Mustafe Khan. who had got temporary  
hold of Rent, more troops were despatched thither, but, by the  
use of money or bribes. their departure was purchased..  Some 
eight or nine years afterwards 'Abban Mirxn, when at the head of  
his army in Meshed, invited Vat Mohammed Khan of Herat to  
discuss a settlement of differences between the two governments.  
The meeting was unproductive of good. Again the Persian troops  
advanced to Herat itself under the command of Mahommed Mims,  
son of Abbas; but the news of his father's death c. ιieed the tom 
m ender to break up his camp and return to Meshed,  

Sir Gore Ouseley returned to England in 1814, in which year  
Mr Ellis. assisted by Mr Mforier—whose " Hajji Bala " is the υm  
failing proof of his ability and deep knowledge of ['ensign character  
--negotiated on the part of Great Britain the Treaty of Τeheιδu.  
England we to provide troops or a subsidy in the event of %epro-
voked invasion, while Persia was to attack the Afghans should  
they invade India Captain Willek succeeded Reset as chargi  
d'affaieu, in 1815, end since that period Great flih un has always  
bein re ted at the lkr_ian court, it was in 1,ith 'All Shah's  
reign tml t Henry Martyn was in Persia. and conipleted his able  
translation of the New Testament into the language of that country.  
Little more remains to be here narrated of the days of Path 'All  
Shah. Among the remarkable occurrences maybe noted the murder  
at Teheran In 1838 of M. Grebayadov, the Russian envoy, whose 
conduct in forcibly retaining two women of Ediven provoked the  
interference of the mullaa and people. To tapair,the evil con-
sequences of this act a conciliatory embassy :, consisting of a young  
net of the crown prince and some high oifteere of the state, was  
desuatched to Si Petersburg, Shortly afterwards the alliance  
with Russia was strnngtheissd, and that with England slackened  
in proportion.  

Fath 'Ali Shah had a numerous family. Agreeably to the Persian  
custom, asserted by his ρredeοeωrι of nominating the heirapparent  
from the sem of the sovereign without restriction to aeniorny. he  

bad passed over the eldest, Mahommed 'Ali, in favour of a junior.  
'Abbas; but, as the nominee died in the lifetime of his father, the  

old king had proclaimed Mabommed Mgrs, the son of 'Abbas, and  
bis own grandson, to be his successor. Why a, younger son had  
been originally selected, to the prejudice of his elder brother, is  
differently stated by different writers. The true reason was probably  
the superior rank of his mother.  

Mahommed Shah was twenty-eight years old when he came to  
the throne in 1834. He died at the age of forty-two, after a reign  

of about thirteen and a half years. His secession was  

sub.^a  not publicly notified for some months after his grand- 
father's death, for it was necessary to clear theway of  

all competitors, and there were two on this occasion—one 'Au  
Mires, governor of Teheran, who actually assumed a royal title.  
and one Baton 'Ali Mira, governor of Shirai. Owing tb the· teρs  
taken by the British envoy, Sir John Campbell, assisted by Colonel  
Bethune, at the head of a considerable force, supplied with e τtdleη,  
the pφροeition of the first was neutralized, and Mahoosmed Shah,  
entering Teheran on the and of January, was proclaimed king on  
the 3tst of the same month. It cost more time and trouble t ο  
bring the second to book. Hasan 'All, " farmaafatmm," or  tom- 
mander-iachief, and his brother andabettorebad an army at their  
disposal In Fars. Sir Henry Lindsay Bethune matched her soldiers  
40sl fahan to be ready to meet them. An engagement which took  
place near Kumishah, on the road between isfaban and Shiras,  
having been successful, the English commander pushed on to the  
letter town, where the two rebel princes were seized and imprisons).  
Forwarded under escort to Teheran, they were, accnwding t ο Watson,  
ordered w be sett on thence as mete psiaoatr' to Anlebil but the  

fermatιdarnm &mien the bay and bps brother wis blInded Wert
ncarceration. Markham, howtver, states that both 'All  Mime 

and Hasan 'Ali were allowed to retire with a small pension, and that  
no atrocities stained the beginning of the reign of Mahommed Shah  
It is presumed that the fate of the prime minister ow" kaini-niakam, '  
who was strangled.in prison, was an more than an ordinary execatiaa  
of the law, This event, and the ρreaΙ.mce of plague and cholera  
at Teheran, masked somewhat gloomily the new monarch's first  

• I'he selection di a premier was one of the jut migń ty qumlona  
for solution. A member of the royal family, the " a ιa[Ω 'd-loss,"  
governor of Khorasan, left his government to urge his nndidatmg  
for the past. The king's choice, however, fell on Hajj ί  Mims  
Aghast, a native of Eń ven, who, in former years, as tutor to the 
sons of 'Abbna Mira, had gained a certain reputation for learning  
sad a smattering of the occult scisoces, but whoa quallflcatio  
for statesmanship were craftiness and suspicIon, As might have  
been anticipated, the lbajji fell into the hands of Russia, represented  
by Count Simonich, who urged him to a fresh ex ρedit οu into  
Khoranan and the siege of hem. Them was no doubt  
a plausible pretext for both proposals. The chiefs,  
reduced to temporary submission by 'Abbe Mina, had  hhIatt  
again revolted; and Shab Kamran, supported by his  Hest 
vizier, Yar Mahommed, had broken those engagements and pledges  
on the strength of which Fathi'AIl Shah had witbdrawn his troops.  
In addition to these comes of offence he had appropriated the  
province of Seistan, over which Persia had long professed to hold  
the rights of suzerainty. But the king's ambition was to go farther  
than retaliation or chastisement. He refused to acknowledge any  
right 
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the empire of the Safawid dynasty. The advice of the British  
envoy was dissuasive in this respect, and therefore distasteful.  

Sir John Campbell, in less than a year after the soverefgn't  
installation, went home, and was succeeded as British envoy by  
'Henry Ellis. The change in personnel signified also a teenier of  
superintendence of the Persian legatioay which passed from the  
government in India to the authorities in England. The expedi-
tion was to commence with a campaign against the T υrcomans- -
Herat being its later destination. Suchc οιτπο -pp s as Ellis 
had suggested for consideration had been polαlyapolaside, and  
the case setsow more than ever complicated by the action of the  
Barakiai chiefs of Kandahar, who bad sent a mission to Teheotn to  
offer assistance against their &idua.i rival at Hemt. Fresh provo-
cation had, moreover, been given to the shah's government W the  
rash and incapable Korean,  

About the close of the summer the force moved from Teheran.  
The royal camp was near Astarabad in November 1836. Food we  
scarce: barley sold for ten times the usual pace, and wheat was not  
procurable for any money. The troops were dissatisfied and, being  
kept without pay and on short rations, took to plundering. There  
had beers operations on the banks of the Gurgan, and the Turcomans  
had been dńven from one of their strongholds but little or no pro-
gress had been made in the subjection of these marauders, end the  
Heretis had sent word that all they could do was to pay tribute,  
e nd, if that were insufficient, the shah bad better march to Heat.  
A military council was held at Shahrud, when it was decided to  
return to the capital and set out again in the spring. Accordingly  
the troops dispersed,and the sovereign's presence at Teheriin was 
taken advontaye of y the British minister to renew his attempts  
in the cause of peace. Although on the present occasion Simomch  
ostensibly aided the British charge d'sdaires M'Neill, who had  
succeeded Elks in x836, no argument was of any avail to divert  
the monarch from his purpose Ηe again set out in the summer,  
and, invading the Herat territory in November 1837, began the  
siege on the s3rd of that month.  

Not until September in the following year did the Persian army  
withdraw from before the walls of the city; and then the move-
ment only took place on the action of the British govern- Sk  N meet. M'Neill, who had jolned the Persian camp an 8ιΡra6 the 6th of April, left it again on the 7th of June. He  
had done all in his power to effect a reasonable agreement between  
the contending parties; but both in this respect and in the matter of  
a commercial treaty with England, then under negotiation, his  
efforts had been met with evasion and latent hostility. The  
Russian envoy, who had appeared among the tents of the besieging  
army almost simultaneously with his English colleague, no sooner  
found himself alone in his diplomacy than he resumed his aggressive  
Counsels, and little more than a fortnight had elapsed since M'Neiil'a  
departure when a vigαous assault, planned, it is asserted, by  
Simonich himself, was made upon Herat. The Persians attacked  
at five points, at one of which they would in all likelihood have been  
suceesdel had not the Afghans been aided by Eldred &stringer, a  
young Englishman, , who with the science of an artillery officα  
ccmbined a courage and detemsinat'on which Inevitably influenced  
his aubordinanas. Still the garrison was disheartened: but Colonel 
Stoddart's arrival on the i ith of August to threaten the shah with  
British intervMtion put a step to further action. Colonel Stoddert's  
refusal to allow any but British medietαs to decide the pending  
dispute won the day; and that officer was able to report that on  
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the 9th of September Mohammed Shah bad "mounted his boom"  
and gone from before the wall of the beleaguered city.  

The siege of Herat, which lasted for nearly ten months, was the  
peat event in the reign of Mahommed Shah. The British expedition 
in support of Shah Shuj'a, which may be called its natural conse-
quence, involves a question foreign to the present narrative.  

The remainder of the king's reign was marked by new difficulties  
with the British government; the relieliioiioI Aga Kban Mahlati  
otherwise known as the chief of the Assassins; a new rupture with  
Turkey; the banishment of the asaf u'ddaula, governor of Khorasan,  
followed by the insurrection and defeat of his son' and the rise of  
Bebiiam (g.s.). The first of these onlycalls for any detailed account.  

In the demands of the British Government was included the  
cession by Persia of maces such as Farah and Sabaewar, which had  

been taken during the war from the Afghans, as  well 
DiSΙseΙY as reparation for the violence offered to the courier of  
setS 
^ 

the British legation. M' Νeiü gave a certain time for  
ξΡlecision, at the end of Which f  no satisfactory reply  

having reached him, he broke off dIplomatic relations, ordered the  
British officers lent to the shah to proceed towards Bagdad en route  
to India, and retired to Erxensm with the members of his mission.  
On the Persian side, charges were made against M'Neill, and a  
special envoy was sent to England to support them. An endeavour  
was at the same time made to interest the cabinets of Europe in  
influencing the British government on behalf of Persia. The  
envoy managed to obtain an interview with the minister of foreign  
affairs in London, who, in Julyy 1819, supplied him with a statement,  
fuller than before, of all English demands upon his country. Con-
siderable delay ensued, but the outcome of the whole proceedings  
was not only acceptance but fulfilment of all the engagements  
contracted. In the meantime the island of Khesak had been taken  
possession of by an expedition from India.  

On the 11th of October 1841 a new mission arrived at Teherfin  
from London, under John (afterwards Sir John) M'Neill, to renew  
diploniatic relations. It was most cordially received by the shah,  
and as one of its immediate results, Kharak was evacuated by the  
British-Indian troops.  

There had been a long diplomatic correspondence in Europe on  
the proceedings of Count Ssmοmch and other Russian officers at  
Herat. Among the papers is a very important letter from Count  
Nessebode to Count Pozzo di Serge in which Russia declares herself  
to be the first to counsel the shah to acquiesce in the demand made  
upon him, bemuse she found " justice on the side of England " and  

wrong on the side of Persia." She withdrew her agent from  
Kandahar and would "not have with the Mghans any relations  
but those of commerea, and in no wise any  po litical interests."  

Aga Khade rebellion was fostered by the defection to his cause  
of a large portion of the force sent against him; but be yielded at 
last to the local authorities of Kerman and lied the province and  
country. Be afterwards resided many years at Bombay, where,  
while maintaining among natives a y υasi•eρωkιιαl character, he Was  
better known among Europeans for his doings on the turf.  
• The quarrel with Turkey was generally sheet frontier re tiau^s. 
Eventually the matter ems rreferrεd to an Anglo.Riiasian commission,  
of which Colonel Williams (afterwards Sir Fcnwick Williams of Kars) 

 was president. A massacre of Persians at Keri elm might have  
seriously complicated the dispute, but, after a first bunt of isdigna..  
tioix and calf for vengeance, an expression of the regret of the  
Ottoman government was accepted as a sufficient apology for the  
occurrence.  

The rebellion of the asafu 'd-daula, maternal uncle of the shah,  
was punished by exile, while his son, after giving trouble to his  
opponents, and once-gaining a victory over them, took shelter with  
the Turcomans.  

Before closing the reign of Mahommcd Shah note should be taken  
of a prohibition to im_pςιooιιcc African slaves α slas into Perna 
me 	

, and a com- 
rcial treaty with England 	,,. o.ded by Watson as gratifying  

achievements of the period by British diplomatists. The French  
missions in which our the names of ΜΜ. de Iavalette and de  
Swages were notable is their way, but somewhat barren of results  

In the autumn of 18,18 the shah was seized with the malady  
or combination of maladies, which mused his death. Gout and  
erysipelas lad, it ό  said: ruined his constitution, and he died at  
his palace in Shimran on the 4th of September. He was buried at  
Kum, where is situated the shrine of Fatima, daughter of Imam  
Rica, by the side of his grandfather, Frith 'Ali, and other kings  
of Persia. In person he is described as short and fat, with an  
aquiline nose and agreeable countenance!  

On the occasion of his father'. death. Nasru 'd-Dk Mira, who  
bed been prvcisimed web 'a d, or heir apparent, some years before.  

was absent at Tabriz, the headquarters of his ρτονιnce of  
Nossi 
,s- 	Asαbaίjaη. Colonel Farmnt, then charge d effaires on 

'.m. 	
the part of the British government, in the absence of  
Colonel Shell, who had succeeded Sir John M'Netll, had,  

in anticipation of the•shah's decease and consequent trouble, sent  
a nwnsIger to summon him instantly to Teheran. The British  
p&cer, moreover, associated himself with Prince Dolgoruki, the  
representative of Russia, to secure the young prince's accession.  

Watson. 	 1  Markbam'  

The queen-methee, as pteddent of the oouncl, sheered much  
judgment and captcity in conciliating adverse parties. But the  
six or seven weeks which passed between the death of the one king  
and the coronation of the other proved a disturbed interval, and full 
of stiriinng incident. The old minister, Hajji Mira Aghasi, shut  
himself if up in the royal dace with 1200 followers, and had to take  
refuge in the sanctuary of Shah 'Abdul-'Azim near Teher8n. On  
the other hand Mira Aga Khan, a partisan of the asafu 'd-daula,  
and himself an ex-minister of war, whom the haj'i had ca υsedκο be 

ed banish, was welcomed back to the capital. At Isafahan, Shirai  
and Kerman serious riots took place, which were with difficulty  
suppressed. While revolution prevailed in the city, robbery  was 
rife in the province of Vend; and from Karvin the eon of 'Ali }Airza  
otherwise called the" zil lit s-sultan," the prince-governor of TeherAn,  
who disputed the succession of Mahommed  Shah, came forth to  
contest the crown with his cousin, the heir-apparent. The last-
named incident soon Mme to an inglorious termination for its hero.  
But a more serious revolt was in full force at Meshed when, on the  
moth of October 1848, the yours shah entered his capital and was 
crowned at midnight king of ]:Persia.  

The chief events in the long reign of Nauru 'd-Din, fall under  
four heeds: ( ι) the insurrection in Khorasan, (2) the insurrection  
of the Babis, (3) the fall of the amiru 'n-nlam, and (4) the war with  
England.  

It has been stated that the snafu 'd-daula was a competitor  
with Hajji Mira Aghasi for the post of premier in the cabinet of  
Mahommed Shah, that he was afterwards, in the same ,  
reign, exiled for rising in rebellion, and that his son,  
the solar, took shelter with the Twcomans. Some  VOO tO  
four months prior to the Mahommed Shah's decease  
the latter chief bad reappeared in arms against his authority; 1*  
had gained possession of Meshed itself, driving the prince-governor.  
flames Mirza, into the citadel; and so firm was his attitude that  
Var Mahommed of Hems, who had come to help the government  
officials, had retired after a fruitless cooperation, drawing away  
the prince.govcmor also. The solar now defied Mitred Mira,  
Nagru 'd-Din's uncle, who was besieging the city. In April 1850,  
after it siege of more than eighteen months, fortune turned against  
the bold insurgent, and negotiations were opened for the surrender  
of the town and citadel. TreacheTy may have had to do with the  
result, for when the shah's troops entered the holy city the solar  
sought refuge in the mosque of Imam Rim, and was forcibly expelled.  
lie and his brother were seized and put to death the instrument  
used being, according to Watson, " the bowstring of Eastern story."  
The conqueror of Meshed, Murad Mine, became afterwards himself  
the prince-governor of Khorasan.  

In the etude on &teller, the fact. as to the life of the Bab, Mira  
All Mahommed of Shiraz, and the progress of the Babiist movement,  
are separately noticed. The Bab himself was executed  
in 1850, but only after serious trouble over the new  
religious propaganda; and his followers kept up the revolutionary  
propaganda. 

i the summer of 5852 the shah was attacked, while riding in  

the v cisiity of TeherAn, by four Babis, one of whom fired a pistol  

and slightly wounded him. The man was killed, and two others  
were captured by the royal attendants; the fourth jumped down  
a welL The existence of a conspiracy was then discovered in  
which some forty persons were implicated; and ten of the con-
apirators were put to dαth--some under cruel torture.  

Mira Told, the amiru 'n-nizam (vulgarly emir nizam), or com-
mander-in-chief, was a good specimen of the elf-made man of  
Persia. He was the son of a cook of Bahram Mina, Mahommed  
Shah's brother, and he had filled high and important  Pe^ ̂ , offices of state and amassed much wealth when he was  
made by the young shah Να ru 'd-Din, on his accession, 	1 Tats  

both his brother-in-law and his prime-minister. The choice was an  
admirable one; he was honest, hard-working, and liberal according  
to his lights; and the services of a loyal and capable adviser were  
secured for the new rlgime. Unfortunately, he did not boast the  
confidence of the queen-mother; and this circumstance greatly  
strengthened the hands of thou enemies whom an honest mi αΡster  
mint ever raise around him in a corrupt Oriental state. For a  
time the shah closed his eyes to the accusations and Insinuations  
against him; but at last he fell under the evil influence of designing  
counsellors, and actS which should have redounded to the minister  

credit became the charges on which he lost his office and his life. 
He was credited with an intention to grasp in his own bands the  
royal newer; his influence over the army was cited as a cause of  
danger; and on the night of the 13th of November 1851 he was  
summoned to the palace and informed that he was no longer premier.  
Mira Aga Khan, the "'itimadu 'd-daulah," was named to succeed  
him, and had been accordingly raised to the dignity of " sadr'azim."  
A', the hostile faction pressed the necessity of the ex-minister's  
removal from the capital; he was offered the choice of the govern.  
rent of Fan, lafahan or Kum. He declined all; but, through  
ι he mediation of Colonel Shell, he was afterwards offeted and accepted  
Kashan. Forty days after his departure an order for his executioe  
was signed, but he anticipated his fete by committing suicide.  

When England was engaged in the Crimean War of 1854-55  her  
a liana with a Mahommedau Fewer in no way added to bar  

2σ  
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popularity or strengthened her position in Persia. The Sunnite  
Turk was almost a vsster  enemy to his neighbour the Shiite than  

lranrrae 
the lοςmιdabk Muscovite, who had curtailed him of  

aaa  so large a section of his territory west of the Caapian.  
Since Sir John M'NeiWs arrival in Tchcrsi in 1841,  
formally to repair the breech with Mahommcd Shah,  

there bad been little differences, demands and explanations, and these  
symptoms had culminated in 1856, the year of the pare with 
Russia. As to Afghanistan, the vizier Var Mahommed had in  
1842, when the British troops were perishing in the passes, or  

otherwise in the midst of dangers, mused Kamean to be suffocated  
in his prison. Since that event he had himself reigned supreme in  

Herat, and, dying in 1852, was succeeded by his eon Said blahommed.  

This chief soon entered upon a series of intrigues in the Persian  
interests, and, among other aets offensive to Great B ń tain, suffered  
one 'Abbas Kuli, who had, under guise of friendship, etrayed the 
cause of the solar at Meshed, to occupy the ^tadel of Herat, and  d  
again place a detachment of the shah's troops in Ghunan. Colonel  
Sheil remonstrated, and obtained a new engagement of non-
interference with Herat from the Persian government, as well as  
the recall of 'Abbas Kuli. In September 185S5S Mahommed Vusuf  
Saduai seized upon Herat, putting Said Mahommed to death  
with some of his followers who were supposed accomplices in the  

murder of his uncle Kamran. About this time Kohan Dil Khan.  
one of the chiefs of Kandahar, died, and Dost Mahommed of Kabul  
innexed the city to his territory. Some relations of the deceased  
chief made their immixto Tcherin, and the shah, listening to their  
complaint, directed the prince-governor of Meshed to march across  
to the eastern frontier and occupy Herat, declaring that an invasion  

of Persia was imminent. Negotiations were usdcss, and on the tat  
of November 1856 war against Persia was declared.  

In less than three weeks after its issue by proclamation of the  
governor-general of India the Sind division 0' the field fora left  
Karachi. On the 13th 01 January following the Bombay govern-
ment orders notified the formation of a second division under  
Lieut: Geneπl Sir James Outran. Before the general arrived  
the island of Kharak and port of Bushire had bah been occupied,  
and the fort of Rishir had been attacked and carried. After  
the general's arrival the march upon Dorazjan and the engage-
ment at Khushab—two places on the read to Shiraz—ai'd the  
operations at Muhamrah and the Karun River decided the cam-
‚iaign in favour of Εn land. On the gah of April, at Muhamrab,  
Sir James Outran received the news that the treaty of peace had  
been signed in Paris. where Lord Cowley and Farrukh Khan led  
conducted the negotiations. The stipulations regarding Heat were  
much as before; but there were to be apologies mgde to the mission  
for post insolence and rudeness, and the slave trade was to be sup-
pressed in the Persian Gulf. With the exception of a snare force  

retained at Bushire under General John Jacob for the three months  
assigned few execution of the ratifications and giving effect to certain  
stipulations of the treaty with regard t0 Afghanistan, the British  
troops returned to India, where their presence was greatly needed,  
owing to the outbreak of the Mutiny.  

The question of constructing a telegraph in Persia as a link in  
the overland line to connect England with India was broached is  

Τνherin by Colonel Patnck Stewart and Captain  
Aaals· Champain, officers of engineers, in 1862, and an agree-
11°1" „moment en the subject concluded by Edward Fastwick,  
aka mss' when chaτg8 d'affaires, at the close of that year. Three  

years inter a more formal convention including a second wire, was  
signed by the British envoy Charles Áliao σ and the Persian foreign  
πunisteτ i meantime the work had been actively carried on, and  
communication opened on the one side between Bushire and Karachi  

and the Makran coast by cable, and on the other between Bushire  
and Bagdad via Teheran. The untrustworthy character of the  
line through Asiatic Turkey moused a subsequent change of direction:  
and an alternative line—the Indo-Europeais--from London to  
Tehertn, through Russia and along the eastern shores of the Black  
Sea, was constructed, and has worked well since 1872, in conjunction  
with the Persian land telegraph system and the Bushire-Karachi  

line.  
The Seistan mission, under Major-General (afterwards Sir Fred-

eric) Goldsmid, left En land in August 1870, and reached Teheria  
on the 3rd of October. Thence it proceeded to 1sf shari. from which  
city it moved to Baluchistan, instead of seeking its onginal destina-
tion. Difficulties had arisen both in arranging the preliminaries  
to arbitration and owing to the disordered state of Afghanistan, and  
it was therefore deemed advisable to commence operations by  
settling a frontier dispute between Persia and the Kalat state.  
Unfortunately, the obstructions thrown in the way of this settle-
ment by the Persian commissioner the untoward appearance at  

Bampur of an unexpected body of Kalatis, and the absence of  
definite instructions marred the fulfilment of the programme  
sketched out; but a line of boundary was proposed, which was  
afterwards accepted by the litigants. le the following year the  
same mission, accompanied by the some Persian commission,  
proceeded to Seistap, where it remained for more than five weeks,  
prosecuting its inquiries, until joined by another mission from 
ndia, under Major-General (afterwards Sir Richard) Pollak,  

accompanying the Afghan commissioner. Complications then  

ensued by the determined refusal of the two native olilcials to meet  
in conference; and the ssbitrator bed no course available but to  

take advantage of the notes already obtained en the spot, and  
return with them to Ρehcrin, there to deliver his decision. This  
was done on the ιpth of August 1872. The contending grarties  
appealed to the Bntish secretary of state for foreign affairs, as  
provided by previous understanding; but the decision held good,  
and was eventually accepted on both sides. 

Nasro 'd -Din Shah, unlike his predecessors, visited Eu rope-
Iri 1873 and in 1874. On the first occasion only he extended his  
journey to England and was then attended by  his " ssdr  'azim," 
or prime minister, /lira Husain Khan, an able and enlightened  
adviser, and a Grand Cross of the Star of India. His second visit  
was to Russia, Germany, France and Austria, but he did not cress  
the Channel. (F. J. G.;  X.) 

E.—Persfit from 1884 t ο 1901.  
In 1865 the shah had mooted the idea of a. Persian naval  

flotilla in -the Persian Gulf, to Consist of two or three slimmers  
manned by Arabs and commanded by English naval 77.  
olficets; but the idea waadiscountenanced by the wrw  
British government, to whom it was known that the Persia.  
project really concealed aggressive deaignι upon αnLL  

the independence of the islands and peel fisheries of Bah-
rein (Curzon, Persia, II, 294). Fifteen or sixteen years later  
it was repeatedly pointed out to the authorities that the revenues  
from the customs of the Persian Gulf would be much increased  
if control were exercised at all the ports, particularly the small  
ones where smuggling was being carried on on a large scale,  
and in '883 the shah decided upon the acquisition of lour or 

 five steamers, one to be purchased yearly, and instructed the  
late 'Me Kull Khan, Mukhbcr ad-daulań , minister of telegraphs,  
to obtain designs and estimates from British and German firms.  
The tender of a well-known German firm at Bremerhaven was  
finally accepted, and one of the minister's sons then residing is  
Berlin made the necessary contracts for the first steamer. Sir  
Ronald Thomson, the British representative in Persia, having  
at the same time induced the shah to consider the advantages  
to Persia of opening the Karun River and connecting it with  
Teheran by a cerriageable road, a small river steamer for con-
trolling the shipping on the Karun was ordered as well, and the  
construction of the road cons decided upon. Two steamers, the  
"Sean " απd the " Persepolis," were completed in January ι885  
at a cost of ;(3z,οoο, and despatched with German officers and  
crew to the Persian Gulf. When the steamers were ready to  
do the work they had been intended for, the farmer, or farmers,  
of the Gulf customs raised difficulties and objected to pay the  
cost of maintaining the " Pcrsepolis "; the governs of Muham-
rah would not allow any interference with what he considered  
his hereditary rights of the shipping monopoly on the Rerun,  
and the objects for which the steamers had been brought were  
not attained. The " Persepolis " remained idle at Bushire,  
and the " Suss " was tied up in the Failieh creek, near Muham-
rah. The scheme of opening the Karon and of constructing  a 
carriagcable road from Ahvaz to Tehergo was also abandoned.  

Frequent interruptions occurred on the telegraph line between  
Teheran and Meshed in 1885, at the time of the " Panjdeh Incident,"  
when the Russians were adv'incing towards Afghanistan and Sir  
Peter Lum aden was on the Afghan frontier; and Sir Ronald Thomson  

concluded an agreement with the Persian goverment for the line  
to be kept in working order by an English inspector, the ladian  
government paying a share not exceeding 20,000 rupees per annum  
of the cant of maintenance, and an English πal being te d  stationed 

 at Meshed. Shortly afterwards Sir RaπaW ^be
η 

 

(he died on the 15th of November 1888), and Arthur (afterwards Sir  

Arthur) Nicolson was appointed cha gέ  d'affaires. During the  
latter's tenure of office an agreement was concluded between the  
Persian and British governments regarding the Brutish tek3ra ρli  
settlement at Jask, and the telegraph conventions of 1868 and '872  
relative to telegraphic communication between Europe and Indian  
through Persia, in farce until the sat of January 1895,, were pro-
longed until the 31st of January 1905 by two conventions dated  
the 3rd n 

d
of July 1887. Sin then these convent ίom have been 

αΡAγυb Κhαη,̂ son of Shir 'Ali (Shere Ali) of Afghanistan, who had  
taken refuge in Persia in October 1881, and was kept interned in  
Tcherin under an agreement, concluded on the 17th of April 1884,  
between Great Britain and Persia, with a pension Dl £8000 parasn ιtm  
from the British government escaped on the 14th of August ‚887. 
After a futile attempt to enter Afghan ter^tcey and rase a  

" 
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against the Amir Abdur Rabman, he ave himself( up to the British  
consul'general at Meshed in the beginning of November, and was  
sent under escort to the Turkish frontier and thence via Bagdad to  
India. Yahya Khan, Mushir-ad-daulah, the Persian minister fof  
foreign affairs (died 1892), who was supposed to have connived at  
&rob Khaη 'α esrape in order to please his Russian friends, was 
dismissed from office.  

In December 1887 Sir Henry Drummond Wolff was appointed  
minister to Persia. The appointment greatly pleased the Persian  
court, and the shah lent a willing ear to his advocacy for the  
deνelο ment of trade and commerce, construction of roads, abolition  
of various restrictions hampering Persian merchants. &c. The  
shah soon afterwards (May 26, 1888) issued a proclamation assuring  
freedom of life and ρrπρεrty to all his subjects, and (Oct. 30)  
declared the Karun river open to international navigation up to  
Abyss. At about the same time he appointed Amin-es-Sultan,  
who had been prime-minister since 1884, Grand Vizier (Sadr 'azim). 
in the same une 25) the first railway in Persia, a small line 
of $1 miles f ro TeherAn to Shah-abdul.Azim, was opentd under  
the auspiccs of a Belgian company. Α few months later (Jan. 30.  
1889) Baron Julius de Reuter—in consideration of giving up the  
rights which he held by  his concession obtained in 5873—became  
the owner of a concess ion for the formation of a Persian State  
Bank, with exclusive rights of issuing bank-nuts and working the  
mines of iron, copper, lead, mercury, mil, petroleum, manganese.  
borax, ax, and asbestos in Persia. Russia now insisted upon what she  
considered a corresponding advantage; and Prince Dolgoruki, the  
Russian minister, obtained in February 1889 a document from the  
shah which gave to Russia the refusal of any railway concession  
in Persia for a period of five years. The Persian State Bank was  
established by British royal charter, dated the and of September  
1869, and started business in Persia (Oct. 23) as the a' Imperial Bank  
of Persia." The railway agreement with Russia was changed in  
November 1890 into one interdicting all railways whatsoever  in 
Persia.  

In April 1889 the shah net out upon his third voyage to Europe.  
Alter a visit to the principal courts, including a stay of a month  

in England, where he was accompanied by Sir Henry  
ttW's Drummond Wolff, he returned to his capital (Oct. 20). 

^^saay. Sir Henry returned to Persia soon afterwards, and n  
March of the following year the Persian government  
granted another important concession, that of a tobacco  

monopoly, to Btitish capitalists. In the autumn bad health obliged  
the British minister to live Persia. It was during his stay in England  
that the shah, for two or three days without his grand vizier, who was  
mourning for the death of his brother, listened to bad advice and  
granted a concession for the monopoly of lotteries in Persia to a  
Persian subject. The latter ceded the concession to a British  
syndicate for {40,οοο. Very soon afterwards the shah was made  
aware of the evil results of this monopoly, απd withdrew the con-
cession, but the syndicate did not get the money paid for it returned.  
This unfortunate affair had the effect of greatly discrediting Persia  
on the London Stuck Exchange for a long time. The concession  
for the tobacco monopoly was taken up by the imperial Tobacco  
Corporation (2891). The corporation encountered opposition  
fostered by the clergy and after a serious riot at TeherAn (Jan. 4,  
1892) the Persian $overnment withdrew the concession and agreed  
to pay an indemnity of έςοο,00a (April 5,  1892). In order to pa  
this amount Persia contracted the 6% loan of jr,00

s
000 through 

the imperial Bank of Persia, which was redeemed in ιeen out of  
the proceeds of the Russian 5%  loan of that year. (For details  
of the tobacco concession and an account of the events which led to  
its witέdταωα1. see E. Lorin, La Persia ecaiwseiea, Rome, i900,  
ppµµ 164-169; and Dr Fruvrier, Tress ass d in ease de Pau. Paris,  
ιόgq ch. v., the latter ascribing the failure of the tobacco monopoly  
to Russian intrigue)  

In November 1889 Malcolm Kban, Nizam-ul.Mulk, who had  
been Persian representative to the court of Great Britain since  
October 1873, wasrecalled. and Mirza Mahommed 'Mi Khan, consul'  
general at Tillia, was appointedin his stead, arriving in London
the following March. In 1890 the scheme of a camageable road  
from Teherin to Ahvaz was taken up again; the imperial Bank of  
Persia obtained a concession, and work of construction was begun  
in the same year, and continued until 1893. In this year, too, the  
mining rights of the Imperial Bank of Persia were ceded to the  
Persian Bank Mining Rights Corporation, and a number of engineers  
were sent out to Persia. The total absence of easy means of  com-
munication, the high rates of transport, απd the scarcity of fuel  
απd water in the mineral dist ń cts made profitable operations 

corporationimpossible, and thecorporation liquidated in 1894, after having  
expended a large sum of money.  

Great excitement was caused in the summer of 1891 by the report  
that an English girl, Kate Greenfield, had been forcibly carried  

away from her mother's hour at Tabriz by a Kurd.  
K5'5 The British authorities demanded the_g ι rl's restitu-  

Nom! [ion from the Persian government. The Kurd, a  
Turkish subject. refused to give up the girl, and took 

bar to Saujbulagh. The Turkish authorities protected him, απd  
trims oociplicatiosis were imminent; but finally an interview  

between the girl and the British agent was arranged, and the matter  

was promptly settled by her declaring that she had left her maher's  
house of her own accord, and was the wife of the Kurd. It also  
iκκame known that she was the daughter of a British-protected  
Hungarian named Grjlnfeld, who had died scene years since, and  
an American lady of Tabris.  

Sir Frank lascelles, who had been appointed minister to Persia  
in July, arrived at TeherAn in the late autumn of ι8gτ.. to the  
following year Persia had a visitation of cholera. In TelsenAn and  
surrounding villages the number of fatal roses exceeded 28,000. or  
dbout 8% of the Population. In 1893 the epidemic appeared  
again, but in a milder form. la June 1893 Persia ceded to Russia  
the small but very fertile and strategically important district of  
Firuza and the adjacent lands between Babe Durmaz and Lutfabad  
on the northern frontier of Khorasan, and received in exchange  
the important village of Hissar and a strip of desert ground near  
Abbasabad on the frontier of Azeeba ί jαπ, which had become Russian 
territory in 1828, according to the Treaty of Turkmanahai.  

Sir Frank Lascelles left Persia in the early part of ι 	απd 
was succeeded 	Sir Mortimer Durand, who was appointed in  
July and arrived in TeherAn in Novemier. in the  
following year the shah, by a firmaa dated the 12th of tae  
May gave the exclusive right of exploring ancient sites  AItk'sO' 

in Perna to the French government, with the stipula- 
tion that one-half of the discovered antiquities, except- 
ing those of gold and silver απd precious stones, should belong to  
the French government, which also had the preferential right  
of acquiring by  purchase the other half απd any of the other anti-
quities which the Persian government might wish to dispose 01.  
In 1897 M. J. de Morgan, who had been on a scientific mission in  
Persia some years before and later in Egypt, was appointed chief  
of a mission to Persia, απd began work at Susa in December.  

On the 1st of May 1896 Nasur'd-Din Shah was assassinated while  
paying his devotions at the holy shrine of Shah-abdul-Azim. Five  
days later he would have entered the fiftieth (lunar) 

 ^^^u^ιΡ^ year of his reign, and great preparations (or duly cele- rbm m  aa» bracing the jubilee had been nude throughout the  Saa^ 
. country, The assassin was a small tradesman of  
KermAn named Mirza Reza, who had resided a short time in Con-
stantinople and there acquired revolutionary απd anarchist ideas  
from Kemalu 'd-Din, the so-called Afghan sheikh, who, after being  
very kindly treated by  the shah, preached revolution and  
anarchy at TeherAn. fled to Europe, visited London. απd finally  
took up his residence in Constantinople. Kemalu 'd-Din was 

 e native of Hamadan and a Persian subject, and as the assassin  
reputedly stated that he was the sheikh's emissary απd had  
acted by  his orders, the Persian government demanded the ex-
tradition of Kemal from the Porte' but da ή πg the protracted  
negotiations which followed he died. Mirza Reza was hanged  
on the 12th of August 1896. There were few troubles in the  
country when the news of the shah's death became known.  
Serious rioting arose only in Shiraz απd Fars, where some persons  
lost their lives and a number of caravans were looted. European  
firms who had lost goods during these troubles were afterwards  
indemnified by the Persian government. The new shah, Muzaflar-
ud-Dirt (born March 2.5. 18$$33), then governor-neral of Azerbaijan, 
residing at Tabriz, was enthroned there on the day of his father's  
death, and proceeded a few days later accompanied by the British  
and Russian cousdls, to Tehcr8n, where he arrived on the 8th of  
June.  

An excessive upper coinage during the past three or four yeas  
had caused much distress among the poorer classes since the  
beginning of the year. and the small trade was almost  
paralysed. Immediately after his accession the shah  a^sOQ' 
decreed that the coining of copper money should Dma^kz  

cease and the excess of the copper coinage be withdrawn from  
circulation. In order to reduce the price of meat, the meat tax,  
which had existed since ancient times was abolished. The Imperial  
Bank of Persia, which had already advanced a largs _ .m of money,  
and thereby greatly facilitated the shah's early departure from  
'l'abriz and enabled the grand vizier at Teheran to carry on the 
government, started buying up the copper coinage at all its branches  
απd agencies. The nominal value 01 the copper money was ao  
shahis equal to 1 kmn, but in some places the copper money cir-
culated at the rate of 80 shahis to the kran, less than its intrinsic  
value; at other places the rates varied between 70 and 25 shahis,  
and the average circulating value in all Persia was over 40. If  
government had been able to buy up the excess at 40 and reissue it  
grad υuΙΙγ after a time at its nominal value when the people required  
it, the loss would have been sma1L But although the transport of  
copper money from place to place had been strictly prohibited,  
dishonest officials found means to traffic in cop per money on their  
own account, and by buying it where it was cheap and forwarding it  
to cities where it was dear, the bank bought it at high rates, thus  
rendering the arrangement for a speedy withdrawal of the excess  
at small cost to govenwnent futile. it was only in 1899 that the  
distress caused by the excessive copper coinage ceased,and then  
only at very great loss to government. The well.intentioned  
abolition of the tag on meat also had not the desired result, for  by 
a system of ' cornering" the price 4< cwt rose to saute than it  
was before.  
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Tn the autumn of 1896 the grand vizier (Ami ń .as'Sultan) en-
countered much hostility from some members of the shah's  

entourage and various h ιig4rsoπages. Amin-ad 
was 	

- 
daulah 	s appointed chief administrator (vizier)  of 
Azerbaijan and sent to Tabriz Shortly afterwards  
the grand vinier found it impossible to carry on his  

work, resigned, and retired to Kum (Nov. 24), and the shah formed 
a cabinet composed for the greater part of the leading members  
of the opposition to the grand vuicr. Ater three months of the  
new rόgime affairs of state fell into arrears, and the most important'  
department, that of the interior, was completely disorµen ιzcd.  
The shah accordingly recalled Amin ' ad-daulab from Tabriz (Feb.  
1897), and appointed him minister president (raTs-'i.vuzara) and  
minister of the interior. In June Aminad-daulah was made  
prime minister (vizir 'azim) and given more extended powers,  
and is August raised to the dignity of grand vizier (sadr  'azim). 
Nasru 'I-Milk was appointed minister of finance (Feb. 1898), and  
made an attempt to introduce a simple system of accounts, establish 
a budget, reorganize the revenue department, made a new assess-
ment of the land-tax, &c.; but resistance on the part of the officials  
rendered it abortive.  

In the latter part of 1897 E. Graves, the inspector of the English  
telegrapph line from Jask eastwards, was brutally murdered by  
Baluchis and the agents of the Persian government sent to seize 
the murderers were resisted by the tribes. A considerable district  
braking out into open revolt, troops under the command of the  
governor.general of Kerπιln were despatched into Baluchistan. The  
part of Fennech was taken in March 1898 and order was restored.  
One of the murderers was hanged at Jask (bay 31).  

Various attempts to obtain a foreign loan had been made during  
the previous year, but with the sole result of discrediting the  
A^rt^v Persian government in Europe. In the beginning of  

1898 the shah's medical advisers strongly recommended  
a^sssa cure of mineral waters in Germany or France, and  

zαrn i 
 

as his departure from Persia without paying the arrears  
Les 	to the army and to thousands of functionaries, or  

providing a sufficient sum for carrying on the govern-
ment dur ing.  his absence, would have created grave discontent,  
serious negotiations fora loan were entered upon. It was estimated  
that 6i,aoo aoo would be required to pay  all debts, including the  
balance of the 1892 loan, and leave a surplus sumcient for carrying  
on the government until the shah's return. London capitalists  
offered to float a loan for £t,250,000 at 5° and on the guarantee  
qf the customs of Fars and the Persian ulf ports, and to give  
£1,025,000, or 82% to the Persian government. They stipulated  
for and of control over the custom-houses by placing their own  
gents as cashiers in them. This stipulation was agreed to in prin-
ciple by the grand vizier. Amia ad-daulah, who in March, in order  
to meet some pressing demands on the treasury borrowed Ls ο,οσο  
on the customs receipts of Kerminshih and Bushirc and agreed 
to the lenders, the Imperial Bank of Persia's   agents, being placed  
as cashiers in the custom-houses of both cities. He encountered,  
however, much opposition from the other ministers. Further  
negotiations ensued, and the shah's visit to Europe was abandoned.  
The assistance of the British government not being forthcoming  
the grand vizier's position became more and more difficult, and  
on the 5th of June he had to resign. Muhsin Khan, Mushir-ad-
daulah, minister for foreign affairs, then became president of the  
cabinet, and continued the negotiations, but could not bring hem  
to a successful issue. Moreover, the Persian government, finding  
that the previous estimate of the money required for ppaaying its  
debts was about 50% below the mark, now asked for double the  
amount offered by the London capitalists, without, however,  
proportionately increasing the guarantee. This disorganized all  
previous arrangements, and the ne tiations for a London loan came 
to an end for a time at the end of gJuly. leaving in the minds of the  
Persians the unfortunate impression that the British government  
had done nothing to aid them. 

On the 9th of July 	the former grand vinier1  Amin-es-Sultan, was  
recalled from Kum, where he had resided since November 1896  
arrived at Teheran three days later, and was reinstated as grand  
vizier on the Loth of August. His immense popularity, his friendly  
relations with the clergy, and some temporary advances from the  
banks, tided over difficulties for some time. The rtform of  
the customs department was now (Sept. 1898) taken up seriously  
and the three Belgian custom-house officials who had been engaged  
by Amin-ad-daulab in the beginning of the year were instructed  
tο collect information and devise a scheme for the reorganization  
of the department and the abolition of the farm system. In March  
1899q the custom-houses of the provinces of Azerbaijan and Kerman-
shAh were given over to the Belgians. The results of this step  
were so satisfactory that government was induced to abolish the  
farm system and set up the new rdojme in the other provinces in  
March i9οο, and a number of other Belgian custom-houses officials  
were engaged.  

In 
were 

 September, 
 appearing 

 when renewed 
g to 

	for a 
 end the long-thought.  

of visit to Europe was considered to be absolutely necessary in  
the followingyear, the shah issued a firman authorizing the Russian  
Banque des 	de Peen to floats loan. Shortly after this it was  

mid that the London capitalists were willing in lend 6 50, οeο  
without insisting upon the objectionable control clause; but the  
proposal came too late, and Of the 30th of January  
x900, the Russian government had permitted the issue  M^ 
of a loan for 22 million roubles ( Εd,goο,000) at 5%, 1ιsφ.  
guaranteed by all the customs receipts of Persia, ex- 
cepting those for Fars and the Persian Gulf ports. Only in the  
event of any default of paying instalments and interests was the  
hank to be given control of the custom-houses. Persia received  
85% of the nominal capital, and the Russian government guar-
anteed the bondholders. Money was immediately remitted to  
Teheran, and nearly all the arrears were paid, while the balance  
of the 1892 London 6% ken was paid off by direct remittance  
to London.  

Sir Mortimer Durand left TeherAn in the early spring, and pro-
ceeded to Europe on leave. On the t2th of April the shah, aαom-
paiied by the gland vizier and a numerous suite.  
started on his voyage to Europe. The affairs of State SheA's  
during his absence were entrusted to a council of νh#a le  
ministers, under the ppresidency of his second son. esesw  
Malik Mansur Mirza, Shua.ca-Sultaneh, who had made 1, .  
along stay on the Continent the year before.  

Α fαΡ. ιa residence of a month at Contrexfville, the shah proceeded  
(July 14) to St Petersburg, and thence to Paris (July ap). intending  
to go to London on the 8th of August. But on account of the  
mourning in which several courts were thrown through the death 

 of the king of Italy (Jul),  29) and the duke of Sexe.Cοburg-Gotha  
(uly 30), the visits to England Germany and Italy were abandoned,  
On the τπd of August an anarchist made an attempt upon the shah's  
life in Pans.  

F.—Russo-British Rfsoiry (ipoz-rpop) and 18' Pmiea  
Rcseiulioa (rpod-xpop).  

In 1902 Muzaffar-ud-DIn Sliahrevieltedthepelndpal European  
capitals, and was received by King Edward VII. at Portsmouth  

in August. A mission headed by Viscount Downe was after-
wards despatched to Persia, to invest the shah with the order 01  

the Garter, a ceremony which took place in TeherAn on the and  

of February 1903. Α wok later, a new commercial treaty was  
concluded between Great Britain and Persia, which instituted  
various reforms in the customs service, secured to both countries  

the " mat-favoured-nation " treatment, and substituted specific  

import and exert duties for the charge of ς% ad s=lam  
provided for in the treaty of 1857. These provision to some  

extent counterbalanced the losses inflicted on British trade by  
the Russo-Persian commercial treaty signed in X900, which had  
seriously damaged the Indian tea trade, and had led to a rapid  
extension of Russian influence. Between 1899 and 1903 the  
Russian Bank had lent Persia ;(q,οοο,cοο, of which fully half  
was paid to the shah for his personal requirements. Russian  
concessioi'naircs were given the right to build roads from Tsbriz  
tο TeherAn (egos) and from Tabriz to Kazvin (1903); and the  
Russian Bank opened new branches in . Seistan—an example  
followed in zee; by the Bank of Persia. It was, however, in  
the Persian Gulf that the rivalry between Great Britain and  
Russia threatened to become dangerous. Great Britain had  
almost a monopoly of maritime commerce in the Gulf, and way  
alone responsible for buoying, lighting and policing its water.  
The British claim to political supremacy in this region had thus  
a solid economic basis; it had been emphasized by the British  
action at Kuwet (9.e.) in i899, and by the declaration mule in  
the House of Lords by Lord Lansdowne, rah secretary of state  
for foreign affairs, to the effect that Great Britain would resist  
by all means in its newer the attempt of any other nation to  
establish itself in force on the shores of the Gulf. On the ιό ι h  
of November 1903, Lord Curzon, the viceroy of India, sailed  
from Karachi for the Persian Gulf. Wa ship, the " Hardinge,"  
was escorted by four cruisers, and the voyage was regarded as  a 
political demonstration, to be interpreted in connezion with  
Lord Lansdowne's declaration. At Bushire, on the Tat  of 
December, the Persian governor of Fars, Ala ad-daula, com-
mitted a breach of diplomatic etiquette which induced lord  
Curzon to sail away without landing. This incident was con-
sidered by some British observers t ο have been brought about  
by Russian intrigue, and the fact that Ala ad.daul' was dis-
missed in 7904, after the Japanese had achieved several initial  
successes in the Russo-Japanese war, was held to ceemixsn this  
opinion. But Russian financial, and commercial hsflssenct in  
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Persia continued to increase; in December roes a special mission  
under Mirsa Risa Klan was received in audience by the tsar;  
and in May roes Mudar»nd-Din Shah himself left Persia to  
visit the courts of Vienna and St Petersburg.  

The Seisian Mcsswn of ιροs-ιρο .—Α disputeas to the frontier  
between Afghanistan and Scistan arose in rgoa. The boundary  
delimited by the Seistan mission of 1870-1872, and known as  
the " Gokhmid line," was drawn along the course of the river  
Helmund. Between 1872 and 1902 the Helmund took a more  
westerly direction; no boundary marks had been erected, and a  
wide strip of territory remained in dispute. The Persians claimed  
that the boundary was the old bed of the river, the Afghans that  
it was the new bed; and in accordance with the treaty of 1831  
both parties asked the British government to arbitrate. in  
January 1903, Colonel Arthur Henry MacMahon, who had  
previously delimited the frontier between Afghanistan and  
British India, was despatched from Quetta. The Persian  
officials were at first hostile, but their opposition, which was  
attributed to Russian influence at Teheran, was eventually  
overcome, and Colonel MacMahon (who was knighted in 1906)  
delivered his final award, sustaining the Persian contention, in  
February zees.  

British Commercial Missions.—Owing to the success of the  
Maclean mission, which visited and reported upon the markets  
and trade-routes of north-western Persia in 1903, under the  
direction of the Board of Trade, a similar mission was sent t ο  
southern Persia in r904, under the auspices of the Upper India  
Chamber of Commerce, the Bengal Chamber and the Indian Tea  
Cess Company. The report of this mission (by Gleadowe-
Newcomen) was published in 1906. After showing that  civilised 
government was practically non-existent in the regions visited,  
it suggested as the chief remedy the copcluslon of a Russo-
British convention, and the division Of Persia into "spheres of  
influence."  

Russe-Briissh Crneidion of 1907.—The political situation  
created by the Russo-Japanese War and by an internal crisis  
in Persia itself rendered possible such an agreement between the  
two rival powers, and a Russo-British convention was signed  
on the 3 τ st of August 1907. Its chief provisions, In regard to  
Persia, are as follows: ( τ) north of a line drawn from Kssr-l-
Shirin, Isfahan, Yczd and Kakh to the junction of the Russian,  
Persian and Afghan frontiers Grit Britain undertook to seek  
no political or commercial concession, and to refrain from  
opposing the acquisition of any such concession by Russia or  
Russian subjects; ( τ) Russia gave to Great Βεitain a like under-
taking in respect of the ter ń tory.south of a line extending from  
the Afghan frontier to Gazik, Birjend, Kerman and Hand  
Abbasi; (3) the territory between the lines above-mentioned  
was to be regarded as a neutral zone in which either country  
might obtain concessions; (4) all existing concessions in any  
part of Persia were to be respected; (5) should Persia fail to meet  
its liabilities in respect of loans contracted, before the signature  
of the convention, with the Persian Banque d'Escompte and de  
Prtts, or with the Imperial Bank of Persia, Great Britain and  
Russia reserved the right to assume control over the Persian  
revenues payable within their respective spheres of influence.  
With this convention was published a letter from the British  
secretary of state fοτ foreign affairs (Sir E. Grey), stating  (i)  
that the Persian Gulf lay outside the scope of the convention,  
(a) that Russia admiττed the special internee of Great Britain  
in the Gulf, and (3) that these interests were to be maintained  
by Great Britain as before.  . 

The Persian Conslilu'sais.—The misgovernment and disorder  
which were revealed to Europa by the Gleedowe-Newenmen  
report, and by such sporadic outbreaks as the massacre of the  
Babes in Vend (1903), had caused widespread discontent in  

Persia. In gees, partly owing to the example shown by the  
revolutionary parties in Russia, this discontent took the form of  
a demand for representative lnstitutioia. On the ςth of August  
seed, Muzeffar-ud-DM Shah issued a rescript in which he under-
took to forma national council (Mauls) representing the whole  
people (see above, Cossiilsiios). The lida,jlis was duly ekctcd,  

and was opened by the shah in person on the flit of October  
1906. In January 1907 the shah died, and was succeeded by  
his eldest son, Mahommed 'Ali Mirza, who on the sith of  
February published a message to his people, pledging himself  
to adhere to the new constitution.  

The Resolution.—On the sath of November the shah visited  
the Majlis, and reputed his pledge, but daring December a  
riot in Teheran developed into a political crisis, in which the  
shah's troops were employed against the civil population. The  
Majiis issued a manifesto to the powers, declaring that the shah  
intended to overthrow the constitution, απd demanding inter-
vention. The Russian and British ministers in Teheran urged  
Mahomsned 'Ali to maintain the constitution, and he sent a  
message to the Majila, promising compliance with its demands  
and agreeing to place the whole army under the control of the  
ministry of war. These concessions allayed the prevailing  
unrest for a time, but the Royalist and Nationalist parties  
continued secretly to intrigue against one another, and in  
February ιgo8, while the shah was driving in Teheran, two  
bombs were exploded under his motor-car. Two persons were  
killed, but the shah was unhurt, and the MsJlis formally con-
gratulated him on his escape. A prolonged ministerial crisis,  
in April and May, was attributed by the Nationalists to the  
influence of reactionary courticrs, and by the Royalists to the  
influence of the Anjumans, or political clubs, which were alleged  
to control the Nationalist majority in the Majl υΡ. Early in  
June the Majlis urged the shah to dismiss the courtiers under  
suspicion. Mabommed 'Ali consented, but withdrew from  
Teheran; and on his departure the royal bodyguard of so-called  
"Cossacks "—Persian soldiers officered by Russians in the 

 shah' s service—at once came into conflict with the Nation.  
aliats . The house of parliament was bombarded, and when the  
Majlis appointed commissioners to discuss terms, the shah  
issued a manifesto dissolving the Majl υΡ, απd entrusted the  
restoration of order in Teheran to military administrators. He  
also proposed to substitute for the elected Majlis a council of  
forty members, nominated by himself; but under pressure from  
Great Britain and Russia he promised to abandon this scheme  
and to order another general election. Meanwhile, civil  wax 
had broken out in the provinces; lυrdish raiders had sacked  
many villages near Tabriz; Persian brigands had attacked the  
Russian frontier-guards on the borders of Transcaucasia, απd  
the indemnity demanded by the tsar's government was not paid  
until several Persian villages had been burned by Russian  
troops. This incident, combined with the employment of the  
so-called Cossacks, evoked a protest from the Nationalists, who  
asserted that Russia was aiding the Royalists; the accusation  
was true only in so far as it referred to the conduct of certain  

Russian officials who acted without the consent of the Russian  
government. Early in ego), indeed, a Russian force of 2600  
men was sent to watch events near Tabriz, απd if necessary to  
Intervene in favour of the Nationalists who held the town, and  
had fοτ some months been besieged by the shah's troops. The  
presence of the Russians ultimately induced the Royalists to  
abandon the siege. In January of the same year the revolution  
spread to Isfahan, where the Bakhtiari chiefs made common  
cause with the Nationalists, deposed the Royalist governor and  
marched on the capital. In May and June the shah issued  
proclamations declaring his fidelity to the constitution, and  
promising an amnesty to all political offenders; but he was  
powerless to stay the advance of the combined Bakhtiarl and  
Nationalist troops, who entered Teheran on the 13th of July.  
After severe street fighting the Cossacks deserted to the rebels,  
and the shah took refuge in the Russian legation (July es).  
This was interpreted as an act of abdication; en the same  
day tine national council met, and choec Mahommed'Al's son,  
Sultan Ahmad Mirza, aged thirteen, as his successor. Ased  
ul-Mulk, had of the Kajar tribe, was appointed regent. On the  
9th of September rocs, the ex-shah departed for his place of  
exile in the Crimea, escorted by Russian Cossacks and Indian  
sowars. On the ιςth of Novembα a newly elected Mails was  
formally opened by the shah.  
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LtitouADE AND LrrεΡmκtusg  

1. Persian (Iranian) Lang ages.—Under the name of Persian  
is included the whole of that great family of languages occupying  
a field nearly coincident with the modern Iran, of which true  

Persian is simply the western division. It is therefore common  
and more cοτrect to speak of the Iranian family. The original  
native name of the race which spoke these tongues was Aryan.  
King Darius is called on an inscription "a Persian, son of a  
Persian, an Aryan of Aryan race "; and the followers of the  
Zoroastrian religion in their earliest records never give themselves  

any other title but Airyas't danghatiO, that is to say, "Aryan  
races." The province of the Iranian language is bounded on  
the west by the Semitic, on the north and north-east by the  

Urαl-altaic or Turanian, and on the southeast by the kind τed  
language of India.  

The Iranian languages form one of the great branches of the  
Indo-European stem, first recognized as such by Sir William  

a..^ Jones and Friedrich Schlegel. The Indo-European  

Lιµ aarR or Indo-Germanic languages are divided by Brug- 
mann into ( τ) Aryan, with sub-branches (a) I ηdian,  

(b) Iranian; (τ) Armenian; (3) Greek; (4) Albanian; () Italic;  
(6) Celtic; (7) Germanic, with sub-branches (a) Gothic, (b)  
Scandinavian, (c) West Germanic; and (8) Balto-Slavonic.  
(See INDO-EuaoeaAN.) The Aryan family (called by Professor  
Sievers the "Asiatic base-language ") is subdivided into  (i)  
Iranian (Eranian, or Enno-Aryan) languages, ( τ) Piaacha, or  
non-Sanskritic Indo-Aryan languages, (3) Indo-Aryan, or Sans-
kritic Indo-Aryan languages (for the last two see Isroo- Ααναα);  
Iranian being also grouped into Persian and non-Persian.  

The common characteristics of all Iranian languages, which  
distinguish them especially from Sanskrit, arc as follows:- 

1. Changes of the original τ into the spirant h. -Thus— 
So'rshrii. 	Bend. 	Old Persian. 	Nett Persian.  

,indhu
trues 

I  ndus) 	
!mime 	haruva 	bar  

same (whole) 	hums 	hams 	ham  
send (soot) 	hefts 	handy 	heed.  

2. Change of the original aspirate gh, ds, 88 (-  χ.  0. Φ) into the  
corresponding_mediala—  

Sanτkd. 	 Zend. 	Ofd Peraian. New Persiax.  

bbllmi (mirth) 	bOmi 	hued 	brim 
dhita (Ssrhs) 	dire 	data 	dmd 
¢Lana (hest) 	garema 	gums 	germ.   

I. p before a consonant arc changed into the spirants 88,  
f 

 

.Sonsheig. 	Lend. 	Ofd Persia, New Persian.  

prathama (first) 	fratema 	!retama 	fradum (Psrsi)  
kratu (insight) 	khratu 	. . . . 	khired.  

4. The J.,.J',p.,.eot of loft slbllants- 

	

Sasuirii. 	Bend. 	Old Persia.. Now Persia,.  

Αsυ rό  Medhast Ahura Mazdio Auramasdi Ormuad  

	

bahu (arm) 	bAzu 	 . . . . 	Wei  

	

hima(hems) 	zima 	 aim. 
Our knowledge of the Iranian languages in older peńods is too  

fragmentary to allow of our giving a complete account of this family  
and of its special historical development. Ic will be sumcient here  
to distinguish the mein types of the older and the more recent  
periods. From antiquity we have sufficient knowledge of two  
dialects, the first belonging to astern Iran. the second to western.  

1. Send or Old Ba'loan.—Neither of these two titles is well  
chosen. The mime Old Bactrian suggests that the language was  
limited to the small district of Bectria. or at least that 	

L 0. it was spoken there—which is, at the most, cub,  an  
hypothesis. Zetid, again (originally &&asalu!Q, is not the name of  
a language, as Anquetll Duperron supposed, but means "inter- 
pretation' cc "explanatIon," and ii specially applied to the  
medieval Pahlavi translation of the Amid. Our " Ζend-Αvesu "  
does not mean the Asesta in the Zend language. but in an incorrect  
transcription of the original expression'AviatAk va rend,' i.e.  
" the holy text (At'rsla) together with the translation." But,  
since we still lack wre•data to fret the home of this language with  
any certainty, the convenient mime of Zend has become generally  
established in Europe and may be provisionally retained. But the 
home of the Zend language was certainly in eastern inn; all  
attempts to seek it farther west—e.g. in Media '—must be regarded
as failures.  

Zend is the language of the so.called A,esia,° the holy book of  
the Persians. containing the oldest documents of the religion of  
Zoroaster. Beside this Important monument, which in about 
twice as Large as the Iliad and Odysseyputt 	, we only  
very scanty relics of the Zend language in 

together, 
	 glosses 

 quotations in Pahlavl books, These remains, however,  
suffice to give a complete insight into the structure of the language.  
Not only amongst Iranian languages, but amongst all the languages  
of the Iηdo-Εuro Zend takes one of the v highest 

	

very 	est 
pl es in Importance

n 
 for the comparative philologist. In age it  

almost rivals Sanskrit; in primitiveness it surpams that language  
in many points; it is inferior only in respect of its less extend ν  
literature, and because it has not been made the subject of system-
atic grammatical treatment. The age of Zend must ie examined  
in connexion with the age of the Asesta. In its present form the  
Ascsfa is not the week of a single author or of any one age, but  
embraces collections produced during a long period. The view  
which became current through Anquetil Duperron, that the Aresta  
is throughout the work of Zoroaster (in Zend, Zarolharhlrs), the  
founder of the religion. has long been abandoned as untenable.  
But the opposite view, that not a single word in the book can lay  
claim tο the authorship of Zoroaster, also ayp αrι on deer study  
too sweeping. In the Asesla two stages of the language are plain)  
distinguis)habk. The older is represented in but a small part of  
the whole work, the socelled GdlhIs or songs. These songs form  
the true kernel of the book Yams;' they must have been Ia exist-
ence lοιιg before all the other parts of the Asrstd, throughout the  
whole of which allusions to them occur. These gAthts are what  
they claim to be, and what they are honoured in the whole Α ros 

 as being—the actual prodiictlnoa of the propiκt himself or of hi,  
time. They bear in themselves irrefutable pproof!s of their authen-
ticity, bringing us pace to face not with the Zoroaster of the legends  
but .with a real person, announcing a new doctrine and way of  
salvation, no supernatural Being assured of victory, but a mere  
man, snuggling with human conflicta of every sort, In the midst of  
a society of fellow-believer, yet in its earliest infancy.It is almost  
impossible that a much Eater period could have produced such  
unpretentious and almost depreciatory representations of the deeds  
and personality of the prophet. If, then, the glthis reach back  
to the time of Zoroaster, and he himself, according to the most  
probable estimate, lived es easy as the 14th century D.C., the oldest  
component parts of the Arcsu are hardly inferior in age to the  
oldest Vedic hymns, The gathAs are still extremely rough in style  
and expression; the language is richer in forms than the more recent 
Zend; sad the vocabulary shσws important differences. The ere-
dominance of the long rowels I. a marked charocterletic, the  
constant appearance of a long final vowel contrasting with the  
preference for a fine! short in the later speech.  

1  Νa a of the supremq god of the Persians.  
' Cf. 1. Darmesteter,Jo-,'eu irαń snπes, I. to (Paris, 1883).  
' This, and not Ztsd-Asiesia, in the correct title for the original  

text of the Persian Bible. The origin of the word ii doubtful,  
and we cannot point to it before the time of the Sims:mien& Perhaps  
it means "announcement,""revelation."  

The Αw Ια is divided Into three parts: (  Visit., with an 
appendix, Visparati a collection of prayers sad forms for divin.  
service; (t) Vend'sdad, contaiain directions for purification and  
the penal code of the ancient Persian.; (3) Khordsh-Avesta, or the  
Small Avests, containing the Vaabt, the contents of which are for the  
most part mythological, with sheeter pewym fsm.risate dwotbu.  
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Setι 	 Gaud. 	Later Ζ ιd,  

abhi(near) 	 sib! 	.  aiwi  
lhi ςΡwork) 	 ishi 	izha. 

The clearest evidence of the extreme age of the language of the  
githia is its striking resemblance to the eldestSeoskrit, the language  
of the Vedic poems. The gathi language (much more than the  
later Zend) and the language of the Vedas have a close resemblance,  
exceeding that of any two Romanic languages; they seem hardly  
more than two &sleets of one tongue. Whole strophes of the  
gatbis can be turned into good old Sanskrit by the application of  

certain phonetic laws; for example--  . 

"mat νδΡο padaish ye. frasriti izbayio  
paiń janAi ma*li ust δΡnazastδ  
8% vfo ashi aredrahyici nemangbi  
it vao νangehush manangho hunarctiti,"  

becomes in Sanskrit- 
" mans vah padAih yi pracruti ihiyih 

pangachii media uttanahastah  
it va mesa mdhrasyaca namasA  
it vS vases manasab silp ςtay6."  ' 	 . 

The language of the other parts of the Αeιstα is more modem,  
but aol all of one date. so  that we can follow the gradual decline  
of Zend in the Avesta itself. The later the date of a text, the  
simpler is the grammar, the more lax the use of the cases. We  
have no chronological points by which to fix the date when Zend  
cussed to be a living language; so part of the Avesta can well be  
put later than the 5th ΟΤ 4th century s.c. Before Alexander's  
time it is said to have been already written oat on dressed cowhides  
and preserved in the state archives at Persepolis.  

The followers of Zoroaster soon ceased to understand Zend. For  
this reason all that time had spared of the Avesta was translated  
into Middle Persian or ΠωπιλνI (g.e.) under the Sassanians, This  
translation, though still regarded as canonical by the Parsecs, shows  
a very imperfect knowledge of the original language. Its value  
for modem philology has been the subject of much needless contro-
versy amongst European scholars It is only a secondary means  
towards the comprehension of the ancient text, and must be used  
with discrimination. A logical system of comparative exegesis,  
aided by constant reference to Sansknt, its nearest ally, and to the  
other Iranian dialects, is the best means of recovering the lost  
sense of the Zend texts.  

The phonetic system of Zend consists of simple signs which  
entrees the different shades of sound in the language with great  

precision. In the vowel-system a notable feature is the presence  
of the short vowels e and a, which are not found in Sanskrit and  
Old Persian; thus the Sansk ń t sash, Old Persian hentsy, becomes 
keιωί  in Zeod. The use of the vowels is complicated by a tendency  
to combinations of vowels and to epentbcsis, i.e. the transposition  
et weak vowels into the next syllable; e.g. Sanskń t MarcO, Zend  
baraihi (he carries); Old Persian merge, Zcnd mbυπια (Merv);  
Sanskrit ,inckfl, Zend irinakhii. Triphthongs are not uncommon,  
e.g. Sanskrit apwbkyus (dative plural of ofm, a horse) is in Zend  
espaiibysf; Sanskrit krnohs (he flocs), Zend kercxaosls. Zend has  
she a great tendency to insert irrational vowelss,^ especially near  
liquids; owing to th ιs the words seem rather = tinted; e. g. sasya  
(on the left) becomes in Zend kasaya ; bkntjaN (it glitters), Zend  
jar,hijiji; end (vw*), Zend geed. In the consonantal system we  
are struck by the abundance of sibilants (s and si, in three forms  
of modification, z and ώ ) and nasals (five in number), and by the  
complete absence of I. A characteristic phonetic change is that of  
it into sk; e.. Zend 551st for Sanskrit ςie, Old Persian drta (in  
A,icxerxes); jhsnoshi for Pahlavi Jmoerdin, New Persian ferwr  
(the spirits of the dead). The verb displays a like abundance of  
primary forms with Sanskrit, but the conjugation by periphrasis  
is only slightly developed. The noun has the same eight cases  
as in Sanskń t. In the Krsthlb  there is a special ablative, limited, as  
is Sanskrit, to the "a stems, whilst in later Zend the ablative is  

extended to all the stems indiffere fly.  
We do Slot know in what character Zend was written before the  

time of Alexander. From the Sassanian period we find an alpha-
betic and very legible character in use, derived from Sassanian  
Pahiavi, and closely resembling the younger Pah)avi found in books.  
The oldest known manuscripts are of -the 14th century A.u.i  

Although the existence of the Zend language was known to the  
Oxford scholar Thomas Hyde. the Frenchman Anquetil Duperron.  
who went to the Fast indies in 1755 to visit the Parsee priests, was  
the first to draw the attention of the learned world to the subject.  
Scientific study of Zend texts began with Σ. Bumeaf. and has  

since then made rapid  strides 	 since the Υedώ s have 
opened to us a knowledge of the ^nskń t.  

2. Ofd Perssmi.—This in the language of the ancient Persians  
properly so.called,' in all probability the mother.tongue of Middle  
Persian of the Pahlavi texts, and of New Persian. We O1d ArrnlaιΡ 
know Old Persinn from the rack-inscriptions of the  
Acbaemeniaas, now fully deciphered. Most of them, end these  
the longest, date from the time of Darius, but we have speci-
mans as late as Artaxerxes Ochus In the latest inscriptlons the  
language is already much degraded; but on the whole it is almost  
as antique as Zend, with which it has many mints in common.  
For instance, if we take a sentence from an inscription of Darius  
as- 

Aumm azdi hya Imam bumim add hya avam asminam adA  hya 
martiyam adi hya siyltim add martiyahyyi hya Dirayavaum  
khshΜyatbiyam akunaush aivam paruvnim khshiyathiyam,"  
it would be in Zend- 

" Ahura mazdio yli imam bilmim edit ye. som asmanem edit y8  
mashim edit γό  shistim edit roaabyalit '6 dlraya%wham klbsha*tem  
akcrenao% Syam pourunam khsisaitem,"  

The phonetic system in Old Persian is much simpler than in  

Zend; we reckon twenty-four letters in all. The short vowels e,  
a are wanting; in their place the old "a"  sound still appears as  
in Sanskrit, e.g. Zend begι_m, OIdς( Persian begcm, Sarsskrit bhagam;  
Old Persian hamaro,a, Zend hemertna, Sanskrit samaras. As  
regards consonants, it is noticeable that the older s (soft s) still  
preserved in Zend passes into d—a rule that still holds in New  
Persian; compare- 

SeeskWit. 	Zrnd. Old Persian, 	New Persian.  
haste (hand) 	sasta 	dasta 	dast  
jrayaa (sea) 	zrayS 	daraya 	dart'$  
sham () 	 azem 	edam 	 ,  . 

Also Old Persian has no special 1. Final consonants are almost  
entirely wanting. In this respect Old Persian goes much farther  
than the kindred idioms, e.^. Old Persian aloes, Sanskrit 'abkarai,  
Zend aberai, lφsρ.: nominative bago, root-form bsge.s, Sanskrit  
bhegss. The differences in declension between Old Persian and  
Zend are unimportant,  

Old Persian inscriptions are written in the cuneiform character  
of  - form, known as the "first loss." Meet of the  

i π.υ ip ι fo ι:, i ι. r besides two translations into the more compli-
cated kinds cl sneiform character of two Other languages of the  
Persian Em(^ire. One of these is the Assyrian; the real nature of  
the second is sill a mystery. The interpretation of the Persian  
cuneiform, the character and dialect of which were equally  
unknown, was 1-,gun by G. F. Grotefend, who was followed by  
E. Burnout, Sir Henry Rawlinaon and ]I. Oppert. The ancient  
Persian inscriptons have been collected in a Latin translation  
with grammar and glossaries by F. Spiegel (Leipzig, 1862; new and  
enlarged ed., 1881). The other ancient tongues and dial κΡts of  
this family are known only by name; we read of peculiar idioms  
in Sogdian Zal ιulistan, Herat, &c. It is doubtful whether the  
languages οf the Scythian, the Lycians and the Lydlans, of which  
hardly anything remains, were Iranian or not.  

After the fall of the Achaemenians there is a period of five  
centuries, from which no document of the Persian language has  
come down to us.  

Under the Arsacids Persian nationality rapidly declined; all that  
remains to us from that period—namely, the inscriptions on coins  
—is in the Greek tongue. Only towards the end of the Ferthien  
dynasty and after the rise of the Sassanians, under whom the national  
traditions were again cultivated in Persia, do we recover the lest  
traces of the Persian µπguage in the Pahlavi inscriptions and  
literature.  

3. Middle Persian—The singular phenomena presented by  
Pahlavi writing have been discussed in a separate article (see  
PARLAy?). The languages which it disguises rather ΜυΑΙ  
than expresses—Middle Persian, as we may call it—  pimps, 
presents many changes as compared with the Old Persian  
of the Achaemcnians. The abundant grammatical forms of the  
ancient language are ,much reduced in number; the case-ending  
is lost; the noun has only two ln λιωίοns, the singular and the plural;  
the cases are expressed by prepositions—e.g. τ'δddιι (the soul), nor.  
and ate, aigg., plur. rstbdnan; dot. sal or use rgbdn, abl. min or as  
tdbde. Even distinctive forms for sender are entirely abandoned,  
e.g. the pronoun are signifies "he,' "she," it." In the verb  

compound forms predominate. In this respect Middle Persian  
is almost exactly similar to New Persian,  

"With verses of my making, which are now heard. and with  
prayerful hands, 1 come before thee, Mazda, and with the sincere  
humility of the upright man and with the believer's song of praise."  

' Gγsssmaτ by F. Spiegel (Leipzig, 1867) and A. V. W. jackson  
(Stuttgart, 1892); Di'hiowary by F. justi (Leipzig, 1864); editions  
of the As rte by N. L. Westergaard (Copenhagen, 1852) and C. F.  
Grldner (Stuttgart -,, 1886-1895; also in English); translation into  
German by Spiegel (Leipzig. 1852), and into E ηglish by Darmesteter  
(Ox u d, 1880) in Max Mitller's Sawed 13soks of tlu.Bes& . 

 

5  Αnd peλιλps of the Modes. Although we have no record of  
the Median language we cannot regard it as differing to any greet  
extent from the Persian. The Medes and Persians were two  
clossly.connected races There is nothing to justify us in looking  
for the true Median language either in the cuneiform writings of  
the second class or in Zend.  

" Ornιυzd, who created this earth arid that heaven, who crested  
mob and man's dwelling-place, who made Darius king, the one and  
only king of natty.  
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4. meets Psrsian.—The last step in the development of the  
language is New Persian, represented in its oldest form by Firdouai.  
^^ In gramniaticai forms it is still poorer than Middle  
^a  Persian; except English. no lndo-European language  

has so few inflexions, but this is made up for by the  
subtle development of the syntax. The structure of New Persian  
has hardly altered at all since the Shd Ιisdmα but the original  
purism of Firdousi, who made every effort to keeρ the language  
free from Semitic admixture, could not long be maintained. Arabic  
literature and speech exercised no powerful an influence on New  
Persian, especially on the written language, that it could not  
withstand the admission of an immense number of Semitic words.  
There is no Arabic word which would be refused acceptance in  
good Persian. But, nevertheless, New Perman has remained a  
language of genuine Ι raτιiarι stock.  

Among the changes of the sound system in New Persian, as  
contrasted with earlier periods, especially with Old Persian, the  
first that claims mention is the change of the tenues k, s,p, c, into  
g, d,b,s. Thuawehave- 

Old Pessiss or Zed. 	Pahlasl. 	Now Persia.  
mahrka (death) 	mark 	marg  
Tbra8taona 	 F

pri
τin 	Feridhin 

hvátδ (self) 	 Ithllt 	 khld  
raucab (day) 	 rdj 	 rile  
hats 	 aj 	 ax.  

A series of consonants often disappear in the spirant; thus—
Old Persian or Zed. 	Paldad. 	New  Pdńas. 
kaufa (mountain) 	kof 	 kith  
githu (place), Z. gatu 	gis 	 gab  
cathware (four) 	 ciht4  
b

pp
affidaka (slave) 	bandak 	ba

pn
idhah 

daddimi (1 give) 	 .... 	d^iham.  
Old d and dl' frequently become y— 

Old Persian or -Zend. 	ΡaΙdast. 	New Pusias.  
madhn (wine) 	 . 	mai  
bandh8 (consciousness) hod 	 bδi  
Dacha (foot)wh .... 	p^ι 
kadha (when) 	 C.  

Old y often appears as j: Zend alma (glass), New Persian jdm;  
ya'an (a youth), New Persian javdn. Two consonants are not  
allowed to stand together at the beginning of a word; hence vowels  
are frequently inserted or prefixed, e.g. New Persian silddan or  
isW.dan (to stand), root sld; b&ddar (brother). Zend and Pahlavi  
brdla,.1  

Amongst modern languages and dialects other than Persian which  
must be also assigned to the Iranian family may be 

'' 
 

DLIιds. mentioned:— 
i . Kurdish, a language nearly akin to New Persian,  

with which it has important characteristics in common. It is  

chiefly distinguished from it by a marked tendency to shorten  
words at alt costs, e.g. Kurd. beret (brother)=New Persian birddar;  

Kurd. dim (I give) New Persian dikam; Kurd. spf (white) - New  
Persian sipfd.  

2. Baluch, the language of Baluchistan, also very closely akin  

to New Persian, but especially distinguished from it in that all  
the old spirants are changed into explosives, e.g. Baluch 1db (sleep) 

Zend lwajna; Baluch leap (slime)®Zend kaja, New Persian kaj;  
Baluch kaki (seven) New Persian ha i.  

3. Ossuu, true Iranian, in spite of its resemblance in sound to  
the Geοττgg ιιaan?  

4. Puά l'Ιυ (less accurately Afghan)), which has certainly been  
Increasingly influenced by the neighbouring Indian languages in  
Inflexion, syntax and vocabulary, but is still at bottom a pure  
Iranian language, not merely intermediate between Iranian and  
Indian.  

The position of ArmιπΡ iοn remains doubtful. Some scholars  
attribute it to the Iranian family; others prefer to regard it as a  

separate and independent member of the ludo-European group.  
Many words that at first sight seem to prove its Iranian origin are  
only adopted from the Persians (1G G.)  

II. Modern Persian Likralure.—Persian historians are greatly  
at variance about the origin of their nations) poetry. Most of  

them go back to the 5th Christian century and ascribe to one  
of the Sassanian kings, Bahr8m V. (420-439), the invention of  

1  Grammars of New Persian, by M. Lumeden (Calcutta, ι8ιο),  
A. B. Chodzko (Paris, 1852; new ed., 1883), D. Forbes (i889),  
1. A. Vullers (Giessen. ι87ο), A. Wahrmund (Giessen, 1875), C.  
halemann and V. Zhakovski(Leipzig, 1889); j T. Plaits 
(pt. i. 1984). For the New Persian dialects see Fr. M itller, in the  
Siisuπgιbιι des' trig. Akad., vols.  lxxvii., lxxviii 

'Cl. Hllbachmann, in Kahn's Ζed shń  ft, xxiv. 396. 
'Cf. P. de Lsgarde, Arssea'ss'ke Sludieii (Gdtt iageo, '877);  

H. Hitbscbmann, Armernscke Studies, (Leipzig, t88g).  

metre and thyme; others mention as author of the first Persian  
poem a certain Αbulhafg of Soghd, near Sama4and. In point  
of fact, there is no doubt that the later S as .ηG η rulers fostered  
the literary spirit of their nation (see PamavI). Pahlavi books,  
however, fall outside of the present aiibject,whlcb Is the literature  
of the idiom which shaped itself out of the older Persian speech  
by slight modifications and a steadily increasing mixture of  
Arabic words and phrases in the 9th and loth centuries of our  
era, and which in all essential respects has remained the same  
for the last thousand years. The death of ΗSren al-Rashid in  
the beginning of the 9th century, which marks the commence..  
meat of the decline of the caliphate, 'eras at the same time the  
starting-point of movements for national independence and  a 
national literature in the Iranian dominion, and the common  
Ladle of the two was in the province of 1?or8sin, between the  
Oxus and the Jasartes. In Merv, a Khorisinian town, a certain  
'Abbis composed in Sop AD. (193 &u), according to the oldest  
biographical writes of Persia, Mabommed 'Ai'll, the  
first real poem in modern Persian, in honour of the Modem  
Abbdsid prince Mamen, Siren al-Rashid's son, who Prrslm  
had himself a strong predilection for Persia, his 1'4"  
mother's native country, and was, moreover, thoroughly imbued  
with the freethinking spirit of his age. Soon after this, in 8m  
(sos a.s.), whir, who aided Mamin to wrest the caliphate from  
his brother Amin, succeeded in establishing the first semi-
independent Persian dynasty in KhordsAn, which was overthrown  
in 872 (2S9 a.a) by the $affirids.  

The development of Persian poetry under these first native  
dynasties was slew. AτabΙε language and literature had gained  
too firm a footing to be supplanted at once by a new literary  
idiom still in its infancy; nevertheless the few poets who arose  
under the Tdhirids and $aFirids show already the germs of the  
characteristic tendency of all later Persian literature, which  
aims at amalgamating the enforced spirit of Islamism with their  
own Aryan feelings, and reconciling the strict deism of the  
Mahommedan religion with their inborn loftier and more or less  
pantheistic ideas; and we can easily trace in the low fragmentary 
verses of men like Ι essels., IJakim Fires and Abe Sallk those  
principal forms of poetry now used in common by γ^θss.1  
all Mahommedan nations—the forms of the g:1ida £astrow  

(the encomiastic, elegiac or satirical poem), the  
gkazal or ode (a love-ditty, wine-song or religious hymn), the  
.ubd'l or quatrain (our epigram, for which the Persians invented 

 a new metre in addition to those adopted from the Arabs), and  
the moilmawl or double-rhymed poem (the legitimate form for  
epic and didactic poetry). The first who wrote such a mathnawi  
was Abe Shuker of Balkh, the oldest literary representative of  
the third dynasty of Κhοrdsin, the Siminids, who had been able  
in the course of time to dethrone the $affarids, and to secure the  
government of Persia, nominally still under the supremacy of  
the caliphs in Bagdad, but in fact with full sovereignty. The  
undisputed reign of this family dates from the accession of Antis'  
Nagr II. (913-942; 3οτ-331 A.H.), who, more than any of his  
predecessors, patronized arts and sciences in his dominions.  
The most accomplished minstrels of his time were AIIadr.IZ  
Mahommed Faraladi (or Faraliwl); Abu 'l -'Abbis •elara  
of Bokhdra, a writer of very tender verses; Abut cQa  
'l-Mudaflar Nags' of Nlshaper; Abe 'Abdallah Mahommed of  
Junaid, equally renowned for his Arabic and Persian poetry;  
Ma nawi of Bokhira, full of original thoughts and spiritual  
subtleties; Khasrawinf, from whom even Firdousi condescended  
to borrow quotations; Abe 'I-Hasan Shahid of Balkh, the first  
who made a diwin or alphabetical collection of his lyrics; and  
Redagl (or RedakI), the first classic genius of Persia, who im-
pressed upon every form of lyric and didactic poetry its peculiar  
stamp and individual character (see RODAGI). His graceful and  
captivating style was imitated by IJakim Rhabbas of Nishiper,  
a great baker, poet and quack; Abe Shu' aib ilib of Herat, who  
left a spirited little song in honour of a young Christian maiden;  
Raunagi of Bokhdri; Abe'l-Fath of Bust, who was also a good 
Arabic poet; the emir Abe 7-IJnsan'All Alagitchf, who handfed  
the pen as skilfully as the sword; 'Umira of Mnv, a famous  
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astronomer; and Kiss't, a native of the mime town, a man of  

stern and ascetic manners, who sang in melodious rhythm the  

praise of 'All and the twelve imams. All these poets flouń shed  
under the patronage of the Ssmenid princes, who she fostered  
the growing desire of their nation fοτ historical and antiquarian  
researches, fοτ exegetical and medical studies. Mangan I., the  
grandson of R ιidagi's patron,- ordered (9 63; 35 2  e.n.) his vinier  
Bal'aml to translate the famous universal history of Tabari  
tss.1  (838-923 sm.) fr0m Arabic into Persian; and this  

Τa rιkΑ-i4'σbπιi,. the oldest prose mock in modem  
Persian, is not merely remarkable from a philological point of  
view,itisslsotheclasaicmodeloI an easy and simple style  
(French teens. by L. Dubeux and H. Zotenberg, 1867-1874).  

The same prince employed the most`leamed among the ufeme  
of nranaoxiana fora translation of Tabarl's second great  
work, the Tafjir, or commentary on the Koran, and accepted  
the dedication of the first Persian book on medicine, a pharma-
topoela by the physician Abn Manger Muwaflaq b. 'All of  
Herat (edited by Seligman, Vienna, 1859), which forms a kind  
of connecting link between Greek and Indian medicine. It was  
soon after further developed by the great Avicenna (d. ιο37;  
428 a.st.), himself a Persian by birth and author of pretty wino-  
songs, moral maxims, psychological tracts, and a manual  
of philosophic science, the Ddnishsdm' -i-Aid'i, in his native  
tongue. -  

A still greater impulse was giveti,both to thepatriotic feelings  
and the national poetry of the Persians, by Mangrr's son and suc-
cessor, Prince Νt^l, II., who ascended the throne in 976 (365  
La.). Full of enthusiasm for the glorious past of the old  
Iranian kingdom, he charged his court poet Dakik Ι (Dagigi),  

who openly professed in his ghazals the Zoroastrlan  
creed, to turn the Khodd'fndmo, or "Book of Kings,"  

into Persian verse. Shortly after commencing this work Dak%i  
vas murdered in the prime of life; his death was soon followed  
by the fall of the Samanid dynasty itself. But Dak41's great  
enterprise was not abandoned; a stronger hand, a higher genius, 

 was to continue and to complete it, and this genius was found  
in Firdousi (94o- τοιο; 328-422 s.st.), with whom we  
enter the golden age of the nationalepopee in Persia  

(see Fsz000sf). In tort, after thirty-five years of unremitting  
labour, he accomplished his gigantic task, and wrote the last dis-
ticbs of the immortal Skdlndma, that "glorious monument of  
Eastern genius and learning," as Sir W. Jones cells it, " which, if  
ever it should be generally understood in its original language,  
will contest the merit of invention with Homer itself." The Shek-
dsy αds µπdsw, from the very moment of its appearance,  
S."sais exercised such an irresistible fascination upon all  
"O'·" minds that there was soon a keen competition  
among the younger poets as to who should produce the  
most successful imitation of that classic model; and this compet-
ion has gone on under different forms tńrough.all the following  
centuries, even to the must recent times. First of all, the old  
popular tradidens, so far as they had not yet been exhausted 

 by Tsrdousf, were ransacked for new epic themes, and a regular  
cy ie of national epees gathered round the Book of Kings,  
drawn almost exclusively from the archives of the prince of  
Sejistan, the family of Firdoust's greatest hero, Rustam. The  
fast and most ambitious of these competitors seems to have  
been Amdi's own son, 'Alf b. Α mad al-Asadf, the author of  
the oldest Persian glossary, who completed in ιο66 (458 &.R.),  
in upwards of 9000 distichs, the Gasshdspndma, or marvellous  
story of the warlike feats and love adventures of Garshasp,  
one of Rustam's ancestors. The heroic deeds of Rustam's  
grandfather were celebrated in the Sdmmdma, which almost  
equals the Skdlmdma in length; those of Rustem's two sons, in  
the Ja&dgαtrmdm ια and the Fοτdmυmsdm σ; those of his daughter,  
an amazon, in the Brunhild style of the German Nibelunge, in  
the Baag Gι ιΑdsρmdm α; those of his grandson in the See:e ndmn;  
those of Ms great-grandson in the SΙµahń ydr πema (ascribed  
to Mukhtaxf and dedicated to Mas'ed Shah, who is probably  

identical with Mas'ed b. Ibrahim, Sultan Mabmtld's great.  
gesidson, 1099-1114; 492-508 AX.); and the wοnderful exploits  

( of a son of Isfandirir, another hero of the Skdhndm α, in the  
&&hmοnπamο.  

When these old Iranian sources were almost exhausted, the  
difficulty was met in various ingenious ways. Where some  
slight historical records of the heroic age were still obtainable  
poetical imagination seised urn them at once; where no tradi-
tions at all were forthcoming fiction pure and simple asserted its  
right; and thus the national epopee gave way to the epic story,  
and—siabstiimmllng prose for verse—to the novel and the fairy  
tale. Models of the former class are the various hskandurndmaa,  

or" Books of Alexander the Great," the oldest and most original  
of which is that of NiSIml of Ganja, the modem Eiizavetpol  
(completed about t2o2; 599 Α.a); the latter begins with the  
Kiidb-i-Sam.ah 'lyd,, a novel in three volumes (about '189;  
585 ax.), and reaches its climax in the Batidn -i-&hdydi,  
or "Garden of Imagination," a prose romance of fifteen  
large volumes, by Mahommed Ta%l Khaysl, written between  
1742 and 1756 (1155 and £169 Α.Η.). Some writers, both  
in prose and verse, turned from the exhausted fields of the  

national glory of Persia, and chose their subjects from the  
chivalrous times of their own Bedouin conquerors, or even  
from the Jewish legends of the Koran. Of this description are  
the Ambiydndma, or history of the pre-Mabommedan prophets,  
by lJasane ShabistarI 'Ayanl (before the 8th century of the  
Hegira); Ibn lfus&m's Khdwgrndma (t427; 830 A.H.), of the  
deeds of 'Alt; Bsdhil's flαmla-f-Ιιeidαri, which was completed  
by Najaf (1723; 2135 as.), of the life of Mahommed and the  
first four caliphs; Kaiim's Fσιajιπdιιω-i.Fdfiιπα, the book of  
joy of Faiima, Mahomet's daughter (1737;  "50 A..)—all four  
in theepic metre Of the Skdkssdma; and the prose stories of  Ιdlim 
Τd'ί , the famous model of liberality and generosity in pre-
Islemitic times; of Arnie $amsαh, the uncle of Mahomet; and of  
the iιι fisdt-i-αίentsi, or the miraculous deeds of Moses, by  
Mdm-almiskln (died about 1502; 907 ax.).  

Quite a different turn was taken by the ambition of another  
class of imitators of Firdoust, especially during the last four  
centuries of the Hegira, who tried to create a new 
heroic epee by celebrating in rhythm and rhyme QΓ  
stirring events of recent date. The gigantic figure of Timer  
inspired riatifl (d. s52r; 927 ax.) with his Timdredma; the  
stormy epoch of the first $afawid rulers, who succeeded at last  
in reuniting for some time the various provinces of the old  
Persian realm into one great monarchy, furnished $ssiml (died  
after 1560; 967 ax.) 1  with the materials of his Shdkndmu, a  
poetical history of Shah Isma'll and Shah Tahmesp. Another  
Skdkndma, celebrating Shah 'Abbas the Great, was written by  
Kamalf of Sebzevar; and even the cruelties of Nadir Shah were  
duly chronicled ins pompous epicstyle in'Ish1ati's Sh .hmdma -i-
Nddidi (1749; ιι62 s.a.). But all these poems are surpassed  
in length by the 33,000 distichs of the Shdkir'skdiisdwa by the  
poet-laureate of nth'All Shah of Persia (1797-1834), and the  
40,000 distichs of the Geoegendma, a needed history of India  
from its discovery by the Portuguese to the conquest of Poona  
by the English in 1817. In India this kind of epic νersifica-
tioη has flourished since the beginning of Humaytn's reign  
( 1530-1556);  e.g. the ±afarndma -i-ShdhjehdsI by $t ιdsf (d. 1646;  
το56 Α.R.); the Shdhinshdhsdma by Taub Kaltm (d. s6^ ι;  
τοό ι an.), another panegyrist of Shah jahan; Atashis 'Add-
ndma, in honour of Shah Mahommed 'Adil of Bijaper, who  
ascended the throne in 1629 (1039 e αΡ.) or 1627; the Tmwdrfkh--
i-$ιdi $ιfbsh4k, a metrical history of the lj:u(b shots of  
Golconda; and many more, down to the Ρσ!(eπd ιlια-i- Τ1ρα  
Smljdm by Ghulam Ijasyn (1784; 1198 ax.).  

But the national epee was not the only bequest the great  
Firdousi left to his nation. This rich genius gave also the first  
impulse to romantic, didatfk and mysii' pocfry; and even his  
own age produced powerful cooperators in these three most  
conspicuous departments of Persian literature.  
Roma,dk jfcti οn, which achieved its highest triumph p  
in Niyamt of Ganja's (4441-1203; 535-599 ern.)  
brilliant pictures of the struggles and passions in the human heart  

After 1 572  (979 :.n.) according to H. Σ. in Crmndriss, ii. 237.  
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(see NIAau), sent forth its first tender shoots in the numerous  
love stories of the Skdkndma, the most fascinating of which is that  
of Za1 and Rndebeh, and developed almost into full bloom in  
Firdousl's second great mathnawt YassJ u Zafikkd, which the  
aged poet wrote after his flight from Ghazni, and dedicated to the  

reigning caliph of Bagdad, el Qadir bush. It represents the  

oldest poetical treatment of the Biblical story of Joseph, which  
has proved so attractive to the epic poets of Persia, among others  
to'Am'ak of Bokhara (d. 1249), who was the first after Fitdousl to  
write a Y4teJ u Zalfkk4 to Jimi (d. 1492), MaujI 1$asim Khan,  

Humayiin's emir (d. 1 571), NIMm οf Herat (d. X670),  
and Shaukat, the governor of ShIraa under Fath 'All Shah.  
Perhaps prior in date to Firdousl's Yaasf was his patron 'Unseal's  

romance, W1mi u Adhrd, a popular Iranian legend of great  
antiquity, which had been first written In verse under the Tahirid  

dynasty. This favourite story was treated again by Fasihi  
Jurjanl (5th century of the Hegira), and by many modem poets—
as Damirl, who died under the $afaw Ι shah Mahommed (ι577-
1 586 ; 985-994 πΡ α.), Nim i, the historiographer of the Zand  
dynasty, and ΙΤοsain of Shirts under Path 'All Shah, the last  
two flourishing towards the beginning of the present century.  

Another love story of similar antiquity formed the basis of  
Fakr-uddln As'ad Jorjanl's Wu u Rdmis, which was composed  

in Isfahan about 1048 (44ο A.si.)—a poem remarkable net only  
for its high artistic value but also for its resemblance to (loitfefed  
von Stressburg's T,i.eI:s and Isa!'.  

The last-named Persian poet was apparently one οf the earliest  
eulogisa of the Seljl4s, and it was under this Turkish dynasty  
,‚..athat lyrical romanticism rose to the highest pitch.  

.w What Firdousi and the court-poets of Sultan Mabmid  
£Teams.  had commenced, what Abn '1-Farsj ROn! of Lahore  
and Mss cad b. Sa'd b. Selman (under Sultan Ibrihlm, 1059-
2099) had successfully continued, reached its perfection in the  
famous group of panegyrists who gathered in the first halt of the  
6th century of the Hegira round the throne of Sultan Sinjar,  

and partly also round that of his great antagonist, Atsiz, shah of  
Khwarizm. This group included Adib $ Αbir, who was drowned  
by order of the prince in the Oxus about r 145 (540  Α.a.), and his  
pupil Jauhart, the goldsmith of BokhAra; Amlr Mui izzi, the king  
of poets at Sin jar's court, killed by a stray arrow in 1147 (54 1  e.ieJ, 
Rebid Watwat (the Swallow) who died in ι t8τ (578 ..is.),  
and left, besides his lfagldas, a valuable treatise on poetry  
(Hadd' ίj.eιsί(τ) and a metrical translation of the sentences of  
'Α11, 'Abd-alwisi' Jabal, who sang at first, like his contem-
porary Hasan Ghaznawi (d. 1169; 565 •.n.), the praise of the  
Ghaznevid shah ashram, but afterwards bestowed his eulogies  
upon Sinjar, the conqueror of Ghazni; and Aubad-uddin Anwart,  
the most celebrated $asides-writer of the whole Persian literature.  
Anwar! (died between 1189 and τ ter; 582 and 587 as.), who  
in early life had pursued scientific studies in the madrasa of Tttg,  
and who ranked among the foremost astronomers of his time,  
owes his renown as much to the inexhaustible stole of poetical  
similes and epithets omantia which he showered upon Sinjar  
and other royal and princely personages, as to his cutting sar-
casms, which he was careful to direct, not against individuals, . 
but against whole classes of society and the cruel wrong worked  
by an inexorable fate—thus. disregarding the example of  
FirdousI, whose attack upon Sultan MabmUd for having cheated  
him out of the reward for his epopce is the oldest and most  
finished specimen of personal satire. This legitimate brunch of  
high art, however, soon degenerated either-into the lower forms  
of parody and travesty—for which, for instance, a whole  
group of Transoxanian writers, SOzani of Somaliland (d. 1174; 

 Shp s.se.) and his contemporaries, Abf'AII Shatrenjt of the same  
town, LAmi' of Bukhara, and ethers gained a certain literary  
reputation—or into mere comic pieces and jocular poems like  
the " Pleasaiitrics" (Hasliyysu) and the humorous stories of the  
"Mouse and Cat" and the " Stone-c ιιtter " (Sangarssk) by  
'Ubaid Zaksnl (d. 1370; 772 A.B.). Anwari'a greatest rival  
was Κh4ant (d. nnee; 5)5 Α.a.), the son 0f a carpenter in  
Shirvan, and panegyrist of the shahs of Shirvgn, usually called  
the Nader of the Fast. To European taste only the shorter  

epigrams and the double-rhymed poem ΤαWaeal&4ei ι, in  
which Κ hαkαιι1 describes his journey to Mecca and back, give  
full satisfaction. Among his numerous contemporaries sad  
followers may be noticed MujIr-uddin Bailal(inl (d. 1198;  
594 Α.υ•); 2ahir Firyibt (d. 2202; S98 A.R-) and Athir  
Akhslkat (d. Ι211; 608 π.α.)—all three panegyrists of the  
at#begs of Azerbaijan, and especially of Sultan $izil Aralan-
Kamil-uddln ΤgfahΑπζΡ tortured to death by the Moguls in 2237  
(635 au.), who sang, like his father Jamal-uddln, the praise of  
the governors of Igfahaa, and gained the epithet of the " creator  
01 fine thoughts" (Khall∆I -ulma'ini); and Saif-uddin Isfaraιιgt  
(d. 2267,660 As), a favourite of the shahs of Khwd ń xm.  

Fruitful as the 6th and 7th centuries of the Hegira were in  
panegyrics, they attained-an equally high standard in didac tic  
and mystic poetry The origin of both can again py^  
be traced to Firdoust and his time. In the ethical Ab'sek  
reflections, wise maxims and moral exhortations °)'  

scattered throughout the Sbdk κdm α the didactic element is  
plainly visible, and equally plain in it are the traces of that  
mystical tendency which was seen to pervade almost all the  
literary productions of Persian genius. But the most character.  
islic passage of the epopee Is the mysterious disappearance of  
Shah 1Saikhosrau, who suddenly, when at the height of earthly  
fame and splendour, renounces the world in utter disgust, and,  

carried away by his fervent longing for an abode of everlasting  

tranquility, vanishes for ever from the midst of his companions.  

The first Persian who employed poetry exclusively for the  

illustration of $tltic doctrines was Firdousl's con-  

temporary, the renowned sheikh Aba Sa'td b. ńbit  
l-Kheir of Maims in KhorAsAn (968-1049; 357-440  &.), the  
founder of that specific form of the rube' Which gives the most  
concise expression to religious and philosophic aphorisms  
—a form which was further developed by the groat free-
thinker ' Οuπa π. Kaavvb' (q.e.), and Af'jal-uddin Kiiab  
(d. 1307; 707  au.). The year of Abfi Sa'td's death is most  
likely that of the first great didactic mathnawl, the Rftskssw.  
a'indma, or "Book of Enlightenment" by Niger Kaoscau  
(e.s.), a poem full of sound moral and ethical maxims with  
slightly mystical tendencies. About twenty-five years later the  
first theoretical handbook of $ilism in Persian was composed by  
'Alt b. 'Uthman al-Jullab! al-Hujwtrl in the ΚaτΙιf-ι dmήjσb, or,  
"Revelation of Hidden Things," which treats of the various  
schools of $lιfΤs, their tachinγs hnd obsetvaaces. A greet saint  
of the same period, Sheikh Abdallih Angle! of limIt (1006-
1089; 396-48! a.st.), assisted in spreading the pantheistic move. 
rent by his Μι ńdjdl or "Invocations to God," by several pray  
tracts, and by an important collection of biographies of eminent  
$Qfτa, based on an older Arabic compilatiοι, and serving in its  
turn as groundwork for Jlm!'sexcellent Naja jrdl tuns (completed  
in 1478; 883 e.Ie.). He thus paved the way for the pubicati0n  
of one of the arrest textbooks of the whole sect, the adijai•  
al σ8 ikαl, or "Garden of Truth" ( ι r30; 555 a.u.), by iiakim  
Sanest of Ghazni, to whom all the later $ πllc poets refer as theft  
unrivalled master in spiritual knowledge. As the mat uneom.  
promising $Ωfis appear the greatest pantheistic writer of all ages,  
Jelal ud-din ROmi (12ο7-1573;  604 672 eat.; see Rf.mi), and  
his scarf ely less renowned predecessor Fuld nd-din ' Attar, who  
was slain by the Moguls at the age of 114 lunar years in 2230  
(627 a.a.). This prolific writer, having performed the pilgrim-
age to Mecca, devoted himself to a stern ascetic life, and to the  
composition of Sidlc works, partly in prose, as in his valuable  
"Biography of Eminent Mystic Divines," but meetly in the form  
of mathnawls (upwards of twenty in umber), among which the  
Ροndndma, or "Book of Counsels," and the Moalik-s qjok, or  
the "Speeches of Birds," occupy the first rank. In the latter,  
en allegorical poem, interspersed with more tales and pious  

contemplations, the fns absorption of the $t1B in the deity is  
most ingeniously illustrated.  

In strong contrast to these advanced $e Εla stands thegreatest  
moral teacher of Persia, Sheikh Seal οf Shitils (died-about z ro  
lunar yeses old 10 I292; ό9t Α.Π.; see SAbi), whams two  
lest kssowa works are the Bustle, or "Fruit-garden," and  
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the Gώ σrb ι, or 'ι  Rore-ge[deκ" However, betb hive found  
cesq*ri&ively few imitations-the former in the νατικιxdsω,  

or "Book of Ezempla τs," of Nisari of Kohistin  
(d. 130; 7sο Αυ.), in the Do]. .db, or  

"Ten Letters," of Katibi (d. 1434; 838 AJL), and in the  
Gids&, or "Rose-bower," of lisirati (murdered  1 554;  
962  sm.); the latter in Mu'ln.oddin JuwainT'a Νigdώ Ιds, or  
" Picture-selleεy " (1335; 735 a.u.) and Jtmi's .BandiicIds, or  
"Spring-garden" (1487; 8gs e.s.); whereas an innumerable  
host of pertly ?disc compositions followed in the wake of  
SennY's, 'Mist's and Jeiil md-din Ruml's metlmawis It will  

suffice tο name a few of the mast conspicuous. The  
Loma d ε, or "Sparks," of 'Iribi (d. between 2187 and  
2309; 686 and 709 ωt.), the Ζdd-almasdβιbι, or  

"Store of the Wayfarers," by Hasasni (d. 1318; 718 a.u.), the 
GιιfτkσιΡι-d-λ As, or Rose-bed of Mystery," by ΜabmOd Shabis- 
tart πΡ (d. 1320; 720 R.), the J4Μ4-Ιοιιr, or Cup of Jamahid,"  
by Aahadi (d. 2338; 738  es.), the Aiilt-id 'Arifin, or "€riend  
of the Mystics," by Seim (Qesim)-i-Anwar (d. 1434; 837 a-u.),  
and others; 'Αptτ's Miler $ Maskled, or "Sun and Jupiter"  
(+376; 778 e.s.), 'Arifi'α G κ Ckawgda, or "The Ball end the  
Bat" (2438; 845 Α.υ.), Vats κ Dii, or "Beauty and Heart,"  
by Fattthi of Nlsbtpir (d. X448; 352 a-a.), Sham' a Ρanedsa, or  
"The Candle and the Moth," by AWl of Shires (1489; 894 Α.υ),  
Sigh κ Gadd, or "Ring and Dervish,' by Hilail (put to death  
1532; 939 a-n.), Bań it-ud-din 'Amili's (d. 1611; 2030 ex.)  
Adze a HeHed, or "Bread and Sweets," 51.1, 1' Skakar, or " Milk  
and • " and many more.  

During all these periods of iiteraiy activity, lyric poetry, pure  
and simple, had by no means been neglected; almost all the  

renowned poets since the time of RQdegl had sung in  
endless strains the pleasures of love and wine, the  

beauties of nature, and the almighty power of the Creator; but  
it was left to the incomparable genius of 1I884  (d. 1389; 791 Α.Η ;  
see Αrld) to give to the world the most perfect models of lyric  

composition; and the lines he had laid down were more or less  
strictly followed by all the ghaaal-w λΡtere of the 9th  
and zeth centuries of the Hegira—by Selmtn of Siwa  
(d. about 1377; 779 es.), who excelled besides in  

ifatida and methnawl; Καmαl Khujsndi (d. 1400; 803 n.s.),  
Ugh/i's fraud, end prot'g& of Sultan Ιοsain (1374-1382 Α.n.);  
Mahoosmed Shlrin Msghdbl (d. at Tabń s in 1406; 809  A.I.), an 
intimate friend of ń ami l; Ni'mat-ullth Well (d. 143 1 ; 834 Α.α.),  
the founder of a special religious order; I{isim•i-Anwar (ace  
&here); Amlr Sbtń i (d.'!453; 857  Α.κ), of the princely family  
of the Subedits of Sebzewir; Banal'! (d. .1512; 918 a-u.),  
who she wrote a romantic poem, Bakrdm τι Bikrds; Baba  
Figń lnl of ShIns (d. 1559; 925 &n.), usually called the "Little  
Htfit "; Nargis! (d. ι53 r; g38 a-n.); LisLn! (d. 1$34; 942 a-u.),  
who himself was imitated by Dunk! of Isfahis, Mubtasham  
Kash! and WaI'shl Ba4ki (all three died in the last decade of the  
roth century of the Hegira); AM! of Shiraz (d. 1535;  942  Α.υJ, 
author of the SsiJιr-i-Valdl, or "Imwful Witchcraft," which, like  
Sulbi's (d. 1434; 838 Α.L) Majm α`-ιdbm)rain, of the "Con- 
hence of the Two Sees," can be teed in two different metres;  
Nat i (d. ιό ιο; 1019 e.s.), who wrote the charming romance of  
a Hindu princesa who burned herself in Akbar's reign with her  
dec ιsed husband on the funeral pile, called SOs τι Gιιdds, or  
"Burning and Melting," &c. Among the immediate predeces- 
sors of 1#ihi in the 8th century of the Hegira, in which also Ibn  
Yamin, the great 1pt'a-w ń ter,' flourished, the highest fame was  
gained by the two poets of Delhi, Amlr $assn and Amlr Kbosran.  
The latter, who died in 23 25 (7 2 5 a.s.), two years before his  
friend Masan, occupies the foremost place among all the Persian  
poets of India by the richness of his imagination, his graphic  
style, and the historical interest attached to his writings. Five  
cxtemive d!wtus testify to his versatility in all breeches of lyric  
poetry, and nine large mathnawls to his mastership in the epic  
line. Four of the latter are poetical accounts of the reigns of  

Α k'a or mu$atta'α is s poem containing moral reflections, and  
differs from the $aside and ghazal only by the absence of a made'  
cc initial dlwich.  

the emperors of Delhi, 'Alt-uddin Khiljl (2296-1316), his pee-
dcceasoe Feroz Shth and his successor ΣΡ utb-µddln Mublrek  
Shah—the Alif^dk- ιdfidgh, or " Key of Victories," the Kiιdκ-
assadaiκΡ, or "The Conjunction of the Two Lucky Planets,"  
the Naak Sif.ikr, or " Nine Spheres," and the love-story of  
Kkidrkgds κ Fui a48nd. His other five mathnaw!s formed the  
first attempt ever made to imitate Ni/ilmi's famous Kkamsak,  

or five romantic epopees, and this attempt turned out so well that  
henceforth almost all epic pets wrote quintuples of a similar  
description.. Khwaju Kirmini (d. 1 352 ; 753 a.a.) was the next  
aspirant to Νilimi'a fame, with five mathnawts, among which  
Hamdi κ HasdyOn is the most popular, but be had t ο yield the  
palm to 'Abd•urnsi,imtn Jiml (1414-1492; 817-898 Α.a.), the  
last classic poet of Persia, in whose genius were  
summed up ell the beat qualities of his great prede- 	u^.e^ 
cessors. Many poets followed in Jimi's footsteps,  
first of all his nephew HWtill (see above), and either wrote whole  
ithaitoaha or imitated at least one or other of Niidmi's epopees;  
thus we have a LG.iId a Μ.gκΡda, for instance, by Maktabl (1490),  
1111411 (see above), and Rfb-ulamin (d. 1637). But their  
efforts could not stop the growing corruption of taste, and it was  
only at the court of the Mogul emperors, particularly of the  
great Akbar ( τ556-t6ο5), who revived Sultan Μαδmοd's " round  
table," that Persian literature still enjoyed some kind of" Indian  
summer" in poets like Ghadlf of Mashhad or Meshed  
(d. 1572); 'Uri of Shale (d. 1590, who wrote spirited llasldas,  
and, like his contemporaries Wash( and Reuther!, a mathnawl,  
Farkdd τι Shure; and Fai4i (d. 1595),  the author of the romantic  
poem, Not a Daman, who slap imparted new life into the rubt'l.  
In Persia proper only Zu1i1!, whose clever romance of " Sultan  
Mam8d and his favourite Αyaz " (1592) is widely read in the  
East, $t'ib (d. 3677), who is commonly called the creator of a  
new style in lyric poetry, and, among the most modern, 114111  
of Isfahan, the singer of sweet and tasteful odes (died about  
1785), deserve a passing notice.  

But we cannot conclude our brief survey of the national  

literature of Persia without calling attention to the rise of the  
drama, which has only sprung up in the beginning of use &sm.  the nineteenth century. Like the Greek drama and  
the mysteries of the European middle ages, it is the offspring of a  
purely religious ceremony, which for centuries has been performed  
annually during the first ten days of the month Mubarram—the  
recital of mournful lamentations in memory of the tragic fate  
of the house of the caliph 'Al!, the hem of the ShI'itic Persians.  
Most of these passion-plays deal with the slaughter of 'All's son  
Ijosain and his family in the battle of Kerbelt. But lately this  
narrow range of dramatic subjects has been considerably widened,  
Biblical stories and even Christian legends have been brought  
upon the Persian stage; and there is a fair prospect of a further  
development of this most interesting and important movement.  
(See further D ΙΑΝΙΑ: Persian.)  

In the various departments of general Persian literature not  
touched upon in the foregoing pages the same wonderful activity  
has prevailed as in the realm of poetry and fiction, ' a/ since the first books on history and medicine appeared w"...  
under the Siminids (see above). The most important  
section is that of historical works, which, although deficient in  
sound criticism and often spoiled by a highly artificial style,  
supply us with most valuable materials for our own research.  
Quite unique in this respect are the numerous histories of India,  
from the first invasion of Sultan Mamtld of Ghazni to the English  
conquest, and even to the first decades of the present century,  
most of which have teen described and partly translated in the  
eight volumes of Sir H. M. Elliot's History of India (1867-1878).  
Persian writers have given us, besides, an immense variety of  
universal histories of the world, with many curious and note-
worthy data (see, among others, Mlrkhond'a and Khwtndamlr's  
works under M1sxa0 κΡD); histories of Mahomet and the first  
caliphs, partly translated from Arabic originals, which have been  
lost; detailed accounts of all the Persian dynasties, from the  
Ghasnevids to the still reigning Kajars, of Jenghiz Rhin and  
the Moguls (in Juwainl's and Wss Sf'e elaborate Ta'rikks), and  
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alma, the l'lWndma, or "Tales of a Parrot," and  
others, and at the translations of standard works  

of Sanskrit literature, the epopesa of the &i,miyana and  

ΜσΑdbh0,ala, the Bhagasad -Gird, the Yoga - Vasirhlha, and  
numerous Puidnus and Upanishads, for which we are mostly  
indebted to the emperor Akbar's indefatigable zeal. 

AuxxoaiTies.—The standard modern discussions of Persian  
literature are those of E. G. Browne, Literary History of Persia  

(1902, seq.), and Hermann Eth6, in vol. ii. of Geiger and Kuhń s  
Grandrise der ircnischen Philologie (Strassburg, ι9ο6); also  
the letter's Hdfische and ,omaalischr Pwss.' der Pnan (1887). and  
Myslische, didakti τcha end lυrische Poesie aid dos spdlere S ιhriftthrm  

dιι Perser (1888). See also P. Horn, Ceschiwhte der pecsuchen  

Litteralur ('901). Concise sketches of Persian poetry are contained  
in Sir G. Oiiscicys Biographical Notices of Persian Poets (1846);  

in G. L. Flilgel's article in E τsch απd Gruber's Algem eiae Ency-
klopddie (1&4); in N. Bland'a papers in the loan. of the Ray.  

As. Sο'., vii. 345 req. απd lii. 122 seq.; and in C. Α. C. Barbier  
de Meynard's Poetic en ?use (Paris. 1877). Real mines of informs.  
tion are the catalogues of A. Sprenger (Calcutta, 1854); W. Η.  
Morley (London, 1854); Fingel ( νds, Vienna, 1865); απd C. Rieu  
(3 vol.., London, 1879-1883). For the first five centuries of the  

Hegira compare Ethf's editions and metrical trinslationa of  
" Rbdagi' s Vorilufer and Zcitgenossen," in Morgenldndische  

Forschsngesi (Leipzig. 1875); of Κis3'ϊ ' a songs. Firdousi's lyrics. 
and AbO Said b. Abe '1--Khair s ruhris, in Sihirngsberichk do  

bayr. Aksdemie (1872. P. 275 seq.; 18 3. p.622 seq.;1874. ρ.13333 seq.;  
1875, p. 145 seq.; and 1878. P.  38 seq.); of Avicenna Persian  
poems, in Gδftin*, Nachrwhk' 1875. p 5$,5 seq.); and of Asadi and 
his mun8tar3t, in • Persische enzonen, Verhandlungcn des Vex  
Oricnlahslen-Congre:ses (Berlin, X882, pptt ii. ,  first half, pp 46 seq.);  
Η. Zotenberg' s Chrornquc de Tabari (Paris, 1867-1874);  jυή αni σ  
Wls a Rdmin, ed. in the Bibs. Indira (1864) (trans. into German  
by C. H. Graf in Zeglschrifl der morgenidnd'sden Gesellschaft,  ncii. 
375 seq.) ;  and A. de B. Κasimirski s Spicimen du dń odn de MM ιnσrl-
ebehπ (Versailles, ‚876). On KhA%&ni, see N. de Khanykoffs  

Mimoire," in Joarnal asiatique, 6th series, vol iv. R 137 seq .  
and %rot. v. p. 296 seq., and C. Salemanń  s edition of his rube's, with  
Russian trans. (Petersburg. 1875); on Farid uddin • Αttαr S. de  
Sacy's edition of the Pandndma (Paris. 1819), and Garcin de 'J'assy'a  
Mast$-allαit (Paris, 1857); on the Galskan-i.rda, Ε. H. Whinflcld's  
edition (London, 1880); απd on Amfr Khomau's mathnawis, the  
abstracts given in Elliot's History of India, iii. 5z4 seq. German  
translations of Ibn Vermin werepublislied by O. Schlechta-Wssehrd,  
Brschshlckc (Vienna, 1852); of J8.mi'a minor poems, by V. von  
Rosenzweig (Vienna, 1840); by F. Rlkkert, iii Zeiischrsfi /tSr die  
Kande des ergenland's. νοus. v. and vi., and Zeitschrift der et morgeid.  
Gesdls'h., vole. ii., iv., v., vi., xxiv., xxv. and xxix.' and by M. Wick. 
erhauser (Leipzig, 1855, and Vienna, 1858); German translation of  
Yiisaf a Za440hd, by Rosenzweig (Vienna 1824), English by R. Τ. H.  
Griffith (London, '881); French translation of Lana a hfajιιιρι,  
by  A. L. de Chezy (Paris, ι 8o ), German by A. Τ. Hartmann (Lez ρaιg  
1807); Η ί lalϊ  s Kong mid Derwisch." by Eth^, in Msrie πld ιιd.  
Stud. (Leipzig, 1870. p. 197 seq.). On the Persian drama, compare  
jj A. de Gobineau's Rιlιgiοιιτ et philos ορkws dens IA sic centrak  

(Paris, '866); •A. Chodzko a ThMire person (new cd., Paris, 1878);  
and Eth6, " Persiache Passionapiele," in Moi'gssldnd. Stud., p. t74 s)eq.  

PERSIONY. JEAN OILBEHY VICTOR PIALIN, DuCDe (
τ88

o8-
τ872), French statesman, was born at Saint-German Leapinasse  

(Loire) on the iith of January 1808, the son of a receiver  
of taxes. He was educated at Limoges, and entered the cavalry  

school at Saumur In 1826, hemming morfdsai des lees to the  
4th Hussara two years later. The share taken by his regiment  
in supporting the involution of 1830 was regarded as insub-
ordinetton, and next year Flub n was dismissed from the army.  
He became a journalist, and in 1833 became a stung Bonapartist,  
assuming the title of comte de Peraigny, said to be dormant  
in his family. lie planned the attempt on Strasburg in 2836 

 that do Boulogne In 1840. At Boulogne he was arrested and  
condemned to twenty years' imprisonment in a fortress, shortly  
afterwards commuted into mild detention at Versailles, where  
be wrote a book to prove that the Pyramids were built to prevent  
the Nile from silting up. This wes published in 145 under the  
title, De fa Doslinati)n et de l'vJiliH permaiicnk des Fyramidss.  

At the revolution of 1848 he was arrested by the provisional  
government, and on his release took a prominent part in securing  
the election of Louis Napoleon to the presidency. With Moray  
and the marshal Saint Arnaud he plotted the restoration of the  
empire, and was a devoted servant of Napoleon III. He  
succeeded Morley as minister of th φ interior in January ι85τ,  
and later in the year became senator. He resigned .office iu  
1854, being appointed next year to the London embassy, which  
he occupied with a short interval ( τ858-1859) until 1860, when he  
resumed the portfolio of the interior. Bat the growing influence  
of his rival Rouher provoked his resignation in 1863, when he  
received the title of duke. A more dangerous enemy than  
Rouher was the empress Eug&iie, whose marriage he had oppaaed  
and whose presence in the council chamber he deprecated in  a 
memorandum which fell into the empress's hands. He sought  
In vain to see Napoleon before he started to take over the  
command in 1870, and the breath was further widened when  
master and servant were in exile. Peisigny returned to France  
in £87!, and died at Nice on the nnth of January 187a.  

See MImoires dec den de Persigny (2nd ed., 1896) , edited by  Η.  
de Loire d'Espagny, his former secretary; en eulogistic fife, LeDrt  
de Persian (1865), by Delaroa; and Eznile 011ivier s Empire kb&sl  

(1895. &c.).  
ΡΕΗΣΗ IIΙON, the name given to the fruits of Diospyras  

sirginiked in the United States. The tree which bears them  
belongs to the order Ebenaceae, is usually from 30 to 50  ft. in  
height, and has oval entire leaves, and unisexual flowers on short  
stalks. In the male flowers, which are numerous, the atameaa  

are sixteen in number and arranged in pairs; the female flowers  

are solitary, with traces of stamens, and a smooth ovary with  
one ovule in each of the eight cells—the ovary is surmounted by  

four styles, which are hairy at the base. The fruit-stalk is  

eery short, bearing a subglobose fruit an inch or rather more in  

diameter, of an orange.yellow colour, and with a sweetish astrin-
gent pulp. Iι is surrounded at the base by the persistent calyx-
lobes, which increase in size as the fruit ripens. The astringency  

renders the fruit somewhat unpalatable, but after it has been  

subjected to the action of frost, or has become partially rotted  
or " bletted " like a medlar, its flavour is improved. The fruit  

is eaten in great quantities in the southern states of America,  

and is also fermented with hops, corn-meal or wheat-bran into  

a sort of beer or made into brandy. The wood is heavy, strong  
and very close-grained and used in tummy. The tree is very  
common in the South Atlantic and Gulf states, and attains its  
largest size in the basin of the Missiasippi. It was brought t ο  
England before 1629 and is cultivated, but rarely if ever lipnns  

its fruit. It is easily raised from seed said can also be propagated  
from stolons, which are often produced in greet quantity.  
The Chinese and Japanese cultivate another species, the  

Diarpyras Kaki, of which there exist numcrouaill.deflnedvazietins.  
The fruits are lager than those of the American kind, variable  
in shape, but have similar properties. An astringent fluid,  

known as shits, rich in tannin, is expressed from the green  
fruit and used in various industries. The tree is hardy in the  

south of England and in the Chancel Islands.  
PERSIS (mod. Fars, q.s.), the south-western part of Iran  

(Persia), named from the inhabitants, the Iranian people of the  
Peru (Fats), their name was pronounced by the Lsnians Per.rni,  
with change from a to e, and this form bas become dominant  

of Timer and his successors (see as account of the Zefo.rndma  
under PElts 05 LA Ceoux) ; histories of setts and creeds, especially  
the famous Dabisldn, on "School of Manners" (translated by  
Shea and Troyer, Paris 1843); and many local chronicles of Iran  

and Turin. Next in importance to history rank geography,  

cosmography, and travels (for instance, the Nashaladbalab, by  
Ilamdallah MuataufT, who died in 1349, and the translations of  
Istakhrt's and Kazvtni's Arabic works), and the various ladhkias  
or biographies of $Q(is and poets, with selections in prose and  
verse, from the oldest of'Auff (about z"o) to the last and largest  

of ell, the Makhsas-idghas5'ib, or "Treasure of Marvellous  
Matters" (completed 1803), which contains biographies and  
specimens of more than 3000 poets. We pass over the well- 
stocked sections of philosophy, ethics and politics, of theology,  

law and $6fism, of mathematics and astronomy, of medicine  
(the oldest thesaurus of which is the "Treasure of the shith of  

Khwirisam," i ι to), of Arabic, Persian and Turkish grammar and  
lexicography, and only cast a parting glance at the rich collection  
of old Indian folk-lore and fables preserved in the Persian version  

of Kalilah a Dimaak (ace Renal), of the Sindbdd- 
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in Greek and in the modern Fwope ιn languages. The natwal  
features of Persia are described very exactly by Nearchus, the  
admiral of Alexander the Great (preserved by Arrian Zndw.  
40 and Strabo XV. 727). The country is divided into three  
parts, of very different character and climate: the coast is sandy  
and very hot, without much vegetation except date palms, it  
has no good harbours, end the climate is very unwholesome,  
the population is scanty. About 5ο m. from the coast rise the  
chains of the mountains, through which some steep passe lead  
into the interior valleys (called roιkη  Hapnk, Strabo 1V.  
729), which lie about 5οοο ft. above the sea. Here the climate  
is temperate, the country watered by many rivers and lakes,  
the soil fertile, the vegetation rich, the cattle numerous. These  
regions, which were thickly populated, form the real Persia of  
history. "This lend Persia," says Darius, in an inscription  
at ΡerseφΡlis, "which Alrnramnzda has gived to me, which is  
beautiful and rich in horses and men, according to the will of  
Ahuram asda and myself it trembles before no enemy." The  
third part is the north, which belongs to the central plateau,  still 
much higher, and therefore rough and very cold in the winter.  
Towards the north-wet it borders on the Median district of  
Paraetacene (about Isfahan); towards the north and north-east  
it soon passes into the great desert, of which only the oasis  
of Yezd (ΙsσNι sai in Ptolem. vi. 4, s) is inhabitable. In the  
eau, Persia proper is separated by a desert (Lsristan) from  
the fertile province of Carmsni' (Kerman), a mountainous  
region inhabited by a Persian tribe. To Carmania belonged  
also the coast, with the Islands and harbours of Hormuz and  
Bander Abbasi. In the west Persia borders on the mountains  
and plains of Foam or Susiana. For the ancient topography  
cf. Tomaschek, " Beitrsge zur historischen Topographic eon  
Persian,' in Sibungsber. der Wiener Ak αdesrie, phi!. Ci. di.  

csń .  
The Persians are not mentioned in history before the time of  

Cyrus; the attempt to identify them with the Parsua, a district  
in the Zagraa chains south of Lake Urmia, often mentioned by  
the Assyrians, is not tenable. The Parsua are perhaps the non-
Arian tribe Πδρem' in northern Media, Strabo xi. 5ο8. Herodotus  

ι 25, gives a 1ist of Persian tribes: the Pasargadae (at M urghab),  
Muaphii, Maspii, Panthialaei (in western Cermania), Derusiaei,  
Geamanii (i.e. the Cermanians) are husbendmen, the Dahae  
(i.e. the " enemies, " a general name of the rapacious nomads.  
used also for the Turanian tribes), Mardi, Dropici, Sagartii  
(called by Darius Asagarfa, in the central desert; cf. Herod.  
vii. 85) are nomads. The kings of the Pasergadae, from the  
clan of the Acheemenidae, had become kings of the Elamitic  
district Ansbaa (probably  in  596,  ef. Cvxus). When, in 553.  
Cyrus, king of Anshan, rebelled against &Veees, the Maraphiens  
and Maspians joined with the Pssargedae; after his victory over  
Astyages all the Persian tribes acknowledged him, and he took  
the title of" king of Persia" But from then only the inhabitants  
of Persia proper were considered as the rulers of the empire,  
and remained therefore in the organization of Darius free from  
taus (Herod. m. 97). But Carmarna, with the Sagartiaiis, the  
Utiens (called by Darius Youliya), and other tribes, formed a  
satrapy and paid tribute (Herod. iii. 93); the later authors  
therefore always distinguished between Carmania and Persia.  
Names of other Persian tribes, partly of eery doubtful authority,  
are given by Strabo xv. 727, and Ptolem. vi. 4 and 8.  

The Persians of Cyrus (see Paxers: An.ekssi HGfosy) were  
a vigorous race of husbandmcu, living in a healthy climate,  
accustomed to hardship, brave and upright; many stories in  
Herodotus (especially ix. xaz) point the contrast between their  
simple life and the edeitiinate nations of the civilized countries  
of Asia. They were firmly attached to the pure creed of  
Zoroaster (cf. Herod. 1. 131 sqq. and the inscriptions of Darius).  

When Darius had killed the usurper Smerdis and gained the  
crown, s new usurper, Vahyaadgts, who likewise pretended to 

 'To the Patois hk oreis belongs the lance-bearer of Darius,  
Gobryas (Gaubaruva) the Pkiahuvart." mentioned in his tomb-

inucription; they occur also in an inscription of Esarhaddon as  
Patush-ara, eastward, of Media, in Choarene at the Caspian gates;  
the Kyrtii aye the Kurds.  

be Sneed* the son of Cyrus, rose m Y'*etiya, but was defeated  

is two bathes by Darius's generals and put t ο death (Behialun  
inscription). Cyrus had built his capital with has palace and'tomb,  
in Pesargadae (q.t.). Darius founded a new city about 30 m.  
farther south on the left bank of the P υlwaτ, near its conHuence  
with the Kur, with a large terrtce, on which his magnificent  
passe and that of his adb Xerxes were built. As Pasergadae was  
aimed after the tribe in whose dntń ct it lay, so the new capital  
is by the Perarans and Greeks simply called "the Persians ";  
later authors call it Persepolis (e.r.), "the Persian city."  
Another Persian palace ley in Taokc, near the coast (Strabo  
xv. 728, &lien led 39; »ionys. Poring. 1069); Gebae, which  
Strabo mentions besides, is Isfaban in Paraetacene and belonged  
already to Media.  

Both in Peraepelis and Paeargedae large masses of geld and  
silver from the tribute of the subject nations were treasured,  
es in Sum and Ecbatana. But Ρerds lies too far off from the  
centre of the Asiatic world to be the seat of government. Like  
Arabia and similar countries, it could exercise a greet momentary  
influence in history and produce a sudden change throughout  
the world, but afterwards it would sink into local insIgnificance.  
So the Persian kings fixed their residence at Susa, which is always  
considered as the capital of the empire (therefore Aeschylus  
wrongly considers it as a Persian town and places the tomb of  
Darius here). After the reign of Xerxes, Pepsis and Ρετseφlis  
became utterly neglected, in spite of occasional visits, and even  
the palaces of Persepolis remained in part unfinished. But the  
national feeling of the Persians remained strong. When Alexander  
had won the victory of Arbelu, and occupied'Babylon and Suss,  
he met (in the spring of 33 ο) with strong resistance in Persia,  
where the satrap Ariobarzaneatried to stop his progress at the  
"Persian gates,' the pass leading up to Persepolis. Here  
he set fire to the cedar roof of the palace of Xerxes as a symbol  
that the Greek war of revenge against the Persians had come  
to an end. Our best information tells us that he soon had the  
fire extinguished (Plut. Alex. 38); the story of Thais is a pure  
fiction, and we may well believe that be repented the damage  
he had done (Arran vi. 3ο, ι).  

Alexander had planned to amalgamate the former rulers  
of the world with his Macedonians; but his death was followed  
by a Macedonian reaction. Peuceates, the new satrap of  
Persia, followed the example of Alexander, and thus gained a  
strong hold on his subjects (Died. xix. 48); nor did Seleucus, t ο  
whom the dominion of the east ultimately passed (from 311  
onwards), disdain the aid of the Persians; he is the only one  
among the Diadochi who retained his Persian wife, Apame,  
daughter of Spitamenes. At the time time Seleucus and his  
son Antiochus I. Suter tried to introduce Hellenism into Persis.  
Of Greek towns which they founded here we know Alexandria  
in Carmenla (Pun. vi. 107; Ptol. vi. 8, τας Ammian. Mue. 23,  
6, 49), Laodicca in the east of Penis (Pin. 6, τ 15), Stasis, "a  
Persian town on a great rock, which Antiochus, the son of  
Seleucus, possessed" (Steph. Byer. 3.5.), Antiochia in Peres,  
founded apparently by Seleucus I. and peopled by Aatiochns Ι.  
with Immigrants called together from all Greece, as we learn  
from a ps ρλίπ ra passed by "bustle and demos" of this town  
in ae6 in honour of Magnesia on the Maeander (Kern, lesekrifien  
sew Magnesia am Macunder, No. 6τ= Dittenbergα, OYieshs gr.  

inamr. 233, where they are mentioned together with a great  
many Scleucid towns in Susiana and Babylonia, and compare  
Kern, No. z8—Dittenbergcr, No. 231). An insurrection of the  
Persians against Seleucus (IΙ.) is mentioned in two stratagems  
of Polyaenus (vii. 39. ). When in u1 Melon, the satrap of  
Media, rebelled against Antlochus III., his brother Alexander,  
satrap of Persia, joined him, but they were defeated and killed  
by the king. Penis remained a part of the Seleudd empire  
down to Antlochus IV. Epiphanes, who at the end of his reign  
restored once more the authority of the empire in Babyloma,  
Susiana and Persia; perhaps a battle, in which the satrap  
Numenius of Mesene (southern Babylonia) defeated the Persians  
on the shore of Carmani& on sea and land (Plin. vi. ι 5a), bdοnga  
to thia time. But after the death of Antiochns IV. (264) the  
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Seleuc(d Empire began to dissolve. While the central pro-
vinces, Media and northern Babylonia. were conquered by  
the Parthians, Meseac, Elymais and Persia made themselves  
independent.  

Persia never became a part of the empire of the Arsacids,  
although her kings recognized their supremacy when they were  
strong (Strabo xv. 728. 736). From The periplus of the Ery-
thracirn Sea 33.37  we learn that their authority extended over  
the shots of Carmania and the opposite coasts of Arabia. A  
Persian king, Artaxerxre, who as murdered by his brother  
Gosithros at the age of 93 Yom, is mentioned in α fragment  
of Isidore of Charax (Lucian, Moc,obii, 15). Other names occur  
on their coins, the oldest of which are imitations of Seleccid  
coins, and were perhaps struck by local dynasts under their  
supremacy; most of the ethers show the king's head with the  
Persian tiara, and on the reverse a fire-altar with the adoring  
king before it, a standard (perhaps the famous banner of the  
smith Kavi, which became the standard of Iran under the  
Sassanids), and occasionally the figure of Ahuramazda; they  
were first explained by A. D. Mordtmann in Zeikckr,ff  fur 
Numismafik, ilL, iv. and vii.; d. Grisdries der isααiseius  P/iflol.  
ii. 486 seq. The legends are in Aramaic characters and Pbrsian  
(Pahlavi) language; among them occur &rmusse , Darius (from  
• dynast of this name the town Darabjird, "town of Darius,"  
in eastern Persia seems to derive its name), Narses, Tiridatce,  
Manocihr and others; the name Vahuburz seems to be identical  
with Oborzos, mentioned by Polyaenus vii. 40, who put down  
a rebellion of 3000 settlers (SIrosSol) in Persia. From the  
traditions about Ardashir I. we know that at his time there  
were different petty kingdoms and usurpers in Persia; the  
principal dynasty is by Tabań  caked Bizrasigi. The coins  
demonstrate that Hellenism had become quite extinct in Persia,  
while the old historical and mythical traditions and the Zoroas-
trian religion were supreme. There can be no doubt that at this  
time the true form of Zoroazlrianism and the sacred writings  
were preserved only in Persia, whereas everywhere else (in  
Parthia, in the Indo-Scythian kingdoms of the east and in the  
great propagandist movement in Armenia, Syria and Asia  
Minor, where it developed into Mithraism) it degenerated and  
was mixed with other cults and ideas So the revival of  
Zoroastrianism Mme from Persia. When Ardashir L attempted  
to restore the old empire of Cyrus and Darius, and in aia A.D.  
rose against the Parfhian king, Artabanus, his aim was religious  
as well as political. The new Sasaanid Empire which he founded  
enforced the restored religion of Zoroaster (Zarathustra) on the  
whole of  Iran. 

The new capital of Perms was Istakhr on the Pulwar, about  
9 m. above Ρecaeροlis, now Hajjiabld, where even the pee-
decessors of Ardashir I. are said to have resided. It was a great  
city under the Sassanids, of which some ruins are extant. But  
it shared the fate of its predecessor; when the empire was founded  
the Sassanids could no longer remain in Persia but transferred  
their headquarters to Ctesiphon. (ED. M.)  

P13BSIUS, in full Autos Pxasmrs Fj_tccua (a.o. 34-62),  
Roman poet and satirist. According to the Life contained in  
the MSS., Persius was a native of Volaterrae, of good stock on  
both patents' side. When six years old he lest his father, and  
his step-father died in a few years. At the age of twelve Persius  
came to Rome, where he was taught by Remmius Palaemon and  
the rhetor Verginius Flavus. Four years later began a close  
intimacy with the Stoic Cornutus. In this philosopher's pupil  
Lucas, Peisius found a generous admirer of all he wrote. Still  
in early youth he became the friend of the lyric poet Cassius  
Bassos,. whilst with Thrasea Paetus (whose wife Aria was a  
relative) he bad a dose friendship of ten years' duration and  

shared some travels. Seneca he met later, and was not attracted  
by his genius. In his boyhood Peralus amts a tragedy dealing  
with sit episode of Roman history, and a work, the title of which  
is rendered uncertain by corruption in  our MSS. Pithou's  
generally accepted reeding makes the subject that of travel;  
the excursions with Tbnsea however must have taken place aficr  
boyhood. Ths perusal of Luciiius revealed to Remus his  

secedes, and he act to work·upba a book cif satires. But be  
wrote seldom and slowly, a premature death (ails sfssiiaedl)  
prevented the completion of his task. He is described as  
possessed of a gentle disposition, girlish modesty and personal  
beauty, and living a life of exemplary devotion towards his  
mother Fulvia Simms, his sister and his aunt. To his mother  
and sister he left a considerable fortune Cotniitus auppressed  
all his work except the book of settres in which he made some  
slight alterations and then handed k over to Baass for editing.  
It proved an immediate success.  

The scholia add a few details--on what authority is, as generally  
with such sources, very doubtful. The Life itself, though not free  
from the suspicion of interpolation and undoubtedly corrupt and  
disordered in places, is probably trustworthy. The MSS. ray it  
came from the commentary of Vakrius Probus, no doubt a learned  
edition of Persius like those of Virgil and Horace by this same famous  
" gr mmar ίan " of Berytus, the poet's contemporary. The only  
case in which it seems to conflict with the Sal ices themselves is  
in its statement as to thcdcath of l'ersius's father The declaiming  
of a rumens in his pre ence (Sat 3. 4  q) implies a more nature  
age than that of six in the performer. but $kr 'night here mesa  
"step-father." or Persiiis may have forgocten his own auto•  
biography, may be simply reproducing one of his models. The  
mere fact that the Life and the Satires agree no closely does not  
of course prove the authenticity of the former. One of the points  
of harmony is, however, too subtle for us to believe that a f 
evolved it from the works of Pcrsius. It requires indeed a thoughtful 

 of the Life before we realize how distinct is the impression  
it gives of a " bookish" youth, who has never strayed far, at least  
in spirit, from the domestic hearth and his womendolk. And  of 
course this is notoriously the picture drawn by the Sabres. So much  
better does Persius know his books than the world that he draws  
the names of his characters from Horace. A keen observer of what  
occurs within his narrow horizon, he cannot but discern the seamy  
side of life (cf. e.g such hints as Sal. iii. rte); he shows, however,  
none el Juvenal's undue stress on unavoury detail α Horace's  
easy-going acceptance of human weaknesses. The sensitive, lame-
bred nature of Pcrsius chows itself perhaps also in his frequent  
references to ridicule, whether of great men by street games: or of  
the cultured by  Philistines. 

The chief interest of Persite's work lies in its relation to Roman  
satire, in its interpretation of Roman Stoicism, and in its use of  
the Roman tongue. The influence of Horace on Per τsiια can,  
in spite of the silence of the Life, hardly have been less than  
that of Lucillus. Not only characters, as noted above, but  
whole jbrasr, thoughts and situations come direct from him.  
The resemblance only emphasizes the difference between the  
caricaturist of Stoicism and its preacher. Persius strikes the  
highest note that Roman satire rαchedς in earnestness and  
moral purpose rising far superior to the political rancour or  
good natured persiflage of his predecessors and the rhetorical  
indignation of Juvenal, he seems a forerunner of the great  
Christian Apologists. From him we learn a lesson Seneca never  
taught, bow that wonderful philosophy could work on minds  
that still preserved the depth and purity of the old Roman  
granules. When the Life speaks of Seneca's genius as not  
attracting Persius, it presumably refers to Seneca the philosopher.  
Some of the parallel passages in the works of the two are very  
close, and hardly admit of explanation by assuming the use of  
a common source. With Sens, Pe τsius censures the style  
of the day, and imitates it. Indeed in some of its worst failings,  
straining of expression, excess of detail, exaggeration, he outbids  
Seneca, whilst the obscurity, which makes his little book of not  
seven hundred lines so difficult to read and is in no way due to  
great depth of thought, compares very ill with the terse defe-
ness of the E$sidae morales. A curious contrast to this ten-
deny is presented by his free use of " popular " words. As of  
Plato, so of Persiva we bear that he emulated Sopbron; the  
authority is a late one (Lydus, De meg.  i.  41), but we can  at 
least recognise in the scene that opens Sal. 3. kinship with such  
work as Theoeritus' Adoniasusae and the Mimes of Herodas.  

Pcrsius's satires are composed in hexameters. exee,pt for the  
• susons of the short prologue above referred to, in which he ball  
ironically asserts that he writes to eau his bread, not because he  
is inspired. 
as a resection of the decadence of tthhetnatio ιnallmmoralsα The theme  
of Seneca's 114th letter is similar. The description of the recitalS?  

and the literary twaddlers after dinner is vividly natural. but as  
interesting passage which cites sp κimens of smooth verification  
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and the languishing style 1. greatly spoiled by the ddficulty of  
appreciating the points involved and indeed of dismbuting the  

dialogue (a not uncommon crux in Persius). The remaining  
satires handle in order (2l the question as to what we may Justly  
ask of the gods (cl Plato's second Akibeadss). (3) the importance  
of having a definite arm in life, (4) the 'icccmity of sell-knowledge  

for public men (cf Plato's first Ainib'adci). (5)  the St* docinne  
of liberty (introduced by generous allusions tο Cornutus' teaching),  
and (6) the proper use of money. The Life tells us that the &itircs  
were not left complete; some lines were taken (presumably by  
Cornutus or Basus) from the end of the work so that it might be  
glnssi βκαυs. This perhaps means that a sentence in which Persius  
had left a line imperfect, or a Paragraph which he had not com-
pleted, had to be omitted. The same authority says that Cornutus  
definitely blacked out an offensive allusion to the em is literary  
taste, and that we owe to him the reading of the M5S. in Sat. i. 12'  

auriculas ssini quitnon J ίoτ Mida rest habet ! " Traces of  
lack of revision are however. still visible; cf. e.g. V. 176 (sudden  
transition from ambition tο superstition) and vi. 37 (where criticism  
of Greek dodores has nothing to do with the content). The parallels  
to pamoges of Horace and Seneca are recorded in the commentaries.  
in view of what the Life nays about Lucant  the verbal resemblance  
of Set. ilL 3 to Ptars. x. t63 is interesting. Examples of bold  
language or metaphor: i. 2^, τορtο wore exmeru caprsffrus, 60,  
1iagzwe gaaslam stoat tams; in. 42. 45155 p$11 at, 81 , siknuia rodunl;  
Υ. 92, adores name de pal moss r'ad(o. Passages like rn. 87, ιοο Sn  show elaboration carried beyond the rules of good taste. ' Popular '  
wads: hero, cido, eballire, glaw, Jailers, mamma, md',,', abbe.,  
1alpo, slloppiu. Fine lines, &c., in L 1 ι6 egg., W 6 cqq., 65 seq.,  
73 sqq-. i ii. 39 sqq.  

Αυτυο aιτιas.—The MSS. of Persius fall into two groups the one  
represented by two of the best of them, the other by that ot έ ,thοcus,  
so important for the text of Juvenal. Since the µµιιrrblicatiοπ of  
J. Bieges's de Pens rod. Qf ώ . reds acskmaado (ledin, 1890) the  
tendency has been to prefer the tradition of the latter.  

The important editions arc. (i) with explanatory notes: Casaubon  
(Paris, 1605, enlarged edition by Dubncr, Leipzig, 1833); O. Jahn  
(with the scholia and valuablepprolegomena, Leipzig, g,^; ), C οηιηg- 
ton (with translatiοn.3rd ed., Oxford 1893), B. L. Gilderslecve (New  
York, ‚875). G. NΣπe"thy (Buda-Pεstthh 19433), (a) with critical 
notes: Jahn- βlεhεlεr (3rd ed., Berlin, 1893), S. G Owen (with  
tvenal Oxford, 1902). Translations into English by Dryden  
1693); Conington (lot. cil.) and Hemphill (Dublin, 1901). Criticism,  

in Martha. Les Mosehiles sans l'mpire sema ιs (5th ed., Paris, 
886); Kinard, Palms lοι ίοs de in d2c"n'e (Paris. 1834); Hirzel.  

Dec Dialog (Lei g. i89); Saintibury. H:seery of C ń lwtsm, 1 248;  
Henderson. Life and Priiicipnle of lie ξampe τοτ Nero (London,  
103): and the histories of Roman literature (especially Schanz,  

τ sgη ). A Bibliogταρλ y of Pensius, by M, H. Μ o
(W-C.S

rgan  (Cam. 
e, U.S. 1 893). 	 u.)  

PERSON, OFFENSES ΑΟΑΙΙΙST THE. This expression is  
used in English law to classify crimes involving some form of  

assault or personal violence or physical injury, i.e. offences  
affecting the life, liberty or safety of an individual: but it is  
also extended to certain offences against morality which cannot  

technically be described as assaults. The bulk of the offences  
thus classified, so fat as their definition or punishment depends  
upon stature law, are included in the Offences Against the  

Person Act ι86s (s4 & 25 VIct. c. zoo), and in the Criminal  
Law Amendment Acts of 1880 and ι885, and the Prevention of  
Cruelty to Children Act 5904. The classification in these statutes  
is not scientific: e.g. bigamy is within the act of ι86ι (s. 57),  
and certain offences involving assault, e.g. robbery, are to be  
found in other statutes. The particular offences dealt with  

by the acts above named are discussed under their appropriate  
titles, e.g. abortion, assault, bigamy, homicide, rape, &c. In  
the Indian penal code most of the offences above referred to  
fall under the head " olfences against the human body" (ch.  

xvi.). In his Digest of Ike Criminal Law Sir James Stephen  
includes most of these offeuces under the title "offences against  

the person, the conjugal and parental rights, and the reputation  

of individuals," a dasstfeation also to be found in the English  

draft code of 1880 and adopted in the Queensland code of 1899.  
In waking out this cL,ssificatioi offences'iot involving assault , 

are relegated to another and perhaps more appropriate title,  

" offences  against morality."  
PERSONALITY ((rom Let. ρeτsοΝa, originally an actor's  

mesh, from pnsoaar ,' to sound through), a term applied in  

' 50 Cabins Bases in Gall. Nod. Au. ,. 7, 1. Since, however,  
It is d&ifienit to explain ρersδna from psnianare (Skeet suggests  
by analogy from rpiewsr the Greek equivalent l ), Waide. m  

philosophy and also in common opeecb to the identity or indi-
viduality which makes a being (person) what he is, or marks  
him off for all that he is not. The term "person," which is  

technically used not only in philosophy but also in law, is applied  

in theology (Gr. i$owxee) to the three hyposiases of the  
Trinity. It was first introduced by Tertdlian, who implied  
by it a single individual; the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost  

were three personae though of one and the same substance  
(shies sυbsianΙίac). The nature of this unity in difference  
exercised the minds of the early Christian theologians, and was  
the subject of masiy councils and official pronouncements, accord-
ing as emphasis was laid on the unity or on the sepaIatenese of  
the persons. There was perpetual schism between the Unitarians  
and Trinitarians (ace for example SABELI.WS). The natural  
sense of the word " person " is undoubtedly individuality;  

hence those who found a difficulty in the philosophic conception  
of the three-in-one naturally tended to lay emphasis on the  
distinctions between the members of the Trinity (see Hxaxsv;  
Mοκπαςmaxtaκ; Locos, &c.). A further theological question  
arises in conneidon with the doctrine of immortality (q.,.), and  
it is argued that immortality is meaningless unless the soul of  
the dead man is self-conscious throughout.  

In philosophy the term has an important ethical significance,  
The Greek moralists, attaching little importance to Individual  
citizens as such, found the highest moral perfection in the sub-
ordination of the individual to the state. Man, as xok τµ 4ι' οe,  
is good only when he is a good trekτή τ. Subsequent ethical  
systems on the contrary have )aid stress on the moral worth  

of personality, finding the sammum bom'm in the highest  
realization of the self. This view is specially characteristic  

of the Neo-hegelian school (e.g. Τ. H. Green), but it belongs  
also in various degrees to all intuitional and idealistic systems.  
Utilitarian universalistic hedonism and evolutionist ethics so  
far resemble the Greek theory that they tend to minimize the  

importance of personality, by introducing ulterior masons  

(...χ. the perfection of the social organism, of humanity) as the  

ultimate sanctions of moral principles, whereas the intuitionists  
by making the criterion abstract and absolute limit goodness  
to personal obedience to the a Priori moral law.  

Still more important Problems are connected with the  
psychological significance of personality. What is the origin  
and character of the consciousness of the self? The conscious-
ness of the identity of another person is comparatively simple;  

but one's own individuality consists partly in being aware of that  , 
Individuality; a man cannot use the word "I" unless he is  
conscious of the unity of his " self," and yet there is involved in  

the word " I " something more than this consciousness. In  

what does the unity of the " self " consist prior to its being  

recognized in consciousness; bow does the consciousness arise?  

The answer to this problem is to be found—in so far as it can  

be found—in the subject-object relation, in the distinction  

between the external world and the subjective processes of  
knowing and willing which that relation involves. I will  
something, and afterwards perceive a corresponding change  
within the unity of my external world. Hence, we may sup-
pose, arises the consciousness of a permanent self and not-self.  

It should'be observed that self-consciousness varies according  
to the intellectual development, and the term " persoααlity "  
is usually connected only with the self-consciousness of an  

advanced type, not, for example, With that of an animal. Even  
among human beings there is considerable difference. The  

most elementary form of human self-consciousness includes in  
the self not only the soul but also the body, while to the developed  
self-consciousness the physical self is part of the external or  

objective world. Finally it is necessary to refer to the Kantian  
distinction of the pure and the empirical ego, the latter (" the  

Me known ") being an object of thought to the former (" the  
I knowing ").  

From the use of the term "person" as distinguishing the  

Latń nisdles efymokgfsrhes W δrfe Ϋbυch (1906), suggests a derivation  
from Greek {trη. a sone. In Roman law $e?sona was one who  
had civil sights. For the,ecksisstical persona nedssiao, see Parson.  
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self from the not-set arises the phrase "personal equation"  

for those peculiar characteristics or idiosyncrasies which hive  
to be taken into account in estimating the value of an individual  

judgment or observition. This phrase, which is commonly  
used in any .connexion, was first applied to the errors detected  
in the astronomical observations of a Greenwich observer named  

Rii mebrook in 1793.  The recognized fact that the greater or  
less inaccuracy is habitual to individual observers has been  
investigated, e.g. by Bessel (Abhasdlassgen, iii. hoe) and by  
Wundt (Pkysiol. Psycho!.), and machine have been devised  
which make allowance for the error mused by the personal  
equation (see MIcaosearxi).  

For the psychological problem, see Psvcnoioov. For the  
problems connected with aub -coiiseio'a action, &c., see SUBLIMINAL  
Sur; TaAtca; Ην eποεisa; TgLEi'Atuv.  

Ρ RΠΟΝΑL PROPERTY, one branch of the main division  
of the English law of property, the other being " real property."  
The division of property into real and personal represents in  

a great measure the division into immovable and movable  
incidentally recognized in Roman law and generally adopted  

since. "Things personal," according to Blackstone, "are  

goods, money, and all other movables which may attend the  
owner's person wherever he thinks proper to go" (Comm. ii. 16).  
This identification of things personal with movables, though  

logical in theory, does not, as will be seen, perfectly express  
the English law, owing to the somewhat anomalous position  

of chattels real. In England real property is supposed to be  
superior in dignity to personal property, which was originally of  

little importance from a legal point of view. This view is the  

result of feudal ideas, and had no place in the Roman system, in  
which immovables and movables were dealt with as far as pos-
sible in the same manner, and descended according to the same  
rules. The main differences between real and personal property  

which still exist in England are these. ( τ) In real property there  
can be nothing more than limited ownership; there can be no  
estate properly no called in personal property, and it may be held  
in complete οwnershiρ. There is nothing corresponding to an  

estate-tail in personal property; words which in real property  

would create an estate-tail will give an absolute interest in  

personalty. A life-interest may, however, be given in personalty,  
except in articles quae ipso nay censvmusisr. Limitations  
of personal property, equally with those of real property,  fall 
within the rule against pe'petuiIies. ( τ) Personal property is  
not subject to various incidents of real property, such as rent,  
dower or cschcat. (3) On the death of the owner intestate  
real property descends tο the heir; personal property is divided  
according to the Statute of Distributions. (4) Real property as a  
general rule must be transferred by deed; personal property does  
not need so solemn a mode of transfer. (3) Contracts relating  
to real property must be in writing by the Statute of Frauds, sq  
Car. Iii C. 3, s. 4; contracts relating to personal property need  
only be in writing when it is expressly so provided by statute,  
as, for instance, in the cases falling under a. 17 of the Statute of  
Frauds (6) A will of lands need not be proved, but a will of  
personalty or of personal and real property together must be  
proved in order to give a title to those claiming under it. (7)  
Devises of real estate fall as a rule within the Mortmain Acts  
(see Cement Arm CHAκτπεs; Cοaροaaττοs); bequests of  
personal property, other than chattels real, are not within  
the act. (8) Mortgages of real property need not generally be  
registered; mortgages of personal property for the most part  
require registration under the Bills Of Sale Acts (see PIRDCE,  
and Btu. oi SALE).  

Personal estate is divided in English law into ebaueis real and  
chalk!: personal; the latter are again divided into cboau  is 
possession and chose is Wien (see ClAmr.; Citosa).  

Interest in personal property may be either absolute or qualified.  
The latter case is illustrated by animals Jerac nnalwae, In which  
property is only coextensive with detention. Personal property  

may be acquired by occupancy (including the macasia, comaaixlio,  
and co,Jusie of Roman law), by invention, as patent and copy-
tight, or by transfer, either by the ae* of the Ian (as in baokraptcy,  

judgment and intestacy), or by the act of the party (as in gift,  

contract and will).  
There are several cars in which, by statute or otherwise,  

property is taken out of the class of real οr personal to which  
it seems naturally to belong. By the operation of the equitable  
doctrine of conversion money directed to be employed in the  

purchase Of hand, or land directed to be turned into money, is  

in general regarded as that species of property into which it is  

directed to be converted. An example of property prima fade  

real which is treated as personal is an estate per care vie, which,  
since 14 Geo. II. C. so, s q. 1740-1741 (now replaced by the  
Wills Act 1837,  a 6) Is distributable as personal property in the  
absence of a special occupant. Examples of property prima fade  
personal which is treated as real are fixtures, heirlooms, such  
as deeds and family portraits, and shame in some of the older  
companies, as the New River Company, which are real estate  
by statute. In ordinary cases shares in companies are per-
sonal property, unless the shareholders have individually some  
interest in the land as land.  

The terms heritable and mmoroble of Scup law to a great extent  
correspond with the real and personal of English law. The mare  
points of difference are these. (I) Leases are heritable as to the  
succession to the lessee, unless the destination expressly exclude  

heirs, but are movable as to the fink. (τ) Money due en mortgage.  
and securities on land is personalty in England. At common law  
in Scotland debts secured on heritable property are themselves  
heritable. But by the Titles to Land Consolidation (Scotland)  
Act 1868, s. 117, heritable securities are movable as far as regards  
the sumsasion of the creditor, unless executors are expressly ex-
cluded. They still, however, remain heritable pissed /men, as  
between husband and wife, in computing legitim, and as far as  
regards the succession of the debtor. (3) Up to 1868 the heir of  
heritage succeeded to certain movable goods celled heirshi  
movables, which bore a strong likeness to the heirlooms of  English 
law. This right of the heir was abolished by the act of 1868, a 160.  
(4) Annuities, as having &seism Jsimi km/ions, are heritable, and  
an obligation to pay them falls upon the heir of the deae aed (Watson,  
Lew Diet. as. "Annuities ' )).  

The law in the United States agrees in most respects with that  

of England. Heirlooms arc unknown, one reason being, no doubt,  
that the importance of title-deeds 1. much less than it is in England,  
owing to the operation of the Registration Acts. Long terms in  

some state have annexed to them the propertIes of freehold estates.  

In some states estates Q.rr enure vie descend like real property; in  
others an estate psi '"ii,' tie is deemed afreehold only during the  
life of the grantee; after his death it becomes a chattel real. lii  

yet other gate. the heir has a /cuddle of interest as special  oocopant 
(Kent, Corns,. iv. 27). In some stag railway rolli πg-st, αk is  
considered as purely personal, in others it has been held to be o  
fixture, and no to partake of the nature of real property. Shares  
in some of the early American corporations were, like New River  
shares in England, made real estate by statute, as in the mac of  
the Cape Sable Company in Maryland (Schouler, Laσ of Personal  
Property, i.). In Louisiana animals employed in husbandry are,  
and slaves were, regarded as immovables. Pews in churches are  
generally real property, but in some states they are made personal  
property by statute. The assignment of choses in action is generally  
permitted, and is in most states regulated by statute. U. W.)  

PERSONATION, in English law, a form of fraud consisting  
in a false representation by one person (by words or conduct)  
that he is another person living or dead. It is not an offence  
by the common law unless the representation is made on oath  
under drcumtances constituting the offence of perjury, or  
unless the representation if not made on oath is made under  
circumstances amounting to a common law cheat. Personation  
has been made an offence by statute in the following uses: ( τ)  
where it amounts to a false pretence by words or conduct, and  
is done with intent 10 defraud, and property is by such false  
pretence obtained, 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96 as. 88-go (see FAιss  
Paxvxscxs); (τ) in the case of false and deceitful personation  
of any person or of the heir, executor, administrator, wife, widow,  
next of kid or relative of any person with intent fraudulently  
to obtain any land, estate, chattel, money, valuable security or  
Property (37 & ‚38 Vict. c. 36 a 1); (3) in the case of personation  

of votes at elections (see Coaaurr Paacrtces).  
The first of these offences is a misdemeanour only; the second  

is a felony punishable by penal servitude for life. The second  
offence was created in 1874 in consequence of the Ticńborne  
case, in which under the law as it then stood it had been aeoewary  
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to ρί saαιιte the claimant fogy perjury. Besides the t actments  
above referred to there are also a number of provisions for dealing  
with the personation of sailors, soldiers, pensioners and owners  
of stock in the public funds or shares in joini.atock companies,  
and of persons who falsely acknowledge in the name of another  
recogniasaces, deeds or instruments, before a court or person  
authorized to take the acknowledgment.  

PERSPECTIVB (Let. perspkere, to see through), in mathematics  
the name given to the art of representing solid objects by a plane  
drawing which affects the eye as does the object itself. Ιι the  
article PaojacαοΝ it is shown that if all points in a figure be  
projected from a fixed centre to a plane, each point on the  
projection will be the projection of all points on the projecting  
ray Α complete representation by a single projection is there.  
fore possible only when there is but one point to be projected  
on each ray. This is the ease by projecting from one plane to  
another, but it is also the case if we project the visible parts of  
objects in nature; for every  ray of light meeting the eye starts  
from that point in which the ray, if we follow its course from the  
eye backward, meets for the first time any object Thus, if we  
project from a fixed centre the visible pert of objects to a plane  
or other surface, then the outlines of the projection would give  
the same impression to the eye as the outlines of the things  
projected,•provided that one eye only be used and that this be  
at the centre of projection. If at the same time the light emanat-
ing from the different points in the picture could be made to  
be of the same kind—that is, of the same colour and intensity  
and of the same kind of polarization—as that coming from the  
objects themselves, then the projection would give sensibly  
the same impression as the objects themselves. The art of  
obtaining this result constitutes a chief part of the technique of  
a painter, who includes the rules which guide him under the  
name of perspective, distinguishing between linear and aerial  
perspective—the former relating to the projection, to the  
drawing of the outlines, the latter to the colouring and the  
shading og of the colours in order to give the appearance of  
distance. Here we deal only with the former, which is in fact a  
branch of geometry consisting in the applications of the rules  
of projection.  

*t. Our problem is the following: There is ems a figure in  
space, the plane of a picture, and a point as centre of ρι jection; k is  
required to ',inject the figure from the point to the plans.  

From what has been stated about projection (ge) in general it  
follows at once that the projection of a point is a point, that of a  

line a line. Further, the projection of a point at infinity in a line 
is in general a finite point. Hence parallel lines are projected into  
a pencil of lines meeting at some finite point. This point is celled  
the vanishing point of the direction to which it belongs To find  
it, we project the point at infinity in one of the parallel lines; that  
is, we dew through the eye a line in the given direction. This  

cuts the picture plane in the point required.  
Similarly all points at infinity in a plane are projected to a line  

(see PrtoyecTioN: § 6) which is called the va•uiwg line of Ike plan  
and which is commie to all parallel litany.  

All lines parallel to a plane have their vanishing points in a line,  
viz, in the vanishing line of the plane.  

All lines parallel to the picture plane have their vanishing points  
at infinity in the picture plane; hence parallel lines which are  

pardkl Ιο the piuse, pons  

appear in Ike projection as  
parallel line: to their true  

erection,.  
17., projection of a line,:  

detpmined by 1k. projection of 
'tree points rn it. these being  
vciy often its vanishing point  
and its trace on the Picture  
plum. The projection of a  
point is determined by the  

projection of two fines through 
. 

These are the general rules  
which we now apply. We  
suppose the picture plane tο  
be vertical.  

§ a. Let (fig. s) S be the  
centre of projection, where  
the eye is situated, and which  

in perspective is celled the point of sight, ABKL the picture  
plane. ABMN a horizontal plan on which we suppose the objects  

to rut of wbleb a p εrspective drawing is to be made The lowest  
plan,, hick c tαinαφ points that are to appear in the picture is 
generally selected this purpose, and is therefore called the  

ground plane, or sometimes the geometrical plane It cute the  
pictus. place in a horizontal line ΑΒ called the ground line or base  
yes or fundamental line of the picture. Α horizontal line SV,  
dawn through the eye S perpendicular to the picture, cuts the  
latter at'a point V called the centre of the picture or the centre of  

νιλοα. The dietanoe SV of the eye from the picture is often  

called the distance simply, and the height ST of the eye above the  
ground the height of the eye.  

The vanishing line of the ground plane t  and hence of every  
horizontal plane, is got by drawing the projecting Sys from S to  
the points at infinity in the plane—in other words, by drawing all  
horizontal Sys through S. These lie in a horizontal plane which  
cuts the picture plane in a horizontal line DD' through the centre  
of vision V This line Is called the horizon in the picture. It  

contains the vansibing points of all horizontal lines, the centre of  

vision V being the vanishing point of all lines parallel to SV, that  
is Perpendicular to the picture plane. To find the vanishing point  
of any other line we draw through S the my projecting the point at  
infinity in the line; that is, we draw through S a ray parallel to the  
line, and determine the point where this my cuts the picture plane.  

If the line ii given by its plan on the gerund plane, and its elevation  
on the picture plane, then its vanishing mint can at νnεe be deter-
mined; it is the vertical trace of a line parallel to it through the  

eye (cf. Guοuaτaγ: § Descriptive, § 6).  
§ 3. To have construction i π • single plane, we suppose the  

picture plan turned down into the ground plane; but before this  

is done the ground Plane is  
pulled forward till, say, the  
line MN takes the place of  
ΑΒ, and then the Picture  
plane is turned down. By  
this we keep the plan of the  
figure and the picture itself  
seρaι tc. In this new peel.  
tion the plane of the picture  
will be that of the paper  
(fig. a). On it are marked  
the base line ΑΒ, the centre  
of vision V, and the horizon  
DD' and also the limits  
ABI{L of the actual picture.  
These, however, need not  
necessarily be marked. In  
the plan the picture plane  
must be supposed to par  
through 4j15,, and to be  
perpendicular to the ground  
plans if we further sup-  
pore that  the horizontal  
plane through the eye which  
cuts the picture plan in the horizon DD' be turned down about  

the horizon, then the centre of sight will come to the point S, where  

VS equals the distance of the eye.  
To find the vanishing point of any line in a horizontal plane,  

we have to drew through S • line in the giventea see 
where it cuts the hολαοπ. For instance to find vanishing points va  
of the two horizontal directions which make angles of .g$°  with the  
horizoe, we draw through S li σεs SD and SD' making each an &πgk  
of 45° with the line DO. These points can also be found by male  
VD and VD each equal to the dsitance SV. The two points D, D'  
are therefore celled the distance points  

§ } Let it now be required to find the perspective P of'a 	t 
P, (figs.rand a) in the ground Plane. fe ι<τaw thnwgh Ρtίtwο  
lines of which the projection can easily be found. The 'meat con-
vesi nt lines are the Jιcrpendicυlaτ to the bare line, and a line  
making an angle 01 45 with the picture prams. These lines in the  
ground plane are P,Qs  and PiRι.  The fττst cuts the picture at Q, or  
at Q, and has the vanishing point V; henα QV is its perspective.  
The other cuts the picture in N,, or rather un R, and has t»e vanish-
ing porn D; its perspective is RD. These two lines meet at P,  
which is the point required. It will be noticed that the line  
QRQ,RiQ,l'i gives the distance of the point Ρ behind the  
picture plane. Hence if we know the point Q  where a perpendicular  
from a point to the picture plane cuts the latter, and also the  
distance of the point behind the picture plane, we can find its 
ρersρetjνe. We join Q to V, set off QR to the right equal to the  
dstance of• the point behind the picture plane, and joie.R to the  
distance point to the left; where RD cuts QV  is the point P required.  
Or we set all QR' to the left equal to the distance and join R' to  
the &stance paint D' tο the ń ght.  . 

If the distance of the point from the picture  should be very great,  
the point R might fall at too great a distance from Q to be on the  
drawing. la this care we might set elf QW equal to the nth part  
of the distanc. and jam n it to at E. an that VE equals the nth 
part of VD. Thus if QW–fQR and VE – bVD, then WE will  
seem pass through P. 'tin thus possible to find for every point in  
the ground plane, or in fact in any horisontal plane, the perspective;  
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he the construction will not be altered if the hound  d plane be  
replaced by fιn any other horizontal plane. We can ιπ fact now d 
the p'rspec'ii'e of esery polar as soon as we know the foot of Ike per-
ριndiαdα, drawn from silo the pilate plans,  'Αα'  is, if we knew ill  

desalion on the picture plane, and its distance behind u. For this  
reason it is often convenient to draw in alight outlines the elevation  
of the figure on the picture plane.  

Instead of drawing the elevation of the figure we may also proceed  
as follows. Suppose (fig 3) Αι  to be the projection of the ptin  
of a poi ń t A. Then the point Α lies vertically above Αι because  
xRial lines appear in the perspectist as milted lieu ({i) if  
then the line VA, cuts the figure plane at Q, and we erect at Q a  
perpendicula

r r  the 	ńeght of the point Α above the 
	it 

 

Ν  

y R  
Fic. 3.  

then the point Α5 is the elevation of Α and hence the line A,V  
will pass through the point Α. The latter thus is determined by  
the intersection of the vertical line through Αι  and the line ASV.  

This process differs from the one mentioned before in this that  
the construction for finding the point is not made in the horizontal  
plane in which it lies, but that its plan is constructed in the ground  
plane. But this has a great advantage. The perspective of a  

horizontal plane from the picture to the line at infinity occupies  

in the picture the space between the line where the plane cuts the  
picture and the horizon, and this space is the greeter the farther the  
plane is from the eye, that is, the farther its trace on the. picture  

plane lies from the horizon. The horizontal plane through the eye  

is projected into a line, the horizon; hence no construction can be  

performed in it. The ground plane on the other hand is the lowest  
horizontal plane used. Hence it offers most space for constructions,  
which consequently will allow of greater accuracy.  

5 5. The process is the same if we know the co-ordinates of the  

point, viz, we take in the base line a point 0 as origin, and we take  

the base line, the line 0V, and the perpendicular ΟΖ as axes of  
coordinates. if we then know the eo.osslinaten a, yy, s measured in  
these directions, we mike OQ z, set off en QV a distance QA such  
that its real length QR -y, make QA,-z, and we find Α as before.  
This process might be simplified by setting off to begin with along  
OQ and ΟΖ scales in their true dimensions and along DV a scale  
obtained by projecting the sale on OQ from D to the line OV.  

§ 6. The methods explained give the perspective of any mint  

in space. if lines have to be round, we may determine the pers ρeα  
tive of two points in them and join these, and this is in many cases the  

most convenient process. Often, however, it will be advantageous  

to determine the projection of a line directly by finding its vanishing  

point. This is especially to be recommended when a number of  
parallel lines haω to be drawn.  

The perspective of any curve is is general a curve. The projec-
tion of a conic is a conic, or in special cases a lino. The persp α-
tive of a circle may be any conic, not necessanly an ellipse. 
SimιlaλΥ he perspective of the shadow of a circle on a plane is 

 some conic.  
§ 7. Α few words must be said about the determination of shadows  

in perspective. The theory of their construction is very simple.  
We have given say, it figure and a point Las source of light. We  

join the point L to any point of which we want to find the shadow  
and produce this line till it cute the surface on which the shadow  
falls. These constructions must in many uses first be performed  
in plan and elevation, and then the point in the shadow has to be  
found in perspective The constructions are different according  as 
we take as the source of light a finite point (say (  the flame of a lamp), 
or the sun, which we may suppose to beat an infinite distance.  

If, for imbues :  in fig. 3, A is a source of light, EHGP a vertical 
 wall, and C a point whose shadow has to be determined, then the  

shadow must he on the line joining Α to C. To see where this ray  
meets the floor wt: draw through the source of light and the point  
C a vertical plaaie, This will cut the foot in a line whieh contains  
the feet Αι, Ci cf the perpendiculars drawn from the pofnes A, C to  
the dog, or the plans of these points. At C', where the line A,C,  
cuts AC, will be the shadow of C on the floor. If the wall EHGF  
prevents the shadow from falling on the flex, we determine the  
Intersection Κ of the line Α1C' with the base EF of the well and  
draw a vertical through it, this gives the intersection of the well  
with the vertical plane through Α and C. When it ciii. AC is the  
shadow C' of Con the well.  

if the shadow d a screen CDD,C has a be found we fled die  
shadow D' of D which falls on the floor • then D,D' is the shadow  
of D,D and IYC' is the shadow on the Boor of the line DC. The  

shadow of D,D however, is intercepted by the well at L. Here  
then the well mires up the shadow, which must extend to D' as the  
shadow of a line o α a plane is a line. Thυa the shadow of the scιeen  
is found in the shaded part in the figure.  

*8 If the shadows arc due to the sun, we have to find first the  
perspective of the sun, that is, the vanishing point of its rays. This  
will always be a point in the picture place; but we have to distin-
guish between the canes where the sun is in the front at the picture,  
and so behind the spectates or behind the picture plane, and so in  
front of the spectator. In the second case only does the vanishing  
point of the rays of the sun actually represent the sun itself. It  
will be a point above the horizon. In the other case the vanishing  
point of the rays will lie below the horizon, it is the point where  
a ray of the sun through the centre of sight S cuts the picture plate,  
or it will be the shadow of the eye on the picture. In either case  
thesay of the sun through any point is the line joining the perspec 
time of that point to the vanishing point of the sun's rays. But  
in the one case the shadow falls away from the vanishing point,  
in the other it falls towards it. The direction of the sun's rays  
may be given by the plan and elevation of one ray. 

Fot the construction of the shadow of points it Is convenient  
first to draw a perpendicular from the point to the ground and to  
find its shadow on the ground. But the shadows of verticals from  
a point at infinity will be parallel; hence they have in perspective  
a vanishing point L. in the horizon. To find this point, we draw  
that vertical plane through the eye which contains a ray of the  
sun. This cuts the horizon in therequired point Land the picture  
plane ins vertical line which contains the vanishing point of the  
sun's rays themselves. Let then (fig. 4) L be the vanishing point  

Ftc. 4.  
of the suns rays, L, Abe that of their projection in a horizontal  
plan, and let it be required to find the shadow of the vertical  
column ΑΗ. We draw AL, and EL; they meet at E', which is  
the shadow of Ε. Similarly we find the shadows of F. G Η. Then  
E'F'G'H' will be the shadow of the quadrilateral ΕΙ GΗ. For  
the shadow of the volume itself we join E' to Α. &c., but only mark  
the outlines; F'S, the shadow of BF, does not appear as such in the  
figure.  

If the shadow Ε has to be found when falling on any other surface  
we use the vertical plane through E, determine its intersection  
with the surface, and find the point where this intersection is cut  
by the line EL. This will be the required shadow of Ε.  

§ q. If the picture is not to be drawn ens vertical but on another  
plane—nay, the ceilIng of a room—the sales given have to be slightly  
modified. The genera( principles will remain true. But iF the  
picture is to be on a curved surface the constructions bec οmι  
somewhat more complicated. In the most genezal case conceivable  
it would be necessary to have a representation in plan and eleva-
tion of the figure required and of the surface on which the projection  
has to be made. Α number of points might also be found by  
calculation, using coordinate geometry. But into this we do not  
enter. As an example we take the case of a panorama, where the  
surface is a vertical cylinder of revolution, the eye being in the  
axis. The ray projecting a point A cuts the cylinder in two points  
Of ορρώ lte sides of the eye, hence geometrically speaking every  
point has two projections; of these only the ode lying on the half  
ray from the eye to the point an be used is the picture. But the  
other has sometimes to be used in constructions, as the projection  
of a line has to pass through both. Parallel lines have two vanish-
ing points which are found by drawing a line of the given direction  
through the eye;itrts the cylinderin thevanishingpoist required.  
This operation may be performed by  drawing on the ground the  
plan of the ray through the foot of the axis, and through the point  
where it cuts the cylinder a vertical eu which the point required  
must lie. Its height above is easily found by making a dtawing of  
• vertical section on a reduced ar*lν  

Parallel plena have in the same manner a vanishing curve.  
This will be for horizontal planes a horizontal cIrcle of the height  
of the eye above the ground. For vertical planes it will be a p 
of generators of the cylinder. For other planes the vanis hing  
curves will be ellipses having their centre at the eye  

The projections of vertical lines will be vertical linen on the  
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/Fϊ σdα. Cf all other lines they will be elEpme with the centre  
at the eye. If the rylimdrτ be developed into a plane, then these  
ellipses will be changed into curves of sines. Parallel hues are  
thus represented by curves of sines which have two points in  
common. There is no difficult γ in making all the constructions on  
a small sale on the drawing board and then transferring them to  
the cylinder.  

f to Α variety of instruments have been proposed to facilitate  
perspective drawings. If the problem is to make a drawing from  
mture then a camera °hem& or, better, Woltastoii'i camera lucida  
may be used. Other instruments are made for the c οαstrυctioπ  of 
perspective drawings. It will often happen that the vanishing  
pint of some direction which would be very useful in the construc-
don falls at a great distance off the paper, απd various methods  
have been proposed of drawing lines through such a point. For  
sense of these see Stanley's Descriptive Trw isle as Mothmatical  

Drawing lashimienis. (O. Η.)  
PERSPIRATION (Let. per, through, and sp&aTe, to breathe),  

the tacretien of sweat from the sweat-glands of the skin.  
Sweat in a clear colourless neutral or slightly elkrline fluid  
containing s% of solids. Under pathological conditions, sugar  
men and other substances are found. The secretion of sweat  
is constantly going on, the activity of the sweat-glands being  

under control of the central nervous system. The only func-
tion of sweet is the regulation of the beat discharge from  
the body. The chief morbid conditions of the sweat-glands are  
excessive sweating (Hyperidresis) and foetid sweating (Bromi-
d&nis). Excessive sweating is a symptom obcrved in various  
diseases, such as tuberculosis and rheumatic fever, but it may  
exist apart from such conditions, and either be general, affecting  
the whole body, or confined to a part, such as the exillae, head,  
heed•, feet, or, as in some rare instances, the one half of the body . 
Escessive perspiration may often be prevented by the cold bath,  
and by tonics, such as iron, quinine, strycimia, &c. Locally,  
the use of astringent lotions of vinegar or a weak solution of  
lead will also be of service. Foetid sweating most frequently  
effects the feel, specially in those who have much fatigue,  
and is apparently due to rapid decomposition in the perspiration  
which has saturated the stockings; these should be frequently  
changed and the fat washed several times a day, dried carefully,  
and dusted with some antiseptic powder.  

PERTAB (or Pagan) SINGH, Ste, maharaja of Idar  
(1844- ), native Indian soldier and statesman, belonging to  
the Rahtor Rajputs of the Jodha class, was bore in 1844, being  
the son of Maharaja Takht Singh, ruler of Marwar (or Jodhpur). 

 In 1878 and again iii 1879 he was chief minister of Jodhpur.  
Ira the following year he accompanied the British mission to  
Afghanistan, and on his return he carried out many judicious  
reforms and administered Jodhpur with remarkable success. He  
visited England to take part in the celebration of the 1887  
Jubilee of Queen Victoria's reign. He served on the staffs of  

Sir William Lockhart and General Riles in the Timh and Momand  
expeditions in 1897-98, was slightly wounded, was mentioned 

 m despatches, and promoted to the rank of fail colonel. He  
won the reputation of being one of the keenest sportsmen  
and the best riders that even Rajputana has produced.  
When it was decided to send a force from India to China in  
rood to relieve the foreign embassies besieged in Peking, Sir  
Pertab Singh at once offered the services of the Jodhpur Lancers,  
and himself accompanied them. His father rendered good  

services to the British government In the Mutiny, απd Pertab  
Singh always cherished the memory of the protection given to  
Jodhpur by the East India Company in 1819. His services to  
the empire in India were universally recognized. From Queen  
Victoria he received the honour of knighthood and the Bath  
and the Star of India; from King Edward VII. the distinction  
of " aide-de-cam ρ "; and the university of Cambridge gave  
him the degree of LL.D. From his own state of Jodhpur he  
obtained the title of Maharaja-Dhiraj. In spot he succeeded  
to the rulership of the state of Idar.  

PERTH, EARLS AND DUKES OP. The Scottish title of  
earl of Perth was bestowed upon James, 4th Lord Drummond  
(d. 16x1) in 1 όo5. His ancestor Sir John Drummond (d. zero)  
had been created Lord Drummond in 1488. The sat earl's great-
aepbew, James, 4th earl and net duke of Perth (1648-1716),  

was a fan of James, the 3rd earl (r. Sdrg-sdl'5). When John  
Maitland, duke of Lauderdale, was virtually the dictator of  
Scotland, Perth was among his opponents, and after Lauderdale's  

retirement in 2680 he was one of the committee of seven which  
managed Scottish affairs. Ike was made justice-general and extra-
ordinary lord of sessioh in τ68i, and was lard chancellor of  
Scotland from r684 to 1688. As a convert to Roman Catholi-
cism after the death of Charles II., he stood high in the favour of  

James Π. Perth, who is credited with the introduction of the  
thumbscrew,wssvery unpopular with the Scottish people, and dur-
ing the Revolution of 1688 he was imprisoned at Stirling. Released  

from captivity in 2693 he joined James II. at St Germain, and  

was made duke of Perth, a titular dignity only after the exiled  

king's death in η7οτ. His son James (c. 2 695-τ72ο) was with  
James II. in Ireland, and led the cavalry at the battle of Sheriff-
muir. He was attainted in 1713, but claimed the dukedom of  

Perth after his father's death. His son Jemes .0713-2746),  

regarded by friends and dependants as the 3rd duke of Perth,  

fought for the Young Pretender at I restόaρan and Culloden.  
His brother and heir, John, the 4th duke (c. 1716-5147),  
also joined Charles Edward, and fought at Falkirk and Culloden.  
The titular dukedom became extinct when the sixth hold,  

Edward, another son of the 1st duke, died in 5 .760.  
The earldom was then claimed by Edward's cousin,-James  

Lundin (1707-1781), a grandson of the rat titular duke of Melfort,  

who was a brother at the sat duke of Perth and took the name  

of Drummond. His son James (2744- ι8οο) secured the Drum-
mond estates in 1783, and was created a British peer as Lord  
Perth and Baron Drummond in 1797. On his death without  
sons in July 1800 his barony became extinct, but the claim to  

the earldom of Perth was inherited by his kinsman, the 4th  

titular duke Of Melfort, and his descendants (see below). The  

Drummond est8tes, however, passed to the baron's daughter  

Clementine (d. 186), afterwards the wife of Peter Robert,  

20th Lord Willoughby de Eresby, and thence to her descendant  

the earl of Ancaster.  
The sat duke's brother, John (e. rδςο-ητς), earl of Melfort,  

rose to favour under Charles II. about the same time as his  

brother; like him, too, he became a Roman Catholic in ι686.  
In 1684 he was made secretary of state for Scotland; in 2686 he  
was created earl of Melfort by James IL, and during his reign  
he took a leading part in Scottish affairs. After the Revolution  
of 1688 his greet influence with James II. and with Mary of  
Modena drew upon him the hatred both of the French and of  
the Irish. He was with James Π. at St Germain, but lost  
his former ascendancy, and died in Paris on the ath of January  

1715. In 1694 he was made duke of Melfort, and all his titles  

were held under the singular condition that they should descend  

to the children of his second wife, Euphemia (d. 1743), daughter  
of Sir Thomas Wallace, in preference to his children by his first  

wife, Sophia Lundin, who were Protestants. In 1701 Melfort  

was recognized as a French peer, the due de Melfort, by  
Louis RIV. In r69s he had been attainted, but his titles were  

Claimed by John (1682-s754), his eldest son by his second wife,  
who shared in the rising of 1715. In 2800 John's grandson,  

James Louis, 4th titular duke of Melfort, claimed the earldom of  

Perth: This claim was unsuccessful, but in 1833 George  

(18b7-mm02), nominally 6th duke of Melfort, obtained a reversal  
of the various attainders, and his own recognition as earl of  
Perth and Melfort. The succeeding earl was his kinsman,  
William Huntly Drummond, Viscount Stratballan (1872- ).  

See Sir R. Douglas, lb Peerap.e of Scotland; and Hisiories of Noble  
Bń tisl Families, vol. ii., edited by Η. Drummond (5846).  

PERTH, the capital of Western Australia, situated on the  

Swan River, ra m. by rdil from the tea at Fremantle, and about  
τ7οσ m. W.N.W. of Melbourne. It is the seat of both Anglican  

and Roman Catholic bishops, apd has two cathedrals. The  
fashionable street is St George's Terrace; in it are situated the  
public library, the government boys' school, the stork exchange,  
the town-hall, the g ουernmeαt offices and the parliament build-
ings. Between it and the broad reach of the river known as  

Perth Water lie the governor's residence and domain. The  
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town-hall, built entirely by οκνict labour, stands on an emi-
nence in the very heart-of the city; opposite to it are the govern-
ment omces, housed in a fou χ-storeyed structure in the atyk of  
the French Renaia'nce. The mint, opened in s899, is a massive  
freestone building. There are a public library, built as a  
memorial of Queen Victoria's Jubilee in 2887, a Scots college,  
two good theatres, a mechaniα' institute, a museum, and a  
fine Wesleyan church-hose, known as Queen's Hall. The  
Perth Park, containing about 1200 acres, is connected by tram  
with the city, and in it is a well-equipped observatory. There  
are several smaller parks and squares in the nty, while the  

eaplanade gardens are a feature of the place, being thrown out  

like a pier into Perth Water. Tore is a good wicket ground,  
and three racecourses are in easy reach. South Perth, on the  
other aide of the river, is connected by bridges and stem ferry;  
and adjoining the city on the north-west are the suburban  
municipalitiee of Leederville and Subiaco. Outlying suburbs  
are Belmont, Victoria Park, Burwood, Claremont, Cottedoe,  
Peppermint Grove and Bayswater. The city is lighted by  
electricity, and has a good service of electric gamer Perth  
has an agreeable climate, the mean temperature is 64-9° F.,  
and the average rainfall 33 in. Perth was founded in 1829,  
received its municipal curter in 1856, and was crested a city  
in i880. Between 2891 and 1901 the growth of the city was  

remarkedly rapid; in 1891 the population was only 8447, but 
 inzpoi it had grown to a7,47 ι in the city Proper,  and to 36,199  

including the suburbs.  
PERTH, a city, and royal, municipal and police burgh, and  

county town of Perthshire, Scotland, 32 m. N. by W. of Edin-
burgh direct, and 47} m. by the North British railway, via the  
Forth Bridge and Kinross Junction. Pop. (i90i), 33,566.  
Iι is situated on the right bank of the Tay, between the mead οωσ  
of the North Inch (98 acres) and those of the South Inch (72  
acres), both laid out as public parks. The river is crossed by  
St John's Bridge of nine arches, completed in 277s from the  
designs of John Smeaton and widened a century biter; by Victoria  
Bridge, a modern structure connecting South Street with Dundee  
Raid; and farther south (at the nd of Tay Street) by a footway  
alongside of the viaduct belonging to the Caledonian railway.  
Of earlier bridges one, which crossed art High Street, was swept  
away by the flood of ιό sn, and another, construcbid by General  
Wade in τ 723-1 733, was apparently the predecessor of SmQSn's  
bridge. On the left bank of the river lie the suburb of Bridgend  
and Einnoull Hill (729 ft.). To the south are the wood-clad  
heights of Moncrieffe Hill (725  ft.), Msgdalenes Sill (596 ft.),  
Kirkton Hill (54ο ft.) and Craigie Wood (407) ft. In the river  
are Friarton or Moncrieffc Island and the Steamers.  

Notwithstanding the importance of Perth in former times,  
almost the sole relic of the past is the church of St John the  

Baptist, a large Decorated cruciform building surmounted by a  
massive square central tows 155 ft. high. The original edifice  
is believed to have been erected in the time of Cokimu, but the  
transept and nave of the existing structure date from the early  
part of the 13th century, the choir from the ι sth. The church  
was restored in 1891, and is now divided into the East, Middle  

and West churches. The silver-gill communion cup used in the  

Middle Church is said to have been presented by Queen Mary, In  

May τ 559 John Kees preached in St John's his famous sermon  
in denunciation of idolatry. The Dominican or Blackfriars'  
monastery, founded by Alexander II. in 1231, occupied a site  
near the west end of St John's Bridge; in wart is now King  
Street stood the Carthusian monastery, founded by James I.  
in 1425; the Franciscan or Greyfriars' monastery, founded in  
1460 by Laurance, first Lord Olipunt, stood on the present  

Greyfriars' cemetery; the Carmelite or Whitefr ίaτs' monastery,  
founded in 1260, stand west of the town. The tombstone of  
James I. and his queen, who were buried in the Charterhouse,  
was afterwards removed to Si John's East Church. During the  
period between the beginning of the 12th century and the  

assassination of James I. in 1437, many of the Scottish parlia-
ments were. held in Perth. The building in which they met  
stood off High Street and was only cleared away in X818, its  

site being occupied by the Freemasons' Hill. The earl '  of  
Cowrie's palate, built in spa, stood in spacious grounds near  
the river and was removed in d80s to provide room for the  
county buildings. The castle of Perth stood on the north of High  
Street, not far from St John's. It was probably built about  
86o and demolished about 1400. The Spey or Spy tower, the  
most important fortress on the city wall, guarded the south gate  
close to the river, but it was taken deem early in the 19th century.  
The market cuss, erected in 111gb Street in ι669 to replace  
the older cross which Cromwell destroyed, was removed in  
1765 as an obstruction. The huge fertκΡss, 466 ft. aqusre, which  
Cromwell erected in 16$! on the South Inch, close to the river  
and the Greyfriars' burying-ground, was demolished in 1663.  
The house of Catherine Glover, the "Fair Maid of Perth," still  
stands in Curfew Row. James VI.'α Hospital, 1=0(1 1 is 1569,  
occupies the site of the Carthusian monastery, the original  
structure having been pulled down by Cromwel's orders. The  
pensioners new live out and the hospital has been converted  

into artisans' dwellings. Among modern public buildings the  
principal are St Niuian's Episcopal Cathedral, in the Early  
Middle Pointed style, an important example (completed ι89ο)  
of the work of William Butterfield (zBI4-Igoo); the municipal  
buildings (τ88τ); the city-ball; the Marshall Memorial Hall  
(1823), housing the public library and the museum of the  
Perth Literary and Antiquarian Society; the Pertbshirs natural  
history museum; the Sendeman public library (1898), founded by  
a bequest of Professor Sandeman of Owens College, Manchester.  
The general prison for Scotland, south of the South Inch, was  
originally erected in x81 a es a dfpft for French prisoners, but was  
remodelled as a convict prison in 1840 and afterwards enlarged.  
North-west of the city are the military barracks built in 1793-
1794. Besides the regular elementary schools there are the  
Perth Academy (1607) with which wasbsequently amalgams ted  
the Burgh Grammar School, an institdtion supposed to date  

from the ιτ th century; Sharp's institute (1 860); the Stewart'&  
free school, an industrial school for girls, and the Fechisey  
Industrial school. The charitable institutions comprise  the  
royal infirmary, in the Italian style, considerably enlarged  
since its foundation in 1836; the Μurτgy royal lunatic asylum  
in Bridgend; the Hillside House in Kinnoull sad the small-pea  
hospital.  

From the south the city is entered by the North British  
railway and the Caledonian railway (which also runs west  
to St Fillans, east to Dundee and north-wet to Aberdeen);  

and from the north by the Highland railway, the three  
systems utilizing a general station in the south-west of  
the town. During the season there is communication with  
Dundee and other river ports by steamer. The navigation  
Of the stream is considerably obstructed by sandbanks, but  
vessels of 200 tons can unload at the quays, which, with the  
town and Fnartoa harbours, lie below the South luck. The  

greatest tidal rise is i3 ft. The chief imports are Baltic timber,  
coal, salt and manure; and the exports, manufactured goods,  
grain, potatoes and slates. Perth has long been famous for its  
dyeing and bleaching, the bleach-fields being mostly situated  
outside of the city, in convenient proximity to the Tay and  
Almond. The other leading Industries include manufactures  
of gauge-glasses, ink, muslin, India shawls, jute goods, woollens  
and winceys, Roorcloth, and beats and shoes. There are iron  
foundries, breweries, distilleries, rope and sail works, coach-
building yards, stem joinery works, and brick and tile works.  
The salmon fisheries of the Tay yield a substantial revenue.  
Perth is under the jurisdiction of a town council, with a lord  
provost and bailis, and returns one member to parliament.  

Hirlory.—During  the time that it was occupied by the  
Romans, a period estimated at 320 years, the city was called  
Victoria; but shortly after their withdrawal it seems to have  
borne the Celtic appellation of Abcr.tha (" at the mouth of the  

Tay "). The transition to the latinized form Bertha and later  
to Perth (the Gaelic name being Pear) appears obvious. Οn  
the conversion of the original .Pictish inhabitants and the  
dedication of the first church ιο St John the Baptist, the town  
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was designated St jοbmtom, and it continued to be known  
indifferently by this name and that of Perth down to the 17th  
century. Roman remains have often been found in excavations  
caaied out within the existing boundaries, which suggests  
that the Roman settlement was at least twenty feet below the  
present surface. The obscurity of the early annals of the  
town is explained by the circumstance that Edward I. caused  
the records to be removed. Perth is stated to have been a  
burgh in 1106 and was made a royal burgh by William the Lion  
in 1st*. During the Scottish way of the Independence its  
fortifications were strengthened by Edward L (1298). Robert  
Bruce several times ineffectually attempted to seize it, but in  
1311 he succeeded in scaling the walls during a night attack.  
This was the fourth and most brilliant of the seven sieges which  
the city has sustained. Taken by Edward III. in 533$, it was  
recaptured in 1339.  In 1396 the combat between the Clan  
Chattan and the Clan Quhele, described in Scott's Fels Maid  
of Perth, took place on the North Inch in presence of Robert ΙIΙ.  
and his queen, Annabelle Drummond. The Blackfriars' monas-
tey was the scene of the murder of James I. by Walter, earl  
of Atholl, in 5437. In consequence Perth lost its status as  
capital, in which it had succeeded to Scone, and the Parliament  
Courts were transferred to Edinburgh in 1482. Gowrie Palace  
was the scene of the mysterious " Gowrie " cgnspiracy against  
James VI. in ιό οο. The town was taken by Montrose in  
1644, by Cromwell in ι651, and was occupied by Viscount  
Dundee in 1689. In 1715 the Old Pretender was proclaimed  
king at the Mercat Cross (Sept. ι6), and the chevalier  
himself appeared in the city in the following January, only  
to leave it precipitately on the approach of the earl of Mgyil.  
Prince Charles J:dward spent a few days in Perth from the  
3rd of September 1745.  In both rebellions the magistrates  
took the side of the Crown and were supported by the  
townsfolk generally, the Jacobites drawing their strength mainly  
from the county noblemen and gentry with their retainers.  
Since then the city has devoted itself to the pursuits of  
trade and commerce. Perth was visited by plague in ι ^sr,  
1585-1587, 1608 and 164$; by cholera in 1832; and the  
floods of τττο, 1622, 1 740, 1773 and 18τ4 were exceptionally  
severe.  

Auvaoarrzan.=Maidment, fie Chnmida of Perth from τττο  k 
:668 (1831) ; Penney, Troditiess of Ferih (1836); Lawson,  The Book 
of Pink (1847); Peacock, Perth, its Assets and Arehiaes (1849);  
Samuel  Cowan, The Asciιsl Capita{ of Scotland (1904).  

PERTH Α ΒΟΥ, a city and port of entry of Middlesex county,  
New Jersey, U.S.A., at the mouth of the Raritan river, on  
Raritan Bay and Staten Island Sound, about ι5 m. S. by W.  
of Newark. Pop. (1910 census) 32,121. It is served by  

the Pennsylvania, Lehigh Valley, Central of New Jersey and  

Staten Island Rapid Transit railways, and by boats to New  

York City. It is connected by a railway bridge (C.R.R.  
of N.J.) and by afoot and wagon bridge with South Amboy,  
on the south shore of the Raritan. Perth Amboy bar a good  
harbour, shipyards and dry-docks. In the city still stands  
Franklin Palace (erected in 1764-1774),  the home of  William 
Franklin (1729-1813), a natural son of Benjamin Franklin and  
the last royal governor of New Jersey. In the vicinity is the  
Bartow House, in which William Dunlap (1766-1839), the art  
historian, made his first drawings. Other buildings of historic  
interest are the Parker Castle (c. 1729), a centre of Loyalist  
influence at the time of the War of Independence, and the  

Kearny Cottage, the borne of "Madam Scribble τus," a half-
shier of Captain James Lawrence. The city has various menu-
factures, the factory product in 1905 being valued at $34,800,4 02.  
Clay is obtained in the vicinity, and large shipments of coal are  
made. Perth Amboy was founded in 1683. It was at first  
called Amboy after the original Indian name; in 1684 the  
proprietors named it Perth in honour of James, earl of Perth  
(1648-1716), one of their number, and a few years later the two  
names were combined. From 1686 until the end of the pro-
prktary government in 5702 Perth Amboy was the capital of  
the province of East Jersey, and during the period of royal  

government the general assembly and supreme court of New  
Jersey met alternately here and at Burlington. Perth Amboy  
was incorporated as idly in ι7ι8, and received a new charter  
in 1784,  and another in 1844, the last being revised in 1870.  
The township of Perth Amboy was incorporated in 1693 and  
in 0844 was included in the city.  

PERΤREB, FRIEDRICH CΗΒΙSTOPΗ (1772-1843), German  
publisher, nephew of Johan Georg Perches (q.s.), was born at  
Rudolstadt on the 21st of April 1772. At the age of fifteen  
he became an apprentice in the service of Adam Friedrich  
BBhme, a bookseller in Leipzig, with whom he remained for  
about six years. In Hamburg, where he settled in 1793 as an  
assistant to the bookseller B. G. Hoffman, he started in 1796  
a bookselling business of his own, and iιι 1798 he entered into  
partnership with his brother-in-law, Johann Heinrich Sesser  
(1775-1816). By his marriage in 1797 with a daughter of the  
poet, Matthias Claudius, he was brought into intimate relation  
with a group of Protestant write, who exercised a powerful  
influence on the growth of his religious opinions. This, however,  
did not prevent him from being on friendly terms with a number  
of eminent Roman Catholic authors. Perthes was an ardent  
patriot; and during the period of Napoleon's supremacy he  
distinguished himself by his steady resistance to French preten-
sions. His zeal for the national cause led him, in ι8το-τ8ττ, to  
issue Des deutsche Museum, to which many of the foremost  
publicists in Germany contributed. For some time the French  
made it impossible for him to live in Hamburg; and when, in 1814,  
he returned to that city he found that his business had greatly  
diminished. In 2-8:1, his wife having died, be left Hamburg,  
transferring his business there to his partner, and went to Gotha,  
where he established what ultimately became one of the first  
publishing houses in Germany. It was owing to his initiation  
that the Bgrsernss'eis der deidschen Buchhgndkr (Union of Ger-
man Booksellers) in Leipzig was founded in 182$. When the  
foundation-atone of the fine building of the Union *aa laid in  
1834, Perthes was made an honorary freeman of the city of  
Leipzig, and in ι84ο the university of Kiel conferred upon him  
the degree of doctor of philosophy. Perthes died at Gotba on  
the 18th of May 1843. His Life was written by his son, ]Clemens  
Theodor Perthes (1809-1867), professor of law lathe university  
of Bonn, and author of Dar deutsche Sloaiskkn set des  
Re,d'dios (Hamburg and Gotha, 1845), and Des Herbesgseses  
der Hasdwetksgesdkss (Gotha, 1856, and again 1883), wh ose  
son Fleumann Friedrich Perthes (1840-1883) was the founder  
of the Fridericlanum at Davos Plats. The publishing business  
at Gotha was carried on by Perthes's younger son, Andreas,  
(1813-1890) and his grandson, Emil (1841- ), until 5889,  
when it was handed over to a company.  

See also 0. Adler, Friedrich and Kardin' Prides (Leipzig, 1900).  
FRSTΗΒ8, JOHAN OEORO J08T08 ( 1 749-1816), German  

publisher, was born at Rudolstadt on the 1sth of Sptembe τ  
1 749. In 1785 he founded at Gotha the businesa which beans  
his name (Justus Pertbes). In thisise was joined in 1814 by  
his son Wilhelm (1793-1853), who bad been in the establishment  
of Justus' nephew, Friedrich Chiistoph Perthes, at Hamburg.  
On the death of Justus at Gotha on the and of May 1816, Wilhelm  
took entire control of the firm. He laid the foundation of the  
geographical branch of the business, 'fur which it is chiefly  
famous, by publishing the H'rsd.oIIes (181 7-ι8τ3) of Adolf Stieleτ  
( 1 775-1836). Wilhelm Perthes engaged the collaboration of  
the most eminent German geographers of the time, including  
Ιeί mich Berghaus, Christian Gottlieb Reichard (1758 -1837),  
who was sasodated with Stiele τ in the compilation of the atlas,  
Karl SpruneT (1803-1892) and Emil von Sydow (ι812-1873).  
The business passed to his son Bernard Wilhelm Perthes (r8a τ-
1857), who was associated with August Petermann (tinder whose  
direction the well-known periodical Pdesmasss iltlkilungcn  
was founded) and Bruno Hassenatcin (1839- ι90a); and subsea  
quently to his son Bernard (1857- ). In 1863 the firm first  
issued the Aimanach de Gotha, s statistical, historical and  
genealogical annual (in French) of the various countries of the  
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world; and in ι866 the dabor&te σsορeρkfsck ιs lairbrd, was  
produced under the editorship of Ernst Bebm (1830-1884), on  
when death it was continued under that of Professor JIermie=  
Wagner.  

PRRTBSRIRE, an inland aunty of Scotland, bounded Ν.  
by the shires of Inverness and Aberdeen; Ε. by Forfarshire;  
S.E. by the Firth of Tay and the counties of Fife and Riurose;  
S. by the shires of Clackmannan and Stirling; S.W. by the coun-
ties of Stirling and Dumbarton; W. by Argylisbire and N.W. by  
Inverness-shire. It is the fourth largest aunty in Scotland,  
having an area of 0,595,774  acres, or 2493.4  sq. m., including the  
island of Mugdrum in the Firth of Tay. By far the greater  
part of the aunty is mountainous. Including the hills on the  
confines of Inverness-shire and Argyllshire, there are at least  
fifty mountains exceeding 3000 ft. in height. Of these the most  
familiar are Ben Lowers (3984 ft.) near Loch Tay, Ben More  
(3843) east of Crianlarich, Ben Lui (3708) on the Argyflabire  
border, Schiehallion (3547) south of Loch Rannoch, Ben Vannoch  
(3 12 $) west of Loch Lyon, and Ben Cbonzie (3048) near the head  
of Glen Almond. Of the immense number of hills of lesser  
altitude there may be mentioned four that have been popularized  
by the Lady of the Lake—Ben Ledi (187$) and Uam Var (me)  
near Callender, and Bah Venue (1393) and Ben A'an (z750),  
guardians of the Trossachs. The Ochila divide Pert ń sbire  
from the shires of Cleckmennan, Kiliross and Fife. The chief  
stream is the Tay, which rises on the Argyllshire frontier and  
discharges into the North See off Sudden Ness, after a purse of 

 t τ 7 m., being thus the longest rivr in Scotland. Its hid-waters  
are the Fillan and Dochart, and among its auents are, on the  
right, the Bran, Almond 0nd Darn and, on the left, the Lyon,  
Tummel, rising in Argyllshire and receiving the Garry on its  
left, and Isla. The Earn Bows out of Loch Earn and enters  
the Firth of Tay 6j; m. below Perth. The Forth, the principal  
natural boundary of the shire on the south, properly belongs  
to Stirlingabire, in which it rises, but its leading left-band diluents  
are Perthshire rivers, namely, the Teith, the Goodie, issuing  
from the lake of Menteith, and the Allan, rising in the Ochils  
near Sherrnmuir. All the lakes are narrow, scarcely one  
exceeding a mile in width. Loch Ericht, belonging partly to  
Iηναnw-shire, is 141 m. long. Loch Tay (+43  m. long),  
situated about the centre, is the largest lake in the aunty.  
In the south are the series of lakes which the Lady of Ike Lake  
has rendered famous—IZch Vennachax (' m. tune, Loch 

 Achray (r g m. long), Loch Ratrine (about S m. long); to the west 
of Aberfoyle is Lech Ard (3 m. long) and to the east Lake  Mw 
teith (zj m. long). Neatly all the glens posses striking natural  
features, among them, from south to north, being Glens Artney,  
Almond, Dochart, Ogle, Locbay, Lyon, Garry, Sheer, Bruar and  
Tilt; while the Trossachs, Killiecranlde, Birnam and Lent' are  
the loveliest passes in the Highlands. The low-lying country  
is represented mainly by Strathmore, Strath Gartney, Strath-
allan, noted for its annual " gathering " or games, Strathearn,  
Strath Bran, Streth Tay and Strath Fillan, but more particularly  
by the fertile alluvial belts of the Cars. of Gowrie, on the  
northern shore of the Firth of Tay, and the Carse of Stirling.  
The Moor of Rannoch on the borders of Argyllshire is a sterile  
boulder-strewn waste, and Flanders Moss, to the south-eau  
of Lake Menteith, is a vast boggy tract, which is, however, being  
gradually reclaimed and brought under cultivation.  

Geology.—The Highland portion of this county Is built up of a 
great series of schist, and metamorphosed reeks groped as • Dal-
radian" or -Eastern schists. The general direction of the strike  
of these reeks is W.SW.-E.N.E. They are cut off from the Old  
Red Sandstone which occupies most of the remainder of the county,  
by the great fault which traverses the county somewhat to the  
north of Aberfoyle and Cried. But for some distance north and  
east of Cried the boundary between these two formations is an  
unconformable one. In the neighbourhood of the fault line the  
Highland Schist. are less metamorphosed than they are farther  
north; about Cosine and Callander the consist of shales, graywackes  
arid igneous rocks with mdiolarian cheats αnd black shales that are ssaugg  
ggeasttive of the rocks of Arcing age in south Scotland. At Aberfoyle,  
Coeuie αnd Dunkeld roofing slag are worked and massive lime-
stone. occur in Glen Tilt, Pitlochry, Callender, Blab A&hell, Lech  
Rannoch and other places. A gntty series comes on above the  

slates and is well seen capping the simimIt of Ben Valich. A  
greet variety of schists form the bulk of the series; but ΤΙΙ ε 
masses appear in their midst as at Lech Rannoch, Loch n.rίeht  
and Glen tilt, and there are numerous acid and intermediate dikes  
which are themselves traversed by later basaltic dikes. The Old  
Red Sandstone consists in the fovea portion mainly of coarse  
volcanic agglomerates sad lava bows followed by eonglomeates,  
sandstones and marls. The lowest beds are exposed along the  
crest of the Ochil Hills which like the Sidlaw His are ants- Ι ,σ•l  in  
structure, while between the Ochils and the Highland fault the  
racks are folded into syncline; near the fault they became very  
steeply inclined and even inverted, and it is interesting also to note  
that the sediments become coarser as the fault is a

- 	
ηed, 

The 	 exposed Old Red Sandstone is well exsed near the rnQidgε of  
Earn and it extends beneath the marine platform of the Care of  
Gowric The rocks are mainly red sandstones and marts, let down  
between two pa ralkl east and west faults but between the Bridge  
of Earn and Fo gandenny, west of the tact, they are seen to rat  
unconformably upon the lower division. Small outliers of Car-
boniferous racks (lower) Occur on the north of the Ochila. 'The  
marks of ice action left by the Glacial epoch are abundant and  
striking in Perthshire; mora ιnes are common in the Highland glens,  
as those at the hid of the Glengarry on borders of Lech Ks trine-
ice-scratched surfaces are found 00 the Sidlaw Hills, the Ocbils,  
Kinnoull Hlll and elsewhere; and erratic blocks of stone, such as  
"Samson's Putting Stone," a mass of Highland shist resting on  

Old hig level marine beaches terrm~eLeeπαsά s fear up iseve of  the  
larger strea ms, and the Caren cf Gowrie, as already indicated, is 

 by the beach at the 5o•ft. keel. The gravel coon poured out  
nt the mouths of many cf the glens which open on the south of the  
Ochils onto the ioo.ft. or se-ft. beaches are often the site of viflagee  

Climes tied Agrs'sdiare.—Tbe mountainous territory Is =meindf  
wet, the rainfall br Inc year varying from 93 in. is GIepgyle at the  
hid of the Loch Katrine to 37 in. at Pitlocbry and 23 in. at Perth.  
Winter and autumn are the mines season,. The tempo acme  
is remarkably constant everywhere, averaging 47  F for the year.  
]]anuary being the coldest month (36.5° F.) and July the hottest  
?59·  F.). Only a little more than one-fifth of the total area is  
under cultivation, and of thisnearly 00e-third is in permanent 
pasture, while in addition there are about 93o,aoo acres of  hiR 
pasturage. The amble land is chiefly is the rider region of the  
east aanndd .outh.east, the soil for the most part being fertile. Light 

 wile prevail in the lower undulating districts; clay and all υvιel  
land occur in the Carse of Gowń e, the Carse of Stirling sad the  
lower reach of Strethearo below and above Bridge of Earn. The  
best heavy came land is very rich and productive, but requires en  
be thοrοugthly worked lιim end immured, being well adapted fog
whit. A cοnsiderab Ιe area is occupied by orchards, the light  
quick soil of Tayside and the upper districts of Monteith being  
admirably fitted for apples The number of holdings is slightly  
in excess of οoo and of these the majority ere under 50 acres  
each chiefly in the Highland valleys αnd nor the villages and  
small towns. Of grain, oats is the predesdmtfog crop, but but,  
and whit ere siw grown. Two.tbirds of the are devoted to  
green crops is occupied by turnips, the rest by nσtstοe,. Most  of 
the horses raised, chiefly Clydedales, are used solely for agricultued  
purpose,. Although dairy-farming I, not an important Industry.  
a large number of cows, principally Ayrshire,, are kept on  the 
lowland farms, the herds of the smiths and mountain pastures  
being most usually West Highlands or Kyloes. Pertbshire. next  
to Argyllshire, itill carries the heaviest flocks in Scotland. Black-
faced is the principal breed in the Grampiana, but there is also a  
large number of Cheviots and South Downs, and Leicratees ate  
common on the tower rune. Only one-seventeenth of the surface  
is under wood. This is well op to the ρρrrooφΡrtion of the ether  
Scottish counties, but compaτα unfavοuτably with the condition  
existing in ibis, when 203,880 scree were under wood, of which  
61,164 were planted and 142,716 natural. In Breadalbane and  
Menteith there are rema ίηα of the ancient Caledonian forest.  
Perthshire affords exαρποιιαl facilities for sport with rod sad gun.  
The lochs and rivers abound with salmon and trout, while hardly  
any of the streams have suffered pollution from industries or  
manufactures. The deer forests, exceeding 100,000 acres in area,  
are frequented by red deer and roe deer, and on the extensive  
moors and in the woods are found grouse, pheasants, partridge.  
capercailsie, woodcock, ptarmigsn and hares.  

Jsdarkie.—The shire is famous for its dyeing and blenching  
works, which are situated in Perth and its vicinity; but, apart from  
these, there are flax and jute mills at Itattray and cotton mills at  
Stanley, Demiston and Cried; woollens, linen, jute and tartans are 
woven at Dunblane, Myth, BΙsirgowńe, Couoar.Aiigus, Auditor- 
ardor and Cried; inning iscameo on at Βlacidοrd, CoupeeAogn  
αnd Cried; there are breweries and distilleries at various places.  
as at Aiichterarder and f crai τ; granite, Treestone, limestone  
and slate are quarried at d ereot centres; and there are sawmills  
and Rour.mills,  

Commwaf'adssa.—Tbe Celedonlan railway mein line to Aberdeen  
enters the county seas Dueblaat end runs in a north-easterly  
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direction via Perth. At Crief juu^octυιoαπι it .ceda off a branch to  
Cried and at Perth branches to Dundee and Locheamhead. The  
Stirling to Oban line of the same company crosses the shire from  

Dunblane to Tyndrum. The Highland railway runs northwards  
from Perth, and has a branch at Baliinluig to Abcrfeldy. Branches of  

the North British railway each Perth from Mawcar^ in K ιπrοss- 
shire and Ladybank in F fesbsre; part of the branch from Bucblyvie  

on the Forth and Clyde line runs to Aberfoyle and the West 
Highland railway skirts the extreme west of the shire. At several  
points coaches supplement the rail. In the tourist season steamers  
ply on Loch Tay and Lech Katr e, and there is a service on the  
Tay between Perth and Dundee.  

Popldallon and Adminislration.—In 1891 the pOpulation  
amounted to 122,85 and in 1901 to 23,283, or 49 persons to the 

 sq. m. The rate of increase was the smallest of any Scottish  
county for the decade. In s90s there were 78 persona speaking  
Gaelic only and 11,446 Gaelic and English. The chief towns  
are Perth (pop. 32,873),  Cńeff (5208), Blairgowrie (3378),  
Dunblane (2516), Auchteraider (2276), Coupar-Angus (2064),  
ItaIIray (2019). Among lesser centres may be mentioned Aber-
feldy ( ι508), a favourite resort on the Tay, well known for the  
falls of Moness, mentioned in Robert Bums's song "The Dirks  
of Aberfeldy "; Abernethy (623), the seat of an early bishopric,  
retaining one of the three ancient round towers in Scotland;  
Myth (1965); Callaader (1458); Comrie ( ι t τ8), a holiday resort  
on the Earn; Pitlochry (2542); and Stanley (1035),  on the Tay.  
Of old the county was divided into hereditary jurisdictions,  
which were abolished in 1748, and in 5795 the county was  
divided into districts for administrative purposes, a system which  
obtained until 2889, when county and district councils were  
established. The sheriffdom is divided into an eastern and  
western district, the seat of the one being Perth and the other  
Dunblane. For parliamentary purposes the county is also  
divided into an eastern and a western division, and the city of  
Perth returns a member. The shire is under school-board  
jurisdiction, and there are secondary schools at Perth and  
Cńeff, and Trinity College in Glen Almond is a well-known  
public school on the English mode.  

History. —In 83 Agricola explored the lands beyond the Forth  
and in the following year penetrated to the Grampians, defeating  
the Caledonians under Galgacus with great slaughter. The site  
of this battle is conjectured by William Forbes Skene to have  
been near Meikleour, south of Blairgowrie, but other miters  
have referred it to Dalginross, near Comń c; tο Ardoch (where  
there are the most perfect remains of a Roman encampment in  
the British Isles); and even as far north as Raedykes, near Stone-
haven in Kincardineshire. The Romans did not pursue their  
victory, and the Picts were left undisturbed for a considerable  
period. At this time, according to Ptolemy, the territory now  
known as Perthshire was occupied by three tribes—the Dam-
nonii, the Venicones and the Vacomagi. The Damnonii held  
bfenteith, Stratheam and Fothrif (the western part of modem  
Fife and Kinross), with Alauna (Allan), just above Stirling,  
Lindum (Ardoch) and Victoria (believed by some authorities  
to be Lochore in Fifeshire, and by others to be Perth city), as  
their chief towns. The Veniconea inhabited north-western Fife  
and the adjoining tract of Perthshire, with Orrea (probably  
Abernethy) as their chief town sad a station at Ardargie. The  
Vacomagi dwelt in the Highland region, with stations at Inch-
tuthil (a peninsula in the Tay above Kinaven) and Basatia  
(Buchanty on the Almond). The growing lawlessness of the  
southern Picts and their frequent raids in the more settled  
country in the south at last compelled the attention of the  
emperor Severus. He arrived in Britain in 203, but though he  
led a strong army to the shores of the Moray Firth, he was  
unable effectually to subdue the tribesmen. The road he  
constructed ran from Stirling to Ardoch (where there are notable  
remains) and thence by  Strageath, near Muthill, where it  
branched north-westwards to Dalginross and Buchanty, and  
north-eastwards to Perth and so to the Grarupians. When the  
Romans finally withdrew from Britain, the Picts established  
their capital first at Abernethy and then at Forteviot. Aber  
netby was the centre of the Celtic church after the conversion  
of the natives by Ninian, Palladius and other missionaries in the  

5th and 6th centuries On the burning of Ferteviot by the  
Norsemen in the 8th century, the Scat of Pictish government was  
removed to Scone. In the latter half of the 9th century Dńunkeld  
—to which Kenneth Macalpine had brought some of the relics  
of Columba from Iona—became the scene of monastic activity,  
the abbot succeeding to the position of the abbot of Ious, and  
exercising great influence for nearly a hundred years. The  
Danes periodically harried the land, but a crushing defeat at  
Luncarty in 962 put an end to their inroads in this quarter.  
In 1054 Macbeth was defeated at Dpm'in,n.  by Siward, est!  
of Northumberland, who had invaded Scotland in the interest  
of his kinsman, Duncen's son, who, on the death of the usurper  
three years later, ascended the throne as Malcolm HL, called  
Canmore. With Malcohn's accession the Celtic rule of tie  
monarchy of Scone came to an end. Nevertheless, the Scottish  
sovereigns (excepting James II., James III. and Mary) continued  
to be crowned at Scone, which also retained the position of  
capital until the beginning of the lath century, when it was  
displaced by Perth. From the time of Alexander L (d. 1124),  
therefore, the history of the shire is merged in that of the county  
town, with the exception of such isolated incidents as the removal  
of the Coronation Stone from Scone to Westminster in 1296,  
the defeat of Robert Bruce at Methuen in 5306, the battle  of 
Dupplin in 1332, the victory of Dundee at Killiecranide in 5689  
and the indecisive contest at Sherifimuir in 575$. Among  
archaeological remains may be mentioned the hill-fort on  
Dunsinane; the ship-barrow of the vikings at Rattray, worms  
(or earth-houses) in the parishes of Monhie, Alyth and Bendochy;  
the witch-stone near Caimbeddie, one of the numerous spots  
where Macbeth is alleged to have met the witches, but probably  
a sepulchral memorial of some forgotten battle; standing stones  
near Ρiιlochry, and an extraordinary assemblage of sculptured  
stones at Meigle.  

SmLsooaArxv.—Robertson, Co ik,fss de AthOliaa (Edinburgh,  
1860) ; P. R. Drummond, Ρerthshire in By ςοns Days (London, 1879) ;  
Marshall, Iluloric Scenes of Perthshire (Perth, 1880); Bevendge,  
Pei-ihshsre-on-Forih (z vole., London, 5885); R. Β. Cunninghame-
Gmhame, Notes on the District of.fenkilh (London, 1895) ; Hutchiaoo,  
The Lake of ń  enkilk (Stirling, 1899).  

PERTINAX, POBLTUS HELVfffS (A.f. 126-593), Roman  
emperor, the son of a charcoal-burner, was bore at Alba Pompeiain  
Liguria. From being a teacher of grammar he rose through many  
important dices, both civil and military, to the consulate, which  
he held twice. Chosen, at an advanced age and against his  
will, on the 1st of January 593, to succeed Commodes, he was  
himself assassinated in a mutiny of the soldiers, on the 28th of  
March 1 93.  

PERTZ, 0130310 HEINBICH (1795-1876),  German historian,  
was born at Hanover on the 28th of March 179$. From 1813  
to ι8ι8 he studied at Gflttingen, chisdy under A. H. L. Heeren.  
Hia graduation thesis, published in 1819, on the history of the  
Merovingian mayors of the palace, attracted the attention of  
Baron Stein, by whom he was engaged in 1820 to edit tbe.Carol-
ingian chroniclers for the newly-founded Historical Society of  
Germany. In search of materials for this purpose, Pertz made  
a prolonged tour through Germany and Italy, and on his return  
in 1823 he received at the instance of Stein the principal charge  
of the publication of kfonumenla germanise hislari'a, texts  
of all the more important historical miters on German affairs  
down to the year 1500, as well as of laws, imperial and regal  
archives, and other valuable documents, such as letters, falling  
within this period. Pertx made frequent journeys of explora-
tion to the leading libraries and public record offices of Europe,  
publishing rotes en the results of his explorations in the A.'chss.  
dcr Ceselisek. f. deutsche Geschkhlskundc (1824-1872). In 1823  
he had been made secretary of the archives, and in 1827 principal  
keeper of the royal library at Hanover; from 1832 to 1837 he  
edited the Hannoecriscke Z&Rung, and more than once sat as is  
representative in the Hanoverian second chamber. In 1842  
he was called as chief librarian to Berlin, where he shortly  
afterwards was made a privy councillor and a member of the  
Academy of Sdences. He resigned all his appointments in  
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1874, aid on the 7th of October 1876 died at Munich while  
attending the sittings of the historical commission.  

The Moiiumsaie began to appear in l8s6, md at the date cf  
his resignation volumes folio (Scńptores, Leger, Diplon ιa14)  
had aρρeaτed. This work for the first time made possible the  
existence of the modem school of scientife historians of medieval  
Germany. In connesion with the Monrmenla Perta also began  
the publication of a selection of sources In octavo form, the  

Scń pfores rrn'm gwssanicaram in mums schsbrsinm; nmonj his  
other literary labour' may be mentioned an edition of the &eram-
ssdfe Werke of Leibnitz, and a life of Stein (Leber des Miniakrs  

Freikerrn oars Stern (6 vole., 1849-1855);  also, in an abridged form,  
Aw Skias Lebe' (2 vole., 1856).  

PERU (apparently from Bien, a small river on the west coast 
 of Colombia, where Pizarro landed), a republic of the Pacific 

coast of South America, extending in a general N.N.W.-S.S.E.  

direction from hat: 3° et' S. to about ι8° S., with a sea-coast of 
. 1240 m. and a width of 300 to 400 m., exclusive of territories 

in dispute. Its area in 1906, including Tacna and Aries, and  
other disputed terrilories occupied by neighbouring states, was  
officially estimated at 1,752,422 sq. kilometers, or 676,638 sq. m.; 
exclusive of these territories, the area of Peru is variously  

estimated at 43Q,000 to 480,000 sq. m., the Gotha measurements  
being 1,137,000 sq. kilometers, or 439,014  sq. m.  

With the exception of parts of the Ecuador, Brazil and Bolivia  
frontiers, all the boundary lines have been disputed and referred  
to arbitration—those with Colombia and Ecuador to the king  
of Spain, and that with Bolivia to the president of Argentina,  
on which a decision was rendered on the nth of July 1909.  
There have been misunderstandings with Ecuador in regard  
to some small areas in the China valley, but it may be assumed  
that the line is fixed between Santa Rosa (3° 21' S.) on the Gulf  
of Guayaquil, and the Chinchipe river, a tributary of the  
  Maraflon. At the junction of  

the Cauches with that river,  
that Ecuadorean line descends  
the Chinchipe to the Mara ń on,  
and the Peruvian ascends to a  
point where it is intersected by  
s line following the eastern  
Cordillera northward tothe 
head-waters of the Caquet^, or  
Japuri, which forms the  
northern boundary down to the  
Brazilian frontier. This claim  
covers all eastern Ecuador and  
a large part of south-eastern  
Colombia, In 1903 there were  
encounters between small b οdies  
of Peruvian and Ecuadorean  
troops on the disputed frontier.  
After arbitration by the king  
of Spain bad been agreed  
upon, the question was con-
sidered by two Spanish com-
missions, and modifications  
favouring Peru were recom-
mended. These became known  
prematurely, and in May 1910  
war was threatened between  
Peru and Ecuador In spite of  
an ofler of mediation by the  
United States, Brasil and  
Argentina under the Iiague  
Convention.  

From the Japur southward  
to the Amazon, in 4° 13' 2 ι S.,  
69° 350  W. ,  and thence up the 
Javary, or Yeva ń , to its source  
in 7°  8'  4°  S., 73°  46' 30' W.,  
as determined by a mixed  
commission, the line has been  
definitely settled. From  near 
the source of the Javazy,  or 
1st. 7°  ? 17°  S., a line running  
eastward to the Madeira in  
lest. 6° 52' 13' S., which is  
half the distance between the  
mouth of the Mamori add the  
mouth of the Madrira, divides  
the Spanish and Portuguese  
possessions in this part of South  
America, according to the ρr  
visions of the treaty of Sad  

Ildefonso of 1777. This line has been twice modified by treaties  
between Bolivia and Brazil, but without the consent of Peru,  
which claimed all the territory eastward to the Madrira between  
the above-mentioned line and the Beni-Madidi rivers, the lint  
of demarcation following the Pablo-bamba, a small tributary  
of the Madidi, to its source, and thence in a straight line to the  
village of Conima, Of Lake Titicaca. The dispute with Brazil  
relates to the territory acquired by that republic from Bolivia  
in 1 867 and 1903,   and was to be settled, according to an agreement  
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of r908, by direct negotiation if possible, or, failing this,  

by arbitration. The decision of the president of Argentina of  

the 9th of July 1909, in regard t ο the remainder of this extensive  
territory, was a compromise, and divided it into two nearly  
equal parts. The line adopted starts from Lake Suches, the  

source of a small river of that name flowing into the north of  
Lake Titicaca, crosses the Cordillera by the Palomani to the  
Tambopata river, follows that stream to the mouth of the Lanza,  

thence crosses to the source of the Heath river, which forms the  

dividing sine down to its junction with the Madre de Dios,  

descends that river to the mouth of the Torosmonas, thence in  
a straight line north-westerly to the intersection of the Tahua-
manu river by the 69th meridian, and thence north on that  

meridian to the Brazilian frontier. This decision at first gave  
offence to the Bolivians, but friendly overtures from Peru led  
to its acceptance by both parties with the understanding that  

modifications would be made in locating the line wherever actual  
settlements had been made by either party on territory awarded  

to the other. With Chile the de juee -line is that of the Camarones  
ravine which separated the old department of Moquegua (includ-
ing the provinces of Tacna and Ades) from that of Tarapact.  
The de Jaιlπ line is that of the Sara river (usually dry), which  

opens on the coast a little south of Sara point, near ι8° S., Chile  
retaining possession of the two above-mentioned provinces in  
violation of the treaty of Ancon, which she forced upon her  

defeated antagonist.  
Physical Geoηapby. —Peru is divided longitudinally into three  

welklefined regions, the coast, the sierra and the montafla. Τhe  
mast, exιcπdί ηg from the base of the Western or Maritime Cor-
dillera to the Pacific Ocean. consists of a sandy desert crossed at  

intervals by riven flowing through narrow, fertile valleys. Τhe  
sierra ηΡ the region of the Andes, end ίs about 250 m. iπ width. It  
contains stupendous chains of mountains, elevated plains and  
table-lands, warm and fertile valleys and ravines. The montafia  

is the region of tropical forests within the valley of the Amazon, and  
skirts the eastern slopes of the Andes.  

The coast has been upraised from the ocean at no very distant  
geological epoch, and is nearly as destitute of vegetation as the  

African Sahara. It is watered, however, by fifty  
Ja•Ctll1 streams which cuss the desert at intervals. Half  

of these have their origin in the summits of the Andes, and run  

with a permanent supply of water into the ocean. The others,  

rising in the outer range, which does not reach the snow-line  
and receives less moisture, carry a volume of water to the sea during  
the rainy season, but for the rest of the year are nearly dry. Τhe  
absence of rain here ό  ascribed to the action of the lofty uplands  
of the Andes on the trade-wind, end to the influence of the cold  

Humboldt current sweeping northward along the west coast of  

the continent. The south-east trade-wind blows obliquely across  
the Atlantic Ocean until it reaches Brasil. By this time it is  

heavily laden with vapour, which it continues to bear along across the  

continent, depositing it and supplying the sources of the Amazon  
and La Plata. When the wind rises above the snow.capped Andes,  

the last particle of moisture is wrong from it that a very low  

temperature can extract. Paesin^ the summit of that range, it  
rushes down as a cool and dry wmd on the Pacific slopes beyond.  
Meeting with no evaporating surface, and with no temperature  

Bolder iban that to which it ό  subjected on the mountain-tops, this  
wind reaches the ocean before ιt becomes charged with fresh  
moisture. The constantly prevailing wind on the Peruvian coast  

is from the south, which is a cold wind from the Humboldt current.  
As it moves north it becomα gradually warned and takes up  
moisture instead of depositing ιt as rain. From November to  
April there are usually constant dryness, a dear sky, and con-
siderable, though by no means oppressive, heat. From June to  
September the s y ό  obscured for weeks together by fog, which  
is often accompanied by drizzling rain called genie. At the time  
when it is hottest and driest on the coast it is raining heavily  
in the Andes, and the rivers are full. When the rivers are  
at their lowest, the genie prevails on the coast. The climate  
of various parts of the cast, however, is modified by local  
circumstances.  

The Western Cardillem, overhanging the Penman coast, contains  
a long line of volcanic mountains, ntost of them inactive, but their  
ρreseoce is probably  connected with the frequent and severe  
earthquakes, especially in the southern section of the coast. Since  
3570 seventy violent!y destructive earthquakes have been recorded  

on the west mast of South America, but the register is incomplete  
in its earΙiα part. The most terrible was that of 1746,  which  
destroyed oyed Callao, on the s8th of October, and there were 220 shocks  
in the following twenty-four hours. The town was overwhelmed  
by a vast wave, which rose 80 ft.; and the shocks continued until  
the following February. On the 15th of August 2868 an eartbquske  

nearly destroyed Arequipa, and greet waves rolled in upon the  
ports of Avis and Iquique. On the 9th of May 1877 nearly all the  
southern ports were overwhelmed.  

The deserts between the river-valleys vary in extent, the largest  
being more than 70 m. across. On their weseerTi margin steep  
cliffs generally rise from the sea, above which i.  the lebiaxo cc  
plateau, in some places slightly undulating, n others with ridges 
of considerable height rising out of it. The υιίace is generally  
nerd, but in many places there are large accumulations of drifting  
sea-sand. The sand usual tarns isolated hillocks, called medσsιτ, 
of a half-moon shape, having their convex sides towards the trade.  
wind. They are from 10 to m ft. high, with an acute crest, the  
inner side perpendicular, the outer with a steep slope Sometimes,  
especially at early dawn, there is a musical noise in the desert, like  
the sound of distant drums, which is caused by the eddying of  
grains 

nsυΡ
o sand in the heated atmosphere, on the crests of the  

Apparentlythe deserts are destitute of all vegetation; yet three  
kinds of herbs exist, which bury themselve, deep in the earth, and  
survive long periods of drought. One is an amar- 
απthaceοιa plant, whose stems ramify through the '0W Rre. 
sandhills; the other two area Martysia and an ,siseiα, which  
maintain a subterranean existence during many years, and  
only produce leafy stems in those rare seasons when sufficient  
moisture penetrates to the roots. In a few hollows which are  
reached by moisture the trees of the desert find support, the  

algarrobo (Prompts kcnida), a low tree of very scraggy growth,  
the s'whayo (Capparis croioxoidcs), απd the mete del pars  (Celirσ-
d&udrnew sab πdαet), mere shrubs. Near the Cordillera and on its  
lower slope a tall branched =m us ηΡ met with, and there are  
Saliconiies said Salsolas near the coast. But, when the mists set  
in, the low hills sear the coast bordering the deserts, which are  
called lwnas, undergo a change as if by magic. A blooming vege-
tatlon of wild Bowers for a short time covers the barren hills. Near  
Lime one of the low ranges is brightened by the beautiful yellow  
lily called amascssr (warms Α mαncαus). The other flowers of the  
knees are the pupils de See Juan (Begonia gtresifsrlia), with red  
petals  contrasting with the white inner sides. valerians, the beautiful  
Bomarea sash, several species of Oxalis, Sadeesm and crucifers.  
But this carpet of flowers is very partially distributed and lasts  
but a short time.  

Τhe valleys form a marvellous contrast to the surrounding  

desert. A great mass of pale-green foliage is usually composed  
of the alganabo trees, while the course of the river is marked  by 
lines or group. of palms, by fine old willows (Safer humbotdiiana) ,  
fruit-gardens, and fields of cotton, Indian corn, ,ugar.cane and  
alfalfa (lucerne). In some valleys there are expanses of sugar-cane,  
in others cotton, whilst in others vineyards and olive-yards pre-
dominate The woods of ‚ilgonTobo are used for pasture, cattle and  
horses enjoying the pendulous yellow pods.  

For purposes of description the coast-region of Pero may be  
divided into five sections. beginning from the north:  (i) the f iurs  
region; (τ) the fambayeque and Traiill ο section;  sιΡn .f (3)the Santa valleys; (4) the section from Limato Nance;  r , ^sy^ 
(5) the Arequipa and Tacna section,  

(t) The great desert-region of inure extends for nearly zoom. from  
the Gulf of Guayaquil to the borders of the Morrope Valley, απd  
is traversed by three rivers—the Tumbes, China and Puts, the  
two former receiving their waters from the inner Cordillera and  
breaking through the outer range. It is here that the roast of South  
America extends farthest to the westward until it reaches Capes  
flianco and Parifla, and then turns southward to the Bay of Puts.  
Τhe climate of Piura is modified by the lower latitude, and ales  
by the vicinity of the forests of Guayaquil. Fog aid garua are  
much less frequent than in the coast-region farther south, while  
rain sometimes falls. At intervals of three or four years there are  
occasional heavy showers of rain from February  to April. (τ) Τhe  
second section of the coast-region includes the valleysof the Morrope,  
the Chlclayo, and Lambayeque. the Sails, the Jequetepeque, the  
Chicama, Mache, Viru and Chao. With the intervening deserts  
this section extends over zoo m. All these valleys, except Morro ρe  
and Chao, are watered by rivers which have their sources far in  
the recesses of the mountains, and which furnish an abundant  
supply in the season when irrigation is needed. (5) The third  

section, also extending for too m., contains the valleys of Saner  
Nepeńa, Casco, Huarmey. Fortaleza, Pativilca, Sup' and 1{uaura.  
The river Santa, which rises in the lake of Conococba, 12,907 ft.  
above the sea, and has a length of ISO m., is remarkable for its  
long course between the outer and central ranges of the Andes, in a  

trough known as the " Callejon de Huayfss,' uco in. in length. 
It then breaks through In a dκρ gorge, and reaches the see after  
a course of 35 m. over the coast-belt, and after fertilizing a rich  
valley. The e,,s55  and Nepe ńa valleys are separated by a desert  
8 leagues in width, on the shores of which there u a good anchorage  
in the bay of Ferrol, where the port of Chimbote is the terminus of  
a railway. The Nepeila, Cairns, Huermey Fortaleza and Sup'  
rivers rise on the slope of an outer range caller] the Cordillera Nsgra,  
and are consequently dry during the great part of the year. WW4  
are dug in their beds, sad the fertility of the valleys us thus main-
tained, The Pativilca (or Bamnce) river and the Ηααατα laude  
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through the outer range from their distant ιoutces in the snowy  
Cordillera, and have a perennial supply of water. There are 9  
leagues of desert between the Nepeila and Casma, 16 between the  
Casma and Huarmey, and 18 between the Huarmey and Fortaleza.  
The latter desert, much of which is loose sand, is called the Pampa  
de Mate Candles, from the number of exhausted animals which die  
there. Between the Sυρό  and Pativika is the desert celled the  
Pampa del Medi. Mirndo. (4)  The next coast-section extends for  
over 300 m., from Chancay to Naeca, and includes the rivers of  
Chancay or Lacha, of Carabaylb. Rimac. Latin, Male, Ca όete,  
Chincha, Pisco or Chunchanga, Ica and Rio Grande. Here the  
maritime range approaches the ocean, leaving a narrower strip of  
coast, but the fertile valleys are closer and more numerous. Those  
of CarabayUo and Rimac are connected, and the view from the Bay  
of Cause extends over a vast expanse of fertile plain bounded by  
the Andes, with the white towers of Lima in a setting of verdure.  
Lurin and Main are smaller valleys, but the great vale of Cafuete  
is one green sheet of sugarcane; and yarrow steps of desert separate  
it from the fertile plain of Chincha, and Chincha from the famous  
vineyards of Pico. The valleys of la, Palp, San Xavier and Nasca  
are each and fertile, though they do not extend to the sea; but between  
Nasea and Aran there is a desert 6o m. in width. (5) The Arequipa  
and Tacna section extends over 350 m. and comprises the valleys of  
Atari, At nips, Atico, Ocolia, Ma ea α Camana, Quilca^h the 
interior valked^ φ Α uιpa, Τambo,110 οr Μυegua,1ιeg οr 	mba,  
Sara, Tacna, and Azapa or Arlca, Here the Western Cordillera  
recedes, and the important valley of Arequipa though on its western  
slope, is 7000 ft. above the see and t9π m. irom the mast. Most  
of the rivers here have their sources in the central range, and are  
well supplied with water. The coast.valleys through which they  
lbw, especially those of Majes and Locumba, are famous for their  
vineyards, and in the valley of Tambo there are extensive olive  
plantations.  

The coat of Peru has few protected anchorages, and the headlands  
are generally abrupt and lofty. These and the few islands arc  
6va^^ frequented by sea-buds, whence come the guano-  

deposits, the retention of ammonia and other fertilizing  
properties being due to the absence of rain. The islets off the  
coast are al barren and rocky.  

The moat dorthern is Fora, in ° 13' 30' S., near the coast to the  
south of Paita. The islands of Lobos de Tierra and Lobos de Afuera  
2) in 6° 27' 45'S. and 6° 56' 45'S. respectively, are of the desert of 

 Sechura, and contain deposits of guano. The two &uera islands  
are 60 απd 36m. respectively from the coast at the port of San J οs6.  
The islets of Macabi, laf 49'  20' S., elsehavegoanodeposits,now  
practically exhausted. The two islets of Gualkpe, surrounded by  
many rocks, in 8° 34' S., contain rich deposits. Chao rises 450 ft.  
above the set, off the coast, in 8° 46' #o' S. Corcobado is in 8° 57' S.  
La Viuda is off the port of Casma, in q 23' 3o S.; απd Tortuga is  
2 m. distant to the north. Santa Islet lies oIl the bay of Cosca, in  
9° t' 40', and the three high rocks of Ferrol in 9'8'  30' S. Farther  
south there is the group of islets and rocks called Huaum, in II'27'S.,  
the chief of which are El Peledo, Tambillο, Chiquitana, Bravo  
Quiiacalzones and Mazorque. The Hormiges are in 1" 4'S. end  
1" 58', and the Pescadores in II 47' S. The island of San lorenzo,  
in 12'4'S., is a lofty x.44  m. long by Τ broad, forming the 
Bay of Callao; its highest point is 1050 ft. Off its south-mu end  
lies a small but lofty islet celled Fronton, απd to the south-west  
are the Palomitas Rocks. Horadada Islet, with a hole through  
it, is to the south of Callao Point. Off the valley of Lurie are the  
Pachacamec Islands, the most northern and larger  being hall  a 
mile kung. The next, called San Francisco, is like a sugar-loaf,  
perfectly rounded at the top. The others are mere rocks. Asia  
Island is farther south, 17 m. north-west of Cerro Asul, and about 

 a mile in circuit. Pisco Bay contains San Gallas island, high, with  
a bold cliff outline, 24 m. long by i broad, the Ballista Islets, and  
farther north the three famous Chinnlu Islands, whose vast guano  
deposits are now exhausted. South of the entrance to Pisco Bay  
is Zarate Island, and farther south the white level islet of Santa  
Rom. The lnliernillo r ck is quite black !  about 50  ft. high. in the  
form of a sugar-loaf, a mile west of the pmt of Sena Meru, which  
is near the mouth of the lee river: Alecmn is a small islet off the  
lefty " mono " of Arica. All these rocks and islets are barren απd  
uninhabitable. The more common sea-birds are the Sala emlqaia  
or guano-bird, a large gull called the Lams madsslw, the Pckcanw  
fhayws, απd the Skew Ynca, a beautiful tern with curved white  
feathers on each side of the head. The rarest of all the gulls is also  
found on the Peruvian mast, namely, the Xemajsrcsalam. Sca-lions  
(Diana fersteπ) are common on the rocky ialamlsand pro montories.  

The region of the Cordilleras of the Andes is divided into pιsa.  
or lofty uninhabited wilderness, and sierra, or inhabitable moun- 

tam slopes and valleys. This great mountain-system,  
running south-east to north-west, consists of three  

chains or cordilleras. The two chains, which run parallel and near  
each other on the western side, are of identical origin, and have  
been separated by the action of water during many centuries. On  
these chains are the volcanoes and many thermal springs. The  
narrow space between them is for the most part, but not always, a  
cold and lofty region known as the pawn containing alpine lakes— 
die sousess of the.0oυt-ηΡveπ. The greet eastern chain, rising from  

the basin of the Amazon and forming the inner well of the system,  
is of distinct origin. These these chains are celled the Western or  
Maritime Cordillera, the Central Cordillera and the Andes. Paz  
Solden and other Peruvian geographers give the name of Andes,  
per =dimwce, to the Eastern Cordillera.  

The Maritime Cordillera of Peru has no connexion with the coast  
ranges of Chile, but is a continuation of the Cordillera Occidental  
of Chile, which under various local names forms the eastern margin  
of the coastal desert belt from Atacama northward into Peru.  
It contains a regular chain of volcanic peaks overlooking tbe

e
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Isluga overhanging Cami ńa, the Bolivian peak of Sarama,  and  
Toora (19,741 ft.) near the Bolivian frontier. In rear of Μogυυa  
there is a group of volcanic peaks, clustering round those of ()bums  
and Huaynapuuoa. A great eruption of Huaynaputina began on 
the ι5th of February 1600 and continued until the 28th. But  
generally these volcanoes are quiescent. Farther north the Miss  
volcano rises over the city of Arequipa in a perfect cone to a height  
of over  ' .πτ3 ft.. , ad near its base are the hot sulphur and iron  
springs 01 Vura. 7li :: peak of Saraiara, in Paririactichas (Ayaeischo)  
is 19,500 ft. above the sea, and in the mountains above (L,jima the  
passes attain a hcirht of more than i5,00o ft. In latitude to' S.  

the mantime chain epamwtes into two branches, which run parallel  

to each other for ιο' m., enclosing the remarkable ravine of Calkjuo  
de Huaylas—the e.:stern α mein branch being known as the  
Cordillera Nevada . rid the western as the Cordillera Negro. On  
the Nevada the pe k of Huascan reaches a height of 22,051 7t.  
The Hivandoy peak. above Carhuaz, rises to at,o88 ft.; the Ηυakaα  
peak, overhanging the town of Vungay, is 19 ,945 ft. high; and meet  
of the ρvaks in ;h; part of the chain reach a height of 19.000 ft.  
Dui.... the ιτ iry ι ^sοn, from October to May, the sky is generally  
deer at dawn, and the magnificent snowy perks are clearly seed  
But as the day advances the clouds collect. In most parts of the Peru.  
vian Andes the line of perpetual snow is at'6,400 ft.; but on the Cor-
dillem Nevada, above the Callejon de Huaylas, it sinks to 15.4=  ft.  
This greater cold is mused by the intervention of the Cordillera  

Negro, which intercepts the warmth from the coast. As this lower  
chain does not inch the wow-line, the streams rising from it are  
scanty, while the Santa, Pativika απd other coast-ń yers which  
break through it from sources in the snowy chain have a greater  
volume from the melted snows. At the point where the river  
Santa breaks through the Cordillera Negro that range begins tο  
subside, while the Maritime Cordillera continues as one chain to and  
ηeyoπd the frontier of Ecuador.  

The Central Cordillera is the true water.parting of the system.  
No river, except the Mamόοn, breaks through it either to the net or  
west, while more than twenty coast streams rise on its slopes and  
force their way through the maritime chain. The Central Cordillera  
consists mainly of crystalline sad volcdc rucks, on each side of  

which are aqueous, int part Jurassic, strata thrown op almost 
vertically. In 14' 3o^the central chain is connected with the  
Eastern Andes by the transverse mountain.knot of Vikaflota, the  

peak of that name being 1745'  ft above the sea. The great inland  
basin of Lake Titicaca is thus formed. The central chain continues  
to run parallel with the' Μaλtime Cordillera until, at Cerro Pa κο,  
another transverse knot connects it with the Andes in no' 30 S. lat.  
It then continues northward, separating the basins of the Maralbosi  
and Huallaga; and at the northern frontier of Peru it is at length  
broken through by the Mar Ann flowing eastward.  

The Eastern Andes is a magnificent range in the southern part of  
Peru, of Silurian formation, with talcose and eke dates, many  
quartz veins and eruptions of granitic rocks. Mr Forbes says that  
the peaks of Illampu (21,709 ft.) and Illimad (21,014 ft.) in Bolivia  
are bilurian απd fossiliferous to their summits. The eastern range  
is cut through by six avers in Peru, namely, the Masaf on and Hua l-
laga, the Perene, Mantaro, Apurimac, Vikamayu and Psucartambo,  
the last five being tńbutanes of the Ucayali. The range of the  
Andes in smith Peru has a high plateau m the west and the νast  
plains of the Amazonian basin to the east. The whole range is  
highly auriferous, and the thickness of the strata is not less than  
10,000 ft. It is nowhere disturbed by volcanic eruptions, except at  
the eery edge of the formation near lake Titicaca, and hi this respect  
it differs essentially from the Maritime Cordillera. To the eastward  
numerous spun extend for varying distances into the greet plain  
of the Amazons,  

The Andes lose their majestic height to the northward; and beyond  
Cerro Pasco the astern chain sinks Into a lower range between the  
Huallaga and Ucayali. But throughout the length of Peru the three  
ranges are &subs defined.  

For purposes of description the sierra of Peru may be divided  
into four wections, each embracing portions of all three ranges.  
The first, from the north, comprises the upper basins 

 ie^s^ of the MamSon and the Huallaga απd is 350 m. long by  
'uo bread. The second extends from the Knot of  
Cerro Pasco to Ayacucho, about o m., including the fake of 
Chiπεhay.cocha and the b 	

20 
basin of the river Xauxa. The third or  

Cuzco section extends 20 m. to the Knot of Vilcal kita with the basins  
of the Pampas, Apurimac, Vilcamayu and Pa'scariambo. Thu  
fourth is the begin of Lake Titicaca.  
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Lake Junin, or Chincbay.cocba, in the second section, 636 m.  

long by 7 m. broad, and 13,232 ft. above the sea. Its marshy  
hands me overgrown with reeds and inhabited by numerous water-
fowl. From this lake the river Xauxa flows southwards through  
a populous valley for 150 m. before entering the frauds. Latta  
Titicaca (see BO1tVIA),ia the fourth or meet southers section, is  
drvnded between Peru and Bolivia. It receives a number of short  
streams from the ranges shutting in the upper end of the valley- 
the largest ss the Ramu ea , termed by the two streams of P ικara and  
pxangaro, both comng from the Knot of Vilcafiota to the north.  
The bushes, which has its aouira in hake Sucbcsjafls into lake  
Τiticaα on the north-west side, as well as the YHpo and Ylave. 

 south end near The principal islands are Titicaca and Coati 
the peninsula (  of Copaαbana), Campanaria (9 the from the east  
shore), Soto and Esteves. There are two otharlakes in the Collao,  
as the elevated region round Titicaca is called. Lake Arapa. stew  
miles from the northern shore of Titicaca, 1330 m. in circumference.  
Lake Umayo Is on higher ground to the westward. The lake in  
Peru which is third in else is that of Parf πacαhas ore the mast  
watershed, mar the foot of the snowy peak of Sarasara. It is 1n. m. 

 long by 6 breed, but has never been visited and described by any 
 modem traveller. The smaller alpine lakes, often forming the  

sources of rivers, are numerous.  
The greet rivers of the sierra are the Maraflon, rising in the lake  

of Lauricocha and flowing northward in a deep gorge between the  
Maritime and Central Cordilleras for 350 m.; when it forces its way  
through the mountain. at the famous Pongo de Manseriche and  
enters the Amazonian plain. The Huallaga rises north of Cerro  
Pasco, and, passing Huanisco, flows northwards on the ether side of  
the Central Cordillera for 300 m. It breaks throwgh the range at  
the Poogo de Chasuta and falls into the Marafion. The other great  
rivers are tributaries of the υεαυα1. The Pozuzu, Bowing east-
ward from the Knot of Cerro Paco, joins the Pachitca, which is  
the most important northern affluent of the Ucayali. The Xauxa,  
becoming afterwards the Mantaro, receives the drainage of Xauxa  
Huancaveles and Ayacucho. The southern valleys of this part οf  
the sierra furnish streams which form the main rivers of Pampas,  
Pachachaca and Apurimac. These, uniting with the Mantaro.  
foam the EnB, and the Enf and Peren' (which drain the province  
of Tambo) form the Tambo. The Vilcamayu rises on the Knot of  
Yikafota, flows north through a lovely valley, received the Yanatilde  
and Paucartambo on its right bank, and, uniting with the Tambo,  
tome the Ucayali. Most of these main streams flow through pro-
found gorges in a tropical climate, while the upper slopes .  ylel  
ρpmdducts of the temperate zone, and the plateaus above are cold an  
bleak, affording only pasture and the hardiest cereals.  

The great variety of elevation within the sierra produces vege-
tation belonging to every zone. There is a troical floes in the 
8i^πΡar 

deep gorge higher up a nib-tropical, then a temper- ______ ate, then a sub-arctic flora. In ascending from the  
coast-valleys there is first an mid range, where the  
great-branched cacti rear themselves up among  

the rocks. Farther inland, where the rains are more Plentiful,  
is the native home of the =taco. Here also are other plants  
with edible roots—the era (Orals iuberosal, Alien. (U!! scat  

halogen.:), seamen (Ττορrolrss Iubertssum), and 1ta,"6 (£elymrria  

sescksfolsa). Among the first wild sh ΝΡbs and trees that are met  
with are the chikn (Batckaris £ ιri!iei), with a pretty yellow flower,  
the Μκgric σ'usria Ια, with beautiful red and orange flowers,  
several species of .Seisccio. calceolarias, the Schism sedle, with its  
graceful branches and bunches of red berries, and at higher elevations  
the lar ιMω (Aires aaasinafa), the saικo(Seimbiscies ρmniar α),  
thee 	(Bsddkia ń scaaa), and the £ ykpis racemaua The  
B 	locally called Wise silsesire, flourishes at a height of  
tz,000 ft. round the shores of Lake Tit icaca The most numerously  
represented (amity is the Composiiae, the grasses being next in num-
bs. The temperate valleys of the sierra yield [rails of many  
.lords. Those mdigenous to the country are the delicious ιhin-
sss7us. $1105 α alligator pears, the paaay, a species of Zrga, the  
lemma, and the raraddle or fruit of the passion-Bower. Vineyards  
and sugarcane yield crops in the warmer ravines; the subtropical  
valleys are famous for splendid mope of maize; wheat and barley  
thrive on the mountain slopes; and at heights from 7000 to 13,000 ft.  
there are crops of gxinaw (Ckiw$disms gauss's). In the loftiest  
regions the pasture chiefly consists of a coarse grass (Sdipa ychs),  
of which the llamas eat the upper blades and the sheep browse on the  
tender shoots beneath. There are also two kinds of shrubby plants 1  
a thorny Cosm$silt called " cuηlli " and another, calf ' cola,'  
which  i,  a resinous Smilerώ  and is used for fuel.  

The animal, which specially belong to the Peruvian Andes are  
the domestic llamas and Weems and the wild vicisflas. There are  
deer, celled tsrsco (Crn'res asiim'sis); the abw'ka. α lane rodent  

a soaks d Ioxcs lled aloe; and the puma (Fdiscms'olor) and =men  
Dr black beer with a white muzzle, when driven by hunger, wander  
into the loftier regions. The largest bird is the condor, and there is  
another bird of the vulture tribe, with a black απd white wing  
(ember formerly used by the Incas in their head.dress, celled the  

or a ιιrqrι 	lcarra^. The psi, is a brown speckled creeper which 

• brown t  bade striped with black, and hite breast. whic ά  the  

fndianscallyrakral$; it utters a monotonous sound at each hear  
of the night. A partridge celled yids frequents the long &rms.  
On the lake, there is a very handsome goose, with white body and  
dark-green wings shading into violet, called Isusciwa, two kinds  
of ibis, a large  gull (Lens: serri^ as) frequenting the alpine lake, in  
flecks, flaimngoes called $rskreaaa, ducks and water-hens. Many  
pretty little finches fly about the maize-fields and fruit-gardens,  
and a little greenpnxakeet is metiń thashighas ta,0oo ft. above the  
sea.  

The third division of Peru I, the region of the tropical forests,  
at the base of the Andes, and within the basin of the Amazon.  
it is traversed by great navigable rivers. The Maraflen,  
having burst through the defile of the Puego de Man- Na^he^  
seriche (375 ft. above sea level), and the Huallaga through that of  
Chasuta, enter the forests and unite after separate comsese( about  
600 and 400 m., the united flood then flowing eastward to the  
Brazilian frontier. After 1st m. it is joined by the Ucayali, a grit  
navigable river with a course of Boo m. The country between  
the Hiisllaga and the Ucayali, traversed by the Eastern Cordillera,  
is celled the Pampa del Sacramento, απd is characterized by exten-
sive grassy plains. The forests drained by the Maraf on, Huallaga  απd Ucayali form the northern portion of the Peruvian montafa.  
The southern half of the mo*iafln is watered by streams flowing  
from the eastern Andes, which go to form the river Madre de  
Dice or Amaru.mayu, the principal Wench of the river Beni, which  
falls into the Madeira The region of the Peruvian montafla, which  
is Boo m.lοng from the Marafon to the Bolivian frontier, is naturally  
divided into two sections, the sub-tropical forests in the ravines  
and on the eastern slope, of the Andes, and the dense tropical  
forests in the Amazonian plain. The cub-tropical section is impor. 
tent from the value of its products and interesting from the grandeur  
and beauty of its scenery. Long spurs run off from the Andes,  
gradually decreasing in elevation, and it is sometimes a distance of  
60 or 8o m. before they finally subside into the vast forest-coveted  
plain of the Amazon basin. Numerous rivers flow though the  
valleys between these spurs, which are the native home of the  
Quinine.yielding cinchona trees. The most valuable species, called  
C. Calisaya, is found in the forests of Caravaya in south Peru and in  
those of Bolivia, The species between Camvaya and the heed-
waters of the Huallaga yieldlittle of the febrifuge alkaloid. 
But the forests of Huanuco anddHuama Ιίos abound in species yield-
ing the grey bark of commerce, which is rich in cinchonine, an  
alkaloid efficacious as α febrifuge though inferior to quinine. With  
the cinchona treesw kinds of nωlααοιιυκε ss, especially  
the Las ιΩaadra, with masses of purple Bowers, tree-ferns and palm  
In the warm valleys there are large plantations of coca (F.ry!kre'.  
xylim Coca), the annual produce of which is stated at 15,000,000 lb.  
The other products of these warm valleys are excellent coffee, cocoa,  
sugar, tropical fruits of all kinds, end gold i π abundance. in the  
vast =ntrodden forests farther east there are timber trees of many  
kinds, incense trees, a great wealth of rubber trees of the Hera genus,  
numerous varieties of beautiful palms, sarsaparilla, vanilla. Ipecac'  
uanha and copaiba. The abundant and waned fauna is the same as  
that of the Brazilian (crest ι.  

Geοlοη. 1 --Τhe Eastern Coitlillera, which, however, is but little  
known, appears to consist, as in Bolivia, chncfiyof Palaeozoic rocky;  
the western ranges of theAndes are formed of Mesozoic beds, together 
with recent vo lcanic lawns and ashes; and the lower hills nest the  
coast are composed of granIte, syenite and other crystalline rocks,  
sometimes accompanied by limeatonea and sandstones, which are  
probably of Lows Cretaceous age, and often covered by marine  
Tertiary deposits. Thus the orographical features of the country  
correspond broadly with the geological divisions.  

The constitution of the Mesozoic band varies. Above Lima  
the western chain of the Andes is composed of ρoτρhyritic tuffs  
and massive limestones, while the longitudinal valley of the Oroya  
is hollowed in carbonaceous σandstonea. From the analogy of the  
neighbouring countries it is possible that some of the tuns may be  

jurassic but the other deposits probably belong for the most part  
to the &etaceous system. The carbonaceous sandstone contains  
Gault fossils. Like the similar sandstone in Bolivia, it includes  
seams of coal and is frequently impregnated with cinnabar. it is  
in this sandstone that the rich mercury mines of Huancavelich are  
ao^^d. 

Farther north, in the department of Ancaclis, the Mesozoic belt is  
composed chiefly of sandstones and shales, and the limestones which  
form so Prominent a feature above Lima seem to have disappeared.  
The Cordillera Negro in this region is in many places cut by numerous  
dikes of diorite, and it is near these dikes that silver ores are chiefly  

See L. Crosnier "Notice gfobogique sus lea d&partements de  
Huancavd'ica et d'Ayacueho," Ara. des mires, sth series, vol. U.  
ρρ. 5-43, Pl. 1 (r8ga); A. Raimondi, ΕΙ Def rtαsee υο de Α aachs7  
sal τgaeses aeasenmks (Lima, 5873)- G. Steinmann, " Ueber Tithon  
and Krelde laden peruaniechen Anden " News JaIirb. (1882), vol. ii.  

. tsο-ι53, Pls. 6-8; K. Gerhardt, ' Beitrag zur Kenntniss der  
m formation in Venezuela and Peru ,"  Nears Johrb.,  Bell.-Bd. XI.  

('897).  ρ0 -  65.117, Pie. '.2  ;J.  Grzybowski, "DieTertiirabls ungern  
des ne dlkhen Peru rend ihre Motluskenfauaa," News .jak,b,, Bcil.-
lid. X11. (1899), pp. 610-664, Ρ1a i5-2w  
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found. In the Cordillera Nevada the Meeorofe rocks which form  
the chain are often covered by masses of modern volcanic rock.  
Similar rocks are also found in the Cordillera Negn, but the vokamc  
centres appear to have been in the Sierra Neva da. 

Fopulafien.—The fast trustworthy enumeration of the people  
of Peru was made in 2793,  when there were 617,700  Indians,  
241,225 mestizos (Indian and white inter-mixture), 536,351  
Spaniards, 40,337  negro slaνα and 41,404 mulattoes, making a  
total of 1,076,977,  exclusive of the wild Indians of the monida.  
Viceroy Toledo's enumeration of the Indians in 5575  gave them 

 s total of 8,eοο,οοο, the greater part of whom had been sa αifice d  
by Spanish cruelty. Others had withdrawn into the mountains  
and forests, and in the native villages under Spanish administra-
tion the birth rate had dropped to a small part of what it had  
been because the great bulk of the male population had been  
segregated in the mines and on the estates of the conquerors.  
This tells a story of depopulation under Spanish rule, to which  
the abandoned terraces (ondenes) on the mountain sides, once  
highly cultivated, bear testimony. Several diverse totals have  
been published as the result of the census taken in 1876, which  
is considered imperfect. One estimate places the total at  
2,660,881, comprising about 23-8% whites, 57 .6 % Indite,  
1.9% negroes,  1.9%  Asiatics, chiefly Chinese, and 24.8 %  
mixed races. In ι9ο6 estimates were made under official  
auspices (see A. Garland, Peru in 2p06, Lima, 1907), which  
gave the population as 3,547,829, including Tacna (8000). It  
is believed, however, that this and other larger estimates are  
excessive. There is no considerable immigration.  

The population of Pen is mixed, including whites, Indians,  
Africans, Asiatics, and their mixtures and sub-mixtures. The  
dominant race is of Spanish origin, to a considerable extent  

mnίπed with Indian blood. The Indians are in great part  
descendants of the various tribes organized under the rule of  
the Incas at the time of the Spanish conquest. There are two  
distinct general type—the coast tribes occupying the fertile  
river valleys, who are employed on the plantations, in domestic  
service in the cities, or in small industries of their own, no longer  
numerous; and the sierra tribes, who are agricultunsts, miners,  
stock-breeders and packers, still comparatively numerous.  
In addition to these are the tribes of wild Indiana of the moniaAa  
region, or eastern forests, who were never under Inca rule and  
are still practically independent. Their number is estimated  
at 150,000 to 300,000, divided into 11s tribes, and differing  
widely in habits, customs and material condition. Some  
live in settled communities and roughly cultivate the soil.  
Others are hunters and fishermen and are nomadic in habit.  
Others are intractable forest tribes, having no relations with the  
whites. The sierra or upland Indians, the meet numerous  
and strongest type, belong largely to the Quicbua and Aymar ά  
families, the former inhabiting the regions northward of Cuzo,  
and the latter occupying the Titicaca basin and the sierras of  
Bolivia. These Indians are generally described as Chafes, a  
name sometimes mistakenly applied to the mestizos, while the  
tribes of the eastern forests are called Cbu,wios, berbaros, or  
simply Indians. The Chafes may be roughly estimated at about  
Ι,800.οοο and form by far the larger part of the sierra population.  
Practically all the industries and occupations of this extensive  
region depend upon them for labourers and servants.  
. The mestizos are of mixed Spanish and Indian blood. Thee  
are two general classes—the cosiesos or those of the coast, and  
the ae:rraxos or these of the sierras. The saesifsos of the coast  
are usually traders, artisans, overseers, petty oibcers and clerks,  
and small politicians. In the sierras they have the same general  
occupations, but there are no social bars to their advancement,  
and they become lawyers, physicians, priests, merchants, officials  
and caρitelists. The African and Asiatic elements furnish only  
about a% each of the population. The Africans were introduced  
as slaves soon after the conquest, because the coast Indians were  
physically incapable of performing the work required of them  
on the sugar estates. All the heavy labour in the coast province  
was performed by them down to :855, when African slavery was  
sbolished. They have since preferred to live in the towns,  

although many continue on the plantations. The first Chinese  
coolies were introduced in 1849 to supply labourers on the sugar  
estates, which had begun to feel the effects of the suppression  
of the Mrican slave tradic. At first the coolies were t ιeated  
with cruelty. The scandals that resulted led to investigations  
and severe restrictions, and their employment now has become  
a matter of voluntary centred, usually for two years, in which  
fair dealing and good treatment are the rule. Many Chinese  
are also settled in the coast cities. Commercial relations have  
also been opened with Japan, and a small Japanese colony has  
been added to the population. The Spanish and African moss  
is to be seen in the mulatto α, quadroons and octoroons that  
inhabit the warm coast cities. Other race mixtures consist of  
the zambos (the African-Indian cross), as Asiatic graft urn these  
various crosses, and an extremely confusing intermixture of the  
various crosses, for which the Spanish races have descriptive  
appellations. The foreign population is chiefly concentrated in  
Lima and Callao, though mining and other industries have drawn  
small contingents to other places.  

Mseahen.—Univensities and colleges were founded in Peru soon  
after the conquest, and Limo, Cured, Arequipa and Chuquis to  

(now the Bolivian town of Sucre) became centres of considerable intel-
kctual activity. Something was done for the education of the eons of  
the Indian" nobility,"schools being created at lima and Cuzco. The  
university of San Mare at Lima is the oldest collegiate institution  
in the New World, origintingg ma gent from Charles V. in 1551 to  
the Dominicans fat the establishment of a college in their monastery  
at Lima. Its present name, however, was not adopted until ι574,  
two years after its fast secular rector had been chosen. The  

college of San Carls. was founded in ι77ο and the school of medicine  
in 1792. At Cuzco the university οt San Antonio Abad was  
founded in 1598, and the college of Sae Geronimo at Arequipa in  
1646. The instruction given in these institutions was of the  
religious-scholastic character of that time, and was wholly under the  

larger
su pervision of 

 measure of intellectual  nand educational
opened the way 

especially
^ a 

for the lower classes. As organized under the 
progress, 

 d the 5th  

December 1905, primary ί ηstr0ctioη is free and nominally obligatory,  
and is under the control of the national government. The primary  
schools are divided into two grad: a free elementary course of  

two years, and a higher course of three years, in a school called the  
"scholastic centre, in which learning a trade is included. There  
were 1508 elementary schools απd 862 scholastic centres in 1906.  
There are, besides these, a large umber of private schools, which in 
1906 carried about 22.000 pupils on their rolls, or three times the num-
ber in the public primary schools. To provide teachers six normal  
schools have been established, two of which (one for males and one  
for females) are in Lima. For intermediate or secondary instn ιction  
there are 23 national colleges for boys in the various departmental  
capitals, and three similar colleges for girls, in Ayacucho, Cuzco  
and Τru!!'illο. In these the ma{onty of pupils were under the direc-
tion of Belgian and German instructors, The private schools of  
this grade are still more numerous, and there are a number of special  
schools that belong to the same category. For higher instruction  
there are four univenities: the lJnlversidad Mayes de Sin Mama  

at Limo, and three provincial institutions at Arequipa, Caren cad  
Trujillo. All these have faculties of letters απd law. and Sin Marcos  
has is addition faculties of theology, medicine, mathematics and  
science, philosophy and administrative and political economy.  
The nesteasiunal schools include a school of civil and mining engineer- 
ing at Lima (created 1876), a military school at Chom'llos under  
the direction of French instructors, a naval school at Callao, nine  

school iii the 
	(one 

 vicinity Lime (created ι go2) 
anational 

 few commercial  
schools. There is also a correctional school at Lime devoted to the  
education and craimng of youthful delinquents.  

Science and Literσlwe.—Towards the end of the t8th century  
scientjfic studies began to recewe attention in Peru. M. Godin, a  
member of the French commission for measuring an are of the  
meridian near Quito, became profe.sorof mathematics at San Marcos  
in 1750; and the botanical expeditions sent out from Spies gave  

further zest to scientific research, Dr Gabriel Moresio (d. 1809).  
a native of Huamantsnga in the Maritime Cordillera, studied  
under Dr Jussieu, and bete an eminent botanist. Don Hipolit0  
Unanue, born at Aries in 1755,  wrote an important work on the  
climate of Lima and contributed to the Marcsrio tumult.. This  
periodical was started in 1791 at Lima, the contributors forming a  

society called "amontes del psis," and it was completed in eleven  

volumes. It contains many valuable articles on history, topography.  
botany, mining, commerce and statistics. An ephemeris and guide  

to Pero was begun by the learned geographer Dr Cosine Buono, and  
continued by Dr Unenue, who brought out his guides at lima from  

with Andrea βalαt0 as4inαtru for and Pedro Alvarα as teacher o
Lima, 

 

the use of instruments. Ba leat0 also constructed a map of Fero.  
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Α lit of Pseuvian seders in ti m ιΙ times accenie. a long chaotic assisted by 1.1. yen Tκhυdi, 	the antimiities of Peru (ttruigιrs- 
ii' the life of St Tonbioi by Μο ιιινο; and 	bibliographical 
labour, of the Peruvian Leon Pinelo are still invaluable to Spanish
students. The moat prolific author of colonial times was Dr Pedro 
de Peralta y Bara wrote who wte mere than sixty work., including 

poem an epic em entitled Lima fuadαde. 
The topographical labour, of Cosine Beene and Unanue were 

ably continued at Lima by Admire( Don Fduawlo Cameo, who 
compiled annual guide, of Peru (mm 1826. But the most eminent 
Π eπtνiaη gsugnpher is Dr Doe Mariano Felipe Paz Sold ια (1821- 
1886), whose Ga ταJis del Pus appeared in ι86ι. His still more 
important work, the D^είοeαno geσg ιofuο esaduιiadd Pere (1877), 
is a gazetteer on a most ste 

(1877), 
 le. In 1868 appeared hisrst 

volume of the Hislońa del Pus iπdrpeadieιιre, απd two ether, have 
since been published. His H^lωńa do la guar s del Paηµo  Is the 
Peruvian version of that dis ιιtrous war. The eerier history of 
Peru Pe has been written in three volumes by Sebastian Lerente (d. 
188{) ; Mariano Rivnro has di κυaκd its antiquities; sad. Manuel 
Fuentes has edited six volumes of memoirs written by Spanish 
viceroys n But the eat valuable and important historical work by 
a modern Peruvian is General Mendiburu's ( ι8ο5-ι885) Dκλaιιaιiσ 

ńco- kislobiorajfco del Peru, a monument of patient and con¢ten- 
Iious research, combined with critical discernment of a high order. 
As laborious historical students Don Jad Toribio Polo, the author 
of an ereles^stical history of Peruvian dioceses, and Dan Enrique 
Terreι Saldamando, the historian of the Jesuit. in Peru, have great 
merit. Among local annalist, may be mentioned Juan Gilberto 
Valdivia, who s written a history of Arequipa, and Pie Benign 
Mesa, the author of the Α ands of Casισ. 

The leading Peruvian authors on constitutional and legal subjects 
ere Dr Jeri Santiatevan, who has published volumes on civil and 
criminal haw; Luis Felipe Vlllπnπ (subsequently rκταοf the univer- 
sity at Lima), author of a work on constitutional right; Dr Francisco 
Garcia (once president of Peru). author of a dictionary of 
Peruvian legislation, in two volume; Dr Francisco Xavier Mariategui, 
one of the ether, of Peruvian independence; απd Dr Francisco de 
Paula Vigil (1792-1875), bret^ and statesman as well asauthor, whose 
work, Defense de Is: gobiernos, is a noble and enlightened statement 
of the case for civil governments against the pretensions of the 

rt cou of Rome. Manuel A. Fuentes, an able tatust^^n απd the 
author of the Estadislica de Lima, has also written a manual of 
parliamentary practice. Perhaps the most important work on Peru 
of modern times is that of the Italian savant Antonio Raimondi 
0825-18go), who spent the greater per of his life in studying the 
topography and natural resources 01 the country. Only four 
vo lumes had been published at the time of his death, but he left a 

n 	 κ mass of ;pe and ma πυ ήptσ which the government has put in 
the heeds of the Geο^reρΜcal Society et Lima for publication. 
His great work is entitled Si Peru: ealadiστ msnereleςιces,  be. 
(3 vo1a Limn, 1890-1902), απd one separate volume on the depart- 
ment of Anachs. Peruvian literature since the independence has 
also attained high merit in the walks of poetry απd romance. The 
Guayaquil author, Olmedo, who wrote the famous ode on the victory 
of lusts, and the Limeπ enσ Felipe Pardo and Manuel Segues 
are names well known wherever the Spansh language is spoken.
Both died between 1860 and 1870. The cemedies of Segura on the 
customs of Lim so a ciety, entitled Us Pa^eo a Amastoes απd La 
Soya y Menlo, have no equal in the dramatic literature of Spanish 
America απd few in that of modern Spain. From 1848 date the first 
poetical eForts of Arnaldo Marquez, who is distinguished for his 
correct diction and rich imagination, as is Nicolas Corpancho for his 
dramas and a volume of poems entitled Brims, Adolfo Garcia for  a 
beautiful sonnet to Bolivar, which was published• at Havre in 187 ο, 
in his one volume of poems, and Clemente Althaus for his produc- 
tivity and style. Pedro Paz Soldan was a classical scholar who 
published three volume of poems Carlos Auguste Salavrrry Is 
known as one of Peru's best lyrical poets, απd Luis Benjamin 
Cisneros for his two novels, Julia and Edgardo. Trinidad Fernandez 
and Constantino Carrasco were two pats of merit who died young, 
the principal work of the latter being his metrical version of the 
Quichua drama, Otlaalay. Josfi Antonio Lavelle and Narciso 
Arestegui are chiefly known as novelists. in his youth Ricardo 
Palma published three boob of perms entitled Α reνmίas, Verbos y 
Geraadios and Ρσαίσπarias, and then, since t87o, devoted his great 
literary talents to writing the historical traditions of Peru, of which 
six volumes were published. At the outbreak of the war with Chile 
he was vice-dirκtor of the national library at Lima, which was 
wantonly pillaged by the Chilean forces. After the evacuation of 
Lima by the Chileans Palma devoted his life to the recovery of his 
scattered books and the aςquisition of new collections, and he had 
the satisfaction before his death of re-opening the library, which had 
obtained about 330,000 volumes, or three-fourths of the number 
on its shelves before the Chilean invasion. 

Of the aboriginal inhabitants of Peru much has been written. 
The important work of Mariano Eduardo Rivera. of Arequipa. 

The city of Lima produced two saints, the archbishop St 
Tolib^ who flourished from 1578 to t όσό , and Santa Rosa, the patron 
saint of the city of the kings ( ι586-[646), whose festival is cele-
brated oa the 26th of August.  

dade: 	ins, Vienna, ι8 1; Etιg. trees„ New York, ι s ) 
been followed by other investigators into the language, flteraτυrη  
customs and religion of the Inns The best known of these are  

Josd Sebaetihn arτsnca, the naturalist and ssstiqpaiy, Jost  
Fernandez Nodal, and Gavino Pacheco Zcgarra of Cuzco, who  
published translations of the Inca dtamaof δlfantay, and Leonardo  
Villar, of Cusco.  

Among Peruvian naturalists since the advent of the republic,  
the most distinguished have been Mirfano Eduardo Rivero, the  
geologist, mineralogist end archaeo(cgist,end his friend and colleague 
Nitro s de Plerola, authors of Memorial de neπciπτ saliiroles.  
The Lima Geographical Society (founded in 1888) is perhaps the best  
end most active scientific organization In the republic. its special  

work craves national geographical exploration and study, erchae- 
o statistics and climatology, απd its quarterly bulletins contain 
invaluable information. The society receives a government .ubsidy,  
απd its rooms in the national library in Lime are the principal  

centre of scientific study in Peru. it bad an active membership of  
163 in 196, besides 172 homing and corresponding members.  
The historical Institute of Peru, also at Lima, is charged by the  

government, from which it receives a liberal subsidy, with the work  

of collecting, preparing and publishing documents relating to Peru-
eke history, and of preserving objects of erchaeolegieal and historic 
character. Its museum, which Is of great histoncal απd artistic  
value and bicludes a collection of portrait. of the Peruvian viceroys  

and presidents, is in the upper floor, of the Exposition Palace.  
Another subsidized national society is the athenaeum, which was  
founded in 1877  as the "literary club," and reorganized in t887  
under its present title. Its purpose is to foster learning and literary  

effort, and it is a popular end prominent feature in the Intellectual  

life of the Country.  
Rdigios.—Aαording to the constitution of 1860 "the nation  

professes the apostolic Roman Catholic religion; the state pprotects  

it, and does not permit the public exercise of any other." There is  
a certain degree of tolerance, however, and the Anglican and some of  
the evangelical churches are permitted to establish mieions in the  
coustry, but not aiwayp without hostile demonstrations from the  

Catholic priesthood. There are Anglican churches in Lima απd  
Cusco, belonging to the diocese of the Bishop of the Falkland Ιαlands;  
but their existence is illegal απd is ignored rather than permitted.  
In its ecclesiastical orgasnraiioii Pero is divided into nine dioeesα:  
Lima, which is an arclibisbopric, Arequipa, Phan, Cusco, Ayacucho,  
Huaeuco, ivar,z, Trujillo and Chachapoyas Thew dioceses are  
subdivided into 613 curacles, presided over by awns, or curate. 
vicara. Each diocese hασ its seminary for the education of the priest.  
hood, that of Arequipa being distinguished for its influence in church 
affairs. Arequipa, like Cordoba and Chuquisaca, is a stronghold  

of cleń al'mm απd exercises a decisive influence in politics as well es  
in church matters There are a number of fine churches in Lima  
and in the sees of the various diocese.. Monasteries απd nunneries  
are numerous, dating beck to the ιό th and 17th centuries, but their  
influenα is now less potent than in those days απd the monastic  
population is not so large. In modern times many of the convents  

have been devoted to educational work especially for girls, which is  

an obstacle to the sucαssful development of a public school system  
in the country.  

PdIIkaI DIsbi.m.—llie empire of the Incas was divided  
Into four mein division, Chinchay-sryu to the north of Cusco,  
Anti-suyu to the neat, CoIla-atiyu to the south and Cunti-suyu  
to the west, the whole metre being called Ttahuantin-suyu, or  

the four governments. Each was ruled by a viceroy, under  
whom were the " ń uarenα-camayoa," or dicers ruling over  
thousands, and inferior officers, in regular order, over goo, too,  

5ο and to men. All disorders and irregularities were checked  
by the periodical visits of the lutuyritots or inspectors. The  
Spanish conquest destroyed this complicated system. In 1 569  

the governor, Lope Garda de Castro, divided Pew into canegi-
mient αt under omcera named corregidoex, of whom there were  
77, each in direct communication with the government at Lime.  
An important administrative reform was made in 1784, when  
Peru was divided into 7 inlendencies, each under an officer called  
an inlendenle. These irlkndencias included about 6 of the old  
anegimiesilos, which were called paafidos, under officers named  
subdekgadee. Thus the number of officers reporting direct to  
Lime was reduced from 77 to 7, a great improvement. The  
republic adopted the same system, calling the inkadcnciat  

departments, under a prefect, and the parlidos provinces, under  
a sub-prefect. Peru is divided into 18 departments, s littotal  
provinces, and what is celled the constitutional province of  
Callao. This is exclusive of Tacna and its 3 province. The  
departments, which contain 98 provinces, with their areas,  

capitals and estimated population of t ςo6, are as fellow: the  
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feet being aitanged to show the cos 	and nungmt0  
divis(ons 
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Piura . 	. 	. 1 4,849 ι54, 8ο ρ 	 . 

Lambayeqise. 4,6 1 5  9.1,070  ί 	 .  
Libertad , 	. ιgτο9  188,200 7 	 .  
Ancachs . ι 6,567  317,050  t 	 .  
Lima. 	. 13,314 2C0.000  L 	 .  
lea (or  Υα) 8,72ι  8,220  1 	 .  
Arequipa. 	. 2ι,953  171,750  Α 	 .  

Sierra:— 
Cajamarca  . τ2,54τ  333,310 ί 	 .  
1-luanuco. 	.  14,028 '08,980  I 	 .  
Iunin. 	. 	. 23354  305,700  C 	 ο 
H υαncαvelica  9,254 167, 4ο  t  
Ayacucho 	.  18.190 226,850  Α 	 .  
Apurimac 	.  8,189 ‚33,000  Α 	 .  
Cuzco. 	. 	. ι56,317 32$,980  C 	 •  
Ρυηο. 	. 	.  

δfaulasa:--  
41,211  403,000  ( 	 .  

Amazonas 	. ι 33 947 53.000  CI'aceapoyas.  
Loreto 	. 	. 238493 120,000 Iquitos  
San Martin  . 30,745 33,000  Moyob'mba  

Lilioro.l  
Proeincr.1- 

Tumbez. 	. τ.981 8,000 Tumbes 	.  

Moquegua 	. 5.5505  
33 .879 
^.9iópo 5)  Moquegu.  

Apart from the departmental capitals there arc few towns  
of size and importance. The so-called coast towns are commonly  

at some distance from the seashore, and their shipping ports are  
little more than a straggling collection of wretched habitations  

in the vicinity of the landing-stage and its offices and ware-
houses. Callao (q.e.) is a noteworthy exception, and Paita  

and Pisco are something more than the average coast village.  
Near Lima, on the south, there are three bathing resorts,  

Chorillos, Mirafiores and Barrenco, which have handsome  
residences and large populations in the bathing season. North  

of urns is the port and bathing resort of Anson, in an extremely  

arid locality but having a fine beach, a healthy climate and a  
considerable popsution in the season. The towns of the coast  

region arc usually built on the same general pun, the streets  

crossing each other at right angles and enclosing squares, or  

gwadras. In the sierra there is the same regular plan wherever  

the site is level enough. High-pitched red tiled roofs take the  

place of the Bat reefs of the mast. The upper storey often  

recedes, having wide corridors under the overhanging eaves,  

and in the " plazas" there are frequently covered arcades.  

In addition to the capitals of the departments, Tacna (about  
4000) and Xauxa, or Jauja (about 3000), are important terms  

of this region. In the mash ga there are no towns of importance  
other than the capitals of the departments and the small river  
ports.  

Commmsiwhoas,—The problem of easy and cheap transportation  
between the coast and the interior has been a vital one for Pero,  
for upon it depends the economic development of some of the 
richest parts of the  republic. The mid character of the coastal  
zone, with an average width of about 8o m., permits cultivation  
of the soil only where water foe irrigation is available. Only in the  

sierra and swniada regions is it possible to maintain a4arge popu-
lation and dcvelop the industries upon which their success as a  

nation depends. During colonial times and down to the middle  
of the 19th century pack animals were the only means of trans.  
poetation across the desert and over the rough mountain trails.  
Railway construction in Pero began in 1848 with a short line from  
Callao to Lima, but the building of railway fines across the desert  
to the inland towns of the fertile river valleys and the Andean  
foot-hιlfs did not begin until twenty years liter. These roads added  
much to the productive resources of the country, but their extension  
to the sierra districts was still a vital necessity. Under the adminis-
tration (1868-1872) of President Josh Baits the construction of  
two transandean and several coastal zone railways was begun.  
but their wmpletioi became impossible for want of funds. Ballta's  
*m  coveted 1281 m. of state railways lad 749 m. of pri vate  
limes, the estimated cost to be about {37.500.000—a sum far beyond  
the resources of the republic. The two transandean lines were  
the famous Oroya railway, running from Callao to Oroya (1893),  
which crosses the Western Cordillera at an elevation of 15,645 ft.,  

and lgtezcit to Cemo de Pasco (1904), the βoΛLń sρuisga cal mines  
(1904) and Hauri ('906); and the southern i πe from Moliendo  
to Lake Titicaca, which reached Arequipa in 1869, Puno in se7e  
and Checcacup. (Cusco branch) in '906. Surveys were completed  
in ( for an extension of the a line from a point on its Cerro 
de Pasco branch eastward to the Ucayali, and another traisandeen  
line frequently discussed is projected from Paica across the Andes  
to Puerto Limon, on the Mam ńon—a distance of 410 m.  

The most important means of communication in the republic  
is that οf its river system, comprising, as it does, the navigable  

channels of the Masson, or upper Amason. and its tributaries.  
It is oflcially estimated that this system comprises no less than  

20.000 m. οf connected riverwsys navigable at high mete( foe all  
descriptions of boats, or X0,000 m. for steamers of 20102 ft. draught,  
which is reduced to 5800 m. at low water. The rivers terming  
this, system are the Μarań οn from Puerto Limon to Tabatinga on  
the Brazilian frontier m.), the Jaρυri, Putumayo, Javal.  
Napo, Tigre, Husilaga. Ucsyali, Pschitea, Juruk, Purlis. Am,  
Curaray and Agωriεo all navigable over ports of their courses  
for steamers of 410 8 ([.draught in periods of high water. As for the  
h(arańon, it is claimed that steamers of 20 ft. draught can ascend to  
Puerto Limon at all seasons of the year. The inclusion of the  
upper waters of the Brazilian rivers J υrus. Purils and Are is  
yιο farina only, as they are wholly under Brazilian j υrisd ίεtios.  
Practically the whole of the region through which these rivers nan-
the manlaCa of Peru—is undeveloped, and u inhabited by indiaat  
with a few settlements of whites on the river courses, its chi i  
port is Iquitos, on the Maragon. 335 m. above the Brazilian frontier  
and 2654 m. from the mouth of the Amazon. It is visited bq  
ocean-going steamers, and is the centre of the Peruvian  rise 
transportation system. The second port in importance is Yuri  
ma mss, on the Huallaga, 143 m. from the mouth of that riser 
and 528 m. from Iquitos, with which it is in regular communicates.  
There are small ports, or trading pats, on all the large rivers, red  
occasional steamers are sent to them with supplies and t ο bring  
away rubber and other forest products. Qf the rivers fartbec  
south which d acharge into the Amazon through the Madeira, 

M the adre de Dios alone offers an extended navigable chancel,  
together with some of its larger tributaries, such as the teats  
and Chandleas. Of a widely different character i.  the navigation  
of Lake Titicaca, where steamers ply regularly between Plano and  
Guaqui, the latter on the south-cast shore in railway conncaion  
with La Paz, the capita of Bolivia. This is one of the most  
remarkable steamer routes in the world, being 12,370 ft. above sea-
level. The lake is 165 m. long and from7o to 80 m. wide and has 
a number of smell Indian villages on its Mores.  

There are two submarine cable lines on the Peruvian aoau-
the (American) Central and South American Co. extending from  
Panama to Valparaiso, and the (British) West Coast Cable Ca-,  
subsidiary to the Eastern Telegraph Co., with • cable beenm  
Callao and Valparaiso. The inland telegraph service dates from  

s^ ownership 
 line from Callao to Irma was constructed, and 

of all lines within the rePubl c
e the 

soπι e gof which 
government 

 subsequently
m ^tt 

anded over to private administration. They connect ^ th  
important cities, towns and ports, but cover only • small part  of 
the republic. The cost of erecting and maintaining tekgia,ph lines  
in the sierra and meataia regions is too great to permit their exten-
sive use, and the government is seelnsg to substitute wireless  

telegraphy. From Puerto Bermudes, on the Pachitea or Pichns  
river, the terminus of a government road and telegraph line, a  
wireless system connects with Massisea on the Ucayali, and theism  
with !mikes, on the Maraiton—a distance of 930 m. by steamer, which  
'a much shortened by direct communication between the three  
radiographic stations. This service was opened to Iqquito,  as 
the 8th 0f July 1908, the first section between Puerto Bermudex  
and Massisee having been pronounced a success. The Peruvva  
telegraph system connects with those of Ecuador and Bolivia.  
The use of the telephone is;eueral. 5236 m. being in operation in 
'906. The postal service u unavoidably limited andpodefectice.  
owing to the rugged character of the country, its sparse populatim.  
and the large percentage of illiterates. On the coast, h0 ωmer,  
in and near the urge cities and towns, it compares well with other  
South American countries. Peru belongs to the international  
postal union, and had in X906 a money order and parcels erchange  
with seven foreign states. A noteworthy peculiarity in the foreigi  
mail service is that an extra charge of 2 cents for each letter sad  
i  cent for each post-card is collected when they are sent ac oss the  
isthmus of Panama. No charge is made for the transmission «  
newspapers within the republic. The letter rate is 5  cents aliser  
for 15 grams, or t ο cents to foreign countries in the postal union.  

Commeres.—Owing to political disorder, didiculty in lend ι en-
muiications, and the inheritance of vicious fiscal methods from  
Spanish colonial administration, the commercial development of  
Peru has 
• but only eight of them arerated es first 

	pores on the 
class, ss viz Pairs 

Eton, Parasmayo, Salaverry, Callao, Pisco, Mollendo and Iles  
five of which are ports of call for foreign coasting steamers. The  
inland port of Iquitos. on the Marafon, is also rated as first elem.  
and enjoys special privileges because of its distance from the oasioaιf  
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Callao (q..) Is the chid port of the republic and mon000hzea the  
greater pmt of its foreign trade. Its harbour, one of the best  
on the west coat of South America, baa been greatly improved  
by the port  works begun undue the admiaimmi οα of President  
Baits. Pais and Chimbote haw good aaturel ha ιΡbours, but the  
others, fee the met pmt, are qρe rwddads or unsheltered bays.  
Moliendo is a *tpraing port for Bolivian experts sent over the railway  
from Puno. There were le foreign steamship linen trading at  
Peruvian ports In i9o8, some of them making regular tips up and  
down the coast at frequent Intervals and tarrying mach of its  
coaesla tragic. Foreign sailing venial. since t886 have em been  
permitted to engage iπ this traffic, but ,perasmoa is given to tam•  
ships on application and under certain conditioiw. The imports  
were valued in 1907 at 55,147,870  ides (to sole.-( ι tg.) and the  
exports at 57477,3  αo ides—rag t ernes showing a oenιιάσble 
increase and te leter a small drowse in compansos with 1906.  
The exports consist of canon, sugar. cocaine hides ad skins, 
rubber and other forest products, week guano hides  mineral products  
The moat Important export is sugar. the products  of the mines  
ranking .econd. The largest share in Pαu's far ign trade is taken  

ty Grsε Retain, Chile ranking emend. aid the United Sates  
NΡιd

ισ ίιιω.—Αlthough her mining industries have been the longest  
and most widely known, the principal source of Petu's wealth  α 
agriculture. This seems incompatible with the arid character of  
the country and th. peculiar conditions of its civilization, but  
irrigation has been successfully employed in the fertile valleys of  
the coast.  

Agricwlhwe.—Sugar.cane Is cultivated in most of the cost valleys,  
and with exceptional success in those of the Canete, Rimae, Chantey,  
fluaura, Sups, Santa, Chinma, Pamsinayo and Cbiclayo. Some  
of the large estate, are coned and worked by British subjects  
The industry we needy ruined by the Chileans in 1880, but its  
recovery soon followed the termination of the war ad the output  
has been steadily increasing. At the outbrealc of the war the  
production was about 80000 tons; in 1905 the production of sugar  
αnd molasses amounted to ιό ι,85ι metric toss, of which 1 34.344 
were exported In ιΩΡ06 the total production embed 160,41  
metric tons. Next in Iipportsstca is cotton, which is grown along  
the greater part of the Peruvian mast, but chiefly in the depart.  
meets of Piun, Lime and ice. Four kinds are produced: rough  
cotton or "vegetable wool," yea Island, brown α Migfifi, and  
smooth α American. Production I. steadily ramming, the expert  
having been 8000 metric tons in urge, 17,386 in 1905 and no coo  
in 1906. Local consumption inquired about 2500 tons in 1905.  
Rice is an important crop in the Inundated lands of Lambayeque  
αnd Liberated. It is a unfvenal article of fed in Peru, and the  
output is consumed in τhe ceuner Maim Is another important  
food product which is generally oultivaed along the mast αnd In  
the lower valleys of the sierra. In some placts two or three crops  
a ynr are obtained. It is the staple food everywhere, and little Ia  
exported. It is tergel), used in the manufacture of a εbα. a for.  
merited drink popular among the lower classes. Tobazea is grown  
in the deportment of Pyre, αnd in the mσsmga dePertmeets  of 
Loreto. Amasonas and Cajamaoca. The local consumption Is large  
and the export small. Another monldlfe product is coffee, whose suc-
cessful development is prevented by difficult transport. A su perior 
quality of been is produced in the eastern valleys of tub Andes,  
especially in the Chenchamayo valley. Cacao is another moets#a  
product, although like coffee it is cultivated in the warm valleys  
of the sierra, but the export is small. With cheap transport to  
the coast the production of coffee αnd cacao must imgely Iscrease.  
Coca (ΕιyιhτοηγΡΙοι coca) is a product peculiar to the eastern Andean  
slopes of Bolivia αnd Peru, where it bas lung been cultivated for  
its leaves. These ere sun-dried, packed in bales, and distributed  

throughout the sierra region, where cow is used by the natives  
as a stimulant. The Cholos αre never without it, and With it are  
able to perform incredible tastes with little food. The common  
manner of using it is to masticate the dried leaves with a little lime.  
Cocaine is also derived from coca leaves, αnd a considerably quantity  
of the drug is exported. The coca shrub is most anccsssbuliy  

cultivated at an elevation of 5οοο  to S00o ft. Fruits in greet  
variety αre grown everywhere in Per, but beyond local market  
demands then commercial production ii limited to grapes and  
olives. Grapes are produced in many of the irrigated valleys of  
the coat, such as Chinches, Lunahuana, lee, Vitor. Mejest Αdaraγ,  
Moquegua and Locumbi. and the fruit is manufactured into wines  
α nd brandies Excellent clarets αnd white wines are produced.  
αnd the industry is steadily increasing. Olives were introduced  
early in colonial times αnd αre cultivated in several coast  valleys, 
especially in the provinces of Cement (Arequipa) α nd Moquegua.  
The fruit is commonly used for the manufacture of oil,whkh is  
consumed in the country, and only a smell part is exported. Were  
large markets available. other (rusts such as oranges, lemons, limes  
αnd bananas would undoubtedly be extensively cultivated. In  
the sierra region, wheat, barley. oat., guinea (Chs$opdiruiι  gams), 

Whfa, Iadida earar.sm (Wsane iaiereie) end.potatos are the  
principal ρesd.ctε. Wheat Ii 

lr 
	widely rown but the output is not 

rley and eats are grown for 
output

r foragς but for this  
alfaifa has become the ste ρΙe, and without it the mountain pacck  
trains could not be aaiataioed. Quinisa is an indigenous plan,  
growing at elevations of ι3,5οο ft. and more; xta grain is an ieiportant  
food among the upland natives Potatoes are grown everywhere in  
the sierras, and with minusare the only crops that ran be raised  
for human food above 13,000 ft. Vista (Masihof stifiaiiea),  
known as mum in the West Indies sad siasdiace in Brazil, is also  
widely cultIvated for food and for the manufacture of March.  

There are good pasture, in the sierras, and cattle have been  
successfully mired in some of the departments since the any yams  
of Spanish occupatiod. dandy in Asicacba, Cgjaniaocs.Junin. 
Ayacucho, Pure, and some parts of Cuaeo. The development  
of alfalfa cultivation is omesidiag the ama of cattlbbeeeding  
somewhat .and I. improving the quality of the heel  
produced. The cattle are commonly small and hardy,  
and, like the Meiw= tattle, are able to bar unfavourable  
po ditiets. Sheep are reared over a somewhat wider w 
exclusively for theit woof The " nâ tivey 	descendants deια ^ts of the 
early impadon tss, ate sail, 1 	ωgged ιniισals•whσ a wool is 
seamy and pet,. Since the edd the 19th cent κιvryy efforts have  
bees mede to improve the stock through the importatIon of =dues,  
with good saints Shay ranges under the care of Scottish  shep.  
heherdslhave aim been established in the depesimeat of Junin, the  
Meek being imported from southern Patagonia, England ad  
Australia. Gets arc minutia Piun and Lambayeque for their  
skins and fat, and ιwba-bµed ίng for the peoductson ci lard has  
become important in some of the moat valleys lmmsdiatcly north 

 of Lieu. Macsen as restedonly to a liracted meet, although  
thaw is a demand far them fee military puepo ιea. The government  
Is seeldng to promote the industry through the importation of  
breeding mama from Argentina. Mules are bred In Piun and  
Apurlmae, and ere highly esteemedd for moualain travel. The  
chief breeding industry Is that of the llama, alpaca and  vieυ8ι-
aniπαls of the'iaciesia family domesticated by the Indies and  
brad, the first as ■ pack animal, αnd the Sher two for their wool,  
hides and meat. The llama was the only bat of burden knows  
to the South American satires before the arrival of the Spaniards  
and Is highly serviceable on the didicult tee& of the Andes. The  
alpaca and Vicufia are smaller and weaker and have never been  
used for this service, but their fine, glossy flexeswere used by the  
Indians in the manufacture of clothing αnd are still an Important  
commercial meet of the .elevated table-lends of Peru and Bolivia.  
The export of wool in zees exceeded 3,300,000 lb. The rearing  
of duwe armaie requires much patience αnd skill, in which usa  
one has been able to match the Indian Weeder. of the Adean  
ditaas.  

The natural products of Peru include rubber, cabinet woods in  
great variety, cinchona or Feruvisa lurk αnd other medicinal  
products, enrlaus fibres, and guano. There are two Itsnd  
kinds of rubber supplied by the Peruvian restage p ^,  
forests: jibe (also mitten heir) or seriegu, and caacie- 
the keener being collated from the Xsao gaayea aaisi or If.  
bnusllieasis, and the letter from the Ces'uifao dash's sad some  
otter vaeieties The "mac product i ► obtained &enmity by tapping  
the trees and ceagulating the saF over a smoky Sr., but the mete  
Is procured by felling the tree end collecting the sap us a bellow in  
the ground where it α coagulated by  stirring in a mixture of ruses  
and the juice of a plan called while. A. the .pecies from which 
Ceart rubber is obtained (Haac'nuuaspecieas) is fond  in Bolivia,  
it is probable that this is also a scene of the Peinvuan ωsώό  The  
Hewn is found along the wυα-εoιrses of the lowlands, which  
includes the large tributaries of the Maraeon, while the macho  
%racks flourish on highπ ground, above peo ft. elevation. Owing  
to the export tax on rubber (8 centaper kilogram onjsbs and 5 cents  
on caecio) it is probable that the official stat υΡtics do not coves the  
total production, which was returned as 2539 metric tens in 190  
valued at £913,989. The export of cirichona. or Peruvian bark  
is not important in itself, being only 64 tons, valued at ‚t406 in  
1905. The best bark comes from the Carabayn district in south. 
eastern Peru, but it is found in many localities on the eastern slopes  
of the Andes. The Peruvian supply is practically exhausted through  
the destructive methods employed in collecting the bark, α nd the  
world now depends chiefly on Bolivia and Ecuador. The forests  
of eastern Peru are rich in fine cabinet woods, but their macttsai-
bility renders them of no great value. Among the beat known  
of them αre cedar, %sheet, ironwood αnd nobs, a kind of mahegany.  
Many of the forest trees ref the upper Amazon valley of Brazil  
am likewise found in Peru. The palm family is numerous and  
includes the species producing vegetable ivory (Phyude $e),  
straw for piaituxut'Panama hats (Carladαυα pafmale), and the  
peach palm (Gώ /.lmo ifreinsa).  

From gesno an immense revenue was derived during the third  
quarter of the 19th century αnd it is still one of the lam  experts  
The guano beds are found on the barren islands of the q  .e  
Paeitic coast. They were developed commercially  
during the administrstfon (1845-x851 ) of President Ramon Castilla,  
itt the some time that the nitrate deposits 9t Tarapeci became  a 
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commercial use of the repi*blk. The large revenues derived from  
these sources undoubtedly became a case of weakoαs and  
demoralizsthm and eventually resulted in bankruptcy and the lass  
of Taeapaed. The deposits have been partially exhausted by the  

large shipments of over a half-century, but the export in 1905  was 
73.369 toys, valued at 085,7τ9.  

et ιαTh 	
es 

Mining cost the chief industry of Per u under 
people, rule. The Inca tribes were an agricultural spastoral
ρm 

l 	Ptς but
ut 

the abundance of gold and silver in their ρ xemοe at the time of  
the conquest shows that mining must have received cons(d α:61e 
attention They used theme precious in decorations and as  
ornaments,' but apparently attached so greet  value to them. The  
use of biwnzesbo shows that they must have worked, perhaps  super.  
kciaΙΙγ, some of the greet copper deposits, Immediately followin g 
the Spanish Invasion the Andean region was thoroughly explored,  
and with the asaiitanei of Indian laves thouiande of mica were  
opened, many of them failures, snore of them becoming (smous.  
There was a decline in mining enterprise after the revolt cf the  
colbnism against Semi& rule, owing to the unsettled suite of the  
country, and this decline continued in sememn.suie to the end  
of the teatsry. The mining laws of the colonial rdgim and 

 political disorder together raised a berries to the employment of  
the large amount of capital needed, while the frequent outbroaks  
of civil war made it impossible to work any large enterprise because  
of its interference with labour and the free use of pats and road  
The l'eruvtans were impoverished, and under such conditions  
foreign mined could not be secured. Ia.1876 new mining laws  
were enacted which gave better titles to min ing properties end  
better regulations for their operation. bet the outbreak of the war  
with Chile at the end of the decade and the succeeding year of  
disorganization and partisan strife defeated their purpose. Anther  
new mining cede was adopted in 19w, and this, with an improvement 
in political asid economic conditions, dω led to a renewal of mining  
enterprise. 
 Practically the whole Andean region of Peru is mineral-beańng-

a region 1500 m. long by Zoo to 300 ma. wide. Within these limas  
are to be found moat d the minerals known—gold, silver, quick-
silver, copper,teed, sine se , iron, manganese, wolfram, bismuth, 
thorium, vanadium, mica, oral. 8c. On or near the coast are coal,  
salt, sulphur, borax, nitrate. and petroleum. Gold is found in  
lodes and alluvial deposit; the former ret the PaciSc slope at Salpo.  
Otunce, Hnaylas, Vungay. Ocroa, Chorrillos, Callete. Ira, Nara,  
Andaley and Arequipa, and on the table-lands and Amazon elope  
at Patax, Hutnuco, Chuquitambo, Husncavelica, Cusco, Cota-
bambas, Aymares, Paucartambo, Santo Domingo and Sandia;  
the latter wholly on the Amazon slope, in the country about the  
Ρongο de Manseriche and at Chuquibamba, bah on the upper  
Maralion, in the districts of Patsz. H υiπυoo, Aymarcs end Ants-
bamba (Aρυrimaε), Pauartambo and Quippicauchi (Cusco), and  
Sandia and Carabaya (Punt). The last two are moat important  
and, it is believed, were the melees from which the Incas derived  
the grater pert of their store. The alluvial deposits are found both  
in the beds of the small streams and in the soil of the small plains or  
pampas. The Aporoms deposit, in the district of Sandia, is the best  
known. Long ditches with stone-paved sluices for washing this  
mineral-bearing material have long been used by the Indiana, who  
also construct atone bens geese the beds of the streams to make  
ń fflα and hold the deposited grain of gold. Modern methods of  
hydraulic mining have been introduced to work the auriferous banks  
of peso; elsewhere antiquated methods only are employed. The  
upper valley of the Mars lion has undeveloped gold-beathig 'ode..  
The number of mines worked is small and there is not much foreign  
capital invested in them. The gold Gres of Peru are usually found  
in
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ginous quarts. The eminence in 1906 was valued at  

£ ^ P r̂e figs been known chiefly for its silver mina, some of which  
have been marvellously productive. The Cerro de Pasco district.  
with its 342 mines, Is credited with a production, in value, of  
14o,000,000 between 1784 and ι889, and is still productive, the  
output for 1906 being valued at £972,958,  The principal silver-
producing districts, the greater pert on the high table-lands and  
slopes of the Andes, are those of Salpo, Ηuslgayyooee Huari, 
Ηιιαπαnca, Huaylas, Huaras, Rκuaγ, Caη' ιtambo, Vauli, Cerro  
de Pasco, MOTOCOthS, Huarochiri, Huancavelica. Qunpiaia, Cartro-
virteyna, Lucanas, Lamps. Caylloma and Puno, but these are  
hundreds of others outside their limits. Silver is gmeral γ found  
as fed oxides (locally celled resider), sulphides end argeneiferous  
galena. Modern machinery is little used and many mines are  
practically unworkable for want of pimps. Ire the vicinity of some  
of the deposits of argerniki-ous galena are large coal beds, but  
timber is scarce on the table-lands. The dried dung of the llama  
(Irgsia) is generally used as fuel, as in pie-Spanish times, for roasting  
ores, as also s species of gram called eke (Slips uoaas), and a  
singular woody fungus, called ysrrea (Aro.reiia amad1sfrre), found  
growii%g on the rocks at eleν tiοns exceeding ι s.oοo ft. The methods  
formerly employed in reducing ores were lixiviation and amalga-
mation with φfuicksilνer, but modern methods are gradually morning  
into use. Quicksilver is found at Hnancavelio, Chonta (Ancachs),  
and in the dee mment of Inlet. The mine first named has been  
worked since 1566 and its total production is estimated at όo,00ο  

tons, the utensil product being about 670 torts for a long period.  
The  metal 	occurs as sulphide of mercury (cinnabar),  
but 	 vary greatly in richness—from 2j to 20%. The  
annual production has fallen to a small fraction of the termer  
output, its value is 1905 being only ((µµο. and in 19,6 £495.  

The copper deposit. of Peru long remained undeveloped  
through want of cheap transport and failure to appreciate their  
true value. The principal copper-bearing districts are Chimbote,  
Cajamarca, Ηιασεαyyoo tiαars:, Huallanα, Junin, Huancavdica, 
[^, Arequmpa, Asdahoaylas and Cuzco—chiefly situated in the  
high, bleak regions of the Aides. The Junin district is the best  
known and includes the Cerro de Pasco. Ytuli, Morocoche and  
Husilay grasps of mines, all finding an outlet to the coast over  
the Oroyi aulway. These mines ere of recent development, the  
Cerro de Pasco mines having been purchased by American  
capitalists. A smelting plant was erected in the vicin γ of Cerro  
de Pesco designed to tent coot tons of ore daily, - a railway was 
built to Oroya to connect with the state line terminating at that  
goint, and a blench line 62 m. long was built to the coal-mina of  
Geillarisquisga. The Cerro de Pasco mines are summed by some  
authorities to be the largest copper deposit in the world. In  
addition to the smelting works at Cerro dc Rusk thee are other  
large works at Casapala, between Oroya and dime, which belong  
to a British oempaay, and smaller plants at Huallanca and Η uinsc.  
The production of copper. is steadily increasIng, the returnsfor 
Igoi tens g$ 	8 9497 	and for ed 1906 13,474  tons, valued respectively vc 
at £476,824 and £996055. Of other metals, lead is widely d ίuτt-
buteeddits chief purr being a high grade galena accompanied by  
sever. Iron Gres are found in [rocs, the Husylas valley, Αj a• 
and some other places, but the deposits have not been worked  
through lack of fuel. Sulphur depnsnte exist in the Sechura  
desert region, on the coast, and extensive borax deposits have been  
developed in the department of Arequipa. Coat has been found  
in extensive beds mar Pius, Sclaverry, Chimbote, Huarmey and  
Pisoo on the Doan, and at Goillarisquisga, Huarochiri and other  
places in the interior. Both anthracite and bituminous deposits  
have been found. Most of the deposits are isolated and have not  
been developed for want of traneport.Petroleum has been found  
at several pints on the coast in the department of Pius, and near  
Lake Titicaca in the department of Puno. The most productive  
of the Pius wells are at Talaca and Zomtos, where refineries have  
been established. The code oil is used on some of the Peruvian  
railways.  

The number of mining claims ($nksieiwins) registered in 1907 was  
12,858, according to official returns, each subject to a tax of 30  
soles, or j, per asmum, the payme ιιt of which secures complete  
ownership of the property. The claims measure iooXaoo metres  
(about  5  acres) in the case of mineral veins or lodes, and 200  X 200 
metres (above 10 sees) for cal, alluvial gold and Sher deposits.  
The labourers are commonly obtained from the Choice, or Indian  
Inhabitants of the sierras, who are accustomed to high altitudes,  
and are generally ellicient mad trustworthy.  

Moms arhres.—Τhe manufacturing Industries of Peru are confined  
chiefly to the treatment of agricultural and mineral products—
the manufacture of sugar and .  rum from sugar cane, textiles from 
cotton and wool, win and spirits from grapes, cigars and cigarettes  
from mime . chocolate (rem cacao, kerosene and benzine from  
crude petroleum, cocaine from coca, and refined metals from their 
ores. Many ef the manufacturing industries are carried on with  
difficulty and maintained only by protective duties on competing  
goods. The Incas had made much progress in weaving, and  
.pecim5nsof their fabrics, both plain and coloured, are to be found  
in many museums. The Spanish introduced their own methods,  
and their primitive looms are still to be found among the Indians  
of the interior who weave the coarse material from which their  
Own garments are made. Modern looms for the manufacture of  
woollens were introduced in 1861 and of cotton goods in 1874.  
There arc large woollen factories at Cusco and Lima. the Santa  
Catalina factory at the latter place turning out cloth and cashmere  
for the army, blankets, counterpane. and underclothing. There  
are cotton factories about Lima, at las and at Arequipa. Besides  
the wine industry, an irregular though important industry is the  
manufacture of artificial or counterfeit spinis and liqueurs in Callao  
and Lima. There are breweries in Arequipa, Cal. Cuzco and  
Lima, and the consumption of beer is increasing. There are large  
cigarette factories in lima, and others in Arequipa, Callao, Piura  
and Trujillo. The plaiting of Panama hats from the specially  
prepared fibre of the " toquilla " palm is a domestic industry  
among the Indians at Catacoas (Pion) and Elm (Lambayeque).  
Coarser stew bats are made at other places, as well as hammocks,  
baskets,  floc. 

Cosrrnmmenf.—Peru is a centτalized republic, whose supreme  
law Ia the constitution of τ86ο. Like the other states of  
South America its constitution provides for popular control of  
legislation and the execution of the laws through free elections  
and comparatively short terms of Omce, but in practice these  
safeguards are often set aside and dictatorial methods super-
sede all others. Nominally the people are free and excrcisg  
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sovereiiga' tights he the eheles of their roprentatires, but the  
Ignesaxce of the messes, their apathy, poverty and dependence  
upon the great land proprietors and fndudtisl εοτροeιtioas  
practicslly defeat thew fundamental constitutional provisions.  
citizerisitip is accorded to all Peruvians over the age of sr and  
to all married men under that age, and the right of safi τage  
to all citizens who can read and write, or posses reel estate  
or workshops, or pay taxes. In all rases the a girds. of  
citizenship is regulated by law.  

The govenimort is divided into these hndependent breeches,  
legislative, e:teceties and judicial, of which thisesgb force of  
eireamRancee the executive ńes become the dondimting power.  
The emcutivu branch coneń ts of a president and two vice-
ριe^dents elected for terms of four yeah, a cabinet of six  
minim of state appointed by the president, and vuba ι  
sebοrdΙπate office& who are under the direct orders of .the  
pemidunt. The president is d ewe by a direct popular election  
and cannot be re-elected to succeed himself. He must be not  
less than 35 years of age, a Peruvian by birth, in the enjoyment  
of all his civil rights, and domiciled in the republic ten yrrt  
preceding the election. The immediate supervision and despatch  
of public administrative aQeim is in the bands of the cabinet  
ministers--interims, foreign aialeg, war and ma ιine, finince and  
commerce, justice and public instruction, and public winks and  
promotion (femetlo). The execution of the laws in the depart-
ments end provinces, as well as the maintenance of public  
order, is entrusted to pTelects and sub-prefects, who are appoin-
tees of the president A vacancy in the office of president is  
filled by one of the two vim-piesidents elected at the came  
time and under the woe conditions. Inability of the first  
vice-president to assume the dice opens the may for the  
second vice-president, who becomes acting president until a  
successor is chosen. The vice-pomidente cannot be candidates  
for the presidency during their occuponcy of the supreme  
executive dice, nor can the ministers of state, nor the general-
(α-chief of the amey, while in the ewdse of their ofilcial duties.  

The legislative power is exercised by a national Congress--
senate and chamber of d.puties—meeting annually on the  
a8th of July in ordinary session for a petted of qo days. Sena-
tors and deputies are inviolable in the exercise of their duties,  
and cannot be wrested or imprisoned cluing a session of Congress,  
including the month preceding end following the session, except  
in Jlagrenle ddide. Membms of Ctmgrese are forbidden to  
accept any employment or benefit from the executive. Senators  
and deputies are elected by direct vote—the former by depart-
meets, and the latter in proportion to the population. With  
both are elected an equal number of substitutes, who assume  
dice in case of vacancy.  

Departments with eight and more provinces are entitled to four  
senators, those of four to seven provInce, three senators, those of  
two to three provinces two senators, and these of one province  
one senator. The deputies are chosen to represent 15,000 to 30,000  
popid*tioa each, but every province must have at least one  
deputy. Bah setιatoh and deputies are elected foe terms of  
six years, and both must be native-born Peruvian citizens in the full  
enjoyment of their'cwil rights A senator must be 35 years of age,  
and have a  yearly income of $1000. The age limit of α deputy is  
35 years, and his income must be not less than $500.  In both  
chaanbsss the exercise et some scientific profession is accepted  
in lieu of the pecuniary income;  No member of the executive  
branch of the government (prcsdent cabinet minister, prefect,  
sub-prefect, or governor) can be elected to either chamber, nor can  
any fudge or fiscal" of the supreme court, nor any member of the  
ecclesiast κ sl hierarchy from his diocese, ρroνinα or parish, nor nay  
judge or " fiscal " of superior and first-instance courts from their  
Judicial districts, nor any military officer from the district where he  
holds a military appointment at the time of election. No country  
is provided with more and better safeguards against electoral and  
dtcial abuses than is Pero, and yet few countries suffered more  
from political disorder during the 19th century.The president has  
no veto newer but has the right to return α law to Congress with  
comments within a period of ten days Should the act be again  
passed without amendments it becomes law; if, however, the  
suggested amendments are accepted the act must go over to the  
next session. Congress may also sit as a court of impeachment—  
the senate bearing and deciding the case, and the chamber acting  
as prosecutor. The president, ministers of state and judges of the  
supreme court may be brought before this court.  

XXI 5  

Jasik& The jidduy is aompesed of a supreme mart, .gxt(ar  
courts said meets of first .. and justices of the peace- Tb.  
supreme court is established at the national capital and 0omhs 

 of it judges and 3 fierab" or prosecutors. The judges are  
selected by Congress from hats of nominees submitted by the em-
eutive. The jedges of the sunnier co ιιrts are chosen by the pr'oi-
dent from the list of nominees submitted by the supreme court.  
Qunetloes of jurisdiction between the superior and supesose courts,  
as well as questions of like character between the supreme  
cart and the esecat ίνe, are decided by the senate sitting ass   
coact. The sours of first instance are eel:Wished in the capitals  
of provinces and their judges are chosen by the superior courts of  
the dbmicts in which they are located. The lndependeaice of the  
Peruvian pours his not beers scrupulously maintained, and there  
has been much criticism of their chsaatxer and decisions.  

The national executive appeints and removes the prefecta of  
the departments and the sub-prefecta of the provinces, std the  
perfects appoint the ιabia'iwdav of the districts The- poke  
diclals throughout the reimblie are also appointees of the pest.'  
dent and are under his orders.  

Aresy.—Mter the Cbtlesn War the dsaordes' fomented by the  
rival military -o Seen led to a desire to plus the adminis^wtÍoa 
of public Whirs under civilian controL This led to a material  
reducdee in the army which, is reoepnueed consists of 00 
oflieers and men, divided  Into maven ba m e of 

consists µ
nfantry of 3οο  men  

each, seven squadrons of cavalry of ts5 men each, and one regiment  
of mountain artillery of gpo men, with sx batte,ies of mountain guns.  
The reorganiastieii of the airy was carried out by ιο  odieera and  
4 non-nuts of the French army, known as the French sfgtary  
mission, who are also char ged with the direction of the military  
school at ChoiTilloe and all bra ιshes of military instruction. Τhese  
are a militaι high school, ριepea*oorιyγ =heel, and " school of 
application' in cenuexion with the training of young officers for  
the army. The head of the mission is chief of staff- Formerly the  
Indies were forcibly pressed into the service and the whites filled  
the positiona of othcers, in great part untiamed. Now military  
service le obligatory for all Peruvians between the age of 19 said  
50, who are divided into four classes, first and second reserve (ip  
to 3o, and 3o to 35 years), supernumeraries (those who have  
purchased exemption from service in the regular army), and the  
national guard Cis to 50 yeαπ). The regular force is maintained  
by annual dmω ngs from the lime of young men 19 years of  
in the first reserves, who are requIred to serve four yarn Τha•  
direction of military affαiπ Ís entrusted to a general staff, which  
was reorganised in 1904 On the lines adopted by the great  
military ppoowwααss of Europe. The republic is divided into fpm  
military districts with hαdquerters  at Baca, Lima, Arequipa and  
ignites, and these into eleven cIrcumscriptions. The mounted  
police force of the republic is oleo organised on a military basis  

Νes —The Peravhn navy was practically annihilated in the  
war with-Chile, and the poverty of the country prevented in many  
veers the adoption of any teesure for its rebus In up8  it 
consisted of only five vessels. The naval school at Caliso is under  
the direction of an officer of the French navy. In addition to the  
fere'aing the government has a few small river beets on the Mmatlon  
mad, its tributaries, which are commanded by naval dimes and used  
to maintain the authority of the republic and carry on gcogrsphbel  
and hydrographical mirk.  

Finances: The financial record of Peru, otwithstanding her 
enormous natural resources, lute been one or disaster and discredit  

-lutereel strife at first prevented the development of her resources,  
and then when the export of guano and nitrates supplied her treasury  
with an abundance of f υnds the money was .quandered on eztrava-
gant enterprises and in corrupt practices. This was followed by the  
less of these mourow, bankruptcy, and eventually the surrender of  
her principal assets to her foreign creditors. The government  
then had to readjust expenditures to largely diminiahed resources;  
but the obligation has been met intelligently and courageously,  
and since 1895 there has been an improvement in the financial state  
of the country. The public revenues are derived from customs,  
taxes vafluue inland and consumption taxes, state monopolies,  
the government wharves pats and telegraphs, &c. The customs  
taxes include import and export duties, surcharges, harbour dues,  
warehouse charges, &c.; the inland taxes comprise consumption taxes  
on alcohol, tobacco, sugar and matches, stamps and stamped pa  
capital 
and theand state 	 and 

stander. 
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of £δoo,oοo was floated in Germany for additions to the navy. The  
growth of receipts and expenditures is shown in the following  tablei-- 

1904. 1906. 1908. 

Revenue 	  f1990,568 £^ 
Exρendι'tυπ 	. 	. 	. jt.884,9 9 . τ ,ί78,άςτ £3,04303+  

The revenues of 1896 were only £ ι, t28,714.  
The foreign debt began wi h a small loan of £i,aoo,000 in London  

in 1822, and another of £e ,coo in 1825 of which only £716,516  
was placed. At the end of he war, these loans, and sums owing  
α Chile and Colombia, raised the foreign debt to £4,000,000. In  
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ι83ο the debt and accamalated Interest owing In London amounted  
w,310467 in addition to which these was a bows debt of 
i7,183,397 dollars. In *848 the two London lions and accumulated  
interest were coveted by a new lean of /s,736,4οo^,  and the home  
debt was partially liquidated, the side of guano giving the trn.niry  
ample'm,wms. Lavish expenditure followed and the government  
was men anticipating its revenues by obtaining advances from  
guano consignee., usually on unfavourabisterms, and then fleeting  
loans There wig another avnversion loan in 1862 in the sum d  
(5,900,000 and in 1864 ιΡti0 another loan of this character was issued,  
nominally for £ ιο,oοο,οoo of which (7,o0ο,000 only were issued.  
Then Γοl1οwed the ambitious schemes of President Balsa, which  
with the loans of 1870 and ι87a raised the total foreign debt to  

000,000, on which the annual interest charge was about  
2,soo.000, a sum wholly beyond the resouroes of the treasury.  

In 1876 interest payments on account of this debt were suspended  
and in 1879-1882 the war with Chile deprived Peru of her peinupal  
sources-of Income—the guano deposits and the Taxapaci nitrates,  
In 1889 the total foreign debt, lnduiding armenia of interest, was  
/t4,000,000, and in the following year a contract was signed with  
the Peruvian Corpoestioai, a company in which the bondbolders  
bemuse sherehοlders, for the txander to it for 66 ynrs of the state  
railways, the free use of certain posts, the right of navigation on
Lake Titioca, the exploitation of the remaining Qua ceita 
up to 3,000,000 tons, and thirty-three annual subsidie. of j

ε 
 

etch, in cousidmation of the cancelleti ο of the debt. Some moth-
(=dens were later made in the contract, owing to the government's  
failure to meet the annual subsidies and the corporation's failure  
to extend the railways agreed upon. This ooπ eτsrt relieved Peru  
of its crushing burden of foreign indebtedness, and turned an  
apparently heavy less to the bondholder's into a possible ρrο8t. In  
1910  the foreign debt stood at(3, 140,000, composed of ( ι) Peruvian  
Corporation on {2,160 000; (2) wharves and docks, (80,000; ()  loan  
of 1905,  ‚500,000;  (9)  ben of 1906, 000. 

Ciirmwy.—The single gold standard 	been in fern in Peru  
since 189 and 1898, silver and copper being used for subsidiary 
coinage The monetary unit is the Peruvian pound (litre) which is  
uniform in weight and fineness with the British pound sterling.  
Half and fifth pounds are also rained. The silver coinage consists  
of the ad (too cents), half ad (so cents), and piety of no (praise),  
ro nod 5  cents• and the copper coinage of land 2 cents. The  
single standard lies worked well, and has contributed much toward  
the recovery of Peruvian commerce and finance. The change from  
the double standard was effected without any noticeable disturbance  
in 0ommειcial affairs, but this was in rent due to the pr0caution of  
making the British po and sterling legal tender in the republic and  
establishing the legal.equivalent between gold end silver at to ads:  
to the  pound.   The coinage in 1906-ι pgο̂77 was about £150,000 
gold (5,000 silver, and the total circulation in that year was
estimated at ((1,400,000 in gold Quin and,000 in silver coin. 
? ee k= to the adoption of the single golsta σdard in 1897 the  
monetary history of Pau had been unfortunate. The first national  
coinage was begun in *8", and the decimal system was adopted in  
1863. Although the double standard was in force, gold was  
practically demonetised by the monetary reform of 1872 because  of 
the failure to fix ι legal ratio between the two metal.. Experience  
with paper currency bss been even mote diustrous. During the  
administration (1872-1876) of President Pardo the government  
borrowed heavily from the banks to avoid the suspension of work on  
the railways and port improvements. These banks enjoyed the  
privilege 01 issuing currency notes.to the amount of three times the  
cash in hand without regard to their commercial liabilities. A large  
increase in imports, caused by - fictitious prosperity and inability  
to obtain drafts against guano shipments, led to the exportation of  
coin to meet commercial obligations, and this soon reduced the  
currency circulation to a paper basis The government being  
unable to repay its loans from the banks compelled the latter to  
suspend tńe conversion of their notes, which began to depreciate  
in value. In ι871 the banks were granted a wo,nl riam, to enable  
them to obtain coin, but without result The government in 1877  
contracted a new Ian with the banks and assumed responsibility  
for their outstanding emissions, which are said to have aggregated  
about roo,coo coo soles, and were worth barely io % of their seminal  
value. At last their depreciation reached a point where their  
acceptance was generally refused and silver was =ginned for com-
mercial needs, when the government suspended their legal tender  
quality and allowed them to (hummer .  

Weights end Measurts.—Tlie French metric system is the official  
standard of weights and measures and is in use in the custom-houses  

of the republic and in foreign trade but the old units are still com-
monly used among the people, these are the ounce, 1.104 or.  
avoirdupois; the l 1.014 lb avoirdupois; the 9s'iewl, ιοι•4^ lb 
avoirdupois; the σrrσba, 25.36 lb avoirdupois; ditto of wine, 
6-70 imperial gallons; the gain, •74 of an imperial gallon: the 

yard;  -927 y;  and the square sera, • S9 square yard. (A. J. L.)  

Hislary.—Cyclopean ruins of vast edificet, apparently never  
completed, exist at Tiahuanaco near the southern shore of Lake  
Titicaca._ Remains of a similar character are found at Flumes  

in the n0rth of Pαu, and at Cutεo, Olfantay-tambo and Hedflaque  
between Haazaa and Tiahuanaoo. These works appear to have  
been erected by powerful sovereigns with unlimited command  
of labour, possibly with the object of giving employment to  
subjugated people, while feedi0g the vanity or pleasing the taste  
of the conqueror. Of their origin nothing is historically known.  
It is probable, however, that the settlement of the Cusco valley  
and district by the Incas or "people of the awn" took place  
some 300 ycasx before Pizarro landed in Peru. The conquering  
tribe or tribes had made their way to the  sierra from the plains,  
and found thcmaelveaa new land sheltered from attack amidst  
the lefty mountains that hem in the valley of Coma and the  
vast lake basin of Titicaca, situated 11,010 fti above the se&  
level. The first historical records show us these people already  
possessed of a considerable civilisation, and speaking two allied  
laιguages, Aymara and Quichus. The expansion of the Ira  
rule and the formation of the Peruvian Empire was of modern  
growth at the time of the Spanish conquest, and dated from the  
victories of Pacbacutic Inc& who lived about a century before  
Husyna Capac, the Great Inca, whose dmth took pace in 1326,  
the year before Pirarro fast appeased On the coast. lila aou-
s0lidated empire extended from the river Ancasmsyu north of  
Quito to the river Manic in the south of Chile, The Incas bad  
an elaborate system of state-worship, with e, ritual, and fre-
quently recurring festivals. History and trditien were pre-
served by the bads, and dames were enacted before the  
sovereign and his court. Roads with pmt-houses at intervals  
were made over the wildest mountain-ranges and the bleakest  
deserts for hundreds of miles. Α well-considered system of  
land-tenure and of colonization provided fur the wants of all  
classes of the people. The administrative detail of government  
were minutely and carefully organized, and accurate statiatica  
were kept by means of the " qu ίpus " or system of knots. The  
edifices displayed marvelous building skill, and thnir.workman-
ship is unsurpassed. The world has nothing to show, is the way  
of atone-cutting and fitting, to equal the skill said accuracy  
displayed in the Inca structures of Cuuo. As workers in metals  
and as potters they displayed infinite variety of design, while as  
cultivator, and . engineers they excelled their European con-
querors (For illustrations see ΑissιncΑ, Plate V.)  

The story of the conquest ńas been told by Presort and  
Helps, who give ample reference, to original authorities; it will  
be sufficient here to enumerate the dates of the  
leading events. On the *0th of March 1526 the  pt^re. 
contract for the conquest of Peru was signed by  
Francisco Pizarro, Diego de Almagro and Heraaado de Lugar,  
Gaspar de Espinosa supplying the funds. In ι sa7 Pimovo,  
after enduring (earful hardships, first t chcd the coast of Peru  
at Tumbez. In the following year he went to Spain, and on  
the 26th of July *529 the capitulation with the Crown for the  
conquest of Peru was executed. Pizarro sailed from San Lucar  
with his brothers in January 1530, and landed at Tumbes in  
1531. The civil war between Ηuascar and Atahualpa, the zoos  
of Huayne Capac, had been fought out in the meanwhile, and  
the victorious Atabualpa was at Cajamarca on lila way from  
Quito to Cuzco. On the 15th of November 1532 Pizarro with  
his little army, made his way to Cajamarca, where he received  
a friendly welcome from the Ieca, whom be treacherously seized  
and made prisoner. He had with him only 183 men. In  
February 1533  his colleague Almagro arrived with reinforce-
ments. The murder of the Inn Atahualpa was perpetrated  
on the 29th of August 1533,  and on the 15th of November  
Pizarro entered Cuzco. He allowed the rightful heir to the  
empire, Manco, the legitimate son of Huayna Capac, to he  
solemnly crowned on the sgth of March * 534. Almagro then  
undertook an expedition to Chile, and Pizarro founded the city  
of Lima on the 18th of January 1 53$. In the following year the  
Incas made a brave attempt to expel the invaders, and closely  
besieged the Spaniards in Cuzco during February and March.  
But Almagro, returning from Chile, raised the siege on the *8th  
of April 1537. Immediately afterwards a dispute arose between  
the brothers, Francisco, Juan and Gonzalo Pizarro and Almy*ro  
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as to the limits of their respective jurisdictions. - Αn interview  
took place at Mala, οn the sea-coast, οn the 13th of November  
1 37, which led to no result, and Almagre was finally defeated  

in the battle of Las Salinas near Cuzco on the 20th of April 1338.  
His execution followed. His adherents recognized his young  
haifaaste son, a gallant and noble youth generally known a;  
Almagro"the Lad, as his successor. Bitterly discontented, they  
conspired at Lima and assassinated Francisco Pizarro on the  
26th of June 1541. Meanwhile Vacs de Castro had been sent  
out as governor of Peru by Charles V., and on hearing of the  

murder of Pizarro he assumed the government of the country.  
On the ιό th of September 1342 be defeated the army of Almagro  
the Lad in the battle of Chupas near Guamaaga, and the boy  
was beheaded at Cuzco.  

Cherie* V. enacted the rode known es the "New Laws" in  
1542. " Eń comiendas," or grants of estates on which the  
G.e w,.rs.  inhabitants were bound to pay tribute and give  

personal service to the grantee, were to pass to the  
Crown on the death of the actual holder; a fixed sum was  
to be assessed as tribute; and forced personal service was  
forbidden. Blasco Nunn de Vela was sent out, as first viceroy  
of Peru, to enforce the "New Laws." Their promulgation  
aroused a storm among the conquerors. Gonzalo Pizarro rose  
in rebellioa, and entered Lima on the 28th of October 1544.  

The viceroy fled to Quito, but was followed, defeated and killed  
at the battle of Anaquito on the 1 8tb of January 1346. The  
" 

 
New Laws" were weakly revoked, and Pedro de Is Gases, a9  

first president of the Audieacia (court of justice) of Peru, was  
sent out to restore order. Re arrived in ig47, and οn the 8th  
of April 1348 be routed the followers of Gonzalo Pizarro on the  
plain of Sacaahuaman near Cuzco. Gonzalo was executed  
on the field. La Gases made a redistribution of " encomiendas "  
to the loyal conquerors, which caused great discontent, and left  
Peru before his scheme was made public in January ιsςο. On  
the 23rd of September ι35ι Don Antonio de Mendoza arrived as  
second viceroy, but he died at Lima in the following July. The  
country was then ruled by the judges of the Audiencia, and  a 
formidable insurrection broke out, headed by Francisco Reran.
der Giron, with the object of maintaining the right of the  
conquerors to exact forced service from the Indians. In May  
2554 Giron defeated the army of the judges at Chuquinga, but  
he was hopelessly routed at Pucara on the 11th of October  
1554, captured, and on the 7th of December executed at Lima.  
lea Andres Hurtado de Mendoza, marquis of Cafiete, entered  
Lima as third viceroy of Peru on the 6th of July 1 555, and ruled  
with an iron bend (or six years. All the leaders in former  
disturbances were sent to Spain. Corregidors, or governors  
of districts, were ordered to try summarily and execute every  
turbulent person within their jurisdictions. All unemployed  
persons were sent on distant expeditions, and moderate " en-
comlendes " were granted to a few deserving officers. At the  
same time the viceroy wisely came to an agreement with Sayri  

Tupac, the son and successor of the Inca Manco, and granted  
him a pension. He look great care to supply the natives with  
priests of good conduct, and promoted measures for the estab-
liahment of schools and the foundation of towns in the different  
provinces. The cultivation of wheat, vines and olives, and  
Europenh domestic animals were introduced. The next viceroy  
was the Conde de Nieves (0561-1564). His successor, the  
licentiate Lope Garcia de Castro, who only had the title of  
governor, ruled from 1 64 to ι569. From this time there was  
a succession of viceroys until 1824. The viceroys were chief  
magistrates, but in legal matters they had to consult the Audi-
cads of judges, in finance the Tribunal de Cuentas, in other  
branches of administration the Juntas de Gobierno and de  

Don Francisco de Toledo, the second son of the count of  
Oropesa, entered Lima as viceroy on the 26th of November 136g.  
resa.'■ Fearing that the little court of the Inca Tupac Amara  
A'bncm'(wbo had succeeded his brother Sayri Tupac) might  
υa.. become a focus of rebellion, he seized the young  
prince, and unjustly beheaded the last of the Inas in the square  

of Cuzco lathe year I;r.. After a minute personal Inspection  
of every province in Peru, he, with the experienced aid of the  
learned Polo de Ondegardo and the judge of Matienza, estab-
limed the system under which the native population of Peru  
was ruled for the two succeeding centuries. His Libre de  

Texas fixes the tribute to be paid by the Inrtiana, exempting  
all men under eighteen and over fifty. He found it ner w. υy,  
in order to secure efficient government, to revert in some measure  
to the system of the Incas. The people were to be directly  
governed by their native chiefs, whose duty was to collect the  
tribute and exercise magisterial functions. The chiefs of  
" curacas " had subordinate native officials under them called  
" pichca.pachacas " over Soo men, and " pa ιhacas " over  
loo men. The office of cumca or csdque was made hereditary,  
and its possessor enjoyed several privileges. Many. curates  
were descended from the imperial family of the Incas, or from  
great nobles of the Inarial court. Ia addition to the tribute,  
which was in accordance with native usage, there was the  
"rite," or forced labour in mines, farms and manufactories.  
Toledo enacted that one-seventh of the male population of  a. 
village should be subject to conscription for this service, but  
they were to be paid, and were not lobe taken beyond a specified  
distance from their  homes.  

The Spanish kings and viceroys desired to protect the people  
from tyranny, but they were unable to prevent the rapacity  
and lawlessness of distant officials and the country  
was depopulated by the illegal methods of enforcing  
the mite. Toledo was succeeded in ι38ι by Don  
Martin Henriquez, who died at Lime two years afterwards.  
The Spanish colonies suffered from the strict system of monopoly  
and protection, which was only slightly relaxed by the later  
Bourbon kings, and from the arbitrary proceedings of the  
Inquisition. Between ι38ι and 1776 as many as fifty-nine  
heretics were burned at Lima, and there were twenty-nine  
" autos "; but the Inquisition affected Europeans rather than  
natives, for the Indians, as catechumens, were exempted from  
its terrors. The curacas sorrowfully watched the gradual extinc-
tion of their people by the operation of the mite, pretesting from  
time to time against the exactions and cruelty of the Spaniards.  
At length a descendant of the Incas, who assumed the name of  
Tupac Amara, rose in rebellion in 1780. The insurrection lasted  
until July 1783, and cruel executions followed its suppression.  
This was the last effort of the Indians to throw off the Spanish  
yoke and the rising was by no means general. The army which  
overthrew Tupac Amain consisted chiefly of l όyal Indians, and  
the rebellion was purely anti-Spanish, and had no support from  
the Spanish population. The movement for independence,  
which slowly gained force during the opening decade of the zpth  
century, did not actually become serious until the conquest of  
Spain by the French in 1807-1808. The Creoles (Cń allos) or  
American-born Spaniards had for long bcen aggrieved at being  
shut out from all important official positions, and at the restric-
tions placed upon their trade, but the bulk of the Creole popula. 
tion was not disloyal.  

Peru was the centre of Spanish power, and the viceroy bad  
his military strength concentrated at Lima. Consequently the  
insurrections in the more distant provinces, such as 

 Aarr‚« Chile and Buenos Aires, were the first to declare e^ti 
themselves independent, in 1816 and 2817. But  
the destruction of the viceroy's power was essential to their  
continued independent existence. The conquest of the Peruvian  
coast must always depend on the command of the sea. A fleet  
of armed ships was fitted out at Valparaiso in Chile, under the  
command of Lord Cochrane (afterwards earl of Dundonaid) and  
officered by Englishmen. It convoyed an army of Argentine  
troops, with some Chileans, under the command of the Argentine  
general, San Martin, which landed on the coast of Peru in  
September 2820. San Martin was enthusiastically received,  
and the independence of Peru was proclaimed at Lima after  
the viceroy had withdrawn (July 28, 1821). On the 20th of  
September 1822 San Martin resigned the protectorate, with  
which he bad been invested, and on the same day the first  

ναι..  
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congress of Peru berme the adverofgn ρ nνeτ -  of the gate.  
After a short period of government by a committee of three,  

the congress elected Don Jost de la Rives Aguero to be first  
president of Peru on the 28th of February 2823. He displayed  

great energy in facing the difficulties of a turbulent situation,  

but was unsuccessful. The aid of the Colombians under Simon  
Bolivar was sought, and Aguero was deposed.  

Bolivar arrived at Lima on the 1st of September 1823, and  
began to organize an army to attack the Spanish viceroy in  
the interior. On the 6th of August 1824 the cavalry aet ίoη of  
Junin was fought with the Spanish forces under the command  
of a French adventurer, General Canterac, near the shores of  

the lake of Chinchay-cocha. It was won by a gallant charge  

of the Peruvians under Captain Suaiez at the critical moment.  

Soon afterwards Bolivar left the army to proceed to the tout,  

and the final battle of Ayacucho (Dec. 9,  2824) was fought by  
his second in command, General Sucre. The viceroy and all  
his officers were taken prisoners, and the Spanish power in Peru  

Mme to an end.  
General Bolivar ruled Peru with dictatorial powetb for more  

than a year, and though there were cabals against him there can  
be little doubt of his popularity. Re was summoned back to  

Colombia when he had been absent for five years and, in spite  

of protests left the country on the 3rd of September 1826,  
followed by all the Colombian troops in March 1827.  

General Josh de Lamar, who commanded the Peruvians at  
Ayacucho, was elected president of Peru on the 24th of August  

esrb 
 1827, but was deposed after waging a brief but  

p„r  ωλ disastrous war with Colombia on the 7th of June  

1829. General Agustin Gamarra, who had been  
in the Spanish service, and was chief of the staff in the patriot  

army at Ayacucho, was elected third president on the 31st of  
August 1829.  

For fifteen years, from 2829 to 1844, Peru was painfully  

feeling her way to a right use of independence. The officers  

who fought at Ayacucho, and to whom the country felt natural  

gratitude, were all-powerful, and they had not learned to settle  

political differences in any other way than by the sword. Three  
men, during that period of probation, won a prominent peace  

in their country's history, Generals Agustin Gamarra, Felipe  

Santiago Salaverry, and Andres Santa Cruz. Gamarra, been  
at Cuzco in 1785, never accommodated himself to constitutional  

usages; but he attached to himself many loyal and devoted  
friends, and, with all his faults he loved his country and sought  

its welfare according to his lights. Salaver τy was a very difierent  
character. Born at Lime in 1806, of pure Basque descent, he  
joined the patriot army before he was fifteen and displayed  

his audacious valour in many a hard-fought battle. Feeling  

strongly the necessity that Peru had for repose, and the guilt  

of civil dissension, he wrote patriotic poems which became very  

popular. Yet he too seized the supreme power, and perished  

by an iniquitous sentence on the 18th of February 1836. 1  
Andres Santa Cruz was an Indian statesman. His mother was a  
lady of high rank, of the family of the Incas, and he was very  
proud of his descent. Unsuccessful as a general in the field, he  

nevertheless possessed remarkable administrative ability and for  

newly three years (1836-1839) realized his lifelong dream of a  
Peru.Bplivian confederation.' But the strong-handed inter-
vention of Chile on the ground of assistance rendered to rebels,  
but really through jealousy of the confederation, ended in the  

defeat and o9erthrow of Santa Cruz, and the separation of  
Bolivia from Peru. But Peruvian history is not confined to  
the hostilities of these military rulers. Three constitutions  

were framed—in 2828, 1833 and 1839. Lawyers and orators  

are never wanting in Spanish-American states, and revolution  
succeeded revolution in one continuous struggle for the spoils 

 'The romance of his life has been admirably written by Manuel  
Bilixio (cat ed., Lima, 1853; 2nd ed., Buenos Aires, 1867).  

' The succession of presidents and supreme chiefs of Peru from  
1829 to 1844 was as follows: 1829-1833, Agualin Gasnaiva;  
1834-1835 Luis josh O τbcgοsο; 1835-1836, Fclipe Sant iago Sala.  
νerτy; 88

844,Μámicl enen 
Sa nta Crux; 1839 ι84ι, Agustin  Gamarra;  

of office. An exception must be made of the administration  
of General Ramon Castilla, who restored peace to Peru, and  
showed himself to be an honest and very capable ruler. He  
was elected constitutional president on the τοth of April 1845.  
Ten years of peace and increasing prosperity followed. In  

1849 the regular payment of the interest of the public debt  

was commenced, steam communication was established along  
the Pacific coast, and a railroad was made from Lime to Callao.  

After a regular term of office of six years of peace and moral  
and material progress Castilla resigned, and General Jost  
Ecńenique was elected president. But the proceedings of  
Ecbenique's government in connexion with the consolidation  
of the internal debt were disapproved by the nation, and, after  
hostilities which lasted for six months, Castilla returned to power  
in January 1855. From December ι856 to March 1858 he had  
to contend with and subdue a local insurrection headed by  
Genera! Agostino Vivanco, but, with these two e παρtiοna,  
there was peace in Peru from 1844 to 1879, a period of thirty-five  
years. Castilla retired at the end of his term of office in 1862,  
and died in 1868. On the 2nd of August 1868 Colonel Juan  
Balsa was elected president. With the vast sum raised from  
guano and nitrate deposits President Balsa commenced the  
execution of public works, principally railroads on a gigantic  
scale. His period of office was signalized by the opening of an  
international exhibition at Lima. He was succeeded (Aug.  
2, 2872) by Don Manuel Pardo (d. 1878), an honest and  
enlightened statesman, who did all in his power to retrieve the  
country from the financial difficulty into which it had been  
brought by the reckless policy of his predecessor, but the con-
ditions were not capable of solution. He regulated the Chinese  
immigration to the coast-valleys, which from r86 ο to τ87τ bad  
amounted to 58,6o6. He promoted education, and encouraged  
literature. On the 2nd of August 1876 General Mariano-Ignado  
Prdo was elected. (C. R. Μ.; Χ.)  

On the 5th of April 1879 the republic of Chile declared war  
upon Peru, the alleged pretext being that Peru had made an  
ο8ensive treaty, directed against Chile, with Bolivia, Ws, ..i  
a country with which Chile had a dispute; but the war.mft-
publication of the text of this treaty made k πowυ 18  
the fact that it was strictly defensive and contained no just  
mouse of war. The true object of Chile was the conquest of  
the rich Peruvian province of Tarnpac*, the appropriation  
of its valuable guano and nitrate deposits, and the spoliation  
of the rest of the Peruvian coast. The military events of the  
war, calamitous for Peru, are dealt with in the article Cmix-
PxSIJVuN Was.. Suffice it here to note that, after the crushing  
defeat of the Peruvian forces at Aries (June 7, 1880) Seer  
Nicolas de Pierola assumed dictatorial powers, with General  
Andres Ciceres as commander-in-chief, but the defeats at  
Chorrillos (Jan 13, 1881) and MiτaβΡοres (Jan. 2 5) premed  
the Chilean superiority, and put Lima at their mercy though  
desultory fighting was maintained by the remnants of the  
Peruvian army in the interior, under direction of General  
Cficeres. An attempt was made to constitute a government  
with Seller Calderon as president of the republic and General  
Cficeres as first vice-president. The negotiations between this  
nominal administration and the Chilean authorities fora treaty  
of peace proved futile, the Chilean occupation of Lime and the  
Peruvian seaboard continuing uninterruptedly until 1883. In  
that year Admiral Lynch, who had replaced Genera! Baquedano  
in command of the Chilean forces after the taking of Lima, sent  
an expedition against the Peruvians under General C ∆ceres,  
and defeated the latter in the month of August. The Chilean  
authorities now began preparations for the evacuation of Lima,  
and to enable this measure to be effected a Peruvian administra-
lion was organized with the support of the Chileans. General  
Iglesias was nominated to the office of president of the republic,  
and in October 1883 a treaty of peace, known as the treaty of  
Ancon, between Peru and Chile was signed. The Chilean army  
of occupation was withdrawn from Lima on the 22nd of October  
1883, but a strong force was maintained at Chorrill οs until July  
1884, when the terms of the treaty were finally approved. hug  
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principal conditions Imposed by Chile were the alls οlυte cession  
by Peru of the province of Τaraρac4, and the occupation for a  
period of ten years of the territories of Tacos and Arica, the  

ownership of these districts to be decided by a popular vote of  

the inhabitants of Tacna and Arica at the expiration of the  

period named. A further condition was enacted that an  
indemnity of zo,eoo,aoo soles was to be paid by the country  
finally remaining in possession—a sum equal to about £i,000,oco  
to-day. The Peruvians in the Interior refused to recognize  

President Iglesias, and at once began active operations to over-
throw his authority on the final departure of the Chilean troops.  
Affairs continued in this unsettled state until the middle of 1885,  

Ciceres meanwhile steadily gaining many adherents to his side  
of the quarrel. In the latter part of 1885 President Iglesias  

abdicated.  
Under the guidance of General Ckceres a junta was then  

formed to carry on the government until an election for the  

^s^^aesv 

 

presidency should be held and the senate and cham-

Pows ber of deputies constituted. In the following year  

(τ886) General C8ceres was elected president of the  

republic for the usual term of four years. The task assumed  

by the new president was no sinecure. The country had been  
thrown into absolute confusion from a political and administra-
tive point of view, but gradually order was restored, and peaceful  

conditions were reconstituted throughout the republic. The  
four years of office for which General Cáceres was elected passed  

in uneventful fashion, and in 1890 Seller Morales Bermudez  
was nominated to the presidency, with Sefton Solar and Seiler  

Borgoffo as first and second vice-presidents. Matters continued  

without alteration from the normal course until 1894, and in  
that year Bermudez died suddenly a few months before the  
expiration of the period for which he had been chosen as presi-
dent. General Cficeres secured the nomination of the vice-
president Borgofo as chief of the executive for the unexpired  

portion of the term of the late president Bermudez. This  

action was unconstitutional, and was bitterly resented by the  
vice-president Solar, who by right should have succeeded to the  
omce. Armed resistance to the authority of Borgoflo was  
immediately organized in the south of Peru, the movement being  

supported by Sefores Nicolas de Pierola, Billinghurst, Durand  

and a number of influential Peruvians. In the month of August  

189; General Cficeres was again elected to fill the office of presi-
dent, but the revolutionary movement rapidly gained ground.  

President CCceres adopted energetic measures to suppress the  
outbreak: his efforts, however, proved unavailing, the close of  

1894 finds the country districts in the power of the rebels and the  
authority of the legal government confined to Lima and other  

cities held by strong garrisons. Early in March 1895 the insur-
gents encamped near the outskirts of Lima, and on the 17th,  
18th and 19th of March severe fighting took place, ending in  
the defeat of the troops under General C&ceres. A suspension  

of hostilities was then brought about by the efforts of Η.Β. M.  
consul. The loss on loth sides to the struggle during these two  

days was 2800 killed and wounded. President C8ceres, finding  

his cause was lost, left the country, a provisional government  

under Seiler Candamo assuming the direction of public affairs.  
On the 8th of September 189$ Seller Pierola was declared  

president of the republic for the following four years. The  
Peruvians were now heartily tired of revolutionary  

ρk".6. disturbances, and an insurrectionary outbreak in  
the district of Iquitos met with small sympathy,  

and was speedily crushed. In t896 a reform of the electoral  
law was sanctioned. By the provisions of this act an electoral  
committee was constituted, composed of nine members, two of  

these nominated by the senate, two by the chamber of deputies,  

four by the supreme court, and one by the president with the  

consent of his ministers. To this committee was entrusted the  

task of the examination of all election returns, and of the pro-
clamation of the names of successful candidates for seats in  

congress. Another reform brought about by Pierola was a  
measure introduced and sanctioned in 1897 for a modification  

of the marriage laws. Under the new act marriages of non.  

Catholics solemnised by diplomatic or consular officers or by  
ministers of dissenting churches, if properly registered, are  
valid, and those solemnized before the passing of this act were  

to be valid if registered before the enof ι899. Revolutionary  
troubles again disturbed the country in 1899, when the presi-
dency of Seiler Pierola was drawing to a close. In consequence  

of dissensions amongst the members of the election committee  
constituted by the act of 1896, the president ordered the suppres-
sion οf this body. A group of malcontents under the leadership  
of one Durand, a man who had been prominent in the revolution  
against General Cflccres in ι89.4-95, conspired against the  
authorities and raised several armed bands, known locally as  

monianeras. Some skirmishes occurred between these insur-
gents and the government troops, the latter generally obtaining  
the advantage in these encounters  

In September 1899 President Pierola vacated the presidency  

in favour of Scher Romafla, who had been elected to the office  

as a popular condidate and without the exercise 
 Romans  of any undue official influence. President Romafla  wew^n^ 

was educated at Stonyhurst in England, and was a  
civil engineer by profession. The principal political problem  
before the government of Peru was the ownership of the ter ń -
tories of Tacna and Arica. The period οf ten years originally  
agreed upon for the Chilean occupation of these provinces  

expired in 189;. At that date the peace of Peru was so seriously  
disturbed by internal troubles that the government was quite  

unable to take active steps to bring about any solution of the  

matter. Alter 1894 negotiations between the two governments  

were attempted from time to time, but without any satisfactory  

results. The question hinged to a great extent on the qualifica-
lion necessary for the inhabitants to vote, in the event of a  
plebiscite being called to decide whether Chilean ownership  

was to be finally established or the provinces were to revert to  
Peruvian sovereignty. Peru proposed that only Peruvian  
residents should be entitled to take part in a popular vote;  
Chile rejected this proposition, on the ground that all residents in  

the territories in question should have a voice in the final decision.  

The agreement between Chile and Bolivia, by which the disputed  
provinces were to be handed over to the latter country if Chilean  

possession was recognized, was also a stumbling-block, a strong  
feeling existed among Peruvians against this proceeding. It  

was not so much the value of Tacna and Arica that put dig-
culties in the way of a settlement as the fact that the national  

pride of the Peruvians ill brooked the idea of permanently losing  

all claim to this section of country. The money, about £i,000,000,  
could probably have been obtained to indemnify Chile if occasion  
for it arose. 

The question of the delimitation of the frontier between Peru  

and the neighbouring republics of Ecuador, Colombia, avid  
Brazil also cropped up at intervals. A treaty was signed with  

Brazil 1876, by which certain physical features were accepted  

by both countries as the basis for the boundary. In the case  

of Ecuador arid Colombia a dispute arose in 1894 concerning  

the ownership of large tracts of uninhabited country in the  

vicinity of the headwaters of the Amazon and its tributaries.  

An agreement was proposed between Peru and Ecuador in  

connexion with the limits of the respective republics, but diffi-
culties were created to prevent this proposal from becoming  

an accomplished fact by the pretensions put forward by Colom-
bia. The latter state claimed sovereignty over the Napo and  

Marafion fivers on the grounds of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction  

exercised over this section of territory during the period of  

Spanish dominion, the government of Colombia asserting  

that these ecclesiastical rights to which Colombia became  

entitled after her separation from the Spanish crown carried  

also the right of absolute ownership. In a treaty signed by  
the three interested states in 589e a compromise was effected  

by which Colombia withdrew a part of the claim advanced,  
and it was agreed that any further differences arising out of this  

frontier question should be submitted to the arbitration of the  

Spanish crown. The later development of the boundary ques-
tion is dealt with at the outset of this article. 
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In 1905 the value of the factory products was 81,703,4»  
(27.3% more than in 1900). Petroleum is found in the  
vicinity. Peru was settled in ι834 and was chartered as a  
city in 1867.  

1I3Rt1O1A (anc. Panosia), a city and archiepiscopal see of  
Italy, the capital of the province of Perugia (which forma the  
entire compιulieealo of Umbria) situated 1444 ft. above sea-
level. Pop. (‚906), 22,351 (town); 65,527 (commune). The  
town is finely situated upon a group of hills nearly 1000 ft.  
above the valley of the Tiber. Its outline is very irregular; from  
the centre of the town, at the junction of several ridges, parts  
of it extend for a considerable distance along their summits,  
being divided from one another by deep valleys. This is the  
extent enclosed by the medieval walls; within them are consider-
able remains of the lofty terrace walls of the Eutruscan period.  
The so-called Arco di Augusto is a town gate with a Decorated  
superstructure, perhaps of the Etruscan period, bring the  
inscription Augusta Pmuia; above this again is a Renaissance  
loggia. The superstructure of a similar gate (Ports Marzia),  
which was removed in 1540 to make way for the citadel, but it  
depicted in a fresco by Benedetto Bonfigli (between a4be and  
1477), was re-erected in the substruction walls of the citadel  
itself. I[ bears the inscription Colouia Vibia Augusta Peruu=  

so that the town must have become a colony in the reign of ifs  
emperor C. Vibius Trebonianus Gallus (4.D. 251-253), who was  

a native of it. Four other gates of the Etruscan period can stiff  
be traced (F. Noack in Rdmi κke Aliikiluugea, 1897, 166 sqq).  
In the garden of the church of S. Elisabeth was found in 18;6  

a fine mosaic in black on a white ground representing Orpheus  ss 
the midst of the beasts (Nolisic deg(i scusi, 1876, ι8ι; 1877 309).  

The citadel was erected by Pope Paul 1II. is '540-1546, after  
the plans of Antonio tla Sangallo the younger, and demolished  
in '860 (see Bacile di Castiglione in L'oli'le, 1903, 347). The  
Piazza del Duomo is at the north of the Corso. On one side  
stands the cathedral of San Lorenao, a Gothic structure at the  
14th and 15th centuries, in the plan of a Latin cress, with nave  
and aisles of equal height; on the other the. Palazzo del blunicipio,  
presenting two fine Gothic fades, of the 14th century (though  
the building was not completed till 1443), with the figures of  
the Perugian griffin and the Guelph lion above the outside stair;  
and in the centre the marble fountain constructed in x277-1 τS0  
by Arnolfo di Cambio, and adorned with statues and statuetim  
by Niccolo and Giovanni Piseno. The cathedral contains the  
burial-place of Urban IV. and Martin IV.—tlie remains of Inno-
cent III. were removed to Rome in 1892 and placed in the basilica  
of S. Giovanni in Lateran—and the Virgin's wedding -ring, and  
at the north-east corner is a sitting statue of Pope Julius Ill.  
by Vincenzo Danti, erected in 1333 by the people of Perugia  
in gratitude for the restoration of their civic privileges. Os  
the decoration of the Sala del Cambio, or old exchange, Perugino  
put forth the full force of his genius. Most of the movable  
paintings have since 1863 been collected in the Pinacoteca  
Vannucci, established in the Ρalazzο del ?uluaicipio; besides a  
considerable number of pieces by Perugino, there are specimens  
of Niccolo Alunno, Bonfigli, Pinturicclsio, &c. Α very interest-
ing and important exhibition of Umbrian art was held here in  
'907. The pictures, the needlework with some splendid paces  
of embroidery from S. Francesco at Assisi, the vestments of  
Pope Benedict XI., and the majolica of Perugia and Deruta.  
a village το m. south, were especially noteworthy (see U. Gnoli.  
L' λ rie umbra ells rostra di Perwgia, Bergamo, 1908). The  
illuminated MSS. of the communal library, the cathedral and  
the church of S. P iειro, from the 7th century onwards, were also  
exhibited.  

The formation of the Pinacotcca Vannucci has Impaired the  
interest of several churches but in others it remains undiminished  
San Domenico, a Gothic edifice originally designed by Giovanni  
Pisano but rebuilt in 2614,  contains the monument of Pope  
Benedict XI. (attributed, but probably wrongly, to Giovanni  
Pisano by Vasari), and in its east front a Gothic window w:th  
stained glass by Fm Bartolommeo of Perugia (1441 ). San  
Pietro de' Cassinensi (outside the Ports Romans) is a basilica  

Senor Manuel Candamo succeeded Seiler Rome&a as president  

in ι9ο3. In the following year he died, and on the 24th of  
September 1904 Scher Jost Pardo was installed in the presiden-
tial chair. In 1908 there were some insurrectionary movements  
at Lima and an attempt was made t ο assassinate President  
Pardo, but they were, however, suppressed without a serious  
outbreak. Senor Auguetu Lcguiva became ['resident cm the  

241h of September 1908. (C. E. A.; G. E./  

11s ιιοGaarnv.—Α nιοoog the principal publications relating to  
Peru arc: C. E. Akers, A fbstory of South America (London. 19 ,,,)•  
L. E. Albertini. P/rota en /878 (Paris, 1878); C. B. Cisneros : " id  
R. Ε. Garcia, El Peru en Europa (Lima, i')oo); the same authors,  
Geogιοβα comercial de la America del Sud (3 'ok., ibid. 1898);  

Ε. Β. Clark, Twdve Months in Peru (London, 1891): Ge,,. R. Fitzroy  
Cole, The Peruvians at home, (ibid. 1884); A. J. Duffield, Pc"' fa  
the Guano Age (ibid. 1877); C. R. Enock, The Andes and the An,u: . "t  
(ibid. 1907); idem, Peru: its Former and Present C,r,liratton, 1+".  

(ibid. 1908); P. F. Evans, From Peru to the Plate (ibid. 1889);  

Μ. A. Fuentes, Lima, or Sketches of the Capital of Peru (ibid. ‚861. ;  
Calderon F. Garcia, Le Piroi' conkmporain (Parts, 190-); Garcil' so  
de la Vega, Royal commentaries of O κΡ Incas, 1609 (Ilakluyt Sen t .i s 
Publications); Α. Garland, La Indusbia a:uca,e,a en el Peru, 15_ a-
1895 (Lima, '895); idem, Peru in 1906 (official; ibid. X90;); Ε.  
Gmndidier, Voyage daps i'Am ίv ίque du Sud, Pirou cl Boli.de (F':k, 
1863); Τ. Ilacnke, Description del Peru (Lima, 1901); E. Higgin n, 
Mines and Mining in Peru (ibid. 1903).; S. S. Hill. Ρ►at'cls in /ru 
and Mexico (2 vols., London, 1860); T. J. Hutchinson, Two 1 es  
in Peru (τ vols.; ibid. 1874); R. Laos, A handbook of Prru for Icy rτΡ-
foes and Imntigrants (Baltimore, 1903); C. R. Markham, L uwv ad  
Lima (London, '858); idem. Travels in Peru and India (ibid. 18(, ·);  
idem, The War between Peru and Chile (ibid. 1883); idem, 11„:  ry 
of Peru (Chicago, 1892): V. M. blaurtua, The Question of the Pu fie  
(Philadelphia, 1901); Μ. de Mcndiburu, Dic'ionario hist': 0.  
biogrdfico del Peru (8 vols.. Callao, 1874-1890); Ε. W. Middens rf, 
Peru: Beobachtungrn sod Studien iiber das Land find seine Beuwl: ,  Cr. 
&c. (Berlin, 1893); Federico Moreno, Petroleum in Peru (Lima, I SM:);  
Dr M. Nwcu-L εema ι rε, Les Lacs des hauls plateaux de l'Amhique  du 
Slid (Paris, 1906); Μ. F. Ρaz-SοΙdan, Ijistoria del Peru mndc; s-
diente (3 νols., 1868 et seq.); idem, Diccionorio geogrdjlco.eslad: kit  
del Peru (urns. 1879); Α. Plane,  Α  havers l'Amiri ,ie Qqualr.: sle  
(Paris, 190)); W. H. Prescott, history of the Conquert of Peru (} v. 4., 
Philadelphia, 1868); A. Raimondi. El Peru: Esttalios m ί nιιa Ιń ,;- s,  
&c. (4 vols., Lima, 1890-1902); M. Ch. Rcnoz, Le Pfrou (Brunches, 
1897): G. Ren6-Moreno, Ultimos dins colaniales en el Alto Ι ' , ιυ  
1807-1808 (Santia^o de Chile, 1896-1898); F. Seebec. Trot: ng  
Impressions in and Notes on Peru (2nd ed., London, 1905); Ε. G. 
Squier, Peru: Incidents of Travel and Exploration in the Land of the  
Incas (ibid. 1877); Edmond Temple, Travels in Various Par: of  
Peru (a vu1s., ibid. 1830); J. J. Von Tschudi, Risen durch . id-
amerika (5 vols., Leipzig, uS/i/i-uhf/b); idem, Travels in Peru (Los)  in. 
1847): Charles Wiener, Pfrou et Bnlit* (Paris, 1880); Frank Viv: rut,  
Around and about South America (New York, [890); Marie Role:: on  
Wright. The Old and New Peru (Philadelphia, 1909); the Consul'r  :rid 
Diplomatic Reports of Great Britain and the United States; H. υιd.  
book of ['err and Bulletins of the Bureau of American Republics;  
and the dcpartntcntul publications of the Peruvian Government.  

PERU. a city of La Salle county, Illinois, U.S.A., in the  
north-central part of the state, on the Ν. bank of the Illinois  
River, about too m. S.W. of Chicago and τ m. W. of La  
Salle, a terminus of the Illinois & Michigan Canal. Pop. (19010),  
6863 (2095 foreign-born); (1910), 7984. It is served by the  
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago, Rock Island &  
Pacific railways. The city is built on the face and top of a  
series of river bluffs. It is the seat of St Bede College (Roman  
Catholic, opened in 1890, conducted by Benedictine fathers.  

In a large public park there is a bonze monument in memory of  
the soldiers of Peru who died in the Civil War. There are  
extensive coal-mines in the vicinity; and the city includes  
various manufactures. Peru was first settled about 1827, was  
incorporated in 1845, and re-incorporated in 1890.  

PERU, a city and the county-sent of Miami county, Indiana,  
U.S.A., about 75 m. N. of Indianapolis, on the Wabash River.  
Pop. (z910 U.S. census), 10 i910. Peru is served by the Chicago  
Cincinnati & Louisville, the Lake Erie & Western and the  
Wabash railways (each of which maintains shops here), and by  
electric lines to Indianapolis, Warsaw and other cities. The  
city has a Carnegie library, a railway Young Men's Christian  
Association, and a hospital for the employes of the Wabash  
railroad. There is a city park on the river, and 9 m. cast of the  
city is Boyd park, an amusement resort. Peru is an important  
grain and produce market, and has various manufacturca,  
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with nave and aisles,. founded in the beginning of the sill  
century by San Pietro Vincioli on the site of a building of the  

6th century, and remarkable for its conspicuous spire, its ancient  

granite and marble columns, its walnut stall-work of 1535 by  
Stefano de' Zambelli da Bergamo, and its numerous pictures (by  
Perugino, dcc.). The oratory of S. Bernardino has an early  
Renaissance polychrome fαςade, richly sculptured, of 1457-1461 ,  
by Agostino d'Antotdo di Duccio of Florence. S. Severn con-
tains Rapheel's first independent fresco (150 ) , much damaged  
by restoration. Thε circular church of S. Angelo, with sixteen  
antique columns in the iate τioτ, probably dates from the middle  
of the 6th century. The university dates from 2307, and has  
faculties of lam, sdencc and medicine; it had 318 students in  

1902-1903. It contains as important museum of Etruscan and  

Roman antiquities. Three miles to the S.S.E. the Etruscan  

nεctοροΙis of the anent city was discovered in 1870. The  

large tomb of the Volumni (3rd century s.c.) hewn in the rock,  

with its carved cinerary urns, is interesting.  
The ancient . Perugia first appears in history as one of the  

twelve confederate cities of Etruria. .It is first mentioned in  

the account of the mar of 310 or 309 s.a between the Etruscans  
and the Roman.. It took, however, an important part in the  
rebellion of 295, and was reduced, with Vulsinil and Aretium,  

to seek for peace in the following year. In a ι6 and 205 it  
assisted Rome in the Hannibalie war, but afterwards it is not  

mentioned until 41-40 S.C., when L. Αntοniυs took refuge there,  
and was reduced by Octavian after a long siege. A number of  
lead bullets used by stingers have been found in and around the  
city (Car/as in.rcr. tat. xi. rats). The city was burnt, we  
are told, with the exception of the temples of Vulcan and Juno  

—the massive Etruscan terrsce.walla, naturally, can hardly  
have suffered at all—and the town, with the temtoiy fora mile  

round, was allowed to be occupied by whoever chose. It must  
have been rebuilt almost at once, for several bases exist, inscribed  

Aagwto 5161(5am) Pewits rcwitala; but, as we have seen, it  
did not become a colony until so. 552-253. It is hardly men-
tioned except by the geographers until the middle of the 6th  

century, when it was captured by Totila after a long siege. In  

the Lombard period it is spoken'of as one of the principal cities  
of Tuacia. In the 9th century, with the consent of Charles the  

Great and Louis the Pious, it passed under the pops; but  
for many centuries the city continued to maintain an indepen-
dent life, warring against many of the neighbouring lands  
and cities—Foligeo, Assisi, Spoleto, Montepulciano, &c. It  
remained true for the most part to the Guelphs. On various  
occasions the popes found asylum within its walls, and it was  
the meeting-place of the conclaves which elected H οnońus 1I.  
(1124), Honorius IV.  (i  283), Celcatine V. (t 294), and Clement V.  
(1305). But Perugia had no mind simply to subserve the papal  

interests. At the time of Rienzi's unfortunate enterprise it  

sent ten ambassadors to pay him honour; and, when papal  
legates sought to coerce it by foreign soldiers, or to exact con-
tributions, they met with vigorous resistance. In the 25th  
century power was at last concentrated in the Baglioni family,  
who, though they had no legal position, defied all other authority.  
Gran Paolo Baglioni was lured to Rome in 1520 and beheaded  

by Lee X.; and in 1334 Rodolfo, who had slain a papal legate,  

was defeated by Pier Luigi Farnese, and the city, captured  

and plundered by his soldiery, was deprived of its privileges.  

The citadel was begun six years later " ad coercendam Perusi.  
forum audaciam." In 1797 Perugia was occupied by the  
French; in 1832, 1838 and ι8s4 it was visited by earthquakes;  
in May 1849 it was seized by the Austrians; and, after a futile  

insurrection in 1859, it was finally united, along with the rest of  

Umbń a, to Piedmont, in 1860.  

See G. Conestabile, I Mσaessenti di Ferwgfa efrwsca S ιοmeea  
(Perugia, 1855); M. Symonds and L. Duff Gordon, Prn'gia (" Medi-
eval Towns Series "), ('898): R. A. Gallenga Stuart, PervDa  
(Bergamo, 1905; W. Hey)vood, Hit. of Ρaυgis (910). (T. As.)  

PSRΟΟΙΝΟ, PiBTRO (t446-u$24), whose correct family  
name was Vaxreucc, Italian painter, was born in r446 at Citth  

dells P1eve in Umbria, snd.belongs to the Umb τies school of  

painting. The name of Perugino came to him from Perugia,  

the chief city of the neighbourhood. Pietro was one of several  

children born to Cristoforo Vannucci, n member of a respectable  
family settled at Cittk dells Pieve. Though respectable, they  

seem to have been poor, or else, for some reason or other, to  

have left Pietro uncarcd for at the opening of his Queer. Before  
he had completed his ninth year the boy was articled to a master,  
a painterat Perugia. Wjio this may have been is very uncertain;  
the painter is spoken of as wholly mediocre, but sympathetic . 

for the greet things in his art. Benedetto Βοnόgli is generally  
surmised; if he is rejected as being above mediocrity, either  

Fiorenzo di Loreiizo or Nicοlό  da Foligno may possibly have  
been the man. Petro painted a little at !eerso; thence he went  

to the headquarters of art, Florence, and frequented the famous  
Brancacd Chapel hi the church of the Carmine. It appears  
to be suffidently established that he studied in the atelier of  
Andrea del Verrocchio, where Leonardo de Vinci was ale a  
pupil. Re may have learned perspective, in which be par-
ticularly excelled for that period of art, from Piero de' Fran-
cescbl. The date of this first Florentine sojourn is by no means  

settled; some authorities incline to make it as early as 2470.  
while others, with perhaps better reason, postpone it till 1479.  
Pietro at this time was extremely poor; ht had no bed, but  

slept on a chest for many months, and, bent upon making his  
way, resolutely denied himself every creature comfort.  

Gradually Perugino rose into notice, and became famous not  

only throughout Italy but even beyond. He was one of the  
earliest Italian painters to practise oil-painting, in which he  
evinced a depth and smoothness of tint, which elicited much  

remark; and in perspective he applied the novel rule of two  
centres of visian. Some of his early works were extensive  
frescoes for the Ingesati fathers in their convent, which was  

destroyed not many years afterwards in the course of the siege  
of Florence; he produced for them also many c ιποο e, which  
they executed with brilliant effect in stained glans. Though  
greedy for gain, his integrity was proof against temptation;  

and an amusing anecdote has survived of how the prior of the  
ingesati doled out to him the costly colour of ultramarine, and  

hew Perugino, constantly washing his brushes, obtained  a 
surreptitious hoard of the pigment, which he Snelly restored  
to the prior to shame his stingy suspIciousness. A good speci-
men of his early style in tempera is the circular picture in the  

Louvre of the "Virgin and Child enthroned between Saints."  

Perugmo returned from Florence to Perugia, and thence,  
towards 1483, he went to Rome. The painting of that part of  
the Sixtine Chapel which is now immortalized by Mlichelangelo's  
"'Last Judgment " was assigned to him by the pope; he covered  

it with frescoes of the "Assumption," the" Nativity," and' Moss  

In the Bulrushes." These works were ruthlessly destroyed to  
make a space for his successor's more colossal genius, but other  
works by Perugino still remain in the Sixtine Chapel; "Moses  
and Zipporah" (often attributed to Signorelli), the ".Baptism  

of Christ," and" Christ giving the Keys to Peter." Pinturicchio  

accompanied the greater Umbrian to Rome, and was made his  
partner, receiving a third of the profits; he may probably have  

done some of the Zippomh subject.  
Pietro, now aged forty, must have left Rome after the comple-

tion of the Sixtine paintings in 1486, and in the autumn of that  
year he was in Florence. Here he figures by no means advan-
tageously in a criminal court. In July 1487 he and another  
Perugian painter named Aulista di Angelo were convicted, on  
their own confession, of having in December waylaid with staves  

some one (the name does not appear) in the street near S. Pietro  

Maggiore. Perugino limited himself, in intention, to assault  

and battery, but Aulista had made up his mind for murder.  
The minor and more illustrious culprit was fined ten gold florins,  
and the major one exiled for life.  

Between 1486 and 1499  Perugino resided chiefly in Florence,  
making one journey to Rome and several to Perugia. He was in  

many other parts of Italy from time to time, lie had a regular  
shop in Florenκι, received a great number of commissions,  
and continued developing his practice as an oil-painter, his.  
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system of iuperpcaed layers of colour being essentially the  

same as that of the Van Eycks. One of his most celebrated  

pictures, the "Pieta" in the Pith i Gallery, belongs to the year  
1495. From about 1498 he became increasingly keenafter money,  
frequently repeating his groups from picture to picture, and  

leaving Much of his work to journeymen. In 1499 the gild of  
the cambio (money-changers or bankers) of Perugia asked him  
to undertake the decoration of their audience-hall, and he  
accepted the invitation. This extensive scheme of work, which  

may have been finished within the year ιςοο, comprised the  
painting of the vault with the seven planets and the signs of  

the zodiac (Perugmo doing the designs and his pupils most  
probably the executive work) and the representation en the walls  
of two sacred subjects—the" Nativity " and " Transfiguration"  

—the Eternal Father, the four virtues of Justice, Prudence,  

Temperance and Fortitude, Cato as the emblem of wisdom,  
and (in life size) numerous figures of classic worthies, p τορheιs  
and sibyls. On the mid-pilaster of the hall Perugino placed his  
own portrait in bust-form. It is probable that Raphael, who  
in boyhood, towards 1496, had been placed by his uncles under  
the tuition of Perugino, bore a hand in the work of the vaulting.  
It may have been about this time (though some accounts date  
the event a few years later) that Vannucd married a young and  

beautiful wife, the object of his fond affection; he loved to ace  

her handsomely dressed, and would often deck her out with his  
own bands. lIe was made one of the ρriοτs of Perugia in iso:.  

While Perugino, though by no means stationary or unpro-
gressive e5 an executive artist, was working contentedly upon the  
old lines and carrying out the ancient conceptions, a mighty  

wave of new art flooded Florence with its rush and Italy with  

its rumour. Michelangelo, twenty-five years of age in 1500,  

following after and distancing Leonardo der Vinci, was opening  
men's eyes and minds to possibilities of achievement as yet  
unsurmised. Vannucd in Perugia heard Buoiiarroti bruited  

abroad, απd was impatient to see with his own eyes what the  
stir was all about. In 1504 he allowed his apprentices and  

assistants to disperse, and returned to Florence. Though not  
openly detracting, he viewed with jealousy and some grudging  
the advances made by Michelangelo; and Michelangelo on his  

part replied, with the intolerance which pertains tο superiority,  
to the faint praise or covert dispraise of his senior and junior in  

the aTt On one occasion, in company, he told Perugino to  
his face that he was "a bungler in art" (gojo "ell' erle). Van-
nucci brought, with equal indiscretion and i11 success, an action  
for defamation of character. Put on his mettle by this mortifying  
transaction, he determined to show what he could do, and he  
produced the rhrf-d'auwe of the "Madonna and Saints" for  
the . Cetera of Pavia. The constituent parts of this noble  

work have now been sundered. The only portion which remains  
in the Certosa is a figure of God the Father with cherubim.  
An "Annunciation"  has disappeared from cognisance; three  
compartments—the Virgin adoring the infant Christ, St Michael,  
and St Raphael with Tobias--are among the choicer treasures  
of the National Gallery, London. The current story that  

Raphael bore a band in the work is not likely lobe true. This  
was succeeded in 1 505 by an "Assumption," in the Cappella dei  

Rabatta, in the church of the Servi in Florence. The painting  

may have been executed chiefly by a pupil, and was at any rate  

a failure: it was much decried; Perugino lost his scholars; and  

towards ι506 he once more and finally abandoned Florence,  
going to Perugia, and thence in a year or two to Rome.  

Pope Julius II. had summoned Perugino to paint the Stanza  
in the Vatican, now called that of the Incendio del Borgo; but  
he soon preferred a younger competitor, that very. Raphael who  
had been trained by the aged master of Perugia; and Vannucci,  

after painting the ceiling with figures of God the Father in  
different glories, in five medallion-subjects, found his occupation  

gone; he retired from Rome, and was once more in Perugia from  

X512. Among his latest works one of the best is the extensive  
allar-piece (minted between τςτ a and 1517) of S. Agostino in  
Perugia; the component parts of it are now dispersed is various  
generiea.  

Perugino's last frescoes were painted for the monastery of  

S. Agnese in Perugia, and in ι5z" for the church Of .Castello di  
Fortignano hard by. Both series have disappeared from their  
places, the second being now in the Victoria and Albert Museum.  
lie was still at Fontignano in 1524 when the plague broke out,  

and bodied. He was buried in unconsecrated ground in a field,  

the precise spot now unknown. The reason for so obscure and  
unwonted a mode of burial has been discussed, and religious  

scepticism on the painter's own part has been assigned as the  
cause; the fact, however, appears to be that, on the sudden  

and widespread outbreak of the * Ιague the panic-struck local  
authorities ordained that all victims of the disorder should  

be at once interred without any waiting for religious rites. -This  
leads us to speak of Perugino's opinions on religion. Vssari is  
our chief, but not our sole, authority for saying that Vannuca  
had very little religion, and was an open and obdurate disbeliever  
in the immortality of the soul. Fora reader of the present day  

it is easier than it was for Vasań  to suppose that Penugino tray  
have been a materialist, and yet just as good and laudable a  
man as his orthodox Catholic neighbours or brother-artists;  
still there is a strong discrepancy between the quality of his art,  

in which all is throughout Chriatiail, Catholic, devotional, and  
even pietistic, and the character of an anti-Christian con-
temner of the doctrine of immortality. It is difficult to reconcile  

this discrepancy, and certainly not a little difficult also to suppose  
that Vasari was totally mistaken in his assertion; he was born  

twenty years before Perugino's death, and must have talked with  

scores of people to whom the Umbrian painterhad been well  

known. We have to remark that Perugino in 1494 painted  
his own portrait, now in the Uflzi Gallery of Florence, απd into  
this he introduced a scroll lettered " Timete Deum." That an  

open disbeliever should inscribe himself with " Timete Deum"  

seems odd. The portrait in question shows a plump face, with  

small dark eyes, a short but well-cut nose, and sensuous lips;  

the neck., is thick, the her bushy and frizzled, and the general  
air imposing. The later portrait in the Cambio of Perugia  

shows the same face with traces of added years. Perugino died  
possessed of considerable property, leaving three sons.  

Among the very numerous works of Perugino a few not already  

named require mention. Towards :496 he painted the "Cruet-  
fixion," in S. Maria Maddalens dei Pazzi, Florence. The attribu-
tion to him of the picture of the marriage of Joseph and the Virgin  

Mary (the " Sposalizia ") now in the museum of Caen, which served  

indisputably as the original, to a great extent, of the still more  

famous " Sροιaliziο " which was painted by Raphael in 1504, and  

which forms a leading attraction of the Ilrera Gallery in Milan,  
is now questioned, and it is assigned to Lo S ρa¢na. A vastly  
finer work of Perugino's is the "Ascension of Christ,' which, painted  

a littler earlier fir S. Pietro of Perugia, has for years past been in the  

museum of Lyons; the other portions of the same altar-piece are  

dispersed in other galleries. In the chapel of the Disciplinati of  

Citth dells Piere is an "Adoration of the Magi," a square of 21 ft.  
containing about thirty life-sized figures; this was executed, with  

scarcely credible celerity from the 1st to the 25th of Match (or  
thereabouts) in ι505, erns must no doubt be in greet part the work  
of Vannucci' s pupils. In 1507, when the master's work had for years  
been in a course of decline and his performances were generally  
Weak, he produced, nevertheless, one of his best pictures—the  
" Virgin between St Jerome and St Francis," now in the Palazao  
Penns. In S. Onofno of Florence is a much lauded and much-
debated fresco of the " last Supper," a careful and blandly correct  
but not inspired work; it has been ascribed to Perugino by some  
connoisseurs, by others to Raphael; it may more probably be by  
some different pupil of the Umbrian master.  

Auraomrixs.—ln addition to Crowe and Cavaltaselle, see Di  
Ps lro Ρnιgiαο e degli uoiari (1804); Mezzanotte, ViM, &c.,  dί  
Piety, Vaaneuci ('836); Mariotti, Lees-re p rIIer tit Pei'sg'ns ( ι788);  
Claude Phillips (in The Portfolio) (1893); G. C. Williamson, Perugiao  
('900 and 1903). (W. M. R.)  

PERUKE. an artificial head of hair, a wig. The word is  
from Fr, perruque, an adaptation of Ital. perru'a or pa»tuca.  
This is usually taken, to be from Ital. pcle, hair; Lat. pilra.  
Span. pelere, wig, and Sardinian pilarcna, lock or tuft of .hair,  

support this view. In the ι7th century the English forms  
which the French word took, such as peerrck or pars, were  
corrupted into pmeyke, said thence into pexewyh, perewig, and  
lastly "periwig" which again was sb οτt πed into "4" the  
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common term for all types of attificift heads of hair. Periwig  
is sometimes confined ιο the heavy full-bottomed wigs worn  
from the reign of Charles IL to the isitsoduction of the light,  
tailed wig of the x8th century.  

PERUZZI, BAI,DASSABE (τ481-1536), Italian architect  
and painter of the Roman school, was born at Ancajano, in  
the diocese of Volterra, and passed his early.life at Siena, where  
his father resided. While quite young Peruzzi went to Rome,  
and there studied architecture and painting; in the latter be  
was at first a follower of Perugeno. The choir frescoes in  
Sant' Onafńo on the Janiculen WIT, tmually' uttrib υted to  
Pinturiccbio, are by his hand. One of the first works which  
brought renown to the young architect was the villa on the banks  
of the Tiber in Rome now known as the F αanesina, originally  
built for the Sienese Agostino Chigi, a wealthy banker. This  
villa, like all Feuzzi's works, is remarkable for its graceful  
design and the delicacy of its detail. It is best known for the  
frescoes painted there by Raphael and his pupils to illustrate  
the stories of Psyche and Galatea. One of theloggiebasfrcscees  
by Perusal's own hand—the story of Medusa. On account of  
his success Perusal was appointed by Leo X. in 1520 architect  
tο St Peter's at a salary of 250 scudi; his design for its comple-
lion was not, however, carried out. During the sack of Rome  
in 1527 Peruzzi barely escaped with his life, on condition of his  
painting the portrait of Constable de Bourbon, who had been  
killed during the siege (see VASARi). From Rome he escaped to , 
Siena, where he was made city architect, and designed fortifica-
lions for its defence, a great part of which still exist. Soon  
afterwards he returned to Rome, where he made designs for a  
palace for the Orsini family, and built the palaces Massimi and  
Vidonl, as well as others in the south of Italy. He died h ι  
1536, and was buried by the side of Raphael in the Pantheon.  

Peruzzi was an eager student of mathematics and was also  
a fair classical scholar. Like many of the grit artists of his  
time, he was remarkable for the varied extent of his knowledge  
and skill. A most able architect, a fair painter, and a scientific  
engineer, he also practised minor arts, such as stucco-work in  
relief, sgraffitn, and the decorative painted arabesques which  
the influence of Raphael did so much to bring into use. His  
bat existing works in fresco are in the Castel di Belcaro and the  
church of Fontegiusta in Siena. For Siena Cathedral he also  
designed s magnificent wooden organ-case, painted and gilt,  
rich with carved arabesques in friezes and pilasters; he also  
designed the high altar and the Cappella del Battista.  

His chief pupil was the architect Sulio, who, in his work on  
architecture, gratefully acknowledges the great debt he owed to  
Perusal's instruction. The English National Gallery pOssesses  
an interesting drawing by his hand. The subject is the " Adora-
tion of the Magi," and it is of special value, because the heads  
of the three kings are portraits of Wchelangelo, Raphael, and  
Titian. The 1.718z1 and the library at Siena contain a number  
of Peruzzi's designs and drawings, many of which are now of  
ρciceless value, as they show ancient buildings which have  
been destroyed since the ιό th century.  

AuueoaeTiss.—Vasaxi, Vila di Baldassare Puuzs€ (Milanesi's ed.,  
1882), iv. 489• Milizia, .Mcinorie degli archiktli (1781, I. 210-215);  
Della Valle, .keer sensi (1782-1786); Gaye,  Carleggie inedito  

d' a ιtύ si (1839-3840); Lanzi, Skein piliorica (1804); and Plainer,  
Sex-hrc11uag der S1adt Ram (1830-1842).  

ΡRRVΙΟΙLΙUItl 1  VSNSRIS, the Vigil of Venus, a short  
Latin poem. The author, date, and place of composition are  
unknown. The poem probably belongs to the and or 3rd  
century A.O. An article signed L. Ragneltius in the Classical  
Resiew ,(May tees) assigns it to Sidonius Apoilinaris (5th cent.)  
It was written professedly in early spring on the eve of  a 
three-nights' festival of Venus (probably Apn7 1-3). It  
deκrίbes in .poetical language the annual awakening of the  
vegetable and animal world through the goddess. It consists  
of ninety-three verses in trocbaic septenarii, and is divided  
into strophes of unequal length by the refrain:  

" Cns amet qai nnntuam amavit; qufque aniavi't ems amet." 
 ' Pmigiliura was the teem for a nocturnal festival in honour of  

sees divinity, especially Sons Ike.  

F.ditlo princepa (8s7y): e οdern editions .by F. Bicheler (t8).  
A. Rime in detengte lalina (1869), B. Behrens in Uaedierk Wm-
&de Ge Jwhk (1877^)); S. G. Owen (with Catullus, 1893). There are  
translations into επgιish verse by Thomas Stanley (1651) and  
Thomas Parnell. author of The Hermii; on the text see J. W. Macksll  
in Journal of Fhikbgy (1888), vol. xvii.  

PSSARO (enc. ?isaurux, q.sJ, a city and seaport of the  
Marches, Italy, the capital of the province of Pesaro and Urbino,  
situated on· the coast of the Adriatic 37 m. N.W. of Ancona by  
rail, on the right bank of the Foglia, the ancient Pisaurus. The  
ground on which it is built is only from ιο to 40 ft. above the  
sea, but it is surrounded by hills—on the Ε. by Monte Ardizio,  
on the W. by Monte Acdo or San Bartolo, which derives one  
of its names from the tradition that the Roman dramatist  
L. Attics was born and buried on the spot. Upon this hill stands  
the Villa Imperiale, the foundation stone of which was laid by  
the emperor Frederick I ΙΙ., built by the Sforza, and decorated  
with fine stucco ceilings and wall paintings and pavements  
of majolica plaques. A new palace was begun in 1530 by the  
Conga for Eleonora Gonzaga, but never finished. The city walls  
were in 1830 transformed into a public promenade. Besides  
the ancient cathedral of the Annunciation (restored since 1860)  
with a rath-century mosaic pavement, there are a number of  
smaller churches, several with Gothic portals. One of these,  
the church of San Freecesto, now used as a cathedral, contains  
the" Coronation of the Virgin "by Giovanni Bcllini ,  the largest  
and most important of his wοτks outside Venice. The most  
conspicuous buildings are the prefecture (a palace originally  
erected in 1455-1465  by the Dalmatian architect Luciano des  
Laurana for the Sforza, and restored by Francesco Maria dells  
Rovere in the ι ό ih century, the Rossini theatre (opened in ι8ι8),  
the fortress of Rocca Costanzia (built by Costanzo Sforza in  
1474, Iaurana being the architect), and the large lunatic asylum.  
The composer Gioacchino Rossini, who was a native of Pesaro,  
left all his fortune to found a musical lyceum in the city, and his  
statue by Marochetti (1864) stands near the railway station.  
The O1ivieri library (established by the antiquary of that name,  
author of Harmers pisaueciuia, &c.) contains about 14,000  
volumes, MSS. of Tasso, &c., inscriptions and various antiquities,  
and a very fine collection of majolica (one of the btat in Italy)  
from the old Urbino and ether manufactories. The Museo  
Moses, left by its owner to the town, contains important collec-
tions of faience, furniture, &c. Among the Industries of Pesaro  
are the growing, spinning and weaving of silk, tanning,  iron-
founding, and the manufacture of glass and pottery. It is also  
the centre of a rich agricultural district. The harbour is of no  
great Importance, but there is a small export trade in wine,  
olives, silk and glass. Pop. ( τ gee), 14,768  (town); 24,823  
(commune).  

Destroyed by Vitiges the Goth, the town was restored and  
strengthened by Belisańus, and afterwards along with Ancona,  
Faso, Senigallia, and Rimini formed the Pentapolis Maritima.  
In the course of the 13th century Pesaro was sometimes under  
the government of the popes, sometimes under that of the  
emperors; but the Malatcata family, which first took root in the  
city about ι a85, gradually became the real masters of the place.  
In 1445 they sold their rights to Francesco Sforza; and in 1512,  

through the influence of Julius I1., the Sforza were supplanted  
by his nephew Francesco Maria, duke of Urbino. Leo X. took  
the city army from Francesco and gave it to Lo τεnzo de' Medici;  
but on Lorenzo's death Francesco was restored and Pesaro  
became the ordinary residence of the dukes of Urbino till the  
death of Francesco Maria II. in 1631, when it reverted to the  
States of the Church. It has formed net of the present kingdom  
of Italy since• ι86o. Terenzio Mamiani dells Rovere, pat and  
statesman, was hero at Pesaro in τ8oa  

FSSGADO8W (i.e. fishers,) a group of islands (called  
by the Japanese 11583 18 or 18k0 Gauloj lying 30 m. west  
of Formosa, from which they are separated by the Pescadores  
Channel, about the tropic of Cancer. The islands number 48  
(25 inhabited), have a. coast-line of 98-67 miles, a total 'axes  of 
8310sq. m.,anda populatlonof about , οοο,princiραυυChinese.  
net  and with unproductive soil, they are swept during one  
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bail of the year by violent N.E. winds, and also lie full in the  
path ό ! the numerous typhoons that rush up the Strait of  
Formosa. Meteorological observations taken by the Japanese  
during a period of three years show that the annual average  

number of stormy days is 237. The anchorage is at Mako  
(Makytl or Makun) on the principal island of Penghu. The  
chief Industry is fishing (whence the old Spanish name which  
has come into general use) and dried fish are cxported.  

PESCARA. FERNANDO FRΑΝCΕSCΟ DAVALOS, MAlQIJIS  
or (0489-1525), Italian condoltiie, was born at Naples, his  
family being of Spanish origin. Rodrigo (Roy) Loper Davalos,  
his great-grandfather, a noble of Toledo, who had taken an  
active part in the civil wars of Castile in the reign of John 1I.  

(1407-1454). had been driven into exile, and died at Valencia.  

Itigo (Ignatius), his son, entered the service of Alphonse of  
Argon and Naples, followed his master to Italy, and there,  
making an advantageous marriage with a lady of the family  
of Aquino, was created marquis of Pescara. His son Alphonse,  
who succeeded him in the marguisate, married a lady of the  
Sicilian branch of the Spanish family of Cardona, and when  
he was treacherously killed, during a French invasion of Naples,  
his only son Fernando, or Ferranle, was a child in arms. At  
the age of six the boy was betrothed to Vittoria Colonna (q.r.),  
daughter of the general Fabrizio Colonna, and the marriage was  
celebrated in 1509. His position as a noble of the Aragonesc  
party in Naples made it incumbenton him to support Ferdinand  
the Catholic in his Italian wars. in 1512 he commanded a body  
of light cavalry at the battle of Ravenna, where he was wounded  
and taken prisoner by the French. Thanks to the intervention  
of one of the foremost of the French generals, the Malian  
J. J. Trivulzio, who was his connexion by marriage, he was  
allowed to ransom himself for fl00o ducats. He commanded  
the Spanish infantry at the battle of La Mona, or Vicenza,  
on the 7th of October 1513. It was on this occasion that he  

called his men before the charge to take care to step on him  

before the enemy did if he fell. From the battle of Vicenza  
in 1513, down to the battle of La Bicucca on the 29th of April  
1522, he. continued to serve in command of the Spaniards and  
as the colleague rather than the subordinate of Prosper Colonna.  
It was only by the accident of his birth at Naples that Pescara  
was an Italian. He considered himself a Spaniard, spoke  
Spanish at all times, even to his wife, and was always surrounded  
by Spanish soldiers and officers. His opinion of the Italians as  
fighting men was unfavourable and was openly expressed. After  
the battle of La Bicocca Charles V. appointed Prosper Colonna  
commander-in-chief. Pescara, who considered himself aggrieved,  
made a journey to Valladolid in Spain, where the emperor then  
was, to state his own claims. Charles V., with whom he had  
long and confidcotinl interviews, persuaded him to submit for  
the time to the superiority of Colonna. But in these meetings  
he gained the confidence of Charles V. His Spanish descent  
and sympathies marked him out as a safer commander of the  
imperial troops in Italy than an Ιtaliαη could have been. When  
Francis I. invaded Italy in 1524 Pescara was appointed as lieu-
tenant of the emperor to repel the invasion. The difficulties  
of his position were very great, for there was much discontent  
in the army, which was very ill paid. The tenacity, patience  
and tact of Pescara triumphed over all obstacles. His influence  
over the veteran Spanish troops and the German mercenaries  
kept them loyal during the long siege of Pavia On the 24th of  
February 1525 he defeated and took prisoner Francis I. by a  

brilliant attack. Pescara's plan was remarkable for its  
audacity and for the skill be showed in destroying the superior  
French heavy cavalry by assailing them in flank with a mixed  
force of harquebusiers and light horse. It was believed that  
he was dissatisfied with the treatment he had received from the  
emperor; and Girolamo Morone, secretary to the duke of Milan,  
approached him with a scheme for expelling French, Spaniards  
and Germans alike from Italy, and for gaining a throne for  
himself. Pescara may have listened to the tempter, but in  
act he was loyal. He reported the offer to Charles V. and put  
Morons into prison. His health however had begun to give  

way under the strain of wounds and exposure* and be died at  
Milan on the 4th of November 1525. Pescara had no children;  
his title descended to his cousin the marquis del Vesto, also a  
distinguished imperial generaL  

Ai,ynoxsTlEs.—'Tbe life of Pesqara was written in Latin by Paolo  
Giovio, and is included in the Vilo' iilaslrium ei τοιαι s, ρnnted at  
Repel 1578. Giovio's Latin Life was translated by L. Domeniddi,  
the translator of his gther works, and published at Florence, sat.  

The Spanish Historic del ort ιssίmo y jirudouissimo wpitaa Do,,  
Ileraando de Aeaks, by El Maestro P. Vallh (Antwerp, 1553),  
is also a translation of Giovio. See also Mignet, Rwalilt de Fr αaςοis  
14 et de Charles QuiaI (Paris, 1875),  which gives references to all  
authorities. (D. H.)  

FESCARA, a river of Italy, formed by the confluence of the 
 Gizio and Atemm. and flowing into the Adriatic at the small town  

of Pescara. This town occupies the site of the ancient Aternum,  
the terminus of the Via Claudia Valerie, and up to 1867 a fortress  
of some importance. The railway from S υlmaιa follows the  
Pescara valley and joins the coast line to Brindisi at Pescara.  
In this valley, 22 m. from the sea, was the site of the ancient  
Interpromium, a town belonging probably to the Paeligni; and  
not far off is the very fine Cistercian abbey church of S. Clemente  
di Casauń a, founded by the emperor Louis II. in 871. The  
present building belongs to the s sth century. The sculptures  
of the portals, the pulpit, the Paschal candelabrum, &c., and  
the bronze doors of this period are important. The chronicle  
of the abbey, of the end of the 12th century, lain the Bibliotheque  
rationale at Paris.  

See V. Rindi, Μoaamenti d&tfi A miss? (Naples, 1889), pp. 405 sqq.;  
P. L. Calore in Arcbwsio slor.co dali' arts (Rome, ι89ι), iv. 9  aqq.  

ΡΕSCΗΙΕΕΑ SUL OARDA, a fortress of Venetia, Italy, is  
the province of Verona, on an island in the Mindo at its outlet  
from the lake of Cards, 77 m. by rail Ε. of Milan. It was one  
of the famous fortresses of the Quadrilateral, the chief bulwark  
of the Austrian rule in Italy until 1866 (Mantua, Legriago and  
Verona being the other three) and has played a prominent part  
in all the campaigns conducted in north Italy, more especially  
during the Napoleonic wan. It was taken by the Piedmontese  
from the Austrians, after a gallant defence by General Rath  
lasting six weeks, on the 30th of May 0848, and slot* that date  
has been in Italian hands.  

PESCIA, a town of Tuscany, Italy, in the province of Lucca,  
from which it is ι5 m. Ε.Ν.Ε. by rail, 203 ft. above sea-level.  
Pop. (igon), 12,400 (town); iS,000 (commune). The cathedral,  
restored in 1693, contains the fine chapel of the Tueini family,  
built for Baldassare Tuńni (d. 1540) by Giuliano di Bacdo of  
Florence, with his tomb by Raflaello des Moatelupo. The  
town also has some buildings by Lazzaro Buggiano, the pupil  
and adoptive son of Bronciksch Ι. It has silk and paper manu-
factures.  

PESETA, a silver coin and unit of value, the Spanish equivalent  
of the French, Belgiar, and Swiss franc, the Italian ire and the  
Greek drackma in the Latin monetary union. The peen (Lest.  
peasum, weight), of which pasta is a diminutive, was a Spanish  
coin of gold, peso de o το, or silver, peso de plate, once current in  
Spain and her colonies, and now the name of a silver coin of  
many South American states. The peso Is also the flame of  
the Mexican dollar.  

PESHAWAR, a city of British India, the capital of the  
North-West Frontier Province, giving its name to a district.  
The city is situated near the left bank of the ń verBara, r τ m. from  
Jamrud at the entrance of the Khyher Pass, the railway station  
being 1588 m. north-west of Calcutta; pop. (19 οs), 95,147.  Two  
miles west of the native city are the cantonments, forming the  
principal military station of the North-West Frontier Province.  
Peshawar lies within a horseshoe' ring of hills' on the edge of  
the mountain barmier which separates India from Afghanistan,  
and through it have parsed nearly all the invaders from the north.  
The native quarter is a huddle of fat.roofed houses within mud  
walls, crowded along narrow, crooked slmys; there is but one fairly  
wide street of shops. Here fot many centuries the Peosadeks,  
or Afghan travelling merchants, have brought their caravans  
from Kabul, Bokhara and Samarkand essay autumn. They  
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bring horses,' wool, wώ llen stuffs, silks, dyes ,^ gold-thread,  
fruits, precious stones, carpets and poshtins (sheepskin clothing),  
fighting and buying their way to the British border, where,  
leaving their arms, they are free to wander at will to Delhi,  
Agra and Calcutta, The chief speciality of Peshawar consists  
of bright-coloured serve called lsngis; wax-cloth and ones-
mental needle-work are also local products, as well as knives  
and small arms.  . 

The district of Pzssawea bas an area of stirs sq. m.; pop.  
(reri), 788,707, showing an increase of ιο'8% in the  
decade. Except on the south-east, where the Ιπdus Bows,  
it is encircled by mountains which are inhabited by the  
Mohmand, Utman Khel and Mridi tribes. The plain consists  
of alluvial deposits of silt and gravel. The district is naturally  
fertile and well watered, and is irrigated by the Swat River  
Canal. The principal crops are wheat, barley, maize, millets  
and oil-seeds, with a little cotton and sugar-cane. Pesbawar  
also produce a fine variety of rice, known as "Bars rice,"  
after the river which irrigates it. The North-Western  railway 
crosses the district from Attock, and has been extended  
from Peshawar city to Jamrud for military purposes. The  
district is chiefly inhabited by Pathan; there are some Hindus  
engaged in trade as bankers, merchants and shop-keepers  

In early times the district of Peshawar seems to have had an  
essentially Indian population, for it was not till the τ 5th century  
that its present Pathan inhabitants occupied it. Under the  
name of Gandham it was a centre of Buddhism, and especially  
Graeco-Buddhtsm. Rock-edicts of Asoka still exist at two place;  
and a dupe excavated in 1409 was found to contain as inscri ρτίό η  
of Kanishka, as well as relics believed to be those of Buddha  
himself. The last of the Indian Buddhist kings was conquered  
by Mahmud of Ghazni in r0oq. The Mogul emperors always  
found difficulty in maintaining their authority over the Afghan  
border tribes, who finally established their independence during  
the reign of Aurangzeb. Peshawar was a favourite residence  
of the Afghan dynasty founded by Ahmed Shah Durrani, and  
here Mountstuart Elpń instone came as ambassador to Shah  
Shujah in ι8οg. A few years later Raajtt Singh crossed the  
Indus, and after much herd fighting Sikh authority was firmly  

established under General Avitabile in 1834. In 1848 the whole  
of the Punjab passed to the British. During the Mutiny,  

after the sepoy regiments had been disarmed, Peahawar was a  

source of strength rather than of danger, though Sir John  
Lawrrnce did at one time contemplate the necessity of surrender-
ing it to the Afghan, in order to preserve the rest of Northern  
India.  

Π1ΟΙΗIA, or PssmN, a district of Baluchistan. Area s7 η7  
sq. m. Pop. (1900), 50,200. It consists of a large plain surrounded  
on three sides by hills, which formerly belonged to Afghan-
istan but was ceded to the British by the treaty of Gandamak  
in 1879. This plain is of considerable strategic importance, as  
it forms the focus of a great number of routes leading from  
Sind and the Punjab frontier districts to Kandahar, and is  
intersected by the Sind-Peshin railway. The agricultural  
wealth of Peshin, and consequently its revenues, have increased  
greatly under British administration.  

PSSΗΙΤΤΟ, or Pzsmto (i.e. " simple "), the standard version  
of the Bible in the Syriac language. It was long supposed to  
be the original Syriac version, but is now generally recognized  
as representing a revision made by Rabbula, bishop of Edessa,  
early in the 5th century, an attempt at standardizing the Syriac  
text such as Jerome had made for the Latin in his Vulgate. (See  
Βtacε.)  

ΡΡΡΡSHWA (Persian for "leads" "guide "), the title of the  
head of the Mahratta confederacy in India. Originally the  
peshwa was only prime minister, but afterwards be supplanted  
his master and became chief of the state, founding an hereditary  
dynasty, with the capital at Poona. The last peshwa, Bail  
Rao, came into collision with the British, and was dethroned  
in s8 ι8. His adopted son, Nana Sahib, took a leading part in  
the Mutiny of 1857, in revenge jot being deprived of what he  
considered his rights.  

Πς8111lt1811 (from Lat. fasriaws, worst), a word of modem  
coinage, denoting as attitude of hopelessness towards life,  a 
vague general opinion that pain and evil predominate in human  
attain. It is the antithesis of "optimism," which denotes the  
view that on the whole there is a balance of good and pleasure,  
or at least that in the long rim good will triumph. Between  
optimism and ρeasίmism is.the theory of" melioriam, ' according  
to which the world on the whole makes progress in goodness  
The average man is pessimist or optimist not on theoretical  
grounds, but owing to the circumstances of his life, his material  
prosperity, his bodily health, bis general temperament. Perhaps  
the most chametedstic example of unsystematic pessimism  
is the language of Ecelesiastea, who concludes that "all is  
vanity."  

Pessimism and optimism Lave, however, been expressed in  
systematic philosophical forms, a brief summary only of which  
need here be given. Such systems have been elaborated chiefly  
by modern thinkers, but the germs of the ideas are found widely  
spread in the older Oriental philosophies and in pre-Christian  
European thought. Generally' speaking, p '.i+m may be  
found in all pantheistic and materialistic systems. It is im-
portant, however, to point out an essential distinction. The  

thinker who sees man confronted by the infinite non-morel  
forces presumed by natural pantheism inevitably predominating  
over the finite powers of men may appear to the modem Chtlatian  
theologian or to the evolutionIst as a hopeless pessimist, and yet  
may himself have concluded that, though the future holds out  
no prospect save that of annihilation, man may yet by prudence  
and are enjoy a considerable measure of happiness Pessimism,  
therefore, depends upon the individual point of view, and the  
term is frequently used merely inaoondemnatory sense by Mdstile  
critics. The attitude of a man who denies the doctrine of  
immortality and rejoices in the denial Is not strictly pessimistic.  
A Christian again may be pessimistic about the present; be  
must logically be optimistic about the future—a teleological  
view of the universe implies optimism on the whole; the agnostic  
may be indifferent to, or. pessimistic, regarding the future, while  
exceedingly satisfied with life as he finds it.  

This complex view of life is exemplified by Plato, whose general  
theory of idealism is entirely optimistic. In analysing the world  
of phenomena he necessarily take a pessimistic view because  
phenomena are merely imitation more or less removed from  
reality, i.e. from the good. Yet the idealistic postulate of a  
mmnwas bosun is in result optimistic, and this view predomin-
ated among the Stoics and the Neopiatonists. Thp Epicureans,  
on the other hand, were empirical pessimists. Man is able  
to derive a measure of enjoyment from life in spite of the non-
existenα of the orthodox gods; yet this enjoyment is on the  
whole negative, the avoidance of pain. A similar view is that  
of the ancient sceptics.  

Oriental pessimism, at least as understood by Europeans,  
is best exemplified in Buddhism, which finds in human life  
sorrow and pain. But all pain and sorrow are incidental to  
the human being in his individual capacity. He who will cast  
aside the " Bonds," the "Intoxications," the "Hindrances,"  

and tread the Noble Eightfold Path (see Busiomss') which leads  
to Nirvana, will attain the ideal, the "Fruit of Arabatsbip,"  
which is described in terms of glowing praise in the Pali hymns.  
This, the original doctrine of the Buddha, though not adopted  
in the full sense by all his followers, is in fact at least as optimistic  
as any optimism of the West. To all it " pessimIsm "is merely  
to apply to it a characteristically Western principle according  
to Which happiness is impossible without personality. The  
true Buddhist on the contrary looks forward with enthusiasm  
to this absorption into eternal bliss.  

In Europe on the whole the so-called pessimistic attitude  
was commoner in the Teutonic north than in the Mediterranean  
basin. But even here the hopefulness as regards a future life,  
in which the inequalities of the present would be rectified, com-
pensated for the gloomy fatalism with which the present was  

The earliest example given in the New E*glis.b Dictionary is  
in S. T. Coleridge'. Lessen (1794).  
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regarded. the advent of Christianity, with its categorical  
assertion of future happiness for the good, to a large extent  

did away with pessimism in the true sense. In Leibnitz we  
find a philosophic or religious optimism, which saw in the universe  
the perfect work of a God who from all possibilities selected the  
best. Kant, though pessimistic as regards the actual man, is  
optimistic regarding his moral capacity. To Hegel similarly  
the world, though evil at any moment, progresses by cosillsct  
and suffering towards the good.  

Passing over the Italian Leopardi we may notice two lead-
ing modem pessimists, Schopenheuer and von Hartmann.  
Schopenhauer emphasizes the pessimistic side of Hegel's thought.  
The universe is merely blind Will, not thought; this Will is  
irrational, purposeless and therefore unhappy. The world  
being a picture of the Will is therefore similarly unhappy.  
Desire is a state of unhappiness, and the satisfaction of desire  
is therefore merely the removal of pain. Von Harlmann's doctrine  
of the Unconscious is in many respects similar to Schopenheuer's  
doctrine of the Will. The Unconscious which combines Will  
and Reason is, however, primarily Will. The workings of this 

 Wig are irrational primarily, but, as in its evolution it becomes  
more rationalized and understands the whole meaning of the  
Weltschmerz, it ultimately reaches the point at which the desire  
for existence is gone. This choice of final nothingness differs  
from that of Schopcnhauer in being collective and not individual.  
The pessimism of Schopcnheuer and Hartmann docs not,  
however, exclude a certain ultimate mysticism, which bears  
some analogy to that of Buddhism.  

Pessimism is naturally connected with materialist, optimism  
with idealist, views of life. The theories of the modern evolution-
ist school, however, have introduced into materialistic theory  
a new optimistic note in doctrines such as that of the survival  
of the fittest. Such doctrines regard the progress of humanity  

as on the whole tending to the greater perfection, and are  
markedly optimistic in contrast with earlier theories that  
progressive differentiation is synonymous with progressive  
decay. Similarly the cynical contempt which Nietzsche shows  
for morality and the conventional virtues is counterbalanced  
by the theory of the Vbermeusch, the highest type of manhood  
which by struggle has escaped from the ordinary weaknesses  
of normal humanity.  

See James Sully, Pessimism: Α History and a Criticism (1877);  
Caro, Le Pessimume as xix' tilde (1878); Salcus, Thu Anatomy of  
Negαtioa (1886); Tulloch, Modern Theories on Philosophy and  
Re iginn (1884); William James, The lVill tο &&lime; Dohring, Der  
Werth des Lebens (1865); Meyer. Weltdend uad Wdlschmerz (1872);  
Ε. l'flriderer, Der modern Pessimismus (1875); Agnes Taubert  
(Hartmann), Der Pessimismus sad seine Ccgucr (1873); Gass,  
Oplimismus and Pessimismus (1876); Rehmke, Die Philos. des  
Wdlsehmerzes (18776); Huber, Der Pessimismus (1876); von Gopher,  
Der mode,ne P. (18778); PαιιΙscο, Schopenhawer. Harald, Mephaslo.  
picks (1900); Kowafewski. Studies rue Psyciiologie des P. (1904).  

PESSINUS (Πεσι'roúe, Hwwaoii), an ancient city of Galatia  
in Asia Minor, situated on the lowest southern slope of Mt  
Dindymus, on the left bank of the river Sangarius, not far from  
its source. The ruins, discovered by Texier, lie round the village  

of Bala-Hisser, 8 or 9 m. S.E. of Sivri-liissar. They include  
a theatre in partial preservation, but they have been mostly  
carried off to Sivri-liissar, which is largely built out of them . 
Originally a Phrygian city, probably on the Persian "Royal  
Road," it became the capital of the Gallic tribe Tolistobogii  
and the chief commercial city of the dist ń ct. It contained the  
most famous sanctuary of the mother of the gods (Cybele), who  
here went by the name of Agdistis, and was associated with  
the god Attis, as elsewhere with Sabazius, &c. Her priests  
were also princes, who bore rule not only in the city (the coinage  
of which, beginning about too B.c., was for long issued by them)  
but also in the country round, deriving a large revenue from  
the temple estates; but in the time of Strabo (4.n. 19-s ο) their  
privileges were much diminished. Tho high-priest always bore  
the god's name Attis. h the crisis of the second Punic War  
(205 n.c.), when the Romans lost faith in the efficacy of their  
own religion to save the state, the Senate, in compliaiice with  
an oracle in the Sibyllinc books tο the effect that the foreign  

foe could be driven from Italy if the !deeas Mother (Cybele)  

were brought from Ρessinus to Rome, sent ambassadors to  
the town, who obtained the sacred stone which was the symbol  

of the goddess and brought it to Rome, where the worship of  
Cybele was established. But the goddess continued to be  
worshipped in her old home; her priests, the Galli, went out to  

welcome Manlius on his march in 189 8.C., which slows that the  
town was not yet in the hands of the Tolistobogii. Soon after  
this a splendid new temple of the goddess was built by the  
Pergamenian kings. Some time before X64 B.C. Pessinus fell  
into the power of the Gauls, and the membership of the priestly  
college was then equally divided between the Gauls and the  
old priestly families. Like Ancyra and Tavium, Pessinus was  

Romanized first and Hellenized afterwards. Only about a. D.  
165 did Hellenic ways and modes of thought begin to be  

assumed; before that we find a deep substratum of Celtic feeling  

and ways, on which Roman elements had been superimposed  
without filtering through a Hellenic medium. Christianity was  

introduced late; it cannot be traced before the 4th century.  

When Galatia was divided into two provinces (en). 3 86-395)  
Pcssinus was made the capital of Galatia Secunda or Salutaris,  
and it became a metropolitan bishopric. After the e6th century  

it disappears from history, being supplanted, from the begin.  
ning of the period of Saracen invasion, by the impregnable  
fortress Justinienopolis (Sivri-Hissar), which became the capital  

and the residence of the bishop, thenceforward called " arch-
bishop of Pessinus or of Justinianopolis." (J. G. C. A.)  

PESTALOZZI, JOHANN HEINRICH (ι 746-s827), Swiss  
educational reformer, was born at Zihrich on the nth of January  
1746. His father died when he was young, and he was brought  

up by his mother. Al the university of Zurich he was associated  

with hunter and the party of reform. His earliest years were  

spent in schemes for improving the condition of the people.  

The death of his friend Bluntschli turned him however from  

politics, and induced him to devote himself to education. He  

married at twenty-three and bought a piece of waste land at  

Neuhof in Aargau, where he attempted the cultivation of madder.  

Pestalozzi knew nothing of business, and the Plan failed. Before  
this he bad opened his farm-hour as a school; but in  
1780 he had to give this up also. His first book published at  
this time was The Earning Hours of a Hermit (1780), a series  
of aphorisms and reflections. This was followed by his master-
piece, Leonard and Gertrude (ι78ι), an acehunt of the gradual  
reformation, first of a household, and then of a whole village, by  
the efforts of a good and devoted woman. It was read with  

avidity in Germany, and the name of Pestalozzi was rescued from  
obscurity. The French invasion of Switzerland in 1798 brought  
into relief his truly heroic character. A number of children  
were left in Canton Unterwalden on the shores of the lake of  

Lucerne, without parents, home, food or shelter. Pesialozzi  

collected a number of them into a deserted convent, and spent  

his energies in reclaiming them. During the winter he personally  

tended them with the utmost devotion, but in June 1799 the  
building was required by the French fora hospital, and his charges  

were dispersed. In i80i Pestalozzi gave an exposition of his  

ideas on education in the book How Gertrude teaches her Children.  

His method is to proceed from the easier to the more difi ιcult.  
To begin with observation, to pass from observation to conscious-
ness, from consciousness to speech. Then come measuring,  

drawing, writing, numbers, and so reckoning. In 1799 he had  
been enabled to establish a school at Burgdorf, where he remained  

till 1804. In ι80s, he went as deputy to Paris, and did his  

best to interest Napoleon in a scheme of national education;  

but the greet conqueror said that he could not trouble himself  

about the alphabet. In ι805 he removed to Vverdun on the  
Lake of Neuchatel, and for twenty years worked steadily at  

his task He was visited by all who took interest in education-
Talleyrand, Capo d'Istsia ,  and Mme de Stall. He was praised  
by Wilhelm von Humboldt and by Fichte.. His pupils  

included Ramsauer, Delbrqck, Blochmann, Carl Ritter, Frδbel  
and Zeller. About 181 ς dissensions broke out among the  
teachers of the school, and Pestalozzi's last ten yews were  
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chequered by weariness and sorrow. In 1825 he retired to  
Neubof, the home of his youth; and after writing the adventures  
of his life, and his last work, the Swan's Song, he died at Brugg  on 
the t7th of February ι8s . As he said himself, the real work  
of his life did not lie in llurgdorf or in Yverdun It, lay is the  
principles of education which he practised, the development of  
his observation, the training of the whole man, the sympathetic  
application of the teacher to the taught, of which he left an  
example in his six months' labours at Stanw Be bed the deepest  
effect on all branches of education, and his influence Is far from  
being exhausted.  

Pestalozai's complete works were published at Seυttgaτt in 18r9-
1826, and an edition by Seyflarth appeared at Berlin in 1881.  
Volumes on his life and teaching have been written by De Guimpe  
(1889). Barnard (862), KrBai (1875) and Pinloche (1901).  

PETALTTB, a mineral species consisting of lithium aluminium  
silicate, LiA](SisO')s. The monoclinic crystals approach spodu-
mene (q.a.) is form, which is also a lithium aluminium silicate  
with the formula LiAI(SiO,),. There is a perfect cleavage parallel  
to the basal plane, and the mineral usually occurs in platy  
cleavage masses; on this account it was named, from Gr. τiτaλοr  
(a leaf). The hardness is 6J and the specific gravity 2.4 (that  
of spodumene being 3• z6). The mineral is colourless or οcasion-
ally reddish, varies from transparent to translucent, and has  
a vitreous lustre. It was discovered in ι8οο as cleavage masses  
in an iron mine on the island of Utf in the Stockholm  
arcbipelsgo, where it is associated with lepidolite, tourmaline  
(rubellite and indicolite) and spodumeee. A va riety known as  
"castor " is found as transparent glassy crystals associated with  
poilu= (q.v.) in cavities in the granite of Elba. (1.1.5.)  

PETARD (Fr. p1'ard, plln, to make a slight explosion),  a 
device formerly used by military engineers for blowing in  a 
gate or other barmier. It cEnsisted of a small metal or wooden  
case, usually of sugar-loaf shape, containing a charge of powder  
and fired by a fuse.  

PETAU, DBNY$ (1583-1652), Jesuit scholar, better known  
as DτοxYsινs PETAVIUS, was born at Orleans on the 21st of  
August 2583. Educated at Paris University, he came under the  
influence of Ιsaac Scaliger, who directed his attention towards  
the obscurer fathers of the Church. In e ό03 he was appointed  
to a lectureship at the university of Bourges, but resigned his  
place two years later, in order to enter the Society of Jesus.  
For many years he was professor of divinity at the Collage de  
Clermont, the chief Jesuit establishment in Paris; there he died  
on the iith of December 1652. Re was one of the most  brilliant 
scholars in a learned age. Carrying on and improving the  
chronological labour, of Scaiiger, he published in 1627 an Opas  
dc ducbina keeporusm, which has been often reprinted. An  
abridgment of this work, Ralionań ass kmperum, was translated  
into French and F.ngl;'h, and has been brought down in a modern  
reprint to the year 1849. But Petau's eminence chiefly rests  
on his vast, but unfinished, De £bedogkis dagmalibus, the  
first systematic attempt ever made to treat the development  
of Christian doctrine from the historical point of view.  

PETCHB ιααι or PAtuNAKs a barbarous people, probably  
of Turkish race, who at the end of the 9th century were,driven  
into Europe from the lower Ural, and for about 300 years  

wandered about the northern frontier of the East Roman  

Empire. (See Tuais).  
PETER (Iat. Prints from Gr. sitpce, a rock, hal. Fiώ o,  

Pure,  Pier, Fr. Pierre, Span Pedro, Ger. Peter, Russ. Ρeh),  
a masculine name, derived from the famous surname bestowed by  
Christ upon his apostle Simon ("Thou art Peter and upon this  
rock will I build my church," Matt. xiv. 27-19). The name has  
consequently been very popular in Christian countries It is  
noteworthy, however, that, out of deference to the " prince of  
the apostles " and first bishop of Rome, the name has never been  
assumed by a pope. The biographies which follow are arranged  
in the ode,: (τ) the apostle; (a)kings; (3) other eminent men.  

PETER, CT, the chief of the Twelve Apostles He is known 
 also by other names : (a) " Simon " (Ei µωr) in Mark four times  

and Luke seven times. This use is only round in pairative  

before the story of the mirbon of the apostles: it is also found in  
speeches; Matthew once, Mark once and Luke twice. (b) " Simon  
who is cared Peter" is found in Matthew twice and Acts four  
times. (e) " Simon Peter" is found in Matthew once, Luke  
once, John seventeen times (and perhaps also in a Peter i. τ,  
where the text varies between Simon and Symeon. (d) " Peter "  
is found In Matthew nineteen times, Mark eighteen times,  
Luke sixteen times, Acts fifty-one times, John fifteen times,  
Galatians twice, τ Peter once. (e) " Cephns " is found in John  
once, Galatians four times, τ Corinthians four times. (J) Symeoo  
(Zepa r) is found in Acts ones It appear that the apostle  
lad two names, each existing in a double form—Greek and  
Hebrew, Symeon (;teed) which was Graccized according  
to the sound into Simon, and Cephas (i φs) which was  
Grsedzedaccordingto the meaning into Peter (ll&poe). Symeon  
and Simon are both well.known names in Aramaic and Greek  
respectively, but Cephas and Peter are previously unknown.  
Symeon was no doubt his original Aramaic name, and the  
earliest gospel, Mark, which has some claim specially to  
reproduce Petń ne tradition, Is careful to employ Simon until  
after the name Peter had been given, and not then to use it  
again. The Gospels agree in regarding Cepbas or Peter as an  

additional name, which was given by Christ. But they differ as  
to the occasion. According to Mark iii. .13 aqq. it was given on  
the occasion of the mission of the Twelve. According to  
John L 42 it was given at his first call. According to  

!tact. avi. 13 aqq. it was given after the recognition of Jesus as  

Messiah at Caeaarea Pbilippi. This last account is the only  
one which describes say circumstances (for a further discussion  
ace 13  (1)  below). 

According to the Gospels Peter was the son of John (Y ωń sge,  
John i. 42, ui. ις seq.) or Jonas ('lwa'ae, Matt. xxvi. 17).  
According to Mark I. 29 be was a fisherman of Capernaum,  
but John L 44 describes him and his brother Andrew as of  
Eethsaida. From Mark i. 30 he is seen to have been married,  
and r Cor. ix. ς suggests (but another interpretation is  
possible) that his wife went with him on his missionary  
journeys. In τ Pct. v. 13 ?dark Is referred to as his son, but  
this is usually interpreted of spiritual kinship. According to  
legend (Ada Noun d Achilci, and Ada Philippi) he had  a 
daughter Petronilla, but there is no reason for thinking that  
this is historical.  

The Gospel narratives are unanimous in describing Peter  as 
one of the first disiples of Christ, and from the time of his call  
he seems to have been present at most of the chief rηΡµΡ̂   1.  
indents in the namtive. Re formed together as. οs oιst  
with the son of Zebedee to some extent an inner σι talk.  
circle within the Twelve, and this favoured group 4o is specially mentioned as present on three occasion  
—the raising of the daughter of Jairus (Mark v. 12-43;  
Matt. ix. 18-36; Luke viii. 41-56), the transfiguration (Mark  
U. a sqq,; Matt. xvii. a sqq.; Luke ix. 28 aqq.) and the scene  
in the Garden at Gethsemane (Mark xiv. 32 sqq.; Malt. xxvi.  
36 sqq.). He is also specially mentioned in cemee ń an with  
his call (Mark I τ6-so; Matt. lv. a8 aqq.; Luke v. τ sqq.;  
John I. 4o sqq.); the healing of his wife's mother (Mark Í. as  
sqq.; Matt. viii. 14 sqq.; Luke iv. 38 sqq,); the mission of  
the Twelve Apostles (Mark iii. 13 sqq.; Malt. X. τ aqq.; Luke νi.  
12 sq.); the storm on the Lake of Galilee (Mark vi. 45 iqq•;  
Matt. xiv. 22 sqq.; John vi. 1b eqq.); the Messianic recognition  
at Caeaarea Philippi (Mark vii. 27 sqq.; Malt. xvi. 16 aqq.;  
Luke ix. ι8 sqq.); the incident of the payment of tribute by  
the coin found in the fish ought by Peter (Matt. xvii. 25 aqq.)  
and with various questions leading to g*rablea or their ex*la.  
nation (Mark xiii. 36 sqq.; Luke ;ii 41; Matt xviii. et 194.;  
Mark x. 88; Mitt. xix. 27; Luke zviii. 28). In the week of  
the Passion he appear in connexion with the incident of the  
withered fig-tree (Mark xi. SI; Matt. xxi. 20); as introducing  
the eschatological discourse (Mark xiii. 3 aqq.); and as promi-
nent during the Last Supper (Luke xxii. 8 aqq.; John 

 xiii. 4 sqq.; Mark xiv. 27 aqq.; Matt. xxvi. 31 sqq.). ,  Ile  
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was present in Gethsemasse, and tried to offer some resistance to  
the arrest of Jesus (Mark xiv. q7; Matt. xxvi. µ; Luke zaii. 5o;  
John xviii. zo). After the arrest he followed the Lord to the  
scene of the trial, but denied him and fled. The message of the  
young man at the tomb (Mark xvi. 4) was especially addressed  
to Peter and it is clear that the genuine conclusion of Mark must  
have contained an account of an appearance of the risen Lord  
tο him.  

Out of this mass of incidents the following are central and call  
for closer critical consideration.  

τ. The Call of Si 'Peer.—(Mark i. 16-20; Matt. iv. 18-22;  
Luke v. τ-τι; John i. 40-42). The account in Matthew is  
practically identical with that in Mark and is no doubt taken  
from the Marcan source, but Luke and John have different  
traditions. The main points are as follows: according to Mark,  
at the beginning of the Galilean miniatry Jesus saw Peter and  
Andrew fishing. He celled them, and they joined him. After  
this he went with them to Capernaum, preached in the syna-
gogue, and healed Peter's wife's mother. Luke, who certainly  
used Mark, has partly rearranged this narrative and partly  
rejected it in favour of a different version. According to him the  
visit to Capernaum and the healing of the wife's mother preceded  
the call of Peter, and this was associated with a tradition of  
a miraculous draught of fishes. The advantage of the Lucan  
reconstruction, so far as the first pat is concerned, is that it  
supplies a resson for Peter's ready obedience, which is somewhat  
difficult to understand if he had never seen Jesus before. But it  
seems probable that this is the motive which led to the redac-
torial change in Luke, and that the Marcan account, which is  
traditionally connected with Peter, ought to be followed. With  
regard to the narrative of the miraculous draught of fishes, the  
matter is more complicated. Luke obviously preferred this  
narrative to the Marcaa account, but the fact that the same  
story coma in John xxi. suggests that there was an early  
tradition of some such incident of which the actual occasion  
and circumstances were undetermined. Luke preferred to  
connect it with the ill of Peter, the writer of John xxi. with his  
restitution: probably both are of the nature of redactorial  
guesses, and the Marcen account must be regarded as preferable  
to either. The Johennine account of the call of Peter is quite  
different. According to this it took place immediately after  
the baptism of Jesus, in Judaea not in Galilee. It is connected  
with the giving of the name Peter, which in Mark was not given  
until much later.  

2. The Confession of Peter et Cauwea Philippi.—(Mark  
VIII. 27-33; Matt. xvi. 13-53; Luke ix. ι8-ττ). According to  
Mark, Peter, in answer to the question of Jesus, recognized that  
He was the Messiah, but protested against the prophecy of  
suffering which Jesus then added. This narrative is followed,  
with the exception of the last part, by Luke, who as usual is  
inclined to omit anything which could be regarded as derogatory  
to the Apostles. Matthew also uses the Marcan narrative, but  
adds to it a new section from some other source which suggests  
that the name of Peter was conferred on thi. occaslon—iiot,  as 
Mark says, at the first mission of the Twelve—and confers on  
him the keys of the kingdom of heaven and the right of binding  
and loosing. This must be probably 'interpreted as a reference  
to the prophecy concerning Eliakim in Isa xxi. 22, and to  
technical use of the words " binding " and " loosing " by the  
scribes in authoritative decisions as to the obligations of the law.  
It thus confers on Peter a position of quite unique authority.  
It must, however, be noted that the power of binding and loosing  
is given in Matt. xviii. 18 to the whole body of disciples. This  
same to be an alternative version, also found only in Matthew.  
The question of the hisτοτiαl character of the Mattheesn  
addition to the Marcan narrative is exceedingly difficult; but it  

*See, however, A. Sulsbach'a article lithe Yellschr. /. Α. T. Wins.  
(τgo3), p. tuo. He thinks there is an allusion to a mom in the Temple  
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is hard to think that if it were really authentic it would have  
been omitted from all the other gospels, and it perhaps belongs  
to the little groupof passages in Matthew which seem to represent  
early efforts towards church legislation, rather than a strictly  
historical narrative. Besides it is noticeable that in one other  
point Matthew has slightly remodelled the Marten narrative.  
According to the latter Jesus asked, ".Whom say men thct I  
am?" and Peter replied" the Messiah," without qualification.  
But in Matthew the question is changed into "Whom say men  
that the Son of Man is?" and, whatever may be the original  
meaning of the phrase " the son of man" it cannot be doubted  
that in the gospels it means Messiah. Thus the simple answer  
of Peter in Mark would be meaningless, and it is replaced by  
" Τhe Messiah, the son of the living God," which is no longer  
a recognition of the Messiahahip of Jesus (this is treated in  

Matthew as an already recognized fact, cl.  Χ.  23, xii. 40, &c.),  
but is a definition and an exaltation of the nature of the Messiah.  

3. The Conduct of Peter after the B&ayai.—The consideration  
of this point brings one into touch with the two rival traditions  
as to the conduct of the disciples after the betrayal and mid.  
fixion of the Lord—the Galilean and the Jerusalem narratives.  
There is one indent which must in any case be accepted as it  
is found in both narratives. This is the denial of Peter. It  
appears that Peter did not stay with the disciples and neither  
returned home immediately to Galilee (according to the Galilean  
tradition) nor sought hiding in Jerusalem (according to the  
Jerusalem tradition), but followed the Lard at a distance and  
was a witness of at least part of the trial before the Saaihedrim.  
He was detected and accused of being a disciple, which he denied,  
and so fulfilled the prophecy of Jesus that he would deny Him  
before the cock crowed.  

But putting this incident aside, the Galilean and Jerusalem  
traditions do not admit of reconciliation with one another. The  
former is represented by Mark. According to it the disciple  
all fled after the betrayal (though Peter waited until after the  
denial), and afterwards saw the risen Lord in Galilee. The  
details of this narrative are unfortunately lost, as the genuine  
conclusion of Mark is not extant. But Mark xiv. 28 and  
xvi. 7 clearly imply a narrative which described how the disciples  
returned to Galilee, there saw the risen Lord, and perhaps even  
how they then returned to Jerusalem in the strength of their  
newly recovered faith, and so brought into existence the church  
of Jerusalem as we find it in the Acts. Ic is also dear from Mark  
xvi. 7 that Peter was in some special way connected with this  
appearance of the, risen Lord, and this tradition is confirmed by  
t Cor. xv. ς, and perhaps by Luke xniv. 34.  

The Jerusalem narrative is represented especially by Luke  
and john (excluding John xxi. as an appendix). According to  
this the disciples, though they fled at the betrayal, did not  
return to their homes, but remained in Jerusalem, saw the risen  
Lord in that city, and stayed there until after the day of Pente-
cost. Attempts to reconcile these two narratives seem to be  
found in Matthew and in John xxi.  

Obviously the choice which has tο be made between these  
traditions cannot be adequately discussed here: it must suffice  
to say tbat intrinsic and traditional probability seem to favour  
the Galilean narrative. If so, one must say that after the denial  
Peter starred to Galilee—probably to resume his trade of  
fishing—and he there saw the risen Lord. This appearance is  
referred loin τ Cot. rv. ς, and was cettainly described in the lest  
conclusion of Mark. An account of it is preserved in John ixi.,  
but it is beta connected—probably wrongly—with a miraculous  
draught of fishes, just as the account of his call is in Luke.  

Immediately alter the resutrection there Is a missing link  
in the history of Peter. We know that he saw the risen Lord,  
and, according to the most probable view, that this  

was in Galilee; but the circumstances are unknown,  ahwra 
and we have no account of his return to Jerusalem, Rssεenataι  
as at the beginning of the Acts the disciples are all Ι dΙΙΙ iο 

 1n Jerusalem, and the writer, in contradiction to the m^Aaad  

Ma can or Galilean narrative, assumes that they had  
never left it. The first pact of the Acts is hugely concerned with  
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the work of  Peter. He appears as the rbcogslaed leader of the  
Apostles in their choice of a new member of the Twelve to take  
the place of Judas Iscariot (Acts s. ig sqq.); on the day of  

Ptntecoet he seems to have played a prominent part in explaining  
the meaning of the scene to the people (Acts 1114 sqq.); and soon  
afterwards was arrested by the Jews on the charge of beings xing-
leader in the disorders caused by the healing of the lame man at  

the " Beautiful " gate of the tem ple, but was released. After  
this he appears as the leader of the apostles in the story of  
Ananias and Sapphire, who perished at his rebuke for their  
duplicity (Acts v. I-II). The last episode of this period is  
another arrest by the priests, which ended in hia being scourged  
and released (Acts v. s; sqq.).  

After this Peter's ett ςnUοn was directed to the growth of  
Christianity in Samaria, and he and John made a journey of  
inspection through that district, laying hands on those who had  
been baptized in order that they might receive the Holy Spirit.  
Here Simon Magus (q.t.) was encountered. He was a magician  
who bad been converted by Philip and baptized; he desired t ο  
obtain the power of conferring the Spirit, and ο eted Peter  
money for this purpose, but was indignantly repulsed. After  
this Peter and John returned to Jerusalem.  

During the following stay in Jerusalem, the duration of which  
is not defined, Peter was visited by Paul (Acts ix. 26-29,  
Gal. Í. ι8), and a comparison of the chronological date afforded  
by Gal. i. and ii. points to a year not miler than 33 (Remark)  
or later than 38 (C. H. Turner) for this meeting. According to  
Galati us, Paul saw none of the apostles on this session except  
Petcr and James: it is therefore probable that none of the ethers  
were then in Jerusalem.  

After this Peter made another journey, visiting especially  

Lydda, Jopps and Caesarea. His stay at Lydda was marked  
by the heeling of Aeneas (Acts ix. 32-4) and at Jenne by the  

resuscitation of Tabitha or Dorcas. While at Joppa he stayed  
with Simon the tanner, and thence was summoned to Caessree  
to Cornelius the centurion. He hesitated whether to go, but  
was persuaded by a vision and the injunction to call nothing  
unclean which God had cleansed. Cornelius was accordingly  
baptized. This is an important lcldent, as being the fast ad-
mission of a Gentile into the church: but he was already God-
fearing," ψcβe6µσcr ide Oehr (Acts x. z), which probably  
denotes some sort of connexion with the Jewish synagogue,  
though it is difficult to say exactly what it was. Alter this inci-
dent Peter returned to Jerusalem. The members of the Church  
were somewhat sheeted at the reception of a Gentile: their view  
apparently was that the only road to Christianity was through  
Judaism. They were, however, persuaded by Peter's speech  
(Acts xi. 4-s 7) ; but it Is uncertain how far their concession went,  
and in the light of subsequent events It is probabla that they still  
regarded circumcision as a necessary rite for all Christians.  

After the return of Pete to Jerusalem the most important  
events were the famine at Jerugalem, and the persecution of the  
Church by Herod. During the latter Peter was put in prison  
(Acts xii. 3 sqq.), but was released by an angel; he first went to  
the house of Mary, the mother of John Mark, and afterwards  
went to "another place." This expression has been interpreted  
to mean another town, and even to be an implied reference to  
Rome. This last suggestion, improbable though it be, is Isis-
toricafly important. The persecution of Herod seems to have  
been in his last year, which was probably S.D. 43-44. There was  
a marked tendency to make the duration of Peter's episcopate  
at Rome twenty-five years: and a combination of this tendency  
with the explanation that the &epos rbret was Rome probably is  
the origin of the traditional dating of the martyrdom of Peter  
in Α.D. 67-68. There is, however, no justification for this view,  
and lrspos v4rοτ need not mean more than another house in  
Jerusalem.  

The famine referred to in Acts xi. 27 sqq. probably began  
before the death of Herod, but it continued after his death, and  
the relief sent by the church at Antioch to Jerusalem through  
Paul and B.rnabas probably atrlved about the year 4S.  it is  
not stated in the Acts that Peter was present, and it is therefore  

usually signed that he was absent, but Sir W. Μ. Ramsey has  
argued in his Si Paid Ike Tr'sUer that the visit of Paul  rto 
Jerusalem with the famine relief is the meeting between Pain  
and Peter referred to in Gal. ii. as the occasion of an agreement  
between them as to the preaching of the gospel t ο Jews and  
Gentiles. This view is not generally accepted, but it has the  
great advantage of avoiding the difliculty that otherwise Paul  
in Gal. is. x aqq. must describe as his second visit to Jerusalem  
what was really his third. According to Ramsay, then, Pete  
was present during the famine, and made a private agreement  
with Paul that the latter should preach to the Gentiles, and so  
far Gentile Christianity was recognized, but the conditions of  
the intercourse between Gentile and Jewish Christians were not  
defined, and the question of circumcision was perhaps not finally  
settled. According to the more popular view the description in  
Gal. ii. applies to Acts xv. the so-called council of Jerusalem  
This council met after the first missionary journey (c. A.D.  49)  
of Paul to discuss the question of the Gentiles. Peter, who was  
present, adopted the view that Gentile Christians were free from  
the obligation of the law, and this view was put Into the form of  
the so-called Apostolic decrees by James (Acts xv 23 sqq.).  

The next information which we have about Peter is given in  
Gal. ii. ax sqq. According to this he went to Antioch and at  
first accepted the Gentile Christians, but afterwards drew back  
and was rebuked by' Paul. On the ordinary eterpretationthis  
must have taken place after the council, and it is exceedingly  
difficult to reconcile it with the attitude of Peter described in  
Acts xv., so that Mr C. H. Turner thinks that in this respect the  
account in Gel. fi. is not chronological, and piaces the visit of  
Peter to Antioch before the cou ηεil. If, however, we take the  
theory of Sir W. M. Ramsay the matter is simpler. We thus  
get the compact between Paul and Peter during the famine,  
then a visit of Peter to Antioch, during which Peter first adopted  
and afterwards.drew back from the position which he had agreed  
to privately.  

This vacillation may then have been one of the causes which  
led up to the council, which may have been held before, not, as is  
usually thought, after the sending of the Epistle ybςΡΟQ'  
to the Galatians. For this we have no knowledge .gerrh ι  
of details for which the same certainty can be claimed. ··' ·l 
There ate, however, various traditions of importance. P^  
The following points are noteworthy. τ Car. i. as suggests the  
possibility that Peter went to Corinth, as there was a party  
there which used his name. It is, however, possible that this  
party had merely adopted the principles which, as they had been  
told, perhaps falsely, were supported by the leader of the  
Twelve. Dionysius of Corinth (e. ι7ο) state that Peter was in  
Corinth. This may represent local tradition or may be an  
inference from τ Cor. i. as. τ Peter suggests a ministry in the  
provinces of Asia Minor. There is, of course, nothing improb-
able in this, and even If τ Peter be not authentic, it is early  
evidence (oT such a tradition, but it is also possible that Peter  
wrote to converts whom he had not personally made. This  
tradition is found in Origen (Eus. S.E. iii. a), Epiphanios  
(Hair. xxvil., vi.), Jerome (De Vir. ill. s) and other later writers;  
but it is possible that it is merely an inference from the epistle.  
Early tradition connects Peter with Antioch, of which he is said  
to have been the first bishop. The first writer to mention it is  
Origen (Hem. W. in Lucorn), but it is also found lathe Clementine  
Homilies and Recoaailioor (Hem. so, 23; Recmg. το, 68) and  
probably goes back to the lists of bishops which were drawn up  
in the 2nd century. Other important references to this tradition  
are found in Eus. S.E. iii, a6, s; Apott. Court. vii. 46; Jerome,  
De Vie. ill. τ; Cńronicon $shale; and Lib& ροnιifιcoliτ. The  
tradition of. work is Antioch may well be historical. Otbeswlse  
it is a rather wild elaboration of Gal. il. τ s. The most important  
and widespread tradition is that Peter came to Rome; and  
though this tradition has often been bitterly attacked, it seems  
to be probable that it is at least in outline quite historical. the  
evidence for It Is earlier and better than that for any other  
tradition, though it is not quite convincing.  

The earliest witness to a residence of Peter in Rome is probably  
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1 Peter, for (see Peτet, Eesuas οι) it is probable that the  
reference to Babylon ought to be interpreted as meaning Rome.  
If so, and if the epistle be genuine, this is oendusive evidence  
that Peter was in Rome. Even if the epistle be xmt genuine  
it is evidence of the same tradition. Nor ismrrobceation lacking:  
Clement (c. Λ.D. 97) refers to Peter and Paul as martyrs (z Clew.  

5-6) and says that " Το these men.. . there was gathered a  
great company of the elect who ... became an example to us."  
lń is points in two ways to a martyrdom of Peter in Rome, (a)  
became Peter and Paul are co.ordinatsd, and it is generally  
admitted that the latter suffered in Rome, (a) bemuse they seem  
to be joined to the great company of martyrs who are t ο be an  
example to the Church in Rome. Similarly Ignatius (ι. A.D. ιτ3)  
says to the Romans (Rom. iv.), "I do not command you as Peter  
and Paul." The suggestion obviously is that the Romani had  
been instructed by these Apostles. By the end of the and  
0entumy the tradition is generally known: Irenaeus (3,  τ, τ),  
Clement of Alexandria (comment. on a Peter), Origen (Hew, ei.  
in Lanes), Tertullian (Score.  ι,  and several passages) are  
explicit on the point, and from this time onwards the tradition  
is met with everywhere. There is also a tradition, found in  
Ireneens (3, τ, τ) and in many later writers, and supported by  
ι Pet. v. 13, and by the statdments of Papias (Eaa Η.Ε. 3, 39,  
15) that Mark acted as Peter's assistant in Rome and that his  
gospel is based en re οllectiom of Peter's teachώ g.  

This evidence is probably suffident to establish the fact that  
Peter, like Paul, bad a wide missionary career ending ins violent  
death at Rome, though the details are not recoverable. The  
chronological question is more difficult both as regards the  
beginning and the end of this period of activity.  

The Acts, in describing the visits of Peter to Samaria, Joppa,  
Lydda and Csessxea, justify the view that his missionary activity  

^w. began quite early. Gal. ii. u and τ Cor. iκ. 5  show  
7a,Myb tńat Acts minimizes rather than exaggerates this  
• PS4ses activity; the Antiuchian tradition probably repre- 
Wider 	sorts a period of missionary activity with a centre  
Μ, 	at Antioch; similarly the tradition of work in Asia  

is peesibly correct as almost certainly is that of the  
visit to Rome. But we have absolutely ten evidence justifying  
a chronological arrangement of these periods. Eves the silence  
of Paul in the epiatles of the captivity proses nothing except  
that Peter was not then present; the same is true of a Tim.  
even if its authenticity be undoubted.  

The evidence as to the date of his death is a little fuller, but  
not quite satisfactory. The earliest direct witness is Tertullian,  
who definitely states that Peter suffered under Nero by crud-
bxion. Origen also relates the latter detail end adds that at  
his own request Peter was crucified head downwards. Probably  
John zxi. τ8 seq. is a still earlier reference to his crucifixion.  
Fuller evidence is not found until L' usebius, who dates the arrival  
of Peter at Rome in 41 and his martyrdom twenty-five years  
later. But the whole question of the Eusebian chronology  
is very confused mad difficult, and the text of the Chron έc°, is  
not certain. The main objection to this date is based partly  
on general probability, partly on the language of Clement of  
Rome. It is more probable on general grounds that the martyr-
dom of Peter took place during the persecution of Christians in  
64, and it is urged that Clement's language refers to this period.  
It is quite possible that an error of it few years boa crept into the  
Duchies chronology, which is probably largely based on early  
epboepd lists, and therefore many scholars are inclined to think  
that 64 is a more probable date than 67. Asa rule the dir  
c^msian has mainly been between these two dates, but Sir W. Μ.  
Ramsay, in his Church is the Rowan Empire, has adopted a  
different line of argument. He thinks that τ Peter was written  
ι. Α.Ο. 80, but that it may nevertheless be Pet ń ne; therefore he  
lays strsss on the fact that wheteae the tradition that Peter was  

in Rome is early and probably meat, the tradition that be was  
iOartyred under Nero is not found until much later. Thus he  
•thinks it possible that Peter survived until ι. 80, and was  
martyred under the Flavian emperors. The weak point of  
this tbemy  i.  that Clement and Igilatias bnoa Peter and Paul  

together in a way which seems to suggest that they ρmhhed,  
if not together, at least at about the slime time. If this view  
be rejected sad it is necessary to fall back on the choice between  
64 and 67,  the problem is perhaps insoluble, but 64 has somewhat  
more intrinsic probability, and 67 can be ezpbiined as due to  
an artificial system of chronology which postulated for Peer an  
episcopate of Rome of twenty-bye years--a number which coma  
so often in the early episcopal lists that it seems to mean  little 
more than "a long time," just as " forty years" does in the Old  
Testament. On the whole 64 is the most probable date, but it  
is very far from certain: the evidence is insufficient to justify  
any assurance.  

Foe further information sad discussion see especially Harnuk's  
Cbosdoeie, and Bishop Chase's article in HasOsgs's Dictionary 4  
the Bible. The bitter is in many ways the most complete statement  
of the facts at present published.  

Ce us, who lived in the beginning of the 3rd century (see Rua  
H. B. τ, 25), stated that the rptsaie (i.e. probably the burial  
place, not that of execution) of Peter and Paul were  
on the Vatican. This in also found in the Acs Petri,  

84 (in the Lib. Post.. eel Duchesne, p. 52 seq., τι8  
sqq.). From this plan it appears that the relics (whether  
genuine or not) were moved to the catacombs in Α.Ο. 258  
(cf. the D4'osilis marlyearn, and see Ligbtfoot's Clemeal, . 249);  
hence arose the tradition of as original burial in the catacombs,  
found in the liieronymisn Martyrology.  

For further information and investigations see Duchene, Lrka  
u; Lip ns, Die Apehr. Apσrldeσκh.; and Erbes "Die 

οdestege der Apostel Paulus u. P τeττus,' in Texlc and Usb.  
ts'haseeie, NF., xv. τ. (K L.)  

PETER 1., called" the Great " (1672-1725), emperor of Russia,  
son of the tsar Aleńus Mikhaiovich and Nataiia Νsr,'όhkinι,  
was horn at Moscow on the 3οth of May 1672. His earliest  
teacher (omitting the legendary Smtchman Menzies) was the  
dyah, or clerk of the council, Nikita Zotov, subsequently the  
court fad, who taught his pupil to spell out the liturgical and  
devotional books on which the children of the tsar were generally  
brought up. After Zotov's departure on a diplomatic mission,  
in 1680, the lad had no regular tulof. From his third to his  
tenth year Peter shared the miseries and perils of his family. His  
very election (1682) was the signal for a rebellion. He saw one  
of his uncles dragged from the palace and butchered by a savage  
mob. He saw his mother's beloved mentor, and his own best  
friend, Axtamon Matvyeev, torn, br uised and Weeding, from  
his retaining grasp and hacked to pieces. The haunting  
memories of these horrors played havoc with the nerve of a  
supersensitive child. The convulsions from which he suffered  
so much in later yeas must be partly attributed to this violent  
sleek. During the regency of his half-sister Sophia (1682-1689)  
he occupied the subordinate position of junior tsar, and after  
the revolution of ι68g Peter was still left pretty much to himself.  
So long as he could indulge freely in his favourite pastimes—ship-
building, ship-sailing, drilling and sham fights—he was quite  
content that others should rule in his name. He now found a  
new friend in the Swiss adventurer, Fuane,* Wart, a shrewd  
and jovial rascal, who not only initiated him into all the  
mysteries of profligacy (at the large house built at Peter's  
expense in the German settlement), but taught him his true  
business as a ruler. His mother's attempt to wean her prodigal  
son from his dangerous and mostly disreputable pastimes, by  
forcing him to marry the beautiful but stupid Eudoxia Le ρu-
kbina (Jan. 27, 1689), was a disastrous failure. The young  
couple were totally unsuited to each other. Peter pTsctically  
deserted his unfcetunate content a little more than a year after  
their union.  

The death of his mother (Jan. 25, 1694) left the young  
tsar absolutely free to follow his natural inclinations. Τiιing  
of the great lake at Pereyaslavl, he had already seen the sea  
for the first time at Archangel in July 1683, and on the alit of  
May 1694 returned thither to launch a ship built by himself the  
year before. Shortly afterwards he nearly pe rished during a  
steer in as advtnluroiis voyage to the Seine tsk), blends in  
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the White See. His natural bent was now patent. from the  
first the lad bad taken an extraordinary interest in the technical  
and mechanical arts, and their application to military and naval  
science. He was taught the use of the astrolabe (which Prince  
ΥιΙον Dolgoruki, with intent to ekare, bad brought him from  
Paris) bye Dutchman, Franz Timmerman, who also instructed  
him in the rudiments of geometry and fortifications He had  
begun to build his own boats eta very early age, and the ultimate  
result of these pastimes was the creation of the Russian envy.  
He bad already surrounded himself with that charactee ń tically  
Pettine =nstitutio= " the jolly company," or "the company "  
ash  was generally celled, consisting of ell his numerous personal  
friends and casual acquaintances. "The company" was  
graduated into a sort of mock hierarchy, political and eeriest-
astical, and shared not only the orgies but also theleboursof the  
tsar Merit was the sole qualification for promotion, and Peter  
himself set the example to the other kernels by gradually  
rising from the ranks In 169 he had only advanced to the  
post of "skipper" in his own navy and of " bomba ι'her "  in 
his own army. It was, • bowevcr, the disreputable Lefort who,  
fee the aake of his oven interests, diverted the young tsar from  
mere pleasure to serious enterprrnca, by persuading him first  
M undertake the Aeev exprditiosi. and them'to go abroad to  
complete his education.  

By this time the White Sea had become tee narrow for Peter,  
and he was looking about him for snow hospitable waters. The  
Baltic was & closed don to Muscovy, and the key to it was held  
by Sweden. The Caspian remained; and it had for long been  
a common saying with foreign merchants that the best way  
of tapping the riches of the Ozient"was to secure possession  
of this wet =hand rake. But so long as the Turks and Tktara  
made the surrounding steppes uninhabitable the Caspian was  
a pessesion of but doubtful value. The first step making for  
security was to build a fleet strong enough to provide sgainet  
the anarchical condition of those parts; but this implied a direct  

attack not only upon the Crimean khan, who was mainly  
responsible for the conduct of the Volgan hordes, but upon the  
khan's suzerain, the Turkish suttee. Nevertheless Peter did  
not hesitate. War against Turkey was resolved upon, and  
Azov, the chief Turkish fortress in those regions, which could  
be approached by water from Moscow, became the Russian  
objective. From the 8th of July to the sand of September  
169$ the Muscovites attempted in vain to capture Amv On  
the rend of November Peter ramtesed Moscow. His first 

 military expedition bad• ended in unmitigated dimmer, yet  
from this disaster is to be dated the reign of Peter the Great.  

Immediately after his return he sent to Austria and Prussia  

for as many sappers, miners, engineers and carpenters as money  

mold procure. He mount to build a beet strong enough to  

prevent the Turkish fleet from relieving Azov. The guards  

end all the workmen procurable were driven, forthwith, in  

bends, to all the graces among the forests of the Don to fell  
timber and work day and night, turning out somas of vessels of  

all kinds. Peter himieli lived among his workmen, himself  
the most strenuous of them all, in a small two-roomed wooden  
hut at Voroaezh. By the middle of April two warships, twenty-
three galleys, four dreships and numerous smaller craft were  
ssfely launched. On the 3rd of May " the sea caravan "  sailed-
from Voronezh, "Captain Peter Aleksyrevich " commanding  

the gailcy-bptIlle from the galley" P ń ncipium," built by his  
own hand. The new Russian fleet did all that was required  

of it by preventing the Turks from relieving Azov by water,  

and on the ι8th of July the (οτιress surrendered Pcter now  
felt able to ath'ance along the path of progress with a quicker  

and a firmer step. It was resolved to consolidate the victory by  

establishing a new naval station at the head of the Sea of Aaov,  
to which the name of Tagmirog was given. But it wsanecessary  

to guarantee the future as well as provide for the present  

Turkey was too formidable to be fought single-handed, and -it  

was therefore determined to send a grand embassy to the  
principal wmeen powers to solicit their ιo-oρeratóπ against  
the Porte. On the zoth of March =q7 this embassy, under the .  
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leadership of Lefoet, set eat am its travels. Peer attached  
himself to it as a volunteer aailorman, "Peter Mlkhallov, "  
so as to have greeter facility for learning ship-building end other  

technical sciences. Asa political mission it failed utterly, the  
great powers being at that period fu more interested in western  
than in eastern sPairs. Bat personally Peter learnt -nearly  
all that he wanted to know—guniiesy at Kb αigsberg, ship-
building at Saardam and Deptford, anatomy at Leiden, eiigray. 
lag at Amsterdam—and was proceeding to %fmtice to complete  
his knowledge of navigation when the revolt of the ώbydJτΡy,  
or musketeers (June ι6p8), rolled him to Moscow. This  
revolt has been greatly exaggerated. It was suppressed in an  
hour's time by the tsar's troops, of whom only one man was  
mortally wounded, and the horrible vengeance (September-
October ι6g8) which Peter on his return to Russia wreaked upon  
the captive musketeers was due not to any actual fear of these  

antiquated warriors, but to his consciousness that behind them  
stood the reactionary majority of the nation who secretly  
sympathized with, though they durat net aa ιist, the rebels.  

Peter's foreign tour had more than ever convinced him of  
the inherent auperiority of the foreigner. Imitation had  
ne0marily to begin with externals, and Peter at once fell foul  
of the long beards and Oriental costumes which symbolized  
the arch.consemtism of old Russia. On the τ6th of April 1698  
the chief men of the tsudom were assembled round his wooden  

hut at Preobrazhenskoyc, and Peter with his own hand deliber-
ately dápped of( the beards and moustaches of his chief boyars  
The alas of the oast of September ι698 allowed as a compromise  
that beards should be worn, but a graduated tax was imposed  

upon their wearers. The wesring of the ancient costumes was  

forbidden by the kas of the 4th of Jinuary tree; thenceforth  
Saxon or Magyar jackets and French or German hose were  
prescribed. That the people themselves did not regard the  

reform as a trifle is plain from the numerous rebellions against  

it By the skaa of the loth of December ι6gq it was next  
commanded that henceforth the new year should not be  
reckoned, as here0fore, from the rat of September, supposed  
to be the date of the creation, but from the first day of January,  

enaa domiei.  
The-year 1700 is memorable in Russian history as the starling-

point of Peer's long and desperate struggle for the hegemony of  
the north. He bad concluded pace with the Porte (June 13, 

 taro) on very advantageous terms, in ceder to devote himself  
wholly to a war with Sweden to the end that Russia might gain  

her proper place on the Baltic. The possession of an ice-free  
seaboard was essential to her natural development; the creation  

of a fleet would fellow inevitablyupen the acquisition of such a  
scabosni; and she could not hope to obtain her due share of the  
trade and oommeroe of the world till she possessed both. All the  

conjunctures seemed favourable to Peter. The Swedish govesa-
ment was in the hands of an untried led.of sixteen; and the  

fine fleets of Denmark, and the veteran soldiers of Saxony, were  

Of the same side as the my ńade of Muscovy. It seemed an  
easy task for such a coalition to wrest the coveted spoil from  

the young Charles XII.; yet Peter was the only one of the three  
conspirators who survived the Twenty-one Years' War in which  

they soconfdently embarked during the summer of tie!.  He  
was also tile only one of them who got anything by it Charles's  
"immersion in the Polish bog" (1702-1707), as Peter phrased  
it, enabled the tsar, not without considerable expense and trouble,  

to conquer Ingris and lay the foundations of St Petersburg.  
In these easy days Peter weld very willingly have made peace  
with his formidable rival if he had been allowed to retain these  

comparatively modest conquests. From 1707 to '709 the war  
on his pgrt was purely defensive; Charles would not hear of  
pace till full restitution had been made and a war indemnity  
paid, while Peter was fully resolved to perish rather than sur-
render his "paradise,' Petersburg. After Puitava (Jane 26,  
r 7oq), Peter, hitherto commendably cautious even to cowardice.  
but now puffed up with pride, rashly plunged into as foolhardy  

an enterprise as ever his rival engaged in. The campaign of  
the Pruth (March to July r;zt) mum have been foul to the  

Α  
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liar but five the Ineelcaebe behvloerof the onatipoteirt grand  

visor. who let the Russian army go at the very instant when it  

ley helpless In the hollow of his hand. Even so, Peter, by the  
mike ui the Pruth, had tο sacrifice all that he bad gained by  
lb. Aaov expedition fifteen years previously. On receiving  

the tidings of the tonclusioo of the peace of Nystad (August  
3ο, 1731), Peter declared, with perfect justice, that it was  

the moat profitable peas Russia had ever concluded The  
gain tο Russia was, indeed, much more than territorial. In  
surrendering the pick of her Baltic provinces, Swedes had  
surrendered along with them the hegemony of the north, and  
all her pretensions to be considered a great power.  

The Great Northern War was primarily a training school for a  
backward young nation, and in the aeoond place a mesas of  
multiplying the material resources of a nation as poor es she  
was backward. During Ike whole course οf it the process of  
internal domestic reformation had been slowly but unceasingly  
proceeding. Brand-new institutions on Western models were  
gradually growing up among the cumbrous, antiquated, wom-
out machinery of old Muscovy; and new men, like Menshikov,  
Goloykin, Apraksin, Osterman, Kurakin, Toletoy, Sbafirov,  
Prokopovich, Yagusshinsky, Yavorsky, all capable, audacious,  
and brimful of new ideas, were being trained under the eye  of 
the great regenerator to help him to terry on his herculean  

task At first the external form of the administration remained  
much the same as before. The old dignities disappeared of  
their own accord with the deaths of their holders, for the new  
men, those nearest to Peter, did not require them. "The  

Administrative Senate" was not lotroduced till ιιιι, and only  
then because the interminable war, which required Peter's  

prolonged absence from Russia, made it impossible for him to  
attend to the details of the domestic administration Still  

later came the "Spiritual Department," or "Holy Synod"  

(January ι7 tι), which superseded the anent patriaKbate.  It 
was established, we are told, " bedtme simple folks cannot  

distinguish the spiritual power from the sovereign power, and  
suppose that a supreme spiritual pastor is a emend sovereign,  
the spiritual authority being regarded as higher and better than  
the temporal." From the first the regenerator in his itkazer  
was careful to make everything quite plain. He was always  
explaining why he did this or that, why the new was better  
than the old, and se on; and we must recollect that these were  

the first lessons of the kind the nation had ever received The  
whole system of Peter was deliberately directed against the chief  
evils from which old Muscovy had always suffered, such as  
dissipation of energy, dislike of co-operation, absence of resporna-
biliiy, lack of initiative, the tyranny of the family, the insignifi-
cance of the individual. The low social morality of all classes,  

even when morality was present at all, necessitated the regenera-
tion of the nation against its will, and the processeould therefore  

only be a violent one. Yet the most enlightened of Peter's  
contemporaries approved of and applauded his violence, some  
of them firmly believed that his most energetic measures were  
not violent enough. Thus Ivan Poroshkov, Peter's contempor-
ary, the father οf Russian political economy, writes as follows.  
"if any land be over-much encumbered with weeds, corn cannot  
be sown' thereon unless the weeds first be burned with fire.  

In the same way, our ancient inveterate evils should also be  

burnt with fire." Peter himself carried this principle to its  

ultimate limits in dealing with his unfortunate son the Tserevich  

Alaska (q a). From an ethical and religious point of view  
the deliberate removal of Alexius was an abominable, an  
inhume* crime: Peter justified it as necessary for the welfare  
of the new Russia which he had called into existence.  

The oibcial birthday of the Russian empire was the sand  
of October 1721, when, after a solemn thanksgiving service  
in the Troitsa Cathedral for the peace of Nystad, the tsar pro-
ceeded ιο the senate and was there acclaimed: " Father of the  

Fatherland. Peter the Great, and Emperor of All Russia"  

Some Russians would have preferred to proclaim Pier as  

emperor of the East; but Peter himself adopted the more  

patriotic tide.  

Towards the end of the reign the question of the succession  
to the throne caused the emperor some anxiety. The rightful  
heir, in the natural order of primogeniture, was the little grand  
duke Peter, son of the Tsarevich Alexius, a child of six; but  
Peter decided to pass him over in favour of his own beloved  
consort Catherine. The arras, or ordinance of r 712, heralded  
this unheard-of innovation. Time-honoured custom bad  
hitherto reckoned primogeniture in the male line as the best  
title to the Russian crown, in the asses of :722 Peter denounced  
pnmogenituro in general as a stupid, dangerous, and even  
unit ń ptara1 practice of dubious origin. The ustas was but  
a preliminary atop to a still more sensational novelty. Peter  
had resolved to crown his consort empress, end on the ιςah  
of November 1723 he issued a second manifesto explaining at  
some length why he was taking such an unusual step. That  
he should have considered any explanation necessary demao-  
strata that he felt himself to be treading on dangerous ground.  
The whole nation listened aghast to the manifesto. The corona-
tion of a woman was in the eyes of the Russian people a  
scandalous innovation in any case, and the proposed coronation  
was doubly scandalous in view of the base and disreputable  

• origin of Catherine herself (see CaTaxanme I.). But Peter had  
his way, and th. ceremony took piece at Mloecow with  
extraordinary pomp and splendour on the 7th of May 1724.  

Dating the last four years of his reign Peter's ;mike was  

predominantly Oriental. He had got all he wanted in Europe,  
but the anasth ➢csl state of Persia at the beginning of 172s  
opened up fresh vistas of conquest. The war which lasted  
from May 1722 to September 1723 was altogether successful,  
resulting in the acquisition of the tows of Baku and Derbent  
and the Caspian provinces of Gilan, Mawidsrai' said Astarabed.  
The Persian campaigns were out the feeble health of Peter,  
who had been ailing for some time. A king and fatiguing  
tour of inspection over the latest of his great public works,  
the Ladoga Canal, during the autumn of 1724, brought back  
another attack of his pamaysms, and he reached Peters.  
burg too ill to rally again, though he showed himself in  
public as late as the 16th- οf January ι7s5. He expired in  
the arms of his consort, after terrible suffering, on the 28th  
of January 1725.  

Peter's daim to greatness rests mainly on the fact that from  
first to last he cearly recognised the requirements of the Rus-
sian nation and his own obligations es its ruler. It would  

have materially lightened his task had he placed intelligent  

foreigners at the head of every department of state, allowing them  

gradually to train up a native bureaucracy. But for the sake of  
the independence of theRussian nation he resisted the temptation  

of taking this inviting but perilous short-cut to greatness. lie  

was determined that, at whatever rust, hardship and incon-
venience, Russia should be ruled by Riddles, net by foreigners;  

and before his death he had the satisfactiou of seeing every  
important place in his empire in the hands of capable natives  

of his own training. But even in his most sweeping reforms  

he never lost sight of the idiosyncrasies of the people. He  
never destroyed anything which he was not able to replace by  

something better. He possessed, too, something of the heroic  

nature of the old Russian bogaluirs, or demigods, as we see them  
in the skatki and the baiiiusi. His expansive nature loved  
width and space. No doubt this last of the bogsisirs possessed  
the violesit passions as well as the wide views of his prototypes.  

All his qualities, indeed, were on a colossal scale. His rage was  
cyclonic: his hatred rarely stopped short of extermination.  

His banquets were orgies, his pastimes convulsions, lie lived  

and he leaved like one of the giants of old. Then are deeds  
of his which make humanity shudder, and no man equally  
great has ever descended to such depths of cruelty and treachery.  
Yet it may generally be allowed that a strain of nobility, of  
which we occasionally catch illuminating glimpses, extorts  

from time to time an all-forgiving admiration. Strange, too,  
as it may sound, Peter the Great was at heart profoundly  
religious Few men have ever had a more intimate petsurasioa  

that thee were but instruments for good in the hands of God.  
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( 	11. (1715-1730), emperor of Russia, only son of the  ί τ7τςΡ-τ73o), emperor of Russia, only son of the  
Tsarevich Aleń us, was born on the ι8tb of October 1715.  
From his childhood the or phan grand duke ems kept in the  
strictest seclusion His grandfather, Peter the Greet, systemati-
caily ignored him. His earliest governesses teem the wives  
of a tailor and a vintner from the Dutch settlement; a sailor  
&led Norman taught him the rudiments of navigation; and,  
when he grew older, he was placed under the care of a Hungarian  
refugee, Janos Zeikin, who seems to have been a conscientious  
teacher. During the reign of Catherine I. Peter was quite  
ignored; but just before her death it became clar ιο these  
in power that the grandson of Peter the Great could not be kept  
out of his inheritance much longer The majority of the nun  
and tbree.quanera of the nobility were on his side, while his  
uncle, the emperor Charles VI, through the imperial ambassador  
at St Petersburg, Rabutin, persistently urged his claims The  
matter was arranged between Meehikov, Osterman and Rabu-
tin, and on the 18th of May 1727 Peter 11, according to the  
terms of the supposed last will of Catherine I ,was proclaimed  
sovereign autocrat. The senate, the privy council and the  
guards took the oath of allegiance forthwith. The education  
of the young prince was wisely entrusted to the. νice.cbaaceilοτ  
Οstαman. Lensbikov, who took possession of Peter 11. and  
lodged him in his own palace on the Vesily island, bed intended  
I. marry Peter tο his daughter Maria; the scheme was frus-
t sted by his fall (Sept. 2', 1727); but Peter only fell into the  
hands of the equally unscrupulous Dolgoruki, who carried  
him away from Petersburg to Moscow. Peter's coronation  
was celebrated at that city on the asth of February 1728  
He was betrothed to Catherine, second daughter of Alcxis  
Dolgoauki, and the wedding was actually fixed for the 30th  
of January ι73o; but on that very day the emperor died of  
small-pox.  

ΡPtΕR IlL ('"8-1762), emperor of Russia, only son of  
Charles Frederick, duke of Holstein-Gottorp, and of Anne, eldest  
surviving daughter of Peter the Great, was boro at Kiel on the  
21st of Februarya728. In December 1741 he was adopted by  
hi. aunt, Elizabeth Petrovna, as soon as she was safely =tuba  
fished on the Russian throne, and on the 18th of November  
1742 was received into the Orthodox Church, exchanging his  
original name of Karl Peter Ulrich for that of Peter Fedocovich.  
On the 21st of August '745, by the command of his aunt, he  
married the princess Sophia Augusta Frederica of Anbalt-
Zerbst, who exchanged her name for that of CatherineAleksye-
evna. The union between a prince who physically was some-
thing less than a man and mentally little more than a child,  
and a princess of prodigious intellect and an insatiable love  
of enjoyment, was bound to end in a cstastrophe, But there  
is no foundation for the stories of Peter's neglect and brutality.  
It rook the spouses five years to discover that their tastes were  
divergent and their tempers incompatible. Even when Peter III.  
succeeded his aunt on the ςΡth of January 2762, he paid off all  
the debts that Catherine had contracted without inquiring what  
they were for. Οn her birthday, in April, he made her a present  
of domains worth Lao,aoo per annum, though be had already  
readjusted her establishment on a truly imperial scale. A great  
deal has been made of Peter's infidelity towards his consort;  
but the only one who really suffered from his liaison with the  
ugly, stupid and viιenisb counter Elizabeth Vοrοntsό νa was  
the unfortunate emperor. So far from being scandalized by  
the juxtaposition of "Du Friulein" in the Winter Palace,  

Catherine accepted it as • matter of course, provided that bee  
own relations with the handsome young guardsmen, Gregory  
Orlov, were undisturbed. Nor was Peter's behaviour to his  
consort in public of the outrageous character we have been  
led to suppose Peter, in fart, was too good-natured and incon.  
sequent to pursue, or even premeditate, any deliberate course  
of ill treatment. No personal wrongs, but the deliberate deter-
mination of a strong-minded, capable woman to snatch the reins  
of government from the hands of a semi-imbecile, was the cause  
of Peter's overthrow, and his stupendous blunders supplied  
Catherine with her opportunity. Peter's foreign policy was  
the absolute reversal of the policy of his predecessor He had  
not been on the throne for two months when he made pacific  
overtures to the wellegh vanquished king of Prussia, whom he  
habitually alluded to as " the king my mash." Peter's  
enthusiastic worship of Frederick resulted in a peace (May ςΡ)  
and then (June ι9) in an offeeive and defensive alliance  
between Russia and Prussia, whereby Peter restored to Prussia  
all the terrtoey won tram her by Russia during the last five  
yea= at such an enormous expense of men and money, and  
engaged to defend Frederick &genet all his enemi=. This was  
followed up by • whole series of menacing rcacnpts addressed  
by Peter to thea,urt of Vienne,is which warwas threa[emed unl αs  
Austria instantly complied with all the demands of the king  
of Prussia. Finally he picked a quarrel with Denmark for not  
accepting aS an ultimatum the terms to be submitted by Russia  
to a peace aonferene to meet at Berli= for the purpose  of 
adjusting the diflerencea between the two powers. Οn the 6th  
of July the Russian army received ceders to invade Denmark  
by way of Mecklenburg This advance was only arrested,  
when the opposing forces were almost within touch of each  
other, by the tidings that a revolution had taken place .st St  
Petersburg, and that Peter 111, was already a prisoner in the  
hands of his consort. The era., d'llal of the 9th of July 1762  
properly belongs tο the history of Catherine II. 1g..). ' Here  
only a few words must be said as to the mysterious death of  
Peter at the castle of Ropsha, to which he was removed imme-
diately after his surrender. Here he remained from the evening  
of the 9th to the afternoon of the 18th of July. At first Catherine  
and her counsellors could not make up their minds what to do  
with " the former emperor." imprisonment in Schltlssclburg  
for life, or repatriation to Holstein, were proposed only to be  
rejected as dangerous. The Orlovs had even stronger motives  
than Catherine for suppressing the extmperor, for Gregory  
Orlov aspired to win the hand as well as the heart of his imperial  
mistress, and so long as Catherine's lawful husband lived, even  
in a prison, such a union would be impossible. The available  
evidence =gets to the irresistible conclusion that on the after-
noon of the ι8tb of July 1762, Peter III., with his consort's con-
nivance, was brutally murdered at Ropshe by Alexius Orlov,  
Theodore Baryatinski, and several other persons still unknown. 

See 
 ✓ Bilbasov, Fl 	futery ofCnikerae Il. Rum. 	(Beeli π,  

1900). 	 (R. N. B.)  
PBf'R (Panne), the name of several Spanish kings.  
Paris I., king of Aragon Id. 1104), son of Senile Ramircz,  

the third in order of the historic kings of Aragon, belonged  ιo 
times anterior to the authentic written history of his kingdom;  
and little is known of him nave that he recovered Huesca from  
the Mahommedens in 1096.  

Pιτxa 11., king of Aragon (τι74- ι ί ι3), son of Alphonse II.  
and his wile Sands, daughter of Alpbonso VIII. of Castile,  
was born in 1174.  He had a very marked and curious personal  
character. Αs sovereign of lands on both sides of the Pyrcneea,  
he was affected by very different influences. In his character  
of Spanish prince he was a crusader, and he took a distinguished  
past in the greet victory over the Almohades at the Naves de  
Ροlos in 1312. But his lands to the north of the Pyrenees  
brought him into dose relations with the Albigenses. He was  
a favourer of the troubadours, and in his ways of life he indulged  
in the laxity of Provenςal morals to the fullest extent. We  
are told in the chronicle written by Desdot seen αfter his time  
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that Peter was only trapped into cohabiting with his Wife by  
the device which is familiar t ο readers of ifeυτrιι for Measw'e  
In the year after the battle of the Navas de Tolosa he took up  
arms against the crusaders of Simon of Montfort, moved not  
by sympathy with the Albigenses, but by the nature political  

hostility of the southern princes to the conquering intervention  

of the north under pretence of religious zeal. His son records  
the Way in which he spent the night before the battle of Muret  
with a crudity of language which defies translation, and tells us  

that his father was too exhausted in the morning to stand at  
Mass, and had to be lifted into the saddle by his squires. Peter  

none the less showed the greatest personal valour, and his body,  
recognizable by his lofty stature and personal beauty, was  

found on the field after the rout (Sept. 1s, 1213).  

See Chronicle of /ems I. of .4,n οs, translated 	Forster 
(London, 1883); and 14e and Times of  James the Fleet Ike Cosgiierer,  
by F. Darwin Swift (Oxford, 1894).  

Para III., king of Aragon (1236- Χ286), son of James the  
Conqueror, and his wife Yolaade, daughter of Andrew II. of  
Hungary, was born in 1236. Having married Constance,  

daughter of Manfred of Beneventum, he came forward as the  

representative of the claims of the Hohenstaufen in Naples  

and Sicily against Charles, duke of Anjou. Peter begais the  
long strife of the Angevine and Aragoneso parties in southern  

Italy. His success in conquering Sicily earned him the surname  
of " the Greet " He repelled an invasion of Catalonia under.  
liken by the king of Frame in support Of Charles of Anjou, and  

died on the 8th of November 1a86.  
For the pereonal character of Peter 111., the best witness is the  

C smnde of Ramondc Muntsncz—ieprinied in the original Cacalaa  
by R. fans. L ιtιιαιιsιβeι Vomit is Sh'ΙΙgο7η vol vu. ( ι844), and in  
French by Buchnn, Coll des cluoniqses sahonah (Parts, 1824-
1828). See also O. Cartellicri, Peter ems Aragoit and du Sunken-
ische Vesper (Heidelberg, 1904).  

Ρχτχχ IV., king of Aragon (d. 138)), son of Alphonse IV.  
and his wife Teresa d'Enteςa, is known as " The Ceremonious"  
and also as " he of the dagger." He acquired' the first title  
by the rigid etiquette he enforced, as one means of checking  
the excessive freedom of his nobles. The second name was  

given him because he wounded himself with his dagger in the  
act Of cutting to pIeces the so-called " charter of the Union,"  
which authorised the rebellions of his nobles, and which he  

forced them to give up, after he had routed them at the battle  

of Epila in 1348. Of no man of the 14th century can it be more  
truly said that his life was a warfare on earth. He had first  
to subdue his nobles, and to reannex the Balearic Islands to the  

crown of Aragon. When he had made himself master at home,  
he had to carry on a long and fierce contest with his namesake  

Peter the Cruel of Castile, which only terminated when Henry  
of Trastamara succeeded, largely with Aragonese help, in making  
himself king of Castile in ι36q. Peter succeeded in making  
himself master of Sicily in 1377, but ceded the actual possession  
of the island to his son Martin. He was three times married  

to Mary, daughter of Philip of Evreux, king of Navarre, to  

Eleanor, daughter of Aiphonso IV. of Portugal, and to Eleanor.  
daughter of Peter II of Sicily, his cousin. The marriage of his  

daughter by his third marriage, Eleanor, with John I. of Castile,  
carried the crown of Aragon to the Castilian line when his male  

representatives became extinct on the death of his son Martin  
in 1410.  

See Zurits, Anaks de Arogon (Saragossa, 1610).  

Perch, " the Cruel," king of Castile (1333-1369),  son  of 
Alphonse XI. and Maria, daughter of Alphonse IV. of Portugal,  

was born in 1 333. He earned for himself the reputation of  
monstrous cruelty which Is indicatd by the accepted title. In  
later ages, when the royal authority was thoroughly established,  

there was a reaction in Peter's favour, and an alternative name  

was found for him. It became a fashion to speak of him as  
Fl Juslkkro, the executor of justice Apologists were found to  
say that he had only killed men who themselves would not  
submit to the law or respect the rights of others. There is  

this amount of foundation for the plea, that the chronicler  
Loper de Ayala, who fought against him, has confessed that the  

king's fall was regretted by the merchants and traders, who  

enjoyed security tinder his rule. Peter began to reign at the  
age of sixteen, and found himself subjected to the control of  

his mother and lldr favourites, He was immoral, and unfaithful  
to his wife, as his father had been. But Alphonse XI. did not  
imprison his wife, or cause her lobe murdered. .  Peter certainly  
did ihe first, and therecan be little doubt that he did the second  
He had not even the excuse that he was passionately in love with  
his mistress, Maria de Padilla; for, at a time when he asserted  
that he was married to her, and when be was undoubtedly  
married to Blanche of Bourbon, be went through the form  
of marriage with a lady of the family of Castro, who bore him  
a son, and then deserted her. Mavis de Padilla was only the  
one lady of his harem of whom he never became quite tired  

At first he was controlled by his mother, but emancipated  
himself with the encouragement oi the minister Albuquexgw  
and became attached to Mara de Padilla. Maria turned him  
against Albuquerque. In 1354 the king was practically coerced  
by his mother and the nobles into marrying Blanche of Bosebs%,  
but deserted her at once. Α period of turmoil followed in vbfkb  
the king was for a time overpowered and in effect Imprisoned  
The dissensions of the party which was striving to coerce him  
enabled him to escape from Ten, where he was under obaervatfa  
to Segovia From 1356 10 1366 he was master, and was engaged  
in continual wars with Aragon, in which he showed neither  
ability nor daring. It was during this period that he perpetrated  
the series of murders which made him odious. He confided is  
nobody save the Jews, who were his tsx.g'therers, er the  

Mlahommedan guard he had about him. The profound hatred  
of the Christians for the Jews and Μυdή αιes, or Mahommedasa  
settled among them, dates from the years in which they mm  
the agents of his unbridled tyranny. In 1366 he was assailed by  
his bastard brother Henry of Trastamara at the head o! a hest  
of soldiers of fortune, and fled the kingdom without daring t ο  
give bat tie. Almost his lout act in Spain was to murder Sumo,  
the archbishop of Santiago, and the dean, Peralvarea. Peter  
now took refuge with the Black Prince, by whom he was restored  

in the following year. But he disgusted his ally by his faithless•  
nits and ferocity. The health of the Black Prince broke dorm,  
and he left Spain. When thrown on his own resources, Peter  
was soon overthrown by his brother Henry, with the aid  of 
Bertrand du Gucsclin and a body of French free companion  
He was murdered by Henry in du Goesclin's tent an the η3ed  
of March ι36q. His daughters by Maria de Padilla, Constaece  
and Isabella, were respectively married to John of Gaunt, end  
Edmund, duke of York, sons of Edward III., king of Rngland  

The great original but hostile anthorlty fot the life of Peter the  
Cruel is the Chronuuk οf the Chancellπr Pero Lopez de Ayala (MadM  

!g7 9- 1780). A brilliantly written Life is that by Prosper Mt σimte. 
ist. do )on Padre l., roi do Casldk (Paris, 1848). (D. Η.)  

PETER Din ROCHES (d. 1238), bishop of Winchester under  
John and Henry III., and conspicuous among the foreign favour-
ites to whom these sovereigns owed much of their unpopularity.  
was a Poitevin byextraction. He received the office of chamber-
lain towards the close of Richard's reign, and under Richard's  
successor became an influential counsellor. In sao5, doubtless  
through John's influence, he was elected to the see of Winchester  
His electron was disputed but, on appal, confirmed by Pore  
Innocent III., who honoured Peter by consecrating him is  
person. None the less, the new bishop stood by his royal patron  
during the whole period of the interdict. In 1213 he was male  
lustiń ar in succession to Geoffrey Fitz Peter. This promotion  
was justified by the fidelity with which Peter supported the  
king through the barons' war. At the battle of Lincoln (x  
Peter led a division of the royal army and earned some distinc-
tion by his valour; but he played a secondary part in the  
government so long as William Marshal held the regεnc.  
After Marshal's death (1219) Peter led the lutenist opposite  
to Hubert de Burgh, with varying success. At first the justkiar  
was successful. In rasa Peter meditated going on crusade.  
t223-1224 saw his party broken up by Hubert's energetk  
measures; in 1227 was himself dismissed from his office sad  
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tuned his back on England to join the ctsade of the emperor  
Frederick IL lie was absent from England until 1231; but in  

the meantime enhanced his reputation both as a soldier and  
diplomatist. After the fail of De Burgh he kept in the back-
ground, but omccs and honoora went heaped on his di'pcndants,  

especially on his nephew, Peter di's Rievaulu, and other 1bi ιονins.  
This foreign party triumphed over the revolt which was headed  
by Richard 1 Ι ardωl in u33. But the primate, Edmund  
Rich, voiced the general feeling when he dcoouncvd i'elcr  
as a mischief =ker, and d»mtmdod that he should be  
dismissed from court. The king complied, and threatened  
the bishop with charges of malversation, Peter was how-
ever permitted to leave the country with a px i σn( ι 235);  
he conciliated Gregory Ι.Χ. by riαlering of dent aid in 

 a war with the citizens of Rome ( ι x35); and in the next year  
returned without molestation to his see, lie was invited to go  
as the king's envoy to the court of Frederick 11., but refuanl  
apparently on the score of ill health. His public recossciliatiun  
with De Burgh (1236), efFected through the mediation of the  
papal legate, provided a dramatic close to their long rivalry,  
but had no political significance, since both were now living in  
retirement. Peter died in 1238, and was b sled at Winchester.  
He was nndoubtedly a man of a winning personality, a good  
diplomat and financier, a statesman whose unpopularity was  
due in some measure to his freclonfirom the insularity of the  
Englisńmen, against whom he matched himself. But his name  
is associated with a worthless clique of favouriies,· and with  
the first steps which were taken by henry 111, tο establish a  
feeble and corrupt autocracy.  

See C. Petit Dutaillis, 1iIc et rim de Lesis VIII. (Paris, ι894);  
ltcnintre Dupont. Pierre des Rorkes (Nń liers, 1868); hiahbu's L'ee-
stit,hosal Histoi'yof England, t•ul. i.; H. 1V. C. Davis,Cagtdndender  

the Ronsa πτ and Λ ngmns (1905); Τ. F. Tout in the Palnιcα1 Ilulory  
M Englasd, trot. iii. (3905). (H. W. C. D.)  

PETER iΟΜΒΑRD (c. zico-c. 21do), bishop of Paris, better  
known as .ifugtslct scnten)iαeυm, the son of obscure parents,  
was been about the beginning of the 12th century, at Novara  
(then reckoned as belonging to Lombardy). After receiving  
his education at Bologna, he removed to France, bearing a  
recommendation to Bernard of Clairvaux, who first placed him  
under Lotol! at Reims, and afterwards sent him to Paris with  
letters to Gilduin, the abbot of St Victor. lle soon became  
known as a teacher, and obtained a theological chair in the  
cathedral school. His famous textbook, the Scnicuiiae, was  
written between 114$ and ιιςο. On the 29th of June 1159 he  
became bishop of Paris. The accounts of his bishopric are  

satisfactory. There Is a charge that he was guilly of simony,  
having received his office through the favour of Philip, brother  

of Louis VII., his former pupil. The date of his death is  

uncertain. According to one account he died on the aoth of  
July 1 x60, and as Maurice de Sully became bishop that year the  
statement seems probable. Yet there is evidence for a later  

date, and he may have been set aside for simony.  
His famous theological handbook. Seateruiarsm lz'hri gsahwr.  

is, as ihe title implies, ρriπwrily a collection of opinions of the  
fathers, "sententiac patrum." These arc arranged. profe sadly on  
the basis of the aphorism of Augustine, Lomabatd's favourite author-
ity. that "amuis doemaa vet mum est ν,.4 iignorum." into four  
books, of which the first treats of God, the second of the creature,  
the third of the incarnation, the work of redemption, and the  
virtues, and the fourth of the seven sacraments and eschatology .  
The S,isseiiiiac show the influence οf Abelard, both in method απd  
amσgement. but lack entirely the daring of Sic cl Ron. Compared  
with that book they are tame. Gratian i Cox'ord'a diseσιdastisιΡ  
caseasse. as he called his Decretum, was another strong influence,  
Lombard doing in a sense for theology what Gratian did for the canon  
law. The influence of If ugh of St ',eta is also marked. The rda-
tiw to the" sentences "01 a Ganduiph of Bologna (still unpublished)  

hat not been established. The most important thing in the book was  

its crystallizaiion of the doctrine concerning the sacramental system.  
by the definite assertion of the doctrine of the seven acaments,  
and the acceptance of a definition of sacrament, not merely as "a  
ugii o(a ancred thing." b ιt es itself "capable of conveying the grace  
of which it is the sign." The sentences  soon attained immense  
popularity, ultimately becoming the text-book in alma[ every  
theological school, end gw ing rise to endless commentaries, over 180  
if these being written in England. In ι3οo the theological professors  

of Park agreed is the rejeetiοn οf dateen prepositions taken from  
Lombard. but their decision was tar from obtaining usiversel  
co  

Issues the Seek,Iide, Lombard wrote numerous commentaries  
(e.g. on tix' Palms. Canticles, fob, the Greed Harmony, and the  
Pmulinc Epistles), sermons and letters, which still exist in MS. The  
Glosiw sea cwmm αriο s its pdιuas Dasidis, were fast published  
at l'αris in 15333.  

Lumbinl's collected works have been published in J. P. /diegmne's  
Ρ.hαιαete liner. Tome 191 and 192. See also Denifle and Chetelain.  
Charlad,nam ssiwrsitatis pdrtsicm:it, Tome i. (Paris, 3889); Praxis.  
Pierre /mαδσrd, see fpoqw, so vie, sac &rile, sea in xeice (Paris,  
‚$81): kugpl, Prima /ιmtbαrd G sensιι SkΙΙmΛg sue Pkilosop&ie des  
Mukl lhes (Leipzig. 1897); A. barnacle, Dogweŝgιsckicks, lid. 
iii. (18)ο:  Ε.  trans ι 894- ι8γ)); and the αrtκle in Herzog.Hauck's  
Neufrsryklopadk, lfiL xis (leipzig. 1902).  

PETER OP AIGQEBLANCHE (d. 1268), bishop of Hereford,  
belongeil to a noble family of Savoy απd came to England in  
1236 with his muter, William of Savoy, bishop of Valence, being  
in attendance on Eleanor of Provence, the bride of Henry III.  
Α year or two later he is found residing permanently in England  
as a member of the king's court; before 1239 he was archdeacon  
of Salop, and in 1240 he was chosen bishop of Hereford. In 

 1255 Peter acted as Henry's principal agent in the matt  
of accepting the kingdom of Sicily from Popp Alexander IV.  
for his son Edmund, απd his rapacious and dishonest methods  
of raking money for this foolish enterprise added not a little  
to the unpopularity which surrounded the king and his foreign  
favourites. When civil war broke out between Henry and his  
barons the bishop remained Ioyai to his master, and whilst  
residing, almost for the first time, at Hereford he was taken  
prisoner in May 1263. He wit, however, released when the  
king and his enemies came to terms, and after a stay in France  
he retired to Savoy, where he died on the 27th of November  
1268.  

See F. Mugnier. let See med: es Λ wgkeen as XIII' sikk d  
Pierre d' Aigad&rnchi (Cbamblry, 1890).  

PETER OP RLOIS (Pετaυs ΒιeseasIs) (c. 1135-c. ττo5),  
French writer ,  the son of noble Breton parents, was born at  
Blois lie studied jurisprudence at Bologna and theology in  
Paris, and in 2167 he went tb Sicily, where he became tutor to  

the young king William I1., and keeper of the royal seal (ήiΙ-
/dries). But be made many enemies and aoonaskedpermission  
tο leave the country; his request was granted απd about 1170 he  
returned to France. After spending some time teaching in  
l'aris and serving Rotrou de Pcrche, archbishop of Rouen, as  

secretary, Peter entered the employ of Henry II. of England  
about 1 173. He quickly became archdeacon of Bath and soon  
afterwards chancellor, or secretary, to Richard, archbishop of  

Canterbury, and to Richard's successor, Baldwin, being sent  
on two me:miens ιο Italy to plead the cause of these prelates  
before the pope. After the death of Henry II. in ιι89, he was  
for a time secretary to his widow, Elinor, in Normandy; he  

obtained the pmts of din of Wolverhampton and archdeacon  

of London, but he appears to have been very discontented in his  

later years. lie died some time after March 1204.  
Peter's writings fall into four classes, letters, treatises, sermons  

and poems. Ills Efwusofse, which were collected at the request  of 
Henn, 11., are an Important source fee the history of the time;  
they are addressed to Henry 1l. απd to various prelates and scholars.  
including Thomas Becket απd John of Salisbury. His treatises  
include De lrrooáymrwma prregn,soho,ie accde,nnda, an exhortation  
ιο take port in the third crusade, and D1alogw fstir term Iesricsa ι  
11. et abbutem Besaesallessess; his extant sermons number 65 and  
his poems are unimportant. Peter's works have been printed  an 
seνeτal collections, including the Pandogia of J. P. Migne απd the  
flu terrine frascorsm x ń ptores of A. Duchesne. Of separate editions  
the best are those by Pierre de G.usaamvdle (Pads, 1667) and ). A.  
Giles (Oxford. 11846-1847).  

Ss, the Ilisloire Wilshire de le France, Tome xv.• W. Stubbs. 
Lectures ox Medieeal end Modern flistory (Oxford, 1886): Sir T. D.  
Hardy. Des'riplire Catalogue of hie:en  is rthemeg 'to the llilor.  
of Creel ρτίί σιm (1862-1867), end C. L. liingsfad in voL xlv. of the  

of Netiosat Blogmµy (1896).  

PETER OF COURTINAY (d. 5239), emperor of Romania (or  
Constanuinople), was a son of Peter of Courtenay (d. 1183), and  

a grandson of the French king, Louis VI. Having, by a fire  
marriage, obtained the count ies of Nevers and Auxerre, he took  
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for his second wife, Volaade (d. zerq) a dater of Baldwin and  
Henry of Flanders, who were afterwards the first and second  
emperors of the Latin Empire of Constantinople. J'cter accom-
panied his cousin, King Philip Augustus, on the crusade of ee,  
fought against the Albigenses, and was present at the battle  
of Bouvines in 1244. When his brother-in-law, the emperor  
Henry, died without sons in 1216, Peter was chosen as his  
successor, and with a small army set out from France to take  
possession of his throne. Consecrated emperor at Rome, in  a 
church outside the walk, by Popp Honorius IJI. on the 9th of  
April 1217, he borrowed some ships from the Venetian, prom-
ising in return to conquer Durazzo for them; but he failed in  
this enterprise, and sought to make his way to Constantinople  
by land. On the journey he was seized by the despot of Epirus,  
Theodore Angelus, and, after an impriwnmcnt of two years,  
died, probably by foul means. Peter thus never governed his  
empire, which, however, was ruled for a time by his wife,  
Volande, who had succeeded in reaching Constantinople. Two  
of his sons, Robert and Baldwin, became in turn emperors of  
Constantinopk.  

PETER OP DUISBURO (d. e. 2326), German chronicler, was  
been at Duisburg, and became a priest-brother of the Teutonic  
Order. He wrote the C ιιοα ί  an lcrrae P111131gc, dedicated to  
the grand-master, Werner οf Orseln, which is one of the chief  
authorities for the history of the order in Prussia. There is a  
rhyming translation in German by Nicholas of Jeroschin, which,  
together with the original, is published in lid.  Ζ.  of the  
Saijires must prIissi'arum (Leipzig, thot).  

$ee Μ. Thppen, Gesti'hle der prriissisckn RIsioriogra$ie (Berlin,  
ι 3); and 'V. Fuchs, Peter yen Diiizb'irg sad dos Chroafcma arjvease  

(Konigsberg. 1884).  
PETER OP 18ΑΒΙCOΟRT (τ3th century), a French savant, to  

whom his disciple, Roger Bacon, pays the highest tribute in his  
οjυι tedium and other works. According to Bacon he was a  
recluse who devoted himself to the study of nature, teas able to  
work metals, invented armour and assisted Si Louis in one of  
his expeditions more than his whole army. According to trite  
Charles (Roger Dues so vie, sesroswoges, set d σcbines, X86,),  
Peter of Maricourt is the Pierre Pdrfgrin (or Pr'lerin) de Miricourt  
(Meharicourt in Picardy), known also as Petrus Pcregrinus of  
Picardy, one of whose letters, De rueaadde, is partly reproduced  
in Libri's His,. des sciences amaiktataliques as Iiclik (1838),  ii. 
7071, 487·505.  

PETER OF SAVOY (c. tao3-1268), earl of Richmond, younger  
son of Thomas 1. (Tommaso), count of Savoy, was born at Susa.  
Alter spending some years as an ecclesiastic he resigned his  
preferments, and in ι a34 married his cousin Agnes, daughter  
and heiress of Rymon I1., lad of Faucigny. Accepting an  
invitation from the English king. Henry 111., who had married  
his niece, Eleanor of Provence, Peter came to England in 14;0,  
snd was created earl of Richmond, receiving also large estates  
and being appointed to several important om es. During  
several visits to the continent of Europe Peter had largely  
increased his possessions in Vaud and the neighbourhood, and  
returning to England in 1252 he became associated with Simon  
de Montfort, retaining at the same time the king's friendship.  
Having been employed by Henry to negotiate with the pope  
and with Louis IX. of France, he supported Earl Simon in his  
efforts to impose restrictions upon the royal newer; but, more  
moderate than many members of the baronial party, went over  
to Henry's side in t 060, and was consequently removed from the  
council. In 1263 be left England, and when his nephew,  
Boniface, count of Savoy, died in the same year he assumed the  
title of count of Savoy. This was also claimed by another  
nephew, Thomas; but Peter compelled the inhabitants of Turin  
to submit to him and secured possession of the county. He died  
on the 16th or t 7th of May t 768, leaving an only child, Beatrice  
(d. 1310). Peter gave to the castle of Chilies its present form,  
and his name to the Savoy palace in London. fie has been  
called it petit Charlemagne, gad was greatly praised for his valour  
and his wisdom.  

See I.. Wurstemberger. Pde do Zwite, Graf Boa Smoyea (Z6rich,  

1858) • F. Nugauer, Les ,gssoyords to AwgWar,v (Chanib&y, s890);  
and C. Winont. Siaum do Meatfwri (Pans, 1884).  

PETER  THE RERlIT, a priest of Amiens, who ■ ay, as Anna  
Comteaa says, have attempted to goon a pilgrimage to Jerusalem  
before 1096, and have been prevented by the Turks from teaching  
his destination. It is uncertain wheιhar hε was present at Urban's  
great sermon at Clermont in roes; but it is certain that he was one  
of the preachers οf the crusade in France after that sermon, and  
his own experience may have helped to give fire to his eloquence.  
He soon leapt into fame as an emotional revivalist preacher: his  
very ass became an object of popular adoration; and thousands 

 of peasants eagerly took the cross at his bidding. The crusade  
of the j$aperns, which forms the first act in the first crusade, was  
his work; and he himself led one of the five sections of the  
jaajeres to Constantinople, starting from Cologne in April,  
and arriving at Constantinople at the end of July ιοg6. Here  
he joined the only other section which had succeeded in reaching  
Constantinople—that of Walter the Penniless; and with the  

joint forces, which had made themselves a nuisance by pilfering,  
he crossed to the Asiatic shore in the beginning of August.  In 
spite of his warnings, the $5/vies began hostilities against the  
Turks; and Peter returned to Constantinople, either in despair  
at their recklessness, or in the hope of procuring supplies. In  
his absence the army was cut to pieces by the Turks; and he was  
left in Constantinople without any followers, during the winter  
of ιοgό - ιag7, to wait for the coming of the princes. He joined  
himself to their ranks in May 1097, with a little following which  
he seems to have collected, and marched with them through  
Asia Minor to Jerusalem. But he played i very subordinate  
part In the history of the first crusade. He appears, in the  
beginning of ,0it8, as attempting to escape from the privations  
of the siege of Ant ioch—ahowing himself, as Guibert of Nugent  
says, a "fallen star." In the middle of the year he was sent by  
the princes to invite Kerbogha to settle all differences by a duel;  
and in rose he appeals as treasurer of the alms at the siege of  
Arcs (latch), and as leader of the supplicatory processions in  
Jerusalem which preceded the battle of Ascalon (August).  
At the end of the year he went to Laodicca, and sailed thence  
for the West From this time he disappears; but Albert of Aix  
records that be died in "5', as prier of a church οf the Holy  
Sepulchre which he had founded in France.  

Legend has made Peter the Hermit the author and originator  
of the first crusade. it has told how, in an early visit to Jeru-
salem. before sog6. Christ appeared to him in the Church of the  
Sepulchre, and bade him preach the crusade. The legend is  
without any basis In fan, though it appears in the pages of  
William of Tyre. Its orgin is, however, a matter of some  
interest_ Ven Sybei, in his Grsckicllue des mks Kreaargrs,  

suggests that in the camp of the jasperca (which existed side by  
side with that of the knights, and grew increasingly large as the  
crusade told more and more heavily in its progress on the purses  
of the crusaders) some idolization of Peter the Hermit had  
already begun, during the first crusade, parallel to the similar  
glorification of Godfrey by the Lorrainera. In this Idolization  
Peter naturally became the instigator of the crusade, just as  

Godfrey became the founder of the kingdom of Jerusalem and the  
legislator of the ,sa:,e.  This version of Peter's career seems as  
old as the Chanson des dh"ift, a poem which Raymond of Antioch  
caused to be composed in honour of the Hermit and his followers,  
soon after "3o. It also appears in the pages of Albert of Aix,  
who wrote somewhere about X130; and from Albert it was  
borrowed by William of Tyre. The whole legend of Peter is  
an excellent instance of the legendary amplification of the first  
crusade—an amplification which, beginning during the crusade  
itself, in the " Wdolk:miens " of the different camps (We ens  
tι rwm, if one may pervert Bacon), soon developed into a regular  
saga This saga found its most piquant beginning In the  
Hermit's vision at Jerusalem, and there it accordingly began—
alike in Albert, followed by William of Tyre and In' the Chasm  
des ihIt'js, followed by the later Chanson d'A nilothc.  

The original authorities for the story of Peter the Hermit are:  
foe the authentic Peter, Anna Comoem and the Ge to Τπυκαινw;  
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rt of Aix. The idol  
sd excellently discusse  
zig, 1879).  

Of. 5 7 2 5-1785),  
tge, who, having bee  
er in ητς, ωυ brought _..e._.._  

by  order of George I., whose interest had been aroused in the  

unfortunate youth. An extraordinary amount of curiosity and  

speculation concerning Peter was excited in London, and the  

craze was the subject of a biting satire by Swift, and of another  

entitled The Meal Wonderful Wonder lkot mar appeared to the  

Wunder of Ike British Nation,  which ń aa been attributed to Swift  
and Arbuthnot; Defoe also wrote on the subject, and Lord  

Monboddo in his Origin and Progress of Language presents the  
idiot Peter as an illustration of his theory of the evolution of  

the human species. He lived to an advanced age, was seen by  

Lord Monboddo in τ 782, and died in ι 785.  
See Henry Wilson. lb Back of Wosdrrful Ckara'ters (London,  

5869).  

ΡΕΤΕΕ, 16PΙSΤΙ. 0!, the two books of the New Testament  
traditionally ascribed to the apostle Peter.  

t Pena  
This epistle is addressed to " the elect who are sojourners  

of the Dispersion IDiasporal in Pontes, Galatia, Cappadocia,  
Asia and Bithyna." The" Diaspora " was the name generally  

given to the Jews who were "scattered abroad." This suggests  
that the letter was intended for Jewish Christians in the provinces  

mentioned. But i. 14, ι8; ii. 9, co; iv. 3 point rather to Gentile  
Christians, and it is better to take this view, and interpret the  

"Diaspora "metsphorfqlly as referring to the isolated position of  

Christians among the heathen. The general impression made by  

the epistle is that the central idea was to strengthen the courage  
of the recipients, who were likely to undergo per-
serntion, and to enjoin on them conduct which  
would remove all reasonable excuse for thinking  

that Christianity ought to be regarded as a crime.  
Ch. i. 3-12 is an introduction of praise to God that  

he had mused the recipients of the epistle to be  
born again to the living hope in a glorious salvation.  
The rest of the epistle may be divided into three parts:  
(a) i. 13-is. to. mainly hortatory injunctions to live  
holy lives in accordance with this new birth, απd to  
grow up as God's people in communion with Christ;  
(p) ii. ι ι-4ν. 6, particular directions as to the  
line of conduct to be pursued towards the Gentiles απd  
towards those in authority, with special reference to the relations  

of slaves to masters, of wives and husbands to each other, απd of  
Christians to one another; to the first W theses passage is appended  
dealing with the sufferings of Christ as an example (ii. τι-τ5). aσd  
the whole is completed by an exhortation to meekness and patience  
in suffering, in the light of the sufferings of Christ and the blessings.  

gprn by them both to the living and to the dead; (y) iv. 7-v. 11.  
has less cohesion. It begins with exhortation not to forget prayer  

and love. then the believers are warned to be careful to suffer only as  

Christians, not as breakers of the laws. The elders and the younger  
men ass reminded of their duties to the community and to one  
another. The whole is brought to a close with an exhortation to all  

to fight manfully against the devil and to trust in God.  
Dale απd Authorship. —These two questions are so closely  

connected that they cannot be considered separately. The  

external evidence of tradition is that the epistle was written by  
St Peter. This can be traced back to Irenaeus (iv. 9, a) and  
Clement of Alexandria (Strom. iii. 18, 1 io), and it is thought by  
many writers that τ Peter us. ι, even if it be not itself Petrine,  
is good evidr"ce that the writer regarded τ Peter as apostolic.  
Evidence for its use, without mention of its name, may be found  

in Polycarp, but probably not in the other apostolic fathers  
(cf. The N.T. in the Α posfolk Fathers, Oxford, 1905, p. 137). It  
is, however, possible that Papias made use of it. It is d όubtful  
whether Justin Martyr used it, but probable that it was known  
t ο Tbeophilus of Antioch, It is not mentioned in the canon  
of Muratori. Thus external evidence, though unanimous in  

favour of the Petrine authorship, is not sufficient to settle the  
question. The internal evidence consists of (a) evidence bearing  
on the date in connexion with the persecution of Christians,  

(β) evidence establishing the relation of the epistle to other  

documents in early Christian history, and (y) evidence concerning  
St Peter pesaonaliy.  

(a) It iscicar from t Peter i. 6, ii. ia.iv. 12-19, ν. 9, that the  
epistle was written dυππg a time of persecution. The question  
which is doubtful is to which persecution the description best  
applies. The traditional οpiniοn was that the persecution referred  
to was that under Nero. Hut it has been argued that the Ncroine  
persecution according to Tacitus (Ann. xv. 44) was not a persecution  

of Christians as such, but was rather the result of false accusation.  

Moreover there is no proof that there was soy persecution of  

Chń stians at this time outside Rome. and s Peter alludes to fps   
setution in the provinces of Asia Minor. Therefore many critics  
have felt obi to bring the epistle into connexion with the epistle  
of Pliny to rajan, written ι. 112. and asking for advice as to the 
procedure to be (Wowed in trials of Christians. This is the earliest  
evidence which implies organized persecution in the provinces in  
question, and therefore Holtzmann. Weizsackcr and others regard  
this as fixing the date of the epistle in the beginning of the 2nd  

century. and excluding the Petrine authorship. Against this view  
it may be argued that the epistle describes the beginning of per-
secution. The writer still hopes that Christians will not be obliged  
tο suffer "fur the name " and is clearly aware of false accusations  
of crime. On the other hand Pling's letter implies a time when  
Christianit was in itself a crime and was recognized as such. Thus  
it is urged, probably correctly, that the epistle belongs to the  
beginning of a period of which Pliny's letter marks a later develop-
ment, and we can only say that C. 112 is the terminus ad 951m The  
fermium a quo is more difficult to find. \Ve do not know with err.  
iii inty when Christianity became a recognized offence, and scholars  

have supported various hypotheses. T. Mommsen, Hardy and 
Sunday think that even under Nero it was criminal to be a Christian;  

Neumann thinks that this was first the case under Domitian: Sir 
W. M. Ramsay believes that this attitude seas one of the results of  
the Jewish War of 70, απd ascribes it to Vespasian. If the Domitianic  
date be adopted the Petrine authorship is almost excluded, and it  
is difficult to reconcile the traditional date of St l'eter's martyrdom  
with Ramsey's theory.  

(8) The relations of t Peter to other books in early Christian  
literature is shown in the following table— 

From his table it is sufilcken ly plain that i Peter is closely connected  
with Romans, Ephesians, James and Polycarp. The majority of  
schό lars are agreed that in the case of Romans the dependence is  
on the side of ι Peter, απd in the care of Polycarp on the side of  
Polycarp. There is less agreement as to Ephesians απd James,  
though in the former case the general opinion favours the dependence  
of ι Peter, in the latter case i[t priority.In England, however, the  

lipriority of James has been supported by Mayor and Host. In the 
ght of the established use of Romans it is possible that I Peter also  

used other -Pauline epistles and some scholars have seen special  
traces of the influence oft Cor. and Gal. (for a list W these of.  
Holtzmann, Eiskijung in dos N.T., 3. p. 31 4). It has been argued  
that the use of the Pauline epistles is improbable for Peter, but  

this is a subjective argument which is not decisive.  
(y) According to tradition Peter was martyred in Rome. and it  

is probable that this was in the Neroine persecution. If this be so,  
the year 64 is the terminus ad quesn of the letter, if it be authentic. 
Ramsay. however, thinks that l  may have survived this persecu-
tion and suffered at the beg inning  of the persecutions which, he  
thinks, were initiated by the k laνlan emperors (see PsTna, S': 1 5.  
4 and 6).  

The whole question of authorship and date is thus a complex  
of smaller problems, many of which do not seem to admit of  
any definite answer. If St Paul's epistle to the Ephesians be  
genuine, and it were really known to the writer of τ Peter, and if  
Peter were martyred in 64, the theory of Petrine authorship  
demands that it was written by Peter between 59 and 64. On  
the Petrine hypothesis this is the most probable view. The  
weak point is that it assumes a great spread of Christianity in  

the provinces of Asia Minor outside the activity of Paul, and that  
the official persecution of Christians as such began throughout  
'the Roman Empire under Nero, for neither of which is theta  

ι Pet. 	Rom. ι  Pet. 	Eph. ι  Pet. 	Jas. ι  Pet.  Pdyιarp.  
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corroborative evidence. On the non-Petrie hypothesis ι date  
is demanded some time before the letter of Pliny; this suits the  
internal evidence be ιter than any possible on the Petrine  
hypothesis, but it fails to explain the really considerable and  
early evidence for the Petrine authorship, and necessitates  
some purely hypothetical suggestion, such as Harnack's view  
that the epistle was originally anonymous, and that the opening  
and closing sentences (i. τ sqq., v. 12 sqq.) were added between  
an. ιςο and 175, perhaps by the writer of τ Peter.  

The Protic,wn'e of the EpisIl'.—This is defined in τ Peter v. 13 
 as Babylon. It has sometimes been argued that this is Babylon  

in Mesopotamia, in which there were, until the time of the em-
ueror Caius, many Jews; but no good tradition connects St Peter  
with the evangelization of Mesopotamia, and this district  

would have had little in common with the Graeco-Roman world  
of Asia Minor. Another suggestion is that the Egyptian Babylon  

it meant (Old Cairo); but in the ιst century this was probably  
merely a fortress. Thus there is an overwhelming weight of  

opinion in favour of the view that Rome, the Babylon of  
Apocalyptic literatl ιre, is intended. This also agrees with the  
tradition in τ Tim. iv. ι i, which (cf. τ Pet. v. 13) suggests that  
St Mark was in Rome.  

Rice,liow in the Canoe. —I Peter seems to have been the  
earliest of the Catholic epistles to obtain recognition. By the  

year coo it was accepted everywhere except in two places—the  

church of Edema, which did not receive the Catholic epistles  
until the 5th century, and, if the canon'of Muratori is to be  
trusted, the church of Rome. It should, however, be noted that  
Zahn emends the text of the Mfurato ń anum (rather violently)  
so as to include the epistle (see also Biota: Νrs Teslossrnl  
Canon.)  

The Theology of Peter.—The simplicity of the theology is rni id, 
and agords an argument for an early date. Jew, so the λ le .sh  
of whom the prophets had sunken, and the " Jpir ιι of Christ ' is  
identified with the spirit which was in them. lib suffering fur sin  
had reieued the elect, απd was also an ea,smple for Christiom to  
follow. After his death he prenched to the "sρ ir ι ts in pri.s..i."  
The source of Christian life is on the one hand ku rt in God r ho  
raised the Messiah from the dead, and on the other bast bats ι sm  
which " saves ... through the resurrection of Jesus Christ." he  
members of the community arc "a royal

J 
ń e, ι hood, a holy n3to'," 

—i.e. inherit the promises nude to the Jews, bat ibis  iih'iic...tce 
is bound up with the strongly cxchatoiogicai doctrine that Christians  
are strangers in the world, the end of which is at hand.  

The Church Organtsalion of ι Prier.—This also is very simple and  
primitive, and closely based on the Jewish model. The loaders are  
called presbyters or elders, and their duty is to act as shepherds to  
the flak. Beyond this there is no sign of a developed organtzalion ;  
each is to act an αccorda π ro with the gift (ssρwµa) which he has  
received. There is no trace of a specially set apart ministry either  
for the service of the community or for teaching, as t ο which the only  
limitation given is " if say man speak let him speak as the oracles  
of God," i.e. probably, in accordance with the Old Testament.  

s PEna  

This epistle may be divided into five parts. (1) The writer  
who describes himself as "Simon (sear. led. Symeon) Peter,  

a servant and apostle of Jesus Christ," exhorts his tenders to  
become perfect in knowledge and virtue, so as to enter the  

kingdom of Christ (0. 3-11). (τ) He then explains his desire  
once more to testify to the powcrof Jesus,andbascshistestimony  
partly on his own experience in the Holy Mount (apparently  
a reference to the Transfiguration), and partly on the "word  
of prophecy" (i. 12-τι). (3) The meιιtion of prophecy kads  
him to deal with the question of false prophets, who arc accused  
of false doctrine and immoral practices. In this section is  
incorporated almost the whole of the epistle of Jude (1i. 1-22).  

(4) He then discusses a special feature of the false teaching,  
viz, doubts thrown on the Parousia, the certainty of which  
for the future he defends (iii. 1-13). Finally he warns his  
hearers that they must be found spotless at the Paroasia,  
and emphasizes the agreement of hia teaching with St Paul's  
(iii. n4- t8).  

The main object of the epistle is to be seen in the attack  
made on the false teacherςΡ and in the defence of the certainly  
of the Perousia of the Lord  

Aalkorship.—The traditional view is that it was written bP  
St Peter from Rome after ι Peter. This view is however  
untenable for the following reasons. (i) The epistle is not  
quoted by any writer of the and century, and Origin, who is  
the first to mention it as Petrine, admits that its authorship was  
disputed. (a) The style and language differ greatly from that  
of τ Peter: this argument may however fairly be met by the  
suggestion that it is improbable that be wrote Greek with ease,  
and that he may have used a variety of amanuenses. (3) The  
growth of immorality and false teaching to which it witnesses  
seems irreconcilable with a very primitive period of church life.  
(4) It has incorporated the greater part of Jude in a whole.  
sale manner difficult to reconcile with aposlolical authorship.  
() It seems to attribute a position of scriptural authority to  
the Pauline epistles, and this is improbable either in the mouth  
of Peter, or during the 1st century.  

Any one of these arguments would be weighty by ➢ eaelf, is  
combination they form an irresistible cumulative argumest  
against the Petrine authorship of τ Peter.  

Dσtι.—If the Petrinc authorship be abandoned, the ki'minw  
ad quem of the epistle is its use by Origen (or, just possibly, by  
Clement of Alexandria), and the krmi,ius a quo is fixed by  the 
following considerations: ( ι) the activity of as immad  
Gnosticism; (a) the attainment by the Pauline epistles of geese  

authority, and their perversion by heretics; (3) the use made  

of the epistle of Jude.  
It is difficult to define the exact date to' which these indicatiotis  

point, but there is a general agreement that it must be sought  

in the and century, and perhaps the decades immcdiatciybalwr  
and after the year so. 150 are the most probable.  

Place of Origin.—There is hardly any evidence on this pant:  
but the most probable place seems to be Egypt, as the lei ter has  

points of connexion with Philo, Clement of Alexandria and the  

Apocalypse of Peter, and seems first to have been used in the  

church of Alexandria. It should however be noted that Deass-
mann argues on lexical grounds in favour of Asia Minor (Bebd  
Stmt. pp. 277-284).  

Rclaiioi, ιο other Early Christian Docu πΡιcπts.—The documents  
with which τ Peter has the greatest amnities are the epistle  
of Jude, and the Apocalypse of Peter, of which a fragment was  
found in Akhmim in 1882 by Μ Bouńant. In each case the  
affinity is very close, and is capableof more than one explanation.  
Roughly speaking τ Peter ii. reproduces Jude: it is pastille  
therefore either that Jude is an epitome of τ Peter or that the  
writer of τ Peter used Jude. The former hypothesis has a lw  
supporters, notably T. Zahn and Spitta, but most writers see  
emphatic in thinking that a Peter has incorporated Jude, sad  
this view is almost certainly correct (see Juox, Eruris or).  
The conncxion with the Apocalypse of Peter is more complicated:  
the evidence of a comparison between the two documents (which  
is made in full in F. H. Chase's article in Hastings's DiaGuaery  
of Ike Bib/c) is to show that either one document is dependent  

on the other, or both were written by the same person, or both  
come from the same circle. Of these theories there is least to  
be said for the dependence of the Apocalypse on τ Peter, and  
perhaps most for the dependence of τ Peter on the Apocaiypne  

Rcccjsiion in the Cano,i.— a Peter was the last of the Catholic  
epistles to be accepted as canonical. It was first regarded as  
such in Alexandria, perhaps originally in connexion with the  
Apocalypse of Peter rather than with τ Peter. Thence it passed  
into the canon used by the church of Constantinople, in the 4th  
century made its way into the Roman canon, απd in the 6th was  
accepted last of all by the Sy ń s church (see also B τaττΡ: macs'  
Tcslamenl Canoe).  

The theology of a Peter.—The theology of the epistle is specially  
marked by two dasracteristics—ita high Cbris(ology and its eschato- 
logical character. Christ is referred to as " our God and Savioue.'  
and the fatherhood of God is apparently only regarded as refer i,' 

 01 to the Divine Son. The work of Christ was the redemption  
the elect, and this redemption awaits its eaasomnst ί tιa in she  
Parousii. This is the central point of the teaching of the epistle  
απd is obviously directed against that of the false prophets. The  

wń ter looks forward to the destruction of the present world by fire.  
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when the wicked, whither aegeis ow men, who here been teιανed  
for judgment will be finally condemned, and a new era of happiness  
for the elect will begin.  

Chunk &ganisahaa.—There is very little in a Peter which throws  
light on church organisation. From his silence it would appear thai  
the morarchial epiacopacy did not yet exist in the church to which  
the writer belonged, and perhaps the prophets were still the chief  
guides but the argument from silence cannot be pressed. In an  
case the growth of false απd immoral prophets, which ultimately  
led to the obsolescence and suppression of this order, was far advanced  

and was  one of the reasons which led to the writing of the epistle.  
AUTxoxtTIss.—Besides the books απd articles already menticiied  

the following are important: F. H. Chase, " Peter " and " Epistles  
of Peter" in Hastings's Diit. Bible' P. W. Schmiedel, "Simon  
Peter" In the Bury. Bib.; Lightfoot, St. Clement of Rome, 1, 201 - ,' 15  
and 11, 481-302 ; Harnack, Alkkr. Lift. απd Ckroaolagie 1 (the rok-
vaπt sections). The relevant sections in the Introductions of  
Holtgmann, T. Zahn, J  ilicher, Salmon, Weiss απd Moffat. The 
commentaries of Bigg, Mayor, F. Sputa. Kehl (in Meyer's Com,m-
tery), von Scden (in Holtzmann's Commentary), and Weiss.  

PΕlΕΒΒΟΒΟΙIQE. a town and 	
a.) 

port of entry of Ontario,  
Canada, and capital of Peterborough county, situated 7 ο in.  
N.E. of 'Ib onto, on the Otonabee rives and the Grand Trunk  
and Canadian Pacific railways. Pop. (z90i), ιτ,a39.• The  
five falls of the (λnabee at this point, with a total descant  
of 5ο ft., furnish power fora large and increasing number of  
manufacturing establishments, whilst its cenelsation as part  

of the Trent, anal gives communication with Lake Ontario and  
Georgian Bay. Peterborough less an electric railway, and can-
taina important manufactories of electrical machinery and  

supplies, iron and steel badge*, agrkvltutal implements and  

cordage, saw, tlouu and woollen m ί iis.  
PrnRDOROUGII, a city and municipal and parliamentary  

borough of Ncithemptonshite, England, 76 m. N. from London  
by the Great Northern rain a*; served also by the London &  

North Western, Grit Eastern and Midland railways. Pop.  

(1891), 25,171; (t90x), 30,872. It is built chiefly along the  
rises Nene, on the north side, and on the western border of the  

Fey country.  
The cathedral of St Peter is the third church that has occupied  

the site; the first, founded under Panda, king of the Merciens,  

about 656, was entirely destroyed by the Danes in 870, and the  
second, founded in King' Edgar's reign, was accidentally burnt  

in ιιιό . The present building, founded in the following year,  
was, inclusive of the west front,. τ ao dean in building, being  
consecrated on the 4th of October 1557. It embraces in all, . 

however, eight periods of construction, and in no other building  

can the transition be better studied throqgh the w τious gradα  
of Norman to Early English, while. the Eater addition Is as  

admirable example of Perpendicular.  
The erection proceeded as usual from east to west, and, while  

an increase in elegance and elaboration is observable in the inter  
parts, the character of the earlier buildings was so carefully kept in  
mind that no sense of incongruity is produced. A series of uniform  
Decorated windows were added throughout the church in the 14th  
century and their effect is rather to enhance then detract from the  
unity of design. The choir, early Norman, terminating in an ape,  
was founded in 1117 or 1118 by John de Sais or Sea, and dedicated  
in 1140 or 1143; the aisles of both transepts απd the whole of the  
south transept were built by Martin of B α,1140-115S5; the remaining  
%entwos of the trauepts and the central town, of three stories, were  
completed by William de Waterville, 1155-1175; the nave, fete  
Norman. was completed by Abbot Benedict, 1177-1193, who added  
a beautiful painted roof of wood; the western transepts, transitional  
Norman, were the work of Abbot Andrew, r  ι9  1200; the western  
front, actually a vast portico of three arches, the unique feature of  
the building, and one of the finest specimeps of Early English  
extent, must have been built between 1200 and 1250, during which  
period there were several abbots; but there exists no record of its  
reconstruction. The lady chapel, built parallel with the choir by 

 Wiliam Parys, prior, was consecrated in lzpo; the bell-tower was  
erected by Abbot Ord between ι aόo and 1274; the south-west  
spire, the pinnacles of the flanking tower of the west portal,,and the  
enlargement of the windows of the nave and aisles were the work  
of Henry de Morcot in the beginning of the 14th century; the "new  
building" or eastern chapel in the Perpendicular style, •begun in 
1438, was not completed till 1528. In ι gι the church nee (»needed  
into a cathedral, the abbot being made the first bishop. The  
extreme length of the building is 471 ft., and of the nave 211 ft.  
the breadth of the west front being 156; the height of the central  

tower, as reoonKrncted in the 14th century, was ego, that of the  

w

▪  

defaced
tower 

  by the a soldiers of Croms  I, 
ft. In 6g die building 

 all  
the brasses and oponuments, burnt the ancient records, levelled the  
altar and screen, defaced the windows, and demolished the cloisters.  
To obtain materials for repairs the lady chapel was taken down.  

In the latin pan of the 18th century the church was repaved.  
In' 1831 a throne, stalls and choir-streen were erected and eth φτ  
restorations completed On account of the insecure state of the  
central tower in 1883 it was taken down; and its reconstruction,  
exactly as it stood with the exception of the four corner turrets  

added early in the igth century, was completed in 1886. The choir  
vss remesed in 1889 after being closed, for thorough seetagatos,  
for sax scars.  

In 1895 the restoration of the west front and other parts was begun  
in the face of considerable adverse criticism; but the work was  
carried on with the utmost ire. During the carrying out of this  
week many interesting diκoveries were made, the meet important  
being the site of the cruciform Saxon church, enclosed within a crypt  
under the south tranuept. Catherine of Aragon was interred in the  
cathedral in 1536, and Mary Queen of Scots in 1587. but the body of  
the Scottish queen was removed to Westminster Abbey in 5612.  
Both inter τaents were wperintended by Robert Scar ctt the seaSon,  
commonly known as' .' Old Scarlett,' whose portrait, a copy of the  
original, hangs in the west transept. He died in ι594 at the age of  
98. Of the monastic buildings there are some interesting remains.  
The cathedral is approached by a Νπrmt π gateway, above which  
is the chapel of St blicholaa, built by Abbot Benedict and now used  
as the music schooland on the left the chapel of St Themes 
k Becket, built by Abbot Ashton in the 15th century as it stands,  
but originally Norman. The gateway to the bishopslace, foe. 
merle the abbot's house, was built by Abbot Godfrey d έCmyland  
in 1319, and the deanery gate by Abbot Kirton about es2o. One of  
the canonry houses is formed partly from a hail of the ι dι century.  

Peterborough is included for dull purposes In the pariah of St  
John the Baptist, but for eccleaiastical purposes it is divided Into  
four, the additional parishes being St Mary's Boongate (1857),  
St Mark's (1858) and St Paula (1869). The old parish church  
of St John originally stood to the east of the cathedral, but was  
rebuilt on Its present site in the centre of the city ( ι4oι-τ4o7)  
in Perpendicular style. The educational establishments include  
the Henry VIII. grammar or chapter school, which used the  
chapel of St Thomas 4 Becket until 1885; the St Peter's training  
college for schoolmasters for the dioceses of Peterborough, Sly  
and Lincoln, erected from designs of Sir Gilbert Scott (1864);  
and Deacon's said Ireland's charity school, established in 172!  
for the clothing and educating of twenty poor boys. The  
principal public building Is the market house (167!), used as  a 
town-hall. The modern prosperity and spied growth of the  

town are chiefly due to the trade caused by the junction of so  

many railway lines. Adjoining the town are extensive works  
and sheds connected with the 'Greet Northern and Midland  
railways. The principal manufacture is that of agricultural  
implements. The parliamentary borough returns one member  
(since 1885). The municipal borough, incorporated In 1874,  
is under a mayor, 6 aldermen and ι8 councillors. Ares, 1878  
ecrεs. The soke or liberty of Peterborough, with a population  
Of 41,122, constitutes a separate administrative county (1888).  
The diocese of Peterborough includes the whole of Rutland,  
nearly all Lelceaterehire and Northamptonshire, said smell  
portions 'of Derbyshire and Huntingdonshire.  

Peterborough (Burgh, Bsrrgirc scwdi P4ev') is proved by its  
original name Medebamstede to have been a Saxon village  
before 65 5 when Saxulf, a monk, founded the monastery on  
land granted to him for that purpose by Penda, king of Mends.  
Its name was altered to Burgh between 99s and zoos after  
Abbot Kenulf had made a yrall round the minister, but the town  
does not appear to have been a borough until the nth century.  
The burgesses received their lust charter from "Abbot Robert,"  
probably Robert of Sutton (1262-1273). Until the 19th century  
the dean and chapter, who succeeded the abbot as lords of the  
manor, appointed a high bailiff, and the constable. and other  
borough officers were elected at their court led, but the borough  
was incorporated in 1874 under the government of a mayor,  
6 aldermen and ι8 councillors. Among the privileges chimed  
by the abbot as early as the 13th ceder),  was that of having  
a prison for felons taken in the soke and borough. In 1576  
Bishop Scamble sold the lordship of the hundred of Naseaburgh,  
which is coextensive with the soke, to Queen Elizabeth, who  
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gave ii to Lord Burghley, and from them time until the r9th  
century he and his descendants, marquesses of Exeter, had a  
sepaIale gaol in Peterborough for prisoners arrested in the sokc.  
The tιadea of weaving and woolcombmg were carried on in  
Pete-borough in the 14th century. The abbot formerly held  
four fair, of which two, one called St Ρeter's fair, granted in  
1189 and now held on the second Tuesday and Wednesday in  
July, and the other called the Bridge fair, granted in 1439 and  
held on the feat Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in October,  
stab survive and were purchased by the corpomtian from the  
ecclesiastical commissioners in 1876. Peterborough sent two  
members to parliament for the first time in ι η.  

Ρ FΕΕΒΟΕΟUGΗ AND M0NI OUTH. CΗΑΒLΒΒ lOB-
DAUNT, Eagy. οr (c. 1658-1735), English soldier and statesman,  
was bon about ι658. lily father, John Mfordaunt, was created  
Viscount Mordaunt of Avalon and Baron Mordaunt of Reigate,  
Surrey, in 1659; his moiherwas Elizabeth, the deughtcr and sole  
heiress of Thomas Carey, the second son of Robert Carey, rat  
earl of Monmouth? lie matriculated at Christ Church, Oxford,  
on the ττ th of April 1674. When about sixteen rums of age  
he joined Sir John Narborough's fleet in the Mediterranean, and  
wan his foal distinction in arms in the dntrueti οη of thb dey's  
fleet under the very guns of Tripoli His tether died on the 5th  
of June 1675, and Charles Mordaimt succeeded t ο the peerage  
as Viscount Moedaunt. On his rdtem from the second expedi-
tion to Tangier he ,plunged into active political life as a zealous  
Whig and en unswerving opponent of the duke of York. But  
his continued hostility to James II. faced him to repair to  
Holland in :686, when he proposed to William of Orange to  
Invade England. The dispasitioh of the cold and cautious  
William had little in common with the fierce and turbulent  
MM^daunt. His plan was rejected, though the prudent  prince 
of Orange deemed it judicious to retain his services. When  
William ailed to Torbay his friend accompanied him, and when  
the Dutch educe was safely established on the throne of England  
hemmers without stint were showered upon Lord Mordaunt.  
He was swan of the privy council on the tell of February  

1689, on the 8th of April of the same year appointed first lord  
of the treasury, and a day later advanced in the peerage by  
creation as earl of Monmouth.  

In less than a year be wee out of the turnery, but he still  
remained by the person of his monarch gad was with him in  
his dangerous passage to Holland in January ιφι. He was  
one of the eighteen peers who signed the protest against the  
rejection, on the 7111 of December t69a, of the motion for the  
appointment of a committee to Enquire into the conduct of the  
war, and although William had refused his consent to a bill for  
triennial parliaments in the previous session, Lord Monmouth  
did got shrink from reintroducing it in December 1693. This  
16d to a disagreement with the court, though the final breach  
did not take place until January 1697, when Monmouth was  
accused of complicity in Sir John Fcnwick'a conspiracy and  
of the use of "undutiful words" rounds the king. lie was  
committed to the Tower, staying in coofinemaot tmtii the 30th  

of March ι697, and deprived of his employments. Some  
consolation for these troubles came to him en the z9th of June  

of the same year, when be succeeded to the earldom of Peter-
borough, by the death of his uncle Henry Motdaunt, and cut.  

The four yeas after his release from the Tower was mainly  
passed in retiernient, but on the accession of Arose he pinged  
into political life again with avidity. His first act was t e draw  

down on himself in February 170s the censure of the House of  
Cainmots for the put which he took in the attempt to secure  
the return of his nominee for the bough of Malmabury.  
Through the far of the ministry that bin restless spirit would  
drive him into oppesetion to its =see a if he stayed at home,  
he was appointed early in 270$ to ommwd an expedition of  

■A berme, of Monlaunt by wait had misted a the family- dare  
'559, 811  the viscount was the second son of the fifth of these  

barons, who in 1628 was created earl of Peterbowough, the elder son  
Henry being second earl.  

' Cr. uόsd. This peerage became extinct in 1661 on the death  
of the and cml  

English and Dutch troops iii S pain. He was crested the soh  
commander of the land forces hi April 1705 and joint-commander  

with Sir Cloudesley Shovel of the fleet on the 1st of May, after  

he had been reinstuted a member of the privy council on the  

29th of Harsh. He arrived at Lisbon on the nab of June 1705,  
sailed for Barcelona (Aug. 1705) on an expedition for the  
conquest of Catalonia, and began to besiege that town. For  
some weeks the operations were not prosecuted with vigour  
and Peterborough urged that the fleet should transport the  
troops to Italy, but the energetic counsels of the Archduke  
Charles at last prevailed and by the ι4th of October the city  
fell into his bands. On the moth of January 1706 he entered  
Valencia in triumph, but these movements had weekend the  
garrison at Barcelona, which was now besieged by a superior  
French force under Tend. The garrison, commanded by the  

archduke, defended their positions with great bravery, but  
would have been obliged to surrender had not the fleet of Sir  
John Leaks, answering the appeals of Charles but contrary to  
the original orders of Peterbomugh, come to their ..se  

on the 8th of May, whereupon the French ?mead the siege on  

the ττ th of May. It is dimcuit to understand the action of  
Peterborough during this campaign, unless on the supposition  

that be was oat of sympathy with the movenrent for piecing an  

&Weise prince on the throne of Spain When Chula deter-
mined upon uniting with Lord Galway's troops and marching  

to Madrid, the advice οf Ρεteτboιοeghegαhαhindeπd ń isρcogre s.  
At first he urged an advance by Valencia as sappiies had these  
been collected, then he withdiew this statement; afterwards  

he delayed for some weeks to join Galway, who was in need of  

succour, but ultimately reached the romp  on the 6th of August.  
The leaders of the army diHaed in their views, and Lad  
Peterborough was recalled to England to explain his mended  
(March X7ο7).  

On his return to England in /ingest he allied himself with the  
Tories, and received his reward in being contrasted, much to  
his advantage, with the Whig trictorot Blenheim and Malplaquet.  
The differences between the three press, Pctorboimigh, Galway  
and Tymwley, who bad served in Spain, formed the subject  
of angry debuts in the Lords, when the majority declared fee  

Peterborough; after some fiery speeches the resolution that be  
had performed many greet and eminent services was p=lied,  
sad votes of thanks were passed to him without any division  
(January and February X708). His new friends wen not  
desirous of detaining him ling on English soil, and they  
sent him on a missidh to Vienna, where he cbaractazlitialy  
engaged the ministry in pledges of which they disapproved.  
His resentment at this disagreement wne softened by the com-
mand of a cavalry regiment, and by his appointment as a Knight  

of the Garter (Aug. 3 and 4, 1713). With the accession  
of George L Lord Peterborough's influence was gone. Worn  
out with suffering, he died at Lisbon en the 25th of October  
1 735. His remains were brought to England, and buried at  
Tuuvey in Bedfordsbire on the nst of November.  

Lard Peterborough was short in stature: and spare in halt of  
body. ills activity khew no bounds He was said to have seen  
mere kings and postilions than any man in Europe, and the  
whole point of Swift's lines on " Mordanto " consisted in  a 
descriptIon of the speed with which he hastened from capital  
to capital. He was eloquent in debate and intrepid in war, but  
his influence in the senate was ruined through his inconsistency,  
and his vigour in the field was wasted through his want of union  
with his colleagues. His first wife, Carey, daughter of Sir  
Alexander Fraser of Dores, Kincsxdineahirc, died on the 13th  
of May tug, end was buried at Turvey. Some years later  
(τjss) he secretlymarried Anastasia Robinson (c. 1695-1755), 5 
famous dramatic singer (from 1714) of great beauty and sweet-
ness of (rimerftion, daughter of Thomas Robinson (d. 1722),  
a portrait painter; but she was at first unrecognized as his wife,  
and lived apart from him (regarded merely as his mistress)  
with her two sisters at Paxson'a Green. She remained  

on the operatic stage, till 1724. It was only a few months  
before his death that (after a second marriage ceremony) y) she  
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was Introduced to society as the aoautes of Pεteιbο ough.  
He had a son john (1681-1710) who predeceased him, md was  
therefore succeeded in the title by his grandson Chides ('7  ιο-
1779), whose son Charles Henry (1758-1814), 5th earl, died  
unmarried, the honours becoming extinct, except for the  
barony of Moidaimt which paced to a collateral branch and  
fell into abeyance in 2836.  

Bim.'oornisy.—Tba best accounts of the weer of Petaibocough  
are in the life by Wiliam Stabbing (1890), mid the We, M  
Siic'essimi is Spain, by Colonel the Hon. Arthur Parneli '903) . 
The earlier lives are founded on the memoir of Captain  George 
Carleton (1728), which was analysed b Colonel rarne^, and dis- 
missed as a ό ctltims nα αtive inspired 

by 
 Swift, m the Es g. Risk  

Rea. (2890. vi. 97-30). (W. ̂  . C.)  
PSIEEHE&D, a municipal and police burgh, and seaport of  

Aberdeenshire, the most easterly town in Scotland. Fop.  
(‚901), 11,794. It is situated about 33 m. by road E.N.Ε. of  
Aberdeen and 44  m. by rail, via bland Junction, on the Greet  
North of Scotiand railway, from which Abere is a branch line.  
The town is built of the red granite for which it ls famous, and  
the quarrying of which for home and foreign use constitutes  
an important industry. Among the principal buildings are the  
iowa-house (2788), with a spire 125 ft. high, and the Arbuithoot  
museum and art gallery. In front of the town-hall is a statue to  
Field Marshal Keith (born at Inverugie Castle, a m. north-west,  
in 1696), which was presented to the burgh in 1868 by William  I. 
of Prussia, afterwards German emperor. Petetbeed is one  
of the Elgin district group of parliamentary burghs, with Βanff,  
Cullen, Elgin, biverurie end Kimura. It formerly bad an  
extensive trade with the ports of the Baltic, the Levant and  
America, and was any a sub.port to Aberdeen, but was made  
independent in 1832. It was also for a long period the chief  
seat of the Greenland trade, but the Arctic seal and whale  
fishery Is now extinct. The north and south harbours lie  
between the town and Keith Inch—a suburb at the extremity  
of the peninsula on part of which the town Is built—and the  
isthmus dividing them is pierced by a canal mused by an iron  
swing-bridge. In the north harbour are two graving dodo. A  
third harbour has been built, the area of the three basins  
amounting to 21 acres. In addition to the granite quarrying  
and polishing, the leading industries are ship- and beat-building,  
αρόαιltuτal implement works and woollen manufactures. The  
herring fleet nemeses more than όσο boats and the annual  
catch averages nearly £200,000. About a mile to the south  
is the convict prison for &Wend. Since 1886 the prisoners  
bare been employed upon the construction of a vast harbour  
of refuge, for which the breakwater extends from Boddam  
Point northwards across the bay. 'lids great undertaking  
(intended to be completed in 1922) was designed by Sir John  
Ceiode (d. t892). Peterhead is the terminus of a cable to  
Norway. About 6 m. south of Peterhead are the famous  
Bull'rs, or Roams, of Buchan, an enormous rocky cauldron  
into which the waves pour through a natural inch of granite,  
with incredible violence, In a storm.  

The town and lends belonged of old to the Abbey of Deer,  
built in the'3th century by William Comyn, eati of Buchan;  
but when the abbey was erected into a temporal lordship In the  
family of Keith the supei ιιrity of the town passed to the earl  
marischal, with whom it continued till the forfeiture of the  

bridom in 1716. The town and lands were purchased hi 2720  
by a fishing company in England and, on their failure, by the  
Merchant Maidens' Hospital of Edinburgh for £;onto, who are  
still the oveτIοτds. Peterhead, made a burgh of barony in 1 593  
by George Keith, fifth earl marischal, was the scene of the  
lending of the Pretender on Christmas Day 2715.  

ΡBΤ3RΗΟ ?, a town of Russia, in the government of St  
Petersburg, '8 m. W. of the capital, on the south coast of the  
Gulf of Finland. It was founded in τ7τ t and has grown up  
round the palace built by Peter the Great in '720; pop., 71,300.  

Peterhof is almost exclusively a residential town, but gem-cutting  
and the manufacture of agricultural Implements nun n τtied on.  
The palace has undergone altentisns and additions, e.g. by  
Catherine IL, but retains a distinct Petrone stamp. It is built  

on a height ςΡο ft: above the see, and contains portraits of  
the Russian imperial family and otter pictures. A statue of  
Peter the Greet was set up near the palace in '883, and one of  
Francis I. of France in '896, a gift from the town of Haves to  
Nicholas Π. Peterhof is connected with Granienbaum on the  
west and with Stiydnm on the east by series of gardens and 

 villas. 
ΡBΤll1ΠΝ, AUfiUS! HElEEICH (1811-1878), German  

cartographer, was born at Bieicberode, near Nordhausen, on  
the z&h of AprIl 1822. At the age of seventeen he entered the  
Geographical School of Art in Potsdam, and in 2845 Proceeded  
to Edinburgh to assist Dr Keith Johnston in the production  
of an English edition of the Physical Atlas of Betghaus. In  
2847 he came to London, and published among other works,  
an account of Birth's expedition to Central Africa (1855).  
Io ι854 he became director of the geographical institute of  
Justus Perthea is Gotha, and editor of the well-known Pdmaaaas  
Miiliilsmgen. His work did much towards elucidating the  
geography of the interior of Africa and of the North Polar  
regions. Queen Victoria, at the suggestion of Bunsen, appointed  
him physical geographer-royal Petermann died by his own  
hand at Gotha on the 25th of September 1878.  

PSTERS (or Pzm),HUilH ( τ S98-τ66ο),Εnglish Independent  
divine, son of Thomas Dyckwoode, alias Peters, descended from  
a family which bad quitted the Netherlands to escape religious  
persecution, and of Martha, daughter of John Treflry of TraShy  
in Cornwall, was baptized on the 19th of June 1598, and was  
educated at Trinity College, Cambridge. Having experienced  
conversion, he preached in Essex; returning to Landon he took  
Anglin orders and was appointed lecturer at St Sepulchre's.  
He entertained, however, unorthodox opinions, and eventually  
left England for Holland. He visited Gustavus Adbus in  
Germany about 1632, and afterwards became the minister of  
the English church at Rotterdam. Here his unorthodox  
leanings again attracted attention, and Peters made a further  
move to New England. He was connected with John Winthrop  
through his wife, and bad already formed several friendships  
with the American colonists. He arrlvtd at Boston in October  
1635 and was given charge of the church at em. He took a  
leading part in the auks of the colony, and interested himself  
in the founding of the new colony in Connecticut. In 164r he  
returned to England as agent of the colony, but won became  
involved in the political troubles which now began. He became  
chaplain to the forces of the adventurers in Ireland, and served in  
'642 in Lord Potbes's expedition, of which he wrote an account.  
On his 1ettrn he took a violent part in the campaign against  
Laud, and defended the doctrines of the Independents in a  
preface to a tract by Richard blather entitled "Church Govern-
ment and Church Covenant discussed ..." ( τ643). He gained  
great reputation as a preacher by his discourses and exhorta-
tions at public ttecutions, and as fumy chaplain. In the letter  
opacity he accompanied Lard Warwick's naval expedition to  
Lyme in 1644 and Fahiax's campaigns of 1645 and 1646, when  
his eloquence is said to have bad a marvellous effect in Inspiring  
the soldiers and winning over the people. • At the conclusion  
Of the war, Peters, though greatly disliked by the Presbyterians  
and the Scots, had attained great influence as leader of the  
Independents. In his pamphlet "Last Report Of the English  
Wars" (2646) be urged religions toleration, an alliance with  
fordgn •Protestants, and as active propagation of the gospel.  
In the dispute between the army and the parliament he n αturaily  
took the side of the former, and after the seizure of the king by  
the army in June τ647  had Interviews with Cheeks at Newmarket 

 and Windsot, in which he favourably Impressed the latter, and  
gave advice upon the best course to pursue. He performed  
useful services in the second Civil War, procured guns for the  
besiegers at Pembroke, raised troops in the midlands, and  
arranged the surrender of the duke of Hamilton at Uttoxeter.  
Though at the Restoration he denied any complicity in the  
king's death, it ό  certain that In his sermons he justified and  
supported the trial and sentence. In August he accoinpanieti  

Cromwell to- Ireland, sad wee present at the fell of Wexford,'  
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while later he misted the campaign by superintending from  
England the despatch to Cromwell of supplies and reiniorce-
menu, and was himself destined by Cromwell for a regiment  
of foot. In. 1650 he was in South Wales, eisdeevouring to bring  
over the people to the cause, and subsequently was present at  

the battle of Worcester. At the conclusion of the war Peters  

was appointed one of the preachers at Whitehall and became a  

person of inSuence. Parliament had already voted him an  
annuity of £500, and laud's library or a portion of it had been  
handed over to him in 1644. He was one of the committee of  
twenty-ore appointed to suggest legal reforms, and he published  

his ideas on this subject, which included a register of wills and  

land titles and the destruction afterwards of the anent records,  

in his tract, "Good Work fora Good Magistrate" (in ι65t),  
answered by R. Vaughan and Prynne. Re strongly disapproved  
of the war with Holland, and his interference brought upon  

him some sharp reprimands. In July 1658 he was sent to  
Dunkirk to provide apparently for the spiritual wants of the  

garrison. Re preached the funeral sermon on Cromwell, and  
after the letter's death took little part in political events,  

though strongly disapproving of the removal of Richard. He  

met Mend k at St Albans on the letter's march to London, but  
met with no favour from the new powers, being expelled from  

his lodgings at Whitehall in January 1660. On the zxtb of  
May his arrest was ordered. On the 18th of June he was ex-
cepted from the Act of Indemnity and apprehended on the 2nd  

of September at Southwark. He sent in a defence of himself  

tο the Lords, denying any share in the king's death. He was,  
however, tried on the 13th of October and found guilty of high  

treason. His execution took plan at Chariag Cross on the skth  
of October, when he behaved with great fortitude, and was  

undismayed by the m minig of the body of John Cook, his  
fellow sufferer, upon which he was forced to look. Before his  
death he wrote "A Dying Father's Last Legacy" to his only  
Child, Elizabeth, in which he gave a narrative of his career.  

His death was viewed with greater rejoicings than pe τhaps  
attended that of any of the regicides, which is the more am'-
prising as Peters possessed many amiable qualities, and several  
acts of kindness performed by him on behalf of individual  
Royalists are recortied. But be had incurred great unpopularity  

by his unrestrained speech and extreme activity in the cause.  
He was is man, however, of a rough, coarse nature, without  
tut or refinement, of strong animal spirits, undeterred by  

difδcώ tίεs which beset men of higher mental capacity, whose  
energies often outran his discretion, intent upon the realities  

of fife and the practical side of religion. His conception of  

religious controversy, that all d ίfferencα could be avoided if  
ministers could only pray together and lire together, is highly  
cbars'ctcriatic, sad shows the largeness of his personal sym-
pathies and at the same time the limits of his intellectual  
imagination. Peters married (z) Elizabeth, daughter of Thomas  

Cooke of Pebmarsh in Essex sad widow of Edmund Reed,  

and (2) Deliverance Sheffield, by whom he had one daughter,  
Elizabeth.  

ΠΒΙΤ1111, KARL (ι856- 	), German traveller in Africa,  
one of the founders of German East Africa, was born at Neubaus  
on the Elbe on the 27th of September 5856, the son of a Lutheran  
clergyman. He studied at Gδttingeη, Tubingen and  Berlin, 
and in 1879 was awarded a gold medal by the Berlin University  
for his Fń cdes4 as Venodig. After visiting London to study  
English principles of colonization, he returned to Berlin and  
promoted the German Colonization Society (Deutsche Kdmsial-
sems). In the autumn of 1884 he proceeded with two com-
panions to East Africa, and concluded in the name of his society  
treaties with the chiefs of Useguhs, Nguru, Unglue and Uksmi.  
Returning to Europe early in 1889, he formed • the Gorman East  
Africa Company, which speedily obtained an imperial charter.  
The story of this enterprise, the fast step in the formation of a  
German colony in East Africa, is told under Arazaa,) 5. In  
τ888 Peters undeztook an expedition from the east coast of  
Africa, avowedly for the relief of Emin Pubs. This expedition  
ems not sanctioned by the Germaugovesmentennd was regarded  

by the British authorities ass liuibusteaing exploit. Ones[ is  
objects was to extend the sphere of German influence, and, reach-
ing Uganda early in 1890, Peters concluded a treaty with the king  
of that country in favour of Germany. He left Uganda  hastily 
on the approach of a representative of the British Fast Afri α  
Company, and on reaching Zanzibar teamed that his treaty was  
useless, as an agreement had been come to between Germany  
and Great Britain whereby Uganda was lift in the British spline.  
On his return tο Germany Peters was received with greet honours,  
and in 1891 published an account of his expedition entitled  
Die deutsche Kiwis Pasha Ex$dilina, which was translated  
into English. In ι89τ be went out again to East Africa  as 
imperial high commissioner for the Kilinwjam district, and  
in 1895 was one of the conuniasioners for delimiting the Anglo-
German boundary in that regio. In June 1892 accmatiosr  
were brought against him of excesses in his treatment of the  
natives, and after three investigations had been held be was,  
in 0897, deprived of ń is commission for "misuse of °ficid  
power." (He was regnnted his title of imperial commissioner  
in 1906.)  During 1893-1895 Peters was employed in the colonial  
office at Berlin. In ι896 be removed to London, where he  
occupied himself in schemes for exploiting parts of Rhodesia  
and Portuguese East Africa. In the interests of a company he  
formed, Peters explored the Furs district and Maeombe's  
country on the Zsmbezi, where in ι899 be discovered ruine d  
ancient cities and deserted gold mines. He returned in 1901  

and gave an account of his explorations in The Eldorado .1 1k.  
Aacieals ('902). In ι9ο5 he again visited the region between  
the Zambesi and Sabi rivers.  

Besides the books already mentioned end mine smaller treatises  

Petem published a ph·la*o$it work emitted Wifleu,d' mid We'd.  
wilk (ι 883) and a disquisition on early gold produern lo entitled 
Dar galdete O$ir Safsms+ (1895), translated into English in '898.  

PPIEBSBURfi, a city and port of entry of Virginia, U.S.A.,  
on the Appometto.x river, at the head of navigation, about  
is m. from its mouth, and re m. S. of Richmond. Pop. (z890).  

x2,680; ( ι9οο), ai,8zo, (ιο,75ι negroes); (4910), 24,557. It is  
served by  the Atlantic Coot Line, the Seaboard stir Line and the  
Norfolk & Western railways. The giver, ^rhkh. is bete spanned  
by two steel bridges and one frame bridge, is navigable to this  

point for νcssehof 8 ft. draught at mean high water, and has been  
greatly improved by the Federal government, which in 1909  
was engaged in deepening the whole channel to as ft. at mean  
high water and in excavating at Petersburg a new channel into  

which to deflect the river. In and about the city there is much  
of historic and scenic Interest. Αt Bla»dford, a suburban  
hamlet, is the picturesque old Blandford church, erected about  
1734. Petersburg hue two public parks, and among its instills-
lions are a borne for the sick (1886), an orphanage for girls and  
another for negroes, the state central hospital for the insane  

(negroes), the soulbem female college (nun-sαterian, 1863),  
the university school for boys, the Bishop Payne divinity  
school (Protestant Episcopal) for negroes, and the Wilkie  

normal and industrial institute (opened in 1883), also for  
negroes, There are two national cemeteries near Petersburg-  
Poplar Greve (about 4 m. south), containing about 6500 graves,  
and City Point (about pm. east), containing about 5zee graves;  

and in Biazsdford cemetery there as about 30j000 graves d  
Confederate dead. In this cemetery General William Phillips is  

buried, and there is a monument to Captain McRae, commends  
of the "Petersburg Volunteers," whose bravery in zgsa- τ8ι3  
prompted President Madison to call Petersburg the "Cockade  
City." The falls above the city furnish abundant water-power,  
and the city has various manufactures. The factory product  

was valued at =5,890.574  in  5905, 11.3% more then in 2900;  
in both z90o and 1905 Petersburg ranked fourth among the  
cities of the state in the value olfactory products. From  
Petersburg are shipped quantities of trunks and bags, peanuts,  

tobacco and cotton. In 1909 the foreign trade, wholly imports,  

was valued at $360,774. The city vas formerly in Chesterfield,  

Dinwiddie and Prince George mentia. but is now independent  

of county government.  
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An Indian 'lll.g. Em erle stood on ne nern the site of the  

preemie city, and Fort Henry was built here by the whites in  
ι645. Petersburg was founded in X733 by Colonel William  
Byrd (1674-1744) and Peter Jones, and was named (first Ρεter's  
Point, and then Petersburg) in honour of the latter; in 1748 it  
was incorporated as a town. On the ssth of April ι78 e  a 
skirmish was fought in front of Petersburg between a British  
forced about 300° under General William Phillips ( ι73τ?-ι78ι)  
and about one-third of that number of American militia under  
Baron Friedrich Wilhelm von Steuben; the Americans were  
defeated, and the British occupied the town In the following  
month the British again entered Petersburg (General Phillips  
dying here on the ι th), but they were soon dislodged by  
Lafayette who shelled the town General Winfield Scott was  
been near Petersburg, and practised law here for two years  
before he entered the army. Petersburg was chartered as a city  
in 1850.  

Prrz*awUio CAsePAICN (1864-65). The name of Peters-
burg is associaugl with operations in the American Civil War,  
which formed the sequel of the Wilderness Campaign (p  s) 
and the last act in the struggle between the armies of Grant  
and Lee for supremacy. Petersburg (see above) and Richmond,  
Virginia, connected by rail and covered north, east and south by  
forty miles of entrenchments, formed the selients of a vast  
fortress, into which reinforcements and supplies could be poured  
from the rear by means of the James Canal, the Virginia Central,  
the Lynchburg, the Danville and the Weldon railroads—the  
latter bringing up to Petersburg from Wilmington (ass in.  
distant) the cargoes of blockade runners. Petersburg became  
a strategic point as soon as Grant determined to cagy the army  
of the Potomac—defeated at Cold Harbor on the Chicks-
hominy (see Witnrasass Caureicw)-south of Richmond,  
and, being joined by Butler's Army of the James (momentarily  
checked in the Bermuda Hundred Peninsula by a small army  
under Beauregard), to operate from the east, depending on  
the Janes river, an his line of supply, while the policy of the  
Confederate president was to employ Robert Ε. Lee's army to  
protect his capital. Petersburg was nearer than Richmond  
to the navigable part of the James River—City Point is only  
10 m. distant—and the capture of Petersburg would involve  
the fall of Richmond and the capitulation or flight of Lee's  
army.  

As early as the 9th of June 1864, while the main armies were  
still north of the James and Petersburg was garrisoned by  s 
brigade under General Wise, a Federal eχρedition from the Army  
of the James approached the city. General Gillmore on the  
City Point road discovered strong earthwork; and General  
&tuts attacking on the Jerusalem Plank road experienced  a 
repulse: the total force of the Federals was 4500, and Wisess  
brigade (nee) had been quickly reinforced from Beauregard's  
central posi.fion at Bermuda Hundred. A week Wee a more  
seτiοu^húempt was made to break through the defend, while  
General Lee's main army was detained north of Richmond.  
Grant detached the 11. and XVIII. corps under Generals Smith  
and Hancock, who were to unite and operate along the City Point  
railroad and capture the outer line of works about s m. from  

Petersburg while a demonstration was made along the Norfolk  
railroad by cavalry under Kauta. On the 1$th of June Smith  
attacked and captured five redsns before Hancock came up, and  
when nest day Burnaide's corps (IX.) arrived and General  
Meade assumed control of the three corps, he attacked again at  
6 p.m. On the 17th of June Warren's (V.) corps arrived, add  
Meade made a third assault with two corps (V., IX.). On the  
ι8th of June the attack was renewed with three corps (II., V.,  
IX.) late in the afternoon, and the results of the four days'  
fighting were so far satisfactory that ground was won which  
could be entrenched and held against any sortie of the  
Petersburg garrison. Probably on the ι8th of June the town Of  
Petersburg might have been raptured by Made, for at this crisis  
General Lee was in tempowy eclipse. For four days Lee had  
refused to credit any report to the eflect that Grant was crossing  

the James: his cavalry could not ascertain that the enemy in his  

front at Itfalvera Hill (VL map. and Wilson's cavalry division),  
despite its menacing attitude towards Richmond, was only a  

flank guard fora movement to the south.  
It was late on the i 7th of June when General Beauregerd, who  

had for tlueedays valiantly held his main linessonthof Richmond  
with some 14,000 infantry against three Federal corps, succeeded  
in convincing General Lee that the main army was again (es  
in ι86e on the Chickabosniny) in the wrong place at the wrong'  
time. But when at last the Confederate leader was aroused 

 to a sense of his danger he soon filled every road with divisions  
marching to save PeIersburg: they marched all night; they'slept  
in the trenches on arrival, and on the 19th of June these rein  
foτcementacoιιvίnιιdGeneralMeadethat his main attack between  
the Appomattox river and the Jerusalem Plank road was  
delivered a day too late. Al a cost of zo,000 casualties Meade  
had gained half a mile of ground, but the Confederates in falling  
back had concentrated, and now that the new plan of operation&  
was exposed and the main bodies were again face to face the'  
power Of defensive tactics reasserted itself.  

Vet June was not ιο close without adding some 8000 men to:  
the Federal casualties, for in addition to daily losses by sharp.1  
shooting along the front, over $coo men fell or were captured i  
operations directed against the southern railroads. Grant ha 
resolved to deprive his enemy of these lines of supply: his elan  
was to prolong his line of investment westward and construct  
redoubts (such as Fort Davis, Fort Steadman and Fort Sedgwick)  
as a continual menace to the Confederate garrison and a defence  
against sorties, while his cavalry and portions of five corps  
(ΙI., V., VI., ΙX and XVIII.) engaged in enterprises which it  
was hoped would tempt General Lee to fight outside his works.  
A decisive victory in the field, a successful assault on the defences  
between Richmond and Petersburg, cc the complete destruction  
of the railroads, would precipitate disaster to the South, and of  
these three methods the last would be the surest in its effects.  

But such a method was necessaiily slow. General Wilson's  
cavalry (ssao) destroyed 3o m. of the Lynchburg or South Side  
railroad, and 3o in. of the Danville railroad, together with  
Burkesvflle Junction and Ream's Station on the Weldon rail-
road; but Wilson was caught by the Confederate cavalry  
coo in. from Petersburg and escaped only by destroying his  
wagons and limbers and abandoning twelve guns. Even the  
Virginia Central railroad could not be held by the Federals  
after Sheridan with the main body of the cavalry had been  
called back to White House on the Pamun key to escort a greet  
convoy.  

By the end of June the whole of the rival forces were concen-
trated about the Richmond-Petersburg defences, and General  
A. P. Hill had already sallied out on the alit of June to drive the  
ΙI. maps from the Weldon railroad. Federal policy and Federal  
strategy, surmounting the crisis of Cold Harbor, were, however,  
at last in unison. Grant had a free hand in respect both of his  
dispositions and his resources in men and money, and had resolved  
to use unsparingly the resources placed at his disposal. Early  
in July Grant, hοωενeτ, found himself compelled to detach  a 
corps (VI.) to strengthen the garrison at Washington, for General  
Pally had frustrated Hunter's attimpt against Lynchburg (see  
Ssszaanuian VAttEY), driving Hunter into West Virginia, and  
then, pushing down the Shenandoah and acrosa the Potomac,  
had arrived within a day's merch.of the Federal capital. This  
operation checked Grant's enterprises about Petersburg and  
restricted the Federal front to the ground east of the Weldon  
tailroad.  

On the ath of July Grant resolved to weaken the enemy on  
his front by a demonstration north of the James, and accoidi πgly  
moved a corps (II.) sod two cavalry divisions across the river  
to Malvern Hill under cover of Poster's corps ( Χ.). But Lee  
possessed the inner line, and the Federal detachment found two  
cavalry divisions in its front, and the Richmond defences had  
been strengthened by three division of infantry. The expedi-
lion then returned to take part in a fresh en1erpń se, which  
ended disastrously to the Federals. A Confederate redsn faced  
Burnside's IX. imps too yds. distant, and this strong work was  
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tο be ddeiriiyed by mining opeildias. The mine was fired and  

produced a curter ι sο ft. long, 60 ft. wide and as ft. deep; into  
which the Federals poured (see Εοamτcaτιow and Staoxcarn).  
But the troops could be got no farther before the Confederate  
eonnter.attack was upon them, and Burnside', wrpa lost 4300  

mea  

In August Sbeiidan was detached to opens against General  
Early in the Shenandoah Valley, and in order to prevent Lee rein-
forcing &ley another demonstration against Richmond was planned.  

But Lee again strengthened his left and the result of the fighting was  

a lois to the Federals of nearly 33000 men. Meanwhile another attack  
on the Weldon railroad by Warren's corps was met by General  
A. P. Hill on the loth of August and the possession of the railroad  

cost the Federals 3000 men. A further attempt our this railroad by  

Hancock's 11. corps and Gregg's cavalry division at a Γ rnτ 3 m.  
south of Ream. Station was foiled by Α. P. Hill, nos aided  
by Hampton's two n divisions, and the Federals here lost  
2372  men and nine guns. The Confederates therefore still retained  

possession of the railroad to a point within one days hauling by  

wagon to Petersburg. During September another Federal e πter-
priχ north of the James with two corps (Rand XVI II.) resulted in  

the rapture of Fort Harrison near Challis 's Bluff, and when General  

Lee reinforced his left and counter-attacked his troops were repulsed  
with heavy loss. The Federals lost over 200O men and failed in the  
attempt to take Fort Gilmer Confederate gunboats below Rich-
mond aiding in the defence. While this operation was in progress  
on the Confederate left under General Grant's personal supernsi n  

General Lee was apprised of attacks on his extreme right at Peebles  

Farm by four divisions, which raptured a Confederate redoubt  

covering the junction of two route, to the south-wit. General  
A. P. Hill prevented a further advance of the enemy by a vigorous  
counter-attack which (mused Warren and Parke (IXJ5 loss of 2000  
men, of whom nearly three fourths allowed themselves to be captured;  

for the ranks, since the losses of the May battles, had been awaniped  
with drafted and substitute recruits of poor quality and almost  
Insignificant training. The Federals had, however by these opera-
dois, pushed their entrenchments beyond the %Vehden railroad  

westward and established new wodo within a mile of the Con.  

federate right. A minor engagement north of the James on the 7th  
of October between the Confederates and troops of the Army of the  
tames was without result, At the end of the month, however,  
General Grant resolved to make a serious effort to bring the South  
Side railroad within his lines and deprive the enemy of this important  
line of supply. Parke (IX.), Warren (V.) and Hancock (I1.) took each  
some t 1,000 infantry withtourdays' rations on pack animals.Gregg's  

cavalry e (3000) were attached
t 

  for the operation, and both Grant and 
Mead pa 	troops. General A. P. Hill encountered this  
force with three divisions (14,000) and Hampton's cavalry (55 00).  
and he eontń ved to hold two corp, with one division and attack  
Hancock (IL) with his main body. The Federal, were stopped  

when 6 m. from the railway, and Hancock last 1500 men at Hatcher's  
Run on the a 7th of October.  

General Lee meanwhile had been celled to Chaffin 's Bluff, where  

again Butler was demonstrating with the Army of the James ( Χ. and  
XVII1.) on the approaches to Richmond. But General Longstreet  

signalized his return to duty with the Army of Northcrn Virginia  
by driving Butler off with a  

trench-work and outpost duty overtaxed the pattbilem of Les's  
5ο.οοο infantry and stimulated desertion. Supplies were brought  
in by wagons, as the rolling stock on the railways was ι οa end on  
the 5th of February 1865 General Gregg moved out to the Boydtoo  
Plank road to intercept the Confederate convoys. He was si  
ported by Warren. while Hum re υs ■ (11.) corns eoonected the  
detachment with the left of the Federal entrenchments. Gregg  
failed ιο  locate the wagons, and General Lee, bearing of the exp εdι-
tion, sent out A. P. Hill and Gordon, who drove him back with a loss  
of ι gοoοo men. Sheridan, after driving Early from the Valley in  
October, destroyed the railways about Staunton, Charlottesville,  
Goedonaville and Lyiwhburg. and even rendered the James Canal  
useless ass line of supply.  

Grant recalled Shendan to the main army in March. and at the  
end of the month prepared for a turning movement westward with  
the object of drawing Lee out of his lines. General Lee had  
anticipated such an attempt, and had resolved to abandon his lines  

and unite with Johnston in North Carolina, but the roads were not  

loss of over r0o men (action  
of Fair Oaks, Oct. 27). General  
Warren in December con-
trived to evade A. P. Hill  
and destroy the Weldon rail-
road at a point on the  
Mebemu river 40  m. from  
Petenburg.  

There seemed now little to  
tie Lee to the lines he had so  
painfully constructed, for his  
army was without coffee, tea  
or sugar and ;hnimgb of foreign  
meat they had 3 million  
rations and of bread s j million  
rations in reserve, the troo φ  
lived chiefly on corn-bread.  
A. P. Hill on she right held  
on from Hatcher s Run to  
Fort Gregg, whence Gordon  
and Anderson prolonged to  
the left as far as the Appo-
mattos Riser, and Long-
street continued the line  
northwardsaleng the Bermuda  
front across the James as far  
sa White Oak Swamp (37 m.  
km eV). The wing wax very  
severe, and the continual  
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yet tut state for the movement of ametery and wager, and It was  

to Pin  time that he now veπtu ιed upon a bold olTemive stroke-
s night attack upon a strong point in the Federal right celled Fort  

Stednian—eha ωεess of which might came Giant to call in the 
detachments on his left and a farditate the proposed movement  

of the Confederate towards Danville. General (,esdoo was telected  
to conduct the operation and his cosp. was strongly ininforond for the  
ocaioa. The op o^ e  n^ lin east at Petrsbu were only 150 yds., 
and the sentries of each side 50 yds. apart. Gord οι'ameα dashιd  
aeme the intervening apace at 410 a. m. on the agth March,  
surprised the garrison and occupied Fort Stedman, but when dayy-
light broke and the Federal guns could be brought to bear the  
fort was found to be untenable. Parka' ι corps X.) recaptured  
the work at a mat of taco men, and Gordon fell back, leaving nn.rly  

2000 men in the hands of the Federals. The encounter would have  
proved a more desperate one if ieinforer ents on both side had  
arrived in time, but Gordon had cut the telegreph which connected  

Fort Stedman with Grant's headquarters at City Point, and the  

Confederate train service broke down and. delayed the arrival from  
Richmond of reinforcements for Gordon. Meanwhile, 6 m. vest-
ward, Humphreys corps (11.) attacked A. P. Hill's defences and  
gained some local success, seizing the Confederate picket line between
the Weldon railroad and the Boydton Plank reed, which was at  
once occupied απd strengthened by the Federal, The Fedeals  

had resolved to attempt Grant meanwhile bed ordered Worn  
to support Sheridan in an attack on Plckett at daybreak Sheridan  
advanced on the tst of April and at  p.m. booed his orders for  
attack, explaining vedbally a diagram be had prepared for the use  
of divisional commander.. Pickett held a front of a m. with  
a division of cavalry on either Sank and Raser's cavalry guarding  

the baggage behind Hatιδα's Run, and when attacked at 4  pm.  
he was with Reeser ii m. in rear. Before Pickett was made  
aware of a battle being in progress his left we  destroyed. 

s arrangementsGeneral Lee seem to have made no arrangements to support Pitt  

in this direction. Ρ υkett's right was defended by W. H. F. Lee  
against the attack of Custer's ‚avalry division. The potition w ιι  
Belly carried by Sheridan's cavalry under Devin dismounting and  

storming the entrenchments frontally, raking three guns and too  
prisoners. Warren's corps claimed to have captured a batter"  
and 3244 priaonnrs. Yet Sheridan was disrtiehed with Warren s  

conduct of the battle and deprived him of his command. Pickett' ι  
muted bήgιdes were rallied at the South Side railroad and incor-
porated with General Anderson'. command. But the Confederates  
had last White Oak mad, cod unless General Lee was capable of  

a.vigoroua counterstroke on his extreme right it was evident he must  
also lac the South Side railroad. Grant, fearing such an enterprise,  
at once reinforced Sheridan and ordered Humphreys corps (11.) 
to attack in his front if necessary to prevent moving troops  

lost 2000 men and the Confederates perhaps twice as many on the  

25th of March.  
At this time Sherman visited Grant at City Point and proposed to  

move at the end of ten day. on Burkesville Junction and so cut off  

Les from Danville and Lynchburg; it was while Sherman was pry.  
paring f r this operation that Grant finished the campaign. Secure 
behind his formidable entrenchments, Gent had no fear for his  
bay on the James river, and transferred large bodies of troops to  
his left without Lee's knowledge. Sheridan was instructed on the  

agtb of March to gain the enemy's right απd rear, moving by Din-
wsddieCourt-HouseandacrossHatcher sRun. But the Confederates  

were on the alert; A. P. Hill extended his right, and Fitzhugh Lee's  
cavalry was brought to Sutherland Station. Sheridan had already  

encountered the cavalry divisions of W. Η. F. Lee and Rosseron the  
south aide of Stony Creek. Warren's corps,  moving up the  
Quaker road, met a force under R. Η. Anderson and drove it  
back to it, works on White Oak road. Sheridan got Into a  

flat country of dense forest, tangled undergrowth, stream, and  
swamps, απd the soil of clay and sand was impasrable for wagons and  
guns until he had corduroyed the route. On the apth of March General  

Lee perceived that the objet of Grant was to seize the routes south 
of of the Appomattox river, which a movement south-west 
could be made to unite with Johnston's army, and he endravoiired  
to cover these reads, including the South Side railway, without  
losing his hold upon his works about Richmond and Petersburg.  
but in such a contest it was evident that numbers must prevail.  

Sheridan's cavalry had reached Five Forks on the White Oak  
road on the 31st of March, and an his right Humphreys and Waπeπ  
Ill, and V.) held the Confederates to their works along Hatcher's  

Run astride the Boydton Plank road; yet  General Lee was able to  
concentrate his three cavalry divisions, and supported them by  

Pickett's five infantry brigades.  Sheridan was attacked and driven 
.oath as far as Dmwida Court-House: but Humphreys and  
Warren held their ground (action of White Oak Ridge) at a met  
of 2000 men Pickett and the cavalry fell back to Five Forks during  
the night απd hastily entrenched, for he had been ordered by General  
Lee to defend this position: since the Boydton Plank road could  

no longer be held, the possession of White Oak road and the South  
Side railway became neaeary for the )lank movement which Lee  

a•.r .u'·.'  
westward, but Lee made no effort, and so Sheridan was free to  
operate farther In the direction of the enemy's right and rear, while  

Hgmphreys held the enemy in his front. Sberida remei πed in-
active fora few days, and Lee hoped still to gain time for the roads  
to dry before evacuating hi. lines and removing his store and  
ammunition by wagons towards Lynchburg.  

induced G ant too deliv r α general 
 Sheridan 

 asιa ult οα the 	of April. . FTbe  
Confederate lines were bombarded all night, and on the and of April  
with Wright's corφ (V1.), Grant attacked the weakest part of  
Lee's line and broke through, wing 5100 men in fifteen minute..  
A. P. Hill waa killed and his corps broke and was cut off from Peters-
burg. At the mine time Parká s corps (IX.), on the right of the VI.,  
attacked the eastern front near Fort Stedman but was repulsed by  
General Gordon; then Humphreys' co (11.) on the left attacked  
a Confederate division under General Cook and forced it to retreat  

to the South Side railroad, where at Sutherland Station a final  
attack dispersed it. Wright, supported by General Ord (commend-
ing the army of the James), afterwards won the strong redoubts called  
Fort Whitworth aocή  Fort Gregg, and thus in a day the Confederate  
right had been destroyed from Five Forks to a point some two or  
three miles west of the Weldon railroad; ιο m. of works had been  
abandoned, and if Grant had been able to press his advantage at  
once the um n must have ended. But Grant was not aware  
of the eneσ y s p ight. and so resolved to wait until the morrow  

bcfore completing his victory .  
Meanwhile Lee perceived that the hoar had come at last when  

Richmond must fall, and at 3 p.m. he had issued orders for the march  
of the remains of his army to Lyncbburg  via Amelia Court-House,  
a march which evidently must peruke of the character of a forlorn  
hope, hastily planned, Ill prepared and undertaken by troop. whom  
the disaσters and hardshî ps of the pant six months had weakened 
physically and morally. Vet if General Lee had negotiated a pram  

on the and of April military history would have log one of the linest  

esamplea of the strategic pursuit. Lee's.proposed movement 
involved the transfα of the army and its baggage too a  on 
bed roads across iii. front of an enemy, απd nothing but mis-
chance could prevent the Federals intercepting Lee's columns by  a 
ιbοιιυ route and seiripg the South Side railroad, on which sαρΟΜ  
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were to be forwarded from Lynckburg to meet the retnadej army  
at Appomattox Station, Pam lia's Station or Farmvllle Staton.  
The Appomattox River must be crowed two or three times at its  
bends. Various creeks and swamps must be bridged, and the bridges  

destroyed alter crossing. The wagons must move on separate 
roads se as to be coverndb st y the column. during marehea and combats  
and the infantry were to follow the artillery an the erode. Long-
street, Gordon and Mahane'a divlsioa from Richmond all crossed  
the Appomattox at Geode's Bridge. Ewell from Richmond nosed  
the Appomattox by the Danville railroad bridge meth of Goode's  
Bridge. Anderson commended the flank guard which moved south  
of the Appomattox with Fitzhugh Lee's cavalry. Lee gained a  
day's start by moving at 8 pan., for Grant tram making pTepazaboel  
to attack the entrenchments next day (April 3), but the sure  
was lost in waiting for President Davis and the government to  
escape from Richmond. Sheridan'. cavalry got in touch with Lee's  
flantel uard early on the 3rd of April near Namoalne Creek, and at  
πiχhιΓaΙΙ the Federal advance-guard was at Dap Creek. On the  
4th of April Sheridan reached the Danvill. railroad at Jetersville,  
and en the 5th of April, when Lee had halted at Amelia Court-iuυse  
on the railroad to get supplies, the Federals had three corp. (ii., V.,  

VI.) in support of Sheridan 8 m. near than Lee to Sailors Creek,  

the point where he must again cross the Appomattox.  
Interception was now a au auos((s, though neither ids suspected  

it. Lee wen unaware of the enemy s proximity. and Grant believed  
that Lee would remain at Amelia Coin-House, but Lee moved west.  
crossing Flat Creek at sunset on the 5th of April. to the Lynchburg  
railroad (Lengstrect, marching all night, reached Rice's Station at 
eunriee on the 6th of April). while the Fe

ea
derals moved northwards  

on the same day to attack Lee an Amelia Court-House, and on  
discovering Lee's evasion the three Federal cαpι effected a wheel to  
the left and advanced on Destonsville after bridgingFlat Creek.  
Meaawhik the Federal cavalry under H. E. Davies had located a con-
voy at Painesville, dispeπed its escort (Gary's cavalry) and burned  
the wagons but had in turn been attacked by Fitshugh Lee's cavalry  
at Amelia Sρriπgs and driven back on the main body at Flat Creek.  
Fitzhugh Lee bad then marched to'dn Longstreet at Rice's Station. 
The uard of Lee's army was Cordon's command, which was at 
Amelia 	

ee 
prings after Swell's command had issued through at  

8 a.m on the 6th of April. Lee's army airitched out for 15 m., απd  
when its advance-guard was at Rice's Station its rearguard was  
still at Amelia Court.Houne. Rice's Station is 6τ m. from L  
burg. Here Longstreet waited all day for Anderson, Swell and  
Gorden to close up, and then at night be moved 8 m. to Farm-
ylle Station (68 m. south-west of Richmond), where 8 ο,οοο rations  
had been railed from Lynchburg; then Longitrset crossed the Appo-
mattox, end on the 7th of April moved forward towards Lynchburg,  
covered by Fitzhugh Lee's cavalry. Meanwhile the remain der ol Lee s  
army had been practically destroyed within a few miles d the point  
where Longstreet had halted. She ńdan's cavalry and two corps  
(11., VI.) had caught the commands οf Anderson, Swill and Gordon  
enten;led with the t πins of the army attempting the pawege of  
Sailor • Creek; and General Ord would even have attacked Lost 
street (whom he had located late at night) had hi. uc march been 

 
Complete dί sοrsιπίation and demoralisation seem to have taken  

hold of the CoπΓ εeεkπΡtes on this fatal day, and General Lee was  
once more in eclipse.The Federal cavalry beaded the column  
the infantry attacked (t; and Ewell became the victim of tactical  
envelopment alter Anderson had been defeated and Gordon had  
failed to save the trains of the army. Surrender or masacrc being  
the alternatives, Swell surrendered, and here in fact the career  

of the army of Northern Virginia ended. as Grant plainly saw, for  
at 5.30 p.m. he addressed a demand to Lee for his capitulation.  

But Lee clung to his diminished forces for another 48 hours. Long-
street in crossing at Farmville had burnt the bridges απd thus  
delayed Ord in pursuit; but Gordon and Mihone, who had crossed 
at High Bridge (the railroad bridge), failed to check Humphreys'  
corps (Ii.), and so were compelled to take up a position of defence  
on the north bank until darkness enabled them to slip away. General  
Lee was with this remnant of the army. Meanwhile Sheridan  
with the cavalry and two corps (V.. XXIV.) had hastened along the  
South Side railroad, seizing the su ρρiιεs waiting for Lee at Pamplids  
Station, and than moving on another is m. to Appomattox Station.  
At nightfall he found that he was astride the enemy s line of operation,  
which was also his line of wρρΙγy,^ and w General Lee would be  
compelled to give battle or capitulate on the morrow.  

General Lee. quitting Far'nville heights on the night of the 7th of 
 April changed the order of march during the next day, so that Gordon  

(soon) was in the van and Longstraet (i5,000) furnished the rear-
guard. Swell's corps was now represented by 3οο elfectives.  
The cavalry still numbered some ιδoo sabrα Lee a column was  
pursued along the Lynchbnrg Road by two Federal Corps (Ii., VI.),  
which marched 26 m. in zSt  hours, and at midnight belted within  
33 m. d Longstreet, who hadentrenched near Appomattox Court-
House, facing art and covering the road on which Gordon'. corn.  

and the cavalry was to press forward to Lyncb burg at daylibt. But 
Gordon on the morning of the 9th et April found Sheridan  cwvelry  
in his front, and in accordance with plans mode overnight he corn-
seemed as attack, driving the Feders a bade until he encountered  

at so ..m. two rap, of ldantry (V.. XXIV ±) under General Osd,  
who had marched s9 in, in order to mipport Sά ridai at the aide;  
and when at the same moment Longitreet was thmtessd by  
Humphreys and Wright (I1. VI.) the situation bad arisen wbiεk 
General Lee considered νοώ d Juιtilyι surrender, en event which  
had been anticipated an both sides an the result of the fghtkg  
about Farmνille w the 6th and 7th d  ApciL 

The closing operation, from the s9th of March to the ptb of Α fe'l 
were all in [avour of the Federals t  but, neνertbeler , the bistomea  
counts their loses during this Period as nearly iο oο in the fπe  
core. and cavalry which constituted General Grant'. Said army.  
Οo the 9th cl April, at the AppomattoS Court-  οuse, the two  
leaders eschangedfowmal documseta by which 2860 dices and  
55,494 enlisted men were paroled. all that remained in the field  
of some ςΡs,oοο Confederates who were drawing rations on the soth  
of February as the army of Northern Virginia. (G. W. R.)  

PSTBR$PIELD, a mullet tarn In the ΡeteτstiεId puϋa-
meltary division Of Hampshire, England, 55 m. S.W. from  
London by the London & South Western railway. Pop, of  
urban district (rem), 3265. The church of St Peter retains  
some ornate Norman work. The plclurcaqee mathct.place  
contains an equestrian statue οf, William III.  

Ecc)esiasUεaly a ehapelry of Burton, PeteaaSeld (Peterfelde)  
owes itslorigin as a borough to the charter granted by  Wιlliaa, 
earl of Gloucester, in the reign of Refry H. and c οnSτmed later  
by his widow, Hawise. Ρetersfield is not mentioned in Domesd ι7,  
but it was probably then included in the manor of Mapledudia..  
It was a meson borough poeaeselng by its fiat charte the  
liberties and nutoma of Winchester together with a merchant  
gild. These grants were confirmed by John in nnee and in  
14t5 Henry V. In addition freed the burgesses from an tens.  

No charter of incorporation has been found. Gradually  

privileges and rights other than those of a muse borough  
were usurped by the mayor and burgesses, but were recovered  
by a suit brought against them by Thomas Hanbury, owner of  
the borough, in 161 ι. A mayor continued to be elected until  
ι885. Ρetersδeld was represented in parliament in 1307. No  
return was then made until ιςsτ-τςS3, from which date two  
members were regularly returned. In r8 ςΡ s the number suss  
reduced to one, and In 1885 the representation was merged in  
that οf the County. Three-day fairs at the feasts of St Peter  

and St Andrew were granted in rm. In 2895 the som  

fair then held on the Seth of July wax ahoWbed. The satire  
fair now held on the 6th of October is for both business and  
pleasure. The market, which dates from before 2373, formerly  
held on Saturday, is non held on alternate Wednesdays. I.  
the xSth century FetersSeld bad important cloth and kedk^  

manufactures.  
WER'S PBNCR, ROME Scar, or Roi'-non, a taxed a peony  

on every hearth, formerly paid annually to the popes; now  
reρreented by a voluntary contribution made by the decant  
in Roman Catholic churches. Its date of origin is doubtful  
The first written evidence of it is conta'med in a letter of Canoe  
(1030 sent from Rome to the English clergy. At this time It  
appears to have been levied on all families possessed of land  
worth thirty pence yearly rental, out of which they paid oat  
penny. Matthew Paris say. the tax was instituted by  OHa, 
king of Merda (75 96) for the upkeep of the Engiiah sckonl  
and hostel at Rome. Layamon, however, declares that Ina,  
king of Wessex (688-725), was she originator of the idea_ At  
the Norman Conquest it appears to have fallen into amass fcc 

 a time, for William the Conqueror promised the pope in sot  
that it should be regularly paid. By a bull of Pope Adrian I's.  
the tax was extended to Ireland. In 1213 Innocent III. com-
plained that the bishops kept woo marks οf it, only fοeωard_rg  
Sao tο Rome. In 2306 Clement V. enacted a penny from each  
household instead of the £soz, 9s at which the tar appears to  
have been then Sxnd. The threat of withholding Peter's  
pence proved more than once a useful weapon against reci ό -
tant popes in the bands of English kings. Thus in 1366 and  
for some years after it was refused on the ground of the pogs's  
obstinacy in withholding his consent to the statute of ptaem υaiι  
During the !nth century the custom of Peter a pence was intro-
duced into Poland, Prussia and Scandinavia, end in the xtth  
century Gregory VII. attempted to exact it from Femme and  
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Spain. The tee was fairly regularly paid by the English stitiÍ  
1534, when it was abolished by Henry VIII.  

PΖΙ ERWΑΠDΕΙΧ (Hung. Pdej τ &ad, Sere. Pslresaradive),  

a royal free town and fortress of Hungary lathe county of  
Syrmia, Croatia-Siavonia; situated on a promontory formed  
by a loop of the Danube, 6a m. N.W. οf Belgrade by rail. Pop.  
(1900), 5019. It is connected with Neusate on the opposite  

bank by a bridge of boats, a railway bridge and a steam ferry.  
The fortifications consist of the upper fortress, on a lofty serpen-
tine rock rising abruptly from the plain on three sides, and of  
the lower fortress at the northern base of the rock. The two  
fortresses can accommodate a garrison of io,000 men. In the  
lower fortress is the town, with a military hospital, and an  
arsenal containing trophies capt*red from the Turks. Peter  

ώardein, the "Gibraltar of Hungary,° is believed to· represent  
the Roman AcnmInciim, and received its present name from  
Peter the Hermit, who here in 1096 marshalled the levies of the  
first crusade. It was raptured by the Turks in I 526 and retained  
by them for 160 years. In 1716 it witnessed a signal defeat  
inflicted on the Turks by Priwce Εug8ne. During the tevolu-
tiοnary struggles of 1848-49 the fortress was held by the  
insurgents for a short time.  

ΠΕΤΗΒΒICR. JOHN (18s^-1882), Welsb traveller in Rest  
Central Africa, was born in Glamorganshire, and adopted the  

profession of mining engineer. In ι845 he entered the service  
of Mehemet All, and was employed in exam Ιning Upper Egypt,  
Nubia, the Red Sea coast and Kordofan in an unsuccessful  
search for coal. In 1848 Petheritk kit the Egyptian service  

and established himself at El Obeid, the capital of Kordofan,  
as a trader, dealing largely in gum ambit. He was at the same  
time made British consular agent for the Sudan. Ia 1853 he  
removed to Khartum and became an ivory' trader. He travelled  
extensively in the Babr-el-Ghazai region, then almost unknown,  
exploring the Jur, Vain and other effluents of the Ghazal. In  
ι858 he penetrated to the Niam-Niam country. His additions  
to the knowledge of natural history were considerable, among  
his discoveries being the Cebas maria (Mrs Gray's waterbuck)  
and the Balaeaiceps car (white-headed stork). Pethe τick  
returned to England in r8y9 where be made the acquaintance  
of J. H. Spoke, then arranging for his expedition to discover  
the source of the Nile. While in England Petherick married, and  
published an account of his travels He returned to the Sudan  
in 1861, accompanied by his wife and with the rank of consul. 

 He was entrusted with a mission by the Royal Geographical  
Society to convey to Gondokoro relief stores f οτ Captains Speke  
and Grant. Petherlck got boats to Gondokoro in 1862, but  
Speke and Grant had not arrived. Having arranged fοτ a  
native force to proceed south to get in touch with the absentees, 

 s task successfully accomplished, Mr and Mrs Pethetick under-
took another journey in the Bahr-el-Ghazal, making important  

collections of plants and fishes. They regained Gondokorb  
(where one of their boats with stores was already stati οπedΙ  
in February 1863, four days after the arrival of Spoke and Grant,  
who had meantime accepted the hospitality of Mr (aherr ιards•  
Sir) Samuel Baker. The charge that Petherick failed to meet  
his engagement to those travellcra is unsubstantiated. A  
further charge that Petherick had countenanced and even taken  
part in the slave trade was subsequently sheen to have no foun-
dation (Petherick in fact had endeavoured to stop the traffc), but  
it led Earl Russell, then secretary for foreign afinirs, to abolish  
the British consulate at Khartum (1864). in ι865 the Pethericks  
returned to England, and in 1869 published Treads fa Cealrel  
Africa and Exploralioes of lie Western )Vile Tribsdarfss, in  
which book are set out the details of the Spoke c οntrοναsy.  
Petberick died in London, o π the τ sth o(Jnly 1882.  

PhION DR ViLLENBUV$ J ΕΒ* ΜΕ (1756-1794), French  
writer and politician, was the son of a prmumar at Chartres  
He became an avocat in 1778, and at once began to try to make 

 a name in literature. His first printed wok was an essay, Sur  
lee moyau de prlseair 1'iefanl&&ide, which faded to gain the  
prize for which it was composed, but pleased Brissot so much  

that be printed it In vol: vii. of his Bibliolktgse $ildcopiigue  

&LS 6  

der legislakrrs. Ρ6tιons next works, Its Leis 'Isilce, and  
&set sat le manage, in which he advocated the marriage of  

priests, confirmed his position as a bold reformer, and when  
the elections to the States-General took place in 1789 he was  
elected a deputy to the Tiers £tat for Chartres. Both in the  
assembly of the Tiers £tat and in the Constituent Assembly  
Pdtioa showed himself a radical leader, He supported Murabean  
on the s3 ιd of June, attacked the queen on the ςth of October,  
and was elected president on the 4th of December I79a On  
the 15th of June 179! he was elected president of the criminal  
tribunal of Paris. On the stet of June 1791 he was chosen one  
of three wmmissioness appointed to bring back the king from  
Varennes, and he has left a fatuous account of the journey. After  
the last meeting of the assembly on the 30th of September 2791  
Robespierre and Pilion were made the popular heroes and were  
clowned by the populace with civic crowns Pdtion received  
a still further proof of the dection of the Parisians for himself  
on the ιό ιh of November 1791, when he was elected second  
mayor of Paris in succession to lsilly. In his mayoralty be  
exhibited clearly his republican tendency and his hatred of the  
old monarchy, especially on the 20th of June 179 2, when he  
allowed the mob to overrun the Tuileries and insult the royal  
family. Fos neglecting to protect the Tuilenes he was suspended  
from his functions by the Directory of the department of the  
Seine, but the leaders of the Legislative Assembly felt that  
Pdiion's cause was theirs, and rescinded the suspension on the  
13th of July. On the grd of August, at the head of the munici-
pality of Paris, Potion demanded the dethronement of the king,  
He was elected to the Convention for Eure-et-Lox and became  
its first president. L. R. Manuel bad the folly to propose that  
the president of the Assembly should have the same authority  
as the president of the United States; his proposition was at  
once rejected, but Pdtargi got the nickname of "Rol Pdtion,"  
which contributed to his tall. His jealousy of Robespierre  
allied him to the Glrondin party, with which he voted for the  
king's death and for the appeal to the people. He was elected  
in Mash 1793 to the first Committee of Public Safety; and he  
attacked Robespierre, who had accused him of having known  
and having- kept secret Dumouriez's project of treason. His  
popularity however had waned, and his name was among those  
of the twenty-two Girondin deputies protcribed on the 2nd of  
June. Pion was one of those who escaped to Caen and raised  
the standard of provincial insurrection against the Convention;  
and, when the Norman rising failed, he fled with M. E. Guadet,  
F. A. Duzot, C. J. M. Bazbaroux, J. B. Salle and Louver de  
Couvrai to the Gironde, where they were sheltered by a wig-
maker of Saint Eιmliοη. At last, a month before Robcspierre's  
fall to June 1794, the escaped deputies felt themselves no longer  
safe, and deserted their asylum; Louver found his way to Paris,  
Salle and Guadet to Bordeaux, where they were soon taken;  
Barbaroux committed suicide; and the bodies of Potion and  
Buzot, who also killed themselves, were found in a field, half.  
eaten by wolves.  

See Mfmoires inldiir de FI!Eot. el mimo&res de Buzol et de Bar-
bwoas, ecrompagaes de aokl έnldites de Bawl et de ,wm δnaτ does-  
ere tes iatdils sac &ere oas, Said, B,isso" 6e., ρτέetd έs d'aaa  
iiiiredacifrns par C. A. Daaban (Paris. 1866); Hewes de Fran  
(#„ x. 1 792); F. A. Autaed, Ins Orakers de le C.a.16taaate (Paris. 
' 882) .  

ΡΤΙS DR Li CROSS, PRAΠς013 (ι653-171 3), French  
Orientalist, was born in Paris in 1653. lie was son of the  
Arabic interpreter of the French court, and inherited this 0f5ce  
at his father's death in 1695, afterwards transmitting it to his  
own son, Alexandre Louis Marie, who also distinguished himself  
in Oriental studies. At an early age he was sent by Colbert to  
the Fast; during the ten years he spent in Syria, Persia and  
Turkey be mastered Arabic, Persian and Turkish, and also  
collected rich materials for future w ń tings lie served a short  
time as secretary to the French ambassador in Morocco, and  
accompanied as interpreter the French forces sent against  
Algiers, contributing to the satisfactory settlement of the treaty  
of peace, which was drawn up by himself in Turkish and ratified  
in 1684. He conducted the negotiations with Tunis and Tripoli  

2a  
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in 1685, and these with Mesoeo in 1687; and the zeal, tan  
and linguistic knowledge he manifested in these and other  
transactions with Eastern courts were at last rewarded in  
ι69a by his appointment to the Arabic chair in the CoIMge  
Royal de Fiance, which he filled until his death in 5713.  
lie published Coals Surer (Pars, 1707). and Les Milk d as Jesus  

( eels., Paris. 1710-1712); an Arw.e,imii Ds'iioswry and an Access!  
of Rsbwpie. Rut the lasting monument of his literary fame is his  

es ellent French version a( She if-uddlo 'Ale Yaadi a ΖαΟνιιdum  
or !Zisbry of Tlmd' (completed 828 w.x.; &.n 1425), which was  
given to the world nine years after his death (y vats., Paris. 1722  

Eng. trans. by J. Darby. London. 1723). Thu work, one al the  
sere specimens of a fairly cń tical history Persia ran boast of, was  
compiled under the auspices of λfuτa tά ιίία SuitSa, the son of  
Sheri Rukh and ^aπdsοn of the great Timor. The only error  
committed by Pixy de le Croix in his otherwise very correct transla.  
lion is that he erroneously ascribed the important share which  
Ibrahim Sultin had in the Ζefdrsdama to 77mdr himself.  

PETIT, SIR DIIIBHAW ΜABBCRJI, Βatτ. (1853-190!),  
Parsee philanthropist, was born on the 30th of June 1823. As  
broker to European firms he amassed a large fortune during  
the period of speculation Iii Bombay at the time of the &merican  
Civil War. In X886 he became a member of the governor-
general's legislative council. He devoted his wealth to philan-
thropic objects, among the public and private charities which  
he endowed being the Towers of Silence and fire temples of the  
Parsers, a hospital for animals, a college for women, and the  
Petit hospital. He was knighted in 5887, created a baronet  
in !8go, and died in February 1901.  

PETIT DE JUIJ.6VILI.B, LOUIS (t8µ-τgoo), French  
scholar, was born in Paris on the 18th of July r84!. Educated  

it the &ole Noemale Sup€rievre, and at the French school at  
Athena, he received his doctorate In literature in ι868. After  
hording various nests as a teacher be became professor of French  
medieval literature and of the history of the French language  
in the υπiνersity οf Ρsιis in 1886. He died on the 28th of  
August igoc.  

His most Important woks are: HisSed. ds iMIS,. α Feat,  
including Las Mysslrm (a edls. 1880); Let Cisidiens αι Fraser  en 
s.oyenn  ' ι  (1885); Le Comddie u leg .mars en Franca as mοyrnn  
1g. ( ι886); Rlριτιoίιι der : Wdire Center  en F»ax'e an oyen  dεe 
(ι 886); and Le 7kWre en Fresu, hisiosre ds is iigbahire deamnfφqus  
d psis set enihnes feτgs'δ sees je rs (1889). Plait de Jullevsle  
was also the general editor of the Hulo&' de Is la,gsa a de Is  
h"&igsne !Fences. (8 νos., 1896-1900), tp which he himself con-
tributed some valuable chapters.  

PR[1'ΠOX (Let. for " seeking " or "praying "), α term.  
meaning generally a prayerful request, and in its more important  
constitutional aspect as application for redress by a person  
aggrieved to an authority capable of relieving him. It may be  
made in the United Kingdom to the Crowe or its officers, or to  
either hour of parliament, or in certain cases to courts of  
justice.  

Pditfoas !. the Croiim.—Tbe tight of petitioning the Crown 
 was recognized indirectly as early as Magna Carts in the famous  

disuse, Ndli iicnd'mus, m dli ncgabfmsus aid difjσιmaτ, recur  
ad jasliiiam (25 Edw. I. c. 29), and directly at various periods  
later, '.a. in the articles of the Commons assented to by Henry  
IV., by which the king was to assign Iwo days in the week for  
petitions (Ref. Pmi. 8 Hen. IV., R 585)• The case of the seven  
bishops in 1688 confirmed the right,and finally the Bill of Rights  
In τ689 declared "that it is the right 0f the subjects to petition  
the king, and all cgmmitments s αdρmaεωdοns fοτ such petition-
ing are illegal" Petitions to the Crown appear to have been at  
first fοτ the redress of private and local grievances, or f οτ remedies  
which the courts of law could not grant (May, Pσil. Pr., 11th  ed.,  
522). As equity grew into a system, petitions of this kind not  
seeking legislative remedies tended to become superseded by bills  
in chancery. Statutes were originally dawn up by the judges  
at the clone of the session of parliament from the petitions of the  
ςommona and the answers of the Crown. Under this system of  
drafting it was found that the tenor of the petition and answer  
were not always stated correctly. To obviate this inconvenience  
demands for legislation Mme in the reign of Henry VI. to be  
drawn up in the form of bills which the Crown could accept or 
reject, but could not alter (see Mona, Lew mid Cartms of  iie  

Co.stίί ωίωιa. 3rd red, voL I. p, nos). In the sine telex the  
words" by authority of parliament "were added to the welds of  
enactment, and from the time of Henry VIL public  legislation 
has been by bill and not by petition. A relic of the old form of  
slalute founded upon petition still remains howevet in the  
preamble of Appropriation Acts and other statutes cresting  a 
charge upon the public revenue. It rugs thus: " We, your  
majesty's most dutiful end loyal subjects, the Commons of the  
United Kingdom ... do most humbly beseech your majesty  
that it may be enacted; and be it enacted," &c., from this point  
following the enacting words common to all statuteS. The  
Crowe may refer petitions presented to it lobe adjudicated upon  
by a delegated authority. This course is pursued in the case of  
claims to peeragea and oboes of honour, which are referred to the  
House of Lords, and by that house to its committee for pri νi-
lιges, and in the case of petitions to the Crewe in council, which  
are usually referred to the judicial committee. The Crown may  
delegate the power of receiving petitions in the first instance.  

ΡdiΙieπs ro PerliamaiL.—Petitions to either hOus of the  
legislature seem to have been later in origin than petitions  
to the Crown. They are net referred to in the BID of Rights, but  
the right of petition is a convention of the constitution, Petitions  
to the Lords or the whole parliament can be traced beck to Heriry  
III, No petition to the Commons ńas been found earlier than  
Richard II.; but from the time of Henry IV. petitions to the  
Commons have been freely made. The political importance of  
petitioning dates from about the reign of Charles L The develop-
ment of the practice of petitioning had proceeded so far in the  
reign of Charles IL as to lead to the passing in r66a of an act  
(ι; Cu. II. c. ς) against "tumultuous petitioning," which is  
still on the statute book It provides that, no petition or address  
shall be presented to the king or either hour of parliament by  
more than ten persona; nor shall any one procure above twenty  
persons to cement or set their hands to any potitioi for alteration  
of matters established by law in church or state, unless with the  
previous order of three justices of the county, or the major part  
of the grand jury. Arid in 1817 (57  Geo. III. c. 19, s. 23)  
meetings within a mile from Westminster Hall for the purpose of  
considering a petition to both houses or either hour of parlia-
ment while either house is sitting were declared to be unlawful  
assemblies. Up to 1688 petitions to either house usually dealt  
only with some specific grievance. From that time dates the  
present practice of petitioning with regard to general measure  
of public policy. Petitions to the Houses of Lords or Commons  
must be framed in the form prescribed by the standing orders,  
must be properly superscribed, and must conclude with a payer'  
(May, Pail. Pr., iith ed., 524, 52 5). They may be sent free by  
post to members of either house if they fulfil certain conditions  
as to weight, lee., (lee. ‚ii. p. S31).  

Petitions to the Con'moiia must be in writing, must contain  

none but genuine si;natures, and must be free from disrespectful  
language or amputatIons upon any tribunal or constituted authority.  
They must be presented by a member of the house, except petitions  
to the House of Common Irma the eorporatioa of Losdan, which  
may itepieViutrd  at the bar by the sheriffs, and from the curpoes .  
Lion of Dublin, which may be presented by the lord mayor. There  
is no means of compelling a member to present a petition. The  
rules as to petitions to the House of Lords are similar. The lord  
whop a nu a petition s required us reed it tO me whether in farm  
and contents it is fit ter presentations. In the Leeds receivers and  
triers of petitions from Great Britain and Ireland and from Gascony  
and the lands and countries beyond the sea were appointed until  
1886, though their functions had long been obsolete. Ap plications  
for knee to being be(osee either house bills for priwιte or local sad  
personal matters must ender the standing orders d both houeea  
be made by petition; and the same rule obtains as to applications  
for leave to be heard in ρροntiοn to such bills.  

See Clifford, HίAσηy of 
 

P,*ak Dill Lagidolk' ( ι 887); Μay,  

Petitions to Coins of lattice.—Strietfy speaking, these are an  
indirect mode of petitioning the Crown, fοτ in the theory of  
English law the Crown is the fountain of justice. But it is more  

convenient to treat them separately, as they new form a pall of  
the practice of the courts. Appeals to the House of Lords and  

the privy co'rndi are prosecuted by petition of appeal. _ Τbe  
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original jurisdiction of the privy council to deal with petitions  
is conheed to proceedings under certain statutes, such as the  
Endowed Schools Acts, the Public Schools Acts, the Uoivasiti α  
Acts and the Patents Acts. In most cases the petitions are  
referred to the judicial committee of the council. Petitions may  
be addressed to the lord chancellor Ina few instincts, e.g. Inc  
the removal of coroners α county roust judgea. The House of  
Lords at one time claimed original Jurisdiction in civil and  
criminal matters. As to tail matters the claim is abandoned;  
as to criminal matters it is now limited to impcechmeit for  

crime by the Commons on the trial her treason or felony of  
pomona having privilege of peerage.  

The most important use of petitions in England n in the High  
Court of justice. In the chancery division petitions are presented  
either as interlocutory φαeedings in the course of an action, or as  
original proceedings where no litigation exists—as being a more  
speedy form of remedy than an action. The case in winch a peti-
tion is admissible and the procedure therein, are in the main regu-
lated by oiden 52  and  55 of the rules of the suprdtaewiirt. Ividence  
in support of petition. Is usually by affidavit. Petitions is the  
course of as action are prcscnttd to tbp court in which the action  
is brought. Example of original petitions ate those under the  
Lands Clauses Acts, the Trustee Acts and the Companies Acts.  
For many proaiedingτ under theme acts a simpler and cheaper  
form of ρrornding by summons has been substituted fee that by  
petition. The matters above-mentioned are usually dealt with by  
the chancery division as successor of the court ofchancsy. Pete-
tίοns are also in use in ether courts having equitable jurisdiction,  
e g. the chancτry courts of the counties paltbκΡ of !aware and  
Durham sad the county courts as to uses falling within ‚6; of  
the County Courts Act ι888, and as to cases within county court  
jurisdiction under the Settled land Acts or the Guardianship of 
nfants Act ι886 (County Court Rules, O. 38). In a few case,  
petitions maybe brought by way of appeal, e.5. under the Charitable  
Trusts Act 1860. in the king's bench division the only use of  
ρpeεttitiφι eppeιm to he to imsiate proceedings in be. dernρωχ.  
Leave το eue se joma psaperis used to be given on petition but is  
now usually dealt with summarily. In the probate, &c., division  
proceedings in matrimonial causes. &o., are begun by petition, but  
the course of the proceedingι eloκty rambles those clan  erdύωry  

Sesdasd—ln &Wend petitions in the Court of Session are either  
original or in a pending action. Original petitions are presented  
to one of the divisions of the inne? house, unless they relate to  
matters mentiontd in so & as Viet. c. 56. s. 4, when t ey are brought  
before the junior lord ordinary, α salem, by special statutory pro-
vision. they may be brought before any  lord ordinary, as in the case  
of petitiasia under the' Conjugal Rights (Scotland) Amendment 
Act 1861," or the Trusts (Scotland) Act 1867. A petiiuni mid  

‚ampfaiel is a paces of a quasi-criminal nature by which certain  
matters of summary and mtraordinary jurisdiction are brought  
under the notice of the Coast of Scidon. It lies against magistrates  
and ofδαrs of the law for breach of duty against parties guilty  
of contempt of court, &c. The concurrence of the l οedadvoστte  
is necessary to a petition and complaint (see Mackay, Cruet 4  
Session Pr,clke, ii. 43p).  . 

blond. The law of Leland as to petitions is in substance the  
mine as that of fiugland with certain differences of detail as to the  
uses in which petitions may be made to courts of justice.  

United Slates.—!n the United States before the Civil Weequestiens  
arose as to the right of ρetitioin Congrem, particularly with refer-
ence to petitions for the restriction of mimicry sibich at that Cue  
was ooateeded to he a matter of state and not of federal concern  
(see Cooky. Consiilidionai Listίααίoaτ, 6th ed., 18)0, 426). " The  
right of petitioning the United States government is now secured  
by the first amendment to the United States constitution (rati6d  
m ι q- t ι). which provide. that "Congress shall make no law  

ng ... the right of the people peaceably to assemble 
and to petition the government fora redress of grievances." In  
the view of the Supreme Court this amendment assumes the  
existence of the right of the people to a;xmble for leωful ρueροas  
αnd protκts it against eiicriischmeat by Congress. The right was  
not created by the amendmentj neither was its continuance  
guaranteed taxes  as against congressional interference. For their  
protection in its enjoyment, therefore, the ptople must look to the  
gates. The power for that purpose was originally placed there,  
αnd has never been surwisdered. The right of the people peaceably  
so smawibie far the (siepom of petitioning Congress (e a redress 

 of grs.vancn.. or for anything else connected with the powers or  
duties of the national government is an attribute of national citizen- 
.hit. αnd as such under the protection of and guaranteed by the  
Unιred States. the very idea of a government republican in form  
implies a right on the part of its deign, to meet portably  for 
coiisuhatios in τιιιραt  to public affairs αnd to petition for q redrer  
OÍ grievance." (U.S. ν.  Criiiksk.rnik. 1875; Q2 V.S. j.µ, 5s).  

A Bill of Rights is incorporated in the constitutions of many  
e rgs of the Union, and is made part of the supreme law of  

the states (lee Hoadt, Aseortrms Censt τιl,lisωΡs, ii. 571).  Petitions  
can be presented to the federal or state courts of justice under much  
the same circwngances as in England. " It is a general rule in  
such cases that an affidavit should be made that the facts therein  
contained are true as far as known t ο the petitioner, and that those  
faet, which he sales as knowing (we. others he b εlievα to be true"  
(Heavies, Lew Die.).  

& 	Pαsesι^ss.—There is a right of petidοα to the king α  
the review of decisions (m matters criminal or dvii) of courts of  
justice in the Channel Islands or Ide•of Man, and in all other parts  
of the empire outside the British islands and of British courts  in 
fataga cuuotrie . This right is cut down by imperial or colonial  
Iegislation in the case of Canada and Australia, see Tarring, Law  
Rdali g to Celestes (3rd ed., 1906) C. v.  

The term PeIilion of Rigid, in English law, is used in two senses.  
(i)  It denote. the statute of 1625 (3 Car. I. e. i), a parliamentary  
dtclaration of the liberties of the people. (2) It also and more  
usually is employed to describe a mode of prosecuting a claim by  
a subject against the Crown, said to owe its origin t ο Edward L  
Petition of right in this sense lies (a) to obtain restitution of real 

 on personal property of the subject which has found its way into  
the bands of the Crown, or compensation if restitution cannot be  
made; (b) to recover damages for breach of a contract made on  
behalf of the Crown, whether the breach is due to the acts or the  
omissions of servants of the Crown. Where the Crown is in  
possession of property of the suppliant, and the title of the Crown  
appears by record, as by inquest of 081ce, the remedy is somewhat  
different and is celled soastrans de droll. Petition of right doe.  
not lie in respect of engagements in the naval, military or civil  
service of the Crown, which are as a general rule made " during  
pleasure," nor for breach of public duty, e.g. failure to perform  
treaty obligations, net for trespass or negligence or other torts  
by Crown servants. Where such acts are wrongful the remedy is  
by action against the οffidal as an individual and not in his  
odidal capacity (Raleigh v. Gosc&π, 1898, L.R. τ ώ . 73)•  

The procdme on a petition of right is ń ther at common law α  
by statute. At common law the petition went through its earliest  
stages in the chancery. It suggests such a right as controverts the  
title of the Crown, and the Crown endorses upon the petition Sail  
d&sit fait sl puree. Thereupon a commission is imued to inquire  
into the truth of the suggestion. Afte the return to the commission,  
the suoruey-general ρleeds α demurs, and the merits are then  
determined as in actions between subject αnd subject. If the  
right be determined against the Crown, udgme πt of emcees Ira.,?
is given In favour of the suppliant. The Petition of Right Act 
ι860 (2 33 & 34 Vice   , extended to Ireland in  1873.36 & 37 
Viet. e. 89) preserves to the suppliant his ngbt to proceed at common  
taw, but gives an alternative remedy. The procedure is regulated  

by the as of 1860, αnd as to England also by rules made under  
that act on the lit of February 1862. The petition is left with the  

secretary of state for the home department far the cmld αιdoa  
of his maiegγ. who if hς thinks fit ggrraan his jlai that right be dome.  
The jfat is sealed in the home others and issued to the suppliant  
who files it in the central office of the High Court of justice, αnd  
a sealed copy is served upon the solicitor to the treasury, with •  
demand for. ρka or answer on behalf of the Cross. The unbie-
quent proceeding. Including those as to disclosing iekvant docu-
menta are &mists ted as far as possible to those in as ordinary  
action. A judgment in favour of the suppliant is equivalent to  
a judgment of amowar masss ouster le mars. Cont, are payable  
to αnd by the Crown. A petition of tight is usually tried in the  
chancery α kiιιg'ι bench divisions; but where the subject-matter  
of the petition arises of of the exercise of belligerent nght on  
behalf of the Crown, α would be cognizable in a prize court if the  

matter were in dispute between private persons, the suppliant may  
at his option intituk his petition in the admiralty division, and the  
lord them:dlor may direct the prosecution U that division of pet  
lions of tight ender the act of 1860 even whcn they are not so  
intitukd (27 & s8 Viet. C. 25, ‚.52).  

The law" as to petition of right applies to Ireland but not to  

Scotland, and a right to present such a petition emcee to exist  
in colonies whose law is based on the cowman law of England.  
Bat in a4aay  colonies legislation has been passed with respect to  
sits against government which makes it u m:eme y to resort to  
a petition of right.  

Pk^1ΤΤΙΟ PRINCIPII. or Bgo me net QUaanoN (Gr. τh  is 
4pχ* )ιΡµΡuβό sιw, 74  i  djrχ's afreZddiu), in logic, the fourth of  
Aristotle's fallacies i ξΡω rts λe sωt or extra 4idiaωΡes. Strictly  
this fallacy belοngs to the language of disputation, when the  
gυeιώ ner seeks (emit) tο get his adversary to admit the very  
matter in question. Hence the word /rim:4m mve a wrong 
imprw consists ion, foe the fallacy consis not in smiting "fog the  
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admisslοη of a pńnciplι which will confute the particular pro-
position—e perfectly legitimate form of refutation—but in luring  
the adversary into confessing the contradictory. In the ordinary  
use, however, " begging the question " consists in assuming in  
the premises the conclusion which it is desired to prove.  

PETITOT. JOAN (ι6σ8-ι6g ι), French-Swiss enamel painter,  
was born at Geneva,a member of a Burgundian familywhichhad  
fed from France on account of religious difficulties. I^ls father,  
Fau1le, was a wood carver; his mother's name was ten*tte  
Roysume. Jean was the Iourth son, and was apprenticed to  a 
jeweller goldsmith named Pierre Wordier, with whom he struck  
up a close friendship. The two friends, dissatisfied with the  
progress they made in Geneva, went into France, and after  
working for a while with Toutin Mme to England with letters  
of introduction to Turquet de Mayern, physician to Charles I.,  
who presented them to the king, for whom they made a St  
George for the badge of the order and carried out many com-
missions for portraits, amongst others preparing two large ones  

representing Rachel de Ruvigny, countess of Southampton, now  

at Chatsworth, and Mary Villiers, duchess of Richmond and  
Lennox, dated 1643, at one time in the possession of the Crown  
and now in the Pierponi Morgan collection. On the execution of  

the king, Petitot left England for Paris with the royal household,  
Wordier remaining in England and carrying nut certain important  
commissions for Cromwell and the parliament. On reaching  

Paris, Petitot entered into partnership with a goldsmith, Jacques  

Wordier, a cousin of Pierre, and it seems probable from recent  
research in contemporary documents that the enamel portraits  
attributed to Petitot were really the work of the two partners  

collaborating, the actual drawing being the work of Γςtitσι,  
while fοτ the enamel process Wordier was mainly responsible.  
'the two painters were given apartments in the Louvre, received  

numerous commissions from Louis XIV., and painted portraits  
of almost every person of importance In his brilliant court. The  

friendship between the two lasted for thirty-five years, and was  

only put an end to by Bordicr's death. The enamellers rendered  
special political services in France for the republic of Geneva,  

and were practically regarded as the ornciai representatives of  

the republic, receiving warm thanks from the Syndics for their  

diplomatic work. On the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,  

1685, pressure was brought to bear upon Petitot that he should  

change his religion. The king protected him as long as passible,  
and when he was arrested, with his niece, Anne Wordier, sent  
Bassuet, bishop of Meaux, to convince the old man of the error of  

his ways. Eventually, in poor health and great despair, Petitot  

placed his signature to an act of abjuration, and Louis XIV,  

unwming to acknowledge the true reason for the imprison.  

rent of Petitot and for his liberation, informed one of his sons,  
who came to thank him for the pardon give ń  to his father, that  
he was willing to fall in for once with " the whim of an old man  
who' desired to be buried with his ancestors." In 1687 therefore  
Petitot left Paris to return to Geneva, and, after a long and tedious  

inquiry, was absolved by the ministory of the church of Geneva  

from the crime of which they considered he had been guilty,  
and received back to the Huguenot communion in the church of  
St Gervais. In Geneva he received a very important com-
mission from john Sobieski, king of Poland, who required  
portraits of himself and his queen. This was followed by number-
less other commissions which the painter carved out. He died  
of paralysis on the 3rd of April ι6gt, while in the very act of  
painting on the enamel a portrait of his faithful wife.  

Petitot married in ι65ι Marguerite Cuper, and Jacques  
Wordier married in the same year her younger sister Anne  
Madeleine. He had seventeen children, and for their benefit  
wrote out a little octavo volume containing some genealogical  
information, two delightful portraits, one of himself and one of  
his wife, and many pages occupied with prayers, meditations  
and religious advice. He also prepared a second manuscript  
volume of prayer and meditations for the use of his family, and  
from these two books and the records of the Huguenot societies  
of France and England information has been obtained respecting  
the painter and his family.  

Of the works of Ρet^^, t the most importaft collection is in the  
Jr scs Bequest a t the Victor, and Albert' Μu'eυm. There are  
many in the Louvre. si tieen at Chantilly, seventeen at Windsor,  
end others in the collevi pans d Earl beauchamp. the duke of Rut-
land, the duke of Richmond the mil of Dartrey, Mr Alfred de  

Rothschild and the lIe Ifarοnεss Burdett-Coutts. Amongst 
 Lord Dartrcy's esumphi are pοrtmits of Petitot end of his son, 

 and two of the wife of Jcan Petitot the younger. Α second portrait  
of the artist belongs to lee queen of Holland, and another is in the 

 collection of the l.tte Mr Stroehlin of Geneva. In Μr Fiierpont 
 Morgan's collection the re are many exceedingly fine eamρles,  

but cupecially three drawings on paper, the only three which  
appear to have surviv*d, and the largo signed ministers of the  
duchess of Richmond already mentioned, the largest work Pctiaot  
ever executed save the one at Chatsworth.  

See PeJsioici Bordwr. by Ernest Strochlin (Geneva, 1905); " Some  

New Information respecting jean Petitot," by G. C. Williamson,  
Nsaeieenlh Centery aiid lJk, (January 1908), ρρp. 98-110; the  
privately printed Cahilogiw of lhr Colleclio,r of Mr J. Pwrpo,d  

Μοφιιι, vol. iii.; The llisiory of Porhail Miniolwe: by G. C.  
Willtamsoo, vol. ii. (London, 1904). ( ^. C. W.)  

ΠΒΙΙΤΟT. JEAN LOUIS ( ι6ςτ-c. 3730), French enamel  
painter, was the eldest son of Jean Petitot (9.e.), and seas  
instructed in enamelling by his father. Some of his works so  
closely resemble those of the elder Petitot that it is difficult to  

distinguish between them, and he was really the only serious  

rival his father ever had. He settled f οτ a while in London,  
where he remained till 168, and painted many enamel portraits of  

Chary II. In 1682 he removed to Paris, but in 1695 was back  

again in London, where he remained until the time of his death  

His portrait by Mi nard is in the museum at Geneva and another  

in enamel by h ιmselΓ in ihv coll ιction of the earl of bartrey, who  
also owns two of his wife, Madeleine Wordier, whom he married  
in 1683. Another portrait believed to represent him is in the col-
lection of Mr Pierpoat Morgan. (G. C. W.)  

PETITS-CH!VAUX (Fr for " little hones" ), a gambling game  

played with a mechanical device consisting of a board perforated  

with a number of concentń c circular slits, in which revolve, each  
independently on its own axis, figures of jockeys on horseback,  

distinguished by numbers or colours. The bystanders having  

staked their money according to their choice on a board marked  

in divisions fοτ this purpose, the horses are started revolving  
rapidly together by means of mechanism attached to the board,  

and the horse which stops neartst a marked goal wins, every  
player who has staked on that horsy receiving so many times his  
stake. Figures of railway trains and other objects sometimes  

take the place of horses. In recent years there has been a ten-
dency to supplant the pciits cka'arix at French resorts by the 6.s k  
or ball game, on the same principle of gambling; in this a ball  
is rolled on a basin-shaped table so that it may eventually settle  

in one of a number of shallow cups, each marked with a figure.  

PETO, SIR SAMUEL MORTON. BARS. (1809-1884), English  
contractor, was born at Woking, Surrey, on the 4th of August  
41.09, and was at an early age app*nticed to his uncle, a London  

builder, who on his death in 1830 bequeathed the business to  

Pete and another nephew, Thomas Grissell. The partnership  

between Peto and Grissell lasted till 1846, amongst the many  
London buildings erected by the firm being the Reform Club, the  

Lyceum and St James's theatres, and the Nelson column. Pero  
afterwards entered into partnership with Edward Ladd Betts  

(1815-1870, and between 1846 and :872 Messrs Peo & Betts  

carried out many large railway contracts at home and abroad,  
notably the more important portions of the South-Eastern and  

of the London Chatham & Dover lines, and, in conjuisctioss  
with Thomas Brassey, the Grand Trunk railway of Canada, and  
the London Tilbury & Southend railway. In 2854-1855  
Pero and ilraasey constructed a railway in the Crimes between  

Balaclava and the British entrenchments before Sebastopol,  
charging the British government only the actual out-of.pocket  

expenses, and for his services in this matter Pete wasin 1855 made  

a baronet. Pete entered parliament as a Liberal in 5847, and,  

with a few years' interval, continued there till 2868, when, his  

firm having been compelled to suspend payment in the financial  

crisis of 1866, he was forced to resign his seat, though both Mr  

Disraeli and Mr Gladstone publicly eutoglsed his pessosial  
character. lie died on the 13th of November 1884.  
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VΙΤδιΙ. M'!Zu18DIR (zδs3rι84q), H"ηgańan lyric poet,  

was born at Kis-K8rds8, Pest county, on New Year's Day, 1823.  
The family received its diploma of nobility from the emperor  

Leopold in 1688, but the ultra-patriotic Alexander early changed  
the old family name, Petrovics, which pointed to a Croatian  

origin, into the purely Magyar form of Petffi. The lad's early  
days were spent at FΣlegyháa and Szaba't "411",  the moat  
Hungarian parts of Hungary, where he got most of his garly  
education, including a good grounding. in Latin. German he  
learnt subsequently at Feel, and French he taught himself  
He began writing verses in his twelfth year, whiles student at the  
Aszdd gymnasium, where he also displayed a strong predilecixon  

for the stage, to the disgust of his rigorous father, who formally  

disowned his son, early in 1839, for some trifling peccadillo, and  

whose tyrannical temper became downright furious when it  
series of misfortunes ruined him utterly in 5840. For the next  
three years Fetlfi led the wretched life of a strolling player,  

except for a brief interval when, to escape starvation, he enlisted  

as a common soldier in an infantry regiment. During the greater  

part of 1842 we find him a student at the Calvinist College at  
Pink, where he made the acquaintance of young J6kai, and wrote  

the poem" Βοrοzό ," which the great critic Bajza at once inserted   
in the leading literary review, the Aih'naeirm (May 22, 1842). In  
November of the same year the restless pat quitted Pips to  

join another travelling troupe, playing on one occasion the Fool  

in King Leer, and seer wandering all over Hungary and suffering  

incredible hardships, finally settled down at Perth ( ι844), where  
for a time he supported himself by all sorts of literary back-work.  

Nevertheless, in the midst of his worst privations be had read  

voraciously, and was at this time profoundly influenced by the  
dominant Romanticism of the day; while, through 'fleck, he  
learnt to know and value the works of Shakespeare. His first  

volume of original poems was published in 1844 by the Society  
Nemzeti Κδr, through the influence of the poet Vdrfsmarty,  
when every publisher had refused his MS., and the seventy-five  

florins which he got for it had become smatter of life or death to  

him. He now became a regular contributor to the leading papers  
of Peach, and was reconciled to his parents, whom he practically  

supported for the rest of their lives out of his literary earnings.  

Sis position, if not exactly brunt, was pow at least secure.  
The little volume published by the Nemzeti Ker was followed by  
the parody, A Hdysig K σlaρdcια (ι844); the romantic epic  
!dean Ville (1842); Cίρridastbak F.tdkl SlrJdrW, a collection of  
passionate elegies over his lest love, Eielk€ Csapd (ι845); Uti  
legyzdeh, an imitation of Brine's Rtisebilder (1840; Braden  
GyOngyd (ι845); FdkJk ( ι846); S4adme s hdmssdga (e846),  
and many other volumes. The first edition of his collected  
poems appeared in 1847. Pettfi was not yet twenty-five, and,  
despite the protests of the classlelata, who regarded him with  
cold dislike, the best beads in Hungary, poets like Vtbrtlsmarty  
and critics hike Szcmere, already paid him the homage due  
to the prince of Magyar lyrical poets. The greet public was  
enthusiastic no the same side, and posterity, too, has placed him  
among the immortals. Petffi is as simple and genuine a pat of  
nature as Wordsworth or Christian Whither, and his erotica,  
inspired throughout by s noble idealism, have all Byron's force  
and fervour, though it is perhaps in his martial Bongs that  
ΡetΜfi's essentially passionate and defiant genius asserts itself  
most triumphantly. On the alb of Sqstesnber 1847 Pebfi m sited  
Julia Seendrey, who bore hip a son. When the revolutionary 

 war brake out, he espoused the tenets of the extreme democratic  
faction with s beat and reckla ιuas which estranged many of his  
fiends. He took an active pot in the Transylvanian campaigns  
of the hαoie Beer; rose by sheer valour to the rank of major; was  
slain at the battle of Segeevt& (July 31, r84q), and his body,  
which was never recovered, is supposed to have been burled is  
the commas grave of the fallen homveds in the churchyard of  
Feleregyń fs. The feat complete edition of Pet δfi's poems  
appeared in 1874. The best critical edition is that of Haws,  
x594. There are numerous indifferent German translations  

See Ferencai. Psgj gleωοάπσ; Fischer. Pdlj ι Lean said  

PBIOIXEY. a city and the gmtyant of 8mstet count  
Michigan, U.S.A., on Little Traverse Bay, an arm. of Lek,  
Michigan, ate mouth of Bear Creek, in the north-vest part of  
the lower peninsula. Pop. (+ 890), 287 2, (1900), 528g, of whom  
856 were foceign.born, ( 190). 51[86; (ι9ιe)ι4778. it is saved  
by the Pare Marquette and the Grand Rapids k Indiana  rail.. 
ways and by steamboat lines to Chicngo5.D εt οit, Dullalo and  
other rake ins Bear Creek furnishesemederable waler-power,  

and anioog the manufactures are lumber, paper, lather and  

foundry and machine-shop products. Petcakey was settled  

about 1874, waaincorpoeated ass village in 1879, was chartered  

as a city in 1895, and in 1902 replaced Harbor Springs  
as county-seaL It was named aitei an Ojibwa Indian chief.  

PBFBA () Ilfrps— the rock), a ruined site, 3o'iq' N. and a ς'  
31' E., lying in a basin among the mountains which form  i  

eastern flank of Wadi el-'Ariba, the great valley running from  
the Dead Sea to the Gulf of '.!Fibs. The descriptions of Strube  

(m. p. 779), Pliny (N.H. vi. 32) and other writers leave no  
doubt as to the identity of this site with the famous capital of the  
Nabatseans (s.v.) and the centre of their caravan trade. Walled  
in by towering rocks and watered by a perennial stream, Petra  
not only possessed the advantages of a fortress but controlled  
the mein commercial routes which passed through it to Gala ia  

the west, to Rostra and Damascus in the north, to Flash and  

Leuce Coed on the Red Sea, and across the desert to the Persian  
Gulf.  

From the '%ribέ  travellers approach by a track wbich leads  

round Jebel Iiaren (Mt Nor) and enters the plain of Petra from  

the south; it is just possible to find a way in from the high plateau  

on the north; but the most impressive entrance is from the east,  

down a dark and narrow gorge, in places only το or 12 ft. wide,  
celled the Sτ F, i.e. the shaft, a split in the huge sandstone reeks  
which serves as the waterway of the Wadi Mesa. Near the end  

of the defile stands the mat elaborate of the ruins, a-Uszne or  
" the Treasury of Pharaoh," not built but hewn out of the dlifl  
a little farther on, at the foot of the mountain celled en-Nejr,  

coma the theatre, so placed as to bring the greatest number of  
tombs within view; and at the point where the valley opens out  
into the plain the site of the city is revealed with striking edect.  
Almost enclosing it on three sides are rose-mimed mountain  
walla, divided into groups by dap fissures, and fined with rock-
cut tombs in the form of rowers The stream of Wadi Meng crosses  
the plain and disappears among the mountains opposite; on  
either bank, where the ground is fairly level, the city was built,  
covcring' space of about x} sq. m. Among τhe ruins on the  
south bank stand the fragments of a temple celled Intr Fee an  
of late Roman date; just beyond this rises a rocky height wbic Ι 
is usually regarded as the acropolis.  

Α position of such natural strength must have been occupied,  
early, but we herein mans of telling exactly when the history  
of Petrs began; the evidence seems to show that the city was of  
restively late foandatioe, though a sanctuary (see below) may  
have existed there from vesy ancient times. This part of the  
country was assigned by tradition to the Horites, i.e. probably.  
"cave—dwellers," the predecessors of the Edomitca (Gen. xiv. 6;  
mvf. 20-30; Dent. is. t 2); the habits of the origin( n έ tires may 
have influenced the Nabaheasu custom of burying the dead and  
o&ting worship is half-excavated eaves. 1  But that Petra itself  
Is mentioned in the Old Testament cannot be affirmed with  
certainty; for though Petrais usually identified with Sela' which  
also means " it rock," the mefereace in Judges L 36; Ism. xvi. 1,  
*G1 τ τ ; (;lord. 3, Ίa far frm clear. , Bongs Rfv. 7 seems ter be more  
eep'd l; In the parallel paserge, however, Sea' is understood  
to mesa simply" the tack" (a Cie. ν. as, =e LXX). Hence  
many iuthoritiea doubt whether any town named Seta' is men-
tioned in the Old Tiptameat? What, then, did the Semitic  

'Buhl,  Csrch der Edomiii, (1893), W 52.  
by Driver, Des. p.  38; Ν8ldeke. Bar. Bel. eel ιa8st  

Ed.er, Die lsradule ω a. tire NsckMnrdmwe. P 337. 
Buh4 ρ. 35 win. C. F. Moms hιdςιq R ss m9., WeedH'bi  

lee. a e. slt0 ,T. K. Cheyα, ιΓwy. Sill. s.a. Sd 	̂η a; A. jerem 
Des A. T. iw Liekre 	d. alien &texts, p. 457.  
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inhabitants call their tityt εusebim and Jerome (Chum. xaa.  
286, 7τ. 1 45, 9; aa8, 55. 287, 94), apparently on the αυtbοτity of  
Josephus (Ant. lv. 7, z; 4, 7), assert that Rekem was the native  
name. But in the Aiamaic versions Itekem is the time of  
Kadesh; Josephus may have confused the two places. Some-
times the Aramaic versions give the form Rekem-Geya, which  
recalls the name of the village El-j1, south-east of Petra; the  
capital, however, would hardly be defined by the elaine of a  
neighbouring village. The Semitic name of the city, jilt was not  
Seta', must remain unknown! The passage in Dίοdοrυs Siculus 

 (tiz. 94-97) which desέτibεs the expeditions which Antigens  
sent against the Nabataean, in 312 Β.C. is generally understood  
to throw some light upon the history of Petra, though it must be  
admitted that the pdrα reftπεd to as a natural fortress and plate  
of refuge Cannot be a proper name, and the description at any  
rite implies that the town was not yet in existence. Brllnnow  
thinks that "the rock" in question was the sacred mountain  
en-Nejr (above); but Supt suggests a conspicuous height about  
t6 m. north of Peter, Sboba]c, the if  old-royal of the Crusaders'  
More satisfactory evidence of the dare at which the earliest  
Nabataran settlement began is to be obtained from an exami-
nation of the tombs. Two types may be distinguished broadly,  
the Nabataean and the Graeco-Roman. The Naba ιaan type  
starts from the simple pylon-tomb with a door set in a tower  
crowned by a parapet ornament, in imitatioh of the front of a  
dwelling-house; then, after passing through various stages, the  
full Nabataean type is reached, retaining all the native features  
and at the same time exhibiting characteristics which are partly  
Egyptian and partly Greek. Of this type there exist close  
ραχαυεζa in the tomb-towers at el-1Jejr in north Arabia, which  
bear long f4abatacan iπscτiptioas' and so supply a date for the  
corresponding monuments at Petra. Then mimes α series of tomb-
fronts which terminate in a semicircular 4rch, a future derived  
from north Syria, and finally the elaborate (a ςαdes. from which  
all trace of native style has vanished, copied froin the front of  
a Roman temple. The exact datca of the stages in this develop-
ment cannot be fixed, for strangely enough few inscriptions of  
any length have been found at Ρetra; perhaps because they have  
perished with the stucco or cement which was used upon many of  
the buildings. We have, then, as evidence for the carliegt period,  
the simple pylon-tombs, which belong to the pre-Hellenic age;  
how far back in this stage the Nabatacan settlement goes we  
do not know, but not farther than the 6th century e.c. Α  
period follows in which the dominant civilization combines Greek,  
Egyptian and Syrian elements, clearly pointing to the age of the  
Ptolemies, Towards the close of the 2nd century s.c., 'then the  
Ptolemaic and Seleucd kingdoms were equally depressed, the  
Nabatacan kingdom came to the front; under Aretas III. 

 Philhellene, c. 8ς-6ο s.c., the royal coins begin; at this time  
probably the theatre was excavated, and Pegs must have  
assumed the aspect of a Hellenistic city. • In the long and pros-
perous reign of Aretas IV. lhllopatria, 9 s.C.-s.n. 40, the fine  
tombs of the el -heir type may be dated, perhaps also the great  
High-plate. Then the city became more and more Romanizcd,  
In Α.Ο. ιο6, when Coeneljus Palma was governor of Syria,  
"Arabia belonging to Petra," was absorbed into the Roman  
Empire, and the native dynasty came to aq end. But the city  
continued to Sourish. It was vsited in a.s. kit by Hadrian, and  
stamped Adriani Pare on its coins in gratitude for the emperor's  
benefactions; the superb Maine, probably a temple fog the worship  
of Isis, and the Der, which resembles the tissuen design, belong  
to this period. Α century later, in the time of Alnnander  

t Vakut gives the mete Sot' to a fortress in Wadi Mesh, Ν81de1ei  
ZDMG. xay.29y se  q. (ι87ι).  

t Βrϋ ιαow, Die Prey Arabia i. 190; Build, oP. cfl. p. 34. 
' C'S. ii. 197-226; Cooke. Νιιtι ...5ιmilύ  Iiiscri$ions. 7&q τ, &c.  
'Four important Nabat. ins εcπ. have been found, of which  

three are dated, vie. NS/: p. 2 w ̂ C/S. ú. yme. '6(h year of 
Atoms I11.. is, a.c. 70, so also (IS. ii. 4': NS/. q4 and qs'-CIS.  
Iι. 350 and 354, the tatter dotal the agtb year of Aretas IV., i.e.  
Α.Ο. 20. The (*her Nahat. man?, are mostly grajtii. wretched  
eli the indra ty vidtαια worshippers at the holy places; CIS.  

This is the^móing of Arabia Panties. Die Casa  lxviii. '4.  

Seems (i.e. 222 235), when the city was at the height of  eta 
splendour, the issue of coinage coma to an end, and there is no  
more building of sumptuous tomb., owing apparently to some  
sudden catastrophe, such as an invasion by the nee-Persian  
power under the Sasssnid dynasty. Meanwhile as Palmyra  
(JP. a.D. 130-870) grew in importance and attracted the  
Arabian trade away from Petra, the latter declined; it seems,  
lowhver, to have lingered on as a religious centre; for we are  
told by Epiphanies (c. an. 37s-401)  that in his time a feast was  
held there on the 25th. of December in honour of the virgin  
Chaabou and her offspring Dusares (Hair. 5 ι).  

The chief god of Petra was DhQ-share (∆oww& ρηt), i.e. the lord  
or owner of Shard;' he was worshipped under the form of a black  
rectangular stone, a sort of Ρetraea ιι Kaaba (Suidas Lax. s.s.  
θώ e'λρηt, and cf. Epiphan. above). Associated with Dhe-shard  
wss MISt, the chief goddess of the ancient gabs. Sanctuary  
chambers may be seen at various points in the site of Pegs, and  
many places of sacrifice open to the sky are met with among the  
tombs, marked by remains of altars. But most eminent of all  
was the great High-place which has recently been discovered on  
en-Nejr (ot Zibb 'affif). It consists of a rock-hewn alter of  
burnt-offering with a place for killing the victims beside it and  
a shallow court, perhaps intended to hold water, in front: the  
most complete specimen of an ancient Semitic sanctuary that is  
known.' Not far off are two obelisks cut out of the solid rock  

which has been removed to the level of their bases; these were  
either idols of Dhe-share and Allot, or more probably were  
designed to mark the limits of the dared of the sanctuary.  
West of the obelisks are three other places of sacrifice; and an  
the rocks below worshippers have carved their names (CIS.  
ii. 390-404). En-Ncjr, with the theatre at its foot, must have  
been the sacred mό uniain, the original sanctuary of Petra,  
perhaps "ti e very high mountain of Arabia called Dusa ι2  
after the god Dusares" referred to by Steph. Byz. (s.s.  
∆ovσ&ρη). Christianity found its way into Petra in early  
times; Atbanssius mentions a bishop of Peter (ll εηιπ τjr  
'Αρα Ιατ, ad Antioch. ιο) named Asterius; at least one of  
the tombs (the "tomb with the urn") was used as a church;  
an inscription in red paint records its consecration " in the time  
of the most holy bishop Jason" (a.o. 447). The Christianity of  
Pctra, as of north Arabia, was swept away by the Mah οmmedan  
conquest is S.D. 629-632. Under the Latin kingdom Petra was  
occupied by Baldwin L and farmed the second fief of the barony 

 Of Kxak with the title Chateau de la Valee de Moyse α Sela; it  
remained in the hands of the Franks till aibp; fragments of the  
Crusaders' citadel are still standing ness the High-place on  
en-Ncjr.  

The ruins of Petra were as object of cariosity is the middle ages  
and were visited by the Sultan Bibars of Egypt towards the close  
of the t,th century. The first European to describe them was  
Burckhardt ( ι8Ι2). All former desmprions are now superseded  
by the magnificent work of Britnuiow end Demaasewakl, Die Ριa.  
macιs A (1904). also have minutely survayed the whole eke,  

classified the tombs, and compiled thc accounts of miter investi-
gations; and by the independent researcher of Dalmaa, Pel'n and  
none FeΙι eή Ιυmeτ  (ι9ο8). and of Musil. λ rαbiiα Ριfrata (ι907-1908).  
The Cospu lssa. Sens. 6..305 sqq.

' 
 should be consulted, and 

the descriptions in Baedeker-Solis a Pekaiiie (7th edirios). and  
Rene b ιbbg ι a fer x897, &fee. ι9Ο3. (G. A.  C.) 

PETRARCR (r3ο4-r374).  Fraiscesco Pettarea,• the grit  
Italian poet and first true reviver of teeming in medkval Europe,  

was born at Aretto on the sot ń  of Jul),  !.304.  His father  
Potrueco held a post of notary in the Florentine Rolls Court of  
the Rlforinagioni; but, teasing espoused the same cause is Dante  

during the quan'cis of the Slacks and Whites, Peteseco  was 
Lapelled Iran' Florence by that decree of the s7th of January  
5302 which condemned Dante to Ηfelοng exile. With his wife be  

"The whole range in which Pents Iles is called Jebal csh-Sbar5t,  
but it is doubtful whether the name of the trod was derived from  
that of the moustais, me Ed Meyer, Jaw 011 p. 268 sad Cooke.  
NSIΪ.p 258.  

First mentioned by E. L. \Vilson (uqi), rediscovered by  
E. L. Robinson item). described by S. I. Curtis, P. 8. F. Q. St.  
5900). mod Savigissc. Res. 1151. ('903); with full plan and  photo  
graphs).  
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took rehss in the Ghibelline township of Ατao; and it was  
biro, on the very night when his father, in company with other  
members of the White party, made an unsuccessful attempt to  

enter Florence by force, the Francesco first saw the light. Re  

did not remain king in his birthplace. His mother, Juicing  
obtained permission to return from hauishmnn ςΡ settled at  
Wise, a little village on the Arno above Florence, in February  

1305. Hem Petssur* spent seven years of boyhood, acquiring  

that pure Tuscan idiom which afterwards he used with such  

consummate mastery in ode and sonnet. .  Here too, in 5307, his  
brother Ghemrdo was born, la s3sa Peteacco set up a hourt  
for his family at Pia; but soon afterwards, finding no seope there  
for the exercise of his profession as jurist, he removed them all in  

1353 to Avignon. This was a step 0f no small importance for  
the future poet-scholar. ,Avignon at that pe ńpd still belonged  
to Provenco, and owned Ring Robert of Naples as soveregu.  
But the popes had made it their residence after the insults offered  

to Βenifece VIII. at Anegni in ι303. Avtgson was therefore  
the centre of that varied society which the high pontiffs of  

Christendom have ever gathered round them. ' οwhere else  
osuld.ihe youth of genius who was destined t ο impress a cosmo-
politan stamp on medieval culture and to begin the modern ems  
have grown up under 0enditions mom favourable to his task.  

At India and at Pisa bhi learned hismotber-tongue. At Car-
peniras, under the direction of Cpnvennolo of Pram, he studied  
the bumanitja between the years rj ις and 5319. Avignon,  
at a distance from the party strife and somewhat parochial  

polities of the Italian commonwealths, impressed his mind  

with an ideal of civility raised far above provincial prejudices.  
Petrsrcń 's real name according to Tuscan usage was Francesco  

di Petracce. But he altered this patronymic, for the make of  

apbony, to Patrama, proving by this slight change his emanci-
pation from usngea which, had he dwelt at Florence, would mat  

probably have been imposed on him. Petracoo, who ices very  

anxiom that his eldest son should become as eminent jurist,  
seat him at the age of fifteen to study law at Montpdllier. Like  

Ovid and many other poets, Petnrch felt no inclination for his  

father's profession. His intellect, indeed, was not incapable  

ref understanding and admiring the gsajestic edifice of Roman  

haw; but he shrank with disgust from the illiberal technicalities  

of practice. Then is an auIlsentic story of .Pelracco's flinging  
the young student's books of poetry and rhetoric upon the fire,  

but saving Virgil and Cicero half-burned from the flames at his  

son's passionate entreaties. Notwithstanding Petrarch's firm  
determination to mike himself a scholar and a man of letters  
tether than a lawyer, he so foe submitted to his ( αther' wishes  
as to remove about the year r3z3 t ο Bokigta, which was then the  
bαdquarters of juristic learning. There he stayed with his  
brother Gherard until X326, when his father died, and he  
returned to Avignon. Banishment and change of place had  
already . diminished Petnicc&'s fortune, which was never large,  
and a fraudulent administration of his estate after his death left  
the two hews in almost complete destitution. The mat ρτed0us  
remnant of Pelrerch's inδεrita ηcο was MS. of Cicero. There  
remained no course open for him but, to take order. This he  
did at once on his arrival in P ιονιnα; and we have good reason  
to believe that he advanced in due time to the rank of print  
A greet Roman noble and ecclesiastic, Giacomo Cοkinna, after-
wards bishop of Lemke, new befriended him, and Fume li lived  
ter some years in partial dopendeiice oii this patron.  

On the 6th of April 5327 .ha ρροned the meat famous event of  
Petrarcb'a history. Ho yaw Laura for the first time in the church  
of St Clan at Avignon. Who Laura was remains uncertain still  
That she was the daughter ,f Αυdiberι de Novas sad the wife of  
Hugh de Sade rests partly on tradition and needy on documents  
which the ebb* de Sade professed to have copied from originals  
in the sets century Nothing is now extant to prove that. if  
this lady really exń ted, she was the Laura of the Capamurn,  
while there are Masons for suspecting that the abbl, ere either  

the fabricator of a romance flattering tο hits own family, or the  
dime of some previous impostor. We may, however, reject the  

. spinal lkypotheia that Laura wι 'marcfιρ esιρ1 Peuucb's  

fancy; and, if we accept her personal reality, the poems of her  

lover demonstrate that she was a married woman with whom he  
enjoyed a respectful and not very intimatel ń cndship.  

Petrarch's inner life after this date is mainly occupied with  
the passion which ho celebrated in his Italia ń  poems, and with  
the friendships which his Latin epistles dimly reveal to us.  
Besides the bishop of Lombez he was now on terms of intimacy  
with another member of the great Colonna family, the cardinal  
Giovanni. A German, Ludwig, whom he called Socrates,and a 
Roman,Lello, who received from him the classic name of Laeflius,  
were among his beat-loved associates. Avignon was the chief  
seat of his residence up to the year of 5333, When he became  
restless and undertook his first long journey. On this occasion  
he visited Paris, Ghent, Liege, Cologne, making the acquaintance  
of learned men and copying the manuscripts of classical authors.  
On his return to Avignon be engaged in public affairs, ρleaded  
the cause of the Sc eligers in their lawsuit with the Rossi for the  
lordship of harτna, and addressed two poetical epistles to Pope  
Benedict XIL mien the restoration of the papal see to Rome.  
His eloquence on behalf of the tyrants of Verona was successful.  
It won him the friendship of their ambassador, Azao di Correggio  
-a fact which subsequently influenced his life in no small  
measure. Not very king after these events ?etrarch made his  
first journey to Rome, a journey memorable from the account  
which he has left us of the impression he received from its ruins.  

It was some time in the year X337 that he established himself  
at Vauduse and began that life of solftary.study, heightened by  
communion with nature in her loneliest and wildest moods, which  
distinguished him in so remarkable a degree from the common  
herd of medieval scholars. Here he spent his time partly among  
books, meditating on Roman history, sad preparing himself fof  
the Latin epic of A/r ca. Ip his hours of recreation he climbed  
the bills or traced the Sorgues from its fountain under chose tall  
limestone cliffs, while odes and sonnets to Madonna Laura were  
committed from his memory to paper. We may  also refer many  
of his most important treatises in prose, pa well asp largeportion  
of his Latin correspondence, to the leisure he enjoyed in this  
retreat. Some woman, unknown tο us by name, made him the  
father of a son, Giovanni, in the year 1337; and she was probably  
the sane who brought him a daughter, Francesca, in 1343.  
Both children were afterwards legitimized by papal bulls.  
Meanwhile his fame ass poet in the Latin and the vulgar tongues  
steadily increased, until, when the first draughts of the Af.ic σ  
began to circulate about the year 5 330, it became manifest that  
no one bad a better right t ο the laurel crown than Petrarch.  A 
desire for glory was one of the most deeply-rooted passions of his  
name, and one of the points in which he most strikingly antici-
pated the humanistic scholars who succeeded him. It is not,  
therefore, surprising to find that he exerted his influence in several  
quartrn with the view to obtaining the honours of a public  
coronation The result of his intrigues was that on a single day  
in ι3;ο, the tst of September, he received two invitations, from  
the university of Paris and from lung Robert of Naples respec-
tively. lie chose to accept the latter, journeyed in February  

ι3.tι to Naples, was honourably entertained by the king, and,  
after some formal disputations on matters touching the poet's  
art, was sent with magnificent credentials to Rome. There, in  
the month of April, Petratch assumed the poet's crown upon the  
Capitol from the band of the Roman senator amid the plaudits of  
the people and the patricians. The oration which he delivered  
on this potasign was composed upon these words of. Virgil:  

" Sed me Parmerssi deserts per ardua dulcis  
Raptat amor."  

The ancient and the modem eras met together on the Capitol  
at Petrarch'a coronation, and a new stadium for the human spirit,  
that nhkh we are went to style Renaissance, was opened.  

With the cοτοnatfοn in Rome a fresh chapter is the biography  
of Pelrprcb may he said to havq begun. Henceforth he ranked 

 of a rhetorician and a poet of Ruropesn crlebń ty, the guest of  
prises, and the ambassador to royal courts. During the spring  
months of ι3ι his friend Azzo di Correggio had succeeded in  
freeing perms from subjugation to the Sceligers, and was laying  
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the foundations of his own tyranny in that city. lie invited  

Petrarch to attend him when he made his triumphal entry at the  
end of May; and. from this time forward for a considerable  
period Puma and Vaucluse were the two headquarters of the  
poet. The one be called his Transalpine, the other his Cisalpine  
Parnassus The events of the next six years of his life, from Μέy  
1341 to May 5347,  may be briefly recapitulated. He last his old  
friend the bishop of Lombez by death and his brother Cherardo  
by the entrance of the latter into a Carthusian monastery;  

Various small benefices were conferred upon him; and repeated  
otters of a papal secretaryship, which would have raised him  
to the highest dignities, were made and rejected. Petrsrch  
remained true to the instinct of his own vocation, and had no  
intention of sacrificing his studies and his glory to ecclesiastical  
ambition. In January 1343  his old friend and patron Robert,  
king of Naples, died, and Petrarch was sent on an embassy from  
the papal court to his successor Joan. The notices which he has  
left us of Neapolitan society at this epoch are interesting, and, it  
was now, perhaps, that he met Boccaccio for the first time. The  
beginning of the year 1345  was marked by an event more  
interesting In the scholar's eyes than any change in dynasties.  
This was no less than a discovery at Verona of Cicero's Posh tar  
LrIkrs. It is much to be regretted that Ρetrarch found the  
precious MS. so late in life, when the style of his own epistle bad  
been already modelled upon that of Seneca and St Augustine,  

In the month of May 1347 Cola di Rienzi accomplished that  
extraordinary revolution which for a short space revived the  
republic in Rome, and raised this enthusiast to titular equality  
with kings. Petrarch, who in politics was no less visionary than  
Rienzi, bailed the advent of a founder and deliverer in the  
self-styled tribune. Without considering the impossibility of  
restoring the majesty of ancient Rome, or the absurdity Of  
dignifying the medieval Roman rabble by the name of Populus  
Romans, be threw himself with passion into the republican  
movement, and sacrificed his old friends of the'Colonna  family 
to what he judged a patriotic duty.  

Petrsrch built himself a house at Parma In the autumn of 1347.  
Here he hoped to pursue the tranquil avocations of a poet  
honoured by men of the world and men of letters throughout  
Europe, and of an idealistic politIcian, whose effusions on the  
questions of the day were read with pleasure for their style.  
But in the course of the next two years this agreeable prospect  
was overclouded by a series of calamities. Laura died of the  
plague on the 6th of April 5348. Francesco degli  Albizzi, 
Mainardo Accursio, Roberto de' Bardi, Sennuccio del Bent,  
Luchino Visconti, the cardinal Giovanni Colonne and several  
other friends followed to the grave In rapid succession. All of  
these had been intimate acquaintances and correspondents of  
the poet. Friendship with him was a passion; or, what is more  
true perhaps, he needed friends for the maintenance of his  

intellectual activity at the highest point of its eliectivericss.  
Therefore he felt the loss of these men acutely. We may say with  
certainty that Laura's death, accompanied by that of so many  
distinguished associates, was the turning-point in Petrarch's  
inner life. He began to think of quitting the world, and pondered  
a plan for establishing a kind of humanistic convent, where he  
might dedicate himself, in the company of kindred spirits, to still  
severer studies and a closer communion with God. Though  
nothing came of this scheme, a marked change was henceforth  
perceptible in Petrarch's literary compositions. The poems  
written In Mock di Madonna Laura are graver and of more  
religious tone. The prose works touch on retrospective topica or  
deal with subjects of deep meditation. At the same time his  
renown, continually spreading, opened to him ever fresh relations s 
with Italian despots. The noble houses of Gonzaga at Mantua,  
at Carrara at Padua, of Este at Ferrara, of Malatesta at Rimini,  
of Visconti at Milan, vied with Azzo di Corregglo in entertaining  
the illustrious man of letters. It was in vain that his correspon.  

dents pointed out the discrepancy between his professed Zeal for  
Italian liberties, his recent enthusiasm for the Roman republic,  
and this alliance with tyrants who were destroying the freedom  
of the Lombard cities. PeTrarcb remained an incurable rhetorf- 

than; and, while he at igmbtiaed tirceitapols in his ode t ο Italy end  
in his epistles to the emperor he accepted their hospitality.  

They, on their part, seem to have understood his temuerament,  

and to have agreed to recognise his polItical Iheorise as of no  
practical Importance. The tendency to honour men of letters  
and to patronise the arts which distinguished Italian princes  
throughout the Renaissance period first msnffested itself in the  
attitude assumed by Viscontl and Csrraresi to Petrarch.  

When the jubilee of 5350 was proclaimed, Petrarch made a  
pilgrimage to Rome, passing and returning through Flοreαe,  
where he established a firm friendship with Boccaedo. It has  
been well remarked that, while W his other friendships us  
shadowy and dim, this one alone stands out with clearneea Each  
of the two friends had a distinguished personality. Each played  
a foremost part in the revival of learning. Seemedo carried his  
admiration for Petrsrcb to the φΡiπt of worship. Petrarch repaid  
him with sympathy, counsel in literary studies, and moral support  
which helped to elevate and purify the younger poet'a over-
sensuous nature. It was Bcceaedo who in the spring of ι35ι  
brought to Petrareh, then resident with the Carrara family at  
Padua, en invitation from the seignioly of Flo'eflce to accept  
the rectorship of their'menty founded υaΙνersity, 'Ibis  was 
accompanied by a diploma of restora τion to his rights as citizen  
and testitntion of his patrimony. But, flattering as was the  
offer, Petrarch declined it. lie preferred his literary leisure at  
Vaucluse, at Parma, in the courts of princta, to a poet which  
would have brougbl him into cent ιεt with jealoiia ριiοτs and  
have reduced him to the position of the Servant of a common-
wealth. Accordingly, we find him journeying again fen 1351 t ο  
Vaucluse, again refusing the office of papal secretary, again plan-
ning visionary reforms for the Roman people, and beginning that  
curious fragmented an autobiography which Ia known astlbe Rpisde  
Ιο  ΡοskτiΙy. Early in 1353  he left Avignon for the last time, and  
entered Lombardy by the pass of wont Gendvre, making his wag  
immediately to Milan. The archbishop Giovanni Υi cοnιl was  
at this period virtually despot of Milan. He induced Petrardi,  
who had long been a friend of the Visconhl family, to establish  
himself at his court, where he found employment for him as  
ambassador and orator. The mat memorable of his diplomatic  
missions was to Venice in the autumn of 1353. Towards the  
cloy of the long struggle helmet Geaoa and the republic of Si  
Mark the Genoese entreated Giovanni Vlscouti to mediate on  
their behalf with the Venelfana. Petrarch was entrusted with  
the office; and on the 8th of November be delivered a studied  
oration before the doge Andrea Dandolo and the greet cooed.  
His eloquence had no effect; but the orator entered into relation.  
with the Venetian aristocracy which were afterwards extended  
and confirmed. Meanwhile, Milan continued to be his place of  
residence. After Giovanni's death he remained in the court of  
Bernabd and Galeauo Viaconti, closing his eyes to their cττιelties  
and exactions, serving them as a diplomatist, making speeches  
Γor them on ceremonial occasions, and partaking of the splendid  
hospitality they i.flcrcd to emperors and prunes. It was in this  
capacity of an inde Γendent man of letters, highly placed and  
favoured at nne of the' most wealthy courts of Europe. that be  
addressed epistle to the emperor Charles IV. upon the distracted  
state of Italy, and entreated him to resume the old Ghibelline  
policy of Imperial interference. Chides 'IV. passed through  
Mantua in the autumn of t354. There Petrarch made his  
acquaintance, and, finding him a man unfit for any noble enter`  
prise, declined attending him to Rome. When Charles returned  
to Germany, after assenting the crowns in Rome and Milan,  
Petrarcb addressed a letter of vehement invective and reproach  
to the emperor who was so negligent of the duties imposed on  
him by his high cffiae. This did not prevent the Visconti sending  
him on a embassy to Charles es in 1356. Petrarch found him  
al Prague, and, after pleading the cause of his masters, was  
despatched with honour and the diploma of count palatine. His  
student a life at Milan was again fntemipted in i36oby a mission  
on which Galeezao Viconti sent him to King John of France.  
The tyrants of Milan were terming to royal alliances; l a  
Galasw Visoreti bad ieen melded to Isabella of France  
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Vmhante Vixoali, a few years later, was wedded to the English  
duke of Clarence. Petrarch was now commissioned to congratu-
late King John upon his liberation from captivity to England.  
This duty performed, he returned to Milan, where in 1365 he  
received news of the deaths of his son Giovanni and his old friend  
Socrates. Both had been carried ofi by Plague.  

The remaining years of Petrarch's life, important as they were  
for the furtherance of humanistic studies, may be briefly.con-
densed. On the tith of May 1361 he settled at Padua, from the  
neighbourhood of which he never moved again to any great  
distance. The same year saw him at Venice, soaking a donation  
of his library to the republic of St Marla. Hers his friend  

Boccaccio introduced tο him the Greek teacher Leontius netts.  

Petrarcb, who possessed a MS. of Homer sad a portion of Plato,  

never acquired the Greek language, although he attempted to  

gain some little knowledge of it in his rater years. Homer, he  
said, was dumb to Lim while he was deaf to Homer;and becould  
only approach the hied in Boccacń e's rude Latin version. About  
this period he saw his daughter Franceaca happily married, and  
undertook the education of a young scholar from Ravenna,  
whose sudden disappearance from his household caused him the  
deepest grief. This youth has been identified, but on insufficient  
grounds, with that Giovanni Malpaghini of Ravenna who was  
destined to forma most important link between Pctrarch and  
the humanists of the next age of culture. Qradually his oldest  
friends dropped off. Axzo di Correggio died in 1362, and Laclius,  
Sinionides, Barbaro, in the following year. His own death was  
reported in ι36ς; but he survived another decade. Much of this  
last stage of his life was occupicd at Padua in a controversy with  
the Averroists, whom he regarded as dangerous antagonists both  
to sound religion and t ο sound culture. A curious treatise, which  
grew in part out of this dispute and out of a previous duel  
with physicians, was the book Up m' his own Ignorance mid Ike! of  

easy ethers. At Lest, in 1369, tired with the bustle of a town so  
big as Padua, be retired to Arquk. a village in Euganean hills,  
where he continued his usual train of literary occupations,  
employing several secretaries, and studying imremiitfngly. All  
through these declining years his friendship with Boccaccio was  
maintained and strengthened. It rested on a solid basis of  
mutual affection and of common studies, the different tempera-
ments of the two scholars securing them Against the disagree-
ments of rivalry or jealousy. One of Petrarch's last compositions  
was a Latin version of Boccaccio's story of Grisclda. On the 18th  
of July 5374 his people found the old poet and scholar dad  
among his books in the library of that little house which leaks  
across the hills and lowlands towards the Adriatic.  

When we attempt to estimate Petrarch's position in the  
history of modern culture, the first thing which strikes us is that  
he was even lese eminent as an Italian poet than as the founder  
of Humanism, the inaugurator of the Renaisaacc in Italy.  
What he achieved for the modern world was not merely to  
bequeath to his Italian imitators masterpieces of lyrical lit  
unrivalled for perfection of workmanship, but also, and far more,  
to open out for Europe a new sphere of mental activity. Stand-
ing within the threshold of the middle ages, he surveyed the  
kingdom of the modern spirit, and, by his own inexhaustible  
industry in the field of scholarship and study, he determined  
what we call the revival of learning. By bringing the men of his  
own generation into sympathetic contact with antiquity, he gave 

 a decisive impulse to that European movement which restored  
freedom, sdI-conuiousnesa, and the faculty of progirm to the  
human intellect. He was the first man to collect libraries, to  
accumulate coins, to advocate the preservation of MSS. For  
him the authors of the Greek and Latin world were living men—
more rah, in fact, than those with whom he corresponded; and  
the rhetorical epistles he addressed to Cicero, Seneca and Varro  
prove that he dwelt with them on terms of sympathetic intimacy.  
So far-reaching were the interests controlled by him in this  
capacity of humanist that his achievement as an Itallan lyrist -
seems by comparison Insignificant.  

Petrarch's ideal ,  of humanism was essentIlly a noble one.  
Re regarded the enter and the poet as teachers, bound to  

complete themselves by education, and tο exhibit to the world•an  
Image of perfected peIsonality in prose and verse of studied  

beauty. Sςlf-culture and self-effectuation seemed to him the  

highest aims of man.. Everything which contributed to the  
fοrmatiοε of a free, impassioned, liberal individuality he regarded  

as praiseworthy. Everything which retarded the attainment of  

that end was contemptible in his eyes. The authors of antiquity,  

the Holy Scriptures and the fathers of the Church were valued  

by him as one common soureq of intellectual enlightenment.  

Eminently religious, and orthodox in his convictions, he did not  
seek to substitute a pagan for the Christian ideal. This was left  

for the scholars of the ssth and ιό th centuries in ashy. Αt the  
same time, the Latin orators, historians and poets were venerated  

by him as depositories of a tradition only second in importance  
to revelation. For him there was no schism between Rome and  

Galilee, between classical genius and sawed inspiration. Though  
the latter took the first rank in relation to man's eternal welfare,  

the former was aecmaary for the perfection of his iaiellect and  

the civilization of his manners. With this double ideal in view,  

Petrarcb poured scorn upon the French physicians and the Italian  
Ανφrοists for their Illiberal phllistinism, no less than for th ń r  
materialistic impiety. True to his conception of independent  

intellectual activity, he abstained from a legal career, refused  

important ecclesiastical office, and contented himself with paltry  

benefices which implied no spiritual or administrative duties,  

bemuse he was resolved to follow the one purpose of his life-
self-culture. , Whatever in literature revealed the hearts of men  

was infinitely precious to him; and for this reason he professed  

almost a cult fο St Augustine. It was to Augustine, as to a  

friend or a confessor, that he poured forth the secrets of his own  

soul in the book De roakepgs araxtdi.  

In this effort to realise his truest self Petrarch was eminently  

successful. Much ashe effected by ramming to the world a sound  

conception of learning, and by rousing that genuine love and  

curiosity which led tο the revival, he did even more by im-
pressing on the age his own full-formed and striking personality.  
In all things he was original. Whether we regard him as a  

priest who published poem after poem in praise of an adored  
mistress, as a plebeian man of letters who conversed on equal  

terms with kings and princes, as a solitary dedicated to the love  

of nature, as as amateur diplomatist treating wales of state with  

pompous eloquence in missives sent to popes and emperors, or  
again as a traveller eager for change of scene, ready to climb  

mountains for the enjoyment of bread prospects over spreading  

c αταρeiιgια; in all tbeso.divers manifestations of his peculiar  
genius we trace some contrast with the manners of the s'th  

century, some emphatic anticipation of the ιό th. The defects  
of Petrarch'e ehamctα were no less striking than its qualities,  
and were indeed their complement and counterpart. That  
vivid conception bf intellectual and moral self-culture which  
determined his ideal took the form in actual life of ill-absorbing  
egptism. He was not content with knowing himself to be  
the leader of the age. He claimed autocracy, suffered  

no rival near his throne, brooked no contradiction, demanded  

unconditional ‚ubmissiop to his will sad judgntmt. R traτch  
was made up of contradictions. Praising solitude, playing  the  
hermit at Vaucluse, he only -keyed seclusion as a mutest to the  
society of courts. While he penned dissertations on the futiliiyd  
fame and the burden f celebrity he was trimming his sails to  
atcb the breeze of popular applause, No one professed a more  
austere morality, and few 'medieval writers indulged in cruder  
satire on the female set; yet he passed some years in the s οeiety  
of a concubine, and his living masterpiece of art is the apotheosis  
of chivalrous passion for a woman These dieterds of an an-
decided. nature displayed themselves in his political thesries and  
in his philosophy of conduct In one mood be was fain to ape  

the antique patriot; ist another he affected the monastic moat.  

He was clamorous for the freedom of the Roman peeper yet et  
one time he called upon the popes to re-establish •theaselves in  
the Eternal City; at another he besought the emperor to make it  
his headquarters; at a third he haled in Rienzi the founder of  
a new republic. He did not perccsvc that all these plasm was  
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incompatibk His relations t0- the tambard nobles were equally  
at variance with his professed patriotism; and, while still a  
housemate of VαΡontΙ and Correggi, he kept on issuing invectives  
against the tyrants who divided Italy. It would not be difficult  
to multiply these antitheses in the character and the opinions of  
this singular man. But it is more to the purposeto remark that  
they were harmonized in a personality of potent and enduring  
force.  

The mint to notice in this complex personality is that  
Petrarch's ideal remained always literary. As philosopher,  ρ011-
tiηΡan , histoń an, essayist, orator, he aimed at lucid and lmrmo-
nions expression—not, indeed, neglecting the importance 61 the  
material he undertook to treat, but approaching his task in the  
Spirit of an artist /ether than a thinker or a man of action. 'rids  
accounts' for his bewildering versatility, απd for his apparent  
want of grasp on conditions of fact. Viewed in this light  
Tetrarch anticipated the Italian Renaissance In its weakness—
that philosophical superficiality, that tendency to ornate  
rhetoric, that preoccupation with stylistic trifles, that want of  
profound conviction and stern sincerity, which stamp its minor  
literary products with the note of mediocrity. Had Petratch  
been possessed with a passion for some commanding principle In  
politics, morality or science, instead of with the thirst for self-
glorification and the ideal of artistic culture, it is not wholly  
Impossible that Italiian humanism might have assumed a manlier  
and more conscientious tone. But this is not a question which  
admits of discussion; for the conditions which made Petrarch  
what he was were already potent in Italian society. He did but  
express the spirit of the period be opened; and it may also be  
added that his own ideal was higher and severer than that of the  
illustrious humanists who followed him.  

Μ an author Petrarch • must be considered from two points of  
view—first as a writer of Latin verse and prose, secondly as an  
Italian lyrist. In the former capacity he was speedily out.  
stripped by more fortunate scholars. Wes eclogues and epistles  
and the epic of Africa, on which he set such store, exhibit a  
comparatively limited command of Latin metre. His treatiseS,  
orations, and familiar letters, though remarkable for a prose style  
which is eminently characteristic of the man, are not distinguished  
by purity of diction. Much as be admired Cicero, It is deer that  

be had not freed himself from current medieval Latinity. Seneca  
and Augustine bad been too much used by him as models of  
composition. At the same lime It will be conceded that he  
possessed copious vocabulary, a'fine ear for cadence, and the  
4aculty of expressing every shade of thought or feeling. What he  
hacked was that insight iota the best classical masterpieces, that  
.command of the best classical diction, which Is the product of  
faκεess ίve generations of scholarship. To attain to this,  
Giovanni des Ravenna, Colluccio Salutato, Poggio and Filelfo  
had to labour, before a Poliaiano and a Bembo finally prepared  
the path for an &rasmυs. Had Petrarch been been at the close  
of the ι sth instead of at the opening of the 14th century there is  
no doubt that his Letinity would have been as pure, as versatile,  
and as need as that of the witty stylist of Rotterdam. " - 

With regard tο his Malian poetry Petnrch occupies a very  
'dikerent position. 'lire Rime ie  Vila a Merle di lfsdonna Laura  
'cannot beέome obsolete, for perfect metrical farm has here been  

married to language of the choicest and the purest. It is true  
that even in the Caassdcre, as Italians prefer to cell that cope¢-
'lion of lyrics, Petrnich is net devoid of faults belonging to his age,  
and afectations which have imposed Ibemselvea with disastrous  
of eet'throu h his authority upon the literature of Europe.  He 
appealed in his odes and sonnets to a restricted audience already  
educated by the chivalrous love-poetry of Provence and by  
Italian imitations of that style. He was not careful to exclude  
lbs commonplaces of the school, nor anxious to finish a work of  
art wholly free from fashionable graces and from contemporary  
woneeita There Is therefore s certain element of artificiality file  
iris treatment; and this, since it is easier to espy defects than  

excellencies, has been perpehlated with wearisome monotony  
by versifiers who chose him for their model. But; after making  

due alonnace for peadiaritics, the *bee of which hu bwugbl  

the name of Petrardulst Into tsntempt, we can agree with Shelley  
that the lyrics of the Cmuoxiere are as spells which unseal the  
Inmost enchanted fountains of the delight which is the grief of  
love." Much might be written about the peculiar ρσ itiοn held  
by Petrareb between the metaphysical lyrists of Tuscany and the  
more re&listic amoń sts of succeeding generations. True in this  
respect also to his anticipation of the coming age, he was the first  
Italian met of love to free himself from allegory and mysticism.  
Yet be was far from approaching the analysis of emotion with  
the directness of a lcinc or Dc Mussel. Though we believe in  
the reality of Laura, we derive no dear conception either of her  
peison or her character. She is not so much a woihan as woman  
in the abstract; and perhaps on this very account the poems  
written for her by her lover have been taken to the heart by  
tnuntless lovers who came after him. The method of his art is so  
generalizing, while his feeling is so natural, that every man can  
see himself reflected in the singer and his mistress shadowed forth  
in Laura. The same criticism might be passed on I'eimrdi'  
descriptions of nature. That he felt the beauties of nature keenly  
is certain, and he frequently touches them with obvioOs appreci-
ation. Yet be has written nothing so characteristic of Yaucluse  
as to be inapplicable to any solitude where there are woods and  
watct. The ίσnsοnncre is therefore one long melodious monody  
lured from the pooh soul, with the indefinite form of a beautiful  
woman seated in a lovely landscape, a perpetual object of delight-
ful contemplation. This disengagement from local circumstance  
without the sacrifice of emotional sincerity is a merit in Pctrarch,  
but it became a fault in his imitators. Lacking his intensity of  
passion and his admirable faculty for seizing the mast evanescent  
shades of difference in feeling, they degenerated into colourless  
and lifeless insipiditles made insupportable by the frigid rcpcti-
thon of trvpel and conceits which we are fain to pardon in the  
master '  

Petrarch did not distinguish himself by love-poetry ak ιae in  
the Italian language, His odes to Giacomo Coloena, to Cola di  
Rienzi and to the princes of Italy display him in another light.  
They exhibit the oratorical fervour, the pleader's eloquence in its  
most perfect lustre, which Petrarch possessed in no less measure  
than subjective passion.` Modern literature has nothing nobler,  
nothing more harmonious in the declamatory style than these  
three patriotic oflunlons. Theis' spirit itself is epoch-making in  
the history of Europe. Up to this mint Italy had scarcely begun  
to exist. There were Florentines and Lombards, Guelfs and  
Ghibellines; but even Dante had scarcely conceived of Italy  
as a nation, independent of the empire, inclusive of her several  
comment commonwealths. To the high conception of Italian  
nationality, to the belief in that spiritual unity which underlay  

her many discords and divisions, Petrarch attained partly through  
his disengagement from civic and lacal, partisanship, partly  
through his large and liberal ideal of culture.  

' 
 

The materials for a life of Prtrarch are afforded in abundance by  
hi. letters, collected απd prepared foe publication under his own  
eyes. These are divided into Familiar Corι spersJ Cnnesjmwd- 
mice in Q^d Age. m e, ι .lyd1ετι and Ldhrs miliod a Tide; to which
may be added the curious autobiographical fragment entitled the  
Epsslis le Poskriiy. Next hr importance rank the epistles and  
eclogues in Latin verse, the Italian poems and the rhetorical ad-
dresses to popes emperors, Cola di Riensi am( sonic gsust men of 
antiquity. For t  the onmpahension of his character the treatise Di  
corrlempli' misndi addressed to St Augustine and styled his Secret, 
is invaluable. Without ittempting a complete list of Petrerch's  
corks, it may be well to lllasrete the extent of his erudition end  
his activity as a writer by a brief enumeration of the most im-
portant. in the .eciion belonging to moral philosophy we find  
Da remeduis -tdris.sQsie foriu'nae. a treatise on human happiness  
and unhappiness; De silo sofifαιia, a piunegyric of solitude; Du  
pN. nrtijiosoram, a similar sassy on monastic life inspired by  
a visit to hi. brother Ghcr*rdo in his convent near hiarsii lieiI On 
historical subjects the most considerable are Rags aaaaraadπram  
lib,-s, a miscellany from a atυdent's commonpiaα-book, and De  
side illxslribas, an epitome of the biographies of Roman worthies.  
Three polemical works  require mention; (Wins cajiusdam mns,ymi  
'ΩPi 'dvmibi.s seisms, Code. iidlewm gwa&s fassqisarsi.  
Ι,bri, and Ds sus it ms d msim'vm iguwssIi's—controvtrstal  
and sarcastic atΥnpasιtps,y un which grew out of Patrareh" quarrel. 
with the physicians of Avlg'irni and the Avermista of Padua. In  
-this aseneai. it might ab ο be well to mesties the ιεφιekαhfe  
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pies ao the mid εauιt. included in lb. Episidu sine άhq• favouring ξer  marriage with Philip IL od Spain. lie resigned  
VένeF!  e^ er eee ns  ha Pel 

been 
s 	, the met Wc0'' d het secretsry,bip in x557, but took some part in public businesswhich, 	 conception of lltewture, is the  

speαh d.Ii'ured on the Capitol opon the.oεεasιoα of 	 under Elisabeib until his death at.l ύs residence. ingateatone,  
Among  his Latin poem. Alma, as epic on Scipio ι ιicαnυs takes F.saεα.οn the ι3thοf )muaq 157x.  
the first  puce. Twelve .F'kgw and three bootee of .Ε iaiee in . His son John Petro ( ι5.ep-1613) was crested Baron hire of  sere dose the list. In Italian we poses tie Canw,Tere. which WeIuk ώ  a^o} The. atid humLe,"tie'eοο William  (1571t- 
tthos written n 

	

e for her dreg I , 	
Laura  

deιιh, end 
	during 	ηi 
eιύαtláuιoιιs ^ 
	

1637), whine grandam was William, the 4th baron (c. s ό aό - 
aomύσιg the three patriotic odes and three fan(ow pootiesi, "684). Denounced by Titus Oates as a papist, the Use napied  
mvact111 s against the papal court;  - Bcides tutu lyrical compost,  was arrested with ether Roman Catholic noblemen in 1678 And  turns  are the  semi-epica1 or allegorical Tńoafi—Triumphs of Love, rem:deed without trial in the Tower of London until his death.  Chastity. Death. Fame, Time and Divinity ,  written in term rims  

 ofDrot^er ohn ([6s 1 smooth and ΙΙmQid qm^t,. Though Ibsen Triumph.,a... His 	 J 	4 684) was tim stb lord, and the tutees  
whole, an deficient u gestic mspimtlua, the mend time of the nephew, Robert ( ι689-ι7ιψ was the 7th lord. It was Roberts  
Tmiif. drΠa ems," in which Petmsb describes a vision of his action in cutting a loci of hair from a lady'sheed MWWeb led Pope  dead love Laura, . justly famous for reserved passion and patboe Ιο writehispαm!'TbeRapeoftheLeek." The Ρeί resbιΨebee  temeτed to a trabqud harmony of 

llie 	
. 

	

complete bibliography 	Pktmtεh tams a eesu(de,eble consistently attached to the Roman Catholic faith, William  
volume. Such a wk Wu 'asoerepted by Doσιeaka Reseed Joseph, the 13th baron (1847-1893), being • pritsi of the Roman  
(Trienes  1$28). It will be enough here to mention the liFαel s lide! church, and the barony is still (0910) in existeact. ·Oa e of the  
of ι8ι. in folio, as the basis for all subsequent editions of his t baron's grandsons was W(mam Petre (i6oy-167"), whoIrees ,  collected works. Among editions of the Cm wmiere special mention 

 fated the  Flog ^aa^lorau^ of Pedro de Ribad^ncira as  Lime Ι6ι may be smiled those d Maresnd (Padua .  imio), Leopardi in Ix f 
14m:tier's ea8eetiοn, Mesιla ( ιgηs) and βαίι ιi (ιsgp. NorSaia/4 (St Onler, ,699, London, 1730). 	 . 
must Fraνιαωιι 's Italian vehioπ of the LtLWs (peat 51104 in 5 vois. 	See Ueueωmice CσΠαtiοsτ illvsimilng Ar -Aipη sf Risen.
be Momirr) be neglected. De Sadc's 1 s d the noel (Mu'er. ςadaNι FewilGe ιf Frrgked, vol. i., edited by J. J. Mowed ad 
b 76.E 767) macits an epoch in the history d1 ι numerous H. F.  Buthe.  biotraphlea; but this I. in many  i 	is unimstwoetby,  aιιd κ has bαe -  aφeeteάd ^^yy  dune,. 	Ιία αbmtive PETREL, the generti name of a group of birds (ó( which mote  
volume en Femme: Less si Wań  (Leipeig.  i 	Cκαα than too species are recognized), derived from the habit which 

vtαins 
conga's W ^od 

well -digested estimat e 
s des '4".t rrresaou 	h'n 	

the 
some of them possess of apparently walking oa thesυτ(acεοf the r 	α wτl Ι -d ί 	

of  Pet 
of 	rαmh's relation W thε 

revival of learning. MesiSre's ρeIrargae (1868) is.  mοίί eνeρh 	ter ^ the apostle poetic St Peter (of whose name the 'mid is  a 
merit. Er*iish renders may be referred to a little book on ραιsοcl diminutive form) is recorded (Mutt. xiv. 19) to have done. The 

 by bleary Rem, and to vole. ii. and iv. of Symodd's Rsssernaec' petrels, all of which arc placed in the family Prcttdkriidae, were  
is Isll. 

(1909).
S also bleed F. Jetτotd,• Fraαce s. Farrar . 

n  ίa d formerly associated with the Laridae (see Guts.), but they are imses ιsι 
 now placed as the sole members of the suborder Tin lances (the  

FIrER. SIR El)VARD (ιό5r-1699), Jesuit confessor of Ring name denoting the characteristic tubular structure of their  
James II. of England, was born in Paris. lie was the Son of Sir nostrils) and of the order Precdlcriiformes (see BIRD). They are  
Francis Petro, Bart., of Cronham, had of a junliw branch of the subdivided into tour groups of subfamilies: (,) Pdecnaodń sae  
family of the Baron, Pelt., end his wife Elizabeth Gage, for lfddromisaO, containing some three or four spies know'  
daughter of Sir John Cage, bά h strong Roman Caihoiks.. Ιι as diving-petrels, with habits very dilicrent from others of the  
1649 lee was sent for his education to the Jesuit College ει- St (&miry, and almost peculiar to high southern latitudes from Cape  
Omer, and he entered the order under the mime of Spencof in Horn to New Zealand; (2) ΡrοcdΙατiinαε, or petrels proper (and  
1651, but did not receive the full orders till ι67ι. In '1679 be shearwaters); (3) Dwmeddaae, or s!batroasea (see MALTIinUoz);  
succeeded his elder brother hi the title and family estates. ' On and (4) Oceriniliace, containing small sooty-black birds of the  
the acceseioit of Jame II. in t68 he was chosen as confessor by genera Cymodroma, Pealea, Pdagodrumm, Gacodia and Ocean liii,  
the king, who looked upon him as" a resolute and undertaking the distinctive nature of which was test recognized by Coues  
man." Daring the whole of the king's reign Ρetτe was one of in 1864.  
his advisers who did the most to encourage him in the policy 	letrels are aτchafc oceanic forms, with great powersof fight,  
which ended by producing the revolution of ι688. The king dispersed throughout all the seas and oceans of the world, and  
contemplated making him archbishop of York, as the see was some specie apparently never resort to land except for the parr  
then vacant, but the pope, Innοcent XI., who suss not friendly to pose of nldibcation, though nearly all are liable at time to be  
the ordet, would not grant a dispensation to hold it, and even driven ashore, and often very far inland, by gales of wind' It  
directed Petre's .upeders to rebuke him for his eeccasive am- would also seem that during the breeding-season many of them  
Ditlee. In 1687 he was made privy councillor. When the Ore wholly nocturnal in their habits, passing the day in holes of  
revolution broke out Petre was compelled to lee disguised as a eke ground, or in clefts at the rocks, in which they, generally  
woman. After his fight he bed no further' relations with nestle, the hen of each pair laying a single white egg, sparsely  
James IL Alter a visit to Rome, he became head of the Jesuit speckled in a few species with Sue reddish dots. Of those  
College at St Omer in 1693, from whence he was transferred to spe dis"that frequent the North Atlantic, the common Storm-
%ken In Flanders in t6gr. He died on the ι sth of Ma± Petrel, . Procdlarfa tektite, a little bird which has to' the  
1699. A younger brother Charles (1644-5752) was also a ordinary eye rather the look of a Swift or Swallow, is the 
member of the order. " Mother Corey's chicken " of sailors, end iswidely believed to be  

FlIRtt, 1IR WIlLIAM (c. 19ο5-τ57τ), English politician, the harbinger of bad weather, but seamen hardly discriminate  
was a son of Jbha Petre, 'a Devon man, and was educated at between this and others nearly resembling it ih appearance, such  
Euete& College, Oxford, afterwards becoming a fellow of All as Leach's or the Fork-tailed Petrel, Cymochorea lesncorrhoa, A  
Souls' College. He entered the public service in early life, owing rather larger but less common bird, and Wilson'a'Pctrel, Ocets-
his introductiea therein doubtless to the fact that at Oxford flu bcst*ksd, the type of the Family Oceanilidae mentioned  
he had been tutor to Anne Bo eyn's brother, George Bokkynl αbονe1whleb is more common on the American tide. But it is  in 
Viscount RocIIford, and began his off,cial cur ιώ byκrving the the Southern Obesin thee Peesolt meat ibdumd, both as'sρ eνics  
English government abroad. In 5536 he was made deputy, or and as individuals The Capc-Ngeon or Ffntado Petrel, Deρtιοr.  
proctor, for the vicar-general, Thomas Cromwell, and άαsuch he ca$nsss, is. one that hes lens been well kown to mariners and  
presided over the convoaatbn which met in June of this year ether wayfarm'on the greet waters, while these who voyage to  
In 1543 Zetre was knighted and was appointed a secretary of or from Αυ ιιιlia, whatever be the route they take, are  
state- in e54s he was sent as ambassador to the emperor  ' 

s IλΡ ne t7atrd^la hauff^ra, the Ca Petrel a who Charles . A veer politic man, he retained his ponitiow proper home seems lobe Guntt^iclou a nd pe 
Capped 

some of  the ring 
under Edward VI. and also under Mary, forsaking the 1ro ιectα We t -Indian islands, has o*n'm,d 1,1 the 'State of New

se  V 	 ri
mat  

Somerset at the right moment and winning Mary's goodwill δυ l$oukgne, hi Norfolk, and in Hungary (Ibis; fete, p.voή'  
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pertain to meet • with misty more f ncles, some, as Ossifngs  
pgoska, as large as Albatroιια, and several of them called by  
u.ilors by a variety of choice Dames, generally having reference  
to the strong smell of musk emitted by the birds, among which  
that of " Stink-pot " is not the meat opprvbnoiis. None of  
the Petrels ae endowed with say brilliant ooloming—aooty-
blaek, grey of vańoos tints (05m of which. Is often raffled  
" blue "), and white being the only hues the plumage exhibits.  

The distribution of the emend enrage. of PetsuL in the Sosthere  
(keen has been toted by A. MiierEdwsnds in the Asides dα  
iesm sodmιυes for 0882 (6th ames Yodog ίe, vol aol aι  

ΡΕΤΒΙΕ, 8BORGB (s79o-ιΞόό ),  Dish antiquary,  was the son  
of James Petrie, a native of Aberdeen, who bad settled in Dublin  

es a portrait and ntiniatuτe painter. He was bon in Dublin in  
January 1790, and was educated sass artist..Besides attaining  
eopsidenble reputation as a. painter of Irish landscapC, he  
devoted much time to the illustration of the antiquities of the  
country. In 18 8 he was appoinied to conduct the antiquarian  
and historical section of the ordnanct survey of Ireland is  
2832 he became editor of the Dsblis Penny burial, a periodical  
designed tο disseminate information among the masses, to which  
he contributed numerous articles on the history of the fete errs  
in Ireland. Petrie may be regarded as the first scientific in-
vestigator of Irish archaeology, his contributions to which are  
also in themselves of much importance. His Essay en Roisd  
Towers, for which in 1830 he received the prize of the Irish  
Academy, sum ranks as a standard work. Among his other  
contributions to Irish archaeology are his Pasay on Use Military  

Archikdire of Zrdasd and his Suntory end Asligsilies of Tore  
if iii. Hediedonthe ι7th οf January 1866.  

See the LiJσ and Labour: is Ad aid Αιckwd η y of George Petrie,  

by William Stokes (1868).  
11=11. WILLIAM IAi'THEW I7INDBRS (ι853-  ),  

English cgyptelogisl, was born at Cbarlton on the 3rd of June  
1853, being the son of William Petrie, C.E. His mother was the  
daughter of Captain Matthew Flinders, the Australian explorer.  
He took an early interest in archaeological research, and between  
ι875 and ι880 was busily engaged in studying =dent British  
remains at Stonehenge and elsewhere; in '880 be published his  
book on Stonehenge, with an account of his theories on this  
subject. He was also much interested in ancient weights and  
measures, and in 1875 published a cork on ladudi,e Mdkdogy.  

In ι88τ he began along series of important surveys and excava-
tions in Egypt, beginning with the pyramids at Giza, and follow-
ing up his work there by excavations at the great temple at Tanis  
(1884), and discovering and exploring the long-lost Greek city of  
Naucratia in the Delta (z 885), and the towns of Am and Daphne  
(1886), where he found important remains of the time when they  
were inhabited by the Pharaohs Between 1888 and 1890 be  
was at work in the Fayum, opening up Hawara, Rehm and  
Τ-srhish; and in '89' he discovered the ancient temple at Μedufh.  
Much of this work was done in connexion with the Palestine  
Exploration Fund. By this time his reputation wan estab-
lished. He published in 1893 his Ten Yeσr? Dinings is .gyp,  
was riven the honorary degree of D.C.I. by Oxford, and  was 
appointed Edwards Professor of Egyptology at University  
College, London. In '894 he founded the ΕgyptΊan Reseaιch  
Account, which in ιgo5 was reconstituted as the British School  
of Archaeology in Egypt (not to be confused with the Egypt  

Etplaration Fund, founded '890). Perhaps the most important  
work which the School has sccomplisbed has been the investi-
gation of the site of Memphis (q.s.)  

The Meat es web as the cbronokiajcal eider of Weimer Petrie'.  
exravadmr may best be shown by a list of his works.  

Worn—His chief general works on Egyptian subjects are. 
Tex Τκωf Dί  τ 	l 

Tofu ( τys) ; 
('89); 

 sad
Risk,, of 

  CsauimuE 	Aamose  
h  ): Sy+is end  PAD' U ; 1Royal Tombs of 88. Floe  
J  race)' Tombs of she carless T)ysadws (1901 ;  

l *es mid Dustin C.es (19q0o66); Retiςpιsι.s ofAseiII.IEgypI ('go' ;  
Psmsd Rdigiaai in Sri U  ). (artkυΙar sites, Pyramids  

*ad To pu of Gja' (i$83); Toads  1. (188 ; Νaibιιit 1. ('886); 
w Ho. (slip): Sal... (i89N): D eiss ie9i): 	Yιdsw (ups),  

7 et Assess (1898: Re^/sy 0896): Seen& (r896(1 ..Ws 
TriW p, et Tithes ('897); O^siss (1897); nesderei teοο) t  
Dlestdis (1901); Abyde. l: (5902); Abyd.s II. ( ιyφ);  Eiaaiys  
( '  ); &r t ιsiss in Simi and λteαωωeGs is Sinai (5906); Gird
end d ('907); Αιiπbίs ('906); JGwpkis and Q.ewk (5909).  

PE7RTOU (also called Cis-aiaaς-ssσ), a town and port of  
Siam, in the division of Pachim, about ' m. Ε. of Bangkok.  
It is the centre of that: part of souther Siam which is watered  

by the Bang Pakong River. It is bait on low-lying, swampy  
ground, about ιο m. from the mouth of the above aver. The  
population Is about %o,coo, mixed Siamese and Chinese, the  
latter slightly predominating. Riot-mills give employment to  
a large number of indentured Chinese coolies, bet the inhabi-
tants are chiefly engaged in agriculture. A railway eomcctiag  
with Bangkok was opened in the spring of 1908.  

PETRGLBA. a, town and port of entry in- I.ambtoa county,  
Ontario, Canada, situated 4e m. W. of London on Bar Creek.  
an effluentof Sydmbam River, and on the Grand 'hunk said  
Michigan Central railways. Pop. (1901), 4135.  It is in the  
midst of the of region of Canada, and numeroun wells in the  
vicinity have an aggregate output of about 3000e,000 gallons  
of crude of per annum, much of which is refined in the town.  

PSTROLBU$ (Let. p Ora, rack, and drum, oil), a term which,  
hi its widest sense, embraces the whole of the hydrocarbons,  
gaseous, liquid end solid, occurring in nature (see Βιιυ ens).  
Bert the application of the term is limited to the liquid which  
Ia se important as artide of commerce, though references will  
also be made to natural gas which accompanies petroleum.  
Descriptions of the solid forms will be found in the articles on  
asphalt or asphaltum, albertite, elaterite, gilsonitε, hatcticrtte  
and ozokerite. Particulars of the abales whit% yield oil on  
destructive distillation are given in the article on paradn.  

Aeuiad HisIery. —Pelrolevm was celegted for use in the mist  
remote ago of which we have any records. Nerodotns de-
scribes the oil pits seer Ardericca (near Babylon),  and the pitch  
spring of Zacynthisi (Zang), whilst Strobe, Diqeenridea and  
Piny mention the use of the oil of Agτigentum, in Sicily, for  
illuminaioi, and Plutarch refers to the ρριrοleum found near  
Ecbatena (Kerkuk). The ancient recoeds of China and Japan  
are said to contain many allusions to the use of natural gas  
for lighting and heating. Petroleum (" burning water ") was  
known in Japan in the 7th century, whilst in Europe the gas  
springs of the north of Italy led to the adoption in 1226 by the  
municipality of Salsomsgginee of a salamander surrounded by  
flames as its emblem. Merin Poe refers to the oil &rings of  
Baku towards the end of the ι3thoentaιy; the medicinal proper-
ties of the oil of Tegerasee in Bavaria gave it the name Of" St  
Quirdnns's Oil" in 1436; the of of Pechelbronn, Dlsass, was dis-
covered in 1498, and the " earthbalsam " of Galicia was known  
Its '506. The earliest mention of American petroleum occurs  
in Sir Welter Raleigh's account of the Trinidad pitch-lake in  
'595; whilst thirty-seven years rater, the account of a visit of  
a Francitcan, Joseph de la Roche d'Allion, to the oil springs  id 
New York was published in Sagard's ilistoire du Ca,e do. In  
the 17th  century, Thomas Shirley brought the natural gas of  
Wigan, in Shropshire, to the notice of the Royal Society. In  
1724 Hermann Soernaave referred to the oleum terse of Burma.  
and "Barbados tar" was then well known ass medicinal agent.  
A Rnsskle traveller, Peter Rem, iw his wgrk m America,  
published in 1748, showed on a map the of springs of Pennsyl-
vania, and about the same time Raicevich seemedto the  
"liquid bitumen "of Rumen  

Hiders Dad pmo ut and Zsdsrtrid Progre.s.—T.lme first  
commercial exploitation of importance appears to have been the  
distillation of the oil at !dfretoa in Derbyshire by James Young,  
who patented his procoi for the manufacture of paraibn  in 
ιΡ8e0. In 1853 and ι854 patents for the preparation of this  
substance from petroleum were obtained by Warren de Is Rue,  
and the process was applied t ο the" Rangoon oil" brought to  
Great Britain from Yenangyaung in Upper Burma. The active  
growth of the petroleum industry of the United States began  
in '839, though in the early part of the century the petroleum 

 Of l,' Seneca, N. Υ., was used as an embrocatioa under the  
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name of w Seneca oil," and the "American Medicinal O1"  
of Kentucky was largely sold after its discovery in chap. The  
Pennsylvania Rock Oil Company was formed in 1854, but its  
ορeτaικ+ns were unsuccessful, and in x858 certain of the mem-
hers founded the Seneca Oil Company, under whose direction  
E. L. Drake started a well on Oil Creek, Pennsylvania. Miter  
drilling bad been carried to a depth of 69 feet, on the s8th of  
August 1859, the tools suddenly dropped into a crevice, and on  
the following day the well was found to have " struck m1"  
This well yielded a5 ba τrets a day for some time, but at the end  
of the year the output was at the rate of 55 barrels. The pro-  
dactien of crude petroleum in the United States was officially  
reported to have been 2000 bagels in 1859,  4.255,000 barrels  
in 1869, 1 9,9 1 4,246 bagels in 1879, 35,163,5 1 3 barrels in 1889,  
57,084,428 barrels in 1899, and τs6,493,936.barrels in 1906.  
From Oil Creek, development spread first over the eastern  
United States and then became general, subsequently embracing  
Canada (1862), recently discovered fields being those of Illinois,  
Alberta and California (44,8$4,737  barrels in '908).  

For about io years Pennsylvania was the one great oil pro-  
dater of the world, but since 2870 the industry has spread all  
over the globe. From the time of the completion on the Baku  
field of the first flowing well (which was unmanageable aid  
resulted in the hiss of the greeter part of the oil), Russia has  
ranked second In the list Of producing countries, whilst Gelidia  
and Rumania became prominent in 1878 and x880 respectively.  
Sumatra, Java and Borneo, where active development began  
in 1883, 1886 and 1896, bid fair to rank before long among the  
chief sources of the oil supplies of the world. Similarly, Burma,  
where the Burnish Oil Company have, since 1890, rapidly  
extended their operations, is rising to a position of importance.  
(lii fields are being continually opened up in other parts of the  
world, .nd whilst America still maintains her position as the  
largest petroleum producer, the world's supplies are now being  
derived from a steadily increasing number of centres.  

Phvsicd and Ckrmkd Properiks.—Although oar information  
respecting the chemical composition of petroleum has been  
almost entirely gained since the middle of the 18th century,  a 
considerable amount of empirical knowledge of the substance 

 was possessed by chemists at an earlier date, and there was much  
speculation as to Its origin. In his Syfva syfi'arats (1627),  
Francis Bacon states that "the original concretion of bitumen  
is a mixture of a flcry and watery substance," and observes  
that flame " attracts" the naphtha of Babylon "afar off."  
P. J. Maequer (x764), T.O. Bergman (1784) Charles liatchett  

(τ798) and others also expressed views with regard to the  

constitution and origin of bitumens. Of these early miters,  

Hatchets is the moot explicit, the various bituminous substances  
being by him classified and defined. Jacob Joseph Winterl,  

in 1788, appears to have been the first to examine petroleum  
chemically, but the earliest systematic investigation was that  
carried out by Professor B. Silliman, Jun., in '855,  who then  
reported upon the results which he had obtained with the  

"rock oil or petroleum" of Venango county, Pennsylvania.  

This report has become a classic in the literature of petroleum.  

The physical properties of petroleum vary greatly. The  
colour ranges from pale yellow through red and brown to black  
or greenish, while by reflected light it is, in the majority of cases,  
of a green hue. The specific gravity of crude petroleum appears  
to range from  •771 to '•06, and the flash point from below 0  
to 370.F. Viscosity increases with density, but oils of the same  
density often vary greatly the coemclent of expansion, on the  
other hand, varies inversely with the density, but bears no  
simple relation to the change of fluidity of the, oil under the  
influence of heat, this being most marked in oils of parallin  
base. The caloric power of Baku oil appears to lei highest,  
while this oil is poorest in solid hydrocarbon, of which the  
American petroleums contain moderate quantities, and the  
Upper Burma oils the largest amount. The boiling point, being  
determined by the character of the constituents of the oil,  
necessarily varies greatly in different oils, as do the amounts of  
distillate obtained from them at specified tm ιperatums. . 

Even prier to the discovery of petroleum in commercial  
quantities, a number of chemists had made determinations of  
the chemical composition of several different varieties, and these  
investigations, supplemented by these of a later date, show. that  
petroleum consists of about 84% by weight of arbor with cu%  

of hydrogen, and varying proportions of sulphur, nitrogen and  
oxygen. The principal elements SIC found in various combing-  
lions, the hydrocarbons of the Pennsylvania out being maInly  
paradns (q.v.), while those of Caucasian petroleum belong for  
the moat part to the naphthenes, isomeric with the olefines (e.s.).  

Paruilins are found in all crude oils, and olefin in varying  
proportion in the majority, while acetylene has been found in  

Baku oil; members of the benzene group and its derivatives,  
notably benzene and toluene, occur in all petroleums. Nth• 
thenαere the chief components of some oils, as already indicated,  

and occur in varying quantities in many others. Certain crude  
ills have also been found to contain camphenes, naphtbakiie  
end other aromatic hydrocarbons. It is found that transparent  
oils under the influence of light absorb oxygen, becoming deeper  
in colour and opalescent, while strong acidity ands penetrating  
odour are developed these changes being due to the formation  
of various acid and phenyleted οοmροunds, which are also  
occasionally found in fresh oils. The residues from petroleum 

 distillation have been shown to contain very dense solids and  
liquids ' of high spedilk gravity, having a large proportion of  
carbon and possessed of τenιaτkable 8iioeeacentproperties.  

Natural gas is found to consist mainly of the lower paraffin,  
with varying quantities of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,  
hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen, in some cases also sulphuretted  
hydrogen and possibly ammonia. This miatwe dissolves in  
petroleum, escaping when the oil is stored, and conversely it  
invariably carries a certain amount of waterand oil, Which is  
deposited oa compression.  . 

Occ amen.—Bitumen is, in its carious forms, one of the meet  
widely-distributed of substances, oorwving in strata of  every  
geological 

 
age, rom the lowest

greater 
  Aeeheen rah to these now is

pr ol depoσidou, and ίn less quantity throughout 
both hemiapheiva, from Spitiiergen 

α 
  to New Zealand, and  from 

Califοrnίa to Iapaii. The occurrence of eomaernally valuable  
petroleum ii, comtpatatively limited, hitherto exploited 
depoets being confined to racks younger than the Cambrian aid  
older than the ς while the =jerky of developed oil.
fields have been discovered σαth of the equator.  

The main requisites for a productive oil or ggaus field area porous  
reservoir and an impervious cover. Thus, while the mineral may  

be formed ins stratum other than that in which it is farad, though  
in many lases it is indigenous to it, foe- the formation of a natural  

reservoir of the fluid (whether liquid or gas) it is nec τy that  
there should bra mutable porous rock to ty υtain it. Suck α rock  
is typically exemplified by a manse-g πίned mndstone α con-
glomerate, while a lime ι ν e may be naturally porous, or,  like  
the Trenton limestone of Ohio and Indienα, rendered a by its  
conversion into dolomite and the coiueqnent predoctlon of cavities  
due to shrinkage—a chan8e occumng only in purer the pu lim stoσes. 

^ ocese Similarly it 	easy, in view of the hydrostatical relations  of 
water and minml oils, and the volatile character of the fitter,  
that the porous stratum should be protected from water and air  
by an overlying shale or other impervious deposit. Water, often
saline or ahurous, is also feu in π these prancer+ rocks and en- 
pacts the oil as the latter is withdrawn.  

In addition to these two semmasy factors. structural oonditioni  
play an important part in determining the accumulation of of  
and  gas The main .upplies have been obtained from struts  
unbroken and =immensely undisturbed, but the occurrence  
of entitled or terrace structure, however slightly marked or  limited 
in extent, exerts a powerful influence on the oration of reserisar'  
of petroleum. These tectonic arches often eta for long  dos 
toned with great regularity, but are frequently mowed by sub-
sidiary ant$dinea, which tbenmelvea play α not unimportant part 
in the aggregation of the oil. Ow ➢ag to difference at dlnsky  
oil and water in the antitliqea separate  into two layar α, the upper  
consisting of oil which fills the aatklines, while the water remains  
lathe .ynclines. Any gm which may he presort rises to the summits  
of the anticlinea. When the elms folding c the strata is accom-
panied by a gradual local d^2 πt, a modified or " arrested "  
itotidinal structure, known es a " tenmce " is produced, the up-
heaving action at that part being ωffιcienL only io arrmttbadrmeitt  
whith would otherwise occur. The terraces may thus be regarded  
as flat and extended anticlines They need not be haiaontal.  
and sometimα haves dip of a few feet per smle, es in the oueof  
tie Ohiυ and radian ad fields, where the. mamoh! woes from  
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one to ten feet These slight differences in level, however, ate  
ioυsd tο have a mast pOwerful effect in the direction already  
mentioned.  

It ό  evident that accurate knowledge of the diaractcr and  
structure 01 the reek-formations in petroliferous territories is of  
the greatest. importancein enabling the expert to selct favourable  
sites for drilling operations; hence on well-conducted petroleum.  
preemies it is now (estomesy to note the character and thickness  
of the strata perforated by the drill, no that a complete section  
may be prepared from the recorded data. In some cases the depths  
'ate suited with reference to sea-level, instead of being taken from  
the surface, thus greatly facilitating the utilization of the records.  

Oil and gas are often met with in drilled wells under great pressure,  .  
which is highest as a rule in the deepest we11s. The c losed pressure  
in the Trenton limestone in Ohio and Indiana is about 30 ο-λοοΙb.  
per sq. in., although a much higher pressure has been registered  
in many wells. The gas wells of Pcnnsylvania indicate about  
double the pressure of those drilled in the Ρrenton limestone,  
boo-boo lb; not being unusual, and even toco lb having been  
recorded. The extremely high pressure under which oil is met  
with in wells drilled in some parts of the Russian oil fields is a matter  
of common knowledge, and a fountain or spouting well resulting  

therefrom is One of the "tights" of the country A famous fountain  
in the Groznyi oil field in the northern Caucasus, which began to  
flow in August t895, was estimated to have thrown up during the  
first three days 1.200,000 ponds (over 4.500.000 gallons, or about  
18,500 tons) of oil a day it flowed continuously. though in  
gradually diminishing quantity. for fifteen maths; afterwards  
the flow became intermittent In April 1897 there was still an  
tccasional outburst of oil and gas.  

Three theories have been propounded to account for this  
pressure:-- 

i. That it results from the weight of the overlying strata.  
a. That it ό  due to water-pressure, as in artesian wells (" hydro-

static" or " artesian " theory).  
3. That it is caused by the compressed condition of the gradually  

accumulating gas.  
Of these the first has been proved untenable, and while in some  

Instances (e.g. certain wells in Ohio), the second his held good,  
the third appears   to be the moat widely applicable: 

The conditions of formation and accumulation of petroleum  
point to the fact that the principal oil fields of the world are merely  
reservoirs. which will become exhausted in the course of years, as  
ip the cane d the decreasing yield of certain of the American fields.  
But new deposits are continually being exploited, and there may  
be others as yet unknown, which would entirely alter any view  
that might be expressed at the present time in regard to the probable  
dιatloα of the world's supply of oil and gas  

As already stated, every one of the greet geological systems  
appears to have produced some form of bitumen, and in the follow- 
ing,table an attempt has been made to deify on this basis the 
various localities in which petroleum or natural gas has been found  
in large or small qusnIitirs:- 

R'rewI.—Lancashire (Down Roland Mess), Holland, Sweden,  
Sardinia, Kaluga (Russia). Red Sea, Mediterranean,  

Pkisinmir.—Schleswig'Holsteiii. Minnesota, Illinois, Louisiana.  
Plέouιιι.—Stein, ,  Italy. Albania. Croat, Hungary, Hesse.  

Hanover, Tranucaupia, Algeria. Florida, Alabama, Cali(omi.,  
Mexico, Peru. Victor. New Zealand.  

Miomte.—France, Switzerland. Spain, Italy, Sicily. Greece.  
Rumania, Turkey-in-Europe., Styria, Slavonia, Hungary, Tmnsyl- 
rvaa^, Galicia, Lower Austria, Wilrttembes'g. Bmndenberg, West  
Prussia, Crimea, Kuban, Terek. Kutais, Tiflis, Elizabetpol, Siberia,  
Transcaspis. Mesopotamia, Persia. Assam, Burma, Anam. lapan.  
Philippine Islands. Borneo, Sumatra. Java. Alger. Egypt, British  
Columba, Alaska, Washington, California, Colorado. Texas,  
Louisiana. Barbados, Trinidad, Venezuela, Peru, South Australia,  
Victor. New Zealand.  . Oilgocen€.—France. Spain, Greece, Rumania, Hungary, Transyl-
vania, Galicia, Bavaria. Elsass. Rhenish Bavaria. Hesse, Saxony.  
Crimea, Da hcst αη, Tiflis, Baku. Alaska. Californ ia , Florida.  

Eocene.—Devonshire (retinas halt). France. Spain, Italy, Asia  
Minot, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Rumania, Dalmatia,  
Istria, Hungary, Transylvania, Galicia, Moravia, Bavaria. Elsass,  
Kutais, Armenia, Persia, Baluchistan, Afghanistan. Punjab,  
Assam. Sumatra, Algeria, Egypt, Maryland, Colorado. Utah,  
Nevada, California, Louisiana, Texas. Cuba, Colombo, Brazil.  

Ceefaeeoss.—Holland. France, Switzerland, Spain, Italy, Sicily.  
Greece, Hungary, Silesia, Moravia. Westphalia, Brunswick, Hanover,  
Sehlcswig-Holstein, (German) Silesia. Poland, Kutais, Umisk,  
Turkestan, Armenia,. Syria, Arabia, Persia, Tunis, Egypt, West  
Africa, British Columbia, Alberta. Aaiiniboia. Athabasea , Manitoba.  
New Jersey, South Dakota, Washington, Montana, Oklahoma.  
Utah. Wyoming, Colorado. California. New Mexico. Arkansas.  
Texas, Louisiana, Mexico, Hayti, Trinidad, Colombo, Argentina  II, 
New Zealand,  

Νιωωι imr.—δussex. France, Switzerland, Spain, Hungary.  
Trxiuiyivania, Bukowina, Galicia, Reese, Baden, Hanover, Bruns-
wick Cilifornia. Tetras. Mexico, Bolivia, Argentina.  
ι Jer' u—Υedaί irw Saιαnset. fliiskiaglssmi Franca, Switzer.'  

land. Spain, Italy, Lower Austria, Baden, Elsa π, Reese, Hanover,  
Brinswek, Sizran, Tlfús. Siberia, Persia, Madagascar, Alaska,  
Wyoming. Colorado. Mexico, Argentina  

T,assι'.—Yο"kshωe, Staflordshue, France, Portugal. Spain,  
Italy, Montenegro. Upper Austria. Tyrol, Bavarsa,Wunicm berg,  
Baden, Elsass, Lothnngen, Rhenish Bavaria, Rhenish Prussia,  
Hanover. Brunswick, Sweden, Spitsbergen. Punjab. China. Trans-
vaal, Cape Colony, Connecticut, New Jersey Virginia, North  Ca 
l^na, Wyoming. Argentina New South Webs,'Q 

 Cam- 
oαnsland.  

Pιr ιarna.—York ire, Denbigh, Menem, Bohemia. Rao, 
Saxony, Volqgda, Ala, Kazan, Simbirsk, Samara, Kansas. Wyoming,  
Oklahoma, Texas ( Ριvmo-Carbommfeto υs)  

Ca,bansfroaa —Scotland, North of England, and Midlands,  
Wales, France, Belgium, Carrnola, Moravia, Floss, Saxony. Perm,  
Sizmn, China, Cape Colony, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland. Penπryl-
vania, West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,  
Missouri, Tennessee, Kentucky. Alabama, Kansas, Arkansas,  
Colorado, Oklahoma, Tasmania. Victoria (Permo'Carbonifetous).  

West Australia (Ferran-Car ń on ι ferous)  
Desassaa.-5cotland, Devonshire, Spain, Hanover. Archangel,  

Vitebsk, Athabasca, Mackenzie Ontario, Quebec. New Brunswick,  
Newfoundland, New York, l½nnsylvama, West Virginia, Ohio  
Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky.  

Sιluran.—Shropshire. Wales, Bohemia, Sweden. Esthonia,  

Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec. Newfoundland, New York Pennsyl-
vania I?I. Ohio. Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Minnesota, Tennessee,  
Kentucky, Georgia, Alabama, Oklahoma, New Mexico, New  
Caledonia.  

Cambrwe.—Shropshire, New York.  
Arch's.—Fmnee, Norway, Sweden, Ontario.  
In this list while certain occurrences in rocks of undetermined  

age in little-known regions have been omitted, many of these  
included are of merely academic interest, and a still larger number  
iadkate fields supplying at present only local needs. All have been  

capacity orπr im portance.
geographical 

 It should 
without 

	out 
 reference 

	deposits 
which have been hitherto of chief commercial importance occur  
in the old reeks (Carboniferous to Silurian) on the one hand, and  
in the comparatively new Tertiary formations on the other, the  
intermediate periods yielding but little cc at any rate ter fen  

abundantly.  
Orig.—The question of the origin of p petroleum etroleum (end natural  

gas), though for the first half of the 19th century of little more  
than academe interest, has engaged the attention of naturalists  
and others for over a hundred years. As early as 1804. Humboldt  
expressed the opinion that petroleum was produced by distillation  
from deep-seated strata, and Karl Reichenbach in 1834, suggested  
that it was derived from the action of heat on the turpentine of  
pine-trees, whilst Brunet, in 1838. adumbrated a similar theory d  
origin on the ground of Certain laboratory experiments. The  
theories propounded maybe divided into two groups, namely, these  
ascribing to petroleum an inorganic origin, sad those which regard  
it as the result of the decomposition of organic matter.  

Μ. P. Ε. Βcrthelet was the first to suggest, in 1866. after con-
ducting a series of experiments, that mineral oil was produced  
by purely chemical action, similar to that employed in the mania-
facture of acetylene. Other theories of a like nature were brought  
forward by various chemists, Mendellef, for example, ascribing  
the formation of petroleum to the action of water at high tempera-
tures on sun carbide in the interior of the earth.  

On the other hand. an overwhelming and increasing majority  of 
those who have studied the natural conditions under which petroleu m  
occurs are of opinion that it is of organic origin . The earlier sup-
porters of the organic theory held that it was a Product of the natural 

 distillation of coal or carbonaceous matter; but though in a few  
instances volcanic intrusions appear to have converted cool ci  
allied substances into oil, it seems that terrestrial vegetation does  
not generally give rise to petroleum. Among those who have  
considered that it is derived from the decomposition of both animal  
and vegetable marine organisms may be mentioned J. P. Lesley,  
Ε. Orton and S. F. Peckham. but others have held that it is of  
exclusively animal origin, a view supported by such occurrences  
as those in the orthoceratities of the Trenton limestone, and by the  
experiments of C. Engler, who obtained a liquid like crude petroleum  
by the distillation of menhaden (fish) oil. Similarly there is a  
difference of opinion as to the conditions under which the organisms  
have been mineralized, some holding that the process has taken  
la at a high temperature and under great pressure; but the place 

 of practical evidence in nature in support of these views has  
led many to conclude that petroleum, like ens!, has been formed  
at moderate temperatures, and under pressures varying with the  

depth of the containing reeks This view is supported by the fact  

that petroleum is found on the Sardinian and Swedish coasts as  
a product of the decomposition of seaweed, heated only by the sun,  

and under atmospheric pressure.  
Consideration of the evidence leads us to the coachman than,  

at least in commercially valuable deposits. mineral oil has generally 
been formed by the decomposition of marine organisms, in some  
eases animal. in others vegetable, in others both, under practically  

normal coedltiens of temperature and pressure.  
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Fs mite. (Tab ioduy West Peals .N)—Tb. unlimt semen  

adopted for the endemism of petrolem ιι appears tο have rosined in  
skimming the if from the seism of the water upon  

U tr which it bad accumulated, and Profisear leaky sate.  
that at Paint Creek, in Johnson esunty. Kentucky,  

e Mr George and others were in the habit of eogectiay dl from the  
ands. " by making shallow canals goo or and ft. long, with an up'  
nght hoed and a reservoir at ode end, from which they obtained  
u much an 200 Barrels per year by stirring the sands with a pole."  
It is said that at Echigo in Japan, old wells, supposed to have been  
dug several hundred years ago, are existent, and that Jap anese 
history—called λσestienysks, state, that " burning water' was  
obtained in Echigo about AD. 6 ι3s  

The petroleum industry in the United States my be τοα dared 
to date from the year 

industry 
 when the fume well avowedly drilled  

for the predestine of oil was completed by E. L. Drake  
The present method of drilling has been evolved f ιom  
the arτeian well system p evbudv adopted for obtain- 

mg brine and water. Tbe . dnlling d petroleum welt is earned an  
by individuals or companies, eithtr on lands owned by them, α  
en properties whose owners ggrraant k*ses, uwally on condition that  
a certain number of wells shall be sunk lithe a anted peeled,  
and that a portion of the oil obtained (usually from ovetenth to  

one-fourth) shed be appropriated as royalty to the leser. Such  
4sses ate often transferred eta huger royalty, especially alter the 
territory has been proved productive The"wild-cat" wells,  
sink by speculators on untested territory or on heds which had not  
previously proved productive, played an important part in the  
earlier mapping out of the petroleum fields. To diseouiage the  
sinking of wells on And immediately adjoining productive terntmy,  
it he been asst to drill along the harden of the land as far as  
practicable, in order to first obtain the of which might otherwise  
he raised be  others; and on exeunt of the smell area often con.  
trailed by the operator. the number of wells drilled has frequently  
been far in excess of the number which might reasonably be  
sunk. Experience has proved that in seen of the oil fκlds of the  
United St ιΡcea one wed to five acres is es close es tiny should be 

 drilled, 
 the selection of the site, the lent operation consists in the  

unction 
dwĥr-.b 

 rig. The 
 mein** our 	

ds 
et 

 the derrick.
in  in  

position by ties and bream 
uprights 

 and resting on strong  
pQ wooden sills, which are preferred, as a faandati οα, to  

For drilling the deeper well., the derrick, on account  
of the length of the • string" of drilling tool., is mu ιlΙy at least  
70 ft. high, about ao ft. wide at the bas, and 4 ft. wide at the sum-
miι The whole d&mick is set up by bays, no mortices α tenon 
▪ sued, ed, and thus the mρlete rig may be readily taken down 
and "et up on a new site. The samson-pun, which supports the  
walking beam, and the jack-po ιts, are dovetailed aid keyed into  
the dli.. Tb. amwu-pass phmd gush with one side of the  
main sill, the band-wheeljack-post being gosh with the other  
side. so that the walking-beam,which mm βΡ ets motion W the  
string of tooh, web pmllel with the min sg.  

The bailer generally used is of the locomotive type and is usdly  
stationary, though  sometimes a portable fors is tethered. It is  
either net in the ors es .race at some distance from the engine and  
well, α le .ιbιtementy removed s.6elesly far away before the  
drill enters the ail-Denting fonnatina. and until the ail and  gsa 
are under control, in order to minimise the risk of fire. A huge  
boiler fregoemy supplies the engees of .ewasl wells, The e σgine,  
which is provided with reversing gear, is of .12 α ug home-power  
and motion is communicated through a belt to the bind-wheel.  
which operates the walking-beam by man of a emnk. The  
throttle-valve is opened α closed by turning s gunoved voitical  
pulley 
round another ρell y fixed ρο 

cord
, tle'ol 
	,* 

 and is thus 
ender the control of the driller working in the derrick. Tie h αd-
aehε-post is a vertical woods beam piped at the main sill directly  
below the wdldag-beam, to receive the might of the knee in case  
of breakage of connαioιs. The portion of the reversing link is  
altered by mans of a coed, paring over two pulleys, bud re-
spectivefyin the engine-hoe and on the derrick. At one end of  
the band-wheel shaft is the ball'iope pulley, and upon the other  
end is a crank having ix hies to waive. movable w rde.psa, the  
length of stroke of the walking-beam being thus adjusted. The  
revolution d the bull-wheels is checked by the use of a powerful  
heed-brake 

The bend-wheel Communicates motion to the walking-beam.  
while drilling is in progress, through the crank and a connecting.  
rod known as the pitmet to the 'hull-wheels, while the τods are  
being raised, by the bull-rope; and to the Band-pump reel by a  
frictmn pulley, while the sand-pomp is being used, it is ort  
necessary that the machinery should be .o arranged that the con-
nesiona may be rapidly made and broken. The and-pump reel  
is set in motion by pressing a lever, the reel being then brought  
into contact with the face of the bond-wheel. The and-pump  
deιceιds by gravitation, and its fall is checked by pressing hock  
the lever, a as to throw the reel against a poet which serves as  
a beak.. . 

the drilling tools am amended by an sourced manila  
a in, in diameer, pawing from the bull-wheel sheds over a  gιó raga  
wheel known an the crowu γxιlky, at the summit 'of the  
derrick. The string of *Wee wgis consists of two  
nrta mpamted by an appliance kiowa as the  jar 	T.eb, 
This 	; a  apprmςis was introduced by Willis..nrrµia  ιfl ι, 

of bee double link with cloaely-itting jaws which,  
immure, slide freely up and down. It may be compared to a  
couple of elοogated and gemmed links of chain. The links nit  
inset 30 in. bug and are interposed between the heavy iron auger- 
item carrying the bit and the upper rod, known as the sinker-bar.  

Their  bpd 	is give a sharp tar to the drill on the up- 

roo

▪  

k. be addition to the 
a  edged 	become jammed in the 
pplsnea mentioned the taob comprise  

reemeπ to enlarge the bow of the well, the winged-substitute  
which is fitted above the bit to prevent it from glancing off, and  
above the round reamer to keep it in plan, a temper-screw with  
clamps and wrenches. Sand-pumps and bailers are also required  
to remove detritus, water and oil from the bore-hole.  

The action of the jars and temper-screw has been described by  
John F. Call as follows: "Suppose the taoh to have been just  
run to the bottom of the well. the 'jars closed aix! the cable slack.  
The men now Lice hold of the bull-wheels and draw up the slack  
until the raker-bar rues, the 'play' of the ' allowing it to 
case up !s in. without disturbing the auger-stemm. When the jars  
cease together they slack back about 4 in., and the cable is iii position  
to be clamped In the temper scree. II now the vertical movement  
of the waling-beam be 24 in., when it starts on the up-stroke the  
sinker-her rues 4 in., and the Bross-heads come together with  a 
smart blow, then the queer-stem is picked up and lifted so in.  

On the dowo-rtro ke, the auger-item falls 20 m., while, the sinker.  
bar gas down 24 in. to telescope the jars for the next blow coming  
up. A skilful driller never allow, his jar. to strike on the down-
stroke, they are only used to jar dowse when the tools stick on some  

obsroction 'in the well before reaching the bottom, and in fishing  
operations. As unskiliul workman sometime. 'loses the jar' and  
works for hours without accomplishing anything. The tools may  
be standing at the bottom while he s playing with the slack of  
the cable or they nay be swinging all the time several feet'from the  

bottom. As the jar works off, or grows more feeble, by reason of  
the downward advance of the drill, it is ' tempered ' to the proper  

strength by letting down the temp-s αew to gave the jars more 
ph 	 α The temp-κrew forms the connecting link between the  
walking-beam and able, and it is ' let out' gradually to regulate  
the play of the jars as fast as the drill penetrates. When its whole  
length is run down, the rope clamp* play very near the well-mouth.  
The tools are then withdrawn, the wall is and-pumped, and pre-
pentions are made for the next ' run.' "  

The ordinary and-pump or bailer, consists of a plain cylinder  
of t galvamxed iron with a boil at the top and a stem-valve at  
the bottom, It is usually about 6 ft. in length but is sometimes  
as much as 15 or no ft., and as its valve-item projects downwards  
beyond the bottom, it emetics itself wkeg rested upon the bottom 

 of the wasttt[rough.  
The operation of drilling is frequently interrupted by the occur-

renceao[ an accident, which necessitates the use of fishing tools.  
if the fshingcentioe is unsuccessful the well has to be aban λυnεd  

ten after months of labour, unless it is found possible to dr fl  
post the tools which have been host. in readiness for a fracture  
of the drilling tools or of the cable, .pcdal appliances known as  
fishing tool. are provided. These are so numerous and varied  
in form that a description would be impossible within the .cope  
of this attic e. The fishing cools are generally attached to the  
cable, and are used with portions of the ordinary string of coos,  
but some are fitted to pump-rods or tubing, and others to special  
rods.  

The drilling of a well is commonly ceded out under contract,  
the producererer erecting the derrick and providing the engine and boilet 
while the drilling contractor finds the toots, and'is  
responsible for accidents or failure to complete the Ι 'Y 

well. T e drilling"crew" cαιsists of two drillers  
cod two tool-dresser,, working in pain in two " tous " (noon to  
midnight and midnight to noon).  

The earlier sells in Pennsylvania consisted d three sectioO,  
the first formed of surface clay ι cod gravels, the mend of stratified  
rocks containing mater, and the third of stratified rocks, including  
the al-sands, usually free from water. The conductor, which was  
a wooden casing of somewhat greater internal diameter than the  
maximum bore of the well, passed through the first of these divisions,  
and casing wag used in the second to prevent percolation of water  
into the oil-bearing port&n. In sty wells the c οπducter hen been  
replaced with an 8-in, wrought-Iron drive-pipe, tem'nsaing in a  
steel shoe, which is driven to tie bed-rock, and a yj - in. - WΜ is
drilled below it to the lase of the been watcr'beartng stratum.  
The bore is then reduced to gg1 in., and a bevelled shomioer being  
made in the reek, a 5f In. easing, inning a coder to fit water-fight  
on the bevel ,houider. is inserted. The well is then completed  

with a sty in. bit. As the water is shut dl before the ραιιωα  of 
the well below the water.bea ń ng strata is bored the remainder of  
the drilling in conducted with only sufficient water in the will to  
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admit of end-pumping. The drill I. thus slimed' Φ fail freely.  
instead of being pertly upheld by the buoyancy of the water, as in  
=flier  wells. 

Wells in Pennsylvania now range in depth from Soo ft. to 3700 ft.  
Four strings of iron casing are usually employed, having the fellow.  
ing diaπκteπ: tο in., 8f in., 6f in. and 5 w, the lengths of tube  
forming the cesing being .crewed together. Contractori will often  

undertake to dń ll wells of moderate depth at p0 cents ιο $ ι per foot,  
but the cost of a deep well may amount to as much as 57000.  

The rotsη system of. generallling which in in general use in the aÍ1. 
fields of the coastal plain of Texas la a modification of that invented  
Rmaη by Fauvelle in 1845, and used in the eady'ysaes of the  
ιbsy`  industry in some of the oil-produdng countr ίe of  

Europe. It is one of the most rapid end economical  
which con be employed in soft formations, but where hard neck  
Is encountered it is almost useless. The principle hi this system  
epeeists essentially in the use of restating bellow drilling reds or  
easing, to which is attached the drilling-bit and through which a  
continuous stream of water, under a prdwre of 40 to coo Φ. per  
sq. in., is breed.  

The yield of petroleum wells varies within very wide limits, and  
the relative importance of the different producing districts is also  
yi.y  α  copatantly changing.. 1. C. White, state geologist  of 
Wells Wit Virginia, estimatea that in fairly good producing  

sand a cubic foot of rock contains from 6 to 12 pints  
of oil. He assumes that in what is considered a good producing  
district the amount of petroleum which can be obtained from  a 
cubic foot of rock would not be more than a gallon, and that the  
average thickness of the oil-bearing rock would net exceed 5 ft.  
Taking these figures as a basis, the total yield of oil from an acre  
of ρctrolifςrous territory would be a little over soon' barrels of  
2 U.S. gallons.  

Allow of oil may often be induced in a well which would otherwise  
require to be pumped, by preventing the escape of gas which issues  
with the oil, and mousing its pressure to raise the oil. The device  
employed for this purpose Is known as the water-pecker, and  
consists in its simplest form of an India-rubber ring, which is applied  
between the cubing and the well-casing, m that upon compcem.ioiI  
it makes a tight joint. The gas thus coollned in the oil.chamber  
forces the oil up the tubing.  

For pumping a well a valved workin;-barrel with valved sucker  
is attached to the lower end of the tubing, a perforated ° anchor"  
being placed below. The sucker carries a series of three or four  
lather cups, which are premed against the inner surface of the  
working bard by the weight of the column of oil. The sucker  
is connected by a string of sucker-rods with the walking.  
beam. There is usually fixed above the sucker a short iron valve-
rod, with a device known as a rivet.catcher to prevent damage  
to the pump by the dropping of rivets from the pump-rods.  

On the completion of drilling, or when the production is found  
to decrease, it is usual to torpedo the well to increase the flow.  

The explosive employed is generally nitroglycerin,
s*°'0'g,,, at  and the amount used has been increased from the  

original 4 to 6 quarts to 60, 80, uco and even aoo quarts.  
It is plead in tin canisters of about 3f to 5 in. in diameter απd  
about ιο ft. in length. The canisters have conical bottoms and  
fit one in the other. They are consecutively filled with nitro-
glycerin, and are iοwercd to the bottom of the well, one after the  
other, by a cord wound upon a reel  until the required number  
have been inserted. Formerly the upper end of the highest minister  
was fitted with a firing-head," consisting of a circular plate of  
iron, slightly smaller than the bore of the well, and having attached  
to its underside a vertical rod or pin carrying a percuss ωΡn gyp.  
The cap rested on the bottom of a small iron cylinder containing  
nitroglycerin. To explode the charge an iron weight, known  
as a ggο-devil, was drops into the well, and striking the disk  
exploded the cap and fired the torpedo. Now, however, a miniature  
torpedo known as a go-devil squib, holding about a quart of nitro-
glycerin, and having a firing-head similar to that already described.  
is almost invariably employed. The disk is dispensed with, and  
the percussion cap is exploded by the imp of a leaden weight 
running on a cord. The squib is lowered alter the torpedo, and,  
when exploded by the descent of the weight, fires the charge. it  
must be borne in mind that although the explosion may increase  
the production for a time, it is by no means certain that the  
actual output of a well is increased ιι all such uses, though from  
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some wells there would be no production without the use of the 

?he petroleum industry in Canada is mainly concentrated  
in the district of Petrolea, Ontario. On account of the small  
DI Ι depth of the wells, and the tenacious nature of the  

principal strata bored through, the Canadian method 
of drilling differs from the Pennsylvanian or American  

system iii the following particulars— 
i.  The use of slender wooden boring-tads instead of a amble.  
a. The employment of a simple auger instead of a spudding-bit.  
3. The adoption of a different arrangement for transmitting  

saga.  

Al set
The use of a lighter set 	 drilling tools. of 

though petroleum wells in Russia have not the depth of many  

of thaκ in the United State, the d'situsbed character of the straw.  
with cοπseggent liability to caving, and the occurrence of bard  
concretions, render drilling a lengthy and expensive  
operation. It is usual tο begiisby malting an excava.  b  
tion 8 ft. in diameter and 24 ft. in depth, and lining the  
sides of this with wood or brick. The initial diameter of the well  
drilled from the bottom of this pit is in some instances as much as  
3^66 iυ., bore-holes of the larger sue being preferred, as they are less  
Cable to become choked, mad admit of the use of larger bailers for  
raising the oil.  

The drilling of wells of large site requires the use of heavy tools  
and of very strong appliances generally. The system usually 
adopted is a modification of the Canadian system already described,  
the boring rods being, however, of iron intend of wood, but the  
able system has also to some extent been used. For the ordinary  

• 2-in. plain-laid manila cable a wire rope hay is some cases been  
.iiccesdully substituted.  

Rlvettnil Iron casing. made of i-in, pate, is employed, and Is  
constantly lowered so as to follow the drill closely, in order to  
prevent coving. Within recent rem, owing  to the initiative of  
Colonel English, a method of raising oil by the agency of corn-
psumed air has been introduced into the Baku oil-fields.  

Iii Galicla the Canadian system is nearly exdsiaively a dopted.  
in some instances under-reaming is found necessary. This consists  
in the use of an expanding reamer by means of which  
the well may be drilled to a diameter admitting of the u i  
casing descending freely, which obviously could not be  
accomplished with an ordinary bit introduced through the rasing.  
Of late years the under-reamer has beta largely superseded by the  
eccentric bit.  

The Davis calyx drill baa also been employed for petroleum  
drilling. This apparatus may be described ass steel-pointed co n-
dń ll. The bit or cutter on=uses of a cylindrical  
metallic shell, the lower end of which is made, by a p —  
process of galleting, into a series of sharp teeth, whicil are  
set in and out alternately. The outward set of teeth drill the hole  
large enough to permit the drilling apparatus to descend freely, and  
the teeth set inwardly pare down the core to such a diameter as will  
admit of the body of the cutter parsing over it without seising.  
The WΙeyeτ ia a rang tube, or a oma of connected tubs, situated  
above the core ban-el, to which it i.  equal in diameter.  

In conclusion it may be. meted that the two .ysteme of drilling  
for petroleum with which by far the largest amount of week has  
been, and is being done, are the American or rope αιωωι ^  system, and the Canadian or rod system. The fασκr γΡ  
is not only employed in the United btats, but i ι ύ ι uκ  
in Upper Burma, Java, Rumania and elsewhere. The hitter was  
introduced by Canadians into Galicia and, with certain modii.  
cations, has hitherto been found to be the bet for that =entry.  
A form of the rod system is used in the Russian eel-fields, but  
swing to the large diameter of the wells the appliance differ from  
those employed elsewhere.  . 

The wells from which the supplies of natural gas ae obtained in  
the United States are drilled and rased In the same meaner as the  
oil wells.  

Τrαιupsrr mid Sbragι.—In the early days of the petroleum  
industry the oil was transported in the moat primitive simmer.  
Thus, In Upper Burma, it was conveyed In earthenware vomek  
front the wells to the river bank, where it was poured into the holds  
of beats. It Is interesting to find that a rude pipe-Uric formerly  
existed In this field for conveying the crude Gil from the wells to the  
river; this was made of bamboos, but it is said that the loss by 
leakage was es great as to lead to its immediate abandonment on  
completion. In Russia, until 1875, the crude oil was carried in  
barrels on Persian carts known as " arbas." These have two  
wheels of 8) to a  ft. in diameter, the body truing one barrel,  
while another is slung beneath the axle. in Americn, crude  
petroleum was at first transported  in iron-hooped bands, holding  
from 40 to 42 American gallons, which were carried by teamsters  
to Oil Creek and the Allegheny River, where they were loaded on  
bouts, these being floated down stream whenever su(6ccient water  
was present—s method leading to much less by collision and  
grounding. Bulk barges were soon introduced on the larger rivers,  
but the use of these was partially rendered unnecessary by the  
introduction of railways, when the oil was at first transported in  
barrels on freight cars, but later in tank-cars. These at first con-
sisted of an ordinary truck on which were placed two wooden  
tub-like tanks, each holding about auoo gallons; they  werareplsced  
in 1871 by the modern type of tank-car, constructed with a hod-
zonta1 cylindń®I rank of boiler plate  

The mans of transporting petroleum in bulk commonly used at  
the present day is the pipe-line system, the history of which dates  
from 1860. In that year S. D. Karns suggested laying a 6-iπ.  
pipe from Burning Springs so Parkersburg. West Virginia, a distaste  
of 36 m.; but his proposal was never carried into effect. Two  
years later, however, L. Hutchinson of New York, raid a short hme  
from the Tarr Farm wells to the refinery :  which passed over a ail,  
the oil being moved on the syphon principle, απd a yyetaar later eon.  
strutted another three miles long to the railway. T hese attempts  
were, however, unsuccessful, on account of the excessive leakage  
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at tip Joints of the pipes With the advpdoa of awfully fitted  
screw- amtι in 186$ the piφ liar gradually came iuta geera Ι us*, 
until In ι8pι the bees owned by the varieu. trannt companies of  
Pennsylvania amounted in length to a5,οοο m.  

The pwnpe employed to force the oil through the pipes were  
at first of the single εΡylinde or " donkey " type, but these were  
found to cause emen s war—a defect remedied by the use of  
the Worthington pump now generally adopted. Tb. engram used  
cn the main ,6- n. Goa are of Seo to too hp» while those no the  
small-diameter local lines range Iinni 25 to yo b.p.  

Tanks d various type. an employed  in storing the ail. thou, at  
the wells being arcufar and usually made d good, with a contest  
of 250 barrels and upwards. Laige tanks of boiler-plate are used  
to receive the oil as it coma through the pi lines, Thou, adopted  
by the Nat^ο al Transit Company are 90  ft. in dianitter and do  ft  
bigh. .0th slightly conical wooden roofs covered with sheet me;  
their capacity is 55,000 bated, end they are placed upon the  
carefully levelled ground without any foundation. 

Kerosene is transported in bulk by various mud; specking  
coiiatructed steel tank barge ate used on the waterways of the  
United State, tank-care on the railroads, and tank-wagons on the  
roads. The barrels employed in the transport of petroleum pro  
ducts are made of well-seasoned white oak stave ι bound by six or  
eight iron hoops. They ere coated internally with glue, and painted  
in the well-known colours. blue staves and white 'weds. The  
tins largely used fee kercu,ne are made by machinery and contain  
i America. gal onι They are hermetically *esled (n, trsswpoe't  

In Canada, metes of transport similar to those already desen ίbed  
are employed, but the reservoirs for storage often qoisist of e:eava- 
tineor^

in
seettd the soft aria clay ,  of the oil district, the sides of winch are 

supported 
 primitive methods methods originally In use in the Russian oil-Gelds  

have already been descuibed- but these wpm king ago supet sided  
by pipe-lines, while a great deal of cilia carried b υ tank steamers  
on the Caspiaa to the mouth of the Volga where it is transferred  
to bugs and thence at Taaritsia to railway t ink'cars. The  
American typed storage-tank is generally employed, is oonjoxtien  
with clay-lined reservoirs.  

Natural gas is largely used in the United States, and for  some 
time, owing to defective methods of storage, delivery and e^a- 
a ρpd mon; 	waste ιte 	 The improvements introduced 
in 1890 and 1891, whereby this state of aGain was put an end to, 
consisted in the introduction of the principle of supply by meter  
and the adoption of a cotupeehensiva system of reducing the initial  
penoure of the gas, se as to diminish Ias by leakage. For the  
latter purpose, Westinghouse gas.regulators see employed, the  
positions cl the regulators being so them as to equalize the  
pressure throughout the service. The gee is distributed to the  
consumes from the delis in wrought-iron pipte, lunging in diameter 
from o no is down to a in. Riveted wrougbt.sron pipes 5  ft. in  
diameter are also need. T Initial presser* is sometimes es high  
as 400 lb to the sq. le., but usually range, from 200 to 300  . 
The most common method of distribution in cities and towns Is  

by a dries of pipes from is in. down to s in. Iii diameter, usually 
 eerrying' pressure of about 4 am to the q. in. To these pipes the 

 .ervfce.plpea iad ex into the house. of the consumers are connected.  
&Siemg of PW The distillation of petroleum, especially  

vi suck es m e intended for medicinal use5  was regularly  
carried on In the 18th century, and miler. V. 1. Ragadn seats  
in his wok no tbt petroleum industry that Johann Lerche,  
who vihd the Caspisu district in uy55, found that the etude  
Caucasian oil sequired to be distilled to render it iatialactorily  
combustible, and that, when distilled, it yielded aλbrιghτ yellow 
oil resembling a spirit, which readily ignited a y as 1823 the  
brothers Dubin iii erected a refinery in the village of Modok, and in  
5846 applied to Prince Woroazoi for a subsidy b extending he  
use of petroleum-distillate. in the Caucasus. In their application,  
which was unsuccessful, they stated that they had taught the Don  
Cosaeks to "change black ns ρhτha into white," and showed by 

 } drawing. pee'etved in the archives cf the Caucasian government,  
bow this was achieved used an iron still, set in brickwork,  
and from a working charge of forty " buckets " of crude petroleum  
obtained a yield of sixteen buckets of "white htba." The  
tip of the still had a removable bend, conned with a condenser  
coiidituiuq of a ,copper warm in a barrel of water. The "white  
■eclitha 'was sold at Niini Novgorodwithout further trrataient .- -  

home of the more vi ums crude oils obtained in the United  
States are employed as lubricants under the name of " natural  
oils," either without any treatment or after clarification by subsi-
dence and filtration through animal charcoal. Others are  deprived 
of a pare of their more volatile constituents bye aponteneoas  
evaporation, cc by distillation, in servo or otherwise, at the lowest  
possible temperature. Such are known as "reduced oils."  

In most petroleum.producing countrie., howevuf, and φΡrtiεu-
laτlγ where the product I. abundant, the nude oil is fractionally  
distllαd, so as to separate it into petroleum apsrit of va τiουι gredes,  
burning oils, gas oils, lubricating oils, and(if the crude oil yields  
that product) panffia. The disti iates obtained are usually purified  
by treatment, successively, with sulphuric acid and solution of 
nudesoda, Ιρlbeκd by.wealting with rate.  

Crude petroleum ware. ttι imentel(y distilled in the United Stases  
in X835  by Prof. Siiliman (d. X864) , and the refining of petroleum  
in that country mey be maid to date from about the year s855  
when Samuel M. Kier fitted up a spell refinery) with a five-barrel  
dill, fat the treatment of the oil obtained from his fathet's salt. 
wells. Αι this period the supply of the raw material we. insuf-
ficient to admit of any important development in the industry 1  and  
belors the drilling of artesian mdli for petroleum was intuited 

 by Doke tbc " couloll ' or sbandil Industry had assumed con-
siderable proportions in the United States. Two large refineries,  
one on Newtown Creek, long inland and anther in South &ookiyn,  
also on Long island, were in successful operation when the abundant  
production of petroleum, which immediately followed the compicilon  
of the Drake well, placed at the disposal of the refines a material  
which could be worked more profitably than bituminous shale.  
The udsting refineries were accondisgly altered so as to adapt 
them forthe refining of petroleum' but In the manufacture of  
burning ei1 from petroleum the small stills which had been in use  
in the didiiletion of shale-oil wen at first employed.  

in the earlier tefie εΡries the stills, the rapacity of which varied  
from 25 to 8o barrels, usually consisted of a vertical cylinder  
constructed of cost- or wrought -iron, with a boiler-plan bottom aid  
a cast-iron doge on which the " goose-nαk " was bolted. Thu  
diaege was distilled almost to dryness, though the operation we.  
not carried far enough to cause the residue to "coke." l'ba  
operation was, however1  cemei tel. revoiutionized in the United  
States by the introduction of the' cracking process," and by the  
division of the distillatIon into two gaits, one consisting In the  
removal of the more volatile constituents of the .11, and the other  
in tim distillatIon (which is usually conducted in separate stills)  
of she residues from the first dist Φatίοn, for the peQd'stoion of  
lubricatIng ellsnnaggnm
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continuous distillation of petroleum, 
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m s range of stills es fad es the dist ιlletes open oH. T system i  
largely employed in Russia, and its use has been frequently attempted  
Is the UnItedState, but the results have not been aatlsfscto'y, on  
=oimm, a Is iaid of the much greater gwmioy of dissolved gas  
contained in the American oil, the larger proportion of kemnane  
which such oil yields, aid the lea fluid character d the reesidue.  • 

In the United States a horizontal cylindrical still I. usually  
employed in the disillation of the spldt and kerosene, but what 

 is known as the "'chaa.bmt" dill has also been largely used.  
American stills of the •fστmα ten an constructed of wrougbt.lron  
or steel, and are about 3o  ft. in length by ii ft. 6 in. in diameter,  
with • dome about 3 ft. in diameter, furnished with a vapour-pipe  
r5 in. in diameter. The charge for such a still is about 600 tends. 

 The stills were 'eivnorly completely bricked in, so that the vapours  
should be kept fully bested until they escaped to tie condenser,  
but since the introduction of the "cracking th, upper  
port has usually been left exposed to the alr The cheese-box still  
hens. ve tied cylindrical body, which may be aa much es 3o (t. in  
diameter and y ft. in depth, emended by mesas of thus vertical  
pipes with a vapour'chest (mmaished with a large number, ( ιpυeatly  
as many as forty, of 5-{n. dlschargd-plpes arranged in parallel lines  

The dills employed in Russia and Gelida am usually smaller  
than those eland; described. 

The 'cracking : ' piu, whereby a eonsldemble qpaadty  of 
the oil which is intermediate -between keroκne and lubelcati  
oil is converted Into hydrocarbons of lower specific gravity ar^d  
boiling-point suitable fat- illuminating purposes, Ia one o! great  
Scientific and technical interest. It is generally understood that the  
products of frattioual distillation, even in the laboratory, are not  
Identical with the hydroαrboαs preset in the crude oil but ere  
in part produced by the action of beet upon them. ibis  was 
plainly stated by Ρrofesar Sillinlan in the earliest stage. of  develop-
ment of the American petroleum industry. An important paper  
baring on the subject was published in 5871, by Τ.  Ε.  Thorpe  
sod J. Young, as a preliminary note on their experiments on the  
action of het under pressure an solid patadin. found that  
the paraflin was thus converted, with the evolution of but little  

gas, into hydroaτbons  which were liquid at ordinary temperature..  
in an experiment no 3500 grams of paradin produced from shale  
(melting point «'5° C.) they obtained nearly 4  litres of liquid hydro-
carbons, which they subjected to I tectional distillation, and on  
examining the (rectum distilling below too C., they found it to  
(mist mainly of olefins. The hydrocarbon CisHe, for example,  
might be resolved into C, Η,s+CιιΗ.,, or CιΗιι+CιιΗs ς  et 
GRa+Culfis &c., the general equation of the decomposition  
Ong_  

C•H,w'(paraflih) -C.-,J15('-,),.  (φ n)+C,Hs  (οlcino)•  
The product actually obtained is a mixture of several ρarθυs  

T cacking emcees p sctially consists in distilling the ails  
at a temperature higher then the normal boiling point of the con-
stituents which it is desired to decompose. This may be brought  
shoat by a distillation rider pressure, or by allowing the to πdeηsed  
distillate to fall into the highly hued residue in the still. The  
tthuk of this trestmett is that the comparatively hem oils  
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ise..,.d the demised for peiroienm splift. Petroleum her  
hugely superseded other aBs, sled is rt111 gaining ground, as a  
lubricant for machinery and railway rolling-stock, either alone  
CT us admixture with Shed offs The more viscous descriptions  
of mineral els have abo been found suitable foe use in the  
Elmore ptaers of οτεΦοncentratίon by a7.  

ld4de1'. —Sim. the imeptian of the petsnlemn industry, most  
dvihaed csentń es lave ewonbed by he a test of flab-pent  or  
in dention f  of designed

lighting   
in meet rpa  cases primarily to °Eat d 

de o[ oils for ti^^g DurP^are  which may be sakly stored  
withaut the adoption of Reuel precautions. In the, United 

 Kingdom the limit has, far the Purpose in question, been 5 τed by 
the legislature at 73•  F.. by the • Abel-tese,' which is the equivalent ent 
c f the femur standard of Leo' F. by the " open-test.' While  
the subject of the testing of petroleum for legislative purposes has  
been investigated s Great Britain by committees of both branches 
of the legislature, with a view t ο change in the law, the standard  
bas nevar been raised, since such a mime would tend to reduce the  
mailable wooly and thuι lead to morawe I. price odetseiamtion  
s qpelaty. Alaoover the chief object of the Petroleum Acts pawed  
in the United Kingdom has hitherto been to regulate storage and  
it leas always been possible to obtain oils either of higher or Power  
Sash-point, when such are ρrefersed, irrespective of the legal  
d emised. in idditlon to which it may be smarted that in a properly  
constructed lamp used with reasonable men 't ńe mdίnrτy ml of  
commerce is a safe illuminant. The more recent legislation with  
regard to " petroleum spirit " relates mainly to the quantity which  
^s be mined for use οu " fight locomotives."  

The more wportan t local authorities throughout the country  
lave wail. regulation, under the powers conferred upon them by  
the Petroleum Acts, with the object of regulating the "keeping.  
sale, conveyance and hawking of petroleum products having a  
Sash-point below 73• F., and the Port of London authority. together  
with other wiser-way sad harbour authorities in the Belted  
door, lave their own by-law! misting to the navigation of  
canying such petroleum.  

In other countries the flash-p ΰint aanderds differ considerably,  
as do- the storage regulations In France, the standard .. 3g• C.  
(Gavier sere equivalent to 98• F.), and αcέording to their &eh- 

ud hydrocarbons are divided into two ela ιsn 	and 
above 	33^ C.). considered differently in regard to qvaimtles storable  
and other regulations. In  Germany, the law 	ben a close-test  
of z1•  C., equal to abιιat 70° F., whilst in Russia the standard s  
a8• C., equal to 84.4 F., by the element; in both these countries  
the weights cf petroleum which may be stored in ipacified buildings  
are determined by law. In the tinged States, various methods  
of testing and various minimum standards have been adopted.  
Is Pennsylvania, the ρτesεrίbed limit ii a "fire-t ι st" of ITO F.,  
equivalent to. sheet 70° F., close-test, while in the State of New  
York is is too F.. dose tot.  

See Sir %senora Redwood's Pdrdens gad- fir Prolsds (and ed..  
Loiidosi, qpό ); A. Beeby Thompson, Pekakaae dfυι t '̂as( 1(19ςιο)); L. C.  
Tassart, SX$oitalies de Plbak ;1908); C. Engler and H. 1181er. Des  
Frdgf 3 win. (tpoq seq.); A. B.1Tbom The Oil Pτddτ of Russet 
(ι9o8^: end j. D. Henry, OS Fields 	&sei a (zero).  (B. R.)  

ΡΕ'ΜΟ1 BΥ, the science of τοεks (Cr. rimpor), the branch  
of geology which is concerned with the investigation of the  
Composition, structure and history of the rock masses which  
make up the accessible portions of the earth's crust. Reeks  
bare been defined as "aggregates of minerals." They are the  
units with which the geologist dens in investigating the structure  
of a district. Some varieties cover enormous areas and are  
among the commonest and most familiar objects of nature.  
Granite, sandstone, clay,. limestone, slate often form whole  
provinces and bend up lofty mountains Such unconsolidated  
materials as sand, gravel, clay, soil arc justly included among  
rocks as being mineral masses which play an important rSle in  
Said geology. Other rock species are of rare occurrence and  
may be known in only one or two localities in distant parts of  
the earth's surface. Nearly all rocks consist of minerals,  
whether ins crystalline or non-crystalline state, but the insoluble  
and imperisbabk parts of the skeletons of animals and plants 

 may constitute a considerable portion of rocks, as for example,  
coral limestone, lignite beds and chalk.  

Τ enerad p1  fie Sσbjιυ.—di' this paragraph the subject matter  
of the science of petrology is briefly surveyed; the object is to post  
out the headings under which particular subjects are treated  
(three s a separate article on the terms printed in Italics). General  

geεκtons as to the ustee. cslgin and dawilkatlon of r cks and the  
teethe& of esemiustse are discussed in the present nrtick.  

wiwrdogs comprises , similar matter respecting the component 
mineral.; mdamapbasm. m insens αnsιm, pssrsatalysi& and the  

formmlog at eeeodidr ate agoncist wbieh elect rocks and modify  
Them. Three classes of rocks axe recognised: the igneous, sedimee.  
tarry end metamorphic. The plutonic, ^ deep-seated rocks, which 
cooled far below the surface, and emir as bs ikdiks, bosses, lcccdiles,  
and rims, include the greet dares gιwsile, τmeύe. din ee, gel ed  
and rdeted to the granites are °pine ώ θs , g, berms:de, 
uksef rock and  mι'rοpιguat te; to the %unites, borolanik. iseewwite,  

sep elms-sye ιιile am! µofiu• to the diorites, eραeιfte sapolπ ide 
and ianaiik; to the gabbroat  pyToxrmi' and ikera ύst  and to  
peridotltes. ρicriteand The hypabyaiol intrusive rocks,  
°centring es silk. wins. dikes sick,, &c., are represented by por-

by,y and erpbyeiir (including 's" ‚d and peoria-per.  
pkyry), dioiase and lemproybyrre some pιkhd ιg to belοι this 
group and contain ay ikt a s$craliks. The volcanic rocks.  
found typically as lava flows, include rkydik and elsidiea (with  
sometimes mik), backyk and banish (and leucitophyre which  
is crested under late ύe), aadesiis and dacite, bualf (with the rented  
dd'riIe, saridile and tacbyfyk), ,ie$dinii' and k$bik. Among  
sedimentary rocks we recognize a volcanic group (including 1sf.  
aggbsrrak and some kinds of ps,ice); an aιεnaαoυe aeries such  
as seed (eomι wίth

W
glgo

ι
eoc

υ
apsib) m)udzioae, and  

sbαb i d ς a Ψnlιareouŝ r  ί ês w ι̂th  uπesΓosι ień  
forming skkacliks and sblσgsιiks), dolernik and murk or aιgιllaceous  
limestones list occurs as nodules in chalk); the natural $ee $rates  
may be mentioned here. The metamorphic rocks as, commonly  
giieuses sad satins (including rice αλιist) ; otherothearetypes a 

ilk, c αckiie,e , 
epsdiar ep ιdw ίk, grosnΙik, swίk. 

b an ells , m sw ells  

Ce'ss$nSkn.—Only the commonest minerals are of impor-
tance as rock formers. Their number is sisal), not exceeding a  
hundred in all, and much less than this if we do not reckon the  
subdivisions into which the commoner species are broken up,  
The vast majority of the rocks which we see around us every  
day consist of quarts, feispar, mica, chlorite, kaolin, calcite, epi-
dote, olivine, sugite, hornblende, magnetite, haematite, limonite  
and a few other minerals. Each of these has a recognized  
position in the economy of nature. A main determining furor  
is the chemical composition of the mess, for a certain minced  
can be formed only when the necessary elements are present  
in the rock. Calcite is commonest in limcstones,asthoreconslg  
essentially of carbonate of lime; quart: in sandstones and In 
certain igneous rocks which contain a high percentage of sifia.  
Other factors are of equal importance in det εeminiσg the natural  
association or paragenesis of rock-making minerals, principally  
the mode of origin of the rock and the stages through which it  
has passed in attaining its present condition. Two rock masses  
may have very much the same bulk composition and yet consist  
of entirely different assemblages of minerals. The tendency is  
always for those compounds to be formed which are stable under  
the conditions under which the rock mass originated. A granite  
arises by the consolidation of a molten magma (a fused rock  
mass; Gr. µάγµα, from µασοιw, to knead) at high tempernturts  
and gust prenur s and its component minerals are such as are  
formed in such circumstances. Exposed to moisture, carbonic  
avid and other subaerial agents at the ordinary temperatures  
of the earth's surfs, some of these original minerals, such as  
quarts and white mica are permanent and remain unaffected;  
others " wathπ " or decay and are replaced by new combina-
tions. The felapar passes into kaolin, muscovite and quartz,  
and if any black mica (biotite) bas been present it yields chlorite,  
epidote, ruble and other substances these changes are accom-
panied by disintegration, and the rock falls into s loose,  ieco• 
bereft, earthy mass which may be regarded as a send or roil.  
The materials thus formed may be washed away and deposited  
as a sandstone or grit. The structure of the original rock  is 
now replaced by a new one; the mlneealogicsi constitution is  
profoundly altered; but the bulk chemical composition may  
not be very different. The sedimentary rock may again undergo  
a metamorphosis. If penetrated by igneous rocks it may he  
recrystaflized or, if subjected to enormous pressures with beat  
and movement, such as attend the building of folded mountain  
Chains, it may be converted into a gneiss not very different  
in mineralogical composition though radically diSerent  he 
structure to the granite which was its original state.  

Sbudurr. —Tbe two factors above enumerated, namely the  
chemical and mineral Imposition of rocks, are sarocly of great*  
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importance than their structme, or the τΡeistimes cf the parts  
of which they consist to one anotben Regarded from this  
standpoint rocks may be divided into the crystalline and the  
freyoent.L Inorganic matter, if free to take that physical  

state in which it is most stable, always tends to  
4 

 
crystallize. Crystalline rook masses have con- 
solidated from solution or from fusion. The vast  

majority of igneous rocks belong to this group and the degree 
 of perfection Iii which they have attained the crystalline staff  

depends primarily on the condition. under which they .dlidig.d.  
Such rocks as granite, which have cooled very slowly and under  
treat pressures, have completely crystallized, but many lavers  
were poured out at the surface and cooled very rapidly; in this  
latter group a small amount of noii.czystalline or glassy mate  
is frequent Other crystafline rocks such as rock-salt, gypsum  
and enbydń te have been deposited from solution in water,  
mostly owing αΡ evaporation on exposure to the air. Still  
another group, Which includes the marbles, miea-shists and  
quartzites, are recrystallized, that Is to say, they were et fast  

fragmental rocks, like limestone, day and sandstone and have  
never been ins molten condition nor entirely in solution. Certain  
agencies however, acting on them, have diced their primitive  
structures, and induced crystallization. 'Ibis is a kind of  
metamorphism.  

The fragmental structure needs little "p"m; wherever  
rocks disintegrate fragments are produced which are suitable  

for the formation of new rocks of this group. The  
nω  original materials may be organic (shells, corals,  

plants) or vitreous (volcanic glasses) or crystalline  
(granite, marble, &c.); the pulverizing agent may be frost, rain,  
running wets, cc the steam explosions which shatter the lava  
within a volcanic aster and produce the fragmental rocks  
known as volcanic ash, tuffs and agglomerates The materials  
may be loose and incoherent (sand, clay, gravel) or compacted  
by pressure and the deposit of cementing substances by percolat-
ing water (sandstone, shale, conglomerate). The grains of  
which fragmental rocks are composed may be coarse or fine,  
fresh or decayed, uniform,or diverse in their composition; the  
arse feature which gives unity to the cast is the fart that they  

are all derived from pre-existing rocks or organisms. Because  
they are made up of broken pieces these rocks are often said I.e  
be "elastic."  

Origin eJ ifrals.—The atudy of the atiucture of rocks evidently  
leads us to another method of regarding them, which is more  
fundamental than those enumerated above, as the structure  
depends on the mode of origin. Rocks are divided into three  
great classes, the Igneous, the Sedimentary and the Metamorphic.  

The issues (Lot. igais, fire) rocks have all consoli. 
O  dated from a state of fusion. Some of them are  

crystalline or "massive "; ethers are fragmental.  
The massive igneous rocks include a few which are nearly com -

pletely vitreous, and still more which contain a small amount  
of amorphous matter, but the majority are completely crystal-
lised. Among the best known examples are obsidian, pumice,  
basalt, trachyte, granite, diorite. The fragmental igneous  
racks consist of volcanic ashes more or less firmly compacted  

The ssdimcniery rocks forma second group; they  
4a hove all been laid down as deposits on the earth's  

surface subject to the conditions of temperature,  
moisture and pressure which obtain there. They include  
fragmental and crystalline varieties. The former consist of  
the d€bria of pre-eτιαiτting rocks, accumulated in seas, lakes οτ  
dry land and more or less indurated by pressure and cementing  
substance. Gravel, sand and day, conglomerate, sandstone,  
,bale are well-known examples. Many of them are fossiliferous  
as they, contain fragments of organisms Some are very largely  
made up of remains of animals or plants, more or less altered by  
mineralization. These axe sometimes placed into a special  
group as rocks of organic origin, limestone, pet and coal are  
typical of this class. The crystalline sediments are such as  
rock-salt and gypsum, deposits of saline lakes or isolated  
portions of the sea They were formed under conditions  

unfavourable to life and knee' rally contain f rm& The  
iomerji'i' rocks are known to be almost entire,' altered  

igneous oreedimeαtaτy muses. Metamorphism  
consists in the destruction of the °deemal structures  
and the development of new minerals. The chemical  
composition of the rocks however suffers little change. The  
rock becomes as a rule more crystalline; but all stages in the  
process may be found and In a metamαpń oκd sediment, e.g.  t 
sandstone, remains of the original sand grains and primary  
fragmental structure may be observed, although extensive  
recrystallization has taken place The agencies which produce  
metamorphism are high temperatures, pressure, interstitial  
moisture and in many cases movement. The eliects of high  
temperatutes are seen best in the rocks surrounding great out-
crops of intrusive granite, for they have been baked and crystal,  
.limed by the heat of the igneous rock (ibermo-metamoqabism).  
In folded mountain chains where the strata have been greatly  
compressed and their particles have been forced to move owet  
one another a different type of metamorphism prevails (regional  
οτ dynamic metamorphism).  

Md&sis of Inκdi σllea.—The macroscopic (Or. ιακρ6 , large)  
characters of rocks, those visible in bend-spe είmens without  
the aid of the microscope, are very varied and  
difficult to describe accurately and fully. The c  
geolegist in the field depends peincipally ow them  
and on a few rough chemical and physical tests; and to the  
practical engineer, architect and quarry-master they are all-
important Although frequently insufficient in themselves to  

determine the true nature of a rock, they usually save foe  a 
preliminary classification and often give all the informat=oa  
which is rally needed. With a small bottle of add to test far  

tarbonate of lime, a knife to ascertain the hardness of rocks  
and minerals, and a pocket lens to magnify their structure, the  
field geologist is rarely at a loss to what group a rock belongs.  
The fine grained specie are often indeterminable in this way,  
and the minute mineral components of all rocks can usually be  
ascertained only by microscopic examination. But it is easy  
to see that a sandstone or grit consists of more or less rounded,  
waterworn sand-grains and if it contains dull, weathered  
particles of felspar, shining sales of mica or small crystals of  
calcite these elan rarely escape observation. Shales and day  

reeks generally are soft, free grained, often laminated and, not  
infrequently contaIn minute organisms or fragments of plants.  
Limestones art easily marked with a knife-blade, effervesce  
readily with weak cold acid and often contain entire ,  or broken  
shells or ether fossils. The crystalline nature of a granite or  
basalt is obvious at a glance, and while the former contains white  
or pink felspar, clear vitreous quartz and glancing flakes of mica,  
the other will show yellow-green olivine, black augite and grey  
striated plagioclase.  

But when dealing with unfamiliar types or with rocks to fine  
grained that their component minerals cannot be determined  
with the aid of a lens, the geologist is obliged to have  
recourse to more delicate and searching methods of  
invcstigatioo. With the aid of the blowpipe (to  
test the fusibility of detached crystals), the goniometer, the  
magnet, the magnifying glass and the specific gravity balance,  
the earlier travellers attained surprisingly accurate results.  
Example of these may be found in the works of von Buds,  
Scrope, Darwin and many others. About the end of the zgth  
century, Dolomieu examined cr ushed rock powden under the  
microscope and Cordier in errs crushed, levigated and inνςsti-
gated the liner ground-mass of igneous rocks. His researches  
are models of scrupulous accuracy, and he was able to announce  
that they consisted essentially of such minerals as felspar,  
aurae, iron ores and volcanic glass, md did not differ in nature  
from the coarser grained rocks. Hied, whose name is aas πdared  
with the discovery of the Nicol's prism, seems to have been the  
first to prepare thin slices of mineral substances, and his methods  
were applied by Witham (eel1) to the study of plant petri-
faction.. This method, of such far-reaching importance lii  

petrology, was not at once made use of foe the systematic  
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invatiptήn of rocks, and it was not till z8gB that Sorby  
pointed out Its value. Meanwhi a the optical study of sections  

of crystals had been advanced by Sir David Brewster and other  

pbydclsts and mineralogists and it only remained to apply  

their methods to the minerals visible In rock sections. Very  
rapid progress was made and the names of Zirkei, Allport,  
Vogelsang, Schuster, Rosenbusch, Bertrand. Fouquf and Lfvy  

are among these of the most active pioneers in the new field of  

research. To such Importance have mIcroscopical methods  
attained that textbooks of petrology at the present time are very  
largely devoted to a description of the appearances presented  

by the minerals of rocks as studied in transparent micro-sections.  

A good rock-section should be about one-thousandth of an inch  
in thickness, and is by no means very difficult to make A thin  

splinter of the rock, about as lug, as a helium), may  
be taken; it should be as fresh aajsoesible and free from  

obvious cracks. By grindinge on a plate οΓ planed steel or cast  
iron with a little fine earborondum it is seen rendered fiat on one side  

and is then transferred to it sheet of plate glass and smoothed with  

the very finest emery till all minute pits απd roughnesses are removed  
ate the surface is a uniform plane. The r ck-chip is then washed.  
and placed on a copper or iron piste which is heated by a spirit or  
gas lamp. A microscopic glass slip is also warmed on thu plate  
with a drop of viscous natural Canada balsam on its surface. The  
more volatile ingredients of the balsam are dispelled by the heat  
απd when that is accomplished the smooth, dry, warm rock is pressed 
firσdy into contact with the glass plate so that the film of balsam  
intervening may be as thin as possible and free from air-bubbles.  
The preparation is allowed to cool απd then the rock chip Is again  
ground down as before, first with arborundum and, when it becomes  
;isnsparent, with fine emery till the desired thickness is obtained.  
it is then cleaned, again heated with a little more balsam. and  

covered with a cover glass The labour of grinding the first surface  
may be avoided by cutting off a smooth slice with an iron disk armed  

with crushed diamond powder. A second application of the slitter  
after the first face is smoothed and cemented to the glass will in  
expert hands leaves rock-section so thin as to be already transparent.  
In this way the preparation of a section may require only twenty  
minutes.  

The microscope employed Is usually one which is provided with  a 
rotating stρge, beneath which  there is a polarizer, while above the 

rt°°f01^ natively the stαge ^i the 	 be fix
analyser 

 nd 	 a polarizing land  
analysingrismι may be capable of simultaneous rotation by means 
of toothedPwheels and a connecting-rod. If ordinary light and not  
polarized light is desired, both prisms may be withdrawn from the  

axis of the instrument; if the pola ń zer only is inserted the light  
transmitted is plane polarized; with both prisms in position the  
slide is viewed beewmen crossed nicola." A microscopic rock-
sectlon in ordinary light if a suitable magsificatlon (say  30) be  
employed is seen to consist of grains or crystals varying in colour,  

size and shape. Some minerals are colourless and trans. 
A1άίιme^ Arent (quartz, calcite felspar, muscovite, &c.), others  ~r/^adιΡ  are yellow or brown rutile, tourmaline, biotite), green  
(diopside, hornblende, chlorite), blue (glaucopliaise). pink (garret),  

ac. The time mineral may present a variety of colours, in the  
same or different rocks, and these colours may be arranged .  in  
zones parallel to the surfaces of the crystals. Thus tourmalme  
may be brown, yellow, pink, blue, green, violet, grey or colourless,  
but every mineral has one or more characteristic, because moat 
common tints. The slopes of the crystals determine in  a 
general way the outlines of the sections of themresented on 
the slides. If the mineral has one or more geed cleavages they  
will be indicated by systems of cracks (see PC Ill.). The refrac-
tive index I also clearly shown by the appearance of the sections,  
which are rough, with well-uiefined borders if they have a much  
stronger refraction than the medium in which they are mounted.  

Some minerals decompose readily απd become turbid and semi-
transparent (r.g. felspar); others remain always perfectly fresh and  
clear (e.g. quartz), ethers yield characteristic secondary products  
(such as green chlorite after biotite). The inclusions in the crystals  
are of great interest; one mineral may enclose another, or may con-
tain spaces occupied by glass, by fluids or by gases.  

Lastly the strudsire of the rock, that is to say. the relation of its  
components to one another, is us ally clearly indicated, whether it  

Nom,  be fragmental or massive; the presence of glassy matter  
S^^wda^ in contradistinction to a completely crystalline or  

"holo.c stalline" condition; the nature and origin of  
organic fragments; banding, foliation or lamination; the pumiceous  
or porous structure of many laves; these and many other characters.  
though often not visible in the hand specimens of a r ck. are rendered  
obvious by the examination of a microscopic section. Many refined  
methods of observation may be introduced, such as the measurement  
of the size of the elements of the rock by the help of micrometers;  

their relative proportions by means of a glass plate ruled in small  

squares: the angles between cleavages or feces seen in section ,  by  
the use of the routing graduated stage, and the estimation of the  

refractive index of the minal by comparison with thaw of different  
mounting media.  

Further information is obtained by inseτting the polarize and  
rotating the section. The light vibrates pow only in one pane, and  
in passing through doubly refracting crystals υι the  
slide is, speaking generally broken up into two rays,  
which vibrate at right angles to one another. In luny  
coloured minerals such as biotite, hornblende, tourmaltne, chlorite,  
these two rays have different colours, and when a section con-
taining any of these minerals Is rotated the change of colour is  
often very striking. This property, known as " pleochroism " (Gr.  
ih'kw. more; a-ρ4ι eolour)t  is of great value in the determination of  
rock-making minerals. It is often especially intense in small spots  

which surround minute enclosures of other minerals, such as zircon  
and epidote, these are known as ' plecchroic halos."  

If the analyser be sow inserted In such a position that it is crossed  
relatively to the polarizer the field of view will be dark where there  
arc no minerals, or where the light passes through isotro- ^sr ιΡr  pie substances such as glace, liquids and cubic crystals. R  
All other crystalline bodies, being doubly refracting,  
will appear bright in some position as the stage 6s rotated. The  
only exception to this rule is provided by sections which are  
perpendicular to the optic axes of birefringent crystals; these  
remain dark or nearly dark during a whole rotation, and as will  
be seen later, their investigation u of special importance. The  
doubly refracting mineral sections, however, will In all cues  
appear black in certain positions as the stage is  
routed They are said to be "extinguished" when  
this takes p(sco. If we mite these positions we may measure  
the angle between them and any cleavages, fans or other  
structures of the ι 'anal by means of the muting stage Tbest  
angles are characteristic of the system to which the mineral belongs  

and often of the mineral *pies itself (see C aneiv).  
To facilitate measurement of extinction angles various kinds of  
eyepiece have been devised, some laving a stauroscopic cakite  
.plate, others with two or four plates of quartz cemented together'  
these are often found to give more exact results than am obtained  
by observing merely the position in which the mineral section is moat  

completely dark between crossed nkols  
The mineral sections when not extinguished are not only bright  

but are coloured and the colour they show depend on several famtοr ,  
the mat important of which is the strength of the double refraction.  
If all the sections are of the same thickness as is needy true of well. 
made slides, the minerals with strongest double refraction yield  
the highest polarization colours. The order in which the colours  
are arranged is that known as Newton's sale the lowest bein  

dark gπy then grey, white, yellow, orange, red, purple, blue απd 
so on. The difference between the refractive indexes of the ordinary  
απd the extraordinary ray in quartz is wog, and in a rock-section  

about sin  of an inch thick this mineral gives grey απd white  
polarization tints; nepheline with weaker double refraction givge  
dark grey; augite on the other hand will give red and blue, while  
calcite with still stronger double refraction will appear pinkish or  
greenish white. All sections of the same mineral, however, will not  
have the same colour; it was stated above that sections perpendicular  

to as optic aids will be nearly black, and, in general, the more nearly  

any section approaches this direction the lower its polarization  

colours will be. By taldng the average, or the highest colour  
given by any mineral, the relative value of its double refraction caw  
be estimated; or if the thickness of the section be precisely known  
the difference between the two refractive indexes can be ascertained.  
If the slides be thick the colours will be on the whole higher than in  
thin slides.  

It is often important to find out whether of the two axes of elas-
ticity (or vibration traces) in the section is that of greater elasticity  
(or lesser refractive index). The quartz wedge or selenite plate  
enables us to do this. Suppose a doubly refracting mineral section  
so placed that it is" extinguished "; if now it is rotated through  
45 it will be brightly illuminated. If the quartz wedge be passed  
across it so that the long axis of the wedge is parallel to the axis  
of elasticity in the section the polarization colours will rise or fall.  
If they rise the axes of greater elasticity in the two minerals are  
parallel; if they sink the axis of greater elasticity in the one is parallel  

to that of lesser elasticity in the other, in the hatter case by pushing  

the wedge suibciently far complete darkness or compensation wie  
result. Selenite wedges, selenite plates, mica wedges and mica  
plates are also used for thisurpose. A quartz wedge also may be 
calibrated by determining the amount of double refraction in all  
parts of its length, if now it be used to produce compensation  
or complete extinction in eny doubly refracting mineral section, we  
an ascertain what is the strength of the double refraction of the  

section because it Is obviously equal απd opposite to that of a known  
part of the quartz wedge.  

A further refinement of m icroscopic methods consists of the use  
of strongly convergent polarized light (konoacopic methods). This  
is obtained by a wide angled achromatic condenses above the polar-
izer, απd a high power microscopic objective. Those sections are  
most useful which are perpendicular to an optic axis, and conse-
quently remain dark on rotation. If they belong to uniaxisl crystals  
they show a dark cross or convergent light between crossed nucols,  
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the bars of wide)' remain parallel to the wlκs in the field of the rye-
piece. Sections perpendicular to an optic axis of a biaxial mineral  
Under the same conditions show a dark bar which on rotation  
becomes curved to a hyperbolic shape. If the section isperpendicu.  
far Lisa" bisctris " (see CRYSTALLOORAiity) a black cross is seen  
which on rotation opens out to form two hyperbolas. the apices of  
which are turned towards one another. The optic axes emerge at  
the apices of the hyperbolas and may be surrounded by coloured  
rings, though owing to the thinness of minerals in rock sections  
these are only seen when the double refraction of the mineral is  
strong The distance between the axes as seen ire 	 he  
microscope depends partly on the axial angle of ^:^,^ 	ιΡ_. nil  
partly on the numerical aperture of the οbjectwe. It it I> - in. 	and  
by means of an eye-piece micrometer, the optic axial angle ∎  the  
mineral can be found byy a simple calculation. The quartz ",.1 e,  
quarter mica plate or selenite plate permit the determination 01 the  

positive or negative character of the crystal by the changes in the  
colour or shape of the figures observed in the field. These operations  

are precisely similar to those employed by the mineralogist in the  
examination of plates cut from crystals. It is sufficient to (wint  
out that the petrological microscope in its modern tic'-clopmt-ni is  
an optical instrument of great precision, enabling us to determine  
physical constants of crystallized substances as well as serving to  
produce magnified images like the ordinary microscope. A great  
variety of accessory apparatus has been devised to fit it for these  
special uses.  

The separation of the ingredients of a crushed rock powder  
from one to another in order to obtain pure samples suitable  

sp.MMι 

 

for analysis is also extensively practised. It may  
oicomp. be effected by means of a powerful electro-magnet  
alts the strength. of which can be regulated as desired.  
Λ weak magnetic field will attract magnetite, then haematite  

and other ores of iron, Silicates containing iron will follow  

in definite order and biotite, enstatite, augite, hornblende;  
garnet and similar fcrro-magnesian minerals may be succes-
sively abstracted, at last only the colourless, non-magnetic  

compounds, such as muscovite, calcite, quartz and felspar, will  

remain. Chemical methods also are useful. A weak acid will  
dissolve calcite from a crushed limestone, leaving only dolomite,  

silicates or quarts. Hydroiluoric acid will attack felspar before  
quartz, and if employed with great caution will dissolve these  

and any glassy material in a rock powder before dissolving  
augite or hypersihcne. Methods of separation by specific  

gravity have a still wider application. The simplest of these  
is levigation (tat. iaigare, to make smooth, Iris) or treatment  
by a current of water, it is extettsivelyemployed in the mechanical  

analysis οf soils and in the treatment of ores, buts not so  
successful with rocks, as their components do not as a rule  

differ very greatly in specific gravity.  
Fluids are used which do not attack the majority of the rock.  

making minerals and at the same time have a high specific gravity.  
Solutions of potassium mercuric iodide (sp. gr. 3.196). cadmium  

borotungstate (sp gr 3 30). methlyene iodide (up. gr  ‚332), bromo-
form (sp. gr 2 861. or acetylene bromide (sp gr 3.00) are the prin-
cipal media employed They may be diluted (with water. benzcne.  
&c ) to any desired extent απd again concentrated by evaporation  
If the rock be a granite consisting of biotite (sp. gr  3.t). muscovite  
(sp gr. 2 85). quartz (up gt. 2-65). oligoclase (sp. gr 2 64) and  
orthoclase (sp gr. 2 56) the crushed minerals will all float in  
methylene iοdjde; on gradual dilution with be zene they will be  
precipitated in the order given above. Although simple in theory  
these methods are tedious in practice, especially as it is common  
for one rock-making funeral to enclose another. But expert  
handling of fresh and suitable rocks yields excellent results απd much  
purer powders may be obtained by this means than by any other.  

Although rocks are now studied principally in microscopic  
sections the investigation of fine crushed rock powders, which  
Enact.. was the first branch of microscopic petrology ιο  
eba 0! Rock receive attention, is by no means discontinued.  
PSwdira. The modem optical methods are perfectly applicable  
to Iransperent mineral fragments of any kind. Minerals  
are almost as easily determined in powder as in section, but  
it is otherwise with rocks, as the structure or relation of the  
components to one another, which is an element of great im-
portanee in the study of the history and classification of rocks,  

is almost completely destroyed by grinding them to powder.  
In addition to naked-eye and microscopic investigat -ions  

chemical methods of research are of the greatest practical  
utility to the peIrograpber. The crushed and separated  
φΡwdees, obtained by the processes dcsalbed above, maw be  

analysed and thus the chemical composition of the minerals  

in the rock determined qualitatively or quantitatively. The  

chemical testing of microscopic sections and minute  
grains by the help of the microscope is a very ΑΙ s.  

elegant and valuable means of discriminating between  

the mineral components of fine-grained reeks. Thus the  

presence of apatite in rock-sections is established by covering  

a bare rock.scction with solution of ammonium molybdate;  

a turbid yellow precipitate forms over the crystals of the mineral  

in question (indicating the presence of phosphates). Many  

silicates arc insoluble in acids and cannot be tested in this way,  
but others are partly dissolved, leaving a film of gelatinous  
silica which can be stained with colouring matters such as the  

aniline dyes (nepheline, analcite, zeolites, 8c.).  

Complete chemical analyses of rocks are also widely made use of  
and are of the first importance, especially when new species are under  
description Rik analysis has of Lice  years (largely under the  
influence of the chemical laboratory of the United States Geological  
Survey) reached a high pitch of refinement find complexity. As  
many as twenty or twent •- ń ve components may be determined, but 
for practical purposes a i ποwledge of the relative proportions οf  
silica, alumina, ferrous and ferric oxides, magnesia, lime, potash,  
soda and water will carry us a long way in determining the position  
to which a rock is to he assigned in any of the conventional classifies.  
tions. A chemical analysis is in itself usually sufficient to indicate  
whether a rock is igneous or sedimentary and in either case to show  
with considerable accuracy to what subdivision of these classes it  
belongs. In the case of metamorphic rocks it often establishes  
whether the original mass was a sediment or of voleanlc origin.  

The specific gravity of rocks is determined in the usual way by  
means of the balance and the pycnometer. It is greatest in those  
rocks which contain most magnesia, Iron and  heavy S/γΡ.sM metals, least in rocks rich in alkalis, silica απd water.  
it diminishes with weathering, and generally those rocks  
which are highly crystalline have higher specific gravities than those  
which are wholly or partly vitreous when both have the sane  
chemical composItion. The specific gravity of the commoner rocks  
ranges from about 2-5 10 32.  

The above methods of investigatlon, naked eye, physical,  

microscopical, chemical, may be grouped together as aqalytical  

in contradistinction to the synthetic investigation  
of rocks, which proceeds by experimental work to Ζ.  
reproduce different rock types and in this way to  
elucidate their origin and explain their structures. In many  

cases no cxpeń metit is necessary. Every stage in the origin of  

clays, sands and gravels can be seen in process around us, but  

where these have been converted into coherent shales, sand-
stones and conglomerates, and still more where they have  
experienced some degree of metamorphism, there are many  

obscure points about their history upon which experiment may  
yet throw light. Up  ιο  the present time these investigations  

have been almost entirely confined to the attempt to reproduce  

igneous rocks by fusion of mixtures of crushed minerals or of  

chemicals in specially contrived furnaces. The earliest researches  
of this sort are of those of Faujas St Fond and of de Saussure,  
but Sir James Hall really 1a ιd the foundations of this branch  
of petrology. He showed ( ι7g8) that the whinstones (diabases)  
of Edinburgh were fusible απd if rapidly cooled yielded black  
vitreous messes closely resembling natural púchst οnes απd  
obsidians; if cooled more sloirly they consolidated as c τystafline  
rocks not unlike the whinstones themselves and containing  
olivine, augite and felspar (the essential minerals of these rocks).  

Many years later Daubrfe, Delesse and others carried on similar  

experiments; but the first notable advance was made in t878,  

when Fοuquf and Levy began their researches.  

They succeeded in producing such rocks as porphyrite. *mite-
teph ηΡte, basalt απd dolerite, απd obtained also various structural  
modifications well known in igneous rocks, r.. the yritic and 
the ophitic (Gr. riψi,, serpent). Incidental ly ^y they showed that  
while many basic rocks (basalts, $c.) could be ppeerfcctlylmitated in  
the laboratory, the acid rocks could not, απd advanced the explana-
tion that for the crystallization of the latter the rases never abscat  
in natural rock magmas were indispensable mineralizing agents 

 It has subsequently been proved that steam, or such volatile sub-
stances as certain berates. molybdates, chlorides, fluorides, assist  
in the formation of orthoclase, quartz απd mica (the mInerals  of 
granite) Sir James Hall also made the first contribution to the  
eaperlmcntal study of metamorphic r αks by converting chalk  
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lets merble by heating it in a closed π-beπel, which prevented the  
erape of the carbonic acd at high temperatures. Adams and  
Nicholson have carried this a stage farther by subjecting marble 
to great pressure in hydraulic presses and have shown how the  
foliated structures, frequent in natural marbles, may be produced  
artificially.  

Rock Clussijcaiios.—The three great claaset of rocks above  
enumerated—the igneous, the sedimentary and the metamorphic  
—are subdivided into many groups which to a small extent  
resemble the genera and species under which the naturalist  
classifies the members of the animal kingdom. There are,  
however, no hard and fast boundaries between allied rocks.  
By increase or diminution in the proportions of their constituent  
minerals they pass by every gradation into one another; the  
distinctive structures also of one kind of rock may often be  
traced gradually merging into those of another. Hence the  
dεfiηit ίοns adopted in establishing rock nomenclature merely  
correspond to selected points (more or less arbitrary) in a con-
tinuously graduated series. This is frequently urged as a  
reason for reducing rock classification to its simplest possible  
terms, απd using οnΙyg few generalized rock designations. But  
it is clear that many apparently trivial differences tend regularly  
to recur, and have a real significance, and so long as any variation  
an be shown to be of this nature it deserves recognition.  

The iςςaeoss rocks (cηsealline απd fragmental) form a well-defined  
group, dι eri πg in origin from all others. The crystalline or massive 

4osoos bκnn φυred 
 occur 

	surface 
anways; 

 av 
 the lavas have 

 consolidated  Rsraa, 	after ejection, under conditions which are fairly well  
understood. seeing that they may be examined at active volcanoes  
in many parts of the world; the intrusive rocks, on the other hand.  
have been injected from below into cracks and fissures in the strain 
and have cooed there beneath masses which conceal them from  view 
till exposed by denudation at a subsequent period. Th, members  
of these two groups differ in many respects from one another, so  
that it is often possible to assign a rock to one or other of them on  
mere superficial inspection. The Navas (or effusive rocks), having  
cooled rapidly in contact with the air, are mostly finely crystalline  

L^enx or have at least fine-grained ground-mass representin  
that part of the viscous semi-crystalline lava flow which  

ay""" 
was still liquid at the moment of eruption. At this  
time they were exposed only to atmospheric pressure, and  

the steam and other gases, which they contained in great quantity,  

were free to escape; many important modifications apse from this,  
the most striking being the frequent presence of numerous steam  
cavities (vesicular structure) often drawn out to elongated shapes  
subsequently filled up with minerals by infiltration (amygdaloidel  
structure). As crystallization was going on while the mass was  
still cramping forward over the surface of the earth, the latest  
formed minerals (in the ground-fans) are commonly arranged in  
subparallel winding lines following the direction of movement  
(fluxion or fluidal structure) (see Pl. 1. figs. z and 9, P1.1I. fig. 2), απd  
the larger early minerals which had previously crystallized may show  
the same arrangement. Most lavas have fallen considerably  below 
their original temperatures before they are emitted. In their  
behaviour they present a close analogy to hot solutions of salts  
ht water, which, when they approach the saturation temperature  
first deposit a erne of large, well-formed crystals (labile stage) and  

subsequently precipitate clouds of smaller less perfect crystalline  
particles (metastable stage). In igneous rocks the first generation  

of crystals generally forms before the lava has emerged to the surface,  
that is to say, during the ascent from the subterranean depths to the  

crater of the volcano, It has frequently been verified by observation  
that freshly emitted laves contain large crystals borne along in a 
molten, liquid mass. The large, well-formed, catty crystals are  
said to te porphyritic (P1.111. figs.1,2,3); the smaller crystals of the  
surrounding matrix or ground-mass belong to the post—effusion stage.  
More rarely laves are completely fused at the moment of ejection;  
they may then cool to forma non-porphyritic, finely crystalline rock,  

or d more rapidly chilled may in large port be non-crystalline or  

ιlasη (vitreous rocks such as obsidian. tchylyte,pitchst οne (P1. Ι.  
t. 4. 5)- A common feature of glassy rocks is the presence of  

rounded bodies (seheruliies: Cr. οψaΐ ρa, ball), consisting of fine diver-
gent fibres radiating from a centre (r1. 1. figs. 7.8); they consist of  
imperfect crystals of felspar. mixed with quartz os trdymite; similar  
bodies are often produced artificially in glasses which are allowed to  
cool slowly. Rarely these spherulites are boflow or consist of cοπ-  
centric shells with spaces between (lithophyne: Cr. Wet, stone;  
ψiόa. bellows). Perlitic structure, also common in glasses, consists 

 in the presence of concentric rounded cracks owing to contraction 
 on  cooling (see Peaitre).  

The phenocrysts (Cr. 4afeoe. to show; epfeνιιλ). r, crystal) or pr  
phyriuc minerals are not only larger ,  than those of the ground.  
mass. As the matrix was still liquid when they formed they were  
free to take perfect crystalline shapes, net being interfered with by  

the pressure of adjacent crystals. They seem to have grown rapidly,  
as they are often filled with enclosurts of g¢lag ιy or finely crystalline  
material like that of the ground-mass (PI. 11. fig. s). Microscopic  
examination of the ohenocryuts often reveals that the have had  a 
complex history. Very frequently they show successive layers  
of different composition, indicated by variations in colour or other  
optical properties; thus augite may be green at the centre and various  
shads of brown outside this; or may be pale green centrally and  
darker green with strong picochroium (a iri ηe) at the periphery.  
In the felspars the centre is usually mote basic and richer in lime  
than the surrounding faces, and successive zones may often be noted,  
each less basic than those which lie within it. Phenocrysts of quarts  
(and of other minerals), instead of sharp, perfect crystalline faces,  
may show rounded corroded surfaces (P1. I. fig. 9), with the points  
blunted and irregular tongue-like projec;ions of the matrix into the  
substance of the crystal. Is is clear that after the mineral had  
crystallized it was partly again dissolved or corroded at some period  
before the matrix solidified. Corroded phcnocrysts of biotite and  
hornblende are eery common in some laves: they are surrounded  
by black rims of magnetite mixed with pale green augite. The  
hornblende or biotite substance has proved unstable at a certain  
stage of consqlidation and has been replaced by a pneerin ph of  
augite and m4gnet ι te which may be partially or comppletely sub- 
stituted for the original crystal but still retains its characteristic  
outlines.  

Let us now consider the characteristics of a typical deep-seated  
rock like granite or diorite (P1. I1. figs. 4, 5, 9). That these are  
igneous is proved by the manner in which they have  
burst through the supe ń ncumbent strata, filling the 0σίe  
cracks with ramifying veins: that they were at a very Abysses ►  
high temperature is equally clear from the changes which ry^o'  
they have induced in the rocks in contact with them. But as their  
hest could dissipate only very slowly, because of the masses which  
covered them complete crystallization has taken place απd no  
vitreous rapidly chilled matter is present. As they have had time  
to come to rest before crystallizing they are not fluidal. Their  
contained gases have not been able to escape through the thick layer  
of strata beneath which they were injected, απd may often be ob-
served occupying cavities in the minerals, or have occasioned many  
important modifications in the crystallization of the rock. Because  
their crystals are of approximately equal sire these roe its are said to  
be granular; there is typically no distinction betw e πα first generation  
of large well-shapedseals and a fine-ggrained ground-mass. Their 
minerals have formed,  in a definite order, and each has had  
a period of crystallization which maybe very distinct or may have  
cotscided with or overlapped the period of formation of some of the  
other mgredients. The earlier have originated at a time when  
most of the rock was still liquid and are more or less perfect; the later  
arc less regular in shape because they wefe compelled to occu pp  
the interapxes kit between the already formed crystals (rl PI.  
figs. 5, 9). Tltc former are said to be idiomorphic (or sutomorphic)  
the latter are anidi hie (allotriomorphic. xenomdipbic) 
There arc also many other characteristics which serve to distinguish  
the members of these two groups. Οthοclase, for example, is the  
typical felspar of granite, while its modification sanidinq occurs is  
laves of similar composition. The seine distinction holds between  
elaeolite απd neρheline. Leucite is common in teams. very rare in  
plutonic rocks. Muscovite is confined to the intrusives. These  
differences show the influence of the physical conditions under  
which consolidation takes place.  

There is a ccriain class of intrusive rocks which have risen  
upwards towards the surface, but have failed to reach it, and have  
solidified in fissures as dikes and intrusive sills at no  Ι^t  ^ 
great deeth. To this type the name inlrwiw (or kyp  
abys sl) is often given in distinction to the pltdoai' (or rt^'pst7+ss ►  
abyssal which formed at greater depths., might  
be expected, they show structures i πtennedtc between those of  
the effusive απd the plutonic rocks. They are very commonly per•  
pltyń tic, not rarely vitreous, and sometimes even vesicular. In face  

many of them are indistinguishable petrologically from laves of 
similar composition.  

The attempt to forma special group of hypabyssal (intrusive and  
dike) rocks has met with much criticism and opposition. Such  a 
group certainly cannot rank as equally important and equally well  
characterized with the plutonic and the effusive. But there are  
many kinds of reek which are not found to occur normally in any  

other manner. As examples we may cite the lamprophyres, the  
splits and the porphyrites. These never occur as lava flows or as  
great plutonic bosses: if magmas of the same composition as these  

rocks occur in either of these ways they consolidate with different  
assemblages of minerals απd different structures.  

In subdividing the plutonk, the hypabyssal απd the effusive  
rocks, the eeinείple is followed of grousing those  
together which resemble one another in mineral con- 

 and in chemical composition. in a broad ,  
sense these two properties are interdependent.  

tdiomorphic, having Its own characteristic form, Cr. t5wn,  
belonging to one's self, Wets ), µορ44 (form); ahlotriomorphie, from  
Cr. dλλώνιos, belongingw another (Wet), a stranger (tbw).  
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The commoner rock constituent, are nearly of oxides; chlorin,  

sulphur and &mine are the only Important exceptions to this and  
,W amount in any rock is usually much less than  

α 	
? W. Clarke has calculated tot ■ little more  
7'G of the earth's mist consists of oxygen. It  

oα 	 is combination as oxides, of which the chief  
are 	 t, iron oxide., lime, magnesia, potash and soda.  
Thi 	 is principally es an acid, bering silicates, and all  
the 	 inerais of igneous rocs are of thla nature. From  
a c 	 sod on 1672 analyses of all kinds of r=s Clarke  
are 	 flowing as the avenge percentage cοmροιitlαn:  

Iι ^ ι 4ι., Fe,Οι -a63, FeΟ -35a, Μ 	36. 
CαΟ 4φ0, ΝtιιΟ -3 g

5 
 140 — τ•8α Η.0- 1 .52, TiΟ.-ο• , ΡΑ.  

0-22, total'p."q All the other constituenta occur only in very  
small quantities, usually much less than  i%.  

These oxides do not combine in a haphazard  
way. The Mash and rode, for example, with a  
*efficient amount of alumina and silica, combine to  
produce felspar.. to some cases they may take  
other forms, such es nepheline, leuctte and mus-
covite, but In the great majority of instances t hey  
are found as felapsr. The phosphoric acid with  
time forms apatite. The titanium dioxide with  
ferrous oxide gives rise to ilmenite. Pan of the  
lime forms lime felspar, Magnesia and iron oxide.  
with silica crystallize ss olivine or enstatite, or with  
alumina απd lime form the complex ferro-magnesian  
silicate of which the pyrnxenes, amphiboles and  
biotitea are the chief. Any ==ten of silica above  
what is requbed to neutralize the bags will  
separate out es quartz; excess of alumina crystal-
lises en corundum. These must be regarded only es  
general tendencies, which are nadiled by hy^cal 
conditions in a mane noten yet understood.  
It is p isible by inspection of a hock analysis to  
say approximately what minerals the ndk will contain, but there  
are numerous exceptions to any rule which an be laid down.  

Hence we may say that except in acid or siliceous rocks containing  
66% of silica and over, quartz wili not be abundant. In basik  
• rock. (containing 60% silica or less) it I. ram απd  

accidental. If magnesia and Iron be shove the avenge  

CND 	while silicas is low divine may be expected; where silica  
is present In greater quantity other ferro-magnesian  

minerals, such as augite. hοrnblendε1  enstetite α biotite, occur  
ether than olivine. Unless potash a high and silica relatively  
low kuń te will not be present, for leucite does not occur with  
free quartz. Nephrline, likewise, is usually found in rocks with  
much soda and comparatively little silie.. With high alkalis  
soda-beating pyroxenes απd amphiboles may be present. The  
lower the percentage of silica and the alkalis the greater Is the  
remel ace of lime felspar as contracted with soda or mesh  
f lspar. Clarke has calculated the relative abundance of the  
principal rock-forming minerals with the following results: Apatite  

0.6, titanium minerals . 1.5. quartz - 12.0, felspan 59•s.  
Diorite 3.8, hοnbkndε and pvroxenc - 16.8, total  -qq•2y, 
Thb, however, can only be a rough approximation. The ether  
determining fact, namely the physical conditions attending con-
solidation, plays en the whole a smaller part. yet a by no means  
negli6ible, as a few instances will prove. There are certain mineral,  

which are practically confined t ο deep-seated intrusive rocks, e.g. 
 microcline, muscovite, diallage. Leucite is very rare in Plutonic  

masses: many minerals have special peculiarities in microscopic  
character according to whether they crystallized in depth or near  
the surface, e.g. hyperathene, orthoclaie, quarts. There are sense  
curious instances of rocks having the same chemical composition  
but consisting of entirely different minerals, e.g. the hornbleńdite  of 
Gran. in Norway, containing only ho nblende, has the same com-
position en some of the camptonites of the same locality which  con-
lain felspar and hornblende of a different variety. In this connexion  
we may repeat what has been said above about the corrosion of  
powphyritic minerals in igneous rocks. In rhyolites and  trachytei 
early crystals of hornblende and biotite may be found in great  
numbers partially converted into augite απd magnetite. The horn-
blende and biotite were stable under the pressures and ether con-
ditions which obtained below the surface, but unstable at higher  
levels. i π the ground-mass of these rocks augite is almost universally  
present. But the plutonic representatives of the same magma,  
granite and syenite contain bfotite απd hornblende far more commonly  
than augite.  

Those rocks which contain most silica and on erυstαΜτing yield  
free quartz are erected into a group generally designated the' acid "  

rocks, Those again which contain least silica and most 
 ,magne.ia and iron, so that quartz is absent while olivine  

is usually abundant, form the "basic" group. The  

tPα^ 	' Intermεdiate " rocks include those which are character- 
g ., 	lied by the general absence of both quartz and divine. 

An im 	nt subdivision of these contains a very high  
percentage of alkalis, especially soda, and consequently has minerals  
such as nepbehne and leuche not common in other rocks. It is  
often separated from the others as the " alkali " α " soda " rocks,  

and there Is a mai'eapondbig series of bask roes. Lastly a ea ιi1  
sub-group rich in divine and without feistier h υ been celled the  
" ukrebaώ e " roes. They have very low percentages of ilia but  
much iron and magnesia.  

Except these lest practically e11 tocks contain felepnra α Ma.  
pathoid minerals, In the acid rocks the common fel ιφπ are ortho-  
clase, with perehfte, mictodine, oligoeiase. all having rich silica  
and alkalis, la the basic rocks Iabwadonte, anorthite αnd byiownits  
prevail, being rich in lime and poor in silky potash and sods.  
Augite Is the commonest ferro.msgnesihn of the basic rocks, but  
bioń te and hornblende are on the whole more frequent in the acid.  

The rocs which contain leecite or nepheliae, either portly α  
wholly replacing feispir are not included in this table. They αra  
essentially of intermediate or of basic character. We might in con.  
sequence regard them as varieties of syenite, diorite, gabb e,  &c., 

in which fe apathoid minerals occur, and indeed there are many  
transitions between syenites of ordinary type and nephellae.—oc  
Ieuciw—syenite. and between gebbro or dolente and theraliie  ow 
eseexitε But as many minerals develop in these "alkali "rocks  
which are uncommon elsewhere, it ό  convenient in a purely formal  
classification like that which i.  outlined here to tent the whole  
assemblage as a distinct series.  

Neρheffan and Z.ewfit-Icaring Rocks.  

Cόmmoneυ 
Minerals. 

Alkali Felspar, 
Nepheline α Len. 
cite,Augite,Hon- 
blonde, Biotite. 

SodaLlmeFeBpat 
Nepheline ur l.eu^letwte 
clte,Augite,Hurn. 
blende  (Olivine). 

Nephelineor  
Augita.  

Ηom Ιιlende,  
Olivine.  

Plutonic 
type. 

intruά ve 
type.  

Effusive 
type or 
Levee. 

Nepheline-syenite. 
Leudte-syernta. 
Nepheline-  

porphyry.  

ΡhοηοΙ ίtη 
Leucitophgm. 

Eusexite and 
Thentite. 

Τephrite  and 
Basanite, 

Ijolite and  
Mi,.ourlte.  

Νερbeϋ ικ-  
basalt.  

Lavcite-bassit  

This clsssiulcation is based essen icily on the mineralogical eremite-
ion of the igneous reeks. Any chemical distinction betwtea  

the different groups, though implied, are relegated to a subordinate  
position. It is admittedly artificial but it has grown up with the  
growth of the science and is still adopted as the basis on which  
more minute subdivisions are erected. The subdivisions are by  no 
meets of equal value. The symiites, for example, and the pcxido. 
tites. are far less important than the granites, diorites and gabhras.  
Moreover the effusive ■ ndesites do not always correspond to the  
plutonic tioń tes but partly also to the gabbroa. As the different  
kinds of reek, regarded as aggregates of minerals, pass gradually  
into one another, transitional types are very common and a ιe chew  
so important as to receive special name!. The quarts-syenites and  

nordmarkites may be interposed between granite and ayemte. the  
tonalite and adamellites between granite and diorite, the moeua,-
ite between ryenite and diorite, noń tes and hyperita between  
diorite and gabbro, and so on.  

There is of course a large number of recognized rock species not  
included in the tables given. Theme are of two kinds, either belong-
ing to groups which are subdivisions of theme enumerated (bearin  

the same relation to them that species do to genera) or rare arod  
exceptional reeks that do not fall within any of the main subdivision  
proposed. The question may be asked—When is a rock entitled  
to be recognized as belonging to a distinct species α variety and  
deserving a name for itself? It must, first of all, be proved to  
occur in considerable quantity at some locality, or better still at  
a series of Realities or to have been produced from different ma gm 
at more than one period of the earth's history. In other words, at  
must not be a mere anomaly. Moreover, it should have a ribs-
tinctive minced constitution, differing from other rocks, or sense-  
thing individual in the characters of its minerals or of its structures.  
it is often surprising bow peculiar types of rock, beBeved at first  

Commonest 
Minerels. 

Acid. Iatesmndiaie  Basic. Uitrabsdc,  

Orthoclase 
(and Οliggo-ο^ 
date), ice, 
Hornbknde, 

Augfte. 

Little or no Quartz.  
No Quartz 
Plagioclase 

Augite, 
Olivine. 

Νο  Felspar  
Augite, 

Horableisde,  
Oliviaie.  

OrthocOrthoclaseh χ 
Hernblende, 

Augite, 
Bioute. 

Plagioclase 
Hornblende, 

Augite, 
Biotite.  

Plutonic 	or  
Abyssal 

Ineraιrsive α  

Nypabys• 

la 11yR  vas 	or  
E  If naive 
type.  

‚2 

g  ii  il  
Syanite. 

P̂αPhhm 

Trachyte. 

Diorite. 

Porphyrite. 

Andesite.  

Gabbro. 

Dolerite. 

Basalt. 

Peddotica.  

Picrite. 

Limbuigita.  
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PLATE I.  

Fig. x.—Banded Obsidian, Kirghiz.  
The reek consists of alternate bands  

of brown and colourless glass which have  
been arranged in stripes by the fluxion  
movement of the viscous mass before  
solidification. The glass is rendered  
granular by very minute crystals.  

Fig. a.—Fluidal RhyoGte,  
Hungary .  

In the centre are crystals of felspar,  
rather turbid through weathering. The  
matrix is partly glassy, partly felsitic,  
and shows the effects of streaming move-
ments with eddies behind the felspar  
crystals.  

Fig. 3.—Obsidian, Mexico.  
This reek has a damascened pattern  

owing to the irregular mingling of  
streams of brown and of colourless glass.  
It is nearly quite free from minute  
crystals.  

y.,  

Fig. q.—Perlitic Obsidian, Tokai,  
Hungary.  

The clear glassy rock is traversed by a  
large number of cracks, some long and  
straight, while others are nearly circular.  

These are rendered more distinct by the  
deposit of thin films of secondary limo-
rifle in them. The cracks are due to  
contraction on cooling.  

Fig. 5.—Perlitic Pitchstone,  
Meisaen, Germany.  

The perlitic, rounded cracks are very  
clearly seen, because the rock is dec οm-
posing and becoming slightly opaque  
along them. At the top there is a  
corroded crystal of felspar, showing  
cleavage, with large circular enclosures  
of brownish glass.  

Fig. 6.—Obsidian, Iceland.  
In the clear glassy base there are  

rounded yellow spots (spherulites)  
arranged in fluxion streams.  

Fig. 7.—Spherulitic Rhyolite,  
ΗΙ nik, Hungary.  

The white, angular patches are  
crystals of quartzend o(sanidine felspar.  
Between them there is a yellowish  
glass showing circular areas with a  
velkiefined radiate fibrous structure  
(spherulites).  

Fig. 8.—Spherulitic Felsite, Arran,  
Scotland.  

The round spherulites of this rock are  
large and sometimes composite; their  
radiate structure is obvious. This is a  
devil rifled Pitchstone, no longer glassy  
but finely crystalline, and at the centres  
of the spherulites there are spaces  
occupied by a secondary deposit of  
quartz.  

Fig. q. Porphyritic and Fluidal 
It hyolite. Hungary.  

The ground mass is partly glassy,  
Partly fel.itic, and shows fluxion-band-
ing. The large quartz is a double hexag-
onal pyramid, but its edges and corners  
are rounded by corrosion and large  
irregular areas of glass penetrate to its  
centre.  
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Fig. r.— Porphyritic p'tclistone,  
Scuir of Eigg. Scotland  

A large porphyń tic felspar crystal is  
seen lying in a pale-brown glassy base  
and containing many glass inclusions of  
irregular shape. The felspar, in one  
margin especially, shows corroded  
outlines.  

Fig. a.—Τraεhytε Orοtaνa, Tens- 

There are larger porphyritic felapars of  
the first generation ,  and smaller ones of  
later origin composing part of the  
ground-mass, which also contains a  
considerable amount of yellow vitreous  
material.  

Fig. 3.—Tτachyte, Perlenhardt,  
Germany.  

In this rock there are poephyritk  
crystals of felspar and of dark brown  
biotite (nearly black in the photograph).  
with a few of green augite and magnetite.  
The ground-mass is finely crystalline.  

Fig. q.—Granite Rubislaw, Aberdeen.  
This is a non-porphyń tic. holocrystal-

line rock. Among its components the  
crystals of dark mica are conspicuous  
and with them occur also a few plates of  
white mica, with perfect cleavage. The  
slightly turbid or granular substance is  
felspar. a little decomposed and the  
large clear spaces are crystals of quartz.  

Fig. ς —Ηοτnblende-Gτaπite,  
Dalbeattie, Scotland.  

The dark crystal with fine parallel  
lines of cleavage is biotite; the others,  
with two less perfect cleavages, are horn- 
blende. At the top there is a long rod- 
shaped grain of sphene. The granular- 
looking substance is felspar, and the  
quartz, as usual, is clear and transparent.  

Fig. 6.—Graphic Granite, Βοdenma4,  
Bavaria.  

This rock consists of angular patches  
ofclear quartz scattered through  

striated dull matrix of felspar. The  
different quartz areas have all the name  
optical orientation, as if they well  
parts of a single crystal.  

Fig 7.—Luxullianite, Luxulyan,  
Cornwall.  

In this variety of tourmaline-granite  
there are many blue needles of tour-
maline, grouped in stellate clusters  
which are embedded in a matrix of clear  
quartz. These pointed needles diverge  
from the surfaces οf larger grains of  
tourmalmc.  

Fig. 8.—Granορhyre, Braemar,  
Scotland.  

This photograph is taken between  
crossed nicols to show the graphic  
structure of the ground-mass, similar to  
that οf Fig. 6, but on a much finer scale.  
The quartz towards the centre of the  
field appears as white, angular areas,  
embedded in a grey matrix of felspar,  
and each mineral reacts in a uniform  
fashion to polarized light over an area of  
moderate extent.  

Fig. p.—Diorite, Hodń tch, Hungary.  
The dark crystals are green horn-

blende, and show the outlines which are  
characteristic of that mineral. The  
cloudy grey  substance between them is  
felspar in a somewhat weathered start  

^ 
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PLATE Ill., 

Fig. r.—Phonolite, Tepliteer  
Schlossberg, Bohemia.  

The large white crystal is felspar, the  
smaller ones are nepheline having six-
skied and four-sided sections. The  dark 
mineral in the ground-mass is aegirine.  

Fig. 4.—Ηyρeτsthene. Andesite,  
Alwyn, Cheviots, England.  

A porphyntic rock with phenocrysts  
of white plagioclase felspar and of pale'  
brown augite and hypersthene in a fine  
ground-mass, partly glassy.  

f  

Fig. 7.-0Ιίνiπe-Gabbrο, Volpers- 
duct, Silesia.  

Felspar occurs towards the edges of  
the field and surrounds a cluster of  
diallage (with strong, dark, parallel  
lamination) and of olivine (covered with a  
black network of secondary magnetite).  

Fig. a.—Leucitophyre, Rieder,  
Eiffel, Germany . 

A porphyritic cleat crystal of leucite  
lies near the centre of the field; towards  
the margins are nosean crystals with  
clear centres and broad black edges.  
The black spots are aegirine and  
aegirine-augite, and in the ground-mass  
small prisms of white nepheline may  
be seen.  

Fig. s.—Olivine-basalt, Craig- 
Lockhart, Edinburgh, Scotland.  

Two large crystals of augite above and  
below, and of olivine (right and left) lie  
in a crystalline ground-mass of plagio-
clase felspar, augite, and magnetite.  
The olivine has been altered to fibrous  
green serpentine, and the pseudomorphs  
ahow traces of the original cleavage  
cracks.  

Fig. 8.—Peridotite, Elba.  
The rounded crystals are olivine,  

weathering as usual to magnetite and  
serpentine along its cracks and borders.  
The dark interstitial substance is en-
statute weathered to bastite.  

Fig. 3.—Leucite-13asanite, Vesuvius.  
The rounded central crystal is leucite,  

showing zones of inclusions and well-
marked cracks; below it is a dark-brown  
augite, and olivine occurs near the bot-
tom of the field. There are numerous  
rectangular white sections of plagioclase  
felspar. The dark ground-mass is  
partly vitreous.  

4,4  

Fig 6.— Ορhitic Olivine-Dolerite.  
Dun Fion, Arran, Scotland.  

The white mineral is plagioclase fel-
spar, which penetrates a large dark  
crystal of augite in ophitic manner. At  
the bottom of the field there are a few  
grams of olivine, colourless, but with  
strongly marked cracks.  

Fig. q.—Serpentine, Colmonell,  
Ayrshire, Scotland.  

In this rock the process of serpen-
tinization, seen in the previous figure, is  
complete. No olivine remains, but a  
meshwork of magnetite indicates the  
position of the cracks in the original  
crystals. The cloudy, dark streak  
above the centre is bastite replacing  
primary enatαtite.  
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Fig.  i —Pebbly Grit, Banfl, Scotland.  
The white pebbles are quartz with  

irregular cracks and streaks of fluid  
inclusions. The matrix is a dark, semi-
opaque mixture of clay and small  
sand-grains.  

Fig. 2.—Volcanic Tull, Arthur's Seat,  
Edinburgh. 

A fragmental volcanic reek with small 
lapilli of basalt; these are vesicular and 
contain little felspar crystals. Broken 
f 
rock 

 eelspars also lie scattered through the  

Fig. ;.—Cri ηοίdαl Limestone (Car- 
boniferous), Clifton, near Bath.  

England. 
The oolitic grains are round or oval, 

with concentric zoning; in their interior 
there is sometimes a shell fragment or 
other nucleus. The interstitial matrix i; 

 clear, granular, crystalline calcite. The 
rock contains fragments of echinoderms, 
brachiopods, and other fossils. 

Fig. 4.—Marble, Carrara, Italy  
Α section of well-known statuary  

marble which consists entirely of calcite  
in small irregular crystals closely fitted  
together.  

Fig. 5.—Oolitic Chert (Cambrian), 
Sutherlandshire, Scotland.  

This has been once an oolitic lime-
stone, but the calcite has been entirely  
replaced by silica with perfect preserva-
tion of the oolitic structure.  

Fig. 6.—Mylοnite Durness, 
Sutherlandshire. 

This well-banded rock was once a 
 crystalline gneiss which has been greatly 

crushed by earth-movements, and has  

been ground down into a fine aggregate 
of quartz, felspar, and mica. The band-
ing is due to internal flow under great  
pressure.  

Fig. 7.—Slate, Wadebridge, Cornwall.  
A fine-grained clay rock with small  

clear spots of quartz and minute scales  

of mica, chlorite, &e. The parallel  
arrangement of the latter is the cause of  

cleavage. Obscure dsrk lines cut across  
the rock and indicate the development  

of a secondary cross-cleavage or slip-
cleavage.  

Fig. 8.—Μ ica-Schist, Blau :Atholl, 
Perthshire, Scotland.  

A clay rock like the preceding one, 
but more metamorphic and coarsely 
crystalline. The clear spots are quartz 
and the bladed mineral between them is 
brown and white mica (biotite and 
muscovite).  

Fig. o.—Chiastolite-Slate,  
Skiddaw, Cumberland.  

A clay rock aflected by contact meta-
morphism attended by the production of  
needles of chiastolite, which have in  
transverse section a diamond-shape  
with dark enclosures at their centre and  

a dark cross radiating to their corners.  
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to  be  ualgae, turn op with itleaNnl fatww is widely  meweed  
ιe(ίans, abtOiY far example,  σαmπ is Nυnrayt 	4, Montreal,  
Brieiih  Columbia, New York  aiid  Email.  hagιιwιaik  in Scotland,  

• bπναγ.  Small. Montana, Portugal.  &ε  This indicates that  
underlying ell the variations en m ιaenlogicaΙ, structural and  
chemical properties there are definite relation h φι which tend to  
repeat 

t  are v^
aprreducing the seem types w henever tie same 

r 
 

Although in former yearn the vsew was widely co tent, asperially  
in Germany that igneous rαks belonging tp different geological  
epochs should receive different alma, it is now admitted on all  
sides that this cannot be upheld.  

In reel a group of American petrograpbera brought forward  
s proposal to discard all existing classihcaiions of igneoo rocks  
and to substitute for them a "quantitative"clessif κatίoo band  
on chemical analysis. They showed haw vague and often mi'  
scientific was much of the existing terminology and argued that as  

the chemical composition of an Igneous rock was its moat funda-
mental characteristic it should he elevated to prime positsan.  

Geological occurrence, structure, mineralogical constitution, the  

hitherto accepted criteria for the discrimination of rock apeme.  
were relegated to the background. The completed rock analysis  
is first to be interpreted in terms of the reck-forming minerals  

stitch might be expected to be formed when the magma crystaLLisss,  

e.g. quarto fel,pare of various kinds, olivine akermanoite,  isis.  
pathoida, magnetite, corundum and so on, and the reeks are di νided  
into groups strictly according to the relative proportion et these  
minerals to one another. There is no need here to describe the  
Weeds of the process adopted as the authors have stated them  
very clearly in their treatise (QυaπliWiα Clesrtj catio ιι of /ems  
Rerb, Chicago, 1902), and there is no indication that even in the  
united States it will ever displace the older classifications.  

We can often observe in a series of er υptives belonging to one  
period and a restricted area certain features which distinguish  

Cer them as a whole more or less codbplctely from other  ,,_,j_ similar assemblages. Such groups are often said to  

be consangu ineous, and to characterize a definite  
"petrological province." Excellent examples of this are furnished  

by the Devonian igneous rocks of souther Norway as described by  
Erfgger, the Tentaiy rocks of the Hebrides (Harker) the Italian  
lava studied by  H. S. Washington. Ono larger scale tie volcanoes 
which girdle the Pacific (Andes. Cordillera. Japan. &c.), and those  
which occur on the volcanic islands of the Atlantic, show the lame  
phenomena. Each of these groups has been formed presumably  
from a single deep.'eated magma cc source of topply and during  
a period which while necessarily prolonged was not of vast duration  
in a geological sense.  

Οn the other band, etch of the great mites of eruptive racks  
which constitute such a petro logica1 provInce embrace, a great 
ρία υρ range of types Prolonged eruption, have in a fsw  
rγΡ, ems a somewhat monotonons character, owing to the  

predominance of one kind of rock. Thus the lavas of  
the hawaiian Islands are mostly basaltic as are those of Oregon,  
Washington and the Drccan, all of whici form geological masses  
of enormouh magnitude. But it is more usual to hnd besets,  
endesites, trchytes, dacites and many ether rocks occurring in  
a single eruptive complex. The process by which a magma splits  
op into a raλety of partial ριoduεts is known as ' di&mr πttat ίon. '  
Its Importance from the standpoint of thc σretiαl petrology is eery  
great, but as yet no adequate explanation alit has been of! .  

Differentiation may show itself In two way,, in the first type  

•the successive emissions from a volcanic hems may differ consider-
ably from one another. Thus in the Peiitland Hills, near Edinburgh,  
the lavas which are of lower Devonian age, were first basaltic,  
then andesitic, tachytie and decitk, and finally rhyolitic, and this  
succession was repeated a second time. Yet they all must have  
come from the same focus, or at any fete from a group of foci  
very closely mnπeeted with one another. Occasionally it is found  
that the earlier hem are of intermediate character and that basic  
alters etc with acid during the later stages of the volcanic history.  

Not less Interesting are those cases in which a single body of  
rock has in consolidation yielded a variety of petrographicsl types  
often widely divergent. ThIs is best shown by great pliieonic ' 
hisses which may be regarded υ having once been vast subterranean  
sages filled with a early homogeneous liquid magma. Cooling  
took piece gradually from the outer srfaces where the igneous  
rock was in contact with the surrounding mete. The resultant  
hccoiite (Cr. Uses, pit, crater, hiss, stone), sack or bass, may  
be a few hundred yards or mangy miles in diameter and often  
=ruins a great diversity of crystalline rocks. Thea pendotite,  

abbrο, diem., tmsiite end granite, are often associated, usually  
in sch a way that the mere basic are the fr.tdormed and lie merest  
the eztuiial surfaces ef the mass '11', revenue sequence occurs , 
ocensimially, the edges being highly acid while the' central parts  
consist .d more basic rocks Sometimes the later phases  peiIe-
traIt into sad vein the earlier: evidently there has been some  
mooveraeσt due to temporary incram el pressure when prt el the  
laεaolite was solid and part still ins liquid state. This links these  
phenomena with these abovle described where successive energiens  
of different character have proceeded outwards from the foc qs.  
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Aoaad(i'g to .sad se. views two exp lanations el there dam aue  

possible, Some geologists hold that the different took fades  

found in association are otteo due to oral aheοιη σe of wounding 
rocks by the molten magma (' assimilation'). Ellects of thiS  

kind are to be
ε 
apαtd, and have been cfee λγ proved in man 

place. There is however, a general reluctant to admit that thejl  
are of great importance. The aatere and succession of. the  rock 

doa ^es • role show
be 

 any
p 	

m relatio, to tba aediπκvry es
ιelνed o
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 ther
end where solatiost is kQno n to hays 	on thee prodd ικts are  
common 

• 	

cl 	 mal chatacta, 	 i and easily distinguishable from the  
rock tyρ 

ascribed 
ii

to 
somegenerally supposed that differentiation I. to be 

splitti .  up d a má ma rato^d' Gila 
s, to  lead to t ch 

 consolidates as a distinct kind of rock. Two factors 
tech 

 be selectteed  
as probably most potent. One Important facts is cooling and  
another 'a czystallusstioa. According to nhysieo.daminal laws t ά  
least soluble subsumes will tend to diffuse towards the coolin g  
surfaces (Ludwig.-Sorets'a principle). This is in accordance with  
the majority of the observed facts and is probably a sew cram of  
differentiation, though what its potency may be is uncertain. As  s 
rock solidifies the minensla which crystallize follow one another in  
a more or less selldefned order, the most basic (according to  
Rosenbuscht's law) being first to separate out. That in a general  
way the peripheral portions of a Iaeeolite consist mainly of those  
early baste minerals suggests that the sequence of crystallization  
helps largely in determining the succession (and consequently the 
distribution of rock sneers m a pluenie complex). Gravity also  
may playapart.for it is proved that in asolutionntresttheheaviest  
components will be concentrated towards the bra. This must,  
however, be of secondary importance as in laccolites the top  portion. 
often consist of more basic and heavier varieties of rock than the  
centres It has also been argued that the earliest minerals bei  

heaviest and in any case denser than the fused magna arou^^d  
them, will tend to sink by their own weight and to be congregated  
mar the bottom of the mass. Electric currents, magnetic attraction  
and convection currents have also been called in to account for the  
phenomena observed. Magn ιas have also been compared to liquid,  
which, when they cool, split up into portions no longer completel y  
soluble in one another (liquation hypothesis). Each of these partial  
Magmas may dissolve a portion of the others and as the temperature  
falls and the conditions change a range of liquids differing in  
composition may be supposed to arise.  

All igneous π elee s contain dissolved gases (stages, carbonle  
acid, .iulphuretted hydrogen, chlorine, fluorine, boric acid, &c.).  
Of these water is the principal, and was formerly believed to have  
percolated downwards from the earth's surface to the heated rocks  
below, but Is new generally admitted to be an integral part of the  
magma. Many peculiarities of the structure of the plutonic rocks  
as contrasted with the lavas may reasonably be accounted for by  
the operation of these gases, which were unable to escape as the  
deep-seated masses slowly cooled, while they were promptly given 
up ma  by the superficial effusion.. The acid plutonic or intrusive necks  
have never been reproduced by laboratory experiments and the  
only successful attempts to obtain their minerals artificially haw  
been those in which special provision was made for the retention  
of the" mineralizing "gases in the crucible, or scaled tubes employed.  
Thee gases often do not enter into the composition of the rock-
fanning minerals, for most of these are free from water, carbonic  
acid, &e. Hence as crystallization gees on the residual liquor  
must contain an ever-increasing proportion of volatile constituents  
It is conceivable that in the final stages the still uncrystallized  
part of the magma has more resemblance to a solution of mineral  
matter in superheated steam than to a dry igneous fusion. Quartz, 
for example, i the last mineral to form in a granite. it bears  
much of the stamp of the quartz which we know Les been deposited  
from aqueous solution in veins. &c. 1t Is at the same time the most  
infusible of all the common minerals of rocks Its late formation  
shore that in this rase it arose et comparatively low temperatures  
and points clearly to the special importance of the gases of the  
magma as determining the sequence of crystallIzation.  

When solidification h nearly complete the gases can no longer  
be retained in the rock and make their escape through fasurea  
towards the surface. Thty are powerful agents in attacking the  
minerals of the rocks which they traverse, and instances of their  
operation are found in the kaolinization of greedtes, lounnaiinrea'  
tion and formation of greisen, deposit of quartz veins, danniferous  
and auriferoυι wins, seethe veins, and the group of changes  
known as peopylitizatioii.' These " pnes παtolytiε ' (Cr. 'weds,  
spirit, vapour, Ume, to loose, dissolve) semen are of the first  
importance in the genesis of many ore d εpoιιits. They sin a real  
pert of the histoey of the magma itself and constitute the terminal  

phases of the vokank sequence.  
The complicated successionfrom basic (or ultrabssic) to acid  

types•esemmpl fled in the history of many magma a inflected with  

' The term " 	ια " (Cr. τρδsνλeι, a gateway) was given  
by  Richtholen to α  volcanic  ,.ck which  is supposed to have wised  
α oew  epoch in vosalnk geology (see  /slIDEsITI) 	 •  
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ataaihing omeple same in the history of isdlvidml products.  
In sects dam of rock ayataiiiaauoo follows a defi σίte emcee. The  

firs minerals  ιο  separate  belong to a group known  
Siseimed is the minor .,x.; this beaded zircon, apatite,  
sesas era- shene iron asides; then follow in order olivirie, aegite,  

homblende, biotite, plagiodase, klspar (beginning with  
the varieties most rich in lime and ending with those which contain  
mot soda), oitbockse, mknidiue end quirts (with micregegmettte).  
Many exceptions to this rule me known; the some mineral may  
crystallize at two different periods; two  οι  more minuets may  
crystallize simultaneously or the mitre  in which they form may  
overlap. But the niccesnion above given holds in the vast majority 
• cases. cas 	Expreπed in this way: the more basic minerals precede  
the less basic; it is known as Rosenbuith's law.  

Τycµ aj Shwda α.—la some rocks there seems to be little tendency  

for the minerals to envelop one another. This Is true of many  
gabbed , aplitea and granites (It. 111, fig. 7). The grains then be  
side by ode, with the (aces of the letter moulded on or adapted to  

the more perfect crystalline outlines of the seiie. More commonly  

some cheer relationship exists between them. When the similes  

idiomorphic crystals of the heat-formed arc sratteted ίrrεgulaλγ  
through the larger and less perfsct crystals of fetes origin, the  

structure is said to be poikilitic (Οs. nwsD.on, manr 
 ' coloured, mottled). A variety of this, known as ophitic  

(p1 111, 6), is very characteristic of many dolerites and dia fases, 
in which Urge plates of sugice enclose many small laths of plagio.  
clase (elapar. Biotite and hornblende frequently enclose feispar  

ephitically; less commonly iron oxides and aphene do so. In pad-
dotitcs the "imere-mottled" structure arises from pyrox εm or  
hornblende enveloping olivine in the same manner (P1. Iii, fig. 8).  
In these eyes no crystailographic rektim exists between the two  
minerals (enclosing and enclosed).  

But often the surrounding mmerrl.ha σ been kid down on the  
surface of the other in such a way that they have certain crystalline   

faces or axes parallel to one another. This is known   

• 

as "parallel growth." It is best seen in zoned crystals  
of plagioclase Weser; which may range in composition  

from enorthite to oligoclase, the more acid layers being deepened  
regularly on the surfaces of the more basic. Biotlte and muscovite,  
hornblende and augite, enstatite and diallage, epidote and orthite,  
very frequently are associated in this way.  

When two minerals crystalline simultaneously they. may be  
Intergrowe in "graphic" fashion. The best sample is quartz  

and orthoclase occurring tngether as m eropegmatite  

f r:" (Ρ1. 11, fig.. 6 and 8). The quarts forms angular  • as  patches in the felapar, which though separated have  
the mine crystalline orientation and one position of  

extinction, while the klspar on its part behaves in the same way. 
 'two porous crystals thus interpenetrate but the scattered parts of  

each mineral maintain their connexion with the others. There  
may be also a definite relation between the crystalline axes of the  
two crystals, though this is not known in all =sea Augite also  
occuts in graphic inteiymwth with hornblende, olivine and felspar;  
and hornblende, cordieite, epidote and biotite in graphic later.  
growth with quartz.  

Physical Chemistry of Zgaeoss Racma—The great advances that  
have been made in recent years in our knowledge of physical  
chemistry have very important bearings on petrological investiga-
tions. Fsju'-iafly in the study of the genesis of igneous racks we  
enticipau that by this means much light will be thrown on problems  
which are now very obscure sad a complete revolution in our ideas  
of the conditions which affect crystallization may yet be the con-
sequence. Already mans important results have been gleaned.  
As yet little rick of an exact and quantitative nature has been  
done owactuel racks or on mixtures resembling them in composition,  
but at the Carnegie Institution in Wash ίngtoσ an elaborate series 
of experiments in the synthesis of minerals and the progertKs cl  
mixtures of these is being serried on, with all the ιefinεmεnts  
which modern science can suFgeet. The week of Docker and of  
Vest may also be mentioned in this ccniieriioo. At the some time  
the mathematical theory of the physical ρτoν s involved has  
received much attention, and maven both to direct and to elucidate  
the experimental work.  

A fused mixture of two minerals may be regarded as a solution  
of one on the other- If such a =Wien be mold dews. crystallize- 

 be 
w^ame a tion will generally set in and if the two components

α independent (or do not form mixed crystal.) o  of 
°°' them may be expected to start crystallizing. On further  
cooling, more of this m ineral will separate out till it let a residue  
is left Which contaie, the two components in definite psuport$oir  
Ibis mixture, which is known as the eutectic mixture, has the lowest  
ianithig'polat of any which cm be fumed from these minerals.  
If heat he still abstracted the eutectic will consolidate as a whole;  
its two mineral eniaponents mill crygalliss iimulteneouiy. At  
saY sire premone the mmpmitioii of the ,itsctic mixture in such  
a cue is always the same  

Similarly, If there he three indeiiendts't mmpones Μ (none of  
which fmmr soiled crystals with the others). ιeοcdinµ to their 
relative amounts and m the mpsitien of the eutectic mixture  
one will begin  to crystallize; then another will stake its appearance  

in solid form, and when the excess of these ban been removed, the  
ternary emetic (that mixture of the three which has the lowest  
melting-point) will be peoduced and crystallization of all three  
components will goat ultaaeausty.  

These pm 
	igneous 

  ses.  have without doubt a very rime analogy to 
the formation of 	reties. Thou in certain felsitca or por- 
pby ιίσ which may be tu ιuidαed as being essentially mixtures of  
quarts sued klaper, a.matain amount of quartz has crystallized out  
at as early period in the form of well-shaped porphyrltic  crystals, 
and therrafttr the remaiisder of the rock has solidified as a very  

fine-grained, cryptocry.talline α sometimes micrographic ground.  
mass which consists of quarts and felspar ii Intimate intermixture.  
The latter closely ιεaembles a eutectic, and chemical studics have  
proved that withio Somewhat narrow limits the composition of  
these (chide ground-masses is constant.  

But the comparison must not be pushed tee far, as there are  
always other components than quartz and felspar (apatiie. zircon,  
blotite and iron oxides being the most common), and in reeks of  
this type the gases dissolved in the magma play a very important  
part. As ctyztallizition goes on, these gases are set free and thew  
pressure must increase tο some extent. Moreover, the felspar is  
not one mineral but two or perhaps three, there being always seek  

fa spa pαorpp r inch p f  e^ 
 email a nd usually also a ell amount of lime 

yres.  
In a typical basic rack the conditions are even more complof.  

A dolerite. for example, usually contains, as its last products of  
crystallization, pyroxene and felspar. Of chest the latter cpnsizts  
of three distinct species, the former of an unknown number; and in  
each =se they can form mixed crystals, to a greeter or less extent  
with one another. From these considerations it will be clear that the  
properties of solutions of two or three independent components, do  
not ^koeεgsardy explain the process of crystallization in say Igneous  

Very frequently in porphyries not only quartz but felspar also  
is present In large well-formed mdy crystals. Similarly in bemlts,  
augite and felspar may appear both as phcnorysts and as com-
ponents of the ground-maser As an explanation of this it has been  
suggested that supematuratbon has taken plate We may suppose  
that the augite which was in excess of the proportion necmary to  
form the felspaτaugite, eutectic mixture, first separated out. When  
the remaining solutoo reached the eutectic composition the felapar  
did net at once start crystallizing, perhaps because nuclei are  
necessary to initiate crystal-growth and these were not at hand: 

crystallizing 

• 

went on ystallng while felspar legged behind. Theo  
felspar began and as the mixture was now supersaturated with that  
mineral a considerable atnomint of it was rapidly thrown out of the  
solution. At the some time there would be tendency for part of 
the augite, already crystallized, to be dissolved andy its crystals 
would be corroded, losing their sharp and perfect edges, as is often  
observed-in rocks cl this group. When the ncccssary adjustments  
had been made the eutectic mixture would be established and  
thereafter the two minerals would consolidate simult αnemuly (or  
needy p) till crystallization was complete  

There is a gaud deal of evidence  ιο  sbo* that aupereaturation  
is not unimportant in igneous magma.. The lrequemiey with which 
they form glasses proven that under certain conditions the molten  
rocks are highly viscous. Much will depend also on the essence,  
accidental or 	 wnuclά  on which a mineral substance 
can be deposited it ^ 	n that minerals defer in their tendency  
to crystallize  seine doing n eery readily while others are slow and  
backward, the rate at which crystallization gees on dφe.dι on  
many factors, and there are reumrlmbk differences is this respect  
between minerals.  

On the other hand there is plenty of evidence to show that  
supersatusation, though probably one of the =uses, is not the pris-
cipal =use of the appearance of more than one mineral in two  

generations of crystals. In some of the quarts ροιρέ  vies. flee 
example, there are phenocsystanotn only of quartz and feispar but 
also of micropegmatiIo. These prove that quartz and felspar  were  
not cysull ιang^ successively or alternately but imuluneoady. 

 Time 
a( 	composition, 

grea 	horny of the minerals found In igneous rocks are not 
 but are mixtures of various okmentsq  

minerals in very different proportion.. Thus enormously  camph-
cates the theoretical problems of consolidatioi. It he been found.  
for example, that in the cue of three mi πσals—one of which is  
independent, while the two Thera can term mixed crystal—there  
is a la,e number of possible sequences;  aid, whet is very impmtent,  
one mmeral may separate out entirely at an early - stage, α its 
cryw notlliest ίoπ may he interrupted and n continuous. The  
ternary eutectic, which is produced by et mixture of three independent  
mineral., may not in such a case be the lest substance*ocrystsilise,  
and may not be 	t at ells This Is very much in accordance  
with the ahclνed farts of petrology; for v ιuatly in a suck 	is k them  
m e mineral which indubitably was the lass of all to finish cry ιtal-
liaing and contained no appreciable gqaentity of the edicts  

As yet we know little about such important qwst on. es the  
composition of the eclectic mixtures of rmxk-minerals, dine latent  
heat of fusion, specihe bests, mutual solubilities, inversion tempera-
tures, do. Uetd we are in p.—  of a large body of serwate  
information on such points as these the theoretical treatment el  
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the proses involved in the formation of ι;mews rocks cannot be  
siaeadally handled. But every day sees cii increase in the emend  
of data available. and enonstages m to believe that s σmκv or beer  
tome of the simpler %nooue tacks at soy r Υ will be eo irate* y  
explicable on physico cbemiαl ρń scipka  

Rcck masses of Igneous origin have οο teen consolidated than  
they begin to change. The gases wish which the magma is charged  
Rth ate slowly diedpated, hva.flons dtc remake hot and  
reefs teeming for mesa'  gars. Thera gams attsgk the cam- 

poneals of the rack and deposit pew minetals in cavgics  
"' and fissures. The beautiful aeqhtea, so welt known to  

collector of mineralsl  are lasgely of thisorigin. EvenbeWete 
these " pat-vokank ' processes have ceased atmuspheric dIcer-
position begins Rain, frost, carbonic acid, oaygoe and «bit  
agents operate coiitinuoudy, and do not cent, till this whole mat  
ha. crumbled down and matt of its ingredients have been resolved  
into new products. In the drs ιthcatioπ of rocks these secondary  
changes ar, generally considered uiicmidal; rooks ate classified  
and described ibed aι if they were i'tsiiy fresh, though th ά  is rarely  
the case in nature.  

Epigeiiiiic change ('scondary preemie.) may be incensed under  
a number of headings. each of which is typical of a group of rocks  

or rack-fuming minerals, though usually mesa a thaw 
atis+Ms one of these alterations will be found in progress in the  Os^sιΡ rams reck. Siliciiatiom the replacement of the mineral.  
by crystalline or cryptocrystalline silica, I. melt common in acid  
rocks, such as rhyobte, but is also found in serpentine, &c. Kaolink.  
satins is the decomposition of the felepus, which are the commonest  
minerals of igneous rocks, into kaolin (along with quarts, muscovite,  
&c.); it ι. be shown by granites and iyernte.. Serpintinlzation 

 I. the alteration of elitist to ιerρentiπe (with magσεtltή); it  ii 
typical of peridciitcs, but meets in most of the basic suck.. le  
u,alitixation secoiidary hornblende repi!ces augita; this emus  
very generally in diabases; cbloń tization is the sdtesation cif aagite  
Qsiot'te et hemblende) to chlorite and is seen in many di ιhaκι  
dioń ra and greenstesies. Epidodxatioa emus also in rocks of  
this group, and consist, in the developsneat cl epidete from  biotί oφ 
horοblsade, magna or pisgioclue (doper.  

The sedimemary rocks, which constitute the second great group,  
have many ρ ίnta iix common that distinguish them from the  
*semis and the metamorphic. They have ell celginatcd on  
the surface of the earth, and at the period of their formation  
were exposed only to the temperature of the air and to atmo-
spheric pressure (or the pressures which exist at the bottoms of  
seas and lakes). Their minerals are in most cases not susceptible 

 to change when exposed to moist air or sea, and many of them  
are hydrated (chlorite, micas, lee.), or oxidized (iron area), or  
contain carbonic acid (alcite, dolomite). The extent, however,  

to which this 1, the ease depends largely on the rapidity with  
which they have accumulated; coarse rocks quickly piled up  
often consist of materials only partly weathered. When  
crystalline, the sedimentary rocks an usually soluble at low  
temperatttrea. The members of this group occur In beds or  
strata, hence they are often known as the stratified rocks; the  
upper beds are always of hater formation than those which  
underlie them, except (as may happen when great disturbance  
has taken place) the whole series ia inverted or overturned.  
Many of the stratified rocks have been formed by the agency of  
moving water (rivers, currents, &c.) and are grouped together  
as " aqueous " rocks; other have been deposiled by the wind  
in deserts, on sandy beaches, Etc. (these are " aeolia η ").  
Others are the remains of animals or of plants, modified by the  
action of time, pressure and percolating water. Lastly, we find  
beds of crystalline nature, such as reds-salt and gypsum, which  
have been formed by the desiccation of saline waters; dther  
crystalline stratified rocks, such as dolomite and many bedded  
iron-stones, are replacement products due to the introduction  
of mineral matter in solution, which replaced the original rack  
glass partially or wholly.  

When the rooks erased at the earth's surface give Bray before  
the attack of the agencies of denudation, they crumble down and  
are resolved into two pins. One of these consists of solid material  
(mind, clay and angular diltiris) insoluble in carbonated water;  
the other part is dissolved and washed sway. The undissdved  
enidues, when they finally come to rest, form (krnit sedlisentary  
socks (,asidstone, conglomerate. shale, &e.). The dissolved pow. 
tico  are partly transferred to the me, where they help to increase  
its store of setts, and may again be precipitated as ιτγκιΙΙiπe  
sedimentary rocks; but the are also mode use of by plan aid  
by animals to form their skelenl and vital tissues. Freon this  

flatter potion .the rocks of agsssc aig* are built up. Thes ι  

may also mettle certain• tπgredienta dαieed. (sum the atsapf ere  
(allergen, carbon in coals, &e.).  

Wit have the three types of sediments of distinct origin, which  
may be named the deltic far fragmental), the ciystalliiie and the  
organic  

The clastic materials tony accumulate is situ, and then did.:  
chiefly in their din sitcgrated and wtathered sate from the parent  
rock eases Se which they test. The ben example of z^uQc 

 
rock often covers large are

eΙeνaε d 
 MoreeusuaUyathey ere tnisported  

by rind or water, and become sorted out according to their sue  
and density. The closest debris comet first to rat and is last  
worn and seatbcred; it includes irma, gravels, cause minds, Etc.,  
and consolidate as conglomerates, breecae and pebbly grits. The  
bedding of these racks is rudimentary and imperfect, and as sett  
bed is Uaccd along its outcrop it frequently cbangca its character  
with the souls on which it rests. The most finely divided sediment  
travels farthest, and  i.  laud down in thin uniform sheets of wide  
extent, it is known as mud and clay; mound the shores of our  
continents, at distances of a hundred nines end more from land, greet  
sheets of mud are spread over the ocean Boor.. Tbis mud coutarm  
minute particles of quartz and of felsper, but coosists esseiitiislly  
of finely divided scaly minerals, which, by their small sire and fist  
shape tend to remain suspended in water for a very long time.  
Chlorite, white micas and kaolin are the best example. of this elm  
of substances. Wind action is even more dictum than water  lb 
separating and removing these flue'perticka They to a very large  
extent escape mechanical attrition, because they are transported at  
suspension and are not awe t along the ground or the bottom of the  

see; hence they are mostly angular. Fragments of intermediate  
magnitudes (from thof an Inch to j of an inch) are clased se 
sands, They consist largely of quarts, beauas it does not wcthes  
into scaly minerals like felspar, and having but a moor cicivage  
does not split up into Hakes tike mice or chlorite. These quarts  
grains have been rolled along and are usually rounded and worn  
(PI. IV, fig.  i).  More orlea of garnet felspar, tourmaline, mime 

&e. are ra 	 ca ised with the quartz, because these case betel 
minerals net readily daomposd.  

The mechanical sowing by the tranaporting agencies is usually  
somewhat incomplete, end mixed types of sediment result, such,, 
gravels cur or sand, clays with muter aN vamua particle..
Moιeovα, suixvnaive lames of deposit may got always be entirely  
similar, and alternations of varying oom ρositloe may follow one  
another in thin ianiinac; e.g. lamuae of arenacoaue material in beds  
of clay and shale. Organic matter is frequently mingled with flue  
flncr'grsinpd sediments.  

These three type. h 	earned have been 	thι psephiiic (or pebbly- 
Cr.^^poι, pebble); pκmmitic (α  sandy, Cr. i4ιακ,  send), end  
pelitic or muddy; Cr. me . mud).  

Two groups of chime sediments deserve special treatment  
The pyroclatk (Gr. eq.,  fire, and sλaιτ ,, broken) rocks of volcanic  
origin, consist mostly of broken pieces οf Ova (bombs, ash je.)  
(f'l. IV. fig. a) t  and only accidentally contain other rocks or roail ι  
They are gratified, and may be coarse or 6n but ani usually much  
less perfectly sorted out, according to their fi ηεηaιι, than ordinary  
aqueous or aeolun deposits. The glacial clays (boulder clays),  
reprtinnting the emend moraines of adeot giacims and Ice sheets,  
are characterized by the very ver ίable sue of their ingdients and  
the striated, blunted sub-angular form of the larger tuck frag-
ments. In them .tratilieatioii is exceptional and fossils are very  
Rre.  

The crystalline sedimentary rocks have been deposited from sobs,  
ton in water. The commonest types, such as rock-salt, gypsum γ  
anhydrite, carnallite, are known to have arisen by the  
evaporation of enclosed saran lakes exposed to a dryer  
atmospbcm. They occur usually in beds with layers of red clay and  
marl; some limestones have been foemmi by calcareous waters  
containing carbonate of lime dissolved in an ex αs of casbo,iut  
acid; with the escape of the volatile gay the mineral natter is pre-
cipitated (sinters, Sf ιruddτfeiιι, &e-). Heated waters on ceding  
may yield up part of their dissolved mineral substances; thus silk  

ceoua sinters are produced around gay..:. and hot springs in many  
-arts of the world. There sexes no lesion tο separate from these  
the veinstoee which fill the fissures by which these ester ,  rise to  
the surface. They differ from those above enumerated in being  
more perfectly crystellited and in having no definite stratification,  
but only a bending parallel to the more or lea cent al walls of the  
fissure. Another subdivision of this c Ιaa of rocks is due to recryatal.  
liration or crystalline replacement of pre-existing sediments. Thus  
liπκstoncs are dolomitited or converted into ironstones, flints and  
chests, by percolating .waters which .  remove the lime salts and  
substitute for them compounds of iron, magnesia, silicon, and se οο.  
This may be considered a kind of metamorphism; it is generally  
known as metasomatism  (qv.)). 

The racks of organic origin may be due to animals or plants.  
They are of greet importance, as himetona and coals belong  to 
this group. They are the mat fossiliferous of all  
reeks; but clastic sediments are often ń ch in fossils' ^4feat  
though crystalline sediments rarely ate. They may be wf►  
divided, aceo ιd(ιg to their dominant compaκnα, into alesreoas,  
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carbonaceous, siliceous, femigincus, and so on. The calcamous  
organic reeks may consist principally of foraminifera, crinoids,  
corals, brachiopoda, molluscs; polΥzoa, &c. Moat of them, however,  
contain a mixture of organisms. By crystallization and metaso-
matic changes they often lose theirorganic structures; mctaniorphlem  
of any kind has the same effect. The carbonaceous rocks are  
ensntu Ιly plant deposits; they include pat, lignite and coal.  
The siliceous organic reeks include radiolarian and diatom oozes;  
in the older formations they occur as radiolarian chests. Flint  
nodules owe their silica to disseminated fossils of this nature which  
have been dissolved and redeposited by conctetionary, action. 
Some kinds of siliceous shier may be produced by organisms  in-
habiting hot iiiicated waters. Calcareous colites in the same way  
may have arisen through the agency of minute giants. Bog iron  
ores also may be of organic rather than of merely chemical origin.  
The phosphatic reeks a extensively sought after as sources of fertil-
izing agents for use in agriculture are for the moat part of organic  
origin , since they owe their substance to the remains of certain 
vanetes of animals which secrete a phosphatic skeleton; but most 
of them no longer show organic structures but have been converted  
Seto nodular or concretionary forms.  

All sediments are at first in an incoherent condition (e.. sands,  
clays and gravels, beds of shells, &c.), and in this state they may  

remain for an indefinite period Millions of years have  C' Ι0. av'  elapsed since some of the early Tertiary strata gathered  
on the ocean floor, yet they are quite friable (e.g. the  

London Clay) and differ little from many recent accumulations.  
There are few exceptions, however, to the rule that with increasing 

 age sedimentary rocks become more  απd more  indurated, απd 
 the older they are the more likely it is that they  will have  

the firm consistency generally implied in the term "rack." The  
pressure of newer sediments on underlying masses is apparently  
one cause of this change, though not in itself a very powerful  
one. More efficiency Is generally ascribed to the action of  

percolating water, which takes up certain soluble materials and  
redeposits them in pores and cavities. This operation is probably  

accelerated by the increased pressure produced by iiiperincumbent  
masses, and to some extent also byte rise of temperature which  
inevitably takes place in racks buried to some depth beneath  
the surface. The rise of temperature, however, is never very  

great; we know more than one instance of sedimentary deposits  
whirls have been buried beneath four or five miles of similar strata  
(e.g. parts of the Old Red Sandstone), yet no perceptible difference  

in condition can be made out between beds of similar composi-
tion at the top of the series and near its base. The redeposited  
cementing material is most commonly calcareous or siliceous  
Limestones, which were *density a• lose accumulation of shells,,  
corals, &c., become compacted into firm rack in this manner; and  
the process often takes place with surprising ease, as fot example  
in the deeper parts of coral reefs, or even in wind-blown masses of  

elielly sand exposed merely to the action of rain. The cementing  
substance may be regularly deposited in crystalline continuity on  
the original grains, where these were line; and even in sand-
stones (such as Kentish Rep) a crystalline matrix of calcite often  
envelopes the rand grains. The change of aragonite to calcite and of  
calcite to dolomite, by forming new crystalline masses in the  
interior of the rock, usually also accelerates consolidation. Silica  
is less easily soluble in ordinary waters, but even this ingredient  
of rocks is dissolved and redeposited with groat frequency. Many  
sendstones are held together by an infinitesimal amount of colloid  
cc cryptocryatalline silica; when freshly dug from the quarry they  
are soft and easily trimmed, but after exposure to the an for some  
ilenω they become much harder, as their siliceous cement sets απd  
passes into,. rigid condition. Other contain fine steles οf kaolin  
or of mica. Argillaceous mdtcrials may be competed by mere  
pressure, like graphite and other scaly =emetls. Oxides and  
carbonates of iron play a large part in many sedimentary rαks and  
are especially important as colouring·mattern. The red sands and  

limestones, for example, which are so abundant, contain  
CAkrrufss. small amounts of ferric oxide (haematite), which in  a 
finely divided state gives a red hue of all rocks in which it is  

present Limonite, on the other hand, makes rocks yellow or 
 brown; oxides of manganese, asphalt and other carbonaceous  

substances are the cause of the black colour οf many sediments.  
Bluish tints result sometimes from the presence of phosphates or of  
Aoorspar; while green is most frequently seen in rocks which contain  

g&ammen=te or chlorite.  
Meiaesorphi' Rocks.—The ese(oatorpbic rocks, which form the  

third great subdivision, are even more varied than the igneous  

and the•sedimentary. They include representatives of nearly  

all kinds of the other two classes, their common, characteristic  

being that they have all undergone considerable alterations in  

structure or in mineral composition. The agencies of redo-
ssor$isi. (q.s.) ate of two kinds—thermal and regional. In the  
former case contact with intrusive igneous masses, such  
granite, lactolites or dikes, have indurated and recrystallized  
the original ruck. In the second case the actions aka more  

complex and less curly understood; it is evident that ρc m  
and interstitial movement have had a powerful influence,  

possibly assisted by rise of temperature. In thermal or contact  
alteration the rocks are baked, indurated, and often in large  

measure recrystallized. In regional metamorphism recryatal.  
lization also goes on, but the final products am usually sch Ίsts  
and goeisιee. It is sea a rule not difmcult to distinguish the  

two classes of metamorphic rocks at a glance, and they may  
conveniently be considered separately.  

When a reek Is contact altered by an igne ουa intrusion it very  
frequently becomes harder, more crystalline and more lustrous,  
owing to the development of many small crystals in its  

man. Many altered rocks of this type were formerly !arms  
celled bomstenes, and the term her dies (Ger.  
HOne/nit) is often used by gεologists to signify those Neer".  
fine grasped, compact, crystagine products of thermal metaamon  
phismt A shale becomes a dark argillaceous hornfels, full of tiny  

plans of brownish blutite; a marl or impure limestone changes to  
a grey, yellow α greenish llme-silicste-hoenfela, tough and spisitesy. 
with abundance ol aagite, garnet, wollaatonite and ether  mineral 
in which lime is an important component. A diabane or andcsits  
becomes a dishese hornfels cc andselis horofels with a  large 
development of new hncnblende and biotlt and a partial  

iizetion of the original felspar. A chest or flint becomes α finely  
crystalline quartz rock; randstones lose their elastic structure and  
are converted into a mosaic of small close-fitting grains of quartz. 

 If the ruck war originally banded cc foliated (as, for example. 
a 

laminated sandstone or a foliated ale-schist) this character may nut  

be obliterated, and a banded ńornfels is the produce; fossils even may  
have their shapes preserved, though entirely raciyatalhlsad, and k  

many contact altered lavas the steam cavities are still visible, though  
their contents have usedly entered into new combinetione to form  
mineral which were not originally present. The minute structures,  
however, disappear, often completely, if the thermal alteration Is very  
profound; thus small grains of quartz in a shale are fat or blend  

with the surrounding particles of clay, and the fine ground-mass of  
lavas is entirely reconstructed.  

By reayuallizat ιou In this manner peculiar rocks of veer distinct  
types are often produced. Thus shales may pan into coedierita  
rocks or may show large crystals of audalusne (and cbiastolite,  
Pl. IV., fig. 9), ataurolite, garnet, kyanite and sillimanite. A consider-
able amount of mica (both muscovite απd biotite) is simultaneously  
formed, and the remitting produce has a close resemblance to many  
kinds of schist. Limestone,, if ire, are often turned into coarsely  
crystalline marbles (P1. IV., fig. 4);  but if there was an admixture  
of clay or sand in the original rock such minerals as garnet, epidote.  
idocrase, wollastonite, will be present. Sandstones when greatly  
heated may change into nestle quartzites composed of large clear  
grains of quartz. These more intense stages el alteration sit  act 
so commonly seen in igneous reeks, possibly bemuse their minerals,  
being formed at high temperatures, are not ιο easily transformed α  
recrystallized.  

Ina few eases rocks are fused and in the dark glassy product  
minute crystals ol spinet, silhmaaite end corderite may separate  
Out. Shales arc occasionally thus altered by basalt dikes, and  del -
patbic sandstones may ie completely vitrified.  Similar  changes 
may be induced in shalιa by the burning of coal seams or even by 
an ordinary furnace.  

There is alma tendency for interfusion of the igneous with tb.  
sedimentary rock. Granites may absorb fragments cl =hale α  
pieces of basalt. In that case hybrid reeks ar=se which have out  
the characters of normal igneous or sedimentary reeks. Such eflkcts  
are scarce and are usually easily recognized. Sometimes an invading  
granite magma permeates the rocks around, filling their joints  
and planes of bedding dc., with threads of quartz and felsp.r.  
This is very exceptional, but Instances of it are known and it may  
take place on a large scale.  

The other type of metamorphism is often said t ο be regional;  
sometimes it is called dynamic, but these terms here net strictly  
the same connotation. It may be said as a rule to make  
the rock more crystalline and at the same time to give #.g  
it, foliated, schistose or gneissic structure. This latter  

consists in a definite arrangement of the minerals, an that  
such as are platy or prismatic (e.g. mica and hornblende, which are  
very common in these rocks) have their longest axes arranged paralld  
to one another. For that Beeson toaDy of these rocks *fit seedily  
in one direction (schists). The minerals also tend t ο  
in bands; thus there are souse of quartz and of mica in, mis  

very thin, but consisting essentially of one Mineral. These seems  
are milled folic (leaflets), and though never very pure or very peas..-
tent they give the rock a stra,ked or banded character when they  
are seen edgewise (P1. iV. figs. b, 7, 8). Along the folk composed of  

the soft or ladle minerals the rocks will sera mat readily, and the  
freshly split specimen will appear to be faced α rated with thIs  
mineral; for esample t  a piece a( mica schist looked at factwmne mitt  
be sυοοecd to consist entirely of shining =des of mica. 0. t e  
edge of the spedmea, ho vec, tbe rehire fdm of.g6  φacα  
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wil be visible. In goeiesea these ahnniiating (die are thicker and  
less regular than in schists; they are often lenticular, dying out  
rapidly. Goesmes also, an a rule, contain more felspar than schist,  
do, and they are tougher and less fissile. Contortion or crumpling  
(PL 1V. fig. 6) of the foliation is by no αΡwans unmmmου, and then  
the splitting femenare unduloae α puckered. The origin of .chiatodty  
or foliation is not perfectly understood, but it is clear that in many  
cases it is due to Femme acting in a direction perpendicular to the 
banding, and to interstit αΡl movement or internal  flow arranging  
the mineral paτtic en while they are c y: milki αΡg.  

Rocks which were originally .edimenlaiy sod nicks which were  
undoubtedly igneous are converted into schists and gne issea, and if  
originally of similar composition they may be very d ίfficιιlt to dis-
tinguish from one another if the metamorphism has been greet.  
A quasiz.ponphyry, for eaaniple, and a fine felapathic mndstoue,  
may both be converted into a grey or pink min-schist. Usually,  
however, we may distinguish between sedimentary and igneous  
schists and gneisses. Often the metamorphism is progressive, and  
if the whole district occupied by these rocks be searc hed traces of  
bedding, of clastic structure, unconfoumsbility or other evidence  
may be obtained showing that we are dealing with a group of altered  
sediments. Is other cases intrusive junctions, chilled edges, con-
tact alteration or porphyntic structure may prove that in its original  
condition a metamorphic gneiss was an igneous rock. The last  
appear is often to the chemist, for there are certain rock types which  
occur only as sediments, while others are found only among igneous  
masses, and, however advanced the metamorphism may be, it rarely  
modifies the chemical composition of the mass very pearly. Such  
rocks, far example, as limestones, cuic-achim, dolo ιηιns% quartzites  
and aluminous shales have very definite chemical cha ικters which  
distinguish them even when completely  recrystallized.  

The schist, and gneisxs are classified seconding to the minem ιs  
they coroist of, and this depends ρrinά ρaBy on their chemical  
composition. We have, for example, a group of metamorphic  
lιmestoικs, marbles, calc- chists and cipolins, with cry ιtslline  
dolomites; many of these contain silicates such as min, teemolite,  
diopside, .ceppoolite, quartz and felspar. They are derived from  
calcareous sediments of different degrees of purity. Another group  
is rich in quarts (quartzites, quas·tz schists and quar τxose gnases),  
with variable amounts of white and black mice, garnet. fe 
=site and and hornblende. These were once  arenme  
rocks The graphitic .cbists may readily be believed to represent  
meáements once containing aoady matter α plant remain.; there  
are also schistose iroesonα (haematite-schists), but me tamoψhic  
beds of mlt or gypsum are exceedingly uncommon. Among κhhiistι  
of igneous origin we may mention the silky cale-schists, the foliated  
serpentines (once ohrabasic maser rich in olivine), and the white  
mκa-schιsts, poephyroida and banded halladintaa, which have been  
derived from rhyyoolli ίtes, quartz-porphyrks and acid ruffs. The  
majority of mica-schists, however, are altered clays and shales, and 

 pas into the normal sedimentary rocks through various type of  
pliyllite and mica-slates. They are among the most common meta-
morphic rocks; some of them are graphitic and others calcereoos»  
The diversity in appearance and composition is very great, but they  
form a well-defined group not dif(κu to o rιco4mze, from the αbυn-
danα of black and white micas and their thin,  foliated, schistose  
character. As a special subgroup we have the andalivaite., etauro-
Gte-, kyanite- and aiilimanite.schi.ta, together with the contisrite-
gnelsses, which usually make their appearance in thevicinity of 
gne ιssoα granites, and have presumably by contact  
alteration. The more coarsely foliated gneimes am almost ad  
freauent as the mica-schist , and present a great variety of types  
dif eling in composition and in appearance. They contain quarts, 

 one or more varieties of felspar, and usually mica homblende or  
sugite, often garnet iron oxides,. &c. Hence in composition they 
ensemble  granite, differing principally in their foliated structure.  
Many of them have "auger"  or large elliptical crystals, mostly  
felspar but eometic= quartz, which are the crushed remains of  
porphyritic minerals; the foliation of the matrix winds around these  
sugm, dosing in on each side. Most of these augen ((mis α are  
metamorphic granite., but sometimes a conglomerate bed simulate.
a gods, of this kind rather closely. There are other gneises, which  
were derived from felapatbic sandstones, grits, arkoses and sedi-
ments of that order; they mostly contain biotite and muscovite,  
but the hornblende and p gneises are usually igneous reeks 
allied in composition to the hornblende-granitesand quartz-dioritua.  
The metamorphic forms of dolerite, basalt and the basic igneous  
rocks generally have a distinctive faeks as their pyroxene nod divine  
arereplaced by dark green hornblende, with ten epidote, garnet 
and inot -̂  etat These rocks have a well developed fobation, as the  
prismatic hornblendes lie side by side in parallel arrangement. The  
majority of amphibolites, hornblende-ichists, fofuand epidbrita  
and green .chit' belong to this group. Where they are least  
altered they pas through chloritic ,chats Into sheared diabases,  
flame gabbrw and other rucks in which remain of the original  
igneous minerals and structures occur in greater or less profusion.  

ρeαι=sArnv.—Mort text-books of geology treat of petrology In  
most or less detail, (see Gaotoev: 4 sill iogra ). Elementary 

 on petrology include F. H. Hatch, Petrology
Elementary

(ςth ed., London, 
1909); L. V. p(rwon. Reeks aid Rark. mawalt (New York, 19og),  

J .  D. Dana, Ναωοιοsά Mineralogy mid Ρφ^pky  (tatb ed., 
New York, igoa); A. Harker, Petrology for Sladnsts (4th ed. 
Cambridge, ι ; G. A. J. Cele, Aids to Praclical Ge σloςy  
(6th ed., London, on, 1909). For reek minerals cosault J.  P. i idings,  
Reek Minerals (New York, 1906); A. jobannsen, Dderisnnaiwg  
of Reek-fermisg Minerals (New Yak, 1908); Ε. Hawk and  
E. G. Smith Dekrsisalios of Rock-jormuug Minerals (2nd ed.,  
New Yak, 1893); Ν. Η. and A. N. Winchell, Opeieal Minerals^y  

(New Yak, 1909). On the classification and origin of rocks  
see A. Harker, Nelsnil history of  Jgneo'ss Reeks (Imdυn, 19g0o9g)•  
J. P. Iddings, Zgiseeiis Reeks. (New Y 	); Cross, Iddιags, 
Washington and Pirason. 	πtifatisι αα áhσs of nem'r  
Rocks( Chicago. 1900) ; C. Van Hue. Metamorphism (Wasbrngton,  
115);  Α. P. , Rocks..  Rαά unsωicń

k 
 ng and Soils (London, 

1 897); C. Doe!terher, Πιαooςςιeemιsia (Brunswick, 5906); J . H. L. Vogt, 
S ' kοtκhωaWessnges (Christiania. 1903); F. Fouqud and A. 

 Michel 1.dvy, Syπlkeae des sńώ asi et des sake (Paris, i88s). 
The principal authorities on the analysis and chemical composition  
of lucks am J. Roth, Beiirdge sac Peirograpkse (Berlin, 1873-1884;  
A. Osann, Beilιdp sac ckemiuchesi P&ogrefki' (Stuttgart 1903 

thei ); Η. S. Washington, 	sal of Ike Chemical 	of οςks (New 
York, 1904) and Cβcsscol Analyses of lgneoas Rocks (W ashington,  
5904); F. V. Clarke, Analyses of Rocks (Washington, igoq) ;  Max  
Dietrich. Aurkitus sacGesieiesondyse (Leipzig, i f W. F.  Ηilk- 
brand, Asalym of  511 isle and Cσrbo πak Rocks (Washington,  1190p7).^  

The great systematic trettises on Petrology are F.  7kkd. 
L k ιbιιclY der Ρe roye ιie (and ed., Leipzig, ι889g44,,  3 vol..); Η. Rosen-
busch, likrosiopscke Physiograj.hie (4th ed., Stuttgart, 1909, 2 vole.)  

Useful German handbooks include; E. Weinschenk, Polarisalios:'  
mikroskop, Gesiein τbildende Mineralien and Geskesukmsde (2nd ed.t 

 Frtiburg, 19(17. S:r )• R. Reinisch, Psropapkiekes P,aklikmm (30J  

ed. Berlin, 1907); Η. Rosenbu^h, Eleιπesle des Gesk ίsskk ιe (3rd 
ed., Stuttgart, 1919); A. Grubenme nn. Die krysfalinei &hiej er  

Bcrl1n, 1907);  F. Loewisson Leasing, Petrogrssphssckes  Lexskois 
1893 and 1898, sin a Fr. ed., i90i); F. Rinse, Psakhscke  G.nksss.  

k nde (2nd ed., Ha nover, lucs).  
The principal French woks are E. Jairnettaz Les Roches (3rd  

cd., Paris, 1900); F. Fouqu6 and A. Michel Lflvy, Min*alops 
rπiι rogιaphique (Pm, 1879); A. Michel L6vy and A. Lacroix. Lot  
Μ ί neτanr des ,orhrs (Paris, 1888); A. Lacroix, Mmlrekgie de  Ι.  
13?αsre (I., II., Paris, 1893); and Let Eidn.e des rocks bnplfsi  
(Macon, 1893).   

British petrography is the sub ject of a special work by J. J. Η.  
Teal) (l.nrdoi, ita8). Much information about r cks is contained  
in the memoirs of the various gεolοgica(and in Quest loans. 
of the Gal. See. of London, Mineralogical elf nι, Geological  

NY σ̂kιbsick fur Miιu ιιίοris' Stuttgart), /musσlς  l ε Ceder,  
(Chίαgu), 8tc- U • S. F.)  

P13TRONlil., a 08th- or 17th century firearm, defined by  
R. Burnt (Theonika aid Pradiks of Modern Wanes, 1598) as 

 s " horseman's pence." It was the fire -arm which developed  
on the one hand into the pistol and on the other into the carbine.  
The name (Fr. /rebind for poibiosal) was given to the weapon  
either bemuse it was fired with the butt resting against the chest  
(p.ilriuse, Lest. petws) or because it vas ca ςtied iυπg from a belt  
across the chat.  

PKPRONIUS (G. (1) 1  Ρetrοnius Arbiter), Roman writer of  
the Neronisn age. His own work, the Setkkae, tells us nothing  
directly of his fortune., position, or even century. Some lines  

of Sidonius Apollinstis refer to him and are often taken to Imply  
that he lived and'wrote at Marseilles. If, however, we accept  

the identification of this author with the Petronius of Tadius,  
Nero', courtier, we mart suppose either that Marseilles wen his  
birthplace or, as is more likely, that Sidonius retees to the novel  

itself and that its scene was partly Lid at Marseilles, The chief  

personages of the story are evidently strangers in the towns  

of southern Italy where we find them, Their Greek -sounding  
name. (Encolpius, Ascyftos, Giton, &c.) and literary training  

accord with the characteristics of the old Greek colony lathe τst  
ceitary at). The high position among Latin writer. ascribed  
by Sidonius to Petronius, and the mention of him beside  
Meaander byMacrobius, when compared with the absolute silence  
of Qrmtilian, Juvenal and Martial, seem adverse to the opinion  
that the Sa1sae was a work of the age of Nero. But Quintillan  

was concerned with writers who could be turned to use in the  

The MSS. of the Soflraejlvn no praeewmen. 'l'mitus's Pεαoπius  
is Gains, though.  the elder llny and Plutarch call him Tutus. The 
name Arbiter, given him by later writers, is not an ocelinary cog-
nomen  • it may have been bestowed on him by contemporaries  
from the fact that his isdgmmt was regarded as the criterion e(  
—  
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edacalkon of ań  orator. The een&e of Juvenai and  Martial 
may be accidental or it is possible that a work so abnormal in  
form and sυbstaoα was more highly prized by later generations  
than by the author's contemporariet.  

A comparison of the impress[on the nook gives us of the  
character and genius of its author with the elaborate picture  
of the courtier in Tacitus cciuialy suggests the identity of the  

two. Taeitus, it is true, mentions no important work as the  
composition of his C. Petroniusi such a work as the Salkad he  
may have regarded as beneath that dignity of history which he  
ιο  proudly realised. The rare he gives to Petronius's portrait  
perhaps above that the man enjoyed greater notoriety than was  
due merely to the part he played in history. "He 'peat his  
days in sleep% his nights in attending to his official duties or in  
amusement, by his dissolute life he had become as famous as  
other men by it life of energy, and he was regarded as no ordinary  
profligate, but as an accomplished voluptuary. His reckless  
freedom of speech, being regarded as frankness, procured him  
popularity. Yet during his provincial governorship, and later  
when he held the odice of consul, he had shown vigour and  
capacity for aisles. Afterwards returning to his life of vicious  
indulgence, hebecame one of thechosencircleofNero'slntimates,  
and was looked upon as an absolute authority on questions of  
taste (αrbiter dagailac) in connexion with the science of luxurious  
living."' Tacitus goes on to say that this excited the jealousy  
of Tigellinus, an accusation followed, and Petronius committed  
suicide in a way that was in keeping with his life and character.  
He selected the slow process of opening veins and having them  
bound up again, whilst he conversed on light and trifling topics  
with his friends. He then 'dined luxuriously, slept for some  
time, and, so far from adopting the common practice of flattering  
Nero or Tigellinus in his will, wrote and sent under seal to Nero  
a document which professed to give, with the names of his  
partners, a detailed account of the ebotsimtions which that  
emperor had practised.  

Α fact confirmatory of the general truth of this graphic  
portrait is added by the elder Pliny, who mentions that just  
before his death he destroyed a valuable machine vase to  
prevent its falling into the Imperial bands. Do the traits of  
this picture agree with that impression of himself which the  
author of the Sdtime has left upon his work? That we possess  
therein gut of the document sent to Nero is an impassible  
theory. Our fragments profess t ο be extracts from the  
fifteenth and sixteenth books of the Saiirar: Petronius could  
not have composed one-tenth even of what we have in the time  
in which he is said to have composed his memorial to Nero.  
We may bssutietootbstthelatterwaaveryfrank in its language,  
and treated Nero with far grater severity than the Baisqiwi  
treats Teimakhfo. On the other hand, it is clear that the creator  
of Trimatchio, Emaaipfus and Giton had the experience; the  
hiciinations aid the literary gifts which would enable him to  
deicribe with forcible mockery the debaucheries of Nero. And  
the impression of his personality don In another respect ce ne-
spond closely with the Petronias of the Ααιωίr—in the union  
of immoral sensbalism with a rich vein of cynical humour and  
admirable taste.  

The style of the work, where it don not f„'rpsaei9  reproduce  
the soleclsms and colloquialisms of the vulgar rich, is of the  
pens? Latin of the Silver age.' Nor would there be any point  
in the vermont the capture of Troy and the Civil War at any  

1  Ass. svi.  I8. 
'The false taste in literature and expression fostered by the  

dedamatiaser is condemned by both Peruus and Petronius on the  
same grounds. CI. too Per,. I. 121,  hoc ego sperlsm. hoc rider, reuse,  
in. nil, sulk lfbi send• !lady with Set. 82. ream iskli'gIr villa  
parsma surds; Pere ii. 9, 0:1 dισlial petasss. peaces rm Jrsst. Si  
• if sub f utso ιrcpd ‚rpsk saki writ with Sal. 88. Alias denim  
proems!', si propuIqssm dimkm krii.oi lkesasrumelodrni  

and 42, koar' antmass ebdliit; Pers. iv. 26, era! ... enemies; men  
ssiń ss ohm's! with Set. 37, /udes ksb t gun  siiki ideal. Both use  
the rare word bαrο. Awrsιam ‚ballks occurs in Seneca's Ajucdo-
‚yvlosis, and the verbal resemblances iflustrateperhaps rat her the  
oummon use by both wiit κΡsοf the vulgar style. Cf. for resemblances  
to the style the younger Semen and thedated the  work legenersl,  
Sadα, Ric. tics. 0843).  

other era than that in which Nero's Ττscs and Lucais's Pkms 1^  
were fashionable poems. The reciting poet indeed is a feature  
of a later age also, as we learn from Martial and Juvenal. But we  
know from Tacitus that the Luxury of the table, so conspicuous  io 
W elsh:hio's Bmagsd, left out of fashion after Nero (Ann. S.  55):  

Of the work Itself there have been preserved 14t sections of a  
narrative, in the main comecutive, although interrupted by  
frequent gaps. The name Sodrse, given in the best hISS.,  
Implies that it belongs to the type to which Varro, imitating  
the Creek Menippus, had given the character. of a medley of  

prose and verse composition. But the string of fictitious narra-
tive by which the medley Is held together is santethiiig quite  

new in Roman literature. This cartiem prodigal was so happily  
inspired in his devices for amusing himself as to introduce to  
Rome and thereby transmit to modern times the novel based  
on the ordinary experience of contemporary life'—the pee.  . 
cursor of such novels as Gil Bias and lf*d*,14 Rssdas. Τhcτα  
is no evidence of the existence of a regular plot lit the (regents,  
but we find one central figure, Encolpius, who professes to narrate  
his adventures and describe all that he saw and heard, whilst  
allowing various other personages to exhibit their peculiarities  
and express their opinions dramatically.  

The fragment opens with the appearance οf the hero. Escolpies,  
who seems to bean itinerant lecturer travelling with a companion  
named Aicyίιικ and a boy Giton, in a portico of a Greek tow s,.  
is Campaań . An admirable lecture on the false taste in literature.  
resulting from the prevailing system of education, is replied to by a  
rival declaimer. Agamemno, who shifts the bleuif from the tachen  
to the permits. The central personages of the story next go through  
a series of questionable adventures, in the course of which they are  
involvedinacharsedrobbery. A slay or woof ter they are present.  
at a dinner given by a freedman of enormous walth. Trimalchio,  
who eneertasned with ostentatious and grotesque extravagauwe  
a number of men of his own rank but less prosperous. We listen ιο  
the ordinary talk of the guests about their neighbours, about the  
windier, shoot the bard times, about the public games, about the  
education of their children. We recognize in an extravagant form  
the mine kind of vulgarity and pretension which the satirist of ell'  
times delightsto expose in the dGtef,teand ost εntatiουι millionaire . 
of the age. Next day Encolpiuu eeperaτα:rem his companiosw  
ins fit of jealousy, and, after two or three days' wlkingand broodinιιgg  
on his revenge, enters a picture gallery, where he meets with an old  
Poet, who, after talking sensiblyoa the deny of art and the inferior.  
ityof the painters of theaggee to the old mast εη, proceeds ιο illustrate  
a picture of theoptureof Troy by some verses οα that theme This  
ends in those who are walking in the adjoining colonnade driving  
him out with stones. The scene is. next on bard ship, where  
Euolpies finds he has fallen into the hands of some old enemies.  
They are shipwrecked, and Emcolpin. Giton and the old poet  git 
to shore in the neighbourhood of Crowns., where, as the inhabitants 

 are notorious fortune-hunters, the adventurers set up as men of  
fortune. Th* fragment ends with a new set of questionable adven '  
lures, in which prominent parts are played by a beautifulencbaatrem  
named Circe, a priestess of Priapus, and a certain matron who leaves  
them her heirs, but attaches a condition to the inheritance which  
even Encolpius might have shrunk from fulfilling' If we can sup- 
pose the anther ofgthis wok to have been animated by any other  
motive than the desire toamuse himself, it might be that of coovine-
iag himself that the world in general was as bad es he was himself.  
Juvenal and Swift are justly regarded as among the very greatest  
of sat ιnsts, end their estimate of human nature is perhaps pearl  
as unfavoijreble as that of Petronius; but their attitude towards  
hums degradation is not one of complacent amusement; their  
realism lathe realism of disgust, not, like that of P εtταniυs, a realism  
οf sympathy. Martial does not gloat over the vices of which he  
writes with cynical frankness. He is perfectly swain that they are  
vices, sad that the reproach of them is the worst that an be east  
on any one. And, further, Martial, with all his faults. is, in his  
of ect ιoπs, his testa, his relations to others, essentially human,  
friendly, generous, true. There is perhaps not a single sentence 

 iii Petoonius which implies any knowledge of or sympathy with  
the existence of agection. conscience or honour, or even the most  
elementary goadnem of heart.  

' For the whole question of possible predecessors and Petronius's  
relation  ιο  the extant Greek romances see W. Schmid, " Der grie.  
chische Roman " in Jgkrbsl,chserfgr d αs iless. Alkrtsw, 8c. (1904).  
One would certainly have expected the realistic tendency  whip 
appears in the New Comedy, the Charac*ers of Theophrastus and  
the Mimes, to have borne this fruit before the first century of our  

era.—(W. C. Su.)  
' Omneι qui in testamento men lega ta helmet praeter  libeetoo 

meow. bar conditions percipient quae dedi, si corpus meum in penes  

eniscideriat et astante popislo eomederiat (14t).  
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The work hammaahedoeiasofeignientssy and mutilated α shape  

that we may of course fttogetker have missed the key to it; it may  

have been intended by its author to be a sustained satire, mitten is  
a vein of reserved and powerful irony, of the type realised inane  
modern Jmwikas Wild or Berry Ly.dee. Otherwise we must admit  
that, in the entire divorced intellectual power and insightfrom any  
element of right human feeling, the work is an eiicepiiooal pheno-  

mend* in literature. For, as a work of original power, of humorous  
repiesentatioa,of literary invention and art, the fragment deserve.  
all the admiration which it has received. We recognize the arbil r  
d'taalias in the admirable sense of the remarks scattered through  

it on edecation, on art, on poetry sad on eloquence. There is α true  
feeling cif natmemthedes αiptίaα degeoveof pάaatτen,cypreιw  
and sums;

"Has inter indelnt aqiIia errantibiis amnis  
Spumens et querulo vexabat tore lapillos."  

And some of the shorter pieces anticipate the terienesa and  

elegance of Martial. The long fragment on the Civil War deem  
not seem to be written so much with the view of  i'  es of  
entering into rivalry with the poem of Loran, la the epigram  

extemporized by Trmaichip late on in the banquets  
" Qυσd non expectes, ex tranavmo fit— 

Ει supra for Fortuna negotia cunt, 
Qwre di nob^ vine Falαna, pun,  

we have probably a more detiberate parody of the stylk of verses  
producedby the alliterate aspirants to be In the fashion of the day.  

We might conjecture that the chief gift to which Petro πius owed  
his social and his literary success was that of humorous mimicry.  
in Trimakbio and his various guests. in the old poet, in the culti-
vated, depraved and moody Enoolpius, in the Chrysis, Quertilla,  
Polyxais., 3s:.. we recognise in living examplm the play a( those  
various appetites, ynaior and tendencies which ietiruts deal with  
as abstract qualities. Another gift he posκneι in a high degree,  
which must have availed him in society as well as in literature—the  
gift of story-telling; and some of the stoiiem which first appear in the  
Sstireι—τ.{. that of the Matron of Ephesus-have εn π e yed α greet 
reputation w later times. His H style, too, is that of αα czceilent  
talker, who could have discussed questions of taste and literature  
with the most cultivated men of any time as well as amused the most  
dissolute society of any time in their most reckless revels. One  
phrase of his is often quoted by many who'have never come upon  
α in its original context." Horatii coriosa felicites."  

AuTiiocixigs.—Until about i όy0 only part of the Banquet of  
Trimalchio, with the other fragments of the work, was known.  
The hest MS. of his type is a Leiden M S., a copy by Saligerof one  
which seems to have belonged to Cuiαciva Marinas Stati ίί us  
(re, however, Eii', Josvud of P6i/dogy, », p. aό6) discovered at  
Trau in Dalmatia a MS. containing the whole Banquet, which was  
first published at Padua in 1664.  

The important editions are  (i)  with explanatory notes: Burmanii  
(Amsterdam, ι 4J. with Heinsius s notes), end, of the Ctes only 

 Fπιdlgnder (LeipZig. and ed.. 1906) and f ewe (Cambridge, ιι ο4 
(a) with critical lutes: liticheler (Berlin, i86a, 4th ed., 1904).  
Translations into German in F τiedlΑnder i editioii (Cass only).  
into trench by de Guerle (complete, in Gamier's Hilo!' 
into Egg isb in love's edition (Cass only) and Bohn's series wαen- 
plete). Lexicon to Petrvniva by Segebade and tommatsch (Leip-
zig, 1898). Criticism, &c., ij Haley, " Quanta. Petma." (Harsurd  
Stsdus, ι88ι); Coflignon,  Elzde ser PISrmi' (Paris, 1892): Emile  
Thomas, L Ε r's,: dιb sociild rmιwiιε d'aριis Ρέιrove (Paris, 1892) ;  

Hirzel, Drr Dialog. ii. (Leipzig, 1895) ; 11 1 Lafic ΡοΙr (London,  
18 	en 5); Nord, Arius 1<sωΡsρ?osa i. (Leipzig, t89t)• H 	on enders. 
Iqffe midPrsac+pσkoflusEstycrerNero (Loudon.r a tDill, Rome.  
S.cieiyiroai Nero Ιo á [ατeasλ srdiw(Loπdοη,ι nog); and the various  
histories of Roman literature (especially Schanz, fl 395 sqq.).  

(W. Y. S.; W. C. Su.). '  

P13TROPAYLOVBR, a town of West Siberia, in the govern-
ment of Akmolinsk, ό n the right lank of the ‚shim river, and  
on the great Siberian highway, 170 m. by rail W. of Omsk. The  
population, 78ςο in ι86ς, was 21,796 in ngoo, of whom one-third  
were Mahommedan Kirghiz. The town carries on an active  
trade in cattle, furs, tea, wool, skins, cottons, woollen stuffs,  
corn, metals, metallic wares and spirits. The small fort of  
Petropavlovsk was founded in 1752, and was the military centre  
of the 'shim line of fortification.  

Pzvcoraviovsr is also the name of a Roman seaport is Ram-
dhatka, on the eastern shone of the Bay of Avacha. in j.  Ν.  and i58  
44' Ε. Its harbour, ow or the best mi the Pacific, is little used, and  
the town consists merely of a few huts with^gqone 400 inlabitantt.  
lts nival institutions were transferred to Nikolayevsk after the  
attack of the Angle French fleet in 1854.  

PBTROPOWS, a city of the state of Rio de Jatuefro, Beazi,  
in an elevated valley of the Serra de Estrella. 2634 ft. abo*  
sea-level and a7 m. Ν. of the city of Rio de Jαπeiτο, with which  
ills connected by a combined railway and etcamabip line, and  

also by a beget'mbwey line. Pap. of the mnnidpility f ens)),  
s0,J3ι, a ladle percentage being summer tesideuts, as the  

easm.was takes) late us December; (1902, municipal oensυή ,  
18,373. Petropdua is served by the Prin ιipe de Grin Psak  
milway, new a part of the Leopoldina syetemn, which termedg  
with Rio de Jeoeiro and Niciberoy on the coast, and with the  

elation of .Team Rios on the Central of Brazil railway. Its  
lithe a sues the city a coil invigorating climete, making it  
a favourite mtmm r re ideooe for the web-to-do dames of Rio.  

The maίafdl is abundant, sad especially p in summa (Decembα  
to March) when the humidity is extremme. Vegptsti ου. is  luau-
mat and momprietl a gaeatvań ety of tropical  and sob-tropical  
specie.. '11m city is built in a large,i σegιdazly shaped baaig  
formed by streams which osnvasge to form the Piabanba river,  

α txlbiitaiy of the -Parahyba do Sal. Among the public  
buildings are the old imperial palace, a modem. aammes real.  
dewael the eeti ιια1 eieeative and a municipal ball. Although  
Petropolia is net a aσmmadal centre its water-power and cool  
climate are making it an important manufacturing. town)  
Among the products are cotton fabtis and garments, beer,  

and Camembert and Brie decesa.,  
Petropolis was founded in ι84ς by Julius Frederick Ulm  

under the aaspioes of the emperor of Bmsb ,  Dee Pedro  IL, 
on lands purchased by his father, Dons Pedro I., in ii bs. The  
place was previously known as Cotrego facto, which Dr George  
Gxtdaer d mi sed in 1837 as "a smell, miserable village."  
The feet emperor planned to establish there a German colony,  
but the plan was not realized until 2845, whey about s7oo  
colonists from Germany were located there. Its growth was  
slow, but the choice of the place by the em eter as a summer  
residence drew thither many of the wealthy residents of the  

capital The Maui railway was opened to the foot of the 'mw  
(Rats der Serra) in 2854, and the m ι iden iced reed up the  
stem to the town in 1856. The mountain section of the railway,  
on the Riggeulmch system, was completed in r883. Petropobs  
has since bemuse the anmmer residence of the diplomatic  
cor and of the higher officials of the Federal government, and  
was the capitalof the meted Rio de Janeiro from ι8g3 to rgoy  
• PRFROY 11 , a seaport of Russia in Traiiacaacaaia, on the  
Caspbn Sea, in the province of Daghestan, ι8ο m. by rail  
E. of νbdikavksa, and ιδ5 m. N.W. from Baku. Pop. 9806.  
The town has become the port of embartstioa for Rmsnovodsk.  
the TIetacasplan territory, and the Central Asian klanales.  
There are naphtha wells; and the hot sulphur baths at Ak-gd  
and Taiga time by, attract many whiten in summer.  

P87ROVSK, a town of eastern Russia, in the government 
 of Saratov, on the Mafvyedksa, a bindery of the Don, 60 m.  

N.W. of the town of Santee. Pop. (1864), το ιa8; (ι8g7),  
13,212. It was founded by Peter the Greet in 1698 as  a 
defence against the Ruben Tatars. Its Industrial establishments  
include distilleriα, tanneries, tallow and bń ckworka  

mROZ'YOD86, a town and episcopal see of Russia,  
capital of the government of Olonets, on the west dune of Lake  
Onege, tee m. N.E. of St Petersburg. Pop. (s865), ls,os7t  
(ι 897), τ2,5a1. Two cathedral.; belt towards the end of the  
t8th century, a mining school, en ecclesiastical seminary and  
a government c ιιιιon-foundη are the dńd psbΙίc buildinji  
&nd lnatitnilons. Pctet the Great founded ironworks here in  
1703, but they cmtinued in operation only twenty-four yeats.  
The cannon-foundry was instituted in 1774.  Petromvorlsk  
became the capital of the government of fuowts in ribs  

PRlRUCCI, P8WDOL?O (d. iris), tyrant of Siena, spent the  
greater pert of his youth in exile, on account of the &di strife by  
which his native town of Siena was torn; but on the triumph  of 
the party of the ?ionrdti (those who supported the Council of  
Nine) in 1487 he was able to rettenbbme. On the death of his  
blether Dineopo. one of the mast powerful men in the city,  
Pandolfo succeeded to all the letter's oflicee and molnmenta  
(1497), thus becoming in fact if not in name mastered Slew. By  

his marriage with Aurelio, daughter of Nicole Beighese, another  
very influential citizen, h e , stif further strengthened his authority.  
But he soon began to abuse his power by selling public nine In  
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the highest bidden, or Mrdeiriag them on his followers. A plot  

was made to murder him, bet he discovered the conspiracy in  

time, and his own f&thar-in.law, who had been leader of the  

movement, eas put to death. In 1498 he prevented the out-
break of war with Florence over the pos ιι^oα d )iontepuk4no,  
which hed-been a bee of contention between the two cities for  
over a hundred yeses. HIS attitude towards Centre Borgia was  
exceedingly astute; at fine be essisted him, and obtained from  
hija with the favour of the French king the cession of Piombino;  
but having aublequeutly amused the suspicions of Beigia, the  
lιιtter attempted to appras Pedrurd by inviting him to the fatal  
meeting of Smlgallia. 11m Sienese tyrant, however, did not  
fall into the trap, and although Borgia is :sea obliged him to  
quit Sens, he returned two months later, more powerful than  
before. Femme( supported Pisa in the war against Florence, but  
ewntιatly, through the Iigervention of the pope and of the king  
of Spain, he made nee= with the latter city, to which be gave  
back Montepuldano in Isla. Asa reward fur this action  
Pope Julius IL created his nephew cardinal. During his last  
days Petrud abdicated his authority in favour of his son  
Borghae. He died at Sae Quirioo di Orrin on the ssst of  
May lfzs.  

See Peed, Mesieri' da*.-€ri*kbi di Sin a (Siena, 1755); U. G.  
Mondolfo, P. Psb'rui sdgur' di Sias (Siena, ι899)•  

PBTBUl AOBSOLUS (Oszoe), scholastic philosopher and  
monk of the Franciscan order, lived in the letter halt of the 13th  
century, and died in Paris in 5351 just after hsappoimtment as  
archbishop of Adz He was ace of the dzat to attack the  
!enlist doctrines of Deria Scents, smile interesting mainly as the  
precursor of William of Oeam in his revival of Νοminalsm. Hs  
ability earned for him the titles of Dodsr Psmsdns and Dieter  
Abaadaa τ.  

ΡΒΙΤΒΝROFAI, AUOO81' VON (5821-1889), AustrIan painter,  
been in Vienna, was brought up  on his father's estate in Galicia.  
Having decided to give up the military career on which be had  
started, be devoted himself to painting, taking for his subjects  
the simple scenes of the life on the dreary Puasta. His paintings  
are treasured for their fine qualities of colour, and for the  
sincerity with which the artist sets before us the uneventful  
melancholy life of Hungarian peasants and gipeies--without any  
theatrical pathos or fenced humour. He ens the inventor of the  
Petienkofen box, an appliance for dissolving and redi; ι tibnting  
sacked or discoloured varnish without friction or the dangerous  
use of chemicals. He died in Vienna in ι889.  

ΡΒΙΤΕΝ80Ffta. l iz JΟ6 1ΡH VON (1818-1901), Bavarian  
chemist sad hygienist, was born on the rd of December 18 ι8  
at Lichtenheim, near Neubeirg. He was a nephew of Frans  
Xavo Pettenkofer (1783-1850), who from £853 was surgeon and  
apothecary to the Bavarian court and was the author of some  
chemical investigations on the vegetable alkaloids. He studied  
pharmacy and medicine at Munich, where he graduated M.D. in  
.1843, and after working under Liebig at Giessen wan appointed  
chemist to the Munidi mint in ι844. Two yeas later he was  
chosen extraordinary professor of chemistry in the medical  
faculty, in 1853 be received the ordinary professorship, and in  
1865 he became also professor of hygiene. In 1894 he retired  
from active week, and on the Toth of February 1901 be shot him-
self in a fit of depression at his home on the Starnberger See, near  
Munich. In his earlier years he devoted himself to chemistry,  
both theoretical and applied, publishing papers on the prepara-
tion of gold and platinum, numerical relations between the atomic  
weights of analogous denents, the formation of aventurine  
glass, the manufacture of Illuminating gas from wood, the preser.  
vation of oil-paintings, fix The reaction known by his name W.  
the detection of We acids was published  in 1844.  In his widely  
used method for the quantitative determination of carbonic acid  
the gaseous mixture is shaken up with barytes or lime water of  
known strength and the change in alkalinity ascertained by means  
of oxalic arid. But his name is moat familiar in connexion with  
his work in practical bygime. as an apostle of good water, fresh  
air and proper sewage dspoaL His attention was drown to this  
subject about ziso by the unhealthy condition of Munich.  

Pettenkofor pee vkemo= esntled . to hls'ees ea hy ςΡlane and  
disease iii aunwrnw blinks aad papers; he was an editor of the  
Leisaińjt fir Diologi' from ι865 to t88a, and of the AreNa jar  

Hyguw' from 1883 to 1894.  
PRRICOAT, an underskirt, as part of a woman's dress. The  

petticoat, i.e. " petty-coat " or small coat, was originally a sheet  
garment for the upper put of the body worn under In outer  
dress; in the Proiie$criase tmsdersm the Latin equivalent is 

 isieicrda It was both a man's and a woman's garment, and was  
in the fast sae worn as a small mat under the doublet,  
and by women apparently es a kind of chemls ε. It was,  
however, easy applied to the skirt worn by women hanging  
from the waist, whether as the principal lower garment or as  
an underskirt. In the middle of the 17th century the wide  
breeches with heavy ism or embroidered ends worn by men  
were known as "petticoat breeches," a term alsq applied to the  
loose canvas or oilskin overalls were by fisń ermen.  

PII'1TIF, JOHN (1839-1893),  Scottish painter, was been In  
Edinburgh on the 17th of March 1839, the son of Alexander  
and Alison Fettle. In £852 the family removed to East  
Linton, Haddingtonzbire, and a portrait by the lad of the  
village carrier and his donkey overcame his father's objections  
to art as a career for his son. When sixteen he entered the  
Trustee? Academy in Edinburgh, working under Robert Scott  
Lauer with W. Q. Orcherdaon, 3.  Mac Whirter, W. M'Taggart,  
Peter Graham, Tom Graham and G. P. Chalmers His fast  
exhibits at the Royal Scottish Academy were "A Scene from  
the Fortunes of Nigel —one of the many subjects for which  
he sought inspiration in the novels of Sir Walter Scott—and  
two portraits in 1858, followed in 0859 by "The Prison Pet."  
To the Royal Academy in 1860 he sent "The Armourera ";  
and the success of this wok and to "What dye Lack,  
Madam 7 " in the following year, encouraged him to settle In  
London (sSSz), where he joined Orchaxds'm. In ι866 be was  
elected an Associate: of the Royal Academy, and in 1874 received  
full academical honoura in succession to Sir Edwin Lend leer.  
His diploma picture was " Jacobltea, £ 745•" Pettie was a hard  
and rapid worker, and, in his best days, a colouriat of a high  
order and a brilliant executeni 8* his early days he produced  
a certain amount of busk illustration. His connexion with  
Goad Wards began in ι86τ, and was continued till 1864. With  
J. MacWhitter be illustrated The Penmen's Bag (Straban,  
1862), and Wordsworth's Paley for t& Ymmg (Straban, r863):  
Hn principal paintings, in addition to these already mentinisued,  
art" Cromwell's Saints" (186 ι); "The Trio." (1863); "George  
Fox refusing to take the Oath" (ι864); "A Drumhead Court-
martial " (τ865); " ΤheAτrestterWitεheτaft "(4866);" Τraaου"  
(τ867, now in the Mappin Art Gallery, Sheffield); " Tussle with  a 
Highland Smuggler" (τ868) ;  " Τ he Sally " (τ87ο); "Terms to  
the Besieged" (487a); "The Flag of Truce" (1873);" ITo! 1101  
Old Nο1 " and " Α State Secret" (4874);  "A Sword and Dagger  
Fight" (r877);  "The Death Warrant "(1879); " Meomoat ń  end  
James II."( ι88ιΡ); "The Vigil" (1884, in the Cbantrey  Collec-
tion, National Gallery of British Art); " Challenged " (1885);  
" The Chieftain's Candlaticka " (τ886); " Two Strings to Her  
Bow" (1887); "The Traitor" and " Sir Charles Wyndham as  
David Garrick" (1888); and "The Ultimatum "and "Bonnie  
Prince Charlie" (1891). Pettie died et Hastings on the 21st  
of February 1893. In 1894 a aelectian of his work was Included  
in the Winter Exhibition of the Royal Academy. His portrait  
by himself is in the Tate Gallery.  

John Peteje, R.A. (London. 1908). by his nephew Martin Hardla,  
gives the story of ha life, a catalogue of his pictures, s, and fifty  
reproductions in colours.  

POTTY. SIR NI6WAi (4633-1687), English statistician and 
 political economist, born on the 26th of May 1623, was the son  

of a clothier at Romney in Hampshire, and received his early  
education at the grammar school there. About the age of  
fifteen he went to Caen (Normandy), taking with him a little  
stock of merchandise, on which he traded, and so maintained  
himself whilst learning French, improving himself in Latin and  
Greek, and studying mathematics and other sciences. On his  
return to England be seems to have had for a short time a place  
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is the royal navy. He tent absold again in 1643, and remained  

for three years in France and the Netherlands, pursuing his  
studies. Ιιι Paris be reed Vembiis with Hobbes, who was then  
preparing his Trafetus οµιcυs, and it is said that Petty drew  

the diagrams for him. In 1647 Petty obtained a patent for the  
invention of double writing, i.e. α coning machine. In politics  
be e.pouzed the side of the parliament. His first publication  
was a letter to Samuel Haztlib in 5648, entitled Advice for the  

Ad,nsunreat of some Parlicslar Parts of Learmng, the object  
of which was to recommend such a change in education as would  
give it a more practical character. In the same year he took  
up his residence at Orford, where he was made deputy professor  
of anatomy, and where he gave instruction in that science and  
in chemistry. Ιιι 1649 ńe obtained the degree of do εtα of physic,  
and was soon after elected a fellow of Brasenose College. He  
gained some notoriety in 1650 by entering to life a woman who  
had been banged for infanticide. In X651 he was made professor  
of anatomy at Oxford, and also became professor of music at  
Gresham College. In sό52 he went to Ireland, having been  
appointed physician to the army in that country In 1654,  
observing that the ιdιώ  ιυement and divisien of the lands  
forfeited in s64r and graaied to the soldiers had been "most  
inefficiently and absurdly managed," he entered into a contract  
to erecute α fresh survey, which he completed in thirteen  

months.' By this-he gained g000, and part of the money he  
invested profitably ih the purchase of soldiers' debentures. He  

thin became posesur of to large a domain in the county of  
Merry that, aoceeding to John Aubrey, he could behold from 

 Mt Mangerton pgaoo acres of his own land. He set up iron-
works in that neighbourhood, opened lead-mines and marble-
q'ftreies, esabińhed a pilchard fishery, and commenced a trade  
in timber. Besides the dice of eommidoner of distribution  
of the lands he had surveyed, he held that of secretary to the  

lord-lieutenant, Henry Cromwell, and was also during two years  
deck of the council. In January X658 he was elected to Richard  
CiomweW's parliament as member for West Lone in Cornwall.  

Mtee the Restoration he returned to England and was favourably  
received and knighted by Charles IL, who was "much pleased  
with his Ingenious discourses," and who, it ό  said, Intended tο  
mete him earl of ICilmocs. He obtained from the king a new  
patent coastiteting him su veyor general of Ireland. In 1663 he  
attracted much notice by the saoe σs of hiainventionof sdouble-  
bottomed ship, which twice made the pawge between Dublin  
and Holyhead, but was afterwards lost in a•vioknt storm. He  
was one of the first members of the Royal Society, and sat on  
its council. He died in London on the 16th of Deάmber 1687,  
and was buried in the church of his native place. His will, α  
curious and d)arecteristic  document, is printed in Chalmes's  
BiOgra$i'al rndi.isery.  

His widow, Elizabeth (d. 5706), daughter of Sir Hardresa  
Waller (1604-1666), the Irish Cmmweibali soldier and regicide,  
was crested Baroness Shelbda by James II. in 5688; and her  
two sons were s ccei ively nested ark of Shelburne, but fin  
their death without issue the Petty estates pawed to their  
sń ter,'Asne, and after her marri&ge to the 1st eat of Rerry the  
Shelburne title was revived In her son's favour (see under  
Luesoowna, rat Maslΰ ras).  

Petty's Irish survey was Used an a collation of social data  
which entitles him to be considered a real pioneer in the science 

 of comparative statistics. He was alto one of the first in whoih  
we find a tendency ton view of industrial phenomena which was  
at variance with the then dominant mercantilist ideas, and he  
exhibits a stαteamaoWtε sense of the elements in which the  
strength of a nation really consists. Roscher namep him as  
having, along with Locke and Dudley North, raised the English  
school to the highest point it attained before the time of Hume.  

The survey executed by Petty was, dbmewhat whimsically.  
called the " Down Survey,' because the results were eel dewmm in  
maps; it is called by that name in Pears will. He left in MS. a  
full account of th, proceedings in eoanexion with it, which was  

edited by Sir Thoma" Α. Larcom for the Irish Archaeological  
Society in 1851. The wipes some of which were injured by a fire  
ώ  1755, are preserved in the Public Record Odice, Dublin.  

axu 6*  

His Freefise of Tam and Ca'b'ibsirewr emtains a char state.  
maul of the doctrine that price depends on the labour necessary  
for production. Petty is much concerned to discover a fixed  
unit of value, and he thinks he has found it in the necessary  
sustenance of a man for a day. He understands the cheapening  
effect of the division of labour. H. metes correctly the notion of  
" natural and true " rent as the remainder of the produce of land  
after payment of the cast of production; but he seems to have no  
ides of the " law of diminishing returns." He has mach that  
is just on the subject of mo ńey he sees that there may be an  
exceza of it as well as a deficiency, and regards the prohibition  

of its exportation as contrary to sound policy. But he em is  
attributing the fall of the rate of interest which take plan in the  
progress of industry to the inavase in the quantity of  money. 
He protested against the fetters imposed on the trade of Ireland,  
and advocated a union of that country with Crest Britain.  
Whilst the general Ιeαdenη in his day was to represent England  
as in a state of progressive decline-en opinion put forward  
particularly in the tact entitled B&ibanasn laagwas-Petry  
declared her resources and prospects to be not infet( α to these  
of France,'  

A complete Gat of his works is given in the Aliwroe .xoafeiises.  
The most important are: the Trealise of Taxes end Conl ńbslroas  
(1662, 1667 and 1685); Palilical Arlihiae$ic, presented in MS. to  
Charles II. but, because it contained matte likely to be ogensive  

to Franc, kept unpublished till 1695, when it was edited by Petty's  
inn Charles: ssuaagse, er a Trod cementing Money (ι68α); 
Oiiκrwtians apex tie Daihin Bills of Me ιtolily in r6d/ end his Sink  
of dal City (1683); Stray ' οiιcmιi ι lie Mallifhieslisa of Mankind  
(1686); Polill'al Analosmy of Zralaad (1691). Several prperaappeared  
in the Piilompiital Tranxadioas. See &oi'omie Wrilirsgs of Si,  

WiIhieiie Pub, ed. C. H. Hull (a vats., 2899).  
PBTTY.OPFICER. the title in the navy of a large number of  

minor (Fr. Arlie, small) oibceis, of less than commissioned or  

warrant rank-such as the master-at-arms, sailmakei-, caulker,  
armourer, cook, Rc. They were originally named, aid removable,  

by the captain.  
PETIJEA, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the  

natural older Solanacese and containing about 16 species, chiefly  

South American (southern Brazil and Argentina). The garden  

forms are derived from the white-flowered P. sydagiaipfore and  
the violet- or purple-flowered P. matacea. The varieties of  

petunia, especially the double forms, make admirable specimens  

for pot culture.  
Named or specially fine varieties are propagated by cuttings  

taken from stock plants kept through the winter on a dry warm  
shelf, and moved into a brisk moist heat in early sexing: the young  
dents are pleated in p.m or pis  filled with sandy soik, and, aided 
by a brisk bottom hat, strike root in a few days. They us then  
netted singly into thumb-pots, and when once established are  
gradually hardened oil, and afterwards repotted as required. The  
shoots should be topped tο make bushy plants, and their tops π αυ  
be utilized as eottines. . The single varieties are Maimed from seeds 
sown in light sandy soil in beat, in the early spring, and very slightly 
covered. The plants need to be pncked ont or potted oil as strop as  
large enough to handle. Good strains of seeds supply plants imitable  
for bedding; but, as they do not reproduce themsehvm exactly, any  

ants particularly required must be propagated, like the double  
ones, lenin cuttings.  

PETNORTH, a market town in the Horsham parliamentary  

di aion of Sussex, England, 53 m. S.S.W. from London by  
the London, Brighton ft South Coast railway. Pop. (rein),  
sςο3. The church of St Mary is Perpendicular, end contains  
numerous memorials of members of the Percy family and others.  

Petwoith Hone, situated in a beautiful park, dates from the  

i*th century, and contains a magnificent collection of pictures.  

At Signet In the neighbourhood are remains din important and  

splendidly adorned Roman villa.  
The first mention of Pelworth (Peartingkwyrth, Yeteode,  

Pαtewίrd, Pedawuτde, Pulteisvrtb, Pyttewoeth, Petteworth)  
occurs in a grant by Eardwulf, king of Northtimbria, to St Peter's  

Church, about 791. In the time of Edward the ConfemorPetwertb  

won an allοdίal manor held by his queen Edith, and in 1086 Robert  

Fin-Tetbald held 11 .4 Roger Montgomery, earl of Sbrewsbwy.  

It then included a church and a mill, and was rated at nine hides.  

Through Queen Adeliιa, Petwoed s came first into the hands of  
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her steward, Reginald de Wyndsor, and was afterwards given  
to her brother josceGne, who held it of the honour of Arundel.  
Jwceline mareied Agnes de Percy and assinned the surname of  
Percy. The honour and manor of Peworth followed the desomt  
of this family until ι708. In 1,377 Henry Percy was created earl  
of Northumberland. The only daughter of the last earl menied  
Charles, duke of Somerset, in t68z, and Pciwonh descended  
through their daughter Catherine to the earls of Egreinnnt. The  
adopted son of the third earl was scaled Hama Leaonheld in  
1859.  

PBOTINGHR HONR.D (t46p- ι547), German humanist and  
antiquarian, was born at Aagsberg. In 1497 he was teem clerk  
of his native place, and was on ibtimate terms with the emperor 

 Mawimjli ,,, He was one of the first to publish Roman inset*.  
tons, and his name ren ain ι emaciated with thafammoaa Toiida  
p'iiIiagrriasa (see Mar), a .map of the military roads of the  
western Roman Empire,which was discoverad by Konrad Ceitew,  

who handed it over to Peutiager for publication. Peutinger also  

edited the Zisaionia Gofbwsw of Jeedanes, and the nuke&e  
antis Le ι»bσ.Jsam of Paulus Diaoenus.  

The Tnbsla ρπιί5s 	was first published as a whole by  
F. de Sehnh (17 	later edition, by E. Desjardι ns (1869-  
1874) and C. Miller ι888); see also E Ρ udist, ξιkdru πς der Pow..  
finger Taft! (867); and Teuffel-Schwabe, Βί  Ι, of Rom σw Literatsrs  

(Erg. trans., 1900)  
PEVBNSEY. a village in the Eastbourne p.diamentary  

division of Sussex, England, 65 in S.S.E. from London by the  
London, Bńghton & South Coast railway, Pop. ( ι οι),  
468. The village is a member of the Cinque Ports, but the sea  
has receded a mile from it in historic times. The outer wall,  
with solid towers, of the celebrated castle, is of Ronan conurac-
tdon, and originally enclosed a complete melt  it is generally  
considered to have enclosed the strong town of Αsώ ida( Within  
rise the fine ruins, principally of the 13th century, but in part  
Norman, of the castle proper, with a keep and four massive  
round towers. The church of St Nicholas, close to the castle,  
shows beautiful Early English work. It has been supposed that  
Pevensey was the scene 01 the landing of Caesar in 55  S.C., but the  
question is disputed.  

The name of Pevenaey (Paevenisel, Pevcua f, Peveap, Pemsey)  
first occurs in a grant of land there by the south Saxon Duke  
Berthuald to the abbey of Si Denis in 795. In later Saxon times,  
at least by the teign of Edward the Confessor, i was a royal  
borough and had a harbour and a market. Its early importance  
was due to its fencible port. It was the landing place of  William 
the Noonan on his way to conquer, and was the saps( of the rape  
of Pevensey, which was granted by William to the end of Martain  
and subsequently became the Honour of the Eagle. Some time  
before the reign of Edward I. the town of Pevensey was made  
a member of Hastings and shared the liberties of the Cinque  
Ports, but apart from them it possesses no charter, It was  
governed by a bailiff and twelve joints, elected annually, until 

 by en act οf 1883 it mated ιo exist es a borough. Its seal  
dates apparently from the reign of Henry IIL The gradual  
decline of Pevemey was complete m the z ιb century and  
was mused by the recession of the son and consequent loss of the . 

harbour.  
PEW (Mid. Eog. pmw, through Ο. Fr. furl, iii, mod. psy,  

in the sense of hill, d. ap$iyer, to lean against; from Let. $dias,  
a high Pte, Weeny; Gr. ań har, pedestal, s=Fe, toot), a term,  
In its most usual miming, Ii a fixed seat in it church, usually  
enclosed, slightly raised from the floors, and composed of wood  
framing, meetly with ornamented ends. Some bench ends are  
certainly of Decorated character, and some have been considered  
to be of the Early English period. They are sometimes of plain  
oak hood, aj to 3 in. thick, chamfered, and with a necking  
and fsnial generally celled a peppy heed; others are plainly  
panelled with bold cappis'gs; in others the panels are ornamented  

with tracery or with the lieu pauua, and sometimes with  
running foliages. The large pews with high enclns*res, curtains,  
Sec., known familiarly as" horse-boxes," and common in English  
parish churches during the 18th and early pact of the s9th  
centuuńes, bgve needy all beea cleared away. The perish church  

of Whitby, In Yorkshire, Is ρbhηps the best euchring esample of  
an unaltered interior.  

Tb. Latin wad ;dins was particularly applied to a balcony  
ow parapet next to the arena in the Roman theatre when the  emjicrce 
and other distinguished persons sac. According to Du  lange  
(Gkrs.insm, r.r. podium), it is touOj in medieval Latin for a  
bench (ssbsd4nm) for the miner canons at a church in Lyons ('MI),  
sad also for a kneeling stool in a monastic durcfi. The wad  
" pew ' in English was often used for a stall fee the minister lan a  
wading desk, or (οr a pulpit. The floor space of the nave end tran-
septs of medieval churches was usually open, mats being sometimes  
provided for kneeling. and if any fixed seats were provided these  
would be fee the patrons el the church on for diκiπguηΡked people  
Some enclosed seats, however, seem m have been reserved for women,  
as is seen in Piers Plowman. ch. vii. 144." Among wyves and wodewes 

 irk am ywoned sιιtε yparroked in puwes." They did not come into  
general use till the middle of the ι5th or begiimng of the 16th  
min curt' (see Gasquet, Parisi Life ,a Merlin.! Eii'nsd. (906. pp. 62 
and 133). Over the few seats thus allotted dispute amac end  
attempts were made to appropriate them. Thus she corns,tut ions  
fcr the wnod of Exeter, drawn up by Bishop Peter Quivel in 1287,  
forbid say one "to claim any sitting in the church es his own... .  
Whoever first mimes to pray, let him take what place be wishes in  
which to pray"  

Αt common law all sacs in parish church are for the common  
use of all the poń shieners, and every parishioner has a right to  a 
seat without paying foe it. The disposition of the seats is in tie  
discretion of the churchwardens acting Ion the ordinary for the  
purpose of orderly arrangement (as to the exercise of this dis-
aetion see Reyadds v. MoscMna, 1841, a M. & R. 384), sad this  
can be exercised in cases where all the seats are free (Asher  v. 
Calera*, 1887, r8 Q.B.D. 607). The right to a seat does not  
belong to a non-parishioner. As sg iinst the assignment and  
disposition of seats by the ordinary, acting through the church.  

wardens, Iwo kinds of appropriation can be rot up (a) by the  

grant of a faculty by the ordinary, and (i) by prescripti0i, bored  

on the presumption of a bet faculty. Such faculties are rarely  
granted now; they were formerly commoi; the grant was to a  

man sad his family "so long as they remain inhabitants of  a 
certain house in the parish "; the words "of a canals hone " ars  
now usually omitted. The claim to a new by prmcroption must  
be in respect of a house in the parish; the right is subject to the  

burden of repairing the pew; it is not an easement, not does the  
Presαipti0n Act 1832 apply to it (see for the whole subject of  a 
chum by ρresciptioπ Phillips v. Se11May, 289', A.C. aa8). The  
letting of pews in pσiιh churches became common in the 06th  
century, but there are some earlier insinnces of the use, fee  

example at Si Ewen., Bristol, in 145$ (Cbancbmad ιmr Aceamds,  
Sir J. Madam, Trans. &bid and Gbsa;esfer ArchaesL Assn., vol.  

xv., 1890-1891). The taking of pew rents in padsh churches is  
illegal (Lord Stowell, in Waller v. Gunner, 1798, 3 Hag. C.arid.  
Si;); but under the various Church Building Acts scats may be  
let and rents charged to pay the salary of the minister, &c.  

See Λ. fifties. HuW7 iced Lem of Curd 3m" and Pose (i87s) ;  
Phillimore, Eccles. Law (0896), iL 5424 see.  

PEWTER, a general name used to denote a number of alloys  
of various metals in diverse proportions, thesole common future  
of which lies in the fact that tin is always the chief 0onstituent.  
The etymology of the word is doubtful, but it is probably an  
English modification of spdinr, which was adopted with more or  
less local alteration by the continental European nations, who  
at an early period were eager purchasers of the ware, becoming  
$aider in Dutch, pedre, peaaee or piσwbι in *tench, pd' n in  
Italian and pdIre in Spanish. Roman pewter, the eldest known,  
which has been disinterred at various places in England and  
elsewhere, was composed of tin and lead alone, for the occasional  
trace of iron are believed lobe accidental, in proportions which,  
though vagί0g considerably, Soup  themselves arotmd two  
definite formulae, one containing 7 ι - ς parts of tin to ay8 of  
lead, the other 78•s of tin to et'; of lead, or one blue of tin to  
4; and 3 acacias of lead respectively.  Ο.  the European continent  
in the middle ages, some ten centuries later than the supposed  
date of the Roman pewter band in Britain, when we first get  
definite records of the composition of pewter, lead remained  
the chief, If not the only secondary ingrediint. Ia 2437 the  
pewterets of Montpelier added 4 parts el lead to 96 el du.  

τ  
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when making dishes and poiruagers a ο pests of lead to 9d  d  
tin for salt-cellars and ewes; these of Lirnogas used 4  parts of  
load to woof tin; et Nmembeeg in is76 it was ordained that  
not mere than s lb of lend should be mined with every ιο  lb 
of tin; in Renee during the 18th cement a limit of ι s% of  
lead was imposed, while at the present time ι6.5% 'wfth a margin 

 of rs.for emus is mended as safe foe the"slouhge af.wine end  
t αεαΟυ  

In England the eadleat lm ere. σιdίoantss for the tegnluion  
of the craft weje drawn up In .348 and Ceccivad the approval  
of the mayor and aldermen. From them we learn that for  
rounded vessels fend might be mixed with the tin in the pad-
portion of 26 lb to each hundredweight, though thin quantity  
appears tο have been leaned excessive, since in £351 a pewteret  
was punished because his dice contained mote than ι6 lb  
to the hundredweight, unless this be a clerical ,  error in the  
ccaIeanpo'aay ,ousts of the Pewterees' Company. Articles  
made of this material were to be known as "vessels of tyn for  

ever" but the alloy aeon came to be known as" ley." Another  
formula, however, authorized in the same d&cement, would  
appear tο have been at that time an exclusively English secret,  
to which was presumably due the universal recugi'ition of the  
superionty of the island waken which is so usable a fact in the  
history vi pewter. It was known as " fyae peauter rr  end used  
for dishes, saucers, plotters, Burgers, sad (ow aIi"thingo that  
they make square.' such as cruets, chrismalorlea, &c., which  
owing either-to the rough usage they would be submitted to, or  
to the sharpness of their angles, called -  for greeter toqghnem in  
the mitesial, The recipe for thisaloy.as originally propounded  
was as much brass tο the tin "as it sod rrceiuve of his nature,"  
but the lack of precision in this perhaps reudOred it difficult to  
distinguish accidents/ vniat ίσns from deliberate adulteration;  
and in 1474-1475  it was resolved that 26 lb of brass snug  
be mixed with every bundredweight of tin. The penaltln let  
infringement of the rules were severe-and frequently enforced,  
but in spite of them alterations and improvements crept in.  
The chief and pesbeps the earl eat of these-was the edditiow of  a 
certain propoetion 01 bismuth, or es it was then called "ten  
glass." When this was first used is not recorded, but by rgbi  
it was accepted as a matter of Moore; in 1630 a maker "was  
found in fault for net adiciently tempering his metal with tin  
glass"; and in ι653 it was ordered that 3 Ile weight of tin  
glue at least must be mixed with every rcoo lb of tin. Anti-
noιη was subsequently introduced--though there is no menlbn  
of it in the records of the Pewterers' Company—sometimes  
alone as in tin and temper (1.610 tee parts) and trifle ( ι7 parts  
tο 83 of tin), sometimes with οther•metds as In hard metal  
(96 parts of tin, 8 of antimony and 501 coppir), a mistute  
very closely resembling that still used under the name of " Brit.  
annia metal." and in plate pewter ( too partsof tin, 8 of antimony,  
4 of copper and 4 οf bismuth). The wares were originally (ash-
ioned in two ways, by hammering -or by testing, and the workers  
in each were strictly differentiated, the former, who worked in  
fine pewter, being known as Sedware men, the letter who used  
" icy" as Hollow-ware men. A third class, known as Triflers,  
from the alloy they were limited to, probably at first only menu-
teetured such small articles of domestic use or ornament as did  
not defnitelyfell undereitheeretthe etherhead ńngs,but from an  
authorized list of wares, drawn up by a committee of Τπflkrs in  
ι6ιι, it is dear that the barrier bet Wren them and the Hollow-
ware men had been hugely broken down. Another method cf  
waking pewter which seems to have been introduced later, and  
never followed to any great extent, was spinning, by which, the  
vessel wee shaped in a mould on a wheel by t he mere pressure of a  
blunt tool, the softness of the metal snowing of its Bowing  
aulbciriitly for this purpose.  

Pewter first appears in history In 1074, when a synod at Rotten  
permitted its use as a subst it ute for gold or silver in church vessels.  
a concession accepted also at Winchester two years later. again  
withdrawn (n 1175. but once more tacitly adopted 'some twenty  
"?irs after. The records of its domestic use commence with the  
afdrons employed for boiling the meat et the coronation of  

Edwin! I. ik.es74, though we 'gaiber that the trade was rem  
then flourishing in Paris and Bruges, whence during the following  
century It extended to Augsburg, Nuremberg, ?eiders, ?liens and  
ether wn►imntii °nitres. Confined at-first to the more wealthy  
classes, we can trace as time goes on its extenslo ń  loner ańd  
dower in the social, sale, until at the end of the 7th century its  

lie' was almat mivmsaL Thaneeforward l ιs vogue steadily  
declined. ?bejrowingchoapuwsaof glass and chinaware and the  
inventimi of mare shorn metals brought upon it by degreea the  
feud stigma of vulgarity, until with very few exceptions its  
maυdactareemi elyαaaed.  

Artistically, 	watt at its best when its makers were least  
conscious of the art τeveaied in it, thinking more of the durability  
and appt'opchtegeas to puu'poee of their 'wares than of their  
dee marine qualities. Though intentionally ornamental needs  
may be found earlier, it was not until the a8th century' that  
the pewterera set themselves to slavishly copying the  designs 
and methods of the 'iiveinmiibs, whether suitable Ιο their  
material or net, and thereby undoubtedly hastened their own  
&emir .  ' 

Of recent yens pewter has taken its place among the snicks  
sought after by collectors, and Its cost has so materially and  
napf'ly increased that the manufacture of vessels, guaranteed  
of course genimdy antique, bids foie to become once more  
a trying industry. Unfortunately the various enactments  
compelling each make to stamp his were with a definite touch-
mark seem at all times to have been very generally evaded or  
Ignored, and experience alone Is therefore the only safe guide  
to distInguishing new from old.  

Busiiooearay.—Hirtoy of tie W.rskijifsd C.m¢aay of Peweres  
of the Cίηy οf Lemke. by Charles Welch (London, ipso); Penwa Pate,  
by R. •J . 4 Masse (London, ); $cultist Pester Wane osd Pew-
tern, by L. ingkbyy Wood (Morton, Edinburgh n.d.); Old Pewter,  
by Makoh a Bell (Newnes, London, n.d.); Les kuieax duos FasN. 
• alas wayea dga L'F1aia, by Germali' Basset (Paris, r584)';  
I),dwsuure de l'saiienbloiwaul et de is ddr.we*a, by :Henri Hsvaad  
Husioue des mebilier, by Albert )acqucmart (Paris, 1877); " Analysis  
of Roman Pewter." by W. Cowlend, Arciaedogia, eel. Ivy. (18x8);  
Pester Marks sad (Jhl Ρewkr Ware: Doaw.sWc and Ecdesieslwai,  
by Christopher A. Markham (1909). - (Μ. Bu.)  

14ΖΕΝAS, a town of southern France, in the department of  
Henault 33 m. W.S.W. of Montpellier on the southern railway.  
Pope (t906), 6432. The commerce in cognac, spirits and wmea  
s so important that the pekes current for these at the weekly  
sales are registered throughout the wine marts of France and  
Europe. There s a handsome monument to Moliire, who lived  
at Pizenas several years and produced his first plays there in rest  
and r656. A gateway (1sth century) and old mansion of the  
ι sth and r6th centuries are of Interest.  

Peunas (ριτιeπκαe) was founded by the Gauls. In the  
roth century it became the capital of a countahip subsequently  
held by important families including those of Montmorency,  
Condo and Conti. In the 17th century the town was on several  
occasions the meeting place of the estates of Languedoc.  

PPAFP, JOHANN FR IEDΗTCR (1765-1825), German mathe..  
madiciae, was been on the sand of December 1763 at Stuttgart.  
He received his early eduction at the Cariaschule, where he met  
F Schiller, his lifelong friend. His mathematical capacity was  
early noticed; he pursued his studies at Ghttingen under Abraham 

 Goithelf lC steer (1719-1800). and in 1787 he went to Berlin and  
studied practical astronomy under J. E. Bode- In 1788 NaS  
became professor of mathematics in Helmstedt, and so continued  
until that university was abolished in ι8ιο. From that time till  
his death on the 21st of April 1825 he held the chi of mathe•  
matics at Halle. Pfaff s researches bore chiefly on the theory of  
series, to which he applied the methods of the so-called combina.  
tonal school of German mathematicians, and on the solution of  
diffetenllel equations. His two principal works are Disguisiliones  
a'alvtkae maxims ad eaknlam inlcgrakm el doclinam seriergm  
tee inc des (410., vol. 1. ,  Helmstgdt, 2797) and " Meth οdm  
generalis. atquationrs differentiarvm particularum, necnon  
aequationes 4ifferentiales vulgates, ulrasque priori ordinis inter  
geotc'umque variebiles, complete integrendi" in Abh. d. Berl.  
Aced. ('1814-1815). The former work contains Weirs dseusion  
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of a certain dWerentiai equation wbicb generally beers his  
name, but which had originally been treated in a less complete  
manner by L. Rulor (see D1rnIZNT1ALEQIMTIONC). The hatter  
work contains an important addition to the theory of partial  
di/Lem/1al equations as it had been left by J. L. Lagrange.  

His brother, Justin WiuNaut Assrszaa Pam (1774-1835),  
was professor of pure and applied mathematics successively at  
Dorpet, Nuremberg, Wttrzburg and Erlangen. Another brother,  
Cuatanax Hama2cR Pam (2773-185=),  graduated in medicine  
at Stuttgart in 1793,  and from c8οe till his death was mime,  
of medicine, physics and chemistry at the university of KieL  

PFALZRUBG, a town of Gelrnany, in the Imperial province of  
Alsace-Lorraine, lies high oe the west slopes of the Vosges, 25 m.  
N.W. of Stressburg by tail. Pop. (1905),  j;id. Ιι contain an  
Evangelical and a Roman Catholic church, a synagogue and a  
teachers' seminary. Its industries include the iiianufacture of  
gloves, straw hats and liqueurs, and also quarrying.  

The principality of Pfalzburg, of which this, town was the  
capital, originally a part of Luxemburg, afterwards belonged in  
turn to the bishop of Metz, the bishop of Straaaburg and the  
duke of Lorraine, and passed into the possession of France in  
ι66τ, The town was of importance as commanding the passes  
of the Vosges, and was strongly fortified by Vauban in ' 0080.  
The works resisted the Allies in £814 and 1815, and the Gcrma*s  
for four months in 1870, but they were taken on the iath of  
December of that year. They have since been rased.  

PFR[FFZR, FRANZ ( ι8ι6- ι868), German scholar, was born at  
Bettlach near Soleure on the 27th of February ι8ι5. After  
studying at the university of Munich he went to Stuttgart,  
where hi 1846 he became librarian to the royal library. In  
1856 Ρfeifier founded the Germania, a quarterly periodical  
devoted to German antiquarian research. In 2857, having  
sιabligiιed his fame as one of the foremost authorities on  

German medieval literature and philology, he was appointed  
professor of these subjects at the university of Vienna; and in  
1860 was made a member of the Imperial Academy of Sciences.  
lie died at Vienne on the 29th of May :868.  

Among the many mrί ι ί πggas edited by him may be mentioned the  
Baιfσam amd Josepho4 of Rudolf von Ems (1843), the £dnIsI'sa of  
Ulriih Boner (1844). Die dtabcheη Mysiikr 41 14.  Ja$irhiinder's  
(1845- 1857; new ed., 1906), the Bach der Molar of Konrad von  
Megenberg, a 14th-century writer (sent), Die Predigka des Berihdd  
son R'gassdoeg (&86a) and the poems of Walther von der Vogel.  
weide (1864; 6th ed. i y K. Bartsch. 1880). Of his independent  
writings the most important are 2m deutsche, Litermωςςescfiic,te,  
flair Wears and Bildimg der ' κ1ιιa Sprier in miΙtetiαe deιd'her  
Zr/i, Der Diekkr des NiWngmiiede , Frnc/nmg ,end Iń 'ik a4  
dim Geiiek des deutschka A1lxiams, and dlideuki,ke Dbwr tbadi.  
A biographical sketch by Karl Βsrtσch is in Uh(ands Briefwe,hsd  
min Freiherm son Lacsberg, edited by Franz Pfeiffer (1870).  

PPEIFFER. IDA LAURA (1797-2858), Austrian traveller,  
daughter of a merchant named Reyer, was born at Vienna on  
the 14th of October ι7g7. In 1820 she married Dr p(eiffer, a  
lawyer of Lemberg, who subsequently incurred official persecu-
tion and was reduced to poverty. In her later We Mmc  
Ffciffer devoted her limited means to travel In 1842 she visited  
Palestine and Egypt. and published an account of her journey in  
1/cisc finer Wienerin in des RefUge Land (Vienna, 1843). In 1845  
she set out to Scandinavia and Iceland, describing her tour in  
two volumes. Ruse nick dim skαndiaσrιscken- Νοιιdcx and der 

 Josef Island (Pest, 1846). In :846 she started on a journey round  
the world, visiting Brazil, Chile and other countries of South  
America, Tahiti, China, India, Persia, Asia Minor and Grtece,  
and reaching home in 2848. The results were published in  
Rine Fmlien!ohrI um die 1Vdi (Vienna, 1830). In ι85ι she went  
to England and thence to South Africa, intending to.penetrate  
into the Interior; this proved impracticable, but she proceeded  
to the Malay Archipelago, spending eighteen months in the  
Sunda Islands and the Moluccas. After a visit t ο Australia,  
Madame P(eifler proceeded to California, Oregon, Peru, Ecuador,  
New Granada, the Missiones Territory, and north again ιο the  
Great Lake, reaching home in 1854. Her narrative, Meine  
meik Wekreise, was published at Vienna in 1856. In May of the  
same yeas she set out tq explore Madagascar, where at first she  

was cordially received by the queen. But she 'mwlttiiigly  
allowed herself to be involved in a.plot to owatliwow the goveri '

-meat, and was expelled the cDtmtry. She died at Viama on  
the 57th of October 1858.  

The Reiss testis Modagsw was hued hi ι$6ι (Viehώa), with a  
biography by her son.  . 

ΠFLΒΙΙ BRBB, ΟΠΙU (α8yg-τgο8), .German Psoiteetarn theo-
loglan, was born at Stettee near Caiinstadt in Witrttembe2g  
on the tat of September 1839. From 1857 to ι86s he studied at  
Tlibingen under F. C..Baar; and afterwards in Faglend end  
Scotland. He then entered the minietsy, became TMlol11s  at  
Ρϋbingεπ, and fora shed time held, a pastorate at Heilbaona  
(1868). In 2870 he became chief pastor and auperinleiidssst at  
Jane said sun afterwards professor erdinarius of tlueiogy, but  
in 1875 be was celled to the chair of systemAtic theology at  
Deelia, having made his name by a series of articles on New Testa.  
rent criticism and Jobaanine and Pauline theology, which  
appeared in Adolf Hilgenfeld's Zeit:driJt Jir roiταaιrrheJYieis  
Tkedogis,' and by Μs Der Pe ιdiπiταιa; published in 1873  (sad  
eel., ι8gο;, Eυg. liens., PavJin4iia a Coώ ibιdiσn N lire Hidsry el  
Prim/lies Cklslimi Tkedogy, a vols., 2873, he.). Dar Unek,is-
ka4us, seine Sckιifiem and Liken, is geuaiiekiliO4u BasineF  
seerksng bnsckidms was published in 1878 and considerably  
enlarged for, a second edition in egos ( Εe>S. trans., :9126). Ice  
1860 appeared The Deedopawιιt of needingince Kars, sad iώ  
Fre ress in Great Britain vises 18s", ,?shish was written ter  
publication in England. A mere elaborate weak was his  
Rdigieκtfkifow$kis a ιιf ges kίιhdΓidιas Εσιsιdlσga ('878; and eel,  
enlarged, 1883-1884; Fag. tries., from end German ed., Tb  
Ρkiiσselky of Rd/phi on lie Basis of /Is 11/slay, 4 ,01.., χ886-
1888). " The IΜΜαnee of lb. Apostle Paul en the Developmmt  
of Christianity" was the title of a coarse of Ribbed Lecterm  
given in London as 1885. Ice 289e he delivered she Gibed  
Lectures at Edinburgh, the subject being "The Phil σιey8y and  
Development of Religion." Hi. later publications included:  
The Lerly Ckrisfias Caact}liοι. of Ckrisi ('9125), Die RwfsMkawg  
des GMistk'Ιaw (ιοο5;  Eng. tries., ιgαό),Rdigiss need Rdig σωαι  
(1906; Eng. trans., *907), and Die BoAifckfang der Ckńslessmt  
(:907). He died on the 18th of July 1908, at Gross Liditerlulde,  
near Berlin. In New Testament criticism PBefderer belonged  
to the critical school whieb grew out of the impulse given by  

F. C. Beer. But, like other modern German theologians, be  
showed a grate disposition to mu φronise. All Lis-work sbπs  
a judicial tone of mind, mud is remarkable fee the charm of Its  

style.  
$θeiderer'a yousgα brother Eemmm ( ι84a-syoa) die.  

tingulshed'himself both in philosophy and theology. He too  
entered the ministry (1864) and during the Franco.Gumin  
War served as army chaplain, an experience described in his  
&rΙeδiώ s* dines F&geisllkheis (ι8gο). He was afterwards  
appointed professor ordinarlus of philosophy at Kid ( 1873  
and in ι87& he was elected to the philosophical chair at  
Tubingen. He published works on Leibnitz, empiricism and  
scepticism in Hume's philosophy, modern pessimism, Runic  
criticism, English philosophy, Heraditus of Ephesus and many  
other subjects.  

PF(1RTA, or Sceuirrosra, formerly a Cisterciaii monastery  
dating from ι i ο, and now a celebrated German public school.  
It is in the Prussian province of Saxony, on the Seale, 2 m.  
S.W. of Naumburg. The remains of the monastery include the  

13th century Gothic church, recently restored, the Roinaneaque  
chapel (12th century) and other buildings now used as dormi-
toń e, lecture rooms, Re. There is also the Fllrste ιhαus, built is  
1 573. Schulpfora was one of the three Firsfeasώ teks founded  
in 1 543 by Maurice duke, and later elector, of Saxony, the two  
others being at Grimmer and at Meissen. The property  of the  
dissolved monastery provided a good revenue for the new educa-
tional foundation,which now amounts to about ί ις,οοο a run.  
Free education Is provided for 140 boys, the totals number of  

pupils being 585. After being in the possession of Saxony, Pforla  
passed to Prussia in 18* 5, and since this date the school has been  

eriiii'Iy re rganised.  
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ΡIf0*ΖfffiΙ. a town of Germany, in the grand duchy of  

Baden, at the confluence of the Nagold and the Ens, on the  
northern margin of she Week Forest, 19 m. S.E. of Kbrlasuhe by  

mil, and at the junction of lines to Wiidbed and Etilingen.  
Ρορ. ( r895), 33,345 (rgo5), 59,395, moat of whom are Protestants.  
Iu most interesting buildings are the ofd palace of the mergraves 

 of Baden, and the Schloaskische, the fatter as ediStc of the  
trth-ι5th centuries, containing the tombs and monuments  of 
the magravtss. Pforabeim is the chief metro in (l rmany fci  
the menufacuca of gold and silver ornaments and )ewelry, an  
Industry which give employment tο about anon hands,  
besides which there are iron and copper works, end mann-
facturta of chemicals, paper, leather, machinery, arc. A brisk  
trade is maintained hi timber, attle and agrIcultural produce.  

Pionbeim (Posts Hercyrilae) Is of Roman origin. From about  
1300 to 1565 it was the seat of the margraves of Sided It was  

taken by the troops of the Catholic iσagιιe in 1624, and was  
destroyed by the French in 1689. The story ο( the 400 citizens  
of Pforzheim who sacrificed themselves for their prince after  
the battle of Wimρf υ in May 162 has been relegated by  
modern historical re esrch to o the domain of legend.  

See Conte, Dts 400 Pfmkeiiaar 0879) ; Breiibnher. Dee red de  
g400 P/oribslmer (i'fozlaim, 1886); tools, Gr ώ icitr dee 5ud Ι  
Ffeeshdm (Pierabeim, 1901).  

PHABD0. Greek philosopher, fo inder of the Hian school, was  
s native of Ella, born in the last yeas of the 5th century ac. In  
the war of 4οι 400 between Sparta and Eli* he was taken  
prisoner end became a slave in Athens, where his beauty brought  
him notoriety. He became a pupil of Socrates, who conceived 

 s warm affection for him. It appeal. that he was intimate  with 
Cube and Plato, and he gave his name to one of Plato's dialogues.  
Athenasus relates, however, that he  resolutely declined reaponsi-
bihity for any of the views with which Piste ceddita him, and that  
the relation. between him and Plato were the reverse of friendly  
Machine also wrote a dialogue Balled Phsafo. Shortly after  
the death of Socrates Phaedo retuned to Ells, where his disciples  
included Anchipylus, Me ches and Akiata τιus, who succeeded  
him. Subsequently Menedemus and Asdepladea• trandemd  
the school to Eretria, where it was known as the F.re'trlan school  
and is frequently identified (e.g. by Cicero) with the MegarfanS.  
The doctrines of Pheedo are not known, net Is it possible ιο  
infer them from the Platonic dialogue. His writings, sane of  
which are preserved, were in the form of dialogn α As to their  
authenticity nothing is known, in spite of an attempt at selection  
by Panaetius (Ding. I.ιert. if. 64), who maintains that the  
Z.pyrus and the Sire. are geneirie. Seneca has preserved one  
of his dicta (R$sf. 94. 41); namely that one method of acquiring  
virtue is to frequent the society of good men.  

See Wiamowιιχ, Hermes, rev. 189 seq.  
ΡHASDΒΑ. in Greek legend, daughter of Mine. and Pasiphad.  

With her sister Ariadne she was carried off by Thaeas W Αthem,  
and became his wife. On the way to Fdeusis she met klippolytus,  
son of Theseus by a former wife (Hippolyta, queen of the Am,.-
son., or her sister Antiope), and fell in love with him. Finding  
her advaaαs rejected, she hanged herself, leaving behind a  
letter in which she accused Hippolytus of having made die-
Isonourabie proposals. The same story, in the main, is told of  
Bellerophon and Anteia. It formed the subject of tragedies by  
Sophocles, Euripides (two, out of which is extant), Seneca and  
Radon.  

ΡΗΑ DΕ)3, Roman fabuliit, was by birth a Macedonian and  
lived in the reigns of Augustus, libedns, Gains and Claudius.  
According to his own statement (prologue to book li ί ),  not 
perhaps to be tikes tοo•litershυ, he was been on the linden  
Mountain, but he seems to have been brought at a ά  early age to  
Italy, for he mentions that he read a verve of Embus as a boy  at 
school Μεκding to the bedding of the chief MS. he ems a  
slave and wins. freed by Augustus. He incurred the wrath of  
Sejaniis, the 
allusions la 

!powerful 
 es, 

 edminister o 
n brought to to trial and punished.  

We learn this from the prologue to the third book, which is  
&elicited tai Eutychus, who ins been identified with the famous  

charioteer and favourite of Gains. The fourth book is dedicated  
to Parricide, who aecnis t ο have dabbled in literature. The data  
of their publication are unknown, but Seneca, writing between  
Λ. . 4i  and 43 (Comsol. of 1oly6. 27), knows nothing of Phaedrus,  
and it is probable that he had published nothing then. His work  
shows little or no originality, he simply versified in iambic  
trimeicra the bibles current in his day under the name of "Aesop,"  
interspersing then with anecdotes drawn from daily life, history  
and mythology. Μe tells his fable and draws the moral with  
businesslike directnusa and simplicity, his language is terse and  
clear, but thoroughly prosaic, though it occasionally amtams e  
dignity bordering on eloquence. His Latin is correct, and,  
except for an excessive and peculiar use d abstract words,  
shows hardly anything that might not have been written in the  
Augustan age. From a literary point of view Phaedeus is  
inferior to Babdus, and to his own imitator, Le Fontaine; he  
Larks the quiet ρiιturesgυeiιas and pathos of the former, and  
the ezuhetant vivacity and humour of the latter. Though he  
frequently refers to the envy and detraction which pursued him,  
Pbaedrua seems to have attracted little attention in antiquity.  
He is mentioned by Martial (iif. so, 5), who imitated some of his  
verses, and by Αvisιtus. Prudenlius must have read him, fee  
he 'Imitates one cl his lines (Prod. Cash. vii. its; c. Pbeedrus,  
1ν. • 6; so).  

The first edition of the five books of P bsednis was published  

by Pithou at Troyes in 1596 from a manuscript now in the pos session  
the nιaιηuis oΓ Rorπbc. in the beginning of the 18th century  

there was discovered at Parma a MS. of Porotti (igο-ι48υ),  etch. 
bishop of Siponto, containing sixty'four fabler of Pheedrus, of which  
some thirty wetε new. Theme new fables were first published at  
Naples by Caseitto in 1808, end *reerwrds (much lane, correctly)  
ccovean

ry 
f 

 s much bett^prυerνedµM
were 

 f 
superseded 

 ti in the the  
published by Angelo Mai in X831. For some time the authenticity Cl  
these new fables was disputed, but they are now generally accepted,  

and with justice, as genuine fables of Fha εdrua They do nix form  
s sixth book, for we know from Ανiαnus that Phaedrus wrote five  
books only, but it i. impossible to easign them to their original  
places in the five books. They are usually printed as an appendix.  

In the middle ages Phαcdrus exercised a considerable miluence  
through the p ρrose vmlons of his fables which were current, though  
his own works and even his name were forgotten. Of these prom  
versions the oldest existing seems to be that known as the " Anony-
mis Nilanti," so called because first edited by Nilant at Leiden  
in t709 from a MS. of the 13th century. It approaches the text et  
Phaedros w closely that it was probably made directly from  it 
01 the sixty-seven fables whi pr ch it contains thirty are derived from  
lost [able of Phaedrus. But the largest and most influential  
of the prose versions of Pheedrus is that ψich bears the name of  
Rmm sin:. it contains eighty-three fables, is as old as the roth  
century, and seems to have been based con still curlier piom version,  
which, under the made of "Aesop,' and addremed to one Rufus, 
may have been made in the Carolingian period or even earlier.  
About this Romulus nothing is known. The collection of fables  
in the Weissenburg (now Wolfenbilttel) MS. is based on the same  
version as Rmmalw. These throe prose version contain in all  
one hundred distinct fables, of which fifty-six are derived from the  
existing and the remaining forty-four presumably from lost fables  
of Phaedrva Some scholars, as Burman. Dressler and L. Miller,  
have tried to restore these lot fables by versifying the prose vernons.  

The collection bearing the name of Roirulus became the source  
from which, during the second half of the middle ages, almost x11  
the eolkctioaa of Latin fables in prose sod versa were wholly or  
partially drawn. A 11th-century version of the first three books  
of Rom ιιlus in elegiac verse enjoyed a wide popularity, even into the  
Renaiwance. its anthem (generally referred to άnce the edition  
of N4veief in iflio as the" Anonymua Nevelcti ") was long unknown,  
but liaveux has shown rounds for identifying him with %idler  

of England, chaplain o Ή enrγ 11. and afterwards archbishop of  

&inches version of Rometes in Latin elegiacs was made by Aka.  
ender Neckam, born at St Albans in r ι57. Amongst the cd(ect ίoSa  
gray derived from Rommles the most (famous is probably that in  
French verse by  Marie de France. About thou a collation of fables  
in Latin pros, based partly on Romulus. was made by the Cisterdan  
monk Odo of Shemington • they have a strong medieval and derkal  
tinge.- In Χ

ms
37ο Geraιdd Mindenwrotea poetical version of Ramidw.s 

u 
Si ce P'αhoιi s edition 	in τsg6 Pbaedrus bas been often edited and  

translated; am οπ the editions may be mentioned those ofBurmaan 
(( τ i8 and η), Bentley (1726), Schwabe (1806). Berger de Xivrey 
(1830), Ore9i (183,). Eyasenhardt (ι867), L. MOhler (18 . Rica  
1885), aid above all that cl L. Havel (Paris. 1895). 0 ,ihe  

Α  
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medieval versions of Piuednu sad their de υΡvaύves its L. Roth.  in 
Padatogrs, I. 523 seq.; E. Grow, in !ebb. f. dens. Plaid., cv  
(1872)• and espet'ally the learned work of Hcrvcua, Iv Paba(urea 
legαΡ Jryaυ is πidι d'Aagsuk p qv'd Is ja dr moym leer (Pans.  
0884), who gives the Latin teats of all the med evsl Imitator (direct  
and indirect) of Phied πιs, some of them being published foe the  
first time. (j. P. P.)  

PRAER (or Paavea), THOW (ι5ιο?-t56o), English Iratm-
bt( of Virgil, was educated at Oxford and at Lincoln's Inn. He  
published in 1535 Noma leenss, and in 1543  Seise Bske eJ  
Presndeales. He says on the title-page of his veraies of the  
Aeseid that he was "solicitor to the king and queen's majesties,  

attending their honourable council in the marches of Wales."  
He settled at Kilgarrao in Pembeokeabire, and combined the  
study of medicine with his legal practice. He wrote several  
medical works, and was admitted M.D. of Oxford in ι . He  
contributed to Seickville's !dims" fee Μsgsψak, "Howe  
Owen Giendοwr, being seduced by false prophecies, toke upon  
him to be Prince of Wales." In 1558 a The Sean, First  
Bookes of the Eseidos of Virgil cwseul d jab Egg ish Meta. He  
had completed two more books in April ι36ο and had begun the  
tenth, but he died in the autumn of that year, leaving his fast  
Incomplete. The translation was finished by Thomas Twyae in  
1$84. Rhaer's translation, which was in rhymed fourteen-
syllabled lines, was neatly admired by his contemporaries, and  
be deserves credit as the fun to attempt a complete version,  

the earlier renderings of Surrey and Gawain Douglas being  
fragmentary although of greater poetic value.  

PHABTHOM (Cr. ψαefωι, shining, radiant), in Greek mytbo.  
logy, the ton of Helios the sun-god, and the nymph Clymene.  
He Persuaded his father to let him drive the chariot of the sun  

moss the sky, but he last control of the horses, and driving too  
near the earth scorched it. To save the world from utter  

destruction Zeus killed Ρha8thoo with s thunderbolt. He fell  
to earth at the mouth of the Eńdanua, a river of northern Europe  
(identified in later times with the Po), on the banks of which his  
weeping thteh, the ί eliades, were trans(ormcd into poplars  
and their teas into amber. This part of the legend points  
to the mouth of the Oder or Vistula, where amber shoends.  

?hs8tbon was the subject of a drama of the same name by  

Euripides, of which some fragments remain, and of a lost tragedy  

of Aesckylus (Hdindes); the story is most fully told in the  
Mrbsvwkwes of Ovid (1. 750-il. 366 and Noomu, Diosysisca,  
mxireiii), Pha8then has been identified with the sun himself  

and with the morning star (Phosphorus). In the former  

case the legend is Apposed to represent the sun sinking  

in the west in a blase of light. His identification with the  
morning star is supported by Hygmus (Ashwa. iL 42), where it  
is stated that the morning (and evening) star was the son of  
Cepńalus and Ens (the father and mother of Ρba(thοn according  
to Hesiod, Ticog 984-986). The fall of Phalthoa is a favourite  

subject, especially on sarcophagus relies, as Indicating the  
transitoriness of human life.  

See G. Kaeck. " Quaestioπα Phasthositise." in Pbldogfw&'  

Uunesadnsews (1885), F Wieselo, Paadbea (ι857) ;  %tΓdamowita- 
MoΙlmdα(( end C. Robert in Rataw, aνί ,ί  (1883); Frama'a  

ume.s, n. 59; S. Relics. Rears der AMU. desedigsess,lviii. (τgο8).  

PHAGOC 10SIS (Gr. eyelr, to eat, devour, and dire,  
ill). Many cells of the body poses the property of engulfing  

particles, s character to be associated with their power of  

performing amoeboid movement. This property is termed  
$sgocyfosis. Primarily this pbagocytic power was simply the  
metes by which the cell took within its cell body food particles  

which *e a ultimately digested and assimilated. In the higher  
organisms, however, this property has been developed for different  

purposes, and in pathology at the present day a meaning wider  

than that above given is often included in the term. The  

panids having been taken into the cell, toe of three things may  
happen. (a) The particle may consist of dfgeatible mmended, in  
which rose the cell secretes a digestive fluid, a hood vacuole is  
formed, the reticle is gradually die olved by the secretion sad  

the products sheathed into the cell substance. (a) The particle  

may be indigstible, in which ease it is retained withia the ml.  

body for a time and ultimately discimmed. The partiele  
englobed may comprue almaa say mateaal, but if it is to maw  
as a toed ‚t muet be of antrum ce vegetable e ńgm At the time  
of ingestioη st may be dead or hvmg In the we in which Li la  
living the organism is fast killed and then d ι^tεd. or (s)  the 
organsim may prove mi rani, in which case ii may multiply  
and finally destroy the tell, whoa a number of organisms are set  
free. This is one of the mimes by which, in the higher aeganiame, 

 s bad ‚ofecιiοo may become diltributed through the a, m.  
The digestion effected within a tall is Icementative in character.  
Thus a p,oteolytic ferment has been piaparsd from the belies of  
amoebs—tbe knees* peering fairly active propmiies both  
in acid, neutral or alkaline media, but especially in the latter.  

In studying the prows of phagecteis generally much infer-
raιlon may be gained as to its general characters by the study of  
the p eceses of intsceflulsr digestion in the simpler Invert.-
braus, a study largely extended by Meicńaikeff and his es  
worker in the elaboration of Metcbnlkcl's view of the nature of  
immunity. Ibis, to tike an Instance Lam the messes Food  
subsums, In the form of minute orgsmfseaa, whidi hav  
penetrated the pops of the sponge are seined by the ciliated me  
smoebod cells lining them spaces, and are then bled end  
digested. In this raze also the promm of digestion is proved  
tο be Ievmentalive. It is readily understandable that ere should  
fend such cells on the unmet mime of in organism or en the  
surface lining the alimentary tract, particularly in the inter  
position. Rut in addition there am many cells within the beds  

in which pbsgoeytfe power is retained and markedly developed.  
Such cells may be fixed 0, wandering tells. They as employed  
for removing foreign material or debris which may ocair  within 
a thins. Pα hrunce, as the rack tf en injury, lnflaoosoq  
recess. Sig., cells and other structures of a tissue may be  
destroyed. Oi of the recesses of repair consists in the removal  
of the resulting debts, which is effaced by pbagocylea. A  
similar piocus is sees with red blood ceepuecles which may hew,  
escaped into a th.ise through nspticte of apiWr s. Resign  
panicles socldentsly gaining needs ion to a tissue are in many  
cases removed in a similar manner, e.g. soot particles which have  
posed through the rcφirnοη surface are then largely removed  
by pbsgocytca and carded to the brondisi lymphatic gi ιmda.  
Very commonly living «gasiisnm effect an entrance through  
wound surfaces, the abmeatary wuiaoe, se, and one el the  

processes employed fcc their deeructbo-and removal is t ńat of  
phagteytaώ  

As ad illustration tice of the removal of foreign red blood corpeecles  
we may take the experiments of Metdheikoff in which a sisal  

drop of .defibrinated blood of the geese was injected under  

the skin of a snail. The corpuses quickly spread thre οgb  
the hsemulymph of the snail, which by itself, however,  
effects no Change in them. At the and of aererel sous cure-
nation shows that the loiscocytes el the =di have engbbed a  
large number of the red eaqxmdes. The following day intact  
conpuscla can still be fond lathe ha®elymph, but the major  
number have already been devoured by the leomcytes When  
taken up by a phagocyte the red corpuscle became round std  
its wall permeable. A vacuole Is formed around the summa;  
® which dissolved haemoglubin ran be seen, a. part of this  
ńeenue σbhι also linens into the lindens Of the red ',e.p.iC#,  
proving that it too lone been psufommd(y altered. Many 01 the  

nuclei are discharged. After some time the only parts ei the  

ospmde r.e.-I".ivg are pimm of the nucleus and the ρaipbσai  
layer of the corpuscle. Frequently the phigocytes, after havieg  

devoured ones cc several red corprelea, themselves becomes prey  

to their fellows. Analogous changes are ob ιαved in the term  
of s enammd when blood which has been eatraveaed is being  
removed, e.g. slur a bruise. The frost effect of the beiumszb ιgε  
h 

 
an exudative inm,,wnetli'u, during which kaoocytes arrive in  

large numbers and engulf the arpu κλm. In the paces el  
dfgaatioii which follows the hsmnoghobin is mitered and new  

pigments formed from it. In m ιmmιlι this pigu & is dirk red  
or brownish, in the pigeon its green. Finally the muse l α  
es 000ιpktdy digeried. Anιlotass phmommw may he observed  
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h donned= with the removal d cell debris insulting from any  
injury. Numbers of phagocytes may be found at work in this  
direction, for instance in the pus formed within an aseptic  

abscess. Hence we may regard the phagocytes as acting as the  
scavengers of the tissues.  

In the Instances we have been dealing with the pbagocytes  
are chiefy of the class of wandering cells and are brought to the  
jest of their activity by the blood. 3n  εuminmg any tissue  
where the procss is going on It is seen that the pbagocytcs have  
accumulated there in large numbers. They have been auiv'cted  
to the damaged area. The mechanism which effects this attrac-
tron is a chemical one—cbemiotasis. At the sat of the change  
chemical substances are produced whic ύ  act upon the phagocytca,  
causing them tο migrate towards the source--positive  chcmio-
taxis. Apparently the material dissolving from cell dbbris can  
act in this manαr Thus if a capillary tube fιlled with a tissue  
extract be inserted under the skin of an animal, within a short  
time it will be found to be surrounded with numbers of leuco-
cyte', which may also have encroached into the tube itself.  
As in other instances of chemiotaxis the same chemical stimulus  
in a higher concentration may repel the cells—negative c δemie-
►a>ίs. Instances of this are especially frequent in relation to  
micro-organisms and phagocytes, to which we may new turn.  

That phagocytes can paralyse, k and digest many oiicro-
organisms is the main fact in Metchm kol's theory of the nature  
of immunity The reaction may he readily studied by injecting  
a small quantity of a fluid culture of some mildly pathogenic  
organism into the peritoneal cavity of an =raid, and in the course  
of an hour or so examining a smear from the surface of the  
omentum. when an abundance of phagocytes enclosing the organ-
ism in different stages of digestion will be found. Or we may  
adopt Leishman's method, in which a few drops of human blood  
are diluted with saline solution and centrifuged. The layer of  
white corpuscles is pipetted off, suspended in serum, and a  
minute drop of a suspension of a pathogenic organism is added.  
The preparation is then incubated at 37°  C. for a quarter of an  
hour. Upon examining a drop of this mixture a number of  
bacteria Sr. found within the phagocytes Thus this attack and  
destruction of bacteria by phagoeyta may take place within the  

body or by cells removed from the body. Whether or no  a 
phagocyte can engulf bacteria is dependent urn a number of  
factors—partly specific properties of the phagocyte, partly  

factors varying with the constitution of the body serum. Thus  
Wright and Douglas, employing Leihman's method, haveproved  
that ieticocyte' do not take up bacteria freely unless the serum  
In which they are suspended contain opsenins. They found, for  
example, that leucocytes taken from a patient suffering from a  
pyococci infection if suspended m normal human serum take  
cep the cocci abundantly, whereas if the same leucacytes are  
suspended under similar conditions in the patient's own serum  
the reautΙοn may be almost absent Further. ieucocytcs taken  
from a normal individual and suspended in the patient's serum  
are practically inactive, while the same phagocytes in normal  
serum are very active. Exactly bow the substance in the serum  
acts is undecided, but it has been proved that there .rc in serum  
substances which become fixed tο bacteria and which render them  
an easier prey to the phagocytes. This specific entrants is used up  
when the bacteria are added to the serum, so that if the bacteria  
are subsequently removed the serum is no longer active. There  
is evidence too that there is a multiplicity of opeonins. As to the  
origin of the opsonfro we have no certain evidence. It is sug-
gested that they are a secretion from the leucauytes themselves  
end that it is an evidence of another and preliminary mode of  
attack possessed by the leucocyte, viz, the discharge of a seer..  
lion from the cell which is to damage or paralyse the bacterium  

and 'bus enable the phagocyte to engulf it.  
The m.chanism of destruction of a bacterium cite: it bps been  

taken up by a phagocyte is probably, jest as in the instance of  
deed cellular material, one of intracelnlst digestion. The  
bacterium before being engulfed is probably inert in most  

instances, though it may yet prove too strong for the phagocyte.  
The neat stage we can trace is the formation of a νacaok around  

the organism, o, If the latter be large, emend • pert of the  
organism, and the part thus surrounded quickly shows signs of  

destruction. For instance, its staining reactions become weaker.  
When a part only of the organism is surrounded by a vacuole  
the part thus surrounded sour cases to stain, while the o main-
ing part slams normally, and we thus have a marked contrast  
evidencing the two stages.  

In the next place we must ask which are the cells possessing  
phagocytec powers? Laving apart the cells lining the alimentary  
tract (because we know practically nothing of their power in this  
respect) a number of free cells po ese amoeboid properties as  
well as also a number of fixed cells. These latter are attached to  
certain spots of a tissue, but are capable of throwing out processes  
which can seize upon particles of foreign matte or even upon  
certain elements of the same organism. Of this category  
Metcńnllcoff distinguishes the nerve cells, the large cells of the  
spleen pu1Ρ and of lymph hands, certain endothelial cells, the  
neuroglia cells, and perhaps certain cells of connective tissues.  
All these elements can under certain conditions act as phago-
cytes, and with the exception of the nerve cells all are of meso-  
blestiε origin. Those of greater importance on account of their  
greater activity in this respect are the Large spknlc and lymph  
cells, the neuroglia cells and certain endothelial cells. With  
regard to the wandering cells Metchnikou considers that some axe  
certainly aon.phagocytic, for instance the lymphocytes. Accord-
ing to Μetchnikοff it is only when these cells become older and  
have developed a nucleus rich in chromatin and an abundant cell  
body that these cells develop phagocytic properties. This is  
the large hyallne leucocyte. The polymorphonuclar and the  
eosinophi leucocyte are both phagocytes. MetchnlkoIf there-
fore divides the phagocytes into two classes—the mia ορhages,  
comprising the polymorphenuclesr and the eceinophil cell, and  
the macrophages. containing the large hyaline cell, the cell of the  
suicide pulp, the endothelial cell and the nenroglia cell. From  
further observation of these cells he concludes that the micro. 
phages are chiefly concerned in opposing the micro-organisms of  
acute infections, whereas the ipacrophages are chiefly concerned  
in combating chronic infections. It is the macrophage also  
which is concerned in removing cell debris, a,g. red corpuscles  
from a haemorrhage or the red corpuscles of another animal which  
may have been introduced experimentally.  

Metciwtoff and his co-workers have shown that the two  
principal groups of leucocytes  are generally spread throughout  
the vertebrates. Thus instances of each kind are found even in  

the lamprey, though here their staining properties are feebler;  
also cells which show but small diiTerences from the analogous  
cells οf mammals are found in the alligator. (T G. Ba.)  

P13ALANOER. a book-name applied to the more typical  
npresentatives of the group of diprotodont marsupial mammals,  
including the miscues of one Moluccas and Celebes, and the to-
called opossums of Australia, and thus collectively the whole  
family Phslsngeridae. (See Μ,usaviaιτa.)  

Phalangess generally are small or medium-sized woolly-
coated marsupials, with long, powerful, end often prehensile  
tails, large claws, and opposable nailless first hind toes. They  
seem in the day to be dull and sleepy, but are alert at night.  
They live mostly upon fruits, leaves and blossoms, although a few  
feed habitually upon insects, and all relish, in confinement, an  
occasional bird or ether small animal. Several possess flying-
membranes stretched between their fore and bind limbs, by the  
help of which they can make long and sustained leaps through  
the air, like flying-squirrels; but the possession of these flying-
membranes don Dot seem to be any Indication of special affinity,  
the characters of the skull and teeth sharply dividing the flymg  
forms and uniting them with other species of the non-flying  
groups. The skull (see fig. s) is, as a rule, broad and flattened,  
with the posterior part swollen out laterally owing to the  
numerous air-cells situated in the substance of the squamesal  
bones. The dental formula is very variable, especially as rcgatda  
the premolars, of which some at least In each genus are reduced  
to functionkas rudiments, and may even vary in number on the  
two sides of the jaw of the same individual. The inaseca as,  
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always } the lower one eery large said fneáned forwards, and  
the cιainas normally }, of which the inferior is always minute,  
and in one genus gonerally abseιd. The molars number either  • or }. All the species here discussed are included in the  
sub-family Phalangeriasse, of which the dαtinι/ism features, as  
Weil as those of the family Pbalaaigeddae, am referred to melee  
Measσrtarιιι  

The most genemlized tepresentatieea of the group spew to be  
the πι -taλed phalanger., co tit ring 

	
geπ 

s  pima' 
 

which is common to Australia, 	 end New Guinea, read  

Fro s.—Skin of Grey Cuecus (Missies 048(01Ιiή .  
Includes at least half a score of specks. The dentition is generally  
[ 

 
Ι. e. 1, D-+w. ;, but one upper incisor and the canine may be  

wanting. The crowns of the molars show a ειεκentiιatructυre,  
but they are said to retain the throe primitive cusps which are  
fused in the other genera. The prehensile tail has its tip naked  
fora short distance, and the whole of the terminal third and the  
under surface of the remainder short-hewed, the tip being generally  
white. The hair is thick and woolly, and generally yellowish-olive  
in colour. These phalengers are the ringitailqi opossums of the  
Australian From this genus is apparently derived the taguan  
Seiπg-squirrel, or 11ying. ρhalangα (Pr*uiroidai semen), which  
ranger from Queensland to Victoria, and is the largest of the flying  
group.e

Λis Line pair less off  cheek-tκtτδ, 
that

nd  the bυ̂shyktail  
naked and prehensile at the tip. Reverting to the non- flying species.  
we have Gymso'd'dm kedbeete,i, a small animal from Victoria  
representing a genus by itself, with the same dental formela as  
Psnidi lιωυ$, but cheek-teeth of a diiferent typς, the ears naked  
(instead of hairy) behind, glands on the chest and between the cars,  
and the tail long and evenly bushy to the tip. From this are  
evidently derived the θυing-phυαιgεe --flying-s ιuimΙs—cf the  
genus ?chum τ, which differ merely m the pareseim of a   para-
chute, and are repeesanted by several species, ranging from  
Australia (exclusive of Tasmama)to the Any Islands, New Guinea,  
and New Ireland. Of the yellow-bellied species, P arrstrahs,  
the habits are described by J Gould as foll ιιwι: "Thin animal is  
common in all the brushes οf New South Wales, particularly those  
which stretch eking the coast from Port Philip to Moretosi Bay.  
In these vast forest ι trees of one kind or another are perpetually  
fowerdnp, and thus offer a never-failing supply of the blossoms  
upon which it feeds; the &ewers of the various kinds of gums, some  
οf which are of greet magnitude, are the principal favourite Like  
the rest of the genus, it is ooctunial in its habits, dwelling in boles  
and in the spouts of the urger branches during the day, and dis-
playing the greatest activity at night while running over the small  
leafy branched frequently even tο their very extremities, in search of  
insects and the homey of the newly opened blossoms. Its structure  
being ill adapted fur terrestrial habits, it seldom descends to the  
ground except for the purpose of passing to a tree too distant to be  
attained by springing from the one it wishes to ltive. The tops cl  
the trams are traversed by this animal with as much ease as the  
most level ground is by such as are destined for term firma. If  
chased or tested to flight it ascends to the highest branch and  
performs the most enormous leaps, sweeping from tree to tree with  
wonderful address a slight elevation gives its body an impetus  
which with the expansion of its membrane enables it to per t ο a  
considerable distance, always ascending a little at the extremity of  
the hαe; by this ascent the annul a prevented from receiving 
the shock which it would otherwise sustain.  

A second species, P. mmmuress, in some ways one of the most  
beautiful of all mammals. I. shown in fig. a.  

A precisely similar relationship exists between the tiny feather.  
tailed pbalangtr, Drrtoecbrιrs peasdIus,  of New Guinea, and the  
equally minute pigmy fy ί ηg-p lha angeτ or flying-mouse, A crobe.tes  
yyςmaex of QueenslandNew South Wales and Victoria; both 
being characterized by the hairs of the mil forming a vane on each  
aide, as well as by ads of lug hairs at the ‚rqe of toe thinly  

haired ems Theta are six pairs οf cbeehesctb. of width the lest  
three are small and rounded, with blunted cusps while the ant^bor  
teeth are sharp and of insectivorous type. The pigmy kykng-
phalanger feeds on honey from flowers and insects  

To acme extent intαΡmedlete in structure between &nisi'.  
and Petaseas, although without a parachute, are the beautiful  httle 
dαmouse•phalaπgers, as typified by Drosswia sass, which range  
from Western Australia and Tasmania to N Guinea. They  
appear to be a generalized type, which has died out where they have  
coin into competition with the more specialised farina, Although  
unable to fly they  aπ estcedingly active, and take long icapa from  
bough to bough; externally they are characterized by their dormouse- 

FiG. 2.—Squirrel Plying.Pbalanger (P'Iaun's ιcι ernes).  
like form, lame, thin, sad nearly risked tars, without tufts ń nside  
or at the base, sharp and rudimentary front claws and long sharp  
hind ones, and mouse-like tail, which is furry at the base, then  
scaly, and naked and prehensile at the tip. There may be either  
six or seven pairs of cheek-teeth, of which the hinder tarry four  
small smooth crises, and the Est upper incisor is much ledger than  
the other two. The striped phalangers '(ραnγi nife) are 

ni 	
F: 

amals. of the approximate size cf a squirrel, 	y  recognized  by 
the longitudinal yellow and black striping of the fur, and the slender 

 elongated fourth front toe. The typical D . Iiιiιςalσ  $ 
common to north Australia and New felines, but D.  p ιJ ,  
which has the fourth tee still nstrc elongated, is exclusively Papaan.  
They have sewn pis  of cheek-teeth, of which the four last are  
oblong and four-cusped, and the first lower incisor is longer than in  

any Other phalanger They apparently feed on both leaves and  
grubs, probably erecting the innα om from crannies with the eloa 
gated tot. Ttfe mil is more o less here me the units side d the  

The last group of the sub-family is represented firstly by the  
cement or cuwses (Plsalasiger), which are arboreal animals of the  
appeoaiimte size of cats„ and range from the Solomon  Islands 
through New Guinea and the Moluxas to Celebes. being, in fray  
the only Old World marariplals found westwards of New Guinea.  
Externally they are chamctenwd by heir thick woolly fur, shat  
or medium ors, which are hairy outside, and sometimes inside as  
well, by the naked and sainted inks of tie feet, and the long and 

 markedly prehensile tan, of which the basil half is furred like the  
body, and the terminal half entirely naked. The number of cheek-
teeth varies, owing to the frequent absence of some of the front  
ones, but there are generally seven pairs of which the last four wiry  
crescents ineswelly and cusps externally. About ten missies ate  
known, of which the, grey nieces (P se*widss) of Amboyna said  
Timor was dd ιscονεrcd about 3οo years age, and was thus the first  
known Old World marsupial. in the spatted cuscua (P. macakias)  
the males are marked with orange and white, while the females are  
uniformly greyisb. Crocuses are sleepy animals feeding msrnly  
on kwvea but also devouring birds and smell mammals.  

Nearly allied to the circuses am the typical Australian  
or opossums forming the genus Tndwsirrus. They slier rom  
the misuses, among other (morn, by the thick and no π_φpαιnιΠ  
tail being covered with bushy hair op to the extreme tip, which se  
asked, as is a sarme line shag the middle of the terminal thυ g  
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(or "etńer more) of the lower mince, by  the psuenceof a gland  
on the cδest, and bythe soles of the hind feet nib ag bαirυ. In tń e 
skull the need canine is separated from the outermost incisor,  

instead of close to it as In the nexuses (fig.  i). The beat-known  
geciea  I. the  brush-tailed phalauger, or brush-tailed opossum  

(T salpecnia), of Australia. an animal of the aloe of a κ ell for,  
represented in Tasmania by the brown 0δ.laneα (T. π ixesd 
f igisesw). The sheetared phalanger (r ιm ιτιιsι_ ) rnpreasata the  
group in Southern Queensland and New South Wales. The dental  
Iorrnulambolbla'ic.i Pil, m. l. These aalmab are whoil  
arboreal and mainly nocturnal in their δabits; and it is the.. wh ich 
form the chef pme is ' opw υm-shooting " among the gum-tress  
by moonlight.  

The long-snouted phalsager is referred to under Μωasvrτλcιa.  

PHALANX (Gr. #όXay$, of unknown origin), the name, in  
Greek history of the aηangemeυt of heavy-aimed infantry in a  
single dose mass of spearmen (see Aaicv: History). In anatomy,  
the Latin plural phalknger is the term applied to the bona of  
the finger and toe, and in botany to a group of united  
stamen clusters. The term " phalan χ " was adopted by  
F. C. Μ. Fourier (q v.) as the name of the socialistic community  
living in a " phalanstery."  

PHALARIS, tyrant of AcTagas (Agrigentum) ha Sicily, c 
• s.a He was entrusted with the building of the temple  
of Zeus Atabyrius in the citadel, and took advantage of his  
position to make himself despot (Aristotle, Pdiiks, v.  ιο).  
Under his rule Agrigentum seems to have attained considerable  
prosperity. He supplied the city with water, adorned it with  
fine buildings, and strengthened it with walls On the northern  
coast of the island the people of Hirers elected him general  
with absolute newer, in spite of the warnings of the poet  
Stesichorus (Ariziotie, Rkekric, ii. so). According to Suklas he  
succeeded in making himself master of the whole οf the island.  
He was at last overthrown in a general rising headed by  
Telemachus, the ancestor of Theron (tyrant C. 488-472), and  
burned in his brazen bull.  

After ages have held up Ph αlaris to infamy for his excessive  
cruelty. In his brazen bull. invented, it is sad, by Perillus of  
Athens. the tyrant's victims were shut up apd, a fire being kindled  
beneath, were roasted alive, while their shrieks represented the  
bellowing_ct the bull. Perillus himself I, slid to have been the first  
victim. There is hardly room to doubt that we lu κ here a t τadiιιοa  
of human sactifiee in comexion with the woeahipof the Phocaician  

Baal (Zeus Atabyrius) such as prevailed at Rhodes; when misfott u n ς  
threatened Rhodes the brazen bulls in his temple bellowed. The  
Rhodians brought this worship to Gela. which they founded con- 
jointly with the Cretans. and from Gala it passed to Agr ιgentum. 

uman ,aeń lka to Baal were common, and, though in Phoenicia  
^roρer 

 
there is no proof that the victims were burned alive, the  

hagaiians had & brazen image of Baal. from whose down-
turned lands the children slid into ait of fire; and the story that 
Main. find ■ brazes mesa who pcople to his glowing  breast 
points to similar rites in Crete. where the εhίld.deνουrιοg Minotaur  
must certainly be connected with Baal and the favourite sacrifice  
to him οf children.  

The story of the bull cannot be dismissed as pure !me πtros.  
pindar (Pylk id, Í. :83). who lived-km than a century aftarwarda r  
expressly assn ates this instrument of torture with the )lame of  
the tyrant. There was certainly a brazen bull at Agrigentum,  
which was curried off by the Carthaginians to Carthage. whence  
it was again taken by Scipio and restored to Agrigentum. In  
later times the tradition pιεvaileηd, thapt ńPybalαrίs was a naturally 
humane man and a patron of philosophy and liteiziure. He it  
ιο  described in the declamations ascribed  ιο  Lucian, and in the  
letters which bear his owe name. Plutarch, too, though he takes  
the unfavourable view, mention, that the Sicilian. gave to the  

se a ttγ of Phaiuis the name of justice and a hatred of crime.  
Phalarts may thus have beep ° e cl th η men who combine justiα 
and eves humanity with religi se ous fanaticism (Suidas,  s.s.; [hod. Sic. 

 ix. 20, 30, xi . 90, xxxii. 25; Polybius vá 7,  xii, 25; Cicero, Ds  
Ι fciis, Ii. 7.  iii. 6).  

The letters bearing the tame of Pbalaris (Id is number) are  
stow chiefly remembered (or the crushing exposure they received at  
the hands of Richard Bentley  in his controversy with the Hon.  
Chador Bπyleµ,, who had publi  bed an edition of them in 169,5. The  
first edition Of Bentley's Disrnialiva an Pkslarii appeared in 1697, 
and the .ecbfld edition, replying to die answer whkh Bonk φb ished 
in 1698, came out in 1699. From the menar e ^ in t letters of  
towns (Phintia, Alaesa and Tauromenium) which did not exist in  
the time of Phalaris, from the imitailOns of authors (Hemdotus,  
Democrhtus, Euripides. Callimaςhus) who wrote long after he was  
dead. 1mm the reference to tragedlea. though uatpedy was not yet  
invented in the lifetime of l'halana. from the dialect, which is not  

Doria's but Attic, nay. New or fate Attie, as well as from abamffities  
in the mattes and the entire absence of any reference to them by  
any writer before Stobae υs (c. S.D. 500). Bentley suihciendy proved  
that the letters were written by a sophist or rhetorician (possib)  
Adriaαm of Tyre, died c. S.D. 192) hundreds of years after the death  
of Ρhalarίι' q.t.,.1  admired the letters, which he thought genuine,  
and in modern tines, before their exposure by Bentley. they were  

thought highly of by some (e.g. Sir WilliamTemple in his Essay  on 
Ancwa cad W dens trorafag), though others, as Politianus and  

R m" perceived that they were not by Phalaris. The latest  
edition of the Epistles is by R. Heieher, in Epslalo;ropki gaei  

(1873), and of Bentley's Dissertation byW.Wsgncr (with introduction  
and notes, t883); see especially R. C. Jebb, L ιfe 4 8'adey (ιθ82).  

PHALLWISN, or Panx.ustt (from Cr. φαλλbs), an &iithropo.  
logical term applied to that form of nature worship in which  
adoration is paid to the generative function symbolized by the  
phallus, the male organ. It is common among primitive  
peoples, especially in the Fast, and had been prominent also  
among more advanced peoples, e.g. the Phoenicians and the  
Greeks. In its most elementary form it is associated with  
frankly orgiastic rites. This aspect remains in more advanced  
forms, but gradually it tends to give place to the joyous recog-
nition of the principle of natural reproduction. In Greece for  
example, where phallicism was the essence of the Dionysian  
worship and a phallic revel was the origin of comedy (see also  
ΙΙεaicεs), the purely material and the symbolical aspects no  
doubt existed aide by side; the Orphic mysteries bad to the  
intellectual Creeks a signilicance wholly different from that which  
they had to the common people. Phallic worship is specially  
interesting as a form of sympathetic magic: observing the  
fertilizing effect of sun and rain, the savage sought to promote  
the growth of vegetation in the spring by means of symbolic  
sexual indulgence. Such were the rites which shocked Jewish  
writers In connexion with the worship of Baal and Asttrith  
(see Beer., and cf. ATARCSTIS, IstruπΡe). The same principle is  
at the root of the widespread nature worship of Asia Minor, whote  
chief deity, the Great Mother of the Gods (q.s.), is the personili.  
cation of the earth's fertility: similarly in India worship is paid  
to divine mothers. Generally it should be observed that phallic  
worship is not specially or perhaps primarily paid to male deities,  
though commonly the more important deity is aecompapied by  
a companion of the other sex, or is itself androgynous, the trop  
symbols being found together.  

In the Dionysiac rites the emblem was carried at the head of  
the precessions and was immediately followed by a body of men  
dressed as women (the ilhyphoili). In Rome the phallus was  
the most common amulet worn by children to avert the evil  
eye: the Latin word was Jettieam (cf. Pliny, Nal. Rial. six. 5o,  
salyrjca sigaa; Varro, Ling. Lai. vii. 97, ed. MItiller). Pollux  
says that such emblems were placed by smiths before their  
forges. Before the temple of Aphrodite at Hierapolis (q.v.)  
were two huge phalli We ft. high), and other similar objects  
existed in all parts of the ancient world both in statuary and in  
painting. Among the Hindus (see I{asuiuisas) the phallus  is 
called lingo or l ίagem, with the female counterpart called yoni;  
the lingo symbolizes the generative power of Siva, and is a charm  
against sterility. The rites classed together as Sakti paja  

represent the adoration of the female principle. In Mexico,  
Central America„ Pent said other parts of America phallic  
emblems are found. The tendency, however, to identify all  
obelisk-like stones and tree-trunks, together With rites like  
circumcision, as remains of phallic worship, bns met with much  
criticism (e.g. Robertson Smith„ Relig ωΩm of Ιλe Semites, and ed..  
PR 456 sqq-)- 

For authorities see works quoted under R ειιωoκ: II A and B  
αd fin.  

PHALTAN, a native state of India, in the central division of  
Bombay, nuking as one of the Satara jagirs. Area, 397 sq. m.;  
IoW (+9or), 45,739, showing a decrease of 31% in the decade.  
The estimated revenue is £13,000, and the tribute {640. The  
chief, whose tide is nimbelkar, is a Mfahratta, tracing his descent  
to a grantee from a Delhi emperor in the ι4Ιh century. The  
low's of Piialten is 37 m. north-vast of Setaea;,pop. (1901),  
9512.  
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ΡΗΑΝΑΒi0TF8, a name derived from Phanar, the chief  

Greek quarter at Stamboul, where the oecumenical pairiarchate  
is situated, and applied to those members οf families resident  
in the Phnnar quarter who bctwccn the years iyti and s8u  

were appointed hospodars of the Danubian principalities; that  
period of Mloldo.Wallachian history is also usually termed the  
Phanariote epoch. It is not to be understood as marking the  
introductión into the principalities of the Greek element, which  
bad already established itself firmly in both provinces, to both of  
which Greek princes bad been appointed before the 18th century.  
But whereas the Greek families of curb introduction gradually  
became merged in their country of adoption, the later immi-
grants retained their separate rationality and grew lobe powerful  
agents for furthering the spread of Cracciam In the principalilics.  
The person raised to the princely dignity was usually the chief  
dragoman οf the Sublime Porte, and was consequently well  
versed in contemporary polities and the statecraf I of the Otto-
man government. The new prince, who was compelled to pur-
chase his elevation with a heavy bribe, proceeded to the country  
which he was selected to govern, and of the language of which  
he was in nearly every case totally ignorant, accompanied by a  
horde of needy hangers-on; he and his acolytes counted on re-
couping themselves in as short a time as possible for their initial  
outlay and in laying by a sufficiency to live on after the tcrmina-
lion of the prince's brief authority. It was the interest of the  
Porte to change the princes as often as possible, as the accession  
donation thus became due more frequently. When, owing to the  
numerous cases of treachery among the princes, the choice became  
limited to a few families the plan was bit upon of frequently  
shifting the prince from one province to the other: the prince of  
Wallachia, the richer of the two principalities, was always ready  
to pay a handsome dou"ur to avert his transfer to Yassy; the  
prince of Moldavia was'hqually ready to bribe his supporters  
at Constantinople to secure his appointment to Wallachia. To  
raise funds to satisfy the rapacity of the Porte the princes became  
past masters in the art of spoliation, and the inhabitants, liable  
to every species of tax which the ingenuity οf their Greek rulers  
could devise, were reduced to the last stage of destitution. The  
active part taken by the Greek princes in the revolt of 1820-21  
induced the Porte to revert to the appointment of native  
princes.  

PHANIAS, of Eresus in Lesbos, Greek philosopher, Important  
as an immediate follower of and commentator on Aristotle,  
came to Athens about 332 s.C., and joined his compatriot,  
Theophrastus, in the Peripatetic school. He wrote woks entitled  
Aaafylica, Cakgoriae and De inksριdalione, which were either  
paraphrases or critical commentaries, and seem to have added  
little to Aristotle's urn writings. Alexander of Aphrodisias  
refers to a work τρι½ ∆ώδωροs', and Athenaeus quotes from  
another treatise, Agaiasl Ike So$kits. Outside philosophy, he  
and Theophrastas carried on the physical investigations of  
Aristotle; Athenaeus frequently quotes from a work on botany  
which manifests great ore in definitions and accuracy of cbser-
vation. From Plutarch (Life of Themislocks) we learn that  
he was regarded as an historian of importance. The chief of  
his historical works is the Prylaneis &esii, which was either  a 
history of his native place or a genera! history of Greece arranged  
according to the period of the Eresian magistracy. lie wrote  
also works on the Tyraals of Sicily and on tyranny in general.  
The value of these books is attested by the frequency with which  

they are quoted on questions of chronology (e.g. by Plutarch,  
Suides, Athenseus). To the history of Greek literature he  

contributed works on the poets and on the Scantier, both of  
whfd' are quoted.  
• He must be distinguished from another Phanias. a Stole philo.  
miaher, dσεipk of Posidoniι e. Diogenes Lsertius mamba' a  
work of his wherein be compares Posidoulus with Panactius in  

e rguinβ from physical ρ nc ρles.  
ΡΗΑΒ06116, Greek elegiac per,  probably 8ouτished about  

the time of Alexander the Greet. Iifs extant fragments sh ιιώ  
resemblances in style and language to Philetas, Callimadius and  
Hermαienατ. He was the author of a poem on paederasty.  
A lengthy fragment In Stobaeu. (PkrIkgium, 64) deicribes  

the love of Orpheus for the youthful Calais, son of Berms,  
and his subsequent death at the hands of the Tbtacian  
women. It is one of the best extant specimens of Greek elegise  
poetry.  

See Ν. Bach, Piildac, Hm,usiasaccis, d Fkesdis rdiqaioi (;bq);  
L. Peelle'. Assgcwdklce AggJums ass dim Gsbid' dir cksziscke,  
Alterlkawsωssscswk fi (1864).  

PHANTASIAOORIA, a name invented by a certain Philipstal  
in 1802 (from Cr. dάρrασµο, phantasm, apparition; and 40p',  
assembly) for a show or exhibition of optical ilimions produced  
by means of the projecting lantern (q.t.). The word has since  
been applied to any rapidly or strikingly changing scene, and  
especially to a disordered or fantastic scene of pica re of the  

imagination.  
PHARAOH (Par oh), the ITebraized title of the king of Εgyρt  

(q.s.), in Egyptian Per-'o; Pheron in Herodotus represents the  
same. Its combination with the name of the king, as in Pharaoh-
Necho, Pharaoh-(iophm, is in accordance with contemporary  
native usage: the name Of the earlier Pharaoh Shishak (Sheshonk)  
is rightly given without the title. In hieroglyphic a king bears  
several names preceded by distinctive titles. In the IVtb  
Dynasty there might be four of the latter: ( τ) identifying  

him with the royal god Horns; the name is commonly written  

in a frame Μ  representing the facade of a b ω7diog,  

perhaps a palace or tomb, on which the falcon stands. ( τ)  

14  connecting him with the vulture and uraeus god-

desses, Nekhabi and But° of the south and north. (1)  

a hawk on the symbol of gold, signifying the victorious Horns.  

(4) ; the old titles of the rulers of the separate king=  

doors of Upper and Lower Egypt, to be read semi, " butcher(?) "  
and byli, beekeeper(?)" The personal name of the king  
followed (4 and was enclosed in a cartouche CSI ap-
parently symbolising the circuit of the sun which alone  
bounded the king's rule. Before the IVth Dynasty the m u-
touche is seldom found: the usual title is ( τ), and (3) does not  
occur. In the Vth Dynasty the custom began of giving the  
king at his accession a special name connecting him with themes:  
this was placed to the cartouche after (4), and a fifth title was  

added: (5) 	Si-r!, "son of the Sungod," to pasende  

a εατtenche containing the persona! name. The king was bde5y  
spoken of by his title ski (see 4), or lam-f, "his service," or fry,  
"liege-lord." These titles were preserved in the sacred writing  
down to the Iatest age. An old term for the royal palace  
establishment and estate was Pir-'o, " the Greet House." sad  
this gradually became the personal designation of Piueaoh  

l̂anguage. 
Grand Porte), rlspbring all others the popular  

)DHABI, a town of Tibet. It is asipposed to be the highest ad  
coldest town in the world, being 25, οοο ft. above the sea.' As it  
commands the road between the Chumbi Valley and Lhasa and  
also one of the chief posers into libutan, Pha ń  is of considerable  
military importance, mid is defended by a large feet or Joao,  
which was occupied by the Bń tish expedition of τοοg. Phaxi  
Jong is supposed to have been built about ι sec S.D., and was  
enlarged or rebuilt in ι7pa, under Chinese advice, as a defence  
against the British. It has the appusralace of a medieval castle,  
and soma to have been bulk in mutation of the Rmopeiia  
style.  

ρΗΑΒΙSB88, a sect of the Jews first mentioned by Josepbns,.  
In his account (Au. ń ii. S, 9) of the reign of Jonathan, the  
brother and succexmr of Judas Maccabsem. The name, which  
may be translated "Separatists," Indicate their devotion to  
the ideal, enforced by Ezra and Nehemiah upon the reluctant  
Jews, of w nation separate from all other nations in vimse of its  
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arrahtkn to ·Yabweb (Weli ix.). This ideal cation  

consisted of all who were prepared to obey the Law of  
Muss, irrespective of their natural descent. Consequently the  
Pharisecs, who seem to have been an cider of religions teachers,  
were ennennied to sinks converts (proselytes), and some of their  
greatest teadiom were of non-Jewish parentage. Rbey wvru  
also concerned to insist upon the strict observance of the Law,  
so far as it was compatible with the exigencies of ordinary life,  
and tο train disdpies who should seta proper example to the  
mass of the people.  

The ideal of separation descended from the Great Synagogue  
(Ably) of the time of Est to the Synagogue of the >Jasi-
da ns (Asaidacons), who allied thews Ιν s with Judas Macca-
baeas when his followers decided to suspend the lam of the  
Sabbath, in order that the true Jews might preserve themadves  
from annihilation and survive to keep the law as a whole. This  
action of the ^U.idαεακ  is dearly the practical outcome of the  
principle which Joaephus describes in the language of philosophy  
as the diaractenstic of the Pharisees—" some things and not all  
are the work of Fate"  (Aid. xiii. 5, q). Fate is the Stoic term  
for Gad; and these forerunners of the Pbannsecs judged that the  

time had come for them to take action rather than to wilt  

passively on God. But then and always the prime concern of the  

Phan secs was the extension of God's sovereignty (the Kingdom  

of God) throughout the world. God's will, which all men should  

obey, was revealed in the Law, and though He might appoint  
governors over them, He remained their King, and no governor  

who was not a prophet—God's mere mouthpiece—could corn.  
rand their unquestioning obedkncc. When Judas reconquered  

Jerusalem and re-dedicated the desecrated Temple, his work,  

from the Pharisees' point of view, was done. The Temple-
worship was part and parcel of the Divine plan, and a legitimate  

high Priest was necessary. Alamos was, therefore, welcomed  
by the Haaidaaans, and only his treacherous murder of sixty of  
their number taught them that any Syrian nominee was their  
enemy. Later they acquiesced in the electlon of Simon to the  
high-priαthood with the condition "until there should atlee a  
faithful prophet"; but some of them remonstrated against the  
combination of the sacred edict with the position of political  
ruler in the person of John Hyrcanus as contrary to the precedent  
set by Moses at his death. When Alexandra came to the throne  
the Pharfsces were the real rulers and imposed upon the people  
the deductions from the w ń lten Law which formed the growing  
body of their oral tradition. Their reign was long enough to  

establish this tradition in respect Of ritual, and even when this  
golden ages it seemed to later Scribes—was over they  
exercised a paramount influence upon the common people.  
They bad learned t ο read God's will in the events of history, and  
deduced (for example) the doctrine of the resurrection of the  
dead from the death of the martyrs under Antiochus Epiphanes  
and Aldmus. And what they (earned from current history and  
from the ancient history of the nation recorded in Scripture they  
taught in the synagogues, which corresponded not merely to the  
parish churches but also to the schools—day schools and Sunday  
schools—of to-day. Apart from their control of public education,  
their power was enhanced by their efforts to better the position  
of women, and by their notorious lenience in the matter of  
punishments. Everything—the repeated statements of Joscphus  
and the facts of Jewish history after &D. rο--goes to show that  
the Pharisees moulded the religion of the people. Attempts  

have been made in modern times to represent the Apucalyptists  
as opposed to the Pharisees and as occupying the position in  

popular estimation which Joscphus ascribes to the Pharisees. But  
for such representations there is no solid ground. Superficially  

the language of apocalypses differs from that of rabbinic ded-
siona, and where the seer takes a comprehensive view of the ages  

the rabbi legislates for particular uses But even In the Talmud  

the reign of Alexandra is described in apocalyptic language such  
as is commonly applied to the future age, and if allowance be  
made for the symbolism proper to revelations it is dear that  

essentlally the scribe and the seer have the same purpose and  

even the sane doctrines. The Pbarisees were occupied with the  

fihemausi 
w 	gain 	glory from their 	far u 	APP 	

τs':  

The gospels generally have left upon the minds of men an  
imρrea9oα υnffvourable to the Pharisees, They contain des  
aundations attributed to our Lord and ssalgned-·.-with obvious  
injustice in some eases--to the scribes of this sect. It is to be  
remembered that the Pharisees were the only sect of the Jews  
who survived in Christian times sod that the Pharisees were  
nevur a homogeneous body possessed of s definite policy or body  
of doctrine. Moreover it is clear that our Lord denounced not  
all the Pharixo but the hypocrites only, is did the rabbis  
whose sayings are reported in the Talmud and other Jewish  
books. Again the third gospel is particular betrays relations  
between the Pharisees and Jesus vary different from those of the  
common Christian view, which conjures up an impossible picture  
of an absolute breach between the Prophet of Nazareth and  
the whole corporatlois of the Pharisees as a result of a quarrel  
with certain members of that dissident sect of independent  
thinkers. Gamaliel and his pupil St Paul are better represents-
lives of the non-hypocrlticsi Pharisee; and the Pauline Epistlers  
or the writings of P ń llo are the best extant examples of the manner  
and matter of their teaching. As for the denunciations, apart  
from the charge of insincerity, it appears that the scribes in  
question are pilloried for the defects—or the excesses—of their  
qualities. Indeed they are corroborative evidence for the  
reverence with which the Vbarlsees were regarded by the  
people generally, and for the zeal with which they shove to  
fulfil God's will as contained in the law and elucidated by the  

Τέaditiοn. (1. Η. A. H.)  
PHAΙΙΧΑΕ0 AOT. Systematic writers on the subject differ  

considerably in the exact meaning which they attach to the terns  
pharmacology (dppaxcw, a drug; Μυοτ, s discourse), some  
making it much more comprehensive than others. Bins, for  
instance, defines it as treating of the mien, nature, chemical  
and physical qualities, physiological actions, and therapeutical  
uses of drugs; in France and in Italy it is restricted to the mere  
description of medicines and their preparations, the action and  
uses of which as remedies are included in the term therapeutics. 

 In English-speaking countries, and by the majority of German  
writers, the meaning is now restricted to the study of the action  
of chemical substances (as apart from foods) on all kinds of  
animals, from bacteria up to man; it is, in fact, a comparative  
study of the action of chemical bodies on invertebrate and verte-
bate animals. One of its practical aims is to obtain a wide and  
accurate knowledge of remedial substances in relation to their  
application in the tratment of disease, while another Is to  
discover new or improved remedies. This meaning of the word  
has now become fixed in the English language by use and wont.  
The term pharmaco-dynamics ( φδρµσιor, δtrαµιe, power),  
which is etymologically more correct, Is often used as its equiva-
lent, but it has never become widely adopted. The study of  
pharmacological actions was at first almost entirely confined  
to these of remedial agents, and especially t ο the remedies in the  
different national pharmacopoeias, but in many cases it has now  
been extended to substances which are not used for curative  
purposes The introduction into practical use of many medi-
cines, such as paraldehyde, phenazone and strophanthus, has  
followed the study of their actions on animals, and ibis tends  
to be more and more the case. Pharmacology Is a branch of  
biology; it is also closely connected with pathology and bacteri-
ology, for certain drugs produce structural as well as functional  
changes in the tissues, and in germ diseases the peculiar symptoms  
are caused by foreign substances (toxins) formed by the infective  

organisms present in the body. The effects of many of these  
toxins bear a dose resemblance to the action of certain well-
known drugs, as in the case of tetanus toxin and strychnine, and  
are studied by the same methods of observation and research.  
It is impossible also Ιο dissociate pharmacology from clinical  
therapeutics; the former investigates the agents which are used  
in the treatment of disease, the latter is concerned with their  
remedial powers and the conditions under which they are if  
be used. Hence the word " pharmaco-therapy " has come info  
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use, and roasted the Ise*er standard to nbpoks combine iagetbge  
the conaideration of pharmacology and therapeutics. Pharma-
cology is also related to toxicology, as many remedial and other  
agents are more or less poisomus when given in large doses, but  
it does not include the detection, tests, and the other strictly  
medico-legal aspects of poisonIng.  

Pharmacology proper began as the result of the applicatipa  
of strictly experimental methods to physiology. The discovery 

*  (early in the ugh century) that plants one their  
remedial and poisonous qualities t ο small quantities of  

definite active principles, such as alkaloids and neutral bodies,  
which can be extracted ins chemically pure condition, had also α  
very important effect on its development. We meet first with  
experiments made by investigators who perceived that observa-
tions on man and animals might lead to a better understanding  
of the action of drugs. In 2676 Wepfcr and Conrad Brunner  
demonstrated on dogs the tetanizing action of aux vomica, and  
similar rough experiments were repeated from time to time with  
other substances by later investigators. In 1 755  Menghini 
published an elaborate study of the action of camphor on a greet  
variety of different kinds of animals. Albert eon Haller (b.  
3708) sought to elucidate the action of remedies by observations  
on healthy men, and in 1767 William Alexander made experi-
ments on himself with drugs, which were, however, brought t ο  
an abrupt termination by his nearly killing himself. In 1776  
Dames, by observations on himself and on cats, established the  
mydrialic action of belladonna and other atropeceous plants.  
Hitherto no attempt had been made to determine what particular  
parts of the body were especially affected by drugs, but Fontana  
showed, in his great work (Florence, ι76ς) on the venom of the  
viper and on other poisons, that the general symptoms were  
brought about by an action on particular organs He performed  
more than sίx thousand experiments, more than four thousand  
of which were on animals, and he determined the effects on the  
bent and other important structures. These analytical methods  
of research were well known to the second Monro in Edinburgh,  
sad to his pupils, one of whom, William Alexander, wrote a thesis  
in 2790 entitled "De partibus corporis anim Ι½ quac viribus  
evil parent." His methods were doubtless known also to the  
French physiologist Megendie, who improved upon them, and  
who in 18og published a research an the Upas Tieutd and other  
strychnine-containing plants, in which he showed that their  
effbcts were due to an action on the spinal cord. The researches  
of his pupil, Claude Bernard, on curare, were equally exact and  
logical, and have served as the model for many subsequent  
investigations. In consequence, from the time of Magendie  
pharmacology may be said to have been put on a more exact basis.  
By the middle of the ιpth century there were many workers on  
the subject, and the actions of such drugs as digitalis, morphine,  
alcohol, and many others bad been frequently and minutely  
investigated. About this time Buchheim, professor of materia  
medics in Dorpat from 1846 to 1879, founded the first pharmaco-
logical laboratory on modem lines in Europe, andlie introduced  
a more rational rlas'ification of drugs than had hitherto been  in 
use, arranging them in groups according to their pharmaco-
logical actions. In the herbals sad older treatises on materia  
medics and therapeutics no explanation is usually offered of the  
argon of medicines, and in such works as that of Cullen (i789)  
only a few Of the more obvious actions are occasionally explained  
according to the current theories of physiology and pathology.  
In works such as ?emirs's Elcmeah of Makrio Medico and There-
pmdi'z (1842), the physiological effects of medicines are usually  

described, but very briefly as compared with the materia medica.  
At the present day most textbooks riesling with medicinal agents  
and treatment devote a large part of their space t ο pharma-
cology, and a corresponding change has taken place in the  
teaching of the subject in universities and medical schools.  
Since Magendie's time numerous papers dealing with pharmaco-
logical subjects have appeared in the 1oursal of Anelomy and  

.hysial.gy, the /nurse! of Physiology, Virchcw's Archis, and the  
principal medical periodicals of all countries. In 1873 the Archie  
jhr esperim'nklls Pulhoiogie usd Pkarmakologie first appeared,  

in 1895 the Archi m Isierueiiegoks i ?h4,m. ιοιαme k, and  
in 1909 The barns! of Ρharw.Cd οfy aid Tferapcwties (pub-
lished at Baltimore, U.S.A.), all of which are chiefly or entirely  
devoted ιο pharmacology.  

The methods of research are essentially those employed  by 
physiologists, the action of sυbstaσιw being studied in the deuei  
way on bacteria, leuoocytes, frogs, rabbits and oilier aoiwla.  
Not only are the general symptoms investigated, but it is sores-
may to carry out experiments on the nerves, muscles, circulation,  
secretions, &c., so as to get a more exact knowledge of the  

reasons of the general action. It is true that many of these  
animals react somewhat differently to drugs, bah as regards each  
other and as regards man, but for the meet pert the diffeeacea  
are quantitative rather than qualitative. Mier carrying out  a 
series of observations on animals, the drug can be assigned to its  
special group, and a good idea can be obtained of its possible  
practical value or the reverse; hence there is a saving of time and  
an avoidance of the necessity of testing its efforts ow man.  The 
action of a drug may be celled direct when it ass on any part  
to which it is immediately applied, or which it may  
reach through the blood; and indite t when one organ p e  
is affected secondarily to another, es, for inu"M, in  
strychnine poisoning when the muscles are violently contracted  
as the result of the action of the alkaloid upon the spinal cord.  
In a few roses the action is merely physical, but mast frequently  
it is chemical in its nature, and is exerted on the living all, the  
activity of which is either stimulated or depressed. In some  
cases the substances actually enter into a chemical combination  

with the protoplasm, which may be temporary or (much less  
frequently) permanent; in ether roses they seem simply to  
modify or disturb the usual chemical activity of the cells. Pro-
longed or excessive stimulation invariably bads t ο depeessioa  
or paralysis, the tissues becoming fatigued, and from this con-
dition they may recover or they may not. When we come to  
consider more in detail the results of these actions an find that  
the various secretions of the body, such as the swat, gastric  
juice, bile, milk, urine, fm., may be bncrea d or ¢4µιίnishedi  
that the heart may have its muscular or nervous apparatus  
stimulated or depressed; that the nerve-centres in the brain,  
medulla and spinal cord may be rendered more sensitive or the  
reverse; and that the general metabolism of the body may be  
altered in various ways In addition, the fluid constituents,  
such as the lymph and blood, may have their composition and  
bulk considerably altered, while the special senses, the tempera-
ture, and, in shot, eery function and tissue, may be more or  
less eRected.  . 

Some drugs given in excess are poisons to all forms of proto-
plasm, but when given in doss much short of the lethal they  
usually exhibit a distinct tendency to affect specially, and at an  
early period, certain organs or tissues, and hence result differences  
in action; others may act only on certain organs, leaving the others  
practically untouched. It is often possible by appropriate dosage  
to contrive that these special parts or organs may be affected  
and the rest of the •body left emetically intact, and it is by  
taking advantage of these selective actions that remedial α  
therapeutical effects are usually obtained. Some substances  
have a very wide range of action, and involve a great variety of  
structures, while others, such as purgatives, have a eey limited  
sphere. The action of drugs is often modified by circumstances  
peculiar to the individuals or animals to whom they are ad-
ministered. In man the most important of these circumstances  
is age, but speaking broadly this is really a question of bulk, the  
child being affected like the adult, but by smaller doses. There  
are exceptions to this, however, as children are more affected  
in proportion by opium and some other substances, and less by  
mercury and arsenic. In old age also the nervous system and  
the tissues generally do not react so readily as in youth. Habit,  
race, personal temperament, emotional conditions, disease the  
time and circumstances of administration, and she accidental  
causes may also modify the action in man. Some species of  
animals are much more susceptible to the action Of certain  
drugs than others, a condition which depends on obvious  
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er unknown sbuctwal or ιπααδουε dlinsswes. L the same  
way some individuals show a special tendency to poisoning by  
dines of certain drugs which are hermleaa to the greet majority 

 of mankind, and hence we get unexpected or unusual results,  
‚hue arising from special susaepdbility on the part of on'taln  
organs. These ldioeyncrasks are not confined t ο drugs, but are  
seen with a few articles of food, such as eggs and shellfish. It  
is well known that the habitual consumption of certain drugs,  
such as tobacco, IndπΡn hemp, opium, arsenic, alcohol and  
many others, gradually indices a condition of tolerance to their  
effects, so that large doses can be taken without rousing symp-
men of poisoning. In all cases, however, there is a limit, and  
after it is reached the ordinary effects of these substances are  
seen. Some individuals, however, never become tolerant, and  
above poisonous effects on each repetition of the dose. The  
degree of tolerance often differs in individuals at different  
times and in different drcumstancea, and may become lost by  
breaking off the habit for a short time. The explanation  
generally given is that the nerve and other cells become  
accustomed to the drug, so that they cease to react, or that an  
antitoxin is formed which' antagonizes the poison, or tlmt the  
se sm is rapidly destroyed in the body. Recent researches  
on arsenic and atropine, however, point to the leucocyTes as  

playing an important part in the production of tolerance, as  
these gradually become capable of ingesting large amounts of  
the foreign substances, and thus render them more or lest  
harmless to the tissues, until they are gradually excreted from  
the body. When the amount i  too large to be dealt with  
by the Icucocytes, poisoning seems to occur even in the most  
habituated. Tolerance is therefore analogous to, but not  
Meatiest with, the immunity which takes place with the toxins  
of infectious diseases and snake poison. Certain substances,  
notably digitalis, brad, mercury and strychnine, exhibit what i π  
called a cumulative action—that is to say, when small quanti-
ties have been taken over a period of time, poisoning or an  
excessive action suddenly ensues. The explanation in these  
cases is that the drag is absorbed more rapidly than it is  
excreted, hence there is a tendency to accumulation hi the  
body until a point is reached when the amount become  
poisonous.  

Bodies which have a.clme resemblance in their chemical con-
alitation exhibit a similar resemblance in their pharmacological  
action, and as the constitution of the substance becomes modified  
chemically so doe its action pharmacologically. Numerous  
researches have demonstrated these points with regard to  
individual groups of substances, but hitherto it bas not been  
possible to formulate any fixed laws regarding the relationship  
between chemical constitution and physiological action.  

Whim drugs are swallowed no absorption may take p lain  
from the alimentary canal; but, as a rule, they pass from there  
into the blood. Absorption may also take pace from the skin,  
from the rectum, from the respiratory passages, or from wounds,  
and from direct injection into the subcutaneous tissue or into  a 
blood "meet. Very rarely, as in the case of silver salts, excre-
tion does not take plan; but usually the drug is got rid of by  
the ordinary channels of elimination. Just as drugs act upon  
the tissues, so they themselves axe in many cases reacted upon,  
and broken upot altered. While in the alimentary mad they  
are subjected to the action of the digestive fluids and the varied  
contents of the stomach and intestines, sad alter absorption  
they come under the influence of the constituents of the blood  
and lymph, and of the chemical action of the throe cells. In-
organic bodies, such as metals, may enter into albuminous  
combinations which may greatly modify their effects, and  
organic absta ms may be split up into simple compounds by  
oxidation or reduction, or may be rendered more complex  by 
synthesis.  

The antagonism between certain drugs bar been much  
studied in relation to their me as antidote in poisoning, the aim  
being to counteract the effects rstber than to obtain a direct  
physiological antagonistic action. Substances which directly  
antagonise each other by acting en the same ilisue are few in  

  

number, but these are numerous bet αnees fn which lhe.deits o,  
symptoms may be obviated by acting on another t, Tbut  
curare may stop strychnine convulsions by paralysing the  
termisations of motes nerves, and chloroform may exercise the  
same effect by *Windώ ιg the irritability of the spinal card. Ii  
Iwo poisons act no the ssme tissue, one stimulating and the  
other psraiysmg it, the paralysing substance removes the  
action of the stimulant sabetance, not by bringing the tissue  
back to its normal state, but by abolishing its excitability;  

hence, although life may be saved by such an action, yet it  

can oniy be so within certain limits of dosage, because the  
antagonism is never complete at every point.  

Speaking in the widest sense, every substance has an action  
on living protoplasm, but for convenience pharmacological  
substances have came tο be limited to those which are used  
as drugs, or which have a distinct action upon the animal  
organism. Such substance are derived from  (i)  the chemical  
elements and their compounds; (r) plants; and (3) animals.  
The first class includes such substances as iodine, mercury, iron,  
carbon, and their various compounds, and such bodies as  
alcohol, chloroform and chloral, all of which are found in  
nature or can be prepared by ordinary chemical processes of  
manufacture. From plants many substances are o btained which  
at the present time we are unable to make in the chemical  
laboratory, and of the constitution or composition of which  

we are in many cases ignorant. Some of these, such as resins,  
gums, essential oils and fats, are readily obtained as natural  
exudations or by eery simple manipulations, while others, such  
as the alkaloids, glucroides and vegetable acids, often require  
to be extracted by very complex prucimea, Substances oh-
babied from animals include gland secretions, pepsin and other  
ferments, musk, cod-liver oil, &c., and to these may be added  
various antitoxins. The ciaieiflcation of substances having  
pharmacological actions presents so many dimcul- 
ties that no satisfactory universally adopted ter° '  
method b a yet been proposed. Our knowledge  

presents so many gape, and the mode of action of many remedies  
is so obscure and imperfectly understood, that any arrange-
ment adopted must be more or less tentative in character. The  
close alliance between pharmacology, iberapeuuica and clinical  
medicine has induced many authors to treat the subject from  
a clinical mint of view, while its relationships to chemistry and  
physiology have been utilized to elaborate a chemical and  
physiological classification respectively as the basis for system-
atic description. Certain writers in despair have adopted an  
alphabetical αιιαοgement of the subject, while others have  
divided it up into inorganic, vegetable and animal substances.  
These lest-mentioned methods are far behind our present state  
of knowledge, end iiitd not be discussed here. The objection  
to a strictly chemical cassifiαtion is, that while many sub ,  
stances closely allied chemically have a somewhat similar actioe  
in certain respects, yet in others they differ very widely—a  
striking example of which is given in the cam of sodium and  
potassium. A physiological classification according to an action  
on the brain, heart, kidney or other important organ becomes  
still more bewildering, as many substances produce the same  
effects by different agencies, as, for instance, the kidneys may  
be acted upon directly or through the circulation, while the heart  
may be affected either through its muscular substance or its  
nervous apparatus. A clinical or therapeutical classification  
into such divisions as anaesthetic, expectorants, bitten, and  
so on, according to their needed applications, also leads to  
difficulties, as many drugs rue employed for numerous purposeS.  
The ideal method of grouping pharmscological su bstances  
would be in reference to their chemical action on living proto-
plasm, but as yet our knowledge Is too scanty for ibis. At  

the prtaent time the method adopted by Buc ńheim, or some  
modification of it, is the most scientific. As the result of  
painstaking investigation he gemmed together all those sub' 
stances having similar actions, giving to each group the name of its  
best-known or moat thoroughly investigated member. Once the  
groups were more or less fixed any new substance could, when  
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its action vii determined, be idmed to its own group, and  
thus be placed or dam ίδed. As few subetanaes are absolutely  
identical in action, but only broadly aimijar, it is often difficult  

to divide sharply one group from another. In a detaad it is  
manllcaily impassible tο pant in review every pbermaookigical  
sibstaisce, and we shall therefore c οπfiα muscled to these  

groups which are of practical importance. Many individual  
drugs are d ltcd under their own ______  

Gaour L Ands.—This includes sulphuric. bydrocblodc.  nitric, 
phosphoric, tartaric, citric, acetic and lactic acids, all of which owe  

their action to their acidity. Many of the other acids, such as  
carbolic and salicylic. had semi& effects which have so ixlatioaibip  
to their acid re.ctoo. The aoaceunted acids have an intense  
local action, varying from complete destruction of the tissues  
more or less imtaiion. When considerably diluted they are only  
digbιΙ irrltetin(i; externally applied and in the stomach they beet  
u antiseptic action; they increase the secretion of saliva, and thus  
amuvge thirst. in the intestine they oomb ί ld with amminia and  
other alkalis present, and are absorbed into the blood as neutral  
salts, being excreted chiefly in the urine. In smell doses they some-
what increase general metaboTiv m. Boric acid only belongs partially  
to this grouµ as it and its compound borax have ccrtaln see ń ic  
actions us addition,  

Gaour LI. Alkoiis.—'Tbis include. caustic potaah. caustic coda,  
solution of ammonia, their carbonate. and bicarbonates, borax,  
soaps, lithium carbonate and citrate, quicklime, slaked lime, chalk.  
magnesia and magnesium carbonate. All these substances, apart  

frees any other actions, exert a similar elect upon the body in  
virtue of their alkalinity. When they arc taken internally in smell  
amounts they neutralize the acids in the stomach and other parts of  
the alimentary canal, and at the same time they increase the normal  
acid secretion of the eiomscb. After absorption into the blood,  
which they make somewhat mere alkaline, they are excreted cń icfly  
iii the urine, to which they impart an alkaline reaction if green  in 
sufficient quantity. Some of them by stimulating the kidney 
cellsact as diuretics, but others apparently lack this action. Caustic  
potash and caustic soda are locally very irritating, and destroy the  
tissura, but rase thi, quality wkeaconibsned with acmes in the case  
of their carbonates, bicarhosatas and borax. Quicklime in also  
caustic. but magnesia is bland and unirritating. Weak solution  
applied locally saponify fats, soften the epidermis, and thus act as  
slight stimulants and cleansers of the skin. Calcium alts form  
insoluble soaps with fats, and combine with albumen in a manner  
which makes them soothing sad astringent rather than irritating.  

Apart from alkaline effects, these metals differ considerably  
pharmacologically. Potassium and lithium have .a depressing  
action upon the nervous system, ammonium colts have a stimulating  
action, while medium practically speaking is indifferent Calcium 

 wad magnesium have actions somewhat similar to that of potassium.  
Most of these substances are normal constituents of the body,  
and indispensable for healthy emte lee. They are contained  m 
sufficient amount in our ordinary dietary to sappy the needs of  
the 

Gem? 111. Easily abstrbed Sa ts.— δod ίυm chloride may be  
taken as thp type of those salts which dilfuse readily, and arc  
therefore easily absorbed. Sodium nittatt, potassium nitrate.  
potassium chloride, ammonium &bride, the alkaline Wide, and  
bromides, elm beloe pertly to this group, although most of them  
have also sticcilic actions. Locally they cause considerable irritation,  
and when swallowed in concentrated solution may cause vomiting.  
From the stomach and intestines they are rapidly absorbed, and  
fapMly excreted from the blood. increasing all secretions and the  
general metabolism. These effects are apparently due to their  
=ratting anion upon individual cell.  

Gaour IV. Sulu absorbed silk dijcsdly.—Tb.is group iocludd.  
the sulphates of sodium, potassium and magnesium, the acetate  
and tartrate of potash, citrate of magnesium, sodium phosphate,  
medium tartrate and similar sits. Locally their aeon i.  alight. 

when but wh taken internally, dissolved in co water, they are t absorbed 
 from the alimentary canal except in very limited amount. They  

therefore remain for the most past in the intestine, and as they  
attract and retain large quenches of water, and at the same time  
slightly simulate the mucous membrane, they came to have a  
peigatiw action and form the well-known grouped ntGse cathattica  
The small portion which i.  absorbed exerts a diuretic action.  

Gaour V. Recap Melnls.—These includemangane, 
aluminium, chromium, zinc, copper, aver, gold, 

manganese, 
 lead.  

meseury. and probably antimony, arsenic and b4.utb Although  
some of these dBer very greαdyυι in their actime ash err abeorpeioii.  
still locally they have certain effects in common due chiefly to their  
chemical action on albumen. Their soluble alts combine with  
albumen and preserve it, strong solutions being extremely irritant  
or caustic, while weaker ones are astringent imply, or even soothing.  
They are all antiseptics. Their insoluble compounds ate murk  
less active locally than the soluble, and in many cases aix only  
effective to the extent to which they ere dissolved by the secretions,  
Some metals are only absorbed from the a άmentaη anal to such  

read limited amount thatthey .^tangde lwωπn. whiιε οdm., 
y  pass into the blood ad give  use  to most or less narked  

effects. All of them injected into the blood in large doses act as  
muscle and nerve poisons, and during their excretion

υΡ 
 the kidney 

usually Winne it severely, but "liN er y a few e abeαhed  milked  
amount to deduce amilar efetn ehe α φpdu by the month. When  
iron is injected directly into a vain it depeca κs the heart's action, 
the bleed Femme and the nervous system, and during its excretion  
greatly irritates the bowel and the kidneys. When taken by the  

mouth, however, no such action. see seen, owing to the fact that  
very mieute quantities are absorbed and that these become weed  
in the liver, where they are coavcrted into onganic conip000ds and  
ultimately go to form haemoglobin. Sulublc salts of manganene.  
aluminium, zinc, popper, gold, platinum and bismuth hen, when  
given by the mouth, little action beyond their Beal astiingent os  
irritating efforts • but er  when injected into a blood vowel they ell em sat 
much the same depressing elect time the heart and nervous system.  
Silver resembles them closely, but differs by the circumstance that  
it is deposited permanently in minute granules in the tissues, and,  
without affecting the general health, stains the skin of a blush  
colour (argyria). Mercury and lead ace blinded from the bowel  
in conaidemble quantities, and are  capable of inducing acute  
irritant poisoning as well as chronic poisoning. Lead Poisons the  
muscular and nervous systems, and gives rIse to paralysis, wasting,  
colic and other symptoms, while in the rase of mercury, tremors,  
sellvańos, autemta end very milked cacheaia are induced,  

a and antimony do not form combinations with albmmesle  
but they both greatly depress the central nervous system and  
circulation; ad, if their action be long continued in large doses,  
they cause fatty degeneration of the viscera and disappetrance  
of glytogea from the limes Locally the six bah vmy vrita*ing.  
and antimony ha a special tendency to cave vomiting.  

Gaour Vi. Hakgmss.—Tbis group includes iodine, bromine and  
chlorine, In their free state or as compounds. Locally they are  
all three strongly irritant or caustic, timing to their chemical action  
on albemesi They ate in additson powerful ρτπ imdee and by  
splitting up water may act as oxidizing agents Owing to their 
strong affinity for the hydrogen of organic compounds they often  
act as bleachers and deodorizers lodiiie has a special intereht, es  
it αΡ • necessary constituent of fond, and I, present in the sec diπα  
of the thyroid gland. Apart from otrtain conditions of ill health,  
the iodides, as such, have oo very marked ialluence on the healthy  
body beyond their saline action. Alkaline bromides, in eddi ι ίoα  
to their saline action, have in sufficient doses a depressing effect  
upon the central nervous system, and lees markedly upon the  
ban. Chlorine compmmds are not known to esmne any action  
of a similar kind.  

Gaour VII. Salpkw—Sulphur itself has no action, but when  
brought into contact with the secc,tians it forms sulphides, sulphites  
and sulphuretted hydrogen, and thereby becomes most or less imtant  
and aatbmptic. In the bowel Its conversion imo issiphidea causes it  
to act as a mild laxative. Bath containing sulphureeed hvdroges  
or alkaline sulphides have a slightly irritating effect upon t δe ^l^q 
and stimulate the general metabolism.  

Genus' V111. Pkos$scsis.—This inλudes  
aocordin^ to souse authorities, hΥροφinsphίtea 	

>s 
o 	

in 
present in all cells, in considerable quantity in the nervous timae,  
and in the bean as phosphates. 11 is therefore, iii smne form or  
other, a necessary dart of dietary. When taken by the mouth  
phosphate is an irritant poison in huge doses: in small doses the  
osily effects ree eeable co nsist Iii an Weeded formation of bossy  
and connective tissue, although it is also supposed to exert a gently  
stimulating effect upon the nervous system.  

Genus' IX. Oxygess.—When pure oxygen is inhaled the only  
effect is a slight increase of the amount of the as in the blood, but  
thIs has no 
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oloaiαl effect. The pharmacological 

actin, of 
powdered charcoal std emu other ^i  xJinng agents 	 on the  
readiness with which they gig up oxygen.  

Guwr Χ. Carbonic Add.—Carbonlc add gas, carbonic oxide  
(CO) and =mom ether lrrespisxble gases deduce their efe εα practi-
cally by aspbyitiatjois. When disedved in water, however, carbonic  
acid > is is a gentle stimulant to the mouth, stomach and bowel,  
the mixture lacing absorbed more rapidly than Fide water; hence  
its grater value in assuaging thirst. Nitrous oxide (laughing gas)  
was at mm time believed to act simply by cutting of the supply of 

to the t 	s, but it also has a specie effect in 
paralysis 	

cu e
s of certain puts of the central nervous system, and he ce  

its value as an anaesthetic' when given in small amounts mixed  
with sir it produces a condition of exhilaration.  

Guoor Xl. Wass —Water acts directly as a diluent and mlvent,  
it thesafoet irusessea all the secretions, especially these of the skin  
and kidneys, while it also stimulates the goers) metabolism d the  
body and the excretion of nitrogenous products. Mineral waters  
act in the same way, but their effects Sc, very much modified by. and  
depend begely upon, other mmtitaen ιs, such as .)kahlae des  
iron, arsenic. sulphides, esrboeic acid, ác.  

Gaour XII. Tonic A'id.—Tsnnic acid is present in small  
quantities in the great majority of plants, but in notable quantity in  
gall-nuts, oak bark, bearberty leaves, rhauay rod, atccha s  lap,  
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red gum, heel fruit. iogwood and witch head 	 re . all 'of which a 
hugely used a. medicines. In these the variety of tennic acid is  
act exactly the mime, but although there ate slight chemical differ-
eacea they all poisem the power of tanning mw hides and of pie-
servuig albuminoua tomes. The action of tannlc acid ib strictly  
local, and depends upon is power of precipitating albumen and of  
deitroying germs it thus acts as an astringent on all mucous  
membranes. After ab.οpń oπ into the blond it loses this effect,  
■s Ί  I. partly broken into milk acid and partly combined with  
allals, both of which change, nullify its union upon aibmen. -

Gtoc, Xi1i. Lend n4maα.—A though acme of the drug.  
already conaideted have a local irritant action, they piuduec other  
time important effects, but the substanes bete ranged under t ό .  
beading depend entirely for their action on their loot Irritant  

e. Those which act upon  the alimentary-canal: Simple bitten  
such es goamha wood, &olunibo toot, tenement, gent ń n, chiretta,  
and pony ethers. Irritate gently the mucous membrane of the  
stomach and bowel., and by uκτmiπτ the ικretioσs improve  
the appetite and digeatioa. The aromatic b ίtteιs such es chamo-
mile dower, cucarilla bark, hope, mange peel and m ńεro contain  
In addition small gwmities of emenilid ale which iikri.aw thti  
hint action. The active principles in sine of these bitten rase  
been imbued purr, and have been found to be alkaloids or neutral  
compounds Subsumes hke pepper. cayenne pepper, mustard.  
horse-radish and ginger irritate the etoniach and bowel much in  
the same way, but are more pungent, end aremnsequentlymrde 
condiments, Sono of these hearer • limiter but lean marked effect  
upon the skin. The line number of vegetable sul ιstencesused as  
purgative. ow their ettm' to an irritating effect upon the mucous  
membrane and the neum -muscular apparatus of the bowel, w hercby  
the secretion and ρerά tatsń  are more or less Incre sqi, as the result  
of which diarrhoea mime., Scene of them cause ec much irritatisn  
that the discharge is very watery (hydraaggague athartics), while  
ethers, (οr example ekes, by acting gently on the lower port of  
the bowel and on its muscular cool. prodace step!yy ■ laxative  
effect. λ few of them. such as akin and colucynthin, are also  
purgative when injected subcutaneously or into the blood. peuhebly 

 awιιg to their being excreted into the intestinal canal.  
b. Those which as on the skin: The best known of these is  

cantherides (Spanish d y). the active principle of which is a colour.  
lees crystallIne bud ntlntridin—whicb is extremely irritating.  
On a mucom rembaae or a delicate akin it exerts an irritant  

action, which emus mum quickly than ors a thickened epide πnis 1 
 such aι the scalp, and according to the strength and period of s  

application there may result redness, a blister, or an uktr. Many  
ether .ubstaacm. such es chrysar^'bin, mustard. pepper. &c. are  
alt capable of irritating the skin, the effect pmductd varying tom  
mete dilatation of the cutaneous meets to destruction 'A tisue.  

Gabor XIV. Mab Jaw —This ι eludes the male fern. auronin,  
^s^mo, pomegranate bark, pumpkin seeds and many other  cubstancre  
amtainin active priαipks which have a semmi& poisonous action  
on intestinal paraaitic worms. Apart from this their action, vary  
mσideablγ but are-of belle practical importance. 

Gaon XV. &hem, Oih —The includes a very large number  
of mbstaooe which owe their mien to the fact that they contain  
ethereal or essential oils. The best known of these am cloves,  
pimento (aliapk-e), myttk, eucalyptus, caraway, fennel, dill, cori-
ander. rosemary. laseadee, peppermint. spinrmint. nut meg. clans-
mom moiW-wood, turmentiac juniper berries, valeran and aumbuL  
io the group may be included the aim-resins, such as copaiba.  
cubebs and Canada holism; the gum-rests. such as asafetida.  
myrrh ammmniacum and galbanum; απd the true balssms,.s^h 
es beamiσ, storm, helium of Toln απd helium of Pea. The resins  
when taken internally have much the aameaction es essential oil,,  
which are closely allied chemically, while the benzoic and e ί πramk  
atidι in the bαlτιms modify their actions very Mighty. Although  
individual essential oils may differ soniwhat m action, chemically  
and pbarinacnlugieally they are fundamentally Waihr. They all  
have a poń σπouι action on ρpιr^ettοoρµ1haasmm which makes them useful  
in medicine as antiseptkl, dfinfectana, germicides. anti-ferme πta-
dyes and pamsiticides; when Dully applied they ate mere or  km 
irritating, end, when very dilute, astringent. When awalksii'ed  

in small doses they slightly irritate the mouth and gentle mucous  
membrane, increasing the limekiln and peodiscing a feeling of  
warmth. At the same time they increase the mer me*5 of the  
stomach, and also in this way hasten d toe. an action which  
extends to the upper part of the bowel. They ate readily absorbed  
into the blood, and they are excreted dilly by the kidneys in a  
more or less ahcred form, and piebably also by the different mucous  
membranes, and even by the skin. After ebsorpti ιιπ their action,  
speaking. generally, ηΡ exerted on the brain and mend acrd, and is 
at flintIn*y stimulant and afterwards depressing, ern to the  
causing of aleepines and stupor. Locally applied they depee. 
the terminations of sensory nerves, and may there pa  
On the heart and emulation the effects are simuleht unless large  
doses are given, when the pulse becomes slow and binod-premure  
much lessened. During excretion they Irritate the kIdneys sad the  
aweatiglanda, and thereby increase the excretion of utter απd of  
welt. They also incse.se the number of kucocywe in the Mood.  

and the more Irritating Μ  them intreae the doe of blood to the  
pelvic organs, and may'thu. stimulate the uterus, or in huge dose  
came abortion, The various camphor, such as herd camphor,  
Borneo camphor, menthol and eumuin, are oxidized derivatives  of 
emeutigl oils, and differ only wyerficielly from them in their action.  

Gioce XVI. Fiend.—This includes a very large number of  
bodies chemically allied to beam', each o carbolic acid, suipho-  
c rbolιtes, e ιeomte, wood tar, peal tar, oil of cede, thymni, anlicylt  
acid beazoic acid, naphthol, hydiuquinon, creeol, gualacnl, ichthyai,  
ιαcεhιń n and many ethers. These all resemble carbolic acid mom  
or less closely, and may be described es general protoplasm  poison. 
Locally their destructive and irritating effects vary a geed deal, but  
even when very dilute they all have a marked po ιwnauι ,sctioa on  
bacteria, white blood corpuselee, yeast and similar aegamuase.  
After absorption most of them e ι rcιsε a depressing elect upon the  
nervon. cystem, and are capable of reducing high temperature  
They are mostly excreted in the urine.  

Gaoor XVI1. AkoheL—l'his group also krdudes a very htge  
number of chemical bodies, only a few of which are mentioned here.  
Ethyl alcohol i.  taken es a type of the action of methyl alcohol.  
amyl alcohol, propyl alcohol, ether, acetic ether, gsraldehyyddee^^  

sulphonal, chloroform, methyl chloride, ethyl chloride, chloral  
hydrate, hiitylclilnexl hydrate and ahem any member of derivative,  
from these. Some of them are sac volatile that they produce their  
effects when inhaled, others when seemed mum  the skin cause  
Intense cold and then anaesthesia; but taken in the brendest seam  
the action of all of them after abeorpdon into the bleedsvesy  
similar, and is exerted upon the central nervounaystem. moreespeci.  
ally the cerebrum. In all cases these is a Unger or simmer  
of excitement, followed by imoxicatlon or nemesis. and with large  
doors this pane into paralysis and death from depression of the  
respiemens centre or of the heart. Small dose of any of them  
dilate the Wood vemels from an action on the vase-motor centre in  
the medulla oblongaIa. as a result of which the heart beets more  
mp&dly and the blood eimolotes more freely: but Larger deem have  
a general deprasσing effct upon the circulatory system. Under  
their action more heat ηΡ lost from the body, the general nwtnbulim  
is diminished and the temperature falls. With sane of them, such  
as chloeal and chlosukem, the stimulation period is short compared  
with the narcotic period, while with others, such as ether, the revere  
is the ease.  

Grm , XVIII. 'Νalιiks.—Tlπι group entrains amyl nitrite,  
ethyl nitrite, methyl nitrite, nit roalyrerin, indium and pans i ir*  
nitrites, erythrol-tetaniiate, and many other compounds  con-
taining nitrous or nitric acid. The lettet lmcome' reduced to  
nitrous in the body, and thereby exercises is characteristic effects.  
These consist chiedy in an actmn upon non-striped muscle, vaeo-
inotoe mattes, blood vessels and the blood. When they are given  
by inhalation or by the mouth their first effect is to produce marked  
dilatation of the smell arteries, with a fall of blood µrεsιικ απd a  
greatly lncteased rapidity of the heart's actin. At the name  
time the noo.striped muscles slightly lose their tonicity, and when  
very huge dimes are given the haemoglobin of the blood become.  
converted into the chocolate-coloured methaemoglobin. The  
volatile members of the group act much more rapidly and more  
ttamiently than the others  

Gaour XIX. A!kalcidf.—This embaιes a very large number  
of iinpotiarn phmniacological substances, which differ a good dead  
in the details of their action, but the all act upon muscle απd  
nerve tissue, Some of them affect only certain portions of the  
nervous system others have a much wider doge of action; they 
may act in either use as stimulants or as depressants, and hence  
the symptoms produced by  them vary eery greatly.  

t. Morphine and the other opium alkaloids (codeine, πιmοe ι e,  
hudanine, &c.) have two prominent actmns-a narcotic followed by  
a tetaaic action. In morphine, on the higher animals at last, the  
narcotic action is very marked, the tetanixing mice slightly so;  
while in tbebaine there is little narcotic effect, but a tetanizing .ctioa  
like that of strychniae. Morphine exercises its effects chielly upon  
the cerebrum and the medulla oblongata in man. It has in addition  
a markedly depressing acton upon the respiatory centre, it lessens  
all the sαretioπs except the sweat, and diminishes bowel pert talais  
απd the she of the pupil Men are much more affected by  it than  
birds, rabbits, doge and most other animals. Cats, hemmer, show  
in.rksd eminent, of cerebral excitement απd uatees of the  
regain. Compared with morphia, codeine and the other αlkalo ίds  
are only slightly narcotising.  

2. Strychnine and h ene very closely resemble each other in  
action, and ender this heeding cmarine may also be eluded.  
Thee bode at ιmahte the grey setter in the spinal cord and 

 caine teanic anvuliom. In the use of curare these are masked  
almost at once by paralysis of the terminations of the motor nerves.  

, Cadeine  i.  the active principle is tea, coffer, kola, math and  
Fuamι d while thenbarnhn, a body closely allied to it, is found  
in once, and .chocohte. They bah stimulate the grey nerve-cells  
in the brain απd mrd, this being the foundation of their dietetic  
value and their me as nervmc stimulants. They ohm markedly  
increase the tien of urine by stimulating the secreting cell,  

{. Caoίme is the active principle of the coca leaf, which ό  chewed  
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of its co setts. Ewdks (Cr. bison. vomiting) ere a bι  ηcrs 
given f, the purpose of muss vomiting, e.g. iµeαena nnhhaa α  
apomorphisie. Aali eesd t or S'daidws p.at. sedare, to compose)  
arrest vomiting either by their central or local action, e.g. opium 
cocain α cerium oxalate. Parga.ises Mt. ρυΤ 'K,  to cleanse)  
aid the onward pawge of the contents of the intestinal canal,  
either by increasing the contraction. of its muscular coat as loxadees  
(Lest. laser., to loosen), e.g. as magnesia, or by increasing the Sow  
of fluid. Some are termed dessl(ct(Cr. ipaevis's, wive) or alinelies  
(Cr. ssOsris'o, cleansing), which αΡοdυκ watery evacuations.  
Ckdagogws (Cr. χoλ$, bile, &ywy's  Beading) ate purgative. which 
act by Increasing the flow of bile, either by causing an inaeased  
secretion (e.g. podophyllum) or by sweeping it onwards by  
stimulating the intestinal contractions (e.g. calomel).  

111. Drugs acting on parasites. Aslkdmisiws (Cr. l,rf, against,  
Sums, DDµidoe, a worm) are drugs which killte ι inhabiting 
the Intestine. e. 7óe term wrmiπdι (Lest. urns& ωnorm, coederc, to  
kill) is applied to drugs which directly kill the entasoa, while  
wιnń  ago (Lest. sσrιπύ  worm, fsgarσ, to put to flight) is applied 
to 

 
of Wnngg the usworm giρααιίι^ides cc

ermicide for the purpose 

 parasites; the terms are usually restricted to these^xti g ου akin-  
parasite. as contrasted with intestinal ones.  

IV. Drupg Ming on the urinary system. Diwdks (Cr. &i,  
through, ΦΡ the  urine) 	urine, while lilies. 
bl$scs (Cr. λΙ$οi, stogy, 'pi,&w, to rub, grind down) are drugs  
given to prevent the formation of urinary calculi  

V. Drugs acting on the generative system. Αji!σ{ύ iacπ (Cr.  
'slsoυ the goddess of love) increase the action of the generative  
centre In the spinal cord: Asa$rodisiucs decrease its action.  
&bdkr (Cr. kgαλλee,  to throw out) or arylσck+ Gr. ό Edr,  
sham, quick, τ4saι. parturition) stimulate uterine anion.  Εmsιeac 
ogses  (Cr. eµΡµ"a, manse., lγω t6ι leading) are substances which  
increase the menstrual flow. GeLaikgpgs'es (Cr. γiλa, milk) in.  
crease the secretion of milk, while oisiignkclogogw (e.g. belladonna)  
have the opposite effect.  

VI. Drugs acting on the respiratory system. Pspαlσraιιk  
Increase the bronchial secretions; aniispasmodks relax the spasm  
of the muscular coat of the bronchial tubes, e.g. stramomum.  
This latter term I. also used for drugs which act as general  
deprewnta:  

VII. Drugs or substances acting on the bodily hat. Αsh-
ρ vefί'ι (Cr. bri, eludint, espied,, fever) either increase the best  
loss or diminish its production; e.g. phenacein, cold water, &c.  

Viii. Drugs or substances acting on the skin. Dia$oredics  
(Cr. &aduφΡist  to cey  through) increase the amount of sweat,  
either by acting dirκtyl ^onthe s centres  nerve weat nτreι α on the 
terminals. The word 5ι'dorψc (1st. Ord.r. swat) is applied to  
them when they act very, powerfully. Aakfdrigini or AsJikid,odsts  
(Gr. ISy", swat) diminish the secretion of sweat. Bmoflieisls  
(Lat. willis, soft) are substances which soften and protect the  
parts. Demuicents (Lest. dewskaq so[ten), soothe the skin α  
mucous membrane.  

IX. Drugs acting on metabolism. Alkralises are drugs which  
alter the comae of a disease, the mode of action being unknown,  
Teams are drugs which increase the msscular tone of the body by  
acting either on the stomach, heart, spinal card, &c.  

Χ. Drugs acting an the blood. Aatiloxiss are organic products  
designed td neutralize the formation of the toxins of certain di►  
eases in the blood, Tomes are also injected In order to stimulate  
the blood plasma to form antitoxin. (see Bacrzaioi.00v). And-

e.rsodiee inhibit a disease having periodic recurreiKes; e.g. quinine  
m malaria. Raesislisics aye drugs which unease the amount of  
baenscglobin in the blood.  

XI. Drugs acting on the nervon. ay'tem. Asior'iIigiics (qa.) 
diminish 	bil ιΡtY, either central or peripheral; Α sσdysα (Cr. 
d.-, pm'., ‚1M.', pain) relieve mirk odyr  but, as in Anal 
(Cr. flλτ'eτ.. sense of pain), sensibility is unaltered. Siiw 
are those which lead to excitation d the mental faculties and in  
quantity may lead to delirium and incoherence. J!ypsstks(Cr. 
lime,,  sleep) α Sofarιβcs (Let. so$,, α dap sleep) are drugs which 

educe sleep without causing cerebral ώ temeat. 	aeoli
e
cs 

(Cr. 
in 	duns 

numbness) 
may in 

 
depress the fuuεtionι of respiration and  

circulation.  
XII. Drugs whιc arrest the progress of pυtαfaction. This i h is  

either by inhibiting the growth of miaoocgaaian s (Aslsuphs's)  
or by destroying them when menu Wsιoιyfκfααα). (D. L. H.)  

1P1fΑ8Ι1fΑCΟVΟώ& (lit, the art of the #apjwitas ωΩτΡ, or drug.  
compounder), in its modern technical sense, a book containing  
directioiw for the ideat ίfαtioa of simples end the preparation 

 of cmmpo ind medicines, and published by the authority of a  
government or of a medical or pharmaceutIcal society. The  
game leas also been applied to similar compendiums issued by  
private individuals. The first week of the kind published under  
government authority appears to have been that of Narem-
bers in zg'a; a passing student named Vaierius Cordes showed  

a eollectioa of medical receipts, which be bad selected from the  
writings of the moat eminent medial auibodt.ies, to the ploy.  
sicians of the town, who urged him to print it fur the benefit  
of the apothecaries, and obtained for his work the sanction of  
the aengus, An earlier work, known as the Aiskdslsrfws  
jorenlisuw, had been published under the authority of the  
college of medicine of Florence. The term "pharmacopoeia"  
first appears as a distinct title in a work published at Basel in  
s 6 ι by Dr A. Foes, but doe. set appear to have some into  
general use until the beginning of the 17th century. Before τ Sin  
the works principally used by apotheca ń cs were the treatises  
on simples by Avicenna and Serapion; the De syw ιsyιnit  
and Quid pro quo of Simon J=uensis; the Libor su widths  
of Bulchasim Ben Aberaurim, which described the pre'  
perationa made from plants, animals and minerals, and was the  
type of the chemical portion of modem pba,mseoposiaa; and  
the A*ldda'a,ism of Nicolaua de Salerno, containing Galealcal  
compound. arranged alphabetically. Of this last work there  
were two editions in use—Nicolasia magma and Nkolauspievua  
in the latter several of the compounds described is the larger  
edition were omitted and the formulae given on a smaller sale.  

Until s6x7 such drags and medicines as were in eommoa  Asa 
were sold in £ngland by the aροthe s sea and grocers. Ica that  
year the apothecu6es obtained a separate cbartei, and it was  
enacted that no grocer should keep as apothecary's shop. The  
preparation of physicians prescriptiooa was thus confined to  
the apotbecariea, upon whom pressure was brought tο beer to  
make them dispense acvuxately,by the issue of a pbsrniacopoeia  
in May ι6z8 by the Collegs of Physicians, and by the powss  
which the wardens of the apothecarie. received in common with  
the censors of the College of Physicians of examining the shoes  
of apotbeaxies within 7 m. of London and destroying all the  
compounds which they found unfaithfully prepared. This, the  
first authorized Leaden Fharosawpoolo, was selected chiefly  
from the works of Mextie and Nicolaus de Salerno, but it was  
found to be so full of errors that the whole edltion was cancelled,  
and a fresh edition was published in the following December.  
At this period the compounds employed in medicine were often  
heterogeneous mixtures, some of which contained from so to 70'  
or more, ingredients, while a large number of simples were used  
in consequence of the same substance being supposed to posse..  
different qualities according to the sours from which it was  
derived. Thew crabs' eyes, pears, oyster-shells and kcal were  
supposed to have different properties. Among other ingredi-
ents entering into some of these formulae were the excrements  
of hum= beings, dogs, mice, geese and other animals, calculi,  
human skull and mass growing on ft, blind pupple, earthworms,  
&c. Although other editions of the London Pharr'socopoeia  
were issued in s6s ι, 1632, 1639 and 1677, it was not until the  
edition of η7 sι, published under the auspice. of Sir Dana Sloane,  
that any important alterations were made. In this issue many  
of the ridiculous remedies previously in use were omitted,  
although a good number were atm retained, such as dogs'  
excrement, earthworms, and moss from the human skull; the 

es botanical nam of herbal remedies were for the first time added  
to the omdal ones; the simple distilled waters were ordered of 

 a uniform strength; sweetened spirits, cordisls and ratifies  
were omitted as well as several compounds no longer used in  
London, although still in vogue elsewhere. A greet improve-
ment was effected in the edition published in 1746, in which  
only those preparations were retained which had received the  
approval of the majority of the pharmacopoeia committee; to  
these was added a list of these drugs only which were supposed  
to be the most efficadora - An attempt was made to simplify  
further the elder formulae by the rejection of superfluous  
ingredients. In the edition published in 1788 the tendency to  
simplify was carried out to a much grater extent, and the  
extremely compound medicines which had formed the principal  
remedies of physician for soon years were discarded, while  a 
few powerful drugs which had been considered too dangerous to  
be included in the PbAVwIKopOeia of »76s were restored to their  
previous position. In zflop the French chemical nomenclature  
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was adapted, and in tlts a cοιτκted impresion of the same  
was isued. Subsequent editions were published in 1824,  
ι836 and 0851.  

The first Efixtur k Ρhσrmatop αia was published in ιόgn  
and the last in 1841; the first Dublin P8OraIOCO$eie in 1807  
and the last in 1850.  

The preparations contained in these three pbarmacopoelas  
were not all uniform in strength, a sonrceof much inconvenience  
and danger to the public, when powerful preparations such as  

dilute hydrocyanic acid were ordered in the one country and  
dispensed according to the national pharmacopoeia in another.  
In consequence of this inconvenience the Medical Act of 185  
ordained that the General Medical Council should cause to be  

published a book containing a list of medicines and compounds,  
to he called the B,ihsh Pharmaco$eui, which should be a  
substitute throughout Great Britain and Ireland for the separate  

pharmacopoeias. Hitherto these had been published in Latin.  

The first British Pharmacopoeia was published in the English  
language in 1864, but gave such general dissatisfaction both to  
the medical profession and to chemists and druggists that the  
General Medical Council brought out a new and amended edition  

in X867. This dissatisfaction was probably owing partly to the  

fan that the m'jovity of the compilers of the work were not  
engaged in the practice of pharmacy, and therefore competent  
tether to decide upon the kind of preparations required than  
upon the method of their manufacture. The necessity for this  
element in the construction of a pharmacopoeia is now fully  
recognised in other countries, in most of which pharmaceutical  
chemists are represented on the committee for the preparation  
of the legally redognized manual..  

National pharmacopoeias now exist in the following countries:  
Austria, Belgium, Chile. Ddnmai*, France, Germany, Greet Britain,  
Greece, Holland, Hungary, Inds. Japan, Mexico, Norway, Prated  
Rums,, Spain, Sweden, Italy. Switzerland. the United States of  
America and Venezuela, All the shove-mentioned were is sued  

under the authority of government, and their instructions have the  
force of kw in their respective countries, except that of the United  
States, which was prepared by commissioners appointed by medial  
and pharmacmatical societies, and has no other authority, although  
generally aootpted as the national textbook  

The French Codes has Probably a more extended use than any  
other pharmacopoeia outside its own country, being, in connexion  
with ult's L'Οfuδιe. the standard for druggists in a large  
portion of Central and South America; it is also omcial in Turkey.  
The sum-total of the drugs and tiona it contains is about 

 1250, 0' double the average o[ other modern pharmacopoeias.  
The progress of medical knowledge has led to a gradual but very  
perceptible alteration in the contents of the pharmacopoeia.. The  
original vey complex formulae have been simplified until only  
the most a rive ingredients have been retained, and in many  
Asa the active principles have to a large extent replaced the nude  
drugs from which they were derived. From time to time such  
secret remedies of druggists or physicians as have met with p opu lar  
α professional approval have been represented by simpler  osecisi 

on..  
The rapid increase In medical and pharmaceutical knowledge  

renders neeesarryy frequent new editions of the national pharma- 
copoeias, the other of which is to furnish definite formulae for pre'  
paratioiss that have already race into extensive use in medical  
practice, en as to ensure uniformity of strength, and to give the  
characters and tests by which their purity and potency may be  
determined. But each new edition requires several years to carry  
out numerous experiments for devising suitable &melee, es that  
the current Pharmacopoeia ma n.vur be quite up so date This 
diHcuity has hitherto been met by the pu blication of such non- 
odicial fo'mulariea as Squire's Compoiiiax b the PIsaew.acopiwie  
and Martindale's Fstre Pharmacopoeia, in which all new remedies  
and their preparations, uses and doses are recorded, and in the  
former the varying strengths of the s πκ ριεραrathorn in the different
piarmaw a pots are also compared. The need of such weeks to  
supplement the Pharmacopoeia is shown by the fact that they are  
even more largely used than the Pharmacopoeia itself, the first  
Mving been issued in 18 and the second in 13 editions at compara- 
tively short intervals. in England the task of elaborating a new  
Pharmacopoeia is entrusted to a body of a purely medical character.  
and legally the pharmacist has net, as in other countries, a voce  
in the matter, notwithstanding the fact that, although the medical  
practitioner is naturally the best judge of the drug α preparations  
that will afford the best thmpesitic result. he Is net an competent  
iathe pharmacist to my how that preparation con be jauduced in  
the most effective and satisfactory manner, am how the purity of  
drugs can be tested, to the preparation of the fourth edition d  

the 1tideb 	 in tine some new departure, were made.  

A committee of the Phannaceutical Society of Gust Britain was  
appointed at the request of the General Medical Council to advise  
on pharmaceutical matters and the valuable assistance rendered  
by it is acknowledged in the preface that work. A census of  
prescriptions was taken to ascertain the relative frequ ency with  
which different preparations and drugs were used in prescriptions,  

and suggestions and criticisms were sought from various medical  
and pharmaceutical bodies at home and in the colonies. As regards  
the purely pharmaceutical part of the work a committee of rder-
ence in phaππacy, nominated by the pharmaceutical societies of 
Great Bntain and l eked, was appointed to report to the Pharma-
copoeia Committee of the Medial Council.  

Some difficulty has arisen since the passing of the Multeiatioi'  
of Food and Drugs Act concerning the use of the Pharmacopoeia 
as a legal standard for the drugs and preparations contained in it.  
The Pharmacopoeia is defined in the preface as only intended to  
afford to the members of the medical profession and those engaged  
in the preparation of medicines throughout the British Empire  
one uniform standard and guide whereby the nature and εompesι-
tion of substances to be used in medicine may be ascertained and  
determined." It is obvious that it cannot be an encyclopaedia  
of substances used in medicine, and can only be used as a standard  
for the substances and preparations contained in it, end for no  
others. It has been held in the Divisional Courts (Dickies v.  
Raa&rsoss) that the Pharmacopoeia is a standard for odicial  
paratrons asked for under their phaimacopceial name. But there  
are man), substances in the Pharnacopoea which are not only  
employed in medicine, but have other uses, such as sulphur, benruin,  
tragacanth, gum arabic. ammonium carbonate, beeswax, oil of  
turpentine hn eed oil, and for these a commercial standard  of 
purity as distinct from a medicinal one is needed, since the pre 
tons used in medicine should be of the highest po.dble degree of  
purity obtainable, and this standard would be coo high and too  
expensive for ordinary purposes The use of trade synonyms in  
the Pharmacopoeia, wch as saltpetre for purified potassium nitrate,  
and milk of sulphur for precipitated sulphur,is partly answerable  
for this difficulty, and lira proved to be amistake since it affords  
ground for legal prosecution if a chemist sells a brug of ordinary  
commercial purity for trade purposes, instead of the purified  
preparation which is oddicial in the Pharmacopoeia for medicinal  
use. This would not be the cam if the trade synonym were omitted.  
For many drugs and chemicals not in the Pharmacopoeia there ń  
no standard of purity that can be used under the Adulteration of  
Food and Drugs Act, and for these, as well as for the commercial  
quality of those drugs and essential oils which are also in the  
Pharmacopoeia, a legal standard of commercial purity ^ much
nαd This subject formed the basis of discussion at several  
meetings of the Pharmaceutical Society, and the results have been  
embodied in a work entitled Suggested SiawJacds jar Foods and  
Drugs, by C. G. Moor, which indicates the average degree of puriy  
of many drugs and chem"csls used in the arts, as well as the highest  
degree of purity obtainable in commerce of those used in medicine.  

An important step has slso been taken in this direction by the  
publication under the authority of the Council of the Pharmaceutical  
Society of Greet Britain of the Dried Pfasmacruhcal Cedix, in  
which the characters of and tests for the purity of many non-
official drugs and preparations are given as well as the character  
of many glandular preparations and antitoxins that have cone  
into use in medicine, but have not yet been introduced into the  
Pharmacopoeia. This work may oho possibly serve as a standard  
under the Adulteration of Food and Drugs Act for the purity said  
strength of drugs not included in the Pharmacopoeia and as a  
standard for the commercial grade of purity of those in the Pbarina.  
copoeia which are used for non-medical purposes.  

Another legal difficulty connected with modern pharmacopoeias  
is the inclusion in some of them of synthetic chemical remedies.  
the processes for preparing which have been patented, whilst the  
substances are sold under trade-mark names such as verenal, The  
scientific chemical name is often long and unwieldy, and the  
physician prefers when writing a prescription to use the shorter  
name under which it is sold by the patentees. In this case the  
pharmacist is compelled to use the more expensive patented article  
and the patient complains of the price. If he uses the some article  
under its pharmacopoeal name whin the patented article is pre-
scribed he lays himself open to prosecution by the patentee fur  
infringement of patent ri ts. The only plan, therefore, is for the  
physician to use the chemical name (which cannot be pateim d)  
as given in the Pharmacopoeia, or—for these synth.ti. remedies  
not included in the pharmacopoeia—to use the scientific and  
chemical mama given in the British Pharmaceutical Codes.  

Zaluisetisisai P ι οωριιφ s.— (ensued (acilitaw (α travel have  
brought into ‚reaeeT prominence the importance of an a ρproιcή  
to uniformity in the formulae of the more powerful ι..υed'ιea, in  
order to avoid danger to patients when a prescription is dispensed  
in a different country from that in which it was written. Attempts  
have been mode by international pharmaceutical said  
conferences to settle a basis on which an uaernatioml phar ιααιρα us  
could be prepared, but, owing to national jealousies and the attempt  
to include too many Preparations in such α work it has not as me  
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bees yιoduccd. The .tandardle.iion of preparation. of patent  
nitdidnes, es regards the amount of active principle. they contain,  
ate only conveniently and ecoacenicafly he done in operating en  

large quentitim, and msat ιιαιωα Ιy lead to the p ιepιtatιmm being  
wndιMisιd at wholesale houses, who issue a guarantee with them;  
but it is not yet certain that deterioration may not take puce after  
standardisation, in such as theme of ergot or digitalis, so that it is  
somewhat questionable whether the .tandardiaatlon is of permanent  
value in all mae.. Probably mote dependence ,. to be nixed on  
esisful *election of the drug, and skill in its p αραταιιoa and pie-
semtien by the retail pharmacist, who should be personally 

 responsible for the quality and purity of the preparations he sells.  

Although_ the attempt to form an Interonuosial pharmacopoeia  
lisa failed, a project for an imperial pharmacopoeia which should  
be adapted to the general and local requirements of all pares of  
the Bntish Empire Las met with better success. With the aid of  
the medical and pharmaceutical authorities in each of the seventy  
administrative divisions of the British Empire an Indian and Colonial  
addendum to the British Phamompeeiis of 1898 was compiled  
and published in 1900 in which each article rαeixes odTicinl macdon  
in the countries indicated at the foot of the monographs. This  
was regarded as a prqantory step to the publiaton of a complete  

υιιo^idai universal 	 have been piiblidied  
in England and in Fence, which smw to show the comparative  
strength of parallel preps tIona in different countries. The metric  
or decimal mode of calculation and the centigrade stale of tempera-
lore are adopted in all pharmacopoefas extent those of Great  
Britain (in which the metric equivalents are now given) and in  
some insuaea of Greece. The majority omit chfmicai formulas.  
An plpbabetstsl arrangement is followed in all. The maximum  
doses of preparations are given in several pharnucopoeias and the  
physician must indicate on his prescription, if he exceeds this limit,  
by using a note of exclamation after each article, that he purposely  
intends.roch a doie tο be employed. The great iacιesse of medical  
Weemre and international exchange of medial journals has led  
to the adoption in almost every country of all the really valuable  
remedial agents, and the more extended use of active principles  
has given rise to an approximation in strength of their solution..  
The dilicuity of nomenclature could probably be overcome by a  
hit of synonyms beinggiven with each article, and that of language  
by the ne of Latin. The greatest stumbling-blocks in the way of  
uniformity are the tinctures and extracts—a class of p ιeparatιοns  
containing many very powerful drugs, but in which the ran name  
does not always indicate the same thing: ibiss,,erttrect of soonit  
signifies an extract of the rant in the pharmacoposisa of the United  
Suites, Japan and Russia, extract of the eavα in the Danish and  
Portuguese, inupissated juice of the fresh eaves in the Greek 
and alcoholic extract of the toot in that of Spain and Italy, sad  
aabholic extinct of the dried leaves in the Chilean pharmscopeefas.  
It sppeare probable, however, that the growth of pharmaceutical  
chemistry will indicate, in tine, which of ώ e.e in use form the most  
active and trustworthy preparations, while the general adoption  
of the metric system will feed to darer approximation of strength  
than hitherto. The method adopted by the Portuguese Rharma-
mpeieis comes nearest to that uniformity which is so desirable in  
such preparations, as the tinctures of the fresh plan are all pre-
pared with equal pats of the drug and alcoholic menatruum;  
simple tinctures in general, with unfortunately a few exceptions,  
with «κ pact of the drug in five parts of alcohol of given strength;  
ethereal tinctures are in the propOrt ion of one past is ten; and the  
tinctures of the alkaloids and their salts contain one part of the  
alkaloid in ninety-nine of rnenstruum.  

Homoeopathic and eclectic ρrs εtit1ο eras as well as dentists  
have also their special pharmacopoeia..  

5., Bell and Redwood, ?regress eJ Pharmacy (London, iS$o,  
Scherer, LiteraIsre $asasaropearus ι (Leipzig and Sorau, 1822 :  
`t,  Report en du Phariss'icopoda$ of all Noises-s (Washington,    

(Ε. 
PHANJIACOSIDERITB, a mineral species consisting of  

hydrated basic fere* arsenate, 2Fe Αs0/•Fe(ΟΗ)s•sΗ1O. Crys-
tals have the form of small, sharply defined cubes of an olive- or  
gees-green colour, and occur together in considerable numbers  
oat the matrix of the specimens. On account of its cubic form  
the mineral was early known as "cube ore" (Get, Wrerfdm),  

the name pń armacesideń te. given by J. F. L. Hausmean  in 
1813, alludes to the arsenic and icon present (ψάρµaror,  
poison, and σίδηρεe, iron). The faces of the cube are striated  
parallel to one diagonal, and alternate comers are sometimes  
replaced by faces of a tetrahedron. The crystals are feebly  
doubly refracting, and in polarized light exhibit a banded  
structure parallel to the cube (aces. The hardness is a; and the  
specific gravity •4. Recent analyses prove the presence of a  
smell but variable amount of potassium (K'O, x•68-4.t3%s)  
b the Comlalx crystals, though in those from Hungary then is  

only a tree.; this constituent appears to take the place of basic  

hydrogen in the above formula. Α curious property is to be  
observed when a crystal of pharmacosiderlie is placed in a  
solution of ammonia—in a few minutes t he green cdlout cńeeses  
throughout the whole crystal to red; on placing the red crystal  
in dilute hydrochloric add the green colour is restored. Natural  
crystals are sometime. honey-yellow to brown in colour, but  

this &Ρpean 10 be due to alteration.  
Phαauuoddελte Is a mineral of sαondaτy origin, the cry tale  

nccuritig attached to goasmny quarts in the upper past of veins of  
copper ore. k was found in some abundanem at the end of the 18th  
century in the copper mines of the St Day district in Cornwall.  
and has since been found at a few other localities, for example, at  
^ bsrg near Schemaiss in Hungary, and in the Tinti ε distriet  

(L. J. S.)  
ΡΡΒΛΒΙΙΑCΤ, • term which in the original Creek form signified  

the use of any kind of drug ( φdρµαισρ), potion or spell,  
and hence also poison and witchcraft. In the modern  

signification it is applied to the act of preparing, preserving  
and compounding medicines, according to the prescriptioae  
of physicians. It was used first in this sense in 1 597.  

In the earliest periods of the world's history of which we lave  

any record, this art, lice that of the perfumer, was practised  
by a special class of the priesthood, as in the case of fleeter  
(Nam. iv. ιό ), and that of medicine by mother crass (Lev. xlii.).  

Egyptian inscriptions indicate that the physician-priests  
sent their prescriptions to be dispensed by the priests of Isis  

when, accompanied by the chanter of incantations and spells,  
they visited the sick'. A papyrus of Sent, 33 οο s.c., gives  
directions as to the preparation of prescriptions. In the Ebers  
papyrus, ιςsο s.a., mention is made of blisters, ointments,  
clysters, mineral and vegetable drugs. The art of the apothe-
cary is alluded to very early in the Old Testament history  
(Exud. us. 2 5-35 and in mxivii. se) sad again in the time of  
Solomon (Eccics. 1. 9), but this word, which is translated par  
fumes, in the French version, only indicates that the preparation  
of fragrant unguents and incense formed, even at that  early 
date,  a part of pharmacy, since the drugs mentioned, viz.  
galbanum, myrrh, mete, frankincense, • calamus, cassia and  
cinnamon, were all of them used in perfumes, even the myrrh  
being probably the kind distinguished at the present time in  
the Bombay market as perfumed myrrh of bissahol, which  
still forms ao ingredient of the joss sticks used as incense in the  

temples in Chins. The myrrh mentioned in Gen. mvii. 35  
is described under another Hebrew word, and refers to ladanum, 

 s fragrant resin produced in Cyprus, and the use of this drug,  
as well as that of cinnamon and cassia, indicates even at that  
early period a knowledge of the products of Somaliland, Arabia  
and the East ladles and the existence of trade between the  
farther East and Egypt. In China also at a very early period  
the art of pharmacy was practised. Ching-Hong, a coutem-
porsry of Menes I. of Egypt, was learned in the art, and made  
decoctions and extracts of plants. The materia media of the  
Chinese at the present date affords an excellent illustration of  
the changes that have taken place in the use of drugs, and of the  
theories and superstitions that have guided the selection of  
these from the earliest ages, Inasmuch as it still comprises  
artides that were formerly used in medicine, but have now been  
utterly discarded Thus the doctrine of signatures is evident  
in the use of the celebrated Ginseng root of Chins, which, like  
that of the mandrake ((len. sex 54- ιό ),  owed its employment  
to the fact that the mot often divides into branches resembling  
the arms and legs of a man, and this resemblance gave rise to  
the belief that it conferred strength and virility. The same  
belief is shown in the botanical names Applied to many plants,  
e.g. Pulmonaria, Hqsatica, Scrophularia, and others.  

The astrological belief that plants, animals and minerals are  
under the influence of the planets is shown in the older names  
of some of the metals, e.g. Saturn for lead, Venus for copper,  
and Mars for iron, and the belief that the colours of flowers 

 'The Egyptians believed that the medicinal virtues of plants were  
due to the .piqtta who dwelt within them.  
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Indicated the particular planet they were under led to their use  
in diseases and for constitutions supposed to be under the same  
planet. PhySiCians to this day head their prescriptions with a  
sign that originally meant an Invocation to Jupiter, but now  

πepιaents the word recipe.  
The belief, which isetiliheld by the Chinese,thattheextrements  

of animals retain the properties and peculiarities of the animals  
from which they are derived, led to the use in medicine of these  
disgusting remedies, which are still cold in drug shops in China,  
and were only omitted from the English Phsxmacopoala*s late na  
t7si. At that date the science of chemistry was very imperfectly  
known, and the real constituents of ordinary remedies so little  
andeatood that different viruses were attributed to different pro-
ducts containing the same constituents. Thus, prepared oyster.  
shells, coral, pearls, crabs' " eyes " and burnt hart's horn teen  
regarded as specilics in different complaints, in ignorance of  
the fact that they all contain, as the chief ingredients, calcium  
phosphate and carbonate. The celebrated Gascoigne's powder,  
which was sold as late as the middle of the sgth century In the  
form of balls like sal prunella, consisted of equal parts of crabs'  
" eye, ' the black tips Of crabs' claws, Oriental pearls, Oriental  
hermit and white coral, and was administered in jelly made of  
hart's born, but was prescribed by physicians chiefly for wealthy  
people, as it cost about forty shillings per ounce. Superstition  
also entered largely into the choice of remedies. Thus various  
parts of criminals, such as the thigh bone of ., hanged man,  
moss grown on a human skull, &c., were used, and even the  
celebrated Dr Culpeper in the 17th century recommdnded  
"the ashes of the bead of a coal black cat as a specific for such  
as have a skin growing over their sight."  

In course of time the knowledge of drugs, and consequently  
the number in use, gradually increased, and some of the prepara-
tions made in accordance with the art attained a celebrity that  
lasted for centuries. Thus diachylon plaster was invented by  
Menecrates in s.D. r, and was used by him for the same purposes  
as it is employed to-day. An electuary of opium, known as  
ifithmadat'sm, was invented by Mithradates VL, king of Pontes,  
who lived in constant fear of being poisoned, and tested the  
effects of poisons on criminals, and is said to have taken poisons  
and their antidotes every day in the year. The prescrlptien  
for the general antidote known as Mlthradatum was found with  
his body, together with other medical MSS., by Pompey, after  
his victory over that king. The prescription was improved by  
Da le nt% and Andromachus, body physicians to Nero. The  
fast was subsequently known as Mithradatuam Damocralk, and  
the second as Thi,incis Andro0achi, the name Therfacis or  
T&ioca being derived from the snake called Tyres, the flesh  
of which was added to it by Andromadius. The forms con-
tained " , or, according to some formulae, 72  ingredients, and  
occurs is all the dispensatories, from that of Cents Veteran  
up to the pbarmacopoeiaa of the τgth century; and aromatic  
preparations of opium are still used, under the name of Theriaka  
in Peron The Theriaca prepared at Venice had the highest  
reputation, probably because in Venice the component parts  
were exposed to the inspection of wise men and doctors f οτ two  
months, to determine whether they were or were not fit for use. 

 The apothecaries' ordinance at Nuremberg provided that no  
Theriacw should in future be branded with the seal of the city  
unless it had been previously examined and declared worthy  
of the same by the doctors of medicine, and that every druggist  
must know the age of the Theriaca he sold. Inasmuch as its  
action changed very materially with age, "the buyer should in  
all instances be informed, so that he may not be deceived."  
The last public preparation of Theriaca took plan at Nurem-
berg in 1754.  

In an. 77-78  Diescerides of Anazarba, in Cilida, wrote his  
greet work on materie medics, which still remains the most  
Important work on the plants and drugs used in ancient times  
(of which about 400 were enumerated) sad until the 27th century  
was held as the most valuable guide to medicinal plants and  
drugs extant. Nearly ιοο yeas afterwards Galen, the imperial  
physician at Biome (a.D. 131-200), who was learned in surgesy,  

pharmacy and meteń a medics, added about r0o more plants  
a these described by Dfoacoridea.  

Galen believed in the doctrine of humours originated by  
Hippocrates, which supposes the condition of the body to depend  
upon the props mixture of the four elements, hot, cold, moist  
and dry, and that drugs possess the same elementary qualities,  
and that on the principle of contraries one or other was indicated,  
e.g. a cooling remedy for a feverish state. This doctrine was  
held for many centuries, and drugs are classed by all the old  
herbalists as having one or other of these qualities in a greater  
or less degree. Galen is said to have invented hiera-picra,  
which he employed as an anthelmintic; it is still used in  
England as a domestic remedy. In the 6th century Alexander  
of Ttalles used Colchicum for gout, iron for anaemia, sad rhubarb  
in liver weakness and dysentery. The practice of pharmacy  was 
extended by the Arabian physicians, and the separation of it  
from medicine was recognized in the 8th, and legalized in the  
i  sth century. The practice of " polypharmaη, ' or the use of a  
large number of ingredients in prescriptions, which was common  
in the middle ages, was greatly due to the view enunciated by 
Alkekendo, and held by one of the Arabian schools of medidnel  
that the activity of medicine increases in a duplicate ratio  
when compounded with others; and it was only in the first half  
of the 18th century that the practice was altogether discontinued  
In the pń srmscopoeias, although the theory was shown to be  
incorrect by Averoes in the Lath century.  

The establishments for dispensing medicines at Cordova,  
Toledo and other large towns under Arab rule, were pieced under  
severe legal restrictions. Frederick 11. in a.D. 1233 permed a  
law , which remained in forte for a long time in the two Sillies,  
by which every medical man was required t ο give information  
against any phakmaciai who thould sell bad medicine. The  
pharmacists were divided into two classes ;  the ststieaarii, site  
sold simple drugs and non-magisterial preparations at a tariff  
determined by competent authorities, and the co''jerlionarii,  

whore business it was to dispense scrupulously the prescrip.  
tions of medical men; all pharmaceutical establishments were  

placed under the surveillance of the college of medicine. In  

the monastic period pharmacy was to a great extent under the  

control of the religions orders, particularly the Benedictines, who,  

from coming into contact with the Arabian physicians, devoted  
themselves to pharmacy, pharmacology and therapeutics; bus,  

as monks were forbidden to abed blood, surgery fell largely into  

the hands of bathers, so that the class of barber-surgeons came  

into existence, and the sign of their skill in blood-letting still  

appears in provincial districts in England in the form of the  
barber's pole, representing the application of bandages  

In Engisnd the separation between medicine and pharmacy  

was somewhat later than on the continent of Europa Tl.  
earliest record of an apothecary's shop in London was In τ.34g  
The status of the apothecary, as subordinate to the physician  
in the time of Henry VIII, is evident from the following. out  of 
2! rules laid down by a prominent apothecary, who was a coas^n  
of Anne Boleyn: " Hfs garden must be et Ι eed, with plenty cf  
herbs and seeds and roots. He must read Diosc οrldes Be  
must have mortars, pots, filters, glasses and boss clean and  
sweet, lie mast have two places in the shop, one most dean  
for physic, and the base place fοτ chirurgic stuff. He is nether  
to increase nor to diminish the physiń an's prescription; be is  
neither to bay nor to sell rotten drugs. He is only to meddle  
in his own vocation; and tο remember that his ο ere is only ter  
be the physidais's cook."  

TI* drugs used by the physicians and spotbeazies sex  
purchased from the gtu αsaτll or sellers in gross, who were sub-
sequently called grocers, some of whom specialized as druggists  
and others as chymista or chemists. The apotbecsries, she  
were the pharmacists of those days, were not represented by  
any corporate body, but in the reign of King James I., in τdο6,  
were incorporated with the Company of Grocers. 'Ibis at ταnge-
ment was not, however, approved of by the physicians, she  
obtained in 1617 a separate charter for the apothecaries, t ι  
the number of t4, which uses the mimbet of physicians .ϋαιιι  
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pesctl ing In Lohdoh." At the same time it was eludedthat no  
grocer should keep an apothecary's shop, and that no surgeon  
should sell medicines, and that the physicians should have the  
power to search the shops of the apotbecades within 7  m. of  
London under a penalty οπτΦΡ in case of a refusal to permit  
it. Soon ales the kpolhecaries were formed into a separate  
company they took into consideration means to prevent the  
frauds and adukmatll s ρraedsed by the grbmua and,drggsts,  
and, to remedy the e'il,tatablshed a manuheoey of their &en  
in 1616 tQ that they might make ptepaettlons for their own  
members. The frauds and adub/melees wise probably due in  
part to the apσtbwriα, for Dr Mar11, a collegiate physician  
of London, stated that "such chemists which sell preparations  
honestly made ooiupiaiii that few apotheta ń  s *13l go to the  
price of them." Tie medicine! p ιε time which required  
the aid of a furnace, such as mineral earths, were undertaken by  
the chemists, who probably derived their name from the  
Akhymisls, who flourished from the 14th to the sbth ee ń twiea  
When the word was discovered tο be derived from an Arabic  
prefix and a Greek word the prefix was dropped. In the mgeb  
century the word chymist became altered to chemist, although  
the original spelling is still tendrilled to a smell extent. The  
curious signs on the coloured carboys in chemists' windows,  

which were commonly lobe seen until the middle of the nuh  
century, were signs used by the alchemists to indicate various  

chemical substaaees. In roesthe spolhccaliea had i πtιeasrd  
from 514 to nearly 1000, and many of them, having acgbii'ed 

 a knowledge of the uses of mediclhe, began to prescribe medicines  
tar their castοmeτs and to assume the functions of the physician,  
who rrtbrted in 0697 byestabbgbingdispensa,ies,whe'emcdlcineu  
could be procured at their intrinsic value, or at test pain. The  
assistants employed at these dspetmries after a time appear  
to have-gone into business on their own account, and In this way  
the dispensing chemists, as a clam, appear to have originated.  

In ι748 the Apothecaries' Corpmatim obtained a charter  
empσwering them to license apothecariea to sell medicines in  

London, or within 7 m., and intended to use it to testran  

chemists and druggists from yrstilsing phasinscy, and to  
prohibit physicians and surgeons from selling the medicines  
they prescribed, but the apothecarics, by paying increased  
attention to medical and surgical practice, had not only alien-
ated the physicians and surgeons, but materially strengthened  
the position of chemists and druggsts as dispensers of pro-
scripfions. When a further attempt was made in 1815 to bring 

 s bill into parliament including provisions for prohibiting the  
practice of pharmacy by uneducated persona, and giving power  
to ermine dispensing chemises, the lath became alarmed,  
and, finding that the provisions of the bell were entirely' in the  
interests of the apothecaries, and directed against chemists sod  
druggists, the latter took measures to oppose it in parliament,  
which were so far successful as to ptevent apothecafies from  
Interfering in any way with, of obtaining any metro! over,  
chemists and druggists. In ι84ι another attempt was made by  
the apothewiea to control the trade of chemists and druggists  
on the ground that no adequate examination or education in  
pharmacy existed, and that such should be instituted, and be  
controlled by the apotbccaTiea and physicians, but the latter  
disclaimed any desire to take as active part in the m et α: The  
chemists and druggists, recognising that no institution fee the  
sysι matίε education and examination of chemists and druggists  
taisted in Englund, and that to proof could be given that each  
individual poSsessed the necessary qualifications, derided that  
this objection must be met, and that pharmacy must be placed  
upon • more scientific fooling. They therefore resolved upon the  
foundation of a voluntary society, under the title of the Pbarma. 

 ceutical Society of Great Britain, "for advancing the know-
ledge of chemistry and pharmacy, and promoting a υnlfοτm  
system of education for these who should practise the same, also  
for protecting the collective and individual interests and p τivi-
Ieges of all its members, in the event of any hostile attack in  
parliament or elsewhere." This society was instituted in 1841,  

the original Ιonndeτs being chemists and druggists in the  

metropolis and provincial towns. On the τltb of February τ843 
 s royal chimer of incorporation was granted to the society, and  

a permanent status was thus acquired: Chemists in buxiaeul  
before the granting of the charter were entitled to joie the  

society as members, but these who wished to join It subsequently  
auld do m entreecondition of passing an examination for the  
purpose of testing their knowledge of pharmacy. A school ed  
pharmacy was Instituted, and α. museum and library were  
started. The tit min! laboratory' in connexion with the school  
was, when fist instituted, the only one in England for teaching  
parpeses, and the museum is now reputed to be the beat  
pharmaceutics! one in the world, the library now containing  
Shout 13,000  volumes.  

'The ιu ιιppii ιιaιiοn. are 	 number.e in number. The fast is d a pr^ urinaryy ςh mccer, qualIfying for registration as a student or  appreiiiico; lei lieu of this enmmmtbn, cerυfiαtes of ri ttricutation  
at a uamvtxs ιΩ and dram of certain other educaticeal bodies,  
am accepted. 'the .nd canmiiwtioi* qualifies (α  registmtios as  
a chemist and druggist. This is known as the minor mmiantloui !, 
sad must be 	 m befa enyone ran legally dsρenar, oompeuna  
and sell 	ukd poisons. The subjects included are systematic  
botany. vtgatable m σrphdogy;aπd phυstelogy, el^eastey,phys ς^, 
maces medic. thαeωα r, ώα

oa(  ι
ίαα ύ 	g 

their 
 the read'ńg_

α  aid a krowWςε 'mion 
and  t 

s and their α uldot Tha  
i'eu,oe. and Pharmacy Act of igox (mellon 4) has given the roclety  
ρο regulate the preliminary training, arrangearrangea εaπicτhυιιy and divide ε the qualifying examination into two parts, no that an 

 apprsoπmCi00 to the standard of pharmsccuiicai education en the  
Coetineat is likely to tehe place within a short reeled. Degrees ii  
science aid pharmacy are granted by the nniversititw of Mtarwbcsa  ^gqemu:3n  rf  esv^^sitr^e were in 5910 ooa^ideriug 

 granting dbgrves. 
The third, or major examination, which qualfiα (α τι¢etmtlea  

m a 'l chemlat, ia not, tike the toiπα, a comp^^η  
one, t main as as hodmus esamination. The education fα this  

c
^e dbe has kept paw with the rapid advances d science, all 

muss now receiving attentionr the mice:mm c41 
therms ring  plants and drugs, suns to detect adultemdss and  
innsurithe in powdered drugs; ergaste aid gmetitiuive analysis,  
indudingtbcseci food and drugs, water. snuls, gas and urine;opeics, sr  as to enable them to may  curt the proscripdens d oculits; apectrum  
analysis; the use of the poluiscope and refractometer• the teethed 
d applying ROntgen rays; the preparation of glandular secretions  
and antitoxins; and the ch'.. tń  ry of remedies for the fungrid  
diesses sad hued bests d plant..  

Those who have posed this examination are competent to ;scions  
analysis of all kinds, and generally obtain the preference for various  
appointments, such as head di

η
dispensersdispensersin government α other 

chemical Pt  ιt 
hospitals,  or

uslabαaω 
analysts. The 

 in which much annul walk has  
been dose in coanndon with the national pharinacopoeis under  
the of the Pharmacοloύa Committee d the Medical  

A pharmacy act, which was passed in 1852, established α  
distinction between registered and examined, and unregistered  
and unexamined chemists and druggists, creating a register  
of the former under the name of pharmaceutical chemists,  
so that the public might discriminate between the two classes.  
A subsequent pharmacy act, passed in χ868, added a register  
of chemists and druggists, and rendered it unlawful for any  
unregistered person to sell or keep open slug; for selling the  
poisons mentioned in the schedule of this act. The adminis-
tration of the an was entrusted to the pharmaceutical society,  
and the duty of prosecuting unauthorized practitioners less  
been preformed by the society eves since, without say pecu-
niary assistance from the state, although the legal nemeses  
involved In prosecution =meet to a considerable portion of Its  
inert  

The Poste and Pharmacy Ad of rgo8 extended the acbeduia  
of poisons Instituted by the ad οf t868, and it now includes  
arsenic. aconite, aob:t hine and their preparations; all poisonous  
vegetable alkaloids, and their salts and poisonous derivatives;  
atropine and its salts and their preparations; belladonna and all  
permeations or admixtures (except belladonna pinateis) cots-
taming o- ι % or more of belladonna alkaloid; centharides and  
its poisonous derivatives; any preparation or admixTure of  
coca-leaves containing o-! % or mom of coca alkaloids; corrosive  
sublimate; cyanide of potassium and all ρoiwaous cyanides 
and their preparations; tartar emetic, nux vomica, and all  
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prcDaratiααs or admixtures containing 02% or more, of  strychniυc. opium and all preparsiions and admixtures contain- 

 log 4 or more of morphine; pic το.Ιοτwe; prussic acid and all  
ΡrePara& Ίons and admixtures containing 0.1% or more of 

 prusaic acid; savin and its oil, and all preparadoos or admirittres  
COntaming svin or itS oil. None of these may be sold t ο any  
pemOII who is p,,koown tο the sefer unless introduced by  a 
Ρε α lumen to the seller, and not until after an entry is  
made in a book kept for the purpose, stating, in the prescribed  
form, the date of sale, name and address of purchaser, the  
name and quantity of the article sold, and the purpose for  
which it is stated by the purchaser tο be required. Tho  
signature of the purchaser and introducer (if any) most be  
&thud to the entry.  

The following poisons may not be sold, either retail or 
wholesale, unless distin εtlγ labelled with the name of the article,  
and the •erd poison, with the name and address of threader:— 

Almond.. e'wntial oil of (ekes deprived of pruseic acid). Anti-
mmniel wine. Cantharidis. tincture and all semi:sting liquids,  
preparations or admixtures of. Carbolic acid, and liquid ore.  
parationa of carbolic acid and its hoi'ologues co 

 ta^ing more then 

iπ co J% of titer e ιbdancas. cent Pre ραeαtαmΙ sheep- 
or for any other mrpose 	mieaon with agriculture or herd- 
culture. contained in a clamd mud di nctly labelled with the  
word" poisonous, ' the name and addiwo of the idler, and is notice  

φi spores 
 

‚Or which the ρι' ρaratiοπa are intended.  
CJ^kral [ ι ^lnte. 

 

Chloroform, and all pesistratlons or admίτtuιes  
containir more than 20% of dulorofo(a. Coe*, a pιeparuιno  
or admixture of, containing mote than o-rbπt less time ι% 
of coca alkaloids Digitalis. Mercuric

.
Meαυιie sulptio.  

Onalic acid. Poppies, all fans of, ess eeting rid  

poppy petals and syrup of red poppies Ιβορα err Rhtats). Pr αipi-
tate,  red, and all oxiilcs of mercury. Precipitate, white. Sere-
yhatuh υs. Sulphonal. All pTrparntiom or adiiiixtura which are  
not included in part t of the schedule, and comaiaa poison within 

 the caning of the Pharmacy acts, es;φt pπpαratiom or admia- 
q,res, the exclusion of which from this chedule is indicted by the  
words therein relating to carbolic avid, chitn:4,m and coca, and  
eeceρt such t st° as noun within the providona of sixties S  
of the act.  It has been erroneously represented by interested persons  
that the Pharmaceutical Society desires a monopoly of the sale  
of poisons. This is not the ease. Any poisonous substance  
that is not included in the schedules an be said by anyone,  
es, for instance, red lead, sulphate of copper, &c. The duty of  
the Pharmaceutical Society Is a purely legal one, 'and relates  
only tο the schedules of poisons framed by the government to  
protect the public by r iming it a diBκυlt matter tο obtain  
the ροisοn0 most frequently used fct criminal purposes. is  
continental countries the laws are even more stringent.  

In response to an agitation originated by certain manufacturers  
lone of %hem was a member of ment), who were praiucuttd  

kr omitting o label arsenical and nicotine preparations as ροαens, 
• required quired the Pharmacy Act of ι868, a new act was passed  in 
1908, by which persons, without any training in taxico(ogy, and  
being neither pharmaceutical chemists, nor chemists and druggists,  
may be greeted licences by foal authorities to sell poisonous  
wbstances used exclusively in agriculture or horticulture, for the  
destruction of insects, fungi  or bctrr'a, or as sheep dips or weed-
killers. but which are poisonous by reason of containing the  
scheduled poison, arsenic or nicotine, &c. One condition concerning 
the granting of such licence, has bn, it is paid, deliberately 	 d  
in many towns, viz that the local authority, before granting a  
licence. "shall take into consideration whether, in the neighbour.  
hoed, the rmsonabk requirements of the public are satisfied with  

regard to the purchase of poisonous substances, and also any  
objections they may receive from the chief o&scer of police. or from  

any existing vendors οf the substances to which the application  
relates." l ι ά  left to the Pharmaceutical Society to fake legal  

action against any infringement of the law, although it is obvious  
that this should be =Tied out at the government ex ρsnse. since  
it is for the benefit of a section of the public, and obviously to the  
loss of the members of the Pharmaceutical Society. Namover,  
the present act nullifies the object of the previous act of 1868,  
which was to reduce the facilities for obtaining poisons. The fact  

that a vuiwtery society with limited, funds must moutιst the  
Wlkgal decisions of loyal councils, without f ς  
seems likely to render this portion of the act ofιgoβ dead letter..  

Αt the time of the missing of the Pharmacy Act of ι8sτ co-operative  
associations did not come under consideration, and no provision  
was made concerning them as rt'snis the title of chemist, or as to  

any action such assoc iations might take to evade the law. It  
Las been detided in the law courts theta limited liability company  

is not a person is the eye of the law, and therefore don not coat  
under the operation of the act of 1868. The result οf this decisioe  
was that any chemist who failed to pass the qualifying etesminatioi'  
could constitute himself weh • few others, even if ignonat of  
pharmacy, into a limited liability care whidt wou ld then have 
^bεeεeαα outside the powers of the act, and not subject to its provι000ι,  
This false position was remedied by the act of 1go8, which brings  
companies into line with tndiν1du ls.  

On the continent of Europe the dispensing of preacripticas  
is confined to pharmacists ($orciem and o jσ4a- 
1m). They are not allowed to prescribe, nor the let 	sea  medial men to dispense, except under apeclol lictnce,  
and then only in small villages ,  where the pharmacist could not  
make a living. The principle of " nee man one Shop " is general; 

 a pharmacist may not own more than one shop in the same town  
In Holland he may net eater into any agreement, direct or  
indirect, with a modicai man with regard to the supply of mcdi. 
class. In Austria, . Germany, Italy, Rumania and Russia the 
number of pharmacies is limited according to the  
Iο France, Switzerland, Belgium and Holland the number is not  
limited, and every qualified pharmacist has the right to open a  
shop or buy a pharmacy. Where the number of pharmacies  
is limited by lam prescriptions may only be dispensed at  
these establishments. The original prescription is kept by  
the pharmacist for either three or ten yeti's, according to the  
country, and a certified copy given to the patient, written on  
white paper if for internal use, or on coloured paper (usually  
orange yellow) if for external use. The pace of the drugs  
and the tariff for dispensing prescriptions is fixed by govern-
ment authority. In Russia a prescription containing any of the  
poisons indicated in the schedules A and B in the Russian  
pharmacopoeia may not be repeated, empt by order of the  
dοctοτ. The use of pharmacopoeia preparations made by  
manufacturers is allowed, but the seller is held responsible for  
their purity and strength. The prices charged for dispensing  
are lever in countries where the number of pharmacies is  
limited by law, the larger returns enabling the profit to be  
lessened  

The educational course adopted in different countries varies as  
to the details of the subjects taught. The preliminary, or  
classical examination, is usually that of university wtricu4t kon, 
or its equivalent. The period of study Is eighteen months  
in Denmark or Norway, and two in Austria, Finland, Germany,  
Portugal, Russia, Sweden and Switzerland, three in Belgium,  
France, Greece and Italy, four to six in Holland, and five in  
Spain. In Greet Britain the period of study is voluntary, and  
usually occupies only one year. Two or three years of appren-
ticeship is required in most countries, including Great Britain,  
but none in Belgium, Greece, Italy or Spain  

The subject of patent medicines is but little understood by the  
general public. Any medicine, the coasposition of which is kept  
secret, but which is advertised on the label for the  Preew  cure of diseases, must in Great Britain bears patent "ye; 

medicine stamp equal to about Gee-ninth of its face  
value. The British Medical Association published in tgol a work  
on Surd &medics; ekal they coal and vial they w ιdaio. The  
analyses published in this work show that nearly all the widely  
advertised secret remedies contain only well-known and inezpcn.  
sivg drugs, The Pharmaceutical Society on the other hand has  
also published a Piarmauurlicof Journal Fosmsdary, including  
several hundred formulae of proprietary medicines sold by  
pharmadata, m that it is now possible for any medical man  
to ascertain what they contai n. The government accepts all the  
therein published formulae as" known, admitted and approved"  
remedies, and therefor not requiring a patent medicine stamp.  
In this way widely advertised secret remedies can be replaced by  
medicinis of known composition and accepted value in any part  
Of the world Most continental countries have issued stringent  
laws against the sale of secret remedies, and these have been  
lately strengthened in Germany, France and Italy.  Io 
Switzerland secret remedies cannot be advertised without  
submitting the formula cad a sample of the remedy to thg  

board of health. (f;. Μ. H.)  
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PHAIIHAIAZDS, 'eisian soldier and statesman, the son of  

Phasnaces, belanged to a family which from 478 governed the  
Wrapy of Ρhrygia on the Hellespont, irom its headquarters at  
Dascylium, and, according to a discovery by Tb. NOldeke, was  

descended from Otanes, one of the associates of Darius in the  

murder of Smerdis. Fharnabasas fast appears as satrap of this  

province in 453, when, having received orders from Darius 1I.  
to send in the outstanding tribute of the Greek cities on the  

coast, he, like Tissaphernes of Carla, entered into negotiations  
with Sparta and began war with Athens. The conduct of the  

war was much hindered by the rivalry between the two straps,  
of whom Phainsbazus was by far the more energetic and up-
right. Αfter the war he came into conflict with Lysander (q.s.r  
see also ΡΕιοeοrnεsiυι WAR), who tried to keep the Greek  
cities under his own dominion, and became one of the mouses of  
his overthrow, by a letter which he sent to theegsbceaat Sparta  
(Plot. Lys. 16; Nepos, Σ.Ο.  4; Polyaen. vii 16). He received  
Alcibiades at his court and promised him means to go up  to the  
king to reveal the intrigues of Cyrus, but when the Spartans  
insisted on his death he yielded to their demand for his assss'i-

nαtiοn (Plut. A(kib. 37  sqq.; Died- xiv. tl). When in 399  the  
war with Sparta broke out he again tried to conduct it strenu-
easly. With the help of Corson and Evagores of Salamis he  
organized the Persian fleet, and while he was hard pressed on  
land by Agesilaus he prepared the decisive sue-battle, which was  
fought in August 364 at. Cnidus under his and Coaon's commend,  
and completeiydcstmyed the Spartan fleet. He sent support to  

the ailies in Greece, by which the walls°! the Peiraeus were rebuilt.  
But in the war on land he struggled in vain against the lethargy  
and disorganization of the Persian Empire; and when at last,  
in 387, in consequence of the embassy of Antalcidas to Susa,  
the king decided to conclude peace with Sparta and to enter  

again into close alliance with her, Phamabazus, the principal  
opponent of Sparta, was recalled from his command in high  
honours, to marry. Apame, a daughter of the king (Plat. A&lu χ.  
27). In 38$ he was one of the generals sent against Egypt, and  
in 377 he was ordered to prepare a new expedition against the  
valley of the Nile. The gaIhering of the army took years, end  
when in 373  all was ready, his attempt to force the passage of  
the Nile failed. λ conflict with Iphicrates, the leader of the  
Greek mercenaries, increased the difficulties; at last Pharna -
hazes led the army back to Asia. From these campaigns date  
the silver coins with the name of Pharnabazus in Aramaic  
writing. When he died is not known.  

In the time of Alexander we meet with a Persian general Pharna-
ln:us, ten of Artabazm (Arriaa ii. s seq.), who probably was the  
gτaedson of the older Pharnabazus.  

The name Pharnabazus ό  also borne by a king of Iberia (Ge οrgia)  
on the Caucasus, where the dynasty seems to have been of Persian  
origin, defeated by a general of Marcus Antonius (Mark Antony)  
in 36 e.g. (Din Can xlx. 24). In the Geotgian dynast" the name  
occurs as late as the zgtb century. (ED. Μ.)  

PHARTIOH78. The pbarynx, or upper portion of the gullet  
(seen ton large extent on looking at the back of the mouth) is  
'frequently the seat of a chroflic inflammatory condition, usually  
associated with derangements of the digestive organs, or with  
syphilis or gout; sometimes it is due to much speaking or t ο  
excessive tobarco.smoking—vspedally of cigarettes. On ί π-
kρectien, the inflamed mucous membrane is seen unduly red  
and gland, and dotted over with enlarged follicles. The con-
dition produces considerable imitation and "dryness," with  
cough and discomfort, whkh may eventually become chronic.  
Treatment cimsiats in removing all sources of irritation, in  
eectlfying gastric disturbance, and in the application of the  
electric cautery, of astringent lotions or of mild caustic solutions.  
The pain may be relieved by spraying with certain anodyne  
solutions. In the use of adenoid growths (see ADENOIDS) there  
is often an associated granular appearance of the pharynx, due  
to enlargement of the minute glands of the mucous membrane.  
The inflamed pharynx of the orator (" clergyman'ssore-throat ")  
may be put right by lessons in elocution or by complete rest for  

a time. The gouty threat may call fora change of diet, or for a  

'may at one of the watering-places where drly rising, moderate  

food, regular exercise and the drinking of laxative waters join in  
restoring health. (E. O.•) 

PHARYNX (Gr. ψ&ρυγε, throat), ń  anatomy, the cavity into  
which both the nose and mouth lead, which is prolonged into  
the oesophagus or gullet below, and from which the larynx or  
air tube comes oil below and in front; it therefore serves as  a 
passage both for food and air. It may he likened to an empty  
seek turned upside down and narrowing toward its mouth. The  
back and sides of the sack are formed by the three constrictor  
muscles of the pharynx, each of which overlaps the outer surface  
of the one above it, and these are lined internally by thick  
mucous membrane. The upturned bottom of the sack is  
'attached firmly to the base of the skull and the internal ptery-
goid plates, so that this part cannot collapse, but below the  
anterior and posterior walls are in contact, sod a transverse  
sectional the pharynx is a mere slit.  

From the front wall, on a level with the floor of the nose and roof  
of the mouth, a slanting shelf of muscular and glandular tissue  
covered with mucous membrane, projects downward and backward  
Into the cavity, απd divides it into an upper part or ruse-pharynx  
end a bon or oral pharynx (sue fi µµ.). This shelf is the sn . ρα(alr,  
and from the middle of Its free border jsangs a worm-like projeetioii,  

of sadebte length but averaging about half an inch, the mule.  
The whole of the front wail of. the n αso pharynx ά  wanting, and  
here the cavity opens into the nose through the posterior nasal  
apertures  (see OLFACTORY SySTEsi). Ου each side of the NSO-
pharynx, and therefore shove the snit palate, ό  the  large  triangular  
opening of the Euasachian tube through whirl air passes to the  
tympanum (see EAa). Behind this opening, and reaching up to  
the roof of the nasd-pharynx. is a mass of lymphoid tissue, nuns  

marked in children, known as the pharyngeal tonsil. Thif tissue,  
when it hypertropbim, nausea the disease known as " aden Φds."  

From the mid line of the roof of the pharynx a small pouch, the  
bares $c ryagea, best seen in childhood, projects upward, while  
on curls side, above and behind the opening of the Eussachian  

tube, is a depression known as the la'etal recess of the pharynx.  
The oral ,pharynx communicates with the rase-pharv ńx by the  

phar) ncca1 isthmus behind the free edge of the soft palate. Above  

and in front it is continuous with the cavity of the mouth, and the  

demarcation between the two is a ridge of muc „ a membrane on  
each side runningfrom the soft palate to the sidle of the tongguwe 
and caused by the projection of the palato-glos>us muscle. This  

is known as the anterior pillar of the (awes or anterior palatine  

arch. About half an inch behind this ridge is .nether, nude by  
the palate-pharyngeus muscle, which gradually I. ides away in the  
side of the pharynx below. This is the post"ior pillar of the  
lauren or posterior palatine arch, απd bctween it and the anterior  
lathe fosses (tonsilar sinus) in which the tonsil tics . 

The Tonsil is an oval mass of lymphoid tissue o.vered by  mucous  
membrane which dips in to form mucous crypt,; externally its  
position nearly corresponds to that of the anth of the jaw. it  
is very vascular, deriving its blood from five net ibo υriαgg arteries.  
Below the level of the tonsil the anterior wall „( the pharynx ά  
formed by the posterior or pharyngeal surface iii the tongue (g.a.),  
while below that is the epigkittis and upper οικ, ing of the larynx  
which is bounded laterally by the arytc πο-νµ lottic folds (see  
Rgsrtssrow Svsreu). O τι  the lateral side of ich of these folds  
is a pear-shaped fosses known as the sinus pyrif mis. Below this  
the ρharγnx narrows rapidly until the level of its lower border of  
the cncoid cartilage in front and of the sixth cervical vertebra 
behind is reached; here it passes into the ocsophag a, having reached  
a total length of about five inches.  

The mucous membrane of the naso-plla,γnχ, like that of the rest  
of the respiratory tract, is lined by ciliated columnar epithebum,  

but in the oral pharynx the epilbetiuin is of the stultified i guamous  
variety. Numerous racemose glands are present (see Ε rrτgauaι  
Tissues), as well as patches of lymphoid tissue e}p εń alΙy in child-
hood. Outside the mucous membrane and separating it from the  
constrictor muscles is the phazyngenl aponeurosia, whidi blends  

above with the ρeriiogrum of the base of the skull.  
Εm&,y οΙο y.—The pharynx is partly formed from the ecto-

dermal stomatodaral invaginstion see EwaRyoLaev and MouTn)  
απd partly from the (ore gut, whirl' is the cephalic part of the  
entodermal mesodaeum. Up to the fifteenth day (see Winn), the  

bucco-pharyngesl membrane separates these structures, and, though  

no vestiges of it remain, it is clear that the upper and front part of  

she naso-pharynx Is etomatodaeal while the rest is mesodaeal.  

The five visceral arches with their intervening delta or poaches  

surround the pharynx. and the Eustadiian tube is a remnant of  

the first of these. The second pouch is represented in the adult  
by the tonsilar sinus, and until lately the lateral mess of the  

pharynx was looked upon as part of the same, but it has now bees  

shown to be an independent dlverticulum. The sinus pyrifsemis  

probably represents that p rt of the fourth groove from which this 
lateral lobes of the thyroid body are derived.  



introduced into England, it mutt almost certainly have been  
brought by the Roσιaaa 1 for, setting aside several earlier records  
of doubtful authority, 1  Stubbs has shown that by the regulations 

 of King Iiaro)d in ιο59 Tess $hatimtss is prescribed as the  
'These are P. a,c&iad from filxrmi, P. offs and P. sullies  

from the lacustrbe beds of Semen, and P. drsisoyeni from Touraine.  
see A. Milne Edwards, Ois. fors. de in France (ii. 229, 239-24,;) .  

' Undoubted remains have been found in excavations at SiÍchester. 
 'Among these perhaps that worthy οf most attention is in  

Probert's translation of The Αacing! law, of GsMia. (ed. 182}, 

ώ  6Τ , 
 3 ), wherein extracts are given from Welsh triads, m 

y age of Rowel the Good, who died in 948. One of  
them is, "There are three barking hunts: a bear, a squirrel and  a 
pheasant." The explanation is, A pheasant is celled a barking  
hunt, bemuse .loco the pointers come upon it and chest it, it tape  
to a tree, where it is bunted by baiting." The present writer bas  
not been able to trace the manuscript containing these remarkable.  

Argonauts into Europe. Judging from the  
recognition of the remains of several spits referred to the genus  
ΡAσai πυι both in Greece and in Ρrance; it seems not impassible  
that the ordinary pheasant, the P. ‚o(dicw of ornithologists,  
may have been indigenous to this quarter of the glebe. If it was  

360  ' PHEASANT  
The Bares $Aansgrw was at one time looked upon as the  place 

whence the pituitary body had been derived from the rod of the  
pharynx, but this is now di proved and its mining isualmown 
The tonil is formed in the second braαhisl cleft or rather pouch.  
for the clefts are largely incomplete in man, about the fourth meth;  
its lymphoid tissue, as well as that elsewhere in the pbaryme is  
formed from lymphOcytes in the subjacent mesenchyme (see έ w-
sevoIoov), though whether these wander in from the blood or are  
derived from original mesmchyme cells is still doubtful The  

λ llddlr ιurb ύutai boor 	,.µ̂•jτ̂ • , 	Sul^ ι ior m<.ϋ υι 11  οαr  

there form the simplest type of true lnterual gill . lee. the 4mn( 
lamprey ̂ (Ammocoetes) there are eight g υ su b,  upeιδng from the  

but in the sduli (Petiumysosi)  they are reduced to main,  
and a septum grows forward separating the ventral  or beinchial  
part of the pbarynx from the dorsal of digestive part. Both them  
tubes, however. communicate near the mouth.  

In fishes there are usually five pans of gill slits, though a rodi- 
mentsry one in front of theses often present and is called the  
spiracle. Οκαιάοoisny, as in iiexaαhus cad HepIs*chus, thaw 

may be six or seven slits, sad the evidence of  
Comparative anatomy is that fishes formerly  
had a huger number of gill slits than at  
present. 

 Te eodami, which include the  

^

u'θshe, there is an mussel gill cover or 

In the Dipooi or mud fish the week of the  
gills is shared by that of the lungs, and in  
the Africa foram, Protopterus, a Cereal gills.  
developed from the ectodermal pans of the  
gill skits, first a In the tailed Am- 
phibiens (υτonεω) the first and fifth gill  
clefts are never perforated and are therefore  
in the same condition as all the gill clefts of  
the human embryo, while in the gilled  
aalamandcrs (Necturus and Process) only  
two gill clefts remain patent. The gills in  
all the Amρhibia are external and of sew- 
dermal origin,
toads) these as. sυcceededMbefore the mets-
ioorpbcsis from the tadpole stage by internal  
gills, which, unlike those of fish. axe said to  
be derived from the ectoderm.  

, In the embsyos of the Savropside (reptiles  
and birds) five gill clefts are evident, though  
the posterior two are seldom at any tune  
perforated, while in the Mammalia the rudi-
ments of the fifth cleft are no longer found  
in the embryo, and in man, at all events,  
nor of them are normally petlonted except  
that part of the first which forms the  
Eustachian tube. It will thus be seen that  
in the process of phylogeny there is it gradual  
suppression of the gill clefts beginning at the  
more posterior ones.  

The soft palate is first found in crocodile.  
as a membranous structure, and it becomes  
muscular in mammals. The bursa pharyngea  
and pharyngeal tonal are found in several of  
the lower mammals. In the sheep the latter  
is particularly large.  

For literature and further details, see  
R. Wiederaheim's Coisporaiier Asafgwy of  
Vmkbs.ks. translated by W. N. Parlor  
(London,_ 1907); also Parker and Ηasweii's 
Zoology (London, 1897). (F. G. P.)  

PHEASANT (Mid. Eng. fc.wmit and  
/craw.; Ger. /assts and anciently /meld; 

\\'i  Fr. /σken—all from the Lat. $asiaw  
‚Fea Anbims 8Ιealsjbsa. 'giwh  Τ3ad  .‚Αχ.) 	 Cr ρkCΧidsa,SC.psis), thebirdbrought from  

Sagittal Section through Mouth, Tongue, Larynx, Pharynx and Nasal Cavity, 	the banksel the riser Phasis, now the Rind,  
The section is slightly obfque, and the ροsteriοr edge of the nasal septum has been pee' ; in Colcń is, where it is still abundant, and  

carved. The specimen is viewed slightly from below, hence in pan the be poaitioii introduced, *meting to legend, by the  οf the inferior turb^ωeed bons  

tkveloRmeiit of  the  ventral pan of the pharymt  is dale with in  
the articles TowGug and Rums...em,  Sesmsr.  
• For literature see QQuumaιn s FleιιιeMS of Asatoeιυ, ed. I. (London,  
!gos) and J. P. IifcΜυΙΤieh, Desdeρaαst of the Ilsams Body  
^ ooaen, 1906)  

Cme$raIiw A ιιαΙοmy.—)n the lower, water.breatbing, verte-
brates the pharynx is the pan in which respiration occurs. The  
water paves in through the mouth and out through the gill slits  
where it comes in contact with the gills or branchiae.  

The lowest subphylum of the phylum Chordata, to which the  
term Adelocborde is sometimes applied, contains a worm-like 

 rows of gill slits open 
from the pharynx, αthouggh Cephalodiscus, 

numerous 
 member of the  

Mme subphylum, has only one pair of these.  
In the subphylum IJrochorda, to which the Ascidiana or ma-

squirts belong, there are many rows of gill slits, as there are also in the  

forms wh
ich  are no 

Ιowιτ 	 true gills,
ιas 4heis the 

bbd.v^erεlα linisg the  

la gee r
ιe

π
►
umber of slits provide a sufficient area for the exchange  

(a the Cyclonomata a reduction of the number of gill slits takes  
place. and an 
pouches lined by ^pleae d  (okL d entadσ

mal provided 
ucυυs t^btaά ;  

SPbroo ιa, ι 5114:,  

Middle mutus ά  met  

idmo ιυ̂ : 
d o  

Isi nw turbiaatsd bee  

Posonic edged nutmt.•  

0,1k. d Eseucbbis text  

Cιάυιφαsυτ  

Ceabh ιvid  

Lympblid ιου;Jε  

llyo;d boor  

M.asb ι̂ik ιαΙd  

61m;d ardhgs  
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alternativeef two partridges orother birds anrohg the " pitsntiae"  

(Miens or commons, as we might now say) of the canons of  
Waltham Abbey, and, as W. B. Dawkins has remarked (Ibis, 1869,  
0. 3S8). neither Anglo-Sazons nor Danes were likely to have intro-
duced it into England.. It seems to have been early ender legal  
protection, fee, according to Dugdak, a licence was granted in  
the reign of Henry I. to 11* abbot of Amesbury to kill hares and  
pheasants, and from the price at which the latter are reckoned  
in various documents, we may conclude tńai they were not very  
abundant for some centuries, and else that they were occasion-
ally artihdaly reared and fattened, as appears from Upton!  
who wrote about the middle of the τ sth century, while Henry  
VIII. seems from his privy purse expenses to have had in his  
household in 1532 a French priest as a regular" fesaunt birder, "  
and in the accounts of the Kytsons of Hengrave in Sulfolk for  
ιeo7 mention is made of wheat to feed pheasants, partridges and  

quails, practice of bringing up pbeazaflts by hand Is now ex-
tensively followed, and the numbers so reared vastly exceed those  
that are bred it large. The eggs are collected from birds that  
are either running wild or kept in pens, and are placed under  
domestic liens; but, though these prove meet• attentive fester-
mothers, much additional care on the part of their keepers Is 
needed to ensure the arrival at maturity of the poults; for,  
being necessarily crowded in a comparatively small space, they  
are subject to several diseases which often carry οff a large  
proportion, to say nothing of the risk they run by not being  

provided with proper food, or by meeting an early death from  
various predator, animals attracted by the assemblage of so  
many helpless victims. As they advance in age the young  
pheasants readily take to a wild life, and indeed can only be  
kept from wandering in every direction by being plentifully  
supplied with food, which has tο be scattered for them in the  
coverts in "hidh'it is desired that they should stay. The pro-
portion of pheasants artificially bred that "come to the gun"  
would seem to vary enormously, not only irregularly according  
to the weather, but regularly according to the district. In the  
eastern counties of England, and some other favourable localities,  
perhaps three-fourths of those that are hatched may be satis-
factorily 4f:0:muted for; but in many of the western counties,  
though they are the objects of equal or even greater care,  
it would seem that more than half of the .number that  
live to grow their feathers disappear inexplicably before  
the coverts are beaten. For the spot of pheasant-shooting see  
Saoovnro,  

Formerly pheasants were taken in snares or nets, and by  

hawking; but the crossbow was also used, and the better to  
obtain a "sitting shot,"—for with that weapon men had not  
learnt to "shoot flying "—dogs appear to have been employed  
in the way indicated by the lines under an engraving by Hollar,  
who died in 1677:— 

"The Feasant Cake the woods doth most frequent,  
Where Spanietb spring and paarche him by the sent."s  

Of the many other species of the genus Phirsiarnss, two only  
can be dwelt upon here. These are the ring-necked pheasant  
of Chine, P. wrgsatus, easily known by the broad white collar,  
whence it has its name, as well as by the pale greyish -blue of its  
upper wing-coverts and rump and the light buff of its flanks,  

and the P. waieelw of Japan, often celled the green pheasant  
statements a as to find out the original word rendered " pleasant "  

by the translator; but a reference to what is probably the same  
passage with the Mme meaning is guru by Ray (Synope. mirk.  

asimdiass, pp. 213, ar.) on the authority of LIwyd or Lloyd,  
ςbον h them is no m entwa of it in Woetmi and Clarke's Z.qcs  
WnlIkn' (1730). A charter (Kembk, Cod. diplom. iv. 236). pro-
fessedly of Edward the Confessor, granting the wardenship of  
certain forests in Essex to Ralph Peperldng, speaks of" (csant hen"  
and "(ewer eocta:' but is now known to be tpufirius.  

' In his De sbd riiidiIsi'i tram printed till 1654) he states (p.'93)  
that the pheasant was brought from the East by " PaWdrus  ao- 
^or^sta.' 

t οt,oted by elite enter (Brodenip?) of the article "5ρanieΙ "  
in the Peary ς τίαραed(a. The lines throw light on the asserted  
Welsh prs ctκe mcntioeid in a former note.  

from the beautiful tinge of that colour that in certain Fight*  
pervsdes almost the whole of its plumage, and, deepening into  
dark emerald, occupies all the breast and lower surface that in  
the common and Chinese birds is bay barred with glossy black  
scallops. Both of these species have been introduced into  
England, and cress freely with P. cokkiras, while the hybrids  
of each with the elder inhabitants of the woods are not only  
perfectly fertile imkr Sc, but cross as freely with the other  
hybrids, so that birds are frequently found in vrbikh the blood  
of the three species is mingled. The hybrids of the first crass  

are generally larger than either of their parents, but the supe ►i-
otity of sire does not seem lobe maintained by their descendants.  
White and pied varieties of the common pheasant, as of mast  
birds, often occur, and with a little cafe a race or breed of each  
can be perpetuated. λ much rarer variety is sometimes seen;  
this is known as the Bohemian pheasant, not that there is the  
least reason to suppose ii has >4ny right to such an epithet; foe  
it appear, as it were, accidentally among a stock of the pure  
P. ca&hkas. and oEen an example analogous to that of the  
Japan peafowl (see Ρracοca), being, like' that breed, capable  
of perpetuation by selection. Two other species of pheasant  
have been introduced to the coverts of England—P. rcewń  from  
China, remarkable for its very king tail ,  white with black ban,  
sod the copper pheasant, P. soeinmrrrringi, from Japan. The  
weB -known gold and silver pheasants, P. piers and P. ayctke-
meau, each the type of a distinct section or subgenus, are both  
from Chinn and have long been introduced into'Europe, but are  
only fitted for the aviary. To the former-is allied the still more  
beautiful P. omkersliac, and to the latter about a dozen more  
species, most of them known to Indian sportsmen by the general  
name of" kaleege." The comparatively plain pucras pheasants,  
Pmrrasio, the magnificent monauls, Lopk οpk οrrt, and the fine  
snow-pheasants, Crossopfilvwi —of each of which genera there  
are several species, may also be mentioned.  

All the species known at the time are beautIfullyfigured from  

drawings by J. Wolf in D. G. Elliot 's λΓοπορωρα ./ fiji Pk=3ia,1ides  

(2 νοls., fol., t8; ι87a)—the lest term being used in a somewhat  
ggeneral sense. With a more precise scope W. B. Tegetmeser's  
Parasea ιτ: their Reh υσΓ history- and Precticaf ATaasgemeai  
(4th ed., 1904) is to be commended u a vary useful work. (λ. N.)  

PREJDiAB, son of Charmides, universally regarded as the  
greatest of Greek sculptors, was born at Athens about 'Soo B.C.  

We have varying accounts of his training. Ηegiu of Athens;  
Ageledas of Argos,' and the Thasian painter Polygnotus. have  
all been regarded as his teachers. ' In favour ht Αgeladas it may  
be said that the influence of the many Dorian schools is certainly  
to be traced in some of his work. Of his life we know little  
apart from his works. Of his death we have two discrepant  
accounts.' According to Plutarch he was made an object of  
attack by the political enemies of Pericles, and died In prison at  
Athens. According to Philochoius, as quoted by a scholiast  
on AristepharTes, he fled to Elm, where he made the great  
statue of Zeus for the EDeans, and was afterwards put to  
death by them. For several reasons the first of these tales is  
preferable.  

Plutarch gives in his life of Pericles a charming account of  
the vast artistic activity which went on at Athens while that  
statesman was in newer. He used for the decoration of his own  
city the money furnished by the Athenian allies for defence  
against Petsia: it is very fortunate that after the time of Xerxes  
Persia made no deliberate attempt against Greece. " In all  
these works," says Plutarch, " Πheidiu was the adviser and  
overseer of Pericles." Pheidias introduced his own portrait  
and that of Pericles on the shield of his ltarthenos statue.  
And it was through Pbeidiaa that the political enemies of  
Perices struck at him. It thus abundantly appears that  
Pheldias was closely connected with ?nicks, and a ruling spirit  
in the λthen an art of the period. Butitisnotessytogo  

bond this general assertion int.) details.  
it is Important to observe that in resting the fame of Pheidis3  

upon the sculptures of the Parthenon we proceed with little tad-
dente. No ancient writer ascribes them to him, and he seldom,  
if eves, executed works in nharble. What he was celebrated  
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for in antiquity was his statues in bronze or gold and ivory.  
If Plutarch tells us that he supennntended the great works of  

Pericles on the Acropolis, this phrase is very vague. On the  

other band, inn:nu dons prove that the marble blocks intended  
for the pedimeatal statues of the Parthenon were not brought  
to Athens until 434  s.c., which was probably after the death  
of Pheidias. And there is a marked contrast in style between  

these statues and the certain works ef Pheidias. It is therefore  
probable that most if not all of the sculptural decoration of the  
Parthenon was the work of pupils of Pheidias, such as Unguents  
sad Αgοracricus, rather than his own  

The earliest of the great works of Pheidias were dedications  
in memory of Marathon, from the spoils of the victory. Αt  
Delphi be erected a great group in bronze including the figures  
of Apollo and Athena, several Attic heroes, and Μliltiades the  
general. On the Acropolis of Athens he set up a colossal bronze  
Image of Athena, which was visible far out at sea. Αt Pellene 

 in Acbaaa, and at Plataca he made two other statues of Athena,  
also a statue of Aphrodite in ivory and gold for the people 

 of Ells. But among the Greeks ιhemselva the two ωοrka of  
Pheidias which far outshone all others, and were the basis of  

his fame, were the colossal figures in gold and ivory of Zeus at  

Olympia and of Athena Paribenos at Athens, both of which  
belong tο ψοut the middle of the th century. Of the Zeus  
we have unfortunately lost all trace save small copies on coins  

of Elis, which give us but a general notion of the pose, and the  
character of the head. The god was seated on a throne, every  
part of which was used as a ground for sculptural decoration.  
His body was of ivory, his robe of gold. His bend was of  
somewhat archaic type: the Otncoii mask which used to he  
regarded as a copy of the head of the Olympian statue is certainly  
more than a century later in style. Of the Athena Parthenos  
two small copies in marble have been found at Athens (see  
Gκεεχ Asr, fig. 38) which have no excellence of workmanship,  
but have a certain evidential value as to the treatment of their  
original.  

It will be seen how very amsf is our actual knowledge of the  
works of Pheidias. There are many stately figures in the Roman  
ααd other museums which clearly belong to the same school as  
the Partńenos; but they are copies of the Roman age, and not  
to be trusted in point of style. A. Furtw8nglcr proposes to  
find in a statue of which the head is at Bologna, and the body  
at Dresden, a copy of the Lemnian Athena of Pheidias; but his  
srgυ ments (&feskrpkccs, at the beginning) are anything but  
conclusive. Much more satisfactory as evidence are some ςth  
century torsos of Athena found at Athens. The very fuze torso  
of Athena in the lade des Beaux Arts at Paris, which has  

upfortunatcly lost its head, may perhaps best serve to  help 
our imagination in reconstructing a Pheidian original.  

As regards the decorative sculpture of the Parthenon, which  
the Greeks rated far below their colossus in ivory and gold, see  
the article PARTMENON.  

Ancient critics take a very high view of the merits of Pheidias.  
What they especially praise is the ethos or permanent moral  
level of his works as compared with these of the later " pathetic"  
school. Demetrius calls his statues sublime, and at the same  
time precise. ' That he rode on the crest of a splendid wave of  
arc is not to be questioned: but is is to be regretted that we have  
no morsel of work extant for which we can definitely held him  
responsible. (P. G.)  

PHEIDON (8th or 7th century a.C.), king of Argos, generally,  
though wrongly, called "tyrant." According to tradition he  
flourished during the first halt of the 8th century Β.C. He was 

 a vigorous and energetic ruler and greatly increased the power  
of Argos. He gradually regained stray over the various cities of  
the Argive confederacy, the members οf which had become  
practically independent, and (in the words of Ephorus) "re 
united  the broken fragments of the inheritance of Temenus."  
His object was to secure predomipaoce for Argos in the north  
of Peloponncsus. According to Plutarch, he attempted to  
break the power of Corinth, by requesting the Corinthians to  
send him toed of their picked youths, atensibly to aid him in  

war, his real intention being to put them to death; but the plot  
was revealed. Pheidon assisted the Pisatans to expel the Rican  
superintendents of the Olympian games and presided at the  
festival himself. The Eleans, however, refused to recognize the  
Olympiad or to include it in the register, and shortly afterwards,  
with the aid of the Spartans, who ass said to have looked upon  
Pheidon as having ousted them from the beadalep of Greece,  
d&tcsted Phcidoa and were reinstated in the possession  of 
Pisatis and their former privileges. Pheidon is said to have  
lost his life in a faction fight at Corinth, where the monarchy  
bad recently been overthrown. The affair of the games has an  
important bearing on his date. Pauanias  (vi.,a τ, a) definitely  
stag that Pheidon presided at the festival in the 8th Olympiad  
(i.e. in 748 ac.), but in the list of the niters of Aga ń ste, daughter  
of Cleisthenes of Sicyon, given by licrodelus, there occurs the  
name of Leocedes (Lacedas), son of Phcid οn οΙ Argus. Accord-
ing to this, Pheidon must have flourished during the early part  
of the bib century. It has therefore been assumed that  
licrodotus confused two Pheidon, both kings of Argos. The  
suggested substitution in the text of Pausanias of the s8th for  
the 8th Olympiad (i.e. 668 instead of 748) would not bring it into  
agreement with Herodotus, for eted then Phcidon's sot could  
not have been a suitor in 570 for the hand of Agariste. But  
the story οf Agariste'a wooing resembles romance and has slight  
chronological value. Οn the whole, modern authorities assign  
Pheidon to the first ball of the 7th century. Nerodotua further  
slates that Pheidon established a system of weights and measures  
throughout Pcloponncsus, to which Ephorus and the Pariaa  
Chronicle add that he was the first to coin silver money, and that  
his mint was at Aegiima. But according to the better authority  
of Hcrodotus (1. q4) and Xenophana of Colophon, the Lydiaas  
were the first comets of money at the beginning of the 7th century,  
and, further, the oldest known Aeginetan coins are of later date  
than Pheidon. Hence, unless a later Pheidon is assumed, the  
statement of Ephesus must be considered unhistorical. No  
such diffίcuky occurs in regard to the weights and measures;  
it is generally agreed that a system was already in existence in  
the time of Pheidon, into which be introduced certain changes  
A passage in the Arisioielian Coiu'iiu:(oa of  A ιkcns (x_ a)  
states that the measures used before the Soloman period of  

reform were celled " Pbeidoman."  
See Heεodntυι vi. 127; Ephoriis in Srmbo viii. 358. 76: Plutarch,  

diemlaias 'oreslinies, a; ilarmor ρaπυm, eρ. )o• Follies is. 8 
Νicolaus Damutenus, (rag. 41 (ιπ C. ΙΥ. λ πller s Frog. his!. p r.  
torso,. W.)): G. Grote, History of Greece. pt. ii. ch. 4:  9 V. Head.  
Ilisiono Ναπσωι oι (18877); F. iiuhsch, Crieckisd' and ,M ιiκka  
k(etrsbjie (is8a); C.. Rawlinson'a Bmdetiu. appendix, 1*.  i,; 
note 8. On the question of Pheidon s due. see J. B. Bury, Χ iuoή  
of Greece. ii. 68 (1902): J. P. lilahafly, ProM'res is Greek Χιsmsz,  
e . 3 (ι8gή ); j . G. Fraser's note on Pausanias vi. 22, 2; and capers...  
ally G. Busalt, Geiα tiυhe C,wh,c81 (red col., 1893), ch. ist iS. C.  
Triaber, Pkeifer; son Arges (Hsnwver. 0080), and J. Retods. is  
Rkeisu'hes Maxims, xlv. 595  (1890), favour a later date, shots  

PRELPS, AUSTIN (ι8ιο-ιφο). American Congregatioosl  
minister and educationalist, was born on the 7th οf January  
ι8ao at West Brookfield, Massachusetts, son of Rliakim Ρhdps,1  
a clergyman, who, during the boyhood of his son was principal  
of a girls' school in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, and later pastor  
of a Presbyterian church in Geneva, New York. The son  
studied at Hobart College in 1833-1835, then at Amherst for  

a year, and in 1837 graduated at the university of Pennsylvania. 
 He studied theology at Union Theological Seminary, at (be Yale  

Divinity School, and at Andover, and was licensed to preach  
in 1840 by the Third presbytery of Philadelphia. He was  
pastor of the Pine Street (Congregations)) Church in Batas  
in·iφτ-r848, and in 1848-1879 was professor of erred rhetoric  
and homiletics at Andover Theological Seminary, of which he  
was president from 1869 to 1879, when his failing health forced  
him to resign. Hedied on the 13th of Ocmb ιr s89ο at Bu  
Harbor, Maine. His Theory of Preaching (W ell) and Ewj(is(1  

1  ΕΙ skim Phelps afterwards lived in Stratford, iierkimσ enmity.  
New York'  where, his house was " possessed " and was long a plate 
of curious merest to students of " spint υaksιΡ .  
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Sηie in PWWic Disrorrse (Alts) became standard textbooks;  
and personally he was a brilliant preacher. He married in  
1842 Elisabeth Stuart (e8!5-r85a), eldest daughter of Moses  
Stuart, then president of Andover; she was the author of the  
popular story Sasnyńde (1851) and of other books. In ι85.(  
he married her sister, who died only eighteen moatls later; and  
in 1858 he married Mary A. Johnson, of Boston.  

With Professors E. A. Park and D. L. Forbes he edited !!yams  
aid Choirs ('860), and with Professor Park and Lowell Mason 714  
Sa86eii Ziy.is bask (1859). 1)' Still Haw (1859). a wmmsty  of 
a onus of sermons on prayer, is a de ιοιiοnal classic. Hi& other  
works are: the Hew Bit" (1867). portraying conversion (in some  
instances) as a gradual change; Sσbia ιλ Haaas (1874); Studus  0f 
r e Οfd Τes(amέπt (1878), Ηrm and &.4s (1880; 1ty Ρat'Qd ιο ( 8882);  
My SIady (088y):^ and ,1η  Heir B04 X890). 

See Α ωπ ι Picpr: Α Μecteω (New York, 1891). by his daughter,  
Elisabeth Stuart Phelps.Ward.  

PHEiPS EDWARD JOHN ( τ8τa-ι9οo), American lawyer  
and diplomat, was born on the sath of July ‚8" at Middlebury.  
Vermont. He graduated from .Middlebury College in 01yo, 

 was a schoolmaster foe a year in k argi ia, and was admitted to  
the bar in '843. He began practice at Middlebury, but in  
1345 removed tο Burlington, Vermont. From 1851 to 1853 he  
was second comptroller of the United Sutes Treasury. end then  
practised law in New York City until 1857, when be returned  
to Burlington. Becoming a Democrat sifter the'Vhig party  
had ceased to exist, he was debaned from a political career in  
his awn state. where his party was in the minority, but he  
served  in the state constitutional convention ins ι87o, and in  
r88o was the Democratic candidate for governor of his state.  

He was one of the founders of the American Bar Astociation,  
and was its president in .  188ο-1881. ι From 188a until ha  
death be was Kent Profonar of Law in Vale University.  Iie 
was minister to Great Britain from ‚88 to ι889, and in 1893  
caved as senior coi*nael for the United States before the inter-  
national tribunal at Paris to adjust the Bering See controversy  
His doaing tegument, requiring eleven days for its delivery.  
was an exhaustive review .1 the case. Phelps lectured oa  

medical jurisprudence at the university of Vermont in  ι88ι-
'883, and od constitutional, law at Button University in 188z--
1883, and delivered numerous addresses, among them that on  
"11m United Steles Supreme Court and the Sovereignty  of 
the People" at the oontennial edebratios of the Federal  
judiciary in ι890 and an oration at the dedication of the  
Bennington Battle Mennment, unveiled in ι8g ι at the centennial  
of Vermont's admission to the Union. In politics Phelps was  
always Conservative, opposing the anlklaveiy movement  
before 11160. the frea-sii νer movement in 1896. when he supported  
the Republican presidential ticket, and after 1808 becoming  
an ardent " aσti-eτpansioniu." He died at New Haven,  
Connecticut, on the 9th of March r900.  

See the Ora ιισas α sd Essays of Fdvm.d 108n Plefps edited by  
J. G. McCullough. with a Minor. byohn 11'. Stewart ( Υew York. 
1901): and" Life and Public Services of the Hon. Ed ward J Phelps "  
by Matthew H 13uckham. in Prortedmgs of the Vermont HIstorical  
Society (Burlington, Vt., 'goy).  . 

PHELPS, SAMUEL ( ι8o4-ι878), English actor and manager,  
was born at Devonpnrt on the 13ιh of February Roy. He was  
early thrown upon his own resources, and worked in various  
newspaper omces. Shortly after his marriage in 1826 to Sarah  
Cooper (d 1867), be accepted a theatrical engagement in the  
York circuit at eighteen shillings a week, and afterwards  
appeared in south of England towns in prominent trsgic r61cs.  
attracting surbcient attention to be spoken of as a rival ιο  
Kean. lie made his first London appearance on the 28th  
of August 1537 as Shylock at the Haymarket. After a short  
season there hr was with Mac τeydy for about six years at  
Covent Garden, the Haymarket and Drury Lane successively  
In ;844 be became co-lestee of Sadler's Wells Theatre with  

Thomas L. Greenwood and Mrs diary Amelia Warner (080(-
a854). Greenwood supplied the.business capacity. Phelps was  
the theatrical manager, and Mrs Warner leading lady  In 
this position Phelps remained for twenty yqars, during which  
time he raised the Sadler's Wells house to an important position,  

  

and hints!!( appeared In a very έxtensfνe a**d varied repertory.  
Thirty-four of Shakespeare's plays were presented there under  
his direction, with greet educational effect, both on public and  
players. in :861 Greenwood retired from the partnership,  
slid Phelps, unable to cope with the business of management,  
retired from it in the following year, For the next fifteen years  
he acted under various managements, achieving considerable  
success in some of Halliday's dramatic versions of Scott's novels,  
such as The Fwlsimes of Xfgd and Imaiae. His last appear.  
once was in 1878 as Wohey in Henry Viii., and he died on the  
6th of November 1878. He was a sound sod capable actor,  
rather than one of say marked genius; and, in spite of his  

predilection for tragedy, was most aecce'aiuI in such charaεeτ  
of comedy as celled for dry burnout. Perńap Sir Pertiisax  
Macsyeopbanz in Chinks Maeklin's The Μα. 4 fke World was  
his f nest impersonation. He published an annotated edition  
H Shakespeare's plays (s vob., r85a-1854).  

PHELYPlAUX. a French family of B)esois. Its two principal  
branches were these of the siegneurs of lie baυlt, La Vilifier!  
and Saint Florentin, and of the counts of Pontchartrain and  
Mlaurepas. Raimond Phelypeaux, seigneur of Herbault and  
La VτίΒiere (d. 3629), was treasurer of the ‚ $argπe in 1599,  
and beeaπκ secretary of stele in ιό ιι. His son Louis succeeded  
him in this latter oHce, and died in 1681. Balihazar Phely. 
pexuX, marquis de Cb'tcauneuf (d. '700), and Louis. marquis  
de Le Ϋ τilllΣrc (d. τ7ιςΡ), respectively son and grandson of  
Louis, were eboseeretaries of gale. Louis Phelypeaux ( ι7ο5-
1777), count of Saint Florentiu and afterwards duke of La  
Vrilli3re (770), succeeded his (ether as secretary of state;  
became minister of the king's household in 1749,  a minister  
of state in 175', and discharged the functions of minister of  

foreign affairs on the disgrace of Choiseul (1770). He inuned  
greet unpopularity by his abuse of :dim de ruiid, cad had to  
resign in 1775.  Reimond Βalehατu Phelypeaux, seigneur  
du Verger, s member of the La Vrilli ά e branch, was sent as  
ambassador to Savoy in ‚700, where he discovered the Intrigues  

of the duke of Savoy, Victor Aiaadeva II., against France; and  
when wear was declared he was kept s close prisoner by the duke  
( ι;e3-r7n(). At the time of his death (1713) he was governor-
general in the West Indies. The Drench of Pontchartrain.  
Maurepsa was founded by Paul Phelypesux (1569- ι6sι),  
brother of the tint-me αtiοned Reimond; be became secretary 

 of state in τ6το,  
PHA NACET!N. C,Η'O•CsH»-ΝΗCΟCΗ5 (ραra-acelamΙsια  

phenctol). a drug prepared by acelylating pan-phenetidin,  
or by heating pars'atetylaminophenol 'and potassium ethyl  
sulphate with alcoholic soda to  ιο  C. Pea-pbeneildin is  
prepared by treating the sodium salt of pora.nitrophknol with  
ethyl iodide, and reducing the nitmphenerol to pnra-pbeneiidil'  
or aminophcnetol. The yield may be doubled by diasoti ńng  
pars-phenetidin, coupling with phenol, ethylating and triludogi  

EtO•C.H.• NH ι ‚O.C.R.'? H 4Fι0'C;Η, ' ΝtCjf'ΟΗ-+  
•^tOC.Ν r  Νr C.Η. •ΟΕt --! 2ΕtΟ•C.Η r Ν Ηι.  

It crystallIses from water in colouiiess plates, melting at 135° C.  
It is soluble in about 70 parts of hoe end In about 1400 pasts of  
cold water.  

Several compounds related to pbenacttin have been intro-
duced into medicine. Tń phenin is propy!pbesietidln; lucto.  
pheπιπ is lactylphenetidin; pgrantin is pars-ethoxyphenyl  
succinimide, ΕΙΟ·C Η4 ·ΝΙ Ο-CΗ'12; salophen or saliphenin  is 
salicyiphenetidin; amygdopbenln is mandelylphenetidin. In  
addition, several other derivatives have been suggested which  
have a greater solubility than phenscetin, e.g. pbesn, which is the  
sodium salt of phenacetin salphonie acid, apolysin and clirophen  
(citrophenin), which are citric acid derivatives of pats-ρhene. 

 ti din, &c.  
P henaεetίπ is Contained in bml, the British and United States  

pharmacopoeia, in the latter under the name of acetpheneidin.  
The dose is 5 to tο gre, given in cachets or in uuspenaion. Whets  
the drag m carelessly mode it may contain uspimtiea. pmduang  
onlriderabk irή tation of the kidneys. The physiological action  
of phenacetin consists in a sedative action on the sensory tracts  of 
the spinal cord; and a deρτessint action on the beset, wbtrt it  
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tends to paralyae the actioń  of the cardiac muscle. Upon the  
bodily hest it exercises a marked effect. deereas4ng the action of  
the heat-prodiwiiig centre as 'neli as increasing the dizipetioi' of  
heat, and thus causing a marked fall in temperature. in toxic  
doses the blood becomes dark and blackish from the formation of  
methaemeglobin. and the urine is changed in colour from the  passage 
of altered blond. The chief therapeutic use of phcnacntin La as an  
antineualgic. and it is of service in migraine. rheumatism of the  

sub-acute type, inter οωαι neuralgia and locomotor ataxia,  

ΡΗΕΝΑC ΠE, a mineral consisting of beryllium orthosilicste,  
Be,SiO., οεoσiomnUy used an a gem-stone. Ιt occurs as isolated  
crystals, which are rhombohedrrl with ea -rile-faced hemibedrism,  
and are either lenticular cc prismatic in habit: the lenticular  
habit is determined by the development of teas of several  
obtuse rbombobedra and the absence of prism face (the accom-

panying 8guτ is a pion of such 
 a crystal viewed along the triad,  

or principal, axis). There is no  
cleavage, and the • butu=e is  
conchoidaL The hardness is  
high, being 7}-8; the specific  
gravity is 2.98. The crystals are  
sometime perfectly colourless  
and transparent, but more often  
they are greyish or yellowish  
and only translucent; occasion-
ally they are pale ruse-red In  
general appearance the mineral  
is not unlike quarts, for which  

indeed It had been mistaken; on this account it was named, by  
N. Nordenskiiild in 0833, from Gr. 1i'af (a deceiver).  

Phenacite has bog been known from the emerald and chryao.  
beryl. mine on the Takovaya stream, near Ekaterinburg in  
the Urals, where large crystals occur in min-schist. It is also  
found with topes and amazon-stone in the granite of the Amen  
mountains in the somhe=n (Irals and of the Pike's Peak region  
in Colorado. Large crystals of prismatic habit have more  
recently been found in a felspar quarry at Kragerd in Norway.  
Freemen near Schirmeck in Alsace is another well-known locality.  
Still larger crystals, measuring is in. in diameter and weighing  
28 lb. have betn found at Greenwood in Maine, but these are  
paeudomorphs of quartz after phenacite.  

For gem piirpmcn the stone is cut in the brilliant form, of  
which there are two fine examples, weighing 43 and 34 outs.  
is the British Museum. The indicca of refraction (tω- r-6540,  
- 1.6527) are higher than these of quartz, beryl or topaz; a  

faceted phenacite is consequently rather brilliant and may  
sometimes be mistaken for diamond. (l. J. S.)  

PNENACObIJI one of the earliest and most primitive of  
the ungulate mammals, typifying the family Piucsawdriiidae  
and the sub-order Condylarthra. The, typical Ρkeιωιοdυι  
prkseets,, of the Lower.or Wasatch Eocenc of North America,  
was a relatively small ungulate, of slight build, with straight  
limbs each terminating in five complete toe, and walking in  
the digitigιαde fashion of the modern tapir. The middle tee  
was the largest, and the weight of the body was mainly supported  
on this mad the two adjoining digits, which appear to havc been  
encased in hoofs, thus foreshadowing the tridactyle typo  
common in pee issοdactyle and certain extinct groups of ungulates.  
The skull was amaf..with proporiionaicly minute brain; and  
the arched back, strong lumber vertebrae, long and powerful  
tail, and comparatively feeble fore-quarters all proclaim kinship  
with the primitive ceadont C.arnivoia (see Ceτοοοκra), from  
which Pkrao.asdw and its allies, and through them the more  
typical Ungulate, are probably derived. All the bones of the  
limbs are separate, and these of the carpus and tarsus do not  
alternate; that is to say, each one in the upper row is placed im-
mediately above the corresponding one in the row below. The  
full series of forty-four teeth was developed; and the upper molars  
were short-crowned,, or brachyodont, with six low cone, two  

internal, two intermediate and two external, so that they were  
of the typical primitive bunodmnt structure. In habits the  
impial was cursorial and herbivorous, or possibly carnivorous.  

In the Fuerw, or Lowest Eocene of North Americt the place  
of the above specie was taken by £apro'o'osia pwrcnrns, an  
animal only hall the size of P ιιeαe di's priaio.esw. with the  
terminal joints of the limbs intermediate between hoofs and  
claws, and the first and fifth toes taking their full share in the  
support of the weight Of the body. These two genera may be  
regarded as forming the earliest stages in the evolution of the  
horse, coming below Ηyreιοώ eaium (see Egvuowx).  

As ancestors of the Art.iodactyle section of the Ungulata,  we 
may look to forms more or less closely related t ο the North  
American Lower Eocene genera 11iedarsss and Ραπισkd,,  
respectively typifying the families Ifiocjecaidae and Parde-
ksjid'w. They were five-toed, bunodont Condylsrthra, with a  
decided approximation to the periseodaceyle type in the struc-
ture of the feet. A third type of Coodylarthra from the North  
American Lower Eocene is represented by the family Afernsc..  
iherifioc, eluding the genera Meairi'ghiriaai and ń pecop$.  
These, it Is suggested, may have been related to the austral  
iyracoidea. Teeth and jaws probably referable to the Condyl-
arthra have been obtained in European early Tartias)' forma-
tions. All Ungulates probably originated from Condylarthra.  

See Η. F. Osborn. SkekIO, of Ρ8easrod υu peimoeme. comparison  
with Esipesiuyuiie. [lull Amer. Mi.' : ι59. (R. L°)  

PNENANTHRENB. C,'H,,, a hydrocarbon Isomeric with  
anthraene, with which it occurs in the felon of the coal tar  
distillate boiling between η0°-400° C. It may he separated  
from the arthracene ml bγ repeated fractional distillation,  
followed by fractional crystallization from alcohol (anthracene  
being the less soluble), and finally purified bγ oxidizing any  
residual anthacene with potassium bicńnomate and sulphuric  
acid (R. Anschuts and G. Schultz, Ass., ι879, 296, ρ. 35); 0?  
the two bydrocarbons may be separated by carbon bisufphide,  
in which anthracene is insoluble. it is formed when the  
vapours of tbiuenc, stilbene, dibenzyl, οrthο-diτolyl,α ceυmaιοnε  
and benzene are passed through a red-hot tube; by  distilling 
morphine with zinc dust; and, with aaihraceiss, by the anion  
of sodium on ortho•brombenzyl bromide (C. L. Jackson and  
J. F. White, A mer. Chew. Jaw., :880, 2, ρ. 391). It crystallizes  
in colourless plates or needles, which melt at 99° C. Its solutions  
in alcohol and ether have a faint blue flumescenc. When  
heated to 250° C. with red phosphorus and hydriodie acid it  
give a hydride C,. Ι1.. It isnitrated by nitric acid and ndphon-
ated by sulphuric acid. With picric acid it forms a sparingly  
soluble please, which melts at 145° C. On the condition of  
phenanthrene in alcoholic solution see R Behrend, Zsii. p&ys.  
Chew., 1892, 9, P. 40 5; 10, ρ. 265. Chτomie add oxidizes  
phenanthrene, first to phenanthrene.quinone, and then t ο  
dipheeic acid, ΗΟ C-C6Η,-Cs1L{Ο5ΗL  

Pieiwiideewr.qiifaiowe, IGH.1,ICO),, ciygsllim in mange needles  
which met at 198' C. It possesses the characteristic  properties  
of a diketone. formiog crystalline derivatives with sodium bisulp&iite  

and a dioxime with hyyddroxylamine. It-Is foe-volatile in steam..  
and is odourless. Sulphurous acid reduces it to the corresponding  
dihydroxy compound. It combines with οrτhο-diaminα. in the  
presence of acetic and, to form ρkωαemes.  

On the constitution of pbeiianihrene see CnhiiistaV: f  Οrgernc.  
ΡΗΕΝΑΤΙΝΒ (Azophenyfene), C,1H4Ν1, fn ofganic chemistry,  

the parent substance of many dyestuffs, e.g. the eurhodines,  
toluylene zed, indulines and safranines. It is a dibenzopara-
diwne having the formula given below. It may be obtained  
by distilling barium azοbεατοαte (A. Claus, (far., 1873,  6,  p. 723);  
by passing aniline vapour over lead oxide, or by the oxidation  
of dihydrophenazine, which is prepared by beating pyrocntehin  
with orthophenylene diamine (C. Ris, flee., 1886, 19, p. 2206).  
It is also formed when ortho-aminodiphrnylamine is distilled  
over lead peroxide (O. Fischer and E. Hepp). Ιt crystamses in  
yellow needles which melt at 171° C., and are only spa πngly  
soluble in alcohoL Sulphuric acid dissolve It, forming a deep-
red solution. The more complex phenazina, such as the  
naphthophenazines, naphthazines and naphthotolaziues, may  
be prepared by condensing ortho-diamines with ortho.quinones  
(O. Hinsberg, Amt., 1887, 237; p. 340); by the oxidation of an  
ortho-diamine in the presence of s naphthol ( Ο. Witt), and by  
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the decmopugitiou of οrΐbο4.nilido{-tdvidίdο- &e.)-anon com-
pounds with dilute acids. If alkyl or axyl-oxi]io.diaminea be  
need azonium beam are obtainmL The mines are mostly  
yellow in colour, distil unchanged and are stable to ozidasita.  
Thom add οa a έ yl iοdίda readily, fαmίng ι1kyΙ aaonium mlts.  

By the eatrance of amino us hydiexyl gr ups into the molecule  
dyestυαs are formed. The mono-ammo derivatives or ts'rkodines  
are obtained when the arylmonamines are condensed with oetlio-
amino no compounds; by condensing quince dicblocimide or  
pars-mitrosodimttńyl aniline with monaminea containing a free  
pain position, or by oxidizing ortho.hydroxydiamiisndipbenylamlnes  
(R. Be,., ' 5, 28, 2976; 0. Fischer. ibid., ι896 29, 
p.1874).  They are 	 w τ̂ed solids, which behave as meak  
bass, eheir salt, υns 	iiτιgg hydrolytic dIssociation In aqueous  
solution. When heated with concentrated hydrochloric acid the  
amino group is replaced by the bydroxyl group and the phenolic  
mehodols are produced.  

The syrn'netricai dkmini'pbenazine ń  the parent substance of  
the impoitant d χestυ toluyiene red or dimetbyldiaminotoluphen-
alma. it ii obtained by the oxidation of οrthophenyleπe diamine  
with ferric rhlnride; when a mixture of pars-aminodimethylaniline  
and mera-toluylenediaminn is oxidized in the coil, tolnylene blue,  
at indaome. being formed as an intermediate product and penis  

into the red when boiled; and also by the oxidation of dimethyl-
paraoheaylene diamine with metatoluylene diamine. It mrystat-
ll ίί aaeess__ in ooxngn.rrd needles and its alcoholic solution fi αoιeeea  
strongly. It dyes silk and mordanted cotton a fine scarlet, it  
s known mmme ιciaΙΙy as sn net red. For the pbmazouium salts  
see Saruuuma.  

Phenazone is an isomer of pbenaz'ne. to which it bears the same  
relation that phenanthrene bears to anthmcene. It is formed by  
reducing diortho-dinitmdipheayl with sodium amalgam and methyl  
akohol, or by heating diphenylene-ortho-dihydrazlne with hydro-
chlaric acid to τ50' C. It crystallizes in needles which melt at  
136' C. Potassium permanganate oxidizes it to pyridoxine tetra' 

 xid. 

κ  
Pbmmzint,  

ΡR ΙOLΡΉΤΗΑLSIN, in organic chemistry, a compound  
derived from phtbalophenone, or diphenyl phthalidc (formula  
I.), the anhydxide of triphenyl-carbinsil'ortbo.carbozylic  acid, 
which is obtained by condensing phtńdyl chloride with benaen*  
in the presence of aluminium chloride. The phtbaleine are  
formed from this anhydride by the entrance of hydroxyl or  
amino groins into the two phenyl residues, and are prepared  
by condensing phenols with phthalic anhydride, phenol itself  
giving rise to phenolpbihalein (formula II.) together with a  
small quantity of fluoτane (formula III.), whilst resorcin under  
similar conditions yields fluorescein (p.a.). The pbtbaleina on  
reduction yield phihalinea, which ate derivatives of triphenyl-
methane carboxylic acid; these reduction products are colourless  
and may be regarded as the Ieuco-compounds of the phthalcins,  
thus phenolphihalein itself gives pheńolpbthaline (formula IV.).  
Ikhydrating agents usually convert the phenolphibalinea into  
anibraquinone derivatives.  

GH ^̂O, C'Η ó •Hrοκ 
η. C.R.^IC•.  ο  

L Diphassyiphtbalkie, I1. Phenolphthalein, Ill. Ehiorane.  
,CH(CsHrOH),  

\COιt  
IV. Pbenolphtbaline.  

Phenoiphebalein is obtained when phenol and phthalie anhydride  
are heated with concentrated sulphuric acid. It crystallize.  in 
colourless crusts and i5 nearly insoluble in water, but dissolves in  
dilute solutions of the caustic alkalis with a fine red colour, bein g  
repreclpitated from these solutions by the addition of mineral  
acid_ It dissolves in concentrated caustic alkalis to a colourless  
solution which probably (*stein salts of a non-quinonoid character.  
This dlfl'erence in behaviour has led to considerable discussion  
(see Η. Meyer, ifawais., 1899,  20, p. 337; R. Meyer Be,.,Ρ  ^3, 
36 

 
Π. 2449; A. G. Perkin and Green, lore. Chess. Soc., r  

On fusion with caustic alkali, ρhenoiρhtbalein yields benzoic acid  
and ppaann dlbydroχybenmρhenon4 which shows that in the oliUsal 

 condensation the phtbalic acid residue has taken the pent position  
to the bydrostyl groups of the phenol.  

Fluocane is a product of the condensation of the phtbaiic acid  
tmidie is the ortho position to the hydroxyl groups of the phenol,  

anhydride formation also taking place between these bydroxyl  
groupa. it disolvta in concentrated sulphuric acid with a  
green finοιmoeατ. The rhodamiαs, which are closely related to  
the phthaieins, are formed by the caadmdtisα of the alkyl meta- 

wnh phthaGc anhydride in the prasearo of mdph sric  
salts are fume red dyes 

ΡΗll> 	ΝΟΙi (Gr. 4am8ymer, a thingseen, from *ob'id.s,  
to appear), in cndiaazy language a thin& ptocae, event, kc,  
observed by the senses. Thus the rising of the sum, a thunder-
storm, an earthquake are natural "phenomena," From this  
speings the incorrect miloqulal scree, something out of the  
rmnmn, an event which especially strikes the attention; ń  nee  
such phrases as " phenomenal" activity. In Greek IblkweIhy  
&immense are the changing objects of the senses an Gemmed  
to moencea (vi ism) which are one and permanent, and me  
therefore regarded is being more real, the objects of teems  
rather than of senses which are "bad witnesses." In modem  
•philraophy the phenomenon is neither the " thing-is-Itself," 
•nor the lmismeuon (qa.) or object of mire thoagń t, but the ddigr  
in-itself as it appeam to the mind in seneation (see especially  
Raxm; end Mevamxats). In this dense the subjective chimed t  
is of mime importance. Among derivative terms are " Fheno+  

" and " " Fbenomenaliam is other  
(r) the doctrine. that then can be no 'knowledge except by  
phenomena, i.e. sease-given data, or (2) the doctrine that all  
known things ere prtmomw,.i.e. that there are no " things άn-
thenndves." a Phenomenology " is the science of phenomena:  
every special science bas a special section in which its particular  
phenomena are described. The term was first used hi English  
in the 3τd edition of the &icy. Brit. in the article" Philosophy  is 
by J. Robison. Kant has a spcciai use of the term for that  
pant of the Μdή hy2ic of Nature which topsider' motion and  
rest as predicate of a judgment about things.  

FRERRCBA 13, Greek poet of the Old Attic Comedy, was  a 
contemporary of Cretins, Crates and Aristophanes. At fast  
an actor, he seems to have gained a prize fora play in 438 B.C.  
The only other ascertained date in his life is 42o, when he pro-
duced his play The Wild /fees. Like Crates, whom he imitated,  
he ά bandοned personal satire for more general themes, although  
in some of the fragments of his plays we find him attacking  
Alcbiadea and others. He was especially famed for his inven-
tive imagination, and the elegance and purity of his diction  
are attested by the epithet drτuώ τατοτ (most Attic) applied  
to him by Athenaeum and the sophist Pńrynichus. He way the  
inventor of a new metre, called after him Pherecratean, which  
frequently occurs in the choruses of Greek tragedies and in  
Horace  

A considerable ń umber of fragments from his τ6 (or Ι3) plays  
bas been preserved, collected in T. Kock, Cowco,i'm AOsCmiiW  
Pmgsistla, ι. (n880), and A. Meineke, Pester. Com ^wrm Gran  

owam Fmgseda (1835).  
ΡΗΕRΕCΥΙΗΙ5 OF LEROS, Greek mythographer, β. C. 454  

s.c. He is probably identical with 1'berecydes of Athens,  
although the two are distinguished by Suldes (also by I. Iipsius,  
Q'mesliones logogrcphicoe, ι886). He seems to have been born  
in the bleed of Leros, and to have been called as Athenian  
because be spent the greater part of his life and wrote his greet  
*ork there. Of his treatises, On Leros, On Iphfgeaefa, On the  
Fufisσls of IXonytw, nothing remains; but numerous fragments  

of his genealogies of the gods and heroes, variously called  
'Ισrοefer, Πωωιλoylm, Abrexdhee, in ten books, written in the  
lobic dialed, have been preserved (see C. W. MOBer's Frog.  
his!. g,ue., vol. 1. pp. =hr., 70). Be modified the legends, not  
with a view to rationalizing them, but rather to adjust them to  
popular beliefs. Ηe mend , therefοτe, he chimed with Ηeαιι Rem,  
whose method was far more scitntillc.  

See C. IAtke, Phιιαydra (dim. Gδetingen, '893); 
Welitist Geuhdd to der g ńecii^bes Lit(e αSιw (1898); and ap^r= fy  H. 

Ρfer iydsiaoi ι Studies ('898).  
. ΡΗERΕCΥDl38 OF SYBOS, Greek philosopher (or rather  
ρhυeοορbical tńeologian), llourisbed during the 6th century B.C.  
He was sometimes reckoned one of the Seven Wise Men, and is 

 said to have been the teacher of Pythagoras. With the possible  

cb  
Phenazone.  
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exception of Cadmus (q.s.) of Milerus, he was the hat Greek  
prose-wń ter. He belonged to the circle of Pelsestratus at  
Athens, and, was the founder of an Orphic community.  He 
is characterized as "one of the earliest representatives of a 

 half cntiesl, half-credulous eclecticism" (Gomperz). He was  
credited with having originated the doctrine of metempaycboIfs  
(qs.), while Cicero and Augustine asset that he was the first to  
teach the immortality of the soul. Of his astronomical studies  
he left a proof in the " heliotropion," a cave at Syron which  
served to determine the annual turning-point of the sun, like  
the grotto of Poailiipo (Posilipo, Poeilippo) at Naples, and was  
one of the sights of the island.  

In his coamogonic treatise on nature and the gods, celled  
ΙΙ τfjwχa (ProBer's correction of Suidas, who has ls τdnuχα)  
from the five elementary or original principles (nether, fire, air,  
water, earth; tempera substitutes smoke and darkness (or  
anther sad earth), he emulated a system in which science,  
allegory and mythology were blended. In the beginning were  
Chrooim, the principle of time; Zeus (Zss), the principle of  

life; and Cbtbοnίl, the earth goddess. Chrome beget fete, air  
and water, and from these three sprang aurora ether gods.  
Smoke and darkness appear in a later taditioa. A fragment  
of the "sacred marriage" of Zas and Cbthουi8 wan found on  
an Egyptian papyren at the end of the rgth centmy.  

See H. Diets. Frsgee de do' Vst'mbmNM ('903); also O. Kern, De  
&$s , EpSsuidd. P4rw dit tirmgssiis (1888); D. Siwliolopuiilea,  
lied Mµdiw rsi &ekes  (Athens, 1890); T. Gompers. Greek Tk saksrs  
(Eng.  trans.),1.135; Β. P. Gren(eIl, New Ckrsiojl Fratsesis (1897);  

H. Well, £Iiid's sw f αsagsitd grergw (rgoo).  
PHIGALIA, oτ Pmcscwi ί'ιγ&)4α or  iyehda; mod. Pad iho),  

en ancient Greek city in the south-west angle of Arcadia, situated  
on an elevated rocky site, among some of the highest mountains  
in the Pcloponnesus—the most conspicuous being Mt Cotylium  
and Mt Elasum; the ideutifcation of the latter is uncertain.  

In 6$9 Β.C. Phigalia was taken by the Laredsemonians,  
but soon after recovered its independence by the help of the  
Orasthaaiens. During the struggle between Ac ńaeans and  
Aetolians in 111 B.C. it was held by Dorimachus, who left it  
on the approach of Philip V. of Macedon. In common with  
the other cities of Arcadia, it appears from Strabo to have  
fallen into utter decay under the Roman rule. Several curious  
cults were preserved near Phigalia, induding that of the fish-
tailed geddeso Eurynome and the Slack Demeter with a horse's  
bead, whose image was renewed by Onatas. Notices of it in  
Greek history are rare and scanty. Though its existing ruins  
and the description of Pasisaniaa show it to have been a place  
of cοπsί4eτabΙc strength and importance, no autonomous coins  
of Pbigslie are known. Nothing remains above ground of the  
tetsplea of Artemia or Dionysus and the numerous statue and  
other works of art which existed at the time of Paum mies's  
visit, about iιυ. ηo. A great part of the city wail, built in fine  
Hellenic masonry, partly polygonal and ply  isodomous, and  
a large square central fortress with a circular projecting tower,  
are the only remains now traceable—at least without the aid  
of excavation. The walls, once needy am. in circuit, are strongly  
placed on rocks, which slope down to the little river Nods  

One very important monument still exists in a fairly perfect  
state; this is a temple dedicated to Apollo Epicurius (the Pre-
server), built, not it Phigalia itself, but at Βassae, S  or 6 m.  
away, on the slope of Mt Cotylium; it commemorates the aid  
rendered by Apollo in stopping a plague which in the ςιh century  
s.c. was devastating Phigalia. This temple is mentioned by  
Rummies (viii. 41) as being (next to that of Tegea) the finest  
in the Peioponnesus, "from the beauty of its stone and the  
symmetry of its proportions" It was designed by Ictinus, who,  
with Callicrates, was joint architect of the Parthenon at Athens.  
Though visited by Chandler, Dodwell, Cell, and other English  
travellers, the temple was neither explored nor measured till  
ι8rt-ι8ιι, when C. R. Cockerell and some ether archaeologists  
spent several months in making excavations there. After  
nearly fifty years' delay, Professor Cockerell published the  
results of these labours, as well as of his previous work at Regina,  
Is rest*, of Argues cad Besiae (iSdo), one of the mat careful  

and beautifully illustrated archaeologIcal works produced. 'lb.  

laboura of Cockerell and his companions were richly τewaιded;  
not only were sufficient remains of the architectural features  
discονeιed to show clearly the whole design, but the internal  
sculptured frieje of the cells was found almost perfect. This  

and other fragments of its sculpture are now in the British  
Museum. The colonnade of the temple has been recently  
restored by  the Greek authorities  

The figure shows the plan of the temple. which is of the De τ&e order,  
but has an internal arrangement of its cells unlike that of any other  

known temple. It staeds oa an  
elevated and pertly artific'al plateau,  
which commands an extensive view  
of the oak-clad mountains of  
Arcadia. renching away to the blue  
waters of the Messenian Gulf.  
Unlike ether Dore temples, which  
usual stand mat and west; this 
placed 

 
north and south; but it has  

a side entrame on the east. It is  
hexastyle, with fifteen columnk on  
its flanks; thirty-four out of the  
thirty-sight column of the peń style  
am still standing, with the greater  
pan of their aeehitave, but the rest  
of the entablature and both ρedi-
menu have fallen, together with the  
greater part of the internal columns  
of the cells. It will be men (mm  
the plan that them are wry  
strangely plaatd,apparentlγ without  
symmetry, as regards  the inrim te, 
though t are set regularly op-
posits the voids in the peristyk.  

With the exception of one at the  
south end, which is Corinthian, the  
internal aolυmns am of the Ionic  
order, and are engaged sub the celia.  
wall, forming a series of recesses,  
which may have been designed to  
contain statues. Mother peculi-
arity of this inter ία is that these  
columns reach to the top of the  
cells in one order, net in two ranges  

of columns, one over the ether, as  
was the used Doric faahim. Thins  
inner columns carried an Ionic  
entablature, of which the frieze now  
in the British Museum forted a  
pmt. The pediments and external metopes of the a ppear 
m have contained no ^ α vlpta but the m topes iπ the pε i  

on the exterior of the cells bad sulptured sahlect ι; only a law frag-
ments of these were, however, diiscovcrcd. The position occupied by  
the great statue of Apollo is a difficult problem Cockertli. with much  
probability, places it in the southern portion of the cells, facing the  
eastern dde door, so that it would be lighted up by the rays of the  
rising sun. The mom entaaα is at the northern end through the  
promos, once defended by a doe in the end of the cells and a metal  
screen, of which trans were found on the twocolumns of the proms.  

There was no door between the posticum and the cells. The general  
propoetinas of the fnmti resemble those of the Theswm at Athena,  
except that the entablature is less massive, the columns thicker,  
and the diminution 1eιs—αii proportlonally speaking. In plan the  
temple is tong in proportion to its width--messu τiπg on the top of  
the s<ylobs'c, 125 ft. 7k. by 48 ft. a in., while the The'eum (bmh  
probably half a century mffler) is about '04 ft. a in. by 45  ft :  s in.  

The material of which the temple Is built is a fine grey luaemooe  
(once covered with painted scum)), except the rool-tiks, the capitals  
of the cells columns, the archita νcs. the 1'scsnicrig (ceilings) of the  
posticum and p onaoe, and the emir/tem. all of which are of white  

marble The roof-tiles, specially noticed by Psu mies, are re ιoaτk-
able (or their sine, ωοτάή αnshiρ, and the beauty of the Parian marble  
of which they are made. They measure sit. r in. by 3 ft. 6 in.. and  
are fitted together in the most careful and ingenious manner. Unlike  
those of the Parthenon and the temple of Acgina, the drυel  or " joiπt-
tiles " are worked out of the same ρiεcε of marble as the Oat ones,  
for the sake of more perfect fitting and greater security against wet.  

Traces of painting on various architectural members were found  
by Cackeselt, 
distinguished. The 

	too
ere the p^suaall Greek patte 

colours 
 tδhee  

fret, the honeysuckle, and the egg and dart.  

The sculpture Is of the ggetnestest interest, as being dssIg πed tο deco-
rate one of the finest buildings in the Petopoimesus in the latter half  
of the 5th century a.t.; see BriI. Mar. Caiaiogue of Scsipinrr. vol.  I  

The frieze, now in the British Museum. Is complete; it is neatly  
toe ft. long by a ft. high, carved in relief on twenty-three slabs of  
marble Si to sin. thick. The subjects are the battle of the Le itht ιe  
sod the Centaurs, and the between the Amazons and the Greeks, the  
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two favourite subjects in Greek plistic art of the best period They  
are designed with wonderful Fertility of invention, and  life-like 
reahαΡm and sprit; the composition is arranged so as to form it series  
of diagonal lines or signgs w, thus forming a pleasing a setrast  
to the unbroken horizontal lines o1 the cotnice and architrave.  
The various groups are skilfully united together by some dominant  
line or action, so that the whale subject bums sae unbroken mm- 

The 0p lief is very high, Mme than 3j in. in the most Bal î alt psrtι 
and the whole treatment n quite opposite to that d the 'arthenon  
frieze, which is 4  very superior work of art to that at Basmse. Many  
of the limbs are quite detached iron the ground; the drill has been  
largely used to emphasize certain shadows, and In men, places,  
fee want of due calculation, the sculpts has had to cut into the hi  
fackgro.ud behind the figures. From this it would appear that no  

finished clay model was prepared, but that the relief was sculptured  

with only the help of a drawing. The point of sight, more than 20 ft.  
below the bottom of the frieze, and the direction in which the light  
fell on is have evidently been inreful, cinsidererL Many parts.  
invisible from below, are left comparatively rough. The workman-
ship throughout is unequal, and the hands of severs] sculptors ran  
be detected. On the whole, the execution is not equal to the beauty  

of the design, and the whole frieze is somewhat marred by an evident  
desire to produce the maximum of effect with the least possible  
amount of labour—very different from the almost gem-like finish  
of the Parthenon frieze. Even the design is inferior to ilp  
Athenian one; most of the figures are ungracefully short in their 
proportions, and there is a greet want of refined beauty in many of  
the female heeds and faces. It is in the fire of its varied action and  
its subtlety of expression that this sculpture most ezcel. The  
noble movements of the heroic Greeks form a striking contrast to  
the feminine weakness of the wounded Amazons, or the struggles  
with teeth and hoofs of the brutish Centaurs; the ggrroouupp d Apollo  
and Arteipis in their chariot is full d grate and digm"fied power.  
The marble in which this frieze is sculptured is somewhat coarse and  

crystalline; the Blabs a ρρear not to have been built into their place  
but fixed afterwards, with the aid of two bronze belts drivea through  

the face of each- 
Of the metopes, which were 2 ft. 8 in- square, only one exista  

nearly complete, with eleven fragments; the one almost perfect  

has a relief of a nude waετίor, wiith θoating drap ovαεomίπg  a 
long-haired bearded man, who sinks vanq^ at his feet. The  
relief of these is rather less than that of the frieze figures, and the  
work is nobler in character and superior in execution.  

rirgg 
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Leuormant Bar-τd^fs doPariusoa et de PhigoJl' ( ι834); and  
Histories 0f Sculpture mentioned under Games Aur.  

PHILADELPHIA, the Greek name (z) of a city ins Palestine  
in the land of Ammon (see Alorowotss), and (2) of a city so-called  
in honour of Attalus II. of Pergnmum, the modern Ma-Shchr  
(9e..).  

PHILADm.PHIA, the third city in population In the United  
States, the chief city of Pennsylvania, and a port of entry,  
co-extensive with Philadelphia county, extending W. from the  
Delaware river beyond the Schuylkill River, and from below  
the aneifumce of the Delawize and Schuylkill rivcr  N.E, 
about 23 m. along the Delaware rive and Pognessing Creek.  
Independence Hall, which is a few squares east by south of the  
dty half is in 39°  5d $7.5e N. and 75°  8' 54. 7$' W. The port is  
shout sos m. from the Atlantic Ocean, and the city hall is 90 m.  
by rail S.S.W. of New York and 135 nń . N.S. of Washington.  
The city has an area of 132.7 sq. m. At the southern extremity  
are lowlands protected by dikes from the tide; the business centre  
between the riven is about 40 ft. higher but level; the district  
west of the Scheylkilt is generally rolling; and in the upper  
district the surface rises from the Delaware toward the north-
west until in the extreme north-west is a picturesque district  
overlooking Wissabickon Creek from hills exceeding 400 ft. is  
height.  

P0pirlaron.—When the first United States census was taken,  
In 1790, Philadelphia was the second largest city in the Union,  
and had a population of 28,522, It held this rank until 1830,  
when it was exceeded in also by Baltimore as well as by New  
York. In 1850 it was smaller also than Boston; but in 1854  
the Consolidation Act extended its boundaries an as to include  
ill Philadelphia county and in τ860 the city had tisen again  
to second rańk. This rank it held until i8go when, although  
its population had grown to 3,046,964, it was 50,000 less than  
that of Chicago. In rem, with a population of s,a93,79,  it  

was still farther behind. both New York and Chicago. In 19e0,  
of the total population, 998,357, or 77'18"/°, were native-born,  
as against only 63% native-born in New York and 65.43%  
native-born in Chicago. Cf Phlladelpbia'a native-born white  
population, however, 414,093, or 44.24%, were of foreign-
born parentage. The foreign-born population included 9 8,427  
born in Ireland, 1,3t9 born in Gummy, 36,752  born in  
England, 28,951 born in Russia (largely Hebrews), 17,830 born  
in ICY, 8479 born in Scotland sad 5554 born in Austria; and  
the coloured consisted of 62,613 negroes, ιι65 Chinese, 234  
Indiaosend za Japanese. In i9zo the population was 1 ,549,008.  

Streek.—With the exception of a limited number of diagonal  
thoroughfares sad of streets laid out is outlying districts in  
conformity with the natural contour of the ground the plan of  
the city is regular. Market Street—which Penn called High  

Street—ia the principal thoroughfare east and west, Broad Street  
the principal thoroughfare north and south, and these streets in-
tersect at right angles at City Hall Square in the business centre.  

The streets parallel with Broad are numbered from First or Front  

Street west from the Delaware River to Sixty-Third Street,  

taking the predx" North "north of Market Street and the prefix  

South "south of it; the stints parallel with Market are named  
mostly from trees and from the governors and counties at  
Pennsylvania.  

The wholesale district is centred at the east end of Market Street  
near the Delaware river. The best retail shops are farther west  
on the south side of Chestnut Street and on Market and Arch  
streets. Most of the leading banks and trust companies are og  
Chestnut Stmt and on Third Street between  Chestnut and Walnut  
streets. Several of the larger ο ce buildings and the stations of  
the Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia & Reading railways are in  
the vicinity of the city hall; here too, are the Baldwin Looamo-  
tive Works. The large textile mills, the •great coal wharves  
and the Cramp Ship-Yards are to the north-east along the  
Delaware, and in districts west of these are the leading mama.  
factories of iron and steel, There are large sugar refineries in  
the south-eastern part of the city. Rittenhouse Square, a abort  
distance south-west of the city hall, is the centre of the old  
aristocratic residential district, and the south side of Walnut  
Street between Fourteenth and Nineteenth streets is a fashion-
able parade- There are fine residences on North Broad Street  
sad on some of the stints crossing it, and many beautiful villas  
in the picturesque suburbs of the north-west. The most con-
gested tenements, occupied largely by Rtal ίnes, Hebrews and  
negroeq are along the alleys between the rivers and south of  
Market Street, often in the rear of some of the best of the oldeg  
residences.  

The principal structure lathe city hall (or" Public Buildings"  
one of the largest buildings in the world in ground space (41  

awes). Ie rises 548 ft. to the top of a colossal bronze statue  
(37 ft. high) of William Per (by Alexander Calder) sυζαmenting  
the tower. It accommodates the state and county courts as  
well as the municipal and-county offices. The foundation stone  
was laid in August 5872. On its first floor is Joseph A. Ballly's  
statue of Washington, which was erected in front of Indepen-
dence Hall in ι869. About the Public Βυildings are statues  
of Generals McClellan and Reynolds, President Mckinley, and  
Joseph Leidy and St Gaudens's "Pilgrim." On all sides are  
great buildings: on the north the masonic temple (186 8-1873);  
on the south the stately Bets Building; 00 the west the enormous  
Breed Street station of the Pennsylvania railway. The Penn-
sylvania Academy of Fine Arts and the Oddfcilows' Temple  
are among other notable buildings in the Vicinity. The peat  
eaten, facing Ninth Street and extending from Market Street  
to Chestnut Street, was opened in ι884; in front is a seated  
statue of Benjamin Franklin, by John J. Boyle. The mint is  
at the corner of Sixteenth and Spring Garden streets. The  
custom-hobue, on Chestnut Street, was designed • by William  
Strickland (1787-=854), in his day the leading Amesican architect  
It was modeled after the Parthenon of Athens, was built for  
the Second United States Bank, was completed in 1824, and was  
pot to its present use in ι8en.  Other prominent buildings of  
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which Strickland was the architect are the stock exchange,  

St Paul's Protestant Episcopal Church, St Stephen's Church, the  
.lmshouse and the United States Naval Asylum. The main  
bedding of Girard College (on Girard Avenue, between North  
rptb and North 15th streets), of which Thomas Ustick Walter  
(1804-1887), a pupil of Strickland's, was the architect, is one of  
the finest specimens of pure Greek architecture in America. Near  
the Scbuylkill river, in West Philadelphia, are the buildings of  
the university of Pennsylvania. Its free museum of science and  
art, at South 53rd and Spruce, on the opposite side of the river,  
was built from the designs of Walter Cope, Frank Miles Day  
and Wilson Eyre, and its north-western part was first opened  

in £899. Tall steel-fume structures, of which the Betz Building,  
completed in 1893, was the first, have become numerous. The  
Roman Catholic Cathedral of St Peter and St Paul, east of  
Logan Square, was begun in 1846 and was eighteen years in  
building. The Arch Street Methodist Episcopal Church i,  

one of the most handsome churches in the city. The South  

Memorial Church of the Advocate (1897), on North 28th and  
Diamond streets, is it reproduction on a smaller Seale of Amiens  
Cathedral  

Perhaps the most famous historical monument in the United  
State Is Independenα Hall, on Chestnut Street between Fifth  
and Sixth stints, designed for the state house by  Andrew  
Hamilton (e. 1676-1741), speaker of the assembly, and was used  
for that purpose until 1799. The foundations were laid in 1731  
and the main building was ready for occupancy in 1735,  although  
the entire building was not completed until 175!. The steeple  
was taken down in 1774 but was restored by Strickland in 1828,  
i nd further restmetiens of the building to its original condition  
were effected later. In the east room on the first floor of this  
building the second Continental Congress met on the Toth of  
May £775,  George Washington was chosen commander-in-chief  
of the Continental army on the 15th of June 1775, and the  

Declaration of Independence was adopted on the 4th of July  

1776. The roam contains much of the furniture of these days,  
and on its wa0s are portraits of forty-five of the fifty-six signers  

of the Declaration and a portrait of Washington by Peale. At  
the head of the stairway is the famous Liberty bell, which bears  

the inscription, "Proclaim liberty through all the land Unto all  
the inhabitants thereof" and is supposed (without adequate  
evidence) to have been the first bell to announce the adoption  

of the Declaration of Independence. It was east in England  
in 1752, was cracked soon after it was brought to America, was  
recast with more copper in Philadelphia, and was cocked again  
In 1835 while being tolled in memory of Chief Justice John  
Marshall, and on the 22nd of February 1843 this crack was so  
Increased as nearly to destroy its sound. On the second floor  
is the original of the charter which William Penn granted to  
the city in ipoz and the painting of Pen's Meaty with the  
Indians by Benjamin West. The building has been set apart  
by the city, which purchased it from the state in χ8τ6, as a  
museum of historical relies. On the north-west corner of  

Independenα Square Is old Congress hall, in which Congress  
sat from 1790 to 1800, and in which Washington was inaugurated  
in 1793 and Adams in 1797. At the north-east corner is the  
old city-hell, on the second floor of which the Supreme Court  

of the United States sat from 1791 to 5900. A short distance  
cast of Independence Square in Carpenters' Hall, in which the  

first contineiitsl teems assembled on the 5th of September  

1774 and in which the national convention in 1787 framed  
the present constitution of the United States; the building was  

also the headquarters of the Pennsylvania committee of cogra  

epondence, the basement was used as a magazine for ammunition  
during the War of Independence, and from 1791 to 1797 the  
whole of it was occupied by the First United States Bank. The  
Carpenters' Company (established in 1784) erected the beading  
in r77ο, and sInce 1857 has preserved it wbolly foe he historic  
associations. On Arch Street near the Delaware is preserved  

as a national monument the house in ahkh Betsy Ross, in 5777,  
made whet has been called the first United State flag, in accor-
dance with the Duelυd= dl Congress of the tftb of June. Not  

far from this house Is Christ Church (Protestant Episcopal),  
a fine colonial edifice designed mainly by Dr John Kearsicy  

(1684-1772). The comer stone was laid in /7 a7, but the steeple,  
in part designed by Benjamin Franklin and containing a Iamous  
chime of eight bells, was not completed until 1754. The  
interior was restored to its ancient character in 1882, the pews  
of Washmgton and Franklin are pteseived, and a set of com-
munion plate presented to the church by Queen Anne in 1708  
is used on greet occasions In the churchyard are the graves  
of Benjamin Franklin, Robert Morris, Brigadier-General John  

Forbes, John Penn, Peyton Randolph, Frans Hepkbeon and  
Benjamin Rush. St Peter's, the second Protestant Episcopal  
Church in the city, bas a massive tower and a simple spire;  
within are the original pews In the south-east part d the city  
neat. the Delaware is the ivy-dad Old Swedes' Church, bunk of  
brick in 1698-1700. The house which William Penn belt  
about 1683 for his daughter Letitia was removed to Fairmount  
Park and rebuilt in 1883. Is. Germantown (qa), a suburb  
which was annexed in 1854, are several other historic buildi σgs.  

The dominant feature of the domestic architecture" is the long  
rows, in street after street, of plain two-siorey or three-storey  
dwellings of red (" Philadelphia ") pressed brick with white  
marble steps and tπmrmngs, and with white or green shutters,  
each intended for one  family. 

Parks,—Fairmount Park extends along both bents of the Sch φη-
kill for about S m. and from the confluence of the Sdmyyppk^qq and  
Wiaahickon Creek it continue up the latter stream through a  
romantic glen for 6 m. Its area is about 3418 acres. Five acs  
of an estate belonging to Robert Moms during the War of lndepeg.  
dance and known as' FairMount," or" The Hills." were ρ rchαsed  
by the municipality for". city waterworks and for park purposes "  
in r8 ra, and from this begi πnfng the park drew to its present dimen-
sions by ρυrc bases and gifts. The principal buildings in the park  
are; the McPherson mansion, mice the property of Benedict Arnold  
and in October 1780 confiscated by the committee of safety; the  
Peter (or Belmont) Mansion, built in 1745 and much frequented  
by the notable of the Revolutionary and early riationji period;  
the birth-place of David Rittenhouse, the astronomer, and a moos..  
tery of the German pietists, both on the banks d Wissahά kοn;  
and memorial hall and horticultural hall both survivals of the  
centennial exhibition of 1876. On Lemon jiill, near the south end  
of the park, stands the Robert Morris mansion; in the vicinity lithe  

cabin which was General I). S. Gut's headquarters at City Point,  
Vαgfnie, during the nester of 1864-1865. Near the Columbia  
Avenue entrance to the park and now the Fast Park Resumer are  
the children's pleyhmue and playground, endowed by the will  
of Mrs Sash A. Smith (d. 1895). At the Green Street entrance  is 
an imposing monument to Washington, designed by Rudolph Siemer• 

 rug and erected by  the Seciery of the Cement s  in 1896-1897, with 
 a bronze equestrian statue, The Smith tfemoa,al entrance, whin  

granite with bronze statues, was erected in memory of the otficera  
of the Civil War. The perk also contains' a monument to Lincoln  
by Randolph Rogers an equestrian statue of Greet by Daniel  
Chester Frcnchend Edward C. Patter an equestrian statue of Major. 
General James Gordon Meade by Almndα Mme Calder; as  
equestrian statue of Joan of Arc by Emmanuel Frcmiet; an heroic  
bust of James A.'  Garfield by Augustus Sc Gaudens; statue of  
Columbus, Humboldt, Schiller aid Goethe; a Tam 0' Shunter grieff  
d four figures in red sandstone by James Thom; john J. Boyle •  

Stone Age in America Cyrus Edwin Dellia'i" Medicine Man 
Wilhelm eld's W nded Lioness" (at the entrance to t ń e  
Zoological Gardens) ; Albert Wo1fl's "Lion Fighter "; Auguste 

 Nicolas Cain's" Lioness bringing a Wild Boar to her Cubs t'- Edward 
rn Keeys's "Hudson Bay Wolves Frederick Remington rι "Cow  

Boy "; and several autistic fountains, and a Japanese teαp a gate  
in the down-town district, Franklin, Wasb ιngton, Rsuenhosrse  
and i ogan squares, equidistant from the city-bail,have been  
re'erved for public parks from the founding of the city; in Bitten- 
house Square is the bronze Lion and ςe^t ' d X. L. Baτye.  
In Clarence H. Clark Park, West Philadelphia, is Frank Edwin 

 Dwell' . group "Dickens and Little NelL" Iii. Breed and  Spring 
Garden streets opposite the Baldwin Locomotive Works is Herbert  

Adams's statue of Matthias William Baldwin (1795-1866), founder  
of the wod,a Close to the bank of the Delaware, some &stems  
Ν.Ν.E. of the city -ball, all, is the small Penn Treaty Park with  a 
monument to merit the site of the great elm tree under which  
Penn. according to tradition, negotiated his treaty with the  
Indians in 1683. In the aouth.weat part el the city  U  along the  
Schuylkill, is Barttam's botanical g αιden (η acres), which the city  

' Many of the state and other works of art in Esirmount and  
other perks are the gift of the'Fairmount Park Art Association  
(187τ; ιeοκαιιhe' in teas and 1g06).  
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added cο its ptιrk system in ι89 i ; in it it the atone house. with ivy  - 
coveted walls, which the famous botanist built with his own hanks.  

Through the elats of the City Park Association, organized in  

1888, a number of outlying parks, connecting parkways and small  

triangular or circular parks, have been placed on the city plan.  
Among these see League island Park (309 acres), opposite the United  
States navy yard on Lague  Island; Peony Pack Creek Park  
(about 1300 acres), extending 6j m. along Penny Pack Creek, in the  
north-oust; Cobb's Creek Park, extending about 4 in. along the west-
ern border' Fairmount Parkway, Sou ft. wide o ο a direct line south-
oust from lsai τmοunt Park tο Logan Square and somewhat narrower  
from Logan Square to the city-hall; and Tonesdale Parkway (300 ft.  
wide and toj m. long), from Hunting Park, ¢1  m. north of the city-
hall, along a direct line nerth,cag tο the city limits. A plaza at  
the intersection of Broad and lobnnon streets, radiating streets  
therefrom, and the widening of Broad Street 10300(1. 'torn this  

plaza to League Island Park are also on the ń ty plan. Laurel  
Hill cemetery, on a high bank of the Schuyllull and contiguous t ο  
Fairmount Park lathe city's, ńnci l burying ground; in it are the 
tombs of Dr Elisha Kent ha α, the Arctic explorer, and Major.  
General Meade.  

nbeabas.—The first Shakespearean performance in the United  
States was probably at Philadelphia in 1749;  another company  
played there in 1754.  and 1759; and in 1766 was built the Old South- 
wark theatre, in which Tor John Andr6 and Cap ιain John Peter  
De Lancry acted during the lintish occupationof the city, end which  
after twenty years of illegal exigence was opened "by authority  
in 1789. The Walnut Street theatre ( ι8u8) is said to be the oldest  
play-house in the United States. Other theatres are the Garrick.  
the large Academy of Music, the Chestnut Sant opera house, the  
Lyric, the Adelphi, the Park and the German.  

Clssbs.—Among social clubs are the Union League, the University  
(1881)), the Philadelphia, the City, the Markham, the Manufacturers 

 (1887), the Rittenhouse, the Lawyers, the Clover, the Pen and Pencil,  
the Art, the Mercantile, several εoυntη. clubs and athletic clubs 
a (wr tably the Racket), and the foremost cricket clubs in the United  

States, the Belmont, the Philadelphia, the Keystone, the Mvrion  
(at Haveford), and the Germantown (at Manheim),  

Ywrasu, Learned S&ńdies mid Libr'ries.—In the southern part  
of Fairmount Park is a zoological garden with an excellent collection,  
Its site is the former estate of john Penn, grandson of William Penn.  
The collection is an outgrowth of the museum, the first in the United  
States, opened by Charles Willson Peale in lnik'pendc·nce Half in  
1802. It is now owned by the Zoological Society (tncorpurated in  
1859) and use opened in 1874. Other museums in Fairmount Park  
ace: the botanical collection in horticultural hall; and in memorial  
hell the general art collections of the Pennsylvania Museum and  
School of Industrial Arts and the Wilstach collection of paintings  
(about Sοο), including examples of the Italian schools from the 15th  
to the 17th centuries and of modern French and American painters.  
liartraet's botanical garden, mentioned above as a city park, was  
established in 1728 by John Bartram (1699- ι7 7) and is the oldest  
botanicel garden in Amegion, The Philadelphia Commercial  
Museums, founded in 1894, ix a notable institution for promotin g 

 the foreign commerce of the United States, having a collection of  
raw materials and manufactured Product§ from all countries, a 

i laboratory and a library. The institution investigates trade condi-
tions and the requirements of markets in all pasts of the weld.  
maintains a bureau of information, issues a weekly bulletin for  
American exporters and a monthly publication for foreign buyers,  
and has Published several " foreign commercial gui des" and other  
commercial works. The museum is maintained chiefly by municipal  
appropriations and by fees. its control is vested in "The Board  
of Trustees of the Philadelphia Museums," composed of fourteen  
atizenz of Philadelphia chosen for life and eight cx  eοcio members  
who are the incumbents of the leading state and municipal oillces.  
There are home and foreign advisory boards, and the immediate  
management is under a d'rectot', In 1727 Franklin, then in his  
twenty-second year, famed most of his ' ingenious acquaintance  
into a club," which he called the Junto, " (tκ mutual improvement,"  
and out of the Junto Frew in 1731 the libraryof the Library Compan  
of Philadelphia, which he spoke of as the "mother of all North  
American subscription lib αrιes," but which was net the first sub-
ικλρdοn library in North America. The Library Company of 

 which had been Philadelphia 
 years before; and 

the Union 
 m 1792 !the Leganine library, a 

valuable collection of classical and other works provided for under  
the will of James Logan, a friend of Penn. was transferred to it.  
Subsequently it acquired by bequest the libraries of the Rev. Samuel  
Preston of London and of William Mackenzie of Phiiad εlphia.  
Among  the rarities in the latter was a copy of Caxton's Golden  
Lagos' (1486). In 1869 the LibraryCompany was made the 
ηeneficiary, under the will of Dr James Rush 0786-1869), of an 
estate  valued at about a million dollars, and with this money the  
Ridgway branch was established in τ878. The library has owned 
its building since 1790• the building on the present site was opened  
in 1880 and was enlarged in t881.  

The American Philosophical Society, founded by Franklin in τ743,  
is the oldest and the most famous academy of science in America.  
Its organization was the immediate consequence of a circular by  

Franklin entitled, .4 Proposal fa Prowniiag Usafal Kaaeiadgy 
aarosg the British Plaataisoss is Amrrcta. In 1769 it united with 
(and o$csally took the name of) The American Society held at 

 Ihifadelphia for Promoting Useful Knowledge." Among its early  
presidents were Franklin, Rittenbouse and JeIferuosi. It has a  
valuable Iibmry-"sbout 50,000 v9ls.—containing the grost mass  
of the cοιτeφtιndenεc of Franklin; here, too,.are many interesting  
relies, among them the chair in which Jefferson sat while writing 
the Deelarai'ion of Independence and an autograph copy of the  
Declaration. The society has published 27 Quarto vols. of ΓΤσasα-
Iioei (1771-1908); its P,oci'cdisgr have been published regularly  
since 1838, and in 1884 those from t774444 to 1838, compiled from the 
manuscript minutes, were also psiblisbed. Tb. Academy of Natural  
Sciences of Philadelphia, founded in 18 ι2, has been noted f0'  its 
cokction of buds since it acquired, in 1846, the collection of the due  
de Rivuli numbering more dun 12,000 specimens; scveml smaller  
collections have since been added. The academy has a usable  
collection of shells and fossils sad the" type " of Leidy, C ope Soy,  
Conrad and other naturalists, and a library. It 'a composed of the  
following "sections": biological and microscopical (1868), entomo-
logical (1876), botanical (i876), mineralogical and geological (1877)  
and ormthokigical (1891). It has published a Josirtitai since 1 17  
and its Ρrοcerdisgs suer 18a, and periodicals on entomology,  
conchology and ornithology. To a few young most and woolen it  
give's training in scientificinvestigation without charge. The  
Pennsylvania Histacicul Society, organized in 1824, has a valuable 

io collectn of historical material. including the papers  of the Penn  
family and the Charlemagne Town collection of f'merican colonial  
laws, and many early American pented handbills and hocks  
(especially ol Bradford, Franklin and Christopher Sour), pcetraitn  
and relics, With the proceeds of the society's publication fund the  
Ρειιιυ l οπiα δίοςα Mss of History and Biography has been published  
since 1877. The Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of  Phila-
d0lph4, organized in X858, is the oldest nυmiscsatic gρniτatoπ in 
the United States; it has a collection of coins, and ^

a
nce 1865 it has  

published its Proccrdings. The College of Physicians and Surgeons 
 has an excellent medical library. The free l ibrary of Philad"tphsa  

(established i891) includes a main library said several branches.  
Other important libraries axe that of the umvsssity of Pennsylvania,  
the Mercantile, that of Franklin Institute, that of the Law Associa-
tion of Philadelphia, the Athenaeum, that of the German Society  
of Pennsylvania, and Apprentices'. The free museum of science  
and art of the university of Pennsylvania has valuable archaeological  
collections, notably the American and the Babylonian collections  
made by university expeditions.  

&hoois.—Wilhiam Penn in his frame of government provided for  
a committee of manners, education and art. The assembly, in  
March 1683, parsed an act which provided that all children should  
he taught to read and write by the time they were twelve years  of 
age, that then they should be taught some useful trade, and that  
for every child not so taught the parent or guardian shοdd he fined  
live pounds. At a meeting of the provincial council held in  
Philadelphia is 1683 the governor and council appointed as school-
master, Enoch Flower, who for twenty years had held that position  
in Εη^laad. But schools were left almost wholly to private  
initiative until 18 ι8. The first grammar school, common!y known  
in its early years as the Friends' free school, was established in  
1689 under the cite of the celebrated George Keith; although  
maintained by the Friends it was open to all, and for more than sixty  
years was the only public place for [rte instruction in the province.  
It was chartered by Penn in 2701, 1708 s,nd 1711, in time became  
known as the William Penn Charter School, and mx still a secondary  
κhoοl on Twelfth Street. In 1740 a building was erected for  a 
"charity school" and for "house of worship," but the school  
had net bαa opened when, itt 1149. Franklin published his Proposals  
relatiag to the Ldacaiioa of Youth is Psiisikarna. Under the  
influence of this publicat'iona new educational association was formed  
which purchased the building and in January 1751 opened in it an  
institution that was chartered as an "academy and charitable  
school" in 1753,  was rechartered as a college and academy in 1755,  
and became 'the umvvrsity of Pennsylvania by act of the state 
legislature passed in 179. The university occupied the site of the  
present post olbce from 1802 until 1872, but was then removed  
togrounds near the western bank of the Schuylkill  

The foundation of the present public school system was- iaid in  
ι8ι8 by an act iF the legislature which constituted the city and  
county of Philadelphia the first school district of Pennsylvania  
and provided for the establishment therein of free schools for indigent  
orphans and the children of indigent gents; the same act author.  
land the establishment of a model school (or the training of trchaτs,  
which was the pioneer school for this purpose in America. in 1834  
free elementary schools were authorized for all children of school  
age, and mice' then the system has developed until it embraces the  
Central High School for  boys,  which has a semi-collegiate course  
with a department of pedagogy and confers the degrees of Β.A. and  
Β.S.; a Normal High School forirls, into which the model school 

 was convened in 1848, in which most of the teachers c( the  
city are trained and which only graduate of the Girls' High  
School tae permitted to enter; the William Penn High Scheel  
for girls (opened 1909) with academic, commercial, applied art'  

Za  
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household science and library economy depertmeits; a School of  
industrial arts; two manual training schools; about one hundred  
night κhοοΙs (attended mainly by adults); several special schools  
for habitual truants or insubordinate and disorderly children, and a  
number of vacation schools and playgrounds for the summer season.  
In 1909 district high sc hools were planned as a'part of the public  
school system. The city has also many private high schools and  
academies.  

Besides the university of Pennsylvania and the Central High  
School for boys the collegiate institutions are Le Salk College  
(Roman Catholic; opened in 1867) and the Temple University (non-
sectarian; chartered in 1888 as Temple College after four years of  
teaching; in 1891 received the power to confer degrees); which is  
designed especially for self-supporting men and women and was  
founded by Russell Hermann Conwell (b. 1842), a lawyer and j οuι- 
nalist, who entered the Baptist ministry in 1879, was pastO of the  
Grace Baptist Church of Philadelphia in 1881-1891, became Astor  

of the Grace Baptist Temple in [891, and was a public lecturer. 
 He was the first president of the Temple College, which was begun  

in connexion with the work of his church. Temple University  
offers instruction both day and evening, has classes from the kinder.  
garten to the highest university grades, and courses in business, civil  
engineering, domestic art and domestic science, physical training.  
pedagogy and music; it has a theological school (1893), a law school  
('894), a medical school ( ι9oτ) and a school of pharmacy(r902);  
and in 1907 the Philadelphia Dental College, one otthe best known  
dental schools in the country, joined the university. In 1893  
a trust fund left by Hyman Grate was used to found the Greta  
College for the education of teachers in Jewish schools and for the  

study of the Hebrew language, and Jewish history literature and  
religion; the college is under the control of the Kahl Kidosh Mikoc  
fanel of Philadelphia. Bryn Mawr College (tν.), one of the leading  
institutions in America for the higher education of women, is a few  
miles beyond the city limits. Schools of medicine, for which Phila-
deiphia bas beg been noted, include the department of medicine  
of the university of Pennsylvania (opened in 1765); Jefferson  
Medical College ( ι8τ5); the Woman's Medical' College ( ι85ο), the  
first chartered school of medicine for women to confer the degree of  

M.D.; the Medico.Chirurgicel College (1881); Hahnemann (homoeo-
ppaathic) Medical College (1888); and the department of medicine of  
Temple University (1901). Among other professional schools are  
the department of lee of the university of Pennsylvania ('794),  
the law school of Temple University (1894); the divinity school of  

the Protestant Episcop'l Church (‚862); the Lutheran theological  
Seminary (18866.4)ÍSeine Vincent's (Theological) Seminary (R.C., 
1868); the theological school of Temple University (non.sectarian,  

'893); Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery (1856); Philadelphia  
Dental College (1863; since 1907 a part of Temple Un ίνεrsιιγ?ρ  
the department of dentistry of the university of Pennsylvania  

('e78); the deportment of dentistry of the Medico-Chirurgical 
College (1897); the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy (1821); the  
department of pharmacy of the Medko.Chirurgical College (1898);  

and the school of pharmacy of Temple University (‚942). Girard  
College (see GiaaRD, Sτt Γυε ) is e noted institution for the educe-
tion of poor white orphan boys. The Pennsylvania Academ of the  
Fine Arts, founded in t8 ο5 in independence Hall, was the first art  
school in America; it occupies a fine building on Broad and Cherry  
streets, with a gallery of about 500 paintings, including examples of  
early American masters (especially Gilbert Stuart, of whom it has  
the largest collection), of modem American artists (vspedally in  
the Temple collection), and, in the collection of Henry C. Gibson,  
d French landscapes The Drexel institute of Arts and Sciences,  
founded in 1891 by Anthony 3. Drexel and endowed by him with  
82,000 Οσο, occupies a beautifulbuilding (Chestnut Street and 32nd;  
opened in 18917 and embraces the following departments: archi-
tecture, science and technology, commence and finance, domestic  
science, domestic arts, library school, English language and literature,  
history, dvil government and economics, physical training, evenin g  
classes, department of free public lectures and concerts, library απd  
reading room, and museum and picture gallery. The institution  
bestows Ire- scholarships on a considerable number of students  
and charges the others very moderate fees. Its building houses  
a library, a collection of rare prints and autographs, απd a museum  
with a picture gallery and exhibits of embroidery ,  ceramics,  
wood απd metal work, &c. The Pennsylvania Museum and School  
of Industrial Art founded in 1876 and opened in '8 7, has schools 

 Broad and Pine streets—the museum is housed in Memorial  
Hall in Fairmount Park. The school is a pioneer in Ame ń ra; it 
was originallya school of applied art, but in 1884 the Philadelphia  
textile school was established as another department. The Wagner  
Free institute of Science, founded by William Wagner in 1855,  has a  
library and a natural history museum, provide free lectures on  
scientific sabχctλΡ and publishes, Trassadioas, containing scientific  
memoirs. The Franklin institute for the promotion of mechanic  
arts (1824) has a technical library (with full patent records of several  
nations); since 1824 it has held exhibitions of manufactures; it has  
jiublished since 1826 the Journal of the Franklin Zieslitsle; the  
institute provide lecture courses and has night schools of dewing,  
machine 
tute (0850), 
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and applied electricity. end night classes in those subjects and if  
freehand and architectural drawing; the Philadelphia School of  
Design for Women (183(5), of Which Emily Sartain, a daughter of  
John bartem, became principal us 1886, and a school of horology 
('894) are other manual and industrial training schools within t he  
city, and not far beyond the city limits is the Williamson Free School 
of M 

Ικ 
Mechanical Trades (1888), endowed by Isaiah Vansant Williamson  

(1803-1889) with more than 85,000,000 fee the free training of  
bricklayers. machinists, carpent pattern makers, stationary  
engipneers and other mechanics. The Lincoln Institution and  
Educational Home until '907 was devoted mainly to the education  
of Indiana  

Newspapers cad Pidodicdls.—The Americas Werkly Mrrnrry was  
the first newspaper published in Philadelphia and the third in  
the colonies. It was first issued on the 22nd of December 1719 by  
Andrew Sowk Bradford, a son of William Bradford, the first  
printer in the Middle Colonies, and was the lint newsy in these  
colonies The second newspaper in the city and in the provtncw  
was the Uniwrsal hutmaeitr in all Arts aid S&seaees and Pens-
sybarna Gazette. It was established in 1728 by Samuel Kcimer, but  
less than a year afterwards it became the property of Bcnjpmia  
Franklin and Hugh Meredith, who shortened its title to the Prim-
sylt'arna Gazette. The only one of the newspapers established  
during the colonial era which survived the 19th century was the  
ΡεnπsyΙmsia Packed or Geππσi Adrerteter, which was started in 1772  
by John Dunlap, and during the War of lndeVendence  was publisied  
semi-weekly, with occasional"postscripts ' of important news;  
in I839 it was absorbed by the Norik Americas (1829), with which  
the United Sidles Gazette (1789) was united in 1847 and which is stilt  
published as the Mort. American. The Aurora and General Adrer-
tiler, established in 1790 by Benjamin Franklin Bache ('769-1798),  
a grandson of Franklin, was a notorious anti-Federalist i organ in its 
early years. A pioneer among newspapers at modern prices is the  
Public Ledger, founded in t836, and in 1864 Purchased by George  
William Childs. Other prominent daily papers now published are  
the Inquirer (Republican; 1829), the Press (Republican; 1857), 
the Record (Independent Democrat; 1870), the Dιmokισt (German;  
1838), the £orwii,g Bulletin (Republican; established in 1it5 as the  
American Sentinel), the Brewing htem ('847), the Eremsg Telegraph  
(Independent Republican; 1 ),andthe Tageδlal (iabour;Getman;  
:877). Many of the earlier literary periodicals of America were  
published in Philadelphia; among them were the Americas Magnums  
(1757-1 758  and 1769), Thomas Paine's Ρemsη nsin Magazine  
(i75-t776), the Colsmbws Msigasins (1786-1790; called the  
Usnsersal Asylum in 'o) which was edited by Matthew Carey and  
by A. J Dallas, the excellent Americas Masesm (1787-1792 and  
1798), with which Carey was connected, the Port Folio ( '801-18η -
edited until 0812 by Joseph Dennie) and the Asclectic  1802-te12)  
which succeeded Select Renews απd Spied of the Foreign Magazines  
(1809), of which Washington Irving was editor in 1813- ι8 t4. and  
to which Paulding and Verplanck contributed, and the Americas  
Quarterly Renew (1827-1837). Among others were: Gorky 's Lady's  
Book (4830-1877), for which Poe, Irving, Longfellow. Willis and  
others wrote; and Graham's Ladys cad Gentleman's Mσητιne  
('8.o-'85), with the contributors just named and Cooper, John G.  
Sane, Ε. P. ‚Vhipple and others. Lsppraeotes Mαgasise (1868) is  
a monthly, best known for its fiction. The Saturday £.rslIing Pest,  
which has the largest circulation of the weekly publications, and the  
Ladies' Home !meltel (1883), the semi.monthlyy with the Largest  
circulation, are owned by the same company. The Farm ;mime(  
(18777) is a well-known agricultural monthly.  

Trusts, Ckaniiei, etc.—Girard College and thirty-eight other  
charities are maintained out of the proceeds of as many trusts,  
which are administered by a board of directors composed of twelve  
members, appointed by the courts of common pleas, and the ιzητω,  
president of the select council, and president of the common  
council as ex-o ιtiιr members. In 1907 the invested capital of ihe 
Girard Trust alone amounted to 824,467,770 απd the income from it  
was 81,988,054. The total capital of all the minor trusts in the same  
year was 81,583,026 and the income from this was 8556,730. Among  
the minor trust funds are: Wills Hospital (established in 1825);  
Benjamin Franklin Fund ('794) for aiding young married artilicers:  
Thomas D. Grover Fund (18.49) 9) for providisg the poor with fuel and  
food; Mary Shields Almdiouse Fund (2880); and the John Scott  
Medal Fund (1816) for bestowing medals upon young inventors.  
To Franklin Philadelphia is largely indebted for the Pbnn'y!vania  
hospital, the first hospital In the United States, which was projected  
in 1751 and is one of the foremost of nearly one hundred such institu-
tions in the city. The municipal hospital for contagious dίeresει  
and hospitals for the indigent and the insane are maintained by the  
municipality, but most of the other institutions for the sick are  
maintained by medical schools απd religious sects. Municipal  
charities arc under the supervision of the deportment of public  
health and charities. Philadelphia is the seat of the state peniten-
tiary for the eastern district, in which, in 1829, was 'inaugurated  
the " individual " system, i.e. the generate lmprhsonment and di'- 
rtmimwιg treatment of aiminab with a view to effecting their  

Transpcslsnlism and Commerce—Nearly every street in nba  
buaiaess centre and about oae.Ibird of the streets throughout the  
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belle-up peeden of the city have a siegle emir of electric railway  
(overhead 	 ), and most of the wider ones, except Broad Street,  
which has none, have a double track. Α subway line has been  

line 
	Street, and other sue 

	

s, as well es elevated lines, have been projected. 	 entiected. The entire  
system, mbracing is 1909 a total of 624-21 m., is operated by the 
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company. SeνtnΙ inter-urban electric  
lines afford cheap service to neighbouring towns and cities. The  
extensive railway system under the control of the Pennsylvania  
miles? together with the Bahimote & Ohio railway Wierds  
tranaportutaosi -faelites north to New York, south to Baltimore,  
Washington and the south, west to the bituminous coalfields - of  
Pennsylvania, the grain fields of the Middle West and to Pittsburg,  
Cleveland, Cincinnati  end Chicago. The PhilaJelphia & Reading  
railway connects the city with the great anthracite cal region,  
and both the Philadelphia & Reading and the Pennsylvania control  
a line to Atlantic City. The Schuyltiu is navigable for small waft  
to the "Fall line," a-bουt 7$ m. above its mouth and for vessels  
dewing 26 ft. to the oil refineries at Point Breeze, 3 m. from the  
mooch; from Poet Breee to the heed of navigation the channel  
depth varies from 14 to an ft. The Delaware river is navigable to  
Trenton, New Jersey, about 3ο .a, above the upper end of the Port  of Philadelphia, and although in its natural condition this ever  
was only 17 ft. deep at low water in its shaflowest part below the  
pert this depth was increased between 1836 and 1889q9q  to 26 ft.  
(  w-opt in three shod stretches), and a project of the Federal govern.  
went was adopted in 1849 for increasing the depth to 3 ο fti and the  
width tο tιtιe Iι Ιn 1905 the cιty ά  iladelρ is end the smυ of  
Pennsylvania appropriated $7po,o οο for the improvement of the  
rive between the city and the southern boundary of the state)  

Steamsń ipa γ y between Philadelphia and several European 
ports, ports m the Weal iudie , and ports of the United Staten  

The pert extends from the P εnnsylvan railway terminal at  
Greenwich Point up the Delaware River to the Fhiladclphia &  
Reading terminal at Port Richmond, a distance of about 8 m., and  
there are minor harbour facilities on the Schuylkill. The natum!  
facilities together with the improvements that have been made, were  
long offset by an inefficient port administration under as antiquated  
law of 1803 which permitted the wharves to pass largely under  
private control; but in 1907 the old bird of port wardens was  
abolished and In its time was created a municipal department of  
wharves, dock s and ferria.  

Until the οpφιing of the Erie Canal, in ιδa5, Philadelphia was  
the emporium of the United States; it was then displaced by New  
York. Some years later Philadelphia lost its lucrative China trade,  

and its decline in commercial importance continued until 1883.  
when the valor of its imports amounted to only $32,811,045, the  
value of its exports to only $38,662,4'4, and the city was out-
enked in foreign trade by New York. Boston, Sae Francisco and  
New Orleans. By ipeo, however, the value of its imports had  
risen to $49,r9i,236  and the value of Its exports to $81,327.704;  
in 1909 the value of the imports was $78,003 an amount less 
than one-eleventh that of New York, but exceeded only by New  
York and Boston, and the value of the exports was 880,650,2 74. 
an amount less than one-eighth that of New York, but exceeded  
only by New York, Galveston and New Orleans. The principal  
Imparts are sugar, drugs and chemical., geetekina, wool, tobacco,  
jute and burlap, and cotton good., iron ore, manufactured- iron.  
hides and bananas; the principal exports are iron (manufac-
tured), steel, petroleum, wheat, flour, lard cattle and meat pro-  
ducts. The proximity of the city to New \ οrk, whence many of  
its products are shipped, mak s the statistics of its direct import.  
endenpαtι no true index of its commercial importance.  

Man n/ad ares —Philadelphia has always been one of the foremost  
manufacturing centres in the United States, and in 1905 it was  
outranked only by New York and Chicago.' The total value of its  
factory product was $519,981,812 in 1g00, and $591,3388,078 in 1905.  
]Measured by.  the seine of the products, Philadelphia ranked first 
among the ties of the country in 1903 in refining sugar and tOolasses 
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the country), leather ($23,9 03,239; 9.5Ýe of the total of the  
country). ho ierν and knit goods ($55,770,873;  11.5% of the total  
ci the country), woolen goods ($12,239,881; 8.6 of the total of 
the country), and felt bats ($5,847,771;  ι ό % of the total of the  
country); second in the manufacture of worsted goods (526,964,533,  
16% of the total of the country) and in dyeing and finishing textiles  

(84.371 .006; 84% of the rigs! of the country); and third in the  
maaufactuir of clothing ί$aι.03ι,88τ; 5-1% of the total of the  
country and silk goods ($5,079,193; 3-8% of the total of the  
country). Other large Industries are the manufacture of foundry  
and 1scheme-shop products, cotton goods, malt liquor, iron and  
steel, chemicals, cigars and cigarettes, sap, confectionery, furniture,  

' The city had previously expended $t,555, οοο on the improve-  
went of the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers.  

' The Philadelphia Museums claim that excludingslaughter- 
borm and swat-shop produots the value of Philadelphia's manu-
factured products is greater than that of any other dry is the  

paints, boob and shoes, electrical apparatus, and o ωdesε and twine,  
and among notable individual establishments are the Baldwin  

Locomotive Works, the Cramp Ship-Yards and the Dfsston or  
Keystone a Saw Works. There are petroleum refineries at Point  

Breeze near the mouth of the Schuylkill; petroleum is piped to them  
from the north.westpart of the state.  

Water Sepply.—The first municipal waterworks, installed is  
1799-801, pumped water by steam power from the Schuylkill  

into an elevated tank in Centre Square where the city-hall now 
stand.; this was one of the earliest applications of seem to municipal  
water pumping. In 1812-1813 new steam works were installed on  
Quarry Hill, or Fairmount; in 1819-1822 pumping works operated  

by water power were substituted for those operated by steam; and  
it was in great part for the preservation of the puen,  of the water  
supply that Fairmount Park was created. The park, however, did  

not serve its purpose in this respect. The water was impure and  
inadequate: additional works were installed from time to time,  

mostly on the Schuylkill, whence water was pumped by steam to  
seserveirs from which distribution was made by gravity; and to meet  
the incraaaing demands new filtration works and accesr des were  

installed in 1901-1908. These take the water mainly from the  
Delaware river.  . 

Gourrwaresl and Aissa,w. —Inasmuch as it has been pebved  
that in 1683 there was in use in Philadelphia a seal beaiingthe  
insctiption "Philadelphia .83. William. Penn. Proprietor. and.  
Governor" and in all respects different from the provincial  
seat or the county seal, it seems that there was then a distinct  

government for the city. In July 1684 the provincial council,  
presided over by William Penn, appointed a committee to draft  
a borough charter, but there is no record of the work of this  
eommitlee, and it is uncertain what the government of Phila-
delphia was for the next seventeen years' In 1701 Penn himself  
issued a chatter crating a dose corporation modelled after the  
English borough and under this the city was governed until  
the War of Independence. Upon the annulment of the Penn  
charter by the Declaration of Independencb, government by  
eοmmoπs was established, but in 1789 a new charter was  
granted and, although the government has since undergone  
many and great changes, it is by virtue of this charter that the  
city remains a corporation to-day. The Consolidation Act of  
1854 extended the boundaries to the county lines without  
destroying the county government, changed the corporate name  
from" Mayor, Aldermen, and Citizens of Philadelphia " to " the  
City of Philadelphia," created the offices of controller and  
receive of taxes, and considerably modified the pow rs and  
duties of the corporation and its officers. The Bullitt Act,  
passed in 1885 to go into effect in 1887, and since ι885 amended  
and supplemented, is a new charter except in name; particularly  
notable Is its transfer of the balance of power from the councils  

and various self-perpetuating commissions to the mayor.  

The mayor is elected for a term of four years and U not eligible  
to the office for the next succeeding term. With the advice and  

consent of the select council he appoints the directors of the  

departments of public safety, public works,' health and charities.  
supplies and (since 1907) wharves, docks and ferries, and the three  
members of the civil service commission. He may appoint, three  
persons to examine any department and for resorts given in writing  

may remove any oSlcur whom he has appointed. His see rs ter  
extends to items in appropriation bills, but any item or ordrn,nce  

may be passed over his veto within five days of. such vote. en aBe. 
mative vote of three-fifths of the members elected to each council.  

The select council is composed of one member from each of the 47  
wards, and in the common council each ward has one member for 

 every bur thousand names on the last completed assessment list  
(including names of those paying poll taxes as well es those paying  
taxrs on real or personal property); in 1909 there were 80 members  
of the common council. The several admlniatrative departments  

' Α  document purporting to be a charter, beady the date of the 
20th of May 1691, and signed by Thomas Lloyd, deputy-governor,  
was discovered in 1887, but the great seal is missing and there Is no  
evidence that the charter was even In operation. The minutes of  
"a meeting of the Council held at Philadelphia on thethird day of  
Sixth Month 1 όg[ " mention " Humphrey Morrey the _ present  
Mayer of the city of Philadelphia "; and this would teem to ehοw  
that there was a regular municipal ^ government in i6g1. See 
Pkiledelphia: ! υ Founding aid Seals: Report e the Cemw(tt α 

. Ιο determine the Year of Lae Pkysi'uI end Isj. Fσwdiag of the  

Citj of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, 1908).  
Ira 1905 the state legislature took the appointment of theseoffuxm  

from the mayor and vested it in the councils, but this legislation  
was repeated in 1906.  
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me: public safety ,  public works, receiver of taxes, city treas rer,  
city controller, law. education, charities and corrections, sup-
plies, wharves, ducks and ferries, civil .ervice commission and  
sinking fund wmmiwion (composed of the may01, the city  
controller and a commissioner elected by a majority vote of the  
city councils). Members of the select council are elected for  
three years--oαo-thitd each year; members of the common council  

for two yams—one half each year; and the receiver of taxes, the city  

treasurer, the city controller and the city solicitor, who is the head  

of the department of law, for a term of three years. The police  

constitute a bureau of the department of public safety, and at their  
head is a superintendent appointed by the director of the depart-
ment with the approval of the select counciL The department of  
education is administered by a central board appointed (at large)  
by the judges of the courts of common pens.  

The assessed value of taxable property in the city increased from  
$153,369,048 in 1856 to $536,667,834 in X880, to $880.935,265  in 
1900, and to $1,358,675,057 in 1910. Thecity's yearlyexpenditure  
increased from $5, ι7ο,680 in 1856 to $14,640,479 in 1880, to  
$30,628,248 in 1900, and to $48,0ι2,63ο  in 1909. The principal  
items of expenditure in 1909 were: foe public schools $8,a µ,218;  

for , the bureau of water, $2,87,200; for streets and highways,  
$4,119,260; for police, $3,810,535; and for protection against fire,  

$1,873,720. The receipts for the same year were $44,37 2,927, of  
which $τ8,85τ..44gg1s were from the property tar (municipal and  
state), and $4,396,124 were from the water tax. The city's indebted-
non increased rapidly for a period of twenty-five years following  
con'olidatioii. At the beginning of 1856 the funded debt was  
$16,781,470. by the beginning of ι8yo it had grown to ${14οι.933.  
and by the beginning of 1880 to $70.970,041. By the new state  
constitution adopted in 1873 no municipality is permitted to create  
a debt exceeding% of the assessed value of its taxable p ηΡperty, ,  
in 1879 the state legislature passed an act to prevent the αtυ from  
living beyond its income, and as a conunluence of these restnetlons  
the funded debt, less loans held by the sinking fund, was reduced  
by the beginning of 1895 to ΕΡ33,13 ,6q5. The great expense of  
installing the new filter plant, developing the park system, and 
making other improvements bas, however, mimed it to grow again;  
at the beginning of 1910 the total funded debt was $95,483,820 and  
the net funded debt was $84,901,620.  

Hisiory.—The patent granted to William Penn for the territory  
embraced within the present commonwealth of Pennsylvania  
was signed by Charles IL on the 4th of March '68' and Penn  
agreed that "a quantity of lad or ground plat should be laid  
out for a huge town or city in the most convenient place upon  
the river for health and navigation," and that every ρu chaκr  
of Sοο  acres in the country shall be allowed a lot of 2ο acres in  
the town or city, "ii the place will allow it." In September  
Penn appointed William Criapm, Nathaniel Mien and John  
Bezan a commission to proceed to the new province and lay  
opt the city, directing them to select a site on the Delaware  
where " it is meet navigable, high, dry and healthy; that is  
where meet ships can best ride, of deepest draught of water,  

if possible to load or unload at the bank or key aide without  
boating or lightening of it." Crispin, a kinsman of the pro-
prietor, died on the voyage out, but William Heage had been  
named a fourth commissioner some time after the appointment  
of the others and the three survivors arrived in the province  
toward the close of the year. They had been preceded by  
Penn's cousin, Captain William Markham, as deputy-governor,  
and were soon followed by the surveyor-general, Thomas Holme.  
Although the Swedes had established a settlement at the month  
of the Schuylkill not later than 1643 and the site now selected  
by the commissioners was held by three brothers of the Swaenson  
family, these brothers agreed to take in exchange land in what  
is now known as Northern Liberties, and as early as July 1682  
Holme, according to modified instructions from Penn for making  
the lots smaller than originally intended, laid out the city  
extending from the Delaware river on the east to the Schuylkill  
ή vcr on the west, a distance of about 2 m., and from Vine  
Street on the north to Cedar (now South) Street on the south,  
a distance of about I m. Penn landed at New Castle on the  
Delaware on the 27th of October 1682 and two days later came  
up as far as Upland, now Chester, 13 m. south of Philadelphia,  
but when be Mme to his newly founded city is not known. He  
is known, however, to have presided at a meeting of the pro-
vincial council held here on the 10th of March 1683, and from  
that time Philadelphia was the capital of Pennsylvania until  

if the debt of a city already exceeded the 7%  limit it could be  
increased only by penmisaion of the legislature.  

t799, when Lancaster berme the capital. During nearly the  
while of this period it was also the most important city com-
mercially, politically and socially in the colonies. Quaker  
influence remained strong in the city, especially up to the be-
ginning of the igtb century; and it was predominant in Phila-
delphia long after it had given way before the Scotch-Irish in  
the rest of Pennsylvania. But even in Philadelphls the academy  
(later the university of Pennsylvania) soon came under th  
control of the Protestant Episcopal Church. The first Contin-
ental Congress met in Carpenters' Hall on the 5th of September  
2774; the second in the old state house (Independence Hall)  
on the roth of May 1775; and throughout the War of Indepen-
dence, ejtce$ from the 16th of September 1777 to the 18th et  
June 1778, when it was in possession of the British, 2  Philadelphia  
was the virtual capital of the colonies; it was a brilliant soul  

city, especially during the British possession. Tbs national  
convention which framed the present constitution of the United  
States sat in Philadelphia in 1787, and from 2790 to ι8oο the  
city was the national capital, Here Benjamin Franklin and  
David Rittenhouse made their great contributions to science,  
and here Washington delivered his farewell address to the people  
of the United States. Ηce, in July and August 1789, the  
clerical and lay delegates from the Protestant Episcopal Churches  
in the United States met and formally organized the Protestant  
Episcopal Church in the United States. Here the first bank  
in the colonies—the Bank of North America—was opened in  
2781, and here the first mint for the coinage of the monk of the  
United States was established in 2792. The city was visited  
with an epidemic of yellow fever in 1793 end again in 1798;  
and in 1832 nearly raoo inhabitants died of Asiatic chokes.  

The original boundaries remained unchanged for 172 years,  
but the adjoining territory as it became populated was erected  
into corporated districts in the following order: Southwark  
(1762), Northern Liberties (1771), Moysinenaing (1812), Slag  
Garden (1813), Kensington (ι8το), Penn (1844),  Richmond  
(1 847), West Philadelphia (1851) and Belmont (1853). In 1854  
all these districts, together with the boroughs of Germantown,  
Franklord, Manayunk, White Hall, Bndesbiirg sad Araniingo,  
and the townships of Passyunk, Blockley, Kingsessing, Rex-  
borough, Germantown, Bristol, Oxford, Lower Dublin, Moreland,  
Bybeny, Delaware and Penn was abolished and the boundaries  
of Philadelphia were extetded to the county lines by a single  
act of the state legislature. The consolidation was in part the  
outcome of a demand for efficiency in preserving order. There  
had been occasional outbreaks of disorder: on the 17th of May  
1838 an anti-abolldion mob had burned Pennsylvania Hall,  
which had been dedicated three days before to the discussion  
of abolition, temperance and equality; in May 180 anti-
Catholic rioters had burned St Michael's and St Augustine's  
churches, and minor riots had accmed in 1835, 1842 and 1843.  
Philadelphia was from the fist strongly anti-slavery in sentiment,  
and it was here in December 1833 that the American Anti-
Slavery Sudety was organized, and in 2856, on the anniversary  
of the battle of Bunker Hill, that the first national convention  
hi the Republican party met. During the Civil War the arsenal  
and the Southwark navy yard were busy manufacturing material  
for the Federal armies, the city was crowded with wounded  
soldiers, and here in ι864 was held the greet sanitary fair for  
the benefit oldie United State sanitary commission, an organiza-
tion for the relief and tree of wounded and side soldiers. In  
1876, the centennial year of American independence, a great  
exhibition of the industries of all nations was held in Fairmount  
Park from the loth of may to the 10th of November, and about  
fifty buildings were erected for the purpone. In October  
7881 the city celebrated the hi-centennial of the lending of  
William Penn, and in October 1908 the 225th anniversary of its  
foundation.  

2  Lord Howe, who bad been lit command of the British. embarked  
for England on the 24th of May, and on the 78th of this month was  

held for his farewell entertainment the famous ',itchiness, a least  
of gaiety with a tournament somewhat like these common in the  

age of chivalry, which was in huge Part planned by Captain John  
Aden.  
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PH[I.&DELPHIARS, a sect of religious mystics, founded in  
London in the bitter part of the 17th century. In ι652 Dr John  
Poniage (Ido)-'68I), Lector of Bτadόeld, B'rkshire, gathered  
together a few followers of Jakob Boe ńme, the chief of whom  
wan Jane Lead or Leede (see Ward; 1623-1704). Pordage was  
ejected from his living by the Triers in 1655, but was restored  
in '660. Mrs bade had been from girlhood of a mystical  
temperament, and expeńenced phaηtasms which she recorded  
in a diary entitled A F.iislaia of Gardens, beginning in 1670.  
in which year the Philadelphian society was deSnitely organised.  
She drew up for it "The Laws of Paradise," which show that  
the enterprise was designed "to advance the Kingdom of God  
by improving the life, teaching the loftiest morality, and enforc-
ing the duty of universal brotherhood, peace and love." Its  

members had a strong faith in what they called the "Divine  
Secrets," the wonders of God and nature, the profound apititual  
experiences of regeneration and soul-resurrection, and the  
second Advent. In ι693 some of Mm Leade's writings were  
translated into Dutch, and by this means and her acquaintance  
with Francis Lee ( 1661-17 1 9), an Oxford scholar who studied  
medicine at Leiden and became her aon.iis.law, a connexion  
was opened up with Germany and Holland. In '703 the Phila-
delphians drew up their confesnion, but they made no further  
progress and soon declined. The Holland branch withdrew,  
and the English government forbade the society to meet. For  
many years, however, a considerable number of people regarded  
Mrs Leade's visions, which were published in a long series of  
writings, as proofs of her divine Balling. In her latex years she  
had a severe struggle with poverty, which was relieved by a  
pension granted by Baron Ktdphausen.  

PRΙΙ JE, an islet in the Nile above the First Cataract, of great  
beauty and interest, but since the completion of the Assuan  
dam in 1902 submerged except for a few menthe yearly during  
High Nde (July to October), when the water is allowed to run  
freely through the sluices of the Assuan dam. P ń ilae is the  
nearest island to the point where the ancient desert road from  
Assuan rejoins the river south of the cataract. It marks also  
the end of the cataract region. Below it the channel is broad  
and straight with rocky granite islands to the west. The name  

in Egyptian was Plink, "the angle (?) island ": the Arabs call  
it Aaas el Wegud, after thehero of a romantic tale in the Α abiσs  
Highs. Ancient graffiti abound in all this district, and on  
Bigeh, a larger island adjoining Pbibie, there was a temple as  
early as the reign of Teibmosls III. The name of Amasis II.  

(57o-535 s.c.) is said to have been found at Phibie, and it ń  
possible that there were still older buildings which have been  
swallowed up in later constructions. About go Η.C. Nekhtnebf,  
the last of the native kings of Egypt, built a temple to Isis,  

most of which was destroyed by floods. Ptolemy Philadelphus  

raonstracted some of this work and began a large temple which  
Ptolemy Euergetes L completed, but the decoration, carried  

on under later Ptolemies and Caesars, was never finished. The'  

temple of leis was the chief sanctuary of the Dodrcaacboenus,  
the portion of Lower Nubia generally bold by the Ptolemies  
and Romans. The little island won great favour as a religious  
ι sort, not only for the Egyptians and the Ethiopians and others  
who frequented the border district and the market of Assuan,  
but also for Greek and Roman visitors. One temple or chapel  

after another sprang up upbn it dedicated to various gods,  
including the Nubian Mandulis. Ergamenea (Arkamane), king  
of Ethiopia, shared with the ?tolcmies in the building. Besides  

the temple of Isis with its birth-temµle in the first court, there  
weresmallertemplaorsbrinesof A τsenυΡbis, Mandulls,Imuthes, 

 Hathor, Harendoles (a form of Norm) and Augustus (in the  
Roman style), besides unnamed ones. There Were also monu-
mental gateways, and the island was protected by a stone quay  
all round with the necessary staircases, 8e., and a Nilometer.  
The moat beautiful of all the buildings is an unfinished kiosque  
inscribed by Trojan, well known under the name of " Pha τaoń 's  
Bed." Graffiti of ρiίgrims to the shrine οf Isis are dated es late  
as the end of the 5th century st.n. The decree of Tbeodasim  
(a.o. 378) wń Ich suppressed pagan worship in the empire was  
of little effect in the extreme south. In aa. 45i Maziminus,  
the general of the emperor Ma ιdan, after infictinga severedefeat  
on the Nobatac and Biemmyes who were settled in Lower Nubia,  
and thence raided Upper Egypt, made peace on terms which  

included permission for these heathen tribca to visit the temple  

bud even to borrow the image of Isis on certain occasions. It  

was not till the reign of Jo,  s.o.  5x7-565,  that the temple  
of Philae was ńneliydined, and theldols taken to Constantinople.  
Ramaina of Christian churches were disclosed by the thorough  

exploration carried out in x895-1$96 in view of the Barrage  

scheme, under the dineeties of Captain Lyons. The emen ia-
tioσs of rubbish on the island were cleared away and the walls  

and foundatίο s of the stone building, were all repaired and  

ntreougtiumed before the dam was completed. The annual  

Smiling now appears to be actually beneficial to the stonework,  
by removing the disintegrating salts and Inaimtatiooia. The  
tops of must of the buildings end the whole nucleus 4 the  
temple of Isis to the floor remained all the year round above  
the water level until the dam was raised another s6 ft.—a work  

begun in s907—when the temple, were entirely submerged  
except during July-October. But the beauty of the dead and  
its ruins and palm trees, the joy of travellers and artists, is  
almost gone.  

See H. G. Lyons, A Repnd on the Idaad end T ι pJn  of Philao  
(Cairn, 0898), with numerous plans and ;  a second  
repOrt1  A Riporl on Lb. Tempt: σJ P8.1g. (1908, clan with the  
condit,on of the ruins es affected by the immersion occasioned by  
the 8W of the Assuan dam; laedeker's Rgy$; and on the effects  
of the abmeπias, do., reports in Ammim di. sonim des απιigaίtd;  
vols. iv. v. (F. Li.. G.)  

PBHJBBT ΓΠ•τοοees Nmnacn Roseaaovj (? 1 533-τ633).  
patriarch of Moscow, was the =eeaad son of the boyar Nikila  
Ronianovich. During the reign of his first cousin Theodora L  
(1584-1598), Theodore Κce anoν distinguished himself both as  
a soldier and a diplomatist, fighting against the Swedes in  
1590, sad conducting negot:atitm with the ambamaden of the  

emperor Rudolph II. in 1593-1584. Oa the daath of the childless  
tsar, he was the popular candidate for the vacant throne; but  

he acquiesced in the election of Boris Godmov, and shared the  

disgrace of his too-powerful family three years bite, when Boris  

compelled both him and his wife, Xenia Chestovaya, to take  
monastic vows under the name, of Phileret and Martha respec-
tively. Ph7sret was kept in the strictest confinement in the  
Aatoniev monastery, where he was exposed to every conceivable  
indignity; but when the pseud .Demατiιm overthrew the  
Cedunovs he mimed Phllaret and made him metropolitan of  
Rostov ( ι6ο5). In ;6o9 Philazut fell into the hands of pseudo'  
Demetrius IL, who named him patriarch of all Rumi., though  
his jurisdiction only emended over the very limited area which  
acknowledged theimpostor. From t6ι0-τ6ι8 hewssRprlsoner  
in the heeds of the Polish king, Sighmund III., whom he refused  
to acknowledge as tsar of Mmoovy on being sent on an embassy  

to the Polish camp in *6m0. He was released on the o iadumio η  
of the truce e! Deulim (Feb. xi, ιbι9), and on the sad of Juno  
was aeonicelly enthroned patriarch of hfescow. Henceforth,  
till, his death, the established government of Mnseen,  was •  
dierchy. From 1619 to 1633  there were two actual aovetdgsia,  
Tune Michael and his father, the meet holy Patriarch Phibiat.  

Theoretically they were co-regents, but Phfbiret frequently  

transacted again of state without consulting the ter. He  
replenished the treasury by a more equable and rational system  
of enemies and collecting the eases. His most impurtano  
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domestic meuure was the e ń aiσiog of the peasantry to lbs soil,  
a measure directed against the ever increasing migration of the  
down-trodden serfs to the steppes, where they bums free-
booters instead of lax-payers. The taxation of the tsar's  
sfywkesie lyudi, or military tenants, was a fast step towards  
the proportional taxation of the hitherto pt'vtiiged climes.  
Philaret's seal for the purity of orthodoxy sometimes led him  
into excesses; but be encouraged the publication of theological  
works, formed the nucleus of the subsoquently famous Patrin  
'archai Library, and commanded that every archbishop should  
establish a seminary for the clergy, himself setting the example.  
Another great service rendered by P ń ilaret to his country was  
the reorganisation of the Muscovite army with the help of foreign  
officer. His death in October 1633  put an end to the Russo-
Polish War (1632-31), withdrawing the strongest prop from an  
executive fable enough even when supported by all the weight  
of his authority.  

SeeR. N. Baia, Tke P1,4 Ra ιsaιOαηoedon,1905) S. Μ. Salevev,  
Mist of Runts (Rue.), vet . ix. (St j'eIeesb. 1895, &c.. (R. N. B.)  

PRILATBLY (Gr. 0001, loving, and lere λiιs, free of tar), the  
study end collection of postage-stamps and other ranks of pre-
payment issued by ροιι-οSces. The fancy for collating portage.  
stamps began a short time after the issue of the first British  
penny and two.peney stamps in 1840 (see Post and POStAL  
Sagvsce). Dr Gray, an ofiidal of the British Museum, began  
collecting them soon after their appearance, and an advertise-
ment in an issue of The Times of 184! asks for gifts of cancelled  
tamps for it young lady. In ι8µ the new hobby was ridiculed  
in Punch, It was not until about r8ό0, however, that stamp  
collecting began to he systematically carried on with full regard  
to such miseries as the different kinds of paper, watermarks,  
pedoratioe, shade of colour and distinctive outline. About  
1862 a teacher in Paris directed that foreign stamps should be  
collected and pasted upon the pages of his pupils' atlases and  
geographies according to countries, and this may have been the  
first form of the systematic clsasidcation of stamps in acollection.  
Of existing collections the oldest were begun between 1853 and  
iSdo, by wń fch year French collectors bad assumed especial  
prominence. Professional dealers now made their appearance,  
and in 2862 philatelic literature, now of vast extent, was in-
augurated by the publication in Strasburg of a catalogue of  
stamps issued sap to that time. The Paris collectors were the  
first to classify stumps, measure them by the gauge, note the  
met.r.marks and separate the distinct issues of each country.  
Collecting with due regard to the relationship of different issues  
is called pfetisg. The first English catalogue was issued in  
1862, followed In 'December of the same year by The Skeet  
Caffedw's R&sa end Mawkly Adserliser, published in Liverpool,  
the first philatelic patiodical, the second, The Stamp Cafkrtor's  

Magamme, appearing in 1863. In 1863 also appeared La Tiiiies-
Pasta, a Bmanls journal Up to 1910 over .goo philatelic  
periedicais had appeared.  

Although small bodies of enthmiaau lad banded together 
 In England, France and the United States 10' the study and  

collection of postage-stamps as early as 1863, it was not until  
2869 that the first great club, the Pkilaldic Society of Leaders,  

still the mast important in the world, was founded. Other  
societies in Great Britain are the ;mńw Pkiieldi' of Landon,  
and these of Biirei'igl'."i, Maneheste , Edinburgh and Leith.  
The leading society in America is the American Phllatdkc  
Association; hi Franca the S.cii'1 fraa ςaisι di iboir οkg e; in  
Germany the Zw er'satioa σlα ΡhiΙst iέssea- Υaeίn. More than  
400 such organization. are now in ixistenα, the majority  of 
them in the United State and Germany. At a phhtelie con-
grws, held in Landon in ιgro, the formation of a universal mien 

 M phNatdie societies "to diκausge ιmmeoesary·ee speculative  
issues was considered.  

Net Daly the sumps themselves were collected, but "entire.,"  
i.e. postcards, envelopes with the stamps still adle ńng, Re.  
Marks oi- ρreραρ κnt at last became m numerous that, about  
1880, spectaliati began to appear, who restricted their collectIons  
to the stamps of some particular ooamtry or cmtieent, or to  

postcards or newspaper-wrappers alone. The most extensive  
and valuable stamp collation in the world, that of Βαrοtι P.  
von Ferrary of Paris, was begun about 1865. This collation,  
which cost its owner at least £sSo,000, contains a cancelled and  
an uncancelled specimen of each stamp. The next greatest  
collection is that bequeathed to the British nation in 1891 by  
T. K. Tapling, M.P., now in the British Museum. Among other  
important collections may be mentioned those in the German  
Postal Museum in Berlin, of King George V. of England, W. B.  
Avery, H. J. Duveen and the earl of Crawford. The largest  
sum realized for an entire collection was £27,500, which was paid  
for that of Μ. P. Castle, consisting of European stamps only.  
The value of a stamp depends partly upon its age, but much  
more upon its rarity, which again is dependent upon the number  
of the particular stamps originally issued. Most stamps have  
a quoted value, but scone possess a conventional value  only 
such as those of which only one or two specimens are known to  
exist; for instance, theone-cent stamp of the τθς6 issue of British  
Guiana (one known copy); the Italian 13 'eslesimi stamp of  
1863 converted by an overprint into so centaimf (one copy);  
the Cape of Good Rope triangular, printed by mistake on papa  
intended for stamps of other colonies (four copies); and the τ cent  
stamps of the artiest issue of British Guiana (ten copies). 'The  
best known of the very rare stamps are the id. and 2d. " Post.  
Oflice " Maurltius, for which higher prices have been paid than  
for any other stamps, although 23 copies are known to exist  
out of the 1000 issued. For a fine specimen of these Mauritius  
stamps £2000 has been offered. Two of them have been sold  
for £2400. Philatelic exhibitions such as those held in Landon  

in 1890 and 1897 and in Manchester in re09 have proved  
popular.  

" Reprints"are ιΡelmρτessfoπs, taken from the original plats,  
of obsolete stamps, and have a much smaller value than spei-
mens of the original issue. Forgeries of the rarer stamps are  
common but are easily detected. Modem postage-stamp albums  
are often beautiful specimens of the printer's art, reproductions  
of every known stamp being given in the original colours.  

See W. J. Hardy and E. D. flacon, 7)' Sump Collector (London,  
1898); Oliver Firth, Ρσstση Stamps arid Their Catectios, (1897);  
F.  J.  Melvitk, Α Β C of St σm Utteriκgς (1903); Caiman and Coma,  
Cahsiegw for Advasssd Cdk,r$ors (few Yak, 1902) • Ηαήή ρ 
E. Wright and A B. Creche, History  of  1.s Ad/vitae Steiner of ^ι  
Briliva Ιτk τ (London. 1899)) 3. K Tiffany, Stem) CοΙkcΙο 's Likary 
Cornpσsios (Chicago, 1889) Lυff, The PοτΡtaςς̂e Stamps of Its United 
•Seeks (New York, 1go2); W. E. ιιιαela. History of British Pon-
marks (London. 1898)2 L. S.leftanque, Le Ti lore d ‚rues FΣίτΡlώn  
(Rouen. ι59ο); R. Seal, Iilwfrierier Paslweribxsickorskelsl.g (Lc'  
annually); Krδtsxh, Permeorniss Ifaridbach der Poslfreimarhaisk iirsd'  

(Leipzig, annually); periodicals: T)' London Phi!elitist (monthly);  
IIewrdaite Briafinerkos-Zeitanl (Leipzig).  

PRTLRIOW (c. 361-263 α.c.), Creek poet of the New Comedy,  

was born at Soll in Cil ίciα, or at Syracuse. He settled at Athens  
early in life, and his first play was produced in 33 α He was a  
contemporary and rival of Meander, whom he frequently  
vanquished in poetical contests. Posterity reversed the verdict  
and attributed Phlemon's successes to unfair. influence. He  
made a journey to the east, and resided at the court of Ptolemy,  
king of Egypt, for some time. Plutarch (Dr Cokibesds Ira, 9)  
relates that on his joumey he was driven by a storm to Cyrene,  

and fell into the hands of Ili king Magus, whom be had formerly  

satirized. Magus treated him with contempt, and finally dis-
missed him with a present of toys. Various accounts of his death  

are given; a violent outburst Of laughter, excess of joy at a  

,tlramatic victory, or a peaceful end while engaged in composing  
his last work (Apaleivs, ftlwida, ι6; Lucian, Macob. 2$;  
Plutarch, Ar Semi, p. 725). Of the ninety-seven plays which  

be is said to have composed, the titles of filly-seven and  
considerable fragments have been preserved. Some of these  
may have been the work of his son, the younger Pbilemon,  
who Is said to have composed fifty-four comedies. eke  
Mwcksri and The T,eo,sm'e of Philemon were the. originals  
respectively of the Mercator and Trismmsns of Plautus. The  
fragments preserved by Stobaeus, Athenacus and other writers  
contain much wit and good sense. Quintilian (Iristit, x. a, 7a)  

^ 
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pfιfνιed the second phce among the poets of the New Comedy  
to  Philemon, and 1puleius ,  who had a high opinion of him, has  
drawn a comparison between him and MenandeT.  

See A. Meineke, jfeesndri d Pkikiimaii rdigrsae (1823, including  
Bemky's emendations); T. Kock, Cmmws sm graameom fiegneniα,  
va6 iii. (1884).  

ΡHΙLBMΟΛ, P.PWSl4.E TO, a scripture of the New Testament.  
Onesimue, a slave, had robbed (w. ere, ι8-Σ9) and run away  
from his master Philemon, a prosperous and influential Christian  
citizen of Colessae (CoL iv. 9), either °Hence rendering him liable  
to be crocKed. Voluntarily or acddentaiy, he came across  
Paul, who won him over to the Christian faith. In the few  
tactful and charming lines of this brief note, the apostle sends  
him back to his master with a ply for kindly treatment. After  
greeting Philemon and his wife, with Archippus (possibly their  
Ion) and the Christians who met for worship at Pbilemon'a house  
(se.  i-a), Paul rejoices over (se. 4-7) his correspondent's  
character; it encourages him to make an appeal on behalf of  
the unworthy Onesimus (8-21), now returning (CoL le. 9) along  
with Tycbicua to Colossae, as a penitent and sincere Christian,  
in order tο resume his ρ et in the bεusehοld. With t fine οr  
two of personal detail (as-as) the note closei.  

Rome would be a more natural rendezvous for fagitivani  
(runaway slaves) than Caesarea (Hilgenfeld and others), and  
it is probable that Paul wrote this note, with Pbflippiana and  
Colossisns, from the metropolis. As Leodi e α is dose to Co4sae  
it does not follow, even if Archippiis be held to have belonged  
to the former town (as Lightfoot argues from teL iv. 13-17),  
that Philemon's residence must have been there also (so Α.  
Maier, Thierxh, Wieseler, dc.). Paul c αnaot have converted  
Philemon at Colossae (Col. ii. τ), but elsewhere, possibly at  
Ephesus; yet Philemon may have been on a visit to Ephesus,  
foe, even were the Ephes an Onesimus of Ignatius (Eph. G.) the  
Onesimus of this note, it would not prove that he had always  
lived there. No adequate reason has been shown for suspecting  
that the note is interpolated at any point. The -association of  
Timotheus with Paul (ii. τ) does not involve any omcial tinge,  
which would justify the deletion of καί  Τιµδθeο, δ 63ιλφ6τ µΡον  in 
that verse, and of ι)µmv in as.  i-a (so lloltzmann), and Hausrath's  
suspicions of the allusion to Paul as a prisoner and of v. is are  
equally arbitrary. The construction in ax. 5λi is difficult, but  
it yields to exegetical treatment (cf. especially Haupt's note)  
and does not involve the interpolation of matter by the later  
redactor of Colossians and Ephesians (Hoitamano, Hausαth'  
and Bruckner, Rcúenfoigr d. paid. Briife, men seq.).  

The brevity of the note and its lack of doctrinal significance  
prevented it from gaining frequent quotation in the early  
Christian literature, but it appears in Marcion's Canon Ba well  
as in the Muratorian, whilst Tertullian mentions, and Origen  
expressly quotes it. During the 19th century, the hesitation  
about Colossians led to the rejection of Philemon by some critics  
as a pseudonymous little pamphlet on the slave question—
an aberration of literary criticism (reproduced in E&try. Bib.,  

3693 seq.) which needs simply to be chronicled. It is interesting  
to observe that, apart from the letter of commendation for  
Phoebe (Rom. xvi.), this is the only letter in the New Testa-
ment addressed, even in part, to a woman, unless the second  
epistle of John be taken as meant for an individual.  

Βυωοoaaray.—ln addition to most commentaries on Cobsslans  
and to Dr M. R. Vincent's edition of Philippisiia. compare special  
exegetical studies by R. Rollock (Genera, 1602). G. C. Story (1781),  
J. K. L Demme, Erkldrsng d. Pkikmim.Bi*f's (1844); H. Α.  Peter-
mann. Ad fdem wrsioaum ... cam rarer lasso crag. gmance ςΒerlin,  
1844)' M. Rothe, Perli ad Phiiem. nde?*rdatw bslorwo- 
eχ geneα (Bremen, 1844); and H.  3.  Boltzmann, Zeitscheijl ftτ  
wars, Tiaviogis (1873). pp. 'is 8 sqy., 	the essays of J. G. C.  
Klot sch, De *centime el sadok e*itedae ad Phikm. (r ) • D. Η.  
Wildsebut, De in dwliem& Cl snmon,S ekgarilia in  epssIola od Pkikia.  
(1809) : and j. P. Esser Der Βτ44 as Phikmoa (1875. An up-to.da e  
survey of cnticsm is furnished by Dr J. H. Berea d in astws  
Dάdienιsη 4 18' Bsbk. iv. $ Ζ-834, and a good  exposition may be  
(mod in Z. Wader's Dee Βr4 aπ d. Piikmos, se ysrb ίΙd fir die  

s $istoη of 'hr New Testament Times  (1895), iv. 122-323.  5κ,  
οο  this.  Schcnkeia Bibd-L'xikoa, iv. 53ι-88τ.  

'bi'. Baissdlosg minkr Amgen 1896, as well is is Dr A, H,  
Drysdak'α deνosiοsaΙ a"mmmury r906). (J,  Mτ.)  

PHIL>;MON and &AU(Rl, the hero and heroine of a beautiful  
story told by Ovid (ifdam. viii. 6 τοητ5), the scene of which  
is laid in Phrygia. Zeus, accompanied by Hermes, visited earth  
in human form; tired and weary, they sought shelter for the  
night, but all shat their doors against them except en aged  
couple living in a humble cottage, who dorded them hospitality.  
Before their departure the gods revealed themselves, and bade  
their hosts follow them to the top of a mountain, to es έaρα the  
punishment destined to fall on the rest of the inhabitants  'list 
country was overwhelmed by a flood; the cottage, which slunk  
remained standing, was changed into a magnificent temple.  

The gods appointed Philemon and Baucit priest and priestess,  
and granted their prayer that they might die together. After  
many years they were changed into trecs—Phhlemon into an  
oak, Bands into a lime. The story, which empbasizes the  
sacred duty of hospitality, is probably of local Phrygian origin,  
put together from two widely circulated legends of the visits  
of gods to men, and of the preservation of certain lndivfduah  
from the food as the reward of piety. It lingers In the account  
(Acts xrv.) of the healing of the lame man by Paul at Lystra, the  
inhabitants of which identified Paul and Barnabas with Zeus  
and Hermes, "come down in the likeness of men."  

Similar stories air given in J. Grimm, Dextrrhe Yylidlogie (ling.  
trans., 1883, ii. 580, and iii. 38).  

PHΙΙ , lAIIUlL (c. χ275-1345),  of Ephesus, Byzantine  
poet. At an early age he removed to Constantinople, where  
he was the pupil Of Georgius Pachymeres, in whose honour he  
composed a memorial poem. Philes appears to have travelled  
extensively, and his writings contain much infofmation concern-
ing the imperial court and distinguished Byzantines. Having 
offended one of the emperors by indiscreet remarks published  
in a chronography, he was thrown into prison and only released  
after an abject apology. Philes is the counterpart of Theodorus  
Prodromus in the time of the Comneni; his character, as shown 

 in his poems, is that of a begging pat, always pleading poverty,  
and reedy to descend to the grossest flattery to obtain the favour-
able notice of the grit. With one unimportant exception, his  
productions are in verse, the greater part in dodecsayllablc  
iambic iii meters, the remainder in the fifteen-syllable" political"  
measure.  

l's ass the author of poems on a great variety of subjects: on  
the charscteristiesoi animates, chiefly based upon Aellen and Qppian,  
a didactic poem of some 2000 lines, dedicated to Michael Pa taeo-
logus; on the elephant: on plants; a necrological poem probably
mitten on the death of one of the sons of the imperialhems; a  

ρaπegγιfc on John Casisassene in the fora of α ; a cue-
museum between a nun and his south on ecclesiastical subjects,  
such as church festivals, Christian beliefs, the paints and fathers  
of the church; on works of art, perhaps the most valuable of all his 

rites for their bearing on
!mks be 

Byzantine 
εκribes, and 

lµ 
 also the most  writer had before himm the  

successful from a literary point of view; a αasiaml poems. mug of  
which are simply begging letters in verse.  

Editions: the natural history poems in F. Lehrs and F. Dielmer,  
Poch' 3redidd et didactics (undue series, 1846)' M'auelis Philae  
Carmine indite. ed. A. Martini (ipoo)• Manuelis Pbilae Carmine  
ed. E Miller (1855-1857). See also C. Krumbacher, Gι ίιίώί e der  
bysosiisimien Lit:miss (1697).  

PffiLΒΤΑ3 of Co., Akxandrlsn poet and critic, (sonrisbed  
in the second half of the 4th century Β.C. He was tutor to the  
son of Ptolemy 1. of Egypt, and also taught Theocritus and the  
grammarian Zenodolus. His thinness made him an object of  
ridicule; according to the comic pow, he candied Ind in his  
shoes to keep himself from being blown away. Over-study of  
Megańan dialectic subtleties is said to have shortened his 'life.  
His elegies, chiefly of an amatory nature and singing the praises  
of his mistress Batuis (or Birth), were much admired by the  
Romans. He is frequently mentioned by Ovid and Propertlus,  
the latter of whom imitated him and preferred him to his rival  
Callimachus, whose superior mythological lore was more to the  
taste of the Alexandrian critics. Philetas was also the author  
of a vocabulary celled %traces, explaining the meanings of rare  
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daughters prophesying identifies the person meant with the  
Philip of Acts (cf. Acts sri. 8). The reasons foe setting aside  
this latter identification, and for holding that the Philip who lived 

 at Hlerapolis was the Apostle are clearly stated by Lightfoot,  
Colossians (a) note 3, ρ. 45 seq., and fresh confirmation oi his view  
has recently been alforded by the discovery of an Inscription  
at Hier ροliι, showing that the church there was dedicated to  
the memory " of the holy and glorious apostle and theologian  
Philip" (Rsnissy, Cities. and Bishoprics of PArygia, vol  i., 
pt II. p. 552).  

See also Corseen, "Die T&bter des Phllippus" in the Zdts ιbiA  
Jar dig n1sksIs$Nsd κΡke Wisseneehofr (i9ot), 0.289 sqq. The other  
view, that the Philip of Hierapoba is the Philip of Acts, s taken by  
Zahn, Forshsnean m &escklchk des αιιωSam uαwλea deems  
(), vi. 158 mqq.  

A later stage of the tradition regarding Philip appears is  
various late apocryphal writing ι which have been edited by  
Tischendorf in his Ado oposldla.ss npoayp$a, and in his  
Apo'aiypscs ajrocry$oc. According to the Ada Philippi, a  
work belonging at the earliest to the close of the 4th century  
(see Zahn, op. cii. p. 18 sqq.), Philip, with Bartholomew and his  
own sister Marianne, exercised a widespread missionary  activity, 
preaching not only throughout Asia Minor, but else in Belles  
the city of the Athenians, in Scythia, and in Gaul, 8e. According  
to one account he died a natural death; according to another  
he was banged or crucified, head downwards. An apocryphal  
gospel, which describes the progress of the soul through the nest  
world, beau his name (Hennecke, N'Wksiasenili ιhο Apoby$'w,  
1904, P. 40 seq.).  

Since the 6th century Philip has been commemorated in the  
West, along with St James the Less, σn the 1st of May, their  
relies being deposited in the same church in Rome; in the Eastern  
Church Philip's day is the 24th of November, and that of James  

the Less the 23rd of Ociober.  
PHILIP, "the evangelist," is first mentioned in the Acts  

(vi. 5) as one of "the seven" who were chosen to attend to  
certain temporal affairs of the church in Jerusalem in conse-
quence of the murmurings of the liellenists against the Hebrews.  
After the martyrdom of Stephen he went to " the city of  
Samaria," where he preached with mulch spcceas, Simon Msgus  
being one of his converts. lie afterwards instructed and baptized  
the Ethiopian eunuch on the road between Jerusalem and Gaza;  
next he was" caught away "by the Spirit and" found at Azotus "  
(Ashdod), whence "passing through be preached in all the (ties  
till he came to Ciesarea" (Acts viii). Here some years after 
wards, according to Acts gad. 8, 9, where he la described as "the  
evangelist" (a term found again in the New Testament only  
in Eph. iv. xi; a Tim. iv. ), he entertained Paul and his com-
panion on their way to Jerusalem; at that time "he had four  
daughters which did prophesy." At a very early period he  
came to be confounded with the apostle Philip (see above); the  
confusion was all the more easy because, as an esteemed member  
of the apostolic company, he may readily have been described  
as an apostle in the wider se σse of that word (see further Salmon.  
lsbod. W the New Tesiamenr, 7th ed., p. 3 13 sqq.). A late tradition  
describes him as settling at Tralles in Asia Minor, where he be-
came the overseer or ruler of the church. "Philip the deacon"  
is commemorated on the 6th of June.  

PHILIP 1, king of Macedonia, a semi-legendary prince. sac  
of A&gneus, was, according to Ierodotus (viii. 137-239) and  
Thucydidea (d. zoo), the third of the Macedonian kings. In the  
texts of Dexippus and Eusebius he ranks sixth, Caranus, Coenns  
and Thurimas (or Turimmas) being there regarded as the pre-
decessors of Perdiccas 1., whom Herodotus and Thucydides  
regard as the first king of Macedonia. Eusebius and Dezippss  
assign to Philip I. a reign of 38 and 35  Years respectively. Their  
is, however, no real evidence for his existence. (E. R.B.)  

PHILIP IL (382-336 s.c.), king of Macedonia, the son of  
Amyntas II., and the Lynceatian Eurydice, reigned 359-33 6

-At his birth the Macedonlan kingdom, including the turbulent  
peoples of the bill-country behind, was very imperfectly con-
solidated. In 37ο Amyntas died, and the troubled reign of  

and obscure words, including words peculiar to certain dialects;  
and of notes on Homer, severely criticized by Aristarchus.  

Fragments edited by  N. Bach (1828), and T. Bergk, Packs fy ńń  
peen; see also E. W. Masse, De bibs, PWAISa cermsnibw (1895).  

PH1lil)OR, Υ9tΑΝς0Ι8 A11Dd DAHICAlf (4726-1795),  
French composer and chess-player, was born at Dreux, on the  
7th of September 1726, of a musical family. The family name  
was Denims, but that of Philidor, added in the middle of the  

7th century, eventually supplanted the older name. Fren ςoiι  
Andy' received a musical education as a member of the corps  
of pages attached to the orchestra of the king; and subsequently  
he earned his living by giving lessons and copying music. Much  
of his time was, however, devoted to chess, at which he soon  
became an expert. ' He spent many years in traveling on the  
Continent and in England, meeting and defeating the most  
toted players of the time, and is regarded as the strongest player  
and greatest theoretician of the ι8th century. Returning to  
France in 1754, he resolved to devote himself seriously to musical  
composition, and after producing several works of minor im-
portance brought out at Paris, in the year 1759, his successful  
light opera, Braise is SaWlier, which was followed by a, number  
of ethers, notably La Saldal magician (1760), La Jardinier d son  
scignesr (1761), La Sorrier (4762), and Tom Jones (1764). He  
died in London on the 31st of August 1795.  

PHILIP (Gr. 4'D'sτor, fond of horses, from 4e λalν, to love,  
and ieTre, horse; Let. Philippst, whence e.g. Μ. H. Ger. Philippe:,  
Dutch Dilips, and, with dropping of the Seal a, It. Filippo, Fr.  
Philippe, Ger. Philipp, Sp. Felipe), a masculine props name,  
popularized among the Christian nations as having been that  
of one of the apostles of Christ. Notices of distinguished men  
who have borne this name are arranged below in the following  
order: (1) Biblical; (a) Rings of Macedonia, France,. Germany  
and Spain; (3) other rulers.  

PHILIP, one of the twelve apostles, mentioned filth in all  
the lists ( ΜatL τΡ 3; Mark iii ι8; Luke νi. ι4; Acts i. 13). He  
Is a mere name in the Synoptlsts, but a fιguτe of some prominence  
in the Fourth Gospel. There he is said to have been " of Beth-
saide, the city of Andrew and Peter," and to have received his  
cell to follow Jesus at Bethany, having previously been, it would  
seem, a disciple of the Baptist (John 1. 43, 44; d. a8). Philip  
was at that time the means of bringing Nathaaael to Jesus  
(John i. 45), and at a later date he, along with Andrew, carried  
the request of the inquiring Greeks to the Master (John xii. 12).  
Philip and Andrew alone are mentioned by name in connexion  
with the feeding of the five thousand (John vi. ς, 7), and Philip  
is also one of the few interlocutors in John xiv. Slight though  
these references are, all ague in presenting Philip as of an inquir-
ing and calculating character, slow to take the initiative, but,  
when convinced of the path Of duty, thoroughly loyal in following  
it. After the resurrection he was present at the election of  
Matthias as successor to Judas, but he dog not again appear  
in the New Testament history; it is, however, implied that he  
still continued in Jerusalem after the outbreak Of the first  
persecution.  

Little reliance can be placed on the traditional accounts of  
Philip, owing to the evident confusion that had arisen between  
him and the evangelist of the same name, who appears in the  
book of Acts (see below). According to Polycrates, bishop of  
Ephesus, in his controversial letter written to Victor of Rome  
towards the end of the znd century (ep. Euseb. Η. Ε., ill. 3ι,  
v. 24), the gram of Philip "of the twelve apostles," and of  
his two aged virgin daughters were in (the Phrygianiliierapolis;  
• third daughter," who had lived in the Holy Ghost," was buried  
at Ephesus. With this may be compared the testimony of  
Clement of Alexandria, who incidentally (Sboss. lii. 6) speaks  
of "Philip the Apostle" as having begotten children and as  
having given daughters in marriage. On the ether hand,  
Proclus, one of the interlocutors in the "Dialogue of Caius," a  
writing of somewhat later date than the letter of Polycrates,  
mentions (op. Euseb. H. E., iii. 31) " four prophetesses, the  
daughters of Philip at ulierapolis in Asia, whose tomb and that  
of their father are to be seen there," where the mention of the  
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Philip's eldest brother, Alexander IL, was cut shat in 368 by  
his assassination. Ills murderer, Ptolemy of Alarus, ruled as  
regent for the young Perdiccas, Amyntas'a second son. In 367 

 Philp was delivered as hostage to the Thebaiis, then the leading  
power of Greece (by whom does not seem dear). During the  
three years he spent at Thehes the boy no doubt observed and  
learnt much. When he returned to Macedonia (364) Perdimss  
had succeeded in getting rid of Ptolemy; but he fell in 360-3i9  
before an onset of the bill tribes instigated by the queen-mother  
Eurydice, leaving only an infant son. Various pretenders sprang  
up and the kingdom fell into . ιοnfusiοn. Philip seized the throne  
and drove back his rivals. He now began the great task of his  
life—the creation of the Macedenian national army. The f ιrst  
experiment he made with this new organism was brilliantly  
successful. The hill tribes were broken by a single battle in 358,  
and Philip established his authority inland as far as  Lake 
Ochrida. in the autumn of the same year be took the Athenian  
colony, Ampbipolis, which commanded the gold-mines of Mt  
Pangaeus. Their possession was all-important for Philip, and  
he set there the new city, called after him, Philippi. Athens  
was temporarily pacified by assurances that Amphipolis would  
be handed over to her latα on. The work of fashioning the  
Macedoidan army occupied Philip for the next few years, whilst  
his diplomacy was busy securing partisans within the states of  
Greece. He avoided as yet a forward policy, and having taken  
Pydna and Potidaea soon after Ampldpelfs, he made them over  
to the Olyntbian confederation (see Ounrraus). His marriage  
with the fierce witch-woman, Olympias, daughter of the Bpirote  
king, falls in this period, and in 356 she bore him his greater son,  
Alexander. In 333  Philip was ready for strong action. Re first  
attacked Abdera and Maronea, on the Tb!adan sea-board, and  
then took Methane, which belonged to Athens. An overt breach  
with Athens was now inevitable. In the same summer  he in  
vaded Tbessaly, where the Aleuadae of Larissa ranged themselves  
on his side against the teem Lycophron," tyrant" of Pherae.  
Pherae celled in the help of the Phocian mercenaries, who had  
profaned Delphi, and Philip met with a check. He bad, however,  
the advantage of now being able to present himself to the Greeks  
as the champion of Apollo in a holy war, and in 352 the Mame-
denian army won a complete victory over the Pheraeans and  
Pbodana. This battle made Philip fagee of Theasaly, and he  
claimed as his own Magnesia, with the important harbour of  
Pagasae. Roatilitlea with Athens did not yet take place, but  
Athens was threatened by the Μαεedοώ •η party which Philip's  
gad seated in Euboea.  

From 352 to 346 PhIlip did not again come south. Re was  
active in completing the subjugation of the Balkan bill-country  
to the west and north, and in reducing the Greek cities of the  
coast as far as the Hebrus (Mantis). For the chief of these,  
indeed, Olynthus, he continued to profess friendship till its  
neighbour cities were in his hands. Then, in 349,  he opened war  
upon it. Athens, to whom Olynthus appealed, sent no adequate  
forces, in spite of the upbraidlngs of Demosthenes (see his  
O(ysdhiacs), and in the spring of 347 Olynthus fell. Philip razed  
it to the ground (see Οrνsrrπυs). Macedonia and the regions  
adjoining it having now been securely consolidated, Philip . 
celebrated his " Olympian " game at Dium. In 347 Philip  
advanced to the conquest of the eastern districts about the  
Hebrus, and compelled the submission of the Tbradan prince  
Cersobleptes. Meanwhile Athens bad made overtures for peace  
(see the De Joke kaalume of Demosthenea), and when Philip,  
in 346, again moved south, peace was sworn in Táessalg. The  
time was come for Philip to assert himself in Greece, and the  
Phocians, who still dominated Delphi and held Thermopylae,  
could furnish a pretext to the champion of Pan-Hellenism and  
Apollo. The Phedan mercenaries at Thermopylae were bought  
Off and Philip crossed into antral Greece. Here he made Thebes  
his ally and visited the Phodans with crushing vengeance.  
The Pythian games of 346 were celebrated at the delivered  
Delphi under Philip's presidency. Pan-Hellenic entbusiaata  
already saw Philip as the destined captain-general of a national  
crusade against Persia (Ιsouate , Pki hppar, about 345). And  

such a position Philip had determined to secure: the Macndosbn  
agents continued to wok th τoughoot.the Greek states, and in  
the Pelopouneua Sparta soon found herself isolated. &uboea,  
too, submitted to Macedonian influence, and even received some  
garrisons, But more work bad to be done in the Balkαα high-
lands In 344,  or one of the following years, the Macedonian  
arms were carried sums Epiras to the Adriatic. in 345 Philip  
led a great expedition meth" comparable to nothing in antiquity  
since Danius' famous march to Scythia." In 343  his army wgs  
still campaigning in eastern Thrace, when Philip felt compellek  
to show his pesaence in Theaaaly. Duń og these years, although  
Athens had not overtly broken the peace of 346, there had been  
various diplomatic bickerlirgi and hostile intrigues between the  
two powers (cf. the Pii(ippscs of Deniosthenes). Athens had  
even sent endemiσ to the Persian-court to give warning of the  
proposed national crusade. She now egged on the cities of tb  
Ρrοροnυ (Βysantίum,ΡeτInιbυs,Sι3ymbsiι),who Εslι themκlva  
threatened by Philip's Tbracian conquests, to declart against  
him. The sieges of Ptxinthns and Bysantinm (340, 339)  ended  
in Philip's meeting with a signal check, due in some measure to  
the help afforded the besieged cities by Athens and her since.  
Philip's influence all over Greece was eumprom ńed. But befosc  
marching south be led another expedition seems the Balkans  
into the country now called Bulgaria, and retuned to Pella with  
much spoil but severely wounded in the thigh. In 338 he once  
more crossed into central Greece. The pretext was the con.  
tumacy shown by the Locrian town Amp ń issa tο the rulings  
of the Ampkictyonic Council. Philip's fortifigdion of Elates  
filled Athens with alarm. Thebes was induced to join Athens;  
so were some of the minor Pelopotmcsisn states, and the allies  
took the field against Philip. This opposItion was crushed by  
the epoch-asking batik of Chaeroneia, which hit Greece at  
Philip's feet. In the following year (337) Philip was in the  
Peloponuesua, and a congress of the Greek gates at the Isthmus  
(foam which, however, Sparta held sullenly aloof) recognized  
Philip as captain general for the was against Ρetsiι  Philip 
returned tο Macedonia toeompletehis preparations; an advansed  
force was sent into Ara in the spring  of 336. But Ρhilip'ι ρΙaυs  
were suddenly blasted by his awass". tian in the same year  
during the marriage festival of his daughter at Aegse, the old  
capital of Macedonia. He left, however, in the Macedon αn  
army a splendid instrument which enabled his son within ten  
years to change the fag .1 lbs world.  

Philip stands high among the makers of kingdoms. Restless  
energy, determination, a faculty for anim αtiog and οrgaαizing 

 a strong people, went with unscrupulous duplicity and a full-
blooded vehemence in the pleasures of sense. Yet Philip was not  
untouched by ideal considerations, as is proved by the respect,  
no doubt sincere, which he showed for F·ΙUoic culture, by the  
forbearance and deference with which he gated Athens, the  
sacred city of that culture and his mortal foe. A special interest  
belongs to the Macedonian kingdom as it was shaped by  Philip, 
since it forestalls a system which was not to find the time ripe  

for lt in European history tell many centuries later—thenational  
kingdom quickened with the culture developed by the ancient  
city-states, The national kingdoms founded by the Northern  
races, after the fall of the Roman Empire, under the influence  
of the classical tradition, are the beginning of the modern  
European system; Philip of Macedon foreshadows Theodoric,  
Charlemagne and William the Conqueror. But this first national  
kingdom within the sphere of Greek culture could not ultimately  
live between the surge of the Northern barbarians and the  
Roman newer.  

See the authorities under Guesses: Hider. Avividendmuted),  
sketch of Philip's personality and work is gwea in D. G. Hogarth s  
Philip and Afkx2adse (ιig7). (R. R. Β.)  

P$IIJP Hl. [Amιοαmisj, king of Macedonia, was the  
feeble-minded son of Philip II. of Macedonia by a Tbessalian  
wife. He was chosen by the Macedonian gray at Babylon is  
323 to be nominal king conjointly with the infant Alexander,  
and was killed in Macedonia by order of Olympiss (3 17).  
(See Macznoreur' Enm)  - 
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?BΙ Ρ IΥ.. king of Μααdonίa, was the eon of Cmander,  

king of Macedonia: he reigned only one year (297-296).  
PUiLiP V., king of Macedonia, son of Demetzfua IL and  

Chryseb, was an infant at his father's death in 230-229. His 
 cousin, Antlgonua l)osois, administered the kingdom as regent  

till his death is τατ-ααο when Philip was eighteen years old.  
Philip now ascended the throne and reigned till tn. His  
reign was occupied in the vain struggle to maintain the old  
)&acedoniaa supremacy in the Balkan Penimula, which became  
hopeless after the intervention of Rome and the decisive  
batik of Cynoscrphahac (t97). See Reuse: Sirkwy, { IL  
"11m Republic" (period B, ; b). (E. R. Β.)  

PHILIP I. ( τoςs-ιιο8), king of France, eldest son of Henry I  
of France and Anne, daughter of Jaraalav I. (d. τος;), grand  
duke of Kiev, came to the throne, when a child of eight, by the  
death of his father on the 4th of August lobe. He had been  

Browned at Reims, in the presence of a number of magnstea,  
on the a3rd of May ιο p. Philip passed most of his early yams 

 in and around Pads, where the cantles of lawless barons, such  
as that of Montlh&y, threatened even his personal safety. Ills  
minority came to an end in 1066. In the long reign that  Iol-
lowed he showed no great ability or energy, and a looseness of  
morals which embroiled him with the Church. Before be was  
fity yeas of age he became "fond of nothing but good cheer  
and slκρ." but he incensed the lands of his ho ιae around  
Paris, maintained order in them, and held his own against  
William I. and William II. of England, whose power in France  
far exceeded his own. This he accomplished for the most part  
by taking advantage of the quarrels among his vassals. When  
Baldwin VL of Flanders died, in ιο7ο his son Aminf was  
attacked' by his uncle Robert the Frisian, count of Holland.  
Philip interfered, at the prayer of Arnulf's mother. Richildis;  
but the allies were defeated near Cassel on the sand of February  
u07m and Arnulf slain. After a second war pence was sealed,  
apparently, by the marriage of Philip to Robert's stepdaughter  
Bertha, daughter of Gertrude of Saxony and Florence, count  
of Holland. In 1074 a new rapture led to Philip seizing Corbie,  
part of the dower of his aunt Adige, who had married Baldwin IV.  
of Flanders. By this he secured a sort of outpost in the direction  
of Flanders. The other main episodes of his reign were the  
quarrel over the Angevin Inheritance and his ways with the dukes  
of Normaddy. In the struggle between Fulk Rechin and his  
brother Geoffrey the Bearded foe the Inheritance of their uncle,  

Geolrey Martel (d. redo), count of Anjou, Philip received from  
Palk in robe, as the price of his neutrality, Chkteau Linden  
and the Gatinais. This acquisition linked the county of Seen,  
acquired in moςΡ s, with the rest of the domain round Paris,  
Melon and Orleans. War with William I. was chronic but  
intermittent. In 1076 PhilIp forced him to raise the siege of  
Dal in Brittany. Ρeaα was made in 1077, and in December  
,079 they together besieged Robert Cu these in the castle of  
Gerbeioy. On the 8th of May 1080 the siege was raised and  
peace made. War with William began again in ιο8τ over the  
county of Veχfa, which Philip had seized on the retirement of  
ifs count, Simon of Valois, to a monastery in 1076. William  
demanded reparation for the raid of Philip's vassals and the  
cession of Pontoise, Cbaumont.en..Vexin and Mantes, but died  
efts sacking Mantes in the same year. In τοg8 there was war  
between Philip and William Rufus in both Maine and the Vebt.  
William came hi person from Maine to lead the attack in the  
Vexin in September, and croeted the Seine, penetrating to  
within 30 m. of Paris on the west; but the campaign brought no  
results. In his last years Philip left the duty of repelling the  
attach of his Norman and other enemies to his son Louis,  
associating him with himself, as "king-designate,' some time  
between the 24th of May 1098 and the 2 ςth of September rice.  

Ii was his second marriage which was the cause of Philip's  
greatest diffmdtlm. On the τςth of May leer he carried oP  
Bertrda, daughter of Simon, baron de Montfort, wife of Fulk  
Rechin, and premised to matey her, though his wife Bertha was  
still living. The bishops, headed by Tao, bishop of Chartres,  
refused to attend the ceremony of merrier, but one was found  

to perform ft. Philip's open simony bad long been a cause of  
friction with the papacy. When he added bigamy and adultery,  
Urban IL excdmmunicated him. The bishop of Charters, in  
consequence, refused to bring his vassals to help Philip's &by,  
Robert, duke of Normandy, against his brother William in  eopa. 
Bertha died in that year, but Fulk was still living, and the  
sentence was renewed at the council of Autun όn the r ςth of  
Octoben. Philip replied by summoning the bishops to Paris  
to try Iwo of Chutes for treason. He gained a respite from  
the papal sentence by promises of submission, but the sentence  
was renewed by Urban at the council of Clermont in ιορ , in  
1096, and in 1097, and at Poitiem in tier, despite the protest  
of William IX, count of Poitiers, who entered the church with  
his knights to prevent his suzerain from being excommunicated  
on his lands. Philip was reconciled with the Church in 1204,   and  
took an oath not to have any converse or society with Bertrada  
except in the presence of "son-suspect" persons. But they  
seem to have gone on living together, and even visited Fulk  
Rechin (Bertrada's husband) in company on the ι ςth of October  
ιια6. Philip died at the end of July irc8.  

His reign is chiefly remarkable for the steady growth of the  
royal domain. In addition to the gains mentioned, he bought  
in xzor a large slice of territory, including Bourgas and Dun-k-
Roi, from Etiudes Arpin, viscount of Bourges, who was going  
on the crusade; and toward the end of his reign took MonLlh&y,  
whose lord beset the southern approach to Paris. By his first  
queen he had four children: Louis VI, who succeeded him; Henry,  
who died young; Charles; and Constance, who married Hugh I.,  
count of Champagne, and later Bohumund I:, pine of Anlioch,  
By Bertrada de Montfort he had three children: Philip, count of  
Monts; Fleury or Ffcrus, who marled the heiress of Nangú,  
and Cecilia, who married, first Tancred, Prince  of Galilee and  
Antioch, and secondly Pons de Saint Gibs, count of 'Dipoli.  

The materials for the reign of Philip I. axe in the Redid des  

kidarinu des Cask: it de is France, vole. xi. to xvi. See especially  
the critical examination by Lent Wei of the historians who bovw  
spoken of Philip I. at the beginning of 'vL xvi Ceaault also  
E. A. Freeman, Νaπ s Conquers, iv. pesasas, and Willi= Rafas, 

 ii. 165-302: Α. Lικhaiτe Louis k Gpfσ^ (Paris, 1890). and " le. 
Ca m ' in Ε.  Lsvis's Hutστre de France (II. IL, pp.  

168-1"). More rrttnl is the Recueii des ode, de Philippe I., edited  
by M. Prop (ιgο8),  and Β. Mosoda Emsi sar iisrepporlsde Penal!!.  
awe Philippe Ι. (Paris, 1907). FFor notίrnoticesof the chronicles 
of the time see A Molinier, Les Sources des l s Froau (II.,  
cap. µflο7 et see.).  

PΗILiΡ II. (1165-1223), known as Pmu , Α'ct^sΤos, king of  
France, son of Louis VII. and Adele, daughter of Theobsld II.,  
count of Champagne, was bum on the ττst of August xr65.  
On the 1st of November 1179 he was associated with his father  
as king by being gowned at Reims, and at once his father',  
illness threw the responsibility of government on him, the death  
of Louis on the 19th of September rx80 leaving him sole king.  

The boy-king found himself and his kingdom is a dif δcult  
and humiliating position. His long strip of royal domain was  
hemmed in by the Angevin Empire on the west and by the kingdom  
of Aries on the south-east Henry II. of England was feudal  
lord of the greeter part of France, practically all west of a line  
which began at Dieppe and ended at the foot of the Pyrenees  
more than half-way across W.  the Mediterranean, while at one  
point it newly touched the Rhone. Philip's predecessors had  
consolidated the Capetian power within these narrow limits, but  
he himself was ovambadowed by the power of his uncles,  William, 
archbishop of Reims; Henry I., count of Champagne; and Theo-
bald V., count of Blois and Chartres. He secured an ally against  
them, and an addition to the royal domain, by marrying on the  
18th of April rr8ο, Isabella or Elizabeth, daughter of Bal'wdn V.,  
count of Hslnstrt, and of Marguerite, sister of Philip of Aisace,  
the reigning count of 'Flanders, who ceded Arun, St Omer, Aire  
and Hesdin, and their districts, as Isabella's dowry, a district  
afterwards celled Artois. On the ,8th of June r iSo Philip made  
a treaty with Henry Π. at Gisors, and his reign  this opened  
auspiciously. But from zr8z to ιι8ς be had to struggle against  
a feuds! leagud of his Champsgrrard uncles and other greet  
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bums, wbaae moat active member wis Stephen L, count et  
Sancerre (s ιςa—z ιgι). Though attacked from boss north end  
south, the king's activity enabled him to compel the count of  
Sanceire to implore peace in uSe. On the death of Isabel of  
Vermandois, wife of Count Philip of Flanders, in 1182,  Philip 
claimed Vetmaadois and seized Chaun& and St Quentin, and  
forced his laibu..in-iaw, Baldwin of Hainaut, to support him  
by threatening to divorce Queen Iabel. The count of Flanders  
was obliged tο sign the treaty of Bever in July 1185, which gave  
the king, in addition to the expectation of * τtoi, his wife', 

 door, siτty4ινe castles in Vermandois and the town of Amiens.  
By xIS' Hugh, duke of Burgundy, the only member of the  
etalitlon not yet subdued, was toned to submit. Then, mime  
at home, the king turned against Henry IL, and by the truce of  
Chltenunaaz in June 2287, gained Issoudun and the seigniory of  
Fretted in the VendSmois. Though the truce was for two yeas,  
Philip asaembkd an rimy in xzSS to invade Normandy, demand-
ing Glans and the inclusion of the marriage which had been  
aaaoged between his sister Alice and Richard of England, who  
bed meanwhile deserted his father. But the news came that  
Saladin had taken jermelem and Richard took the cress.  
Shortly afterwards Philip leek•advaatage of a rising aga(mt his  
quendam friend Richard, who was duke of Aquitaine, to seize  
the county of Berry Al a conference at Bonmoalins on the  
path of November Welled again abandoned his father, and after 

 a second conference at La Fpm' Bernard, Philip invaded Maine  
and forced Henry Π ιο conclude the treaty of May on the sth of  
July ιa8q, by which the English king did homage and sue-
rendered the territories of Gea ςy sad Deem:1 ιm. Henry died two  
days later Pledges of mutual good faith and fellowshIp were  
renewed between Philip and Richard of England on the 30 ιh of  
December ι d ie, and they both prepared to go on the crusade.  

Before setting out Philip arrsnged for the government of  
Prams during his absence by his famous testamem of sago, by  
which he proposed to rule Franoeas far as possible from Palestine.  
The power of the regents, Adele, the queen-mother, and  William, 
.rcbbishopof Reims, was restricted by a council composed mostly  
of clerks who had the king's coeddence. An annual report on  
the state of the kingdom was to be sent him. On the nay to  
Palestine the two kings quarrelled. Αt the siege of Acre Philip  
fell ill, and on the sand of July, nine days after its fall, he an-
nounced his intention of returning home. He reached Paris at  
Christmas 1191, having included on his way an alliance with  
the emperor Henry VI. against Richard, despite his pledges not  
to molest his lands. When Leopold 1., duke of Austria, took  
Richard prisoner and delivered him to the emperor, Philip did  
his utmost by ogeτs of money tο prolong his captiviIy, and,  
allied with the English king's brother John, attacked Richard's  

domains, but upon Richard's return the Normans rallied enthual.  
astically to his aid. Philp was defeated at Fefieval on the 3rd  

of July tree, but he continued the war, generally with ill success,  

for the next five years. Again a formidable coalition was formed  

against him, including Baldwin IX., count of Fenders and Hain-
ant, Renaud of Dammertin, count of Bouiogne, Louis, count of  

Blob, and Raymond VI., count of Toulouse. Iii Germany, Otto . 

of Brunswick, afterwards the emperor Otto IV., allied himself  
with Richard, while Philip was supported by Ottos rival, Philip  

of Swabia. Richard's death, in April rugq, removed his arch-
enemγ and Richard's succeseor, John, concluded the treaty of  
Le Gouiet with Philip on the "iid of May taco, ceding to him  

the county of Evreux, Gravy and Ιssουdun, and the suzerainty  
of Berry and Auvergne. John renounced his suzerainty over  
Brittany and the guardianship of his nephew, Arthor, heengaged  
not to aid the count of Flanders or Otto IV. without Philip's  
consent, paid him a relief of ao,000 marks, and recognised himself  

as his vassal for his continental fiefs. Philip's son Louis, after-
wards Louis VII., married Bianthe of Castile, John's niece.  
But in rao:the war was renewed, John having seized somecasilea  

from the family of Lusignan, whose heed was the count of La  

Marche, and taken for his queen a prospective bride, Isabelle  
Tailkfer, from Hugh, son of Hugh IX., count of La Marche. At  
tie inteevkw st Le Goukt on the a5th οf Merck, Phillpdemended  

the minion of Anjou, Pd(tcu sad Normandy to his ward, Arthur.  
John refused; be was summoned to Paris before the royal  
judges, and failing to appear was sentenced at the end of April  
aaoz to lone all his fiefs. Brittany, Aquitaine and Anjou were  
cantered on Arthur. Philip invaded Normandy, took Lyons-
le-Forlt and Eu, said, establishing himself in Gournay, besieged  
Arqum But john, joined by William des Rochea and other  
lords of Maine and Poison, jealous at the increase et Philip's  
power, defeated and look Arthur prisoner at Mirebeau. Philip  
abandoned the siege of Aeques in a fit of fury, marched to the  
Lairs, burning everywhere, cad then returned to Paris. Bat  

John soon alienated the Poitevin barons, and William des  
Roche signed a treaty with Philip on the and of March 2203.  
Then Phillpccntinued his great task, the conquest of Normandy,  
capturing t he towns around the fkrtressot Cbttαo-Ga ιllard ωbiεh  
Richard had built to command the milky of the Seine. Pope  
Innocent 111. tried to bring aboutpeace, but Philip wesobdurate,  
and after murdering Arthur of Brittany John took refuge in  
England in December 1203. The fall of Cbttesu-Galllard, after  
a siege which lasted from September 1203 to Apnl 1204, decided  
the fate of Normandy. Rouen, bound by ties of trade to Eng-
land, resisted for forty days; but it surrendered on the u4th of  
June rang. The conquest of Maine, Touraine, Anjou and Poitou  
in ia0g and reps was little more than a military promenade,  
though the castles of Loches and Chinon held out foe' a yea.  
Philip secured his conquest by lavishing privileges on the con-
vents and toms. He left the great lords, such as William des  
Roches, in full possession of their feudal power. In 2206 be  
marched through Brittany and divided it amongst his adherents.  
A truce for two years was made on the adth of October τ2ο6 by  
which John renounced all claims in Normandy, Maine, Brittany,  
Touraine and Anjou, but it did not last six months. Then  
Policy was thoroughly subdued, and another truce was made hi  
sa08, little more than southern Saintonge and Gascony being  
left in the hands of John. Philip had reduced tee mere remnant  
the formidable continental empire of the Angevin,. which had  
threatened the existence of the Capetian monarchy.  

Philip then undertook to invade England. In the assembly  
of Soissons on the 8th of April 1253 he made every preparation  
for carrying out the sentence of deposition pronounced by the  
pope against john. He bad collected t boo vessels and summoned  
all his barons when Innocent 111., having sufficiently frightened  
John, sent Fendulf with the terms of submission, which Jobs  
accepted on the 13th of May.  

Disappointed of his hems of England, Philip turned his arms  
against Ferdinand, count of Flanders. Ferdinand, son 61  
Sancho I., king of Portugal, owed his county to Philip, who,  
hoping to find him a docile protfg6, had mer ń cd him tο Jeanne,  
heiress of Flanders, daughter of Count Baldwin 1X., who became  
emperor of the East, using the week Philip of Namur, her gust- 
dien, loeccomplish that end. They weremarried in January 2 212.  
On the morrow of the marriage Louis, afterwards Louis VIII.,  
seized Aire and St Omee in right of his mother, Isabella, and  

on this account Ferdinand refused his feeder duty in the English  

expedition. Moreover, the trade interests of his subjects, who  

got their raw wool from England, drew him to an alliance with  

England. Philip's attack brought this about on the 22nd of  

May 1213. He invaded Flanders and took the chief towns  

within a week; bathe had part of his fleet burned by the English  
at Demme, and had to burn the rest to save it from falling into  

their bands, lie returned to Paris, and Ferdinand retook most  

of the towns which had been taken by the king. A war of ire  

and pillage began, in which Philip and his son Louis burned their  
wry through Flanders, and Ferdinand did the sense through  

Artois.  
In 2214 came the great crisis of Philip's Ste All the forces  

against which he had been struggling united to overwhelm him.  

Paris was to be attacked from Flanders and G υieυne at the same  
time. A league including his rebel vassals, Renaud of Damma τιιιd,  
count of Boulogne, and Ferdinand, count of Flanders, with the  
emperor Otto 'V. and a number of German princes of the Rid*  

region, had been formed un tέ teaoτtb-ass, while John of England  
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made one mere attempt to recover his heritage at the head of an  
army of mercenaries aided by the fickle baronage of Poitou.  
John landed at Le Rochelle on the 16th of February zt14, and  
was at fast successful On the 19th of June he laid siege to Le  
Rαhε-ιuτ•Mοines, the fοτtτεr which defended Angers and com-
manded the Leine valley; but on the approach of a royal army  
under Prince Louis οn the and of July his Poitevin barons  
refused to risk a pitched battle, and he tied hasten to Le Rochelle.  
The Angevin Empire in France was lost. Meanwhile Philip  
himself won his greatest victory at the bridge of Reuvines, among  
the mermen of Flanders. At fist taken by surprise, he turned  
the abortive attack into a complete rout. Renaud and Ferdinand  
were taken prisoner, and Otto IV. bed from the battlefield.  
The army of the allies was utterly destroyed (July 27, 1204).  

Nothing shows the progress of the Capetian monarchy more  
than the enthusiasm and joy of the people of Franα, as described  
by William the Breton, over this crowning victory. The battle  
of Bouvine, a decisive battle for the history of Germany as well  
as for France and England, sealed the work of Philip Augustus.  
The expedilion el his son Louis to conquer England can hardly  
be considered as an incident of his reign, though he was careful  
to safeguard the rights of the French Crown. More important  
was the Albigensian crusade, in which he allowed Louis to take  
part, though he himself, preoccupied with the king of England,  
had refused time after time to do anything. He treated Simon  
de Montlort as if he were a royal bailli; but it was not in virtue  
of any deep-laid scheme of his that in the end Amaury de Mont-
fort, Simm'a son, resigned himself to leave his lands to the Crown  
of France, and gave the Crown a power it had never before  
possessed in Languedoc.  

Even more than by his conquests Philip IL marks an epoch  
in French history by his work as an organizer and statesman. lie  

• surrounded himself with clerks and legists of more or less bumble  
origin, who gave him counsel and acted as his agents.  lila 
f Wls, who at but rather resembled the itinerant justices of  
Henry II. of England, were sent into the royal domain to super-
vise the conduct of the priidis and hear complaints, while in the  
newly acquired lands in the south local feudal magnate were  
given similar powers with the title of &Eatekel. Feudal service  
was more and more compounded for by a money payment,  
while additional taxes were raised, all going to pay the mercen-
aries with whom he fought Richard L and John. The extension  
of the system of sauwpvde, by which abbeys, towns or lay  
vassals put themselves under the special protection of the king,  
and that of pariage, by which the possessor surrendered half the  
interest in his estate to the king in return for protection or some  
further grant, increased the royal power. The small barons  
were completely reduced to submission, whilst the greeter  
feudatories could often appoint a casIellan to their own castles  
only after he had taken an oath to the king. Philip supported  
the clergy against the feudal lords, and in many cases against  
the burgesses of the towns, but rigidly exacted from them the  
performance of their secular duties, ironically promising to aid  
the dergy of Reims, who had failed to do so, "with his prayers  
only" against the violence of the lords of Rebel and Roucy.  

He dung to his right of regale, or enjoyment of the revenues of  
bishoprics during their vacancy, though it was at times com-
muted for a fixed payment. The attempt to raise a tithe for  
the crusade in 1189 failed, however, before a general resistance  
owing to an unfair assessment.  

It has been said with some justice that Philip IL was the float  
king of France to take the bourgeoisie into partnership. He  
favoured the great merchants, granting them trade privilege&  
and monopolies. The Jews he protected and plundered by tuna,  
after the fashion of medieval kings. Amongst the subject towns  
adminίteτed by prssnfs a great extension of the "custom  of  
Loiris"tookplsceduringbisreign. But it is es the ally and  
protector of the communes that he takes his almost unique plan  
in French history. lleiore him they were resisted and often  
crushed; after him they were exploited, oppressed, and finally  
destroyed. In the case of Sculls he extended the jurisdiction  
of the commune to all crimes wmmittεd in the distrίςt. Iii.  

(FRANCE)  

true that he suppressed some communes In the newly attg υer  
fiefs, such as Normandy, where John had been prodigal  cl 
privileges, but he erected new communes in his own private  
domain, quite contrary to the custom of other kings. He seems  
to have regarded them as a kind of garrison against feudal  

unruliness, while the rents they furnished increased his financial  
resources He crested no new types of commune, however,  
except Peronno, which received a maximum of political Inde-
pendence, the twenty-four electors, who named the jerIs and  
other ocm, being elected by the caps de millers.  

The newly organised powers of the Crown were in evidence  
everywhere, interfering In the family aganxa of the great feuds-
tories and taking advantage of minorities, such as that ci  

Theobsld IV. of Champagne. The great feudatories accepted  

his legislation on dower in rao4 and 12I9 and the iiailimmcsd  

of 1209 making co-heirs of f fs hold direct from the king and not  
from one of their number. The Toumois was substituted far  
the Angevin money is Normandy after aso4. The army which  
safeguarded this active monarchy consisted chiety of mercenaries  
The old feudal oat was but rarely convoked. The commune,  
though they appear an taking part in the battle of Beuvines, rem-
pounded for their service by a money payment as early as 1o94.  

Philip's policy of building up a strong monarchy was pursued  
with a steadiness of aim which excluded both enthusiasm and  
scruple. But be seems to have prided himself on a certain human-
ity, m even genαesity of temper, which led him to avoid putting his  
enemies to death, though be did not scruple to odtmn Renaud  
of Dammertin to the n ιo'at iuhumast of impriaonments. He was  
impulsive and could display extraordinary activity at times, but  
he possessed also a certain coldness and caution. Re shrank  
from no tricker in carrying out his ends, and had no roc= for  
pity. lie could not even trust his own son with any power,  
and was brutal in his relations with his queen, Ingeborg. Re is  
described by Pait u Gb.tiiseau as 'a well-knit, handsome man,  
bald (from his illness at Acre), of agreeable face and ruddy  
complexion, loving good cheer, wine and women. Generous to  
his friends, be was miserly to those who displeased him; very  
skilled in the art Of the engineer, catholic in his faith, farseeing.  
obstinate in his resolution. His judgment was sound and quick.  
He was also quick in his anger, but easily appeased." As the  
result of his steadiness of aim and patient sagacity, at the end el  
his reign the Crown was victorious over the feudal nobility and  
the royal domain extended to the frontiers along with royal  
authority. Artois, the Amienois, Valois, Vermandois, the greater  

part of the Βeιυvaίsis, Normandy, Maine, Anjou, Touraine, and  
an important part of Poitou and Seintonge, were added to the  
domain during his reign. The number of pr401h was Increased  
from thirty-eight to ninety-four, and the royal revenue increased  
from 19,000 livres a month to trop Iivres a day.  

Philip Augustus died m the 14th οf July 1223. Hewaatbric*  
married. His first wife, Isabella, by when he had one sec,  
Louis, died in υ89 or tun After her death he married bsgib·  
jdrg or Ingeborg (9.s.), daughter of Valdemax L of Denmark.  
This unlucky marriage was negotiated, it is said, chiefly to acquire  
the old claims of Denmark over England, to be used as a weapon  
against Richard L However that may be, he sum trpudisted  
this Danish pńoons, for whom he seems to have conceived an  
unconquerable aversion on the very morrow of his marriage to  
her, and in rx96, is defiance of the pope, who bad refused tο  
nullify his union with Ingeborg, married Agnes, daughter of  
Bertdd IV., duke of reran. This led to his eaoammunfatiao  
and brought the interdict upon France, and did more to weeks  
him than any other act of his. In z eoe be was foneed to put away  
Agnes and to recognize Ingeborg as his lawful wife, but he kept  
her in Fin surd ιsι3. Βy Agnes (d. ι ac1) he had a non ΡhiΙk ,  
called" Hurepel," count of Clermont, and a daughter Mazy, who  

married Philip, count of Namur (d. 1213), and then Henry IL.  
duke of Brabant. Ingeborg lived tenth 1234  

See A. Lucbaim in E. Lavisse's 8i etιe di Prance, tome i8.  
83-284 (Paris, 1904), and literature there Indicated; L Desl^l

)
e.
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(Ldp ι899,), N. IL Der τmssg (0906); and W. Η. Hutton, 
Philip ∆ ρgιnW(if the Foreign Statesmen series, London. ι8g6).  
Α. Motinier, Let 'es de !'kesraro de Finarr (tome iii. ρρ. 1-}8).  
gives • complete bibliοgτa96y of the sources for Philips reign, 

 
including the history of the Third Crusade.  

PHILIP III. (1245-1285), surnamed "the Bold" (le Herdi),  
king of France, son of Louis ΙΧ. and Margaret, daughter of  
Raymosid-B&enger IV., count of Provence, was born on the  
3rd of April 1245. HIs funeral monument at St Denis depicts  
a man with bcardless, square-cut features, but lacking character  
and animation. The authenticity cl this effajr is fairly well  

borne out by what is known of him from other sources. He had  

many of the virtue of St Louis, but neither declilon of chums  
nor devotion to duty. He was pies, charitable, of unnpeach-
able morality, quick-tempered but placable, no great scholar,  

and only energetic as a bunter. The absence in him of thegoalities  
that fit a man to rule made his court the arena of intriguing  
factious, which in reality ruled France during his reign of fifteen  
years. Matthew of Vendemc, abbot of St Denis, en old servant  
of Louis ΙΧ., acted as Philip's counsellor, so the chroniclers state,  

throughout the reign; but be is only a shadowy figure, and it is  
difficult to reconcile the statement that "everything was done  
according to his will" with the known facts. It was probably  
with administration, and not policy, that Matthew was difelly  
concerned. In one instance at least his advice was openly  

pouted. Coming to the throne by the death of his father on the  

25th of August ss7ο, Philip began his reign by falling entirely  
under the influence of Pierre de L Brosse, who had been surgeon  

and valct-de-chambre to his father, upon when he lavished  

lands and honours, making him lord (sieur) of Lengeais, Chatilbo-
sur-Indre and Damville. Even Edward I. of England end William , 

Dampiene, count of Flanders, strove to win his favour by gifts.  
But his fall was assured when Philip, who in 1271 lest his first  
wife, Isabella, daughter of James I., king of Aragon, masked  
in 1274 Marie, daughter of Henry ICI., duke of Brabant. She  
was young and beautiful, and supplied a centre round which  
these who wished the downfall of the favourite grouped them.  
selves. In June 1278 he was charged with various crimes,  
including one of poisoning the king's eldest son, and hanged at  
Monifaucon. His death left the parties of Marie, the queen, and  

Margaret, the queen-mother, to struggle for the mastery. The  
first subject of dispute was the inheritance of the count of  
Provence, Raymond-B&enger IV., father of Margaret and of  

Eleanor, wife of Henry UI. of England. Upon his dea τh, in 1245,  
his youngest daughter, licence, wife of Charles of Anjou, the  
king's uncle, succeeded to his lands, to the exclusion of her elder  
sisters, she chimed some portion of them for themselves. In  
1281 war nearly broke out on this question. Margaret and her  
friends formed the league of liken against Charts of Anjou,  
but the king managed t ο keep them at peace. The settlement of  
the claims of the king of England in Aquitaine by the treaty of  
Amiens iii 1279 was a victory for the party of Margaret.  

Agenaia and southern Saintonge, which fell to the Crown by  
the death of Alfonse of Poitiers in X276, as put of his vast  
possessions in Aquitaine and Langiiodoc, were ceded to Edward  
I of England in accordance with the treaty of Pub 5259.  
Another portion of the heritage of Alfonse, the Venaissin, was  
ceded to the papacy to redeem an old promise. In general the  
strong will of Charles of Anjou directed Philip's policy. He  
secretly urged his nephew's candidature for the imperial crown,  
left vacant by the death of Richard of Cornwall, king of the  
Romans, in 1272, but without success. In May 1275 the PAY  
of .Marie secured tot Philip, the king's second son, the hand of  
Jeanne, the heiress of Νaνaιτe and Champagne, along with the  
guardianship of the kingdom of Navarre during the minority of  
Jeanne. But early in 1276 Jeanne's mother, Blanche, the widow  
of Henry III. of Navarre and Champagne, married Edmund,  
first earl of Lancaster, brother of Edward L; and she and her  
English husband kept Champagne until, is ι t84, Jeanne came  
of age.  

An expedition of Philip against Castile in aid of the children  
of his sister, Blanche, proved abortive. Regardless of this  
xasaing, be was induced in 4284 to take up the quarrcloL his  

uncle Charles in Sicily, after the Sicilian Vespers in 1282. Two  
assemblies of barons and prelates were held at Bourges in Novem-
ber 2283 and February 1284 to deliberate on the question. This  
was a mere matter of form; Marie of Brabant and her party had  
decided the mater beforehand, and the crown of Aragon, which  
the French pope Martin IV. bad declared forfeited by Pete, was  
accepted for Charles of Valois, Philip's third stn. The project  

was strongly opposed by Matthew of V eifers, who was In  
correspondence with the king of England on the subject. It  was 
the fast warlike expedition undertaken by the house of Capet  
outside France. It proved a disastrous failure. The French  
army laid siege to Gerona on the ταth of June 1285. The town  
surrendered on the 7th of September, but disease and the defeat  
of the flit by the Aragonem  navy at Las Fariniguas Islands led  
to a retreat, during which, on the 5th of October, the king died.  
In the same month the garrison placed at Gemna surrendered.  
It is typical of Philip's character and career that he should die  
thus, in an expedition • undmaken against the interests of his  
kingdom, at the instigation of his ambitious uncle.  

Philip was twice married. On the a8th of May 1262 he  
married Isabella, daughter of James I., king of Aragon, she died  
in :271. By her he had four children: Louis, who died in ι276;  
Philip, been in 'a68; Charles of Valois, been on the rsth of March  
1270; and Robert, who died young. By his second wife, Marie  
(d. '322), daughter of Henry III. of Brabant, whom he married  
in 1274,  he had three children: Louis, count of Evreuz; Margaret,  
who married in 1299 Edward I., king of England; and Blanche,  
who married Rudolph III., duke of Anstd.- 

See Ch. V. fanglois, Le Dime de Pkilip$ le Hard; (park, 1887);  
and in Ε. Lavissea Nisb&e de Fraser, tome iii., IL "3-117 (Paris,  
190h); Fr. Walter, Die Paklik der Ks ń e astir X. (Merlin, . 
ι8g4) Registers of Gregory X.  and Nicholas llL,.^ppιι-blished by  the  
French school at Rome; R .  Steenkid, Ladνήςι des Heili ea Kreauraa  
*ark Tamer sad di' Pdbhk Safi 1. sun Siailsa ('896); P. Fournier 
Le Royasa σ d dries (Perin, 1889q0. For complete bibliography of  
sources see Α. Molinier, Les Seamus de Ilistnine de France, tome 

 iii. 171-187 (Paris, 1933).  

PHILIP IV. ('268-x314), called "is Bel " or " the Fair," king  
of Frans, was the son of Philip III. and his wife, Isabella of  
Aragon. His reign, which began, in October 1285, Ia one of  
the most momentous in the history of medieval Europe, yet  
it belongs =thee to the history of France and to that of the  
papacy than to the biography of the king. Little is known of the  
personal part played by Philip in the events associated with his  
name, and leer historians have been divided between the view  
which regards him as a handsome, lethargic nonentity and that  
which paints him as a master of statecialt who, under a veil  of 
phlegmatic indifference and pious sentiment, masked an inflexible  
purpose, of which his ministers were but the spokesmen and  
executors. The first view seems to be borne out by the language  
of contemporary cbronlflers. To his enemy, Bernard Seiner, he  
was neither man nor beast, but a statue, " the handsomest man  
in the world, but unable to do anything but stare fixedly at people  
without laying a word." Guillmene de Nogaret, his minister,  
draws a far more flattering picture, enlarging en his chasm, his  
amiability, his modesty, his charity to all men, and his piety;  
and the traits of this over-coloured portrait are more or less  
repeated by Yves, a monk of St Denis. There is, however, no  
word of any qualities of will or initiative. All of which suggests  
a personality mentally and physically phlegmatic, s suggestion  
strengthened by the fact that Bartbolomaeus de Neocantro  
(quoted by Wench) describes him as corpulent in 1290.  

Yet this was the king who with equal implacability brought  
the papacy under his yoke, earned out the destruction of the  
powerful order of the Temple, and laid the foundations of the  
national monarchy of France. In this last achievement Professor  
Finks finds the solution of a problem which Iangloia had declared  
to be insoluble. In 1302, in the midst of a hostile assembly,  
Philip cursed his sons ehauld they co sent to hold the Crown of  
any one but God'; and in this isolated outburst he sees the key  
to his character. "Philip was not a man of violent initiative,  
the planner of daring and fateful operations; otherwise there  

'Wencb, R 49.  
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would have been some signs of it. His pesvoimlity was that of a  

well-instructed, outwardly cold, because cool and calculating  

man, ensnslially receptive, eke for only one idea: the highest  

possible development of the French monarchy, internally and  

externally, as against both the secular power and the Church.  

His merit cos tbat he Carried through this idea in spite of dangers  

to himself and to the state. A resolution once arrived at he  

carried out with iron obatinacy." Certainly he was no ref  
bιatext. His courage at the battle of Mons-en.P'v& was the  

admiration of friend and foe alike. It was against the advice of  
his tutor, Aegidius Colons, that on coming to the throne he  

chose as his counsellors men of the legal clas, and the names  

of his great minters—Guillaume de Nogaret, Engisermnd de  

Marigny, Pierre Flotte (d. ι3οa)—attest the excellent quality  
of his judgment. He was; too, one of the few monarchs who have  

left to their -'·' reasoned programmes of reform for the  

state.  
The new jnaterlab from the Aragoneae archives, published by  

Fiake, give the same general impression of "uncanny"reticence  
on Philip's part; when other contemporary kings would have  

spoken he keeps silence, allowing his ministers to speak for him.  
isolated passages irs some of the Aragonese letters included in  

the collection, however, throw a new light on contemporary  

estimate of his character, describing him as all-powerful, as  
"pope and king and emperor in one person."  5  

The reign of Philip IV. is of peculiar interest, because of the  

intrusion of economic problems into the spheres of national  
politics and even of religion. The increased cost of government  

and the growing wealth of the middle Bass, rather than the  

avarice of the king and the genius of his ministers, were respon-
aible fοτ the genesis and direction of the new order. The greatest  
event of the reign was the struggle with Pope Sonllace VIII.  
(q.t.). The pope, in his cppasition to the imposition of royal  
taxation upon the clergy, went so far in the bull Ckricis kicos  

of 1296 as to forbid any lay authority to demand taxes from the  
clergy without his consent. When Philip retaliated by a deerde  

forbidding the exportation of any coin from •France, Bonifece  
gave way to save the papal dues, and the bulls issued by him in  
5297 were a decided victory for the French king. Peace between  

the two potentates followed until 1301. After the arrest, by  

Philip's orders, of Bernard Saisset (q.v.), bishop of Pamiers, in  
that year, the quarrel firmed up again; other mouses of difference  

existed, and in 1302 the pope issued the bull Chum reader, one  
of the meet extravagant of all statements of papal claims. To  
ensues the support of his people the king had milled an assembly  

of the three estates of his kingdom at Paris in April τ3ο2i then  
in the following year Guillaume de Nogaret seized the person of  
the pope at Anegni, an event immortalized by Dante. Boniface  
escaped from his captors only to die (October it), and the shot  

ροαtifάate of his saintly successor, Benedict XI., was occupied in  

a vain effort to restore harmony to the Church. The conclave  

that met at Peiugia on his death was divided between the parti-
sans of the Irreconcilable policy of Boniface VI ΙΙ. and those of a  
policy of compromise with the new state theories represented by  
France. The election was ultimately determined by the diplo-
macy and thegold of Philip's agents, and the new pope, Clement  

V., was the weak-willed creature of the French king, to whom he  

owed the tiara. When in 1309 the pope installed himself at  

Avignon, the new relation of the papacy and the French  

monarchy was patent to the wotld. It was the beginning of  

the long " Babylonish captivity" of the popes. The most  

botable of its 5ust-fruits was the hideous persecution of  

the Template (q.e.), which began with the sudden arrest of the  
members of the order in Ftanee In 1307, and ended with  

the suppression of the order by Pope Clement at the council of  

Vienne in 1313.  
It is now tolerably dear that Philip's motives in this sinister  

proceeding were lack of money, and probably the deliberate  

' Finks, ii. no. 78, p. 122. Anon, to the commanderiea of  
Gardeyne and Anchor ' Put des ray  et  papa  et emperadorl Car  
totloinonaap quel papa uo es segue et que d la tot ςo qua νοl 
del papa et de Is esglυ. '  

wish to destroy a body which, with its privileged position and  

international frnandil and military organization, constituted a  

ρossibk menace to the state. He had already persecuted and  

plundered the Jews and the Lombard hankers, and repeated  
recourse to the debasing of the coinage had led to a series of small  

risings. But under his rule something was doe towards  
systematising the royal taxes, and, as in England, the 5ne πcid  
needs of the king led to the association of the people in the work  

of government. '  
In 1 294 Philip IV. attacked Edward I. of England, then busied  

with the Scottish War, and seized Goienme. Edward won over  
the counts of Bar and of Flanders, but they seem defeated and  
he was obliged to make peace in 1297. Then the Flemish cities  

rose against the French royal officers, and utterly defeated the  

French army at Courtrai in 1302. The reign dosed with the  
French position unimproved in Flanders, except fοτ the transfer  
to Philip by Count Robert of Lille, Dousi and Βό thune, and their  
dependencies. Philip died on the 29th of November 1314. Hit  

wife was Jeanne, queen of Navarre (d. 1304), through whom that  
country pissed under the rule of Philip on his marriage in ra84;  
three of his sons, Louis R., Philip V. and Charles IV., succeeded  

in turn to the throne of France, and a daughter, Isabella, married  
Edward II. Of England.  

See the 	igre of Geoffrey of Paris, edited by M. Boφ uet.  ie 
eel. sail, of the R'criiil des blsiarisas des Goals d d ι is Pram. (If  
modern works ace Ε. Buutazic,, La Francs sirs ?hiiiρρe is  Bit 
( tsar); G. D'reaxd, ΡhiΙiypk Is Bd of k Ssiat-Silge (5900)• C. V.  
fan¢fοuι in E. f νissea Itutoire de France, vol. id. (1901);1G ^Venck,  
Philipp der &he s am Fraskn*b (Marburg, 5905); H. Finks;  
Pepsllsim oad UdsrgalIg des Tστιρίω Ness, a Wis. (M3aamr  i. 
W. 5907). cap. L eh. LL  

PHILIP V. (c. 1294-1322), " the Tall," king of France, second  

son of Philip the Fair and Jenne of Navarre, received the county  
of Poitiers as aα appanage, and was adianced when a year old  

to Jenne, daughter and heiress of Otto IV., count of Burgundy.  

The marriage took plan in 1307 when be was thirteen yeas of  
age. When his elder brother, Louis X., died, on the 3.th of July  
1316, leaving his second wife, Clemente of Hungary, with child,  

Philp was appointed regent for eighteen years by the parliament  

of Pads, even in the event of a male heir being born. Clime re's  

son, born on the 15th of November, lived only four days, and  
Philip immediately proclaimed himself king, though several of  

the gnat barons declared that the rights of Jeanne, daughter of  
Louis X. by his first wife, Margaret of Burgundy, ought to be  

examined before anything else was done. 'lire coronstfpn at  
Reims, on the 9th of January 1317, took place with the gates of  
the city dosed for fear of a surprise. The states-general of the  

sod of February 1317, consisting of the nobles, prelates, and the  

burgesses of Paris, approved the coronation of PhIlip, swan to  
obey him, and declared that women did not succeed to the Crown  

of France. The university of Paris approved this declamation,  
but its members did not take the nth. The Salic law  was not  
involved, and it was later that the lawyers of the 24th century  

tried to connect this principle to an artide of the Salic law, which  
accords inheritance in land (i.ι property) to males. In the  
Frankish law the article refers to private property, not to public  
law. The death of Philip's son Louis, in 2317, disarmed the  
opposition of Charles, count of La Marche, who now hoped to  

succeed to the Crown himself. Odo or Eudes IV., duke of Bur.  
gundy, was married to Jeanne, Philip's daughter, and received  
the county of Burgundy as her dower. The barons all did homage  

except Edward II. of England, and Philip's position was secured.  

The war with Flanders, which had begun under Philip IV. the  
Fair, was brought to an end on the md of June 13 so. The τeνelt  
of the Pastuareaux who assembled at Paris in lImo  to go as a  
crusade was crushed by the seneschal of Caxassonne, whither  
they marched. One of the special objects of their hatred,  

the Jews, were also mulcted heavily by Philip, who extorted  
τfo,0o0 Buses from those of Paris alone. He died at Long-
champ on the night of the znd of January 2322.  

Philip was a lover of poetry, surrounded himself with Ρτονen*ai  
poets and even wrote in Proven ςai himself, but he was also one  
of the most hard-working kings of the house of Capet. the  
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leeecmi*y dMa milieu - made him seek 'be support of national  
ssemblies and of .provincial estates His reign in some ways  
reeemhied that of Edward I. d England. He published a series  
of ordinenaea organizing the royal household and affecting the  
financial sdminigratkir, the" p rmement " end the royal forests.  
Beabolishmi allgarmoesiatbetowns ex eptthaseonthefrontier  
sad provided for public order by allowing tho i ι ebitaιgs of his  
towns tο arm themselves under the a εmmend of captains. He  
tried hard to procure a unification of carnage and weights and  
masuua,. ńut failed owing to the opposition of the estates, who  

were afraid of the new Welkin nocomary to meet the lose  
involved in raising the standard of the coinage, and who held  
to their btal measures and currency partly from mmservatisu,  
partly as a relic of foal liberty. Philip as a reformer was in  
marry ways before his time, but his pmpie failed t ο understand  
him, and he died under the repreach of extortion.  

See P. Lebugrur, Wfslo ry de PNZis)e.1e Lent (Paris, 1897);  Ε.  
Laνιsκ, IIisbire de Pre= (Tame lii. 2): and coerces indicated  
is A . Molioier, R4nc1.w' des seamen de elder*. de France (Paris,  
1903). 

PHILIP VI. (1193-τ3 ςο), king of France, was the son of Charles  
of Valois, third son of Philip IlL, the Bold, and of Margaret of  
Sicily, and wan thus the nephew of Philip IV., the Fair, whose  
Sons, LouiaX., Philip V.and Charles IV.,diedsuccessivelywithout  

keying male lees He succeeded to the throne on the death  
of his cousin, Charles IV., in 1328. Before his scrsmion Philip  
had enjoyed considerable influence, for he seas count of Veto&,  
Anjou, l b.ine, Chartres and Alenςοn. He had married in  
1313 Jeanne (d. τ348), daughter of Rabat 1Σ. of Burgundy, a  
determined •woman who was bog known as the reel ruler of  
francs. • An expedition to Italy in 1319-20 against Gd ń s  
Visoottli brought him little glory; he was more successful in  a 
smell cxpeditloa to Gulenne, undertaken against a revolted  
vassal who was supported by the English.  

When Chubs IV died, in February 1328, his wife Was enceinte,  
and it became necomary to appoint a regency until the birth of  
the a&Rd, who would, if a son, succeed to the throne. At the  
assembly of barons called to choose a regent, Edward III. of  
England, the nephew and nearest male relation d Charles IV.,  
put in a claim. Edward III., however, descended from. the 

 Boyd house of France by his mother Isabel, and the her ass, . 
probably actuated by an objection to the regency of an English  
king, decided that neither a woman, "nor by ronsuIuence her  
son, could. succeed to the kingdom of France," and Philip of  
Valois, in spite of his belonging to a junior branch d the family,  
war elected regent. On the birth of a girl to the queen widow  
the regency matumlly led to the throne of Frames, and Philip was  
aowaed at Refits on the 19th of May 1328. Navarre bad not  

accepted the regency, that kingdom being claimed by her husband  
for Jeanne, countess of Evreux, the eldest daughter of Louis X.,  
the count of Evreux himself-being, like Philip d Valais, a  
grandson of Philip the Bold The new kingsecurcd the friendship  
of the count by allowing Jeanne's claim to Navarre, in return 
for a renunciation of-any right to Champagne. Edward I ΙΙ. of  
England, after more than one citation, tendered verbal homage  
fro part d Guienne et Amiens in 1329, but he declined to place  
his hands between those of Philip VL, and thus formally to  
acknowledge him as his liege bird. Two years later, however,  

he forwarded the acknowledgment by letters patent. Mrao-  

while Philip VI. had won a victory, which he turned into a  
massacre, at Cassel (August 23, 1328) over Bruges and the  
other towns of West Flanders, which under the leadership of  

Jakob van Artevclde bad thrown off the authority of their  
count, Louis of Nearer,. The count of Flanders was, reinstated,  
and maintained his authority by a reign of tenor.  

Much harm was done to Philip VI's authority by the sandal  
arising oat of the proatcution of Robert of Artois, count of  

Beaumont, who was the king's brother-in-law. The count had  
presented to the parlement of Paris forged deeds in support of  
his claim to the county of Artois, held by his aunt, Mahout,  
countess of Burgundy. The sudden death of Μahaat, nod of  
her daughter sad heiress, Jenne, widow of Philip V., lent celouF  

tο ether saspidom, and Robert was driven from Fnmce and his  
goody confiscated. lie found refuge, first in Brabant and then  
at the English emit, where be was received ass relative sad a  
victim of false accusations.  

Philip VI. enjoyed powerful alliances. In Italy he was allied  
with his uncle, Robert of Anjou, king of Sicily, and with his  
former enemy, Wises Visconti; in the north with the duke of  
&sheet and the princes of the Netherlands; on the east with the  
reigning prducesd Lennie! and Savoy; with the hinged Bobemis  
and with Pope John XXII. at Avignon, and his successor,  
Benedict XII. In ι336 it seemed that the Crusade, for which  
Philip VI. had king been preparing, would at last start; but the  
relations with Edward III. of England, which had always been  
strained, became worse, and within a year France was embarked  
on the struggle of the Hiindied Years' War. The causes which  
led to war, the oonflict for commercial supremacy 1st Flanders,  
disputed rights in Guienne, the help given by France tο the  
Scala, and the unnatural situation of an English king who was  
also a vassal of the French Crown are dealt with elsewhere (see  
Frees; Ηίs(ary). The Immediate rupture in Flanders was  
due chiefly to the tyranny of the count of Flanders, Louis of  
Navas, whom Philip VI. had reinstated. Edward IIL had won  
over mast of Philip's German and Flemish allies, and the English  
naval victory at Shays (June a4, r34ο), in which the French  
fleet was annihilated, effectually restored English pseponderancc  
in Flanders. A truce followed, but this was disturbed after  

a short duration by the disputed nieces:den to the duchy of  
Brittany. Edward II Ι. supported John of Monfort; Philip IV.  
his own nephew, Charles of Blob. A truce made at Malestroit in  
1343 at the invitation of the pope, was rudely broken by Philip's  
violence. Olivier de Gibson, who with fourteen other Breton  
gentlemen, was suspected of intrigue with Edward IlL, was  
invited to a great tournament in Paris. On their arrival they  
were seized by Philip's orders, and without form of trial beheaded.  
Then followed Edward III.', invasion of Normandy and the  
campsigri of Creςy (g.,.). Philip's army was destroyed; he  
himself was wounded and fled from the field. He sought in  
vain to divert Edward from the siege of Calais by supporting  
the Scots in their invasion of England; but eventually a truce  
was arranged, which lasted until 1351. Philip VI. died at  
Nogent.ie-eoi an the zalb of August 1350.  

Philip VL met his necessities by the imposition of the bated  
gebclle or salt tax, which was invented by his legal advise,,.  
The value of the coinage fluctuated continuously, to the grit  
hindrance of trade; and although at a meeting of the Stales.  
General it was asserted that the king could levy no extraordinary  
tares without the consent of the estates, be obtained heavy  
subsidies from the variona provinces. Towards the close of his  
reign he acquired from Humbert II., aomte de Vienne, the pro. 
vinos of Daaphinf, and Montpellkr from the king of Majorca.  
These acquisitions made the ultimate annexation of Provciice a 
certainty. Philip married a second wife, Blanche of Na'vaxsn,  
By his first wife he left two.son τ—his succemor, John IL, and  
Philip of Orleans, count of Valois.  

See Cowlimie!imes de It cIrca m'que de Guii& me de flaagh edited  
in 5843 by Gaud for the Sec. de l'kist. de France; Crusades c orngsea  
de Saint Dims, vol. v. (1837), edition by Paulin Paris; E. Dfpns,  
Let Prlliminaires de in fume de cent aru, t Ζθ-1342 (Paris. 1902).  
bard on texts from the English Rorord 015ce and the Vaticsn;  

Paul VklIct, hisieire des insi,idious peliiigwes da le Freace vol. u.  
(Fhń s, 1898); and E Lavisse, 'Jfi,L de 'mete. vol. iv. pt . I. (1902),  
by A. Colville. Further referenceswt8 be found inNoe.  115  
and  3ι65-3a4o of A. Molinier's Sources de I' ιlίτ!ώe de Prima, vol. Iv.  

' (Paris, 1904).  

PHILIP (c. 1171-1208), German king and duke of Swabia, the  

rival of the emperor Otto IV., was the fifth and youngest son  

of the emperor Frederick Land Beatrix, daughter of Reused Ill.,  

count of Upper Burgundy, and amequently. brother of the  
emperor Henry VI. He entered the church, was made provost  

of Aix.Ia..Cliapellc, and in 5590 or 1591 was chosen bishop of  

Wiirzburg. Haying accompanied his brother Henry to Italy  
in iipr, Philip forsook his ecclesiastical calling, and, travelling  

again to Italy, was made duke of Tuscany in i 195 and received  
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in extensive grant of lands In 1596 he became duke of Swabia,  
on the dsath of his brother Conrad; and in May 1197 he married  
Irene, daughter of the eastern emperor, Isaac Angelus, and widow  
of Roger IL, king of Sicily, a lady who is described by Walther  
von der Vogelweide as "the rose without a thorn, the dove  
without guile." Philip enjoyed his brother's con&dencs to a very  
great extent, and appears to have been designated as guardian  

of the young Frederick, afterwards the emperor Frederick II.,  
In use of his father's easy death. In 5197 he had set out to  
fetch Frederick from Sicily for his coronation when he herd of  
the emperor's death and returned at once to Germany. Ηe  
appears to have dewed to protect the interests of his nephew  

and to quell the disorder which arose on Henry's death, but  
events were too strong for him. The hostility to the kingship  
of a child was growing, and after Philip had been chosen as  
defender of the empire during Frederick's minority he con-
sented to his own election. He was elected German king at  

Mtlhlhausen on the 8th of Mach ι z τ8, and gowned at Mains  
on the 8th of September following. Meanwhile a number of  
princes hostile to Philip, under the leadership of Adolph, arch-
bishop of Cologne, had elected an anti-king in the person  of 
Otto, second son of Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony. In the war  
that followed, Philip, who drew his principal support: from south  
Germany, met with considerable success. In nee he received  
further accessions to his party and carried the war into his  
opponent's territory, although treble to obtain the support of  
Pope Innocent ΙII., and only feebly assisted by his ally Philip  
Augustus, king of France. The following year was less favourable  
to his aims; and in March tun Innocent took the decisive step  
of placing Philip and his associates under the ban, and begat to  
work energetically in favour of Otto. The two succeeding years  
were still more unfavourable to Philip. Otto, aided by Ottakarl.,  
king of Bohemia, and Hermann L, laadgrave of Thuringia, drove  
him from north Germany, thus compelling him to seek by  
abject uoneessIons, but without success, reconciliation with  
Innocent. The submission to Philip of Hermann of Thuringia  
In ι/04 marks the turning-point of his fortunes, and he was seen  
joined by Adolph of Cologne and Henry I., duke of Brabant.  
On the 6th of January τro5 he was crowned again with greet  
ceremony by Adolph at Aix-)a-Chapelle, though it was not till  
1207 that his entry into Cologne practically brought the war to a  
close. A inonth,or two later Philip was loosed from the papal  
ban, and in March 1208 it seems probable that a treaty was  
concluded by which is nephew of the pope was to marty one of  
Philip's daughters and to receive the disputed dukedom of  
Tuscany. Philip was preparing to crush the last flicker of the  
rebellion in Brunswick when he eras murdered at Bamberg, on the  
a1st of June ιn08, by Otto of Witteisbach, count palatine in  
Bavaria, to whom he had refused the hand of one of his  
daughters. Ηe left no sons, but four daughters; one of whom,  
Beatric, afterwards married his rival, the emperor Otto IV.  
Philip was a breve and handsome man, and contemporary  
writers, among whom we Waither von der Vogdaeide, praise his  
mildness and generosity.  

See W. von Giesebrecbt, Gssd ίchte der dsr scha Saiimsii,  

Bd. V. (Lcipmg. 1888); E. Winkclnunn, Fkiilpp von Sukoσbc ιι  
mud Otto IV. sos θn ιuaυ (Leipstg, 1871-1878);  O. Abel,  
KSnig Pkdipp der Σokeπτtaaf(Berlm ιβςτ); &grsls imperil. V.,  
edited by J. Ficker (l ηπshrυck. ι88ι); R. Schwemer, Iasocrn IlL  
and die deeded% remits wahrerd des Tkroaurcites era zr$-rzo.8  

dB 	e de Y^faιal (Paris, 
t`  l7ιιa 	III.. Ρ(ιilίpps de Soaaύs,  

PHILIP I., the Handsome (1478- χ gοό), king of Spain, sus of  
the emperor Maximilian I., and husband of Joanna the Mad,  
daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella, was the founder of the  
Habsburg dynasty in Spain, and was born at Binges on the  
ττnd of July 1478. In 1482 he succeeded to the Burgundian  
possessions of his mother Mary, daughter M Charles the Bold,  
under the guardianship of his (ether. In 1406hemerried Joanna.  
The marriage was one of a set of family alliances with Austria  
and Portugal designed to strengthen Spain against France.  
The death of John, the only son of Ferdinand and Isabella,  
opened the succession to the Spanish Crown to Joanrla. In  

silos she and her husband received the li m.ge 'ct the mete.  
of Castile and of Aragon as heirs. Philip κΡturned to Fiendeιs  
before the close of the year. His life with Joanna was rendered  
extremely unhappy by his infidelity and by her jealousy, which,  
working on a neurotic temperament, precipitated her insanity.  
The princess gave way to parustyams of rage, in which the was 

 guilty of acts of atrocious violence. Before her mother's death,  
in ι ̂ e4, she was unquestionably quite insane, end husband and  
wife lived apart. When Isabella died, Ferdinand endeavouied  

tο lay hands on the regency of Castile, but the nobles, who  

disliked and timed him, forced him to withdraw. Philip  was 
summoned to Spain, where he was recognised as king. He  
landed, with his wife, at Coruane on the s8th of April ιso6,  
accompanied by a body of German mercenaries. Father and  
sou-in-law bad interviews at Remesal, near Pueblo de Senabria,  
and at Renedo, the only result of which was an indecent family  
quarrel, in which Ferdinand professed to defend the interests  
of his daughter, who he said was imprisoned by her husband.  
A civil war would probably have broken out between them;  
but Phil.p, who had only been in Spain long enough to prove  
his incapacity, died suddenly at Burgoa, apparently of typhoid  
fever, on the s ςth of September z5o6. His wife refused for long  
to allow his bedy to be buried or to part from it. Philip was  
the father of the emperors Chula V. and Ferdinand L  

PHILIP If. (r ςη-τςq$) king of Spain, was borer at Valladolid  
on the rest of May ιςay lie was the sus of the emperor  
Charles V., and of his wife Isabella of Portugal, who were first  
cousins. Philip received his education in S ρaώ .+R 'Ha tutor,  
Dr Juan Martine Pedernales, who letinized his name to  Silicco, 
and who was slam his confessor, dues not appear to have dme  
his duty very thoroughly. The prince, though he bad a• good  
command of Latin, never equalled his father as a linguist,  
Den Juan de Zuό ige, who was appointed to teach him the use  
of arms, was more conscientious; but he had a very poor pupil.  
From his earliest years Philip showed himself more addicted to  
the desk than the saddle and to the pen than to the mword.  
The emperor, who spent bra life moving from one part of his  
wide dominions to another and in the camp, of his armies,  
watched his heir's education from afar. The trend of his letters  
was to impress on the bop a profound sense of the high destinies  
to which he was born, the necessity for keeping his nobles apart  
from ill share in the conduct of the internal government of his  

kingdom, and the wisdom of distrusting counsellors, who would  
be sure tο wish to influence him for their own ends. Philip  
grew up  grime,  self-possessed and distrustfuL He was beloved  
by his Spanish subjects, but utterly without the power of  
attracting men of ether race. Though accused of extreme  
1kcendemis se in his relations with women, and though he lived  
for years in adultery with Deft Mares de Oaosio, Philip was  
probably less immoral than most kings of his time, including his  
father, and was rigidly abstemious in cuing and drinking. His  
power of work was unbounded, and he had an absolute bee of  
reading, annotating and drafting despatches. If he had not  
become sovereign of the Low Countries, as heir of Mary of Bur-
gundy through his father, Philip would in all probability have  
devoted himself to warfare with the Turks in the MediIerrsnean,  
and to the conquest of northern Africa. Unhappily for Spain,  
Charles, after some hesitation, decided to transmit the Nether-
lands to his sus, and not to allow them to go with the empire.  
Philip was summoned in ι548 to Flanders, where he went  un-
willingly, and was ill regarded. In i"s he was back in Spain,  
and intrusted with its government. Ira 1543 he bad been married  

to his mousier MW  of Portugal, who bore him a sus, the unhappy  
Don Ca lοα, and who died in X545.  In 1554, when Charles  was 
meditating his abdication, and wished to secure the nuitim of  
his son, he summoned Philip to Flanders again, and arranged the  
marriage with Mary, queen of England, who was the dsughle'  
of his mother's sister, in order to form is union of Spaid, the  
Netherlands and England, before which France would be power-
less. The marriage proved ba πen. The abdication of his father  
on the τbth of January ι556 constituted Philip sovereign of  
Spain wkh its American pomassio.a, of the A&emusg inbsitancg  
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in Italy, Naples aed Sicily, of the Berg iidien Mbedlaiice—ibe  

Netherlands and Frenche Comtd, and of the duchy of Milan,  
which his father separated from the empire for his benefit. It  

was a legacy of immenae.ivsewibilities and mulls, foss France  

was bound in common pnudente. to endeavour to rum a power  
which encircled heron every side save the sea and threatened  

her independence. France was for a time beaten at the battles  

of St Quentin and Gravelioes, and forced to make the Peace of  

Catean Cambr/sis (April 2, 1559). But the death of Mary of  
England on the 17th of November 1558 had deprived Philip  

of English support. The establishment of Elisabeth. on the  

English throne put on the Bank of his scattered dominions  

another power, forced no less than France by unavoidable  
political necessities to be his,enemy. The early difficulties of  

Eliτabeth's reign secured him a deceitful peace on that side for a . 

time. His marriage with Elisabeth of Vsleis on the send of  
June ι 559, and the approach of the ways of reiigiosi gave him a  

temporary security from France. But the religlees agitation  

was affecting his own Flemish possessions, and when Philip  

went back to Spain, in August ι559,  he was committed to a life-
long struggle in which he could sect prove victorious except by  
the conquest of France and England.  

If Philip IL had deserved his name of the Prudent he would  
have made haste, so soon as his father, who continued to inter-
vene in the government from hisretratat Vastein Estremadura,  
was dad, tο relieve himself of the ruinous inheritance of the  
Low Countries. It was perhaps impossible for him to renounce  
his rights, and his education, co-operating with his natural  
dispositkon, made it morally impossible for him to believe that he  
could be in the wrong. Like the rest of his generation, be was  
convinced that unity of religion was indispeosable to the mainten-
ance of the authority of the State and of good order. Family  
pride, also, was carń ed by him to its highest possible pitch. . 
Thus external and internal influences alike drove him into  con-
diet with the Netherlands, France and England; with the first  
bemuse political and religious discontent combined to being  
about molt, which he felt bound in duty tocrush; with thesecond  
and third bemuse they helped the Flemings and the Ηοllaιιdes.  
The confflct assumed the character of a struggle between Pro-
testantism and Roman Catholicism, in which Philip appeaxed  
as the champion of the Church. It was a part he rejoiced to play.  
He became, and could not but btconb, a persecutor in and out of  
Spain; and his persecutions not only hardened the obstinacy of  
the Dutch, and helped to exasperate the English, but they  
provoked a revolt of the Moriscoes, which impoverished his  
kingdom. No experience of the failure of his policy could shake  
his belief in its essential excellence. That whatever he did was  
done for the service of God, that auccem or failure depended  
on the inscrutable will of the Almighty and not on himself, were  
his guiding conviction,, which he transmitted to his successors.  
The "service of God and his majesty" was the formula which  
expressed the belief of the sovereign and his subjects. Philip  
must therefore be. held primarily responsible for the insane  
policy which brought Spare to ruin. He had a high ideal of his  
duty as a king to his own people, end had no natural preference  
for violent courses. The strong measures he took against  
disorderly elements in dragon in x5pr were provoked by extreme  
miaconducton the part of a faά ion. When he enforαd his  
claim to the crown of Portugal (1579- τ 581) be preferred to placate  
his new subjects by paying attention to their feelings and their  
privileges. He even made dangerous political concemmm to  
secure the support of the gentry. It is true that he was reedy to  
make use of assassination for political purposes; but he bad been  
taught by his lawyers that he was "the prince," the embodied  
state, and as such had a right to act for the public good, kgibus  
solefas. This was but in accdtdence with the temper of the times.  
Colgny, Lord Burghley end William the Silent also entered into  
murder plots. In his private life he was orderly and affectionate  
to his family and servants. He was glow to withdrew the confi-
dence he bed once given. In the painful episode of the imprison-
meat and death of his firstborn son, Don Codas, Philip behaved  
honourably. He bore the acute agony of the disease which  

killedhim with manly patience, and he died piously at the  
Escorial on the 13th of September 1598.  

As an administrator Philip had all the vices of his Hype, that of  
the laborious, self-eighteous man, who thinks he can supervise  
eνerythiσg, is capable of endless toil, and jealous of his authority,  
and who therefore will let none of his servants act without his  
inslructioia. He set the example of the unending discussions In  
committee and boundless minute welting which finally choked  
the Spanish administreties.  

The Risbirs de Ph'lippe• U. of M. H. Femme (Paris, 1880,  
contains navy references t ο authorities sad is exhaustive, but t ńe  
author has some violent prejudices. Philip IL, by Martin Hume  
(London, 1897), is more lust in its treatment of Philip's personal  
character, and gives a useful bibliographyy. The main sources for  
the political history ere the Deaawt dos Iaddiles pars in billetin de  
fls$la (Mstkid, 1842, &c.), vols. i., iii., vi., vii.: xv., χιi..  xxiv,, 
xl., xcvi,,., ci. ciii, ex., cal, and others; L. P. Gachard, 'ides des  

υd ιbast des Pays Bar, zgd-zyt'j (Brussels, ι86ι- ι866); and  
the Calendars of State Papers, Foreign Series, Rlirabelh (London.  
1863--19or). See also Martin Hume. Two Eaaiisk Qrsvas and  

P ip (i908).  
PHILIP 111. (1578-x620, king of Spain, son elf .  Philip II. and  

his fourth wife, Anne, daughter of the emperor Maximilian Its,  
was bum at Madrid οn the ιµΡh οf ΑριΒ ι 578. He inherited the  
beliefs of his father, but no share of his industry. The old king  
had sorrowfully confessed that God bad not given him a son  
capable of gemming his vast dominions, sad had foreseen that  
Philip ΙΙΙ. would be led by his servants. This csicuiation was  
exactly fulfilled. ,  The new king put the direction of his govern-
ment entirely into the hands of his favourite, the duke of Lerma,  
and when he fell under the influence of Lerma's son, the duke of  
Uceda. in ι518, he trusted himself and his states to the new  
favourite. The king's own life was passed amid court fmaivit(es,  
on which enormous sums of money wom wasted, or in th ρmctiou  
Of childish piety. It was said that he was so virtuous as hardly  

to have committed a venial sin. He cannot be justly blamed fee  

having been born to rule a despotic monarchy, without even  

the capacity which would have qualified him to manage a small  

estate. He died at .Madrid on the 31st of March 162 ξ..The  
story told is the memoirs of the French ambassador Bassom-
pierre, that he was killed by the hat of a brew. (a pan of hot  
charcoal), because the proper offιciai to take it away was not at  
hand, is a humorous exaggeration of the farmsl etiquette • of the  
court.  

R Watson and W. Thompson, Il&Aory of  PPAIp III. (tyS6),  
give the mod-available eneral  account of his reign;see ern the  
continuation of Marianas Mislay of S$ia by MiSaim (Madrid,  
1817-1822).  

PHILIP IV. ( ι6ο5-ι665), king of Spain, eldest son of Philip  
IIL and his wife Margaret, sister of the emperor Ferdinand  IL, 
was bent at Valladolid on the 8th- οf April 1605. His reign,  
after a few passing years of barren successes, was a long story  
of political and military decay and disaster. The king has hem  
held responsible for the fall of Spain, which was, however, dos  
in the main to internal causes beyond the conttol of the meet  
despotic ruler, however capable he. bad been. Philip certainly  
possessed more energy, both mental and physical, than his fatbee.  
There is still in exsteme a translation of Guicciardini which  
he wrote with his owe hand in order to qualify himself for  
government by acquiring a knowledge of political history. He  
was a fine horseman and keen hunter. His .siistic tests was  
shown by his patronage of Velasquez, and his love of  
letters by his favour to Lope de Vega, Calderon, and other  
dramatics. lie is even credited, on fairly probable testimony,  
with a share at least in the composition of several comedies.  
His good intentions were of no avail to his government. Coming  
to the thrum at the age of sixteen, he did the wisest thing he  
could by allowing hiinself to be guided by the most capable men  
he could find. His favourite, Olfvares, was a far more honest  
man than the duke of Leans, and was more fit for the place of  
prime minister than any Spaniard of the time. But Philip IV.  
had not the strengthof mind to free blmtelf from the influence of  

Olives when he had grown to manhood. The amusements  
which the favoutite-bad encouraged became the business of the  
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king's life. Winkle 1643, the disaster falling on the monarchy  
on all sides led to the dismissal of Olivares, Philip had lest the  
power to devote himself to hard work. After a brief struggle  

with dii task of directing the administration of the most ex-
tensive and the worst organized monarchy in Europe, be sank  
back into his pleasures and was governed by other favourites.  
His political opinions were these he had inherited from his  
father and grandfather. He thought it ha duty to support  
the German Halsburgs and the came of the Roman Catholic  
Church against the Protestants, to assert his sovereignty over  
Holland, and to extend the dominions of his house. The utter  
exhaustion of his people in the course of a hopeless struggle with  
Holland, France and England was seen by him with sympathy,  
but he considered it an unavoidable misfortune and not the result  
of his own errors, since he could not be expected to renounce  
his rights or to desert the cause of God and the Church. In  
public he maintained a bearing of rigid solemnity, and was seen  
to laugh any tń ree times in the a urge of h υΡ life. But in pńwte  
he *indulged in horseplay and very come immorality. His  
court was grossly vicious. The early death of his eldest sou,  

Baliasar Carlos, was unquestionably due to debauchery  
encouraged by the gentlemen entrusted by the king with his  
education. The lesson shocked the king, but its effect soon  
wore off. Philip IV. died broken-hearted on the 27th of  
September 1663, .expressing the hope that his surviving son,  
Carlos, would be more fortunate than himself.  

The best accounts of Ρbilιι'pp 1V. will be found in the Estυdios del  
neixed* de Fei'$ys IV.. by Don A. Cbnovas dcl Castillo (Madrid  
1889), and in the introduction by Don F. Silvela to his edition of  
the Cartes de Sur Marie de Agrada y del >eυ  Felipe IV. (Madrid,  
1885-1886).  

PHILIP V. (1683-1746), king of Spain, founder of the present  
Bourbon dynasty, was the son of the Dauphin Loin and his  
wife, Mara Anne, daughter of Ferdinand Maria, elector of  
Bavaria. He was been at Versailles on the 19th of December  
1683. On the extinetlen of the male line of the house of Habs-
burg in Spain he was named heir by the will of Charles IL lie  
had shared in the careful eduction given•to his elder brother,  
Louis, duke of Burgundy, by Ffnelon, and was himself known  
as duke of Anjou. Philip was by nature dull and phlegmatic.  
He had learnt morality from Pd felon's teaching, and showed  
himself throughout his life strongly adverse t ο the moral laxity  
of his grandfather and of most of the princes of his time. But  
his very domestic regularity mused him to be entirely under the  
influence of his two wives, Mule Louisa of Savoy, whom he  
married in 1702, and who died in February 1714, and Elizabeth  
Farneae of Parma, whom be married in December of the same  
year, and who survived him. He showed courage on the field 

 of battle, both In Italy and Spain, during the War of the Spanish  
Succession, and was flattered by his courtiers with the title of  
El Aaiswso, or the spirited. But he had no taste for military  
adventure. If he had a strong passion, it was to provide for his  
succession W the theme of France, if his nephew, Louis XV.,  
&mid die, and he indulged In many intrigues against the house  
of Grimm whose right to the succession was supposed W be  
secured by Philip's solemn rummclatlosi of all claim to the  
French throne, when he became king of Spain. It was in  
pursuit of one of these intrigues that he abdicated in 1724  in 
favour Of his son Louis. But Louis died in a few months,  
and Philip returned to the throne. At a later period he tried  
to abdicate again, and his site had W keep him in a species of  
disguised confinement. Throughout his life, but particularly  
in the later part of it, he was subject to prolonged fits of melee-
cholie, during which he would not even speak. He died of  
apopkzyon the 9th of Jay 1746.  

The best account of Philip's character sad 	 δ still that given 
by Came in his Mouuks of ιM Biags of 3$ie side Seats of Barbee  

(f oadυu. 1815).  
PHILIP THE BOLD (13µ-2404), duke of Burgundy, fourth  

son of John II. of France and Bonne of Luxemburg, was been  
on the sgth of January 13y442. He earned his surname by his  
buttery while fighting by Ms father's side on the field of Poitiers.  
Liter the defeat of Ring John he . ωχοmρaιded him into captivity  

in England. In ι36ο he received the title οf dohs d Τουraise,  
and in June 1363 was entrusted with the government of Βυrgυπdy,  
which John had united to the crown at the death of the last  

duke of the Capetlan family, Philip of Roavre, in ι36t.  in 
September 1363 john bestowed on Philip the title of duke of  
Burgundy, together with that of first peer of Femme. John  
was anxious not to diιφesse the Burguadians, who were accus-
tomed tο their independence; and, moreover, with Philip as  
duke of Burgundy he was in a better posture to resist the king 

 Navarra, Charles the Bad, she laid claim to the duchy. The  
donation, which was at first kept secret in spite of a request  
made in 1363 for its aenfirmαιiοα by the emperor Charles IV.,  
was ratified at the accession of Charles V. of France; but in  

consequence of Philip's preoccupation with the Grand Com-
panies, which had invaded France, it was not until November  
1364 that he definitely took possession of the duchy. Chutes  
continued to show favour to his brother,appointing him (l•  1366)  
his lieutenant in Champagne and marrying him to Margaret,  
daughter sad heiress of Louis of Mile, count of Flanders,  
and widow of Philip of Rouvre. Edward III. of England was  
negotiating for the marriage of this princess with his sea Edmund,  
earl of Cambridge; but Charles prevailed upon Pope. Urban V.  
to refuse the dispensation neceasery on grounds of kinship, and  
even consented to give up Lille, Douai and Geddes to Flandes 

 on Condition that Margaret should marry his brother. Philip  
eventually won the dry, thanks to the support of the late  

count's mother, and the marriage took place with high revel  
at Ghent en the 19th of June 1369.  

During the succeeding yearn Philip proud a faithful ally  
to Charles. He took part in the almost bloodless campaign  
against the duke of i.ancaster, who had landed at Calais;  ii' 
1377 he took several towns in French Flanders from the English;  
and in 1379 relieved Troyes, which had been besieged by the  
English. On Charles's death Philip found himself, with his  

brothers, the dukes of Anjou and Beiiy, in charge of the govern-
ment Of France in the name of Charles VI., who was a don;  
and in the absence of the duke of Anjou, who left France in  
1382 to conquer the kingdom of Naples, Philip occupied the  
moat powerful petition in the reaim. He persuaded the yeuag  
king to intervene in Flanders, where the citizens of Ghent,  

whose rebellious spirit had necessitated Philips interveotioo  
in 1379,  bad again revoked under Philip van &tevetdo and had  
expelled Louis of Mile. Ου the 27th of November ,382 the  
Franco-Burgundisn chivalry crushed the rebels at Resebecke,  
and on his return the duke of Burgundy Wok part in seem-
ing the popular movements which had broken out in Paris and  
other French towns. In 1383 an imur ectlen In Flanders  
supported by England gave rise to another French expedition;  
but in January 1384 the death of Louis of Mile made Philip  
master of the countshipa of Flanders, Artois, Rethel and  
Nevus; and in the following year the citizens of Ghent decided  
W submit. At this period Philip sought W ingratiate himself  
with the emperor, who was a near neighbour, and of whom he  
held a part of his dominions, by giving two of his daughter  
in marriage W two princes of the home of Bavaria; he also  
took an important part in bringing about the marriage of a  
princess of the same family, Isabel, W Ring Charles VI. 

 Hostilities, however, were renewed between Flame std  
England. A formidable expedition was prepared under the  
direction of the duke of Burgundy, and a fleet of 1400 sail  
assembled at Slugs; but the enterprise failed owing to the  
dilatoriness of the duke of Beriy. The fatiguing and ingbrims  
expedition in the Netherlands, into which the duke dragged  

Charles for the purpose of supporting his kinswoman, Joan of  
Brabant, against the duke of Gelderland, shook Philip's credit  
with his nephew, who on his return declared himself of age and  
confided the government to the ancient °smelllors of his father,  
the " Marmousets." The king's madness (1392) restored his  
uncles to power, and particularly Philip, who alter muting  
peace by treating with the duke of Brittany and by cendhding a 
truce of twentytight years with England, made strenuous e ńorta  
to put an end W the Greet Schism, visiting Pope Benedict XIIi.  
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at Avignon Ia 2395 in the hope of obtabdog a ννbmtarγ 
resignation from him. But the growing influence ofthe king's  
broiler, Louis of Grimm, who was on terms of great Intimacy  
with Queen Isabel and was accused of being her lover, was  a 
serious obstruction. Discoid broke out in the council, and but  
for the interrantton of the dukes of Berry and Bourbon the two  
p imes would have come to an open struggle. For a brief  
period Philip was disροeseaed of authority, but he regained  
it In room and kept it till his death, which took place on the  
aηth of April r40'  The cathedral of St Blaigoe at Dijon  
"Waif, his rennin, and his tomb (formerly ha the Chartreuse  
of Dijon) is now in the museum in the Iibtel-0e-vii ε  

Although he bad to curb the independent spirit of the adgoenra  
of Frsncbe.Comtt, and in mite of frequent collision with his  
ramie in Flanders and with the citizens of Βααινοn (who in  
;386 extracted from him a promise to reaped their Privileges),  

Philip appears to have governed his territories with sigaciiy  
end a certain moderation, and he was particulatly suoeceeful in  
employing the rerurces of Franca in the interests of Burgundy.  
He granted numerous privileges to the inhabitann of Dijon, and  
crested in 1386 two cumber der tern, one at Dijon sad the  
ether at Lille. He was, in the phrase of a contemporary,  
" kindly and amiable to high and low and those of middle rank,  
liberal as in Aleander, noble and pontifical, in court and state  
magnificent.° But his liberality and his bee of display in-
volved him in eaorτ its expense, and he left 56 many debts that  
his widow was compelled to renounce her personal estate t ο avoid  
the responsibility of discharging them. By his wife Margaret  
(d. tees) he had a numerous family: John the Fearless, who•  
enreeeded him; Charles and Louis, who bath died in infancy;  
Anthony, cant of Bethel, and Philip, count of Nevers, both  
killed at Agincourt; Margaret, who married William of Bavaria,  
must of Οιtτενααι; Catherine, • wife of Leopold, duke of  
Angela; Mary, site of Amadeus VIII. of Savoy; and Bonne,  
who was betrothed to John of Bourbon and died ycong.  

(B. Po.)  
PHILIP THB GOOD (2396-1467),  duke of Burgundy, son of  

John the Fearless, duke of Buigriady, and Margaret of Bavaria,  
was berm at Dijon or the r3W of June 13(16, sad succeeded his  
tether on the ro h of September 149. This natural outcome of  
the sessinaden of John the Fearless (f..)  was to drive his sun-
cesoe 10 the Englislislde. u r4re Philip signed with Henry V.  
of England the treaty of Aires, by which be teaignlzed Henry  

υ regent and future heir of the kingdom of France, and in ι4aο  
gave his adherence to the treaty of Troyes. Early in December  
2420 Philip entered Pars with the king of England, and sub-
segaeetly took part in the defeat of the French at Mom.en-
Vimeu. By a treaty condaded by Philip at Amiens  is April 
1423 with the dukes of Brittany and Bedford, John, duke of  
Bedford, marled Philip's sister Anne, and Arthur of Brittany,  
earl of Richmond, became the husband of Philip's sister Mar.  
gatet. A few rem rate discord arose among the allies. When  
the duke of Bedford besieged Orleans the inhabitant of εred  
to surrender, but to the duke of Burgundy; whereupon Bedford  
retorted that "he did not best the bushes for others to take the  

birds." When this speech ruched Philip's ears he withdrew  
his troops in dndgeon, and concluded a trece with France  
(r4^9). Bedford, however, succeeded in conciliating him by  
promises and presents, and in 1430 Philip took part in the  
amPdgn against  Compllgne.  

But another conflict arose between the duke of Burgundy  
and the English.. Jacquelb*, countess of Hainaut, the divoκed  
wife of the duke of Brabant and the heirees of Veined and  

Zeeland, bad ma ried the duke of Gloucester, who attempted  
to take forcible possession of his wife's territories. • Philip,  
however, himself claimed Braberit as haring been bequeathed  
to him by his retrain Philip, the late duke, with the result that  
the Burgundlans repulsed the troops of the duke of Gloucester,  
and Jacqueline was forced to recognise the duke of Burgundy  
as her lieutenant and heir. Moreover, the duchess of Bedford  
bad died In 1433.  Charles VII., who In spite of the efforts of  

the cardinal of Ste-Croix sad the conferences held by him at  

Auxerro and Senior bad hitherto refused to return to France,  
finally decided to take part in the conferences which were  
opened at St feast d'Mras on the 6th of August 1435, and to  
which the whole of Christendom attached very high jmpott-•  
one, all the princes of Europe and the pope  mud the council.  
of Basel being represented. Philip consented to s recencilis.  
den witb the king of Fame, and agreed to recognize him as  
his legitimate sovereign on condition that he should not bs  
required to pay him homage during his lifetimes Chsrim on  
his pan, solemnly craved pardon for the murder of John the  
Fearless through the mouth of the dear of the church in Paris,  
and heeded over to the duke the counties of Mlcon, Auaene,  
Sariιµ.Seine and Ponthieu, and the towns on and rear the  
Somme (Roye, Montdidter, PEmnne), reserving the option of  
redeeming the Somme towns for 4οo,00ο gold crowns. Philip  
proved a faithful ally of the king, aiding him In re.rntcnng Puts  
and pupating an expedition against Corals, which, however,  
failed through the ill-will of his Flemish subjects (1436). In  
r440 he paid the ransom of Charles of Orleans (the son of his  
father's old enemy), who bad been a prisms in England inca  
the battle of Agincourt; crewed him with greet honour  at: 
Gravelines; and married him to Vary of Cleves, upon whom he  
bestowed a handsome dowry. In sees Philip entered into is  
conspincy to give the duke of Wrleaas. a larget share in the  
affairs of the kingdom. To Rend of Anjou, the duke of  Lor-
raine, he showed himself less generous, setting up another  
claimant to the duchy of Lorraine in the person of Anthony of  
Vaudemont, and taking Rend prisoner ia 1431; it was not until  
1436 that he cemented definitIvely so release Read on con-
dition that he should abandon sewnl strong places and Fey in  
enormous ransom. In zees, at the eor rums. of Chdlenseae  
Mime, 'he duebem of Burgundy renounced them claims in her  
husband'a name in order to semen the execution of the treaty  
of Arras.  

Philip was frequently disturbed by the insubordination eel  
the Flemish communes. He had to quel seditious at Iidge  
(ι ' ο), Ghent (=43r) and Antwerp (1435).  In  1438  he was  
driven with the duchess out of Bruges by the welted citsen % 

 a revolt which he repressed with great seventy. In ιg8 the  
citizens of Ghent rose in ribeilfon, but, disappointed of French  
support, they were defeated at Ruppelmoirde end in 1453  
were -overwhelmed at the battle of Gavre, whore_ they left  
20,000 dead on the field. At a banquet shortly afterwards  
Philip vowed tbit he would lead a crusade against the Turks, -
who had seized Constantinople, and the knights of his mart  
swore to fallow his example .1  The expedition, b'wwer, did not  
take plan, and was but a pretext for levying subsidies and for  
knightly entertainments. In 1459  Philip sent an embasay  
under the duke of Cloves into Italy to take part it the cc.. 
fercoces preparatory to a fresh expedition against the Turks,  
but this enterprise likewise fell to the ground. In 1456 the  
duke of Burgundy had given an asylum to the Dauphin Louis  
(afterwards Louis XL), who bad quarrelled with his father  
and bad been forced to lave France. The "fox who would  
rob his hest's hen-moat," as the old king celled Luis, iepeld  
his protector by attempting to sow discord In the dued family  
of Burgundy, and then retired to the nestle of Genappe in  
Brabant. At Charles VII.'. death, however, Philip was one of  
the first tο recognize the new king, and accompanied him to  
Paris. Daring the journey Louis war over the leigneura of  
Croy, the principal counsellors of the duke of Burg sd''  
and persuaded Philip to allow him to redeem the Somme  
towns for the sum stipulated In the treaty of Arras. This  
proceeding infuriated Philip's ton Chines, count of Cbaro-
lais, who prevailed upon his father to break his pledge and  
declare war on the king of France. On the nth of April 1465  
Philip handed over to his son the entire administration of his  

This way the singular vow knows υ ' the vow of the el ement,  
from the fact that Philip placed his hard solemnly ca a pheasant,  
which had been brought to him by his herald, and vowed that 
be^^ would light the and challenge their sultan to single  
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@states The old duke died at Bruges on the ι5th of June  
1467, and was buried at Dijon.  

Philip was a great lovet of pomp and luxury and & friend of  
letters, being the patios of Georges Chaateb.in, Olivier de k  
Marche and Antoine de Is Salle, and the founder of the col-
lation of MSS. known as the " Bibliot ńdque de Bourgogne"  
(now at Brussels), and silo of the university of Ddle (1427).  
Η.  admimbtaed his estate. wisely; promoted commerce and  
Industry, particularly in Flanders; and left his acts s well.  

lined treasury. He was thrice married: in 1409 t ο Michelle  
(d. 1422), daughter of Charles VI. of France; In 1424 to Boric  
of Artole (d. 1425); and ;4 1429 to Isabel (d. 1472), daughter of  

John I., king of Portugal. On the occasion of his third marriage  

Philip founded the order of the Golden Fleece. He was succeeded  
by Chubs, afterwards known es Charles the Bold, his only sur-
viving son by Isabel. He had several illegitimate children,  
among them being Corneille, celled the Grand Bastard, who was  

killed in 1452 it the battle of Ruppelmonde.  

(R. Po.)  
PBnlP, Larmoxavi or Hass (1504-1567), non of the  

landgsave William II., was born at Marburg on the r3th of  
November 1504. He became landgrave on his father's death  

Iii 1309, and having been dedsred of age in 1318, was married  
in 15 23 to Christina, daughter of George, duke of Saxony  
(d. 1539). In 1522 and 1523 he assisted to quell the rising of  
Frans von Siekingen (q.s.), who had raided Hesse five years  
previously, and in 1525 he took a leading part in crushing the  
rebellion of the peasants in north Germany, being mainly  
responsible for their defeat at Fnnkanhausm. About this  
time Philip adopted the reformed faith, of which he was after.  

wards the zealous and daring defender. !edifierent to then.' 
lagicalt or even to patriαtiς coimideraticina, his plans to protect  
the reformer rested upon two main pri ιιcipls--ι ity among the  
Protestants at home and military aid from abroad. The  
schemes he put forward ss one of the heads of the league of  
Sehmalkaida, aimed primarily at overthrowing the house of  
Habsburg; to this end aid was sought from foreigner and  
native, from Protestant and Catholic alike. Envoys wee sent  
repeatedly to France, England and Denmark; Turkey and  
Venice were looked ιο  for assistancα; the jealousy fell towards  
the Hababuigs by the Bavarian Wittalabaths was  skilfully 
fomented; and the German Protestant. ewe muted that  
attack was the best, nay the only, mans of defence. Befog  

the formation of the league of Schmslkelden Philip sees very  
latimsb with Zwingli, and up to the time of'the reformer's  
death, in 1531, he hoped that material aid would be forthcoming  
from his id lewas. In 15:6 he bed aided John the Constant,  
elector of Sammy, to term an alliance of reforming princs;  
and in 1529 be e.lIed together the abortive conference at Mar-
berg, hoping thus to deft the breech between Lutherans and  
Zvingjiam. More eggtssive Was his action in ι5α8.  Be. 
sewed by the forgeries of Otto van Pack (q.v.),  he belidvud in  
the exigence of a φΡespiracy to crush the reformers, and was  
only restrained from attacking bin enemies by the influence of  
John of Ssmay and Luther. He succeeded, however, in com-
pelling the archbishop of Mains and the bishops of WQrzburg  
and Bamberg tο cesitribute to the cat of his mobilizatiosa  
Philip was freely accused of having employed Pack to concoct  
the forgery; and, although this charge is doubtless false, his  
eager aasptanm of Pack's unproved statements .soused con-
aidarań le ill-feeling among the Catholics, which he was not  slow 
to return. In 1529 the kndgraνe ńgned  the " protest " which  
was presented to the diet at Spires, being thus one of the original  
" I'ratestants• " in 1330 be was among the s ιbaσibeιs to the 
monfsson of^Augsburg; and the format ion of the league of  
Schmalkaden in the same year was hugely due to his energy.  

His next izaportant undertaking, the restoration of Ulric ń ,  
duke of Wflrtemberg (q.t.) to his duchy, was attended with  
conspicuous succor. Wilrtemberg bad pared into the poses-
sk t of the Habsburgs, but after Philip's brief and victorious  
campaign in 1534 the humiliation of Charles V. and his brother,  
the German king, Ferdinand I., was so complete that it was  

said the landgrave had done more fbr Protestantiam by thin  

enterprise than a thousand of Luther's books would do. Alter  
this victory Philip entertained the Ides of coming to tents  

with Charles V. on the basis of extensive cnce sions to the  

Protestants; but be quickly retuned to his forma plans fee  
lading a general attack on the Aabsburgs. The Concord of  

Wittenberg, made In 1536, was favourable fee them schemes,  

but after five yeses spent in assiduous preparation war wan  

prevented by the serious illness of the kadgreee and the  
lukεwarmnas of his allies. Recovering from his malady, be  
had returned to his intrigues when an event happened which  

materially affected the fortunes of the Reformation. His union  

with Christina was not a happy one, and having fixed his  

affections upon Margaret von der Saul (d. 7566), he obtained  
an opinion from Protestant theologians that bigamy was not  

forbidden by Holy Writ. Luther and Relent-thee at length  
consetstcd to the marriage, but stipulated that it should he  

kept secret, and it was eelebeeted in March 1540. The marriage,  
however, became known, and a groat oaten muse against  

Philip, whoa Mends quickly deserted him. He objected to  

Luther s couniel to deny the existence of a second marriage;  

abused John Frederick, elector of Sammy, for not coming to  

support him; and mused bigamy to be publidy defended.  
Alarmed, however, by the strength of his enemies, and by  

their evident determination to punish him as a bigamiSt, he  

in June 1541 made a treaty with Charles V, at Rege sbueg.  
In return for a general pardon be undertook to break d  
relations with France and England and loyally to support the  
emperor.  

During these yetis Philip had been forwarding the peogeer  
of the Reformation in Heste. This was begun about I526, when  
an important synod yes bald at Homburg; the uafver αυ el  
Marburg was founded in the InterestS of the reformer. in 1557;  
and after the diet of Spire. k 1529 the we λk sees conducted with  
renewed vigour. The Catholic worship wan asippeeaaed, and the  
secularized church revenues supplied an endowment of the new  
imsvexsity'.  . 

The peace between the emperor and the kedgrave was soon  

broken. In τ54s Philip persuaded the league of Schmalksl&ii  
to attach Henry IL, duke of Brun.wich-Wolfenbillt.l, ostensibly  
in the interests of the Protestant towro of Brunswick and Ceske.  
The duchy was quickly overrun, and Haney-i Catholic mince--
driva out; but the good understanding between the emperor  

and the kndgrave sees destroyed, and the relations between  
PeoMatents and Catholics became wane than before. Nor sees  
the fissure in the Protestant ranks dosed, and Charles took  
advantage of tblidiSirnion to conquer Gelderland and to mature  

his prepirations far overthrowing the league of Schmalkalden.  
Unlike John Frederick of Sammy, Philip divined, or psxtly  
divined, the emperor's intentions, and urged repeatedly that the  
forces of the league should be Pat in order. This advice pasted  
unheeded, and when Charles suddenly showed his hand, aid  en 
July 1546 issued the imperial ban against the kndgrave and the  
elector, it was seen that the tn. princes were almost isolated.  
Fighting began along the upper Danubq, and when indecision  
and want of funds bad rubκd the league's chances of seisms,  
Philip returned to Hesse and busied himself with seeking help  
from foreign powers; while in April 1547  John Frederick was  
captured at Mllhlberg. Alter this defeat the landgrave was  
induced to surrender to Charles in June by his son-In-law,  
Maurice, now elector of Senn*, and Joachim IL, elector of  
Brandenburg, who pmmised'PhlIip that he should be pardoned,  
and were greatly incensed when the emperor refused to assent  
to this condition. There is, however, no truth in the story that  
the word deign was altered by en imperial servant into iiaiger,  
thus making the phase "without any Imprisonment" in the  
treaty of surrender to read "without perpetual imprisonment."  
Philip was sentenced to detention for fifteen yam, and as be wan  
heartily disliked by Charles his imprisonment was a rigorous  
one, and becam. still more  ιο  after he had made se attempt to  
escape. His acceptance of the iskrinsin 1548 did not bring him  
freedom; but this came ie consequence of nibs humiliation  of 
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Chides V. at the hands of Maurice in zsss; and after the con-
elusion of the peace of Paaaan in this year he returner! to Hesse.  
Although less active than formerly, the landgrave did not cease  
to intrigue qn behalf of the'Protestenta while continuing the work  
of reforming and organising the Church in Hesse. In t56a  
be aided the Huguenota with troops, and be was frequently in  
communication with the insurgents in the Netherlands; but his  
efforts to form a union of the Protestants were fruitless. Philip,  
who is sometimes called the Jfagsasimoss, died at Cassel on the  
gust of March 1567. By Christina he had four eons and Eve  
daughters, and according to his directions the )andgraviate was  
partitioned at his death between his sans He had also by  
Margaret von der Seal seven sons, who were celled counts of  
Diets, and one daughter.  
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PHILIP, JOHN (ι775-ι85 i), British missionary in South  
Africa, was hem on the 14th of April 1775,  at Kirkcaldy, Fife, the  
son of a acńoolmaeter in that town. After having been apprenticed  
to a linendraper, and for three years a clerk in a Dundee business  
house, he entered the Houton (Congregational) Theological  
College, and in 2804 wan appointed to a Congregational shape)  
in Aberdeen. In deft he joined the Rev. John Campbell in his  
second journey to South Africa to inspect the stations of the  
Landon Missionary Society, and reported that the conduct of the  
Cape Colonists towards the native was deserving of strong  
reprobation. In 1822 the London Missionary Society appointed  
him superintendent of their South African stations. He made  
his headquarters at Cape Town, where he also established and  
undertook the pastorate of the Union ChepeL His indignation  
was amused by the barbarities inflicted upon the Hottentots  
and Kaffus (by a minority of the colonists), and he set himself to  
remedy their grievances; but his zeal was greeter than his  
knowledge. Re misjudged the character both of the colonists  
and of the natives, his cardinal mistake being in regarding the  
African as little removed from the European in intellect and  
opacity. 'It was the period of the agitation for the abolition  
of slavery is England, where Philip's charges against the  
colonists and the colonial government found powerful support.  
His inθuence was seen in the ordinaute of ι828 granting all free  
coloured persons et the Cape every right to which any other  
&ritish subjects were entitled. During ι8s6-τ8s8 he was in  
England, and in the last-named year be published Researchis 

 is Sough Africa, containing his views on the native question. 
 His recommendations were adopted by the House of Commons,  

but his unpopularity in South Africa was grit, and in 1830 he  
was convicted of libelling a Cape ofliciaL The British govern-
ment, however, caused the Cape government to conform  
to the views of Philip, who for over twenty yearn exercised  
a powerful, and in many aspects umfavowrable, Influence over  
the destinies of the country. One of Philip's ideals was the  
curbing of colonial " agg ιemiou " by the creation of a belt of  
native states around Cape Colony. I α Sir Benjamin D'Urben  
Philip fond a governor anxious to promote the interests of the  
natives. When however a1 the dose of the Εaffiτ War of 1834-35  
D'Urbaa snoozed the country up to the Rey River, Philip's  
hostility was aroused. He dune to England in 1836,  in  any  
with a Κadτ reconvert and a Hottentot couvm, and aroused  
rue& opinion against the Cape go eιament. Ilis views  

triumphed, D'Urban was dismissed, and Philip returned to the  
Cape as unofficial adviser to the government on all matters  
afκting the natives. For a time his plan of buffer states  was 
carried out, but in 1846 another Kadir rising convinced him of  
the futility of his schemes The Rams chief who bad accom-
panied him to England joined the enemy; and many of his  
converts showed that his efforts on their behalf had effected no  
change in their character. This was a blow from which be did  
not recover. The annexation of the Orange River Sovereignty  
in 1848 followed, finally destroying his hope of maintaining  
independent native states. In 1849 he severed his connexion  
with polities and retired to the missi οπ station at Hankey, Cape  
Colony, where be died on the 27th of August 1851.  

See Sουτ" AFRICA: Hutory; G. M'C. Thee'. HisioryofSoidhA friw  
sines ιγ (London, ed. 1908); Jlisseosary liege: se (1836-1850;  
R. Wardlaw's Paπpal . ermos, 1852.  

PHILIP, KING (c. 1639-1676), chief sachem of the Warn-
panoag Indians in America, and the son of Massasoit (d. 1662)—
as the English, mistaking this title (great chief) for a proper  
name, called Woonamequin (Yellow Father)—who for forty  
years was the friend and ally of the English colonists at  
Plymouth. To Μassasοίt's two sons, Wamsutta and Metacomet,  
the English gave the names respectively of Alexander and  
Philip. Alexander succeeded his father as seder, and in the  
same year, while in Marsbf'cdd, whither he bad gene to explain  
certain alleged unfriendly acts toward the English, was taken  
ill; he died on his way home. Philip, who succeeded Alexander,  
suspected the English of poisoning his brother. The English  
fwd grown stronger and more numerous, and bad begun to meddle  
in the internal affairs of the Indians In 5667 one of Philip's  
Wiens arc ,ed him to the English of attempting to betray them  
to the French or Dutch, but this charge was not proved. In  

1671 the Plymouth authorities demanded that the Wampanoags  
should surrender their arms; Philip consented, but his followers  
failed to comply, and measure were taken to enforce the promise.  

Philip thereupon went before the general court, agreed to pay an  

annual tribute, and not to sell lands or engage in war with other  

Indians without the consent of the Plymouth government. In  

1674, when three Wampanoags were executed at Plymouth for  

the alleged murder of Sassamon, an Indian convert who had  
played the pert of informer to the English, Philip could no  
longer hold his followers in check. There were outbreaks in the  
middle of June 1675, and on the 24th of June the massacre of  

whites began. There was no concerted movement of the various  
tribes and the war had not been previously planned. The  
Nipmuclt Ińdians rose in July; the tribes along the Connecticut  

river in itugust; those in the present states of Maine and New  

Hampshire in September and October, and the N'nrraganseta  
in December, when (on the 19th) they were attacked and seriously  

crippled, in what Is now the township of South Kingstown,  
Rhode Island, by the English (under Governor Josiah Winslow  

of Plymouth), who suspected their loyalty.  
The colony of Connecticut took quick measures of defence,  

guarded its frontier, maintained its alliance with the Mobegens,  

sad suffered little injury. Massechmaetts and Plymouth were  

slower in acting and suffered great loss Rhode Island raised  

no troops, and suffered severely. Early in the autumn Philip  
went nearly as far west as Albany in an unsuccessful attempt to  
get aid from the French and the Mohawks and supplies from the  

Dutch traders. At Deerfleld on the 28th of September about  

80 English were killed and the settlement was abandoned. In  
the spring of ι676 It became evident that the Indian power was  

waning. The warriors had been unable to plant their crops;  
they were weaker numerically and more poorly armed than the  

English, and the latter had also made an alliance with the friendly  

Naticks and the Nientica. On the let of August 1676 Philip's  
wife and nine-year old eon were captured, and on the rub of  
August an Indian traitor guided the English to the sachem's  

hiding place in a swamp at the foot of Mount Hope (in whet Is  

now the township of Bristol, Rhode Island), where early the next  

mowing he was surprised, and while trying to escape was killed  
by an Indian. The head of Philip was sent to Plymouth and set  
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oa a pole in a public plan, where it remained for a quarter of a  
century; his right hand was given to his slayer, who preserved it  
in rum and won many pennies by exhibiting it in the New  
England towns. The struggle was now over in southern New  
England, but it continued along the north-eastern frontier till  
the spring of 2678, and nearly every settlement beyond the  
Piscataqua was destroyed. In the colonies of Plymouth,  
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut six hundred  
men (or about 9% of the fighting population), besides many  
women and children, had been killed; thirteen settlements had  
been completely destroyed, and about forty others were pertly  
burned. Plymouth had incurred a debt greater than the value  
of the personal property of her people. The Indians suffered  
even worse: in addition to the large number of fnen, women and  
children slain, great numbers, among them the wife and son of  
Philip, were sold into slavery in the Spanish Indies and the  
Bermudas. Many ethers migrated from New England to New  
York; and the few remaining Indians, feeble and dispiriltd, were  
no longer a power to be rekoned with. Philip was an Indian  
patriot and statesman, not a warrior; he united the tribes in their  
resistance to the colonists, but was not a great leader in battle.  
- See George M. Bodges, Soldiers us  Kiag Ρhili0't War (Leo-  
minster, Mass., 088966); John Gorham Pall ιcy History of New 
Eiigksd, vol. iii. ( Boston, 1864); and especially George W. Ellis  
and Jobe E. Morris, Kuig Pkdip·s War (New York, 1906). See  
also Eairiieiiwig Passages Relating k Ring Ρ6i1iρ's War (Boston,  
1716; new edition, edited with notes by II. M. Dexter, Boston  
1865), the account by Colonel Benjamin Church (1639-1718), one 01  
the priadpal leaders of the English. of the warfare in ,outh.castern 
New England. in which he took part; it is one of the most famous  
and realistic accounts of early Indian warfare.  

PBILiPPA OF HAINADT (c. 1314-1369), queen of the English  
king Edward III., was the daughter of William the Good, count  
of Holland and ί a naut, and his wife Jeanne de Valois, grand-
daughter of Philip IlI. of France. Edward visited the court of  
Count William in 1316 with his mother Isabella, who immediately  

arranged a marriage between him and Philippe. After a dispen-
sation had been obtained for the marriage of the cousins (they  
were With descendants of Philip III.) Philippa was married by  
proxy at Valenciennes in October and landed in England  
in December. She joined Edwsrd at York, where she was  
married on the 30th of January 1328. Her marriage dower had  
been seized by the queen dowager Isabella tο pay a body of  
Hainauters, with whose help she had compassed her husband's  
deposition. The alliance ensured for Edward in his French wars  
the support of Philippe's influential kindred; and before starting  
on his French campaign he secured troops from William the  
Good, as well as from the count of Gelderland, the count of  
Julick, and the emperor Louis the Bavarian. Her mother  
Jeanne de Valois, visited her in 1331 and further cemented the  
community of interests between England and Flanders. Before  
1 335 Philippa  had  established a small colony of Flemish weavers  
at Norwich, and she showed an active interest in the weaving  
trade by repeated visits to the town. She also encouraged coal-
mining on her estates in Tynedsle. Her eldest son, Edward the  
Black Prince, was bore in 1330,  and she subsequently bore six  
sons and five daughters. In November 139 s she became gusrdian  
of John of Gaunt and her younger children, with their lands.  
Her agents are said to have shown great harshness in collecting  
the feudal dues with which to supply her large household. The  
anecdote of her piety and generosity which have been preserved  
are proof, however, of her popularity. She interceded O 1331  
with the king for some carpenters whose careless work on  a 
platform resulted in an accident to herself and her iadks, and on  
a more famous occasion her prayers saved the citizens of Calais  
from Edward's vengeance. There is a generally accepted story,  
based on the chronicles of Jehan It Bel and Froissart, that she  

summoned the English forces to meet the Scottish invasion of  

1346, and harangued the troops before the battle of Neville's  
Cross. She certainly exercised considerable influence over her  
husband, whom she constantly accompanied on his campaigns;  

and bet death on the 15th of August 1369 was a misfortune for  
the kingdom at large, sins Edward from that limaeemaunder  

the domination of the rapacious Alice Perress. Philippa was the  

patron and friend of Froiwart, who was her secretary from 1361  
to 1366. Queen's College, Oxford, was not, as is stated  1 
Skelton's version of her epitaph, founded by her, but by her  
chaplain, Robert of Eglesdeld. Her chief benefactiana were  
made to the hospital of St Katherine's by the Tower, London.  

See Agnes Strickland, Lines q( the paums y Rsgfasd, vol.  i. 
In addition to the account given in his Chr,  ιιrl ι igaα, Froiuest wrote  
a formal eulogy of her, which bas been lost.  

PRHLIPPEVILLB, a seaport of Algeria, chief town of as  
arrondissement in the department of Constantine, and S4 m.  
N. by Ε. of that city, on the Bay of Sin, in 3 6°  53' Ν. 6°  S4·  Ε.  
it is connected by railway with Constantine, Batna and Biskm.  
The town derives its importance from being the port of Constan-
tine. The harbour works, with every vessel le port, having  
been destroyed by a storm in 1878, a more commodious harbour  
was built, at a cost of about £i,so0,000. From Cape Skiltda, on  
the cast a mole or breakwater projects 4592 ft. to the W.N.W. e  
while from Chateau Vert on the west another mole runs out  
1312 ft. to the north, leaving an entrance to the port about 636 ft.  

wide. The protected area comprises an Outer and an Inner  
basin. The depth of water at the entrance is about 33 ft., along•  
side the quays about 20 ft. The quays are faced with blocks  
of white marble brought from the quarries at Filń la, 16 m.  
distant. Pop. (1906), of the town 16,539, of the commune 26,030,  
of the arrondissement, which includes 1s commune, 147,607.  

Pbilippcville occupies the site of successive Phoenicisa and  

Roman cities. By the Romans, under whom it attained a high  

state of prosperity, it was named Rusicada. In the middle ages  
the town ceased to be inhabited. The site was purchased from  

the Arabs by Marshal Valbe in 1838 for £6. Some puts of the  
Roman theatre remain, but the stones of the amphitheatre,  

which stood without the walls of the modern town, and which the  
French found in an almost perfect state of pr servatlon, were  

used by them for building purposes, and the railway was cut  

through the site. On a hill above the town are the Roman  

reservoirs, which have been festered and still supply the tows  

with water. They are fed by a canal from the Wadi Beni Meleh.  

The Roman baths, in the centre of the modern town, serve as  

cellars for military stores.  
PHILIPPI (Turk. Filibejik), a city of ancient Macedonia, on a  

steep hill near the river Gangitcs (mod. Asgisfa), overlooking  
an extensive plain and at no great distance from the coast of the  

Aegean, on the highway between Noaφlis (Karelia) and Thessa-
lon[ca. Originally called Crenides (Fountains), it took its  

Later name from Philip II. of Macedon, who made himaelf master  

of the neighbouring gold mines of the Hill of Dionysus, and  
fortified the city as one of his frontier-towns. In 41 a.c., site,  
the victory gained over the senatorial party by Octavian and  
Antony, it became a Roman colony, CdOIIiiI hdia Phiiip*ewsis,  

which was probably increased after the battle of Actium (Col.  
Aug. Julie Phil). The inhabitants received the Jun Ire scam,  

and Philippi was one of the specially designated "first cities  
(Acts xvi. is; see Marquardt, Rolm. Stoatirerwiiasg, I. 187).  
The city was twice visited by St Paul, whose Epistle to  
the Philippians was addressed to his converts here. The site,  
now uninhabited, is marked by ruijw.-ibe substrections of an  
amphitheatre, parts of a great temple—which have furnished  
interesting inscriptions. A little to the east is the huge stone  
monument of C. Vbius, known to the Turks as Dikelitasblar sad  
to the Greeks as the Manger of Bucephalns.  

See Heuaeyand i snmιet. Jfirsine arch, es MacMelee, P½ń s ('863).  
and other authorities in 60:the npky of Μωρωοιυα; Carp. laser.  
Lai. iii ι. (J. D. B.)  

ΡΗILiΡPΙΜΜ, 18ΤΙΕ ΤΟ IRE, a book of the New Testa-
ment. Communicatfoos bad already paaaed between the Chris.  
tiaras of Philippi and Paul, not only when be was at Τhesslοnίa  
(iv. ι $-τ6), but at some subsequent paled (h. iS), when Epapbr  
rodiτus had brought hire a present of money from them. It  is 
passible that this gift was accompanied by s letter. At say rate  
the extant epistles the answer to one received from the Plsiiippiass 

 Christians5  who had evidently dallied fob Φatien about the  
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ιρeιdι'sheαltk and praφαts (f. ι a), aamred him of their payers  
Ο. r9), and wondered whether he, their pride and glory (x αέ  ι7µα),  
would return to them (i. 25 seq.).  

After a brief greeting (i. 1, a), Paul 'mares them of his loving  
interest is their present atminmenta and future p•ogrese  in the  
faith of the gospel (I. 3

p
-1 1); then, relieving their anxiety about his 

 and thus be able toreturn to them (i.ι2 -τ6). Meantime  
the)+ were to avoid any pride or factiounwsa which might break  
their unity a an a church ( ι. 27-· 18). and they are premised a visit  
from twoo(Paul'scoadjutors, ahoart wellknown to them (ii. 19-30).  
At this point the letter suddenly swerves into a ,anionate warning  

against some errorists of Judaism (iii. 1-1v. t), after which the 
appeal for unity at Philippi is reiterated (is. a-9) 4 and the epistle  

','liii some perτoπal details (iv. 10-23).  
Paul is a prisoner when he writes, and the place of composition  

may therefore be Caesarea or Rome (Acts xxviii. 1b, 30-31).  
The evidence upon the whole seems to point to the latter. The  
phrase *Ltfs & deis τ (iv. an) suits Rome better than Caesarea,  
and, while wpeaT ριen (i. 13) does not necessarily imply the  
capital, it is mast naturally understood of Rome.• But the  
whole tone of the epistle suggests that Paul expected a speedy  
end to his cue. Now at Carsarea this was out of the question.  
His appeal to Caesar involved a protracted process, and it is  

. eery difficult to put expressions like those e.g. of ii. 23 into such  
a situation. The critical outlook of Philippiam does not corre-
aond with the position of the apostle at Caesarea, nor can the  
latter town be said to have been a centre of vigorous Christian  
peopaganda (1. 17). Finally, the contention that no visit of  
Timothy to Rome is known is an argument from silence which  
is of little more weight than the plea of S ρitta that the cupidity  
of Felix (Acts xxiv. s.6) sou excited by the arrival of the money  
from Philippi (Phil. iv. ι6).  

A further examination of the epistle shows that it must have  
been written towards the close of the &erIn δ)η of Acts xxviii 3o,  
not in the earlier part of the Roman captivity. Paul is on  
the edge and eve of the great decision. Behind him  (i'  15.13)  
lies a period during which considerable progrom has been made  
in the local preaching and extension of the gape), nor does the  
language of the apostle suggest that this fresh departure in the  
propaganda was stimulated by the mere novelty of his arrival.  
Furthermore, the relations between the Philippians and himself  
presuppose, on any fair estimate, an interval of time which  
aunt be unshed into a few months. News of his arrival must  
have reached them; money was collected (II. as, iv. 18) and then  
forwarded by Epaphroditua, who fell sick after he reached the  
capital; newgof this again floated back to Philippi, and subse-
quently Paul heard of the Philippians' concern (ii. 26). Not till  
then did be compose this letter.  

Pbilippiana is thus the last extent letter we possess from Paul,  
unless some of the notes embedded in the pastoral epistles are  
to be dated subsequent to its composition. It unites the close  
of his cunt in Rome with the beginning of his mission work in  
Europe (iv.  τ;  cf. Acts xvi. ter), and illustrates not merely the  
situation of the apostle at Rome, but the terms of exceptional  
agection which existed from first to last between him and the 

 'For the strong Christian conoriousnes. of solidarity, presupposed  

in the Philippisas. see Von Dobechua's Ckń stiaa Life is lit Pm milii'e  
Chard (5904).  ρ0.  93 seq.  . 

• Tie touch of acerbity in ii. 2? (after I. 14) is probably lobe  
esplaioed by the fact that "Paul had found some of the brethren  

reluctant to undertake a journey o Macedonia, α to perform some 
ether se vi a which be deem and the words only express the  

momentary dIsappoIntment of a man who was imprisoned and ready  
to die for the gospel" (Drummond). Cf. Renart s AiIJWb'i" (Eog.  . 
tr

+Thee ώúlled  legion in (Justin's?) De reswTat. y dpt.er  b 
sissrrr ι} ssr&Wu' iaφxιν, nuns a mere echo of ii i. ao.  

' On iv. 8 Von Bode notes (HiSs,,y of Redy Chrisiiaa Lil ιshιrs,  
p. 114) that "it is as if we heard the ripple of the waves at the  
meeting of the two streams which have their source in Zion and the  
Ρartńenοn."  

• If the exρrεκίοn meant (a) the praef'cii proetorio or officials  
charged with the care of prisoners under trial, as. the Rescu e  
imperiel court, or (b) the p'sctorisn guard, α (ι) their bamcks.  
ibis would almost follow. But conceivably it might mean the  

i.e. of Herod (Acts xxii. 35).  The balance of probabilities  
however, is favour of the court hypothesis.  

Macedonian churches. The main argument for petting it earlier  
is desired from the admitted affinities between it and Romeaa,  
the Colossian and Ephesian epistles containing, it is held, a more  
advanced christology (so Lightfoot especially, and Hoyt, J dsislw  
C/iń rtianily, pp. ι r5- ι a9). But such considerations are not  
decisive. Paul wrote from time to time, not in the execution  
of a literary plan, but as different objects or interests called out  
his powers. The Philippians did not require, and therefore did  
not receive, the same elaborate warnings as the Asiatic churches.  
Hence on the one hand it is unreal to lay stress on coincidences  
with Romans, as if these necessarily implied that both epistles  
must have been composed shortly after one another, while  again 
the further stage of thought on Christ and the Church, which is  
evident in Colossians, does not prove that the latter must have  
followed the former. Upon the whole, the internal evidence of  
the epistle strongly favours its position as the last of the captivity  
epistles.  

The attempts made during the 19th century to disprove the  
Pauline authorship now possess merely an historic interest, nor  
have the various hypotheses of more or less extensive inter-
p6lat.on won any serious support! More significance attaches  
to the view that the epistle is made up of two separate notes,  

written to Philippi at different times. The fusion of the two is  
round in the abrupt hiatus of iii. t, and evidence is led from  
supposed inconsistencies between the earlier and the latter parts  
of the epistle. But the 9exibility of a letter-writer, under  
different moods of feeling, which would naturally lead to rapid  
transitions, may be adduced as some explanation of the letter  
phenomena. The exegesis does not absolutely necessitate a parti-
tion of the epistle, which (so Hcinrichs and Paulus) would make 

 iii.i-iv. so  a special letter addressed to some inner circle of the  
apostle's friends (in spite of iv. so seq.), or take iii.-iv. (Rausrath,  
History of N. Τ. Times, iv. ι6s seq. and Bare, Stery of Si Paid,  

pp. 367 seq.) as earlier than i.-ii. Besides, as Iileiderer points out,  
the hypothesis is ahipwrecked on the difficulty of imagining that  
"each of the epistles had but one essential part: the first, in  
particular, lacking an expression of thanks for the gift from the  
Philippians, which must nevertheless, according to ii. 25, have  
already taken place." Iι his letter to the Philippians (iii. ι)  
Polycarp indeed observes that Paul wrote &sxqioXks to them;  
but, even if the plural could not be taken as equivalent to a  
single despatch, it would not necessarily support the partition  
theory of the canonical Philippians. Polycarp may have known  
of more than one Pauline note to Philippi, no longer extant, or  
he may be referring loosely to τ Thessalonians, which was ad-
dressed to a neighbouring Maccdonisn church. The exegetical  
arguments are, in short, the final court of appeal, and their verdict  
tells rather in favour of the epistle's integrity. The simplest  
account of ill. τ is to suppose that Paul started afresh to complete  
or supplement what be had already written, possibly because  
some fresh tidings from Philippi had reached him in the interval.  
Psychologically the change from ii 19 seq., with its note of fare-
well, to the impassioned outburst of iii. τ seq., is not incredible in  
an informal letter from it man like Paul. The hiatus is striking,  
but it cannot be held to necessitate an editorial dovetailing of  
two separate epistles. It is doubtful, therefore, if the ingenious  
attempts to analyse Philippians have proved much more con-
vincing than the similar movement of literary criticism upon the  
first Philippic of Demosthenes, where research has swung back  
in the main to a conservative position (d. A. Baron in Wiener  
Siadkn, 1884,  173-205).  

The first clear echoes of the epistle are heard in Polycazp,  
though it was probably known to Clement of Rome and Ignatius  

(d. the evidence tabulated in 7/is Neu) Teiome,d in Irmo A$Sldic  

• Τo tie details furnished in the present wń te? s Dismiss! Nest  
Teslameet (2nd ed., 1901, pp. 634-635) may be added references to  
Vblter 's Pas/' n. seise Briefs (5905), pp. 286-323, Belier's Esates-
flag us. do' N. Τ. (and ed., 1905), pp.  555  seq.,  and Schmiedel's  
paragraphs in Ea4cy. Di& (3147-3148). PIleiderer (PYimti,.a 
Ckr sliasily, i. a

5 ^) 	
s now hesitates on is. 6 q. alone like 

Bruckner and Sεhm' 	The objections to Paul's authorship  
on the score of stele and grammar are finally set aside by the  
philologist Nggefi in Der Worisciela des Aposids Pdej 1905),  
pp 8o-8s..  
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PHILIPPICS—PHILIPPINE ISLANDS  
Fikbs, 1905, pp. 53 seq., 7 1  seq., 94 seq., with R. J. Knowliag's 
Teslin.a). of SI Ped CMist, pp. ι ι ι seq. and Gregory's Cumaa  
and Teal of N. T., 1 907, pp. 205-206).  

Βi υοοααναν.—Τhe ablest among recent editions of the Greek  
text are these CI II A. Lipeiva (Hαιsd-Comnester scan N. T. 2nd cd.. 
1 892), E. Haupt (in Meycr's kommealar, 1go2) and H.!' A. K ennedy  
(R usi er's Greek Tesiamesi, 1903), to which may be added the  
older commentaries 01 C.)) Ellicott (3th ed., ι888), J. B. Lightfoot  
(6th ed., 1891) and A. ΚΙόρρe (1893), which in soma iaapecta art  
not yet auperseded, Other modern editio σs by Μ. R Vincent  
(laknial. Cris Cκιωτιιtaιγ 1897) H. C. G. Mou^ (Cambridge 
Greek Tetlament. 1897)) and J. Μ. . Baljon (1904) Sft worthy of  
notice, as well as the Roman Cathol ic cοm πώ eπtades by P. Beelen  
(Lonνain, ι852) and A Βisιin (1866). The earlier wok on the  
epistle is adequately summarized by B. Weiss in his Dee PhilipjKr.  

brie) i ωςdιςt n. die G'sCkICAIe sell'T Auslegi'ng kriiss'k dargeslelll  
(1859). There are brief popular commentaries in German by A.  
Meander (E . trans., 185', Edinburgh). K. Braun (in Lange's  $ibd• 
Week, sad ed., 1875), Von Soden ( ι$9o), K. J. Mellen (1899) and  
W. Lueken (in Die &hrsfks des N T '906); in English by C. J.  
Vaughan, Μ. F. Sadler (1889), J. Agar Beet, G. C. Martin (Cniiury  
Bible) and Principal Drummond (linden al. Handbooks to N. T.,  

'$99). In addition to the literaturecited in the course 0f this 
article consult the general studies by M. Hamelmaiin (Analys  
pratmotigse do l'iplie ems Phi!., 1862); A. Sabot er (En'yd. des  
sciences rug. x. 569-573); J. Gibb (Hastings's Did. Bible,  ‚ii. 
84o-844); Sir W. M Ramsay (Si Paid the Ττα dier, di. x., xv. 

 { 4) and R. R. Smith (The Epistle of Si. Peal's First Trial, Cam-
bńdge, 18Q9); besides the older essays of Rettig (Qw i s pphkidlip-
pκaser, Giessen, 1831) and C. Wulkr (Cornmeal. do lads quibiudarn  
episldlee ad Phil. 1844 u ). The se aggaaiιnst the Pauline authorship 
was stated most luny by F. C. Baur (Pouliot, Eng. trans., ii. e^sg seq .  

and in keel. Jabb., '8 q, p. 501 seq., '852, ρρ Ιj.3 seq.); E. Minch  
(Zeieschriflfie ussr. ., 1873, ρρ  59 seq.); S. Hockitra (Τkιd.  
Tijdstk ńfl. 1875. pp. 416 seq.); J. Ρ.  Susatman (Ds Gemsesle is  
Rome, 1878, pp. m' seq.); C. Ηώ steα (Jakrb. fur pecks[.  Tkedogie, 
ι875, pp.. -4=5 seq. 1876. pp. 58 seq., 282 seq.); and Van Mennen 
(Han*(ιidι g  sour di oiidchrsd. Ldlerkaade, 1 900, pp. 49-51. 82-84 ;  
also in. £acy . Bib.. 3703-33713).  The moιt^oagh replies have been 
those of LBncmann (Peals ad Ρkιfiρη '

^ 
coaln Batv ίam 

defense, 1847); Ernesti (Stsdie0 trod BΚ Σsιι 1848. pp. 858-9=4, 
183', ρρ. 591 -632); Θ. Brttck^r (Σp^ιuτtcla ad Phil. Paulo actin  
,iadieela contra Baurium, 1848); A. Reich (DetAidkent. de Cf ρfire  
ass Ph., 1850); Grimm (Ζesisrkr1 t file miss. Tkeckgns. 1873, PR 
seq.);Hilgcnfeid (ibid.. 1884, ρρ. 498 	): C. Weissicker (Αρerieικ 
Agi. I. 218 seq., 279 seq., ii. 4 1) and 

seq. 
	(Passim, i. 130-138).  

The religious ideas of the epistle are best stated in Engl ίsń  by 
Principal (Philippians, Exposuoι'τ Bible) and Η. C. G. Moule 
(Pktlip ρΡias, Siαd^s, '897). Of the numberless monographs on  
ii. 6the most full is Thduck's Disιοιiαi^ l chriatdogwe de lee. 
Peals, Phil. ii. 6-9; and discussions of special excellence may be  

found inκηΑ. 
357 

 Β.. Bruce, 71.' Hsm 

c

diolies of Chris! 

n 
ς
(3rd ed., :889. 

siλ Sir (Kaλmihe. ί 884); a d Ε. Η. GiIfard, ΤΙω Ιιuaπwtimι  
(repńnInd from the Espailor, 1896). U. Mx.)  

PRILIPPICS. in classical literature, 'a series of orations  

delivered by Demoathenca against Philip of Macedon. The  
name was applied to the speeches of Cicero against Mark  
Antony, and " Philippic " has passed into general use in the  
sense of an impassioned invective or declamation.  

PHINPPICUS, East Roman emperor, 711-713, was the son of  
the patrician Nicephorus, and became distinguished as a-soldiα  
under Justinian II. His proper name, which indicates his  
Armenian origin, was Bardanes. Relying on the support of the  
Monothelite party, he made some pretensions to the throne on  

the outbreak of the first great rebellion against Justinian; these  

led to his relegation to Cephalonia by Tlberius Absimarus, and  
subsequently to his banishment, by order of Justinian, to  
Cherson. Here Bardanes, taking the name of Philippicns,  
successfully incited the inhabitants to revolt, and on the assas-
sination of Justinian he at once assumed the purple. Among his  
first acts were the deposition of Cyrus, the orthodox patriarch  
of Constantinople, in favour of John, a member of his own sect,  

and the summoning of a coaciNabdmm of Eastern bishops, which  
abolished the canons of the sixth general council. Meanwhile  

Terbel'm, king of the Bulgarians, plundered up to the walls of  

Constantinople, and shortly afterwards the Saracens made similar  
inroads from the Asiatic side. The reign of Pbilippicus was  
brought to a close through a conspiracy beaded by  two of his  
generals, who mused him to be blinded.  

See Gibbon, Deeliae 2nd Fad .1  the Refuse Empire (ed. Bury,  
London, '896). ν. '83-18'  

PHILIPPINE iSLAJIAS, or TRs Pma rsisu to-ae εbipe4W  
belonging to the United State of America, situsted about 500 m.  
off the S.E. coast of Asia between 4°  40' and si 10' Ν. and  
between Is6' 40' and 126° 34' E. It is bounded W. and N. by  
the China Sea, E. by the Pacific Ocean, and S. by the Celebes Sea  
and the coastal waters of Borneo. Of the large izlihds, Luzon  
(40,969 sq. m.) is the moat northerly, and Mindanao (36,292  
sq. m.), the most southerly. Between Luzon and Mindanao are  
Samar (5031 sq. m.), Negros (4885 sq. m.), Panay (4611 sq. m.),  
Mindoro (3851 sq. m.), Leyte ( η22 sq. m.), Ceb6 (1762 sq. m.),  
Bohol (Wget sq. m.) and Masbate (1236 sq. m.). Farther west  
and separated from the southern portion of this chain is the long  
narrow Wand of Palawan or Paragua (4027 sq. in.). The total  
land area of the Philippines is about ι 15,026 sq. m., and 92  % of  
this is included in the•eleven islands named above. There are  
twenty others, which have an arm ranging from i06 sq. m. to  
682 sq. m., and the total number of islands enumerated within  
the archipelago is 3141; of these 2775  contain leas tńan a sq. m.  
each.  

Physical Fealures.—Tbc islands are mainly of volcanic origin, and  
their surface ό  much broken by hills, isolated volcanoes and  
mountain ranges, trending north and south, north-wag and south-
east, ease, ncrth•eut and south-west. Extending Ice' 350 m. along  
the east cast of central and florthern Luzon is the Sierra Made,  
range, rising in occasional peaks to more than 4500 ft. and seldom  
less than 3500 ft. On the west coast are the Caraballoa Occidenteles  

north from the Gulf of Lingoyyb6n^ and the Zambak, southward from  
that gulf to Manila Bay. The Carabailos O αidentaks sung. is  
very complex; the central ridge is in some parts a roiGug plates.,  
but it rises in Μ t Datk to 7364 ft., and numerous lofty spurs projod  
from it. Much of the Zambaks range has an average height of  

4000 ft. or more, and several peaks are more than 5000 ft. high.  
Between the Sierra Made, mod Csraballce Oecidentales is the motley  

of the Cagaykn river, about 50 m. wide, and east of the Zambeks  
lunge is a lowland basin, about 150 m. long and So m. wide, and  
not more than '00 ft. above the sera except near its centre, where  

the extinct volcano of Arkyat rises to 3564 ft. The grunter pert  
0( southern Luzon is occupied by isolated vokanoe, and krng υlw  
masses of hills and mountains. Mt Mayon (7916 ft.), near the  
south-eastern extremity, is an active volcano with an almost  
perfect cone. Of less prominence are Mt Bank'ao (7382 ft.) Mt 
Istrog (6634 ft.) and Mt Maseraga (5244 ft.). The island of kin-
danao is traversed nth to south by motnesin nn which 
rise in their summits to height, 	

It. ranges, 

the cast coast is longest and le ast broken, and between iTtaand the  
next range inland is the level valley of the Agusan river, from qo  
to 50  m. wide. Farther west and south-west is the valley of the  
Rio Grande Mindanao, the largest river on the island, and between  

the low course of this riven and the south cn.d is a mountain  
msge with a north-wrest and soath'eut trend On the east border  
of the south portion of the basin of the Rio Grande Minden° is  
Mt AφΡ (10.312 ft.), an extinct volcano and the highest elevation  
in the archipelago.  

Each of the larger islands between Lump and Mfadaoao, eaiga  
Samar and Bohol, is traversed longitudinally by • single mountain  
range with occasional spurs le Leyte there are several isolated  
v91canic cones, two of which, In the north part, exceed 4 οοo ft.  
in Mindoro the range. is broad, extending from toast to coost.  
and it culminates in Mt Halcbn (sheet 8800 ft.). In Negrrs is  
Mt Canlaόn (8192 ft.), a volcano, and several summit α eτcκding 
ό σοσ ft. In Panay is Mt Modules (7264 ft.) and several other peaks  

exceeding 4οοο ft. The highest peaks in Masbate are about a5o σ ft.  
high, and in Ceb6 not much more than auoo ft. In Sumac there  
ass irregular mamm d hills. The soothers pn.tinii of Bo iol is  
very hilly. but the northern pmtmIi is mete level. Pa swan, 275 s.  
long and about 15 m. wide, is tnvensed throughout its length  
by a range of mountain, with an average bright duce to 5000  (t_ 
and a few summits about 6o00 ft. hiigh Submarine momitaia  
Wages connect not only the islands within the archipelago. but also  
the archipelago itself with Borneo end Celebes, so that my shaiow  
channels count the interior wat αα with the PsciSc Ocean and the  
China Sea. The ci st-l ίπe of the Philippines, more then ",mm m.  
in length; is fringed with coral reefs and broker numerous by nu a gulfs and ng  

The CCagayJu river, in north Luson, is the lsiged in the aιcls&  

� ιo.^ sq. 
m.

• 	
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r needy ̂  one 
 and drama to the 

 .fourth of the island. The Ro  
Grande de Mindanao (known in its uppercourse as the Rio P ib ππggt^mm)  
drains to the south and west s larger area in central and  southern 
Midanso and '.second in siz-. It and the Αgw1aa which δsiσe  
to the northward the mountain valley in east M',dmsq us each  

ova son w1. in length. The principal rivers of the lowland ]sera  
CI central Lump are the Pampanga and the Agno» The Psinpanga  
rises Ia the highlands on the north.est border, Mows sisith by west,  
sod discbargea through several channels late Mam& Bay. '^a  
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PHILIPPINE ISLANDS  
the cod season, and herons, bittscowaad ducks at all times. The  
bitde of prey 45  species. ci which an are peculiar to the group,  
vary in size from a tiny falcon not larger than a sparrow (Mias-
iierax)^ to an immense monkey-eatchmg a.gle (Pskseef.hoge  

Greet), which is strong enough to seize monkeys as they 

be 
e p from tree to tree. These are 21 	 ^ 

b eing peculiar. Of the is 	of hhoenb̂̂ b no m hπε em s  
outside of the Philippines. Frog-mouth., bee-birds, night-hawks  
and swift►  are found in considerable variety. One of the last  
(CaIkwlia kogjodyks, Grey) constructs the edible nests w highly  
poised by the Chinese. The best ne.ts are obtained on the prompt.  
toss side.of the Pollen de Germ, between Culion and Busuange.  

Tbdre may also be mentioned as cuckoos,  i  cockatoo, so parrots  
and parakeets, so woodpecker.. barbers, bmodbills, starlinggss,,  

orioleσ, weaver finches. inks. nuthatcbes, s8 beautifully coloured  
son-birds, and 23 flower-pecke ιs, titmice!  shrikes. awallow.ebnkea,  
tailor-birds, thrushes, fruit-thrushes. fairy blue-b' fire-birds  
• fly-catches,, 4 swallows, and 5 ipedes of most beautifully coloureil  
ant-tlwihes, es well as a large number of birds for which English  
names cannot be modify supplied.  

Reptiles and batrachiana are abundant, but have been little  
n odded. Python. eery throughout the group, and sometimes  
attain enormous size. There see numerous venomous serpents.  
but the mortality from snake-bite is low. Geckoeŝ^ may be seen 
on the walls and ceilings of any house. FIγ'ng lizard, abound  
in the forests. large iguana. are numerous. Their egp are prized 
by the natives, and the flesh of one species, known αa ibιt of pelubid,  
is highly esteemed. Crocodile are extremely n υ merouι in many  
of the .orems, and are occasionally found in the sea along the  
coasts. Spedmenshere been obtained measuring 18 ft. in length.  
Land turtles of small size are common. Very large sea turtles  
ire often raptured by the fishermen, and their flesh is highly appre-
ciated as an article of food. Α considerable huskies is done in  
tartoiιaahell. Frogs occur In great variety. One smell species  
eppesa in immense numbers with the oncoming of the rainy mason,  
and at night the noise of its outcry almost deadens other pounds.  

Fishes, especially marine fishes, hes, are numerous and varied. About  
sοο species of food fishes have been found, and conimon am ong 
them sit the bongos or milkfish, the banak α  mullet, mackerel 
herring, anchovies.ppeea ιss snappers, Pompano, tarpon  e^ 
bonito. The ' dalag..^ which I. found in the p.ddy.belds during  
the wet sesson, is a favourite with the natives.  

The Ρά iliρρίne. are famous for the variety, beaυtγ and abun-
dance of their land molluscs. Fresh water and mane molluscs  
are also very numerous. While most of the species are of interest  
chiefly to the mαho there are a number of edible forms.

es, The shells of Pita $ ατιιta L., split into thin fat plates and  
tot into smell square, are aimon universally used to place 0  
window glans. The valves of the giant clam (Tlidachsm) some-
times attain a length s.(5 ft. and weigh hundreds of pounds. f earl-
aynαs srq abundant is the southern waters of the archipelago. 
Pearl-fishing is an important industry in the Sulu Wends_ Ths  
shells of the pearly nautilus are commonly used by the Vaayaw  
for drinking cups. From the great opercula of certain marine  
farms bracelet, and other elements axe carved, while the hard  
serrated edges  of other species are sometime. employed in plan  
of knives for harvesting rice. The land molluscs have been  
thoroughly claaiάed, but much still remains to be done with the  
mane .pecm.. 

A,Iklbopσde very abundant and as yet little known. Shrimps.  
gabs and lobsters form an important seemed food eme hies-
queens are numerous in the wet lowlands. Bees are  
end wild  hone  and war are gathered in considerable quantities.  
The number of .pecies of ants is very large. Some of them infest  
dwelΙίag-hοuκs and swarm over the loud. The termites, or so- 
celled white ants,' indict great damage on wooden buildings.  
Plagues of locusts oixaslonaily, during a drought, ruin growing  
coups; in damp wet weather these insects are destroyed by a fungus 
growth (Empasa gryllme) within their bodies.  

Land-leeches swarm in the damp lowland forests. The coral  
beds of Mindasao and the Sulu Archipelago are of unsurpassed  
beauty. and Guisaaraa, Cebfl and Sigen to are.mmpletely covered  
with α thick cap of coral limestone.  

kbre.—Tbe rich and varied from of the Philippines is essentially  
Malayan, intemiized with Chine.e and Australian elements, but  
with sukscient individuality to constitute a sub.rrgioo, there i κing  
at Oast $9  specie. peculiar to the archipelago. Mae than two.  
thirds of the land surface is covered with forests. In the lowlands  
and on the lower mountain slopes the forests are composed chiefly  
of braed.lmved trees, common among which ere the bamboo'  the  
corn and othei palms, and the banyan tree• but on the higher  
oamtaiα slope, pine, are man abundant. About 750  semen of 
wood me of commercial α local value, among them are woods  
mΙΙ• sadt[d for structural mseipoaes,  inside finishing, cabinet wok  
and (mine making. Plants valuable for their fibre number  
.bent boo, and among them ,, the abed (Mtua ιailύ ), from the  
leaves of which Manila hemp is made. There are gutta-percha,  
iedisnubber and other time and ;lants yielding gu ms, the banana,  
meegu, and deny other trees and plants yielding fruita. and various  
ens end hams yiddσg anti, stem, al, and medicines.  

Ciiw'aic.—A unifoiinly high t®pasture, .acm.ivs humtdity.  
heavy reinfells and violent tropical storms, known as typhmaa  
bagluos, are characteristic of the Philippine climate. At Manila  

the mean annual temperature is about 8o F., the range of mesa  
monthly temperature 6.48', from 77• in January to 83.48' in May;  
and the range of extremes (during the period from X881 to i9oa)  
39.96' from do-08' in January X881 to 100.04' in May 1889. la  
accordance with the monthly vuiationi in temperature at Manila  
the year is divided into three seasoas temperate (November  
December, January and February), hot (Aptil. May and jug) seed  
intermediate (March. July, September and Oetebα). Throughizit  
the archipelago the mean annual temperature vanes much men  
with the altitude then with the latitude, but the ange in mm  
monthly temperature. increases from 3.96 F. at Divan, Miada ιae.  
in 7'  s N. to 12.6" at Seto Domingo. Bate Wends, in so' 28'  
Ν. The equability of the temperature also decreases appre-
ciably from the sea-coast tο the Interior. The maximum  
daily range of temperature at Melee vaeiea from 13.8•  in June to  
17.7' in. December. At Mania the monthly average of relative  
humidity ranges from 70-7' in April to 85.5' In September 1  and the 

annual average is 79.4'. The mien aml nfell in tins city is  
about 76 in., and nearly thi'ee.fourdss of it is from the middle of  
June to the middle of October when the winds bloc from the  
youth-wen. During the period from 1863 to tern the annual rain-
fall varied from 3S•6 in. in 188ςΡ α 117 -3 in. in 1867 wbn in the  
month of September time there was a tall of 57-8 in. In Jul.  
August and September two-thi ιds of the days are reinχ, but άι  
February M and April only me-tenth of them are rainy. Os 
the Pectic man of Luzon, Samar, Leyte and Mindanao the may  
swan ., from November to May, when the winds blow from the  
east or the nogg-east. In the year ending August 1903 the amounts 
of rainfall at 41 observation cations widely distributed throughout 
the archipelago varied from z6-s is.. at Zamboanga in west M' ono  
to 153 in. at Masinloc, on the west roast of central Lures. The  
Phihpp nes are visited on the average by twenty or more  
annually. About one-pith of them emir in beptrmbew. During  
January February. March and April they are are; in May. Jana  
and July they become increasingly common, and in August tbme  
I. a (ailing off in the number, which reaches its maximum  is 
Septembergradually decreasing in October. November end Do- 
e mbe. l'n the famous typhoon of the zoth of October i8(b, the  
vortex of which Rand over Manila, an immense ειmοugc of damage  
was done In the city. Two thousand persons lost their lives in  
Samar and Leyte during the great atom of 1897. Thety ρhοοa 
warnings sent out from the Manila observatory annually  cave 
heavy lore of life and property.  

3ssL—The nil, usually of a reddish-brown colour, is (or the most  
part disintegrated lava mixed with decayed vegetation; υoańos.  
ally there is also a mixture of disintegrated coal limestone.  

ΑςricιJfιιre.—ΑgńcuΙτυre is the mintiest industry. In iqo 
about 40% of the working population were engaged in agτicultυrsΙ  
pursuit.. The industry is, however, in a pnmutiva coodition.  
The native farmer, es lazy and slow to appreciate the advantages  
of the methods recommended by the American,. Only 9-5%  of  
all the land in the archipelago was included in " farms " in 1903,  
and leas than one-hall of the farm land was under cultivation.  
Le [agues Luzon, was the only province in which more than 
5o % of the land was included in" farms," and Cebfl the only island  
in which mote than ss % of the land was included in farms; in the  
large island of Mindaaao only 1.4 %., in Mu)ebate only 1.6 and  
in Mindoro only 3•9 There ^/, were 815453 'farina" α individual al 
holdings. but more then one-fifth of the., wore small parcels or  
gardens containing less than an sae each; about on-half contained  
1m. than s urn each. and the average sine was 8.57 acres. M 
than four-fifths of them wet worked 

ote 
 owners, and the remainder  

chiefly by share tenants. The principal croφ are hemp  i. 
sugar, tobacco. coco-nuta and rice. Most ofthe hemp 
acres in teoa) is grown in south Luzon and in Samar  anti L'eyte,i 
but smaller mops see produced in Cebd, Mindoro, Marnnduq  
north Mindoro and south Negros; the crop became d  commercial 
importance about 1855, and in ιgqoo77 the yield foramounted 
to 112,895 tons. About two-thirds of the sugnrρroduαd in  
Negroι, but it is an important mop in the provimea of Pampasga  
and Tarlac, within the lowland hum of Luzon, also in the peov iom 
of Batangas on the south coast of Lunn, in the south and est  of 
Panay, and in Cebli. The production increased from about 6000  
tow in 1855 to 300,000 tons in 1893. and foi many yeses prior to  
1887 it woes more important mop than hemp, but since the American  
occupation the mop bas been smaller. The total acreage in 190a  
was 17,620 acres, and in 1907 the yield fqr export was 1 ι  
tens. Approximately one-hall of the tobacco, 77,632 acres yielding 
37,4$5 b in 1902, is grown in the valley of the C.gayfln rivar.  
aid most of the remainder which is of Inferior quality. in the  
neighbouring proving of l^niow Ilocc Norte and Able, and is 
Parry Cebfl, Masbate and Negros. The natives chew betel nuts  
instead of tobacco, and to the production d these nuts they devote  
more than ό ο ooο acres. The rich nil of the lowlands of the pro— 
wince of Laguna I.especially well adapted tο the culture of thin  
taco-nutpα

u
lm, and since the American occupation considerable 

land in 	proviso that had formerly been devoted to se  
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km been punted with these Uwe. They  thrive wen eke in most  
low di.tricts along the coasts; in ipen about 375.E  acres were 
devoted to the culture of them.  

Rice is the staple food of the natives. Whed the Philippines  

wee discovered by the Spιniardι it we the only cultivated crop  
of iaiporianee, end until the ι9qψψ  century it wan the chief article  
of export4  but as the culture οf the mare profitable crops of hemp,  

agar was s extended it became an article of import  
902, however, about one-hail of the land under cultiva-

tion was sows to rice. Its grown mat extensively in the lowlands  

of the south hall of Luzon, In ninth Pansy and in Negro., but the  
culture of either the lowland or the upland varieties for line con-
sumption Is very general In some districts Indian corn is the  
staple food instead of rice, and the need υctioπ of this cereal in small  
quantities for livestock is genmal. It is grown most extensively  
in the valley of the Cagayin river in 1902 the total acreage in the  

archipelago was about 254,470. For several years prior to 1891,  
grown principally In the ρrovitttts of Cavite, Batangas  

and Lepanto-Bontoe, Luzon, was nearly as important a crop as  

tobacco, but between 1891 and 1898 most of the cafes planation  
were destroyed by insects and disease. Α small quantity of mike  
is grown in the province of Benguet bison, and is of superior  
quality. Cotton, the cultivation of w(iich was di 	by the 

a 	as Spanish Rovement a mean d increasing the ec  cultivation of  
tobacco is a very small crop, except in the pepsins of limos  
Nerts, and !loco. Sur en the wen Amin of north Luaoo; is 1902  

there were in these provinces about Sys acres of cotton. Many  
tropical fruits grow wild but their quality is often Inferior' thorn  
cultivated mast extensively are mangota and bananas έaρεs,  
bkεkberrίe, figs and κrαωίκ riea have been introduced from the  
United Saw and are grown sisccesdiilly in the province of Benguet.  
The natives care little for the garden vegetable common to Europe  
and America, but in the vicinity ο( Manila and other large centres 

 of population the Chinese grow these of τσ for consumption by 
Europeansad American Inhabitants  

With the exciption of the miter-bufalo, which is Indispenseble  
for agricultural purposes, the domestic animals as very inferior  
in quality and few in numbers. The hone, which are d Mexican.  
Spanish and Chinese ońgini  art email and poorly cued for; some  
P melan boise, have been introduced for the purpose of Improving  
the bleed. The meat cattle which am of Australian and Indian  
origin, are raised chiefly foe beef, their hides and their horns-  
about nine-tenths of them were destroyed by the eindcrpen and 

century. 

• 

war at the close of the i9th ntury. Swine are numerous but  
they are of a kind known in the United States as "razorbacks."  
There are many gona but only a few sheep, La one district  
near Manila duck-raising is of considerable importance, but  
the principsi branch of the poultry industry consists In the  
nixing of game-cocks for sock-fighting, which is the national  

costs( Rsmsr'e&—Numerous mineral d^e^pposia have been  
discovered but little by het determined with iec ι to their  
vaiue. Sub-bitumioow coal is widely distributed. That near the  
surface is generally poor In quality and the difficulties of deep mining  
may be great because of folds and faults in the rocks There are  
however, promising fields near Danao, in Cebfl; on the island of  
Poleb. erg the east cast of Luzon; it the ioutb part d Mindoro;  
on Bet'n Island, off the south-east coast of Luzon • on Dinagat  
Island. off the north coast of Mindanao; and .in the north-east  
0nra2r of Νi rein. Gold has been found in small gmntitks In nearly  
nil the provsncm. There is some rode sold mimn4 by the natives.  
A. the result of favourable indications extensive _gold κπiniιnσgg  
operations have been instituted in the peoviaae of Benguet and  
Ambos Camarines in Luzon, and on the island of Masbate. Copper  
is scarcely less widely distributed than gold, but the production 
d It await smelters and better facilities for ta ιspαatan. There 

 are extensive deposits of iron ore (magnetite and hema ιite) in the  
province d Bulacan, Luzon. Iron ore has been found m other  
provinces of bison and In the islands of Cebfl. Panay and Marin-
duque. There ate outcrops of lead in Ma ń nduque and Cold, and  
in Marinduqise εmsideable silver is awoclated with the lead  
Among other minerals are sulphur. Iime.gypeum and phosphate  

Msueitfndurrs.—The manufacturing industry consists mainly in  
preparing agricultural products for market, and in the production  
by the natives of wearing apparel, furniture, household utensils, and  
edger articles required to supply their primitive wants. The most  
important factories are those for the manufacture of cIgars and  
cigarettes. but most cigars and some of the cigarettes are made by  
hand In the manufacture of sugar most of the mills in use extract  
only about three-fourths οf the lain from the cane; in 1902 about  
73 % of it was manufactured by 528 mills opined by stem.  
17 N. by 470 mills operated by band or by a amaboo: and io % by  
• mills operated by water-power In the principal nee-producing  

districts the rice is threshed and cleaned by machines, but in ether  
districts mare primitive method. are employed. Most of the cloth  
which the mauves wear the women weave in their own homes  
Them set three prIncipal varieties: rtsewny, which Is made from  
selected hemp fibre. and is worn by both men and semen. jars .  
which s made from α mixture of hemp and ρίneaρpρp ί̂ε-eant fibres 
with ter without the addition of some cotton sad si lk sad I, used  

for seskisa women'. d ιeemι and men's .bat.; 4p wf4cb is wade  
feces the fibres in the leaf d^pfaat and s used (α 
making women's garments, s and saris. Nips, made  
from the fibre of the gave or mquey plant and were  by women,  
is km " Haaere made of palm leaves, slack loaves, basins  
eves, split bamboo and va ιieιι aisem, Mats. rugs and carpets  
are made princIpally of split bamboo; chain and beds of baWag  
sod other woods and of η

a
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rohof is distilled from nips. 
pugxb

• s

ts, baburl( 
arms) and Indsnóeei. Other oιamdactuεs of the nativve, include vehicles of various kinds, harnesses, ώ  ige,  

coco-nut oil, snap. salt and lime.  
CοsιπwaiωNonτ sal Csiswoa—The first railway in the Philip- 

pa pine was the line from Manila to Dagun (120m.) which was  
by an English corporation under ittymtaety of the Spanish govσm  
matt and was open In 1892. There was no further caaatructioa  
for ten years. But In Jgoa and 5903 the Philippine /*eminent, 
as established in 1902 by an act of the Congressof the Unit  
Saxes, granted franchises for the extension of the Msnila.Dagu  
railway to Csbanatuan (" m.) and to Antipolo (24 m.). The first  
of these branches was completed to 1905, the second in 190' Ia  
Foes ̂[ 

 encourage the construction 
 C authorized the rail

ways by guaranteeingguaan αιτ i ιιg  
4% interest on bonds; the duty on imported matαιels used in the  
construction of railways and the Internal revenue on Philippine  
forest products used for that purpose have also been removed  

With this mistaaoe the Manila Railroad Company. organised  
under the laπ of the gated New Jersey, agreed to construct  
about 6m m. of railway in Luzon; tad the Philippine Railroad  
Company, cepased under the laws of the gate of Gaoecticvt,  
agted to coe,triict about boo  m. in Parry, Cebel sad Νεροο  
Inthere were in operation more their 3o ο m. in Lump. 60 m. 
in Ceebb6 sad 50 m. in Panay. At the beginning of the Αmeτkaυ  
occupation the roads were very bad and in many of the islands  
there were Done; but In 1909 there were at least 4m  m. of good 
reeds. The Cagayhn river. whim is navigable for native boats  
160 m. from its mouth, and for rafts 40 m. Luther up, is an important  
highway ο( commeron in north Lumn. Many miles of inked  
miter communicstipn with small boas or bamboo rafts are sforded  
by the Paaipesigs, Agno, Abe, Pang and Bled rivers in Luzon and  

by the Agueaa and Rio Grams de Mindanao in Mindsow. 'ibex  
are (cis harbouη which admit vessels diming mere than 15 ft. of  
miter, but many which admit smaller vess els, and at the close of  
1909 there were 51 steamboats and 424 sailboats engaged In the  
roasting trade. Manila is the principal port entry, and since 
the American occupation Manila harbour has ι ibls 
to vessels drawing 30  ft. of water. CebS in Ceb' and Iloilo in Panay  
are ports cl entry second and third In rank, although small in com-
parison with Manila; there are others of minor importance.  

The foeeign commerce of the Pbilippiae, consists chiefly In  
the exportation of Manila hemp, dried ascent mat (oopea),  sugar 
and tobacco, both in the lea( and in cigars end cigarettes; and in  
the importation of cotton goods, rice, whe.t-Bour, fresh beef  
boots and thoes, iron and steel, illuminating oil, liquors, gaper anti  
paper goods The vdue of the exports increased from 8t9. 5 1 ,E 
in the year ending the Seth of June x900 t0 $32,816,567 in the year  
ending the 30th of June ipqoo88,^ and the valve of the imports increased  
during the mime period from 82ο.όοι,'36 to 830,9τ8ιΜ̂57. A very 

past of large pa 	the trade Is with the united States and Gi'eatrltain,  
The imports from Great Stitch, exceed those from the United States,  
but the exports to the United States are much greater than those  
to Greet Britain, nd the total trade with the United Saw is 
greater than tha t  with an other country. In 1909 805 % of the 

po imrts were from the United Sates and 17-8 % of the exports  
were to the United States; in 1g08 16-4 % of the imports were  
from the United States and 3!•4 % of the exports were to the  
United Statue Int9o9 free trade mee Mesh dbetweentheUnited  
States and the Philippines in all goods which are the growth. product  
or manufacture of these countries, with the exception of rice, except  
that a limit to the free importation from the Philippine to the  
United States in any one year is fixed on cigars at ι5,οοο,ο οf  
than 

 π 15 οftobacco 

	

man 	tobacco, 
 ac 300,000 m filler 

with
tobιceo at  

1.000.000 lb and on sugar at 300.000 ems tons. In the case of  
manufactures the law provides that only those articles which do  
not contain meet than no Χ  is value of foreign materials shall be  
admitted free.  

PoJwfkNoue —The total population of the atchipelago as  
enumerated is the census of 1903 uses 7,633.426.  Of this  
number 6,987,868 were classed as civilized and 647,740  es wild,  
7 , 579,288  or 99.2% were native-born and 56,138 were foreign-
born; 7,539,632  were of the Malayan or brown race, 42,097 were  
of the yellow. race, 24,016 were of the black race, 14,271 were of  

the white ran, and 15,429 were of mixed rags. Of the Neck  
race 23,511, α 97.8%.  were Negritoo. who are believed to be the  

aborigines of the Pbflppines. Nearly all of them live in  a 
primitive aisle in the interior of Luzon, Parry, Mindanao and  
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Negros. They are vesy short of stature, 4 ft. to in. being about  
the avenge height of a full-grown man, and the women are  
shorter. Their colour is black, their skull decidedly.roimd, their  
heir thick and frizzly, their legs thin and almost without calves,  
and their toes an prehensile that the can use them nearly as well  
as their fingers.. They tattoo themselves and wear very little  
clothing, usually only a geestring. They have no fixed abodes  
but ream about in groups of a few families. They are skilful  
with the bow and in throwing stones, and they can easily kindle  
a fire, even in the wet season, by rubbing together two pieces  
of dry bamboo. Thew food consists principally of game, roots  
and wild fruits. The women, who do all the work, collect war  
and honey, which are their ρτiιιciρal staples iii trade. Few  
Negritoa live to be fifty years of age. The brown ran, which  
came from the south in successive waves of immigration beginning  
in prehistoric times, is composed of twenty-three distinct tribes  
varying widely in culture, language and appearance; their  
languages however belong to one common stock and there is a  
general resemblance in physical futures and in quality of mind.  
The great bulk of the population, approximately 90%,  is included  
in seven Christian tribes as follows: Visayan, 3,s ι9A3ο; Tag,  
1 ,460,695; Iloeano,  803,942;  Bieol,  566,365; Pane  ληen, 343,686;  
Pampangan, 280,984; and Cagayin, 259,648.  The Visayan are  
the principal inhabitants of the islands in the central past of the  
archipelago (Pansy, Cebfi, Negros, Leyte, Bohol, Samar, Masbate  
and Paragua) and on the north and east coasts of Mindanao;  
they were perhaps the most civilized people in the archipelago  
when discovered by the Spaniards, by whom they were originally  
called Pintados because they were in the habit of painting their  
bodies; but since then their progress has been less rapid than  
that of the Τag8bgs--wbο constitute the bulk of the population  
of Manila and central Luzon and the majority of the population  
of Mindanao—who are now the most cultured of the brown races  
in the Philippines. Most of the Ilocanos are is the western half of  
north Luzon; most of the Bicoh in south Luzon; most of the  
Ρangasinans in the province of P αngasinaa, which borders on the  
Gulf of Lingaydn, most of the Pampangans in the province of  
Pampanga, which borders the north shore of Manila Bay; and  
most of the Cagayins in the valley of the Cagaylin river. More  
than thrα-Iοarths of the wild population is included in the Mom,  
Igozot and Negrito tribes. The Igorots (197,938  wild and  
13.582  civilized) are the chief representatives of the early Malay  
immigration to the archipelago. They are the principal inhabi-
tants of the province of Lepanto-Bontoc and Benguet in north  
Luzon and are numerous in the mountain districts of neighbour-
ing ρmvinces. Among the wildest of them head-hunting is still  
a common practice; but the majority are industrious farmers  
laying out their fields on artificial terraces and constructing  
irrigation =eels with remarkable skill. The Mo ιΡ0s (275,224  
wild and 2323 civilized) were the last of the Malaya to migrate  
to the islands; they came after their conversion to the Mahom-
medam religion, and their migration continued until the Spanish  
conquest. More than one-half of them are in Mindanao and they  
are the principal inhabitants of the small islands of Job), Basilan,  
Bland and Tawi Tawi south-west of Mindanao. Slavery is  
common among them. They are generally miserably poor,  
cruel and haughty. Nearly three-fourths of the foreign-born  
and 97-5% of the representatives οf the yellow race come from  
China. The mixture of the races is principally that of the Chinese  
with the Malays or the Spaniards with the Malays. More than  
half the representatives of the white ran (1903) were Americana.  
Most of the inhabitants live in groups of villages. In ι9ο3 there  
were 13,400 villages and nearly three-fourths of them contained  
fewer than 6a ο inhabitants each. laoag in north Lumen with a  
population of 29,699, 'lb in Panay with a population of ι9A54,  
Cebi with a pope atίoα of 18,330, and Nueva. CLcrrs in south  
Luaaa (io,a0i), were the only towns with a population exceed-
ing co000; and Manila (219,928) was the only city. After the  
1903 census many towns were enlarged by annexation of suburbs.  

GomwmssiL—At the beginning of the American occupation,  
in August 1898, a purely military government was established;  
last in May 1899 the military autheritha began the 2e-ea ςsblisl- 

mεnε of civil courts, and in July d the came year they began the  
organization of civil municipal governments. To continue the  
work of m:inking and establishi ιιg civil government the president  
of the United States appointed in February 19=0 a Philippine  

Commission of five members, with William Η. Taft as chairman.  
On the rat of September 1900 this body assumed the legislative  
functions of the rental government at Manila; on the 4th of  
July 1901 the executive authority was, by order of the president,  
transferred from the military governor to Judge Taft, when he  
had appointed civil governor; on the 6th of September 'got the  
Philippine Commission, by authority of the president, estabiishcd  
the four executive departments, of interior, commerce and  
police, finance and justice, and public instruction; and on the  
a9th of October rem the president appointed a vice-governor.  
The Congress of the United Stales, in an act approved on the  
1st of July 1902, ratified and confirmed the government s  
thus established, but required that future appointments by the  
president of the governor, vice-governor, members of the com-
mission and heads of the executive departments should be made  
with the consent of the Senate. The organic act contained a  
bill of rights, provided for the establishment of a popular  
assembly two yin after the completion of a census of the  
Philippines, and more definitely provided for the organization  
of the judiciary. Tbe first popular assembly, of 8e members, 

 was opened at Manila on the ιό th of October 1907, and since then  
the legislature has been composed of two brandies, the Philippine  
Commission (five Americans and four, formerly three, Filipinos),  
and the Philippine Assembly. The megib=s of the Assembly  
are elected by districts (the population of which is approximately  
equal) for term of two years A voter must be twenty-three  
yen of age, must have been a reaide αt of the municipality for six  
months, must not be a citizen or subject of airy foreign country,  
and must pomess at least one of the following qualificatioam  
have been an omce-belder under Spanish rule, own real estate  
worth 5φ Pte, pay tares amounting annually to 30 pesos,  
or be able to speak, read and write either Spanish or English.  
The legislature meets annually; a regular session is limited to  
90 days, and a special session to 30 days  

Justice is administered principally by a supreme court, mutts  
of first instance, and courts of justices of the peace. The su φΡeme  
court ooaaists of seven members, four Americana and three  
Filipinos; and the chief justice and associate justices οf the  
supreme court are appointed by the president of the United Stages  
with the consent of the Senate. The judges of the courts of first  
instance are appointed by the governor with the consent of the  
Philippine Commission. A judgment of the supreme court of  
the Philippines which affects any statute, treaty, title, right or  
privilege of the United States may be reversed, modified  or 
afirmed by the Supreme Court of the United Stag; an aped  
to the Supreme Court of the United States may also be had  
in any reuse in which the value la controversy exceeds 8s5,o οo.  

The moat common form of provincial government is that by'  
governor, who is elected biennially by the municipal moncilloss  
in convention, and a secretary, a treasure, a supervisor, and  a 
fiscal or prosecuting attorney, who are appointed by the Philip-
pine Commission. Each municipality is governed by a president,  
s vin-president, and a municipal council, all of whom art elected  
biennially by the qualified electors of the munidpelity. The  
Philippine " municipal ίty " is an administrative area, often  
sparsely settled, is often celled a town, and may be compared to  
a New England township; the municipalities are the units into  
which the provincts are divided. Each municipality is made up  
of barrios or small villages (about 13,400 in the entire archipelago)  
and of one, or more, more thickly peopled areas, each celled  a 
ρoblαio,, and resembling the township "centre" of New 

 England 
Bdawifee The establishment of an eBdent system et demmn'y  

scboob has been an important φst  of the week of the Amnion  
sdmusustratioo. Under Spanish rife the Church eeaNσbed  
milers and seminaries for training priests, but the Spanish system  
of secular school. for elementary instruction, established is ι863,  
accomplished little; the schools were taught by usqnaiiflrd native  
teachera sad the suporaissee of the e was "my La. The Asordosn  
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ιyatem, established by the Ρhiippine C 	insino in i9os, provides  
a course of instruction (in the English language) for ii years:  
4 primary. 3 intermediate and 4 secondary. In the intermediate  
and secoiidaxy departments there is a choice of six courses; general,  
teaching, fanning, todwurk. ς and household arts and 
business. The administrative heed et ithe system in the director  
of education, who is appointed by the commission, and who arranges  
the course of study, approves the plans for school houses, determines  
in what towns secondary schools shall be established and in what  
towns American teachers shall teach, divides. the archipelago into  
school divisions and appoints a division supeintendent in etch,  
and supervises the examination of teachers and the application  
of insular school funds. Associated with him is as advisory board  
also appointed by the commission. In eadt school division, of  
which there wee 35 in 1908, the division supeelateiident &pyoh its  
the native teachers. prepares for the municipal counn4 estimates  
of school expenses, and approves all expenditures from municipal  
ached funds. In each municipality there is a school board con-
sisting of the president of the municipality and from four to six  
ether members as the division superintendent shall determine:  
oiie·half of them are elected by the municipal council and one-half . 
are appointed by the division .uperinteiident. In 1902 there were  
928 Amens n teachers employed in the Philippine schools: the  
employment of American teachers is only a temporary policy,  
howtver, and by 1908 the number has been reduced to 793. In  
m to there were more than όαοο Filipino teachers who were teaching 

 English to more than yoo,00o pupils. The total number of children  
of school age in the islands probably teaches 2.000,000. The  
insular government also makes menial appropriations for the  
maintenance of Filipino students at educational institutions in the  
United States; in 1908 the number o presided for was ι#o. Besides  
the elementary schools there are at Manila the Philippine Normal  
School, the Philippine School of Arts and Trades, the Philippine  
School of Commerce and the school for the instruction of the  
deaf and blind, and in 5908 the Philippine lrgislature passed an  
act for the establishment of a university of the Philippines.  

Finisace.—Rcvenue is derived largely from Customs duties and  
internal revenue taxes. In 1909 the receipts were $22,739,000,  
the expenditure $23,337.000, and the total bonded indebtedness  
$16,000,000. (N. U. Μ.)  

&ntiory.—TbePhrnppine Islands were discovered by Magellan  
in March ι 5 aτ. The first island on which he landed was Malhou,"  
between Samar and Dinagat. Then sailing south he touched 

 at Mindanao, from which be sailed north-west, pest Bohol to  
CebIt. ·  Here he found a good harbour in the bay on which the  
city of Ceb6 now stands. He made an alliance with the natives,  
who undertook to supply him with provisions With his new  
allies he crossed to the little island of Ma tan, where he was killed  
in a skirmish. Α Portuguese by birth, he had been sailing in the  
employ of King Charles I. of Spain (the emperor Charles V.),  
with the object of proving that the Moluccas lay within that part  
of the world which Pope Alexander VL and the treaty of Torde-
sillas (June 7, 1494) had given to Spain and not to Portugal.  
Magellan named his discovery the Archipelago of' San Lazarus.  
The Spaniards, however, called the group the Isles de.Poai'Me • 

(Western Islands). The Portuguese celled them the Ides de  
Orienk. The distinction was not accidentat To the Portuguese.  

they constituted the eastern boundary of their world. From the  
Spanish point of view the islands were on the extreme western  
verge of the national domain. In 5529, by the treaty of Zare-
gosa, Spain relinquished to Port υgel elldaiau to theisloluccas and , 
agreed that no Spaniard should trade or sail west of a meridian  
drawn 297 leagues east of the Moluccss. This was a plain  
renunciation of any rights over the Philippines, which lie several  
degrees west of the Moluccas. This fact, however, was ignored  
and in 5542 an attempt to conquer the Philippines was made by  
Ruy Lopei de Villaabos (c. τ sοο-ι 544).  Villabos chow to honour  
the heir-apparent of the Spanish throne by naming zome of the  
islands which he discovered, west and north of Magellan's  
discovery, the Islas Filipinas Mter' the accession of Philip II.  
(τ555-ι $98) a much more important expedition was fitted out on  
the Mexican coast, under the direction of the distinguished  
conquistador, Miguel topes deLegasp i (5524-5572).  In the  
sailing directions, issued in 1561, for the use of this expedition  
the phrase m less Islas Filipinas" was used as applying to the  
entire archipelago. Starting on the 2nd of November 5564,  
from Navidad, with four ships bolt and equipped on the spot,  
Legaspi began an.  enterprise which entitles him to a place among  
the greatest of colonial pioneers. He was accompanied by five  
Augiatinian friars and four hundred men. In x6 he founded,  

on the island of Cebfi, San Miguel, the fist permanent Spanish  
settlement in the islands, destined to become the Villa de San"..  
simo Nombre de Jesus, later the city of Cebi. In ιs; ι the city  
of Manila was founded and beametńe insular=nital. Legaspi's  
conquest of the islands was facilitated by the fact t hat them were  
no established native states, but rather a congeriea of small  
den-like groups, the headship of which was ńereditary. Legaspi  
was reinforced from time to time by small contingents of troops  
and friars. Although he encountered enormous obstacles,  
including famine and mutiny, the hostility and treachery of the  
natives and of foreigners, and the neglect of the borne govern-
ment, he laid azure foimdatioafor permanent Spanish occupation.  
By a combination of tact, courage and resoυκefτdπm he won the  
hearts of the natives, repelled the Portuguese and, notwithstand-
ing the great distance from Spain, established the new colony  
on a practical basis. Before his death in 1572 he had explored  
and paciled a large part of the island territory, had established  
trade, and had arrested the progress of Mabommedanism.  

The conquest of the Philippines was essentially a missionary  
conquest. Inspired by apostolic zeal the friars braved the  
terrors of life in the remote villages, raised the natives Ts. Rhea  
from barbarianism and taught them the forms of aad w 
Christianity. Asa result of their labours the Chris- 010d^t .  

tiara Filipino, stand unique as the only large mass of Aaiailca  
converted to Christianity in modern times. The friars promoted  
the soda! and economic advancement of the islands, cultivated  
the native taste for music, introduced improvements in agrfcu!-
ture end imported ladian eorα and aao fromAmaica. Tobacco  
was introduced by the government.  

The colonial government was patterned on that of Spanish  
America. The powers of the governor-general were limited  
only by the andicncia or supreme court, of which he was presi-
dent, and by the νesideacia or official investigation at the expira-
tion of his term. The islands were subdivided into provinces  
under decides ssajorcs who exercised both executive and judicial  
functions. The favouritlem and corruption that honeycombed  
the civil service of Spain frequently resulted in placing in respon-
sible positions persons who were entirely unfit. Hairdressers  
were made into akcides, and sailors were transformed into  
golwnadors by the miraculous grace of royal der cos. The  
provinces were subdivided into pueblos, each undef a native  
gσbeseαiοιciiσ, -elected annually. The permanent offices could  
be bought, sold and inherited. The mistake was made of paying  
very low salaries to the officials, who took this es a juatiScation  
for illegal exactions. The di[bc ιιlty of securing proper officials  
gradually resulted in the more important dull functions being  
handed over to the friars, who frequently exercised a benevolent  
despotism. In more than half of the twelve hundred villages  
_there was no other Spaniard beside the print. The Spanish  
language was practically unknown. It was far easier for the  
monks to learn the native dialects than to teach theirparishionera  
Spanish_ For two centuries and a half after the conquest there  
is little narrative history worth recording. There were border  
wars with rebellious savage tribes, attacks made by Chinese  
pirates seeking plunder of refuge, volcanic eruptions, earth-
quakes, tornadoes and the periodical visits of marauders from  
the southern islands  

In 5762, however, as an incident of the war between Spain and  
England, a British flue of thirteen ships, under the command of  
Admiral Samuel Cornisń  (d. 1770) and Brigadier- srsiss  
General William Ihapea (τ72ι-X787), was sent to C.  

the Philippines. The available Spanish army con- W ΜiiΙ.  
slated of about bee men, while the attacking force numbered  
6830. After a bombardment, Manila fell and on the 5th of  
October the British entered the city. By the terms of the  
capitulation the whole of the archipelago was surrendered to  
the British and an indemnity of 4,000,000 pesos was to be paid.  
As there was no governor-general at the time, the British were  
obliged to treat with the acting-governor, the Archbishop Manuel  
Antonio Rojo; but his authority was set aside by. war-party who 

 rallied around Simon Andes y Salazer, a member of the sudiexefa.  
Ands proclaimed himself governor-general and practically  
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succeeded in confining the British to Manila. At the d0se of  
the war the Philippines were returned to Spain. Manila was  
evacuated in Much X764.  

For the first quarter of a century after the Spanish conquest  
the Islands were allowed free trade. Then came the familiar  
semen* retdctions, limiting commerce tο a fired amount  
1•.ν · annually, and eilecti νelγ checking economic develop- 
'' meat. In '$91 direct trade between the Philippines  

and South America was prohibited. In 1593  trade between the  
Philippines and Mexico, the only route open between the colony  
and Spain, has limited to two ships annually, the ships not to  
exceed 300 tons burden. The result was that the command of  
the. Acapulco galleon was rarely worth less than =50,000. The  
passenger fate from Manila to Acapulco, at the end of the ι8th  
century, was $1000. This monopoly lasted 'mlii the Mexican  
War of Independence forced the Spanish government to regard  
the Ρhiliρρinc as being in the East Instead of the West. Spain's  
colonial policy was not based on an exaltation of the 0ommercial  
ideal. However much the administrators may have fallen abort  
in actual practice, the Spanish ideal was to preserve and civilize  
the native rues, rather than to establish lucrative trading posts  
where the natives might be easily exploited. In America the  
lees which provided elaborate safeguards for the protection of  
the Indians were, to a large degree, nullified by the lust for gold  
and silver and the consequent demand for labourers in the mines.  
In the Philippines the humane policy of the home government  
bad no such powerful obstacles to contend with, Business was  
not developed. The natives were allowed tolive the indolent life  
of the tropics. Compared with the results of English or Dutch  
colonization the conversion and civilization of the Filipinos is a  
most remarkable achievement. Notwithstanding the undeniable  
vices, follies and absurd illibealities of the Spanish colonial  
r'time, the Philippines were the only group in the East Indite  
that improved in civilization is the three centuries following  
their discovery. The chief defect in the Spanish Philippine  
policy was that while It made converts it did not make citizens.  
Self-reliance, free-thought and mental growth were not encour-
aged. Progress in scientific knowledge was electively blocked  
by the friars. Their presses confined their activities to the  

production of natechiams, martyrologies and handbooks in the  
native languages after the fashion of the presses of Mexico. Five  
hundred such works were printed and distributed in Manila  
alone before !800. To reach the mess0s, unfamiliar with  
Spanish, manuals of devotion and outlines of Christian doctrine  
were translated into the various native languages. Of the Bible  
itself, no part was translated or published. A knowledge of  
reading and writing was generally diffused throughout the group..  

The ma of discontent may be said to have begun iu 1825 when  
the lose of her colonies on the mainland of America caused Spain  

	

sr.  ^ 	to take a more immediate interest in the Philippines,  
per, and increased emigration to the islands. Between  

t84o and 1872 thirty newspapers were founded. The  
introduction of secular books and papers, more or less surrepti-
tieualy, helped to spread the seeds of sedition. In 1852  the  
Spanish Fi iρίαο Bank was established. In 1856 foreign trade  
hitherto confined to Manila, was permitted to enter the port of  
Ileulo, and foreign traders were allowed to open branch houses  
outside of the capital.- The change in Spain's economic policy,  
including an attempt to ezρleit the coalflelda and to encourage  
both agriculture and commerce, helped to awaken hitherto  
clamant elements, In gut the Jesuits had opened a college  
In Manila for the educatioe. of Spanish youth. In 1768 they  
bad been expelled. In 1859 they were permitted to return  
en the understanding that they were to devote themselves to  
education.  

The Spanish Revolution of 1868 Bused a further influx of  
Spaniards and also the introduction of the pernicious "spoils  
system." With svery change of ministry in Madrid came a new  
lot of hungry politicians anxious 10 fill even the more bumble  
colonial emms. The opening of the Sues Canal hi 1869, followed  
by the establishment of direct steam communication between  
Spam and the Philippines, sounded the death knell of the peaceful  

missionary era and Wendt shoat the, de όnite enter of the  
Islands into the world of commerce and progress.  

The friars, by perpetuating medieval conditions in a country  
that was new being opened to contact with the civilized world,  
Increased the feeling of discontent. The natural result was a  
violent conflict. The more advanced Filipinos desired the fulfil-
ment of the decrees of the Council of Trent whereby the incum-
bencies in Christianized towns and villages should be held by  
regular clergy and not by truer. Fiiipincs bad for geneatiom  
been ordained into priesthood although not received into  

monastic orders. This measure was really aimed at the political  
and economic supremacy of the Spanish-born friars, who bad  
by this time acquired 400,000 acres of agricultural lend, more  
than half of It in the vicinity of Manila. The agrarian question  
added to the growing discontent. All the revolutions began in  

the province of Csvίt', where the friars owned 125,000 acres.  
In 1872 the secret agents of the friars Induced the native garrison 

 at Cavit6 to mutiny and thus glee the friars an excuse top for  
vigorous action. The mutiny was not successful, but Father  
Burgos, the leader of the reform party, was publicly garrotted  
with three other native priests; and the native clergy were  
declared to be incompetent to have the cure of souk. Several  
of the richest and best educated Filipinos were convicted of  
treason and banished.  

With the increased facilities for European travel Filipinos  
began to visit Europe and return with new and broader notions  
of life. The most distinguished of the travellers was  ^ΦΡtra< Jose Ries! ( ι86s-1896). Boa in Celainha, in the  
province of Luzon, of pure Tagflog parentage, he attended  
the newly reopened Jesuit university in Manila. He was then  
sent to Europe to complete his studies, first in Madrid, where he  
became a doctor of medicine, and later in Germany, where be  
received the degree of Ph.D. He caine into touch with advanced  
methods of scientific research, acquired great ability ass writer,  
keen perception of truth and an unflinching realization of the  
defects of his own people, and the unpleasant but essential fact  
that tο have better government they must first deserve it. His  
propaganda, aimed at the small body of Filipiaoi who had sum.  
cent eduαtio= to appreciate political satire, was eery effective.  
His most famous novel, Νeli sat beam, was published in ι886.  
In this be drew a masterly picture, not only of the life and  
immorality of the friars but also of the insolent Filipino chiefs  
or wciqw:, subservient to the powers above, tyrannical to those  
below, superstitious, unprogrcaaivo and grasping. Cadquiga 

 or "bossism," government by local aristocrats, was the prime  
feature of village life in the islands during the entire period  
of Spanish rule and waled long before their arrival.  

The campaign of Rind, Marcelo del Pilar, Graciano Lopes  
Jaen and Apolinario Mabini, the leaders in the "Yong  
Filipino Party," was a protest against both the domii'atjoa  
of the friars and economic and administrative  tratiνe  yy yM  
cadquism. To escape the vengeance of the trims, w..  
Rizal was obliged to flee to Europe. In 1892 he  
returned to the islands en the assurance of the governor, &dogko  
Despujols y Dusay, that he might live there in peace His  
enemies, however, gucceeded In having him arrested on a charge  
of treason. Meanwhile he had organized a reform party under  
the tide of Lisa Filipisa.. Its object had been to procure, by  
pacific means, several reforms in the government of the islands,  
the chief of which were the expulsion of the friers, and the with. 
drawal of the goveaor.general'a arbitrary power to deport  
Filipinos. The friars impo rtuned Dcspujols for Risers life but  
he persistently refused their demand, and met the case half-way  
by banishing Risal to Mindsaiao. I ιιcensed by the failure el their  
plot, the friars cbtained the recall of Despujols.  

The new governor, Ram δα Blanco, was like Despajols and  
many of his prcdecraaoTn, humane at heart, but he could do hitle  
more than bold in check the tyrannical schemes of  
the clergy. The banishment of Rigel convinced the "men.  
reform party that peaceful endeavour was futile.  
A secret organization, the Z(eiipiesas, was therefore started  
to secure reforms by feces of arms. It was founded by Andrea  
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!Weltedo, a schoolmaster of Caviti In 093—τ8g6 -the friαrs-
acting as spies for the government, obtained the banishment  
of many hundreds of natives.  

On the day after the Ratipunan conspiracy had been brought  

prematurely to light by a traitor, three hundred prominent  

Ra ιΡ.^r^  Filipinos were lodged in prison. This precipitated  
the revolt The inswτedο attacked the civil guard  
outside the city, but were unsuccessful. Α week later  

some hundreds of insurgents attacked the powder magazine at  
San Juan del Monte, but were completely routed. Four of their  
chiefs were taken prisoners and executed in Manila. Ten days  
after the plot was discovered Manila and five other provinces  
were omdally proclaimed in a state of siege. The ςωυττιclos  
concentrated all their energies upon Cavitf province. Several  
villages fell into their hands. " The insurgent commander-in-chief  
was Emilio Agunaldo. He was born in τ869 in Cavil€, don of a  
native farmer of considerable ability, and of a half-caste mother  
whose father was a Chinaman. After attending the Tagilog  
school at Cavit' be entered the Jesuit College in Manila but did  
aοt graduate. In 1893 be became municipal alcalde of Cavitf,  
and later joined the Ratipunan.  

The government was in a difδcιιlt position. General $)anco  
had extremely few European troops at his disposal, and it. was  
doubtful how tar native troops could be trusted. Reinforce-
ments were on the way from Spain, but the demands of Cuba bad  
already depleted the Peninsula of the best fighting material.  
Blanco, blamed for not acting at once, was recalled. In  
December 1896 General Camilo'Gartie de Polavieja (b. 1838)  
arrived as his successor, with General Jose lachambre (b. 1846)  
as chief of staff. Before Blanco left he had released Rizal and  
allowed him to go to Spain, but the friars caused his arrest and  
he was sent back to Manila, where he was executed by Polavieja's  
orders in December 1896.  

Lscbambre took the field in Cavitf with energy and succeeded  
in quelling the rebellion in that province. Hewes then despatched  
north. Numerous small battles were fought with Aguinaldo  
and the insurgents, rho were repeatedly defeated only to re-
appear in other places. l'olavieja's demand for more troops  
having been refused, he resigned, and was succeeded in the spring  
of 1897 by General Fernando-Primp de Rivers. Hostilities  
continued, but the wet season set in, making operations extremely  
difficult. Before Primo de Rivera could make much headway  
against the insurgents affairs in Cuba became so serious that the  
Spanish government cabled him that pacrfitation was most  
urgently desired. As a result he suspended operations and signed  
the treaty of Βiacabetό  (Dec. 5z, 1897), by which Aguinaldo  
and thirty-five of his chief followers were allowed to retire to  
Hongkong with a cash indemnity of 400,oοσ pesos. The Madrid  
government refused to confirm the terms of peace, and the peace  
rejoicings in Manila were followed by the persecution of  all 
those who were known to have sympathized with the movement.  

On the ιsth of February 1898 in Havana harbour, the U.S.S.  
"Maine" was blown up. On the τςth of March Primo de  
%s. Rivera, learning that theAmerican Commodore George  
Ίeeaa Dewey was mobilizing his beet in the harbour of  
err. Hongkong, called a council at -which the Spanish  
Admiral Patricio Montojo (b. 1839) stated that, in the event of  
a conflict, his own fleet would be inevitably destroyed. Prim e 
de Rivera was now recalled and General Basilic Augusti (b. 1840)  
tdok his place. With a new governor-general all plans had to be  
reconsidered. Before suitable defences could be made, word  
came from Hongkong that Dewey had started f οτ Μanila and  
Montojo hurriedly sailed from Subig Bay to Cavit€, barely in  
time to anchor before Dewey arrived. Few among his crew  
understood handling a gun properly, and owing to the poor care  
which his vessels had received they were actually inferior to  
the individual vessels of the American squadron. Commodore  
Deweyasτiνed in the Bayof Manila on the 1st of May, and totally  
destroyed or disabled the Spanish fleet. The surrender of the  
City was refused. The Americans occupied Cavitf. The battle  
of Manila Bay and the defeat of the Spanish fleet destroyed the  
WWWNi4 of Spain througlwi't the is asdι Irreclions began  

in nearly every province. Aguinaldo and his friends were  
allowed to came to Cavite in an American trsnspQrt. With the  
approval of Commodore Dewey, who allowed arms to be supplied  
him, Jiguinaldo successfully renewed his campaign against the  
Spaniarola until practically ell luzon, except the city of Manila  
and suburbs, was is his controL Rrinforcamenla arrived, sad  
on the 13th of August Manila wasriken by the Americans, under  
General Wesley Merritt (b. 1836)  

The refusal of General Merritt to permit Aguinsido's troops  
to enter Manila created resentment on the part of the Filipinos.  
A se--called eoauitutioml convention was held at Mallon, and  
a constitution was adopted. At the same time the Vissysn  
Republic was organized, and it professed allegiance to Aguin-
aldo's government. Neither Aguinaldo's government nor the  
Visayan government was able to maintain order, and the whole  
country was subject to the looting ofrobber bends. The treaty  
of peace between the United State and Spain, by which the  
Philippine Islands passed into the hands of the former, was  
signed in Paris an the loth of December :898, but it was not  
confirmed bythe Senate until the 6th of February 1899. During  
this period the Filipino army remained under arms. On the 4th  
of February hostilities broke out between the Americans and  
the Filipinos. The letter were defeated on the gth, at Paco,  
with heavy loss. The American troops, now under General  
Ε. S. Otis (b. 1838), following up the enemy, drove "erns  
them out of Malolos and then withdrew t ο a mseer eke  
Manila to await reinforcements, which brought wo"sws  
the total American force up t ο about do,000 men. It is  
unnecessary to trace is detail the gradual conquest of the  
islands, or the hundreds of engagements, often small, betwten  
the rebels and the Americans. Owing to the nature of the  
country, and the lope of securing independence from a possible  
overthrow of the Republican party in the United States, the  
war was prolonged for two or three years. With the capture  
of Aguinaido on the z3rd of March 1901, the resistance became  

little more than that of guerrillas.  
Civil government was introduced as fast as possible. During  

1899 the Schucman commission, headed by Dr Jacob G.  
Schurman of Cornell University, was sent by τa. τak  
President Mckinley to report on the state of affairs. crem ee.  

In February 1900 a second and more ροwerful- ems.  
commission was appointed, consisting of Judge W. H. Tift.  
Professor D. C. Worcester (b. ι866), General L. E. Wright  
(b. 5846), Mr H. C. ide (b. 5844), and Professor Bernard Moses  
(b. 1846). Under the presidency of Mr Taft it began to exercise 

 a legislative jurisdiction in September 59oa Its first act was  
to appropriate $I,000,000 for the construction and improve-  
meat of roads. It next provided fοτ the improvement of  
Manila harbour, which involved an expenditure of $3,000,000.  
The fifth act extended t ο the islands the benefits of a civiÍ  
service based an merit. In rent a general school law cats  
passed under which boo American school teachers were intro-
duced. They were scattered among s οο towns, to teach- s οο  
Filipino teachers English and modem methods of school  
teaching. Other legislation provided for the organization of  
a judiciary, a supreme court, the enactment of a code of civil  
procedure, the establishment of a bureau of forestry, a health  
depnstment, and an agricultural bureau and a bureau of con-
stabulary, made up of native soldiers officered by white men.  
Ladronism was very widely distributed under Spanish rule;  
and the old guardia cfail committed outrages almost equal  
to those of the brigands themselves. The new constabulary  
has been eminently successful in maintaining law and orde,e  
Greet progress has been made in the scientific mapping of the  
islands.  

On the 4th of July rum the office of military governor was  
abolished, the military forces being largely recalled, and the  
part remaining being made henceforth subordinate Q4  
t6 the civil authorities. fir Taft became governor. Oeers·  
general. A general amnesty was granted to all mσσ4  -
rebels and political primneri who would take the oath of  
allegianα ιο the U nited Stems. Os the s et d) al"9e: Ρresίdtnt  
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Roosevelt s ιgned an act establishing the dvil government  
of the Philippines and providing for a new legislative body.  
A census was authorized and was taken in 1903. The act of  
1902 also authorized the purchase of land belonging to the  
&ism. Although among such in ignorant and diversified body  
as that of the Filipinos public opinion can hardly be said  
οο exist, there is no doubt that the hatred of the friars was  
practically universaL When the revolution came the members  
of the four orders had to flee for their lives, although the people  
who killed or imprisoned those they could catch were generally  
good Catholies. As the insular government could not safely  
allow the friars to return to their parishes the friars' lands  
were bought for S7,000,000. Mr Taft managed the delicate task_  
of conducting negotiations with the Vatican without arousing  
the hostility of either Catholics or Protestants. On the let of  
February 1904 General L. Ε. Wright became governor, lie  
was suceeded in 1905 by Mr Η. C. Ide, who was succeeded  
by General James Τ. Smith in 1906. The elections for the  
first Philippine Assembly were held on the 30th of July 1 907,  
and 3 1  Nationalists, 26 Progressists, 33 Independents and ethers  
were elected. The total vote cat was about too,000. In  
many districts the Nationalisla' candidates premised that if  
they were returned immediate independence would follow.  
When the Assembly met it became apparent that the great'  
majority were more anxious ιο act as a dignified branch of the  
legislature than to maintain consistency with their preelection  
declarations The legislature convened for its second session  
on the tat of February 1909. During this session 72 laws were  
paced, of which 23  had been introduced by the Commission  
and 49 by the Assembly. Among the acts was one providing  
for the continuance of Spanish is the official language of the  
courts until 1913; an act providing for bankruptcy; and as  
act fixing the age of majority at 21 years.  

Governor Smith kit the Tends in May 1909 and was suc-
ceeded by W. Cameron Forbes. On the 6th of August 1909  
the Payne and Colton bills became law, greatly promoting trade  
between the Islands and the United States (see Comrnsrncoiions  
and C οιsmcπή . On the snd of November 1909 delegates  
were .lcctcd for the second Philippine Assembly. (II. ί3ι.)  
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PHIIJPPOPOLIS (Bulgarian, Ffotdia; Turkish, Fdibe), the  
capital of Eastern Rumelia, and of the department of  Philip. 
popolis, Bulgaria; situated in the midst of picturesque granite  
eminences on the right bank of the river Maritsa, 96m. E.S.  
of Sofia and 97 m. W.N.W. of Adrianople. Pop. ( τ906) 45,57 2,  
of whom a large majority are Bulgarians, and the remainder  
chiefly Turks, Greeks, Jews, Armenians or gipsies. Philip.  
popolis is on the main railway from Vienna t ο Constantinople, 

 via Belgrade and Sofia. The Ma.ritza is navigable up to this  
point, and as the city has communication by rail both with the  
port of D έdέagatch on the Meditcmnean and that of Burgas  
on the Black Sea, and is situated in a remarkably fertile country,  
it has become the chief malmercial centre of southern Bulgaria,  
and is the seat of both Greek and Bulgarian archbishops.  
The residences of the richer Greeks and Bulgarians occupy the  
slopes of the largest eminence, the Jamba τ-tόρf, in the centre  
of the city; between it and the Nobtet-tfpf, from the summit  
of which there is a magnificent view of the city, is the Armenian  
quarter; near the bridge over the Ma ń tza is the poorer Turkish  
quarter; and south-west of the Jambaz-t(pf there is a suburb  
of villas On the Bunań -thpf a monument has been-erected  
by the Russians in commemoration of the war of 1877, and near  
this is the new palace of the. king of Bulgaria. The Sahub-
tipf is crowned by a clock-tower. Not far from it are the  
beautiful Exhibition Parklaid out in 1892 and the fine Journaia-
Jami Mosque. Near the Mań tza are the remains of the ancitot  
konak (palace) of the. Turkish pashas, the public park formed  
by the Rdssians in 1877, the gymnasium, and the new Greek  
cathedral. The city has a large commerce in rice, attar of roses,  
and cocoons; other exports being wheat, wine, tobacco, alcohol  
and hides.  

Eumolpia, a Thracian town, was captured by Philip of  
Macedon and made one of his frontier posts; hence its name  
of Philippopalis, or "Philip's City." Under the Romans  
Phioppopolis or Trimontium became the capital of Thracia;  
and, even after its capture by the Goths, when x00,000-persons  
are said to have been slain, it continued to be a flourishing  
city till it was again sacked by the Bulgarians in 1205. It  
passed under Turkish rule in 2363; in ι8ι8 it was destroyed by  
an earthquake; and in 1846 it suffered from a severe con,  
(lagration. During the war of 1877-78 the city was occupied  
by the Russians (see also B ulcsxus: Ilislory).  

PHILIPPSBURG, a town of Germany, in the grand duchy of 
 Baden, situated on a sluggish arm of the Rhine, 15 m. N. of  

Karlsruhe, on the railway Brsichsal -Germersheim. Pop. (igo)  
2625. It has manufactures of tobacco and cigars, and some  
trade in cattle and hops. Pń ilippsburg, formerly an important  
fortress, originally belonged to the ecclesiastical principality  
of Spires, and was named Udenheim. In 1338 it was surrounded  
with walls by bishop Gerhard. A later bishop of Spires,  
Philipp Christoph von SStem, made the place his residence early  
in the 17th century, strengthened the fortifications, and renamed  
it Phtlippsburg after himself. At the peace of Weslpbslia in  
1648 the French remained in possession of the town, but in  
1679 it was restored to Germany, and though again captured  
by the French in 1688 it was once more restored in 1697. In  
1 734 the dilapidated fortress fell an easy prey to the French  
under Marshal Jierwick, who, however, lost his life beneath  
its walls. It was restored to Germany in 173$,  and Was again  
besieged by the French in 1799. The town was assigned to  
Baden in 1803.  

See Nap► . Ge ιιΜι ιte der $isdi Ρhilipp ιbnrg (Ρh ί liρpberg, sett).  
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ins 	. ■Αnαι ΜΙΙΖΜ Roma emperor &D. s44  

10249. oaten called " Philip the Arab," was a native of Bade  
in Arabia Τιachοnitiι having entered the Roman army, he  
rose to be praetodaa pestled in the Persian e.e. ignof Gordian 

 IlL, and, inspiring the soldiers to slay the young emperor, was  
used by them tο the purple (a"). Gf his reign little in known  
ezmpt that he celebrated the smiler games with greet pomp  
in a48, when Rome was supposed to have reached the thousandth  
year of her existence. A rebellion broke out among the legions  
of Morale, and Decius, who was sent to quell it, was forced by  
the troops tο put himself at their head and march upon Italy.  
Philip ass defeated and slain is a battle near Verona &acoel-
iag to Chriτtίanrs, he was a convert to Christianity. 

See Aurelius Victor, C'sesares, s8; Eutropiva, is. 3;  Zonιιas,  
ni. le.  

ΠΗΙΙ1Πό , ΑΜΒΒΟSB (c. 1675-1 749), English poet, was born  
in Shropshire of a Leiceatershire family. He was educated at  
Shrewsbury school and St John's College, Cambridge, of which  
he became a fellow in 1 ό9e. He seems to have lived chielly  
at Cambridge until he resigned his fellowship in 5708, and his  
pastorals probably belong to this period. He worked for Jacob  
Τοπsοn the bookseller, and his Pasferale opened the 6th volume  
of Tensor's Miscdim'ies (1709), which also contained the  
pastorals of Pope. Philips was a stanch Whig, and a friend  
of Steele and Addison. In Non, as a,, 30 and 32 (1753) of the  
Gwdis he was injudiciously praised as the curly worthy suc-
cessor of Spenser. The writer of the papers, who Is supposed to  
have been Thomas Tickell, pointedly ignored Pope's pastorals.  
Ie the Specmkr Addison applauded him for his simplicity, and fοτ  
having written English eclogues unencumbered by the machinery  
of classical mythology. Pope's jealousy was roused, and he  
sent an anonymous contribution to the Guardian (No. 40) in  
which he drew an ironical comparison between his own and  
Philip's pastorsia, censuring himself and praising Philips's worst  

. passages. Philips Is said to have threatened to cane Pope with  
a rod he kept hung up at Button's coil'se-bouse for the purpose.  
It was at Pop's request that Gay burlesqued Philips's pastorali  
in his Shepherd's Week, but the parody pleased by the very  
quality of simplicity which it was intended to ridicule. Samuel  
Johnson 4escιlbas the relations between Pope and Philips as a  

"perpetual reciprocation of malevolence." Pope lost no  
opportunity of scot(ing at Philips, who figured in the Bathos  
end the Duscied, as Mercer in the Ckarachrs; and In the " In-
structions to a porter how to find Mr Curll's authors "-he is a  
"Pindaric writer in red stockings." In 1718 he started a Whig  
papa, The Freethinker, in conjunction with Hugh Boulter, then  
vicar of St Olave's, Southwark. He bad been made justice of  
the peace for Westminster, and in 5757 a commissioner for the  
lottery, and when Boulter was made archbishop of Armagh,  
Philips accompanied him as secretary. He sat in the Irish  
parliament for Co. Armagh, was secretary to the lord then-
color In 1726, and in 1733 became a judge of the prerogative  
court. His patron died in 1742, and six years later Philips  
returned tο London, Where be died on the 58th of June 1749.  

His contemporary reputation rested on his pastorals and  
epistles, particularly the description of winter addressed by him  
from Copenhagen ([7ee) to the earl of Dorset. In Τ. H. Ward's  
Es'lish Peels, however, be is represented by two of the simple  
and charming pieces addressed to the infant children of Lord  

Carteret and of Daniel Pultenep. These were scofled at by  
Swift as " little gams on Miss Carteret," and earned f οτ Philips  
from Henry Carey the nickname of " Namb - Pamby."  

PhlItpdi works are an- abridgment of Bi shop Racket's Life  of.  
john Williams (u yoo)' Tie liearw ιιd sad O πΡe aye: ?mime Tales 

( ηas), from the Fresh of F. PIth de is Croix; three 
 days: Tie flmbgsI liege? (ere), an adaptation of Raci ιιe's A,,dro.  

meqar; The &ilos (ups); Ha πιfrη', duke 4 Gloucester (1723).  
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cditιοιιαppeaπd in 1748.  
PHILIP/, JOHN (1676-1708), English poet and man of letters,  

son of Dr Stephen Philips, archdeacon of Shropshire, was been  
it his father'ι vicarage at Brampton, ΟχΙοrdshire, on the Soth of  
December 1676. He was educated at Wlacheater and Christ  

xχΙ T► 	-  

Chmeh,Oxford. He was acastes! readerot Virgil aided  billion. 
In 1701 his poem, The Splendid SA έlfiπg, was published without  
his consent, and a second unauthorized version in ι7ο5 induced 

 him m mint a correct e ι itίοnn in that year. The sp4 ιιdid Shilllag,  
which Addison in The naNa called "the finest burlesque poem  
in the British language," recites in Miitonic blank verse tbd  
mherie. consequent on the went of that piece of money. Its  
success introduced Philips to the notice of Robert Harley and  
Henry St John, who commie Toned him to write a Tory counter.  
bust to Joseph Addison" Caas$aigw. Philips was happier In  
burlesquing his favourite author than in genuine imitation of  

a heroic theme. His Marlborough Is modelled on the warriors  
of Hamer and Virgil; he rides precipitate over h αps of fallen  
horses, dIsnging the foet'meof the battle by his own right arm.  
Cyder (708) is modelled on the Georgiea of Virgil. Cere αfis,  
an Ιaiιdwn if  Millen (1706), although printed without his  
name, may safely be ascribed tο him. In all his poems except  
Bletekeiae be found an oppeltunity to insert a etdogy of tobateo.  
Philip. died at Hereferd on the 15th of February η'o8/e. There  
is an inscription to his memory in Westminster Abbey.  

See Ti. Wide Works of. eke Philips... re vilcb is 
}mixed his life. by Μr IG (SέκÍl (ί σd ed., iy,o), John,  Ζ ,  
of lice Past; end Βάοραρέίa &imaaeα  

ΡSi6ΙΡ$, HATHARINE (τ631-ι664),  English  per,  daughter  
of John Fowkr, a merchant of Buklersbury, London, was born  
on the sat of January 1631. He, father was a Presbyterian,  
and Katharine is said to have reed the Bible through before  she 
was hire years yid. On sriiving at years of discretion she broke  
with Presbyterian traditions in both religion and Politic,  
became an ardent admirer of the king and his church policy,  
and in 1647 married James Philips, a Welsh royalist. Has'  
home at the Priory, Cardigan, became the centre of a "society'  
of friendship," the members of which were known 10 0110 metier  
by fantsstic names, Mrs Phllipa being " Orinda," bee husband  
" Antenor, ' Sir Charles Collard " Poliedim." The " match-
less" Grinds, as her admirers called her, phsed as the apostle  
of female friendship. That there was much mild worth under her  
ailectatioos is proved by the respect and friendship she Inspired.  
Jeremy Taylor in 1659 dedicated to her his"Discourse on the  
Nature, O6ms and !easuresof friendship," and Cowley, Henry  
Vaughan the Slmist, the earl of Roatommoa and the earl of  
Cork and Orrery all celebrated her talent. In 1662 she went  
to Dublin to pursue her husband's claim to certain I ń shastates,  
and there she completed a translation of Cornellle's Pend*,  
produced with greet success In 1663 in the Smock Alley Theatre,  
and printed in the same year both in Dublin and London. She  
went to lcedog in March 1664 with a nαrly completed tranda-
tion of Comeille's Horace, but died of amalipox on the land of  
June. The literary atmoaphere of her circle is preserved in the  
excellent Leiters of Week  so Pdiwder, published by Bernard  
Lintot fii z70g and 1709. " Poliarchu " (Sir Charles Cotterel)  
was master of the ceremonies at the court of the Restoration, and  
afterwards translated the romances of La Csipeenkde. Mrs  
Philips had two children, one of whom, Katharine, becsme the  
wife of Lewis Wogan of Boulaton, P,mbroke'hlre. According  
to Mr Come, this lady may have been " Joan Philips," the  
author of a vofwne of Fe: nee Peas ... mitten by E$dis,  
which are in the style of Orinds, sod display genuine feeling  
with very little reserve.  

See Ε. W. Come, Smsleeiili Cesiary Studies ςΡ1 	Peens,  
By the lscomparoble Mrs J. P. appeared airrepti tuously is 1664  
and an authentic edition in 1667. &deed Poem, edged with an  
appreciation by Miss L, L Gurney, appeared in igo4 but tie bed  
modern edition is in Samtibury a Muer Potts if lie ta ιeίies Find  
(vol. 4  5905).  . 

PHILig'f ΒΕΙΙ the general name for the people of  Phihistla 
(Ass. Pakfl", P17i11'; Hg p.r -s-i),  a district embracing the rich  
lowlands on the Mediterranean coast from the neighbourhood  

1  " PhiGrtiα," as a tam of mυeempt. hostility or τepeοacbιΡb  
appears first in English, In a sense equivalent to "the roomy,  
as early as the beginning of the 17th century, and later as a slang  
term Γoo a bailiff or a sheriff's oflcr, tar mere drunken or 

eal vicious people geny. In German uσiwroues the townsfolk  
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to Samuel (t Sam. vii. 13),  Sad (slv. 47),-and David (a Sam.  
vii. t; for Solomon see t Sings a. so); but they evidently  

revered their independence, and we find that twice within a  
short time the northern Israelites kid siege to the border brtrns.  
of Gibbethon ( τ Kings xv. η, xvi. x5). Although this place  
has not been identiled, it Is mentioned in alit of Denims cities  
with Aijalon, Eltron, Ekekeh and Timms (Joshua six. 44, xxi.  
23), names of importance for the history. Somewhat late the  
evidence becomes fuller, and much valuable light is thrown upon  
the part which the Philistine coast played in the political history  
of Palestine. Gana, the most southerly and famous of the  
Philistine towns, was the terminus of the great caravan-route  
from Edom and south Arabia, with whose Bedoufa it was  
generally on good terms. It was "the outpost of Africa, the  
door of Asia" (G. A. Smith), the stepping-oE point for the  
'mvaaion of Egypt, and the fortress which, next in importance  
to Iachish, barred the maritime road to Phoenicia and Syria!  

It is necessary to realize Gaza's position enditslinkawlthtrading  
centres, since conditions in the comparatively small and half-
desert land of Judah depended essentially upon its relations with  
the Edomitea and Arabian tribes on the southeast and with  
the Philistines on the wet! jehoshaphat's supremacy ever 

 and Arabians ( τ Cń ron. xvii. ii, partly implied in  
a Rings xxii. 47) is followed by the revolt of Libnah (near  
Ι . rhf'h)  and Edom against his son Jehoram (τ Kings viii. so. sa).  
The book of Chronicles mentions Philistines and Arabians, and  
knows of a previous warning by a prophet of Mareshah (east  
of Ladsish; τ Chron. zr. 37, xxi. x 6). In like manner, the  
conquests of Uzziab over Flom and allied tribes ( τ Kings xiv.  
22, see ι Citron. xxvi. 7) and over Gath, Ashdod and Jabneh 

 (ibid. r.6) find their sequel in the alliance of Samaria and Danes  
cus against Abaz, when Edom recovered its independence (so read  
for "Syria" in a Kings zvi. 6), and the Philstines attacked  
Beth-ahemesh, Aijalon, Timnath, &c. (s Chron. xxviii.  ι  seq.)!  
These notices at least represent natural conditions, and the  
Aaayrian inscriptions now are our authority. Tiglath-pileser  
IV. (734 s.c.) marched down and seized Gaza, removing its gods  
and goods. Its king Hanun bad fled to Multi, but was pursued  
and captured; Ascalon, Judah and Edom appear in a list of  
tributaries. Μυgf was entrusted to the care of the Arabian  
Idlbi'll (of the desert district), but continued to support anti-
Assyrian leagues (see Rowan), and again in 720 (two years after  
the fall of Sarnnrk) was in alliance with Gaza andnorth Palestine.  
Assyria under Saigon defeated the southern confederation at  

Rapil)i (Raphia on the border of Egypt) and captured ianun;  
the aigni5cance of the victory is evident from the aubmission  
of the queen of Aribi (Arabia), the Sebaean Raman. and Mugf.  
This Μuari appears to have been a district outside the limits of  
Egypt proper, and although tribes of the Delta may well have  
been concerned, its relations to ?hllistia agree with the Inde  
pendent biblical account of the part played previously by Edoat  
and Arabian tribes (see Miriam). But the disturbances con-
tinued, and although desert tribes were removed and settled in  
Samaria in 715, Multi and Philfatia were soon In arms again.  
Ashdod (see Ise, sr.) and Gath were taken and sacked, the  
people removed, and fresh Monies were introduced, judah.  
Edam and Moab were also involved, but submitted (711 s.c.).  

Scarcely ten years passed and the whole of Palestine and Syria  
was again torn with intrigues. Sennacben'b (Sargon's suc-
cessor in 705) marched to the land of the "Hittites," travelled 

 'See G. A. Smith, Hid. Gen d 13. Holy Laid. cha lx. seq.;  
and M. A. Meyer, Risu, of she Ciι 41  Gem (New sorb. igoy).  
For the teaditions aasersating Gaza with Crete, s s the keen  
Index, sn. Minn; the iue,nblsnce between the Minsnans of South  
Anbiaand Cretan Mmes leas agotded grounds (t all kinds of  
speculations, ancient (Pliny vi. 157) and mod. ι Between the central 	

em 
udauas piatciu and the letter lay the  

" lowlands " (Sbfph5iab), a dirt' open equally to Judasas sad  

Philistines alike.  
Cf. Gaza and Edam against Judah in Amor 1. 6, and, for the  

part played by Damascus, the later vicissitudes under the Nahat-
seans (Josephus, Ant. xiii. 13. 3). It is difficult to date the alliance  
of Syria and PbiIistla against Israel in lu. ix. ii seq. (on. the teat. 
w 

 

of Jafla (Joppa) to the Egyptian desert south of Gana (an the  
subsequent extension of the name in its Greek form Palacatina,  

see Paziaxzxz).  
ι.  Egy$ios Raidmee. —The name is derived from the Purasati,  

one of a greet confederation from north Syria, Asia ?diner and  
the Levant, which threatened Egypt in the XXth Dy σasty. They  
are not among the horde enumerated by Ramses IL or  Mer-
neptah, but in the eighth year of Rameses III. (c. iaoe-ixgo) the  
Puisssti hold a prominent place in a widespread movement  
on land and sea. The Syrian states were ovetwhelmed and the  
advance upon Egypt seemed irresistible. Ramses, however,  
collected a large tied and an army of native troops and mer-
cenaries and claimed decisive victories. The Egyptian monu-
ments depict the Sight of the enemy, the heavy ox-carts with  
their women and children, and the confusion of their ships.  
But the sequel of the events is not crtain. Even if the bncreaa-
log weakness of the Egyptian Empire did not invite a repetition  
of the incursion, it could have allowed the survivors to settle  
down, and about a century leer one of the peoples formerly  
closely allied with the Puuasedi is found strongly entrenched  
at Der, and together with the more northerly port of Byblos  
treats with scant respect the traditional suzerainty of Egypt'  
That some definite political changes ensued in this age have been  
inferred on other grounds, and the identibcatlon of the Punasati  
witty the Philiatines may permit the assumption that the latter  
succeeded in oecupyiiig  the district with which they have always  
been amαiated.  

The Egyptian monuments represent the Purasati with a very  
distinctive feather head-dress resembling that of the Lyassia  
and Mycenaeans. Their general physiognomy in hardly Cilician  
or Hittite, but European. Their .  arms wmpriae two abort  
awards, a longer spear, a round shield, and they sometimes wear  
a coat of mail; a-curious feature is their tactics of Sgbllng in a  
circle of protecting shields, The charism resemble the Hittite  
with two crossed receptacles for the tremens, but obviously  
these were not used by  the Purasati alone. On archaeological  
grounds the Purasati have been coenacted with the people of  

Reftiu, i.e. Μyaenaeeρs of Crete, although a wider application  
of this term is net tp be excluded.  

See further, G. Μsapero, Sbaggfe 4 fie Nolie.s. pp. 46t asp.. 
W. M. MWkr, Asks n. Europa PR aqq.; Mind. d. rοrdeτesώ t. 
σesea. 1-42'(1900), ρρ. x13 egq ι904); H. R. Hag. Brtbsi  
School of  Aikjm. viii 1s7 'ii', a.  τ '  aqς.;  Pros. Ste. Bill. Arch. 
Dui sal (91!)) p eels; H. Wall. Re.. 	ad., I. 52  aqq• ( 1904); 
R υsm D υd, Rea def 	des rdig., ii. 

i 	

ss ιqq (1Q^ . tae  
ce e 

t
ntly, A. σι Wiedeann, O&iest. lit. Zeii. (0950),, cola 49 aqq. dώ  

putes the dentifκΡation of Κeft with Crete.  
a. Hitfa y.—Biblical tradition, too, leas to embed the  

Philistinα as immigrants from Caphtor (Amos ix. 7). They  
appear in the pre-Mossic age (Gess. xxi. 3 5, 3M ), at the  
Exodus of the Israelites (E τ. xiii. η, xv. 14), and the invasion  
of Palatine. They are represented as a confederation of five  
rities (Ashdod, A&eslon (Ashkelenj, Ekron, Gath and Gaza)  
which remained anoonquerod (Joshua xiii. a seq., Judges Si. 3;  
contrast Joshua ay. 45-47,  six.  N)• The institution of the  
Hebrew monarchy 1'. i000 ao.) follows upon periods of Philistine  
oppression (Judges lii. 31,  Χ.  7, zi, xiii. ι--; see Saimow; Eu;  
Saxuaz.; Sam.; Daum). The subjugation of them is ascribed  
"um exiled by  the students Pislishv; they were "outsiders," the  
enemy of the chosen people. It is supposed that this use  sin.. 
In teen in Jena after a " town and gown" row In which a student  
had been killed end a mermen preached on the text " the I hili σtines  
be span yon, Samson" (see (sσrfιrfy Resins, April 1599, 438, note,  
quoted in the New Esglmk Dntioaery)." Philistine" thus became  
the name of contempt applied by the cultured to thoκ whom they  
considered beneath them In intellect and taste, and was first a  
used in English by Carlyle and Matthew Arnold (Essays is Criticism, 
"m Hrieh Heine," ιt 5) gave the word its vogue and its final  
connotation, as signifying " inaceeιible to and impatient of  
ideas."—fEo.j  

'S. the Papyrus Site published by W. Gei€elscbeH (Rte, d<  
bssusx. xxi. 74  .qq,), on which see A. Em ιen, Zsil. f. aepfl.  

kι pp. p1
1
-

q114^ (1900); W. Μ. Muller, Mined. d
ρp

sordaassal. 

G^torúá Rrcords, iv. ; Ή  Hogg. HW ^ in the Τυσυι. Seπ̂ Ζ.  
Of the publications of university of Manchester, p. 90 seq.  
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the need sled, denuding from lidos, took Jaffa, Beth-degna,  
Besmberak, £&mn sad Timsah (di In the district seedbed to the  
=them Den). At Ekekeh (ahe ń  Din) the shies were defeated.  
Farther ssulh ea®e the turn of Aeabn, Laahih and Librob;  
Judah under Hesthlab steered severely, and its west= cities  
were tmmfe red to tics faithful vamala of Ek ι , Added end.  
Cam. The immediate reb.eqsesit events am obscmn (see  
further Hmaaa). Ιn the 7th century Cm, Aacalos, Ashdod  
and nine were Asaysian vamah, mestά r with Jidr4•llteab  
and Edom—in all, twenty-two kings of the " Aittit α "--and  
the discovery of A++rrlan  eοntmεt-tablets at Gsaα (o. 6yο)  
may Indicate the presence of Assyrlan gs πionι. But es the  
Amyrlan power declinedEgyptian monarch. foamed plaits of  
sggrandizesneiit. Herudolus mentions the Scytlilan Invasion  
and sack d the temple of Aphrodite Urania (Astute) at Ascalon,  
also the prolonged doge of Ashdod by P Λammedcbus,

}
and the 

iii. 5). Ή  the Babylonian Empire followed τuponueflditlonal 
lines end thrust back Egypt, and Nsbomdn (553  s..) dales  
his vassals as far as Gam. The Fearless took over the realm  
of their predecesots, and Gam grew in importance as a gat of  
International commerce. Nebemia ń  speaks not of Philistines,  
but of Axhdodltca ([v. 7), epeakiug an " Ashdodite " dialect  
(xiii. 24); Just as Sirabo regards the Jews, the Idum αean, the  
Gazaza and the Aabdoditea as four cognate peoples having the  

common characteristic of combining agriculture with commerce.  
In southern Ρhπistiέ  at lust, Arabian immigration became  
more pronounced. In the time of Cmbyses Arabs wore settled  
at Jenysor south ci Gm (Herod. Si. 9), and when Alexander  
marched upon Egypt, Gaza with its army of Arabs and Persians  
odered a strenuous resistance. Recent diacovenea bear Tell  
Sαndelρnιtαh (or Mareahab) have revealed the presence  Of 
North Arabian (Edomite) names about the sad century sc. 1  
On the history .1 the district see further Jaws; MAccasax.;  
Psimnen.  

3. Philidisi Tredi$'ms.—Tbe interdependence of the meth  
PalestInIan peoples follows from geographical co ilderm which  
are unchangeable, and the fuller light thrown upon the last  
decades of the 8th century s.c. illuminates the more fragmentary  
tvidence elsewhere.' Hence the two sIeges ci the Philistine  
Gbbethon by the Israelites (above) obviously have some aigniS-
eance for Judaean history, but the Judaean annals unfortunately  
afford no help (see Asa). Again, the Aramaean attack urn  
Israel by Hamel of Damascus  leads to the capture et Geth  
(ι Kings xii. 17), and this, together with the statement that be  
took "the Philistine" from Jehoabsh of Israel (ibid. xiii. ax,  
Ludan's recension), bears upon Judith, but the statements are  
heisted. Somewhat Later, the Assyrian king Adad-nfra ń  IV.  
claimed tribute from Edom, Philistia and Beth-Omni (the  
Israelite kingdom); the curious omission of Judah has suggested  
that it was then included with the second or third of these (see  
Jaws, § to). The Philistinca naturally had prominent place 

 in popular tradition, and the story of Isaac and the Philistine  
Abime ech (Gen. exvi., ci. m. 32) is of great interest for its  
unbiased representation of interconlse, enmity, alliance and  
covenant. But it is important to notice that a parallel story  
(xx.) is without this distinctively Pbilistias background, and  
this variation is sig αiδcant. One account of the Israelite  
inveaion conceived a conquest of earlier giant inhabitants  

(Aniklm) who survived in Gaza, Gath and Ashdod (Joshua  n. 
si seq., contrast xis. 3), but were driven out from Hcbmn by  
Caleb (Joshua xv. r4,  ci. Num. xiii. s o, a8). The Philistinea  
themselves are celled.lbe remnant of the Anikim (Jer. ddvii. 5,  
m the Septuagint), or as CaρhtόιΙm replace the carnet Av,im.  

' Petom and llieracb, Fainted Tombs is tie Νn ι'ρdίs of Marina

( )  17bua. the ahem  d Gem by Egypc  (1 Kiap h . 16) was prε-
mmsdy ο4 pact of some mae eumisivioperstieca, but their  
relation to k's great Palestine campwgn h uncertain; see  
A. Ale, Isnsd a. Aer $ca. pp. '938 (I.e ι g, 5909). it would 
• unsafe eefe to infer much from the 	reference to the " ausanger  

(spry.  me.uing ambiguous)" of Camsau 	tis and Phúi 	(Bali.  

(Deg. if e3, ma Joshua 	3). Samuel's groat dslaat of the  
Phί l^tίom leads to "pace between lead and the Lιυn s  " 
(r Sam. vii. s4); and the migradole of the Dash= is placed after  
Samson's eondiets with the Philistlime (Judges =W. seq.), er ia  

due to the prware ci Amodte Ο. 34). Eves in David's s fights  
with the Philistines in Jam,  Jerusalem is Jabnaife  neighbour-
ing nαnIaaεlite citlea ae Hivita α Amodts ( ehαa ix. 7,  
α Sam. ai. 2), and his stunge adveraaiiet fend s dam emend in  
the seal-mythical gas of Anak (τ Sm. m. s6, iS, so, τι).  
This buctuation, dii. pertly to the &Resent ci τclα in which the  
biblical a rradves took shore, and partly to de δαite [ahapώ s  
of the tradition of the past, adomly amp8αtm all attempts  
to combine the early history of la αel with the axteanal evi-
dents. The hhtery of the Philihti σe district goes heck hang  
betas the time et the Puruetl (ι. isoo s.c.), and if the  
refertricea to Philistima is pee-Manic timα are touted as  
aaιchmσiιms, theκ which an be applied to the :nth-uth  
century do not at ems s.cqidrean historical value The refer-
ences d the time of the Exodus, the Invasion and the" Judges"  
—whatever chronological scheme be adopted—must he takes  
in connexiosi with a canal e τaminιtion of all the evidence.  
it is lnhesently not improbable that a melees' lags been  
preserved of Pblllatine op me =loss in the a:eh century but it  
is eatiarnely difficσlt to aketch any adequate sequeare of events,  
and among the conflicting tradition are situations equally  
applιnble to later periods • ci hostility. Blblicsl bistoey hen  
presented its own views of the Israelite sled judas'an mooarcbia;  
Israel has its anemia who come pouring forth from the south  
(ι Sam. xlii. 27, ι8), while the founder of the Jadee ιn dynasty  
has intimate relation. with ι Philistine king Acbish (or Ahime-
loch, Pa mlv.), or, from another point of dew, deais the  
district of s prehistoric rag of giants. In the stories of bunion  
and Small, the Phθistinα are located in the matáimn plain,  
whereas, in the oldest tractable account of S.ul'arise (appazeatly  

shortly before rope s.c.) theybeld Israel ( τ Sam. ix. ι6,χίiΙ. 3 seq.,  
7, xiv. τ, τι, τι). But there is no historical contin uity between  
the two situations, and the immediate prelude to the achieve-
ments of Saul zed Jonathan is Jog, Tire biblical evhieocedue  
not favour any continued Philistine domination since the time  
of Ramses III., who indeed, hater in his reign, made an expedi-
tion, not against the Puraead, but into Noah Syria, and, of  
appears from the Papyrus Ha τeh, restored Egyptian supremacy  
over Palestine and Syria Upon the (mcompiete) external  

evidence snd upon a careful criticism ci the biblical history ci  
this period, and not upon any promiscuous mmin'atbou of the  
two souταs, must depend the value of the plausible though  
brad reconstructions which have been proposed.'  

Considerable stress is often laid non Gcliatb'a a^mour Of  

bronco and his free weapon, but even David himself bas helmet,  
Tweed and mat-c-mall at his disposal (c Sam. svit), and suits  
of armour had &heady been taken from Mempotamia by Teth.  
mosis III. CheriotsofiτonaτeascrlbedtotheCaaaa ιιite(Jaeliea  
xvii. χ6, i8, Judges t  ι,  iv. 3);  but if early itferenixa to iron  
are treated as unblstoricsi (Gen. iv. lea, Num. xxxi. 22,xxxv. ιό ,  
Dent. it. το, viii. 9, ddz. 5,  xxvii.  S,  uviii. 43,  milt  ι,  Joshua  
vi r9, 24) Gobath's iron spear-head must be judged together  
with the whole narrative in the light of a consistent historical  
criticism. 

' Ti,. i&rbimαts of Anion besiegedby Remeae ι U. are sepia  
mated as llittites. For an attempt to treat the pre.Mcsaic refer- 
ences as hitorical, an A. Nooeiltxij. D. Fiiisbjm, (Kampen, 

q
^ 

'See m these. W. M. Mbl k. if,aeft d. ,ord'munaL tercd. 
p. 39 seq.; G. F. Moore,  , Bu y;  Bib, a " Philitines," col. 3 
seg., and cf. H. W. Heap. op. cd. p. 91. Fee the suggestea that  
the Philiί tines " have in certain cases tah αa the place of another  
ethnic. sae S. A. Cook. Chit. Nab ea 0. T. ΖΙµiary, pm. 	seq..  
ι 	131 seq.. • X36 	a 	d.. from another point of view, 
Τ. K CαryaeDadmsaed Ρdl oJΚń ιadow oΙΙιιdsi (ι9ο8). ρP xx. qq•  

+ The introduction of iron has been ascribed to about 1000 S.C. 
 (Maalieά r. Qasef. Sobs. p. 321 119051.  as against p. [as (1  

H. Vincent, Cetus. &Geri/ Faspl nias efussk. p. s» seq.). It  
need hardly be said that the height and might of GoWth must be  
regarded in the mme way as Hum. mu. 32; Dent ii. u. 1áe men  
of the heroic age N gents. ae were the 'Μ and 1•hamαd eο the  
inter Arabs  
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ass Semitic or at best a thoroughly Semitismi people. Their  
proper names show that before and even during the Persian 

 age their languages difiered only dialectically from Hebrew.  
Among ibeexceptions mint be reckoned Achish (Sept. &rxoie),  
with which has been compared Ikausu, • king of Ekron (7th  
century) and the "Kcftiαα " name Αbaώ α of the XIXth  
Egyptian dynasty. Names in .olb (Goliath; Abuaeath, Gen. 

 sxvi) are not restricted to Philistines, and Phicol (ibid.) is  
too obscure to serve as evidence. The religion is not novel.  

The male god Dagon has his partner Astarte (qq.e.), said  
Baal.aebub, a famous oracle of Ekroc (a Kings 1) Sods  

a parallel in the keel "heals " of Ρalestine l Even when  
the region seems to be completely Hellenised after the  
Persian age, It is not so certain that Greek culture pervaded  
all classes (see G. F. Moore, Πsscp. Bib. 001 37x6), although 

 s certain amount of foreign influence probably made itself  
felt upon the coast-towns at all times.. The use of the  
term i3hb4ekοι  in Maccsbaeaa and later writings (cf. the  
contemptuous hatred of Ben Sirs, Ecciesiuticus L *6, and the  
author of Jubilees &de. 3e sqq.) corteetly expresses the con-
ditlonsof the Greek age and the Maccabacan wars, and naturally  
any illusion to the situations of many centuries previously is  
quite unnecessary. bimi7arly, the biblical evidence represents  
the traditions in the form which they had reached in the writer's  
time, the true date of which s often uncertain. Antagonism  
between Pl'iltei'w  and Israelites was not a persisting feature,  
and, although the forma are styled " und τcumcίιεd " (chiefly  
in the stode. in the book of Samuel), the term gained new force  
when the expulsion of uncircumcised aliens from the sanctuary  
of Jerusalem was proclaimed in the writings ascribed to Ezekiel  
(cb. πBν.).s  

In fact the question arises whelbei the history of the Philistines  
is net that of a territorial designation, rather than that of the  
lineal descendants of the ΡuτasstΙ, who, if one of the peoples  
who took part in the events of the XXth Dynasty, may well have  
bequeathed their name. The Mediterranean coast-land was  
always exposed to incursions of aliens, and when Carians appear  
as royal and temple guards at Jerusalem (a Sings xi. 4), it is  
aumcieut to recall old Greek traditions of a Carian sea-power  
and relations between P6Hiatla and Greek lends.+ Even the  
presence of Grimm and Ionians in the time of Pasmmetichus I.  
may be assumed, and when these ere planted at Defneb it is  
noteworthy that this is also closely aeeociated with a Jewish  
colony (via. Tabpanhes, Je. xGii. seq.). Although the Purasati  
appear alter the ι5th-i4th centuries, now illuminated by the  
/mains tabWs, their owe history is perhaps earlier. 5  But there  
is no reason it present to believe that their entrance caused any  
break in the archaeological history. The apparently " Aegean "  
influence which enters into the general" /mama" period seems  
to begin before the age of the /mama tablets (at Lechish), and  
it passes gradually into later phases contemporary with the  

1 See further, F. Sdiwally. &it. Wisssiu. 71sa1. xmv. 103-108.  
A few Hebrew words have been regarded as Phil ίstiα loan-words, 
m notably pι7liςαi concubine (τu»»aay. ratted4, Let. .cikz),  
said seem (y*,siwe) the title applied to the five lords of the Philistine  
confederation; suns otherwise means "axle," and may have been 

o • ohed metaphorically like the Arab. b# (W. R. Smith). On the  
'*hr band, a common origin in Asia Minor is also possible for  

' In 
e when 	

the Pbillaiinea am deiutunced  
(nth Ammon, Moib and Flom) for their wengeenoe upon Judah  
(Eiek. xiv. i5-i ). With Tyrc and Sidon they are condemned for 

underi judab, end 	fix kidnapping its children to ern to the 
t,^eeln ()eeel W. 4-8; d. Amos L 6-12; τ Macc. iii. 41). They are  
threatened with a fee from the north (Jer. ay. so:  Ia. xlv. 29-31;  
see Zarnwmae). as also is Phoenida (Jar. xlvii..-1pon whom 
they depend (d. Zch. lx. 34). Judah ispromised reprisals  
(Zeph. h. 7; Obed. 19), and a remnant of the PSibatinea may become  
worshippers of Yahweh (tech. ix.). The historical backgrounds of  
th pewages sit Whited.  

• Sα J. L. Myris, Ιw d 4  Zfdhs'ii' Slsdias, xxvi. 84 'qq.  
(r 	especially pp. l06, lay eqq- 

'This is suggested by de recent diseovety at Phaeems in Crete  
of a disk with evidence fcc a native iaipt; see A.)) Evans. Saipan  
Misoo fOaford. 1909), ρρ. » see.: B. Meyer, S gibVwktc of  
the Berlin Academy far the zig of October 1909.  

lsmelite mosiatchy. There Is a. tardy continuous lalirooam  

with eztanel culture (Cypriote, early and )ate Greek), and, if  
Oath be identified with Tel q. ii, Bli ιι rind Μamtister, who  
excavated it, found no trace of any InterrispIion in its history.  
Only at Greer—perhaps Philistine, a Sam. v. as—has there  
been found evidence for a Mrange mace with several distinctive  

features. Bricked vault tombs were discovered containing  

bodies outstretched (not contracted); the deposits were of an  
unusually free character and comprised alive, alabaster and  
even iron. The culture appears to find Ceti= and Lydian  
parallels, and has been ascribed provisionally to the ι3th-ιοth  
centuries. So far, however, of the cities lying within or im-
mediately exposed to Philistine influence, the discoveries at  
Gmat are unique.'  

Aaoording to the biblical traditions the Philistines are the  
remnant of Caphtor (Jar. xlvii.4, Amos ix. 7), and the CaphtOrim  
drove out the aboriginal Arm from Gaza and district, as the  

Hoń iaeand Rephaim were displaced by Edam and Ammo,  
(Dent. 11 23). These Caphtertm, together with Ludim (Lydienss)  
and other petty peoples, apparently of the Delta, are ones  
reckoned to Egypt (Gen.  Χ.  24)! By Gphtor the Septuagint  
has sometimes understood Cappadocia, which indeed may be  
valid for'its age, but the name is to be identified with the  
Egyptian K(a)ptar, which is later Ptolemaic times seems to  
man Phoenicia, although KeJtiu had had another connotation.  
The Cherethltes, associated with the Philistine district  (i  Sam.  
mu: 14, 16, Ezek. xiv. 26, Zeph. ii. 5  seq.), are aometimes recng-
ekxed by the Septuagint as Cretans, end, with the Pelethites  

(often taken to be a rhyming form of Ph iiistines), they form  
part of the royal body-guard of Judasn kings (a Sam. viii. iS,  

xv. 18. a. 7, 1 KIngs 1.38,44;  in a Sam. xx. 23 the Hebrew text  
has Cań tes). . However adequate these identifications may  
seem, the persistence of an independent clan or tribe of Chen-
thitea-Cretans to the close Of the tb century would imply an  
unbroken chain of nearly six hundred years, unless, as is is-
herently more probable, later immigrations had occurred within  
the interval. But unit the ethnological relations either of the  
south Palestinian coast or of the Delta it would be unsafe to  
dogmatise So far as can be ascertained, then, the first mention  
of the Philistines belongs to an age of disturbance and change  
in connexion with movements in Asia Minor. Archaeological  
evidence for their influence has indeed been adduced, 2  but it is  
certain that some account must be taken also of the influence  
by land from North Syria and Ass Minor. The influences,  
whether from the Levant or from the north, were trot confined  
to the age of Rameses III. alone, and the biblical evidence,  
especially, while possibly preserving some recollection of the  
invasion of the Puresati, is in every case late and may be shaped  
by later historical vicissitudes. It is impossible that Palestine  
should have remained untouched by the external movements  
in connexion with the Delta, the Levant and Asia Minor, and  
it is usable that the course of internal history in the age  imτ edi-
ately before said after :coo a:c. ran upon lines different from  
the detailed popular religious traditions which the biblical  
historians have employed. (See further Pe τasτικs: Sisiny.)  

For older studies. see F. Himg., U ιαιιοκlse des PWi ńer ( ι tt4µ.  

with the theory of the Pelasgic origin of the Pbiligmea; K. Stark.  

Gass s. d. yh$ist. KsZsk (ι 8^a), and (with special reference to earlier  
theories) W. Robertson Smiths art. is F.scy. Bed., gth ed.  

PHII.ISTUS, Greek historian of Sicily, was born at Syracuse  
about the beginning of the Peloponnesian War (432 s.c.). lire  
was a faithful supporter of the elder Dlonyaius, and coammander  

' See R. A. S. Maclister, Qmainfy Sat. of the Palcstiai Rapier.  
Fund, pp. 3 1 9 qq• (1 905). pp. 197 me. (1907). and 1  L. Myers  
ibid. pp. 240 qq. (1907). On the other hand, H. Thimach would  
connect the painted pottery of Tel οι-$Μ, 8:c., with the Pljlietiisea  
(JahrbacA d. Arab. Za4. col. 378 qq., Beλi,, 1908); cf also it  R.  
Hall, Pear. Sec. BibL Ar'& =xi. 335.  

+ s. 13 sq. may be a secondary addition "written from ιpeń aII=  
intimate ecgoιintence with the (later ?) Egyptian geography
(f• Skinner, Cωιωωs, Ρ τι4λ  

' See D. G. Hgarιh. Iona and the End, 99.28 seq. (Weal  
19oy); Evans. Saspta Misca, pp. 77 eqq.  
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of the citadd. In 386 be exmtd the jealousy of the tyrant 
by secretly marrying his niece, and was sent into banishment. 
He settled at Thvrii, but afterwards removed to Adria, where 
he remained until the death of D ίοeysiι s (366). He was then 
recalled by  the younger Dionysius, whom he persuaded to 
dismiss Plato and Dim When Dion set sail from Zarynibus 
with the abject of liberating Syracuse from the lymenis, Philistus 
was entrusted with the command of the fleet, but be was defeated 
and pot to death (356). During be stay at Adria, Philimes 
occupied himself with the composition of his Ζ'asλur6, a history 
of Sicily in eleven books. The fast part (bks i.-vii.) comprised 
the history of the island from the earliest times to the capture 
of Agrigentum by the Cart ńaginίans (406); the sewed, the 
history of the elder and the younger Dionyalus (down to 363). 
From this point the work was carried on by Philislus'a fellow 
countryman Athanas. Cicero (ad. Q. Fr. ii. ι3), who bad a  
high opinion of his work, calls him the miniature Tbucydides " 
(pussll TAucydides). He was admitted by the Akaaodnan 
critics into the canon of histcricgrapbeza, and his work was 
highly valued by Alexander the Great. 

See Diod. Sic. xi& 103, xiv. 8. sv. 7. avi, i t, ι6 Plutarch, Dim,  
11-36; Cicero, Brains. 17, De orator, ii. 13; Quintilian, Instil.  
. I. 74; fragments and life in C. W. MDdkr. Fregmrala kufori'oram  

raeeors11. vol. I. (184!); C. Wachsmuth. Snifateπg in dos Sind,am  
der elks Gcsckwkk (18y55);;^ Ε. Α. Freeman. Xulory el Sicily (1891-
1894); Α. Helm, Geld d" Si'duea im Alters. (1870-1898).  

PHHiR178, a town of British India, in Jullumdur district; 
Punjab, on the north bank of the river Sutkj, 8 m. N. of  
Ludhiana. Pop. (igox), 6986. Founded by the Mogul emperor 
Shah Johan, it was long of importance as commanding the 
crossing of the Sutlej. At the Mutiny in x857 the fort contained 
the siege train, which was sent safely to Delhi; but the aepoy 
regiment in the cantonment shortly afterwards mutinied and 
escaped. The fort is now occupied by the police training school 
and the central bureau of the criminal identification department. 

PHILLIHOBS, SIR ROBERT JOSEPH ( τ8ιo-τ885), English 
judge, third son of a well-known ecclesiastical lawyer, Dr Joseph 
lrhljlimore, was been at Whitehall on the 5th of November 1810. 

 Educated at Westmfnsταand Christ Chnrch,Oxford,wherealife-
long friendship with W. E. Gladstone began, his first appointment 
was to a clerkship in the board of control, where he remained  

from 1832 to 1835. Admitted as an advocate at Doctors' 
Commons in 1839, be was called to the bar at the Middle Temple 
in ι84τ, and rose very rapidly in his profession. He was engaged 
as coιmeel in almost every case of importance that mix before 
the admiralty, probate or divorce courts, and became success-
ively master of faculties, commissary of the deans and chapters 
of St Paul's and Westminster, official of the archdcaconrics of 
Middlesex and London,and chancellor of the dioceses of Chichester 
and Salisbury. In 1853 be entered parliament as member for 
Tavistack. A moderate in politics, his energies were devoted 
tο tae-party measures, and in 1854 he introduced the bill for 
allowing viva veer evidence in the ecclesiastical courts. He sat 
for Tavistock until 1857, when be offered himself ass candidate 
for Coventry, but was defeated. He was appointed judge of 
the Cinque Ports in 185$, Queen's Counsel in 1858, and advocate-
general in admiralty in 1862, and succeeded Dr Stephen Luabing-
tan ( τ78rτ873) es judge of thecourt of arches flveyesrs later. 
Here his care, patience and courtesy, combined with unusual 
iucidity of expression, wan general respect. In 1875,  in aco*dance 
with the Ptb&ic Worship Regulation Act, he resigned, and was 
succeeded by Lord Penzance .  When the Judicature Art came 
into force the powers of the admiralty court were transferred 
to the High Court of Justice, and Sir Robert Phillimore was 
therefore the last judge of the historic court of the lord high 
admiral d England. He continued to sit as judge for the new 
admiralty, probate and divorce division until 1883, when he 
resigned. He wrote Εειίεω sf ιΩcaiLewof Ike Church of E αΡg(σad,  
a book which still holds its ground, C,msiieidarier oαΡ Iskriselioncl  
Lae, and a tessisiation of Iessirg'b Leeccoii. He marred, in 
r8», Charlotte Anne, daughter of John Denison of Cssington 
Hall, Newark. He was knighted in 1862, and created a baronet 
In s88r. He died at Shiplake, near Healey.dn-Thama, on  

the 4th of February 1885. iii' eldest son, Sit Walter G F.  
Phillimore (b. 1845),  also distinguished as as authority en  

'1 1  and admiralty law, became in 1897 a judge of  
the high court.  

PHO.LIP, JOlfli ( ιHι7-1867), Scottish painter, was been at  
Aberdeen, Scotland, on the 19th of April 1817. His father, an  

old soldier, was in humble circumstances, and the son became  
an errand-boy to a tinsmith, and was then apprenticed to a  

painter and glazier. Having received some technical mstriiction  
from a local artist named William Meet, he began, at the age  

of about fifteen, to paint portraits. In 8834 he made a very  

Mid visit to Landon. About this time be became assistant to  

James Forbes, an Aberdeen portrait-painter. lie had already  
gained a valuable patron. Having been sent to repair a window  
in the house of Major P. L. Gordon, his interest in the works of  

art in the house attracted the attention of their owe. Gordon 
brought the young artist under the notice of Lord Panmurc, 
who in 1836 sent him to London, pmm'aiog to beer the cast οf 
his art education. At first Phillip was placed under T. M. Joy, 
but he soon entered the schools of the Royal Academy. In 1839 
be figured for the first time in the royal academy exhibition With 
a portrait and a landscape, and in the following year be was 
represented by a more ambitious figure-picture of "Time in 
Diaguize relating his Persecutions to his Sister." For the neat 
ten years he supported himself mainly by portraiture and by 
painting subjects of national incident, such as "Presbyterian 
Catechizing," "Baptism in Scotland," and the " Spaewife "  

His productions at this period, as well as his earlier subject. 
pictures, arc reminiscent of the practice and methods of Willie 
and the Scottish genre-painters of his time. In ι85ι his health 
showed signs of delicacy, and he went to Spain in search of a  

wanner climate. He was brought face to face for the first time 
with the brilliant si,nnhine  and the splendid colour of the south, 
and it was in coping with these that he first manifested his 
artistic individuality and finally displayed his full powers. In 
the " Letter-writer of Seville " (1854), commissioned by Queen  
Victoria at the suggestion οf Sir Edwin Landacer, the artist is 
struggling with new difficulties in the portrayal of unwoatcd 
splendours of colour and light. In 1857 Phillip was elected an 
associate of the Royal Academy, and in 1859 a full member. In 
x855 and in ι860 further visits to Spain were made, and in each 
case the painter returned with fresh materials to be embodied 
with increasing power and subtlety in the long series of works 
which won fοτ him the titleof "Spanish Phillip." His highest 
point of execution is probably reached in "La Gloria" ( ι864) 
and a smaller single-figure painting of the same period entitled 
"El Cigarillo." These Spanish subjects were varied in 1860 
by a rendering of the marriage of the princess royal with the 
crown prince of Prussia, executed by command of the queen, 
and in 1863 by a picture of the House of Commons. During be 
last visit to Spain Phillip occupied himself in a careful study el 
the art of Velazquez, and the copies which he made fetched laige 
mites after his death, example having been secured by the royal 
and the royal Scottish academies. The year before his death he  

visited Italy and devoted attention to the works of Titian The  

results of this study of the old masters are visible in such works  

as" La Loteria Nacioisal, "left uncompleted at his death. During  

this period he resided much in the Highlands, and seemed to be  
returning to his first love f οτ Scottish subjects, painting several  
national scenes, and planning others that were never completed.  
He died in London on the 27th of February 1867.  

His works were collected in the International Eahibition of  

X873. and many of them are engraved by T. Oldham Barlow. to  
addition to the paintings already specified the following are a mong  

the more important; " Life among the Gipsies of Seville ( ι8  
"El Paten "  (ι855),  " Collection of the Offertory in a Scotch K'trk '  
(1855) "A Gipsy Water.carrier ii' Seville" ( ι855). Prayer Pay 
of Faith shall save the Sick " (1856). " The Πυυν Coiitrabjndiat"  
(1856). "The Prison Window ' ( ι857), " Α Hυff ' (1859), "Early  
Career of ΜυrilΙο " (1865), " Α Chat round the Bnsero (1 866).  

PHILLIPI, ADELAIDE (1833-1882), Amnion contralto 
singer, was born at Stzatford.on.Avois, England, her family 
emigrating to Amelia in t84o. Her mother taught dancing. 
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and Adelaide began a career on the Boston stage at ten yarn  
aid. Ben in 0850 her talent for singing became evident, and  
through Jenny Lind and others the was sent to London and to  
Italy tο study. In 1855 she returned to America an accom-
plished vocalist, and lot many yin she was the leading  
American contralto, equally successful in oratorio and on the  
concert platform. She died at Carlsbad on the 3rd of October  
1882.  

PHILLIPS. EDWARD (1630-1696), English author, son of  
Edward Phillips of the Brown once in chancery, and his wife  
Anne, only sister of John Milton, the poet, was born in August  
1630 in the Strand, Landon. His father died in 1631, and Anne  
Phillips eventually married her husband's successor in the crown  
oBae, Thomas Agar. Edward Phillips and his younger brother,  
John, were educated by Milton Edward entered Magdalen  
Hall, Oxford, in November X650, but left the university in t651  
to be a bookseller's clerk in London. Although he entirely  

differed from Milton in his religious and political views, and  
seems, to judge from the free character of his ifyskries of Love  

and Eloquence (τ658), to have undergone a certain revulsion  
from his Puritan upbringing, he remained on affectionate terms  
with his uncle to the end. He was tutor to the son of John  
Evelyn, the diarist, from 1663 to 1672 at Sdyes Court, near  

Deptiord, and in 1677-1679 in the family of Henry Bennet,  
earl of Arlington. The date of his death is unknown but his  
last book is dated 1696  

His most important work is Thmkw, ń  pedan'm (1675), a list of  
the chief poets of all apes and countries, but principally of the English  
poets, with short critical notes and a prefatory Du'ourse of Ike  
Poets απd Poetry, which has usually been traced to Milton's hand.  
He also wrote A Now World nw Wards, οr a °mend Dstlionai'y  

(1658). which went through many editions, a new edition of Bakers  
Ck,osuk, of which the section oii the period from 1650 tO 1 1  8 was 
written by himself, from the royalist standpoint; a supplement  

(1676) to John Speed's Tliealre of Creel Br:larn, απd to 1684  
&iihiridwii ii,,gso.o binge, said to have been taken chiefly from  
notes prepared by Milton. Aubrey states that all Milton's papers  

came into Phillips's hands, απd in 1694 he published a translation  
of his Letters of Stem with a valuable memoir  

His brother, Jomo Pseturs (1631-1706), in ι65s published  
a Latin reply to the anonymous attack on Milton entitled Pro  
Erg. et $pilo anglicare. He appears to have acted as tin-
official secretary to Milton, but, disappointed of regular political  
employment, and chafing against the discipline he was under,  
he published in 1655 a bitter attack on Puritanism entitled a  
Satyr against Hypocrites (165 ) . In 1656 he was summoned  
before the privy council for his share in a book of licentious  
poems, Spo tiw Wit, which was suppressed by the authorities  
but almost immediately replaced by a similar collection, Wil  
asd Drollery. In Monklion (1660) he ridiculed the astrological  
almanacs of William Lilly. Two ether skits of this name, in  
ι66ι and iflfla, also full of coupe royalist wit, were probably by  
another hand. In 1678 he supported the agitation of Titus Oates,  
writing on his behalf, says Wood, "many lies and  villanies." 
Dr Oates's Narrative of the Popish Plol indkatcd was the first  
of these tracts He began a monthly historical review in :688  
entitled Modern History or a Mon'kly Λ cwunl of all considerable  

Oιιarιιecιs, Civil, F"leeiaslkal and Military, followed in ι69ο by  
Tke?reseit Stag of Europe, or a Historical απd Pollike! Mercury,  
which was supplemented by a preliminary volume giving a  
history of events from 1688. He executed many translations  
from the French, and a version (1687) of Don Quizol.e.  

An extended, but by no means friendly, account of the brothers  
is given by Wood. Allies, oxen. (ed. Blass, iv. 764 seq.), where a  
long list of their works is dealt with. This formed the basis of  
William Godwin's Lives of Edward and John Phillips (18ι5), with  
which is reprinted Edward Phillips's Life 4 John Mι Les.  

PHILLIPS. JOHN (1800-1874), English geologist, was born  
on the 23th of December r8 οο at Maiden in Wiltshire. His  
father belonged to an old Welsh family, but settled in England  
as an omcer of excise and married the sister of William Smith.  
the "Father of English Geology." Both parents dying when  
he was a child, Phillips came under the charge of his uncle; and  
after being educated at various schools, he accompanied Smith on  
his wanderings in aomeń on with his geological maps. In the  

spring of tSag Smith went t ο York tο deliver a coursed leebre  
on geology, and his nephew accompanied him. Phillips accepted  
engagements in the principal Yorkshire towns to arssisge their  
museums and give coupes of lectures on the adl αtions contained  
therein. York became his residence, where he obtained, in  
ι8a5, the situation of keeper of the Υαkshίre museum and  
secretary of the Yorkshire Philosophical Seder. From that  
centre he extended his operations to towns bid  the county;  
and in 1831 he included University College, London, in the sphere  
of his activity. In that year the British Ataociatlon for the  
Advancement of Science was founded at York, and Phillips was  
One of the active minds who organized its machinery. He  
became in 1832 the first smiιΙent  secretary, a post which he held  
until c85q. In 1 634 he' accepted the professorship of geology  
at King's College, London, but retained his post at York. le  
t834 he was elected F.&.S.; in later years he received hoe  
degrees of LL.D. from Dublin and Cambridge, and D.C.L. from  
Oxford; while in X845 he was awarded the Wcllaaton Medal by  
the Geological Society of London. In 1840 he resigned his charge  
of the York museum and was appointed on the staff of the  
geological survey of Grit Britain under De la Bcche. He spent  
some time in studying the Palaeozoic fossils of Devon, Cornwall  
and West Somerset, of which he published a descriptive memoir  
(1841); and he made a detailed survey of the region of the  
Malvern Hills, of which he prepared the elaborate account that  
appears 'us rel. it. of the Memoirs of Ike Suney (1 848). In s844 he  
became professor of geology in the university of Dublin. Nine  
years later, on the death of Η. Ε. Strickland, who had acted as  
substitute for Dean Buckland in the readership of geology in  
the university of Oxford, Phillips succeeded to the post of deputy,  
and at the dean's death in 1856 became himself reader, a pest  
which he held to the time of his death. During his residence  
in Oxford he took a leading part in the foundation and aι ange-
went of the new museum erected in 1859 (see his Νοtkes 4 Reeks  
and Fossils in tie University Mnaarm, 1863; and The Oxford  

Museum, by H. W. Aland and J. Ruskin, 1859; reprinted with  
additions 1893). Phillips was also keeper of the Asńmoiesn  
museum from 1854-1870. In 1839-1860 he was president of  
the Geological Society of London, and in 1865 president of the  
British Association. He dined at All Souls College on the 23rd  
of Apń l 1 874, but on living he slipped and fell deem a flight  
of stone stairs, and died on the following day.  

From the time he wrote his first paper " Os the Dirsedoa of the  
Diluvial Currents in Yorkshire" (1827), down tο the list days  of 
his life. l'hilpa continued a constant contributor to the literature  
of science. The pages of the Phdoso $wal Magazine, the Jowwd  
of Ike Geological Sntety. the Geologrca! Magazine and other ρubΓ m  
lions contain valuable essays by him. lie was also the author  
of numerous separate works, which were of great benefit in extend-
ing a sound knowledge of geology. Among these may be specially  
mentioned; Illustralions of the Geology of  Yorkshire (in two parts. 1829  
απd 1836; 2nd ed. of pt. t in 1835. 3rd ed., edited by R. Eth eridge,  

in 1875); A Treatise on Geology (1837-1839); Mis'orn K  Wdhilm  
Smuk ( ι8µ)• The Risers. Mottat ixa απd Spa- Coast 4 Y.?kskirs  
(ι853); Man u al of Geology. Pro.cliwl and Theoretical (1855); Life 

 on  the Earth. tts Origin and Succession (1860); Vesum., (ιθ69)ς  
Geology of Oxford and Ike Vali'y of the Thames (1871). To these  
should be added his Monograph of Brrtsh Bdemaitidae (1865).  
for the Palaeontograpbical Sca nty ,and his geological map cl the  
British Isles (1847  

See Biographical Memoir, with portrait, in Geel.. fag. (July ' 870).  
PHILLIPS, SAMUEL (1814-1854), English journalist, the son  

of a Jewish tradesman in Landon, was been on the s8th of  

December 1814.  He was educated at University Collage,  
London, and then at Gbiiingeis. Having renounced the Jewish  
faith, he returned to England and entered Sidney Sussex College,  
Cambridge, with the design of taking orders. Ills father's death,  
however, prevented this, and in 1841 he took to literary work.  
Be wrote a novel, Cdeb Strkely (1862), and other isles, and  
about 1845 began a connezion with The Times as literary critic.  
In the following year he purchased the Join Bed? newspaper,  
and edited it for a year. Two volumes of his Essays from The  
Times appeared in 1852 and 1854 Phillips teok an active part  
in the formation of the Czystal Palace Company, and wrote  
their de triptive.guides. In 18ss the aniVerity.of GOteingen  
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anfmmed upon Mm the honorary degree of 'LL.D. He died  
at Brighten on the 14th of October ι854.  

PH1LLiP$ STEPHEN (2868- ), British poet and dramatist,  
was born on the 28th of July 1868 at Sοιααιοwτι neat. Oxford,  
the son of the Rev. Stephen Phillips, precentor of Peterborough  
Cathedral. He was educated at Stratford and Peterborough  
Grammar Schools, and entered Queen's College, Cambridge;  
but during his fist term at Cambridge, when F. R. Benson's  
dramatic company visited the town, he joined it, and -for  sir 
years played various small parts. In 1890 a slender voiume of  
verse was published at Orford with the title Prima ere, which  
contained contributions by him and by his cousin Laurence  
Binyon and others. In '894 be published &emus, a long poem  
of loose structure in blank verse of a philosophical completion.  
In 2896 appeared Christ in Hodes, forming with a fpw other  
short pieces one of the slim paper-covered volumes of Elkin  
Mathews's "Shilling Garland." This poem arrested the at-
tention of watchful critics of poetry, and when it was followed  
by a collection of Fooses in '897 the writer's position as a new  
poet of exceptional gifts was generally recognized. This volume  
contained a new edition of "Christ in Hades," together with  
" Marpema," " The Woman with the Dead Soul,"" The Wife"  
and aborter pieces, including the fine lines" To Milton, Blind."  
The volume won the prize of £boo offered by the Academy news-
paper for the best new book of its year, ran through half a dozen  
editions in two yeas, and established Mr Phillips's rank as poet,  
which was sustained by the publication in the Nineteeιαk Cents,"  
in 1898 of his poem " Endymfon." George Ateximder, the  
actor-manager, moved perhaps by a certain clamour among the  
critics fora literary drama, then commissioned Mr Phillips to  
write him a play, the fault being Pools and Frasceua (1900),  
a drama founded on Dente's famous episode. Encouraged by  
the great success of the drama in its literary form, Mr Alexander  
produced the piece at the St James's Theatre in the course of  
190. In the meantime, Mr Phillips's next play, Head: d  
Tragedy, bad been produced by Beerbohm Tree on the 31st of  
October τ9ao, and was published as a book in ι9οτ; Ulysses, also  
produced by Beerbohm Tree, was published in 1902; The Sin of  
David, a drama on the story of David and Bathsheba, translated  
into the times and terms of Cromwellian England, was published  
in 1904; and Nero, produced by Beerbohm Tree, was published  
in 1906. In these plays the poet's avowed aim was, instead of  

attempting to revive the method of Shakespeare and the Eliza-
bethans, to revitalize the method of Greek drama. Pai,lo and  
Francu'a (which sdmitted certainly one scene on an Elizabethan  
model) was the most successful, the subject being best adapted  
to the lyrical cast of Mr Phillips's poetical temperament; but all  

contained fine poetry, skilfully stage-managed by a writer who  
had practical experience of stage craft.  

See the section on Stephen Phillips in Pats of  Ito Toss ger Cesera-
lies, by William Archer (r902); also the articles on "Tragedy and  
Mr Stephen Phillips,' by William Watson, in the ForlmghlIy Review  
(Marsh 1888) -  "The Poetry of Mr Stephen  Philips," in the Edii.  
fsrgh Resters (January ipso); " Mr Stephen Phillips," in the Cosiury  
(January ‚p01), by .  Edmund Come; and "Mr Stephen Phillips,
in the Qriarterfy Rewew (April 1902). by Arthur Symons  

For bibliag ιapbυ up to July 1903, see Esjbuh Ztlsstrokd lapsise  

new series, veL m e. p. 442.  
PHILLIPS, THOHAN (1770-1845), English portrait and  

subject Wrier, was been at Dudley in Warwickshire on the  
18th of October η77a Hering acquired the art of glass  
painting at Birmingham he visited London in 5790  with an  
introduction to Benjamin West, who found him employment  

on the windows in St George's Chapel at Windsor. In £792  

Phillips painted a view of Windsor Castle, and in the next two  

years he exhibited the "Death of Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury,  

at the Battle of Cestillon, w  " Ruth and Naomi,   " Elijah re-
storing the Widow's Son," "Cupid disarmed by Ei'phroayne,"  

and other pictures. After 1796, however, he mainly con-
fined himself to portrait-painting. It was not long before  
he became the dwsen painter of men of genius and talent,  
notwithstanding the rivalry of 13oppuer, Owen, Jackson and  

Lawrence; and be left behind portraits of mealy all the pus.  

trims characters of his day. In 180' he was elected ιmοdate  
and in 1808 member of the Royal Academy. In 2824 Phillips  

succeeded Fuseli as professor of panting to the Royal Academy,  

an office which he bold till 1832. During this period he de•  

livered ten Lecture es Ike history and Prineipla of ?elegisl,  

which were published in.1833. He died en the loth of April  
1845.  

PWLIIP , WENDELL (ιSaa-a8i14), American orator and  
reformer, was ban in Boston on the 29th of November zflag.  

His father, John Phillips (1770-1823),  a man of wealth  
and influence, graduated at Harvard College in ι788, and  
-became succomively "town advocate and public prosscutor,"  

and in ,8x2 first mayoral Boston, then recently made into a city.  

Wendell Phillips himaelf attended the public Latin school,  

entered Harvard College before he was sixteen, and graduated  

in 1831 in the muse class with the historian John Lotbrop  

Motley. He graduated at the Harvard law school in ι834,  
and was admitted to the bar in Boston. lie soon earns-under  
the Influence of the anti-slavery movement, witriessing in 1835  
the mobbing, in Boston, of William Lloyd Garrison. On the  

8th of December r837 a meeting ems held at Famwml Heil to  

express the sentiments of the people on the murder of Elijah P.  

Lovejoy, at Alton, Illinois, for defending his prep from a pea-
slavery, mob. In the course of the meeting a speech ems made  

in opposition to its general current by James Τ. Austin (0784-
1870), attorney-general of the state, who said that Lovejoy  
had died "as the fool dietb," and compared his murderers to  

the men who threw the tea into Boston harbour just before the  

War of Independence. The speech seemed likely to divide the  
audience, when Wendell Phillips took the platform. "When  
I heard," he said, "the gentleman lay down principles which  

placed the murderers of MIon side by side with Otis and Han-
cock, with Quincy and Adams, I thought these pictured tips  

(pointing to their portraits) would have broken into voice to  

rebuke the recreant American, the slanderer of the dead." This  
appeal not merely determined the sentiment of the meeting,  

it gave Wendell Phillips his first fame and determined his  

career. Although loving his profession, and this especially  

for the opening it gave in the direction of public life, he prac-
tically stepped outside the sphere dearest to young American;  

and lived henceforth the life of as agitator, or, like his father,  

that of a "public prosecutor." Accepting unhesitatingly the  
leadership of GarrisOn, and becoming like him gradually a  

disunionist, he lived essentially a platform life, interested in a  
variety of subjects, but first and chiefly an abolitionist. Iu  

X865, however, after the Civil War, he broke with Garrison  

over the question of discontinuing the Anti-Slavery Society,  

and from that date until the society was disbanded in 1870 he,  
instead of Garrison, was its president. He was not, moreover,  
like his great leader, a non-resistant, nor was he, on the other  

hand, eke John Brown, borne on by irresistible necessity to  
overt action. Nor did he find, like his fellow-worker, Theodore  

Parker, the leisure to keep up his scholarship and lead in part  
the life of a student. Early study and travel had indeed fur-
nished him with abundant material for rhetorical illustration)  
and he was also a great reader of newspapers, but he used to  

say that he knew in his whole life but one thing thoroughly,  
namely, the history of the English Civil War, arid there- were  
few occasions when he could not draw from it the needful ilius.  

tration. His style of eloquence was direct and b τillla' at, but  
eminently sεΙ-cοπττolfed. He often surprised his bcarm by  
the quietness of his beginnings, and these were very often the  

speeches which turned out moat brilliant and most irresistible  

ere the close. He may be said to have iniroduced the direct  

and colloquial mannerr upon ιhε American public platform, as  
distinct from the highly elaborated and often ornate style  
which had been established by Edward Everett; nor has there  
ever been a reversion since his day to the more artificial  

method. He waf capable at times, nevertheless, of highly  

sonorous periods with superb climaxes; yet his favou τitε  
style was the conversational. His logic, while never obtruded,  

was rarely at fault, but he loved the flash of the ee iee, assa  
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was never happier than when he had to face down a mob and  
utterly foil it by sheer superiority in fencing. The two volumes  
of his speeches, as edited by James Redpath, were fortunately  

made from verbatim reports, and they wisely enclose in paren-
theses these indication of favour or dissent from the audience  
which •transformed so many of his speeches into exhibitions of  
gladiatorial skilL He was a tribune of the people, associated  

unflinchingly not merely with the unpopular but with the  
unpolished; always carrying about him not merely a certain  
Roman look, but a patrician air. After slavery had fallen  
Phillips associated himself freely with reformers occupied in  
other paths, herein separating himself from the other patrician  

of the movement, Edmund Quincy, who always frankly said  
that after slavery was abolished there was nothing else  
worth fighting tor. Among other things, Phillips contended,  
during his later yeas, for prohibition, woman suffrage and  
various penal and administrative reforms. He was net always  
the bat judge of character, and was sometimes allied in these  
movements with men who were little more than demagogues.  
But the proof he gave by his transfer of energies that the work  
of reform was never quite finished—this was something of  
peculiar value, and worth the risk of some indiscretions. The  
life of a reformer did not in itself make him thoroughly  
happy; he chafed more and more under its fatigues, and he  
always felt that his natural place would have been among  
senators or ambassadors; but he belonged essentially to the  
heroic type, and it may well have been of him that Emerson  
was thinking when he wrote those fine words: "What forests  
of laurel we bring and the teats of mankind to him who stands  
firm against the opinion of his contemporaries." His domestic  
life was most happy, though his wife was a confirmed invalid,  
seldom quitting her mom. She was a woman of heroic nature  
and very strong convictions. Her husband used to say that  
she first made him an abolitionist. They had no children, but  
adopted an orphaned daughter of Mrs Eliza Garnet, a friend,  
and this young girl (afterwards the wife of George W. Smalley),  
brought much light and joy into the houscbold. Their worldly  
cissυmatances were easy, though they were always ready to  
impoverish themselves for the sake of others. Wendell Phillips  
died in Boston on the 2nd of February 1884,  

See Lorenso Seers, Wendell Phillips, Order sad ΑεiΙαΙοr (New  
York, 1909) (T. W. H.)  

PHILLIPS, WILLIAM (1775-0828),  British mineralogist and  
geologist, son of James Phillips, printer and bookseller in  
London, was born on the Loth of May 1775.  He early became  
interested in mineralogy and geology, and was one of the  
founders of the Geological Society of London (1807). His  
Osilinn of Miiivalogy and Geology (1815) and Elcmesiasy babs-
dwiina b ilea K,sovkdge of Mincrdogy (28eό ) became standard  
textbooks. His digest of English geology, Α srkdwn of Fac4 from  

tin Bese Aainirilks, arranged s: as to form an Chitlins of 'hr Geo-
logy of England and Woks (1818), formed the foundation of the  
larger work undertakes by Phillips in conjunction with W D.  
Conybeare, of which only the first part was published, entitled  
Oudisss of Ike Geology of England end Wo ks (xflaa). This  
volam; made an era in geology. As a model of careful original  
observation, of judicious compilation, of succinct description  
and of luminous arrangement it has been of the utmost service  
in the development of geology in Britain. In this work Phillips  
reprinted his admirable description of the chalk cliffs of Dover  
and other parts of East Kent, published in 1819 in Tress. Gad.  

Soc. vol. v. Phillips was a φember of the Society of Friends.  
lie was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1827. He  
died on the and of April ι8a8.'  

His brother, Ricaaan Pmss^s (1778-1851), was disthn-
guished as a chemist, and became F.R.S. in t8as. He was  
eppofnted chemist said curator to the Museum of Economic  
(afterwards Practical) Geology, then situated in Craig's Court  
(1839). He was the author of papers published in the Annals  
of Ph%7oto$y sad Philosophkd Mager ne. In 1796 the two  
brothers, together with William Allen and Luke Howard, took  
part pa forming the Aakaian Society.  

PHILI.IPSIURG, a town of Warren county, New Jersey,  
U.S.A., on the Delaware river, opposite Easton, Pemssylvania,  
and about ςΡι m. N.N.W. of Trenton, NJ. Pop. ( 1 90o) 10,05=,  
of whom qqo were foreign-born; (1910 U.S. census) r3p03•  
Served by the Central of New Jersey and other railways, the  

town is situated in the river bottom and on a bluff which  
commands beautiful views. The river is spanned here by  
several bridges. The town has railway shops and various menu-
Iactuue. In roes the value of the factory products was  
$6,684, 1 73 (45.8% more than in rose). Phillipiburg was settled  
about 1750. It was only a straggling village when the Morris  
Banking and Canal Company was chartered in 2824, but its  
growth was accelerated by the canal (no longer used), by the  
establishment in ι848 of an iron furnace, wad by the completive  
of the Central Railroad of New Jersey to this point in 1852;  
the town was *ncoτφrated in 186 ι.  

PHILLIPSITE, a mineral of the zeolite group; a hydrated  
potassium, calcium and aluminium silicate, a ρρτοιιίmetiug  
to (Κ2, Cs)Αli(SÍΟs)ιΡ'4HτQ It retie somewhat incompo ń tion,  
and a variety (" peeudophillipsite ") containing rather less  
silica has the formula (K,, Ca)1 Α l«SisΟg•9Η,Ο. Crystals are  
monoclinic, but only complex cruciform twins are known, these  
being exactly like twine of hermitome (q.s.). Crystals of  
phillipsite are, however, usually smaller and more IrampIrent  
and glassy than those of hsrmoomc. Spherical groups  with 
a radially fibrous structure and bristled with crystals on the  
surface are not uncommon. The hardness is 4i,  and the  
specific gravity 2.2. The species was established by A. I.fvy  
in ι8ιs and named after William Phillips. French Wutbos  
use the name ch ń stianiie (after Christian VIII. of Denniuk),  
given by A. Des Cloizeaux in X847.  

Phillipsite is a mineral of secondary origin, and occurs with  

other *eolites in the amygdeloidal cavities of basic volcanic  

rocks: e.g. in the basalt of the Giant's Causeway in County  

Ararim, and near Melbourne in Victoria; and in lesctite near  
Rome Small crystals of recent formation have been observed  

in the masonry of the hot baths at Plombilres and Bourbonne-
les-Rains, in France. Minute ιpheń c Ι aggregates embedded  
in red clay were dredged by the " Challenger" from the bottom  

of the Central Pacific, when they had been formed by the  

decomposition of lava. (4 J.S.)  
PHILIR0498, HENRY (1778-1869), English bishop, was been  

at Bridgwater on the 6th of May 1778, and was educated at  
Gloucester College school and at Corpus Christi College, Oxford.  

He became a fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, in X795,  took  
orders in 1802, and was select university preacher in 1804.  

In ibis he received the living of Stainton.le-Street, Durham, and  
in addition was appointed to Bishop Middlehem, Durham, in the  
succeeding yea=. For twenty years he was ch αριαin to Shute  
Barrington, bishop of Durham. He was appoined vicar of  
Gateshead in 2808 ,  prebendary of Durham in i8o9, said vicar  
of St Margaret, Durham, in 38 τα After bolding the rich living  
of Stanhope, Durham from 1820, and the deanery of Cheater  
from 1828, he was consecrated bishop of Exeter in τ133ι,  
holding with the see a residcntiary canonry at Durham. His  

published works include numerous speeches and pamphlets,  
including these connected with his well-kaostn Roman Catbolie  
controversy with Charles Butler (1750-2832).  He was an  
energetic supporter of the Tory party, even when it acted  

contrary to his views in passing the Roman Catholic Emancipa-
tion Act of 1829. He died on the =8th of September ilt69.  

"Henry of Exeter," as he was commonly called, wet one 0t the  

most striking figures in the English Church of the =8th century.  

His intellect was strong rasher than broad, his position being  

that of the traditional High Churchman, with little sympathy  

either with the Evangelicals or with the Tractaiisais. On the  
one hand the famous Gorham judgment was the outcome of his  

refusal to institute to the living of Brampford Spoke a deigymaw  
George Cornelius Corham (1787-1857),  who had openly  dis 
avowed his belief in baptismal reyeneration; on the other be  
denounced the equally famous Tract XC. in his episcvpal  
charge of 3843. As bishop he was a strict di•tnα and  
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did m'seh to miss order Ina disuse of which the clergy  
bad become extreοrdiπarily demoralized. Thmigh accused of  
avarice and pluralism, Philipoits was generous in his gifts t ο  
the church, founding the theological college at Exeter and  
spending large sums on the restoration of the cathedral.  

P1111.0, Jewish Hellenist, and author of an cpid poem in  
Greek hexametees on the history of Jerusalem. Alexander  
Polyhistel (c. τος-35 ncj quote several passages of the poem,  
and is the source of the extracts in Eusebius (Preeparaho  
mend , ix. 20, 24, 37). This is probably the nhilo who is  
mentioned by Clemens Almadńnus (Strom. i. as, 14r) and  
by Jaaqhus (Centre Apicaere, i. 23), who calls him" the elder."  

See 14. Pń ilippson's work on the Jewish poem Esechiel and  PblIo 
(Berlin, 1810).  

P1111.0, often celled Pmao Jonnsus, Jewish philaapher,  
αρρεατs to have spent his whole life at Alexandria, where he  
was probably born c. so-io Η.C. His father Alexander was  
alaberch of arabnrch (that is, probably, chief farmer of taxes  
on the Axabic side of the Nile), from which it may be concluded  
that the family was- influential and wealthy (Jon Ast. xviii.  
8, r). Jerome's statement (De sir. X71. xi) that he was of  
priestly race is confirmed by no older authority. The Only  
event of his life which an be smell), dated belongs to a.n 40,  
when Philp, then a man of advancedyears, went from Alexandria  
to Rome, at the head of a Jewish embassy, to persuade the  
emperor Gains to abstain from claiming divine honour of the  
Jews. iH this embassy Philp has left a full and vivid annum  
(De lkgai se ed Geiem). Various fathers and theologians  
et the Church state that in the time of Claudius he met St Peter  
in Ram e; t but this legend has no bhroiic value, and probably  
arose because the book De site comrcmp kliaa, ascribed to'Phile,  
in which Eusebius already recognized a glorification of  
Christian monasticism, seemed t ο indicate a disposition towards  
Christianity.  

Though we know so little of Philo's own life, his numerous  
extant writings give the fullest information as to his views of  
the agjνeιse and of life, and his religious and scientific sins,  
and so enable in adequately to estimate his position and impor-
tance in the history of thought. He Is quite the most important  
τeρresentptit a of ilellenintic Judaism, and his writings give  
us the clearest view of what this development of Judaism  
was and aimed at. The development of Judaism in the  
diaspora (q..) differed in important points from that in Palestim,  
where, since the successful opposition of the Maccabec age to  
the Hellenization which Antlochus Epiphany had sought to  
carry through by force, the attitude of the nation to Greek  
culture had been eamitlskly negative. In the diaspora, on  
the other hand, the Jews had been deeply Influenced by the  
Greeks; they soon more or less forgot their Semitic mother-
longue, and with the language of Heilss they s pp τopτiated  
much of Iielknic culture. They were deeply impressed by that  
Irresistible  force which was blending all race and nations into  
one great cosmopolitan unity, and so the Jews ton an their  
dispersion became in speech and nationality Greeks, or tether  
"Hellenists." Now the distinguishing character of Hellenism  
is not the absolute disappearance of the Oriental civilizations  
before that of Greece but the combination of the two with a  
preponderance of the Greek element. So it was with the Jews,  
but in their case the old religion had much more persistence  
than in other Helienistic ń tcles, though in other respects they  
too yielded to the superior force of Greek civilization. This we  
mug hold to have been the case not only in Alexandria but  
throughout the diaspora from the commencement of the Hellen-
lade period down to the later Roman Empire. It was only after  
ancient civilization gave way before the barbarian immlgratioiia  
and the rising force of Christianity that rabbinism becaipe  
epseme even among the Jews of the diaspera. This Hellenistico-
Judsic phase of culture is sometimes called " Alexandrlan," and  
the expression is justifiable if it only means that in Alexandria  
It attained its hlgliegt development and flourished most. For  

' Euseb. H. Ε. ii. 17, 1; jet. Si asps; Plot. Bill. Cod. 105;  
Suit, an t'  
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here the Jews began to bas), themselves with Greek literature  
even under their clement rulers, the first Ptolemies, and here  
the liw and other Scriptures were first translated into Greek;  
here the psocm of fusion began earliest and proceeded with  
greatest rapidity here, therefore, also the Jews first engaged 
in a scientific study of Greek philosophy and transplanted that  

philosophy to the soil of Judaism. We read of a Jewish philo-
sopher Ariatobulus in the time of Ptolemy VI. Philometor, in  
the middle of the and century s.c., of whose philosophical  
commentary on the Pentateuch fragments have been preserved  
by Clement of Alexandria and Eusebius. So far as we an  
judge from these, his aim was to put upon the sacred text a  
sense which should appeal even to Greek readers, and in par-
ticular to get rid of all anthropomorphic utterances about  
God. Eusebius regards him ass Peripatetic. We may suppose  
that this philasophicsl line of thought bad its representatives  
In Alexandria between the times of Aristobulus and Philp, but  
we are not acquainted with the names of any such. Philp  
certainly, to judge by his historical influence, was the greatest  
of all these Jewish philosophers, and in his case we an follow  
in detail the methods by which Greek culture was harmonized  
with Jewish faith. On one side he is quite a Greek, on the other  
quite a Jew. His language is formed on the best classical  
models, especlaily Plato. He knows and often cites the greet  
Greek poets, particularly Homer and the tragedians, but his  
chief studies had been in Greek philosophy, and he speaks of  
Herarlitus, Plato, the Stoics and the Pythagoreans in terms of  
the highest venerates. He had appropriated their doctrines  
so completely that he must himself be reckoned among the  
Greek philosophers; his system was eclectic, but the borrowed  
elements are combined into a new unitywith so much οriglnaBty  
that at the same time he may fairly be regarded as repseaeatiug 

 a philosophy of his own, which had for-Its characteristic feature  
the constant prominence of a fundamental religioua idea.  
Philo's closet efSnil$es are with Plato, the later Pythsgoreaiis  
and the Sinks.) Vet with all this Philp remained a Jew, and a  
great part of his writings is expressly directed to recommend  
Judaism to the respect and, if possible, the acceptance of the  
Greeks. He was not a stranger to the specifically Jewish  
culture that prevailed in Palestine; in Hebrew he was not pro-  
ficient, but the numerous etymologies he give show that he  
had made some study of that language' His method of exegesis  
lain mint of form identical with that of the Palestinian scribes,  
and in mint of matter coincidences ere not absolutely rare.'  
But above all his whole works prow on every page that he felt  
himself to be thoroughly a Jew, and desired to be-nothing else.  
Jewish " ph ίlosoρhγ " is to him the true and highest wisdom;  
the knowledge of God and of things divine and human which  
is contained in the Mosaic Scriptures is to him the deepest and  
the purest.  

If now we ask wherein Phil's Judaism consisted we must  
answer that it lies minty in the formal claim that the Jewish  
people, in virtue of the divine revelation given to Moses, possesses  
the true knowledge in things religious. Thoroughly Jewish  
is his recognition that the Mosaic Scriptures of the Pentateuch  
are of absolute divine authority, and that everything they  
contain is valuable and significant because divinely revealed.  
The other Jewish Scriptures are also recognized as prophetic,  
i.e. as the writings of inspired men, but be doe not place them  
on the same lines with the law, and he quotes them so seldom  
that we cannot determine the compass of his canon. The  

s The fathers of the Church have specially noticed his Platonism  

and Pythagoreanism; an old proverb even sαυτ, with some  
exaggeration. 4 ΠλΣπs 4+λs► fn 4 4(λw τλaτ"rija (Jerome. Photias  
end Sufdas, at ιepre). Clement of Alexandria directly earls him a  
Pythagorean. Eusebius (N. E. iL 4, 3) observes both tendencies.  
Recent writers, especially Zeller. lay weight also on his Stoic affinities,  
and with justice, for the elements which be borrows from Stoicism  
ate as numerous and important as those derived from the other  
two schools.  

' See the list οί  these in Vallarer's edition of Jerome (iii 731-734).  
and compare Siegfried, " Philonische Studien, in Merzr Αrώ n.  a 
143-i63 (1872). 

'See Siegfried. Phil., pp. Ι4τ-139h  
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decisive and noem ηtfve authority Is to him the "holy laws"  
of Moses, and this not only in the sense that everything they  
contain is true but that all truth is contained in them. Every-
thing that is right and good in the doctrines of the Greek  
phibwphers had already been quite as well, or even better,  
taught by Moses. Thus, since Phib had been deeply influenced  
by the teachings of Greek philosophy he actually finds in the  
I'eiiiateucb everything which he had learned from the Greeks.  
From these premises he assumes as requiring no proof that the  
Greek philosophers must in some way have drawn from Mesa,  
a view indeed which is already expressed by Matobuius.  
To carry out these presuppositions celled for an exegetical  
method which seems very strange to us, that, namely, of the  
allegorical interpretation of Scripture. The allegorical method  
had been practised before Yhilo'a date in the rabbinical schools  
of Palestine, and he himself expressly refers to its use by his  
predecessors, nor doe he feel that any further justification  
Is requisite. With its aid he discovers indications of the pro-
foundest doctrines of pbilcsopby in the simplest stories of the  
Ρentateυchλ  

This merely formal principle of the absolute authority of  
Moses is really the one point in which Philp still holds to  
genuinely Jewish conceptions. In the whole substance of his  
philosophy the Jewish point of view is more es less completely  
modified—sometimes almost extinguished—by what he has  
learned from the Greeks. Comparatively speaking, he is most  
truly a Jew in his conception of God. The doctrine of mono-
theism, the stress laid on the absolute majesty and sovereignty  
of God above the world, the principle that He is to be worshipped  
without images, are all points in which Philp justly feels his  
superiority as a Jew over popular heathenism. But only over  
popular heathenism, for the Greek philosophers had long since  
arrived at least at a theoretical monotheism, and their influence  
on Philp is nowhere more strongly seen than in the detailed de-
velopment of his doctrine of God. The specifically Jewish (i.e.  
particularistic) conception of the election of Israel, the obligation  
of the Mosaic law, the future glory of the chosen nation, have  
almost disappeared; he is really a cosmopolitan and praises the  
Mosaic law just because he deems It cosmopolitan. The true  
sage who follows the law of Moses is the citizen not of a particular  

state but of the world. A certain attachment which Philp still  
manifests to the psrticularistic conceptions of his race is meant  
only " in majorem Judaeorum gloriam." The Jewish people  
has received a certain preference from God, but only because  
it has the moat virtuous ancestry and is itself distinguished for  
virtue. The Mosaic law is binding, but only because it is the  
most righteous, humane and rational of laws, and even its out-
ward ceremonies always disclose rational idea and aims. And  
lastly, outward prosperity is promised to the pions, even on  
earth, but the promise belongs to all who turn from idols to the  
true Gnd. Thus, in the whole substance of his view of the  
universe, Phib occupies the standpoint of Greek philosophy  
rather than of national Judaism, and his philosophy of the world  
and of life can be completely set forth without any reference  
to conceptions specifically Jewish.  

Hia doctrine of God starts from the idea that God is a Being  
absolutely bare of quality. All quality in finite beings has  
limitation, and no limitation can be predicated of God, who is  
eternal, unchangeable, simple substance, free, self-su ιcient,  
better than the good and the beautiful To predicate any  
quality (=sires) of God would be to reduce Him to the sphere  
of finite existence. Of Him we can ay only del He is, not whet  
lie is, and such purely negative predications as to His being  
appear to Philo, as to the later Pythagoreans and the lien-
platonists, the only way of securing His absolute elevation  
above the world. At bottom, no doubt, the meaning of these  
negations is that God is the most perfect being; and so,  
conversely, we are told that God contains all perfection, that  
He fills and encompasses all things with His being.  

A consistent application of Philo'a abstract conception of  
' For details. see Gfrerer, Phflo, I. (8 tee; Zeller, Ρkώ . des Gr.  

.(3rd ad:. vol. 13., pt. li. pp. 346-352); Sisgfned. Philp, pp. tee seq.  

God woOld exclude the pwσbility d am active r inim Gad  
to the world, and therefore of religion, for a liting absolutely  

without quality and movement cannot be cnceiv ςd as actively  
concerned with the multiplicity of Individual things. And so in  
fact Philp does teach that the absolute perfection, purity and  
loftiness of God would be violated by direct contact with imper-
fect, impure and finite things. But the possibility of a c οnκ^oa  
between God and the world is cached through a distinction  
which forms the meat important point in his theology and tas-
mology; the proper Being of God is distinguished from the  
infinite multiplicity of divine Ideas or Farces: God himself Is  

without quality, but He disposes of an infinite variety of divine  
Forces, through whoae mediation an active relation of God to  
the world is brought about. In the details of his taching as  
to these mediating entities Pbib is guided partly by Plato and  
partly by the Stoics, but at the same time he makes use of the  
concrete religious conceptions d heathenism and Judaism.  
Following Plato, he first calls them Ideas or ideal patterns of  
all things; they are thoughts of God, yet possess a real existence,  
and were produced before the crαtion of the sensible world,  
of which they are the types. But, in distinction from Plato,  
Philo's Ideas are at the same time efficient reuses or Forces  
(δυ άµuτ), which bring unformed matter into order conformably  
to the patterns within themselves, and are in fact the media  
of all God's activity in the world. This modification of the  
Platonic Ideas is due to Stoic influence, which appears also  
when Pńilo gives to the lδlαι or dwaients the name of Wdym,  i.e. 
operative ideas—parts, as it were, of the operative Reason.  
For, when Philp calls his mediating entities W4yet, the sense  
designed is analogous to that of the Stoics when they call God  
the Lagos, i.e. the Reason which operates in the world.  But 
at the same time nibmaintains that the divine Fortes are  
identical with the" daemmns " of the Greeks, and the" angels"  
of the Jews, i.e. servants and messengers of God by means of  
which He communicates with the finite world. All this shows bow  
uncertain was Philo's conception of the nature of these media,-
ring Forces. On the nee hand they are nothing else than Ideas  
of individual things conceived in the mind of God, and as such  
ought to have no other reality than that of immanent existence  

in God, end so Philp says expressly that the totality of Ideas,  
the xdσµos ν erάs, is simply the Reason of God as Creator (&e;  
λbγα fide 'nσµοτewάrras). Yet, on the other band, they are  
represented as hypostasea distinct from God, individual entities  
existing independently and apart from Him. This vacillation,  
however, as Zeller and other recent writers have justly remarked,  
is necessarily involved in Phib's premises, fog, on the one band, it  
is God who works in the world through His Ideas, and therefore  
they must be identical with God; but, on the other hand, God  

is not to come into direct contact with the weld, and therefore  
the Foeces through which He works mast be distinct from Him.  
The same inevitable amphiboly dominates in what is taught as  
to the supreme Ida or Lagoa. Philp regards all individual  
Ideas as comprehended in one highest and most general Ida  or 
Force—the unity of the individual Ιdeas—which be cells the  
Lagos or Reason of God, and which is again regarded as operativ e  
Reason. The Logos, therefore, is the highest mediator between  
God and the world, the firstborn son of God, the archangel who  
is the vehicle of all revelation, and the high Riot who atauds  
before God on behalf of the world. Through him the worldd  
was crested, and so he Is identified with the cinative Word of  
God in Geneses (the Greek )dγοe moaning both "reason" and  
" word "). Here again, we see, the philosopher is unable to  
escape from the diff culty that the Logos is at once the immanent  
Reason of God, sad yet also an Bypoetasia standing between  
God and the world. The whole doctrine of this me liatαίal  
bypostasia is a strange intertwining of very dń similar threads;  
on one side the way was prepared for It by the older Jewish  

distinction between the Wisdom of Gerd and God Himself,  of 
which we find the beginnings even in the Old Testament (Job  
xxviii. is seq.; Prov. viii., ix.), and the fuller development in the  
books of Ecciesiasticus and Wisdom, the latter of which comes  

very near to Philo's ideas if we substitute for the term" wisdom"  
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that of (divine) "Reason." In Greek philosophy, again, Phib,  

as we have seen, chiedy follows the Platonic doctrines of Ideas  

and the Soul of the World, and the Stoic doctrine of Cod as the  

λόγοe or Reason operative in the world. In its Stoic form the  

letter doctrine was pantheistic, but Philo could adapt it to his  
propose simply by drawing a sharper distinction between the  

Logo. and the world.  
Like his doctrine of God, Philo's doctrine of the world and  

mention rests on the presupposition of an absolute metaphysical  
contrast between Gad and the world. The world an be ascribed  
to God only in so far as it Is a cosmos or orderly world; its  
material substratum is not even indirectly referable to God  

Matter (iλη, or, as the Stoics said, dale) is a second pt>odple,  
but in itself an empty one, its essence being a mere negation of all  
true being. It is a lifeless, unmoved, shapeless mass, out of  
which Gad formed the &duel world by means of the Logos and  
divine Forces. Strictly speaking, the world is only formed, not  
created, since matter did not originate with God  

Philo's doctrine of man is also strictly dualistic, and is mainly  
derived from Plato. Man Is a twofold being, with a higher and  
a lower origin. Of the pure semis which fill airy space, those  
nearest the earth are attracted by the sensible and descend into  
sensible bodies; these souls are the Godward side of man. But  
on his other side man is a creature of sense, and so has in him  a 
fountain of sin and all eviL The body, therefore, is a prison, a  
coffin, or a grave for the soul which seeks  ιο  rise again to God.  
From this anthropology the principle of Pbflo's ethics are  
derived, its highest maxim necessarily being deliverance from  
the wοτi4 of sense and the mortification of all the impulses of  
sense. In saying out this thought, as in many other details  
of his ethical teaching, Prato closely follows the Stoics. But be  
is separated from Stoical ethics by lies strong religious interests,  
which awry him to very different views of the means and aim  
of ethical development. The Stoics cast man upon his own  
resources; ?bile points him to the assistance of God, without  
whom man a captive to sense, could never raise himself to walk  
hi the ways of true wisdom and virtue. And as mend effort  
can bear fruit only with God's help, so too God HImself Is the  
goal of that effort. Even In this life the truly wise and virtuous  
is lifted above his. sensible existence, and enjoys in ecstasy the  
vision of God, his own consciousness sinking and disappearing  
in the divine light. Beyond this ecstasy there lies but one  
further step, via, entire liberation from the body of sense and  
the return of the soul to its original condition; it came from God  
and must rise to Him again. But natural death brings this  
consummation only to these who, while they lived on earth,  
kept themselves free from attachment to the things of sense; all  
ethers must at death pass into another body; tnansmigrstion of  
souls is in feet the necessary consequence of Philo's premises,  
though he seldom speaks of it e τerts*.  

Plilto's literary ehouπ have a twofold object, being directed either  
to expound the true sense of the Morale law, is. the pblloso$y  
which we have just described, to his Jewish brethren, oetoconv ιπce  
heathen readers of the excellence, the supreme purity and truth.  
of the Jewish religion, when holy records contain the deepest and  
moat perfect philosophy. the best and most humane legislation. 
Thus as a literary figure Flinn. in conformity with his ednntien and  
views of life, stands between the Greeks and the Jews, seeking to  
gain the Jews for Ηelleπism and the Greeks for Judaism, yet always  
taking it for granted that his standpoint really is Jewish. and just  
on that account truly philosophical and cosmopolitan.  

The titles of the numerous extant writings of P hlo present at  
first sight a most confusing multiplicity .  More than thrw.fo'mhs  
of them, however, are really mere sections of a snuff number of  
larger works. Three such greet works on the Pentateucb an be  
dist ιnguished.  

I. The smallest of these is the Z'rbara eel 7.1mm ( inx 
et tolwhowws), a short exposition of Genesis and E ιo  the  
fo',n of question and answer. The work is cited under this title  
by Euseblus (K Ε ii. iS, ι. 5;  Ρreeρ. Es. vii. ι3). and bγ later  
writers, but the Greek text is now almost wholly lost, and only 
about one-half preserved in an Armenian translation. Genesis  
seems to have occupied six books,' oks.' Euκbius tells us that Exodus 
filled five books. In,  the Armenian tń πs^tioπ. first ^blώń ed by 
the learned Ma hitsnst, J. Baps. Aber, in 1626. are preserved hear  

5g, cspcei lly Usti. Smite. s 8. air Wl. vol. ed. p1.  Ι.  pp. Leo.  

books os Genesis and two m Bsodu ι, but with buses. A Labs  
fragment,

^^ 
 half of 

was firstminim 
Genesis 

 α  ^^ ιsιο.  the Greek we have numerous but short fragments in venom  
Flurilegia.' The'ntupeetetioe' in this work see partly literal and  
partly  allegorical. 

11. nhilo'ι most important work is the N5^sv hi* i λΡ ωγιωiaι  
(Cueb. H. H. u.'8, 5; Phot. £ijl. Cod. so3),a vast and ooynow  
allegorical commentary on Genesis, dealing with chap. ii.-iv.,  
vase by verse, and with select pawgea in the less eh ιpters. The  
restless in view are mainly ,[ewι, foe the hum is modelled on the  
rabbiaic )idssh. The main idtia is that the character. which  
a spear b Genesis are properly .11cgoei.. of states of the and (cadre  
,,t f.vxjs). All persons and action. being interpreted is this  
sense, the work as a whole is a very extensive body of psychology  
and ethics. It begins with Gen. i ι t, foe the De masds op(ń cm,  
which treats of the creation according to Gen. L. n., does not bboelloo 
to this series of slltgorical cοπιπωutsis, but deal, with the  
actual hi tort' of creation, and that under a quite dificrent literary  
fans. With this cateption, however. the 14•ar. • λληΡe Ιeι includes  
all the treatises 	the first volume of Mangey's ed κios,  viz.- 
1462m Ι 1m 

λλ^ 	
yrpirs rd. smi et. 14.4,»,.' (L.gaes ells- 

M g.mrase, bb.'., ι 43 ). en Gen. ii. 1-17. (x) N•t.1... •gg. idτ,0 .  
(/sg. au. lib. iL M. ί  t 	) ouGen. ii. i8&-Ill ter. (,j) Νβι lee W.. 
amen (Leg. oil. lib. iii, h1. I. 87-137).  cn Gee. its 8b-ip. Tb.  
commentaries on Gee, hi, lb-ha. 20-23 are lest. () 74ρi'fib  xt..,gls 
"d n^ι 00.beιΡ 	eel eel meeting wviro. Mτοτσs 115. 
(Do 'Saab'. tl  β.ssme. Herdic, Μ. 1 t38-ι6o). οο 	18. 24 and  
ίί  . 1. (5)11W air LFe•'s  u1m. WW's ed Heir (De sowijIdss Aklis  
at Caia4 M. L ι63- ιgο). on Gen. lv. tp The comnwntagles oa  
Gera. iv. 3J are les ιt. (6) DιΡe "8" λιΤo. ti φιΡχτωe. ηλδι 
iτω1Νιλ ' Qιισ0 diss $tiw, ιsaidisri sotιaf, Μ. 1. 195-225), es  
Gen. iv. 8-15. (7) lied rig ee6 isιw edφ. Xii, ad 4.  
teea,1m' ι y έ  er s (DeJ.OIkTsMI.CaIm ,&c., M i, 226-τ6ι , οgGtn. iv.  
ι6-25; this book which is wanting in editions prior toang^eeyy s. is 
Incorrectly given by him, er correctlybut much mere correctly by Ti ιcbendαf,  
Phiknee1  pp. 64 ι43.  None of the peecsdlng is mentioned ned by its  
special title by Euseb. H.H. ii. 18, while he cites all that foliov  
by their ticks. Tńe reason must be that all up to this point,  sad 
no further, ate included  by  him is the N•.. t«4r 4h7.wvopto;ngree'  
leg with this we fed that these, and these only, am cited under that 
^ th tide in e i Ιorilegia 'specially the so-called !•mesas  
Moaacksu lltedilas (see Msagey a notes helm each book). We may  
therefore conclude with confidence that l'hilo ptiblished the cos-
tinmous con mme:is on Gen. ii.-iv. under the titis Ail'gories el  
ge Sacral Leas. and the fodeving commentaries we select pawgs  
ender special titles, though the identity of literary character entitles  
us to regard the latter as pert  of the same great h'teraty plan  
with the former. (8) li,.l riy 	a (Do igssδibιιs,  Μ.  I aδα-7τ),  
on Gen. vi. 	(9)lire ' ,em, ti hie. (Qwd Dew sir lmeaIsbds,,  
M. I.  27+-299).  en 	vΙ. 4-ιa.  (10) nest γwMtes (De *ren ered.  
Μ. , onGee,. lx.  so. &s) ikn  4wasofo  
(Di pΓaiιtσtwsr ii..,  Μ. I. 3a9- 6),  on Geer in sob. (Is) Uspl  ι.Yeι 
Ds sbrieieio, M.57-soi), on Gen, ix. ιι ; th, introduction shows 

that this book ww preceded by another which pus together the 
views of thepbiloache s.bo υtdr υnimsaea (53) fls. eeiN4  
(Ds s*beie$ ιΡie, M. L  392-403).  es Gen. ix. 24. (i4) >l m7cf+ws  

e1  i.7i ̂".̂. (De ω ήseie ιw lioego ιτιιa, Μ. 1. ο̂oοι4--435). on (ItO,. xi. a--9.g 
(0s) 	isseshυ (Dent:mites* λόή I,asι, M.'ι436-47τ),aι Gen. xii. 

( 1-6. ι6) flop' eel 'ii • '4. hiss 'leyιbe.  dq.•eq (Qeis  
mrπ dieisomm k.erts sit, Μ. 1. 473-558), on Gen. xv. 1-is.  
(17) . Sled•ii es .4 ιυυ an υ p 'e.51.. (De osatresss 4w σaewdσe 
ees ιdιιWais corm M. ιΡ 5ι9-545),  on Gen. xνi.1-6. (Ι8) IIgd 4.γ•In  
(De jrofstis, Μ.  L 546-577),  ott Gen. xvi. 6-14. ('9) Red .4.  

opiww ad  is ewe. µere syitωrs' (De asMIfca. aaesiaaee,  
L 3 

 
iq). es Gen. xvii. 1-22; in this work Phiio mentions that  

be had written two books, now wholly lost.  Lop1  iιώφ. (Μ. 1. 586).  
(no) lied ?sir hσιiρrwsc ins 'di bdeem (Ds I.satitl, lib. I. ht 1.  

6  
sο 6$), on the two dreams of Jamb, Gen. xxviii. and xxxi. 

(as) Book ii. of the same (M. I. 6 99  oτι the dreams of Joseph,  
the chief butler, the chief baker, lid Pharaob. Gen. uxvu. sad  
al.. xli. Eusebius makes Phib the anther of five books es eh  erns;  
three, therefore, are ioet.  
• 111. A work el a very different kind is the group of. writiii's  
which we may all " An Expositiend the Mosaic law foe Gentile.,'  
which, in Bite of their very various contents, present on nester  
examination indubitable muds of daft connexion. in them Phio  
seeks to give as orderly view of the chief points of the Momic  
legislation in the Pentateuch, and to recommend it as valuable to  
Gentile readers. The method of exposition is somewhat mere  
popular this in the Whitmire! commentaries, for, though that  
method of interpretstiou is act wholly excluded, the siam object 
is to give  such  a view of the legislation as  Kilo accepted as  ha'  
torical. This work has three maims div isions : (c) an Account of 

 creation 6.7.τ.tα) which Moses put first to sbow that 6"  

See 000., ed. Msngey. ii. 60-680; Mai, op cii., vol.  vii. gt. I,  
96 irq.; Euseb. Prase. Es. vii. ι A feagmsno as the cherubim, 

ι Fr λ  xv. iS, haabeenbn publlsbsd by Mai 	. der& iv. 430 sep..  
by Gresamann (ι855) sod by Τ-  004d (p.  1 44 seq•)e  
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legislation was conformed to the will of neture, and that therefore  
those who followed It were true cosmopolitans; (b) the Biographies  
of the Virtuous—bά ng, an to speak, the living unwritten laws which,  
unlike written laws, present the general types of moral conduct + 
(ι) Legislation Proper, In two .υbdiv^r ion(α? the ten principa  
chapters of the law, (d) the special laws belonging to each of these  
ten. An appendix adds a view of such lass as do not fell under  
the rubriα of the decalogl e, arranged under the headings of certain  
cardinal virtue..  

The tπetiseι which belong to this work are the fclloning ( ι) flspi  
,4ι Idui &m mηoιmtσ (Ds msssdi oρίfκiπ, Μ. I. ι-4a). Thu work  
does not fall within the number of the allegorical commentaries.  
On the other hand, the Introduction to the treatise De Abraham,  
makes dear its immediate connexion with the De mendi o'ifcio.  
The position of the De nnxdi oρήiciο at the head of the ellιgοriεal  
commentaries, which is at present usual in the editions, seems indeed  
to go back to a very early date, for even Eusebius cites • pa ιφge  
from it with the formula did ref spires, ef, 4, rte /bye. (Ριαιρ. Ει.  
Viii. 12 rtn., ed. Gaiaford). The group of the Βis' Ospi' is heeded  
by (a) Him eede0 sot) sere b ιΡba eaώ lu mλι's$h.τor i '‚ρ1 sues iypierm  
lid l ien 'api 'dβρ64 .(Dc Abrαhσmu, Μ. ii. 1-40). Abraham  
n (sere set forth as the type of i da εΡeaλ,e4 dρ.re, is. of virtue as a  
thing teamed. This biography of Abraham was followed by that  
of Isaac as a type of mesh dp+#, i.e. of innate or natural virtue,  
which in turn was succeeded by that of Jacob as representing beιreή  
4d^=π4^, i.e. virtue acquired by practice; but both these are now lost  

υbnca in the edition the next treatise is (3) Hlo, rebinds, &rep iesi  
•p1 'lrw4' (Ds Joscpho, Μ. ii. 41-79), where Joseph is taken es the  
pattern of the "rise man in his civil relations. The Biographies of  
the Virtuous are followed by (4)  II ρ1 " hM. )sγί  d a4dha'  
elper del (D.deceioge, Μ. ii. 00-200 and (5) 1101 at, b..ιροα .w  
b dbs i'pse dr ,& eαιτώ e.rs as'ha'a Ι' Sirs λtya. (Dt  
speridibss items; the unabridged title i, given by Euaebius, Ha d. 
i8, 5). Here under the rubrics of the ten commandments a system-
atic review of the seems) laws of the Mosaic economy is given; for
exempis under the first and second commandments (divineworship)) 
a survey i,  taken of the entire legislation relating to priesthood  
and aσifice; under the fourth (d.c. the Sabbath lam, according to  
Pbilo'ι reckoning) there is a survey of all the laws about feasts;  
under the sixth (adultery) an account of matrimonial law; and so  

en. Aerording to Eusebius the work embraced tour books, which  
semi to have reached us entire, but in the editions have been  
g,rvrrsely broken up into a considerable number of separate  
tmctatea. (a) The first book (on the drat and second command.  

rents) includes the following: De c&cumcisiaae (Μ. ii. a10-212);  
Di sssnoreAia, lib. i. (ii. 213-222); De iisssasxhia, lib. ii. (ii. tars  
De emends excrete:m a (IL 2a-a37); De eiciimis (ii. 237-σ30); 
De satrfβcasl ιΩbrs, or Di ,iciimas o crentibsu (ii, 5-264); Di  
to ne.di aserdeuss isms acmpieiid. is .mmimes. (IL 264-269).  
(b) The sscond book (on the third, fourth and fifth commandments,  
ss. on pejury, Sabbath observance, and filiai) I. Incomplete 
in Mangey (ii.' a 	), the section Di upliwi.^the Sabbath 
and feasts in general) being imperfect, and that Ds 	ύ  $resisbm  
being entirely wanting. Mai ton larg e  extent made 	the defect 

e.pd (De 	ini fib et di cπfcedtr#arensiibi's, Milan, 1818),but Tiachen- 
dotf sins the first to edit the full text (Phik,sen, pp. 1-83).1c) The 
third book reletes to the sixth and seventh commandments (adultery  
and murder; Μ. ii. e09-331). (d) To the fourth hook (teiating to  
the lest three commandments) belongs all that is found in Mangey,  
Ii.  33g-37  4{., that is to say, not merely the traetatm De Judie. aί .  
348) and Dt cowcaetrts α Ca 348-358), but also these De!esaha  
(ii. 358-361) and Ds εn αlimse priiscipens (IL 361-374). The bst- 
mmed is, pmµed),  speaking only a portion *f the D. ufitiσ, 
which, however, certainly belongs to the finerth book, of which the  
superscription expressly bears that it treat, also *wt dmaaalo',-
With this tmctate begins the appendix to the work D. qwcioiibu  
teem., into which, under the rubric of certain cardinal virtues,  
such Moak laws are broughtog as could not be dealt with 
under any of the decalogiie rubric,. The continuation of this  
appendix foams a book by Itself. (6) flip' opal rest), 4,.' 'ap1  
46pdm sat 4ihasdpuilas col ca'm'eras (De fertdrdixi, Μ. ii.3 5-  
^8g 

 
Do cm lrtte, ii. 383-405; De pσssµe^ 	IL 405-407). Finally, 

in less intimate connexion with this entire  work is another treatise  
mill to be mentioned, (7) alert Μλι cal ismpfur (De proamiu it  
"exit, Μ. IL 408-428) and ffs,t dpi. (De exccrnlimiibir, Μ. ii.  
429-457), two parts which constitute a single whole and dial with  
the prom ises and threatening' of the law.  

IV. Besides the above named thaw great works on the Penta-
ttuch. Philo was the author of a number of isolated writings, of  

which the following have leeched us either in their entirety or in  
fragments (ι)  Red k. l&rida (Vila Yotis, lib. i ,i., Μ. ii  
8o-ηq). it is usual to group this, as being biographical in its  
diameter, with the Bfα ..ψ∆ι, and thus to Incorporate it Imme-
diately after the De J.it$. with the bags work on the Mosaic  
legislation. But, as has been seen. the Hiss ..i.  are intended to  

ak with. but as a unique 
 of 

nigue indivώ ιml. 
I 
 All 	can be said is an  

that the literary character of the Vile Mosss is the same as that of  
the larger week. As M the hitter the Mosaic legislation, a in the  

former the activity of the kglalaSm' himself, is delimited for the  

benefit of Gentila'rcsder'. (a) Bipi,s0 pima amw4e's elms ihdb iv  
(‚Qsed emsis fwobws 14", Μ. B. 445-470). in the introduction  
to this treat= reference is made to an earlier book which had for  
its theme the converse proposition. The complete work was  
will extent in the timed Eu.ebins (II. B. ii. 18,6); Παι .s0 1Ναοσ  
‚1,.' sloe.  dallas, (ι i(jι b,bd seet'a0wd.rs mλιωρ »dl'pe.dm.  
The genuinenes, of the writiag now pea etesed by us is not undis-
puted: but see Lucius, Der Es'uxiimui (i$St), pp. 13-23.  ι,) 

 El, Φλiosoι (Adwrses needles{  ^Μ̂̂ .̂ ii. 517-344) and (4) clip' dp τi 
col 'pe8daι std, Wdimm (Dc )gaiitem ed Gains., Μ. e. 5^4¢{00).  
These two work, have a very intimate esnnesion' Ia the first  
Philo relates how the Ronan governor Flaceua in Alexandria,  
towards the beginning of the reign of Caligula, allowed the A ex-
andrian mob, without interference, to insult the Jews of that city  
in the grossest manner, and even to periscute them to the ,heddi  

of blood. in the second be tells hew the Jews had been subject  
to still greater sufU through the command of Caligula that 
divine honours should everywhere accorded to him, and bow  
the Jews of Alexandria in vain sought relief by a mission to Rome  
which was headed by Philo. But both together were only parts of  
a larger work, in five books, of which the font two sad the lest 

u is  perished. For it clear from the introduction to the Adams  

Rectum that it had been reςeded by another book in which the  
Jewish persecutions by Sejanus, under the reign of T4beriυs, were  
spoken of, and the Ciroxicow of Eoκbiυs (ed. Scheme, II.  
150, 15t) informs ua that these persecutions cl Sejaasss was  
related in the second book of the wok now under discussion. But  
from the conclusion of the Lggatio ad Gahm, which we ,till  possess. 
we learn that it was also followed by another book which 'bit M 
the 'ahoy&ia, or change of Jewish fortunes for the better. Thus  
we make out 8ve books in all—the number actually given  by 
Euιebius (H.E. ii. 5, )). (5) rn,.i sp  ra(a (Ds prmidanfss). This  
work has reached us only in as Armenian translation, which has  
been edited, with a Latin translation, by Archer (see below). 1822.  
it is mentioned by its Greek title in Eusebius (Η.Ε. ii. 18,6; ΡrerµΡ  
Ει. vii m fin., veil. 13 fie., ed. Cmidord). The Armenian tent  
gives two bookι, but of these the brat, if germ= at all, at  any 
rate anpeara only in an abridged and somewhat revised state  
Eusebius (Pτaιs. Ει. viii. 14) quotes from the second book to an  
extent that amounts to a series of exce,$, from the whole. The  

short pasags in Ρrσρ. Ps, vii 21,1, also taken from this boot;  
and it appears that  remediω know nothing at all about the fort.  

j
6) Αλlfasdρα 4 sup1 oaf MYσ ige'e ri ihoya jia(Di Ahaa dro d .d 
rορńam shone n mile animalia habtnni; no Jerome, De Vie. IA. ι  

Ii); the Greek title is given in Euseb. X.E. R. 18, 6. Tki. also new  
exists only in an Armenian translation, which bas been edited by  
&υcher. Two small Greek .fragm = otour in the Fhed gas  
of Leontius and Jοhennes (Mai, Scr. nil. ewe. cdi. di. 1, pp. 9q9q., loo.),  
(7) 'tsobeme a writing now known to us ool through fragments 
preserved in Euκb. Pnigr. De. viii. 6, 7. The title, as Bertuyss  
leas shown, mans "Counsels,"  " Raoommmdat the tefe ιence  
being to such laws of the Jews as can be recoinmsndmi also to me ι.  
Jewish leaders. (8)1I001 'lovldw. • title met with in Euieb.  H.L  Ε.  
18, 6. The writing is no doubt the same as 'II brlρ' betel= hnhari.,  
from which a quotation is given in Euseb. Ρreeρ: E'. viii. t. To  
this plan also, perhapa, belongs the De ασbiiiMle (Μ. ii. s, υ-yµ),  
which treats of that triss nobla ιsa of wisdom in which the Jewish  
people also is not wanting.'  

V. Ft. doubtful ircalsses: (a) Ucpl βbv 8.wpuiosea84 1a►i  
d4csi. (De oil, coιιtem$falisa). This contains the sole original  
account of an ascetic community knows as the Therapeuten Igs.)  

having their home on the shores of Lake Maceotis These are  
held by Eusebius and many ether Christian writers to be the eeriest  
Christian monks, which of course could not be the case if it was a  
genuine work of Philo. On this account, amongst others, it was  
held to be spurious by Graetz and P. Ε. Lucius; and this vie+ 
gradually received the assent of moat modern scholar.. I.sflerly.  
hhoelmet, L. Massebieau has shown with great thoroughness that  
in language and thought alike it ί  essentially Philonse, and the  
genuineness of the book has also been aBirmed by P. Wendlend,  
and especially by F. C. Ccnybeere. (2) Lest it aρafα slows.  
(De di',,,, jrlibil,laio maids), declared unauthentic by Z. Frankel  
and J. &mnays, has been successfully defended by F. Cement.  
(y^) fl'pl ripe. (De moedo). It is generally agreed ed tńee, in L 
Cohn'' wads, this i.  nothing but a compilation from various  
portions of the '.pi &Φθιwiaτ elope. and other Phulomc work."  
(4) Two discourses, De Samρsmιe and De bee, extant only in Armee-
ian, and certain other writings of the same kind.  These 
only to have been imputed to Phil., ce by chance, and certainly ^ 

 

claim to be his work. (5) IIφf oaf rasa ,reaklse &du italSu,.  
(Qsod omxis jirnbur ilk, iii) has been questioned by Z. Frankel  
and R. Ansfeld; but their arguments would rather plant to its being  

an early week of Philo, which P. Wemlland believes to bribe  
(6) lisp'  'psslse (De ft.:44,We), which we possess as a whole  

' See Dial,,  Dοχο pιii Cιaαί, ι879, ρρ. τ•4; Zeller,  ΡιτΤ. d. Cι. 
ϋ i. τ,ρΡ 34ο rd ed).  

■ ΜααοΙτ6. i 

 

Did.  Ahed. (ι876), pp ^8q 
' Τδδ o0ajecture I.  Dikne's,  Τ  Sfιιί  r^LnR (14,13),  pP 99e,  

1037.  
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city hi as &dustiest schion. cuidstsof two bunks,"the first df wbih  
appears to be hi. Chτiιtisst r cm ιeon, but there is no rueson fee  
denying Its Philunc origin.  

EDITioNs— Till recent days the best edition was than of Msngey  
(2 mils., London, 1742); the handiest the Hdixe diediicims (Leipzig.  

185'). Both are mill very useful, but far scholars they will be super.  
saded by the enlarged and critical edition of Leopold Cohn and  
Paul Weedland (Berlin, ι896-'9οs). Sm also Papers by Cohn in  
Hermes, xxxviii. (1903) and xliii. (1908). There is an English trans.  
lation of the old text by C. D. Yongc (4 vole. London;  ι 8s{).  

LITBRATURe. —The best special studies of Philo will be found in  
Siegiried, "hilts sun Akx. (Jena, 1875g)); Drummond Pkile-!sidaens  
(London, 1888). For his place in philosophy, see icller, Phil. der  
G& hen (1881). For his relation to Palestinian speculation, B. 
Ritter. Phil0 and die llalacks (Leipzig, X879). An excellent general  
account willbe found in SchOrcr, TAn Jewish People in the time of  
1cmnτ Christ (End. trans., 1891), or in Dr Edcrslicim't. article  
on Pkde In the DιeΣfoxarx of Cbftfian Biogro$y. ' For the question  
of the genutiieiess and historical value of the De sits c.xkmp'alil 
see 1. Maasebi its, in Reeve de 1 Miτiσire des ιdιgίσu, vol xvi (Pans,  
1887); F. C,, Cοπybgare, Philo: A6pI13 the Conteniρkirw Z.ifc (Oxford,  
1895); G.a •ot, EJndes stir ks thhαpe χΡteτ (Gε^»ε,  1880). P E 
Lucius, Die Therαρααen (Stnseburg, t88o); P. Wendiand, Die  
There s ιteΠ (4iting. 1896). Also F. Cumom. Philn, do .d. mandi  
(1891); J. Bernays in the Abkaad. des k. Ahad. der Wits, (1876).  

(E. S.•; C. B^)  
PHILO OR BYZANTIUM, Creek writer on mechanί α,  

flourished during the latter halt of the 2nd century D.C. (according  

to some, a century earlier), He wax the author of a large work  
Μηχapun) αίaτa4rs), of which the fourth and (in epitome)  
fifth books are extant, treading of missiles, the construction of  
fortresses, provisioning, attack and defence (ed. R. Schine, 1893,  

with German translation in H. Kcchly's Grk'Iiisclic Krkgs-
sclsrifisidkr, v01. I. 1853; E. A. Roches d'Aiglun, Poiio"i'iqu'  
des Grccs, 1872). Another portion of the work, on pneumatic  
engines, has been preserved in the form of a Iatin translation  
(De blends spiriliwlibuu) made from an Arabic version (ed.  
W. Schmidt, with German translation, in the works of Heron of  
Alexandria, vol. 1., in " Teubner Series," 1899; with French  
translation by Roches, La Science des pkilosophes ... dons  
i'onliqtdld, 1882).  

A little treatise Os eke Siren Wonders of the World, wrongly  
attributed to Philo, probably bchines to the 6th century s.D It  
is printed in R. Ηcreher's Adiaa (‚858).  

PHIW OR LARISSA, Greek philosopher of the first half of  
the rat century e.c. During the Mithmdatit wars he left  
Athens and took up his rendence in Rome. He was a pupil of  
Clitomnacbus, whom he succeeded as head of the Third or New  
Acadetsy. According to Sextus Emplricus, he was the founder  
of the Fourth Academy, but other writers refuse to admit the  

separate existence of more than three academies (see Acaoviv,  
Gaεε^t). In Rome he lectured on rhetoric and philosophy, and  
collected around him many eminent pupils, amongst whom  
Cicero was the most famous and the most enthusiastic_  None 
of his works is extant; our knowledge of his views is derived  
from Numenias, Satins Empiricus and Cicero. Ιcgeneral, his  
phibsophy was a regetion against the sceptic or agnsstic position  
of the Middle end New Academy in favour of the dogmatism of  
Plato.  

See Grysar. Die Akademiker "kilo m.d Α n4aιkw (1849); Herman,  
De Phiioiue Lonosaeo (GSttingen, 1851 and 1855).  

PHILO, JERRilNIUS, of Byblus, Greek grammarian, was  
born, according to Snldes, in so. 42. He lived into the reign  
of Hadrian, of which he wrote a history, now lost. He was the  
author of various works: On the Acqsusiiion and Choke of Books;  
Ou Clues and their Ferrous Alen, epitomized by the rammarian  
Aclius Screens, and one of the chief authorities used by  
1lcsychiva and Stephanus of Bysantium; On Synonyms, of which  
there is extant an epitome by Ammonius Grammaticus. But he  
is chiefly known for his translation of the Phoenician history of  
Sanchuniatiwn, who was said to have lived before the Trojan  
war Of this work cons(derable fragments have been preserved,  
chiefly by Eusd iius in the Proeparafie esingdlka (Í 9, ιο; iv 16).  
They present a euhemeristie rechaajd of Phoenician theology  
and mythology, which is represented as translated from the  
*riginal Phoań ician. Sandniniathosi is probably an imaginary  
personage, whose name Is formed from that of the Phoenician  
Mod Sanchou.  

Eulitiosta of the frRgnwat. by I.  C. Dec18 ('816) and C. MWler.  
Frog. hest. grate. vol. iii In 1836 F. Wageofcld brought out what  
churned to be a cοm ρlcte translation by ?bib (from a MS. discovered  
in a convent in Portugal, now considered spurious). There arx  
English translatiοαs by 1. P. Cory (1828) and Bishop R, Cumbeif and  
(i7ao)•  

PHILOCIORUI of Athens, Greek historian during the rd  
century a a, was a member of a priestly family. He was a seer  
and interpreter of signs, and a man of conaldemble influence.  

lie was strongly anti•Macedonisn is politic, and a bitter oppo-
nent of Demetrius Poliorestes. When Antlgonus Gonalas, the  
so" of the , latter, besieged and raptured Athens (*6'),  
Philuchorus was put to death for having supported PNkmy  
Philadclpbus, who had encouraged the Athenians in their  
resistance to Macedonia. His laveatigItlona into the usages  
and customs of his native Attie were embodied in an Alibis,  
in seventeen books, a history of Athens from the earliest times  
to 262  s.c. Considerable fragments are preserved in. 'the  
lexicographers, scńοliasts, Athenaeus, and elsewhere. The work  
was epitomized by the author himself, and later by /isinius  
Pollio of Trelles (perhaps a freedman of the famous Gains  
Asinius Pollio). Philochorus also wrote on oracles, divination  
and sacrifices; the mythology and religious observances of the  
tetrapolis of Attie; the myths of Sophocles; the lives of  Etiri.. 
Aides and Pythagoras; the foundation of Salamis. lie compiled  
chronological lists of the archon and Olympiads, and made a  
collection of Attic inscriptions, the fast of its kind in Greece.  

Fragments sad l)fe in C. W. Μ Oiler, Fragmziila hiskskσsnns  
gra conim, vol. I. ( ι8.Γι); A. Bbckh, Gesammdle *lend Schιρen, vol. 
V. (1871).on the plan of the work; J. Strc πee Qaaιsttσπιs ph ιlαhσrιae 
(Geet ισ r, '868); C. Wachsm υtλ', Eίskilαn to dos sdism der  
sites Ge chickte (5895).  

ΠΜΟΒΤΕ'Τ18, in Greek legend, son of Poets king of the  
Maligns of Μι Dots, one of the suitors of Helen ads celebrated  
hero of the Trojan War. Homey merely states that ,  he was  
distinguished for his prowess with the bow'; that he was bitten  
by a snake on the prey to Troy and left behind in the island  
of leιnnα; and that subsequently /etumned'home In safety.  
These brief allusions were elab οτated by the " cyclic " poets,  
and the adventures of Philoctces formed the subject of tragedies  
by Ae'chylus, Sophocles and Euripides. In the later form of  
the story Philouetcs was the friend and armour.bearer of  
Heraeea, who presented him with' his bow and poisoned shows  
as a reward for kindling the fire on Mt Octa, on which the hero  
immolated himself. Philoctetea remained at I.ernees till the  
tenth year of the war. An oracle Λaving declared that Troy  
could not be taken 'without the mows of Heracks, Odysseus  
and Diomede' (or Neoptokmus) were sent to fetch Philectetes.  
On his arrival before Troy he was healed of his wound by  
Machaon, and dew Paris; shortly afterwards the dty was  
taken. On his return to his own country, finding that a revolt  
had broken out against him, be again took ship and sailed for  
Italy, wherahe founded Petilla and Cremims. He fell fighting  
on the side of a bend of Rhodisn colonists against some later  
immigrants from Pailene in Arises. His tomb and sanctuary  
were shown at heralds, on the coast of Bruttium.  

0f the Aeschylemi and Euń pidean tragedies only a lkω fmgmcnt.  
remain; of the two by Sophocles. one is extant, the cther, dealing  
with the fortunes of Philαctetνs bcfe2e Troy; is lost. Some light is  
thrown upon the lost plays by Din Chrysostom, who in one of his  
discourses (52) describes his reading of the three tragedies. and in  
another ((59) gives a prom version of the opening of the P%ilacides  
off' Euripides Phikctetes was also the subject of tragedies by  
&incite of Eretria, Euphorion of Chakis and the Roman tzagediai'  
Accius. Αcεοrλ ί πgg to F. Marx (Nee Jehrbilches jdr des υατπτcke  
AIterinm, 19q0o4, p. 673-685), Phioctetcs did not appear in the original  
legend of Troy. He is a fornu of the Leninian Ιερhaεstu.:  rite  
alighted on the island when Ong out of Olympus by Zeus. Like  
him, he is lame and an outcast for nine gears; Jιke him he in brosght  
back in time of need. His connexmn with the fad of troy indicates  
thit the fire-end himself set fire to the city; in like manner no other 

 than the ńτe.god mu thought worthy to kindle the pyre of Hordes.  
See Homer. Iliad. it 718, Οd7ssey. iii. i9( vhs 219; Sφhαl  

Philoeleies, and Jcbb's Tnlrodwliois; Diod. Sic. iv. 38; Philostratus.  
Hυυσκα. 6; Stabs vi. 254; Hyginus, Fah. 36, 102.  

PHILODEMUS, Epicurean philosopher and pet, was born  
at Gedara in Coele Syria early in the 1st century ac., and  
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settled in Rome in the time of Cicero. He was a friend of  
Calpurnius Pisu, and was Implicated in his profligacy by Cicero  
(ix Pursent, ιp), who, however, praises him warmly for his  
philosophic views and for the ekgass lauisia of his poems  
(cf. Horace, SoJvcs; Ι. s. ι ιο). The Greek anthology contains  
thirty-four of his epigmms. From the exeevations of the  
villa at Herculaneum (get) there have been recovered thirty-
'ix treatises attributed t ο Philodemus, end it has been suggested  
that the villa was actually owned by him; but this is generally  
denied. These weeks deal with musk, rhetoric, ethics, signs,  
virtues and vices, and defend the Epicurean standpoint against  
the Stoics and the Peripatetics.  

Ttw Rh/me has been edited by Sudhaus ( ι892-189g);the De  
Ira and the De Pulale by Gomperz (1864 to Ι863)• the Ds Masrra  
by Kempke (1884): De vii": by I)ssing (1868); Ds )fork by M1cklcr  
0(886). Sve Ileresl. ;Went. (Oxford, 1824 and 1860; Mayor on  
Ciceros De Νιt re deoram (1870.  

PΗILOLΑUI3 (b. c. 48ο), Creek philosophiτ of the Pytha-
gorean school, was been at Tarentum or at C τοtοnα 1  (so 1)10g.  
Leert. viii. 84). He was said to have been intimate with  
Democritus, and was probably one of his teachers. After the  
death of Pythagoras great dissensions prevailed in the cities of  
lower Italy. According to some accounts, 141110laus; obliged  
to flee, took refuge first in Lucania and then at Thebes, where  
he had as pupils Simmias and Cebes, who subsequently, being  
still young men (seaslkaoi), were present at the death of Socrates.  
Before this Philoinus had returned to Italy, where he was the  
teacher of Archytas. He entered deeply into the distinctively  
Pythagorean number theory, particularly dwelling on the  
properties inherent in the dread—the sum of the first four  
numbers, consequently the fourth triangular number, the Idrartys  

(se. Vii. ή  keg. ap. Vied. ΒiδΙ. p, 712)—which be called great,  
all-powerful, and al l.producing. The great Pythagorean oath  
was taken by the sacred Idradys. The discovery of the regular  
solids is attributed to Pythagoras by Eudemus, and Empedocks  
is stated to have been the first who maintained that there are  
four elements. Philolaus, connecting these ideas, held that the  
elementary nature of bodies depends on their form, and assigned  
the tetrahedron to fire, the octahedron to air, the icosahedron  
to Water, and the cube to earth; the dodecahedron he assigned  
to a fifth element, :tether, or, as some think, to the universe  

(see Plut. de Pl. Pk. ii. 6, ix dl τώώ  dωEnιafδρσu + τcΟ Weds  
σφelρσ and Stob. Ed. Ρkys. L ιο, ' sic e4hfpa,'helot). This  
theory, however superficial from the standpoint of observation,  
indicates considerable knowledge of geometry and gave a great  
impulst to the study of the science. Following Parmenidcs.  
Philolaus regarded the soul as a "mixture and harmony" of  
the bodily parts; he also assumed a substantial soul, whose  
existence in the body is an exile cis account of sin.  

Philolans was the first to propound the doctrine of the motion  
of the teeth; some attribute this doctrine to Pythagoras, but  
there is no evidence in support of their view. Philolaus supposed  
that the sphere of the fixed stars, the five planets, the sun, moon  

and earth, all moved mend the central lire, which be called the  
hearth of the universe, the house of Zeus, and the mother of  

the gods , (see Slob. Ed. Pkys. L 488); but as these made up  
only nine revolving bodies he conceived, in accordance with his  

number theory, a tenth, which be called counter-earth, dsri χθωs.  
He supposed the sun to be a disk of glass which reflects the light  
of the universe. He made the lunar month consist of e.9} days,  
the Inner year οf 354, and the solar year οf 365] days. He was  
the first who published a book on the Pythagorean doctrines,  
a treatise of which Plato made use in the composition of his  
Tmaens. This work of the Pythagorean, to which the mystical  
name Bό sXm is sometime given, seems to have consisted  
of three books: ( τ) ling s#οpna, containing a general account  
Of the origin and arrangement of the universe; ( τ) lIsp1 Οιποn,  
an exposition of the nature of numbers; (3) Iltpl l{v χgι, on  
the nature of the soul  

' Boeckh places his life between the 7ah and 95th Olympiads  
(496-396 s.c.). He was a contemporary of Socrates and i en ιocritus,  
but seaiοr to them, and was probStil somewhat junior to Empe- 

‚0 that hq birth may be ρlaoed at about 48a  

See Boeckh, Pń ildaas des Pyebgeseers Lek * mkt des Drat&  

tektites seines Werkes (Berlin. 1859); Schaarshmidt, Die aigdlids  

Sckrifiskllerei des Pk:ld'as ('864); also Fabrieius, B eeks  
greece; Zeller, history of Greek Philosophy; Chaignet. Pjλσpr ι  
et la philosophie pyihagorickmne. coNiesqst ks fregrnean de P  

ci d' Α r'Λ ites (1873); Th. Gom , Creek  k Ihsak (Esg. tram. 
(ι9οι), 1. 123 ιq .. ς.{3 sqq. and authorities there quotedvhe set.  
Ρντ ιtacοaas For fragments ice Ritterand Preiler,Risi.ρωlosoφk  
ch.  ii. 

PH1IAWOY, the generally accepted comprehensive name  
for the study of the word (Cr. )idya), or languages; it designatm  
that branch of knowledge which deals with human speech, sod  
with all that speech discloses es to the nature and history  of 
man. Philology has two principal divisions, corresponciisg  
to the two uses of " word" or "speech."  as signifying tiller  
what is said or the language in which it is said, as either the  
thought expressed—which, when recorded, takes the form if  
literature—or the instrumentality of its expression: these.  
divisions are the literary and the linguistic. Net  all study el  
literature, indeed, is philological: as when, for example, the  
records of the ancient Chinese are ransacked for notices  of 
astronomical or meteorological phenomena, or the principlet  of 
geometry are learned from the textbook of a Greek sage; while,  
on the other hand, to study Ptolemy and Euclid for the history  
of the sciences represented by them is philological more then  
scientific. Again, the study of language itself has its literary  
side: as when the vocabulary of a community (say of the ended  
Indo-Europeans or Aryans) is taken as a document from which  
to infer the range and grade of knowledge of its speakers, their  
circumstances and their institutions. The two divisions thin  
do not admit of absolute distinction and separation,  dough 
for some time past tending toward greater independence. The  
literary is the older of the two; it even occupied until recently  

the whole field, since the scientific study of language itself het  

arisen only within the 19th century. Till then, literary phiblagy  
included linguistic, as a merely subordinate and auxiliary part,  
the knowledge of a language being the necessary key to s know.  
ledge of the literature written in that language. When, tberr-
foie, instead of studying each language by itself for the sakr  
of its own literature men began to compare one language with  
another, in order to bring to light their relationships, their  
structures, their histories, the name "com φΡrative phffelegI"  
naturally enough suggested itself and came iota use for the new  
method, and this name, awkward and tήvial though it may be  
has become so firmly fixed in English usage that it can be eeryy  
slowly, if stall, displaced. European usage'(especially German)  
tends more strongly than English to restrict the name philology  
to its older office, and to employ for the recent branch of knee
leddge a specific term, like these that have gained more or km  

currency with us also; as glottic, glossology, linguistics, linguistic  
science, science of language, and the like. It is not a question  

of absolute propriety or correctness, since the cord phi  

is in its nature wide enough to imply all language-study  of 
whatever kind; it is ate, rather, of the convenient distiment  
of methods that have green ten independent and importsat  
to be any Longer well included under a common name.  

I.—Tier Science ή  Z'aic'uage in geserel.  
Philology, in all its departments, began and grew up es  

classical; the history of our civilisation made the study of  
Greek and Latin long the exclusive, still longer the  
predominant and regulating, occupation of secular ' 	d  
scholarship. The Hebrew and its literature were held  
apart, as something of a different order, as sacred. It was ad  

imagined that any tongue to which culture and literstuss  
did not lend importance was worthy of serious attention has  

scholars. The first essays in coonparisoos, likewise, were made 1  
upon the classical tongues, and were as erroneous in metboi  
and fertile in false conclusions as was to be expected, toasider®g  
the narrowness of view and the controlling prejudices of shut  
who made them; and the admission of Hebrew to the.compatisss  
only added to the confusion. The change which the pa  
century has seen has been a part of the general scientific maw'  

meet of the age, which bits brought about the es&ablishmtd  
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of so  many new branche' of knowledge, both historical and  
physical, by the abandonment of shackling prejudices, the  
freedom of inquiry, the recognitlon of the dignity of all know-
ledge, the wide-reaching assemblage of tuts and their objective  
comparison, and the resulting constant improvemeu of method  

Literary philology has had its full share of advantage from this  
movement; but linguistic philology has been actually created  
by it out of the crude observations and wild deductions of  
earlier times, as truly as chemistry out of alchemy, or geology  

out of diluvianism It is unnecessary here to follow out the  
details of the development; but we may well rcfer to the decisive  

iniluence of one discovery, the decisive action of one scholar.  
It was the discovery of the special relationship of the Aryan  
or Indo-European languages, depending in great measure upon  
the introduction of the Sansimic as a tram in their comparison,  
and demonattatcd and worked out by the German scholar Bopp,  
that founded the science of linguistic philology. While there  
is abundant room for further improvement, it yet appears that  

the grand (Mures of philologic study, in all its departments,  

are now so distinctly drawn that no revolution of its methods,  
but only their modification in minor respects, is henceforth  
probable. How and for what purposes to investigate the  
literature of any people (philology in the more proper sense),  
combining the knowledge thus obtained with that derived from  
other sources; how to study and set forth the material and  
structure and combinations of a language (grammar), or of a  
body of related'langusges (comparative gimmes); how to  
co-ordinate and interpret the general phenomena of language,  
as variously illustrated in the i ηfiη iιelγ varying facts of different  
tongues, so as to exhibit its nature as a factor in human history  
and its methods of life and growth (linguistic science)—these  
are what philology teaches.  

The study of language is a division of the general science of  

anthropology (q.e.), and is akin to all the rest in respect to its  

irsaκΡase te objects and its methods. !den as we now'see him  
Αskroer is a twofold being: in part the child of nature, as  
^+ to his capacities and desires, his endowments of  
mind and body; in port the creature of education, by twin-
ing in the knowledge, the acts, the social conduct, of which  

his predecessors have gained possession. And the problem  
of anthropology is this: how natural man has become  
cultivated men; how e being thus endowed by nature should  
have begun and carried on the processes of acquisition which  

have brought him to his present state. The results of his  

predecessors' faboun are not transmuted for his benefit into  
natural instincts, in language or in anything else. The child  
of the most civilized race, if Isolated and left wholly to his awn  
resoureee, aided by neither the example nor the instruction of  
his fellows, would no more sperik the speech of his ancestors  

than he would build their houses, fashion their clothes, practise  

any of their arts, inherit their knowledge or wealth. In fact,  
he would poses no Language, no arts, no wealth, but would  
have to go to work to acquire them, by the some processes  
which began to win them for the first human beings. One  

advantage he would doubtless enjoy: the descendant Of a  
cultivated nice has an enhanced aptitude for the reception of  
cultivation; he is more cultivable; and this is an element that  
has to be allowed for in comparing present conditions with fast,  
as influencing the rate of progress, but nothing more. In all  

other respects it is man with the endowments which we now  
find him possessed of, hut destitute of the gradually accumulated  
results of the exercise of his faculties, whose progress we have  

to explain. And it is, as a matter of necessity, by studying  

recent observable modes of acquisition, and transferring them,  

with due allowance for different circumstances, to the more  
primitive periods, that the question of first acquisition or origin  
is to be solved, for language as for tools, for errs, for family  
and sιτial organisation, and the rest. There is just as much  
and just as little reason for assuming miraculous interierence  
and aid in one of these de ραnments as in another If men  
have been left to themselves to mike and improve instruments,  

to form and perfect modes of ,ocial organization, by implanted  

powers directed by natural desires, sad wade the prenurc  of 
circumstances, then also to make and change the signs that  

constitute their speech. All expansions, as all instruments, are  
at present, and have been through the known put, made and  

changed by the men who use them; the same will have been the  

case in the unknown or prehistoric past. And we command  
now enough of the history of language, with the processes of  

its life and growth, to determine with confidence its mode of  
origin—within certain limits, as will appear below.  

It is beyond all question, in the first place, that the desire ' 
of communication was the only force directly impelling men  

tο the production of language. Man's sociality, .,,  
his disposition to bend together with his fellows, L.ra.'  
be lower and for higher purposes, for mutnel help ι sue  
and for sympathy, is one of his most fundamental character-
istics. To understand those about one and to be understood  
by them is now, and must have been from the very beginning,  
a prime necessity of human existence; we cannot conceive of  

man, even in his most undeveloped state, as without the recogni.  
tion of it. Communication is still the universally recognized  
o(fice of speech, and to the immense majority of speaker the  
only one; the common man knows no other, and can only with  
dirnrulty and imperfectly be brought to see that there is any  

other; of the added distinctness and reach of metal action  
which the possession of such an inatrumeatality gives him he  
is wholly unconscious: and it is obvious that stet the compau•  
lively cultivated being of to-day can hardly be made to realise  
can never have acted upon the first men as a motive to  action. 
It may perhaps be made a question which of the two uses of  
speech, communication or the facilitation of thought Is the  
higher; there an be no question, at any rate, that the former  
is the broader and the more fundamental. That the kind and  
degree of thinking which we do nowadays would be impassible  
without language-signs is true enough; but so also it would be  
Impossible without written signs. That there was a time  
whee men had to do what mental work they could without  
the help of wλting, as an art not yet devised, we have no dull.  
salty in realizing, because the art is of comparatively recent  
device, and there are still communities enough that arc working  
without It; it is much harder to realize that there was a time  

when spiking also was an art not yet attained, and that men  
had to terry on their rude and rudimentary thinking without  
it. Writing too was devised for conscious purposes of com-
municatbn only; its esoteric uses, like those of speech, were  
at first unsuspected, and incapable of acting as an inducement;  

they were not noticed until made experience of, and then only  
by those who look beneath the surface Of things. There is no  

analogy closer and more instructive than this between speech  

and writing. But analogies are abundant elsewhere in the  

history of human development. Everywhere it is the lower  
and more obvious inducements that are first effective, and that  

lend gradually to the pot session of what serve and stimulates  
higher wants. All the arts and industries have grown out of  
men's effort to get enough to cat and protection against cold and  
bit—just es language, with all its uses, out of men's effort to  
communicate with their fellows. As a solitary men now would  

never form even the beginnings of speech, as one repented from  
society unpins his speech by disuse and becomes virtually  
dumb, so Orly man, with all ids powers, would never have  
acquired speech, rare as to those powers was added sociality  

with the needs it brought. We might conceive of a solitary  
man as housing and dressing himself, devising rude tools, and  

thus lifting himself a step from wildness toward cultivation;  

but we cannot conceive of him as ever learning to talk. Recogn -  

lion of the impulse to communication as the efficient pause of  
language-making Is an element of primary importance in the  
theory of the origin of language. No one who either leaves it  
out of account or denies it mill, however ingenious and enter.  
tabling his speculations, cast any real light on the earliest  
history of speech. To inηuire under what peculiar cirvumstancen,  
in connexion with what mode of individual or combined action,  

a first outburst of on!' expression may have taken pike, is, on  
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the other hand, quite futile. The needed circumstances were  
drays peasant when human beings were in one anther's society;  
there was an inonsent drawing-on to attempts at mutual  
bmdcrstanding which met with oo as ίonal, and then ever more  
frequent and cOmplete success. There inheres in most reasoning  
upon this subject the rooted assumption, governing o pinion even  
when not openly upheld or consciously made, that conceptions  

have real natural names, and that in a state of nature these will  
somehow break forth and reveal themselves under favouring  

circumstances. The falsity of such a view is shown by our  
whole k2 dń ouesien.  . 

The character of the motive form to speech determined the  
character of the beginnings of speech. That was first signified 
• ••^ 

 
wldelt was mast capable of intelligible signiflcaIion,  

Wsp...a not that which was first in order of importance,  
"d Wιrαω- αs judged by any standard which we can apply to it,  
or first in order of cmiceptional development. All attempts ιο  
determine the first spoken signs by asking what should have  

most impressed the mind of primitive man are and must be  
failures. I ι was the exigencies and possibilities of practical  
life, in conditions quite out of reach of our disiiact concep-
tion, that prescribed the earliest signs of communication. So,  
by a true and instructive analogy, the beginnings of writing  
are rude depictions of visible objects; it is now thoroughly  
reccgnizId that ins alphabet, of whatever present character,  
eau have originated in nay other way; everything else is grαdu-
allγ arrived at from that—as, indeed, in the ingeniously shaping  
hands of man, from any central body of signs, though but of  
small extent, all else is attainable by processes of analogy and  
adaptation and transfer. Now what is it that is directly  
signifiable in the world about us? Evidently the separate  
acts and qualities of sensible objects, and nothing else. In  
writing, or signification to the eye, the first element is the rude  
depiction of the outline of an object, or of thai one of the sum  
of its characteristic qualities which the eye takes note of and the  
hand is capable of intelligibly reproducing; from that the mind  
understands the whole complex object itself, and then whatever  
further may in the circumstances of its use be suggested by it.  
So, for example, the picture of a tree signifies primarily a tree,  
then perhaps Brood, something evade of wood, and so on; that  
of a pair of outstretched wings signifies secondarily flight, then  
soaring, height, and whatever else these may lead to. No  
macrein thing is sgnifiable in its totality or otherwise than by 

 a facile analysis of its constituent qualities and a selection of  
the one which is both suffklenely charac erisdc in itself and  
capable of being called up by a sign befog the mind addressed.  

And what quality shall be selected depends in great measure  
upon the instrumentality used for its signification. 01 such  
sseov .a. instrumcnlalitiea men posses a considerable variety.  
Omm af We must leave out of account that of depiction, as  

£eΡr.nbn just Instanced, because its employment belongs to  
a mweh snore advanced state of cultivation, and leads the  

way to the invention not of speech but of the analogous and  
auxiliary art of writing. There remain gesture, or change of  
position of the various parts of the body, especially of the  
most mobile parts, the arms and hands; grimace, or the changes 

 of expression of the features of the countenance e (in strictness,  
a variety of the preceding); and utterance, or the production  
of audible sound. It cannot be doubted that, in the first stages  
of communicative expression, all these three were used together,  
each for the particular purposes which it was best calculated  
to serve. The nearest approach to such action that is now  
possible  i,  when two persons, wholly ignorant of one anther's  
speech, meet and need to communIcate—an imperfect corre-
spondence, because each is trained to habits of expression and  
works consciously, and with the advantage of long experience,  
towards making himself ubderstood, yet it is good for its main  
purpose. Whet they do, to leach mutual comprehension, is  

like what the first speechless men, unconsciously and infinitely  
more rawly, learned to do: fan, hands, body, voice, are all  
put to use. I ι is altogether probable that gesture at first  
performed the principal pert, even to such extent that the  

earliest human language may be said to have been a language  
of gesture signs; indeed, there exist at the present day such  
gesture-languages as those in use between roving trite of  
dillereni. speech that from time to time meet one another (the  
mast noted example is that of the gesture-language, of a very  
considerable degree of development, of the prairie tribes of  
American Indians); or such signs as are the natural resort _  of  
those who by dulness are cut off from ordinary spoken inter-
course with their fellows Yet there never can have been a  
stage or period in which ell the three instrumentalities were  
not put to use together, In fact, they are Will all used together;  
that is even now an ineffectiνe speaking to which grimace and  
gesture ("action," as Demosthenes called them) are not added  
as enforcers; and the lower the grade of development and culture  
of a language, the more important, even for intelligibility, is  
their addition But voice has won to itself the fie _.  chief and almost exclusive part in communication,  
insomuch that we all sn communication " language "  (it. 
"tonguiness") just as a race of mutes might cell it "handiness"  
and talk (by gesture) of a handiness of grimace. This is not  
in the lest because of any closer comexion of the thinking  
apparatus with the muscle that act  ιο  produce audible sounds  
than with those that act to produce visible motions; not because  
there are natural uttered names for conceptions say more than  
natural gestured names It is simply a use of "survival of  
the fittest," or analogous to the process by which iron has become  
the exclusive material of swords, and gold end silver of money:  
because, namely, experience has shown this to be the material  
bat adapted to this special use. The advantages of voice are  
numerous and obvious There is first its economy, as employing 

 a mechanism that is available for little else, and leaving free  
for other purposes those indispensable instruments the hands.  
Then there is its superior perceptibleness: its nice differences  
impress themselves upon the sense at a distance at which visible  
motions become indistinct; they are not hidden by intervening  
objects; they allow the eyes of the listener as well as the hands  
of the speaker to be employed in other useful work; they are as  
plain in the dark as in the light; and they are able to catch and  
command the attention of one who is not to be peached in any  
other way. We might add as the third advantage a superior  
capability of variation and combination on the part of spoken  
sounds; but this is not to be insisted en, inasmuch as we hardly  
know what a gesture-language might have become if mcii's  
ingenuity in expression had been expended through all time  
upon its elaboration; and the superiority, however real, can  
hardly have been obvious enough to serve as a motive: ceelainly,  
there are spoken languages now existing whose abundance of  
resources falls shoot of what is attainable by gesture. Ord  
utterance is the form which expression has inevitably taken,  

the sum of mm's endowments being what it is; but it would be  
a mistake to suppose that a necessity of any other kind is  
Involved in their relation. The fundamental conditions of  
speech are man's grade of intellectual miner and his social  
instinct; these being given, his expression follows, availing  
itself of what means it finds best suited to its purpose; if voice  
had been wanting it would have taken the next best. So, in  
certain well-known use, a marked artistic gift on the part of  
individuals deprived of the use of hands has found means of  
exercise in the feet instead. But men in general have bands,  
instruments of exquisite tact and mower, to serve the needs of  
their intellect; and so voice also, to provide and use the tools  
of thought; there is no error in maintaining that the voice is  
given us for speech, if only we do not proceed to draw from such  
a dictum false conclusions as to the relation between thought  
and utterance. Dian is crested with bodily instruments suited  
to do the work prescribed by his mental capacities; therein  
lies the harmony of his endowment.  

It is through imitation that all signification becomes directly  
suggestive. The first written signs are (as already noticed)  

the depictions of visible objects, and could be le^tin.n  
nothing else; and, by the same necessity, the first  . 
uttered signs were the imitations of audiblesounds -  To reproduce  
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e^  

Α is)' sped of which the odginaliug same or the ń rcumstances  
of production are known, brings up of course before the con-
ception ghat sound, along with the originator, or ń emist:me, 

 of origination,  or whatever else may be naturally =emitted with  
it. There are two sperlel directions in which this mode of sign-
nuking. is fruitful: imitation of the sounds of external nature  
(es the cries of animals and the noises of inanimate objects  
when in motion or acted on by other objects) and imitation el  
human sounds. The two are essentially one in principle,  
although by some held apart, οτ even opposed to each other, as  
respectively the imitative or000ma*opoctic and the exclamatory  
or interjectional beginmings of speech; they differonly in their  
spheres of sigiiihcsuce, the one being especially suggestive of  
esternel objects, the other of inward feelings. There are natural  
human tones, indicative of feeling, as there are natural gestures,  
poses, modes of facial expression, which either are immediately  
intelligible tom (as is the warning cry of the hen to the day.  
old chicken), or have their value tanght us by our earliest  
experiences. if we hear a cry of joy or a shriek of pain, a laugh  
or a green, we need no explanation in words to tell us what it  
signifies any more than when we see a sad face or a drooping  
attitude. So also the charectsriatic cry or act of anything  
outside ourselves, if even rudely imitated, is to us an effective  
reminder and awakener of conception. We have no reason  
to question that such were the suggestions of the beginnings  
of uttered expression. The same means have made their me-
tń butions to language even down to our own day; we all words  
so produced " onomatopoetic " (i.e. "name-making "), after  
the example of the Greeks, who could not conceive that actually  
new additions to language should be made in any other way.  
What and bow wide the range of the imitative principle, and  
what amount of language-signs it was capable of yielding, is a  
subject for special investigation--or rather, of s ρκulatίon, since  
anything like exact knowledge in regard to it will never be  
attained; and the matter is one of altogether secondary con-
sequence; it is sufficient for our purpose that enough could  

certainly be won in this way to serve es  the effective germs of 
 speech. 

Ail the natural mans of expression ace still at our commend,  
and are put to more or less use by us, and their products are as  

1ιnyσΡm.. intelligible to us as the have been to any generation  
of our ancestors, back to the very fast. They are  

analogous also to the means of communication of the lower  

animals; this, so •far as we know, consists us observing and  

Interpreting one another's movements and natural sounds  

(where there are such). But language is a step beyond this,  

and different from it. To make language, the intent to signify  
must be present. A cry wrung out by pain, or a laugh of  
amµvment, though intelligible, is not language; eitherof them,  
if consciously reproduced in ceder to signify to another pain or  
pleasure, is language. So a cough within bearing of any  one 
attracts his attention; but to cough, or to produce any other  
sound, articulate or inarticulate, for the purpose of attracting  
anther's attention, is to commit an act of lang'rnaking,  
such as in human history preceded in abundance the establish-
ment of definite traditional signs for conceptions. Errs begins  
to appear the division between hue=an language and all brute  
expression; since we do not know that any animal but man ever  
et'Bnitely took this step. It would be highly interesting to find  
out just how near any route to it; and to this point ought to be  
especially directed the attention of those who are Investigating  
the communicedion of the lower animals in its relation to human  
communications Among the animals of highest intelligence  
that associate with man and learn something of his ways, a  
certain amount of sign-making expressly for communication  
is not to be denied; the dog that barks at a door became he  
knows that somebody will some and let him in is an instance of  
it; perhaps, in wild life, the throwing out of sentinel birds from 

 a Sock, whore wanting cry shall advertise their fellows of the  
threat of danger, is as near as approach to it as is anywhere  
route.  

lbut the actual permanent beginnings of speech arc only  

reached when the natural basis isatill further abandoned, and  
signs begin to be used, not because their natural suggestive-
ness is seen in them, but by imitation, from the  vys,w  
example of others who have been observed to use ee.wa-
the same sign for the same purpose. Then for the ar'1.  
first time the means of communication becomes something  
to be handed down, rather than made anew by each indi-
vidual; it takes on that traditional character which Is the  
essential character of all human institutions, which appesn not  
less in the forms of social organisation, the details of religious  

ceremonial, the methods of art and the arts, than in language.  
That all existing speech, and all known recorded speech, is  
purely traditional, cannot at all be questioned. It is proved  
even by the single feet that for any given conception there are  
as many different spoken signs as there are languages—say  a 
thousand (this number is rather far within than beyond the  
truth), each of them intelligible to him who has learned to use  
it and to associate It with the conception to which it belongs,  
but unintelligible tο the users of the nine hundred and ninety.  
nine other signs, as these are all unintelligible to him; unless,  
indeed, he tram a few of them also, even as at the beginning he  
learned the one that be calls his own. What single sign, and  
what set of signs, any individual shall use, depends upon the  
community into the midst of which he is cast, by birth or other  
circumitances, during his first years. That it does not depend  

upon his race is desnoestrated by facts the most numerous and  
various; the African whose purity of descent Is attested by every  
feature is found all over the world speaking just that language,  
or jargon, into the midst of which the fates of present or former  
slavery have brought his parents; every civilized commmdty  

contains elements of various linage, combined into one by  
unity of speech; and instances are frequent enough where whole  
nations speak a tongue of 'ditch their ancestors knew nothing;  

foe example, the Celtic Gauls and the Germanic Normans of  
France speak the dialect of a geographically inaignifkant district  
in central Italy, while we ourselves can hardly utter a sentence  
or write a line without bringing in more οε less of that same  
dialect. Tbeeeisnolssiiteinofsnytongueofwblcbweknow  
anything that is " natural " expression, or to the posatsaien of  
which its speaker Is brought by birth instead of by education;  
there is even very little that is traceably founded on such  
natural expression; everywhere flute or human attribution  
reigns supreme, and the original Wren or esters! elgni&ance  
has disappeared and is only to be found by theoretic induction  
(as we have found it above). It seems to some as iii name like  
csckoo (one of the most striking available cases of onomatepoe α)  
were a " natural " one; but there is just as much dims In it as  
in any other name; it implies the observation of an aggregate of  
qualities in a certain bird, and the selection of one aMong them  
as the convenient basis of s mutual tmdesstandieg when the bind  
is in question; evesy animal cosupfcuous to us met have its  
designation, won in one may οτ another; and in this use to  
imitate the characteristic cry is the most available way. If  
anything but convenience end availability were inν Ινed, all  
our names for =keels would have to brand to remain imitations  
of the sounds they make. That the name of cwkσι is applied  
also to the female and young, and at other than the singing  
season, and then to related species which do net make the same  
sound—all helps to show the essentially conventional character  
of even this name. hit analogous process of elinmmatin of  
original meaning, and reduction to the value of conventions)  
designations merely, is to be seen in every part of language 

 throughout its whole history. Since men ceased to derive their  
names from signs having a natural suggestiveness, and began  
to make them from other names already in use with an under-
stood value, every new name him had its etymology and its  
historical occasion--as, for example, the name gsarostis' from  
the two-score (qiwrawasae) of days of precautionary confine-
rnett, or std uvw from its being relied up, or book from a beach. 
wpοd staff, or coj$a from Cyprus, or fssecy from a fancied  
influence of the moon, or priest from being an older (πpesβ4ερστ)  
Vernon, of WWWeer» from the butter-yellow colour of a ce=tant  
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common specks: every part of our language, as of every other,.  
is full of such examples—but, when once the name is applied,  
it belongs to that to which it is applied, and no longer t ο its  
relatives by etymology; its origin is neglected, and its form may  

be gradually changed beyond recognition, or its meaning so far  
altered that comparison with the original shall seem a joke or an  
absurdity. This is a regular and essential part of the process  
of name-making in all human speech, and from the very begin-
sing of the history of speech: in fact (as pointed out above), the  
latter can only be said to have begun when this process was  
successfully initiated, when uttered signs began to be, what they  
have ever since continued to be, conventional, or dependent  
only on a mutual understanding. Thus alone did language gain  
the capacity of unlimited growth and development. The sphere  
and scope of natural expression are narrowly bounded; but there  
is no end to the resources of conventional sign.making.  

It is well to point out here that this change of the basis of  
men's communication from natural suggestiveness to mutual  

e ar, 	understanding, and the consequent purely conven- 
S^..ra 	tional character of all human language, in its every  
and  "anuapart and particle, puts an absolute line of demaτca-
st tion between the latter and the means of communi-
cation of all the lower animals. The two are not of the some  
kind, any more than human society in its variety of  orgam-
nation is of the same kind with the instinctive herding of  
wild cattle or swarming of insects, any more than human  
architecture with the instinctive burrowing of the fox and nest-
building of the bird, any more than human industry and accu 
mulation of capital with the instinctive hoarding of bees and  
beavers. In all these eases *like the action of men is a result  
of the adaptation of mans at hand to the satisfaction of felt  
needs, or of purposes dimly perceived at first, but growing  
dray with gradually acquired eιρeń ence Man is the only  
being that has established institutions—gradually accumulated  
and perfected results of the exercise of powers analogous in kind  
to, but greatly differing in degree from, those of the lower  
animals. The difference in degree of endowment does not  
ςonstitate the difference in language, it only leads to it. There  
was a time when all existing human beings were as destitute of  
language as the dog; and that time would come again for any  
number of human beings who should be cut off (if that were  
practicable) from all instruction by their fellows: only they  
would at once proceed to recreate language, society and arts  

by the same steps by which their own remote ancestors created  
those which we now poesw; while the dog would remain what  

be and his ancestors have always been, t creature of very  
sunnier intelligence, indeed, as compared with most, of  
bsffsiite intelligence as compared with many, yet incapable of  
rising by the acquisition of culture through the formation and  
development of traditional institutions. These is just the same  
mails, existent in the difference between man's conventional  
Meech and the natvral communication of the lower races as in  
that between men's forms of satiety and the instinctive associa-
lions of the lower races; but it is no greeter and no other; it is  
neither more absolute and characteristic net more difficult to  
explain. Hence those who put forward language as Ike distinc-
tion between man and the lower animals, and those who look  
upon our language as the same in kind with the mans of com-
muniation of the lower animals, only much more complete and  
perfect, fail alike to comprehend the true nature of language,  
and are alike wrong in their arguments and conclusions. No  
addition is or multiplication of brute speech would make  
anything like human speech; the two are separated by a step  
which no animal below man bas ever taken; end, on the other  
band, language is only the most conspicuous among these  
institutions the development of which has constituted human  
progress, while their possession constitutes human culture.  

With the question of the origin 01 maq whether or not  
developed out of lower annual forms, internediate to the  
aisthropoid apes, language has nothing to do, nor can its study  
ever be made to contribute anything to the solutkss of that  

question: 11 there once existed creatures- εbοσe the ape and  

below man, who were extirpated bypeimi ire rang his espee d  
rivals in the struggle for existence, or became extinct is any  
other way, there is no difficulty in supposing them to have  
possessed forms of speech, more rudimentary and imperfect thin  
ours. At any rate, all existing lnunan speech is one in the  
essential characteristics which we have thus far noted or shall  
hereafter have to consider, even as humanity is one in its  
distinction from the lower animals; the d ί fferenεes are in nee-
essentials. Ali speech is one in the sense that every human  
being, of whatever race he may be, is capable of  
acquiring any existing tongue, and of using it for a e  
the same purposes for which its preens possessors -or ιΡ^  
use it, with such power and effect a.a his individual capacity 

 allows, and without any essential change in the mental operations  
carried on by means of speech—even an he may acquire any  
other of the items of culture belonging to a race not his owe.  
The difference between employing one language and another is  
like that between employing one Instrument and another is  

mechanical arts; one instrument may be better than another,  
and may enable its user to turn out better work, but the human  
ingenuity behind both is the same, and works in the seam way.  
Nor has the making of language anything whatever to do with  
making man what he Is, as an animal species having a eastalr'  
physical form and Intellectual endowment. Being what he is  
by nature, man has by the development ci language and other  
institutions become what he Is by culture. His acquired txdtere  
is the necessary result of his native endowment, not the  
contrary. The acquisition of the first stumbling beginning)  
of a superior mean of communication had no more influence t ο  
raise him from a simian to a human being than the present high  
culture and perfected speech of certain times has to lift them up  
to something more than human and specifically different from  
the races of inferior culture. It eannot be too abaolulely laid  
down that differences of lengasge, down to the pigiscadon  of 
language at ell, are differences only fn respect to'education and  
culture.  

How long man, after he Mme into such being *he now is,  
physically and intellectually, continued to communicate with  
imitative signs of direct aigirifleanca, when the ν 	̂  
production of traditional signs began, how rapidly 	✓ 
they were accumulated, and hew long any trans of t. ι αω ιa'  
their imitative origin dave. to them--these and the  
like questions it is at present idle to try to answer even conjee.  
Well,: just as it is to seek to deb: mine when the first instru-
ments were used, hew soon they were limped instead of being  
left etude, at whet epoch fire was reduced to smmvite and e ο on.  
The stage of development and theirsuccessian are clear enough;  
to fix their chronology will doubtha never be found practicable.  
There is much reason for holding, as some do, that the very fizit  
items of culture were hardest to win and cost mod time, the  
rate of accumulation (as in the case of capital) Increasing with  
the amount accumulated. Beyond all ronosseble questio4  
however, there was a ροsitίνsly long petted of purely imitati ve  
signs, and a longer one of mixed imitative and traditional cues,  
the latter gradually gaining upon the farmer, before the.  
present condition of things was leeched, when the prodiacliow  
of new signs by imitation is only aposidic and of the inmost  
rarity, and all language-signs besidsa ate t edicine*, their  
increase in any community being solely by variation and  
combination, and by borrowing from other communities.  

Of what nature, in nssioua respects, this ea λke lenguage-
matmial was is aufficiently deer. The signs, in the fiat ^a^e  
were of the sett that we call -" roots.". By We is  
only meant that they were integral signs, significant  
in theft entirety, not divisible into parts, of which  

out signified one t ń ingend another another thing, oi of which one  
gave the main significance, while another was an added sign of  
kind or relation. In a language of developed structure like ens  
own, we arrive at such "moots " mainly by an eatiidel  atń pgeog-
off of the signs of relation which almost every word still rasa,  cii-

an be shown to have once had. In wι- eτflf-wen, for example,  
cost is the centrally .g..'i  dwnt; me far as soil pia is  
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eenceemd it is a feet, sheet which d ter a whele belly of farms  
and derivatives; if we could' follow its history no farther it  
would be to us an ultimate root, as much a as bind or sing or  
mmeen. Bet we an follow it up, lb the Latin compound co#.sla,  
t root sin with a prefised formative element con. Then sic,  
which in slightly varied forms we find in a whole body of misted  
tongna called "Indo-European," having in them all the same  
significance "stand," is as lndo.European mot, and to us an  

ultimate one, because we can follow its hittory no farther; but  
there always remain the possibility that it in as far from being  
actually original as Is the English root coil: that is toy, it is  
not within our power ever to get back to the really primitive ele-
ments of speech and tο 4επmnsιmιε their character by positive  
evidence. The reason foe accepting a primitive rοοtssage of  
language Is In great part theoretical: because nothing else is  
reconcilable with any acceptable view of the origin of language.  
The law of the simplicity of beginnings is an absolute one for  

everything of the nature of an institution, for every gradually  
developed prodact of the exercise of human faculties. That an  
041 nil speech.ulgn should be of double character, one part of  
it meaning this end'anether part that, or one part radical and  
the other formative, is as Inconceivable as that the first intrn-
rents should have had handles, or the first shelters a front room  

and a back one. But this theoretical reason finds all the  
historical support which it needs in the fact that, through all the  

observable periods of language-history we see formative elements  

coming from words originally independent, and not from any-
thing else. Thin, in theexample just taken, the λ1-of cιτtΣnιτs  
is a suffix of se recent growth that its whole history is distinctly  
traeeabie; it Is simply our adjective like, worn clown in both form  
and meaning to a subordinate value in combination with certain  
words to which it was appended, and then added freely an a  
suffix to any word from which it was desired to make a derivative  
adjective—or, later but more often, a derivative adverb. The  
sees is much older (though only Germanic), and its history  
obscurer; it contains, in km, two parts, neither of them of  
demonstrable origin; but there are equivalent later suffixes, an  
ship in hardship and door in wisdom, whose derivallon from  
independent words (tbnpe, doom) is beyond question. The  
son- of ',smelliness is still more ancient (being Indo-Euiopean),  
and its probably pronominal origin hardly available as an  
Illustration; but the comparatively modem prefix be-, of become,  
belie, ác., comes from the independent p τεposition by, by the  
same process as lay or -1i- front like. And the eon which has  
contributed its part to the making of the quasi-root coal is also  
in origin identical with the Latin preposition cam, "with." By  
all the known facts of later language-growth we are driven to  
the opinion that every formative element goes back to some  
previously existing independent word; and hence that in  
analysing our present wards we are retracing the steps of an  
earlier synthesis, or following up the history of our formed words  
toward the unformed roots out of which they have grown. The  
doctrine of the historical growth of language-structure leads by  
a logical necessity to that of a root-stage in the history of ell  
language; the only means of avoiding the latter is the aisumption  
of a miraculous element in the former.  

Of what phonetic form were the earliest traditional speech-
signs is, so far as essentials are concerned, to be inferred with  
E.r^es ιΡ reasonable certainly. They were doubtless srticu-
na. stye late: that is to say, composed of alternating conso-
simιΡ nant and vowel sounds, like our present speech; and  
they probably contained a part of the same sounds which we  
now use. A11 human language Is of this character, there are no  
sounds in and tongue which are not learned and reproduced as  
easIly bγ children of one race as of another, all dialects admit a  
hie phonetic analysis, and are representable by alphabetic sign;  
and the leading sounds,.consonant and vowel, are even practi-
cally the same in all; though every dialect has its own (lee the  
most part, readily definable and imit able) niceties of their  
pronunciation ,  while certain sounds are rare, es even met with  
oily in a single group of languages or in a single language.  
Articulate sounds are such as are capable of being combined  

with others into that .occ .foe of distinct yet connectable  
syllables which is the ebaraeteriuk of human speech-utterance.  

The name " articulate " belongs to this utterance, as 'dis-
tinguiahed from inarticulate human sounds and mea and knot  
the sounds made bγ the lower aaimels The word itself is  
Latin, by translation from the Greek, and, though very widely  
misunderstood, and men deliberately misapplied in some  
languages to designate all sound, of whatever kind, uttered by  
any firing creature, is a most happily chosen and truly descrip-
tive term. it signifies "jointed," α broken up into successive  
parts, like a limb or stem; the joints are the syllables; and the  

syllabic structure Is mainly effected by the alternation of Moser  
or consonant wends with opener α vowel sounds. The simplest  
syllabic combination (as the facts of language show] is that  
of a single consonant with a following vowel; and there are  
languages even now existing which reject any other. Hence  
therein much plausibility in the view that the tint apeech-sigus  
will hey* had this phonetic form and been monosyllabic, or  
dissyllabic only by repetition (redupiiatlon) of one syllable,  
such as the speech of very young children shows to have a  
peculiar ease and naturalness. The point, however, Is one of  
only secondary importance, and may· be left to the further  
progress of phonetic study to settle, if it can; the root-theory,  
at any rate, is not bound toasty definite form or extent of root,  
but only denies that there can have been any grammatical  
structure in language except by development in connexion with  
experience in the use of language. Whet particular sounds, and  
how many, made up the first spoken alphabet is also a matter  
of conjecture merely; they axe likely to have been the closest  
consonants and the openest vowels, medial utterances being of  
later development.  

As regards their significant value, the first language.algns  
must have denoted those physical acts and qualities which are  
directly apprehensible by the senses; both because «.,  
these alone are directly signifiable, and bemuse it emvb  
was only they that untrained human beings bad 804001  
the power to deal with or the occasion to use. Such signs  
would then be applied to more intellectual uses as fast's there  
was occasion for it. The whole history of language, down  
to our own day, is full of examples of the reduction of physical  
terms and phrases to the expression of non-physical conceptions  
and niations; we can hardly write a line without giving  illustra-
tions of this kind of linguistic growth. So pervading is it, that  
we never regard ourselves as having read the history of any  
intellectual or moral term till we have traced it back to a physical  
origin. And we are still all the time drawing figurative com φΡri-
sons between material and moral things and processes, and  
calling the latter by the names of the former. There has never  
been any difficulty in providing for new knowledge and more  
refined thought by putting to new uses the earlier and grosser  
materials of speech.  

As a matter of course, whatever we now signify by our simple  
expressions for simple acts, wants, and the like, was intended to  
be signified through the first speech-signs by the users of theft.  
But to us, with our elaborated apparatus of speech, the sentence,  
composed of subject and predicate, with a verb or special  
predicative word to signify the predication, is established as the  
norm of expression, and we regard everything else as an abbrevi-
ated sentence, or as involving a virtual sentence. With a view  
to this we must have " parts of speech ": that is, words held  
apart in office from one another, each usable for such and such  s 
purpose and no other, and answering a due variety of purposes,  
so that when they are combined they fit together, as parts  
composing a whole, and the desired meaning is made clear.  
Inlexion, too, lend their aid; or else auxiliary words of various  
kinds answering the same purpose—namely, of determining tile  
relation of the members of the sentence. But all our success  
in understanding the =sliest stages of language depends upon  
ουτ power tο conceive a state of things where none of these  
distinctions were established, where one speech-sign was like  
another, calling up a conception in its indefinite entirety, and  
leaving the circumstances of the case to limit its application.  
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tack a language is far below curs in expiidtma; but it would  
suffice for a great deal of successful communication; indeed (as  
will be shown farther on) there are many language even now  
hi existence which are little better off. So a look of approval  
or disgust, a gesture of beckoning or repulsion, a grunt of assent  
or inquiry, Is as iignhficant as a sentence, means it sentence, is  
translatable into a sentence, and hence may even in a certain  
way be milled a sentence; and in the same W1y, belt only so, the  
original roots of language may be said to have been sentences.  

In point of fact, between the holophrestic gesture or uttered sign  
and the sentence which we can now substitute for it—for examile 
between the sign of beckoning and the equivalent sentence, 1  
want you to ==me hero "--be. the whole history οf development 

 of inflective speecb.  
What has been this history of development, bow the first  

scanty and formless signs have been changed into the immense  
pmbr variety and fullness of existing speech, it is of course  
mm H impossible to point out in detail, of by demonstration  
Lagw,. of facts, because nearly the whole procesa Is hidden  
in the darkness of en impenetrable pest. The only way to cast  
any light upon it is by careful induction from the change and  
growth which are seen to have been going on in the recent perioda  
for which we have recorded evidence, or which are going on at  
the present time. Of some groups of related language we  
can mead the life for three or four thousand years back, and by  
comperisoa can infer it much farther; and the knowledge thus  
won is whet we have to apply tο the explanation of periods end  
languages otherwise unknown. Nothing has a right to be  
admitted as a factor in language-growth of which the action is  
nod demonstrable in recorded language. Our own family of  

languages is the one of whose development most is known, by  
observation and well-warranted inference; and it may be well  
here to sketch the most lmροrtaat features of its history, by  
way of general illustration.  

Apparently the earliest class-distinction traceable in mdci-
European speech is that of pronominal roots, or signs of position, 
nun.. from the more general mass of roots. I ι is not  a 
stares. formal distinction, marked by a structural difference,  
spew but, so far as ran be seen, is founded only on the  
assignment by usage of certain elements to certain offices  
Formal distinction began with combination, the addition of one  
clement tο ariother, their fusion into a single word, and the  
reduction of the one part to a subordinate value, es sign of a  
certain modification of meaning of the other. Thus, doubtless  
by endings of pronominal origin, were made the first verb-
forms, or words used only when prediction was intended (since  
that is all that makes a verb), conveying at first a distinction  
of personsonly, then of persons and numbers, while the further  
distinctions of tense and mode were by degrees added. To the  
nouns, which became noun by the setting up cl the separate  
and special class of verbs, were added in like manner distinctions  
of ease, of number, and of gender. With the separation of  
noun and verb, and the establishment of their respective in-
fiction, the creative work of language-nuking is virtually done;  
the rest is a matter of differentiation of uses. For the noun  
(noun substantive) and the adjective (noun adjective) become  
two parts of speech only by a gradually deepened scparation of  
use; there is no original or formal distinction between them;  
the pronouns as a rule merely add the noun-inflexion to a special  
set of stems; adverbs are a part of the same formation as noun-
eases; prepositions are adverbs with a specialized construction,  
ώ  secondary growth; conjunction are the products of a like  
specialization; articles, where found at all. are merely weakened  
demonstratives and numerals.  
Ι To the process of form-making, as exhibited in this history" ,  
belong two pasts: the one external, consisting in the addition  
of one existing element of speech to another and their combina-
lion into a gingle word; the other internal, =misting in the adap-
tation of the compound to its special use and involving the  
subordination of one element to the other. Both parts appear  
abo abundantly in other departments of language-change, and  
.ibpei,gbout the whole history of our languages; nothing boa lobe  

assumed for the Mrlκst feensαό οιaw 	sntpWιιy ΦΡmttued  
in the latest. For ez*mpk, the lest important addition to the  
formative apparatus of English is the common adverb-making  
semi .ly, coming, as already pointed out, from the independent  
adjective like. There was nothing at first  to distinguish έ  
compound like godly (godlike) from one like tWas-bssed, save  
that the former was more adaptable than the other to wider  
uses; resemblance is an idea easily generalized into appurtenance  
and the like, and the conversion of g k' to godly is a simple  
result of the processes of phonetip change described hither  
on. The extension of the same element to combination with  
adjectives instead of nouns, and its conversion to adverb  
making value, is a much more striking case of adaptation, and  
is nearly limited to English among the Germanic languages that  
have turned like into a suffix. A similes striking use of com-
bination and adaptation is seen in the Romapc adv αb-makiρς  
suffix meat or meal, coming from the Latin ablative mare,  
"with mind." So, to make a Rosaanic future like dmeiims,  
" 1 shall give," there was needed in the first place the pre-
existing elements, demur," to give," end as, " 1 have," and their  

combination; but this is only a part; the other indispensable  
part is the gradual adaptation of a phrase meaning "l have  
jomething before met for giving" to. the expression of simple  
futurity, do,iabo. So fax as the adaptation Is concerned the  
rase is quite parallel to that d jai dowel, "I have given,"  
gtc. (equivalent phrases or combinations are found in many  

languages), where the expression of possession of something that  
is acted on has been in like manner modified into the expression  
of fast action. Parallel in both combination end adaptation  
is the past tense lend, according to a widely accepted  Iheoty, 
from lose-did, while we have again the came adaptation without  
combination in the equivalent phrase did late.  

That these are examples of the process by which the whole  
inflectivestructureof Ind: Europeanlang υageemsbuntapadσύ ts  
of no reasonable question. Cu, belief that it is so nuts upon  the  
solid foundation that we can demonstrate no other process, and  
that ibis one is sufficient. Ιt is true that we can prove such as  
origin for our formative elements in only a smell minority of  

instances; but this is just what was lobe expected, considering  
what we know of the disguising processes of language-growth-
No one would guess in the mere y of ably (foe abk4y) the presence  
of the adjective like, any more than in the altered final of sas  
and the shortened vowel of led the effect of a did once added tο  
send and lead. The true hηΡtoπγ ώ  these forms can be sbοwq  
because there happen lobe other fads left in exigence to show it;  
where such facts are not within reach we are left to infer by  
analogy from the known to the unknown. The validity of our  
inference can only be shaken by showing that there are forms  
incapable of having been made in this way, or that there are and  
have been other ways of making forms. Of the former there is  
evidently but smell chance; if a noun-form meaning, " with  
mmd "can become the means of eversion of all the adjectives  
of a language into adverbs, and aA  verb meaning" have" (and,  
yet earlier, " seize ") of signifying both future and past time,  
there is obviously nothing that is impossible of attainment by  
such means. As regards the latter, no one appeals to have  
even attempted to demonstrate the genesis of formative elements  
in any other way during the historical periods of. language;  it 
is simply assumed that the early methods of language-making  
will have been something different from and superior in spon-
taneity and fruitfulness to the later ones; that certain fos·mm,  
or forms at certain periods, were nude out-and-out, as forms;  
that signs of formal distinction somehow exuded from roots  
and stems; that original words were many-membered, and that  
a formative value settled in some member of them—and the like.  
Such doctrines are purely fanciful, and so opposed to the teach-
ings both of observation and of sound theory that the epithet  
absurd is hardly too strong to apply to them. If the late races, ώ  
developed intelligence, and trained in the methods of a fuller  
repression, can only win a new form by a long and gradual pro-
cess of combination and adaptation, why should the earlier and  
eοmmαratiνely untzained . generations have been able to do smy  
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barter? The advantage ought to be, If anywhere, on our side.  
The progrisa of language in every department, accompanying  
41 Ι  d and representing the advance of the race, en the  
&meets 

 

whole, in the art of speaking as in other acts, is from  

err 
the grosser to the more refined, from the physical  
to the moral and intellectual, from the material  

to the formes The converuon of compounds into forms, by the  

reduction of one of their elements to formatiνe value, is simply  
a part of the general process which also creates au xiliaries and  
form-words and couneclivea, all the vocabulary of mind, and all  
the figurative phraseology that gives life and vigour to our  
speech. if a copula, expressive of the grammatical relation  of 
predication, could be won only by attenuation of the meaning  
of verbs signifying " grow, ' "breathe," "stand," and'the like;  
if our auxiliaries of tense and mode all go traceably back t ο  
words of physical meaning (es ben Ιo "seize," may to " be greet  
or strong," shall to " be under penalty," and so on); if of comes  
from the comparatively physical ο1, and for from "be/au, for-
ward "; if rtlative pronouns are specialized demonstratives and  
inieerogaiives; if rigid means etymoloejcally "straight," and  
wrong means "twisted "; if spirit I."  blowing, ' and Wells J a  
"picking out among," and ssd'rslasdisg a "getting beneath,'  
and dώdοpseαu an " unfoldύ ιg " ; if an event lakes place or  
coιι s ro pass, and thendrops sat of mind and is ferries (opposite  
of tοαesl--thαυ it is of no avail to object to the grossness of  
any of the processes by which, in earlier language or in biter,  
the expression of formal relations is won. The mental sense of  
the relation expressed is entirely superior tο and independent  
of the means of its expression. He who, to express the plural of  
maw, says what is equivalent to wan—man or Μαρ sοeι (devices  
which are met with in not a few languages) has just as good a  
sense of plurality as he who says sire or h.mdnes; that sense is  
no more degraded in him by the coareeiesn of the phase he uses  
to signify it than is our own sense of eventuality and of partner  
by the undisguised coarseness of lake place and bar ion,. In  
abort, it Is to be laid down with the utmost distinctness and  
confidence, as a law of language-growth, that there is nothing  
formal anywhere in language  which was not once material;  
that the formal is made out of the material, by processes which  
began in the earliest history d language and are still in action.  

We have dropped here the restriction to our own or lade-
European language with which we began, because it is evident 

 L.aWa ., that what is true of this family of speech, one of the  
mmese s+ moet highly erganίxed.thet exist, may also he true of  
‚b'.w'b. the rest—meat be true of them, unless some valid  
evidence be found to the contrary. The unity of human nature  
maken human speech alike in the character of its beginnings said  
in the general features of its alter-history. Everywhere among  
men a certain store of expression, body of traditional signs of  
thought, being given, as used bra  certain community, it is  
capabte of increase on certain accordant limes, and only on them.  
In some langoare, and under peculiar circumstances, hemming  
is is get means of Increase; but it is the meetW αnaί  and least  
eagaoically important of all. Out-and-out invention (which, an  
far as we can see, must be of the kind called by us onomato-
poetic) is found to play only a very pert in the  
historical periods of language—clearly bem ιsse there are other  
and caesar modes of gaining new expression for what needs to be  
ezρτeσsed. In the course of phonetic change a word ejmes  
varies into two (or mere) forms, and makes so many words, which  
are digσenΙy turned to account. Everything beyond this  
mast be the product of combination; there is no other way, so  
far as aoeeem the extααes of speech, Then, partly as a us-
paayiιsg and aiding this gaternal growth, partly as separate from  
and aupplementiiiglt, there is in ell language an intezuwl growth,  
making no appearance he the audible part of speech, consisting  
in mnhiplίation of teesiisp, their modification in the wad of  
precision or comprehension or couealiess, the restriction of  
surJs to certain uses, end so on. Along with these, too, a coe-
etaat change of phonetic form constitutes an inseparable part  
of the life of Laguage. Speech is no more stable with re φact to  
the amends of which it is compenod than with respect to its  

gnmmatiεal terms, its Soabαhrυ, or the body of conceptions  
signified by it. Even nearly related languages differ as much In  
their spoken alphabets and the combinations of sounds they  
admit, and in their uttered forms of words historically the same,  
as in any other part; and the same is true of local dialects and  
of class dialects within the same community. Phonetic change  
has nothing' whatever to do with change of meaning; the two  
are the product of wholly independent tendenńes. Sometimes,  
indeed, they chance to coincide, es in the distinction of slime  
"small," end Est use "moment "; but it is only by chance, as  
the spoken accordance of seed in its two meanings (" next "  
and "sixtieth of a minute ") shows; words that maintain their  
identity of value meet obstinately, like the numerals, arc liable  
to vary indefinitely in form (so fear, Jidees, gir*leer, τ'σοαeer,  
&c., from an original kwd or.; fre, guises., vim, cow, &c., from  
pnskme—while, on the other band, hn and shwa show as striking  
an accordance of form as of meaning through all the same  
languages); what is fax the most common is that the word  
becomes very unlike its former self in both respects, like priasr  
from the Greek sγesβ(uτspsr (p,'esbylar), literally "older men."  
Human convenience is, to be sure, the governing motive in  
both changes; but it is convenience of two different kinds: the  
one mental, depending on the fact (pointed out above) that a  
name when our applied belongs to the thing to which it is  
applied, tο the disregard of its etymological connexians, doe not  
need to be changed when the thing changes, and is ready for  
new application to anything that can be brought into one class  
with the latter; and the other physical, depending on the organs  
of speech and their successive movements, by which the sounds  
that make up the word are produced. Phonetic convenience is  
economy of effort on the part of those organs; and to no other lee  
than that of economy of utterance have any of the phenomena  
of phonetic change been found tradable (though it is also to be  
noted that some phenomena have not hitherto been successfully  
brought under it, and that the way of effecting this is still  
unclear). "Euphony," which used lobe appealed to es explees.  
tian, is a false principle, except so fat as the term may be made  
an idealised synonym of economy. The ear finds that agreeable  
which the organs of utterance find facile. Economy in utterance  
Is no isolated tendency; it is the same that plays its part in all  
other kinds of human action, and in language appears equally  
in the abbreviat(oa of the sentence by leaving out pacts that can  
be spared without loss of mielligibihty. It is an Insidious  
tendency, elwayr lying  in wai4 like gravitation, to pull down  
what is not sufficiently held up—the holding-up form in lat-
gnage being the faithfulness of tradition, or accurate repro-
duction by the learner and user of the signs which helms acquired.  
No generation of men has any intention to spat otherwise than  
as its predecessor has spoken, of any comdbuanem that it is  
doing so; and yet, from generation to generation, words are  
ahot+tened, sounds are assimilated to one another, and. one  
element passes out of use while a new one is introduced. Abbre-
viation and assimilation are the mat conspicuous depart-
ments of illioaietic change, and those in which the nature of the  
governing tendency is most plainly seen. • Taken by itself,  
one sound ass easy as another t ο the person who has accustomed  
himself to it from childhood; and these which the young child  
moat easily acquires are not those which in the history of speech  
are least liable to al*sratkm it is especially in the combinations  
and tzanń 'ens of rapid speaking that the t segue, as it were,  
finds out for itself easier ways of performing its task, bydropping  
and slurring and adapting. To trace art the infinitely varied  
itmu of this cheese,  to ce-ordinate and compare them and  
dieover their reasons, constitutes a special department of  
languageetudy, which Is treated under the had of Pmonsaa, 

 it only needs to be posted out here that phonetic change eLys  
e necsary. past in the structural development of language,  
byintegratfngampound woods through fusion and lo$edidentity  
of their component parts, and, what is of yet more importance,  
by converting them into forms, through disguise of idensity of  
one of the parts and its phonetic anbordioalion to the ether pert.  
Ιt is this that turns, for example, the compound god-like into  
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the denvadve godly, the compomd lmo.did Into the verbal  
Corm lased. And yet one further result sometimes follows: an  
interne change is wrought by phonetic influence in the body of  
• word, which change then may in the further history of the  
word be left as the sole means of distinction between one form  

and another. It a thus that, in the meet receni period, the  
distinction of led from fad and met from s ed and so on has been  
made, the added sυaiΙέe y which originally made these preterites  
induced a shortening of the root-vowel, and this was left behind  
when the auxiliary disappeared by the usual process of abbrevia-
lieu Ιι is in the sense way that the distinction of sees from  
rOa, of were from an,, of id from tit, with all their analogues,  
were brought about: by a modification of vowel-sound (Ger.  
Usde ιιή  occasioned by the presence in the following syllable of an  

i-vowel, which in the older stages of the language is still lobe seen  
there. And the distinctions of sing, snag, satig  and isg, of  bind,  
bored, bead and bead, are certainly of the same kind, though they  
go back so fat in the history of Our family of begueg α that their  
beginnings are not yet dearly demonstrable; they were in their  
origin phonetic accidents, inorganic, mere accompaniments  

•and results of external combinations which bore the cite of  
distinction of meaning and were sufficient to it; in some of our  
languages they have been disregarded and effaced, in otbeta they  
have risen to prominent importance. To regard  these internal  
changes as peimaly and organic is parallel with assuming the  
p eel: mess of the formative apparatus of language in general;  
like this, it ignores the positive evidence we have of the secondary  
production of such differences; they are, like everything else in  
linguisiic structure, the outcome of combination and adaptation.  

Borrowing, or the taking-in of material out of another language,  
bas been mere than once refereed tο above as sometimes an  

Important element in language-history, though less  
• deep-reaching and organic than the rest. There is  

nothing anomalous about borrowing; it is rather  
in essential accordance with the whole process of language-
acquisition. All our manes were adopted by us bemuse they  
were already in use by others; and a community is in the same  
way capable of taking a new name from a community with which  
it comes in cabtact as an individual from individuals Not that  
it seeks or admits in this way new names for old things; but it  
accepts new things along with the names that seem to belong to  
them. Hence any degree of intercourse between one community  
and another, leading to exchange of products or of knowledge,  
is sure tο lad also to some borrowing of names; and there is  
hardly a language in the would, except of races occupying  
peculiarly isolated positrons, that does not contain a certain  
amount of foreign material thus won, even as our English has  
elements in its vocabulary from %di the other tongues in the  
world. The scale of borrowing is gleady increased when one  
people becomes the pupil of another in respect of its civiliestion:  
hence the abundant deeded elements in all the European  
tongues, even the non-Romanic; hence the Arabic material in  
Persian and Turkish and Malay; hence the Chinese in Japanese  
and Corean; and, as a further result, eves, deed Languages, like  
the Greek and Latin and the Sanskrit, become stores to be drawn  
upon in that teemed and conscious quest of new expramion  
which in the school-stage of culture supplements or even in a  
measure replaces the unconscious growth of netted speech.  
So, in mixture of cgmm'mities, which is a highly-intensified  
form of contact and intercourse, there follows such mixture of  
speech as the conditions of the case determine; yet not a mixture  
on equal terms, through all the departments of vocabulary and  
grammar; r; the melting speech (just as when two individuals learn  
to speak alike) is essentially that of the one constituent of the  
new community, with more or less material borrowed from that  
of the ether. What is meet easily taken in out of another  
language is the names of concrete things;  every degree of removal  
from this involves additional difficulty— σαmes of abstract  
things, epithets, verbs, connectives, forms. Indeed, the borrow-
ing of forms in the highest sense, or forms of inSoxion, is well-
nigh of quite Impossible; no example of it has been demonstrated  
is any et the himrieal periods of language, though it is sum.- 

tines adventaoasly amimιed.αs a part of prehsteric growth.  
How needy it may be approached is lnsi.anctd by the presesca  
in English of such learned plurals es pbenemeao and shits. This  
extreme resistance to mixture in the department of %Steen is  

the grated on which some deny the possibility of mixture in  
language, mud helm the existence of such a thing as a mixed  
language. The difference is mainly a verbal one; built would  
seem about as reasonable to deny that a region is inundated s  
long as the tops of its highest mountains ere above water.  
According to the simple and natural meaning of the term, nary  
all languages ate mixed, in varying degree and within varying  
limits, which the circumstances of each time must melees.  

These are the leading processes of change seen at work is  
all present speech and in all known past speech, and hence to  
be regarded as having worked through the whole history of  
speech. By their operation every existing tongue has bees  
developed out of its rudimentary /dial condition to that  
in which we now see it. The variety of existing languages  
is wed-nigh fmńaite not only is their material but in their  
degree of development and the kind of resulting structure.  
Just as the earlier stages in the history ct the use of toot ate  
exemplified even at the ,gewnt day by saes which have never  
advanced beyond them, so is it in regard  to language also—
and, of course, in the latter case as in the former, this state of  
things strengthens and establishes the theory of a gradual  
development. There is not an element of linguistic structure  
possessed by some languages which is not wanting in  
others; and there are even tongues which have no +w  
formal structure, and which cannot be shown eve  l

λΡa^ 

to have advanced cut of the radical stage. The mess noted  
example of such a rudimentary tongue b the Chinese, which  
in its present condition lacks all formal distinction of the  
pots of speech, all bs&xfoii, all derivation; each of its  
words (all of them monosyllables) Is an integral sign, not  
divisible into parts of separate significance; and each In  
general is usable wherever the radical idea Is wanted, with the  
value of one part of speech or another, as determined by the  
connexion in which It stands; a condition parallel with that  
in which lndo•European speech Amy be *gsrded as existing  
prior to the beginnings of its meet of foamal development  
briery sketched above. And there are ether tongues, related  
and unrelated tο Chinese, of which the sense desσiρtiοo, or  as 
needy like it, might be given. To eel such languages radical  
is by no means to maintain that they exhibit the primal roots  
of humans speech, umcbanged or only phonetically changed, or  
that they have known nothing of the combination of element  
with element. Of some of them the roots are in grater or  
less part disylabic;and we do not yet know that all di.  

sylbbism, sad even that all complexity of syllable beyond a  
single consonant with following vowel, is not the result ad  
combination or reduplication. But all combnation is rut  
form-making; It needs a whole dam of combhnations, with  a 
recognized common element in them producing a rαοgιιsed  
common modification of meaning, to make a foam. The acme  
elements which (in Latin, and even to some extent in English  
also) are of formal value io asateef and predio( lack that  
charactrT in suit and fr etch; the same hiss which makes  
adveιbs to  k.Ιy and ,ti hat& is present without any sack vats  
in such and which (from se-Jibe and ωhs-libi); cat sad pseel*,  
and such and which, are as purely mamas to Eaglie as otbe  
words of which we do not happen to be able to detenn:tsm  
the composite chasm er. And so a Chinese manαyfi.hie  
or an Egyptian or Polyneslan dbsylbble Is /dial, nee these  
can be demonstrated in some pat of it a formative valise; and  
a language wholly composed of such words Is a root-Inaguage.  
Recent Investigation goes to show that Chinese bad at some  
period of its beery a fermi desdopmmt, sins eztlrsssl  
by the same processes of phonetic deny which in English have  
wiped out so many signs of a formal thuacter and brought heck  
se considerable a part d the vocabulary to 'nonoayllablsm. la  
langnagea thus constituted the only possible seeing altesa *i n  
is that phonetic change to which all human speech, fs the  
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very b''·ig of its tr'di"aal life, is liable; the only growth  
1' internd, by that maltiplicenen and adaptation and improve-  
Will of teeaoing% which is equally an inseparable part of all  
beεαωhistοιy. This may include the reduction of certain  
elements to the value of auxiliaries, parlicies, form-words, such  
as pby an important pact is analytical Iooguea like English, and  
son perhaps also instanced it prehistoric lade-European speech  
by the clued pronoosiaal soots. Phrasα take the plane of  
cemροuodι and of indexios a, and the same element may have  
an ιαώ ιιy value in certain oomersons while retaining its full  
fora in others, like, fee instance, our ow ken. I ι is not easy  
to define the distinction between such pbrase.coilocationz and  
the beginnings of agglutination; yet the distinction itself is  
is general dearly enough tο be draw (like that in French  
between deseerei and ώ  dαιι6) when the whole habit of the  
language is well understood.  

Such laiguages. constituting the small minority of human  
tongues, are wont to be called "isolating." i.e. using each  
ss_ dement by itself, in its integral form. All besides  
ααιαω 

 
Las- are "sgglutinative," or more or less compounded  

asa+e. into words containing a formal part, an indkator  
of clam-valise. line the digerences, in kind and degree.  
are very great; the variety ranger from a seethes& hardly  
aipenor to Chinese isolation up to an intricacy compared  
with which indo-Eumpean structure is hardly fuller that  
Chinese. Some brief cbacactzrizalion of the various families  
o1 language in this respect will be given fuller en, in gem-
=dim with thsir ell ιιάίκα ioιι. The aitcinpt is also made to  
dasify the greet mass *1 agglutinating tongue under dif(ereat  
heeds: these are ranked as simply "*itemise ύ=" in which  
there is a.ge noel comινatbn of the aqiarats identity of mot or 
stem on throne hand, and of formative ele ιaent, suffer or prefix,  
ιΡ̂ esιΡυ w es the ethα; while the name "inflective." used in s 

higher end preBant sense, isgiven tο these that admit  
s superior fusion and iateBation of the two parts, to the disguise  
and icea of separate identity, and, yet more, with the develop-
ment of an internal change as auxiliary to or as substitute for  
the citified agglutination. But there is no term in linguistic  
science so ancerisin of.  φΡeaing.  so  arbitrary of application, so  
dependent eu the idiosyncrasy of its (see, its the term " in(iec-
tive." Any language ought to have the right to be called in-
Scetnve that boa indesiog: that is, that not merely distinguishes  
parts of speech and mots and stems formally from one anther,  
but also conjugates its nabs and declines its nouns; and the  
name is sometimes so vied. If, again, it be strictly limited to  
aigmIy the ρoseεssioα of isss Jeri= of roots and items (es if  
simply agglutinated forms could be celled " esdective "), it  
marks enlυ a difference of degree of agglutination, and should  
be carefully recd as a doing. As describing the fundaincatsl  
and ptwdominanl Character of laagaage-structure, it belonge  
le only one family of language., the Semitic, where meet of the  
work el gsenιmstial den:den  is done by internal changes d  
voeeel, the mien d which thus far dudes all attempts et miens.  
tion, By perhaps the majority of students of is mune it is, as  
a generally descriptive tide. restricted to that family and one  
ether, the Íedo-Evrop an.or lndo•Germsaic; but sucδΡ a rhet-  
&stem is not to be approved, fn, in respect is this character-
jaric, Ιsιdo-Εvτορaa speech ranks net with Semitic but with  
the great body d agglaiiiafive toag υα To few of there ran  
the name be altogether denied, IWO there is hardly a body of  
related dialects in existeace that dora net exhibit some items  
of " indeetive " structure; the Aryen is only the we among  
thus that has emu to show. Outside the Seekitne, at any tear.  
ease should not speak of inflective and nenαfαdνe Ιυ egea,  
but only  of lmengrs more infective and less inflective.. .  

Το account foi the Best and Qikingdifferences of atractars  
arspsg hums( langmers is beyond the power of the lingeiatic  

v+^ student, and will doubtless always. continua so. We  
s__e_ _ art not likely to be able even to dtatrate a cern- 

lilian of capacities, aging that a race which bas  
done this and that in ether departments of human sesivity  
might have been expected tο fens rock and such a ______  

Every tongue represents the general outcome of the capacity  
of a race as exerted in this particular direction, under the  
influence of historical circumstaeces which we can have ne  
hope of tracing. There are striking apparent anomalies t ο  
be noted. The Chinese and the Egyptians have shown them-
selves tο be among the most gifted rues the earth has  
known; but the Chinese tongue is of unsurpassed jejune  
nom, and the Egyptian, in point of structure, little better,  
while among the wild tribei of Atria and America we find  
tongues of every Bade, up to ι high one, or to the highest.  
This shows clearly enmesh that mental power Ia not measured  
by language-structure. re. But any other linguistic test would  
prove equally insufficient. On the whole, the value end rank  
of a language ere determined by whet its users have made it  
do. The reflex action of its speech on the mind and culture of 

 a people is a theme of high interest, but of extreme didleulty,  
and apt to led its investigators sway Into empty declamation;  
taking everything tοgethα, its amount, as is show by the  
instances already referred to, is but smell. The question is  
simply one of the facilitation  of mark by the toe of one set el  
toot rather than another; and a pow tool is skilful hands an  
do vastly better week than the best tool in mskifvl hands—
even as the ancient Egyptians, without steel or steam, tuned  
out products which, both for colossal grandees and foe exquisite  
finish, are the despair of modern engineers and artists. In such  
a history of development as that of human speech a fortunate  
turn may lead to results of unforeseen value; the earlier steps  
determine the later in a degree quite beyond their own intrinsic  
importance. Everything in language depends upon haWt and  
analogy; and the formation of habit is a den process, while  
the habit once formed ewdses a cooatraining as well as a  
guiding influence. Hence the persistency ώ  language stnac. 
Lure: when a certain sins and kind of espranien as produced,  
and made tο answer the purpoaea of e a Ίon, it remains  
the same by inertia; a shift of direction becomes of extreme  
difίιευδy. No other reason an at present be given sty in  
historical time there has been no marked development out of  
one grade of structure into another; but the fact no mom shakes  
the linguistic choler'a belief in the growth of structure than the  
absence of new animal apeeia worked Out under hla eyes shake  
the confidence of the believer in animal development. The  
modifying causes and their modes of action are c arly seen,  
and thec is no limit to the results of their action except what is  
kmposd by dreumstsacs,  

It is in vain to attempt to tai dates in Isilgvage.bistoryf  
to say when this or that step in development was taken, and bow  
bag ι peeled it eoat, especially now that the changed views 

 as to the antiquity of mesa are making it probable that only  
a small part of the whole history is brought within the reach  
even of our deductions from the most ancient on  
recorded dialects. At any rue, for might that we Οι W  
know or have semen to believe, all existing dialects rsk  

are equally old; every one alike has the wide immeasurable  
met of Ιangisgahfe behind it, has rmho its present  
oοndΊtiem by advance along its ow line of growth and  
change. from the first begίnniιιgs of human expreuioii. Many  
of these separrots lines we clearly see to convezge sad unite,  
as we fellow - them back into the past; but whether  
they all ultimately (=verge to are point is a question quite  
beyond our pow= to aosn=. If in this immensity of time  
marry language, have wan see little, if everywhere language.  
growth bas beewso slaw, then we canonly differ as to whether  

it is reasonably certain, or probable, or only paesibie, that them  
should have been& considerable first peeled of human existence  
without traditional speech, sad a yet more com ίdeab(e one  
before the fixation of so much as should leave abiding trace in  

its. de cendants, end that meanwhile the rem fleck have  
multiplied and scattered into independent cοmmumtίs And  
the mere poasibility is enosgk to exclude all dogmatic as.s χtίο  
of the unity d origin of human =pemit, met assuming unity el  
origin of the himaaii rate. For to tunes that identity by the  

still existing faces of hugger is. utterly eat at the question;  

ι  
Ι  
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the metamorphosing efleci of constant change has been too  
great o allow it In point of fact, taking languages es they  
now exist, only those have been shown related which possess  
a common structure, or have together grown out of the more  
primitive radical stage, since structure proves itself a more  
Constant and reliable evidence than material. And this is  
likely ever to be the case; at any rate, to trace all the world's  
language so far beck toward their beginnings as to find in them  
evidences of identity is beyond the wildest hope. We must  
be content with demonstrating for those bogi'"dng' a unity of  
kind as alike a body of formless roots. But, on the ether band,  
since this unity is really demonstrated, since all structure is  
the result of growth, and no degree of difference of structure,  
any more than of difference of material, refuses explanstion.0  
the result of discordant growth from identical beginnings, it Is  

equally Inadmissible to claim that the diversities of language  
prove it to have had different beginnings. That is to say, the  
question of the unity of speech, and yet more that of the unity  
of the ran, is beyond the reach of the student of language;  

the best view he can attain is the hypothetical one, thee, if  
the ran Is one, the beginnings of speech were perhaps one—
but probably not, even then. This negative condusion is  
w clearly established as to leave no excuse for the still oft-
repeated attempts to press language into service on either side  
of the controversy respecting human unity of nom.  

That all making and elm :Ring of language is by the act of  
its speakers Is too obvious to call for discussion. No other  
u'r,royms  force capable of acting and of producing effects is  
α 

 

	

seat 	either demonstrable or conceivable as concerned  

	

remora 	in the work. Tb. doctrine that language is an  
Α·ανω· r. 

 
organism, growing by its own inherent powers,  

exempt from the interference of then who use if, is simply  
an indefensible paradox. Every word that is uttered is so  
by an act of human will, at first in imitation of others, then  
more and more by a formed and controlling habit; it is acces-
sible to no =bauge except by influences working in the speaker's  
mind and leading him to make It otherwise. Not that hole  
aware of this, or directs his action knowingly to that end. The  
whole process is unconscious. I( any implication of reflective  
or intended action can be shown to inhere in any doctrine of  
linguistic sń ence, it *bates that doctrine. The attitude of the  
ordinary apsaket towards his language is that .01 unreasoning  
acceptance; it seems to him that his name for things sit  
their real names, and all others unintelligent nicknames; he  
thinks himself to poses his speech by the same tenure as his  
sight or hearing; it is " natural" to him (or, if he reason about  
it, he attributes it to a divine origin, as race beginning to  
philosophize are want to ascribe their various social institutions  
to their gods); he knows nothing of its structure and relations;  
it never occurs to him to find fault with it, or to deem it insuf5-
rient and add to or Change it; he is wholly unaware that it  
don Change. He simply satisfies his social needs of communi-
cation by means of it; and if he has anything to express that  
is different from what has been expressed before, be takes the  
shortest way to a provision for the need; while any related=  
of the energy of utterance tends to a variation in the uttered  
combinations; and thus change Come by his act, though with-
out his knowledge. His sole. object is, on the basis of what  
language be bas, to make knows his thought in the most con-
venient way to his fellow; everything else follows with and  
from that. Human nature and circumstances being what they  
are, what follows actually is, as already shown, incessant  
growth and change. For it we have not to seek special disturb-
log causes in the history of the speakers, although such may  
come in to heighten and quicken the change; we know that  
even in a small community, en a narrow islet, cut off from all  
intetcourae with other immunities, the speech would grow  
different--es certainly, if not as rapidly,  as anywhere in the  
world—and only by the action of its speakers: not that the  
ipeakem of it language act in unison and s®altaneoualy to  
produce a given change. This must begin in an  individual, 
or more or has accordantly in a limited number of individuals,  

and spread from such example through the community. InWa-
tion by one or a few, acceptance and adoption by the rest—
such is the necomary method of all linguistic change, and to be  
read as plainly in the facts of change now going on among our-
selves as in these of former language. The doctrine of the  
inaccessibility of language to other anion than that of its  
speakers does not imply a power in the individual speaker to  
create or alter anything in the common speech, any most than  
it implies his desire to do so. What be suggests by his m mpie  
must be approved by the imitation of his fellows, is order to  

become language. The common speech is the common pro-
petty, and no one person has any more power over it than  
another. If there are, for example, a thoesand speakers of a  
eertain dialect, each one wields in general a thouesadth part  of 
the force required to changs it—with just so much more as may  
belong to his excom of influence over his fellows, doe to *eceg-
-nixed superiority of any kind on his put Hń  aεtiao is limited  
only+by their assent; but this is in effect a very narrow limita-
tion, ensuring the adoption of nothing that is not in near accor-
dance with the already existing; though it is also to be noted  
that he is as little apt to state off into startling change as they  
to allow it; since the governing pow* of already formed habits 

 of speech is es strong in him as in the. That change to whlcb  
the existing habits naturally lead is easy to bring about; any  
ether is practically imposible. It is this tendency on the 

 part of the collective speakers of a language to approve or  
reject a proposed change according to its conformity with  
their already subsisting urges that we are acenatomed to call  

by the fanciful name "the genius of a language."  
On the relation of the put played in langnsgsehange by  

the individual to that by the community, in osnsinatioo with  

the incvitablenes of change, rests the explanation of  
the dialectic variation of language. If Ias'gusgs were  
stable there would of coarse be no diva ń cadon; but  
since it is always varying, and by items of differed* that ,mused  

from individuals and become general by diffusion, there am be  

uniformity of change only so far s diffusion gee or as the  

influences of communication extend. Within the limits of a  
single community, smell or large, whatever change albesquasdu  

gradually to all, and in becomes part of the general speech;  
but let that community become divided into two (or more)  

puts, and then the changes arising in either part do not qwe d  

to the other, and there begins to appear a difference in lingoi is  

stage betwean them. it is at first slight, even to indgolflcsnce;  
not greater than exists between the dfsiects of diffment I"eslftlas  
or reeks of occupations in the same community, without detri-
ment to the general unity of speech. This unity, namely, rests  
solely on mutual Intelligibility, and is compatible with ma  
small amount of individual end class difleritce, in vocabulary,  
in grammar and in pronunciation; indeed, in the'strictet  
sense, each individual has a &elect of his own, different from  
that of every other, even as he has a handwriting, a ct ιιmtουωε, 

 s character of-his own. And every item of dmage, as it take  
place, must have its season of existitce is a local or dos α  
trade peculiarity, before it galls universal Currency; some of  
them linger long in that condition, or never emerge from it.  
All these differences in the speech of different sub-communities  
within the same community are essentially dialectic; they differ  
net in kind, but only in degree, from three which sqertate the  
best-marked dialects; they are kept down by general cogemunl-
cation within the limit of general mutual intellig ίbθ(ty. Where  
that retraining Influence ceases the limit Is gradually but  
surely oveepassed, and real dsleets are the melt ]Pram  
what we know of the life of language we 0m try positively  
that continued uniformity of speαb without centinued com-
munity s not practicable. If it were poslble to divide arti-
5cWy, by en impasable chasm α wall, s people one for  
ages, and continuing to occupy the same seats, the language  
of the divided pats would at once begin • to be dies:W a1y  
different; and after atfbckut time bad elapsed each would have  
become ιs+iot^igible to the other. That is to iay,  'ienever 

 s osο unity of uniform speech bricks up,  its speech beaks  
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up oho; nor do we know of any other came of dialectic  
diveraty. . 

In applying this explanation of dialectic growth we have  
to allow for modifying decumstances of various nature, which  
alter not indeed the fact but the rate and kind of divarication.  

Some languages grow and change much more rapidly than  
ethers, with a cαrmponding effect upon divarication, since  
this is but a result of discordant growth. Usually, when there  
is division of a community, the parts get into different external  
circumstances, crane in contact or mingle with different neigh-
bouring communities, and the like; and this quickens and  
increases their divergence of speech. But the modifying factor  
of by fu the highest importance here, as elsewhere in the history  
ol language, is civilization. Civilization in its higher forms so  
multiplies the forces of communication as to render it possible  

that the widely-divided parts of one people, living in circum-
stances and under institutions of very different character,  
should yet maintain a substantial oneness of speech; of this  
there is no more striking example than the two great divisions  
of the English-speaking people on opposite sides of the Atlantic.  
On the other hand, a savage people cannot spread even α little  
without dialectic disunity; there are abundant examples to be  
met with now of mutually unintelligible speech between the  
smallest subdivisions of α rage of obviously kindred tongue—
as the different dusters of huts on the same coral islet It  in 
with linguistic unity precisely as it is with political unity, and  
for the same reasons. Before the attainment of civilisation  
the human race, whether proceeding from one centre of dis-
persion or from several, was spread over the earth in a state of  
utter disintegration; but every centre of civilizition becomes  
she a centre of integration; its influences nuke for unity  
of speech as of all other social institutions Since culture  
has become incontestably the dominant power in human  
history, the unifying forces in language have also been stronger  
than the diversifying; and with culture at its full height, and  
spread equally to every land and race, one universal language,  
like one universal community, is not an absurdity or theoretic  
impossibility, but only a Utopian or millennial dream.  

Dialectic variation is thus simply a consequence of the  
movements of population. As the original human ran or  
races, so the divisions or communities of later formation, from  
point to point through the whole life of man on the earth,  
have spread and separated, but jostled and interfered, have  

conquered and exterminated or mingled and absorbed; and  
their speech has been effected accordingly. Hence something  
of these movements can be read in the present condition of  
languages, as ins faithful though obscure record—more, doubt- 
less, than can be read in any other way, however little it may  
be when viewed absolutely. Dialectic resemblances point  
inevitably back to an earlier unity of speech, and hence of  

community; from what we know of the history of speech,  
they are not to be accounted for in any other way. The longer  
the separation that has produced the diversity, the greeter its  
degree. With every generation the amount of accordance  
decreases and that of discordance incenses the common  
origin of the dialects is at first palpable, then evident on  exansina- 
tion, then to be made out by skilled research, then perhaps  
no longer demonstrable at all; for there is plainly no limit to  

the possible divergence. So long, now, as any  
evidence of original unity is discoverable we call  
the languages "related dialects," end combine them  

into s "family." The term " family " simply signifies a group  
of languages which the evidence thus far at command, as  
estimated by us, leads its to regard as des'ended by the ordinary  
processes of dialectic divsrication from one original tongue.  
That it does not Imply a denial of the possibility of wider  
relationship is obvious from what had been said above. That  
there is abundant room- for error in the classification repro- 
ieiited by it is also deer, since we may take purely accidental  
τesemblaσea, or the rαults of borrowing, for evidence of common  
descent, or may overlook or wmogly estimate real evidences,  
which more study and improved method will bring to light.  

Grouping into familin is nothing more than the best dasiifl.  
cation attainable at a given stage in the progress of linguistic  

science; it is in no small part provisional only, and is always  
held liable to modification, even sweeping, by the results of  

further research. Of some families we can follow the history  

by external evidences a greet way back into the past; their  

structure is an highly developed as to be traced with confidence  

everywhere; and their territory is well within our reeds: such  

we regard with the highest degree of confidence, hardly allow-
ing for more than the passibility that some other dialect, or  
group, or now-accepted family even, may sometime prove its  

right to be added on. But these are the rue exceptions; in  

the great majority of eases we have only the language. as they  
now exist, and in more or less scanty collections, of every degree  

of trustworthiness; and even their Cost grouping is tentative  
and incomplete, and involves an adjournment of deeps ques-
tions to the day of more light. To complete and perfect  

the wok of classification by relationship, or the establish-
ment of families and their subdivisions, in the fast object of  

the comparative study of languages. Nο ether classification  
has a value in the leant comparable with it; that by grade of  
structure is a mere recreation, leading to nothing; that by  
absolute worth is of no account whatever, at any rate is the  
present state of our knowledge. On genetic relationship, hi  
the first piece, is founded all investigation of the bi'toric*l  
development of languages; since it is in the main the romperism  

of related dialects, even in the case of families having a long  
recorded history, and elsewhere only that, that gives us know-
ledge of their earlier rendition and enables us to trace the  
lines of change. In the second piece, and yet more obviously,  
with this classification is connected all that language has 
to teed as to ,the affinities of human races; whatever aid  
linguistic science renders to ethnology rests upon the proved  
relationships of human tongues.  

That a classification of languages, to which we have now  tp 
proceed, is not equivalent tο a classification of races, and why  
this is an, is evident enough from the principles  
which have been brought out by our whole discussion  
of languages, and which, in their bearing upon  
this particular point, may well be recapitulated here. No  
language is a race.clsarsctezistic, determined by the special  
endowments of a race; all lsngungea are of the nature of in-
stitutions, parallel products of powers common to all mankind  
—the powers, namely, involved in the application of the fittest  
&vailable means to securing the common end of co'nmunic*-
tion. Hence they are indefinitely transferable, like other  
institutions—like religions, arts, forms of social organisation,  
and so on—under the constraining force of circumstances.  
As an individual can learn any language, foreign as well as  
ancestral, if it be put in his way, so also a community, which  
in respect to such a matter is only an aggregate of  Ίadividual. 
Actordingly, as individuals of very various ran are often  
found in one community, speaking together one tongue, and  
utterly ignorant of any other, ιο  there are found great com-
munbties of various descent, seeding the dialects of one common  
tongue, which it some period historical circumstances have  
imposed upon them. The conspicuous example, which coma  
into every one's mind when this subject is discussed, is that  
of the Romanic countries of southern Europe, all using dialects  
of a language which, see° years ago, was itself the insignificant  
dialect of a small district in central Italy; but this is only the  
moat important and striking of a whole des of sim ίiar facts.  
Such are the results of the contact and mixture of races and  
languages. If language-history were limited to growth and  
clivuiatien, and race-history to spread and dispersion, it woubi  
be a comparatively easy task to trace both backward toward  
their origin; as the use is,  the confusion is Inextricable and  
hopeless. Mixture of race and mixture of speech are coincident  
and connected processes; the latter never takes piece with οet  
something of the former; but the one is not at all a measure  
of the other, bemuse circumstances may give to the speedy  
of the one dement of population a greatly diaproportionile  
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preponderance. Thus, there Is left in French only an bisig-
nilicant trace of the Celtic dialects of the predominant race-
constituent of the French people; French is the speech of  
the Latin conquerors of Gaul, mixed perceptibly with that  
of its later Frankish conquerors; it was adopted in its integrity  
by the Norse conquerors of a part of the land, then brought  
into Britain by the same Neesemen in the course of their further  
conquests, this time wily as an element of mixture, and thence  
carried with English speech to America, to be the language of  
a still further mixed community. Almost every possible phase  
of language-mixture is traceable in the history of the abundant  
nerds of Latin origin used by American negroes. What events  
of this character took place in prehistoric time use shall never  
be able to tell. If any one chooses to assert the possibility that  
even the completely isolated dialect of the little Basque commun-
ity may have been derived by the Iberian race from an intrusive  
minority as small as that which made the Celts of Gaul speakers  
of Latin, we should have to admit it as a possibility—yet  
without detriment to the value of the dialect as indicating the  
Isolated race-position of its speakers. In strictness, language  
is never a proof of tan, either in an individual or in a com-
munity; it is only a probable indication of ran, in the absence  
of more authoritative opposing indications; it is one evidence,  
to be combined with others, in the approach towards a solution  
of the confessedly insoluble problems of human history. But  
we must notice, as a most Important circumstance, that its  
degree of probability is greatest where its aid is most needed, 

 in prehistoric periods and among uncultivated races; since it  

is mainly civilization that gives to language a propagative force  
disproportionate to the number of its speakers. On the whole,  
the contributions of language to ethnology are practically far  
greater in amount and more distinct than those derived from  
any other source.  

The genetical classification of languages, then, is to be taken  
for just what it •attempts to be, and ao more: primarily as a  

clasai&atlon of languages only; but secondarily  ___ as meting light, in varying manner and degree, on  
movements of community, which in their turn  

depend more of less upon movements of races It is what  
the fates of men have left to represent the tongues of men  
—a record imperfect even to fragmentańness. Many a family  
once as important as some of these here set down has perhaps  
been wiped out of existence, or Is left only in an inconspicuous  
fragment; one and another has perhaps been extended far  
beyond the limits of the race that shaped it--which, we  can 
never tell to our satisfaction.  

τ. ledo-EwopeaκΡ (Zisdo-Germasi') Fosrily.— Το this family  
belongs incontestably the first place, and for many reasons:  
the historical position of the peoples speaking its dialects, who  
have now long been the leaders in the world's history; the  
abundance and variety and merit of its literatures, ancient and  
modem, which, especially the modem, are wholly unappreached  
by those of any other division of mankind; the period coveted  
by its records; and, most of all, the great variety and richness  
of its devεiopment. These advantages make of it an illustra-
tion of the history of human speech with which no other family  
can bars moment's comparison as to value, however impor-
tant various ether families may be in their bearing on one and  
another point or department of history, and however necessary  
the combination of the testimony of all to a solutIon of the  

problems involved in speech. These advantages have made Indo-
European language the training-ground of comparative philology,  
and its study will always remain the leading branch of that  
science. Many matters of importance in its history have been  
brought up and used as illustrations in the preceding discussion;  
but as its constitution and ascertained development all for 

 a fuller and more systematic exposition than they have found  
here, a special section is devoted to the subject (see Pert II.  
below; also limo-Eutorrax LΑΧGQΑOΕ).  

s. Semilic Fendiy: Thls family also is beyond ail question  
the second in importance, on account of the part which its  
peoples (Hebrews, Phoenicians, Assyrians, Syrians, Arabs,  

Abyssinians, hke,) have played in history, and of the rank of  
its literatures. For a special treatment of it see Sawrtc  
Lascuacas Some of the peculiarities of the language have  

been alluded to above, in the monotony and rigidity of its  
trihtetai roots, and in the extended use which it makes of  
internal voweiehange (" inflexion " in the special sense of  

that term) for the purposes of grammatical distinction, it is  
more peculiar and unlike all the other known families of lan-
guage than these are unlike one another- There are, end per-
haps will always be, those to whom the peculiaritieS just men-
tioned will seem original, but if the views of language and its  
history taken shove are in the main true, then that opinion  
is untenable; Semitic language must have grown into its present  
forms out of beginnings accordant in kind, if net identical  
in substance, with these of other families; and the only question  

remaining to be solved is, through what processes and under  
what governIng tendencies Semitic speech should have arrived  
at its present state. And with this solution is moat obviously  
and incontestably bound up that of the other interesting and  

much discussed question, whether the Semitic family can be  
shown to be related with other families, especially with the  
lndo.European. To some the possession in common of gram.  
inaikal gender, or of the clasaidcation of objects in general as  
masculine and feminine, is of itself enough to ptwe such rela-

tionship; but, though the fact is a striking one, and of no  
small importance as an indication, this degree of vale can by  
no means be attributed to it to the present state of our know.  
ledge—any more than to any other single item of stτuaure  
among the infinite variety of such, distributed among the  
multitude of human tongues. Many others compare the Semitic  
and undo-European " toots " with one another, and believe  
themselves to ford there numerous indications of identity ci  
material and signidution; but these also must pass for iasu δι-
dent, until it shall prove possible by their aid to work out an  
acceptable theory of how Semitic structure should have grown  
out of such radical elements as underlie Iode-European strut-  
turn, or out of the accordant initial products of a structural  
growth that afterwards diverged into two so discordant forma  
To show that, both the material and the method have been  
hitherto wanting, and any confident decision Is at heat  pee'. 
mature; but present probabilities are strongly against the  
solubility of the question. While many general orsnsades*tioas  
favour the ultimate unity of these two greet crviliaed and  
clvilizing white tans of neighbouring homes, end no discordance  
of speech (as was shown above) can ever be made to psuw ‚her  
diversity of oιigin, it seems hr a high degree unlikely that •the  
evidence of speech will ever be made to prove them me.  

3. Ilemiik Pamily.—The prominent importance of this  
family (see HWWarm Lsacuacrs) is due to a single one of its  
members, the Egyptian. It occupies the north-cistern teener of  
Mrica, with the h e detλands of that centhreat stretching west-
ward eking the whole shore of the keediterassean, and south-
ward to beyond the equator. It falls into thrci principal  
divisions: ( τ) the ancient Egyptian, with its descendant, the  
more modern Coptic (itself now for some centuries extinct;  
see East's, Corn); ( τ) the Libyan or Berber languages 01  
northern Africa; (3) the Ethiopic languages of enure Man.  
Its situation thus plainly suggests the theaty cilia intrusion  
from Asia, across the isthmus of Suez, and its gradual spread  
from that point; and the theory is strongly favoured by the  
physical char*cter of the Ηαmites, and the historical position.  
especially of the Egyptians, so strikingly different [tom that of  
the African races in general. Linguistic evidences of the  
relationship of Hamite with Semite have also been sought.  
and by many believed to be farad; but the maintenance of  
the two families in their ssparateiie'a is an indication that those  
evidences have not yet been accepted as satisfactory; and such  
is indeed the use. The Egyptian is a language of extreme  
simplicity of strscture, almost of no structure at all. Its radical  
words are pertly monosyllable, party of more than sae syllable;  
but not in the latter case any more than in the former showing  
traceable signs of caieissioii by formative mecum from '.g'.6σ  
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elements. It bas no derivative apparatus by which noun-stems  

are made from roots; the root is the stem likewise; there ό  
nothing that can be properly celled either dcdenawn or con-
jugation; and the same pronominal particles or suffixes have  
now a subjective value, indicting use as a verb, and now a  
possessive, indicating use as a noun. There is np method  

known to linguistic science by which the relationship of such a  

tongue as this with the highly and peculiarly inflective Semitic  
can be shown, short of a thorough working out of the history  
of development of each family taken by itself, and a retracing  

in some measure of the steps by which each should have mired  
at its present position from a common starting-point; and this  

has by no means been done. Io short, the problem of the  
relation of Semitic with Hamitic, not less than with Ιpdo-
European, depends upon that of Semitic growth, and the two  

must be solved together. There are striking comspondenccs  
between the pronouns of the two families, such es, if supported  

by evidences from ethernettsof theirmaterial, would be taken  

as signs of relationship; but, in the absence of suck support,  
they are not to be relied upon, not till it can be shown to be  
possible that two languages could grow to be so different in  

all other respects as are Egyptian and Hebrew, and yet retains  

by inheritance coerespopding pronouns. And the possession of  
grammatical gender by Indo-European, Semitic and Hamitic  

speech, and by them almost alone, among all human languages,  

though an extremely noteworthy fact, is (es was pointed out  

above) in the present condition of linguistic science quite too  

weak a basis fora belief in the original identity of the three  

families.  
Egyptian is limited to the delta and valley of the Nile, and is  

the only Hamitic language which has ancient records, of the  

others the existing forms alone are known.  
The Libyan or Berber division of the family occupies the  

inhabitable part of northern Africa, so far as it has not been  
displaced by intrusive tongues of other connexio.i—in later  
times the Arabic, which since the Mahommedan conquest has  

been the cultivated tongue of the Mediterranean coast, while  

the earlier Vandal, Latin and Punic have disappeared, except  
in the traces they may have left in Berber dialectic speech.  
The principal dikiects are the Rabyle, the Shilha and the  
Tiiarek or Tamashek, corresponding nearly to the ancient  
Numidia ń , Mauretanian and Gaetulian respectively.  

The third or Ethiopic division includes as its chief members  

the Beja or Bishińn, the Saha, the Dankali, the Somali, and  
the more inland Galls; the first two lying eking the Red See  

north of Semitic Abyssinia. the others south of it, to the equator.  
By some authorities (Lepsius, Bieck) there is added to the  

Hamitic family as a fourth division a group from extreme  

soutńern Africa, the Hottentot and Bushman languages. The  
ground of this classification is the possession by the Hottentot  
of the distinction of grammatical gender, and even its designa-
tion by signs closely corresponding to thou used in the Ethiopic  
division. Others deny the sufficient of this evidence, and  

rank the Hottentot. as a separate group of African dialects.  

adding to it provisionally the Bushman, until better knowledge  

of the latter shall show whether it is or is not a group by itself.  

if the Hottentot be Hamitic, we shall have to suppose it cut  

off at a .very remote period from the rest of the family, and  

forced gradually southward, while all the time suffering mixture  

both of speech and of blood with the negro races, until the  

physical constitution of its speakers ńas berme completely  
metamorphosed, and of its original speech no signs are left  

save those referred to above; and while such exceptional  

phonetic peculiarities have been worked out as the use of the  

dicks or clucking sounds: and this must be regarded as at  

least extremely difficult.  
4. Yoeosylfsbic or SeWa-rollers Asialk Fmuiiy.—lliia body  

of languages may well enough be the next taken up; and here  
again (as was the case with the preceding family) on account  

of the psioniiaenl importance of one of its dialects and of the  
people speaking it—the Chinese people and language. The  
territory .1 the family includes the whole aou&b-eaaIeru corner  

of Asia: China on the north-east. Farther bulb in the south,  

and the Sigh plateau of Tibet, with the neighbouring Himalayan  

regions, tο the westward The ultimate unity of all these  
languages rests chiefly upon the evidence of their form, as being  

all alike essentially monosyllabic and isolating, or destitute  

of formal structure; the mat4 τΡial corretpondencta among them,  
of accordant words, are not sufficient to peeve them related.  
The Chinese itself can be followed ep, in contemporary records,  
to a period probably not far from sotto a.c., and the language,  
the people, and their institutions, are then already us the main  
what they have ever since continued to be (sue Cmmea); the  
other leading tongues come into view much later, as they receive  

culture and religion from China on the one hand (the Annamites),  
or from India oii the other (the Tibetana, Burmese, Siamese);  

and the territory includes great numbers of wild tribes unknown  
until our own times, whose race-relations and language-relatives  
are as yet very obscure. Current o pinion tends to regard  
the Annsmites, Peguaes and Cambodians (the Moa-Khmer  
group) as forming a more nearly related group or division, and  
as having been the earlier population of Farther India, in put  

dispossessed and driven forward by the later intrusion from the  
north of Siamese and Bumsese, of whom the former are more  

nearly related to the Chinese and the latter to the Tibetana.  
The Mon-Khmer group I. itself more nearly related to the  

Rotarian and Malay-Polynesian.  
The character of the languages of this family, especially  

as instanced by its most important member, the Chinese, has  

been pretty fully set forth in the general discussions above.  

They are languages of roots: that is to say, there is not denim•  
strable in soy of their words a formative part, limiting the word,  

along with others similarly characterized, to a certain office  
or set of offices in the formation of the sentence. That the  

words are ultimate roots, come doom from the first period of  
language-milking, we have no reason whatever to believe;  
and they may possibly have passed through processes of growth  

which equipped them with some scanty supply of forms;  

but no evidence to that effect has yet been produced. The  

indications relied On to show an earlier polysyllabism in the  

family (though already in Chinese reduced to monayllabism  

before the earliest historical appearance of the language, some  
4000 years ago) are the comparatively recent loss of certain  

final mutes in Chinese words,, and the presence on a consider.  

able scale in Tibetan spelling of added initial and fusel  
consonants, now silent in the 'literary dialect, but claimed to  

be still uttered in some Pacts of the Country. If the theory  
connecting these phenomena be established, the Tibetan will  
approve itself to be by far the most primitive of the dialects  

of the family, furnishing the key to the history of the rest.  
For further details respecting the various tongues of the  

monosyllabic family, the articles w the different divisions of  
its territory (limes; Curses; Sum; T1ast, See.) may be con-
sulted. The languages all alike show an addition t ο the  
resources of distinction possessed by languages in general, in  

the use of tones: that is to say, words of which the alphabetic  
elements are the same differ in meaning according as they are  
uttered in a higher or a lows tone, with the rising or the falling  

inikzion, and so on. By this means, for example, the mono-
syllabic elements of the literary Chinese, numbering but Sao  
as we should write them, are raised to the number of about  

ςοο words.  
. Urd-Alfak (&yfhiasi, Twmsins) Family.—China and  

Tibet are bordered on the north and west by the aastero branches  

of another immense family, which stretches through antral  

and northern Asia into Europe. overlapping the European  

border in Turkey, and reaching across it in Russia and Scan-
dinavia to the wry shore of the Atlantic. Usage has not so  

definitely determined as in the case of most other families by  

what name it shall be called; Turanian is perhaps the com-
monest appellation, but also the mast objectionable. Five  
principal branches are generally reckoned as composing the  

family. The two easternmοat are the Tungusien, with the  
Manchu fox itsprincipal division, and the Mongol (see  Moncois)  
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Of these two the language is exceedingly simple in structure,  

being raised but little above the formlessness of the Chinese. The  

Tungusian, however, some authorities would couple with Japanese  

as a separate branch. The three others are: the Turkish or  
Tatar, the dialects of which reach from the mouth of the Lena  
(Yakut) to Turkey in Europe; the Samoyed, from the Altai  
down to the arctic shore of Asia, and along this to the White  
Sea—an unimportant congerica of barbarous tribes; and the  

Finno-HangaIlan, including the tongues of the two cultivated  
peoples from which it takes its name, and also those of a great  
part of the population of northern and central Russia, to beyond  

the Ural Mountains, and 5nally the Lsppisń , of northern Scan-
dinavia. The nears relation of the Samoyed is with the  
Finno-Huagarian. The Turkish Is a type of a weΙl-deνe ορεd  
language of purely agglutinative structure: that is, lacking  
that higher degree of integration which issues in internal change.  
Whether this degree is wholly wanting in Finnish and Hun-
garian is made a question; at any rate, the languages named  
have no reason to envy the tongues technically Balled " =nSec-
tive." Of a value not inferior to that of inflective characteristics  
is one that belongs to all the Ural-Altaic tongues, in varying  
pressure and form, and helps to bind them together into a single  
family—the harmonic sequence of vowels, namely, as between  
mot and endings, ors mοdificatba of the vowels of the endings  
to agree with that of the root or its final syllable.  

While the physical race-characteristics known as Mongolian  
are wanting in the speakers of the western dialects of this  
family, they are conspicuously present in the people of Japan  
and Korn; and hence the tendency of scholars to endeavour  
to connect the languages of the two latter countries, since they 

 also are of agglutinative structure (see J'srar' and Koala) with  
the family now under treatment, as also with one another.  

Giber languag= of north-eastern Asia, too little known to  
group, and too unimportant to treat as separate families, may  
be mentioned here by way of appendix ►ο their neighbours of  
the most diversified and widespread Asiatic family. They are  
the Aino, of Yew and the Kurile blends with part of the neigh-
bouring coast; the Kamcńatkan; and the Yukagir and Tchukt-
chi of the extreme north-east. These are sometimes combined  
wish the Eskimo under the title of the Arctic or Ηypeτbοreaa  
languages.  

The opinion has been held by many =heists that the agglu-
ilnative dialects—Sumerain, Acadian, Ac.—of the presumed  
founders of Mesopotamian culture and teachers of the Assyrian  
Semites (see Βsavwιιιa) belonged to the Ural-Altaic family,  
sad specifically to its Finno-Ugrian branch; but the data for this  
view are still very uncertain The mere possession of an  
agglutinative structure cannot be taken as proving anything  
in the way of relationship.  

6. Dre,idjaia are Sancti Iadisa Ρο mι7y.—This is an important  
body of nearly and clearly related tongues, spoken by about  
$o,000,000 people, doubtless representing the main population  
of all India at the time when the intrusive Indo.European tribes  
broke in from the north-west, and still filling most of the southern  
peninsula, the Deccan, together with part of Ceylon. They are  
languages of a high grade of structure, and of great power and  
euphony; and the principal ones have enjoyed a long cultiva-
tion, founded on that of the Sanskrit. As they obviously have no  
Indo-European smnities, the attempt has been made t ο connect  
them also with the Ural-Altaic or Turanian family, but altogether  
*sLhout success, althougl. there is nothing in their style of  
structure that should make such connexion impossible. •  

7. Maley-?dynesian Family.—Not all the tribes that make  
1φ the non-lndo-European population of I ηdia speak Dravidian  
dialects. The Santals and =ruin other wild tribes appear tο  
be of another lineage. These are now generally known as  
Kolarlan, and are connected with the Malay-Polynesian family.  

The islands, greater and smaller, lying off the south-eastern  

mast of Asia and those scattered over the Pacific, all the way  
from Madagascar to Eester Island, are filled with their own  
peculiar families of languages, standing in a more or less distant  
elszioisihip to the laagissgca of the Mon-Khmer group, and the  

Kolarians on the mainland and the Nicobar islanders. The  

principal one among them is the great Malay-Polynesian  family. 
It falls into two principal divisions, Malayan and Polynesian.  
The Malayan includes, besides the Malay proper (see Mmvs),  
which occupies the Malaccan peninsula (yet doubtless not as  
original home of the division, but by immigration from the  
islands), the languages also of Sumatra, Java, Borneo, &c., of  
the Philippine Islands, of part of Formosa, and of Madagascar,  
together with the coasts of Celebes and ether islands occupied  
in the interior by Papuans. The Polynesian division includes  
most of the tongues of the remaining scattered groups of islands,  
and that of New Zealand. Probably to these are to be added, ass  
third division, the Melanesian dialects of the Melanesian Archi-
pelago, of which both the physical and the linguistic peculiari-
ties would in that cue be asπibed to mixture with the black  
Papuan races. All these languages art extremely simple in  
phonetic foam, and of a low grade of structure, the Polynesian  
branch being in both respects the lowest, and some of the  
Malayan dialects having reached a development considerably  
more advanced. The radial eleinents are much oftener of  
two syllables than of one, and reduplication plays an important  
part is their extension and variation. Malay literature goes  
back as far as to the 13th century, and there are javan records  
even from the early centuries of our era, the result of religion  
and culture introduced into that island from Brahmanic India. 

 In recent years more active investigation has been carried  
on with a view to tracing out the special laws of historical  
development prevailingin the family.  

8. We, Oceanic Fasmil ιΡts.—At least two other families, un-
connected with the preceding and with one another, are found  
among the Pacific Islands, and only there. The continental  
island of Australia, with its dependency Tasmania (where, how-
ever, the native tongue has now become extinct), has its own  
body of probably related dialects, as its own ρhpιjal type.  
They have been but imperfectly investigated, their idlportance,  
except to the professed student of language, being nothing; but  
they are not destitute of a rude agglutinative structure of their  
own. Still less known are the Papuan or Ncgrito languages,  
belonging to the black race with frizzled hair inhabiting moat  
of New Guinca, and found also in the interior of some of the other  
islands, laving been driven from the Boasts by superior intruders  
of the Malay race.  

9. Caiicasusii ιωιgνegarr-Of the existing languages of Asia  
there rennin to be mentioned only those of the Caucasian moun-
mina and highlands, between the Block and Caspian Seas, pressed  
upon the north by Slavonians and Turks, upon the south by  
Armenians and Kurds and Turks. Its situation makes of the  
Caucasus a natural eddy in all movements of emigration between  
Asia and Europe; and its linguistic condition is as if remnants  
of many families otherwise extinct had been stranded and pre-
served there. The dialects north of the principal range—Cir-
cassian, Mitsjeghien, Lesghien, &c.—have not been proved to be .  
related either to one another or to those of the south. Among  
the latter, the Georgian b much the most widespread and impor-
tant (see Groarna) and, alone among them ell, possesses a  
literature. The Caucasian dialects present many exceptional  
and diificult features, and are in great part of so high a grade  
of structure as to have been allowed the epithet inflective by  
those who attach special importance to the diiiinctioss thus  
expressed..  

so. Remsas(r of Familiar in Esni$.—The Basque people  
of the western Pyrenees. at the angle of the Bay of Bhscay, are  
shown by their speech to be an hoisted remnant of some race  
which was doubtless once much more widely spread, but loss  
now everywhere else lost its separate identity; as such it is of  
extreme interest to the ethnologist (see Baspvas). The Basque  
language appears lobe unrelated to any ether on earth. It is of  
s very highly agglutinative structure, being equalled in intricacy  
of combination only by a part Of the American dialects. Limited  
as it is in territory, it falls lute a number of well-marks[ dialects,  
so that it also may not be refused the name of a "family."  

The only other case of the kind worth noting is that of the  
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!nuecan t igunge of nerthem central Italy, which long ego  

became extinct, in amscqumoe of the conquest and absorption  
of Etruria by Rome, but which still exists in numerous brief in-
scriptiosa (see Eanau). Many attempts have been made to  
connect the language with other families, and it has even quite  
recently been pronounced &sum or lads-European, of the  
ludic α branch, by scholars of high rank. But its supposed  
undo-Euιapem eel tiοmδiρ was at once shown to be erroneous  
when, in d8es, a entail book which had been used to pack a  
mummy was discovered in the museum at Agram, and published.  
The probability of relationship with the *meat Lydian, as was  
the opinion held in anent times, bas been Increased by recent  
research, and is likely seen to be wedded or disproved by the  
discovery of Lydian records.  

In order to complete this review of the languages of the Old  
World it only mermen  to novae those of Africa whidi lr.ve not  
been already mentioned. 'flieysze gemmed under fan heads: the  
languages of the south and these of the centre of the continent.  

ιι. Seat Africros or $σadn Fonrily.—This Is a very extensive  
and distiuct]y marked family (see Bmu Lasecuacxs), cecupy.  
big (except the Hottentot and Bushman territory) the whole  

southern peninsula of the continent from some degrees north  
of the equator. It Is held apart from all other known families  
of language by a single prominent characteristic—the extent  

to which it makes me of prefixes iustead of sa^xea as the appar-
atus of grammatissi diatbnctie n; its Inflexion, both declrnaioosi  
and onsijugaiicsisl, 1' by' appended elements which precede the  
stem or mot The most ceinpiamua part of this is the variety  
of prefixes, different in singular and plural, by which the various  

classes or genders (not founded on sex; the ground of claaifica-
tion is generally obscure) of nouns are distinguished; these then  
reappear in the ether members of the sentence, as adjectives  
and verbs and pr000uus, which ere determined by the noun,  
thus reducing an alliterative concord that runs through the  
sentence. The pronominal determinants of the verb, both  
subject and object, also come before it; but the determinants  
of mode of action, as causative, &e., are meetly suffixed. The  
language in general is rich in the means of formal distinction.  
Those dialects which border on the Hottentots have, apparently  
by derived= from the latter, the clicks or clucking-sounds  
which form a conspicuous part of the Hottentot spoken alphabet.  

as. Cenird African Lasgaages.—The remαini'g !immuι ise of  
Africa forma bread band across the centre of the continent,  
between the Bantu on the south and the Hamitic on the east  
and north. The Bantu group, extending from north of the  
equator to the Cape of Good Hope, with a vast variety of dialects,  
is the most important of all African languages. To it belongs  
Swahili, the language of Zanzibar, οniy less valuable as a means  
of communication and trade than the Nausea of the Sudan, the  
meat important of the dialects under the influence of the Hamitic  
languages. The African languages are by no means lobe called  
a family, but rather a great mess of dialects, numbering by  
hundreds, of νarying structure, as to the relations of which  
there is great discordance of opinion even among the mast recent  
and competent authorities. It is no glace here to enter into  
the vexed questions of African linguistics, or even ώ  report the  
varying views upon the subject; that would require a space  
wholly disproportioned' to the importance of African speech  
in the general sum of human language. There is no small  
variety of physical type as well as of speech in the central belt;  
and, partly upon the evidence of lighter tint and apparently  
higher endowment, certain races are set off and made a separate  
division of; such is the Nuba-.Fulah division of F. Muller,  
rejected by Lcpaiva. The latter regarded all the varieties of  
physical and linguistic character in the central belt as due to  
mixture between pure Africans of the south and Handles of the  
north and east; but this is at present as hypothesis only, and  
a very Improbable one, since it implies modes and results of mix-
ture to which no analogies are quotable from languages whose  
history is known; nor does it appear at all probable that the  
collision of two rues and types of speech should produce such  
an immense and diverse body of transitional types. It is far  

from impossible that the present prominence of the South  
African or Baum family may be secondary, due to the great  
expansion under favouring circumstances of • race ones havisiW  

no more importance than belongs now to many of the Central  
African races, and speaking a tongue which differed from theirs  
only as theirs differed from one another. None of the Central  

African lenguτgα is • pride-language in the same- degreb as the  
Bantu, and in many of them prefixes play no greater part than  
in the world's languages is general; others show special corms  

or traces of the prefix structure; and some have features of an  
extraordinary character, hardly to be paralleled elsewhere.  
One group in the east (Oigob, &c.) has a gender distinction,  
involving that of sex, but really founded on relative power  

and dignity: things disparaged, including women, are put is one  

class; things extolled, including men, are put in the other.  

This is perhaps the most significant hint anywhere to be found  

of how a gender-distinction like that in our own I ńdo-European  
languages, which we usually regard as being cssent'ally a dis-
tinction of sex, while in fact it Only includes such, may have  
arisen. Common among the African languages, as among many  
other families, especially the American, is a generic distinction  

between animate beings and inanimate things.  

13. American Languages.—With these the can is closely  
the same as with the Central African languages: there is an  
immense number of dialects, of greatly varied structure (see  

INDIAN, NoaTit AYraICAN). Even among niighbouring  
families like the Algonquin, Iroquoύ  and Dakota, whose agree-
ment in style of structure (polysyntbetic), taken in comiexion  

with the accordant race-type of their speafers, forbids us to regard  

them as ultimately different, no material correspondence, agree-
ment in words and meanings, is to be traced; and there are  
in America all the degrees of polysynthetism, down to the  

lowest, and even to its entire absence. Such being the case,  

it ought to be evident to every one accustomed to deal with this  
clue οf subjects that all attempts to connect American languages  

as a body with languages of the Old World are and must be  
fruitless.  

LiIeralure.—'-Many of the theoretic points discussed above  
are trued by the writer with more fulness in his Language and  
She Study of Language (867) and Life and Cum etk of Language  

(0875). Other English works to consult are M. Muller's Lectures  
an the Science of Language; Farrar'a Chapters en Language;  
Wedgwood's Origin of Language (all more or less anti-
quated); Sayce's Principles of Philology and Zairadudion  I. 
the Science of Language, &c.; Sweet, The Ι istοry of LangnoP  
(secs). In German, see Paul's Principles. der Sprackge ckickte 

 (Halle, ι88ο); Deibrfck's Einleiluag is des Sprackstadivas  
(Leipzig, 1880; 4th ed., 1909; 5th ed., remo; there is also  

an English version); Brugmann and Delbrúck's Grundriss  

des sergkichend'n Grammalik der indogernianirchen Sprackeas  

(τ886-tens; a second edition of the first volume was pub-
lished in ι897, two parts of vol. ii., including the stem-
formation slid declension of the noun and pronoun appeared  
in 1e06 and rem); also the works of W. von Humboldt and of H.  

Steinthal, the most important of whose linguistic works, Ckarak-
krislik der haupls&hlidsskis Types des Sjro.dibaues (r86 ι),  
was recast and brought up to date under the same title by F.  

Misteli (1893). See also handy summaries covering the same  
ground, but without bibliography, in F. N. Finck's Die Spruck-
suanme des Erdkreisis (ι mg) and Die llaupIIypen des Sprack-
bass (1910). Many of the languages οf India and Farther  
India have been treated in the Linguistic Surrey of India,  
edited by Dr G. E. Grierson (a government publication still  
in progress). A short popular account of the subject is given  
in Porzczinski's Einleilung in die Sρrαckmissenκhσ t (1910),  
a German translation of a Russian original. The Bantu  
languages have been treated by Black, Torrand, sad most recently  
by Meinhof, whose Laulkkre der &ants Spracken (sere) is the  
most complete handling of the subject. As to the cla sif5ca-
tion and relationships of languages, see Hovelacque's La Ling1s-
ligue (Paris, ι876) and F. Mlilkr's Grundriss der S ρrαchniva ι.  
sckaft (Vienna, 3 vols.; a fourth was left incomplete at the authw'a  
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death). Both winks are air ady somewhat antiquated. As  
to the history of the study, see Lar'cb'a S$,orh$iksophis de.  
elites ((8{0); Stebntt d's G'sdbi'hk der Spr αelαώ sπιτιhα a bsi  
den Griecke ι and Rfmm. (1863); Benfey's Gesehickk der S ρταck-
wissestτebjt red ()rieetatieckcs Pkildogie ie Dadscklad (1869);  
Ssndys's HisIo'y aj Classical Weelo&skip (3  vols.,  191908);  
Villb. Τbυmsaa'sS} ι grdιKsk σkrs ΗiαApiet ι σeitα it froscktieg  
(ι9oa)- (W.D. W.) 

I .—Cσmparσilα Piildogy of the fado.Rwo$es Lasgeage&  

The study of Indo-European comparative philology has from  
its outset necessarily been in close connexion with the study of  
Sanskrit, a language unparalleled amongst its cognates in  
antiquity and distinctness of structure, and consequently the  
natural basis of comparison in this field It is therefore not  
to be wondered at that we find no dear views of the mutual  

relationship of the individual members of the I πdo-European  
family of their position with regard to other languages until  

Sansknt began to attract the attention of European philologists,  

or that the introduction of Sanskrit as an object of study was  
closely followed by the discovery of the original community  
of a vast range of languages and dialects hitherto not brought  

into connexion at all, or only made the objects of baseless  
speculations. We meet with the first dear concep- 

• don of this idea of an Indo-European community  
of languages in the distinguished English scholar  

Sir William Jones, who, as early as τ786, expressed himself  
as follows; "The Sanskrit language, whatever may be its  
antiquity, is of wonderful structure; more perfect than the Greek,  
more copious than the Latin, and more exquisitely refined than  
either, yet bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, both in  
the roots of verbs and in the forms of grammar, than could have  
been produced by accident; so str οnf that no philologer could  
examine all the three without believing them to have sprung  
from some common source which, perhaps, no longer exists.  
There is a similar reason, though not quite so forcible, for suppos-
ing that both the Gothic and the Celtic, though blended with a  
different idiom, had the same origin with the S αnτkrit "t But  
neither Sir William Jones nor any of his older contemporaries  
who had arrived at similar conclusions ever raised this important  
discovery from a brilliant aperre into a valid scientific theory  
through a detailed and systematic comparison of the languages  
in question. To have achieved this is the undoubted merit of  
the German, Franz Bopp (q.s.), the founder of scientific philology  

of the Indo-European languages, and subsequently  
• through this example also the founder of comparative  

philology in general Next to him Jacob Grimm (q.e.)  
must be mentioned here as the father of historical grammar.  
The first part of his famous Deutsche Grammalik appeared in  
s819, three years after Bopp had published his first epoch-
making book, Ueber dos Cosjugalionssyskm der Sanskritsprackc.  
Jlopp's rcsults were here at once utilized, yet Grimm's whole  
system was entirely independent of that of Bopp, and had no  
doubt been worked out before Grimm knew of his illustrious  
predecessor. In fart, their scientific aims and methods were  
totally different. Bopp's interest was not concentrated in  
comparison as such, but chiefly inclined towards the explanation  
of the origin of grammatical forms, and comparison to him was  

only a means Of approaching that end.  
In this more or less speculative turn of his interest Bopp  

showed himself the true son of a philosophical period when  

general linguistics received its characteristic stamp from the  
labours and endeavours of men like the two Schlegels and Wilhelm  
von Humboldt. Jacob Grimm's aims were of a less lofty  
character than those of BOpp, whose work, to his own mind,  
was crowned by his theory of the origin of infexfon through  

agglutination. in confining his task to a more limited range  
than the vast field of Indo-European languages embraced in  

I For this quotation and the following historical sketch in general  
see Th. Bcefη, G'scMolI' lee Spracbwisu κΡsckaβ, R 438  (Munkh.  
1889). and espe εiaΙΙγ .  B. Delbrikk, Zslrodw'iwii 1e the Study of 
ΕσκΡgwφ, Ρ. ι (Leιpsιg, 1882; a filth German edition appeared  in  
1911 ,  

Bopp'a rtsearehez, and thus fiń eg his atteatiOn on a grow of  
idioms exhibiting a striking regularity in their mutual relation-
ship, both where they coincide and where they differ, he made it  
his foremost object to investigate and illustrate the continuous  
progress, subject to definite laws, by which these languages had  
been developed from their common source. He thus raised  

the hitherto neglected study 08 the development of sounds  

to an equal level with the study of grammatical forms, which  

had solar almost exclusively absorbcdahl the interest of Ιi guistiε  
rmearcb. Grimm's discovery of the so-called " L ιutveτschie.  
bung," or Law of the Permutation of Consonants in the Teutonic  

languages (which, however, had been partly found and pro-  
claimed before Grimm by the Danish scholar Rash), became  
especially important as a stimulus for further investigation in  

this line. Grimm's Influence on somparal(ve philology (which  

is secondary duly to that of Bopp, although he was never a  
comparative philologist in the sense that Bopp was, and did not  

always derive the benefit from Bopp's works which they might  

have afforded him) is dearly traceable in the work of Bopp's  
successors, amongst whom Friedrich August Pott (1802-1887)  
is universally judged to hold the fereimst tank. Jo his greet  

work, &retie m& Fm'sckregca se/ dew Gekide der lado-
gσmσιι&choi Speeches, nee besanderem Being oaf die Lsnhmr- 
•wnsdlreg im Stuukrii, Giechiseh α, Laieiniscke a, LdIIaids'kn,  

and Gotkischen (Lung*, ι833–ι836), we find lndo-Eurqsean  
etymology for the first time based on a scientific investigation  

of general Indo-Earopean phonology. Amongst Pott's contem-
poraries Theodor Benfey deserves mention on account of his  
G,ICClIISC8tS Ww'dkxkOa (Berlin, 1839), a work  
equally remarkable for copiousness of contents  

and power of combination, yet showing no advance on Bopp's  
standpoint in its conception of phonetic changes.  

A third period in the history of lade-European philology  
is marked by the name of August Schleither, whose Com-
pcndis n des wrgkiekendcie Grommeiik der ieda- αοω,ι,  
gennesιiκhcw Sproeke,. first appeared in s86ι.  In 
the period subsequent to the appearance of Pott's &y,ndogisek ι  
Fors'hang'w, a number of distinguished scholars, too large to  
be recorded here individually, had denoted their labours to  
the different branches of Indo-European philology, especially  

assisted and promoted in their work by the rapidly Prig  

Vedic (and Avestic) studiesthet bad been inaugurated by Rosen,  

Roth, Seek', Westecgeard, Muller, Kuhn, Aufrechi amid others.  
Moreover, new foundations had been laid for the study of the  

Slavonic languages by Miklosich and Schleicher, of Lithuanian  

by Kurscbet and Schleicher, of Celtic by ZeusS. Of the  
classics! languages Greek had found a most distinguished  

representative in Curries, while Corssen, Mommsen, Auhecht,  
Kirchhoff, &c., had collected meet valuable nisterlils towards  

' The erteπsiνe progress made in this period is best Illustrated  
byurtthpeeafoundatioπ of twoperiod icals especially devoted to lnndo- 

cheek Sftech σrscksag (now 27
,
v"ls., aBerl ίn. fromfl  ιSgι), send  

Kuhn's Bethnilge sat wrile'ckendeti Speechforsckswg (8 vols., Berlin.  
from 1858). Bcnfry'i school is more especially represented by the  
contributors to Benfey's Orient and °ceded (3 voh., Gettiogen,  
(tom ιe6o), and ιυbrquεntlγ through Bexzrnberger's Beitrige err  
Kinds dee indeeerwaewkin Speeches (30 mds., Gό ιtingeu, from  

sc r̂tft. 
t 
 The views of the 

now 	amalgamated 
τταππραrά ιπs "—L

Kuhn'. 
 Βrug- 

nann. Onthoff and their schools—are represented in Iadogetm πwucke  
Fcrschiwgea (s7 vole., since 1890). The Gottiayen school has a  
further representative in Glens, now (1910) in Its third volume.  
Tbe history of the mining of words has a special periodical for itself,  
Weekr and Sachet, now in its emend volume Besides these  
mentioned there are many journals, cations of academies,  &c., 
in Belgium. Sweden, Demenk; Italy, &e., which no serious student 

 of comparative philology tan ignore. France poneurs two periodi-
cals of the same kind, the Reese de Liigsist:ere (Paris, from 1868)  
and the ifdeoires de Ia Softy de Liegsssitgne de Paris (also from  
ιΒ68), while England is represented by the Prsomddigs and Teens-
actions of the Philological Societies e1 London and Cambridge the  
Classical Resin, (28 you.. since ‚88), and the Classical p /^ 

vote., since 1907), end America bγ to T,aNsa'bons of lit mrncan  
kildagicel Assoii'iIk1' (from ,868) the A merican mail  of 

Pkilelog (30 volt., from 1880), C7asιica! Phlldogy (3 voles, from  
X06), sod ether more tt n esgson  
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the eibiddatloa of Lain sad thb engunte ItsEc 'diii,,.. In  
his Crw$endiwn Scldeicb α undertook and solved the difficult  
task of sifting down the coimllasa details amassed since the  
days ci Β^ρρ and Grimm, and thus making the individual  
languages stand out clearly on their common background,  
while Bopp's attention had been especially occupied with what  
was common to all Indo-European tongues. There are two  
prominent features which characterize this part of Schleicher's  
work—bin assumption and partial reconstruction of a pin-
historic parent speech, from which the separate Indo-European  
languages were supposed to have sprung, and the estab-
jishment of a long series of phonetic laws, regulating the  
change by which that development of the individual idioms  
bad taken place. On Schleicher's views of and contributions  
towards general comparative philology (which he erroneously  
proposed to consider as a branch of natural science) we need  
not enter here. (See E,dfitio" end the Science of Lsnansp  iii 
Dentin and Modern Science, glee, pp. 5 τ6  Wq.)  

For some time alter Schleicher's premature death (in 3868)  
Indo-Earopean philology continued in paths indicated by him  
and Curtius, with the exception, perhaps, of the school founded  
by Benfey, who had always stood on independent ground.  
The dillerence between the two schools, however, was less  
strikingly marked in their writings, because it chlelly concerns  
general views of language and the Indo-European languages in  
particular, although the characteristic task of the period alluded  
to was that of working out the more minute details of com- 
parison; but behind all this the general interest still clung to  

Hope's old glottegonic problems. In 3836, however, a new  
tsrvten• movement, inspired in the first instance by the  

works of W. D. Whitney, began, and a younger  
• school of linguists has sprung up who are united  
In their opposition to many theories of the older generation,  
yet often differ materially both with regard to method and  
the solution of individual prbblems. In its present state this  
younger school (often branded with the name of Nee-Gram- 
mamians, " Junggrammatiker," by its opponents real and  
Imaginary) is masked by certain distinct tendencies. In the  
fast place, they are inclined more or less, and the older members  
of the school perhaps more than the younger, to abandon  
glottogonic problems a. insoluble, if not for ever, yet for the  
present and with the scanty means that Indo-European  philo- 
logy alone can furnish for this purpose. In this they are in  
opposition to the whole of the older schooL In the second niace,  
they object to the use of all misleading metaphorical coin- 
parisona of ρτοcessα in the history of language with processes  
of organic development--comparison used at all times, but  
especially cherished by Schleicher. In the third place—and  
this has been of the greatest practical importance—they  !told 
that our general views of language sad our embeds of com- 
parison should be formed after a careful study of the living  
languages, because these alone are fully controllable in every  
minute detail, and can therefore alone give us a clear insight  
into the working of the different motive forces which shape  
and modify language, and that the history of earlier periods  
of language, consequently, can only be duly illustrated by tear- 
big out the share which each of these forces has had in every  
individual ease of change. Of these forces two are found to  
be especially prominent—phonetic variation and formation by  
analogy. They generally walk in turns and often in opposi- 
tion ouoae another, the forme frequently te ηding to differentia  
lion of burlier unties, the hitter to abolition of .arherdillerenoes,  
νσραet■υy to restoration of conformity disturbed by phonetic  
change. There aκΡ, however, ciber important differeneea in  

the action of the two fogies. Phonetic change  
P01Wk effects exclusively the pronunciation of a language  

by substituting one sound or sound-group foe  
another. From this simple tact it pis self-evident that  
phonetic changes as such admit of no exceptions. Pro- 
mune1atlmo that is, the the of certain sounds in certain  
asmbiσstions--fs pαfαtiy tmaomdous in natural unstudied  
speech, and every speaker or geaeαtiοn et apeskens has  

only one way of utterance fc Individual sounds or their  
combinations. ΙΙ, therefore, a given sound was once changed  
into another under given circumstances, the new sound must  

necessarily and unconsciously repkca its predecessor in eve)'  
word that falls under the same rules, became the rider sound  
ceιses to be practised and therefore dissppemfrom the language.  
Thus, for instance, the sound of the short so-called Italian a  
in English has become exchanged for the peculiarly English  

sound in man, het, ttc.,which is so exclusively used and practiced  
now by English speakers that they feel great difficulty in pro-
nouncing the Ital ίan sound, which at an earlier period was  
almost as frequent in English as in any other language that has  
preserved the Italian sound up to the present din. Again,  
the sound of the so-called long English a in ass k, papa, &c.,  
although once a monophtbong, is now pronounced as & diph-
thong, combining the sounds of the English short ' end i, and  
no trace of the old monophthong is left, except whet, it was  

followed by s, as in bore, mare (also a&,'hiir,s.hiri, &a), where  
the a has a broader sound somewhat approaching that of the  
short a in hat. This lest instance may at the same time serve  
to illustrate the reαricτioes made above as to sounds changing  
their pronunciation in certain groups or combinations, or under  
given circumstances only. We may kern from it that phonetic  
change need not always affect the same original sound in the  
same way in all its combinations, but that neighbouring sounds  
often influence the special direction in which the sound b  
modified The different sounds of the English a in make and  
hare are both equivalents of the same Old English sound d 

 (—the Italian short α) in macias, faro. The Iattit soul has  
been split in two, but this process again has taken piece with  
perfect regularity, the one sound appearing before r, the otbe  

before all other consonants. It is easy to see that the common  
practice of comprising the history of the Old English a in the 

 one rule—that it was changed into the sound of the un mike  
except when followed by an r—can only be defended on the  
practical ground that this rule is convenient to remember,  

beεme the words exhibiting the former change are more  
numerous than the instances of the latter; apart from this there  
is nothing to justify the assumption that one of these changes  
is the rule and the other the exception. The fact is, that we  
have two independent cases of change, which ought to be stated  
in two distinct and independent rules according to the different  
positions in which the original 4 stood befor, the splitting  

began. It is also easy to observe that the variety of modify-
ing influences may be much more manifold than in the present  

instance of seeke and hare, and that the number of • special  
phonetic rules in such uses must be increased in proportion  

to the pregame made in the investigation of the said modifying  
powess.  

In troth, however, the study of phonetic laws falls into several  
different stages, and the meaning attached to the phrasepkrmdkc  

lets has varied at each cf these stages. Moreover, the sweeping  
nature of the original generalizations has become so hedged in  
and contracted by limitations that a recent writer has been  

compelled once more to formulate the question whether phonetic  
taws actually exist. It must be admitted in the first place that  
the word ins has been ill chosen for use in this txnmezion. In  
phonetic laws there is no element which can be identified as  
coming under theά fimtίuń  of a law aspropeisnded by a jurist  
like John Austin. Theft is no authority which enunciates the  
Law, there is no penalty foe the breach of it But the philologists  
who first used the term were not thinking of kw in its strict  
signification, but of its use in such metaphorical lions as  
scientific laws, for, as already mentioned, Schleicher and his  

follower in the middle of the filth century had taken a keen  
interest in the development of the natural sciences, and had to  
some extent assimilated their terminology to that employed in  

those sciences. It was, however, soon recognized that the laws  
of language and those of natural science were not really all a or  
akin. A scientific "law"  is only a brief method of unreeling  
the fact that uiiverssl expenenceslsows that certain muses  
univaally produce =ruin effects In chemistry two atoms of  
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hydrogen and one of oxygen will make water, and they will make  
nothing else at any time or at any place the world over. Phonetic  
laws, however, do not bold true universally. They are often  
αυiοusly limited in the area to which they apply. In ancient  
Greek, for example, the sound -:- between two vowels, which  
bed been banded down from the original language whence Greek  
and the sister languages are derived, regularly disappears; in 
Latin, en the other hand, it changes into -r-; thus an original  
genitive of a neuter substantive we find represented in Greek by  
yΣsea, a form which comparison with other languages shown  
to be traceable to an earlier geses-os, preceding the separation  
of the languages, while the same original stem with a different  
vowel in the ending appears in Latin as generss. Similarly an  
early 'elm appears in Greek as eree, in Latin as we. This  
disappearance of original intervocalic a pervades all Greek  
dialects-the apparent exceptions come under the heading of  
analogical change; with a very few exceptions similarly explic-
able Latin intervoalic s liar become r. But Latin was originally  
limited to a very small part even of Italy, and the next neigh-
bours of the Latins on the east and south—the Sabiaes, Cam-
panians and Samnites—retained this intervocalic s without  
changing it into r. On the other band, the neighbours to the  
north-east—the Umbrian in and beyond the Apennines—
shared in this rbotacism. Yet the Celts, who bordered on the  
Umbrian along the P., and who spoke a language in many  
respects very closely akin to the dialects of Italy, in this regard  
agree nether with Greek than the Italic languages. In Latin,  
again, the period of action of the law which clninged intervoalic  
s into ι did not in all probability exceed the century from45 ο B.C.  
to 350 AC So unlike, indeed, are phonetic laws to the laws of  
natural science in universality that an opponent of the dogma  
which declares that phonetic laws have no exceptions has  
compared them with the laws of fashion. The comparison is  
net a outrageous as .it may seem at fast sight. For in language  
there are two kinds of sound change, that which is unconscious,  
universal at a given time and within a given area, and, on the  
other band, that which belongs only to a particular Blass or 

 clique, deviates consciously from the pronunciation of the  
majority, is therefore not universal, and exercises no permanent  
injuence on the language. The second kind of sound change  
corresponds exactly lothe laws of fashion; it is in fact one of  
them. Such sound changes are the pronunciation of the English  
ending -jag as -is', which was fashionable in the middle of the  
rgth century. This had, though probably without the know-
ledgeof these whovsed it, as historical justification in the mike  
forms from which meat of the English words now ending in  
-jag are descended, and which survive in numerous local dialects.  
A similar conventional mispronunciation was the lisp of acted  
by some would-be artistic person at a somewhat later period.  
Belongńg to an entirely different social atratuld, and now  
equally obsolete, was the London pronunciation of the fist half  
of the rgth century typified in They and Sam Weller's treatment  
ef s and w in the Pickwick Papm. This, however,madeamuch  
nearer approach to being i  genuine dialect peculiarity. It  
undoubtedly pervaded the pronunciation of the lower clashes  
in London at one time; bad it survived it might conceivably  
have spread over a wider and wider area until it embraced the  
whole population of England. Α inter change, that of the  
diphthong ci into ei (so that day, daily are pronounced dy, dyly),  
has spread from Essex and the Esat Fad of London over a large  
part of London and of the adjacent counties, and is still widening  
its range both geographically and socially. The history of these  
sound changes hiss not yet been investigated in detail with the  
thoronghnesa which it deserves  

There i3  then, a part of sound change which is a metes of  
fashion and which is conscious. This sound change appears  
frequently in the pronunciation of individuala who have migrated  
from one part of a country to another. In many parts of  
Scotland, for example, the preposition wilt and of appear in  
dialect only in the forms toil' and o', which were originally the  
unscented forms. In the conscious attempts to pronounce  
them as they appear in literary English, the educated Scotsman,  

if he remains In his native plaee, es a rule peememcns-tbem  as 
ssitt (with the final sound unvoiced salt appeaπ in the Scottish  
legal prεροsitiοη enrnsiih) and es •J, the Lod sound here also  
being unvoiced. If be migrates to England or W Australia be  
will probably in mum of time adopt the ρ,οw 'itιtien with  a 
voiced find sound. In the course of years habit will become  
second nature, and in this respect the speaker's ρrennedatioa  
will become identical with that of his neighboem. It ia deer,  
however, that changes of this nature cauuot take pfacee α a hug  
scale. Μ a lug number of person migrate in a body and  
continue to live in dace intercourse with ens another and but  
little in contact with the outside meld, changes such as take  
piece in the pronunciation of the individual emigrant do not  
occur. There can be no imitation of mien rounds, for there are  
none; no greater effort to be intelligible is required, lot the audi.  
once has not changed. Hence it has been often remarked that  
a population which history shows to have remained undisturbed  
for very long periods in thessmegecgrapbival situation manifests  
but little change in its language. Thns in Arab* and Lithuania  
the population bas remained practically unmixed in the same  
habitat for thousands of yeah, with the result that the languages  
spoken there remain at the present day the meet archaic members  
of the linguistic !armies to which they respectively belong.  

From what has been said it will be obvious that a phonetic  
kw is only an observed uniformity in the treatment of a mend  
or a combination of sands within a linguistic area at a givee  
time. In the definition the term linguistic matt is a very variable  
quantity. Thus it is a phonetic law that a sound of the original  
Indo-European language, the precise pronunciation of which  
cannot be determined, but which was at any rate a palatal sound  
(1), appears in the Indo-Eumpean group (Sensksit, Zend, Old  
Persian, with their descendants), in Armenian, in Balto-Slavenk  
and Albanian, in the form of a sibilant, while in Greek, the  
Italic dialects, Germanic and Celtic, it appears es a b-sou αd (Vt  
Ismo-Euaoswq Lακεναεxs). Here the linguistic area is  
extremely wide, and it is clear that the diiference between the  
two groups of languages must be dated beck to a very early  
period. Again, it is a phonetic kw of Greek that the original  
combination si- at the beginning of words is retained in Greek.  

How then ere we to explain the existence side by side of ear Eyes  
and vfrya l The former apparently complies with the law, the  
latter does not.. The formes has by its side the verb mt ηy  
while r&yoe is supported only by the ram τ&yg- Yet the forms  
of the verb and substantive found in the Germanic languages  
leave no doubt that the forms without:- represent an extremely  
old form, for the English thatch could not have changed its  
original t- into ti- if it had been preceded by :., the lair being as  
strict for English as for Greek that initial sL remains unchanged.  
On the other bend, a phOnetic law may be limited to a vet small  
area. Thus in the dialect of E lush, and nowhere else within  
the men of the Ionic dialect of ancient Greek, do we find the  
Gunge of the sound which appears elsewhere in Greek is o-
between vowels into .p-; dTgpn for drone (ate. sing.),  
ταραβαbropw for *αρ (3rd pL subjunctive). Why  
this change should take piece here and nowhere else we do  
not know, although it may be conjectured that the muse was  a 
mixture with immigrants speaking a different dialect, a mixture  
Which ancient tradition supported. Undoubtedly such mixtures  
are the chief condition of phonetic change, the effect of which is  
universal. The manner in which the change, takes place is that  
the basis of articulation, the method in which the round it  
produced, Weenies changed. Thus along the "Highland line "  
in Scotland, where the English and Garlic-speaking populations  
had their linguistic frontier for centuries, the wt- of Engliab,tbe  
Anglo.Saxon Jim., becomes universally f-,  wha f becoming fa r  

while; 51k, &c.,f being the sound which it was most easy to substi-
tute for the difficult km-. The history of Spanish in the different  
sxmimumties of South Americo excellently Wastntes this paint.  
After the discovery of America there was a huge index of  
Spaniards into Chile, who ultimately, and chiefly by inhumes ,  
tinge, incorporated amongst them a considerable element from  
amongst the native Amara dαn Indiem. The remit ban beat  
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that the Ιιτgυa a of Chile is Spanish, pronounced net with the  

genuine sounds of Spanish, but with the eo'mds of the A&smug u  
language substituted for them. Elsewhere us Spanish America  
the language of the conquerors remained compurstivcly pure,  

because the Spaniards were much fewer in number, and had  

therefore to maintain themteives as a. caste apart. For the same  
omen Latin has split up into the numerous branches which we  

knew as the Ιt αnαι . The particular lira of  
development which, e.g. French followed as compared with  
Spanith or with the language of the Rhaetian Alps was condi-
timed by the nature of the sounds in the Language which pre-
ceded it iii thasamu area, and which was spoken by the ancient  

(muds who adopted Latin. The difficulty found iii all of these  
cases is precisely of the name kind αs that which an adult at the  
present day sparking one language finds in attempting to learn  
the pronunciation of another language On the one hand, it  
is only with the greatest dimculty that muscles for many years  

accustomed to perform one net of movements an be forced into  

performing another set which are very simile: but yet not  

identical; on the other hand, to an 'mtrainml ear the difference  

between the two sounds may remain unappreciated. The result  

is that the new language is pronmuared with the .Quads of the  

sρeakα's original language. If the new language is adopted by  

α whole people to whom it was originally foreign, the children  

neturmlly-  learn it from their parents with the sounds of the old  

language which has now become obsolete. Thus the basis of  
articulation a changed, and if, as was the case with Latin, this  
proceesbe frequently repeated among peoples >i g  
with articulation widely differing one from another, it is dear  
that a series of different dialects of the adopted language has  
been meted. This kind of change is immediate and universal  
throughout the whole area where linguistic change his taken  
i 	- Analogical change, m the other hand, dens riot affect the  
pronunciation of a language as a whole in the way that phonetic  
change does. but is confined to the feimation, inhlaxion, syntax  
and meaning of single weeds or groups of words, and therefore is 

 very apt to bear as entirely arbitrary and inugidsr charader  
A few instances will be sufficient to illustrate this and also to  
show how the apparently irregular phenomena ef analogy may  
be classified. (α) In Old English s ter ain numbαof ιυbιtenί ives  
formed their plurals by mutation of the root vowels, as fie, "1'  

or bdc, Mc. In Modern English this system of mainn has been  
preserved in some emn, es in foot, fed, and altered in others, an  
book, books. Now, while fool, fed and book are the regular  
modem plio.uetic equivalents of the old fεΡt, fit, We, the, plural  
bunks an in no way be phonetically traced beck to the old 61',  
the phonetical equivalent of which in Modern English would be  
'buck. The: only possible explanation of a form She books is  
that the older btu was at same date given up and replaced by an  
entirely new ,orolaticrt, shaped after the azialogyoi the numerous  
words with a plural in -s without modification of the root-vowel.  
Such changes, which are very nmseTom, exemplify the first kind  
of analogy, - vhdch is generally termed fmsol analogy Other  
examples sri the almost entire disappearance from the language  
of the forms in or and en, which -isore ember used an plurals in  
English. That they were originally stem and not case suffixes  
don not affect the point. In Middle English, as in Modem  
English, oxen wes sprit as a ρhιsnl; oxen aurvives, but eyes, except  
in such dialect forms as the Scotch e'cw, has been replaced by the  
from in 4: mss. Similarly in Middle English the suffix -er  
existed in many wards which had been originally of the neuter  
gender. Them the plural of child was childer, of 'all was edger,  
trues of wL ch, besides the survival in dialect of childer end-of  
usher (become by the zbth century in northern Scotch c1'—
pronounced as oche—which is still iii common use), are to be  
found in the ;due, and hence personal, names Childs-ley and  
Calve' ley. The old plural of brother was brtlbr, where the  
suffix, however; contained art original -r, not -s changed into -r,  
as did dhilder and *afar. In Old English, alongside the tam for  
child making a plural ckitdw, there had been a masculine form  
.skisg its pidrat in.,s. It would.hot have been sυrρτÍaing there-

xxι 6  

bro il in Modern English the plural of child had been *hilds. But  
in spite of the common tendency to make the plural of all noun-
stems in -a, child has gone in the opposite direction end has not  
only maintained its -ι, but has added to it the -en of stems like  
oxen and 'yeu' In Wiclif we find a similar plural to alt, calsarn,  
but here calm has long replaced in the literary lenguage both  

the earlier forms.  
(6) Let us now take another instance from the English verb.  

In Old English the different persons of the preterite indiative  
in the so-called strung (irregular) verbs were generally distin-
guished by different root-vowels; Widen, "to ride," and bindan,  
"to bind," for instance, form their preterities thin; ic rod, αs  
rids, ht rdd, wt, gt, kla ride., and 1' band, be bunde, hi band, wi,  
gδ, hit binders. In modem F'gϋish this difference in the root-
vowels has been abandoned, and rods, bound now stand for  all 
persona, rude being the modem phonetic equivalent of the rat  
and 3rd sing rId, while bound represents the u- form of bindes.  
When our form or set of forms ousts other varying forms from  
the same paradigm, the change is described variously as  
material or logical analogy. Inasmuch is a similar proms of  
levelling to that seen in rode has been carried through in all  
preterites of Modem English, regularity prevails oven here, though  
a few traces of the old conflict are still visible in such poetic  
forms as sung for the preterite side by side with sung. But  
when we look to its results in the individual verbs we soon find  
that the choice amongst the different terms which might have  
served as starting-points has been entirely arbitrary. It is  
indeed impossible to say why the old singular form should have  
been chosen ass  model in one case, as in rode, and the old plural  
form in another, as in bested. From these and numerous similar  
imtssicsa we must draw the conclusion that it Is beyond our  
power to ascertain whence analogical changes start, end to  
whet extent they may be carried through when ono begun.  
All we an do is to classify carefully the single cases that come  
under our observation, and in this way to investigate where  
such changes are especially apt to take place and what is their  
general direction. As to the letter points, it has been observed  
before that levelling of existing differences is one of the chief  
features in anslogicni change (as in the case of rode and bound).  
As to the former, it must be berm in mind that, before any ann-
logial change can take plan, some mental connexion must exist  
between the words or forms saving as models and these which  
are remodelled situ the types suggested to the minds of the  
speakers through the former. Of suds natural mental combina-
tions two chasers deserve special notice: the mutual relationship  
in which the different, say infiezional, forms of the same word  
stand to each other, and the more abstract analogies between  
the in&xional system of word-groups bearing a similar character,  
es, for instance, the different decieuusionl of nouns and pronouns,  
or the different conjugations of verbs. The instance of rode,  
bound may serve to illustrate the former category, that of books  
the latter. Iα the first case a levelling has taken plan between  
the different forms of the root-vowels once exhibited in the  
different preterite terms of ridden or london, which dearly  
constitute a natural group or mental unity in consequence of  
their mewing. The form of rode as it plural has simply been  
taken from the ofd singular add, the long a of which has become  
in Jlodern English d, that of bound as a singular from the old  
pluralkuadin, the sr-sound of which has in Modern English come  
to be pronounced ass diphthong. In the use of δοοk, books for  
bdc, ‚dc, this explanation would fall sboit. Although we might  
say that the vowel of the singular hue was carried into the plural,  
yet this would not explain the plural -s. So it becomes evident  
that' the old declension of bdy 66' was remodelled after the  
dedensiοn of words like arm, arms, which had always formed  
their plurals in -4. The changes indicated may generally be  
shown by a proportion, the new analogical formation being the  
unknown quantity to be meet-  ained. Thus in the case cited  
shove, arm: arms s book: x; and dearly the form to be  
ascertained is books. Isolated words or forms which are no  
pact of mutual groups or systems, infień oual, formative or syn-
tactical must be regarded as commonly safe from altematit=  

^ 
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through analogy, and axe therefore of espedai value with regard  
t9 establishing rules of purely phonetic development.  

(ι) In syntactical analogy the mental wnnezion between the  
two series of constructions between which the change takes  

place is generally still more conspicuous The connexion  may 
be one of similar or οf contrasted meaning. In Latin, adjective  

of fullness, like other adjectives, no doubt originally were followed  

by the genitive case; participlea, on the other hand, were followed  

by the instrumental ablative. Thus -Plautus in the Α ulaώ ria  
813 and elsewhere could say anions rani * sum, "a pot full of  
gold," or dos anions onwtas; awn, " a pot laden milk gold."  
From these the traction was easy to the wnstr*ction asdam  
orn'siam awn, as if in English one should say (as was possible  

in Earlier English), " a pot laden of gold." In English, con-
trailed words often tend to assimilate their syntactical construc-
tions. Thus, the adjectives like and similar are followed by  
the preposition m (though in Modern English like need have no  
preposition), and upon the analogy of such words, different and  
nurse, with which correct speakers and writers couple frost, sic  
by no means rarely followed by tο. Nor is it uncommon to  
bear or to see direr with instead of direr from, upon the analogy  
of agree milk. Curiously enough, Latin, from which differ is  
descended, is found to follow the same analogy even in good  
writers. Thus Cicero (Academi'a Pr. Ii. 143) combines dissident  
with ram, es later does Seneca (Epist'lae, ι 8. ι).  

(d) In the development of analogy in meaning, similarity of  
round is often the eflectivc cause. Thus imψτtineπΡt is properly  
irrdesa πΡl, wol to the $isl, and is still so used in legal language;  
its more common signification of "saucy" arises from its  

accidental resemblance in sound to pent, a word which curiously  

enough has reversed its meaning, being now used in the sense  

of mal-apers, while the Old French αρert, aspen (a confusion of  
Let. apuhis, "open," with expenlus, " skilled "), meant both  
" open " and " skilfuL" Thus from eery early times the verbs  

$y and Pee have been confused, though they are of entirely  
dierent origins. When Middle English began to lose its verb  
endings in -en, it was vary easy for the verb lerass," tench," and  
kraen, " learn," to be confused. Hence frequently in Eliza-
bethan English learn stands side by side with kacke in the same  
signification. Cf. Τοτ W l's Μisεellaay, p. 129 (Aches) :  

"1 would not have it thought hereby  
The dolphin cw®me I mean to koch:  

Nor yet to leers the Fawcon die:  
I rove not se farm past my reacae."  

It is true that the distinction between phonetic and analogical  
change has always been acknowledged in comparative philology.  
At the same time it cannot be denied that analogical changes  
were for a long time treated with a certain disdain and contempt,  
as deviatidns from the only course of development then allowed  
to be truly " organic " and natural, namely, that of gradual  
phonetic change (hence the epithet " false " so constantly  
attached to analogy in former times). Amongst those who have  
recently contributed most towards a more correct evaluation of  
analogy as a motive power in language, Profesror Whitney must  
be mentioned in the first place. in Germany Professor Scherer  
(Zw Gστώ iίkte der deutachen Spracke, 1868) was the first to  
apply melody as a principle of explanation as a larger scale,  
but in a wilful and unsystematic way. Hence he faded to  
produce as immediate and lasting impiesaius, and the merit of  
having introduced into the practice of modern comparative  
philology a strictly systematic consideration of both phonetic  
and analogic changes as co-ordinate factors in the develop-
ment of language rests with Professor Leskien of Leipzig, and 

 11.  x...  a number of younger scholars who had more or less  
50.4 experienced his personal_ influence. Amongst these  

Brugmenn, Osthofi and Paul rank foremost as the  
meet vigormu and successful defenders of the new method, the  
correctness of which has since been practically acknowledged by  
meetof tάε lendingphilolοgistsof allslsadesof  opinion. 

While the syntax of individual languages was one of the first  
features which attracted the grammarians' attention, at any  
rate in so fax as particular authors differed from a given  

standard, it is only in vet recent times that syntax has  

received methodical treatment from the comparative point of  
view. It may indeed be said that almost the  
whole fabric of the comparative syntax of the atn%re*1  
ludo-European languages as it exists today has  
been reared by one man—Professor Berthold Delbrilck of Jena.  
Ina series of brilliant studies beginning with a pamphlet on the  
Locative, Ablative, and Instrumental, published in 1867, and  
continued in his SyidecJkal Researches (Syniakhscke Faruk-
surges) in five volumes, comprising a treatment of the  
conjunctive and optative moods in San'krit and Greek (1870,  
the theory of the Sanskrit tenses (1877), the order of words in  
early Sanskrit prose (Catapathe Brabmana; ι878), the founda-
tions οf Greek syntax (1879), and the syntax of the oldest San-
akdt (Allindische Sysslax), dealing exclusively with the literature  
of the Vedas and Bpd',rsnia  (1888), Professor Delbrlick laid  
the foundations for his treatment of comparative syntax in  
three volumes (0893 ι  1897, sum), which has foamed the  
completion of Brugmsnn's Gnsmdrm der scrgkkhesdess  
Grammatik der indogumanisehca Sp,ackes' The only work  
by another hand (on a Large department of the subject)  
which deserves to be mentioned by the side of Delbnick'a  
studies is the small treatise by Hiibedbmann on the theory  
of the cases (Zw Casudehrs, 1875). For the comparative  
neglect of this field of investigation there are several reasons  
The earlier philologists had so much to do in determining the  
language which should be included within the Indo-European  
group, and in οτganό ng the field- of research as a whole, that  
it is not to be wondered at if they were unable to devote much  
attention to syntax. In the 'seventies, when attention began to  
be more directed towards comparative syntax, the remarkable  
discoveries made by Verner with regard to accentuation, and  
by Brugmano, Colts and others with regard to the phonology  
of the Indo-European languages, again distracted attention  
from the subject. Moreover, the research in itself is infinitely  
more difficult than that into sounds and forms; for the latter  
may be carried on by the help of grammars and dictionaries  
with a comparatively small knowledge of the literature of any  
individual language, while of the ether band the study of syntax  
is impossible without a thorough and intimate knowledge of  
the literature and modes of expression in each separate language.  
It is not, therefore, matter for wonder that Delbruck has confined  
himself in the instigation of syntax to a part only Of the lan-
guages whose rounds and forms are discussed by Brogmann  
in the eailier volumes of the Grwadniu. To cover the whole  
ground is beyond the powers of a single man, and there is a  
great lack of preliminary studies on the syntax of many of the  
languages  

One of the most difficult problems connected with syntax,  
but primarily, as it appears, a question of morphology, is the  
origin of grammatical gender. It cannot be said to be an advan-
tage to the languages which possess it, while languages which,  
like English, have dropped it except for an occasional metaphor,  
suffer no less. Nor is the problem confined to the history of  
gender in the substantive. Even more perplexing is the intro-
duction of gender into the adjective. The pronouns of the first  
and second persons, which are certainly very old, show no trace  
of gender; the pronouns of the third person, which are more of  
the nature of deietic adjectives, generally isusaess it. To the  
question bow grammatical gender arose in the substantive, the  
answer wad till comparatively recently supposed to be that  
primitive man was gives greatly to perioniflcaiio., endowing  
inanimate things with life and attributing to them influences  
benign or the reverse upon Ills own existence. The answer  
is not quite sufticient, for though this tendency to personification,  
which philologists have pαhaps unduly denied or altogether  
denied, might account for life being attributed to iaanfmste  
objects, it hardly explains why some should be treated as mascu-
line and others as feminine. Nor is it true, as has also been  
suggested, that in the case of the lower animals the generic name  
for the larger and stronger animals is masculine and that for the  
smalls or weaker t.ee M In both Greek and Latin the wolf  
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iamucullneandtbefosfemisdne,buttbelamb or the chicken  
which the for robs from thefold or the henrocat is rarely feminine,  
generally masculine. Nor does this explanation account for  
the moose in these languages being of the masculine gender,  
while the ferret or cat which caught them is feminine (ya λ$,  
fdε ). An explanation which completes the theory of personifi-
cation, if it does not altogether drive it from the field, has been  
put forward by Βrυgmann.l In its briefest form this explana-
lion is that gender wet attached to curtain sismxes because they  
chanced to occur frequently in words which markedly implied  
sex. In the 'ado-European languages the commonest suffix  
indicating feminine gender Is a. According to this theory it  
bad originally nothing to do with gender, but as some early words  
for woman or wife ended with this sound it came to be identified  
with feminine gender. Similarly the ending ox in o-stεmτ  
occurred often in names connected with males and so became  
identified with the masculine gender. But many stems indicate  
either gender indifferently, and eves the very old sex words  
falter and walke, have the same ending. But when masculine  
and feminine endings have been attached t ο certain suffuαs in  
thistea , how coma it that in one series of stems the neuter should  
be marked not by an absencu of all suffix but by a separate  
suffix in -as? These ere the o-stems, other forms of which have  
been markedly identified with the masculine gender. As this  
characteristic, like the otbera mentioned, goes back apparently  
to a time before the separation of the Indo-European languages,  
explanation can hardly peas beyond speculation. It is, however,  
to be noted that the neuter form of the nominative is phonetic-
ally identical with the accusative form of the mac υΙine, and  
it has been ingeniously segued' that such forms were used  
originally in the accusative, such neuters not forming the subject  
to a verb. To the same writer the moat plauslble explanation  
of the presence of gender in the adjective is due, viz, that gender  
began with the deistic pronoun "se "that man," •r4 "that  
woman," and that hence it parsed to the adjective with which  
the pronoun was so frequently accompanied. If this explanation  
be right, analogy has brought into the Indo- Εuropean languages  
the useless multipl ication of gender marks in such sentences as  
the Latin bee'derae f εm ίπ w mesas sasS, where the feminine  
gender is indicated no less than four times without any obvious  
gain over the English Them iris mermen seers slain, where  
grammatical gender is no longer obviously Indicated at alL  

Closely related to thh question is that of the history of the  
neuter plural, which was first fully worked out by Professor  
Johannes Schmidt of Berlin.' The curious construction, most  
common in ancient Greek, whereby a neuter plural is combined  
with a singular verb, is now demonstrated to be an archaic  
sarvivai from the time when the neuter plural was a collective  
singular. Thus a word like the Latin fogies was a single yoke,  
the plural sego however, which was earlier iugd, was a collection  
of yokes, with the same final d as is found generally in feminine  
substantives. The declension ought therefore to have been  
originally: nominative feed, genitive iugds, &c., like sense, hc.,  
of the first declension. But as iu gusm was used in the neuter  
singular for both nominative and accusative, (ggt when it was  
felt as the corresponding plural was used for the accusative at  
well as the nominative, while the other cares of the plural were  
taken over from the masculine o-stems, with which the singular  
neuter in -0-rn was so cioselly connected. That collective nerds  
should be used for the plural Is not surprising; the English  
youth, first an abstract, next a collective, and finally an  
individual, is a case in point.  

For the early history of the syntax of the verb Greek and  
Sanskrit are important above all other languages, because in  
them the original forms and. the original usage are better pre-
ae νed than they are elsewhere. And it is in the verb that the  
great difficulties of comparative syntax present themselves. The  
noun system is so well preserved In several languages that, when  

e Tecbmer. Isln'aaaoaak %i υrλvsji fir Sfvisdwirnsschafi, iv.  

lac.  
▪B. 1. Whaler. Journal of Germanic Pkildbgy, ii. 528 sqq.  
• Plsmlbildssgex der isdoge ·m'mss lees Neva (1889).  

the number of the original cases had once been determined, the  
sifting of the pro-ethnic usages attaching to each case was  
tolerably easy, for besides Sanskrit and (to a less extent) Patin,  
Lithuanian and Slavonic have kept the ρroeιbnic gyve system  
almost complete. The ideas also which had to be expressed  

by the cares were on the whole of a very concrete character, so  
that here the problem was much simpliiled. On the other hand,  
the ideas expressed by the forms of the verb are of a much more  

subtle nature, While the verb system In all languages except  
Greek and Sanskrit has broken down earlier and more completely  
than the aeon. It is dear that the verb of the original Indo-
European language possessed two voice, and forms correspond.  

lag to what we call the Indicative, Subjunctive, and Optative  
moods, and to the Preacat, Imperfect, Future, Aorist, and Peń ect  
tenses. The imperative mood seems primitively to have been  
confined to the second person singular, 'just as the vocative,  
which, lie the imperative is a stem farm without sufl'ix, was  
confined to the singular. The infinitive, as is well known, is  
in all languages of this system not o ń ginaΙlγ a verbal but a  
substantival form. The pluperfect, where it has developed,  
seems to be a mixed form arising from the application of aorist  
endings to a perfect stem. Thus far the history of the verb  
system is tolerably dear. But when we attempt to define the  
original meaning of the moods and of the tenses we pass into  a 
region where, in spite of assiduous investigatIon in many quarters  
during recent years, the scanty amount of light throws or the  
problem ńas only served to make the darkness visible. As  
regards the tenses, at least, it bas been shown that without doubt  
there is no diiiercnce in formation between present, future and  
aorst stems, while the =Wiest meaning of the pesfect was that  
of a special kind of present expressing either repeated or intensive  
action or a state. It has also been proved that the original  
meaning of the aorist is not put in time, and that in fact the  
only element whereby these language. could express remoteness  
in time was the augment. The augment seems to have been  
originally a pronominal deistic particle. Thus, as there was no  
original pluperfect, as neither perfect nor sorist originally  
referred to past time, and as the future, except in Lithuanian  
(with slight traces in Slavonic) and the Indo-Iranian group,  
cannot be clearly distinguished from the aorist, the system  as 
a method of expressing time absolutely breaks down. The  
tenses in fact did not originally express the times when the action  
took place, but the type of action which took place. Thus the  
present system in the main expressed continued or durative  
action, the aoiist only the fact that the action had taken place.  
The action indicated by the aorst might have been of consider-
able duration, or it might have been begun and ended in a moment;  
its characteristics in this respect are not in any way Indicated  
by the sexist form, which intimates only that the action is  
viewed as a completed whole and not as a- continuous process.  
The present system, ńowever, is built up in a gnat varicty of  
ways (thirty-two according to Brngmann's enumeration). It  
Is a pried unlikely that such a multiplicity of formations bad  
not originally some reason for its existence, and DclbrSck thinks  
that he has discovered a diflercace in syntactical value between  
various forms. The reduplicated present forms of the type seat  
in Sanskrit jigili, Gτ ek Μfeoµr, he., be regards u expressing  
originally an action which consisted of repeated acts-'of the  
same nature (iterative), though this iterative meaning frequently  
passed into an intensive meaning. Presents of the type seen  
in &anskrkt N ίρtb, " s thirsty," and Greek xalpw, " am end"  
(far 0χapga), where the i (y) of the Bums has modified the first  
syllable and disappeared, he regards as cursive—i.e. they express  
continuous action without reference to its beginning or end.  
Verbs which have regard to the beginning or end of the action  
he calls terminative, and finds them represented (a) in verbs  
with -a- sufllxes, Sanskrit 81i, fipxser, "Sets in motion,"  
&rare, "break to nieces "; (b) in verbs with the suffix -sko-,  
Sanskrit gdclmli, "goes" (to a definite destination), Greek  
βασaa, he. The roots he classifies as momentary (muddeell)  
or non-momentary, according as they do or do not express an  
action which is begun and ended at once.  
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This method of classification was no doubt suggested in the  

first instance by the charactcristia of the Slavonic verb system.  
In this system a dear disthiction is drawn in nearly all verbs  
between these which express a process (durative verbs) and those  
which express a completed action (perfective verbs). When  
perfective and durative verbs are formed from the same root, the  

perfective are distinguished from the durative terms (o)  by having  
a preposition prefaced, or (b) by having a different stem forma-
tion. Thus in the Old Bulgarian (Old Ecclesiastical Slavonic) re  
strike (hit) and tο strike dead are expressed by the same verb, but  
in the latter meaning a preposition is found which does not appear  
in the former, biti (infinitive), "to strike"; a-biti, "to strike  
dead." To strike is darctive; t ο sinks deed is perfedise. As an  
example of difference of stem formation expressing this difference  
of meaning, we may quote sisti, "to sit down" (perfective),  
sidtii, " to sit " (durative). Verbs with a suffix in -is- have  
often a perfective meaning: d. the Sanskrit and Greek verbs  
quoted above. The pafuiive verbs correspond in meaning  
to the Greek wrist, and are to be carefully distinguished from  
perfect forms. The same distinction of meaning is often achieved  
in other languages also by means of prepositions, e.g. in Latin  
(Seneca, Epp. zciii. so), Quid abler cd era pertiaet, quumdia  
sites, qsed evitare won poser? "What does it matter how long  
you go on avoiding Wdurativel what you cannot escape fperfec-
tivej." From this example, however, it is clear that, though  
the means employed to make the distinction are different, there  
is no difference in meaning between such perfective verbs and  
those classified by Delbrtldc as terminative. Here, as in many  
other pats of this study, the ideas are new, and grammatical  
terminology has not yet sulbciently crystallized, and still leaves  
something lobe desired both in clearness and in peecision.  

As regards the moods, the difficultγ has been to find any  
criterion whereby the functions of one mood should be differen-
tiated from those of the others. It has long been recognized  
that the difference between indicative and subjunctive is one  

of mesnie' and not one of formation; that, e.g., it* Sanskrit  
bkerdti (3rd sing. pus. Indic.), "bears," is morphologically  
identical with knead, "may slay" (3rd sing. puss. subj.), and  
that the latter is described as a subjunctive only because of  
the meaning, and because there exists a dissyllabic form, kenii,  
which makes the indicative "tilers" Similarly in Greek it is  

impassible to distinguish morphologically between =r=km, " 1 
shall check" (fut. indic.) and reύσω, "let me check" (rat ea.  
subj.). Moreover, in the earliest forms of the languages which  
preserve the moods best (Greek and Sanskrit), the connexion  
syntactically between the indicative and the subjunctive forms  
is closest. Not only don the future express futurity, but also  
the determination of the subject t ο carry out the action expressed,  
which, in Delbritck's discussion of the moods, is precisely the  
mint chosen as chaxsderistic of the subjunctive. On the other  
hand, the present optative differs from the present (arid future)  
indicative and present subjunctive in having a special mood  
sufιx, and in having secondary while they have primary personal  
endings. Nevertheless iti meaning o•,erlaps that of the other  
forms, and some excellent authorities, like Professor W. W.  
Goodwin, see in future indicative, subjunctive and optative  
only different degrees of remoteness in the future, the remoteness  
being least in the future and greatest in the optative. Delbrdck,  
however, abides, with slight modification, by the distinction  
which he propounded in ι87ι that the subjunctive expresses  
Will and the optative Wish. Here again the problem has not  
been solved, and it is doubtful how far any definite solution is  
likely to be arrived et, since there are so many gaps in our know-
ledge of mood-forms. These gaps, owing to the break-up of the  
system at so early a period, it is ńerdly probable we shall ever  
be able to fill. It is possible, however, to do a great dead more  
than has yet been done even in the most familiar languages.  
In Latin, for instance, even now, the facts for the uses of the  
moods within the two centurees of the classical period are very  
Imperfectly known, and it is no exaggeration to say that more  
has been done in the last hundred years for Sanskrit than ń as been  
done in two thousand years of continuous study forLetin or Greek.  

A still later addition to the domain of Philology—the study  
of meaning—presents fewer didiculties, but until recent years  
has been equally neglected. The study is so recent that the  
literature of the subject is still extremely small. The only  
attempts to deed with it on a large scale are M. Bted's Essoi de  
SMastique (1897), now translated into English under the title  
of Semarti's (1900), with a valuable introduction and appendix  
by Dr Postgate, and M. de in Greiserie's Ecsai d'sae St awatique  
ietegrσ4 (ι908), a work which deserves mention for its attempt  
to make a thorough claasiflcation and a corresponding termino-
logy for semantic phenomena, but the value of which is much  
diminished by hasty compilation and imperfect knowledge of  
many of the languages quoted. From the practical point of time  
many of the phenomena have been classified in works on rhetoric  
under the headings of Metaphor, Synecdoche and Metonymy.  
The psychological principle behind this superficial classification  
is that of association of ideas. Hue, es elsewh ere,chenges proceed  
not by accident, but according to definite principles. Here,  
as elsewhere in language, in history, and the other moral sciencs,  
the particular principle in operation can be ascertained only  
by beginning with the result and working beck to the muse.  
In the development of meaning much more than in phonetics is  
this necessarily the ease. In phonetics all speakers of the same  
dialect start with approximately the same sound. But the same  
combination of sounds which we calla weed dos not recall the  
same idea to all persona who ins that wad. The ides that the  
ρhreee voiliey stctiow calls up In the mind of a Londoner is very  
different from that which occurs to the mind of a child acquainted  
only with a wayside station serving the wants of a couatry  
village of a few hundred inhabitants. The ward herring suggests  
one idea or tram of ideas to the fishermen who catches the fish,  

another to the merchant who purchases it from the fisher men  
a third to the domestic who cooks it, and so on. To memberi  

of the same family the same word may often have widely different  

associations,   and, if so, the metaphors tot which the word will  
be employed will differ in each ease.  

For the history of meaning it is necessary to have regard to  
all the forms of association of ideas which psychology recognizes.  
These are contiguity in plea or in time, resemblance and contrast.  

Contrast, however, as ji. S. Mill and Baia have shown, is not  a 
simple form of association, but is evolved partly from contiguity,  
partly from resemblance. An artificial hollow generally implica  
also an artificial height made of the materials excavated from  
the hollow. Hence if most languages some words occur with  
the two contrasted mearin*. Thus in Roglish we find dyke  
in use both for a ditch and for a mound frosted by a ditch, the  
word ditch being, in fact, but a dialectal form of dyke. In  
Scotland, on the ether hand, where earthen mounds arid stone  
walls form more frequent boundaries between fields than in  
England, the word dyke is now practically limited to elevated  
boundaries, while ditch is limited to excavated boundaries.  
Thus the proverb, " February fill dyke," which in England  
implies that the February reins will fill the ditches, is often under-
stood in Scotland to mean that in February the snow will be  
level with the tops of the st έne or turf walls. Similarly in  
Latin Tadtua can say josses prarrere, which can only apply to  
levelling raised mounds; while in Greek Xenophon also talks  
of the ditch (trench) thrown up (rdppor &r αβeβληsirη). It  
is only natural, therefore, that other words with several mean-
ings should be used similarly: moat, originally a mound of earth  
or peat, has come to mean it big ditch; while, conversely, soldkrs  
in trenches are not so much in ditches, as the ward ought to  
signify, as behind breastworks Sometime, when two actions  
opposed to one another are contiguous, a word seems to change  
to the exact opposite of its original meaning. Thus the English  
verb uses, which meant originally to accustom (to cooked food).  
has been transferred to the necessary preliminary, to dis-
accustom to the breast.  

Resemblances may be (i.) genuine, and (a) of external appear-
ance, or (b) of ether characteristics; or (ii.) fanciful or an ιlopcal.  
From resemblance in the external appearance of the object, the  
word gem, which in Latin (germs) usually mans abud, has  
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rime to min first a peal and then by enemies of the mewing  
any precious stone. From the concentric mats which appear  
in both, the Latin word (er • peal (anie, arc. mioiiom) appears  

in English as amine. Examples where the characteristics are  
not of external appearance are such as the German &liter and  
the Russian tsar, which are deaccaded from Julius Caesar, while  
the Lithuapian word for kng—karoliu—is Cwdlw,  i.  Charle-
magne. So in modern F,eraian, Xwms, "Lord." come, horn  
the Zend proper name Husravah (Choaroes). As already pointed  
out, the resemblances which hem established a connexion  
between put and impe τliweal (pe'opedy irrelevant) are in sound  
only. The same is true of the supposed red αΡtien of the verb  
cut to caUars, ceder and mwikl. While kale ail rally mean  
oil in drops like tears (cf. German TkΜae), meet people connect  
it with railway tra ns. The resemblance in some cases is merely  
in function. Thus, though the Sr and the oak have no 1545m-
blance one to the other, the word ji ν is now generally identified  
with the Latin quercus in etymabgy (cf. foar and qaaIls.r),  
in the same way as the Latin/dens, "beech," is with the Greek  
genie, 

 
" oak," the users of the word having, in the atusseof their . 

migrations, passed from a land with oafs to a lend with firs in  
the one case, and from a land of beeches to a lend of oaks in the  
other. Resemblance as the basis of metaphor has a very widely  
extended influence en language.  

The most numerous and most vatted forms of changein mesas-
lag depend, however, upon the law of contIguity. Perbapr the  
commonest of all forms of contiguity is that where the word  
indicating some accompanying feature or emditien replaces  
the word for the object referred to. Ιiι tbl countries that border  
the Mediterranean the beet of midday is accompanied and  

remarked uppoon by Aeschylus ((Αςο , ς65)): "What time upon po  
his noonday couch, windless and waveless sank the see to real."  

From the Greek word 'sis'a, "burning heat," wises through  
Late Latin the English cal ιa, where the absence of wind is the  
only idea present, that of heat having altogether disappeared.  
Again, in trek, which is abbreviated for bugle/meth the word  
which survives properly resets mild ox, and the originally more  
important element is lost. In a combination like dens beds the  
word bas gene a stage further; the original meaning of horn  

has also disappeared. There is no longer any thought of as  
animal's horn; the only ides that survives is thee of a musical  
instrument. From the cope or cloak (capdb) of St Martin,  
which was preserved as a sacred relic by the Ersnkish kings, comes  
the word chaff. The word was first transferred from the  
cloak tο the holy place wbexeia.it was kept, and thence to  
similar shrines,  end ultimately to any plage, not being a• church,  
where prayers were said. Α jig was . originally not the dance,  
but the fiddle which supplied the music for the dance. The  
buses of liquors are often replaced by acme accompaniment  
as of the place, pool, sherry, dunnea:in, or by a qualifying adjec-
tive as in brandy, properly ". burnt," from the Dutch bruede-
wsis; or, again, only the less impoitlai element of the word is  
retained sa is whisky, literally "water," for the elder wτqus-
korgr, a corruption of Gaelic nerds meaning the" water of life"  
(airs= shoe). Replacement of αΡubetes tine by their accompany-
ing adjectives is common in mast languages. One of the most  
common methods of coining a name for a new article is to give  
it the name of the place or people whence it comes. Thos we  
have arτis, lawn (from Lon), cravat (Croat), coach from Rocs  
in Hungary, bilboes (both fetters and swords) from the iron  
mines of Bi)bos in Spain Equally common are the names of  
inventors—pinchbeck, tesitiae, silhouette, guillotine, demck;  
In the word cask, which comes indirectly from Latin calms, " a 
box," the thing contained has taken its n ame from the container.  
Similarly mortar, "cement," derives its name from the mortar  
in which it was mixed, while. in box the material (boxwood, Lat.  
berms, Greek, τS οτ) has usurped the place of the article made.  
In kper the disease (Lt. kpra, the rdugh disease, from Greek,  
hired "beef) has been made into the name of the sufferer, who  
was earlier called a leprous man. ń s a consequence, a new  
substantive leprosy has to be taken from the adjective to  

indicate the disrass. The various changes in lassoing, with are  
classed together an synecdoche, have their origin in contiguity.  
This we have the species for the genus; the butcher, who ere-
pedy kills goats oniy (Old French bcc), has ousted the flasher.  
But we have also the genus for the species; corn, as a. rule,  
mean inEagland wheat; in Scotland oats; in America, maize.  
The individual becomes collective as in corps, navy, body (of  
men); the collective becomes individual when Latin rdentis,  
"bunch of grapes," passes into English" raisin." Here would  
come the so-called meliorative and pejorative developments in  
word-meaning, whereby, e.g. siensrd, " the sty-wad," becomes  
the title of_a great officer of the realm and the name of a line of  
kings; or, on the other aide, sue (Latin sa(idus) passes from the  
name of a gold min to that of one of proverbially insignificant  
value. Here, too, would come many euphemistic use which  are, 
for.the meet mart, applicationa of more general termite avoid the  
mention of some ipecitc. set or object which is unpleestinti as  
death, murder, bankruptcy, debt, Arc„ while metaphorical terms  
for the same things come ender resemblance. These examples  
do not exhaust the forms of contiguity which appear in language,  
but they me enough to show how fa+reaching the effect of the  
type of association of ideas is upon language, and how extensive  
the field is.whith still cells for investigation before the study of  
meaning attains the same develapment:as the investigation of  
the other hunches of the hitory of language.  
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Sp ωdise τ886-t9oo); a new edition of the Ρkeιdegy by Brugmann  
m 1997, of the item-fo maτiona and ingeaion of Νeum, Adjective.,  
Pronouns andNumerals in twperts (906,1909); the .  first edition  
of the Phonology and Morphology, translated into English in four  
volumes by Wright, Conway and Rouse. For Discussion of Con-
tested Pants: Bechtel, Die Hoaplp,oblemo der indo-gmuoimckew  
LesMshrs (ι89s). For Syntax; Dalbrlck, in the minim mentioned.  
in the text. For Semantics: besides Beal and Pastgate, see Wendt,  

Die V81ker sychol οεu, vol. 1. pt. τ, and articles by Jahn Crete in  
the J'o'irnIf of Philology, vole. iv. and v. A bibliography of the  
works which have appeared since 1890 will be found in the Assereer  

feet indiτ
ern .Sp 1 AGaemaaskwwb: &eiftee sa den dads- 

t 	 6 	igier/,by W.Sereitberg. (P-Ge; E.Sa)  

SοΙαωιαν ΟΡ P1άmLOLOGIGL Axiiciis  

In addition to the genetic classification of languages givin  
above (on pp. 426-429), some further guidance as to the kctual  
headings under which the philological section is arradged may  
be of service to the student.  

Tim pivot of the whole section is the article Arawksx*,  

which times the history of language and inking to the earliest  
stages, embodying the results of ardiaeological studies in all  
countries, together with the general condusiona based thereon.  
In this article (with further detais ender .Cas τε) will be found  
as account of the controversy regarding the Cretan dincoverles  
of Dr A. J. Evans. Supplementary to this hrompalative survey  
am the articles P ΙΑΕοοι Way, Inmeninο ea, Wuamle and  
P'tonxrscs. The first two deal with ancient documents of all  
kinds: Paisxocaexmr with these specimens of ancient writing,  
literary, economic or legal, which were committed to Codices,  
tablets or roils by the use of the stiles, the reed or the pen;  

IwsceιrιεΡο$s _with documents engraved •0n atone or metal.  
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Wmmo deals, chiefly from the anthropological standpoinr,  
with primitive attempts to record ideas in an intelligible form,  
e.g. with" knot-signs, " " message-sticks," picture-writing and the  

like. FramerIcs covers the whole subject of speech sounds and  
pronunciation, the organs of speech and national sound systems.  

Supplementary, from another point of view, to the article  

ΑιριαeΣΤ is a complete series of articles on the letters of the  

English alphabet. In these articles the history of the individual  

letters is traced from the Phoenician through Ατaτnalε, Greek  
and Roman to modern times. All these articies may be read  
in conntxlon with a comparative table in the article Αtι naSEτ  
(d fin.), which shows in parallel columns the earliest equivalents  
of the modern English letters, i.e. Brahmi, Kharo,Ihl, oldest  
ΝEthiοpic, Sabean, Nasbki, Tema, Sindjirli, the Moabite stone,  
Phoenician, Greek, Latin, Cyrillic and Glegolitic. Another  
important comparative table of written signs is Contained in the  
article Suva, showing the various Cyrillic, Glagolitic and Latin  
letters used by the Slav peoples.  

Passing from articles dealing with the method and general  
subject-muter of philology, the student will find articles  
on the great families of languages, each with its subordinate  
articles on special languages and dialects.  

τ. lado-Earopeaa Languages.--Of articles on language-families,  
the most important is that under the heading UNDO- ΕυαορΕaw  
LANGUAGES. This great division, which is deaf with from the  
comparative standpoint in the second part of the article  
rκτιοLocν, is under its own heading treated in detail. The  
article begins with a subclassification into two main groups—
the so-called (A) cesium and (B) sakes groups—each of which is  
further divided into fdur sections. In accordance with this  
classification there are separate articles on the individual ancient  
and modem languages and dialects.  

A. ( τ) GaEEIc LANGUAGE (supplemented by sections under  
Meuse, DοΡIAHS, &c.); ( τ) LATIN LANGUAGE (with OSCA  
LINGUA, IGUVtuu, &e., and articles on the Italic tribes and  
places, e.g. VEmeτI, CAEm); (3)Celt ίε, s.s. CELT (with subsidiary  
articles); and (4) Teutonic, s:v. TEUTONIC Laxouaczs, SCANmr-
NAVIAN LANGUAGES, and the like.  

The modern descendants of these languages are all further  

treated separately. Thus following LATIN LANGUAGE is the  
article RoweNca LANGUAGES, which traces the development of  
the Latin tongue during its gradual dilerentiatton into Italian,  
French, Spanish, Rumanian, &c.; while a more detailed account  
of these will be found under Iτaι.an LANGUAGE; FaEwcH  
LANGUAGE; Sρeικ: Language; RUMANiA: Language. There  
is also a special article PROVENCAL LANGUAGE, dealing with the  
Romanic speech of southern France. The Teutonic languages  
are similarly dealt with in detail under ENGLISH LANGUAGE (in-
cluding Anglo-Saxon); Dumi LANGUAGE; GEaiue LANGUAGE.  
SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGE itself includes Icelandic, Norwegian,  
Swedish, Danish.  

Β. In the sakes group of the Indo-European family the four  

divisions are as follows -- 
(r) Indo-Iranian or Aryan. This division may be sub-

divided into (a) Indo-Iranian, treated mainly in the article  
Psuu: Language and Liluolure (including Zid, Old, Middle  
and New Perń an, and the modem dialects), and (b) Indian.  
The Indian languages are discussed primarily under Irma-
A5YAN LANGUAGES, which describes the relation of Pisses,  
Sswkrit, Prakrie, and gives a paradigm of the various languages  
of the three great divisions of India. This central article refers  
to the separate articles PISACA, SAκsτarr and Psexaxr, which  
in turn are supplemented by a number of articles on particular  
languages. Of these reference may be made to BENCnu;  
Blaual; GUΙΑSAn AND RAfasTsamm; HINDOSTAM; RASH'  
man; MAaaτσ; Piss The gipsy languages, which may  
probably be assigned to the Indo-I εanian division, are described  
under Grasiss.  

(a) The account of Armenian will be found under Assexuun  
LANGUAGE AND LιτEAAτσaw..  

(3) The Balto-Slavonic Languages Of these the three  

comprised in the Bahia group, via. Lithuanian, Lettic and Old  

Prussian, are described under the beading LrntmaNLUrs AND  
Lms. For the Slavonic group, the chief article is Suss:  
Language, which deals with the elements common to all the  
Slavonic tongues, with their early history and differentiation.  
It contains a comparative table of alphabets. It is supple-
mented by an article Oro Suvoazc, and by further information  
under the headings Roasts, BULGAAIA, Scant, POLAND,  
Bom;Me, CROATu-Suvome, SLovASs, SιovzNττ s, Soass,  
Kssnuaes, POLASs.  

(4) The Albanian dialects are treated under ALBANIA.  
a. Semitic Lawgsages.—At the heading of this section stands  

the tinkle SEMmc LANGUAGES, supplemented by limner
LANGUAGE, Aww'Mc LANGUAGES, and linguistic section under  
PHOENICIA, ETHIOPIA, and the like.  

3. Xaemilic Lmrguages.—The central article in this family  
is Hsiemc LANGUAGES, which is supplemented, so far as the  
Cushitic or Ethiopian group is concerned, by further information  
in the articles Ecvρτ; EτHIοου; AsvesINi; SOMALILAND; and,  
so far as the Libyan group is concerned, by the articles Β sans  
and Καανma  

4. The chief feature of the Monosyllabic family is the section  
Laπgaage under CHINA, supplemented again by similar sections  
in articles on other countries of south-eastern Asia, and by the  
article TIBETO-BURMAN LANGUAGES. There is also a language  
section under Japan which discusses the affinitics between  
Chinese, Korean and Japanese.  

. The Uvai.Al'oic family is described in outline in the  
article UeaL-AL?AIc, which gives the general relationships of  
Turkish, Finno-Ugrian, Mengel and Manchu, and of minor sub-
divisions such as Syryenian, Mordvinian and Votysk. Turkish  
is discussed hi the article Tosxs: Language, which desk with  
Osmanli proper and the Tatar-Turkish languages generally. The  
article FINNo.UGRIAN Is a comparative survey dealing with the  
language of the Finns, Lapps, Samoyedes, &c.; while Magyar is  
treated separately in HUNGARY: Language. Under Mossoosa there  
is a special section Language, discussing the three groups cf East  
Mongol, West Mongol (including Kalmuck) and Butiat.  

6. The principal languages of southern India, e.g. Tarnil,  
Malay&lam, Kanarese, Telugu, &c., are dealt with generally  
under the heading DgevmIex; while there is a separate arlide  

TAMII.S, containing a section On their language; and brief notes  

under the headings Βaeπut, TELUGU, ΜΑLΑΥλuΜ, &C.  
7 and 8. The scattered languages of the Malay-Polynesian  

family and other Oceanic peoples are treated principally in the  

article MALAYS, which further information is given under the  
headings Poss/4 ms; SAMOA; JAVA; NEGRITOS, BATTAS, Re.  

Ο. The Caucasian family is described chiefly in the article  
Gaoacu: P1ksology. Further information will be found in  
Ceuesses: Ε lenαιοgy.  

ιο Of the remaining European languages only two need  
special mention: Basque, which is tasted in a special section  
under the heading BASQVES; and the lost Etruscee, which is  
treated under Eraumi and LATIN LANGUAGE.  

ri. The principal languages of southern and central Africa  
are treated fully under $ANrU LANGUAGES. Them is a brief  
account of the Bushman language under Dusmest, and of the  
Hottentot languages under H οzτεrτοτs,  

aa. lnfamediaie African La*gsages.—Among the unmesnun  
languages spoken by the people of the great central belt of the  
African continent, the most important is the Hansa, d εsαibed  
under that heading.  

13. AmerIca—The whole question of the languages of the  
North American Indians is dealt with in the article Iimie'es,  
ΝοaτH Ale wwCΑΝ, which contains an elaborate linguistic  
paradigm.  

Bibliographical information will be found in ρracticαυx all the  
above headings. in addition to the most modem suthorimes these  
quoted, there will be found is the article Di τιαωenν a very fu/  
list of older lexicographical works.  

The above summary does not purport to present dogmatically  a 
rigid philological classification. It disregards many problems. and  

is intended solely to enable the student' readily to find the mateń al  
of which be may be in search.  
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11HIL0ΙSL (Fr. Ρ if(.areh; Ger P 11eωιde or SIdigeige),  

a muncai instrument similar to the violin, but hatang tau steel,  
wire strings. The philomd has a body with urvatlons  iimilsr 
tο those of the guitar; therefore, without corner blocks, the oat-
line of the upper lobe forms a wavy shoulder remindsoent of  
the viola but more ornate and fanciful. The peg.box sometimes  
terminates in a fancy bead instead of a scroll. The  philcinel, 
never used in the orcheaua, is the instrument of the dilettanti,  
frequently played in Germany with the bowed zither. The  
accordance of the philomel I. the same as for the violin; the  
timbre is shrill and cystal ίke. There is also an site philemel  
corresponding to the viola. The bowed nrlodion is similar  
to the Phil omel, and ń as four steel strings of the same accordance  
as the violin, but arranged in inverse order; instead of being  
bald like the viii and philosnel, under the chin, it Is placed  
on the knees of the performer, so that a book under the finger-
board rests against the table. (K. S.)  

PHI WN, Athenian architect of the 4th century s.c., is knees  
as the planner of two important wrorks--t ń e portico of the great  
Hail of the Mysteń es st Flaυsis and an aneasi et Athena. Of  
the last we have exact knowledge from an ·inaoription. E. A.  
Gardner (Anneal Alhcns, p. m) observes that it "is perhaps  
known to us more in detail than any other loot monument of  
antiquity." It was tο hold the rigging of the galleys; and was  
so contrived that all its contents were visible from a central  

hall, and so liable to the inspection of the Athenian democτacy.  
(See Ατιtress.)  

PBIW?ATHIS, the title of a dialogue formerly attributed  
to Lucian, but now generally admitted to be sputious» Its date  
and purport have long formed the subject of discussion. The  
scene is laid at Constantinople. A certain Triephon, who het  
been convened to Christianity by a bald, long-nosed Galilsean,  
who was eared up through the air into the third heaven (an  
widen[ allusion tο St Paul), meet -a friend, Critiae, who is in  s 
Stale of great excitement. Tń epbon inquires the reason, end  
the invocation of Zeus by C ń tias leads to a discussion on pagan-
ism and Christianity, is which all the gods proposed by Ceitioa  
are rejected by Triephon, who Bnaliy suggests that Critics should  

swear by the Trinity. (The sub-title, tj dώ ασκδβαra, refers to  
this" instruction " of Critiaa in matters relating to Christianity.)  
Critics goes on to relate hew he had been introduced to a gather-
ing of pessimists, who predicted all kinds of disturbances in  
the empire and defeat at the hands of its enemies. In the mean-
time a third person appears on the scene, with the news that  
the imperial armies have obtained a glorious victory. The  
hope isexpressed that Babel (Bagdad, the chief city of the caliphs)  
may soon be destroyed, Egypt subdued (that is, reconquered  
from the Arabs), and the attacks of the Scythian (Russians  

or Bulgarians) repulsed. The whole concludes with thanks  
to the unknown god of Athens that they have been permitted  
to be the subjects of such an emperor and ihe inhabitsnls of  
such an empire. The Philopislris was for a long time regarded  
as an attack upon Christianity, and assigned 10 the time of  
Julian the Apostate (emperor 361-36)). Chronological indica-
lions (e.g.  the allusion ιο a massacre of women in Crete) led  
Niebuhr to ascribe it to the reign of Nicephorus Phocas (963-
969), and this view is now generally supported. There being  
at that time no pagans in Constantinople, the "pessimists"  
referred to must be Chrlatian*—citbcr monks, especially the  
intir note friends of the pat ń atch of Constantinople, who,  erg- 

 grieved at the measures taken by Phocas in regard to the  
property of the Church, were ready t ο welcome the defeat of  
the imperial arms and the ruin of the empire; or harmless vision-
&ń es, who claimed to predict the future by fasting, prayer and  
vigil. In any case, the author, whether he was a sophist com-
missioned by Phocas to attack the monks, or some professor  
who hoped tο proBt by singing the imperial praises, represents  
the viewsof the " patriotic" (as the title shows) es opposed to  
the "unpatriotic"  party. According tο another view, which  
assigns the dialogue to the time of Jieraclius .( διο-64s), the  
author was a Christian fanatic, whose object was to make known  
the existence of a conventiche of belated pagans, the enemies  

alike of the Christian faith and the e6hpire; it is doubtful,  
however, whether such a pagan community, sufficiently numer-
ous to be of importance, actually existed at that date. The  
object of the fi ιst and longer portion of the dialogue was to  

combat the humanism of the period, which threatened a revival  
of polytheism ass rival of Christianity.  

ΒιsιιοGUrxv.—Εdhtiοπs by J. M. Coiner (1 715) and C. B. Huse  
in the Bonn Coy sreiplorum his1. bys. (1828), νο1. χi.; also included  
in jacobits's edition of Lucian (1839). See R. Crampe, ΡhiΙΟ.  
$ssisis. Εir heidnischss Komextikel des siebente ωΡ Jab,b υωΡderls se  
Consiasiisopci (1894); R. Carnett, " Alms for Oblivion " is Coτskill  
Magazine (fay, 1901); C. Stach, De Pbilopal,ide (Cracow, 1894).  
who shows its late origin by linguistic tests; S. Reinach in Rowe  
aτ'hέolo (1902), vol. i.; ft. G. Niebuhr, " Ιίeber des Alter des  
Dialogs Phtlοpaτris " isbn Kisiire hisk'rische Schrift ιωΡ (1843), vol. ii.  
and; for further authorities, article by Von Dobschttz in Hemog.  
Hsock's Reskaηibpdlώ  f ir ρr οιestαauικh 7beolegie (1904).  

PNIWPOB*IIN (e93- ι84 s.a), Greek general, was born at  
Megalopolis, and educated by the academic philosophers  
Ecdemns and D ιπορbeies or Megelophanes, who had des.  
tinguished themselves as champions of freedom. Avoiding  
the fashionable and luxurious gymnasia, he devoted himself  
ιο military studies, hunting and border forays. In 533-2  
Pbilopoemen skilfully evacuated Megalopolis before the attack  
of Cleomenes lil., and distinguished himself at Sellasia ( τiτ).  
The swat elevan year, he spent as a mondottiere in Crete.  
Elected commander of the League's cavalry on his return, he  
reorganized that force and defeated the Aetolians on the Elean  
frontier (210). Appointed to the chief command two yemu  
later, be introduced heavy arnwur and close formation for the  
infantry, and ebb a well-trained army beat Mscbanidna  of 
Sparta, need Mantinea The new " liberator " was now se  
famous that Philip- V. of Macedon attempted to poison him.  
In /ors Philopoemen drove Nabń , the Spartan tyrant, from  
Manesie and routed him Off Tegea. After smoth& long minuet  
in Crete he again received the command against Nabis. Though  
unsuccessful at sea, he almost annihilated Nabis's lend (once  
near GyIhium, but was prevented by the Roman Fleshiest  
from taking Sparta. In r e Philopoemen protected Sparta,  
which meanwhile had joined the League sad thereupon seceded,  

but punished a teemed defection so cruelly as to draw the  
censure of Rome upon his country. At Measene be 1(kewi πe  
checked a revolt ( ι8g), but when that city again rebelled, in 184,  
he was captured in a skirmish and promptly executed. His  
body was recovered by the Achaeans and buried with great  
solemnity.  

pbilopoemen's great merit lies in his having restored to his  
compatriots that military of cien y withoul which the &chae'n  

League (os all its skilful diplomacy could never stand. Towards  
Rome he advocated a courteous but independent stiltude. Ie  

politics he was a democrat, and introduced reforms of a popular  

character (see Atmaeaw Ltaoux).  
Polybios' Hjrin *s (x.-xidR) are our chief authority. These and  

a special treatise on Pbilopoemea (now loft) were used by Plutarch  
( porπwωΡ) Pauwnias (viii. 49-5'), Livy (rmit.xxxviii.), and  

indirectly by Justin (xxx.-xxxiv.).  

PBIWΡOΝΟS, J0417108 (Joan ma Gaasnuaian), Greek  
philosopher of Alexandria, lived in the later part of the 5th and  
the beginning of the 6th century of our ea. The surname Grams  
mrσlicas he assumed in virtue of his lectures on language and  
literature; that of Ρά υορωιse owing to the large number of  
treatises he composed. He was a pupil of Ammetnius  Hcrmia#, 
and is supposed to have written the life of Aristotle sometimes  
attributed to his master. To Philoponus are attributed a large  
number of works on theology and philosophy. It is said that,  
though he was a pupil of Ammonius, he was at first a Christian,  
and he has been credited with the authorship of a commentary  
on the Mosaic Cosmogony in eight books, dedicated to Sergiva,  
patriarch Of Coostaatinople, sad edited by Balthasar Cordeń us  
in 1630. Other authorities maintain that this, as well as the  
Dispalatee de puschele, was the work of another author, John  
the Tritheist. It was perhaps this Philoponus who tried to save  
the Alexandrian library from the caliph Omar after Amiss  
victory in 639.  
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The more certain writings of Philoponus consist' of commentaries  
on Aristotle. These include works on the Pkyswca, the Prier and the  
Posterior ‚4a ωJyl Ίcs, the Meteorologsco, the Ds swine, the De (Cairo.  
Crone aeimaliam, the De gιeeτaliοπe at iaurita and the Mdap*yswa.  

These have been frequently edited and are interesting in connexion  
with the adoption of Aristotelianism by the Christian Church.  
They seem to have embodied the lectures of Ammonius with addi.  
%ions by Philoponus, and are remarkable rather for elaborate care  
than for originality and insight. He wrote also an attack on Procus  
(De deternitatc msadi). Two treatises on mathematics are ascribed  
to him: Α Commentary on the Maihsmetws of Nwomackrss, edited  
by Hoche (186 and 1867), and a Treatise as the Use of the Ατυρlabe,  
published by Hose. The latter is the most ancient work on this  
instrument, and its authenticity is rendered almost certain by its  
reference to Ammonius as the master of the anther.  

PHILOSOPHY (Gr. ¢f λos, fond of, end σaψία, wisdom),  a 
general term whose meaning and scope have varied eery con-
siderably according to the usage of different authors end different  
ages. It can best be explained by a survey"of the steps by  

which philosophy dWerentiated itself, in the history of Greek  
thought, from the idea of knowledge and culture in general.  
These steps may be traced in the gradual specifIcatIon of the  
term. The tradition which assigns the first employment of  
the Greek word φιλοσοφί α to Pythagorashas hardlyany claim to  
be regarded as authentic; and the somewhat self-cοnscious  
modeaty to which Diogenes I.aertius attributes the choke of  
the designation is, in all probability, a piece of etymology  
crystallized into narrative. It is true chat, as a matter of fact,  
the earliest uses of the word (the verb sjho σaφeir occusa in  
Herodotua and Thacydides) imply the idea of the pumsit of  
knowledge; but the distinction between the meek, or wiab man,  
and the ψ'λdσοφet, or love of wisdom, appears first in the  
Platonic writings, and lends itself naturally to the so-called  
Socratic irony. The same thought is to be found in Xenophon,  
end is doubtless to be attributed to the historical Socrates.  
But the word loop lest this special implication. What is of  
real interest to us is to twee the progress from the idea of the  
philesbpύ er as occupied with any and every department of  
knowledge to that Which assigns him a special kind of knowledge  
as his province.  

A specific sense οf the word first meets us in Plato, who defines  
the philosopher as one who apprehends the essence or reality of  
things in opposition to the man who dwells in appearances and  
the shows of sense. The philosophers, he says, "are those Who  
are able to grasp the eternal and immutable"; they are "these  

who set their affections on that which in each else really exists"  
(Rep. 480).  In Plato, however, this distinction is applied  
cbiedy in an ethical and religious direction; and, while it defines  
philosophy, so far correctly, as the endeavour to express what  
things are is tbeirultimate conatitutioii, it is not yet accompanied  
by a sufficient difierentiation of the subsidiary lnquiiiea by  
which this ultimate question may be approached Logic, ethics  
and physics, psychology, theory of knowledge and metaphysics  
are all fused together by Plato ins semi-religious synthesis. It  
is not till we come to Aristotle—the encyclopaedist of the anent  
world—that we find a demarcation of the different philosophic  
disciplines corresponding, in the main, to that still current.  
The earliest philosophers, or " p ń ysiοlogeτs," had occupied  
themselves chiefly with what we may mil cosmology; the one  
question which covers everything for them is that of the under-
lying substance of the world around them, and they essay to  
&mwer this question, so to speak, by simple inspection. In  
Socrates and Plaid, on the ether hand,- the start is made from •  
consideration of man's moral and intellectual activity; but  
knowledge and action are confused with one another, as in the  

Seclude doctrine that virtue is knowledge. To this correspond  
the Platonic confusion of logic and ethics and the attempt to  
sebattute a theory of concepts for a metaphysic of reality.  
Aristotle's methodic intellect led him to separate the different  
aspects of τeal(ty here confounded. lie became the founder  
of logic, psychology, ethics and aesthetics as separate sciences;  
while he prefited to all such (comparatively) special inquiries  
the investigation of the ultimate nature of existence as such, or  
of those first pri ηή pΙα which are common to, and prrniipposed  
in, every narrower field of knowledge. For this investigation  

Aristotle's most usual name is" first philosophy "or, as a modern  
might sty, "first principles"; but there has since been appro-
priated to it, apparently by accident, the title "metaphysics."  
" Philwoράγ," as a term of general application, was not, indeed  
restricted by Aristotle or his successors to the d ίwiρlines just  
enumerated. Aristotle himself includes under the title, besides  
mathematics, all his physical inquiries. It was only in the  
Alexandrian period, as Zeller points out, that the special sciences  
attained to independent cultivation Nevertheless, as the mass  
of knowledge accumulated it naturally came about that the  
name " philosophy" ceased to be applied to inquiries concerned  
with the ρaτdπdeιs as such. The details of physics, for example,  
were abandoned to the scientifIc specialist, and philosophy  
restricted itself in this department to the question of the relation  
of the physical universe to the ultimate ground or author of  
things. This inquiry which was long celled "rational eosme-
logy' may be said to form part of the general subject of mete•  
physics, or at all events a pendant to it. By the gradual sifting  
out of the special sciences philosophy thus came to embrace  
primarily the inquiries grouped as " metaphysics " of " first  
philosophy." These would embrace, according to the Wolf ιαυ  
scheme long current in philosophical textbooks, ontology Pte, 

 

or the science of being as such, with its three-branch sciences of  

(rational) psychology, cosmology and (rational or natural)  

theology, dealing with the three chief forms of being—the soul,  

the world and God. Subsidiary to metaphysics, as the central  
inquiry, stand the sciences of logic and ethics, to which may be  

added aesthetics, constituting three normative sciences—
sciences, that is, which do not, primarily, describe facts, but  

rather prescribe ends or set forth Ideals. It is evident, however,  

that illogic deals with conception which may be considered  

constltutive of knowledge as such, and if ethics deals with the  

harmonious realization of human life, which is the highest  
known form of existence, both sciences must have a great deal  
of weight in the settling of the general question of metaphysics.  

In sum, then, we may say that " philosophy " hits come to be  

understood at least in modem times as a general term covering  
the various disciplines just enumerated. It has frequently  

tended, however, and still tends, to be used as specially ten-
vertible with the narrower term "metaphysics." This is not  
unnatural, seeing that it is only so far as they bear on the one  
central question of the nature of existence that philosophy  

spreads its mantle over psychology, logic or ethics. The  
particular organic conditions of perception and the associative  
laws to which the mind, as a part of nature, is subjected, are  

facts in themselves indifferent to the philosopher; and therefore  

the development of psychology into an independent science,  
which took place during the hitter half of the 59th century end  

may now be said to be complete, represents an entirely natural  
evolution. Similarly, logic, so far as it is an art of thought or a  
doctrine of fallacies, and ethics, so far as it is occupied with a  
natural history of impulses and moral sentiments, do neither of  
them belong, except by courtesy, to the philosophic province.  
But, although this is so, it is perhaps hardly desirable to de ntice  

ourselves of the use of two terms instead of one. It will not be  

easy to infuse into so abstract and bloodless a term as " meta-
physics" the fuller life (and especially the inclusion of ethical  

censideations) suggested bytbe mere toncreteterm"phllosopby.'  

We shall fiat of all, then, attempt to differentiate philosophy  

from the special sciences, and afterwards proceed to take up one  

by one what have been called the philesopldcsl sciences, with the  

view of showing hew far the usual subject-matter of each is  

really phIlosophIcal in its bearing, and how far it belongs rather  

to the domain of " science " strictly so called. The order in  
which, for dearness of e ιιρο itiοn, it will be most convenient to  
consider these disciplines will be psychology, epistemology or  

theory of knowledge, and metaphysics, then logic, aesthetics and  

ethics. Finally, the connexion of the imi-mentiosed with  

politics (or, to speak more modernly, with jurisprudence and  

sociology), with the philosophy of hhtory and the philosophy of  
religion, will call for a few wotds'on the τeist[6n of these ideates  
to general phgbsophy.  
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from the sciences, it may not be amiss at the outset to guard  
against the ροsaible mis mderstaadίog that philosophy is cam-
cermed with a subject-matter different fmpr, and in some obscure  
way transcending, the subject.rnaiter of the sciences. Now  
that psychology, or the observational and experimental study  
of mind, may be said to have been deSidtively included among  
the positive sciences, there is not even the apparent ground  
which once misted for such en idea Philosophy, even under  
its most dismedited name: of metaphysics, has no other subject-
matter than the nature of the reel world, as that world lies  
around us in everyday life, and lies open to observers on every  

side. But if this is so, it may be asked what function can remain  
for philosophy when every portion of the field is alteady lotted  
out and enclosed by specialists? Philosophy claims to be the  
science of the whole; but, if we get the knowledge of the parts  
from the different sciences, what is there left for philosophy to  
tell m) 'lb this it is sufficient to maw generally that the  
synthesis of the parts is something more than that detailed  
knowledge of the parts In separation which is gained by the man  
of science. It is with the ultimate synthesis that philosophy  
concerns itself; it has to show that the aubject.-mattcr which we  
are all dealing with in detail really is s whole, consisting of  
articulated members. Evidently, therefore, the relation existing  
between philosophy and the stances will be, to some extent,  

one of reciprocal influence. The sciences may be-mid to furnish  
philosophy with its matter, but philosophical cbticsm rails  
upon the matter thus furnished, and transforms it. Such tram-
formation is inevitable, for the parts only exist and can only be  
fully, La. truly, known in their relation to the whole. Α pure  
specialist, if such s. being were possible, would be merely an  
instrument whose results bad to be coordinated and used by  
others. Now, though a pure specialist may be an abstraction  
of the mind, the tendency of specialists in any department  
naturally is to ben sight of the whole in attention to the particular  
cagegosios or modes of nature's necking•whic ń  happen to be  
esemp&fied, and fru ίtfιdip applied, in thdeown sph αeof investi-
gation; and in proportion as tbisis the case it become necessary  
for their theories to be en.crdinattd with the results of other  
inquirers, atιd set, es it wαe, ice the light οf the wńela ThηΡ task  
of co-ordination, in the broadest sense, is undertaken by  P1 
'ophy; for the philosopher is esentisly what Plato, in it happy  
moment a  styled him, ewewraslr,tbe man who takes a " synoptic"  
or comprehensive view of the =inn. as' a whale. The aim of  
philosophy (whether fully attainable or amt) is to exhibit the  
universe as a rational system in the harmony of all its parts;  
nod accoiribagly the philosopher refuses to consider the parts  
out of their relation to the whole whose parts they are. Philo-
sophy corrects in this way the aimsactiona which are inevitably  
made by the scientific specialist, and may claim, therefore, to be  
the only "concrete" sώ ence, that is to say, the only science  
which takes account of all the elements in the problem, and the  
only science whose results can claim to be true in more than a  
— sense.  - 

Fee it is evident from what has been said that the way in  
which we commonly speak of " facts" is calculated to convey  
a false impression. The world is not a collection  of individual  
fads existing side by side and capable of being knownseperateiy.  
A fact is nothing except in its relations to other fads; and as  
these minions are multiplied is the progress of knowledge the  
nature of the so-called fact is indefinitely modified. Moreover,  
every statement of fad involves err·tain general nations and  
theories, so that the" fads" of the separate sciences cannot be  
stated except in terms of the conceptions or hypotheses which  
me, assumed by the paaticulsi science. Thus mathematics  
assumes space as an existent infnite, without investigating  in 
what sense the exiatesee or the Infinity of this Uading, as liań t  
called it, can be asserted. In the same way, physics may be  
said to assume the notion.of materiel atoms and forces. Them  
and similar assumptions are ultimate presuppositions or working  
bypothese' for the sciences themselves. But it is the o6ice of  
philosophy, mss theory of knowledge, to submit such conceptions  

to a critical ańafysns, with it rice to -discover Imw far they nsf  
be thenakl oaf, or bow faχ, when this is done, they refute them-
selves, and call for a different form of statement, if they are to be  

taken as a statement of the ultimate nature of the real' The  
fist statement mite frequently turn out to have been merely  
provigionaljy or reiativdy . true; it is then superseded by, or  
rather incνltably merges itself in, it less abstract account. In  
this the same " facts " appear differently, because no Eger 

 

separated front other aspects that belong to the full reality of  

the known world. There is no such thing, we have said, as an  
Individual fact; and the nature of any fad is not fully known  

unless we know it in all its relations to the system of the universe,  

or, In Spinnea's phrase, sub Seeds (rek τ tens. - In strictness,  
there is but one ear cornpida όr concrete fact, and it is the business  
of philosophy, as science of the whole, to expound the chief  
=elation that constitute its complex nature.  

The bast abstraction which it becomes the duty of philosophy  
to remove is the abstraction from the knowing subject which is  
made by all-the sciences, including, as we shall see, the science  

of psychology. The sciences, one and all, deal with a world of  

objects, but the ultimate fact as we know it is the existence of  

an object for & subject. Subjectobject
l 
 knόwledge, or, more 

widely, self-consciousness with its implicates—this  unity ii'  
duality is the ultimate aspect which reality presents. It has  
generally been cousiderdd, therefore, as constituting in a special  
sense the problem of philosophy. I'bllosophy may be said t so be  
the explication of what Is involved in this rflatlen, or, in Haitian  
phraseology, a theory of its possibility. Any would-be theory  
of the universe which makes its central fact impossible stands  
self-condemned. On the other hand, a sufficient analysis here  
may be expected to yield us a statement of the reality of things  
in its last terms, and thus to abed a light biwkwanie upon the true  
nhtute'of Our subordinate conceptions.  

Psychology, Epistemology and Mek$ysics—Thlt leads to the  
consideration of the main divisions of pblbosopby—PsYcnorocY  
(p.,.), 'epistemology (theory of knowledge, £rkentdsiisslharrie),  

end metaphysics (ontology; see Mrnrnvrw).  Α  special relation  
has always existed between psychology and systematic philo-
sophy, but the toscness of the connexion has been characteristic  
of modern and more particularly of English thought. The  
tonne lon is not didicult to explain, seeing that in psychology,  

or the science of mind, we έtudy the fact of intelligence (and  
moral action), and have, so far, in our hands the fact to which  

all - other facts are relative. From this point of view we may  
even see a truth fir Jacobi's dictum as quoted by Sir W. ifamilt οιι  

"Nature conceals Cod; man reveals God." Nature by itself,  
that Ia to say, is fnsutllcient. The ultimate explanation of things  

cannot be given by any theory which excludes from its survey  

the Intelligence in which nature, as it were, gathers herself up.  

But knowledge, on the mind as knowing, willing, &c., may be  

looked at in two different ways. It may be regarded simply as a  

fact; in which case the evolutions of mind may be traced and  
reduced to laws in the same way as the phenomena treated by  
the other sciences. This study gives us the science of empirical  

psychology, or, as it Is now termed, psychology sans phrase. In  
order to give an adequate account of its subject-matter, psych-
ology may require higher or more complex categories than are  
employed in the other sciences, just as biology, for example,  
cannot work with mechanical categories alone, but introduces  
the conception of development or growth. But the affinities of  
such a study are manifestly with the sciences as such rather than  
With phfοeορhy; and the definitive establishment of psychology  
as an independent science has already been alluded to. Since  
it has been taken up by rρedalists, psychology is being estab-
lished on a broader basis of induction, and with the advantage;  
in some departments, of the employment of experimental  
methods of measurement. But it is not Of mind in this aspect  

' The revizional office which philosophy here assumes ooiatiti tea  
her the critic of the sciences. It is m this coanexion that themess- 

ααα best be sum. This ίisi ρ taιy the most usual&fern e. αnd,  
though vague, one of the least =deeding. 	 • 
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that such assertions can be made as those quoted above. Mind,  
as studied by the psychologist—mind as a mere fact or pheno-
menon—grounds no inference to anything beyond itself. The  
distinction between mind viewed as a succession of "sta gs of  
consciousness "and the further aspect of mind which philosophy  
considers was very dearly put by Croom Robertson, who also  
made a happy suggestion of two terms to designate the double  
point of view:  

We may view knowledge as mere subjective function, but it  
has its full meaning only as it is taken to represent what we ma y  
tall objective fact, or is such as is named (in different circumstances)  
real, valid, true. As mere subjective function, which it is to the  
psychologist, it is best spoken of by an unambiguous name, and for  
this there seems none better than Intellection. We may then say 
that psychology is occupied with the natural function of Infkik'ien,  
seeking to discover its laws and distinguishing its various modes  
(perception, representative imagination, conception, &c.) according  

to the various circumstances in which the lava are found at work.  
εΡ'hiknορht, on the other hand, is theory of Ksose ledga (as that which 
is known). —" Psychology and Philosophy," Mind (1883), pp.  1$, ι ό .  

The confusion of these two mints of view has led, and still  
leads, to serious philosophical misconception. It is hardly an  
exaggeration to say that, in the English school since Hume,  
psychology superseded properly philosophical inquiry. And we  
find even a thinker with a wider horizon like Sir W. Hamilton  
encouraging the confusion by speaking of " psychology or meta-
ρhysiα," 1  while his lectures on metaphysics are mainly taken  
up with what belongs in the strictest sense to psychology proper,  
with an occasional excursus (as in the theory of perception) into  
epistemology. The distinction between psychology and theory  
of knowledge was first clearly made by Kant, who repeatedly  
insisted that the Critique of Pure Reason was not to be taken esa  
psychological inquiry, lie defined his problem as the quid j"ris  
or the question of the validity of knowledge, not its quid facfi or  
the laws of the empirical genesis and evolution of intellection (to  
use Croom Robertson's phraseology). Since Kaht philosophy  
has chiefly taken the form of theory of knowledge or of a criticism  
of experience. Not, indeed, a preliminary criticism οf our  
faculties or conceptions such as Kant himself proposed to  
institute, in order to determine the limits of their application;  
such a criticism oh eXICI of the nature of our experience is essenti-
ally a thing impossible. The only criticism which can be applied  
in such a case is the immanent criticism which the conceptions  
of categories exercise urn one another. The organized criticism  
of these conceptions is really nothing more than the full expli-
cation οf what they mean and οf what experience in its full  
nature or notion is. This constitutes the theory of knowledge  
in the only tenable sense of the term, and it lays down, in Kantian  
language, the Conditions of the possibility of experience. These  
conditions are the conditions of knowledge as such, or, as it may  
be put, of objective consciousness—of a self-consciousness of  
a world of objects and through them conscious of itself. The  
inquiry is, therefore, logical or transcendental in its nature, and  
does net entangle us in any decision as to the conditions of the  
genesis of such consciousness in the individual. When we inquire  
into subjective conditions we are thinking of facts causing other  
facts. But the logical or transcendental conditions ace not  
causes or even factors of knowledge; they are the statement of  
its ides. Hence the dispute between evolutionist and transcen-
dentalist rests, in general, on an ignoralio clenchi; for the history  
of the genesis of an idea (the historical or genetic method) does  
not contain an answer to—though it may throw light on—the  
philosophical question of its truth or validity. Speaking of this  
transcendental consciousness, Kant goy so far as to say that it is  
not of the slightest consequence" whether the idea of it be clear  
or obscure (in empirical consciousness), no, not even whether  
it really exists og not. But the possibility of the logical form of  
all knowledge rests on its relation to this apperception as a faculty  
or potentiality" (Werke, ed. Hartenstein, iii. 578 note). Or, if  

1  It i true that he afterwards modifies this misleading identifica-
tion by intrtιducing the distinction between empirical psychology  
or the phenomenology of mind and inferential Psychology or on.  
tology. is. metαjιhysκs proper. But he Continues to use the terms  

" ph ι y,' ' metaphysics; sal " memtal science" as synoay-
moua  

we return to the distinction between epistemology and psychd-
ogy, by way of illustrating the nature of the former, we may  

rake the following summing up by Professor fames Ward in a  
valuable article on "Psychological Principles" to Mind (April  
r883, Pp. χ66, 167) i "Comparing psychology and epistemology,  
then, we may say that the former is essentially genetic in its  

method, and might, if we had the power to revise our existing  

terminology, be called biology; the latter, on the other hand, is  
essentially devoid of everything historical, and treats, sub spcie  
οderιιiΙαΙis, as Spinoza might have said, of human knowledge.  
conceived as the possession of mind in general."  

Kant's problem is not, in its wording, very different from that  
which Locke set before him when he resolved to " inquire into  
the original, certainty and extent of human knowledge together  

with the groudds and degrees of belief, opinion and assent."  

Locke's Rssay is undoubtedly, in its intention, a contribution  
to the theory of knowledge. But, because time had not yet  
made the matter clear, Locke suffered himself to digress in his  
second book into the psychological question of the origin of our  
ideas; and his theory of tnowledge is ruined by the failure to  
distinguish between the epistemological sense of "idea"as  
significant content and the psychological sense in which it is  
applied to a fact or process in the individual mind. The same  
confusion runs through Berkeley's arguments and vitiates his  
conclusions as well as those of Hume, But appearing with these  
thinkers as the problem of perception, epistemology wide= its  
scope and becomes, in Kent's bands, the question of the passi-
bility of experience in general. With Hegel it passes into  a 
completely articulated "logic," which apparently claims to be  
at the same time a metaphysic, or an ultimate expression of the  
nature of the real.  

This introduces us to the second part of the question we are  
seeking to determine, namely the relation of epistemology to  
metaphysics. It is evident that philosophy as theory of know-
ledge must have for its complement philosophy as metaphysics  
(ontology) or theory of being. The question of the truth of our  
knowledge, and the question of the vAimate nature of whet we  
know, are in reality two sides of the same inquiry; and therefore  
our epistemological results have to be ontologically expressed.  
But it is not every thinker that can see his way with Regal to  
assert in set terms the identity of thought and being. Hence  
the theory of knowledge becomes with some a theory of hunt=  
ignorance. This is the case with Herbert Spencer's doctrine  
of the Unknowable, which he adeanets.es the result of epistemo-
logical comidemtions in the ph ίloαophiεal Prolegomena to his  
system. Very similes positions were maintained by /Cant and  
Comte; and, under the name of " agnosticism " (q.,.), the theory  
has popularised itself in the outer mutts of philosophy, and on  
the shifting borderland of philosophy and literature. The truth  
is that the habit of thinking exclusively from the suadρoint  
of the theory of knowledge tends to beget an undue subjectivity  
of temper. And the fact that it has become usual for memo  
think from this standpoint is very plainly seen in the stunt  
universal description of philosophy as an analysis of " eapeei-
ence," instead of its mereold-fashioned designation as an inqui η  
into " the nature of things." As it is matter el universal agtee-
meat that the problem of being must be attacked indirectly  
through the problem of knowledge, this substitution may be  
regarded as an advance, most especially as it implies that the  
fact of experience, or of self-conscious gxistence, is the chief fact  
to be dealt with. But if so, then aell-Conscieuanem must be  
treated as itself real, and as organically /elated to the rest of  
existence. If self-consciousness be Ιτcated'in this objective  
fashion, then we pass aatu τallγ from oplstemmlogy to metaphysics  
or ontology. (For, although the term " οnδology " has been as  
good as disused, it still remains true that the aim of phd οσοphy  
must bete furnish us will an ontology are coherent'ndedequete  
theory of the nature of reality.) But if, on the other band,  
knowledge and reality be ab Wide opposed to one another—if  
consciousness beset on one side as tiveriigain*l reality, and merely  

holding ups mirror to it—then it follows will, equal natumbles  
that the truly real must be something which lurks unreveded  
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behind the subject's represebtation of it. Hest come the dfirer-
ent varieties of a so-caked phenomenalism. The upholders of  
sucδ a theorywauld, in general, deride the term' metaphysics"  

or" ontology "; but iL is evident, none the leas, that their position  
itself implies a certain theory of the universe and of our own  
place is it, and the establishment of this tbeoayconsdtutes their  
metspbyiscs.  

Without prejudice, then, to the claim of epistemology to  
constitute the central phileaopbie discipline, we may simply  

cote its liability to be pressed toe far. The occlusive pee-
ccupation of men's minds, with the question of knowledge  

eduring the nec-Kantian revival in the 'seventies of the last  
century drewfrem Loire the caustic coticism that ".the continual  
sharpening of the knife becomes tiresome, if after all, we have  
nothing to cut-with it." Stilllngdeet's complaint against Locke  
was that he was "one of the gentlemen of this new way of  
reasoning that have almost discarded substance out of the reason-
able part of the world" The same may be said with greater  
truth of the devotees of the theory of knowledge; they seem to  
have no need of so old-fashioned a commodity as reality. Yet,  
alter all, Fichte's dictum holds good that knowledge as know-
ledge---i.e. so  long ae it is looked at as knowledge—ie, ipsr Jade,  
sot reality. The result of the foregoing, however, is to show tint,  
as soon as epistemology draws its conclusion, it becomes meta-
physics; the theory of knowledge pass into a theory of being.  
Τhe ontological conclusion, moreover, is not t ο be regarded as  
something added by an external process; it is an immediate  
Implication. The metaphysic is the epistemology from another  
point et view—regarded as completing itself, and explaining  
in the course of its exposition that relative or practical separation  
of the individual knower from the knowable world, which it is a  
sheer assumption to take as absolute. This, not the so-called  
assumption of the implicit unity of being and thought, is the  
really unwarrantable postulate; for it is an assumption which  
we are obliged to retract bit by bit, while the other offers the  
whole doctrine of knowledge as its voucher.  

Lope, Aeslhciaer cad Bthics.—If the theory of knowledge  
thus passes insensibly into metaphysics it becomes somewhat  
diffic ι It to assign a distinct sphere to logic (q.a). Ueberweg's  
definition of it as" the science of the regulative laws of thought"  
(or " the normative science of thought ") comes .  near enough  
to the traditional sense to enable us to compare proń tably the  
usual subject-matter of the science with the definition and end of  
philosophy. The introduction of the term " regulative " or  
" normative" is intended to differentiate the science from  
psychology as the science of mental processes or events. In this  
reference logic does not tell us how our intellections connect  

themselves as mental phenomena, but how we ought to connect  
our thoughts if they are to realise truth (either as consistency  
with what we thought before or as agreement with observed  
facts). Logic, therefore, agrees with epistemology (and differs  
‚mm psychology) in cunning thought not as mental fact but as  
knowledge, as idea, as having meaning in welation to an objective  
world. To this extent it must inevitably forma part of the theory  
of knowledge. hut, if we desire to keep by older landmarks and  
maintain a distinction between the two disciplines, a ground for  

doing so may be found in the fact that all the main definitions  
of logic point to the investigation of the laws of thought in a  
subjective reference—with a view, that is, by an analysis of the  
operation, to ensure its more correct performance. According  
to the old phrase, logic is the art of correct thinking. Moreover  
*e commonly find the logician assuming that the process of  
thought has advanced a certain length befere his examination  
of it begins; he takes hiχ material fug-formed from perception,  
without, as a. rule, inquiring into the nature of the conceptions  
which are involved in our perceptive experience. Occupying 

 a position, therefore, within the wider sphere of the general  
theory of knowledge, ordinary logic consists in an analysis of the  
nature of general statement, and of the conditions under which  
we pass validly from one general statement to another. But  
the logic of the schools is eked out by contributions from a variety  
of sources (s.g. from grammar on one side and from psychology  

on another), and cannot deign lbe amity of an independent  
science.  

Aesthetics (*.a) may be treated as a departmentof psychology  
or physiology, and in England this is the made of tmtment that  
has been meat general To what peculiar ex citation of our  
bodily or mental organism, it is asked, are the emotion, due  
which make is declsre an object beautiful or sublime? And,  
the question being put in this form, tine attempt has been made  
in some cases to explain away any peculiarity in the emotions  
by analysing them into simpler elements, such as primitive  
organic pleasuins and prolonged association of usefulness or  
fitness. &t, just. as psychology in general cannot do duty for a  
theory of knowledge, so it holds telle of this particular application  
of psychology that a mere reference of these emotions to the  
mechanism and interactive play of our faculties cannot be re-
garded as an account of the nature of the beautiful. Perhaps by  
talking of " emotions " we tend to give an unduly subjective  
colour to the investigation; ii would be better to speak of the  
ρeκιριios of the beautiful Pleasure in itself is 'mqualibed,  
and affords po differentia In the rose of a beautiful object the  
resultant pleasure borrows its specific quelit γ from the presence  
of determinations essentially objective in their nature, through  
pot reducible to the categories of science. Ualem, indeed, we  
conceive our faculties to be constructed on some arbitrary plan  
which puts them out of relation to the facts with which they have  
to dud, we brave a prima (aeie right to treat beauty as en objective  
determination of things, The questions of aesthetics mould then  
loo fοrmulaied—Whαt is ii in things that makes them beautiful,  
and what is the relation of this aspect of the universe to its  
ultimate nature, an that is impounded in metaphysics?' The  
answer constitutes the substance of aesthetic., considered  as -a 
branch of philosophy. But it is rat given simply in abstract  
terms: the philosophical treatment of aesthetics includes also 

 as exposition of the concrete phases of art, as these have appeared  
in the history of the world, relating thenwe(ves to different pbas α  
of human culture.  . 

Of ethics (q•a)  it may also be said that many of the topic.  
commonly embraced under that title are not strictly philosophical  
in their nature. They aτε subjects for a scientific psychology  
employing the historicsl method with the conceptions of heredity  
and development, and caking to its old, as such a psychology  
will do, the investigations of all the sociological sciences. To  
such a psychology must be relegated all questions as to the  

origin and development of moral ideas. Similarly, the question  
debated at aυch length by English moralists en to the nature of  
tilt morel faculty (moral sense, conscience, &c.) and the contro-
versy concerning the freedom of the will belong entirely In  

psychology. If we exclude such questions in the interest of  
systematic correctness, and seek to determine for ethic. a definite  
subject-matter, the science may be said to fall into two depart'  
mints. The first of these deals with the notion of duty, and  
endeavours to define the good cc the ultimate end of action; the  
second lays out the scheme of concrete duties which are deducible  
from, or which, at least, are covered by, this abstractly stated  
principle. The second of these departments is really the proper  
subject-matter of ethics considered as a separate science; but it  
is often conspicuous by its essence from ethical treatises. Hem-
ever moralists may differ on first principles, there seems to be  
remarkably little practical divergence when they come to lay  
dawn the particular haws of morality. It may be added that,  
where a systematic account of duties is actually given, the  
connexion of the particular duties with the universal formula  
is in general more formel - than real. It is only under the head of  
casuistry (qs.) that ethics has been much cultivated as a separate  
science. The first department of ethics, on the other hand, is  
the branch of the subject in virtue of which ethics forms part of  
philosophy. As described above, It ought rather to be e called, in  
Icon's phrase, the metaphysic of ethics. .A theory of obligation  
is ultimately found to be ioaeparable from a metaphysic of  
personality. The connexion of ethics with metaphysics will be  
patent as a matter of fact, if it be remembered how Plato's  
philosophy is summed up in the idea of the good, and hew  
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Aristotle also employs the essentially ethical notion of end as the  
ultimate category by which the nnivcrse may be explained or  

:educed to unity. But the necessity of the connexion is also  
apparent, unless we are to suppose that, as regards the course of  

universal nature, man is altogether an miterium in imperin, or  
rather (to adopt the forcible phrase of Marcus Aurelius) an  
abscess or excrescence on the nature of things. If, on the  
contrary, we must hold that man is essentially related to what  

the same writer calls " a common nature," then it is a legitimate  
corollary that in man as intelligence weought to find the key of  
the whole fabric. At all events, this method of approach must  

be truer than any which, by restricting itself to the external  
aspect of phenomena as presented in space, leaves no scope for  
inwardness and life and all that, in Lotze's language, gives  
" value " to the world. The argument cx mile k kominis  

has often been carried too far; but if a "chief end of man" be  
discoverable—dsθplσwov dyeBli', as Aristotle wisely insisted that  
the ethical end must be determined—then it may be assumed  
that this end cannot be Irrelevant to that ultimate " meaning "  
of the universe which, according to Loire, is the quest of philo•  

sophy. If" the ids of humanity," as Kant called it, has ethical  

perfection at its core, then a universe which is really an organic  
whole must be ultimately representable as a moral order or a  

spiritual kingdom such as Leibnitz named, in words borrowed  
from St Augustine, a city of God.  

Philosophy of the Stale (Pditkal Philosophy); Philosophy of  

ilislory, Philosophy of Religion.—In Plato and Aristotle ethics  
and politics are indissolubly connected. In other words, seeing  

that the highest human good is realizable only in a community,  

the theory of the state as the organ of morality, and itself In its  
structure and institutions the expression of ethical ideas or  

qualities, becomes an integral part of philosophy. The difficuity  
already hinted at, which individualistic systems of ethics experi-
ence in connecting particular duties with the abstract principle  
of duty is a proof of the failure of their method. For the content  

of morality we are necessarily referred, in great part, to the  

experience crysta Ιized in laws and institutions and to the un-
written kw of custom, honour and good breeding, which has  
become organic in the society of which we are members; Plato's  
RSpI'Ni' and Hegel's Philosophic des Reeks are the most typical  
examples Of a fully developed philosophy of the state, but in the  

earlier modem period the prolonged discussion of natural rights  

and the social contract must be regarded as a contribution to  
sυςh a theory. Moreover, if philosophy is to complete its  
constructive work, it must bring the course of human history  

within its survey, and exhibit the sequence of events as an evolu-
tion in which the purposive action Of reason is traceable. This  

is the task of the philosophy of history, a peculiarly modem  
'study, due to the growth of a humanistic and historical point  
of view. Leaning's conception of history as an "education of  
the human rase" is a typical example of this interpretation of  

the facts, and was indeed the precursor which stimulated many  

more elaborate German theories. The philosophy of history  

differs, it will beobserved, from the purely scientific or descriptive  
studies covered by the general title of sociology. Sociology  

conceives itself as a natural science elucidating a factual sequence.  

The philosophy of history is essentially teleological; that is to  

say, it seeks to interpret the process as the realization of an  

immanent end. It maybe said, therefore, to involve a complete  
metaphysical theory. Social institutions and customs and the  
different forms of state-organization are judged according to the  

degree in which they promote the realization of the human  
ideal. History is thus represented by Hegel, for example, as the 
realization of the idea of freedom, or rather as the reconciliation  

of individual freedom and the play of cultured interests with  
the stable objectivity of law and an abiding consciousness  
of the greeter whole in which we move. So far as the course  
of universal history can be truly represented as an approxi-
mation to this reconciliation by a widening and deepening  
of both the elements, we may claim to possess a philosophy of 
history. But although the possibility . of such a philosophy  

seems implied in the postulated ned οαα lty of the universe,  

many would hold that it remain as yet an ιmιchlεved  
idyl.  

There only remains to be briefly noticed the relation of philo-
sophy to theology and the nature of what Is called Philosophy  
of Religion. By theology is commonly understood the syst-
matic presentation of the teaching of sense positive or bistotical  

religion as to the existence and attributes of a Supreme Being,  
including his relation to the wotfd and especially to man. But  

these topics have also been treated by philosophers and religious  

thinkers, without dependence on any histοrίεal data or special  
divine revelation, under the title of Natural Theology. Natural  
Theology is specially associated with the Stoic theories of ‚mm-
dance in ancient times and with elaborations of the argument  
from design in the x8th century. But there is no warrant far  

restricting the term to any special mode of approaching the  
problems indicated; and as these form the central subject of  

metaphysical inquiry, no valid distinction can be drawn between  
natural theology and general metaphysics. The philosophy of  
religion, on the other hand, Investigates the nature of the  
religious consciousness and the value of its pronouncements on  
human life and man's relation to the ground of things. Unity,  
reconciliation, pace, joy, " the victory that overcometh the  
world "—such, in slightly varying phrases, is the content  of 
religious faith. Does this consciousness represent an authentic  
insight into ultimate fact, or is it a pitiful illusion of the nave,,  

born of man's hopesandfesraandof hisfundammraltgsonnoet  
The philosophy of religion assumes the first alternative. The  

function of philosophy in general is the reflective emir:is  of 
experience, and the religious experience of mankind is prima facie  

entitled to the came considerationas anyother formof conscious  
activity. The certainties of religious faith are matter of feeling  

or immediate assurance, and are expressed in the pictorial  
language of imagination. It becomes the function of philosophy.  

dealing with these utterances, to relate them to the results of  

other spheres of experience, and to determine their real meaning  
in the more exact terms of thought. The philosophy of relIgion  

else traces hi the different historical forms of religions belief and  
practice the gradual evolution of what it takeato be the truth of  
the matter. Such an account may be distinguished from what  

is usually called the science of religion by the teleological or  

metaphysical presuppositions it involves. The science of religion  

gives a purely historical and comparative sc cunt of the vurions  
manifestations of the religious instinct without pronouncing ea  
their relative truth or value and without, therefore, profeenug  
to apply the ides of evolution in the phIlosophIcal sense. That  
idea is fundamental in the philosophy of religion, which sheds=  

can be written only from the standpoint of a constructive mete-
phyάαl theory.  

It is, indeed, only from the standpoint of such a theory that  

the definitions and divisions of the different phIlosophical  
disciplines adopted in this article can be said to hold good. But  
those wise, like the ροeitivistts, agnostics and seεptiα, deny the  
possibility of metaphysics as a theory of the ultimate nature  of 
things, art still obliged to regain philosophy as a theory of 
knowledge, in tinder to justify the asserted limitation or impo-
tence of human Lawn.  

BIaumoaaarn ν—The best general histories of philosophy Waιae yyυ̂  
J. E. Erdrnann. Friedrich Ueberweg and W. Windelbarnd, "'in  

band's being probably the freshest in its treatment and point  of 
view. Ed. TMler's History of Greek Philosphy still holds the field  
ap the best vontinuous exposition of the subject, but more recent  
work in the may period is represented by H. Dials-and J Burne'  
while Zeller's view of Plato may be said to have been superseded by  
the later researches of Lewis'Campbell, H. Jackson and others.  
T. Gomperz's Greek 7liakers is an able, if somewhat diffuse, survey  
of the philosophical devdopmreit in conaexsoo with the general  
movement of(,rqek life and culture. It does not go beyond Plata  
B. Haur€au, A. StOckl and Karl Werner give the fullest and mist  
trustworthy histories of the medieval period, but the subject in  
very carefully treated by Erdmana and Ueberweg, end a useful  
compcndiam, written from a Ronan Catkolk standpoint, is Ile  
Wolf's Ifufory of Mediessl Philosophy ( ι900; Eng. trans., 190;)- 
For modern times, in addition to the general histories already named.  
the works of Kuno Fischer, R. Falckenberg and H. Ηαffding. and  
R. Adamsoπ 's Lscb ιes On Ike Ds νfeje s of Media Ρhilosepi$,  
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nay be ιριισιι ly mentioned. %%bmm om the history of ρόΤιω ρbυ  
generally prefix to their work a discussion of the scope of ρέ ιΙο.οφby.  
its divisions and its relations to other departments of knowledge,  
and the account given by W indelband and I eberw εg will be found 

ci ly good The Introduction 	g to Ph ιlopby published by F. 
Paulsen, O. K61ye, W. Wundt and G. T. Ladd, deal Isr σely with  
this subject, which is else trotted )b̂y *lenry Sidgwick in k P81k- 

 m Mfr Scot ot and Rrlsiwsa (ι99α), bγ Ernest Naville, La D4taifion  
de in pkikso)Aie (1894) and by Wirndt in the introduction to his  
Syιkιn der Ρhίk ο lie (,889). λ useful work of general reference  
is J. M. Baldwin's Dκ ieιmry ή  Ρiilasopiy sad P vale.,  
ιgοa-ι905). 	 (Α. S Pd-P.)  

PJmmιοsmmmτυι, the of severs), tl,ree (or four), Greek  
sopbiats of the Roman imperial peiod—(s) Phileatratus "the  
Athenian" (c. 170-345), (τ) hie nephew (λ) Philoatratus " al  
Lemnca " (bom e. ago); (3) a grandson ( λ) of (τ). Of these the  
most famotin is Philoetmtus " the Athenian," author of the 14e  

of λιωίιο ώ 'ι Τyttιa, which he dedίαted to Ju ieDeems, wifeof  
-n'i Sevetus and mother of Canralia (see Arou.oazus  

Or TYANA).1  Rewrote afro Brae P.oφwτme (Liens of fie Sophists),  
Gyieeazikit,t and Episidas (mainly of an erotic character). Very  
11ttle is known of his career. Even his name is doubtful. The  

Lines of des'Whist; eyes the pramomen Flaviva, which, however.  
is tουιιd elsewhere only in Tzetzes. Eiinapiva and Synesitts  
all him a Lemniaa; Phοtius a Tyrian; his letters refer to him  
as an Athenian. It is probable that be was bore in Lemmas,  
studied and taught at Athens, and then settled in Roma (where  
he would naturally be celled ot%enieasis) as a member of the  
learned circle with which Julia Donna surrounded herself. Be  

was born probably in 173, and Is said by Suldts to have been  
living in the reign of Philip (a.4-s49). The fact that the author  
of Apdzsstiws is also the author of the Lieu ef fks Sopiids is  
oenirmed by internal evidence. The letter Ιι dedicated to a  
consul Amorists Gordian, perhaps one of the two Gordian  
who were.hilled in 538. The work is divided into two parts: the  
first dealing with the ancient Sopliisla, s.g. Gorgiss, the second  
with the later ached!, e.g. Rerodes Atticia.  

The Lieu are not in the true sense biographical, but rather pictui'.  

• ere impressions of lending representatives of an attitude of mind 
full of curiosity, alert and versatile bet lacking scientiSt method.  
prefrmng the eιte nd exellmoe el style tad inanuier to the solid  
achievements of onions wεitinι. Tb. philowpber, ss he 'ys,  
investigates truth; the sophist embellishes it, and takes it for granted.  
The Gyseoslkus contains interesting matter concerning the Olympic  
games and athletic contests generally. The Letters breathe the spirit  
of the New Comedy and the Alexandns. poets- potÍons of Letter yl  
aedmost lioειally translated in Ben Jeeson's .'ig  a Cd,e, " Drink  
to me only with thom eyes." The Von' focmeojy attributed to  
Philostratus the Athenian, is probably the work of Pbilestratus the  
Lemnien. It is a poφ lac disquisition on the heroes of the Trojan  
War in the farm of it renνersatwa bet men a Thracian vine·drenser  
en the ahem of the Iieilespont ands Plitienician merchant who  
derives his knowledge from the here Protesilaue. Pala ιnedes le  
exalted at the expense of Odysseus, and Homer's unfairness to him 

 us attacked. it has been suggested that Philosttatus is here de- 
scribing a sent, of heroic paintings in the palace of Julia Domes. 
Hla otbe work is the melee υαιαψιeτ), ostensibly a deeαiptiωι  
of 64 pictures in a Neapolitan gallery. Goethe, Weicker, Brun.  
E BertraOd and Helbig, among others, have held that the descrip-
tions seed actually existing works of err, while Heyne and Frieder.  
kiss deny thin le any nano they aiw interesting en oboviiig the way  
in which ancient artisit treated mythological end other subjects,  
and he written with aπ istic e, and in attractive language. 
This work is imitated by the third Ph ιloσtratus (in by some later  
sophist) of whose descriptions of pictures 17 remain  

There  is greet didiculty due to a confused statement of SuRias, .  
in disentangling the word and even the pemouatiitka of these  
Philostrati. Reference is there made to Philostratus as the sob of  
Virus, a rhetorician in Nero' σ time, who wrote tragedies, comedlea  
and treatises. Sutras )hers =peas to give to Philostratus the  
Athenian a life of 200 ycatai We must be content to assume two  
Leninism Ρhikςesti, both aopbι$ι. living in Rome. See furthers full  
diacumion by K.M6nscher, in Pkilabgss (1907), suppl. x., ρρ.469-557.  

Of worts bearing the name Philostratus there is a collected edition  
butt. F. Kayser (Znkh, 1844; Leipzig, 187O-18ρ), and another by 
Wedermann (Pads, t4φΡ). with Latin translation; these  supersede 
those by F. Merl (Paris, 1608) and Olearins (Leipzig. 1709). There  
are separate editions of the Eikoiees by Schenld and €isch (Leipzig 
1902); of the Cymaailkas by Mynas ( ι858), who discovered the  
MS., Datemberg (Paris, 1858), Volekmar (Aurlch. 1862), and  
espy Julius  J6thaee (igop), with lmred., comments and Gee.  

ι As Τcrnnos Was an Athenian island, any Lemnian could be  
celled as •Aτheni8w  

trdbs; of 75 epistles by Βttuonade (Psils, efts). The Life  .1 
Apolksisa was first pubkied byAidus (t5oa)• a French translation  
by l aise de Vigenere appeared in i$96; as 	 of translation 
the first two books was published in London 68ο) by  Charkr 
Blount, with some mew by Lind Herbert of Chtrbmy (prahibfted  
it England in 1693,  it ems repainted on the Cmtiamt); • full eraush-
tion appeared in i90&3. Critical works on the Enemas are nameroes:  
K. Friederichs, Di' Pkikslradechin Bluer 1860); Goethe. " Philo.  
struts Gemalde " In Centit a Works (ed. Stuttgart, 1879); Brunn.  
Di, ΡαΩifoι0mtiιtiα in it (i860); A. Beugot Uiie Galen. aetίgrs  
(ι88ι); E Bertπmd. Us &darn d'sri dens ^ ιιαiig ιά ιe: PiidasMαe 
d sex trek (t88a); Bag 	Die Philegrate " in Fdaf Abiaadlαegaι  
nu. CeichscIize der η iec8sκhes PItiloso$fe and Aslrosomi' (1883);  
Schmid, Αυκίsntas xv. 7,  en the attribution of the works.  

PEIΙΑΙΙΕΙ 8, of Cytbera (435-380 s.c.), Greek dithyrambic  
poet. On the conquest of the island by the Athenians he was  
taken as a prisoner of war to Athens, where he came Into the  
possession of the dithyrambic poet Melanippides, who edwated  
him and set him free. Philoxenus afterwards resided in Sicily,  
at the court of Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, whose bad verse  
be declined to praise, and was in αonsegaenα sent to work In the  
quarries. After leaving Sicily be travelled in Greece, Maly and  
Asia, reciting his poems, and died at Ephcsus. According to  
Suides, Pbiloxenus composed twenty-(oar ditbyramba and a  
lyric poem on the genealogy of the Aescidse. In his hands the  
duthyramb seems to have been a sort of comic opera, and the  
music, composed by himself, of a debased Character. pin  . 
masterpiece was the Cyclops, a pastoral burlesque on the love  
of the Cyclops fee the fair Galata, written to avenge himself  
upon Dionyeius, who was wholly or paatially blind of one eye.  
It was parodied by Atistophanes in the Phdss (agq). Another  
work of Pbiloxenua (sometimes attributed to Philexenw of  
peeress, a notorious parasite and glutton) is the &sides (Dinner),  
of which considerable fragments have been preserved by  
Athenaetts This is an elaborate bell of fare in verse, probably  
intended as a satire on the luxury of the Sicilian court. The  
great popularity of Philoxenms Is attested by a complimentary  
resolution passed by the Athenian senate in 393. The comic  
poet Anhiphanes spoke of him as a god among men; Alexander  
the Great had his poems sent to him in Asia; the Alexandrian  
grammarians received him into the anon; and down to the time  
of Polybius his works were regularly learned and annually acted  
by the Arcadian youth.  
ly Fragments,  with Wei  by G. Bippart 0843); Τ. Βmgfe Ρεefae  

PRILOXBNUS (Syriac, Aksanaya), of Mabb δg, one of the  
best of Syriac prase writers, and a vehement champion of Mono-  
physite doctrine in the end of the ςth and beginning of the 6th  
centuries, Re was bona, probably in the third quarter of the  
5th century, at Tańnl, a village in the district of Bath Garmal  
east of the Tigris. lie was thus by birth a subject of Persia, but  
all his active life of which we have any record was passed in the  
territory of the Greek Empire. The statements that he had been  
a slave and was never baptized appear to hemalidouainventiom  
of his theological opponents. lie was educated at Edcssa.  
perhaps in the famous "school of the Persians," which was after-
wards (in 489) expelled from Edema' on account of its coasnexion  
with the Nestorian heresy. The years which followed the Council  
of Cbslcedon (451) were a stormy period in the Syrian Church.  
Philoxenus soon attracted notice by his strenuous advocacy  of 
Monophysite doctrine, and on the expulsion of Calandio (the  
orthodox patriarch of Antioch) is 485 wan ordained bishop of  
MabbOg' by his Monopbysite•anccessor Peter the Fuller (Bar.  
hebracus, Citron. cc 1. I. ι83). Ιι was probably during the earlier  
years of his episcopate that Philoxenus composed his thirteen  
homilies on the Christian life. Leto he devoted himself to the  
revision of the Syriac version of the Bible, and with the help of  
his chorepiscopus Polycarp produced in 508 the so-Balled Philo-
xenian version, which was in some sense the received Bible of the  
Monophysitcs during the 6th century. Meantime he continued  
his ecclesiastical activity, . sorkIng as a bitter opponent .1  

' According to Barbcbxneua (Clues cccl. ii. 55) through the darts  
of Philmsenus himself.  

s Himrapolis of the Greeks, Μanbil of the Arabs,, a few miles want  
of the Euphrates about latitude 36'.  
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Flavian II., who bad accepted the decrees of the Council of  
Chaleedon and was patriarch of Antioch from 498  to 512. The  
Monophysites had the sympathy of the emperor Anastasius,  

and were finally successful in ousting Flavian in 5 ιι and replacing  
him by their partisan Severua. Of Philoxenua's part in the  
struggle we possess not too trustw οτthy &mounts by hostile  
writers, suci ι as Theopha ea and Theodorus Lector. We know  
that in "98  he was staying at Edasat; in or about 307, according  
to Tń eophanes, he wassummoned by theemperor to Constanti-
nople; and he finally presided at a synod at Sidon which was the  
means of procuring the replacement of Flavian by Severus. But  
the triumph was short-lived. Justin I., who succeeded Anasta-
sius in 518, was less favourable to the party of Severus and  
Philoxenus, and in ςι9 they were both sentenced to banishment.  
Philoxenus was sent to Philippopolis in Thrace, and afterwards to  
Gengre in Paphlagonia, where he met his death by foul play in  23.  

Apart from his redoubtable powers as a controvers'abst, Phd-
oxenus deserve, commemoration as a scholar, an elegant writer,  
and an exponent of practical Christianity. Of the chief monument  
of his scholarship-the Philoaegian vernon of the Bible—only the  
Gospels and certain portions of Isaiah are known to survive (see  
Wright, Syr. Lis. t provide). It was an attempt to provide a more accurate 
rendering of the Greek Bible than had hitherto existed in Syriac 
and obtained recognition among the M^physite until superseded 

 by the still more literal renderings of the Old Testament by Paul of  
Tells and of the New Testament by Thomas of Harker (both in  
626-617), of which the latter at least was based on the work of  
Pblbxenan. There are also extant portions of commentaries on the  
Gospels from his pee. Of the exceilente of his style and of his  
practical religious zeal we are able to judge from the thieten homilies  
on the Christian life and character which have been edited and  
translated by Budge (London, 1894). In these he holds aloof for  
the most part from theological controversy, and treats in an admir- 
abletose and spirit the themes of faith, amplicity, the fear of God,   

• 

poverty, greed, abstinence and anchastity. His athnity with his  
earlier countryman Aphraates is manifest both in his choice of  
subjects and his metier of treatment. As his quorationa from  
Scripture appear to be made from the PbhTltI, he probably wrote  
the homί lics before he embarked upon the Phibxenlan version.'  
Pbiloxenus wrote also many controversial works and some lit urgical 
pieces. Many of his letters survive, and at least two βaνe  been 
edited.' Scveral of his writings were translated into Arabic and  
Bthiopie. (N. M.)  

PHILTRE (Let. phiitrrim, from Cr. φίλτροv, φ'λιΤν, to love),  
a drug or other medicinal drink supposed to have the magical  
property of exciting love.  

PRIIIEQ1, in Greek legend, son of Agenor, the blind king of  
Salmydcssus on the coast of Th τaα. lie was skilled in the art  
of navigation, and Apollo had bestowed upon him the gift of  
prophecy. His blindness was a punishment from the gods for  
his having revealed the counsels of Zeus to mortals, or for his  
treatment of his sons by his first wife Cleopatra. His second  
wife having accused her stepsons of disbonourable proposals,  
Phineus put out their eyes, or exposed them to the wild beasts,  
Cr buried them In the ground up to their waists and ordered  
them to be scourged Zeus offered him the choice of death or  
blindness. Pbineus chose the latter, whereupon Relics (the  
ann-god), offended at the slight thus put upon him, sent the  
bunks to torment him. In another story, the Argonauts  
(amongst whom were Caleb and Zetes, the brothers of Cleo-
patra), on their arrival in Thrace found the sons of Phineus  
half-buried in the earth and demanded their liberation. Ρhincu  
refused, and a fight took place in which he was slain by Rustles,  
who freed Cleopatra (who had been thrown into prison)  
and her sons, and reinstated them as rulers of the kingdom.  
Tragedies on the subject of Phineus were written by Aeschylus  
and Sophocles. These would directly appeal to an Athenian  
audience, Phineua's first wife having been the daughter of  
Orithyin (daughter of Erechthcus, king of Athens), who had  
been carried off by Boreas to his borne in Thrace. The punish-
ment of Phineus would naturally be regarded as a just retribu-

+ Gimmick of Joshua Stylites, cli.  ο  
' Ου these and other points are Budge's introduction to his second  

sebum, which contains also a list of the other wecka of Philoxenus  

and a number of illustrative extracts.  
• One by.  Martin (in G,ummatice drmlamaduia d 	arias  

Began. s r ιαeαe) 
Μ
{en__d one by Guidi (La Leitaa di Ρ issseeo in  

lion for the insult put upon a princess of the royal house of  
Athens.  

Apollodorus i 9, 21. lΙi. 15. 3; Seebeci ., Asiigaw, $6, with  
ebb's notes; Died. Sic. iv. ',3. 44; Serviva on deaad in. soy;  

Schot on Apollonius Rhodius ii. 178.  
PEWS (Or Pms'rs), SIR WILLIAM ( τδ5τ-X695), colonial  

governor of Massachusetts, was born on the end of February  
ι63ι, at Woolwich, Maine, near the mouth of the Kennebec  

river. He was a shepherd until he was eighteen, and then a  

ship carpenter's apprentice for four years; worked at his trade  
in Boston for a year ,  at this time leaning to rend and write;  
and with his wife's property established • ship-yard on the  
Sheepscot river in Maine, but soon abandoned it because of  
Indian disorders. In 1684-1686, with a commission from the  
British Crown, he searched vainly for a worked Spanish  
treasure ship of which he had heard while on a voyage to the  
Bahamas; he found this vessel in x687, and from it recovered  

oo,0oa Of this amount much went to the duke of Albe-
marle, who had fitted out the second expedition. Phip σ re-
ceived ;(cό ,000 as his share, was knighted by James IT., and was  

appointed sheriff of New England under Sir Edmond Audros.  

Poorly educated and ignorant of law, Phips could accoinrlisb  
little, and returned to England. In 1689 be returned to l_assa-
chnsetts, found a revolutionary government in control, and at  
once entered into the life of the colony. He joined the Nor'h  

Church (Cotton Mother's) at Boston, and was soon appointed by  

the General Court commander of an expedition against the  
French in Canada, which sailed in April 0690 and easily captured  

Port Royal. A much larger expedition led by Pbips in July  

against Quebec and Montreal ended disastrously. Phipa  
generously bought at their par value, in order to give them  

credit in the colony, many of the colony's bills issued to pay  

for the expedition. In the winter of 2690 he returned to Eng-
land, vainly sought aid for another expedition against Canada,  

and urged, with τΡηετease Mather, the colonial agent, a reatora-
tion of the colony's charter, annulled during the reign of  

Charles  Π.  The Crown, at the suggestion of Mather, appointed  
him the first royal governor under the new chapter. On reaching  

Boston in May 1692, Ph(ps found the colony in a very dis-
ordered condition, and though honest, persevering and indis-
posed to exalt his prerogative at the expense of the people, he  

was unfitted for the difficult position. He appointed a special  

commission to try the witchcraft cues, but did nothing to  

stop the witchcraft mania, and suspended the sittings of the  

court only after great atrocities had been committed. In  

defending the frontier he displayed great energy, but his  
policy of building forts was expensive and therefore unpopular.  

Having the manners of a 17th-century sea captain, he became  

involved in many quarrels, and engaged in a bitter controversy  
with Governor Benjamin Fletcher of New York. Numerous  

complaints to the home government resulted in his being  

summoned to England to answer charges. While in Landon  

awaiting trial, he died on the ι8ιh of February 2695.  
See Cotton limber's Life el  Jfk Esedkscy Sir WPliem Ρ ins  

(London, ι6p7 • rejxiblisbed in his Magssias  in
pattk7s a 

οx) • Franca 
, 1 " Life Sir 

series,^
B 
 (New 

 Jared 
 Υο ξ 8ι ,S6); William Ĝodl'sd 

"Sir iam Phipe," fn Cdkcikss of  the Meese (fineries, Secfel',  

series a vol. he (Portland, x887) ErnM Myrend'n Sir William  
1hpps deemit Qadee (Quebec, 1893% Thomas Hntchinson'σ Ηίαο7  
of Ifessmcbrsdts (2  a, Βoatoo; 3rd ed., t7p5): and J. G. Palfreys  
blistsey of flew Rsglasd (S vole, Boston, 1858-1890).  

PHLEBITIS (from Gr. 4iλήi, a vein), όnflamm•tfon of a vein.  
When a vein is inflamed the blood in It is apt to form a dot,  
or thrombus, which, if loosened and displaced from its original  
position, may be carried as an embolus towards the heart and  

there be arrested; or it may pea through the cavities of the  

heart into the lungs, there to ledge and t ο give rise to alarming  
symptoms. If the thrombus is formed in the Inflamed vein  
of a pile it may pass as en embolus (see Haxseomome) into  
the liver. Klan embolus is carried through the left side of the  

heart it may enter the large vessels at the root of the neck sad  
teach the brain, giving rise to serious ccrebrsl disturbance or  
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to a fetal paralysis. The thrombus may be formed in gout  
and rheumatism, or in consequence of stagnation of the blood-
carnal due tο slowing of the circulation in various • wasting  
diseases. When a thrombus forms, absolute rest in the re-
cumbent posture is to be strictly enjoined; the great danger  
is the displacement of the clot. An inflamed and clotted vein,  
if near the surface, causes an elongated, dusky elevation beneath  
the skin, where the vein may be felt as a hard cord, the size,  
perhaps, of a cedar pencil, or a pen-holder. Its coarse is marked  
by great tenderness, and the tissue which was drained by the  

branches of that vein art livid from congestion, and perhaps  
boggy and pitting with oedema. If, as often happens, the  
inflamed vein ό  one of those running conspicuously upwards  
from the foot—a saphenous vein (ma ψ#s,  distinct)—the patient  
should be placed in bed with the limb secured on a splint in  

order to protect it from any rough movement. Should the clot  
become detached, it might give rise ιο sudden and alarming  
Wetness possibly even to a fatal syncope. Thus, there is  
always grave risk with an inflamed and dotted vein, and modern  
surgery shows that the safest cause is, when practicable, to  
place a ligature on the vein upon the heart-side of the dotted  
piece and to remove the latter by dissection. When, as some-
time happens, the dot Is invaded by septic organisms it is  
particularly liable to become disintegrated, and if pmts of it  
are carried to Various regions of the body they may there give  
rise to the formation of secondary abscesses. In the ordinary  
treatment of phlebitis, in addition to the insistence on perfect  
rest and quiet, fomentation may be applied locally, the limb  
being kept raised. Massage must not he employed so long as  
there is any risk of a clot being detached. (Σ. O.')  

PBLBOON, of Tralles in Asia Minor, Greek writer and freed-
men of the emperor hadrian, flourished in the and century s.e.  
His chief work was the Olympiads, an historical compendium  
in sixteen booty from the rd down to the χapth Olympiad  
(776  a.c. to A.D. 137), of which several chapters are preserved  
in Phodus and Synceilus. Two small works by him are extant:  

O* bends, containing some ridiculous stories about ghosts,  
prophecies and monstrous births, but instructive as regards  

indent superstitions; On L σag-ίeed ?moss, a list of italians  
who had passed the age of Too, taken from the Roman censuses.  
Other works ascribed to Phlegon by Suldas area description of  
Sicily, a work on the Roman festivals in three books, and a  
topography of Rome.  

Fragments in C. Mttilkr, Frog. kisl. grere. iii.; of the Morsels and  
Lang -heed in O. Keller, Riviim ,ratwalinm uńρrorer, i (0877); 
see also H Diets, " Phlegons Androgynenorakel m Sibylli ιssίchι  
Blddkr ((sr).  

PHLOOOPRB, a mineral belonging to the group of  
micas (q.r.). It is a magnesium mica, differing from biotite  

in containing only a little iron; the chemical formula is  

[H,R,(ΜgF)[,Mg,Al(SiO,)s• It crystallizes in the monoclinicsys-
tem, but the crystals are roughly developed. There Ia a perfect  
cleavage parallel to the bawl plane; the cleavage flakes are not  
quite so elastic as those of muscovite. Sometimes it is quite  
colourless and transparent, but usually of α characteristic yellow-
ish-brown colour, and often with a silvery lustre on the Cleavage  
surfaces, hence the trade name "silver amber mica" for some  
varieties. The name phlogopite is from Gr φλοyωτόr (fiery-
looking), the mineral being sometime brownish-red and coppery  

in appearance. The hardness is 21-3, and the specific gravity  
5.78-2.83. Tne optic axial plane is parallel to the plane of  
symmetry and the axial angle ο*-το', Phlogepite veers  
chiefly as scales and plates embedded in crystalline limestone  
of the Arehean formation. The min mined in Canada and  
Ceylon is mainly pń logopie, and is largely used as an insulator  
for electrical purposes. In Canada ft occme with apatite In  
pyroxene rocks which are intrusive in Laurentian gneisses and  
crystalline limestones, the principal mining district being in  
Ottawa county in Quebec and near Burgess in Lenerk county,  
Ontario. In Ceylon, the mineral forms irregular veins,  
rarely exceeding one or two feet in width, traversing grami.  
hen, ealιseίaUy near the metact of Ibisrock with crystalline 
Hrneι one. ( J.  S) 

Pil1O1 (Nat. Ord. Polemoniaccse), α genus of about 30  
species; mostly perennial hardy plants of great beauty, natives  

of North America (one occurs in Siberia), with entire, usually  

opposite, live and showy flowers generally in terming dusters.  

Each flower has a tubular calyx with five lobes, and a salver  
shaped corolla with a long slender tube and a flat limb. The  
five stamen are given off from the tube of the corolla at different  

brights and do not protrude beyond it. The ovary Is three.  
celled with one to two ovules in each cell; it ripens into a three.  
valved capsule. Many of the specie and varieties are tell  

herbs yielding a wealth of bloom throughout the summer  and  
early autumn. These require a deep, rich, and rather heavy  
loam, and a cool, moist position to flourish.  

The dwarf perennial species and varieties, the " amass pinks"  
of gardens, are charming plants for the rockery and as edging  
to beds and borders. They are trailing and tufted in habits  
the branches rooting at the nodes They succeed in podrer  
soil, and drier situation than the tall kinds. Seed is seldom  
produced. Propagation is effected by cuttings in July and  
early August, placed in a cold frame, and by division of the  
plants, which should be lifted carefully, and cut into tooted  
portions as required. The tufted kinds decay in patches in  
winter if the situation is moist and the weather mild and wet.  

Phlox Drimimoiidii and its numerous varieties are half-hardy  
annuals in Britain. It is a small-growing hairy plant, flowering  
profusely during the summer months. For early flowering  
it should be sown in bit in March and April and transferred  
out of doors in June. It succeeds if sown out of doors in April,  
but the flowering season is later and shorten  

The tall-growing border phloxes are divided into early and  
late flowering kinds respectively, the former derived, mainly  
from P. giaberrime and P. suJrrdkosa, and the latter from  
P. enemies and P. $ieicsdaio. The salver-shaped Soarers  
with cylindrical tubes mange from pure white to almost bright  
scarlet in colour, passing through shades of pink, purple, magenta  
like, mauve and salmon. New varieties are obtained by the  
selection of seedlings. Owing to the frequent introduction  
of new kinds, the reader is referred to the current lists published,  
by growers and nurserymen. The "mess pinks," P. t bule's  
and its varieties, are all worthy of a place in the alpine garden.  

The vsτieties are relatively few. The following list includes  
seedy all the best kinds: - 

P. skl,i'kkr. pink with dark centre; Α W οτσιιςhensls, rose; ααnυιαle,  
bluish white, ranged with purple; α rοιιίαεina,  deep lilac; alroprrpsres  

purple-rose and crimson; Brightness, bright rose with scarlet rye;  

contjodo, dear rose; Fairy, lilac; G. F. Wilson, mauve • gmd,jfona, 
pink, crim!on blotch; Little Dee, white, blue centre; Νσlmsi, ours 
white; Yιvιd, rose, carmine centre; all these are about 4 in. high.  
P. dń aricala, lavender, height r ft.; P. osura, rose, 1 ft.; P. repeat's,  
rose, 6 in.; and P. amoenn, ruse. 9 in., are also charming alpine& 

P. DrumαΡ.wdii varieties come true from seed, but are u fishy  
sown in mixture.  

PHOCAE& (mod. Fekia or Foklsa) as ancient city our the  
western coast of Asia Minor, famous as the mother city of  
Marseilles. It was the most northern of the Ionian dales, and  
was situated on the coast of the peninsula which separates the  
gulf of Cyme, occupied by Aeolian settlers, from the Ηermaean  
Gulf, on which stood Smyrna and Claaomεnaε? Its positiog  
between two good harbours, Naustathmus and Lampter (Elroy  
xxxvil. 31), led the inhabitants to devote themselves to  
maritime pursuits. According to Herodotus the Phocaeans  
were the first of all the Greeks to mιderteke distant voyages,  
and made known the coasts of the Adaiatic, Tynhreriia and Spain.  
Arganthonius, king of Tartessas in Spain, invited them to  
emigrate In a body to his daninion, and, on their declining,  
presented them with a large sum of money. This they employed  
in constructing a strong wall wound their dry, a defence which  
stood them in good stead when baja wan attacked by Cyrus  
in 346. Eventually they determined to seek a new home in  
the wet, where they already bad flourishing colonies, e.g.  

It was mid to have been founded by a band of emigrants front  
Phocis, under the guidance of two Athenian lenders, named Pbalo.  
genes and Damon, but it pined the Ionian confederacy by accepting  
the government of Athenian rulers of the house oi Codeia.  
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Ahdla in Coesica and Maaaille (mad. Manaillea). A large part  
of the eleagrants proceeded only as far as Chin, returned In  
Pbocsea, and submitted to the Persian yoke.  

Phocaea continued to exist under the Persian government,  
but greedy reduced is population and commerce. Though it  
joined in the Ionian revolt against Persia in Soo it was able to  
send only three ships to the combined fleet which fought at  

Lade. But a Phocacan took the supreme command. It never  
again played a prominent part in Ionian history, and is rarely  
mentioned. In the time of Timor Fujah was a fortress of  
Sarukhaa, but had been previously in Genoese bands. The  
reins still visible on the site beer the name of Palace Fokia, but  
they are of little interest. The modern town in the immediate  
neighbourhood, still known as Fckia, was founded by the Genoese  
In 1421 on aunt of the rich alum mines in the neighbourhood.  
It hus a fair natural harbour, which is the nearest outlet of the  
rich district of Menemen. About 188 , while the GedizChaff  
was throwing its silt unchecked into the Gulf of Smyrna and  
gradually filling the navigable channel, these was talk of reviving  
Fokia as a new port for Smyrna, and connecting it with the  
Cassaba railway. But, in deference to Smyrniate protests, a new  
estuary was cut for the Gediz. Fokia has acquired local impor.  
land however as a port of call for nesting steamers, and it is  
used to some degree as a summer residence by Smyrniotea.  

(D. G. Η.)  
PHOCAl, East Roman emperor (floa-dzo), was a Cappadociaa  

of humble origin. He was still but a centurion when chosen by  
the army of the Danube to lid it against Constantinople. A  
revolt within the city soon afterwards resulted in the abdication  
of the reigning emperor Maurice, and in the elevation of Phoas  
to the throne, which seems to have been accomplished by one  
of the circus faction against the wish of the troops Phocas  
proved entirely incapable of governing the empire. He con-
meted to pay an increased tribute to the Avare and allowed the  
Ρedans, who bed declared we. in 604 under Choaroea II., to  
oversnn the Asiatic provinces and to penetrate to the Bcaporua.  
When the African govesnor R eraεlίm dedared against him,  
Piocas was deserted by tbeitarving populace of Constantinople,  
and deposed with scarcely a struggle (610). He died in the  
tame year on the ιιασοΜ.  

Seq. B. Bury, Τδeιατ rlh meο E'a$ec (Loudest, rSSp), ii. 197-206.  
PHOCIOA, Athenian statesman and general, was born shout  

402 s.c.,1  the son of a small manυfectυrer. He became a pupil  
of Plato and in later life was a close friend of Xenocrates. This  
endemic trebling left its mark upon him, but it was as a soldier  
rather than as a philosopher that he Bust came into notice.  
Under Chabrias he distinguished himself in the great sea-fight  
of Name (376), and in the subsequent campaigns loyally  
auppoeted his chief. He won the confidence of the allies by  
his justice and integrity. In 351-349' he entered the Persian  
service and helped to subdue a rebellion in Cyprus. Hence.  
forward he always held a prominent position in Athens, and  
although he never canvassed he was elected general forty-five  
times in all. In politics he is known chiefly as the consistent  
opponent of the anti-Macrdonisn firebrands, headed by Demos-
theπes, Lycurgua and Hypercidea, whose fervent eloquence he  
cudeavoured to damp by recounting the plain facts of Athens's  
military and financial weakness and her need of peace, even  
when the arms of Athens seemed to prosper most. But although  
he won the respect of his audience, his advice was frequently  
discarded. Yet his Influence was felt at the trial of Ae chines  
in 343, whom be helped to defend, and after the digester of  
Chaerogeia (338), when he secured very lenient teams from  
Philip. He also rendered good service In the field: in 348 he  
moved the force operating against the philo-Macedonlan tyrants  
in.Euboea by the brilliant artery of Tamynae. Under the  
Macedosiian predominance his reputation steadily incased.  

r Diedorm' statement that Pbocion was 75 at his death ('ie» that  
he became general at 30 and was elected 45 years in succession)  
would .me 394 ar the data of birth; but he must have been  
quite 28  as 	m.command at Mama (376).  
8ia υa m te dates green for this period are  

Thought by no mats Wined to truckle.to the ''"-'-
as is shown by his protection of the refugee Napalm and his  
spirited campaign in defence of Attica in 352, he woa the emiTs.  
dance of the conquerors, and in the restricted democracy which  
Antipater enforced he became the virtual ruler of Athens. Old  
age, however, was telling on him; when Polypercbon by his  
proclamation of' freedom" raised a new crisis in 3 18, Phocion's  
dilatoriness was interpreted as active treason ea Cesaoder's  
behalf, and the people, incited by the restored democrats,  
deposed him from orme. Phocion fled to Polyperchea, but  
was sent back by the latter to be tried at Athens The assembly,  
containing numerous slaves and all the city mob, shouted  

Phocion down and condemned him to death unheard. Net  
king after, the Atheoiaus decreed a public burial and a statue  
in his honour.  

Phonon's character and policy were throughout inspired by  

his philosophic training, which best ezplsina his remarkable  
purity of character and his prudent councils To the same  
influence we may ascribe his reserve and his rmitten= to  
co-operate heartily either with the people or with the Macedonian  
conquerors who put their trust in him: a greater spirit Of energy  
and enterprise might )rave made him the saviour of his country.  
Pńocion remained femme in antiquity for the pithy sayings  
with which he used to parry the eloquence of his opponents.  
Demosthenes called him " the chopper of my periods"  

Plutarch (Life e1 Fhcdoa) drams m ch good inhumstio= from  
Philcehorua and Duds (who reproduaa Hieroaymua of Cardia);  
his aumcrmu anecdotes are repeated in other works of his and  in 
Αelian (Var. kisL). Diodorus (xvi.-zvii.) n likewise based oar  
Duns See Helm. Gk. Hire. vol. 881. (lug. trans., Lo'idosi, 1896)).  

PHOCII, an ancient district of central Greece (now a depart-
ment, pop. 62,246), about 625 sq. m. in area, bounded on the  
W. by Ozolian Lana and Doris, on the Ν. by Opisntian Locrs,  
on the Ε. by Bosotia, and on the S. by the Corinthian Gulf.  
The massive ridge of Parnassus (8068 ft.), which traverses the  
hart of the country, divides it into two distinct peitions.  
Between this central barrier and the northern frontier range of  
Cnemis (3000 ft.) is the narrow but fertile valley of the Cephisaus,  
along which most of the Phacian township. were scattered.  
Under the southern slope of Rums πt were situated the two  
small plains of Cń sa and Anticyra, separated by Mt Cirphis, 

 an offshoot from the main range. Being neither rich in material  
resources nor well placed for commercial enterprise, Pboda was  
mainly pastoral. No large cities grew up within its territory,  
and its chief places were mainly of state* importance.  

The early history of Phocis remains  quite obscure. From  
the scanty notices of Greek legend it may be gathered that  an 
influx of tribes from the north contributed largely to its popula-
tion, which was reckoned as Aeolic. It is probable that the  
country was originally of greater extent, for there was& tradiciosi  
that the Pbacians once owned a strip of land round Daphnm  
on the see opposite Euboea, and ended their frontier to Thee-
mepylae; in addition, in early days they controlled the greet  
sanctuary of Delphi. The restriction of their terdttiey was due  
to the hostility of their neighbours of Boeotia and Thessaly,  
the latter of whom in the 6th century even carried their raids  
into the Cephissus valley. Moreover the Dorian population  
of Delphi constantly  strove to establish its independence and  
about spο a.e. induced a coalition of Greek states to proclaim a  
"Sacred War" and free the oracle from Phodaa supervision.  
Thus that influence at Delphi was restricted to the possession  
of two votes in the Ainpblctyonlc Council.  

During the Persian invasion of 48o the Ibodam at first  
joined in the national defence, but by their irresolute conduct  
at Thermopylae bat that position for the Greeks; in the cam-
paign of Plataea they were enrolled an the Persian side. In  
457 an attempt to extend their influence to the bead waters of  
the Cephlsus in the territory of Doris brought a Spartan army  
into Phocia in defence of the "metropol ń  of the Doriaae." A  
similar enterprise &genet Delphi in 448 was .gain femtrated  
by Sparta, but not long afterwarda the Phoclaua recaptured  
the sanctuary with the help of the Αthe ,i oι. with whom they  
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had entered into alliance in 454•  The subsequent decline of  
Athenian land-power bad the effκt of weakening this new  
connexion; at the time of the Pelapoancslan War PhodS  was 
nominally an ally and dependent of Sparta, and had lost control  
of Delphi.  

In the 4th century Phods was constantly endangered by  
its Boeotian neighbours. After helping the Spaxtans to invade  
Boeotia during the Corinthian War (395-94), the Phociana  
were pkctd on the defensive. They received assistance from  
Sparta in 380, but were afterwards compelled to submit to the  
growing power of Thebes. The Phocian levy took part in  
Epaminondas' inroads into Peloponnesus, except in the final  
campaign of Mantinea (370-62), from which their contingent  
was withheld. Sn 'return for this negligence the Thebans  
fastened a religious quarrel upon their neighbours, and secured  
a penal decree against them from the Amphictyonic synod  
(356). The Phocians, led by two capable generals, Philomelus  
and Onomarchus, replied by seizing Delphi and using its riches  
to hire a mercenary army. With the help of these troops the  
Phocian League at first carried the war into Boeotia and Thessaly,  
and though driven out of the latter country by Philip of Macedon,  
maintained itself for ten years, until the exhaustion of the  
temple treasures and the treachery of its leaders placed it at  
Philip's mercy. The conditions which he imposed—the obliga-
tion to restore the temple funds, and the dispersion of the  
population into open villages—were soon disregarded. Ια  
339 the Phocians began to rebuild their cities; in the following  
year they fought against Philip at Chaeronea. Again in 323  
they took part in the Lamian War againSt Antipater, and in  
279 helped to defend Thermopylae against the Gauls.  

Henceforth little more is heard of Phocis. During the 3rd  
century it passed into the powerofMacedoniaandoftheAetolian  
League, to which in 196 it was definitely annexed. Under the  
dominion of the Roman republic its national league was dissolved,  
but was revived by Augustus, who also restored to Phocń  the  
votes in the Delphic Amphictyony which it had lost in 346 and  
enrolled it in the new Achaean synod..' The Phodaa League  
is last heard of under Trajan.  

See S5mbo, pp. set, 418, 424-425; ?sunless x 4-4; E. Freeman,  
Risissy of Faderel Gowniment (ed. 1893, London), pp. ι53-rf ; G.  
Rassrow, De feedesίτ Fhsemi,ms ia$itstit (Leipzig,1899); Β. Heed,  
Ηistada aunre (Oxford, 1887), pp.287 388.  

(hi. O. Β. C.)  
PΗΟ Ι.1Β 8, Greek gnomic poet of Miletus, contemporary 

of Theogiis, was born about 56o.s.c. A few fragments of his 
" maxims n have been prtaervcd (chiefly in the Florikgiwm of  
Stobaeus), in which he expresses his contempt for the pumps  
and vanities of rank and wealth, and setslortbinsirnpielanguage  
his ideas of honour, justice and wisdom. A complete didactic  
poem (ao hexameter) called fledpus eουθιτix&' or 7ω.74ι s,  
bearing the name of Phαγlides, is now considered to be the  
work of an Alexandrian Christian of Jewish origin who lived  
between 170 B.C. and A.D. 50. The Jewish element is shown in  
verbal agreement with passages of the Old Testament (especially  
the book of Sirach); the Christian by the doctrine of the immor-
tality of the soul end the resurrection of the body. Some  
Jewish authorities, however, maintain that there are in reality  
no traces of Christa= doctrine to be found in the poem, and  
that the author was a Jew. The poem was first printed at  
Venice in ι49^, and Was a favourite school textbook during  
the Reformation period,  

See fragments and the spurious poem iqT. Bemgk, Pumas  lonki 
zraeti W (4th ed., 1882); J. Perna^s fiber des PhOky1NIAIS'IIO  
Gods& (1858); Phocylide:, Poem of Adswmitioa, with introduction  
sad eommentsriee by J. B. Feiding, nod trauslatiesi by IL D. Good-
win (Andover, Mass ; F. Swem'h4 Gesat,atk der ιneιθίτcia  
Lilleoulsr its des A 	ιΡιcnιιit, (5 	), ii. 	; SKrause (s.e.  

Paeudo.Phoeylkies ") in The lemeed is sad E. Scherer,  
Bid, ή  tie /wash Ρeo/le. div. ii., voi. hi., 313-356 (Εngg. trans.,  
c886), wbete tali bibliographies are gives. There is an English verse  
Las.latioo by W. Hewett (Watfoi4 1840), The Ρenεpt τα Peer of  
Ι'hοr ids.. . 

ΡΗΟ Β$ in astronomy, the ninth satellite of Saturn in  
order of discovery, or the tenth and outermost now knowq in  

the order of distance. It was discovered by W. H. Pickering  
in :899 by photographs of the stars surrounding Saturn. It is  
remarkable in that its motion around the planet is retrograde.  
(See Ssxuaa.)  

PHOBBDS (Gt. for "bright," " pure, '), a. common epithet 
 of Apollo (g.s.). Artemis in like manner is called Phoebe, and  

in the Latin poets and their modem followers Phoebus and  
Phoebe are often used simply for the em and moon respectively.  

PBOZNICIA, in ancient geography, the name given to that  
part of the seaboard of Syria which extends from the Εleutheιus  
(Nabr el-Kebir) in the north tο Mt Carmel in the south,  a 
distance of rather more than two degrees of latitude. These 

 limits, however, were exceeded at various times; thus, north  
of the Eleutbexua lay Aradus and Marathus, and south of  
Camel the border sometimes included Dor and even Joppa.  
Formed partly by alluvium carried down by perennial streams  
from the mountains of Lebanon sad Galilee, and fringed by  
great sand-dunes which the sea throws up, Phoenicia is covered  
with a rkh and fertile sell. It is only et the mouth of the  
Eleutherus and at Acre (•Αk1ςα) that the striped coast-land widens  
out into plains of any size; there is a certain amount of open  
country behind Beirut; but for the most part the mountains,'  
pierced by deep river-valleys, approach to within a few miles  

of the coast, or even right down t ο the sea, as at Rats en-Ν8%fun  
(Scala Tyriorum, Jos. Bell. jrd. U. no, 2) and Ras el-Abia¢  
(Pliny's Promuaturium Album), where a passage had to be cut  
in the rack for the caravan road which from time immemorial  
traversed this narrow belt of lowland. From the flanks of  
Lebanon, especially from the heights which lie to the north  of 
the Qbimfyeh or Reslariya (Lggny) River, the traveller looks  
down upon some of the finest landscape in the world; in general  
features the scenery is not unlike ,  that of the Italian Riviera,  
but surpasses it in grandeur and a peculiar depth of colouring.  

With regard to natural products the country has few worth  
mentioning; minerals are found in the Lebanon, but not in any  
quantity; traces of amber-digging have been discovered on the  
coast; and the purple shell (mares hrmicslw and brs*darst)  
is still plentiful. The harboura which played so important a  
part in antiquity are nearly all silted up, and, with the exception  
of BeirOt, afford no safe anchorage for the large vessels ci  
modern times. Α few bays, facing towards the north, break  
the cost-line, end smell rocky islands are dotted here and there  
just off the shore. Sidon, Tyre and Aradus, though now  
connected with the mainland, were built originally upon island,  
the Phoenicians preferred such sites, because they were con-
venient for shipping and easily defended against attack.  

The chief towns of ancient Phoenicia, as we know of them (rem  
the Amarna tablets (15th century p.c.) and from Egyptian. Aseryrian  
and the Old Testament documents, were the following: Aceo (now  
Am or 'Mica, Judg.  i  31). Achaib (mom cz-eib, chid.), Atblab (in  
M.yrian Mahalbba, chid.)—three towns on the coast south of Tyre,  
1$8"eb (Judi. xix. 28), Tyre (Phoen. S6r, now Ser), Zarephath  
or Sarepta (t Kings xvii 9 now Samfand), Sidon (mow Saida),  
B&rytu. (Scrum in Egyptian. Widen in the Amarna tabled  now 
Beuue). B blus (in Pboen. and Babe. Cabal, now Jebeil), Arks, 8o m.  
north of Sidon (Gen. x. ι7. now 'ΑrkΑ), Sin (Assyr. Siemau, ibid.)  
Simyra (Cen. x. 18, now Sumr3), Μarathus (now mrit) not impor-
tant till the Macedonian period, Arvad or Aradus (in Phoeu,  
Arvid, now Rudd. Gen. x. 18; Seek. xxvi'. 8, is). the most  
neither),  of the greet Phocniciaa towns, and always famous as a  
maritime  stale.. 

Race and L αngυaae.—The Phoenicians were an early ofisboot  

from the Semitic stock, and belonged to the Canaanite branch  

of IL Curiously enough in Gen. z. Sidon, the " first-born "  

of Canaan, is classed among the descendants of Ham; but the  

table of nations in Gen. x. is not arranged upon strict etbno.  
graµΡń ie principles; perhaps religious antagonism induced the  
Hebrews to assign to the Canaanites an ancestry different from  

their own; at any rate the dose crummiest which existed from  

an early date between the Phoenicians and the Egyptians may  

have suggested the idea that both peoples belonged to the same  

race. The Phoenicians themselves retained some memory 9f  
having migrated from older seats on an eastern sea; lierodotus  

(i. :; vii. 89) cells it the "red sea,' meaning probably iii.  
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Persian Gulf; the tradition, therefore, seems to show that the  
Phoenicians believed that their ancestors came originally from  
Babylonia. By settling along the Syrian coast they developed  
a strangely un-Semitic love for the sea, and advanced on different  
lines from the other Canaanites who occupied the interior.  
They called themselves Canaanites and their land Canaan;  
such is their name in the Amarna tablets, Κisαhh1 and Ki,ushiii;  
and with this agrees the statement assigned to Hccataeua  
(Fr. nisi. gr. i. 17) that Phoenicia was formerly called Xga,  
a name which Philo of Byb)us adopts into his mythology by  
making " Chna who was afterwards called Phoinix " the eponym  
of the Phoenicians (Fr. kist. gr. lii. 569). In the reign of  
Antiochus IV. and his successors the coins of Laodicea of Libanus  
bear the legend "Of Laodicea which is In Canaan";t the Old  
Testament also sometimes denotes Phoenicia and Phoenicians  
by " Canaan " and " Canaan ίtα " (Ιsa. x xiii. ιτ ; Chad. 20;  
Ζeρb. i. it), though the latter names generally have a more ex-
tended sense. But " Sidonians" is the usual designation bath in  
the Old Testament and in the Assyrian monuments (Sidesun);  
and even at the time of Tyre's greatest ascendancy we read of  
Sidonians and not Tyrians in the Old Testament and In Hamer;  
thus Ethbaal king of Tyre (Jos. Ant. viii. 13, s) is called king  
of the Sidonians in τ Kings xvi. 3!. In the Homeric poems we  
meet with Σιαίωοι, 2ώ  ονle (Gd. Sr. 618; II. vi. 290; Cd. xili.  
285; Β. vi. 291) and φelνοι τ, Φο νleη (Οd. aifi. 272, xiv. 288  
seq., &c.), and both terms together (Od. iv. 83 seq., 11. ;miii.  
743 seq.) s And the Phoenicians themseiveh used Sidonians  
as a general name; thus in the oldest Phoenician inscription  
known (C/S. I. 5-ΝS1., No. 11), Hiram II. king of Tyre is  
the Sib century Ia styled "king of the Sidonians." But among  

the Greeks " Ρhοenicians " was the name most in use, ΦofrυαΡi  
(plur. of Φοίνι() for the people and Φοr4µΡ for the land (cf.  
Paoxsszx). Tht former was probably the older word, and may  

be traced to φικώ τ " blood-red "; the Cansanite sailors were  
spoken of as the "red men " on account of their sunburnt skin;  

then the land frodr which they Mme was called after them;  

and then probably the original contsexion between οis"ε and  
4sαι4r was forgotten, and new forms and meanings were  
Invented. Thus φo^r'ε came to mean a "date-palm "; but  
the date-palm is not in the list characteristic of Phoenicia,  
and can hardly grow there; φ& iuf In this sense has no Conneilon  
with the original meaning of Phoenician. A derivation has been  
sought elsewhere, and the Egyptian Fenk proposed as the  
origin of the name; but the word Feιι# was  apparently used of  
Asiatic barbarians in general, without any special reference to the  

Phoenicians (W. M. MCller, Asian u. Europa, p. 508 seq.). The  
Let. Poem's is Of course merely an adaptation of the Greek form!  

Laaguags.—lnscnptions, coins, topographical names preserved  
by Greek απd Latin writers, names of persons and the Puny passages  
in the Foesa!us of Plautus, all show conclusively that the Phoenician  

language belonged to the North-Semitic groυρ, and to that sub-
division of it which is called the Canaanite απd includes Hebrew and  
the dialect of Moab. A comparison between Phoenician and Hebrew  

reveals close resemblances both in grammatical forms and in vocabu-
laη; in some respects older features have been preserved in Pboeni-
clan, others are later, others again are peculiar to the d ń lcct; many  
words poetic or rare or late in Hebrew are common in Phoenician.  
Hence we may conclude that the two languages developed indepen.  
deftly from a common ancestor, which can be no other than the  

ancient Canaanitc, of which a kw words have survived in the  
Canaanite glosses to the Amarna tablets (written in Babylonian).'  
But in forming an estimate of the Phoenician language it must be  

remembered that our material is scanty and limited in range; the  
Phoenicans were in no sense a literary people; moreover, with one  
excaption  (CAS i. 5),  almost  all the inscriptions are subsequent  

'Cooke, Noes h-Scmiii' InacrIpiiom . (elsewhere abbreviated  
NS1.), Να Lie B. 8.  

In this passage " Phoenicians " is a general name for carriers  
of commerce, not the inhabitants of a particular country. Similarlyy  

Sidonnan " in 11. vi. 209, is taken to mean Semites in general.  
Elsewhere" Phoenicians" are merchants, kidnappers, &c., ' Sidon-
sans arc artists; to indicate nationality beds names seem to be 
used indi(fere πdyy e.. Οd. xiii. 272, xiv. 288, xv.414. 

See especiall y  P,etuchsmann, Cesch. d. PhOsizier, 13 aq., and  
Winεkkr, Rei1,sι hr. s. d. A. T., 3rd ed., 127.  

Α vocabulary is given in KAI'.', 652 seq.; •see further Bob',  
pie Spraeks d. AsισrιιαΙιΐά  ι (1909).  

to the 6th century s.c.: the majority belong to the 4th century  
and later, by which time tue language must have undergone •  
certain amount of decay., Indirectly, however, the Phoenicians  
rendered one great service to literature; they took a large  
share in the development and diHυsiοπ of the alphabet which  
forms the foundation of Greek (lerod. v. 58) and of all European  
writing. The Phoeuicinn letters in their earlier types are practically  
identical with those used by the Hebrews (e.g. the Slloam iaser.  
NS1. No. 2), the Monbites (e.g. the Meshes stone, ibid. No. 1), and the  
Aramaean of north Syria (e.g. the Zeisjlrhi insets. ibid. Nos. 61-63).  
They passed through various modifications in the course of time;  
after leaving the mother country the ncript =quires a more cursive  
flowing style on the stones from Cyprus and Attica; the tendency  

becomes more strongly marked at the Punic stage; until in the  
nee-Punic, from the destruction of Carthage (146 B.C.) to the 1st  
century A.C., both the writing and the language reached their most  
degenerate form. Asa rustic dialect the language lasted on in  
North Aide till the 5th century A.D. In his sermons St Augustine  
frequently quotes Punic words.  

Hisiory.—The Phoenicians, in imitation of the Egyptians,  
claimed that their oldest cities had been founded by the gods  
themselves, and that their race could boast an '^ 
antiquity of 30,000 years (Africanus in Syncellus, 	A ιι  
ρ. 3 c). lierodotus quotes (ii. 44) a more moderate  
tradition which placed the foundation of Tyre 2300 years belore  
his time, i.e., C. 2756 n.c. According to Justin (xviii. 3) the  
Phoenicians, who had long been settled on the coast and occupied  

Sidon, founded Tyrc in the year before the fall of Troy; possibly  
the date τ 198 n.e., given by Menander of Ephesus (in Jan  An!. 
viii. 3, τ and c. Ap. i, ι8) as that from which the era of Tyre  
begins, may refer to the epoch which Justin mentions. Little  
certainty, however, can be allowed to these traditional chrono-
logics. It is probable that in remote age Babylonla exercised  
a considerable influence upon Syria and its coast towns; but 

 Der LW. King has shown that thetradit ίon, which was supposed  
to connect Sargon I. (c. 3800 a.c.) with the western land and  
tea, has been misunderstood; it was the sea in the east, i.e. the  
Persian Gulf, which Sargon crossed (C/sroisid's ‚oacosieg  
Early Bob. Kings, vol. 1. ch. 2, 1907).  

The extension of the Egyptian empire in the direction of  
Asia began about τ όoο Β.C. under Ahmosi (Aahmes, Amasis) I.,  
the founder of the XVIIIth Dynasty, who carried. ή vrsre  
his arms into Syria, and conquered at least Palestine oe  
and Phoenicia, the letter being the country celled .. Mes  
Da-ki on the Egyptian monuments (MIHIer, As. a. "N/  8'6  
Es,. p. x8i). Whether the campaign of Thothme (Tethmosia)  
I. to the Euphrates produced any lasting results is doubtful;  
it was Tbothmes III. (c5 ο3-ι44q) who repeated and consolidated  
the earlier conquest, and established Egyptian suzerainty  
over all the petty states of Syria and Phoenicia (see Fuss:  
History, I.). For the geography and civilization of Canaan about  
5400 s.c. we have valuable evidence in the Egyptian papyrm  
Anastasi I., which mentions Kepuna (Gobea, Gebel-Rybles)  
the holy city, and continues: "Come then to Bcrytus, to Sidon,  
to Sarepta. Where is the ford of Nat 'arses (?Nabr el-Kasimiyeh,  
or a town)? Where Is 'Eutu (? Usu, Puiaetyrus) ? Another  
city on the see Is called a haven, D'ar (Tyre) is its name, water  
is carried to it In boats; it Ia richer in fish than in sands." ' But  
the fullest information about the sate of Phoenicia in the ι sιh  
and 24th centuries n.c. comes from the Amarna tablets, among  
which are many letters from the subject princes and the  
Egyptian governors of Phoenicia to the Pharaoh, It was a time  
of much political disturbance. The Hittites (q.s.) were invading  
Syria; nomads from the desert supported the invasion; said  
many of the local chiefs were ready to seise the opportunity  
to throw off the yoke of Egypt. The towns of Phoenicia were  

For the Phoen. inserr. roe Cor$'iis iascriptiosiam rse itiεerιwr.  
pt. 1, brought up to date provisionally by Rf$rlok* "d g"  
she. A selection is publishedyb LidsWindt:. Haadbseh  d. ιιwdκιa  
Epigrophik (1898); Cooke, Textbook of Mwih-Sos'iise Zeuń ► /4ss  
(5903), with translations απd notes; Landau, Beib'dg. s. AiIorIxsis&.  
d Qrissiin (1899- ιgo6);Lidsbaπki, Affτser. Tam (2907), 	1  

'Sae W. Μ. Muller, lac, cit. pp. 57, 172 aq., 184 seq.; JermiιS ι 
Des Α. T. ins Li'hIe d. all. Crtests, ρ. iο2  seq.; Records cf 162 Pad,  
i1 109 eeccqq..  

W'md ter, Ted-al-Am. Letters Non, 37 aqq. ς Ρetrie, Syria aid  
Bωψ/ inΝse ΤdΙ d Αιaa. LVJas.  
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divided; Amelia, Smyra, Slow supported the rebellion; Rib-
habed, the vassal of Byblus, and Abi-melech ling of Tyre, held  

out for Egypt; but while all the towns made prokadow of  
fidelity, they were scheming foe their own interests, and In the  
cad Egypt lost them all except Byblus. The tablets which  

reveal this smote of affairs are written m the language and sceipt  
of Babylonia, and thus show indirectly the extent to which  
Babylonian culture had penetrated Palestine and Phoenicia;  
at the same time they illustrate the closeness of the τdatians  
betweeg the Canaanite towns and the dominant power of  
Egypt. After the reign of Amenopń is IV. (137o- ι366) that  
power collapsed altogether; but his successors attempted  to 
remover it, and Ramses (Rameaes) D. recenquered Phoenicia  
as far as Be*O4, cad carved three tabled on the rock beside the  
Nahr el-Hdb to commemorate his victories; under the XIXth  
and XXth h)yisasdes this seems to have remained the northern  
limit of the Egyptiaa Empire. But in the reign of Ramses IIL  
(c. aeon) great changes began to occur owing to the invasion  
of Syria by peoples from Asia Minor and Europe, which ended  
in the estehliτδment al the Philistineson the coast near Ashkelon.  
The successors of Ramses III, lost their hold over Grimm; the  
XXIst Dynasty no longer intervened in the aff sirs of Syria;  
but Sheshonk (Shishak), the founder of the XXIInd Dynasty,  
about 928 s.c. endeavoured to assert the ancient supremacy of  
Egypt (cf. τ Rings xdv. ag aqq.), but his successes were not  
laating, and, as we learn from the Old Tetament, the powar of  
Egypt became henceforward practically ineffective. Not until  
608 did a Pharaoh (Necho) lead as Egyptian army so far north,  
and he was deemed by Nebuchgdrezzar. During the period  
which elapsed before the rise of the Assyrian power in Syria  
the Phoenicians were left to themaelves. This was the period  
of their development, and Tyre became the leading city of  
Phoenicia_  

Between the withdrawal of the Egyptian role in Syria and  
the western advance of Assyria there comes to interest during  
rednere. which the city-states of Phoenicia owned no suzerain.  
eeawa The. history of this period is mainly a history of  
I°·eas α* Tyre, which not only rose to a sort of hegemony  
among the Plwenician states, but founded colonies beyond  
the seas (below). From 97o to .772. s.c. the bare outline of  
events is supplied by extracts from two Hellenistic historians,  
Menander of Ephesus and Dint (largelydependent upon Menan-
der), which have been preserved by iosephus, Asst. viii. S, 3  
and c. Ap. i. 17, i8. From the dam given in these passage  
we lesrn that Hiram L, em of Abi-bawl, reigned in Tyre from  
97o to 936 s.c. He a urged the island-town to the east, restored  
and enriched the temples, built new ones to Heracles (i.e.  
lfe:lkarth or Melgartb) and Astarte, founded the feast of the  
awakening of Herarles in the month Peritim, and.reduced the  
inhabitance of Utica to their allegiance. The Tyrisn annals,  
moreover, alluded to the connexion between Hiram and Solomon.  
Before this time, indeed, the Phoenicians had do doubt lived  
en friendly tease with the Israelites' (d. Judges ν. τ7; Gen. xlix.  
13); but the two natkms seem to have drawn cosy in the time  
of Solomon. z Sam. v. ir , whi brings David and Hiram  
together, probably antedates whet happened in the following  
reign. For Solomon's palacc and temple Hiram contributed  
cedar end fig trees as well as workmen, receiving in exchange  
Large annual payments of oil and wine, supplieswhleh Phoenicia  
must have drown regularly from Israelite districts ( τ Rings V. 9,  
ir; cf. Ezek. xxvii. τ 7; Ear. iii. 7; Acts xii. 20; Jos. Asf. xiv. to,  
6); finally, in return for the gold which he furnished for the temple,  
Hiram received ived the grant of a territory in Galilee (Cebu!, τ Rings  
ix. Ζο-τ4)! This alliance between the two monarchs led to a  

In Judges τ. 12 (c1.. 6 iii. 3^))  the Sidonians are mentioned  
among the of Israel; but there is no record of any invasion 
of Israel by the PhκnίcαΡnα and the statement is due to the p αt-
esilie editor who introduced generalizations of ancient history into  
the book of Jude..  

' Joe. AsL vol. ,  .  Τ.  dateι the building of Solomon's temple in  
the j sth year of Hiram, and µo years after the foundation of Tyre.  
This gives a tyrian era which began in  i  198- ι 197 s.c., i.e. at the  
time when the ]Messiness .,ttled on the coast of Γ=.aυn, an event  

joist expedillew from Bsiongeber on the Gulf of Akaba (at τiαΡIγ  
Αg8ba) to Opblr (7 on the east coast of Arabia, see Oi'mw) for  

purpeeea of trade. The list of Himm's successors given by  
Jeaepbus Indicates frequent changes of dynasty until the time.  

of Ithobsf L pried of Astute, whose reign (887-8) marled a  

return to more settled rule. In contrast to Hiram Ι., king M  
Tyre, Ithobel or Ethbaal is styled in τ Rings xvi. 31  "king of  
the Sidonians," i.e. of the Phoenicians, showing that in the  
interval the kings of Tyre had extended their rule over the other  
Phoen clan cities. Under Ethbaal further expansion is recorded;  

Retιys north οf Βyblus and Aoza in North Africa are said to have  
been founded by him; the more famous Carthage owed its origin  
to the civil discords which followed the death of Metten L (8so),  
his next successor but one. According to tradition, bletten's  

son Pygmalion (8τo-773)  slew the husband of his sister Eliom  
or Dido;whereupoa she fled and founded Carthage (q.s.) in Libya  
(813; Justin zviii. 4-6). At this point Josephuss extrarta  
from Menander come to in end.  

From the time of Ethbaal onwards the independenc of  
Phoenicia was tbrcatened by the advent* of Assyria. So far  
back as a zoo s.c. T$giaihi-plleser L had invaded North wee  
Phoenicia, and in order to secure a harbour on the 4abara,  
coast be occupied Arvad (Aradus); but no permanent M'aG  
occupation followed. In the 9th century, however, the system-
atic conquest of the west began. In 876 s.C. Assur-recur-pd IΙΙ.  
" wished his weapons in the great sea," and exacted tribute  
from the kings of Tyre, Sidon, Byblua and other cities, including  
Arvad (Keilissb. 8ibl1o'kek, Í. tog). The inscriptions of  
his son Shalmaneser ΙΙ. mention the taking of tribute from the  
Tyń ans and Sidonians in 846 and again in 849; the Byblisns  
are included at the latter date, and among the kings defeated  
at Ksrkar in 854 or 853 was Meth-bawl, king of the Arvadites  
(ibid. pp. 141, 143. 173). Thus Sbalmaneser completed the  
copquesta of his predecessor on the Phoenician coast, and  

established a supremacy which lasted for over a hundred years  
and was acknowledged by occasional payments of tribute.  
In 741 Tiglalb-pileser ΙΙI. mentions on his tribute-lists" ilirlro  
of Tyre "; and here for the first time a piece of native evidence  
becomes available. The earliest Phoenician inscription at  
?resent known (C'S. I. ς = Ι. No. τ ι) is engraved upon  • 
the fragments of a bronze bowl dedicated by • certain governor  
of Qarth-Ladasht (or Rani-Hadasti, " New City," i.e. Ciiium),  
"servant of Hiram king of the Sidonians to Baal of Lebanon."  
It is to be noted that this Hiram II. was not only king  
of Tyre, as the Assyrian inscription calls him, but of  

Sidon too; and further, that by this time Tyre had established  

a colony in Cyprus (q.'.). In Tiglatli-pileser's Philistine  
campaign of 734 Byblus and Aradus paid tribute, and as  
Assyrian chief officer (the Rab-shakeh) was sent to Tyre  

and extorted from the king, now Metten or Mattlin, the  
large sum of 150 talents of gold (KB. ii. 23). For  
the period which follows a certain amount of information is  
furnished by Menander (in Jos. Ant. ix. T',  τ).  Elulaeua IX., in  
Assyrian Lull, who ruled under the name of Pylas, was king of  
Tyre, Sidon, and other cities at this time (c. 725-690), and at  
the beginning of his reign suffered from an invasion by Shel-
maneser IV. or Salampsas (Jon.); this was probably the ezped&-
lion against Hoshea of Sammie in 72$; "the king of Assyria...  
overran all Phoenicia, but soon made peace with them all  
and returned back." In the reign of Sargon Phoenicia itself  
seems to have becn left alone; but the inhabitants of Citium  
revolted, showing that the authority of Tyre in Cyprus had  
grown weak; and Sargoes received the submission of seven  
Cypń an princes, and set up in Larnaca (probably in 709) the  
triumphal stele now in the Berlin Museum (Schrader, Cued!.  
laser. end O. T., and ed., vol. Ii. p. 87). But Elulaeus, according  
tO Menander, suppressed the revolt of Citium, and early in the  
reign of Sennacherib joined the league of Philistia and Judah,  

which had cossidenble effect upon the cities of Phoenicia (above,  
Justin xviii. 3). In the Tyrian annals(Joe. c. Αρ. 1 18) the reference  
was probably to the felling of timber in Lebanon for Xbasi s temples;  
Josephus then misinterpreted this by z Kings v.6.  
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in alliance with Egypt and Ethiopia, which aimed at throwing  
ofi the oppressive tyranny of Assyria; as usual, however, the  
city-stem of Phoenicia could not combine even against a  
common foe, and several broke away from Tyre, so Mensader  
tells us, and sided with Assyria. In the grit campaign of 701  
Sennacherib came down upon the revolting provinces; he forced  
Lull, king of Sidon, to fly for refuge to Cyprus, took his chief  
cities, and set up Tuba'lu (Ethbaal) as king, imposing a yearly  
tribute (KB. ". el). The blockade of Tyre by sue, signiE.  
cantly Passed over in Sennacherib's Inscription, is described by  
Menander. The island-city proved to be impregnable, but it  
was the only possession left of what had been the extensive  
kingdom of Elulaeus. Sennacherib, however, so far accomplished  
his object as to break up the combination of Tyre and Sidon,  
which bad grown Into a powerful state. ,  At Sidon the successor  
of Etbbasl was Abd-milkath; in alliance with a Ci)icise chief he  
rebelled against Esarheddon about the year 678, with disastrous  
consequences. Sidon was annibilatcd; Abd-milketh fell into  
the hands of Esarhaddon, who founded a new Sidon on the  
mainland, peopled It with foreigners, and called it after his own  
name. The old name, however, survived in popular usage;  
but the character of the city was changed, and till the time of  
Cyrus the kingdom of Sidon ceased to exist (KB. iI. 125 seq.,  

145; ΚΑΤ.' 88). Tyre also came in for its share of hardship.  
Elalanus was followed by Baal, who in 672 consented to join  
Tirńaka, the Ethiopian king of Egypt, in a rebellion bgaiest  
Assyria. Esarbaddon, on his way to Egypt for the second time,  
determined to deal out punishment; be blockaded Tyre, and  
raised earthworks on the shore and cut οff the water-supply;  
but he did not capture the city itself. HDs monument found at  
Zenjidi represents the great king holding Baal of Tyre and  
Tirhaka of Egypt by cords fastened in their lips;' there is no  
evidence, however, that be actually took either of them psboner.  
Early in the reign of Assur-bani-pal Tyre was besieged again  
(668), but Assur-band-pal succehded no better than his prede-
cessors. Nevertheless Baal submitted in the end, along with the  
princes of Gebel and Arvad, Manasseh of Judah, and the other  
Canaanite chiefs; in the island of Cyprus the Asyrians carried  
all before them (KB. II. 149 seq., 1 69, 1 73)..On his return  
from the Arabian campaign Assur-ban(-pal severely punished  
the rebellious inhabitants of Ushu (Palaetyrus) and Akko, and  
transported the survivors to Assyria (ibid. 229). In Phoenicia,  
as elsewhere, Assyrian rule crated nothing and left nothing  
behind it but a record of barbarous conquest and extortion.  
An interesting sidelight is thrown upon this period by the list  
of the tbalassocraciea in the C/srinkon of Eusebius (p. 226, ed.  
Schoen), which places the 45 years of the sea-power of Phoenicia  
at a date which, with much probability, may be conjectured  

to lie between 709, when Cyprus submitted to Sargon, and 664,  
when Egypt threw ofi the rule of Assyria. If this dating is  
correct, and the Phoenician sea-power was at its height during  
these yelp, we can understand why Tye gave so much trouble  
to the Αsryrιan  kings! 

In the last crisis of the dying power of Assyria the Egyptians  
for a abort time laid hands on Phoenicia; but after their defeat  
Tye  eye,  at the battle of Carchemish (6 ο5), the Cbaidaeans  
&is,*,,ia.bacame the maters of western Asia. Jeremiah's  
1r'k allnsien (xxv. 22) in 604 to the approaching downfall  

of the kings of Tyre and Sidon and the coast-land  
beyond the sue, i.e. the Phoenician settlements on the Mediter-
ranean, seems to imply that the Phocnician states recovered  
some measure of independence; if they did it cannot have  
lasted long. In 588 Apń es (Pharaoh Rophra) made an attempt  

The above interpretation of Menseder and the Asayvan evidence  
is based upon Ed. Meyer. Buy. Bib. ed. 3y S FFor a different 
exBlauitw see e Landau, Belie, s Afterlsmsk. d. Or. vol. i.. idbxid by  

,W nεkkc, Α liar. Fermi. ίί . e+ 45 qqq.;^ these scholars take Me πaσder to 
refer to the later war of Fáuhaddo ń  and Assur-bani-pal against  
Baal of Tyra.  

' See the facsimile in Assgyabaegew de Seιdscbir(έ  (Berlin, :893),  
and p 37 for the above interpretation of it.  

'John L. Myra, !slum. "eil. Studies (1906). xxvi. 84 seq.. criticiz-
ing miscWer, Du Α tse Orisid (1905), vo4 vii. pt. a.  

to displace the L)aWaαu supsemaay; he defeated Tye •ad  
Sidon, and terrorized the other cities into submission (Scrod.  
iI. 161; Died. Sic. 1.68). Some of the Phokilclsn chiefs, among  
them Itńebel II., the new king of Tyre, while forced to yield to  
a change of masters, were bold enough to declare their hostility  
to the Babylonians. This state of affairs did not escape the  
vigilance of Nebuchadrezzar. After the fall of Jeunssiem be  
marched upon Phoenicia; Aprie withdrew his army, and the  
siege of Tyre began. For thirteen years the great merchant  
city held out (585-573;  Joe. c.  Α.  f. el; d. Each . xxvi. a seq.).  
Ezekiel says that Nebuchadrersar and his host had no reward  
for their heavy service against Tyre, and the presumption is  
that the city capitulated on favourable terms; for bthobd's  
reign ends with the close of the siege, and the royal family is  
subsequently found in Babylon. The king appointed by  
Nebuchadrezzar was Baal IL (574-564),  after whose death a  
republic was formed under a single suffete or " judge " (shfJfi).  
Josephus (fα.ciι.) Is again our autborityfor thedαngesοf gοveτo-  
meet which followed until the monarchy was revived. At  
length under Hiram III. Phoenicia paned from the Chafdaeans  
to the Persians (538), and at the same time Amesis (Ahmosl) II.  
of Egypt occupied Cyprus (Herod. II. ι8a). There seems to  
have been no struggle; the grit siege and the subsequent  
civil disorders had exhausted 'Ire, and Sidon took its place  
as the leading state. About this time, too, Carthage made sit  

effort for independence under Hanno the Greet (538-S τι), the  
real founder of its fortunes; the old dependence upon Tyre was  
changed fora mere relation of piety observed by the annual  
sending of delegates (Ι ιφ l) to the festival of Melkarth (Anfan 

 ii. a4; polyb. xxxi. 2o, I I). The disasters and humIliations  
which befell Tyre during this and the foregoing period might  
suggest that its prosperity had been seriously damaged. But  
Tyre always counted for more in commerce than in politics;  
and in the year 586, just before the great siege, Ezekiel draws  
a vivid picture (ch. xxvii.) of the extent and splendour of its  
commercial relations. Even when cut off from its possession  
on the mainland the city itself was not captured; it; seafaring:  
trade went on; and though by degrees the colonies were lost,  
yet the ties of race and sentiment remained strong enough to  
bind the Phoenicians of . the mother-country to their kindred.  
beyond the sees.  

CmιιNitdίaa.—Αt this point it is convenient to mention what  
little is known about the constitution dl the Phoeniclan states.  
All Cansanite analogyspeaks fσ kingshiρ as the okidtferns of Pboe-
niciaπ govvrnmmrt. In the native insmptions the chid of the city  

in Phoenicia itself and is Cyprus is slwayscallid king. The royal  
houses claimed dive descent,; and the king could not be cho κn  
outside their members. His power, however, was limited by the 
wealthy merchant families, who ροnesse sh d great influence In public _ 
affairs; thus it was po ible for wat er pace to be decided at Tye  
in the kings absence, or at Skdosi ageless his will (Anus ii 15 sad  
ι ό ; Curtius iv. r.15). The priestof Meikarth at Tyre was the second  
man in the kingdom. Associated with the prince was a council  
of elders; such was the else at Gebaf (Bybius) from the artiest times  
to the latest (Each. xxvii. 9) -  at Sidon this council mosisted of me  
members (Died. xvi. 45). ρerό ρι also at Τyιαι lasmydons of the  
3rd and tad centuries Β.C. mention a Rob (chief) in Sidon, Cyprus  
and Gaulus Gem); what his position was it is difficult to say in  
the colonies he may have been a district governor. During N εόο-
chadremr'e time, as we have seen, it iupubllc took the place el the  
mσπακby at Tyre. and the goveeumcnt wee od—eyed by •  
succession of sudetes (judges); they held o(6cc for shirt terns, and  
in one instance two ruled together or six years. Much later, in the  
"el century e.c., an inscription from Tyre mentions a suffete (NSI.  
Na 8) without adding mere to our knowledge. Carthage. d mome,  
wasgovemed by two wffe es, and these o8ίceci en frequently named 

 iii conncxioii with the Carthaginian colonies (NSf. p. 1j5 spy.);  
but we must be careful not to draw the inference that Phoenicia  
itself had any such magistrates Under the Persians a federal bond  
was formed comprising Sidon, Tyra and Aradus whote duty it  
was to contribute 300 triremea to the Persian fleet (Scr od. vi'. 89),  

So the Babylonians. Caeaanites (e.g. In the case of the Nephilim,  
Can. vi. 2). Arabs. Greeks, traced the descent of heroic families to  
the gods. W. R. Smith, IGsuiip mad l Justine, p.206; 5.1.  Curtis ■  
Prioritise Sam. Rd.Tadsy (London, Τ9022, p. in seq .  

' An itecr. from Tyre may be read, 'Abd haul chief of the  
Ilundred," N31. p. 129; Clermoiit.Garnscau, Recwil lard. σr.  
i4 294seg.  
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the Ι ' tπιsιshmςendertbdaomssnddthe3teetcities. Aesdss  
presided over thrα auberdinete townships (Amen ii.y) θczyς ee. 
which bad no king of its own, probably formed with'Byblus a  
single kingdom; while Tripoli. consisted of a federation of three  
sties separated by a stadium from each other, and

dp
p

ιρ
orvviided  a meet- wth the Peen goκnlrn 	Diiod. xvι ηyBυt federation.onnaa 

larger seek ans never possible in Phoenicia, for the reason that no  
sense of political unity existed to bind the di Ι ereιlt states together.  
Comσισcisl interests dominated everything else, end while these  
stimulated a municipal life not WIdIIuIIt vigour, civil discipleie end  
loyalty were but feebly kit. On occasion the towns could defend  
their mdependence with strenuous courage; the higher qualities  
which melee for a progressive parsons life the Pboemciaus did not  
P  

Pboensda now became part of the iluib satrapy of the If mien  
Empire, and entered upon a spell of comparative peace and  
1narsιsaιm growing prasperky. Favoured for the sake of  
rums se -their fleet, and having common interests egging  
__ s α Greece,1  the Phoenicians were among the most  
loyal subjects of the empire. At this period Sidon occu-
pled the position of leading state; in the fleet her king  
reeked nett to Xeries and Were the king of Τ we (Herod.  
vin. 67); her situation afforded advantag α for expansion  
which Tyre on. its small and densely populated island could not  
rival The city was distinguished by its cosmepoiitan character;  
the satrap resided there when he came to Phoenicia, end the  
Persian menauch had his paradise outside the wails le the  
bet half of the 4th century Stilton I. (in Pb0en. bd-'ashleri  
or Bon/-'exited) was king,  e. 374-361. He cultivated friendly  
relations with Athens, indicated in a decree of prereeis(hfichel,  
Inc. d'u'es. p. Νο. 93 et CIG. Na. 87); his court was famed  
for its luxury; and the extent to which phil-Ilellenic tendencies  
prevailed at this time in Sidon is shown by the royal sarcophagi,  
noble specimen. of Greek art, which have been excavated in the  
necropolis of the city. It wes in the reign of Straten that Tyre  
fell into the bands of Evagbres, king of Salamis, who had already  
supplanted Phoenician with Greek civIDation in Cyprus (Isar'.  
&sag. 6s, Posing. z6τ; Died. xv. 2). Stralon made friends with  
Nicocles, son of Evagoras, and with him came to an untimely  
end through their implication in the great revolt of the satraps,  
562 s.ε. (see the story of Streton's death in Jerome, eds. legs.  
i. 4s). A new mselt of Sidon against the Persians took Place  
under King Tennes owing to the insults dieted to the Sidonijans  
at the federal diet in Tripoli.. With the aid of Nectanebns  
of Egypt, who turd grievances of his own to avenge, the Sidoniana  
carried the rest of Pboenkia with them and drove the satraps  
of Syria and CSli& net of the country. Tenn, however,  
betrayed his people and opened the city to Arta τeaes fli;  
the inhabitants to the number of 40,000 are salt to have set  
fire to their houses and perished; Tenn himself was executed  
after he had served the endsofthe great king (346 s.e.;Died.  
χνί . 41-45).  The lest king of Sidon was Straton II. ('Abd-
'ashtart, 346-332)  before the Persian Empire came to an end.2  

Towards the close d the 5th century the Pboenkien coins begin  
to supplement our lesterinl sources (In. Nei s ιserωs). From the  
time of Darius the Persian menarche lasted a gold coinage,  ad 
reserved to themselves the right of doing so; but they allowed their  
satraps and vassal states to coin silver and eορρer money at  
discretiois. Hence Modus, Byblos, Sidon and Tyre issued • coinage  
of their own, of which many.pecimens exist: the coins are stamped  
as a rule with emblem sir name of the city. sonsetlmes with the  
game of the ruler.' Thus from the coins of Byblus we learn the  
names of four kings,  'ΕΙ -ρa.ιl, 'Ar-bafal (between 360 and 340 n.c.),  
Mar-melek, ·Ain-d; from the coins of the other cities it is difficult  

The naval expeditions against Greece in 480-449 and Sparta  
In 396-387 were mainly fitted out by Phoenicia. See Ρεaste : 
Αιιιeue /fi'b's, fee the whole of this section.  
'Justin item. 3 tells a story about Tyre during this period:  

the city, after being worn out though not defeated in long wars  
with the Persians, was so enfeebled that it was seized by the slaves.  
wM mm and roam axed their masters; one Strum ,lose escaped  
mod wan afllιwrde. π edε king. The reference to the Persians is  
cbv;oed imect; the story, if it coo be taken ser ίouλy at all. 
must refer to one of the siηtcs by the Assyrians Or Cheldaesns, and,  
as Meyer suggests (Racy. Bib. cot 3J6ο), may be derived from tee  
story of Abdalonymus of Sidon mcatied below.  

' Sα especially E. Babeion. L s Firm Αιλdeιh idα, sad ci.  
1(3!.  Νο.ι '9  

to obtain meek inL...stiot. The 'ns tre bactipttsns, however,  
now bemuse available, though most of them belong to the period  
which fdbωι, and only a few have been die:Gened is PhoenIcia  
itself. One of the a rt,est d these s the inscription of Bybles  

(Cl8. f. t- NSI. Να 3), dating from the Persian eeriod• it  
record, a dedi.doπ made by Yehaw-milk, king of Gebel and  
minions the annie of the king's grandfather, Uri-milk, but the  
exact dates of their reign nix not given.  

When Alexander the Great entered Phoenicia after the battle  

of Isaus (333 a.c.), the kings were absent with the Persian feet  
in the Aegean; but the cities of Aradus, Byblus and lee  
Sidon welcomed him readily, the last-named showing /redeem  
special zeal against Persia. The Tyriansalso offered ibeb'  
submission, but refused to allow the conqueror au-"aC  
to enter the city and sacrifice to the Tyń an Ileracles. Alexander  
was determined to make as example of the first who abould  
offer opposition, and at once began the siege. It lasted seven  
months. With enormous toil the king drove out a mole from  
the mainland to the island and thus brought up his engines;  
ships from the other Phoenician roses and from Cyprus lent  
him their aid, and the town at length was forced in July 33 2 ;  
8000 Tyriaiia were slain, 3ο,0οο sold as sieve, and only a few  
notables, the king Azemilka., and the festal envoys from Carthage  
who had taken refuge in the sanctuary of Melkanh, were spared  
(Died. xvii. 40-46). It is not unlikely that Lech. ix. 2-4 refers  
to this famous siege. For the time Tyre lost its political  
existence, while the foundation of Alexandria presently changed  
the lines of trade, and dealt a blow _ even more fatal to the  
Phoenician cities.  

During the wars of Alexander's suceemors Phoenicia changed  
bands several times between the Egyptian and the Syrian  
kings_ Thus in 3t2 Tyre was captured from Antigomis by  
Ptolemy I., the ally of Seleucus; ia 287 it passed into the domin-
ion of Seleucus; in r/5 again it was captured by Ptolemy IL  
Pńί ladelphus, and began tο recover itself as an autonomous  
municipality. From the year 275 " the people of Tyre ^  
reckoned their era (CIS. 1. 7-'NS1. No. 9,  cf. so). TieC  
Tyrian coins of the period, stamped with native, Greek slid  
Egyptian symbols, illustrate the traditional relations of the  
city and the range of her ambitions. A special interest attaches  
to these silver tetrsdrechm• and didnchms (staters and half-
staters), because they were used by the Jews for the payment  
of the temple tax as- sńekels. of. the sanctuary"  (1(81. pp.  
35t. 44).  

Among the Ρhoenfcien states we know most about Sidoq  
during this period. The kingship was continued fora long  
time. The story goes that Alexander raised to the throne a  
member of the royal lamp, Abdalonymus, who was living in  
obscure poverty and working as a gardener (Justin xi. so; Curt. 

 iv. z; Died. xvii. 47  wrongly connecting the story with Tyre).  
In 312 Ptolemy, then master of Phoenicia, appointed his  
general Philocles king of the Sidonians, and a decree in honour  
of this king has been found at Athens (Michel, No. 387, cf. 5261);  
but he cannot have reigned long. For at the end of the 4 ιh  
and the beginning of the 3rd century we have evidence Of a  
native dynasty in the important inscriptions of Tabnith, Esh-
mun=our and Bod-'ashtart, and in the series of inscripliouss  
(repeating the same text) discovered at Βοatan esh-Shekh scar  
Sidon (NSI. Nos. 4, s, 6 and App. i)! The last-named texts  
imply that the first king of this dynasty was Esbmun-'czar;  
his son Tabnith succeeded him, then came Eshmun'azar II.,  
who died young, then Bed-'ashtert, both of them grandsons  
of Eshmun- ázar I. With Bod- ahtart, so far as we know,  
the dynasty came to an end, say about 250 a.c.; and ills not  
unlikely that the S ίdοn ens reckoned an ere of independence  
from this event (1(81. ρ. p5 a.).  

Of the other Phoenkian cities something is known of the history  
of Aradus. its era began in 259 o.e.. when it probably became  a 
republic or free city. While the rest of Phoenicia passed under the  

The date of this dynasty bus been much disputed; but the  
reference to " the lord of kings " in the great inner, of Eshmun-
'aur (line t8) po ιnts to the Ptolenuuc period, for the Persian monarch  
ό  always styled " king of kings" The intαpιεtatios d many 
^^u4 d the sent. from  ,oih-Shikh lentil υΡoceηώι.  
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rule of Ptolemy iI. and his successors between 281 and 597, Aradus  
remained in the kdngdom of the Seleudda, who greatly favoured the  

city and increased its privileges (Strobes xvi. τ, 14; Polyb. v. 68).  
But its subject-towns availed themselves of the political changes .  of 
the period to throw oft their allegiance; Mamthus from 378 begins  

to issue a coinage bearing the heads of the Ptolemic, and later on  
Karne asserted its independence in the same way; but in the end the  
Aradians recovered their supremacy. Dindorua records a barbarous  
attempt made by the Aradians, about 148 B.C. to destroy Marathus,  
which was frustrated by the pity and courage of an Aradian fisher-
man (xxxiii. 5). At last in the time of Tigranes, the Armenian  

holder of the kingdom of the Seleucids, or soon afterwards, the  
coins of Marathus cease; the city was ,welled to the ground, and its  

land, with that of Simyra, was parcelled out among the Aradiens  
(Strobes xvi. 2, 12). Akko issued coins οf its own down to 267 D.C.,  
if the reckoning was from the Seleucid era (312 a.c.); in 267 it was  
converted into a Greek city by Ptolemy, and called Ptolemais  
Ροlyb. iv. 37;  Strobes xvi. 2, 25; cl. Acts xxi. 7). land cea of  
ibanus was founded by Seleucus Nicator on the plain southeast  

of Hemesa (Ι1οms) in the region of the upper Orontes, and became  
an important city; its coins of the 2nd century D.C. bear the interest-
ing legend in Phoenician, •' Of I.aodicea which is in Canaan" ((ηηSI.  
p. 349 seq.). Another laodicea "by the sea" ad mare), also of  
Seleucid foundation, is probably to be identified with the ruined  

site celled Umm el-'Αwamid near the coast between Tyre and Akko;  
several Phoenician inscriptions have been found there (e.g. C'S.,  
L 7" ΝSΙ. Νο. 9; Clermont Geamesu, Rsriieii, t. v.). -  

After the death of Antioclius IV. Epiphanea in 564 S.C.,  
revolts and adventurers made their appearance in many parts  
of Syria, heralding the collapse of the kingdom of the ScleurIds.  
Berytus was destroyed by the usurper Trypho in 140 D.C. Tyre  
In 120 and Sidon in sit received complete independence, and  
inaugurated new eras from these dates. Byblus and Tripolis  
fell into the hands of "tyrants"  (Strobes Xcvi. 2, ι8; Jos. Anl.  
xiv. 3, a), and Arab robbers plundered their territories from  
strongholds in the Lebanon. From 83-69 n.c. the entire kingdom  
was held by the Armenian Tigranes.  

At last in 64 s.c. Pompey arrived upon the scene and established  
order out of chaos. Phoenicia was incorporated into the Roman  

province of Syria; Aradus, Sidon, Tyre and Tripolis  
,, were confirmed in their rights of self-government  

and in the possession of their territories. In 14 D.C.  
Augustus rebuilt Berytus as a Roman colony and stationed two  
legions there; later on Ptolemais, Tyre and Sidon received  
colonial status. Under the beneficent government of Rome the  
chief .towns prospered and extended their trade; but the whole  
character of the country underwent a change. During the  
Macedonian period Greek influences had been steadily gaining  
ground in Phoenicia; relations with the Greek world grew closer;  
the native language fell into disuse, and from the beginning of  
the Roman occupation Greek appears regularly in inscriptions  
and on coins, though on the latter Phoenician legends do not  
entirely vanish till the and century a.o.; while the extent to  
which 1ellenic ideas penetrated the native traditions απd  
mythologies is seen in the writings of Philo of Byblus. For the  
purposes of everyday life, however, the people spoke not Greek,  
but Aramaic. As elsewhere, the Roman rule tended to obliterate  
characteristic features of national life, απd under it the native  
language and institutions of Phoenicia became extinct.  

Nasigatio,i, Trade, Colonies.—The Phoenicians were essentially  
a seafaring nation. Fearless and patient navigators, they  
ventured into regions where no one else dared to go, and, always  
with an eye to their monopoly, they carefully guarded the secrets  
of their trade routes and discoveries, and their knowledge of  
winds απd currents. At the beginning of the 7th century s. c.  a 
Phoenician fleet is said to have circumnavigated Africa (Rcrod.  
iv. 42). To the great powers Phoenician ships and sailors were  
indispensable; Semiacherib, Psammetichus and Nacho, Xerxes,  
Alexander, all in turn employed them for their transports απd  
sea-fights. Even when Athens had developed a rival navy  
Greek observers noted with admiration the discipline kept on  
board the Phoenician ships απd the skill wills which they were  
handled (XEn. Oec. viii.); all the Phoenidan vessels from the  
round merchant-twat (yaD'ce—after'vhkh the island of_Gaulus,  
now Gozo, near Malta was called) to the great Tarshish-ships,  
the " Eaal-Indiameii" of the ancient world, excelled those οf  
the Greeks in speed and equipment. As E. Meyer points cut,  

the war between the Greeks and the Fenian' was mainly a  
contest between the sea-powers of Greece and Phoenicia. At  
what period did Phoenicia first rise to be a power in the Mediter-
ranean? We are gradually approaching a solution of this  
obscure problem. Recent discoveries in Crete (q.e.) have brought  
to light the existence of a Cretan or "Minoan"  sea-power of  
remote antiquity, and it is dear that a great deal of what used  
to be described as Phoenician must receive quite a dif εrenΙ  
designation. The Minoan sea-power was at last broken up by  
invaders from the north, and a Carian rule became dominant  
in the Aegean (Herod. f. ηι; Thucyd. 1. 4, 8). It was a time  
of disorder and conflict due to the immigration of new races  
into the ancient seats of civilisation, and it synchronized with  
the weakening of the power of Egypt in the countries which  
bordered on the eastern Mcditerrancan. This was in the 12th  
century D.C. The Tyrian trader saw that his opportunity was  
come, and the Aegean lay open to his merchant vessels. Where  
much is still obscure, all that seems certain is that the antiquity  
of Phoenicia as a sea and trading power has been greatly  
exaggerated both in ancient and in modern times; the Minoan  
power of Cnossus preceded it by many centuries; the influence  
of Phoenicia in the Aegean cannot be carried back pouch earlier  
than the lath century s.c., and, comparatively speaking, it was  
"foreign late, sporadic." 1  

A vivid description of the Phoenicians' trade at the time of  
Tyre'n prosperity is given by Ezekiel (xxvii. aa-a), and It showi  
how extensive were their commercial relations not only by see,  
but by land as wall. It was they who distributed t ο the rest  
of the world the wares of Egypt and Babylonia (Herod. i. τ).  
From the lands of the Euphrates and Tigris regular tgade-rouiea  
led to the Mediterranean with trading-stations on the way,  

iveral of which ace mentioned by Ezekiel (xxvfl 23), In Egypt  
the Phoenician merchants soon gained a foothold; they abase  
were able to maintain a profitable trade in the anarchic time  

of the XXllnd and XXlIlyd Dynasties (823-650 s.c.),wben all  

other foreign merchants were frightened away. Though there  
were never any regular colonies of Phoenicians in Egypt, the  
Tyriaais had a quarter of their own in Memphis (Herod. ii. 112).  

The Arabian caravan-trade in perfume, spices and incense passed  

through Phoenician hands on its way to Greece and the West  
(tiered. iii. 107); these articles of commerce were mainly pro-
duced not in Arabia, but In East Africa and India, and the trade  

had its centre in the wealthy state of Sheba in Yemen. Between  

Israel and Phoenicia the relations naturally were dose; the  
former, provided certain necessaries of life, and received iii  

exchange artides of luxury and splendour (Reek. xzvii. xfl-i8).'  
Israelite housewives sold their homespun to Phoenician pedlais  
(Prey. xxxi, 24 R.V.M,); in Jerusalem Phoenician merchants  
and money-lenders had their quarter (Ioph. i. as), and after  

the Return we hear of Tyńans selling fish and all manner of ware  
in the city (Neh. xiii. 16), and introducing other less desirable  
imports, such as foreign culls (Isa. lxν. ii). The Phoenician  
words which made their way into Greek at an early period indi-
cate the kind of goods in which the Phoenicians traded with the  
West, or made familiar through their commerce; the following  

are some of them—χρuσδτ, χιτώ ι, βbσσα, όθbvη, ηύ  ι5α, νάβλα,  
efιrper, xοe, ova, τaλλακίt, 0e=2ι401: Another valuable  
article of commerce which the Phoenicians brought into the  
market was amber. They can hardly have fetched it themselves  

from the Baltic or the North Sea; it came to them by two well-
marked routes, one from the Baltic to the Adriatic, the other  
up the Rhine and down the Rhone. A deposit of amber bas  

also been found in the Lebanon, and perhaps J.'.Pboez.kfaaa  
worked this and concealed its ongin.  

1  Burrows, Ditraseńes is Crete (1907), 140 'qq. It may be noted  
that the traditional or conjectural dales based upon the list of the  
Thalassecracies preserved b Eυκ k biυs carry us back,* the rots 
century D.C. See Professor John L. Myres'a essay referred to about.  

‚ii' (4).  
ι See Eopolemus (too- ιαυ s.c.) quoted by Atextnder Pol hinter,  

who, in a supposed letter from Solomon to the bag of Τyrς 
mentions the Pfood.suρρlre requ'ned by the Tyriana  and promised 
from Palegme (Fr. dun. Gr. iii. 226).  
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The Phoenidan colonies were all supposed to have been founded  

from Tyre: with regard to the colonies in Cyprus and north  
Miles this was undoubtedly true. Cyprus possessed resources  

of timber and copperwhich eonldnotfen to tempethe keen-eyed  
traders across the water, who made Citium (from Kittim, the  
name of the original non-Semitic inhabitants) their chief settle-
ment, and thence established themselves in ldalium, Tama ssus,  
lapetbus, Larnska, Qarth-hsdesht (Karti-hadasti) and other  
towns. In the inscriptions of the 4th to 3rd centuries, the  
Ρhοenίciin potentate in the island call themselves "kings of  
liition and Idalion " (NSI. PP. 5-89). But the Phoenician  
rule was not in ardent as used to be supposed. At an early  
period Greeks from the south coast of Asia Minor had settled 

 in Cyprus before the Phoenicians founded any colonies there;  
and it is noticeable that in the Azayrian tribute-lists of the latter  
hall of the 7th century (KB. ii. pp. r4p, sex) not cue of the ten  
Cyprims kings mentioned appears to be Phoenicisn by name.  
Menander stag (Jus. Ant. ix. u4, a) that the kings of Tyre  
ruled over Cyprus at the dose of the 8th century; but • dear  
proof that the Phoenician rule was neither indent nor uninter-
rupted is given by the tact that the Cyprian Greeks took the  
trouble to invent a Greek cuneiform character (Cypriele) modelled  
on the Assyrian.  

Homer represents the Phoenician as present in Greek watees  
fστ purposes of tra(tic, but not as settlers (Ii. xxili. 7µ). They  
occupied trading-stations on some of the Aegean islands and  
on the Isthmus of Corinth. One of their objects was the coile-
lion of murex, of which an enormous supply was needed for the  
dyeing industry; specially famous was the purple of the Laconian  
waters, the isles of Elishah of Ezek. xxvil. 7. But a gnat deal  
of what was formerly assigned to 1hoe0ician influence in the  
Aegeeii at an early period—pottery, o τnsmeats and local myths  
—must be accounted for by the vigorous civilization of ancient  
Crete. In the Greek world the Ρhοeαicians made themselves  
heartily detested; their characteristic passion for gain (rd  
jsλσχ$fiym ι', Plato, Rep. iv. 435  Ε.) was not likely to in-
gratiate them with those who were compelled to make use of  
their services while they suffered from their greed.  

Farther Vat in the Mediterranean Phoenician settlements  
were planted Inst in Sicily, on the south coast, at Ierad ea or  
Ras Melgaxth; the islands between Sicily and Africa, Melita  
(Malta) on account of its valuable harbour, Genius and Cosines  
were also occupied (Died. v. τ a); and a beginning was made with  
ibe ailonizatioa of Sardinia and Corsica; but farther west still,  
and on the Atlantic coasts to the right and left of the straits,  
more permanent colonies were established. It was the trade  
with Tarshisń , i.e. the region of Tartessus in south-west Spain,  
which contributed meet to the Phoenicians' wealth; for in this  
region they owned not only profitable fisheries, but rich mines  
of silver and other metals. The profits of the trade were  
enormous; it was said that even the anc ń ors of ships returning  
from Spain were made of silver (Died. v. 35). From Gadeira  
(Punic Gddzr, Let. Gales, now Cadiz), the town which they built  
on as island near the mouth of the Guadalquiver, the Shdonian  
ships ventured farther on the mean and drew tin from the mines  
of north-west Spain ci from the richer deposits in the Cargie ń des,  
i.e. the Tin Islands. These were discovered to be, not a part of  
Britain as was imagined at first, but a separate group by them-
selves, now known as the Scillies; hence it is improbable that  
the Phoenicia ever worked the tin-mines in Cornwall.  

The rich trade with Spam led to the colonization of the West.  
Strabo dates the settlements beyond the Fillers of Hercules soon  
after the Trojan War (i. 3, 2), in the period of Tyre's first expasi-
ann. Live lα Mauretania, Gadesand Utica, are said to have been  
founded, em. after the ether, as far beck as the t nth centllry  sc. 
Most of the African colonies were no doubt younger; we have  
traditional dates for /sOza (887-855) and Carthage (813).  A 
huge pert of North-west Africa was colonized from Phoenicia;  
owing to these first settlers, and after them t ο the Cattheginisns,  
the Phoenician language became the prevailing one, just as  
Latin and Arabic did in later times, and the country assumed  
quite s Phoenicisa character.  

Tn the days of lyre's greatness'her power rested direelyon the  
colonies, which, unlike those ai Greece, remained subject to the  
mother-city, and paid tithes of their revenues tp its chief god,  
Melgarth, and sent envoys annually to his feast. Then at the  
beginning of the 8th century ac. the colonial power of Tyre began  
to decline; on the mainland and in Cyprus the Aeayrisna gained  
the upper hand; in the Greek islands the Phoenicians had already  
been displaced toe great extent by the advancing tide of Doń aa  
colonisation. But as Tyre decayed In power the colonies turned  
more and more to Carthage as their natural parent and protector.  
For effective control over a colonial empire Carthage had the  
advantage of situation over tar-sway Tyre; the traditional  
bonds grew lax and the ancient dues ceased to be paid, though  
as late as the middle of the 6th century Carthage rendered tithes  
to the Tytiaa Meiqarthi. And the mother-country cherished  
its claims long after they bad lest reality; in the sad century  
S.c., for example, Sidon ptamped her coins with the legend,  
" Mother of Kambs (i.e. Carthage), Hippo ,  %itim, Tyre"  
(NS/. p.  y Sa)- 

3iaaa adwu, le eefions, AjL—From an early date the towns 
of the Fbaeπίciaα coast were occupied, not only with distributing  

the merchandise a of other countries but with working at industries  
of their own; especially pu τρΙ:-dyeing and textile fabrics (Ii. vi. 
289 eqq.), metal work in silvei, gold and electrum (II. xxiii. 74 1  sqq.;  
& i 615 

 d n. The iron and 
458 

 minds 
 glass-work, 

 Cyprus (not Sidon, its 
seat at 

 Homer  
implies, 01. XV. 424) furnished the ore which was manufactured into  
articles of commerce. 1  Egyptian monuments frequently mention the  
vessels of golf and silver, iron and . made by  the Dabi, i s. 
the Pboonu e.Kns (W. M. Muller, As. Ear. 3o6); and in Cyprus and  
at Nimrud bronze and silver paterae have been found, engraved  
with Egyptian designs, the work of Phoenician artists see table-
eases C and Din the Ninirud g^eai1lεry of the Bost. Mus.). The inciter  
tics of these various arts enfindustries was popularly asribed  W 
the Phoenicians, no doubt iaerely because Pbocmcian traders  
brought the products into the market. But dyeing ώad embroidery  
probably Mme from Babylon in the first instance; glass-making  
seems to have been borrowed from Egypt the invention of arithmetic  
and of mitts and measures must be lad to the credit of the Ba  
lotians. The ancients believed that the Phoenicians invented τhe  
use of the alphabet (e.g. Pliny N .H. v. 13. d. vii.; Luαπ. 
Bell. Cie. iii. 220 seq.); but it Is unlikely that any genuine tradition on  
the subject existed, and though the Pboenicsan theory has found  
favour in modern times it is open to much question. The Phoeni-
cians mince be said to have invented any of the artaor Industries,  
as the incest world imagined; but what they did was something 
hardly less meritorious: they developed them with singular  skil, 
and disseminated the knowledge and use of them.  

The art of Phoenicia is characterized generally by its dependence  
upon the art of the neighbouring men. It struckout no original  
line of its own, and borrowed freely from foreign, especially Egyptian.  
models. Remains of sculpture, engraved bronzes and gems, show  
dearly the source to which the Pboenidnn artists went (or impira.  
tion; for example, the urarus-friere and the winged disk, the askk 

 cc symbol of life, are Egyptian designs frequently imitated. It was  
iq the times of the Persian monarc y that Phoenician art reached  
its highest development, and to this period belong the oldest sculp.  
turea and coins that have come down to use A characteristic  
specimen of the former is the stele of Yehaw-milk, king of Gebel  
CIS. I. τ), in which the king is represented in Persian dress, and  

the goddess to whom he is offering a bowl looks exactly like an 
 Egyptian leis-Hathor; the inscription mentions the various objects 

 of bronze and gold engraved work and temple furniture, which the  
king dedicated. TThe whole artistic movement in Phoenicia may be  
divided into two great periods: in the first, from the etrlleg tomes  
to the 4th century s. c., Egyptian influence and then Babylonian  
or Asiatic influence is jwedomiziant. but the patlenal element is  
strongly marked; while in the second, Greek influence her obtained  
the mastery, and the native element, though making itself felt,  
is much less obtrusive. Throughout these periods woof of art,  
such as statues of the gods and sarcophagi, were imported direct  
at first from Egypt and afterwards mainly from Rhodes. The  
oldest example  of native sarcophagi are copied from Egyptian  
mummy-cases, panted with colours and ornamented with carvings  
in low relief; towards and during the Greek period the contours of  
the body begin to be marked more clearly on the cover. The finest 

 sarcophagi that have been found in the neciupolis of Sidon (now  in 
the imperial Museum, Cοnstam ί nuέpie) aπ rat Phocniciai' et all.  
but exquisite specimens of Greek art. The Phoenicians spent much  

care on their bυτiα4ρlaees, which have furnished the most important  
s Traces of ancient mining for ken have been found - in the  

Lebanon; d. LXX.1 Kings ii. 4c  (ml. Swete). which has been mime  
to refer to this quarrying in search of iron; Jer. as. is. 5"  
Besuzisger on i Kings ix. 19.  
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monuments left to us. The tombs are subterransin chambers  
of varied and often irregular form, sometimes arranged in two storeys,  
sometimes in several rows one behind the other. While in early  
times a mere perpendicular shaft led to these excavations, at  a 
later date stairs were constructed down to the chambers. The dead  
were buried either in the floor (often in • r 	hagu, or, according 

 later custom, in niches. The mouths of th
s)  

the tombs were walled  
up and covered with slabs, and occasionally cippi (Phoen. ,se gbδιk)  
were set up to mark the spot. The great sepulchral monuments, 
popularly called wmgkaal, si. "spindles ," above the tombs near  
Amrit, have peculsań ties of their own; some of them are adorned  
with lions at the base απd with roofs of pyramidal shape. Besides  
busts and figurines, which belong as a rule to the Greek period,  
the smaller objects usually found are earthen pitchers απd lamps,  
glass-warn, tesseerae and gems. Of buildings which can be called 
architectural few specimens now exist on Phoenician soil, for the  
reason that for ages the inhabitants have used the ruins an con-
venient quarries. Not a vestige remains of the great sanctuary  
of Melgarth at Tyre; a few traces d the temple of Adonis near Byblus  
were discovered by Ronan, and α peculiar mausoleum, Burj al-
Be::aq, is still to be seen near Am ń t; recent excavation, at Bostan  
esh•Shtkh near Sidon have unearthed parts of the enclosure or  
foundations of the temple of Eshmun (NSI. p. 4ot); the conduits  
of Res el-'Ain, south of Tyre, arc considered to be of ancient date.  
With regard to the plan απd design of a Phoenician temple, it is  
probable that they were in many respects similar to those of the  
temple at Jerusalem, and the probability  i  confirmed by the re-
mains of a sanctuary near Amrit, in which there is a eels standin  
in the midst of a large court hewn out of the rock, together with  
other buildings in an Egyptian style. The two pillars before the  
porch of Solomon's temple  (i  Kings vii. 21) remind us of the two  
pillars which Herodotus saw in the temple of Melgarth at Tyre  
(Herod. ii. 44), and of those which stood before the temples of  

aphos and Hicrapoliu (sec W. R. Smith, Rd. of Seim p. 468 seq.).  
Religion.—Like the Canaanites of whom they formed a branch,  

the Phoenicians connected their religion with the great powers and  
TM 

processes of nature. 1  The gods whom they worshipped  
belonged essentially to the earth; the fertile field, trees  
and mountains, headlands and rivers απd springs, were  
believed to be inhabited by different divinities, who were  

therefore primarily local, many in number, with no one in  
particular supreme over the rest. it seems, however, that as time  
went on some of them acquired a more extended character; thus  
Baal and Astarte assumed celestial attributes in addition to  
their earthly ones, and the Tynan Mfelgarth combined a celestial  
with a marine aspect.' The gods in general were called 'elen(m,  
dim; Plautus uses aionism tmlonafk for "gods and goddesses"  
(Pees. v. 1, τ). These plurals go back to the singular form 'El,  
the common Semitic name for God; but neither the singular nor the  
plural is at all common in the inscriptions (NSI.ppp. 24, 45, 51);  
El by itself has been found only once• 1  the fern. 'Elath is also rare  
(ibid. pp. 135, 158). The god or goddess was generally called the  
Baal or Ba'a nth of such απd such a place, a title which was used not  
only by the Canaanites, but by the Aramaean (Be'e1) and Bahylo-
mans (Be!) as well. There was no one particular god called Basil'  
the word is not a proper name but an appellative. a description οf  
the deity as owner or misftess; and the same is the case with Milk  
or Mclek, Mon, Amen, which mean king, lord, mother. The  
god himself was unnamed or had no name. Occasionally we know  
what the name was; the Beal of Tyre was Melgarth (Melkarth),  
which again means merely" king of the city "; similarly among the  
Aramaeans the Ba'a1 of Harran was the moon-god Sin. As each  
city or district had its own Ba'sl, the author of its fertility, the  

husband " (a common mraning of ba's!) of the land which he ferti-
lized, sο there were many Ba'als, and the Old Testament enters  
could allude to the Ba' αlim of the neighbouring Canaanitrs. Some-
times the god received a distinguishing attribute which indicates  
an association not with any particular place, but with some special  
characteristic; the most common forms arc Baal-hammfn, the chief  
deity of Punic north Africa. perhaps " the glowing Ba'al," the god  
of fertilizing warmth, and Baal-shamtm, " Ba'al of the heavens." 4  
The latter deity was widely venerated throughout the North-
Semitic world; his name, which does not appear in the Phoenician  
inscriptions before therd century n.e., Implies perhaps a more 
Universal conception of deity than existed in the ejirlicr days.'  

' Cf. Hannibal's oath to Philip of Macedon; beside the named  
deities he invokes the gals of " sun and moon and earth, of rivers  
and meadows and waters" (Polyb. vii. y).  

' This is well brought out by G. F. Hill, Ckwrels Qserkriy Rre.  
(April 1908); ρρ. t ι8-141, who specially emphasizes the evidence of  
the Pboeniclan coins.  
" 	the lord 'El, which Ba'al-ahillem ... vowed," &c.;  

Clermonit-Canneau. Rerun!. v. 576.  
5 Probably " the detested thing that muses berm" (err riff)  

of Dan. seals lt, xi. 3', &c., is an intentional disfigurement of err Sss. 
 'The mine ha, been found on an important Aramalc burr.  

from North Syγπrιaa dating c. 800- s.c., in which Zakir, king of 
Ηsnwth aid La'ash frequently ιmks of his god Bc'el-sńamin  
(Pogoon, laser. she. de In Srie, 1908).  

The worship of the female along with th male p ń nciple was a 
strongly marked feature of hh αΡń ιcian religion. Tojudge from the 
earliest evidence on the subject, the Ba'a th of Gebalor Byblus,  
referred to again and again in.the Amarna letters (Bald la Gable,  
Nos. S5-110), muse have bten the most popular of the Phocaacian  
deities, as her sanctuary was the oldest and most renowned. The  
misiress of Cr60.! was no doubt 'Ashtart (Astart! in Greek. 'Aahtflreth  
in the Old Testament, pronounced with the vowels of biskelIi.  
" shame "), a name which is obvioualycomsectxd with the Babylon-
isπ Ishtar, απd, as used in Phoenician, b,p ΛCtiaBy the equivalent  
of " goddes . ' She represented thg p τt iρle οf fιrµµ'genera- 
tion'

ςy aid genera- 
tion• references to her cult at Geba1 Sidon, Anhlcelosi. in Cyprus  
at li:ition απd Paphos, in Sicily at Εrυx in Gaυlus, at Carthage,  
are frequent in the inscriptions απd eόιεwherc. The moa  
epitbetak' sand Κι4ιaa(dKutherainC γγycυs),CyριιacadPaphia,  

ow that she was identified with Aphrodite and Venus. Tboug)i 
not primarily a moon-goddess, she sometimes appears in t his 
character (Lucian. Dee syr. ' 4; Hemdlan v. 6, t0), and Herodotus  
describes her temple at Ashkelon as that of the heavenly Aphrodite  

io'). We find her associated with 13x'41 and called "the name of  
Seel," i.e. his manifestation, though this renderingja disputed,  
and some scholars prefer"'Ashtart of the heaven of Ba'a1  " ((NS!. 
p. 37). Another goddess, specially honoured at Carthage, is Tanith  
(pronunciation uncertain); nothing is known of her charaelm'igica;  
she is regularly connected with Wta'al on the Car'hagiIiiaa votive  
tablets, and called " the face of 13a's!," i.e. his representative ow  
revelation, though again some question this rendering as too mete.  
physical, and take "face of Baal" to be the'name of a place, like  
Peni'e1 (" face of 'El "). Two or three other deities may he t πes-
timed here; Eshmun. the god of vital force and healing, wsnh φρed  
at Sidon especially, but also at Carthage and je the colonies, identi-
fied by the Greeks with Asclepius; Melqarth the patron deity d 
ηy re, identified with lieracles; Reshef or Reslsff, the "flame ' ow 
"lightning "god, especially popular in Cyprus and derived οnggιiιαMγ  
(rein Syria, whom the Greeks called lipeBo» A tendency te term a  
distinct deity by combining the attribute, of two produced such  
curious fusions as Milk•'aslitart, Milk-ba'al, Milk- our, Eshmus-
mclqarth, Mclqal-th.rcscf, &c. As in the ease of art and industries.  

so  in religion the Phoenicians readily assimilated foreign Ideas. The  
influence of Egypt was sfeciatc ,troιιg (NSI, pp. 60, 69, 48, _1; 4);  
thus the Astarte reprcstt. ' ,  nt the steled Yehaw-milk, mentioned  
above, has all the appearance of Isis who, aceordin to the legen d  
preserved by Plutarch (de Is. ti Os. is). journeyed to Byblus. where  
she was called Astarte. The Phoenican settlers at the Pkhaev,  
worshipped the Aauyrian Nergal, and their proper names are coin-
pounded with the names of Babylonian and Arabian deities (NSI.  
p. rot). Closer intimacy with the Greek world naturally brought  
about modifications in the character of the native gods, which  
became apparent when Baal of Sidon or Baal-shamfmn was identified  
with Zeus, Tanith with Demeter or Artemis, 'Anatb with Athens,  
&c.; the notion of a supreme Ba'a1, which finds exjmwoo im the  
Greek βfhoe απd βaaλrfs or $ahem (the goddess ofByblus), was no  
doubt encouraged by foreign influences. On the other band, the  
Phoenicians produced a considerable effect upon Greek and Roman  
religion, especially from the religious centres in Cyprus and  Sicily. 
A great number of divinities are known only as elements in proper  
names, e.g. Sakun.yathon (Senchuniathon), 'Abd-sasom. $rd-yathoe,  
and fresh ones are continually being discovered. It was the custom  
among the Phoensidatis. as among other Semitic nations, to use the  
names of the gods in forming proper names and thus to eτρ ess deιo-
tion or inyyeke favour; thus iianai-ba'al, •' Αbd-mckξαrth. Hsad'  
'ashtart, Eshmun-'a.zar. The proper names further illustrate the  
way in which the relation of man to God was regarded; the common-
est forms are sermnn ('abd, e.g. 'Abd-'eshtart), member or 1606 bed,  
e.g. Bod-melgarth), client or giacsf (gee, e.g. Gce'.enbmun); the  
religious ides of the glen of s deity had its origin in the social custom  
of extending hospitality to a stranger and in the old Semitic right  
of sanctuary. The interpretation of such names as Abi-ba'al  
(father of Ha'al), Himilkath (brother of Milicath), Hiram (brother  
of the exalted one) is not altogether certain, and can hardly be  
discussed hen.'  

Probably like other Canaanitcs the Phoenicians offered worship  
" on every high hill and under every green tree "; hut to judge from  
the allusions to sanctuaries in the inscriptions and else- 
where, the Ba'at or 'Ashram of a wmdl 
worshipped at a temple, whkh consisted of 	

a
f a court or

‚ 
 

enclosure and a roofed shrine with a portico or pillared  
hall at the entrance, In the court sometimes stood a conical stone,  
probably the symbol of Astarte, as on the Roman coins of Byblus  
(illustrated in Rawlinson, Pkoomesa, ι#6 Perrot it Chµ̂( 	k Ll^ 
do I'g,', iii. 60; see also Ohrtefplscb-Richter, 	Cypnwς pL lei.. the  
temenos at idalion). Stone or bronze images of the gods was set  
up in the sanctuaries (NSI. Nos. 53seq., 23-27,30, &c.) and besidew  
these the bai'iylia (meteoric stoπη) which were regarded as symbols  
of the gods. Pillars, again, had a prominent place in the cent α be- 
fore the shrine (aaeah, ibid. pp. 102 seq.) • but it is not known whatboc  
the sacred pole ('zshirah), an invariable texture of a Canaanite sane.  
buary, was usual in a I'hocnic,an temple (bid. pp. 50 seq.). Ths  

' See Frazer, Adssis, Aldo. Osiris, 44 sφ.  
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haoipthιπα ineatfoeahan^[etolodb Φaas,αιd fmw1hemeΙi5bs1  
lands slim * have suviwd we kern that the chief types' omesi θc* 
among the P ae were aiogous to. those which 	dad in 
the Old Testament (ibid.p.  i  t7). The ghastly practice of sae 'δciηg  
human victims was resorted to in times of great distress (e.g. at  
Carthage, Died. mt. 14), or to avaiS national diasater (Por ρhyyηιy,, 
de Abeam, u 56); Philo gins the legead that Cronus or lii eetnidced 
his pdy eon when his country was threatened with war .(Fr.  bis& 
p. iii. $7ο); it was regarded as a patriotic act when Hamilcar  
threw himself upon the pyre after the disastrous battle of Himera  
(H
i

ere
d
dµ vii.167)r.n

ι
o The god she demanded these victims, and 

^[ofηek or Moloch of the Old
chiidrisi, 

 Te tamen^t. Ιη this cooaexion mmaa t
he 

 
mentioned the custom of burning the chief god of the city in emdy,  

or in the person of a human representative, at Tyre and in the Tynan  
colonies, such as Carthage and Gades; the careens sued down to a  
late time (see Fraser, isc. cit. di - v.). Another horrible ase ιidoe was  
i idezly demanded by Phoeai:ian religion; women mu ίdαd their 
νιφsιey at the shrines of Astarte in the belief that they thus pm.  
pitiated the goddess and won her favour (Frazer, ibid. cb. iii.); ken.  
times rites were the natural accompaniment of the worship of the  

reproductive powers of mtuiv. These temple piodituts are milled  
gf'ishha gdishIIk, i.e. wised men, wojam, in the Old Testament 

 (Dent. mi.•i8;  i  Kings xiv. s Ac.). Other persons attached to  a 
temple 

a
of the currttda ιins 

pries
ts, Ac. ί(Ν

S 
 Ν hear also 

Liigοαated with the 
corporations, 

 (bid.pip, g{, ιττ, liνe 
 councils, 
 ),  

No doubt the Phoenicians had their.legends and myths to account  
for the origin of man and the universe; to some extent there won  

have resembled the ideas embodied is the book lijy 	ef  
G..--.  Two 	ιgοnΙeι have muse down to s  

a t·_s though they differ in dmiiη area fundamentally 
in agreement. The ones  of . Sidοαian origin, is pre- 

served πa _ by Damascius (de prim. p ιipιis, Ιτ5) and received at  
his haπώ  a Neoplatonie interpretation; this εοαπιogonγ  was 
probably the writing which Stnabo ucnib α to αSidmiasρό ilsoρhα,  
Moebus, who lived before the Trojan times (xvi a, s4 The other  
and mere elaborate work was composed by Philo of Byblue (temp. 

 he professed that he had used as his authority the writioge  
of Sancbuniathon (q.e.), an ancient Pheenleian sage,  who again  
deń sed his information from the myatemions inscribed stoαr  
(‚  ιωωelι—otxn, i.e. images er ρillsιn of B"al.bammia)  is 
the Phoenician temples. Philo's coemogony ins been pnese εved 
at last in fragments, sn ts, by Eu.ebius in Praep. esg. vol. i. (Fr. kit.  
gr. lii. 563 eqq.. It cannot, however. be taken seriously assn ancosint  
of genuine llioenkiaii beliefs For Sajicbimiatbon as. mere literary  
banes; and Philo tr 's treatment Is vitiated by ι obvious attempt w 
explain the whole system of religion on the principle, of Euhemerur,  
an agnostic who taught the traditional mythblogg as primitive  
history, απd turned all the gods απd goddesses into men and women;  
and further byn patriotic duke to peeve that Pboanklacoold outdo  
Greeceia the venerable eharsesa of its tmditiemis,-tbat is fart Greek  
watboingy wee simply is feeble and distorted ve τase of the Phoeni- 
dsas iCt the same time Philo did not invent all the nonsensewhich  
he has handed down; he drew upon various moiusti Greek and  
SEηpς i^aan, some of them ultimately of Babylοιden origin. and in-  
cideutelly he mostioas nmttensof internet which when tasted by  
other evidence, aix fairly well supported. lie shores at any rate  
that some sort of a theology existed in his day; particularly ίσteπst-
ingishisdescriptionofthesymbolicfpureofCronusbitheyesinf ee  
and behind and six wings open and folded (Fr. kut. pr. hi 569), a  
figure whichs rhpresentcd on the coins of .Gebel- Βyblua (2nd eta-
tor/ e.c.) as the mythical founder of the city. It is evident that  

the gods were regarded as being intimately .concerned with the  
Eves and fortunes of their w σrsń Ιρρcis. The vast number of email  
votive tablets found at Carthage pcnve this: they were all Inscribed  
by grateful devoαs "m the sly Tanith, Face of Θa'a1, and the  
bss($a'aI-hammln, bemuse he beard their voice." The care which  
the Phoenicians bestowed upon the burial of the dead bas been  
alluded to above; pillars (mι;)tbd Ιh) were set up to commemorate  
the dead among the living (e.g. NSZ. Nos 18, 19, 21, 3a); if there  
were no chiW ιen rp fulfil the pious duty, a monument would be set  
up by a man during his lifetime (ibid. No. 16; cf. s Sam. xviii. 18). 
Any vmlauon of the tomb was regarded with the greatest horror  
(lid. Nos. 4, 5). The grave was called a resting-Place (ibid. Nos 4,  
s. τό ; so), and the departed ley at rest in the underworld with the  
R&/tint. the weak ones (the anne word and ids in the Old Testa-
ment, ism sir, y, xxvf. 14, 19; Job xxvi S; Pa. lzxxvui. es, Ac.).  
The curious oobon prevailed, as it did also among the Greeks and  
Romans, that it was possible to communicate with the gods of the  
underworld by dropping into a graves small roll of lead (lobelia  
de di'ris, NSL No. 50),  instribed with the message, generally a  
cure, which it was desired to convey to them.  

Biauooasrn.—The principal works bearing o0 the subject  
have been mentioned in the text and notes of this article. 	e  

1  An excejleot and critical account of Philo's work is e'en by  
Lagrange. Brach caries s eeL arm (rod ed., ι905), eh. ii.  

fallowing maybe added: Movers, Die Ρkλπrder (18trι8gό), to be  
used with caυtιon; Rein. Miner de needle (1864); Schrdder,  
Die $'bsiz τchc Sρrαdie (1869); Stade in Mστgenlanιddτκke Fσικd- 
sager (1875); Vii Baudls'in, 

(1869); sw 
semiiiickrii Rdlgrews-

gssckick'e r8 2878); B.etheen Bekedςe i.e semiita helm Rddgees- 
gκhiιklι ι8 1^ 	m 	us Sιιgr ιd  Genuses (t θφ) J. L. Μv and 
Rich

t t r  Ιhi  Cress 	y
p
ιd  of C ypwa 

Miser.. (ι89g); G. F. Hill, C dσςat 

YOd

o 

 ^s6^ t 
y  ι1  (1904); V. Berard, Les Plastics; cl 

Y (90 -1 90  ); Lidzbars i, Ephemeris fιir semtitisdke  Epi.  
grnjsksk (t9os- ι ο6); Η. Windider, Allonieninfisehc Fοrsksege ιι  
(1893-1906); Freiberr less Landau " Die Bedeutung dee Phdssizser 
1p Ydlkerkbcis" in Es .,fcnfc i.xfLeipeig, 1905)j,701.14

t brudοe. F',.A;Ph*. (ι9o3)•theattickaby in ngs's  
(1500) and by á, Meyer in ti ιe Racy. Bib. (1902). The articles by A.  
von buterhmid and Albrecht S οεin in the Eacy. Brit. (9th ed.) have  
been to somnextent incorporated iii the present article. (G. A. C.')  
'υOmΙΙΧ (Gr. φolvι^), a (abalones acred bird of the Egyptians.  

The Creek word is else - used fora date-palm, 'a musical hi.  
strument like a guitar, and the colour purple-red or ctimsn.  
According ώ  the story told to Iterodotus (ii. 73), the bird  
came from Arabia every s0o years, bearing his father embalmed  
in a ball of myrrh, and buried him in the temple of the sun.  
Herodoiis. who bad never seen the phoenix himself, did not  
believe this star', but he tells us that the ρictuτs of it represented  
a bird with golden and red plumage, dumly resembling an eagle  
in size and shape. According to Pliny (Nai. lost. x. a), there  
is only one phoenix at a time, and be, at the close of his long life,  
builds himself a pest with twigs of camis and franiύnceσse,  on 
which be dies; from his corpse is generated a worm which grows  
into the young phoenix. Tacit us (Ann. vi. 28) says that the  

young bird jays his father on the altar in the city of the snn, or  
burns him there; but the most familiar form of the legend is that 

 fn the Pkysidegrs (q.s.), where the phoenix is described as an  
Indian bird which subsists on air for Sao years, after which,  
lading his wings with spices, he flies to Rdi fled , entice the  
temple there, and is burned to ashes on the altar. Next day  
the young phoenix is already furthered; on the third day his  
pinions are full grown, he sluts the priest and Ries away. The  
period at which the phoenix reappears is very variously Mated,  
some 'authors giving as much es 1461 or even 7006 years, but  
son years is the period usually named; and Tacitus tells lis that  
the bird was said to have appeared first undσSesostτs (Seswmrl);  
then ender Amasis (Ahibosi) fl., under Ptolemy 111., and once  
again in 2.D. 34, after an interval ad aho ιt tiler the geaulaews  
of the last phoenix was suspected. The phoenix that wb shown  
at Rome in the year of the secular game ( λ.σ. 47) was utsiversally  
admitted to be an ia ιpostισe.s  ' 

The form and vaxiations'of these stories tharattermze them as  
popular tales rather than official theology; but they evidently  
must have bad points of attachment in the mystic τeiigion  of 
Egypt, and indeed both Horapollon and Taiftus speak of the  
phoenix as a symbol Of the sun. Now we 'knew from the Boek ef  
the Dead, Red other Egyptian texts, that s stork, heron or egret  

celledthebum 
■
4 vat one Of tl'eaacrcdayntholgof the worship  

of Iieliopols, and A. Wiedemann (" Die Phllnix-Sage im alien  
AIgyplemi"in Zu4ekńfl far ergyplische Spent/me, xvi. 89) bas  
made•it tolerably clear that the beer was a symbol of the rising  
sun, whence it is sepreseoted as " self-generating " απd called  
" iii, soul ci Ha (the sun)," "the heart of the renewed Sun."   
Μ the mystic symbolism of the morning sun, especially in  
coisnexion with the doctrine of the future life, could thus be  
tnatsfetτχd to the bens, and the language of the hymns in which  
the Egyptians praised the luminary of dawn as he drew near  

' 5 other wriest accounts may be here referred to.- That  
ascribed to Hecatacuais, in the judgment of C. G. Gobet (Mnemoiyn',  

1883). stolen from Herodotus by a late forger.. The poem of the  
Jew Ezrchiel quoted by Eusebsus (Pruep. on Ix. 29, 30) appears  
to refer to the phoenix. Here the sweet mug is first mtntmned 

 a mug which, according to the poem on the »oeiiix ascribed to  
Lactantius, accompanies the nark sins. The pied is often ipolcen  
of in Latin poetry, and is the subject of an idyll by Clauduan. See  
also Solinus, CοΙΙrdα χα, ch. zoom. Is, with Ssl πssius's Ewrrd'-
Horns; TMnllian, De Feuer. ri nmib. r: i ; Clemens Rom. Ερρ. ad  
Cede:hies, i. sea and the (?Clessestine)  ApsiucIetoJ Ca ιsiiialiσs;  
"7  
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from Arabia, delighting the gods with his fragrance and rising  
from the sinking flames of the morning glow, was enough  
to suggest most of the traits materialized in the classical pictures  
of the phoenix. That the been is the prototype of the phoenix  
is further confirmed by the fact that the former word in Egyptian  
mean also " palm-tree," just as the latter does in Greek. The  

ray various periods named make it probable that the periodical  

return of the phoenix belongs only to edger legend, materia-
lising what the priests knew to be symbolic. Of the birds of the  
heron family the gorgeous colours and plumed head spoken of  
by Pliny and others would be least inappropriate to the purple  
heron (Ard'a pwjlirw), with which, or with the allied Ardea  
drones, it has been identified by Lemke and Fetus (Allis"  
Tests des 7,edkibuds, 1867, ρ. 5 ή ). But the golden and pmple  
hues described by Herodotus may be the colours of sunrise tether  
than the actual hues of the purple heron. Row Herodotus  
came to think that the bird was like an eagle is quite une τρiαine Ι;  
perhaps this h merely a slip of memory .  

Many commentators still understand the wood yt ι, ‚35', In Job  
ιΡχdz. ι8 (Α.V. sand ") of the phoenix. This Interpretation is  
perhaps s old as the (original) Septuagint, end is current with the 
later Jews. Among the Arabs the story of the phoenix was confused  
with that of the salamander; sad the seemed or eamandal (Dambi, 

 ii. 36 seq.) is represented sometimes as a quadruped, sometimes as  
a bird. It was firmly believed in, for the incombustible cloths  
woven of flexible asbestos were popularly thou χht tο be made of its  
hair or plumage, and were themselves called by the same name  
(d Yaqut I. and Dozy, se.).  The 'seed (Pea *serg έ), a  
stupendous bird' like the roc (rukb) of Masvo Polo and the Arobieri  
p^^!rgklr, elm borrows some features of the phoenix According to  

Kazwtnl (1.420) it lives τιuo years. and when a yon, bird is hatched  
the parent of opposite sex burns itself alive. In the book of 1Wifa  

ad.Disnα the .stet, or 'aak4 is the king of bids,  the Indian ma, eld,  
on whom Vishnu rides.  

PHOEIIJI, the capital of Arizona, U.S.A., and the county-
seat of Mancopa county, situated on the Salt river, in the  

smith central part of the suite. Pop ( 18gο), 3ι5ι; (1900),  
5544 (935 being foreign-born and 148 negroes); (1910) ιι,ι3`.  
It is served, by the Arizona Eastern and the Santa F6,  
Prescott & Phoenix railways, the former connecting at Marl-  
ocpa (35 m. distant) with the Southern Pacific and the latter  
connecting at Ash Fork, near Present( (roe so. distant), with  
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6. The city is a popular winter  
and health resort, with.a fine dry climate. The city is the see of  
a Protestant Episcopal bishopric. About 3m. north of the city  
is the Phoenix (non-reservation) boarding-school for Indians,  
supported by the United State. government, with an average  
attendance of about 700 pupas. The city lies in a great plain,  
in the centre el a region of pastures, garden and orchards, the  
hugest sad most beautiful farming district of Arizona, irrigated  
with water stored by the great Roosevelt dam (about 70 m.  
nσιΙh eat of Phoenix). Local interests are almost entirely in  
agriculture, stock-raising and fruit-growing. In the surrounding  
region are several large ostrich farms end a small exhibition  
macb. Phoenix was settled in tδ7ο, became the coenty.ent  
on the organisation of Maxiccpa count in 1871, was incorporated  
in xSSr,aiedbecamethecapitalof Arizona in x889.  

PHOINTE IELA1IDg, a group of eight small islands in the  
Pacific Oman, about 3'  S., and ι72s W., belonging to Great  
Britain. They have a lend area about ι6 sq. m. and a popula-
tion of 6s. Their names are Phoenix, Gardner (Kemin), Hull,  
Sydney, Birnie, Enderbury, Canton (Mary) and McRan. To  
the north-west of the group (between the equator and is Ν.)  
lie two more Wets—Baker and Rowland. Tie islands were  
annexed by Great Britain in 1889-1892.  

FH011111 VILLE, a borough of Chester county, Pennsylvania,  
U.S.A.. on the Schuylkiil river at the month of French Creek,  
about ι8 m. north-west of Philadelphia. Pop. ( τ89ο), 8514;  
(gee), 9τ96, of whom "51 were foreign-born and s8 were  
negroes; (1910 census). 10,743. It is served by the Pennsylvania  
(Schuylkill division) and the Philadelphia & Reading railways,  
and by electric railway to Spring City (cep. in 1910, 2880),  
5 m. north-west of Phoenixville on the Schuylkill. Phoenixvlfle  
Is chiefly a manufacturing borough. Its blast-furnaces and iron 

 mills were long among the largest in the country, and the metn- 

facture of steel fa still the borough's predominant Industry.  

Phoenixvllie was settled in 1732, and was incorporated in 1849.  

PHONETiq (Gr. ,$wl, voice), the science of speech-sounds  
and the art of pronunciation. In its widest sense it is  
the "science of voice," dealing not only with articulate, but also  
with the inarticulate rounds of animals as weR es men. The  
originally synonymous term, "phonology,' is now restricted  
to the history sad theory of sound-changes. The most obvious  
of the practical application of phonetics is to the acquisition  
of • correct pronunciation of foreign language.. But its en tice-
t ίons to the study of the native language are not less important:  
it is only by the help of phonetics that it is possible to deal  
effectively with vulgarisms and provincialisms of pronunciation  
and secure uniformity of speech; and it is only on a phonetic  
basis that the deaf and dumb an be taught articulate speech.  
From a more theoretical point of view phonetics Is, in the first  
place, the science of linguistic observation. Without phonetic  
training the dialectolegiat, and the misaionsry who is confronted  
with a hitherto unwritten language, can neither observe fully  
nor record accurately the phenomena with which they have to  
deal. These investigations have greatly widened the scope of  
the science of language. The modern philologist no longer  
despises colloquial and illiterate forms of speech. On the  
contrary, he considers that in them the life sad growth of  
language is seen mane dearly than in dead literary languages,  
on whose study the science of comparative philology was at first  

exclusively bunt up. It was not till philologists began to ask  
what were the real facts underlying the comparisons of the written  
wads in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and the other Indo-European  
languages, embodied in such generalizations as Grimm's Law,  
that " letter-science " developed into " sound-scien α " (ph000;  
logy). The rise and decay of inflexions, and the development  
of grammatical forams generally, are, from the formal paint of  
view, mainly phonetic problems; and phonetics enters, mere or  
less into every department of historical and ccmpomtive  
grammar.  

Mdkads if  Sledy end lasuligalika.—Phonetics is the silence  
of speech-sounds. But rounds may be considered from two  
opposite points of view--the wgerdc and theacen in Prom the  
organic mint of view a round is the result of certain action and  
positions of the organ of speech, es when we define f as a lip-
teeth (dentalabial) consonant This is the point of wi,w of the  
speaker of a language. To the hearer, on the other band,  J  is  
not a lip-teeth, but a hiss consonant similar to that denoted  
by $3. This is the acoustic point of view. Theoretically, the  
organic study of phonetics is s branch of anatomy endphyaiology:  
that part of these eεκnaα which deals with the organs of speech  
(see Movm) sad their functions (see Voict); while, from the  
opposite mint of view, the study of phonetics is based on that  
branch of physical science known as acoustics (see Somso),  
together with the anatomy and physiology of the organ of  
Rearing (q.s.).  

Unfortunately, this basis is still imperfect, The principles of  
acoustics are well established, and we know much about the  
anatomy of the ear. But how the ear transmits to the brain  
the impression of sound is still a mystery. Again, although the  
mechanism of the vowel is clear enough, there is stm no generally  
received acOustic theory of its formation. In fact, from the  
physical science point of view there is as yet no science of  
phonetics.  

The real function of phonetics is philological and literary. The  
only round tens of a theoretical knowledge of ρhoneti is the  
practical mastery of a limited number of sounds—that is to say,  
of the sounds which are greedy familiar to the learner in his  
own language. It is evident that the more familiar a sound is,  
the under it is to gain insight into its mechanism and to recognize  
it when baud. It is indispensable to cultivate both the organic  
and the acoustic sense. These processes we are continually  
currying out in ordinary conversation. All, therefore, that we 

 have to do in dealing with native sounds Is to develop this  
uncopsclous organic and acoustic sense into a conscious and  
smirk one. The first, step is to lean to isolate each sound: t ο  
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nos onmιe it. es far es pondble, spatt from its tented; and to  

premvc it through every virfalloii cli length and  
force, and to every camhisat en at sounds. 1áe nest step is to  

aiwklseira fαmυien. Let the student, for , compaa  
the two comments in such a woad as . fits by bolatiog and  
lengthening them till he can both hear and feel the voiee vibra-
tion in the seeped οao In the slime way let hint teen to fed the  
rheum:s.in the position et the tongue and lips in ριaing frem  
one vowel to another. When the native sounds have been  
ahotwmghly studied in this way, the kamer will premed to lereiga  
sounds, deducing each new sound-from those which am skinny  
familiar to  him. 

The natural method of kerning winds is mainly a subjective  
ace We listen patimtly till our am are steeped, as it were, in  
the sound; and then, alter repeated trials, we his on the mum  
position of the organs of speech by which we can reproduce the sound  
tο the speakers satisfaction. But the natural method admits  
else of objective control and critleism of the movements of the lips  
and jaw% by direct ebaσvetion. The movements and positions of  
the toughs and soft palate,_ and other modification. of the mouth 
and throat paαmggeεss are also more or less accessible to observation—
in the case of sdf-obscrvation with the help of a small mirror held  
In the heed. If the mirror is small enough to go into the month,  

and is feted abtiqudy to a baedf,,  es that it em be held against  
the back of the mouth at such an angle as to reflect a say of it 

la down the throat, we have the ryαςosισpι Laryngoscopy has  
sum&ιπed earlier results, and has also added to our knowledge 
el the threat sounds. But, on the other band, it has been a fruitful  
emsce d error. There ba beqa greet discrepancy between.the  
results obtained by different observers; and many results which  
were at first received with implicit conlidcnce for their supposed  
rigorously scientific and objective character have been fointd to  
to worthless. It seemed at first as if Rlintgen's discovery of the 

 would meat the want at a mesas of direct cb.m'a- 
ti 
au-called 

  the p útiacs of the tOngue, not kngthways, but finn the  

side, as also of the interior of the throat. But although the checks  
are to a certain extent transparent to these rays, the shadow of the 

 ton se ρrojeαed on the screen is too indistinct to be of any use.  
But there arc other methods besidei those of direct obaervation  

by which the positions of the tongue may be ob' tively determined  
sod measured with more or less accuracy.The interior of the  
mouth may be explored by the lingers. If the little finger isheld 
sgsinst  the gems during the aiticalation of the vowels in it, ale,  el, 
the dillueiioe in tbd height of the tongue will at mice ιt.nq 
apparent: in the formation d the in vowel the tongue isp 

ρ
re.. d  

strongly against the artificial palate, while in that of the second  
it 
at onl

y just touches it, and in that of the third it does not touch  

Several terms of apparatus haw been devised for more aeearate  
determination of the powdons of the tongue and the other movahhe  
organs of speech. The best results hitherto as reasrds the vowd- 
positions have been obtained by Grandgcnt, who uses disks d card- 
board  b 	d various sizes fixed to silver wires. A full description of  

this e_n 	 re d other methods will be bead in Scriptu's B4ssals  of 
Pjosehcs.  

These are other methods whose results ate obtained only  
indirectly. The simplest of these are the palalogra$w, by which  
are obtained " palatagnams' recording the contact of the tongue  
with the palate. Tb. αρeα eta most δvυenΙΙy used cosualds of  a 
thin, ahell-lika artificial palate which is covered with ςhsik and  
j.laced in the mouth; when the sound is made, the articulation 
at the tongue is inferred front the contact marks on the plate.  
This nethod I. evidently liipited in its application. It, too, has  
the drawback at not being appilesbin to the sounds framed in the  
hack of the mouth. The outlgsts of palategrama are much varier  
than they appear in the published drawings of them; and it is a  
question whether the thickness even of the thinnest plate does not  
modify the record.  

The methods hithmto wandered are all comparatIvely simple.  
They regpuw no special knowerl¢dg^ a training, and are atceeable  
to ail. But there ere more elaborate methods—with which the  
name "expcnimeuital phonetics" is more specially conneted-
intetving trιΡm in and theoretical physics 

 mathematics. requiring the help of often complicated and ŷ  
and not easily accessible, apparatus The i ηνεσtigat1on d the  
speech curves of phonograph and gramophone records is a typical  
example. Good examples οf these methods are afforded by E. A.  
Maser's Investigations at νοωel-quaetίty in English (Englische  
Lautdaue . Uppeels, ipofi).their dssracteristlo feature is their  
d and the minuteness d their disti κtioπs, which often go 
beyond the range of the human ear. Although their results are  
often of vain, the must always be received with.,caution; the  
auras οf error area numerous.  

The claims of instrnas aW phonetics have been so a mmieem* 
hepugbt 

 
forward of late yeaπ that they can no longer er beIgnoσed , even  

by  the most conservative of the older generation of pheneticiens.  

But it is possible to go too far the other way. Some of the  
younger generation seem to think that the instrumen;al methods  
have  a ppeerseded the natural ones in the same way at the  Arab ic 

numeral.. the Roman numera. This a 
same 

 has had dire,-
troll, results. It msuao. be too often repeated that instrumental 

 phonetiιι a. strictly speaking, not phonetics at all. Jr is only  a 
help: it only supplies materials which are useless till they ,  have been  
tested and accepted from the linguistic phonetician's point of  view. 
The lint arbiter is all phonetic questions is the trained ear of a  
emeticat phouiet.iciaa; ddlerenvea which cannot be perceived must 

 —or at least may be-^+Wwredi whet centredi σts the trained err  
cannot be accepted.  

Sows1-Νσfa(iaa; Spolisg Rem.—Ναt to the analysis of  
the sounds tkemselνes, the most important problem of phonetics  
is their repraentetiiou by merlin of witten and printed symbol..  

The tradilienal or a  nomic " orthagmpń ss of meet language,  
are only Imperfectly pb.betie. And, bnbrtunuely, of the  
languages in used general ruse,  two are egccpdounily uaplmeatic  
in their ochogaphfes, French showing the goriest divergence  
between mind and symbol, white English shows the maximum  
of irregularity and arbitrariness. The German orthography is  
csmparatively ρheneti : it has hardly any silent letters, and it  
generally has one symbol fee each ε end, inch symbol having  
only ego wine, the exceptions falling under a few simple  ιWa, 
which are eerily remembered. There ate other languages which  
have still more phonetic orthographies, such as Spanish, Welsh  
and Finnish. But even the beg et them are not perfect: even  
when they are net actually mideediog, they are always blade.  
quote. On the other-hand, m system of writing is wholly  
'aiphonetic. Even in French end English there are many wards  
whose spelling not even the moat radial reformer meld think  
of altering. In fact, ell writing which his once emerged from  
the hieroglyphic stage is at first purely phonetic, as far, its  
defective mesas will allow. The divergence between sound and  
symbol which makes spelling unphoaets is the result of the  
retention of phonetic spellings after they have heaome un.  
phonetic through changes in the pronunciation of the wards  
themselves. Thus, such English spelling as knigkl and wrigkl  
mere still phonetic in the time of Chaucer; for at that time the  
initial eοn οιιsats of these words were still pronounced, and the  
gk still had the sound οΙ cΑ in German iar. Sο also see and ace  
are written differently, not by way of arbitrary distinction, but  
because they were pronounced differently till within the last  
few cm:duεjes--es they still are in Irish-English.  

Where there is no traditional orthography, as when Old  
English (Anglo.Saxon) was first written down in Latin letters,  
spading was necessarily ρbgnetic; but where there is a large  
literature and a clam of professional scribes, the influence of  
the traditional orthography becomes stronger, till at lest the  
invention of printing and the difusion of one standard dialect  
over a huge area occupied originally by a variety of other dialects  
make changes of spelling as inconvenient as they were once can  
and natural. The ideal orthography for printers is one which  
is absolutely uniform over the whole territory of the language,  
and absolutely unchangeable. 1st such orthographies a those  
of the present English and French there is no longer any living  
coπαpondence between sound and symbol: they me, in 

ń  

tention at least, wholly unpboietic; they are preserved by  
graphic, not by oral, tradition.  

But unphonetimesι has its practical limits. Α purely un-
phonetic degradation of an originally phonetic system of writing  
—one in which there is absolutely no correspondence between  
sounds and letters—could not be mastered even by the most  
retentive memory: it would be even more dillicult. than the  
Chinese writing. , Renee a phonetic reaction is inevitable. In  
the middle ages the spelling was periodically readjusted in  
accordance with the changes of pronunciation—as far 5  of course,  
as the imperfections of the existing orthography would allow.  
This adjustment went on even after the introduction of printing  
In fit, it is only within the last hundred years or so that the  
orthographies of English and French have become fixed.  

One result of this fixity is that any attempt t ο continue the  
process of adjustment assumes a revolutionary character.  
When, in x84q, the pioneers of the modem .ρellίng.refοηρ  
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movement—A. J. Ellis and I. Pittman—brought out the Fondle  
Νιn, few of those who joined in the chorus of ridicule -excited by  
the new alphabet stopped to consider that this uncouthness was  
party the reult of habit, and that the Authorized Version of  
the Bible in the spelling of its first edition would seem to us not  
less strange and uncouth than in the new-fangled phonotypy  
of Messrs Ellis and Pitman. Nor did they stop to consider that  
phonetics and phonetic spelling, so far from being innovations,  
ate as old as dvillaalion Itself. The Akxandrian grammarians  
were not only phoneticians—they were spelling-reformers; they  
invented the Greek accents for the purpose of making the pro-
mndatlon of Greek easier to foreigners. The Romans, too, were  
pboneticians: they learnt f τcek by phonetic methods, and paid  
great attention to niceties of pronunciation. The Sanskrit  
graammaτί αns were still better phoneticians.  

Asa matter of fact, English spelling was still phonetic as late  
as the time of Shakespeare—In intention, at least. But although  
people still tried to write as they spoke, the inherited imperfec.  
bons of their orthography made it more and more difficult for  
them to do so. Hence already in the ibtb century a number of  
spelling-reformers made their appearance, including classical  
scholars such as Sir John Cheke, and A. Gill, who was head.rnaater  
of St Paul's School in London. Gill has left us extracts from  
Spenser'i Foam Quxue in phonetic spelling; but, strange to  
say, nothing of Shakespeare's,. although he and Shakespeare  
were exact contemporaries. But Gill's and the other alphahets  
proposed were too intricate and cumbrous for popular use.  

Νενε theless, some impoetant phonetic reforms were suc αss-
fully carried through, such as getting rid of meet of the super•  
lluous find e's, utilizing the originally niperiluoisa disti nctions  
in form between i and j, is and s, by using 1, s ody as vowels, 

 f, • only as wnsonaats, instead of at random—a reform whic ń  
seems to have begun in Italy. Another important reform was  
the introduction of εσ and to, as in sea and beat, which had  
hitherto been written with ει  and ere, being thus ouafused with  
see and brat.  

All these were as much phonetic reforms as It would be to 
 utilize long s and tailed s(5 ‚5)  to denote the Snal coneonants in  

list and rouge respectively; a reform first suggested by A. J.  

Ellis, who wan himself the fast to call attention to the works  
of these early photietidans and to utilize them in the investiga-
tions enshrined in his great work on Early English Promtncialimr.  

With all its defects, the preSeed English spelling is still mainly  
phonetic; we can still approximately guess the pronunciatIon  
of the vast majority of words from their spelling. So when we  
say that English spelling is 'rnpborietic we merely mean that  
it is a bad phonetic smelling; and all that spelling-reformers aim  
at is to make this bad into a good phonetic spelling, that is, as  
efficient and easy one. But the difficulties are great; and the  
more we knew of phonetics, and the more we experiment with  
different systems of spelling, the more formidable do they appear.  
One of the difficulties, however, that is commonly supposed to  
stand In the way of spelling-reform is quite imaginary: namely,  
that it would destroy the histotical and etymological value of  
the present system: Thus Ε. A. Frteman used to protest  
against it as "a reckless wiping out of the whole history of the  
language." Such critics fail to see that historical spelling, if  
carried oat consistently, would destroy the materials on which  
alone history can be based; that these materials are nothing else  
but a series of phonetic spellings of different periods of the  
language, and that if a consistent historical and etymological  
smelling could have been kept up from the beginning, there would  
have been no Grimm's law, no etymology; in short, no com-
parative or historical philology possible.  

The advantages of iginning a foreign language in a phonetic  
notation are many and obvious. In the first place, the learner  
who has once mastered the notation and learnt to pronounce the  
sounds the letters stand for, is able to read off at once any text  
that is presented to him without doubt or hesitation, and without  
having to burden his memory with rules of pronunciation and  
spelling. Another advantage of phonetic spelling is that when  
the learner sees the words written in a rcpresantatirm of their  

actual spoken form he ii able to recognise them at once who  
he bees them. And If the learner begins with the phoiwde  
notation, and uses it exclusively till he has thoroughly-mastered  
the spoken language, ha Will then be able to learn the ordinary  
spelling without fear of eonhmion, and quicker than he weed  
otherwise have don.  

Spelling{eform may be carded out with "mine degreus of  
thoroughness. After the failure of many schemes of radical  
reform, an attempt was made to begin with those nemeinus  
spellings which are be& 'mpbonetic and unhistorical, or ale  
against the analogy of other traditional spellings. Aeeordingiy,  
in z88i the Philological Society of London " apsoovd (sK) of  
certain partial corecuona (sir) of English spoli gs;" which were  
also approved 01 by the American Spelling-reform Association; 
add a list of them was issued jointly by the two bodies, and  
recommended for general adoption. A similar movement  
has been started in Fran. But the general feeling appears to  
be that it is better to keep the ordinary spelling unchanged, and  
wait till it is possible to supersede it by one on a more or less  
independent basis.  

If the existing Roman alphabet is made the basis of thence  
phonetic notation of any one language, the meet obvious muse 

 is to select one of the vsrioas traditional representations of each  
sound, and use that one symbol cxdusively, omitting, of course,  
at the same time all silent letters. A J. Elis's Eιιglisk Glosńc is  
an example of such a phonetic smelling on n national beds. The  
following isa spedmeni—  . 

lngglisb Glosik is veil end too teed. Wldh proper training  a 
cbeild fear yverz oald lean bee redili taut too reed Giosik buobs.  

But a system which, like this, writes short and long vowels  
with totally different symbols (I, en) is only half phonetic: it its  
phonetic on an unphonetic basis.  

A fully phonetic system, in which, for instance, long vowels  
and diphthongs are expressed by consistent moditcationa or  
combinations of the symbols of the short vowels, and in which  
simple sounds are, as far as is reasonable end convenient, ex-
pressed by single letters b steed of digraphs such as s6, must  
aecεssατι1υ discard any national basis. The beat basis on the  
whole is obtained by giving the letters their original cosa'non  

European sounds, i.e. by returning to the Late Latin pronuncia-
tion, with such modifications and additions as may be advisable.  
As regards the vowels at lent, this Latin bads is very well  
preserved in German and Italian. In French, on the other hand,  
the Latin tradition was greatly corrupted already in the earliest  
period through the rapid changes which the language underwent.  
Thus when the Latin win lase assumed the armed it now has  
in French lame, the symbols was still kept; and when the sound 

 a afterwards developed again net of the diphthongou, this dlgrapb  
was used to denote the sound. So when the French system of  
spelling came into use in England sites the Norman Cengeest  
these unpbonetic symbols were Introduced into English spelling, 

 so that such a word as Old English and Early Middle English 
 hit, " house," was written hens In the Late Middle English of  

Chauctr, although the sound was etill that of Scotch toot, an (ow)  

being also used to denote a true diphthong-(oat) in such words an  

kuew, brow, from Old English esteem  
By returning, then, to the original values of the letters we  

get the" Romic "orinternatlotwl (Cont ίgeatal) basis as opposed  
to the Glosaic cc national basis. Thus thepassage quoted above  

appears as follows in Sweet's "Broad Romic ° ι otατion: — 
i nglif 

ran red gi
σ tr^ iiritυ did. wit p ιope treiώ iq a tfaidd inn jiae 

ou ili ant to did gbdk burr  
Another important general distinction is that between" broad °  

and " narrow" systems of notation. A broad notation is one  
which makes only the practically necessary distinctions in each  
language, and makes them in the simplest manner possible,  
omitting all that Is auperfiuons. From a practical point of view  
the necessary distinctions are those on which differences of  
meaning depend. A distincti οn of sound which is dgildcsnl  
in one, language may be un ignifιαnt in another. Thus thf  
distinction between dose t and open  i,  t is significant in F'rench,  
as fa *her, pfshw'; so if in French phonetic Writing the fotmer  
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is denoted by (e), it is neceesery w find a new symbol (e) for the  
open sound. But in languages suds as English and German,  
where the short e is always open, there is no practical objection  
to using the unmodified (e) to denote the open sound, even if we  
regard (e) as the proper symbol of the close sound And in  
these languages in which the short s is always open and the long  
r always close it is enough to mark the distinction of quantity,  
and leave the distinction of quality to be inferred from it (e, cc).  
In such a use as this it is, of course, possible to apply the prin-
ciple of ignoring superfluous distinctions in the opposite way: by  
writing the long and short vowels in such a language (e, e),  
leaving the quantity to be inferred from the quality. But the  
former method is the more convenient, as it does not require  
any new letter. The "broad "principle is especially convenient  
in writing diphthongs. Thus in F.ngllkh Broad Romic we write  
the diphthongs in high and ńow with the same vowel as ask (hal,  
ban, asst), although all these (a)'s represent different sounds in  
ordinary southern English pronunciation. But the pronuncia-
tion of these dipbtbongs varies so much in different parts of the  
English-speaking territory, and the distinctions are so minute  
that it would be inconvenient to express them in writing; sad  
as these distinctions are non-signiiicant, it would be useless to  
do so. (al) and (au) are symbols, not of special diphthongs, but  
of two lasses of diphthongs: they can stand for any diphtbosigs  
'which begin with a vowel resembling the Italia α α, and end with  
approximations to i and a respectively. Theoretically it would  
be just as correct in English and German to write these diphthongs  
(as, an). But these notations are misleading, because they  
suggest simple sounds.  

In comparing the sounds of a variety of languages, or of dialects  
of a language, and still more in dealing with sounds In general,  
we require a " narrow, ' that is a minutely accurate, notation  
covering the whole field of possible sounds. It is evident from  
what has been said above that such a universal scientific alphabet  
is not suited for practical work in any one language. But the  
symbols of such a notation as Sweet's " Narrow Romic" are of  
the greatest use as keys to the exact pronunciation of the vaguer  
symbols of the Broad Romic notations of each language.  

Tο prevent confusion between these two systems of notations  
Broad Romic symbols are enclosed in (), Narrow Resole in 1  ],  
which at the same time serve to distinguish between phonetic  
and nomcec spellings. Tbis in English i (i) (il means that  
the English vowel In lee, is the " wide " sound, not the  
" narrow " one In French βni, although in the Broad Romic  
notations of both languages (fini) is written'f οr Jfnny and jtni  
alike.  

Narrow Romic was originally based on A. J. Ellis's "?alaeo-
type," in which, as the name implies, no new letters are employed.  
The symbols of Palaeotype are made up, as far as possible, of  
the letters generally accessible in printing-prices, the ordinary , 
Roman lower-case letters being supplemented by italics  
and small capitals (1;  i,  z) and turned letters (a,o), many  
digraphs (di, sit) being also used. This notation was a =faction  
from Ellisb miler phonotopy, in which a large number of new  
letters were used. Some of these, however, such as f-  (sb),  
g — (zh), were afterwards adopted into Broad and Narrow  
Romfa In his Palaeotype Ellis also discarded diacritical  
letters, which, as he tightly says, are from a typographical  
poiht of view equivalent to new letters. In Narrow Romic a  
certain number of diacritical letters are used, such as (, g),  
most of which are already accessible. Palaeotype is a Roman-
value notation, the main difference as regards the value of the  
symbols between ft and the later systems being that it is more  
complex and arbitrary. Ellis afte τwaέds bad the unhappy idea  
of constructing a "Universal Glossic " on an English-values  
basis, which Is even more cumbrous and difficult to remember  
than Palaeotypε.  

Sweet's Romic systems • were made the basis of the "Inter-
national " alphabet used in Le Μα1tre Phontrigaw, which Is the  
organ of the Inkrnorional phondie Associ αtfoπ, directed by  
P. Pussy. ' Álthου h this system is at the present time more  
'widely knοwh and used than any other, and although It is  

constructed on the lnte'natioiisi Romic princple, it is not re*  
an mteenstsonal system. It is rather an attempt to make a  
special adaptation of the Romic basis to the needs of the French  
language Into a general notation for all languages. But the  
phonetic structure of French is so ιbnοrmal so different from  
that of outer languages, that the attempt to force a Broad  
Romin French notation oa such a langt ιage as English is even  
more hopeless than It would be to reverse the process. Although  
well suited for French, this alphabet must from a wider point of  
view be regarded as a failure; it is too minute and rigid for  
practical, and yet not precise enough for scientific purposes.  
In short, although it has done excellent service, and ń as helped 

 to dear the way fora notation which shall command general  
acceptance, it cannot be regarded as a final solution of the  
problem.  

01 the numerous other notations now in use, some still adhere  
to the diacritic principle of lepsius's Siesdurd Alphabet (+855),  
intended for missionary use, but found quite unfit for that  
purpose because of the enormous number of new types required.  
Most of them prefer to use new letters formed by more or less  
consistent modifications of the existing italic letters. A. J.  

Lundell's Swedish dialect alphabet and O. Jeaperaen's Danish  
dialect alphabet are good specimens of this tendency. In the  
letter Roman letters are used for special distinctions, just as  
italic letters are used in the Romic systems.  

But to spite of all diversity, there is much agreement. As  
regards the vowels, the following approximate values are now  
pretty generally accepted  

a as in lather. 	 I as in it.  
at 	„ time. 	 0 	,; beau (Fr).  
as 	houie. 	 m 	pour (Fr.).  
s 	nun 	 a „  lalL 
a 	„ 8t4 (Fs.). 	 o ιΩ 	, oil.  
ei 	veil- 	 on 	soul.  
▪ there. 	 u 	, full.  
a 	further. 	 y 	une (Fr.).  

Vowel-length Is in some systems denoted by doubling (as),  
in others by special marks (α: &e-), the diacritic in d being used  
only in the nomic orthographies of dead and oriental languages.  

The only consonant-symbols that require special notice are  
the following:— 

• as in reek (Bering.. 	ai ls sing. 
,, Ich (German). 	

n 
. 	 ,, flab. 

a 	,, then. 	 thin.  
3 	.. you.

((}} {{ 	
w 	,,we. 

Á ,. nogńm (Ital.)g) 
	

x 
,, 

rouge.  
All the systems of phonetic notation hitherto considered  

are based on the Roman alphabet. But although the Roman  
alphabet has many advantages from a practical point of view,  
it is evidently impossible to build up a consistent and systematic  
notattog on such sri inadequate foundation of arbitrary signs.  
What is wanted, for scientific purposes especially, is a notation  
independent of the Roman alphabet, built up systematically—
an alphabet in which there Is a definite gelation between sound  
and symbol.  

This relation maybe regarded either from the organk or the  

acoustic point of view. The tendency of the earlier attempts at  
an a priori universal alphabet was to symbolize the consonants  
organically, thevowels acoustically, as in E. Brticke's Ρhondkche  
Transseń pfioi (ι863). It is now generally acknowledged that  
the vowels as well as the consonants must be represented on a  
strictly organic basis. This was first done in A. M. Bell's  
Visible Speech (5867), which appeared again (188:) in a shorter  
form and with some modifications tender the title of Sounds and  
their Relations. Bell's pupil, Ε. Sweet, gave a detailed criticism  
of Visible Speech in s paper on Sosnd-nσfσliοs (Trans. of Philo-
logical Society, z88e- ι88ή ), in which he described a revised form  
of it called the Organic Alphabet, which he afterwards employed  
in his Primer of PIOSdICS and other works. Sestet's Narrow  
Romic notation already mentioned is practically a transcription  
of the (ganic Alphabet into Roman letters.  

Such notations are alphabetic: they go on the general principle  
of pr,vid ίng apatate symbols for each simple sound. But as  
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the number of possible shades of sounds is almost infinite, even  
the most minutely accurate of themean do so only within certain  
limits. The Organic Alphabet especially makes a large use of  
"modifiers "- cbaracτers which are added to the other symbols  
to indicate nasal, palatal, &c., modifications of the sounds repre-
sented by the latter, these modifiers being generally rtprmented  
by Italic letters in the Narrow Romic transcription; thus (Is)-
oazalised (I).  

Tn the Roman alphabet such symbols as f,  s are aτbΏ raτy,  
showing no connection in form either with one another or  
with the organic actions by which they are formed; but in  the  
Organic symbol of o, for instance, we can see the graphic repre-
sentation of its components " lips, teeth, voice-murmur." By  
omitting superfluous marks and utilizing various typographical  
devices the notation is so simplified that the symbols, in spite of  
their minute accuracy, are often simpler than In the correspond-
ing Roman notation. The simplicity of the system is shown  
by the fact that it requires only about rio types, as compared  
with the 280 of Lepaius% very imperfect Standard Alphabet.  

All the systems hitherto considered are also alphabetic in  a 
wider sense: the are intended for continuous writing, the more  
cumbrous " aarraw " notations being, however, generally  
employed only in writing single words or short groups. An  
" analphabetic "basis was first definitely advocated by Jespersen,  
who represents each sound by a group of symbols resembling  
a chemical formula, each symbol representing not a sound, but  
an element Of • sound: the part of the palate, tongue, &c.,  
where the sound is formed, the degree of separation (openness)  
of the organs of speech, and so on. The two great advantages  
of such a system are that it allows perfect freedom in selecting  
and combining the elements and that it can be built up on the  
foundation of a small number of generally accessible signs.  

As regards Jespersen's scheme, it is to be regretted that be  
has not worked it out in a more practical manner: that in his  
choice of the thirty odd symbols that he requires he should have  
gone out of his way to mix up Greek with Roman letters, together  
with other characters which would be avoided by any one con-
structing even a scientific alphabetic notation. And his use  
of these symbols is open to much criticism. In fact, it cannot  
be said that the analphabetic principle has yet had a fair trials  

The Organs of Speech.—Most speech-sounds are formed with  
air expelled from the lungs (voice-bellows), which passes through  
the two contractible bronchi or bronchial tubes into the also  
contractible wind-pipe or trachea, on the top of which is fixed  

the larynx (voice-box). Across the interior of the larynx are  
stretched two elastic ledges or cushions called "the vocal  
chords." They are inserted in front of the larynx at one end,  
and at the other they are fixed to two movable cartilaginous  
bodies " the aretynoids," so that the passage between them—
the glottis-tan be narrowed or dosed at pleasure. The glottis  
is, as we see, twofold, ςοnsίsting of the chord glottis and the  
cartilage glottis. The two can be narrowed or dosed independ-
ently. The chords can also be tightened or relaxed, lengthened  
nod shortened in various degrees.  

When the whole glottis is wide open, no sound is produced  
by the outgoing breath except that caused by the friction  
of the air. Sounds in whose formation the glottis is in this  
passive state are called " breath " sounds. Thus (f) is the  
breath consonant corresponding to the " voice " or " voiced"  

consonant (v). In the production of voice, the chords are  
brought dose enough together to be set in vibtation by the air , 
passing between them. In the " thick " register of the voice  
(chest voice) the chords vibrato in their whole length, in the  
" thin " register or talκtto only in part of their length- ‚(the  

glottis is narrowed without vibration, "whisper" is the result.  
In the "weak whisper" there is narrowing the whole glottis;  

in the "strong whisper," which is the ordinary form, the chord  

glottis is entirely dosed, so that the breath passes only through  
the cartilage glottis. Iα what is popularly called "whisper "-
that is, speaking without voice-the breath sounds remain  
uncbnnged, while voiced sounds substitute whis eι (in, the  
phonetic sense) for voice. Thus in whispering nth 8 ‚g;J as feσl  

the (I) remains unchanged, 'While the following vowel and con.  

sonant are formed with the glottis only hag closed. Whispered  
sounds—both vowels and consonants—occur in ordinary loud  
speech in many languages. Thus-the final consonants in such  
English words as leases, oblige are whispered, except when  
followed Without a pause by a voiced sound, as in oblfjing,  
where the (3) is fully voiced  

Above the glottia—atfll within the larynz--tomes the" upper"  
or "false" glottis, by which the passage can be narrowed. On  
the top of the larynx is fixed a leaf-Lice body, the "epiglottis,"  
which in swallowing, aid sometimes In speech, is pressed down  
over the opening of the larynx. The contractible cavity between  
the larynx and the mouth is celled the "pharynx." The roof  
of the mouth consists of two parts, the " soft " and the "hard  
palate." The lower pendulous extremity of the soft palate,  
the "uvula," in its passive state leaves the passage into the  
nose open. Tn the formation of non-nasal sounds, such as (b),  
the uvula is pressed up so as to close the passage from the  

pharynx into the nose. If (b) is formed with the passage open,  
it becomes the corresponding nasal consonant (m). The other  
extremity of the (hard) palate is bounded by the teeth, behind  
which are the gums, extending from the teeth-rim to the arch-rim  
—the projection of the teeth-roots or alveolars.  

There Is great diversity among phoneticians as regards the  
propping out—the divisions—of the palate and tongue,  anή  
their names. Foreign phonetidans generally adopt very minute  
distinctions, to which they give Latin names. Bell In his  
Visible Speech makes a few broad fundamental divisions.  
In the arrangement adopted here (mainly based on his) sounds  
formed on the soft palate are called "back," and are subdivided  
into "inner "-nearer the throat, and "outer "-nearer the  
teeth, further subdivisions being made by the terms" innermost,"  
"outermost," the position exactly hag way between these two  
last being defined as "intermediate back." Sounds formed  
on the hard palate or teeth may be included under the common  
term "forward,"  more accurately distinguished as " teeth "  
(dental), "gum," " front " (palatal, afterwards called " top "  
by Bell), which last is really equivalent to "mid-palatal,"  
including the whole of the hard palate behind the gums.  All 
of these divisions are further subdivided into "inner," &c.,  
as with the back positions.  

Of the tongue we distinguish the "beck" (root), " front "  

or middle, " point " (tip), and "blade,"   which includes the  
point and the surface of the tongue immediately behind it. The  
tongue can also articulate against the lips, which, again, can  
articulate against the teeth. The . lip passage can be closed, 

 or narrowed in variOus degrees. Sounds 'modified by lip-narrow-
ing are called" lip-modified "(labialized) or" round" (rounded),  
the last being specially used in speaking of vowels.  

Sp'eeh-soiuids.—Tbe most general test of a simple as apposed  
to a compound souuοd (sound-group) is that it can be lengthened  
without change. As regards plate of articulation, no wand  
is really simple: every sound Is the result of the shape of the  
whole configurative passage from the lungs to the lips; and the  

ultimate sound-dements, such as voice, are never heard isolated  

The most indistinct voice-murmur is as much the result of the  
shape of the supergiottal passages as the clearest and most  
distinct of the other vowels; and its organic formation is as  

definite as theirs is, the only difference being that while in what  

We regard as unmodified voice all the organs except the vocal  

chords are in their passive, neutral positions, the other vowels  

are formed by actively modifying the shape of the super-glottal  
pages—by raising the tongue towards the palate, narrowing  

the lips, &c.  
The most important elements of speech-sounds are those which  

are dependent on the shape of the glottis and of the mouth  

passage respectively. It is on the relation between these two  
factors that one of the oldest distinctions between sounds  
is based: that of vowel and coasoaaat. In vowels the element.  

of voice is the predominant one: a vowel is vaica modified by  
the different shapes of the superglottalpassages. In consonants,  
on the other hand, the state of the glottis is only .-'sexlsrj  
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Cuosoaιanta atn genets* the Week of audible frhtion, gain (f),  
or of complete stoppage, as in (p). If the glottis is at the same  
time left open, as in (i, p), the consonant is "breath' or  
" voiceless "—if it is narrowed enough to make the chords vibrate,  
u is (v, b), the consonant is" voice " or " voiced "; intermediate  
positions producing the corresponding " whispered" consonant,.  
Vowels are characterized negatively by the absence of audible  
friction or stoppage: if an (i) is formed with the tongue so close  
to the palate as to mouse buzzing, it becomes a variety of the  
front consonant (j). There is, of course, on dimcult), in forming  
a vowel with the glottis in the pontoon for breath and whisper.  
Thus breath (I) may often be heard in French in such words as  
^issi at the end of a sentence, the result being practically a  
weak form of the front-broth consonant ( ς). The division  
between vowel and consonant is not an absolutely definite one.  
As we see, the closer a vowel is—that is, the narroWer its con-
figurative passage is—the more like it is to a consonant, and the  
more natural it is to devocalize it. Some voice consonants,  
en the other hand, have so little buzz that acoustically they  
constitute a class between consonants and vowels—a class of  
"vowel-like " or " liquid " consonants, such as a, m, 1).  

The changes in sounds which result from active narrowing of  
the passages admit of as important distinction as " sound-
modifying " and "sound-colouring," although the distinction  
is not always definite. Nasality and rounding are examples  
of sound-modifying processes. Thus we beer a certain macrn -
blatice between (b) and (m), (i) and (y), but we regard ail these  
four as distinct and practically independent sounds. Con-
traction of the pharynx, on the other hand, as also of the false  
glottis and windpipe, have only a sound-colouring effect:' if a  
vowel is formed with such contractions its quality (timbre)  
is altered, but it tim remains the same vowel. It fofbws from  
the definition of speech-sounds that they admit of a twofold  

rtscs ώ rot iοn:(s) organic and (a) acoustic. As already remarked,  
the older phoneticians used to classify the consonants  organί -
tally, the vowels mainly from the acoustic point of view. The  

rst to give an adequate organic clessificati οn of the vowels was  
the author of Visible Speed. Bell gave at the same time an  
independent acoustic dassificaton of the consonants as well es  
the vowels. His acoustic clnssiflcation consists simply in smog-
mg the sounds in the order of their " pitches " (t ευe-)ιeights).  
The pitches of the breath consonants are absolutely fixed in each  
Individual pronunciation, while those of apokea vowels can be  
varied indefinitely within the compass of each voice by. tightening  
the vocal chords in various ways and shortening their vibrating  
portions: the tighter and shorter the vibrating body, the quicker  
its vibrations, and the higher the tone. But when a towel  
is whispered or breathed nothing is beard but the resonance  

of the configurative passages, especially in the mouth, and the  
pitches of these resonant cavities are as fixed as thou of the  
breath consonants; in other words, a whispered (or breathed)  
vowel cannot be sung. Although the absolute pitches of veicekss  
sounds may vary from individual to individual the rdά tτotα  
of the pitches are constant: thus in all pronunciations ( ς) and  
whispered (i) are the highest, breath (w) in weal and whispered  
(u) nearly the lowest in pitch among consonants and vowels  
respectively. 	,  

If phonetics were an ideally perfect science, there would be 
no occasion to discuss whether the acoustic or te organic study  
of the vowels and the other speech-sounds lathe more important: 

 a full description of each sound would necessarily imply ( τ) aft  
exact determination of its organic formation, ( τ) Sri acoustic  
analysis of the sound itself, both from the objective physical  
point of view and from the subjective one of the impression  
received by the ear, and (3) an explanation of how ( τ) is the  
necessary result of ( τ). Even this last question has already  
been solved to some extent. In fact, the connection between  

the organic formation and the acoustic effect is often self-evident.  
It is evident, for instance, that (I) and (c) ewe their clear sound  
and high pitch to their being formed by short, narrow passages  
in the front of the mouth, while (u) owes its low pitch to being  
foraged in exactly the opposite way, the sound being farther  

niumed and the pftgh αomeφseαtly stW more lowered by the  

• One reason why it is impossible to ‚'l.sslfy the vowels exclu- 
sive y on acoustic principles is that two vowels formed in quite  
different ways may have the same pitch. Thus the " high-
front-round" (y) sod the "high-mixed" (I) have the same  
pitch, the tongue-retraction of the mixed position of the  
latter having the same effect as the rounding of the former.  
It is evident, therefore, that the fundamental classification of  
the vowels must, like that of the consonants, be purely organic.  
And although for preetical purposes it is often convenient to  
drill& sounds partly from the acoustic point of view, a full  
scieutific treatment must keep the two points of view strictly  
apart, and make a special chapter of the relations between them,  

Vowels. —The most obvious distinction between vowel, is that  
Which depends cii the inset of the lips in their articulation. In  

such non-round vowels as (i) and (a) the Ups are passive, or even  
separated and spread out at their comers, by which the vowels  
snore a clearer resoetnos. If, en the other hand, the lips are  
actively',  approximated, they become the round vowels (y) and 

open (0) respectively.
ιιg As  

general rule, the namown
with 

 m of the lιρ 	θe corιεsponds to g  

aarrdwaess of the mouth- 	Thus, 	 fusing from the 
vowel of tee to those of es andd 	the beck of the tongue is pro- 
gresiivellswered, and the rounding is diminished in the sms  

But there is also' abnormal rounding. Thus, if we pnenomrc  

(d) with the lips in the position they have in forming (e), the  
resulting " over-rounded " vowel sounds half-way between (o) and  
(a); the second element of the diphthong (on) is gos. formed in this  

way. ςοωοωιely, the (u) in Pm! is " undo-rounded " is the Womb  

of England: the tongue position is kept but the lip. are only  

brought together a little at the corners, as in (a).  . 
The mouth positions of the vowels are the result of two factors:  

t the bight a( the tongue—its nearness to the d 
a) the de gree at its tet τ ctiυα. Bell diati lahα three degrκs  

ofh e
ίι m hs  syatem (υµ " hιigh, ' the (0) of bey is "mid," 

and the () of me Ia " low.' He also lm three degrees of r εΡtraεw  
tion : in "' vowels, such as (u), the root of the tongue is dawn  
to the back of the mouth, and the whole tongue slopes down from  
back to front. In "front"  vowels, subs, (Í), the front of the  

is raised towards the herd tongue dopes 
down from front to back. 	

^^ a that the  

Most of these slope-P εdtiσns yield vowed of a distinct and clear  
ιπωiπ.π,'n. These us also a class of " fiat " vowels, such as (.),  
in which the ongue is in a more or lcs neutral po ιitiaι ΙΕ  this  
tongue is ra' d from the k wBat position of (so) m bird to the  
h% position, we get the (t) of North Welsh dy." man,"which, ab  
already obscr'rd, is acoustically similar to (y). 

The flat "owes mere milled • minted " by Bed, in acco dsar ε nth  
his view that they are the result of combining back and front attier-
stion. And although this view Is now generally abandoned. the  
term" mixed "is still retained by the English school of phoneticians.  

In thi «:.. Bell mapped out the whole mouth by the following  
cardinal ΓΡ ; ,:- 

high-back 	hIgh-mixed 	high-front  
Soul-back 	mid-mixed 	mid-front  
low-back 	low-mixed 	low-front  

In this arrangement "high-back," &c,, are Bad points like these cl  
latitude sxd longitude. Th υα normal " high "means that the tongue  
I. raised as' close to the palate as is ponubie without causing  

onaπtai friction, and " back " implies retraction of the lame kind. 
rια I πtediate positions are defined as raised 	lowered; inner," 

 outer. „  
The most original and at the same time the most disputed part  

Of Bell's vowd-stheme is his'distinction of " primary " and "wide."  

All vowel, fall under one of them cstegoriea Thus, the primary  
French (?) and the corresponding English wide (,) sit both high-
front-vowels, and yet they are distinct in sound: the English vowel  
is a semitone lower in pitch. Bell explained the greater openness  
of the side vowels a. the result of greater enqnsnnroe of the  
phi 	; and he conaid εred the other class to be moat nea rly
a 	to the eoouonaiit.—'wbcncc their earn."primary "—the 
voice-pamgeι 'in the formation of primary vowels being expαnded.  
only so far as to remove all Ιncntive quality. But afteratione  
in the shape of the pluaryrux have only a sound-colouring,' not •  
sound-modify ing, effect; and Sweet showed that the distinction 
depends on the shape of the tongue, and accordingly substituted  
"narrow" for Bell's " p i mary.' He also showed that the distinc-
tion applis, to cοπwnents u well as vowels: thus the narrow  
French (w? in sr'i is a nt ίnstion of the narrow French ( ιι)  
in set, while the English (w) preserves the wide quality of the ((a  
in prR  

in forming nrrow sounds there, is a feeling of tension in that  
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part of the tongue where the sourid ό  formed, the tongue being  
clenched or bunched up lengthwise, so as to be more convex than  
in its relaxed or " wide " condition  

The distioction between narrow and wide can often be ignored  
in practical phonetic exiting, for it generally depends on quantity;  
length and narrowness, shortness and wideness going together.  
When the distinction is marked, wide vowels may be expressed by  
italics, as in German (bi,na, bra).  

Bell's category of:" mixed-round" vowels had from the beginni ι^g  
been a source of difficulty to students of Visible Speech. But it  
was not till 1901 that Sweet showed that they are only mixed as  
regards position; they are really the corresponding back-round  
vowed moved forward into the middle of the mouth while pre-
serving the scope of back vowels, instead of having the tongue  
flat as in the (unround) mixed vowels, They are "out-back"  
vowels: there is an exaggeration of the outer back position of such  
a back-round vowel as the English (a) compared with the full back  
(a) in German s=afie,  

In the same way by moving the tongue backwards while forming 
a front vowel another series οf " in-front " vowels is obtained,  

The " in-mixed " vowels are obtained by shifting the neutral  
mixed position. into the full back position, keeping the tongue  
flat, so that these vowels might also be Gilled " bscit-ilat."  

The out-back, in-front and in-mixed vowels are included under  
the common designation of "shifted,"  as opposed to "norms! "  
vowels.  

There is a large number of other vowel-schemes, of which a survey  
will be found  in W. Victor's Ekmentt der Pieaetik. Many of the  
older ones are in the form of triangles, with the three chief vowels  
a, i, a at the three corners, the other vowels being inserted between  
these extremes according to their acoustic relationS. Since the  
appearance of Visibiσ Speeώ  many attempts have been made to  
fit his new vowed into these older schemes.  

O( all the vowel-schemes the one now meat generally known is  
perhaps that of the InternatIonal Phonetic Association already  
mentioned. In this scheme the distinction of nartnw and wide,  
though admitted and occasionally marked, is not an integral pert  
of the syste ιn, the vowels being classified first as "velar ' (back) 
and palatal '(front), and then according to openness as c 

half-close, "medium," "half-open and"open,"  
Comonaids.—These are the result of audible friction or stoppage,  

which may be accompanied either with breath, voice or whisper.  

Coaaonents admit of a two-fad division (r) by form, and (x) by  
plum Thus (p, b) are by  place lip-consonants, while by (form  
they are stopped consonants or' stops."  

If the mouth-stoppage is kept and the note 	i opened,  
the stop becomes the εorresροni ing "nasal i "; thus (b) with the  
soft palate lowered becomes the nasal (m),  

in "open " consonants the sound is fond by simply narrowing  
the passage, as in the back-open-breath (a) in Scotch and German  
1e0%, in some open consonants, such as the lip-teeth ((), there, is  
slight coatact of the organs, but without impeding the flow of  

breath.  
In "divided" consonants there is central stoppage with open-

ings at the sides, as in the familiar point'divided (1). These eon-
sonante am sometimes "unilateral "—with the opening on the side  
only-the character cl the sound, not being sensibly modified  

open and divided consonants are formed with' the a ae-
passage open they are said to be "nasalized." Thus (m) with  
incomplete lip-ciφure becomes 'the nasalized lip-open-voice, con-
sonant.  

" Trill " (or rolled) consonants are a special variety of can-stopped  
consonants resulting from the vibration of flexible parts against  
one another, as when the lips are trilled, or against sm α firm  
surface, as when the point of the tongue trip against the gums  
in the Scotch (r), or the uvula against the back of the tongue, as in  
the Northumbrian burred (r), and the French and German (r0,  
where—especially in German—the trill is often reduced to a πώ u-
mum or suppressed altogether.  

As regards the place οΓ consonants, there Is, as already remarked,  
great diversity among phoneticians, both in mapping out the pate  
and tongue and in the names given to these divisions, The classi.  
fication and nomenclature given here is, in the main, that of Bell.  

By place, then, we distinguish seven main daa α of consonants:  
back, front, poi nt, blade, fan, lip, and lip-teeth.  

Back" (guttural) consonants are formed between the root of  
the tongue and the soft palate. In most languages the positions  
of these consonants vary s οcοwdinχ to those 01 the accosnpanyin  
vowed: thus the backstop and back-nasal in king are more forward  
than in moegser  

Front' (pare)) consonants are formed between the middle  
of the tongue and the hard pate, the point of the tongue lying  
passIvely behind the lower teeth. It is easy to make the front-
ope ιωνοιoe () in yea into the corresponding stop (j) by narrowing  
the page till there is complete closure, as in Hungarian ααιυ 
(iii) "world," In the same way the open breath ( ς) in German  
uh may be made into the stop (c) Hungarian eyy, (i) nasalised  becomes (6)— Ιtalan gam, Spanish 4, French in in skier. The front-
divided-voice consonant is the Italian gl and Spanish ii. These are  

all simple sounds, distinct from the (13), (lii) he French and English  
milli** and English mates. 

Point " consonants when formed a( ς i πst the teeth are milled  
" point-teeth' (dental). English (b) in this is the point-teeth.  
open-breath consonant, (5) in then the corresponding voice con-
sonant. If (6) is modified by turning the tip of the tongue back  
into the inner position—about on the arch-rim—it becomes the (^ 
untrilied 

f) 
 is English resriag, in which position the tongue is 

easily trilled, the trilling becoming more and more d ifficult 
the more the tongue is approximated to the point-teeth position.  
In French and many other languages all the point consonants  
(t, d, n, 1), &ε. are formed on the teeth, except (r), which is always 
more retoauted these the other point consonants. if the tip of  
the tongue is turned so far back as to articulate with its lower edge  
against the arch of the palate—that is t  farther back than for the  

inner' positioη—it is said to be "inverted." inverted (r) is  
frequent In the dialects of the south-west of Englaid. The  
opposite of inversion is " protrusion,' in which the tip of the tongue  
articulates against the upper lip.  

Blade" consonants are formed by the blade or flattened tip  
of the tongue against the 'gums, as in English (s, z), or against the 
teeth, as in the corresponding French sounds if these coπsooaσts  
are modified by  turning the tongue a little back, so as tobringtbs  
point more into play, they become the " blade-pint " consonants  
(J, 3), as in jsh, measure. (f) is acoustically a dull (s). In .0m.  
languages, such as German, sounds similar to  (f) and (z) arc formed  
partly by rounding, which lowers the pitch of the hiss in the same  
way as retraction does, a that the tongue-articulation is only  
imperfectly varied out. When the rounding is very marked  
there is only a slight raising of the front of the tongue, as in some  
Swedish dialects; and if the tongue-articulation is progressively  
shifted back, and the rounding diminisiκd in the same proportion,  
(J ) ma at, last develop into the pure back-open consonant (a), as  
in the resent pronunciation of Spanish x end j.  

The English point consonants (t, d, n, 1) are formed on the gums  
just behind the teeth, the point of the tongue being flattened, m  
that they are almost blade consonants.  

" Fan" (spread) consonants—the "emphatic"  εeramasα of  
Arabic—am modifications of point and blade consoissnls, in which  
the sides of the tongue are spread out, so that the hiss of such a  
consonant as (s) is formed partly between the skies of the tongue  
and the back teeth, which gives it peculiar deep, dull quality to  
these rounds.  . 

" Lip" consonants, such as (p  m), and "lip-teeth" consoαnts,  
such as (I, v), offer no dilficu Ιtγ. The simple lip-open-breath  
consonant does not occur in English; it is the sound produced is  
blowing out a candle. The corresponding voice sound is frequent  
in Gαman—espedaυy in Middle Germany—in such words as  

If the lip-open consonants eremodified by raising the back of the  
tongue, they become the " lip-back " consonants (wh, w) in English  
what, we, which may adobe regarded as coinonantlzed (11).. In 

consonants, 
the lip, artκulatioominateι in the "Jack 

coπ nants, as en German suds, the reverse is the case.  
This last is one of a large number of " I ι'pmodifed " consonants,  

of which the already-mentioned German s'h ό  a further ermpk. 
In a similar way consonants may be "front-modified.' { ι) Is 

peculiarly susceptible to such modifications. iii French and other  
languages it is formed with the tongue more conv εχ than in English,  
and consequently with a tendency to froht-modihaation. Front.  
modified and point (r) may be herd in Russian in such weds  
as east "goose," taarl " emperor, " where the final vowed are silent  

Some consonants are formed below the mouth.  
When the glottis is sharply opened or closed on a passage of breath  

or voice an effect is ρrοduc^ similar to that of a stop in the mouth, 
such as (k). This glottal stop' the round produced in hic-
cuping; and ό  an independent sound in some languages, such as  
Arabic, where it is milled "harts." lnGermanallwordsbegim aing 
with a stressed (accented) vowel have a more or less distinct  glottal 
stop before the vowel.  

01 the passages below the glott^ r  the bronchials and the wind., 
pipe are both susceptible of contraction.  

Spasmodic contraction of the bronchial passages Is the main  
factor in producing, what known as " the asthmatic wheeze." 
If this contraction is regulated and made voluntary it results in  
the deep hiss of the Arabic lid, If this sound is vo ιεed ι  it muses  
a peculiar intermittent vibration of vocc, which is habitual with  
some speakers, especially in Germany. if this effect is softened by  
slightly expanding the brisihial jsessages, an (0-like sound  s 
produced, which is that of the Arabic 'a1,  

Contraction of the windpipe produces a sound similar to the  
Arabic ha, but weaker, which when followed by a vowel has the  
effect of a strong aspirate. When voiced it becomes a mere colouver  
e1 the accompanying voict-ornrmur, or vowel, to which it imparts  
a deep timbre  

Νοs-espirat πry Soaads.—All the sounds hitherto described  
imply out-breathing or expiration. Many of them can also be  
formed with 'rn-breathing or inspirat'oC. in English it is a  not 
uncommon tick of speech to pronounce no in this manner, to express  
emphatic  denia4 
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Sese _____art are formed without either in- or out-breathing,  

but sokly with the air in the threat or mouth. In Bening" suction-
stop." or ' dicks " the tongue οr i φ are put in the position far a  
stop, and the air is sucked out from between the organs in co πtαct,  
se that when the stop is loosened, a smacking sound is produce d 
by the sir rushing in to fill the vacuum. Thus the point-dick  
is the interjection of impatience commonly wtitteα 'bsif la many  
mange languages clicks area put of ο diπaηr speech.  

Sys'knd&— B idesanalysing each sound separately, phonetics  
has to des1 with the phenomena which accompany synthesis  
or the combination of sounds. Although a sentence may consist  
of a single word, and that word of a single vowel, sounds mostly  
occur only is combination with one another. The ordinary  
division into sentences and words is logical, not phonetic: we  
cannot mark off sentences and cut them up into words until  
we know whet they mean and are able to analyse them gram-
matically. But the logical division into sentences corresponds  
to some extent with the phonetic division into " breath-groups,"  
marked off by our inability to utter more than a certain number  
of syllables in succession without pausing to take breath. With-
in each of these breath-groups there is no necessary pause  
between the words, cue% when we pause for emphasis. The  
only necessary phonetic divisions Within the breath-group  
are those into syllables, sounds and intervening "glides." But  
before considering these last it will be necessary to nay something  
about the general feelers of syatbesia: quantity, stress and  
intonation.  

A ^r& gamily, it is enough furmdinaφ purposes to dis-  
ti ngu 	degrees: king, ha king or medium and short. In  
English what are celled long vowels keep their full length when  
stressed and before final =tee consonants, as in see, bread; and  
become half-lag before νοiceleu cnmπασts, as in mess, &ioiigki.  
In most other languages full length ii preserved alike before all  
daises of consonants. The Romance languages have short final  
stressed vowels, as in Fiend! si. Unstressed vowels tend to become  
sheet in most laσguagα The distinctions of quantity app?y to  
mmamats as well as vowels. Thus English tends to lengthen hml  
consonants after short stressed vowels, as in sae comjiared with  
German maws, where the final consonant is quite short. Consonants,  
like vowels, tend to berme short when unstressed. But in some  
languages, such as Finnish and Hungsrisn, stress has no effect on  
qesisoity, so that in these languages long newels and double tn-
ements occur as frequently in uiisti,.,.d as in stressed syllables.  
Even in English .  se oaten lengthen final unstressed vowels in 
esdaσmtiom, as m mist a !0/ Sort laiigii.ges, such as the  
Romance languages 
vowel-quantity: 	 nf thus 

Russian, 
to 

 ten
d half-long. el  

Stιικ 
^ 

is, or y the result of the force with which the  
breath is expelled from the lungs; while acoustically it produces the 
effect of loudness, which is dependent on the sire of the sound-
vibratiosia: the bigger the waves, the louder the sound, and the  
gfearer the stress, of which we may distinguish infinite degrees  
If we distinguish only three, they are celled weak, merlisπ and  
*mg. The use of st in different languages shows the ems  
variety as quantity. Some languages, such as French, make com-
paratively little use of its distinctions, uttering all the syllables  
of roods and sentences with a more or les even degree of force.  
English. on the other band, makes great use of minute distinctions  
of stress both to distinguish the meanings of weds and to mark  
their relations in sentences.  

With stress is closely connected the question of s$ lable.diπsiaa.  
A syllable is a group of sounds containing a "syllabic " or syllable.  
former, which as, of coupe, able to constitute a syllable by itself.  
The distinction between syllabics and non-syllabics depends m  
sonority, the more sonorous ιΡoundα being the voiced ores, while  
of these again, the most open are the most sonorous, the most  
sonorous of all being the smelq amore which, again, the openest 
are the most sonorous. But these differences are only relative.  
When a vowel and a coaoonant come together the sonorousness  
of the newel always overpowers that of the tenement, so that the  
two together only constitute one syllable. But in such a word as  
little the second (t) is co much more sonorous than the accompany-
ing voiceless stop that it assume. syllabic function, and the whole  
group becomes dissyllabic to the gar. The beginning of a syllable  
corresponds with the beginning of the stress-impales with which it  
is uttered. Thus in atone the strong stress and the second syllabic  
begin on the (t). and in boekaur on the second (k), the first (k)  
belonging to the first syllable, se that the (kk) is here double, not  
merely long, as in book (bukk) by  itself. 

Zatsiiatiois or variation of tore (pitch) depends on the rapidity  
of the sound-vibntkiav: the more rapid the vibrations, the higher  

the pitch. intonation is heard only in voiced pounds, as being the  
only omeι capable of variations of pitch.  

In singing the voict generally dwells on each mate without cha nge  
of pitch, and then leap up or down to the nest mote as quickly  

21χ a g*  

as possible, as that the intervanlng 'glide is eat netlord—excopt  
in whit I. celled poetanrb n apealsing, on the either heed, 

m the ice hardly ever dwells 	 i m any one note, but is constant glid-
ing upwards or downwards, so that as absolutely level tone hardy  
ever occurs In speech. But in the rising sod fain f inflections of  
speech we can distinguish between "voice-glides' (port απκπτoι  
ow sites) and " voice -lαp," aitbougtt the dlstinc is not eo definite  
as in singing. .. 

Of the three pπma fy forms of intonation the level tone () can on  
approximately heard in veil es an expression of musing—although it  
really ends with a slight rim; the rising (') in the question  self?; 
the Inning (') in the answer υes. There are bides ooiajioiaid tones  
formed by uniting the two last in one syllable. The comooiind  
rising tone (e) may be beard in lake cone! the cmριιund falling  
tone (•) In the sarcastic cd! All these tones may be varied accordion  
to the intervals through which they pan 7 he greeter the in terval;  
the more emphatic the tone. Thus a high rise, which begins high.  
and consequently tan only rise a little higher, expiuma simple  
question, while the earn word, if uttered with a low rise extending  
over an interval of between a fifth and an octave—ow even more  

exprtes various degrees of surprise or indignation, as in the 
 emjibatic vhdl compared with the implyintemigativ5  slmq 

In English and most European lnnguage., intonation serves to  
modify the general meaning and character of sentences. This  ii 
seek ice-r ιmιu►ιoιr. But some Languages, such as Swedish and  
Norwegian, and Chinese, have ward- έabιmt οιι, by which words  
which would oiheewlse be idmattal in sound an distinguished.  
The distinction between Gr. elksi and sfieef was eo doubt  one of 
intonation.  

Glfdes.—Such a word as cat consists not only of the vowel  
and the two consonants of which it is made up, but also of  
"glides" or transitions between these sounds. The glide from  
the initial consonant to the vowel consists of all the intermediate  
positions through which the tongue passes on its may from the  
(k)-position to the (ae)-position. The number of these  
positions is Infinite, but they are all implied by the mere juxta-
position of the symbols, for it is assumed that in a!! transi-
tions from 0ne position t0 another the shortest way is taken.  
Although the direction of a glide is dependent on the positions  
of the two fixed points between which it lies, its character may  
be varied both by the shape of the configurative passages—
especially she glottis—and by stress and quantity.  

In the word given above the " off-glides "from the consonants  
are both breath-glides, the glottis being kept open during the  
transition from the voiceless consonant to the following vowel,  
or, as in the case of the final consonant, to silence. The " ou-
glide " from the vowel to the (t) is, on the other hand, a voice-
glide, the closure of the glottis being maintained till the stop  
ig made.  

Ια French and most of the languages of the south of Europe  
voiceless consonants are followed by voice-glides. Thus in  
French qui there is no escape of breath after the (k), as there  
is in English Key. Other languages agsin have breath on-glides  
before voiceless stops.  

If an independent strong stress is put on the breath-glide of  
English key, it is heard almost as it full independent consonant,  
and becomes as "aspirate." Aspirated steps may be heard  
in the Iń sh-English pronunciation of such words as tell, and also  
in Danis?, and in Sanskrit es pronounced in India. lithe  
voice-glide after a voice stop is emphasized in a similar way the  
"sonant aspirates" of Sanskrit and its modem descendants  
are produced, as in Sanskrit dhasa.  

Glides are especially important from as acoustic point of view.  
Acoustically speaking, indeed, voiceless stops are pure glide-
sounds, the stop itself being inaudible. In voice-stops, on the  
other hand, the stop itself can be made audible as well as the  
intervening glides. In English these latter are fully voiced  
when they come between voice sounds, as in ago; but when  
preceded by voiceless sounds or by a pause, as in go! they are  
formed with imperfect vocality, full voice being heard only  
just before the stop is loosened. So also initial English (z) as  
in zeal is formed with imperfect vocality under the same  
conditions, so that it sounds like (sz). In French and other  
languages which have voice-glides after 'voiceless consonants  
initial (g, a) &c. artfully voiced.  

Consonant-glides may be further modified in various ways.  
In the formation of "implosive " stops, such as occur in Saxon  
German, Armenian and other languages, voiceless stops followed  
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by voice-glides am modided by simultaneous closure of the  
glottis, the larynx being rained by mums of its muscles, so that  
it acts likes plug, comprmping the air between the dosed glottis  
sad the mouth-stop, so that when the latter is released a  
ρecvliar cooky effect is given to the eel-glide.  

Rounded glides may be beard in Russian in such words as  
ksmsala, where the rounding of the (o) is anticipated in the  
ρτ ceding consonant, being heard, of course, only in the eH-
glide of the Consonant. The acoustic elect is between that of  
(kwo) and ordinary (ko).  

Glideless consonant-combInations remain to be considered.  
The general atticulative principle of taking the shortest way  
between sounds in juxtaposition necesasrily results in certain  
transitions being elected without any glide at all. This is  
regularly the case when the consonants have the same pace,  
and differ only in form, shin (nd, dli), where the point of the  
tongue remains unmoved through the whole sound-group.  
In such combinations as (mf) the very slight glide is often got rid  
of entirely by sielmilating the place of the first consonant to  
that of the second, so that the (m) biome a lip teeth consonant,  
as in English aympq.  

Even when consonants are formed in different parts of the  
mouth it is often possible to join them without any glide. In  
English such combinations as (kt, pt) are glidelese, the point  
pf the tongue being brought into position before the preceding  
slop is loosened. In French and most other languages such  
consonants are separated by a breath-glide.  

Combinations of stops and vowel-like consonants (tr, gi, kw)  
are glideless in English and most other languages. In English  
the breath-glide after a νοicelcss stop unvoices the beginning  
of the following vowel-bike consonant; thus try is almost  (irh-
mi). 

Vεa d-ειίdιτ.—Vow εΙs are begun and ended to vsrious ways  
In the ' gradual beginning," which is the usual one in English  
and French, tip ^lοrnι is war  gradually .rowed while breath Ii being 
emitted. In the clear" beginning the breath is lac bath till the  
glottis is closed foe voice, which begins without any breathiness."  
German favours the clear beginning, generally exaggerating it into a  
glottal stop.  

In the gradual as well as the clear beginning the sara begins  
on the vowel If in the former it is thrown beck on the breath'  
glide, the latter is felt as an independent element and becomes  
the "aspirate" or (h), which in English and most other languages  
is a glide not σn1γ in the throat but in the mouth as well, the tongue  
and lips gradually moving up into the position fpr the followmk  
vowel while the glottis is being clo*ed.  

Then is also a strong aspiratehuh_ οοςιπs in Finnish 
and other languages, in the formation of which the tell vowel position  
is assumed from the beginning of the aspiration, which is t herefore  
a In mast languages, when an aιρµute comes between voiCed sounds 
it iµ termed with imperfect vocality, the contrast of which with the  
full vocsiity of the other sounds is enough to produce the effect  

of berth. Tńυs in English behdd the voice runs on without  
any octal btmk, the glottal closure being simply relaxed not  
fully opened foe breath, as in the emphatic noes Ι In some  languages, 
such as Bohemian, this"voice-aspirate" is used everywhere, 

 initially as well as  medially. 
Vowels see finished analogously, either by a gradual opening of  

the gkttis, cc by a censtion of aspiration while the glottis is still  
closed lee ye.. If stress Is put on the mdal end ing it becomes  
a distinct aspirate, as in the bnnslcnt "emerge " in such a wqwd as  
snare.  

&see' Bole.—Every language has certain general tendencies  
which control the formation of its sounds, constituting its  
"organic basis" or basis of articulation. The tendency of  
the present English is to !fatten and lower the tongue and draw  
it beck from the teeth, while the lips are kept as much as possible  
In a neutral position. The flattening of the tongue makes our  
vowels wide and favours the development of mixed vowels,  
and gives the dull quality which Is especially nό ticeable in our  
(I); and its retraction is unfavourable to the development of  
teeth sounds; while the neutrality of the lips eliminates front-
round vowels In such a language as French everything is  
tewsesed. The tongue is arched, and raised, and advanced, and  
the lips articulate with energy. liens French sounds tend  
to narrowness, dentality and distinct rounding.  

National Soard -sy*mr. —Each language uses only apart of  

the general phonetic material. Each one has only a limited  
number of sounds; and each one makes only a limited use of  
the synthetic distinctions of quantity, stress and intonation. As  
we have seen, many of these differences between  individual 
languages are the result of, or may be referred to, differences  
in their organic hasis.  

Just as cognate languages differ from each ether in phonetic  
structure, so also dialects of the same languages differ from each  
other more or less. Thus the sound-system of Lowland Scotch—
which is, historically, a dialect of Northern English—differs  
considerably from that of standard English. Standard English  
itself was originally that mixture of the Midland and the Southern  
dialect which was spoken in London in the middle ages, jest as  
standard French is, historically, the dialect of that district  
of which Paris is the centre. Standard English, like standard  
French, is now more it class-dialect than a local dialect: it is  
the language of the educated all over Great Britain. But it  

is not yet perfectly uniform. It is still liable to be influenced  
by the local dialects in grammar and vocabulary, and stns more  
in ρτοnanciatiom  

Again, English, like all other living languages, changes from  
generation to generation. Pronunciations which are vulgar  
in one century may become fashionable in the next. Sounds  
which are distinct in one generation may be confounded in  
another, and new distinctions may be made, new sounds rosy  
arise. A spoken language is, therefore, necessarily a vague  
and floating entity, and English Is no exception to the rule.  
The very fixity of its written form give all the freer play to  
the influences which cause change.  

A standard spoken language is, strictly speaking, an abstrac-
tion. No two speakers of standard English pronounce exactly  
ab'ke. And yet they all have something in common in every  
sound they utter. There are some divergencica, some peculiazi.  
ties of pronunciation, which pass unnoticed, while others, less  
considerable perhaps in themselves, are at once felt as  
arChaisms, vulgarisms or provindalisms, as the case may be,  
by the majority of educated ρραtkers.  

Soneds of Bsgleel. —The !Mowing b a aoaveolent &rife:mion  
of the vowels of standard English  t  

a 	o l e s no  
as 	se lid en ο , a  
si, au 	 of 

rues us  
Here the vowels are in four rows: (τ) normally abort, or. •mome  

correctly, mo ńophthongict  (a) long, or balf.diphtboaglc, (3) full  
dipirthongs, (4)  mur πυτΑτρδthoπgs.  

Those under ( τ) are often lengthened in monosyl'abks such as  
fen. geed, but they always remain absolutely monopbthongic. The  
only one in the next row that is always st πctiy monopbtbongic  is 
(oat cell the others, as we shall see, tend to become more is- Ira  
dephthoneie  especially in the south of England, being often gg - 
ated Into lull  dsphthongs of the (Si) and (au)-type in vulgarvulgar espκ

r  
ch .  

(a), as in cams sip, is the short vowel corresponding to the (as)  
in min. (as) is the mid-back-wide vowel (a) differs from it  
only in being arrow. Acoustically, (a) is a muffled cc obscure (as):  

and the same effect may be produced by advancing the tongue  
from the mid-back to the corresponding out-beck position, pie.  

serving the wide articulation: this pronunciation of r is common  
in the south of England. HIstorically, these sounds are the result  
of unrournding and older (υ).  

(a), as ii' "‚0, is a mixed vowel, tending to wideness and mid 
position, which occurs only unstressed. (»^  in awn, rut, is low.  
mixed-narrow. It is the result of absorption of an older (r),  
weakened into (a).  

^)1  as in man, is low.front+wide, from older mid-back-wide.  
1) m>t Is high-front-wide. The king (ii) in ant in narrow in the  

north of England, while in the south It is wide (u) followed by (j).  
(e) In fees is generally mid-front-wide. (d) in mine is the same  

vowel either arrow or wide, raised in its hitter half towards (I).  

(υ) in grad is high-back-b ίdε. ouad. Narrow (au) In he becomes  
(aw) in southern English .  

(0) in sat is low-back-wide-mood, to (ou), as in es, the mid-
back-round vowel, either narrow or wide, is over-rounded in its  
latter half. (a), as in ail, is low-hack-arrow-wand.  

The full diphthongs (al, su.oi), as in ere, sew, ail, all end fn lowered  

high vowels. Their first elements are only roughly indicated by  
the traιιsεriρ ipn, and vary in the mouths of different speakers.  
That of (ai) is generally the oat-mid-back-wide, that 61(au) the  
broader low-mind-wide. that of (oi) the mid-beck-wide-round.  

The murmur-dipbtbosigs (u) as in Mr, (en) as in axe, (us) as in  
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$dr of trial to btoadeΠ their Sett elements That of (es) is the  e  
low-front-narrow voweL The other two begin with lowered forms  
of the wide (i) and (a) respectively. In (us)  the lowering is often  
tarried so far as to make poo, almost, or completely, into pore (pan).  

The following arrangement of the English consonants will show ' 
their organic relations to one another:  

j r; p, 6 s, s; f, 5 soh, w; f, v  
1  

	

14 g 	t, d 	 p,b- 

	

s 	n 	 m 	 •I 
The 'aspirate" (h) may be regarded either as a throat-consonant  

or as a breath glide. .  
Characteristic features of the English consonant.zystrm are the  

Loge number of hisses and buzzes, the sharp distinction of breath  
end voice, and, negatively, the absence of the open.back consonants,  
and of the νοiccΙcss forms of the vowel-like consonants (1, r) and the  
nasals, most of which still existed in Old Engtiah.  

Βιm.roosweay.—The most important general works are: H.  
Sweet, A Primer of Phonetics (3rd ed., Oxford, 1906); E. Sievers,  
GruadmigC der Lau iphysiologie (5th ed.. Leipzig, ;gel); W. Victor,  
Ekmetrta der Phoneluk des Deutsden, Englischen and Franzfmchen  
(5Sh ed., Leipzig. 1904) ; 0. Jesperson. Lehrbuch der Phonetik (Leipzig, 
190q); M. Trautmnnn. Die Sprach(aule (Leipzig, 1884-1886); 
Le Maitre Ρhοnέ Ιu w. organe de J'associaiion phoisutique inkrwuiio noj' 
(apply to Dr P. Passy, Bourg-la-Reinc, France). For the laws of  
aound.cbsnge. sec the above.mcntioned work of Sievers; H. Sweet,  
A llistury  of English Sounds (Oxford, 1888) P. Pasty, Les Chong'.  
rents ρΙwπΙΙίqυes (Paris, 1890). For phonetics in language-teaching  
see H. Sweet, The Practical Study of Lan gua e τ (London, uSqq); 

so 0. Jespern, How to Learn a Foreign Language (London, 1904). For  
phonetic elhorthand, H. Sweet, A Manse.! of Current Shorthand  

(Oxford, 1892). For the application of phonetics and phonetic  
notation tο the practical study of special languages, H. Sweet, A  
Primer of .Spohesi English (2nd ed., Oxford. ι8g5); F. Beyer and  
P. Pasty. Flenunfarbuch des gesproehew'n FranzOnsch (sod ed.,  
COtben, 5905); 1Ν. Victor, Deulsches Lcsebuch in Lautschnfl (Leipzig,  
1899). (I-i. SW.)  

ΡΜΟHΟΟRAPB (Gτ. 'ωv(r, sound, γρ4ιas, to write), an  
Instrument for imprinting the vibratrona of sound on a moving  
surface of tinfoil or war in such a form that the original sounds  
can be faithfully reproduced by suitable mechanism.  litany 
attempts had been made by earlier experimenters to obtain  
tunings of the vibrations of bodies emitting round, such as  
tuning-forks, membranes, and glass or metallic disks. In 18o7  
Thomas Young (Lectures, !. let) described a method of iv'aurding  
the vibrations of a tuning-fork on the surface of a drum; his  
method was fully carried out by Wilhelm Wertbeim in ι&2  
(Reckerckes sus l'tlesikitI, ι^• slue.). Recording the vIbrations  
of a membrane was first accomplished by Leon Scott in 5857 by  

the invention of the " pbouautograph," which may be regarded  

as the precursor of the phonograph (Compks rondos, 53, ρ. το8).  
This instrument consisted of a thin membrane to which a delicate  
lever was attached. The membrane was stretched over the  
ιιαττω0 and of an irregularly-ahaped funnel or drum, while the  
end of the lever or marker was brought against the surface of  
a cylinder covered with paper on which soot had been deposited  
from a flame of turpentine or camphor. The cylinder was  
fixed on a fine screw moving horizontally when the cylinder  
was rotated The marker thus described a„spiral line on the  
blackened surface. When sounds were transmitted to the  
membrane and the cylinder was rotated the oscillations of the  
marker were recorded Thus tracings of vibrations were  
obtained. This instrument was much Improved by Karl  
Rudolph Kluig, of Paris, who also made with it many valuable  
observations. (See Nature, Dec. 26, 1901, p. 184). The  
mechanism of the recording lever or masker was improved by  
William Henry Barlow, in x874, in as instrument called by him  
the ” 1og0graph " (Trani. Roy. Sec., 1874). The next step  
was Sδnig'a invention of manotoctric flames by which the  
oscillations of a thin membrane under sound-pressures acted  
on a smell reseevοiτ of gas connected with a flame, and the  
oscillations were viewed in a rotating rectangular mirror, accord-
ing to a method devised by Charles Wheatstone. Thus flame-
picturea of the vibratloas of send was obtained (Pow Mtn.,  
1864. cxxii. 241 660; see also Quelques ex/chi cer 'ra'oo-
jjique, Paris, ι882). Clarence Slake in 1876 employed the drum  
bend of the human ear ass logograph, and thus obtained tτaeingιι,  
similar to these made by axilfutid maabawα and disks (λrιλiι.  

file dt 	t87h, v. i.). In the same yes, Sigmund  
Ρh oεod  Stein photographed the vibrations of tuning-forks,  
violin strings, &c. (Pegg. An 5876, p. i42). Thus from  
Thomas Voting downwards successful efforts had been made  
to record graphically' on moving aurfacef the vibrations of sounds,  
but the sounds so recorded could not be reproduced. This  
was accomplished by T. A. Edison in ι876, the first patent  
being-dated January z877. . 

In the first phonograph a spiral groove was cut on a. brass drum  
fixed on a horizontal screw, so that when the drum was rotated  
it moved from right to kit, as in the phonautograph. The recorder  
consisted of a membrane of parchment or gold beater's skin  

stretched over the end of s short brass cylinder about 2 in.  
in dń meter. In the centre of the membrane there was a stout steel  
needle having a chisel-shaped edgs, and a stiff bit of steel spring  
was soldered to the needle pear its point, while the other end of  
the spring wan clamped to the edge of the brass cylinder over which'  
the membrane was stretched The recorder was then so placed  
beside the large cylinder that the genre edge of the needle ran hi  
the middle of the spiral groove when the cylinder was rotated.  
The cylinder was covered with a il*tef soft tinfoil. During rotation  
of the cylinder and while the membrane was not vibrating, the 
sharp edge of clue marker indented the tinfoil into the spiral groove;  
and when the membrane was mused to vibrate by sounds being  
thrown into the sho't cylinder by a funnel-shaped opening, the  
variations of pressure corresponding to each vibration caused the  
marker to make indentations on the tinfoil in the bottom of the 

 groove.  These indentations eorrespcaded to the sound-waves. 
To reproduce the sounds the recorder ass drawn away from tha 
cylinder, and the cylinder was rotated backwards until the recorder 
was brought in the point at which it started. The cylinder was 
then rotated forwards so that the point of the recorder ran over  
the elevations and depressions in the bottom of the groove. These 
elevation and depresaions. corresponding to the variations of  
pressure of each sound-wave, acted backwards on the membrane  
through the medium of the marker. The membrane was thus  
caused to move in the same way as it did when it was made to  
vibrate by the sound-waves falling upon it, and consequently move-
ments el the same general character but of smaller amplitude  
were produced, and these reproduced sound-waves. Consequently  
the sound first given to the phonograph was reproduced with con-
siderable acxuracy. In 1878 Fleerning Jenkin and J.  A. Ewing  
amplified the tracings made on this instrument by the sounds of  
vowels, and submitted the curves so obtained to harmonic analysis.  
(Teas s. Roy. Soc. Elfin. xxviii 745).  The marks on the tinfoil were  
also examined by  P. F. F. Grtltiner, Mayer, Graham Bell, A.  Μ.  
Preece, and Lahr (sec The Telephone, the Microphone, and the  
Phoinogrnph, by count du lfoncel, London, 1884; also The Speaking  

Íιkρhοse and Talking Phonograph, by G. B. Prescott, New York,  

The tinfoil phonogr αρb,hewuecr,waa an imperfect instrument,  
both as regards the medium on which the imprints were taken  
(tinfoil) and the general mechanism of the instrument. Maa ιtιη  
improvements were attempted. From 1877 to 1888 Ediseb  
was engaged in working out the details of the was-cylinder  
phonograph. In 1885 A. G. Hell and S. Tainter patented the  
" graphυphoae," and in 5887, Emile Refiner, a German ddmlciled  
in America, patented the "gramophone," wherein the cylinder 

 was coated with lampblack, and the friction between it and  
the stylus was made uniform for all vsbraticiii. Incidentally  

it may be mentioned that Charles Cross deposited in 1877  a 
sealed packet with the Acadflmk des Sciences, Paris, containing 

 a suggestion for reproducing sotmd frets a Scott phonautograpb  
record. The improvements made by Edison consisted chfeffr  
(i)  in subatituting for tinfoil cylinders or disks made of a war,  
substance on which permanent records are taken; (2) in substi-
tuting a thin glass plate for the parchment membrane; (3) in  
improving the mechanical action of the marker; sod (4) to  
driving the drum caχigbng the wan cylinder at a uniform and  
rapid speed by an electric motor placed below the instrument.  

In the first piece, permanent records can be takes on the wax,  
which is composed of stesλτι and paraδσ. This material is brittle,  
but it readily takes the imprints leads by the marker, which is  
now a tiny bit of sapphire. Tb. mώ*w, wbtn used for recording,  
is shod with a chiaebshaped edge of sapphire ;  the sap ire is 
rounded when the marker la used for reproducing the sound. The  
marker also instead of being a stiff needle coming from the centre  
of the memό όane or ems piate, is now a lever, weighted ιο  es 4ι  
keep it to contact with the surface of thewax. A tingle vibratim  
et a pure tone consists of tte ιn Increase of pressure followed b# a  
dlmiiiutkrn of pressure. Whets the disk of glass is subsol#td 40  

- an increase οf -pre cue the gutter el the lever is WMt that, v Ιι  
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the eat cylinder is rotating, the point d the marker is angled inch apart. Τbus with the urge cylinder a spiral  groove of over 
downwards, and this cuts deeply late tbe  wax; and when there is 300 yd' may be described by the recorder, and with a sjsaed of  
diminution of pressure the pant in angled upwards, so as to act less about two revolutions per seimnd this distance  is covered by lb. 
deeply. In reproducing the sound. the blunt end of the marker marker in about six minutes. By dimsmslimg the speed of mole. 

 over all the elevations and depomsions in the bottom of the lion, which ase be easily done, the time may be coiaideiwbly  
groove cut on the wax cylinder. Thee is thus increased pressure lengthened.  
transmitted upwards to the glans disk when the point runs over an 	In the plate machine the disk is fixed to a table which Is τbtated  
elevation, and less pressure when the point runs over a depression at a fixed speed of about 76 revolutions a minute. The spud of the  
on the wax cylindee. The glass disk is thus, as it were, pulled lateral movement of the table is also uniform, and by a regular  
inwards and thrust outwards with each vibration, but these polls progression brings the wax blank under the sound-bo τ to the  

- 	 sapphire cutting 
. ^ 	 ^νtίγαaτxτ as it cuts into 	surface of the blank W a

id unbroken otb31-  d 

thousandths of an inch beginning at about belt an inch from the  
circumference and continuing the spiral groove to within a couple  
of inches of the centre, according to the length of the music to be  
recorded The essential difference between the disk and c4inder  
machine is that in the former the waves are recorded by horssontal  

motion over the disk, while in the latter the wave are recorded  
mi indentations.  

The following it the msder opereadi of making a record. The  
person making the record sings or playa in front of a horn or funnel  
used for the purpose of (sensing the sound-wave upon the  
diaphragm. The artist and the funnel are on one side of a screen  
and the i ding apparatus in charge of an operator on the other.  
The arrangement of the various instruments in the recording  
room at proper relative distances from the bee is of the utmost  
importance in order to preserve the balance of tone. At about  
4 ft. from the horn are grouped the violins and the wood wind (flutes,  
oboes and clarinets), behind the brass mind (horns, trumpets,  
trombones and tubers), and right at the back the v'soloncelloa and  
double basses and the kettle -drums and other instruments of  
percussion which may be required. On the other side of the sae n  

is the sound-box and the recording cylinder of disk.  
Cylinder records are duplicated by takings a plaster nneett,, electτo-  

plating, and then using it an a matrix. The disk i.. mil admits  
of similar treatment. After dusting with graphite it is electro-
plated to about '9 mm. thick. This forms the permanent or master  
record, from which the working negatives are made by taking wax  
impresses of it and obtaining copper electres in turn from them.  

-s  The matrix is then nickel-plated and polished and is reedy for use  
in pressing out the commercial reonrds by mans elan hydnanlic  
jars, the materiel used being a tough and elastic substance contain-
ing shellac and other compounds such as wood cbarees.l, barium  
sulphate, earthy colouring matters and cotton flock.  

There is still a defect to be ove come in the gramopbooe, and  
that is the hissing of the needle produced by friction both during  
recording and intensified in reproduction. In one device fee- 
remedying this the stylus acts like a atylographic pen, depositing  
on a polished surface a fine stream of some liquid which solidifies  

and thrusts follow each other se rapidly that the ear tales no and hardens very rapidly, forming a sinuous ridge instead of a  cognizance of the difference of phase of the vibrations of the glans groove in a war blank, Α negative is taken of the record and the  
piste in Imprinting and in re using. The variation. of pressure matrix is made from it in the usual say.  

are commumcateil to the glass plate, and  

them, by the medium of the air, are trans-  
mitted to the drum-head of the ear. and the  
gonad is 
It is necessary

reproduced with remarkable 
 accurate reproduction  

that the point of the marker be in the  
Centre of the groove. Ie the elder ρhοno-  
graphs this tegoired accurate adjustment  
by a fine serew, but in newer forms a  
certain amount of lateral oscillation is  
allowed to the marker, by which it dins  
anlomaticeily late the groove. Two other  
imprnvemeats have been effected in the } _ i 
construction of the instrument. A powerf ω 	 / 
triple-eρring mοtοι has ben substituted f^ 	 ΠΙ 	̀, 	 , 

the electric motor, sad the circτmfeτeσc4 	 Ξ  
d the war εyGnd^ has been i 	 ^X• 	 ^^- 	 _ 

from ό f in. to 15 in., whit the disk is 12 in.  
in diameter. The cylinders make about two  
revolutions per second, so that with the  
smaller cylinder the point of the marker  
runs over nearly r4 in. in one second, while  
with the larger It rods over about 30 in. The  
marks corresponding to the individual  
vibrations of toes of high pitch are there-
fore less kkely to be crowded together  
with the larger cylinder, and these higher  
tame in particular are more accurately  
eρecdiιced in a (ohm of instrument 

 called the read machine motion of  
the drum bearing the cylinder was taken  
eli a screw the thread of which was 50 to  
the inch, an by a system of gearing t δe Fm. ιδ.—Afεcbanbm of Edison Phonograph.  gιooveι on the eYWder were ao ο to the  
mach, or ‚j'  of en inch span It was somewhat difficult to been 	The au'eio-gramopbone or auxetopbooe. patented by Shari m  

,the meeker in the grooves when they were as close together; and 1995 and improved by the Hon. C. A Parson., Is similar in scope  
• the *aavemest Is now taken directly off a screw the thread of which is to the gramophone big attains its results in a dIfferent manner.  
^ tW to the h, ιο that the gt0sve. on the cylinder air  sip  of en In the Pafapf e$heft sa υΡadtbax these ,  is pa dόp ssιmι  but a  

Fm.  τα.—Ετtαt of Edison  flionograpls.  
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column et-cotopsed sir is edatrbiled by a &liαtdy ad jasted  
grid-valve coiwleting of a metal comb rigidly connected to the  
stylus bar, o that as the needle mows the metal comb mows  
with it, following the lines of vibration feed on the record and  

opening or closing the. slots iiη the valve seat. The φlamn of  
coinprewed air tο whk.h toe valve gives access this receives series  
of mbuts pahailons ldmtiesl with those ahic4r odginally produced  
the pounds recorded. - Jo connexion with the eou8d-boit is the  

appratit fee supplying compressed air, conebtmg of a sixth-horse  

newer eieetriς nsotm- driving the compressor, an oil filter, a reservoir  
and a dust 'collector to keen the air absolatdy free from foreign  

substances likely to interfere with the action of the valve.  
The practical possibilities of the gVamopbone are being  

realized in many countries 'liat ń cta of the records of well-
known artists have been deposited at the British Museum  
and at the Grand f]ρ6η in Paris. Austria established a public  
phonogaam record omce in 1903, in which are collected folk-
songs and records of all kinds for enriching the department  
of ethoogrβρhy. The same ides is.being carried out in Ieimany  

Έsa  a, 
by private societies and by royal museums. In Hungary records  
of the various dialects have been secured. The possibilities of  
the gramophone as a teaches arc far-reaching, not only in the  
domain of music butin leaning language., &c.  

To understand how' the phonograph records and reproduces  
musical tones, it is necessary to remember (a) that pitch or  
freqaency depends on the number of vibrations executed by the  
vibrating body in a given period of time, or on the duration  
of each 'vibraiith; (a) that lnknsfiy or badness depends on the  
amρlit'1de of the movement of the vibrating body; and (3) that  
quailily,iimbre or &amg, first, depends on the formof the individual  
vibrations, or rather on the power the car ,  possesses of appreci-
ating a simple pendular 'vibration producing a pure tone, or of  
decomposing more or less cgpletely a compound vibration into  
the zimple pendular vibratiim of which it is composed. If  
we apply this to the record of the phonograph, we find that,  
given a constant and ιυ ciently rapid velocity of the record,  
a note or tend of a cettain pitch will be beard when the marker  
runs over a number of elevations and depressionscorreapondlog  
tο the frequent of that note., Thus if the note was produced  
by aao vibrstiwsy pea second, and suppose-that it lasted in.  
the music for lie  of a second, so marks, each made in 141 of a  
second, would be imprinted on the wax. Consequently,  in 
reproduction, the marker would run over the so marks in Hof 

 a second, and a tone of that frequency would be , ρτοduted.'  

The loudness would cοττespοπd to the depth of eath bsdMdual  
mark on the cylinder or the width on the disk. The greater  
the depth of a series of successive marks produced by a loud  
tone, the greater, in repηduεtiοn, would be the amplitude of  
the excursion of the glass disk and the louder would be the tone  
reproduced. Lastly, the form of the marks corresponding to  
individual vibrations would determine the quality of the tone  
or note reproduced, by which we can distinguish the tone of  
one 'instrument from another, or the sensation produced by a  
tone of pure and simple quality, like that from a yell-bowed  
tuning-fork or an open organ pipe, and that given by a trumpet  
or an orchestra, in which the sounds of many instruments are  
blended together. When the phonograph records the sound  
of an orchestra it don not record the tones of each instrument,  
but it imprints the form of impression corresponding to the very  
complex 'sound-wave formed by all the instruments combined  
This particular form, infinitely varied, will reproduce backwards,  
as has been explained,  
by  acting on the glass  
plate, the particular  
form 01 sound-wave  
corresponding to the  
sound of the orchestra.  
Numerous instruments  
blend their tones to  
make one wave-form,  
and when one instru-
ment predominates, or  
if a human voice is  
singing to the accom-
paniment of the orches-
tra, another form of  
sound-wave, or rather a  
complex series of sound  
waves, - is . imprinted.  
When reproduced, the  
waveforms again exist  
in the air as very com-
plex variations of pres-
sure; these act on the  
drum-head of the human  
mot, there is trensmissiσυ  
to the brain, and there 
an analysis of the com-
plex sensation takes  
place, and we . distin-
guish the trombone from  
the oboe, or the human  
voice from the violin  
obbligato.  

Many eβorts have been  
made to obtain graphic  
tracings of wavc-fotms ' 
Imprinted on the wax 

 phonograph records. Thus  
 G. M'Kendrick tcok 13 

J. celtuidin casts of the 	 FtG.3. surface, αnd (a) micro•  
photographs of a small-portion of the cylinder (Jones. of Anal.  
mid  ,f'Ays., July 1895); He also devised a phonograph recorder by  
which the curves were much am ρlificd (Trans. Roy. Sn . Edin.,  

vol. mtviii ; Proc. Rey. Soe. £.din., 1896-1897, Opening Address;  
Sound mad Speeck Wears as needed by the Phonograph, London,  
1897; and Se 's Physiol., vol. ii., "Vocal Sounds," p. 1229). As  
already mentgoned, a long ago Ss 1878 Fleeming Jcnkrn and Ewing  
had examfotd the marks on the tinfoil phonograph. Professor  
Ludimar Hermaiin, of Konigsberg, took up the subject about 1890, 
using the wax-cylinder phonoga ph. He obtained photographs  of 
the-curves on die wax cylinder, a beam of light reflected from a  
small mire attached to the vibrating disk of the phonograph being  
allowed to fall on a sensitive plate while the phonograph was slowly  
travelling. (For references to Fermann's important papers, see  
Sahafer's Phy.aidagy, Ii. 1222.) locke, of Alkmaar, has devised an  
ingenious said accurate method of obtaining curves from the wax  
cylinder. Hg minuted by means of a microscope the transverse  
diameter of the impre lions on the surface of the cylinder, on  

diflereat (generally equidistant) parts of the period, and be infers  
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from these messareinema the depth of the Impressions an the same  

spot, or in other nerds, he derives from these measurements the  

curve of the vibrations of the tone which produced the impression  

Ftc. 4.  

4τchis.j' d. grr. Physid. Rosin, Rd. s, S. 297; also Proc. Roy. Soc. 

From a^commυniαtien to the Dutch Otorhinolaryiigoiogkal  
Society Dr Boeke haS permitted the author to select the naam-
paπyymg Íliustrtbns, which will give the reader a fair co σceptiοο  
of the isature of the marks on the was cylinder produced by  various  
tones Fig. 2 shows portions of the curves obtained by Hermann.  
and enlarged by Docks one and a half times The numbers τ tO 4  
refer to period, of the vowel ♦ (as in " hard "), sung by Hermann  
on the notes c e g r. Numbers s  to 8 show the auνe οf the vowel  
a (as in "go")  sung to the same note.. The number of vibrations  
is also noted. Boeke measured the nmarkb for the same vowels by  
his method, from the lase cylinder, and constructing the curve.,  
found the relative lengths  to be the sane. in 6g 3 we see the 
indentations produce the same vowels, sung by kterinann on  
the note. C e g e', on the same phonograph cylinder, but delineated  
by Baeke after his method. The curves are also shown in linear  

fashion beside each group of indentations. Ft= these mmsue-  

gba  

meats the asevas wee otdaw4ted sad 	es  
Thu. the curves of the slime vowel  oft the Mmee^hndv 
sun shown by two methods, that of iermaan and that α Hoebe 

ε d e .'9 a- b o' ‚d'6'f 'm^ i  

Fio. s.  
In 6g s we see tń e indentations oe τhe vowel n, sung by Dr Bake  
aged 55, on the note. c d  if  g a b r, and nest the frequencies  of  
128, 144, 160, !7Ο 6, 192, 223.3, 240 and 236. The number. 33 to  
40 show the marks produced by the same vowel, sung by his son,  

aged 13. It will be seen that the boy sang the note. exactly an  
octave higher. Fir. 6 shows the marks produced by some musical  

L$ 

F[o. 6.  
sounds. Each shows on the right-band 'ide the curve deduced  
from the masks, and under it a graphical representation of the results  
of its harmonic analysis after the theorem of Fourier, in *hicb the  

ordinates represent the amplitude of the subsequent harmonic  

constituents. No. 41 is the period of the sound of a pitch-pipe  

giving a' ( double vibrations per second), No. µ  the period  of  
a Dutch pitch-pipe, also sounding a' (424.64 double vibrations  
per second). No. 43  6 a record of the period of a sound produced  
by blowing  between two striφ of indiarubber to imitate the vocal  
cords, with a frequency of 453  double vibration, pea3r  second. 

 that of a 
 tines per second). Νο . µ and 46 show themark ιd  of

b 
 a cornet  

sounding the notes a of + 400 double vibrations per second, and  
ι of Sao double vibrations per second. In fig. 7 are shown a number  
of vowel curves for the vowels 0,0, a , a and ι Each curve has  
on the right-hand side a graphical representation of its harmonic  

analysis The curves are m όve vertical columns, having an the  
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left-hood side of each drawings, by babe's method, of two  
of the mark, of the vowel. The marks are shown for  the Dutch,  
German, Engiuili and French laiiguuges. The sounds of the vowels  

are o.  like n u " go' oe, like oo ^ too "; s, like the German ^i 
in ' Ftibrer "; a. like a in " 	hard '; s, like a in ' take' ; 4j ιιQtiΩ  
liaglish woods, but somewhat like Ι in " bell "; and i, like « ii'  
"beer." The first section contains only Dutch vowel sounds,  
either sung or spoken by liceke or membeπ of his tιmily. The  
second section contains curve from the voice of Professor Hermann,  

the third from the voice of the author from a cylinder sent by him  
to Dr Boeke. and the fourth from the voice of Moss. H. Marichelle,  
profeaseur de 1'1nstitut des SourdιΜuets, also forwarded by him  
to Dr Boeke. Thus curve and marks of the same vowel are shown  
from the voice of men d four natio ιrltieι  

On the construction of the gramophone, see L N. Reddle, 1sarn,  
Sec. Arts (1906).  

PHOHOLITE (Cr. w4, sound, and WWWet, stone), in petrology,  
a group of volcanic laves containing much nephelineand aanidine  
felspar. The term clinkstone " was formerly given by geolo-
gists tο many fine grained compact laves, which split into thin  
tough plates, and gave out a ringing sound when struck with the  
hammer. Some of these clinkatones were phonolites in the  
modem sense, but as the name clinkstoae was used for a large  
variety of rocks, many of which have no close amnities with one  
another, it has been discarded and " phonolite "is substituted for  
it. The group includes rocks which are rich in alkalis with  
only a moderate percentage of silica; hence they contain no free  
quartz but much alkali felspar (sanidine and anorthoclase) and  
nepheline. large plate of aanidine are often visible in the  
rocks; the nepheline is usually not obvious to the unaided eye.  
Most pbonolitcs show ‚If structure, both in the orfeMaίiοa  
of their phenocrysts and in the smaller crystals which make up  

the ground-mass; and this determines to a large extent the platy  

jointing. Mthosigli vitreous and pumiceous forms are known  

they are rare, and in the great majority of came these roc ks are  
finefy crystalline with a dull or shimmering lustre in the grou ńd-
mess. Marked characteristics are the readiness with which they  

decompose, and the frequency of veins and cavities occupied by  

natroGte, anakrite, seokcite' and other zwlites. Small black  
grain of augete or hornblende and sometimes blue specks of  

haiiyne may be seen in the rocks when they are fresh.  

The dominant minerals are' sanidine, nepheline, pyroxene,  

amphibole, various fehpthoids and iron oxides. The sanidine  
is usually in two generatiosm, the first consisting of large crystals  

of flatn ned and tabular shape, while the second generation is  
represented by small rectangular prisms arranged ht parallel  
streams in the ground-mass; these felspars are nearly always  
simply twinned on the Carhsb4d plan. They contain often as  

much soda as potash. The sepheLne takes the form of hexagonal  

prisms with llat ends, and may be completely replaced by fibrous  

zeοΙtes, so that it an only be recognized by the outlines of its  

pseudomorphs. in some phonolite it is exceedingly abundant  

masnetfte and zircon occur is the phonolites, and ap beise is open  
rather common. Another mineral which is more frequent in  
phouoliics than in many other rocks is brown melenite garnet.  

The majority of the reeks of this group are of Tertiary or  
Recent age, but in Scotland Carboniferous phonolites occur  
in several localities, e.g. Traprein in Haddingtonshire, also  
in the Eildon Hills and in Renfrewshire. In Brazil phouolites  
belonging to the same epoch am also known. There are several  
districts in Europe where Tertiary or Recent phonolitn occur  
in considerable numbers, as in Auvergne (Mont Dore), the Eifel,  
and Bohemia. The Wolf Rock which lies off the south coast of  
Cornwall, and is the site of a well-known lighthouse, is the only  
mass of phońoliite In England; it is supposed to be the remains  
of a Tertiary lava or intrusion; The Canary Islands, Cape  
Verde Islands, Sardinia, Aden, British East Africa sad New  
Zealand contain many types of phoiiolites; they are known also  
in New South Wales, while in the United States phonohites  
occur in Colorado (at Cripple Creek) and in the Black Halls of  
South Dakota,• 

Leucite occurs in place of nepheline in a small group of phone  
lites (the Ieucite-pbonoiites), known principally from Roca  
Monfuna and other places near Naples. Blue batlyne is rather  
a conspicuous mineral in some of these rocks, and they also  
contain a goad del of sphere. When sarndine, nepbeliae and  
leucite all occur together in a volcanic rock it is classed among  
the leudtophyres (see PETROLOGY, Plate IIL fig. a).  

The chemical analyses of phonolitea given below show that these  
rocks aro very rich in alkalis and alumina with only a moderate  
unmet of mho, while lime, magnesia aid iron oxides are present  
only in mall quantity. They have a close resemblaiice in these  
rsspocta to the nephellne-syenitea of which they provide the effusive  
typen (J.S. F.)  
PHORCYS see. (Psasc^s, Paoacv^t), in Greek mythology, sow of  

Pontua (Sea) and Gaea (Earth), father of the Graeae, the Gorgons,  
Scylla, and Laden (the dragon that guarded the golden apples  
of the hiesperides). In limner  (Odyssey, ziii. 96) be is an agod  
aea.'deity, after whom a harbour in Ithaca was named. Accord.  
ing to Varro (quoted by Servius in Αeneίd, V. 824) Phorcys was  
a king of Corsica and Sardinia, who, having been defeated by-
King Atlas in a naval engagement in the course of which he was  
&meted, was subsequently worshipped as a marine divinity,  

PHOIIMIOH, or Nsw ZEALAND Ftzx (also called "New  
Zealand hemp "), a fibre obtained from the leaves of Pharasfsse  
"50z (oat ord. Liliaceae), a native of New Zealand, the Chatham  
Islands and Norfolk Island. This useful plant is one of the  
many which were discovered by Sir Joseph Banks and Dr  
Solander who accompanied Captain Cook on his fast voyage  
of discovery. The seeds brought home by Banks in 1771 did  
not succeed, but the plant was introduced by him to the Rpyal  
Gardens at Row in 1789, and was thence liberally distributed  
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'n the ground-mass, and these rocks term transitions to the  
nephelinites (nephelinitoid phonolites) (see PxTaoLoov, Plate III.  
fig. τ); in others it is scared and the r cks resemble trachyles  
containing a little iiepbeline (trachytoid phonolitn). The  

felspathoid minerals, aodalite, hallyne and nosesn, which  
crystallize in isometric dodecahedra, are very frequent compo-
nents of the phonolitn; their crystals are often corroded or partly  
dissolved and their outlines may then be very irregular. Small  
rounded, enclosures of glass are often numerous in them. The  

pyroxenes may be pale green d Ίορ ids, dark green aegirine-augite,  
or blackish green aegirine (soda bon pyroxeite), and in many  
cues are complex, the outer portion being aegirine while the  

centre is diopside. Fine needles of aegirine are often found in  
the ground-mass. The commonest hornblende is dark brown  
barkevicite. Biotite and olivine are not really frequent in  

these rocks, and usually have been affected by resorption  

The °refnery arcensory minerals of igneous reeks, apatite,  

in Grca Britain and the continent of Europe. It grows luxu ń -
antly in the south of Ireland, where it was introduced If 1798,  
and also flourishes on the west coast of Scotland, and is generally  
cultivated as an ornamental garden plant in Europe. It has  
been introduced for economic purposes into the Acores and  
California. The name Phormium is from Gr. Φopµfo, a basket,  
in allusion to one of the uses made of its leaves by the New  
Zealanders.  

In its native country the plant is generally found near the  
coast. Ιt has a fleshy rootstock, creeping beneath the surface  
of the soil end sending up luxuriant tufts of narrow, sword-
shaped leaves, from 4 to 8 ft. beg and from τ to 4 in. in  
diameter. The leaves are vertical, and arranged In two rows as  
in the garden flag; they are very thick, stiff and leathery, dark  
green above, pater below, with the margin and nerve reddish-'  
orange. From the centre of the tuft ultimately arises • tall  
flower-bearing stem, $ to '5 ft. high, bearing on Its aumeroisi  
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branches a very large number of lurid red or yellow, somewhat  
tubular flowers, recalling those of an aloe, and from I to τ in.  
long. After flowering the plant dies down, but increases by  
new lateral growths from the xootstock. The plant will grow  
in ahuost any soil, but best on light rich soil, by the side of  
rivers and brooks, where sheltered from the wind.  

Phormium has been treated as a cultivated plant in New  
Zealand, though only to a limited extent; for the supplies of the  
raw material dependence has been principally placed on the abund-
ance of the wild stocks and on sets planted as hedges and boundaries  
by the Μ aoń s. Among these people the fibre has always been an  
article of considerable importance, yielding cloaks, mats. cordage,  
fishing-lines.8:c.,its valuable properties having attracted the atten-
tion of traders even before cplo πsts settled in the islands. The  
leaves, for fibre-yielding purposes, come to maturity in about  
six months, and the habit of the Maoris is to cut them down twice  
a year, rejecting the outer and leaving the central immature kaWg.  
Phormium is prepared with great cue by native methods. only the  
mature fibres from the under-side of the leaves being taken. These  
are collected in water, scraped over the edge of a shell to free them  
from adhering cellular tissue and epidermis, and more than once  
washed in a running stream, followed by renewed scraping till the  
desired p'iTity of fibre is attained. This native proms is exceed-
ingly wasteful, not more than one-fourth of thelea(-fibre being there'  
by utilized. But up till ι86ο it was only native-prepared phormium  
that was known in the market, and it was on the material so care-
fully, but wastefully, selected that tie reputation of the fibre eras  
built up. The troubles with the Maoris at that period led the  
colonists to engage in the industry, and the sudden'1ematd for  
all available fibres moused soon afterwards by the Civil War in  
America greatly stimulated their endeavours. Machinery was  
invented for disintegrating the leaves and freeing the fibre, and at  
the some time experiments were made with the view of obtaining  
it by water-retting, and by means of alkaline solutions and other  
chemical agencies. But the fibre produced by these rapid and  
economical means was very inferior in quality to the product of  
Μaoń  handiwork, mainly because weak and undeveloped strands  
are, by machine preparation, unavoidably intermixed with the per-
fect fibres, which alone the Maoris select, and wthe uniform quality  
and strength of the material arc destroyed. The New Zealand  
government in 1893 offered a premium of {1750 for a machine  
which would treat the fibre satisfactorily, and a further Í3(o for  
a process of treating the tow; and with a view to crating further  
interest in the matter a member of a commission of inquiry visited  
England during 1897. The premium was again issued in  I 
In 1903 ft was stated that a German chemist had discovered a  
method of working and spinning the New Zealand fibre. An idea  
of the extent of the growth of the fibre may be gathered from the  

feet that the exports for 1905 amounted to 28,877 Wee eta value  
of nearly £700,000. 

Phorm 'ium is a cream-coloured fibre with a fine silky gloss,  
capable of being span and woven into many of the heavier textures  

for which flax is used, either alone or in combination with flax.  
it is. however, principally a cordage fibre, and in tensile strength  

it is second only to manila hemp; but it don not bear well the  
alternations of wet and dry to which ship-ropes are subject. 'The  
fibre ban come into use as a suitable material for binder-twine as  
used in self-binding reaping machines.  

Pli(O1RONIDBA, a zoological order, containing a single genus  
Phoronnir, which is known to be of practically world-wide dis-
tribution, while there are many records of its larva, Aclinoirrwia,  

from localities where the adult has not been found. Plioronis is  
often gregarious, the tubes which it secretes being sometimes  
intertwined in an inexl ń ublc mass. These associations of  
individuals can hardly be the result of the metamorphosis of  
a corresponding number of larvae, but are probably due ton  

spontaneous fragmentation of the adult animals, each such  

fragment developing into a complete Phoronis (De Selys-Long-
ehamps). The animal is from a quarter of an inch to six inches  
(Ρ. auslralis) in length. The free end of the long vermiform  

body cads in a horseshoe-shaped " lophopho τe," or tentacle-
bearing region (fig. 1, a), which strikingly resembles that of the  

Phylactolaematous Polyzoa (see Potyzos).  
In some species (figs. 2, 3) the two ends of the iophophore are  

rolled into spirals. An oral view of this region (fig. τ) shows:  
the mouth (m), continuous on either side with the groove between  

the two.sσies of tentacles; the anus (u), is the middle line, at no  
great distance front the mouth; p transversely elongated epistome  

(of'), between the mouth and the anus; end, in the concavity of  
the lophophore, the apertures of the nephcidia (sea.) which, accord-
ing to De Selys-Longcliamps. open into the two large sensory of  

glandular " to hophoml organs the orifices cf which are seen at  
ai. The ninth leads into the oesophagus, which extends straisht  
gown the ooay nearly to the aboeal end or "ampulla," where it  

dilates into a stomach, fs'bsi' 'iiicb the intesidlag limbed  the 
()-shaped alimentary Canal passes directly to the amo. The  
coelomic body-cavity is divided by a transverse septum (fig. 3, a)  
which lies near the bases of the tentacles. The elemental or Ιορbo-
phoral ccclom is continued Into- each of the tentacles and into the  

(Ahe asmaa3  
Flu. 1.—The Teatawlar End of Dieresis, with most of the tentacles  

removed.  
a, The hοnnhoe4haped lopho'  

6, Μο̂   
ι , Optical section  ο1 the  epistome  

(seen immediately below the  
end  ιιf t^ τefαeαεe 1ιae) . 

d Oesop^ 
 

e, lntαtύ ιe.  	 . 

f, F$um't mimed.  
g, One of the two efferent lopho-

phoral vessels, uniting to  
form f.  

i, Dorsal or afferent vessel.  
i Body-wall.  
8, Fused bases of the tentacles.  

epistome- The postsopeal eoelom is partially divided by a ventral  
rncsenteiy which is attached alaag the entire length of the oowea  
side of the 	 of the alimentary canal (a, a') and by two lateral 

se menteries (a) which further connect the oesophagus with the  

V  
15 o.t. m  

R α  
(Aft,r Da∆ιm.) 

 

Fla. 2.—Dorsal View of Ρiοrοa ίs aulrsii:, showing the spirally  
coiled ends of the lophophore.  

a. Anus. 	 sι, Position of the mouth.  
D, Posterior surface, 	n.e.. Nephridiel surface.  
of', Epistome. 	 so., 7eρhridia Ι opening.  

I.ophophoral organ. 	D.1., Bases of outer tentacles. 
s.4 , Bases of inner tentacles. 	V. Anterior strfac.  
body-wall. Each nephridium is provided with either one or two  
funnels which open into the postseptal division of the coelonn (se.f).  

The aeivous system lies in the epidermis, externally to the basement-
armisaae. A general nerve-plexus probably exists over con-
siderable parts of the skin, and these are sp επai nervous concen-
trations in the region of the epistome and along a double crescent  

(N) which follows the parietal attachment d the eoelomie septum.  
The part which Cis at the base of tie epsterne is 
dorsal in position. It is said by Schultz (01) to develop, in 

morphologically 
 rsa 	 cιme s  

which are regenerating the lophophoral'end, from an iuvaginatio  
of the ectoderm; and in this condition is compered by him with  



	

n. 	 ^r 
(fens Foyle, use )imhss'.)  

FiG. 3.—Diagram of oral end of "%gio'sis m ιufttis},  
seen from the left side.  

a, Oeaopbageal (ventral) meeu- N. Poaboral nerve-emct at  
base of kphοpphoτe.  

is', Right lateral mesentery. 	ws.d., Duct of nephrkliilns.  
a', Intestinal mesentery. 	'ref., Urges nephridial funnel.  
of, Afferent vessel. 	 Nan., External opening of ne- 
oa, Anna. 	 phrloiuzn.  
D. Ρaeterior surface. 	 r, Oesophagus.  
dv., Afferent lophophoral νe sel. o6, Bases of outer tentacles.  
ef, Efferent eels . 	 R, ' Intestine. 
ep, Epistome. 	 sin., Right efferent lophophoral  
iι 

 

	

Lophopharal organ 	 veusi  
u. Bases of Inset ttamcles. 	s 	Coeloioic septum.  
m, Mouth. t}, Anterior side. 
ending vessel which bifurcates at its base (see fig. ) One of these 
branches communicates with the efferent iov%phoqil vessel,  

while die other one opens into the cresc εητιc elferent lophophoral  
vessel (ex.). From this the bleed ρemeι  intp two lateral vessels  
which pierce, the coelomic septum (s.), the right vessel proceeding  

on the anterior side of the oesophagus, as shown In fig., to effect 
a union with the left one, and thus to constitute the main efferent  
vessel, which gινce off numerous meet brinchea as it paces down  
the body. Hence the blood returle once more to the efferent  
vessel ώ rου h a spianchnic sinus which surrounds the stomach.  
The circulation is maintained by the rhythmical Contraction of  

the afferent vessel and by less regular contractions of some of the  

other vessels. The reproductive organs lie on the kit side, near  

the abosal end, both ovary and testis being 'present is the mete  

individual in some of the species, They are said to be de νelored 
se from the welοmiε epithelium which covers the efferent vesor  

its canon. The reproductive cells pass to the exterior by means  
of the nephridie. Reproduction by budding does not occur,  
although sρenteneoes fragtnentatioo of the body, followed by  
complete regeιιeςation of each of the pieces, is known to take piece.  
Regeneration 01 the te.ntarular . end of the animal is of frequent  
occurteflex.  

DecdOpmisd 4,5d AjIsulies.—Tbe eggs of Plwrosih ere esiNil ad  
usually undergo their eerfy development attached to the tentacles  

of the adult. The attachment is prebebly effected (Masternian)  
by the,  secretion of the lophophorall organs (fig. 2, gl.). After the  
formation of an invaginatc gastrula the larval form ό  rappidly  
acquired. On quitting the shelter of the parent tentacles the emirye  
becomba a pelagic larva, knows a. Adhe,I,cciia (fl."4) charm-meted 
by the of a line of tentadsa running oWpueiy Dowd the  
loody. ^ien is effected prIncipally by means of a posterior  
ring of cilia surrounding the anus. "the mouth (ο) is in front of  
the tentacles, on the ventral side, and Is overhung by a mobile  
praeoral hood, in which is the prineipal part of the nervous syate*l.  

nary- 
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tie hollow otOtiel nervous 8yκgf. of souse Eatesogneusta ad of  
Vertebrates. This companion is Dot admitted b De bel s- 
Longchamps. The vascular system contains numerous red bleed- 
corpuscles. The principal blood-channels are two longitudinal  
seιsls which run down the entire length of the body, and are  
known as the " afferent " vessel (4) and the " efferent " vessel  

(e() respectively, from their relation to the tentacles. According  
to researches in 1907 by De Sclys-I.ongchamps, the blood is driven  
by the afferent vessel (af) to a crrscrsstic lophophoral vessel (d.s.)  
which iupffliea the tentacles. Each of these contain a single blindly  

An oblique septum which follows the baιes of the tentacles and  
corresponds with that of the adult animal divides the body-cavity  
into two portions. The postaeptal division ό  a coelomic space,  
partially subdivided by a ventral mesentery. The parsepial  
cavity is a vascular space since it is in free communication with 
the dorsal vessel of the larva, and it persists in part as the two  
lophophoral vascular crescents of the adult.  It contains two tufts  

of peculiar excretory veils, described by Goodrich  (5)  as " seleno-
4ytes, ' which surround the blind ends of a pair of neph ń d a.  
These pass backwards through the septum and open to the exterior  

ventrally. After the Αώ  eεκάα haι led a pelagic life for som'  
time it • develop, a large ventral inva φφ^nation of its body-wall 
(fig. 4,  a, iv.). At the metamorphosis, this sac is everted and the  
ahman cal is drawn into it in the form of a loop (fig. 4, 3, 4). 
Most of the peseteistacular region and the larval tentacles separate  
off. being then taken into the alimentary canal, where they are  

digeatedi The relatioos of the surfaces after the metamorpbosis  
ete , eksrly very different from those which obtained in the larva,  

The dorsal surface of the adult is the one between the mouth and the  
anus, while the median ventral line is the one which correspond,  
with the coavexity of the alimentary canal This view of the sur-
faces is, however, disputed by De Selys-Lenechamps, who regards  
the aboral extremity ci the adult as the posterior end.  

The development of P ιιιοιι14 was supposed by Caldwell (2) to  
furnish the explanation of the relations of the surfaces in Brachia  
pods, Polyzoa and peτhapa the Sipunculoid Gephyrea, in which 
the ositogenetic evidence is less clear. Caldwell's views were  

accepted by Lankester (8) in the 9th edition of this work, the 
Phylum Podaxoala being there instituted to include the groups  
just mentioned, together with the Pterobranchin. The ρeduncleq  
of the & mid:poda was supposed to correspond with the everted  
ventral sac of ΑUiaotιaLa, but the question is complicated by the  
want of any complete investigation of the development of the  
Brachiopods, and by the absence of the anus in the majority of  
the genera. There u, however, a considerable amount of  re-
semblance between the lophopliore 'if Fhorossr audrglss, with its  
spirally twisted ends, and that of a typical  nor do the 
structural details of the adult Brachiopods forbid the view that  
they may be related to Pfhoroeis. The comparative study of the  
development does not support the hypothesis that the Polyzoa  

are comparable with Pberasuu. In Pedkd kna, the only  
Yolyzoon in which the alimentary and of the larva is known to  
become that of the first adult individual, the line between the  
mouth and anus is ventral in the larva; and since there is no reversal  
of the curvature of the digestive loop during the metamorphosis  

it must be regarded as ventral in the adult. There are, indeed  

remarkable similarities between the external characters of the 
Phylactolaematous Polyzoo and the Phioronidea, and notably be-
tween theirlophopbares. The supposed occurrence of a pair of  
nephridia in certain Pbylaetolaemata, in a position corres  
with that of the aephndia of Ράοιιηń s, must also be meiiiionuf  

(Q)  

9 )  
e  - .. 

a 
Fro. 4.—Diagrams illustrating the Metamorphosis of Adinno&oda.  

ΑΒ, Anteropostεńoraxiι 	3, Commencement of the mete- 
DV, Dorsoventral axis. 	 morphoals.  
t 2, Actieotrocba. 	 4, Later stage in the metamor- 

phosis: a, anus; is, ventral  
mvagivatlon; a, mouth.  

although it has been maintained that the "' nephridia" of Ph lac-
tolaemata are merely dated portions of the body-cavity and not  
indeed nephridia at all But a serious objection to the comparison  
is that the development of Phylactolaemata can be explained by  
supposing it to be a modification of whet occurs iii other Polyzoa,  
while it appears to have no fellitlon whatever to that of Pkero'ii&.  

Moat observers consider that Aclsnalrocka is a highly modified  
Trochosphere, and this would give it some claim to be regarded  
as distantly related to the Entoproct Polysoa and to other groups  
which haves Troehoiphets larva.  

(3)  
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Pew eels has long been regarded as a poralleallyof RΙαblalΙewre  

(see Ρτsιos ιutrcx1π)ς and Masterman (Io) has attempted to  
demonstrate the existence in Adissbocka of mot of the structures  
which occur in the Iterobranchia. According to his view the  
ρraeοral heed of Adiscsrxka (cf. fig. 4) εοπεαροπds with the  

proboscis" of Ptembs-anchti; the succeeding region, as far as  

the bases of tbe tentacles, with the cellar; and the post-tentacular  
region with the metasome. Masterman s more detailed comparisons  
have for the most part been rejected by other morphologists One 
of the most formidable difficulties in the way of the attempt to  

reduce A ιtinolrxlia tο the Pterobisnchiate type of structure Ia the  
condition of the coelom in the former. There is indeed a perfectly  
definite transverse septum which divides the body-cavity in the  
region of the tentacle-bases. Even if it be admitted that t he poα- 
. tptal .pace may be the metasomatic cavity, the pracseptal space  
can hardly be regarded as coelomic in nature, since it is in continuity  
with the vascular system; while Masterman's conclusion that the  
cavity of the pratom( hood (the supposed proboscis-cavity) G  
separated from that of the supposed  collar has received no con.  
lirmation. In spite of these ddltcultiss it must be conceded that  
the dorsal flexure of the alimentsiy canal of the Pterobranchia  
is very Pkrniiis-likc. It has, moreover, been shown (see espccially  
Goodrich, 5) that shortly before its metamorphosis, A'1:so&cd'4  
develops a endemic space which lies immediately in front of the  
oblique septum, and g ιvεs rise later to the cavity of the lophoph000  
and tentacles Regarding this as a collar-cavity, it becomes  
possible to agree with Mastesman that the region shown in 6g. 4, ι.  
between the tentacles and the praeoiai hood, i.  really a collar  
the coelom of which develops relatively fate It will be noticed  
that the lophophore of Pkarosis is, on this assumption, a derivative  
of the collar dust as it is in the Pterobranchia. The epistome of  
the adult Pboroisis cannot well be the probostla since its cavity is  
continuous with the lophophoral coelom, and bemuse the praeoral  
hood of Αdisο&κho is entirely lost at the metamorphosis. It is  
possible that this consideration will account for the want of an  
anterior body-cavity in Pkorssis Since the proboscis is a purely  
larval oe'an In this genus, it may be supposed that the coelomac  
space which properly belongs to it fails to develop, but that the  
praeoral hood itself 1. none the less the morphological rrpresrntativ€  
of the proboscis In spite of the critιcisms which have been made  
an the conclusion that Pkoreeb is allied to the Pierobrsnchia, it  
is thus possible that the view isa m0eend one, and that the Pbomnidca  
should take their place, with the Entcmpneosta and the Piero-  
brenchla, as an order of the Hemichordnta.  

ΒιιLmmeArιr.—(τ) Benbam,  Quad. Jaunt. die. See. ear. ττρ  
(ι89σ); (2) Caldwell, Prsc. Roy. Sac..xxxiv. 371 (1883); (33) Con,  
Ζeitstkr. wits. Zad. Ii. 480(1891); (4) Fowler, art "Hemichords," 
Escy. Deis. xa(x. 249 (:qqooσσ);(5) Goodrich, Quail. low-is. Mic. Soc.  
xlvii 103 (090)); (6) Ηarnmer, Siliogis Rep. xxvi. X14, his Otero-  
bronchia), (905); (7) Ikeda, J. Chi. Sci. Japau, xiίι.190ι)ς 

Laokester, art Polysss," Racy. Rń^ sin 430, 433  (ι883)ς  
9 Ile Selyi-Longchamps, Arch. Bid. zviii. 495  (ι9α); W,ss. 

e resrsi (Ν. F.) vi. Abt. Helgoland 0903), lire i. : MIs^, glasse  
KL send. bdgiqw, vol i. (1904); Parses r. More .C. s. Neapd,  

3Β h(ι
noge. (1907); (0o) Masteries, Quad. bun. Mw. Sec. xi.

τ  898)7 xliii. 375  (1900); (ii) Schhuults, Zeitichi'. sells. Zest  
lxxv.- 91, 473  (1903); (1a) Shearer. 3(,18: mot 

(
Bbs!

ξ
Neapd, 

xvii. 487 (1906); ( 13) Shipley, Cambi. Nal. HIS!. ii. 450  6 
(S + )..  )  

ΡΗΟRΟRΗΑC09, the best - mown genus of the extinct  
Patagonian Sle,'omithes (see Bean: Fossil), Among the bones  
found in the strata of the Santa Cruz formation (nosiconsidered  
as mainly of mid -Miσcene date) was the piece of a mandible  
which F. Ameghino described in 1887 as that of an edentate  
mammal, under the name of Phorysrhacos l απaύ τίmss (Bold.  
Mw. do is PioJa, I. a4). In 1891 (Res. Argent. His!. Na'. i. 225)  

(rio. 11.-do. Redd is 818. W N.e. Sri .) 
Skull of Photodhacos, ioagissimw.  

he amended the name and recognized the bone as that of 
 s bird, Phacorhacos, which with Βnriisι.mίr and olhets con-

stituted the family Phorcrkccidue. About six species of the  
type genus are now known, the most complete being Ph. iπjlates,  
with skull, mandible, pelvis, limbs and awe of the vertebrae.  

These birds were at fend ooashie ed as either belonging to the  

Ratitae, or at least related to them, until C. W. Andrews, after  

much of the interesting material bad been acquired by the British  
Museum, showed the gruiform afSnities of Phoe.vlacns  (Ibis, 
ι896, ρρ. ι- ι 2), a conclusion which be was able to further cm.  
roborate after the clearing of the adherent stony matrix from the  
skulls (Tr. Ζ. S. 1901, xv. pp. 55-86, P's. 14-17). The skull  
of Ph. k isgissimrs is about a ft. long and to in. high; that  
of Pk. injatrs is 13 in. loόg, and this creature is supposed  
to have stood only 3 ft. high at the middle of the back. The  
under jaw is slightly curved upwards and it contains a large  

foramen as for instance in Ptopkia and in Μ'ycΙcτiα. The  
strongly hooked upper beak is very high, and very much com-
pressed laterally. The palate is imperfectly desmognathous,  
as in Dkcholepkas, with in inconspicuous vomet. The quadrate  
has a double knob for its articulation with the gull, and basip-
terygoid processes are absent. What little is known of the  
shoulder-girdle (breastbone still unknown) points to a flightless  
bird, and sο do the sńert wing bones, although these are stout.  
The pelvis has an ischiadic foramen. The hind limbs are dis-
tinctly slender, the tibia of Pk. hikers being between ι and  
ι6 in. in length.  

For further detail see F. Ameghino, " Sur les,ofxaux foseles de  
la Patsgonie," ado-i.  lssf. grog•. ergmities, xv., chi. it and 12  
0895); F. P. Moreno and A. Mercerat, C ιέί οgoo de lost pdjaroi 

joshes do is Re ρύ b w α Argo isusa, Aa. Mrs. La Plata ι8g ι • with  
al plates). (Ii. F. C)  

PH09Cdfl ITE, a rare mineral coasisting of lead cblorocsr-
boisate, (PbCI),COs. The tetragonal (bolosymmetń c) crystals  
are prismatic or tabular in habit, and are bounded by smooth,  
bright faces: they are usually colourless and transparent, and  
have a brilliant adamantine lustre. Sometimes the crystals  
have a =koms helical twist about the tetrad or principal axis.  
The hardness is 3 and the specific gravity 6.3. The mineral is  
rather sect11e, and co sεηιιeαtlγ was early teems as' cements  
lead" (Cer. Horisbks). The fanciful name phosgenite was  
given by A. Βreit ιαιιρί  in 1820, from phosgene, the old name  
of carbon oxychiocidu, because the mineral contains the elements  
carbon, oxygen end chlorine. At Cromford, near Matlock, it  
was long ago found in an old lead mine, being associated with  
anglesite and matleckite (Pb,OCII) in cavities In decomposed  
galena: hence its eummonnamc cronfortite. Fine crystals are also  
found in galena at Mositeponi near Iglesias iι Sardinia, but the  
largest are these recently found neat Dandas in Tasmania:  
Crystals of pńosgenite, and also of the corresponding bromine  
compound [PbBrjsCOa, have been prepared artificially.  

(1.. 1. S.)  
ΡΗ09ΡΗΛTflf, in chemistry, the name given to asks el  

phosphoric acid. ' As stated under Paosmoatxi, phosphoric  
oxide, P,O,, combines with water in three proportions to form 
Η,Ο•ΡιΟs or HPOs, metaphospheric acid; xHiO'P,Os oC HιΡsΟ,ι  
pymphosphoric add; and 3ΗιΡΟ'Ρ,Os or 1 41'04, orthophasphceic  
or ordinary phosphoric add. These acids each give origin to  
several series of salts, those of ordinary phosphoric add being  
the most important, and, in addition, are widely digribiged  
in the mineral kingdom (see below under Miisud Phos$s ή ).  

Orthophosphotic acid, 111Ρ00, a tribute acid, b obtained  
by boiling a solution of the pentoxide in water; by oxidixing  
red phosphorus with nitric add, os yellow phosphorus under  

the surface of water by bromine or iodine., and also by decompos.  
log a minεrιιl phosphate with sulphuric acid. It mnally forms  

a thin syrup which on concentration In a vacuum over sulphuric  
acid deposits hard, transparent, rhombic prisms which melt at  
41.7°. On long heating the syrup is partially converted into pyro-
phoiphoric and metaphospńoric adds, but on adding water and  
boiling the ortho-acid is re-formed. It gives origin to three  

classes of salts: M'H,PO' of Μirfl4P,Os; M',HPO' or M"IIPO.,  
M',PO,, M'sPsOsor M"ΡO,, wheιtinΜ ',WW',Μ" denote a mono-,  
di-, and tτi-ναleπt metal. The first set may be celledmwoomstallic,  
the second dimetallic, and the third t ńmetailic salts. Per-add  
salts of the alkalis, e.g. (K,Na,NH')IIs(PO')i, are also known;  
these may be regarded as composed of a monomctaiic phosphite  
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with pbειphorίε acid, thus M'H,PO' Η1Ρ0. The three principal  
groups differ remarkably in their behaviour towards indicators  

The monometallic salts are strongly acid, . the ditnemilic are  
neutral or faintly alkaline, whilst the soluble trimetallic salts  

are strongly alkaline. The monometallic salts of the alkalis  
and alkaline meths may be obtained in eyatal form, but those  
of the heavy metals are only stable when in solution. The  
soluble trimetallic salts are decomposed by carbonic acid into  
a dimetallic salt and an acid agbonate. Μl .ohible orthophos-
phates give with silver nitrate a chaτµtαistic yellow precipitate  
of silver phosphate, Αg ΡO., sohshle'in soluble'' ammonia and in nitric  
acid. Since the teiction with the add salts is attended by  
liberation of nitric'acid: NaΗsΡΟ'+3AgΝ0ι∎ AgaΡΟ'+ΝαΝQ  
+aHNO,, Ν*tΗPOa-Ι-3λgΝΟι= AgsΡQ,+ τΝβPΟs+ΗΝΟ . it 
is iiecewy to neutralise the nitres acid if the complete pre•  
cipitation of the phosphoric add be desired.. The three eerier  
also differ when heated; the trimetallic salts, containing filed  
bases arc unaltered, whilst the mono- and dimetallic salts yietd  

mete-.end pytophe phatea respectively. If the heating be with  
charcoal, the trimetailic salts of the alkalis and alkaline earth  

are *ushered, whilst the mono- and di cults give free phosphorus  
and a trimetallic salt. Other preelpitaats of phosphoric acid  
or its saps in solution ems; ammonium molybdate in nitric  
acid, which gives on heating a csaary-yelldw precipitate of  
ammonium phosphomolybdate, χ a(ΜοΟ,( (NHL)ιΡ0', insoluble  
in acids but readily soluble in ammonia; magnesium chloride,  
ammonium chloride and ammonia, which give on standing in  

a warm place a white crystalline precipitate of magnesium  
ammonium phosphate, Μg(ΝΗ4)Ρ04.611,0, which is soluble In  
ands but highly insoluble in ammonia solutions, and on heating  

to redness gives magnesium pyrophosphate, M'g,P?),; manic  

nitrate and ferric chloride, which give a yellowish-white pro.  
cipitate, soluble in hydrochloric acid and ammonia, but insoluble  

in acetic add; mercurous nitrate which gives a white precipitate,  
soluble in nitric acid, and bismuth nitrate which gives a white  

precipitate, insoluble in nitric acid.  
Ρyrορbστρbαric acid, Μ.Ρ,Ο,, is a tetrabasic acid which may be  

regarded as derived by eliminating a molecule of water between  

two molecules of ordinary phosphoric arid; its constitution may  

therefore be written (HO),OP-O-PO(OH),• It may be obtained  
as a glassy mass, Indistinguishable from metaphospboric acid,  

by beating phosphoric acid to 215°. When boiled with water  
it forms the orthoescid, and when heated to redness the meta-
acid. After neutralization, it gives a white precipitate with  
silver nitrite. Being a tetrabasic acid it can es form four class 
of salts; for example, the four solium salts Na'P,O;, Naall',O,,  
Na5H5P5Or, NaB,P,O, are known. The most important is  
the normal salt, Na.P,O,, which is readily obtained by heating  
disodium orthophosphate, Νa,ΗΡΟ4.  Ϊt forms monoclinic  
prisms (with tolIsO) which are permanent in air. All soluble  
pyrophosphates when boiled with water for a long time are  
converted into orthophosphates.  

lfetapbοτµωrfc acid, HPO,, is a monobasie acid which may be  
regarded as derived from οrthορhnsρharic acid by the abstractiost  
of one molecule of water, thus H,ΡO.-H2O=HPO,; its constitu-
tion is therefore (8O)POs. The arid is formed by dissolving  

phosphorus pento ide in cold water, or by strongly besting  
orthopbospboric acid. It forms a colourless vitreous mass,  

hence its name "glacial phosphoric add." It is readily, soluble  
in water, the solution being gradually transformed into the ortho-  
acid, a reaction which proceeds much manic tanker e i belling.  
Although the acid is monbbasic, salts of polymeric forms exist of  

the types (ΜΡΟ λ., whores may her 2, 3, ♦, 6. They may be ob-
tained by testing a monometallic orthophosphate of a fixed base,  
or a dimetallicmthopbospbate of one fazed sad one volatile base,.  
e.g. microcoaisic salt: ΜΗ5Ρ04-ΜΡO,+Ι ιΟ, (NH4) NsΙΙΡO4-.  
NaPOa+CHs+RsO; they may else be obtained by acting  
with phoapberns pent ice on trimetahic οrtbορhοaρhatest  
Na5ΡO'-FROs..3ΝαρΟτ. The salts are usually non-crystalline  
and fusible. On boiling their solutions they yield orthopbos-
.phetes, whilst those of the heavy metals op boiling with water , 

>D^ s isimaidle ortbopbnsphata and oribepbosphoa'ic acids  

3AgΡΟ++3%%0 -AgsΡΟ'+SHΙPOS. On heating with an oxide  
or carbonate they yield a trimetallic orthophosphate, carbon  
dioxide being evolved in the latter cage. bfetaphosphoric acid  
can be distinguished from the other two acids by its mower  
of coagulating albumen, and by not being precipitated by mag-
nesium and ammonium chlorides in the presence of ammonia.  

(C. E.°)  
Mineral Phosphaks.—Those varieties of native calcium  

phosphate which are not distinctly crystallized, like apatite (e s•),  

but occur in fibrous, compact or earthy masses, often nodular,  
and more or less impure, are included under the general term  

phosphorite. The name seems to have been given originally  

to the Spanish phosphorite, probably because it phosphoresced  

when heated. This mineral, known as Estremaduca phosphate,  
occurs at Logrossan and C'ceres, where it forms an important  
deposit in day-slate. It may contain from to da% of calcium  
phosphate, with about 7% of magnesium phosphate. A some-
what similar mineral, forming a fibrous incrustation, with a  
mammillary surface, and containing about 9%  of calcium carbo-
nate, is known as staflelite, a name given by A. Stein in 1866  

from the locality Steed, in the valley of the Lower Icahn,  

where (as also in the valley of its tributary the Dill) large deposits  

of phosphorite occur. Dahllite is a Norwegian phosphorite,  

containing calcium carbonate, named in 1888 by W. C. hugger  

and H. Badtstrδm after the Norwegian geologists T. aid J.  
Dah11. Osteolite is a white earthy phosphorite occurring in the  
clefts of basaltic reeks, named in ι8sι by J. C. Bromeis from  
the Greek kr&oa', lone.  

Phosphorite, when occurring in large deposits, is a mineral of  

much economic value for conversion into the superphosphate  
largely used as a fertilizing agent. Many of the impure sub-
stances thus utilized are not strictly phosphorite, but pass  
under such names as "rock-phosphate," or, when nodular, as  

u coprolite" (q.s.^, even if not of true coprolitic origin. The  

ultimate source of these mineral phosphates may be refcrre(  
in most aces to the apatite widely distributed in crystalline  
rocks. Being soluble in water containing carbonic acid or  
organic acids it may be readily removed in solution, and may  

thus furnish plants and animals with the phosphates required  
in their structures. On the decay of these structures the phoa.,  
phates are returned to the inorganic world, thus completing  
the cycle.  

There are three sources of phosphates which are of importance  

geologically. They occur (a) in crystalline igneous and mets-
nsorphicvocks as an original constituent, (b) in veins associated  
with igneous reeks, end (') in sedimentary rocks either as oxp.isic  

fragments or in secondary concretionary forms.  
The first mode of occurrence is of little signiticance practically,  

for the crystal line rocks generally contain too little phosphate to  
be valuables  though occasionally an igneous rock may contain  
enough apatite to form an inferior fertsTizing agent, e.g. the trachyte  
of Cabo de Gata in south.esat Spain., which contains sz- ι % of 
phosphoric acid. In many deposits of ken ors found in connexion  
with igneous or metamorphic reeks email quantities of phosphate  
occur. The Swedish, Norwegian, Ontario and Michigan mines  
yield ores of this kind; and though none of them can be profitably  

worked a. a source of phosphate. yet en reducing the ore it may  

be retained in the slags, and thus rendered available forriculture. 
Another group of phosphatic deposits connected with igneous  

reeks comprises the apatite veins of south Norway, Ottawa and  
ether districts in Canada. These are of pneumatolytic origin  

(see Pexmcevoivsss), and have been formed by she action of vapours  
emanating from cooling bodies of basic eruptive ruck. Veins of  
thń  type our at Oedegarden in Norway and Dundret in Lapland.  
From 1 .500 to 3500 tons of apatite are obtained yearly in Norway  
from these veins. In Ontario apatite has been worked for a long  

time in deposits of similar nature. The total output of Canada  

in tgo7 ens only 680 tons.  
The phoaphatic rocks which occur among the sedimentary strata  

are the principal sources of phosphates for oommcne and agri-
culture. They are found in formations of all ages from the Cambnas  
to these which are accumulating at the present day. Of the lgtter  

the best known is guano (see Macsusan and MaNuRING).  
Where guano-beds are exposed to rain their soluble constituents  

are removed and the Insoluble matters left behind. The wluble  
phosphates washed our of the guano may become fixed by entering  
into combination with the elements of the rock beneath Man  
of the oceanic islets acs composed of coral limestone, which in this  
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way become, ρhσιρhαtiaed: eehm are igeous, conasting d 
ttachyte or bale, and these rocks are also phosphatraεd on their  
surfaces but are not so valuable, inasmuch as the presence of iron  
or alumina in any quantity renders them unsuited bΣ r the prefsra-
don of artificial manures.  

The leeched gum and phosphatized rocks, which ate grouped  
with them for commercial purposes, have been obtained in grit  
quantities in many islands of the Pacific Ocean (such as Baker.  

Howland, jarvia and McKean Islands) between long. 150° to 1800  
W. and let. το° Ν. to 10° S. in the West Indies [rim Vene-
suels to the Bahamas and In the Caribbean Sea many islands  

yield supplies of leached guano.; the following are important in  
this respect:Sombrero, Navarra, Ave., Aruba, Curapsa. Christmas 

 (nland has been a great source of phosphates of thus type• also  

Jaluit island in the Maldive Archipelago, Banaba or Ocean Ísland;  
and Nauru or Pkssant Island On Christmas island the phosphate  
has been quari*d to depths of tai ft. To these leached guavas  

and phosphatiud limestones the name so'nbrerite has been given.  
It has been estimated that 500.000 tons of phosphate were obtained  
in Aruba, t,00,00 tom from Curacea since the d epOsits were  
discovered in 1870, and Christmas Island in 1907 yielded 290,000  
toes.  

In the older fotmatfona the phosphate tend to become more  

and more mineralized by chemical processes. In whatever  

form they were originally deposited they often suffer complete  

or partial solution and are redeposited as concretlonary lumps  
and nodules, often called coprolites. The " Challenges "and  
other oceanographic expeditions have shown that on the bottom  

of the deep sea concretlons of phosphate are now gathering  

around the dead bodies of fishes lying in the oozes; consequently  
the formation of the concretions may have been  carried on  

simultaneously with the deposition of the ,tratg in which they  

occur.  
Important deposits of mineral phosphates are now worked  

on a large scale in the United States, the annual yield far sur-
passing that of any other part of the world. The most active  
operations are married on in Florida, where the phosphate was  

first worked in 1887 in the form of pebbles in the gravels of  
Peace river. Then followed the discovery of "hard rock-
phosphate," a massive mineral, often having Cavities lined  
with nearly pure phoaphorite. Other kinds not distinctly hard  
and consisting of less rich phosphatic limestone, are known as  
" soft phosphate ": those found as smooth pebbles of variable  
colour are called "land pebble-phosphate," whilst the pebbles  

of the rives-bets and old river-valleys, usually of dark colour,  

are distinguished as "river pebble-phosphate." The land  

pebble U worked in central Smith Florida; the bard rock chiefly  

between Albion and Bay 'City. In South Carolina, where  

there are Important deposits of phosphate, formal* more  

productive than at present, the a land rock" it worked near  

Charleston, and the" rives rock "in the Coosaw river and other  
streams neat Beaufort. The phosphate beds contain Eocene  

fossils derived from the underlying strata and many fragments  
of Pleistocene vertebrate such as mastodon, elephant, stag,  

horse, pig, &c. The phosphate occurs as lumps varying greatly  
in size, scattered through a sand or clay; they often contain  

phoaphatized Eocene fossils (bollusca,&c.). Sometimes the  
phosphate is found at the surface, but generally it is covered by  
alluvial sends and clays. Phosphate mining began in South  
Carolina in 2868, and for twenty years that state was the min-
cpal producer. Then the Florida deposits began to be worked.  
In t89a the phosphates of Tennessee, derived from Ordovician  
limestones, came into the market. From North Carolina,  
Alabama and Pennsylvania, also, phosphates have been ohtatned  

but only in comparatively small quantities. In roeo mining for  

phosphates was commenced in Arkansas. In zgo8 Florida  
produced ;,673,65 ι tans of phosphate valued at at million  
dollars. All the other states together produce less phosphate  

than Florida, and among them Tennessee tal;•es the first piece  
with an output of 403,ι8ο tons.  

Algeria contains important deposits of phnaphonte, espccialy  

near Tebm and at Tαquevιlle in the province of Constantine.  
Near Jebel Rouif, on the frontier between Algeria and Tunis.  

Wee are phbsphate workings, as also in Tunis, at Cafe,. The  
deposits belong to the I.oώeτ Eottne, where it rests unconform- 
• 7 upon the Ctttaceoua. The Joint production of Tunis and  

Algeria in reel was sot Uhl Veit a mSW° tens. I'bogbatns  
occur also in Egy pt, in the desert east of Kends and in the  
Dalde oasis in the Libyan dint  

France is rich in mineral phosphates, the chief deposits being  
the departments of the Pas-d -Cαlαis, Somme, Aims, Glee in  
and Meuse, in the north-east, and another group In the depart.  
meats of Lot, Tarn-et-Garonne and Avg)'rua, in the south-weal:  
phosphates occur also in the Pyreσαι The deposits sear  
Caylus and in Quercy occupy fnaikea and pockets in- Jursasec  
limestone, and have yielded a rεmaτkable assemblage of the  
relics of Tertiary mammals and other f ι. Phosphate.  
occur in Belgium, especially near loans, and these, like these  
of north-east Prang art p mcipally In the Upper G^alk. Two  
varieties of phosphate rock am recognised hi these districts,  
viz, the phtsphalic chalk and the phosphate said, the latter  
resulting from the deoompaitlon of the foemeg. 'Large and  
valuable deposits of the send have been obtained ,le  sinks and  
dερτessiom on the surface of the chalk. The p odoetian  is 
eel the whole diφformingin Helgiam (do,000- tons in τ907),  
but in-France it its still large (3", αeο ten in tge7). '  

In the Labs district of Naaan (Germany) tbere arepho ιphste  
beds in l)evoolan reeks. Tń e 4qzodta wets rich but Irregular  
and local, sad were much walked from 1866 to z$S4, but att on  
longer of economic importance Isi northern V.etrmnedara In  
Spain sad Alemlezo in Poits ιget theme era vein deposits of  
phosphate of lime. As much as aoo,00* tons of phosphate have  
been raised in these provinces, but in 1go6 the total prod ictien  
of Spain was only ι oo toss. Loge & meit ι d phaephate  
ααυr is Russia, and tboe in the neighbourhood of ΚLαtΦΡ have  
attracted stem attention; it is said that the C τeteceoυs locks  
between, the rivers Dniester .ad Ydga cents% very large  

supplies of phosphate, though p°obably d^low grade.  
Phosphatic neduks and concretions, with phosphatized fossils  

and their cans, occur at various ςmtσgιul borfao'usIn Gteat Bniaia.  
Bands of black nodules, highly phogiliatic, ate found at the toρ of  
the Bala limestone in North Wales; beds of concss*ioes occur In  
the Jurassic series; and important dc ρo iµ are known in the  
Cretaceous strata, especially In the Lower Greensand and at the  
base of the Gault. The Lowe. Greeniand phosphates have bees  

warted, under the acme of " copeolit εs," at Patton in Bedfordshire  
and at Upware and Widens in Cambridgeshirs. The Cambridge  
Greenzand, rich in phosphatic nodules, occurs at the base of the  
Chalk Marl. The chalk occasionally becomes pbosphratrzed. as at  
Ta (Bucks) and Lewes (Sussex). At the base cl the Red Crag  

in East Angus, and aεeadοesiΙ at the Lam d•the other Pliocene  
Crags, there b a " nodσk - bsd, mending of pbusphaoc nadsle ,  
with rolled teeth and bones, which were formerly workedas' enpro.  

rtes ° for the preparation of artiddal manure. Professor R. ).  
Strutt has found that phosphatised nodules hnd-bones ere rich ιa  
radioactive constltisenta, and has brought this into relation  with 
their geologial age.'  

Βτυιτοοααρυν.—For Amσies(n
n^ h 

phosphates ma lb Pkos$aiu 

B 94); the A nom! Rεροrtss on Mίωιai Res ώ αa of tie d  U.S (US.  
Geol. Survey), iaclisding some valuable reports by C. W. Ha  
also those in Rothwell's Mica d Iadr* y; Nature and pr** 

 Deposits of Phosphate of Lime," by li, & F. Remise. Jun. Ball. U.S. 
Ced. Ssreey, No. (!888); Plonda, Soulk CardUse an d  Caradiaa  
Phosphates, by C. C. Hoycr Miller (London, 1892); and The Nat-
swlo.Jli' Miserdg, by G. P. Merril (1904). Many of the above  

include deseriprions of mineral phosphates is other ;ons of the  
world. For general disc  of the origin d the phoig'hair.  
see"The Natural History of Phosphate Deposits.'bJ. 3.  H. Tesli,

. 
 

Proc. Cad. Arise. xvi. 369 (1900. Consult alao ^.rrde cm$it[  

se. etas paosphekr, by A. Deckees (L ίEg , !g ).  
W. R.·)  

PHOSPHΟΒΙΜmfCir a name given to a variety of physics!  

Ihetamens due to different' muses,' but all wosisting in the  
emiiaion of a pile, more or Ιem ill dodeed tight, tot obviously  
due to combuadtsi. The word was dial uset by ρhysί  to  
describe the ploperty paisessed by many substances of them-
selves becominghuninons after erposisre to light. This psopomy  
bas been noticed from early times. Pliny speaks of various  

gems which shine with a light of their owe, and Aibertus fMagmns  
knew that the diamond becomes phosphereseent when moder-
ately heated. But the first' discovery of this property which  

apparently sters ε ed scientific attention satιmι to have beep  
tbatmf the Bologna stene(bańeatsulpbhÍe),whieb wardhasve ιsd  
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by Vfneensn Casear101o, a cobbler of Bologna, in about  1602. 
This was followed by the discovery of a number of other sub-
stances which beme luminous either after exposure to light  
or on heatiιµ, or by attrition, and to which the general name of  
"phαsρhοd " (from 4ids and Φ6ροe bringing light) was given.  
Among these may be mentioned Homberg's phosphorus (calcium  
chloride), John Canton's phosphorus (calcium sulphide) and  
Balduin's phosphorus (calcium nitrate). Of late years it bas  
been found convenient to limit the strict meaning of the word  
" phosphorescence" to the can of bodies which, after exposure  
to light, become self-luminous (even if only fora fraction of a  
second). The general term "luminesemce" bas been proposed  
by E. Wiedemann to include all uses in which bodies give od  
light not due to ignition. This general term embraces several  
subdivisions. Thus, fluorescence (less.) and phosphorescence  
are included under the same heading, ' ρbotοΙυminnce,°  
being distinguished from each other only by the fad that  
flnorescent bodies emit their characteristic light only while  
under the influence of the exciting illumination, while phos-
ρhoτepcent bodies are luminous for an appreciable time after  
the exciting light is cut o&  

Pbospboreacence, in its restricted meaning as above explained,  
is most strikingly exhibited by the αrtίfuial suiphides of calcium,  
strontium and barium, If any of these subatancas is exposed for  
some time to daylight, or better, to direct sunlight, or to the light  

of the electric are, it will shine for home in the dark with a soft  
coloured light The colour depends not only on the nature of the  
substance, but also on its physical condition, and on its temperature  
during Insolation, that is, to the em's rays. Thus the 
pbosjiborracent light emitted by calcium sulphide may be orange-
yellow, yellow, green or violet, according to the method of pre-
paratra= and the materials used. Balmain's luminous paint, a  
preparation of calcium sulphide, shines with a white light. The  
colour also depends on the temperature during exposure to light.  
Thus A. E. BBκεεqquαel found that the light given by a spopmen of  
strontium wlvhide changed from violet to blue, green, yellow and  
maanoggee, as the temperature during the corrcsponding previous 
iowlatioπ  was so'. 40', 70'. coos or  200° C. The duration of  
pboepborescsnes varies greatly with diltereit .ubstancto. It may  
last for days or for only a fraction of a second.  

As in the cane of fluorescent bodies, the light produced by  plies.  
phorescent substances consists commonly of rays less refrangible  
than those of the exciting light. Thus the ultra-violet portion of  
the spectrum is usually the most efficient in exciting rays belonging  
to the visible part cif the spectrum. V. Klatt and Pb. Lenard  
({Pied. Am,..  1889, xxxviii. es), have shown that the phosphorescence  
of calcium sulphide and other phospho ń  depends on the presence  
of minute quantities of other spbstances, such as copper,ib smuτh  
and manganem. The maximum intensity of phosphorescent light  
is obtained when a certain definite proportion of the impsinty is  
present, and the intensity is diminished if this proportion in increased.  

it appears likely that when a phosphorescent body is exposed to  
light, the energy of the light is stored rap in some kind of airaln  
energy, and that the pboipbovesceiit light is given out during a more  
or less dogs recovery from this state of strain. nut and Lesiard  
have shown that the aulphides of the alkaline earths lose the property 
of pbospborescing when subjected to heavy prtamure. Many  
dυοrescent solutions become briefly phospho e κεαt when rendered  
solid by gelatin.  

When the duration of phosphorescence is brief, some mechanical  
device becomes necessary to detect it. The earliest and best-
known instrument for this purpose Is Becquerel's pbospborozcope.  
It consists essentially of a shallow drum, in whose ends two eccentric  
holes, 

• 

equal flymetal 
 oppositediks  κwch , a 

perpendicularly to 
αα  are 

• into the same number of sectors, the alternate actors of  
each being cut out. One of these disks is close to one end of the  
drum, the other to the opposite end, and the sectors are so arranged  
that, when the disks are made to rotate, the hole in one end is open  
while that in the other I. closed, and vice versa I (( the eye be  
placed near one bole, and a ray of sunlight be admitted, b the other, 
its obvious that while the sun shines on an object inside the drum  
the aperture next the eye is closed, and vice verse. If the disks be  
made to tevdve with great velocity by means el a train of toothed  
wheels the object. will be presented to the eye almost instantly  
after it has been exposed to sunlight, and these presentations succeed  
one another so rapidly as to produce a sense of continuous vision.  
By means of this apparatus we can test with considerable accuracy  
the duration of the phetosuenon after the light has been cut og.  
For this purpose we require to know merely (be number of sectors  

in the disks 	 the rate at which they are turned  
7kεγsιoltιsιisescssce.—Some bodies which do not emit light at  

ordinary temperatures in a dark room begin to do es if they are  
basted tο a tempαaauαΡ below a visible red beat. La the-sar el  

)an^`αy yellow`   diamonds ee^bit this (pm of lδ mines 	̀ ennα it  
has been showa, however, that a previous exposure to light is always  
necessary. Sir James Dewar [mind that if ammonium platino.  

Balmain's paint and some ether subatasces are cooled to'  
the temperature of liquid air and exposed to light, they do not  
phosphoresce, but as rose as they are allowed to warm up τα the  
ordinary temperature they emit a brilliant light. On the other  
band, some bodies, such as gelatin, celluloid, paramn and ivory  

are phospbos'csccnt at vary lour temperatures, but lose the ρτορετ )  
at ordinary temperatures.  

Tribolmrrrinescesre (from ιρίβev, to rub) is luminescence excited 
 by friction, permission, cleavage or such mechanical means. , Calcium  

chloride, prepared at a red heat, exhibits this property. if sugar  

is broken in the dark, or two crystals of quartz rubbed together,  
or a piece of min cleft, a flash of light is seen, but this is probably  
of elκtricai origin. Closely allied to this form of luminescence is  
tcττγγsfallolamiswstesce, a phosphorescent light seen when some  
substances crystalline from solution or after fusion. This property  
is exhibited by arsenious acid when crystallizing ftum.solution  in 
hydrochloric acid.  

Cbemulr risucrnce is the name given to these cases in which  
chemical action produces light without any great rise of tcmpqraturg,  
Phosρhοrus cxposeη to moist air in a dark room shines with a soft  
light due to slow oxidation. Decaying wood and other vegetable 
substances often exhibit the same pro 	

. 

Ekdr&sminercenr.e is luminescence due to electrical causes  
Many gases are phosphorescent for a short time after an electrip  
discharge has been passed through them, and 	solid sub- 
stances, especially diamondsand rubies, are strongly phosphorescent  
when exposed to kathiode rays in a vacuum tube.  

See generally, Winkehmann. Hmsdbi'ch der ?bas*, Bd. vi. (r );  
E. Becquerel, La Lenin= (1867). 	 (J. R  C.) 

F ιοτρkivescence is Zoology.  

The emission of light by living substance is a widetpread  

occurrence, and is part of the general metabolism by which the  
potential energy introduced as food is transformed into kindle  

energy and appears in the form of movement, hat, electricity  
and light. In many eases it is probably an accidental by-
product, and like the hit radiated by living tissuea,•is not  
necessarily of use to the organism. But in other cases the  
capacity to produce light is awakened oa stimvlation, as when  
the wind ripples the surface of the sea, or when the water is  
disturbed by the blade of an oar. It has been suggested that  

the response tο the stimulus maybe protective, and that enemies  
are frightened by the Hash of light. In luminous insects and  
dap-sea fish the power of emitting light appears to have  a' 
special significance, and very elaborate mechanisms  have been, 

 The pale glow of phosphorescence has a certain  
resemblance to the light emitted by phosphorus, and it was an.  
early suggestion that the phenomenon in living organisms was  
due to that substance. Phosphorus however, and its luminous  
compounds are deadly poisons to all living tissues and never  
occur in them in the course of natural metabolism, and the  
phosphoresceαΡce of life cannot therefore be assigned to the oxi-
dation of phosphorus. On the other hand, it is certainly the  
result of a process of oxidation, as the emission of light continue  
only in the presence of oxygemi. J. H. Fibre showed in t855  
that the luminous fungus, Agariess, discharges more carbonic•  
acid when it is emitting light, and Max Schultze in x865 showed  
that in insects the luminous cells are closely associated with the  
tracheae, and that during phosphorescence they withdraw  
oxygen froni them. In t88o Θ. Radziszewskl showed that  
many fats, ethereal oils and alcohols emit light when slowly  
combined with oxygen in alkaline fluids at appropriate tempera-
tures. Probably the phosphorescence of organisms is due to a  
similar process acting on the many fats, oils and similar sub-
stances found in living cells. The colour va ń ss much in different  
organisms; green has been observed in the glow-s worm, fire-Hies,  
brittle-star,, centipedes and annelids; blue in the Malian fire-fly  
(Lsciela ilalfka); blue and light gown are the predominant  
colours in the phosphorescence of marine organisms, but red  
and lilac have also been observed. The Lantern-Fly (Frdgoea  
ρyιοτιτυπ bus) is said to have a purple light, and E. H. Gigboli  
her recorded that an individual Ap ρΡeadisidaria appeared lust  
red, and then blue. and then green. P. Panceri, chIeHy in the  
case of Salps, and S. P. Langley and F. W. Very in the case of  
ΡyτsρΡ ere s have investigated the light φccιιαacοpίcslys  and  
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found that it aieidsted eels Έefftiιιmoe bend without sqiarate  
bright lines. The solar spectrum extends farther loth towards  

the violet and the red ends, but Is leas intense in the green when  

equal luminosities ate compared.  
Many of the bacteria oΓ utrefact on are p 	the 

Fight emitted by dead fish 
putrefaction 

 molluscs et flesh is probably due in  
every nee to the presence of these. Under the miacroacope. the  
individual bacteria appear as shining points of light. The phosphor-
esence of decaying wood is due to the presence of the mvodium of  
dgsricw relent. and various other species of Agarictu have been  
found to be luminous. The greet displays of phosphorescence in  
sea-water are usually due to the presence d very large  numbers  
of small luminous organisms, either pTOtOsos or pπotophyta.  Of 
these Ν^diuce sillier and species of Peridi ιά s m and 172y7ι0ι0cstύ  
are the most frequent, the two termer mar hod and the Labe in  
mid-ocean.  

In higher animals the pboa?borescence tends to be limited to  
special parts of the body which may fοτm elaborate and highly  
sVecsahzed luminous organs. Many coelenterates show the begi η-
nuig of such bnliτatiοιι; in medusas the whole surface may be lumb,-
ous, but the light is brighter along the radial canals, in the ovaries.  
or in the marginal tense-organι In Peimatulida each polyp has  
eight luminous bands on the outer surface of the digestive mvity  
Some Chaetopods (CTiaelopharse and τωιιορtσiτ) khaavε lumina 

ns at  the organs of the lateral processes of the body. Pyrowma,  
a colonial pelagic ascidian, is responsible for some of the most str ίlt-
jag displays of phosphorescence in tropical seas; it has two araB  
patches of κlls at the base of each iiibalcnt tube which οιι stimula-
tion discharge light, and the luminosity has been observed to spread  
through the colony from the point of imtatioπ.  

Amongst the Cnritacea, many pelagic Copepods ace phosphor -
meet. W. Giesbrecht has sheen that the light is produced by a  
fluid secreted by certain dermal glands. A similar fluid in other  
Copepods hardens to form a protective ease, and it may be that the  
display of light is in such cases an accidental by-product. Glands  
in the labrum of the Ostraaid Py and on the maxillae d 
the Mysid Gιι.υka$essie similarlyί αp ace  a luminous aeastbn.  
In the Eaohuasiares. on the ether band. pbosgiboresoenco is pro-
duced by elaborate luminous organs which are situated on the  
thoracic appendages and the abdomen, and which were at first  
believed tο be ocular organs. The deep.sea Decapod Crustaceans  
belonging to ninny families are luminous. A. Alcock observed  
that in some d the d prawns a luminous secretion was di'.  
charged at the bases of the antennae, but in most cases the luminous  
omens are numerous eye-like structures ott the limbs and body.  
• The rock-boring mollusc, Flicks, which Pliny knew to be phos.  

• phorescent, has lsmiaous organs along the anterior border of the  
m_ male. two smelt triangular patches at the entrance of the anterior 
g ρhon, sad two bag parallel cords within the siphon. The cells  

of these organs have peculiar, granulated cements. W. E. Hoyle,  
in his presidential additss to the Zoological Section d the British  
A'andstioit in 1907, brought together obeemtiuns on the oceur.  
im of luminous organ in no less then tbirty'three species of  
Cephalopods. In HaIeeoreutkis, &$ihe and Ποsιia the light is  
produced by the secretion of a glandular organ on the ventral  
side of the body behind the funnel. The secretion glows through  
the transparent will with a greenish colour, but, at least in the case  
of Hefae'iurkie.00ntinues to glow after being ejected into the water. 
in most roses the lumiaoµs organs are nonglsad υlar and may be  
µmρle, or possess not only a generator but a reflector, lens and  
diaphragm. The different organs shine with different coloured  
lights, and as the Cephalopods sin for the mat part inhabitants  

of the depths of the see, it has been suggested that they serve as  
recognition marks.  

Some centipedes (e.g. Geopk$ut d'&icw and C. p$osphorsw)  

are luminous, and, if allowed to crawl over the band, arc stated to  
leave a luminous trail. Amongst Insects, elaborate lumbnems  
organs are developed iii several eases. The abdomen of a  Ceyleoesn 
May-fly (ΤdιΡιanod ιs) I, luminous. The so-called New Zealand  
" glow-worm' is the larva of the fly Boktopkila fumiaosn, and some  
gnats have been observed to be luminous although the suggestion  

is that in their ewe disease is present and the light emanates from  
phosphorescent bacteria. An ant (Οτγα) sad a poduran (Αχsra  
Obis) are occasionally luminous. The lectern flies are  
Homoptera allied to the Cicadas, and the supposed luminous organ 

 lea huge projextion of the front of the had, regarding the luminosity  
of which there Is some doubt. The glow-worms and true fire-flies  
are beetles. Εggs, larvae and adults aro 'm some eases luminous.  
The omens accost d a pals tmnspsnent superficial layer which  
'gives the light, and a deeper layer wire-h may act as a reflector.  
They are in close connexion with the tracheae and the light is ρro-
duced by the oxidation of a substance termed tinder the influence  
d the sieevous system, and probably some kind of organic fat.  
In the females the phoaphorescence is probably a weal lure; in  

the males its function is unknown,  
Phosphorescent organs known as $cio$ow are characteristic  

structures in many of the deep-sea Τeleastοme fishes, and have  
been developed in widely different families (Smm(wefdis, Sapdidae.  

lfah.sasr'ds' sad Αsonισbfida ι), whilst r umeaas simple tumiaoaa  
organs have been detected in many species of Sliachil The number,  
distribution and complexity d the organs vary much in different  
flab. They are mat frequent en the sides and ventral *wine of  
the anterior part of the body sad the head, and may extend to the  
tail. The simpler farms are generally arranged in rows, sometimes  
metamerically distributed; the more complex organs are huger  

and less numerous. In Opcsleisses ricńonw there is a latge  
organ on a median barbel hanging down from the chin, others  
below the eyes, and one on the elongated first my el the pecteini  
fin. in Sraaopryχ dwpkosa there is one on the lower jaw, and in  
many species one or two below the eyes. The luminous organs  

appear to be specialized skin glands which secrete a fluid that  
becomes luminous on slow oxidation. The emential part of the  
organ remains a collation of gland cells, but in the more aesmplen  
types there see blood vessels and nerves, a protecting membrane,  
an iris-like diaphragm, a reflector and lens. As the distribution  
and probably the colour of the light vatic with the spOcies, these  
organs may serve as teoo'nition marks. They  nay also attract  
prey, and from their association with the eye in such a pmitiiss  
as to send light downwards and forwards it is probable that in  
the higher types they are used by the fish actually as lanterns in the  

dark abysses of the sea. (P. C. Μ.)  
PHOSPHORITB. in mineralogy, the name given to impure  

massive apatite (q.m.; see also Pisosineavxs).  
PHOSPHORUS (Gr. φατ,  light, 4iρωΡ, to bear), the name  

originally given to any substance which poswssed the property  
of phoaphoreacesice (q.e.), i.e. the power of shining in the dark,  
but new generally restricted to a non-metallic element, which  
was first known as Ρhοήή kcrw mirabi7is or ig sus. This clement  
is eery widely distributed in nature in combination, but is never  
found free. In the mineral kingdom ills exceptionally abun-
dant, forming large deposits of phosphates (p.,.). It is also  
necessary to animal and vegetable life (see Mstctrnz). It occurs  
in the urine, blood, tissues, aid bones of animals, calcium  
phosphate forming-about 58 % of bones, which owe their rigidity  
to its presence.  

The element appear to have been first obtained in ιfόe by  
Brand of hamburg; Krafft bought his secret and in ι6; ; 
exhibited specimens in England, where it crested an i mmense  
sensation. Its preparation was assiduously sought foe, and  
Kunckel in 1678 and Boyle in ι68ο succeeded In obtaining it  
by the same process as was discovered by Brand, i.e. by evapora-
ring urine to dryness sad distilling the r αidue with sand. This  
method was generally adopted until 1775,  when Scheele (prepared  
it from bona, which had been shown by Galan in 1769 to contain  
calcium phosphate. Scheele treated bone ash with nitric acid,  
precipitated the calcium as sulphate, filtered, evaporated and  
distilled the residue with charcoal. Nicolas and Pelletier  
improved the process by decomposing the bone-ash directly  
with sulphuric add; whilst Fourcroy and Vauquclin introduced  
further economics. In modern practice degreased bones (see  
GauΤw), or bone-gab which has lost its virtue as a filteń ng  
medium, fire., or a mineral phosphate is treated with sufficient  
sulphuric acid to precipitate all the calcium, thecalcium sulphate  
filtered off, and the filtrate concentrated, mixed with  charcoal, 
coke or sawdust and dried in a innS's furnace. The product is  
then distilled from Stourb ńdge day retorts, arranged in a galley  
furnace, previously heated to a red het. The temperature  
is now raised tο a white heat, and the product led by malleable  
iron pipes into condensing troughs omrtahing water, when it  
condenses. The chemical reactions areas follows, the treatment  
of the calcium phosphate with the acid gives phosphoric add,  
H5PO', which at a red heat loses water to give metaµhoιpborκ  
acid, HPO'; this at a white beat reacts with carbon to give  
hydrogen, carbon monoxide and phosphorus, thus: 2HPOa+  
6C=Hr}-6C0+Ρs  

Electrothermal processes are also employed. Calcium phen-
phate, mixed with sand and carbon, is fed into an electric  
furnace, provided with a closely fitting cover with an outlet  
leading to a condenser. At the temperature of the furnace the  
silica (sand) attacks the calcium phosphate, forming ailicate,  
and setting free phosphorus pentoxide, which is attacked by  
the carbon, forming phosphorus and carbon monoxide. Αs  
phosphorus boils at age C. ( s°  F.), it is produced in the form 

 of vapour, which, m ιogkd with cashes monoxide, pam to the  
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Condenser, where it Ta condensed. It is then cast tinder under.  
The calcium silicate remains in the furnace in the term of  a 
liquid slag, which may be run off, so that the action is practically  
continuous. Kaolin may with advantage be used in addition  
to or in part substitution for sand, because the double silicate  
thus formed is more fusible than the single silicate of lime.  
The alternating current is generally used, the action not being  
electrolytic. One of the apocial advantages of the electrical  
over the older process Is that the distilling vessels have a longer  
life, owing to the fact that they are not externally hated, and so  
subjected to a relatively high temperature when in contact with  
the corrosive slag formed in the process. The Readman-Parker  
process (see Jour. Sec. Chem. Ind., aSpi, x. 445)  appears to  
be very generally adopted. Readman, experimenting with  a 
Cowles furnace 1* Staffordshire in 1888, patented his process,  
and in the same year Parker and Robinson, working indepen-
dently, patented a similar one. The two Inventors then co-
operated, an experimental plant was run successfully, and the  
patents were taken over by the leading manufacturers With  
the object of obtaining a valuable by-product in piss of the  

slag produced in this furnace, several patentees (e.g. Hilbert  
and Frank, BWaudot, Bradley and Jacobs, and others) have  
sought to combine the manufacture of calcium carbide and  
phosphorus by using only calcium phosphate and -carbon,  
eflecIing direct redaction by carbon at a high temperature.  

The crude phosphorus is purified by melting under water and  
then filtering through animal black and afterwards through  
chamois leather, or by treating It, when molten, with chromic  
acid or a mixture of potassium bichmmate and sulphuric acid;  
this causes the impurities to rise to the surface as a scum which  
can be skimmed off. It is usually sent on the market in the  
form of sticks, which were at one time prepared by sucking  
the molten material up gloss tubes; but the dangers to the  
workmen and other disadvantages of this method have led to its  
replacement by a continuous process, in which the phosphorus  
leaves the melting pot for a pipe surrounded by water, in which  
It solidifies and can be removed as a continuous rod.  

Properfks.—When perfectly pure phosphorus.ia a white, tτaas-
parent, waxy solid, but as usually prepared it is yellowish owing  
to the presence of the allotropic "red phosphorus," J. B&seken  
(Abs. Jese. Chem. Sec., 1907,  ii-  343, 76ο) Prepares perfectly  
pure phosphorus by heating the crude product with chromic  
acid solution, washing and drying in a vacuum, first at 40°,  
then at 800. It remains colourless in vacuum tubes in the dark,  
but on exposure it rapidly turns yellow. At a5° to 30° C. Iris  
soft and flexible, but it hardens when strongly cooled, and can  
then only be cut with difficulty. The fracture is distinctly crys-
talline; large crystals, either regular dodecahedra or octahedra,  
may be obtained by crystallization, from carbon bisulphide,  
sulphur chloride, &c., or by sublimation. It is a non-con-
ductor of electricity. Its density at 00  is 1.836; this regularly  
diminishes up to the melting-mint, 4.3°, when a sudden drop  
occurs. Molten phosphorus is a viscid, oily, highly refractive  
liquid, which may be supercooled to 3e.° before solidification. It  
boils at 2900, forming a colourless vapour which just about the  
boiling-point corresponds in density to tetratomic molecules,  
P.; at 1500°  to 1700°, however, Blitz and Meyer detected  
dissociation into P, molecules. Beckmann obtained Pe mole-
cules from the boiling-point of carbon biealphide solutions, and  
Hertz arrived at the same conclusion from the lowering of the  
freezing-point in benzene solution; E. Patemb and Nasini,  
however, detected d Ρssodation. Pho'phorus is needy insoluble  
in water, but dissolves in carbon bisulphide, sulphur chloride,  
benzene and oil of turpentine.  

The element is highly inflammable, taking fre Ica mfr at 34°  
and burning with a bright white flame and forming dense white  
clouds of the pentoxide; in perfectly dry air or oxygen, however,  
H may be distilled unchanged, H. B. Baker showing that a trace  
of water vapour was necessary for combination to occur. When  
exposed tο the air a stick of phosphorus undergoes slow combus-
tion, which is revealed by a greenish-white phosphorescence  
arisen the stick is viewed in the dark. This phenomenon  was  

mbaattly'studied by e!e, who found that solutions  In some 
essential else (oil of doves) showed the sane character, whilst  
in others (oils of mace and aniseed) there was no phosphorescence.  
He also noticed a strong garlic like odour, which we non  
knew to be due to ozone. Frederick Slue noticed that the  
luminosity increased when the air was rarefied, an observation  
confirmed by Hawksbee and Romberg, and which was possibly  
the halls of Bemelius's theory that the luminosity depended on  
the volatility of the element and not on the presence of oxygen.  
Lampadius, however, showed that there was no phosphorescence  
in a Torriceflian vacuum; and other experimenters proved that  
Oxygen was essential to the process. It depends on the partial  
pressure of the oxygen and also en temperature. In compressed  
air at ordinary temperature there Is no glowing, but it may be  
brought about by heeling. Again, in oxygen under ordinary  
conditions there is no phosphorescence, but if the gas be hinted  
to s° glowing occurs, as Is also the case if the pressure be  
diminished or the gas diluted. It is also remarkable that many  
gases and vapours, e.g. Cl, Br, I,Nli,, N3O, NO,, 11,5, 50!, CS,,  
CΙ1,, Gdi,, inhibit the phapherescence.  

The theory of this action is not settled. It is certain that  
the formation of hydrogen peroxide and ozone accompany the  
glowing, and in 1848 Schonbein tried to demonstrate that it  
depended on the ozone. Σ. Jungbeisch (Cowepier readue, 190$,  
140, p. 444) suggested that it is due to t άe combustion of an  
oxide more volatile than phosphorus, a view which appears to  
be supported by the observations of Scharf (Zeil. pfιysik. Chem.,  

1908, 62, p. 178) and of L. and E. Bled% (Coasples re. w, reο8,  
147, ). 841).  . 

The element combines directly with the halogens, sulphur  
and selenium, and most of the metals burn in its vapour forming  
phosphides. When finely divided it decomposes water giving  
hydrogen phosphide; it also reduces sulpbuιrοus and sulphuric  
acids, and when boiled with water gives phosp ń ine and hypo-
phosphorous acid; when slowly oxidized under mater it yields  
hypophosphoń c add.  

Allotropic Phorpkorus.—Several allotropic forms of phos-
phorus have been described, and in recent years much work  
has been done towards settling their identities. When the  
ordinary form immersed in water is exposed to light, it gradually  
loses its transparency and becomes coated with •a thin film.  
This substance was regarded as an allotrope, but since it is not  
produced in non-aerated water it is probably an oxide. More  
important is the so-called "rod phosphorus," which is produced  
by heating yellow phosphorus to about a3 ο° for 24 hours in an  
inert atmosphere, or in dosed vessels. to 300°, when the change  
is of ected in a few minutes. E. &opp in x8+. and B. C. Erode  
in 1853 showed theta trace of iodine also expedited the change.  
The same form is also produced by submitting ordinary phos-
phorus to the silent electric discharge, to sunlight or the ultra-
violet light. Since this form dog not inflame until heated to  
above 350°, it is manufactured in huge quantities for consump-
lion in the match industry. The process oonsistsin beatingydlow  
phosphorus in iron pots provided with air-tight lids, which,  
however, bear a long pipe open to the air. A small quantity of  
the phosphorus combines with the oxygen in the vessel, and  
after this the operation is practically conducted in an atmosphere  
of nitrogen with the additional eafety from any risk of e χρlosiοn.. 
The product Is ground under water, and any unchanged yellow  
form is eliminated by boiling with caustic soda, the product  
being then washed and dried and finally packed in tin boxes  
The red variety Is remarkably different from the yellow. It Is  
a dark red microcrystalline powder, insoluble in carbon hire!.  
Abide, oil of turpentine, &c., and having a density of a•z. It is  
stable to sir and light, and does not combine with oxygen until  
heated to above 350° in air or a6o° in oxygen, forming the  
pentoxide. It Is also non-poisonous. When heated in a vacuum  
to 530°  it sublimes, and on condensation forms microscopic  
needles.  

Hittoif's phosphorus Is anοtber coyatslime allotrope formed  
by heating phosphorus with lid in a sealed tube to redraw,  
and removing the lead by boiling the product with nitric and  
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hydrochloric acid. It is also obtained by beating red phosphorus  

under pressure to 58ο°. It forms a lustrous, nearly black  
crystalline mass, composed of minute rhombohedra. G. E.  
Linck and P. MSller (Bee., 1908, 41 , Ρ.  1404) have affirmed that  
the product of the first process always oon τains lead. Ε. Cohen  
and J. Olie, Jun. (Abs. low. Chose. S.c., £909, 1i. 998)  
regard red phosphorus as a solid solution of the white in  
ffittaf's, but this is contradicted by Α. Stook (Der., 1909, es,  
p. 4510). who points out that ordinary red phosphorus melts  
at 6ος°-6 ιο°, whilst Hittorf's melts at 620°i moreover, the  
latter is less reactive than the former at high temperatures.  

Another form was obtained by 1. Schenck (2nd. Ε ιΗτοιλΡιes,  
1905, ii. 117) as a scarlet amorphous powder by deposition of  

solutions of phosphorus in the In-iodide, tribromidcoraulpbide  
(P'S.). It phosphoresces in ozone, but not in air, and is non- 
poisonous; from its solution in alcoholic potash acids precipitate 
the hydride PuS', and when heated it is transformed into the  
red modification. It has been used in combination with  
potassium chlorate as a composition for matches to strike on  

any surface. Finally a black phosphorus was described by  
Th'naxd as formed by rapidly-cooling melted phosphorus.  

Pkompiins
i  ο

retted hydrogen), PR,, a gas formed in the 
putrefaction of organic matter containing phosphorus. was obtainid  
by Gee( 'ι Ανπ., 1789. i.  450) by the action of φta,b 

on up 	 the gas o 	being spontaneously  inilan». 
mabk. Some time later Davy. by beating phosphorousac d, οbtaincd  

bosρbοτetted hydrogen which was not spontaneously inflammable.  

These eases were considered to be distinct until Le Vertier (Ann.  
ibis. ly,.. ι Is). 60, p. 174) showed that the inflamniability of  
Gengembre a pliosphine was due to small quantities of l iquid  
phosphorettεd hydrogen, P,kf' Pho ιρhlnκ may beprrpaxed by the 
decomposition of talcum phdsphide with meter (P , being formed  
simultaneously); by the decosvqiositiOn of phosphorous and hypo.  
pbne'ihorIxss acids when strongly heated; and by the action of aolu- 
dons of the caustic alkalis as ρbοsρhοπιs: Ρj+3ΝeΟH+3%0 ·..  
ΡΗ5+3ΝaΗ5ΡΟ1; hydrogen an P,Hι  are produced at the came  
time, and the gas may be freed from the letter substance by pawing  
into a hydrochloric acid solution of cuprous chloride, and beefing  
the solution, when pure pbosphide i,  liberated (Ribs*, Camµιs  
reedits, 38, ρ. i8ι ). The pure gas may also be obtained by heating  
phosphonium iodide with caustic Potash (A. W. Hofmann, Ber.,  
1871, 4, p. 200); by the dee m '.. t ιοn of crystalline calcium phos  
phide or of aluminium phosphide with water (H. Moissan, BaiL  
see. this,., [899 (3). at. p.26 9; Mat^gnon. C sιρα re τ ides 1900, 130. 

^

1391); and by the reduction of phosphorous add with nascent 

yit 

 
hydrogen. 

 s is colourless, extremely poisonous gas, possessing a character.  
lade ο8ensiνe smell resembling that of rotting Est!. It becomes 
liquid aτ -90°C., and solid at  -ι  C. (K Oiszawski, .Wosais.. ι866,  

7,  ρ 371). It ú only slightly soluble in water, but is readily soluble  
solutions  of copper sulphate, bypohlorous acid and acid  

solutions of cuprous chloride. It burns with a brightly luminous  
8sme, and in spontaneously inflammable at *trout soo° C. When  
mind with oxygen it combines explosively If the mixture  
be under diminishediwessure. and is violently decomposed by  
the halogens. It is also decomposed when hued with sulphur  
or with most metals, in the latter use with the liberation of hydrogen  
and formation of phosphide of the metal. It combines with the  
halide dεrivaτ ises of bore and silicon to form, e.g. Pl,•aΒFs, 
sPHr a SiCls (Beaus. Coin pf s ro idinι  1890, 110, 80, pp. 240, 5 1 6 ; 

 1889qι, I ι3, p. 78), with the halogen acids to form phosplionium salts.  
ΡΗ 'Κ (7C °CI,i#r 1), and with sodammonium and potessammenium  
to form PH5Na, ΡΙ1Κ (Joannis, Compks rendiis,  1894 τ19, p. 557). 
It mistime slowly in sir, and a reducing agent. it  dtcompoeas  
when bested. hydrogen and red phosphorus being fanned.  

Liquid Pkasphorened Hydrogen, P,H., first obtained by P. Τhέnard  
(C.mples reedw, 1844, t8, p. 652) by decomposing calcium phos-
phide with warm water, the products of reaction being then passed  

through a U tube surrounded by a freezing mixture (see also L.  
Gettermauu, Bend  tees, 23, . 1174q). It is a cdourles liquid  
which bo lσ et 57-58 C. It is inoluble in warn, but soluble in  
alcohol and ether. It is very unstable, being readily decomposed  
by beat or light. By passing the products of the decotiipoution of  
calcium phosphide with water over granular calcium chloride, the  
ΚFL gives a sew hydride, Pull. end lhwphine, the former ho  
an odourless, canary-yellow, amorphous powder. When hated  
in a vacuum it evolve hine, and leaves an orange-red residue 

 of a second new byd '  e, Psi,  (Α.  Stock t  W. Βδttchα, and W. 
Lenger Bee., 1909, 42, pp 2839, 28q7, x853/.  

Solid  Piospborelkd Hydrogen, Ρ,H,, first obtained by La Verner  
floe. ssl).i, formed by the .000w of phosphorus ttichlorideow gamous  
phephine (Benson. Comptss medw tip. ρ. 972 ); by the action of  
water on phosphorus di•todide and by the decomposition of calcium 
phosphide with hot t οa ιιιτatιd hydrochloric acid. it is a yellow  

solid, which is insoluble in water. It burns when bted to about  
200° C. Oxidizing agents decompose it with great violence. When  
warmed with akohohc potash it yields gaseous phosphine, hydrogen  
and a hypophoaphite. It reduces slyer salts.  

Pins 	ιeπι Sagm.-Tbe tide ids, PH.C1, was obtained ass cry.'  
talline solid by Ogier (Ccinpaes erodes, I879, 89, p. 705) W com-
bining phosphme and hydrochloric acid gas under a pressure of  
from 1420 atmospheres; it can also be obtained at -so to -35°  C.  
under ordinary atmospheric pressure. It crystallim in urge teens  
parent ashes, but ne · ly dissociates into its constituents on expo τe.  
The bromide, PH r, was first obtained by H. Rose (Ρσ . Axe.,  
1832, 24, p. 51) from pbosphine and hydrobromic acid; it also  
results when phosphorus is heated with hydrobrornk acid to loo-
120° C. in sealed tuba (Dsmolsteu, Dail. sec. dies., 1881, 3,  ρ.  49).  
It crystallizes in colourless cubes, is deliquescent, and often  m8ames  
spontaneously on exposure to air. It is seedily decomposed by water  
sa. d also by carbonyl chloride (Benson. Comylιs rendes, 1896, τττ. p   

►
40): 6 Η 	SHOCi , n IOHCI + 5C0 + 6ΗBr + 2ΡΗ, + 

Fs Hs. 
 s
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P dI first prepared by j Gay-Lessee a (Ann. 
1, p. 14), is usually obtained by the action of  

water on a mixture of phosphorus and iodine (A. W. HoImsiio,  
Be., 1873. 6 p. 286). It is also prepared by the actionof iodine 
• gaseous gaous phosphiπe, or by heating amorphous phosphorus with  
concentrated hydrlodic acid solution to 160°  C. It crystallizes in  
urge cubes andsublimes seedily. it is a strong zeduclng agent  
Water and the caustic alkalis readily decompose it with liberation  
of phosphine and the formation of iodides or hyydriodic acid, It is 

 also decomposed by carbonyl chloride (Beason, lot.  cil.). 
4PΗ'Ι+8CΟCµ ι ι6HCί +8CΟ+Ρ,Ι.+2Π.  

Just as the amines are derived from ammonia, so from phospblne  
are derived the primary, secondary and tertiary organic plioqslilnea  

by the exchange of hydrogen far alkyl groups, sad corresponding  
to the phoWhonium  salts there exists a series of organs:  
nium bases. The primary and secondary pbosphi es are produced  
when the alkyl iodides are heated with phoaphonium iodide and  

zinc oxide to 150° C. (A. W. Hdnmen, Bee., tell,  4, pp  43q  
60^5), thus: aRI +2PHJ +ZnO - aR.PHrm + Zsda+  ,  
ski + PHd -i-  Za0 a R 441411 i- Znls + HA. The reaction  
mixture on treatment with water yields the primaryosphine, 
the secondary  phosphide being then liberated from its hyydriodide  
by caustic soda. The tertiary phosphinea, discovered by L. Th&sard  
Cσsιpfα nadas 5 845, 21,  P  144; ιeq, 25. p 8qa)  are farmed  
together with the quatemary ohosohomam salts) by hemzeg elkyl  

iodides with phosphonium iodide to '8ο°  C.: P d+3 ,Ι-
(CHα),H1 +3111; P(CΗ,)1Η1 + CHsI n Ρ(CH6)d + HI (see also  

Fireman, Bee.,  1897, 30. p. 1088). ηη'hη̂y are also famed by the  
interaction of phosphorus trichlcride and ń oe alkyls (Cahans and  
ιll

o 
 Ass., 1 8857, 104, p. I): τPC4+3 Zn (CaNι),-3ΖιClιt 

 The primary and secondary phosphines are ςoloυτlesa compounds,  
and with the «i.ψι οn of methyl phosphine are liquid at ordinary  
temperature. They possess an unpk ι- ant odour, fume on exposure  
to air, show a neutral reaction, but combine with acids to tam salts.  
They oxidize very rapidly on exposure, in many cases being spon-
taneously inflammable. Oa oxidation with eitιtc add the mimes!  
compounds give moncolkyl ρphh  phinic acids, R•PO(OH)a the 
secondary yielding dń lk Phιφhiπiε acids. RsPO(OH). The  
primary  phosphines art very  weak bases, their saitι with acids  
being readily daccoiposed by water. The tertiary pbospbines are  
characterized by their readiness to pas into derivatives containing  
pentavalent pbosphorus, and consequently they form addition  
compounds with sulphur, carbon bisuiphide, chlorine, bromine.  
the halogen acids and the alkyl halides with great resdisesa.  Oa 
oxidation theyld phosphi ne oxides. R,P'O. The qusternsη 
µhοeρhonίum sails resemble the corresponding nitrogen compounds.  
They are stable towards aqueous alkalis, but on digestion with  
moist silver oxide yield the phospbomum hydtoaides. which are  
stronger bases than the rustic alkalis. They diRer from the o rganic  
ammonium hydroxides in their behaviour when bated,  yielding 
phospbine oxides and paraibn hydrocarbons: R'P.OH-Rs FU+RH.  
The boiling.points of some membets of the series are shown in the  
table;-  - 

Primary. 	 ς, mu,Αsη.  Tertiary.  

Methyl 	: 	. 	. - ι4°  C. a5° C.  40-42°  C.  
Ethyl 	. 	. 	. + τ5•  C. 85aC.  [28° C.  
IιoριοpyΙ 4τ C.  [ι8° C.  
Ieoeutyl 	. 	. 	. 6τ °  C.  i53° C. 215°C.  
Jsoamyl 	. 	. 	. iop° C.  2το-atς°  C. 3οο° C.(?)  

The alkyl phospliinic acids are colourless crystall ine tam 	ds  
which are easily soluble in water and alcohol. They yield two  
spies of salts. viz RHM-P0a and RM,PO ►  (M..metal). The  
dialkyl pbospbiiiic acids are also colourless compo ιιnds, the majority  
of which arc insoluble lo water. They yield only one series of salts,  

Oxides-Phosphorus terms three well-defined oxides, P'Os. P,O,  
and PA),; two others. P,O and P.0, have been described.  

Ph u$war sebasids, P.0, Is said in be termed, mixed with the  
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other amidse,  when the element Is burnt in a limited supply of  alt 
or in pure Oxygen under reduced preemie (E. Jueglench, Abs.  
Jsaτ. Chess Soc., ιgσ, iI. 760, and also wiκn a solution of phυe- 
photos in the trichlonde or trbmmide b 	to tight.. It  Ie a 
yellow or red powder which becomes dark 	on heating; it is stable  
m air and can be heated to 300° without deccmpoeltioii. its ox-
'genus, however, has been denied by A. Stack (Abs. Jew'. Chew.  
Sec., 1910, ii.121). The oxide PTO was obtained byessoB π (Campus  
reads*. 1897..114, pp 763 ; 1901, pp. 132, 1556) by heating it mixture 
of ph spbawm bromide end phosphorus oxychloride in sealed 
tubes 

 

Phos$orni oxide, Ρ,Oι, dIscovered by Sage In 1777 is a tiendoct  
of the limited combustion of phosphorus in air. It may be am.  
veelentiy prepared by panting a rapid current of air over burning  
phosphorus contained in a combustion tube, and condensing the  
product in a metal condenser, from which it may be removed by  
mating the condenser to 9x —6ο (Thorpe and Tutton, Jour.  
Chew. Sac.. 1890, pp; 545. 632' 1891, p. 1019). J1mgθeń ch has  
obtained it by carrying out the combustion with oxygen under  
ieducad gewιε o diluted with an Inert gas. It forms crystals, 

pare apntly monοdinic, which melt at ττ• ss·^ to a clear, celourlees,  
mobile Ιιqumd οfbαrtng-ροιnt173•[ •.Ιtsspermgreνityis -135et Ζ1. 
Vapour density and cryoscopic detenrnmtioe. point to the double  
formula, P.O.. It ύ aompιraeivεηιαblεup t0 too•, but wbenbetted 
sat styled tube to 440 it gives phosphorus and the tetroxide  P.O.. 
it is unaffected by llg,bt when pun, but if phosphorus be element,  
even in minute quantity, It turns yellow and ultimately dark red.  
it oxidizes on exposure to air to the peittoidde, and with a brilliant  
inflammation when thrown into oxygen at 8o-'o. It slowly  
reacts with cold water to fora tihosoboroua acid • but with hot water  
it iienergetically decomposed. i νfήg much red phosphorus or the 
suboxideng formed with anexplonve evolution ofta ικ dy 
inflammable phospbortted hydrogen ;  phosphoric acid n  also w formed.  
With dilute alkalis phoephltes are slowly formed, but with eanen-
tated solutions the decomposition follows the muse course as with  
hat water. With dilonne it gives phos ρhοr1l and " metαpbos-
ρphοrηy.l^  chlorides, the anion being accompanied with a greenish  
dame; bromine gives phosphorus pentabromide and p εntoxidε  
which interact to givephosphoryl and" metaphiispboTyl " firomides; 

 iodine phosphorus di-iodide, ΥΡιΙι, and pentoxide, ΥΡιOs; whilst  
acid gives phosphorus trichiotide and phosphorous  

acid, which interact to form free phosphorus, phosphoric acid and  
hydrecń leric acid, it combines violently with sulphur at tGo °  to  
form gm/00rss ndphoxid' P.0,5.. which tams highly lustrous  
tetragonal plates (alter sublimation), melting at lox and boiling  
at x95°'  it is decomposed by water into sulphuretted hydrogen and 
metapδwpheric add, the lamer changing on standing into ortho.  
phosphoric acid. Sulphur trioxide and sulphuric add oxidize  
phosphorus oxide, giving the pent oxide and sulphur dioxide, whilst  
sulphur chloride. S,Cie, gives phosphoryl and thiophaspńoryl  
chlońdes, free sulphur and sulphur dioxide. Ammonia also reacts  
immediately, giving phosphors diamide, P(O11)(NH,),, and the  
corresponding am teem= salt. Pbopbarous oxide is very poisons  
nod is responsible for the caries set up in the jaws of those employed  
in the phosphorus industries (see below). It is probable, however  
that pure phosphorous oxide vapour Is odourless, and the odouf of  
phosphorus as ordinarily perceived is that d a mixture of the oxide  
with ozone.  

Phosphors* 1 ιΙτοχ dι, P.0',  was obtained by Thorpe and Tutten  
by beating the product of the limited combustion of phosphor us 

 pι wcso as a sublimate of transparent,bighty lustrous. orthorhombic  
crystals. They are highly deliquescent, and form with water a mix-
tine of phosphorous and phosphoric aids: n.0.+3Η10-ΗιΡ0ai-
H ιP0' The vapour density at about 1400•  is 2330, i.e. slightly less 
than that required by W,O. (West, Jour. Chisi. Sm., 1902, p. 923). 

 Phosphoric oxide, or phosphorsu jsoiiszids, Ρ,O,1, formed  when 
phosphorus Is burned in an excess of a ir or oxygen, or from dry  
phosphorus and oxygen at atmospheric Q ιewυre (J ιιπεfloκh,  fat. 
oil.), was examined by Boyle and named Bowen of phosphorus"  
by Μaτp^gref in 1740. It is a soft, flocculent powder, which on  
sublimation forms transparent, monoclinic crystals. It is extremely  
deliquescent, hissing when thrown into water, with which It combines  
to form phosphoric acid. It is reduced when heated with ®rbon  
to phosphorus, carbon monoxide being formed dinultaneoudy.  
Its vapour density at 1400•  ρciatι to the double fcrmula (West,  
lows. Chess. See., 1896, p. 154).  

Oxyotids.—Phosphorus form. several  
arid. H,Ρ01, and hypophosphoric acid. H. sOt or fl,I'(J,, of which  
the anhydrides are linkmen;  unknown;pho.plioroui acid, HIPOs. derived from  
P.O.; monoperpbosphoric and. PI iPO,; pαρhσιρhaίe acid, ΗιΡ,Ot:  
and meta•, ppyytro-^, and ortbo-pboaphonC ac u α, derived from Ρ.Oιs, for  
which see PnoarwATas.  

Ifypopludrphoroiu acid. HP(QH),, d^ uvered by Duloiig in 1816,  
and obtained crystalline by Thomson in 1874  (Bar.,  7,  p  994), is  
prepaid in the form of its barium alt by warming phosphorus  
with barytes water, removing the excess of barytes by carbon dioxide.  
and crystallizing the filtrate. The acid may be prepared by eva ροrat- 
• in a vacuum the solution obtained by decomposing the barium 

 oft with the equivalent amount of sulphuric acid. The acid forms a  
white crystalline mass, melting at ap.' and laving a strong acid  

'e.etlan. Exposure to air gives yξ 	
and  acid. Α 

pborie 
cc a and ra 	 it 	pbospbiae 	φ

pios 
phosphatic ci  gives f 

	̂  characteristic reaction is the formation of a 	precipitate of  
cuprous hydride, Ci}io, when heated with copper  sulphate ,olstioa  
to 6o•. It Ia a monobeak acid forming salts which ere permanent  
in air, but which are gradually oxidized in agree= solution. Oa  
bee ing they yield pbcspbine and lave a residue of pyropbosphate, 
or ta a mixture of me- and pyrophosphates, with  a little 	 a  
They react es rιdu^nyge = 

	
o 

agents. 
Ca 

 boiling with caustic potash 
they

PΛes$ar rs acid, Ρ(υH))ia  discovered by Davy in 1811, may be  
obtained by dissolving its snhydride, P.O„ in cold water; by  
immersing sticks of 	in a solution of copper  sulphate  
contained in awe) 	flask, filtering from the copper sulphide 
and precipitating the sulphuric acid s ιmulteneouλy formed by  
barytes water, and concentrating the solution is sacmro; or by  
passing chlorine into melted phosphorus covered with water, the  
first formed phosphorus tricliloride being decomposed by the wad  
Into phosphorous and hydrochloric acids. It may also be prepared  
by leading a current of dry air into phosphorus trichlor ide at  
and passing the vapou τι into water at o•, the crystals thus formed 

 a vacuum. 
Te

• e

crystals
drained, 

 elt a °. The acid is ee y deliquescent , 
dried in

and oxidizes  
on exposure to air to phosphoric acid. It de οmposes on heating  
into phosphine and phosphoric acid It is an energetic reducing  
agent; for example, when boiled with capper sulphate metallic  
capper is precipitated and hydrogen evolved. Although nominally  
tribasic the commonest metallic salts are dibasic. Organic ethers.  
however, are known in which one, two and three of the hydrogen  
atoms are substituted (Michaelis and Becker. Bsr., 1897, 30, p.1003).  
The metallic phosphites are stable both dry and in solution; w ńea  
strongly heated they evolve hydregen end yield a pyrophoephate,  
or, e.pecially with the heavy metals, they give hydrogen and a  
mixture of phosphide and ppy}%rτ^opphosphate.  

Hy%sophos$oric add, H'P.OI or HsPO,, diseoversd by Seller In  
1877 among the oxidation products of phosphorus by moist air,  
may be prepared by oxidizinli phosphorus in an aqueous solution  
ofppα nitrate, or h9, oxidizing sticks of ρύ^ph οrus under water, 
neutralizing with sodium carbonate, fanning thelead ®It and dm-
posing this with ,ulphuretted hydrogen (1. Cavalier and B. Cornea,  
Abs. !bus. Chews. Soc. , 910, Β. 35). The aqueous solution may 
be boiled without decomposιtioe. but on Concentration it yields  
phosphorous and phosphoric acids. Deliquesαnt, rectangular 
tables of Ι.P,O,χΗ,Ο separate out on concentrating a solution  
in a vacuum, which on drying further give the acid, which melts 

 at 55 ,  and decompose. suddenly when heated to 70° into phosphor.  
oils and metaphosphoric acids with a certain amount of hydrogen  
phosphide. The solution is stable to cxldlzinq agents such as  
dilute hydrogen peroxide and chlorine, butis oxidized by m 

ιπ pεr angaπate to phosphoric acid; it does not reduce salt, of τ 
heavy metals With silver nitrate it gives a white precipitate,  
Ag,P,O.. The seem salt. Na.P,O,• τοΗ,O forms monoclinic prisms 
and in solution is strongly alkaline; the acid salt, Νa1ΗP,0.•9H,0,  
forms monoclinic tablets. The formula of the acid not quite  
definite. Cryoscopic measurements on the sodium salt points  
to the double formula, but the organic esters appear to be derived  
from H,PO, (see A, Roseaheim and Μ. Pń tae, Be.'., iqoS, 41, 2708;  
E. Cornee, Abs.'losr. Chess. See., 1910, ii. 121).  

iioswper$osphoris and prr$osphork acids R,PO, and H'P,OI, 
were obtained by J. Schmldlin and P. Massini (Be., 1910, 43, 116χ).  
The first is formed when 30% hydrogen pci-oxide reacts with phos-
phorus pentoxide or meta- or py τophosphοπ acids ιds at low tempera- 
tures and the mixture diluted - with ice-cold water. The solution 

 is stτυυήy oxidizing, even converting manganous salts to perman-
ganates in the cold, a property not possessed by mo αopeι Iphurlc 
acid. Perohaephorit acid is f when pγrophosphαάu  and is  
treated wit a large excess of hydrogen peroxide.  

JZaioges Cwispoimds.—Ph.spkorus t πβυοrd ι, PP., dlsco*red by  
Davy, may be obtained mixed with the pentaflueride; by direct  
combination of its elements • from the tribromide and arsenic t ή fυor- 
ide (Macivor) ;from the t ń bromide and zinc fluoride, and from dried  
copper pho.phide and lead fluoride (H. Moissan). It is a colourless ]  
non-fuming gas, which gives a colourless, mobile liquid at -te  
and ^o atmospheres; the liquid boils it -9e and solidifies at -lee 
(Μoismπ, Corn pies resdss; 1904,138, p.789). it does net burn in air,  
but explodes, under the action of a fame or the electric spark,  
when mixed with half its volume of oxygen, giving the oxylluoride,  
POP.. It Is slowly decomposed by water giving hydrofluorie and  
phosphorous acids, or, in addition. Bnorphosphorous and, HPF,.  
It has no action on glasa in the add, but when hated it gives pha•  
phorus and silicon tetrafuorida Phos$oras ρααα (warid ι,  PF„ 
discovered by Thorpe (PVoc. Roy. Sac, 1877, 25, p• 122), may be  
obtained by burning the trdluoride in fluorine, from the pent.-
chloride and arsenic tri&soride and from the t τifluoride and bromine,  
the first formed flvorobromide, PF,Bi-,, decomposing  into the penta-
bromide andpeiitafluoride: 5ΡΡ.Βq-3ΡF,•}ιΡΒrι• it 'is a 
colourless gas 4*  times heavier than air, and liquefies at 15' under  
40  atmoaphcias, solidifying when the pressure is diminished. It  b 
Incombustible and extinguishes flame. It fumes in moist air and  

quickly decomposed by water giving hydrofluoric and pńaspheco  
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acids. It does not disaocfate on heating as do the pentachloride  
and pentabi'omidc, thus indicating the, existence of pentavakut  
phosphorus in a gaseous compound; dissociation, however, into  
the trifuonde and free fluorine may be brought about by induction  
sparks of 150 to 200 mm. in length. It combines directly with  
ammonia in the proportion 2 ΡF1:5 H,, and with nitrogen peroxide  
at -10° in the proportion PF.:NOS Phoajshοrws Ιriβluσισdsώ Ιοτids,  
PF,CI1, prepared from chlorine and the tń fluońde, is a pungcnt-
smelling gas, which at 250°  gives the pedtachloride and fluoride.  
The ιι ί  υοιοd ίbromid ι (see above) is as amber-coloured mobile liquid.  
Ph,sphoryl tr ιβι wrids, POF,, maybe detained by exploding 2 volumes  
of phosphorus tń fluorile with z volume of oxygen (Moia'an, 1886);  
by heating a parts of finely-divided cryolite and 3 parts of phosphorus  
pentoxide(Thorne and Iamb , Jose. Chem. d  1889, ρ. 759);  
or from phosphoryl chloride and zinc fluoride at 40 to 50°. It is a  
colourless fuming gas, which liquefies under ordinary pressure at  
-5ο°, and under a pressure of ι atmospheres at ι6° ; it may be 
s4idified to a snow-like mass. Water gives hydrofluońc and phos-
phoric acids The corresponding sulphur compound, tluophosphoryl  
fluoride PSF,, obtained by hating lead fluoride and phosphorus  
pentasuiphide to 200°, is a colourless gas, which may be condensed  
to a clear transparent liquid. It spontaneously inflames in air or 
oxygen; αnd when the gas is issuing from a'et into air the flame is 
greyish green, with a faintly luminous. and yellow tip; the flame  
is probably one of the coldest known. The combustion probably  
follows the equation PSF5+O,=PFs+50,, the trilluoride at  
a higher temperature decomposing according to the equations: 
ΙΟΡΙ1+5Ο,=6ΡFs+τΡsΟι, 2PFs+Os - 2ΡΟF , the complete re-
action tending to the equation; , οΡSFs+ τ SΟs=6ΡFι4•τΡιΟs+  
τοSO,. The gas dissolves in water on shaking; PSF,+4Hi Ο m  
/,S+Η,IΌ '+3ΗF, but is more readily taken up by alkaline  
solutions with the formation of fluoride and thiophosphate: PSF+  
6ΝαΟΗ - Νe;Ρ5Ο,+3ΝaF..Heated in a glass tube it gives silicon  
fluoride, phosphorus and sulphur, PSF5<PF,+S; 4 ΡFs+3Si0i-
3SiF.+ Ρ.+30ι. Electric sparks give at first free sulphur and the  
tń θυοride, the lath at a higher temperature splitting into the  
pentafuoride and phosphorus. With dry ammmomua it gives am-
monium fluoride απd a compound Ρ(ΝΗt) :̂,SF. 

ldo^ Phosphorus trscde or phosphorous chloride, PC1, di'ttνeτw by  
Gay-Luse αnd Thlnard in 1808, is obtained by passing a slow  
current of chlorine over heated red phosphorus or through a solution  
of ordinary phosphorus in carbon disulphide (purifying in the latter  
case by fractional distillation). It ia a colourless, mobile liquid of 
specific gravity 1.6128 at o °  and boiling-point 76°. With chlorine  
it gives the pentachloride PCIs, απd with oxygen when hued phos-
phoryl chloride, POCI5. Water gives hydrochloric and phosphorous  
acids, with separation of red phosphorus if the water be hot. When  
led with hydrogen into liquid ammonia it gives ΝΗ:ΡNI5, which  
on elevation of temperature gives Ρ,(ΝΗ), (Joannis, Comptes rend as,  

1904,  13 p. 364). By submitting a mixture of phosphorous chloride 
and hydrogen to an electric discharge A. Benson and 1' Fournier  
(Comps readi's, 1904, 350 p. 1o2) obtained phosphorus dichloride,  
PιC15. as ■ colourless, oily, strongly fuming liquid, freezing at  
-28° and boiling at 180' with decomposition. With water it gave  
phosphorous acid and a yellow indefinite solid. It decomposes  
slowly at ordinary temperatures Phosphorus flea ids, PCI,, 
discovered by Davy in 1810 and analysed by u 1D o gain 1816, is  
formed from chlorine αnd the tńchlonde. It is a straw-coloured  
solid, which by fusion under pressure gives prismatic crystals. It  
sublimes when heated, but under pressure it melts at 148, giving  
a normal vapour density, but on further heating it dissociates into  
the trichloride and chlorine; this dissociation may be retarded by  
vapourizing in an atmosphere of chlorine It fumes strongly in 
moue air, giving hydrochloric acid and phosphoryl chloride,POCIs;  

with water it gives phosphoric and hydrochloric acids.  
Ρhοsρkoryl 5ridderide or phos$oiiu oxyckloride, l'OCI,, correspond-

ing to phosphoric acid, (Ηφ5PΟ, discovered in 1847 by Wurtz,  
may be produced by the action of many substances containing  
bydroxy groups on the pentachloride; from the trichloride απd  
potassium chlorate; by leaving phosphorus pe ntoxide in contact  
with hydrochloric acid: 2 ΡsΟ,+3HCl=PΟC1s+3ΗΡΟi; or by  
heating the pentechloride απd peutoxide under pressure: 3PCI5 i-
Ρ,Ο'-5ΡΟC1,. It is a colourless liquid, boiling at ιο7•τ , and  
when solidified it melts at ο.8°. Water gives hydrochloric and  
phosphoric acids; dilute alcohol gives monoethyl phosphoric acid,  
C,H''H'PO', whilst absolute alcohol give methyl phosphate,  
(C,Hs)5Ρ Oι Pyrophos$oryl chloride, F50'CI. corresponding to 

ph pvroosphon ε acrd, was obtained by Geuther  andφMichaεlis  
n., 187', 4, ρ. 766) in the oxidation of phosphorus trichloride with  

nitrogen ρeroxide at low temperature; it is a colourless fuming  
liquid which boils at plout 212° with some decomposition. Witte  
water it gives phosphoric and hydrochloric acids Thiuphospkoryl  

chloride, l Cl,, may be obtained by the direct combination of sulphur  
with the trichloride; from sulphuretted hydrogen and the pests-
chloride; from antimony trisulphide α nd the pentachlońde; by heat-
ing the ρentasulρhide with the pentachloride; and by dissolving phos-
phorus in sulphur chloride and distilling the solution: 2 Π+3λClr-
4S+τΡSCΙι It is a colourless mobile liquid, boiling at 125• ί °  
απd having a pungent, slightly aromatic odour. It is slowly decom-
ooted by water giving phosphoric and hydrochloric seeds, with  

'ulpburetted hydrogen; alkalis form a th[opbaphate. ag. PS(OK)a  
and a chloride.  

Phosphorus bibromide, PBn, prepared by mixing solutions of its  
elements in carbon disulphide and distilling, is a transpareat, mobile  
liquid, boiling at 1773 and resembling the trichloride chemically.  

The dvnlabrom,ds, PBr., which results from phosphorus and sa  
excess of bromine, is a yellow solid, and closely, resembles the pents-
chloride. The bιomochloι idι PCIiliri, is an Orange-coloured solid 
formed from bromine and the trichloride, into which components  
it decomposes at 35°.  Phos/shoryl Iribromid', POBe, is a solid,  
melting at 4455 and boding at '95 °. Thiophosphoryi bromide, PSBr.,  
ebtained after the manner of the corresponding chloride, forms  
yellow octahedra which melt at 38 °, and have a penetrating, ere-
mitic °dour. With water it gives sulphur, sulphuretted hydrogen,  
hydrobromic, phosphorous αnd phosphoric acids, the sulphur αnd  
phosphorous acid being producedbγ the interaction of the previously  
formed sulphuretted hydroeen and phosphoric acid. s  
lklobromids, (ΡΒιsS)S, and melaphosbhoryl Ihiobrosid ι, k$ilr, sic  
also known.  

Phosphorus forms three iodides. The subiodide, Pd,' was ob  
tabled by It Boulough (Compks rend us, 1905, τ4τ, ρ. 256), who acted  
with dry iodine on phosphoros dissolved in carbon disuiph ide'  

with alkalis it gives P.(ΟΗ). The di-iodide and t ń -iodide are formeil  
similarly; the first is deposited  as orange-coloured  prisms which melt  
at Ito° to a red liquid (see Doughty, Jour. Amer. Chem. Sea., 5905,  
27,  ρ» 1 444), whilst sat the second forms dark-red hexagonal plates  
which melt at 55S°.  

Sel$ides mid lliw-ocids.-Phosphorus and sulphur combine  
energetically with considerable rise of temperature to form sulphides.  
The researches of Α. Stock (Be,., 1908, 41, ρρ. 558, 457; 1 42,p. 
2062' 1910, 43, pp. 150,  414)  show that three exist, I^Sτ, f .S, PsSs. 
The first isprepared by heating red phosphorus with finely powdered  
sulphur in a tube sealed at one end απd filled with carbon dioxide.  
The product  i,  extracted with carbon disulphide and the residue  
distilled in carbon dioxide It forms light yellow crystals frets 
bensene, which melt at 1725° and boil at 407'-408 with slight decoin-
position. Alkalis give hydrogen απd phospbine. The second,  
PAS,, is obtained by heating a mixture of red phosphorus and sulphur  
in the proportions given by Ρ.S,+S % PSι, and crystallizing from  
carbon disulphide in which ΡS5 is readily soluble. soluble. It forms small, 
slightly yellow pń sms, which melt at 310 and boil at 523°. The  
third, or pentasulphide, P,S., was obtained as a substance resembling  
flowers of sulphur by A. Stock and K Thiel (Bet., ‚905. 38, R 27 19; 
1910, 43, p. '223), who heated sulphur with rhos herus in carbon 
disulphide solution with a trace of iodine to 120 -'30°. It exists  
in two forms, one having the formula PSs. and the other a loon  
molecular weight. With liquid ammonia it gives ΡnSr7 NΗ,, which  
is a mixture of ammonium iminotnithiophospbate, P(SNHJ.: ΝΗ,  
αnd ammonium nitrilodithiophosphate, P(S HdiiN. Water con-
verts the former into ammonium thiophosphate, ΡΟ(SΝΙ4.J I4,Ο,  
whilst the latter heated to 300° in a vacuum gives thiophc'pbaric  
nitrite, NIPS (Stock, (bid., 1906, 39, p.  1967). 

Thiophosphates result on dissolving the pentesulphide in alkalis.  
Sodium monothiophos hate, Na5PSOe ιτΗ.O, is obtained by adding  
one Ρ,Sι to six NaOIl, adding alcohol, dissolving the precipitate in  
water and hating to qo°. On cooling the salt separates as white  

six-sided tablets. Sodium dithiophosphate, NasPS ιOr ι11110, is  
obtained by heating the above solution only to 5o°-55°, cooling and  
adding alcohol, which pratp hates the dithio salt. On heating it  
gives the monothio salt. Sodium trithiophosphate appears to be  
formed when the pentesulphide acts with podium hydrosulphide  
at 20°. AU thiophosphates are decomposed by_acids giving sulphur.  
etted hydrogen αnd sometimes free sulphur. They also act in many  
cases as reducing agents.  

Nilrnge, Compounds.-Phosphoruspentachloride combines directly  
with ammonia and the compound when bested to redness lines  
ammonium chloride and hydrochloric add and gives phospbas.  
ΡΝ1Η p a substance first described by Davy in 181. It is a white,  
infusible, very stable solid, which decomposes water on hating,  
giving ammonia αnd metaphosphoric acid, whilst alkalis give  
an analogous reaction. With methyl and ethyl alcohols it forms  
secondary amines (Vidal, Coin pies rend us, '89' '12, p.950;  0892, 115, 
p. 123). The diamide, PNIH.. was obtained 1.y Hugot (bid.,  t9os, 
141, ρ. 1235) by acting with ammonia gas on phosphorus tń hromide 
or Irs-iodide at -70'; it is very unstable, απd decomposes at -25'.  
Phosphorus combines with nitrogen and chlorine to form sevcral  
polymeric substances of the general formula (PNCI) z, where z may  
be ',3,4, 5. 6, 7, or is;  they may be obtained by heating the peals'  

chloride with ammonium chloride in a sealed tube and separating  
the mixture by fractional distillation (I. N. Stokes, Amer. Ciese. Jean  
'898, το, p 740; also see Benson and Reset. Coin pies readat. 1906, ;7,  
ρ. 143). The commonest form is ΡαΝ5CI,, a crystalline solid. insnlu  
in water, but soluble in alcohol απd ether. Several phoapboamidcs  
have been described. The diamide, P0 ( ΝΗ5)(ΝΗ). resultswhent be  
pentachlońde is saturated with,ammonia gas and the first formed  
chlorophosphamide. ΡCls(ΝΗ5),. is decomposed by water. The  
triamide, PO(NHJ,, results from ammonia and phosphorus oxy-
chloride. Both these compounds on heating give pbospbomosamkfc,  
ΡΟΝ, of which a polymer ( ΡΟΝ), had been described by Oddo  
(Gary. rhis h al., 1899, 29(t), p. 330). Stoke (A ma. Chem. Jeer . 
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r893 150  £j&"894, t6. pp. 123, 159) llas &limbed ΡΟ(OH)1ΝH, 
and 1") OΗΧΝΗ,)n whilst iht compound PO(OH)NH was αbtained  
by Seim (daa., 1857, 103. pρ.. 1681 by acting with ammonia on the  

ρ
m Numerous other nitrogen compounds have been  

The atomic weight of phosphorus was determi πεd by I)vnelies,  
Pliouze, Jacquelin, Dumas, Schrrootter. Brodie and van der Plants.  
More recent are the investigations of G. Ter Gazarian (4ompt rend..  

0909. 148, p. 139) on hydrogen osphide, which gave the value 
38906, of en  G P. Banner and C.. Jones (!oars. Amer. Clem So e.,  
0910,32, ρ. 298) on silver phosphate, which gave the value  3to.(. 

Thenspeidics. —The phosphorus used in the British pharma.  
copoeia is obtained from calcium phosphate, and is a waxlike  
non-metallic substance soluble in oils and luminous in the dark.  
There are various medicinal preparations. In young animals  
phosphorus has a remarkable influence on the growth of bone,  
causing a proliferation of the jelly-like masses and finally  a 
deposit in them of true bony material. Owing to this influeαΡe  
it bas been used in rickets and osteomalacia. Its most a fetivc ' 
use, however, is as a nerve tonic in paralysis agitans, locotnotor  
stasis, impotence and nervous exhaustion. In some skin  
diseases such as psoriasis, chronic eczema and acne indumta,  
phosphorus is very useful, and eases of diabetes mellitus and  

lymphadenoma have improved under some of its compounds.  

The hypophesphiiea have been recommended in pulmonary  

aIfcctiona, being said tο act as free phosphorus without being  

irritant, and the glycero-phoaphates are certainly useful t ο  
stimulate mietabolism. Dilute phosphoric acid is used as a  
gastric sticuulsiit. It does not resemble phosphorus in its  
pliysiologicnl action and cannot be used to replace it.  ' 

Fsmcdegy.—Poisonous amounts of phosphorus ere frequently  

taken or administered, criminally or accidentally, it being easily  
aαesαible tο the public in the form of matches or of vermin  
pastes. They may have been swallowed several hours l*foce  

symptoms of acute poisoning show themselves, with nausea  

and vomiting, ands burning in the ostophagus, stomach and  

abdomen. The important thing is to prevent the absorption  
of the poison, so emetics and purgatives should begivegat once.  

Sulphate of copper, in doses of 3 to 5 gr., freely diluted and  
repeated every few minutes forms the harmless, black phosphide  

of copper, which is rapidly eliminated by the kidneys. The  

stomach may be washed out with warm vats and then with a  
a% solution of permanganate of potash, an enema of the same  
solution being given. The old French oil of turpentine is the  
best antidote to use in phosphorus poisoning, delaying the toxic  

effects; but ordinary oils are not only useless but harmful.  
When some time has elapsed before treatment and the phos-
phorus has become absorbed, the organic degenerative changes  

cannot be easily controlled. For the chronic form of industrial  
poisoning in the manufacture of lucifer matches--a form of  
necrosis, known in England as "phossy jaw" and in France as  
"ma! rkimigse," a localized indammalory infection of the  
perioateum, ending with the death and exfoliation of part of  

the bone—see M πτca.  
ΡΗΙΥΠΙ7S (c. 820-891), patriarch of Constantinople (858-867  

and 878-886). From his early yeas be displayed alt extra.  

ordinary talent and appetite for knowledge, and as soon as be had  
completed his own education he began to teach with distinguished  
success grammar, rhetoric, divinity and philosophy. The way  
tο public life was probably opened for him by the marriage of  
his brother Sagius to the princess Irene, sister of Theodore, who,  
upon the death of her husband Theophilus in $42, had assumed  

the regency of the empire. Photius became captain of the guard  

and subsequently first imperial secretary. The dissensions  

between the patriarch Ignatius and Bardas, the uncle of the  

youthful Emperor Michael ICI., brought promotion to Photius.  
Ignatius was arrested and imprisoned (Nov. 858), and upon  
refusing to resign his ο ιe was illegally deposed, while Photius,  

although a layman, received all the necessary sacerdotai orders  
within sir days, and was installed as patriarch in his piece.  
Ignatius, continuing to refuse the abdication which could 'alone  
have given Photius's elevation a semblance of legality, was  
treated with extreme severity. His cause was aubsequeatly  
espoused by ]Pope Nicholas ins manner highly οffeneive 1p the  

independent feeling billie Eastern Church. Photius felt himself  
the champion of Eastern Christianity against Latin pretensions;  
and when in 863 Nicholas finally anathematized and deposed  
him, he replied by a eeiuitcr.excominuaicatioii. Meanwhile, the  
situation was suddenly changed by the murder of Photius'.  
patron, Bardas, by order of the emperor Michael, who was  
himself ass ininated by his colleague Basil in the following year  

1867). The fall of Photius immediately ensued; he was removed  
from his office and banished about the end of September 86,  
a few days after the accession of Basil, and Ignatius was  
reinstated on the 23rd of November. About 876 Photius was  
suddenly recalled to Constantrnople and entrusted with the  
education of Basil'i children. On the death of  Igtatiue, 
probably in October 878, Photius, after a decent show of reluc-
tance, again filled the patriarchal throne, lie then proceeded  
to .beam the formal recognition of the Christian world. In  
November 879 a synod was convened at Co ttentinople. The  
legates of Pope John VIII. attended, prepared to acknowledge  
Photius as legitimate patriarch, a concession for which Joke  
was much censured by Latin opinion. He stood firm however,  
as the other two points which had long hem enatesteri between  
the Eastern and Western Churches, the a cdcsiast ίcel jurbdkction  
over Bulgaria and the introduction of the " fil ńoque " clause  
into the creed. He disowned his legates, who had shown a  
tendency to yield, again excommunicated Photius, and thus  
aroused the open hostility which ńas never been appeaied to  
this day. Strong in the support of the council, P hotlua simply  
ignored 1dm. At the height of gory and success he was suddenly  
precipitated from his dignity by another pal αικ revolution.  
After the death of Basil (886), his son and successor Leo, who  
had formerly been deνοted to Photlus, but in recent years  
displayed great batrcd towards him, deprived him of his office  
and banished him to the monastery of Bordi in Armenia From  
this time l'botius disappears from history. No letters of this  
peńod'of his life ere extant, which leads to the inference that his  
imprisonment was severe. The precise date of his death  is 
not known, but it is said to have accursed 0n. the 6th of February  
891.  

For long after Fhodna'a death his memory was held in no special  
honour by his countrymen. But when, in the crusading age, the  
Greek Church and state were alike in danger from Latin encroach-
ments. Photius became a national hero, and is at present regarded  

as little short of a saint. To this character he has not the least  

pretension. Few men, it L probable, have been more atrociously  

calumniated; but, when every specific statement to his prejudice  
has been rejected, he still appears on a general review of his actions  

worldly, ctafty and unscrupulous. Vet he shows tq no little sdvan.  

use as an ecclesiastical statesman. His firmness was heroic, his  

sagacity profound and tar-seeding; he supported good and evil  

fortune with equal dignity; and ha fall was on both occasions due 
to revolutions beyond his control In erudition, literary power,  

and force and versatility of intellect he far surpassed every contem- 
m  
The moat Important of the works of Photius is his renowned  

Bibhe'iuos or Uyń 0biblos (ed. L Bekker, 08r;- ι8τ5s), a collection  
of extracts from and abń dgtnents of 280 volumes of classical authors  
(usuhily cited as Codices), the originals of which are now to a great  
extent lost. The work is specially rich in extracts from historical  

writers. To Pbotiva we are indebted for almost all we possess of  
Cteτias, Memnon, Conde the lost books of Diodents Siculus, and the  
lost writings of Arriaa. Τheοlogy and ecclesiastical history are also  
very fully represented, but poetry and ancient philosophy are almost  

entirely ignored. It seems that he did not think it necessary to deal  
with those authors with whom every well-educated man would  

naturally be familiar. The literary criticisms, generally distin-
guished by keen and independent judgment, and the excerpts,  

vary considerably in length. The numerous biographical routes  

are pr0bably taken from the work of Hesychius of Mtletus. The  
Lexicon (A4l,'ow ti ωνωτι ), published later than the BiMioIlaea. was  
probably in the main the work of some of his pupils. it was intended  
as a book of reference to facilitate the reading of old classical and  

sacred authors, whose language and vocabulary were out of date,  

The only MS. of the Lexicon Ls the Codes Galeanus, formerly to the  
crossession of Thomas Gale (q.s.), and now in the library of Trinity  
College, Cambridge (ad. S. A. Naber. 1864. with Introduction on the  
authorities, critical commentary. and valuable indexes). His most  

important theological work is the A mphikdisa. a collection of some  
300 questions and answers on diλficult points in Scripture addressed  
to Amphilechivs, archbishop of Cyrtcus (ed. Sophocles Οεεοnetnes, 
Athenη 0853). Other similar works are his treatise le four boob  
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meshed the U__'b.... and %micas. and his controversy with  
the Latins on the Prccomioir of the Holy Spirit. H,. Ep isi s,  
political and private, addressed to high church and state dignitaries,  
are valuable lot the light they throw upon the character and v α-
sαtility of the *xitac (ed. J. Vaente, London, 1864). A hrae  
number of his apaches and homilies have been edited by  
Aeistarches ( τpooi. The oniy complete edition is Biahop Malou's 
in Mig^ s p 

. 
$rneca, cl-cu. R. Reifzeustein (Des Αή/σσΖς  

des Lexlkoai des P hatiiu, 907) has published a hitherto-une dited  
MS. a utaining numerous fragment. from various verse and prose 

 authorL 
After the allusions in his own writings the chief contemporary  

authority for the life of Photius is h υ̂ bitter enemy Ν ίcetas the  
Paphlagonian, the biographer of his rival Ignatius. The standard  
modern work is that of Cardinal HezyenrOther, Flintier, Patriarch 

 sot CsasΙαιιώωρd (1867-1869). As a dignitary of the Roman  
Catholic Church, Cardinal HergeurOther is inevitably biased against  
Photius as an ecclesiastic, but his natural candour and sympathy  
with ioteikctual eminence have made him just to the man.  

See also article by F. Katteabriseb iii Herzog-HaucYs Reel-  
Μ fir ρτοΙυιασίίκlκ Tlieokgie (1904). containing full  

hibliogeaphical details; J. A. Fabricius, Bibiioti'cu papa, x. 670-
776, xi. 1-37 ; C. Krumbacher, Cuuhk/de der byrastirnschee Li:term:sr,  

pppp.. 73 η9 5 1 5-^ι4 (απd ed.,1897) ; J. E. Sandy., Iliztsry of Cfassiced  

Scbaia ιιsiip (and ed., ι9oδ).  
ΡΗΟΤΟΜΒΜ Β RΥ (Cr. ode, light, and " CbemietIy u),  in  

the widest sense, the branch of chemical science which deals  
with the optical properties of s υbstanc and their relations to  
chemical constitution end reactions; in the narrower sense it is  
concerned with the action of light en chemical change. The  
fast deboitlon includes such aubjects as refractive and dispersive  
power, miour, iluorucence, pboapbormcence, optical isomerism,  
spcctZoIcopy, &c.-'ubjecta which are dented under other  
headings; hero we onlydiscu s the subject mattered the narrower  
definition.  

Probably the earliest ρbοtochemial Investigations were  
associated with the darkening of certain silver sets under the  
action of light, processes which were subsequently utilized  in 
photography (q.v.). At the came time, however, it had been  
observed that other chemical changes were regulated by the  
access of light; and the first complete study of such a problem  
was made by J. W. Draper in 1843, who investigated the combi.  
nation of hydrogen and chlorine to form hydrochloric acid, a  
reaction which had been previously studied by Gay-Lussac and  
TLenerd. Draper concluded that the first action of sunlight  
consisted in producing an allotrope of chlorine, which sub-
.cquenily combined with the hydrogen. This was denied by  
Bunsen and Resets in 1857;  and in 1887 Pringsbdm suggested  
that the reaction proceeded in two stages: H'0+ Ci tes Cl,O+ Hs,  
2H,+C1io=HIO+ZHC1. This view demands the presence of  
meter vapour (H. B. Baker showed that the perfectly dry gases  
would not combine), and also explains the period which elapses  
before the reaction commenced (the " ρhοtochemi l Induction"  
of Bunsen and Roacoc) as taken up by the formation of the  
chlorine monoxide necessary to the second part of the reaction.  
The decomposition of bydriodic add into hydrogen and iodine  
was studied by Lemoie. in 1877, who found that 80% decom-
posed after a month's exposure; he also observed that the reac-
tion proceeded quicker in blue vessels than in red. A broader  
investigation was published by P. L. Chroming in x878, who  
found that the red Sys generally oxidized inorganic compounds,  
whilst the violet reduces them, and that with organic compounds  
the action was entirely oxidizing. These and other reactions  
suggested the making of ectinometers, or instruments for  
measuring the actinic effect of light wawa. Tbemostimportant  
employ silver salts; Eder developed a form based on the  
reaction between mercuric chloride and ammonium oxalate:  
aifgCla+ (ΝH4), C,Os-. rHgCI+ a ΝΗ4CLf-.COs,. the extent  
of the decomposition being determined by the amounts of  
mercuroua chloride or carbon dioxide liberated  

The article Ρnoτοcaarav (q.s.) deals with early investigations  
on the chemical action of light, and we may proceed here to  
modern work on organic compounds. That sunlight accelerates  
the action of the halogens, chlorine and bromine, on such com-
pounds, Is well known. John Davy obtained phosgene, COCI,,  
by the direct combination of chlorine and carbon monoxide is  
sunlight (see Weigert,'iss. d. Phis., 1907 (iv.), 24, N-  55):  

chlorine combines with ń alf fte volume of meά ιαne ea$,dvely  
in sunlight, whilst in diffused light it substitutes; with toluene  
it gives benzyl chloride, Csf'CΗ3C1, in sunlight, and chloetolucne,  
C'Ηs(CΗ),C1, in the dark; with benzene it gives an addition  
product, C.HsClu  in sunlight, and substitutes in the dark.  
Bromine deports itself eimilaxly, substituting and forming  
addition products with unsaturated compounds more readily  
in sunlight. Sometimes isomczization may occur; for instance,  
Wislicenus found that angelic add gave dibromangelic acid in  
the dark, and dibromtigiic add in sunlight. Many substances  
decompose when exposed to sunlight; for example, alkyl iodides  
darken, owing to the liberation of iodine; aliphatic acids (especi-
ally dibaaic) in the presence of amnia oxide lose carbon dioxide;  
polybydric alcohols give products identical with these pmdue.d  
by fermentation; whilst aliphatic ketones give a hydrocarbon  
and an add.  

Among aromatic compounds, beuzaldebyde gives a trfmerk  
and tetrameric benzaldehyde, benzoic add and hydrobenzoin  
(G. L. Ciamician and P. Silber, Alef. R. Mead Liscei, rgo9);  
in alcoholic solution it gives hydrobenzoin; whilst with nitro-
benzene it is oxidized to benaoic acid, the uitrnbcnzene suffering  
reduction to nitrosobeatene and phenyl-hydro τylamίne; the 
latter isonterlzes to ortbo- and para-aminophenol, which, in  
turn, combine with the previously formed benzoic acid. Simi-
lady aoetophenone and benzophenone m alcoholic solution give  
dimethylbydrobenzoin and betsopinacone. With nitro cam-
pounds Such and inhere concluded that those containing a  

•CfI• side group in the ortho position to the .N0 1  group were  
decomposed by light. For example orlbo.nitrobenuldebydc in 
alcoholic solution gives nitrosobenaoicestσ and 22' aaoxybenroic  
acid, with the intermediate formation of nitrobcflxaldebyde-
diethylacetsl, NOrGHr•CH(OC,H1)t (E. Bomberger and F.  
Elga., Ants. 19co, 37!, R 3 19). Bomberger also investigated  
nitrosobensene, obtaining azoxybeuseue as chief product,  
together with various aso compounds, nitrebenaene, aniline,  
bydroquinone and a resin.  

For the pbotochemlstry of diaxo derivatives see Ruff and Stein.  
Bar., 5901,3$, P.  x668, and of the terpenea see G. L. Ciandcian and  
Ρ. Silber, Bar.,1907 and 2908.  

Light is also powerful is producing Isomerization and pdY-
merIzation. Isomerization chiefly appears in the formation  
of stable stereo-isomers from the labile forms, and more rarely  
in inducing red isomerization or phototiopy (Marckwsld, 1899).  
Μ examples we may notice the observation of Chattaway (loans.  
Chen. S.c..1906, 89, ρ. 462) that many phenylbydrsxonct  
(yellow) change into are compounds (red), of M. Pathan and F.  
Groziani (AIJi. R. Ac'ad. Lj,icef 5909) on the β-naρhthylhydra-
zones (the u-compounds are not phototropic), and of A. Sealer  
and F. G. Shepheard (lows. Chem. Sm., 1909, 95, ρ. 1943) on  
the arylideaa and naphthylidene-amines, which change from  
yellow to orange on exposure to sunlight. Light need not ad  
in the same direction as heat (changes due to hit may be  
termed βιεινι irορiή . For example, beet changes thee form of  
benzyl-β-am ίπoαoιοnnic ester into the βΡ form, whereas light  
reverses this; similarly bat and light have reverse actions with  
'sτ-diphεnyiethylεα, CH5:C(CsH')s (R. Stoermer, Bar., z pop, 4:,  
p. 4865); the change, however, is in the same direction with  
Senier and Shepheard's compounds. With regard to polyme τi-
utioη we may notice the production of benzene derivatives  
from acetylene and its homologues, and of tetramethylenes  
from the olefins.  

Tbary of Phoioderslcal Adioir.—Mtbough much work has  
been done in the qualitative-and quantitative study of photo-  
chemical reaction relatively little attention has been given to  
the theoreticel Cxplanadon of these phenomena. That the  
solution was to be found is an analogy to electrolysis was  
suggested by Grotthus in 1818, who laid down: ( τ) only these  
rays which are absorbed can produce chemical change, ( τ) the  
action of the light Is analogous to that of a voilaic cell; and he  
✓egarded light as made up of positive and negative electricity.  
The brat principle received early acceptance; but the develop.  
meet of the second is due to W. D. Baneroit who, ins series of  
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papers in the b usseS of Pkysled Cbmisby far 1908 and too9,  
has spplitd it generally to the reectious imde' oo σsideration.  
Any elcctinlytic action demands ■ certain minimum electro-
motive force; this, however, can be d ό 'kd. κΡd by suitable  
depolarizers, which generally act by combining with a product  
of the decomposition, Similarty, in some photochemical  
reactions the low electromotive force of the light is sufficient to  
induce decomposition, but in other cases a depoiarises must be'  
present. For example, ferric chloride in aqueous sciatica is  
unchanged by light, but m alcoholic solution reduction to ferrous  
chloride dccurs, the liberated chlorine combining with the  
alcohol. In the same way Bancroft showed that the aolvent  
media employed in photcflrsplIlc plum act as depolariseca.  
The same theory explains the action of sensitlxes, which may  
act optically or chemically. In the fist use they are substances  
having selective absorption, and hence alter the sensitivity of  
the system to emtalii rays. In the second case there are no  
strong absorption bands, and the substances act by combining  
with the decomposition products. Bancroft appfied his theory  
to the explanation of pńotochendul oxidation, and also to the  
chlorination and brominatien of hydrocarbons. In the letter  
case it is supposed that the halogen produces lens; if the positive  
ions are in excess side chains are substituted, if the negative the  
nucleus.  

Standard tomtisra are. M. Eder, Ησω ίfred der Piσtoηa 
tel. pt. 2(5006)1 H. W. Vogel, Pkokdesiue (590e). An account  of 
theac on 	ńµen organic εσmpounds is given in A. W. Seswart, he   

&game ( m ιέ  6y (ιpo8).  
PHO'TOGIIAPHT (Gr. *le, light, and yρ&jeσ, to  write), 

the acience and art of producing ρicturea by the action of light  
en chemically prepared (aesaitised) plates or films.  

Sirkr υ.  
It would be somewhat didicult 10 fix a date when what we now  

know as "photographic action" Was fast recorded. No doubt  
the tanning of the skin by the sun's rays was what was Sτst  
noticed, and this is as truly the effect of solar ra diation as is  
the darkening of the sensitive paper which is now in use in  
photographic printing operations. We may take it that K. W.  
Scheele was the first to investigate the darkening action of  
sunlight on silver chloride. He found that when silver chloride  
was exposed to the action of Lig ń t beneath water there was  
dissolved in the fluid a substance which, on the addition of  
lunar caustic (silver nitrate), caused the precipitation of new  
silver chloride, and that on applying a solution of ammonia to  
the blackened chloride an insoluble residue of metallic silver was  
left behind. He also noticed that of the rays of the spectrum  
the violet most readily blackened the silver chloride. In Scheele,  
then, we have the first who applied combined chemical and  
spectrum analysis to the science of photography. In 179a  
J. Seiiebier repeated Scheele's experiments, and found that in  
fifteen seconds the violet rays blackened silver chloride as much  

as the red rays did in twenty minutes.' In ι798 Count Rumford  
contributed a paper to the Pbilesophfed trawrsadiosre entitled  
"An inquiry concerning the chemical propeTttea that have  
been attributed to light," In which he tried to demonstrate that  
all effects produced on iietailic solution could be brought sheet  
by a temperature somewhat less than that of boiling water.  
Robert Harrup in xgoa, however, conclusively showed hi  
Nice%Olson ι Journal that, at all events, salts of mercury were  
reduced by visible radiation and not by change of temperature. 

 In ιΠοι we some to the next decided step in the study of  
photographic action, when Johann Wilhelm Ritter (1776- τδto) 
proved the existence of rays lying beyond the violet,and fouqd  
that they bad the mower of blackening ailm chloride. Such a  
discovery naturally gave a direction to the investigations of  
others, and Thomas Johann Seebeck ( τ77o-τ83 t) (between  
1802 sad s 809) and, in i 8 τ s, Jacques Etienne 136ra ιd (τ78g-2869)  
turned their attention to this particular subject, eliciting valuable  
information. We need only mention two or three other uses  

' it may bare be remarked that had be used a pure spectrum he  
would have found that the red rays did not blacken the material  
io the slightt sit degrέe.  .  

where the infuence of light was noticed at the beginning of the  
ipth century. William Hyde Wollaston observed the conversion  
of yellow gum seeksum into a green tint by the violet rays, and  
the restoration of the colour by the red rays—both of which are  
the eliect of absorption of light, the original yellow colour of  
the gum absorbing the violet rays, whilst the green colour to  
which it is changed absorbs the red rays. Sir Humphry Davy  
found that puce-coloured lead oxide, when damp, became red  
in the red rays, whilst it blackened In the violet rays, and that  
the green mercury oxide became red in the red rays--again  
an example of the necessity of absorption to effect a molecular  
or chemical change ins substance. U. R. Τ. Le Bouvier  
Desmorties in s8οι observed the change effected -  in Prussian  
blue, ind Carl Wilhelm Utdell= road the mien of the two  
ends of the spectrum on phosphorus, a research whIch Jelm  
William Draper extended farther in America at a later date.  

To England belongs the honors of first producing ■ photo-
graph by utilising Scbeele's observations on divot chloride.  
In June τ8οz Thomas Wedgwood ( τ77τ-τ8οs) published in tie  
J0.,.01 of the Royal Institution the paper--" An account of a  
method of copying paintings upon glass and of making profiles  
by the agency of light upon nitrate of silver, with o bservations  
by H. Davy." He remarks that white paper or white leather  
moistened with a solution of silver nitrate undergoes no change  
when kept in a dark place, but on being exposed to the daylight  
it speedily changes colour, and, after passing through various  
shades of grey and brown, becomes at length nearly black. The  
alteration of colour takes piaα more speedily in proportion as  
the fight is more intense.  

" lπ the direct beam of the sun two or three minutes are sufficient  
to produce the full effect, in the shade a veral hours are requleed,  

and light transoititted tbrοugh differene00106 ed glasses acts upon  
it with different degrees of intensity. Thus it is found that red  
rays, or the common sunbeams pained through red glass, have very  
little action op it; yellow and green are more effκscions, but brae 
and violet light produce the most decided and emeriti decta."  

Wedgwood goes on to describe the method of using this  
prepared paper by throwing shadows on it, and laferenIiaily  
by what we now call "contact printing." He states that be tint  
been unable to Sx his pints, no washing being sufficient to  
eliminate the traces of the silver salt which occupied the noel-
posed or shaded portions Davy in a note states that he has  
found that, though the images formed by an ordinary camera  
&becum were too faint tο print out in the solar microscope, the  
images of small objects could easily be copied en such paper.  

" in comparing the effetts οdυced by light upon merlate of  
silver (silver chloride) with those upon the nitrate it seemed evident  
that the muriate was the more susceptible, and both were more  
readilγ acted upon when moist than when dry—a fact long ago knows.  
Even m the twilight the colour of the moist muriate of silver, spread  
upon paper, slowly changed from white to faint violet; though under  
dmilar  drcamstaooes no fntermeλ.ace  alteration  was produced  
upon the nitrate.Nohiag but a method of preventing the 
unshaded pare of the delineations from being coloured by exposure  
to the day is wanting to render this process as useful as it is elegant."  

In this method of preparing the paper lies the germ of the  
silver-printing processes of modern times, and it was only by the  
spread of chemical knowledge that the hiatus which was to render  
the " process as useful as it is elegant" was filled up—when  
sodium thiosulphate (hyροsυlphite of soda), discovered by  
Fτanςois Chaussier in 1799, or three years before Wedgwood  
published his paper, was used for making the print permanent.  
Here we must call attention to an important observation by  
Seebeck of Jena in xllzo. In the Parbevdrkre of Goethe be says:— 

"When a spectrum produced by a properly constructed prism lx
thrown upon moist chloride of sliver pa per it the printing be con- 
tinued for from fifteen to twenty minutes, whilst a constant position  
for thespetsnm jamaintained by any means, l observe the following.  
la the violet the chloride is a reddish brown (sometimes more violet.  
sometimes more blue), and this coloration extends well beyond the  
limit of the violet; in the blue the chloride takes a clear blue tint,  
which fades sway, b.eoinlng lighter in the green. In the yellow 

 I usually  found the chloride unaltered ; sometimes, however. it had  a 
light yellow tint ; in the red and beyond the red it took a roar or lilac  
tint. Tbis image of the spectrum shows beyond the red and tile  
violet a region more or less light and uncoloured. This is how the 
ducοmpoώ tia of die silver chloride is seen in this ,egion. liegomi  
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the brown bued, ... which was produced in the violet, the silver  

chloride was coloured a grey-violet for a distance of several inches.  
In proportion as the distance from the violet increased. the tint  
became lightet. Beyond the red, on the contrary, the &hlondv  
teak a feeble red tint for a considerable distance. When moist  

chloride of silver, having received the action of light foe a time,  

is exposed  to the spectrum, the blue and violet behave as above.  

in the yellow and red regions, on the ether hand, it is found  

that the silver chloride becomes paler; . the pails  acted upon  

by the red rays and by those beyond take alight coloration."  
This has been brought forward by J. M. Eder as being the first  

record we have of photographic action lending itself to production  
of natural colours. This observation of Seebeck was allowed t ο  
lie fallow for many years, until it was again taken up• and  

published as a novelty.  
The first to found a process of photography which gave  

pictures that were subsequently unaffected by light was Nic&-
phore de Niepce. His process, which he called provisionally  
"hkliographie, dessins, et gravure,," consists in coaling the  

usface of a metallic plate with a solution of asphaltum iu oil  
of lavender and exposing it to a camera image. He recommends  

that the asphaltum be powdered and the oil of lavender dropped  
upon it in a wine-glass, and that it be then gently hewed Α  
polished plate is covered with this varnish, and, when dried, is  

ready for employment in the csmeTa. Mier requisite exposure,  
whirls is very beg indeed, a very faint image, requiring develop-
ment, is seen. Development is effected by diluting oil of  
lavender with ten parts by volume of white petroleum. After  
this mixture has been allowed to stand two or three days it  
becomes clear and is ready to be used. The plate is placed in a  
dish and covered with the solvent. By degrees the parts  
unaffected by light dissolve away, and the picture, formed of  

modified ssphaltum, is developed. The plate is then lifted from  

the dish, allowed to drain, and finally freed from the reinsining  
solvents by washing in water. Subsequently, instead of using  

on of lavender as the asphaltum solvent, Niepce employed an  
animal oil, which gave a deeper 0olour and more tenaaty to the  
gurface-IlIm.  

Later, Louis Jacques Mandk Daguerre (1789-1851)  and Niepce  
used as a solvent the brittle residue obtained from evaporating  
the oil of lavender dissolved in ether or alcohol—a transparent  
solution of a lemon-yellow colour being formed. This solution  
was used for covering gnus or silver plates, which, when dried,  
could be used in the camera. The time of exposure varied  
somewhat in length. Deguerrc remarked that "the time  
required to procure a photographic copy of a landscape is from  
seven to eight hours, but single monuments, when strongly  
lighted by the sun, or which are themselves very bright, can be  
taken in about three hours." Perhaps there is no sentence that  

illustrates more forcibly the advance made in photography from  

the days when this process was described. The ratio of three  
hours tο ι- yth οΙ a second is a fair estimates! the progress made  

since Niepos. The development was conducted by means of  
petroleum-vapour, which dissolved the parts not acted upon by  
light. Asa rule silver plates seem eο have been used, and  
occasionally glass; but it does not appear whether the latter  
material was chosen because an image would be projected  
through it or whether simply for the sake of effect. Viewed in  
the light of present knowledge, a more perfectly developable  
image in half-tone would be obtained by exposing the film  

through the bock of the glass. The action of light on most  
organic matter Is apparently one of oxidation. In the rase of  
asphaltum or bitumen of Judaea the oxidation mouses a hardening  

of the material and an insolubility in the usual solvents. Hence  
that surface of the film is generally hardened first which first  
feels the influence of light. Where half-tones exist, as in a  
landscape picture, the film remote from the surf.= first receiving  

the Image Is not acted upon at all, and remains soluble in the  

solvent. It is thus readily seen that, in the case of half-tone  

pictures, or even in copying engravings, if the action were not  

continued su$fcientty long when the surface of the film farthest  
from the glass was first acted upon, the layer next the glass would  

in some pieces remain soluble, and on development would be  
dissolved away, catrymy the top layer of hardened resinous  

matte with it, end thus give eh, to 4 ωρeιfeet pleurae. In  
csrbon.printing development from the back of the exposed film  
is absolutely essential, since it dependa on the same principles  
as does heliography, and in this the same mods of p εoceduτe ίs  
advisable.  

It would appear that Niepre 	his researched as early es  
z8i'. but it was not till 1827 that he had any success with recount-
ing. At that time he communicated a paper to Dr Bauer of Kew,  

the secretary of the Royal Society of London, with "a view to its  
presentation to that sciety. Its publication, however, was um—  
vented bemuse the mrocses, of which examples were shows, was a  
secret one. In an authentic MS ropy of Nipce's " M έmoire,"  
dated " Kew lc 8 Dkccmbre τ8η," he says lhst "ii' his framed  
drawings made on tin the tom is too feeble, but that by the use of  

chemical agents the tom maγ be darkened." This shows that  
Niepce was familiar with the idea of using some darkening medium  
even with his photographs taken on tin plater.  

Dagaerreodype.—We have noticed in the joint process of  
Daguegs and Niepce that polished silver plates were .used, and  
we know from the latter that amongst the chemical agents tried  
iodine suggested itself. Nadine vapour or solutign applied to  s 
silvered plate would cause the formation of silver iodide on those  
parts not acted upon by light. The removal of the resinous  
picture would live an image formed of metallc silver, whilst  
the black parts of the original would be represented by the darker  
silver iodide. This was probably the origin of the daguerreotype  
process. Such obserνere as Niepee and Daguerre, who had  
formed a partnership for prosecuting their researches, would  
not have thus formed silver- iodide without noticing that it  
changed in colour when exposed to the light. What parts  
respectively Daguetre end Niepce played in the δeνebpment  
of the 'daguerreotype will probably newer be known with  
absolute accuracy, but ins letter from Dr 1lmaer to Dr J. J.  
Bennett, F.R.S., dated the 71h of May 1839, the former says:—

"I received a very interesting letter from Moms. Isidore Niepce,  
dated istb March (about a month after the pobliratiso of the  

daguerreotype peen *, and that letter fully 	'ma what f suer  
potted of 	erre's manaovrea with paw Nickpbore, but Mr  
Isidore observes that fοι the present that fetter might be considered  
confdential"  

Dr Bauer evidently knew more of "poor Nic€phore's w  work  
than most people, and at that early period he clearly thought  
that an injustice had been done to Niepce at the bands of  
Daguerre. It should be remarked that Nic€phore de Nicpce  
died in 1833, and a new agreement was entered into between  
his son Isidore de Niepce and Daguerre to continue the prosecu-
tion of their researches It appears further that Niepce com-
municated his process to Daguem on the th of December sS,9.  
At his death some letters from Daguerre and others were left  
by him in which iodine, sulphur, phosphorus, &c., are  
mentioned as having been used on the metal plates, and their  
sensitiveness to light, when thus treated, commented upon.  
We are thus led to believe that a great part of the success in  
producing the daguerreotype is due to the elder Niepce; and  
indeed it must have been thought so at the time, since, on the  
publication of the process, life-pensions of been francs and gaoo  
francs were given to Daguerre and to Isidore Niepce respectively.  
In point of cbrοnοΙοgγ the publication of the discovery of the  
daguerreotype process was made subsequently to the Talbot-
type process. It will, however, be convenient to continue the  
history of the daguerreotype, premising that it was published on  
the 6th of February 1839, whilst Talbot's process was given to  
the world on the ath of January of the same year.  

Daguerreotype pietotes were esiginally tales on -el Ινω.ρlated  
copper, and even now the silvered surface thus prepared nerves  
better than electzo-deposited silver of any thickness. An outline  
of the operations is as follows. A brightly-polished silver plate is  
cleaned by finely-powdered pumice and olive ail, sad then by  
dilute nitric acid, and a soft ball is employed ro gIve is a brilliant  
polish, the slightest trace of foreign matter or stern being fatal to  
the production of a perfect picture The plate, thus prepared, is  
ready for the Iodizing f iodine are 
scattered over a saucer. covered withgar  Over this the plate  
is plated, face dow*wards, resting on supports, and the vapour  
from the iodine is allowed to form upon its surface of silver iodide  
It is essential to note the colour of the surface-formed iodide at its  
several sages,  the vszying colour being due to intedeteaw colour,  
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tensed by the different 	of the ndmataly thin film of 
iodide. 	stage of ms=imum aenet(veness b obmlaed when  
it  is of a golden mange colour. in this state the plate is withdrawn  
and removed to the dark slide of the camera, reddy far em ime).  
Α plan frequent* adopted to give an evrn film of iodide cuss to  
mcurare a card with iodine and hold the plates short distance above  
the rand. Lang expasu.w were required, varying in tabs from three  
to thbty minutes. The length of the exposure was evidently a  
aneW of iutWmtnt.  most ρartiepΙιry an ovst.expoarre introduced  
an evil which was culled ' ephemmerrs," but which was in reality  
due to the chidaιiοn of the imlide by prolonged mmοsure to  fight. 

As a matter of history it may be remarked that thndrvdoprnent  
of the imageby mercury vapour is acid to be due to a chance dir  
covery of DagueTre. It appene. that for some time previous to the  
poblhcs.tmn of the dagυeιτeοιγρ method he had been experimenting  
with iadi tl dive' plates, ιndυcing loses by what wooed now be  
celled the "prmtrng out genessa  Thia oowatieus involved en  
long an exposure that he sought some means of reduciag it by the  
application of different reagents. Having on one occasion exposed  
such a piste to a camera-image, he auxidentally placed it in the dart  
in a aipbeardcontainiσg various chemleals,,and found after the 
lo
p ecτss of eιdtaustioa he arrived d  at  thee fact 	that it emr 

 image 	
s 	BY  q 

vapour, which even at ordinary ttmperaturcs volatilizes, that had  
cased thus intenaillc'tiofl of the almost invisible camera-image.  
it was this dimes/lc),  that etmbled the cepeauron to be very consider  
ably shortentd from those which it was feundramematy to give is  
mere camera-pń ah rig.  

The development of the image was effected by placing the.exposcd  
plate over a slightly heated about 75°  C.) cup of mercury. The  
vapour of mzecmy condensed on timse places where the light had  
acted in an almost exact ratio to the intensity of its action. This  
produced a picture in an amalgam, the vapour of which attached  
itself to the altered silver iodides Proof that such was the case  
was subsequently afforded by the fact that the mercurial image  
could be removed by heat The developing box was so constructed  
that it was possible to examine the picture through a yellow glass  
window whilst the image was being brought out. The next opera-
tion wee to fa the picture by diming it in a solution of hyposulphite  
of soda The barge produced by 106 method is se delleate that  it 
will riot 

 bear 
 the  .Iighteat handling, and has to be protected from  

The fast great Improvement m the daguemantype process  
was the resenaftiaing of the iodized film by bromine vapour.  
John Frederick Goddard published hia account of the use of  

btoeninn in conjunction with iodine in 1846, and Α. F. J. Claudέt  
('797-1867) employed a combination of iodine and chlorine  
vapour in 184. In 1844 Dagmtro published bus Improved  
method of preparing the plates, which is in melity hued on the  
tae of bromine with iodine. That this addition points to  
additional sensitiveness will fie •readily nnderateod when we  
tetmrk that es-called iriatanlaneorlt pictures of yachts 'us full  
sail, and of large size, have been taken on piateaso prepared--a  
feat which is utterly impossible with the Original process at  
described by Demesne. The next improvement in the procere  
was teeing or gilding the image by a solution of gold, a practice  
introduced by H. L. Fsxeau. Gold chloride is mixed with  
bypossilpiritaof soda, and the le ailed prate, besting a sufficient  
quantity of the fluid, is warmed by a epsift-lamp until the τa  
quired vigour is given to the image, as a consequemee of which it  
is better, ansi in meat lights. Needy all the daguerreotypes  
extant have been treated in this mann er, and no doubt their  
peimanmbe lain a greet measure due to this opeVation: lmtgn  
of this clest can be copied by taking electrotypes frees them,  
as shown by Sit W. R Grove and others. These roproduttiona  

see admirable in every way, and furnish n proof ' that the  
daguemean image is a relief.  

Fox-To16of Prauss.—In January 1839 Fox Talbot described  
the first of his ptoaατε , photogenic drawing, in a paper to  the  
Deed Seder,. lie stamen thetbabehan experimenting in 1834,  
and that in the solar mibaoacoph he obtained an outline of the  

object to be depicted in full mmeline in half it secaad. Be  

published in the I' ksga} igl Magenke full details of his  
method. which (»misted essentially inaoaking paper racemes=  
alt; bnahing eme side ody of it with aheiκ a s e % solution d  
salver nitrate in Water, and drying at the fire. Fox Talbot  
stated that by repeating the alternate 'waabes of. the silver and  

mit—always ending, however, with the he mer ' greater τemi-
tivmιεns was attained. This is the same is every respect Is the  
.ambled premised by Wedgwood in dear but, when we onus  

to the next omens, which he called " calotype " or " beautiful  
picture," we have a distinct advam. This proceas Talbot  
protected by a patent in 584'.  

it maybe buiell  described at tire Application of silver iodide to  a 
paper  support. ulI selected paper was brushed over with a  
mimics of silver nitrate (ion genius to the ounce of distilled water),  
and dried by the fire it was then dipped into a solution of tas-
s hm iodide (500 grains being dissolved in a pint of water), where it  
was allowed to stay two or three minutes until silver iodide was  
formert in this state the iodide is scarcely sensitive to light, but  
is .ensitized by  brushing "gallo-sitrate of silver" over the surface  
to which the mlver nitrate had been first applied. This" gallo-
nitmte " is merely a mixture, consisting of coo grains of silver nitrate  
dissolved in t οz. of water, to which in added one-sixth of its volume  
of acetic acid, and immediately Were applying to the mere an equal  
bulk of a saturated solution of gallic acid in water. The prepared  
surface is then ready for exposure in the camera, and; aftr a short 
insulation,  lation, develops itself In the dark, or the development maybe  
hastened by a fresh application of the " mine-nit πte of silver." The  
picture is tlim fixed by washing it in elan water and drying slightly 

 en blotting paper, after which it is tented with a solution of potr  
sium bromide, and again washed and dried. Here there is no menuoo  
made of hyposulphite of soda as a fixing agent, that having been  
first.used by Sir J. Herschel in February  1840. 

Ina strictly historical attire it ought to be mentioned that  
development by means of gallic acid and silver titratb was first  
known to Rev. J. B. Reade. When impressing images in the solar  
microscope he employed gallic  acid and silver in order to render  
more sensitive the silver chloride paper that he was using, and he  
accidentally (aced that the image could be developed without the  
aid of light. The Priority of the diatovery was claimed by Fox  

Talbot; and his claim was sustained after a lawsuit, apparently on  
the ground that Reade's method had never been legally published.  
Talbot afterwards made many sight improvements in the process.  
in me of his patents be aeeogmses the value of the proper fixing of  
his photogenic drawings by hypoaulpbite of soda, and also the  
production of positive prints from the calotype negatives. W ς  
pass over his application of albumen to porcelain and its subsequent  
treatment with iodine vapour as also his application of albumen  
in which silver iodide was held in suspension to a glass plate, since  
in this he sae preceded by Niepce de ha Victor en 1848.  

Alb m rss Process ow Giart.—It was a decided advance when  
Niepct de St Victor, a nephew of Nfofphore de Niepee, employed 

 s glass piste sod coated it with iodised albumen. The originator  
of this method did not meet with much success. In the hands  
of Βlangart Evraτd it became more practicable; but it was  
carried out in Its gi'atost perfection by G. Lw Gray.  

The outline of the opentlons is as follows: The whiten of the  
fresh eggs ere mixed with about one hundred grebe; of potassium 

 iodids about twenty grains of potassium bromide end ten gmn  
of coinmoti salt The mixture is teen up into a froth and stated  
to settle for twenty-fact hours, when the dear liquid is decanted  aB. 
Α circular pool of albumen is pound on a glass pare. and a straight  
ruler (itrends being wrapped with waxed paper to prevent its edge  
from touching the piste anywhere epee pt at the margins) is draws  
over the.plate, sweeps off the excess of albumen, end s lsaeiog 
an even film. The pate is first allowed to dry spon taneously, a 
final heating being given to it in an oven or bdore the fire. The heat  
hardens the albumei, and it becomes insoluble and ready for the  
silver nitrate bath. One of the difficulties is to prevent cryatall us..  
don of the salts held in solution, and this can only be.eeacted by  
keeping them in defect ether than in excess. The plate is sensitized  
for five minutes in a bath of silver nitrate, acidified with acetic acid,  
and exposed whilst still wet, or it may be slightly washed end again  
dried and eχpafed whilst in its desiccated state. The image ηΡ  
developed by gallic acid in the usual way.  

After the application of albumen many modifications were  
introduced in the si ιape of starch, serum of milk, gelatin, all of  
which were intended to hold iodide as situ on the prate; and the  
development in every ease seems to have been by gallic  acid. 
At one time the waxed-paper process subsequently introduced  
by Le Gray was (,great favourite, Paper that bad been made  
tra^suαnt by white wax was immersed in a solution of potas•  
slum iodide until impregnated with it, after which it sum send-
tired in the usual way, development being by gallic acid. 'In  
Images obtained by this process the high lights are represented  
by metallic silver, whilst the shadows are translucent, Such  a 
print is celled a "negative." When diver chloride paper  ό  
darkened by the passage of net through a negative, we get the  
highest lights represented by white paper and the shadows by  
darkened chloride. Α print of this kind is called a "positive."  

Ca.kdisn P,scw.—A great impetus was gIvan to photography  
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in t8ςο, on the introduction of coliodion (4•s.), a very eosvereit  
vehicle en accoιmt of the facility with which the plates are  
prepared, and also because it is a substance as a rule totally  
unaffected by silver nitrate, which is not the rase with other  
organic substances. Thus albumen forms a definite silver  
compound, as do gelatin, stuck and gum. The employment of  
collodion was first suggested by Le Gray, but it remained for  
Frederick Scott Archer of London, closely followed by P. W. Fry,  
to make a really practical use of the diacovery. When collodiasiia  
poured on a glut plate it leaves on drying a bard tra>bparent  
film which under the microscope is slightly reticulated Before  
drying, the film is gelatinous and perfectly adapted for holding 

 its elite salts soluble in ether and alcohol. Where such salts  
are present they crystaΛiαe out when the film is dried, hence  
such a film is only suitable where the plates axe reedy to be  
immersed in the silver bath. As a rule, about five grains of the  
moiuble gun-rotten are dissolved In an ounce of a mixture of  
equal parts of ether end alcohol, both of which must be of low  
specific gravity, •725 and .805 respectively. If the alcohol or  
ether be much diluted with water the gun-rotten (pyroxylin)  
precipitates, but, even if less diluted, it forms a film which is  
" erapey" and uneven Such was the material which Le Gray  
proposed and which Archer brought into practical use. The  
opaque silver plate with its one impression was abandoned; and  
the papa support of Talbot, with its inequalities of grain and  
thickness, followed suit, though not immediately. When once 

 a negative bad been obtained with collodion on a glass plate—
the image showing high fights by almost complete opacity and  
the shadows by transparency (es was the case, too, in the celotype  
process)—any number of Impressions could be obtained by means  
of the silver-printing process introduced by Fox Talbot, and they  
were found to possess a delicacy and refinement of detail that  
certainly eclipsed the finest print obtained from a calotype  
negative. To any  one who had practised the somewhat tedious  
ealotype process, or the waxed-paper promm of Le Gray with  
its still longer preparation end development, the advent of the  
collodion method must have been extremely welcome, since it  
effected a saving in time, money and uncertainty. The rapidity  
of photographic action was much incased, and the production  
of a diflerent character of pictures thus became possible  

We give as outline of the proeedme. A glass plate is carefully  
cleaned by a detergent such ass clam of trine!: powder and spirits  
of wine (to which a little ammonia is often added), then wiped with a  
soft rag, and finally polished with a silk handkerchief or chamois  
leather. Acollodiuii containing soluble iodidisand bromidesis made  
to 8owover the plate, all e=eess beingdiaind off when it is covered  
A good standard formula for the ceΙlodlοπ is-fl grains of dyrnry Ιiη  
5 as. of alcohol, 5  or. of ether; and in this liquid are dissolved 24  
grains of aesmoitium iodide, s grains of cadmium iodide and a grains  
at cadmium bromide. When the collodion is set the plate  is 
immersed in a bath of silver aitraea-"n vertical farm being that  
mostly used in England, whilst a horimntal dish is used on the con-
tinent of Europe—a good formula for whioh is yςo grains of ailvtt  
shtrate with so c. of water. The plate is steadily lowered into this  
safeties, and moved in it until all the repellent action between the  

aqueous solution of the silver and the solvents of the collodion is  
removed, when it Is showed to rest fora couple of minutes, after  
which period it is taken out and placed In the dark slide ready for  
exposure in the camera. After undergoing proper exposure the plate  

withdrawn, and in a room lighted with yellow light the developing  
solution is applied, which originally was a solution cl pyrogallic  
acid in water restrained in its action hi the addition of antic  acid. 
One of the old formulae employed by P. Η. Delammte was 9 grains  
of pymallic acid, s clinch= at glacial antic acid and y cx. of  
water. The image gradually appears after the agplication of this  
solution, building itself up from the silvermtratecfngiog to the film,  
which is reduced to the metallic etas by.  degrees. Should the 
duty be insufficient a few drops of silverolt τat are added to the 

 pryogallic acid solution and the developing ^ action continued.  
In 1844 Robert Hunt introduced another reducing agent, which  

is still the favourite, viz, ferrous sulphate. By its use the time of 
 meesessy exposure of the plate is reduced and the image develops  

with great rapidity. A sample of this deνeΙορίng solution is 20  
grains of fvrous sulphate, so mini[hs of antis acid, with i ox. of  
wax. This often leaves the Image thinner than requisite for  
the formation of a good print, and it is intensified with ργιοgellic  
acid and silver. Oki et Intensifiers are used to increase the depoait  
on a plate by mans of mercury or uranium, followed by ether  
mimic * to mill furtbar darken the double miii farmed en the  film. 

Such insοιιi vhιa a.emshale an be applied to the bulge after the 
pew is isedι which is den by a moenstrated minion of hyyppo-o-  
wdphite of soda or bypotassium 	 the letterhaving been 
first introduced by Mar and 	Á 	

sett ha 
Antoine Augustin Gaudin in  

0353 Ls Lumebu, >prIl 23,  I ). Twenty-five grains of potaidum  
cyanide to one ovum of water is the strasgib of ibaulniioa  sausfly  
employed. The Faction of both theseages is to firm with  
the .e dtiκ du of Ave double hyρeιι4ρhites as cyanide' which  
are salable in water and mit The utility of omids m theedbdien  

‚roesas 
 

seems so have been reeognised in its earliest days, Scott  
Archer (1832) end R. J. Bingham (i8po) both mentioning it. We  
notice tń is, ‚Inc. as let, as 1866 a patunti·ight in its use ws sought  
to be sainted in Αmerio; the potent bang ta4a out by Jams  
Cutting in July ι8s4.  

Pailise Pidwes by fit Cdedioi. Proesss.—In the infancy  
of the collodion peones it was shows by Horne that a negative  
image afoid be made to assume the appearance of a positive  
by whitening the metallic dive deposit. This he effected by  
using with the pyrogailic acid deνείορα a mall quantity of  
nitric acid. A better result was obtained by P. W. Fry with  
ferrous sulphate and ferrous nitrate, whilst Hugh Diamond gave  
effect to the matter ins practice way. F. Scott Archer used  
mercuric chloride to whiten the image To Robert Hunt,  
hewers, must be rewarded the audit of noticing the action of  
this salt on the image (Phil. Traaz., ι843). The whitened picture  
maybe made to stand out against black velvet, or beck varnish  
may be poured over the film to give the necmmzy black back-
ground, or, more recently, the positive pictures may be  produced 
on japanned iron plates (1: rrotype Mats) or on Japanned lather.  
This menu is still occasionally practised by itinerant photo-
graphers.  

Moir: Colkdiks Ph σατs.—It is aeon that for the suceussfnl  
working of the collodion process it was necessary that the piste  
should be exposed very shortly after its preparation; this was  
a drawback, irresmuds as it necessitated taking a heavy equip-
ment into the field. In 0856, Sir William Crookes and j. SpIller  
published in the Phikrso$icd Magesisu a process whereby they  
were enabled to keep a film moist (so as to prevent ay ι1 .Πiτativa  
of the silver nitrate) several days, enabling plates to be prepared  
at holes, exposed in the field, and then developed in the deck  
room. The plate was prepared in the usual may and a edutioe  
of zinc nitrate and dues nitrate in water was nude to flow over  
it. The bygruenop'c nature of the sine melt kept audiclent  

moisture on the plate to attain the desired end.. Various  

snodifuntimm in procedure have been made.  
Dry ?klan—It world appear that the first experiments with  

collodion dry pitta were due to Matc Antoine Augustin Gaudin.  
In La Lrmiitrs of the sand of April and the nth of May 1854  
he describes his researeha on the question; whilst in F.ngLnd  
G. R. Muirhead, on the 4th of August r8g4, stated that  
light acts almost as en αgetically on a dry mice as on 4  
wet after ell the liver baa been washed away from the former  

previous to desk:Wien. j. M. Taupenot, however, seems to  
have been the first to use a dry-plate prαes that was really  
workable. Wu originai plan was to coat a plate with οοlΙοdioo,  
sensitise it in the ordinary manner, wash it, mouse a aolation of  

albumen to flow over the m=faor, dry it, dip it in a bath of liver  
nitrate acidified with =sic acid, and wash and dry it again.  
The plate was then in a eo'sdition to be exposed, and wasto be  

developed with pyrogailic add and silver. In this method we  
have

e b a  d 
double manipulation, 	 is which long in execution, Ιbο gb 

perfectly 
 

A gent advance was made in all diy.plste processes by the  
iotredudioa of whet is known is the " alkaline developer,"  
which is, however, inapplicable to ail plates on which silver  
nitrate is present in the free state. The deveLpera previously  
de ribεd, either for collodion or From processes, were dependent  
on the reduction of metallic diver by some such agent as fmoim  
sulphate, the reduction taking plan gradually and the reduced  
particles aggregatingon these po τtίaos of the film which had been  
acted upon by light. The action of light being to reduce the  
silvα iodide, bromide or chloride,_these reduced psrtids really  
acted as nuclei for the crystallised metal. It will be evident  
that in such a method of devdopssstt the oral l ισ sti.w4is1  
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25 fins.  
Sodium sulphite 	- 	. . 	. 	30 	.,  
Sodium carbonate 	. 50 	,  
Potassium bromide . 	. . 	. 	+ 	„  
Water 	. 	. . 	1000  

This is a one-solution developer, and acts eiingeckally.  

Mend Deulopxr.  

Solution A.  
Meld . 	. . . . . . 	s parts.  
Sodium sulphite . . 	. , 	18 	, 
Water 	 loo  

• 	Solution Β.  
Sodium carbonate  . . _ . 	6 parts.  
Potassium bromide 	. . . 	' τ „  
Water 	. . . . . . . 	ion  

Foe  use,  take one pert of A to from  ι  to  3  parts of Β.  
Amidol De αlopn.  

Amidol  	3 φτt,.  
Sodium sulphite  	aeo ,,  
Potassium bromide 	. . 	 ι to 3 „  
Water 	  τoσo  
This developer τεrequire, no addition d alka li.  .  

0ml Desdopsr. 	
So

, . 
 Α.  

Oetnl 
Sodium σvabiισlphite . .  	r7

1^ 

Water 	  1000 „  
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acts at distances relatively greet compared with the dianwtti'  
of the molecules themselves. Ιf it were possible to reduce the  
altered ρartides of silver salt it was plain that devekipment would  
be more rspid. and also that the number of molecules reduced by  
light would be smaller if the metallic silver could be derIved from  
silver compounds within shorter distances of the centres of  
molecular attraction. Alkaline development accomplished this  
to a very remarkable :tent; but the method is only really  
practicable when applied to films containing seer bromide  
and chloride, as silver iodide is only slightly amenable to the  
alkaline development. The introduction of this developer  Is 
believed to be of American origin; and it is known that in  
the year X862 Major C. Russell used it with the dry plates be  
introduced.  

An. alkaline developer consists of an elks% a reducing agent  
and a restraining agent. These bridles, when combined and applied  

to the solid silver bromide or chloride, after being acted upon by  
light mete able to reduce the sub-bromide or sub-chloride, and to  

build' up an image upon it, leaving the unaltered bromide intact,  
except so far as it was used in the building up. In 1877 Sir W. 
Abney investigated this action. A dry plate was prepared by the  

bah process in the usual manner (to be described below), and  

exposed in the camera. The exposed film was covered with another  

film of collodiobromide emulsion, which of course had not seen the  
light. An image was obtained from the double film by means  
of the alkaline developer, which penetrated through the upper  
unexposed film. The development was prolog  until an image  
appeared through the unexposed film, when the plate was fixed,  

cashed and dried. A piece of gelatinous paper was cemented on  

the upper film, and a similar piece on the lower after both had  

been stripped off the glass When quite dry the two perm were  

forcibly separated, a film adhering to tack. The upper film, chime,*  
a exposed l ο light, showed an image in some cases more intense  
than the under film. The action of the alkaline developer was here  

manifest: the silver bromide in close contiguity to the exposed  
particles was reduced to the metallic state. Hence, from this  

and similar experiments, Abney concluded that silver bromide could  
not exist in the presence of a freshly ,preclpitated or reduced metallic  
silver, and that a sub-bromide was immediately formed. From this  
it will be seen that the d eposited silver is well within the sphere of  
molecular attraction, and that eonsequeατΙγ a less exposure  (i.e. 
the reduction of fewer molecules of the sensitive salt) would give  
a developable image.  

The alkalis used embraced the alkalis themselves and the  

mono-carbonates. The sole red υcing agent up till recent times  
was pyrogallic add. In the year ι88ο Abney found that  
hydroquinone was even more effective than pyrogallic acid, its  

reducing power being stronger. Various other experimentalists  

tried other kindred substancea, but without adding to the list  
of really useful agents until recently.  

The following are some of the most effective:- 

Solution Β.  

	

Sodium carbonate . . . . 	too parts.  
Sodium sulphite ̂ 	. . . 	ταs 	,. 
Potassium bromide 	. . . 	3  
Water aa 

A and Β solutions a τε mixed 	together 	
co 

her in equal proportions. .  
Bides these, there are several more, such as adorn!,  glyeiii, 

pyrocateelun, which have been used with more or less success.  
They all. give a black in lieu of that dark olive-green deposit of  
silver which is so often found with pyrogahloldevelcpers. All are  
alkaline developers, and the image is biult up from the ee ήuitiνe 

 molt within the film. They are applicable to gelatin or collodion  
plates, but for the latter rather more bromide of an alkali is added.  
to retard fogging.  

Another set of develqsege for dry plates dependent  «i  the  
reduction of the silver bromide and the metallic state is founded  

on the fact that certain organic sales of iron can be utilized. In  
1877 Μ. Cue/ Lea of FbiladeIpbia and William Willis announced  
almost simulteneomiy that a solutfon of ferrous ozalale in  
neutral potassium a τaιlate was effective as a developer, and from  
that time its use has been acknowledged. In 1882 J. M. Eder  
demonstrated that geletino.silver chloride plates could be  
developed with famous citrate, which could net be so readily  

accomplished with ferrets asalata The exposure for chloride  
plates when developed by the latter was extremely prolonged.  
In the same year Abney showed that if ferrous oxalate were  
dissolved in potassium citrate a much more powerful agent was  
formed, which allowed net only gelatino-chilonde plates to be  
readily developed but also collodio-chloride plates. These plates  
were undevelopable except by the precipitation method until  
the advent of the agents last-mentioned owing to the fact that  
the chloride was as readily reduced as the sub—chloride.  

Amongst the components of an alkaline developer we men-
tioned a restrainer. This factor, geneallya bromide or chloride  
of an alkali, serves probably to forma compound with the silver  
salt which has not been acted upon by light,  and which is less  
easily reduced than is the silver salt aloαe--the altered paxticlea  
being left intact. The action of the restrainer is regarded by  
some as due to its combination with the alkali. $ υt whichever  
theory is correct the fact remains that the restrainer does make  
the primitive salt less amenable to reduction. Such restrainers  
as the bromides of the alkalis art through chemical means;  
but there are ethers which act through physical means, an  
example of which we have in the preparation of a gelatin plate.  
In this case the gelatin wraps up the particles of the silver  
compound in a colloidal sheath, as it were, and the developing  
solution only gets at them in a very gradual manner, for the  
natural tendency of all such reducing agents is to attack the  
particles on which least work leas to be expended. In the case  
of silver sub-bromide the developer has only to remove one atom  
of bromine, whereas it has to remove two in the case of silver  
bromide. The sub-bromide formed by light and that sub-
sequently produced in the act of development are therefore  
reduced. A large proportion of gelatin compared with the  
silver salt in a film enables an alkaline developer to be used  
without any chemical restrainer; but when the gelatin bears a  
small proportion to the silver such a restrainer has to be used.  
With collodion films the particles of bromide are more or less  
unenveloped, and hence in this case some kind of chemical  
restrainer is absolutely necessary. We may say that the organic  
iron developers require less retraining in their action than do  
the alkaline developers  

In Major Russeli'aprcceas the elate was prepared by immersion in  
a strong solution of silver nitrate and then washed and a preservative  
applied. The last-earned agent executes two fmicuoas, one been to  

absorb the  balielen liberated by the  action of light and the ether
to preserve the 9m 1mm atmospheric action. Tannin, which Major α 
Russell employed, if we mistake ε not isood 

rib 
 a good absorbent of the  

halogens, and acts ass varnish to the film. Other collodion dry-plate  
processes carried out by mesas of the ailver.nivate bath were very  
numerous at one time, many different organic bodies being also  
employed. In most uses ordinary iodized collodion was made  
use of, a small percentage of soluble bromide being as a rule added to  
it. When dates were developed by the alkaline method this  
extra bromide induced density, since it was the silver bromide alone  
which was amenable to it. the iodide being almost entirely unaffected  
by the weak &esteem. which wan at that time in general use.  
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Dry-Plak Bark Process.—One of the most successful bath  
dry-plate processes was introduced by R. Manners Gordon.  
The plate was given an edging of albumen and then coated with  

ordinary iodized collodion to which one grain per ounce of  

cadmium bromide had been added. It was kept in the silver-
nitrate bath for ten minutes, after which it was washed  
thoroughly. The following preservative was then applied:- 

( Gum *rabic   20 grs.  
1.{ 

Watter 	.. 	

• 	

. 	. 	.   	 6 ^
g
^

GaIlic 
( Water  

2. #  Watα
aιid . 	

 3 dr. 	  a 
These ingredients were mixed just before use and, after  

filtering, applied for one minute to the plate, which was allowed  
to drain and set up to dry naturally. Great latitude is admissible  

In the exposure; it should rarely be less than four times or more  

than twenty times that which would be required for a wet plate  

under ordinary circumstances. The image may be developed  
with ferrous sulphate restrained by a solution of gelatin and  

glacial acetic acid, to which a solution of silver nitrate  
is added just before application, or by an alkaline developer.  

Iα photographic processes not oaly has the chemical condition  
of the film to be taken into account but also the optical When  
light falls on a semi-opaque or translucent film it is scattered by the  
particles in it and passes through the glass plate to the back. Here  

the rays are pertly transmitted and partly reflected, a very smell  

quantity of them being absorbed by the ιnαterial of the glass. Theory  
paints out that the strongest  rdfectien from the back of the glass  
should take place at the' critical" angle. In 1875 Abney investi-
gated the subject and proved that practice agreed with theory In  

every respect, and that the image of a point οf light in development  
on a plate was surrounded by a ring of reduced silver moused by the  
reflection οf the centered light from the bark surface of the glass.  
and that this ring was shaded inwards and outwards in such a manner  
that the shading varied with the intensity of the light reflected at  
different angles. To avoid " halation,' as this phenomenon is  
milled, it was usual to cover the back of dry plates with some material  
which should be in optical contact with it, and as nearly as possible  
of the same density as glass, and wbseh at the same time should  
absorb all the photographically active rays. This was called  
"backing a plate."  

Cdiodum Esιlsibιι P,oxesm.—In 5864 W. B. Bolton and  
Β. J. Sayre published the germ of a process which revolutionized  
photographic manipulations. In the ordinary collodion process  

a sensitive film is procured by coating a glass plate with collodion  
containing the iodide and bromide of some soluble salt, and then,  
when set, immersing it in a solution of silver nitrate in order to  
form silver iodide and bromide in the film. The question that  
presented itself to Bolton and Sayce was whether it might not  
be possible to get the sensitive salts of silver formed in the cello-
dice whilst liquid, and a sensitive film given to a plate by merely  
letting this collodion, containing the salts in suspension, flow  
over the glass plate. Gaudin had attempted to do this with  
silver chloride, and later G. W. Simpson had succeeded in perfect-
ing a printing process with collodion containing silver chloride,  
citric acid and silver nitrate; but the chloride until recently has  
been considered a slow working salt, and nearly incapable of  
development. lip to the time of W. B. Bolton and Β. J. Sayce's  
experiments silver iodide had been considered the staple of a  
sensitive film on which to take negatives; and though bromide  
had been used by Major Russell and others, it had not met with  
so much favour as tο lead to the omission of the Iodide. At the  
date mentioned the suspension of silver iodide in collodion was  
not thought practicable, and the inventors of the process turned  
their attention to silver bromide, which they found could be  
secured in such a fine state of division that it remained suspended  
fora considerable time in collodion, and even when precipitated  
could be resuspended by simple agitation. The outline of the  
method was to dissolve a soluble bromide in plain collodion, and  
add to it drop by drop an alcoholic solution of silver nitrate, the  
latter being in excess or defect according to the will of the  
operator. To prepare a sensitive surface the collodion contain-
ing the emulsified sensitive salt was poured over a glass plate,  
allowed to set, and washed till all the soluble salts resulting from  

the double decomposition of the soluble bromide and the silver  

nitrate, together with the unaltered soluble bromide or silver  

niιngς were removed, when ,  the film was exposeti wet,  or 
allowed to dry and then exposed. The rapidity of these plates  
was not in any way remarkable, but the process had the great  
advantage of doing away with the sensitizing nitrate of silver  
bath, and thus avoiding a tiresome operation. The plate were  
developed by the alkaline method, and gave images which, if  
not primarily dense enough, could be intensified by the appiica.  
Lion of pyrogallic add and silver nitrate as in the wet collodion  
process. Such was the crude germ of a method which was  

destined to effect a complete change in the aspect of photo-
graphic negative takings; but for some time it lay dormant. In  
fact there was at first much to discourage trial of it, since the  
plates often became veiled on development.  

M. Carey Lee of Philadelphia, and W. Cooper, jun., of R sding.  
may be said to hair* given the reti  impetus to the method. Carey  
Lea, by introducing an acid into the emulsion, established a quests-
able collodion emulsion process, which was rapid and at the same time  
gave negative pictures free from veil. To secure the rapidity Casey 

 Lea employed a fair excess of silver nitrate, and Colonel H. Stuart  
Wortley gained further rapidity by a still greeter increase of it;  
the free. use οf acid was the only means by which this could be  
effected without hopelessly spoiling the emulsion. The addition of  
the mineral adds such as Carey Lea employed is to prevent the  
formation of (or to destroy when formed) any silver sub-bromide  
or oxide, either of which acts as a nucleus on which development  
can take place. Abney first showed the theoretical effect of acids  
on the sub-bromide, as also the effect of oxidizing agents on both  
the above compounds (see below). A more valuable modification  
was introduced in 1874 by W. B. Bolton, one of the originators of  
the process, who allowed the ether and the alcohol of the collodion  
to evaporate, and then washed away all the soluble salts from the  
gelatinous mass formed of pyroxylin and sensitive salt. After  
washing for a considerable time, the pellicle was dried naturally  
or washed with alcohol, and then the pyroxylin redissolved in ether  
and alcohol leaving an emulsion of iilver bromide, silver chloride  
or silver iodide, or mixtures of all suspended in collodion In this  
state the plate could be coated and dried at once for is.  
Sometimes, in fact generally, preservatives were used as in the case  
of dry plates with the bath, in order to prevent the atmosphere from  
rendering the surface of the film spotty or insensitive on develop-
ment, This modification had the great advantage ci allowing  

a large quantity of sensitive salt to be prepared of precisely the same  

value as to rapidity of action and quality of film.  
A great advance in the use of the odlodion bromide peeress was  

made by Colonel Stuart Worthy, who in June 1873 made known the  
powerful nature of a strongly alkaline developer as opposed to the  
wok one which up to that time had usually been employed for  a 
collodion emulsion plate, or indeed fire any dry plate.  

An example of the preparation of a collodion emulsion and the  
deetίη -e is the following: air as. of alcohol, 5 os. of ether, 75 grains  
of ρy τΡ,, ': un. In  i  oz. of alcohol are dissolved 200 grain of scar  
br^.mide': it is then acidulated with 4 οτ 5 droφ οf nitric acid, and  
added t., half the above collodion, In a drachms of water see  
die-;oh-ed em grains of silver titnte, s as. of alcohol being added.  
The site erod alcohol is next poured into the other half of the collodion  
and the b οminized collodion dropped in, care being tale* to shake  
bet ween the operations. An emulsion of silver bromide is formed  
in^ υ spce<ion• and it is in every use left for so tore hours tο what 
i. technically called " open; or, In other wards, to become eswny  
when poured out upon a glass plate. When the emulsion  has 
ripened it may be used at one or be poured out into a Bat dish and  
the solvents sliowed to evaporate till the pyroxylin becomes gelatin-
ous. In this state it is washed in water till all the soluble salts ste  
carried away. After this it may be either spread out ens doh and  
dried or treated with two or three doses of alcohol, and then it'.  

dissolved in equal parts of alcohol (specific  .gravity, •805) sad etbot 
(specific gravity, •720). In this condition it Is a washed emulsion,  
end a glass plate ca be coated with it end the film dried, ar it may  
be washed and some of the teeny pitt.ervs*ives, such as albssmea,  
beer, coffee, gum, &c., applied. 

The type of a useful alkaline developer for callodlon plates is as  
follows :- 

	

s$Pyrogallk acid   96 gτs.  
I Alcohol  	i ox.  

p ,  S Potassium bromide 	 ga gas.  
Í Water distilled  	i  ox, 

3• S 

 
Ammonium carbonate 	 8o gre.  

( Water. 	. 	 t ax.  
To develop the plate 6 minims of No. 1, } drachm of No. a, and 3  
drachms of No.t are mixed together and made to Bow over the plate  
after washing the preservative off under the tap. Sometimes the  

An account of Sayce's process in lobe found in the Pieiegee  
News οf October 1865, or the Phoiogro$ibk lensesi of the same date.  

' The advantages of this salt wen prised out by Leon Wa τneτLt  
in 1875.  
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development is 	cied in a Sat disk semada s the solution  
is poured on the plate.5  The unreduced salts are eliminated by either  

of potassium or sodium hyposulphite. Intensity may be 
given the image, if requisite, either before or after the "Smog"  
operation. Where resort is had to ferrous oxslate development.  
the developer is made in one of two ways—(i) by saturating a  
saturated solution of neutral potassium oxalate with ferrous oxalate,  
and adding an equal volume of a solution (io grains tot ex. of water)  
of potassium bromide to restrain the action, or ( τ) by mixing, accord-
iπg to Eder's plait, 3 volumes by measure of a saturated solution  
of the potassium oxalate with τ volume by measure of a saturated  
aοlυtiοn of ferrous sulphate, and adding to the ferrous oxalate  
solution thus obtained an equal bulk of the above solution of  potas-
sium bromide. The development is conducted in ρ tcίsώ y the  

same Renner as Indicated above, and the image is frond by one of  
the same agents.  

Gdaiia Emult kn Process.—The facility with which silver  
bromide emulsion could be prepared in collodiois had turned  
investigation into substitutes for it. As early as September  
1871 Dr R. L Maddox had tried emulsifying the silver salt in  
gelatin, and had produced negatives of rare excellence. In  
November 1873 J. King described a similar process, getting rid  
of the soluble salts by washing. Efforts bed also been made in  
this direction by J. Burgess in July 1873. R. Kennett in 1874  
may be said to have been the fast to put forward the gelatin  
elnuision process in a practical and workable form, as he then  
published a formula which gave good and quick results. It was  
not till 1878, however, that the great capabilities of silver bromide  
when held in suspension by gelatin were fairly known; in March  
of that year C. Bennett showed that by keeping the gelatin  

solution liquid at a low temperature for as long as seven days  
extraordinary rapidity was conferred on the sensitive salt. The  

molecular' condition of the silver bromide seemed l ο be altered,  
and to be amenable to a far more powerful developer ιh4Ζ had  
hitherto been dreamt of. In 1874 J. S. Stns had shown that  

various modifications of silver bromide and chloride were possible,  
and it seemed that the green molecular condition (one of these  
noted by Seas) of the bromide was attained by prolonged warm-
ing. It may be said that the advent of rapid plates was τ878,  
and that the full credit of this discovery should be allotted to  
C. Bennett. Both Kennett and Bennett got rid of the soluble  
salts from the emulsion by washing; and in order to attain success  

it was requisite that the bromide should be in excess of that neces-
sary to combine with the silver nilratc used to form the emulsion.  

In June 1879 Abney showed that a good emulsion might be  
formed by precipitating a silver bromide by dropping a solution  
of a soluble bromide into a dilute solution of silver nitrate. The  
supernatant liquid was decanted, and after two or three washings  
with water the precipitate was mixed with the proper amount  
of gelatin. D. B. van Monckhovea of Ghent, in experimenting  
with this process, bit upon the plan Of obtaining the emulsion by  
acting on silver carbonate with hydrobromic acid, which left  
no soluble salts to be extracted. He further, in August ι879,  
announced that he had obtained greet rapidity by adding to the  
bromide emulsion a certain quantity of ammonia. This addition  
rapidly altered the silver bromide from its ordinary state to  

the green molecular condition referred to above. At this point  
we have the branching off of the gelatin emulsion process into  

two great divisions, viz. that in which rapidity was gained by  

long-continued heating, and the other in which it was gained by  
the use of ammonia—a subdivision which is maintained to the  

present day. Opinions as to the merits of the two methods are  
much divided, some maintaining that the quality of the heated  

emulsion is better than that produced by alkalinity, and vice  
versa. We may mention that in χ88& Dr A. Herschel introduced  
a plan for making an alcoholic gelatin emulsion with the idea of  

inducing rapid drying of the plates, and' in the same year H. W.  
Vogel of Berlin introduced a method of combining gelatin and  

pyroxylin together by means of a solvent which acted on the  
gelatin and allowed the addition of alcohol in order to dissolve  
the pyroxylin. This " collod ίo-gelatin emulsion " was only a  
abortlived process, which is not surprising, since its preparation  
involved the inhalation of the fumes of acetic acid.  

For further details the render is referred to Zssb'adks is P1kb-
grdpay, nth ed., ρ 361:  

The warming process introduced by$etenett was soon super-
seded Colonel Stuart Wortley in 1879 announced that, by  

raising the temperature of the vessel in which the emulsion was  
stewed to 30° F., instead of days being required to give the  
desired sensibility only s few hours were necessary. A further  
advance was made by boiling the emulsion, first practised, we  

believe, by G. Mansfield in 1879. Another improvement was  
effected by W. B. Bolton by emulsifying the silver salt in a  

small quantityof gelatin and then raising the emulsion to boiling  
point, boiling it for from half an hour to an hour, when extreme  
rapidity was attained. Many minor improvements in this  
process have been made from time t ο time. It may be useful  
to give an idea of the relative rspidities of the various processes  
we have described4  

Daguerreotype, originally. . . 	 half an ham 	re 's exposure  
Catotyypε 	  2 OΓ 3 minutes' „  
Collodion 	  ιο stcoads'  
Collodion emulsion 	  15 moods'  
Rapid gelatin emulsion . . . 	 {nth second 	 „ 

Trcaxigux or Paorocsarav  
Gdaiin Em,dsions.  

The following is as outline of two representative processes.  
All operations should be conducted in light which can act but  

very slightly on the sensitive salts employed, and this is more  
necessary with this process than with others on account of the  
extreme ease with which the equilibrium of the molecules is  
upset in giving rise to the molecule which is developable. The  
light to wok with is gaslight or candlelight passing through  
a sheet of Chance's stained red glass backed by orange paper.  
Stained red glass allows but few chemically effective rays to  
pass through it, whilst the orange paper diffuses the light. If  
daylight be employed, it is as well to have a double thickness  
of orange paper. The following should be weighed out:- 

	

1. Potassium iodide   5 get.  

	

a. Potassium bromide .  	 .35  ., 

	

3. Nelson's Νο. t photographic gelatin . 	 30 ,,
4. Slyer nitrate 	 . . 	 175 ,. 

	

{ Autotype or other hard gelati n . . 	 too 	 „ } 
Νε lsο s Nο. τ gelatin 	 100  ,  

Noa 3 and 5 sin rapidly covered with water or washed for a few  
seconds under the tsp to get rid of any dust. No. 2 is dissolved  
in ii ox. of water, soda little tincture of iodine added till it assumes  
a light sherry colour. No. ι is dissolved in 60 minims of water.  
No. 4 is dissolved in { ox. of water, and No. y is allowed to swell  
up in ι ox. of water, and Is then dissolved by heat. All the darks  
cοrrca5πlnt these solutions are placed in water at 550° F. and carried  
into the " dark room." as the orange-lighted chamber is ordinarily  
called: \ .s. 3 and 4 are then mired iogeehee in a jar or flask, and  
Νο. 2 adlid drop by drop till half its bulk is gone, when No.5 is  
added to the rema ιηder, and the double solution is dropped in as  
before. \'then all is added there ought to be formed an emulsion  
which is very ruddy when examined by gsshght. or orange  by 
der. Iizht, The flask containing the emulsion is next placed  in 
iM^^^^p o,'ter, which is kept in a state of ebullition for about three-
quarters of an boor. It is then ready when the contents of the  
flask have cooled down to about too' F., for the addition of No. SS 
which should in the interval be placed in τ oz. of water to swell  
and Snafly be dissolved. The gelatin emulsion thus formed is  
placed in a cool place tο set, after which it is turned into apiece  
of coarse canvas or mosquito netting made into a bag. By  
squeezing thuds of gelatin contalmng the sensitive sad can be  
made tο Lll into cold Dater: by this means the soluble asks are  
extracted. This is readily done in two or three hours by frequently  
changing the water, or by allowing running water t ο flow over the  
emulaiοωthreoda The gelatin is next deemed by straining canvas  
over a jar and turning out the threads on to it, after winch it is  
placed in a flank, and warmed till it dissolves, half an ounce of  
alcohol being added. Finally-it is filtered through chamois leather 

 or swanadown calico. In this state it is ready for the plates.  
The other method of forming the emulsion is with ammonia. The  

same gasιnτiτies as before are weighed out., but the solutions of  
Non a and 3 asa first mixed eogether.and No. 4,  is dissolved in 1 or' 

wm of water, and strong am σ a of specific gravity .880 added to it  
till the oxide first precipitated is Just redissolved. This solution  

is then dropped into Nat. s and 3 as p'evdously described, and  

fimIty No. ι is added. In this case no boiling is required: but to  
secure rapidity it is as well time the emulsion should be kept an  

hour at a temperature of ahem qo° F., alttr which half the total  
quantity of o. 5 is added. When set the emulsion is washed. 
drained, and redissolved as before; but in order to give tenacity  
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to the gelatin the reminder of Νο 5  is added defers  the addition  
of the alcohol, and bdore flterin .  

Cootiieg Mks Pkkt.—Glass plates are best cleaned with nitric  
acid, rinsed, and then treated with potash solution, rinsed again, and  
dried with a clean cloth. They are then reedy for receiving the  
emulsion, which, after being warmed to about roe F., i.  poured  
or them  Ιο  cover well the surface. This being done, the plates  
are placed on a level shelf and allowed to stay there till the gelatin  
is thoroughly mot; they are then put in a drying cupboard, through  
which a current of warm air is made to mss It should be rema rked  
that the warmth is only necessary in enable the air to take up  
the moisture from the plates They ought ιο  dry in about twelve  
hours, and they arc ready for tip.  

Εχροsυι'ά .—With a good emulsion and on a b right day the ex-
p0,m οf a plate to a landscape, with a lens whose aperture is  
one-sixteenth that of the focal distance, should not be more than  
one-half to οπe-fifth of a second. This time depends. of course, on  
the nature of the view; if there be foliage in the immediate foreground  
it will be longer. In the portrait-studio, under the name ειreum-
stances, an exposure with a portrait lens may be from half a second  
to four or five seconds  

Deedopment of Ike Pkk.—To develop the image either a ferrous  
oxalate solution or alkaline pyrogallic avid may be used. No  
chemical restrainer such as potassium bromide Ia necessary, since  
the gelatin itself nets as a physical restrain, If the alkaline  
developer be used, the following may be taken as a good standard  

( lyrogallol 	  io gas.  
t. j Citric acid 	 ιο  , 

( Water  	s act.  
• Potassium bromide  . 	  ιο  ges,  

S{Γ  Water  	z ox.  
Ammonia, 880 .  	t dr.  
Water 	  q  

Onc dram of each of these is taken and the mixture made up  
to ι oz. with water. The plate i. placed in a dish and the above  
poured over it without stoppage, whereupon the image ‚radua!yy  
appears and, if the exposure has been properly timed, gams sufh-
c ent density for printing purposes. It is fixed in a solution of  
hyposulphite of soda, as in the other processes already described  
and then thoroughly washed for two or three hours to eliminate all 
the soluble salt. This long %%ehiag in necessary oa.accoamt of  
the nature of the gelatin.  

Iskstifyiag Ike Negalies.—Sometimes it is necessary to intensify  
the negative, which can be done in a variety of ways with mercury 

 alts An excellent plan, introduced by Chapman Jong, is to use  
a saturated solution of mercuric chloride is water. After thorough  
washing the negative is treated with ferrous oxalate. This process  
can be repeated till suflicient density is attained With most  
other methods with mercury the image is apt to banana yellow and  

to fade; with this apparently  it Is Dot.  
Varnishing eke Negnde.—The negative in often protected by  

receiving first a film of plain collodion sad then a coat of shellac  
or other photographic varnish. This protect. the gelatin from  
moisture and also from becoming' wined with the sleet nitrate  
owing to contact with the sensitive paper used in silver printing.  
Another varnish is a solution of celloidin is amyl acetate. This is  
an excellent protection against damp.  

Printing Processes.  
The first printing process may be said Ιο be that of Fox  

Talbot (see above), which has continued to be generally em-
ployed (with the addition of albumen to give a surface to the  
pint—an addition first made, we believe, by Fox Talbot).  

Paper for printing is prepared by mixing ιsο parts of ammonium  
chloride with sqο parts of etń rits of wine sad soon parts of water,  
though the proportions may vary. These ingredients are dissolved,  
and the whites of fifteen fairly-sized eggs are added and the whole  
beaten up tea froth. In hot weather it is advisable to add a drop  
of carbolic acid to prevent decomposition. The albumen is allowed  
two or three days to settle, when it is filtered through a sponge  
placed in a fund or-through  two or three thicknesses of fine muslin,  
and transferred to a fat dish. The paper is cut of convenient  
size and allowed to Seat on the solution for about a minute, when  
it is taken of mod dried in a warm room. For dead prints, on  
which Touring in to take place, plain abed paper is usefuL It  
can be made of the following parts of ammonium 
chloride, too parts of odium citrate, το parts of gelatin, 5000 pert.  
of distilled water. The gelatin is first dissolved in hot rate  
and the remaining components are added. It is next filtered, and  
the paper allowed to mat on it for three minutes, then withdrawn  
and dried.  

Sexsiiiaf,ig Both.—To sensitize the papa it is floated on a so%  
e lution of silver nitrate for three minutes It is then hung up  
and allowed to dry, after which it in ready for use. To print t ńe,  
Image the paper Is placed in a printing frame over a negative and  
exposed to light. It is allowed to print till such time as the Image  
appear' rather darker than It should finally appear.  

Trrnnisg mid Fixing the ιth ί  The nra apstadan into toss and  
means 

oft 
 the 

  baud ad doar—. 
mî  earlie

r turre of hγφosulphιte of soda  gold 
chloride. This gilded the darkened parts of the print which light  
had reduced to the semi-metallic state: and out the removal of the  
chloride by means of byposuiphite an image composed of metallic  

silve, an organic salt of silver and gold wan left behind. There  
was a suspicion, however, that art of the coloration was due to a  
combination of sulphur with the silver, not that pure silver sulphide  
in in any degree fugitive, but the sutphurettod organic tit of silver  
seems to be liable to change. This gave place to a method of 
alkaline tοn σg, or rather, we should ay of neutral toning, by 
employing gold chloride with a alt, such as the carbonate or  
acetate of soda, chloride of lime, borax, &c. By this mew there 

 was no danger of mindedizatiom during the toeing, ιο  which the  
method by ad d'or was prone owing to the decomposition of the  
hyposulpbtte. The substances which can be employed in tonin  

seem to be these in which an alkaline base is combined with a weak  
acid, the latter being readily displaced by a stronger acid, such as  
nitric acid, which must exist m the paper after printing. This branch  
of photography owes much to the Rev. T. F. Hardwich, he haying  
carded on extensive rtsearches in connexion with it during 18§,f and  
subsequent years. h. Davanne and A. Girard, a little later, also  
investigated the natter with fruitful results.  

The followingn  may be taken as two typical toning•bsτhs:— 

( Sodium carbonate  	to  parparts.l  
Water . 	  

(

fa) Water  
	 . , 

Jl  (^ (}( Gold chloride 	i  pars 
Water .... .   4000 parts  

is the latter (a) said (5) are mixed in equal parts imiuediatcl  
before use. Each of these is better used only once. A third bath  
fs`- 

Gold chloride  	2 pnrd.  
Chloride of lime..  	2 „  
Chalk 	  
Water 	 . . . . 	. . 8óo ,

ιΡ 

These are mixed together, the warn being warmed. ιΡWhen cod  
the solution is ready for use, In toning pmts there is a distinct  
difference in the t ed= aperesdi aecordiag to the toning-bath  
employed. Thus in the first two baths the print must be thoroughly  
washed in water to remove all free silver nitrate, that salt forming  
no part in the chemical reactions. On the other hand, where free  
chlorine is used, the presence of free silver nitrate or some active  
chlorine absorbent 'a a necessity.In i8yx Abury showed that  
with such a toning-bath free silver nitrate might be eliminated.  
and if the print were immersed in a solution of a salt such as lead  
nitrate the tuning action proceeded rapidly and without Causing  
any fading οf the image whilst toning, which was not the case  
when the free silver nitrate was totally removed and no oilier  

chlorine absorbent substituted. This was en important facto,.  
and one which bad been overlooked. In the third bath the free  
silver nitrite should only be partially removed by washing. The  
print, having been partially washed or thoroughly washed, as the  
case may be, is immersed is the ιοαing-bath till The image etudes  
a purple or bluish ton, after which it is ready fee fixing. The  

solution used fοι this purpose is a so% solution of byposalphite  
of soda, to which it is bat to add a dew drops of ammonia in order  
to render it alkaline. About ten minutes sumce to effect the  
conversion of the chloride into byposulphite of dlver, wldeh m.  
soluble in byposulphite of soda and can be removed by washing.  
The organic alts ol silver seem, however, to form a different silt.  
which is partially insoluble, but which the ammonia helps to remove  
If it is not removed there in a sulphur compound left behind.  
according to!. Spiller, which by time and exposure Weems yellow.  

The ass of potassium cyanide for fixing  priuts is to be avoided,  
as this reagent attacks the organic absurd oxide which, if removed,  
mould render the print a ghost. Tie washing of silver prints should  
be very complete, since it is mid that the least trace of hypo αuiphite  
left behind renders the fading of the image a mere matter of time.  
The stability of a • print has been supposed to be increased by  
immersing it, after washing, is a solution of alum. The alumm,, 
like any acid body, decomposes the byposυlρhίte into sulphur and  
sulphurous acid. If this be the case, it seems probable that the  
destruction of the byposulphite by time is not the ()minim of (soling.  
but that its bWe.00hlie  character is. This, however, is a moot  
print it is tell to wash the prints some hours 'n rousing  
water. We have found that half a dozen changes of water, and  
between successive changes the, spplication of a sponge to the  
back of each print separately, are equally or more   
On drying the print assumes a darker ton than it has after leaving  
the &mg bath.  

Different times can thus be given to a print by different toning.  
baths; and the gold itself may be deposited in a ruddy form or  m 
a blue form, The former molecular condition gives the red and  
sepia tapes, and the lauer the blue and black tans. The degree  
of minute iubdiviaion of the gold may be coecgived phen tit  is 

a.  
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stated that, on a couple of sheets of albuminized paper fully pr isited,  
the gold nαeasary to give a decided tone does not exceed half a  

in.  
Cdlσdio-cλιbridι Sibs Printing Ρισαττ.—in the history of the  

emulsion processes we stated that Gaudin attempted to use silver  
chloride suspended in collodion, but it was not till the year 1864  
that any practical use was made of the suggestion so far as silver 
printingis concerned. In the autumn of that  year George  Wharton 
Simpson workedked out a method which has been more or less su e-
eertully employed. The formula appended is Simpsons:— 

t 	Silver nitrate 	  
Distilled waxer 	  
Strontium chloride 	  

2. 	Alcohol  

3 	
Citric acid 	  
Alcohol 	  

 	1000 .. 

6o parts.  
60 	.. 
64 	 „ 

1000 •,  

To every roou parts of plain collodion 30 parts of No. τ,  preYs 
ously mixed with 60 parts of alcohol, arc added; 60 parts gf No. 2  
are next mixed with the collodion, and finally 30 parts of No. 3.  
This forms an emulsion of silver chloride and also contains citric  
acid and silver nitrate. The defect of this emulsion is that it con-
tauns a large proportion of soluble fell which are apt to crystallize  
out on drying, more particularly if it be applied to glass plates.  
The addition of the citric acid and the excess of silver nitrate is  
the key to the whole process; for, unless some body were present  
which on exposure to light was capable of forming ahighly-coloured  
organic oxide of silver, no vigour would be obtained in printing .  
If pure chloride be used, though an apparently strong image would  
be obtained, yet on fixing only a feeble trace of it would be left,  
απd the print would be worthless. The collodio-chloride emulsion  
may be applied to gIasς or to paper, and the printing carried on in  
the usual manner. The toning rakes place by means of the chloride  
of lime or by ammonium sulphocyanide and gold, which is practi-
cally a return to the set doe bath. The organic salt foamed in  
this procedure does not seem so prone to be decomposed by keeping  
as does that formed by albumen, and the washing can be more  
completely carried out. There are in the market several papers  
which are collodiochloń de.  

Gelaiiso-citro-ciilonde Emelsio,.—A modified emulsionrinting 
process was introduced by Abney in ι88ι, which consisted insus.  
pending silver chloride απd silver citrate in gelatin, there being no  
excess of silver present. The formula of producing it lass follows: —  

Sodium chloride 	 40 parts.  
1. 	Potassium citrate 	. 	 . 	 • 40 	 „ 

Water 	  500  .. 

.. 	Silver nitrate 	 
Water 	  

1 50 
 300 

„  
.,  

Gelatin 	  

3' f  Water 	  r700  „ 

Nos. τ and 3 are mixed together whiist warn, and No. t is then  
gently added, the gelatin solution being kept in brisk agitation.  
This produces the emulsion of citrate and chloride of silver. The  
gelatin containing the suspended salts is heated for five minutes at  
boiling point, when it is allowed to cool and subsequently slightly  
washed, as in the gelatine-bromide emulsion. It is then re*dy for  
application to paperor glass. The prints are of a beautiful colour,  
and seem to be fairly permanent. They may be readily toned by  
the borax or by the chloride of lime toning-bath, and are fixed with  
the hyposulphite solution of the strength before given. Most, if  
not ail, of the gelatin papers now extant are made somewhat after  
this manner.  

Printing with Salts of Uranium.—The sensitiveness of the salts  
of uranium to light seems to have been discovered by Niepce, απd  
was subsequently applied to photography by J. E. Burnett in  
England. One of the original formulae consisted of 20 parts  of 
uran=c nitrate with (too parts of water. Paper, which is better if  
sli httysized previously with gelatin, is floated on this solution.  
When dry it is exposed beneath a negative, and a very faint image  
isproduced; but it can be developed into a strong one by 6 to 10 /,  
solution of silver nitrate to which a trace of acetic acid has been  
added, or by a τ % solution of gold chloride. In both these cases 
the silver and god are deposited in the metallic state. Another  

developer is a 2% solution of potassium ferrocyanide to which a  
trace of nitric acid has been added, sufficient to give a red coloration.  
The development takes place most readily by letting the paper  
goat on these solutions.  

Sill-loving Pa$"rs.—There are several self-toning papers based  
on the chloride emulsion process. These contain the necessary  
amount of gold to tone the meet. The print is produced in the  
ordinary way and then immersed in salt and water or in some cases  
potassium sulphocyanide. The print is finished by immersing in  
weak byposuiphite of soda.  

Printisi,g with Ckronratιτ r Carbon Prinis.—Tbe first mention of  
the use of potassium bicheomate for printing purposes seems to have  
been made by Mungo Penton in May 1839, when he stated that  
paper, if emerged with this salt and domed, and then exposed to the  
sun's rays through a drawing, would produce a yellow picture  
am an orange ground, nothing more being required to fix it than  

washing it in water, when a white picture on an orange ground was  
obtained In 1840 Edmond Becquerel announced that paper  
sized with iodide of starch snd soaked in potassium bichromate  was, 
on drying, more sensitive than unsized paper Joseph Dixon d  
Massachusetts, in the following year, produced copies of bank-notes  
by using gum arablo with potassium bichromate spread upon a  
lithographic stone, and, after exposure of the sensitive surface  
through a bank-note, by washing away the unaltered gum and  
inking the stone as in ordinary lithography. The same process,  
with slight modifications, has been used by Sisnonaa end Toovey  
of Brussels, and produces excellent results. Dixon's met hod, 
however, was published in the Stios1itc American for ι834, and  
consequently, as regards priority, it ranks after Fox Talbot's photo-  
engraving process (see below), published in 1852. On the 13th  
of Ikcember 1855 Alphonse Poitevin took out a patent is England,  
in which he vaguely described a method of taking a direct carbon.  
print by rendering gelatin insoluble through the action of light on  
potassium bichronmate. This idea was taken up by John Pounccy  
of Dorchester, who perhaps ". the first to produce veritable  
carbon-prints, notwithstandint h it Testud de Beauregard took  
out a somewhat similar patent to I'oitevids at the end cl 1857.  

Pouncey published his process on the rat of January 1859; but,  
as described by him, it was by no means in a perfect state, half-
tones being wanting. The ca,r•' ^ ,f this was first minted out  by 
Αbbό  Laborde in 1858, whikt ceiling a kindred process in a  
note to the French Photographic ciety. He says. "in the sensi-
tive film, however thin it may be. two distinct surfaces must be  
recognized—an outer, απd an inner which is in contact with the  
paper. The action of light commences on the outer surface; in the  

washing, therefore, the half-tones lose their hold on the paper and  

are washed away." J.  C. Burnett in 1858 was the first to endeavour  
to get rid of this defect in carbon printing. In a paper to the  
Phu ιοgraρhic Society of London he says, "There are two essential  
requisites. . . (τ) that in printing the paper should have its  
unprepared side (and not its prepared side, as in ordinary printing)  

placed in contact with the negative in the pressure-frame, as it  
is only b)  in this way that we can expect to be able after-
wards to remove by washing the unscted.sipon portions of the  
mixture. to a positive of this sort printed from the front or pre-
pared side the attainment of half-tones by washing away more or  
less depth οf the mixture, according 

πst  t
he 

	
to which it bas 

been hardened, is prevented 	 parts being on the,  
surface and in consequence protecting the soluble put from the  
action οf the water used in washing; so that either nothing is  
removed, or by steeping very long till the inner soluble part is  
sufficiently softened the whole depth comes bodily away, leaving  
the paper white." This method of exposing through the back of  
the paper was crude and unsatisfactory, and in 1860 Ferrier  
patented a process in which, after exposure to light of the gelatin  
film which contained pigment, the surface was coated with collodion,  
and the print placed in warm water, where it separated from the  
paper support and could be transferred to glass. Fokevin success-
fully opposed this patent, for he had used this means of clenching  
the films in his rmxder-arbor process, in which ferric chloride and  
tartaric acid were used. Ferrier at any rate gave an impetus to  
carbon-printing, and J. W. Swan took up the matter, and in 1864  
secured a patent. One of the great features in Swan's innovations  
was the production of what is now known as "carbon-tissue,"  
made by coaling paper with a mixture of gelatin, sugar and  
colouring matter, and rendered sensitive to light by means of  
potassium or ammonium bichromate. After exposure to light  
Swan placed the printed carbon-tissue on an india-rubber surface,  
to which it was made to adhere by pressure. The ń nt was immersed 
in hot water, the paper tracking supped off, and thesoluble gelatin  
containing colouring matter washed away. The picture could  
then be retmnsferred to its final support of paper. in 1869 J. R.  
Johnson of London took out a patent in which he claimed that  
carbon-tissue which had been soaked in water for a short period,  
by its tendency to swell further, would adhere to any waterproof  
surface such as glass, metal, waxed paper, &c, without any adhesive  
material being applied This was a most important improvement.  
Johnson also applied soap to the gelatin to prevent its excessive  
brittleness on drying, and made its final support of elatinized  
paper, rendered insoluble by  chrome alum. In '8743. R. Sawyer  
patented a flexible support for developing on; this was a sized paper  
coated with gelatin and treated with an ammouiacal solution of  
shellac in borax, on which war or resin was rubbed. The advantage  
of this flexible support is that the dark pacts of the picture have no  
tendency to contract from the lighter parts, which they were apt  

to do when a metal plate was used, as was the case in Johnson's  
original process. With this patent, and miner improvements  
made since, carbon-printing has arrived at its present state cl  
perfection.  

According to P. E. Liesegang, the carbon-tissue when prepared  
on a large scale consist, of from 120 to 150 grains of gelatin (a soft  

kind), 15 grains of soap, ai grains of sugar and from 4 to 8 grains  
of dry colouring matter. The last-named maybe of'var'ous kinds.  
from lamp-black pigment to soluble colours such as alizarin. The  

gelatin, sugar and soap are put in water and allowed to stand for  
an hour, and then melted, the liquid afterwards receiving the  
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=lours, which have been ground on a slab. The mixture is filtered  
through fine muslin. In making the tissue in large quantities the  
two ends of a piece of roll-paper are pasted together and the paper  
hung on two rollers; one of wood about 5 in. in diameter is fixed  
pear the top of the room and the other over a trough containii'  

the gelatin solution, the paper  being brought into contact with 
the surface of the gelatin by bang made to revolve οπ the rolleπ.  
The thickness of the coating is proportional to the rate at which  
the paper is drawn over the gelatin: the slower the movement, the  
thicker the coating. The papa is taken off the rollers, cut through,  
and hung up to dry on wooden laths. If it be required to make  
the tissue sensitive at once, 1so grains of potassium bichromate  
should be mixed with the ingredients in the above formula. The  
carbon-tissue when prepared should be floated on a sensitizing  
bath =omsisting of one part οf potassium bichromate in 40  parts  
of water. This is effected by turning up about x in. from the  
end of the sheet of tissue (cut to the proper size), making a roll  
of it, and letting it unroll along the surface of the sensitizing solu-
tion, where it is allowed to remain till the gelatin film feels soft.  
It is then taken off and hung up to dry in a dark room through  
which a current of dry warm air is passing. Tissue dried quickly,  
though not so sensitive, is more manageable to work than if more  
slowly dried. Asthetissueis coloured, it is not possible to ascertain  

by inspection whether the printing operation is sufficiently earned  

out, and in order to ascertain this it is usual to place a pine of  

ordiniry silvered papa in an actinosneter, or photometer, alongside  

the carbon-tissue to ascertain the amount of light that has acted  
on it. There are several devices for ascertaining this amount, the  

simplest being an arrangement of a varying number of thicknesses 
of golf-beaters skin. The value of  i,  s, 3, &c., thicknesses of the  
skin as a screen to the light is ascerΓiπed by experiment. Sup.  
posing it is judged that a sheet of tissue under some one negative
ought to 	exposed to light corresponding t ο a given number of  
thicknesses, chloride of silver papa is plated alongside the negative  
beneath the actinometer and allowed to remain there until it takes  

a visible tint beneath a number of thicknesses equivalent to the  
strength of the negative. After the tissue is removed from the  
printing-frame--supposing a double transfer is to be made—it is  
placed in a dish of cold water, (ace downwards, along with a piece  
of Sawyer's flexible support. When the edges of the tissue begin  
to curl up, its surface and that of the flexible support are brought  
together and placed flat. The water is pressed out with an  india-
rubber squeezer or" squeegee "and the two surfaces adhere About  

a couple of minutes later they are placed in warm water of about  
90° to coo' F., and the paper of the tissue, loosened by the gelatin  
solution next it becoming soluble, can be stripped off, living the  
image (reversed as regards right and left) on the flexible support .  
An application of warm water rmnovea the rest of the soluble  
gelatin and pigment. When dried the image Is transferred to its  
permanent support. This usually consists of white piper coated  
with gelatin and made insoluble with chrome alum, though it may  
be mixed with barium sulphate α other similar pigments. This  
transfer-paper is made to receive the image by being soaked in hot 
water till becomes slimy to the touch; and the surface of the  
damped print is brought into contact with the surface of the re-
tranιfer-papeι, in the name manner as was done with the flexible  
support and the carbon-tissue. When dry the retńnsfe-paper  
bearing the gelatin image can be stripped off the flexible support,  

which may be used again as s temporary support for other pictures.  
If a ceased negative be used the image may be transferred at once  
to its ifiaf support instead of to the temporary flexible support,  
which is a point of practical value, since single-transfer are better  
than double-transfer pri ηts.  

Ρτiruing with Sofia of Irois.—Sir John Herschel and Robert Hunt  
entered into various methods of printing with silts of iron. At  
the present time two or three are practised, being used in d ηught.-  
men s offices for copying tracings (see Sur'-cos'yneG).  

Phσlo-swkosiιaf Frisiiisg Ρrσιsazεs.—Ρoitεvin claimed to have  
discovered that a film of gelatin Impregnated with potassium
bichromate, after being acted upon by light and damping, would 
receive greasy ink on those pares which had been affected by light.  
But Paul Oreloth seems to have made the discovery previous  to  
1854, for in his patent of that year he states that his designs were  
inked with printing ink before being transferred to stone or sine.  
C. Μ. Tessie de Mossy (in 1865) and C. it Marechal of Met; however,  
seem to have been the first to educe Wt.-race from gelatin films  
by means of greasy ink. Their general procedure consisted in  
coating metallic plates with gelatin impregnated with potassium  
or ammonium bichroniate or tri'chromate and mercuric chloride,  
then treating with silver cleate, exposing to light through a negative.  
washing, inking with a lithographic roller, and printing from the  
plates as for an ordinary lithograph. The hall-tints by this process
were very good, and illustrations executed by it are to be found  
in several existing works. The method of producing the plates.  
however, was most laborious, and it was simplified by A. Albert  
of Munich. He had been experimenting for many yea rs. endeavour-
big to make the gelatin films more durable than those of Tessie de  
Matay. He added gum-resins, alum, tannin and other such  
matters, which had the popery of hardening gelatin; but the  
difficulty of adding sudicient tο the mass in its liquid state befnee  

the whole became coagulated rendered these unmanageable. It  
at last occurred to him that if the hardening action of light were  
utilized by exposing the surface next the plate to light after α  
before exposing the front surface to the film and the image, the  
necessary hardness might be given to the satin without adding  
any chemical hardeners to it. In Tessie de Motay's ρroεσιs the  
hardening was almost absent, and the plates were consequently not  
durable. It is evident that to effect this one of two things had to  
be done: either the metallic plate used by Tessie de Moray must  
be abandoned, or else the film must be stripped off the plate and  
exposed in that manner. Albert adopted the transparent plate.  
and his success was assured, since instead of less than a hundred  
impressions being pulled from one plate he was able to take overt  
thousand. This occurred about 1867, but the formula was not  
published fur two or three years afterwards, when it was divulged  
by Ohm and Grossman, one of whom bad been employed by Albert  
of Munich, απd had endeavoured to introduce a process which  
resembled Albert's earlier efforts. The name of " Lichtdruck " was  
given about this time to these surface-printing processes, and Albert  
may be considered, if not the inventor, at all events the perfecta of  
the method. Another modification of " Llchtdrock " was patented  
in England by Ernest Edwards under the name of " heiiotype ."  

Woodbary Type.—This process was invented by W. Woodbury  
about the year 1864, though we believe that J.  W. Swan had been  
working independently in the same direction about the same time.  
In October 1864 a description of the invention was given in the  
Phofograpkic News. Marc Antoine A. Gaudin claimed the pruwiple  
of the prn^!ss, insisting that it was old, and basing his pretensions  
on the fact that he had printed with translucent ink from intagIlo  
blocks engraved by hand; but at the same time he remarked that 
the application of the principle might lead to important results,  
it was just these results which Woodbury obtained, απd for which  
he was entitled to the fullest credit. Woodbury subsequently  
introduced certain modifications, the outcome being what is known  

as the " stannotype process," οf which in 1880 he read a description  
before the French Photographic Society (see Paocsss).  

PkoIo.Iirirngrof'hy.—Rcfercncc has been made to the effect of  
light on gelatin impregnated with potassium bichromate. whereby  

the gelatin becomes insoluble, and also incapable of absorb water  

where the action of the light has had full play. It is this asst  
phenomenon which occupies such an important place in photo-
lithography. In the spring of 18$9 Ε. J. Asset of Amsterdam  
prsiuced photographs on a paper basis in printer's ink. Being  
an to ρτπλ u ιι ι cpks cf such pmts mechanically, he conceived  
th, 1...., .,: ιw ,_ ::::. ηΡ L Le greasy ink impression to stone, and  
multiplying the impressions by mechanical lithography. Following  

very closely upon Asser, J. W. Osborne of Melbourne made a  
similar application; his process is described by himself in the 
Ρhotogna raw Ιουτπαf for April .  1860 as follows: "A negative is 

 in the usual way, bearing to the original the desired ratio.  
A positive is printed from this negative upon a sheet el 

(gelatinized) paper, so prepared that the image can be transferred to  
stone, it having been previously covered with greasy printer's ink.  
The impression is developed by washing away the soluble matter  
with hot water, which leave the ink on the lines of print of the  
map or esgeaving."The process of transferring is accomplished is  
the ordinary way. Early in 1860 Colonel Sir H. James. RE..  
F.R.S., brought forward the Southampton method of photo-lithe-
graphy. which had been c ref υllγ waked out by Captain de Couiwy 

 Scott. R.E. The " papyrotype process" was published by Αbney  
in 1870 (see L1ΤΠΟG ΙΑrΗΥ and Psoceas).  

Pkolograpks in Natural Colours.  
The first notice on record of coloured light impressing its  

own colons on a sensitive surface is in the passage already  

quoted from the Parbmnkkre of Goethe, where T. J. Seebeck  
of Jena (;Szo) describes the impression he obtained on papa  

impregnated with moist silver chloride. In 1839 Sir J. Herschel  
(Afkeaaesm, No. 6 ττ) gave a somewhat similar description.  
In 1848 Edmond Becquerel succeeded in reproducing upon  a 
daguerreotype plate not only the colours of the spectrum  
but also, up to a certain point, the colours of drawings  

and objects, His method of proceeding was to give the  
silver plate a thin coaling of silver chloride by Immersing it in  
ferric or cupric chlorides, It may also be immersed in chldeine  
water till it lakes a feeble rose tint Bccquerel preferred t ο  
chlorinixe the plate by immersion in a solution of hydroChlOriC  

acid in water, attaching It to the positive pole of a voltaic couple,  

whilst the other pole he attached to a platinum plate also  

immersed in the acid solution. After a minute's subjection to  

the current the plate took successively a grey, a yellow, a violet  
and a blue tint, which order was again repealed. When rig  
violet tint appeared for the second time the plate was withdrawn  
and washed and dried over ό  spirit-lamp. In this state it  
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prodisead the spectrum colours, bat it was found better to hest  
the plate till it assumed a rose tint. At a later date Iirpcc de Si  
Victor chlorinised by clilorideof lime, and made the surface more  
sensitive by applying a solution of lead chloride in dexirin.  
G. W. Simpson also obtained coloured imagca on silver chloride  
emulsion in collodion, but they were less vivid and satisfactory  
than these obtained on daguerreotype plat. Poitevin obtained  
coloured images on ordinary silver chloride paper by Prang  
it In the usual manner and washing it and exposing it to light. 

 It was sitetwasda trusted with a solution of potassium bichromate  
and curie sulphate, and dried in darkness. Sheets s ο prepared  
gave coloured images from coloured pictures, which he stated  
could be fixed by sulphuric acid (Compf εa tendus, ι868, 6ι, ρ.  ι ι ).  
In the £dklns dc fa Sick' Frσαςαiσι (1874) Colonel St Florent  
described experiments which he made with the same object. lie  
immersed oedinary or albuminised paper in silver nitrate and  
sftetwards plunged it into a solution of uranium nitrate and zinc  
chloride acidulated with hydmchioric acid; it was then exposed  
to light till it took a violet, blue or lavender tint. Before  
exposure the paper was floated on a soluuiori of mercuric nitrate,  
its surface dried, and exposed t ο a coloured image.  

It is supposed—though it is very doubtful if it be so—that the  
nature of the chloride used to obtain the silver chloride has a  

great c οct on the colours impressed; and Niepot in ι8s7 made  
some observations on the relationship which seemed to exist  
between thecdoured flames produced by the metal and the colour  

impressed on a plate prepared with a chloride of such a metal  

In 2880 Abney showed that the production of colour really  
resulted from the oiddation of the chloride that was coloured by  

light. Plates immersed in it solution of hydrogen peroxide took  

the colours of the spectrum much more rapidly than when not  

immersed, and the sire of the molecules seemed to regulate the  

colour. He further stated that the whole of the spectrum colours  
m be derived frog a mitten of two or almost three sizes of  

In £841, Robert Hυιttρublished some results οf colour.ρhοtοgraρhy  
by means of silver fluonde. A paper was washed with silver nitrate  
απd with sodium fluoride, and afterwards exposed to the spectrum. 

 The action of the spectrum commenced at the centre of the yellow  
my end rapidly proceeded upwards, arriving at its maximum in the  
blue say. As far as the indigo the action was uniform, whilst in  
the violet the paper took a brown tint. When it was previously  
exposed, however, a yellow space was occupied where the yellow  
rays had acted, a green band where the green had acte d , whilst in  
the blue and indigo it took an intense blue, and over the violet  
there was a ruddy brown. In reference to these coloured images  
on paper it must not be forgotten that pure salts of tilvcr are not  
being dealt with as a rule. An organic salt of silver is usually mixed  
with silver chloride paper, the organic salt being due to the suing of  
the pates', which towards the red and of the spectrum is usually  
more aeseidve than the chloride. If a piece of oedinary silver  
chloride paper is exposed to the spectrum t,'ll an impression is  
made, it will usually be found that the blue colour of the darkened  
chloride is mixed with that due to the coloration of the darkened  
organic compound of silver in the violetwhereas in the blue 
and green this  organic compound is alone affected, and is of a differ-
ent colour from that of the darkened mixed chloride απd organic  
compound. This naturally gives an impression that the different  
rays yield different tints, whereas this result is simply owing to  
the d&fiment range of sneltivesims of the bodies. in the case  of 
the silver chiorinised plate and of true cdlodio-chloride, in which no  

organic salt has been dissolved, we have a true coloration by the  
spectrum. At present there is no means of permanently fixing the  
coloured Images which have been obtained, the effect of light being  
to destroy them, If protested from oxygen they last longer than  
if they have free emirsto it, as is the rase when the surface is  
exposed to the air.  

A method devised by Gabrielle Lippmann, ol láris, by which the  
mural colouπ of objects are reproduced by metes of interference,  
may be briefly described as In t A ernative plate is placed  
in contact with a film of mercury, απd the exposure to the spectrum.  
or to the image of coloured objects to be ρhοtogτaρΡhed, is made  
through the back of the plate. Oa development, the image appears  
coloured when viewed at one particular angle, the colours being  
appiwximatcly those d the object. The necessary exposure to  
produce this result eras very prolonged in the first experiments  
in which the spectrum was photographed, and a longer exposure  
bad to be given to the red than was required for the blue. Lippmann  
at first employed collodion dry plates, prepared, it is beloved, with  
album.., and it !cquind considerable mnnipulotion to bring out 
the colours correctly. A. Lumilre used gelatin plates dyed  

appeo'ieiate dyes (ortbochrumatio plates); the expOsure wss much  
diminished, and very excellent representations were produced  
of all natural colours. The main point to aim at in the preparation  
of the plate seems to be to obtain a very sensitive film without any,  
or, at all events, with the least possible, "grain' in the sensitive  
salt. A formula published by Lumiere seems to attain this object.  
Viewed directly, the developed images appear like ordinary nega-
tives, but when held at an angle to the light the colours are vivid.  
They are not pure monochromatic colours, but have very much  
the  quality of colours obtained by polarized light. It appears  
that thty are produced by what may be termed" node. "of different.  
coloured lights acting within the film. Thus in photographing  
the spectrum, rays penetrate to the reflecting mercury and are  
reflected back from it, and these, with the incident waves of light,  
form nodes where no motion exists, in a somewhat similar way to  
those obtained in a cord stretched between two points when plucked  
in the negative these nodal points are found in the thickness of the  
silver deposit. When white light is sent through the film after  
the image has been developed, theoretically only rays of the wave.  
lengths which formed-the a nodes are reflected W the rye, and thus  
we get an impression of colour.  

Action of Light en Chemical Compounds.  

Reference has been made above to curly investigations on  
the chemical action of light. In r777 Karl Wilhelm Scheele  
(Hunt's Researches in Light) made the following experiments  
on silver salts:— 

"I precipitated a solution of sflvχr by sal-ammoniac• then I 
tdulcorated it απd dried the precipitate ;nd exceed it to the  
beams of the sun for two w κeks; after which I stirred the powder,  
and repeated the mine several tines. Hereupon 1 poured some  
caustic apirit of sal—ammoniac (strong ammonia) on this, in all  
appearance, black powder, end set it by for digestion. This men-  
strutm dissolved a quantity of lung comua (horn silver), though  
some black powder remained undissolved. The powder bavi  
been washed was, for the greater part, dissolved by a pure avid of  
nitre (nitric acid), which, by the operation, acquired volatility.  
Thus solution 1 precipitated again by means of sa4ammοnae  
into horn silver. Hence it follows that the blackness which the  
lung cornIIa acquires from the wn s light, and likewise the soletios'  
of silver poured on chal k, is suleer by redscriost.... I felted so  
much of distilled water with well-edulcorated born silver as *meld  
just cover this powder. The half of this mixture 1 poured into a  
white crystal phial, exposed it to the beams of the sun and shook  
it several times each day; the other half 1 set in a dark elem. After  
having exposed the one mixture during the span of two weeks. I  
filtrated the water standing over the horn silver, grown already  
black; 1 let some of this waterfall by drops in a solution of silver,  
which was immediately precipitated into horn solver."  
This, as far as we know, is the first intimation of the reducing  
action of light. From this it is evident that Scheele had found  

that the silver chloride was decomposed by the action of light  
liberating some form of chlorine. Others have repeated these  

experiments and found that chlorine is really liberated from the  

chloride; but it is neceaaasy that some body should be present  
which would absorb the chlorine, or, at all events, that the  

chlorine should be free to escape. A tube of dried silver cbloide,  

scaled up is mcao, will not discolour in the light, but keeps its  

ordinary white colour. A pretty experiment is to seal up is  
mein, at one end of a bent tube, perfectly dry chloride, and at  

the other a drop of mercury. The mercury vapour volatilizes  

to a certain extent and fills the tube. When exposed to light  
chlorine is libmated from the chloride, and calomel forms on  

the sides of the tube. In this cam the chloride darkens. Again,  
dried chloride sealed up its dry hydrogen discolours, owing tο the  
combination of the chlorine with the hydrogen. Poitevin and  

K W. Vogel first enunciated the law that for the reduction by  

lightof the haloidsaits of silverhalogen absorbents were necessary,  
and it was by following out this law that the present rapidity  is 
obtaining camera images has been rendered possible. To put  
it briefly, then, the visible action of light is a reducing action,  
which is aided by or entirely due to the fact that other bodies are  
present which will absorb the halogens.  

In the above we have alluded to the visible results on silver  
salts. It by no means follows that the exposure of a silver salt  
to light for such a brief period as to leave no visible effect must  
be due to the same effect, that is, that any of the molecules are  
absolutely reduced or split up by the light. That this or some  
other action takes place is shown by the feet that the silver  
salt is capable of alkaline development, that is, the particles  
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which have suffered' 	in their molecules can be reduced  
to metallic silver, whilst ..... which have not been acted upon  

remain unaltered by the same chemical agency. Two theories  

have been offered to explain the  "'le change which take  
place in the salts of silver. On 	on the supposition that  
the molecules of the salt can 	their atoms under the  
vibrations moused by the eth 	placing them in more  
unstable positions than tbeyv 	fore the impact of light  
took place. This, it is prestos 	allow the developer to  
χραrste the atoms of such al 	ecules when it came in  
contact with them. The other 	hat, as in the case of the  
visible effects of light, some of 	ales are at once reduced  
and that the developer Snisbes 	egatlon which the light  
has begun. In the case of the a 	relopment the unaltered  
molecules next thou primarily reduced combine with the reduced  
silver atom and again form an unstable compound and are in  
their turn reduced.  

The first theory would require some such action as that just  
mentioned to take place and cause the invisible image formed by  
the shaking apart ο[ the light-stricken molecules to become visible  
It is hard to see why other unacted upon molecules close to those  
which were made unstable and which have bee,, shaken quart  

by the developer should themselves be placed in unstable equilibrium  

and amenable to reduction. In the second theory, called the  

"chemical theory," the reduction is perfectly easy to understand.  

Abney adopts the chemical theory as the balance of unsubstantiated  

evidence is in its favour. There is another action which seems to  
occur almost simultaneously when exposure takes place in the  

absence of an active halogen absorbent, as is the case when the ex-
posure is given in the air, that is, an oxidizing action occurs. The  
molecules of the altered haloid salts take up oxygen and form oxides.  

11 a sensitive salt be briefly exposed to light and then treated with  

an oxidizing substance. such as potassIum p κhromate, potassium  
permanganate, hydrogen peroxide, ozone, an image is not developed,  

but remains unaltered, showing that a change has been elfccted  

in the compound which under ordinary circumstances is developable.  

If such an oxidized salt be treated very cautiously with nascent  

hydrogen, the oxygen is withdrawn and the image is again capable 
 of development)  

Spocirum Ejects on Silsa C οrn'ο nds—The next inquiry is  
as to the effect of the spectrum on the different silver compounds.  
We have already described Seebeck's (t8 το) experiments on  
silver chloride with the spectrum whereby he obtained coloured  
photographs, but Scheele in 3777  allowed a spectrum to fall on  
the same material, and found that it blackened much more  
readily in the violet rays than in any other. Senebier's experi-
ments have been already quoted. We merely mention these  
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two for their historical interest, and pass on to the study of the  
action of the spectrum on different compounds by Sir J. Herschel  
(Phil. Teen., ι8. ο). Re describes many experiments, which  

'See Abnsy;  "Destruction of the Photographic Image," Phil.  
Mee. (1878), vol. V.; also Free. Re,. Se. (1878), vol. =x4f1.  

have become the foundation of nearly all subsequent researches  

of the same kind. The effects of the spectrum have been studied  
by various experimenters since that time, amongst whom we  
may mention Edmond Secquenl, John Wiliam Draper, Alphonse  
Louis Poitevin, H. W. Vogel, Victor Schumann and W. de W.  

Abney. Fig. a is compiled from a cut which appeared in the  
Proc. Roy. Sm. for 5882, and shows the researches made by  
Abney as regards the action of the spectrum on the three  
principal haloid salts of silver. Νω 7  shows the effect of the  
spectrum on a peculiar modlilcation of silver bromide made by  
Abney, which is seen to be sensitive to the infra-red rays.  

Ejas of Dyes on Set'siiiw Films.—In 1874  Dr H. W. Vogel  
of Berlin found that when films were stained with certain dyes  
and exposed to the spectrum an increased cation on develop-
ment was shown in theme parts of the spectrum which the dye  
absorbed. The dyes which produced this action he called  
"optical sensitizers," whilst preservatives which absorbed the  
halogen liberated by light be called "chemical sensitizes s." A  
dye might, according to him, be an optical and a chemical sensi-
tizer. He further claimed that, if it film were prepared in which  
the haloid soluble gait was in excess and then dyed, no action  
took place unless some "chemical sensitizer" were present.  

The term "optical sensitizer" seems a misnomer, since it is  

meant to imply that it renders the salts of silver sensitive to  
those regions of the spectrum to which they were previously  
Insensitive, merely by the addition of the dye. The idea of the  
action of dyes was at first combated, but it was soon reczgnieed  
that such as action did really exist. Abney showed in 187s  
that certain dyes combined with sil νer and formed true coloured  
organic salts of silver which were sensitive to light; and Dr  
Robert Amory went so far as to take a spectrum on a combination  
of silver with eosin, which was one of the dyes experimented  

upon by J. Waterhouse, who had closely followed Dr Vogel, sad  
proved that the spectrum acted simply on those parts whicb  

were absorbed by the compound. Abney further demonstrated  
that, in many cases at all events, the dyes were themselves  

reduced by light, thus acting as nuclei on which the silver could  
be deposited. He further showed that even when the haloid  
soluble salt was In excess the same character of spectrum wu  

produced as when the silver nitrate was in excess, though the  
exposure had to be prolonged. This action he concluded was  

due to the dye.  
Correct Rendering of Colones la  Monodbonse.—In Plate IV., fig_  

14 the sensitiveness of a plate stained with bomocol  

is shown, and it is evident that as it is sensitive  
throughout the visible spectrum there must be some  

means of cutting off by a transparent screen an  
much of the spectrum luminosity at different parts  

that every colour having the same luminosity to the  
eye shall be shown on a negative of equal density.  

Ρ. When this is done the relative luminosities of all  
colours will be shown by the same relative densities   

or in a print by different depths of greys. Abney  

ll `' devised a sensitomeler which should be used to  
U ) ascertain the colour of the screen that should be  

employed. By proper means the luminosity of  
D. the light of day coming through a red, a green, a  

o 'ε1  blue and an orange glue can be very accurately  
D. measured; if }-in. squares of these coloured glasses5  

LL`s  together with a white glass of the same tree, be  

the white light goo ;  then the luminosity of the former must be In-
duced tie of its original value, and so with the Other glasses.  
The luminosity of the light coming through each stall glass square  

can be made equal by rotating In front of them a disk in which  
apertures are cut corresponding to the reduction requited. The  

Ρ.  

lies even d', Nor en D. placed in a row and cemented on white glass, we 
Xi, ό isso duals as .dd p have a colour-screen which we can make available  

nom Asnο, Π.  for finding the kind of light-filter to be employed.  

r +aswO ιΡ m^odlos.art D. 
This is readily done by reducing the l uminosity of 

so siksta a (La) the light coming through all the glow of s to that  

FIG. s—Spectrum Effects on Salts of Silver, 	 the luminosity of the light coming through the blue  

([ . -pληt; D. -developed; Le –long exposureJ. 	 glass. if the luminosity of the blue be 5 end that of  
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Portrait. By David Octavius Hill, R.S.A. 
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Portrait Study. By James Craig Annan. 
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Landscape. By A. Horsley Hinton. (The right-hand printing is from the same negative, but with the action of the light controlled.) 



PLATE IV. 	 PHOTOGRAPHY  

Continuous Spectrum taken with the Electric Arc.  

Fluorescent Spectrum of Eosin.  

Spectrum of Volatilized Lithium a ńd Sodium.  

Absorption Spectrum of Eosin.  

Graduation Scale on Homocol Stained "Seed" Plate.  

ΊLJ 
Graduation Scale on Unstained Plate.  

Impressed Continuous Spectrum.  

liΙΙ Ί  ΙΙ 11111  υ - -τ. ^  
Spectrum of Bright Lines of Metals.  
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blue glace, fee iastsnce, would not be 	en 	k at all,  
while opposite the white square the disk we 	 perture  
of an angle of ι8°. When a plate is e ιροsι 	: row of  
glass squares, with the light passing throu, 	rig disk,  
haying the appropriate apertures for cad 	 negative  
obtained would under ordinary conditions, 	 patches  
of very different opacity. A light-filler 	 isparent  
colour, if placed in the path of the light, wi 	 parities,  
and eventually one can be found which 	 rw such  
coloured light to be transmitted as will muse parities  
in the negative to be the same. As the lum 	 is white  
light passing through the glasses are mat 	i as the  
photographic deposits are also rendered ea 	ht-filter,  
if used in front of the camera lens, will rend 	l objects  
in correct monochrome luminosity. Anoth 	] on the  
tame principles, is to place segments of an 	rmilioo,  
chrome yellow, emerald green, French blue 	 r a disk,  
and to complete the annuluses with blacks 	 amount  
of black depending on the luminosity of the 	 hick can  
be readily measured. When the disk is rot 	 (colour,  
modified in brightness by black, are seen, e 	will be  
of the same luminosity. As before, a siren 	 r) to be  
used in front of the lens must be found ' 	Luse the  
developed images of all the rings to apps 	opacity.  
It must be remembered that the light in 	abject is  
to be photographed must be the same a 	hick the . 
luminosity of the glasses or pigments is and  

	

Adio ιι of the Spectrum oar Ckaomfe Sc 	Its most  
usually employed in photography are the 	s of the  
alkali The result of spectrum action is cot 	wit most-  
refrangible end, commencing in the ultra -v 	 chins as  
far as in the solar spectrum. Fig. τ shows 	action of  

tan ι  

NO ' 	 v J 	n G r  

	

Flo. s.—The top letters have reference to 	fee lines;  

	

the bottom letter ι are the initials of the , 	 relative  

	

sensitiveness is shown by the height of the Cu, 	xise-line.  
the various parts of the spectrum on potassium bichcomate. If  
other bichromata are employed, the action will be found ιο be  
tolerably well represented by the figures. No. τ is the effect of a  
brag exposure, No. τ of a shorter one. It should be noticed that  
the solution of potassium bichromate absorbs those rays alone  
which are effective in altering the bichromate. This change is  
only possible in the presence of organic matter of some kind, such  
as gelatin or albumen.  

Atha% of Ike Speefrum oar Aspkallum.—This seems to be  
continued into and below the red, the blue rays, however, are  
the moat effective. The action of light on this body is to render  
it less soluble in its usual solvents.  

Adioas of Ike Spectrum. oat Salts of Zroa. —The commonest  
ferric salt in use is the oxalate, by which the beautiful platinotype  
prints axe produced. We give this as a representation (log. 3) of  

Νο.7  

ii 	u 1 1 u ^ 

Fio. 3.—Same description as for 6g. 2.  
the spectra obtained on ferric salts in general. Here, again, we  
have an example of the law that exists as to the correlation  
between absorption and chemical action. One of the most  
remarkable compounds of Iron is that experimented upon by Sir  

J. Herschel and later by Lord Rayleigh, viz fenocyanidc  of 
sxt 9  

potassium - end ferric chtkńde. Π these two be brushed over  
paper, and the paper be than cxpc'ed to a bright solar spectrum,  
action is exhibited into the infra-red region. This is one of the  
few inatancea in which these light-waves of low refrangibility  
are capable of producing any effect. The colour of this solution  
is a muddy green, and analysis shows that it cuts off these rays as  
wall as generally absorbs those of higher refrangibility.  

Αctiοιι of Light on Uranius,. —The salts of uranium are affected  
by light in the presence of organic matter, and they too are only  
acted upon by these rays which they absorb. Thus nitrate of  
uranium, which shows, too, absorption-bands in the green blue,  
is affected more where these occur than in any other portion of  
the Spectrum.  

Some salts of mercury, gold, cropper, lead, manganese, molyb-
denum, platinum, vanadium, are affected by light, but in a less  
degree than those which we have discussed. In the organic  
world there are very few substances which do not change by the  
continuous action of light, and it will be found that as a rule they  
are iffected by the blue end of the spectrum rather than by the  
red end (see Ρnοτoaιειeιsreν).  

The following table gives the names of the observers of the  
action of light on different substances, with the date of publica-
tion of the several observations. It is nearly identical with  
one given by Dr Eder In his Ges ώki'h Ιe der Pholo.Chemk.  

Substance. Observcn Data 	l  

Sifter.  

^
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Nitrate solution 	mixed 	with 

	

chalk. gives in sunshine 	opies  
of smiting  

J. H. Schulze . 	.  

Nitrate solution on paper 	. Hellot . 	. 
Nitrate photograph used 	. Wedgwood and  

Nitrate un ^lk 	 Fulh me 	. 	. 	.  
Rumford  

Nitrate with white of egg. 	. 	. 
Nitrate with lend salts 	. 	. 	. 

B. Fischer. 
	

, 

Herschel 	. 	.  
Chloride 	  I. Β.  Beccarius 	.  
Chloride in the spectrum. Scheele. 	. 	. 	.  
Chloridehotographκallyused . Wedgwood 	. 	. 
Chloride blackened 	

. 	
. 	. lassaigne . 	. 	 . 

Iodide 	. 	. 	. 	. Davy 	. 	. 	. 	.  
Iodide by action of iodine (on 

metallic silver).  
Daguerre 	. 	. 	. 

Iodide photographically used 	. Herschel 	. 	. 	.  
Iodide with gallic acid 	. 	. Talbot . 	. 	. 	.  
Iodide with ferrous sulphate . 	. Hunt 	. 	. 	. 	.  
Chloride and iodide by chlorine 

and iodine (on metallic silver).  
Claudet 	. 	. 	.  

Bromide 	 . Balard 	. 	. 	.  
Bromide by action of bromine. (on 

metallic silver).  
Goddard 	. 	. 	.  

Sulpho-cyanide 	  Grotthus . 	. 	.  
Nitrite 	  Hess 	. 	. 
Oxide with ammonia . 	. 	. Mitacherlith 	. 	.  
Sulphate 	  Bergmann. 	. 	.  
Chromate 	  Vauquclin . 	. 	.  
Carbonate 	  Buchholz 	. 	. 	.  
Oxalate 	  Bergmann . 	. 	.  
Bensoate 	  Trommsdorf . 	.  
Citrate 	  Vauquelin 	.  
Kinate 	  Henry and Phseon  
Borate 	  Rose 	. 	. 
Pyrophosphate 	  Stromeyer  
Lactate 	  Pelouze and Gay.  

Luesac.  
Formiata 	  Hunt 	. 	. 	. 	.  
Fulminates 	  Hunt 	. 	. 	. 	.  
Sulphide by vapour of sulphur 

(on metallic adver).  
Niepct. 	. 	. 	.  

Ρhοsphide by vapour of 
phorus (on metallic silver).  

Niepce  . 	. 	. 	.  

Gold.  
Oxide 	 . 	. Scheele. 	. 	. 	.  
Chloride on papa 	  Hellot 	. 	.  
Chloride on silk 	  Fulhame 	. 	. 	.  
Chloride in ethereal solution . 	. Rumford . 	.  
Chloride with krrocyanida απd 

ferricyanide of potassium.  
Hunt 	: 	. 	.  

Chloride and oxalic acid . 	. 	. Dilbereiner 	. 	.  
Chromate 	. 	. 	. 	. Hunt 	. 	. 	.  
Plate of g.M απd iodine vapour. Goddard . 	. 	.  

2s.  
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Substance. [ Date.  

Platiaaw.  
Chloride in ether 	. 	. 	. Gehl 1804  
Chloride with lime 	. 	.. 	. Hers 1840  
Iodide 	  Hers '840  
Bromide 	  

Cya πide  
Hun 	 . 1844  

Double chloń de of platinum and 
potawum.  

Dabs X828  

Mercwy.  

Oxide (mercurous) 	. 	. 	. 	 Gay 1811  

Oxide 	  Div ι8ιτ  
Oxide (mercuric) 	  Dan- 1 797  
Oxide more accurate observe- ς Abili . 1797  

tiont) 	. 	. 	 . Han 	 . '80'  
Chloride (mercurous) 	. 	. 	. Κ.  Τ  

vii  
1 739  

Chloride (mercuric) 	. 	. 	. 	. Βoυ 	 . 1803  
Chloride with oxalic acid. 	. 	. Berg 	 . 1776  
Sulphate 	 . 	. 	. Mey 	 . 17  
Oxalate (mercurIc) 	. 	. 	. 	. Berg 	 . 17  
Oxalate (mercurous) 	. 	. 	. 	. Had 1836  
Sulphate and ammonia (mer- 

curous).  
Foui 	 . 1791  

Acetate (mercurous) 	. 	. 	. 	. Gars 1826  
Bromide (mercuric) 	. 	. 	. j  16w 1828  

Iodide (mercurous) 	. 	, 	, 	
i ^ 

Α rtu 
 Artu 

2936 
1836  

Iodide (mercuric) 	. 	. 	. 	. Fielt 1836  
Citrate (mercuric) 	. 	. 	. 	. Hail 	 . 1836  
Tartrate and potassium (nicer- Cart 1831  

curous). Bi  
Carbonate (mercuric). 	. 	. 	. Dan- ι8τ s  
Nitrate . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. Hers 1840  
Sulphide (mercuric) 	. 	. 	, 	. Vitr i  s.c.  

Στoι.  
Su lphate (ferrous) 	 . Chat 	 . 1877  
Chloride (ferń c) and akohol 	. Best 1723  
Chloride and ether 	. 	. 	. 	. Κ lat q8x  
Oxalate (ferric) 	  Dob 1831  
Ferrοyaπ idc of potassium 	. 	. Heir 1808  
Sulphocyanidc 	  Grot 1818  
Prussian blue 	: 	. 	. 	. Scog 1783 
Ferric citrate with ammonium 	 Hers 1840  
Ferric tartrate 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. Η er 	 . 1840  
Chromate 	  Η ua 	 . 1844  

Copper.
dissolved in Chloride (cspric 

 

ether).  
Gehl '804  

Oxalate with sodium . 	. 	. 	. A. Vogel 	. 	. 	. 1813  
Chromate 	  
Chromate with ammonium  
Carbonate . 	. 	. 	. 	. Hunt 	. 	. 	. 	. 1844  
Iodide 	  

Sulphate 	  
Chloride- (cuprous) 	. 	. 	. A. Vogel 	. 	. 	. 1859  

Copper plates  (iodized) 	. 	S 
t 

Τ lbοt  . 	, 
Talbot . 

1 841  

Manganese.  
Sulphate 	  Brandenburg 	. 181 5  
Oxalate 	  Suckow 	. 	. ι83ι  
Potassium permanganate 	. 	. Frommberg 1824  
Peroxide and cyanide of potas- 

sham 	 . 

Hunt 	. 	. 	; 	. 1844  

Chloride 	  Hunt 	. 	. 	. 	. +844  
Laud.  

Oxide 	  Davy 	. 	. 	. 	. 1802  
Iodide  	

ς Sulphite 	 n . 	. 	. Schdnbei 1850 

Peroxide 	  Gay-Lussae 	. 	. 181  
Red lead and cyanide of potas- 

slum  
Hunt 	. 	. 	. 	. 1844  

Accrete  	Hunt 	. 	. 	. 	. 1844  
Nsά el.  

Nitrate 	  

Nitrate with ferro-prussiaten Hunt 	. 	. 	. 	. 1844  
Iodide 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	.  

Tin. 
Purple of cassius 	  Uncertain. 	. 	 . 

Varies Sabs[axces.  
Cobalt salts 	 . 	. Hunt 	. 	. 	. 	. 1844  
Arwisic sulphide (realgar) 	. 	. Sage 	. 1803 
Antimony sulphide 	. 	. 	. 	. Suckow 	. 	. 	. 1832  

Substance. Observer. Date.  

Bismuth salts 	  ♦y
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Cadmium salts Hunt  
Rhodium alts 	  

Vanadic salts 	.  	. Roscoe 	.  
Iridium ammonium chloride . 	. Dbbereiner 	. 	.  
Potasium bichrornate 	. ?dungo Ponton 	.  
Potas ium with iodide of starch Becquerel. 	. 	.  
Metallic chromates 	. 	. 	. 	. Hunt 	 .  
Clslonme and hydrogen 	. 	. 	. Gayy-Lυssae and  

Thιnard.  
Chlorine (tithonized) . 	. 	. 	, Draper 	. 	. 	.  
Chlorine and ether 	. 	. 	. 	. Cabours 	. 	. 	.  
Chlorine in water 	  BerthoHet . 	.  
Chlorine and ethylene 	. 	. 	. Gay-Lussac and  

Thinard  
Chlorine and csrbon.monoxide Davy 	. 	. 	. 	 . 

Chlorine and mush gas 	. 	. 	. Henry.. 	. 	 . 

Chlorine and hydrocyanic acid . Smiles 	. 	. 	.  
Bromide and hydrogen 	. 	. 	. Balard . 	. 	. 	.  
Iodine and ethylene 	. 	. 	. 	. Faraday 	. 

Cyanogen, solution of 	. 	. 	. Pelouzc and  
Richardson.  

Variou'othcr methyl compounds Cahours 	. 	. 	.  
Hydrocvanic acid . 	. 	. 	. 	. Torosewicx 	. 	.  
Ilypoch'orittn (calcium and p0- Dbbereiner 	.  

Ussium)  
Uranium chloride and ether 	. Gebiet 	. 	. 	.  
ΜοΙγbdenate of potassium and 

tin salts.  
Jagor 	. 	. 	. 	.,  

Ciystallization of salts under 	

J uι fl 	of uεnce 	light. 

Petit. 
	. 	: 	

. D 
Pho,ρhorυ; (in hydrogen, nitre Bockniann. 	. 	.  

Ρh :phuτet ιed hydrogen 	. 	. A. Vogel 	. 	. 	.  
Ni. tic acid 	  Scheele. 	. 	. 	.  
Ηι .. 's fat 	  Vogel 	. 	. 	. 	.  
Palm oil  	Fier 	. 	. 	. 
Asphalt  	Niepce 	. 	. 	. 
Reins ( πιa , t ίε, aandarac, gem.. 

hogs, ammoniacum, &c.).  
Senebier 	. 	. 	.  

Guaiacuni 	. 	. 	. 	. Hagemaan 	. 	.  
Bitumens all decomposed. all Daguerre 	. 	. 	. 

, rsidues of eaxnt ιχ l oils.  
Cι ,urcd extracts from flowers Senebier 	. 	. 	. 
Sίιε. il,ιr colouring matters aprrad Herschel 	. 	. 	.  

V 
1 
 οw *nixx bleached 	 . Pliny 	. 	. 	. 	 

Eudoxia macrcmbolith'a (purple 	  

dye).  

Oilier ρυrpk dye. 	. 	. 
} 

Cole 
umur 	

. 	. 	. 
R^a  

Oils generally 	  Senebier 	- 	. 	. 
Nitric ether 	• 	  Senebier 	. 	. 	.  
Nicotiiie 	  Henry & Boutron- 

Charlard.  
Santonine 	  Merk 	. 	. 	. 	 . 

Eject of Hydrogen Peroxide on Sensitise Pin tei  —Dr W. J  
Russell made a series of experiments on the effect of exposure o  
sensitive plates to the action of vapours and gases for long  
peńods. It has long been known that contact of plates with such  
substances as wood caused a sensitive surface to show " fog "  
on development. By a somewhat exhaustive series of experi.  
rents, Russell showed that the probable muse of this fog is  
hydrogen peroxide, since substances which favoured its for-
mation produced the same effect. This is somewhat remarkable,  
as this same substance will completely destroy the effect that  
light has had en a senitive plate; indeed, it affords one way of  
destroying a light image on a sensitive coHodion plate. The  
experiments of Russell give a warning to atom exposed plates for  

brief periods. Ti appears that negatives wrapped in paraffin  

paper are secure from this danger.  
Vie Application of Photography to Quunlitalirc ΧΡeαssres. —Ιn  

order to employ photography fοτ the measurement of light it  
was necessary that some means should be devised by which the  
opacity of the deposit produced on the development of a plate  
could be determined. It is believed that in 2874 the Srtt attempt  
was made by Sir W. Abney to do this. In the Phil. Meg.  he 
showed how density could be measured by means of as inetma.  
mcrn, the diaphanometer, he had devised, in which ir.nap.renl  
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the opacity of the gradation scale, next the opacity of the continuous  
spectrum at the various numbers of the empiric scale, and also the  
opacity of the other bands at the some sale numbers. The con-
tmuoua .peerrum will give the sensitiveness of the plate to the  
different parts of the spectrum when the measures of its different  
opacities are compared with those of the scale of gradation, and a  
curve of sensitiveness can be plotted from these comparisons.  
it is evident that the measures οf the other two bands will give us  
iafmmadon as to the fluorescence and the absorption of the rosin.  
Fig. 5 shows the curve of opacity of the image of the spectrum at  

so 

b 

ro 
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black wedges were used tο make matches beΙwotτ the tuskedlight  
and the same light after passing through the photographic opacity  
that had to be measured. In 1887, owing to the perfecting of  
the rotating sectors, wh κh could be made to increase or diminish  
the apertures at pleasure during its rotation, the measurement of  
opacities became easy. The Rumford method of comparing  
the light through the deposit with the naked bum, using the  
sector to equalize the illumination, was adopted, the deposit  
being placed between the light and the screen, the comparison  
light being a beam reflected from the same light onto the  
screen.  

Owing to the fact that photographic deposit scatters light mistε 
or less, the opacities measured  this plan were slightly greater  
than was shown when such opacities were to be used for contact  
printing. The final plan adopted by Abney was to place the  
pout of the plate carrying the 

 constructed αΡa above. r d e  (bd  ^^^ α  
C s ,7 dull black card with an arertvre rut  
	 ' 'in it which may be of any de: 1  

A 	

8 ^ .  This aperture was covered ^' ι Ιι  

parent paper, as was also a l, . r ι sun 8,  
the same size as A, but past,. 1  or he 

^'^Α . 	 black card itself. Light throe:., ι. m  
D behind Α would be nwtched a ith Ι . It  

FIG. 4• thrown on to B from the font ' a  
rod in the pith of this last beam was made to prevent this hi,ht  
filling on Α. When a portion of a plate bearing a deposit was  
placed behind and close to A, the light thrown on B had to be  
diminished by the sector till the two squares appeared equally bright  
and the apeiture of the sector was noted and compared with that  
required when the deposit was removed.  

With this screen accurate measures of printing densities can be  
made, and it can also be used in the determination of the com-
φ rative photographic brightness of the light issuing from different  
objects For instance, the relative brightness of the different parts  
of the corona as seen in a total eclipse ma be readily determined if  
a " time scale " of gradation is impressed on the plate on which it  
is taken. Both scale and streamer can then be enlarged optically  
and thrown on the part of the screen-A. The measures of the  
streamer densities an then be directly compared with the densities  
of the scale and the relative " photographic " brightness of the  
different parts of the streamer be ascertained by comparison with  
this Bale also.  

The some method of measurement was adopted in ascertaining  
quantitatwcly the sensitiveness of the spectrum of ordinary plates  
and of plates in which dyes are present. The figures on Fl. IV show  
reproductions of plates which were exposed to the spectrum. No. s  
is a centimu πΡas spectrum taken with the electric light; no. 7 is an  
impressed continuous spectrum; no. 8 shows the bright lines of  
metals; no. 3 the line spectrum of volatilized lithium and sodium  
so indicate the position of the spectrum colours. Nos. 4 and 2  
are the absorption and fluorescent spectra of eosin. No. 5 is the  
graduation scale formed by a bromogelatin •' Seed" plate stained  
with homocol, a cyanine derivative sensitive to the red; no. 6  
is a similar scale formed by an unstained plate. The small  
numbers placed below the different bands show an empiric scale  
which is made to apply to each of them. The first step is to measure  

its different par1a and also the curve of sensidveness of the plate  
to the different parts of the spectrum. This last is derived from a  
comparison of the measured densities with those of the gradation  

Mιaswes ιenl of the Rapidily of a Plak.—The first attempt that  
was made to ascertain the rapidity of a plate was by Abney  
(Phil. Mag. 1874), who demonstrated that within limits the  
transparency of deposit varied as the logarithm of the exposure.  

The last formula has been accepted for general use, though it is  
believed that it is not absolutely correct, though very approxi.  
mately true and sufficiently near to be of practical value. This  
belief is based on the further researches descnbed  below? 

In 1888 Sir W. Abneypo inted out that the speed of a plate could  
be determined by the formula Ρ — Ε-p(Iss Ε+ C)', where Τ is the  
transparency, Ε is the exposure (or time of exposure Κ intensity of  
light acting), and C a constant. If the abscissae (exposures) are  
plotted as logarithms, the curve takes the same form as that  of 
the law of error, which has a singular point, a tangent through  
which lies closely along the curve and cuts the axis of Y at a point  
which has a value of a/sl&. If the total transparency e unit 
this ordinate has a value of 1212, the singular point havirga  
value of 0.606. The ordinate of the zero point of the curve will be  
where the tangent to the singular point cuts the line drawn  at 
i•zts. The difference between the measurements of this zero  
point for two kinds of plates (i.e. C in the formula) from the points  
in the abscissae marking the same exposure, will give the relative  
sonsitiveness οf the two plates in tams of log x'. In 1881q 0p- Rυrter  
and Driflield (inure. See. Chem. Zed, Jan 19, 1890 worked out a  
less empirical formula connecting the exposure Ε with the densit 

 of deposit, which in an approximate shape had the form I)  
where D is the density of deposit (or lob 1 /Γ), ί  the " inertia' of the  
plate, T the transparency of the depxmt. In the customary way  a 

small portion of a plate was exposed to a constant light at a fixed  
distance απd for a used time, and another small portion to the sane  
light for double the time, and so on. By measuring the densities of  

the various deposits and constructing a curve, a large part of  
which was approximately a straight line, it was found posgibte.by  
the production of the straight portion to meet the axis of X, to  
give the relative sensitiveness of different plates by the distance  
of the intersection from the zero mint L. (See also Exposure  
Meiers, below, under 1 t, Arrπaπτeα.)  

Ej ed of Tern peralure on Sensilirenress.—In 1876 Abney  
showed that heat apparently increased, while cold diminished,  

the sensitiveness of a plate, but the experiments were rather of  

the qualitative than the quantitative order. In 1893, from fresh  

experiments,1  he found that the effect of a difference in tempera-
ture of some 40° C. invariably caused a diminution in sensitive-
ness of the sensitive salt at the lower temperature, a plate often  

requiring more than double the exposure at a temperature of  
about —18° C. than it did when the temperature was increased to  
+33° C. The general deduction from the experiments was that  
increase in temperature involved increase in sensitiveness so  

long as the constituents of the plate (gelatin, &c.) were unaltered.  
Sir James Dewar stated at the Royal Institution in 1896 that  
at a temperature of —180° C. certain sensitive films were reduced  
in sensitiveness to less than a quarter of that which they possess  

at ordinary temperatures. It appeals also, from his subsequent  
inquiry, that when the same films were subjected to the tempera-
ture of liquid hydrogen (-2"' C.) the loss in sensitiveness  
becomes asymptotic as the absolute zero is approached. Pre-
sumably, therefore, some degree of senaitiveiiess would still  
be preserved even at the absolute zero.  

Eged of Smell 1nknrilks of Light on a Sensitise Salta—When  
a plate is exposed for a certain time to a light of given intensity,  
it is commonly said to have received so much exposure (E). If  
the time be altered, and the intensity of the light also, so that the  

exposure (time X intensity) is the same, it was usually accepted .  

that the energy expended in doing chemical work in the film was  

the same. A series of experiments conducted under differing  
conditions has shown that such is not the case, and that the more  
intense the light (within certain limits) the greater is the chemical  
action, as shown on the development of a plate. Fig. 6 illustrates  
the results obtained in three cases. The exposure Ε is the same  
in all cases. The curves are so dram that the scale of abscissae  

I Those applicable Ιο  the cmeciium of star magnitudes as deter-
mined by photography have been verified and eondaιed ;by  
Schwarzehild, Micha!ke απd others.  

' Abney, Prec. Re,. 8cc, 1893.  
Abony, Pre. Roy. Sow 1 893, and Jeans. Caera Clab, 5893.  
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is the IMensity of the light in meets of -a, and the ordinates  
show the percentages of chemical action produced. If the  
chemical action remained the same when the intensity of light  
was reduced, E remaining the same, each of the curve would  
be shown as a straight line at the height of r e, which is the trans  

parency of deposit with the unit of light. As it is, they show  
diminishing percentages as the light intensity is diminished.  

. 	. 	 .&WeΛs  
!w λω a. a. a. 	5. 	a 	♦ J ...ia..  

r lkr  
Fin. 6.  

Thus, when the Intensity of the light is reduced to 	of the  
original, and the time of exposure is prolonged 64 times, the useful  
energy expended on a lantern plate is only ςσ % of that expended  
when the light and time of exposure are each unity. In the cans  
to which the diagram refers, the light used was a standard  
amyl acetate lamp, and the unit of intensity taken was this light  
at a distance of a ft. from the plate, and the unit of time was  
το seconds. The lamp being moved to 16 ft. from the plate,  
gave an intensity of τhe unit, and the time of exposure had  
tobe increased to 640 seconds, so that E was the same in both 
cases. Further, it was found that when the limes of exposure 
on different parts of the plate were successively doubled, light 
at a fixed  distance being used for one series, said altered for a 
second series, the elopes of the curves of transparency (i.e. the 
gradation) were parallelto one another. This investigation is 
of use when camera images are in question, as the picture is  
formed by different intensities of light, not very different from  
those of the amyl acetate lamp, the lime of exposer' being the  
same for all intensities. The deductions made from the investi-
gation are that with a slow plate the energy expended in chemical  
action is smaller as the intensity is diminished, while with a quick  
plate the variation is much less. Asa practical deduction, we  
may say the to obtain proper contrast in a badly lighted picture  
it is advisable to use a slow plate.  

Ι 2 J 4 5  Β 	opacities  produced on  

Sea/,  of intensities  m
the plate from  exposure  
to each source  ο(  light  

PoWers Of 2 	was approximately the  
Fm.;, 	sama The unit of  

intensity of light is, of course, in each case wldely different. 
The slope of the curve due to the spark light is less 
steep than that due to the arc light, and the latter, again, 
is much less steep than that due to the amyl acetate lamp. 
A further investigation was made of the effect of increasing  

the time of exposure when the intense light was diminished,  
andit was found that with all plates the useful chemical 
energy acting on a plate was least with the most intense light, 
but increased as the intensity diminished, though the time 
was correspondingly increased. This is the reveres of what we 
have recorded as taking place when a comparatively feeble light 
was employed. Further, it was proved that the variation was 
greatest in those plates which are ordinarily considered [o be the 
most rapid. It follows, therefore, that there issome intensity 
of light when the useful chemical energy is at a maximum, and 
that this intensity varies for each kind of plate. 

Inlermilknl Exposure of a Sensiiiee Sall.—The same investi- 
gator has shown that, if a total exposure is made up of inter- 
mittent exposure, the c ń emical action on a sensitive salt is less 
than it is when the same exposure is not intermittent. It was 
also proved that the longue the time of rest between the inter- 
mittent exposures (within limits) the less was the chemical action. 
We may quote one case. Exposures were first made to a naked 
light, and afterwards to the same light for six times longer, es a 
rotating disk intervened which bad is apertures of s° cut in it at 
equal intervals apart, and 720 intermittent exposure per second 
were given. The plate was moved to different distance from  
the light, so that the intensity was altered. The apparent loss of  
exposure by the intervention of the disk increases as the intensity  
diminishes, the ratios of the chemical energy usefully employed 
of the naked light exposure to that of the intermitting exposures
being:— 

	

For intensity r   I to •815  

. 	.. 	 ιs 	 5,'423 
h 	 1  •370 

These results appear to be explicable by the theoretical con-
siderations regarding molecular motion.  

Sled of Monodromalk Ligdl of Varying Waw-lesglIer es o  
Sιπsitiae Sall.—It has been a subject of investigation as to  
whether the gradation on a plate is altered when exposures ace  

made to lights of different colours; that is to say, whether the  

shades of tone in a negative of a white object illuminated by,  

say, a red light, would be the same as those in the negative if  

illuminated by a blue light. Abney 1  announced that the  
gradation was different; and, quite independently, Chapman  

Jones made a general deduction for isoc ń romatic plates that,  
except with a certain developer, the gradation was steeper (that  
is, the curve shown graphically would be steeper) the greeter 
the wavelengths of the light to which the sensitive salt was 
subjected. For plates made with the ordinary haloid salts of 
silver Chapman Jones's deduction requires modification. When 
monochromatic light from the spectrum is employed, it Is found 
that the gradation increases with wave-lengths of light which  

are less, and also with those which are greater, than the light 
whose wave-lengths has a maximum effect on the sensitive salt 
experimented with. Thus with bromo-iodide of silver the maxi- 
mum effect produced by the spectrum is close to the blue lithium  

line, and the gradation of the plate illuminated with that light  
is less steep than when the light is spectrum violet, green, yellow  
or red. From the red to the yellow the gradation is much the  
steepest. Whether these results have any practical bearing on  
ordinary photographic exposures is not settled, but that they  
must have some decided effect οn the accuracy of three-colour  
work for the production of pictures in approximately natural  
colours is undoubted, said they may have a direct influence on 
the determination of star magnitudes by means of photography. 

Reproduction of Coloured Objets by means of Three Riolo- 
graphic Ροχilitts.— Ιοσι's Process.—A practical plan of penduc- 

 ing images in approximately the true colours of nature has been  

devised by preparing three positives of the same object, one  

s Prac. Roy. Sue., rmen.  

4:41 of 0sy Ielesn  
Ligk1 on ιι Sensitise Sail.  
—Another investigation  
was made as to the effect  
of very intense light  
Of sensitive surfaces. In  
this case a screen of  
step-by-step graduated  
opacities was made use  
of, and plates exposed  
through it to the action  
of lights markedly differ-
ing in intensity, one  
being that of the amyl  
acetate lamp, another  
that of the arc light,  
and a third the light  
emitted from the spark  
of a Wimahurst machine.  
The exposures were so  
made that one of the  
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meminated by a red, the otberby a green, and the third bye blue  
light; the images from these three transparencies, when visually  
combined, will show the velours of the object. This plan was  
scientifically and practically worked out by F. E. lee of  Phila. 
delpbia though in France and elsewhere it had been fer^muleted, 
eape^αυυ by Hauron 1½ Cros.  

The following deκτinden may be taken as that of trees pro.  
cm': by the trichromatic theory of colour-vision every colour in  
nature can be accounted for by the mixture of Iwo or three of the  
three-colour sα sαtiοtι , red, green and blue, to which the eye is  
supemeed tο respond. Thus a mixture of a red and green sensation  
produces the sensation of yellow; of a green and blue, that of a  
blue-green; of red and blue, that of purple, and of all three, that  
of white. For the sensations we may substitute those colours  
which most nearly respond to the theoretical sensations without  
any materiel bas of purity in the resulting sensation. We must  
take the spectrum of white light es the only perfect scale of pure  
colours. It has been proved that the red sensation in the eye is  
excited by a large part of the visible spectrum, but with varying  
intensities If, then, we can on a photographic plate produce a  
developed image of the spectrum which exactly corresponds in  
op^eity and position to the amount of red stimulation excited  
in those regions, we shall, on illuminating a transparent positive  
taken from such a negative with a pure red light, have a repro-
‚sυtation of the spectrum such as would be seen by an eye which  
was only endowed with the sensation of red. Similarly, if  
segativea could be taken to fulfil the like conditions for the green  
and for the blue sensations, we should obtain positives from them  
which, when illuminated by pun green and blue light respectively,  
would show the spectrum as seen by an eye which was only  
endowed with a green ore blue sensation. Evidently it by some  
mikewe an throw the coloured images of these three positives  
on a screen, superposing them one over the other in their proper  
relative positions, the spectrum will be reproduced, for the over-
lapping colours, by their variation in intensity, will form the  
colors Intermediate between those seed (or the illumination of  
the positives For the purpose of producing the three suitable  
negatives of the spectrum, three light-filters, through which  
the image bas to par before reaching the photographic plate,  
have to be found. With all present plates these are compromises.  
Roughly speaking, the ttreens used for taking the three negatives  
are as orange, a bluish-green and a blue. These transmit those  
pans of the spectrum which answer to the three sensations.  
When these are obtained an image of a coloured object can be  
reproduced in its true colours.  

Abner devised senaitometers for determining the colours of the  
screens to be pieced before the lens in order to secure the three-
colour negatives which should answer these requirements. Their  
production depends upon the same principles indicted as neon-
sary for the cmect rendering in monochrome of a coloured ob ject'  
When the sensitometer takb the form of glasses through which light  
is traumitted to the plate, the luminosities of the coloured lights  
transmitted are determined, and also their percentage cninpcndion  
in terms of the red, green, and blue lights, and thence are deduced  
the luminosities in terms of red, gran and blue. For ascertaining  
what screen should be used to produce the red negative the  
luminosity transmitted through each glass is e ο adjusted that the  
luminosity of the red components in each is made equal by rotating  
a disk with correctapertares at out elate to the row of glasses  
This gives a sensitometer of equal red values. A coloured screen his  
to be found which, when placed in front of the lens, will cause the  
opacities of the deposit on the plate, corresponding to each square  
of ghtes, to be the time throughout. This is done by trial, the  
colour being altered till the proper remit is obtained in a similar  
way the " green " sad "blue"  scums see determined. Coloured  
pigments mating on a disk can also be employed, as indicated in  
the paragraph on the correct rendering of colour in monochrome.  

As to the camera for the amateur, whose plates sic not as a rule  
ism all of the three negatives should be obtained on plate, shine
onτυ in this way can they be developed and the densities increuad  
together. (For commercial work the negatives often Janet be  
taken on the one plate, as it would make the plate too large to  
manipulate.) The camera may be of an ordinary type with a  
repeating back bringing successively three d fferent portions of  
the plate opposite the lens. It is convenient to have a slide. in  
[root of which a holder containing the three screens can be fιxal. 
which will then be close to the pία- 

n 
tr; sucha one has been devised 

by &SagsS φ δδαd- The light fumes through them one by  

one as the plate is moved ia<o the three positions. The three  
exposures are giχcn separately, after which the pl*te is ready for  

development. The three separate exposure. are, however, a  
source of trouble at times, particularly in the cue of landscapes,'  
for the lighting may vary and the sky may have moving cloud,,  
in which case the pictures would show variations which should  
not exist. Sanger-Sbepherd bas a " one-expoesre " camera by  

which the three Images are thrown side by side on the plate Thus  
any movement in the picture affects all three negatives alike.  
Abney has also introduced a " one-exposure " camera which takes  
in a taiger angle than that of Sanger-Shepherd. The next point 

 is the enpororm which should be given through each screen. This  
can be done by placing in front of the plate and extending its whole  
length a stale of gradation through which the light coming from a  
sun-illuminated white card passes, as well as through the screens.  
In the case of the three-exposure camera the limes of exposure are  
varied till the densities of the huge of the gradation appear the  
tame in each of the three images in the cue of the one-exposure 

 camera, the light reaching the plate through the screens is altered  

by cutting off with a shutter more or less of the lens used. As the  
plate employed for the purpose of the three-colour negativts must  
be s esitivε to every co lour the odinary dark-zoom light should  
be most cautiously used. if used at all, it should be very feeble  
and development must be carried out in a dish with a cover to it.  
The plate Is manipulated in the usual way.  

loly's Fracas.—Professor J. July, of Dublin, in egg; introduced  
a έοlουr proem by which an image in approximately natural  
colours could be thrown upon a screen by an optical lantern,  
only one transparency being employed, instead of three, as in  
the Ives process. A "taking " screen was ruled with alternating  
orange, blue-green and blue lines y{g to γ '  in. apart, touching  
one another and following one another in the above order.  
When such a screen was placed in front of a sensitive plate in the  
camera, and exposure made to the image of a coloured object,  
there were practically three negatives on the same plate, each  
being conlined tο the area occupied by lines of the same colour.  
The shades of colour and the depth of the colours used in ruling  

depended on the brand of plate. When a perfect triune negative  
was obtained, a transparency was made from it, and in contact  
with this was placed a screen ruled with lines the same distance  
apart, but of the colours corresponding to the the colour sense-
tioΑe, namely red, green and blue. The red lines were made  
tο fall on the image taken through the orange lines, the green  
on that of the blue-green, and the blue or violet on that of the  
blue. On the screen these arc practically three differently  
coloured images shown by one transparency. The eye blends the  
different colours together and a picture is seen in approximately  
the correct colours of the original.  

Awn hnriise.—A very remarkable process, founded on J July's  
process, was introduced in goy by A. Lumitre et sea File of  
Lyons. Stuck grains of very minute size, some of which were  
dyed with a red stain, a second portion with a green, and a third  
portion with a blue, are mixed together in such proportions that  
a fine layer of them appear grey when viewed by transmitted  
light- Under a magnifying glare the grains are coloured, but  
owing to the want of focus in the eye the colours blend one with  
the other. Such a layer is embedded on the surface of a glass  
platy in a waterproof vehicle, and a film of sensitive emulsion  
held in sits in some material, the composition of which lies not  
been published, covers this layer. When such a plate is placed  
in the camera, with lie bark cf floe pick next the lens, the light  
passes through the coloured granules, and again we have three  

negatives on one plate, but instead of each negative being repre-
sented by lines as in the July proem they art: represented by  
dots of silver deposit. Owing to the way in which the three-
coloured film is prepbred, it Is evident that a positive taken from  
such a negative could not be backed with granules of the  
right colon, as the granules are placed at random in the layer.  
Lu mitre, to ov5eome this difficulty, converted the negative into a 
positive in a very ingenious way. The plate was developed with  
pyrogailk and ammonia in the usual way, but instead of fixing  
it, it was plunged into a solution of potassium permanganate  
and anlphuric acid. This dissolved all the sliver that had been  
deposited during development and left a film of unaltered silver  
set. On looking through the plate the colours of the coloured  
layer coming through the different dots where the silver was at  
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first deposited appeared in view, and the image was the Image  
in colour of the object photographed. The plate alter being  
washed was taken Into the light and redeveloped with an alka-
line developer, which converted the sensitive salt of silver to the  
metallic state. The image now con τisted of black particles of  
silver and the coloured image. The plate was next fixed in  
hyposulpbite of soda to remove any unreduced silver salt that  
might be left, and the picture after washing was complete. The  
coloured image so obtained is a very close representation of the  
true colours, but as the " taking " screen Is the same as the  
"viewing"  screen some little variation must result.  

Posiebes in Three Colours.—Iva was the test to show that a  
transparency displaying approximately all the colours in nature  
could be =reduced on the same princ pl s that underlie the three•  
colour printing. This he effected by printing each of the three  
negatives, produced for his triple projection process as already  
described, on gelatine films sensitized by bichremete of potash.  
Each of the three transparent films was dyed with a colour corn- 
plementasy to the colour of the light which he transmitted  
through the positives when used for projection. Thus the " red"  
positive he dyed with a blue-green dye, the " green " pc'itive  
with a purple dye, and the," blue" positive with it yellow dye.  
These three films, when superposed, gave the colours d the  
original object. Sanger-Shepherd bas made the process a  
commercial success (see Ρeοcεss) and produces lantern slides of  
great beauty, in which all colours are c οιectly rendered. Instead  
of using a dye for the " red " transparency, he converts the silver  
image of a positive image into an iron salt resembling Prussian  
blue in εοlοur. 	 (W. erg W. A.)  

II.—Paoτocwmc ΑrPΑΧΑΤuS  
Photographic apparatus consists essentially of the Camera  

with lens and stand, lens shutters, exposure meters, prepared  
plates for the production of negatives or ti·anspsrendss, sensi-
tive papers and apparatus for producing positive prints, dire= 

 or by enlargement. Beside these there are many subsidiary  
accessories.  

Since the introduction of highly sensitive dry plates and their  
extended use in band cameras, the art and practice of photo-  
grapby have been revolutionized. Numerous special forms of  
apparatus have been crested suitable fατ  the requirements of the  
new photography, and their manufacture and sale have become  
important industries. The value of the exports of photographic  
materials from the United Kingdom in χ9oa was as,"6. The  
moat important improvement has been in the construction of  
anastigmatic lenses, which, having great covering power, flatness  
of field, said freedom from astigmatism, an be worked with very  
much larger apertures than was possible with the earlier forms of  
rectilinear or ap*anatfc lenses. The increased rapidity of work-
ing thus gained has rendered It easy to photograph objects in  
very rapid motion with greet perfection. This has encouraged  
the construction of the very light and compact hand cameras  
now so vniversapy in use, while, again, their use has been greatly  
simplified by improvements in the manufacture of sensitive  
plate and films and the Introduction of light, flexible, sensitive  
films which can be changed freely In daylight. The introduction  
in 1907 of Messrs Lumiere's " A αtochτomε " process of colour  
photography has also been a grit advance, tending to popularize  
photographic work by the facility it effete for reproducing objects  
in the colours cf nature  

The Camera.  

Flirroric ατ.-The camera obscure (q.r.) was first applied to  
photographic use by Thomas Wedgwoodbetween ι792 and z8oa.  
No description of his camera is available, but it was probably  
one of the sketching cameras then in use. In ι8ιτ W. Ii.  
Wollaston found that by using a meniscus  lens with a concave  
surface towards the object and the convex towards the screen, a 
diaphragm being plated in front, the projected image of the  
camera obscura was greatly improved in sharpness over a larger  
field. The first phoiographic lenses made by V. and CL. L.  
Chevalier in Paris ( ι83o-ι84ο) were on this principle. The  
photographic camera in its simplest form La  rectangular box,  

one end of which is fitted to curl a ire and the oppoelte eau  

with a recess for holding the filming screen and piste hoidaa„  
these ends being connected by a ngnd ec eme ding bee-bond 

 sf4 body, constructed to keep out all light from the s εmitts*  
plate except that pacing through the lens. In 1846 Jempb  
Nichpbore Niepce, of Chslon.sur.Sabne, for his photographic  
expαimenta made a little camera, or erti άwl eye, with a box  
six inches square fitted with an elongated tube carrying a  lea.  
tscular glace Theit ate new in the Chaises Museum esteemsof  
his with an iris diaphragm for admitting more or has light to  
the lens; some with an accordion bellows, others with a double  
expanding rigid body for adjusting the focus. The iris dia-
phsagmm we adopted later by Chevalier for hi. photographic  
lenses. In 1835  W. H. Fox Talbo constructed simple box  
cameras for taking view, of his house on sensitive payee, and  
claimed them as the first photographs of a building (Phil Μα'  
1839, 54,  ρ.  sea). Fr. von κοbell and C. A. SIelabcil, early in  
1839, made a camera with an opera glass lens for taking land-
scapes on paper. Later in 1839 J. W. Deeper successlully used  
a camera for his daguerreotype a  eτpeάments made of a_____  

lens, 14  in. focus, fitted into a cigar box. He also used a cement  
fitted with a Gonave mirror instead of A lens. Similar cm αes  
were constructed by Α. T. Wolcott (1840) and it. Beard (184!)  
for reversing the image in daguerreotype beetraite. They have  
also been recommended by V. Zinger (1873) and D. Mach (ι89o)  
for scientific work.  

L. J M. Daguene'a camera, as made by Chevalier in 1839 for  
daguerreotype, was of Niepce's rigid double body type, fitted  
with an achromatic meniscus lens with diaphragm in front en  
Wollaston 's principle, the back part with the plate moving away  
from the lens for focusing, and fixed in its plan with a thumb-
screw. This expanding arrangement enabled lenses of different  
foal lengths to be used. With modifications cameraa of this  
type were in use for many yeses afterwards for portrait and  
studio purposes. For work in the field they were found mcon-
venieni, and massy more portable (Gems were brought out, among  
them G. Knight's and Τ Ottewill's single said double  folding 
cameras (1853), made collapsible with hinges, so as to fold on to  
the base-board. Cameras with light bodies made of waterproof  
cloth, hc., also lime into use, but these were superaded by  
cameras with collapsible bellows-body of leather, which, invented  
by Niepce, were used in France, in 1839, by Baron Α P de  
Siguier and others for daguerreotype The first record of them  
in England is, apparently, J Atkiasoo's portable aterooscopic  
cement of parallel-side bellows form (Ph Jour, x857. 3, ρ τ6t),  
which was soon followed by C. Τ. H. Kmnear's lighter conical  
form, made by Bell of Edinburgh (Pk 1aurn X858, 4. ρ 166)  
They have since been made in various patterns, conical, oblong  
and square, by P. hdeagher, G. Hare and others, and are still,  
in modified forms, in general use as studio, field or band cameras.  
When wet collodion plate. were used many cameras were fitted  
with arrangements for developing in the field.  

Information on theme and ether early cameras will be found in  
the photographic psuruals, in C. Fabiv'e Trercb eaιxlopfdιgse de  

Qer  Pςςrroa 	vol  ^.,  and in J. M. E.detα Ai'ghblicha  £issdbuci 
iσωιπιΠέw, sad ad., vol 1, pt. Ii.  

The distinctive feature of present day photography is the  
world-wide use of the hand camera. its convenience, the ease  

with which it can be carried and worked, and the remarkably  

low prices at which good, useful cameras of the kind an be  
supplied, concurrently with improvements In rapid aensitive  
plates and lenses, have conduced to this result. It her also had  
a valuable educational influence in quickening artistic perception  

and scientific inquiry, besides its use iii depicting scenes and pass-
ing events for liheorical =mind. Small portable cements had  

been made by  B. G. Edwards (1853),  T. Scaife (Pistolgiaph.  
ι858), Α. Bertsch (Vide), T. Ottewill (zSfli), and others, but it  

was not until rapid gelatin dry plates were available in z88z that  

Τ. Boles benught cut hls " detective "camera (Ph. !anus. ι88ι , 
ρ. 59). It consisted of a double cement (one as finder, the other  
for taking the picture) enclosed in another box, suitably covered,  
which also contained the double-plate candera and h,d ap αtuτea  
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in front of the viewing and taking lenses. In another form the  

finder was omitted. A month Eater A. Loi eau and J B.  

Germeuli-Bonnaud patented an opera glass camera. Various  
forms of portable magazine cameras followed, among them Α.  
Pumphrey's" Reputing Camera" (4880), W. Rouch's ° Eureka"  

( 1887), R. Kτugener's camera (book form, 1888), and others in  
collapsible or box forms disguised as books, watches, &c., but  
the did not come into general use before 1888, when the East-
man Company of Rochester, U.S.A., brought out their very  
portable roll-film cameras, now known under the trade name of  

Kodak." The manufacture of these and other light band  
cameras has since become a very important and douriahing  
industry in Great Britain, Germany, France and the United  
States. It is noteworthy that the moat modem form of band  
camera, the reflex, goes back to an early type of portable camera  
olncura, figured by Johann Zabn in :686, in which a mirror was  
used for reflecting the image on to a horizontal focusing screen,  
at the same time reversing it. The first photographic camera on  
this principle was Τ. Sutton's (z860), which has served as a basis  
for many subsequent developments. A. D. Loran's (r88g) and  
R. Krugener's (1891) were early examples of the hand came  
type, but grit improvements have since been made.  

Modern cameras differ so much in details of improved cosistroction  
that only a few of the more important requirame ń ts ran be noticed.  
A camera should be well and strongly made of seasoned weed or  
of metal, perfectly rigid when let up, to avoid any shifting of the  
axis of the lens in respect to the sensitive plate. The front end  
back of the camera should normally be vertical and parallel, and  
the axis of the lens perpendicular to the centre of the plate, but  
arrangements are usually made by vertical and lateral adju αeιeets  
on the camera front for raising the lens to take in less foreground  
or vice versa, or for moving it right or left, the latter brimm ί ι g a  
vertical movement when the camera has to be turned on its side.  
In the Adams" Idento " camera the lens and finder can be rotated 

 together on the rising front wording ii the cement is used horizon-
tally or vertically, the finder showing in either tae the Identical  
view projected on the plater The best modern field cameras are  
fitted with a swing-back or swing-front and sometimes with both.  
A swing-back i.  necessary for bringing back theplate to the vertical  
potion, so as to prevent convergence of vertical lines, when the  
camera has to be tilted. A rising swing-front, in which the lens  
is tilted, answers the same purpose, provided the camera is kept  
level. If further tilting is necessary, when raking high buildings  
8c., the swing-back and front may both be required, but must be  
kept vertical and parallel and the effect is that of an abnormal  
rising front. Many modern cameras are fitted with a double rising  
front. The vertical and aide swings are also useful for equalizing  

the definition of objets at different distances from the camera,  
but tbey alter the perspective. Theme swing-movements should  
pee(ernbly be round the central horizontal α vertical exit of the  
back or front, but are frequently effected by simple inclination of  
the back or lens front on a hinge. When the rising front is used  
a lens of extended covering power is desirable, and it may be neces-
sary to stop it down to obtain good definition over the expended  
area of τhe picture. Α sh ht incline/10n of the lens maγ also be  
useful in readjusting the focus. The camera απd plate earners  
must be perfectly light-tight and all inner bright surfaces made  
dead black to prevent reflections  from bright spots being thrown  
on the plate. The black varnish used, preferably of shellac and  
lampblack in spirit, must have no deleterious effect on the plat  
Although the weight απd bulk are increased it is convenient to have  
the camera square and fitted with a reversible back, so that the  
greatest length of the plate may be horizontal or vertical, es desired.  
Many cameras are fitted with revolving backs to be used in either  
position. In some French esteems the back pert of the esmm.  
with the bellows is reversible, to be used upright or horizontaL  

Focusing—The earlier cameras were focused by drawing out  
the back and clamping it with a thumb-screw working in a slot in  
the base-beard. When bellows cement were introduced they were  
focused by an endless screw, and these are still used for large copy-
ing cameras Most modem cameras are fitted with rack and pinion  
movements working either in front or at the back of the camera or  
both. Many band cameras, requiring to be brought to focus at  
once, are fitted with studs (infinity catcher) which fix the front in  
focus for distant objets, nearer distances being noted on an engraved  
scale attached to the baseboard. Such scales should be verified  

by measurement. In hand cameras with fixed infinity focus,  
the necessary adjustments for distance of near objects are made on  
the lens mount. The focusing screen may be ruled with  parallel 
ems. lines for µurposes of measurement, and as a check on the  
verticality of the camera when photographing buildings or other  
objects with vertical lines. The distance of the lens from the Bus- 

bright, vdi-defined ubjeet en the screen and then ci α ground-
glass plate placed is each of the slides to be examined A kvd or  
other means of showing Chet the camera is level and the plate vertical  
should be attscbtd to the camera, else a view meter or finder,  
showing the exact extent of the picture on the focusing glass. In  
the view meter the picture is viewed directly through a pin-hole  
mounted at the beck of the camera as it appears in a frame with  
cross wires on the πsιng front, adjusted t ο the site of the plate and  
the fescue of the lens. Finders are practically enroll reflex cameras,  
and a reduced Image Ι.  seen reflected from a mirror or prism. A  
r.ctangular concave glans mounted oa the camera is also a con-
venient form, it can be combined with a miner for vertical observa-
tion, and in Watson's new form is also arranged as a level and  
telemeter (B. J. A. p. 724.  1g08). The Image seen in the finders  
should cοrresροsιd exactly with that on the date. When the rising  
front is used special arrangements have to be made to ensure the  
cοmsροndnςe of the images in the finder and on the ground-
glans. This is done in the "Adams Idento scope"(ipo8), which  
Is fitted to the swing front and adjusted by a lever to follow the  

movement of the lens.  
Ρlineλiά&γι or Derk-sides.—The dark-slides or backs, holding  

sensitive plates, are made either single or double, the former usually  
for wet ppleteη the latter for dry plates. The ordinary book-form  
double dirk-slide has been in use since the early days of calotype  
paper negatives, and contains two plates separated by a blackened  
metal plate; three of them usually form a mot, the shutters being  
numbered i to 6, the odd numbers on the opening side. Inner  
frames can be used for smaller plates if desired. The slides should  
fit easily into the camera and the shutters run smoothly out and  
in. They must be perfectly light-tight, the corner joint λΡ the hinges  
in the shutters, and the openings in the sides and top of the book.  

bum fides are all week points requiring occasional ireful examina-
tion or protection by metal plates The shutters of dark-slides  
are either metedr solid and removable; the former is perhaps  
the more convenient, but both forms may become liable to let in  

light. Various forms of solid slides, single and double, are now  
made in wood or metal, or of wood for the frame and metal for the  
shutters; the are bejiter, more compact and less liable to admit  
light to the plates. In some cues one slide rams suffice for the  
exposure of several Rlates or stiff films, enclosed in separate  
envelopes, es In the Wishart-Mackenzie " slide, the " Vienne "  
and other similar ones, or contained in a single packet, as in the 
" Premo Filmpack and 
similar arrangements which  
enable twelve thin celluloid  
films to be plated in the  
camera exposed one after  
the other, and removed  
again safely in daylight,  
the  pack being replaced, if  
necessary, by another. The  
packet. of films are made  
of light cardboard, απd  
effect agreet savi π of bulk 
απd weight (fig. t). Roll'  
holders are also a convenient  
way of carrying sensitive  
celluloid films in lengths of  
six or twelve exposures,  
rolled on spools, which can  
be changed in daylight.  
Changing boxes for holding 	FIG. 1.—Premo Film-pack.  
a reserve of plates or cellu.  
bid films in sheaths, are  
used with some magazine and other cameras. They are arranged  
to fit on the camera in glace of the dark-slide απd the plates are  
changed automatically so that exposed elates are placed in  
order successively at the back, a fresh glare going forward for  
ezpoeure and the number of the exposure being recorded at the same  
time.  

cements, for portraiture, are usually of the square bellows  
type, of solid construction, to take large and heavy lenses; adjustable  
from front and back with pack απd pinion movements, to enable  
long or short focus lenses to be used, with extra extension for copy  
log or enlarging. They are generally fitted with repeating becks,  
allowing two or more exposures to be made on one plate. The  
backs are square or reversible, so that the plates can be used up-
right or lengthways, and are fitted with double swing movements  
at the back When single dark slides are used they are best fitted  
with a flexible shutter to avoid jerking and movement of the  
camera. For portraiture they are mounted on solid pillar stands,  
being raised or lowered with an endless screw or rack-work, and  
the table-top usually has vertical and horizontal angular mov ε-
meats. Large cameras with long extension for copying purposes  
are made in many forms with special arrangements for the various  
photo-mechanicaf processes, and are mounted on substantial  
table-stands with screw adjustments for obtaining the venous  
motions shove noted, απd also a rectilinear traversing motion  
right or left. All these stands should be absolutely rigid απd free  ing screen --' from the ._ ,,.: a plate i. the dark slide must c οinc ;de  

esaιetly. Th ίs ασ be tαted by measurement α by (αυsπς Α. from tre>ηα. Process αmειαι are,bowever, sometimie  mounted,  
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far as practicable. A Circular level phoed year the finder is  
usefUL  

The choice of a lend =mere depends upon the aseumstances  
in which it is to be used, and the purpose for which it Is prαΩeipagy  
required. For genteel work and with the made facilitits lee  
carrying and changing plates and fil σ s in daylight5  the numerous  
folding hand or sand cameras for plate, flat or roll films,with full  

adjustments, will be found most useful. Box or magazine mimes  
in which a supply of cut films or plates can be carried, changed  
mechanically, and exposed rapidly in succession, are convenient,  
but their se. is limited and they are liable to get out of order.  

A third class are the reflex  
and other hand cameras  
with fowl plane shutters for  
specially rapid inst^rtas 
can work as necked below.  
There are two types of light  
folding hand or stand =m-
eras, specially adapted for  
hand cement work—those  
made for taking glass plates  
nod cut films, and the fold-
ing pocket Kodak or other  
roll-film amens. The  
former ace now made of  
very light construction with  
mahogany or metal bodies,  
wooden or aluminium base-
boards thin metal derk-
slides . The Cameras  
of the pocket Kodak type 	 ^  - 

-  

together with the copying board, on swinging stands, to avoid the  
eta of vibiatioss.  
ΡeeΙaWs andcameras camerasmeses include cameras of the Hare and 

Mesgber typo for outdoor work and genααl purposes en plates  
15 in. Χ 12 in. 10 8' in. Χ 6 in., and an lighter forms from 6} in.  
χ Ι m. tο 4} ία. Χ 3} in. Forgesiesslpurpo.tstbeyarsusually  
made with Deere bellows and folding g tail-boaπt, rather more ωb-
stantielly than those with cοmcώ l bellows intended for outdoor  
work, here are mary patterns, the peincipal modern improve-
ments in field cameras being swinging fronts, tripod head and turn-
table in the baseboard, double and sometimes tń ρle extension  
movements from the beck and front for long or short focus lenses,  
and the use of aluminium for some of the metal-work. They are  
fitted with a focusing screen and are intended for use on a tripod  
stand, though some of the smaller sixes of the modern light hand α  
stand camera' can be used as hand cameras with finders. The  
plates are carried in the usual dark-slides, but the smaller sires,  
from half-plate downwards, can be fitted with roll-holders for flexible  
61ms, or with film packs or other daylight changing arrangements.  

Pddisg and Mend Camerar.—Folding ca eras forma class of  
modern portable cements which have many conveniences for hand  

or stand work from  
(Ι . — i1 quarter-Eplate to 7 in. X  

S in. They may have  
all the fittings of a stand  
camera and be nude to  
take glass plate,, flat or 
roll films, but have the  
advantage of foaming  
when closed a convenient  
package enclosing cm-
era, lens and shutter, all  
in position for immediate  
use when opened out  
(8g.
ree fitted M 

them 
d snth foocusing  

glace and findeα and  

the seine way u hand 
 With an ap-

paratus of this kind on  
a light stand any class

of ordinary indoor or outdoor work can be undertaken within the  
size of the plate, and the extension of the bellows, which should be  
quite double the fetus of the leas.  

The muitiplkity of forms and arrangements of hand cameras  
nukes it difficult to classify them into distinct types; but they may  
be mainly divided into box and folding amens, and further into  
(α) cameras with enclosed changing magazines for plates or gat  
films; (b) with enclosed roll film on spools; r) with nepante changing  
magazines, changing boxes or roll-holders; (d) with single, double  
or multiple plate carriers or film-packs. Moat cameras that will  
takelees plates in the ordinary n te-holde will take cut films in 
suitable sheaths or can be fitted with envelope slides, film-pecks  
or roll-holders. The normal size for hand cameras i.  the quarter.  
ρlate (4} in. )< 3k in.),orthecοntinenulsizeq Χ zacm.;j in. X 4 in.  
ssalsoa popularsrze,andcameras forthe post-card size, in. X 3!in. 
or 15 Χ 10 cm. have been lars,ely adopted. Smaller sizes are also  
made for lantern plates and for the lighter pocket cameras, some  
in the form of stereoscope,, field- lass watches, or tchα, es in the 
' Τicka, ' but the pictures are small and require enlarging. Hand  

cameras are constructed on the same principles as stand cameras,  
but, being specially intended for instantaneous work, they are  
simplified and adapted for rapid focusing and exposing. The  
focusing screen k superseded or supplemented by finders arranged  
to show the limits of the subject on the plate, the focus being ad-
justed by the infinity catches and focusing scales above noticed.  
Swing-backs and fronts are often dispensed with, but are desirable  
adjuncts, and arising falling front particularly so. Lenses of 
bid),  large aperture,f f6 to f/8. and fend covering power, preferably  
of the aπastιµmatic type, or a rind aplanat, should be used, but  
for very rapid work anastigmets working from f14 to f/6 will be 

re mo useful. Hand cameras can also be fitted with telephoto  
objectives of large aperture. Some cheap hand cameras are fitted  
with single landscape lenses α aplanats working about Jima  or  
beer, but the waiSt of intensity limns their use to well-illuminated  
subjects Shutters of the between-lens type are now generally  
used in band =merge, and for ordinary purposes should give fairly  
accurate exposures from ‚to Js  of a second or less and also time  
exposures. Some central shutters are sp&ded for shorter exposures  
W .}. of a second. but for these fowl plane shutters are preferable,  
and for the more rapid exposure t λΡes of a second and less are 
nαessary. The shutter should be e ίfιci_e_nt, regular in action, and  
readily released by gentle pressure, pneumatic or otherwise-  
Mechanism for automatically changing plate or films in band  
cameras of the box magazine type must be certain 'in action, simple  
and not readily put out d order, special rare being taken to avoid  
rubbing or abrasion of the plates in changing or transport.  In 
changing 

recordedautomat ically, 
to films number the numr of plates exposed should 

be 	uρliαte exposures prevented as  

are of similar construction,  
but made to take roll film. Ftc. 3.— Εrnenlanυ'a Pocket Camera.  
on spools, or with an attach- 
men f t for using glass and dark-sld α for taking platα and cut  
films. Attached to a sling-strap the quarter-plate site can be  

fquite conveniently carried m a aide-pocket, Wataon's ^ Deft" ca 
folding camera is fitted with  
a focal plate shutter (fig. 4).  
The " Selfα carbine" camera  
has α aslfsre ring front bring-
ing the lens at once into  
position for use on opening  
out. Those fitted with lenses  
of fairly large aperture, double  
extension, and rising and fall-
ing fronts are to be preferred.  
Of box α magazine cameras  
there is an immense variety.  
In some the lens is fixed an  
focus for all objects within a  
certain distance, in others it  
is adjusted by α focusing  

ten 0Λ the inn.Sotoe υό ιαπ Fto.  p
µ The " Deft ^ Σoldiσg  

or 
a single magazine, others two 	- ^'f'^Oe  ^^M"  

more. Some take only glass plates, others plates or cut films.  
All of them are, however, self-contained and reedy for immediate  
exposure. One of the earliest forms of single magazine cameras,  
still in use, as in the "Eureka" and "Vale, ' is the 'Leg, in  

Fie, 5.—Double-magazine Box 	Ftc. 6.—The Verascope,  
Camera. 	 Richard.  

which a supply of plates or films in sheaths, is kept inn magazine  
behind the camera ready for exposure, the plates as exposed  
being lifted with the fingers into a bag or expanding; chamber  
above the magazine and placed behind the rest of the plates at  

the back, a fresh plate taking its place in front In some foams the  
magazines are removable and replaceable by othes. The  arrange-
ment in simple and effective, but the bag usually made of soft 
leather or cloth, is liable to wear and puncture, and may mike  
dust The cameras with double magazines in which unexposed  
plates are kept in one recess and transferred ιικcemivdy after  
exposure to a second recess are more complicated, and many  

Fxo.  z.—Sinclair Folding Camera.  
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devioa have been invested for effecting the change  
s). Some forms are ef(eιtive and popular on aeconat of thur  

compactness and readiness for immediate exposure, but there is  
alwaysa risk of the mechanism failing, and care has to be taken in  
charging them to lay the plates truly in their pieces The very  
bandy binocular cameras, or $Msto-' nιιelks. of which the " Vera- 
scope"   (fig. 6) is a type, are of this class, and have additional  

Fte. 7.—1 eck's Dai-Cornet Daylight-lading Camera.  
magazines. S 	 o So also are hand cameras of R. and I. Beck's" Frena " 
type, 

 

fils aree
c 	oy 

 notched on 
construc ted 

	eidesrand packed in bundlesssilteernatτely  
with cards similarlyy cotched. The pack of films and cards is pieced 
in a magazine at the back of the camera, and by the movement of 

a lever, after exosure, the  
exposed 61m end its following  
card are released, and by turn- 
ing the camera down are  
dropped into α second re- 
ceptacle. A "folding Frena "  
is now made as a folding  
camera with attached maga- 
siηe for filπιs, without which  
it can be used separately for  
plates. R. and 3. Beck's new 

Dai'Cornejt" u α great im- 
provement in this form of  
Amer, being a daylight.  
loadinj box magazine camera  
for plates, the paces being  
packed in a bundle of ridged  

Fee. 8.—Wataπ' "Vλl"Camera. quite 
p • so that they and 

quite protected from h h[ and  
can be put into or taken out of the camera in full daylight. In  

Other respects it resembles other masine cameras (fig. 7). Another 
useful magazine camera is the " Z

g
aambex,' caning either pines  

or films, held in skeleton frames in envelopes which can be loaded  
or unloaded is daylight, and are kept ready for use in the back  
of the camera and exposed consecutively. For work in which  

speed • is of πmary importance hand . 

cameras fitted with very tepid lenses  
and focal plane shutters are necessary,  
and several forms of φrtable coUaRnbTe  
cameras of this kind are now available,  
such as the Goerz ΑnschΛts, Zeiss's  
" Palmos, ' Watson's " Vril (fig. 8),  
Adams, " Idento,' &c., and are lighter  
and moo portable than the reflex  
cameras. Hand cameras are generally  
fitted with screw-bushes for mount-
ing on a tripod stand when time ex-
posures are wanted. The light folding  

s wooden or aluminium stands noted  
below are specially suitable.  

Πωσι.Ι ιιz end &l'x Camuns.—For  
photographing animals. objects in  motion, 

Fio. fitted ρublιc functions. &c., it is important to  
with Twis.1,esiies, ectuao have the means of watching the movement  
to show Meng, 	till the critical moment of exposufe  
λ, Ηood s, finder• 	

arrives. For this it is convenient to  

Grounάd glass screen. have a cameo fitted with twin. lenses 
ιΡ, 
C. Group. 	

working iα tωο separate coπιpsremeab  

D, V'κωing lens. 	
(fig. Q) or more simply vrith a mirror . 

. WαΡk^n; leis 

 
throwing a, full-^eed unreversed image ! 

a . Shutter. 	
of the object from the lens on tο  

o, Focusing pinion, 	the focusing screen (fig- ιο). With the  
former, which has the advantage that  

κ. Plate parer, 	the image is seen before, during, and  
I. Plate, 	 after exposure, the lenses must be of  

exactly equal focus and focused together by the same motion of  
the rack-work, the object being viewed on the focusing screen of  
the upper compartment. and the piste kept ready in the lower , 

to be esse ιed when desired.. Bhnbcular hand cameras are also  
nsade on this principle, one compartment serving for focusing, 
the other holding lens and plates. Stereoscopic cameos are  
another form of twin-lens amens, and are usually made for  
also wag single panoramic pictures.  

In re$'x cameras only one lens Is necessary though two are con.  
venient, and can be used somewhat as in fig. 9.  They generally  
consist of a cubical box camera containing a movable mirror facing  
the leas at an angle of 4s and throwing up the image projected from  

it en to a horizontal focusing screen, on which it is viewed through . 
lienibie hood which folds down in the upper part of the camera when  
not in use (fig. to). In order to get the greatest rapidity of   
expowre a foαl-plane shutter I. generally fitted, and by •  
single movement of the release the mirror I, smoothly lifted and  
the plate exposed sImulaneously. They should be rttted with  
aaastigmttic lenses working at large apertures for very rapid  
work. In some ferias the lens is fixed, but usually there is a front  

bellows extension for long-focus lenses, with rising and falling front,  
to which swing motion may be given, a swing-beck not being genera  
ally' used with the feral plane shutter. In the "Ernes" camera  
E. Human has made an arrangement by which the cameo back  
horizontal viewing screen and reflector are made to swing iimul-
u•souslγ, by a reek and pinion movement. They may also have  
reversing or revolving backs for quickly changing the position of  
the plate. 5111. X 4 in, and 3} ί n. X 4} ίπ. •re the usual sίus of  
the plates, but larger and smaller sizes are also available. These  
cements requite the best workmanship and perfect mechanism  
for successful working and freedom from any jarring movement  
in releasing the shutter or mirror. The fdtusm screen must also  
be in aixurate register with the focus of the lens on the plate.  
Those forms In which the image can also be viewed at the height  
of the eye, as in the Graflex  
(fig. zo), are preferable. Al.  
though reflex cameras are  
rather heavy and bulky as  
hand cameras, they have many  
advantages over the ordinary  
hand cameo with finder and  
focusing scales for the purpose  
of the press photographer, the  
natanlist and others, in ob-
serving and recording very  
rapid movements, and have  
come into very general use for  
such purposes. They permit  
the gccutetu focusing of a full-
sized image on the ground-
glass up to the moment of  
exposure, esρedα lly  

or u
κΡful

s 	
Fm. yo.—Reflex Camera. 

ωben lenses of brag 	hort 	w Lcns 
focus are required and when s ,  
the rising or mine front is in 	e 

, h(
, Ground lass. 

 use. The aspect of this image 	D^ Plate.  
οn the ground-glass ^ else a 	

!^ Supplementary minor. greet aid in the selectiοn and  
placing of the subject and in judging the exposure required fix 
it. T practically have all the advantages of a, stand camera 
and can used at such en a stand for subjects requiring prolonged  
exposure. They are also coming into 'increasing use in studio work  
fee portraits of children, &e. Their use and adjustments are  
discussed by G. E. Brown in the Jrilizh louvre! Aliisisnac for 1909.  

PaiiaswmfcCosiseras.—Many se.called "panoramic" cameras  
have been introduced from time to time, among them T. Sutton's  
(i86s). and J. R. Johnson's "Pantasropic' (0864), but did not  

^^^w  

ι  

^.^ 
 

F[e. i i..-&ction of " AI-Vista " Paaothmk Camera,  
come into general use till the use of curved wirfeces of celluloid  
film enabled such cameras of convenient size and weight to be put  
on the market. They are on the same priscipic αα one made by 

 F von Martens in 184s for curved daguerreotype plate, and cover-
ing an angle of ι5ο. P. Moessrd's " Cy δndrographe " of 1889  
was the hrrt of the renders type. It rnwieta of a ned-circular  



Fto.  12.—" Al-VIsta" Panoramic  
Camera, dosed.  
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camera, the front of it formed of light.Qroo( cloth and the back  
by the curved Rońble carriers The lens is fitted on a vertical  
ems, so that the nodal mint of emergence remains motionkιι, and  
is revolved round it by  means of a handle waked by hand and carry- 
ing a view meter. The illumination of the i σιage is regulated by  
an adjustable vertical slit in a tube attached  Ιο  the leα inside the  
box, and by altering the rate at which the lens is rεvdved. The  
pictures tabn embrace less than tile. The apparatus folds  
together and is quite potable; it is fully described in Mofaard s  
Le Cγliedrogrαpis(Parύ , '859). The "AI-Viso" (1901) and the 

Panoram Kodak' (t900) art on the same pnncrple, but arranged  
as roll-holds hand cameras, in two eises, carrying film foe several  
exposures, 7  in. X 2) in. οι g in. X is in. They work instanta- 
neoudy and by mans of a clοέk-spring the lens routes ra ρldlυι 
over α Lalf.circle when released. The angle of view is about 120  

(figs it and 12). The  
vewe taken with this  
kind of camera are some- 
times disappointing, on  
account of the develop-,  
meet of cylindrical per- 
spective on α piano nut.  
ί&α caυwg apparent din- 
toetion.is distortion  
is avoided in Cad Zeiss's  

Pelmets Panoram"  
camera for plates 6} in. X  
3} in., fitted with "Ten- 
jar" lens and focal plane  
shutter, and other similar  
cameras which n be 

used forstereoscopkor single pictures. Other more elaborate instru-
ments driven by clockwork have been nude for making a complete  
tour of the horizon. Among them C. Des-mimesis' Cyclographe,'  
which can be used with lenses of different foci and takes the pictures  
on a roll-film, which is unrolled as the instrument revolve. on its  

axis, the lens also rotating on its nodal point of emergence; and  
thus the image always remains sbχτ (BVIJ. Jac. Front. d.  Plot., 
1891, ρ. $83). Commandant A. I)aubrew his improved on  
Moessard's apparatus, by placing the lens vertically between two  
right-angled prisms, the upper of which reee -es the inmge and  
projects it through the lens on to the tower prism, from which, by  
rotation of the system on the vertical axis, it is projected on to a  
cylindrical film through an angle of 36ο• ((Ιbid. X906, Q  qyo ; E. lb.. 
1907, ρ. 99). The Peń phote" and Eraemana's Ruadbliek"  
camera are improved forms (E. lb., 1908, p. 322).  

Many early forms of panoramic cameras are described in B. .1. A.  
1892 p. 517.  Colonel R. W. Stewart's Panoram " (1893?.  
A. Chevaher'ι "Photographic [lane Table," J. Bridges Lα  s 

Photo-Theodolite" (18%), and similar camera fitted with  
telescopes, levels and divided circles, are instruments of precision  
suitable for photographic surveying. Improved imminent& fee  
topographical surveying with atereo.photographic apparatus, C n 
the principle worked out by Dr C. F11116eh, of Messrs Zeiss  
in his stereo-comparator (1903), are being practically developed, 
and much information regarding them will be found in mimes by  
F,. Doleral and oiń eπ in J. M. Eden's Johebdeb'r, '903 to 1908; 
also a paper by Lieut. F. V. Thomριen. ύ ι Grgraphiwf banal,  
1908, sum.  

Cumrsas Jos There-Calory Piorageopby.—Many forms of camera  
have hero constructed for making the three negatives required  

lorttichromatkphotzgrapby. The  

fall into two types (i) those with • repeating back fitted with three  
colour-screens or Wτers—red green  
and violet—through which the  
colour impressions are made suc- 
cesń vely with one lens upon  a 
single colour-sensitive plate, as in  
the Sanger.Shepherd system. The  
colour'screens are placed immedi- 
ately in front of the sensitive plate  
in the reputing back, which is  
moved on for each exposure. In a  
morn recent form, by the name  

Flo. 13.—Diagram of Camera maker
, t he  thre e plate are  one for Tktee-colour Photography.

eposuκΡ. The cameo is divided  
into three compartments, and fitted with a special diaphragm which  
can be regulated for the varying sensitiveness of digerent batches of  
plates. The central image is impressed directly on the .  plate; the 
other two by κΡθαtioιι from peisms araπgεd seas to equalize the sizes 

three the ree images on the sensitive plates, the light rays passing  

in each rose through a suitable colour-fllter---rrd, green and blue- 
violet—somewhat on the printdpfe cl F. E. fves's camera of 5900  
(fig. 13). It is convenient and successful in working. (2)  
lhmm'aa made on the refkctisg principle of L. Duce* du  
Hauron (1876), elaborated by F. E. Ives (1894) in his photo- 
^ rπ 	

o
n which three images are taken through three  

κΡpaate plates with one lens, the respective  

(AΡΡARATυS  

expoιa^e^being tegulated by reflection el the light coming front  
the km by plane mirror, on to the sensitive plates, and  is 
filtration through the colour-screens in front of them. Many  
variations of this method have been proposed, in which reflecting  
prisms replace the mirrors. The different systems bava been dis-
cussed by W. Gamble (Pi. leνι. 190. xlv. 150), the latter also by  
E T. Butler (Ibid. p. 199). Sir W. de W. Abney has described  
three—colour cameras for landscape work.in Ph. low. 190' xliv.  
81, and 1908, xlviii. 33t.  

Esslargirg Cnewen—Tbese cameras vary to foam, accessing to  
the nature of the illumination, but ordinarily consist of a double  
or triple extension bellows camera, with a bolder for the negative  
or transparency at one end, and for the sensitive place or paper  
at the ether, the lens being placed on a faxed partition betwee π the  
two. Some recent forms of "daylight eπlarςeπ ' can be used as  
an ordinary camera. Other cheaper ones are on the fixed focus  

principle. Enlarger, for use with artificial light are made like a  

magic lantern, with a condenser, projecting an enlarged image on 
to a sensitive tive plate or paper fixed on an easel or screen. A simple  
arrangement for daylight enlarging is to fix a suitable camera on  

to a wager one by a sliding front, and mount the two on • studio  

stand tilted so that the image may be illuminated by the open dry.  

Ciissmaiograpka.—Many special tenures and lenses have been  
introduced for taking ass a long flexible sensitive film an extended  
series of small photographs of the successive phases of movements,  
and again projecting them on a careen so as to reproduce the scene, 
with an illusion of motion, in what are known as living pictures;  
biogra its, &c. As each photograph requires a certain minimum 
time for exposure and must be kept in true position in sequence  
with the rest, some means of regulating the intermittent exposures  

and keeping the film in position have to be adopted; and there are  
many different ways of doing it, either by a continuous or inter-
mittent motion and exposure of the film while it is being unwound  
from one roller on to another. The films used are similar to the  
ordinary celluloid films, but in narrow bad from 1) in. to 2)  in. 
in width, the length varying with the number of eremites re.  
quired. at the rate of ι6 to 20 per second. They are perforated  
on both sides, so that they may run true and have the necessary  
intermittent motion, the perforations fitting on to studs on a sprocket  
wheel in connexion with the driving wheel and crank handle.  
Special lenses of short focus from  i  m. to,) in., with good c ονerί ng  
rower and large spertures )!4  to f/2. are required both for photo-  
graphing, and projecting _; several such are noted below. Absolute 
rigidity in the camera s essential. Special stands are made for  
the purpose, but if a tripod send is used it should be well braced.  
Special, apparatus is required for developing and fixing the exposed  
films, They are wound on large rollers supported over troughs  
containing the necessary solut ίοns (see CINEYavOG4PN). The  
mechanical arrangements are treated in Η. V. lopwood, Lirisg  
Pich'reS ((1 ); F. P. Liesegαπ* •Haadbr ιd de, pinkisehen w Xis 
mawfia$i 01907); K, W. "olf-Czapek, Die Kuusemsslo'ra$u'  
(t 
 icy. 

 Lindsay Johnson, Phsiogro$sc mks  (1909); F-d τ'ι  

A method of cinematography in colour was introduced by G. A.  
Smith and- C. Urban in 1908, the main feturee of it being the use  
of a film sensitive to oil colour waves to the furthest red; super-
imposing the colour records by persistence of vision; the use of  
two-colour records instead of three, in order to reduce the interval 
between the successive prrsesitations; adaptation to existing  
cinematograph machinery and films. T κ conditions are fulfil  
by the use, in place of the ordinary revolving sector shutter in front  
of the lens passing intermittent white light ,  of a special, more  
rapidly revolving shutter divided into four sectors, one fitted with  
orange-red `lass, another with bluish-green glass and two inter-
mediate opaque sectors, so that at every revolution p(  the shutter  
an exposure is made through -  the red and green glasses alternately.  
The former passes white and yellow, and then orange, scarlet to  
deepest red; whilst the latter also pares white and yellow, green,  
blue-green, blue, all in proportion according to the red and green  
sensitiveness of the specially sensitized pant bromatic emulsion on  
the film. The same shutter and colo υt screens are used for pro-
jection, some supplementary blue rays being added. The results  
are satidutoη and the method promises to be of great practical  
value (see lone. Roy. Soc. Arl:, 1908, 57. No. 2926).  

Special camera s κΡ made for various branches of scientific  
research 

p
ίn photo-σιieograpbΥ, ρhαο-κα t astronomical acopy. astnomical 

photography, Be Τιi  
Pιοοραd Jtoadn ^ areFleld cameras a uat^lly supported on wooden 

tripod stands, folding In two α more sections, the heed being  
separate or filed in the base-board of the camera. The legs should  
be capable oί  extension to about ss ft. and adjustable in length for  
use on uneven ground. A tripod sand may be light, but must  
be firm and rigid when set up. To prevent slipping, shoe, of sisdia-
rubbSr or cork may be fitted to the mints of the legs, and in some  
cases it may be desirable to strengthen the tripod by a folding  

adjustable brace. W. Ruder's " Sw ιηαm " camera stand is node  
to enable the camera to be securely fixed in awkward positions.  
and has many valuable special fatures, great extension, swuvtl  
points to the feet, &c. For hand cameras the very light, portable  
octal folding and walking-slick stands are conve.ient,  



Fio. 17.—Rectilinear  
Lens.  

Landscape  
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Phaiograjikic Objeaises or Lames.  

The objective is the most important item of photographic  
apparatus, because upon it depends the perfection with which  
a correct and well-defined picture is projected upon the p10.'  
surface of the sensitive plate of objects in the different planes form-
ing^ the field of view, which naturally would come to a focus on  a 
series of curved surfaces. This flattened picture must be equally  
illuminated and sharply defined, within a limit of confusion from  
r {{ t  to rj/  of an inch, over a sufficiently wide angle. A good  
objective must also pass sufficient light to produce the required  

effect on the photographic plate with short exposures; the chemical  

απd visual foci must coincide exactly, and it must not distort  

straight α parallel lines The fulfilment of these conditions is  

complicated by the presence of sundry (opal displacements or abem-
tions. (') S$'riwf aberralios, or non-ooincsdence of the foci of  
the central and marginal pencils of rays messing through the kos  
It is corrected by varying the curve of the component lenses and by  

the use of a diaphragm. (2) Coma, or blur, due to lateral spherical  
aberration of oblique rays, απd mostly found in unsymmetrical  
combinations απd single stew lenses. It is partly eliminated by  
the diaphragm. (3) Ashgmalism, which accompanies coma in  
single leases, and is usually present in symmetrical aplanats  mani-
fests itstlf by forming two sets of image of points off the axis,  
lying in two separate curved surfaces, one set focusing tangentially  
as more or less horizontal lines, the other radially as more or less  

vertical liars It increases with the obliquity of the rays and  
causes want of definition and difference of focus between horizontal  

and vertical lines away from the centre. (4) Csi ιruisκ of find,  
also increasing with the obliquity of the rays. (5) Distoreian,  
outward or inward, according to the nature and construction of  

the objective. With the single meniscus view lens, used with its  
concave surface towards the object and a diaphragm in front, a  
square will appear barrel shaped from inward contraction of the  
lines towards the centre; but with the convex surface towards the  

object and the diaphragm behind, ii will appear with concave  
sides from outward expansion from the centre. It can be corrected  
by using two such lenses with the convex sides outwards and a  

central diaphragm, as in je ń scοριc or rectilinear lenses. -'Leηses 
of the orthosopic and telephoto types generally show the latter  
form of distortion. (6) Chromatic aberration, produced by the  
dispersion of the white light missing through the lens, and the  
different coloured rays composing it coming to a focus at different  

distances from the visual fees In the order of their wavelengths.  
It thus affects both the positions and sizes of the image for the dif-
ferent colours. For ordinary photographic work it suffices for the  
blue-violet and yellow rays to be coincident, but for the new pro.  
ceases of photography in three colours, apochromatic lenses, in  
which perfect coincidence of the coloured rays is secured, are re-
quired to obtain the accurate register of the three images. The  

corrections are effected by compensating lenses of different refractive  
powers (see λΒERR ΛΤ iΟΝ).  

In constructing photographic objectives these aberrations and  
distortions have to be neutralized, by regulating the curves of the  
different positive and negative component lenses, the refractive  
gnd dispersive indices of the glasses from which they are made,  
and the distances of the refracting surfaces, so as to make the  
objective as far as possible stigmatic α focusing to a point, giving  
an image well defined and undistorted. This perfect correction  
could never be effected in objectives made before 1887, απd eery  
few could be effectively used at their full apertures, bemuse although  
linear distortion could be overcome there were always residual  
aberrations affecting the oblique rays απd necessitating the use of  
a diaphragm, which by lengthening out the rays caused them to  
define clearly over a larger surface, at the expense of luminous  
intensity and rapidity of working. The introduction of rapid  
gelatin dry .  plates enabled photographs to be taken with much 
greater rapidity than before, and led to a demand for greater 
intensity of illumination and better definition in lenses to meet 
the requirements of the necessarily very rapid exposureg in hand  
caA'eras. For studio and copying work quick.acting leases are 
also valuable in dull weather or in winter.  

The rapidity of a lens with a light οf given intensity depends  
upon the diameter of its aperture, or that of the diaphragm used,  
relatively to the foul length. In order, therefore, to obtain  in' 
creased rapidity combined with perfect, definition, some means 
bad- to be found of constructing photographic objectives with larger  
effective apertures This necessity had long been recognised and  
met by miry of the best makers for objectives of the single meniscus  
and .pknat'c types but with only partial success because such  
objectives are dependent upon the diaphragm for the further  
correction necessary, to obtain good definition over an extended  
held. The difficulty was in the removal of astigmatism tied curva-
ture of the field, which, as J. Pctzval had shown, was lmpossibk  
with the old optical flint and crown glasses. In 1886 Messrs  
E. Abbe απd O. Schott, of Jens, introduced several new varieties  
of optical glasses, among them new ernes glasses which, with s  
rower, dispersion than flint glass, have a kigher instead of s lower  
refractive power.It was thus rendered possible to overcome  
the old difficulties and to revolutionize photographic optics by  

enabling objectives to be made free from astigmati'm, working at  
their full g ρertυres with great flatness of field independently of  
the diaphragm, which is now chiefly used to extend the area ci  
definition or angle of view, and the so-called "depth of focus"  
for objects in different planes.  

Photographic objectives may be clamed as follow, ;— 

I. Single achromatic combinatlbns.'  
a. Unsymmetrical doublets. 	 101dty^^ 

T 
3.5 metrical doublets, 
4.

Symmetrical 
 combinations. 

5. Anastigmatic aombί πatlone—symΦetrlcal
}Vest 

 

and unsymmetrical. 	types. 6. Telephotographic οbject' ιΡ. ve'  
7. Anacbrosnatic combinations 	 - 

They are also sometimes classified according to thei rapidity, as  
expressed by their effective apertures, into "extra rapid, with  
apertures larger than f/6; "rapid," with apertures from f/6 to f/8;  
"slow," with apertures less. than 1(11. Mother classification is  
according to the angle of view," narrow angle "up ρ  to 35 ;' medium 
angle" up to 6οe ; wide angle" up to go', too or more. Many  
leases are made in series, differing in rapidity and angle of view as  
sidles in lenggtth of fetus  

t. Single A'&rosnalo' Combination 	Lassdswp' Lam.—This is  
the earliest form of photographic objective, evolved from W. Η.  
Wollaston's improved single periscopic meniscus camera obscure  
lens (1812). It was made achromatic by Ch. Chevalier, and w used  
by L. J. M. !legueme, though it rcqmeed correction for chemical  
fetus as did the object glasses οf telescope. or opera glasses first  
used for photography. The single landscape lena usually consists  
of an achromatic compound =emus, formed of a biconvex positive  
crown cemented to a biconcave negative flint to secure achromatism  
and partially correct the spher ical aberration, and may be takes  
as the type of the "old photographic achromat "  
(fig. 14).'  It is used with its concave side towards  
the object and a diaphragm in front, thus pro-  
duciog inward or barrel-shaped distortion, inherent  
in this type of objective, and rendering it unsuit-
able for copying or architecture, though not very  
noticeable in landscape work. The full aperture  
has to be largely reduced by a diaphragm trim•  
prove definition; a it is slow, though many 1m.  
proved forms have beets brought out. It has  

Fia ι5.—Grubb'ί 	;Fιo. ι6.—Raµid landscape Lens  
" Aplanatic " Lens. 	 Long Focus  

ffig. 15) ; J. Η. Dallmeyer's " Wide Angie Landscape Lens" (1865), 
/τb. angle 75'. in it distortion was reduced and marginal defi-

nition improved. The" Rapid  
(long  focus) Landscape Lens"  
(ι 8&).f/tz. angle 4o (fig. 16)  
was a modification of it, and  
at f/8 is useful for beads in  
ortraiture. W. Wrap's 
'Landscape Lens" (i886).  

‚(ii. is also useful for por-
traiture in the larger sizes at  
f/8. Fr. Voigtlinder's " Wide'  
Angle Landscape Lens" (1888)  

I In the diagrams of lenses which follow, a uniform system of  
Indicating the nature of the glass employed by means of the shading  
iaa been adopted.  

Flint glass Is indicated thus:— 

Crown glass of low sefenctive power thus:— 

Crown glass of high refractive power thus"- 

(These two are 'used indiscriminately in lenses made  
before the introduction el the new Jena glass)  

Extra light flint glass thus :— 

in mod cases the front of the lens is on the right.  

always been 1 ρular for pure landsαρe wok on  
account of the equality,  of illumination over Fro.  54,-Single  

the plate, depth of fetus, and the softness απd La n ^ c caa p ^  
brilliancy of the image owing to its thinness and  Lens  
freedom from reflecting surfaces. In some of its improved and  

long focus" forms it is preferred by portraitists for large  

heads, on account of the general softness it gives when used with  

large apertures.  
The following are some of the best-known improved objectives  

of this type: T. Grubb's Aplanatic" (1857), f/ 15 to Í/3o  



Fic. 2$.'—C. A. Sleinbell's  
' Ρenίskορ." Fcc. a6.—A. Sieinhsil'a "Aplanat'"  

by C. C. Harrison's" Globe Lena" (1863). angle 75', coenposnd d  
a symmetrical pair of deep compound menisci, the exterior surfaces  
forming part via sphere. Though de fictive and slow it was popular  
fα a time. C. A. Steinheil's " ' (i 865, 1 1 3.5. angle  9.0°,  
was a symmetrical doublet formed  of two teem crown menisci  
with central diaphragm (fig. 25). It gave a larger field than the  

Globe," the lenses being clasp cogeibar. Being nooacbroinatsc  
if had to be adjusted (or chemical locus. It was quite free from  
detention, with a very flat field, and both nodal points  together. 
it is considered the best possible combination of two  plain seDan. 
and is still used in some of the cheaper hand cameras with bind  
focus, the difference of the chemical and visual foci  being allowed l α  ' 
in the camera or by adjustable lens mount,. G. xodemeock  

" Bistigmats " are of this class Zentmayer nude a similar  at 
symmetrical lens. In A. Steinheil's "Aplanat" ('866) the same  
principle was wttied out with acbeonaaiired leases, and a greet  

)io. ao.—Ι aflmeyer'ί  Patent  
Portrait Lens.  
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))!t5,aaigl. 90, withpeataovetIng power and depth d focus. 
T. R. mgor's "Rectilinear  ι endsaφ Lens" (ι888). 1(tsi  
angle 60' (fig. ι7), was of novel cοmerυctά π. free from distortion,
bcilliant is working  and useful for copying. Memel Row's "Wide- 
^r landscape Leas" (1890), f/ ι6,  angle  7ο , triple cemented  
and made of )ens glass. ?deny other excellent objectives of  
this type have been made by British and foreign makers and are 

 still used, though somewhat superseded by the fully corrected 
anastigmata spec Ily made to wok singly, or as single elements  
of anastigmatic doublets, as noticed in j 5.  

a. Usuymssedric01 Doa¢leb: Old Typs.—This class includes  
objectives with comparatively large apertures formed of two 

 dissimilar combinations, in moat uses correcting each Sher, with  
a diaphragm between them. In some the single elements may be  
used independently. All the older "portrait' lenses, some of the  
aplanatic doublets and Fr. von Voigtlinder'a Orthosopic "  
Lens (1857), now disused, are of this type. Even with the present  
improved condition,, the portraitist working in a studio requires  
a quick acting objective of large rifective aperture and compara-
tively shat focus, giving. a brilliant well-defined image of near  
objects in different planes over a restricted field of view. The  
early single lenses were found to be too slow for portraiture by  the  
daguerreotype and talbotype processes, and the efforts of opticians  
were directed to the problem of obtaining the maximum amount  
of light, together with good definition and flatness of field, and  
about 1840 compound lenses were brought out by Andrew Row and  
C. Chevalier, consisting of two achromatic compounds, one at  
each end of a tube. Row's lens, made for H. Coilen, is interesting

s the first lens correctedotographically, so that the visual and 
chemical fool were coi ικident (fig. 1e). Ch. Chevalier also com-
bined lenses of different foci, as Is now done for "convertible"  
objectives, used singly or combined. He also fitted them with  
iris dlaphragma. Theme forms wow soon superseded by the  
pound portrait lens, calculated by J. Petzval and brought out  by 

Fzo.18.—First English  
Portrait Lens Fio 19.—Ρoτtrait Lena  

Fr. von Vo(gtllnder in 1841. it consists of two dissimilar achro-
matic combinations widely separated. At first the diaphragms  
Were in front, but now they are central. The front element is  a 
^ilaοο-conve composed of a biconvex crown cemented to a piano-
concave flint, while the back element is a double convex,  com-
posed via biconvex crown separated by an airspace from a concavo-  
convex flint (fig. 19) This (arm of objective quickly supplanted all  
other for poI·traiturea, and is still largely used, though it has defects  
which prevent its use for general purpose. and is being superseded  
for'portraiturr by some of the rapid anastigmats. In his "Quick 
Acting Portrait Lens" (1860, . angle 45', J. H. Daflmeyer  
lmpsoved the convictions for spbencal a bcmυoπ, and in his " lixtra  
Quick Acting Portrait Lens' (i860), f/a τ. used for cinematograph  
work, attained greeter rapidity. In the " Patent Portrait Lens"  

(0866), 1/3d 1/4 and ‚(6, angles 
5b' to 55  (fig. 20), he made  
gnat changes in the form and  
relative positions of the back  
elementtss,, giving a flatter field  
and freedmen from flare spot. By  
separating the two components  
of the back element more or less  
spherical aberration could be in-
troduced to give softer definition  
and grate depth of focus.  In 
1875 Dr. A. Stcinheil made an  
unsymmetrical splanatic po 

trait combination of peculiar
t 

 co 	 ar construction, working at f/,3 2. It  was 
an improvement on his similar symmetric! " ?oruait-Aplasiat,"  

Fro. 21,—Portrait Antiplanet Fio, 22.—GivmpAotiplanet.  
Form I. of 1874, but was superseded in 1881 by the "Portrait  
Antiplanet," 1/4 end free from astigmatism over as angle 0' s4'.  

It had six reflecting surfaces and neatly approached a triplet  
(fig. a1). Stń nhell s "Group Aplanats" ('879), /6 angle 70', 
were an improvement on the ο^?'-- 	rs' -  tut were  
stmer eded in 188 ι by the " Group 	 1e 70',  
lenses of a distinct t' ρe (fIg. 22). "1n,y .: 	i hr udvans  
on the " Aplana4; workdng at larger apertures and giving  
better definition. This lens is interesting as the first in which  
astigmatism was eliminated by combining a " crown-sha αd"  
lens of high refractivity, with a "flint-shaped"  of bw^r  
refractivity, though made of the old glasses. In his' Rapid  
Αntiρlanct " ( 1 89). f/6 Α, angle 30°, Dr R. Stń πheil improved 
the Group Antiplanet as regards astigmatism and covering  
power by repladng the thick back combination by a triple long'  
focus negative element consisting of a crown between two flints,  
with a heavy barium crown in the front element instead of a glint  
(fly. 23). Voigtltnder, who originally constructed the Petrnl  
portrait lens, improved it in 1878 and 1885, and now makes two  
lenses on the same principle, series 1. f/3 τ, angle 28°, for ordimiy  
portraiture and projection, and series la., /la 3. angle 22" (τφoο)  for aatrophoiography. cinematography, &c., when intense illsnuna.  
,ion is required over a small field. Both are quite free from coma.  

?% 1 	 c 	
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Fm. 23.-1L Steinhell's 1m-, 	Flo. 24.—Ordinary Angle  
proved Group Antupianet. 	 Actinic Doublet.  

Most of the above are portrait objectives of large aperture, bet  
unsymmetrical doublets have also been made for landscape work.  
J. T. Goddard's "Combination atίon Landκape Lens" ( ι8S9) was one  
of the first, and was free from distortion, gave a tint field, and  
could be used as a convertible lens. in 1864 T. Ross issued his  

"Actinic Doublets," modified from the Colko lens, in three series  
small mirk." 	angle }o' to 50'; " ordinary angle," Ihi.  

angle 6o to 75• g.24); 	large angle," f6. angle 80' to 95. 
s These lenses were similar to the "Globe, ' but unnymmetrical  

end more rapid. The separate elements could be used alone.  
Some of them were fitted with it shutter near the diaphragm. They  
were superseded by the " Symmetrical " lenses.  

3. Sυnurιeυiεal DosAicls.—llsi, class includes objectives famed  
of two similar combinations of lenses, usually of the convergent  
meniscus form, with their concave surfaces inwards and a diaphragm  
between them; consequently they are rectilinear and prac tically  
free from marginal distortion. Until the introduction of anastg-
matle double4 they were in general use for all purposes under th  
names " Aplamt, "Rectilinear." "Symmetrical.' E ry 
&e. They a still largely used and have been improved byytth re 	 the  
use of Jena glasses in their construction.  

The first recorded lens of this type was Dr J. W. Draper's cam-
bination used in ‚839 for daguerreotype portraits, eonsistmg of  
two double-convex lenses 4 in. diameter, with a unitcd fetus 
of 8 in., mounted in a tube with a diaphragm 3, in. In front.  
In 1841  Τ.  Davidson nude a combination of two sing le landscape  
lenses very similar to the later rectilinear doublets. Being slower  
than the Petzval portrait lens its value as a non-d'tstostingiens for  
general purposes was not eccoghized. G. S. Cundell (1844) combined  
Iwo uncorrected memscua lenses with a diaphragm between them.  
In 1860 Τ. Sutton brought out his "Panoramic Lens," which  
waked on curved plates covering, about tee. it was followed  



Fto. ay.—Wide-Angle 	F.m. a8.—)Ιαρid Rectilinear Lens.  
Rectilinear Lens.  

f ^ιciρlε as Stelnhell's " Αρlanat, but made of flint and crown 
g. 28). Ross'g " Rapid ' and "Portable Symmetrical" knees,  

VorgtWder's " Εnryσeopes,' and other similar lenses of British  

and foreign manufacture are of the same type, and still in use. They  
are excellent for general purposes and copying, but astigmatism  a 
always present, and although they can be used with larger apertures  
than the triplets they displaced they require stopping down to secure  

goal marginal d.flnidon over the sine of plate they am said to cover.  

By the use of Jena glasses they have been improved to work at  
larger apertures, end some ere made with triple cemented elements. 

4. Tnp(eCοm α∆iοsι: Old Types.—Thisclasscomp ń ses objectives  
composed of three separate combinations of glasses widel y separated  
from each other. An early form of this type was made by Andrew  
Ross (0848) los W. H. Fox Talbot, others by F. S Archer, J. Τ.  
Goddard (1859), Τ. Sutton (1860). but they never came into general  

use. J. H. Dsllmcycr's"Triple  
Achromatic Lens' ( ιθ6ι),Ι/το,  
angle 60', now out of date,  
was an excellent non.distorting  
lens, very useful for general  
work and copying (fag. 29). As  
made by Dallmeyer, the Inner  
surfaces of the front and beck  

Fina. 29.—Triple Aεhτοmaά  Lεπa. comments were slight)y con 
εαve, but in Τ. Roses " Actinic  

Triplets" (1861), f/ ιό, they were flat. The centre lens was an  
achromatic negative serving to flatten the fold.  

5. Anasiigmaii' C n ιbέπαleons, Symiiui ńcd and Ue υιιπιι hrwal.-
As already stated, it was found practically imµossible to obtain 
tathessof Bald, together withfreedom from astigmatism, in objectives  
constructed with the old optical glasses. A. Steinheil attempted it  
in the' Anti nets," but with only partial success. The Abbe and  

Schott Jena glasses, issued in ‚886, Puts  new power into the hands of  
opticians by largely increasing their choke of glasses with different  
refractive and ddi ιρersive powers. Whereas the old glasses had  
high refractivity with higher dispersion, in the new ones high refrac-
tivity with lower dispersion could be set against lower refractivity  

with higher dieρeπιοιι 
Βet^n 2887 and Ν189 the Bait attempts to make anastigmatic  

objectives with the new glasses were made by  

M. Mittenewel of Zwickau, R. D. Gray of New  
Jersey, E. Hartnach and A. Miethe of Berlin  
(" Panteseope'), K Fritsch of Vienna (" Apo- 
chromat ") and Fr. von Voigtlender of Brunswick,  
with more or less success, but progress was hindered  
by the instability of some of the early glasses,  
which was afterwards overcome by eendwithinngg  
the sit glasses between two hard ones. In  X888 
Dr H. L.)i. Schroeder waled out for Messrs Ross  
the " Cementi'ic Lens" (5g. 30)  issued in :892  
(Pb. low., ‚6, ρ. 276). It was a rymπκtricαl  
doublet of novel conittuction, each element con- 
mating of a plano.conves crown d high Reac- 
tivity cemented to a plano.ci αave flint of lower  

ααiανω igνity. but sbuvt equal  or  higher  dispersloa. Both the  

ι 	ι ι 

FiG.-  3o.—Con- 
centric Lens.  
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biipscvimat was effected in the of tenatio α of nondidat ing  
sb1ecινιι of fairly large aperture. It consisted of two positive  

cemented flint menisci, each composed cia den κ flint with negative  
focus outside and a light flint with positive focus inside, its concave  
surfaces facing the centre (fig. 26). This use a( flint glasses alone  
was peculiar former achromatic lenses having been made d flint  
and crown. 'These knees were made in three rapdities: "Ordinary, "  
(/6  οr117,  angle 60° ; " Landκaρe," /12 tojjifl. angle 9o', also used  
m co'iverlible sets; "Wide AngleLandscape," //20 10 /125.  angle  
ι04°; "Wide Angle Repjod υct ιοn similar to the last, but with  
sharper definition. The Aplanet " had many advantages over  
previous doublets and the triplet, being more rapid, pedectly  
symmetrical, so that there was no necessity for turning them when  

rglng, sad free from distortion or flare There seas no chemical  
locus. Each component could be used alone for landscape work  
with double focus, subject to the ordinary defects cl single lenses.  
By the use of Jena glasses in the "Universal Aplanat" (1886) the  
componenin of this lens were brought closet together, its intensity  

increased and it was made more portable. J. H. Dallmeyer had  
been worLing in the same direction simultanronsly with Steinheil,  
and in 1866t out his " Wide Angle Rectilinear," /i angle 
Ί σο', made of flint and crown, the front element being larger than the  
back (fig.bη). it was slow for ordinary ρυryoxs and was succeeded 
 ‚867 y the well-known "Rapid Rectilinear," ‚/8, on the same  

<() 	

ttooamtmted surfaces were spbe ń eaf and concentric. At 116 it gavw  
sharp deBaition and flatness of field with freedom from asdgma.  
dim. distortion or flare over so angle of 775 It was an escdksit  
lees, though slow, and has been superseded by the " Ho ιnoεentń c "  
and other more rapid siiaitigmsta. Dr Paul Rudolph, of Messrs  
Carl Zeiss& Co., Jean, workedout in 1889 a emend succendul method  
of constructing a photographic objective by which astigmatism of  
the oblique rays and the want of marginal definition due to it could be  

Fro. 31.— ΑπΙstigmat. 	 Fm. 32.—Anasti at.  
Series 11, J/6 .3. 	 Series 1IIa.  

elimisstted without loss of rapidity, so that a comparatively extended  
field could be coveted with alarge aperture. This he did on the prin..  
ciple of the opposite or opposed gradation of the refractive indices in  
the front and back lenses, by a combination of two dissimilar syystems  
of singlo lenses cemented together, the positive element of each having  

in one cases bigh€r and in the other a barer refractive index than that  
of the negative dement with which it was sasocitted. The front  
system, relied upon (sr the correction of spherical aberration, was  
nude of the old glasses, a crown positive of low and a flint negative  
of high refractivity, whgt the bask system, relied upon for the  
anastigmatic flattening of the field, was made of the new glasses,  
a crown positive of high and a flint negative of low refrectivity.  
Both systems being sρbeτlcaΙly' and chromatically corrected for  a 
lure aperture, the field was flattened, the astigmatism of the one  
being corrected by the opposite astigmatism of the other, without  
destroying the flatness of the field over a large angle (we E. 16.,  
189ι and r893; M. von Rohr's Ge chick/e,  and Q. Lummer, Photo.  
ςιapkeε Optics, far further details). They were issued by Messrs  
Zeiss and their licensees (in England, Messrs Ross),( ńign t890, in two 
different types. The more tepid had Bye lenses (fig. 3 ι), two of  
ordinary glasses in the front manual achromat, and three in the  
back abnormal schromat, two crown of very high refractive newer,  
with a negative flint of very low refractive power between them.  

^ 

FIG. 33.—Αnaasstigmat. 	Fto. M. —Saes  ^lnestigmat.  
Series VL 

The 111th lens assisted in removing spherical aberrations of higher  
orders with large apertures, The second type, series Ills., f/9,  
1899 (fig. 32), had only two lenses, the functions of which were as  
above. These combinations could not be used separately s single 
lenses. lens They are now issued as" Protars," series 1k., /%8; 111a.,  
J/9; V., J/ ιθ. In ‚89' Dr Rudolph devoted himself to perfecting  
the single landscape lens, and construed on the mine principle a  

single combination of three lenses, the central one having a refractive  

index between the indices of the two others, and one of its cemented  

solaces diverging, while the other was converging. At 1/14.5 this  

lens gave an anaatigmatically flat image with freedom from spherical  

aberration on or elf the aria It was, however, not brought out till  
ι893, ass convertible lens or " Satz.Anastigmat," series VI., ‚(14$  
and Vle., J/7.7 (figs. 33 and . in the meantime Dr Ε. von ΗδegΙs  
(C. B. Goetz) and Dr A. Steinheilhad also been working at the pro-
blem and had independently calculated lenses similar to Rudolph's,  
but, whereas he had devoted himself to perfecting the single lens,  
they sought more perfect eosrrotioss by combining two single ann,-
tigmatic lenses to form a doublet Dr Rudolph had had the mime  
idea, 

 
but Messrs Cotta secured the pelomity of patent in ι890, and  

in '893 .  brought out their "Double Anaatigmat,"pow known u  

ι  
Rcss.Goerz" Dagor " Series ll. 	Rosa. Goeα Series IV.  

" Dagα." It was the first symmetrical anastigmat which combined  
freedom from astigmatism with flatness of field and great covering 

 φφwwκκ  at the large aperture " ‚/7.7 (fig. 33). Both these types of 
Zeń s's "Protarι ' and Gotta's Dagor' anascigmata have since  



Ftc. 4 ι.-Sritmatic Portrait I.ena  
Sense 1.  
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been made by Messrs Roes in England. Mesas Stdnhesl brought  
out their first "Orthostigmats" in 1893, but, owing to patent difli-
culties, were unable tο manufacture them in Germany. and they were  
issued later in France and England. They were followed by a second  
type, which han since been issued in several series by Messrs St ηΡnheil  
and by Messrs Beck in England (fig. 36). According to Dr R.  
Steinheil (8. lb., 1897, p 172) this lens was an application of two  
principles recognized by Dr A. Steinheil as necessary for the spherical  
and snastigmatic correction of a lens. He attempted to carry them  

out in the " Antiplanet," but was prevented by the want of suit-
ablelass. He found that for asasliςmalic correction an objective 
should have the separating surface between two media cawow  
towards the medium of higher refraction (new chromat), and for  

F1G, 36.-Steinheil's 	 Fte. 37.-" Coilinear."  
" Orthοst ί gmat." 	 Series II.  

spherical correction the separating surface should be coaxer towards  
the higher refracting medium. A fully corrected cemented less  
cannot, therefore, be made with less than three glayses, but with  
uncemented lenses an asι-space may form one of the media. In  
1895 Dr D. i(aempfer worked out the " Co ί linαr" for Messrs  
Vοigtl8nder, constructed on the same principles as the "Onbo.  
sti;mat." type 11., and similar t ο it (fig. 37). It is made in three  
series: II., f/5.4  and f/6'3; 111., ‚/68 and f/7. 7 (convertible); (V., 
11/^12 p.5, and the ap romatic collinear )J/8, calculated by Dr H.  
t1artii¢ for three-colour reproduction, &c. (Ph. Jour,, 1901, 25,  

In 18894 Dr Rudolph extended the application of his principle  
by combining the old achromat and the new aehromat into a single  

quadruple cemented lens (fig. 38), which, according to T. R. Dall-
meyer, was the most perfectly corttcted single lens that had been  

Ι  
1  •\  

Ftc. 38. 	I 
Series V11. ‚(12.5. 	 Series Vlla. f/6.3.  

evolved up to 19q00o. Dr Rudolph having succeeded in obtaining  
freedom from spherical aberration and astigmatism, and also in  
eliminating coma (Pk. Jour. 1901, 25, p 68). These lenses were  
issued in 189 as series VII. ^ngly and VIle,, in combinations now 
known as " Convertible Proars, ' and the earlier series VI. and Vls,  
were withdrawn. The single lenses of series V11., ‚/125. angle 85°,  
have great anastigmatic flatness of field and only very slight marginal  
distortion, a condition not realized before in a single lens. The re1a-
tive rapidities of the double combinations of series Vlla, vary from  

I(6.3 to f/8, according to the krises used. They are excellent lenses  
fur all general purposes  

In their "Convertible Protars," series IV. (1908), f/la'S. angle  
6ο°, Messrs Zeiss have simplified and cheapened the construction  
of these lenses by the use of new Jena glasses, so that they consist  

of three instead of four lens elements cemented together, while  
possessing the same high efficiency as series VII. They are issued  
as " single " or "double"  Ρcotars. j/ ι τ•5 and f/6'3 or f/7, also in  
sets of three or four objectives of diilerent foci, which are combined  

to give pictures of different angles of view from the same standpoint.  
With both series when using the " Protar" lens singly, it should  

be screwed behind the iris diaphragm of the mount, to avoid curva-
ture of the field, and when two such lenses are combined the one  
with the greeter fecal length should be placed in front.  

In 1895 Messrs Goerz patented a double anastigmat, f/5 .6, with  
quintuple single lens components as a convertible lens, for which  
greater sharpness of definition and intensity, with perfect freedom  

from astigmatism and distortion in the single lens, were claimed.  
Ι t was issued in I8g96,, but, like an earlier analogous quintuplet of  

Messrs Turner & Reich ( ι895), it has not come into use on account  
of the coat and difficulty of construction. The latter firm, however,  
brought out in τ9ο6 a new symmetrical quintuplet at f/6 . 8.  

A triple anastigmatic combination containing remarkable new  
features, constructed and patented by H. D. Taylor, was issued in  
1805 by Messrs Taylor, Taylor & Hobson under the name of the  

"Cooke Lens." and later by Messrs Voigtlinder as the "Triple  
Angst mat.' It coiuists of three single lenses, two of them positive  

crossed lenses of crown glass with high refraction and low dispersion,  

with their most convex sides outwards, and between them, in front  

of the diaphragm, a single biconcave of light flint (fig ,  39). All  

these lenses are designed to be free from diaphragm corrections,  
while the fecal power of the negative lens is made as closely equal to  

the combined focal powers 01 the two positive lenses as may be  

Ftc. 39.-" Cooke "Portrait Lens. 	FIG. 40.-" Cooke" Leas.  
Aperture f/4.5. 	 Series 111:  

necessary for the flattening of the field and correcting  niargiaal 
astigmatism. They are not convertible, but arrangements are made  
for replacing the back lens by a low-power extension lens (phi  
Jour. 1895, 1 9, ρ. 64). Series 111./6'5 (fig. 40), and series 1V., 
f/5•6. are portrait lenκs. In the larger objectives of series 11.  
the back lenses are adjustable for uniform ahaep definition or a soil  
diffusion of focus. In a later series VI. (1907), /56, this adjustment  
for diffusion in given to the front lens and is so arranged for portrai-
ture that the diffusing adjustment and fry diaphragm can be operated  
from the beck of the camera while viewing the focusing screen.  

A special fully corrected "Process" lens on the same general  
principle has rmtently been brought out for three-colour week and  

fine-line reproduction. Another distinctly new type of sn ααtίgmstiε  
objective involving several new principles of construction was  
patented by H. L. Aldis is t895, and brought out by Messes Dall-
meyer In three series, under the name of "Stigmatic" (Pk. Jour. ,  
1896, 20, p. 117). It also approaches the triplet coasmscbon and  
depends on the introduction of air-spaces between the component  
lenses. According to Aldis, three conditions ,must be deceived to  
obtain a flat field free from marginal astigmatism: (1) Tb.  

lenses must be of high, the diverging of low, refractive index; (a ) 

the converging and diverging components must be sparated by a  
considerable interval; (3)  thick meniscus glasses should be used.  
The first "Stigmatic"  sac a portrait lens, series 1., 1896,1/4- It  
has been made in two forms, first with a triple front lens, and a leek  

negadνe system formed of a single thick crown lens of high ref sac-
tiv ιty with a negative ce-  - 
rented meniscus. In the  
second form (fig. 4z) the  
front component consists  
of a cemented positive and  
negative, and both parts  
of the back component  
are cemented lenses. All  
the converging lenses are  
of dense barytes crown,  
while both the diverging  
lenses in the beck component area light silicate mown, It  i.  
fully corrected for spherical and chromatic aberration, free from  
distortion and nearly so for astigmatism, giving equal illumilintion  

over a flat field'of 60°. Diffusion of focus is obtained by unscrewing  
the back cell. Series 11. ('897) icon the same p ń ncsple but differs  
in construction, working at f/6 over an angle of 85 °  as a universal  
and convertible lens (fig. 42). The  
front or back component can be used  
alone, giving the choice of two fecal 
lengths, ^1 and twice the focal  
length of the complete lens. The  
principlesof its construction were  
described by T. R. Dallmeyer in Pk.  
Jow. 1897, at, p. 167. Series Ill., 
f/7'5. will at f t6 give sharp defΙ i- 
tion over a plate two sizes larger.  
The single components are not con-.  
vertible.  

In 1897 Messrs Zelsi issued the "Planar," an objective of lasge  
aperture based on the principle of the Gnus telescope objective.  
It is a ymmmetrical doublet, each element consisting of three lenses.  
the two inner ones being a double convex and a double cοsιcaιwη of  
equal refractive but different dispersive power, cemented together  
and separated by an air-space front meniscus outer convex mescus (½.. 
43). Its special points are its good colour correction, Large relative  
aperture and intensity, varying from f/3 .6 to /16. with perfectly  
sharp definition and anastigmatic flatness of field ovlr as angle of  
view from 6ι° to 7s.°. It is a very rapid wide-angle lens suds) for  
instantaneous work with the cinematograph and rand cameras, also  

for portraits and gr e, photo-mierugvaphy and enlargements or  
reductions (see 8..1b., '898, p. 7,  Von Rohr. p. 590, and Lυmmεr,  
p 81). Apochromasic planers with reduced secondsiy spectrum were  
brought out in 1903 for three-colour photograpby, snd are  also 
useful for astrophotogrsphy, the circle of diffusion beingverysuTialL  

The" liner" (1900), f/45 in the smeller and f/6.5 in the larger 'fax,,  
angle 65 °  and 68°, Wiry a further smpeovemong by Dr Rudolph.  Ii 

Fio. 42,-'Stigmatic Lens.  
Series 11.  
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icasissr ci ten uαsymmetι8eΊ Ι eοι Ιιhιatfoas ς each formed of two  
µ̂αιιιggk leases of very transparent glass, dense barytes crows and light  

flint, separated by positive and negative air-spaces (fig. 44). The  

separate bιlνe8 cannot be used as single kisses, neither being fully  
corrected feteolour. It 1. well adapted for portealture, groups or  
landscapes, especially for rapid hand camera work, on account  of 
its covering power, with freedom from astigmatism and sharp  
definition with large relative aperture.  

Etc. 43: Planar. Series le. 1/4. 	F1G. 44.-Zeis's" !hum"  
In [11g9q8  Messrs Goerz patented their " Double Anastigmat Cclor.^  

series lb., [(45  to//Is. It is a symmetrical doublet. each element 
single of two thin ngle lenses: a positive of high and a negative  

of low refractive index, separated by an air-space (fig. 45). It is  
derived from the triple anastigmats by decreasing the refractive  

power of the central convex meniscus to the refractive power  
of aly, so that it becomes a convex air-space between a double  
convex and a double concave lens. Less deeply curved surfaces  
cars be given to the lenses, and the doublet gives anastig-
matic flatness of field over an angle of 6e° to 66°, equal 10  
the best anastigmats with a still larger aperture. Series 1c., f(6.3.  
is similar and recommended for hand cameras, the aperture  
being smaller. Goeri s " HYVergon," ( 1 900)1/22, angle  135°,  is a  

Fte. 45.-Gοerz s " Celor." 	Ι ιc. 46.-σοeses " Aktń aτ. ' ι  
symmetrical doublet of remarkable construction, consisting of only  
two single semi-globular, very thin lenses, with diaphragm at the  
centre of curvature between them. Astigm αt sm and curvature  
have been eliminated, and definition is good over the above wide  
angle with no distortion. Chrdmatic aberration in uncorrected, but.  
compensated for by using a small stop. A star mask is fitted in  
front of the lens to allow for falling off of illumination towards the  
oargio (E. Jb., 1901. 4. 303). The " Syntor " (3903), Series Id,  
‚168. angle 64° to 70°. is on the same principle as the " Celor," but  
cheaper, for use in hand cameras or telephoto combinations. The  
' Alethar," series V. ( ι gqoo33), f/ ι 1. is a lens with diminished secondary,  

spectrum, for three-colour reproductions, halftone process work,  
and general purposes. Ιι is a symmetrical doublet, each element  
consisting of a negative and positive separated by an air-space  
(fig. 46). The negative is composed of three cemented lenses.  
which correct the 'phencal and chroeiutic aberrations more fully  
than hitherto possible, o that all the molous of the spectrum are  
focused in the same invariable plane. it gives great crispness  
of definition at full aperture (W. Zachokke, E. ib.. 1904, p. 165).  
Goese s " Plntar," f(6.3 (1904) is a convertible 4-lens anastigmat, 
and an 'improvement off the' bagor."in that the single elements  
ace completelyycorrected for coma, and thus form efficient long-focus  

lenses for landscape, &c.. at an aperture elf/ ι2.5, while the doublets  
formed by venous combinations of the single elements are universal  

objectives working from //6.3 to f/7.7. The single elements are  
similar to these of the " ago," but have an additional negative  

Fm. &2.-Aldis  Lens. 	 Fie- 48 i!ldis Lens.  
Sι. 	σ 11. 	 · Series IIL  

lens at the back, so that the outer two of the three cemented surfaces  

have a collective and the inner one a dispersive action, by which  

mena ss eilmiuαted (E. 35., 19051 R 35)•  
In 1902 Η. L. Aldis issued the Aldis Lens," fp6. a doublet  

composed o(a cemented meeriscus in front and a single double- 

convex beck lens. It ti a Ιοng4οcνs objective with abort' bath fetus,  
and is made in two forms, series Π., f/6  (fig. 47), and series 111:  
('903), 1/7.7 (fig. 48). In the latter the back element is very thin,  

and the front combination of infinite fecal length, By discarding  
the symmetrical form simplicity is secured, while open or reflecting  
surfaces are avoided Special attention has been paid to perfect  
carreetlois of spherical aberration in the centre of the field. It is  
lighter, smaller and cheaper than series 11. The" Duo" lens of the  
same maker (1907) is intended to replace the front lens and double  

the focus, but with less rapidity and without any loss of quality.  
The "Trio" (1908) is similar, but only increases the fames one and a  
hau times and is thus more suitable for cameras of short extension.  

The Aldis " Oxus " ansatigmst, series 11. (i908), f/5.65.  angle 85 °,  
is an improved farm. Being an unsymmetrical cemented doub let  
it Is free from the defects incidental to air-spaces and is constructed  
to give more perfect correction for flatness of field with large aperture  
and wide angle.  

It i,  generally stated than it is impossible to make a spherically,  
chromatically and anastigmaticailycorrvcted photographic objective 
with theold optical glasses. K. Martin, of Messrs Busch of Rathenow,  

has, however, shown (E. J6., 1902, p. 68) that it is quite possible to  
do se with a system of separated lenses, and that it is immaterial  
whether the index of the flint or the crown is the higher. An  

anastigmat on this principle was issued by Messrs Busch in 1902,  
as the" Omnar, ' series 111.. Jh.7  (fig.  49).  Series 11.. ΙΓ5.5.  angle  
75•, and 1., 1/4.5,  have since been sued.  It is a symmetrical  

ΕΙΟ.  44p.-"  Omear," 	 FιG.  50.-Ross's  
Series  ΙΙ1. 	 " Ηonιoαηtrie.  

doublet, each element consisting of a negative flint meniscus  of 
higher sefrectron, and a positive crown of lower refraction with en  
sir-space between them m the form of a negative lens. The back 
element can be used alone. The "Lamar' series, by G. Roden-
neck, is similar. In 1902 Messrs Ross brought out the "Moron-
centric," a symmetrical dmibkt. each element consisting ofa nega-
tive and positive meniscus separated by an air-space (fig. 50). It is  
constructed no that all rays of light emanating from any one point  

of the object are converged again into one point in the image. It is  
also quite free from spherical cones, is not altered in focus with  
different diaphragms, and thus has exquisite defining power. The  
colour correction is o perfect that the different coloured images are  
identical in use said position, thus rendering it specially suitable  
for three-colour and process work. The back kiss can be used alone,  
with diaphragms, as a single lens of about double the focus of the  
doublet. It is made sn several series: i1., f//-6, and 111.. f/6.3, for  
rapid and instantaneous work; V.. f/8, for ordinary purposes; VI.,  
JJ/8, for process work and three-colour reproduction. Α later series,  
Iν. , (ι lλa7), " Compound Homacentric," 1(6.8, differs from the ethers  
in being a symmetrical doublee composed of two triple cemented  
elements, very dose together and separated by  a diaphragm. Iii,  

):ΙG. S1.-Zeiss 	 Fie. 5s. Vοίg ι hiπder's  
" Tessa[ " 	 ' Heliaι."  

specially suitable for outdoor work, also for copying and enlarging 
having good covenng power. Zeiss's "Tessar (1902) is a rapid  
unsymmetrical doublet, formed of two s ραrated uncemented posi-
tive and negative lenses in the front element απd a cemented meniscus  
at the back (fig. 51). The two halves cannot he used separately.  
The glasses used am very transparent, permanent απd lessen the  
secondary spectrum. Three series are made by Messrs Ross, 1c.,  

Í/3. 5 for cinem:tograpluc wok and portraiture, and f/4.5 for heed- 
camera Work and pprtrai πτe lib., (/6.3 for general purposes, and  
V111., the "App rob matκ Tenser,' specially corrected iα three. 
colour work απd reproduction. They all give fine definition over  
a large Hatfield. (rat frog: any tonal aberration. The //3.5 portrait  
lenses, with double the field and cove ń ng power of the Petrol lens,  
are anastigmatic and free from distortion. Messrs Voigtliaider's  

"I-feliar" (1902). 1/4.5, angle 50'. calculated by Dr Η.  Hartimig. is  
an objective of large aperture, suitable for portraits and very rapid  
instantaneous being well corrtrted for astigmatism, coma and  
curvature of field, with freedom from flare. Jt is a triplet consisting  
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of a central negative lens, whit cemented double front and beck  
leases (fib. Sa). The negaιive lenses era of light silicate flint. the  
two positive of the heaviest barrra crown. Besid.es being is rapid  
universal lens, it is specially suitable for ball-ton process work,  
with a large diaphrafm (E. lb.. 1903.  ρ. "7). The "Dynar"  
(903), j/6, angle ό o  τ  is of somewhat similar construction, but  
differs 1mm  the Hel ιar " In the positive leases of the  cemented 
pairs being outside instead of towards the central lens. It can only  
be used as a whole. it is made of bard coloudess Jena glasses.  
giving great btillianey and uniformity of illumination over a large  
angle, and is specially adapted for very rapid basd.camera  work. 

Dr It Steinhejl's " ljnofccal" (1903), 1(4.5  is a symmetrical  
doublet, each element consisting of two single separated lenses of  
equal refractive power and ofequal focus of opposite signs, hence  
its name. Each half can be used as a single lens with smell stops.  
In its construction a quite new ρrinciρle was followed, the separation  
of the lenses fulfillingen important pert in the colour correction. es  
explaiπedbyConrad Θκkin ΡΙ. Joers. (ι90').µ.µ.ι77- This plan  
satsbes the Petzval condition and removes its restrictions, se that  
a lens of Ι14.5  can be ?reduced with telescopic central definition,  
perfect freedom from distortion and flare over a net field of 60°,  
with greet equality of illumination. 53). They are made 
Messrs Bock in two series: 11., I/4.5,for  poηraiιυre, rapid  ha -
camera work, telephotography and projection; and 1., J/6, in which  
the lenses are closer together, for hand.camera work and general  
purposes. E. Arbeit's Euryplan" anastignats (1903), made by  
Schulze Bros., Potsdam, are apochmmutic objectives of quite new  
construction, giving perfect definition with large  apertures over  a 

FiG. 5. Beck-Steiabeil 	 FaG. 	—Euryplan,  
υποfoαl." 	 /4•S  

wide angle, made in four series: 1., J14.5. angle 8°'t 11., J/S•6, angle 
 11Ι.. J/6.8  to 7.5, angle 8s.'; IV., f(6-. They are symmetrical 

 each element consisting of three lenses, a new achromat  
formed of a biconvex of heavy barytes crown of big': refractivity and  
low dispersion, separated by as air space from a positive menhsus  
of the same barytes crown, with its concave side towards the dia-
phragm. In series 1., f(4•5,  the two positives are placed outside 
5g. 5.t), in sciiει II. and Ill, they are inside. The angle elements  

are tully corrected aatigmaticaify and chromatically, and (en be  
used singly at double the toms Ε.  lb. 1904, p. 35). 

Beck's ' lsosigmar" (‚907) is a new anastigmat showing a dis- 
tinct departure from the ordinary principles of construction, in that  
it does not fulfil the Petsval condition that the sum ot•the focal  
powers of its individual lenses multiplied by the reciprocals of their 
respective refractive indices should be equal to sere, or Z( ι/1ά )  —0. 
It is a 5-lens combination, two separated thin single lenses in the  

front element and three in the back 
(fig. 

condition very 
g

low power  
lenses can be need, thus reducing the  
initial errors to bo"corrected; no indi-
vidual component having a shorter  
focal length than one-half thur of a  
complete objective. Α special feature  
is the excellent correction of the oblique  

55.—Beck's " Iso- spherical aberrations and central abet- 
st^gmar.'• rations, giving a practically net field  

without astigmatism over angles from  
60 to 90'. The half combinations can also be used alone with  
diaphragms as long focus lenses οf different fecl PλΡ. learn. 1907, 47, 
p. 191). It is issued in six series: i. 0908), 

114.5,  l
arge aperture,    

series, for reflex press work and portraiture; Is.., 6• angles 6 -6 ',  

1.3  

latter is vary useful when as extended use of the rising leant i  
required. dtbet at a wide or ordinary angle. V. ('p08),  J'', "Ponces ' lenses specially corrected to give a flat  field fee  
They can be fitted with suitable reversing prisms. VI.tit ). 5 
variable portrait lessen, adjustable for 	or soft dedefinition

o  the back of the came while focusing.  
The above represent the principal types of anastigmats, but  

many more objectives of the kind, triple or quadruple, cemented  
or uncemented, with sir-spans, in many modifications, have beta  
issued by English and fore,Rn makers.  

6. Τσleρh dogra$ic 	Oφιdιsα.—For some 	pus' special  
objectives, or attachments, have been  constructed for photographing 
near or distant objects  on an enlarged scale with an ordinary camera  
the extension required being very much less than would be needed  
to obtain an image of the same nee with an ordinarylong-locus lens  
without enlaiyement. They consist of a combination of a positive . 
converging with a negative dispersing lens, by which the image is  
picked up and enlarged to varying degrees, according to the system  
of lenses used and the extension given to the camera, thus producing  
the same effect as a positive lens οf very much longer fem. Enlarg ed 
images of this kind can also be made by  a combination of two con-
verging lenses, one of them forming as usage of the object, which Is  
received on the other of shorter focus and projected on the sensitive  
plate, being enlarged more or less according to the optical conditions  
and relative positions of the lenses and sensitive plate. The photo-  
heliographs at Greenwich and other solar observatories, designed  
by Warren de la Rue, are on this principle. Portable apparatus  
of the kind was made in 1869 by MM. Boric and de Tournemare, and  
later by Jerret, but this system requires much greater extension of  
the camera, entailing more loss of mteisity of the image, and leas  
never come into use.  

The modern telephotographIc combination is generally looked  
upon as an application of the principle of the " Barlow " lens, but  
it really goes beck to the Gah'1 scan telescope (c. τδτο). J. B. Porta  
mentions the combination of concave and convex lenses for giv ing 
enlarged and dam images of near and distant objects (l(agia  
Naisuraiss, lib. 17, cap, so, 1589). J. Kepler showed that by a com-
bination of a convex with a concave lens images of objects could be 
depicted 

on  φ  pD
al a larger size than by the convex lens alone. 

but revs (i ptsfer, P ιob. cv. 1650. Christopher Scheime  
made used the same principle in his " Heliorcope " for solar observa-
tions (Rosa fhsisa. cop vii. 1630). F. M. Deschnles and P. L  
Traber also dealt with the question, and in J. Zahns Ocular αrhji-
cialis Tdediephfcw (1686) we find figured a reflecting cameo  
fitted with a compound enlarging lens on this principle. In his  
Nova Dio1rica (‚692), W. Molyneux has given some interesting  
problems for calculating the position of the compound focus of a  
convey with a concave lens, also the angles subtended by an object  
on the foal plane. if for the simple uncorrected glasses then used  
we substitute a system of photographically corrected positive and  
negative lenses, suitably mounted, and put a sensitive plate in place  
of the paper, we have the modern telephotographic arrangement.  
I. Perm seems to have been the first to use a combination of this  
kind for photographing an eclipse in 1857, and later for terrestrial  
dejκtι. It consisted of a small achromatic single iens combined  
with a concave lens. Many attempts were afterwards made in  
France, and also in England, to utilize the principle but special  
lenses (or the purpose were not available. M. Steinheil constructed  
one in 1889 for the Brussels Observatory, and another in 5890 lou'  
the Marine Department in Berlin. in 589, curiously enough,  
three such combinations were worked out quite independently  
siid patented, by T. R. Dallmeyer in London, A. Miethe is Berlin  
and A. Dubosoa in Paris. Since that time these combinations  
have been greatly improved byincrease in the working apertures 
and reduction in size and weight, so that they can be used in hand  
cameras. They are exceedingly valuable for obtaining details of  
inacswssιble objects at a distance, Whether architectural or topp-
graphical, and for photographing animals without approaching them  
too closely. Large portraits can also be taken with much better 

 pempective effects and more conveniently than  
by imng leêg-̂feces lenses much nearer to 
tile ń 	Wish h the 	very perfect telephoto- 	Yd+  

-1- 
. 1, 	Ix 

Fro.  

FIG. s6.  
bag focus, 

 
los portraiture, 14c.• ΠI.,J/ς•8, angle 70 forgeneral use, graphic objectives now  now available the la of intensity ι7υ 	ααιά ιαtiov 111.1/7-7, angle 6ς , ń milarto Ι1. but less rapid; Ι11. ί(6.3. angle 90°; which no doubt was the bar to early progress in this direction, bee  wide aπple. giving satisfactory definition at full aperture over an angle I been overcome, and desnitio π his also been improved, a that wρ- 

from 80 to 85°. Having such a large reserve of meeting power the shots can readily be made with coissbsiiatsen of high intensity, while  
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with those  d  ordinary intensity  the expoαrιu are not unduly  
prolonged, and good^fioitit ιa  can be  obialued  over an extended  

The optical principle on which then combinations are based  
is very simple, and will be understood from fig. 56. It depends  
mainly on the fact that in order that a reel image may be theme  
on the screen of an object AS, the rays proceeding from it, which  
pass through the positive system G, must come to a fames at a  
point f within the secondary locus j of the negative system L2.  
Falling within this limit, they will be intercepted by G and made  
less convergent, so that instead of coming to a focus at f. they will  
continue to converge till they reach the screen at f,  will there  
form a proportionally larger image a'b' of ΑΒ than the image sib  
given by the positive lens alone at f; ust  as stated in Keeler's 
Problem. Moreover, this image a'b' will he of the same use as if 

 it had been produced directly by a positive lens L1 with a foal  
length equal to If', and this diatanni lathe equivalent focalkngth  
of the entire sy stem. It can be found from the formula F 11f,jd,  
where fι  and T.  are the fπca( lengths of G and G respectively, and  
d=fι +fι —s, s being the distance between the lenses. In many  

instruments of the kind a icale showing the vali* of d is engraved  
on the mount. If the rays from ΑΒ come to a focus in front of 

 G. on it, or beyondf, no real image can be projected on the screen.  
There is therefore a certain limit, which is greeter in pro φrtiοn to  
the length of focus οf the negative system, within which the focus  
οf the positive system G may (all and produce a series of well-defined  
images on the screen, which can be varied in sine by altering the  

amount of separation of the two systems of lenses within the above  
limit, and the distance d the screen from G. Every change in the  

position of the screen will involve a corresponding adjustment of  

the lenses. The greater the extension of•the camera and the deter  

the lenses, the greeter the sire of the image_ and vice versa. The  
camera extension for a given magnification can be found by mul ń pl7-
ing the focal length of the negative system by the number of magni '  

cations, less one. The magnification produced by a given cmam  
extension is found by dividing the latter by the foul length of the  

negative system, and adding one.  
In its usual form (fig. 57) the telephotographic combination con. 

alga of a quick-acting portrait lens, or an anastigmatic doublet of  

Fso. 57.—Τ. IL Dallnseyer'a Compound Telephotographic Lens.  

large aperture and relative intensity of suitable focal length, fitted  

at one and of a tube, in which slides a smaller tube carrying a properly  

corrected negative system, which may vary in focus, but must be  
of shorter focus then the positive (iiaually about half); the shorter  
the focus the greeter the magnifying power for a given extension  of 
camera. The amount of separation d the lenses is limited on the  
one band by the position of the focus of the positive system, and on  
the other by the locus of the negative system, as explained above,  
and can be adjusted within these limits W a rack and pinion. The  

tubes are adjusted no that when clod up the two fed may coincide,  
or newly so, and d=O, or its minimum value; and when opened  
to their fullest extent the focus of the positive may fell upon the 
negative system, or so that d may not exceed the focal length  

negative system. Within these limits the fowl length of the com- 
bination will be positive, and a reel image fumed on the screen.  
Several farina of them have been brought out by various makes,  
come, as Zeiss's, with a special positive lens, others for use with ana- 
stigmats and other lenses of large apertures. The negative lenses  
ere also made of  various powers.  

Messrs Dallmeyer's " Adoσ " ( ιgoτ) is a telephotographic lent,  
iοr use with hand cameras, composed of two achromatic combine-  
tines adjusted for parallel rays, a front positive lent 44  in. foal  
length, and a beck negative lens d 21 in. focus. These are mounted  
to peranit of great variations in the separation, ιo that when the  

Adon" ie fixed on the feast of • suitable lens, near or distant 
objects may be taken on an enlarged scale without altering the  
focus of the camera, or the enlargement can be varied with further  
gatension of the camera. Used alone it is a complete telephoto  
)mss of moderate magnifying power, and will cover Ιates 15 In. X  
12 in. In 1903 a special form, the "Junior Mon,' was made In  
three kinds for use with kodaks and similar folding hand cameras,  
single απd double extension, giving a fixed degree of mag πifκatiοsι  
without loss of rapidity, while reusing can be effected by scale.  
it is intended to replace the front lens d an R.R. or anastlgmat'se  
lena and cannot be 'used i πdeρeadεπtly. Messrs Bush's " Bit  
Telar," /19 (19 05). is another compact fixed focus telephoto lens,  
specially for use with hand cameras. It lea complete less in itself,  
requiring no attachments απd can be fitted to a central shutter. it  
is shade in three sizes magnifying from two to three times. An 1m' 
ρ σγ d farm of  W. )ees.(1908), working at the large. αperture of  

fly, I. similer to en old form d[ " Dla?yytt ιιeε Sens worked Out by  
J. Petzval, having a positive front and negative beck meniscus,
with their concave su rfaces facing  
inwards (fig. 8). As in the old  
'Orthosroptc' and tenses et that  
type there is some outward ills.  
to(tic'i, but it is very slight. These  
lenses are made in five sizes with  
foci from 8 to an In., requiriηg  
amen extensions from 44 in. to  
hi in. They magnify about twice.  
Acceding to  Κ.  Martin, a telephoto-  
combination of the Bps Telar type  
an be used in a reversed position Fro. 58.—" Bir-Telar."  
as a projecting lens for the lantern,  
with the advantage of increasing the illumination from a giysn  
source of light (E..76. 1908, p. 46).  

Captain Owen Wheeler proposed in 1907 a high-power telephoto  
arrangement, made by Messrs Staley, in which the negative attach-
ment consists of three negative lenses, any single one of which can  
be used separately, giving magnifications of about 6, 9, and 13 dia- 
meters with a camera extension of £4 in. By combining the three  
a magnification of 30 diameters is attainable with the same short  
extension, which is a great advantage in many ways. In 1908  
Messrs Zeiss issued their "Special Tele.objectives" in two sizes  
wodń ng at f/to, the large with an aperture of 3• ι4 in. and ga in,  
focal length fitted in a special " tel ε-camera' for plates 9 X 12 cm.  
with a monocular field glass magnifying four times as finder. The  
smaller one, with 18 in. focus, is adapted for hand cameras with 6 ie.  
bellows extension. They consist of specially corrected positive and  
negative combination with a definite foal length and requiring a  
definite camera extension, and are specially suitable for balloon  
photography, instantaneous portraiture, &c. Thp theory, construc-
tion and use of telephoto lenses has been fully described by T. R.  
Dallmeyer in his Tekpho.Iography.  

7. Awodrrrmotk Leases.—For large portraiture a certain amount  
of softness and diffusion of the image has long been recognized by  
artists as desirable, and in τ8g5 the "Dallmeycr.Berghesm Lens  
was constructed with this special object. It is composed of a single 
uncorrected positive meniscus front lens, with a diaphragm in front  

of it, and an uncorrected negative meniscus back lens, and in the  
larger sizes it has great range of focal length on the telephotographic  
principle. The spherical and chromatic aberration produced by the  
uncorrected single lenses gives the diffusion of feces which produces  

the peculiarly soft and delicate effect aimed at. It is most useful  

for large heads and life-size studies, the great depth οf focus conduc- 
ing to uniformity of definition. there is no distortion, and by stop-
ping down to about one-third perfect definition can be obtained. 
it works with great brilliancy, both elements being single glasses.  

It was the first of the anachromatic portrait lenses. Since 1903  

Messrs C. Puyo and L. do Pulligny have been experimenting with,  
various combinations of uncorrected lenses for producing the same  
effect In portrait απd landscape photography by the diffusion of  
focus produced by chromatic aberration, and suitable lenses of this  
kind have recently been brought out In Paris as Les Objedi fs db λisie.  
In their construction the principal points to be considered sir'  
zpberka/ aberraiims. to be minimized in the form απd arrangement of  
the lenses selected; dislor$smi, corrected by using a symmetrical  
system; asHgomrism, avoided by. using combinations of low φwer.  
The lenses used by F u γο have been: (I) a plano'convex crown with  
convex side in front at/ft or f/g, or even f/5 for heads; (2) a simple  
thin concavo-convex meniscus with concave side in front, is better  
and suitable for full lengths at}/ ιο; (3) a symmetrical system formed  
of two similar crown menisci, c'oncave sides inwards, is generally  
useful when waked at 1/10, or e νεπ f/5. Arrangements are made us  
mounting these lenses for automatically making the pessary  
correction for colour. Another form is the " Adjustable Landscape  
Lens," formed of an anterior planoconvex crown, 3 cm. diameter  
and a posterior plano.concavt crown, each of ιο  cm. focus. end  
the same radii of curvature. In contact they have an infinite locus,  
but when slightly separated any fees can be obtained up t ο about  
to em. In such a telephotographic system, properly stopped down, 
anastigmatism, flatness of field, andrectilineacty are secured over  
a fairly large field. These lenses are fully described in Les Objrctifs  

d'arfisk, by L. de Pullsgny and C. P uyo (Pans, 19066), and va ń oue  
fuels, portrait and landscape, have been jade by Messes Iermagie,  
Tuń llon & Mann (see Fabre, Τ. E. P. .Siippl. D. 101).  

Diaphragm Α prιrsπs.—Ι n order to regulate the intensity of the 
 illumination by the lens, to enlarge its field, end, in the case of  

the elder forms of objectives, to extend the area of good marginal  
definition, diaphragms are used, usually with ci εcυlar aperture  
They are made in different ways: (t) as single metal plates, fitting  
into a slot in the lens tube (Waterhouse diaphragms); (a) Rotatoryi  
a single plate revolving on a central axis and pierced with apertures  
cut to fit centrically in the opening of the lens: (3) Iris: a form  of 
diaphragm now very generally used, and very convenient; bemuse  
it can be easily adjusted as required for intermediate apertures 
As a rule they are placed at the optical centre between the elements  
of a compound lens or in front of a single one.  

In order to provide a uniform system of diaphragm apertures,  
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the Royal ρhot phis Society fa i88t drew up some rides, which 
were revised in o  int and again in 1901. The former standard unit 

 ηq, find the numerical nation used with it, have beet abolished  
In favour of the unit f/t established at the International Congress  

in Paris 1900. Intensity ratio is defined as dependent upon the  
effective aperture of a lens and not upon the diameter of the dia-
phragm in relation to the foul length d a lens. The effeeti νι  
aperture of the lens is determined as follows: The leas must be  
focused for parallel rays. , An opaque screen is then placed in the  
principal focal plane, and a pinhole is made in the centre of the plate  
(in the axis of the lens); an dluminant is placed immediately behind  
the pinhole itself, when the diameter of the beam emerging from the  
front surface of the lens may be measured. (It will be loused that  
except in the rase of the dιιphragm being placed  in front of the lens,  
(he diameter of the diaphragm itself is seldom that of the eff αύ νe  
aperture.) Every diaphragm Is to be marked with its true intensity  
ratio es above defined, but the present intensity ratites are retained  
in their order of sequence; Ι/t. / Ι•4, Ι/τΡ, Jh•8. Ι4.Ι/S6.$/8. Ι11 1.3.  
I//16. Jh2.6. Ι/32./14S.2,  (/6q. &c.. each diaphragm requiring double  
the exposure required by the preceding one. In other uses apertures  
are to be made in uniformity with the scale, with the exception of the  
highest intensity, e.g. a lens of f/6•3 would be marked (α J(6.3,  
(/ 8, &c. The corresponding numbers are known as ' numbers, but  
are only applicable for a lens (mused for distance. Other systems  
of notation are in use, but the above is generally adopted (,ee False,  
T.E.P. Sappl. C. 38). Special diaphragms are in use for process  
work with ruled screens (see N.S. Amstuta, ifcvdbooh s Pbele-
engrasiag, 1907). Standards for the screws of photographic lens'  
(knee fittings, and for the screws fitted to camerm for attachment  
to the stand α for fixing movable parts, have also been laid down  
(ΡΙ. Jere. 1901, 25, p. 322).  

irsien ισιronr Shatters.  

The general use of rapid dry plates and hand motens has ren-
dered it necessary to have some mechanical means of reguleting  

exposures in small fractions of a second, especially for objects in  

rapid motion, and this instantaneous shutter hen become an essential  
part of modern photographic equipment in many forms and patterns.  
but practically three types are preferred—the between-lens shutter,  

the roller-blind shutters, used before or behind the lens, and the foal  

plane shutter, in front of and close to the plate and forming part of  
‚he back d the camera. The usual limit d rapidity of the two  
former is nominally about the  of a second and for ordinarypgr-
poses higher speeds are seldom required, while with the latter speeds  
d 4*  to,firs d a emend may be atta ιned.  
I +wo important factors in the use of lens shutters are the 	 y  
or speed, measured by the total duration d exposure from opening  
to closing, and the e$lciescy, measured by the ratio of the time  
during which the shutter is fully open and the time occupied in  
opens and closing. Both factors are more or lees variable, either 

 differences of construction, of diaphragm opening or cl position  
at the shutter with regard to the plate and lens. In any case  
the eλfuι t exposure is always less than the a'iad, and may be  
considerably o. 

The rapidity required of a shutter in photographing moving  
objects is regulated by the minimum time necessary to produce  
a well-exposed image upon the elate, with a loss of definition, cc  
blurring, by  displacement not exceeding tie,  or preferably χ4;  to 

 the of an meet, if enlargement is extended. This will depend  
on the sate d the light and the illumination of the object, the rela-
tive intensity of the lens as measured by its edective aperture  
and foal length, the sensitiveness of the plate, and the amount  
of effective light Passing through the shutter during the exposure.  
The amount of displacement to be guarded against depends upon  
the rte of movement of the object, the direction in which it is mov-
Ing with reference to theaeis of the lens, its distance from the camera,  
and the foal length of the lens. It will be proportionately less as  
the distance of the object increases, and as the rate of its motion  
απd the tool length of the lens for a given distance decrease, and  

eke versa. It will be greatest when the objet is moving at right  
angles to the axis of the lens, απd least when the motion is directly  
towards it; but in that use there will be some increase in the apparent  
eke of the object as it approaches the camera. For example:  
An object movin t m. an hour advances 17.6 in. per 'second. With  
a kiss of 5-tn, focus this would represent a displacement on the  
ground glssa, for an object Ιο ft. away, amounting td • ιq6 in. per  
second, and it would require exposures between is and d  
a second to give maximum or minimum placements d the  
%rage between r4s  απd  tie  of an inch. An object at the same  
distance moving ten times as fast would reguire 1.10 of the above  

exposures. (f. however, the distance be increased, the possible  
exposure may also be increased in the same proportion, so that the  
object moving το m. an hour at 500 ft. distance would only require  
the adή naΙ exposures of ,4 to R't of a second. On the ether band, 
the limits of exposure for an objet moving  i  m. an hour within  
to (t. of the lens would be between tie and, th of a second. This 
Ia esthete independent of the sensitiveness of athc plate, απd only  
represents the maximum duration of exposure permissible in order  
to reduce the blurring of the image between certain limits. The  
sensitiveness of the plate, and the intensity and amount of light  

Ming tram it tbssugh tλeJens and shutter, must be stfjosted a  
as to produce the desired ρhοιagraphic effect within that time.  
With a lens of 8 in. focal length the dapisctnwnt would have in.  
ceased in the first instance to .s in. per s αοnd, and the maximum  
exposure permissible would be from h  to  tιυ  of a second. Thla  
shows that there se en advantage iii using sort-faciae lenses for very  

rapid exposure. la mast work of this kind isdone upon 
quartxr.platea (4X3 	 se in.) with lenses d44  to 5 in. feces. As the 
displacement will be greatest for an abject moving at a right angle  
across the axis d the lens, as exposure suibcient for this case w81  
be sat mien fora other. Sir Abney  
question practically in his ft

Sir William 
Ρ6otοςgτσ$j,,Nand ithis  

treated mathematicallyby W. B. Coventry in his T chwics of the  
Hand Camera, in which will be found formulae and tables for ascer-
taining the distances and limiting exposures es (or moving objects,  
allowing for a blur d t4r  d an inch. In foreign treatises the limit  
is usually calculated for a diφlaαmmt of {s  of a millimetre, or  
about i Ι s o( αα Ιπch.  

An efficient shutter should fulfil the following conditions: It  
should be light and oampdct, simple 'us consmscticii and action,  
strongly made and sot liable to get out of order: capable of being  
set without admitting light into t he esteem; easily released with a  
slight pressure of the finger, if a pneumatic release it not fitted, and  
free from any tendency to shake the camera on release. It should  
open and close quickly, allowing the largest possible proportion of  
the exposure to be made with the full aperture, and it must not cut  
cd any of the effective light passing through the lens, but should  
distribute it evenly all over the plate: though in landscape work  
it is an advantage tove the foreground more exposure than the 
sky. It should be adjustable for variable instantaneous and foe 
prolonged or "time" exposures. With a food shutter there is 
less risk d shaking the camera In short"  time exposures, from to 
I second, than there is in taking eA a cap. Shutters worithig between  
the lenses must permit of the used diaphragms in the lenses, and d  

alterations of speed while sea Above all, a shutter must be con-
stant in its acting, giving short and variable exposures  always cor-
rectly or relatively so, an important condition which cannot alwa  

be fulfilled, and the exposure marked on the indicator should be  

capable d being repeated with tolerable certainty. Shutter should  
also be adaptahle (α  use with different lenses. Three methods of  
varying the speed d a shutter are in use:  (i)  by altering the length  
of the sly; (a) by the retarding action eta pneumatic brake; (3) 

 by varying the tension of a spring. The latter is considered by 
 W. B. Coventry as fan the bat. They are usually released by the  

pressure of the finger on the end of a lever holding the moving pact  
in a state of tension; α better, by J. Cadett's system of pneumatic  
pressure, spplied by means of a compressible nibberbulb and tube.  
which maydrwea piston acting on the lever holding the shutter, or  
inflate a collapsible bulb at the other end of the tube and thus enert  
the necessary pressure on the lever. With W. Watson's" An τiaou' "  
terse a flexible wire acts directly on the piston or trigger :elate  
of a cylinder abutter. It is also adapted for roller-blind, keel  
(hap, and various forms of betwten•kn shutters. It isd υώWlp  
effective and convenient (see fig. 3). In many cases both methods  
can be used as desired, the mechanical release being preferable oa  
account of its convenience and freedom from liability to ahaie the  
csυnυs.  

Τhe follοwing 

 

are the principal type, of instantaneous shwttert  
(z) Flap, (a) drop, (3) combined drop and flap, (4) rotary, ((S5) roller  
bhnd, (6) focal plane, (7) moving blade central, (8) iris.  They tea 
be applied in four different positions: (a) is front of the lens; (b)  

centrally, near the diaphragm; (4  behind the lees (d) immediately  
'us front of the sensitive plate. They all, however, some under two  
main dawns• Laurel. including these in which the exposure  
commences and ends at the circumference of the lens aperture;  
απd Centred, those in which the exposure begins and ends at the centre  
of the aperture. Some of them are "lateral" in their single form  
and "central "when double. The form and position of the effective  
aperture of a shutter, relatively to the kiss and plate, haves strong  
influence, either favourable or unfavourable, on the amount of  
effeύveght passing through the lens, and is even distribution
over the plate This Rs especially the use during the incomplete  
phases d opening and closing the aperture. It sterna to be agreed  
that the best position for lens shutters of the lateral type ia behind  
the objective, and for those of the central type, between the cam-
φnent lenses. In this letter pcsitiess the whole of the plate is  
illuminated during the full period of exposure, with a gndmgy  
increasing intensity, until the fell opemng is readied, and then the  
illumination gradually falls di until the shutter is closed. The 

et m effective shutter is one in which the first and third phases d  
incomplete illumiaatios, dining the apsesing and closing, are the  
shortest compared with the second phase of full opening.  

With the (oat Plane shutter, however, different Isortixia of the  
plate are exposed 

rr 
 in uuαesieη, the lens working at its full aperture 

and efficiency 
η ^g  

To results sults^^ng instantaneous shatters, the  
operator should make himself acquainted with the westing of his  
shutter and its efficiency in various ©rcumeta ιιmι of 	οsure with  
the lenses, plates and developer he proposes to use; asixtrta ιnmg the  
actual value of the various exposures marked on the indicator. and,  
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that is more Important, how far they can be depen&d en fοτ  
regulanty. Then are many simple ways in which the actual time  

et exposure from opening to closing an be ascertained sufficiently  

closely for practical purposes. They depend upon the measurement  
of the trace left on a sensitive plate by the passage of a brightly  
Illuminated object revolving at a known speed  or falling vertically  
through a known distance, when photographed with different speeds  

of the shutter against a dark background. These, and the more  
elaborate methods fns obtaining more accurate determinations of the  
shuttα -αpoιure periods απd of the coreesponding effective ex(iosures  
—is. showing the actual effect of the shutter through its different  

phases Gorr opening to dosing—have been described by Sir William  
λbaeγ in the work already mentioned, by A. Lunde in La P6sf0-
gea06ie moderse and La Photoraphse isilon!uiik. An apparatus for  
testing shutters at the National Physical laboratory was described  
by f. de Gru( Hunter in the Ορh'cι an, 1906.  

t. Flap S6slters.—The simple flap shutters consisting of a hinged  
flap opening upwards in Gont of the lens, though favourites in early  
days for landscape work, and still useful foe intermittent exposures  
or as sky-shades for securing cloud effects or increasing foreground  
exposures, have been almost superseded by quicker and more com-
p ct forms, They art used with single and double Raps for poetra'i.  
tore sad studio work, for which purpose they are made to act  
noiselessly and not attract the attenhios of the sitters. Ciwrry"  
(Ggι 69  and 60) is a good example of the type. 'V. Watson's 'Silent"  

a`t  

eta' 
λΡ 	

5- 

_; 

 

Ftc. 59 —G υerrΥ i 	 F ιc. tin.—Gυeπy's  
Single-flap Shutter. 	. Double-Hap Shatter.  

shutter is hemispherical in form and collapsible, the two wings  

opening out απ d folding together, when actuated by a special  
Antinous" release, and R. & 3 Beck's is another form, a single  

li(t ί ngς flap with pneumatic release.  
a. Drop S6alhrs.—The old simple drop shutter, in which a1p ate  

having an opening in it falls in front of the lens aperture, has been  

superseded by the more compact and quicker-working roller-blind  
shutters, which act on much the same principle. It had a theoretical  
interest in connexion with the effect of different forms of aperture—
circular, square, or elongated—used with shutters of the lateral  
type, but it is now generally recognized that a more to less extended  
rectangular opening, of at least the full width of the lens aperture, is  
best for securing the even admission of light from all parts of the image  

with shutters of the rectilinear lateral type, to which this and similar  
shutters, in which a single opening passes across the lens aperture,  

belong. In Busch's" sky shade "shutter (1907), fitting on the front  

of the lens a single leaf moves νa'ticaΙΙy upwards and descends again,  
giving less exposure to the sky.  

3. Combined Drop and Flap ShuJkru.—Tn early dry-plate days  
,everal forms of this kind of shutter were brought out under the  
names of Phoenix3  Phantom, &c., but are now little used In these  

shutters, in addition to the drop slide, there was also a lifting flap  
which on release opened from below, απd, having fully uncoveret  
the aperture, released the drop slide, which fell and closed the shutter.  
They  were useful and effective in the smaller mazes, but heavy and  
aι mbrous in the larger. Spevd could only be estimated very  
roughly by the use of India-rubber bands for giving tension.  

.  Roiary Shuikes—These are of the lacral type, and consist of a  
circular metal disk revolving on an axis ecentric to the axis d the  
Teas, and furnished with a radial sector-shaped opening, which  
paws laterally in front of the lens aperture when the tension of a  

spring is released (fig. 6 ι). They are  
used in various patterns in cheap hand  
cameras, usually in front of the objective,  
though they may be placed behind it or  
between the component lenses. So king  

   as the opening is at least equal to the size  
   of the lens aperture, the illumination is  

sufficiently even, but the openings are 
usually elongated so as to gives longer  
period of, full opening. Waking by a  
spring they are more portable and con- 
venient than drop shutters. 	Beck  

}ηφδt.RoeatyShutter. " Celverex" between-lens shutter (1906)  
is of this type, the disk being revolved by  

a spring and the variations of exposure obtained by altering the  
size of the opening passing over the lens aperture, and not the  
Unseen of the spring. It is speeded for exposures of Its . ^s  
1i, ps see.: also " bulb"  απd " time." It is fairly accurate απd  
πρπωωeot in action, but loses emciency at the highest speeds by the  
dsminution of the opening.  

S. Roie".Miad Shaiirn.—Por geδeτsΙ use the wdbkndwis  milers 
blind shutter of the single latetad type, as made by Thornton-Pickard  
and others, is undoubtedly one of the meet popular and efficient. It  
possesses most of the qualities laid down as essential to a Rood shutter,  
gives good illumination, appears to be fairly regular in its action  
and can be used for time or Instantaseous exposures. It consists  
of a light mahogany or aluminium box, arranged so that it can be  
fitted In front of or behind the objective. It is made in different  
sizes, and each sue an be adjusted to smaller objectives (fig. 62).  

It is also made with a disappearing cord, and in an improved pate  
the " Royal," all the fittings are inside die hoer, By pulling the cord  

Fib. 63.—Μcchasńm  
of the Thoretοs.  
Pickard Roller.  
Blind Shutter.  

a, Upper  rdkr. 
e, Lower roller.  
c, Cord.  
o, Black curtain.  

Fto. 6τ—Thαnton-Pκkard Rofe -Blind a , R  Rub b ει^
ευ`ing  

Shutter with automatic exposure appliance, 	adapter,  

an opaque black curtain with an elongated rectangular aperture is  
unrolled Preen the Power roller on to the upper one, and held by a  
coiled spring on the lover roller (fig. 6,1). Pressure on a pneumatic  
bulb i'Ilates a second smaller bulb. raising a lever which releases the  

spring, and thus brings the blind down with a rapidity which can be  
adjusted by turning a handle actuating the spring, the corresponding  

p

▪  

e'd being shown on an indicator. For tune exposures, pressure  
es the bulb *pees the shutter, and another presenre closes it. but  
a arrangement is now made by which time exposures of 1,  
t, a, 3 second can be given automatically, theure of the bulb 
opening the shutter, which closes of itself at the expiration of the  
exposure required. The theory of shutters of this type has  
been very folly discussed by Coventry (op. niL R yo), who shows  
that for any given tension of the spring the actual exposure decreases  
as the sire of the lens aperture diminishes, while the effective  
nptaure remains consent fοι all apertures, This is peculiar to  
the lateral shutter, He also shows that with plates of eery d'tffeeent  
ra idities, though the exposure maybe the tame, the actual exposure  
effective Is less with the rapid plate and a small stop than with  

the slow plate and a large stop; consequently the blur due to the  

movement of the object would be proportionately less on the rapid  
plate then on the slow one. Also that for any given lens the smaller  
the shutter the more rapid the exposure can be made, though  
with the same lens a larger shutter is cable of givinga moreeflicient  

though less rapid exposure. It is better. therdore, for moderate  

exposures, to have a larger shutter than the size of the lens requires.  

Sir William Abney had given diagrams of the sclion of a shutter of  
this kind in his book referred to; they show clearly that the centre  
of the plate gets more exposure than the margins; but practically  

this is not very noticeable, and the action is very regular.  
6. Feed P6,ae ShidIr,s.—Thes. are also miler-blind abutters with  

mechanism similar to the foregoing, but arringed so that the slit  
in the curtain may move rapidly close in front of the sensitive plate,  
exposing diffeeet pomonsoil it in turn, the inteaeity of the exposure  

being regulated by the width of the slit, whether adjustable or not, 
whirls th απd the rapidity with 	it is moved by the unwiing of a spring.  

The adaiιιagex of these shutters ate now being fully a pr dated,  

the principal being that they are quite isdepeudent of the lens, so 
that one shutter well serve for different lenses, and any suitable lens  
may be used at its full intensity, without the loss of efficiency ί n.  
heitnt us the ordinary forms of lem-shutters. They thus add  
effectively, if not actually, to the speed of a slur lens, or if a lens be  
stopped down there is less low of efficiency, with a gain in increased  
depths and definition. They are particularly well adapted (α the  
very short exposures required is photographing tear and quickly  
moving objects, racing horses, divers, &c.. and many reflex and other  

head cameras are fitted with them. They are constructed in  
different teems, either for short exposures with high speeds aluise,  

or for sheet and prolonged exposures: with a single slit of fixed or  
vwisble width moved at regulated speeds, or with a series of slita  
or ope'sisg' varying is width, their speeds being adjusted by the  
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tea sioιu of the springs. 'flea the mess Goers-Anchlliz shutter has  
ten tensions and nine curtain apertures, providIng for ninety dWer.  

eat speeds or exposures. nn`- 
ing from fs  tο TT ^^.. λλ  of  a uecoσd. 
besides aυιοΤsιlh exposurm  
from ‚to 5 seconds and time  
exposures (fig. 64). Most of  
these shutters an now pro- 
vided with a self-capping  
device for protecting the  
sensitive plate during the  
acting of the shutter. As the  
slit moves progressively over  
the plate, it it is too narrow  
or moving too slowly, it may  
cause distortion of the images  
of quickly-mονing objects,  
especially if near the camera,  
but with due can in regulating  
the width of the slit and the  
duration of exposure this is  
practically not often percep- 

FIO. 64.—Goenn- ΑπκΜits Fecal tible, αpαίa0γ If the slit is  
Plane Shutte, 	 arranged to move in the  

The theory 	
sum direction as the object. 

eory of these shutters is discussed by Coventry (op. cit. p. 69),  
more fully by Fabre (T. Ε. P. Sapyf , C. p 128), and their prsclical  
use in Fsraf Pleas Phwwgra$y (" Fboto'Miniature Series,' Ne. 77,  

ι θΡj Αfseiag Bluidi Cσntraf SiaHers.—These shutters, in which  
two thin metal or ebonite ,plates or opaque curtains with round or  

rectangular aperture, or in other cases two curved blade, pass  
very quickly over each other in opposite directions, are largely  
used in many patters. fitted between the lenses of a combination  
or attached to them in front α behind. Formed of two single  
lateral shutters opening and doing in the centre of the lens aperture,  

they become central, the exposure taking place during the short  
period iii which the openings are passing each other α the curved  
blades opening out and closing again. To obtain the greatest  
.lhcicncy the size of the openings should correspond with the full  
aperture of the lens If each plate moves as fast as a drop shutter  

the cosisbliiatlon gives double the speed, corresponding to half  
the exposure. The sensitive plate will be most evenly and strongly  
ruminated when the leaves of the shutter work inside the lens  
bear the dń phngm, as in Bausch and Lomb's " Umcum " and  
other simIlar between.lens shutters, in general use (fig. 65). This  
ntcesιitata the fitting of the leas to the shutter, but with adapters  

Fio. 65—Bausch and Lomb's 	Fm. 66.—Lencαster's  
" Umcum " Shutter. 	 "Sec-Saw "Shutter. 

it is ροssibΙe to fit other lenses. Some forms are, however, suitable  
for use in front of the lens, such as the " Constant "and Lancaster's  
" Sκ-Saw " Sfig. 66), while those of the double roller-blind type  
tan be used either in front of α behind the lens, though this position  
is not a favourable one. In these the rectangular form of aperture  
is the best, circular apertures cuttingoif a good deal of light, as in  

the case of drop shutters. W. B. t.oventiy (op.  cit. p. 60) his  
discussed the action of the double roller-blind shutter as ty pical  
of the central des. of shutters, and shows that while, under similar  
conditions, with the lateral shutter the effective exposure is con-
stent and the actual exposure variable at all apertures,  it is the  
reverse with the central stutters, and it will not be no easy to  
Calculate exposures with different sized stops. A central shutter,  
acting as a diaphragm of variable aperture, gives a more eliκ ient  
exposure than a lateral shutter of the same dimensions, as long as  
the opening is grater than the lens aperture, the ==efficient of  

illumination of the lens varying as long as the shutter opening is  

smalls than that of the diaplirsgm used. It is de,isxble, there-
fore, to increase the speed and use as large an aperture as possible,  
so that the diaphragm used may be entirely uncovered during the  
greater part of the exposure.  

8. Li: $ halirrs.—Than area further development of the double  
curved blade central shutters, and constructed on the principle of  
the " Iris " diaphragm, ith several leave opening out from the 
centre of the kiss and closing again. They are usually fitted  
between the leases of double objectives, and can be made very  
light and compact. Theoretically this central position of the 
shutter is the best, and the "Iris"  la the best form for ensuring  

the most equal distribution of light over the plate, provided, as  

before, that the opening is equal to. the full aperture of the lens.  
They are made so that the periods  
of opemng and closing may be as  
short as possible compered with that  
of full opening. They require great  
care in construction and fitting to  
the lena, and so are expensive.  
They nn, however, be used with  
convertible sets of lenses of different  
foci fitting the same mount. Several  
forms are made by British and  
foreign maken, with three, four ow  
more leaves, Goers'. "Sector"  
shutter (fig. 67) may be taken as a  
type. Georgen s Central" shutter  
is very light sod smooth in working,  
and can be used in front of a lens  
for telephoto work. Further details  
regarding the different forms of F[0. 67.—Corn's "Sector" shutters, the nl and practices!, Shutter. 
will be foundd In the works b  
Abnty, Coventry, Eder, Fabre and Londe.  

Ezposiur' 31dwt.  
When gelatin dry plates came into general use, and were made  

of many different degrees of sensitiveness, the want of auide to 
the proper exposure (α us the various makes of plates under guide  
conditions of lighting began to be felt, and several methods were  
devised for meeting it. Some of them depend solely upon data  
derived from observations of the action of the principal factors  
affecting the result, namely:  (i)  the speed of the plate; (a) the  
actinic power et the sun's light for the time of year in aiven 
latitude and its position at the particular time of day' (3g the  
effective diaphragm aperture of the lens' (4) the nature 0f the sub-
ject and its illumination as affected by local and atmospheric  
conditions. With others these data are supplemented  by. and 
practically based upon, actiiiometric observations of the action of  
the light upon sensitive paper exposed near the amen α the 
subject at the time. Both methods are in many cases of undoubted  
use, but the information given by instruments of this kind can  
only be considered as approximate, and much Is left to the judgment  

of the operator, whose surest guide will be an intelligent study of  
the principles on which these instruments are based, together  
with carefully-recorded observations of the combined working of  

his lenses, shutters, plates and methods of development under the  
varying conditions of practical wok. Before using any of these  

instruments it is necessary to know approximately the relative  
sensitivεπeχs or "speed" of the plate in use. In the early days  of 
gelatin dry plate their tepidities were stated ax so many times those 

 of wet slates, es (ass these are still) "ordinary," "instantaneous," 
"rapid es ra " extra-rapid, 'terms which, though suitable 	for one make  
of plate, may not be no for others This was improved upon by the  
adoption, in 1878, of Leon Warnerke's "Sensitomerer," which was  
in use as a standard for some years. It consisted of a transparent  
stale of 25 squares of different intensities, marked with opaque  
numbers and arranged no that each third number indicated α doubled  
rapidity. This was pigeed in a frame in front of the sensitive  
plate, and exposed for thirty seconds to the constant light emitted  
by a phosphorescent tablet, supplied with the instrument, which  
was previously excited by burning one inch of magnesium ribboo  
in front of it. The exposed plate was then developed and fixed,  
and the highest number visible indicated the tepidity of the plate.  
In 1890 F. Hurter and V. C. Duffield introduced an entirely new  
system of calculating the sensitiveness of plate of different ra ρidi-
ties. They make a series of exposures in seconds on different  
parts of the plate in geometrical progression with a standard candle  
at one metre distance. After development for certain fixed  
period with a standard developer, fixing, washing and drying, the 

densities " or logań thnu of the opacities of the different parts are  
measured by a special photometer and plotted on a skeleton diagram,  
producing a curve, one portion of which will practically bra straight  
line. The position of this line With reference to a scale of exposures  
given on the diagram decides the rapidity of the plate, w hile its  
length indicates the "capacity"  of the plate for the truthful  
rendering of tone. The elaborate Investigations by which these  
results were obtained are of great interest, and were published his  
the Journal of V¢ Sourly for Clunnird Ixdwlsy (1890, 1891), and  
later ones in the Pbοtoχrα$ i€ Journal 1898). A complete account  
of the system by V. C. Drifheld was published in 1923, as No. 56 of  
the "Photo Miniature Series." The sensitiveness shown on the  
H. & D. scale is directly proportional to the speed number gives.  
The method has been adopted by seM σΡal dry -plate makers  ώ  
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danodug the set sitiveness ci their different brands, and is more or  
lax the bens on which the plate-speeds fee the modern English  
dry-plate acunometers and exposure meters are calculated. Several  
systems of photometry and measurement of the steeds cf dry  
plates have been discussed at the meetings of the C οngrs lake.  
aa4osia1 de Pkalc rajk ίe, in 1889, iegi, 1900 and 1905. but no 
definite standard  been finally adopted. In Germany the use  
d J. Schemer's aenaitometer has been adopted, and appears to be  
extending. It in based on a system of photographing the gradu.  
ited tints given by rotating sectors. A full account of the instru-
ment, and of a system of iensitometry based on its use, is given by  
J. M. Eder in the Pkofigapk ύ che Cari'esjiosdeiis (1898) p. 469,  and  
(1900) ρ. x444  In 1901 Chapman Jones brought out a convenient 

 plate-tester on the same pr ιncίρlε as the Warnecke seneitometer, 
but extended by the addition of a colour sensitometer, which Is  
useful for the comparison of οrthοchromatic dry plates, colour  
screens, light filters, &c. it consists of a screen elem. 4f  )ς3  ia, 
containing a series of twenty-five tints of graduated densities; 

 a series of coloured quaTes, blue, green, yellow and red, and 
▪ amp s µ of neutral grey,  all five being of approsumately equal  
lumincmty: a sαieι of four wares of special pure colours, each  
representing it definite portion of the spectrum; also aι nριce  of line  
design, over which is superposed • half-ton negi*'ve. To me  
the instrument, a quarter-plate of the brand to be tested is exposed  
behind the screen fee a few .gcnnds to the light o(a standard candle  
placed at the distance of a foot, developed, fixed and washed.  
An examination cf the plate will show the arnaitiveriesa, range of  
Rτadaτiοπ, possible range of exposure, sensitiveness to colour,  
see of grain, amount of halation, and the most suitable light for  
development. It can be used for many other tests, and enable.  
any brand of plates to be readily tested by tug user and compared  
with any standard he may find mavenignt. In making these end  
similar teιtι, a standard developer should be allowed to act for  a 
fixed period and at a uniform temperature (Ph. senesces., 1901, 25,  

P
24 
The nest Important factor is the aerie power of the light. It  

depends normally on the height of the sun for the latitude of the  
place at the time when the photograph is taken, and enposures in  
blight sunlight are found to vary, approximately as the colorant 
of lbe sues s altitude above the ń orιαon. The light of the sun itself  
is practically the same at any given time and place year after year,  
but is liable to more or less loaf and temporary diminution by the  
amount of cloud, ham, dust. &c., present in the atmosphere at the  
tń ae. It is also affemed by the time of day, incxeaamg tram sunrise  
to noes and then demeaning to sunset. The remaining factor  
is the effective diaphragm aperture of the lens in relation to its  
foal length. In meet taw of ordinary outdoor exposure. this  
can be taken at its normal value, but becomes smaller and increases  
exposure if the keel length in much iiscmw.aed fur photographing  
near objects. Besides these principal factor, the satire end colour  
of the objects, their distance, and the amount of light received  
aid teemed by them under vain, atmospheric conditions, have  
a greet influence on the exposure required. W. Β. Coventry has  
shown (et. rd. P 75) bow the "light a*dicient L," for full sun-
light, on be found, and seas given a table of values of L for the  
latitude d Londusa for every lour of the day in periods of ten days  
tńroυωh tit the Near,also  the relative caeficiεea for "diffused 
light cloudy, 

also
ull" and "very dull." Table. of exposure. 

for different subjects ects under varying conditions of light have been  
published by W. K Burton, A. S. Plaits. F. W. Mills, Sir D. Sslomons  
and others, and in preparing them Dr J. A. Scott's tables, showing  
monthly and daily variations of light for Countries about li  
lest. 55yy •^ are generally used. The more modern tables, such as ere  
published in the printed "exposure notebooks," also take into  
account the plate speeds, but unfortunately there is no uniform  
standard of plate speeds owing to the dilhculty of Sting e  
definite standard of light. Τhe subject is fully treated in the Bnuί k  
Jowsa( Almanac (tees), p. 675, the Waikias Mimed, Η. Boar-
molt's Cak'd du lamps de pwe en 'k e, and similar works  
by A. de Ia Baume Pliuvismal, G. dc • d' inassoux and αhers.  

Based on the time principle as these exposure tables, various  
portable exposure meters have been brought out, in which sales  
representing the diaphragm for plate-speed, light and diaphrag 
are am ged as in a slide rule, so that, when properly set, the  
normal exposure required can be found by inspection, and in.  
maned or diminished according to ηΡrcumstences. In Hurter  
and Driffield's " Actinograph " the light coeflicient Is given by a  

printed card showing the curves for every day in the year and for  

every hour of the day, the unit being the sh  part of the brightest  
possible diffused daylight when the altitude of the sun is yο... The 
'lena" scale shoat the ratio of aperture to foal length in general  

use, and is calculated for single, double and triple systems of lenets.  
The " speed " scale is based on the exposure in seconds which with  
one attrnograph degree d light will produce a perfect negative  
of an ordinary landscape. An additional sale is given for five  
different degrees of illumination—"very bright,' "bright,"  

^ 	
" dull, " eery dull." A table of factors for " views " 

rtraitore, "interiors, "copying." 	 also given, and these 
regulate the figure to be taken for the exposure. The scales are  

engraved on boxwood, and there are two sliding pins (fig. 68).  

Ii ά  specially adapted for me with plate.  ά  speed nom(ιεta agree.  

lag with the  Η.  &  D scale, but tan be used with any plate of which  
the relative speed number is knows. Convenient exposure meten  

have been made since 1890 by A. Watkins, of Hereford, ία different  

Fs0. 68.—hurter & Drid eld's Acincgraph.  
forms based upon an ααιπα etτi al test of the light at the time of  
exposure. In the complete "Standard Meter" ( ι89ο) sales cone-
spending to "speed of plate," "diaphragm J number.," "light," 
'subject end "enlarging," marked PP D. A. S. and Ε., are arranged  
cc rings adjustable round a cylinder. The plate-speeds are taken  
from a table and the " light coefficient," or " act ίnometer number,"  
is ascertained at the time by ax. 
posing a piece of sensitive paper  
in the acύ ποs ate at the end of  
the instrument for the number of  
seconds required to match a fixed  
tint as shown by an attached  
pendulum. Many improvements  
have been made in it and the  
latest pattern (ι9o8) is made in  
magna nine (fig. 69). The" Dial"  
meter (tent) is a simpler form in  
a circular metal maw with four F,0.  69—Watkins.  s ., Stan. apertures marked"plate,"  
"stop." "act " and " exp.'above 	dud Meta.  
the corresponding scales, and an actinometer for testing the light.  
The numbers showing the speed of the piste in use, the f  value  
of the diaphragm,and the actnomettr exposure in seconds see  
brought into the respective apertures and the exposure required 
is read off in the "exposure ' aperture.  
An "indoor meter" is also made, and a  
"hand camera akulator " fσ use with  
the " Stsndard " or " Βee " meters. The  
"Queen Bee" and " Bee " meters ( τ903)  
are later, smaller and more convenient  
patterns which have superseded the 

Dist" meter and have the plate num-
bers and exposures narked round the  
Case, and the sales of "f numbers" and  
"light"  on a revolving glass plate. This  
is revolved till the! number on the right  
is opposite the speed number of the plate;  
opposite the ' actinometer number" on  
the left, found as above, will be found  
the exposure in seconds (fig. 70). The 

α F^e.7a—The Watl
ιι

kdna's 
κ 

Qu een Bee" meter is similar to the 	.— „ Me B 	but of better εοωτuεtion and  
fitted with a pendulum.  

G. F. Wynn s "Infallible"  eπposυre meter (τ893) is also in  
dial form, but the sensitive paper is exposed directly, no pendulum  

is used, and the scales are open  on 
the dial. In use, the glass carrying  
the movable sale is turned until  
the acfinometer time in seconds  
upon the exposure sale in opposite  
the diaphragm number of the piste,  
as given in the lIst of plate speeds;  
the correct exposure will then be  
found against each stop given on  
the scale. There are practically  
only two sesles: the scale of da- 
phragms representing the di,.  
phragm apertures or 1 numbers,  
the speed of plate and the vac - 
atioe of exposure due to subject;  
and the time seek, represent' 

Fin. 7^ . Wynne á ,, (π(aι- lag the aetiπomεtα time and the 
Gbk" Wyence Metes. 

	exposure (fig. 7m). The actin' 
metes is protected by a yellow glass  

ammo when not in use. In a smaller form the scale. me on the  
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circumference of a locket, and the actinometre at the heck. An  
"Infallible"  Pń ntmeter is also made for showing exposures In  
contact pnnImg on sensitive paper., but can also be used fix  
testing apeeds of plates and papers. Beck's " Zambe= " Exposure  
Meter gives the exposure and stogy to be used, also the depth of  
foam to be obtained with different diaphragm apertures. The 
required exposure is set to the number on the next  
sale of the meter. The third scale corresponds to the ti πκs  
of darkening the sensitive paper in the actinumeter attached to  
the meter, and .hews the diaphragm aperture suitable for the  
given exposure. Other scales show  the distances that will be  
in fetus with the different stops used, arranged p that the focal  
depth of four different lenses can be found. Several other cx. 
posure meters are made on the principle of the slide rule, with sale  
corresponding to the factor of" plate speed " dleρhragm number," 

light, subject,""exposure,"   and the cχpa^ιιε is found by  
simple inspection without an actinometer. They are designed  
for use with particular brands of plates, but can be used for o tben  
of similar speeds.  

Another class of exposure meters comprises throe in which  
the intensity of theigl' ht is estimated visually by extinction  
through a semi-transparent medium of increasing intensity, such as  
J. Dbcoudun's (1888), in which the exposure u judged by the  
disappearance of it series of small clear openings on a graduated  
male of densities when kid cn the most important part of the image  
as seen  on the ground-glass. Its indications are not very definite,  
^^th. Payyer^ scale changes in density after a time, A better  

E. Degen's Normal Photometer" ( ι9as) consisting of 
two sliding violet glass prisms, one adjusted for the  diaphragm 
apertures, the other for the actinic illumination of the object.  
They are mounted with their outer faces parallel. In use the upper  
slide with prism is drawn out so that the pointer coincides with the  
division indicating the diaphragm aperture to be used; the object  
to be photographed is then viewed directly through opening, at  
one end of the instrument, and the lower slide is drawn out and  
pushed back slowly till the object viewed is almost obscured.  
The attached minter will then indicate the exposure required,  
or, reversing the order, the diaphragm aperture for a given exposure  
can be found. Auxiliary scales are attached for very short or very  
king exposures. The principle of construction I. that the logarithm,  
of the times of exposure are proportional to the thickness of the  
coloured prisms. G. He e'ι Actin-Photometer' (i906) is  
on a somewhat similar principle 1  and consists of a circular metal  
box with dark violet glass viewing screens in the centre of both  
sides, with an obscuring iris inside the use worked by revolving  
the beck of the box. On the front of the instrument exposure  
table. are given for plates of every rapidity, and for diap hragm  
apertυrα from/3 to /45. Exposure meters of this type are 
specially applicable for open-air work where there is sufficient  
light for ready measurement. Other simple ectinometees are in  
use far carbon and process printing, consisting generally of trans-
lucent graduated sales in different densities of paper,colourid  
gelatin, thy, or of a photographed scale graduated by increasing  
exposures. The "Burton actinometer," for pigment printing,  
made on this principle, contains several small negatives of different  
densities, one of which is selected of equal depth to the one to be  
printed, and the progress of the printing is estimated by exposing  
ti pu sensitive papa under it and examining it from tune to  

SxwsiTvx PLATES, FILNs AND Paexas  
Srr'sibhe Dry P(afer.—A special feature of modern Photography  

is the use of trustworthy ready-prepared sensitive dry plate. and  
films in different grades of sensitiveness, so that there is no necessity  
for the photographer to prepare his own plates nor, indeed, could  
he do so with any advantage. The practice of outdoor and studio  
photography has thus been very greatly simplified; and although  
with wet collodion there was the advantage of seeing the results  
at once and retaking a picture if necessary, the uncertainties con-
nected with the use of the silver bath and collodion, and the amount  
of cumbrous apparatus nιcessa for preparing and developing  
the plates, far outweighed it here is also an enormous saving  
of time, in using dry plates as compared with wet, by defe πing  
development.in tropical climates, also, dry plate, as be used 
when work with wet plates would be imρ' ebj'  On the other  
hand, the uncertainty of more or less random exposures on ready.  
prepared plates must not be overlooked. Besides their use in  
taking negatives, gelatin dry plates are also largely used for print.  
lag transparencies, lantern slides, enlargements, &c. For negative  
work they are prepared with an emulsion in gelatin of silver bromide.  
alone or with the addition of silver iodide or chloride, and are to  
be obtained in fiκΡ or six degιees of rapidity: " slow," for photo- 
mechanical or " process " work; "ordinary," for e ! ienΙ mimeses 

 when quick expur are not required; rapid, far landscape  
and portraits; extra rapid," fee instantaneous exposures; and 

double extra rapid ' for very quick  snapshot work in dull weather 
cc for special subjects. These latter kinds are exceedingly sensitive.  
sad require grit ςaκe in use to avoid fog. in order to prevent  
halation, or irregular action by refection from the beck surface of  
the glass, di" elates are coated with a non-actinic "backing. "  
which can easily be removed before development.  

Self-developing dry plates were introduced in igo6, in which the  
developing agent is mixed in the film itself, as in the IUord  

Amauto" plate, which only requ ires immersion in a solution of  
washing soda for development, or, as in the Wellington " Watalu "  
plates, applied on the back of the plate, plain water only being re-
quired for development, this application also preventing halation.  
The slur piste' used foe printing lantern slides and transparencies  
are usually prepared with an emulsion of silver chloride with α  
without free silver nitrate and other Isabel,.  

The rendering of photographic plates isochromxtic or sensitive  
to all colours by dyeing them with eosln, α other suitabla dyes,  
has been greatly improved by the use of new dyes, especially  
those 

 ghat 
 of the 

 factory
, group, pτερισed by Dr E. Κδπig of the 

" dnavαdol,"  p 
and 

 acrn  known ; d p
inery  aom

^ nolτ' •the dlaάα nσf  
which can confer on a silver bromide date as high a degree of  
sensitiveness for red as eiythrosin don for yellow; also F. Bayer's  
"Horned," Dr A, Mirth's"  ahyl red," and other similar dyes  
(ste & J6., 1 	pp. :83 336). Panchromatic plates ere now largely 

 and used fα all photographic work in which a true  
rendering of the relative colour luminosities is essential, and more  
particularly for the various methods of colour reproduction in  
which plates are required to be sensitiveto red, green and blue- 
violet re They o made in different degrees of general and colour  
sensitiveness, according to the purpose for which they are required  
the ordinary " 6οchrmnatle ' being most sensitive for yellow and  
green, and the " grκhtoιnatκ " for red, orange and yellow, as  
well as for green, blue sad violet. To obtain the best results  
from all these plate. it is =emery to coven off the blue and violet  
rays with yellow or orange transparent screens, or colour filters,  
made of coloured Rlaas, or glees coated with coloured gelatin,  
collodion, &c., or with glaze cells containing solutions of suitable  
dyes or mks. For the various ρmaee5 of three-colour reproduc-
tion panchromatic plate and special red, green and bhe- νίοlet  
filters has to be used for taking the three negatives, their intensities  
and aborptlne being carefully a γ adjusted the particular plates 

use; the same apes, but less strictly, to the yellow serums  
used with ordinary uochroenatic plates. Dyes termia ly suitable  
(ow these colour-filter have been prepared by Dr E. K&iig.Various  
kinds of colour screens for ordinary, microscopic and trlolsiomatie  
work are nude commeitially, and Me.ss Scfsott of Jena mike a  
special yellow glass in there tints for the purpose.  

Flarss /se  Cdss, Phswgrii$y.—In 1868 Louis Dims du Hn.rosi,  
various niche:matk meods patented (α 	

s 
 p^icaγy among 	method, 

 ed 	objects of ts iii the colours mature de.uibed one 
in which 

clon 
 triehromatk principle, instead of being carried not  

on three separate plate., was to he combined in any plate by means  
of a transparent medium cowered by  a trichrouiatic screen divided  
into narrow jυιaapaed lines cc minute spaces, eonespondf at  to 
the three psi nssy enleur, red. gree σ and blur-violet, the trans.  
parent colour of esch of these hoes or spaces acting as a coloug  
filter. A sensitive parr ooutic plate was to be expoted in cm.  
tact with this screen to produce a negative with lines α spots  
c cresρο ιdώg to the r.lative strength of the three coloured tig hts  
pissing through it, so that a diapositivi print on glass properly  
registered with the himlου screen would show the object in Its  
pruner colours. This method could not be carried out siscmadully  
or want of efficient panchrcenatic plates and other difeulυτα  

Between tees and i89$ several intents were taken out by J W. 
McDonough and J. jolt' foe various methods of preparingnicheo- 
matie riled screens (Pb, J.iwsi., l90% p. 19i). The Jolly method  was 
fairly sυoιwsful in action, but had several disadvantages owing to  
the coarxnes. of the lines, the necessity fox having two screens,  
one for taking and another for viewieg, and the coat of making  
them (B. J. . Ι899r  ρ. 670). The "Florence" chromatic plate  
(ιga ), worked out in America by j H. Powńe and Florence  
M. Warner, waaan.improvement ontbejoly method, tbecolourscreen  
being photographically printed on a glass piat ς coated with  pan-
chromatic emulsion and exposed to the coloured object throsseje  
the screen (Penrose Pidσιίσί  Aaaaal, 1905-906, ρ.  1Us). Some  
good results were produced but it hen not come into use.  

After several year, ai laborious research. Μeκrι Lumibe, of  
L adopting Dικos du Hauron's coloured grain method, sea  
red where he had failed, and in 1907 brought out their " Audo-
cń rome " plates, in a very compete and practical form, malting it  
uossible to produce photographs in the colour of natural objects  
by one exposure instead of three, as in the ordinary three-colour  
processes. Glass plates are coaled with an adhesive medium over  
which is spread a mixture of potato starch grains, of microscopic  
fineness, =faired violet, green and orange, the interstices bang  
filled in with fine earbon powder to form a tricolour screen, oark by  
reflected and of a pinkish. pearly appearance by tr.nsmjtted light.  
Thi, is varnished and coated with a thin sennttve panchromatic  
emulsion of gelatino-silver bromide. The plαtα am exposed in  
the camera from the back, through the tricolour films, using also  
a special compensating orange-yellow screen, before or behind  
the lens, then developed as usual, producing a negative coloured  
image in the complementary colours, which is then treated and re-
veised w as to produce a positive coloured huge by transm ission, 
showing the picture in its proper colours. The results thus  obtained 
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are remarkably good, and practically solve the problem of direct  
colour photography in a simple and fairly inexpensive manner  
(see Αgeπdα L οιiiiπs, 1909).  

In C, L. Finlay's "Thames" colour plate (1908) the rncoloar  
screen is formed by rows of circular dots coloured alternately  
orange-red and green and the intermediate spates blue. It is used  
alone, the coated surface being placed in contact with a panchro-
matic plate, the uncoated side towards the lens. It carries register  
marks for adjusting it to the finished picture after development  
and reversal of the image. Then screens, being more transparent  
than the ' Autochrome," require less exposure, but the colour  
rendering is not so perfect. In the'ougla " Omn υΡolore " plate  
(1909) the tricolour screen απd sensitive surface are combined on  
one plate as in the " Autocbrom ε," but the screen is made up of  
a series of blue-violet parallel lines, with intermediate alternate  
broken lines of orange-red and yellowish-green at right angles to  
them, the red narrower than the green. The relative sizes of the  
coloured dots in the three plates are approximately: -- 

	

" Autochrome " starch groins . 	t  to rise  in.  

	

Thames plate, dots, diameter 	.ι lι,.  

	

" Omnicolore " plates, blue line 	. . _  
gel aqυaιe 	 ιiσ „  

E. Fenske's " Aurora " plate (x409) is a tricolour screen formed  
by coating a glass plate with a mixture of finely divided particles  
of gelatin, dyed orange-red, green and blue-violet, without any  
intervening spaces. The gram generally is coarser απd more  
irregular than in the " Autochrome " plates, but optically corre-
sponds more closely to them than the " Thames "or'  Omnicolore "  
screens do. These plates are issued uncoated for use with any  
suitable panchromatic plate. A later process is due to Dufay.  
With the exception of the " Autochrome, ' these preemies are still  
more or less in the experimental stage.  

Ccllsdoid Fdms.—In order to avoid the weight of glass plate,  
which may become burdensome on a tour, απd also the risk of  
breakage of valuable records, thin films οτ sheets of celluloid coated  
with sensitive emulsions can be used, with great saving of bulk  
and weight and no loss of efficiency, though such films are some  
times liable to deterioration by long keeping before or after cx-
posure. They are made in two thicknesses. still or Bexible, the  
still being used exactly as plates, but held in -a carrier or simply  
backed with a card or glass plate, while the flexible are made up 
in separate sheaths with cardboard backing, as in the "Kodoid  
films, or in convenient packages of twelve or more in "film packs"  
of various patterns. Flexible films of this kind on celluloid have for  
many years past also been prepared in long stnps of different  
widths suitable for use in hand cameras of the Kodak types and in  
roll-holders In the early forms of roll-holders the films were used  
alone, and being unprotected had to be changed in the dark room,  
but, as already stated, they are now supplied on spools in cartridges  
which can be changed in daylight. C. Silvy seems to have been  
the first to employ this method in 1870. In these cartndges the  
film is attached to a much longer strip of black paper, and rolled  
up with it, so that several turns of the paper have to be unrolled  
before the film is ready for exposure, this point being marked  
οο the outside paper for the successive exposures, with numbers  
visible through a red screen at the back of the holder. When all  
have been exposed, the black paper is rolled on for several turns,  
and when taken out of the holder the loose end is fastened up till  
the film is developed. As these films are principally used for  
fandacape work, it is now usual to make them isochromatic, and  
they may be used with or without a yellow screen. They are also  
made " non-curling" by being coated with gelatin on both sides.  
Negatives taken on these thin films have the advantage that they  
can be printed from either side without perceptible Ices p1 definition.  
which is useful in printing by the single transfer carbon process,  
and in some of the photo-mecbanical printing methods Flexible  
transparent films in sheets απd rolls ha νό  also been prepared upon  
hardened gelatin, but it is difficult to retain the original dimensions  
of the film owing to expansion of the gelatin. Paper coated with  
sensitive emulsions has been successfully used for making negatives  
in the same way as the celluloid films, απd is cheaper, but much  
more liable to deterioration from atmospheric action before and  
after exposure. end unless developed men after exposure the im-
pressed images may fade and become undevelopable. Such papers  
are, however, still used in meteorological and other self-recording  
instruments. Stripping films of thin celluloid upon a paper support  
were introduced by Messrs Wellington and Ward, and had ad ναn  
aggeess for printing from either side, but are not now made.  

p4σbPaQbic Prntittig Popers. Pa ń  $255 with the supply of  
readΥ-ΡTepared plates, all kinds of photographic printing papers  
can now be obtained ready for use, so that the photographer has  
nothing to do with the preparation of his sensitive plates οτ papas's.  
The old albumenised papers have been generally superseded by  
ready-prepared sensitive papers coated by machinery with emulsion  
of silver haloids in gelatin, with ow without citrate or other organic  
silver salts, the chloride being used for most of the " PA,P." or  

ρAπting out papers," which contain more or less free silver  
nitrate, and in the "self-toning"  papers some salt of gold. Some  
01 tbese printing out papas are also made with emulsions of silver  

chloride in collodion and known as " C,C." ow " cοllodiαhlοride." 
The basis of most of the developable bromide papers used for en'  
largements and direct copying, containing no free silver nitrate,  
and with which an invisible image is brought out by de νelορment,  
much in the same way as with dry plates, is silver bromide. Then  
papers are made in great variety of tints and surfaces, " smooth "  
and ' rou_gh, ' •' glossy" απd "matt,"  for producing different  
effects, They are largely used for direct priming by artificial  
light or daylight, for enlargements; and for printing photographic  
post-ids ., in large numbers by machinery, the mints being  
made on a long band with an almost instantaneous exposure, a nd  
developed and fixed by  being mppin^sedd  through the proper solutions  
on large rollers or otherwise. • Papers for the platinotype processes  
sensitized with salts of platinum and iron, are also manufactuitti  
for printing out entirely or fee development .with potasoic oxalate.  
Prints on thesepapers have the advantage of being permanent.  

Messrs York Schwartz and J Mallabar a process of developing and  
toning prints made on a special sensitive papa prepared with an  
emulsion of silver phosphate was introduced by Mures Houghton  
in 1908 under the name of " Ensyna." Very short exposures  so 
day or artificial light are required, and with a special developer  
(" 8αsυποid : ') permanent prints are obtained with a varied scale  
of tones similar to those given by toning with gold, the colour of  
the print being determined by the exposure, short exposures giving  
purple and long exposures brown or reddish tones The process  
is a rapid one, the operations of printing, developing, fixing and  
washing being completed within about ten minutes or even less.  

For the various methods of printing in permanent pigments  
(" Autotype,"  • &c.) tissues are prepared coated with pigmented 
gelatin in venous colours, and very successful results in colour  
photography have been obtained by printing from suitable segatiws  
in three colours with specially prepared yellow blue and pink  
tissues. Similar papers, ρreρaτed with ρigmentei gum instead of 
gelatin, are used in the gum bichromate" process, and "single  
transfer" papers, coated with plain gelatin, are used in the pigment  
printing processes to receive the d εevveelad print, and are elm 
useful for photo-llthography, the new 'oil-printing" methods.  
and in tricbromatic printing on paper by the Sanger-Shepherd 
method and Dr Ktnig a " l'inetγpε. For Manly's " Oaotype '  
and " Oaobtomε " ρroαss® special gelatinized and pigmented  
papers are made.'Cyanotype" and " Ferrogallic " papers are  
prepared for the use of architects, engineers, &c.. in rolls of consider-
able width, for the direct reproduction of tracings and drawings  
as blue or black prints by these and similar method s. 

Ap$roJus for Deνelορrseιl.—The recognition of the fact that  
the two principal factors in the development of modem photo-
graphic dry plates with a suitable developer are time and tempera-
ture, and also that a prolonged immersion in dilute solutions is in  
many cases a more convenient and equally efficient method of  
development, has led to the construction of apparatus for enabling  
the operation to be cared out almost automatically and for timing  
its duration.  

In 3894 A. Watkins brought out his factorial system of develop-
ment based on the principle "that with a correct exposure on a  

given plate with a given developing agent, the time of development  
required for a given printing open), has a fixed arithmetical  
retie to the time of appearance of the high lights of the image,  
provided the developing power of the solution remains constant  
during development; and this rule holds good for all variations  

of strength, amount of alkali ow bromide, and temperature within 
those limits which have been found safe in practice (Phole. News,  
1894, 38, pp. 115, 729; and further, Ph. !oum., i900. 24, p. 22 1). By  
a series of observations he ascertained the multiplying factors of  
most of the developers in ordinary use, and in 39055 brought out  
his " factorial calculator "and a "dark-room clock for facilitating  

the working of the method. The former is made of aluminium,  
and consists of two circular disks, the upper smaller one rotating  
and carrying a pointer, The outer disk is marked with a scale of  

Watkins factors for the different developers, as given in the "in 
structions"  accompanying the instrument, and is used to denote  
the " time of development" in minutes. The scale on the inner  

FIG. 72.—Watkins's Factorial 	FAG. 73.—Watki πs's Dark=  
Calculator. 	 room Clock.  

disk shows the " time of appearance " in seconds ow minutes louse  
the poimer is set to the factor for the developer in use, and against  

the • time of appearance "on the inner scale will be found the tot}1  
number of minutes required for complete development (fig. 72):  
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The "calculator" an be used with any ordinary clerk or watch,  
but the "dark-room clock" (6'. 73) has been spinally constructed  
(i the factorial system. It is an improvement on the earlier 
(On DS of Watkins' Ei krommmeter," and baa a 4  Ω.  dial with to  
minute and ion seconds divisions, very plain, for dark rooms, 
centre seconds hand, std action and outside indicator to mark  
the completed time. The eeronds hand completes the revolution  
in moo seconds, while the minute hand does so in ιο minutes, or  
ι υ icientry  for the longest ordinary development, though it runs on, 

if  nee 
υ  • 

	

at  O. 
 very 	 he much longer, both hands starting together  

In 1908 Watkins brought out snother system of "therme-  
development " by time dependent on the use of a s(ar'dard "time  
developt." the duration of the development, at a given teinpm-
tore, being modified according to the make and speed el the partic-
ular piste In use. The temperature variations are indicated by  
a movable scale, or " thermo ιΡalculator," on the bottle of de- 
veloper, the variations for development speed of various plates
being given approximately on the "Watkins' Plate Speed List  
which thus shows the "speed of plate" end "speed of develop-
ment" with the standard developer at 6 ο . This method is well  
adapted (or plates, films and stand development in tanks α  
machines, no observation of the plate being required, and the times  
are most conveniently observed with the 'dark-room clock."  
Full details of these two distinct methods of development will be  
found

• 

iop 
 the 4th edition of the Walkiπ nu s' Manual of Exposure and 

C.  W. Piper's "photographer's  stop dock" ('906) is  more 
elaborate clock, Intended use net only in " time development"  
but for all photographic operations in which accurate control  
in regard to time is of importance. It is fitted with a gong and 
arranged to wink by " time ' Ce " bulb." Once started, by ere:sure  
on a lever or on the bulb, it will continue to go until stopped,  
striking the gong at the completion of every minute, when the  
seconds hand reaches the scan point. Α second pressure on the  
bulb stops the clerk, so long as the pressure is continued, while  
pressure on a kva stops it permanently. It Is thus useful (ow timing  
any intermittent operations, whilst the clack adds up the separate  
times and prevents the occurrence of errors difficult to avoid when  
timing with an ordinaiy watch. By an additional attachment  
a prolonged time exposure with the comma may be terminated,  
α an"instantaneous" α short "time"  αρosuπ given at any  
prearranged time. Mears Houghton's " Ensign " clock for time  
development has a dial with 6o divisions, a single hand, and is  
fitted with s gong. It an be set to ńng an alarm bell et the  
expiration of any period from one minute to one hour, can be started  
or stopped immediately and is easily read in the dark-room. It  
requires no winding up, the action of setting providing the tenon  
for the recording movements. Ti n be stopped and started at 
will and the bell ca  arranged to give a short or prolonged ring. S.  
Stanley's is another convenient lorm, with a  44  in. dial, divided into  
6o seconds and 60 minutes, the thick hand recording the seconds  
and the thin hand the minutes.  

Several forms of developing tanks and machines have been  
constructed for developing a number of exposed plates, together  
with ordinary or dilute developers, with the aid of the factorial  
system or independently of it. The Kodak "Automatic Develop-
ing Tank" ( ι903) is a useful arrangement by which bands of-
posexi roll films can be developed in daylight, without any need of  
a dark-room (fig. 74). The exposed film u wound from the spool  

Fte. 74.—Kodak Developing Tank.  

into a red celluloid apron contained in a box A, then placed in the  
tank B, where it is left in a• dilute developer for about twenty  
minutes, and requires no attention. it gives very good results.  
Foe the " Brownie " films a special daylight developing box is made.  
With the Kodak "Eastman Plate-developing Tank" (1908) the  
exposed platen are removed, in the dark-room, from the plate  
holders and placed, in pairs back to back, in a special framework  
holding six pairs, which is lowered into a metal tank containing  
the developer, and is fitted with a watertight lid so that it can  
be Inverted during development. A clock face, with pointer, b 
which the period of development may be noted is fitted outside  
the tank. Another apparatus of the kind is made for developing  
celluloid films exposed in the " Promo Film Packs" (6g. 75).  

Other forms are made, and in some the fixing and washing an ele  
be effected. These tanks undoubtedly use much time and trouble  
in developing a large number of exposed plates or films, and have  
been found to work with efficiency and regularity. Eastman Kodak  
Co. brought out in 1907 n machine foe developing paper pints on  
bromide or gaslight papers.  

FIG. 75.—Ρreemo Film Pack Tank (1908).  
ΡιιoτocaλΡrnc Pants wo A 	ιν11  

For ordinary printing purposes pressure frames, with or without  
glass fronts, are used for holding the negative and sensitive peen  
in cloy contact during exposure to light. They see fitted with  

hinged backs enablin' the progress of the printing to be seen. The  
pressure is usually given with springs or with screws or wedges  
acting on the back are made in different kinds shown  is 
the dealers' catalogues. For copying large tra εdπg's and engineers'  
drawings by the cyanotype and similar processes large glazed  
frames are used, mounted on a stand with axle, so that they may 
be easily turned over for refilling or fixed at a suitable angle to  
the light. The pressure is given by an elastic cushion α vacuum  
arrangement, by which air is pumped out from under an  india-
rubber sheet covering the beck of the frame, thus securing a per-
fectly uniform pressure of about 14 lb to the square inch without  
strain on the front glass. Such frames are also useful for various  
photo-mechanical minting processes with large negatives or metal  
plates.  

For rapid printing of post-card and other negatives up to 81 χ  
6j in. a handy and simple apparatus the a de " has been  
brought out, consisting of α lantern fitted for oil, gas α electric  
light, with a eloping front, in which a spells! printing frame is fixed  
and arranged so that the prints can be rapidly imposed one after  
another (B. J. Α. 1909), p. 691. In another form arrangements  
are made for exposing a large number of printing frames on a suit-
able stand, in one or two tiers round a central as', lamp, which  
may be provided, as in the " Westminster" revolving printing  
frame, with a shade to protect the eyes of the operator when  
examining the prints or changing the frames.  

For printing tracings, &c., in long rolls, cylinder and rotatory  
machines of various types are used, so that the tracing and sensitive  

paper may be drawn together at a regulated road In close contact  
round a glass cylindrical surface within which ekctric are or mercury  
vapour lamps supply the source of light, Several machine of  

this kind are described in Eder's Jahrbuch for 1908, also in the  
patent records and photographic journals  

Αυτxοιιτιss.— ρραrαtυu in general: Sir W. de W. Abney.  
Isulruciion in Photography (iith ed., 1905); R. C. Bayyl η̂y. The 
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1904); British /errmal Photographic Almanacs to 1909 (B. J. Α.);  
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(Ph. Jaws.); Year Books of Photography to 1907.  

Lenses and Optics: C. Beck and A. Andrews, Piofographic Lenses  
(6th eel.): W K. Burton, Optiιι for Photographers (ι8gι); R S. 
Cole, A Tnaise on Photographic Optics (1899); T. R. Dallmeyer,  
Tzkpliotog?aphy ( 1 899); I. A. Hodges. Photographic Lenses (1895); 
Captain Houdaille, SSυr sac mdthode d'υsai sckiiImjlque et praliqw  
des objectifs pho'ogrophiques (1894); G. L. Johnson, Pholograjmsbsc  
Optics and Colour Photography ('gop); O. Lummer, Conlribmdiows  
to Photographic Optics, translated and augmented by Professor  
S. P. Thompson (1900); Dr A. Mirth,. Optique $ctogrqphmqw sans  
diwiiopi'mests maHiimatigws, translation by A. Noail on and V.  
Hau'reidter (1896); Limit- Colonel P. Motssarel, L'  
grapiigne (1898), L'Oblrctif pho!ogrophiqse (‚890); C. W. Piper,  
Α First Book of the Lens (ι9o ι): Dr Μ. von Rohr, Tkem  arid 
G,'schickk des photographischem Objecties (1899). a most valuable  
theoretical and historical summary of photographic cities and its  
literature; Hans Schmidt, Des Fe^m-Objeciw sin Partrtl -  Ανi 
l^ 
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de. 	ριάαπn 0p" (*891); J: Τ. Taylor, Ti. OMkc of  

Pkoiogra$'y and Pho'o*rapkic  Lenses (3rd ed., ‚904); The' Photo.  
Miniature Series," Νο. t (1899), Madero Lenses. No. s6 ('go'),  
ΤεΟΡ601 jrα$y; Νο,  36  ('902), Lens Fads gad Hdps; Νο. 79  
(1907), Tiiss Ci ιίes and Uκ of Piotσgrαρlic Lease.  
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de pose (2890); Dr IL Krtgener. Du Hand Camera and lire Anwea.  
dsiig Jiir die Μosun'.Ρhotοgισρhie (898) ;  A. Londe, Ls Phd.-
graphic aulmiiasb, throne et prati ςικ (3rd ed., ιSg)  ς F. W. Pilditch,  
Drop.Shu#erPhotogra$ γ (1896); A. de Ia Baume Pluvinel.  La Tern pa  

de pose (1890); Α. Watkins, Τhe Waikrns Manuel of Exposure and  
Deadopmeni (4th ed., :908). The PradwoJ Photograp fur, No. 8  
(1904), " Hand Camera Work." The "Photo-Miniature Series, "  

Νο. 3 ( *899), Hand Camas Wont; No.3 ('902). Film Photography;  

No. 56 (103). The Hurter gad Dnjldd System; No. 76 ('906).  
The Hasd Comm; No. 77 ([907), Focat Plane Photography. 

Colour Phoiography: Agenda Lumiire, La Pogrophie dos  

t.i,k rs et tr'fuugqu^ees asioci men ('909); G. E. Brown and C. W.  
Piper, Colσee Photography with the Lsmiire Aateekroms Reeks  

(ι907); Baron A. von Higb1, Three Colour Phlography, translated 
by H 0. Klein (('904); Throne send Prcx'r der Farben Pholoyrcplie  
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and Colour Photography ('909); Dr E. K6sig, Noises! Colour 
Photography (trans. by Ε. ). Wal l (ιgοό ); DkAuio'hrom Pholagra pl is  
and di' wroasdi'n Drsifa ιbcsιaskι.ιaήakπas (ιgο8 . (J. WA.)  

III.—Flcτuaιsi Ρn0Τ0c^ttΡΗΥ  
Pictorial photography differs from other branches of. photo-  

graphic practice in the motive by which it is prompted. Employ-
ing the same methods and tools, it seeks to use photographic  
processes as a means of personal artistic dxpresalon. Thus in the  
early days of Fox Talbot's calotype, about 1846, David Octavius  
Hill, a successful Scottish painter, took up this method of  
portrayal, and, guided by an artist's knowledge and taste, and  
unfettered by photographic convention, which indeed bad  

then scarcely begun to grow, produced portrait.a which for  
genuine pictorial quality have perhaps never been surpassed,  
especially if some allowance be made for the necessary im-
ρeτΓectiοns of the "Talbotype" (see Plate II). Whether they  
were in their day typical examples of Talbotype with all the  
latest impievements, Hill probably never cared. When, again,  
a few years later, Sir William J. Newton, the eminent  
miniature painter, reed a paper before the newly formed  
Photographic Society of Greet Britain (now the Royal Photo-
graphic Society), his recommendation to depart from the  
custom of defining everything with excessive shatpnesa caused  
his address to be almost epocb-making. " I do not conceive  
it ιo be necessary or desirable," he said, "for an artist to repre-
sent, or aim at, the attainment of eve., minute detail, but to  
endeavour at producing a bread and general effect.... 1 do  
not consider that the whole of the subject should be what is 

 galled ' fa focus'; on the contrary, I have found in many in-
stances that the object is better obtained by the whole subject  
being a little out of focus." The doctrine has been persistently  
repeated ever since, but only within the lest decade of the 19th  
century was the suppression or diffusion of focus received by  
photographers generally with anything better than ridicule or  
contempt, because it was unorthodox. 0. G. Rejlander, Mrs  
Julia Margaret Cameron, H. P. Robinson, and others, by precept  
or practice, strove against such photographic conventions as  
had arisen out of those technical exigencies to which pictorial  
qualities were so often sacrificed. As late as 1868, in the  
ifaaaml of Phalographk Manipulaiion, by Lake Price, the old  
advice to arrange a groin of persons in crescent form, so as to  
adapt the subject to the curve of the field of the lens, was reputed  
with the additional recommendation of plotting out on the  
ground beforehand the " curve οf the focus ". es a guide. Asa  
defiance of this dictum, Rejiagder, in gibe, produced a group of  
the mesubess of the Solar Club in which some of the chief figure  
were set widely out of the "curve of the focus." The mere  
technical diffiιulτiα of this performance with wet collodion  
Agates, and in an ordinary upper zoom, need not be touched upon  

here, but it is to be noted as one of those triumphant departures  
from convention which have marked the progressive stages of  
pictorial photography. At about the same period, Mrs Cameron,  
narrying the recommendation of "a little out of focus" rather  
further, regardless of how her lens was intended to be used by  
its make, secured the rendering dictated by her own taste and  
judgment, with the result that many of her portraits, such as  
those of Tennyson, Carlyle, dec., are still in their way unaur-
passed. Contemporaneously, Adam Salomon, a talented sculp-
tor, "sunned" " down the too garish lights of his photographic  
prints, and strengthened the high lights by working on the back  
of the aegativr  

But, during the concluding quarter of the nth century,  
probably the most powerful influence in pictorial photography  
was that of H. P. Robinson, who died in February 1901, and, but  
fora brief period abort the year 187$, was one of the most  
prolific "picture makers." Inspired by Rejfender, of whom he  
was a contemporary, Robinson will perhaps be best remembered  
by his ember advocacy of combination printing. As early as  
less Berwick and Annan exhibited a photograph which was the  
result of printing from•more than one negative, a figure from one  
plate being cunningly introduced into a landscape print from  
another. Then came from Rejlander "The Two Ways of Life,"  
in which, with wonderful ingenuity, thirty different negatives  

were combined. Robinson followed, and between τ858 and 1887  
exhibited numerous examples of combination-printing, one of  
the most popular and fairly typical example being" Carolling"  
(see Plate I) ,which received amedalin theeahibition of the Royal  
Photographic Society is 1887.  

Though in this mmbinatlon-printing one may perhaps perceive  
the germ of incentive towards the production of special effects  
not seen in the original, yet the practice ass not destined to  
become very popular, for even in the most capable hands there  
remains the diillculty, if not impossibility, of fitting a portion of  
one negative into a print from another and still preserving true  
relative tonality, and even true proportion. Skilfully produced,  
eminently popular in character though " Carolling " may be,  
such errors are not absent. Of this combination-printing  
Dr P. H. Emerson has said; " Cloud printing is the simplest  
form of combination-printing, and the only one admissible when  
we are considering artistic work. Rejiander, however, in the early  
days of photography, tried to make pictures by cosnbizmtion-
printin& This process is emlly what many of us practised in the  
nursery, that Is, cutting out figures and pasting them into white  
space left for that purpose in the picture-book With all the  
care in the world the very best artist living could not do this  
satisfactorily. Nature is so subtle that it Ia impossible to do  
this sort of patchwork and represent her. Even if the greater  
truths be registered, the lesser truths, still Important, cannot  
be obtained, and the softnhs of outline is easily lost. The  rela-
tion of the figure to the landscape can never be truly represented  
in this manner, for all subtle modelling of the contour of the  
figure is lost."  

Pictorial photography received a large accession of votaries  
in consequence of the greater facilities offered by the introduction  
of the geletino-bromide, or dry-plate, process, which, although  
dating from z88ο, did not notably affect photographic communi-
ties until some years afterwards; and although improvement in  
appliances and instruments had little to do with the advance  
of the pictorial side of photography, yet,  indirectly at least, the  
dry-plate and the plailnotype printing process have had an  
undoubted effect. The former gave enormously increased 

 facility, and dispensed with tedious manipulations and chemical  
knowledge, while its increased light-sensitiveness decreased the  
limitatioσs as to subjects and effects. The pletinotype process  
was discovered in 2874-1880 by W. Willis, who employed his  
chemical skill and knowledge to give the world a printing process  

more likely than the hitherto prevalent silver papers to satists  
artistic requirements.  

Up to z88s but few outdoor photograρńεπ had ventured to  
run counter to the general dictum that photographs should only be  
taken during sunshine or good bright light, and onqu σιlοniofj  
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cement would have been given everywhere to the proposition  
that it would be absurd to work when anything like fog or atmo-  
spheric bane was present. Is οchτοmat ίc plates, introduced for  
the purpose of equalizing the actialc fewer of various colour  

luminosities, and so rendering colours in correct relative value,  
were recommended by one writer, who applauded their supposed  
advantage of enabling the photographer to photograph distance  
without any suggestiuα of atmosphere. That evening or morn-
ing haze might enhance the beauty of a landscape, or that the  
mystery of bali-concealment might itself be beautiful, don not  

seem to have occurred to the photographer, who had become  
Infatuated by the exquisite clearness and sharpness which, with a  
minimum of labour, he was able to achieve. It is therefore  
interesting to note one of the first photographic successes which  
broke away from this convention, just as Rejlender s Solar Club  
group defied the formula of arranging human figures like the  
tίeπ of an amphitheatre. William M'Leish, of Darlington, a  
Scottish gardener who had taken to photography, and who seems  
to have been less under the influence, or it may have been that he  
was ignorant, of the old date, sent to the Royal Photographic  
Society's Exhibition in 188, a photograph entitled" Misty Morn-
ing on the Wear," a very beautiful view of Durham Cathedral  
as seen through the mist from across the river. The judges,  
although they that year awarded eleven medals, passed this by;  
but appreciation came from outside, for newspaper critics, and  
practically all those who were not blinded by prejudice and  
conventionality, declared it to be She photograph .1 the year.  
The exhibitions immediately succeeding revealed numerous  
imitators of M'Leish, and both figure and landscape work began  
to be shown in which there was evidence of grater freedom  
and originality.  

Meanwhile the Photographic Society of Great Britain had  
drifted away from its artistic starting-point, and had become  
chiefly absorbed in purely scientific and technical subjects. But  
the general apathy which existed in respect of the artistic aspira-
tions of some workers was the forerunner of a period of renaissance  
which was to end in lifting the pictorial side of photography into 

 s greatly improved position. In 1886 Dr P. H. Emerson read  
before the Camera Club a paper on " Naturalistic Photography,"  
which served as an introduction to the publication (1887) of his  
book under that title. Unquestionably this book struck a  
powerful blow at the many conventionalities which had grown  
up in the practice of photography; the chief doctrines set forth  
being the differentiation of focus in dlflercnt planes, a more  
complete recognition and truer rendering of " tone," a kind of  
truthful impressionism derived from a close study and general  
acquaintance of nature, and a generally higher and more Intel-
lectual standard. After the publication of a second edition in  
1889 Dr Emerson publicly rrnmmced the views he had published,  
by issuing in January of ι8g ι a bitterly worded, black-bordered  
pamphlet, entitled The Death of Nafwafist& Photography. But  
the thoughts whidi the book had stirred were not to be stilled  
by its withdrawal. Towards the end of the same year the  
conflict which within the Photographic Society had become  
apparent as between the pictorial enthusiasts and the older  
school, culminated in connexion with some matters respecting  
the hanging of certain photographs at the exhibition of that year;  
and a number of prominent members resigned their membership  
as a protest against the lack of sympathy and the insufficient  
manna in which pictorial wok was represented sad encouraged.  
This secession was to prove the moat important event in the  
history of that branch of photography. The secessionists being  
among the most popular contributors to the annual exhibition  
gathered round them numerous sympathizers. In the following  
year they formed themselves into a brotherhood called " The  
Linked Ring," and in 1893 held their first" Photographic Salon,"  
at the Dudley Gallery, Piccadilly. The mat noteworthy of the  
early adherents attracted to the new body was James Craig  
Annan, whose work was practically unknown until he exhibited  
it at the first Salon; and almost at once he, by general consent,  
took a position amongst pictorial photographers second to none  
(gee Plate II).  

Aroused into greater activity by these events, the Royal  
Photographic Society began to pay more attention 10 what had  
nbw become the more popular phase. At subsequent exhibitions  
the technical and scientific work was hung separately from the  

"Art Section," and a separate set of judges was elected for each  

section. It became the custom to allot by far the greater  

amount of space to the" artistic "; sad late, artists were elected  

as judges, by way of encouraging these who were devoted to the  

pictorial side to send in for exhibition. In the autumn of tpeo  
the New Gallery was secured, and a comprehensive exhibition  

Of all phases of photography was held.  
It is interesting to note that as a distinct movement pktornl  

photography is essentially of British origin, and this is shown  

by the manner in which organized photographic bodieain ‚'ieiuia,  
Brussels, Paris, St Petersburg, Florence and ether European  

cities, as well as in Philadelphia, Chicago, &e., following the  
example of London, held exhibitions on exactly similar lines to  

those of the London Photographic Salon ,  and invited known  
British exhibitors to contribute. The international character  

of the "Linked Ring" encouraged an Interchange of works  
between British and foreign exhibitors, with the result that the  

productions of certain French, Austrian and American photo-
graphers are perfectly familiar in Great &ri ιain. This, in the  
year τ eoo, led to a very remarkable cult calling itself "The New  
American School," which had a powerful influence on copter-
poraries in Grit Britain.  

It may be well to glance at such improvements of process or  
apparatus as have not been direct and essential means to pictorial  
advance, mix, but rather modifications and improvements made is  
response to the requirements of the artistic aspirant. • Such im-
provements are of two orders—those, which are devised with the  
aim of securing greater accuracy of delineation, the correction of  
distortion and of apparent esageeration of perspective, and the  
more truthful rendering of relative values and tones; and thou  
which seek to give the operator greater personal control over the  
finished result. While great advances have been made in photo-
graphic optics, it cannot be-said that pictorial work has been  

thereby materially assisted, some of the most successlol exponents  
prelemngg to use the simplest form of uncorrected objective, or  
even to dispense with the lens altogether, choosinngg rather to employ  
▪ minute aperture, technically called a " psnhole." This is but  
one example of many which might be quoted to batrnut thestate-
meat that in photography the advance of anything in the nature  
of artistic qualities has not been correlative with mechanical im-
provements. The hand camera can only be said to have had an  
indirect influence: it has increased the photogra a  facilities. 
and by removing the encumbrance of heavy tools has widened liii  
sphere of operations; but it is perhaps in connexion with the plates  
and printing processes that more direct advantages have beta  

gained. The fact that the actinic power of colour. is sot pro-  
portional to their luminosity was long regretted as as obstacle to  

correct representation; but by the introduction of orthochromatic  

or isochromatic places in 1886 (when B. ). Edwards bought the  
Tailfer and Clayton patent, under which he shortly brought out  

his oethochromaticplates) this original disability was removed:  
while with increased rapIdity in the isochromaiie plate colour  

values may still further be corrected by the use of coloured screens  
or light filters, without interfering with the practicability of making  

siιfficiestly rapid exposures for most subjects. Again, by a better  
knowledge of what is required in artistic rrpcescniaiion. certain  
modifications in the formulated treatme,'t of ordinary and un- . 

corrected plates are found to do much towards removing the cvil;  
hence, with an ordinary plate "backed " so as to counteract over- '  

=misure of the higher lights, an exposure may,t in extreme 
eases, be giveη of length sufficient to secure the feeble re  rays of the  
less actin,c colours, and by subsequent suitable. development a  
result hardly distinguishable from that of a colour corrected plate  
may be secured. Chemical experiment has placed in the phot ο-
ggnpher's bands improved and easier means of entire, unequal and  

local intensification and reduction, but utility of these is restricted.  
By the artistic worker it is claimed that the lens and camera am  

but the tools, and the negative the preliminary sketch or study,  

the final print standing to him in the same relation as the finished  

painting does to the artist. In the production of the mint various  
means of personally controlling the formation of the urine have  
been resorted to. Thus the kcal development of piatrootype  
by means of glycerine has its champions, but it seems to have been  

little used, its resuseitation being chiefly due to two or three promi-
nent worker, is New Υork Here should also be meatiessed the  
revival in 1898 of rough-surface printing papers, chiefly these  
sensitized with silver, the roughest texture drawing papers being  
emrloyed to break up the excessive sharpness of the photographic  
image, Sad by the saper cial Inequalities introducing the effect  
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of Iurń ineuSsw to ovα.daτkilαιdοwi wad variety to blank  whkeι 
The almost forgotten process of Peuncy, and of Posteviii. now knows  
as the gum bichromute process, was rehabilitated in 1894 by  Μ.  
Rouille Ladevese expressly tο meet the needs of the pictorial  
worker. Perhaps the best results that have been achieved by it  
are those of M. Robert Dcmachy of Pans, though many English  
workers have used it with remarkable success. In it paper of any  
kind may be selected as the support. The power of the operator  

to modify the printed image to almost any extent, even to intro  

duń ng and eliminating lights and shadows, and in other ways to  

depart widely from the image given by the negative, depefids upon  
the fact that the coating of gum and pigment (which, being bichro  
matired, becomes insoluble in proportion es it is acted upon by light)  
holds the pigment but imperfectly, and yields it u ρ upon a vigorous  
application of water. According, therefore, to its application or  
retention, the ο,cratοr can lighten or decpgn is tone any portion.  
Numberless variations of other • methods, such as brush develop.  
rent and local toning or stopping, have been suggested with the  
lame object. Other workers have shown that by dexterously shutting  
off and admitting the light to various parts of the negative whilst  

printing disposition of the light, and shades thethe print can 
be 
the scene. Examples  4 

 of extent 	alter 
 original unaltered print, and one  

which has been thus modified, are shown in the accompanying  

plate. Portions are shaded in by allowing the light to have access  

to the paint, either through the negative—in which case the Image  
with all its details, prints more deeply—or by removing the negative,  
when the action of the light is to flatten and suppress both detail  
and contrast.. Latterly some few have resorted to extensive  
working on the negative, both on the beck and on ‚he film; drawing  

by hand is practised on the film to render too prominent features less  

obtrusive, απd objects in the background are merged by an intricacy  
of lines and prose-hatching. Many of the results are very pleasing.  

although one hesitates to justify the means, however good the  
end. On the ocher hand, to exclaim fοτ purity of method and the  
elusion of extmncous aids is very like setting up an arbitrary  

standard no less unreasonable than those conventions against  
which pictorial photography has so long striven.  

Aursoa'riu.—P.  Η.  Emerson, N&uroiisde Phoiogralifiy; N. P.  
Robinson, Picisre-making by Pkol,gra$ky; Ar! P λrgogrepf ι  
Pictorial jet! in Ρkσlogrokγ; Σlemιr!ά  of a Pictorial Ρkσ!ojpr ypt ;  
A. H. Wall, Artistic Lac rape Pko(ograpk γ (1896); A. Iioraley  
Hinton, Praci ra! Pictorial Photography fι598) and subsequent 
editions; C. Puyo, Nato: sus is ρbοtοgrσρkκ ariiτιίqua (Paή

Nι H.  

s). 	) 
(A.  

PHOTOGRAPHY, CELESTIAL. The requisites for celestial  
photography are best explained by a comparison with ordinary  
photography in several essential points.  

a. Illamino ion. —in taking a portrait artificial light is used,  
being throwń  on to the face of the sitter either directly or by  
reflection. If the day is dill a longer exposure is required, and  
artificial light may be used when the daylight fails. In photo-
graphing the stars there is no question of illuminating them by  
artificial light; for the strongest searchlight which we could  
throw in the direction of the heavenly bodies would have no  
sensible of act. The light used is their own, and its feebleness  
renders it necessary to make long exposures, the length increasing  
is we attempt to get images of fainter objects. The invention  
of the dry plate, by making it possible to give very long exposures,  
caused a revolution in celestial photography. With the wet  
plate, exposures were limited to the few minutes during which  
the film would remain wet; but the dry plate can remain in the  
telescope for days, weeks or even years if necessary. On the  
approach of daylight, the cep is put on the camera, or the plate  
removed into the dark room; but when night returns the plate  
is put back in the telescope, which is accurately pointed to the  
same stars, the cap is removed, and the exposure is resumed  
without any loo from the interruption.  

b. Μegaifrαliοn.—In taking a portrait we can obtain a large  
or small size by placing the cement near the sitter or far away.  
But this method is not available for the heavenly bodies, since  
we cannot sensibly approach them. To magnify an image we  
must lengthen the focus of the camera, either directly or  in 
directly . The direr! method is to construct a lens or mirror of -

long focus; the camera becomes similar in length to a telescope;  
and indeed resembles a telescope in other respects, except that  
we take away the eye-piece and put in a photographic plate  
instead. If, however, we already have a lens of short locus which  
we wish to use, we may lengthen the focus indirectly by using a  
secondary magnifier, that is by putting in another lens near the  
locus of the first. In either case the profitable magnification  

fa limited, not only by the impe τfαtτons of the optical apparatus  
but by disturbances in the atmosphere. Air currents, either  
outside or inside the telescope, act as irregular lenses of varying  
shape, and produce such defects in the image that we gain  
nothing by enlarging it beyond a certain point. Such air dis-
turbances do not trouble the ordinary photographer at all, or  
scarcely at all; he is only concerned with a few feet of air,  
whereas the celestial photographer cannot escape from the  
necessity of booking through many miles of it.  

'.Sfoadiumexs. —In taking a portrait the photographer is only  
concerned to fix his camera firmly and to induce his sitter to  
remain still. The heavenly bodies are in constant motion,  
though their real and apparent movements are fortunately  
smooth, except for air disturbances above mentioned. If, there-
fore, it were passible to devise perfectly smooth clockwork, we  
could keep the camera or telescope continually pointed to the  
required star or stars. But human workmanship bas not yet  
made clockwork of sufficient strength and accuracy to keep a  
large telescope satisfactorily pointed. The clockwork which  
had been found good enough for use with visual telescopes was  
soon found to be quite inadequate for photography. The first  
method adopted was to bind two telescopes, one visual and the  
other photographic, firmly together; and by looking through the  
visual one to keep some object steadily on the cresswires by  
using the slow motion screws; meanwhile the other telescope  
was kept properly pointed fοτ taking a photograph. As it was  
sometimes found that extremely fine movements were required,  
electrical arrangements were devised, whereby the observer, on  
simply pressing a button, could accelerate or retard the lute of  
the clockwork by a minute amount, instead of actually turning  
the screws by hind. And about the same time the idea arose  
of making these corrections automatically. This automatic  
correction is based on the principle th έ t a freely swinging  
pendulum, which has no work to do, will naturally keep  
moth better time than the clockwork which has to drive  a 
heavy telescope; and if such a pendulum is therefore arranged  
to send a current every second through certain electro-megnets,  
apparatus can be devised t ο detect whether the clockwork is  
going properly; and to correct it in the right direction, if it is  
not. One or more of these three methods, which may be called  
hand-guiding, electrical control, απd automatic electric control,  
are used in taking all celestial photographs.  

The Photographic lmage. —The image of a star Of the plate  
should be, theoretically, merely a point; but in practIce it is  a 
smell patch on the plate which grows in size as the exposure It  
lengthened, while at the same time it becomes darker in the  
middle. the reason for this is that light is many-coloured, and  
when we attempt to focus it by a lens, we can only get a very few  
colourt. into even approximate focus; the other colours are not  
brought to focus at all, and form concentric patches of fainter  
light on the plate, which increase in size with the error of focus.  
Thus at best our focusing is only a compromise. When the  
exposure is short, those colours which have most nearly been  
brought to focus have an effect, while the faint light of the others  
may produce no sensible impression. It is natural to select for  
the colours to be brought most sharply to focus those which are  
most important photographically, viz, those at the violet end of  
the spectrum. As the exposure proceeds the feint light of the  
other colours aflects the plate by accumulation, and hence the  
image spreads, while at the same time.the central part naturally  
becomes blacker.  

A reflecting telescope brings all colours to the same fens; and  
it might appear, therefore, that images formed with it will not  
spread in this way. There is. however, another cause of spread-
ing besides that due to colour; neither the reflecting telescope  
nor the lens can focus all the light received by them for more  
than one particular star. It is just theoretically possible to  
construct a mirror which would focus all the light from a star  
seen in the direction of its axis, but the light from another star  
seen in a slightly different direction would not be truly focused,  
since directly we leave the axis, some parts of the mirror have  a 
focus slightly different from ether parts; and if the image  
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produced is magnified, it is seen to have a shape like that of •  
kite.  Α.  the exposure is ρτolonged the small kite-shaped figure  
gradually increases in size from the point towards the head, and  

this defect is the more pronounced the farther we depart from  
the centre of the plate. The result is, speaking generally, that  

the images near the centre of a pate may be fairly small and  

circular, but at a certain distance from the centre they become  
distorted and large. Its a practical problem of great importance  

to have this distance as great as possible, so that the field of good  

definition may be large. Estimating in terms of angular distance  
from the centre of the field, the reflecting telescope has a good  

field of not more than 4o'; • telescope with one compound lens  
(the ordinary refractor) a field of aboyt z°, whlleif twommpound  
lenses are used (es is the case in portrait photography) the field  
maybe very greatly extended, το° or ι S' having been successfully  
covered. This s naturally • very greet advantage of the  
" doublet" over other forms of telescope, an advantage which  
has only recently been fully realized. But there s a compen-
sating drawback; to get a huge field we must either use a large  
plate, which is liable to bend or to have a permanent curvature;  
or if we use a small plate the picture will be on a small sale, so  
that we lose accuracy in another way.  

Sb^, Cherft may thus be made by photography with any  
desired combination of these advantages. The Cape Photo-
graphic Diw'hmuskrirng s a photographic survey of the southern  
hemisphere by mans of 250 plates each covering j° Χ 5°  taken  
at the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope the plates being  
afterwards measured at Groningen in Holland by Professor J. C.  
Kapteyn who recorded the places to 01 and Ο'Ι. A much  
higher degree of accuracy is aimed at in the international scheme  
for a map of the whole sky undertaken jointly by eighteen  
obsrvatories in 1887. The plates are only a' Χ 9°, said each of  
the eighteen observatories must take about 60o to cover its zone  
of the sky once, taco to cover it twice. Exposures of 6 min.,  
3 min., and so sec. are given, the telescope being p δinted  in,a 
slightly different direction for each exposure; so that each star to  
about the 9th magnitude Chows 1  images, and stars to the rush  
οτ 12th magnitude show τ; which has the incidental advantage  
of distinguishing stars from dust-specks. A Atlases of lines  
accurately ruled at distancei of ς mm. apart in two directions at  
right angle is impressed on the plate by artificial light and de-
veloped along with the star images; and by use of these reference  
lines the pieces of all stars shown with 3 min. exposure are  
measured with a probable error which, by a resolution of the  
executive committee, is not to exceed 4.o.to°. An additional  
scheme for a series of charts enlarged from similar plate with  

much lοnger exposure has proved too costly, and only • few  
observatories have attempted it. Meanwhile Professor E. C.  

Pickering of Harvard, by using doublet lenses which cover a much  

larger field at once, has photographed the whole sky many times  

over. The plates have not been measured, and would not in  

any case yield results of quite the same accuracy as those of the  
international scheme; but being systematically stored at the  

Harvard Observatory they form an invaluable reference library,  

from which the history of remarkable objects can be read back-
wards when once attention is drawn to them. Thus the history  

of the asteroid Eros, discovered in 1898, was traced back to ιgg4  
from these pates; new stets have been found on plate taken  
previous to the time of discovery, and the epoch of their blazing  
up recovered within narrow limits; and the history of many  
variable stars greatly extended. The value of this collection of  
photographs will steadily increase with time and growth.  

S¢cdrostopic Star Charts. —By placing a glass prism in front  
of the object glass of a telescope the light from each star can be  

extended into a spectrum: and a chart can thus be obtained  
showing not only the relative positions, but the character of the  

light of the stars. This method has been used with great eβΡeεt  
at Harvard: and from inspection of the plates many discoveries  
have been made, notably those of several novae.  

The G,semaeu, d  tie SΓΡsW Chart—Let OS in the figure be the objectt 
glees with which the photograph is taken and let its optical centre  
be C. Let PL be the plate, and draw CI'} perpendicular to tbe.sur- 

fee* of the plate.  The point Ν is of fundamental 	lathe  
geometry of the star chart and it is natural to tall it the plate centre;  
but it must be carefully dstin- siλιed (rye two other 
hould theoretically. but 

 points 
  may not 
which  

fuactim, coincide with it. The first  
is the centre of the material plate,  
as placed in position is the telescope.  
In the figure NL is purposely  
drawn larger than PN, and this  
material centre would be to the.  
right of Ν. The second point  is 
that where the optical ems of the  
object glass (CG in the figure) cuts  
the plate. The object jIm is drawn  
with an exaggerated tilt so that CG  
falls to the right of CN. To secure  
adjustment, the object eels should  
be " guared on " to the tube by a  
familiar operation, n that the tube  
is parallel to CC: end then the plate  
should be set normal to the tube  
and therefore to CG. This is done  
by observing reflected images, com- 
b used with rotation of the plate in its plane.  

The field of the object glass will in general be curved: so that  
thets of best focus for different stars lie 	 a sudue such u 

(purposely exaggerated). The best practical results for  
focus will thus be obtained by compromise, placing the plate  a 
that some stars, as A, are focused beyond the date. and others. as  B, nearer the object glass: exert focus ody being possible fe a  
particular ring on the plate. The star A will thus be represented  
by a small patch of light, ee on the plate, which will grow io line as  
above explained. When we measure the poitioa of its image we  
select the centre as best we can: and in emetic it is'mpomtast  
that the post selected should be that where the line Ca drawn from  
the star to the optical centre cuts the plate. If this can be dose.  

then the chart represents the geometrical projection of the heavens  

from the point Con to the plane PL. The scats are usually conceived  
as lying on the celestial sphere with an arbitrary radius and centre  

at the observer, which is in this ease the object glass: describing  
such a sphere with C as centre and CN as radius, the lines iCh and  
oCA project the spherical surface on to a tangent plane at the point 
N, which he  we call the plate centre. If we point the telescope to  a 
diffetent part of the sky, we select a different tangent plane on which 
to project. It is a fundamental property of pt ήαtam that a 
straight line projects into a straight line; and in the present instance  
we may add that eves straight line corresponds to a great circle  
on the celestial sphere. Hence if we measure any rectilinear co-
ordinates (s. y) of a srrite of star on one plate, and co-ordinates  (Χ, Y))  of the same stars on another plan, and (s, y) are connected  
by a linear relation, s ο must (X, Y) be, This property leads at  
once to the equations  

Χ -  (sx -l-by+c)/(r  —&x—ly), Y-(dx +ey+f)f(r  -.&x  1y), (r)  
the numerators being any linear functions of (x, y) but the  
denominators being the .me linear function. When x- 0.  
y-0. then X — e and Y -J, which are thus the cowtdinstes of  
the origin of (s) on plate (XV). The co-ordinate of the origin of  

V
) on slate (xy) can be shown to be (4,l ) if proper units of length  

be ch 
As a particular case the co-ordinates  

	

s-cot i cos a, y- tan Silo • 	 (2)  
represent the rectangular co-ordinates of a star of RA and decline-
tfon a and 5, projected on the tangent plane at the north pole If  
the same star be projected on the tangent plane at the paint (A, D).  
then its rectangular co-ordinates (f s)  will be  

(=ten (a—A) an sec (g—D).  7 -tan  (4—D).  where tai q —tan i sec (a—A), 	 i 	(3)  
the exisof s  being directed towards the pole. It can readily be verified  
that (. η) can be expressed in terms of (τ, y) by relations of the Γοτm  
(t ). co-ordinates ((.n)  hsvebeen named "standard co-ordinates"  
and represent star positions on an ideal plate free from the effects  
of refrection and aberration. Foe plates of not too huge a field.  
differential refraction and abetefine are so small that their product  
by squares of the co-ordinates may be neglected, and the actual  
star positions (τ, y) are connected with (, ν) by liner relations. 
The linearity of these relations is obviously not disturbed by the  
choice of origin of axα and of orientation; in which the effects of  
procession and mutation for any epoch may be included. Henn  
to obtain the standard co-ordinates(( ,  4t) of any object on a pate it is  
only necessary to know the position of the plate centre (the point  
Ν in fig. r) and the 'ix conmanta in the relations  

	

t-Ax+By+C, '-Ds+Ey+F, 	 (4)  
where (s, y) are rectilinear co-ordinates referred to any area The  
enowaots can llieinstkally be determined when there are three  

platestars on the 
 betτer to us as many ' known "  stars possible. These equation.  
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á adopted to mimics by lent apiares or any eq ivsk σt  

Pkotogopky of ΝebυΡbs mid Graters.—Some of the earliest  
and most striking successes in celestial photography were the  
pictures of nebulae. Dr A. A. Common ( ι84ι-ayο3), F RS, 
of Ealing, led the way in 5883 with a sucoesaful pscture of the  
great nebula in Orion, taken with a 3 ft. concave mirror  
by Calver. Dr Isaac Roberts ( ι8ι4- ιgo4) asps the 8ml to chow  
the real structure of the great nebula in Andromeda, by a photo-
graph also taken with ι redetοτ. In the clear atmosphere of  
the Lick Observatory in California, small nebulae wen photo-
graphed in greet numbers by Professor J. E Keeler (1857-5900):  
and it was shown what a large percentage were spiral in form.  
Prof. G. W. Ritchey, at the Yerkes Observatory, has followed  
up these successes with a a-ft 'effecter, and is constructing  a 
5-ft., to be erected on Mt Wilson (Cal.); but he has also shown  
that pictures of dusters are best taken with a telescope of long  
focus, such as the greet Yerkes refractor, and incidentally  
that this telescope, although intended for visual work, can be  
adapted tο photography by using a" colour screen "Just in front  
of the plate, which sifts out the rays not brought 10 focus.  

Pheiograpky of the M'ios.—G. W. Ritchey has used the  
same device of a colour screen for the moon, and obtained even  
better pictures than those obtained at Pads, which were pee.  
νiσυ ίy the bat. The positions of a large number of craters  
and other points have been measured by Dr J. H. G. Franz  
and S. A. Sounder on photographs, and a new epoch in lunar  
topography has thereby been created.  

Pkowgrapky of the Plcads.—Some striking successes have  
been obtained at the Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona:  
by cutting down the aperture of the object-gigs some of the  
delicate markings, called canals, on the planet Mars have been  
photographed; but even these do not approach whet an be  
seen by the eye.  

Pkoiegrapky of Ceiiicis.—Some wonderful picturea have been  
obtained of comets by Professes E. Κ Barnard and others.  
Here, as in the ace of nebulae, the photograph issuperior to  
the eye in detecting faint luminosity, and delicate details of  
the tail structure have been photographed which could never  
be seen. In several pictures the tails have an appearance of  
violent shattering, and if successive pictures can by obtained  
at such times we may learn something of the nature of such  
disturbances.  

• Solar Phoiogra$y.—The light of the sun is ιο intense that  
the chief difficulty is to obtain a abort enough exposure. When  
successfully taken, photographs of the surface show the well-
known spots and the mottling of the surface. The Image  
sensibly falls off in intensity towards the limb, owing to the  
absorption of light by the solar atmosphere; and the bright  
feculae (which are thus inferred to lie above the main absorbing  
layer) are seen near the limb. But an immense advance in  
solar photography was made about a dozen years ago by the  
invention of the spectroheliograph, which is an instrument far  
photographing in the light of one very definite colour—say  
a single hydrogen line. The feculous appearances can be photo-
graphed with this instrument all over the man's disk, instead  
of merely near the limb. The appearance presented varies  
enormously with the line selected, or (in the cased the wide  
"lines" in the spectrum, such as the Hand K lines) with the  
particular part of the same line selected.. But fora full s000aat  
of such matters reference must be made to the articles Stn and  
Srrcxiostzuooaas'sI.  

Aurisorniza.—Vsrious papers is the Mmiu&ly Νώυ of fie. Rapsl  
A sirowomi'al Seri" and an the Asbo$ys κaί  Joaraaλ Also the 
bulletins and circulán of the Harvard Lick and Yerkes Obaerva- 
tαies; snd of the Executive a Committee ice the Astrograpkic Catakgars 
(p^iisbed by Gauthier Villars foe the Paris Acadlmie des Sciences).  
See also more especiallyaby G. W. Ritchey is the Dαsatel 
Papers of the niverrty οf^icago, reprinted is eel. l,. (Ι  )  ci 
the Ynkrs Obursstory Psfhcatiass. (II. S  T.) 

PHOTOX13IRY (from Cr. 4 ι, 4wrώ , light, µkryώ , a men.  
sure), the art and science of compnring the Intensities or iliumin-
atiisg powers of two or more aourmed light. As in all adustlic  

measurements, its methods are attempts to give quantitative  
accuracy to the crude comparisons made by the eye itself The  
necessity (or this accuracy in practical affairs of life has arisen  
bemuse of the greet development of artificial lighting in recent  
times. The eye soon learns to associate with any particulat  
source of light a quality of brightness or power of illumination  
which diminishes with increase of distance of the source From  
the eye or from the surface illuminated. This quality depends  
upon an Intrinsic property of the source of light itself, generally  
known as its "candle power." The aim of photometry is to  
measure this candle power; and whatever be the experimental  
means adopted the eye must In all cases be the final Judge.  

In the photometric comparison of artificial lights, which  
frequently vary both in size and colour, direct observation of  
the sources themselves does not yield satisfactory results. It  
is found to be much better to compare the illuminati οοι pro-  
duced on dead white surfaces from which no regular reflection  
takes place, or through colourless translucent material uniformly  
illuminated by the light pieced on the further side. By such  
processes there is always loss of light, and we must be certain  
that the various colored constituents of the light are reduced  
in the same proportion. This necessary condition is practically  
satisfied by the are of white diffusing screens.  

Two prindples of radiation underlie many photometric  
applications, namely, the in,cme square distance law, mad J. IL  
Lambed's "cosine law." Both can be established fa ,, 

on theoretical grounds, certain conditions being s.,,.,.  
fulfilled. But as these conditions are never also- nmaes  
lutely satisfied, the applicability of the tab laws  '
must in the end be tested by experiment. Since we find that  
within the errors of observation four candles, pieced together at •  
distance of τ ft. from a diffusing screen, produce the same illts.  
miaatίon as one candle at a distance of τ ft., we may regard the  
inverse square distance taw as satisfied. Thus if two lights of  
Intensities A and Β produce equal illuminations on a screen when  
theirdlstanceafrom the screen are respectively a and k, we atone  
write down the relation between the two intensities in the form  
A : Bud' : V. The theoretical basis of the law follows at ones  
from the universally accepted view that light is energy radiating  

outwards in all directions from the source. If we assume that  

there is no lass of energy in the transmitting' medium, tbeh the  
whole amount of radiant energy passing in one second across  
any closed surface completely surrounding the source of light  

must be the same whatever the size or form of the surface.  

Imagine for simplicity a point source of light, or its equivalent,  

a uniformly radiating spherical surface with the point at its  
centre, and drew round this point a spherical surfsce of unit  

radius. Across this surface there will pass s definite amount  

of radiant energy, In other words a definite total luminous  

Ham, E, which will be the same for all concentric spherical  
surfaces Since the area of a spherical surface of radius ι is  
4 ιι, the flux which crosses unit area is Ε/4τ d'. This quantity  
is the "illumination." It is measured in terms of the unit  
celled the lax, which is defined as the rumination produced by  
a light of unit intensity on a perfectly white surface at a distance  
of τ ft. In the great majority of photometers the illumina-
tions are compared, and the intensities are deduced by applying  
the law of the squared distances.  

Umbe l's cosine taw has to do with the way in which  a 
luminous surface mends off its radiations in various directions.  
Ie Is a matter of common observation that the  
disk of the sun appears equally bright ail over the  
s n se.. Careful measurements show that this is  
not strictly true; but it is sufficiently near the truth  
to suggest that under certain definable conditions the taw  
would hold accurately. Again, when a glowing surface is viewed  
through a small hole in an opaque plate, the brightness is very  
approximately independent of the angular position of the  
lscandeκent surface. Τhfs h the same phenomenon as the  
fu* mentioned, and shows that the.ore oblique, and therefore  
larger, sireseist of surface sends the same amount of radlatl οn  
tluugh.tbe hole. Ifenae'the amount per unit surface sent off  
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eta given angle with the normal must be less than the sent off  
in the dircttioo of the normal in the inverse ratio of the areas  
of the corresponding normal and oblique elements, the is, as  
the cosine of the given angle to unity. For most practical  
purposes, and so long as the obliquity is not great, Lambert'a  
law may be assumed to hold.  

In almost all accurate methods of photometry the aim is to  
bung the illuminating powers of the two sources to equably  
This may be effected by altering the distance of either light  
from the illuminated surface. Or we may use polarised light  
and diminish the intensity of the stronger beam by suitable  
rotation of a Nicol prism, a method particularly useful in spectro-
photometers. The same result may also be effected by inter-
posing absorbent disks, the precise ai ιsorbing powers of which  
must, however, be known with great accuracy. Anther useful 

 method is that first described by H. Fox Tsllrt in  
µΡ

• 

, 	1834, and used with effect by Professor William  
Swan (1849), and more recently by Sir W de W.  

Abney. Talbot's law is thus enunciated by H. von Helmholis:  
"When any part of the retina is excited by regularly periodic  
intermittent light, and when the period is sufficiently short, the  

resulting impression will be continuous, and will be the same as  

that which would be produced if the whole light were distributed  
uniformly throughout the whole period." TaIbot deduced the  
principle from the well known experiment in which a continuous  

luminous line is produced by rapid rotation of a luminous point  
If the principle be granted, it is obvious that any mechanism  

by which a my of light is obstructed in a regularly rhythmic  

manner during definite intervals f , separated by intervals t,  
during which the light is allowed to pass, will have the effect  
of reducing the apparent brightness of the ray in the ratio  

11(1 + t'). This  i  frequently accomplished by placing in the ray  
a rotating disk perforated by radial senors, the so-called  

Talbot disk.  
II photometric results are to be of general value it is essential  

to have a unit in which to express ell other intensities. For  

example, electric lights are classified according to  
• their "candle-power." The candle, in terms of  

whose brightness the brightness of other sources of  

light is to be expressed, must, of course, fulfil the conditions  
demanded of all standards. It must give under definite and  
easily realisable conditions a definite and constant luminous  

effect, and it must be easily reproducible. The earlier attempts  
to get a candle of constant brightness were not very satisfactory.  
The British standard is a sperm candle which weighs jib, and  

loses in burning lac grains per hour. It is found that these  
conditions are not sufficient to determine the luminous power  
of the candle, since the length and shape of the wick, the height  
of the Same, and the composition, temperature and humidity  
of the atmosphere all have an effect upon its brightness. The  
same Is true of other similar sources of light—for example,  
the German standard candle, which is made of paraflla, has a  
diameter of s cm., and has its wick cut until the fume is 5 cm.  
high, but which with all precautions suffers continual altera-
tions in brightness. For ordinary practice! purposes, however,  
these candles are steady enough. Other kinds of flame have  
also been used ass standard source of light. The oldest of  
these is the French Camel lamp, which Is provided with a  
cylindrical Argsnd burner, and gives the standard brightness  
• ,_ when se grammes of colza oil are consumed per hour.  
Maimed The supply and draught are regulated by clockwork.  ' ·  A. G. Vernon-liareourt's pentane standard, in which  

a mixture of gaseous pentane and air is burnt so as  
to maintain a flame 2.5 in. high at ordinary barometric pressure,  
gives good results, and is readily adjustable to suit varied con-
ditions. Several forms of this standard have been constructed,  
one of the most Important being the so candle-power pentane  
lamp, in which air saturated with pentane vapour Is burnt in  a 
specially-designed burner resembling an Argend burner. For  
photometric purposes a definite length of the lower part of the  
flame is used, the upper part being hidden within en opaque tube.  
The amylicctate lamp designed by Η. von Iid ex-Aλtenκk has  

been deterrelaborate yatudirdbytheGe ι ianauthσrhks,end αpιeκat  
Is probably more used than any other time for photometry. It  
is of simple cme uεtien, and gives the standard  
brightness when it burns with a fume 4 ems. in  

height m still sir of humidity 0-88% and free of  

emboss dioxide. The presence of carbon dioxide and bereast  

in the humidity have a mated effect in diminishing the brilliancy  

of the flame. If the vapour pressure Is e and the barometric  
pressure p, the strength of the !bone, when all other conditions  

are fulfilled, is given  by the formula  
1.049- 5 sel(ρ — e) 

One disadvantage for photometric purposes is the reddish coleus  
of the flame as compared with the whiter artificial lights in  
general use.  

For an interesting account of the various espmiaental is νesi.  
Fallon into the ρΓορerties of the Hefner flame see E. L. N ίc µ, 

Standards of Light."   Trasetadmes aJ she Ιntιιeetiσπaf Εkdriωl 
Gatresr, vol. Íi. (St Louis. 1904). Aπgstrom'ι determination of  
the radiation of the flame in absolute energy units is also of special  
interest.  

Attempts here been made, but hitherto with limited success,  
to construct a convenient standard with acetylene flame.  
Could a satisfactory burner be devised, so that a steady brilliancy  
meld be easily maintained, acetylene would, because of its  
intense white light, soon displace all other flames is standards.  

J. Violle has proposed to use as standard the light emitted  
by a square centimetre of surface of platinum at its melting-
point, but there are obvious practical difficulties in the  
way of rmlIsing this suggested standard. J E. s' ess  
Petavel, who direfully examined the necessary condi- 
tions for producing it (Ρ οι. Rey. Sec. zlpo), finds  

that the platinum must be chemically pure, that the crucible  
must be made of pure lime, that the fusion must be by means of  
the oxy-hydrogen blow-pipe, that the gases must be thoroughly  
mixed in the proportion of 4 volume of hydrogen to 3 of oxygen;  
and that the hydrogen must contain no hydro-carbons. Under  

these conditions the variation in the light emitted by the molten  
platinum would probably not exceed r %. O. Lummer and F.  
Kurlbaum have proposed as a standard a strip of platinum foil  
s5 mm. wide and wι5 mm. thick brought to incandescence by  
an electric current of about 8o amperes. The temperature  
is gradually increased until nth of the tots radiation is trans-
mitted through a water trough s cm. in width. This ratio is  
determined by means of a bolometer, and so long as it Is adjusted  
to nth the light Is practically constant.  

For comparative photometric work the incandescent electric  
light is very convenient, haying the one great advantage over  
undies and flames that it Is not affected byatmoapheric changes.  
But it does not satisfy the requirements of a primary standard.  
It ages with use, and when run at constant voltage gradually  
lames in brilliancy,  partly bemuse of cbangts in the Μam nt itself,  
partly bemuse of the deposit of carbon on the interior of the  
bulb. Yrοfeawτ J. Λ. Fleming hasahown that very good results  
can be obtained if carbon filaments irefully selected ρ ""  
and run in ordinary bulbs for a definite time at a rasawee.  
little above their normal voltage are remounted esarLem,  

in large clear glass bulbs 6 or 8 in. in diameter. ίmαι14 '  
If used sparingly, and never above their marked voltage, these  
large iricandescant bulbs have been found to remain constant  

for years, and therefore to be eminently suitable as secondary  
standards. In his Ηοndbesk for She Fledricdf LCbOTIOTY mad  

Testing Room (vol. ii.) Fleming concludes that the best primary  
standards are the Violie incandescent platinum and the Vernon=  
Harcourt pentane one-candle flame; and that the most  con-
venient practical standards are the Hefner lamp, the ten-candle  
pentane lamp, and the Fleming large bulb incandescent electric  
lamp. Comparisons of the intensities of these various standards  
do not give quite concordant results. Thus three different  
authorities have estimated the io-candle pentane lamp as being  
equal to rο75,  11•0, Τ1.4 Heine lamps.  

A spedally constructed instrument or piece of apparatus  
for 'erp.'i.g  light intensities or ifuminations is called a  
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photometer. The earlier forms of ρbοtοέέeters were very simple  
and not capable of giving very precise results. The principles of 

• 	construction are, however, the same in all the recog- 
rs  sized forms down to the most elaborate of recent  

inventions. Two of the earliest forms were described  

by P. Bouguer and W. Ritchie. The Ritchie wedge constitutes  

the basil, of many varieties of type. The two lights to be  

Aań r'a 
 compared illuminate the sides of the wedge, which  

wsρw 

 

is placed between them, so that the eye set in front of  
the wedge sets the two sides illuminated each by one  

of the lights. The edge should be as sharp as possible so that the  
two illuminated surfaces έ ti fn close contact. The illuminations  
are made equal either by shifting the wedge along the line  
joining the lights or by moving one of the lights nearer to or  
farther from the wedge as may be required. The lights given  
out by the source are then as the squares of the distances from  
'gφφπρ, the matched parts of the surfaces.. Count Rumford  
‚'*050. 	suggested the comparison of the intensity of the  
rsK 	shadows of the same object thrown side by side on  
a screen by the two lights to be compared. In this rose  
the shadow due to one source is lit up by the other alone;  

and bete again the amounts of light given out by the sources  
are as the squares of their distances from the screen when  
the shadows are equally intense. The shadow-casting object  

should be neat the screen, so as to avoid penumbra as much  
as possible; yet not too near, so that the shadows may not  
overlap.  

R. Bunsen suggested the very simple expedient of making  
a grease-spot on white paper for photometric purposes. When  
$..m's the paper Is equally illuminated from both sides  

the grease-spot cannot be seen except by very  
awn close Inspection. In using this photometer, the  
souttes are placed in one line with the grease-spot, which lies  
between them and can be moved towards one or other. To  
make the most accurate determinations with this arrangement  
the adjustment should ń rst be made from the side on which  
one source lies, then the screen turned round and the adjust-
ment made from the side of the other source—in both cases,  
therefore, from the same side of the paper screen. Take the  
mean of these positions (which are usually very close together),  
and the amounts of light are as the squares of the distances  
of the sources from this point. The emciency of the Bunsen  
photometer has been Improved by using two inclined mirrors  
so that the eye views both sides of the paper simultaneously.  

Sir Glandes Wbeatstοne suggested a hollow glees bend, silvered  

internally, and made to describe very rapidly a closed path, for  
us as a photometer. When it is placed between two  

NS• ι PM , sovrces we see two parallel curves of κΡ8eνedlight, 
u 
ιΡ'om  a 
	one due to each source. Make thew, 	trig. equally  

height; and the amounts of light from the sower ere,  

again. as the squares of the distance..  
William Swan a prism photometer, invented in 1859,^a beautiful 

 of the principle embodied in Benseo's gTease-spot photo- 
Swans part (see 

Trans. Rey. See. Rd. tel. xι i.). The essential  
put of the instrumeat is fundamentally the....  

A 	that described by O. Lummew and & Bredhun in 1889.  
It consists of two equal right-angled isosceles glass  

prisms placed with their diagonal faces together so as to form a cube  

(fig. 1), and cemented together by  
a small patch of Canada hill in,  
which spreads out into a cu de  
when the prisms are pressed to- 
gεther. In the figure, which  
represeets a central section of the  
hi-prism, the Canada balsam is  
τ ρrεxoted.by the letter N. The  
light from two illuminated sur- 
faces, PQ, RS, is allowed to fall  
perpendicularly on the faces ΑΒ,  
AD. In such sae elms part of she  
light falling internally on the.por- 
tion of the diagonal face wblvb  is 
not backed with the Canada  
balsam is totally reflected. Os  
the other hand, the light which  
falls ο τι  the pnrtion backed bγ the  
Canada balsam i  almost wholly  
tr nsnń tted. Time an eye plead  

in the position οqyρ remises light item both esoiese the sm4ee  
RS supplying nearly all the light that seems to come from the patch  
N, and the surface P9 sup?lying  all the light which seems to  
come from the region immediately surrounding N. The patch N  

will in general be visible; but it will quite diss ρpeat When the  
luminosity of the ray Ts, which traverses the Canada balsam, is  

csacdy equal to the luminosity of the rays Ρρ, Oe, which have some  
after total reflection from the surface 1. This condition of in-
visίbιlity of N is arrived at by adjusting the positrons 'of the  
sources of light which illuminate the surfaces PQ, RS. The  
beightnesses of the two sources will then be as the squares of their  
distances from their respective mimes.  

The eastatial pert o[ Lummer and Βrodbυn's photometer is a  
combination of pnsms very similar to Swan's in its moat  im-
proved form the hi-prism or " optical cube" has  one 
of its component prisms mit In a peculiar manner. lmems'as'  

The diagonal face is pertly cut away, so that the central

th
em onl

y the diagonal 
 this 

nal face c the 
be 

 other prism. The The 
with 

	balsam  
is dispensed with, the surfaces being pressed closely together  

so thee no layer of air is left between them. in order to make the  

instrument convenient for use with an optical bench. Lummer and  
Brodhun mαke the illuminated surfaces which are to be compared  
the opposite sides of an opaque seen set in the continuation of  
the diagonal (CA) of the hi-prism the rays being brought by reflec-
tion from svmmetrkally situate mirrors es as to enter the sides  
ΑΒ -end Al) perpendicularly. An impp οorιttaaat modifcatioa, due  
also to Luetmer and Bredhun, is the following: By m eans of a  
send-bLvt a portion which may be called r,is removed from one  
half of the diagonal jae of the one rism and from the other half  
of the same prism these is removed in like manner all but • part I  
corresponding to the met r. The poetions which have not been  

removed ere pressed close to the1 fact of the other prism.
and become the nuts through whim light is freely transmitted.  
On the other hand, thelight which enters the second prism and falls  
on the potions of surface backed b y  the layers of air filling  
the Cut-out parts is totally reflected. 'use general result Is the pro,  
dpctioa of two similar luminous patches Ι and ι, each of which  is 
surrounded by a field of the same intensity as the ether patch.  
When the photometric match is made the whole region will be  
uniformly bright. But, by insertion of grip,  of glass so as to  

waken *squally the intensity in the surrounding fields, the match  
will be obtained when these fields are made of equal inteos ń y and  
when at the same time the two patches differ equally in intensity  
from them. Under these conditions the eye is stile to1judge more 
certainly as to the equality of intensity of the two patches, and an  

untrained observer is able to effect a comparison with an accuracy  
which is impossible with most forms of photometer.  

J.Toly's diffusion photometer consists of two equal rectengislaf  

leρipeds of a translucent substance like paraffin separated  
by it thin opaque disk it is set between the sources  

of light to be compared in such a way that each paraffin s  block Is illuminated by oro only of the sources, and  i 
adjusted until the two blocks appear to be of the same brightness.  
The method is made more sensatwwe by mounting the photometer  

on an elastic vibrator a as to render it capable of a slight to-
end-fro a tiααιλoη about a mean position.  

A form of photometer which is well adapted fee meamrhg  tIe. 
lllsiminatiosilnaeegiossislhasdustoL Webee. It consists •  

hariznntsl tube altos one end of which is fitted another ω`tra+s tube at right angles. This second tube can be rotated  
into any position perpeodicnlsr to the horizontal tube.  
Where the axe* of the two tuba mat is placed in the later forms of  

the instrument me of Lummer and i c,dkim s modified Swan cubes..  

At the other end of the horizontal tube a standard (fame is set  
illuminating a pies of ground glass which may be moved to any  
convenient position in the tube. The eve looks along the tress  
tube, at the farther end of which Is placod another piece of pound  

glass illuminat'd from the outside. The illeminalions of the two  
piece. of ground glass as viewed through the photometer double  
prism are brought to eeqquality, either by shift of the gground glass  
to or from the standard Ii ha, means mns of two lico Ι prisms 
placed in the cross tuba' One advantage of the instrument is its  
p4•  

The photometry of incandescent electric lamps lean led to  
several special modifications and devices. The candle power  
varies distinctly in different horizontal dircctiens,  '.0m. 
and one measuremeat in any particular direction tsar  
Is not suflident. Sometimes the temp is rotated  ^̂ re

^' 
about three times a second about a vertical axis end  
an average value thus obtained. Bet there i always a risk  
of the filament breaking; and fn all ases the effect of centrifugal  
farce must alter the form of the filament and therefore the  
distances of the different parts from the screen. Accuracy  

demands tither the measurement of the mediation lntensiiy  its 
a nambei' of ditcctlosss all round the lamp, or one combined  
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measurement of as many  tays as can be conveniently cons. 

 hired. One of tie best methods of effecting this is by means 0!  
iaeam'iC. P. Matthews's inlegraling photometer. By the  
c.rsaraΙ.a use of twelve mirrors arranged in a semicircle whosh  
gasa°'ardiameter coincide with the axis of the lamp, twelve  
rays are caught and reflected outward to a second set of  
twelve mirrors which throw the rays on to the surface of  
a photometric screen. This combined effect is balanced by the  
illumination produced by a standard lamp on the other .de of  
the screen (see Trans. Amer. Isar. Fled. Eng., rocs, vol. xix.).  

So long as the lights to be compared arced the same or newly  
the same tint, the photometric match obtained by different  
essm.- observers is practically the same. If, however, they  

are of distinctly different colours, not only do dif- 
f  1erent observers obtain different results but those  

obtained by the same observer at different timta are not  
always in agreement. •Helmholtz was of opinion that photo-
metric comparison of the intensities of different coloured  
lights possessed no real intrinsic value. There can be little  
doubt that in a rigorous sense this is true. Nevertheless it is  
possible under certain conditions to effect a comparison which  
has some practical value. For example, when the intensities  
of two differently coloured lights differ considerably there is  
no difficulty in judging which is the stronger. By making the  
one light pass through a fairly large range of brightness we may 

 easily assign limits outside which the intensities a ηΡ undoubtedly  
different. After some experience these limits get close; and  
many experimenters find it possible, by taking proper precau-
tions, not only to effect a match, but to effect practically the  
Aaq•', same match time after time. According to Abney,  
6p«a whose memoirs on colour photometry (Phi!. Trans.,  
me ι886, 2892) form a most important contribution to  
the subject, the observer in making his judgment as to the  
equality of luminosity of two patches of colour placed side by  
side must not begin to think about it, but must let the eye act  
as unconsciously as possible. His method was to compare the  
coloured patch with white light given by a particular standard  
and cut down to the proper intensity by use of a Talbot's  
rotating sector, which could be adjusted by means of a suitable  
mechanism while it was rotating.  

At the same time, although the eye may be able to effect  a 
definite matching of two patches of colour of a particular  
luminosity, it has been long known that a change in the lumi-
nosity will destroy the apparent equality. This depends upon a  
physiological property of the retina discovered by J. E. Purkinje  
in ι8a^ (see below, Cd esiiαl Ιηοοiοs4try). In virtue Of this  
property the blue sod violet lad of the spectrum is more stimu-
lating to the eye than the red end when the general luminosity  
is low, whereas at high luminosities the red gains relatively in  
brightness until it becomes more stimulating than the blue.  
Unless therefore account is taken in some definite measurable  
manner of the absolute brightness, there must always be some  
uncertainty in the photometric comparison of the intensities  
of differently coloured sources of light.  

Instead, however, of trying to effect a photometric match  
in any of the ways which have been found sufficient when the  
sources are of the same or nearly the same tint, we may effect  
important practical comparisons in what is called hetero-
cń romatic photometry by an appeal to other physiological  
properties of the eye. For example, the power of clearly dia-
criminatmg patterns in differently coloured lights of various  
intensities is obviously of great practical importance; and this  
power of detailed discrimination may be made the basis of a  
method of photometry. According to this method two lights  
Da. are arranged so as to illuminate two exactly similar  
ΙΙ.. Past.-  patterns of lines drawn, fοτ example, en the sides  
merger. of a Ritchie wedge, and their distances are adjusted  
until the patterns arc seen equally distinct on the two sides.  
Application of the usual distance law will then give the relation  
between the two lights. A discrimination photometer con-
structed on this principle has been designed by J. A. Fleming.  
Its vaults do not agree with the indications of an ordinary  

luminosity photometer; for it is found that the eye as die.  

crisninate detail better with yellow than with blue light of the  

same apparent luminous intensity.  
Another and very promising method of photometry depends  

upon the duration of luminous impressions on the retina. J.A. F.  
Plateau observed in 0829 that the blending into end, 

 a homogeneous impression of a pattern of altcrnatelne'enwrx  
sectors of black and some other colour marked op a disk  
when that disk was rotated occurred for rata of rotation  
which depended on the colour used. A form of experiment  
suggested in Professor 0. N. Rood's Mfadcrw Chromatic, seems  
to have been first carried out by E. L. Nichols (Αmeι. Jeers. of  
Science, ι88ι). A black disk with four narrow *pen sectors was  
rotated in front of the slit of a apectrasoope. When the rotation  
was not too quick the yellow part of the spectrum appeared as a  
succession of flashes of light separated by intervals of darkness  
of appreciable length, whereas towards both the red and violet  
ends no apparent interruption in the steady luminosity could be  
observed. As the rate of rotation increased the part of the  
apccIrum in which dickering appeared contracted to a smaller  
length extending on each side of the yellow, and finally with  
sumdently rapid alternation the yellow itself became steady.  
This seems to show that the retinal image persists for a shorter  
time with yellow light than with light of any other colour; for  
with it the intervals of darkness must be shorter before a con,  
sinuous Impression can be obtained. Now yellow is the most  
luminous part of the spectrum as it affects the normal human  
eye; and E. S. Ferry (Amer. Journ. of Science, 2892) has sheets  
that the duration of luminous impression ismostiy,if not entirely,  
determined by the luminosity of the ray. Bence the determina-
tion of the minimum rate of intermittence at which a particular  
colour of light becomes continuous may be regarded asa measure  
of the luminosity, the slower rate corresponding to the lower  
luminosity. Although in the experiment just described the  
red part of the ordinary solar spectrum becomes continuous  
for a slower rate of intermittence than the yellow part, yet  we 
have simply tb make a red ray as luminous as the yellow ray to  
find that they biome continuous fqr the same rate of inter-
mittence. It is, however, highly improbable that the duration  
of impression depends only on the luminosity of the light and  
not to some extent upon the wave-length. There are indeed  
phenomena which require fοτ their explanation the assumption  
that the duration of luminous impression does depend on the  
colour as well as on the brightness.  

Nevertheless the luminosity is by far the more important factor,  
ώ  shown by Ogden N. Rood's experiments. He found (Amer.  
,Iourn. of Science, 1893) that, when a disk whose halves  was  5.  
differ in tint but not in luminosity is rotated  rather a^ 
slowly, the eye of the observer sees no flickering  
such as is at once apparent when the halves differ slightly in  
luminosity. Road himself suggested various forms of photo-
meter based on this principle. In his latest form (A mer. learn. of  
Science, Sept. ι899) the differently coloured beams of light which  
are to be compared photometrically are made to illuminate the  
two surfaces of a Ritchie wedge set facing the eye. Between  
the wedge and the eye is placed a cylindrical concave lens,  
which can be set in oscillation by means of a motor in such a  
may that first the one illuminated surface of the wedge and then  
the other is presented to the eye in sufficiently rapid alternation.  
The one source of light is kept fixed, while the other is moved  
about until the sensation of flicker disappears. From work  
with this form of instrument Rood concluded that" the accuracy  
attainable with the flicker photometer, as at present con-
structed, and using light of different colours almost spectral  
in hue, is about the same as with ordinary photometers using  
plain white light, or light of exactly the same cwlour."  

Various mod'ιńcetions of Rood's forms have been constructed  
from time to time by different experimenters. Tbbc  
Simman ce and Abady flicker photometer is an Ingeniouy Nxa^.,  
and yet meclianically simple method by which (as  its  
were) the wedge itself is made to oscillate w as to throw  
on the eye in rapid succeseon; first the one side and then  
the other. The rim of a wheel of white material is bevelled  

^ 
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inapeciiliar manner, Tha 	pedge, which passessliglulY qbliqusly  
across the rim from one side of the wheel to the other απd back  
again, is'the meeting of two exactly similar conical surfaces facing  
different ways and havi ηg their axes parallel to, b'it on opposite  
sides of. the axis of roar of the wheel. As the wheel rotates  
with its rim facing the eye, the intersection of the two s υrfaces  
crosses and recrosses the line of vision during each revolution.  
Hence first the one illuminated side and then the other are pre-
sented to the eye in rapid alternation. The inventors of this instru-
ment claim that their instrument can gauge accurately and easily  

the relative intensities of two lights, whether of the same  
or of different colour (Phil. dfag., 1904). There is no doubt that  
results obtained by different observers with a flicker photometer  

are in better agreement than with any other form of photometer.  

The comparative ease with which the balance is obtained even when  
the tints ere markedly different shows that its action depends upon  
a visual distinction which the eye can readily appreciate, and this  
distinction is mainly one of brightness.  

The apectropbotomeler it an instrument which enables us t ο  
make photometric comparisons between the similarly coloured  

Spectra- portions of the spectra of two different sources of  
paowmesy. light, or of two puts of the same origin) source after  
they have passed through different absorbing media, When  
it is desired to compare the intensities of the spectra from  

two different sources a convenient form is the one described  
by E. L. Nichols. A direct vision spectroscope mounted upon  

a carriage travels along a tuck between the two, sources. In  
front of the alit two right-angled triangular prisms are set so  
that the light from each source enters the one side of one prism  

perpcodicularly and is totally reflected into the spectroscope.  
The two spectra are then seen side by side... Attention being  
fixed on some chosen narrow portion, say, in the green, the  

instrument is moved along the track between the sources until  
the two portions appear of the same intensity. The process is  
then repeated until the whole spectrum has bees explored.  

Ice Lumpiernd Brodhun s fpm of spectrophocometer the says  
tń  be compared pass in perpendicular lines through the modified 

, 	Swan double prism, and thin together side by side a 
  

S'e< 	
througha spectroscope. By means of a simple modifi- 
cation in the form of the two prisms, Professor D. B.  paeremasur.  Brace (Phil. Meg., 0099) made the combined prism  

serve to produce the spectra as well as to effect the desired  

comparison. In this arrangement the compound prism ABC  

(eeΑΡfiqg. 
2) Is 

and 
 up of two 

ADB.aiid ADC placed with  
their longer sides in contact,  

8 C 
w that the whole forms an  
equilateral prism with three  
ροlίshed faces. Part of the  
;sterfaoe AD ό  silvered, the  
silvering forming a narrow 
central strip running parallel  
to AD. Along the rest of the  
interface the two prisms are  
cemented together with  
Canada balsam or other  

R 3' 	 material having as nearly as  
Fin. 2 	 possible  the same refractive  

indexes the glass. When two  
rays R S enter e ιymmetricelly from omsoiite sides  p1 the base of the  
compound prism as shown in the diagram, the my R will pass through  
the prism except where the silver strip intercepts it, andwill form a  
part of a spectrum visible to the eye placed at R', while to the  
same eye there will be visible the simllady dispersed my SS'tefeeted  
from the silveref surface, Thus two systems of incident parallel  
rays of white light will form on emergence two spectra with  
corresponding rays exactly parallel With these and other forms  
oί  instrument the aim of the experimenter is to make the two spectra  
of eqlmal inanity by a method which enables him to compare the  
original intensities of the sources. le most cases the relative  
intensities of the portions of the spectra being compared cunt , 

conveniently be altered by varying the d'ιstances ο the sources.  
Recourse is therefore generally had to one of the dthe τ methods  
already mentioned, sachet the use of ρnlariziπ psimna or of minting  
teeters. tinder eertain conditioss K. Vierotdt s method of allowing  
the two rays to pass through slits of different width leads to good  
results, but too great confidence cannot be placed upon it.  

In oilier types of spectrophotometer, such as these associated  
with the names of H. Trannin, A. Crova, H. Wild, G. Hefner,  
J. Kbisiasbergec, & Kong, F. F. Martens and others, the equalise-
tion in brightness of two rays is effected. by using polarized light.  
which can be cut down at pleasure by rota tion of a Nicol prism.  
For example. in the Komg-Martens snstris mpnt the two my.  
which axe to be compared enter the upper age) lower helveι of a  

xn τ 9*  

divided slit. ,Α(ter peening through • lens they' pass in secemehm  
through (t) a dispersing prism, (a) a Wollaston prism, (a) a  bi. 
prism, and are finally focused where the eight spectra se  
produced tan be viewed by the eye. Οf these only two mar`  
are made use of, the others being cut out. These two as'ι  
ate pefarmed is perpendicular planes, so that if be -  ms's' 
tween the spectrum images and the eye a Nkol prism emarsh  
is introduced the intensities of a ń y two narrow corresponding  
portions of the two spectra can be readily equalized. in terms  
of the angle of rotation of the Nicol the relative intensities  
of the original rays can be calculated. An important application  
of the apectrophotometer is to mensute the absorptive powers  
and extinction coefficients of transparent substances for the  
differently coloured rays of light. By appropriate means the in-
tensities of chosen corresponding parts of the two contiguoua  
spectra are made equal-en ether words, a match is established.  
Into the path of the rays of one of the spectra the absorbent  
substance is then introduced, and a notch is again established.  
A mea'ure of the loss of luminosity due to the Interposition d the  
absorbent substance is thus obtained.  

To facilitate experiments of this nature Dr J. R. Milne ha,  

devised a spectrophotometer which presents some novelties of  
construction (see Ptecredrngs ef the Οµtcal Ceπαιsίfeπ,  
tqo , vol. i.). The light front a height flame is suitabfy "'Ws  

projected by a lens so as to illuminatea'sniall hole in the Spacee-- 
end of the collimator. The rays from this point-source 
are made parallel by the collimator, απd then pass, partly through  
the absorbing medium, partly through the space above it, These  
two parts of the original beam are transmitted through a dispensing  
prism and then fall upon a screen with two similar rectangular  
openings, the upper one allowing the usabsorbed part of m  
to pass, the lower that part which has been transmitted through  
the absorbing medium. The objective of the observing telescope  
converges the rays suitably upon a Wollaston prism, so that two  
spectra are seen side by side, haying their light polarized in.peo  
pendicular planes. A Nicol prism is placed between the Wollaston  
prism and the eye-piece of the telescoge. and by its rotation io the  
manner already described the intensities of any two corresponding  
portions of the two spectra can be brought to equality. By careful  
attention to all necessary details Milne shows that his isutnusient  
meshes  the requirements of a good spectrophotometer: for (t) the  
rays through the absorbing medium can be made strictly parallel:  
(a) the two spectra can be brought with ease accurately edge to  
edge without any diffraction effects: (3) the plane of the delimiting  
screen an be made eosi)ugate to the retina of the observers eye;  
(4) not only do the two spectra touch accurately along their common  
edge, but the two fans of rays which proceed from every point of the  
common edge lie in one and the some plane: (5)  the eye is called  
upon to judge the relative intensities not of two narrow slits but  

of two broad uniformly illuminated areas. Mime also paints out  
that this instrument can be used as a apectropolarimeter.  

E. L. Nichols considers that spectrophotometers which depend  
for their action upon the properties of polarized light are  
necessarily open to serious objections, such es: selective absorp-
tion in the calapar, altering the relative intensities of the con-
stituents in the original rays; selective losses by reflection of  
polarized rays at the various optical surfaces; and the neces-
sarily imperfect performance of all forms of polarizing media  
To eliminate these defects es far as possible great care in  coo- 
struction and arrangement is needed, otherwise corrections  
must be applied.  

It is evident that if the successive parts of two spectra are  
compared photometrically we may by a process of summation  
obtain a comparison of the total luminosities of the lights which  
form the spectra. This process is far too tedious to be of any  
practical value, but sufficiently accurate results may in certain  
cases be obtained by comparison of two or more particular parts of  
the spectra, for example, strips in the red, green and blue. Similar  
in principle is the method suggested by J. Mac' de Lepinay,  
who matches his lights by looking first through  red glass  
of a particular tint and then through a chosen green. If R  

and G represent the corresponding ratios of the intensities,  
the required comparison is cal slated from the formula  

s + o•sog (3 — OR) 
A.Crova,oneoftheearliestworkers  

in this subject, effects the photometric comparison of differently . 
coloured lights by matching those monochromatic rays from the ,  
two sources which have the same ratio of intensities as the  
whole collected rays that make up the lights. Careful experi-
ment alone can determine the particular ray, but were it once  
ascertained for the various sources of light in use the method  
would have the merits of rapidity and accuracy sufficient for  
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practical needs. Spectropbotemetrk observatfens are necessry  
to determine the position in the spectrum of the particular mono-
chromatic ray, but when it has been determined a coloured  
glut may be nude which allows light in the neighbourhood of  

this ray to pas, and the photometric comparison maw then be  
effected by looking through this glass.  

This article has been confined stnctly to the methods of visual  
photometry, with very little reference to the rαults. Comparison  
of intensities of radiation by pboicgraphic means or by methods  
depending on the ebects of best introduces considsesticas quite  

distinct from those which lie at the bases of photometry in its usual  
signiδαιο . (C. G. K.)  

CaLasnat, on Svxuaa, PHOTOYarnr  

The earliest records that have come down to us tegrrd -
ing the relative positions of the stars in the heave is have  
always been accompanied with estimatIons of their relative  
brightness. With this brightness was naturally associated  
the thought of the relative magnitudes of the luminous bodies  

from whence the light was assumed to proceed. Hence in the  
grand catalogue of stars published by Ptolemy (c. i ςο e.n.),  
but which had probably been formed three hundred years  
before his day by Hipparchus, the non stars readily visible  
to the naked eye at Alesaadna were divided into six  
classes according to their lustre, though instead of that term  

be uses the word ulyefe oτ " magnitude "; the brightest be  
designates as being of the feat magnitude, and so downwards  

till he coma to the minimum vuibk, to which he assigns the  
sixth. These magnitudes be still further divides each into thee.  
To those star which, though not ranged in any particular order  
of brightness, nevertheless exceed the average of that order in  
lustre he attaches the letter µ, the initial letter inµsirsω (grater),  
and to these in the same order which exhibit a lustre inferior to  
that of the average he affixes the letter e, the initial letter of  
lMcowr. With this sort of subdivision he passes through all  
the six orders of magnitude. He does not, indeed, tell us the  
precise process by which these divisions were estimated, but the  
principle involved Is obvious. It is one of the many remarkable  
instances of the acuteness and precision of the Greek mind that  
for upwards of ismo years no real improvement was made in  
these estimations of lustre. J. Flamaeed extended the estima.  
tion of magnitude of stars visible only by the telescope, and he  
improved Ptolemy's notation by writing 4.3 Instead of d,  
indicating thereby an order of magnitude brighter than the  
average of a fourth, but inferior to that of i third—and 3.4 for  
6, e, and so on; but it was not till the year *796 that any real  
advance was made in stellar photometry. Sir W. Herschel,  
Instead of assigning a particular magnitude to stars, arranged  
them in mute groups of three or four or fi νe, indicating the order  
in which they differed from each other in lustre at the time of  
observation. This method was admirably adapted to the  
discovery of any variations in brightness which might occur in  
the lapse of time among the members of the grime. Sir William  
observed in this may soιtie 3400 stars, published in four cata-
Ibgnes in the Philosophical Tιaaτodioxs from 3796 to 1799; and  
two additional catalogues were discovered among his papers  
in 1883 by Professor E. C. Pickering of Harvard (see Ηaraa πd  
Aerial:, xiv. 345),  and have recently been published by Colonel  
J. Herschel (Phil. This., 1906). These reseatches of the  
elder Herschel were in due time followed by those of his son,  
Sir John, abort the year 1836 at the Cape of Good dope. He  
both extended and improved the methods adopted by his father  
at Slough, and bya method of estimated sequences of magnitude  
he hoped to arrange all the stars visible to the naked eye at  

the Cape or in England in the order of their relative lustre.  
and then to reduce his results into the equivalent magnitudes  
adopted by the universal consent of astronomers. Sir Jahn,  
however, like his father, left this Important labour incomplete.  
Not only is the work one of great and continuous ebort, but the  
effects of eves-varying meteorological conditions greatly impede  
It. Moreover, there is an unsatisfactory indefiniten αs attending  
all eslimationa made by the unaided eye; numerical or quantita-
tive o mpatiwas are out eel the question, and hence we fed  

Sir John, in the very midst of establishing his "sequences,•  
adopting also an instrumental method which might lead him  
to more definite results.  

In the year when Sir John Herschel otiisluded his photo.  
metric work at the Cape (838) Dr F. W. A. Argelander com-
menced, and in 1843 completed, his Urσaosiτbia sons, in  
which the magnitudes of all stars visible to the unaided eye in  
central Europe are catalogued with a precision and completeness  

previously unknown. It contains 3256 staπ, and although  
it will probably be superseded by instrumental photometry it  

must ever remain s monument of intelligent patience. Arm  
larder's labours were not confined to stem νiseds to the asked  
eye; by the aid of his assistants, Dr E. Schδnfeld and Dr A.  
Kr*ger, three catalogues of magnitudes and celestial coordinates  
were ultimately published ( ι8ςq-τ86τ) as the Baste Dυιci-
srskrwsg, including the enormous number of 324,448 stars,  
and an additional volume containing 133,659 stars south of  
the equator was published in 1886.  

Dr B.  Α.  Gould (18x4-1896), in his Ura iomebia srgstisa  

(5879), has done sheenier work for 7756 stars visible only in the  

southern hemisphere, and his successor at C6rdoba, J. M. Thome,  

baa publIshed (roes) three volumes of the Argentine (C6rdoba)  
Dwdmesia ιsg containing 489,66s stare between declination  
-'sa' to —5s°. There have been other worthy labourers in the  
same field, each of whom has rendered elδεfent service, such as  
Dr E. Hela and Μ. J. C. Houuau.  

It is to Sir John Herschel that we are indebted fo, the tint  
successful attempt at stellar photometry by *hat may be  
termed " srtińcial " means. He deflected the light of the moon  
(by mama of the internal reflection of a recgag h ω prism)  
through a small lens 0.12 in. is diameter and of very short  

focus (0.23 in.) so se to form a sat of artificIal star in its  

rams. With strings ands wooden pole he could move this  
artifieisl star of comparison so as to be fa the same line of sight  
with any actual star whose light be proposed to measure. Other  
strings enabled him to remove it to such a dista.ce from the eye  
that its light was adjudged to be sensibly the same as that of  
the star compared; and the distance was measured by a gradu-
ated tape. While he was thus busy at the Cape of Good Hope,  
Κ. A. Steinheil at Munich hid compleled for Dr P. I.. Seidl  
an instrument nearly the same in principle but more manageable  
in form. He divided the small object.glas of a telescope into  
two balrta, one of which was movable in the direction n of its  
axis. The images of two stars whose light he desired to compare  
were termed by prismatic refieclion, nearly in the game line of  
sight, and one of the lenses was then m ογςd until the light of  
the two ages  seemed equal. The distarice (trough which it  
was necessary to bring the movable lens furnihed the data for  
comparing the relative lustre of the two stars in question.  
More recently other photometers have been devised, and dc.  
scriptions of three of them, with which οιusiderfbie researches  
have been conducted will pow be given. With the first mentioned  
below Professor Pickering d Harvard has made more than a  
million measures with his own eyes. The results of his observa-
tions, and of those of his °ssist°rts, will be found in the Ασεαατd  
Assak especially in vol. xlv. published in root, which con-
tab is a general cstalogiκ of about 24,000 scan brighter than  
magnitude 7•s, north d declination —4ó . With the Zbliner  
photometer Des Gustav Willer and P. Kempf of Potsdam have  
recency completed a similar piece of work, their catalogue d  
stars north of the equator brighter than 7.5 comabslng 14,599  
stars (Polydas' PiaNicclions, 1907, vol. xvii.). The catalogue  
of Professor C. Pritchard was smaller, containing 2184 atm  
brighter then msguitude shout 6' and north of d κiinatioa  
— *ó ; but it was published in X886, when very little had yet been  
don, towards the systematic measurement of the brightness  
of the stare (Urasor'&&s nom oxoreiceuin, vol. ii. of the Oxford  
University Observatory publications).  

Picketing's mtsidiαn photometer lAna. A*mi. 1 ι. gem. cola  
xiv. and mxiii.) wallah ef two telescopes placed side by side pointing  
due eon, the light from the stars on the sneridisi' being reflected into 
them by 
If there 

two 
^ιeιe a ammr ^ at 

an eg
Pole,ems d these mimes  
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meld be exudeedy end end wsM ees'mtllr redact the Ig^t  
of iblesur dower thaw, of its *timer; in pwotioe a sight motma  

can be given to the mirror so as to keep in view  
/eawbti the 'polar star selected. whether Polaris. with which  
ΜW/αιe the irighter stars were compared. or h Use  
/esesrasrrί  Mimesis, which was used for fainter hats. Tbe mimed  

minor (which projects a little beyond the first no as  
to get an unobstructed view 01 the meridian)  be rotated round

meansthe axis of the telescope by means of a toothed-wheel el gearing. and  
an thus be made to reflect any star on the meridian down the  
mend teα  οορe; it Is she provided with a *mil =Wen in the  
perpendicular dincti n l a, to command • degree ow two on cub  
side of the meridian. dear the common eyepiece of the teleacopcs  
there is a double image prism which separate the light received from  
each into two pencils; the pencil of ordinary rays from one objeet-
gls is made to ooin ιide with that of emaerduiary rays from the  
other, and the two remaining pencib are excluded by a stop The  
two coincident pencils then pas through a Nicol prism to the eye  
of the observer, who by rotat ί nχ the prism round its axis can  
equeliee them at • definite reeding depending on their relative  
intensities. This reeding ryes of ^in (act the difference magnitude 

u between the two sun se 	far coespameon, It may be re- 
nucked that the postion of the double kluge pine is important.  
It should be just within, not at, the common locus this position  
prevents any noticeable colour in the images, and $lvs. the  
ardinwry and extιaoιdimή  pent a ωfκMπι ltpaxatIon at the  
eye-stop to permit the enure exclusion of *see without the lees of  
say pact of the other. if the prism were exactly at the fetus,  
and any part of the superfluous images were admitted, the resulting  

secondary images would coincide with the others and thus lend  
to eπυπ in observing. But in the actual construction of the jeans- 

additional ma near 
images 

	observation, and a
ll, 
000 ofeint to  

sic  any inconvenience. It is worthy of note that Professor 
 Pickering has extended his survey into the southern hemisphere.  

se that the Harvard photometry is the man complete of all. Each  
observation coodsu of four comperisose; after the first two the  
o reverses the position of the star imagea in the field, and  
also reverses the double-image prism. The former precaution is  
seεesary in order to eliminate is curious error depending on the  
relative position of the Images, which may amooe ιο several teeth.  
of a magnitude.. rros of thά  α kind efe nil estinsetiens of the 
relative bιigb sines of two scan us the same field, as baa been  
reputedly own- a striking instance is given by A. W. Robute, of  
Lovedale, South λfriα (fllsx. Not R.A.S. April rfpt), who found  
that his eeyye.atimetions of the brightness of variable scan required  
a conaelon dsstWing on the poeltion-angle of the comparison  
war easigiae cyst nearly two τιminκιsda.  

In ZflTlaer's instrument an artificial seer is taken as the standard  
of comparisom there is only one telescope, and inside the tube  

near the eye end is a plate of glas placed at an angle  
=Wee of 45' with tie axis, so that the rays fromalampwhlch  
sal—  ι enter the tube from tbe side sit rellocteddowsi lb. tube  

to the eutoloce, while the light from the star mew  
through the plate unobstructed. The lamplight mosses through a  
Nicol sseism and a plate of rock crystal, which give control ovet  
the colour; through two Nicol, which cm be rotated round the  
axis cl the beam to definite paatioss reed of on a graduated circlet  
sad then through a comes lens which forms as image reflected by  
the glans plate to focw alongside the star. The whole of this  
emeritus is cagiest in a compact form on the eye end of the telescope.  
b being arτaιι d that the lamp shall always stand sijnight. The  
meaeuνs are wade by routing the Niels until the brightaem  of 
the artificial stir is equal to that of the star viewed through the  
object ghee, and rending the graduated circle.  

Professor Pritchard's (1808-1893) wedge photometer b con-
structed on the principle that the absorption of light in posing  
y^ 	through a uniform medium depends, cadent rides.  
aseρ 	upon the thickness. On this principle a thin wedge 

is constructed of hogpogeemus and needy neutral-
tinted through which the images of stars formed in the  
focus sΓ a telescope me viewed. Simple mran3 are contrived for  
measuring with great mectums the ee'stai thicknesses at which  
the hal,' of these telescopic star-Images in extinguished. In this  
sea the light of any star can be readily compared with that  of  
Polaris (or any other selected star) at the moment of observa-
tion, and thus a catalogue of star-magnitudes can be formed.  
Two material implovements suggested by Dr E. J. Spitta are  
worthy of reotkm. The first (Proc. Roy. See., tSflp. 47,  it  Gem  
a slight defect in the form of the instrument. if a pencil of rays  
passes through a thin wedge of tintedlas, the rays do not all yes.

ro  through the same thicknes of glass. Dr Spitta i*οροses to substi-
tute a puts' of wedges with their thicknesses incasing in a ρpaικ  
directi es& By eliding one over the ether we claims S paialW  
phite of gVna ci varying thickness, ends tedium balm of light of  

sensible dimmsam can then be extinguished satisfactorily.  He 
has also ρ rated Gilt • source ofof error in the method of "evaluating '• 
the wedge and shown how to correct it. The scale value was  
determined by Prokmor Pritchard by the use of a deuΙ γ refractiug  
prior cf quarts and a Nicol prime. Using this method autnequently,  

Dr Slim (sued that Unmet edecties a withh ι the NinO' miens  
in red with the runner of the result. but that this error could  
be eliminated by using a suitable diaphragm (l(os. Not.  R.A.S. 
March less; Abner, ibid., June 1890).  

Since τ88ς systematic catalogue of stellar brightness have  
been constructed with all these instruments, and it lees been of  
great interest to compare the results. The corn- τ ,  
parson has in general shown a satisfactory agreement, Ρbh5 ιk  
but there are small differences which are almost  
certainly systematic, due to the dlΒeteαε of method  
and instrument. One cause of such differences, the reality  
of which is undoubted, but the effects of which have as yet  
not been,perhaps fully worked out, is the " Purkinje phenom-
enon » (Ρ̂ fggaι Archis. lxx. 297). I( a blue emerce.of light  
and a red source appear equally bright to the fie, and if the  
intensity of each be dnmudisbed in the same ratio, they will no  
longer appear equally bright, the bkensw appearing the brighter;  
in more general terms, the equalizing of two differently  
coloured lights by the eye depends upon their intensity. It is  
clear that this phenomenon must affect all photometric work  
unless the stars are all exactly of the name colour, which we  
know they are not For let us snppoae that both the comparison  
star of the meridian photometer and the artificial seer of the  
Zdllner photometer were equalized with a bright star  Α.  and that  
they could be also compared enter se and found equally bright.  
Then when a faint Star B coma under observation and the inteis. 
allies of the comparison stars are both reduced to equality with B,  
they will no longer appear equal to one another unless the are  
exactly the same in colour In other words, the observed ratio of  
intensities of Α and B will vary with the colour of the comparison  
star, and similarly It will also vary with the aperture of the  
telescope employed. Now Ills one of the merits of the Potsdam  
catalogue above mentioned that it gives estimates of the colours  
of the stars as well as of their magnitudes—so that we now for the  
first time have thissyslematic information. In a moat interesting  
section of their introduction it is shown that two of the Harvard  
photometric catalogues show systematic differences, due to  
colour, and amounting to nearly half a magnitude, and that  
the Purldnje phenomenon is a satisfactory explanation of these  
differences. This is the first mztatsce in which the effect of  
this phenomenon has been measured in the case of the star.,  
though it was known to be sensible. But there is a set of  
numerical result( obtained in the laboratory which is of impor-
tance for all such works, via, those obtained by  Sir W. Abney  
(Proc. Roy. Soc. May 1891; and lice. Not. R.A.S. April 1892),  
giving the limiting intensity at which each pure colour vanishes.  
If we start with lights C D E F G of the colours usually denoted  
by these letters in the spectrum, and each so bright that it  
appears to Ike eye as bright as an amyl-acetate lamp at a ft.,  
and if then the intensity of each be gradually diminished, the  
C light will disappear when the original intensity has been  
reduced test ι.οοο ten-millionths of the original value. The other  
colours will disappear at the following intensities, all expressed  
in ten-millionths of the original 1) at 350, E at 35, F at 17,  
and G at es. If then we had a mixture of two lights, one of  
C colour as bright as before, and the other of G colour taco  
times fainter (a combination in which the eye would be unable  
to distinguizh the G light at all), and if we continually reduced  
the combined intensity, the luminosity of the C light would  
diminish so much more rapidly than that of the G that the latter  
would begin to assert itself, and when the combined intensities  
were reduced to as,000 ten-millionths of the original value, the  
C light would have all disappeared, while the Glight would not  
Hence the colour of the light would appear pure violet, though  
it was originally deep red. This extreme case shows that the  
"last my to disappear" when a light i gradually extinguished  
may be very different in colour from that of the ongGul light.  
and when more usual light-mixtures are considered, such as  
those of sunlight and starlight, which appear nearly while to 

 tú1 eye, the " last ray to disappear " is found to be m the green,  
very near Ε in the spectrum. This result has two important  
bearings on the use of the wedge photometer. In the first place,  
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either the wedge itself should be of a greenish hue, or green light  
should be used in finding the scale-value (the constant Β in the  
formula om— Α+Βω). In the second, star magnitudes obtained  
by extinction with the wedge will agree helter with those obtained  
by photography than those obtained with other visual photo-
meterss, since photographic action is chiefly produced by rays  

from Ε to G In the spectrum, and the Ε  light of ultimate impor-
tance with the wedge photometer is nearer this light in character  
than the D light with which other photometers are chiefly  
concerned. It would also appear that results obtained with the  
wedge photometer are independent of the aperture of telescope  
employed, which is not the case with other photometers.  

Passing now to the consideration of photographic methods,  
it is found that when a plate is exposed to the stars, the image  
fa.^►  of the brighter stars are larger and blacker th.n  
semen; those of the fainter ones, and as the exposure is  
P'' o. 	prolonged the increase in size and blackness contin-  

ties. Much of the light is brought to an accurate  
focus, but, owing to the impossibility of perfect achromatism in  
the case of retractors, and to uncorrected aberration, diffraction,  
and possibly a slight diffusion in both refractors and reflectors,  
there are rays which do not come to accurate focus, grouped in  
rings of intensitygraduallydiminisbing outwards from the focus.  
As the brightness of the star increases, or as the time of exposure  

is prolonged, outer and fainter rings make their impression on  
the plate, while the impression en the inner rings becomes  
deeper. Hence the increase in both diameter aid blackness of  
the star disks. As these increase concurrently, we can estimate  
the magnitude of the star by noting either the increase in  
diameter or in blackness, or in both. There is consequently  
a variety in the methods proposed [or determining star  
magnitudes by photography. But before considering these  
different methods, there is one point affecting them all  

which is of fundamental importance. In photography a  
new variable mete in which does not affect eyeobservations,  
viz., the time of exposure, and it is necessary to consider  
how to make due allowance for it. There is a simple law  
which is true in the case of bright lights and rapid plates,  
that by doubling the exposure the same photographic effect  
is produced as by increasing the intensity of a source of light  
twofold, and so far as this law holds it gives us a simple method  
of comparing magnitudes. Unfortunately this law breaks down  
for faint lights. Sir W. Abney, who bad been a vigorous advo-
cate for the complete accuracy of this law up till 1893, in that  
year read a paper to the Royal Society on the failure of the  
law, finding that it fails when exposures to an amyl-acetate  
lamp at  i  It. are reduced to o•-nor, and " signally fails" for  
feeble intensities of light; indeed, it seems possible that there is  
a limiting intensity beyond which no length of exposure would  
produce any sensible effect. This was bad news for astronomers  
who have to deal with faint lights, fora simple law of this kind  
would have been of grit value in the complex dellartment of  
photometry. But it seems possible that a certain modification  
or equivalent of the law may be used in practice. Professor  
H. H. Turner found that for plates taken at Greenwich, when  
the time of exposure is prolonged in the ratio of five star magni-
tudes the photographic gain is four magnitudes (Mon. Not.  
R. A.S. lzv. "), and a closely similar result has been obtained  
by Dr Schwarzachild using the method presently to be  
mentioned.  

Stars of different magnitudes impress on the plate images  
differing both in size and blackness. To determine the magni- 

ptude from the character of the image, the easiest  
Teals quantity to measure is the diameter of the image,  
AraηΡ11Ι*. and when measurements of position are being made  

with a micrometer, it is a simple matter to record the  

diameter as well, in spite of the indefiniteness of the border.  

Accordingly we find that various taws have been proposed for  

representing the magnitude of a star by the diameter of its  
image, though these have usually been expressed, as a erg-
liminary, as relations between the diameter and time of exposure.  
Thus G. P. Bond found the diameter to increase as the square of  

the expoaure,'Fumer as the cube, Pritchard as the fourth power,  
while W. H. M. Christie has found the law that the diameter  
varies as the square of the logarithm of the exposure within  
certain limits. There is clearly no universal law—it varies with  
the instrument and the plate—but for a given Instrument sad  
plate an empirical law may be deduced. Or, without dedudsg  
any law at ell, a series of images may be produced of stars of  
known brightness and known exposures, and, using this as a  
scale of reference, the magnitudes of other images may be  
inferred by lnleipolatlon. A moat Important piece of systematic  
work has been carried out by the measurement of diameters  in 
the Cape Photographic Dur'hmaskri'ag (ins. Cope Obses.  
vole. iii., iv. and v.) of stars to the tenth magnitude in the south-
ern hemIsphere. The measurements were made by Ριofemοr  
J. C. Kapteyn of Groningen, on photographs taken at the Cape  
of Good Hope Observatory; he adopts as his purely empirical  
formula  

magnitude — B/(d ίamσter+  C). 
where B and C are obtained independently for everyplate, from  
comparison with visual magnitudes. C varies from το to ι8,  
and B from 90 to ado. The part of the sky photographed was  

found to have an Important bearing oo the value of these con.  
stints, and it was in the mum of this work that Kapteyn found 

 • systematic difference between stars near the Milky Way and  
those far from it, which may be briefly expressed in the law, 14'  
stars of flee Milky Way ate in g'woi Use :ken the stems iris olio  
regions of Ike sky. It is intended, however, in the present  
article to discuss methods rather than results, and we cannot  
here further notice this mast interesting discovery.  

Of methods which choose the blackness of the image rather  
than the diameter for measurement, the most interesting is  
that initiated independently by Pickering at Harvard  
and C. Schwarzschild at Vienna, which consists ωrt aι  
In taking star images considerably out of focus.  
The result is that these images no langer"ary appreciably in  
size, but only in blackness or density; and that this gradation  
of density is teoogn izable through a wide range of magnitudes.  
On a plate taken in good focus in the ordinary way there is  a 
gradation of the same kind for the faintest man; the smallest  
images are all of approximately the same size, but vary in tone  
from grey to black. But once the image becomes black it  
Inεreasα in size, and the change in density is not easy to fallow.  
The imagesouto(-focus method seems very peomiotiig, to judge  
by the published results of Dr Schwarxschild, who used a pre-
pared comparison scale of densities, and interpolated for any  
given slat from Ít. The most satisfactory photographic method  
would rertar to be to take account of both size and blackness,  
i.e. to measure the total deposit in the film; as, for instance,  
by interposing the whole image in a given beam of light, and  
measuring the diminution of the beam caused by theobstruction.  
But se considerable plate of week has as yet been attempted on  
these lines.  

Even in a rapid sketch of so extensive a subject some notice  
must be taken of the application of photometry to the determina-
tion of the relative amount of light received on the ιs^ιι.ιm.  
earth from the sun, the moon and the planets. =.a. N..w  

1l'be methods by which these reties have becn m  
obtained are as simple as they are iand for them 
we as labours et 

ingenious; 
mainly indebted to the labou. Bouguer and  

W. C. Bond (1789-1859).  The former compared the light  
received from the sun with that from the moon in the following  
fashion in 1725. A hole one-twelfth of a Paris inch was made  
in the shutter of a darkened room; dose to it was plated  a con-
cave lens, and in this way an image of the sun 9 in. in dia-
meter was reCeived on a screen. Bouguer found that this light  
was equal to that of a candle viewed at ι 6 in. from his eye.  
A similar experiment was repeated with the light of the full  
moon. The image now formed was only two-thirds of en inch  
in diameter, and be found that the light of this image was  
comparable with that of the same candle viewed at a distance  
of p0 ft. Prom these data and a very simple calculation it  
followed that the light of themes was about a56,s89 Mmes list  
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of the moon. Otbet experiments followed, and the average  
of all the results was that the light of the sus was about 300,000  
times the average light of a full moon, both being viewed in  
the heavens at the same altitudes. The details will be found in  
Bouguer's Trastd d'opfigas. W. H. Wollaston in 2820 tried  a 
series of experiments in which the ratio 801,075 was obtained;  
but the omission of certain necessary precautions vitiates the  
result (Phil. Trans. 1829). Bond (Mow. Amer. Aced. τ86ι,  
R 295) adopted a digerent lume . He formed the image of  
the sun on a silvered globe of some on in. diameter; the light of  
this image was reflected on to a small mercurial thermometer  
bulb; and then this second image was compered with a Bengal  
light sο moved that the lights appeared lobe equal The same  
process was adopted with the full moon Instead of with the aim.  
The result was that the sun's light was 47og8 ο times.that of  
the moon. Seidel long before this date had compared the light  
of the mean full moon with that of Jupiter in mean opposition;  
his result is 643ο. So also this light of Jupiter was found to be  
•4864 times that of Venus at her brightest; and Jupiter was  
found to give 8a times the light of a Lyrae. If, then, these  
numbers could be accepted with confidence, we should have the  
means of comparing the light received from the sun with that  
received from any of the stars. Adopting these precarious  
numbers on the authorities of Bond and Seidel we base the  
following rαults: — 

Sun's light 	470,980 that of the full moon.  
652.600,000 „ Venus at her brightest.  ▪ 302.835.00e 	uρ'teτ at mean opposition.  

• 5,970,500,0(10  
.Lastly, Bouguer, by comparing the light of the full moon  

viewed at different altitudes with an artificial light, found  

that the atmosphere absorbs ' τ877 of the light incident on it  
at the zenith of any place. Professor Pritchard, from photo. 
metric measures taken at Cairo, found this number to be • ις7.  
At Oxford it was •sop. Thus Bouguer's determination indicates  

an absorptive capacity in the atmosphere of Brittany just midway  
between those of Oxford and Cairo. Seidel at Munich expresses  

" surprise " at finding his own results so nearly accordant with  
Bouguees. Although rather outside the domain of photometry  
in the strict sense, a word or two may be said here about recent  
attempts to measure the heat received from the stars, the first  
being made with the" radio-micrometer" of C. V. Boys (Ρrοc.  
Roy. Soc. 1802). This is an extremely delicate instrument for  

âηΡ  awY  measuring radiant heat, and c οnsisυ of a very light  
nest keen thermoelectric circuit (two tiny bars of antimony  
n.Sns. and bismuth soldered together at one edge, the  
outer edges being connected by s hoop of copper wire)  
suspended by a quartz fibre (a torsion fibre of the very  
greatest sensitiveness) in a strong magnetic field. A minute  
quantity of radiant heat falling on one of the junctions of the  
circuit sets up a current in the circuit, which thus rotates in the  
magnetic field u τιtil brought to rest by the torsion of the fibre.  
For use on the heavenly bodies the radiant heat is collected to  
focus by a reflecting telescope (an object-glass would absorb it),  
and when the telescope is pointed to the moon the varying  
radiation from different tents of the disk is beautifully shown.  
Νο bit comes from the unlit portion, and of the illuminated  
portion the maximum is obtained from near the limb. But  
when pointed to the brightest stets no Indications were obtained,  
although the instrument is sensitive enough to detect the heat  
from a candle more than a mile off. It seems certain that  
indications of beat from the stars obtained by previous observers  
must be spurious. It is also manifest that to obtain satisfactory  
results even more sensitive apparatus must be devised, and by  
using a radiometer and the powerful resources of the Yerkes  
Observatory Ε. F. Nichols succeeded in ι808 and repo in obtain-
ing indications of heat from Arcturus and Vega, as well as from  
Jupiter and Saturn (A&ophysicd Marx. xiii., rot), the heat  
received being comparable with that from a candle 6 m. away.  
We may place alongside this result that obtained by W. J.  
D-bdin (Proc. Roy. Sec. April 5892), who compared candle.  
nest with twenty-on stars ranging to the sixth magnitude  

and found the light-of s seined magnitude Star equal to that  
οi a candle at 3260 ft. • 	 (Η.Η.Τ.)  

ΡΗ&&ΑΤ f (Pei sums; Pecs" A►andf,  modern Fekdt), the  

name of five Parthian kingS.  
z. Pie mm I., son of Prlapatius, reigned c.  i"-sio' s.c.  

He subdued the Mardi, a mountainous tribe in the Elbura  
(Justin xii. ς; hid. Charac. 7). He died young, and appointed as  
his successor not one of his eons, but his brother Mithradates L  
(Juatin xL s).  

s. Ρmaτzs II., son cf Mithradates I., the conqueroti of  
Βaby οτda, reigned Σ38-ττ7. He was attacked in 130 by  
Antfocbus VII. Sidetes who, however, in s 29 was defeated and  
killed in a great battle in Media, which ended the Seleudd rule  
east of the Euphrates (see Simms) DYNASTY). Meanwhile  
the kingdom was Invaded by the Scythian (the Tochad of  
Baetria), who had helped Antlocbui. Phraates ma τchεή  against  
them, but was defeated and killed (Justin xlii. t; Johannes  

Antioch, fr. 66),  
3. Psxaaxaa III., " the God" (Phiegon, fr. ττ αp. Photfus  

cod. 97 and on some of his coins), succeeded his father; Sanatruces,  
in 70 s.c., at the time when Lucullus was preparing to attack  
Tigrsnea of Armenia, who was supreme In western Asia and bad  
wrested Mesopotamia and several vassal states from the Parthian  
kingdom. Naturally, Phrateι declined to assist Mithradntes  
of Pontus and Tigranes against the Romani (see Troasnas).  
He supported his eon-Ín-law, the younger Tigranee, when he  
rebelled against his father, and invaded Armenia (6 s.c.) in  
alliance with Pompey, who abandoned Mesopotamia to the  
Parthians (Die. Cass. mvd. 45, Sr; APPS, XitIr. το4 i  Liv. 
£pit. too). But Pompey soon overrode th. treaty; he acknow-
ledged the elder Tigranes, took his son prisoner, occupied the  
vassal states Gordyene and Οsro8τιε for the Romaus, and denied  
the title of "king of kings," which Phraates had adopted again,  
to the Partblan king (Plat. Fees,. 33,  38; Dio. Cass. xxxvii.  
ς seq.). About 57 Phraates was murdered by his two sons,  
Orodea I. and Mithradates III.  

4. Ρπaiuτas IV., son of Orodes I., by whom he was appointed  
successor in 37 s.c., after the death of Pacorus. He soon  
murdered his father and all his thirty brothers Austin xlii. ςΡ;  
Plut. Craor. 33; Dlo Cass. xlix. 23). He was attacked in 36  
by Antonius (Mark Antony), who marched through Armenia  
into µedla Atropatene, and was defeated and lost the greeter  
part of his army. Believing himself betrayed by Artavasdes,  
king of Armenia, he invaded his kingdom in 34, took him prisoner,  
and concluded a treaty with another Artavtsdea, king of Atro-  
paten. But when the.war with Octavlanus Augustus broke  
out, he could not mainta)n hΙ conquests; Phraatea recovered  
Atropatene and drove Artaxes, the son of Artavasdes, back  
into Armenia (Die. Case. xlix. 24 eqq., 39 seq., 44;  cf. Ii. r6;  
Plut. AMeninu, 37 seq.). But by his many cruelties Phraates  
had roused the indignation of his subjects, who tamed Tiridates 

 H. to the throne hi 32. Phi-sates was restored by the Scytbiaus,  
and Tiridates fled Into Syria. The Romans hoped that Augustus  
would avenge the defeat of Crasaus on the Pa τthiaus, but he  
contented himself with a treaty, by which Phraates gave back  
the prisoners and the conquered eagles (so s.c., Mon. Anc. ςΡ,  
40 sqq.; Justin chi. ); the kingdom of Armenia also was reoog-  
nixed as a Roman dependency. Soon afterwards Phraates,  
whose greatest enemies were his own family, sent five of his sons  
as hostages, to Augustus, thus acknowledging his dependence  
on Rome. This plan he adopted on the advice of an Italian  
concubine whom he made his legitimate wife under the name  
of "the goddess Muss "; her son P%naates, commonly called  
Phraataces (a diminutive form), be appointed successor. About  
4 s.c. he was murdered by Musk and her seat aosegh.  AaL 
xviii. 2,4)'  

. Pimmas V., or PSVAATACt8, the younger son of Phraates  
IV. and the "goddess Musa," with whom he is associated on  
his coins. Under him a war threatened to break out with  
Rome about the supremacy in Armenia and Media. But when  
Augustus sent his adopted son Gains Caesar into the east fs  

order to invade Partbla, the Parthlans preferred to τοuc)tυde  a 
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treaty (a.o. ;), by whiń  eree's gain Armenia was recognised as  
in the Ronan sphere (Die. Cass. Iv. το; Vdlelus il. tot). Seen  
after Pbrsstaces and his mother were slain by the Paetbians,  

about an. 5 (Joseph. Anf. xviii. t, »). (Εσ. M.)  
PERAIHZA. OBORGB [Gnoaotoe Ρswιτsra] (1401-c.1477),  

the last Byzantine historian, was born in Constantinople At  
an early age he became secretary to Manuel 11. Palseologus, in  
r432 protovestiariva (greet chamberlain), in i"6 preselect of  
Sparta, and subsequently great logothete (chancellor). At the  
capture of Constantinople by the Turks (1453)  be fell into their  
bends, but managed to escape to Peloponnaus, where he  
obtained protection at the court of Thomas Palaedogus, despot  
of Achaca. After the downfall of the Peloponnesian princes  
(1460) Phant=a retired to the monastery of Tarchaniotes in  
Corfu. Here he wrote his Cbosicle, containing the history of  
the house of the PalsaologI from 1258- ια76. It is a mat  
valuable authority for the events of his own times.  

Editions by I. Bekker (,88) in the Corpse scńµwi'm hid, byes,  
gad 1. 3. P. Migne. Pekd.gm raero,  εhvi; am also C. Kxumbacber,  
GuιAickk der bysaadiaiτdka LWaafs,' (ι897).  

PRRAOR1 Μ1, the Greek form of Proaadish, king of Media.  
According to Herodotus (i. tea) he was the son of Deloces, and  

began the Median conquests. He first subjugated the Persians,  
and then a grit many other peoples of Asia, till at Wt he  
attacked the Assyrians, but was defeated and killed in a battle,  

after a reign of twenty-two years (about 646-deg s.c.; but  

perhaps, as G. Rawlinson supposes, 1he fifty-three years of  

Deioces ought in reality to be transferred to him). From other  
sources we obtain no information whatever about Phraortca;  

but the data of the Assyrian inscriptions prove that Aawr-bani-
pal (see Baaviowia win Assists), at lent during the greeter  
part of his reign, maintained the !ssyzian supiemaLy in Western  

Asia, and that in 645 he conquered Suss. The Medians too were  
subject tο him as fez as the Elburs and the central Iranian  
desert.  

When after the saaaasination of Smerdis all the Iranian tribes,  
the Babylonians and the Armenians rebelled against Darius  
and the Persian rule, "a man of the name of Fravartisb (i.e.  
Phraortcs), a Mede, rebelled in Media and spoke to the  
people thus: I am Khshath ń ta, of the family of Avakbehatra  
(Cyazaru)." He reigned for a abort time, but was defeated by  
lydaτna, and afterwards by Darius himself, taken prisoner  

in Rhagae (Rai), and executed in Ecbatan& (520 ac.; see  
Inscription of Darius at Behistun). (Fr. M.)  

PRREROWGY, (from Gr. 48*, mind, and )4yοs, discourse),  
the name given by Thomas Ignatius,,Forster to the empirical  
system of psychology formulated by F. J. Gall, and developed  
by his followers, especially by J. S. Spurzbeim and G. Combe,  
by whom it was named " canio σcορυ," " craniology, '  

physiognomy" or " zaoαomy.' The principles upon which  
it is based are five: (z) the brain Is the organ of the mind;  
(a) the mental powers of man can be analysed into a definite  
number of independent faculties; (5)  these faculties are innate,  
and each has its seat in a definite region of the surface of the  
brain; (4) the size of each such region is the measure of the  
degree to which the faculty sued in it forms a constituent  
element in the character of the individual; (5) the correspon-
dence between the outer surface of the skull and the contour  
of the brain-surface bencath is sufficiently close to enable the  
observer to recognize the relative sizes of these several organ  
by the examination of the outer surface of the head. It  
professes primarily to be a system of psychology, but its second  
sad more popular claim is that it affords a method whereby the  
disposition and character of the subject may be ascertained.  

Flis4ry.—That the phenomena of mind are in some measure  
connected with the action of the brain has been recognized from  
a very early age of philosophy. It is true that Aristotle'  
describes the brain as the coldest and most bloodless of bodily  
organs, of the nature of water and' earth, whose chief purpose  
is to temper the excessive hit of the heart, as the cooler regions  
of the fizmement condense the vapours rising from the earth.  

• Da pvstiau reins:is t, ii. C.;  (Paris. 1629. p. 986). 	 '  

In his view, as in that of meet of the earlier writers of other  
nations of antiquity, the been is the lest of life; to it, not to the  

brain, the Hebrew writers refer thoughts sod adeetions, while  
they considered judgment as sated sometimes in the head,  
sometimes in the kidneys' This was likewise the teaching of  
the ancient Egyptian philosophy; and hence, while many sites  
were practised and prayers ofiened for the preservation of the  
been of the deceased, there wetS none for the conservation of  
the brain! We learn from Diogenes Laett ώ s ,  that Pythagoras  
held more ten orate physiological views, as he taught that the  
mind and the intellect have their mat In the bαiπ. The theory  
of Hippocrates was Pythagorean rather than, Aτύ totdά n, for,  
although in one passage in his wank De'aids he a peesies himself  
doubtfully, yet elsewhere he clearly states that he coodderι the  
brain to be the index and messenger of the intellect.1  The  
cerebral seat of sense-perception is oho aught by P αιο vhs  
puts into the mouth of Socrates the theory that the brain is the  
organ affected by the senses, whereby memory and opinion arise,  

and from whence knowledge springs. The clsa.Ic poets abs  
notice this dependence of mind on brain; for example, in the  
Clouds (v. r:76) Strepaindes accuses Amynias of not being in  
his right mind, and, on being asked why, responds, "You seem  
to me as if you bad bade concussion of the barn."  

The two founders of anatomical sdence, Erasiatratus and  
Herophflus, who lived in the days of Ptolemy Soter, taught net  
only that the brain was the seat of sensation and of intellect,  
but also that there was therein a certain degree of localization  
of function. Eraaistrstua believed that the sensory nerves arose  

from the brain-membranes, the motor from the cerebral sub-
stance. Herophilus was apparently the first who held that the  
vital forces resided in and circulated from the ventricles of the 

 brain, at least so we gather from Celsua and the other *ethers  
who have preserved his views. By the influence of the writings  
of Galen' which directly teach that the b^ma is the seat of sod  
and intellect the Pythagorean doctrine prevailed among the later  
philosophers. According to the Galenical theory the animal  
spirits have their origin in the ventricles of the brain, and pass  
into the heart from which they are conveyed by the arteries  
through the body. Galen in one place (viii. 159) refers their  
origin to the brain-substance, but the ventricular theory was that  
adopted by his followers, some of whom suggested that there was  
some relation between the shape of the held and the character  
sad disposition of the mid.' The Arabian physicians Averroca'  
and Rhazesi adopted the Galenical doctrine and developed the  
hypothesis of a fourfold ventricular localization of faculties,  
which the Greeks had originated. Avicenna" added to these a  
fifth region. Such of the early Christian authors as referred in  

* Ia the Chaldee portion of Daniel (IL a8, iv. 5, vii. t) visions and  
thoughts are referred to the head. For other partkulaas as to early  
views see Name on the psychical relations of the heart in ZoLisckr J. 
payιkiκlw Aerrfa (18,8). voi. i. A few of the titer medical writers  
espnns'imilarviewa;seeSantaCruz,Qpweslnaasdke,Madrid(iba4).  

Book ο;  alike 
e
d.  Cube  ch. 

t, Pa^ 
ίs (t  85 ο),

p. 4  v 	 211,—φplwr it ad lei., '5   úi. 30: el. Cobe^s (^ 80).  

τi ; 
^  sacra, on 0 ed. Kuhn, L 6m seq.: also Epid.'  m. 

824. Among later writer Licetua of Genoa taught the co-extennos  
of soul and body, upon which subject he wrote two books (Padua,  
6ι6). In this coimczion may be noted a curious work by Sdegkius.  

Dialogs, de eaimae pńscipeis, ristetetis M Gυka, ralwawes peαfereια  
gaits: ilk cordi, kit arcbrσ, prindpsiaseaiirikasl (Febingan.  ‚542). 

• Pbardo, Valpy s ed. 1833, eh. xlv., p. 1a& See also  tulles 
Bib'. mutt. i. yo.  

' Dr tux pwrinee, ed. Kuhn, Iii. 700.—?&t dv sit l&eidlff'. gee  
sir keγarru4r 4"χ4a sia.ie & /7.481, eel m lea jeχs &. 0,  city  
.φ,fχ ae ι visaek . See she v. a88, viii. '59, Χν. 360, In his 
Deβnitioπw amdirae (467, xix. y he says that the brain has  a 
jιχα y iiraµ's, but does not sρec,[γ in what part the power inheres.  

• See Paulus Argineta. Stephen s ed. '56j, cap. 62. col. $3. also 
Al ark's, Ds gciiooiibs, et affeιiibas spύ iiss asnsalss (Pam, 15,56),  
ρ.22, C. 7. 

• Cosu.est. is A riat; Latin tr. (Venice,  ιο).  νi.  7} 
0 " Tmaginatlo quidem in doubus ventricults anterioribus  

perficitur. Cogitatio vero in ra=dio expktur. Memories autein  
posterioeum poesidet ventricular." De re audits. Chard's tram.  
(Baeel. 1 554>, 19.  

"Lib. canomi& (1 507). p. 1q, and De sαtnrelibue, e. 6.  
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their siftings to the relation of soul to body natareny adopted  
the teaching of Gaiea which they accommodated to their  
theology, thereby cnnferriag οα it as importance which rendered  
correction difficult. Tertulliant in a sense expresses his belief  
in a theory of localization as also at a later period does Thomas  
Aquinas.'  

Early in the 13th century Albertns Μagαud gave •detailed  
description of the dist ń bution of mental and psychical faculties  
in the head. The anterior region he assigned to judgment, the  
middle to imagination, and the posterior t ο memory. A some-
what similar allocation was made by Gordon, professor of  
medicine in Montpellier (1296)! who assigned common sensation  
and the reception of impressions to the anterior cornea of the  
lateral ventricles, planlasio to the posterior, this power being  
two-fold (isragiaalisa sad wgilalisa), judgment or aeslimalise  
to the third ventricle, end memory to the fourth.• Figures of a  
similar division were given by Petrus Montagnane• and I.odo- 
vico Deicer still later by Ghixadelli of Bologna and by Theodore  
Gall of Antwerp.' That the "vital spirits" resided in the  
ventricles was doubted by many, and denied by a few of the  
anatomists of the 17th century. G. Bauhin itt 1621 * attacked  
the old view, and Hpffmazm of /shod showed that, as the  
ventricles were ciosed cavities, they could not transmit any  
material υld. That these spirits existed at all was doubted by  
Alexander Benedictus u Plater," and a few others; but they were  
believed is by the great majority of 17th and even of 18th century  
medical writers, many of whοπ cοpctiνed that the ventricles  
were sιmρer pki,i ι$ιΗόa animelib jamend&  sii'ilibiis, 
quorum bewe)fcfi ι isklligimas, sending:, et mowmms,u and the  
opponents of this view were strongly assailed by J. Riolan and  
others as revolutionary. Cοlumbusu ridiculed the idea that  
the convoluted surface as have anything to do with intellect,  
as the ass, a proverbially stupid animal, has a convoluted cere-
brum. According to his view, the convolutions are for the  
purpose of lightening the brain and facilitating its movements.  
The grey matter of the surface of the cerebrum was recognized  
as the true dynamic element by M. Malρίghi" and Τ. Willis."  

De anima, cxiv. (ed. Franeler, ^$97), p. 268.  
• Summa ά eeleιiαe, ed. Migne, I. 1094,  1126-7. Ρroehaska and  

his translator, Laycok (Mini end BraIn. 1i. ι ), charge Du 
Scotus with holdb ιg ibis view; probably he did, but 	

ns 
ut he dαs not  

express it, as be simply us-cliee the cerebrum and its root, the  
spinal cord, se the source of the nerves along which asaaory impulses  
travel. Cemmtcl. de skima, i. 515  (Leiden, 1657).  

Ι Οjerα. iii. 124. vi. 20 (Leiden, 1651).  
' Liiium mrdinurwe, rot (Venice, 1494)•  
• Avi ienn s dish reties is'interposid between 480(61αΊί  ^ and  

4eJlilerlim (De nmsrelrbrr, C. vi.). Thomas Aquinas combines the  
last two, which he says are possessed by the same emmenco On  
the other hand, he says of retie $riicsilaris, •' medic; asstgeant  
determinatum organum, scilicet medium psrtem espitis" ( i.  tuob).  

i Fhysio'rn'mia (Padua. 1491).  
• Dialogo ed grate si regime del mods di aarescr ń  e cementer b  

seer.'. 27 (Venice. 1562).  
• Fkysiogilem ιe, 1670.  
• Tabslaa eksient. £'&1liidi (Rome, 16321.  
" Theetr. •sat. (Basel, 1621, iii. 314); Caspar Rotfmann. Ds use  

tιrebri (Leipzig, 16,9). See also Spigelius, De corp. huma,ei fa.briw, 
296 (Amsterdam. 1645); Varolius (1591), ρ. 6 t Wepfer. Huιστίατrm 
a plιUiιaram ροtis$imrm atal σnriaι subjιctor ιιmanιίαeιυm (Amster-
dam, 1681). See also many of the anatonmkal works of this age,  
such as those of Fernmi, Cabrol, Argentcrius, R οΙό αck, &c.  

"Alexander Benedictus. Aaakm,ca, vol. cal. (βascΙ. 1527). Quer-
ceeanus is said by I.aycock (following Prochaaka )to have assailed this  
doctrine of spirts; on what ground is not apparent, as he certainly  
expresses himself as a believer in the old view; we Tdbas n eiss.  
lairs capihli spot. x. 89 (Marburg, 1606), Possibly J'rochaa&a may , 
allude to an obscure mesa a in the work of the other Quercetanus  
(Eustachius). Ac,aemato, is librum Hippocralis. p. 14 ( 	1. 15491,  
not to the better-known Jesenhar Axmemacus; but he gives no  
refesence.  

h oper.  emi. 52, 8' (Basel, 1625).  
is Jodis  Opera eler<ia, 22 (Amsterdam, 1663).  
N De re araloarka, p. 350 (Fiaakfort. ι5g  
se " ξηrt de rrbto at core. cures. ad  raceretur;" is  

vmi. ii. (Genie'.',, wα, 1685).  
" Di anima brsdarwm, p. 71 (Oxford, 1677). " 	ραιtiεulae 

tillssinsee. sρbitm anitmales dktae, mutts istarum subetant,as  

cordεales ge s subeii*sts, exinds is aulusque medituiia." &c.;  
also p- 76  sq•  

The latter ie ωded the cerve:Wed surface of the cerebrum  aS 
the seat of the memory and the will, the convolutions being  
intended to retain the animal spirits for the various sets  of 
imagination and memory. Imagination he described as seated  
in the eespus allonum, .euso-puception in the corpus striatum,  
and fmpdw d psfwbatfoin the basal parts of the cerebrum above  
the cram. The tńalaml be regarded as the centres of sight and  
the eeκbellυm of involuntary acts. Succeeding maatomists  
simply varied these kcalisstiona according tο their respective  
f,ndes, G. M. Undid placed .eiwsjterceptlon in the corpus  
callasum, R. Vietmeas in the antrum ovals major. R. Descartes  
supposed the soul to be seated in the pines) gland, others in the  
braln.commisurei sqiedally the ions Varolil." Meyer con-
sidered abstrict Ideas to arise In the cerebellum, and memory  
to have its seat at the roots of the nerves."  

01 later writes three deserve special notice, as having largely  
prepared the way for the mere modern school of ρbrenοlogγ.  
J. A. Vases, of Milk, in his week on physiology extended the  
pr-existing theories of localization.'Metzger,° twenty years  
before the publication of Procbis&s week, bad proposed to  
make a series of obeervatioes en the anatomfal characters  of 
the brains of persons of marked intellectual peculiarity; but  
apparently he did net airy this into effect. In a. more special  
manner Prochaska of Vienna may be looked upon as the father  
of phrenology, as in his work *0 the nervous system, published  
in Vienne in 1784, are lobe found the germs of the late views  
which were propounded in that city twelve yeas Liter."  

The system formulated by Gall (g.s.) is thus a modern espan-
sion of an old empirical philosophy, and its immedinte parentage  
is easily traced, although, according to Gall's account, it was  
with him the result of independent observations. These, be  
tells us, he began to make at an early age, by learning to correlate  
the outward appearances and mental qualities of his school-
fellows. Gall's first published paper was a letter in the DeWeeher  
Merkur of December 1798, but his p ń nciρel expositions were  
oral, and attracted much popular attention, w)nich Increased  
when, in 0802, be was commanded by the Austrian government,  
at the instance of the ecclesiastIcal authorities, to discontinue  
his public lectures. In 1804 he obtained the co-operation of  
Spurzhelm 0776-1830, a native of Longwich, near Trves, who  
became his pupil in ι8oa, and proved a powerful ally In pro-
mulgating the system Master and pupil at first taught in  
harmony, but they found it advisable to separate In 1813; and  
we find Spurzheim, cνeτal years after their parting, declaring  
that Gall had not introduced any improvements into his system  
since their separation (notes to Checevir, p. 99). "My philoso-
phical views," he also says, "widely differ from those of Gall."  

In Paris, where he settled in 1807, Gall made many influential  
converts to his system. F. J. V. Broumais, H. M. D. de Blai υ  
ville, H. Cloquet. G. Andral, E. Geofroy St-Hilaire, Vimont and  
others adapted it and ce υntemaneed its progress. Gall visaed  
Great Britain. but the diffusion of phrenology here was chiefly  
due to Spurzheim, who lectured through the country and through  
America, and with the aid of his pupil, George Combe, attracted 

 a large popular following. His moat influential disciples were  
J. Elliotson, Andrew Combe, Sir G. S. Mackenzie, R. Macfish,  
T. Laycock and Archbishop R. Wń ately, and in America Caldwell  
and J. Godman. On the opposite side many influential men  
took up a strongly antagonistic position, prominent among whom  
wen 3. Barclay the anatomical, P. M. Roget, Sir Chula Bell,  
Sir W. •lamilLo,, F. Jeffrey, H. P. Brougham, Τ. Brown end Sir  
Β Breda. The nature of the system rendered it eminently fitted  
to catch public attention, and it rapidly attained to so great a '  

Fechner, Takm's do Ρην.8σpkys ίh, ii 396.  
"Some of the medieval views were very fanciful, tbm Shahbahai  

lx Abraham, the ending Jewish water on medicine (d. Α.Ώ . 959),  
thought that the spiń t of life has its seat us the bsisa.mambmni  
expanded over the brain and subanehno ń l fluid, as the Shelń nah  
in the heavens arched ova the earth and wales,. See Dee Messed  
ale Guises Ebesbiid, ed. Jellinek (Leiprig, 1854). and CCseslk,  
Cιsπusar (Florence. 1'880).  * Vetmi skle ddeiais'hi Sab ιΩfens (5764).  i.  58.  

*See Laycock'i trans in Syde,i& Seciehy's l'sib. {a8yλ  
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Other burlesque and satirical writings were published at this  
time, notably The P a farce by Wade 0830); lb Head-
plow, or FMeadogy ^m D ώ i α RσekIien, by James the Less;  
end A Hatnrd fa Ha ιdpiw ι, 

 

or Fheewdagy iawmpo&ilk wild  
Rmaσπ, by Βααωi the Seer.  

For tοροgraρb ιΡcal purposes Brea's Hare ere adopted as the  
sect convemeat for lacaiitiea on the head.  

a Ap01binies Rhodius speaking of the love of -Modes We Jason  
(Argoisoatico, iii. 760-765) stye 	σs f &v δ eασe Morbid.  

d' dot n ρ' d5Ζ, ,tdzowa ilea ypdr, 645 ‚sir low eat "Nsh*,,  8;6  
.mares ιΡ.b gααw, .. .  

ι. Pbilopregenitivaee. (Anew de le png Ιeht), median, on  
the quama occipiti., and selected as the organ for the love of  
children because this part of the skull is usually more prominent  
in ape and in women, in whom the love of children is asppoaod  
to be stronger than in men.  

. Concentrativeneoo, below the obelies and over the l υnbda.;  
This is a region of uncertain function, unnoticed by Gad but de-
scribed as lnhabitivenew b Spurxbeim, because he fουn^ it large 
in cats and in a clergyman find of his borne. It has since been con-
sidered by Combo to be the seat el the power of conoe πttań on,  
whereof he believed lahabitive πεaι to be a special rose.  

4- 
 

Adhesiveness (Amitii), over the lateral area of the lambdoidal  
suture.. This region was prominent in a lady Introduced to Cad  

as a model of friendship, and I. said by him to be the swgion where  
min . who are closely ttached put their heeds togeth 

5. Combativeness (1 	
er. 

'WinU de in defines), above tbe esterion; it  
was found by Gall by examining the heads of the most quarrelsome  
of his low companions whom be had beforehand stimulated by  
alcohol. it was verified by comparing this region, with the same  
pest el the bad of a quuartelsom. yauog lady.  

6. DestructIveness (Z*SIIIICS canmι,fb), above the ear meatus.  
Τh .  is the widest part of the skulls of carnivorous animals. and  
was found large in the had of a student so fond of torturing animals  
that he became a aur'eon, also large in the had of an apothecary  
who became an executioner.  

6a Alimentivenesa, over the temporal muscle and above the  
ear. Hoppe decń bes it as being large in a gourmand acquaintance,  
and be therefore supposes it to be the origin of selαting food. 

7. Secretiveness (Raw, Fiatsw), the posterior rut d the squnin-
mis suture.  

8. Acquisitiveness ($e, dmewt di is Pro 	on the upper edge 
of the front half of the squamοus suture. This part of the bead Gall  
noticed to be prominent in the pickpockets of his acquaintance.  

9. Constructiveness (Seas ds mkhaniqud, on the stephanion:  
detected by its prominence on the heads of persons of mechanical  
genius. it was found large on the had of a milliner of uncommon  
taste and on a skull reputed to be that of Raphael.  

The organ of Vitativenaa, or love of life, is supposed by Combo  
to be sated at the bas of the skull. To this locality  Herophilus 
referred most of the intellectual powers.  

Lowe Sealiwett.  

ιa Seli-esteem -( 	; fiend), at and immediately over the  
obelies; found by Gall in a beggar who mused his poverty  on 
account of his pride. Ί 'bis was confirmed by the oheesvatuon that  
proud persona held their beds backwazds in the line of the °men.  

tt, love of ten (V.s,sd), outside the obebon• the  
region in which Ga ll saw s protuberance on the head of s lunat ίo  
who fancied herself queen of France.  

12. Cautiousness (Cirwas$cb,m). on the parietal eminence;  

placed hex, because an ecclesiastic of bent-acing diw--'.4 saul 
a vacillating cosmcillor of state had both large p petal emiiaam.  

degree of 1)09,4rity that in 18;2 these were twenty-ole. pbreno.  
logical societies in Greet Brltaia, end several journals devoted  

to phrenology in Britain and Ameń cs; of these the Pkmeokgkal  

Jownal, a quarterly, edited chielly by George Combo with aid  
from others of the Edinburgh coolraternity, notably Sir George  
Mackenzie and Mammish. "the modern Pythagoenan," lived  
from 1853 to 1847,  through twenty vdumes. The controversy  
In many platy was heated and often personal, and this largely  
increased the populat interest. In the £d'shnrgb Renew the  
theory was severely criticized by Thomas Brown, and afterwards  
Ina still more trenchant manner by Jeffrey. In Bfacbieood it  
was ridiculed by Professor John Wilson, Being a subject which  
lent itself easily to burlesque, it was parodied cleverly in a long  
rhyme by two authors," The Craniad," 87 pages long, published  

in 0817, while, οn the other band, verse was pressed into its  
service in the rhyme "Phrenology is Edinburgh" in 1824.'  
The best defence of the system was that by Ch.nevixln the third  
number of the Foreign Quarieriy. afterwards reprinted with notes  
by Spuraheim.  

Τhι F'stisilks awd Weir L σι liιies. Τhe syaledi of Cell was  
constructed by a method of pure empiricism, and his so-called  
organs were for the most part identified on slender grounds.  
Having selected the place of a faculty, be examined the heeds of  
his friends and casts of persons with that peculiarity in common,  
and in them he sought for the distinctly, feature of their charac-
teristic trek. Some of his ea sier studies were made among low  
associates, in gaol and is lunatic asylums, and some of the  
qualities located by him were such as tend to become perverted  
tο crime. These be named alter their uceseive mahifeslatlons,  
mapping out organs of murder, theft, &c.; but as this cast some  
discredit on the system the names were changed by Spurzbeim,  

• who claimed as his the moral and religions considerations  
associated with it. Gall marked out on his model of the bead  
the places of twenty-six organs as round enclosures with vacant  
interspaces. Spuerheim and Combo divided the whole scalp  
into oblong and conterminous patches (see the accompanying  
figures). Other methods of division and other names have been  
suggested by succeeding author, especially by Cox, Sidney  
Smith (not Sydney), Toulmin Smith, K. G. Carus of Dtesden,  
Don Mariano Cubi i Solar, W. B. Powell of Kentucky, J. R.  
Buchanan of Cincinnati, Hitici of New York. Some, like  
the brothers Fowler, raise the number of organs t ο forty-three;  
but the system of Spurzheim and Combo is that which boa  
always been most popular in Britain.  

Spurabeim separated the component faculties of the human  
mind into two greet groups and subdivided these as followL-

1. Feelings, divided into-- 
, 	1. Propensities, internal Impulse, inviting only to certain  

actions  
2.'Sentimenfs, impulses which prompt to emotion as well.  

as to action.  
.. issuer—thee cesamon to man and the lower animal..  

Β. Higher—these proper to men.  
lLtntellectuai faculties.  

ι. Perceptive faculties.  
a Reflective faculties  

In the following list the locality and the circumstances of the  

first recognition of the organ are appended ιο the names, which  
are mostly the inventions of Sparzheim. Gall's names are placed  
in bracketsa  

Ρropen τities  
t. Amativenese (lssfisct Is le gέπdsσασι), median, below the  

inioπ; first determined by Gall from its het in an hysterical wd οw,  
sappσκd to be eaιfirmed by many obeerrat ίοes, end refete d to  
the cerebellums  
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1 bone in  

(r 	 the heed  
of 	 is a bone.  
vi 	 rhen they  

tl mowers.  
14. Veneration (Bennis κ ,&gseux), median at the bregma.  

Gall noted whe'r visiting churchea that those who prayed with the  

grettest fervour were prominent in this region, and it was also  
prominent in a pious brother.  

i5. Constieotiousaess, Bciievingoews (Forster) unknown to Gall;.  
iecogniaid by Spmsbesm usually from its dehcicncy, and placed  
between the last and the paneIal eminence.  

:6. Firmness (Fmisd'), median, on the segittal suture from  
behind the bregna tο the front of the obelion. Levater first  
pointed set that persona of detemiination had lofty heads)  

17. Hope, not regarded as primary by Gall, who believed hope  
to b} akin to desire and a function of every faculty which desires  
and left this territory unallocated.  

18. Wonder said to be large in vision-seem and many ps γchic  
researchcts. Á second similar green placed between this and the  
next is celled Mysteń aingmsss by Porster, and is said to be the mat  
of belief in gho ιιls and in the supernatural  

l9. ‚duality (Ροbie), noted.by Gen from its prommence in the  
busts of poets; said to be the part touched by the hand when corn-
posing poetry .  

20. Wit (Esprit eassligue), the frontal eminence, the organ of  
the sense of the ludicrous, prominent in F. Rabelais and J. Swift.  

21. Imiatioπ (Feeble, d'imiter), disposition to mimicry, placed  
between Begavoltnee and Wonder.  

PercepNse Fondues.  
27. individuality, over the frontal sinus In the middle line;  

the capacity a( recognizing external objects απd forming ideas  
therefrom; said to have been large in Michelangelo, απd small in  
the Scota.  

23. Form ςMIswsee des permenses). capacity of rtcοgπizmg face;  
gives a wide interval be(scecn the eyes; found by Gall in a squinting  
girl with a good memory for faces.  

24. Site)  over the trochlea at the °rb ί ml edge; deaen8ied by  
Spursheim and Vimont as the capadty of estimating semi and  
distance.  

25. Wright, outside the last on the orbital edge and, like it,  
over the frontal sinus. The prominence of ridge here is due to  
large sinus or ating bone. Certain old writers, such as Strato 
Phy^cus, located thewhale intellect in this ridge.  

26. Colour, also on the orbital edge external to the last.  
27. Locality (Sens de lecaliίέ ), placed above Individuality on  

each side, and corresponding to the upper part of the frontal sinus  
απd to the region immediately above 0t.  

28. Number, on the external angular process of the frontal bone,  
large in a calculating boy in Vienne.  

29. Order, internal to the last, first rated by Spuraheim in an  
orderly Idiot.  

30, Eventuality (Ybsobs des 'kern), the median ρτοjeetiοπ above  
the gbabelle, supposed to be the Oat of the memory of events.  

31. Time, below the frontal eminence and a little in front of  
the temporal crest.  

32. Tune (Sear deerαρρwrs des bsτ), on,the foremost part of the  
temporal muscle, where Gail noticed a bulge on the heed á a musical  
prodigy of five.  

33. Language (Sews des mali), behind the eye. This was the  
first organ necked by Gall, as a clever schoolfellow, quick at  lan-
guages had prominent eyes. Old authors had noted the con-
ne:ton between prominent eyeballs απd mental development; thus  
Gazsali and Sycnensis Μedicus Cyprius place the in1dΙ ct sad soul  
behind the eyeballs.  

RηΓectiιs Fucidiiu.  

34. Compańson (Segecfl( cesi$iarahee), median, at the top of the  
bare eig'oa  of the forehead, where a mint friend 'of Gall's, find of  
analogies, had a prominent boss.   

yς Causality (Fapril mula$ysiqxe), the eminence on each side  
of Comparison, noticed on the head of Fichte and on a bust of Kant;  
the seat of the faculty of correlating causes and effects.  

The first Identification of each organ was made by an induction  
from very limited data, but the founders and exponents of the  
system have collated all available instances wherein enlaxgemeritsof  
each of these regions coexisted with increased mowers of ti ιe faculty  
supposed to reside therein, and in some tests the have &eared  
coincidences of a surprising nature. When, however, such do not  
exist, a convenient muse is found by reference to the indefinite  
article of temperament, or by a supposed explanation of the faculty  
in question as not simple but produced by the εο-ορerαt ίοηο( other  
influences. Thus, as Sheridan s bump of wit was smell, he is said  
not to have been truly witty; but to have had comparison and  
memory strongly developed. The girl labrome (described in  
Ffruasac's Bsdkhs for October 1831), who exhibited strong amative-
sees but had a rudimentary ce ebellum, is said to have obliterated  

it by over.use. Tbmrtell, s cold-bloeded murderer, when organ  of 
bsnevoience was large, is said to have been generous, as he once gave  
half-a-guine& to, friend. &c.  

The method whereby the sizes of organs are estimated is arbitrary  
and the boundaries of the regions indefinite. The attempts of Nicol.  
Straton and Wight to devise mechanical and accurate modes  
of measurement have not been very successful and have not found  
favour with the professional phrenologist.  

Aiiatommkal Aspect eJ Phrsiokgy.--The phrenological con=  
erowersy served the useful purpose of stimulating research into  
the anatomy of the brain; but we owe very little of solid progress  

to the advocates 05 the system Gall is the only writer of his  
creed in whoie works original observations of value are to be  
found, and Dr Β. Holliinder has cited many interesting and care-
fully recorded anatomical and clinical facts in his wń tinge.  
Although the study of the surface of the cerebrum is 01 the  

essence of phrenology, yet nowhere in the circle a( phrenological  
literature are the convolutions of the brain accurately described;  
our knowledge of their order and disposition comes from the  
morphologist, not from the phrenologist. The first real step  
tgwards their systematic descτiρtiοπ was made by L. R olando,t  
who in 0830 described the fissure to which his name is attached,  

and very little advance was made until the publication in ι856  
of L. P. Gratiolet's' and Husciike'a' memoirs. These works  
for the first time placed the description of the surface of the brain,  

imperfectly attempted by L. A. Desmoalins in t8rs; on a sail$'  
factory basis.  

A descrietίon of the anatomy of the brain is given under the  
heading halo, so it is nemsary here only to refer to points not  
included in that account.  

n. Any paychological theory which correlates breinactbn and  
mental phenomena requires a correspondence between brain-size  
απd mental power; and, spiking generally, the brains of those  
whose capacities are shove the average are larger than those of the  
general ram of their fellow-men.  

a. Direct measurements of the relative developments of different  

portions of brains are difficult and troublesome to make; but their  
importance to phrenologists is ιο  great that it is remarkable that no  
attempts to obtain any such were made by them. The series given  
by R. Wagner of the relative sizes of the cerebral lobes of four  
brains is almost the only mend of importance in this direction, and  
is appended.  
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From this it appears that the woman exceeded Gauss in pereep-
ive and reflective organs, exceeded Fuchs in sentimen , and (el  

below the workman in propensities. It must be said, however,  
that the pkrenologicel divisions do not accurately coincide with the  
anatomical It would iurnish important physiological data if  
the brains of men distinguished for special qualities were e r mi αd  
in this or some comparable waγ.  

3. It is important in relation to phrenology to ascertain the  
constancy of the convolutions. Many varieties in the detail of  
the surface -pattern. have been recorded by Te chini, Poggi, Gia-
Gem ίηi, N. Rildinger, Cunningham and Sernow,' but the general  
elan is fairly uniform. A still more important question has been  
recently raised by J. N. Langley, viz, how far identical spots on  

i  Delia  Sfra!h'ru dqfi  rsiiisfera crnkali (Turin, 183ο).   
M'nwir' anr isa phis tbtbroκt de Chossis α des pTissstes  (Pails,  

ιelςδ
Sck.ίdd.  1l4n. "d&eI' (Jena. 1856).  
Magendie  and Desmoulins, Anal, do  sysl. aerteix (Paris, i8z5).  

'Renslui rperisesfds di Jreniudia (1883), ϋ . 193; ibid. iv. 4ο3;  
Ar'biij'sor λαlbsp7togis (1879), xi. τ89.  
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identical convolutions is different brains roads of ne vecells with  

Preciκlγ the same coim^x^ns. The convoluted arrangement results 
rom growth of brain-surface under constraint, hence as the different  

tracts of surface undergo proportional overgrowth they may fold  

along different lines The occurrence of small d fferenw in the  

rate of overgrowth, testified to by the varieties of the resulting  

pattern, can hardly fail  ιο  cause considerable alteration in the place  
οf definite territories of grey cells. Some method for the deter-
mination of the limits of these shiftin s oflace isrequired before 
comparisons can be of value as ph  sal data.  

4. The comparison of the rate of growth of brain with the develop-
ment of mental faculties is important not only ιο the phrenologist  
but to the φΡychοΙοgist. Νο observations on this point were made  
by phrenological writers, who only refer to the first and rather  
crude observations of the earlier anatonuats. We have, Λοωeνεr,  
recently learned from the «καπhes of T. L. W. von Bischoff.  
Tucaec, Cunningham, and S. Rxner' many particulars as to the rate  
and progress of brain-growth. At birth the brain weighs one-tenth  
of the weight  of the body, and avernges about tt oz. For the  
first year brain-growth and consequently expansion of the skull  
proceed with groat rapidityy, the growth during a Urge part of this  
period averaging one cubic centimetre daily. This enormous  
increase is chiefly due to the rapid development of medullated nerve-
fibres, which are deficient in the foetal brain. During the second  
and third years growth takes place more slowly, the occipital and 

 parietal lobes increasing more than the frontal or temporo-sphenoidal. 
 During these and the four succeeding yeara the base elongates 

commensurately with the increasing de εppth of the face. In the  
sixth rend seventh yen the frontal lobes grow faster than the  
parietals, and at seven the average brain has attained the weight  
of 1340 grammea, being the weight of the body as s : as In  
the period between seven years απd puberty growth is slight, but  
at puberty the whole brain grown actively, especially the frontal  
lobe. This activity lasts until about eighteen years of age, then  
diminishes; but the average brain does not reach its maximum aim  
until about thirty, from a little after which period the brain tends  
to diminish towards senility.r  

5. The estimation of the relative development of grey sod white  
matter in the several lobe is important to any theory of cerebral  
dynamics which alloeata (unctions specifically diverse to each  
separate part of the brain-surface; but no attempt has been made by  
the phrenologist to obtain mein results in this direction, nor even  
to determine the phys ical constants of the two forms of brain-matter.  
The recently introduced method of Bourgein and B. Danllewski,  
based upon the differing specific gravities of grey and white matter.  
promises to give definite information as to the relative amounts  of 
these forms of brain-matter; but further experiments are needed  
to perfect the metlued. ,  

6. The relations. if any, between the alterations which take place  
in the shape and position of the head and alterations in brain-surface  
have been speculated on by the phrenologist. Broussais is reported  
to have said that his organ of ca'selity had enlarged with increasing  
use, and a list of cues of similar alterations of head-shape is given  
by Deville (P8r's. learn. xiv. ia), most of which are simply age.  
changes, of the kind described by Professor I. Clelaad 	8i 
Trans.. 1870). There are no exact measurements recorded which  
indicate the occurrence of topical increases of a normal brain in  
special direction,coincident with the cultivation of definite faculties.  
All  the so-called cases are given vaguely, with no measurements,  
απd the card iii measurements of George Combo in such use as  
were available to him showed no appreciable alte ηtions in adult  
heads even at long intervals of time (see also Andrew Combs, Pbes.  
Jesus. a. 414).  

7. The phrenological want of knowledge of the topography of  
the brain-surface was necessarily correlated with ign οrrπce of the  
exact relations of the convolutions to the i π tπiοr of the cranial  
bones; these have been carefully worked out by E. Huschke,  Helier. 
W. A. Turner, Cunningham and Reid. Some latitude, however,  
must be allowed in topography, as the enact relation of convolution  
of skull varies with the shape of the skull Giacomini showed that  
the fissure of Rolando is ρeιαρtίblγ farther beck from the coronal  
suture in dolichocepbaiic than in brachycephalic skulls, and it is still  
farther back in the extreme boat-shaped form of long-beadednean.  
Facet shows that there is a slight topographical difference in the  
two sexes (A ,x& ( Α*&bLp., t882, xiν. Se), and in the heads of these  
with a symmetrically-shaped skull there is often a want of lateral  
symmetry of convolution. Artificial deformations likewise alter  
the topographical relations of convolutions, and have sewed not a  
little to puzzle the phrenologist. Thus, the artificial dolichocephsly  
of the Caribs having bulged the sgnama occipitis, they decided that  
these people must be amiable lovers of children.' &c.  

τ ' Ncardogi sales CizIralblaIi (ι883),  p. 457.  
s Weiabaclh, Med. Jabbucb.  der k. Gr'l ι^k,  di, Anita,  xvá ι33  

(Vienna,  186g); Merkel,  Bededgea. part ιesbey σsσks Esslioickdaiig  sic:  
mmckl. S ckddd  (Bonn, 1882);  Calori,  Mess. de  i'anoid. di Βσ(σ{πα  
ι87ι). L 3,ς. Cunningham,  Ciiamngkem Υesasfι, Royal Irish  

 Cnsiralfkg  (1680), No. ι4:  Βιίδdςα απ Biakgie  (Stuttgart '882).  
• Μαπίηι tells us that the  Carilis castrate their own children,  

8. The existence of structural differences between different arms  
of cerebral surface is important  to any theory of amebeai Itcaliz .  
lion, but no phrenologist has given usany original brimmed°. Gs this  
point. Since the investigation of J. G. F. ΒαiΙΙargeτ 'and Reno-  
Lewis it has been shown that some local di ieteatiat ισas cl smuctise  
do really exist. Thus in the convolutions around the fissure d  
Rolando the ganglioncells of the fourth layer are of large size 
cells of Betz), and in the convolutions of the tempn'o-apbeneidal lobe  
a layer of small angular cells (granuk.celis) is interposed between the  
larger pyramidal and the ganglion-cells, so that, while in the parts  
of the brain above the fissure οf Sylvius the grey cortex is for the  
most part five-layered, below and behind that hunt a ills ιiπ4ay πd  
There is no abrupt passage from the one to the other, the only mddes  
transition of structure of the grey cortex being at the h iispoenmpsi  
sukus; and giant-cells, although of smaller size, sad kw like those  
of the anterior cornu of the spinal cord, are scatteimi over other  
parts of the cerebral grey matt. 5  

Other local variations in structure have been described by Ellice  
Smith and other histologist..  

The teaching of anatomy with regard to phrenology may be  
summarized thus: (t) the rte of growth of brain is•concurrent  
with the rate οf dev,lopment of mental faculty; (a) there is some  
degree of structural differentiation as there are varying rates  of 
development of different parts of the cerebral surface; (3) there is  
no scoprdance between the regions of Galt and Spursheim and definite  
areas of cerebral surface.  

Pbyslalo`ica! Aspcd.—The theory of some of the older meta-
physicians, that the mind, in feeling and reflection, makes use  
of no material instrument is not now accepted by paychologists.  

It was advanced by Brougham and Jeffrey as against the theory  
of phrenology; but the doctrine that the brain is the organ of  
the mind is now universally received. While it is probable that  

certain molecular changes in the grey matter aye antecedents  
or concomitanta of mental phenomena, the precise nature of  
these processes, ιο  what extent they take plate, or bow they vary  

among themselves have not as yet been determined experi.  

mentally; the occurrence of the change can only be demonstrated  
by some such coarse method as the altered pulsation of the carotid  
arteries,' the increase of the temperature of the had,' the  
abstraction, during brain-action, of blood from other organs es  

shown by the plethysmograph, or the formation of lecithin std  

other products of metabolism in brain-substance. As yet no  
light has been shed on the connexion between the molecular  

changes in the nerve-cell and the phenomena of thought sad  
feeling. While our knowledge of the anatomy of the brain,  

capeciaflyof the grey nuclei and of the white bands uniting them,  

has in recent yeas become much more accurate (ace articles  

Bxaum and Μιscιε aim Ntave), our knowledge of the physiology  
of the nerwcentresisstill indefinite and fragmentary, even when  

the utmost allowance is made for the experimental work of  

C. S. Sherrington, A.S.F. Grinbaum, F. Colts and others; and  

the hypotheses relat ίyg to the division of labour in the ner νe-
centres fs chiefly based on anatomical structure. Certain  

masses of grey nerve-matter situated in the spinal cord and  
medulla oblongata are so linked by nerve-cords to organs outside  
the nervous system which are set apart for the discharge of  

separate functions that they obviously form parts of the  

mechanism for the fulfilment of such functions. In cases whew  

these can be subjected to experiment we learn that they are  
nervous centres presiding over the discharge of such functions;  
and it has been determined by experiment, or else deduced  
from anatomies( structure, that in these lower parts of the  

nervous centres which are more directly connected with the  

segmental elements of the body there is a certain localization  

of function; hence the centres of pelvic actions, of respiration.  
cardiac action, and inhibition of verso-meta influence, degiuli'  

tion, accretions, &c., can be mapped out in ascending series. As  

certain of these centres are united by bands of fibres to the larger  

fatten and eat them, an abuse of the os-gail of philoprogenitivmiemi;  

see also Garcilaso de is Vega, 1(1s4. des laws. 1 12,  
' Μd... de 1'nec'. de mMeciac (iheo).  viii. tip.   

For further particulars of structure, in addition to the euihniS  
quoted at i 878, see Bevan-Lewis and Clark, P.R.S.. (‚878). and  
Phil. Trans. (1880 and 1882).  

'See Eugέne Cloy. " Sur lea conditions physiologsques de is  
pence." in A rckiws dc physioloaio (1881). p.  742.  

5 J. S. Lombard, N. Y. Ms-if. Jwrn αl (June 1867). and Rx$riuwu'15'  
Resennkcs ere Ike Regional Tcmpnanue of 4k. 'lend (Lcndon, 1812),  
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and higher-lying grey portions of the nervous centres there is  
an a priori presumption in favour of the extension of this principle  

of localization. This has been premised on metaphysical as well  

es on anatomical grounds A. Β. Sonnet long age believed each  
portion of the brain to have a specifically separate function, and  
Herbert Spencer has said that "no physiologist can long resist  
the conviction that different parts of the- cerebrum subserve  
digerent kinds of mental action. Localization of function Is the  

lac of all organization; separateness of duty Is universally  

stcompanied with separateness of structure, and it would be  
marvellous were an exception to exist in the cerebral hemispheres.  

Let it be granted that the cerebral hemispheres are the seats  

of the higher psychical activities; let it be granted that among  

these higher p.ycbicsl activities there are distinctions of kind  

which, though net definite, are yet practically recognizable, and  
it cannot be denied, without going in direct opposition to  
established physiological principles, that these more or less  

distinct kinds of psychical activity must be carried on in more  
or less distinct parts of the cerebral hemisphere."  

' Fora masterly review of the old sad the new association and  

localization theories, see W. Wundt'ι Gr mdnip dun yτέοισρκkea  
Psy'hdogse, I. 289 eqq.; also the same author's E.ssays, Leipzig  
(ι888). ρρ. 109 sqq. •  

There is a large weight of evidence in favour of the existence  

of some form of localization of function. So little is known of  
the physical changes which underlie ρsychiφl phenomena, or  
indeed of the succession of the psychical processes themselves,  

that, we cannot as yet judge as to the nature of the mec δaaism  
of these centres. So much of the psychic work of the individual  
life consists in the interpretation of sensations and the translation  
of these into motions that there are strong a priori grounds  
for expecting to find that much of the material of the nerve-
centres is occupied with this kind of work, but in the present  
conflict of experimental evidence it is safer to suspend judgment.  

That these local areas are not centres in the sense et being  

indispensable parts of their respective motor apparatuses is  

clear, as the function abolished by ablation of s part returns,  
though tardily, so that whatever superintendence the removed  

region exercised apparently becomes assumed by another part  

of the brain.' Experimental physiology and pathology, by  
suggesting other functions for parts Of the brain-wrface, are  
thus directly subversive of many details of the phrenology of  

Gall and Spurzbeim.  
Psychdlotial Asperl.—The fundamental hypothesis which  

underlies phrenology ass system of mental science is that mental  

phenomena are resolvable into the manifostations of a group of  
separate faculties. A faculty is defined as "a convenient  

expression for the particular states into which the mind enters  
when influenced by particular organs; it is applied to the feelings  

as well as to the intellect, thus the faculty of benevolence mess+  

every mode of benevolence induced by the organ of benevolence"  

(Comte). In another work the same author says it is "used  
to denote a particular power of feeling, thinking, perceiving,  
connected with a particular part of the brain." Theasaumption  

is contairted in the definition that the exercise of a faculty is the  

physical outcome of the activity of the organ, and in several  
of the standard works this is illustrated by misleading analogies  
between these and other organs; thus the organs of benevolence  
and of firmness are said to be as distinct as the liver and panmres&  
The mind, according to another author, consists of the sum of all  

the faculties In this view the unity of consciousness is some-
what difficult tο explain, and consequently there is assumed  
by others a single unifying substratum, end on this the organs  
are supposed to act; thus thoughts are defined as "relations  

of the simple substance, mind, to certain portions of the en-
cephalon " (Welsh, Phree. Jeers. i. sod). Gall himself believed  
that there was but 'a single principle which saw, felt, tasted,  

heard, touched, thought and willed (Fondioiis ds ceraeas,  
1. 243); and the American exponent of phrenology, Caldwell,  
says 

 
"the mind is as single in its power as it Is in its substance;  

a For cases, see Rochefontaine. Arc hires do Physiologic (1883), 28;  
Bianchi. La Ρdά.ιαιris. I. 97.  

it is c quichedng'mid operating prindple, essential to ell the  

mental faculties, but does not, by say means, poaταa them  
Itself" (Eissscssb, p. ι6). It is not easy to understand the sap.  
cased relation of this bypotbeikal snbste cum to the secants  
faculties acting on it. It must be both immated,I and uncon-
nected with the brain, es the who]. two thousand million cells  

supposed to exist in the cerebral hemispheres are all parcelled  

out among the faculties, and none are left for the sallying sees:  
Each organ is considered as engaged, either independently  

in bringing forth its own product, or collectively with others in  

elaborating compound masts' states, and according to tbeli'  
several degrees of development and activity they are considered  
capable of perceiving, conceiving; recollecting, judging or  
imagining each its own subject. This mechanical conception  
of the division of labour in the'produetlon of the phenomena  

of mind has the charm of simplicity, but is attended with the  
difliculty that arises In discriminating the operations of the  

diffeκηt organ one from the other. Phrenologists are apt to  

be vague respecting the limits of the several faculties, as about  
the boundaries of the separate organs. It was minted out by  
Jeffrey that the lines of demarcation between benevolence,  

adhesiveness and philoprogenitiveness were indeterminate,  

although the organs are not very close, and the same applies  

to other organs.  
It is unfortunate for the dearness of the defnitio ń  that,  

although historically the faculties were the first phenomena  

noted, independent of and previous to their localisation, yet  

in the definition the faculties are defined in terms of their  

localities.  
The lollowing arguments are adduced in favour of the funds=  

mental sepmieness of the faculties: (z) analogy— elsewhere  
in the animal economy division of labour is the rule; (a) the  

variety of mental endowment observed among children before  

they are isθueaced by education, and the inequalities in the  
mental endowments of individuals; (3) the phenomena of  
insanity, especially of monomania ; (4) the varying periods at  
which individual faculties attain their maximum development;  
(5) the phenomena of dreams, and the awakening of a limited  

number of faculties during them; (6) pain being felt in an organ  
when it is overtaxed'  

Such faculties are supposed to be primazy—(z) as exist in  
some animals and not in others, (a) as vary in their development  

in the sexes, () as are developed in varying proportions with  
regard to other faculties, (4) as may act separately from other  
faculties, (3) as are not necessarily simultaneous with other  
faculties is action, (6) es are hereditary. and (7) as may be  

singly diseased.  
According to the development of their powers mankind may  

be divided into six dames: (a) those in whom the highest  

qualities are largely developed and the animal qualities feeble;  
(2) these with the reversed conditions developed, with large  

animal and feeble intellectual and moral faculties; (3) those  

in whom good and evil axe in constant war, with active animal  
and strong intellectual faculties and sentiments; (4) thesepariiel  

geniuses in whom a few qualities are unusually developed, chile  

the rest are at or below the mediocre standard; (3)those men  

of moderate endowment in whom some faculties are nearly or  
quite defIcient; (6) dose with an unvarying standard of  
undistinguished mediocrity in all their faculties.  

It is perhaps unfortunate that the word " faculty " has been  

used in this sense of original newer by phrenologists. It would  
have been better to employ, as Mr Lewes suggests, the term  

s It is interestint in this connexiosi to note that in a case published  
by Professor Hamilton in Brain (April 1884). where s tumour existed  

on the occipital lobe, the pain was persistently referred to the fore-
head. Many similar cases are to be noticed among the records of  

localized brain-lesions. Bearing on this point also it is worth noting,  

once for all, that in nothing is the purely hypothetical nature of  

phrenological descn rtion better realized than in the accounts of  

what these authors ,.all the "natural language of the faculties,"  

—that poets are supposed to touch ideality when e οmροsing,  
musicians to ere s on tone and time, and painters on form and  

colour, when in the exercise of their arts! Yet we are gravely  
taught this in the standard works on the subject.  
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" funclioa " tστ the native activity of atr organ, and tο leave  
"faculty "for the expression of an acquired activity. " Faculty  

is properly limited to active power, and therefore is abusively  
applied tο the mere passive affections of the mind" (Hamilton,  

1,ielj','s, I. 177).  
• An attempt has been. recently made by Dr Bernard Hdfiinder  
to correlate the doctrines of phrenology with the modern phyajo-  
logical and pathological observations which bear upon the  
localization of function. In his works The lf'e αtal Fuadigos  
of Ike Ρrαin, under the sub-title "The Revival of Phrenology"  
(coot), and in Sties,* Phrenology (roes), the author endeavours  
to bring Gall's clinical and pathological instan αs into line with  
more modern observations. He deprecates the craniology of  
Gall, as far as it deals wjth mere " bumps," and honours him,  

with justice, as the recorder of many facts worth saving out  
of the wrack of his system; and he endeavour; though with  

doubtful success, to.atabliah an unbroken connexion between  
phrenology, in the Greek sense, and our present knowledge of  

cerebral localiratioa.  
The substance of lolllnder'a first work is of two kind& The one  

kind is a tabulated statement of many hundred cases of different  
forms of mania, with injury or disease limited to one portion of  
the brain; the other kind ηΡ a tabulated statement of uses of injury  
σι  dunes. of the brain, followed by perversion, or exaltation, or loss  
of some detnite instinct or faculty of consciousness.  

He divides the tabulated uses of mania into threegroups;  
(i) Melancholia; (ii) Irascible Insanity, "Mania fu ń osa "; (iii) Menu  
with scion and delusions of persecution. For these three gro υφ  
of use he days down the following rules: (i) Melanchotiα a especially  
associated with injury or disease of the parietal lobe of the brain,  
more particularly with injury or disease of the convolutions under-
lying the Parietal eminences of the skull, i.e. the supmmarginsl and  
angular convolutions. (hi) Mania funosa is especially associated  
with injury or disease of the central portion of the temporal lobe.  
fiji) Mania with suspicion and delusions of persecution is especially  
associated with injury or disease of the posterior portion of the  
temporal lobe.  

The second kind of cases, where injury or disease of the brain,  
stnctly localized to one part or another of its grey math, was  
followed by perversion, exaltation or loss of some one instinct, habit  
of faculty, includes cases of kleptomania, uses of voracious hunger  
and thirst, Wises of sexual desire exalted or lost, and cases of loss of  
certain special memories, as of words, tunes, numbers and the like.  

These two collections of recorded canes, taken fom a vast mass of  
clinical and pathological literature accumulated during the past,  
century, have been arranged by Dr Hollander with great industry:  
so as to extend the limits of the study of cerebral localization, and 

 en. advance it from the observation of the meta areas and the epecial  
sense centres to the observatio η of the higher acts and states of con-
sciousness. Modern physiology, from its objective point of view,  
is engaged over finer and finer issues of microscopic and experimental  
work; and, from its subjective point of view, isbecoming more and 

re mo ρ chοΙgς{nt, seeking a higher level of interpretation, and a  
statement of the departmental life of the brain in rams of aver-
increasing complexity. The motor centres, governing the voluntary  
purposeful movements of the body,are considered to be not simply  
motor, but ' paycbo.motor"; the speech-centres are not homo-
geneous, but are on experimental grounds differentiated into salt  
snits for the utterance of words, the recognition of wards and the  
understanding of words; the visual centres arc in like manner sub-  
dividedaccording to the consciousness involved in the complete  

act of vision. There is room, therefore, fora "higher phrenology,"  
if it scar show clear evidence in favour of the localization, in deter-
minate reg ίoπs of the brain, of tbn pbysfnl changer accompanying  
certain gates of consciousness  

Of the two Inds of cases that Dr Hollander has tabulated, it  
cannot be said that the Baum of mania are convincing. Some of  
them are altogether beside the mark; e.g. he quotes two eases of  
melancholy, after an injury nee the left eeriest! bone, which were  
cured by an operation limited to the scalp (excision of a painful  
scar, removal of a small nerve-tumour of the scalp); in neither  
ease was anything done to the skull or to the brain. but both patients  
were cured of their melancholy. Again, the acceptance of these  
codes as to the localization of these insane thoughts involves the  
localization of sane thoughts in the same auras of the brain, and  
this in turn involves assumptions that are whoily unwarranted by  
ter present knowledge. Moreover, cases of mania are so summon  
that it might be pomibleto find an equal number of cases to con-
trovert bin rule.: we want con$aatiee, not picked eases. If 5000 
consecutive fatal cases of the different kinds of mangy, with the  
post mortem 
tο stand on surer 

record of 
ground. Again, though Dr Ηο ÍSnderh beg

in 
 teems to  

aιgw well, where he says that the facial and other moveme,,rs  
induced by direct electrical stimulation of certain convolutions are  
ash as express the nscnul states which ha attributes to those  

convolutions, yet this argument is insecure, partly became Shesrieg'  
torts recent work, on the motor area of the anthropoid apes, has  
rendered it necessary to reconsider the present localization of the  
mixer area in man, and partly because the Interpretation of lacial  
and muscular movements as τeρreeeating this or that state of  the 
emotions is always precarious.  

The second kind of yes, where injury or disuse limited to use  
portion of the brain is followed by perversion, exaltation or less if  
some special instinct or habit, is more valuable and mac convincing ; 
especially the caw of voraciou, hunger and thirst, thoa. of tone  
kleptomania, and those of the loss of certain special memories.  
ft is not so easy to believe that the cerebellum is in any primary  
way associated with sexual  desire: its position, its structure and its  
proved assncladon with the co-ordination of muscular movements  
seem clearly to indicate that its wok Is wholly subordinate sad  
complementary to the work of the cerebral hemηΡ^heτα• and the 
evidence adduced in favour of its being the " sett of the sexual  
impulses hardly amounts to more than a probability that it may  
transmit or co.ordinate the performame of the sessni act.  

Pvadkoi App1(cahbs. —" Die ScbldefeÍtre 1.1 allerdings nick  
so seht Irrthum in der 'doe els Charlatanesle in der Ausfuhrung,'  

says one of its most acute critics. Even though no fault could  
be found with the physiology and psychology of phrenology,  

it would not necessarily follow that the theory could he utilized  

as a practical method οt reading character; for, although the  
inner surface of the sly0ll is moulded on the brain, and the outer  

surface approximates to parallelism theteto, yet the correspao-
dence is sufficiently variable to render conclusions therefrom  

uncertain. The spongy layer or diploe which separates the two  

compact tables may vary conspicuously in amount in different  

parts of the same skull, as in the rata described by  Proleaser  
Humphry (loam. of Ant. viii. τ37). The frontal sines, that  
οΙή ιοό  use jrhreadogkt'm, is a reality, not unfrequently of  Ιa' e 
size, and may wholly spy  the regions of five organs. The  
centres of ossification of the frontal and parietal bones, the  
muscular crests of these and of the occipital bones also, dider  
in their prominence in different skulls. Premature  synodom  
of sutures mould the brain without doing much injury to its  
parts In such rases there are compensatory d ι)atatίoιιs in other  
directions modifyingsometimes to an extreme degree the replan  
of brain-surface to skull-surface. The write has found s cb  
displacements in extremely acaphocephalic skulls; the same h  
true of accidental deformations due to pressure on the fnfantie  
skull before it consolidates. Artificial malformat οns alter the  
apparent skull shape considerably while they affect the relative  
development of the parts of the brain cortex but little_ ΑΙ  
these and other cogent reasons of a like kind, whose face can  
be estimated by those accustomed to deal with the ceeupoeexI  
soft part, of the head, should lad pbrenolcgists to be nickel  
in predicating relative brain-development from skuliabape.  
Psychology, physiology and xpesience alike aontń bute  a 
discredit the practical waking d the system and to showy bee  
worthless the so-called diagnoses of dssrantcr really ate. Its  
application by those who are its enures is seldom worse than  
amusing, but it is capable of doing pealtive social harm, as in its  
proposed appliation to the discrimination or selection of servants  
and other subordinate officials. It has even•been proposed uo  
use it for the purposes of the guarantee society and for the  
selection of parliamentary representatives. The ααucasτr  
suggestion which originated with Christopher Nosth of snouldine  
children's bads so as to suppress the evil and foster the good  
was actually repeated in good faith by a miter on phrenology.  
but experience of the effects of malformation leads one tο be  
sceptical as to the feasibility of this mode of produdag a ,ocil  

tapia.  
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PHRYCIA. the name of a large country in Asia Minor, in-
habitcd by a rage which the Greeks'gfled ψρbυα,  frπswn. 1  
Roughly speaking, Phrygie comprised the western pert of the  
meat centre& plateau of Anatofua, extending as far east as the  
raver Hnlys; but its boundaries were vape, aid varied so much  
at different periods that a sketch of Its history m851 precede  
any account of the geography. According to unvarying Greek  
tradition the Pbrygiaiis were most closely akin to certain tribes  
of Macedonla and Tbrece; and their near relaiioosh ip to the  
$ellenic stock a proved by all that i.  known of their  language 
and art, and is accepted )ry almost every modern authority.  

The country named fhrygia in the better known period of  
history lies inland, separated from the sea by Paphiagonia,  
Bitbynin,. Mysia and Lydia. Yet we het of i Phrygian  
" thalessοuαcy " at the beginning of the 9th century Β.Ο. The  
Tread and the district round Mt Sipylus are frequently called  
Phrygisu, as also is the seaport Sinope; and a district cm the  
coast between Seals and the river Cius was regularly named  
Little Pbrygia; games like Mygdones, Dolioiies and Phryges or  
Briges, &c., were widely current bow in Asia Minor and in  

Europe. The inference has been generally drawn that the  
Phrygians belonged to a stock widespread in the po'nes  
which lie round the Aegean Sea. There is, however, no con-
dustve evidence whether this stock came from the east over  
Armenia, or wan European in origin and crossed the Hellespont  
into Asia Minor;  but modern opinion inclines decidedly to the  
latter view.  

According to Greek tnditioa there existed in ‚erly time_ a  
Phrygian kingdom in the Sangarjus valley, ruled by kings among  
whom the names Gordius and Midas were tamυio It was  
known to the aaciest Greeks of Ionia and the Tlead as something  
great and half-divine. When the goddess appeared to her  
favourite Anchises she represented herself as daughter of the  
king of Pbzygia; the Phrygmi's were said to be the oldest people,  

a The meaning is given in Heych OS" 8$y"." 
The difficulty of specifying the 5mits save rise to a ρrον b—

χ oytτ τh  o*. 	 '  

and their 	age the seigind spy  of miakind, the Phzygiad  
kings were familiar associates of the gods, and the heroes of  
the land tried their skill against the gods themselves, we hear  
of the well-walled cities of Phzygia and of the riches of its  
kings. Tradition is completely corroborated by archaeological  
evM®ce. La the mountainous regmu on the upper waters of  
the Sangaiiva, between Kutafab Eski Shebr and Afium (Mom)  
Ram Hmsar, there exist numerous monuments of greet antiquity,  
showing a style of marked individuality, and implying a high  

degree of artistic skill among the people who produced them.  
On two of these monuments are engraved the names of "Midas  

the King" and of the goddess Kybile the Mother." Even the  
title " king " (ba$ appears to have been borrowed by Greek  
fleet Phrygian.  . 

It is impomsible to bx a date for the beginning of the Phrygian  
kingdom. it appears to have arisen on the ruins of an alder  

civibsatiou', whine existence is revealed tom ody by the few  
m000melgs which it has left.. These monuments, which ere  
found m Lydia, Phτygίi, Cappadocia and Lyaonia, as well as  
in north and central Syń i, point to the existence of a home.  
geneoea civilization over those countries; they show a singularly  
marked style of art, and are frequently inscribed with a pCculiaT  
kind of hier0glyphies, engraved hiulropkedoa; and they origi-
nated probably from a great Hittite kingdom, whose kings ruled  
the countries from Lydia to the borders of Egypt. There can  
be traced in Asia Minor an ancient road-system, to which belongs  
the "royal road" Ircn* Ssrdas to the Persian capital, Suss  
(Herod. v. 55). The royal road followed a route so dif< ιcυΙt  
and circuitous that it is quite umatelllgible as the direct path  
from any centre in Persia, Assyria or Syria 1. the west of  
Asia Minor. It can be understood osly by referee to an  
imperial centre .far in the north. The old trade-route from  
Cappadocia to Smoge, which had passed out of use neurotic  
before the time of Strebo (pp St; 546), fames this centre with  
precision. k must be far enough west to explain why trade  
tended to the distant Sinope, hardly accessible behind lofty  

and rugged mountains, and not to Amιses by the sheet easy  
route which was used in the Graeco'Roman period. This read.  
system, then, mints distinctly toacentrel υ hοrthernCaρρadocia  
nest the lalys. mete must have stood the capital of some great  
empire connected with its extremities, Sardis. or Ephesus on  
the west, Soape on the north, the Euphrates on the east, the 

 Cilician Gates ye the south, by roads so well made as to continue  
in use for a long time after the centre of power bad changed  to 
Assyria, end the old rood-system had become circuitous and  
uns itablet The precise spot on which the n1y stood is marked  
by the greet ruins of Bogbaa heat, probably the ancient Ptezis,  
of which the wide circuit, powerful. walls and wonderful rock  
sculptures make the site indisputably the mast remarkable Is  
Asia Minor. On this site Wiiicklcr forted in ιge7 the records  
of the itittite kings who fought against Egypt and Assyria.  

The ancient road from rude to Sardis amassed the upper  
Sangtit s valley, and its course may be traced by tbe.moiiumenta  
of this early period. Close to its track, on a lofty plateau which  
overhangs the Phrygian monument inscribed with the name  
of " Midas the Ring," is a great city, inferior indeed to Pterla  
in extent, but surrounded by eock.aculptures quite as zessarkabif  
as those of the Cappadocian city. The plateau is 2 m. in ώ

-cumference, and presents on all sides a perpendicular face of  
rock 5o  to goo ft. in height. This natural defence was crowned  
by a wall partly Cyclopean ;  partly built of large squared stone.•  
This city was evidently the centre .01 the old P ńrygiaa kingdom  

• fσo ιrs on the Midas tomb. It is exprunly recorded that  
rms. ,* is a Lydian word Baιλι4 resists all attempts to explaia 

 itascert
ain purelyGreek formation, and the termination assimilates it to 

• Sinopee was 
Phrygian words. 

	colony in 751  s.C., but it is said to  
have existed long before that time.  

'When the Persians eonquci'xl Lydia the retained, at least for  
a time, this route, which they fund In existence. 	- 

• The stones have all fallen, but the line where they were fitted  
on the rocks can be traced by any careful explorer. The small  
fortgms Piishmidh Haloed is a miniature of the groat city beside it  
(See Perot, &glm,'. Arc& ,l. ρ.169 and p1. viii.) 	. 

jul  Β 	(1839); Hall. P 	Υαρυ1 ( i8f3);  
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of the Sanganus valley, but at least one of the monuments  to 
it seems to belong t ο the older period of Cappadocian supremacy,  
and to prove that the city already existed in that earlier time .  
The Phrygian kingdom and art therefore took the plan of an  
older civilization. It is probable that the tradition of battles  

between the Phrygian and the Ammzoas on the banks of the  
Sangsnus preserve the memory of a struggle between the two  
races and the victory of the P hryges.  

Of the monuments that exiat·around this city two classes may  
be confidently referred t ο the period of Phrygian greatness.  
That which is inseribed with the name o'' Midas the King " ii  
the mast remarkable example of one class, in which a large  
perpendicular surface of rock is covered with a geometrical  
pattern of squares, crosses and maeanders, surmounted by a  
pediment supported in the centre by a pilaster in low relief.  
In some uses a flood pattern occupies part of the wiface, and  
in one case the two sides of the pediment are filled by two  
sphinxes of archaic type. 1  In some of these monuments a door-
way is carved in the lower part; the door is usually closed, but in  
one use, viz, the sphinx monument just alluded to, the valves  
of the door are thrown wide open sad give access t ο a little  
chamber, on the beck of which is sculptured in relief a rude  
image of the Motń er-goddes Cybele, having on each side of her  
a lion which rests its forepaws on her shoulder and places its  
hid against hers. Sometimes a grave bas been found  hidddn 
behind the carved front; in other cases no grave can be detected,  
but it is probable that they are all sepulchral? The imitation  
of woodwork is obvious on several monuments of this kind.  
The second class is marked by the heraldic type of two animals,  
usually lions rampant, facing one another, but divided by a pillar  
or some other device. This type is occasionally found conjoined  
with the preceding; and various details common to both classes  
show that there was no greet difference in time between them.  

The heraldic type is used on the monuments which appear to  
be the older, and the geometrical pattern is often employed on  
the inscribed monuments, which are obviously laser than the  
earliest υninscribed. Monuments of this cias are carved on the  
front of 4 sepuicń esl chamber, the entrance to which is a small  
doorway placed high and inaccessible in the rocks. There are  

also moray rock monuments of the Roman time.  
Early Phrygian art stands in clone relationship with the art  

of Cappadocia. The monuments of the type of the Midis  

tomb are obviously.imitated from patterns which were employed  
in cloth and carpets and probably also in the tilework on the  
inside of chambers varying slightly according to the material.  
Such patterns were used in Cappadocia, and the priest in the rock-
aεulρtντέ  at Ibńx wears an embroidered robe strikingly similar  
is style to the patter on the Midas tomb; but the ids of using  

the pattern as the Phrygians did seems peculiar to themselves.  
The heraldic type of the second dais is found also in the art of  
Assyria, and was undoubtedly adopted by the Phrygiana from  
earlier art; but it Is used so frequently in Phrygia as to be  
specially' characteristic of that mυntry. While Phiygian  
art is distinctly non-Oriental in spirit, its resemblance to archaic  
Greek art is a fan of the greatest importance. It is not merely  
that certain types are employed both in Pńrygia and in Greece,  
but several favourite types iii early Greek sit can be traced in  
Phrygia, employed in similar spirit and for similar purposes.  
The heraldic type of the two lions is the device over the principal  
gateway of Mycenae, and stamps this, the oldest great monument  
οο Greek sod, with a distinctly Phrygian character. Mycenae  
was the city of the Pelopidaq whom Greek tradition unhesita-
tingly declares to be Pbzygiaii immigrants. A study of the topo-
graphy of the Argive plain suggests the conclusion that Mycenae,  

Published in 	Hell. Stud. (τ884).  
The monuments of Pheygia fail into two 	which probably  

mark the sites of two cities about r6 m. distant from each other.  
Metropolis and Connie One groupp lies round the villages of Yazili-
Kaya, Kombet, Yapuldak and llakxhish; the other beside Liyen, 

 Het Kepi. Demirli and Ayasin.  
s.The heraldic type continues on gravestones dram to the latest 

period   
hf' le ‚iv occasionally fo υnd  

geometrical 
 the pπe seαt time in the  

houses of the piasaaery of the district.  

Midi and Tiryns form a group of dties famd εd by an immigrant  
people in opposition to Argos, the natural capital of the plain  
and the stronghold of the native race. Midi appears to be  
the sty of ldidss, and tie name ia ode there link in the chain  
that binds Mycenac to Phrygis. This connexion, whatever  
may have been its character, belongs to the remote period when  
the Phrygsans inhabited the Aegean coasts. In the 8th and  
probably in the 9th century a.c. communkatloii with Phrygia  
seems tο ιave been maintained especially by the Greeks of Cyme,  
Phocaea and Smyrna. About theend of the 8th century Midas,  
king of Phrygis, married Damodke, daughter of Agamemnon,  
the last king of Cyme. Gyges, the first Mermngd king of Lydia  
(68;-653). had a Phrygianenother. The worship of Cybele spread  
over Phocaca to the west as far as Μfassilis: rock monuments  
in the Phrygian style and votive reliefs of an Anatolan type are  
found near Phocaea. Smyrna was devoted to the Phrygian  
Meter Sipylene. It is then natural that the Homeric poems  
refer to Phrygia in the terms above described, and make Prism's  
wife s Phrygian woman. After the fouadatiok of the Greek  
colony at Sinope in τ sι there can be no doubt that it formed  
the link of connexion between Greece and Ph'ygla. Pbiygiaa  
and Cappadoclan traders brought their goods, no doubt on  
carrels, to Sinopc, and the Greek sailors, the ureiheι of Miletus,  
carried home the works of Oriental and Phrygian artisans.  
The Greek alphabet was carried to Phregia and Pteria, either  

from Sinope or more probably direct east from Cyme, in the  
latter part of the 8th century. The immense importance  of 
Sinope in early times is abundantly attested, and we need not  
doubt that very intimate relations existed at this port between  

the Ionic colonists and the natives. The effects of this commerce  
on the development of Greece were eery great. It affected loaia  

in the first piace, end the mainland of Greece indirectly; the  
art of Iemme at this period is almost unknown, but it was  
probably closely allied to that of Ρbτygia 4 A striking fact  in 
this connexion is the use of a very simple kind of Ionic capital  
in one Orly Phrygian monument, suggesting that the " proto-
Ionic " colizmn Mme to Greece over Pbrygla. It is obvious  
that the revolution which took place in the relations between  
Phrygiaiis and Greeks must be due to some great movement  

of races which disturbed the old paths of communication.  
Abel is probably correct in placing the inroads of thebarba τοus  
Eurigican tribes, Bkhynians, Thyni, Maxiaiidyni, &c, into  
Asia Miter abort the beginning of the 9th century s.c.  
The Phrygian element on the coast was weakened and in many  
places annihilated; that in the interior was strengthened; and  
we may suppose that the kingdom of the Sangarius valley now  
sprang into greatness. The kingdom of Lydia appears to have  
become important about the end of the 8th century, and to  
have completely bared the path between Phrygia and Cyme  
or Smyrna. louisa maritime enterprise opened a new way  
over Sinope.'  

The downfall of the Phrygian monarchy can be dated with  
comparative accuracy. Between 680 and 670 the Cimmerisma  
in their destructive progress over Asia Minor overran Pbrygia;  
the king Midas in despair put an end to his own life; and from  
henceforth the history of Phrygia is a story of slavery, degrada-
tion and dewy, which contrasts strangely with the earlier  
legends. The catastrophe seems to have deeply impressed the  
Greek mind, and the memory of it was preserved. The date  
of the Cimmerian Invasion is fixed by the tenement testimony  
of the contemporary poets Arcbilochius and Cafllnus, of the late  
chronologists Eusebius, etc., and of the inscriptions of the  
Asxyrisn king Pear-ńaddon. The Cimmerian s were finally  
expelled from Asia Minof by Alyattes before his war with the  
Modes under Cyames (59ο-  85 ere.). The Cimmerian,  
therefore, were savaging Asa Minor, and presumably held  
possession of Pbrygis, the only country where they achieved  

See Piirtwhegter, Gddfimd em Υdkr ιβfdr Wlnelálm. Prege 
&m 8c 4τ880; 	κh, ., The Archaic Αιnsώfι(Βriώh Musuim. sgag).  

The closest analogies of old Phrygian art are to be found in the easfiget  
Greek bronze work in Olympia Italy and the nor ιhero lands.  

s  Ifippcoax. fr. 36  fegi. Waves that a trade -rata from Runic  
down the Macsader to Mikius was used in the 6th century.  
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complete moms., till some time batmen ‚te and 59s Pb τygsa  
then fell under the Lydian power, and by the treaty of 585 the  
Halt's was definitely fired as the boundary betwe a Lydia and  
Media (see Lytas and Paws). The period from 6;5 tο 585  
mint Ibitofore be considered as one of great disturbance and  

probably of complete paralysis in PMygia. After 585 the  
country was ruled again by its own princes under subjection 

 to Lydian supremacy. To judge from the eleαυments, it appeeπ  
to have recovαΡed some of its old preaperity; but tbs art of  
this inter period has to a greet extent ket the strongly marked  
individuality of its earlier bloom. The latex sepulchral monu-
meats belong to a class which is widely spread over Asia Minor  
from Lydia to Pontus. The grave are made inside a dumber  
excavated in the rock, and the from of the chamber imitates a  
house or temple. No attempt is made to conctel the entrance  
or to render it inacmmibk. The architectural details axe in some  
eases unmistakably copied, without intentional modification,  
from the architecture of Greek temples; others point perhaps  
to Persian influence, while aeveral—wbich are perhaps among  
the early works of this period—show the ofd freedom and power  
of employing in new and original ways details pertly learned  
irpm abroad. This style continued in use under the Persians,  
under whose rule the Phrygians passed  when Cyrus defeated  
Crows in 546, and lasted till the Roman period. One monu-
meat appeals to presuppose a development of Greek piastic art  

later than the time of Alexanders and is almo αt certainly of  
the Roman time. It would, however, be wrong to suppose  
that the influence of truly Hellenic art on Phrygia began  
with the conquest of Alexander. Under the litter Mermoad  
kings the Lydian empire was penetrated with Greek Influence,  
and Xanthus, the early Lydian historian, wrote his history in  
Greek. Under the Persian rule perhap. it was more difficult  
for Greek manners tο spread far east; but we need not think  
that European influence was absolutely unfelt even in Pbrygia.  
The probability is that Alexander found in all the large cities  
a party favourable tο Greek manners and trade. Very little  
is to be !earned from the ancient writers with regard to the  
state of Pbrygia from 585 to 300. The slave-trade flourished:  
Pbrygiasi slaves were common in the Greek market, and the  
,Pbrygian name. Midas and Manes were Mock-sane for slave.  
)ierodoius (i. 14) records that eking Midas of Phrygle dedicated  
his own chair at Delphi; the chair stood in the treasury of  
Cypseus, and cannot have been deposited there before 68o to  
660 s.c. It is not improbable that the event bekmgs to the  
time of Alyatte or Crocaus, when Greek influence was favoured  
throughout the Lydian empire; and it is easy to understand  
bow the offering of a king Midas should be considered, in the  
time of Ilerodotus, as the earliest made by a foreign prince to  
a Greek god. The Phrygian tτooφΡ in the army of Xerxes were  
armed like the Armenians and led by the same commander.  

It is to be presumed that the cities of the Sangarius  valley 
gradually lost importance in the Persian period. The foal  
catastrophe was the invasion of the Gauls about ηο to 550;  
and, though• the circumstances of this invasion are &lmcei  
unknown, yet we may safely rec kon among them the complete  
devastation of northern Phrygia. At last Attains L settled  
the Gauls permanently in eastern Phrygia, and a large part of  
the country was henceforth known as Galatia. Strabo mentions  
that the great cities of ancient Pbrygia were in Ida time either  
deserted or marked by mere villages. The greet city over the  
tomb of Midas bas remained uninhabited down to the present  
day. About ς m. west of it, far the modem Eumbet, steed  
Metropolis, a bishopric in the Byzantine time, but never men-
tioned under the Roman empire.  

Alexander the Greet pieced Pbxygfa under the command of  
Anligonus. who retained it when the empire was broken up.  
When Antigens was defeated and slain, at the decisive battle  
of Ipens, Phrygia came under the sway of Seleucus. As the  
Pergamenian kings grew powerful, tod at let confined the  
Gauls in eastern Phrygia, the western half of the country was  

' A gorgoneum of Roman period, on a tomb engraved in loses.  
Pd. S1s0. (P1.  avi.). 

Incorporated in the kingdom of Pafgamu s. Under the Roman  
empire Pbsygia bad no politial existence under a separate  
government, but formed part of the vast province of Asia. In  
autuom 85 a.0 the ραciδαιbn of the province was completed  
by Su0a, and throughout the imperial time it was common fc:  
the Phrygians to date from this era The imperial rule was  
highly fayouable to the spread of lkllcnistic civilization,  
which under the Greek kings bad affected only a few of the  
greet cities, leaving the mass of the country purely Phrygian.  
A good deal of local self-government was permitted; the cities  
struck their own bronze coins, inscribed on them the names of  
their own magIstrates,s and probably administered their own  
laws in matters purely local. The western part of the coemtry  
was pervaded by Graeco-Romsn civilization very much sooner  
than the milted, and in the country districts the Phrygian  
languages continued in common meat least as sate as the third  
century after Christ.  

When the Roman empire was reorganized by Diodetlan  at 
the end of the 3rd century Phrygi was divided into two pro-
vinces. distinguished at first as Prim and Secunda, or Great  
and Little, for which the names Pacatiana and Salularis  soon 
came into general use. Paιatiana comprised the western half,  
which had long been completely pervaded by Graeco-Roman  
mιιιιωe , and Saiutaria the astern, is which the native man-
ners and language were still not extinct. Each province  was 
governed by a femur οr+)γends, about 5.0. 412, but shortly after  
this date an office of consular rank was sent to each province  
(Hierocles, Syieecd.). About 535  Justinian made some changes  
in the provincial administration: the governor of Pacatlarra  
was henceforth a cooler, while Salutaris was still ruled by a  
"mrderfe. When the proviαα of the Eastern empire were  
rrorgsnised and divided Into 16αnιats the two Phrygies weκ  
broken ap between the Anatolic, Opsician and Thraceien  
themes, and the name I brygia finally disappeared. Almost  
the whole of Byzantine Phrygia is now included in the viayet  
of Bruse, with theeaceptioa of a small part of Parorius end the  
district about Themisorrium (itarayuk Bazar) and Ceretapa  
(Rayadibi), which belong to the vilayet of Reds, and the  
district of Laodicea and Hleapolis, which belongs to Aidia  
The principal modern cities are Kutsish (Cotyseum), Eaki  
Sher (Dorylaeum), Afiom Rarer inssar (near Prymnes.m),  
and Usbak (Τταjanopoliή .  

It is impossible to say anything definite about the boundaries 
 of Pbrygla before the tb century. Under the Persians Great  

Pbrygla extended on the east to the Halt's and the Salt Desert;  
Xenophon (Α seh. 1. a, ig) includes Iconi um on the south-
east within the province, whereas Strabo makes Tyriaeum the  
boundary in this direction. The southern frontier is unknown:  
the language of Livy (mviii. if) implies that the southern  
Metropolis (in the Tcbul Ova) belonged to Pisidia; but Stabo  
(p. bag) includes it in Phrygia C•lae ,*e, beside the later city  
of Apamea (Dm air), and the entire valley of the Lyons, were  
Phrygian. The Mamnder above its junction with the Lyons  
formed for a little way the boundary between Pbrygie and Lydia.  
The great plateau now called the Banu Ova was entirely or  in 
gmat part Phrygian. Mt Dindymis (Murad Dagh) marked the  
frontier of Mysfa, and the entire valley of the Tembrogius or  
Tembrls (Porsuk Su) was certainty included in Phrygia. The  
boundaries of the two Byzantine Phrygias were not always  
the same.  

Taking 13ierodes as authority, the extent of the two ;eeriness  

at the beginning of the 6th century will be readily gathered from  
the accompanying list, in which those towns which coined money  
under the Roman empire are italicized and the name of the  
nearest modern village Is appended.  

I. Pscsrnsa.—(i)  Laadi'm (Eski Hiwr) (a) Iliera 	(Pambuk  
Rakasi): (3)  Mtraa (Geveae):1(4) Mo'elLpolis, οn1y in Χσhliae  

1 This liberty was not granted to the cities of any ctber province 
 in Anatolia.  

'A number of inscriptions in a language 	 oa presubly Pbτygiaιι  
have been discovered in the centre and nest of the country; u κf'  
belong generally to the did of the and and to the 3rd oentmy.  
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)gρisσρ. {Mebele)]• (5)  d(hdde ί  eer); (6ι 71ιAseπριifs ίΒob  S 
Κa  Seat Kmi) ; ( ') Caloπas (near Climes) ; (8ι CaAapa Dέm.. area 

5Kayadιb' ; (9) Tlumisosium (Karayuk r); ( ιο) ?arils (Υnr-
s)ιΙί): (Ii) Sanatis (Sari KAvak, in thea Kin); (12) Dimiysopdts  
Orta Kern); (5) Anetuiopolisoriginally a village of the lIy,galeis  
Utch χ mike) (14) Αteαss .us. (Said Alden); (is)  Lunde (Eski 

grid)• (16) Poling (Κ srayashlar);  (i) Barren (lebekli); (if)  
Sibla (( oma) • (19)1?epum (Dun e οrSuretli); (ao) Dew (Sourgas);  
(as) Sebask ISivasli); (22) Eluza or Aindda (Hadjimlafl; (2 3)  
den era (Afar Reel); (24) Ales (Kirke); (s.5) &leis os (Otounk , 

 (26) Dins4sDole);'  (τ77) Αń ιli (Karaj Euιeιι., in Sitcbnnli Ova;  
28) Cdyesaws (Geukche Equk); (τy) Apιan (Able); (30) Co'yaesm  
Kutaiab); (3 ι) Αesaaί  (Tcbavwdir Hurar),(a ) Tibersopdts ιmed ))•  
3y) Cadoί  (Gedis)); (34) Aetyra (Kiliese Kern); (35) Sylaw may  
'5) FLiefopdis Psa.n.oekyroe (Clsiuk •• (3) 7?ajmee$kr 

en. (Giaou= Earn.nnr Ora Kern); ) Bfawwdw (Sulε) mnii)  
11. Seiuxaizs.—(t) Faearpia (Enur Assam); (a) Ifieropdu  

(Kotch Hisser); (3) C)1, oas (Tchar Ηίsσar); n [^
π 

(4) Siαiuπwιπ (Mentesb); 
(ς) Βτsαυτ (Kan Sandy y)r (6) Beadω pate); (71 Αυgtιsto- 

ire, formerly Atubιαa (Siirιoeικb) • (8) 515141 aria (Βαiiiι̂ k Ηιreτ)  ς 
) L sses (Oman);  (ιο)  Sya^sada (Tciiifut Casssb.) • ( ι ι) Pηw e sssus ) 

 • (12) Ipeia, afterwards Julia (near Sakly); ( ιyy) Polybotus  
Bolawadun); (14) Ροώ  ιιπι ( Itchy Kara Hisser); (45) Metropolis 

 Kumbet), including Conni (B. Tchorgia) end Am (Ambenas);  
16) Menus (Doghao Arlan); (17) Necdce (Seidl Ghazi)• ( ι8) Dery- 

(Eski Sheller)• (19) MtdnsiNi (Kim Eiuk); (20) Ly εaones 
(Kalεjιlc); (21) Aubcre (in Dombri Ova): 22) Amadássus (unknown,  
perhaps corrupt: it should include Krona on near Gene's); (23) 
Peepenissus .  Altyntasb). in time.later tim the important f)ortresa 
(and bÍshoprκ) of Aeroeeu. wu founded on the site of the paean  
Aflom Kara Huιer.  

Beιidα these, certain citiα beyond the bounds of the Byzantine  
Phrygias belonged under the Roman empire to the province of  
Asia and are instil),y considered Ph 	•  (i)  in Byzantine Pisidia,  
PbUowrliwm (Ak Shehr , Ηedaiσtw 	(z) In Byzantine Gelatin, 
Aw^eń ssa (Asset near Ι^amτa Sedji),  C)rci.tus (Alikel or Alekian),  
?Semis or Trocmada or Trocada (Reiman); (3) in Byzantine  
Lycia, Cibyra (Horzum).  

P hrygia contain several well.merbd geographical districts.  
(i)'i'eno'ws, the long, level, elevated valley stretching north-west  
to sooth-east between the Sullen Daghand the Emir Dagh from  
Holm (about Tchai) to Tyriaeum (llgbin); its waters collect within  
the *Rile in three lakes, which probably supply the great fountains 
in the Axylon and through them the Se π(astue. (2) AXYLOs,  
the vent trκkas plain on the upper Saoganus; there burst forth  
at various pointι greet ?eseeolal  springs, the Sakaria fountains  
((Strebo p. ). lli a Baths, Boner Basbi, Geuk Bunn. Uzuk  Basbi, 
&c., which feed the San us. Great part of the Axylon was  
assigned to Galatia. (3) Τhe rest of Phrygw is mountainous (except  
the greet plateau, Banes Ova), consisting of hill.countay intersected  
by oven, each of which flows through a fertile valley of varying  
breadth. The northern half is drained by divers which run to the  
Black Se.; of these the eastem 	Porsuk Su (Tembris or Tern- 
brog ns), 

Sea; 
	Su (Perthenise),Bardakcbl ' Tchsl (Xe abates),  

and Bay*1 Tchai (Atandrwe), join the &ingenue, while the western,'  
Tauahanly Tchai <Rbyudacus) and Simav Tchaf (Mscetus) meet  
and flow into the Pcοροntυ. The Iermus drains a small district  
included in the Byzantine P hryg ίa but in earller times assigned  
to Lydia and Mysia. Grit part of soethem and western Plsrygia  

Is deafned by the M=ender wink its tributaries, Sendykly Tchai  
(Glaucw). Baesa Tchai, Kopli Su (Hippurimtt, and Tchtisuk Su  
Lycns); moreover cone upland Plain on the south, especially the  

mbai Ova (Aulocra), communicate by underground channels  
with the M=eander. Finally, the Karayuk Ova in the extreme south-
west drain through the Kaienea, a tributary of the Isdus, to the  
Lycien Sea. Phryg*a Puαiυs and all die river-valleys are exceed-
ingly fertile, and agnculturo was the chief occupation of the ancient  
jιιhabiΙa ιιtν according to the myth, Gordius was called from the  
plough to the throne. The high-lying plains and pares of the vast  
Axylon furnish good pasturage, which formerly nourished countless  
flecks of sheep. 11m Romaπa a eo obtained fine horses from P hrygia.  
Grapes, which till grow abundantly in various parts, were much  
cultivated in ancient times. Other fruits are tare, except in a  
few small districts. Figs cannot be grown in the country, and the  
ancient references to Pbrygian figs are either erroneous or due to a  

loose use of the teem Phrygis.' Tree, are exceedIngly scrum in the  
country; and the pine-woods on the wetem tribute rtes of the San-
ggaanus απd the valoπia mks in parts of the Banat Ova and a few other  
districts form exceptions. The underground wealth is not known  
to be great. Iron was worked in the district of Cibyn, and the  
marble of Synnada, or more correctly of Docimium, was largely  
used by the Romans. Copper and quicksilver were mined in the  
reezdma district, north of Iconium. The scenery is genially mono-
tonous; even the mountainous districts rarely show striking features  

5 NαΡ i-5 acre called the Phrygian " Pentapol4s"  
' This district was according to the Greek view part of Myra. 

 'Iii  Strabo, p. 577. lf'asiure must be wrong; jpsλό ιρe . is  
tree to fact, and a probably the right reading. Olive cannot 
Dow glow on these m 	_ which ere over 3000 ft. above sea-level.  

or boitfness of chancier; where the is.dsoape ban bury it is of  a 
subdued melancholy character. The wateriiψply is easily abm-
dant, and agriculture Is more or less dependent on an uncertain  
rainfall. The c tνuse πcεs of the country are well e.kulated in  
hmmsss the inhabitenes with a sense cf theaee bee ng poweref  
nature and of their completer depe desee on it. their ..yth ώ  r  
so fat as we know it, ha. a melancholy and mystic tune, aid thee  
religion partake of the same character. The two chief drit ώ  
were Cybele the Mother, the reproductive and nomidιbι power of  
Earth, and Seheabn, the Son, the life cl natispa, dye aid scrim{  

every year (se Gaanz Movaaa ow run Got s). The aeauιl vein  
nudes of the life of Sabaxius, the Greek Dionysus, were ntconspaninl  
by the mimic rites of his worshippers, who mourned with his sufer-
ings and rejoiced with his joy. They enacted the story of his birth  
and life and death; the Earth, the Mother, lelertiliaidoiniy byes set  
of violence by her own child; the repeesentadvevl tbegod was en*  
ably lain each year by a cruel death, just as the qod himself died-
The rites were cbaracteriaed by a frenzy of devotion, unrestrained  
enthusiasm, wild orgiastic dances and wanderings in the foreits,  
and were accompanied by the muse of the line,  cymbel, and  isr 
bourine.' At an reedy time this woeililp were affected by (hie nl  
influence, coming over Syria from Babyloole. Sabazina a idea-
tifled with Adonis or Anus (At s), Cybele with the Syrian g 
and many of the coarsest rites el the Pbiygian worship, t έemu^ ιL- 
ti on of the priests, tι, the preetitosiosi at the shrinel cue fmm the  
countrie, of the south-east. But one point of Semitic religions sewr  
penetrated west of the Relys• the pig was always uncle= and  
abhorred among the Semites, whereas it was the animal rewiilwh 
used in purification by the Pbrygians, Lydian,, Lyciena and reti ιΡ_.  
The P hrygian religion eeσnised α very steeng Influence on Greece.  
In the archaic period the Dionywe rites and c4ie• sped from  
thrace into Greece, in spite of opposition which bass left many term  
In tradition and the worship of Deineter at Eleusis was modified  
by Cretan influence ultimately traceable to Asia Minor. Pisdsr  
erected a shrine of the Mother of the gods beside his hntun and the  
Athenian were directed by the Delphic oracle to since for the  
execution of a priest of Cybele during the Peloponnesian War by 
building the Metrooσ. In these and other uses the Íhrygiaa  
character was more or less Hcilenised; but wave after wave of  
religious influence from Asia Mims Introduced Into Greece the  
unniodifled' harbιriιn " ritual cf Pbnygia. The rite sae,d lit  
among the common people cad these engaged in foirgn trade.  
The Comic poets satirised them, and Plato and Demosthenea i -
eeίghed against them; but they continued to spread, with all their  
fervid enthusiasm, their superstition aid their chefs. ριαεσαι,  
wide among the people, whim raligioue cravings were m( setishid  
with the purely external religions of Helltsimm The orgie. or  
mysteries were open to all, freemen or slaves, who had duly ?s stormed  
the preliminary purifications, and secured to the paitiripunt.  
salvation aid remi d= of sins. Ilader biennυσsq(a.)) a di.-
tiπctlon of character has been pointed out between the the Ηώ 1mic  
mysteries, such as the Eleusunian end the Phrygian; but there  
certainly existed much similarity between the two rituals. Is  
the first centuries after Christ oinly the Pbrygian end the Egypth s 
rites retained much rnsl hold on the Giae®-Ronunn wosid.  i'hrygia 
itselft  however, was very early converted to Christianity. Cbuistasi  
inscriptions is the country begin in the ιΡnd and are abundant in the  
3rd century. There is every appearance that the great mass of the  
people were Christian, before 300, and Ensebius (ILL v. ι6)  is  
probably nonmed in his statement that in the time of Diocletlea  
there wue a Phrygian city ii which evesy living soul was Christian.  
The greet Pbrygian saint of the sand century was mimed Avirciu.  
Maine lus (Abereius); the mass of legends and miracl α in the late  
bfographyof him long brought his very exigence into dispute, bat a  
fragment of his gn vesmne, discovered in X883, and now messedd  
in the laterm Muaeum in Rome, has psoved that he was a real ρrr  
son. and· makes it probable that the wide-reaching onsivenion of the  
people attributed to him did actually take peace. The strange  
enthusiastic character of the old Phrygian religion wan not wholly  
lot when the =entry became Christian, but is dearly tr icd in the  
various heresies that arose in central Anatolia. Especially the wild  
ecstatic character end the prophecies of the Mmntanists recall the  
old type of religion. Montanus (see Moxramsu) was born on the  

phi 
	Mysia (probably 

 ) and a vehemently opposed by /Rb σriuι
at from PhiLrdd  

Of the old Phrygian language very little is known; a few worά  
are preserved in Heesychius and other writer.. Plat 

 were 
 e metions that 

 Fh  υgi 
d 
 to il for " dοg,  " from &sadptίoι 

the same es the 
may s the wards for  

"mother." " king," &c. A few inscriptions of the ancient purled  
are known, and a larger number of the Roman period have bees  
published in the Orsimeidiache Jahrnhdi' (i905).  

Owing to the scantiness of published material about Pinrygia  
frequent reference has been made in this artide to unpublished  

The influence which was exerted on Greek music and lyric poetry  
by the Phrygian musk was great; see Μsesvas• Οιvχnls. 

'There is nee direct evidence that this wee p emb d iq the ue -
ship of Cybele, but analogy and indirect arguments make it pistil  
certain.  
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^ay^ιnα Heads, the wad s ahwdy quoted of Abel and Perrot,  
.,. Ritter'a " Klεinwen," in his E,dkiuido son Anon; L ιαke, Aiia  
Mime (1824); Kiepert appendix to Franz, Feel lucky. w  f Swd4 Ak*aamau  *8p), Haase. iπ Erich and Grebe?'  
iii." Ρbη sn "; ktoa, Τ eeds ιωΡΑ st& ΥιωΡar(ιβµ) Hiriebield  
" Re'sebiaicht," in the But le:Web r X870; Timu, Αm wιawn  
('862); Steuart, Aacseat Μoawea ref Lydia aid Ρωγtw, besides  
the special  chapters in the giograpkikal trounce of Cramer. Viivien  
St Martin. Faibiger, &e.; numerous article, by recent needlers; 
J . G. C. Anderson ht Jorπιd of fleikeie Seedier 4898, &e ); D. G.  
Fiagarth, ibid.; Kfete is Mulled. lntt. Alicia, and his bunk  
udia ('904)'Human aid Judeicb. Θκrapdu (ι

s  
); Rand  

in his erode Es ληουηe. Ramsay ^iυ addItion ιο articles in ΥiωΡked.  
hasNt.'Allies. (1882 sqq.), Balldrn de comp bebIn (1883 sqq.), 
Jesend of Zldksie Sied α ^a τ (ι88ι, a'q.),Asu,n lsιΡr,ief Arch,eo- 
logy. Rwsr des Itrdes ηκίιsaesi. Ciiirt aid Bsdodoics 4  Ρ emiσ, 

 vole.I. ii, (1893 ppqq )• Μιιeι s in Use Ιωωωγ end An 4  ike EesImi 
Proas'es (I 	Parse and other Srrd κτ (gpo6); ZlssIori'al Cmi- 
arnwry es Gabber, &e. 	; Cuies of .58 Paid (1907); see also  
T. 
AJlndw 

 (^ [gm)• 	ulte" in Now lab δ 	̂   

ΡΗΗΥΝΣ, Greek churtesan, lived in the 4th centκ uryr ac. Her  
teal name was Mτιesaretε, but owing to her complerion she  
was called Phryne (toad), a name given to other courtesans.  
She was born at Thespian in Boeotia, but seems to have lived  
at Athens. She acquired so much wealth by her extraordinary  

beauty that she offered to rebuild the walls of Thebes, which  

had been destroyed by Alexander the Great (336), on condition  
that the words "Destroyed by Αleundeτ, restored by Pbryne  
the courtesan," were i ιιιctibed upon them. On the occasion  
of a festival of Poseidon at £leusa she )aid aside her garments,  
let down her hair, and stepped into the sea in the sight of the  
people, thus suggesting tο the painter APelles  his great picture  
of Aphrodite Aaadyomene, for which Phryne at as model.  
She w* also (according to some) the model foe the statue of the  
Caidtaa Aphrodite by Pratitelne. When accused of profaning  
the Eleuainian mysteries, she was defended by the orator  
Hypereidea,oneofberlovers. When it seemed a it the vesdkt  
would be unfavourable, he rent her robe and dis ρlαyεd her lovely  
bosom, which so moved her judges that they acquitted her.  
According to others, she herself thus displayed her charms.  
She is said to have made an attempt on the virtue of the  philo-
sopher Xenocrates. A statue of Phryne, the work of Prazileles,  
was placed in a temple at Thespiae by the Side of a statue  of 
Aphrodite by the same artist.  

See Atbmmes. ρρ 558. 567,  383, 583, 990. 39'; Adia4 Per.  
HssI. ix. 3a; Pliny,  Wet. Mist. zany. 71.  

PHRYNJCHUS—z. Son of Polyphradmon and pupil of Thespis,  
oα of the earliest of the Greek tragedians. Some of the ancients,  
indeed, regarded him as the real founder of tragedy. lie gained  
his. first poetical victory in 511 s.c. His famous play, the  
Capture of Mutes, was probably composed shortly after the  
conquest of that city by the Peraians The audience was moved  
tο teem the pmt was fined for reminding the Athenians of their  
misfortunes, and it was decreed that no play on the subject  
should be produced again. In 476 Phrynichus was successful  
with the Pkoeismsme, es celled from the Phocalklan women who  
formed the chores, which celebrated the detest of Xerxes at  
Salamis (48ο). Themistoc ea acted as choragus, and one of the  
objects of the play was to remind the Athenians of his great  
deeds. The Pwsroes of AachYhu (472)  was an imitation  of 
the Phociimae. Phsyaiichus is said to have died  in Sicily.  
Some of the tides of his plays, Dksoider, Adaems, dkeslis,  

Tasids's, show that he treated mythological as well as con-
teinporaiy subjects. He introduced a separate actor as dhttact  
from the leader of the chorus, and thus Laid the foundation of  
dialogue. But in his plays, as in the early tragedies generally,  
the dramatic element was subordinate to the lyric element as  
represented by the chorus and the dance. According to  

Sui'as, Phzynichns best introduced female chaτacteα on the  
stage (played by men in masks), and made special use of the , 
nochaic tetrameter  

Fragments Is A. Νaυck. l'esgkiwrem grarcorsa frσςπuιda (τ88y) . 
s A poet of the Old Attic comedy and a contemporary of  

Aństophenes His first comedy was exhibited in aq s.c. He  

compound ten plays, of shish the Sdiia,y (MΜrb,ρaer) was  
exhibited in;' along with the Birds of Ariatophanesuid gained  
the third gene. The Muse =tied of the amend prize in 403,  
Aziatophame being first with the Frogs, in which he accuses  
Phrynlcbus of employing vulgar tricks to raise a laugh,  of

bad vesaiflcatkn. 
Fragment. iii T. Kick. Cseeiesrme e$wrase'esgseosla ( ι88ο).  
3. Pmtvsrcaos Auents, a grammarian of Bithynia, lived  

in the snd century sA. Αιcοτdieg to Suedes he was the author  
of (t) an AlOidist, or Os Attie Words, in two books; (a) Τ'ΟιΣοω  
ονιαυ eγή , a collection of subjects for discussion; (3) Zoφe σsuιj  
ωαραοav4, or Sophistical Equipment, in forty-seven (es  
seventy-tour) books. As models of Attic style Phrynicrtns  
assigned the highest place to Plato, Dmliostbenes and Machines  

the Socratic. The work was teemed, but prolix and garrulous.  

A fragment contained in a Pam MS. was pυbliahed by B. de  
Montlaucoe, and by  L Bekker in his Aseecdela puma (1814).  
Another work of Ph[yniεhus, not mentioned by Photius, but  
perhaps identical with the Mlicfst mentioned by Su des, the  
Sdidim, ('Hii>) of Attie Wards end ?Amass, is extant. It is  
dedicated to Comelisms., a man of literary tastes, and one of the  
imperial secretaries, who bad invited the author to undertake  

the work. It is a τdlαd= of current words and forms which  

deviated frem the Old Attic standard, the true Attic equivalents  
being given side by side. The week is thus a lexicon and.  

barbarism, and is intemeting as Westrating the changes through  
which the Greek language had paved between the 4th century  
s.c. and the and cement Α.Ο.  

Editions of the '&).$. with valuable noses, have been  published  
by C. A. Lobeck ςιbro)and W G Rutherford (isis); Lobeckdevoots  
his attention cindy to the later, Rutherford to the earlier usages  
noticed by l'hrynlchna. See also J. Brenoua. De ΡAvynkie A#ku to  

(*893)A
n Athenian general in the P q. 	 dopoomeslan Way. Re  

took a leading part in establishing the oligarchy of the Four  

Hundred at Athens in 411 s. C., and we. _ in the same  
year (Thucydides viii.).  

ΡΜΤHΑLΑZ111H8 (benxοοτ bodiaiαs or bensopyridaslnes),  
inorganic chemistry a group of heterocyciic compounds cnigaIn.  
mg the ring α mρleχ shown in formula I. They are isomeric  
with the cinnolines (q•,.).  The guest substance of the greup,  
pbthsladne, C'H,N,, is bat obtained from the condensation.  

οf. r•te rabromoτthoιιylme with hydrazine (D. Gabtiel, Dir.,  
1893, s6, ρ. saio), or by the reduction of cklorpbtbalasine with  

pbcqiborus and hydriodic add (Bυ.., ι897, ρ. 3024). It god  
basic properilts and forms additios products with alkyl iodides.  
On oxidation with alkaline potassium permanganate it ski&  

pyńdaine dianbozyiic add. Zinc and hydrochloric add  
decompose it with formation of orthorylyknee diamine.  

The keto-hydro derivative eιιh.ιw ,. ^.  C,H'N,, (formula li.),  
is obtained by condensing hydrazine with orthophthalaldehvdo•  

acid. On treatment with phosphorus osychloride it yields a chior.  
pphhthalaaine which with zinc and hydrochloric acid glees isoindok,  
CIH,N, and with tin and hydrochloric acid dhthalim ιdιnς GH10Ν,  
the second nitrogen atom being clumngtcd as ammonia.  

CO

λλ  

i. Plot αιαιιι e. 	11. PhtMhseώ .  
PHIHALIC ACID', or Dzismsz Dιcasoττtac Acme,  

C.H,(CΟ,H)s. Them are three isomers: (r) oubo, or phthdie  
add; (s) mets, or isophthdic add; l3) pera, or terqibthallo  
acid 

PAdisN& mid was obtained by Lament in 1836 by oddizung  
naplidialena tetxachlorlde, and, believing it to be a nephthakne  
derlvadw, be nursed it nnphtbslenic acid; Mmk/see determined  

its formula and showed Lament's supposition to be incorrect,  
upon which Laurent gave it its piment name. It Is manufactured  
by. utilising naphthalene tet ταchimide (prepared tmm mph-
shake, potassium, chlorate aid hydrochloric ad") with nitric  
acid, or, better, by oxidizing the hydrocarbon with fuming  
sulphuric add, using mercury or mercuric sulphate as a catalyst  
(Germs pat. 9', roe). It also mutts a α tiκ oxidation of ortho.  
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dideńνatiνα of benzene. It forms white crystals, melting at  
2d3° with decomposition into water and phlbalic anhydride;  
the latter forms long white needles, melting at er8° and boiling  
11 284. Heated with sn excess of lime it give benzene; ealdum  
buizoate results when calcium phthalate is heated with one  
molecule of lime to 330'-3$0. The acid (and anhydride)  are 
largely used in the soled Industry (see λtαοassιmr, Ρw οL- 

Phthalyl chloride, C,H,(COCI) cr Gee(C^CI,̂   (CO)O, formed 
bsαώιgg the anhydride with pbo ιΡ̂ honu , is an oil whit  
solidides at o° sad boils at 275.  Ia some reactions it behaves  
as having the 6m formula, in others as having the second. Pht ńalyl  
chloride with phosphorus ρeatechlοride gives two pphhtbalylene  
tetradslorides, one melting at 88' and the ether at 47°. They cannot  
be  cbanaod into one another and have been Riven the f(αebuke  
C'l,(CCI,)(COCI) and C°Η.(IC4),Ο. Ρbthιllmιde2  C,Hs(CO),NH,  
is formed by heating plitbalic anhydride or chloride in ammonia  
gee or by molecular rearrangement of ο tho-eyanbens iε acid.  
It forms N-metallic and alkyl salts, Broimne and potash give  
anthranilic acid, CsHs(NHá(CO1H). (See lrsnipo.)  

lsn$llsalic acid is obtained by oxidizing meta zyleme with  
chromic acid, or by fusing potassium meta.aiilpbcbenzoate, of  
meta...brombenzoste with potassium formate (terephthalic acid  
is also formed in the lest nee). It melts above 300°, and dissolves  
in 7800 puts of cold mater and in 460 of boding. The barium  
salt (+6ifι0) is eery soluble (a distinction between *Week and  
to epbthalic acids). Urilic acid, 5-methyl Isopbthalik acid, is  
obtained by =dieing meitylene or by  condensing  ρyτ  
acid with beryls weer.  

TuephIhalec acid, formed by oxidizing paτa-didαivativea  
of benzene, or bat by oxidizing caraway oil, a mixture of  
cymene and cr mine!, with chromic acid, as almost insoluble in  
water, alcohol and ether; it'subilmes without melting when  
betted.  

For the reduced pbthslic acids see Ροιv*χτυυ.sam.  
ΡΗΤ 81Ι (Cr. dΙσιe " wasting "), a term formerly applied  

(like " Consamptim ") to the disease of the lung now known  
as Tuberculosis (g.s.).  

FRYL&CFERY (#υλσa ιeι), a Greek word meaning  
"guard" (ac. against midortune), it. an amulet. It is applied  
in the New Testament to the kβΓlis e " prayα-thongs " wren  
by orthodιιτ Jews daily at morning-prayer (whether at home  or 
in the synagogue). The title employed in Hebrew, kjIlin, seems  
really to be derived from an Aramaic term meaning "at τach-
wents," "ornaments "; it corrtponds to the Biblical Hebten  
word rendered " fron tiets " (fdaf6th). The t ι̂  llis or pbylnc-
terries are worn, one on the left arm (the " band-twills "), and  
the other on the head (the " herd-te ό lla "). In each case the  
leather (hongs support a small satch€l which is fastened to the  
arm and the fotehesti respectively, and contains certain passages  
of the Law written (in Hebrew) on parchment, viz. Exod. xiii.  
ι - ιο amd ι ι -τ6; Dent. vi. 4-q and xi. ι3- ;ι. The custom of wear-
ing phylacteries seems to have been derived in the fast instance  
from the Pharbee . By the Sadduexa and the generality of  
the people in the time of Christ it seems not to have been  
practised. Later it became-not without protest-one of the  
badges of orthodox Judaism. It is significant that the custom  
is entirely unknown to the Samaritan community.  

The phylacterles, together with the "fringe"  ('rind) and  
doorpost symbol (memza)-which latter *insists of a piece of  
parchment, containing the Hebrew text of Dent vi. 4.9 and xi.  
i{-2r enclosed in a glass or metal tube, and fined upon the right  
hand post of the door of each dwelling-room in a bouse-firm  
the three sets of visible signs by which the Israelite is constantly  
reminded of his duty to God (d. Nuns. xv. $9.40; Dent vi. 9;  

so). The " fringe " (or " tassels r) was originally attached  
to the common outer garment-a large mime snap-the loose  
End of which hung over the left she dde τ. This garment with  
tassels is mentioned in the New Testament (cf. Matt 1s. so;  
ńe. 36;  xxiii. ς and ριralkέ ). Among modern Jews it has sur-
vived in two forms: (,) the fringed praying thawl called label  
wode by every male orthodox Jew at theaynagogue morning sac°  
vice end (a) an uιιdα gaτmmy elseped like a dsest.p otador,  

one part covering the chest, the ether the beck, which is  
worn continuously by male orthodox Jews It is called Arta  
Καsfold (i.e. " Four Conners," Dent. xxii. 12) or "little Talith,"  
and is, of Bonne,"fringed." Moth phylactmy mad menu  
were supposed to hap off hurtful demons (Tug. on Cam.  
viii 3).  

See Surenbusius, Yiκkmσ, 1. 9 seq.; and R"4msta %ink  
yoJ. d. issdigea Jades, hv. 9 seq. (W. R  S., G IL Bo.)  

PHY4BCHUS, a Greek ń storien, who dowished during the  
time of Aratem, the strategist of the Achuan League, in the 3rd  
Century s.c. His birthplace is variously given as tthωs,  
Naucatis or Sicyon. lie was probably a hative of Nssicralis,  
and subsequently migrated to Athens. He was the author of a  
history in 28 books, covering the period from the expedition of  
Pyrrhus king of Epirus to Peloponneaus (272) to the death of the  
Spartan king Cleomma (are) after his defeat by Amigesas  
Deeon. Polybius (ii. 56-63) charges him with endue partiality  
for Cleomenca and unfaimεaa towards Awtua; I'iutarcb (drabs,  
38 ), who is of the same opinion, did not hesitate to use him freely  
in his own biogrspbiesolAgissndCleomencs.  
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ΡΗΥΙΙ. a motaln fortress, ens pas leading from Athens 
 to Boeotis and Thebes, and commanding a (me view of the Attic  

plain. Ιt is situated on the south-west end of Mt Fames. It  
is chiody famous fee its occupation by Thraaybuhst at the heed  
of the Athenian exiles during the rule of the Thirty Tyrants  is 
eοe s.c. After defending hen !elf from attack, with the help  
of a snowstorm, he .ucceeded by a venturesome night much  
in seizing Mumytba. Close to Phyla is the Siff called Berms,  
over which the Pytń ian bgń tainge were watched for from  
Athens.  

ΡHΥΙΙΖΜ (Cr 46d)ior, a leaf, probably bemuse they  
yield Itaf-like plates, owing to their fissility), in petrology,  a 
group of reeks which are in practically all taees metamorphosed  
argillaceous sediments, consisting a smtsaly of qumrta,ehlorite  
and muscovite, and possessing a well-racked parallel artsnge-
meat or scbiatoelty. They form an Intermediate term is the  
series of altered days or shaft' deposits between clay slates  

and mica.achists The clay-slates have avery simile mineral  
constitution to the phyllites, but are fine grained end are  
distinguished also by a very much better d e νage. In the  
phyllltea also white mice (muscovite or seticit ε) is more abundant  
etc a rule than in date, end its crystalline plates are larger; the  
abundance of mica give. these rocks a glesy sheen on the smooth  
pisses of 6sility. Many of the best Welsh slates are rich L  
smell seeks of white mica, which polarize brightly between  
moored mduds. The Cornish-slag are still amen micaceenmand  
rather warier grimed, so that they might be called mica-elates  
or even phyllites  

Α microscopical section of a typical phylute shows green chlorite  
and colorless mica both in irregular plates disposed in parallel  
order, with a greater or smaller amount of quartz which forms small  
lenticular grains elongated parallel to the [oliation. Grains of pion  
oside (magnetite•and haematite) and blade graphitic dust are very  
commonly 
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 is absent err ^e sn, but some pάγllites 
are y 	development of small rounded grains  
albtte, often in considerable numbers. The minute needles of  
rυtele so often seen in clay-slates, are not often met with in phylleten.  
but this mineral forms small  prisms which  may be intergrown with  
black magnetite- at other times it occur, as =roe s et esgsake. 
Other pbyll ίtee onatain delimited (usually calcite but sometimes  
dolomite) in Bar or spindle-shaped crystals, which often give evsdeilce  
of crushing. Very tiny blue needles of tourmaline are by no means  
rare in phyllites, though readily overtookedi Garnet occurs some-

. times, a good mmple of get:undmmnyllite being famished 
the whetstones of the Ardee!es, in which there ire many  assail 

ystals of 	 garnet. Noenblende, otters in isotropic  ^ 
branching feathery crystals,is a less frequent accessory. In some  
phyllites a mineme! of the diloricold group makes its apρeιωαι r  
this may be oltrelite, ,ismondine or other varieties of a iontoid.  

and occurs in large sub-hexagonal plates  showi σg comwia twindig.  
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Fro. 3.—a, Male produced  
from small eggc. hid by singed  
female (fig. 3); b, large egg;  q 
small egg.  

FIG. a.—Phylloxera.  
Winged Female which lives  
on leaves and buds of vine,  
and lays parthenogenetically  
eggs of two kinds, one do-  
veloping into a wingless  
female, the other into a  
male.  
almost impossible to find it.  
pad during the cold months;  
the month of April, they give  
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The 	1mw! ν,d  d ιιs 	by the phyllites ese ce wpmia- 

tiedΥ few. The most finely ciysiailrne specimens have generally  
the most perfect parallel arrangement of their constituents. The  

foliation is generally flat or linear, but in same racks is undulose  
α cινmρΝ. From ιh imρerfect ίen of ties cleavgge pbyllites  
are randy suitable for roofing meterrls; their schism renders them  
valueless as road stones but they are net uncommonly employed  
air inferior building materiels. They are exceedingly common iii  
all parts of the world where metamorphic rocks incur; as in the  

Scottish Highlands. C rsed!, Angleseεy. noeth-west Ireland, the  
Ardeirnis. the Ham Μουπwσι, haxony, the Alps, Norway, the 

the e Great Ickes district in America, &c. (J.  S. F.)  
ΡHTLLΟΧ ΒΑ (Gr. φbλhor, teal, and ηρό ι, dry), α genus  

of insects belonging to the family of Ap ń idae, or Plant-lice, in the  
Homopterous section of the order Hemiptera. It is chiefly  
known from the causal relation of one of its species to the most  
serίοus of vine-diseases The name was first given in 1834 to 

 s pleat-louse which was observed to "dry up the leaves" of oaks  
in Provence. About twenty-seven specita are new known, all  

characterized by length not exceeding rob of an inch, fiat wings,  
three articulations in the antennae, one or two articulations in  
the taxses, with digituies, but without coruicles on the abdomen.  

The following full description d the only species which attacks  
the vine, the Ρέυµοsea uss'o.'nx, or grape-louse, is reprinted from  
the article Viwa in the 9th edition of this encyclopaedia.  

"The symptoms of the disease, by means of which an infected spot  
may be readily recognized, are as follows. The vines are stunted and  
beer few leaves, and those smell ones. When the disease reaches an  

advanced stage the leaves am diseoloured,yellow or reddish, with  
their edges turned back, and withered. The grapes are arrested  

in their growth and their skin is wrinkled. If the roots are examined  
numerous fusilorm swellings are found upon the smaller rootlets.  

These are at first yellowish in colour and fleshy; but as they grow  
older they become rotten and assume a brown or black colour. 11  
the roots on which these swellings occur be examined with a lens,  
a number of minute insects of a yellowish-brown colour are observed;  

these are the root-forms (radi-  
cola) of Phy&x'ra (fig. 1); they  
are about •8 mm. king, of an  
oval outline and with a swollen  
body. No distinction between  
head, thorax and abdomen can  
be observed. The head bears  
small red eyes and a pair of  
three-jointed antennie, the first  
two joints being short and thick,  
the third more elongated, with  
the end cut off obliquely and  

Ftc. i.—Root - inhabiting Form slightly hollowed out. Under-
(Radiioh) of Phyfloxra, with pro- neath, between the legs, lies the  
boecis inserted into tissue of root rostrum, which rashes back to  
of vine, the abdomen. The insect is fixed  

by this rostrum, which is inserted  
into the root of the vine for the purpose of sucking the tap. The  
abdomen consists of seven segments, and these as well as the anterior  
segments bear four rows of small tubeirles on their dorsal surface.  
These τυοe-dwel4ηF insects are females, which ley partbenogenetk  
egg The inset is fixed by its proboscis, but move its abdomen 
about and In's thirty to forty yellow  in small clusters After  
the lapse of six eight or twelve days, accsmling to the temperature.  

the larvae hatch out of the eggs. These are light yellow in colour  
and in appearance resemble their mother, but with relatively  
kajar a ρeπdageι. They move actively about fora few days and  
then, having selected a convenient place on the young roots, insert  
their proboscis and become stationary. They moult five times,  
becoming with etch change of skin darker in colour; in about three  
weeks they become adult and capable of laying pas·tbenogeiietic  
aggι In this way the insect Increases with appalling rapidity  
ilbas been calculated that a single mother which dies after laying  
her eggs in March would have over 25,000,000 descendants by  
tktober. If, however, the insect were content with this method of  
reproduction the disease could be isolated by sunsunding the  

infected patches with a dip ditch full of some such substance as  
coal-tar, which would prevent the insects spreading on to the roots  
of healthy vines The fertility of the parthenogeoctscally produced  

insects would also diminish after a certain number of generations  
had been produced.  

As the summer Create on a second tam of insect aρpeaa amongst  
the root-dwellers, though batched from the same eggs as the form  
described above. These are the nymphs, destined to acquire  
wings; their body is mere slender in ontline, and at first they  
bear well-marked tubercles. After several moults the rudiments  
of two emir of wings appear, and then the insect creep* up to the  
surface of the-earth, and on to the vine. Here it undergoes  

its fifth sad last moult, and appears as a winged female, capable  
of reproducing parthenogenetically. The winged form has  a 
lender body with distinct heed (fig. a). The eyes tae well devdapd,  

with numerous facets; the antiaeae have thers ielnts, the ter.  
mind one shaped like that of the root-dwellers, The wings  
are transparent, with few nerwees, and are well adapted for  
flight. The anterior pair tench far  ‚' ' '- 
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in number ad d two sizes, small  
and large (fig. g, band c). From the  
larger  a female (fig.4> .  is hatched in 

simultaneously,  or ten days, and multaneously,  
for the first time in the life-history of  
the Phy(losoa, a male (fig ;) appears  
from the smaller egg. either male  
nor female has wings; the rostrum is  
replaced by a functionless tubercle,  
and there is no alimentary canal.  
The female is larger than the male  
and differs from it and the other forms  
in the last joint of the antennae.  
The Ilk of these sexual forms lasts  
but a few days, and is entirely taken  

up with reproduction. The female is  
fertilised by the male and three or  
four days later lays a single egg—the  
winter egg--and then des. This egg Is 

 hidin thecιevicesofthebarkof thevine,  
and as it is protectively coloured it is  
Here the winter eggs remain undevelo  
but in the following spring, as a rule in  

Fie. 4.—Wingless Female pro- 
duced from large egg ( fig . 

 
3. 

laid by winged [emale). 
 

birth to a female insect without sings, which sese ιπbks the root-
dwelling forms, but has pointed antennae. These forms are termed  
the stock-mothers, they creep into the buds of the vine, and, as these  

develop into the young leaves, ίnseπ their proboscis into the upper  
side By this means a gall is produced on the trader side of the leaf.  

&km' of Ida  Varioas Forms of Phyikxero swtatris.  

Α.  gσot-ώ lαtiσa Ιαm,  Υ 
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Γιa-poduεius ft Rod eπlσς Υ  

The gall is εup-shaped, and its outer si ιAaceiισum 	and coveied  
nigh. ash warts and hair The opening upon the upper surface  

dew  
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of the leafy prosticted by similar structures. Within this gall the  
stock-mother lives and ιυrroυnds herself with numerous partbeno.  
genetically produced eggs—sometimes as many as two hundred 
ma single gall; these eggs give birth titer six oweight days to a  
numerous progeny (gallicola), some of which form new galls and  
multiply in the )eaves, whilst others descend t ο the roots and become  
the root-dwelling forms already described. The galls and the gall- 

oοddυcίag form are much commoner in Αmeria than in the Old  
World. 

The particular species of pbylkncess which attacks the vine  
is a native of the United States, probably originating among the  
wild vines of the Colorado district. 11 was first observed in  
1856 by Asa Fitch (1809-1878), who did not suspect its mischief,  
and called it P'smpkigau si(sJdiae. In '863 it was independently  
discovered by Westwood in an English vinery at Hammersmith;  
he was ignorant of Fitch's observation, and called it Pai'ysebi'  
sitjsana. From 1858 tο 1863 there were many importations  
of American vines for grafting purposes to Bordeaux, Roque-
maure and other parts of France, England, Ireland, Germany,  
Portugal, &c. It is practically certain that the deadly phyl-
losers was imported on these plants A year or two later certain  
vine-growers in the South of France began to complain of the  
new vine-disease. M. Delorme, of Aries, in ι865, appears to have  
been the first who recognized its novelty said had a presentiment  
of disaster. The disease steadily spread outwards in concentric  
circles from its feat place of lodgment near Roquemeure.  
Within two or three years whole departments were infested.  
In 1866 a second centre of infection made its appearance near  
Bordeaux. The vine-growers were at their wits' end to account  
for this new plague, which threatened to be even more costly  
than the ofdium. The completeness of the ruin which threatened  
them may be illustrated by the statistics for a single commune,  
that of Graveson, whose average annual production of wine in  

the years 1865-1867 was about 2ao,aao gallons. In '868 this fell  
to 131,000 (Wiens, in 1869 to 48,400  gallons, in 1870 to 8800  
gallons, and by 1 873 to " "0O gallons  

In 1868 Planchon proved that the disease was due to a ntw  
species of phylloxera, which was invariably found on the roots  
of the aaected vines, and to which he accordingly gave the  
prophetic name of Phyiosera sa τbtri π. During the next ten  
yearn a series of students, of whom only Riley and Balbieni need  
be mentioned here, worked out the natural history of Phylkxua  
satlalris, and proved its identity with the American grape-louse.  
Its devastations rapidly assumed gigantic proportions In  
France, where the disease was by far the most prevalent—owing  
in great part to the ob.tinacy with which the vine-growers at  
first refused to take any reasonable precautions against its  
spread—M. Lalandt, president of the chamber of commerce  
at Bordeaux, in 1888 calculated the direct loss to the country by  
the phylloxera et '0 milliards (j400,000,000), or double the  
indemnity which had been paid to Germany in ‚8711  

The phylloxera has made its appearance in almost every vine-
growing country lathe world. Thus it appeared in Austria-Hungary  
in 1868; in Italy. in spite of the frantic efforts made—as in other  
countries—to keep it out by strict legislation against the import of  
vines, in i8yp;  in Russia in 1880; in Germany. on the Rhine and  
Moselle, and in Switzerland in 1872; in Madeira, Spain and Portugal,  
about 1876. Ths pat even creed the mean and appeared in  
Australia, at Geelong, about 1880; it has since twice broken out  iii 
Victoria. and has ravaged the vineyards of South Australia and New  
South Wales. At the Cape, in spite of a long endeavour to prohibit  
the import of the phyllozers, it appeared about '884. In 1885 it  
crossed the Meditemneaii to Algena. There was only one country  
where its ravage were long unimportant; that was its home in the 
United States, where the native vanes had become, by the operation  
of natural selection, immune to its attacks Vet no imported vine  
has ever lived there more t han five years, and in '890 the phylloxera  
crossed the Reeky Mountains, and seriously damaged the vineyards  
of California, where it had previously been unknown.  

Three different methods of fighting the pat have been success-
fully adapted. One is to kill the phylloxera itself; anther, to  
destroy it along with the infected vines, and plant fresh and  
healthy plants; the third, to adapt the secular therapeutics of  
nature, and to introduce American vines which a long acquain-
tance with the phylloxera has made immune to its ravages.  
Insecticides, of which the biaulpbide of carbon (CS,) and the  

snl*la•cxbeaate of pctsstlum .  (KSCSs) =sm in In sea were  
injected into the earth to kill the phylloxera on the roots of the  
vine. These methods were chiefly advocated in vineyards of  
the fist Baas, where it was world while t π speed a good dal of  
money and labour to preserve the old and famous vines: the  
Chateau Leoville Poyfetr6 and Cloa Vongeot are ingrate .  
Some good judges attribute the peculiar and Dot nnplessirg  
davoar of certain clarets 0f 4888 to means thus adapted to kill  
the pbylloxera. The emend plan was largely adopted in  
Switzerland and on the Rhine, where measures resembling these  
taken with cattle suspected of anthrax were applied to all  
diseased vineyards. The third plan, which consists in replanting  
the affected vineyard with American vines—iuch as the Vilis  
labrusca, V. ńp044, V. rή eιlrit or V. peered  
the most generally successful.  

A very good bibliography will be found in Les !*sedes & b 	.  
by Professor Majet of Moiitpellier ('$90), 0), which l the best book s  
the subject. Reference may also be made to the classic memsin  
of Planchon, culminatin& in Lei Mews 4 (a yk^ilortra di Is  

ofi^sιι.s (1877);  Dreyfus, flier ΡhιiΙoseriπeπ (1889); Lichtenuc ίa 
H^ o&e du pk α; the Raprt po eπnu is d ^ b ιstmiuis 
rpdr^ a 	are da^ylla êra• and the excellent Rep σr on Ph$kurs 

drawn up by on. j. W. Taverner (Yιctcτί  , ι8gq No. 68).  

PHYSRARIONICA. a keyboard instrument fitted with free-
reeds, a kind of harmonium much used in Germany. The phyr  
harmonics resembles  a small harmonium, but Is differentiated  
from it by having no stops; being without percussion action, it  
does not speak readily or clearly. As in the harmonium, the  
bellows are worked by the feet by an alternate movement, which  
also affords a means of varying the dynamic force of the toot  
according as more or less energetic pedalling increases ω  
decreases the pressure of the wind supply. The ρhyshamιonice  
was invented in ι8ι8 by Anton Hgckel, of Vienna; in the origiul  
instrument the bellows were placed right and left immediately  
under the shallow wind-chest, and were worked by means of  
pedals connected by stout wire, A specimen, having a compass  
of four octaves and a very sweet ton!, is preserved in the collec-
tion of Paul de Wit, formerly in Leipzig, now transferred to  
Cologne. (K S.)  

PHYSICAL PHRNOIRNA, in the terminology of spiritualism  
and psychical research, molar or molecular phenomena in the  
physical world not traceable to ordinary muses and referred to  
the action of spirits or of mediums in abnormal psychical states.  
Among the phenomena or alleged phenomena ate: maicrializa-
tion, levitation or elongation of the medium; passage of matter  
through matter, a1[eration.of weight in a balance, tying of knots  
in an endless cord, apports (objects brought from a distance) and  
movements of objects (telekinesis); the production of  writing, 
imprints of plaster or other objects; reps, voices and otI'it  
sounds, including music; spirit pbotognphs; lights and perfumes  
To these may be added immunity against the effects of fire and  
the untying of ropes  

Analogous s phenomena are found 'm many parts of the wotid  
(see Ροtτ acxisτ; FIIIXWALLINC); spectral lights are associated  
with the tombs of Μahοmmedan saints, with Buddhist shrines.  
with religious revivals, with Red Indian and other magicians.  
8tc., and as sporadic phenomena in the Highlands and Norway.  
Levitation is asserted of Australian wizards, the rope-trick  of 
Eskimo angekoks; glyphs and direct writing are found in Mexican  
and Tibetan cults  

See F. Padmoee, Modern SpiriiiioIme; F. W. H. Myers.  Heaw 
Personality, ii. 506; Jeuraaf S. Ρ. R.. vi. 309 sq. (N. W. Τ.)  

PHYSIOCRATIC SCHOOL, the name given to a group 01  
French economists and philosophers. The heeds of the schod  
were Franpeis Quesnay (g.s.) and jean Claude Marie Vincent,  
sieur de Gournay ( ‚7ι 2-1759). The principles of the school bad  
been put forward in 1755 by R. Caatillon, a French merchant  
of Irish extraction (Fuse sue In salary des commerce sit ςιαίτο).  
whose biography W. S. Jevons has elucidated, and whom he  
regards as the true founder of political economy; but it was in  
the hands of Qucsnay and °minisy that they acquired a system-
atic.form, said became the creed of et united group of tbinkes  
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and practical men, bent on caisying them into .ction. The  
members of the group called themselves lea koaomutcs, but it is  
more convenient, because unambiguous, to designate them be  
the name jiysioaaks (Gr. 41σιe, nature, and apaτe"ur, to role),  
invented by P. S. Dupont de Nemour (t739- ιgr7), who was  
one of their number. In this name, intended to express the  
fundamental idea of the school, much mare is implied than the  
subjection of the phenomena of the social, and in particular the  
economic, world to fixed relations of coexiatcnco and succession.  
This is the positive doctrine which New at the bottom of all true  
science. But the law of nature referred to in the title of the sect  
was something quite different. The thadbgical dogma which  
represented all the movements of the uaivese as directed by  
divine wisdom and benevolence to the production of the greatest  
possible sum of happiness had been tmsfoemod in the bands of  
the metaphysicians into the conception of a jar ,safwae, a  
harmonious and beneficial code established by the favourite  
entity of these thinkers, suture, antecedent to human institu-
tions, and furnishing the model to which t hey should be made to  
conform.  

The general political doctrine is as follows: Society fs com-
posed of a number of individuals, all having the same natural  
rights. If all do not possess (as some members of the negative  
school maintained) equal capacities, each an at tenet best  
understand his own interest, and is led by ,inu=re to follow it.  
The social union is rally a contract between these individuals,  
the object of which is the limitation of the natural freedom of  
each just so far as it is inconsistent with the rights of the others.  
Government, though necessary, is a necessary mil; and the  
governing mower appointed by consent should be limited to the  
amount of interference absolutely required to secure the fulfil-
ment of the contract. In the economic sphere this implies  
the right of the Individual t ο such natural enjoyments es he can  
acquire by his labour. Thai labour, therefore, should be undis-
turbed and unfettered, end its fruits should be guaranteed to  

the possessor; in other words, property should be meted. Each  
citizen must be allowed to make the must of his labour and there-  
(ore freedom of exchange should be ensured, and competition  

in the market should be unrestricted, no monopolies or privileges  
being permitted to exist.  

The physiocrats then proceed with the economic analysis as  
follows: Only those labours are truly " productive " which add  
to the quantity of raw materials available for the purposes cf  
man; and the real annual addition to the wealth of the com-
munity consists of the excess of the mesof agricultural products  
(including, of course, metals) over their cost of production.  
On the amount of this prod ail set depends use well-being of the  
community and the possibility of its advance in civilization.  
The manufacturer merely gives a new form to the ritstm ńals  
extracted from the mirth; the higher value of the object, after  
it has passed through his heeds, only represents the quantity of  
provisions and other materials used and consumed initselabora-
lion. Commerce does nothing more than transfer the wealth  

already existing from one hand to another; what the trading  
lasses gain thereby is acquired at the cost of the nation, and it  

is desirable that its amount should be as small as possible. The  

occupations of the manufacturer and merchant, an well as the  

liberal professions, and every kind of personal service, are  

" useful " indeed, but they are "sterile," drawing their become,  

not from any fund which they themselves create, but from the  
superfluous earnings of the agriculturist. The revenue of the  

state, which must be derived altogether from this net product,  
ought to be raised in the most direct and aimphat way—namely,  
by a single impost of the nature of a land tar.  

The special doctrine relating to the exclusive productiveness  

of agriculture arose out of a conluaion.bctween "value "on the  

one hand and " matter and energy" on the other. Λ. Smith  
and other have shown that the attempt to fix the character of  

"sterility" on manufactures and commerce was founded in  
error. And the proposal of a single imp/it fcrritsriel falls to the  
ground with the doctrine on which it wan based. But such  
influence an the school exerted depended little, if at ell, en these  

peculiar tenets, which Indeed some of its members did not hel ι .  
The cHective result of its inching was mainly destructive. it  
continued in a more ayztematk form the dines in favour of the  
freedom of industry already begun in England and France.  it 
was to be expected that the edormm should, in the mint of  
the negative philosophy, eaagge.ate the vim of established  
systems; and there an be no doubt that they condemned too  
absolutely the economic actin of the state, both in pnndple  
and in its historic ma ufatati nos, and pushed the kisses.  
Juan doctrine beyond lii just limits. But this was a necessary  
incident of their connexioii with the revolutionary movement;  
of which they really formed one wing. In the course of that  
movement, tńeprimftive social contrad, the sovereignty of the  
people and ether dogmas mow son to be untenable, were  
habitually invoked in the region of politics proper, and had a  
transitory utility as ready and eSecti νe instruments of warfare.  
And so also in the economic sphere the docubes of natural rights  
of buying and selling, of the sumciency of enlightened selfishness  
ass guide in mutual dealings, of the certainty that each member  
of the society will understand and follow his true interests, and  
of the eolncidence of those interests with the public welfare,  
though they will not (ear a dispassionate examination, were  

temporarily useful as convenient and serviceable weapons lot  
the overthrow of the established order.  

These conclusions as to the revolutionary tendencies of the  

school are not at all ισectod by the fact that the form of govern-
ment preferied by Queanay and some of his chief followers was  
whet they called a legal despotism, which should embrace  
within itself both the legislative and the executive function.  

Thc season for this preference wan that an enlightened antral  
power mould more promptly and effieedously introduce the  

police they advocated than an assembly representing divergent  
opinions and fettered by constitutional checks and limitations.  
Turgot used the &beelune mower of the Crown to cute  into  
effect some of his measures iα the liberation of industry, though  
he ultimately (ailed because unsuatained by the requisite force  
of character in Louis XVI. But what the physiocratic ides  
with respect to the normal method of government was appears  
from Quesnay's advice to the dauphin, that when he became  
king he should "do nothing, but let the caws role," the  laws 
having been, of course, lint brought into conformity with the  
}sr satwae. The partiality of the school for agriculture was in  
harmony with the sentiment in favour of " nature " and primi-
tive simplicity which then showed itself In so many forms in  
France, especially in combination with the revolutionary spirit,  
and of which Rousseau was the most eloquent exponent. The  
members of the pbyslocratic grout) were undoubtedly men of  
thorough uprightness, and inspired with a sincere desire for the  
public good, especially for the material and moral elevation of  
the working dames. Quesosy was physician to Louis XV., and  

resided in the palace at Versailles; but in the midst of tint  
corrupt cowl be maintained his integrity, and spoke with manly  

&Rei mes what he believed to be the troth. And never did any  
statesman devote himself with greeter singleness of purpose or  
more earnest endeavour to the service of his ommtry than  

Turgot, who was the principal practical representative of the  
school  

The physiocratic school never obtained mach direct popular  
influence, even in its native *sentry, though it strongly attracted  
many of the more gifted mid Ernest minds. Its members,  
writing on dry subjects in an austere and often heavy style, did  

not find sccqslance with a public which demanded bdcro all  
things charm of manner in these who addressed it. The pbysio-
eretie tenets, which were In fad partly erroneous, were regarded  

by many as chimerical, and were ridiculed in the contemporary  
literature; es, for example, the imp/if unique by Voltaire in his  
L'iloasss ear querwIli few, which was directed in particular  
against P. P. Mercier-Larivifre (17me-1794). It was justly  
objected to the group that they were too absolute in their view  
of things; they supposed, as Smith remarks in speaking of  
Qucense, that the body polite could thrive only under one  

precise rfgime—that, namely, which they reeommetdcd—sod  
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fhonght their doctrines universally and immediately applicable  
in practice. They did not, as theorists, aumdentiy take into  

account bedded divensities or diiereat gages in social develop.  

meet; nor did they, as politicians, adequately estimate the  
Impediments which Ignorance, prejudice and interested opposi.  
lion present το enlightened stat 'ndή s  

The phyaiocrstic system, after guiding in some degree the  
policy of the Constituent Assembly, and awakening a few echoes  
here and there in foreign countries, sore ceased t ο exist as a  
living power; but the good elements it comprised were not lost  
to mankind, being incorporated into the more complete construc.  
lion of Adam Smith.  

See the article on Qu eΑΥ, with bibliography appended thereto,  
also the articles en  Μι and TuaGor. Most French histories  
contain an account of the school i see especially Tocquevllk,  
L'Ascwen rtgnme d in 4W:diom, ch. iii; Tame, Les Or.giaes do le  
Pranc' cestemporo,,w, vol. I. R. Stourm, Les Finesses de "mmcmi  
Vtgusa it de in ,&dsijs' ( ι8δS5); Dme, Hntsire ds rtpie de Louis  

Χ VI.; also L de Lavergne. Ecmrmnisfes jrasfdss di Χ  viii· siktk; 
li. Higgs, The PhysmocroIs (London, 1897, with au thorities).  

PHYSIOGNOMY, the English form of the middle Greek  
φuσωγνωµtα, a contraction of the classical φvσ'ογ,ω ονΙn  
(from 4aim, nature, and 'yni µων, an interpreter), (t) a term  
which denotes a supposed science for the "diacovery of the  
disposition of the mind by the liniments of the body" (Bacon);  

(τ) is also used colloquially as a synonym for the face or outward  
appearance, being variously spelled by the old writers: breed y  

by Lydgate, pάί τeοιιń  in Udell's translation of Erasmus on  
Mark iv., pkysncsd' in Bale's &iglish Υσιατί  t (i. a. p. 44), and  
βtsοmie in All's web teal ands well, iv. ς (first folio).  

Physiognomy was regarded by those who cultivated it as a  
twofold science: ( τ) a mode of discriminating character by the  
outward appearance, and (a) s method of divination from form  
and feature. On account of the abuses of the latter aspect of  
the subject its practice was forbidden by the English law. By  
the act of parliament ι7 George II. C. ς (a 743) all persons pre-
tending to have skill in physiognomy were deemed rogues and  
vagabonds, and were liable to he publicly whipped, or sent to  
the house of correction until next sessions! The pursuit thus  
stigmatized as unlawful is one of great antiquity, and one which 

 in ancient and medieval times had an extensive though now  
almost forgotten literature. It was Very early noticed that the  
good and evil passions by their continual exercise stamp their  
impress on the fare, and that each particular passion has its own  
expression. Thus far physiognomy is s branch of physiology.  
But in its second aspect it touched divination and astrology, of  
which Galen' says that the physiognoanical part is the greater,  
and this aspect of the subject bulked largely in the fanciful  
literature of the middle ages. There Is evidence in the earliest  
classical literature that physiognomy formed part of the moat  
Indent practical philosophy. Homer was a dose observe of  
expression and of appearance as cotrelated with character, as  
is shown by his description of ibeτaites' and elsewhere. Hippo.  
crates, writing about 450 3.c., expresses his belief in the influence  

of environment in determining disposition, said in the reaction  
of these upon feature,° a view in which he is supported later 

 by Rogue. Galen, in his work Hest τ .w sir trogijτ *)9ί W, having  
discussed the nature and immortality of the soul, proceeds in  
ch. vii. to a brief study of physiognomy (ed. Ruhn W. 745)•  
In this passage he deprecate current physiognomical spαvla-. 
lions, spying that be might criticise them but hared to waste  
time and become tedious over them. In chapter viii. he quotes  
with approbation the Hippocratic doctrine referred to above; and  

'Tbe Act 39 mizabetli c. 4 ( 1 5y9g7-5 98) declared "all persona 
fαyπinn to have knowledke of Ph'uaoge οmie or like Fantasticall  
Ymaginacious " liable to be stripped naked from the middle up-
wards and openly whipped until his body be bloudye." This was  

modified by 13 Anne c. 26(1713). still further by 17 George I1. ε. 5.  
which was rn.enacted by the Vagrancy Act 1824. This last act only  
specifies palmistry.  

' pelts. 'Deg uves).k,w, 'rρ,γeωeruό  (ed. Kilhn mx. 330).  
' Iliad. ii. 2Τ4. See also 1lackwell'%I+ ιgsfry, (2nd ed. 1736), µ 330  

A physlognomical study of the Homeric heroes is given by Malalas,  
cd. Dindorf, V. 505.  

°UOi Ws+, fiimei, rare. (cd. Kuhn, i. 547).  

in a later work. lisp1 enrwah(emm 'pey ιrσπ ιi , he speaks of the  
advantage of s knowledge of physiognomy t ο the physidiaa'  
We learn both from le mblicbus' and Porphyry' that Pytbe-
gom practised the diagnosis of the characters of candidates he  
pupilage before admitting them, although he seems to have  
discredited the current physiognomy of the schools, as he  
rejected Cyb, the Crotonian, on account of his professing these  
doctrines, and thereby was brought into some trouble. Mato  

also tells us that Socrates predicted the promotion of Alcibiades  
from his appearance; and Apuleiva • speaks of Socrates eecog.  

nixing the abilities of Plato at first view. On the other hand, it  

has been recorded by Cicero" that a certain physiognoinist,  
Zopyrus, who profered to know the habits and mermen of moo  

from their bodies, eyes, face and forehead, characterized Socrates  

as stupid, sensual and dull (bards,), " in quo Alcibiades cadmin-
nom didtur susuddle." Alexander Aphrodiiensas adds that  
when his disciples laughed at the judgment, Socrates said it was  
true, for such had been his nature before the study of philosophy  

had modified it. Zopyruz Is also referred to by MaximusTyn&'  
as making his recognitions" intuitu sob."  

That one's occupation stamps its Impress on the outward  
appearance was also noticed at an early period. In the curious  
poem in the Sellier papyrus (U.), written about i Boo s.c., Dunn,  

son of Ehertu, expatiates on the effects of divers handicrafts  on 
the workmen as compared with the elevating influences of a  
literary life .0  Joκρhus tells us that Caesar detected the pretence  

of the spurious Alexander by his rough hands and surface."  
The first systematic treatise which has come down to us 1'  

that attributed tο Aristotle,0  in which be devotes six chapters  
to the consideration of the method of study, the general signs  
of character, the particular appearances characteristic of the  

dispositions, of strength and weakness, of genius and stupidity,  
of timidity, impudence, anger, and their opposites, &c. Then  
he etudes the physiognomy of the sexes, and the characters  

derived from the different feateres, and from colour, hair, body,  
limbs, gait and voice. He compares the varieties of mankind  
to animals, the male to the lion, the female to the teemed. The  

general character of the work may be gathered from the following  

specimen. While dlecuing cores, he says that those with  

thick bulbous ends belong to persons who are insensitive,  
swinish; sharp-tipped belong to the irascible, these easily  
provoked, bike dogs; mudded, large, obtuse noes to the mag-
nanimous, the lion.ike; alender hooked noses to the eagle.Iitq  

the noble but grasping; round-tipped retrouaafl noses to the  
luxurious, like barndoor fowl; noses with a very slight notch  

at the root belong to the impudent, the crow.ike; wblk snub  
nasα belong to peon of luxurious habits, whom be compare  
to deer; open nostrils are signs of passion, Ac.  

The practice of physiognomy is alluded to in many of the  
Greek classics.0  Apron speaks of the metoponcopists, who judge  
by the appearance of the (ace, and Cleaathe the Stoic says it is  

' Op. cif, xix. 530.  
' IIφt Rlar tlsSayopooS his,,. 1 17,59 (Amsterdam, '707).  

De efts P$ hagarae, p. t6 (Amsterdam, 1707). This anther tells  
us that he applied the sense rule to his friends. See also Asks  
Galilee, I. ix.  

' lemllickss, µ 49.  
' De dormate ?!storm, 1. 567. P34 (Leiden, 1714). r Τsiac gιmeακeαm. iv. 37. De fate, ν.  
a Dώ ., xv. 137 (Cambridge,  1703).  m Sdad Papjvs, PL xv., six,, and (Aaaseasi) ibid., t5σtvπi., cxτell  

"Authors differ in their views as to its authenticity, but Diogenes  
La&tius (v. 22) and Stobaeus (Sum. cixxxix.) both believe it tube  
genuine. The chief diBσilt is the reference to a certain eορhin. 
Diοπyrnus, but this is an iiitccpohtiois.. There are ρbχ- 
ιώ gσοιηic references in other wrltiogs of Aristotle (cf. AaaL pr.. n.  

c. 30; Hid. anim. i.  8, Ac.) wllcient to 'ustify the attribution of the  

treatise to him. Οπ this, see Franz. 	ace. p. vi. seq., of his Smp  
Sues tikynommio.c "gem (Leipzig, 1780).  

u 
 

an Interesting paper on • S uxte δiηg and Yawning as  Sig 
of Madness," by Professor Ridgeway (Tessa Camb. ‚"II. Sac.,  i.  
ao1), which refers to Aristoph. Wasps, 642, with which he compares  
Plautus, Me*aeekmi, X79. Other references exist to physiognomY  
in Casiodorus, iidorus, Mddiva and Neme ius, but moue of 851  
geed bagoflanou  
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possible to tell habits from the aspect (d. F•&eke xix. sq, 30).  
Polemon (c. &D. ι ο) compiled a treatise (published 1534, in  
Latin) on the subject, similar in character to that of Aristotle;  
but he excels in graphic descriptions of different dispositions,  
and differs only from Aristotle in some of his animal comparisons.  

A more important work was written by a converted Jew,  
Adamentius, about A.D. 415. This is in two books, the first on  
the expression of the eye, the second en physiognomy in general,  

mostly Aristotelian in character.  
Among the Latin classical authors Juveul, Suetonius and  

Pliny in well-known passages refer t ο the practice of physiog-
nomy, and numerous allusions occur in the works of the Christian  
Fathers, especially Clement of Alexandria and Origin (for  
example, the familiar passage in his work against Celses, L 33).1  

While the earlier classical physiognomy was chiefly descriptive,  
the late medieval authors particularly developed the predictive  
and astrologiaJ side, their treatises often digressing into  chiro-. 
many, ooyehomwncy, clidomaacy, podoecopy, spasmatomsacy,  
and other branches of prophetic folk-lore and magic  

Along with the medical science of the period the Arabians  

contributed to the literature of physiognomy; 'Ali b. Ragel wrote  

a book on nevi; Rhazes (1040) devoted several thapteis to it;  
and Averroc (z 165) made many references to it in his De sheifat*,  
p. Βτ (Leiden, 1537).  Avicema also makes some acute pbysiog-
aomival remarks in his De esimetibs's, which was translated by  
Michael Scot about 1270. Among medieval writers Aibertus  
Magnus (born !205) devotes much of the second section of his  

De .aiiimahbas t ο physiognomy; but this chiefly consists of  

extracts from Aristotle, Polemon and Loau r. Re does not enter  

into the animal comparisons of his predecessors, but occupies  
himself chiefly with simple descriptive physiognomy as indicative  
of charade; and the same is true of the scattered references,  
in the writings of Duns Scotus and Thomas Aquinas. The  
famous sage of Balweame, Michael Scot, while court astrologer  
to the emperor FrederiCk IL, wrote his treatise Ds koajnu  
$isiogsoreia, much of which is physiological and of curious  
interest. It was probably composed about 1272, but not  
printed until 1477.  This was the first printed work on the  
subject. Physiognomy also forms the third part of his week  
Ile ωcιetίS so urge. In 1335 PIeti'o d'Abano of Padua delivered  
is Pads a comae of lectures on this subject (afterwards edited  
by Blondes, 2544), a (ee, ycsxs before he was burned for  
berme,  

The zGth century was rich in publications on physiognomy.  
The works of the classical authors bef οσe mentioned were printed,  
and other treatises were published by John de Indagine, Cocks,  
undress Corvus, Michael Biondus, Janus Cornsro, An κien  
Douxciel, Pompeius Ronnaeus, Gratarolus, Laces Gw τίεns,  
Tricessus, Cardenus, Taiamerus, Magnus Hurd, Rottrnian,  
Johanna Padovanm, and, greatest of all, Giaatbattista delis  
Ports. The earliest English woks were anonymous: On the  
Ad of Fcddffsg Future &eats by Ιreρ'cλiσιr .f Ike Hand (ι504),  
and A Pleasant Istrndsciian to the Art of Chiromaxcie axd  
Physiagsosds (1588). Dr Thomas Hill's work, The Co ιι ιιωρια-
lion of kfaskyade, 0asd6yaisg a 311161ur Discourse after Ike An  
eJ Pkyiiogrsosu(a, published in 157', is a quaintly smitten adapts.  
lien from the Italian authorsof the day. The undated book on  

moles and nevi by " Μιlin Britaonicus, " after the model of  
'All ibn Ragel, is of about the mum date.  

the development of a more ac orate anatomy in the 17th  
century seems to have diminished the fntetest in physiognomry,  
by substituting fact for fiction; and consequently the literature,  
though as great in quantity, became km valuable fn  quality. 
The principal writera e( this age were T. Csmp.ndla, R. Coelen-
ius, Clement, Timρler, J. E. Gallfmard, Moiddnsrlus, Septelius,  
Saunders, C. Lebrun (a plecuisor of Charles Bell), FLbola, de In  

BeIitre, J. Retire (in t ń e appendix to Naaiimeda), Baldas,  
&ulwor (in his Pelhemystoigia), Fuchs, Spontonl, Ghiradeii,  

Fir Scriptural allusions to physiognomy see Veechius, Obsrsu- 
None* fs des. script. (Naples, 564'). Dther elasslt'ai references arc  

costamod in the irten ets= to the 15gg editbπ of the wade. of  
Remises Portae.  

Cblaramontl, A. Ingegneri, Fhselk, De Is Cbambre, Ζaaarduι, . 

R. Fludd, and others of less importance  
The z8th century shows a still greater decline of interest in  

physiognomy. huistorians of philosophy, like J. Meursius and  
Franz, re-edited some of the classical works, and G. G. nineteen  
reviewed the relation of physiognomy to philosophy. Indeed,  

the only name worthy of tote Is that of J. Κ. Lavater (q.e.).  
The other authors of this century are Peuschel, Spon, Schutz,  
WegelIn, J. Pernettf, Girtenner, Grohmann, and several anonyi.  

molts writers, and from the anatomicsl.slde G. M. Lanc(si, J.  

Parsons and Peter Camps. The popular style, good illustre-
lions and pious spirit pervading the writings of Lavater have  

given to them a popularity they little deserved, as there Is no  

system in his work, which chiefly consists of rhapsodical com-
ments upon the several portraits. Raving a happy knack of  

esthnating character, especially when acquainted with the•  

histories of the persons in question, the good pastor contrived  
to write a graphic and readable book, but one much inferior  
to Porta's or Aristotle's as a systematic treatise. The treatises  

of Nico)si and of Lichtenberg were written to refute his theory.  

With Lavater the descriptive school of physiognomists may be  
said to have ended, as the astrological physiognomy expired  
with de Is Bellifre. The few works which have since appeared,  

before the rise of the physiological itcheol of Sir Charles Bell and  

Charles Darwin, are undeserving of notice, the development of  
phrenology having given to pure physiognomy the coup de Brice  
by taking into itself whatever was likely t ο live of the elder  
science. The writers of the 19th century ere HBrstig, Maas,  
Rainer, Tńon€, A. Stfhr, Sebier, Dr Rebels, P0l8, Cardona, ' 

MastuianI, Diu, Cares, Pideń t, Burgess and P. Gτstiοlet.  
The physiological school of physiognomy was foreshadowed ' 

by ?arsons and founded by Sir Charles Bell, whose Essay ow  
the A κolsmy of the Exή τesien, published in ι8ο6, was the first  
scientific study of the physical manifestation of emotions in  
the terms of the muscles which produce these manifestations.  

In the later editions of this essay the thesis is elaborated with  

greeter detail. Moreau's edition of Lavater, in 1807, was some -

what along the same lines. In 1817 Dr Cross of Glasgow wrote  

his defence of a acientific physiognomy based on general physio-
logical principles. The experiments of G. B. A. Duchene  
(M&oaisme de 1a physiog, weria kwmaine, ParI, 1862) showed  
that by the use Of electricity the action of the separate muscles  

could be studied and by the aid of photography accurately  
represented. These observations confirmed by experimental  

demonstmtfon the hypothetiαl condusiona of Bell. The  
machinery of expression having thus been Indicated, the con-
nexion of the physical actions and the psychical state was made  

the subject of speculation by Herbert Spencer (Psychology,  

These speculations were reduced to a system by Darwin (Expres-
stoa of Emotions, 1872), who formulated and illustrated the  
following as fundamental physiognomical principles:—

(r) Certain compie sets are of direct or indirect service, under  

certain conditions of the mind, in order to rel,e νe or gratify certain  
sensations or desires; and whenever the same states of mind are  

induced the same sets of actions tend to be performed, even w ń ea  
they have ceased to beef use. (a) When a directly opposite state  

of mind is induced to one with which a definite action is correlated,  
there is a strong απd involuntary tendency to perform a reverse  
action. (3) When the .ensorium is strongly excited nerve-force  
is generated in excess, απd Is transmitted in definite directions,  
depending on the connoxuona of nerve ael σ and «n hapńt.  

The last of theme propositions is adversely criticised by P.  

Μantegaa4a as a truism, but it may be allowed tostandwith the  
qualification that we are ignorant concerning the nature of the  

influence called "nerve-force." It follows from these proposi-
tions that the expression of emotion is, for the most part, not  
under control of the will, and that these striped muscles are the  

most exρsessiνe which are the bast voluntaiy. To the fore  
going may be added the kneeing three additional proportion,  
so as to form a more complete expression of a physiognomlca)'  

(4^) Certaain muck. concerned in producing these akin-folds ho.  
come strengtbeaed by habitual action, and when the akin dimlaith..  

^ 
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In atsaileky and fulness with advancing age, the wrinkles at  
right angles to the course of the muscular hbres become pmmanenl.  
(5) To some extent habitual muscular action of this kind may. by  

ecting local nutrition, after the contour of such bones and cartilages  
as are related to the muscles of expression. (6) if the mental dis-
position and proneness to action are inherited by children from their  
parent., it may be that the facility in, and disposition towards,  
certain forms of expression are in like manner matters of heredity.  

Illustrations of these theoretic propositions are to be found in  
the works of Bell, Duchene and Darwin, and lathe laterpubli

-calionaofTbeodor Piderit, Mimike send Physsognoviik (ι886) and  
Maniegassa, Physiognomy mud Expression (a89q), to which the  
student may be referred for further information.  

Foe information on artistic anatomy as applied to physiognomy  
see the catalogue of sixty-two authors by Ludwig houlant, Cc-
ukklte and Dsbliographie do mwlomischen Abbildawg, &c. (Leipzigg,  
1852), and the works of the authors enumerated above, especially  
these of Aristotle, Fran, Porte, Carden, Corvus and Balwer. For  
p yaognomy of disease, besides the usual medical handbooks, me 
Cabuchet, Essoi is, Vexpression di in feu dons ks mm σlσdίιτ (Paris,  
18om); Mantegazza, Physiology of Pui, (1893), and Potli, Saggiii  
di JGrogeomonia . jxsiognomonia (1837). For ethnological physi-
ognomy, sea amongst older authors Cmtarolus, and amongst moderns  
the venters cited in the various textbooks on anthropology, especially  

Schadow, Physionomses natioisoks (ι833) and Park Hamson. Jon,,..  
dnthrop. Inst. (1883). The study of the physical characteristics of  
criminals is discussed at great length by Lombroso, L'Uoiw  ddin-
qwnk (1897); Ferri, L'Omicidi. (1895); VOfl Baer, Der Verbrecke,  

189 ) • Laurent, LαΡ BabitaEt des prisons (1890); and Havelock  Elba, 
Chinned 0901). 	 (A. Ms.)  

PIIYSIOLOGUS, the title usually given to acollectionof some  
fifty Christian allegories much read in the middle ages, and still  
existing in several forms and in about a dozen Eastern and  
Western languages, As nearly all its imagpryistakenhem the  
animal would, it is also known as the Besliary. There can be  
hardly a doubt about the time and general circumstances of its  
origin. Christian teachers, especially those who bad a leaning  
towards Gnostic speculations, took an interest in natural history,  
partly because of certain passages of Scripture that they wanted  
to explain, and pertly on account of the divine revelation in the  
book of nature, of which also it was man's sarcd duty to take  
proper advantage. Both lines of study were readily combined  
by applying to the interpretation of descriptions of natural  
objects the allegorical method adopted for the interpretation of  
Biblical texts. Now the early Christian centuries were anything  
but a period of scientific research. Rhetorical accomplishments  
were considered to be the chief object of a liberal education, and  
to this end every kind of learning was made subservient. Instead  
of reading Aristotle and other naturalists, people went for'  
information to commonplace b ωΡks like those of Aelian, in which  
scraps of folk-lore, travellers' tales and fragments of misappre-
bonded science were set forth in an elegant style. Theological  
writers were not in the least prepared to question the worth of  
the marvellous descriptions of creatures that were current in  
the schools on the faith of authorities vaguely known as " the  
history of animals," " the naturalists," and " the naturalist" in  
the singular number (φuσιολόyα)! So they toOk their notions  
of strange beasts sad other marvels of the visible world on  
trust and did their bit to make them available for religious  
instruction. In some measure we find this practice adopted by  
more than one of the Fathers, but it was the Alexandrlan school,  
with its pronounced taste for symbolism, that made the most of  
it. Clement himself had declared that natural lore, as taught  
in the course of higher Christian education according to the  
anon of truth, ought to proceed from " cosmogony " to "the  
theological idea,"s and even in the little that is left of the works  
of Origen we have two instances of the proceeding in question.  
And yet the fact that these reappear in the Physidogus would  
not suffice to stamp the work as a series of extracts from Alex-
a=drian writings, as parallels of the same kind an be adduced  

' Origea, Sd. in Tares. xnii. It, i ' eel f4a. moo#;  
Epiphsn. Ad, ban'. i. 3, p 274 (ed. D. Seem.), G ρααω ώ  
ήmιoλbra• OTlgen, 110m' xvii., in Geo. zliv. 9,  "nom physiologus  
de catulo leon,s scribit."  

s Stmm., iv. p. 564 (ed. Potter). i ysi sa,l ci '‚t dλeθdar ,,eτ4.a  
pearrιd4r 'aσa&MA'sjwai).ayls. $88).., i &senda, M red reel  
mepsy.,les 1pιpιι biyss, b5f# 4ιβab συsa M ri ep).y ri oh is.  

from Epiphanius (lee. cit.) and Ephraem Syrus (Op). Sp. S.  
17, 130). Father Cahier would even trace the book to Titian,  
and it Is true that that heresiarcb mentions a writing of his own  
upon animals. Still, the context in which the quotation occuii  
makes it evident that the subject-matter was not the nature of  
particular species nor the spiritual lessons to be drawn therefrom,  
but rather the place occupied by animal beings in the system of  
cre&tlon. On the other hand, the opinion of Cardinal Pitra,  
who referred the Physialogns to the more orthodox though  
somewhat peculiar teaching of the Alexandrlana, is fully borne  
out by a close examination of the irregularities of doctrine  
pointed out in the Physialogus by Cahier, all of which are to be  
met within Ońgen. The technical words by which the merest  
of dlegoń zing is designated in the Physiologws, like 1pµpeίs,  
Dswpla, daaymyή , dλληyepla, are familiar to the students  
of Alexandń an exegesis. It has, moreover, been remarked  
that almost all the animals mentioned were at home in the  
Egypt of those days, or at least, like the elephant, were to be seen  
there occasionally, whereas the structure of the hedgehog for  
instance, is explained by a reference to the sea-porcupine, better  
known to fish-buyers on the Mediterranean. The fables of the  
phoenix and of the conduct of the wild ass and the ape at the  
time of the equinox owe their origi η to astronomical symbols  
belonging to the Nile country! In both chapters an Egyptian  
month Is named, and elsewhere the ameloρe beers its Coptic  
name of " antholops."  

That the substance of the Physiologist was borrowed from  
commentates on Scripturee is confirmed by many of the sec  
dons opening with a text, followed up by some such formula  as 
" but the Ρhysiοlogυs says." When aoological records  failed, 
Egypto•Hellenic ingenuity was never at a lass for a faadfd  
invcntton distilled from the text itself, but which to succeeding  
capyiata appeared as part of the teaching of the original Physic•  
togas. Asa typical instance we inky take the chapter on the  
ant-IIon.—not the insect, but an imaginary creature suggested  

by Job. Iv. it. The exceptional Hebrew for a lion (Jayish)  
appeared to the Septuagint translators to call for a special  
rendering, and as there was said to exist on the Arabian cent  
a lion-hike animal called " myrmex " (see Stnabo xvi. 774. 

 Aellan, Ν.Α.,  vii 47) they ventured to give the compound noun  
" myrmekoleon." After so many years the commentators had  
lost the key to this unusual term, and only knew that in common  
Greek " myrmex " meant an ant. So the text " the my τme-
koleon huh perished for that he bad no nourishment "set them  
pandering, and others reproduced theft meditations, with the  
following result: "The PSysidogw relates about the ant-lion:  
his father bath the shale of a lion, his mother that of an  anti 
the father liveth upon flesh, and the mother upon herbs. Asd  
these bring forth the ant-lion, a compound of both, and in part  
like to either, for his fore part is that of a lion, and his hind part  
like that of an ant. Being thus composed, be is neither able  
to eat flesh like his father, nos herbs like his mother; tbercfela  
he perisheth from inanition "; the moral follows.  

At a dater period, when the Church had learnt to look with  
puspicion upon devotional books likely to provoke the sending  
of some and lead others into heresy, a week of this kind meld  
hardly most with her approval A synod of Pope Gdavus,  (r9d 
in 496, passed censure, among others, on the " Liber Physiolcgm,  
qui ab haereticis conscriptas eat et B. Ambrosfi nomine signatm,  
apouyphus," and evidence has even been offered that a similar  
sentence was peoaiunced s century before. Still, in spite of  
such measures, the Piy'iakgi's, like the Church History of  
Eusebius cc the Pause of JIniigis, continued to be τead with  
gentτal interest, and even (κεgory the Great did not. dadala  

to allude to it on occasion. Yet the Oriental versions, which  
had certainly nothing to do with the Church of Rome, show that  
there was no systematic revision ar‚de according to the catbsbC 

 'Cp. Leemans on Morspollo Ι. 16, 34.  
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standard of doctrine. The book remaised eeentially'the same,  

albeit great liberties wem taken with its details and outward  

form. There must have been many imperfect copies in cireula-
den, from which people transcribed such sections as they found  
or chose, and afterwards completed their MS. as occasion served.  
Some even rearranged the contents according to the alphabet  

or to zoological affinity. So little was the collection considered  

as a literary work with a definite text that every one assumed a  

right to abridge or enlarge, to insert ideas of his own, or fresh  

scriptural quotations; nor were the scribes and translators by  

any mans scrupulous about the names of natural objects, and  
even the passages from Holy Writ. Physidogas had been  
abandoned by scholars, sod left to take its chance among the  

tales and traditions of the uneducated mass. Nevertheless, or  

rather for this very reason, its symbols found their way into  
the rising literature of the vulgar tongues, and helped t ο quicken  
the fancy of the artists employed upon church buildings and  
furniture.  

The history of the Physiologw has bums entwined from the  
beginning with that of the commentaries on the account οf  
crest ion in Genesis. The prindpal production of this kind in  

our possession is the Hexaemeron οf Basil, which contains several  
passages very like thin of the Physid οgrt. For instance, in  
the seventh homily the fable of the nuptials of the viper and the  

conger-eel, known already to Aelian and Oppian, and proceeding  

from a curious misreading of Aristotle (His!. An. V. 4,  ςΡ4ο b,  
Bekk.), serves to point more than one moral. Notwithstanding  
the difference in theology, passage of this kind could not but be  
welcome to the admirers of the Aleaandrian allegories. In fact  

medley from both Basil and the Pkytidogrrs exists under the  
title of the Jiexacm crop of Euatathius; some copies of the first  
beer as a title fiepI φυσiλογίαs, and in a Milan MS. the  
" morals "of the Physkiogus are ascribed to Basil. The Leyden  
Syriac is supplemented with literal extracts from the latter, and  
the whole is presented as his work. Other copies give the  
names of Gregory Theologus, Epiphanius, Chrysostom and  
Isidore.  

As far as can be judged, the emblems of the original Physio-
logss were the following: (1) the lion (footprints rubbed out with  
tail; sleeps with eyes open; cubs receive life only three days  
after birth by their father's breath); (2) the sun lizard (restores  
its sight by looking at the sun); (3) the cbaradrius (Dent. xiv.  
ι6; presages recovery or death of patients); (4) the pelican  
(recalls its young to life by its own blood); (5) the owl (or nykti-
korax; loves darkness and solitude); (6) the eagle (renews its  
youth by sunlight and bathing in a fountain); (7) the phoenix  
(revives from fire); (8) the hoopne(redeems its parents from the  

Ills of old age); (9) the wild ass (suffers no male besides itself);  
(ιο) the viper (born at the cost of both its parents' death); (ii)  
the serpent (sheds its skin; puts aside its venom before drinking; 

 is afraid of man in a state of nudity; hides its head απd abandons  
the rest οf its body) ; (12) the ant (orderly and laborious; prevents  
stored grain from germinating; • distinguishes wheat from barley  
en the stalk); (13) the sirens and onocentaurs (Ise.. xiii. 21, 22;  
coislpoimd creatures); (14) the hedgehog (pricks grapes upon  
its quills); (15) the fox (catches birds by simulating death);  
(ι6) the panther (spotted skin; enmity to the dragon; sleeps for  
three days after meals; allures its prey by scant odour); (17) the  
set-tortoise (or aspidochelone; mistaken by sailors for an island);  
(0e) the partridge (hatches eggs of other birds); (19) the vulture  
(assisted in birth by a stone with loose kernel); ( ιο) the ant-ling  
(able neither to take the one food nor t ο digest the other);  
(is) the weasel (conceives by the mouth and brings forth by the  
car); (22) the unicorn (caught only by a virgin); (23) the beaver  

(gives up its testes when pursued); -(24) the hyaena (a her-
maphrodite) ‚(25) the otter (enhydris; enters the crocodiles mouth  
to kill it); (s6) the ichneumon (movers itself with mud to kill  
the dragon; another version of No. 25); (27) the crow (take but  
one consort in its life); (28) the turtle-dove( same nature as No.  
27); ( 29) the frog (either living on land and killed by rain, or in  
the water without ever seeing the sun); (30) the stag (destroys  
its enemy the serpent); (31) the salam αnder (quenches fire);  

(32) the diamond fpoWerful against aB danger); (33) the swallow  
(brings forth but once; misreading οf Aristotle, Hid. An. V. 53);  
(34) the tree called pe ńdexion (protects pigeons from the serpent  
by.its shadow); (35)  the pigeons (of several colours; led by one  

of them, which is of aputp)e or golden colour); (36) the antelope  

(or bydrippus; caught by its horns in the thicket); (37) the fire-
flints (of two sexes; combine to produce fire); (38) the magnet  

(adheres tο iron); (39) the saw-fish (sails is company with ships) ;  

(4o) the ibis (fishes only along the shore); η4ι). the ibex (descries  
a hunter from afar); (42) the diamond again (read " caibtmcle ";  
found only by night); (4^) the elephant (conceives after partaking  
of mandrake; brings forth in the water; the young protected  
from the serpent by the hither; when fallen is lifted up only by  a 
certain small individual of its own kind); (44) the agate (em-
ployed in pearl-fishing); (45) the wild ass and ape (meek the  
equinox); (46) the Indian stones (relieves patients of the dropsy);  
(47) the heron (touches no dead body, and keeps to one dwelling.  
place); (46) the sycamore (or wild fig; grubs living inside the  
fruit and miming out); (49)  the ostrich (devours all sorts of things;  
forgetful of its own eggs). Besides these, or past of them,  

certain copies contain sections of unknown origin about the bee,  

the stork, the tiger, the woodpecker, the spider and the wild  

boar.  
The Greek text of the Phγsi.^iogsys^ exists οηΙ in late MSS., and 

has to be corrected from the translations. in Syriac weave a fu λΡ l  
copy in a 12th-century Leyden MS.. published in J. P. N. Land s  
Asecd'sla syι αια; thirty-two chapters with the "morals" left out  
ins very late .Vatiαn copy, published by Tychacn; and about the  
same number in a late MS. of the British Museum (Add. 25876).  
In Armenian Pitra gave some thirty -two chapters from a Pari M.  
(ι3th century). The Aethiopple exists both in London and Ρaτi .  
and was punted at Lcipalg by Dr Hommel in 1877. In Arabic  
we have fragments at Paris, of which Resell translated a specimen  
for the 5ρicak#wrn sdessums', απd another version of thirty-sawn  
chapters at Leiden, probably the work of a monk at lertaslem,  
which Land translated απd printed with the Syńac. The Latin  
MSS. of Bern are, after the Vatican glossary of Aewleabos, the oldest  
of which we know- there are others in several libraries, and prifltod  
editions b Mai, '(eider '(eider and CahierBeside.n the, a few fragments 
of an oldylabń dgment emir in Vailarni s edition of Jerome's works  
(νοΙ. xi. col. 218). A metrical Physwiogv.s of but twelve chapters  
is the work of Tbeobaldus, probably abbot of Monte Caasino  (λ.o. 
1022-1oy5). From this was lmitstsd the Old-English fzagmeiit  
ρρrrinted b^• Tb. Wright, and afterwards by Mactenor- also the Old-
French Sesssyl k &uiaire d'amms. The prose Ρλυyτidegss was  
done into Old High German before moo, and afterwards into rhyme  
in the mime idiom- since Von der Hagen (1824) its various forms  
have found careful editor, among the lading Getmanists. The  
Iceland's:, ins Copenhaffen MS. of the 13th century, was printed by  

Professor Th. MObiva m his Asakcla nor ιaιsa (2nd ed., 1877); at  
the same time he gave it In German in Dr Hommel's Aethiopic  

publication. Some Anglo-Saxon metrical fragments are to be 
 found in Grebes Bibii.thch, veil. The f'ιτωεnςal (c. ι a ο), pub-

lished in Bartsch's Chrislowalhs ρrσoaιςak. omits the "esιrals,'  
but is remarkable for its peculiarities of form. Before this there  

had been translations into French dialαts, as by Phil1.. - de Thaun  
(1121), by Guillaume, " cleft de Noomandie," also, a • • t the same  
period, by Pierre, a clergyman of Picardy. All the Old-French  

materials have not yet been thoroughly examined, and it is far  
from improbable that some versions cl the book either remain to  

be detected or are now lost past -re οvery. A full mount of the  
hino,7 of the Pkysidogm dscedd also embrace the subjects taken  
from it in the productions of Christian art, the parodies suggested  
b• the original week, e.g. the Βeseiσirι cremes by Richard de 
Fourn ίναι, and finally the trans left by it upon the eiscyclopardical  
and literary work of the later middle a$es.  

Nearly all the information now obtainable Is to be found in the  
fallowing weeks and such as ere there quoted: S E 	ser

g
ad 

ρpρnolhe edit withcopper-plates 	,((Antwerp 	); S.Euslaleί i is  

aemhesiesos  cosisenlom$s• ed. Leo Apatius tLy οnι 1629; cf. H.  
van Ws-el den, Essrcdat. Crib, pp. 1θo- ι όa, Hague, ιti6a); Pkysw- 
km mr'is, d. O. G. Tyehsen (Restock, 5795); Gerdes awleses.  
ed. Mal, vii. 58 	Rome, ι83.1); G. Holder, in Arch  
fdr Kssde (Weenies. 	ith!squdkn ιι. 545  seq. (Vienna, 1850);  
Cahier and Martin, Mileages d'πrclιiokgle 8c. Ii. 85 seq.  
(Paris. tS 1), in. sop seq. ( 18531, ίν. 333 seq. (ro56); Cahier.Nοssrσmt 
sulkers (1874). 	ρ. τoό  seq.•. Θ. Pitra, S 	sm sokswesas id. 
xlvii. seq. , 3 	33 16, ς (Pica, τ855); M ̂ . Allmgl Spracb  

praόen (Berlin, 1867), vol.1. pt. i p.55 seq.: j Victor Cates. Gesch.  
der Zoei -befee (Munich, 18Ζ2), p. loo seq.; J. V. Ν. lend. Aaucdola  
mists (Leiden, 1874), iv. yt seq., ιι s seq., and In Vorskps  

as Mededeelisges der hem. Α Sad. tea Wιkιιιckαε$ιι,  and series,  
eel. iv. (Amsterdam, 1874); Mebiu ι and liomsasi an their  
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publications quoted above. See .also La υehert, G'ub.ku des 

u L (Strsssburq, 1889) and E. ?her, Der euchre's:  
Pbynoiogss send seine oruntdhsc ńee Vbmi'xusgen (Berlin, 1898).  

PHYSIOLOGY (from Gr. φυoam, nature, and λόγcι, discourse),  
the science or theory of the properties, processes and functions  
of living organisms. Physiology is distinguished from anatomy  
as dealing specifically with the [unctions of an organism, rather  
than its structure. The two main branches of the science are  
animal and plant (vegetable) physiology, and in animal physi-
ology that of man stands out as primarily associated with the  
word.  

Ever since men began to take a scienti8ε interest in the  
problems of We two distinct rival explanatory principles of vital  

phenomena have claimed attention: a natural and e^ 
a mystical principle. The frst outcome of the  
aclenlilic attempt to explain vital phenomena &her  

the natural method and by a unitary principle was the dextrine  
of the Proem, held by the followers of Hippocrates, which  
found its clearest cxpesasion in Galen's system. According to  

this doctrine, the origin of all vital phenomena was a very fine  
subsume, the Pneuma, which was supposed to exist in atmo- 
spheric air, to be inhaled into the lungs of man, and tbui through  

the blood to reach all the parts of the body, where it produced  

vital phenomena. Thu doctrine—an attempt to explain the  
phenomena of life which was not altogether natural, but even  
materialistic—was accepted by the middle ages together with  
Gaka's system. With its translation into the Latin spirilas,  
however, the conception of the Pneuma lost its original force.  

The sp&ilra arimake of the middle ages developed ere long into  
mystical powers, the result being the explanation of vital  

phenomena by a supernatural theory. Not until the scientific  

renaissance of the ιtith and 17th centuries did views again  
undergo a change. After the establishment of a scientific  
method in physiology by William Harvey, and the development  
of Descartes' mechanical system of regarding living bodies, the  
natural explanation of viol phenomena once more universally  
found favour. Two schools atone, which endeavoured by  
dissimilar methods to find a mechanical explanation of viol  
phenomena: the iaO'ophysiwl, originating with the gifted and  
versatile Borelli, and the iairrcAanicai, founded by the Dutch- 
man, F. de la H08 (Sylvius). But when both chemical and  
physical methods of ezplaaiation failed at such problems es, for  

instance, irritability and evolution, another change in opinion  

took piece. By degrees there emerged once more the tendency  

to explain vital phenomena by mystical means, finding expression  

in the Animism of Stahl, to quote an example; and in the second  
half of the 18th century Vitalism, originating in France, began  
its victor σαε march throughout the whole scientific world.  
Again the opinion came to be entertained that the cause of vital  
phenomena was a mystical power (fore iyp ιr ιrkeaique) —that  
"vital force" which, neither physical nor chemical in its nature,  

was held to be active in living organisms only. Vitalism  
continued to be the ruling idea in physiology until about the  
middle of the 19th century, and its supremacy was only gradu- 
ally overthrown by the great discoveries in natural science of  
that century. The chemical discoveries resulting from Wender's  

synthesis of urea first showed that typical products of the anima]  

body, the production of which had hitherto been supposed to be  
solely the result of the operation of vital force, could be obtained  
artificially by purely chemical methods. Then above all came  
the discovery of the law of the Conservation of Energy by Robert  
Mayer (1814-1878) and Hermann vat Hclmholtz (t8at- ι8ο4),  
and its application to the living organism by Mayer, Iidmholu,  
Pierre Louis Dulong ( τ78ς-ι838), Edward Frankland, Max  
Rubner and others, to prove that the manifestations of energy  
by the organism are simply the result of the quantity of potential  
energy received into the body by mean of food. Finally, the  
stupendous results arrived at by Darwin and the establishment  
of the fundamental law of " biogeαesis " by Ernst Rscckel,  
prepared the way for a natural explanation of the enigma of  

evolution and structure of organisms. Thus by the second  
hall of the 19th century the d αtτise of vital force was definitely  

and finally overthrows to make way for the triumph of the  
natural method of explaining vital phenomena, which down to  
the present time has continued to spread and flourish with an  
unparalleled fertility. It would, it is true, appear as if in out  
day, after the lapse of haft a century, mystical tendencies were  
again disposed to crop up in the investigation of life. Here and  
there is heard ones more the watchword of Vitalism. But all  
the so-called neο ,irοifsiic efforts—such as those of Alexander von  
Gunge (1803-1890), Georg Evon Rindtleisch (b. 1835), Johannes  
Reinke (b. 1849) and others—have nothing to do with the old  
vitalism. They originate solely in a widespread confusion wish  
regard to the boundaries of natural science, their principal  
tendency being to amalgamate psychological and apctulaIive  
questions with problems of purely natural,science. In the face  
of all these elorms, which by their unfortunate designations  
of Vitalism and Neo-vitaliam give rise to entirely false concep-
tions, and which by their intermingling of psychological ques-
tions and questions of natural science have led to mere confusion  
in research, it is essential that natural philosophy should be  
celled upon to realize its own limits, and above all clearly 10  
understand that the sole concern of physical science is the inves-
tigation of the phenomena of the material world. Physiology,  
as the doctrine of life, must therefore confine itself to the material  
vital phenomena of organisms. It is self-evident, however, that  
only such laws as govern the material world will be found  
governing material vital phenomena—the laws, that is, which  
have hitherto been brought to their most exact and most logical  
development by physics and chemistry, or, more generally  
speaking, by mechanic. The explanatory principles of vital  
phenomena must therefore be identical with those of inorganic  
nature—that is, with the principles of mechanics.  

The investigation of vital phenomena in this sense requires,  
in the first place, an enact knowledge of the substratum in which  
these phenomena are manifested, just as in chemistry:m..0  
and physics a thorough knowledge of the composillonEeeme ι 1  
of the material world is a necessary premise to the •  
investigation of the phenomena of inorganic nature. The  
knowledge of the composition and structure of organisms  has is 
the course of the scientific development of anatomy attained  
to an ever.increaaing minuteness of detail, without having  
as yet reached a definite limit. The Iest important step in this  
direction was the discovery by Matthias Jakob Schleiden  
(0804-x881) and Theodor Schwan (l8To-1882) that all organ-
isms are built up of elementary living structural componenla,  
namely of cells (see Cvronaav). The details of the anatomical  
construction of organisms are described under various appro-
priale headings, and a general guide to these will be found under  
Awavos a and Zootoov. We would here merely point out that  
a cell is the simplest particle of living substance which appms  
to be permanently capable of life. Different elements are  
essential, however, to the existence of the all—two, at last, is  
far as has hitherto been discovered—the protoplasm and the  
nucleus. It must at present be regarded as at least very  
doubtful whether the ceriroseee, which in recent times it has  
been possible to demonstrate as existing in eery many cells,  
and which appears sometimes in the protoplasm, sometimes is  
the nucleus, is a general and third independent cell-constituent.  
On the other hand, the number of special constituent parts which  
appear in various cell-forms is very large. A question which  
has long been discussed, and which bas received special and  
animated attention, is that with regard to the finer structure  
of the cells—with regard, that is, to the protoplasm and the  
nucleus lying in it. Views on this subject have diverged very  
widely, and several totally diverse theories have been opposed  
to one another. One theory maintains that the living cell-
substance has a reticular structure; another, that it is fbrillous.  
According to a third tbeory, the essence of the construction of  

the cell-substance lies in the granule which it contains; and  
according to a fourth, it Ha in the ground-substance in which  
these granules are embedded. One view holds this ground  
substance to be homogeneous, another regards it as possessing 

 a fine foam-structure. It may at present be regarded is  
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tatonerovertible that living sa½tτι· is mere or less dud, and  
that there does not exist any ssud structure lee all cell-forms.  
But in some special ages all the theories which here been quoted  
are to a certain extent correct. In diReenl cells there are  
reticular, fibrinous and granular digereniiatioisa respectively,  
and dilferentiations in foam-structure; in many cells, however,  

the protoplasm appears to be beyond doubt homogeneous and  
without a distinct structure, and only under certain conditions  
to assume changing structures. But the fact which is of most  
importance for the right undo sanding of vital phenomena  
is that the cell-substance is always more or less Enid, for only  
in a lied substratum can such intense chemical processes be  
enacted as are to be found in every living cell.  

Where the analyt ical powers of the microscope in anatomy  
can go no farther, chemical analysis of the composition of the  
cell steps in. Byitsaiesnstbediacovetyismadetbstthereis  
no deswdary difference between organic and inorganic nature,  
for only such chemical elements as are known t ο exist in the  
Inorganic world are found in the organic. On the other hand,  
however, the living cell-substance possesses chemical corpse ads  
which find analogues nowhere in inorganic nature. The chum-
teristic organic substances which are present in every cell are  
proteids and proteid-compounda. Besides these there occur,  
widely disseminated, carbohydrates, fats and other organic  
substances, which partly originate in the decomposition of  
proteids and their compounds, and are partly used for their  
construction. Lastly, there are in addition great quantities of  
water and some inorganic salts.  

Such are the structure and composition of the substratum  
in which vital phenomena play their part. When we consider  
X8.1 vital phenomena themselves in the venous living  
PM.awaa organisms—in protista, plants, animala, man—there  
c5 rb.  appears an incalculable diversity of piseiwmena.  
Here, however, as in the cast of the structure of organisms,  
we have tο analyse and to penetrate ever farther and deeper  
till we reach the fundamental phenomena. We then find  
that the great variety of vital manifestations may be traced  
back to a few fundamental general groups, which are precisely  
the same groups of phenomena as those to be observed in in-
organic nature. All the processes that take place in the organic  
world may be regarded from the three different standpoints of  
their changes in substance, in energy and in form; foe substance,  
rncrgy and form are all necessary to our conception of matter.  
Accordingly, the general elementary vital phenomena likewise  
fall into three groups—metabolism, the mechanism of energy,  
and the assumption of Corm. Every cell, so long as it is living,  
takes in certain substances from its environment, submits then  
to chemical transformation in its interior, and gives out other  
substances. This restebcdim ίs manifested in several special  
functions—in nutrition and digesiioq respiration and circu-
lation, secτeliοn sad excretion. The essence of the whole  
process is the fact that while out of these ingested stuffs  
living substance is always again being formed by, the living  
substance which already exists, it is itself continually under-
going decomposition, and the products of this decomposition  
are what the cell gives off again to the oWide. With  
metabolism, however, there is inseparably associated a  
Iran ήοτmaΙiοa of ‚airy. Time substance's taken in by  
the cell contain a large quantity of potential energy, which  
is transformed into kinetic energy. This has for its result tie  
manifold activities of the organism, more especially motion, heat,  
electricity and light. Finally, the chemical trsn.ioimaiions in  
living substance may also manifest themselves outwardly in  
changes of /ores, as is the case generally in the matter of growth,  
reproduction and development. The three general elementary  
groups of vital phenomena are therefore in reality merely the  
expression of the various aspects of one and the same process 

 —ot the actual vital process itself. The ultimate object  
f all physiology is to discover what this-vital process is—that  
s to any, whet is the exact rouse of these manifold  vital 
gicnioenena—' goal from which it is at the present day still very  
.emotc.  

  

As every physical sad chemical phenomenon  of inoegιnfe  
nature occurs only under distinct conditions, an vital phenomena  
are also dependent upon certain conditions of life. use^oo^ 

 Every living body, every ling cdi,  requires  food, 
 

rata, oxygen, and, further, a certain temperature 
ands certain pressure in its environment These are the general  
conditions of life. But the spssial conditions on which depend.  
the continued existence of the indi νkluel fume of organism areas  
numerous as the forms of organisms themselves. Now, just as  
the ρhysiεlst or chemist varies those conditions undo whih  a 
phenomenon occurs in order to get at its ruses, an does the  
physiologist try to experiment with vied phenomena, altering  
the vital conditions: and testing the changes which are thereby  
psoduced. The great importance of this method consists in  
the power it gives the experimenter of analysingvitalphenom εm  
systematically from definite points of view. Every change in  
its-normal vital conditions which produces any effect whatsoever  
upon an organism is termed a ri ń rslur. This is the only general  
definitlon we have fora conception which is of such vest impor-
tance to ρhysiοlοgy. According to it, experimental physiology  
is entirely a physiology of stimuli. It further fellows from this  
conception of stimulation that there must be an enormous  
multiplicity of stimuli, since each particular vital condition may  
be subjected to some change capable of acting upon it as a  
stimulus. But, besides this, ether factors may be brought to  
bear upon organisms which have absolutely no place among  
their vital conditions: for instance, many chemical reagents and  
electric currents. These influences come under the general  
definition of stimulus, because they likewise imply a change  
in the conditions under which the organism lives. From their  
qualitative nature stimuli are distinguished as chemical, thermal,  
photic, mechanical and electrical Each of these several  
varieties may, however, be applied quantitatively in various  
degrees of intensity, and may in consequence produce quite  
different results. This opens up to experimental physiology  a 
vast field of research. But the physiology of stimulation is  
not only of the greatest value as -a tacos: of research: its  
importance is much Increased by the feet that in nature itself  
stimuli are everywhere and constantly ly acting upon the  
organism and its parts. Hence the investigation of their  
action comp lο be not merely ►  amass, but a direct cad of  
research.  

Although it is not at present possible to define all the laws that  
govern stimulation, on the one band because the number of  
stimulating ejects known to us is the whole organic ,' , or 

 world is as yet too limited, aid οο the other became yes  
those already knows have not yet been thoroughly  
analysed, yet it is within our power to des ify stimula-
ting effects according to their varies characteristics, and  
tο asceitain a few facts .concerning their general end funds-
mental conformity to law. The first fact, apparent from  
a glance at a great many of the various forms of stimnlatioi,  
is that all their effects are manifested in either a qswtsii- 

or a qwiikim alteration of the characteristic vital  
phenomena of each living object. The quantitative is the  
usual mode of action of stimuli. It is generally found that a  
stimulus either increases Cr diminishes the Intensity of  viral 
phenomena. Iο thefirst case the effect is one of excitation; in 
the second of depression. It is the more important to bear in  
mind this twofold operation of stimuli, owing to the fact the  
in former times physiologists were very apt to conceive of  
excitation and stimuletios as.identical. It is mew, however, an  
undisputed fact that depression may also occur ass typical effect  
of stimulation. This is most appatent in uses where the same  
stimulus that produces excitation may en being applied fer a  
longer period and with greater Intensity, produce depression.  
Thus narcotics (alcohol, ether, chloroform, morph's, &c.) on  
certain forms of living substance produce the phenomena of  
excitation when their stir is weak, whereas when it is stronger  
they produce complete depression. Thus, likewise, temperature  
stimuli act differently upon vital phenomena according to the  
dagrus of temperature: very low temperatures depressing,  
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medium temperature, exciting with increasing intensity, end  
higher temperatures from a certain height upwards again de-
pressing. The effects of stimulation are not, however, always  

manifested in merely quantitative changes of the normal vital  

phenomena. Sometimes, especially in the case of long uninier-
rupted and chronic stimuli, stimulation is found gradually to  

produce phenomena which are apparently quite foreign to the  

normal vital phenomena of the cell in question. Such gsalilstioe  
alterations of normal vital phenomena are perceptible chiefly in  
chronic maladies in the ()ells of different organs (the hart, lives,  
kidneys, spleen, dtc.), in which the vital conditions become  
gradually more and =re modified by the muse of the malady.  
To this category pertain all the .o-called chronic processes of  
degeneration which in pathology are known as fatty degeneration,  
mucous degeneration, amyloid degeneration, and so forth. The  
characteristic element in all these processes is that the normal  
metabolism is diverted into a wrong channel by the altered vital  
conditions of the cells of the organ affected, so that substances  
are formed and accumulated in the cell which are entirely foreign  
to its normal life. But this class of stimulation is still very  
obscure as regards Musa and inner processes, and it is within  
the range of possibility that the ultimate cause of the qualitative  
changes in the normal metabolism is to be found amply in the  
processes of excitation and depression which chronic stimulation  
produces in separate parts of the metabolism. Thus, at least  
with regard to fat-metamorphosis (fatty degeneration), it is  

highly probable that fat is deposited in the protoplasm simply  
because, owing to an inadequate supply of oxygen, it cannot,  
when it originates, be osidized in the same proportion as it is  
formed, whereas in the normal cell all fat which originates in  
metabolism is consumed as soon as it is produced. According  
to this conception, therefore, fatty degeneration is attributable  
primarily toe depression of the processes of oxidation in the cell.  
If we may accept this view as correct with regard to the other  
metamorphic processes also, the qualitative changes in vital  
phenomena under the influence of stimuli would after all depend  
simply upon the excitation or depression of the constituent parts  
Of the vital process, and, according to such a view, all stimuli  
would set primarily only as exciting or as depressing agents upon  
the normal process of life.  

In accordance with the three groups into which general vital  
phenomena are divided, it follows as a matter of course that the  
excitation on depression unstintedby s stimulus can manifest  
Itself in the cell's metabolism, assumption of form, and meld-
(citation of energy. The effects of excitation upon the produc-
tion of energy are the most striking, and were therefore in former  

times frequently thought to have a claim per excellence to rank  
a, stimulating effects. Thee reactions attract most attention  
in cares Were the production of energy is proportionately very  
great—es with muscle, for instance, which is made to twitch and  
perform work by a feeble stimulus. Processes of discharge  
(Aualisungavorganga), however, lie at the bottom of cases like  
these. Potential chemical energy, which is stored up ins con-
siderable quantity in living substance, is converted by the  
impulse of the stimulus into kinetic energy. Therefore the  
amount of the effect of stimulation—that is to say, the quantity  
of work pedeemed- bears no proportion whatever to the amount  
of energy acting as a stimulus upon the muscle. The amount  
of energy thus acting may be very small as contrasted with an  
enormous production of energy on the part of the living sub-
stance. It will not do to make generalizations, however, with  
regard to this proportion, as was irequently done in former  
times. All processes of stimulation are not procotsesof discharge.  
The influence of many stimuli, as has been observed, consists  

far more in depression than in excitation, so that in certain  
circumstances a stimulus actually diminishes the normal  
liberation of energy. There is therefore no general law as to  
the proportion which the amount of energy acting as a stimulus  
upon living substance bears to the amount of energy liberated.  

Among special varieties of stimulation there is one class of  
stimuli which has attracted particular attention—namely, those  
which act unilaterally upon free-moving organisms. It is  

prinαΡpa0y with the lowest fags of life that we have here to de  

—unicellular protista and free-living cells in the bodies of higher  
organisms (sperm-cells, lencoeytes, dam.). When from naem.,  
one direction a stimulus—he it chemical, thermal, =me.-
photic, electrical, or of any other kind—acts upon dram  
time organisms in their medium, they are impelled to move in  a 
course baring is definite relation to the source of the stimulus—
either directly towards that sodrv* or directly away from it,  
more tamely in a course transverse to it. This directive action 

 of atimulation is under such a fixed conformity to law ,  that it  
vividly recalls such purely physical processes as, for instance, the  
attraction and repulsion of iron partitles by the poles of a magnet.  
For example, if light falls from one aide upon a vessel full of water  
containing unicellular green algae, according to the intensity of  
the light these organisms swim either towards the tiMminated  
side, where they kern a compact mess on the edge of the vessel,  
or away from it, to cluster on the opposite edge. In the same  
way Infusotla in water are observed to hasten towards or to See  
from certain chemical substances, and kucocytes in our bodies  
act in the same manner towards the metabolic products of pus-
forming bacteria which have penetrated into an open wound.  
The suppuration of wounds Is always accompanied by an  
amazing conglomeration of leueocytes at the seat of the lesion.  
Perhaps the most striping effects are those of the constant  
electric current upon ,  unicellular organisms, since in this case  
the motion follows the cause with absolutely automatic regularity,  
certainty and rapidity. Thus, for example, af tee the establishment  
of the current many Infusoń a (Ρaranιaεń um) accumulate at the  
negative pole with greet celerity and without deviation, and turn  
round again with equal celerity as seen as the direction of the  
current is altered. As such cases of diseetive stimulation may  
occur among all varieties of stimuli whenever stimuli act unilater-
ally, they have been designated; according to the direction in  
which they occur in relation to the source of the stimulus, as  
positive or negative chemotasii, phototaxis, thermotaxis,  
galvanotaxis, and so forth. The strange and perplexing element  
in these phenomena becomes dear to us as soon as we know the  
characteristic method of locomotion for each form of organism,  
and whether the stimulus in question in the given intensity  
exeedaea an effect of excitation or of depression upon the special  
form. The direction of motion it the essential mechanical  
result of undlateal stimulation of the organs of locomotion  
Seeing that these reactions are exceedingly widely distributed  
throughout the whole organic world, and possess a deep biological  
significance for the existence and continuance of life, the interest  
they have awakened is thoroughly justified.  

One of the most important physiological discoverits of the  
tech century was that of the "Specific Energy of Sense-sub. 
stances" Johannes Muller was the first to establish  „ sw  
the fact that very different varieties of stimuli applied  
to one and the same organ Of sense always produce  
one and the same variety of sensation, and that, conversely, the  
same stimulus applied to the different organs of sense produces a  
different sensation In each organ—the one, in fact, which is its  
specific attribute. Thus, for example, mechanics], elect ńal  
and photik stimuli applied to the optic nerve produce no other  
sensation than that of light; and, conversely, any one variety of  
stimulus—take the electrical, for trample—produces sensations  
of light, hearing, taste or smell, according as it affects the optic,  
auditory, gustatory or olfactory nerves. This law of the  
"Specific Energy of Sense-substances," as Johannes  Miller 
;(τβοq-τ8y ς) called it, has come to have a highly imbortant  
bearing upon scientific criticism, since it proves expe ńmentalty  
that the things of the outer world are in themseves in no  way 
discernible by us, but that from one and the same outward object  
—the dκtτiε current, or a mechanical pressure, for instance—we  
receive altogether different sensations and form altogether  
different conceptions according to the sense-organ affected.  

But this law does not possess significance for psychology alone;  
as regards physiology also it has a much more general and more  
comprehensive force then Miller ever anticipated. It holds  
good, as demonstrated by Ewald Hering (b. 1834) and others,  
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not of sense-aubatancet only, but of living sebataise generally,  
Each cell has its speciffc energy in Johannes Mullees sense, and  
in its extended form there Is no more general kw for all the  
operations of stimuli than this kw of specifc energy. To take  
esamples, • whether a muscle be stimulated by a chemical,  
mechanical, thermal or electrical giinuhm the result is in each  
case the same--namely, a twitching of the mnade. Let a salivary  
gland be stimulated chemically, mechanically, electrically or  
in any other way, there always follows the same specific action—
a secretion of saliva; no matter what be the kind of stimulus  
acting upon it, the liver-cell always reacts by prsdudng bile,  
and so on. On the other band, one and the same stimulus—the  
electric current, for exsmpie-'.gives in each form of living  
substance a ipecifie raultt twitching in the muscle secretion  
of saliva in the salivary gland, production of bile in the liver-cell,  
&c. That is, of course, with the proviso t hat the effect of the  
stimulus be exciting and not depressing. The following general  
formulation, however, of the kw of specific energy brings the  
depressing stimuli also within its scope: " Di βΡerent stimuli  
produce in each dorm of living substance an i πeraseor a dimi-
nution of its specific activity." As already ob τεrved, it will  
probably be found that those weak chronic forms Of stimulation  
which produce qualitative changes may also be comprised under  
this gmiasal law.  

The knowledge thus far αοraked from aiealyab of vital  
phenousana and their changes under the influence of  stimuli 

w«a..ae affords but a very indefinite temporary basis-for  
the theory of the round vital process itself, of  
which vital phenomena are the cuiward manifes-

tation. The conception to which physiological research has  
hitherto attained Its this matter are of a more or less doubt-
ful satuae. The facts contained in them still require to be  
linked together by hypotheses if we are to obtain eves  a 
vague outline ci what lies hidden behind the greet riddle of life.  
Such hypotheses, serving as they do to link facts consistently  
together, are absolutely essential, however, to the further  
progress of research, and without their aid any systematic  
investigation wduld'be impracticable. But at the same time it  
matt never be forgotten that these hypotheses are merely  
protisonel, and that whenever they are found to be so longer  
in basmony with the widening range of new experiences and  
idas tlsey must either be proved to be facts or be subjected to  
modification. This is the point of view from which we must  
dal with modern ideas concerning the nature of the actual vital  
process--the mechanism of life  

The fundaments] fact of life is the metabolism of living  
substance which is continually ly and spontaneously undergoing  
• decomposition, and building itself up anew with  

the help of the food-msbstences it takes in. These  
processes of deoonlposltion and of reconstruction may be 

 bτίeβΡy designated as distie ifraiets (catabolism) and essimiferi,,  
(annbclism) respectively. Now the question mites: How sin  
we to umderatand this process of dissimilation and asnmllat'on  
from a mechanical atindpoint? It is quite evident that we  
have to do with some chemical occurrence; but her are the  
chemical tτana(o.rmetiom brought about? There arc obviously  
two possibilities. It is conceivable that the decomposition of  
food-stuffs and the fotmatiots of excretion-products in the cell-
body are caused by the repeated casual encounter of a great series  
of chemical combinations and by their repeatedly reacting upon  
one another in the same manner, bringing about transformations  
and forming waste products which are excreted, while at the same  
time certain chemical affinities are always taking in from without  
new chemical combin&dn (food-stuffs) and uniting them.  
This theory was in fact occasionally advanced in former times,  
particudatiy in its chemical aspect, and the belief was especially  
entertained that the enzymes in living substance might play an  
important pot in these transformations. This assumption.  
however, leads to no deer and lucid image of that takes place.  
end, meedver, draws too largely upon auxiliary hypotheses. It  
'sus therefore met with but little acceptance. The other possible  
explanation of metabolism is that its while process is confined  

to one single class of chemical combinations whose tendency it  
is to be constantly undergoing spontaneous decomposition sn ή  
regeneration. This letter theory was founded by Ludimaf  
Reruns (b. 1838), Edaand Friedrich Pfilger (b. 1829) and  
others, and has met with universal recognition because of its  
nerorsiπeas, simplicity and clearness.  

Starting with this hypothesis, the path of further reaea κh  
lies deer and well defined before us. In the first piace, we are  
obviously met by the question: What conception are y„  ,  
we to form of these combinations on which hinges the  
wholevital process? Among the organic matters which compose  
living substance, proteids perform the most important part.  
Protelds and proteid-compounds form the only organic matter  
which υΡ never absent from any cell. They form also the greater  
part of all the organic compounds of the cell, unless reserve-stuffs  
are accumulated to a considerable extent, and the are by far  
the most complicated of the compounds of living substance.  
While animal life Is impossible without proteid food, there are,  
on the other hand, animals which can continue to subsist on  
proteid alone. This series of facts proves very conclusively  
that proteids and their compounds play by far the most impor-
test part of all organic mutter in the processes of life. The Idea  
thus naturally presents itself that the required hypothetical  
compound forming the central φΡint of metabolism will be  
found to bear a very dose relation to proteids. But another  
point must be here considered. The proteids and their com-
pounds known to us are, comparatively speaking, stable com-
pounds 1  which never undergo spontaneous decomposition so  

long as they are protected from outward injury, whereas the  
hypothetical combination which lies at the centre of organic  
metabolism is extraordinarily liable and continually undergoing  
spontaneous decomposition. Therefore we have to think not of  
ordinary proteids in this case, but of still more complicated  
combinations, the atoms in the molecule of which have a strong  
tendency to group themselves in new arrangements. Owing to  
their fundamental importance, these combinations have been  
termed " biogena." When we come to inquire how such labile  
biegeń  mOlecules are built up out of the proteids of food, we  
find our knowledge very much restricted. Doubtless the intra-
molecular addition of inspired oxygen has much to do with it;  
for living substance when deprived of oxygen loss its irritability  
—that late say, its tendency to decomposition. The fact that the  
decomposition of living substance is always associated with the  
formation of carbonic acid—a eircumstaace obviously necexf-
tating the aid of oxygen—also points to the abSlute india. 
pensableueas of oxygen in the matter. Flinger baa further  
suggested that the molecule of living substance owes its lability  
and its tendency to form carbonic acid when joined by oxygen  
atoms prindphlly to cyaeogen groups which are contained in it.  
According to tbhvkw, the following is supposed to be the process  
of the termatio) of biogea molecules: It is assumed that the  
binges molecules already present in living substance take cut  
of the proteids of feud grain groups of atoms, and dispose them  
so as to produce eyanogen-like compounds. The additien of  
oxygen stems then brings the biogen molecule to the maximum  
of its power of decomposition, se that-"partly spontaneously,  
but more especially when Impelled by a stimulus—it Weeks  
down iomewhat explosively, causing the formation of carbonic  
acid. In this proceeding, according to the hypothesis which is  
the most widely accepted and the most fruitful in results, would  
Ik the very germ of the vital emcees  

If we accept these views as far as their general p ńndple is  
concerned, euimilation is the re-formation of Mogen molecules  
by those already ady eι isting, sided by food-stuffs;  
dissimilation, the decompcsillo'i el bioge" molecules. , ;  
To this primary process, however, is attached a whole  
series of secondary comical processes, which serve partly to work  
upon the food so as to fit It for the building up of biogen mole-
cules and partly to form out of the direct decouspesiticn.prcducta  
of the biogen molecules the caractai ιtίc secretion.producta  
of living substance (excretions and secretions). The various  
workings of matter in the cell as rendered vesy muds mote  
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complex by the circumstance that the living cell exhibits various  
morphological differentiations—above all, the differentiation in  
protoplasm and nucleus. Again, a transformation of energy is  
inseparably connected with metabolism. Along with food and  
oxygen potential chemical energy is continually being introduced  
into the ccli. to be accumulated in the biogen molecules, and at  
their decemposilion transformed into kinetic energy, which finds  
an outlet in the various manifestations of energy in the cell—
motion, heat, and so forth. In the light of this hypothesis the  
operations of stimuli also become comprehensible. Seeing that  
there is an initial tendency to the occurrence of certain definite  
chemical processes, which are associated with the reconstruction  
and decomposition of bitten molecules, various stimuli will  
either further or hinder the course of this metabolic series. A  
cell which is exposed to no outward disturbance, and which  
continues always in the unvarying medium provided by an exact  
sufficiency of food, will be in "metabolic equilibrium "—that is  
to say, its assimilation and its dissimilation will be equal  (A D). 
When, however, the influence of external stimuli is brought to  
bear upon them—that is to say, any change in their environing  
vital conditions—A and D will either be altered in similar  
proportion, or their mutual equilibrium will be disturbed. In  
the former case the vital processes will merely be intensified in  
their course; in the latter and usual case the result will be deter-
mined according to the part of metabolism excited or depressed.  
When the effect of a stimulus is to excite D continuously in a  
high degree without correspondingly increasing A, the result is a  
dying off—an atrophy. In the contrary case, when A remains  
continuously greaser than D. the result is growth, increase and  
^srassar 

 

reproduction of the cell. Experience proves, how- 
emus. 	ever, that A and D stand in a certain relation  of 
bdaiu• 	mutual dependence to each other, with the result  
that when D has been increased by a stimulus, for example, Λ.  
correspondingly increases during the stimulation, and continues  
to do so after its cessation, till the loss in living substance  
produced by the stimulation of D is eventually nude good, and  
metabolic equilibrium is restored. The muscle may be taken as  
an example of tbia sell-regulation of metabolism common to all  
living substance (flaring's Sdbsflkwrsxg des S Ι ιωeώ sds).  
When a muscle has been fatigued by some stimulation caissng an  
enormous increase of D, there is a corresponding spontaneous  
increase in Α. After some time the muscle is observed to have  
recovered. It has once mere become capable of performing  
work; its metabolism is again in equilibrium.  

The vital phenomena of the cell may be derived mechanically  
from metabolism and the changes it undergoes under the  
influence of stimuli. Our ability to do this will increase more  
rapidly as we become better acquainted with the details of the  
metabolism of the cell itself. The foregoing outline must be  
regarded, of course, as embodying only a fragmentary hypo-  
thesis, which an serve as a guide for further research only so  
long as it does not clash with facts, and which must be amplified,  
specislized and developed with the widening of specific knowledge  
regarding thecell's metabolism. The relations already known  
are so exceedingly complex that only by slow degrees can we  
pursue the investigation of separate fragments of the entire  
metabolic series. The dWerentiation of nucleus and protoplasm  
in the living substance of the cell aloes gives rise to an extra -
ordinary complication in the metabolic process, for these two  
parts of the cell stand in the mat complicated correlation with  
00, one another as well as with the enviloning medium—a  
- fact of which the experiments made by vivisection  
Shwsrad in various free-iring cell.forms have furnished  
~ ' abundant evidence. The farther such knowledge  
advances, the more rounded, deer and free from hypotheses  
will become our conception of the cell's metabolism. But  
the cell h the elementary component put of all organisms,  
and from the life of individual cells is constructed the life  
of the separate lisaues and various organs, and thus of the  
entire organism. Hence the 'cell is the only vital element  
which the organism possesses, and therefore the in νesti-
gation of the vital procemes in its separate cells lads  

ultimately Ιο  a knowledge .. Γαρtdieg the mechanism of lk  
in the whole.  

Vegetable phywology is dealt with in the snick 1 ιιtΜ es: Ptiysw-
logy. For details of different parts of the animal body, see As'sssas.  
Hsar; Rasruatosr Srsrau; Vaxuiae Svs τau; ToucH; Susi.i;  
Τaeτa; Visou; Haasiwo; Voica; MusCis ago Naays; Sane;  
Drrnotisw; Baarw ; SrouL Coan; Sr eraTusTtv Sτsτsι1; Banon;  
Lvuru; lχaeαrτooy}ιιs; Diegsrive OSOANS; uτaιταω, gc. 

The principal modern English textbooks 	animal h  
are those of Sir Michael Foster (1885), A. E. Schafer  (i 	),  N 
iaton (1008). Hanibunon (1900), and Su ιΙing "909). . bow.  
ever. the bibliographical notes to the separate smelts (M. V.)  

PIACENZA (Lit. Pfacsatmm), a town and episcopal see of  
Emilia, Italy, the capital of the province of Piacenza, 42 m.  
S.E. of Milan and 9' m. Ν.W. of Bologna by mil. Pop. ('006),  
39,786. It lies on the Lombard plain, 217 ft. above sea-level.  
mar the right bank of the Po, which here is crossed by rend and  
railway bridges, just below the confluence of the Trebia. It is  
still surrounded by walls with bastions and fosse in a circuit of  
4 m. The cathedral was erected between Lim and 1233, in the  
Lombard Romanesque style, under the direction of Santo des  
Sambuceto, on the site of a church of the ps century which had  
been destroyed by earthquake. The west front has three doors  
with curiou'pillaeed porches. The campamle is a massive square  
brick tower an ft. high; the iron age numbed to ejic• el its  
windows was put up in *495 by Ludovico it Moro fee the confine.  
ment of persons guilty of treason or sacrilege. The crypt is a  
large church supported by one hundred columns. The entire  
edifice has been restored since 1898, and the frescoes by Guerdno  
and Caned, which decorate puts of its root, though good in  
themselves, are insppropriate toils severe style. Sant' Antonin,  
which was the cathedral church till 877, Ia supposed to bane been  
founded by St Victor, the first bishop of Piacensa, Ia the 4th  

century, and restored .  in 903; it was rebuilt in sing, and altered in  
1857. It was within its walls that the deputies of the Lombard  
League swore to the conditions of peace ratified in ιa83 at Con-
stance. The Gothic brick vestibule (B Paradise) on the north  
side is one of the older pacts of the building. San .Francesco,  a 
spacious Gothic edifice begun by the F ηndeαοκ in 1218. ma  
erected en the site of the palace of Ubertino Lanni, a leader  
of the Ghibelline party. S. Savine,afineRomsnesquebtdldiagaf  
A.D. 903 (well restored in 1903), contains a mosaic pavement  of 
this period with curious representations, including one of a game  
of chess. S. Sisma, which dates from 1490,  and taken the per of  
the church !minded in 874 by Angilb.rga (consort of the emp e,  
Louis II.), lest its chief attraction when Raphael'ι Sistine  
Madonna (now in Dresden) wan sold by the monks is 1754  to  
Frederick Augusiud III, Its place, however, is occupied by a  
copy by Avanzini, and there are also several good Iistarsias by  
Bartolomeo des Busseto. S. Seφlεroand S. Muria del αeατnρagna  
are ,both good early Renaissance churches; the latter is rich in  
frescoes by Popieisone. S. Anna, dating from '334, was the  
church of the barefooted  Carmebtea. Of the secular buildtsgs  
the most interesting is the Pa4aro Communsk, begun in mmet, 

 one of the freest buildings of its kind in Italy. The square in  
front is known as the Piazza dei CavalU, from the two brogue  
equestrian statues of Ranuccio (16ao) and his father Alexander,  
prince of Pwna,governor of the Netherlands ( ι6s5). Both were  
designed by Francesco Moccbi. The Palazso dig Ttfbstnali and  
the Palazzo degli Scot are fine early Re· brick buildings  
with terra-cotta decorations. The huge Σamese palace wabegu s  
after Vignola's designs by Margaret of Austria in ι558, but it war  
never completed, and since *800 it ba been used as barracks  
Other buildings or institutions of note sre the old and the new  
bishop's palace, the fine theatre designed by Lotaiio Tombs in  
1803, thf great hospital dating from '471, the library presented  
to the commune in 1846 by the marquis Ferdinando I.andi, and  
the Passeńni library founded in ι685. The Musee Civics,  
formed in 1903, contains collections of antiquities (though many  
of the Roman antiquities of Piacensa have passed to the msseaa  
of Parma), some good Flemish tapes/lies and a few pictures.  
The castle erected by Antonio des Saogalle the younger has been  
demolished. Piacenza is the junction of the Milan and B"½no  
line with that from Vogbers and Turin. From Codeg)ou, y .  
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to the to tth, a branch line nuns to Cremona. By toad Piscensa  

is 88 m. north-east of Gent. The tows has an arsenal, a  

technical and arts school, and various industries—iron and bras  

works, foundries, silk-throwing, printing works and Bonn  
mills.  

Peceeu was made a Roman colony in 218 s.c. While its  
walls were yet.unόeΊιńed II had to repulse an attack by the  
Genie, and in the latter pact of 218 it afforded protection t ο the  
remains of the Roman army under Sciplo which bad been de-
tested in the great battle on the Treble. In σο5 it withstood a  
protracted siege by Haidrubol. Five years later the Ganls  
burned the city; and in roc it had to be recruited with three  
thousand families. in 187 it was connected with Ariminum and  
the south by the constmetion of the Via Aemilia. Later on it  
became a very fmnertant goad centre; the continuation north-
wards of the Vie Αemilέ  towards Milan, with a branch to Ticinum,  
crossed the Pb there, and the Via Postumia from Cremona to  
Dertooa and Genes passed through it. Inter still Augustus  
reconstructed the road from Dertona to Verde, and into Gallia  
Narbanensis, and gave it the Darn, of Julia Augusta from  
Placentia onwards. The rectangular amngement of the streets  
in the centre of the town, through Which passes the Via Aemilia,  
Is no doubt a survival from Roman times. Placentia is mentioned  
in connexion with its capture by Cinua and a defeat of the forces  

of Carbo in the neighbourhood (8r s.c.), a mutiny of Julius  
Cretar'I garrison (so s.e.), another mutiny under Auguius  
(40 s.c.), the defence of the city by Spurinna, Otho's gruerai.  
against Caecfna, Viteilius's general (a. ο 69), and the defeat of  
Aureilan by the Maroomanul outside the walls (a.m. 271). In  
546 TcIiia-reduced Pieceuza by famine. Between 997 and  ιο  
the city was governed by its bishops, who had received the title  
of count from Otho Ill. At Ronaglia, 5 m. to the eau, the  
emperor Conrad II. held the diet which passed the Salic law. In  
the ratter part of the crib century it was one of the lading  
members of the Lombard League. For the moat part it remained  
Guelph, though at times, as when it called in Gnleazzo Visconti,  
it war glad to appeal to a powerful Ghibelline for aid against  its 
domestic tyrants. In τ4. the city was captured and sacked by  
Francesco Sforsa. Having been occupied by the papal forces  
in t ςΡτ s, it was In 1545 united with Parma (q.e.) to form an here-
ditary duchy for Pierluigi Farnest, son of Paul 111. In 1746 ι  
battle between the Franco-Spaniih forces and the Austrians was  
fought under the city walls, and in 1796 it was occupied by  
the French. In 1848 Fiuem a was lbe first of the towns ol  

Lombardy to join Piedmont; but it was reoccupied by the  
Austrians till ι8ς9.  

PIAXOPORTB (Dial. pleas, soft, and jerk, loud). The group  
of keyed stringed musical instruments, among which the piano- 
forte is latent in order of lime, has been invented and step by  
step developed with the modern art of music, which is bused  
upon the simultaneous employment of different musical sounds.  
In the roth century the "organum" arose, an elementary  
system of accompaniment to the voice, consisting of fourths and  
octaves below the melody and moving with it; and the organ  
(q.s.), the earliest keyed instrument, was, in the fast instance, the  
rude embodiment of this idea and convenient means for its  
expression. There was as yet no keyboard of balanced key  
levers; sliders were drawn out like modem draw-stops, to admit  

the compressed sir necessary to make the pipes  
sound. About the same time arose a large stringed  
instrument, the οrganiserom' the parent of the  

now obsolete hurdy-gurdy; as the organ needed a blower as  
well as an organist, so the player of the oTganistrum required 

 a handle-turner, by whose aid the three strings of the inum- 
ment were made to sound simultaneously upon a wheel, and,  
according to the well-known sculptured relief of St George  
de Boscbetville, one string was manipulated by means of a  

s Aπ «ganiamsm is shown in the lower right hand corer of the  
full egg* minαΡtum of a fine path century psalter of Σngiσh work-
mansb'p, forming port of the Huntenan collation in University  
Court Library, Glasgow. No. 3z in CasaloςneIke Erhibilion  of 
Illmniπaled 31,5$. eI IkeBofiagros Fine Amu (lab (woe).  
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row ci nappmn or tangents peeped inwards to produce the  
notes. The other strings were dtcnes, aoaiogo ιu ιο the drones  
of the bagpipes, but originally the three strings followed the  
changing organwm.  

In the tub  eretury, the epoch of Guido d'Areszo, to whom the  
beginning of musical notation is attributed, the Pythagorean  
manochord, with its drifting bridge, was used in the singing  
schools to teach the Intervals of the plαi-onhς of the church.  
The pactical neemeity, not merely of demonstrating the p e-
portίonate relations of the intervals, but also of initiating pupils  
into the dif event gradations of the church tones, had soon after  
Guide's time brought into use qoadeapiex-fashioned znoi'ocborda,  
which were constructed with scale, analogous to the modem  
practice with thermometer. which are "mdc to show both  
Rfaumur and Centigrade, so that four lines  
indicated as 'deny authentic and as many plagsl  ^f 
tones This arrangement found great acceptance,  
foe Aribo' writing about fifty yens after Guido, says that  
few monocbords were tο be found without it. Had the clavi•  
chord then been known, this make.  
shill contrivance would not have  
been used. Aribe strenuously en-
deavonred to improve it, and "by  
the grace of God" invented α mono-
chord measure which, on account of  
the rapidity of the leaps he could  
make with it, he named a wild-goat  
(cοperu ). Jean de Muria (Mwsi'a  
spernfasisa, 1323) teaches how true  
relations may be found by a single.
stri ηg monochord, but nwmmends 

 e four-stringed ere, properly  a 
tetrachord, to gain a knowledge of  
unfamiliar intervals. He describes  
the musical instruments known in  
his time, but does not mention the  
clavichord or monodiord with keys, _  
which could not have been then  
invented. Perhaps one cl the earliest  
fen=of such an instrument,inwbfch'  
stoppers or tangents bad been  
adopted from the organistrum, is Fm. L—Ea Best existing 

 

shown in fig. i, from a wood carving repreenntatioa of a Keyed  

of a vicar choral or organist, pee- Stringed lostrunent, from  
served in St Mary's church, St Shrewsbυ^ 

Shrewsbury. The latest date to ó^m'

460. avichord). 1)o-  

which this interesting figure may be  
attributed is se 6o, but the conventional repmentst$oo shows  
that the instrument was then already of a past fashion, although  

perhaps still retained in use and familiar to the carver.  
In the Weimar Wuadabuck' a MS. dated 14'0, with pen and  

ink miniaturee, is given a " clavfchordb:m " having 8 short and  
apparently ι6 long keys, the artist has drawn 12 strings in ι  
rectangular case, but no tangents are visible. A keyboard of  

balanced keys existed in the little portable organ known as the  
regal, so often represented in old carvings, paintings and stained  

windows. Vitruvius, Dc arck ίtadsr α, lib. x. cap. xi., translated  
by newton, describes α balanced keyboard; but the key appar-
atus is more particularly shown in The Piruenaffa of 11ero of  

Alexandria, translated by Bennet Woodcroft (London, ι8ςι).  
In confirmation of this has been the remarkable recovery at  
Carthage' of a terra-cotta model of a Hydnulikaa or water  
organ, dating from the and century a.m., in which a balanced  
keyboard of ι 8 or 19 keys Is shown. It seems likely the balanced  
keyboard was lost, and afterwards reinvented. The name of  

' See " M υsica ańbools acbolaatici," printed by Martin Gerbert  
in Serfplerrs eorfesiaslici de .,erica sacra (1784), I. 197; and in J. P.  
Migne, Palydlop ae crrsss corn ρfdss, vol. 150, col. Ι3o7.  
▪Gτasshrnogliche DiblioIkek. See also Dr Alwin Schulz, Deslsehu  

LeSea'irn ώ . oasi s,. 7abkasd. (Venn, 1892), p•  58, fig. 522.  
' For an illustration of this important piece of evidence. me under  

OROAN: Amiens Hide,: and for description  and illus ιratim of  
balanced hays, see ΚSγΒοΑaD  
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reed was derived from the rule (rude) c sdua4d sale  of 
keys, and its use was to give the singers in religions proceesioss  

the sole or pitch. The only instrument of this kind knows to  
exist in the United Kingdom is et Blair Atlo i, and it ban the  
very late date of r630. The Stusads regait may be as modern.  
These are instances of how long a nome•time admired musical  
instrument may remain in use after its first intention is forgotten.  
We attribute the adaptation of the narrow regal keyboard to  
what was still called the monochord, but was now a comply of  
m000chords over one resonance board, to the latter half of the  
teth οsnιery;it wasaccomplisbedby the substitution of tangents  
&ed in the future ended the balanced keys for the movable  
bridges of the monocbord or such stoppers es are shown in the  
Sluewibuiy carving. Thus the mmochordium or " payre of  
monocńordis " became the clavlchordium or " pay τe of  dsvf-
cbordis "—park being applied, in the old sensb of a " pair of  
steps,' to a series of degrees. This use of the word to imply  
gradation was common in England ιο all keyed Instruments;  
thus we teed, in the Tudor period and later, of a pair of regals,  
organs, or virginals Ed. van der Stance' reproducer a so-
called  clavichord of the ι 5th century from a MS. in the public  
library at Ghent. The treatise is anonymous, but other trealisea  
in the same MS. bar data 1503 and 1504. Van der Streeter  
is of opinion that the drawing may be assigned to the middle of  
the 15th century. The scribe cab the instrument a clavksm-
balum, and this Is undoubtedly correct; the 8 airings in the  
drawing are stretched from back t ο front over a long sound-
board, the longest strings t ο the fell; 8 keys, 4 long and 4  short  
with levers to which are attached the jacks, am seen in a  
horizontal line behind the keyboard, and behind them agiin  
are given the names of the notes a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h. In the  
Weimar 1Vsrderbuc λ is a pea-and-ink sketch of the "cisvicim.  
balum" placed upon a table, in which we recognize the  
familiar outline of the harpaicbord, but on a imailer scale.  
The keyboard shows white and black notes—the latter short  
keys, one between each group of two white keys, precisely  as 
in the instrument reproduced by Van der S ιτaεteg--bυτ no  
mechanism is visible under the strings.  

The earliest known record of the clavichord occurs in some  
rules of the minnesinger,' dated teen, preserved at Vienne.  
The monochord is named with it, showing a dίfeιeatiatiοs of  
these instruments, and of them from the clavlcyusbalum, the  
keyed cymbal, cembalo (italian), or psaltery. From this we  
learn that a keyboard had been thus early arispied to that  
favourite medieval stringed instrument, the "cembalo" of  
Boccaccio, the " seetτie "of Chaucer. There were tee frees of  
the psaltery:  (i)  the trapese, one of the eldest representations  
of which is lobe found in Orcagna's famous T ńonfo dells Morte  
in the Campo Santo at Pies, and another by the same printer in  
the National Gallery, London; and (ή  the contemporary" testa  
di poem," the pig's head, which was of triangular shape as the  
name suggests. The trapeze psahery was strung hem sorrily,  
the " istromeoto di poem" either horizontally or vertically—
the notes, as in the common dulcimer, being in groups of three or  
four unisomis. In these differences of form and stringing we see  
the cause of the ultimate diBerεntiaιfon of the spinet and harper..  
chord. The compass of the psallerics was nearly that of Guido's  
scale; but according to Merseime,' the lowest interval was a  
fourth, G to C, which is worthy of notice es anticipating the later  
"short measure '  of the spinet and organ.  

The simplicity of the clavichord inclines us 10 place it, in  
order of time, before the dsvicymb.lum or davicembaab; but  
we do not know how the sounds of the latter were at iratexcited.  
There is an indication es to its early form lobe seen in the church  
of the Certosa near Pavia, which compares in probable date with  

' See Voter C. MahiUmn, Catefog a desrnj ι(( 0880), f. µ  a'  Νο.  4 s regal with two bellow end of XVt. ^ m E t a'.  
'La Jfwquε sax Pays Ben, i. η8  
• See Dr Alwm Schulz, up. cii., fig.  54.  
• V. 410 and 414. See Ambros, &nicii'hii der Msuik ('89s).  

ii. 226.  
• L'Hurmosie eaiwr,elle (Paris, 1636), livre l IT. pp ‚07. 

A. J. Hipkiea, History of Piaaofoils (London, '196), p. 51.  

the Shrew bars e^esspfe. We qsW. the reference to ft from Dr  

timbres: He says a carving represeOts Ring David as holding  
an" istromenlo di poem" which is eight strings and as many  
keys lying ρs ιlW to them; inside the body of the instn men τ,  
which is open at the side nearest the right band of Ring David,  
he touches tńe keys with the right hand and damps the strings  
with the left. The ‚Itnbumticis of srchsism applies with equal  

force to this carving as to the Shrewsbury one, for when the  
monastery of Certasa net Pavia was built by λmbmgiο Fe mna 

 in 1472,  chromatic keyboards, which imply a aonsίdemble ad.  
Vanα, were already in use. There is an autheptic representation 

 of a chromatic keyboard, painted not •later than 1426, 10 the  
Si Cecilia panel (now at Berlin) of the famous Adoration of the  
Lamb by the Van Reeks. The instnumeni depicted is positive  ιιιιιιιι ^ιιιιιιιιιιι  

Fio 2—Diatonic Clavichord Keyboard (Guido'a Scale) from  

Virduag. Before 511.  

organ, and it Is intereting to noti α m this realistic painting that  
the keys are evidently boxwood, min the Italian spinets of later  
date, and that. the angel plays a common chord—A with the  
right lend, F and C with the left. Bit dimenfc organs with  
eight steps or keys in the octave, which included the B Bat and  
the B natural, as in Guide's scab, were long preserved, for  

Pιaetońus speaks of them a still existing needy two hundred  
yeas later. This diatonic keyboard, we leers been Sebastian  

✓ mg (Muercagrmndschi 'md a agaegιι, Band, r5r ι), was the  
keyboard of the early clavichord. We reproduce his diagram  as 
the onhy authority we have for the dispaitba of the one short  
key.  

The extent of this scale is exactly Guide's. Virdung's diagram  
of the chromatic is the same as our own familiar keyboard. and  
comprises three octaves and a note, from B below the bass stave  
to G above the treble. But Virduog tells us that even then  
clavichords were made longer then four octaves by repetition  

of the same order of keys The introductios of the chromatic  
order he attributes to the study of Boetius, and the eonsegoat  

endeavour to restore the three musical genre of the Greeks—the  
diatonic, chromatic and enbarrnmie: But the last-tamed had  
not been attained. Virdung gives woodcuts of th εdsvieńe:dium,  
the virginal, the clavicymbalum and the clavicytberium. We  
reproduce three of them (ggs 3,6 and 12), omitting the tbaJnal  

%/-  _ - :mυ_, ^:^ ι̂ „^Fy' 
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VIG. 3: Vrdυπg's Clavichoidism, 1511; ravened (*chine.  
as obviously incorrect. Writers on musical instruments have  
continually repeated these drawings without discerning that in  
the printing they are reversed, which puts the keyboards entirely  
wrong, sod that in Luscmius's Latin translation of Virdeng; 

 (Mwsa,giu, see praxis marine, Sirasburg, 1556), which bar been  
hitherto chiefly followed, two of the engravings, the davicim-
balms and the clavicytberium, are transposed, another cause of  
error. Martin Agricola (Masice iuustrziseeaiciis, Wittenberg,  
‚529) has copied Virdnng's illustrations with some differencet of  
perspective, and the addition, here and there, of errors of his  
own  

Geπhicks ion Magi, ii. 544-555.  
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Still vulgarly known as monochord, Virdung's clavichord was  

really a box of monochords, all the strings being of the same  

length. He derives the clavichord from Guide's monochord  
as he does the virginal from the psaltery, but, at the  

same time, confesses he does not know when, or by whom,  
either instrument was invented. 1Ve observe in this  

drawing the abort sound-board, which always remained a  

peculiarity of the clavichord, and the straight sound-
board bridge—necessarily so when all the strings were of  

one length. To gain an angle of incidence for the tangents  
against the strings the keys were made crooked, an expedient  

further rendered necessary by the " fretting "—three tangents,  

according to Virdung, being directed to stop as many notes from  

each single group of three strings tuned in unison; each tangent  

thus made a different vibrating length of string. In the drawing  
the strings are merely indicated. The German for fret is Bund,  
and such a clavichord, in that language, is known as a "gebun-
denesClavichord" both fret (to rub) and Bund (from binden, to  
bind) having been taken over from the lute or viol. The French  
and Italians employ " louche " and " tasto," touch. Praetonus  

who wrote a hundred years later than Virdung, says two, three  

and four tangents were thus employed in stopping. There are  

extant small clavidsords haying three keys and tangents to one  

pair of strings and others have no more than two tangents to a  
note formed by a pair of strings, instead of three. Thus seven  

pairs of strings suffice for an octave of twelve keys, the open  
notes being F, G, A, Β net, C, D, E flat, and by an unexplained  
peculiarity, perhaps derived from some special estimation of the  

,totes which was connected with the church modes, A and D are  

left throughout free from a second tangent. Α corresponding  
value of these notes is shown by their independence of chromatic  
alteration in tuning the double Irish harp, as explained by  
Vincentio Galilei in his treatise on music (Dialogs dells muswe,  
Florence, 1581). Adlung, who died in ι762, speaks of another  
fretting, but it must have been an adaptation to the modern  

major scale, the " free " notes being E and B. Clavichords  

were made with double fretting up to about the year 1700—
that is to say, to the epoch of J. S. Bach, who, taking advantage  

of its abolition and the consequent use of independent pairs of  

strings for each note, was enabled to tune in all keys equally,  
which had been impossible so long as the fretting was maintained.  

The modern scales having become established, Bach was now  

able to produce, in 1722, Des wohl[ mperύ (e Claviιr, the first  
collection of preludes and fugues in all the twenty-four major  

and minor scales for a clavichord which was tuned, as to con-
cordance and dissonance, fairly equal.  

The oldest clavichord, here called manicordo (as French  
a,onicwde, from monochord), known to exist is that shown in  
fig. 4. It will be observed that the lowest octave is here already  

Fta. 4.—Μanicordo (Clavichord) d'Eleonora di Montalvo, 1659;  
Kraus Museum, Florence.  

"bundfrei" or fret-free. The strings are no longer of equal  
length, and there are three bridges, divisions of the one bridge,  
in different positions on the sound-board. Mersenne's " maul-
corde " (Ifansonie unmwrsene, Pa ń s 1636, p. 115), shown in an  
engraving in that work, has the strings still nearly of equal  

length, but the sound-board bridge is divided into five. The  
fretted clavichords made in Germany in the last years of the  
27th century have the curved sound-board bridge, like a  
spinet. In the clavichord the tangents always form the second  

Χλ1 10  

bridge, indispensable for the vibration, besides acting as the  
sound exciters (fig. 5). The common damper to all the strings  
is a list of cloth, interwoven  
behind the tangents. As the  
tangents quitted the strings the  
cloth immediately stopped all  
vibration. Too much cloth  
would diminish the tone of this  
already feeble instrument, which  
gained the name of "dumb  
spinet" from its use. In the  
clavichord in Rubens's St Cecilia  
(Dresden Gallery)—interesting  
as perhaps representing that  
painter's own instrument—the  
damping cloth is accurately  
painted. The number of keys  
there shown is three octaves and a third, F to A—the same extent  

as in Handcl's c &vichαd now in the museum at Μaidstone (an  
Italian instrument dated 1726, and not fretted), but with the  
peculiarity of a combined chromatic and short octave in the  
lowest notes, to which we shall have to refer when we arrive  
at the spinet; we pass it by as the only instance we have  

come across in the clavichord.  
The clavichord must have gone out of favour in Great Britain  

and the Netherlands early in the 16th century, before its ex-
pressive newer, which is of the most tender and intimate quality,  
could have been, from the nature of the music played, observed,  

—the more brilliant and elegant spinet being preferred to it.  
Like the other keyboard instruments it had no German name,  

and can hardly have been of German origin. Holbein, in his  
drawing of the family of Sir Thomas More, X528, now at Basel,  

indicates the place for " Klavikordi and ender Seytinspill."  

But it remained longest in use in Germany—until even the begin-
ning of the 19th century. It was the favourite " Klavier " of  

the Βachs. Besides that of Handel already noticed there are  
in existence clavichords the former possession of which is attri-
buted to Mozart and Beethoven. The clavichord was obedient  

to a peculiarity of touch possible on no other keyboard instru-
ment. This is described by C. P. Emmanuel Bach in his famous  
essay on playing and accompaniment, entitled Vesrch fiber di'  
wahee Arf des Kfasier zu spieles (" An Essay on the True Way to  
play Keyboard Instruments.") It is the Bebung (trembling), a  
vibration in a melody note of the same nature as the tremolo  
frequently employed by violin players to heighten the expressive  
effect; it was gained by a repeated movement of the fleshy end  

of the finger while the key was still held down. The Bebung was  
indicated in the notation by dots over the note to be affected by  

it, perhaps showing how many times the note should be repeated.  

According to the practice of the Bachs, as handed down to us in  
the above mentioned essay, great smoothness of touch was  

required to play the clavichord in tune. As with the monochord,  

the means taken to produce the sound disturbed the aeuracy  

of the string measurement by increasing tension, so that a key  
touched too firmly in the clavichord, by unduly raising the  
string, sharpened the pitch, an error in playing deprecated by  
C. P. Emmanuel Bach. This answers the assertion which has  
been made that J. S. Bach could not have been nice about  
tuning when be played from preference on an instrument of  
uncertain intonation.  

The next instrument described by Virdung is the virginal (s&giia·  
oh s, proper for a girl), a parallelogram in shape, having the same  
projecting keyboard and compass of keys the same as sye"  
the clavichordium. Here we can trace derivation from  

the psaltery in the sound-board covering the entire inner surface  

of the instrument and in the triangular disposition of the strings.  
The virginal in Virdung's drawing has an impossible position with  
reference to the keyboard, which renders its reproduction as as  
illustration useless. But in the next drawing, the clavi- 
cimbalum, this is rectified, and the drawing, reversed on  yy m  
account of the keyboard, can be accepted as roughly  
representing the instrument so called (fig. 6). There would be  

24  
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no dilseebca between it and the virginal were it not fora pecut-
arity of keyboard compass, which emphatically refers itself to  
the Italian "spinetta," a name unnoticed byVirdung or by his  
countryman Arnold Schlick, who, in the same year r51 ι, pub-
lished his Spi'gd der Orgdmackcr (Organ-builders' Mirror),  
and named the clavichordium and clavicimbalum as familiar  
instruments. In the first piace, the keyboard, beginning appar-
ently with B natural, instead of F, makes the clavi ńmbalum  
smaller than the virginal, the strings in this arrangement being  
ańorter; in the next place it is almost certain that the Italian  

spinet compass, beginning apparently upon a semitone, is  
identical with a "abort measure" or "short octave" organ  

compass, a very old keyboard arrangement, by which the lowest  
note, representing B, really sounded G and C sharp in like  
manner A. The origin of this may be deduced from the paaltery  
and many representations of the regal, and its object appears  
to have been to obtain dominant basses for cadences, harmonious  
closes having early been sought for as giving pleasure to the eat.  
Authority for this practice is to be found in Mersenne, who, in  
1636, expressly describes it as occurring in his own spinet  
(sspinenk). He says the keyboards of the spinet and organ are  
the same. Now, in his Latin edition of the same work be renders  

Flo. 6.—Virdungs Claviń mbalum (Spinet), 151 1 : reversed facsimile.  

espinette by clavicimbalum. We read (Harmonic Unit'ersdle,  

Paris, 1636, liv. 3, p. 107—" Its longest string this spinet's] is  
little more than a foot in length between the two bridges. It  

has only thirty-one keys (marches] in its keyboard, and as  
many strings over its sound-board [he now refers to the illustra- 
tion], so that there are five keys hidden on account of the per- 
spective—that is toy, three diatonic and two chromatic (fcinks,  
same as the Latin βcli], of which the first is cut into two  
[a divided sharp forming two keys]; but these sharps serve to  

go down to the third and fourth below the first step, C so! [tenor  
clef C], in order to go as far as the third octave, for the eighteen  

principal Steps make but an eighteenth, that is to say, a fourth  
more than two octaves." The note we call F, he, on his engrav- 
ing, letters as C, indicating the pitch of a spinet of the second  

size, which the one described is not. The  
third and fourth, reached by his divided sharp,  

are consequently the lower A and G; or, to  
complete, as he says, the third octave, the  

lowest note might be F, but for that he would  
want the diatonic semitone B, which his spinet,  

according to his description, did not possess.'  
Mersenne's statement sufficiently proves, first,  

the use in spinets as well as in organs of what  
we now call "short measure," and, secondly,  
the object of divided sharps at the lower end  

of the keyboard to gain lower notes. He  
speaks of one string only to each note; unlike  
the double and triple strung clavichord, those  

instruments, davicimbalum, spinet, or virginal,  
derived from the psaltery, could only present  
one string to the mechanical plectrum which  

twanged it. As regards the kind of plectra  

1  A. J. Eilis (mdory of Mu&al Filch, p. 318) sees the Bin  
Mermssae'a outline diagram.  

earliest used we have no evidence. ?he little crow-asH mints  

project from centred tongues in uprights of wood known as  
"jacks"  (fig. 7), which also canny the dampers, and rising by  
the depression of the keys in front, the quills net the strings  

vibrating as they pluck them in passing, springs at first of steel,  
litter of bristle, giving energy to the twang and governing their  
return J. C. Sealiger in Pocliccs /ibri scphnt (0561, p. 5 ι. c. 1.)  
states that the Clavicimbalum and Harpichordum of his  

boyhood are row called Spinets on account of those quill  
points (oh illis mncr οnιb υa), and attributes the introduction  
of the name " spinetta "to them (from spina, a thorn). We will  
leave harpichordum for the present, but the early identity  

of clavicimbalum and spinetta is certainly proved.  
Scaliger's etymology remained unquestioned until  

Signor Ponsicchi οf Florence discovered another derivation . 

He found in a rare book entitled Conclusions act muono dell'  

orgawo, di D. Ad ń ano Banchkri (Bologna, ι6ο8), the following  
passage, which translated reads: " Spinetta was thus named  

from the inventor of that oblong form, who was one Maestro  

Giovanni Spinetti, a Venetian; and I have seen one of  
those instruments, in the possession of Francesco Siivori,  

organist of the magnificent community of Montagnana,  

within which was this inscription—loanner Spincfrs 1'cncins  
fed:, A.D. 1503." Scaliger's and Banchieri' s statements may  

be combined, as there is no discrepancy of dates, or we may  
rely upon whichever seems to us to have the greater authority,  

always bearing in mind that neither invalidates the other. The  
introduction of crow-quill mints, and adaptation to an oblong  

case of an instrument previously in a trapeze form, are synchro-
nous; but we must accept 1503 as a late date for one of Spinetli s  

instruments, seeing that the altered form had already become  

common, as shown by Virdung, in another country as early as  
τ ςι t. After this date there are frequent references to spinets in  

public records and other documents, and we have fortunately the  
instruments themselves to put in evidence, preserved in public  

museums and in private collections. A spinet dated 1490 was  

shown at Bologna in 1888; another old spinet in the Conser a-
toire, Paris, is a pentagonal instrument made by Francesco di  
Portalupis at Verona, 1523. The Milanese Rossi were famous  
spinet-makers, and have been accredited (La Nobilild di Μ1Ισπn,  
1 595) with an improvement in the form which we believe was  

the recessing of the keyboard, a feature which had previously  

entirely projected; by the recessing a greater width was obtained  
for the sound-board. The spinets by Annibale Rosso at South  
Kensington, dated respectively ι555  (fig. 8) and 1577, show this  

Fio. 8.—Milanese SpinetIa. by Annibale Rosso, ιgg ; South  
Kensington Museum.  

alteration, and may be compared with the older and purer form  

of one, dated 1 1568, by Marco Jadra (also known as Marco" dalle  
spinette, ' or ' dal cembali "). Besides the pentagonal spinet,  

there was an heptagonal variety; they had neither covers nor  

stands, and were often withdrawn from decorated cases when  

required for performance. In other instances, as in the 1577  

Rosso spinet, the case of the instrument itself was richly adorned.  

The apparent compass of the keyboard in Italy generally  
exceeded four octaves by a semitone, Ε to F; but we may regard  
the lowest natural key as usually C, and the lowest sharp key 
as usually D, in these instruments, according to" short measure.'  

The rectangular spinet, ','irdung's "virginal," early assumed  

in Italy the fashion οf the large " cassoni " or wedding chests.  

The oldest we know of in this style, and dated, is  
the fine specimen belonging to M. Term* which  
figures in 1'Arl decoralif (rig. 9). Virginal is not as Italian name;  

1 
FIG.. -aSpinet  
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the rectassg'dar instrument In Italy is "spinetta tavola." In  

England, from Henry VII. to Charles 11., all quilled instruments  
(*omeiilidij'esna), without distinction as to form, were known  
as virginals. It was a common name, equivalent to the c σn-
temporary Italian darscardo and Flemish dasisingd. From the  
latter, by apooape, we arrive at the French clavecin—tbe French  

‚lacier (dasis, a key), a keyboard, being in its turn adopted by  
the Germans to denote any keyboard stringed instrument.  

Fte. 9.—Sρ πetta Tavola (Vrginal), 5568; VIct and Albert  
M useum.  

Mersenne (op. cit., liv. iii., p. 158) gives three sizes for spinets  
—one a; ft. wide, tuned to the octave of the " ton de Chapelle"  
( in his day a half tone above the present English medium pitch),  
one of 3i ft. tuned to the fourth below, and one of s ft. tuned  
to the octave below the first, the last being therefore tuned  
in unison to the chapel pitch. He says his own spinet was one  
of the smallest it was customary to make, but from the lettering  
of the keys in his drawing it would have been of the sccond size,  
or the spinet tuned to the fourth. The octave spinet, of trapeze  
form, was known in Italy as "ottavina" or "spinetta di  
aecenata." It had a less compass of keys than the larger instru-
ment, being apparently three and two-third octaves, E to C—
which by the "short measure" would be four octaves, C to C.  
We learn from Praetorius that these little spinets were placed  
upon the larger ones in performance; their use was to heighten  
the brilliant effect. In the double rectangular clavisingel of the  
Netherlands, in which there was a movable octave instrument, we  
recognize a similar intention. There is a fine spinet of this  

Ftc. io.—English Spinet (Spiiuetta Τraνerta), by Carolers Hawani.  
About 1668.  

kind at Nuremberg. Prartorius illustrates the Italian spinet by  

a form known as the " spinetta traversa," an approach towards  
the long clavicembalo or harpsichord, the tuning pins being  
immediately over the keyboard. This transposed spinet, more  

powerful than the old trapeze one, became fashionable in England  
after the Restoration, Howard, Keene, Slade, Ρlayeτ, Gaudin, the  
klitcbcocks, Mahood, Haxby, the liarrir family, and others  

having made such " spinets " during a period for which we have  
dates from 1664 to 1784. Pepys bought his "Espinette" from  
Charles Hawud for £s, July 13, 1664.  

The spinets of lame and Player, made about 1700, have  
frequently two divided sharps at the bass end of the keyboard,  as 
in the description by Mersenue, quoted above, of a spinet with  
short measure. Such divided sharps have been assumed to be  
quarter tones, but enharmonic intervals in the extreme bass can  
have no justification. From the tuning of Handel's Italian clavi-
chord already mentioned, which has this peculiarity, and from  
Practorius we find the further halves of the two divided sharps  
were the chromatic semitones, and the nearer halves the major  
thirds below i.e. the dominant fourths to the next natural keys.  
Thomas Hitchcock (for whom there are dates 5664 and 1703  
written on keys and jacks of spinets bearing Edward Blunt's  
name and having divided bass sharps) made a great advance in  
constructing spinets, giving them the wide compass of five  
octaves, from G to G, with very fine keyboards in which the  
sharps were inlaid with a slip of the ivory or ebony, as the case  
might be, of the naturals. Their instruments, always numbered,  
and not dated as has been sometimes supposed, became models  
for contemporary and subsequent English makers.  

We have now to ask what was the difference beween SWiger's  
harpichordum and his clavicymbal. Galilei, the father of the  
astronomer of that name (Dialogo delis musics onika e modcad,  
Florence, 1581), says that the harpicbord was so named from  
having resembled as "area giacente,". a prostrate or "couched"  
harp, proving that the clavkymbal was at first the  
trapeze-shaped spinet; and we should therefore Pa

lle  

dilierentiste barpichoi'd and clavfcymbal as, in form,  
suggested by or derived from the harp and psaltery, or from  
a " tests di porco " and an ordinary trapeze psaltery. We are  
inclined to prefer the latter. The Intro name "clavicymbalum,"  
having early been replaced by spinet and virginal, was in Italy and  
France bestowed upon the long harpichord, απd was continued  
as clavicembalo (gravecembalo, or familiarly cembilo only)  
and clavecln. Much inter, after the restoration of the Stuart,,  
the first name was accepted απd naturalised in England as  
harpsichord, which we will define as the long instrument with  
quills, shaped like a modem grand piano, απd resembling a wing,  
from which it has gained the German appellation "  Flltgel." 
We can point out no long instrument of this kind so old as the  
Roman cembalo at South Kensington (fig. It). It was made by  
Geronimo of Bologna in 152!, two years before the Paris Ports-
lupia spinet. The outer case Is of finely tooled leather. It has  a 
spinet keyboard with a compass of nearly four staves, Ε to D.  
The natural keys are of boxwood, gracefully arcaded in front.  
The keyboard of the Italian cembalo was afterwards carried  
out to the normal four octaves. There is an existing example,  
dated 1626, with the bass keys carried out without sharps in  
long measure (unfortunately altered by a restorer). It is stir-
prising to see with what steady persistence the Italians adhered  
to their original model in making the instrument. As late as  
the epoch of Crist οfοri,t and in his 1722 cembalo at Florence,  
we still find the independent outer case, the single keyboard, the  
two unisons, without power to reduce to one by using stops  
The Italians have been as conservative with their forms of  
spinet, and are to this day with their organs. The startling  

piano e forte " of 1598, brought to light from the records of  
the house of DΕste by Count Valdńghi of Modena! after much  
consideration and a desire to find in it an anticipation of C ń sto-
fori's subsequent invention of the pianoforte, we are disposed to  
regard as an ordinary cembalo with power to shift, by a stop,  

In the harpsichord Cristofori made for Prince Ferdinand dei  
Medki in 1702, recently acquired by Mr Stearns, of Detroit, απd  
presented by him to the University of Michigan, U.S.A., them are  
three keyboards, thus arranged: 151, highest keyboard, octave  
string only; 2nd, middle, octa"e and first unison; 3rd, lowest, both  
unisons. A  harpsichord similarly designed with three keyboards,  
inscribed " Vincentius Sodi Florentinus Feult. Anno Dorm, 1 779.  
was presented by Mrs J. Crosby Brown to the Metropolitan Museum,  
New York.  

' l the Kraus Museum Catalogue (1900), No. 559.  
s Sec Van der Straeten, vi. 122.  



Fin, in.—Ronan  Clavicembalo by Geronimo of  
Albert Museum.  

Bologna, 1521; Vict. and  
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from two unisons (forte) to one string (piano), at that time a  
Flemish practice, and most likely brought to Italy by one of the  
Flemish musicians who founded the Italian school of composition.  
About the year ifioo, when accompaniment was invented for  
monody, large cembalos were made for the orchestras to bring  
out the bass part, the performer standing t ο play. Such an  

instrument was called " archicembal ο, " a name also applied to  
a large cembalo, made by Vito Trasuntino, a Venetian, in ι6ο6,  
intended by thirty-one keys in each of its four octaves—one  
hundred and twenty-five in all—to restore the three genera of  
the ancient Greeks. How many attempts have been made  
before and since Trasuntino to purify intonation in keyboard  
instruments by multiplying keys in the octave? Simultaneously  
with Father Smith's well-known experiment in the Temple organ,  
London, there were divided keys in an Italian harpsichord  
tο gain a separate G sharp and A flat, and a separate D sharp  
and E flat.  

Double keyboards and stops in the long cembalo or harpsichord  
came into use in the Netherlands Orly in the 16th century. We  
find them imported into England. The following citations,  
quoted by Rimbault in his Hislory of lAo Pianoforle, but imper-
fectly understood by him, are from the privy purse expenses  
of King Henry VIH., as extracted by Sir Harris Nicolas in  
1827  

FIG. ι s—Virdυng'a 
thorium (upright Hαrps ίehord)  
5511; (nversord facsimile 

Two fair pair of new long Virginaila made ńuρ-lιshiοn of  
Cipres, with keys of ivory, having the King's Arm. crowned and  
supported by his Grace's beastes within a garter gilt, standing  
over the keys."  

We are disposed to believe that we have here another double  
keyboard harpsichord. Rimbault saw in this an upright  

instrument, such as Virdung's dινiηιbeń um  
(fig. 12). Having since seen the one in the Kraus  
Museum, Florence, it seems that Virdung's  
drawing should not have been reversed; but he  
has mistaken the wires acting upon the jacks for  
strings, and omitted the latter stretched ho τi-
zontally across the soundboard (see CLays-
cvnir αΡIuu). We reed in as inventory of the  
furniture of Warwick Castle, 1584, "a faire paire  
of double virginalls," and in the Hengrave  
inventory, 16423, "one great payee of double  
virginalls." Hans Ruckers, the great clavisingel  
maker of Antwerp, lived too late to have  
invented the double keyboard and stops, evident  
adoptions from the organ, and the octave string  
(the invention of which was so long attributed  
to him), which incorporated the octave spinet  
with the large instrument, t ο be henceforth  
playable without the co-operation of another per. 
former, was already in use when he began his work.  

Until the last harpsichord was made by Joseph  
Kirkman, in 1798, scarcely an instrument of the  
kind was constructed, except in Italy, without the  

octaves. The harpsichord as known throughout the 18th  
century, with piano upper and forte lower keyboard, was the  
invention of Hans Ruckers's grandson, Jean Rockers's nephew,  
Jan Couchet, about 1640. Before that time the double keyboards  
in Flemish harpsichords were merely a transposing expedient,  
t ο change the pitch a fourth, from plagal to authentic and vice  
versa, while using the same groups of keys. Fortunately there is  
a harpsichord existing with double keyboards unaltered, date  
1638, belonging to Sir Bernard Samuelson, formerly in the  
possession of Mr Spence, of Florence, made by Jean Ruckvns, the  
keyboards being in their original position. It was not so much  
invention as beauty of tone which made the Ruckers' harpsi-
chords famous. The Ruckers harpsichords in the 18th century  
were fetching such prices as Bologna lutes did in the n;th στ  
Cremona violins do now. There are still many specimens  
existing in Belgium, France and England. Handel had a  
Ruckers harpsichord, now in Buckingham Peace; it completes  
the number of sixty.three existing Ruckers instruments  
catalogued in Grove's Dkklio.iory of Al i'sir and Mwiciaas.  

After the Antweτρ make declined, London became pre-
eminent for ha τρsichοτds—the representative makers being  
Jacob Kirckmann and Burckhai'd Tschudi, pupils of a Flemish  
master, one Tabel, who had settled in London, and whose  
business Kirckmaiin continued through marriage with Tabel's  
widow. Tschudi was of a noble Swiss family belonging to the  
canton of Glarus. According to the custom with foreign nags  
obtaining at that time, by which Haendel became Handel.  
and Schmidt Smith, Kirckmann dropped his final a and Tschudi  
became Shudi, but he resumed the full spelling in the fames  of 
the splendid harpsichords he made in 1766 for Frederick the  
Great, which are still preserved in the New Palace, Poiadam.  
By these great makers the harpsichord became a larger, beam-
strung and more powerful instrument, and fancy stops were  
added to vary the tone effects. To the three shifting registers  
of jacks of the Octave and first and second unisons were added  
the " lute," the charm of which was due to the favouring of  
high harmonica by plucking the strings dose to the bridge, and  
the "harp." a surding or muting effect produced by impeding  
the vibration of the strings by contact of small pieces of buff  
leather. Two pedals were also used, the left-hand one a combina-
tion of a unison and lute. This pedal, with the "machine  
stop, reduced the upper keyboard to the lute register, the plectra  
of which acted upon the strings near the wrest-plank bridge  

" ι53ο (April). Item the vi  
daye paied to William Lewes  
for fi payer of virginalls in one  
co'Ierwith liii stoppes brought to  
Geenewiche iii h. And for  ii 
payer of virginalls in one coffer  
brought to the More other Ia Ii."  

Now the second instrument  
may be explained, virginals  
meaning any quilled instru-
ment, as a double spinet, like  
that at Nuremberg by Martin  
van der Ιeest, the octave divi-
sion being movable. But the  
first cannot be so explained;  
the four stops can only belong  
to a harpsichord, and the two  
pair. instrument to a double-
keyed one, one keyboard be-
ing over, and not by the side  
of the other. Again from the  
inventory after the king's  
death (see Brit. Mes. Hart.  
MS. 1419) fol. 247- 

t Invented by Nicola Vicentino; see L'Aalica wwie ridR&W ally  
wσdeιna pvalIi'a (Rome, 1 555).  
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ε αί  , the lower keyboard to the sewed u πbεπ. Releasing τhe  
machine stop and quitting the pedal restores the first unison on  
both keyboards and the octave on the lower. The right-hand  
pedal was to raise a hinged portion of the top or cover and thus  
gain some power of " swell " or crescendo, an invention of  
Roger Pleniuz,' to whom also the harp stop may be rightly  
attributed. This ingenious harpsichord maker had been  
stimulated to gain these effects by the nascent pianoforte which,  
as we shall find, he was the first to make in England. The first  
idea of pedala for the harpsichord to act as stops appears to have  
been John Hayward's (1Haward) as early as 1676, as we learn  
from Mace's Mns'k's Morsarnrt, p..a . The French makers  
preferred a kind of knee-pedal arrangement, known as the  
" genoullldre," and sometime a more complete muting by one  
long strip of buff leather, the "sourdine." As an improvement  
upon Plenius's clumsy swell, ShudI in 1769 patented the Venetian  
swell, a framing of louvres, like a Venetian blind, which opened  
by the movement of the pedal, and becoming in England a  
favourite addition to harpsichords, was early transferred to the  
organ, in which it replaced the rude " nag's-head " Swell. Α  
French harpsichord maker, Marius, whose name is remembered  
from a futile attempt to design a pianoforte action, invented a  
folding harpsichord, the " davecin brisk," by which the instru-
ment could be disposed of in a smaller space. One, which is  
preserved at Berlin, probably formed part of the camp baggage  
of Frederick the Great.  

It was formerly a custom with kings, princes and nobles  
to keep large collections of musical instruments for actual  
playing purposes, in the domestic and festive music of their  
ewronvds courts. There are records of their inventories,  
sa.vwoι and it was to keep such a collection in playing order  
•

1Ηιο  ra 
that Prince Ferdinand dei Medici engaged a Paduan  
harpsichord maker, Bartolommeo Cristoforri,y the  

nun of genius who invented and produced the pinoforte'  
We fortunately possess the record of this invention in a  
literary form from a well-known writer, the Marchese Scipione  
Maffei; his description appeared in the Gienmle del k er αt ί  
d'Iiaiia, a publication conducted by Apostolo Zeno. Tim  
date of /defies paper was 171 t. Rimbault reproduced it,  
with a technically imperfect translation, in his History of  she  
Plawofork. We learn from it that in 1709 Criatofori had  
completed four " gravecembali col piano a forte "—keyed-
psaiteries with soft and loud—three of them being of the long 

 or usual harpsichord form.  Α  synonym in Italian for the  
original cembalo (or psaltery) is " salt εńο, ' and if it were struck  
with hammers it became a "ialterio tedeico" (the German  
heckbredt, or chopping board), the latter being the common  
dulcimer. Now the first notion of a pianoforte is a dulcimer  
with keys, and we may perhaps not be wrong in supposing that  

there had been many attempts ansi failures t ο put a keyboard  
to a dulcimer or hemmers to a harpsichord before Cristofoń  
successfully solved the problem. The sketch of his action in  

Maffei's essay shows an incomplete stage in the invention,  
although the kernel of it—the principle of escapement or the  
immeshed rebound of the hammer—is already there. He obtains 

 It by a centred lever (Ιίa;σι∆la mobile) or hopper, working, when  
the key is depressed by the touch, in a small projection from  
the centred hammer-butt. The return, governed by a spring,  
mast have been uncertain and incapable of further regulating  
than could be obtained by modifying the strength of the spring. 

 s Maee describes a primitive seen contrivance for an organ  
65 yenta before Plenlea took out his patent (1741).  

'The lnvtntitn of the piano by Cdetnfo ń , and him alone, is now  
past discussion. What i  still required to satisfy curiosity would be  
the discovery of a Fort Bien or Frmkrici square piano, said to ante-
date by a year or two Zumpe's invention of the instrument in London.  

The name Fort Bien was &rived, consciously or unconsciously, from  

the Saxon German peculiarity of interchanging Β and P. Among  
Mozart's effects at the time of his death was a Fork-Bless mu  

Pedal (se Vimehnkr jdh σΡlider Beriekt des Mosarkumm, "Salzburg,"  

Dec. sq. gypi). Also wanted is the "old movement' for the long  

or grand psanol, sometimes quoted in the Broadwood day-books  
of the last quarter of the r8th century with reference to the  
displacement by the Backers English action.  

Moreover, the hammer had each "thee -Ghee `rated the entire  
distance of its fell. There ere, howevei, two pianofortes by  

Cristofoń , dated repectively 1730 and ι7 a6, which show a  
much improved, we may even say a perfected, conatrtsction,  
for the whole of an essential piano movement is there. The  
earlier instrument (now in the Metropolitan Museum, New York)  
has undergone considerable restoration, the original hollow  

hammer-head having been replaced by a modem one, and the  
hammeebutt, instead of being centred by means of the holes  
provided by Cristofori himself for the purpose, having been  
lengthened by a leather hinge screwed to the bldt 12  but the  
1726 one, which is in the Kraus Museum at Florence, retains  

the original leather hammer-heads. Both instruments possess  

alike a contń vancε for determining the radius of the hopper,  

and both have been unexpectedly found to have the " check "  
(ftal. $rdisartello), which regulates the fall of the hammer  
according to the strength of the blow which has impelled it to  

the strings. After this discovery of the actual instruments of  
Cristo(ori there can be no longer doubt as to the attribution of  

the invention to him in its initiation and its practical complc.  

ton with escapement and check. To Crislofori we are indebted,  
not only for the power of playing piano and forte, but for  
the infinite variations of tone, or nuances, which render the  
instrument so delightful.  

But his problem was not solved by the devising of a working  
action; there was much more to be done to instal the pianoforte  

as a new musical instrument. The resonance, that most subtle  

Fta. 3.—Cristοfοrϊ  σ Escapement Action, 1730. Restored if  
1875 by Cesare Ponsicchi.  

and yet all-embracing factor, had been experimentally developed  

to a certain perfection by many generations of spinet and barpst-
chord makers, but the resistance structure had to be thought Out  

again. Thicker stringing, rendered indispensable to withstand  

even Criatofori's light hammers, demanded in its turn a stronger  
framing than the harpsi- 
chord had needed. To 	ms' 

make his structure firm  
he considerably increased  
the strength of the block  
which holds the tuning-
pins, and as he could not  
do so without materially  
adding to its thickness, he  
adopted the bold expedient  
of inverting it; driving his 
wrest-pins, harp-fashion, 
through it, so that tuning 
was effected at their 
upper, while the wires 
were attached to their
lower, ends. Then, to 

securityguaran ιee the security of 
the case,  he ran an 	T 	 om,", '" .- -- 

independent string-block F IG. 14.—Criαofoτi'ι Pine a  Pαtε, 
h  dad 	 in 	

!G round ft of stouter wood 	1726; !Gees Muinum, Fbreοce. . 
tan 	been used 
harpsichords, in which block the hitch-pies were driven to 

spaced hold the farther ends of the strings, which were aced st 
s Coιhmunicated by Baron Alexander Kraus (May 1908). 
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equal &stones (unlike the barpdcbovd). the dampers lying  
between the pairs of wiisoos.  

Cristofoń  died in ι73τ. He had pupils,; but did not found a  
school of Italian pianoforte-making, perhaps from the peculiar  
Italian conservatism in musical instruments we have already  
remarked upon. The essay of Scipione Maaei was translated  
into German, in 1725, by KUnig, the court poet at Dres-
den, and friend of Gottfried Silbermann, the renowned organ  
builder and harpsichord and clavichord maker.' Incited by  
this publication, and perhaps by having seen in Dresden one of  

Criatofon's pianofortes, Silbern ann appears to have  slbr^α takes up the new instrument, and in 1726 to  have 
manufactured two, which J. S. Bach, according to his pupil  
Agń cola, pronounced failures. The trebles were too weak;  
the touch was too heavy. There has long been another version  
to this story, viz. that Silbermaun borrowed the idea of his  
action from a very simple model contrived by a young musician  
named Schroeter, who had left it at the electer αi court in 172!,  
and, quitting Saxony to travel, had not afterwards Maimed it.  

It may be so; but Schroeter's letter, printed in Mitzler's  

Bibfi.tkek, dated 1738,  is not supported by any other evidence  
than the recent discovery of an altered German harpsichord,  
the hammer action of which, in its simplicity, may have been  

taken from Schroeter's diagram, and would suf^ciently account  
for the condemnation of Silbermann" earliest pianoforter if  
he had made use of it. In eithercase it is easy to distinguish  

between the lines of Scbroeter's interesting c οmmuniς ιiοns  
(to Mitzler, and later to Msrpurg) the bitter disappointment  
he felt in being left out of the practical development of so  

important an instrument.  
But, whatever Silbermann's fusteτperimentswerebased upon,  

it was &sreruined, by the investigations of A. J. Hipkies, that  

he, when successful, adopted Criatofori's pianoforte without  

further alteration than the compass and colour of the keys  

and the style of joinery of the case. In the Silberman grand  

pianofortes, in the three palaces at Potsdam, known to have been  

Frederick the Greats, and to have been acquired by that  
monarch prior to J. S. Bach's visit to him in 1747,  we fend the  
Criatofori framing, stringing, inverted wrest-plank and action  

complete. Fig. 15 represents the instrument on which J. S.  
Bach played in the Town Palace, Potsdam.  

Fro.  ι5.—S ί lbαmαπσ  Forte Piano; Stadtschloss, Potsdam, 1746  

It has been repeatedly stated in Germany that Frederici, of  
Gem in Saxony, an organ builder and musical instrument  

maker, invented the square or table-shaped piano,  
^^beat  the "fort bien, ' as he is said to have called it, about  
1758-1760. No square piano by this maker is forthcoming,  
though an "upright grand" piano, made by Domenico del  
hick in η73q, with an action adapted from Cristofori's has  
been discovered by Signor Ponsiccbi of Florence. Victor  

See Centre Pontitcbi,  11 Pianofork, tug σήςias ι mι7αρρο  
(Florence, 1876), R 3 7 •  

'This translation, published at  Hanib 	αad ntprodσaed τΛ  
sseeim, may be mad in Dr Oscar Paull titrsaκkM ^ct tλoaιn  
(Leipzig,  ι868). 	 . 

ΜahiΙΙon of Brussels, however, acquliud a Fradaid "height  

grand" piano, dated 1745 (fig. ιό ). I. Frederici's upright trend  
action we have not to do with the  
ideas of either Crislo(on or Schenck*:  
the movement is practically identical  

with the hammer action of a Get'. 
man dock, and has its counterpart  
in a piano at Nuremberg; a fact which  
needs further elucidation. We note  
here the (sliest example of the lather  
hinge, afterwards so comm όn in piano  
actions sod only now going out of use.  
Where are we to look for S εhroεtετ's  
copyist if not found in Silberman,  
Frederici, or, as we shall presently see,  
perms J. G. Wagner? It might be  
in the harpsichord we have mentioned,  
whicń , made in ι7γ s by one Brost for  
the elector of Hanover (afterwards  
George I. of England), was by him  
presented ιο the Pro-
testant pastor of Schulen-
berg, near Hanover, and  
has since been  rudely Fin. ι6.—Fmk:di:'sUpń ghtGrand  
altered into a pianoforte D the Ήrυωeοπίι  7C4o}i·s^t παglι υ

seum  
(fig. 17). There is an  
altered harpsichord in the museum at Basel which appears  
to have been no more successful. But an attempted com-
bination of harpsichord and pianoforte appears as a very early  

intention. The English poet Mason, the friend  
of Gray, bought such an instrument at Ham-
burg in 175$, with "the cleverest mechanism  
imaginable."  

It was only under date of ι 763 that Schroeter'  
published for the fast time a diagram of his pro.  

Fin. Ii.—Hammer and Lifter of altered Harpsichord by Brook.  

Instrument in the collection of Mr Κeadric4 Μααbαe r.  
posed invention, designed more than forty years  
before. It appeared in Marpurg'a KnIinche Briefe  

(Berlin, ;764). Now, immediately after,  
Johann Zumpe, a German in London, who scâ  

had been one of Shudi's workmen, invented  
or introduced (for there is scene tradition that Mason  

had to do with the invention of it) 4  a square piano,  
which was to become the meat popular domestic  
Instrument. It would seem that Zumpe was in fart  
not the inventor of the square piano, which appears  

to have been well known in Germany before his  
date, a discovery made by Mr George Rose. In  

Paul de Wit's Musical Instrument Museum—formerly  
in Leipzig, now transferred to Cologne—there is a  
small square piano, 57 in. long, to in. wide and  
41 in. high, having a contracted keyboard of  

3 octaves and ι noses. The action of this small instrument  
is practically Identical in every detail with that of the square  

pianofortes made much inter by Zumpe (Paul de Wit, Ka'okf  

des umw ίλιλ ίνa jSken Mus'ssms, Leipzig, ipo3• No. 55,  
illustration, p. 38). Inside is inscribed: " Friedrich Hildebrandt,  

Instrumentenmaeher in Leipzig, Que ιgaιιe " with four Bgurea 
 'For arguments in favour of Sebroeter's claim to the invention  

of the pianoforte see Dr Oscar Paul, op. cii. Pp.  85-1% who was  
answered by A. J . Hipkies in Grove's Did. of Mrtic arid M Υswia ΛS. 

Mason really invented the " celestine " (known as Adam  

Wallrer'sjmtent No. Iwo). as we know from the correspondence  

of Mary Granville. Under date of the ι ith of January 1775 she des-
cribes this invention as a short ha7 ρsichοrd a ft. lonJ. but played 
with the right hand only. The left hand controlled a kind of violin- 
bow, which produced a charming sosli*enk, in character of tops  
between the violin tone and that of musical glasses.  
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dined illeggible. haul de Wit refers the instrument t ό  the  
middle of the r8th century. It has all the appearance of being  
a reduced copy of a well-establlshed type, differing very little  
from the later models, except that it has ito dampers. It  
seems probable that this small instrument is a converted  
clavichord, and that the action may have been suggested by  
Schroete's model, left in 572! at the Electoral Court of Saxony.  

Burney tells us all about Zumpe; and his instruments still  
existing would Se the date of the first at abort 576$. Fetis  
narrates, however, that he began the study of the piano on  
s square piano made by Zumpe in ι76t. in his simple "old  
man's head" action we have the nearest approach to a realiza-
tion of Schroeter's simple idea. It will be observed that  
Schroeter's damper would stop all vibration at once. This  
defect is overcome by Zumpe's "mopstick" damper.  

Another piano action had, however, tome into use about that  
time or even earlier in Germany. The discovery of it in the  

, 	simplest form is to be attributed to V. C. Mahillon,  
who found it in a square piano belonging to Henri  

Gosselin, painter, of Brussels. The principle of this action is  
that which was later perfected by the addition of a good escape-
ment by Stein of Augsburg, and was again later experimented  

	fvι: 
Fun 8.—Schrueter'a Model Γα an Action, slur.  

apdn by Sebastian Erard. Its origin is perhaps due to the  
contrivance of a piano action that should suit the shallow cla νi-
chord and permit of ha transformation into a square piano;  

a trsnaformation, Schrader tells us, bad been going on when he  

Fie. 19. Ζυmρe's Square Piano Action, '766.  

wrote his complaint. It will be observed that the hammer is,  
as compared with other actions, reversed, and the axis rises  

with the key, necessitating a fixed mead for raising the hemmer,  
in this action effected by a mil against which the hemmer  

Υιό . χο.—Old Piano Action p0 the German principle of Escape- 
meat. Square Piano belonging to M. Gesselin, Bnnaels.  

is jerked up. It was Stein's merit to graft the hopper principle  
upon this simple action; and Mosart's approbation of the inven-
tion, when he met with it at Augsburg in 1777.  Ia expressed in a  
well-known letter addressed to his mother. No more" blocking"  
of the hammer, destroying all vibration, was henceforth to vex  

his mind. He had found the instrument that for the rest of  

his short life replaced the harpsichord. V. C. Mahillon secured  
for his mmeam the only Johann Aodraas Stein piano which  

is known to remain. It is from Augsburg, dated 1780, and ha  
Stein's escapement action, two unison., and the knee pedal,  
then and later common in Germany.  

Mozart's own grand piano, preserved at Sslzburg, and the  
two grand pianos (the latest dated η90) by Huhn of Berlin,  
preserved at Berlin and Cherlouenburg, because they had  

^ 	
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Fto. ss: Stein's &den (the earliest go-taped Viennese), 1780.  
belonged to Queen Luke of Prussia, follow Stein in all  
particulaα These instruments have three anisnns upwards,  
and the riming movement known as celeste, which no doubt  
Stein had also. The wrest-plank is not inverted; nor is there any  
imitation of Crist οfoτl. We may regard Stein, coming after the  
Seven Van' War which had devastated Saxony, as the German  
reinventor of the grand piano. Stein's instrument as accepted  
as a model, as we have seen, in Berlin as well as Vienna, to  
which city his business was transferred in s794 by his daughter  

Nanette, known as an accomplished pianist and friend of  
Beethoven, who at that time used Stein's piano. She had  

her brother in the business with her, and had already, in 1793,  
married J. A. Strelcher, a pianist from Stuttgart, and distin-
guished as a personal friend of Schiller. In 1802, the brother and  

sister dissolving partnership, Streicher began himself to take  

his full share of the work, and on Sttin's lines improved the  

Viennese instrument, so popular for many years and famous  
for its lightness of touch, which contributed to the special  

character of the Viennese school of pianoforte playing. Since  
5862, when Steinway's example caused a complete revolution  
in German and Austrian ρianο-mαking, the old wooden cheap  
grand piano has died out. We will quit the early German  
piano with an illustration (fig. 23) of an early square piano  

FAG. ".—German Square Action. 1783. Piano by Wagner,  
Dresden.  

action in an instrument made by Johann Gottlob Wegner of  
Dresden in 1183. This interesting discovery of Ddahillon's  

introduces us to a rude imitation (in the principle) of Cristofori,  
and it appears to have no relation whatever to the dock-hammer  
motion seen in Frederici's.  

Burney, who lived through the period of the displacement of  
the harpsichord by the pianoforte, is the only authority to  
whom we can refer as to the introduction of the latter Instrument  
into England. He tells us,' in his gossiping way, 7a, pη^  
that the first hammer harpsichord that dime to 60. is  
England was made by an English monk at Rome,  
a Father Wood, for an English gentleman, Samuel Crisp of  
Cb&ngton; the tone of this instrument was to that 
produced by quills, with the added power of the ^of piano  
and jerk, so that, although the touch and mechanism were  
so imperfect that nothing quick could be executed upon it, yet  
in a slow movement like the "Dead March" in Sad it excited  
wonder and delight. Fulke Greville afterwards bought this  
instrument for zoo guineas, and it remained unique in England  
for several years, until Ptenhu, the inventor of the lyricbord,  
made a pianoforte in imitation of it. In this instrument the  
touch was better, but the tone was inferior. We have no date  
for Father Wood. Plenius produced his lyrichord, a m tfaιaιfa  

Re e's N.. ευele a diι, art. " Ilarpdebosd."  
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basp'icliord, in sus. When Mason imported a pianoforte in  
1755, Fulke Greville's could have been no longer unique. The  
Italian origin of Father Wood's piano points to a copy of Crisiofori,  
but the description of its capabilities in no way cοnύ rms this  
supposition, unless we adopt the very possible theory that the  
instrument had arrived out of order and there was on one in  
London who could put it right, or would perhaps divine that it  
was wrong. Burney further tells us that the arrival in London  
of J. C. Bach in 1759 was the motive for several of the second-
rate harpsichord makers trying to make pianofortes, but with  
no particular success. Of these Americus Backers (d. 1776),  

8.ω^. 

 

said to be a Dutchman, appears to have gained the  
first piece He was afterwards the inventor of  

the so-called English action, and as this action is based upon  

Crisiofori's we may suppose he at first followed Silbermaon in  

Fm.  τ3.—Gmnd Piano  Action.  ι 76. The " English" action of 
Americua Backers.  

eopybsg the original inventor. There is an old play-bill of  
Covent Garden in Messrs Broadwood's possession dated the  
16th of May 1767, which has the following announcement:—

"End of Act g. Miss Brickler will sing a favourite wag from  
Judith, accompanied by Mr Dibdia on a new instrument call'd 

 Piano Forte."  
The mind at once reverts to Backers as the probable maker  

of this novelty. Backers's "Original Forte Piano" was played  
at the Thatched Housciu StJames's St τeet,_Lοndοn, in 1773.  
Ponsicchi has found a Backers grand piano at Pistoria, dated  
that year. It was Backers who produced the action continued  
in the direct principle by the firm of Broadwood, or with the  
reversed lever and hammer-butt introduced by the firm of  
Collard in 1835.  

The escapement lever is suggested by Cristofori's first action,  
to which Backers has added a contrivance for regulating it by  

means of a button and screw. The check is from  
Β^ Cristofoń 's second action. No more durable action  

has been constructed, and it has always been found  
bgtual, whether made in England or abroad, to the demands of the  

Fm. 24.-BroadwοοiPs Grand Piano Action, 1884. English direct  
mechanism.  

most advanced virtuosi. John Broadwood and Robert Stodart  
were friends, Stodart haying been Broadwoud's pup']; and they  

wee the asaistaηts of Backers in the inrtallatδαι of his invention.  
On his deathbed he commended it to Brοadwoοds care, but  
Stodart appears to have been the first to advance it—Broadwood  
being probably held back by his partnership with his brother.  
in-law, the ion of Shudi, in the harpsichord business. (The eider  
Shudi had died in 1773.) Stodart seen made a considerable repu.  
ration with his "grand' pianofortes, a designation he was the first 

 to give them. In Stodart's grand piano we first find an adapts•  
den from the lyrichord of Plenius, of steel arches between the  

Fro. 25—Collad's Grand Piano Action. 1884. English action,  
with reversed hopper and contrivance for repetition added.  

wrest-plank and belly-rail, bridging the gap up which the hem-
mers rise, in itself an important cause of weakness. These are  

not found in any contemporary German instruments, but may  
have been part of Backers's.  

Imitation of the harpsichord by "octaving" was at this time  

an objet with piano makers. Zumpe's small square piano had  

met with great succcess; he was soon enabled to retire,, and his  

imitators, who were legion, continued his model with its hand  
stops for the dampers and sourdine, with little change but that  

which straightened the keys from the divergences Inherited from  
the clavichord. John Broadwood took this domestic instrument  
first in hand lb improve it, and in the year 1780 succeeded in  
entirely reconstructing it. lie transferred the wrest-plank and  

pins from the right-hand side, as in the davichard, to the back  
of the case, an improvement universally adopted after his patent,  

No. 1379 of 1783, expired. In this patent we first find the  

damper and piano pedals, since universally accepted, but at first in  

the grand pianofortes only. Zumpe's action remaining with an  
altered damper, another inventor, John Gelb, patented (No.  
1571 of 1786) the hopper with two separate escapements,  one 
of which soon became adopted in the grasshopper of the square  
piano, it is believed by Gelb himself; and Petzold, a Paris maker,  

appears to have taken later to the escapement effected upon the  
key. We may mention here that the square piano was developed  

and continued in England until about the year 1860, when it  
went out of fashion.  

To return to John Broadwood—having launched his recon-
structed sgυατέ  piano, he next turned his attention to the grand  
piano to continue the improvement of it from the point where  

Backers had left it. The grand piano was in framing and  
resonance entirely on the harpsichord prindple, the sound-board  
bridge being still continued in one undivided length. The  

strings, which were of brass wire in the bass, descended in notes  
of three unisons to the lowest note of the scale. Tension was  

left to chance, and a reasonable striking line or place for the  

hammcά  was net thought of. Theory requires that the notes  
of octaves should be multiples in the retie of  i  to a, by which,  
taking the treble del Cat one foot, the lowest F of the five-
octave scale would require a vibrating length between the  
bridges of 12 ft. As only half this length could be conveniently  
afforded, we see at once a reason for the above'meratloned  
deficiencies. Only the three omtaves of the treble, which had  

lengths practically ideal, could be tolerably adjusted Then  
the striking-line, which should be at an eighth or not less than a  
ninth or tenth of the vibrating length, and had never been  
cared for in the harpsichord, was in the lowest two octaves  
out of all proportion, with corresponding disadvantage to the  
tone. john Broadwood did not venture alone upon the path  
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tmrda rectifying these taints. Recalled in the aid of professed  
men of sά ence—Tibεńus Cavallo, who in τ788 published his  
caicvlatlons of the tension, and Dr Gray, of the British Museum.  
The problem was solved by dividing the sound-board bridge,  
the lower halt of which was advanced to carry the ban strings,  
which were still of bran. The first attempts to equalize the  
tension and Improve the striking-place were here set forth, to  
the great advantage of the instrument, which in its wooden  

construction might now be considered complete. The greatest  
pdanists of that epoch, except Mozart and Beethoven, were  

assembled in Landon—Clementi, who first gave the pianoforte  
its own character, raising it from being a mere variety of the  
harpsichord, his pupils Cramer and for a time Hummel, later  
on John Field, and also the brilliant virtuosi Dussek and Steibelt.  
To please Dussek, Broadwood in 179! eadńed his five-octave,  
F to F, keyboard, by adding keys upwards, to five and a half  
octaves, F to C. In 1794 the additional ban half octave to C,  
which Shudi had first introduced in his double harpsichords,  
was given to the piano. Steibelt, while in England, instituted  
the familiar signs for the employment of the pedals, which  
owes its charm to excitement of the imagination instigated by  
power over an acoustical phenomenon, the sympathetic vibra-
tion of the strings. In 1799 Clementi founded a pianoforte  
manufactory, to be subsequently developed and carried on by  
Messrs Collard.  

The first square piano made in France is said to have been  
constructed in 1776 by Sebastian Erard, a young Alsatian.  

Jι+^ In 5786 he came to England and founded the  
London manufactory of harps and pianofortes  

bearing his name. That eminent mechanician and inventor  
is said to have at first adopted for his pianos the English models.  

Fro. a6.—Εrard's Double Esnpement Action, 1884. The double  
escapement or repetitions effected by a spring in the balance press-
big the hinged lever upwards, to allow the hopper which.defiver the  

blow to return to its potion under the 005e of the hammer, before  

the key bas risen again.  

However, in 1794  and ι8οτ, as is shown by his patents, he was  
certainly engaged upon the elementary action described as  
appertaining to Gosselin's piano, of probably German origin.  
In his long-continued labour of inventing and constructing  

a double escapement action, Erard appears to have sought t ο  
eombiικ the English power of gradation of tone with the German  

lightness of touch. He took out his first patent for a "repeti-
tion" action in 1808, claiming for it" the power of giving  
repeated strokes without missing or failure, by very small  
angular motions of the key itself." He did not, however,  
succeed in ρrodugng his famous repetition or double escapement  
action until ι81τ; it was then patented by his nephew Pierre  
Erard, who, when the patent expired in England in 1835, proved  
a loss from the difficulties of carrying out the invention, which  
induced the House of Lords to grant an extension of the  
patent.  

Eraxd invented in 1808 an upward bearing to the wrest-plank  
bridge, by means of agraffes or studs of metal through holes  
in which the strings are made to pass, bearing against the upper  
side_ The wgodea bridge with down-bearing strings is clearly  
not in relation with upward-striking hammers, the tendency  
of which must be to raise the strings from the bridge, to the  
detriment of the tone. A long bran bridge on this principle  

was introduced by William Stodart in 1822. A pressure-bar  

bearing of hater introduction is claimed for the French maker,  
Bord. The first to see the importance of iron sharing with  
wood (ultimately almost supplanting it) in pianoforte framing  

was a native of England and a civil engineer by fM,kA»,  
profession, John Isaac Hawkins, known as the  
inventor of the ever-pointed pencil. He was living at Phila- 
delphia, U.S.A., when he invented and first produced the familiar  

Fro. 77.—Steinway's Grand Piano Action, 1884. The double  
mcapemeIt as in Erard'e, but with shortened balance and usual  

check 
cottage pianoforte- 4' portable grand" as he then called it.  
He patented it in America, his father, Isaac Hawkins, taking  

Out the patent for him in England in the same year, i800.  
It will be observed that the illustration here given (fig. 28)  

represents a wreck; but a draughtsman's restoration might be  

open to question.  
There had been upright grand pianos as well as upright  

harpsichords, the horizontal instrument being turned up upon  
its wider end and a keyboard and action adapted to it. William  

Southwell, an Irish piano-maker, had in 1798 tried a similar  
experiment with a square piano, to be repeated in later years  

by W. F. Collard of London; but Hawkins was the first to mako  
a piano, or pianino, with the strings descending to the floor,  

the keyboard being raised, and this, although at the moment  
the chief, was not his only merit. He anticipated nearly every  

Fso. 18.—Ηawkins's Portable Grand Piano, iioo. An iprighl  

instrument the original of the modern cottage piano or pianino.  
In Messrs Ηroadwοοd's museum and smreawred,  

discovery that has since been introduced as novel. His  
instrument (fig. 28) is in a complete iron frame, independent  
of the case; and in this frame, strengthened by a system of ireoa  
resistance rods combined with an iron upper bridge, his sound-
board is entirely suspended. An apparatus for tuning by  
mςεhanίcal screws regulates the tension of the strings, which  

are of equal length throughout. The action, in metal supports,  

anticipates Wornam's in the checking, and still later ideas in  

a contrivance for repetition. This remarkable bundle of inven-
tions was brought to London and exhibited by Hawkinihimsclil  
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but the instrument being poor in the tone failed to bring hull  
pecuniary reward or the credit he deserved. Southw&ll appears  
to have been one of the first to profit by Hawkins's ideas by  
bringing out the high cabinet pianoforte, with hinged sticker  
action, in 1807. All that be could, however, patent in it was  
the simple damper action, turning on a pivot to relieve the  
dampen from the strings, which is still frequently used with  
such actions. The next steps for producing the lower or cottage  
upright piano were taken by Robert Wornum, who in 1811  
produced a diagonally, and in 1813 a vertically, strung one.  
Wornum's perfected crank action (fig. 29) was not complete  
until 1826, when it was patented fora cabinet piano; but it was  
not really Introduced until three years later,  
when Wornum applied it to his little " piccolo."  
The principle of this centred lever check action  
was introduced into Paris by Pleycl t and rape,  
and thence into Germany and America.  

It was not, however, from Iiawkins's inven-
lion that Iron became introduced as essential to  

the structure of a pianoforte. This  
was due to William Allen, a young  

Scotsman in the employ of the Stodarts. lie  
devised a metal system of framing intended  
primarily for compensation, but soon to become,  
in other hands, a framing for resistance. His  
idea was to meet the divergence in tuning caused  
in brass and iron strings by atmospheric changes  
by compensating tubes and plates of the same  
metals, guaranteeing their stability by a cross  
batoning οf stout wooden ban and a metal bar  
across the wrest-plank. Allen, being simply a  
tuner, bad not the full practical knowledge for  
carrying out the idea. He had to ally himself  
with Stodart's foreman, Thom; and Allen and  
Thom patented the invention in January 1820.  
The firm of Stodart at once acquired  
the patent.  

We have now arrived  
at an important epoch 	Fin. s9.—Wοrπυ m's 
in pianoforte construe-  Upright Aeon, 1821 
t.on—the abo lition, at The  or ί αlnεa of the no w 

England and pp1 upright
crank action 

least in En g 	 in uprigh pianos.  
France, of the wooden  
construction in favour of a combined construc- 

tion of iron and wood, the  
former material gradually as- 
serting pre-eminence. Allen's  
design is shown in fig. 30. The  
long bars shown in the diagram  
are really tubes fixed at one end  
only; those of iron lie over  
the iron or steel wire, while  
those of brass lie over the  
brass wire, the metal plates  
to which they axe attached  
being in the same corre- 
spondence. At once a great  
advance was made in the pos- 
sibilityof using heavier strings  
than could be stretched before,  
without danger to the dur•  
ability οf the case and frame.  
The next step was in 1821, 1,  
a fixed iron string-plate, thu 
invention of one of Broad. 
wood's workmen, Samuel 

Herv8, which was in the first instance applied to one of the  
square pianos of that firm. The great advantage in the fixed  
plate was a more even solid counterpoise to the drawing or  
tension of the strings and the abolition of their undue length  

I Pleyel exhibited a small upright piano in Paris in 1827. Pierre  
F-rard did not turn his attention to upright pianos until 1831.  

behind the bridge, a reduction which Isaac Cart α+ lyd triedges*  
years before, but unsuccessfully, to accomplish with a plate  of 
wood. So generally was attention now gi νea tο improved  
methods of resistance that it has not been found possible to de-
termine who first practically introduced those ling iron or steel  
resistance ban which are so familiar a feature in modern  
grand pianos. They were experimented on as substitutes for  
the wooden bracing by Joseph Smith in η7g8; but to fames  
Broadwood belongs the credit of trying them Lest above the  
sound-board in the treble part of the scale as long ago as ι8ο8,  
and again in 18 ι8; he did not succecd,howqven,inLzmg them  
properly. The introduction of fixed resistance ben is really  
due to observation of Allen's compensating tubes, which were,  
at the same time, resisting. Sebastian and Pierre Erard seem  
to have been first in the field in 1833 with a complete system of  
nine resistance ban from treble to bass, with a simple mode ci  

fastening them through the sound-board to the wooden beams  
beneath, but, although these bars appear in their patent  ci 
1824, which chiefly concerned their repetition action, the Erards  
did not either in Renee or England claim them as of original  
invention, nor is there any string-plate combined with them  
in their patent. James Broadwood, by his patent of 3827,  
claimed the combination of string-plate and resistance ban,  
which was clearly the completion of the wood and metal instru-
ment, differing from Allen's in the nature of the re.istance being  
Lied. Broadwood, however, left the brass bar, out, but added  
a fourth bar in the middle to the three in the treble he Lad  
previously used. It must be borne in mind that It was the  
trebles that gave way in the old wooden construction before the  
tenor and bass of the instrument. But the weight of the  
stringing was always increasing, and a heavy close oveapinning  
of the bass strings had become general. The resistance ban  
were increased to eve, six, seven, eight and, as we have seen,  
even nine, according to the ideas of the different English and  
French makers who used them in their pursuit of stability.  

The next important addition to the grand piano in order of  
time was the harmonic bar of Pierre Erard, introduced in 1838.  
This was a gun-metal bar of alternate pressing and drawing  
power by means of screws which were tapped into the wrest-  
plank immediately above  

the treble bear ί ηgs, mak-
ing that part of the instru-
ment nearly immovable;  
this favoured the produc-
lion of higher harmonics  
to the treble notes, recog-
niced in what we com-
mbnly call " ring." A  
similar bar, subsequently  
extended by Broadwood  
across the entire wtest-
plank, was to prevent  
any tendency in the  
wrest-plank to rise, from  
the combined upward  
drawing of the strings. A  
method of fastening the  
strings on the string-plate  
depending upon friction,  
and thus dispensing with  
" eyes," was a contri-
bution of the Collards,  
who had retained James  
Stewart, a man of con-
siderable inventive power, Fic. 3L.— Βτοαά ωοοd's Irca Grand  
who had been inAmerica Piano,  ι884..  Completeironframe witb 
with Chickering. This diagonal resistance bar.  
invention was introduced in 1827. Between 1847 and 1849  

' Sometime foreman to the pianoforte maker Mote, who attnacteg  
much attention by a piano with sosieatars effect, produced by a  
roller and silk attachments in 18:7. But a sakanare piano, how-
ever perfect, is no longer a true piano such as Beethoven and Chopin  
wrote for.  

Fin. 30.—Allen's Compensating  
Grand Plan, 1820. The first  
complete metal framing system  
applied over the stń n^  



8Ío. g.—Met'er's  
Metal Frame for a  
Square Piano, 1833.  
In a single casting.  
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Mr lienty Fowler Broadwood, son of James, and grsndseii of  
John Broedwood, and also great-grandson of Shudi (Tschadi),  
invented a grand pianoforte to depend practically upon iron, in  

which, to avoid the conspicuous inequalities caused by the break-
ing of the scale with resistance bars, there should be no bar  
pnraliel to the strings except a ban bar, while anothei Banged  

reditance bar, as an entirely novel femme, sassed over the  

strings from the bass corner of the wrest-plank to a point upon  

the string-plate where the greatest accumulation of tension  

strain was found. Brο.dwο d did not continue, without some  
compromise, this extreme renunciation of refinery resistance  

mean,. After the Greet Exhibition of ι85ι he employed an  
ordinary straight bar in the middle of his concert grand axle,  
his smaller greeds having frequently two such as well as the  

long bass bar. After 1862 he covered his wrest-plank with a  
thick plate of iron into which the tuning pins screw as well as  

into the wood beneath, thus avoiding the crushing of the wood  
by the constant pressure of the pin across the pull of the string,  

an ultimate source of danger to durability.  
The introduction of iron into pianoforte structure was differ-

ently and independently effected in. America, the fundamental  

Idea there being to use a single casting for the metal plate and  

bas, instead of forging or casting them in separate pieces.  
Alphaeus Babcock was the pioneer to this  

kind of metal construction. He also was  
bitten with the c οτnρensatiοn notion, and  
had cast an iron ring fora square piano  
in 1825, which, although not a success,  
gave the clue to a single casting resis-
tance framing, successfully accomplished  

by Conrad Meyer, in Philadelphia, in  
1833, in a square piano which still exists,  
and was ,hown in the Paris Exhibition  

of 1878. Meyer's idea was improved  
upon by Jonas Chickering (ι797-=853)  of  
Boston, who applied it to the grand piano  
as well as to the square, and brought the  
principle up to a high degree of perfection  

—establishing by lithe independent con-
struction of the American pianoforte.  

We have now to do with over- or  
cross-stringing, by which the'bass division  

o..^^  of the strings is made to cross  
over the tenor part of the  
sale in a single, double or  

treble disposition at diverging angles— 
the object being in the 8rst instance to  

get longer bus strings than are attainable  
in a parallel scale, and in the next to  
open out the scale and extend the area  
of bridge pressure on the sound-board.  
In the 18th century clavichords were  
sometime, oves/trong in the lowest octatie  
to get a clearer tone In that very Indistinct  

part of the instrument (strings tuned an octave higher being  
employed). The fiιst suggestion for the ovetstringing in the  

piano was made by the celebrated flute-player and inventor  

Theobald Boehm, who carried it beyond theory in London, in  

ι83τ, by employing a small firm located in Cheapside, Gero εk &  
Wolf, to make some overstrung pianos for him. Boehm expected  
to gain in tone; Pape, an ingenious mechanician in Pasts, tried  
a like experiment to gain economy in dimensions, his notion  

being to supply the best piano possible with the least outlay of  

means. Τοmkinsοn in London continued Papa's model, but  
neither Boehm's nor Pape's took permanent root. The Great  
Exhibition of τ85ι contained a grand piano, made by Lichtenthal  

of St Petersburg, overstrung in order to gain symmetry by two  
angle aides to the case. It was regarded as a curiosity only.  

Later, in 1855, Henry Eugelherd Steinway (originally Steinweg;  
!797-1871), who had emigrated from Brunswick to  

+4  New York In e8.p, and bad established the firm of  
Steinway & Sons in 1853 in that city, effected the combination  

of an overstrung sale with the American iron frame, which  
exhibited in grand and square instruments shown in Lοπdoe  
in the Intenational Exhibition of 1862, excited the attention of  

European pianoforte makers, leading ultimately to important  
results. The Chickering firm claim to have anticipated the  
Steinways in this invention. They assert that Jonas Chickering  

had begun a square rime an this combined system in 1853,  but,  
he died before it was completed, and it was brought out later.  
It is often difficult to adjudicate upon the claims of inventors,  
so rarefy is an invention the product of one man's mind alone.  
However, the principle was taken up and generally adopted in  
America and Germany, and found followers elsewhere, not only  

in grand but in upright planos, to the manufacture of which  

it gage, and particularly in Germany, a powerful impetus.  

Fxo. 33.—Sτei πway'σ Grand Piano, 1884. Metal framing in a  
single casting and overstrang.  

Since 1885 the American system of a metal plate in one casting,  
and cross- or over-stringing by which the spun bass strings  
cross the longer steel diagonally, bas become general p s ae  
in Europe with the exception of France, where 5υωα νω  
musical taste has remained constant to the Older ca''.  
wooden structure and parallel stringing throughout. The greeter  

tenacity of the modern cast-steel wire favours a very much  

higher teusbπ, and consequent easier production of the  
higher partials of the notes, permitting a sosiinv$o unknown  
to Beethoven, Schumann or Chopin. While in 2862 the highest  

tension of a concert grand piano worked out at sixteen tons,  
since ;885 thirty tons has been recorded. Generally speaking,  

the rise in tension may be expressed musically by the interval  

of a minor third, to the great advantage of the standing in tune.  
First shown by Henry Steinway in the London Exhibition of  

2862 , this altered construction attracted extraordinary attention  

at Pais in 1867, and determined the German direction of  
manufacture and a few year later the English. What is now  
particularly noticeable wherever pianos are made is the higher  
average of excellence attained in making, as well as in piano.  

playing. Naturally the artistic quality, the personal note,  
charseteń zes all fast-class instrumenta, and permits that liberty  

of choice which appertains to a true conception of art.  

Much attention has been given of late yens/ to the touch of  

planoi, to make it less tiring for the modern performer, especially  

since, in 1885-τ886, Anton Rubinstein went through the ń ercu-  
lean fat of seven consecutive historical recitals, repealed in the  

capital cities and principal musical centres of Europe. For wen  

this stupendous player a light touch was Indispensable. In  
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Fro 33.—Cam's Rερestiιg  
Anion. 1, the butt in which  
the hammer is glued. Ε. a  
spring attached to the but by  
a ink of silk curd passed  
through • wire guide. The  
object 1' that though the key  
may be still pressed down,  
the hammer returns but a  
short distance to ciuure  a. 
quick responseto the blow if  

. 
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the competition for power piano makers bad been gradually  
increasing the weight of touch to be overcome by the forger, 

 until, to obtain the faintest pianissimo from middle C, at the  
front edge of thekey, from three to four ounces was a not uncom-
mon weight. The Broad wood grand piano which Chopin used  
for his recitals in London and Manchester in 1848, an instrument  
that has never been repaired or altered, shows the resistance he  
required: the middle C sounds at two ounces and a half, and to  
that weight piano-makers have returned, regarding two ounces  
and three-quarters as a possible maximum. Owing to the  
greeter aubstance of the hammers in the bass, the touch will  

Fig. 34.—Βrοαdweod Barlcss Grand.  

always be heavier In that department, and lighter in the treble  
from the lesser weight. In balancing the keys, allowance has  
to be made for the aborter leverage of the black keys. When  
the player touches the keys farther back the leverage is propor-
tionately shortened and the weight increased, and there is also  
an ascending scale in the weight of the player's blow or pressure  
from pianissimo to fortissimo. The sum of the aggregate force  
expended by a pianist in a recital of an hour and a half's duration,  
if calculated, would be astonishing.  

The most important structural change in pianos in recent  
years has been the rejection of support given by metal bars  

cc struts between the metal pate to which the strings are hitched  
and the wrest-pink wherein the tuning-pins are inserted.  
These ban formed part of William Allen's invention, brought  
forward by Stodart in ι8aο, and were first employed for rigidity  
in place of compensatIon by the Paris Erards two years later,  
Broadwood in London introducing about that time the famed  
metal plate. The patent No.1231, for the ba τless or open-scale  
piano, taken out is London in 1888 by Η. 3. Tscbudi Bmadwood,  
ii remarkable for simplification of design es well as ether qualities.  

Ten years elapsed after the taking out of the patent before  

the inst bcrkrs grand was beard in public (January 1898 at Si  
James's Hall). The metal frame, belted in the usual manner  
to the bottom framing, is of fore cast steel entirely free from any  
innsvetee bmcrstx'ga, being instead turned up round ibeedges  

to form a continuous flange, which enables the frame to bear  
the increased modern tension while providing additional  elas-
ticity and equality of vibration power throughout the scaling.  
The absence of barring and bracing tends to subdue the metallic  
quality of tone so often observable in pianofortes constructed  
with heavy iron frames, and the barleas steel frame being so  
much more elastic than the latter, no lass in resonance is per-
ceptible. The tone of the barks grand is of singular beauty  
and sonority and Is even throughout the compass,  

The problem of resonance—with stringed keyboard iiistru-
meats, the reinforcement or am ρlίδeatiο of sound—has, from  
the days of the lute- and spinet-makers, b.eii  
empiriol. With lute, guitar, and viol or violin s M ω 
the sound-box comes in, combining in the instrument '. .  
the distinct properties of string and enclosed air or  
wind. With the spinet, harpsichord and piano we have to do  
chiefly with the plate of elastic wood, to amplify the initial  
sound of the strings; and the old  
plan of a thin plate of spruce, put  
in slightly convex and with an  
under-barring of wood fee tension,  
hors absorbed the attention of  
piano-makers. The viols belly,  
with its bass bar and sound post,  
has relation to it; but the recent  
invention of the Stroh violin has  
shown that the initial string  
vibrations may be passed through  
a bridge, be concentrated, sod  
adequately transferred to an  
aluminium disk not much larger  
than halt a mown. The piano,  
with its numerous strings, cannot  
be so reduced, but the reinforce-
ment problem is open to another  
solution, tentative it is true, but  
a passible rival. The "Gladi-
ator " soundboard is the invention  
of Albert Schulz, late director  
of the piano manufactory of  
Ritmiiller and SBhne of Gdttin-
gen. Dr Moser's name has been  
associated with the inventor's in  
the English patent. In the  
" Gladfatα " two slabs of wood,  
with grain of opposed direction  
to give the necessary tension, are  
glued together, sad the whole  
system of belly bars is done away  
with. There Is a thinning round  
the edge, to facilitate promptness  
of speech. As we are still feeling  
our way towards an accurate  
and comprehensive statement of  
resonance, this invention is one  
claiming sdentihc interest, as well  

as being of possible practical im-
portance.  

To return to the touch. The  
desirability of what is called  
repetition— that the  

jack or sticker, which  
from the depression of the key  
delivers the blow that raises the  
hammer to the strings, should  
never be far away from the  
notch or nose which receives the  
impulse—is as much an object  
of consideration with piano.  
makers new as it has been since  
Sebastian Erard began those  
experiments in }8o8 which ended  

^  
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in bra fames "double oeapameat" action. The peinciple of  

this hand action, like that of Womum patented for upright  
plane, in zba6, has become go. τ L Bea Joseph  Henry Cam  
in, X855 (patent No. 2283) iaveoted a simpis contrivance for  

repetition hi all piano., neglected at the time, and sesbiequently  
repatmted and disputed over by others, which has only been  

pr servsd in the records of the patent omen, while the inventor  

has left no other merit. But the utility of the laventioa bas  

come to light. It is increasingly used in the actions of upright  

pianos, and, in combination with the old English grand action,  
is .w.cmefufly competing with the Eeard action proper and  
the simplified Iferz-Erud, of late years so very generally  

• YφΡ- 
Τhere has been a great charge in the freer technique of piano-

playing, ply favoured by the development of piano-making,
but reacting and obliging the piano-makers to keep  
their attention inceseantly alive to the aim and re-

goirements of the players.. It is true that the genius of Beet-
hoven dominates a technique that has become obsolete, and so  
completely that the adequate performance of his piano works  
still gives to the sense as well as the intellect the highest pleasure,  
but his azrnotatiomto (lremer's Se dώ , as peaeeved by Schindler,  
betray the close tooth of the clavichord-player and the student  
of C. P. E. Beach's Brssy  on Cfavikbard-P(ayfng, as well as the  

Fte. 36.—Modern Pianola.  

 crank to 
 owing pedals operated by feet of player connected by metal  

ceder B, which exhausts air from bellows C, which in turn  
exhausts air from all working valor and bellows in lianola.  

D, is perforated mu passing over tracker bar E winding on to  spool 
F operated by a pneumatic motor and controlled by lever G, which  
is connected to met τοstyle pointer H. This is used in conjunction  
with a specially arked roll, giving correct interpretation of tempo. 

I, is channel leadingto primaiy pneumatic J  operating ircondary 
pneumatic K, which exhausts striking motor L, connected to key  
lever Μ to depress piano key.  

The themudist device consists of two small holes, one at each end  

of tracker bar  Ε.  connecting with pneumatic valve, which increases  
ρσwer of suction instantaneously when melody note. are being  
played, by menus of an extra perforation at each outside edge d  
music roll D; one hole for bass melody at left, and one at right  
edge fστ treble melody.  

1'metal arm or bracket connected to lever in front for purpose 
of depressing sustaining of piano. 

0, is the governing lows of motor for operating muds:-roll sari  

prevents pace of roll being accelerated or retarded by bud or soft  

pedalling, thus allowing grit change of expression to be made  

without interfering with speed of roll.  

weakness as a musical instrument of the early piano. The in-
ventor of a technique so original, and at the time (c. 1830) 90  
extraordinary, as Chopin's, sat at the piano with his elbows  
immovable, using, for flexibility, neither wrist nor arm. With  
Chopin, to play loudly was anathema. The modern free style  
of piaying coma from Canny--•hom Beethoven despised as  
basing no legato (Bindsag)—through Liszt to the Rubinstein  
and to the splendidly equipped performers of our time, to  
whom the pedal has become indispensable for cantabile and  
effect.  

The most expert performers are now rivalled teci ιnically by  
the recent extraordinary invasion of the American automatic  
piano-players—the Angelus, Pianola, Apollo, Ceti-  M y  
lion, and other varieties of the same idea. The use per.  
of the perforated roll rats by means of the ingenious  
and indeed faultless application of pneumatic leverage to the  
ordinary piano, doing duty for the pianist's fingers; and it  is 
made paasibie to play loader or softer, faster or slower, by  
mechanical arrangement. Such an instrument racks the player's  
touch, which is as personal and indispensable for sympathy as  
the singer's voice or violinist's bow. Still, to a violinist, it is  
a benefit to have a comet coadjutor in a Beethoven or Brahms  
sonata with one of these bandy companions, just as it is to a  
singer to have always at command the accompaniments to his  
or her repertory. The Apollo has the addition of a useful  
traiuposing αρριτα us—an aid, however, that, though often  
tried, has never yet been adopted; it is possibly too disturbing  
to the musician's ear. The mechanical tuning-pin is an analo-
gous experiment which comes regularly under notice as the years  
go by, to be as persistently rejected. The most practical of  
these tuning inventions was the Alibert, shown in the Inventions  
Esbibition,  1885. Here, pressure upon the strings above the  
wrest-plank bridge modified their tension after a first rough  
adjustment to pitch had been effected.  

The perforated music-sheet, a mecharfsmm common to ρiaιο.  
playing attachments as well as self-playing pianos, first appears  

in a French patent 1842. A United States patent for a keyboard  
piano-player was issued to E. D. Bootman (Dec. 18, 1860,  
and the first pneumatic keyboard piano-player was patented in  
France in 1863 by M. Fourneaux, Between 1874 and 1902 a total  
of 55  parents had been issued in the States The first complete  
automatic piano-player tendy  for performance was the Angeiiis  
(No. 24799, 1897). The specification is from a communication to 
the British pateηt .48m by Edward Hollingworth White, of Meriden,  
New Haven county.Coon., U.S.A. There is a pneumatic chest,  
fulcrum bar, finger levers, bellows and pedals The whole apparatus  
is contained in a portable cabinet mounted upon castora, so as to be  
conveniently moved about a room. The finger levers or key strikers  
coπeιροnd with a considerable portion of the manual keys or clavier  
of a piano. Thus the automatic piano-player comprises a portable  
cabinet provided with bellows and operating pedals, a pneumatic  
actuating mechanism, a tracker adjusted for the use of a perforated  
music-sheet, a pneumatic motor and winding-roll mechanism to  
propel the music-sheet, and a series of finger levers operated by the  

pneumatic mechanism, so projecting as to overhang the piano 
 keyboard and play upon it, with rockers or levers for depressuig  

the piano pedals Subsequently the apparatus was made capable  
of accelerating or retarding the tempo at the will of the  
operator. A roll of music, 12 in. wide and varying in length aκord-
iπgg  to the composition, can be placed in position promptly, and when  
exhausted can be returned upon its original roll by a simple stop,  
altogether a triumph of mechanical adjustment. The Pianola  
followed in 1898, the Apollo 1900. The difference of all these clever  
contrivances is not conspicuous to the amateur.  

While these allied inventions have had to do with a substitute  
for touch and the necessity for the ρeιseνering acquirement of a  
difficult technique, another, the Virgil Practice Clavier, so called  
after the inventor, Mr Almoi Kincaid Virgil, an American music  
teacher, is intended to shorten the period of study by doing away  
with tone o that the finger technique is acquired mechanically and  
unmusicatly, while value of tone, reeding, express on, what-
eve we understand by musical production exciting our iv-
cεptivity through the ear, is delayed until the players hand is 
formed and considerably developed. The opinion of some of  
the very greatest pianists is brought forward as approving of  
the system; in the work, for Instance, of Vladimir de Pacbmann,  
whose technique was formed long before the Virgil Clavier same  
to €u rope. Heating in mind that the minimum weight of the  
touch of  concert piano is not likely to exceed thrα and a half  
ounces it is hardly likely that these skilled performers use this  
dumb keyboard with the graduated weight advised for advancing  
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υ i4 namely, (ram 6νε to  τight  ounces. It is allowed that the  

test possible touch may be used at first. One  hi8h rαommen-  
τκ  ‚‚ dation certainly remains alter all that may be said  regard-  
αVκιιL ing Mr Virgil s invention: that it is ppractiulΙγ silent.

almost  ooiiekss, the  up and down clicks that mark the  
duration ο,  finger attachment being alone audible, a boon to the  

unwilling hearers of ordinary piano practice,  κaln and five-finger  
exercises. Mr Virgil's  invention  ωασ roductd in its elementa ry 

more in 1872, the orε sat ίιfactory Practice Clavier dates from  
the completion of the invention, about 1890. It was brought to  
England in 1895 by Mr VirgiL  
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in  Groveb  Did  ienary of Music and Musicians.',  History of the Piano- 
forte," with appendix, in Journal  0/ Ike Sοιιlγ of Arts (London,  
18β3),  and "The Pianoforte and its Precursors,  in the English  
Illustratid Magazine (London.  τ884); Ο.  Bie,  History of the Piano-
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PIAWOSA (inc. Planasia), an island of Ιτα1γ, belonging to  
the province ο[ Leghorn, and forming part οΙ the commune  

of Mabciana (Elba), from which it Is 73 en. S.W. Pop.  ( τBEι), 
774. Μ its Fume iadicatι, it is quite Sat, and the highest  
paint is only 95  ft. above sea•leνeΕ Its area is 6 sq. m. Augus-
tus banIsbed to it his grandson, Agrippa PoNumaa, and some  
ruins of baths near the harbour still bear his name. It changed  
hands more than once in the wars between Pisa and Genes in  
the  i  eth and ι3th centuries; from ι39ο it belonged to the prince  
of Piombmo, but was depopulated in 1 553 by the Turkish fleet.  
and only resettled at the beginning of the 19th ceolusy. In  
1857 a penal colony was established here.  

PMRlSTS, the popular name of a Catholic edacstsonel order,  
the " ά ιπάά  reguleres scholarums plarrw ; ' the Pauline Coog ega.  
don of the Mother of God, founded by Joseph Celesenza (Jose-
phus a Matre Dci) at Rome in the beginning of the ιpt h century.  
Calazansa, a native of Calasanz in the province of Huesca in  
Aragon, was born on September ii, X556, studied at Le ń da and  
Alta, sad after his ordination to the priesthood removed l ο  
Rome (1592). Here he organised, in 1607,5 brotherhood which  
ultimately, in 1617, became an independent Congregation,  
numbering at that time fifteen priests, under Calasansa as their  
head. To the three usual vows the added a fourth, that of  
devotion to the gratuitous instruction of youth. In 2622 the  
Congregation received a new constitution from Gregory XV..  
and had all the pń vilegei'of the mendicant orders conferred  
upon it, Celasanza being recognized as general. In 1643 the  
jealousy of the Jesuits led to his removal from office; owing to  
the same cause the Congregation was deprived of its privileges  
by Innocent X. in 1646. Celestine., who died on August 22,  
1648, was beatified in 1748, and canonised in 1767. The  
privileges of the Congregation were successively restored in  
'660, 1669 and 1698. The Pianists, who are not numerous,  
are found chiefly in Italy, Spain, the West Indies, Germany,  
and especially in Austria-Hungary. Before the course of study  
was regulated by the state, a Purist establishment contained  
nine classes: reading, writing, elementary mathematics, =bola  
parva or Rudimentorum, schola Principiorum, Grmmatica,  
Syntaxis, Humanitas or Poesis, Rhetońce. The general provost  
of the order is chosen by the general chapter, and with a general  
procurator and four assistants resides at Rome. The members  
are divided into professors, novices, and lay brethren. Their  
dress is very similar to that of the Jesuits; their motto "Ad  
majus pietatis incrementuml"  

For Calassnza. see Timon-David. Vii de St Joseph Colasoiuc'  
(Marseilles, 1884); on the Piarists, P. Helyot, Hist. des indres rd,-
ieuses (1715). iv. 281; J.  A. Scyflert, Ordensregeln der Floods'  
Halle, 1783); J. Schaller, Gedaehen ibes die Orden assung der Pier-  

salon (Prague, 1805); A. Heimbucher, Orden and Kongnegalionen  
(1897) R. 271; article, by 0. Ζδckler in Herzog-Hauck s Reel-
en' klopdd κ Jun prokskw.sssche Theologis (1904), vol. xv. and by  
C. Knicl in Wetzer and Welles JCirchen.kxjkon (1895), "01. ix,  

FI &TRA (PEATan), the capital of the department οf Neamtzu. 
 Run.ania, situated on the left bank of the river Bist ń tza, where  

it cuts a way through the Carpathian foothills. Pop. (1900),  
17,391. Α branch railway passes through the town, and at  
Bacau meets the main line from Czernowitz in Bukowina to  
Galatz. The church of St John's (or the Prince's) monastery  
was founded in 1497 by Stephen the Great. There are saw-mills  
and textile factories in Piano, which bass considerable trade in  
wine and timber. Neamtzu is one of the most densely forested  
regions in Moldavia. Lumber rafts are floated dower the Bis-
tritza to the Sereth, and so on to Galatz. There are several  
monasteries in the neighbourhood.  

PlA7TI, CARLO ALFREDO ( τ822-τ9οτ), Italian violoncellist,  
was born at Bergamo on the 8th of January 1822. He was  
the eon of a violinist, and became a pupil at the conservatorio  
οf Milan. From 1838 onwards he journeyed over Europe,  
playing with extraordinary success in all the important  
cities of the continent. In 1844 he appeared before the  
London public at a Philharmonic Concert; and in 1859, on  
the foundation of the Popular Concerts, he took up the  
work with which he was most intimately connected for  
thirty-nine seasons, retaining until 1897 the Tiost  of first  
aioloncello at these famous chamber concerts, during the latter  
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hall el each series. His purely des ilal style, his wide musical  
sympathies, end his general culture and drerm, would have  
ensured him a high padtico even without his mswvellously  
finished technical skill Ta 1894 the fiftieth a ιniνerιary et his  
first appcafaace in Loadoii was celebrated bF a reaptfoa given  
in honour of him and his Seines friend Joacbim. He retired  
from public life, owing to a severe illness, in 1897, and until his  
death at Bergamo on the 19th of July 1901 divided his time  
between his native town and C.dtnabbia. Asa compose he  
attained a wide popalatity with some grateful and popular  
sense; be did excellent work as an editor; and he was an  
enthusiastic collector and musical antiquary.  

PIAUHY, or Puum, a north-eastern state of Brazil, bounded  
N. and W. by Mareabso, Ε. by Ceart, Pemsmbuoo and Bahia,  
sad S. by Bahia. It has a few miles of Atlantic coast-line  on 
the N., and the Rio Parnahyba forms the boundary line with  
Maranhao throughout its entire length. Ares, 116,523 sq. m.;  
pop. (1900), 334,328. Part of the state 00 the Atlantic cyst and  
along the lower Parnahyba is low, swampy and malarial. South  
of this the country rise gradually to a high plateau with open  
ampos. This plateau region is watered by numerous tnbutaries  
of the Parnahyba, chief of which are the Urussuhy, the Canindf  
and its tributary the Pisuhy, the Gurgueia and its tributary  
the Parables, which drains the large inland lake of Parnagu',  
the Longo, sad the Poty, which has its source in the state of  
Cearl.. The Parnahyba is navigable for bests of 3 ft. draught up  
to Nova York, a few miles above the mouth of the Gurgueia,  
and could be made navigable up to the mouth of the Balsas.  

'lie climate is hot and humid in the lowlands and along the lower  

Parnabyba, but in the uplands it is dry with high sun tempera-
tures and cool nights. The principal industry is stock-wising,  
which dates from the first settlement in 1674 by Domingos  
Alfonso Mafrense, who established here a large number of cattle  
ranges. A secondary industry is the raising of gets, which are  
abbe to stand neglect and a scanty food supply. Sheep have  
likewise been raised in Piauhy, but there is no market for mutton  
and their wool is not utilized. The agricultural products are  
cotton, sugar and tobacco. Of food-stuffs the people do not  
produce enough for their own consumption. Forest products  
include rubber, carnauba war and dyewoods. The exports in-
clude hides, skins, rubber, we; tobacco and cotton. The  
capital is Therezina, on the right bank of the Panabyba, 250 m.  
above Parnahyba (town), with which it is connected by a line of  
light-draught river boats. The town dates from ι85 t, is attrac-
tively situated, and is regularly laid out with broad, straight  
streets crossing each other at right angles. The population  
of the awricipic in 1890 was 31,523, which include a huge  

rural district. Other towns, with their populations in 1890,  
are Oeiras (=9,858),  founded in ‚;i8 under the name of Mora;  
Amarante (15,325);  Valenga ( τ 7,693); and Campo Maier ( τ 2,425),  
the figures given of population being those of the large districts  
(smrsicipios) in which the towns are situated.  

PIAZZA, properly an ope n square or plan in an Italian town  
(ΙtaL piαzuι, from Lest. Pte,  bread space, Gr. τλ&τus, broad).  
These square were usually surrounded with a colonnade or  
arcade, and thus the word has been loosely applied to a covered  
walk or arcade along the front of a building, and in America,  
to the veranda of a house.  

PIAZZA AP.IIERINA, a city of Sicily, in the province of  
Caltanisette, 39  m. by road E.S.E. from that town, and the  
same distance S. of the railway station of Assoro-Valgusruera,  
43 m. W. of Catania, situated 2360 ft. above sea-level. Pop.  
(spur), 24,119. It has a 15th-century cathedral, with a fine  
ampamhe, and some of the houses show Norman or Gothic  
architecture. The foundation of the town dates from the  i  xth  
century, and the dialect is Lombard.  

See Mauceri in L'Ark (1906), 14.  
PIAZZT, OJUSEPPE (1746-1826), Italian astronomer, was  

ban at Ponce, in the Valtellona, on the 16th of July 1746. He  
entered the Theatine Order in 1764, ,accepted the chair of  
mathematics in the academy of Palermo in 1780, and persuaded  
the viceroy, Prince Caramsnico, to build an obscrvatory there.  

During a visit to Fagiand in 1788 he procured from Jesse  
R inede= a five-foot sltazinmth, with which he collected at  
Palermo, 1792-1813, the materials for two admirable ata τ-
atelogues, published in 1803 end 1814 respectively. While  

engaged on this work he discovered, on the 1st of January 1801,  
the first asteroid or minor planet, to which he gave the name of  
Ceres, the tutelary deity of Sicily. He died at Naples on the  
22nd of July  ι8s6.  

See Β.  Ε. Maineri, L'Αsi,oπoιuo Giunn* Ρi seέ  (Milan, i871)^• 
R. Wolf, Β iaφαρhkes, Cd. iv. p. 75 ;  οιιαυkhe Cor ιupoπdeaa  
(iSro; portrait), xxi. 46; Ask. .1αΜνιιk, liv. a ι8; Buiklii' des  
sciences (1826), vi. 339; Edic. Jerned of SC'enC' 0(527). vi. 5934  
Mesw&s Roy. AW. Ste. iii. ;19; A. Grant, Risk. Pkys. Asrwsouy.  

pp. 238. 510, 549.  
PIBRAC, GUY DU PAUB, Snleuxνιt ox (1529-1584),  

French jurist and pest, was born at Toulouse, of an old family  
of the magistracy. He studied law there with Jacques Cujas, and  
afterwards at Padua. In τς4ό  he was admitted to the bar at  
Toulouse, at once took high rank, and rose to be jugs-mugs,  
as edict in Languedocian cities about equal to that of intuit.  
IIe was selected Ιιι 1562 as one of the three representatives of  
the king of France at the council of Trent. In ι565 he became  
general advocate to the parlement of Paris, and extended the  
renaissance in jurisprudence which was transforming French  
justice. In 2573 be was sent by Charles IX. to accompany as  
chancellor his brother Henry (afterwards Henry III.) to Poland,  
of which country Henry had been elected king. Pibrac's fluent  
Latin won much applause from the Poles, but his second visit  
to Poland in 1575,  when sent back by Henry Ill, to try to save  
the Crown he had deserted, was not so successful. Then he was  
employed in negotiations with the so-called polilign n, and he  
managed to keep them quiet for a while. In 1578 be became the  
chancellor of )darguerite of France, queen of Navarre. Although  
he was fifty, her beauty and intellectual gifts led him to aspire  
to win her aFection; but be was rejected with disdain. Be died  
in 1384. life oratorical style was too pedantic, but quotations  
from the classics had a fresher meaning in his day. Re was  
the friend of Renard, de Thou and L'Ηbρital, and left, among  
other literacy remains, elegant and sententious gswb'oiru.  

PIBROCH, a form of music as played by the bagpipe. The  
word Is derived from the Gaelic pio&zkeachd, the art of the  
bagpiper. This special form of bagpipe music, consisting of  
a series of variations founded on a theme, was called the rlar.  
These variations are generally of a martial or warlike character  

and include dirges and marches (see BAGPIPE).  
PICA, the name of the European representative of a group  

of diminutive rodent mammals, also known as tailless hares,  

mouse-bares, or piping hares, constituting the family Qckolo'iido'  
with the single genus Ockolosa. From the more typical hares  
and rabbits they differ by the short and rounded ears, the absence  

of a tail, and the relatively shorter hind-limbs, as well as by  
complete collar-bones. The soles of the feet are hairy, and the  

fur is usually soft and thick; while in some ass the last upper  
molar is absent. Picas are inhabitants of cold and desert  
regions. They dwell either in the chinks between rock', or in  

burrows, although one Himalayan specie frequents pine-forests.  

They are very active, and most of the spies utter a piping or  

whistling my. They store up a supply of grass for winter use;  
in Siberia it is stacked in small heaps. The Himalayan Ockolose  
royki may be seen in the daytime, but most kinds are nocturnal.  
The Siberian species, O. elpisa, ranges into eastern Europe, but  
Central Asia is the heatlquerters, although a few species range  
into Arctic America and the Rocky Mountains. In size picas  

may be compared to guinea-pigs. Till of late years the group  

lies been generally known by the name of Lagowys. There are  
several extinct genera.  

See Ronexrra; else) L. Bouhote. "The Mouse-bares of the  
genus Οάσωιια," Prop. loaf. Soc. (London, !gel). (R. 4')  

PICA, the Latin name of a genus of oscine passerine birds,  
the magpies. The Latin word, by interchange of initial p and  

k, Ia possibly the Gr. tierce (see Mausre), and probably the same  
word as piers, the woodpecker (qr.). Another derivation would  
connect both pica and pi'w with the root pie- of piagere. to  
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paint, from the parti-coloured appearance of the bird. It is  
this "pied " or black and white look of the page that probably  
gave the name of pica, " pie " or " pyc," to the ordinal printed  
in buck-letter (set Ριa), and thence to a size of type in printing  
coming next to " English " (see Τωοοτ<καν). The Cr. deem  
and Let. pica were used of a perverted craving for unnatural  
foods; end the word has been adopted in this sense in modem  
medial terminology.  

PICARD, 10013 JOSEPH 1!WE8T ( ι82τ-Σ877), French  
politician, was born in Paris on the 24th of December ι8aι.  
Mier taking his doctorate in law in 1846 he joined the Parisian  
bar. Elected tο the corφ lfSislati(in 1858, he joined the group of  
Emile 011ivicr. But as 011ivier approximated to the government  
standpoint, Picard, one of the members of the group known as  
L's Ciaq, veered more to the left. He founded in 1868 a weekly  
democratic journal, L'tJ€CkTW Hie, and in 1869 was elected  
both for Hfraalt and Paris, electing to sit for the former.  
From the 4th of September 1870 he held the portfolio of fine=  
in the government of National Defence. In January 1871 he  
accompanied Jules Fevre to Versailles to arrange the capitula-
lion of Paris, end in the next month he became minister of the  
interior in Thiers's cabinet. Attacked both by the Monarchist  
and the Republican press, he resigned in May. Later in the year  
be was sent as ambassador to Brussels, where he remained for  
two years. On his return to Paris he resumed his seat in the  
Left centre, and in τ875 became life senator. He died in Paris  
οn the 13th of May 1877.  

PICARDY (La Ρfωardiή , one of the old provinces of Fiance,  
bounded on the N. by Hainaut and Artois, on the Ε. by Cham-
pagne, on the S. by the the de France, and on the W. by Nor-
mandy and the English Channel. Its maritime frontier ten  
from the mouth of the Ace to the digs of Cauz, and it included  
the whole of the basin of the Somme and part of that of the  
Oise. The chief towns of Picardy were Arlene, Boulogne,  
Abbeville, Lion, Soissons, Montreuil, P'roane, Beauveia,  
Montdidier, St Quentin and Noyon. Its principal rivers were  
the Somme and the Oise. Picardy formed part of the arch-
diocese of Reims, and its bishoprics were Amiens, Beauvala,  
Scabs, Soissons, Noyon and Leon. In : 789 the province of  
Picardy was covered by the three bishoprics of Amiens, Noyon  

end Boulogne. It was one of the provinces of the five great  

fermes, districts subject to the tariff of 1664, and in Judicial  

matters was under the authority of the parlement of Paris.  

Its area now forms the department of the Somme and parts  
of the departments of Pea de Calm, Aisne and Oise.  

The name of Picardy don not appear until the 13th century,  

but was employed by Matthew Paris and was in general use in  
the ι4th century. In the 13th century the province was  

divided into the two bailliages of Amiens and Vermandois, but  

its regular organization as part of the kingdom of France only'  

dates from the beginning of the ι ό th century. At this time it was  
divided into north and south Picardy. North Ficardy, or Picardy  

proper, formed one of the greet military governorships of the  

kingdom, while south Picardy was included in the Ile de France.  

North Picardy was divided into upper and lower Picardy, the  

former being the interior part of the province and the latter the  

district along the coast. Upper Picardy comprised the districts  

of Ami€nois, Senterre, Vermendois and Thi όncń e, and lower  
Picardy these of Ponthieu, Vimeu, Boulonnais and Calaisis,  
or the Pays reconquis; south Picardy included the districts of  
Beauvaisis, Laonnais end Soissonals.  

Under the Romans Picardy was part of Belgic secunda;  

it was inhabited by the Morin!, the Ambiani, the Veromandui,  
the Bellovaci and the Suessiones, whose names still appear in  
Amiens, Vermandois, Beauvais and Soissom. The Romans  

intersected the district with reads and built several castra to  

defend the valley of the Somme. In the 3rd century Christianity  

was preached here, and St Quentin and ethers were martyred.  

A little later abbeys were founded, among them Corbie, Si  
Valery and St Riquier. Early in the 5th century Picardy  
became the centre of Merovingian France, fox, as the historian  

Michelet says, "l'histolre de l'antique France semble entaabe  

en Picardie." Uovia had his first capital at Salιιons, eιaιb.  
magne had his at Noyon, and Lion was the capital end the  
refuge of the later and feebler C υουαg •si sovereigns.  

During the liter feudal period ?fcardy was the home of the  
counts of Vermanls6s, of Clermont and of Posthiea, the sire el  
Coucy and others. The neighbouring dukes of Burgundy Est  
covetous eyes upon the province; in 1435, by the famous treaty  
of Arras, the royal towns and lends in the valley of the Somme  
were ceded by King Charles VIL to Burgundy. However, titer  
the death of Charles the Bold in 1477  Picardy was fma®y united  
with the crown of France. The province was early en industrial  
district. Flemish immigrants brought with them the lucrative  
trade of waving cloth, and the Somme towns were soon compet-
ing with those of Flanders. The Picasti towns were noted foe  

their love of independence, which often brought them into  
collision with the kings of Fence during the 13th century. At  
a liter time the province received a number of Spanish  lmini-
grants. In the middle ages the Picmds formed one of the four  
" nations " at the university of Paris. Picardy base high piece  
as a home of Gothic art, this being testified to by the superb  
cathedrals at Amiens and Noyon, while within its borders is  
the famous chateau of Coucy.  

Picardy has a literature of its own, which was rich and popular  
in the szth century. It suffered greatly from the ravages of  
the Norm ens, and liter during the Hundred Veers' Wm and  
the wan between France and Spain. Within it are the famous  
fields of Crecy, Agincourt and St Quentin, while it also includes  
places of conference like Guinn, Amiens and Picquigny. The  
Picard had a high reputation as a soldier, being anmetimes celled  
the " Garcon of the North," and in 1358 Henry Π. crested the  
rIgimen$ de Picardie. Many anthropological remains have been  
found in the Somme valley.  

See Labourt, Emil stir Τn4gisι des mB4es de Pcardie (Amkns,  
τ84ο)• Crenier, ZasredwNmm, it Il ń sroi&c &leek de it presence de  
Ρicώ re (Amiens, 1856); and H. Graoy, Ld1& αΙ re seek de  Ia 
Pimrdi (1883).  

PTCAR!IQUB HOVEL, THE. This special form of the  
roman d',seleteres may be defined as the prose autobiography of  
a real or fictitious personage who describes his experiences as a  
soclil parasite, and who satirizes the society which he has  
exploited. The picaroon, or rogue type, is represented by  
Encolpos, Ascyltoa and Giton in the S&tyricoe which tradition  
ascribes to Petronius; it persists in Luclan, in the Reamelt de  

Ramie, in the falloasx, and in other works popular during the  
middle ages; and it is incarnated in real life by such men of  

genius as the Archpriest of Rita and F τanςοίs Vg len. But in  
its final from the piaresque novel may be regarded as a Spanish  

invention. The word picare is first used, apparently, in a letter  

written by Eugenio de Salazar at Toledo on the ι5th of Aprú  
τςόο; the etymology which derives pram from picar (to pick up)  
is unsatisfactory to philologists, but it suggests the picaroos's  

chief business in life. In the Tesoro de it kngua caskd σws  
(Madrid, τ6ιτ) Sebastian Covarrubias y Orozco, the best of  
Spanish lexicographers, describes a pfcaro as a man of loo;  

character engaged in menial work end—by extension-a rascal  

who attains his ends by skilful dissimulation; and the earliest  

application of the expression pkaro to a character in fiction  
occurs in Mateo Alemfln's Glued* de Alfarauh, the first part  of 
which was published in 1599. But a genuine maela 'keenee  
existed ill Spain before the word pkero berme genmEy  
current.  

The eas!iest specimen of the kind is La Vida de La χαri7le dc  
Termcs y de sus fortunes y adsrsidades, an anonymous tale long  
attributed, on insumdent grounds, to Diego Hurtado de Mendoza  
(q s.). The authorship of this brilliant book and the circmnstauces  
of its publication are obscure; however, it was certainly issued  
not Eater than ι 554,  end was thrice reprinted before 1359, when it  
was placed on the Index. Imitations of so successful a story  
were inevitable, and so early as ι 555  there appeared at Antwerp  
Le Segxnd& park de Lasri7lo de Tenses, an anonymous sequel  
which completely misinterpreted the irrevercait wit of the original  

The first part had been prohibited because of its attacks en the  
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els'gy, is theaoond put  the hero is peeeented as a deveut youth  
tcasdoemed i*to a tunny at the intereemios of the Virgin Mary,  
who thus saved him from death; after many extravagant espert-
eeces in this form he is restored to human shape, lad proposes  
to teach the submarine language et the univ*riity of Saiimaiwa.  
This dull ρωίοπnana naturally (ailed to plum and, meanwhile,  
many wneptitiouacopits of the fi ικΡ put were iotooduaed•into  
Spain; the inquisition (many gem up the attempt t οιυρ we ι it,  
and in ι573  an expurgated edition was antberiaed,. With this  
aalileted versioti the Spanish public was forced to be content  
during the remaining fifteen years el Philip IL's reign. Upon  
the death of this sombre menu& society relaxed its hypocritical  
pose of austerity, and in ι g99 Mateo Aiem'n(q.a) published the  
Pisses pails de Gaswda de Αl/σιoώ e. It is modelled open  
Less slle de Townes, being the autobiography of the son of a  
rained Genoeai moneylender; but the writer Indulges in a  
tedious series of moralisinge. This mecums sharply with the  
lacoale cynicism of Lmwdl. de Tomes; but Gawda de A1fer rte  

is richer in invention, in variety of episode end in the presentation  
of character. Its extraordinary pepularily tempted a Velenciaa  
lawyer named Juan jest Mart( to publish a Signed. park de In  
side dd pkere Gamtdn de Aljorocle (16*2) under the pseudonym  
of Mateo Lujln de Sayavedra. Though • partly plagfadeed from  
the manaicripi of the genuine emend part to which Marti bad'  
somehow oBtained access, the continuation was coldly received;  
In ι6ο Alemla brought out the true continuation, and revenged  
bimatif by introducing into the narrative a brother.( Mart(—a  
crazy picaroon of the lowest morality who ultimately commits  
suicide in disgust at his own turpitude. In Lesaillο de Tniai's,  
and sWl more in Cumin de A^Jarodle, it is diNιcult to distinguish  
between the invented episodes and the personal reminiscences  
of the nuthosu. The Viege c'irdenido (r603) Of Aguetin de Rojas 

 b a realistic account of the writer's expadencea as a strolling  
κΡWm and playwright, and, apart from its cotdderable  literary 
meń ts, it is an invaluable contribution to the history of the  
Spanish stage as well as a graphic recent of contemporary low  
life; the chief character in the book is called the cdbiagao del  
stilnpo, an expression which recurs in Spanish litetatuot as the  
equivalent of a chevalier  d isdsslris. 

The next in chronological order of the Spanish pkaresqua tales  
Is La Picara Justine (ι6ος), the hlstory of s woman picarobn,  
which it has long been customary to ascribe to Andres Parea, a  
Domiican monk; there is, however, no good reason to euppo κΡ  
that the name of Francisco L6pee de ()beds on the title-page is a  
pseudonym. The Pkena Justine has wrongly acquired a  
reputation for indecency; its real defects are an allected diction  
and a went of originality. The writer frankly admits that he has  
taken materiel from the Cdestina,  from Loan hie de Tsa'aus,  
from Guevara, Timaneda and Alemin, and he boastfully asserts  
that " there is nothing grad in ballad, play or Spanish poet,  
but that its quintessence is given here." Unluckily he ha not  
the talent to utilize these stolen goods. The Ptcarn JruHjia was  
thrice repainted during the seventeenth century; this is the only  
basis for the untenable theory that it is the source of the callers-
;dswe which reaches its climax in Grecian's treatises. The  
Pleas Justine is now read solely by philologists in quest of verbs(  
eccentricities. Dinh de Passmonte, one of the secondary figures  
in Lea Quistk ( ι6oς- ι6τς), is a shigulady vivid sketch of the  
Spanish rogue, and in the comedy entitled Pedro de U,dea ιelσs  
Cervantes again presents a brilliant panorama of picafeaoue  
existence. He returns to the subject in Riscande y Csrtadilii  

and in the Cele rie de is, peons, two of the best stories in the  
Nestle: demplaret (1613). The attraction of picaresque life  
was felt by pious and learned critics, and expounded In print.  
in the Vier dd mando (1614) the zealous missionary Pedro de  
Ceνallοa interpolates amusing tales of what befell him in the  
slums of Andeluda before he fled from Justice to America, where  
he lived as a sinful soldier till his spiritual conversion was  
accomplished. Crstbbal Su&κΡs de Figueroa, a caustic critic  
of his contemporaries and an arbiter of taste, did net think it  
beneath his dignity to show a diκemerting acquaintance with  
the ways of professonsi rogues, and in El Ρυσιeτs (rut^) he  

fills in the sketch of the knavish tan keeper already .!autlined by  

Cervantes in Deis Quiss ισ. Evidence of the widely dilused taste  
for picnr aque literature is found in &t,lqiin de Casts. (ιδι 7), an  
interminable story written in Spanish by a Frenchmaa named  

Fraπςois Loubayssin de Lemarr*, who brought out his book at  

Paris; two yeses previously Loubeyasin had introduced some  
clever but risky picaresque episodes in his Paeos desk sialo  y 
hit/orfa sacedida ea 555*05 siemmpot. But his attempt to fill  a 
larger canes is a complete failure.  

The roving instinct of Vicente Martfnes Eapinel (q.s.) had led  
him into strange and dangerous company before and slier his  
ordination as a priest, and a great part of his Rdaciaaes de in  
side dd eteuudao Morns de Okegda (ι6ι8) is manifestly the  
con$csaion of one who ha regretfully outlived his pleasant vices.  
The baffling compound of fact with fiction and the lucid style  
of which Espinel was a mater would samoa to win for ΜΜιισι de  
OMmmen a permanent place in the history of Spanish literature;  
the feet that it was largely utilised by Le Sage in Gil Bias bas  
won for it a place in the history of comparative literature.  
Within five months of its publication at Madrid a fragmentary  
French version by the Sieur d'Aadigtfer was issued at Paris, and  
at Pais also there appeared a Spanish picaresque story entitled  
La Dese denαda cndkia de los bins genes (1619), ascribed con. 
jecturslly to α certain Dr Cartes Garcia, who reports his convee-
sation with a gsrnilous gaof.bir'l, and appends a giossary of slang  
terms used by the conirsteruity of thieves; he was not, however,  
the fast worker in this field, for a key to their gross jargon had  
been given ten years previously by Juan Hidalgo in his Romances  
de g'rmaiiia (5609), a series of gipsy ballads. Every kind of  
picaroon is portrayed with intelligent sympathy by Alooso  
jerdnimo de Salsa Barbedillo, who is always deacribed a a picar-
esque novelist; yet he so constantly neglects the recognized  
conventions of the Spanish school that his right to the title is  
disputable. Thus in La XUe de Celestine (ιό ι τ) he abandons the  
autobiographical form, In Pl Sabot mrdobls Ρed o de Urdemwlm  

(ι62ο) he alternates between dialogue and verse, and in Al lie ńo  
bins uforhrwd ο (ι6τι) the chief character is rather a cunning  
dole than α successful scoundrel. The pretence of warning new-
comers against the innumerable occasions of sin in the capital  
is solemnly kept up by Antonio Lilian y Verdugo in his Cafe y  
arises de Jarosteros gee siseen d In eerie (ι6ro), but in most of his  
tales there is more entertainment than decorum.  

The profession of a serious moral purpose on the part of many  
picaresque writers is often a transparent excuse for the intro-  
duction of unsavoury incident. There is, however, no ground  
for doubting the sincerity of the physician Jerdnimo de Al-all  
Varlet y Ribere, who at one time thought of taking holy orders,  
and studied theology under Si John of the Cross. An unusual  
gravity of intention is visible in Α f°use, earns de marcher a*,a  
(i644-16x6), in which the repentant ;learn Aherne, now a lay. 
brother, tells the story of his past life to the superior of the  
monastery in which he has taken refuge. It abounds with  
pointed anecdotes and with curious information concerning the  
Spanish . gipsies, and this test characteristic explains George  
Borrow'a hyperbolical praise of the work as competing with  
Doιι Qń ixole in grave humour, and as unequalled "for knowledge  
of the human mind and mute observation."  

At about this time there lived in Spain an er-nun named  
Catalina de Erauso, who fled from her convent, dressed herself  
in men's clothes, enlisted, was promoted ensign, and saw more of  
life than any ether nun in history. Broadsides relating the story  
of this picaresque amazon were circulated during her lifetime,  
and the details of her adventures arrested the attention of De  
Qularsy, who would seem to have reed them in a Spanish  
original which has been admirably ttanslnted since then by the  
French poet Jost Maria de Heretlia. The Spanish origi ηal, in  
its existing form, was issued no earlier then 1829 by Joaquin  
Maria de Ferrer, whose character Is not a satisfactory guarantee  
of the work's authenticity; but its interest is unqueatk.r'sbie.  
No such suspicion attaches to the Vida of Alonso de Contreras,  
first published in 0899; this out-at-elbows soldier faithfully  
records bow he became a knight of the Order of Santiago, how he  
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broke all the Commandments, how he found himself stranded in  
Madrid, how his line air captivated Lope de Vega, who bossed  
him for eight months and dedicated to him a pay entitled R'y sin  
reiao, sad how the ereaptain ended by." resolving to retire to a  

lonely spot and theme serve God as hermit." Every convention  

of the picaresque novel is faithfully observed, and the incidents  

are no doubt substaalialy true, though Cοntrems, like meat  
converts, judges his own past with unnecessary harshness. This  

subtle form of vanity also pervades lb. Comenlarios dod dcses-
gaAado do st miss, of Diego duque de Estrada, a rakish soldier  
and inferior dramatist whom autobiography (begun in 1614 and  
continued at intervals during many years) was net punted till  
1860. A far higher order of talent distinguishes the Capilulaci.  
ores de la side de in corky elides entrd csides is die, a bitterly  
unsparing review of picaresque life written by the greet satirist  
Francisco Goneade Qucvedo y Viliegaa (e s.). These thumbnail  
sketches were the preparatory studies worked upinto the more  
elaborate Vida del bused& Don Peblos (ι626), the cleverest and  
most revolting book of its class. There is no attempt to scare  
the wicked by means of awful examples; the rOnl lessen is con•  
temptoously thrown aside; the veil of romance is rent in twain,  
and the pkarσ—the nephew of the publiceaeεutiοnα—is revealed  
as he is, gloating in cruelty and revelling in the conadous enjoy.  
meat of crime. But though Quevedo detests mankind, his  
morose vision of existence rarely degenerates into caricature.  
In his repugnant, misanthropic masterpiece the sordid genius  
of the Spanish * mice n finds absolute expression. Nothing  
further remained to be donelnihemaueroi realism; henceforth  
the taste for picar'rsque novels grew less keen, and later miters  
unconsciously began tο humanist their personages.  

The Varna forlirno del seldedo PI'daro (1626) added nothing  
to the established reputation of Gonselo Clspedes y Menses.  
A clever anonymous story, Dos Raia$wadod e*lreknidο (1627),  
missed fire, even though it was ittribitted to Quevedo; .yet the  
author, Diego Tovar y Vxlderrama, compiled a sprightly diary  
of the events which make ups piuroon'serowded day, and failed  
solely because the interest in rogues was waning.. Other writers  
of undoubted gifts were slow to see that the fashion had changed.  
Alonso de Castillo Soldr,aiso (q.s.) tempted the public with three  
picaresque stories published in quick succession: Le Nf$e de l..  
cmbuI's, Tense do Mesan ιιaιυ (1634), the Asadωσsdd BechiLa  
Tie pesa (1637) and a sequel tο the latter entitled La Gardue° de  
Scsilla (1642). Clever as Castillo Sol ό rsano's stories are, their  
tricky hers and heroines were no longer welcomed with the old  
enthusiasm in Spain; the Beckiller Trspasc was destined to be  
continued by Mateo des Silva Cabral in Portugal and to be ex-
Qlο ited by Le Sage in France, and to these two accidents it o.iws  
its survival. Le Sage likewise utilised in Gil Bien episodes taken  
from El Sisk pilagdrie (1644), the work of Antonio En ń ques  
G6mex (q.,); but most of El Sίglσ pi(aadriw is in verse, and as it  
was published at Paris by an exiled Portuguese Jew, its drea-
ktion in Spain must have been limited. The normal primitive  
rogue returns to the scene in La Vida y heck*s de Erkb#snilJo  
60usd/jr  (ι  46),whichisnodoubtthegenuineautobiographythat  
it purports to be. if he is still occasionally read by students he  
owes it to the fact that Le Sage drew upon him in the Hisloira  
d Εslesandle Gonsdles. By the general public he is completely  
forgotten, and the same may be said of many subsequent Spanish  
writers who adopted the picaresque formula. The 8ma", is the  
last great book of its kind.  

Meanwhile, the rogue had forced his way into other European  
literatures. The Antwerp continuation (W5es) of Lmeriik de  
Tereus brought the original to the notice of northern readers,  
and this first part was translated into French by  Juan Saugrsin  
in ι 56χ. A Dutch version was issued anonymously in 1579,  and  
it seems extremely likely that the book bad beeaitrenslated  into 
English before this date. This follows from a manuscript note  
written by Gabriel Harvey ins copy of the Dewfedass given him  
by Edmund Spenser; Harvey here mentions that he had received  
the Howleglats, Skoggin, Skelt οπ and Lasarilln from Spencer on  
the aoth of December 1578. The earliest known edition of  
David Rowland's version of Ls4aillσ do Tenses is dated 1586,  

but as a licence to print a ts*mlatici' of this tale was granted on  
the sand of July 156811569, It Is probable that a 1576 ei'tioa'  
which appears in the Harieien Catalogue really existed.  
Numerous reprints ('599, 4639, 5669-1670, 1672, 1677) go to  
prove that Leterille do l'eames was very populsr, and that  
Shakespeare had read it seem to follow from en allusion  fo 
Μńc"  Ado aNNai NWtkisg (Act. It., sc. i.): " Now you strike like  
the blind man; 't was the boy that stole your meat, said you will  
bit the pasty To Thomas Nash belongathe credit, such as it is,  
of being the first to write a picaresque novel (n English: Teo  
Unfa/aade Trawler; or ike 1.4e 0/ Jack Wilton (1594). Nash  
carefully poists out that his work is a new e τperimeπt, " being  
a dune different vein from other my termeroenaea of welting ";  
the only possible Spanish model that he can have had was  
Lanwillo de Tormes, but he has nothing of his predecessor's  
sardonic brevity, and hc anticipates Liter Spanish writers by his  
emphatic insistence on the pleasures of eating and drinking to  
repletion. Nash led the way, and a reference to "Spanish  
picksroea" in Middieion's Spanish Gi$i' indicates that tie  
piuroon type had speedily become familiar enough for Landon  
playgαη to understand the reference. Interest in picaresque  
literature was kept alive in England by a translation (16aa) of a  
sequel toLesanilk de T.raes published at Paris two yeasxcadler  
by Juan de Luna, who came to London to supervise the English  
rendering; by James Mabbe's admirable version (c622) of  
Canards de Ai/eranhe; by The Sow of the Rogue or the Pitilic Τkief  
(1638), an anonymous translation, done through the French, of  
La desordennada cadicia; and by another anonymous translation  
(t657), likewise done through the French, of Quevedo'a 8m".,.  
The result of this campaign was Ti.' &gelid* Rogue dcsmbd is  
lhe Lψ of Mcvilon LWrooii, a Willy Exfrewgasl (4665), by Richard  
Head and Francis Kirkman. The authors of this farrago insist  
on the English nationality of their chief char κΡter, and repudiate  
the ids that they are in any way indebted to Alemin and  
Quevedo. It Is no exaggeration, ńοwever, to say that simoat  
all the material in the text is taken from Spanish sources, and  
even the thieves' vocabulary Is stolen from John Awdeley's  
Fm.ieriiily' of Vacπbondετ or Thomas Harmasi's Cαs ιl, or  
Warning for Common Cassefors, 1t is not till Defoe's time that  
the English picaresque novel acquires any real Importance,  
and the picaresque intention informs much of his work that  
contravenes the accepted rules of composition. There is a  
female pkaroon in Hell Flanders, and, as Defoe read Spanish, it  
is conceivable that Moll Flanders was suggested by the Ptrera  
Justine; but this reseniblance does not mask a picaresque novel  
of ΜΜ ' Flanders. The satirical spirit which is lacking in Mall  
Flanders is abundantly present' in Colonel Jack, which bravely  
aims at exhibiting "vice and all kinds of wickedness attended  
with misery." Henceforward the picaroon is natisralised  in 
English literatute, and is gloriously reincarnated in Fielding's  
Joswilkan Wild and in Smolleti's Ferdinand, Coast Felkoa  
The classification of Sterne's Tristram .Shandy and Morier'a Hajji  
Babe as ,picaresque novels is not strictly accurate; like  
Pi'kwihh and Olmi Twist and Barry Lyadks, they are rather  
varieties of the peripatetic reel, but many incidents in all bye  
recall the pleasing wiles of the Spanish picaroons.  

The Dutch transition of Lawriflo de Twma (1579) did not  
enable the picuesquc novel to strike root in Holland, yet from  
it is derived one n( the bat Dutch comedies, De Spaesac&e  
&abeiider Jorolime (1616) of Qerbeand Bredero. A German  
translation of Gssasda de Al/erode was published by Aegidius  
Alberitnus in leis; both Laxarili. and Ri'Wowde y Canladili.  
were translated by Niclas Ulenhert in η16, and in 2627 there  
appeared an anonymous version of the Pieria Justine. The  
Spanish tradition was followed by Merlin Frewden in a nn-
tinuation ( τ6s6) of Gwsmdie de Alforache, but the only original  
pkareique novel of real value in German is Grimmelhausesi'a  
SimplICissiIικs. Theaeempttoacclimatize the pk. esgyeneed  
in Italy faded completely. Barezg,o Bare.ui translated Gιιese&  
de 41/ echo, Iowa 'iio de Tense, and the Plasm Jentiers in ιbo6,  
1622 and 1624 respectively, and Giovanni Pietro Renee did the  
Bssda into Itali»Y is 1634;  butihere was no important native  

^  
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M,opeieΜ. The same may be isid if Portugal; for though  
Silva Cibnal's coeitmiiaiion of the Bachiiler Twpaea is celled  
the mast mmaιkable of Portuguese picareaque romances, it is  
sigalδεsaι that O piriki/ho de Cordasa remains in manuscript.  

The ease was very different in France, where pictures of low  
life bad always found admirers. The inn teaxialatimi of Lisa-
,.de Tames appeared, as already noted, at Paths in ΤΖό ι; the  
isst tranhtien of the font part of Gesmds di Alfarscb was  
issued there by Gabriel Chappuis in T'ce, and the dictator  
Chapeain deigned to translate both parts in ψιq-τόao; the Γιrst  
ttaMlation of the Nosefas ήasιµwv ι was published at Faris in,  
ιΡόa8 by Retest and d'Aiidigiuer ;  and French translations  of 
Mates de O δrgda, of La Desardesade eedicia, of the Beams and  
of the Pica,. Justin were printed in 1618, din, ιό" and ι635  
vespecLiveiy. Seism this series of tranaailons was completed  
Charles Sorel remelted in P,dsci.s ( ιό ss) "the comic mishaps  
which befall evil-doers," invoking the common escma that it  
is 

 
"lawful tο find Measure at their expense." Many of the  

episodes in Praerion are picaresque In tone, but υnfortutateΙγ  
Semi wanders from his subject, and devote no small past of his  
book ιο satirising literary men who, though fribbb or paupers,  
are in no sense picaroons. The legitimate Spanish tradition is  
followed mars closely and with much more ability by Paul  
Scaivon in the Rees cιm,gwe (1651), in which boeseplay is  
medominatt. The framework may have been suggested by  
Agustfn de Rojas or Quevedo, both of whom introduces strolling  
company, and such characters as i iandre, kngelque de l'Rteile  
sad Ragatin might be found in any average .m des picoe κa.  
Sεanron frankly nentiom Cauilko Soldezano's Gerdriga di S'Wlk  

in his test, and his PrIwsi$bim iaaIlk and Las Bypaerilis are  
convladtg proofs of clos study of Spanish picaresque uo λΡa:  
the PrdωΡstiaw muffle is taken from Ges ιirds de AIjomc&, and  
La By$ sires is merely s translation of Saias Biabadillo's  
Bits  di Cd'dma The Reams b.srge.& ('666) of Antoine  
FStetlire is generally described sea picuesque novel, but this  
Inve(vea a new definition of the adjective; the Reaits bne'gs.is  
includes some portraits and more sting which stem suggested  
by picaresque reading, but it is coaeisned with the foibles of  
the middle clue ether than with the sly devices of common  

1 Spanish 

 

plcaxvoei five again In Gil Bias, 'them, with  a 
destait), sliest rarer than Original genius, a mister of literary  
inasdpilatlon lines materials un.utbed fives 
stenilogly worthless Spanish gwrtks. Gιil Blυ Υ 

forgotten 
 of  

the gentler, suimkr Fre*ch spirit; like Beaumud'ab' Figaro he 
 i t Sραιι ιrd ban, teased sad buminlied in Paris, and these  

two are the only plcaooua whore rein dve refinement lays not  
been gained at the cost of ver imilkeds Hut the old original  
scomadrel was sot yet ertint: in the Interval between the appear  
m^ci of the Deride de StaiNs and the MariIgi de Fagg. Remit  
de le Deer m ιe produced a sequel ( ι776) to the Dineen--t sequel  
ιο  dull as to be welIπigh unrndable. The untamed Spanish  
rogue had become impssible towards the end of the t8ih cen-
tury: In the 19th he we deliberately rejected when TbfcpIille  
Gander wrote his C.piteiss P,ac'sss. Yet Gentler conscien-
tinily provides a Spanish atmosphere; the pseaolstges have  
Spanish mums; the bile has a Spanish Inεriptiοn; the hest  
speaks French wish a Spanish accestt Villombreves parts irons  
the marquis with a Spanish formula: " bra i vue tπ mem.d  
le mono, caballero." CapNsiw Prim is the lest Important  
book which centime the nicare qua tradition. The pesibSIIks  
of picarsque fiction can never be exhausted while human nature  
is unchanged. Pereda (qs.) In Pubs Sdtrbs (ι884) touches  
the old theme with the accent of modernity. It may he that  
instead of one continuous s tale, Imemιpted by episodical  
digτeadmri the pkaresque fiction of the future will take the form  
of short stone, ledependent of one another; but this would be  
nothing more than a eοπveniεή  mechanical device, a readjust-
meht of mans to ends  

Bmnioornuv.—Fraak W.NsliI' Chemise, Ra.ams  
pt i. (f4w York, ι8gq); Fenger De Hence, des Oxide qf eke 
g/aί s leech Ρiareκs is Spe's (The  York. ι ggl) 
Ι.aυκΓ. Des ask 	uι Sekdarr σmen, 	se* nexus (Stuttgart,  

ι889)( H. Beeler Clarke. "The Spann R 	cry " ii' Shales is  
Ew ιριeπ Likr οPoκ (Oxford, tguo); A. Se ultheiss, Der Sddsus-
rones der Spann end tens Nahiddengen (Hamburg, 1891);  
F. ]. Garriga. Es:adio de is nowlο piwres s (Madrid, 1890; F. M.  
Warren, Heriovy of Ate Hord prniot ο s ro lb. Sesenkn ι4 Crslwy (New  

York, rθq^); H. K Gaτdl ιehk des frassd mche ιΡι Reams. 
ins ir. ldrh'mdel 	and Lń psig, 'Spi); Αrν8de harlot,

Les gums d'^ne ' in the 	des dens arcades, vol. hxxsv.  

(88g
., 1888); A MoR Ι Patio. ιdιτ jar C Στ$aφe (y you, Paή s. 

904). A. F: K.)  
PICATUIIR, the name in Florida and Louisiana of the Spanish  

halt-real, - ^} οf a dollar, 6} cents. and hence used of the United  
State ς cent piece. The French picailion ,  from which the cord  
was adapted In America, was an old copper coin of Piedmont.  
Its origin is doubtful, but is possibly related t ο the Ιτaliρn pi cdo,  
little, small. In America the word ί  :used of anything trilling,  
petty, mean or contemptible.  

PICCANIB11T. or l'xcxrsemrrv, a word applied originally by  
the negroes of the West Indies to their babies. Ic is adapted  
either ftom Span. ptqirein, small, or Port. teenmine, very small.  
The word spread with the slave trade to America, and has since  
been adopted in Australia and in South Africa.  

i ΚΧΙΝINO, lfIcc01A (1386- τµ4), Ιιaliαη αιΡιdoitie ι, been at  
Perugia, was the son of a butcher. He began his military career  
in the service of Braedo des Manton, who at that time was  
waging war against Perugia on his own account; and at the death  
of his chief, shortly followed by that of the letter's son Oddo,  
neckline became leader of Βracclo's condone. Aber serving  
to a short period under the Florentine Republic,. he went over to  
Fdippo Maria Visconti, duke of Milan (1425), in whose aervke  
together with Νlccοlό  Fortebruccio he fought in the wan against  
the league of lope Eugenius IV., Venice and Florence. Me  
defeated the papal force, at Centel Bolognese (1434), but another  

army under Francesco Sierra having defeated and killed
Foe·tebracclo at Piordimonte, Pkcfnino was left in sole command,  
and in a series of campaigns against Storss he seised a number  
of cities in Romagna by treachery. In 1 439 he again fought In  
Lombardy with varying success against Stotsa, who had now  
entered the Venetian service. neckline then induced the duke  
of Milan to send him to Umbria, where he hoped, like a many  
other aondenieτi, to carve outs dominion for himself. Mc  was 
defeated by Sforsa at Anghiari (14.40), but although a number of  
his men were taken pι jsonera they were at once liberated, as  
was usually done In wars waged by soldiers of fortune. Again  
the war shifted to Lombardy, and Plcciksieo, having defeated  
and surrounded Sfoeza at blartlnengo, demanded of the vi κonti  
the lordship of ?incense as the pace of Sfοtza's capture. The  
duke by way of reply concluded a truce with Sforna; but the  
latter, who, while professing t ο defend the Papal States, had  
established his own power In the Marche, aroused the fears of  
the pope and the king of Naples. is well as of the v*scont!, who  
gave the commend of their joint forces to ?lcdnino. Sterna  

was driven from the Marche, but detested Piccinino at Monte-
lauro, and while the latter was preparing fora desperate effort  
against Sforza he was suddenly recalled to Milan, his army was  
beaten in his absence, and he died of grief and of his wounds in  
1444. Short of stature, lame and in weak health, he was brave  
to the point of foolhardiness, wonderfully resourceful, and never  
overwhelmed by defeat. Mr was cruel and treacherous, and  
had no aim beyond his owe aggrandizement. Piccinino left two  
sons, Jarupo and Fnaneese°, both distinguiabed coadoUleri  

Apicd account of Piccinino is contained in vol. iii. of E. Ricott'a's  
Shona de& eanpπ ι dl seahar (Turin, '845); G. B. Poggio Visa 
di  Pic'Oiine^αin^se (Venice. me . 1575); e e the general leanest el the  

1PIOEΙM111, 660001k (ηs8-τiοο), /taóan mode! aomροιω,  
was born at Bad om the roth of January X728. He was  

educated under Leo and Dvrsnte, at the Camervatorfo  
di Sant' Οnοt iο In Naples. For this' Pfecinni bad to thank  
the intervention of the bishop of Bat, his 'ether, although  
himself a musician, being opposed to his son's following  
a musks! caner. Rh first opera, Le Denise dispdisse,  

was produced in 1735,  aid in 1760 he composed, at Rome  
the chef ‚mi of his'snly life, Le Catechise, uufe 1  bsusi 
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Figliwsla , an opera baja which attained a &umpet o sucaes. Six  
years after this Pkcinnl was invited by Queen Mane Antoinette  
tο Paris. He had married in 1756 his pupil Vincenzo Sibilla, a  
singer, whom he never ailowod after her marriage to appear on the  
stage. All his next works were successlul; but, unhappily, the  
directors of the Grand Opbra conceived the mad idea of deliber-
ately opposing him to Gluck, by persuading the two composers to  
treat the same subject—Ipkigenie is Tawide—simultaneously.  
The Parisian public now divided itself into two rival parties,  
which, under the names of Gluckista and Piccinnists, carried  
on an unworthy and disgraceful war. Gluck's masterly Ipki-  
gt'nw was first produced on the 18th of May 1 779. liccinni's  
Ipkigh& followed on the s3rd of January 1781, and, though  
performed seventeen times, was afterwards consigned t ο oblivion.  
The fury of the rival parties continued unabated, even slier  
Cluck's departure from Paris in 178 ο; and an attempt au after-
wards made to inaugurate a new rivalry with Sacchini. Still,  

Piccinni held a good position, and on the death of Gluck, in 1787,  
proposed that a public monument should be erected to his  
memory—a suggestion which the Gluckists themselves declined  
to support. In 1 784 Piccinni was professor at the Royal School of  
Music, one of the institutions from which the Conservatoire was  
formed in 1794. On the breaking out of the Revolution in 1789  
Piccinni returnedto Naples, where he was at first well received by  
King Ferdinand IV.; but the marriage of his daughter to a  
French democrat brought him into irretrievable disgrace. For  
nine years after this he maintained a precarious existence in  
Venice, Naples and Rome; but he returned in 1798 to Paris,  
where the fickle public received him with enthusiasm, but left  

him to starve. He died at Pussy, near Paris, on the 7th of May  
1boo. After his death a memorial tablet was set up in the house  
in which he was born at Bari.  

The most complete list olr his works is that given in the  
Rieisla musicale iloliana, viii. 7$. He produced over eighty  
operas, but although his later work shows the influence of  
the French and German stage, he belongs to the conventional  
Italian school of the 18th century.  

See also P. L. Giiguend, Nolice sw Is fie et lee oueruses de NIcdc  

Piceinni (Paris, 1801): E. Demoirestcrres. La Mussqwf rdIsfasse au  
:8' allele Gluck it Pieclswd ,7yq- ι8οο (Parii ι87ι).  

PICCOLO (Fr. pilafs /file oclase; Ger. PickelJflfe; Ital. joule  
piccolo or ol'eaiuw), a small flute of less than half the dimensions  
of the large concert flute and pitched as octave higher. The  
principles of construction and the acoustic properties are the  
same for the piccolo as for the flute, with the exception that the  
piccolo does not contain the additional tall-piece with the extra  
low keys, which give the flute its extended compass. As the  
pitch of the piccolo is so high, the highest of all orchestral instru-
ments with the exception of a few harmonics on the violin, the  
music for it is written an octave lower than the real sounds in  
order to avoid the ledger lines. The piccolo has been used with  
good effect in imitating the whistling of the wind in storms, as in  
Beethoven's Paslrral Symphony, Wagner's Flying Du&hmon,  
and in conjunction with the violins in lrcmolο to depict the rust-
ling of the leaves in the breeze, as in the " Waldweben' 1  in  
Siegfried Verdi employed it to advantage in FeklaJ as a comic  
agent in humorous situations. The piccolo is ge υerally in I),  
sometimes in Eb or F. (K. S.)  

PICCOLOMIIII, the name of an Italian noble family, which  
was prominent in Siena (q.s.) from the beginning of the 13th  
century onwards. In 1220 L• nghelberto d'Ugo Piccolomini  
received thebef of Mootertari in Val d'Orcia from the emperor  
Frederick II. as a reward for services rendered. The family  
acquired houses and towers in Siena and mules in the r εppblic'α  
territory, including Menton and Castiglione, the latter they sold  
to the commune in 1321. They obtained great wealth through  
trade, and established counting-houses in Genoa, Venice,  
Aquileie, Trieste, and in various cities of France and Germany.  
Supporters of the Guelph cause in the civil broils by which Siena  
was torn, they were driven from the city in the time of Manfred  
and their houses demolished; they returned in triumph after  
the Angevin victories, were expelled once more during the brief  

reign of Conradin, and igila retuned ιο Sims with the b4  
of Chutes of Anjou. But through their riotous political activity  
the Piccolomuni lost their commercial influence, which passed  
into the bends of the Florentines, although they retained their  

palaces, castles and about twenty f efs, some of which were in  
the territory of Amalfi and of great extent. Meny members of  
the house were diatingulahed οεclαir tics, generals and statesmes  
in Sang and elsewhere; two of them were popes, pis. Aesess 

 Silvius Piccoiomlnl (Pius 41., q,.) and Frinceaco Pitcolombii  
(Pius I1L, g.e.).  

See Richter, Die Ρiwd οmfiιi (Berlin, 1ty4); A. Lisini sad A.  
Libmati, ‚41 ‚d/o ρααωεδa Pwwksflsl (Sims, tine); sad  
articles by A. Lisini in the Μf s'Laιeα sluice mares, Yd series  
ta, and 4th series, t7 and 189.  

PICCOLOMHII. OCI'AVIO. Pltn.ce (t599-1656), duke et  
Amalfi, Austrian general, was born on the a nth of N ονesnbe ι 979  
in Florence, end carried spike iii the Span sh service at the age  
of sixteen. Two years taint, on the outbreak of the Thirty  
Yeats' War in Bohemia, be was appointed a captain in cavalry  
regiment sent by the grand duke of Tuscany to the emperor's  
army, and be fought with some distinction under Bucquoy at  
the Weisser Berg and in Hungery. In 1624 he saved for  s 
short tine in the Spanish army and then ns lieule πent-colomd  
of Pappenbein's cuirassier regiment in the was in the Milanese.  
In :627 he re-entered the Imperial service as colonel and captain  
of the lifeguard of Walknstcaa, duke d Friedland. In this  
capacity he soon fell into disgrace for practising extortion at  
Stergard in Pomerania, but his adroitness secured bias, alter so  
long interval, the rank of "colonel ci house and foot." About  

this time the appointment of his younger brother to the arch-
bishopric of Hens secured him a position of influence in the  
diplomatic world. Diplomatic talent was indeed almost the  
birthright of a member of an Dalian family, that bad seen two  
of its members occupying the papal chair, and Wellenstein freely  
made use of his subordinate's capacity for uiegotlsiioo and  

intrigue. In the eveols of the Mantuan Wu Piccolomini tmb a  
prominent port is the dual mi, of the subtle diplomatist and the  
plundering soldier of fortune. At this moment came the iisvasioe  
of Germany by Gustavus Adolphus. liecolomini was interned  

at Ferrara as a hostage for the ratification of a treaty, but he  
added his wice to the general call for Wellenstein's re ιρpοint-
teent as commander-in-chief. He ass not, between, included in  

the list of promotions that followed the duke's reappearance,  

and he served under Genera! Holk, an o6ιc r brought in from the  
Danish service, in the preliminary operations end in the heat*  
of Lttaen. His ambition was gratified when, on reeding the  

officid report of the battle, the emperor made him a general.  
fddw.ckliaeigo'. At the eame time, howevcr, Ibis was crested 

 a field marshal at Walleostein's instance, much to his rival's  
chagrin. In the campilgn ci 2633 Piaoiomini held the commend  
of an important detachment posted at Κδniggrlitι to bar tie  
enemy's advance from S ίksia into Bohemia. History repotted  
itself cc the same ground in ι756, 1778 and r866; in the brat of  
these cases it was a Plecolomini, grand-nephew of Octavio, who  
commanded the Augriaisa; in the lest the victorious Prussians  
passed over the estate of Nuhod, which titer 1635 was a heredi-
tary possession of •the family, In May Wallemtein entered  
Skein with the mein army with the unavowed object of compel-
ling or persuading the electors of Brandenburg end Sazony to  
make common cause with the emperor against the Sweden  
Piccoloinini was with him, and, disapproving of the duke's 

 policy, joined in a. military conspiracy, out of which grew the  
drama that ended with the murder of Wellenstein on the ι5ab  
of February 1634.  Piccolomini's awn part in the tragedy bas  
been set forth for. all time in the pages of Schiller's Walkssl'is.  
His reward was his marshal's baton, soo,000 gulden and the  
beautiful estate of Nachod in the Ritaingebirge.  

He was Wallenstein's pupil as well is his slayer, end bad  
learned the art Of war from that master. On the 5tb- δtń  of  
September in the same year he distinguished himself amongst  
the foremost in the great victory of NSrdlingen. He soon law  
the necessity for following out the lines of military policy hid  
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down by the duke, but neither he nor Gallas, the new lieutenant.  
general of the emperor, possessed the capacity for carrying it  
eat, and the war dragged on year after year. Piccolomini was  
In 1635 awed with a Spanish army, and bitterly complained that  
their sloth and caution marred every scheme that he formed.  

In 1638 he was made a count of the empire, and in 1639, having  
been fortunate enough to win a grit victory over the French  
(relief of Thionville, July 7, 1639), he was rewarded with the  
of8ca of privy councillor from the emperor and with the dukedom  
of Amalfi from the king of Spain. But Instead of being appointed,  
as he hoped, GaMma successor, he was called in to act as ad Was  
to the Archduke Leopold Wilhelm, with whom he was defehted  
in the second battle of Breitenfeld in eke. After this he spent  
some years in the Spanish service and received as his reward the  
title of grandee and the order of the Golden Fleece. Some years  
Ater, having re-entered the Imperial army, he was again din•  
appointed of the chief command by the selection of the brave  
veteran Peter Melander, Count Holzapfel. But when in ι648  
Melander fell in battle at Zusmarahausen, Piccolomini was at  
last appointed lieutenant-general of the emperor, and thus con-
ducted as generalissimo the final campaign Of the weary and  
desultory Thirty Years' War. Three days after the commission  
for executing the pace had finished its labours, the emperor  
addressed a letter of thanks "to the Prince Piccolomini, ' and  
awarded him a gift of 114,566 gulden. Piccolomini died on the  
tub of August 1656. He left no children (his only son Josef  
Silvio, the "Max"  of Schiller's lVaiieaslcin, was murdered by  
the Swedes after the battle of Jankau in 1645), and his titles and  
estates passed to his brother's son. With the death of the letter's 

 nephew Octavio Aeneas Josef in 1757, the line became extinct.  
PiOBNB. Ci,H,,, a hydrocarbon found in the pkchy residue  

obtained in the distillation of peat.tar απd of petroleum. This  
Is distilled to dryness and the distillate repeatedly recrystallized  
from cymene. It may be synthetically prepared by the action  
of anhydrous aluminium chloride on a mixture of naphthalene  
and ethylene dibromide (R. Lespieau, Ball. see. cur., 1891,  
(3), 6, p. 238), or by distilling e-dinaphthostilbene (T. Him, Br, ,  
1899, 32, P. 3341). It crystallizes in large colourless plates  
which possess a blue fluorescence !t is soluble in concentrated  
sulphuric acid with a green colour. Chromic acid in glacial  
acetic add solution oxidizes it to picene-quinone, picene-quinone  
carboxylic add, απd finally to phthalic add. When heated with  
hydriodic acid and phosphorus it forms hydrides of composition  
C,,H,, and Calls, (see E. Βambetger and F. 1). Chattaway, Α nn.,  
1895, 284, P. 6 ι).  

PICBNUM, a district of ancient Italy, altu*ted between the  
Apennines and the Adriatic, bounded Ν. by the Senones and S  
by the Vestinl. The inhabitants were, according to tradition.  
an ogshοοι of the Sabine. Strabo (v. 4. t) gives the story of  
their migration, led by a woodpecker (picsss), a bird sacred to  
tars, from which they derived their name Picentini (d Dion  
Hal. i. 54, 5), just as the nimbi derived theirs from  kτρws, a 
wolf. The district was conquered by the Romans early in the  
3rd century s.c. and the whole territory was divided up among  
Latin-sρeakίηg settlers by the Lax Flaminia in 232 i.e. Hence  
we have very scanty records of any non-Latin Language that may  
have been spoken in the district before the 3rd century. Besides  
the problematic inscriptions from Bemonte, Nerto and Cup*  
Maritime (see Sasxtuc), we have one or two Latin inscriptions  
(probably of the and or even the 1st century ac.) which contain  
certain forms showing a distinct affinity with the dialect of  
Iguviam (ci the name ΡοΙdι= Latin Ρσcidί)). Hence there  
seems some ground for believing that the population which the  
Romans dispossessed, or held in subjection, rally spoke a dialect  
very much like that of their neighbours in Umbria.  

For insτiρtions, see R. S. Conway. The heir Diokci,, y. 449.  
where the place-names and personal mimes of the district will  
also be found; we fuither. Livy, £f'it. ay.; B. V. head. Huisesd  
swΙΙΟraw, R 1 9. (R.5 C )  

It was in Picenum, at Ascvinm, that the Social War broke eel  
ha 90  ac. At the end of the war the district became connected  
with Fbmpeiiai Straba and his eon Pompey the Great threw  Leto  

the seek on the side of Sulfa, in 83 s.c., all the influence he  
possessed there, and hoped to mike it a base against Caesar's  
legions in 49 s.c. Under Augustus it formed the fifth region of  
Italy, and included twenty-three independent communities, of  
which five, Ancona, Firmum, Asculum, Hadria and interamnia,  
were colonist. It was reached from Rome by the Via Salsas,  
and its branch the Via Caecilia. It was also on a branch leading  
from the Via Flaminia at Nucerie Camellaria to Septempeda.  
There were also communications from north to south; a road led  
from Asculum to Urbs Salvia and Ancona, another from Asculum  
and Firmum and the coat, another from Urbs Salvia to Potentia,  
while finally along the whole line of the coast there ran a  
prolongation of the Via Flaminia, the name of which is not  
known to us.  

At the end of the and century a.σ. the north-eastern portion  
of Umbń a was divided from the rest and acquired the name  
Flaminis, from the high road. For the time it remained united  
with Umbria for administrative purposes, but passed to Plenum  
at latest in the time of Constantine, and acquired the name of  
Fkarjnie d Prem'vi Arnw,wrium, the main portion of Picenum  
being distinguished as Suburblarium. In an inscription of ao.  
399 Ravenna is actusily spoken of as the chief town of Picenum.  
When the exarchate of Ravenna was founded the part of Pice-
num Amtonarium near the sea became the Pentapolis Maritime,  
which included the five cities of Ań minum, Pisaurum, Fanum  
Fortune, Sent Gallia and Ancona. The exarchate was seized  
by Luitpsand in 727, and Ravenna itself was taken by Aistulf  
in 752. In the next year, however, the Emperor Pippin took  
it from him and handed it over to the pope, a grail confirmed by  
his son Charlemagne. (T AS.)  

ΡICΗΕΟBυ, CΗΑRLfIB (1761-1804). French general, was born  
at Arboia, or, according to Charles Νοd e , at Les Planches, near  
Loris-le-Saulnier, on the ι ό th of February 5761. His father was  a 
labourer, but the friars of Arbois gave the boy a good education,  
and one of his masters, the Pere Partault, took him to the military  
achool of Brienne. In 1783 he entered the first regiment of  
artillery, where be rapidly rose to the tank of adjutant-sub-
lieutenant. When the Revolution began he became leader of  
the Jacobin party in Besan ςοn, end when a regiment of volun-
teers of the department of the Gard marched through the pity  
he was elected lieutenant-colonel. The fine condition of his  
regiment was soon remarked in the army of the Rhine, and his  
organising ability was made use of by an appointment on the  
stag, and finally by his promotion to the rank of general of  
brigade. In 1793 Carrot απd Saint Just were sent to find  
roleeser generals who could be successful, Cannot discovered  
Jourdan, and Saint Just discovered Hoehe and Pkhegru. Io  

cο-operation with Hache and the army of the Moselle, Pichegra,  
now general of division and in command of the army of the Rhine,  
had to reconquer Alsace  and to reorganize the disheartened  
troops of the republic. They succeeded, Pichegru made use of  
the Ban of his soldiers to tin innumerable small engagements,  
and with Hoche forced the lines of Haguenau and relieved  
Landau. In December 1793 Hoche was arrested, it is said.  
owing in part to his colleague's machinations, απd Pichegru  
became commander-in-chief of the army of the Rhine-and-
Moselle, whence he was summoned to succeed Jourdan in the  
army of the North in February 1794. It was now that he fought  
his three great campaigns of one year. The English and Austrisns  
held a strong position along the Samba to the see. After 

 vainly attempting to break the Austrian centre, Pkhegru  
suddenly turned their left, and defeated Clerfayt at Cased,  
Nome απd Courtrai, while Moreau, his second in command,  
defeated Coburg at Tourcobng in May 1794; then after a pause,  
during which Pichegru feigned to besiege Ypres, he again dashed  
at Clerfayt and defeated him at Rousselaer and Hooglede, while  
Jourdan came up with the new army of the Sambre-and-Meuse,  
and utterly touted the Austrlans ace Fleurus on the 27th of June  
1794. Pichegrn began his second campaign by crossing the  
Meitse on the. 18th of October. and allot taking Nijmwegen  
drove the Austrians beyond the Rhine. Then, instead of going  
iato wiltee-qua ιtets, be peqiszed his army for a winter  
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campaign. On the 28th of December he crossed the Μeuse sπ the  
ice, and stormed the Island of Bommel, then crossed the Waal  
in the same manner, and, driving the English before him, entered  
Utrecht on the 19th of January, and Amsterdam on the 20th  
of January, and soon occupied the whole of Holland. This  
grand feat of arms was marked by many points of interest,  
such as the capture of the Dutch ships, which were frozen in  
the Helder, by be French hussars, and the splendid discipline  
of the ragged battalions in Amsterdam, who, with the ń chest  
city of the continent to Back, yet behaved with a sell-restrauit  
which few revolutionary and Napoleonic armies attained. The  
former friend of Saint Just now offered his services to the  
Thermidorians, and alter receiving from the Convention the  
title of " Sauveur de la Paine." subdued the soss-cidc'les  of 
Paris, when they rose in insurrection against the Convention on  
12 Germinal (April  i).  Pichegru then took command of the  
armies of the North, the Sambre-and-Mein, and the Rhine, and  
crossing the Rhine in force took Mannheim in May 1795. When  
his dame was at its height he allowed his colleague Jourdan ιο be  
beaten, betrayed all his clans to the enemy, and took part in  
organizing a conspiracy for the return of Louis XVI ΙΙ., in which  
he was to play, for his own aggrandizement, the part that Monk  
played from higher motives in the English revolution. His  
inIrigucs were suspected, and when he offered his resignation to  
the Directory in October 1795 it was to his surprise promptly  

accepted He retired in disgrace, but hoped to serve the royalist  
cause by securing his election to the Council of Five Hundred in  
May 1797.  He was there the royalist leader, and planned a  
mme, d'iter, but on the 18th Fructidor he was arrested, and with  
fourteen others deported to Cayenne in 5797. Escaping, he  
reached London in 1 798, and served on General Korsakov's staff  

in the campaign of 1799. Ηe went to Paris in August 1803 with  
Georges Cadoudal to head a royalist rising against Napoleon;  
but, betrayed by * friend, he was arrested on the 28th of  
February 1804, and on the 15th of April was found strangled  
in prison. It bas often been asserted that he was murdered by  
the orders of Napoleon, but there is no foundation for the story.  

Pichegru's campaigns of 1794 are marked by traits of an  
audacious genius which would not have disgraced Napoleon.  
His tremendous physical strength, the personal ascendancy he  
gained by this and by his powers of command made him a  
peculiarly formidable opponent, and thus enabled him to main•  
tam a discipline which guaranteed the punctual execution of his  
orders. He had elm, strangely enough, the power of captivating  
honest men like Moreau. He (lettered in turn Saint Just and  
the Terrorists, the Thermidorians and the Directors, and played  
always for his own hand—a strange egoist who rose to fame as  
the feeder of an idealist αnd sentimental crusade.  

There is no really good lift of rchegre 	the best is  
J M. Gassicr's Vα du gl,ii,d Pwbggra (Pans. ι8 ). For hii  
treason, trial and death, consult Μ untgaillard., Mlmmr's coa(eraaaae  
La irabruon de Piheg ιιι (1804); Fauche-Boeel's Y'mo σΡeι: Savory.  
MΣmoιιeτ sir la mom de Pi'hqn' (Paris, 1825), arid G. Ρierret.  
Pultegrv, roe prods el so meet (1826).  

PICHLER, KAROLdNE ( ι 769-1843),  Austrian mνelist, was  
born at Vienna on the 7th of September 2769, the daughter of  
Hofrat Franz von Greiner, and married, in 1796, Andreas Pichler,  
a government omciaL For many years her salon was the centre  
of the literary life in the Austrian capital, where she died on the  
9th of July 18;3 Her early works, Olirer, fust published  
anonymously ( ι802), Idglfeis (1803) and Ruin (ι805), though  
displaying considerable talent, were immature. She made her  
mark in historical romance, and the first of her needs of this  

class, AguIkodos (1808), an answer to Gibbon's attack on that  
hem in the Decline αnd Fall of the Remiss Empire, attained great  
popularity. Among her other novels may be mentioned Die  
Bdagermg Wirier (1824); Die S(6w'drms its Pnag (1827); Die  
Wiokrer.kriiag 0/rims (ι8a9) αnd Hei'rirJi' ems Eaglasd (1832).  
Her last work was Zeilbilder (ι84ο).  

The edition of Karoline Pichler s Sdmuli(i ι WerSe (1820-1845)  
eempń ses no leas than 60 volumes. Her Denhwdigbe"4a ass  

s(riwm Lobe's (4 volt) was published posthumously in 1844. A  

selection of her naπativεs. AnsgmWbq. Eessilragee, appeared  
in 4 vole. in 1894.  

PICKENIS ANDREW (1739- τ8t7), American soldier in the  
War of Independence, was been in  Patton, Bucks county,  
Pennsylvania, on the 19th of September 1739. His family  
settled at the Wazhaws (in what is now Lancaster county),  
South Carolina, in ι s He fought against the Cherokees in  
ι76ι as a lieutenant. In the War of Ind εpendenεe he rose to  
brigadier-general (after Cowpens) in the South Carolina militia.  
He was a captain among the American troops which surrendered  
at Ninety Si' in November 1773. On the 14th of February  
1779, with 300-400 men, he surprised and defeated about 700  
Loyalists under Colonel Boyd on Kettle Creek, Wilkes county,  
Georgia; on the aat.h of June he fought at Stono Ferry, and hue;  
in the same year at Tomassee defeated the Cherokees, who were  
allied with the British. Upon the surrender of Cha ń eston  
(May 1780) he became a prisoner on parole, which he observed  
rigidly until, contrary to the promises made to him, MajorJames  
Dunlap plundered his plantation, he then returned to active  
service. His command (about ι ο men) joined Gemienel Daniel  
Morgan immediately bfore the battle of Cowpena, in which  
Pickens commanded an advance guard 1270-350 men from  

Georgia and North Carolina) and twice rallied the broken  
American militia; for his services Congress gave him a sword.  
With Colonel Henry Lee he harassed Lieut: Colonel Bawtre  

·Tarleton, who was attempting to gather a Loyalist force just  
before the battle of Guilford Court House; and with Lee and  
others, he captured Augusta (June 5, 1781) after a siege. At  
Eutaw Springs (Sept. 8, 1780 he commanded the left wing  

and was wounded. In 178s he defeated the Cherokees again  
and forced them to surrender all lands south of the Savannah  
and east of the Chattahoochee. After the war he was a member  
of the South Carolina House of Representatives fora number  
of years, of the gate Constitutional Convention in η9ο, and of  
the National House of Representativrs in 1793-1795.  lie died  
in Pendleton district, South Carolina, on the 17th of August  
tilt?. He had married in ι76ς Rebecca Calhoun, an aunt of  
John C. Calhoun. Their son, Auoaaw Perms (1779-1838),  
served as a heutenant•colonel in the War of 1812, and was  
governor of South Carolina in ιβι6-ι8ι8.  

PICKERS, FRANCIS WILKINSON ( ι805-1869), Ame ńcait  
politician, was born in Togadoo, St Paul's perish, South Caroline,  
on the nth of April ι8oς, son of Andrew ridkens (1779-1838)  
and grandson of General Andrew Pickens (1739-1817). He  
was educated at Franklin College, Athens, Georgia, and at South  
Carolina College, Columbia, αnd was admitted to the her in 5829.  
In 1832 he was elected to the state House of Representatives,  
where, as chairman of a sub-committee, be submitted a report  
denying the right of Congress to exercise any control over the  
states. He was a Democratic member of the National House  
of Representatives in t β34-ι843, served In the South Carolina  
Senate in 5844-1843, was a delegate to the Nashville Southern  
Convention (see ΝατανII.ι z, TFaemmess) in ι8^o, was United  
States minister to Russia in 1858- ι8do, and in ι86ο-1862  
was governor of South Carolina. He strongly advocated the  
secession of the Southern states; signed the Smith Carolina  
ordinance of secession protested against Major Robert Andcr-
sen's removal from Fort Moultrie t ο Fort Sumter; sanctioned  
the luring upon the "Star of the West" (Jan. 9, 8 ό i), which  
was bringing supplies to Anderson, and the bomberdmentrof  
Fort Sumter; α nd was a aeelms supporter of the Confederate  
cause. At the clean of his term be retired to his home  at 
Edgelueld, South Carolina, where be died en the 25th of  
January X869.  

PICKERINO, EDWARD CRARLPB (1846- ), American  
physicist and astronomer, was born in Boston on the `19th of  
July 1846. He graduated in ι865 at the Lawrence Scientific  
School of Harvard, where for the next two years he was a  
teacher of mathematics. Subsequently he became professor 

 of physic at the MamochusetLi Institute of Technology, and  
in z876 he was appointed professor of astronomy and director  
of the Harvard College observatory. in 5877 he decided to  
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devote one of the telescopes of the observatory to stellar photo-  
retry, and after an exhaustive tent of verges forms of photo-
metes, he devised the meridian photometer (see Ρnοτοχsfl?,  
Sτn.ua), which seemed tο be free from moat of the sources of  
error. With the first instrument of this kind, Paving objectives  
of r5 inch aperture, he measured the brightness of 4260 man,  
including all stars down to the 6th magiiitside between the North  
Pole and -30· &dinetiow. With the object of reaching faioter  
seers. Professor Pickering constructed another instrument of  
larger dimensions, and with this mere than a mifllon observations  
have been made. The first important work undertaken with  
it was a revision of the magnitude. given in the Henn Derek-
mustaasg. On the completion of this, Professor Pickering  
decided to undertake the survey of the southern hemisphere.  

An expedition, under the direction of Prof. S. I. Bailey, was  
accordingly despatched (1889), and the meridian photometer  
erected successively in three different positions on the slopes of  
the Andes. The third of these was Arequipa; at which a pernιa-
nent branch of the Harvard Observatory is now located. The  
magnitudes of nearly 8006 southern stars were determined,  
including 1428 stars of the 6th magnitude and brighter. The  
instrument was then returned to Cambridge (U.S.A.), where the  
survey extended so at to include all stars of magnitude 7• ς down  
to -4os dec ΙΙπatiυπ, slier which it was onee more sent back to  
Arequipa. In 28116 the widow of Henry Draper, one of the  
pioneers of stellar sρecurecopy, made a libetal provision  for 
carrying on spectresonpic investigations at Harvard College  in 
memory of her husband. With Professor Pickering's used  

. comprehensiveness, the inquiry was so arranged as to cover the  
whole sky, and with four telescopes—two at Cambridge for  
the northern hemisphere, said two at Aieqnipa in Peru for the  
southern—to which a fine u-in, photographic telescope was  
afterwards added, no fewer than 75,000 pboicgvapba had been  
obtained up tο the beginning of 1901. These investugatioce  
have yielded many important discoveries, not only of new tears,  
and of large numbers of variable stars, but also of a wholly new  
class of double tears whose binary character is only revealed by  
peculiarities in their spectra. The important conclusion has  
been already derived that the majority of the stem in the Milky  
Way belong to one special type.  

DICKERING. I'IIOTHY (5745-1829).  American politician,  
was born at Salem, Massachuseits, on the 17th of July 1743.  

He graduated from Harvard College in 1763 and was admitted  
to the bar in 1768. In the pre-reνdmlοeaey controversies he  
identified himself with the American Whigs. in 1773 he prepared  
fαΡ Salem a paper entitled Slots dike &&gkb of theCdaniels; in  
1 775 he drafted a memorial protesting against the Boston Port  
Bill; and in 1776 he was a representative from Salem in the  
General Covert d Me.aaehiiaetts. In 1766 he had been commis-
sioned lieutenant and in :769 captain in the Essex county  
militia; early in 5773  he published Απ Eery Plea of  Disń$ine 
fee', Yilitis, adopted in May 1 776  by ibeGenerslCourllse use  
by the militia of Massachusetts, and he was elected colonel of  
his regiment. In the same year he became judge of the court  
of common pleas for Essex county, and sole judge of the maritime  
Cart for the muatira of Sudaik, Fssex and Middlesex. In the  
winter of 1776-1777  he led an Essex regiment of volunteers  
to New York, and he subsequently aetved as adjutant-general  

(June 1777-Jan. 1778) and later as gυartετmιuer-geιιerel  
(1780- 3785); he was eho a member of the baud of war from the  

7th of November 1777 until its abolition. With the aid of some  
officers he drew up, in April 1783, a plan for the settlement of  
the North-West territory, which provided (or the exclusion of  
slavery, in 1785 he became a commission merchant in  
Philadelphia; but in October 1786, soon after the Ιegsleture of  
Pennsylvania had passed a bill for erecting Wyoming district  
into the musty of Lustre, he was appointed protboeiotary and  
a judge of the court of common pleas and clerk of the court of  
sessions and orphnu' court for the new county, and was com-
missiooed to organise the county. He offered to purchase for  
himself the Connecticut title tea farm, and in the following year  

he watt appointed a member of a cesnmissioa to settle dιims  

according to the terms of an act, of which he was the author,  
confirming the Connecticut titles (see Wvouexuc Vautr and  
Wnics-Baish). Pickering was a member of the Pennsylvania  
convention of 2787 which ratified the Federal coastituiioei,and  
of the Pennsylvania constitutional convention of 1789-17Q0.  
In November 1790 be negotiated a peace with the Seneca  
Iadiaaia, and he concluded treaties with the Six Nations in July  
1791, ie Mach 1792 and is November 1794. Under Washington  
he was postmaster-general (179 ι-1795), secretary of war (179$),  
and after December 1795  secretary of lists, to which position he  
was reappointed (1797)  by Adams. In 1783,, while he was  
quartermaster-general, be had presented a plan for a military  
academy at West Point, and now, as secretary of war, he super-
vised the West Point military post with a view to its conversion  
into a military academy. As head of the state department  
he soon came into mnji)ct with Adams. His hatred of France  
made it impossible for bum to gymnpathiae with the president's  
efforts to settle the differences with that country on a pcaceabl e  
basis, lie used all his influence to hamper the president and  
to advance the political interests of Alexander Hamilton,  
until he.was dismissed, after refusing to resign, in May χ800,  
Returning to Massachusetts, he served as chief justice of the  
court of common pleas of Essex county in 1802-1803. He was  
a United States senator in 1803-1811 and a member of the  
Federal House of Representatives in 3853-1817. As an ultra  
Federalist—he was a prominent member of the group Lace  
as the Essex Junto—he strongly opposed the purchase of  
Louisiana and the Wad ι8 t2. He died at Salem, Massachu-
setts, on the 29th of January 2829.  

The i andard biography is that by his soy. Octavius Pickering  
(1791 -1868) and C. 1V. Upturn. The Life of  Timothy Ρύ 4eriτg 
(4 volt, Briton, 1867-1R? 3). In the library of the Massachusetts 
Historical Society at Boston. there are sixty-two manuwrpe  
volumes of the Puckedig papers. an index to which was published  

in the Ca leisoκι of the seemly. 6th series. von. viii. (Boston. 1896).  
His son, Jorue Picx&xluo (1777- 1846), graduated at Harvard  

in 1796, studied law and was private secretary to William  
Smith, United States minister to Portugal, in 1797- ι799,  and  
to Rufus King. minister to Greet Britain, in 1799-1801. He  
prutind law in Salem and (aiter 1827) in Boston, where he  
was city slicker in 1427-1846, and wrote much on law and  

especially on the languages of the Νοrιh-Αmeικen Indians.  
He was α founder of the American Oriental Society.end published  
an excellent Csiiusprekoisisc Diaiouary of eke Greek Language  

(1826). . 

See Mary 0. Dickering (hi. daughter). Life of !ohs Pckering  
(Boston, 1887).  

nmothy Piεkering's grandson, Cιuxι.xa Pxcxzauwo (0805-
ι878), graduated at Harvard College in 1823 and at the Harvard  
Medical School in 1826, practised medicine in Philadelphia,  
was naturalist to the Wilkes centering expedition of 1838-1842.  
and in 1843-3845  travelled in East Africa and India. lie wrote  
The Races of Man mid tkcir Geogepkkaf Ditribrtior.(1848),  
Geographical Disiribrdioii of Animals and Man (5 854), Gee-  
grepkicel Didribidsoie of Plants (1861) and Ckrondogi'al Ilirisry  

of Plwts (1 879).  
PICKERIBO, a market town in the Whitby parliamentary  

division of the North Riding of Yorkshire, England, 32 m.  
N.E. by N. from York by the North Eastern railway, the  
junction of several branch lines. Pop, of urban district (190).  
3491. The church of St Peter is Norman and transitional  
Norman, with later additions including a Decorated spire. It  
contain, a remarkable series of mural paintings of the 15th  
century. The castle, on a hill to the north, is a picturesque  
ruin, the fragmentary keep and several towers eel:eking. The  
work is in pert Norman, but the principal portions are of the  
14th century. One of the towers is connected in name an!  
story with Fair Rosamond. The castle was held by Earl  
Moecar shortly before the Conquest; it then came into the hands  
of the Crown, and subsequently passed tο the duchy of Lancaster.  
It was the prison of Richard II. before his confinement at Ponie-  
Tract. During the civil wars of the 17th century the castle was  
held by the Royalists, and suffered greatly in siege. The district  
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surrounding Pickering is agricultural, and the town is a centre  
of the trade. Agricultural implements are manufactured, and  
limestone and freestone are quarried in the vicinity.  

PICKET. Pre uxτ or Prcgtet (Fr. pfgad, a pointed stake  
or peg, from piqurr, to point or pierce), a military term, signifying  
an outpost or guard, supposed to have originated in the French  
army about 1690, from the circumstance that an infantry  
company on outpost duty dispersed its musketeers to watch,  
the small group of pikemen celled timer remaining in reserve.  
Thus at the present day thb word" picquet "is, in Great Britain  
at any rate, restricted to an infantry post on the outpost line,  
from which the sentries or "groups" of watchers are sent out.  
In the United States a "picket " is synonymous with a sentry,  
and the " Picket-line " is the extreme advanced line Of observa-
tion of an army. In the French army picquets are celled  
"grand' gardes," and the phrase "grand guard" is often met  
with in English military works of the 7th and ι8th centuries.  
A body of soldiers held in readiness for military or police duties  
within the limits of a amp or barracks is also celled a picquet  
or " inlying picquet." These special uses of the wood in English  
are apparently quite modem (after about η75ο). " Picket "  
in its ordinary meaning of a peg or stake, has always been iii  
common military use, being applied variously to the picketing  
pegs in horse-lines, to long pointed stakes employed in palisades  
or stockades, to straight thin rods used for marking out the line  
of fire for guns, &c. Of the various speilings " piquet " is  
olikiafly adopted in Greet Britain and " picket " in the United  
States, but the latter is now invariably used when a peg or stake  

ό  meant.  
Two obsolete meanings of the word should also be mentioned.  

The "picket"  was a form of military punishment in vogue in  

the ιό ιh and 17th centuries, which consisted in the offender  
being forced to steed on the narrow flat top of a peg for a period  

of time. The punishment died out in the ι8th century and was  
so far unfamiliar by ι8οο that Sir Thomas Picton, who ordered  
a mulatto woman to be so punished, was accused by public  

opi'iioa in England of inflicting a torture akin to impalement.  

It was thought, in fact, that the prisoner was forced to stand  

on the head of a pointed stake, and this error is repeated in the  

Mir English Dctioaery. In the middle of the r9th century,  
when elongated rifle bullets were a novelty, they were often, and  

especially in America, called pickets. The ordinary military  

use of the word gives rise to compound forms such as "picket  

boat " or " picket launch," large steam launch or piimac fitted  

with guns and torpedoes, and employed for watching the waters  

of harbours, &c. For picketing in strikes, &c., see below.  
PICKETING, a term used to describe a Practice resorted to  

by workmen engaged in trade disputes, of placing one or more  
men near the works of the employer with whom the dispute is  

pending, with the object of drawing off his hands or acquiring  

information useful for the purposes of the dispute. In England,  

under the Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act 2875, it  

is an offence wrongfully and without legal authority to watch  
or beset the house or place where another resides or works, or  

carries on business or happens to be, or the approach to such  
house or piece, if the object of the watching &c., is to compel  
the person watched, &c., to abstain from doing or to do an act  

which he is legally entitled to do or to abstain from doing (17).  

The definition of the offence was qualified by a proviso exciading  

from punishment those who attend at or near a house or place  

merely to obtain or communicate information, in other words  
what is termed peaceful picketing, without intimidation, molesta-
tion or direct efforts to influence the course of a trade dispute.  

This enactment led to a great deal of litigation between trade  

unions and employers; and trade unions were in some instances  

restrained by injunction from picketing the works of employers,  

The decisions of the courts upon this subject met with severe  
criticism from the leaders of trade unions, and by the Trades  

Disputes Act 1906 the proviso above quoted was repealed, and  
it was declared lawful for one or more persons acting for them-
selves or for a trade union or for an individual employer to attend  

fit or near a hose, &c., " if the attendance is merely foe the  

purpose of peacefully obtaining or communIcating inloematita  

or of peacefully persuading any person to work or abstain from  

working." The exact eRect of this change in the law has not  

yet been determined by the courts, but during the Belfast carters'  

strike of 1907 serious riots ensued upon the efforts of the authori-
ties to counteract the interference with lawful business mused  
by free use of picketing. The change in the law is supplemented  

by provisions forbidding actions against trade unions in respect  

of any tortious acts alleged to have been committed by or on  

behalf of the union.  
PICKLE. In the wider sense the term " pickle " is applied  

to any saline or acid preservative solution; in the narrower to  

vegetables preserved in vinegar. The word appears t ο be an  
adaptation of Dutch $kel, brine, pickle; cf. Gee. PSkeI. The  
ultimate origin is unknown; connexions with a supposed in-
ventor's name, such as Bewkdcr or Bdckd are mere inventions.  
A solution of copper or zinc sulphate is used as a " pickle" for  
raIlway-sleepers or other wood, a brine containing sail and  
saltpetre as a preservative for meat, lime-water es " pickle "  
for eggs. Domestic pickles are made from small cucumbers,  
onions, cauliflowers, cabbages, mangoes and unripe walnuts,  
by either steeping or boiling them in salt-brine and vinegar.  
On account of the large proportion of water natural to these  
vegetable, only the strangest vinegar, containing from 5  to 6%  
of acetic add, an be used. For the better kinds vinegar made  
from malted or uamalted barley is as a rule employed, far  
cheaper varieties simply dilute acetic acid obtained from acetate  
of lima Sauces such as Worcestershire sauce, or Yorkshire  
relish, consist of fluid pickles, that is of salted and variously  
spiced vinegar solution or emulsions containing tissue of  
vegetables (tomatoes, mushrooms, &c.), pr of fish (sardines or  
anchovies).  

P1CISNBLL, áiLLiAMM LANE ( ι854 1897), American land-
scape-psinter, was born at Hinesburg, Vermont, on the agrd  
of October 1854. He was a pupil of George lnness in Rome for  
two years, and of J. L. G&6me in the Ecole des Beaux Arts,  
Park. With Robert Wylie he worked for several years in  
Brittany, at Pont Awn and Concarneau, where he painted his  
"Route de Concerneau " (Corcoran Art Gallery, Washington,  
D.C.). His" Morning on the Lying" received a gold medal  
et the Paris Satin οf r89s. In ι88o he Deane a member of  
the Society of American Artists, and in £891 an associate of the  
National Academy of Design. He died at Marblehead, Massa-
chusetts, on the 8th of August 1897.  

PICNIC, a form of entertainment iii which the guests are  
invited to join an excursion to some plate where a meal can be  
taken in the open air. During the first hall of the 59th century  
the essential of a picnic was that the guests should each bring  
with them a contribution of provisions. At the beginning of  
the xgth century a society was formed in London called the  
"Picnic Society," the members of which supped at the Paniheon  
in Oxford Street, and drew rots es to what part of the meal each  
should supply  (see L Melville, The Beans of the Regency, igofi, 

 i. 222). The French form plgee-mgw is said to be of recent  
introduction in Abp* (Μfleage, Did. ergs.). It is doubtful  
whether picnic is merely a rhyming word, or can be referred  
to pique, pick, and aigxy small coin.  

PI00, an island in the Atlantic Ocean, oelonging to Portugal,  
and forming part of the Azores archipelago. Pop. (5900),  
24,013; area £75 sq. m. Pire is a conics] mountain, rising to  
the height of 7612 ft. The sell consists entirely of pulverized  
lava. The ae-cafled Fayal wine, though named after an adjacent  
island, was fommedy produced Iwe, and largely exported to  
Europa But in ι8st the vines were attacked by the Oidiam  
fungus and completely destroyed, while the orange-trees suffered  
almost as much from the Coccus hrsperidsm. The people wee  
consequently faced το emigrate in great numbers, till the  
planting of fig-trees and spricots alleviated the evil. Piro also  
produces a species of wood resembling mahogany, and equal in  
quality to it. Its chief town is Iagens do Plan. Pop. (sy5).  

PICO DBLLA ■IBAIIDOLI, GIOVANNI, Corner (1 463—ι494),  
Italian philosopher and writer, the youngest son of Giovanni  
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Fe nces:o Pins, prince of Mirandola, a am ιf territory abotit  
30 Italian miles west of Ferrara, afterwards absorbed in the  

duchy of Modena, was born on the 24th of February 1463. The  

family was illustrious and wealthy, and claimed descent from  

Constantine. In his fourteenth year Pico went to Bologna,  

where he studied for two years, and was much occupied with  

the Decretals. The traditional studies of the place, however,  

disgusted him; and he spent seven years wandering through all  
the schools of Italy and France and collecting a precious library.  
Besides Greek and Latin he knew Hebrew, Chaldee and Arabic;  

and his Hebrew teachers (ELsh del Medigo, Leo Abarbanel and  

Joehanan Aleman—see L. Geiger J&ilirnrn Reerhlis (4871), ρ.167)  
introduced him to the Kabbalah, which had great fascinations  

for one who loved all mystic and theosophic speculation. His  
learned wanderings ended (1486) at Rome, where he set forth  

for public disputation a lń t of nine hundred questions and  
conclusions in all branches of philosophy and theology. He  
remained a year in Rome, but the disputation he proposed was  

never held. The pope prohibited the little book in which they  

were contained, and Pico had to defend the impugned theses  

(Ds omni re scibili) in an elaborate Apologia. His personal  
orthodoxy was, however, subsequently vindicated by a brief  

of Alexander VI., dated 18th June 1493. The suspected theses  
included such points as the following: that Christ descended  

ad micros not in His real presence but guoed d drum; that no  
image or cross should receive lalreia even in the sense allowed  
by Thomas; that it is more reasonable to regard O ń gen as saved  
than as damned; that it is not in a man's free will to believe or  

disbelieve an article of faith as be phases. But perhaps the  

most startling thesis was that no science gives surer conviction  
bf the divinity of Christ than " magic" (i.e. the knowledge of  
the secrets of the heavenly bodies) and Kabbalah. Pico was  
the first to seek in the Kabbalah a proof of the Christian mysteries  
and it was by him that Reuchlin was led into the same delusive  

path.  ' 
Pico had been up to this time a gay Italian nobleman; he was  

tall, handsome, fair-complexioned, with keen grey eye and  
yellow hair, and a great favourite with women. But his troubles  

led him to more serious thoughts; and he published; in his 28th  
year, the. Xeplaplus, a mystical exposition of the creation.  
Next he planned a great seven-fold work against the enemies  
of the Church, of which only the section directed against astrology  

was completed. After leaving Rome he again lived a wandering  

life, often visiting Florence, to which he was drawn by his friends  
?elitian and Marsilius Ficinus, and where also he came under  

the influence of Savonarola. It was at Florence that he died  

on the 27th of November 5494.  Three years before his death  
he parted with his share of the ancestral principality, and  

designed, when certain literary plans were completed, to give  
away all he had and wander barefoot through the world preach-
ing Christ. But these plans were cut short by a fever which  

carried him o$ just at the time when Charles VIII. was at  
Florence.  
ς 

 

Pico's works cannot now be read with much interest, but the  

mass himself is still interesting, partly from his influence on  

Rcuchlin and partly from the spectacle of a truly devout mind  

in the brilliant circle of hall-pagan scholars of the Florentine  
renaissance.  

1 His works were published at Bologna in 1496 by his nephew.  
Cloy. Fran. Pico, with a biography, which was translated by Sir  

Thomas Mare as Life οf John Pine, Earl of Μiraπdab, in 1310.  
See the era in Walter Pacer's Rsaaiτmπα (1878): and the  
study by J. jwellxed to the reprint of Mαe'a Life in the  

Tudor Library (London, 1890).  
PICRIC ACID, οτ Tauiiiaorixrot, CsHr-OH'(NOJ, ]1.2.4.6],  

an expletive and dyeatui formed by the action of cen-
cεntraied nitric acid on indigo, aniline, resins, silk, wool,  
leather, 8cc. It it the final product of the direct nitration of  
phenol, and is usually prepared by the nitration of the mixture  

of phenol suiphonic acids obtained by heating phenol with  

concentrated sulphuric acid (E. Ei.enmann and A. Arche,  

Eog. pat., 4539 (1889). It may also be obtained by  
oxidising the symmetrical triaitrobenseue . with potassium  

feσ cyanide in p(kaline solution (P. Hepp, A,iis. 1882, τι3,  
p. 352).  It crysτallizes from water in yellow plates melting at  
ι22.5' C., which sublime on careful heating, but explode when  
rapidly heated. It is poisonous and possesses a bstter taste,  
hence its name from the Greek wixpbr, bitter. It has a strongly  
acid reaction, being almost comparable with the carboxylic  

acids. By the action of bleaching powder it is converted into  

chiorpicrin, CC5•NO1. Phosphorus pentachlo ńde converts  
it into picryl chloride, CsΙ1CI(NΟ,)5, which is a true acid  
chloride, being decomposed by water with the regeneration of  

picric acid and the formation of hydrochloric acid; with ammonia  

'it yields puromide, C.Η,ΝΚ,(NO1),. Silver picrate and methyl  
iodide yield the methyl ester, which gives with ammonia  

picramide. Picric acid forms many well-defined salts, of a  
yellow or red-brown colour. It also yields crystalline compounds  
with many aromatic hydrocarbons and bases. It imparts a  
yellow colour to wool and silk. The chief application of picric  

acid and its snits is in the manufacture of explosives. When  

ignited, picric acid burns quietly with a smoky flame, and it is  
very difficult to detonate by percussion; its salts, however, are  
more readily detonated. The more important picric powders  
are melixile, believed to be a mixture of fused pkń c acid and  
gun-cotton; lyddile, the British service explosive, and siiimose,  
the Japanese powder, both supposed to be identical with the  
original reunite; B,i'gh 's powder, a mixture of 54 parts of  
ammonium picrate and 45 parts of saltpetre; Dcsignolic's powder,  
composed of potassium picrate, saltpetre and charcoal; and  
aasm'nsile, invented by Stephen Emmons, of the United States. ' 

It may be detected by the addition of an aqueous solution of  

potassium cyanide, with which it gives a violet-red coloration,  
due to the formation of isopurpuric acid. R. Anschutz (Be.'., :884,  
t7, p. 439) estimates picric acid by precipitation with acridine.  

PICRΠB (from Cr. τιe *, bitter, because these reeks are  
rich in magnesia, a base which forms bitter salts), a rock belong-
ing to the ultrabaaic group, and consisting mainly of olivine  

and augite often with hornblende and biotite and a greater or  
less amount of plagioclase felspar. The plcrites are of  

" hypabyssal " origin and in their natural occurrence are  
connected with dole ń tes (disbases and tesehenites). The  
distinction between them and the peridotites, which have an  

essentially similar composition, is not easy to define, but the  
peń dotites accompany the true plutonic reeks, such as gabbro,  

noń te and pyroxenite, are often very coarsely crystalline, and  

tam large bases and laccolites, while the pic ń tes usually are  
found in sills or intrusive sheets.  

In hand specimens the p* rites are dark green to black; the  

absence or scarcity of lath-shaped plagioclase felspass distin-
guishes them from diabases and they rarely have the lustre-
mottling which is a characteristic of the pe ńdotites. Since they  
contain much olivine they readily decompose, passing into deep  
green and brown incoherent masses in which are embedded  
rounded lumps of harder consistency. They have a high specific  
gravity (about 3.ο) and may be distinctly magnetic, because  
they are rich in iron ores. Porphyritic structure is rare though  
occurring sometimes in the rocks known as picrite-porphyrites;  
the phcnocrysta are olivine and augite. There is seldom any  

fine-grained or glassy groundmass, and the, typical micro-
structure is holocxystalline, moderately fine gr ύ ned and sοmε-
what poikiliiic. Olivine is. abundant in rounded pale green  

crystals. It may form one half of the rock but rarely more than  
this. The augite is generally brown or reddish-brown, sometime  
violet, and tends to enclose the olivine, yielding poecilitic aggre-
gates. Brown honblende often occurs as marginal growths  
around the pyroxene, and may be so abundant as to replace  
augite to a Large extent; racks of this class are known as  

hornblende-picń tes. Bright green or pale-green hornblende are  

less frequently present, and in many cases are really of secondary  
origin. Deep brown biotite is a frequent accessory mineral  
and both biotite and hornblende sometimes enclose olivine.  
A small amount of basic plagioclase seems in many pic ń tea;  
apatite, iron oxides, chromite and apinela are minor ingredients  
seldom altogether absent.  
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The minerals of nitrites are very frequently decomposed.  

Serpentine partly or wholly replaces οliν ine fοrming radiate  
fibrous masses which are green, yellow or red in microscopic  

sectwns. Sometimes hombleude (palate), talc, chlorite and mica  
appear as secondary products after olivine. The sugite passes  

into chlorite or into green fibrous or platy amphibole. Horn-
blende and biotite are often fresh when the other components  
are much altered. The (clspar is rarely in good preservation  

but yields epidote, prebnite, sricite, kaolin, calcite and en-defte  

are abundant in some weathered picnics.  
Rocks of this type arc well represented in Great Britain. In  

the central valley of Scotland several masses of perite have been  
discovered, always In close association with obvinediabane and  
tescheaite. • One of these forms the island of lnchcolm in the Firth  
of Forth, another lies near Bathgaw fun Linliihgawulure). and there  
are others at Aberdour (Fife), Ardrossan and Barnton (Midlothan). 

 They belong to the gnat series of Carboniferous eruptive rocks  of 
the Scottish midland valley. These pkntcs arc not known to be  
represented in England, but, on the other hand, there are Devonian  
picnics in Devon and Cornwall as basic members of the d ιabase  
and pmterobase series of these counties. Some of them contain  
much augite like the ρicτite (often celledlaeopicritε as being of 
palaeosoic age) at Menheniot Station in Cornwall and the pscrite  
of Kighweek near Newton Abbot in Devonshire. Others are hen-
blende-picń tes like that of Cartuther near St Germans, Cornwall  
Hornblende-piknte occurs also in the island of Sark and several  
beautiful examples have been described from Anglesey and from  
Ρeπarfγnπγdd in North Wales and from Wicklow in Ireland.  
Picntcs occur in several parts of Germany, notably in the Devonian  
reeks of the Fichtelgebirge and Nassau. where they accompany  
diabasεs and protcrobascs like those of Cornwall and Devonshire.  
In Silcsia and Moravia picnics arc found with teschenites like those  
of Central Scotland. In some of the continental pirates ensta-
tite is present but is rare. In North America picnics occur  
among the igneous rocks on the Hudson river and in Alabama and  
Montana. 	 (J. S. F.)  

P1CROTOXIN, a neutral principle obtaincd from the Ceaulus  
indices, which is the fruit of the Anarnirle panicidais. I ι is  
used in medicine externally as. an aiitiparasitic. Internally, it  
has been successfully used to check the night-sweats of phthisis.  

In large doses it is a powerful poison, causing unconsciousness,  

delirium, convulsions, gastro-entc ń tis and stimulation of the  
respiratory centre followed by paralysis, from which death  
sometime results. Formerly low class Publicans sometimes  
added Couulus Wiens berries to beer to increase the intoxicat-
ing effects. Its chemical formula is Ci5HnOι ' 14,0.  

PICTBT BE LA RIVB, FRΑΝ Ο1S JULδί  (1809-1872), Swiss  
zoologist and palaeontologist, was born in Geneva on the 27th  
of September t8οp. He graduated B. Is Sc. at Genera in 1829,  
and pursued his studies for a short time at Paris, where under  
the influence of Cuvier, de Blainville and others, he worked at  

natural history and comparative anatomy. On his return to  
Geneva in 1830 he assisted A. P. de Candolle by giving demon-
sirationa in comparative anatomy. Five years later, when de  

Caadolle retired, Pictet was appointed professor of zoology and  
comparative anatomy. In 2846 his duties were restricted to  
certain branches of zoology, including geology and palaeontology,  
and these he continued to teach until 1859, when he retired to  

devote his energies to the museum of natural history and to  
special palaeontological work. He was rector of the academy  
from 1847 to ι8ςο, and again from 1866 to 1868. He was for  
many years a member of the Representative Council of Geneva,  
and in 1862 President of the Constituent Assembly. His earlier  
published work related chiefly to entomology, and included  

Recherches pour semis d lkistoire d d l'anaismie des ?hryganides  

(1834) and two parts of Hisloire saturdk, glnlrak d parlindilrr  

des 'nudes Χeurορflres (1842-5845). Feeling the want of a  
hand-book, he prepared his Trails IJimer.laire de $ Iloalologie  
(4 vols. 1844-1846). In the first edition Pictet, while adopting  
the hypothesis of successive creations of specie, admitted that  

some may have originated through the modification of pre-
existing forms. In his second edition (1853-1857)  he enters  
further into the probable trasiaformatioa of some species, and  
discusses-the independence of certain faunas, which did not  

appear to have originated from the types which locally preceded  
them. He now directed his attention to the fowls of his native  
country, more especially to those of the Cretaceous and Jurassic  

strata, and in 1854 he commenced the publication of his great  
work, Malfrw ιιτ $ar  he ραιέοι $alogκ lassie, a series of quarto  
memoirs, of which six were published (1854-1873). In this  
work Pictet was asded by E Renevier, G. Campiche, P. de  
Loriol and others Pictet also brought out Meknes peiionio-
kgiques (&86t-ι868). Re died at Geneva on the ιςth of Much  
1872.  

Obituary by W. S. Dallas, Qwt.lowa.Ced. Sec. (1873), voL xxiz.  
Π1ΟΙΒΝ. SIB THOMAS (1758,- ι8ι5), British general, was the  

younger son of Thomas Picton, of Poyston, Pembrokeshire,  
where he was boin in August Ι758. In 1771 he obtained an  
ensign's commission in the isth regiment of foot, but be did  
not join until two years afterwards. The regiment was then  

stationed at Gibraltar, where he remained until he was made  
captain in the 75th  in January 1778, wben he returned to  
England. The regiment was disbanded five years later. On  

the occasion of its disbandment Picton quelled a mutiny amongst  
the men by his prompt personal action and courage, and was  
promised a majority in reward for his conduct. This, however,  
he did not receive, and after living in retirement on his father's  

estate for nearly twelve years, he went out to the West Indies  
in 1794 on the strength of a slight acquaintance with Sir John  
Vaughan, the commander-in-chief, who made him his aide-de-
camp and gave him a captaincy in the ι7 th foot. Shortly  
afterwards he was promoted major. Under Sir Ralph Aber-
cromby, who succeeded Vaughan in 1795, he took part in the  

capture of St Lucia (for which he was promoted lieutenant-
colonel) and in that of St Vincent. After the reduction of  

Trinidad Abercromby made him governor of the island. lie  
administered the island with such success that the inhabitants  
petitioned against the retrocession of the island to Spain, and  
their protest, with Picton s and Αbercτοmby's representations,  
ensured the retention of Trinidad as a British possession. In  

October ssoi he was ga etted brigadier-general. But by this  
time the rigour of his government, as reported by his enemies,  
had led to a demand by humanitarians at home for his removal  
Colonel William Fullerton (1754-1808) procured the appointment  
of a commission to govern the island, of which he himself was  

the senior member, Captain (afterwards Admiral Sir Samuel)  
Hood the second, and Picton himself the junior. Picton there-
upon tendered his resignation, and Hood, as soon as the nature  

of Fullerton's proceedings became obvious, followed his example  

(803). On his way home Picton took part with great credit  
in military operations in St Lucia and Tobago. Realizing,  
however, that the attacks upon him were increasing in virulence,  
he quickly returned to England, and in December 1803 be was  

arrested by order of the privy council. He was tried in the  
court of king'a bench before Lord Ellenborough in ι8ο6 on a  
charge of unlawfully applying torture to extort a confession  

from Lek Calderon, a mulatto woman of loose character who  

was charged, along with a man, with robbery. The torture  
consisted in compelling the woman to stand on one leg on a flat-
headed peg for one hour. The punishment was ordered under  
Spanish law (which in default of a fresh code Picton had been  

appointed to administer in τ80ι) by the local alcalde, and  
approved by Picton. On these grounds the court returned a  
merely technical verdict of guilty, which was superseded in  
1808 by a special verdict on retrial. It should be mentioned  

that the inhabitants of the island, who had already given him  

a sword of honour, and had petitioned the king not to accept  
his resignation, subscribed £4οοο towards his legal expense.,  
which sum Picton contributed in return to the relief of the  
suffering caused by a widespread fire in Pat of Spain. He bad  
meanwhile been promoted major-general, and in x80 be had  
been govern= of Flushing during the Walciseren expedition.  
In ι8ιο, at Wellington's request, he was appointed to command  
a division in Spain. For the remaining years of the Peninsular  
War, Picton was one of Wellington's principal subordinates.  
The commander-in-chief, it is true, never τepπκd in him the  
confidence that be gave to Beresford Hill and Craufurd. But  
in the resolute, thorough and punctual execution of a well-
defined task Picton had no auptilor in the army. Ills df but,  
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owing partly to his naturally stern and now embittered temper,  
and partly to the difficult position in which he was placed, was  
unfortunate. On the Coo in July T8zo Craufird'z di λΡaiοα  
became Involved in on action, and Piston, his nearest  neighbour,  
refused to support him, as Wellington's direct orders were to  
avoid an engagement. Details of the incident will be found in  
Oman, Ρeπhιπιfaι War,  vol. Iii. Shortly after this, however,  
at Busaco, Piton found and used his firs great opportunity  
for distinction. Here he had a plain duty, that of repulsing  
the French attack, and he performed that duty with a skill and  
resolution which indicated his great power. as a troop-leader.  
After the winter in the lines of Tories Vedas, be added to his  
reputation and to that of his division, the 3rd, at Fuentes d'Onor.  
In September be was given the local rank of lieutenant-general,  
and in the same month the division won great glory by its rapid  
and orderly retirement under severe pressure from the French  
cavalry at El Bodon. In October Plcton was appointed to the  
coloneky of the 77th regiment. In the first operations of tilts  
Piston and Craufurd, side by side for the last time, stormed the  
two breaches of Ciudad Rodrigo, Craufurd and Picton's second  
in command, Major-General Mackimion,beingmottallywounded.  
At Badajoz, s month later, the successful storming of the fortress  
was due to his daring self-reliance and penetration in converting  
the secondary attack on the castle, delivered by the 3rd divhdon,  
into a real one. He was himself wounded in this terrible engage-
ment, but would not leave the ramparts, and the day after,  
having recently inherited s fortune, he gave every survivor of  
his command a guinea. His wound, and an attack of fever,  
compelled him to return to England to recruit his health1 but  

•he reappeared at the front in April τ8ι3. While in England he  
was invested with the collar and badge of a K. Β. by the prince  
regent, and in June he was made a 11emenant-general in the  
army. The conduct of the 3rd division under his leadership  
at the battle of Vitto ń a and in the engagements in the Pyrenees  
raised his reputation as a resolute and skilful fighting general  
to a still higher point. Early in 1814 he was offered, but after  
consulting Wellington declined, the command of the British  
form operating on the side of Catalonia. He thus bore his  
share in the Orthez campaign and in the final victory before  
Toulouse.  

On the break-up of'tbe division the officer. presented Piston  
with a valuable service of plate, and on the 24th of June 1814  
he received for the seventh time the thanks of the Hoax of  
Commons for his great services. Somewhat to his disappoint-
ment he was not included amongst the generals who were raised  
to the peerage, but early in t8 ι ς he was made a G.C.B. When  
Napoleon returned from Elba, Piton, at Wellington's request,  
accepted a high command in the Anglo-Dutch army. He was  
severely wounded at Quatre Bras on the 16th of June, but  
concealed his wound and retained command of his troops, and at  
Waterloo on the 18th, while repulsing with impetuous  valour 

one of the most serious attacks made by the enemy on our  
position," be was shot through the head by a musket ball. His  
bοdγ was brought home to London, and buried in the family  
vault at St George's, Hanover Square. A public monmnent  
was erected to his memory in St Paul's Cathedral, by order of  
parliament, and in 1823 another war erected at Cumart ńen by  
subscription, the kijg contributing a hundred guineas thereto.  

See Robinson's Life of Sw Thomas Pidon (London, 1836), with  
which, however, compare Napier's and Oman ' histories of the  
Peninsular War site controversial points.  

?ICIOU, a seaport, port of entry, and capital of Piston  
county, Nova Scotia, 90 m. N.E. by N. of Halifax, on a b?anch  
of the Intercolonial railway. Pop. (r9O1), 3235• It has  
several valuable industries, and is the shipping port for the  
adjacent coal-mines. The Academy, founded in tff ιS, Played  
an important part in the Orly educational history of the  
province, and still enjoys a high reputation.  

PlCU6, in Roman mythology, oń ginally the woodpecker, the  
favourite bird and symbol of Mars as the god of both nature  
and war. He appears later as a spirit of'the forests, endowed  
with the gift of prophecy, haunting springs end stταms, with  

a special sanctuary in a grove on the Aventine. Asa god of  
agriculture, especially connected with manuring the soil, he is 
called the son of Stercutes (from akscns, dung, a name of  
Saturn). Again, Picus is the first king of Latium, son of Saturn  
sad father of Faunas. Virgil (Am,. vii. η7ο) describe. the  
reception of the amhessadoa of Aeneas by Laken  In an indent  
temple or *lee, containing figures of his divine ancestors,  
amongst them Pious, famous as an augur and soothsayer. Ac-
cording to Ovid (Y'dasι liv., 320), Circe, while gathering herbs  
In the forest, saw the youthful hero out hunting, and i Φmediately  
fell in love with him. Hoes rejected her advances, and the  
goddess in her anger changed him into a woodpecker, which  
peeks impotently at the braacbes of trees, but still remits  
prophetic powers. The purple cloak which Picus wore fastened  
by a golden clasp is preserved in the plumage of the bird. In  
the simplest form of art, he was represented by a wooden  pillar 
surmounted by a woodpecker; later, as a young man with the  
bird upon his head.  

Pιεmtmms is merely another form of plus, and with him is  
associated his brother and double Pr msxus Pkumnus, a rustic  
duty (like Hens) and husband of Pomona. is specially  concerped 
with the manuring of the soil and hence called Sferguilirr". while  
Pilumnus is the inventor of the pounding of grain, so named from  
the pestle (plum) used by bakers. Under a different aspect, the  
pair were regarded as the guardians of women in childbed sod at  
new-boa children. Before the child was taken up and formally  
recognised by the father, a couch was set out for them in the atrium.  
where their presence guarded it from all evil. Augustine (De  
cinilate dpi, vi. 9) mentions a curious custom: to protect a woman  
In childbed from possible violence on the part of Silvanus, the  

assistance of three deities was invoked—lntercid οna (the hewer),  
Pilussnus (the pounder) and feverta (the sweeper). Thaw deities  
were avmbdiwuy represented by three men who went round the  
house by night. One smote the threshold with an axe, another  
with a pestle, the third swept it with a broom—three symbols of  
culture (tor trees were hewn deem with the are, grain pouoded with  
the pestle, and the fruits of the field swept up with the teem)  
which Weenυs could not endure.  

!WSW ]or Provos] i ΝΟΙ,Η1Η, the iingro franca of the sea-
ports of China, the Straits Settlements in the Fu East, ΦΡn-
sisting in a jargon of comipted English words with some inter-
mixture of Portuguese sad Malay, following Chinese idiomatic  
usage. It Is employed as a means of communication between  
foreigneie and the native Chinese. The word "pidgin "is the  
Chinese corruption of "business."  

ΡΙΒ.. (ή  The name of the bird more generally known as  
the magpie (q.s.). The word comes through the French feom  
Lot. pica (p.,.). It is probably from the black sad white or  
spotted appearance of the bird that the name "pie" or "pye"  
(Lest. pica) was given to the ordinal, a table or calendar which  
supplemented that which gave the se τvicα for the flxedkativals,  
he., and pointed out the effect cii them of the festivals rendered  
movable by the chaσgfag date of Easter. An English act of  
1 549 (3 & 4 Bdw. VI. c. το) abolished "pies" with manuals,  
legends, primers and other service books. The psrti.co&oured  
appearance of the magpie also gives rise to the term" piebald,"  
applied to an animal, more particularly a horse, which is marked  
with large irregular patches of white and black; where the colour  
is "tńhte and some colour etherthan black, the more appropriate  
word is " skew-bud," se. marked with " skew " or irregular  
patches. (a) A dish made of meat, fish or other ingredients,  

also of vegetables or trń it, baked ins covering of pastry; in 
English usage, where "fruit" is the ingredient, the dish is  
generally called a " tart," except in the case of "apple-pie."  
The nerd appears early in the 14th century of meet or fish pies.  

The expresalon " to eat humble-pie," i.e. to make an nudesy,  
to retract or recant, is a facetious adaptation of " ambles "  
(0. Fr. neemfku, connected with Let. lasb ιrs, loin or wabilicrs,  
navel), the inner parts of a deer, to " humble " (Lot. hwsiilis, 

 lowly). An " umble-ple," made of the inner parts of a den  
or other animal, was once a favourite dish. "Printer.' pie,"  
1.e. a mass of confused type, Is a trsmferred sense of " pie," the  
dish, or of" pie," th, o dinal,fromthedlibcultyof daciphermeat.  

PIEDMOIT (Ιtal. Pleurae['; Low Lot. Pedswwss and "ode.  
McMirw), • temtosial division (ισipa ιWs ιsπtσ) of . •00166111  
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Italy, bounded Ν. by Switzerland, W. by France, S. by Liguria.  
and E. by Lombardy. Physically it may be briefly described  
as the upper gathering-ground and valley of the river Ρo,  
enclosed on all sides except towards the Lombard plain by the  

vast semicircle of the Pennine, Graian, Cottian, Maritime and  

Ligurian Ape. in 1859 it was divided into the four provinces  

of Alessandria, Cuneo, Novara and Torino (Turin). Ιt has an  
area of 11,340 sq. m. The people are chiefly engaged in agri-
culture—growing wheat, maize and rice, chestnuts, .nine and  
hemp; in the reeling and throwing of silk and in the menu-
facture of cotton, woollens and clothing; there are also  

considerable manufactures at Turin, Savigliano, &c. The  
Piedmontese dialect has been rather strongly influenced by  

French. The chief towns in the several provinces are as follows,  

with their communal populations In cool: Mleasandna (72.109),  
Asti (39,2$!). Casale Monfeaato (3 τ,37ο), Novi Ligiare (17.868).  
Torsona (17,429), Acgul (13,940), Valeoza (50,956), Ovada  
(10,284), total of province 825,745,  number of rommussea 343;  
Cuneo (26,879), Mondovl (ι 8,982), Fossano (18,17$), Savigliano  
(17,340), Saluzzo (06,028), Brit. (15,820, Alba ( 1 3,637),  
love (10.537), total of province 670,504, number of  
✓unes 263; Novara (44,249),  Vercelli (30,470), Steps ( 19, 267)  
Trine  (i  2,138), Borgomanero (10,131), total 01 province 763,830;  
number of communes, 437;  Turin (320,690, Pinerolo (18,039),  
Carmegnola (11,720, Ivrea ( ι1.696), Moncalieri (11,467); total  
of province 1,147,414, number of communes, 442. The total  

population of Piedmont was 2,738,854 in 1859, and in ipor  
3,407,493 The large number of communes is noticeable, as  
in Lombardy, and points to a village life which, owing to grater  
Insecurity and the character of the country, is not to be found  
in central and southern Italy as a whole There are numerous  
summer resorts in the Alpine valleys. The chief railway centres  
arc Turin, communicating with the Mont Cents line, and with  
the Riviera by the wailers) over the Col di Tends (in process of  
construction), Novara, Vercelli, Asti, Alessandris, Novi The  
communicatIons with Liguria are difficult owing to the approach  
of the mountains to the coast, and the existing lines from Genoa.  
to Turin and Milan are hardly sufficient t ο cope with the traffic.  

Piedmont in Roman times until 4o s.c. formed a part of Gallia  

Transpadana, sad in Augustus' division of Italy formed with  
what was later known as Lombardy the etch region. It termed  

part of the Lombard kingdom, and it was not till about A.D. *ono  
that the hour of Savoy (0,.o.) arose. The subsequent hittey  
of Piedmont is that of its dynasty.  

PIBNEA, a town of Tuscany. Italy, in the province of Siena.  
pm. west of the town of Mentepulciano by road, z6 ι ι ft. above  
tea-level Pop. (room), 2730  (town); 3836 (commune). The  
piece was originally called Corsigsiano and owes its present name  
to Aeneas Silvis Piccalomini. Pope Pius II. (0,.s.) who was born  
here in 14ο5. The buildings which he mused to be erected by  
Bernardo Rcwflino in 1460-1463 form a noble group of early  
Renaissance architecture round the Piazza del Duomo. The  
latter retains Gothic details in the interior, but the f υςade  is 
simple Renaissance work. The ether three sides are occupied  
by the episcopal and municipal palaces, and the Palazzo Picco-
lomini; the last, resembling the Palazzo Rucellai at Florence,  
is the finest, and in front of it is a beautiful fountain. The  
episcopal palms contains a museum with some fine ecclesiastical  
vestments, enamels and other works of art.  

PIER (elder forms per or pore, from Med. Let. pore; the word  
or of obscure origin, and the connexion with Fr. piove, Lit.  
pro, stone, is doubtful; equivalents are Fr. piedasil, purr,  

basieas; Ital. pile; Ger. PfeiI r). the term given in arcń itectbre  
to a vertical support in masonry or brickwork, usually rect-
angular on plan, which unties an arch or superstructure. The  
terms also sometimes given to the great circular columns which  
in some English cathedrals and churches carry the rove arches. 

 In early Christian churches, when antique columns, such as  
abounded in Rome, were not procurable, square piers took the  
place of columns and sometimes alternated with them. The  
introduction of vaulting, however, in the 11th century, neces-
sitated a Wppet  of much greater dimentions than these which  

had been deemed sufficient when the root was of timber oe)y,  
and led to the development of the compound or clustered pier.  
To give extra support to the subordinate arches of the nave  
arcade, semicircular shafts or pilaster were added, taxied up  
to the transverse and diagonal ribs of the main vault. Is  
Romanesque work the pig was generally square on plan with  
semicircular shafts attached, the angles of the pier being worked  
with smaller shafts. As the rings or orders of the nave etches  
increased in number, additional shafts were added to tarry  
them, and the pilaster facing the nave had central and side shafts  
rising tο any the transverse and diagonal ribs of the vault; this  
development of the compound pier obtains throughout Europe  
us all vaulted structures. In the Early English period the piers  
become loftier and lighter, and in most important buildings a  
scene of clustered columns, frequently of marble, are placed  
side by side, sometimes set at intervals round a circular centre,  
sod sometimes almost touching each other. These shafts are  
often wholly detached from the central pier, though grouped  
round it, in which case they are almost always of Purbeck or  
Bethersden marbles. In Decorated work the shafts on plan are  
very often paced round a square set angle-wise, ors lozenge,  
the long way down the nave; the centre or core itself is often  
worked into hollows or other mouldings, to show between the  
shafts. and to form part of the composition. In this and the  
latter part of the previous style there is generally a fillet on the  
outer part of the shaft, forming what has been called a "keel  
moulding" (qs.). They are also often tied together by bands,  
formed of rings of stone and sometimes of metal. About this  
period, too, these intermediate mouldings run up into and form  
part of the arch moulds, there being no impost. This arrange- 4  
rent berme much more frequent in the Perpendicular period;  
in fad ii was almost universal, the commonest section being a  
lozenge set with the long side from the nave to the aisle, and not  
towards the other arches, as in the Decorated period, with four  
shafts at the angles, between which were shallow mouldings,  
one of which was in general a wide tallow, sometimes with wave  
moulds. The small columns at the jambs Of doors and windows,  
and in arcades, end also those attached to piers or standing  

detached, are generally celled " shafts " (g.s.).  
The term pier is sometimes applied to the solid parts of a wall  

between windows or voids, and also to the isο1ated masses of  
brickwork or masonry to which gates are hung. (R. P. S.)  

Piers of Bridles.—The piers of bridges and viaducts on land  
are constructed of masonry or brickwork and occasionally, is  
the case of high piers, of open braced ironwork, as exemplified  
by the old Crumlin viaduct in Wales and the Feces viaduct  in 
Texas. These piers, besides being proportioned in crosa-aectiou  
to the weight they have to support, are widened out at their bare,  
sons to distribute the load over a suflicient area for it lobe borne  
by the stratum on which it rests without risk of settlement.  
Special provisions have to be made for the foundations of pies  
where the ground is soft for some depth, or loose water-bearing  
strata arc encountered, and especially where the piers of large  
bridges crossing rivers have to be constructed under water.  
In soft ground, bearing piles driven down to a firm stratum, and  
surmounted by a planked Boor or a layer of concrete, provide a  
convenient foundation for a pier; and in pleas where timber is  
abundant, wooden cribs filled with rubble stone or concrete  
have bcen used in the United States for raising the foundations  
for piers out of water. For river piers, where a farm, watertight  
stratum is found at a moderate depth below the river-bed, the  
site is often enclosed within a coffer-dam or a plate iron caisson  
tarried down into the stratum and raised out of water; and then,  
after the water has been pumped out and the surface layers  
removed, the pis is readily built within the enclosure in the  
open air. When, however, a rives-bed consists of silt, sand or  
other soft materials extending down, to a considerable depth.  
brickwork wells are gradually sunk to a firm stratum by removing  
the material within them with grabs, and on them the piers are  
built out of water; or bottomless caissons are married down by  
excavating their interiors under compressed air, and the piss  
me built pa top of them within a plate-iron enclos ert, a system  
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adopted for the piers of the Brooklyn, St Iceds, Forth and other  
huge bridges, and essential for forming foundations on sloping  

rock, such as was encountered in pieces under the Firth of  
Forth.  

The methods indicated above as employed for the foundations  

of the piers of bridgα tinder favourable conditions belong  
equally to the foundations of other structures (see Foutroa- 
mss), but there are some methods which, by combining bridge  
piers  and their foundations in a single structure, appertain  
entirely to piers. Thus iron screw piles, sunk by turning into  

5w,s  
4 	e 	w 	1 1ΙΤ  

Fso. 1.—Pig with Disk Piles.  

the soft bed of a river till they peach a firm stratum or one  
ιu dentiy consolidated by the supeń ncumbent layers to enable  
it to support the wide blades of the screws with the weight  

Imposed on them, were formerly often arranged in converging  
clusters joined together at the top, so as to serve as the pies of  

bridges having several comparatively small spans, and intended  
for carrying lightly constructed railways across rivers in India  
and elsewhere. hollow, cast-iron, cylindrical piles also, with a  

bread circular disk at the bottom to increase their bearing  

surface, have been used for piers founded in sandy or silty strata  

belted together with a specially strong bottom ring, sometimes  
made of wrought iron and having a cutting edge, have been often  
employed for the construction of the river piers of badges, being  
gradually curled down to a watertight stratum by excavating  
inside, and subsequently fined up solid with concrete and brick-
work, the piers of the Charing Cross and Cannon Street bridges  
across the Thames are notable instances of the adoption of this  
method, which is well illustrated by the piers of the bridges across  
the River Chittmvati in India  
(fig. τ). Sometimes, instead of two  
or more independent cylinders being  
sunk, the whole site of a pier is  
enclosed Within a wrought-iron  
caisson, usually divided into sections  
by vertical partitions, which is sunk  
and filed up solid in the cams way  
as cylinders, a system adopted, for  
instance, for the pier of the bridge  
across the Hawkcabuy River in New  
South Wales.  

Promenade Pies.—The term pier  
is often applied t ο works sheltering  
hatbours, such as the Tynemouth  
piers, which are strictly breakwaters.  
Landing stages also, whether solid  
or open, have fora long time been  
called piers, as the Admiralty Pier  
and the Prince of Wales's Fier at  
Dover; but the open promenade  
piers which form a common feature  
at seaside resorts are the type of  
pier best known to the general  
public. These piers are suρφrtcd  
upon open pllework of timber or  
iron, and consequently expose little surface to waves in storms  
and do not interfere with the drift of shingle or sand along the  
coact (fig. 3)! Timber piles are best suited for withstanding  
the shocks of vessels at landing stages, at which places they  
are generally used; but since they are subject to the attacks of  
the teredo, and expose a considerable surface to the waves, iron  
plies are generally adopted for the main portion of these piers.  

The pioneer of these piers was the old chain pier at Brighton,  
which was erected in Ι62s- Ι $2, . it was founded upon oak  piles. 
SS s 1136 ft. keg, and had a timber Ιaπdlng4tage at the cad. it  
consisted of four seen. suspended from chums on the model of the  

Memai Suspension Bridge, then in course of construction, sad was  

destroyed by a gale in December X896. A wider and more modern  
type of pia was erected at the west end of Brighton in 1865-1866,  

Fro. i —Ρτοπ made Pier.  
and subsequently extended; whilst a new pier was completed in  

ιyoo near the site of the old chain pier. ιyeο ft. Iwo The Southpert  
reef, erected in 18i9-1860 end afterwards prolonged, fursishea  
an example of an iron pia supported on disk piles mink in send as  
described above (6g. t); whilst the much more commonly used  

iron screw pile., adopted as early es 16g4^7  for an open landing-pier  
on the Irish coast at Courtowe, which was mimed to a greet  

linos, drift of wad, are shown es the mode of support for the pier  

7' liagiasw (1888), L 18ο, 381 sod 384.  

of considerable thickness; they are sunk to the requisite depth  

by lowering a pipe down the inside of the pile to the bottom and  

emitting a powerful jet of water which, stirring up the soft  
material and scouring it away from under the disk, causes the  

pile to descend. This system was fast adopted for the piers  
d a railway viaduct crossing the wide, sandy Rent and Leven  

estuaries opening into Morecambe  Bay (fig. τ). Cast-iron  
cylinders, consisting of a series of rings formed of segments all  
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at St I.eonarda 	3). The length given to these promenade  
piers deρcads mainly  on the slope of the foreshora, which  deter-
mines the distance from the shore at which a sufficient depth  is 
reached for steamers of moderate draught to come aloe the  

end of the pier. Thus, whereas a length of sec ft. has sufficed (or  

the St Leopards pier on a somewhat steep, shuigly beach, the user  
at Ryde, constituting the principal landing-place for the Isle of  
Wight passengers, has had to be carried out about half a mile across  
a flat alluvial feershore to reach water deep enough for the access  
of the steamboats crossing the Solent. The vast sands, moreover,  
at the outlet of the Ribble estuary, stretching two or three miles  
in front of Southpbrt at low water of spring tides, have necessitated  
the construction of a pier 4395 ft. long merely to get out to an  
old ioοd-tide cbinnel, which is now completely fatted by the  

sands at low water from all coiiisadon with the river.  
(L. F. V.-H.)  

PIEWCE, FRANKLIN . (τ8ο4-ι86q , fourteenth president of  
the United States, was been at.Killaborough, New Hampshire,  
on the 23rd of November ι8ο4, Su father, Benjamin Pierce  
(τ7 $7-1839), wed iq the American army throughout the War  
οf Independence, was a Democratic member of the New Hamp-
shire House of Representatives from 1789 to 1803, and was  
governor of the state in 1827-1829. The son graduated in 1824  
at Bowdoin College, at Brunswick, Maine, whete he formed a  
friendship with Nathaniel l{awthonie. Pierce then studied law,  
and in 1827 was admitted to the bar and began to practise  
at HTllsborough. He at once took a lively interest in politics,  
and from 1829 to 1833 served in the state House of Represen ►a-
tives, for the last two years as Speaker. In 1833 he entered the  
national Rouse of Representatives, and although he achieved  

no distinction in debate he was a hard worker, and a loyal sup-
porter of the policies of President Jackson. After four years  
in the House he entered the Senate, being its youngest member.  
In 1842, before the expiration of his term, be resigned his seat,  
and at Concord, New Hampshire, began his career at the her in  
earnest, though still retaining an interest in politics. In 5845  
he declined the Democratic nomination for governor, and also  
an appointment tο the scat in the United States Senate made  
vacant by the resignation of Judge Levi Woodbury. He  
accepted, however, an appointment as Federal District Attorney  
for New Hampshire, as the duties of this office, which he held in  
184e-1847, were closely related to those of his profession. Ια  
1846 he again declined public hoisours, when President Polk  
invited him to enter the cabinet as attorney-general. Soon  
after the outbreak of the war with Mexico, in ι846, Pierce  
enlisted as a private at Concord, but soon (in February 1847)  
became colonel of the Ninth Regiment (which joined General  
Winfield Scott at P υeblο on the 6th of August 1847), and later  
(March, 1847) became a brigadier-general of volunteers. At the  
battle of Contrcrss, on the 19th of August 1847, he was thrown  
from his horse and received severe injuries. At the end of the  
war he resigned his commission and returned to Concord. In  
1850 Pierce became president of a convention assembled at  
Concord to revise the constitution of his state grid used his  
influence to secure the removal of those provisions of the con-
stitution of 1792 which declared that only Protestants should be  
eligible for higher state offices. This amendment passed the  
convention in April 1852, but was rejected by the electorate of  
the state; a similar amendment was adopted by popular vote in  
1877. In January 1852 the legislature of New Hampshire  
proposal him as a candidate for the presidency, and when the  
Democratic national convention met at Baltimore in the follow►  
ing June the Virginia delegation brought forward his name on  
the thirty-fifth ballot. Although both parties had declared  
the Compromise of 180 a finality, the Democrats alone were  
thoroughly united in support of this declaration, and therefore  
seemed to offer the greater prospect of peace. This fact, com-
bined with the colourless record of their candidate, enabled  
sheen to sweep the country at the November election. Pierce  
received 254 deemedl votes, and General Winfield Scott, his  
Whig ppponent, only 42. The Democrats carried every state  
except Massachusetts, Vermont, Kentucky and Tennessee. No  
president since James Monroe had received such a vote.  

Pierce was the youngest man who had as yet been elevated  
to the ρrαfdeυφ. For his cabinet be those William L. MisTy  

of New York,. secretary of siege, Jefferson Davis of ΜιssisippΙ,  
secretary of war, James Guthrie (t79e-i869) of Kentucky,  
secretary of the treasury; James C. Dobbin (0814-1807) of  
North Carolina, secretary of the navy; Robert McClelland  
(ι8o7-ι88o) of Michigan, secretary of the interior; James  
Campbell (1813-1893) of Pennsylvania, postmastco.gcnual;  
and Caleb Cushing of Maasschumetts, attorney-gene τaL This  
was an able body oGmen, and is the only cabinet in Americas  
history that has continued unbroken throughout an entire  
adimnistralion. Although Pierce during his term in the Senate  
had severely criticized the Whigs for their removals of Demo•  
cents from office, be himself now adopted the polity of replacing  
Whigs by Democrats, and %hi country acquiesced. Pierce bad  
no scruples against slavery, and opposed anti-slavery agitation  
as tending to disrupt the Union. The conduct of foreign  
relations was on the whole the most creditable part οf his adminis-
tration. The Kosota Affair (1853) gave th; government an  
opportunity vigorously id assert the protection it would afford  
those in the process of becoming its natatalized citizens. When  
the British government refused to prevent recruiting for the  
Crimean War by their representatives in America, their minister,  
John F. Crompton, received his passports, and the exequaturs  
of the British consuls at New York, Philadelphia and Cincinnati  
were revoked. A commercial treaty was negotiated with Japan  
in 2854 after Peτry's eipedition in the previous year. As an  
avowed expansionist, Pierce sympathized with the filibuster  
government set up in Nicaragua by William Walker, and Gully  
accorded it recognition. It was during this term also that the  
Gadsden Purchase was consummated, by which 45,S35 sq. m. d  
territory were acquired from Mexico, and that three route were  
surveyed for railways from the M ίssissippΙ river to the Pacific  
coast.  

Whenthe Democratic national convention met at Cincinnati  
in June ι836, Pierce was an avowed candidate for renominstioc,  
but as his attitude on the slavery question, and especially his  
subserviency to the South in supporting the pro-slavery party  
in the Territory of Kansas, had lost him the support of the  
Northern wing of his party, the noas ώ atiern stank to James  
Buchanan. After retiring from the presidency Pierce returned  
to Concord, and soon aiterwarda went abroad for a three yeses'  
tour in Europe. Many Southern leaders desired his renwadam.  
time by ;  the Democratic party in 2860, but he received such  
suggestions with disfivour. After his return to America he  
remained in retirement at Concord until the day of his death,  
the 8th of October 1869.  

Pierce was not a great statesman, and his fame bas bas  
overshadowed by that of Beuton, Calhoun, Clay and Webster.  
But he was an able lawyer, an orator of no mean reputation,  
and a brave soldier. He was a man of fine appearance and  
courtly manners, and he possessed personal magnetism and the 

 ability to make fTleeds, two qualities that contributed in great  
measure to his success.  

Α portion of Pierces a 	.sapondence has been published in the  
Americas lukωάιαι Reefer. a. ι r -127, 350-370. D. W. Bartlett's  
Finn/dia Pici (Auburn, New York, t8 a), and Nathaniel Haw-
theme's Froshfia Piero (Boston. 18 ) are two " amφ  
bi raρρhie, and arc very eulogistic. J. R. frelan's Hisloη  σ lie 
L ife. Adm ńsishαtioa and Times of.Fraskiie Pierce (Chicago, ι858),  
being vol xiv. of his Rι 	is a more critical work, but inaccu 

 as to details. J. 	 Cooleυγ's Rerew σf the Α dιsάωαral
inaccu- 

rate 4 
Geserd Ρfuιe (New York, ι8$()•αnd Anna Ε. Carrp11's Rester ee//  
Pierces Admi ιιstrotiπa {θostοe, 1836) are. hostile antistdminktsa'  
tion tracts The best accounts of Pierce's administration ere to  

be found in James Schouler s κωιfωsιyy sf Ike Unikd SIster. vol. v. (new  
ed.. New York s ; J. F. Rhodes s History 4  Ida United Sneees.  
vole land ii. Νew York, α8ς0-r8ys); aid J. W. Burgess's MW  

Period (New York igoo).  
PIRRO DI COSIKO (1462- ι520, the name by which the  

Florentine painter Pietro di Lorenzo is generally known. He was  
born in Florence about 1462, and worked in the boffrga οf  
Cosimo Rossetti (from whom he derived his po pular name).  
Other influences that can be traced in his work are those of  
Filippino Lipp!, Luca Sipsiorelli ,  and Leonardo der Vinci, and, as  
has been recently suggested by Professor R. Muther, that of  
Hugo van der Goes, *hose Fertinarf altar-piece (now at the  
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Spedaleof S. Ueda Novella in Florence) helped to lead the whole  
el Florentine painting into new channels. From him, most  
probably, be acquired the love of Lndsιaρe and the intimate  
knowledge of the growth of (lowers and of animal life. The  
Indeence of Hugo van der Goa is especially apparent in the  
•ι 

 

Adoration of the Shepherds," at the Berlin Museum. He had  
the gift of a fertile fantastic imagination, which, as a result of a  
jotmey to Rome in ι482 with his master, Russell', became  
dixetted towards the myths of classic antiquity. He time  
h^nsd( a true child of the Renaissance in such pictures as the  

"Death of Proeeia," at the National Gallery, the " Macs and  

Venus," at the Berlin Gallery, the Perseus and Andromeda"  

series at the Uffiτi in Florence, and the " Hylas and the  
Nymphs" belonging to Mr Benson. If, as we are told by  
Yawl, he spent the last year of his life in, gloomy retire..  
meat, the change was probably due to Savonarola, under whose  
influence he turned his attention once more to religious art.  
The "Immaculate Conception," at the Uifiai, and the "Holy  
Family," at Dresden, best Illustrate the religious fervour to  

which be was stimulated by the stern pracher.  
With the exception of the landscape background in Raselli's  

hem of the "Sermon us the Moust," in the Sistine Chapel,  
we have on rand of any fresco week from his brush. On the  
other hand, he enjoyed a great reputation its portrait psinter,  
through the only known examples that can be definitely ascribed  
to him are the portrait of a warrior, at the National Gallery,  
(No. 8), the so-called "Bela Simonetta," at Chantilly, the  
portrait, of Giuliano di San Cello and his father,at the Hague,  
and a head of a youth, at D υlwicb. Vasa relates that Piero  
=celled in designing pageants and triumphal processions for  
the ρlaaumλοving youths of Floreme, and gives a vivid dcscrip-
tioit of one such procession at the end of the carnival of t507,  
which illustrated the triumph of death. Piero di Cosimo  
emehed considerable influence upon his fellow pupils Mberti-
mlii and Se/W=1meo dells Ports and was the master of Andrea  
del Santo. Examples of his work are also to be found at the  
Loans in Paris, the Harrach and Liechtenstein collections in  
Vienna, the Borgbeae Gallery in Rome, the Spedale degli  
Innocenti in Florence, and in the collections of Mr John Burke  
and Colonel Comwallis West in London A " Magdalen " from  
his brush was added to the National Gallery of Rome in 1907.  

See ?ism di C.simo by F. Knapp (Haile, ι899); Piero di  Conte, 
by H. Haberfeid (Breaiau, ipai).  

PIERRE. the capital of South Da kota, U.S.A., and the  
county-met of Hughes county, situated on the net bank of the  
Missouri river, opposite the mouth of the Bad river, about  
*85 m. N.W. of Yanktm. Pop, (ι=5) 2794, (1910) 3656.  
Pierre is served by the Chicago & North-Western railway; the  
Missouri is navigable here, but liver t τa c has been practically  
abandoned. Among the principal buildings are the state  
capitol (i909) and the post office building. Pierre has a public  
library, pods the seat of the Pierre Industrial School (co.cduca-
donal, opened in X890), a government boarding school (non-
sesuvstion) for Indian children. The city has a large trade in  
livestock, and is a centre for the mining districts of the Black  
Mills and far a gain-griming country. Natural gm is used for  
lighting, beating and power. A fur-trading post, Fort Ls  
Framboise, was built in 1817 by a French fur-trader (from  
whom it wok its name) at the mouth of the Teton or Little  
Missouri rives (now called the Bad River), on or near the site of  
the present village of Fort Pierre (pop. in rgmo, 792).  In *822  
Flat Tecumseh was built about a m. up-stream by the Columbia  
Fur Company, which turned it ever in 1827 to the American Fur  
Company. The washing away of the river bank caused the  
abandonment of this post and the erection about a mile farther  
rap stαam, and a short distance west of the river, of Fort Pierre  
Cb.stau (later called Fort Picn), occupied in 1832, and named  
in honour of Pierre Chouteau, jun. ( ι789-τ865)! For twenty  

s Pleas Cboutsau IS 2804 succeeded his father, one of the founders  

of Sc Louis, in the Missouri Fur Company; and about 1834 Pratt,  

Choutau & Company, of which he was the leading member, bought 
 and the 	 western departmentι

ier the came of Pines Choateu, 
Company, 

  h^ X81388 s^o^ga^^insd 	 & 

years thereafter Fort Pferm was the chief fur-trading depot  
of the Upper Missougi country. In :855 the United States  
government bought the post building and other property for  
$45,000, and laid out around them a military reservation of  
about 270 sq. m. The fort was the headquarters of General  
William S. Harney ( τ800- τ889) in his expedition against the  
Sioux in *806, and in Mardi of that year en important council  
between General Harney and the chiefs of all the Sioux bands,  
except the Blackfeet, was held hem The fort was abandoned  
in *857. Pierre was laid out in χ88u, was incorporated as  a 
village in 1883, and was chartered as a city in 1900.  

See Major Frederick T. Wilson, "Fort Pierre and Its Neighbo ιs,"  
in South Dakota Hestoncal Colkctioas, vol. 1, (Aberdeen, S.D., 1902);  
and Hiram M. Chittenden. The Amrn'as Far Trade of tie Far  

West (3 vols., New York, 1900).  
PIERRE DE GASTELNATI (d. ττο8), French ecclesiastic, was  

born in the diocese of MontpelUer. In 1199 he was archdeacon  
of Maguelonne, and was appointed by Pope Innocent III. as  
one of the legates for the suppression of heresy in Languedoc.  
In 1202, when a monk in the Cistercian abbey of Fontfroide,  

Narbonne, he was designated to similar work, first in Toulouse,  
and afterwards at Vlviers and Montpellier. In *207 he was in  
the Rhone valley and in Provence, where he became involved  
in the strife between the count of l;aux and Raymond, count  
of Toulouse, by one of whose agents he was ass"seinatcd  on the  
τ5th of January za08. lie was beatified in the year of his death  
by Pope Innαent III.  

See De In Bouillerie, Le Bie,kearewr Pierre de C αstel αυ et ks  
Aibigrois es XIII. sik/e (Paris, 1866).  

PIBRREPONDS, a town of northern France, in the depart-
ment of Oise, g  m. S.E. of Cempikgne by road. Pup. ( ι906),  
1482. It is celebrated for its feudal stronghold, a masterpiece  
of modem restoration. The building is rectangular in shape,  
with a tower at each corner and at the centre of each of the walls,  
which are strengthened by crenelation and machicolallon. A  
lofty keep defends the principal entrances on the south-west.  
The interior buildings are chiefly modern, but the exterior  
reproduces faithfully that of the medieval fortress. Pierrefonds  
has a church dating from various periods from the 11th to the  
*6th century, and its mineral springs are in some repute. The  
chateau was begun in the last decade of the :4th century by  
Louis d'Orlfans, to whom the domain was given by Charles VI.,  
and finished early in the ι5th century. It was subsequently  
held by the Burgundian, the English and the adherents of the  
League, from whom it passed to Henry IV. It was dismantled  
in *622. The ruins, bought by Napoleon I., were restored, by  
order of Napolcon III., from ι8ς8 to ι895, under the direction,  
first of 1%11 t-le-Duc and afterwards of E. Boeswillwald.  

PIERREPON?, WILLIAM (c. 1607-1678), English politician,  
was the second son of Robert Pierrepont, rat earl of Kingston.  
Returned to the Lang Parliament in 1640 as member for Great  
Wenlock, he threw his influence on the side of peace and took  
part for the parliament in the negotiations with Charles L at  
Oxford in :643. Pierrepont was a member of the committee  
of both kingdoms, sad represented the parliamentary Party  
during the deliberations at Uxbridge in *645; but from that  
time, according to Clarendon, he forsook his moderate attitude,  
and "contracted more bitterness said sourness than formerly."  
This statement, however, is perhaps somewhat exaggerated,  
as Pierrepont favoured the resumption of negotiations with the  
king in 1647, and in the following year his efforts on behalf of  
peace at Newport, where again be represented the parliament-
arians, brought upon him some slight censure from Cromwell.  
For his services at Newport he was thanked by parliament; but  
he retired from active political life seen afterwards, as he  
disliked the " purging " of the House of Commons by Colonel  
Pride and the proceedings against the king. In spite of his  
Company. Choutsn built (m 1830-1835) the " ΥιΙloastoσs,"  
which went up the river to the present site of P.ei·re in 1831, aad  

was the first steamboat to navigate the upper waters of the Mis-
souri. Chouteau lived for song years in New York City, and while  
living in & Louis was a meisbr of the eonveatioa (08ao) which  

drafted the first cοιωαιπίun of Missouri  
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moderate views Pierrepont enjoyed the personal friendship 01  
Cromwell; but, although elected, he would not sit in the parlia-
ment of r656, nor would he take the place offered to him in the  
Protector's House of Lords. When Richard Cromwell suc-
ceeded his father, Pierrepont was an unobtrusive but powerful  
influence in directing the policy of the government, and after a  
short period of retirement on Richard's fall he was chosen,  
early in 1660, a member of the council of state. He represented  
Nottinghamshire in the Convention Parliament of rd6o, and  
probably was instrumental in saving the lives of some of the  
parliamentary leaders. At the general election of s66 ι he was  
detested, and, spending the remainder of his life in retirement,  
he died in 1678. Pierrepont married Elizabeth, daughter of  

Sir Thomas Harris, Hart., of Tong Castle, Shropshire, by whom  
he bad five sons and five daughters. His eldest son, Robert  
(d. 1666), was the father of Robert, 3rd earl, William, 4th earl,  
and Evelyn, Tat duke of Ringst οπ; and his third son, Gervase  
(1649-1715), was created in 1 714 baron Ρierτepοat of ianslape, 

 s title which became extinct on his death.  
PIEItROT (Ital. Pedj'o!rno), the name given to the leading  

character in the French pantomime plays since the 18th century;  
transferred from the Italian stage, and revived especially in  
recent times, lie is always in white, both face and costume,  
with a loose and daintily clownish garb, and is represented as of  
a freakish disposition. Modern pierrot plays have converted  
the pienοt into a romantic and even pathetic figure.  

PIERSON, HENRY HU00 properly HENRY Buse Pzαnsοs),  
(1815-1873), English composer, was the son of the Rev. Dr  
Pearson of St John's College, Oxford, where be was been in  
8 s; his father afterwards became dean of Salisbury. Pierson  

was educated at Harrow and Trinity College, Cambridge, and  
was at first intended for the career of medicine. His musical  
powers were too strong to be repressed, and after receiving  
instruction from Attwood and A. Τ. Cork he went in 1839 10  
Germany to study under C. H. Rink, Tomaschek and Reissiger.  
He was elected Reid Professor of Music in Edinburgh in 1 844,  
but, owing to a disagreement with the authorities, he resigned  
in the following year, and definitely adopted Germany as his  
country about the same time, making the change in his names  
noted above. His two operas, Leila (Hamburg, 1848) and  
Conrlariai (Hamburg, 1872), have not retained their hold upon  
the German public as his music to Faun has done, a work which  
until quite recently was frequently associated with Goethe's  
drama. He was never recognized in England as he was in  
Germany, for most οf his career fell in the period of the Mendels-
sohn fashion. His most important work was the oratorio  
Jcrusakm, produced at the Norwich Festiva) of 1852, and  
subsequently given in London (Sacred Harmonic Society, 1 853)  
and Wilrzburg (1862). For the Norwich Festival (at one of  
the meetings a selection from his Fauul music was given with  
success) he began an oratorio, Hezekiah, in ι ike, it was not  
finished, but was given in a fragmentary condition at the festival  
of that year. These two large works and a number of Pierson's  
songs, as well as the three overtures played at the Crystal  
Palace, reveal undeniable originality and a wealth of melodic  
ideas. He was weak in contrapuntal skill, and his music was  
wanting in outline and coherence; but in more fortunate con-
ditions his great gifts might have been turned to better account.  
He died at Leipzig on the 28th of January 1873, and was buried  
at Sonnmg, Berko, of which parish his brother, Canon Parson,  
was rector.  

PIETAS, in Roman mythology, the personification of the sense  
of duty towards God and man and the fatherland. According  
to a well-known story, a young woman in humble circumstances,  
whose father (or mother) was lying in prison under sentence  
of death, without food, managed to gain admittance, and  
fed her parent with milk from her breast. To commemorate  
her filial affection a temple was dedicated (1 81 e.e.) by  
Manlius Acilius Glabrio to Pietas in the Forum Holito ń um  
at Rome, on the spot where the young woman bad formerly  
lived. .The temple was probably originally vowed by the  
elder Glabrio out of gratitude for the 'ides shown durIng  

the engagement by his son, who may have saved 1»e life, as the  
elder Africanus that of his father at the battle of Ticinus (T..ivy  
szd. 46); the legend of the young woman (borrowed from the  
Greek story of Mycon and Pero, Val. Mae. v. 4, cxt. e) was the.  
connected with the temple by the identification of its site with  
that of the prison. There was another temple of Pieta: near the  
Circus Flaminius, which is connected by Amatuad (Risher di  
sleek tables, 1903) with the story of the pidas of C. Flaminim  
(Val. Mal. v. 4, 5), and regarded by him as the real seat of the  
cult of the goddess, the Pietas of the sanctnaIy dedicated by  
Glabrio being a Greek goddess. Pietas is represented on coins  
as a matron throwing incense en an altar, her attribute being a  
stork. Typical examples of " piety " are Aeneas and Antonm us 
Pius, who founded games called Eusebeń  at Puteoli in homer of  
Hadrian.  

See Val. Max. v. 4, 7; Pliny, Nat. Mst. vii. 721; Livy sf. 334  
Festus, s.,.; G. Wissowa,  Retiree sod !ultw der Risser (1902) ; 

F. Kuntse, "Die Legende von dee guten Tochiar," in lsbii*M  
fitτ den kbssinks Altertass (1904), am. ado.  

ΡΙΝΤΕ tliΑΕΙΙΖΒ17R0, the capital of Natal, situated hi  
z9°  46' S., 30" 13' Ε.,  45  m. ins direct line (7 τ by rail) W.N.W.  
of Durban. It lies, 2200 ft. above the era, north of the river  
Umsunduzi, and is surrounded by wooded hills. Of these the  
Town Hill, flat-topped, rises r60o ft. above the town. Pop.  

( 1 904), 31,119, of whom 15,087 were whites, 10,752 Kagus, and  
5280 IndIans. The town is laid Out on the usual Dutch South  
African plan—in rectangular blocks with a central market squaτe.  
The public buildings include the legislative council chambm  
and the legislative assembly buildings, government house, the  
government offices, college, pat office and market buildings.  
The town-hall, a fine building in a modified R,,,a!am,,ce style  
(characteristic of the majority of the other public buildings),  
has a lofty tower. It was completed in 1901, and replaces •  
building destroyed by fire in 1898. St Saviour's is the cathedral  
church οf the Anglican community. The headquarters of the  
Dutch Reformed Church are also in the town. There are  
monuments of Queen Victoria and Sir Τńeορń ilus Shepstone,  
and various war men'orials—otse commemorating those who  
fell in Zululand In 1879, and another those who lost their lives  
in the Hoer War 1899-1902. A large park and botanical gaxdena  
add to the attractions of the town. A favourite mode of con-
veyance is by rickshaw. The climate is healthy and agreeable,  
the mean annual temperature being 65° F. (55° in June, 71" in  
February). The rainfall Is about 38 in. a year, chiefly in the  
summer months (Oct-Mar.), when the hest is tempered by  
violent thunderstorms.  

Pietermaritzburg was founded early in 1839 by the newly-
arrived Dutch settlers in Natal, and its name commemorates  
two of their laden—Piet Relief and Gerrit Mant*. From the  
time of its establishment it was the sat of the Volksmad of the  
Natal Hoes-a, and on the submission of the Beers to the British  
In 1842 Maritzburg (as it is usually called) became the capital  
of the country. It was given a municipal board in 1848, end is  
1854 was Incorporated as a borough. Railway connezion with  
Durban was made in 1880, and in 1895 the line was extended  
to Johannesburg. The borough covers 44 sq. m. and includes  
numerous attractive suburbs. The ratable valoe is about  
£4,000,000. Various industries are carried on, including brick-
making, tanning, brewing, and cart and wagon building.  

See J. F. Ingram, The Slary of as African City (Maritzbui',  
180)  

PIETERSHURS, a town of the Transvaal, capital of the  
Zoutpansberg district, and 177 m. N.N.E. of Pretoria by rail.  
Pop. (1904), 3276, of whom r ό so were whites. The town Is  
pleasantly situated, at an elevation of 4200 ft., eta small tribu-
tary of the Zand river effluent of the Limpopo, and is the place  
of most importance in the province north of Pretoria. From  11 
roads run to Klein Lelaba and other gold-mining centres in the  
neighbourhood, and through it passes the old tome to Mashona-
land, which crosses the Limpopo at Rhodes Drift. The Zout-
paasberg district contains a comparatively dense Kaffir popula.  
lion, and a native newspaper is published at Ρieteraburg.  

'1  
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PmTIflI, . movement in the Lutheran Church, which arose  

towards the end of the 17th and continued during the first half  

of the following century. The name of Pietists was given to  

the adherents of the movement by its enemies as a term of  

ridicule, Lice that of" Methodists "somewhat later in England.  

The Lutheran Church had, in continuing Melanchthon's attempt  
to construct the evangelical faith as a doctrinal system, by  

the 17th century become a creed-bound theological and seers-
mentań an institution, which orthodox theologians like Johann  

Gerhard of Jena (d. 1637) ruled with almost the absolutism of  

the papacy. Christian faith had been dismissed from its seat  
in the heart, where Luther had placed it, to the cold regiens of  

the intellect. The dogmatic formularies of the Lutheran Church  
had usurped the position which Luther himself had assigned to  
the Bible alone, and as a consequence only they were studied  
and preached, while the Bible was neglected in the family, the  

study, the pulpit and the university. instead of advocating  

the priesthood of all believers, the Lutheran pastors had made  
themselves a despotic hierarchy, while they neglected their  
practical pastoral work. In the Reformed Church, on the other  

hand, the influence of Calvin had made less for doctrine than the  

practical formation of Chrstine life. The presbyter an constitu-
tion gave the people a share in church life which the Lutherans  

Lacked, but it involved a dogmatic legalism which Ímperilied  
Christian freedom and fostered self- ń ghteousness.  

As forerunners of the Pietiats in the strict sense, not a few  
earnest and powerful voices had been heard bewailing the  
shortcomings of the Church and advocating a revival of practical  
and devout Christianity. Amongst them were Jakob Boehme  

(Behmen), the theosophic mystic; Johann Arndt, whose work  
on True Chrirlinnily became widely known and appreciated;  

Heinrich Miller, who described the font, the pulpit, the con-
fessional and the altar as the four dumb idols of the Lutheran  

Church; the theologian, Johann Valentin Andrea, the court  
chaplain of the landgrave of Hesse; Schuppius, who sought to  
restore to the Bible its place in the pulpit; and Theophilus  

Grossgebauer (d. 0660) of Rostock, who from his pulpit and by  

his writings raised " the alarm cry of a watchman in Sion."  

The direct originator of the movement was Philip Jacob Spener,  

who combined the Lutheran emphasis on Biblical doctrine with  

the Reformed tendency to vigorous Christian life. Born at  
Rappoltsweiler, in Alsace on the τ3th of, January 163$, trained  
by a devout godmother, who used looks of devotion like Arndt's  
True Christiaaily, accustomed to hear the sermons of a pastor  
who preached the Bible more than the Lutheran creeds, Spener  

was early convinced of the necessity of a moral and religious  
reformation of the German Church. He studied theology, with  

a view to the Christian ministry, at Strwasburg, where the  

professors at the time (and especially Sebastian Schmidt) were  

more inclined to practical Christianity than to theological  

disputation. He afterwards spent a year in Geneva, and was  
powerfully influenced by the strict moral life and rigid ecclesias-
tical discipline prevalent there, and also by the preaching and  

the piety of the Waldensian professor, Antoine Leger, and the  

concerted Jesuit preacher, Jean de Labadie. 5  Duńng a stay in  
Tubingen he read Grossgebauer's Alarm Cry, and in 1666 be  

entered upon his first pastoral charge at Fankforton-the-Main,  

profoundly impressed with a sense of the danger of the Christian  

life being sacrificed to zeal for rigid orthodoxy. Pietism, as a  

distinct movement in the German Church, was then originated  

by Spener by religious meetings at his house (c ikefa pielelis),  
at which he repeated his sermons, expounded passages of the  
New Testament, and induced those present to join in co αveιsa-
tion on religious questions that arose. They gave rise to the  
name " P ίetists." In 167$ Spener published his Pia  desideria, 
or Earner! Desires for a Reform of lie Tree Ε σngdical Church.  
In tiιis publication he made six proposals as the test means of  
restoring the life of the Church: (r) the earnest and thorough  

study of the Bible in private meetings, ecdesiolae is ecdesia;  

r Labadκ had formed the ascetic and mystic sect of "The  

p π ti  " i
n
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Church  cu of Holland (c. ttGo), and then other in oth 
s of the 
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(a) the Christian priesthood being universal, the laity should  

share in the spiritual government of the Church; (3) a knowledge  
of Christianity must be attended by the practice of it as its  

indispensable sign and supplement; (4) instead of merely didactic,  
and often bitter, attacks on the beterodox and unbelievers, a  
sympathetic and kindly treatment of them; () a reorganization  

of the theological training of the universities, giving more  
prominence to the devotional life; and (6) a different style of  

preaching, namely, in the place of pleasing rhetoric, the implant-
ing of Christianity in the inner or new gran, the soul of which is  

faith, and its effects the fruits of life. This work produced a  

great impression throughout Germany, and although large  
numbers of the orthodox Lutheran theologians and pastors  

were deeply offended by Spener's book, its complaints and its  
demands were both too well justified to admit of their being  

point.blank denied. A large number of pastors at once pmaeti-
cally adopted Spener's proposals. In Paul Gerhardt the move-
ment found a singer whose hymns are genuine folk poetry. In  
1686 Spener accepted an appointment to the court-chaplaincy  
at Dresden, which opened to him a wider though more difficult  

sphere of labour. In Leipzig a society of young theologians  

was formed under his influence for the learned study and devout  

application of the Bible. Three magisiri belonging to that  
society, one of whom was August Hermann Franke, subse-
quently the founder of the famous orphanage at Ialle (1695),  

commenced courses of expository lectures on the Scriptures of a  
practical and devotional character, and in the German language,  

which were zealously frequented by both students and townsmen.  

The lectures aroused, however, the ill-will of the ether theo-
logians and pastors of Leipzig, and Francke and his friends left  
the city, and with ti κ aid of Christian Thomasius and Spener  
founded the new university of Rolle. The theological chairs  

in the new university were filled in complete conformity with  

Spener's proposals. The main difference between the new  
Pietistic school and the orthodox Lutherans arose from the  
conception of Christianity as chiefly consisting in a change of  

heart and consequent holiness of life, while the orthodox  
Lutherans of the time made it to consist mainly in correctness  

of doctrine.  
Spener died in ryes; but the movement, guided by Freneke,  

fertilized from Halle the whole of Middle and North Germany.  
Among its greatest achievements, apart from the philanthropic  

institutions founded at Balk, were the organization of the  

Moravian Church in i;a; by Count von Zlnzendorf, Spener's  
godson and a pupil in the Halle Orphanage, and the estab-
lishment of the greet Protestant missions, Ziegenbelg and  

others being the pioneers of an enterprise which until this time  
Protestantism had strangely neglected.  

Pietism, of course, had its weaknesses. The very earnestness  

with which Spener had insisted on the necessity of a new birth,  
and on a separation of Christians from the world, led to exaggera-
tion and fanaticism among followers less distinguished than  
ń imselfbor wisdom and moderation. Many Pietists soon main-
tained that the new birth must always be preceded by agonies  
of repentance, and that only a regenerated theologian could  
teach theology, while the whole school shunned all common  

worldly amusements, such as dancing, the theatre, and public  
games. There thus arose a new form of justification by works.  

Its cdccialem is cedesfa also weakened the power and meaning  
of church organization. Through these extravagances a reac-
tionary movement arose at the beginning of the ι8th century,  
one of the most distinguished leaders of which was Loracber,  
superintendent at Dresden.  

As it distinct movement Pietism had run its course before the  
middle of the ι8th century; by its very individualism it had  

helped to prepare the way for another great movement, the  

Illumination (Avfkl θrιrng), which was now to lead the world  
into new paths. Vet Pietism could claim to have contributed  

largely to the revival of Biblical studies in Germany, and to have  

made religion once more an affair of the heart and the life, and  

not merely of the intellect. It likewise vindicated afresh the  
rights of the Christian laity in regard to their own beliefs and  
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the work of the Church, against the assumptions and despotism  
of an arrogant clergy. "It was," says Rudolf Sohm, " the last  
great surge of the waves of the ecclesiastical movement begun  
by the Reformation; it was the completion and the final form  
of the Protestantism created by the Reformation. Then came  
a time when another intellectual power took poaseasson of the  
minds of men."  

Some writers on the history of Pietism—e.g. Heppe and  
Riischl—have included under it nearly all religious tendencies  
amongst Protestants of the last three centuries in the direction  
of a more serious cultivation of personal piety than that preva-
lent in the various established churches. Ritschl, too, treats  
Pietism as a retrograde movement of Christian life towards  
Catholicism. Some historians also speak of a later or modern  
Pietism, characterizing thereby a party in the German Church  
which was probably at first influenced by some remains of  
Spener'a Pietism in Westphalia, on the Rhine, in Wurttemberg,  
and at Halle and Berlin. The party was chiefly distinguished  
by its opposition to an independent scientific study of theology,  
its principal theological leader being Hengstenberg, and its  
chief literary organ the Εrengde ώke Kirch'nzeiiimg. The party  
originated at the close of the wars with Napoleon I.  

Amongst older works on Pietism are J. G. Walch, Hisio,ischs mind  
theοlοg. % ιhe Eiαle ίtυσgg in die ReliggiοnsstreIIigkeI4N der eoungefisck-
Lυtheτr..rlien Kirche (1730); A. Tholuck, Gesckkhte des Pselis ιnus  
mid de; erslen Stadiums der ilufkkrueg (1865): H. Schmid, Dii  
Geschwhle des Pietismus (1863); hi Goebel, Geschkhk des chr*sIiiciien  
Lebens in der Rheinhsιh-Westfdlischen Kirche (3 νοus. 1849-1860)·  
and the subject is dealt with at length in J. A. borner's and 
W. Cam's Histories of Protestant theology. More recent. are  

Heppe's Gcsckichte des Psefismus and der Mystik in der refrnmi Ιιa  
Kirche (1879). which is sympathetic; A. Ritschl'a Gesώkichle des  
Pielismus (3 vols., 1880-1886), which is hostile; and C. Sach ,se,  
Crsprung and Weses des Pietismus (1884). See also Fr. Nippold's  
article in Theol. Stud. and Kritiken ([882), ρρ. 34)-392; Η. ιroη  
Schubert. Outlines of Church History, ch. xv. (Rag. trans., 1907);  
and Carl Mirbt's article, " Pietismus,' in Herzcg-Hauck's Realen-
tykleρddie fur prof. Theologse u. Kite/se, end of vol. xv.  

PIETRO DSLLA VIONA, or Pira DELLS Viowa [Pztaus Dx  
Viwsas or Da Vntausj (c. 5190-1249),  chancellor and secretary  
to the emperor Frederick IL, was born at Capes in bumble  
circumstances. He studied law at Padua, and through his  
classical education, his ability to speak Latin and his poetic  
gifts, he gained the favour of Frederick II., who made him  
his secretary, and afterwards jades sagnam melee, councillor,  
governor of Apulia, prothonotary and chancellor. The emperor,  
"of whose heart he held the keys," as Dante says, sent him to  
Rome in 1232 and 1237 to negotiate with the pope, to Padus  
in 1239 to induce the citizens to accept imperial protection, to  
England in 1234-1 235 to arrange a marriage between Frederick  
and Isabella, sister of King Henry III. He proved a skilful  
and trustworthy diplomat, and he persistently defended the  
emperor against his traducers and against the pope's menaces.  
Bpi at the Council of Lyons, which had been summoned by Pope  
Innocent IV., Pietro dells Vigna entrusted the defence of his  
piaster to the celebrated jurist Taddeo of Suessa, who failed  
to prevent his condemnation. Frederick, whose suspicions had  
been awakened by the slanders of the envious, had hi.n im-
prisoned and blinded without giving him a chance to rebut his  
accusers. Unable to bear his disgrace, he committed suicide  
in his prison at Pisa in 1249. The exact date, place and manner  
of his death are, however, subject to controversy, and Flaminio  
del Borgo states that it occurred in the church of S. Andres, at  
Miser, in 1 256. The tragic fate of this man gave rise to many  
legends. The Guelphic tradition accuses Pietro dells Vigna, as  
well as the emperor and the court, of heresy; it was even stated,  
probably without any foundation, that they were the authors  
of the famous work, De tribes imposloribus, wherein Moses,  
Christ and Mahomet are blasphemed.  

Pietro dells Vigna was a mare of great culture; he encouraged  
science and the fine arts, and contributed much to the welfare  
of Italy by wise legislative reforms. lie was the author of some  
delicate verse iii the vernacular tongue, of which two canzoni  
and a sonnet are still. extant. His letters, mostly written in  
the name of the emperor and published by Iselin (Epislolasum  

 

libnn ...a vols., Easel, 174ο), contain much vaiaable.htfmmatioo  
on the history and culture of the 13th century. Α collection  
of the laws of Sicily, a Frocking de pdesigte ispa^iα1i, rod  
another treatise, "On Cοns4Ιatίοα, ' in the style of Βοlthίus, are  
also auributed to him.  

See Ηυ illard-BτdbοΙks, Vied eerrespasdasc di Pierre di he Vitne  
(Paris, 1864); Presta, Pier delk Vigse (Milan, 1880); Capssso end  
lanclli, Piιr ddk Vigse (Caserta, 1882); also Frroεaιes 1t.  

ΡΙΟ (a word of obscure origin, connected with the Low Ger.  
and Dut. word of the same meaning, bigge), a common name  
given to the domesticated swine of agricultural use. (For the  
zoology, see SwnsxJ  

British breeds of pigs are classified as black, white and red:  
In some places, notably Wales and Gloucester, a rem:snt of a  
spotted breed lingers; and a large proportion of common pigs.  
often parti-coloured, are mongrels. The white breeds are liable  
to sun-scald, and black pigs (like black men) are meth better  
adapted than white to exposure in strong sunlight, conforming  
to the rule that animals in the tropics have black skins.  

The Large Whiles may have in the akifi a few blue spots which  
grow white -heir. The bud is long, light in the jowl, and wide  
between the eyes, with long thin ears inclined slightly forward  
and fringed with long fine hair. The neck is long, but net  
coarse, the ribs are deep, the loin wide and level, the tad set  
high, and the legs straight said set well outside the carcass. The  
whole body, including the back of the neck, is covered with  
straight silky hair, which denotes quality and lean melt. Pigs  
of this breed are very prolific, and they may be grown to  
enormous weights—over it cwt. alive.  

The Middle Wkiks are built on a smaller scale than the urge  
Whites. They are shorter in the beads and legs, and fuller at  
the jowl, thicker and more compact in the body. The mews are  
quite as prolific as those of the Large White breed, sad, as their  
produce matures earlier, they are much in demand for breeding  
porkera.  

The Smell While pigs are beautifully proportioned. The bead  
and legs are very short, and the body short, thick and wide;  
the jowl is heavy, the ears pricked, and the thin skin Paden with  
long silky, wavy, but not curly, hair, whilst the tail is very fine.  
Α deficiency of lean meat is a common characteristic of the breed,  
which is almost extinct.  

The above three breeds were designated Yorkshire Whites,  
and are still so named at times. The Middle White, formed by  
crossing the large and the small breeds, is not so symmetrical  
as the parent stutks, and the type is not uniform.  

The Liscdnshire Curly Coaled or Bostet, pig is a local breed  
of great size and opacity for producing pork. It is very hardy  
and prolific, but somewhat coarse in the bone. It has an  
abundance of long curly hair, a short (ace and a straight nose,  
and the ears, not too long and heavy, fall over the fare. It  
crosses well with the Large White, the Large Black and the  
Berkshire.  

The Large Bieck breed, which vies with the Large White breed  
for size, and is probably its superior as a bacon pig, has only  
since i90o received national show-yard recognition; but there is  
ample evidence that, with its character υΡtic whole black colour  
with a mealy hue, length, fine hair and lop ear, the Large Black  
existed in the south of England for generations. Lt has been  
continuously and carefully bred in Cornwall, Devon, Essex and  
Suffolk, and from these centres it has rapidly spread all over the  
country. Large Blacks are exceedingly docile, and the ears,  
hanging well forward ovςr the eyes, contribute materially to a  
quietness of habit which renders them peculiarly adapted  to 
field grazing. On account of their hardiness and disposition to  
early maturity they have proved valuable for crossing purposes.  
The Large Black Pig Society was incorporated in 1899.  

The Berkshire is a black pig with a pinkish skin, and a little  
white on the nose, forehead, pasterns, and tip to the taiL It has  
a moderately short head with heavy jowl, a deep, compact  
carcase, and wide, low and well-developed hindquarters, with  
heavy hams. The skin carries an abundance of fine hair. The  
Berkshire is an early-maturity breed which has been somewhat  
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inbred, 'andis  not  sobaidy  and prolific as  dsost  breeds.- The  
boars cross well with common stock. Ii merits the most credit  

in raising the quality of Irish pigs. In  Aisetica  it is in the front  
rank for numbers and quality as a lard-hog. There it often  
grows to be a larger and finer animal than it Is in England.  

The Small Black-or Block Ssijdk was  jnoduccd  from the old  
Essex pig by crossing with the Neapolitan.  lt  resembles the  
Small While, except that the skin is  coal.Wack  in colour, and  
the coal of hair is not  utually prfuss.  The Small Black,  mma  
over, is rather longer, and  sL*nds  somewhat higher, whilst it  
yields more lean meat than the Small White. It matures  wiy  
and  sa  quick to bitten.  . 

The  Tamtx,ih  is one of the oldest breeds  oΙ' ρ.  It is hardy,  
active and prolific, and nearly related to the wild boat The  
colour Is red or chestnut, with at limes darkish  epois  on the  
skin. The  hcad,'body  and legs are long, and the rib, deep and  
flat. Originally a local breed.  in the district,  axoutd  the  Stedord

-shire town born which it takes its  Ωanιo  it is now extensively  
bred, and highly valued as a bacon pig (W. FR.; It. W.)  

In America nearly all the breeds may be classified as lard.  
bogs.  Bsctm.plg.  fed on Indian corn degenerate into lard.  
hogs, run deem in size and become  ιο  small is the bone and  
less prolific by Inbreeding,  

The  Pdatid'Ckme, the meet popular breed in the United  
Stales is thus degenerating.  Β  is a black pig like, the lint.  
'shire, but has short  Ινρ eem,  a more- pointed, straight tune, a  
more compact body, and mere white markings. 11 is a breed  
of mixed blood, and is believed to have  odgicoted  Irons the 
"Big China "pig—a large white hog With sandy spats, taken to 
Ohio in  ι316,  and blended with Irish graziers In 1839, and with a  
breed known as  Bayficids,  as well as with Berkshire.. In' Iowa 
the  Berkshiie  is a  osesbitird  lard and bum pig us high  favow  

.  The  Dv.rec Jersey or  Dwac,  ci  a  mi-or cherry-red colour—
not sandy or dark—is the moat pop ular pig in Nebraska and  
equal to any other In Iowa. It is a large prolific lard-bog,  uislly  
making 300 lb in eight months. It- ha& gained rapidly in  

popularity since the beginning of this century, and is spreading  
tootborceatre..  . 

The  Cheskr Write, named from Chester  wimly, Pecotsyl.  
yams, Is one of the four leading beards of lard-bogs in  
America. Ii  i*  ci  mixed origin and beam a  dzoug family 
resemblance to the  .Ljicolnsisir. csrly.00atcd  pig. The berry  
English  snctatoN, the breed of which Is not on -record, in.  
America, were most probably .1 L incoln origin. The sow Is  
a prolific breeder and good mother, weighing, when mature but  

not fat,  ‚ ο  lb—the bear averaging  όσο  lb, and  barrowa  at ‚ix  
to eight months  ,3$Ο  lb. At Vermont Station, In a  τ27  days', 
test, Chester Whiles made an average gala  ci'  536 lb said  
dressed 84.5%  earcase,  and they can gain fully  i  lb of live 
weight for  3 lb of grain consumed.  

MesagemniL—Tba  brood row should be  iesgtby  and of a prolific  
strain, known to milk well. She is moderately led sad put to  a 
briar of her own age when large enough,  i.e.  seven to eight mouths  
old. She remains in a state of  Cestrum  for about three days, and  
if not pregnant comes in heat again in three weeks. Breeding  

swine, male and female, run most of their time at pasture and  
"cdv.  a liberal allowance  ci  green food or -raw roots. The period ' 
of gestation is sixteen weeks. Six to eight pigs are reared  ci  the 
first litter, and ten to twelve afterward s.  Many brood rows art  
fattened to greatest profit alter the seco nd  or third litter. Two  
litters are produced in one year. as pigs are usually weaned at  two  
moiuhe  old, and the row will We the beer at from three days to  

a week alter the pigs are removed, according to  condttson.  A  
couveoient  sty to hold five or ax pigs has a southern aspect, and 
consist, of a covered  comparemeat  and outer court, each  ιο  It.  
square. When the  snimali  an fed outside the inner court is kept  
dean and dry, and there the  pigs.lie.  The labouring man's ριg  

is his bank, and is led  oe  Image, small  putasoas  and were products.  
In  cesmexion  with cheese dairies pigs are largely fed on sour whey 
thickened with mixed meal produced from any or all of the grains  

ci  pulses, the choice depending  upun  the  nisrket  price. Food  
smy  with advantage be cooked far very  ycong  pig.: but, with the  
emend= of potatoes, which should never be given raw.  rOts  sad  
meals are best given  untookrd.  Meal mined with  pulpal  roots  
far a let boors improves  in digestibility, and  •  sprinkling of salt 

 Ιι  an improvement. Meal derived from  leguiainoia  seeds males, 
die flesh finn  and improve, the  qulllqr Retuning pigs am fad  

three  .timss • day'anl  supplied whit  coat.esbs.  or. few handfuls  
of earth. 01 the fatted live weight of a p ig  83  %  is butcher's  
carcase, and 91  %  of the increase from too to 200 lb is  rarcase.  
From  3 to lb of meal consumed  rmuttt  in an increase of 1 lb of  
live  weght  in a pig, which is the most economical meat producer on  
a (arm, Concentrated awl digestible foods give best results, a  
pig has a small stomach. Fjord's Danish  etperimenta  show that  
for fattening pigs I lb of lye' or barley-meal is equivalent to 6 lb  

of skim-milk or ix lb of whey, and 1 lb of meal equivalent to 8 lb  

.1 	..o  .  11s of  's. Ϊ to,o . 

Ιιι& RΑΓ u Ιt ΙS.—J.  (oleuiisui,  Pigs of Greut  Britain (1877); Sanders  
Sjscncer,  Pigs: Breeds and Management (1905); C. M. Rommel,  
77c  iiog  industry (1904; Bull. No. 47,  U.S.Α.-  Bureau of Animal  
In histry); J .  Long, The hook of Ike  Ρi (1906):  Ρ.  I). Coburn. 
Suund iissbmidry  (1904);  R. Wallace,  Form Lire Stock of Great  

Britain (4th  rd.  1 907); Douglas  En'yclopaedia  (1906);  C. S.  l%umb,  
yρes  and Breeds of Farm Animals (1906) the  herd  Βοοk  tithe  

Breed Societies, and  Rιροιs  of the Agricultural ειeραrtnn Its of 
Great B ritain, Canada and the United States, (F. W.)  

PTGALLE,  JEAN  ΒΑΡΠΕΤΕ  (2714-2785), French sculptor,  
was born In  PkrIS  on the  aό th  of January 1724. He was the  
seventh child of a carpenter. Although he failed to obtain the  
grand prix, after a severe struggle he entered the Academy and  
became one of the most popular sculptors of his day. His  

earlier work, such as" Child with Ca ge " (model at  Siνres)  and  
Mercury Fastening his Sandals" (Berlin, and lead cast in  

Louvre), Is less commonplace than that of his  maturer  years,  
but his nude statue of Voltaire, dated 1776  (Institut),  and his  
tombs of Comte  d'Harcourt  (c, 1764) (Notre Dame) and  οΓ 
Marshal Sane, completed in 1777 (Lutheran church,  Strassburg), 

 are good specimens of French sculpture in the 18th  century.  
He died on the 28th of August 

See P.  Tarbl.  VP  cl csr.  dc  ΡίgαΙΙ' (1859) ; Start!,  kloge dc Pigo.ik;  

Milanges dc lwerniure.  

PTGAULT-LEBRUN  (Ρι auιτ  DX  t'E?tNoy), ΙΗΑΑΙΣΖ 
 ANTOINE  GUILLAUME  (5753-1835), French novelist, was born  

at Calais (be is said to have traced his pedigree on the mother',  
side to  Eustaclie  dc St Pierre) on the 8th of April  i;.  His  
youth was stormy. He twice carri ed οff young ladies of some  
position, and was in consequence twice imprisoned by is-lire dc  
cachci.  The first, a Miss Crawford, the daughter Of an English 
merchant whose  omce Pigault had entered, died almost  
immediately after her elopement; the second, Mile dc  Salens,  
he married. He became a soldier in the Queen's Guards, then  
a very unsuccessful actor, and a teacher of French. At the  
breaking out of the great war he re-enlisted and fought at  
Valmy.  He wrote more than twenty plays, and a large number  
of novels, the first of which appeared in 5787. In his old age  
be took to graver work, and executed an abridgement of French  

history in eight volumes, besides some other work. His  (Ευ rr  
camp! lies were published in twenty volumes between 1822 and  
1824, but much of his work is subsequent to this collection.  
He died on the  24Ιh  of July 1835. The style of  Pigault's  novels 
Is insignificant, and their morality very far from severe. As  
almost the father of a kind of literature  which later developed  
enormously,  Pigault-Lebrun deserves a certain place in literary 
history. Among the most celebrated of his novels may be 
mentioned  L'Esufanl du Carnatssi  (1792' and  Angilique ci  Jeanne'  
lots dc is place Mauler! (1790). His  Cilaleur  (2  vols.,  2803), a  
collection of quotations against Christianity, was forbidden 
and yet several times reprinted. 

PIGEON (Fr. pigeon,  Ital.  /tics-loose and  piplone,  Lot.  /ti/tb,  
literally a nestling-bird that pipes or cries out, a "piper  "-
the very name now in use among some pigeon-fanciers, though 

 "squeaker"  in the more usual term). The name pigeon, 
doubtless of Norman introduction as a polite term, seems to  
bear much the same relation (0 dove, the word of Anglo-Saxon 
origin, that mutton has to sheep, beef to ox, veal to calf, and 
pork to bacon; no sharp  snologicai  distinction can be drawn  
(see Dove) between dove and pigeon, and the collective members  
of the group  CοΙsmbe  are by ornithologists ordinarily called  
pigeons. Perhaps the best-known speci es  to which the latter 
name is exclusively &inn in common  speecht  is the wild pigeon 

' It may be  όbseτν d  that the  "  rock-pigeons" of  A.ngto.Iedia'w  
are  Ss#d.gmuse  (q.t.). and the Cape pigeon of sailors is a petrel  
(g.e.). . 	 . 
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or passenger pigeon of North America, Ειlορistes .eigreries,  
rhich is still found in maiiy parts of Canada and the United  
States, though now almost extinct and never appearing in the  
c mntless numbers that it did of old, when a flock seen by A.  
Wilson was estimated to coasist of more than 2530 millions.  
The often-quoted descriptions given by him and J. J. Audubon  
nr pigeon-haunts in the then " backwoods " of Rent υcky, Ohio  
and Indiana need not here be reproduced. That of the latter 

 w,'s declared by C. Waterton to be a grog exaggeration; but  
the critic would certainly have changed his tone had he known  
that, some hundred and fifty years earlier, passenger-pigeons so  
swarmed and ravaged the colonists' crops near Montreal that  
a bishop of his own church was constrained to exorcise them  
with holy water, as if they had been demons.t The passenger.  
pigeon is about the size of a common turtle-dove, but with a  

long, wedge-shaped tail. The male is of a dark slate-colour  
above, and purplish-bay beneath, the side of the neck being  
enlivened by violet, green and gold. The female is drab-
coloured above and dull white beneath, with only a slight trace  
of the brilliant neck-markings.' (See plate illustration under  
Dove.)  

Among the multitudinous forms of pigeons very few can here  
be nοtic^d. A species which might possibly repay the trouble  
of domestication is the wonga.wonga or white-fleshed pigeon  
of Australia, Ltucasarcia picadc, a bird larger than the ring-dove,  
of a slaty-blue colour above and white beneath, streaked on  
the flanks with black. It is known to breed, though not very  
freely, in captivity, and is said to be excellent for the table.  
As regards flavour, the fruit-pigeons of the genus Treroa (or  
Viango of some authors) and its allies surpass all birds. These  
inhabit tropical Africa, India, and especially the Malay Archi-
pelago; but the probability of domesticating any of them is  
very remote. Hardly less esteemed are the pigeons of the genus  
Pub pus and its kindred forms, which have their headquarters  
in the Pacific Islands, though some occur tar to the westward and  
also in Australia. There may be mentioned the strange Nicobar  
pigeon, Cabanas (see plate illustration under Dove!), an inhabi-
tant of the Indn Archipelago, not less remarkable for the long  
lustrous hackles with which its neck is clothed than for the  
structure of its gizzard, which has been described by Sir W. H.  
Flower (Prot. Zod. roc., 1860, p. 33ο), though this peculiarity  
is matched or even surpassed by that of the same organ in the  
Phacnorrhina gdiath of New Caledonia (Res. de soxlogie, 18ό a,  
p. 138) and in the Carpop$aga lairans of Fiji. In this last the  
surface of the epithelial lining is beset by horny conical processes,  
adapted, it is believed, for crushing the very hard fruits of  
O'ocorpus viticn ń s on which the, bird feeds (Proc. 2001. Sec.,  
1878, p. 102). The modem giants of the group, consisting of  
about half a dozen specie of the genus Coma and known as  
crowned pigeons (see plate illustration under Doves), belong to  
New Guinea and the neighbouring islands, and are conspicuous  
by their large size, beautiful filmy fan-shaped crest, and the  
reticulated instead of scutellated covering of their " tarsi."  

A very distinct type of pigeon is that represented by Didua-
Cu!us ,iirig&osiris, the " Manu.men " of Samoa, still believed by  
some to be the next of kin to the Dodo (0,.r.), but really presenting  
only a superficial, resemblance in the shape of its bill to that  
extinct form, from which it differs osteologically quite' as  
much as do other pigeons (Phil. Trans., 1869, p. 349).  It 
remains to be seen whether the Papuan genus Oiidiphaps,  of 
which several species are now known, may not belong rather  
to the Didunculidae than to the true Columbidae.  

Pigeons are now regarded as belonging to the Cbaxadriiform  

or plover-like birds (see Bums) and are placed in the sub-or der  

1 Vοyogss du Βσroi do L Roidaa days rAsrifgw apksbio ιak,  
1 93.94 (2nd ed., Amsterdam, 5705). In the first edition, published  
at the lint  in 1703, the passage, less explicit in details but to  
the same elfect, is at pp. So. The author's letter, describing the dr  
cumstαηα, is dated May 1687.  

'There are several records of the occurrence in Britain of this  
pιgeaι but in most roses the birds noticed cannot be supposed to 
hose found their own way hither. One, which was shot in Fife in  
ι8a5, may. however, have crossed the Atlantic unassisted by man.  

Columbee, neat the'and-grouse (q.e.). They are divided Into  
three families, Dididae, which include' the Dodo (q.s.) and  
Sdirairq the Columbidee, which includes the doves and pigeons,  
and the Didunculidae, of which the curious teeth-bllled pigeon,  
of Samoa is the only example. The body is always compact.  
and the bill has a soft skin or men covering the nestrits. The  
pigeons are chiefly vegetable feeders and have a hard guard,  
and all drink much water; they perch, and have a note of the  
nature of a " coo." Then is aoougbp&stktmorlslnboles  
on the ground or in rocks. The eggs are two or them end  
white, and the young, which are helpless when batched, ere  
fed by a secretion from the crop of the parent'. (A. N.)  

PIOEOII-PLYINO, the sport of racing homleg-pigeons bred  
and trained for the putpoae. It is of very recent dates akhough  
the me of birds as it means of carrying memagee (see Πtceow  
Ροsτ) is ef great antiquity. Belgium may he considered as  
pot ‚xa ledce the home of the sport, the first birds flown there  
probably coming from Holland. Long-distance flying began  
in 1818, with a match of ieo m., while in z8ao there was a  
race from Paris to Li€ge, and three years later the first race  
from London to Belgium. Ths sport is now a favou ń te one in  
Great Britain, the United State, Frame, end, to a less degree,  
in some other countries, although nowhere attaining the general  
popularity which it enjoys in Belgium, where needy every  
village has its Sacidil cdewbo$ifs, millions of pigeons being  
sent over the French border to be raced back The annual  
Belgian immure soured, a race of about 500 m. from Toulouse  
to Brussels, was inaugurated in i88e, in Which year the first  
regular races in Crest Britain, from &seer, Plymouth and  
Penzance to London, took place. The velocity attained at  
that time was about rare yds. per minute, but this was soon  
surpassed in the races of the London Columbarien Society,  one 
of the winners in which attained a speed of 1836 yds. per  
minute.  

The apart was Introduced Into the United States about the  
year 1875, although regular racing did not begin until 1878.  
Since then it has gained ,idcspresd popularity, the Ameri=  
record for old birds at 300 m. being 5848 yds. per minute  
and for young birds (yearlings) r665 yam,  while the distance  
record is ro04 tn. The American" blue ribbon" chemρim-
ships are held at roe, rots, 300, 400, 500 and όσο en. The  
speed of homing-pµeons depends very greatly upon the state  
of the atmosphere. In the tan from Meetargis to Brussels in  
1876 in bright and deer wither, all the lwise-.winaern made the  
distance of yo m. within three and one-quarter beers, while  

in the same race in 5877, on a thick and starry day, thirty hours  
passed before the first bird arrived.  

7 he loft shoeld be on a tommandfngg site. ft Is best  
made in the shape of ■ lange room. suitably aubdivided, protected  
from vermin, and provided with drinking troughs, rock salt and  
crushed mortar for the birds' use, it should be fitted with a  
weicίmit number of nests about a ft. long, so in. in breadth and  
height. Arrangements should be made for allowing the pigeons  
to Ily out daily for exercise; and they should be trained to reτΡnee  
the loft through bolting when, which open inwards only, into a 

 small chamber, to which an electric arrangeineiIt may be fitted so  
as to sound a hell and warn the owner of the arrival cf a bird. The  
food of birds in training ainsists d vetch, bees, maim. peas, broken  
rice sad millet, in variom pιοpoτ ions, ansonding to the country,  
climate and semen d the year,  the daily allowance for each bird  
being about 4o  grammee weight. Young, binds may be fed on rica  
in the husk and broad. They are called squ αlαs " for a week or  
two after birth, and they ".qiaeakom" until about three reorths  
old. Each breed tuassists ci two eggs, en which both parents sit  
in turn, the cock ody fora few hours in the middle of the dap.  
When the young are being brought up, only one of the parent  birds 
is taken out at a time. One meal per day, given before the birds  
are let out in the morning, is aulllcient. Training should cotunwece  
in warm weather, when the hint is about four months old, and it  
consists in taking it cut in a closed wicker baskα and tibmtmg or 

timing' it at gradually increasing distances from its loft, with  
several daγγιι iiierval of rest between the flights. The usual pr ι-
liminary dlsts.ncee air  i,  a, 5, ιo and 15 or so m. Tbee sones  
should all be made on the mime tins between the loft and, my,  
some neighbouring qty, in order that a bird may always have t0  
fly in the semi general dir.ction during the muon. About coo a  
may be eapεaad of birds the first seism; they reach their full  
diιt mars only about the Mth year. It Is sdidered better en  
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Train the young kazoos slime a that they may become rad.peedsut  
of the older beds. When thοrouahly trained they may be fown  
over long distances about once a week. The Belgian fanciers  
generally divide their birds into two class s, one far breeding and  

the other for iacδg, though the latter are allowed to breed within  
certain limits. Some fanciers always choose birds with chicks in  

the nest for long journeys, claiming.  that they return faster with 
this incentive. A seamless metal ring marked with the owner's  

name is slipped over the foot of the pigeon when only a few days  
old, sad during its racing career the longer wing-featbom are camped  

with the biιd's recοeds. At the start of a ems the competing beds  
are tossed together by it starter who takes the time. Upon being  
released the homer ascends rapidly In spirals until, apparently des-
crying some familiar landmark on the horizon, it will fy straight  
and swiftly towards it. As the birds enter their hem-lefts the  

time is taken by the owner. A bird is net considered to have got  
borne " until it has actually paned through the doer of its loft.  

PI01011 PCIT. The use of homing pigeons to entry mesupu  

Is as old as Solomon, and the ancient Greeks, to whom the art  
of training the birds came probably from the Persians, conveyed  
the names of Olympic victomi to their various dd.a by this  
means. Before the electric telegraph this method of commnni-
ation had a considerable vogue amongst stockbeekes and  
financiers. The Dutch government estabished a civil and  
military pigeon system in Java. and %metre early us the tub  
century, the birds being obtained from Bagdad. Details of  
the employment of pigeons during the siege of Paris in ι87ο-7r  
will be found in the article Post amo Poatsa Seavics: Ferree.  
This led to a revival in the training d pigeons for military  
pnrpeaes. Numerous private societies were established fee  
keeping pigeons of this class in all important European countries;  
and, in time, various governments cstabáshed systems of eom-
m ilkedoα for military purposα by pigeon poet. When the ,  
pessibtlity of using the birds between military fortresses had  

been thoroughly tested attention was turned to their use for  

naval purposes, to send mmmgns between coast stations and  
ships at sea. They are also food of g eat use by sews agencies  
and private individuals. Governments have in several centuries  
established lofts of their own. Laws have been passed making  
the destruction of such pigeons a serious offence; premiums to  
stimulate of ιcienη have been offered to private societies, and  
rewards given foe destruction el birds of prey. Pigeons have  
been used by newspapers tο report yacht races, and some yachts  
have actually been fitted with lofts. It has also been found of  
great importance to establish registration of all birds. In order  
to hinder the eflciency of the systems of foreign countess,  
difficdtles have been placed in the way of the importation of  
their birds for training, and in a few cues falcons have been  
specially trained tο interrupt the service in war-time, the  
Germans having set the example by employing hawks against  
the Paris pigeons is I870- /τ. No salisfacteIy method of  
protecting the weaker birds seems to have been evolved, though  
the Chinese formerly provided their pigeons with whistles and  
bells to sate away birdso! prey.  

In view of the development of wireless telegraphy the modern  
tendency is to consider fortress warfare as the only sphere In  
which homing pigeons can be expected to render really valuable  
services. Consequently, the British Admiralty has discontinued  
its pigeon service, which bad attained a high standard of emci.  
ency, and other powers will no doubt follow the examplt.  
Nevertheless, large numbers of birds are, and will presumably  
continue to be, kept at the great inland fortresses of France,  

Germany and Ruses.  
See L. du Pay de Podie, Die BriefΙatrbe is der Χr εgntssst  (Leiprig, 

588772); Brinckmeier, Aawcl14 Pjkge, red Dnrsrn der Bnefwseew  
(limenau, 1891).  

ΡΙ ΕΜΙΙ-4Α0li'11ΙΟ, a form of sport consisting of shooting  
at live pigeons released from traps. The number of trans,  
which are six-sided bones, falling flat open at the re lease of a  
spring, is usually five; these ere arranged 5 yd* apart on  

the arc of a tire of which the shooter ferns the centre. The  
distance (maximum) is 31 yds., handicapping being deter-
mined by shortening the distance. The five traps are each  
connected by wires with a case ("the puller "); a single string  
pulled by a men Μαιlοιεd at the side of the sńodter works as  

arrangement of sprisgs and cog-wheels in the " ριdleτ,i and  
lets fall one Of the trans; it is impossible to know beforehand  

which trap will be released. At a fixed distance from the centre  
of the traps is a boundary within which the birds hit must fall  
if they are to count to the shooter. This line νaries in distance  
in the various dubs; the National Gun Club boundary being  
65 ids., that of the Monaco Club being only so yds. The  
charge of shot allowed must not exceed ri ox. The best type  
of pigeon is the blue rock. From the star of the Hurlingham  
Club at Fulham in 1867 pigeoa.eboodng was a favourite sport  
there; it was, however, stepped in 1036. The principal pigeon.  
shooting centre in England is now at the National Gun Club  

grounds at Hendon. The great internatkmal competitions and  
sweepstakes take place at Monaco. An artiflcial bird of city,  
now more usually of a composition of pitch, is often subtliutel  
foe the live pigeon. These day birds are also sprung from  
trap. Thi, spot originated in the United States, where, under  

the time of "trap-shouting," or inanimate bird shooting, it is  
extremely popular. At first the traps invented t hrew the birds  
with too great regularity of cum; now the trans throw the  
birds at different and unknown angles, and the skill required  

is great. In day-bird shooting the traps usually number  
fifteen, and are out of sight of the shooter. The laanimate  
Bird Shooting Association in England was started in 1803.  

PIOlINTS (Let. pigwmmdtsas, from plsgere, to paint). It is  
convenient to distinguish between pigments and paints, the  
latter being preparcd from the former by the addition of a  
vehicle or medium. Nor are pigments and dyes identical,  
although there are eases in which the same colouring matter  

which yields a dye of stain may give rise to a pigment. A  

pigment is, in fact, a substance which is Insoluble in the vehicle  
with which it is mixed to make a paint, while a dye is soluble.  
Pigments exhibit various degrees of transparency and οριc ty,  
and ought to possess such qualities as these: ease In working,  
chemical indifference to each other and, generally, to the vehicles  
employed, also stability under exposure to light and air. As  a 
rule, it ls desirable that pigments should not be seriously affected  
in hue by the vehicle; at all events, whatever change does occur  
ought to admit of calculation. In the case of oil colours it  
should be remembered that a thorough drying of the paint is  
preferable to the formation of a surfac*-skln, and that a few  
pigments, notably white lead, possess properties conducing  
to this desirable result. Ιt is scarcely necessary to add to  
these general observatIons concerning pigments that their  

artistic value depends primarily upon the nature and amount  

of the optical sensation which they are competent to produce.  

Although the number of available pigments is greet, the  
number of chemical elements which enter into their composition  
is not large. Very many richly.coloured compounds aF  
cannot be employed because they lack the properties  
of insolubility, inertness and stability. Pigments are drown  

from various sources. Some are natural, some artificial; some  

are inorganic, some organic, some are elements, some mixtures,  

sore compounds. It is not unusual to arrange them into two  
groans, swbsLariiiw and odjedks. Amongst the members of  
the former group such a pigment as vermilion, where each  

particle is homogeneous, may be cited as an example. Amongst  
the adjective pigments rose-madder may be named, for each  

particle consists of a colourless base on which a colouring matter  

(slisadn) has been thrown. Most of the inorganic pigments,  
whether ustural or artificial, belong to the substantive group;  

while there are many organic pigments, notably those of artificial  
origin, which are of adjective character. The following table  
prseats a summery clss.lfication of pigments according to  
their source or origin:— 

Mineral ' eta 
? 

Natural; as term vete. 
r Artificial; as aureoiin.  
( Animal; as carmine.  

Olpnic pigments 	Vegetable; as madder-lake.  
Artificial; as alixarin.orange.  

A variety of nemeses are In use in order tο fit natural coloured  
substances fee employment is pigments. The first slap is.  
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in many aces, to select, or "pick over," the raw material,  
rejecting whatever impurities may weaken or injure the char- 

acteristic hue of the product. It is occasionally  
necessary to treat the finely-ground substance with  
water by the method of elutriation or washung.ever;  

the wash-waters will then deposit, on standing, various grades  
of the coloured body required. With rare eaeptioas native  
pigments need careful grinding, either by means of a muller on  
a slab or by edge rollers, or boriaontal mill-stones, or special  
machines. The substance is usually ground in spirits of turpen-
tine, or alcohol, or water; oil-paints are of course fimily ground  
in a drying-oil, such as linseed oil or poppy oil, water.coloun  
require gum-water, or gum-water and glycerin if they are to be  
" moist " paints. In the case o Ε all pigments, whether mi αηΡl  
or organic, whether natural or artiilcisl, it is of the highest  

importance to make sure that they are free from saline matters  
soluble in water. Such salts are removed by thorough washing  
with distilled water. Α treatment of this kind is essential in  
the case of a large number of pigments formed by chemical  
reactions in the "wet way." Characteristic examples are  
furnished by Prussian blue, viridian and takes. Sometimes  
it is necessary to remove dangerous impurities by advents  
other than water, such as carbon bisulphido, which Is used to  
extract free sulphur from yellow. Ment ion may here  
be made of another kind of preparative treatment which is  
adopted with some pigments: they are sub$tcted to the action  
of heat—moderate in some aces, strong In others. Thus, a few  
aubstantm, such as ivory black and yellow oche, which in  
ordinaty circumstances contain much non-ementisi moisture,  
before they are ground in oil may with advantage be gently  
dried at a temperature not above that of boiling water. Again,  
there are pigments, such as Prussian brown, light red and burnt  
sienna, which owe their hues to a process of actual calcination,  
the first of these being thus made from Prussian blue, the second  
from yellow ochre, and the third from raw sienna. The pigments  
known as burnt carmine and burnt madder are prepared at a  
much lower temperature, and ought to be described as roasted  
rather than as burnt.  

The substitution done pigment for another Is rarely Pte,  
but it is Dot so unusual to find that a ashy substance has  
A 	tecdved an admixture of something cheaper, and  
5, 	that an inferior grade of a genuine pigment has had  

its hue exalted or enhanced by scene unlawful or  
dangerous addition. In fact, these two kinds of sophistication  
are often associated. Thus vermilion is adulterated with red  
lead, with red antimony sulphide, or with barytes white and lead  
sulphate, and then the hue of the mixture is restored to the  
proper pitch by the introduction of the powerful but fugitive  
colouring matter eusen. Amongst other adulterations which  
may be named here are the addition of chrome-yellow (lead  
chromate) to yellow ochre, of green ultramarine to terra verte,  
and of indigo to ivory beck; this last mixture being a substitute  
for mine-black, the natural blue-black. The detection of the  
above-named sop&misiicatlona is by no mores difficult even is  
the hands of persons unacquainted with chemical manipulation,  
but it needs a trained analyst when quantitative results  
required. If we are dealing with an oil-colour, the first step  
is to remove the oil by means of a solvent, such, for example,  
as ether. The residual pigment is then allowed to dry, and the  
dry powder submitted to the appropriate physical and rbemicel  
tests. Thus a suspected vermilion, having been freed from oil,  
is bested in a smell herd glass bulb-tube: it should prove  
practically volatile, leaving a mere trace of residue. In this  
particular case the presence of a red bur in the ether -extmct  
affords evidence of adulteration with as organic miming  
matter, such as eosin. Then, again, we may detect the presence  
in yellow ochre of lead chromate by pouring a little snlphuretted  
hydrogen water and dilute hydrochloric acid upon one portion  
of the dry pigment, and boiling another portion with dilute  
sulphuric acid and some alcohol: In  the former experiment  
blackening will occur, in the latter the liquid part of the mixture  
will acquire a greenish tint. So ease groin ultramarine may be  

recognised in iduhesited tette verte by the iddition of dilute  

hydrochloric acid, which destroys the relentof the adniterant  
and causes an abundant evolution of the evil -smelling sulphur-
cited hydrogen. Moreover, nothing is gamer than the recegimi.  tu n of indigo in vine or charcoal-black, for the dry powder.  
heated in a glees tube, gives off purple vapotus of indigo, which  
condense in the cooler part of the tube into a blackish sublimate  

A word must be said here as to the adulteration of white  
lead, and the examlnetioa of this most important pigment  
The best variety of white lead or Sake white contains two  
molecules of lead carbonate to one of lead hydrate, and is wholly  
soluble in dilute nitric acid, while barium sulphate, its met  
frequent aduherant, is wholly Inegluble. Cń inatlay end lead  
sulphide will also remain undissolved; but whitening or du*  
aπnot•be detected in this way--indeed, the thorough esamma-
tIon of white lead, not only fee aephiolications but also for  
correspondence with the bat type hr namposition,aanae be  
=tried out save by a ιkιlled chemist.  

Pigments may be d,mfied cii two nstemsc (a) based on  
the cńemi - l ccmpedtioa; (a) honed em the colour. On the  
frst system jdgmenas  fall into nine groups, seven 

 Bawler  of which are fairly well deSoed, but the eighth and __ 
ninth base a • somewhat miscellaneous chiracter  
The groups of elements, amides, aulpbides. hydrates, carbon-
ates end silicate present this cbsracttdstk, namely, that each  
member of any one group is without action upon the other  
members of the group; any two or more may therefore be mixed  
together =tuoat fear of mutual injury. The same sutement  
may be made with rofereisce to the various iergenic silts of  
Group VIII. and to the organic compounds of Group  IX.. 
although in this laιgσ finsi group ihesi are two pigments con-
tsiamg copper (vesdigris and emerald green) which mom be  
regarded with m pidon. The inertness of the members of  
the same gaup towards each other may be etplaiaed in the  
ms,jmwity of arm by the following consideration An elide  
does not act upon an oxide, nee does a sulphide affect a suiphide,  
because all the pigment oxides have takes up their full eompio-  
went of oxygen, and as neither give see Ion this element to  
similar oxides; so also with sulphur iii the sulphides. Α few  
details testesmg the several members of the nine groups are  
now otieιed -  

Canoe I. εkmeπlι.—Ad the black pigments in ordinary use--
ivory black, lamp black, c amoal black, Indian ink, and graphite,  
less owredly tanned black-lead and ρlυmbιgο--cesιώst of a contain  
carbon, an element not liable to chime ńe metallic pigments.  
gold, silver, aluminium and platinum, belong here, of these 1  ad.α 
alone is easily susceptible of change, tarnishing combination  
with sulphur.  

Gaour II Oxidu.—Tbe midee have ganerally bees (απrd  
at a high temperature and ace net aasily s,'bk to physical  or 
chemical change: they are, moreover, not liable to affect other  
pigments, being practically Inert, red lead only being an exceptioii.  
The  oxides include sin white, green chromium  oxide. burnt umber  
(a mistnr' of Free and maagssma oxide). coheh gums (CoO.aZnO).  
cobalt blue (CnΟ,bΑl5OU, cosraleum (CcO,ιιSnOs), Venetian red.  
light red, Indian red and burnt sienna (all cbielly composed of ferric  
oxide), and red lead (PbAd•  

Gsorn' 1II. Sιdpkides.—Sοτne of the members of this group ate  
Gable to em eek (rite ιαdρηor, and some may give imp this element  
to the metallic bases οi other pigments. Thus cadmium yellow  
blackens emerald green, producing copper suiphide. Another  
pigment of this group, vermilion, is prone to a molecular change  
whereby the red form peaces into the black variety. This change.  
frequent in water-colour drawings, is scarcely dhstrvable in works  
painted in oil The ωlρhides comprise admmum yellow Cd5).  
king's yellow r  realgar (Aa5.), antimony red (Sb.S,) and  
vermilion (HgS). It is convenient to give places in the same group  
to the various kinds of ultramarine, blue, green, red, violet and  

native, fee In all of then a pat of the sulphur present soars .  us the  
fond of a sulpbide. It may be stated that the sulPhides d uses&  
and antimony just named are dangerous and changeable Jugments  
not suited for artistic painting.  

Gaove IV. lTydesles se R* 	— π—al native earths 
belong here, notably yellow oth ιn raw umber, raw sienna and  
Cappegh brown. These substance owe their colours mainly to  
hydrates and oxides of iron and of manganese, but the pretence of  
a colourless body such as white clay or barium sulphate is meat  
with the paler *menu. A false yeller, ochre from Cyprus is  
molly a bade tone sulphate, and dam net properly belong to ibis  
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group. Besides the yellow and brown ρigwι' , there isa msgnill.  
cent deep green pigment in this group, known as emerald oxide of  
chromium or viridian. The blue copper preparation which goes  
under the name of New Iwssilre and mountain blue, a very unstable  
pigment, is also ennential!y a hydrate, though by  no means pure.  
It should be stated that all the earthy or native hydrates belonging  

so this group nsntaln water in two states, namely, hygmaeopic or  
loosely-attached and constitutional, Before rinding them m oil,  
the reduction in the amount of the hygroscopic moisture by  means  

of acurre^
nt of ir e gentle warmth often improves the hue 

and working 
 

Gaour V. Carboaaks.—There is but one reek,  important  
member of this g ςrroouupq, namely, the old and typical variety of white  
lead (zΡbCOi. PbΗ.01) Like green verditer (τCuCOι. CυΗ,0ι)  
απd blue verditer (CuCO1 CuH2O,), it is a basic αrboπata%dried  
chalk α whiten (CaCO.) belongs here also.  

Grog VI. Sinks.--1Terio verte, which is. natural green  
richer containing a silicate of iron, ροta ιίum and magnesium, and  
one other silicate, smelt, an artificial glare containing a silicate of  
cobalt and potassium, constitute this small group. However, some  
of the ocherous earths contain silicate of iron, manganese and  
almninium, as well as hydrates of the two framer metals, and so  
have some claim to be ranked with the silicates.  

Gaovi' VII. Cliromaks.—Tliese salts are rich in oxygen. When  
in contact with some of the more alterable organic pigments belong-
ingg to Group ΙΧ. the chromates may bee oxygen, acquiring a  
somewhat greenish or greyish hue, owing to the formation of th e  
lower or green oxide of chromium. The chroinatea cannot be  
trusted as pigments. The yellow chromates, those of  barium, 
strontium, mac απd lead, are represented by the general formula  
IN"CrOr; chrome red is basic, απd is Pb,Ci(l..  

Gaoui' VIII. Names, Zsorgawic Salts.—This group  is intended  
to receive a number of pigments which are solitary, or almost 

 is one cobalti. 
nitrite, 

 solitary, classes 
 Κ,Cο(ΝΟ )s,associated with once ore  more molecules  

of water), called .soιnetίmes cobalt yellow; one antimonate, that  
of kid, the true Naples yellow; one tungstate. that of chromium.  
known as tungsten green; a metaphosphate of manganese, which  
goes under the name of Νύ rπberg or manganese violet; and several  
mixed cobalt compounds containing arsenates and phosphates of  
that metal, and represented by cobalt violet and Th'nard's blue.  
Two sulphate, also belong here, namely, baryta white (B ιfΟ )  
and lend sulphate (PbSOJ. also Schweinfurt green, a basic copper 
arsenite. It is obvious that of the members of so miscellaneous  
a group of pIgmen t, no general characteristics can be predicated.  
But it may be stated that the two s υΙρhαtes, the tusgatate απd the  
cobalt compounds are practically inert and unalterable, while the  
copper arsenite απd the lead antimonate are sensitive to the ration  
of sulphur and of suiphides. The cobaltinit ń te, aurcolin, cannot  
be safely mined with some of the organic pigments belonging to  
the next and but group.  

Gaoue IX. Or i' Compornda.—Most of the members of this  
large and unwieldy group of pigments possess this εharacτer in  
common, proneness to oaidatlon and consequent deterioration in  
the ριεκnce of light, moisture and sir. Such oxidation is acceler-
ated by the action of some highly oxidized pigments belonging to  
other gtαιp. such as the chromate, of Group VII. απd aureolin 
of Group VIII.,  his action being particularly marked m the se 
of the yellow laes, the cochineal lakes απd indigo. There are two  

^

pigments consisting group. ting of copper salts in this gup. They are verdigris 
th the blue-green and the green varieties being basic copper  

aαtates--and the pigment known in Englαnd as emerald-green,  
which i,  a basic cupric aεeto-srseπί te. These copper pigments  
present the usual sensitiveness to the attack of sulphur which dis-
tinguishes compounds of this metal, and cannot therefore be ,afd),  
mixed with the members of Group III., and more particularly with  
she cadmium colours. About nine members of Group IX. may be  
regarded as substantive pigments. These include Indian yellow  
(mainly magnesium and calcium euxanthates), gamboge. sap green,  
indigo, Prussian blue, bitumen or asphalt, bistro, sepia, and the  
bituminous variety of Vandyck brown. The adjective pigments  

include a great variety of lakes where different kinds of colou ń ng  
matters of more α less acid character have been thrown upon a  
base, generally of colourless aluminium hydrate, aluminium phos-
phate, staonoos hydrate. stannic oxide. bartya or lime; sometimes  

coloured hares containing such metals as copper, chromium.  
manganese α iron sir introduced in small quantities The colour-
ing :miters used are bah natural and artificial Amongst the  
former may be named Indian lake, from the resinous exudation  
produced in certain trees by the attaclis of Coccus fares, carmine,  
crimson and purple lake, from the colouring metier obtained from  
the cochineal insect, Criecss cacti; rose-madder and the madder-
hikes, from the alizarin and allied bodies derived from the root of  

the ordinary madder plant Rabin Iiiic!ornm; απd yellow lakes, from  
querciteon bark (Qiimas iiiidrns). and from Persian and Avignon  
berries (speciσ of Rf,assaxs α Bimckthorn). The lakes derived  
from slkanet root. archil, Brxzil wood, and red sanders wood are  

of vαy small interest απd value. The name judgment may be 
pronounced upon the large number of artificia Likes which owe  
then to1o ιΡmes to coal -tar detivatives. with the single eleeptioa of  

and 

• 

 important rimms of pφme ι obtained (him aetiflelal ade
(
a
η
rin, 

itself, in its purest state associated 
derivatives. 

 with alumina and a  little   
lime, yields tnose pigments which passes a pink or rosy hue. When  
purpunn and its isomers, anthmpurpurin and gavopnirpurin, are  
present, the red hue is mere pronounced, and may even tend  
towards a golden colour, or, when some copper or iron or manganese  
is introduced may become decidedly brown. Many of the alizarin  
crimsons soil as paints are not made from alizarin itself, but from  
the sulpbonmc acids of alimln. These lakes present a wide range  
of hues. Another derivative of alizarin, known as p-mtsu.eliaana,  
yields a rich orange lake, to which such mines as pure orange,  
orange madder and marigold have been applied.  

Sfaδúify.—Some notion of the relative stability cl pigments  
will have been derived from the remarks already made under  
" 

 

(5'ski0n " But as permanence is of no less importance  
than chromatic quality in the use of pigments used in the fine  
art of painting to which the present article is mainly devoted,  
further particulars concerning certain selected pigments may  
profitably be given here. Beginning with white pigments, these  
three may be named as useful: white lead, Freeman's white, zinc  
white. As as oil-colour, white lead of the old type is generally  
the best to use, but among water-colours its place. must be  
takes by zinc white in the condensed Corm known as Chinese  
white. Zinc white, in spite of the qualities which recommend  
its use in oil, namely, the fact of its being not only unaffected  
by sulphur, but odourless and non-poisonous, lacks toughness  
as an oil-paint, and has a tendency to scale. Freeman's white,  
which consists essentially of lead sulphite, is the best substitute  
for white lead yet devised. The small percentages of zinc white  
and baryta white which it contains are not to be regarded as  
adialleraliona, for they greatly increase its body, and though of  
less specific gravity than lead sulphate, actually raise the weight  
per cubic foot of the dry pigment. Out of a dozen or more  
familiar yellow paints, a selection may be made of these six:  
yellow ochre, raw sienna, mars orange, cadmium yellow, sureolin  
and barytes yellow. Concerning two of these, cadmium yellow  
and aureolin, the following observations may be set down.  
Cadmium aulphide, CdS, exists iii two forms, which in some  
measure correspond to the two modifications of mercuric and  
antimonious sulpń ldes. One of these forms is yellow and the  
other reddish rorenge. When sulphuretted hydrogen is sent  
into a weak, cold, and neutral solution of cadmium salt, the  
sulphide which separates is pale and yellow—the orange variety  
is obtained from a strong, hot, and acid solution. The pale  
variety is more prone to change than the darker one; but as oil  
colours both forms are suffIciently arable for use, provided they  
are pure. The value of aureolin as a pigment depends much  
upon its mode of preparation. Α new variety of bright yellow  
hue was described by Adie and Wood in spoo, and is represented  
by the formula KsNaCo(NOn)', H4O. Of red pigments, six claim  
special mention. These are vermilion, light red, Venetian red,  
Indian red, red ochre, and the red lakes derived from madder  
or aliiarin. Vermilion is stable in oils, but as water-colour  
paint is prone to change, under exposure to strong light, into  
the black modification of mercuric sulphide. The iron-reds  
named above, whether natural or artificial, are quite permanent,  
but so much rennet be said of the various madder-paints. They  
are of far greater stability under exposure to light than any other  
red organic pigments, and are absolutely necessary to the artist.  
It must be noted that those madder and alizarin lakes which  
contain an element of yellow and brown are less stable than  
those of a crimton hue. Five green pigments may be recom-
mended, namely, vińdien, or the emerald oxide of chromium,  
the ordinary green oxide, cobalt green, green ultramarine, απd  
terre verte. Except for minor decorative work, where perma-
nence is of secondary moment, one is obliged to exclude from the  
palette emerald green, green verditer, verdigris, sap-green, and  
the numerous preparations which owe their colour to mixtures  
of Prussian blue and chrome yellow, and are sold under the names  
of green vermilion, chrome green, Brunswick green, and so on.  
AI these pigments usually contain much barium sulphate  
Similarly, amongst blue pigments, ultramarine, cobalt blue  
and misruleum may be retained, while smelt, Indigo and all  
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copper blues should be rejected. lroslan blue, or the mixture  
of this pigment with a white base which is usually called Antwerp  
blue, can scarcely be spared, but care should be taken to choose  
a sample containing no potassium compounds. Coeruleum,  
With may be dcscxibed as cobalt stennate presents the peculiar-
ity of appeasing a greenish blue in artificial light, not a purplish  
blue like that of ordinary cobalt blue. Cobalt violet is a sound  
pigment, while manganese metaphosphate or Nurnberg violet  
is said not to be safe in oil. Mars vioiet,an artificially prepared  
ferric oxide, is dull in hue but permanent. Passing on to brown  
pigments, it is matter for regret that there are no permanent  
colours possessing the artistic capacities of asphalt, madder  
brown, and the old bituminous Vandyke brown. Cappagh  
brown, burnt sienna, and raw and burnt umber may be employed  
safely. Little need be said as to ti κ selection of black pigment  
bor all are permanent. The soot from burning acetylene,  
which has recently been introduced, forms a black pigment of  
remarkable intensity.  

U,es.—Hltherto pigments have been considered chiefly in  
relation to the requirements of the painter of pictures. In  
many merely decorative arts, such as the manufacture of wall-
papers and the painting of woodwork said of iron, the pigments  
available are in one direction, that of coat, more restricted, but,  
on the other hand, many alterable or weak pigments are com-
monly employed. in paints intended for the protection of  
iron-work, the nature of the pigment introduced is a matter of  
great moment, for, red lead, zinc white and white lead are found  
to exert a strong protective influence, which is not observed in  
the case of the vast-majority of pigments. There area number  
of other uses besides those just named for which special pigments,  
or, more precisely, special paints, are employed. Amongst  
such preparations may be named luminous paint anti-fouling  
paints, metallic paints, damp-proof paint and asbestos and  
other fireproof paints.  

AuTnoarrszs.—J. Bench. Mess 	Pigments, translated  
from the 2nd German edition by A. C. Wright (London, 1900);  
Cennino Cennini. The Book 4 the Art, translated by Mrs  
Herringbam (Landon, 1899)- Sir Α. H. Church, Chemuby 4 Pedals  
cad Pcintiwj (London, 1901); G. H. Hurst, Peiawi Colosra.  Oils 
oaf Vcraishes (London, 1901); S. Miεminskl, Iaadbuch des  
Fa,bris-Pnbrjkajioi' (Vienna, 18g8); Rafianit (aid others). Pcbrmest  
de casks,: (Paris, 1884). (Α. H. C.)  

ΡI0O?, 0B080B, Baioic (τ7τ9-τ777) r  English governor of  
Madras, was born on the 4th of March ι7ι9 and entered the  
service of the East India Company in 1736; alter nineteen years  

be berme governor and commander-in-chief of Madras in r55.  
Having defended this place against the French in τ7ς8-ς9 and  
occupied Pondicherry on behalf of the company, he resigned his  
office in November 1763 and returned to England, being made a  

baronet in 1764. In the following year he obtained a seat in  
parliament, and this he retained until his death; in τ766 he was  
created an IrυΡh peer as Baron Pigot. Returning to India in  

• 5775 to occupy his former position at Madras, Pigot was at once  
involved in a fierce quarrel with the majority of his council,  
which arose out of the proposed restoration of the rajah of  

Tanjore. The governor was arrested by order of his opponents,  
and was still a prisoner when he died on the nih of May 1777.  
Meanwhile the conduct of Pigot was censured by the court of  
directors in England and the order for his restoration was  
followed immediately by another for his recall. This happened  
about a month after his death, but before the news had reached  

England. In 1779 the matter wds discussed in parliament,  
and four of those who were responsible for his arrest were tried  

and were fined £1000 each. Pigot, who left several illegitimate  

children, was never married, and his barony became extinct.  
Two bf the governor's brothers were men of repute. Sia RossRτ  

Ριοοτ (ι7ιo-1796),
)) 
 who succeeded to the baronetcy, commanded his 

dinnggtthe War of American battles  n Independence. He bκaσw alκuαι ant. 
general in 1782 The other brat Ηυcπ Ρraοτ (c. 5721-5792)  
was a sailor After some yeas of service he became an admiral  
and commander-in-chief in the West Indies in 1782. One of his  
Ions was General Sea HINSY Ριooτ (syyo-184o), and anther was  
lions P1ao7 ( 1 769-1797). a eaptaia iii tńe navy, who was murdered  

du 	utiay in Sq*ember 1797  white in command of the  

ΡΙΟ4ΤWΚΙΙΟ, or Hoo-Hmmso, the chase of the wild  
boar, as a sport, on horseback with the spear. The chase on  
foot was common among anent peoples, sad in central Europe  
has lasted to the present day, aitho υgiι, on account of the  
introduction of Siw-srms, the spear has gradually become an  
auxiliary weapon, used to give the carp de eke to a wounded  
animal. The modern sport is the direct descendant of bear-
spearing which was popular is Bengal until the beginning of  

the r9th century, when the bears bad become so scarce that  
wild pigs were substituted as the quarry. The weapon used  
by the Bengalese was a short, heavy, broad-bladed javelin.  
British Wheels introduced the spear or lance and this has become  
the recognised method of hunting wild pigs in India. The  
season for bunting in northern India, the present headquarter  
of the sport, is from February to July. The best horses should  
be quick and net too big. Two kinds of weapon are used. The  

long, or underhand, spear, weighing from two to tbre pounds,  
ltas a light, tough bamboo shaft, from seven to eight feet long,  
armed with a small steel head of varying shape. This spear is  
held in the hand about two-thirds the distance front the point,  
with the knuckles turned down said the thumb along the shaft.  
The abort, or jobbing, spear is from sir to six and a halt feet  
long, and somewhat heavier than the longer weapon. It is  
grasped near the butt, with the thumb cep. Although easier  
to handle in the jungle, It permits the neater approach of the  
boar and is therefore more dangerous to man said mount.  

Haring arrived at the bush-grown or marshland haunt  of 
the pigs, the quarry is " reared " i.e. chad out of its cover,  
by a long line of beater, usually under the command of a  
mounted shikari. Sometimes dogs and guns loaded with small  
shot are used to induce an animal to break cover. The mounted  
sportsmen, placed on the edge of the cover, attack the pig as  
soon as it appear, the honour of " first spear," or "spear of  
honour," i.e. the thrust that first draws blood, being much  
coveted. Asa startled or angry wild boar Is a fast runner said  

a desperate fighter the pig-sticker must possess a good eye, a  
steady hand, a firm seat, a cool head and a courageous bean.  
For these masons the military authorities encourage the sport,  
which is for the most part carried on by the tent clubs of the  
larger Indian utations.  

The following technical terms are used. "Frank," a boar  
enclosure. " bow," the taaiianisk. a common cover for boaπ.  

Jiak" (of the boar), to turn sharply to one side. Nullah," 
 a dry water-course. To pig," to hunt the boar " Pug. " the  

boar a footprint. Pugging," tracking the boar. "Ride to  
to hunt the boar. 	Rootings." marks of the pig's snout in the  
ground. 	Sanglier " (or "singular ), a boar that has separated  
from the "sounder." "Sounder,' a family of wild /wine.  

Squetker;' a pig under three years. ' Tusker, a full -grown  
boar.  

See Pig-Ssckrng or Rog.Ifiialiirg, by R. S. S. Baden-Powel  
(London, 1889)  

PIKE. ZEBULON ΜΟΝΤΟΟΜΗΖΥ (1779-:8ι3), Americas  
explorer and soldier, was born in Lumberton (now a part of  
Trenton), New Jersey, on the 5th of January 1779, son of  
Zebulon Pike (1751-1834), an otficer iii the American army.  
He entered his lather's company as a cadet about X94,  and  
berme an ensign (or second lieutenant) in 1799  and first lieu-
tenant in the same year. On the 9th of August x805 he started  
with twenty men from St Louis to explore the head-waters of  
the Mississippi. At Prairie du Chien he met some Chippewa  
chiefs and induced them to expel the whisky-enders among  
them and to make peace with the Sioux; at the Falls of St  
Anthony (Sept. 23) he bought a tract 9 m. square at the mouth  
of the St Croix for a fort; and at Little Falls (in the middle of  
October) he built a stockade, where he left seven men. He  
reached Leech Lake ("Lake La Sang Sue "), which he called  
"the main source of the Mississippi," on the sat of February  
2806; went-3ο m. farther to Cass Lake (" Red Cedar"); and,  
after working against British influences among the Indians,  
turned back, and went down the Mississippi from Dean Creek  
to St Louis, arriving on the 3uih of April In 1806 he was  
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ordeeed to mature Ιο their homes 50 Onges, redeemed by the  
United States government from Potawstami, and to explore  
the country. He started on the ις th of July; and went north  
along the Missouri and the Osage into the present state of  
Kansas and probably to the Republican river in the south of  
the present Nebraska, where on the 29th of September he held  a 
grand council of the Pawnees. Then (early in October), turning  
nearly south, be marched to the Arkansas near, which he ruched  
on the 14th of October, and up which (after the r8th with only  
:6 men) he went to the Royal Gorge (Dec. 7), having first  
seen the mountain called in his honour Pike's Peak on the  
23rd of November; and then went north-west, probably up Oil  
Creek from Cańen City: In searching for the Red river he came  
to the South Platte, marched through South Park, left it by Trout  
Creek pun, struck over tο the Arkansas, which he thought was  
the Red River for which he was searching, and, going sopth and  
south-west, came to the Rio Grende del Norte (shout where  

Alamo.., Connie. county, Colorado, is now) on the 30th of  
January ifloy. There on the 26th of February be and a small  
number of his met were taken prisoners by Spanish authorities,  
who sent him first to Santa Fe, then tο Chihuahua to General  
Sekedo, and by a. roundabout way to the Americsn frontier,  
where he was released on the lit of July 1807. He was promoted  
captain (August a8o6), major (May i8o8), lieutenant-colonel  
(Dec 1809) and colonel (July 181x). In 2808 he tried in vain to  
get an appropriation from Congress for himself and his men. He  
was military agent in New Orleans in ι8tιy-τ8ιο, was deputy  
quartermaster-general in April-July 1812, and was in active  

service in the War of ι8ι2 as adjutant and inspector-general in  
the campaign against York (now Toronto), Canada, and in the  
attack on York on the 27th of April 1813 was in immediate  

command of the croons in action and was killed by apiece of  
rock which fell on him when the British garrison in its retreat  
set fire ιο the magazine.  

His Accorιt of as Fspeditim to lire Seems N  the Mississippi ad  
throes/h the Western Parts of LoaiιΡiaaα ... mad a Tow ιΑι sψ  
the Interior Parts of New Spai, was published at Philadelphia  
in 1810; was reprinted and rearranged in London in 1811; and was  

published in a French version in Paris in :812, and a Dutch version  
at Amsterdam in 1812-1813. The standard edition with memoir  

and Hops by Elliott Cones was published in three volumes in New  
York in 1895. Some of Pike's papers talon from him in Mexico  
are new in the Mexican archives (Seecion de Asuntoa Inter-
ende ales mxa'Sty^ 1624), and the more important were pub 
fished by H. E. Dolton in the A,.srwas Hiss rfal  Rmiew, 
(1907-1908), xiil. 79g-827. See the sketch by liniuy Whiting in  
vol. v., series 2, of Jared Sparks's Library of λsserί  as Biography.  

PIKE, fresh-water fishes generally distributed over the rivers  
and lakes of Europe, northern Asia, and North America, and  
forming a small family (Eτoιidae) of soft-rayed fishes. They are  
readily recognized by their elongate compressed body covered  

, .r °- 

European Pike (Buse fecisυ).  
with smell scales, a long head, long and spatulate snout, end.very  
large mouth armed with strong and long teeth in the jaws and  
broad bands of smaller teeth on the palate and tongue. The  
teeth point backwards or can be depressed so as to offer no  
obstruction to any object entering the gape, but present its  
withdrawal in the opposite direction. The dorsal and anal  
fins are placed fax back on the tail, thus greatly increasing the  
propelling power of the fish, and, although pike are bad swim- 
mers and lead rather a sedentary than a roving life, they are  
excelled by no other fresh-water fish in rapidity of motion when,  

by a single stroke of the tail, they dash upon their prey or daft  

out οf reach of danger. In the Old World one species only is  
known (Esos Incise), which prefers lakes and sluggish reachea  
of rivers to strong currents or agitated waters. Its eaatward  
range in northern Asia is not known; it extends into Lapland in  
the north and into central Italy and the vicinity of Constants.  
nople in the south, but is absent in the Iberian Peninsula. The  
European species occurs also in North America, and is common  
in the eastern United States southwards to northern Ohio. But  
North America is tenanted by other species of pike besides, of  
which the largest is the m'akclunge or msakinongc of the Great  
Lakes (Ems ιsώ iliοτ); it commonly attains to the large size which  
is exceptionally recorded of Eros lecii'e. The other Ameń csa  
pike are of smaller size, and generally named "pickerel "; but  
opinions as to the distinction of the species differ widely among  
American ichthyologists. The European pike, like its brethren,  
is the most voracious of fresh-water fishes; it probably exceeds  
the shark, to which it has been compared by many writers, in  
the relative quantity of food it consumes. Large specimens  
will seize rats or water-voles, and are said to attack even foxes  
and small dogs. Individuals of from eο  lb to so lb are  
Dot scarce, but captures of much larger ones are on record.  
Pike are wholesome food, and much esteemed in inland countries  
—the smaller (o( 20 to 24 in. in length) being preferred to  
the larger individuals They are prolific, and not easily exter-
minated in a water in which they have been once allowed to  
spawn. According to season and climate they spawn in April  
or May, and sometimes as early as February.  

PIKE, a word which, with its collateral forms "pick"  and  
"peak," has as its basic meaning that of anything pointed or  
tapering to a point. The ultimate etymology is much disputed,  
and the inΙcurle ioιι of the collateral, Is very confused. in  
Old English there are two forms (plc), one with a long and the  
other with a short vowel, which give" pike" and " pick "  
respectively. The first form gave in the ιςιh century the  
varisnt " peak " first with reference to the peaked shoes then  

fashionable, prkyd on ons. In Romanńc languages are found  
Fr. pie., Span. pie., 1taL pieces', to pierce, &c. There are also  
similar words in Welsh, Cornish and Breton. The Scandinavian  

forms, a{. Saved. and Ncr. phi, are probably taken from English.  
While some authorities take the Celtic as the original, others  

look to Latin for the source. Here the woodpecker, piers, is  
referred to, or more probably the root seen in spice, ear of corn,  
and spίπσ, prickle (English spike, spine). The current differene  
tiation in meanings attached to pike, pick and peak are more or  
less dearly marked, though in dialects they may vary. ( ι) Pike:  
Apart from the use as the name of the fish (see above),  

probably a shortened form of pike-fish, from its sharp, pointed  
beak, the common uses of the word are f οτ along hafted weapon  
with sharply pointed head of iron or steel, the common weapoa  
of the foot-soldier till the introduction of the bayonet (see Som  

and Bavoxer), and fora hill with a pointed summit, appearing  
chiefly in the names οf such hills in Cumberland, Westmorland  
and North West Lancashire. It may be noticed that the  
proverbial expression "plain as a pike-stall" appears originally  
as "plain as a pack-stall," the fiat plain aided stall on which a  
pedlar married and rested his pack. The use of " pike " for a  
highway, a toll-gate, &c., is merely abort for "turnpike." (2)  
Pick: Asa substantive this form is chiefly used of the common  
tool of the navvy and the miner, consisting of a curved double-
ended had set at right angles to the handle, one end being  
sneered with a chisel edge, the other pointed, and used f οτ  
loosening and breaking hard masses of earth, coal, &c. (see  
Toots). The other name for this tool, " picka τe, ' is a comip-
lion of the earlier pikays, Fr. pkoia, M. Lest. picosiv,s, formed  
from Fr. pie, the termination being adapted to the familiar  
English "lie." The sense-development of the verb "to pick"  
is not very dear, but the fallowing meanings give the probable  
line: to dig into anything like a bird with its beak, in order to  
extract or remove something, to gather, pluck, hence to select,  
choose. (3) Peak: The chief uses are for the front of a cap  
or hat projecting sharply over the eyes, for the part of ι ship's  
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held where it narrows lowarda the bows, the fore-peak, or  
towards the stern, the after-peak, for the top corner of a  sail 
extended by a gaff, or for the projecting and of the gaff itself,  
and for a pointed or corral top of a hill or mountain. The  
name of the high table-lend district in Derbyshire is not t ο be  
connected with this word, but probably retains the name of an  
old English demon, Proc (see Paae,'Dee).  

iPIKB-P8RCΒ (Luciop ιna), frosh-water fishes closely allied  
to the perch, but with strong mine teeth standing between  

the smaller teeth of the jaws and paste. They re σemble thepike  
in their elongate body and head, and they are also most danger-
otis enemies to other fresh-mater fishes, though they compensate  
for their destructiveneσ by the excellent flavour of their flesh.  
in Europe two species occur, the more celebrated being the  
" Zasdcr " of North Germany or " Schiel " of the Danube  
(Lscfeperco msdr'); strange to say, it is absent in the system  
of the Rhine. It prefers the quiet waters of large rivers  
sad clear deep lakes, in which it reaches a weight of s5 lb 

 or 3ο lb. The second (Lackpoca ssdgewsts) is limited to rivers  
in southern Russia and Hungary. In North America several  
pike-perches have been desalbed, but in the most recent winks  
only two are distinguished, viz. Lscio$rca mesaiwss, which  
grows to a weight of so lb. and the much smaller Lsιfopnca  
casadexsir; both are abundant in the Canadian lakes and  
upper Mississippi, and the latter also in the Ohio.  

Pffi0'g PBAB, a famous peak of the Rampart range of the  
Rocky Mountains in El Paso county, Colorado, U.S.A., about  
6 m. W. of Colorado Springs. Though surpassed in altitude  
(14,108 ft.) by many summits in the state, no other is so well  
known. The commanding appearance of the peak is very  
fine. To the south are Cameron Cone ( το,685 ft.), Mt Sadielt,  
Μι Bald ( ι3.ο74), hit Rosa (11 427), and Mt Cheyenne (φιο7).  
From the summit the magnificent Sangre de Cristo range is in  
the lorcgroumd, while on a dear day nol only its southernmost  
summit, Bianca Peak ( r4,3aο ft.) is v'sibie, but also the Spanish  
Peaks (12,708 and 13,623 ft.) too m. tο the south, and Long's  
Peak ' οο m. t ο the north, and between them Mt Lincoln, Gray's  
Peek cod other giants. Αt the base of the mountain are  
Mnnitou and Colorado Springs, whence tourists can make the  
assent of the peak (in summer safe and relatively simple) on  
horseback or by s cog-railway, 8-75 tea. long (opened in ι8ιιτ),  
which makes a toted ascent of 8t οo ft. (maximum gradient  
τ in 4)  to the summit. In 1905 a powerful searchlight was  
erected on the summit.  

Pike's Peak was discovered in November ι8ο6 by Lieut.  
Zebnlon Μ. Pike. He attempted tο soak it, but took the wrong  
path end found himself at the summit of Cheyenne Mountain.  
He pronounced the mountain unclimbable. in t8iq it was  
auceumfuily climbed by the explonog party of Major S. H.  

PILASTER (Fr. pilasbs, med. Let. pilasbam, from pus, a  
pillar), in architecture, an engaged pier projecting slightly from  
the wall, and employed to divide up and decorate a well surface  
or to serve as respond to a column. One of the earliest example  
(c. goo e.c.) exists in the propylua at Priene In Asia Minor,  
where it tapers towards the top. Pilasters have bases  
and capitals and are frequently fluted like column& The  
Romans would seem to have preferred semidetached columns,  
but for their amphithestnes sometimes pilasters arc employed,  
as in the uppeε story of the Coloseum. In the revival of  
Classic architecturn, and especially in Italy, architects seem  
to have considered that no building was complete without  a 
network of pilasteTa on every atorey, and France and England  
followed their example; and not only externally but inside the  
greet cathedrals and churches the pilaster is adopted as the  
simplest and best way of dividing the bays  

PILATB, PC1gTIU8, the Roman governor of Judaea under  
whom Jesus Christ suffered crucifixion. Of equestrian rank,  
his name Pontius suggests a Sameine origin, and his cognomen  
in the gospels, pikatss (if derived from the pifws or cap of  
liberty), descent from a freedman. In any ease he came  In 
&D. ad hum the household of Tiberius, through the influence  

of Sejanus, to be psuauatoe over part of the isapesial peosbK.  

of Syria, viz. Judaea, Samaria and Idumea. He ruled ten yes,  
quarrelled almost co tlnuουιΙy with the Jews--whom Sejans,  
diverging from the Caesar tradition, is said to have dislked--
and in S.D. 36 was recalled. Befereheaunved Tlbetiss died, and  
Pilate disappears from history. Eusebfus relates (Hid. red. 

 ii. 7)—but three centuries later and on the authority of earlier  
writers unnamed—that he was exiled to Gaul and committed  
suicide at Vienne.  

Pilate kept the Roman peace In Palestine but with little  
undemanding of the people. Sometimes he had to yield; as  
when he had sent the standards, by night, into the Holy City,  
sod was besieged for five days by suppliants who bad rushed tο  
Camases (Jos. Aid. 3r; Β. J. ii. ix. a, 3); and again when  
he hung up inscribed shields in Jerusalem, and was ordered by  
Tiberius to remove them to the other city (Pkils ad Grime 38).  
Sometimes he struck more promptly; as when the mob protested  
against his using the temple treasure to build an aqueduct  
for Jerusalem, and he disguised his soldiers to disperse them  
with clubs (Jos. And tvlil. 3, a); or when he "mingled the  
blood" of some unknown Gallleana "with their sauibces "  
(Luke :iii. a); or slew the Samaritans who came to  Mt 
Gerizim tο dig up sacred wanes bidden by Moses there (Jea 

 Aid. xviii. 4, i).—an incident which led to his recall. Philo,  
who tells bow any suggestion of appeal by the Jews to Tiberius  
enraged him, sums up their view of Pilate in Agrippa's words,  
ass men "inflexible, merciless, obstinate."  

A more discriminating light is thrown upon him by the New  
Testament narratives of the trial of Jesus. They flertate  
the right of review or recognido which the Romans retained,  
at last in capital muses; the charge bought in this cue of  
acting adarrm sιαjedσkm pops(i rossasi; the claim made by  
Jesus to be a king; and the result that his judge became  
convinced that the claimant was emceed nezither to the public  
pence nor to the civil supremacy d Rome. The result is  
explained only by the dialogue, recorded exclusively in John,  
which shows the accused and the Roman meeting on the highest  
levels of the thought and conscience of the time." I am mpt  
to bear witness unto the truth . . . Pilate ansrded,  What 
Is truth?" Estimates of Pilate's attitude at this point ham  
varied infinitely, from Tertulilan's, that he was "already  as 
conviction a Christian "-jaw pro sus'cnsdastia Cbidiew -
to Bacon's "jesting Pilate," who would not stay for a lepiy.  
We know only that to his Fetsstent attempts thereafter to get  
his proposed verdict accepted by the people, came their fatal  
answer, " Thou art not Caesar's friend," and that at last he  
unwillingly ascended the Irma (in this ease a portable judgment-
seat, brought for the day outside the Paetorium), and in such  
words as lift ed o vicew " delivered Him lobe crucified."  

Pilate's pace in the Christian tragedy, and perhaps also in  
the Creed, stimulated legend about him in two directions, equally  
unhistorical, The Gospel of Nicadesmss, written by a Clnrlsthn  
(possibly as vainly, Tischendorf thought, as the middle of the  
and century), repeats the trial in a dull and diluted way; but  
adds not only alleged evidence of the Resurrection, but the  
splendid vision of the desce,isus ad iwfuos—the whole professing  
lobe recorded in the Ada Pila(i or official records of the governor.  
The £pislola Pilali gives Pilate's supposed account to Tiberius  
of, the Resurrection; and the Ρmαdαris Pilafi relates how  
Tiberius condemned him and his wife Prods or Frauds, both  
Christian convert.. All this culminates in Pilate being canon-
ized in the Abyssinian Church (June as), and his wife in the  
Greek (Oct. 27). On the other hand the Hors Piledi tells how  
when condemned by the emperor be committed suicide; and  
his body, thrown first date the 'Fiber and then the Ri ιone,  
disturbed both waters, and was driven north into "Lonna,"  
where it was plunged in the gulf near Lucerne and below hit  
Pilatus (originally no doubt Pikoter or cloud-capped), cum  
whence its raised every Good Friday to sit and wash unavailing  
hands  

Biatioeruai'mr.—Por legends see Tiscbendnef's Εeαe m epic-
ryple (1863) and A$ rypaa! Cospdk, Ante• Νleeιse Lib. (1180).  
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centurion, is enumerated in G. A. MOYer ι 

JιτιιJ4 Pro4rra ιsι  von India  (Stuttgart, ι888).  
See is loco in the  following English α  translated  histories of the  
life α time of Jesus,  Tbeodor Keim. E.  Scbltrer, A.  Edmheim,  
J. P. Lange,  Bernhard Weiss and F. W. Ferrer • Eτpιsigr (ι88;)  
µµ ro  and (ιQcιο) p. ^5gq;  also  Η  Peter," Pontiac  Pilatus,  tier  τδmίσhσ  
LandpAeger  in  Judila;' in  New  Johrb. J. d. hi  AIIeeInm (ι9οτ).  
Sir James  Fίτχjαmα  Stephen,  ία his Liberty.  Eqvalily  mid  Fhekrmly  

(τ873), Ρ.  by, starts the question, "Was Pilate right iii crucifyi ng 
 

Christ:' his somewhat paradoxical answer ii criticised In The  Trial  
of Jesus Ch,isl,g legal  seonogra$, by A.  Tayiar  limes  (Ι899  .  

(A. ^.L) 
PILATUS, LEO. or Laownus ILnosezzo Pesaro) (d. X3 66),  

one of the earliest promoters of Greek studies in western  

Barope, was a native of Thessalonica. According to Petrarch, be  

wan a Calabrian, who posed as a Greek in Italy and asanitaiien  
abroad. In 1360 he went to Florence at the invitation of  
Boccaccio,by whose influence he was appointed toe lectureship  
in Greek at the Studio, the first appointment of the kind in the  

west. After three years he accompanied Boccacclo to Venice  
on a visit so Petraaeh, whom be had already met at Padua.  
Petranel, disgusted with his manners and habits, despatched  
him to Constantinople to purchase MSS. of classical authors.  

Pilatm soon tired of his mission and, although Petrarch refused  
to receive him again, set sail for Venice. Just outside the  

Adriatic Gulf he was struck dead by lightning. His chief  

importance lies in his conneaion with Petrarch and Boccaccio.  

He made a bald and almost word fro word translation of Homer  

into Latin prone for Boccaccio, subsequently sent to Petrarch,  

who owed his introduction to the poet to Pilatus and was anxious  
to obtain a complete translation. Pilatus also furnished  
Boccaccio with the material for his genealogy of the gods,  
in which he made an eatentatiom display of Greek learning.  

See Gibbon. Decline and Fell, ch. 66; G. Voigt, Die Wideridgtaieg  

des classiscben Aitwthnws (1893); Η. Hcdy, De Grimisiliasiribr's  

(gm); G. Tirabecdii, Sleek dale lememwa italians, v. 691,  
FILM!, a favourite Eastern dish, consisting essentially of  

rice, boiled with mutton or other meat, fowl or fish, and flavoured  

with spices, raisins, &c. The word appears in Persian, Turkish  
and Urdu, and has been adopted in European languages. The  
form pile", showing the Turkish pronunciation, is also common.  

PILCHARD (In earlier τ6th century forms pyfcher, picker;  

of unknown origin; the Fr. pilseir is adapted from Eng.), ciupea  
pilchardas, a fish of the herring family (Clwpeidae), abundant  
in the Mediterranean and on the Atlantic coasts of Europe,  
north to the English Channel. Sardine is another name for the  
same fish, which on the coast of Britanny and Normandy I. also  
called ctlan or dupes. It is readily distinguished from the  
other. European spies of Cispea. The operculum is sculptured  
with ridges radiating and descending towards the suboperculum;  
the scales are large, about thirty along the lateral line, deciduous;  
the ventral fins are inserted below, or nearly below, the middle  
of the base of the dorsal fin; the dorsal fin has seventeen or  

eighteen, the anal from nineteen to twenty-one rays. A small  
blackish spot in the acapulary region is very constant, and  
sometimes succeeded by other similar marks. There are no  
teeth on the palate; pyloric appendages exist in grit numbers;  
the vertebrae number 5fty-three. The pilchard is one of the  
meat important fishes of the English Channel. It spawns at  

a distance from the shore, and its eggs are buoyant, like those  

of many other marine fishes and unlike these of the herring,  

which are adhesive and demersal, is. develop under water.  
The egg of the pilchard is eery easily distinguished from other  
pelagic eggs by the unusually large span separating the vitelline  

membrane from the contained ovum.. Spawning takes place  

in summer, the season extending from Jun to October. When  

commencing their migrations towards the land the shoals  
consist of countless numbers, but they break up into smaller  

companies near the shore. Pilchards feed on minute crustaceans  
and other lichee animals cad require two or three years before  

they attain their full size, which is about so in. in length.  
The sardines of the west coast of France, which are tinned in oil  

for export, are immature fish of the same stock as those taken  

on the roasts of Cornwall; they are 5  to y} fn. in length, anti  
though such fish occur also on the Corni d ι roast it is only id  
small numbers sod for brief periods. In the Mediterranean  
the sardine dog not exceed 73  in. in length when mature.  
Οń  the Pacific coast of America, in New Zealand and in Japan 

 a pilchard occurs (Chhi non sagas) which in its characters and habits  
is so similar to the European pilchard that its general utilization  
is deserving of attention. Immense shoals are reported to visit  
the net coast of Otago every year in February and March.  
Clnpes scombrina is the "oil sardine" of the east coast of India.  

(J. Τ. C.)  
PILE, an homonymous word, of which the main branches  

are (s) a heap, through Fr. from pile, ριlllaτ; (a) a heavy beam  
used in making foundations, literally a pointed stake, an adapta-
lion of Let, p(/u>,,, javelin; (3) the nap ea cloth, Let. puss,  
hair. In the first branch the Let. pile (for pigla, from root of  
pongee, to fasten) meant also a pier or mole of stone, hence any  
mass of masonry, as in Fr. pile. In English usage the word  
chiefly means a "heap " or "mass " of objects laid on on the  
top of the other, such as the heap of faggots or other combustible  
material on which a dead body is cremated, "funeral pile,"  
or on which a living person is burnt as a punishment. It also is  
applied to a large and lofty building, and specifically, to a stand  
of arms, " piled " in military fashion, and to the series of plates,  
"galvanic" or "voltaic piles," in an electric liattery. The  
modern " hid and tail "of a coin was formerly" cross and pile,"  
Fr. Croix d pile, in modern Fr. faced pile. In the older apparatus  
for minting the die for the reverse was placed on a small upright  
pillar, pik, the other on a puncheon known as a " trussell "  
(Fr. kowscau). The common name of the disease of ń aemer-
rhoids (q.v.) or " piles ". is probably an extension of this word,  
in the sense of mass, swelling, but may be referred to the eat.  
pile, ball. The name of the pilaw, or heavy javelin (lit.  
pounder, pestle, from piasey /sheet, to best), the chief weapon  
of the ancient Raman infantry, was adopted into many Teutonic  
languages in the sense of dart or avow, cf. Germ. Pfeil; in English  
it was chiefly used of a heavy stake with one end sharpened,  

and driven into swampy ground or in the bed of a river to form  
the first foundations for a building; the primitive lake-dwellings  
built on " pilα " are else known as "pile-dwellings." For the  
use of pile in building see Fen/metso== and Bamocxs. In  
heraldry a charge represented by two liga meeting in the from  
of an arrow head is known as a " file" a direct adaptation pro-
bably of the Let. Οτιιν. The division of this intricate word,  
followed here, is that adopted by the New English Diclionary;  

other etymologists (e.g. Skeet, Eiyi.. Did., ι898) arrange the  
words and their Latin originals somewhat differently.  

PILORI1. a wanderer, traveller, particularly to a holy place  
(see Pzwwsacx). The earliest English forms are pilegrim  or 
pdegrim, through Fr. pikria (the original O. Fr. pdegriu is  
not found), from Let. 'eerie*, a stranger, foreigner, particu-
larly a resident alien in Rome (see P ιΡ υποe, and Roman Lew).  
The Let. perege?, from which terminus is formed, meant " from  
abroad,' "travelled through many lands" (per, through,  
and age, country).  

It was customary for pilgrims to bring bade as proof of their  
pilgrimage to a particular shrine or holy place a hedge, usually  
made of lad or pewter, bearing some figure or device identifying  
it with the name or place. These" pilgrim signs" are frequently  
alluded to in literature—notably in the Cnnkrhwry Tales and in  
Piers Plowman. The British Museum and the Music Cluny in  
Paris have fine collections of them, mainly dredged from the  
Thames and the Seine. The badges were generally worn  
fastened to the pilgrim's hat or cape. Among the best known  
are those of the cockle or scallop shell of St. James of Compostelia  
in Spain; the "vernicle," a representation of the miraculous  
bead of Christ; the sera icon, true image, on St Veronica's  
handkerchief, at Rome, or of the Abgar portrait at Genoa,  of 
"a vernlde hadde he sowed on his capper" (Cent. Tales," Prof."  
685); the Amiens badge of the head of John the Baptist on the  
charger, the cathedipl claiming the custody of the relic from  
106 (fig. s); and the palm branches or cross of palm led, the  
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badge of the " Farmers " pilgrimage to the Holy Land. The  
mart common of the English pilgrims' signs are those of the  

shrine of Thomas Becket at Canterbuuy, the greatest centre  
of pilgrimage in England. These take a variety of forms,  

(From Aadπ+s' C&.vri Fmmwy.) 	 (Fray /.adreei Cbr,I Τ, mar y.)  
Fio.  i  —Pilgrim's Sign, from 	Fig. 2.—Pilgń m's Sign, from  

the cathedral at Amiens. Canterbury.  
t(οmctimes a simple T, sometimes a bell marked cnmpana Thorne,  
the Canterbury bell, most often a figure of the saint, sometimes  
seated, sometimes riding on a horse, and carrying his episcopal  

cross, and with hand uplifted in benediction (fig. a). Some-
times the badges took the shape of small ampaioe, or vases,  
as in the case of the badges of the shrine of Our Lady of  
Walsingham, which were marked with a W and crown.  

See W. Andrews, Chanh Treasury (1898), article "Pilgrims'  
Signs." by Rev. G. S. Tyack; and Guide t ο M'ediesal Room. Brilish  
Museum. p. 69.  

The ΕngΙίί h " Pilgrims' Way."—From Winchester, in Hamp-  
shire, to Canterbury, in Kent, runs a road or way which can  
still be traced, now on the present made roads, now as a lane,  

bridle path, or cart track, now only by a line of ancient yews,  

hollies or oaks which once bordered it. To this old track the  
name of " pilgrims' way" has been given, for along it passed  
the stream of pilgrims coming through Winchester from the south  
and west of England and from the continent of Europe by way of  
Southampton to Canterbury Cathedral to view the place of the  

martyrdom of Thomas Becket, in the north transept, to the relics  

in the crypt where he was first buried after his murder, in ττ7o,  
and the shrine in the Trinity Chapel which rose above his tomb  
after the translation of the body in rmmo. There were two  
festivals for the pilgrimage, on the a9th of December, the day  

of the martyrdom, and on the 7th of July, the day of the transla.  
lion. The summer pilgrimage naturally became the moat  
popular. In 1538 the shrine was destroyed and the relics of  
the saint scattered, but the great days of the pilgrimage had  
then passed. Erasmus gives a vivid picture of the glories of  

the shrine and of all that was shown to the pilgrims on his visit  

with Colet to Canterbury in 1514.  
The principal villages, towns and places near or through which  

the way passed are as follow: Winchester, Alrcsvord, Ropley,  

Allon, Farnham (here the way fellows the present main road),  
Seale, Puttenham, by the ruined chapel of St Catherine. outside  
Guildford, near where the road crosses the Wey above Shalford,t  

and by the chapel of St Martha, properly of" the martyr," now  

restored and used as a church, Albury, Shore, Gomshall, Dorking  
(near here the Mole is crossed), along the sent helm slope of Boxhill  
to Reigate, then through Gatton Park, Merstham, Otford,  

Wrotham, after which the Medway was crossed, Burham, past  

the megalithic monument Kit's Coty House, and the site of  

Baxley Abbey, the oldest after Waverey Abbey of Cistercian  

houses in England, and famous for its miraculous image of the  
infant saint Rmmbold, and the still more famous winking rood  

or crucifix. The road paws next by llollingbournc, Lanham  
and Charing. At Otford, Wrotham and Charing were manor-
houses or rather palaces of the archbisliope of Canterbury; at  

Homngbourne was a manor of the priers of Christchurch. After 
 t Shalford Fair, the chapels on the two hills and the Surrey hills  

are probably the scene of Bunyan's Pilgrim's P,ogrgs,, see Ε.  
gksosard James, Notes ors the Pilgrim's Way is West Siwrcy (3871).  

llollingbourne come Westwell, Eutwell, Boughton Aluph,  
Godmersham, Chilham Castle, and then at Harbledown, where  
are the remains of the Hospice of St Nicholas, the road joins  
Watling Street, by which came the main stream of pilgrims  
from London, the North and the Midlands.  

This road, although its name of the Pilgrims' Way has for  
long confined it to the road by which the pilgrims Mme to  

Canterbury from Winchester, follows a tar older track. Right  
back into British and even elder times the main direction which  
commerce and travellers followed across southern and western  
England to the Straits of Dover and the Continent lay from  
Canterbury along the southern chalk slope of the North Down  
to near Guildford, then by the Hog's Back to Farnham. At  

this point the oldest track went across Salisbury Plain towards  

Stonehenge and so on to Cornwall From Fambam westward  

the only portion of this the oldest track that can now be traced  
is a small portion that still bears the name of the Harrow (i.e.  
hoary, old) road. It was in early times abandoned for the  
road from Winchester to which the strum of travel and com-
merce from the Continent and the south and south-wit of  
England was diverted.  

The" pilgrims' way" has been traced fully in Mrs Ady's book  

The Pilgrims' Way (ι89 ), and the older truck in the fullest detail  
in Hilaire Belloc's The Old Road (3904).  

The American "Pilgrim Fathers."—In American history the  
name " Pilgrims" is applied to the earliest settlers of the colony  

of Plymouth, Massachusetts, and more specifically to the first  
company of emigrants, who sailed in the " Mayflower" in s6so.  
They were from the beginning Separatists from the Church of  

England; they had established Independent (Congregational)  
churches at Scrooby and Gainsborough early in the t7th century,  
and some of them had fled to Amsterdam in 1f08 to avoid  
persecution, and had removed to Leiden in the following year.  

They sailed from Delftshaven late in July tfso, from Southamp-
ton on the 5th of August, from Plymouth on the 6th of  
September, and late in December ι ό sο founded the colony el  
Plymouth, Massachusetts, See Mess causarrs; PLvilocTa,  
and Μaν οwεa.  

PILGRIMAGE (Fr. ρUeriaage, Lat. peregrisaiio), a journey  
undertaken, from religious motives, to some place reputed as  
sacred. These journeys play an important rile in most  pre-
Christian and extra-Christian religions: in the Catholic Church  
their acceptance dates from the 3rd and 4th centuries.  

I. The Pilgrimage is pre.Chrisiian and ,soss-Chs'islian Rdigiesu . 

—To the Germanic religions the pilgrimage is unknown. On  
the other hand, it is an indigenous element, not only in the  
creeds of Asia, but in those of the ancient seats of  civilizaliol 
on the Mediterranean. The fundamental conception is always  
that the Deity resides—or exercises a peculiarly powerful  
influence—in some definite locality; and to this locality the  
devout repair, either in reverence of their god, or in quest of his  
assistance and bounty. Thus, as the cult of a particular divinity  
spreads farther and farther, so the circle expands from which are  
drawn those who visit his sanctuary.  

One of the oldest homes of the pilgrimage is India. There  
the army of devotees tends more especially to the Ganges—
the hallowed river of flindu belief. On the Ganges lies Benares,  
the holy city of Brahminism: and to look on Benares, to visit  
its temples, and to be washed dean in the purifying river, is the  
yearning of every pious Indian. Even Buddhism—originally  
destitute of ceremonial—has adopted the pilgrimage; and the  

secondary tradition makes Buddha himself determine its goals:  
the place where he was born, where he first preached, where  
the highest insight dawned on him, and where he sank into  
Nirvana. The four ancient sacred resorts are Kapilavastu,  
Gays, Benares and Kusinagara.  

In Syria, the temple of Atargatis in Hfierapolis was an im-
memorial resort of pilgrims. In Phoenicia, a similar significance  
was enjoyed by the shrine of Astarte, on the richly-watered  

source of the river Adonis, till, as late as the 4th century after  

Christ, it was destroyed by Constantine the Great. In Egypt,  
the great annual and monthly festivals of the indigenous gods  
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gave rise a an manner of religious expeditious. Even among  
the Israelites, the visitation of ceisain cult-centres ptevaded  

from mute antiquity; but, when the restriction of Vabtreh-
woship to Jerusalem had doomed the ofd shrines, the Jewish  

pilgrimages were directed solely to the sin nier, on Mt Mona  
Among the Greeks the habit was no less deeply rooted. Just  

as the inhabitants of each town honoured rhea tether deity  
by solemn procemes= to his tesnpk, se, at the period of the  
Olympic games, the temple of Zeus at •Olympia formed the  
goal of multitudes from every Hellenic ccsmtsy. No less power-
ful was the attraction exercised by the shrines of the oracular  
divinities, though the influx of pilgeims was not limited to terrain  
days, but, yea in and year out, a stream of private persons,  
or embassies from the city- σtatα, enme bowing to the temple  
of Zeus in Dudooa use the shrine of Apollo at Delphi.  

The unlflcatio* of the peoples of antiquity in the Roman  
Empire, and the resultant amalgam et religions, gave a powerful  
impetus to the custom. For, as East and West still met at the  
old sancteanes of Greece, so—and yet move—Gre αe and Rome  
repaired to the temples of the southern and eastern deities. In  
the shrine of his at Philae, Europeans set up votive inscriptions  
on behalf of their kindred far away at home, and it may be  
surmised that even among the festival crowds at Jerusalem a  
few Greeks found place (John hi. so).  

The pilgrimage, however, attained its• zenith under Islam.  
For Msbemet proclaimed it the duty of every Mussulman, once  
at least in his life, to visit Mecca; the result being that the birth-
place of the Prophet Is now the religious centre of the whole  
Mahommedsn world (see MAHOMMIJMN Remus; Can one,  
Macca).  

IL The Pilg immege under Cbisfia κ y. `The pilgrimages  
ef Christianity prauppo.e the existence of these of paganism;  
t>rtr►a but it would be an error to malate.n that the Ietmcr  

were adirect development of the latter. For primitive  
Christianity was devoid of say point by which these journeys  of 
devotion might naturally have been suggested. it was a religion  
without temples, without sanctuaries, and without ceremonial.  
The saying of the Jobanidne Gape(—that Gods to be adored  
neither in Jerusalem nor on Ge ń snm, but that His true worduippeT  
must wmshi ρ Him in spirt and in truth-- is in complete harmony  
with the old Christian piety. And, accordingly, in the ancient  
Christian literature, we find no trace of a conception that the  
believer should visit a definite place in order to pay homage to  
his Master. The evolution of the Christian pilgrimage moved  
en other inn.  

Cicero finely observe that, in Athens, the glorious architecture  
wised him kin pleasure than did the thought of the great men  
whose suck was don in its midst—" how here one bad lived,  
and there fallen asleep; how here another had disputed, and  
there lay buried" (De Len. u. 2). This feeling was not weakened  
by the advent of Christianity, in fact, we may say that it was  
appreciably strengthened. Cicero had already compared the  
sites consecrated by the memory of some illustrious name with  
:those hallowed by recollections of a loved one. But with the  
Christian, when his Redeemer was in question, both motives  
coincided: for there the greatest was also the dearest.  

In this devotion to the memory of Jesus, we find the key  
to the origin of the Christian pilgrimage: the faithful repaired to  
those plans which were invested with memories of their Lord's  
earthly life. And these journeys must (*minty date from the  
and century. For Origen (d. 254) mentions that in Bethlehem  
the cave was shown where Christ was born, and in it the manger  
in which Mary made the bed of her child. The site must have  
been much visited long before this, since Origen remarks that  
it was common knowledge, even among the infidels, that then  
writhe birthpiaceof that Jesus whom the Christians worshipped  
(Cc sir. Cdn i. 5ι). But these who visited Bethlehem must  
certainly have visited Jerusalem and the place there, so rich in  
memorials of their Master. And the sympathy of Christendom  
moon led them beyond this immediate circle. The anonymous  
author of the Catalano eel Greece,, a week of the 2nd century.  
visited the remnants of those cells, in which—so legend related— 

the seventy interpreters laboured on their version of the Old  

Testament: nor, when he Mrs to Clime Ia Campania, did he  
fail to have shown him the old shrine of the Sibyl (Cal. ad Gr.  

53 and 37). Soon we begin to hear the name of the pilgrims.  
In the cent= of the 3rd century, as Jerome nines, Firmilien,  
bishop of Caessrea in Cappsdocla. travelled to Palestine to  
view the sacred places (De Vii'. id. 54); while, according to  
Eusebius, a second bishop from Cappedocia, Alexander by name,  
visited Jerusalem in order to pray and acquaint himself with  
the holy sites, and was there invited by the community to  
remain with them and assume the eplscopatc of the aged  
Narcissus (Hid. and. vi. S I). With regard to his own times—
the early years of the 4th century--the same anthorny recounts  
that believers kept streaming to Palestine from all regions,  
there to offer their prayers at a cavern shown on the Mount  
of Olive (De m *r. eseag. vi.  ι8). 

Thisslatement, that the Christiansof the 3 τd and 4th centuries  
were in the habit of visiting Jerusalem for prayer, prove that  
the nee-Christian conception of the religious pilgrimage had  
already entered the sphere of Christian thought. That men  
travelled for purposes of prayer implies acceptance of the heathen  
theory of sanctuaries which its an act of piety to visit. We  
may regret the fact, for it sullied the purity of primitive  
Christian thought. Nevertheless, it is clear that the develop.  
meat was inevitable. As soon as the non-Christian Ideas of  
priests, ssuiflces, house of the god, and so forth, were naturalized  
in the Christianity of the 3rd century, it was but a abort step  
to the belief-in holy places.  

I11. The Pilgrimage in the Α mind Church—Ia the passages  
cited above, Bethlehem cad the Mount of Olives figure as the  
main goal of the pilgrim: and on the Mount of loo sit.  (Sins the mind must naturally turn to the Garden  
of Gethsemane and the scene of the Ascension. It may seem  
surprising that there is no mention of Golgotha and the Sepulchre.  
But the visitation of these sites was rendered impossible to the  
Christians by the destruction of Jerusalem and the erection  
of the town of Ads Capitoline. They had not forgotten them;  
but the grave was concealed under a monad of earth and stones  
—a profanation probably dating from the siege of the city and  
4Γitus's attack on the emend wall On the summit ef this  
mound there stood, in the days of Eunebius, a senchaasy of  
Venus (Eus. Vii. Cows!. W. s6, 30). The Sepulchre and the  
Hill of the Crucifixion were last to the Christian pilgrim; and,  
consequently, before the era of Constantine, the one holy site  
in the town of Jerusalem was the so-called Cmssacsium, which  
received its name in data years. It lay snub of the city, neat τhe  
outer wall, and, if Epiphanius is to be believed, was already in  

existence when Hadrian (430- ι3ι) vinted Jerusalem (Dv mess.  
14). It was regarded as the house, in which —according to the  

Acts of the Apostles (xii. as sqq.)—Mary, the mother of John  

Mark, lived; and the belief was that there the Lord held the  

Last Sapper, and that there the eleven assembled after the  

Ascension. It was there, also, that the scene of the Pentecostal  

effusion of the Spirit was laid (cf. CyrilL Mures. Cat. xvi. 4).  
The pilgrimage to Palestine received a powerful impetus  

from the erection of the memorial churches on the holy sites,  

under Constantin the Great, as described by Eusebius in his  

biography of the emperor (iii. as sqq.). At the older of Con-
stantine, the shrine of Venus above mentioned was destroyed,  
and the accumulated rubbish removed, till the ancient rock-
foundation was reached. There the eve was discovered in  

which Joseph of Arimaihea had laid the body of Jesus; and  

above this eve and the Hill of the Crucifixion the imposing  

church of the Holy Sepulchre was built (s.f. 326-336). The  

churches in Bethlehem and on the Mount of Olives were erected  

by Helena, the mother of Constantine, who herself undertook  

the pilgrimage to the Holy Land. These churches were then  

endowed with new sanctuaries of miraculous powers; and relics  

of Christ were found in the shape of the Cuss and the nails.  
Eusebius, the contemporary of Constantine, is silent on this  

point. To his continuatoss. on the ether hand. it is an established  

fact that Helena brought all three cross's to light, and ascextained  
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the genuine Cross by the Instrumentality of a miracle,  
in addition tο discovering the nails of the Cr ικii:ien (Rnfin.  
L; Soa. i.i7; Sosomen. Si. a; Τheed. i. 17). It ń  imposσίble  
to fix the date at which the supposititious relics were iptreducd  
into the church of the Seρυ chre: it is certaba, however, that  
in the 5th century the Cross was there preserved with srn-
pukaus reverence, and accounted the highest tress= of the  
sanctuary.  

After the 4th century, monks and mans begin to form no  
incomsiderable part of the pilgrimages—a fact which is especially  
manifest from the numerous notice to be found in Jerome,  
and the na=tives of Theodoret in the Jfislorio ,digfase. In  
fact, many were inclined to regard a journey to Jerusalem as  
the bounden duty of every monk—au exaggerated view which  
led tο energetic protests, especially from Gregory of Nyss,  
who composed a monograph on the pilgrimages (De iii gui  
sdeaal Hiaosd.). Jerome, like Gregory, insists on the point  
that residence in Jerusalem has in itself no religious value:  
it is not locality, but charter, that avails, and the gates of  

Haven are as time in Britain as in Jerusalem (Ep. 58, 3).  
These utterances, however, must not be misinterpreted. They  
are not directed against the pilgrimage in itself, nor even against  
the belief that prayer possesses special efficacy on sacred  
ground, but solely against the exaggerated developments  of 
the system.  

The theologians of the 4th and Sth centuries were at  one 
with the masses in recognizing the religious uses of the pilgrim-
ages. Jerome in particular considered it an act of faith for a  
man to offer his prayers where the feet of the Lord had stood,  
and the trace of the Birth, of the Cross, and of the Pm ion were  
still to be seen (Ep. 47, a).  

We may gain some impression of the mood in which the  
pilgrims completed their journey, when we read how Paula,  

the friend of Jerome, expresses herself on her visit to the church  

of the Sepulchre: "A. oft as we enter its precincts we see the  
Seeker laid in the shroud, and the angel sated at the feet of  

the dead!" (Hieron. Ep. 46, 2). She assured Jeroiire that,  
in the church of the Nativity at Bethlehem, she beheld, with  
the eye of faith, the Christ-child wrapped in swaddling clothes  
(Ερ. soS, ro). But with these thoughts, ethers of an entirely  
diliercat stamp were frequently blended. Pilgrimages were  
conceived as means to ensure an answer to particular prayers.  
So, for example, Eudocka, the wife of Theodadus IL, vowed  
to undertake a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, if she should see her  
daughter married. (Seer. Jiisi. act. vii. 47).  And, closely  
as this approaches to pagan ideas, the distinction between  
paganism and Christianity is completely obliterated when we  
find the hermit Julian and his companions travelling to Sinai  
in order to worship the Deity there resident (Theod. Hill.  
rd. a).  

With the number of the pilgrims the number of pilgrim-resorts  
also increased. Of Jerusalem alone Jerome relates that the  
slues of prayer were so numerous that it was impossible to  
visit them all in one day (Ep. 46, q). Ιn the Holy Land the  
list was still longer: the natives were ready to show everything  
for which the foreigners inquired, and the pilgrim was eager  to  
credit everything. In her expedition to the Fast, the Paula  
mentioned shove visited, among other places, Sarepta and  
Caesarea. In the frst-named place she was shown the tower  
of Elijah; in the second, the house of Cornelius, that of Philip,  
and finally the gave of the four virgins. At Bethlehem she  
saw, in addition to the church of the Nativity, the grave of  
Rachel; at Hebron the hut of Sarah, in which the swaddling  
clothes of Isaac and the remains of Abraham's oak were on  
view (Hieron. Ep. 208). A similar picture Is given in the  
Tre,dr of the so-called Silvia Aquitans, who seems, in reality,  
to have been a Spanish nun, named Ethe ńa or Eucheria. She  
went as a pilgrim to Jerusalem (c. 380), and from there traversed  
the whole of Palestine, in order to visit every site which was  
consecrated by memories of the Lord' α earthly life. Nor did  
she neglect the scenes of patriarchal history. Of greater  
antiquity  i  the concise account of his travels by an anenyme s  

pilgrim, ate,  in as+. 333, wndestook the jsu sey from Βeτdes=  
to Palestine. The Iiiiiwnry of the Aid= Theodosisa who  
visited the Rem between A.O. Sao said a.w 530 is of later date  
(P. Geyer, ilia. kismet. sere. iv-viii.).  

While pllgrim.maorts were thus Sting the East, their counter-
parts began t0 emerge in the West. And bete the starting.  
point is to be found in the veneration of martyr..  Care for the tomb, of martyr was aanctioued by  
immemorial custom of the Church; but, in this case  
also, a later age failed to preserve the primitive conception  m 
its purity; and Augustine himself was obliged to defend the  
usage of the Church from the imputation that it implied a  
transference of heathen aesmoniel to the sphere of C δristianiq  
(ComU. Faced xx. at). The martyrs were the local heroes of  

particular communities; but there were men whose life and death  
were of significance for the whole of Christendom—the apostles.  
Of these Peter and Pad had suffered martyrdom in Rune,  
and it was inevitable, from the nature of the case, that tb&  
graves should soon become a resort, not only of Romans born,  
but of strangers else. True, the presbyter Callus (c. son) who  
first mentions the situation of the apostolic tombs on the Vatican  
and the road to Ostia, and refers to the mnemoriah there erected,  
has nothing to say of foreign Christians journeying to Rome  
in order to visit them. And though Origen travelled to Romp,  
it was not to view the graves of dead men, but to establish  

relations with the living trots (Huxb. Si.. exi ii. a5, 7; vi.  
s4, ιο); still, it is certain that the Roman cemeteries wore  
visited by numerous pilgrims even in the 3rd century: for the  
earliest grajbi in the papd crypt of the Ceemet τiυ GίLσti 
must date from this period (De Rein, Roams colter. i 253  
sqq ; Kraus, Rem. Sole. X48 sqq.). And if the tombs of the pops  
were thus visited, no much more must this hold of the tombs  
of the apostles. After these, the meet frequented resort it  

Rome in the 4th century was the grave of Hippolytus. The  
poet Pmdentius describes bow, on the day of the martyr's  
death, an innumerable multitude of pilgrims docked mend the  
site. Even on ordinary days anima end departuam  wore 
almost iarceasant—fareagnets being everywbam seen mingled  
with the native I.atins They poured balsam on the .egadchre  
of the saint, washed it with their tears, and covered it with their  
kisses, in the belief that they were thus amazing themselves of  
his intercession or testifying their gratitude for his misuses  
Frudenύns says of himself, that whenever he was sick iii mod  
or body, and prayed there, he found be and returned in  
cheerfulness: far God had vouchsafed His saint the power to  
answer all entreaties (Ριeid. xi. r75 aqq•). Paulieus of Noia  
(d. 430) concurs—his custom being to visit Onie each year,  
and Rome on the apostolic anniversaries (Ep. 20,' s; 45, r).  
Net to Rome the moat popular reiig ίous resort was the tomb  
of Felix of Nola (August. Ep. 78, 3); while in Gad the grape of  
St Martin at Tours drew pilgrims from all quarters (Paul  
Not.  Ε.  17, 4). Afars poeeesaed no sanctuary to compete  
with these; but we learn from Sulpicius Sevαus (c. 400) that  
the tomb of Cyprisn seems to have been visited e'en by a Gaul  
(Dial: i. 3).  

The motive that drew the pilgrims to the graves of the saints  
is to be found in the conviction, expressed  by Pmdentiva, that  
there divine succour was certain; and henae came the belief in  
a never.cnding series of miracles there performed (cf., a;.  
Ennod. ?kin. Lib. pre aye. p. j15). Doubt was unknown.  
St Augustine ob'ervea that, though Africa was full of martyr'  
tombs, no miracle had been wrought at them so far as his  
knowledge extended. This, however, did sot lid him to doubt  
the truth of these reported by others—a fact that is somewhat  

'surprising when we reflect that the phenomenon caused him  
much disquiet and perplexity. Whe, be asks, an fathom the  
design of God in ordaining that this should happen at one place  
and net at another? And eventually he acquIesces in the  
conclusion that God, who gives every man his individual gift  
at pleasure, has not willed that the same powers should have  
eibcacy at every ιορu chrc οf the lints (St. 78, 3).  

1V. Use Pilgrimage is 13' Middle Agan—Tbe medieval Church  
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adopted the cmtom"of the pligehoagefrom the ancient Church.  
The young Germanic and Rmnmice natk es did precilely as the  

Nr^  Greek and Romans had dent before them, and the  
"i.e.. motives of these devotional jouonqu—now much  

more dililcult of execution in the gonetal decay of  
the great wοτΙd-system of commeice—eemalned much the  
same. They were undertaken to the honour,  of God (Pi*p.  
Cap. 754-755, c. 4), for purposes of prayer (Ass. Hild. 992),  
or in quest of assistance, especially health (Vile Galii,ii.  37;  rite  
Liedg. iii. ro). But the old causes ware reinforced by others of  
it least equal potency. The medieval Church was even more  

profoundly convinced than its predecessor that the miraculous  
nester of Deity attached to the bodies of saints and their relics.  
But the younger nations—French, English and German—
were scantily endowed with saints; while, on the ether hand,  
the belief obtained that the home-countries of Christianity,  
especially Rome and Jerusalem, ρossessed an inexhaustible  
supplyof these sanctified bodies. Pilgrimages were consequently  
undertaken with the intention of securing relies. At first it  
waa enough to acquire some object which had enjoyed at least  
n mediate connexion with the hallowed corpse. Gregory of  
Tours (d. 594) mentions one of his deacons who made a pilgrim-
age into the East, in order to collect relics of the Oriental saints;  

and, on his return, visited the grave et the bishop Niceties  
(St Nizter, d. 573) in Lyons, where be still further increased  
his store. His testimony showed how relics came to be d αΡtιi-
buted among the populace: one enthusiast tock a little wax  
dropped from the taper; another, a portion of the dust which lay  
on the grave; a third, a thread from the cloth hovering the sar-
cophagus; and he himself plucked the flowers which visitors  
had planted above the tomb. • Such were the memorials with  
which he tturned; but the *niversal belief was that something  
of the miraculous virtue of the saint had passed into these  
objects (fit. parr. 9, 6). Before long, however, these bumble  
trophies failed to content the pilgrims, and they began to devote  
their efforts to acquiring the actual bodies, or portions of them  
—frequently by honest means, still oftener by trickery. One of  
the must attractive works of early medievalism—Einhar d 's little  
book, Trm'sialio Mercelliri d Pesri—gives a vivid description  
of the methods by which the bodies of the two saints were  
acquired and transported from Rome to Seiigenstadt on the  
Μein.  

Far more important consequences, however, resulted from the  
fact that the medieval mind associated the pilgrimage with the  
forgiveness of sins. This conception of the pilgrimage, as a  
means of expiation or a source of pardon for wrong, was foreign  
to the ancient Church. It Is quite in accordance with the  
keener consciousness of sin, which prevailed in the middle ages,  
that the expiatory pilgrimage took its place side by side with  
the pilgrimage to the glory of God. The pilgrimage became an  
act of obedience; end, in the books of penance (Foesitentiaiia)  
which date from the early middle ages, it is enjoined—whether  
for a definite period (e.g. Fees. Valiιell. L c. i9; Theod. Can!.  
i. 9, 16) or for life (Po€n. Ciiismiani, vii. 12, Casio. 24)—as  
an expiation for many of the more serious sins, especially  
murder or the less venial forms of unchastity. The place to  
be visited was not specified; but the pilgrim, who was bound  
by an open letter of his bishop to disclose himself as a pentitent,  
ley under the obligation, wherever he went, to repair to the  
churches and—mom especially—the tombs of the saints, and  

there oiler his prayers. On occasion, a chain or ring was  
fastened about his body, that his condition might be obvious  

to all; and aeon all manner of fables gained currency: how,  

here or there, the iron bad sprung apart by a miracle, in token  
that the sinner was thereby absolved by God. For instance,  

the Vile Liedgeri recounts the history of a fratricide who was  
condemned to this form of pilgrimage by Jonas, bishop of  
Orleans (d. 843); he wore three iron rings round his body and  
army and travelled bare-footed, fasting, and devoid of linen,  
from church to church till he found pardon, the first ring breaking  

by the tomb of Si Gertrude at Nivelles, the second in the crypt  
of St Peter, sad the third by the grave of 1Liudger. The pilgrim.  

age with a predetermined goat was not recognized by the books  
of penance; but, in ro5e, Peter Damiani imposed a pilgrimage  
to Rome or Tours on the derfcs of Milan, whom he had absolved  
(Aria medid. poled. tat. 1 45, p. 98).  

Α the system of indulgences developed, a new motive came  
to the fore which rapidly overshadowed all others: pilgrimages  
were now undertaken to some sacred spot, simply in order to  
obtain the indulgenm which was vested in the respective church  
or chapel. In the ssth century the indulgence consisted in a  
remission of part of the penance imposed in the confessional  
in return :οr the discharge of some obligation voluntarily  
assumed by the penitent. Among these obligations, a visit  
to a particular church, and the bestowal of pious gifts upon  it. 
held a prominent place. The earliest instance of the indulgeniial  
pń vilegeeonferred ens. church is that granted in ιc τ6 by Pontius,  
archbishop of Arles, t ο the Benedictine abbey of Μοntmajeur  
(Mona Major) in Prov-nce (d'Achery, Spiel!. iii. 383 seq.) But  
theme dispensations, which at first lay chiefly in the gift of the  
bishops, then almost exclusively in that of the pops, soon  
increased in an incessant stream, till at the close of the middle  
ages there were thousands of churches in every western country,  
by visiting which it was possible to obtain an almost indefinite  
number of indulgences. But, at the same time, the character  
of the indulgence was modified. From a remission of penance  
it was extended, in the ι3 th century, to a release from the  
temporal punishment exacted by God, whether in this life or  
in purgatory, from the repentant sinner. And, from an absolu-
tion from the consequences of guilt, it became, in the 14th and  

5th centuries, a negation or the guilt itself; while simultaneously  
the opportunity was oflcred of acquiring an indulgence for the  
souls of those already in purgatory. Consequently, during  
the whole period of medievalism, the number of pilgrims was  
perpetually on the increase.  

So long as the number of pilgrims remained comparatively  
small, and the diflicultles In their path proportionately great,  
they obtained open letters of recommendation from  
their bishops to the clergy and laity, which ensured  
them lodging in convents and charitable foundations,  
in addition to the protection of public officials. An instance  
is preserved In Mfarkulf's formulary (ii. 49). To receive the  
pilgrim and supply him with alms was always considered the  
duty of every Christian: Charlemagne, indeed, made it a legal  
obligation to withhold neither roof, hearth, nor fire from them  
(Admen. gin!. 789, τ. 75; Cap. Miss. Sos, c. 27).  

The most important places of resort loth for voluntary and  
involuntary pilgrimages, were still Palestine and Rome. On  
the analogy of the old Itinaaria, the abbot Adamnan of Iona  
(d. 704) nOW composed his monograph Dc locis sancils, which  
geed as the basis of a similar book by the Venerable Bede  
(d. 735)—both works being edited in the Din. )iierosol. His  
authority was a Frankish bishop named Arculf, who resided for  
nine months as a pilgrim in Jerusalem, and visited the remaining  
holy sites of Palestine In addition to Alexandria and Constanti-
nople. Of the iater itineraries the Descriplio krrau seeclne,  
by the Dominican Burchardus de Monte Sion, enjoyed the widest  
vogue. ' This was written between the years 1285 and t 195;  
but books of travel in the modern tongues had already begun t ο  
make their appearance. The initiative was taken by the French  
in the 12th and 1311' centuries, and the Germans followed in the  
14th and 15th ; while the Book of Wayes to Jerusalem of John de  
Maundeville (c. 1336) attained extreme popularity, and was  
translated Into almost all the vernaculsi languages. Most  
pilgrims, probably, contented themselres with the brief guide-
books which seem to have originated in the catalogues of indul-
gences. In later periods, that of Romberch a Ryrspe, printed at  
Venice (1359), stood high in favour.  

A long list might be compiled of men of distinction who per-
formed the pilgrimage to Palestine. In the 8th century one  
of the most famous is the Anglo-Saxon Willibald, who died  
in 781 es bishop of the Frankish diocese of Eichstlitt. He  
left his home In the spring of 720, accompanied by his father and  
brother. The pilgrims traversed Prance and Italy, visiting  
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every religious resort; in Lucca the father died, and the brother  
remained behind in Rome. Early in 722 Willibeld began his  
expedition tο the Holy Land alone, except for the presence of  
two companions. He travelled past Naples to Syracuse, then  
on shipboard by Cos and Samoa to Ephesus, and thence through  
Asia Minor tο Damascus and Jerusalem. On St Martin's  
day, in 724, he arrived in the Holy City. After a prolonged  
stay in the town and its environs, Willibeld proceeded (7 η)  
to Constantinople, and in 729 returned to Italy. Such is the  
account given by the nun of Heidenheim in her biography of  
Willibald; and her version is probably based on note by the  
pilgrim himself (lion. Germ. his!. an'. xv. 8o sqq.). In the  
9th century the French monk Bernard visited Palatine with  
two companions, and afterwards wrote a simple and trust-
worthy account of his journey (Palyd. l0l. Ise, 569 aqq.). In  
the Toth century Conrad, bishop of Constance (934-976), per-
formed the pilgrimage to Jerusalem three times (Vila Chasmm. 7);  

and to the same period belong the first women-pilgrims to  
Jerusalem of whom we have any cognisance—Hidda, mother  
of Gero, archbishop of Cologne (Thictm. Chues. il. 16), and the  
countess Hademod of Ebcrsberg (Chroa. ebcrb.). The leaders,  
moreover, of the monkish reform movement in the zoth and  
zith centuries, Richard of St Vanne in Verdun and Poppo,  
abbot of Siavelot (978-1048), had seen the Holy Land with  
their own eyes (Vita Rich. ι7; Vim Popp. 3). Ln the year 1x28  
Archbishop Poppo of Trier (d. 1047) undertook a pilgrimage  
which led him past Jerusalem to the banks of the Euphrates,  
his return taking place in 1030 (Getla Trmr. Coal. 1. 4 seq.).  
But the most celebrated devotional expedition before the Crusades  
was that of the four bishops—Sigfń d of Mainz, Gunther of  
Bamberg, William of Utrecht, and Otto of Regensburg. They  
set out in 1064, with a company whose numbers exceeded  
seven thousand. The major portion, however, fell in battle  
against the Mahommedans, or succumbed to the privations of  
the journey, and only some two thousand saw their homes  
again(A rind1. Allah., Lamb., Diaib., 3farias. Seel. &c.). Among  
the followers of the bishops were two clerics of Bamberg, Rem  
and Wille, who composed on the way the beautiful song on the  
miracles of Christ—one of the eldest hymns in the German  
language. The text was due to Faze, the tune to Wilde (Mullen -
boll and Scherer, Drnkmlilcr, I. p. 78, No. 31). A few years later  
Count Dietrich of Trier began a pilgrimage to Jerusalem with  
113 companions, in atonement for the murder of Archbishop  
Rune. The ship, however, which conveyed them went down  
with all hands in a storm (Berth. Ann. 1073).  

As a result of this steady increase in the number of  pilgrims, 
the old arrangements for their accommodation were found  
deficient. Consequently hospices arose which were designed  
exclusively for the pilgrim. Those on the Alpine passes are  
common knowledge. The oldest, that on the Septimer pass,  
data from the Carolingian period, though it was restored in  
1120 by the bishop Wide of Chur: that on the Great St Bernard  
was founded in the loth century, and reorganized in the 13th.  

To this century may also be assigned the hospice on the Simplon;  
to the 14th those on the St Gothard and the Lukmanier.  
Similarly, the Mediterranean towns, and Jerusalem in particular,  
had their pilgrim-refuges. Service in the hospices was regularly  
performed by the hospital-fraternities—that is to say, by lay  
associations working under the authorization of the Church.  
The most important of these was the fraternity of the Hospitals  
hkrosdymilauum, founded between 1065 and 1075; for hence  
arose the order of St John, the earliest of the orders of  

knighthood. In addition to the hospital of Jerusalem, numerous  

others were under its charge in Acre, Cyprus, Rhodes, Malta,  

&c. Associations were formed to assist pilgrims bound for the  
East; one being the Conjrtrk des pllains de Tave-SainIs in  
Paris, founded in 1325 by Louis de Bourbon, count of Clermont  
(afterwards first duke of Bourbon). Its church was in the rue  
des Cordeliers. Similar institutions existed also in Amsterdam,  

Utrecht, Antwerp and elsewhere in the Netherlands.  
But since, in the middle ages, the Holy Land was no longer  

held by a Christian Power, the protection of the pilgrims wax  

no lens neconary than their 	w. This fact, after the  
close of the zith century, led to the Crusades (qs), which in  
many rαpects are to be regarded as armed pilgrimages. For the  
old dream of the pilgrim, to view the country where God had  

walked as man, lived on in the Cru s ιdσ—a fact which is demon-
strated by the letters of Bernard of Claizvaux, with the se nse at  

Walther von der Vogelweide and =her Crusaders, And, since  
the strongest motive in the pilgrimage ems the acquisition of  

indulgences, unnumbered thousands were moved to mistime  
the Cross, when, in ιο9g, Urban IL premised them plenary  
indulgence (Cone. Clar σss. C. 2). The conquest of Jerusalem,  
and the erection of a Christian empire in Palestine, naturally  
welled the influx of pilgrims. And though in 1187 the Rely  
City again fell into the hands of the infidel, while in 1291 the 

 Ices of Acre eliminated the last Christian poaesion in Palestine,  
the pilgrimages still proceeded. True, after the fall of the city  
and the lass of Acre, they were forb ίddes by the Chinch; but the  
veto was impracticable. In the soh century these religious  
expeditions were still so common that, every Sunday, psaym  
were dieted in church foe the pilgrims (Honor. Aug. Stec. sad.  
p. 828). In the 13th century the annual number of those who  
visited Palestine amounted to many thousands: in the 14th and  
15th it had hardly shrunk. In fact, between the yeses 1300  and 
X600, no fewer than 1400 men of distinction ears be enumerated  

from Germany alone who travelled to the Holy Land  
(Rdhricht and Meissner, Dismuchs Piigs'rdees, pp. g6-gg6).  
It was not till the Reformation, the wars of the 16th century,  
and the louis of Rhodes, Candies and Cyprus to the Turks, that  
any appreciable alteration was effected. When Ignatius de  
Loyola (q.s.) set sail in 1553 from Venice to Palestine, only  
some thirteen souls could be mustered on the pilgrim.abip, while  
eight or nine others sailed with the Venetian state.vessel se fares  
Cyprus. A considerable number had abandoned their pilgrim-
age and returned lame ο . the news of the fall-of Rhodes (Dec.  
25, 1522: see Ada smut. Jul. vii. 642 seq.).  

For pilgrimage overseas, as it was styled, the primionon of  
the Church was still requisite. The pilgrims made their journey  
in grey cowls fastened by a broad belt. Ors the cowl they wore  

a red cross; and a broad-brimmed bat, a stiff, seek and gourd  
completed their equipment. During their travels the beard was  
allowed to grew, and they prepared for departure by conimsion  
and communion. 01 their hymns many are yet extant (" Jeru-
salem mirabilis," " In gottes namen fauna wir," &c). The  
embercation took place either in France or Italy. In France,  
Marseille was the main harbour for the pilgrims. From there  
ships belonging to the knights of St John and the knights  
templars conducted the commerce with Palestine, said (stied  
annually some Soon passengers. In the Malian ports the number  
of shipments was still gresIer—capecialiy in "enice, whenee the  
regular passagium started twice a year. The Venetian pilgrim  
ships, moreover, carried as many as t5OO souls. The pilgrims  
formed themaclves into unions, elected a " mast α " and con-
cluded their agreements, as to the outward voyage and return,  
in common. After Venice, Genoa and Pisa occupied the most  
prominent position. The voyage tasted from six to eight weeks,  
the stay in Jerusalem averaging ten days. The vlaitaiiou of the  
holy places was conducted in processions bladed by the Fran-
ciscans of the Convent of Zion.  

The expenses of the journey to Palatine were no light matter.  
In the zath century they may be estimated at roe marks of  
silver ((ace) for the ordeaery pilgrim. This was the amount  
raised in 1147 by one Gosai η von Randerath to defray the  
expense of his pilgrimage (λkdarh ώ iσΡ. Urk. Su&& i. No. 361).  
Later the cost was put at 280-300 ducats (ξ t4ο-j+ ςo)• Ιn the  
ι3ιh century a knight with two squires, one groom, and the requi-
site hoses, had to disburse 8) marks of silver for his passage,  
while for a single pilgrim the rate was rather less than r matt.  
In the 16th century Ignatius de Loyola calculated the cost of  
the voyage from Venice to Jaffa at some 6 οr 7 gold timing (jj).  
The expenses of the princes and lads were, of course, much  
heavier. Duke William of Saxony, who was in Jetusalem in  
1461, spent no less than (10,000 on his journey (nee Prut;  
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ΚΚilrrge τrlrid a der ale, ρρ. 206 eqq.; Rghricht,Desiscb  
Pdgurώ eα, p.42).  

Great as was the number of pilgrims ovaries, it was yet  

far exceeded by that of the visitants t ο the "threshold of  
the apostles,' Le. Rome. As was the case with Jerusalem,  
guide.booka to the city of the apostles were now composed.  
The oldest is the Nolilis ecdesi'vsog isbit Romeo, which was  
probably compiled under Jfonotius 1. (625-638). The mono-
graph Ile lecis s. msrlyrats is of somewhat later date. Both  
see to be found in De Roasi, Rome aslluresea, t 238 sqq.).  
The Ziisorarirm eiuidksss (ed. G. Hanel, Archly. J.  Phildlogie,  
v. izg) belongs to the second half of the 8th century. Its  
composer would seem to have been a disciple of Walahfrid; for  
his blurt:m.1 re not confined to the churches, their reliquaries,  
and the ecclesiastical ceremonial of saint-days, but he takes  
a pleasure in transcribing ancient inscriptions. William of  
Malmesbury, again, when relating the crusade of Count Robert  
of Normandy (1096), transfers into his Guts re;gas asgloram  
(iv. f 35 1) an old description of Rome, originally intended for  
the use of pilgrims. This may have dated from the 7th century.  

The pilgrimages to Rome received their greatest impetus  
through the inauguration of the so-called Year of Jubilee (q.e.).  
On the sand of February 1300 the bull of Boniface VIII.,  
Astigiwrsm held βdεm, promised plenary indulgence to every  
Roman who should visit the churches 01 tk apostles Peter and  
Paul on thirty days during the year, and to every foreigner who  
should perform the same act on fifteen days. At the close of the  
Jubilee this dispensation was extended to all who bad expired  
on the way to Rome. This placed the pilgrimage to Rome on  
a level with the crusades—the only mode of obtaining a plenary  
indulgence. The success of the papal bull was indescribable.  
It is computed that, in the Year of Jubilee, on an average,  
aoo,000 strangers were present in the city during the day.  
The greatest number of the pilgrims came from southern France,  
England sending comparatively few on that οcc lien (see  
Gregorovius, Desch. d. SIdt Rom. v. 346 sqq.). The Jubilee  
dispensation according to the edict of Boniface VI ΙΙ. was to be  
repeated each century; but this period was greatly abridged by  
succeeding popes  (see JuaiTix, Ysas or), so that in the years  
1 350, 1390, 1 423, 1 450, 1475, 1500, the troops of pilgrims again  
name streaming into Rome to obtain the cherished dispensation.  

Of the other pilgrim-resorts, we shall only emphasize the most  
important. Priority of mention is due to St James of Compo-
stells (Santiago, in the Spanish province of Galicia). Here the  
attraction for the pilgrim was the supposed possession of the  

body of James the son of Zebedee. The apostle was executed  
(ai>. 44) by command of Herod Agrippa (Acts xil.  i);  and at  
the beginning of the medieval period it was believed that his  
corpse was laid in Palestine (Feear,. Fort Ire. corm. V. 144, Viii. 3).  
The first connexion of the apostle with Spain is to be traced in  
the Poems de ari τ 6: Mar. d xis. οροττ. dodie., which is ascribed to  
Aldhelm (d. 7ο9) and contains a story of his preaching hi that  
country. The earliest account of the transference of his relics to  
the Peninsula is found in Notket Balbulus (d. 912, Morlyrad.  is 
Jul. zxe.). But in Spain belief in this cherished possession was  
universal; and, step by step, the theory won credence through-
out the West. In 1059, Archbishop Wido of Milan journeyed  
to St James (Damfanl, Ada medial. p. 98); and a little later we  
bear of bands of pilgrims from Germany and France. In  
England, indeed, the shrine of St James of Compostela became  
practically the most favoured devotional resort; and in the 12th  
century its visitation had attained such popularity that a pil-
grimage thither was ranked on a level with one to Rome or  
Jerusalem (Honor. August. Spec. ecd. p. 828). In Paris, after  
1419, there existed a special hospice for the "fraternity of St  
James," in which from 60 to 8o pilgrims were received each day,  
fed, and presented with it quarter of a denari us (Dulaure, iiisl.  
de Pods (1842), f. 532). Even in the period of the Reformation  
the "Song of St James" was sung in Germany (Wackernagel,  
Rtrcbeslfed, iii. No. 7246); and in.!478 pilgrimages to that shrine  
were placed by Sixtus IV. on official equality with those to Rome  
and Jerusalem (Estra,. Comm. C. 5; Ds pored. V. 9).  

In France St Martin remained the Έ hiεf goal of the pilgrim;  
while Notre Dame de Soua.Terre in Chartres (with a portrait  
of the "black Virgin "), Le Puy.en-Velay (dep. Raute Loire),  
and others, also enjoyed considerable celebrity. In England  
pilgrimages were made to the tomb of the murdered archbishop,  
Thomas Becket, in Canterbury Cathedral. The setting of  
Chaueer's Caπlorbr- ides gives a vivid idea of the motley  
company of pilgrims; but it seems probable that Germany also  
sent a contingent (Germs. Cevrlrer. dir. wean. 1184; Ralph de  
Diceto, Frog. 'iii. ann. 1184). Iπ addition, Walslngham,  
Peterborough, St Davids, Holywell, and St Andrews in Scotland  
were much frequented. In lower Germany, Cologne and Air-la-
Chapelle, in Switsarland Einsiedeln, were the principal resorts.  

In Italy the church of the Archangel on Mt Gargano was one  
of themost ancient centresof the pilgrimage, being visited even by  
the monk Bernard (ride is pro). Later the Portiuncula church  
at Assisi displaced all other religious resorts, with the exception  
of Rome; but in the ιςth century it was overshadowed in turn  
by the "Holy House" at Loretto on the Adriatic. According  
to an extravagant legend, the house of Joseph and Mary in  
Nazareth was transported by angels, on the night of the 9th-roth  
of May 1291 to Dalmatia, then brought to the Italian coast  
opposite (Dec. 10, 1294), till, on the 7th of September 1293 it  
found rest on its present site. The pilgrimage thither must have  
attained great importance as early as the 25th century; for the  
popes of the Renaissance found themselves constrained to erect  
an imposing pilgrim church above the "Holy House."  

The significance of the pilgrimage for the religious life of later  
medievalism cannot be adequately estimated. The possession  
of an extraordinary relic, a bloody Host, or the like, was every-
where considered a suffident claim for the privileges of indul-
gences; and wherever this privilege existed, there the pilgrims  
were gathered together. All these pilgrimages, great and small,  
wore approved and encouraged by the Church. And yet,  
during the whole of the middle ages, the voice of suspicion in  
their regard was never entirely stilled. Earnest men could not  
disguise from themselves the moral dangers almost inevitably  
consequent upon them; they recognized, moreover, that many  
pilgrims were actuated by extremely dubious motives; and they  
distrusted the exaggerated value set on outward works. The  
Roman papery had no more zealous adherent than Boniface;  
yet he absolutely rejected the idea that Englishwomen should  
make the journey to Rome, and would willingly have seen the  
princes and bishops veto these pi Ιgήmages altogether (Ep. 78).  
The theologian who surrounded Charlemagne held similar  
views. When the abbess Ethelburga of Fladbuzy (Worcester-
shire) found her projected pilgrimage impracticable, Alcuin wrote  
to her, saying that it was no great less, and that God had better  
designs for her: "Expend the sum thou host gathered for the  
journey on the support of the poor; and if thou givest as thou  
const, thou shalt reap as thou wilt "(Ep. 300). Bishop Theodulf  
of Orleans (d. 821) made an energetic protest against the delu-
sion that to go to Rome availed more than to live an upright life  
(Carts. 67). To the same effect, the synod of Cl ιalοα-sur-Sabre  
(813) reprobated the superstition which was wedded to the  
plgrimειgε (c. 53); and it would be easy to collect similar judge  
rents, delivered in every centre of medievalism. But, funda-
mentally, pilgrimages in themselves were rejected by a mere  
handful: the protest was not against the thing, but against its  
excrescences. Thus Fridank,for instance, in spite of his emphatic  
declaration that most pilgrims returned worse than they went,  
himself participated in the crusade of Frederick II.  

V. The Modern Pdj ńmaae.—The Reformation eradicated the  
belief in the religious value of visits to a particular locality. It  
is only pious memory that draws the Protestant to the sites  
consecrated by ecclesiastical history. On the other hand,  
while in the Eastern Church things have undergone little change,  
—the pilgrims, in addition to the Holy Land, visiting  Mt 
Athos and Kiev—the developments in the Roman Church show  
important divergences. The Year of jubilee, in 2525,  was  
unprecedented in its scant attendance, but the jubilees of 1573  
and ifico again saw great armies of pilgrims marching to Rome.  
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Fresh pilgrim resorts now began tο ιρώ ιg up, end medieval  
shrines, which had fallen on evil days, to emerge from their  
obscurity. In the r ό th century we must mention the pilgrimages to  
the " Holy amount "at G&z on the Austrian coast, and to  Mmt-
serat in the Spanish province of Barcelona: iii the 17th century,  
those to Luxemburg, Kevclaer (Gelderland), Notre Dame de  
Fourvikke in Lyons, Ileiligenbcrg in Bohemia, Rocrmond in  
the Netherlands, &c. -The 18th century, which witnessed the  
religious Aofkldrung, was not favourable to the pilgrimage.  
Enlightened bishops and princes prohibited it altogether:  
so, for instance, Joseph II. of Austria. Archbishop Clement  
Wenceslaus of Trier forbade, in 1777,  the much-frequented,  
medieval " leaping-procession "of Echternach (duchy of Luxem-
burg). The progressive theologians and clergy, moreover,  
assumed a hostile attitude, and, in ι8ao, even the Curia omitted  
the Year of Jubilee. The rpth century, on the other hand, led  
to an cxtraordi'u'ry revival of the pilgrimage. Not only did  
new resorts spring into existence—e.g. Le Salcttc in Dauphin@  
(1846), and more particularly Lourdes ( ι8ς8) in the department  
of Hautes Pyrfn€es—but the numbers once more attained a  
height which enables them to compete with the medieval figures.  
It is computed that 60,000 pilgrims were present in La Saktte on  
the 29th of September 1847, the first anniversary of the appear-
ance of Mary which gave rise to the shrine. The dedication of  
the khurch of Lourdes, in 1876, took puce in the presence of 30  
bishops, 3000 priests and roo,000 pilgrims. In 1877 the number  
rose to 250,000; and similar statistics are given of the German and  
Austrian devotional resorts. The sanctuaries of Aix-la-Chapelle  
are said to have been visited by ό g,οοο pilgrims on the 15th of  
July 1860; and on the following Sunday by 55,000. From  
25,000 to 30,000 persons take part each year in the resuscitated  
" leaping-procession" at Echternach; and the annual visitanta  
to the " Holy Mount "at G6rz are estimated at ςο οοο. No new  
motives for the pilgrimage emerged in the 19th century, unless  
the ever-increasing mites of the Virgin Mary ntay be classed  
as such, all of the new devotional sites being dedicated to  
the Virgin. For the rest, the desire of acquiring indulgences  
maintains its influence: but doubting voices are no more heard  
within the pale of the Roman Catholic Church. ,  

Bιaιrooaaeay.—ΣΙiaerα kiuo σirniiaaa sew. ZV.-VIIL, rec.  
P. Geyer (Vienna, 1898); Itin. hueosol. et  disc,. term sander,  

ed. Τ. Toiler and A. Molinier (Geneva, 1879-1885); H. Michelant  
and G. Re.yynand, Ilialrovea d Jbawkmu τEdigds is fraafau as  
XI•, ΧΙΡ, 1'111.sucks (Geneva,1882); R. R*hricht and H. Meiwer,  
Deutsche Ρiiςeme ίsen neck dim keiligen Land (Berlin, 1882, new ed.. 

 Ienebruek, igoo); L. Conradi, Vier ,huinisdme ΡαΙόstiaσ-Ρifgcr-
sck i des XI V., X V., X VI. J αhrkaade is (Wiesbadrn, ι88a); G. Β.  
de Rani Renee sotknasra, I. 128 Rome, 1854); J. Marx, 
Des Wa lljakι iemi in der katkdiscleim R,che (trier 1842); W. Ε. 
Scudamore, Diet of Christ A πlieυίιics, vol. ii. (Lοnόoό , 1880).  

(λ, H.•)  
PILINHIf, a town and district of British India, in the Bareilly  

division of the United Provinces. The town—pop. (0900),  
33λ90—εoηtains the mosque of IIaflz Rahmat Khan, the  
Rohilla chieftain, built in the second hall of the 18th century.  
Trade is mainly in agricultural produce, and in the products of  
the neighbouring Himalayas territory and Nepal.  

The DxsTmcT or Pntamv has an area of 1350 sq. m.; pop.  
(tee!), 470,339, showing a decrease of 3% in the decade.  
Though so near the Himalayas it is entirely a plain. I ιι its  
midst is the Male. swamp. The east is forest-clad, poor and  
unhealthy; on the other side of the Mala the land becomes more  
fertile. The chief river is the Sarda, and the Gumti rises in the  
east. The principal crops are rice, pulses, wheat and sugar-cane.  
Sugar-refining is carded on, and sugar, wheat, rice and hemp  
are exported. The Lucknow-Bareilly section of the Oudh &  
Rohilklland railway runs through the district, a portion of which  
is watered by the Rohilkhend canals.  

PILLAR (O. Fr. piler, Mod. piker, late Let. pllare, from pile.,  
column), an isolated upright structure, of narrow width in  
relation to its height, which is either employed as a support for a  
superineumbent load of some sort or is set up for commemorative  
or ornamental purposes. In the first sense the word has many  
common applications, as to columns supporting the girders of a  

warehouse fleet or the deckbeams of a ship, to the single antral  
support or pedestal of a table, machine-tool, &c., and ιο the masses  
of coal which the miner leaves in certain methods of working  
as supports to the roof (see Coat); it Ia also used figuratively of  
persona in such phrases as a "pillar of the state." Ice archi-
tecture it has strictly the second sense. The column erected  
in honour of Diociedan at Alexandria is known as Pompey'&  
pillar, and the so-rated columns of Ττaµα and Anionirnia are  
in reality pillars, performing no structural function beyond that  
of caπying a statue. In India the only example ie the iron  
pillar at Delhi, which Is as e*traordinary specimen of the iron-
worker's art considering the remote date at which it was made.  
Up tο the middle of the 19th century the term " pillar " was  
employed to designate the moves of masonry in a church, which  
carry the arcades, but now the term "pier" is invariably adopted  
in preference.  

PILLAII, a seaport and watering-place of Germany, in the  
Prussian province of East Prussia, on the spit of sand (Nelwaxg)  
which separates the Frische Haft from the Baltic, on the north  
of the entrance channel, and 29 m. b9 mil from Kbnigsbcrg.  
Pop. ( 4905), 7374• It is torti(iedand bas a harbour, which serves  
as the outer port of Kbssigaberg, and to some extent slo of Elbing  
and Braunaberg A new navigable channel was in ιροο- ι9οι  
constructed across the Frische Hall from Pillau t ο Kδδnigsberg. 

 Pillau has a school of navigation, and is a well-known pilot  
station. Ship building ,  sail-making, fishing and the working  
of amber are carried on.  

Pillau is memorable as the place where Gustavus Adolphus of  
Sweden landed'in 1626. It did not obtain civic privileges until  
1725, but was fortified shortly after that date. In 1807 it dined  
a stout resistance to the French. By a treaty of the 14th of  
February 1812 it was ceded to Napoleon, but on the 6th et  

February in the following year it was restored to Prussia.  
PILLION, a light saddle without pommel or bow, especially  

a pad fastened to the back of an ordinary saddle, as a seat for  
another person, generally a woman. Pillions were also used to  
support baggage They were in common use from the 16th t ο  
the 18th centuries. The word appears to have been adapted  
into English from the Irish pulls, cushion, formed from lac.  
polis, skin. In the sense of a hat worn by a p ń est or doctor of  
divinity, " pίϋ οn " or " pyliob " occurs in the 15th and ιδth  
centuries. This is probably from Let. priest, a conical felt he  
or cap, Gr. πΖλο .  

PILLNI1Z, a village in the kingdom of Saxo ny, situated on  
the right balk of the Elbe, ς m. above Dresden. Pop. (1925),  
772 The new palace of the king of Saxony was built in 1818  
on the site of a building which was destroyed by fire. The place  
became a residence of the electors of Saxony about 1700, and the  
different parts of the palace were erected at various times during  
the 18th century. By  the convention of P ί llnitz in August 179%  
the emperor Leopold II. and Frederick William II., king of  
Prussia, agreed tο take common action against any attack on the  
part of France; this compact may be regarded as the bees of  
the first coalition against that country.  

See A. von Minchwitz, Gerchichk von Pillsila (Dresden, 1893).  
PILLORY (O. Fr. pilori, Proy. espiiiori, from Lat. spicada.  

εστίιοs, a place of οbserνatiοn or "peep-hole "), an instrument  
of punishment which consisted of a wooden post and frame fixed  
on a platform raised several feet from the ground, behind which  
the culprit stood, his head and his hands being thrust through  
holes in the frame (es are the feet in the stocks) so as to be held  
fast, exposed in front of it. This frame in the more complicated  
forms of the instrument consisted of a perforated iron circle,  
which secured the heads and hands of several persons at the same  
time, but it was commonly capable of holding only one.  

In the statutes of Edward I. it is enacted that every pillory or  
" stretcń -neck " should be made of convenient strength so that  
execution might be done on offenders without peril of their  
bodies. It was customary to shave the heads wholly or partially,  
and the beards of men, end to cut off the hair and even in extreme  
cases to shave the heads of female culprits. Some of the offences  
punished in England by the pillory will be found enumerated in  
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a statute of /fee y m. (1266). By this "Statute of the Pillory"  
it was ordered as the penalty for "forestaiers and regrett ό rs,  
users of deceitful weights, perjurers and forgers." Stow, desc ń b-
iug Corań ill pillory, says: "On the top of the cage (k strong  
prison of timber) was placed s pillory for the punishment of  
bakers °Sending in the assize of bread, for millers stealing corn  
at the mill, for bends, scolds end etheroHende s." Until 1637  
the pillory was reserved for sorb OSendera. hi that year an  
attack was made on the Fras, and the pilley became the recog-
nized punishment of those who published hooks without a  
licence or libelled the government. Alexander Leighton, John  
Inborn, P1yme and Daniel Defoe were among those who  
segued. These were popular favourites, and their exposures in  
the pillory were converted into public triumphs. Titus Oates,  
however, was put in the pillory in 1685 and nearly killed. In  
1816 the pillory was abolished except for perjury and suborna-
tion, and the perjurer Peter James Bossy was the last to stand  
is the pillory at the Old Bailey ter one beer on the send of June  
ι83ο. It was finally abolished in 1837 at the end of William  
1V: s reign. In France the pillory, called cartes, was employed  
till 1832. In Germany it was known as praeger. The pillory  
was used in the American εοloń eτ, and provisloes as to its  
ink'cdon existed in the United States statute books until 1839;  
it survived in the state of Delaware until 1905.  

Fingtr.pilloncs were at cue time in common use as instru-
menta of domestic punishment. Two stout pieces' of oak, the  
top bin hinged to the bottom or fixed piece, formed when  
doeed a number of holes zuihcieist>ly deep to admit the finger'te  
the second joint, holding the hand imprisoned. A finger-  
pillory is preserved in the parish church of Asbby-&.la.Zouch,  
Leicestershire, and them is one, still in its original situation  
against the wall, at Littkcote Hall, Wilts.  

ΡΙΙJAW (0. Eng. pyla; Let. pidv*rsz, a cushion), a support for  
the head during slecp or rest. The pillow of Western rations Is  
a cushion of linen or other material, stuffed with feathers, down,  
hair of wool In the East it is is framework made of bamboo  
or rattan with a depression in the top t ο reeve the neck ; similatty  
blocks of wood with a concaveehaped top are used by the natives  
of other countries. The word is found in various (Winkel sees  
for ι block or support, as for a brass baring for the journal of a  
shaft, end the like. In architecture the term " pillowed," or  
" pnlvinsted," is given to the frieze of an order which bulges out  
in the centre end is convex in section. It is found in friezes of  
some of the later works of the Roman school and Is common in.  
Italian practice.  

PIWGARPIMl, CαΗ,.ΝsΟι, an alkaloid found, together with  
isopilecerpinne and other related compounds, in the' leaves of  
jabmandi (ΡiΙοτσrρss pznnaf Ίοίί ιιs). It was first isolated by  
Hardy in 1875  (Bgs., 8, ρ• 1 594), and is a cτyatallioe, veιy hygιο.  
scopic solid. It is a strong poison. It has the properties of a  
monacid base and contains the methyhsniino'group, .NCH,.  
When heated with hydrochloric acid it gives isopilocarpine.  
lsopilocbzpme was isolated in 1900 by .H. A. D. Jowelt (Josw .  
Ches. Sae. 77, p. 473), and is 's colourless oil which boils at a61°  
C. (so mm.). It Is a menecid base which is readily soluble  
in solutions of the caustic alkalis. JOwett is of the Opinion  
that pilocarpine and isopilocarpine are sterso-isomers of the  
strudtre— Ν.CΗ,C,H,•CΗ•C  
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PILOAA, a town od northern Spain, in the province of Oviedo;  
between the right bank of the river Piloks, a left-band tributary  
of the Sells, and the Sims de Abu (3268 ft.). Pop. (1900),  
18,228. Though °Ricie* dossed as a town, PiloFa is rather a  
densely populated mining and agricultural district. It is served  
by the railway from Infiesbo, on the river Pilοea, to Oviedo and 

 Gijό n. 
P110T, the name applied either to a particular officer serving  

on board a ship during the course of a.i-oyago and having the  
charge of the helm and the ship?, route, or to ι pemos taken  on 
board at a particular place for the purpose of conducting a ship  
through a river, mad or channel, or from or into a port. The  

latter kind is the only one to which the term is now applied  
either in British or foreign countries. The word "pilot" is  
not the early name for the man who guides or steers a ship.  
In Old English the name is lddmran, i.e. the man who leads the  
way. " Pilot " does not appear in English till the ιό th century.  
The origin of the word has been much debated. Many etymolo-
gists find it in the Dutch ρijlοοΙ (Hexham's Diciitimry, ι658).  
This has been identified with pediood, peil-kik, sounding lead, cf.  
German peikri,  to sound; the last pert of these words is the same  
as English "head," the meta]; the first part, teiku, is for per/en,  
to mark with pegs or points for measuring, cf. gaga, gauge. The  
New &e irk Diciο σνy, on the other hand, finds that the Dutch  
puce!, the earlier form, is taken from the French. The source is,  
therefore, to be looked for in Romance language. Du Caag ε  
(Gloss. Med. d 1sf. La$.)glves Pachuca, defined as quorum et  
wire Wrenn of wire paTfds, a gloss on pedmue ι fissoniui in F.  
TJbaldlni's edition, !4e, of Ι docameeii d'amore by Francesco  

des Baiberino (264-1348). It is therefore conjectured that the  
Italian pills is a popular conception of pedato, and a possible  
source maybe found in the Greek τ ο., oar.  

In England, formerly, pilots were subject to the jurisdiction  
of the lord high admiral; and in the τό th century there are many  
instances of the admiralty court dealing with plots dlsc ➢plinanly  
as well as civilly, holding them liable in damages to owners of  
ships let or damaged by their negligence. For some consider.  
able time throughout the United Kingdom the appointment  
and control of pilots have been in the hands of numerous societies  
or corporations established at the various ports by charter or  
act of Parliament, such as the Trinity Houses of Deptford  
Sirond (London), Kingstonatpon-Hull, Ncwcasile-on.Tyne, and  
Leith, and the Society of' Cinque Ports Pilots and Court d  
Lodεmanage (now extinct). These societies had jurisdiction  
over the pilots exercising their employment within  Awxa κΡa 
the limits of such ports, end in many was made it  
compulsory foe ships macating thither to employ them. By  
degrees the London Trinity House acquired a lading position,  
which was confirmed and extended by the general Pilotage Acts  
passed in the 18th and 19th centuries, with the object of intro-
ducing a Uniform system throughout the realm. At the present  
day the United Kingdom is divided into districts to the purpose  
of pilotage jurisdiction. The (London) Trinity House has  
jurisdiction over the London district, which extends from  
Orfuideesa to Dungeness, and comprises the Thames and Med-
way up to London and Rochester bridges; the English Channel  
district, comprising the sea between Dungeness and the We  of 
Wight; and the Trinity outport districts, which include any  
pilulege districts for the appointment of pilots within which no  
particular provialess is made by act of Parliament or charter,  
and the number of which is 4ο, all English and Welsh. Them am  
66 other districts, within which other pilotage authorities have  
jurisdiction.  

The present general pilotage law Is contained in the Merchant  
Shipping Acts iSpe to 1906. Pilotage suthoń ties are defined  
a bodies or persons authorized to appoint on license pilots, or  
to fix end  alter rates of pilotage or to exercise any jurisdiction  
in respect of pilotage. They are subject to the control of the  
Board of Trade as the supreme mercantile marine authority.  
Theme bodies, however, which existed at the time of the passing  
of the act retain their powers and jurisdiction, so far as is  
comisterit with it. The beard has power to appoint 	u.. 

 s new pilotage authority in any area where there is  
none, and to indade a new area where there is none within  
an already existing one (but in either nee pilotage canna be  
mode compulsory), or to tramfer pilotsge jurisdiction over  
a port ether than that where the pilotage authority . for  
that pat resides, from that pilotage authority to the  
harbour or other local authority to that port, or to the  
Trinity House, or to a new authority; and the board has all  
powers necessary to effectuate each transfer and constitute  
the new authority. The board may also, by provisional adet  
(which requires parliamentary con δrmetiοη), provide for the  
rcρteseα atίes of pilots or shipowners on the pilotage authority  
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of any district, and the exemption έ ( ships from compulsory  
pilotage in any district. Where pilotage is not compulsory,  
and the power of obtaining pilotage licences unrestricted, the  
board can in the same way give the pilotage authority powers  
with respect to liana, amount of pilotage rates, and the like.  
Pilotage authorities may, by by-laws under the act (whicb  
require confirmation by order in council), exe ń pt wholly  or 
partly any ships or classes of shies from compulsory pilotage,  
and regulate the means of obtaining liana, and the amount 

 of pilotage rates, subject to a maximum limit. They must  
make yearly returns to the Board of Trade of their by-laws, the  
names, ages and aeςνieα of their licensed pilots, the rata of  
pilotage, the amounts received for pilotage and their receipts  
and expenditure; and if they fail to do so, the board may  
suspend their authority, which is then exercised by the Trinity  
House. '  

The statu tα also provide generally for the qualif eαtioσs id ρΒοts.  
A' qualified" pilot is one duly licensed by a pilotage authority  

to conduct ships to which he does not belong.  
• On his appointment be receives a licence, which is re- 

gistered with the chief officer of customs at the nearest  
place to the pilot's residence, and must be delivered up by the  
pilot whenever required by the licensing pilotage authority. On  
his death this licence must be returned to that authority. By an  
act of ipofi no pilotage certificate shall be granted to the master  
or mate of  British ship unless be is a British subject; this  
does not, however, refer to the renewal of a certificate granted  

before 1go6 to one not a British subject. Pilotage dues are  
recoverable summarily from the owner, master, or cossignbea of  
the ship, after a written demand for them ńaa been made. A  
pilot may not be taken beyond the limitsof his district without hi s 
consent, and if so taken be is entitled to a fixed daily sum in  
addition to the dues, if he cannot board the ship, and leads her  
from his boat, be is entitled to the same dues as if he were on  
board; and he must be truly informed of the ship's draught of  
water. An unqualified pilot may in any pilotage district take  
charge of a ship without subjecting himself or his employer to any  
penalty, where no qualified pilot has olimed himself, or where a  
ship is in distress, or in circumstances where the mater must take  
the bat assistance be can, or for the purpose of changing the  

moorings of any ship in port oo docking or undocking her; but  
after a qualified pilot has oileτed himself any unqualified pilot  
continuing in charge, or any master continuing him in charge of  
the ship, is liable to a penalty. A qualified pilot may not be  
directly or indirectly interested in licensed premises or in the  
selling of dutiable goods, or in the unnecessary supply of gear  
or stores to a ship for his personal gain or for the gain of any other  
person. He can be punished for quitting a ship before the com-
pletion of his duty without the consent of the master, refusing or  
delaying to perform his duty without reasonable muse when  
required by lawful authority, lending his licence, acting as pilot  
when suspended or when intoxicated, and any pilot who through  
wilful breach of or neglect of duty, or by reason of his drunken-
ness, endangers ship, life or limb, is guilty of a misdemeanour  
and liable tο suspension or dismissal; but the pilot has an appeal  
in cases of  fines over £2, of suspension or dismissal, suspension  or 
revocation of his licence, or the application of a pilotage fund to  
which he has contributed. This appeal lies in England to a  
musty court judge having jurisdiction over the port where he is  
licensed, or a metropolitan police magistrate or stipendiary magis-
trate with the like power; in Scotland, to a sheriff; in Ireland,  
to a county court judge, chairman of quarter sessions, recorder,  
or magistrate. Pilotage certificates may also be granted by  
pilotage authorities, available within their districts, to masters  
and meta of ships; and the holder of such a certificate may pilot 

 any ship iii respect of which it is available without incurring any  
jenalty for not employing a qualified pilot.  

The statute further makes special regulation for Trinity House  
pilots. Every such pilot, on his appointment, must execute  a 
bond fee £100 conditioned for due observance of the Trinity  
House regulations and bylaws, and thereupon be is not liable  
be neglect or want of skill to anybody beyond the penalty of the  

bond and the amount payable to him for pilotage en the serene  
on which he was engaged at the time of his so becoming liable.  
The licence may be revoked or suspended by the Trinity House  
when it thinks fit; it only continua in force for a year, and the  
Trinity House has absolute disαetίoa whether it shall be renewed  
or not.  

A pilot boat is approved and licensed by the district pilotage  
authority who appoints or removes the ouster thereof. In ceder  
to be easily recognized, she has panted an herssern  
in legible white letters the name of be, owner and  

her port, and an her bows the number of her licence; w  `  
the remainder of the boat is usually black. The pilot flag is a red  
and white horisontal flag of ι comparatively large size, and is  
flown from a conspicuous position. When the flag is flown from  
a merchant vessel, it indicates that a licensed pilot is on beard  
or that the master or mate holds a certificate entitling him to  
pilot the ship. By ceder in council of rgo ο, on and after the asst  
day of January rgoc the signals for a pilot displayed together ci  
separately are: In daytime, there is ( ι) hoisted at the lore the  
pilot jack (Union Jack having round it a white border, ate-fifth  
of the breadth of the flag); (τ) the international code pilotage  
signal indicated by P.T.; (3) theintexmtiond code flag S. (white  
with small blue squsrecentre), with or without the code pennant;  
(4) the distant signal consisting of a cone point upwards, loving  
above it two balls or shapes resembling balls. By night, (3) the  
pyrotechnic light commonly known as a blue light, every fifteen  
seconds; (τ) a bright white light, flashed or shown at shat or  
frequent intervals just above the bulwarks, for about a minute  
at a times  

Piiotsgg in British waters may be either obmpuisoey or free-
for all or certain classes of ships. From parliamentary pilotage  
returns, it appears that it is compulsory in about  
64 districts of the United Kingdom (of which two- p 
thirds are the Trinity Rouse districts), free in 32, free  

and compulsory in g, while in 3 ayes (Berwick, Dingwdl and  
Coleraine) no mu-denlars are given. British warships in British  
waters are not compelled to emρkιy apilot, the navigating otime  
becoming the plot under the direction of the captain. If a  
pilot be employed, the captain and navigating omcec are  
not relieved from responsibility. They supervise the pilot.  
and should, if necessary, remove him from the ship„ In the  

majority of foreign posts British war-ships ace exempted from  
employing ρilοιs, but the Suez Cans! and the ports of Haag  
are exceptions. The Merchant Shipping Act sibs continua the  
compulsory employment of pilots in all districts where it was  
already compulsory, and also the already existing exemptions;  
and there is no power in any pilotage authority or the Board of  
Trade to increase the area of compulsory pilotage, though there  
is to diminish it. Compulsion is enforced by a provision hi the 

 act, that within a district where compulsory pilotage exists, the  

master of an 'mexempted ship who pilots her himself without  
holding the necessary certificate, after it qualified pilot bas offered  
or signalled to take charge of the shin, shell be liable foe each  
offence to a fine of double the amount of the piiogsge dues  
demandable for the conduct of the ship. The exemptions from  
compulsory pilotage still existing in British tereitedd waters  
are as follows: Ships or vesnel3 with British- registers trading  
to Norway or the Ccttegat or the Baltic (except vessels on  
voyages between any port in Sweden or Norway and the port  ai 
Landon), or round the North Cape, or into the White See on  
their inward or outward voyages, whether miming up by North iii  
South Channels; any constant British traders inwards from puns  
between Boulogne inclusive and the Baltic coming up by North  
Channel, and any British ships or vessels trading to ports  
between the same limits on their outward passages and when  
coming up by the South Channels; Irish traders using the saw  
gstion of the Theme and Medway; ships engaged in the megulu  
coasting trade of the kingdom; ships or vessels wholly laden with  
stone producedin the Channel Islands and Isleof Man and brought  
thence; ships or vessels not caeding 6o tau, whether British  

or belonging to a forego country specified by order in council;  
sblpawiihintheliniits of theporterplaoem ethich they belong;  if  
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this 13 not a piece pirticularly provided for by ad of Fulfilment  
or charter as regards the appointment οf pilots; ships passing  
through the limits of any pilotage district in their semen from  
one nest to mother port, and not being bound to any port  or 
place within liυcb limits or anchoń ag therein, but not including  
ships loading or discharging at any piece situate within the  
district, or at any place situate shove the district on the same  
river or its tributaries. Ships whore masters or maim arc owners  
or paetowaem of them, and living at Doves, Deal, or the Isle of  
Thant, may be piloted by them from ■ ty of these places up and  
down the Theme or Medway, or into or out of any place or port  
within the jurisdiction of the Cinque Ports. The following  
ships is the London district and Trinity outport districts are  
also exempt when not carrying passengers, namely: Ships  
employed in the pouting trade of the United Kingdom; ships of  
not more than do tons burden; ships trading t ο or from any port  
in Greet Britain within the above diatiict& to or from the port 

 of Brest in France, and any pert in Europe (which does not  
include the United Kingdom) north and east of Brest, or to the  
Channel Islands on Isle of Man; and ships navigating within the  
limits of the port to which they belong The port to or front  
which the ship must be " trading " is this provision has been  
interpreted by the decisions to min the port where the cargo  

is substantially discharged or loaded respectively; and the word  
" master " similarly ban been held to apply only t ο a vessel  
carrying to one port of the United Kingdom a cargo which hrs  
been taken in st another. Every ship mining passengers  
between any place in the British Islands and say other place so  
situate must curry s compulsory pilot, unless her master or auto  
have a pilotage certificate. The effect in law of the ship (British  
or foreign) being in charge of a compulsory pilot under the act  
is that-bet owner and master are not answerable to any person  
whatever for any loss or damage occasioned by the fault or  
incapacity of any qualified pilot acting in charge of such shi ρ  
within any district where the employment of such pilot is com-
pulsory by law. In order to take advantage of this privilege,  
the shipowner must show (a) that a properly qualified pilot  was 
acting in charge of the ship; there are, however, various kinds of  

qua edpiiot bequalifred pilot whoisalwayscapableolacting,  
and the qualified pilot whe is Gable Lobe superseded ifs better  
can be obtained; (a) that that charge was compulsory; the.pilot,  
however, need net be compulsorily employed at the ghee where  
the accident happened, so long as he is compulsorily employed  
within the district where it happens; (3) that it was solely the  
pilot's fault or incapacity which mused the damage. Similarly,  
under the Harbours, Piers and Decks Chimes Act, the owner of a  
vessel is not liable for damage done thereby to docks or piers  
when she is in charge of a duly licensed plot.  

This statutory exemption of a ship in charge of a compulsory  
pilot from any liability for her negligent navigation by that  

pilot, is only declaratory of the common law of England, and' is  
based on the principle that the pilot is a state official put in  
charge of a ship, and is not the servant of the shi ροωner so as to  
make him Gable for his negligence; and a British court gives the  
same effect to any foreign or colonial law which makes it corn-
pulaory on shipowners to put a pilot in charge of their ship when  
within their jurisdiction. Most foreign codes, however, while  
agreeing with English law in making the presence of a pilot on  
board compulsory, differ from it. in not putting him in charge  of 
the ship; and In this case the defence of compulsory pilotage  
cannot be pleaded successfully in British courts. judicial  
decisions have established that French, Suez Canal, Danube and  
Dutch pilot, are not compulsory pilots in the British sense of the  
word, being only advisers of the meter, or "living charts."  

But if the pilot is put in charge by the foreign or colonial  law, 
although that law expressly provides that in spite of the owner  
surrendering the charge of the ship to him the owner shall still  
remain liable, a British court will hold the owner free from  
liability, on the ground that to make any person liable fora tort  
committed abroad, the act complained of must be wrongful not  
only according to the foreign law, but also by English law.  

This consequence which English law attaches to the employment  

of a compulsory pilot has been muds sith:in& in reeeht  times, 
and it would seem that the foreign view is much more satisfactory  
in regarding the pilot merely as the adviser and not the superior  
of the master. Moreover, the adoption of the foreign law on this  
point would restore the old general maritime kw. The policy  
of the law was at one time inclined to extend this ptlndple of  
compulsory pilotage, on the ground that it was for the benefit of  
commerce and the safety of seamen's lives, but it now restricts  
it within as narrow limits as passible, e.g. the presence of a  
compulsory pilot on board a tow who is directing the na dg edon  
of a tug does not protect the tug-owner from liability for negligent  
navigation. As already pointed out, pilotage authorities have  
no power to extend its scrape.  

A pilot who is compulsorily in charge of a ship under English  
law has supreme control over her navigation, superseding the  
master for the time being; and if she is a tow he has also control of  
the navigation of her tug. The judicial decisions establish that  
it is within his province to decide whether the ship shall get ender  

way, theprepeτιimεaedglace(ethertoanches, the wayofcarsyirig  
her anchor, the proper orders for the helm, her rate of speed, and  
whether the statutory rules of navigation shall be complied with;  
and the master and crew must not interfere with his control, and  
only remain liable for the proper execution of the pilots orders  
and the trim and general efficiency as to lookout, &c., of the ship.  
The muster, however, is bound to supersede the pilot in apse of  
his intoxication or manifest incapacity, and to interfere if there  
is a dear and plain prospect of danger to the ship in following the  
pilot's directions, e.g. getting under way in a thick fog. The  
pilot is entitled to receive from the master assistance in having his  
attention called to anything which a competent mariner would  
see that heoughtto know. "A plot taken voluntarily, and not by  
compulsion οf law, is considered as the servant of the shipowner,  
and as such renders him liable for his acts of negligence towards  
third parties. He does net, it seems, Supersede the master in  
the control of the ship, but only advises him. The Admiralty  
and the Board of Trade and the Trinity House all take the view  
that the captain or mate is bound to keep a vigilant eye on the  
navigation of the vessel by the pilot, and insist en all proper  
precautions being taken. For the purposes of a policy of marine  
insurance a ships not seaworthy without a pilot in compulsory  
pilotage waters; and where there is no legal compulsion to have  
one, but the locality requires navigation by a person having local  
knowledge, it has been said that a ship must takes pilot, certainly  
when leaving a port, and probably on entering a port if a pilot is  
available.  

A plot can sue for his pilotage fee at common law or in  
Admiralty (q.4), in the latter cue provided that the centred  
was made and the work done not within the body of a eouter;  
but he has a summary remedy by statute which is of easier  

application. He cannot be stied in Admiralty for damage done  
by a collision mused by his negligence (e.g. on the Admiralty side  
of a county caret having Admiralty Jurisdiction); but he can be  

made liable at common law on in the Admiralty Division of the  
Higń  Court, although in the case of a Trinity House pilot his  
liability is limited to the amount of his bond and pilotage fee  
then being earned (see above); but the court has refused to join  

him as a defendant to an action in rem brought against the ship  

of which he had the charge. A pilotage authority cannot be  

made liablέ  for the negligent navigation of a ship by a plot which 
 it has licensed, for he is not its servant, though it her been held  

liable for the negligence of a person net Licensed by it as a plot,  
but employed by it -for wages to plot ships into a harbour under  
its jurisdiction, itself taking the pilotage dubadd applying them  
for harbour purposes. A pilot is not in common employment  
with the master and crew of a ship, and can recover for any  

injury time him by their negligence. lie may be entitled to  
claim salvage from a ship of which he has ciaτge, if the scrviert  
he renders are beyond the scope of his pilotage centract,either  

from the outlet or owing to supervening circumstances, but not  
otherwise, whether he is on board her or leading her from his  
boat. (See Sussex.)  

In the (/sired star piloisge laws are regulated by lbs respedtiv  
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status. 11 the waters ere .tie, boundary between two states a  
duly licensed pilot of either state may be employed, but no  die. 
criminatiori can be made in the rates of pilotage between vessels  
of different states. In the German Empire the ρΙ lοtaέe laws  
are very complicated. In the majority of the maritime states  
each one has its ewe regnations and law,. In Prwia there are  
goverment pilots who cuter the service as apprentices, and are  
placed under a department of state. In Fiamu the general οrgani-
ration of pilots i,  regulated by the Statute on Pilots of the 12th  
of December 1806, and the pilotage regulations for each port are  

made by the minister of mailer at the request of his local repre-
sentative and the Chamber of Commerce. French pilots ere  

exempt from military service.  
See Abbott, Shippiag (London, ‚go'); Maude and Pollock,  

Skfppieg (London, 588'); Marsden, Ceiiiioas at Sea (London. ‚910);  
Select Pleas of the Admiralty (Selden Society, London, 5892 and  
1892); Temperley, Mfereheut .Skipping Acts (1907); Twiss, Black  
Book of Admiralty (London, '87i). (G. G. i.•; J. W. D.)  

1ΙLOT-PI81 (No*ireles ducks), a pelagic fish of the family 
 of hone-mackerels or Carangidoe, well known to sailors from its  

peculiar habit of keeping company with sips and huge fishes,  
especially sharks. It oars in all tropical and sub-tropical  
seas, and is common in the Mediterranean, but becomes scarcer  
in higher. latitude. 1s summer pilots will acompey ships  
as far north as the south coast of England into port. This  
habit wan known to the ancients, who describe the Potnyilas as  

Pilot-flab.  

a fats which prints out the way to dubious or embasysued  
sailors, and by its sudden disappearance indicates to them the  
vidnmty of land; the ancient seamen of the Meditemnean re•  
seeded it, therefore, as a sacred fish. That the pilot et:mum m s  
sharks is an obaavatien Which first appears in works of travel  
of the 7th oentmy, the writers aiming that it is of greet use  
to its big osmpaslon in conducting ing it and showing it the way to  
its food. It is, however, extremely doubtful whether the pilot's  
bonnesioea with a shark serves a more special purpose than its  
temporary attachment to a ship. It accompanies both on account  
of the supply of food which it derives from them. The pilot,  
therefore, stands to both in the relation of a so-called " com-
meud,"' like the Εώss is or wading-fish. All ohsετveιs,  
however, agree that neither the picot net the sucker is eve  
sttιά ed by the shut. The pilot attains to a length of about  
is in. In the shape of its body it resembles a mackerel,  
but is rather shorter, especially in the head, and covered with  
small teaks. A sharp keel runs along the middle of each side of  
the tail. The first dorsal ii 1 consis a of a few abort spina not  
connected by a membrane; the second dorsal and the anal are  
composed of numerous rays. The teeth, which occupy the jaws,  
vamer and palatine bones, are all smell, in villifOrm bends.  
The coloration of the pilot renders it conspicuous at a distance;  
on a bluish ground-εoiouτ from five to seven desk-blue or violet  
cross-hands traverse the body from the back to the belly. The  
picot-fah spawns in the open sea, and its fry is constantly Caught  
in the tow-net But young ρίlοt-fish differ considerably from  
the adult, having the spines of the first dorsal connected by a  
mrmbasne, and some bona of the, head armed with projecting  
spines. These little fishes were therefore long cotividered to be  a 
d etδια genus, Νauelras.  

PiWOTY, KARL VON (1826-1886), German painter, was born  
at Munich, on the rat of Octobα 3826. His father, Ferdinand  
Piloty (d. 2844 enjoyed a great reputation ass lithographer.  
In r84o he was admitted as a student of the Munich Academy,  
under the artists Schem and Sehnert. After, journey to  
Belgium, Fence and England, he commenced work as a painter  
of genre pictures, and in 1853 produced a work, Die Ammw  
("Ties Wet Ware "), which, en account of its originality of  st de,  

cartsed a considerable sensation in Ge►many at the time. Bat  
he soon forsook this branch of potting in favour of blteτigl  
subjects, and produced in 18S4 for King ΜΙΧimilian II. " The  
Adhesion of Maximilian I. to the Cathobc League In ibo9."  
It was succeeded by "Saul at the Deed Body of Wallenstdi "  
(1855 ), which gained for the young painter the mein] whip of  
the Munich Academy, where be succeeded Schorm (his brother-in.  
law) as professor. Among other well-known works by .P 107  
are the "Battle of the White Mountain near Prague," • "Nero  
Dancing upon the Ruins of Rome " (1860, "Godfrey of Bouillon  
on a PBgιίmege to the Holy Land" ( ι861), "Galileo in Prison "  
(1864); and "The Death • of Alexander the Great" (unfinished),  
his last great work. He also executed a number of.piuni pabst-
jugs for the royal palace in Munich. For Baron von S^er% he  
painted the justly celebrated" Discovery of America." In 1874  
he was appointed keeper of the Munich Academy, being alter. 
wards ennobled by the king of Bavaria. Pdoty was the fore-
most representative of the realistic school in Germany. He has  
a most successful teacher, and among his more famous pegdh  
may be mentioned Makart, Lenbach, Defregger, Max and  
GiiNsner. He died at Munich on the net of July 0886.  

nILIEN (Cxecb, Find), a town of Bohemia, Austria, 68 to  
W.S.W. of Prague by mil. Pop. (reed), 68,292, of which pe;  
are Czech. It is the second town of Bohemia, and lies at  eke 
confluence of the Radbuma and the Idles. It meshes of the  
town proper, which Ia regularly built and surrounded with  
promenades on the site of the old ramparts, and of three suburbs.  
The most prominent buildings ere the Gothic church of St  
Bartholomew, said to date from met, whose tower (353 it) is  
the highest in Bohemia, and the fine Renaissance town  hell 
dating from the 16th century. The staple article of mamifionus  
and commerce is beer, which is exported to all pans of the wudd.  
Other Industrial p,oducts an machinery, enamelled tinvert,  
leather, slum, paper, eatehenware, stoves and spirits, wings a  
tolerably brisk trade is carried on in wool, feathers, cattle and  
horses. In the neighbourhood are several coal-pits, ism-watts  
and gl5sa.wocks, as well as large drrpcslta of kaaffa  

PWea first appears in history in 976, as the sane of  a battle 
in the war between Rime Deledaul and the amperes -  Otto 11,  
sad it became a town in rs2. During the Hurite wan it was  
the centre of Catholic iraistanos to the Hussites; it was three  
times unsuccessfully besieged by Prokop the Great, aid it tort  
part in the Jorge of the Romanist lords against Ring George el  
Pcdebead. Dining the Thirty Years' War the term was takes  
by Mansfield in ι6ι8 aid net reospturcd by the Imperialists  tN 
z62t. Wal enstεin made it his winter-quarters in 1633, and ii  
was in tńe. gieat ball of the *dimes that his genesis tech the  
oath of fidelity to him (January 0634). The tows was amamas-
fully besieged by the Swedes in 1637 and 1648. The first  
Bohemian printing prom was established here in :468.  

PIKA, a tribe and stock of North American Indiana. Tbelr  
range was southern Ańmaa and no thtm Mexico. The wined  
Pima village, known to the Spanish as Ca Grande on the south  
bank of the Gila, is an example of their early civilisation aid std  
in building. Driven out of their homes by neighbouring tribes,  
theq lived a more or less nomadic life. They were always good  
farmers, showing much skill in-Irrigation. At first submitting  
to the Spaniards, they revolted in 175, destroying all the 

 missions. The war lasted two years, but since then the Pier.  
Indiana have been friendly with the settlers. As a tam they aye  
breve, honest and baud working. They number sane Soon m  
two reservations In Arisoee. The Piman stock includes sack  
tribes as the Pyego, Huicbol, Opata, Tarumari, and mmbwa ι  
upwards of a hundred thousand  

PligΕΒΤΟ, also called Ai.i.ss'ica (from a supposed combh ΰο.  
of venom f avotus) end Jamaica Prams, the dried im mune  
hub of &genie plates is or Piarala oJcisdit, an me,'.'  bee 
about go ft. high, belonging to the natural order Μ e1 rrer.  
It is indigenous in the West India lalmds, growing on limestone  
hills near theses, and is especially grown in Jamaica. The spice  
derives its name from the Portuguese pinata, Sp.nim pi, ιieaaa,  
pepper, which wax gives to It from its resemblanrs to  
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pepp&-Corns. Τhebeniss are gathered Is Julyand August, when  
of full size, but still unripe—the small branches besting fruit being  
broken 0ff and dried in the sun and air for some days, when the  

stalks are removed and the berries are ready for packing. These  
owe their aromatic properties to an essential oil present to the  

extent of 3  to 4j% and consisting largely of eugenol or allyl  

giiaiacol, ΗΟ(CΙΟ)C ίbC5Η5. The chief use of pImento is as  
a spice. The oil, the action of which resembles that of cloves,  

is occasionally used in medicine, sod is also employed in perfum-
ing soaps. The " bay rum "used as a toilet article is a tincture  
scented with the oil of the leaves of an allied species, Pisseniii  
etris,  commonly known as the bayberry tree.  

PIN (a doublet with " pen "from Lat  piano, feather, pinnacle,  
which is said to contain the same root ax rim, pine tree,  

and properly to mean a sharp point or end), a small peg or bolt  

of metal or woodi not necessarily pointed, employed as a fasten-
ing to connect together different parts of an article, as a, stop  Ιο  
limit the motion of some moving piece in a machine, as a support  
on which α smell wheel may turn, &c., but most commonly  a 
small metal spike, used for fastening portions of fabrics together, 
having one cod pointed and at the other a bulbed head, or some 
other arrangement for preventing the spike from passing entirely 
through the cloth or other material with which it is employed. 
In ο e form or another pins of this last kind are of the highest  
antiquity, the earliest form doubtless being a natural thorn. 
Pins of bronze, and bronze brooches in which the pin is the essen-
tiaL feature, are of common occurrence among the remains of the  
bronze age. The ordinary domestic pin had become In the ι3 th  
century an snide of sufficient importance in England to warrant  

legislative notice, as In 1483 the importation of pins was prohibited  
by statute. In τ o Queen Catherine received pins from  
France, and again in τ 543 an act was passed providing that "no  
person shall put to sale any pinnes but only such as shall be double 
beaded, and have the heads soldered fast to the shank of the 
pinries, well smoothed, the shank well shapen, the points well 
and round filed, canted and sharpened." At that time pins 
of good quality were made Of brass; but a large proportion of 
those against which the legislative enactment was directed were  

made of iron wire blanched and passed as brass pins. To a large  
extent the supply of pies in England was received from France 
till about 1626, in which year the manufacture was introduced  
into Gloucestershire by John Tilaby. His business flourished so  
well that he soon gave employment to τοo persons, and Stroud 
pins attained a high reputation. In 1636 the pinmakeza of  
London formed a corporation, and the manufacture yas subse-
quently established at Bristol and Birmingham, the latter town  

ultimately becoming the principal centre of the industry. So  
early as 1775 the attention of the enterprising colonists in Cam. 
lina  was drawn to the manufacture by the cer of prizes for the  
first native-made pins and needles. At a later date several  
pin-making machines were invented in the United States. 
During the war of 1812, when the price of pins rose enormously, 
the manufacturewas actually started, but the industry was not 
fairly successful till about the year 1836 when the Howe Manu-
facturing Cocipany was formed at Birmingham, Connecticut. 
Previous to this an American, Lemuel W. Wright, had in 1824  
secured in England a patent for a macbine to make solid-headed 
pins, which established the industry on its present basis.  

The old form of pin consisted of a shank with a separate head of  
line wire twisted roqnd and secured to it. Fine wire for heads was  
first wound on a lathe round a spit the  exaft  circumference of the  
pin  Ωιαπ ks to be headed, in this way a long elastic spiral was  
produccd  which had next to be cut into heads, each consisting  
of two complete turns of the spiral. These heads were softened  
by annealing and made into a heap for the heading boy, whose  
duty was to thrust a number of shanks into the heap and let as  
many as 'night be fit themselves with heads. Such shanks as came  

out thus headed were passed to the header, who with a falling block  
and die arrangement compressed together shank  asd  head of such 
a number as his die-block was fitted for. All the other operations  
of straightening the wire, cutting, pointing. &c., were separately  

performed, and these numerous details  coniiccteil with the pro- 
duction 0' 5 common pin were seized on by Adam Smith as one of  
the most remarkable illustrations of the advantagts of the di νιιοπ  
of labour.  

The beautiful automatic machinery by whisks pins are cow made  
hi single pieces of wire is an invention of the 49th century. In  
ιΒι;  a communication was made at the Patent  018cc  by Seth Hunt,  
describing a machine for making ptns with "head, shaft and point  
in one entire piece." By this machine a suitable length of wire  

was alt  Og  and held in a die till a globular head was formed on one  
end by compression, and the other end was pointed by the revolu-
tion aroupd It of a roughened steel wheel. This machine docs not  

appear to have come Into use; but in 1824 Wright patented the 
pin-making apparatus above referred to as the pa rent form of the 
machinery now employed.  Α  factory equipped with his  macblues 

 was established in Lemke,. but the company which owned it  wia  
not  successfuL  The plant pissed into the  baitda  of Daniel Foote.  
Taylor of Birmingham, who obtain ed  an extension of  Wright's  
patent for five years from 1838, and his firm was the Sent to carry  

on the production of machine-mad, solid- headed pins on •  com- 
mercial bisia. 10 •  modem pin-making machine wire of suitable 
gauge mixingoff •  reel is drawn in and straightened by passing  
between straighteningpins or studs set In a table. When a pin 
length has entered it is caught by lateral jaws, beyond which enough 
of the end projects to form •  pin-head. Against this end a steel  
punch advances and  compramas  the  metsl,by a die arrangement 
into the form of a head. The pm length in immediately cut off  

and the headed piece drops into a slit  ιu18ciently  wide to pass the  
wire through but retain the head. The pins are con sequently  
suspended by the head while their projecting extremities are held 
against a revolving cutter, by which they are pointed. They are next cleaned by being boiled in weak beer, and then arranged in  
a copper pan in layers alternating with layers of grained tin. The 
contents of the pan are covered with water over which a quantity  
of argot  (bltsrtrate  of potash) Is sprinkled, and after boiling for  
several hours the bras, pins are coated with a thin depo sit of tin,  
which given them their silvery appearance. They are then washed  
in clean water, and dried and poli shed  by being revolved in a barrel 
mixed with dry,  bran or fine sawdust, from which they are  winnowrj  
Iliiisbad  pins. A large proportion of the pins sold are stuck into  

paper by an  aulumatic  machine not less inge nious than the pin'  
making machine itself. Mourning pins arc made of iron wire,  

finished by  immιΓning  in black japan and drying in a stove.  Λ 
considerable variety of pins, including the ingeniously coiled,  
bent and twisted nursery safety pin, ladies' hairpins, &c., are also 
made by automatic machinery. The sixes of ordinary pins range  
from the 3j-in. stout blanket pin down to the finest slender gilt  
put used by entomologists, 4500 of which weigh about an ounce.  

ΠΙΝΑ, RU? DE  (i'io-zszx), Portuguese chronicler, was a  
native of Guarda, Re acted as secretary Of the embassy sent  
by King John IL to Castile in the spring of 2482, and in the  
following September returned there as sole envoy. Re was  
present at the execution of the duke of Bragansa at Evora In  
2483, and in 2484 went to Rome as secretary of Sf embassy to  
Pope Innocent VII. On his return, the king charged him to  
write a history of his reign and gave him a pension for his  

suppc,rt. Following the arrival of Columbus from his first  

voyage in 1493, Pins was one ό f the commissaries despatched to  
Barcelona by John II. to negotiate with the Catholic sovereigns  
respecting the limits of their respective jurisdictions. In  

Septcmber 149$ he attested the will of John  ΙΙ.  in his capacity as  
a notary public, and on the 2$th of October of the same year he  

was present at his master's death at Alvor and opened and read  
his testament, King Manuel confirmed his pension and appointed  

him in 1497 chronicler of the kingdom, keeper of the archives  

and royal librarian, with a suitable salary. By 1504 Pina had  

completed his chronicles of Alphonso V. and John II. King  
John III. charged him with a history of his father, Manoel, and  

at his death  Πίπα  had carried it down to the capture of Azamor, as  
we know from DamiSo dc Goes, who used it in preparing his own  

chronicle of that monarch.  
It is probable thai the chronicles of the early kings of Portugal  

from Sancho  I. to Aiphonso IV. which were published under  
Pins's name in the 18th century were written by Ferolo Lopes  

and edited by Pins, while that of King Duane seems to have  

been the joint production of Lopes and Azurara, with Pina again  

as the editor only. Pins was a favourite of fortune during his  
life, for, apart from royal benefactions, he received presents from  

public men who wished to figure well in his books, and alter his  

death be obtained the credit for work that was not his. His  
authority as an historian is considerable, and his frankness is  

said to have provoked remark from contemporaries.  
Pina's  chronicle of King  Alplionso  IV. was first published in  

Lisbon in 1853; those of King Duarte and King Alphonso V. in  
vol.  i.  of the  Colie'do  di  iivros inediios  do  hislorsa porh'gwza  
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(Llthon,  1790) , end his  rbnml&  of John Ti. in eel 11  of the  ‚ame  
collection (Lisbon, 1792).  The introduction to the chronicle of  
King Duarte contains the fullest account of nut's life. (E. Ps.)  

PflIACOTHECA. &  picture-gallery  (Cr. τιmo6ieη,  from shut,  
&  tablet or picture). The name is especially given to the building  
containing pictures which formed the left wing of the  Plopylsea  
on  thE  Acropolis at Athens. Though  Pausanias (Bk.  II.,  xxii.  6) 
speaks of the pictures "which time bad not effaced," which  
seems to point  to.fresco  painting, the fact that there is no trace  
of any preparation for stucco on the walls rather shows that the  
paintings were ease!  pictutcs  (J.  G. Fraser,  Paiwrniios'i DCSCYip

-lice of Greece, 1898, ii. 252). The  Romaiis  adopted the term  
for the room In a private house containing pictures, statues,  
end otber smite of set.  Itb  used forapublicgalleryon  the  
continent of Europe, as at Bologna and Turin; At Munich there  

are two galleries known as the Old and New  ΡinέkοΙhek.  
ιυa  DEL RIO, capital of Pins; del Rio Province, Cuba,  

about το7 m.  S.W.  by railway from Havana. Pop.  (tgο), 
 10,634. The city is in the fertile valley of the  Gosma.  Ills the 

centre of the tobacco industry of the  Vuelia Abajo  region. Its  
pod is La Cobra, on the southern coast. The pueblo was  
created after 1773; but the history of the settlement goes back  

tO  557!, and the parochial church dates from  ιιο.  
PIXCENBY, CΕΑΏ L  (1757.1824), American  statesalan,  

was born  on·tbe aόth  of October 1757 at Charleston, South  
Carolina; he was the son of Charles Pinckney (3735-5784), first  
president of the first South Carolina Provincial Congress (Jan.  
to June 5775), and a cousin of  CharlcaCotesworthPinckneyand  
Thomas  Piackney.  He was studying law at the outbreak  of 
the War of Independence, served in the early  canupalgus  in the  
South, end in 1779 was elected to the South Carolina House of  
Rcpreseutaiivex.  lie was captu red by the British at the fall  
of Charleston (1780), and remained a prisoner until the dose  
of hostilities. He was elected a delegate to the Congress of the  
Confederation in 1784, r785 and  τ86,  and in  ι;86  he moved  
the appointment of a committee "to take into consideration  
the affairs of the nation," advocating in this  conneudon  an en-
largement of the powers of Congress. The committee having  
been appointed, Pinckney was made chairman of a sub-commit-
tee which prepared a plan for amending the articles of confedera-
tion. In 1787 he was a delegate to the F ederal constitutional 
convention, sod on the same day (May  )  on which Edmund  
Randolph (9.Π.)  presented what Is known as the Virginia plan,  
Pinckney presented a draft of a constitution which is known as  
the Pinckney plan. Although the Randolph resolutions were 
made the basis on which the new constitution was framed, 

 Pinckney's  plan seems to have been much drawn upon. 
Furthermore, Pinckney appears to have made valuable sugges-
tions regarding phrasing and matters of detail. On the  i8tb  of 
August he introduced a series of resolutions, and to him should 
probably be accredited the authorship of the substance of some  
thirty-one or thirty-two  provisiolls  of the  constitulion.'  Pinch-

'The "Pinckney Plan" has been the subject of considerable  
discussion. When, in 111ι8,  John Quincy Adams was preparing  
the journal of the convention for publication and discovered that  
the Pinckney plan was missing, he wrote to  Prnckncy  for  •  copy,  
and  Prnckney  seat him what he asserted was either a copy of  his 
original draft cc a copy of a draft which differed from the  originat  
in no essentials. But as this was found to bear a close resemblance  
to the draft reported by the committee of detail, Madison and others,  
who had been members  cl  the convention, as well as historians,  
treated it as spurious, and fee years Pinckney  rtccived  little credit  
for his work is the convention. Later historians, however, notably  
J. Franklin Jameson and Andrew C. McLaughlin. have accredited  
to him the suggestion of a number  cl  provision, of the  conat'tut,00  
as a refill of their efforts to  ,ecungguict  his original plan chiefly  
from his speeches, or alleged speeches, and from certain papers  
of James Wilson, a member of the committee of  detad,  one of 
which papers is believed to be an outline of the  Pincknry  plan.  
See J. F. Jameson. "Studies in the History of the Federal Con.  
vemion cl  1787," in the  Amiiioi Remit of the American  Hi,tos·ic'l  
Association (or  1902. vol.  i.;  A. C McLaughlin. "Outline of Pluck-
fey's  Plan for a  Coastitulion" in The Nalws.  April 28. 1904; an 
article entitled "Sketch of Ι½πckney'  Plan for a Constitution."  
in the λ *scrim, Historical  Rmeiu  for July 5904: and C. C.  Nott,  
lb  MysIory of the Ρίnεkaςν Droiijkl  (New  York, 1908), an attempt  
67  a former chid-justice of the 11.5.  Ioset  of Claims to prove that  

fey was president of the State  Coiweistlon  of 1790 tied framed  
a new constitution for South Carolina, was governor of the  
state from 1189  tO 1 792,  ι member of the state Housed  Repeesen-
tativts  in τ792-τ796,  and again governor from 1796 to 1798. 
From 1799  to Thee be was a member of the United  Statet 
Senate. lie entered public life ass Federa list, but later became 
the leader in organizing the  Democratic-Republicen  patty in  
his state, and contributed largely to the success of Thomas  
Jefferson in the presidential election of  i800,  By Jefferson's  
appointment be was American minister to Spain from  aSoa  to  
1805. In general his m ission  wass  distinct failure, his arrogance  
and  indincretiona  finally causing the Spanish government to  
request his recall. He was elected  tothestateHmiaeof Rε xe-
seritatives  in  ι80,  was again governor of South Carolina from  
1806  to  τ8οό ,  In 1810-1814 was ones more a member of the  
state Rouse of Representatives, in which he defended President  
Madison's war policy, and from  1819  to  τ821  was a member of  
the National House of Representatives, in which be opposed  
the Missouri Compromise in a  bτilliιnt  speech. -He died at  
Charbaton,  South  Caroilni,  on the 29th  of October 1824.  

Hi, son, Rawly  Lsuswws Pn,czwxv  (1704-1889), was a mem-
ber of the slate House of Representatives  in  ιS ιό-ιΕ", fοundeή  
in 1819 and edited for fifteen years the Charl eston  Mmwry,  
the great exponent of state's rights princip les, and was  •  member  
of the National House of  Representativea in 1833-1837.  

ΡΙΙCΚΝΙΥ, υΗΑ111111 CΟ1 WΟΕΤΝ  (1746-0125), Amenl
-can statesman, was born in Charleston, South  Car.lina, οο  the  

atb  of February 1746, the son of Charles  Plockney  (d. r"8),'  
by his second wife, the celebrated girl planter, Slim Lucas.  
When a child he was sent to England, like his brother Thomas  
after  him, to be educated. Both of them were at  Westminster  
and  O'ford  and were called to the bar, and for a time they  
studied in  Franceat  the Royal Military College at Cam. -Return-
ing to America In 1769, C. C. Pinckney begin the practiced  
law at Charleston, ad soon  becsine  deputy attorney-general of  
the province. He was a member of the first South Carolina 
provincial congress in 5775, served as colonel  in the South  
Csrolina  militia in  τ776- ι777  was chosen president of the 
South Carolina Senate £0 2779, took part in the Georgia  expedi-.  
lion and the attack on Savannah In the same year, was captured  
at the fall of Charleston in 1780 and was kept in close confine.  
rent until 1762, when he was exchanged. In 5783 he was 
commissioned a b revet brigadier-general in the continental  
army. He was an  inffuential  member of the  conιί iιιiοna1  
convention of 1787, advocating the counting of all  ala-rca  as a  
basis of representation and opposing the abolition of the slave-
trade. He opposed as" impracticable " the election of  rqresrn.  
tativea  by popular vote, and also opposed the payment of  

senators, who, he thought, should be men Of wealth. Subse-
quently Pinckney bore a prominent part in securing the ratifies-
lion of the Federal constitution in the South Carolina convention  
called for  thai  purpose in 1788 and In framing the South Carolina  
State Constitution in the convention of 5790. Mice the  

organization of the Federal government, President Washington  
offered him at different times appointments as associate justice  ci  
the Supreme Court (5 79!), secretary of war 0795)  and secretary  
the document sent by Pinckney to Adams in 181$ is a genuine  
copy of his original plan.  

' Charles Pinckney. the father, was long prominent in colonial  
affairs ; he was  sιtοτney-genνι-al of the province in 5733. speaker  of 
the assembly in  1736- Ι738  and in 5740, chief justice of the province  
in 1752-1753. and agent for South Carolina in England in  
τ8.  He was the uncle of Charles Pinckney  (1735- ι784),  and the  
great-uncle of Charles  Pinckncy (1757-1824).  ELsa Lucas  Pisackncy 
(ε.  1722-5793) was the da ughter of  Lieut.-Colmiel  George Lucas 
of the British army, who about 1738 removed from  Antigva  ιο  
South Carolina,  where  be acquired several plantations.  I-fe  was  
almost Immediately recalled to  Αnti υs,  and his daughter under'  
took the management of the plantariona  with  con'picueua ficcen.  
She is  sa',d  to have been the first to introduce into South  Carolina 
(and into continental North America) the cultiva tion and menu-
facture of indigo, sad she also imported  sitkwormg—in 1753 she  
presented to the princess of Wales a dress made of silk from tier  
plantations. She was married to Charles  Pinekawy  in 1744. Se'  
Harriott  H.  Ravenel. FAire Pmd*iiy  (Non York.  1896). in the 
"Women of Colonial and Revolutionary Times  "  series.  
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of state (t73), each of which he declined; but in 1796 he suc-
ceeded James Monroe as minister  ιο  France. The Directory  
refused to receive him, and be retired to Η9llaοd, but in the next  
year, Elbridge Gerry and John Marshall having been appointed  

ιο  act with him, he again repaired to Paris, where he is said to  
have made the famous reply to a veiled demand for a "loan"  
(in reality for a gilt), "Millions for, defence, but not one cent  

for tribute," —another version is, "No, not a asapence." The  

missioo accompliahrd nothing, and Pinckncy and Marshall loll 
France in disgust, Gerry  (q.a)  remaining. When the correspon-
dence of the commissioners was sent  Ιο  the United Siates  
Congress the letters  " Χ,"  "Y" and "Z," were inserted in  
place of the names of the French agents with whom the com-
mission treated—hence the  " Χ Υ Ζ  Correspondence," famous  
in American history. In s800 he was the Federalist candidate  
for vict-president, and in 1804 and again in ι Sνd for president,  
receiving 14 electoral votes in the former and 47 in the latter  
year. From 1805 untIl his death, on the ι ό th of August 1823,  
he was president-general of the Society of the Cincinnati.  

PINCKNEY,  THOMAS (1750-1828), American statesman and  
diplomat, was born in Charleston, South Carolina, on the 23rd  
of October 1750, a younger brother Of Charles Cotcsworth  

Piockney (q.s.). Educated in England, he returned to Charles-
ton in 1773, and was admitted  ιο  the bar in 2774. During the  
War of Independence his early training at the French military  
college at Caen enabled him to render effective service to General  

Berilamin Lincoln in 1778-1779, to Count d'Estaing (2779), to  

General Lincoln in the defence of Charleston and afterwards 
to General Horatio Gates. In the battle of Camden he was  
badly wounded and captured, remaining a prisoner for more 
than a year. Subsequently he was governor of South Carolina  

In 1787-1789; presided over the state convention which ratified  

the Federal Constitution in 1788; was a member of the stale  

legislature in 2791; and was United States minister to Great  
Britain In 1792-1796. During part of this time (1794-1795) he 
was also envoy extraordinary to Spain, and in this capacity nego-
tiated (179$) the important Treaty of San Loreozo el Real; by 
that treaty the boundary between the United States and East and  

West Florida and between the United Stales and " Louisiana"  

was settled (Spain relinquishing all claims cast of the Mississippi  
above 31n  Ν.  1st.), arid the United States secured the freedom 
of navigation of the Mississippi to its mouth with the right of 
deposit at New Orleans for three years, after which the United  
States was to have the same right either at New Orleans or at 
some other place on the Mississippi to be designated by Spain. 
In 1796 Pinckney was the Federalist candidate for vice-presIdent,  

and in 1797-1801 he was a Federalist representative in Congress.  
During the War of iSis he was a major-general. In 18 τe be 
succeeded his brother as president-general of the Society of the 
Cincinnati. lie died in Charleston on the 2nd of November 
1828. Pincknty, like many other South Carolina revolutionary 
leaders, was of aristocratic birth and politics, closely connected  
with England by ties of blood, education and business relations.  
This renders the more remarkable their attitude In the War  
of Independence, for which they made great sacrifices. Men 

 of Pinckney's type were not in sympathy with the progressive  

democratic spirit of America, and they began to withdraw from  

politicS after about 1800.  
See C. C. Pinckney, Life of General Thomas Pinckney  (floston,  

1895).  
PJNDAR  (fir.  ΙΙ iνδαρσt, C. 522-443 a c ), the great lyric  

poet of ancient Greece, was born at Cynoscephalac, in Boeotia, 
at the time of the Pythian games (Jr. 175,  Bergk', '93),' which 
is taken by BOcieh to be $22 α.ε. He would thus be some  
t.hirty·four years younger than Simonides of Coos. He was the  
son of Daiphantus and Cleodice (or Cleidice). The traditions  
of his family have left their Impress of his poetry, and are 1101  
without importance for a correct estimate of his relation to his 
conlemporaries.  The clan of the Aegidae—tracing their line  
from the hero Aegeus—belongecl to the "Cadmean" element 

I The references are to the edition of Pindar by C A.  Μ Fennel!  
(1893-1899). and the fourth edition of Derek's  Ρο1er lyew, gvarn.  

of Thebes, ίλ.  to the elder nobilily when iegpo..d date want  
back 10 the days of the founder Cadasus. A branch of the  
Theban Aegidsa bad been settled in Achaean limes alAmyelan  
in the valley el the Eurotas (Pied. ‚sir. vi, 14), and after  
the Dorian conquest of the Peloponoesus had -apparently been  
adopted by the Spartans mt. one of the three Doilan tribes.  
The Spartan Acgidae helped to coiooize the island of Thom 
(FyI8. v. 68-70). Another branch of the race was settled at  
Cyeena in Africa; and Finder tells bow his Aegid clansmen at  
'Thebes "showed honour" to Cyresse  as often as they kept the  
festival of the Carnea (FyI8.  v.  ). Pindar  is lobe conceived,  
then, as standing within the circle of those families for whom the  
heroic myths were domestic records, He bad a personal link  
with the memoric, which everywhere were most cherished by 

 Dorisns, no less than with those *hid* appealed to men of  
"Cadman" or of Achaean stock. And the wide ramtscallons  
of the Aegidae throughout Hellas rendered It peculiarly fitting  
that a member of that illustrious clan should celebrate the glories  
of many cities in verse which was truly Panhellenic.  

Pindar  is said to have received lessons In ffuatc.playing from 
one Scopelinua at Thebes, and afterwards  Ιο  have studied at  
Athens under the musicians Apollodorus (or Agaihocles) and  
Lasus of Hermione, In his youth, as the story went, be was  
dcfeaιώ  in a poetical contest by the Theban Codnna—wbo,  
in reference to his profuse employment of Theban mythology,  
is said to have advised him" to sow with the hand, not with the  
sack." There is an extant fragment in which Corinna re provea  
another Thebsn poetcss, Myrtle, "for that she, a woman, 
contended with Finder " (6m βαοd 4ed.' We Πυ'δόροιο  war'  Fpg')  
—a sentiment which hardly fits the story of Corinna's own 
victory. The facts that stand out from these meagre traditions 
are that Pindar  was precocious and laborious. Preparatory  
labour of a somewhat severe and complex kind was, indeed,  
Indispensable for the Greek lyric p0cl of that age. Lyric com-
position demanded studies not only in metre but in music, and  
in the adaptation of both to the ln Ιricte movements of the  
choral dance (όρχηστ'eή ). Seversipassages in Finder's extant  
odes glance at the long technical development of Greek lyric  
poetry before his time, and at the various elements of art which  
the lyrist was required  Ιο  temper intq a harmonious whole 
(see, e.g.  ΟΙ.  ill. 8, vi. 92, xiii. iS, xiv.  ι;  Pylk. xii  23, &c.).  
The earliest ode which can be dated  (Fyi/i.  a,) beloogs to. the 
twentieth year of Pindar's age (sos sc); the latest (Olympi v.) 
to the seventieth (452 sc.) He visited the court of Blew at 
Syracuse; Theron, the despot of  Acragas,  also entertained him;  
and his travels perhaps included Cyrenc. Tradition notices  
the special closeness of his relations with Del ρhl "He wa 
greatly honoured by all the Greeks, because be was so beloved  
of Apollo that he even received a share of the °finings, and at 
the sacrifices the.pricsi would cry aloud that Finder come in 
to the feast of the god" Ills wife's name was Megacieia 
(another account says Timoxena, but this may have been a  
second wife), and he had a son named I)aiphantas and Iwo 
daughters, Eumetis and Prolomache. lie is said to have died 
at Argos, at the age of seventy-nine, in 443  α.ε.  

Among the Greeks of his own and later times Finder was  
pre-eminenily distinguished for his piety towards the gods.  
I-Ic tells us that, "near  ιο  the vestibule" of his house  (Fyi/i.  ill. 
78), choruses of maidens used  Ιο  dance and sing by night in 
praise of the Mother of the Gods (Cybele) and Pan—deities  
peculiarly associated with the Phrygisn music of the flute, in 
which other members of Finder's family besides the poet himself  
are said to have excelled. A statue and shrine of Cybe.le, which  
he dedicated at Thebes, were the work of the Tbcban artists, 
Aristomedes and Socrates. I-ic also dedicated at Thebes a  
statue  Ιο  Hermes Agoraioa, and another, by Calamis, to Zeus  
Ammon. The latter god claimed his especial veneration because  
Cyrene, one of the homes of his Aegid ancestry, stood "where 
Zeus Ammon bath his seat,"  i.e.  near the oasis and temple 

' Aecortling  to others, his latest poem is the eighth Pythisn  
ode. 450 Or 446.  

'fledtao,,  vim, in cd. Aid.  
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(Pyeh.  iv.  ι ό ).  The author of one of the Greek lives of Pladar  
says that, "when Παιωαniαs the king of the Lacedarmonians 

was  ourning Thebes, some one wrote on Pindar's house, 'Burn  
not the house of Pmdar the poet'; and thus it alone escaped 
destruction." This incident, of which the occasion is not further 
defined, has been regarded as  &  liter Invention.' Better 
attested, at least, is the similar clemency of Alexander the Great,  

when he sacked Thebes one hundred and eight years after the  

traditional date of Pindar's death (335 so.). He spared only 
(,) the Cadmcia, or citadel, of Thebes (thenceforth to be occupied 
by a Macedoriia.n garrison); (2) the temples and holy places; and  

() Pindar's  house. While the inhabitants were sold into  
slavery, exception was made only of  (i)  priests and priestesses;  

(a) persons wbo had been connected by private  Ιετfα. with 

Philip or Alexander, or by public Εα4α with the Macedonians; 

() Pindar's descendants. It is probable enough, as Dio Chry-
sostom  suggests (ii. that Alexander was pertly moved by 
personal gratitude  ιο  a poet who had celebrated his ancestor  
Alexander I. of Macedon. But be must have been also, or  
chiefly, influenced by the sec-redness which in the eyes of all  

"clients surrounded Finder's memory, not only as that of a  

great national poet, but also as that of a man who had stood  
In a specially close relation to the gods, and, above all, to the  
Delphian Apollo.' Upwards of six hundred years aftrr l'indar's  
death the traveller Pausanias saw an iron chair which w χ 
preserved among the most precious treasures of the temple in  

the sanctuary at Delphi. It was the chair, he was told, "in  
which Pindar used to sit, whenever he came  ιο  Delphi, and to  
chant those of his songs which pertain to Apollo" (a. 24, ).  

During the second half of Pindar'a life, Athens was rising  
to that supremacy in literature and art which was to prove more  

lasting than her political primacy. Pindar did not live to see  

the Parthenon, or to witneSs the mature triumphs of Sophocles;  

but he knew the sculpture of Calamis, and be may have known  

the masterpieces of Aeschylirs. It is interesting to note the  
feeling of this great Theban poet, who stands midway between 
Homeric epos and Athenian drama, towards the Athens of which  
Thebes was so often the bitterest foe, but with which he himself  
had  ιο  large a mosaure of spiritual kinship. A few ωοrds remain 
from a dithyramb in which he paid a glowing tribute to those 
"sons of Athens" who "laid the shining foundations of free-
dom" (rra&' 'Mw'alw,' δlδλοττο φαππdτ aρητlδ' lλαι%ρίαo,  
(, 55, Bergk', 77), while Athens itself is thus invoked: 
ε5 reel λsταρώ  aol Ιοσ l α,τι και &of&µ, Έ λλiΙkτ fρetcµα. κλeιτα l 
'AJia'as, όαi1όώ ν 'c, ττολiώ ροι' (fr. $', Bergk', 76). !secretes, 
writing in 3$3  S.C., states that the phrase  Έ irλόδοχ lριwµα,  

" stay of hfeilas,"  ιο  greatly gratified the Athenians that they  

conferred on Pindar the high distinction of τρο(ri4α  

appointed him honorary consul, as it were—for Athens at Thebes),  
besides presenting him with a large sum of rhoney (A,rtidosis,  

'66). One of the letters of the pseudo-Aeschines (Ερ.  iv.) gives  
an Improbable turn to the story by saying that the Thebans 
bad fined l'indarfor his praise of Athens, and that the Athenians 
repaid him twice the sum.' Tire notice preserved by 'socrates 
—less than one hundred years after Pindar's death—Is good 
warrant felt the belief that Pindar had received some exceptional  
honours from Athens. Pausanias saw a statue of I'indar at  
Athens, near the temple of Arts  (i.  8  ). Besides the fragment 
Just mentioned, several passages in Pindar's extant odes bespeak 
his love for Athens. Its name is almost always jolord by him  
with some epithet of praise or reverence. In alluding to the  
great battles of the Persian wars, while he gives the glory of  
Platsta to the S ρartan, he assigns that of Salamis to the  
Athenians  (Py(k.  I. 76).  Itt  celebrating  (Pyli,.  vii.) the Pythian  

A. Schafer,  Drmoslhewes mid seine Znd. iii.  ι 19.  
' It w,Il be remarked that history requires us to modify the state-

rent in Mdton'sfamous lines;- 
'  The rest Emathian conqiwror bide sραre  

The house of Pindarus. when temple and tower  
Went to the ground."  

Indeed, the point of the incident depends much on the fact that the  
tenroles and Pmdar's house were classed together for exemption.  

' Iompare Jcbb.A isic Orals,:, ii.  Τ43.  

victory of the Athenian Megacles, he begins thus: " f'airest  of 
preludes is the renown of Athens for the mighty race of the 
Alcmaeonidar. What home, or what house, could I call mine 
by a name that should sound more glorious fpr Hellas to hear?"  
Referring to the fact that an Aegirtetan victor in the games had 
been trained by an Athenian, he says (Near. V. 49)  " meet it is  
that a Shaper of athletes should come from Athens"— and  
recollecting how often Pindar compares the ?mt.'s'efforts to the 
athlete's, we may well believe that he was thinking of his own  
early training at Athens.  

Pindar's  versatility as a lyric poet is one of the characteristics 
remarked by Horace  (Odc.n,  iv. a), sod is proved by the fragments,  
though the poems which have come down entire  
represent only One class of compcsilions—the  
Epiiriein,  or odes of victory, commemorating successes in the 
great games. The lyric types to which the fragments belong, 
though it cannot be assumed that the list Is  complele,  are at  
least numerous and varied.  

(i)  '?5wi, F!ymu  to deities—as to Zeus  Ammoir. to Ρeτsepbοee  
to  l'ortune. The fragmentary 'son entitled OiSaIn's seems  ιο  
have celebrated the deities of Thebes. (a) flaijon,  
paralu,  expressing prayer or praise for the help of 
a protcvtinl  god, especially Apollo. Artemis or Ztua. ()  
∆■θtρsρβο,, Dilhy!ambs,  odes of a lofty and impassioned atra,n,  
song by chor'men is bοnoi,τ of Dionysus (cf. P,nd. ίκ. xiii.  ι8,  
rut  ∆ srίwos  ‚40,,  LI'omr  04,  &‚λ&r, X&ooun &'Ο'wtm,y—wbere 
Pindar alludes to the choral fotro given to the ditbyramb.  
ι. 6ο  ex., by Αιiοπ—βσ' λ4np, "ox-driving," perhaps mean,8  
"winning an ox as prize "). (‚) flposSt.a, Processw,,al Songs, 
choral chants for worshippers approaching a shrine. One 'ran  
written by Pindar for the Defines, another for the Atgirre'ann.  

) lia$bsa, Choro.l Songs for Mn,drss.  Tire reference in Pyik.  
in. 78 to maidens worshipping Cybele and Pan near the poet's 
house is illustrated by the tact that one of these fla$Ima invoked  
"Pan, lard of Arcadia, attendant of the Great Mother, watcher of  
her awful shrine" (fr. 72, Bcrgk',  95).  (6)  Τssnρχ•1..τa,  Choral  
Daace-Sosigs,  adapted to a lively movement, used from an early 
date in the rule of Apollo, and afterward, in that ci °thee gods,  
especially l)ionynur. To this class be Ιο2gs one of the finest  Ι  rag.  
rests (84, Bergk', 107), written for the Thebans in connexion sit),  
propitiatory rites after an ccΙiριe of the sun, probably that of 
the y*lr of April 463  B.C. (y) Rys&m#a,  Songs .1 Fruit,  (Γο mcii.  
while ‚son were for gods), to be sing by  a  '«fi,'oi  or festal company.  
Is  strictness  iγsώµιo,  was the genus of which  fm&ss,  was a 
spixies;  but the latter is more conveniently treated as a distinct  
kind. Piisdar wrote isicomia far Theron, ditupol ci Acragas, and  
for Alexander I. ('on of Amyntas), king of Macedon. (8)  Zofya..  
Fealsi Snags. The usual  sense of  antir,n,  is a drinking-spelt, takts 
up by one guest after mother at a  ba,',1u ι.  But Piodar a .sbS'.  
were choral and ant-trophic. One was to be sung at Corinth by  
a chorus of the 10;100.  attached  to the tempie of Aphrodite  
Ourania, when a orTt miii Xenophon offered ιacτΊί'ce before going to  
compete at Olympia. Another brilliant figment, for Tbmsxenu,  
of Tenedos, has an e,iic character.  ()  0,-jon,, Dng's,  to be song  
with choral dance xii the music of the fte, either at the burial 
of the dead, or in commemorative ritual,. Some of the mou  
beautiful Irngm,nta li-long to this class (106-'  ιο,  B,ergk', s Χ9-ι).  
Our of the smaller fr.mgmerttn (t ι4, Bergk',  ι37) —in memoiy clan  
Athenian who had been initiated into the Elcusinian mysteries  
(lils' u,ra)—hs, been  eonjecturally  referred to the  Onjov,  which  
Pundar Is said  ιο  hay. written  (s€hoI.  Fy18.  oil. it) for Hippocrates,  
the grandfather of Ρrτ icen.  A  rsnl.mer  of small fragments, which  
cannot be certainly classified, are usually given as it &.&*).w  

"of uncertain class." On comparing the above list with Horace,  
O,les,  iv. a, it will be seen that he alludes to No. 3  (d ίιhyrσ ώ ο,);  
to  Ναι,  n, 2, sod 7  (sea dco' rqeorc curt); and to  Νο.  9  (fklezi  
spoasao jasenemw  Tapirs  Fkwal)—aa  well as to tire extant  £psmeaa  
(fiat  gaas  Elm  dosuim rtdstil Palm   

Ths Ejifniuia.—Tbe &υ'ί'ια (Sc.  0.4),  or fuπsisαeιt. (or.  
Ιlµιs*),  " Odes .1 Victory," form  &  collection of  foaIy.foiir  odes.  
traditionally divided into four books,  seawering  to the four 
great festivals: (τ)  'Ολs µτωriκr (sc. fµsua): fourtrcn  odes fee  
winners of the wild olive.wreith in the Olympian games, held  
at Olympia in honour of Zeus  oawein  four years; (a)  ΙΙ•ιοιlir ι  
twelve odes for winners of the laurel-wreath in the  Pytliiaa  
games held at Delphi In honour of Apollo, once in four years,  

the third of each Olympiad; (,) Νrµιonaαι t eleven odes foe  
winners of the pine-wreath in the Ntmessi games, held at  Neitrea, 
in honour of Zeus, once in two years, the second and  fowth  of 

 each Olympiad;  and () 'Ιοθµωei κm:  seven odes for winners  
of the paisley wreath in the Isthmian games, held a& the Isthmus  

•  
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of Cesbith, In housus of Poseidon, eec. Ia  met years, the first  
and tided of each Olympiad. The Greek way of citing an  ode 
is by the norm. $w. followed by the numeral, cg "the nigh 
Olympian" is ' Ολυµτwsisα' V. The chronological range of  
the collection  (ιο  far as ssceriaiasble) is from 502 cc  (Pyik.  i)  
to 452  B.C. (01. v). With reecί  to the native places of  
the victors, the geographiesi distribution isaa follows: los the  
mainland of Greece proper, 13 odes; for &giaa, 21; for Sicily,  
z; for the Epizephyrian Lomuane (southern Italy), a; for  
Cyrene (Afrmc.), 3.  

Tb.  general characteristirn of the odes may be bridy con-
sidered under the following heads: (r) language; (a) ΙraιmWΙ  
of theme; (3)  ‚entlmsot—religioua, moral and political;  (ώ  
relation to contemporary  alt.  

ι.  The diction of Pindar Is distinct its character from thai of  
every ether Greek poet, being almost everywhere marked by the  
greatest imaginative boldne.s, Thus (α)  metaphor is used  
even for the expression of common ideas, orthe Irsialation of  
familiar phrase., as when a cloik is called (01. 1*. 97)  "i  warn  
remedy for winds." (b) Images for the highest excellence are  
drawn from the farthest limits of travel or navigation, or from  

the fairest of natural objects; as wheti the superlative hospitality  

of a man who kept open house all the year round I. described  
by saying, "far as to Phasis was his voyage in summer days.  
and in winter to the shores of Nile " (1:1km. if. 41); or when  
Olympia, the "crown" or " firmer " of festivals, is said to be  
excellent as wst*r, bright as geld, brilliant as the noonday sun  
(01.1  ad fail.). This trait might be celled the Pieda,fc imagery  
of '4.  .eν akΙiw.  (c) Poetical inversion Of ordinary phrase is  
frequent; as, instead of, "he struck fear into the beasts," "be  
gave the beasts to fear"  (Pylk. V 56) (d) The dorIs of the  
poet's genius are represented under an extraordinary number of  
similitudes, borrowed from javelin-throwing, chariot-driving,  
leaping, rowing, sailing, ploughing, building, shooting with the  
bow, sharpening a knife on a whetstone, mixing wine in a howl,  
and many more. (ι)  Homely images, from common life, are  
not rare; as from account-keeping, usury, sending merchandise  
over sea, the υ'ωr&λη or secret dispatch, &c. And we have  
such homely proverbs as, "be bath his foot in this shoe,"  i.e. 
steeds in this rase (01. νi. 8). wThe emend m*rofwerds in  
a sentence is often boldly deranged, while, on the other hand,  
the syntax is seldom difficult. (g) Words not found except  in  
Finder are numerous, many of these being compounds which  
(like  b'υ1µβροτοι,  saτa4wλλοροelν, &c.) suited the dactylic  
metres in their Pindaric combinations. Horace was right In  
speaking of Finder's "nova verba," though they were not  
cοπό ιιed to the "audaces dithyrambi."  

a. The actual victory which gave occasion for the ode Is  
seldom treated It length or In detail—which, indeed, only  
exceptional incidents could justify. Pindar's method is to take  
some heroic myth, or group of myths, connected with the  
victor's city or family, and, afier a brief prelude,  Ιο  enter on  
this, returning at the close, as a rule, to the subject of the victor's  
merit or good fortune, and interspersing the whole with moral  
comment. Thus the fourth Pythian Is for Azeesilaus, king of  

Cyreae, which was said  Ιο  have been founded by men of There,  
descendants of one of Jason's comrades. Using this link,  
Finder introduces his splendid narrative of the Argonauts  
Many odes, again, contain shorter mythical episodes—as the  
birth of lamus  (01 vi.), or the vision of Bellerophon (01 xiii)  
—which form small pictures of masterly finish and beauty  
?articular notice is due to the skill with which Piadar often  
manages the return from a mythical digression to his immediate  
theme. it is bold and swift, yet Is not felt as harshly abrupt—
justifying his own phrase at one such turn—sal ,u'n οΤµοι' Ube  
βραχ ίw (Pylk. iv a).  Ιι has been thought that, in the  
parenthesis about the Amazons' shields  (qidbus 41:: υυd  
d'duclue qaaerers di'rljdi, 0dm,  iv. 4, r8), Horace wss  
imitating a Pindaric transition; if so, he has illustrated his own  
observation a* to the peril of imitating the Tbeban poet  

3. a. The religious feeling of Pindar is strongly marked in  
the odes. "Ftom the gods are all means of human excellence."  

H. will aol-believe that the-gods, 'hen they dined whh Tantalus,  
ate, his sea Pelop.; rather Poieldon carried 0g  ιό.  youth  ιο  
Olympus. That is, his reason for rejecting a scandalous story  
about the gods is purely religious, as distinct from meral; it  
shocks his conception of the divine dignity. With regard to  
oracles, be inculcates precisely such a view as would have been  
most acceptable to the Delphic priesthood, via, thai the gods  
do heroine their prophets, but that human wit can foresee  
nothing which the gods do not choose to reveal. A mystical  

dcctriae of the soul's destiny after death appears in sore  
passage. (as 01. ii. 66 sq.). Pindar was familiar with the Idea  
o(metempsychcsis (cf. ibid. 68), but the attempt to trace Pytha-
gorsanism in some phrase.  (Fy14.  11. 34, 74) appears unsafe.  
The held in a fully conscious existence for the soul in a future  
slate, determined by the character of the earthly We, entered  
into the teaching of the Eleusinian and other mysteries. Celts.  
paring the fragment of the θρ tut (zag, Belgk', 537), we may  
probably regard the mystic or esoteric element In Piiidar'a  
theology as due  Ιο  such a source.  

8. The moral sentiment pervading Plndar'a odes rests on  a 
constant recognition of the limbs imposed by the divine sell) on  
human eifort, combined with strenuous exhortation that esdi  
man should strive to reach the limit allowed in his own case.  
Native temperament ( Φι4) is the grand source of all human  
excellence ('4),  while such excellences issue be acquired by  
study (&δasι-αl 4µτeΙ,  01. ix. zoo) are of relatively small  
scope—the sentiment, we may remark, of one whose thoughts  
were habitually conversant with the native qualities of a poet  
on the one hand and of an athlete on the other. The elements  
of lylat δlιβο,—" sane happiness," such as hs* least reason to  
dread the jealousy of the gods—are substance sulking fee daily  
wants and good repute (ώ λσγίe). He who has these should  
not "seek  ιο  be a god." "Wealth art with viruses" ( ιλeΊ rο  
ip.mie όώ gιδeh'ώseι), as gold with precious gems, is the mail  
fortunate lot, brew. It aόοrds  the amplest opportunities for  
honourable activity. Pindar does Dot rise shove the ethical  
standard of so age which said, "love thy friend and hate thy  
foe" (cf. Fy14. iL 83;  1:1km. W. 6). But in one sense be baa  
a moral elevation which is distinctively his own; he is the  
glowing prophet of generous emulation and of reverent self-
cQnlroi.  

c. The political sentiments of the Theban poet ere suggested  
by  PyIk.  xi.  i;  "In polities I find the middle state crowned  
with snore enduring good; therefore praise I not the despot's  
portion; those virtues move my seal which serve the folk"  
If in  Fy14. if. 8, a democracy is described as  ό  λόβροι  
στραιι%ι,  "the raging crowd," It is to be noted that the ode is  
for Hiero of Syracuse, and that the phrase clearly refers to the  
violence of those democratic revolutions which, in the early  
part of the 5th century s.c., more than once convulscd Sicilian  
cities, At Thebes, after the Persian wars, a "constitulional  

oligarchy" (flgyepxia lσόs'οµοe, Thuc. iii. 62) had replaced  
the narrower and less temperate oligarchy of former days  
(funwisia ού  µeτέ  ι'όµωή ,  and in this we may probably  
recognize the phase 0f Greek political life most congenial  ιο  
Pindar  He speaks of a king's lot as unique in its opportunities  
(01  i  ι ι3),  he sketches the character of an ideal king  (Fy14 
id. 71); but nothing in his poetry implies liking for the  ι- νρer' ι'Ιι  
as a form of government. Towards the Greek princes of Sicily  
and Cyreiie his tone is ever one of manly independence; he  
speaks as a Greek citizen whose lineage places him on a level  
with the proudest of the Doriaii race, and whose  0(8cc  invests 
him with an almost sacred dignity. In regard to the ρ liΙς,  
of Hellas at large, Pindar makes us feel the new sense of leisure  
for quiet pursuits and civilizing arts which came after the  
Persian wars. He bonours "Tranquillity, the friend of cities"  

CΙιιτυχΙα φeλότολιr,  0Ι  iv-  ιό ).  The epic pact sang of warn,  
Pindar celebrates the" rivalries of peace."  

4 .  Pindar's genius was boldly οτiginal at the same time he  
was an exquisite artist. "Misc be it to invent new  sί τain,  
mine the skill to bold my coarse in the chariot οf the Muses,  
and may courage go with me, and power of ample grasp" (01.  
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fx.  80). Here we see the exulting seine of Inborn strength,  

in many other places we perceive the feeling of conscious art  
—as in the  phraSe flniidh),rr,,  so apt for his method of inlaying  
an ode with mythical subjects, or when he compar es  the opening  
of a song to the front of a stately building (01. Vi. 3).  Piadar's  
sympathy with  eιι rnaΙ  nature was deeper and keener than Is  
often discernible in the poe try of his age. It appears, for  
example, in his welcome of the season when "the chamber of  
the hours is opened, and delicate plants perceive the fragrant  
spring" (Jr 5,  Bergk', ),  In the passage where Jason invoke.  
"the rushing strength .1 waves end winds, and the nights, and  
the paths of the deep"  (PyIh.  iv. 595), in the lines on the  
eclipse of the aim (Jr. *4,  Bergk,' του);  and In the picture of  
the eruption, when Etna, "pillar of the sky, nurse of keen snow  
all the year," sends forth "pure *rings of fire  tmappmachabie"  
(ή 'ih.  I. so). The poet's feeling for colour is often noticeable  
—as in the beautiful story of the birth of  limus—when  Evadne  
lays  iside  her silver pitcher and her girdle of scarlet web, the  
babe is found, "its delicate body steeped In the golden and deep  
purple rays of pansies" (01 . vi. 5) 

The  .pirit  of art, in every form, is represented for Finder  
by  χόριr—"  the source of all delights to mortals" (01.1, 30)—
or by the personified  Chijitcs  (Graces) The Charlie. were  
often represented as young maidens, decking themselves 'nib 
early  llowm—ehe  rose, in particular, being sacred to them as 
well as to Aphrodite. In finder's mind, as in the old Greek 
conception from which the worship of the  Charitea  sprang, the 
instinct of beautiful art was inseparable from the sense of natural  

smnιs. beauty. The period from 500 to 460  n e.,  to which  
moat of finder's extant odes belong, marked a stage  

in the development of Greek sculpture. The schools of Argo., 
 Sicyon  and Angina were effecting a tran si tion from archaic  

types to the art which was afterwards matured in the  
age of  Pbeidias.  Olympia forms the central link between  
Finder's poetry and Greek sculpture. From about 56ο B.C.  
onwards sculpture had been applied  Ιο  the commemoration of 
athletes, chiefly at Olympia. In a sinking pa ssage (Ness, v  
ad. sail)  Pindar  recognizes sculpture and poetry as sister arts  
employed in the commemoration of the athlete, and contrasts  
the merely local  elfect  of the statue with the wide  diEiiaion  of  
the poem. "No sculptor I, to fashion images that shall stand 
idly on one pedestal for aye; no, go thou forth from  Aegma,  
sweet song of mine, on every freighted ship, on each light bark" 
Many particular subjects were common 10 finder and contem-
porary sculpture. Thus  (i)  the sculptures on the east pediment  
of the temple at Angina represented  Heracles  coming to seek  
the aid of  Telamon  against Troy—a theme brilliantly treated  
by finder in the fifth  Izthmian;  (s)  Hieroh  victory in the 
chariot-race was commemorated at Olympia by the joint work  
of the sculptors Onatas anll Cslamis, ()  the  Gigantomachia,  
(4) the wedding of  Heracles  and  lIthe, ()  the war of the  Centaurs  
with the  Lapithae,  and (6) a contest between  Ileradea  and  
Apollo, are instances of mythical material treated alike by the 
poet and by sculptors of his day. The contemporary improve-
ments in town  &rchitectitre,  introducing spacious and well. 
paved streets, such as the  σκι4χdτι) 636ι  at  Cyrene (P$h  v 
87), suggests his frequent comparison of the paths of song to 
broad and stately causeways  (τλατ' α& τρόσaδes—Ικατόµπώ οi  
icfl'sufoi,  Non. vi. 47;  Is!hm.  vi. 22). A song is likened to 
cunning work which blends gold, ivory and coral  (Νει.  vii. 78)  
finder's feeling that poetry, though essentially a divine gift,  
has a technical side  (σο4,in),  end that on this side it has had  
an historical development like that of other arts, is forcibly 
illustrated by his reference to the inventio ns (σphΙσµατα)  for 
which Corinth bad early been famous. He instances  (i)  the 

 deνιkment  of the dithyramb, (r) certain improvements in 
the  hamesnng  and driving of horses, and  ()  the addition of  
the pediment to temples (OK  xiii αι)  

In the development of Greek lyric poetry two periods are  
broadly distinguished. During the first, from about  όσο  to  
500 a c., lyric poetry is local or tribal —aa Alcaeua·  and Sappho  
write for Lesbians,  Alcman  and  Siesichorus  for  Dorlaas.  During  

the second period, which takes its rise in the  aesne  of  Hoflenic  
unity created by the Persian wars, the lyric poet addresses all  

Greece. finder and  Simbnides  are the great  rqirrsautalivea  
of this second period, to  wbich Bacchylidea,  the  iseghew  of  
Simomdes,  also belongs.  Thesei  with a few wino, poets, are  
classed by German writers a. die  arnasxdea Mdl he'. Tire  
Greeks usually spoke, not of "lyric," but of  "mdic"  poetry  
(i.e.  meant to be sung, and not, like the  epse,  recited); sad  
"universal relic" is lyric poetry addressed to all Greece, But  

Pindar  is more than the chief extant lyrist. Epic, lyric and  
dramatic poetry succeeded each ether in Greek literature by a  
natural development. Each of linen was the.  Ipontairesia  
utterance of the age which brought it loath,  Ιιι finder we can  
see that phase Of the Greek mind which produced Homeric  
epoa  passing over into the phase which produced Athenian  
drama. His  apmi  I. often thoroughly dramatic—wilnesa such  
scenes as the interview between Jason and Fells.  (Ρ 'k.  iv.),  
the meeting of Apollo and Chiron  (Py'h.  is.), the episode  of  
Castor and  Polydeuces  (Ness. a.), the ααιεπαίιιιιωαπ of Derides  
by  Teiarnon  (lath.. v.). Epic narrative alone was no longer  
enough for the men who bad known that greet trilogy of national  
Irk, the Persian  mvanons,  they longed to see the heroes moving  
and to hear them  speekin&  The poet of Olympia, accustomed  
to see beautiful forms in vivid action or vivid art, was  wel  
fitted to be the lyric interpreter of the new dramatic  tinpulse.  
Pindar  has more of the Homeric spirit than any Greek lyric  
poet known to us On the other aide, be has a genuine, if less  
evident, kinship with  Aeschylua  and  Sophodea. finder's work,  
like Olympia itself, illustrates the spiritual unity of Greek sit.  

The fact that certain glosses and lacunas air common to all our  
MIS of  Pmdar  make it probable that these MIS.  ama  derived  from  
a common archetype.  Now the older  ,cbolia  on  Pindar,  which  
ajspesr  ιο  have been compiled  nisinly  from the commentaries  of  
Didymus  (c  15 a c), sometimes presuppose a purer text than  
ours. But the compiler of these older  schotia  lived after  Herodma  
(Α  D  tOo).  The archetype of our MIS., then, cannot have beee  
older than the tad of the sud ceatmy.  Our MIS. fall into two  
general classes. (I) the older,  rqiirnenting  a  text which, though  
often corrupt, is comparatively tree from interpolations; (2) the  

later, which exhibit the traces of a Byzantine recension, in other  

words, of  lανιless conjecture, down to the  ι th  or  τ th  century. 
To the first dais belong Parisians j, breakmg cE Ia ΡΟΙ. ν.;  
Ambrosianus  i,  which  baa  only 01.  i-xii.; Medictus  a ; and  
Vaticanus  2—the two  Ias&named  being of the highest valise.  
The  ed,tio pnnceps  is the Aldine (Venice, 1513). A modern study  cl  
Pindar  may be almost  said to have begun with C. C.  Heyrir"  
edition (1773) Hermann did much to advance Pindaric criticism.  
But  Λu υst BOckb  (1811-1821), who was assisted in his commentary  
by L.  Dirsen,  is  j ιιsdυ regarded as the founder of a scientific treat-
ment of the poet. The edition of Theodor  Bergk (Perler  lyriii  
genres. few  cd  by  Ο SchrOdcr, rgoo)  is marked by considerable  
boldness of  conjertιιre  as that of Tycho  Mmnmsen  (1964) by a  
sometimes  escerave  adherence to  MbS.  A  reitnsion  by W- Christ  
has been published in  Teubncr'a  series (2nd el., 1896), air with  
Prolcgomena  and commentary (1896). and by O.  Schrbder (108).  
Tire complete  cdrtion  of J  W Donaldson  (1841)  has many merits;  
but that of C A.  Μ  Fennell (1879-1883; new  ed.. 1893-1899)  
is better adapted to the needs of English students.  Tbe (lly,ag.  
and  P$kui  hive been edited by B. L.  Gildersieeve  (188 ), the  
Nemea  and  Jilhmvi  by J B Bury  080-1 892)  the  &hdus  by  
Ε Abel (18Φ2,  unfinished) and A. B.  Brsehmann  (1903). 'There  
is a special lexicon by 3  Rumpel  (1883). The translation late  
English prose by Ernest Myers (2nd ed., 1883) is excellent; v erse  
translat,ou  by  Τ  C Baring (1875), and of the  Olysipia,i  Odes by  
Cyril  Maync (ipofl) Pindar's metres have been analysed by  
3 H H Schmidt. in Die Kusstformrx  dc, gm:dud:en Porn.  

keipzig.  1868-1872) On  Pindar  generally, sac monographs by 
 F  Vllkinain  (1859), L Schmidt (1862), C.  LObbcrt  (5 882),  

A.  Croiset 0 880), W Christ,  Gcscliwhie dee g τstc& ι ώ es L'ueessa,  
(1898), and the little  vol 'ime  by F. D. Μ mice in  Blackwood'sA ,scmii  
Classics for &,glrsh Renders.  l χbaυstiνe  bibliographical information  
on the earlier literatu re  will be found in  Engclmann. Scnpkrws  

genres (1881); see also L.  Bomm'mann.  in  Bursian's Jckrabcr*h'  

(cxvi. l9ο4) with special reference to chronological questions end  
PyIhui, i ,  ii., iii Some considerable fragments of the paeans  
were discovered in  ιgcό  by B P.  Grenteil  and A. S Hunt (sea  
Οxyτ&y,idias pep,ri, pi. V. pp. 24-81); some c ritical note, will be  
found in  COmical  Renew, Feb. 1908 (A. E.  klousmaii).  

(κ. J.; Χ.)  
PINDARICS,  the name by which was known a class of  koac  

and irregular odes greatly in fashion in England during the close  
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of the 7th and the beginning of the ι816 century. The inven-
tion is due to Abraham Cowley, who, probably in Psjis—"  a 
place where he had no other books tο direct him "--and perhaps  
is ι6ο, found a text of Pindar and determined to imitate the  
Greek poetry in English, without having comprehended the  
system upon which Pindat's prosody was built en. Cowley  
published, however, in 1656, fifteen Pissdarigas fides, which  
became the model on which countless imitators founded their  
p*ndarka. The enormous form of these poems, which were  
absolutely without discipline of structure, was first exposed by  
Congreve, exactly half a century later, be very justly describing  
them as "bundles of rambling incoherent thoughts, exprmeed 

 in a like parcel of irregular stanzas, which also consist of such  
another complication of dispmportloned, uncertain and per-
plexed verses and rhymes." This is harsh, but it describes a  
ρίndaτίε with absolute justice. Cowley had not been aware  
that "there is nothing more regular than the Odes of Pindar,"  
and that his poems were constructed in harmony with rigid  
prosodical laws iii strophe, antistrophe and spode; "the liberty  
which Pindar took in his numbers, which has been so much  
misunderstood and misapplied by his pretended imitators, was  
only in varying the stanzas in di Ηeτent odes, but in each par-
ticular ode they are eves correspondent one tο another m their  
turns, and according to the order of the ode." These excellent  
critical remarks were made by Congreve in his Discowse ow eke  
Pindmigae Ode of 1706, and from that date forward the dae of  
pindarics ceased to be so lax and frantic as it had been during  
the previous fifty years The time had now pared in which  
such a critic as Sprat could praise "tide loose and mrconfined  
measure" as having "all the grace and harmony of the most  
confined." It began to be felt that the English pmdaric was a  
blunder founded upon a misconception. If we examine Cowley's  
"Resurrection," which was considered in the 17th century to  
be a model of the style, and "truly pindericel," we find it to be  
a shapeless poem of 64 lines, arbitrarily divided, not into  
strophes, but into four stanzas of unequal volume and structure,  
the lilies which form these stanzas are of lengths varying from  
three feet to seven feet, with rhymes reputed in wilful disorder,  
the whole forming a mere vague caricature of Pindar's brilliant  
odes The very laxity of these pindarica attracted the pats  
of the unlyń cal dose of the 17th century, and they served the  
purpose not only of Dryden and Pope, but of a score of lesser  
poets, among whom Oldham, Mrs Belm, Otway, Sprat, Fiatman  
and many others were prominent. The pindatic became the  
almost necestsary form in which to indite a poem of compliment  
on a birth, a wedding or a funeral. Although the vogue of these  
forms hardly survived the age of Anne, something of the vicious  
tradition of them still remained, and even in the odes of  
Wadsworth, Shelley and Coleridge the broken versification of  
Cowley's pindańa occasionally survives. Tennyson's Ode on  
Ike Dealh of Ike Duke of Wdlmglon (085τΡ) is the latest important  
specimen of a pindsric in English literature. (E G.)  

PINDARN, a word of uncertain origin, applied to the irregular  
horsemen who accompanied the Mahratta armies in India  
during the 18th century when the Mugha Empire was breaking  
up; loosely organized under self-chosen lenders, each band was  
usually attached to one or other of the grit Mahralta chieftains.  
Their special chasacteń stic was that they received no pay,  
but rather purchased the privilege of plundering on their own  
account. The majority of them seem to have been Mahom-
medans: when the regular forces of the Mahrattas had been  

broken up in the campaigns conducted by Sir Arthur Wellesley  
and Lord Lake in 5802-04, the Pindaris made their headquarters  
In Malwa, under the tacit protection of Sindhia and Holkar.  
They were accustomed to assemble every year at the beginning  
of November, and sally forth into British territory in search  
of plunder. In one such raid upon the Maaulipatam coast they  
plundered 339 villages, killing or wounding 681 ρeτsοns„tοrtuτing  
3600 and carrying 0H property worth a quarter of a million 

 In zSoS-cg they plundered Gujarat, and in i8ia Mirzapur In  
1814 they were reckoned at 25,000 to 3ο.οοο horsemen, half of  
them weil armed. Al last the cell became intolerable, and in  

1817 the marquess of Hastings obtained the consent of the East  
India Company to the organized campaign, known as the Pmdari  
War. The Iinderis were surrounded on all sides by a greet  
army, consisting of a so,000 men and 30 ο guns, which eonverged  
upon them from Bengal, the Deccan and Gujarat under the  
supreme command of Lord Hastings in person. Sindhia was  
overawed and forced to sign the treaty of Gusher, consenting  
to aid in the extfrpatioai of the Pindaris, whom be had hitherto  
protected. The P&iwa at Poona, the Bhonsla raja at Nagpur  
and the army of the infant Welker each took up arms, but were  
separately defeated. The Findańs themselves offered little  
opposition. Amic Kban, by far their most powerful leader,  
accepted the conditions offered to him, and his descendant is  
now Nawab of the state of Took in Rajputana. The rest  
surrendered or were hunted down, the fate of Chilta, one of the  
most notorious, being to perish in a tiger's den. These military  
operations were followed by the pacification of Central India  
under the administration of Sir John Malcolm.  

See J Grant Duff, Hislory of the Mahrattas (1826); and Major  
Ross of Bladensburg, Marquess of Has/isg (Rulers of India  
Series) (1893).  

PIND DADAN KHAN, a town of British India, in the Jhelum  
district of the Punjab, situated near the right bank of the river  
Jhelum, on the Sind-Sager branch of the North -Western railway.  
Pop. (spot), 13,770. It is an important centre of trade, and  
its manufactures include boat brass-ware, pottery, embroidered  
scarves and riding-whips.  

PINDUS, the ancient name of the rugged group of mountains  
which separate Thessaly from Epirus, and branches south in  
various directions. The geographical name is sometimes  
extended over all these branches, and so reaches from Aetolia  
to the Gulf of Lamda. The northern past of the ridge was known  
as Larmen. There is no modern name covering the whole  
range, but its different pasts have separate names Several of  
them attain a height of 7000 ft. or more.  

PINS (Lat. Pius, Cr. sins), a name given by the ancients  
to some of the resinous cone-bearing trees to which it is now  
applied, and, as limited by m=dun botanists, the designation  
of a large genus of true conifers, differing from the firs in their  
hard woody conescala being thickened at the apex, and in  
their slender needle-shaped leaves growing from a membrapous  
sheath, either in pairs or from three to five together—each tuft  
representing an abortive branch, springing from the mil of  s 
partially deciduous sale-leaf, the base of which remains closely  
adherent to the stem. The numerous male Atkins are generally  
arranged in dense whorls around the bases of the young shoots;  
the anther-scales, surmounted by a crest-like appendage, shed  
their abundant pollen by longitudinal slits; the two ovules at  
the base of the inner side of each fertile cone-scale develop into  
a pair of winged seeds, which drop from the opening sale when  
mature—as in the allied genera.  

The pines are widely distributed over the north temperate  
zone, in the southern portions chiefly confined to the mountains,  
along which, in Central America, a few are found within the  
tropic; in more ndtthern regions they frequently form extensive  
forests, sometime hardly mingled with other trees. Their  
soft, straight-grained, resinous and often durable wood gives  
to many kinds a high economic value, and some are among the  
most esteemed of timber trees.  

Of the two-leaved species, P. syitesfris, the pine of northern  
Europe, may be taken as a type. When growing in perfection  
it is one of the finest of the group, and perhaps the most pictur-
esque of forest trees; attaining a height of from 7 ο to inn ft.,  
it is of conical growth when young, but in maturity acquires  a 
spreading cedar or mushroom-like top, with a straight trunk  
of from a to 4 ft. in diameter at the base, and gnarled twisted  
boughs, densely clothed at the extremities with glaucous green  
foliage, which contrasts strongly with the fiery red-brown bark.  
The leaves are rather short, curved, and often twisted; the male  
catkins. in dense cylindrical whorls, fill the air of the forest  
with their sulphur-like pollen in May or June, and fecundate  
the purple female flowers, which, at first sessile and erect, then  
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become recurved on a lengthening stalk; the ovate cones, about  

the length of the leaves, do not reach maturity until the autumn  

of the following year, and the seeds are seldom scattered until  
the third spring; the cone-scales terminate in a pyramidal  

Fto. ι.—Scotch  Fir  (Pini's tιiκ^lris).  
a, Mak flower and young cones;  6, ιmk αtkis; c, d, outer and 

inner side  cl anther-scale.  

recurved point, well marked in the green state and in some  
varieties in the mature cone, but in others scarcely projecting.  
P. syfaeslris is found, in greater or less abundance, from the hills  
of Finmark and the plains of Bothnia to the mountains of Spain  
and even the higher forest-slopes of Etna, while in longitude its  

range extends from the shores of the North Sea to Kamchatka.  
Nowhere more abundant than in the Scandinavian peninsula,  
this tree is the true fir ((e, Jan) of the old Norsemen, and still  
retains the name among their descendants in Britain, though  

botanically now cussed as a pine. It grows vigorously in Lap-
land on the lower ground, and is found even at an elevation of  

700 ft., while in south Norway it occurs up to 3000 ft., though  

the great forests from which "Norway pine" timber is chiefly  
derived are on the comparatively lower slopes of the south-
eastern dales: in the highest situations it dwindles to a mere  

bush. It furnishes the yellow deal of the Baltic and Norway.  
In Germany, both on the mountains and the sandy plains,  

woods of " kiefer" are frequent and widely spread, while vast  
forests in Russia and Poland are chiefly composed of this species;  

in many northern habitats it is associated with the spruce and  

birch. In Asia it abounds in Siberia and on the mountains of  
the Amur region; on the European Alps it occurs at a height of  
5600 ft., and on the Pyrenees it is found at still higher elevations;  

on the northern side of Etna it is said to grow at above 7000 ft.  
In Britain natural forests of Scotch fir of any extent are only now  

found in the Highlands, chiefly on the declivities of the Gram-
pians. In former ages the tree covered a large portion of the  

more northern part of the island, as well as of Ireland; the  
numerous trunks found everywhere in the mosses and peat-bogs  

of the northern rumors of England attest its abundance there  
in prehistoric times; and in the remoter peat-Glacial epoch its  
range was probably vastly more extended. The tree is ant at  
present indigenous in southern Britain, but when planted in  

suitable ground multiplies rapidly by the wind-sown seeds; on  
many of the sandy moors and commoes mutestpine woods of  
large extent have been thus formed during the last fifty years.  
The Scotch fir is a eery variable tree, and certain varieties have  
acquired a higher reputation for the qualities of their timber  
than others, among those mast prized by foresters is the one  
called the Braernai pine, the remaining fragments of the great  

wood in the Braemar district being chiefly composed of this kind;  

it is mainly distinguished by its shorter said more glaucous  
leaves and ovoid cones with blunt reatved spine, and especially  
by the early horizontal growth of its ultimately drooping  

boughs, of all varieties this is the most picturesque. On the  
European continent t he Hagenau pine of Westphalia is esteemed  
for the straightness and good quality of its timber. The heart-
wood of the finer kinds of Scotch fir is of a deep brownish-red  

colour, abounding in the resin to which its durability is probably  

due. For all indoor and most outdoor purposes it is as lasting  
as oak, and for ship ρlankύ ιg is perhaps little inferior; from its  
lightness and elasticity it is well adapted for the construction  
of yachts and other small fast τsailing craft, sad is asid to be the  
best of all wood for masts and large spars; its weight varies from  
30 to 40 lb the cubic foot. The sap-wood is more perishable,  
but it is useful for fences, asks and a variety of other purposes;  

soaking in lime-water renders it more lasting; great numbers of  
young pines are annually cut for railway sleepers, mining timber  
and numerous agricultural applications; large quantities are  
consumed for wood-pavement. The quality of the timber  

Fio. a.—Scotch Fir (Pi,isu sγίwe triή).  
a, Fertile Rower of mature cone; b, winged wed; c, fertile estkin  

(or con); d, sole and bract; e, inner side of scale.  

depends greatly on the soil and position in which the trees are  
grown: the dry slopes of granitic or gneissic mountains, or the  
deep well-drained sandy gravels of the lower country seem to  

answer equally well; but on day or wet peat the tree rarely  
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flourishes, and the limber is always indifferent; it Is usually 

 said that the wood is heal in the cold climate of  itsmoeenorthem  
habitats, but a trunk (4  ft. in diameter) grown on the sands of  
Surrey had heart-weod  quite equal to any produced in  Glenmore  
or  Rotbiemurchus.  The rapidity of growth is still more vari-
able: in Britain full maturity is attained in from seventy to one  
hundred and twenty years, but in Norway the trunk increases  
much more slowly;  Schilbeler  states that a tree felled in the  
Allen district (about 70 1st.), measuring 2 ft.  ιο  in. in diameter  
without the bark, showed four hundred circles of annual growth.  
In Norway the tree, growing in dense forests, is generally of but 
moderate girth, and probably this pine nowhere reaches a greater 
size than in the Scottish woods; a plank from  Glenmore  forest 
measured nearly 5j ft. across, and from 3  to ft. is not an  
unusual diameter  for a British pine tree.  

Vast numbers of Scotch firs are raised in nurseries for artificial  
planting; the seed is sown in the sp ring, being just covered with  
earth, and the seedlings transplanted in the second year into 
rows for further culture, or taken direct from the seed-bed for  
final planting;  aometimes  the seed is sown where the trees are  
intended to grow.  Α  plantation of Scotch fir requires frequent  
and careful thinning as the young trees increase in size; but  
pruning should be avoided as much as possible, excepting for 
the removal of dead wood. Plantations in England are generally  
ready for final cutting In from sixty to seventy years, and many  
are cleared at a much earlier stage of growth. P. s3JTesIris  in 
Britain is liable to many insect depredations: the pine-chafer,  
Ilylrsrgvs $iiperda,  is destructive in some places, the larva of 
this beetle feeding on the young succulent shoots, especially  
in young plantations;  ΣΣyίο3iιυ αbieώ ,  the fir-weevil, eats away 
the bark, and numerous lepidopterous larvae devour the leaves ;  
the pine-sawfly  is also injurious in some seasons; the removal of  
all dead branches from the trees and from the ground beneath 
them is recommended, as most of these insects lay their eggs 
among the decaying bark and dead leaves. In common with 
other pine., P.  η*esbfι  I. subject to the attacks of various 
fungi.  Trnmdes radicfprrda  attacks the roots  and penetrates 
to the stem, causing rotting of the wood; the  dithase  is difficult  
to eradicate, as the mycelium of the fungus travels from root 14  
root in the soil. Rotting of the wood at the base of the trunk  
is the caused by  Ag,rnci'r mdl's's,  which spreads from  rool  to 
root in the soil by means of its long purple-black, cord-like 

 mycelisl  strand, known as  Rhrsoirws'$a.  Much damage is chef 
caused by species of  Pnidermii'm,  which often invade the cortex  
and cambium to such an extent as to" ring "the stem or branch,  
or to cause an abnormal formation of turpentine which soaks  
into the wood and stops the upward passage of water; this 
causes the parts above the d iseased area to perish.  Ιιι  England 
the pine is largely employed as a  " nurse "  for oak trees, Its  
conical growth when young  sdmlrably  adapting it for this 
purpose; its dense foliage renders it valuable as a shelter tree  
for protecting land from the wind; it stands the sea gales better  
than most conifers, but will not flourish on the  ihore  like sonic  
other species.  

The pine is an important tree in the economy of the northern  
nations of Europe. In Scand inavia and Russia bosses  are 
chiefly constructed of its timber; and log-huts are made of the  

smaller trunks and lined and roofed with the bark. The Inner  
bark is twisted into ropes, and, like that of the spruce, is kiln  
dried, ground up, and mixed with meld in times of scarcity; in  
Kamchatka it is  maccrated in water, then pounded, and made  
into a kind of substitute for bread without any admixture of  
flour. In recent days the fibre of the leaves has been extracted  
in some quantity and applied to textile  piupcsea  under the time  
of  valdirolk,  both  in Germany and Sweden. it is prepared  by  
boiling the needles In a solution of sods to remove the resin,  
which process loosens the fibre and renders its separation easy;  
it has some resemblance to come wool, and is spun and woven  
into blankets and garments that are said lobe warn and durable; 
It is also used for stuffing cushio ns ; an essential oil, obtained by 
a previous distillation of the leaves,  baa medidnal  virtues 
Itiribuled  to it by some German  prsctitioneis.  

Large quantities of turpentine are extracted from this pine  
in Sweden and Russia by removi ng  a strip of bark, terminating  
below in a deep notch cut in the wood, into which the turpentine  
runs, and from which it is scooped as it accumulates; but the  
product is not equal to that of the silver fir and ether spe cies. 
Tar is prepared largely from P.  syIsssb*;  it is chiefly obtained  
from the roots, which, mingled with a few logs, are arranged in a 
conical or  fuimel-shaped hollow made on the steep side of a bill 
or bank; after filling up, the whole is covered with turf and fired 
at the top, when the tar exudes slowly and runs into an iron  
vessel  placed below, from the spout of which it is conveyed  
into barrels. Moat of the so-ca lled Stockholm tar is thus  
prepared, chiefly in the province of  Botbnia.  

Closely allied to the Scotch pine, and  perhap,  to be regarded as  
a  nm'  alpine form oh that species, is the dwarf P.  moala,o  (or  
P. Psndiiή , the " krummholz"  or  "knieholz"  oh the Germans—s  
recumbent bush, generally only a few feet high, but with long zigzag  
stems, that snot occasionally at the knee-like bends where they  
rest upon the ground. 'The foliage much resembles that of the  
Scotch fir, but I. shorter, denser and more right; the cones are  
smaller but similar in form Abounding on the higher slopes of the  
Bsvsrion  and  Tirolese ΑΙρs, h is a favourite shelter for the chamois; 
the bunter, call it the ' latarhen,"  from its recumbent  stragglIng 
habit. Krummholz  oil, rained in Germany as an outward  apulica-
tioai  is rheumatism and for bruises and sprains, is  distilnd  from  
the young branches, and a fragrant white resin that exudes in  
lore quantity from the buds is used for  similar  purposes and as a  
perfume, under the name of Hungarian balsam it is  uold  in the  
towns  ο1  Germany, being probably obtained  from the  Carpathiana.  

The red pine of Canada and New England (so called from the  
colour el its bark), P.  r,siaosa,  is a tree of considerable size, some-
timer attaining the dimensiοns of P. sidecslris.  The somewhat  
glaucous leaves form dense tufts at the ends of the branches, and 
liv 4 in. long; the ovate blunt cone. ab half that 
length. The tree s of quick growth and the
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resinous, but it is fees durable than Scotch fir, though much em- 
ployed in ship-building; according to Emerson, trunks exist in 
Maine   4  ft. in diameter. A  mody mil seem, to suit it best, and  
the quality .1 the wood probably much depends αα  its place  ci  
growth. Red pines abound  in  No,a  Scotia and Newfoundland,  
and the tree is rather widely distributed over the northe rn  parts of  
the continent; It rarely forms extensive woods, but grows chiefly  
In dump, among other trees, at least in its more southe rn  habitats.  
Nearly allied I, P.  Baaksisaa,  the grey or Labrador pine, some.  
times called the scrub pine from its  dwasllsh  habit; it is the most  
aortheely representative of the genii. In  Amerirs,  and is chiefly 
remarkable for its much  recurved  and twisted cone., about 2 in.  
long. The trunks are too small to be of great econom ic  value, but 
the light wood is used by the natives for their canoes.  

Ρ.  Lands, the  Conatan  pine, is one of the noblest tree, of this  
group, growing to a height of ion or even 150 ft., with a straight 
trunk and branches in regular whorls, forming in large tree, a  
pyramidal head; the slender leaves, of a dark green tint, are from  

tο 7 in. long; the cone., either in pairs or several togeth er, project  
horizontally, and are of is light brown colour. This pine a bound,  
in Corsica, and is found in more  ci'  less abundance in Spain,  
▪ υthcm  France, Greece, and many Mediterranean countries ; it  
.ccurs on the higher mountain, of Cyp rus. The tree is of wry  
rapid growth, but produces  good timber, much used in southern  
doekyards,  and  veiy  durable, though  kia  strong than that of  Ρ. sylwmss;  the bean-wood is of a brownish-tint. In southern  
France it has been planted with success on the drift-sands of the  
lIly  of  Bismy, thoegh  it does  not bear the full force of the em-
blem is well as the muster. In England it grown well in sheltered  
situations and  weΙΙ-dmind  soils.  

71w black  pine1  P.  asisiniaca,  generally now regarded ass,,  iety  
of  Ρ  Laa*io,  derives its name from the extreme depth chits foliage  
tints—the sharp, rigid, rather long leaves of a dark green hue  
giving a  sombe' aspect to the tree. The lighί .αΙσured,  glossy. 
horizontal  concs are generally in pairs, but sometimes three or  
four together. The tree is conical when young, but when old  
form, a spreading head; it often attains •  large size. Southern  
Austria and the adjacent countries are the  natutal  habitats of  
this pine; It seems to flourish best on rocky mounta in  sides, but  
in England grows veil on sandy soils. The timber  i,  valued in  
its muse country, and is said to be durable and to stand  exposaTr 
to the weather well; various  resinou.  product. are extracted from  
it. P.  ρ1ι'ιι ies  is a handsome specie, of pyramidal form, .ttaining 
a large sine on the mountains of northern bpsin, whence it extends 
thmu h the Mediterranean region to Asia M inor, northern Persia 
end  lhghanistan.  The leaves are long and of. light  bright  green:  
the cones ass  solitaiy,  oblong, conical and of a yellow tint. The  
timber is used in Spanish  dockysrd•  but opinion, vary its to its  
quality. In plantations its bright foliage, with the orange cone' and  
young sheets, render it an ornamental tree, hardy an southern 
lldtam.  P. braids, the  Csiabriaa  pine, is regarded as the maw  
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species. P. ialepussis.  another Medlterrane.n form,  ό  valued for  
ha timber, which is white with a fine grain, and resinous products.  

Ρ.  ίιίιιιιsfeι.  the cluster pine sir pinasteT, is an imporia'xt species  
from its vigorous growth in the send-drifts ιέ  the roan. for the  
purpose of binding which it has been grown mare extethively and 
successfully than any other tree, especially on the dunes of the Bay 
ci Biacay. Growing to a height at from 4* to So It., the deeply'  
f'mwed trunk occasionally ronchee a diameter of 3  ft. or more  
at the Wee, wham, like meet sand time, it usually curves .pmeid  
gradually, a form that mettles the long tap.rooee to withstand  
better the strain of the am gale; when once established, the tree  
is rarely overthrown even on the loosest sand. The branches  
curve upwards like the stem 1  with their thick covering ci long dark  
green leave., giving a massive rounded outline to tIm tree; the  
ovate cones saw from 4  to  ό  in. long, of a light shining brown hue,  
with thick scales terminating in it ρυταmidαl apex; they are arranged  
around the branches in the radiating clusters that give name to  
the true. The pi.asteT grows naturally  ου  sandy sells around  
the Mediterranean from Spain to the Levant. (In the drift-muds  
ci Francs especially in the Gironde, forests have been formed  
mainly of this pine; the seeds, sown at first under 	shelter 
gad protected by a thick growth of broom sown ιrandsυmιαdυ.  
vegetate timid!),  in the sea-sand, and the tram thus raised have,  
b their wind-drifted seed, covered much of the former desert  
of the Lambs with an evergreon wood. These Sxtats  of  pinseter,  
apart from the production of timber in a oom treeless district,  
have it great economic value an a sourre of turpentine, Which is  

largely obtained from the trees by a process analogous to that  

employed in its collection from P. ι4w,Ιτio;  the resin is yielded  
from May to the end of September. the cuts being renewed as the  
n usoly  fails, until the tree is exhausted; the trunks am then failed  
gad used in the manufacture of charcoal and lamp black; much 
tar and pitch is also obtained from these pinister forans.  Ι.  
England the duster-pine baa been largely planted on sandy districts  
mar the sea, and has become naturalized in Purbeck and other  

wild tram in the southern counties, but the summer heat is too  
small to permit of its resinous products acquiring any value; the  
soft coarse wood, though perishable in the natural gate, ha' been  
seed for railway sleepers alter saturation with eremite or pee.  

.ervative solutions.  
Ρ.  Pusan is the stone pine of Italy; its spreading rounded canopy  

of light green foliage, supported on a tall and often beanchluss  

trunk, forms a striking feature of the landscape in that country,  

is well as in some ether Mediterranean lands. The beausdia]  
reddish-brown shining cone., roundly ovate in shape, with  ρyrmi. 
dal scale apices, have been prized from the ancient day. of Rome  
for their edible nut-like seeds, which are still used as an article of  
food or dessert. They do not ripen until the fourth rear. and as,  
kept in the cone umil required, as their abundant oil soon turns  

macid. The tree has been naturalized in many warm countries.  
even is China; in England it seldom attains any large alar, as the  
deficient summer bent prevents the wood from maturing: but trees  

occur occasionally In plantations so or 30 ft. in height; the wood,  
though soft and deficient in the resin that glum disability to the  
timber of some species,  is valued by the southern cementer and  
eabbietmaket 'cc its lightness, its fineness of grain, and the ease  
with which it is worked.  

P. saudi. the yellow pane of the northern and middle gates of  
America, is rather allied to the three-kneed section, but the leave.  
are mostly in pairs. It is a tine of large size, often attaining a  
height of 7ο ft. and upwards, though rarely more than α ft. in  
diameter at the root; the lower branches spread horizontally, the  
upper, converging towards the tiunk, give the tree somewhat the  
aspect of a spruce, hence it is called in mine districts the "spruce- 
piise." The leaves sue long, slender. and of a bluish-green hue:  
the pendant cones are about ii in. long, with a slender point to  
each scale. The yellow pine is one of the most important timber  
trees of the genus; the heart-wood being very durable is largely  
employed in ship-building and for house timber, being nearly equal  
to that of P. s*erb'ss;  large quantities are exported to Britain  
under the name of "New York yellow pine"; the sapwood is  
perishable.  

The three-leaved group includes several of the most wluablc trees  
of America; among them is ?. rigldα1  the pitch pane of the northern  
stales, a tree of from 40 to 50 ft in height with rugged trunk,  
. οnally  3  ft. in diameter; the short dark-green leaves ax, in  
thick tufts, cimtraating with the pale yellowish, usually clustered  

cones, the scales of which are furnished with smell curved spines.  

The used is very hard and abounds with resin, but on swampy  
land is of inferior quality and of little value except for fuel, for  

which the pitch-pine is highly prized; on drier ground the grain  
in fine from the numerous knots. Large quantities ci tar and pitch  
are obtained from this species. The tree za one of the few that will  
flourish in salt-marshes.  

Ρ.  palasirds (or P. wlTalis) is the "Georgia pitch pine," or  
yellow pine of the southern states: it abounds on the sandy soils  
that cover so much of Gonrgia. the Carolinas, and Florida, and on  
those dry lands attains its highest perfection, though occasionally  

abundant on moist ground, whence its name. The most smirked  
feature  ci  the tune is its long tufted foliage—the leaves. of a bright  

green tint, springing from long whitsi sheaths, being often a foot  is 
length. The tall columnar trunk furnishes the most valued pine  
timber of the gates; ι sad resinous, it Is viny durable 

 aid polishes well; it is largely employed in American shipyards, and  

immense quantities are exported, especially to Britain and the West  
Indies, This tree yields an abundant supply of tar and turpentine  
of good quality, which products are Collected and manufactured  
in. the " pane.b.rrens "ona large scale.  

Ρ.  T"da,  the "loblohly pine "  ci the bsckwooshinsa, a tall tree  
with straight trunk and spreading top, covers great tracts of the  
"pine-barrens" of the southern states, but also irequeaitly spread.  
over deserted amble lands that have been impoveriohed by long sad 
bad firming: hence that wood.,,iicn cull it the "old-field" pine,  
while, from the fiigeance of its a bundant resin. It is also known as  
the frankineensejasne. It isa fine specie. So or 50  ft. high, having 
sometimes a girth of  ό  or 8 ft., with a broad mending head; the 
leaves are rather long and of a light green tint, the cones generally  
in pairs, the scales terminating in a sharp incurved prickle. The  
timber of this pine is iadilcrent, but the forests .f it at, of he-  
gratin= from the quantity of turpentine they ylsid; the trans also  
furnish much firewood of good quality. 

P. prmduozo,  the yellow pine of the Pacide coast cl America,  
belongs to this section; it Is a fine timber tree deserving of■  notice  
from the extreme density of its wood, which barely floats is water;  
it abounds in some parts of the western mugs of the Rocky  
Mountains, and is the most widely distributed pine tree of the  
mountain forests of western Notth America. Ί'be leaves are very  
long and twisted, the small oval mines armed with recurved pricldes;  
the tree I. said to he of rapid growth. in Orugon and California  

several large pines of this group at. felted. P. C.sdirn or issue. 
‚arpo, is remarkable for its enormous cones (sometims. a (pot long, 
ό  in, in diameter, and weighing more than 4  Ib); the scales end  
in long hooked points curving upwards; the leave, are long, rigid,  
and glaucous in hue. Nearly mbtsd to this is P.  Sddaiea., the  
nut-pine of Califoenia, the coma of which *re ; to 9  in. long god  
5 to  ό  in. in diameter, also with booked scales; the large nut-like  
seeds are eaten by the Indiana; the tree is one of the largest of the  
section, sometimes attaining a height of iso ft. and upwards,  
while trunks hav, been found, it is said, to cc Ia ft. in diameter. 
Ρ. ks ήώ iα, a Himalayan species, is remarkable for the great length  
of its lax slender leave., of a grass-green tint; the cones have the  
points of the scales recurved It is known in India as the "cheer  
pine "; the wood is good, resinous, and moderately durable; the 
tree is common on the foot-hill, ci the Himalayas. P. Gemdiaia. 
a north-went Himalayan specie., is a medium-seed tree with a  

conical head, gτοωing on the more elevated parts of the mountain  
range; it furnishes edible seeds. The leaves, short and glaucous,  
like those of the Scotch fir, havt deciduous sheaths; the cones have  
rammed scale-points like those cl the cheer pine. P. c ιιaritmsι, 
which frame forests on the mountains of Grand Canary and Tentrifie. 
growing stan elevation of ficco ft., also belongs to this group. The  
leaves are long, lax, and of a bright green tint; the cone-icales are  
without spines: the trunk attains a large size, and jielda good and  
durable timber. The beautiful Monterey pine, P.  iassigrns, die. 
tiiaguished by the brilliant colour of its foliage, baa the leaves in  
tufts of these or four; the lower cooe.scales have recairved points.  
This line pine baa been planted in the ioixth-weat of England, but  
is scarcely hardy.  

The pines with five leave, in each tuft have generally decadnoss  
sheaths. The most important economic species is the well-knows  

white pine, P. &robu, from its large growth b h and undance, se 
well a, the soft even gra in of its white wood, one of the most valuable  
of North American timber trees. The tree abounds from Canada  

to Georgia, but in the eastern states baa been so long sought for  
by the lumberer that most of the old trees have long disappeared,  
and large white pine timber is now only found in quantity in the  
Canadian Dominion. Formerly Maine and Vermont were celebrated  
for the size of their pines, but few of these great trees now exist  
in New England. On a deep rich soil P. Slrobss  attains a height  
of 15ο ft., and trunks without a branch are sometimes found So  
sir psi ft. long; in the saslier stages of growth it baa a pyramidal  
form, In open glades the lower boughs often touching the ground,  
but in old age it as'uirea a wide almost cedar-like top. The light  
bluish-green foliage is somewhat lax, viny dense in young tones:  
the cones are long and rather curved, with thin smooth scales a  
little thickened at the apex, and generally more cc less covered  
withexudingwhitcreain; thee ατe αbουt 5 α 6 in. in length mid  
I 102 in. brood; the male catkins are of a bluish tint; the coma  
ripen in the autumn of the second year. The wood of the e.hnte  

pine Is durable far indoor use, especially when protected by paint.  
but when exposed to moist air it rapidly decay., and it is very liable  
to dry rot; it is said to be best when groan on sandy soils. Immense  
quantities are still exported, especially from Canada. its smooth  
easily-worked grain rendering it a favourite wood for the house-
curpernerand joiner; it weighsabour 28 St ;sr cubic fool. In England  
where it is generally known as the "Weyniouth pine," it .uetae&  
well on deep light soils when well-drained; trees have attained  
occasionally a beight of Too ft. and upwards in British plantations:  
but it is apt to be infested with American blight (&sososs'). I.  
northern Germany It also ginwa waS. Tb. climate of °‚-"1--4  

1'  



Corsican Pine (Pin us Laricia)  
B, Cone, seed and needles.  

Scotch Fir (Pinus sylrestris).  
A, Cone, seed and needles.  

PLATS  Ι .  

Cluster Pine (Pinus Pinasier).  
C, Cone, needle and seed.  

Stone Pine (Pinus ΡiηΡ ea).  
D, Cone and seed.  

Photos 4i JI',"y  Ι, "iιrς. 
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62  
appear. it,s sintable ing  it,  pqib.bly  from dui νa»r: ν aueseseτ  
heat, and it can hardly be r ecommended for Bntiab planting other.  
wise than for ornamental purposes. 	 . 

Nearly approaching this it P.  excdsn,  the Rhotan pine, which  
sliders chiefly in its longer conan end drooping glaucous foliage. It  
is found in Korean and Shotan sd on some  ΟΙ  the Nepal ranges,  
but does not grow in the moist climate of the Sikkim Himalayan; it  
Is found at a height of 7 οοο to 12.000 ft., and attains large dimen-
sions; the wood Is highly resinous, and is said to be durable, great  

quantities of a white clear turpentine exude from the breeches when  
uqured. The Bhoten pine is quite hardy in southern England. and  
has been largely planted of late as an ornamental tees.  

P.  Lmberlsona, the giant pine or sugar pine of California, is the 
tersest of the genus. rising to the height of 200 ft.. with a trunk 
no  ιο  30 It in girth. and, it a said, occasionally attaining much  
larger dimensions. The head is of • pyramidal form, the lower  

branches drooping like them of a Norway spruce, its foliage 'is of  
* light bright green colour. The pendcnt cones are very large, 
tometimes τ8 in. long and 4  in in diameter, with large nut-like 
seeds, which, pounded and baked, are eaten by the Indians. The 
tree abounds in some sandy districts, but more generally occurs  

singly or in small gm υρa dispersed through the woods, attaining 
its greatest dimensions in light soils. The wood is soft and fend  

White, but contains much resin, which when fire has run through  
the forest exude., and, having in this half-burnt condition a sweetish 
taste, ha, given the common name to the tree; the wood seems  
to be 1οιmd slowly; from its smooth grain it is valued for indent  
carpentry; the saccharine burnt resin is used as a laxative in  
California,  

Ρ  Cxmbro  Is the Stone pine of Siberia and c€ntral Europe. It  
abound, on the Alga, the Carpaebiaius and the Siberian ranges, in 
Switzerland being found at an altitude of υοοο  ο όoοο  ft It is  
a straight-growing tree, with grey bark and whorls of horizontal 
branches giving a cylindro-conical outline; the leaves are short,  

rigid and glaucous; the cones, oblong and rather pointing upwards. 
giow only scar the top of the eree, and ripen in the second autumn; 
the seeds are oily like those of  Ρ ?ism, and are eaten both on the 
Alps and by the inhabitants of Siberia; a fine oil is expressed from 
them which is used both for food and In lamps, but, like that of the 
Italian pine, it soon turns rancid. The growth of P.  Cembra  is  
slow, but the wood is of remarlsably even grain, and is em ρΙοyed  
by the Swiss wood'carver. in preferenc, to any other. The Cembeu  
is the "zirbel" or "zirbel-kicler" of the Germans, and it known  
locally In Switzerland as the "aroile," " aloies," and "arve," 

P.  oeesd',tlalis,  a five-leaved pine with pale-green foliage and 
 small ovate cones, is found on the high  snosmtaina  of Santo Domingo 

and Cuba. Many members of the group occur on the Mexican  
isthmus, one of which,  Ρ "mbroides.  produces edible seeds; another,  
Ρ Mo,tlezu"sae,  is a valuable timber tree. P.  Ayawuiuile,  the 
commοn,  white pine of Mexico, spread. iouthwards on to the 
mountains of Guatemala, it is a large tree with glaucous f οliseε  
like P.  Simb"s. end yielde a valuable resin.  Ρ βΰ/dυs  and Π.  
ieecropkylks, likew'iae  natives of Central America. are remarkable  
for the extreme length of their leaves; the former it said to attain 
alarge size. 	 Ρ. 3.)  

PINE-APPLE. The pine-apple to called consists in reality  
of the  ίnflοrecence  of the plant, the originally separate flowers of  
which, together with the bracis supporting them, become fleshy 
and consolidated into one mass. The swelling and fusion of 
the tissues take place after the process of fert ilization, and it 
may be that the richly perfumed succulent mass is an aid in the 
distribution of seed by aflording food to certain animals. In  
the highly developed cultivated pines, however, it frequently  
happens that the seeds do not ripen properly. The pine,  
.,4naηas saiieus,  is a member of the natural order  Bromeliaceac,  
of tropical American origin, where it is widely spread, and it is  

οw  naturalized in the tropical regions of the Old World.  
Evelyn in his Diary mentions tasting a p ine-apple from 

Barbados at the table of Charles II., and this is we believe 
the first mention of the fruit in English literature. A picture, 
of which a copy may be seen at the rooms of the Royal  Ilorticul.  
total Society of London, represents the royal gardener, Ale Retie,  
presenting on banded knee the first pine-apple grown in Britain,  

and it is surmised that this may have been grown from the  
"suckers" of the fruit above alluded to by Evelyn, though it is 
generally considered that the pine was not cultivated in England  
till sits. For many years p ine-apples  were cultivated in large  
private  gardejis,  but owing to the great developments in culture 
In the West Indies, the Azores, Canary Islands, &c., they are  
no longer cultivated in Britain or Europe. 

PINE  gI'urp,  a city and the county-teat of  Jeflerson  county, 
Arkansas, 11 SA., situated at an altitude of about 200 ft in the 
alluvial  bottoma  of the Arkansas river, about sop m. from its  

Χ 1  0  

nκιαthi and  έbο έ ' 4a Μ.  Ε  by  Ε.  of Little Rock  Php 09*, 
Ζ5,ΖΟ2.  It has an active river trade with St Louis, Memphis  
and New Grimm, endive railway outlets—the Missou ri  Facile 
and its brands, the Pine Rh& &  Western, and thin St Lou,,  
South-Western and  its two branches, the Pine  BIoS & Λrkan.  
us River and the  Ahtbelme,, Tbut city ha* many  .chοοlι and a  
b'salne*  college, the stale normal  scheol  10,  negroes,  and  
Μerι4Ι institute, endowed by Joseph  Meirill  of Vine  BlUE  with  
$Ioo,000.  Large quantities  of cotton end lumber are  shiµρe  
from the city. Among the manufactures are cotton-seed oil,  
lumber  an4  staves, and furniture. Pine  BinS  has shops of the  
St Louis South-We.teyn  railway. The city's factory products  
were valued at $5,989,242 In 19ος, an  incτease  of 944  over their  
value In lope Pine Sluff was laid Out in ι832 and  cbwtei'nd 
ssadtyln  ι88.  ,  

Pine-apple (A sans:  sadsi's)  much reduced.  

PINEL, PHILIPPE  (t745- ι fl Βό ),,,Fχench  physician, was born  
at the  chhteau  of  R,έ cas,  Saint-Andrf,  in the department  οf  
Tarn, Franςε, on the aoth of AprIl 1745. He studied at  Lavaur  
and  a!ierw*rds  at the university of Toulouse, where he took his  
doctor's degree in :773. From Montpellier he removed in 1778  
to. Paris, engaging there chiefly in literary work connected with 
his profession.  lila  first publication was a French  translatioi  
of William  Cullen's Nosology  (ι;8);  it was followed by an 
edition of the  worki  Of G.  Baglivi  (ι88),  and 111  1791  he published  
a Trail medico-phiksajihiqs'e de l'oii'naliois ,sicnlale.  In 1792  
be became head physician of the  Bic&re, end Iwo years after-
wards he received the corresponding  aρρ9ίntment  at the  Sα lρd., 
Iridre,  where he began to deliver a  course of clinical lectures;  
these formed the basis of his  Nosogra$ie philosu$ique  (1798;  
6th ed., 1818),  which was further developed in La Midedne  

clinique  (1802).  P'inel  was made a member of the institute in 
1803, and soon afterwards was appointed professor of pathology  

in the  tcole  dc  Midedne Wi  fame rests entirely upon the 
fact that he  wasamong  the first to introduce the humane treaί ,  
oscilt of the insane. He died at  Patia  on the 26th of October  
1826.  : 

PINERO,  SIR ARTHUR WING  (ι8 -  ),  English dramatist,  
was born in London on the 241h of May  1855, the  spn  of  Jοb  
Daniel  Pinero,  a Jewish solicitor, whose family was of Portuguese  
origin, long established in London. A. W.  Pinero  was engaged 
in 1874 as an actor at the Theatre  itουα1, Edinburgh, and came  
to  Lοndοn  in 1876, to play at the Globe Theatre. Later hi the  
year he joined the Lyceum company, of which he remained a  
member for five year.. The first piece of his to see the footlights  
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via  0004 year,  plkyed  In  Oct.b.r  1877 at the Gk.  Tiseativ  
for the benefit of Mr F. H.  Mackiln.  The first play  tp  make 
a hit was The Maaey Sjiisiw  (Theatre Royal,  Μ '4".t.,  
Nov  χ880),  but in The Squire (St  Jame'i  Theatre, Dec. 3884  
he attempted  IerIoua  drama, and gave  promile  of the  qusliths  
of his later work.  Ia  1883 and 1884  Pinexv  produced seem  

pieces, but  ώ .  moat important of his works at this period were  
the successful farces  prodtced  at the Court Theatre: lb  Megis-
twi'  (March  ι88),  which ran for more than a year; The Seb.d-
ieirlsw  (March 1886),  Doudy Dick (Jan.  ι88;),τcνiνιd ΊnΈ cbιυ-
117 1900; The Caksd Mimskr  (April  iSgo),  and The Ammesu  

(March 1893). Two comedic. of  sn'fht  Sued Lσιιυder  

(Terey'a,  March .888) and The Weaker Sex (Theatre  Roy*l,  Mae-
cheater, Sept.  ι888),  met with success, and Sued La,rudu  has  
enjoyed numerous revivals. With The PreJigal'  (Garrick,  
April  χ889)  he returned to the  aerious  drama which he had  
already touched on in The Squire. Out of deference to the  
wishca  of John Hare the play was fitted with the conventional  
"happy ending," but the original denouement was  realored,  
with great advantage to the unity of the play, In the printed  

version. The Sccoi,d Mrs Tanquo'ey  (St James's, May  η,  1893)  
dealt with the converse  of the question propounded in The  
Projigak,  but with more art and more courage.  llie  piece  
aroused great discussion, and placed Finer* in the front rank 
of living dramatists  (ace  Dasic.: Recent Eiiglish). It was  
tranalaled  into French, German and Italian, and  ώ .  part of  
Paula  Tanqueray,  created In the  firat  place by Mrs Patrick  
Campbell, attracted many actresses, among other,  Eleonora  
Done.. His later plays were The Ndecious Mrs EbbsmiIh 
(Garrkk,  March 13,  ι895),  The Βeιrεβί  of Ike DeedS  (Comedy, 
Oct. 1895), The ?rinses: tad Ike BuIlerjiy  (St James's, April 7,  
1897),  Trdowsey of Ike Wells (Court, Jan. 30, 1898), The Gay  
Lord Quex  (Globe, April 8, 1890), Iris (Garrick, Sept. at,  igor),  
Lefty (Duke of  Vozk's, 0cl.  8, 1903),  Α  Wife  WiIkmd  a Smile  
(Wyndham'a,  Oct 9,  1904), His Howe he Order (St James's, 
Feb.  !,  1906), The Thiiederloli (St Jamea'a,  May 9, 1908) and  
Mid-Chesnut (St James's, Sept. a, teen).  Pluero  was knighted  
In 1909.  

Hi. Plays (II  vol..  1891-1895) have  ptcface,  by  Μ.  C. Sidemen.  
See also H. Hamilton  Fyfe,  A. W.  Pise,.  (1902).  

PTWBROW [Presiasox.),  a city and episcopal ace of Piedmont,  
Italy, in the province of Turin. Pop. (roe:), 12,6 08  (town), 
18,039 (commune). It  is built on a bill-aide just above the  
valleys of the  Chiaone  and the Lemma, at a bright of  ι2.34 ft.  
above the sea, 24 m. by rail  S.W.  of Turin. The railway goes  
on to Torn Felice; and strain tramways run from  Pinerolo  
to  Perusa,  and to  Cavour  and  Saluzzo. ΤΜ  2696 it was strongly  
fortified with a citadel on Santa  Brigida,  a castle on S.  Maurizio,  
and  dty  walls constructed by Thomas I. of Savoy. It  baa  a  
cathedral (St  Donatus),  the palate of the princes of  Acsia  and  
other buildings of some interest. Cotton, silk, wool and hemp  
are among the local manufactures.  

Pinerolo  was bestowed on the bishop, of Turin by Otto  Μ.  In  
996; but in 1078 the countess Adelaide made it over to the  
Benedictine abbey of Santa Maria, In whose possession it 

 remained  till τ τ59.  Thomas L of Savoy captured the castle  
in τ 188,  and in 1246 the commune formally recognized the  
aupremacy  of Savoy. Passing  in τ295 into the hands of Philip, 
son of Thomas  ΙΙΙ.,  Pinerolo  became his residence and capital,  
a distinction which it retained under  Amadeus  VIII. of Savoy.  
Francis  Ι.  of France obtained  possession of the town In his  
descent into Italy, but Emmanuel  Philibert  received it bark  
from Henry m. In 1574. A second occupation by the French  
occurred under Cardinal Riche-See;  ώ .  French language was  
imposed on the people, great  fortificatiom  were constructed, and  
the fortress  (Pignerol)  was used as a state prison for such men as  
Fouquet,  Dc  Caumont ιιαd  the Man with the Iron Mask (see  
Taos  Masa).  Victor  Amadeus  bombarded the place in 1603,  
and ultimately compelled Louis  XIV.  to relinquish his hold 
on it; but before the withdrawal of the French troops the 
defences were demolished. In 1743 the town was made • 

 bishop'. ace.  

11111-ΙΙΤΒΒ,  a botanical tins' (et Βοw" which  cern.  In two  
login., one of which  abowa  the  atigma  at the mouth of the  medIa.  
ac in the primrose,  ώ .  term is contrasted with  lhrum.eyed.  

PlilQ-POIlG,  or  Tnsy.z-Tasiixs,  a miniature variety of lawn.  
teen, played ens table, which may be of  aay  size net less that  
4 ft. long by 3 ft. broad. Various attempts were made to adapt  

lawn-tennis to the house, but  ώ .  reel popularity of the game  
began when, near  ώ .  close of  ώ .  igib  century, celluloid Lulls  
west introduced, and the game  waa  called  plig-pong frea  the  
aouisd  of the bells as they were struck by the racket or rebounded  
from the table. In  rgoo  the ball was improved and made  
heavier, and  'ci  the next two years ping-poug  enjoyed a popular-
it7  never before attained by a game in so short a time, not only  

m Great  BritaIn  but in France, the British  Cdonita  arid America.  
Two leagues were formed, the  "T,ble-Tennis  Aatociation" end  
the "Ping-Pong  !,szociation," when laws were practically  
identical.  The regular tournament table  is  ft. long by 5 ft. 
broad, and the net is a little less than 7  In. high. The balls,  
which are  cl  hollow celluloid, are about fin. in diameter. The  
racket  baa •  blade, shαρed  likes limn-tennis racket, about  ό  in.  
lang  and. handle long enough  to grasp comfortably, all in  one  
plece» Racketa  are made either wholly of wood covered with  
vellum, cork,  aand-psper  or rubber, or of light frames covered  
with vellum or some other material. The table was at first  
marked out in courts, but is now plain. It should be unpolished  
arid  atabsed. Ta  serving, a player must stand directly behind  
Ms end of the table and use an underhand motion only. The  
ball must dear the net and strike the table anywhere  συ ώ .  
other aide. The game is then continued until the bail  misses  
the table or fails to pass over the net. Only one service is  
allowed, except in case of a Id. The scoring is the same as in  

See 
Ιawn-Ιenί,. 

byA. 	
f a,&no 1Ρad'rΓ  (Leaden.  zgoa);  Table teas, m  

P11Κ,  m botany, the common name corresponding to a genus  
of  Cατyή hyf(acne, the DiaxIkus  of botanists. It is characterized  
by  ώ .  presence  cl  simple leaves  hornets palm at the thickened  
node.,  flowera  terminating the  asia  and having a tubular calyx  
surrounded by a number of overlapping  brscts,  a showy corolla  
of five free long-stalked petals, ten stamens proceeding, together  

with the  petala,  from a short  atslk .uppoeting  ώ .  ovary, which  
latter has two styles and ripems into a  cyimdric  or oblong  pod-
like one-chambered many-seeded cap sule which opens at the  
apex by four cults or valves. The species are herbaceous  
perennials  of low stature, often with vary showy flower,. They  
are natives chiefly of sou thern  Europe and the Mediterranean  
region, a few being found in temperate Asia and South  Mrica.  
Four  specIes  are wild in Britain.  Of these, D.  armcria,  Deptford 
pink and D. ddioider,  maiden pink, are genera lly distributed,  
D. caessus,  Cheddar pink, occurs only on the limestone rocks  
ft Cheddar. Two others, D. plumariu  and D. cσry$y( Ιυ,  
are more or less naturalized, and are interesting as being the  
originals of the pinks and of the carnations and  picotecs  of  
English gardens. Garden pinks are derivatives from  Diasikw  
pismarius,  a native of central Europe, with leaves rough at the  
edges, and with rotc-coloured or purplish flowers. The use of 
"pink" for a colour  is taken from the name of the  plant.1  

The pink is a favourite garden flower of hardy constitution.  
It  baa  been In cultivation in England since 1629, and is a great  
favourite with florists, those varieties  being preferred which  

I 'lL.  etymology of " pink "  I. d isputed ; It may be onnnectsfl 
with "to pink (apparently  •  naturalized form of "pith  ") properly to prick or punch hole. in material for the purpose of 
ornament, hence, later, to scallop or cut a pattern in  tl'c  edge of 
the material. Tire Rower has jagged edge, to the petals, but the  mane  ora  in the 16ώ  century, and the later meaning, 'to 
aeallop,"  not till the 59th. Others connect with "pink hell-  
shut blinking of the  eym,  as in"  plumpie Bacebu,, witL piahe  
gyne" (Shakspcare A'L  mid α  it vii. jar); this word Is seen in  Dutch  Jmiker,  to blink, shut the eyes, and may be connected with  
",nch."  The French name for the Rower,  .eWd, little eye, may  
peent  to this derivation. The dues.e of heists, knows es "pink-
eye,"  •  contagious  iaRucnza,  is so-called from the odour of the  inflamed  conjunctiva, a symptom of the  aectΊοe  
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have the margin of the petals entire, and  wleicb  are well marked  
in the centre with bright crimson or dark purple. Its grassy  
but glaucous foliage is much like that of the  earnatiot,  but the  
whole  plant Is smaller and molt tufted. Pinks require a free  
loamy soil deeply trenched, and  weB  enriched with cow-dung.  
They are readily incensed by cuttings  (pIpings),  by layers and  
by seed. Cuttings and layers should be taken as early in July 
as practicable. The former should be rooted in it cold frame or 
In a shady spot out of doors. When root ed, which will be about  
August, they should be planted 4  in. apart in a nursery bed,  
where they may remain till the latter part of September or the 

 early part of October. The chief attention required during  
winter Is to press them down  fιrmlυ  should they become lifted  
by treats, sad In spring the ground should be frequently stirred  
and kept free from weeds. The pink is raised from seeds, not  
only to obtain new varieties, but to keep up a race of vigorous-
growing sorts. The seeds may be some In March or April in 
pots in a warm frame, and the young plants may be pricked  oB 

 into boxes and sheltered in scold frame. They should be planted  
out In the early part of the summer in nursery beds, In which,  
if they have space, they may remain to flower, or the alternate  
coca may be transplanted to a blooming bed in September or  
the early part of October; In either case they will bloom the  
Wowing summer These will grow In any good garden soil, 
but the richer it is the better  . 

The border varieties are useful for forcing during the early 
spring months.  These axe propagated from early pipings and  
grown in nursery beds, being taken up in October, potted in a 
rich loamy compost, and wintered in  i  cold pit till required for  
the forcing house.  

The following varieties are among the best. For borders and  
forcing: Ascot, Citron,  Delicata,  Derby Day, Her Majesty.  
Hercules, Anne  Βοk,,',  Lady Blanche, Mrs Sinking. Mrs James  
Welsh,  P1Mg  Park. Ruben., Snowdon. Tom Welsh.  Florisut  
chow and laced varieties: Attraction, Beauty of Bath, Clara,  
Criterion. Ensign,  Galopin, Hariy looper,  John Ball, Malcolm  
Dunn. Mrs D. Gray. Reliauce, William (aul. 

The  Carsstiosi (g a.) and  Picote, are  modikatiore of  DianIhai 
Car ο$yllns.  the Clove Pink. Thin is a native of  liιτο e,  growing  
οο  rocks in the south, but in the north usually found 0,'  okl  walls. 
Its occurrence in England on some of the old  Νοrmaη  castles, 
as at Rochester, is supposed by Canon  Eflacombe  to indicate its  
introduction by the  Noemnr in any case the plant grow. in 
shniiar situations in Rennet,. The carnation  lachidea  those  
lowers which are streaked or gaped lengthwise—the  picotces  
are those 1,' which the petsia  have a narrow band of colour along the 
edge, the remainder of the  ρ tιl  being free from stripes or blotches.  
11,sse  by the old writers were called  ' gillyllowa."  The Sweet  
William of  gasdias  is a product from  Dks&bs', barkisias.  

The See-Pink,  α  Thrift,  SMIles 4mm, (λ rιerriα ,algnris),  is a  
member of the natural order  Piambagiseae;  it  is  widely  distiibuted  
plant found on rock,/ and stony  asa-elicesa  and on lofty moon-
wins.  Tbeτe  are many improved varieties of it now is cultivation, 

 cue with aimed pure white Bowers.  
PIJImTON. ALL8R  (1819-588.'),  Amteican  detective,  wne  

born In Glasgow, Scotland, on the 25th  of August 5819. His  
father, a  sergeg.nt  of the Glasgow municipal police, died in  τ828  
of injuries received from a prisoner in his custody. In  1842  
Allan  en'igsated  to Chicago, Illinois. In ι843 be removed to  
Dundee, Kane county, Illinois, where he established a cooper-
age business,  lItre  he ran down a gang of counterfeiters,  
and he was appointed a deputy -aherik  of Kane county in  χ8."  
and immediately afterwards of Cook county, with headquarters  
in Chicago. There he organised a  foret  of detectives to capture  
thieves who were stealing railway property, and this organization  
developed in 1852  into  Pinkerton's  National Detective Agency,  
of which be took sole charge in s8. He wan  ,sp. υy  mime. 

 lul  in capturing thieves who stole large  amouflta  from  elpeva.  
companies, In s866 his agency captured the prin cipals in the 
theft of $700,000 from Mars Express Company safes on a train  
of the New York, New Haven  & Haxtked  railway, and recover ed 

 all but  ibeot $ss,000  of the stolen money In  Fekniiary  ι861  
Pinkerton found evidence of a plot to  ααtνssinne  President-elect  
Lincoln upon his arrival in Baltimore on his way  ιο  Waahingtosi;  
is a result, Lincoln passed through Baltimore at an early boar  
in the  iscridig vilbent .ιοηιlπ.  In April  slόz Phikesten, em  

the suggestion of General George B.  McCkliin,  organized  a 
system of obtaining military information in the Southern states.  
From this system he developed the Federal  seuet  service, of  
which be was in charge throughout the war, under the assumed  
name of Major E. J.  Allen. One' of his detectives, James  
McPsrlan,  in 1873-1876 lived among the Molly  Maguires (q.a.)  
In Pennsylvania and secured evidence which led to the breaking 
up of the  organixation.  In 1869 Pinkerton suffered a partial  
stroke of paralysis, and  thertafter  the management of the  
detective agency devolved chiefly upon his sons, William Allan  
(b. 1846) gad Robert  (1848-19ο7).  He died in Chicago on the  
rat of July 1884, He published The  Mali7 Mafsires mid Ike  
Dd'dim  (1877),  Tb.  Spy of Ike  RebeBim,  (1883), in which he  
gave his  vetsion  of President-elect Lincoln'. journey to Washing-
ton; and  TMrI7  Tears a  Ddedive  (1884).  

?IIIKERION,  JOHN  (τ758-1826),  Scottish  αrεhαeοlοgist,  
numismatist and author, was born at Edinburgh on the 17th 
of February  ι758. Re was  artided  as a law clerk in Edinburgh,  
and his Elegy *n  Cralgweillar  Cede (1776) was printed during 
his  cleτkblρ.  In 1781 he removed to London to devote himself 
to literary work, publishing In the same year a volume of Rim's  
of no great merit, and  Sa'liirk  Tragic Ba llads. These were  
followed In 1782 by Ten  Dilhyraiisbic  Odes a  EnIkasscsai  and  
Leagker,  and by a series of Tales in Verse. Under the title at  
Salad  Scdiish  Ballads be reprinted  δι  1783 his tragic ballads, 
with a supplement comprising Ballads of Ike Comic Kind.  
Ritson minted oat in 1784 that the so-called ancient balla ds  
were some of  themof mOdern  date, and Pinkerton confessed that  
he was the author of the second part of Hardy  Kaisafe  and part. 
author of some others. He  ptbliahed  an Essay on  Mdsb Ιι'  
1784, and In 178f, under the pseudonym Of" Robert Heron," his  
held but eccentric Idlers of  Lilaralara  depreciating the  dassical  
authors of Greece  asid  Rome. In 1786 he edited  AncimdSc'igis* 

 Poem from the MS. collections of Sir Richa rd Mailiandof Leth-
Ingtosi—a genuine reproduction. It was succeeded in 1787 by a 
compilation, under the new pseudonym of" H. Bennet," entitled  

Τb. Tveaswy  of  Wil,  and by his lest important historical week,  
the  Dέπυ$dkn  on  Sbe &igm  and  Progmm  of  Ike  Scylhians  ar 
(olhs, towhichGlbbonacknowledged himself indebted. Pinkerton  
nest collected and printed in 1789 cumin  Vilee senteress  
sediac,  and, a little liter, pub lished his  &sqnlry  kilo Ike  Hiticry  
of  Sco&rnd  preceding Ike Reign of  Makdm  III. His  amertΙο 

 that the Celtic race was incapable of  assimIlating  the highest 
forms of civilization excited "violent disgust," but the Regal-p  
was twice reprinted, in 1794 and 1814, and is still of value far 
the documents embodied in it. His edition of  Birbour's  &see 
and a Medallic  "idary  of  Rflglend  Ιο  Ike  Revdsilion  appeared  In  
s79ο;  a collection of  ScdIish  Poem  up,inld frosts scare.  
EdlIIstss  in 1791; and a series of biographical sketches, the  

ΙεΜsΟ i α$i,1 K5&a,  in the years 1795-1797. In 1797 he  
published a  HisI.ry  of  Seethed from 11' deft:sinsof 88. 
Ηωssr of Sine,' to 18' of Mary, containing much valuable 

 material A new biographical collection, the  GaΙΙ y  of  Emi.senl 
 Person,  .fScolkrsd (rpo), waa.iucceeded  after a abort interval  

by a Modern Geography digested on a Nan P8'  (ι8os; 
 enlarged, 1807). About this time he left London for Paris, where 

he made his  be.dqtrsi·ters  until  lila  death on the  iolb  of March 
 1826.  His remaining publications were the  Recdkdioar  of  Pam 

hi Ike pears  ιο2-3-4-5( ι806);  a very useful General  Cdkdioa  
of Voyages mid  Traed, (τ8ο8-r8ι);  a Ness Modern Alias 084- 
1819); a.dhia P&d.gy (ι8τι). 

ranmv, 1111ΙΙΙΑΜ  (1 764-1822), American lawyer arid 
statesman, was born in Annapolis, Reeked, air the  r7th  of  
March 174.  Re was admitted to the bar in ι786,  and in 1788-
1792  practIsed  In flatbed county. In 1788 he was a member 
of the state convention which ratified the Federal constitution 
for Maryland, in 1788-1792 sod in 1795  of the House of Delegates  
(where in 1788 and 1789 be defended the right of  slavs-owner' 
to manumit their slaves), and In 1792-1795 of the state executive 

 counal.  In  τ796-180'  he was a commissioner under  axtltle 
 7 of Jay's Treaty of 1794 to determine the claims of American 

merchants for damage through "irregular or Illegal  captuom 
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or condemnations," and during this time adjusted on behalf of  

Maryland a claim of the state to stock in the Bank of England.  

In May 1806,  with James Monroe, then minister at London, he  

was commissioned to treat with the British  gονeτ mεnί  con-
cerning the capture of neutral ships in time of war; in 1807-1811,  
after  Monroe's  return to America, he was resident minister in  

London. He was elected to the Maryland senate in Septemb er  
ιδι  r, and from December 18Χ to January  χ814  was attorney-
general of the United States. In August 1814 he was wounded  

at  Bladenaburg.  lie served in the Na tional House of  Repre-
zentatives  in January-Ap ril  χ8χ6,  and in 0116-1818  was minister  
plenipotentiary to Russia and special minister to Naples, where  
be attempted to secure indemnity for the losses to Ame rican  
merchants by seizure and  condseation  during the rule of Mural , 

in 1809. From 1820 until his death, at Washington, on the  ath  
of February 1822, he was a member of the United Stit es  Senate.  
Fie was a member of the conference committee on the bill for  
the admission of Maine and Missouri, which in its dual form  

embodied whet is  knowxias  the Missouri Compromise.  Pinkney  
was a remarkably able lawyer and an orator of the old school  

See  TIe  Life of William  Pinksey  (New York. 1853) by his nephew.  
William  Pinknry  (1810-1883), who was Protestant Episcopal  
bishop of Virginia in 1879-1883 and Henry  Wbε tοn,  Some  Acco,rnI 
of the 144 Writings,  awd Sρeerό  of Wi8wm Risked, (New York,  
1828).  

PINNACE, the name of two types of vessel or boat, one a light  
sailing vessel with two schooner-rigged masts, the others heavy  
eight-oared man-of-war's boat. The word is usually referred 

 ιο  Lot.  tines, pine, but this derivation is at variance with the 
earlier form  "apinace,"  

PlI(N4CIE  (from  Lat. pinmwuk'm,  a little feather,  $tsia;  
the  Gr. ττeρ&γιο,,  diminutive of  ττkρνε,  wing, is also used in  
this sense), an architectural ornament originally fo rming the 
cap or crown of a buttress or small turret, but afterwards used  
on parapets at the  comexy  of  lowell  and in many other situations.  
Some writers have stated that there were  no.pinnacica  in the  
Rdmanesque  styles, but conical cape to circular buttresses, with  
linial  terminations, are not uncommon in France at very early  

periods.  Viollet-le-Due  gves  examples  from St  Germer  and St  
Rerm,  and there is one of similar form at the west front of  

Rochester Cathedral. In the  rzth-ceniury  Romanesque two ex-
amples have been cited, one from  Bredon  in  Worcesterahire,  and  
the other from  Cleeve  in  Gioucestershire.  In these the buttresses  
urn up, forming a sort of square turret, and crowned with a  

pyramidal cap, very much like those of the nest period, the  
Early English. In this and the fo llowing styles the pinnacle  
seems generally to have had its appropriate uses. It was a  

weight to counteract the thrust of the vaults, particularly where  

there were dying buttresses; it stopped the tendency to slip of  
the stone copings  of the gables, and counterpoised the thrust  
of spires; it formed a pier to steady the elegant perforat ed  
parapets of later periods; and in France especially  eeινed  
counterbalance the weight of overhanging corbel tables, huge  

gargoyles, &c. In the Early English period the small buttresses  

frequently finished with  gabletp,  and the more important with  
pinnacles supported  with clustered shafts. At this period the  

pinnacles were often supported on these shafts alone, and were  
open below; and in larger work in this and the subsequent  

periods they frequently form niches and contain statues. About  

the Transition and during the Decorated period, the different  
faces above the angle shafts often finish with  gablets.  Those  
of the last-named period are much richer, and are generally  
decorated with  crockets  and Trials, and sometimes with ball

-dowera.  Very fine groups are found at Beverley Minster and  
at the rise of the spire of St Mary's, Oxford. Perpendicular  
pinnacles differ but little from Decorated, except that the  

cτοckets and finials are of later character. They are also 
often set angle-ways, particularly on parapets, and the shafts  

are panel led. In France pinnacles, like spires, seem to have 
been in use earlier than in England. There are small pin-
nacles at the angles of the tower in  the abbey  of  S*intes.  Αι  
Roullel  there are pinnacles in a similar position, each corn.  

posed of four small shafts, with caps and bases  surmounted with  

small pyramidal spires. In all these examples the towers have  

semicircular-headed  windows.  
PaNOCK. WILLILK  (η82-ι888),  English publisher and  

educational writer, was born at Alton, Hampshire, on the yd  

of February 1282,  and was at first a schoolmas ter, then a book.  
seller. in  18:7  he went to London sod, in partnership with  
Samuel  Mander, begin to publish cheap  educaiicpal  works.  
The firm's first productions were a series of Ceded:isms, planned  
by  Pinaock,  consisting of short popular manuals, arranged in  
the form of question and answer, of the different departments  

of knowledge. They were followed by abridged editions of  

Goldsmith's histories of England, Greece and Rome, and ascrim 
of county histories which were no less profitable.  Piimock  lost  
nearly all his money in outside speculation, and  diadin  London  
on the  stat  of October  ι8.  His son,  Williaixtiicnxy I'tnriock  
(ι8ι3-1885), a clergyman, was the editor and author Of seνerel  
elementary textbooks and script ural manuals, and of various  
works on ecclesiastical law and usage.  

111100114  or  Pawucm.a (Ger. Pisoclid  or  δi,ιοώ d,  04  
uncertain etymology), a game of cards probably invented by  
Germans in the United States about the middle of the  igh 

 century. It bears a general resemblance to  B&ique 
 and has almost entirely usurped the place of the older game is  

America. Pinochle may be played by two, three, or four  
persons. Two packs, from which all cards below the nines have  

been deleted, are shuffled together, forming one pack of 48  

cards. The object of the game is to make soon points. The  

cards rank as follows: ace ix, ten  ιο,  king 4, queen 3,  knave 2. 

The nine counts nothing unless it be turned for t rumps, when it  
scores  ιο.  The last trick scores  ιο.  The term "to meld"  
(Ger. mddesi,  to announce), as used in pinochle, means "to  
declare." "Melds" axe combinations which are declared  
during the play of the heeds.. They are of three classes : (z)  
"marriages" and "-sequences," (a)  " ρiοοcbΙe,"- sf1 (3)  
"fours." The "melds" of the first class score as follows:  

"marriage" (king sad queen of any plain suit). so; "royal  

marriage" (king and queen of  trmnps),  40; "sequence" (the  
five highest trumps),  ιο  In the secend  class the "melds"  
are "pinochle" (queen of spades  and knave of diamonds), 40;  
"double  pinochle" (both queens of spades  and knaves el  
diamonds),  3oσ;  "grand pinochle" (king and queen of spades  
sad knave of diamonds), So; this "meld" is not often played  
In America. Of the third class the "melds" are: four zees 01  
different suits,  ίσο;  four kings of different suits, So; four queue  
of different suits, So; four knaves of different suits, 40; eight  
aces, 1000; eight kings, Soy; eight queens,  doD;  eight knaves,  
400.  

In single pinochle  (Iwo  ρlayr')  each player  ncelvta tweiw  
cards,  ioux  at a time, the  twenty.flfth  being turned up beside the  
stock for trumps. The non-dealer leads a  psrd,  to which the dealer  
plays. 'l'here a no obligation either to take, follow suit or dune.
The winner of the trick leads again.  befστ  which, however, he  ιιι  
"meld" any pot combination he holds. After he has  "neWel,  
or refused to do so, be draws a card from the top of the stock and  

adds it to his hand without showing it, his  adνcrsaιγ  doing the  
same, an that each player con tinues tohold twtb,e  card.. Playing,  
ssinoimcing,  and drawing then go on until the stock is exhau sted.  
A ll  combinations" melded" must be laid fact upward on the  tabis  
but still belong to the player's hand, though they may not be taken  
up until the stock has given out. When this happens all  annouOce

-merits cease. and .11 cards exposed are replaced in the bends. The  
last twelve tricks are then played, but now both  ρΙaγeι'  man  
fοl Ισw  suit and mug win the trick if  ροssιblφ. eiιher.wιth  a stem*  
card or a trump A failure to do this is a "  revoke" and a 
penalized by the ‚osa  of all points made by "cards" Le. for the  
five highest cards In each suit,  wh'icb  after all the tricks have  been  
pliyed, am.cο.ststd  for the player helding them. Ac. counts ii  
points, ten so, king  ‚,  queen 3, and knave 5, whatever  the suit,
an that  x ο points for' cards" are divided between the two  playen. 
Though points are not counted during the play, a mental count n  
kept, and whenever a player sees that, by adding the value of  his
"melds" to whet he thinks his cards will count, he  baa enοugλ  
to win the game,  άameΙy i000 polata'  be "calls out "or knocks  os  
the table, and proceeds to expose his cards. if ht fails to how  

enough to win, he  1οses  the game. If neither elαυer  knocks, the  
game continues until cue of them scores 5250:51 still a lie.  Τ5  
ifs player fails to make good a "meld  "  be is set beck that  nhe asi 
p1 υinoi. The mime is οesd  by.  Oouebcra or one  
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Ιι  three-handed pinochle the "meld." us  enpened  before a 

card is played, and no player may.  '  meld" after be has 
ιο  the tree trick. A rule is sometimes made that an over  
c,j4Ώblnatέm  may be scored by the other  playerL  Four-handed  
pinochle  is played either with partners or ea ch  player for himself.  

PlINK,  a town of Busses, in the government of Minsk,  
at the  coduence  of the  Strumen  and Plea rivers,  spό  m. S.W.  
by rail of Minsk. Pop., 27,938, two-thirds bring Jew.. The  
town carries  οο conaiderabie  trade, due to the navigable river  
Pina,  which  connecta  it with the fertile region, in the basin of the  
Dnieper, and,  by means of the  Dnieper.and-Bug cans), with 
Poland and  Pru..ia,  while the  Oginaky  canal connects it with  
the basin of the  Niamen,  Pottery, leather, oil, soap and beer  
are the chief products of the local industries. 'The draining of  
the  maxshcs mum! Plush was begun by the government In  
ι8",  and by  ι8ο7 8, o,οοο  acres had been drained at an average  
coat  cf  33. per acre.  Pinak (Pisenk)  is test mentioned in  τoφ  as  
• town belonging  ιο Sviatopoik,  prince of Kiev. In "a it  
formed part of the  Minak  principality. Alter the Mongol  
invasion of  ι23942  It became the chief town of a separate  
principality, and continued to be so until the end of the  r3th  
century. in 1320 it was annexed to Lithuania; and in  sg6,  
alter the  'mion  of Lithuania with Poland, it was chief town of  

the province of Brest. During the rebe llion of the  Co.sade  
chief, Bogdan  Cbm$elnicki  (1640), the Poles took it by assault,  
killing 14,000 persons and burning ςαοο  houses. Eight  yeaes  
inter the town was burned by the Russians. Charles  XII.  took  
It in 1706, and burned the town with Its suburbs. Flesh was 
annexed  ιο  Russia In  

PI1$IITI, CIRO (1829-1888), Aiiglo-Iiallan  composer, was  
bofn  at Siena, and wit educa ted in music, for a timer  st  a  
pianist, partly in  Lοndn  and partly at Bologna, where he was 
a pupil of  Romini.  From 1848 he made his home in  England1  
where he became a teacher of singing, and In 1856 he was made 

 a professor at the Academy of Music in London. ITe became  
well known as a composer of numerous favourite songs and  
part-songs, as well as of three operas brou ght out In Italy, and  
it it by the former that he Is still remembered.  

Flit? (derived probably through Spanish,  lenin Let.  ριιιrte,  
ichs,  a painted or marked  vessel), a liquid measure of capacity, 

equivalent to j of a gallon. The impe rial British pint-  '  of  
a litre, 34.66  cub, in. The United States standard  ρmt -'47 
of a litre,  asj  cub. in. The word appears In French as plus  
for a liquid measure as early as the 13th century.  

P11170,  AIIIBAL  (1825-1884), Chilean president, wee bun at 
Santiago, Chile. After a diplomatic training In the  legatlon  at 
Rome he learned the practice of administration as  inksdenie 

 of Concepcion, and from 1871 to 1876  waS  minister of war and  
marine under  Errizurlz.  During his term of  018cc  as  presIdent  
(1876 to 1881)  Pinto had to deal first with a severe  tnancial  
crisis, and  ibm'  to conduct the struggle with Peru and Bolivia, 
in which he displayed great coolness of Judgment and devotion  
to duty.  

Ρ1170,  Ρ1Β1Ι0 lENDIN 0309.-2583),  Portuguese adven-
turer, was born at  MoniemOr.o-Velho,  of pow and humble  
parents, and entered the service of a noble lady In Lisbon, being  
afterwards for two years page to the duke of  Aveho  lit Setubal. 
Desiring to try his fortune in the East, he embarked for India  
In 1537 in a Beet commanded by the son of  V*aco da  Cams, and 
for twenty-one years ‚raveled, fought and traded hi China,  
?artary,  Pegs and the neighbouring countries, sailing in every 
sea, while in 154-1543 he was one of the teat Europeans  to  
τisit 3aραn,  where he Introduced the musket. Though be wee  
thirteen times a captive and seventeen times sold Into slavery, 
his gay and dauntless spirit brought him through every mis-
fortune. Ifs was soldier and sailor, merchant and doctor,  
missionary and ambassador; moreover, as the friend and travel-
ling companion of St Francis Xavier, he lent the apostle of the 

 Indiet  the money with which to build the test Jesuit establish-
ment in Japan. Iii January 1554  Meiides  Pinto was in (inn, 
waiting for a ship to take him to Portugal, when he took a sudden  
resolution to enter the company of Jesus and devote a large part  
dth,  capital belted  accuimilaied  to the  ewangellzaIion  of Japan.  

The viceroy appointed him  ambassado,  to the king of  Besigo  
in order to give the mi ssion an  οώ cisl  standing, and on the  ι8th 

 of April he set sail with the provincial, Father  Beichior Nuiws.  
Owing to bad weather and contrary  winda,  however, the We-  
skint* did not reach Japan until July  rj6,  but the sitcoms eel  
the mission represented a notable service to the came of Chris-
tianity and civilization. On the 14th of November  ι356  Father  
Belchior  and  Mendea  Pinto began their return voyage and reached  
Goa on the ryth  of  Εebοisry ri.  Dining his stay of a twelve-
month there, the latter left the company, being dispensed from  
his vows for want of vocation at his own request, though  
modern  authority states thai  be was expelled because he was 
found to be a manages,  Lf,  to possess Jewish blood. Re  tnally  
returned to Portugal on the 22nd of September :50,  and settled  
at  Prag.l  near  Mmada,  where be married and wide his  fampus 

 book, the  J'uqrisclfoa;  the MS., in fulfilment of his wishes,  
was presented by his daughter to the Cm Ha  fqr  penitent  
women in Lisbon, and it wan published by the  sdministratoes  
In 1614. When Philip IL of Spain came to Po rtugal as its  
king, he listened with pleasure to the account of  Mendes  
Pluto's travels, and by  letter of the t sth  of January 1583  
gave him a pension for his services in the Indies. But  
the reward came too  latej  for the great traveller died on the  
Silt of July.  . 

Li the light of our present-day know ledge of the East, Pinto  
is regarded as having been an the whole a careful observer and 
truthful narrator, but this was not always the case. Some witty  
countryman of his own parodied his name Into Fund.,  .eaksf  
Minn.!  ("  Ferdinand, do you lie? I  dol");  and the Engl ish  
dramatist  Congreve  only  eapemsed  the general opinion of the  
unlearned when be wrote in Low fir Low  " Mendea  Pinto was  
hut a type of the., thou liar of the test magnitude." It must  
be remembered that Pinto wrote the  Pucg,iiseidme  long sub-
sequent to the events be records, and this fact and a  ceruie  
fertility of Imagination  sυ18cienιly aocount  for  inexactiiudea  
Furthermore, as the book was only published  peatbumoinly,  
be never had the opportunity of correcting the proofs. Some of  
his moat marvellous stories are  expimely  given on the authority  
of writers belonging to the countries he describes; others he  
tell. Irow  bcuzsiy,  and Oriental informants are prone to  ci-
iggeralion.  But if be somewhat adorned the truth, be did not  
wilfully misrepresent it. The book itself gives the impression  
of sincerity, sad the editors of the Seat edition bear  witcι'  to 
the probity, good faith, and truthfulness of  Mendes  Pinto as a 
man.  Hanera Μ.L".&'  pidaced  his Spanish translation of  
ιέ.  Farrg,*iaIioIi (zbao)  by a lengthy and erudite apology to 
demonstrate its  aυt ίicity,  and  Csatilho  has reinforced his  
arguments by rodent testimonies. Iii the narrative  portioca  
if his work  Pintofa  style is simple, clear and  natursi,  his  dicilse  
rich,  particuiady  in us terms, and appropriate to his varying  
subjects. These is an entire  absenca of.srtitce  about the book,  
wbide  must always rank as a classic, and it might fairly  bsrgι ed  
tht Mandea  Pinto did for the prose of Portugal what  "am"ee.  
did for Its poetry; this is the more remarkable, because IL  doga  
net  .ppear  that be ever received any education in the  eirdiasey  
sense. He wrote the book  fo,  hi. children  Ιο  learn to read by,  
and modestly  excuo,d  its literary defects by alleging his rudeness  
aid lack of talent.  Ρrιήί tfu»  his it that the MS. was entrusted  
10 the chronicler Francisco dc Andrade for the purpose of being  
polishes' in style aid made ready for  jicem,  bet that all  be.did  
win to divide it  mt.  chapter.. 

The  PsrqrdnsiIm  has gone through many editions subsequent  
to that of 1614 ,  and in 0163 Cast,iho  published excerpts in his 
Litrnno mince ports juera  with an  interesting notice οι Mendis  
Pinto's Iiie and wilting.. Version.  mdst  in German' (3  editions). 
Freud' (3editiona),  *sunk (4  edition.), sad in  Eeglnt' by Henry 
Coga.,  London (1663. 1692  snd-'-ebriderd  and illustrated, with  
introduction by  Arminiva Vab6ιγ— ιll'').  Cagan omits the 
chapters  relating to  Mendes Pinto'i intercourse with, and the last  
day. of. St Francis Xavier, presumably as a  emmemics  to anti 
Catholic piujudae.  . 

See  Cbngovao  Ayers. Fund.  Masdes  Pint.  (LIsbon,  1904).  
Persfo Mnidu  Pis'. cc /slid. (Lisbon.  1906);  also Subsidies  ..  
pare a biograpbia di 141100 Jd.edgj Pinto by  Jordlo  do !rein*  
(ζ i'j"ό"  '905)  .  (K. Pa.)  
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PINTO—PINTIJRIcCHIO  
ΡΙ'ΤΟ.  The remarkable biowu, black and blue spots of  

discoloration of the whole body met with endemically In Mexico,  
Panama, Colombia and Veueztsela, and known under the  
name of "pinto" or ' mel dc lea pinto.," were first claimed by  
Gastambide (hems  meL Bdge, itfli, Non. 33-4!) as due to  
the pretence of a vegetable parasite, whose spores and e'en  
mycelial filaments may be detected among the deeper rowe of  
cells of the reta mucosum. The disease appears to be one  
of the many forms of  morbas mmmix;  but it is contagious, and 

 Is sometimes seen in the well-to-do. . In some villages of the  
western districts of Tabaaco (Mexico) it has been estimated  

that  ι%  of the inhabitants stiffer from the pinto; M'CIeIInis  
says that in iflad In the City of Mexico be saw a whole regiment  
of"pnntadoi."  . 

?IITI7RWCRIO  (Σ4 -τ $τ3).  Italian painter, whose full name 
 wha 
 

Β ΜΜΑ2ΜΜΟ  or  ΒΣιτι, the son of a citizen of Perugia,  
llenedeito or Betto di Husgio, was one of a very important group  
who inherited the artistic traditions and developed the atyle of  
the older Pernglan painters, such as Bonfigli and Fiorenzo dl  

Loreuzo. According to Vasari helms a pupil of Perughto; and  
so In one sense no doubt he was, but rather as a paid assistant  
than as an apprentice. The strong similarity both In design  
md methods of execution which Tuna through the works of this  
later Perugian school is very striking; paintings by Fermin' ο,  
Pinturiccbio, Lo Spagna &nd Raphael (Iii his first manner) may  
often be mistaken one for the other. in most case., especially  

In the execution of large frescoes, pupils and assistants had a  
large share In the work, either in enlarging the master's sketch  
to the full-sized cattoon, In transferring the cartoon to the wail,  
or In painting backgrounds, drapery and other scoassonea.  
After assisting Perugiiio in the execution of his frescots in the  
Sistine Chapel. Pinturiccbio was employed by various members  
of the Della Rovere family and others to decorate a whole series 
of chapels in the church of S. Maria del Popolo in Rome, ',here  
be appears to have worked from 1484, or earlier, to 1492 with  
little interruption. The earliest of these is an iltarpiece of the 

Adoration of the Shepherds," ii' the first chapel (from the weal)  
on the south, built by Cardinal Domenico della Rovere; a portrait  
of the cardinal I. introduced an the foremost of the kneeling  
ibepberda In the lunettes under the vault Pinturicch'o painted  
smell scenes from the life of St Jerome. The frescoes which he  
painted in the next chapel, that built by Cardinal Innoceozo Ciho, 
were destroyed in  »οο,  when the chapel was rebuilt by Cardinal  
Aiderano Cibο The thin! chapel on the south is that of Giov.  
dells Revere, duke of Sere, nephew of Slate, IV., and brother  
of Giullano, who wan afterwards Pope Julius II. ThIs contains  
a fine altarpiece of the ' Madonna enthroned between Four  
Saints," and on the east side a very nobly composed fresco of  
the "Assumption of the Virgin." The vault and itS lunettes  
ant richly decorated with small pictures of the life of the Virgin,  
surrounded by graceful ambesq'ses; and the dade is covered  
with monochrome paintings of scenes from the live, of saints,  
medallions with prophets, and very graceful and powerfully  
drawn female figures In full length In irhith the influence  
of Signorelli may be traced. In the fourth chapel Pt flu-
ricchlo painted the Four Latin Doctors in the lunettes of the  
vault. Most of these frescoes ant considerably Injured by  
damp, but happily have suffered little from ,  restoration; the  
beads are painted with much minuteness of finish, and the whole  
of the pktnzes depend wry largely for their efect on the final  
touchinga a  υο.  The last paintings completed by Pinturiceblo  
In this church were the frescoes on the vault over the retro-choir,  
a very rich and well-designed piece of decorative work, with  
main lines arranged to suit their surroundings in a very  skilful 
way. In the centre is an octagonal panel of the coronation of  
the Virgin, and round it medallions of the Four EvangelIsts-the  
apams between them being filled up by reclining figures of the  
Four.Sibyis. On each peisdentive lag figure of one of the Four  
Doctors enthroned under a niched canopy. The bands which  
separate these pfctures have elaborate arabesques on a gold  
round, and the whole is painted with broad and efiective  

touches, very telling when seen (as is necessarily the case) from  

a considerable distance below. No finer qrecimen of the decora-
tion of a aimple quadrpartite vault can anywhere he seen.  

In τ492 Pinturicchie wan summoned to Orvieto, dime he  
painted two Ππιρhets and two of the Doctors in the dianmo. Ta  
the following year he returned to Rome, and was emplayid by  
Pope Αlιµnder Vi. (Bong(ιa) to dtcoeate a suite of  ώ  room  
be the Vatican, which Alexander had just built. These mania,  
called after their founder the  Ap$,"siesii Bo,'gia,  now item  
part of the Vatican library, and five of them still retain the fine 
series of frescoes with which they were so skilfully decorated  
by Piaturicchio. The upper part of the walls and vaults, sot  
only covered with minting, but further enriched with delicate  
slOcco work in relief, are a masterpiece of decorative droiga  
applied according to the tπιest pruicipka of mural ornament-a  
much better model for imitation in that respect than the mere  
celebrated Stanse of Raphael immediately over the Bong*  
rooms. The main subjects are: (r) the Annunciation, the  

Nativity, the Magi, and the Rraurre.ctkei; (a) Scenes fro'a the  
lives of St Catherine, St Anloeiy and other saints; (j)allegoncai  
figures of music, arithmetic and the like; () four figures in ball  
length, with rich arabesques; (3) figures of the planets, the  
occupations of the various months, and other subjects. The  
sixth room was repainted by Perino del Vaga. 1  

Though not without interruption, Pintunicdiio, assisted by  
his pupils, worked in these rooms from 1492 till 1498, when they  

were caaispleted. Ru other chief I rescoes in Rowe, still cxlalsg  
inavery genuine stare, are those in the Caispella Bufalini at the  

south-west of S Maria in Ara Cccli, probably executed from  
1497 to rsoo. These axe 1dt-designed compositions, noble in  

conception, and finished with nµιcb care and refinement.  Οι  
the altar wall is a grand painting of St Bernardino of Sanis  
between two other saints, crowned by angels; in the upper part  
is  figure of Christ in a yemen-glory, surrounded by angel  
musicians; on the left wall is a 'gage braceof the miracles dose  
by the corpaeof Si Bensardinns, very rich in colour, and fullof  
very carefully painted heads, some being portraits of unembcna  
of the Bufalini family, for wh.m these frescoes were executed.  
On. group of three females, the central figure with a child at her  
breast, is of especial beauty, recalling the grace of Raphatis  
armed manner. 'line composition of the main group round ιhe 
saint's corpse appears to have been suggested by Giotto's mint-
ing of St Francis on his bier in S. Croce at Florence. On the  

vault are four noble figures of the Evangelists, usually attributed  
to Luca Signorglli, but certainly, like the rest of the frescoes is  
this chapel, by the hand of Piniurirehio. On the vault of the  
.acriaty of S. Cecilia in Trsstcvere, Piniuriccbio painted the  
/delight/ surrounded by the Evangelists. During a visit to  
Orvieto in 1496 Pintiaricclrio painted two more figures of the  
Latin Doctors In the choir of the demur-new, like the rest ti  
his work at Orvieto, almost destroyed. For time be received  
fifty gold ducats.  

Among his panel pictures the following are the most important.  
An allarpicco for S Maria dc' Foisi at Perisgia, painted in  
1496.1498, now moved to the picture gallery, is a Madonna  

enthroned among Saints, graceful and meet in expression, and  
very minutely painted; the wings of the ramble have standing  
figures of St Augustine and St Jerome; and the  pr'ddia  

paintings in miniature of the Annuudniicii and the Evangelists.  
Another fine altarpicce, similar in delicacy of detail, and probably  
painted about the same time, is that in the cathedral of 555  
Severino-tbe Madonna enthroned looks down towards the  
kneeling donor. The angels at the aides in beauty of face and  
expression recall the manner of Lcrcnzo di Credi or Da Vino. 

 'line Vatican picture gallery has the largest of Pinturiccinios  
panels-the Coronation of the Virgin, with the apostles and  
other saints below. Several well-executed portraits occur amcsi  
the kneeling saints. The Virgin, who kneels at Christ's feet to  
receive her exown, is a figure of great tenderness and beauty, sad  
the lower group Is composed with great skill and grace in ar τan1  
meat. Other important panel paintings by  Pintunccbio cml  

. 1 See Guattani, Qιeadή  ‚dl'  q$rL  Bergen (Reece, ifis.).  
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in the cathedral of  Speilo, in the· Siena  gsflery,  at  Flecenea,  at 
Perugia, and in other  coUectiona.  

In ism  Plniiidccblo  painted several fine  freacoca  In S. Maria  
Maggicre  at  Spello—all very  dscoridv.  aid full of elaborate  
ardiitsctuzai ance.orles.  One of them, the  Α*nυada11ο,  is  
signed " Beruardinva Piatvrkbivi Peevdavs."  The molt striking  
of all  Plnturlccbioa freaeoee,  both for brilliance of  colo'w  sad  
their wonderful state of  preassvation,  are those in the cathedral  
library at Siesta, a large room built In 2495 by Cardinal 
Francisco  Piccolomlid,  afterwards Plus III.  Ta ιοe  the  
cardinal contracted with  ΡinΙmfcchΙο  to decorate the whole  
room with  arabeaqucs  on the vault, and on' the walls  ‚tiu  
scenes from the life of  Aenesa Sylvius Plccolomlnl,  Plus IL, the  
uncle of Cardinal Francesco.  

The connect specially provided that the cartoons, their bans
-feeenee  ci  to the walls, and all the beads, were to be by  Pintmlc.  

ebbs own hand, thus contradicting  Vasarl's  assertion that the  
cartoon. were the work of  RaphaeL  The document provides for the  
price of these frescoes, namely one  thoumud  gold  ducata,  to be  
paid In various instalments. 'The work was begun early in 1503,  
but  wos  interrupted for  •  while by the death of Pius 111,  Ηι,  
will, however ,  provided for the completion of the work by his 
mums, am' the whole series were finished In 1507. The subjects  
are  (i)  the journey of  the  young Sylvius Piccoloniinl  to the Council  
of  iliad . In the suite of Cardinal  Cspranka;  (2) his  receptlon  by  
James I. of Scotland  ascovoy  from the Council of Bard;  )  his being  
crowied  with the poet's laurel by Frederick III.; (4 ) ha  roceptioo  
133,  Πορe Ειιgenius 111. αs αnιbααιεdοr fιοm Frederick 111.; (5) οιιιαide  
the wall of hens he presents to Frederick  ‚ΤΙ.  his bride Leonora,  
Infants of Portugal; (6) he receive, the cardinal', hat from Pope  
Calixtus lii.;  (7) be is borne In procession after his  elortlon  as Pope  
Pius ii.;  ς8)  be preside, at a council at  Mantus;  (9) he  caiionlse.  
St Catherine of bins:  (ιο)  be arrives in Ancona to promote the 
crusade against the Turks. ha addition to these there I,, outside  
the library, over the door, the coronation of Plus Ill. in the  
lower part of the  sce,  of St  Caths ίne'a csno,izatioii  be has Intro-
duced his own portrait, and needing by his I. a youth who bears  
mate  re.euiblancr  to Raphael.  

In 1508  Pintuticchio  painted another paid of the  Madoema  
entbroncd  among mints for the church of the  Minorl Coaveatuall  
at  Spello.  It is now over the altar in the  sacriaty.  On his  
mejrru  to Siesta he painted a whole series of  Irescocs  on the  wallt  
of the Palazzo  Potrucci,  now all destroyed  eacept  one scene of 
the return of Ulysses to Penelope (or possibly  Collalinu.  aid  
Lucretia), which is now in the National Gallery of London, 
transferred to canvas.  Οικ  of his last  worki,  painted in 5513,  
the year of his death, is a very beautiful and highly  il'ilabed  
panel with Christ bearing His Cross, now In the Palazzo &te-
rms:0 in Milan.  Pinturicehio  married  Grania  di  Nlccnlb,  and  
had by  her two  .oiis  and four daughters; there is probably no  
truth in the  stot)'  of his being starved by his wife during his last  

Pintudccbl*'a  worth as a painter has been for the moat part  
undervalued, partly owing to the very strong prejudice and dislike  

which tinges  Vasari',  biography of hum, Even Crone and  C νal-
easelk  hardly did him justice. A fairer estimate of his position  
isι the history of art is  gwen  by  Vessrnglicli, Ma*iim.  di  ΡwΑrώ .  
«j  ('eχυgia,  ι8) -  and in the valuable note, sad appendix of 
Milanesi's  edition of  Vasan,  iii. 493-531 (Florence.  Ι8;8).  See also  
Schmaraow. RDphddsNdPiNhrn*ChWrn  Siesta (Stuttgart,  ι 88ο), απd  
Ρ',.JJr'ΙΧhΙΟ  is Rose (Stuttgart , 1882), both well illustrated by  
1gsοtο1ί ΙhοgΤaρhy.  u  

PINWBI.L, OBOROB  JOHN (1842-1875),  BrItish  water-colour  
painter, was born at  Wyamnbe,  and educated at  Heatherley's  
Academy. He Is one of the moat interesting  perooiialitka in  
the little group of water-colour painters which included Frederick  
Walker αnd  A. B. Houghton, a group whose style was  dlsectly  
derised  horn the practice of drawing upon wood foe book  

mustratlon. lIe  was on. of the most delightful book illustrators  
of his day, poetic In Imagination, with considerable Inventive  
power and an admirable sense of colour. As he died young his  
works are few, but their promise was so great that had he  livtd  
be would probably ham  aitalned  a very high position. His 
early life was one of co nsiderable  ptivatlon.  In 1862 be entered  
at  I{eatbeiley's  studio and there obtained his art education. 

 gus  earliest drawings appeared in  LiIlipid Leale'  lie did a little 
 οrk  for Pin and executed several designs for the  silνaτιmΙthέ , 

Elkingtons.  In 1863 his Scat drawing appeared In Once 4  Wash,  

enί  from  ibat time his wash  baa  In  consinat  demand. These  
are many of his compositions In Good Wide, The Saida  
Megasrne,  The  (Weer sad  Loted.s Sea* ή ,,  but his most Important 
productions made fee the  Dalalel  brothers were  lilusegatione  of  
Goldsatith,  of Jean  Ingibow'i  poems, Robert  Buchanan's  Builds 
of the  Ajedkses,  and the Ambles  Nfghls.  

Of ?knell's pictures in colour, which are distinguished by a  
remarkable,  jewei.like  quality and marked by his strong love 
of pure, bright colour end opalescent  eflect,  the chief are the  
two scenes from the Pied  Ρiw  of  Ziessduis, Gilbuf  8  

Troih, Osil  of  Turns or The Old Cross, A Seal is  4Ι  Jαφ,eή  Pwk,  
and The  Rilsir  of Life. . 

In '874 lines/ fell seriously ill and went to /dries for the  
Winter. He pa inted several remarkable pictures at Tangier,  
but his strength gradually broke down and he returned to die In  
his wife's arms on the 8th of September 5875.  Pinwcll  was an 
exhibitor at the Dudley gallery, and in 1869 was elected associate 
of the Royal Water-Colo ur  Society and full member In 1870;  
to this ga llery he contributed fifty-nine  *οrk,  A  posthusnoizs  
exhibition of his works was held  iη.)1876  in Bond Street, 

See Life of George 1.  Piieisell, by George C. W illiamson,  quarlo, 
1900. (C.  C.VJ.)  

PIIIZON,  a family of wealthy Spanish navigators, of Palo. 
in  Andalusla,  three members of which—Martin Alonzo,  Frandscu  
and Vicente Vide:, brothers—were  as οdaιed  with Columbus 

 in the discovery of America.  . 
MAsTD Aurnzo Pisiio,e, been about the middle Of the  ι5tb  

century, gave material assistance to Columb us  In carrying out  
his project. "If Colon was the  henri, Pinzon  was the right arm"  
(Asemlo). In the expedltion of  '492 he commanded the" Fifth,"  
on which his brother Franc isco was pilot; another brother,  
Vicente  Υdeχ,  commanded the  ".Nlna.n  On the 6th  of 
October Martin Alonzo suggested to Columbus (when  ai ιdy 

 in the longitude of the Bermudas)  Ιο  change the comae of the  
eaperiltion  from due west to south-west; on the 7th .1  Octobsa  
this  suggestioei---strengthcned  by the  obatryslion  of a. Bight  
of birds to the south-west—was adopted, bringing the Beet, feu 
days later, to the landfall at  G,ias,.h.,,l  (San Salvador, Walling 
Island) in the Bahamas  (04. se, 1495). On the net of Novem-
ber 5492,  near the east end of the north coast of Cuba, Martin  

Abonbo  left  Cduaibua,  making eastward in  seatch  of.  ibe  
geld-laid of which they had beard the natives  spegk.  On the 
6th of January  zgug  he rejoined the admlwsl,  who  antepted  his 
excuses. But on the  retwn  journey he again left his leader,  
and when  Caiusnbu'ardvd  at  Paloaon  the  xgtk  of March 1493 
he  lisrned  that  Α1ο zo  had already landed at  Bayona  In  Gailda. 

 If his object was to forestall Columbus and pose as  dIscovers, si 
 the New World, helms haled; audience was refused him by  Ferdi

-nand and Isabella; and  .oea  after he died, perhaps of chagrin.  
Vxcusrz YsBn ?Wen,who commanded the  "NIna"  in  

1492-1493, also gave Columbus material  he1ρ  *id remained  
loyal to his leader throughout. In after years he muck  ImροτtanΙ  
discoveries on his own  acceunt.  Late In December 1499  he  
sailed with four  catavela emma  the Atlantic to the south-we st,  
and on the 7th of  Fcbessaiy  'p00 he struck the South American 
continent at Cape S.  Aguatinho,  near its moat  esaterly  projection  
(cabled by him Cape Santa  Μala  dc Is  Comolacion) almo.t  three  
mouths before the  Ρo.tνgυ s.  navigator  CaIn's)  reached Brazil,  
the discovery of which Is generally attributed to him. Proceed.  
mg  southwards a shut. distance, be then turned north,  fdiow.d  
the roast to the north-west, discovered the Amazon estuary,  
and went at least as far ii what is  nο  Costa Rica.  Μteτ  touch. 
jug at Haiti, and los ing two of his vessels among the Bahamas,  
Vicente returned  Ιο  Palos in the end of September ι ςαc  
Although concessions were made to him, and he was meted  
governor of the newly discovered lands by Fe rdinand and 
Isabella, be does not seem to  h5ve  ever  takc*  possession. In  
1507 we find Vicente sailing with Juan Disc di Soils along the 
mat roast of Central America. In 1509, again with De Soils,  
he coasted the Atlantic side of South America as far as the ία 

 Flat& estuary,  hOping  to find an opening westwards heeding lb  
the Spice Islands, According to  llmera,he  even  etached 40!84  
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passing the La Plain witboul  recognising it, and turning back  
about the mouth of the Rio Negro. but this is probably an  
exaggeration. Αf ter 1513 all traces of'Vicente are log.  

See  Νaνarτntn Cdec'd.s  di mica; Washington Irving's Cduimkis, 
Bk. XIV.. ch. ii.; bibliography iii j οaφιim Cactano da Silva's  
✓ Ο70ρoc  d  I'Amawne  (Paris, 1860; Ηerreτa,  ladml Οccίd,  Dec. L,  
lib.  νι.  cap.  ι;  lib. νii. 1  nape.  Τ  and 9  (Madrid.  ιο);  Oviedo,  
MisL geared di Ι s Iadws.  lib. xxiii. αρ. i  (Madrid. 1852); 0.  
Peach,',  Gcrekiekfe der &dkimde,  pp.  23Ο  233. 249 (Munich,  ι86);  
Z'ilalxrr der n1d'ck ιrngen. ρρ. .)Ο5. &ς., 426; Jose Maria Asenuo, 
CrέsΙοτσj Colon, an ‚,ίd,,  ins aiajes, ass descobrimwxlos  (Barcelona,  
1891); Cesarco Fernandez Duro,  Cobs e Pixwa.  

ΡίΟ  DI  SAVOIA,  an ancient noble Italian family, first men-
tioned by good authorities in the 14th century. From the house 
of Este (gm.) they received the lordship of Carpi, and later they 
acquired the fiefs of  Meldola, Sassuolo,  &c. Many members of 
the family were distinguished as  cert.:1010d, diplomats and  
ecclesiastks. Mberto Plo  obtained from the house of Savoy 
in 1450 the privilege of adding  "di  Savoia"  to his name as a 
reward for his military services. Another Alberto  Plo  (τ"5-
1531), who was French ambassador In Rome, won fame as a man  
of learning, and Cardinal  Rodolfo Plo  (1516-1564) was a trusted  
adviser to Pius III. and helped to establish the Inquisition at 
Milan.  Ascanie Fie (d. 1649) was a dramatic poet of some merit.  
Spain conferred the title of prince on the family, and one branch 
of it is to this day established in Spain.  

See P. Lltta, Li Famig!is cdeb,i ilalbaas (Milan); G. Camped 
Mewiorie donich' di Marco Pm di Sai'o,o  (Modena. 1876); A.  Cenani  
and G. Porro. II Rotolo epietogrifo dci princip, Pio di Sa νοia," in  
the  A,cbfeio sk'rico joaibecdo.  sec. II. as. Xl. fasc.  i,  see. III. au .  
VIII. 96, and Sec.  IlL  an.  XIX. 45g. 

Ρ10ΒIΜΟ.  a seaport of Tuscany, Italy, In the province of  
Plea, 8 m. by rail  W.S.W.  of  Campiglia Marittima  (which is 53 m.  
S.S.Ε. of Plan), 62 ft. above sea-level, at the southern extremity'  
of the peninsula of the  Moitte Msssoiscello.  Pop.  (sum), 5979 

 (town); 7703 (commune). It is surrounded by old wails, and 
contains some interesting Renaissance works by a master of 
about 1458 under the influence of Alberti. It is the port of 

 embarcation  for Elba, the nearest point of which is about  ό  m. 
to the south-west, and originally belonged to Pisa. It give, 
the title of prince to the  Buoncoinpagni Ludovisi  family, who, 

 howcwr,  no huger 0511 it.  
PIONKER,  properly a foot-soldier  (Med.  Lit, $,1o,  Πάάcmαί , 

 through  Ο.  Fr.  ριοa ιw, pi.muiu, cf.  "pawn") whο  with spade, 
axe and other implements, precedes an army or smaller  mililszy  
body, and dears or makes a road, digs  intrenchments, preparra  
a camping ground, &c. The word is thus applied toed who,  
actually or  όgυτatiνdy,  are first in exploring or working an  
undiscovered or undeveloped country or field of inquiry.  . 

PIOTREOW (Gm. ριίsihσα),  a government of Russian Poland,  
bounded  by the government of Warsaw on the N.,  Rarlorn  and  
Kielce  oii  the R,,  Eahiaxon  the W. and Pru ssian Silesia on the S. 
Area, 4729  sq. πι.;  9Ο.  (5906, estimate), 2,675,200. Geological)y  
it represents a continuation of Upper Silesia, and is built up of  
Upper  Carboniferoua  deposits, containing near  Bandzin  a bed  
of coal  26  sq.  in. in extent.  Permiaai  and Jurassic deposits,  
nmlaimng  zinc ores, as also lignite and limonite iron  orce,  overlie  
the Carboniferous. The surface consists of a series of heights, 
1000 to  idoo  ft. above sea-level, Intersected by ravines, and  
stretching from south-west to  north.essl.  The government is 
drained by the Warts and the nice,  andwaa  formerly covered 
with thick  foresla.  Ii was colonized by  Mastirs  and Poles  
(Veliko.Polyans  said  Μιiο.Ροlyέns).  The government, which 
is the moat densely peopled in. the Russian Empire, is divided 
into eight districts, of which the chief towns are Piotrkow,  
Bendzin,Brzeriny, Czenstochowa,Lask,Lodz, Nowo -Radom and  
Rawa.  Agriculture and  cattla-breedingare  extensively earned on; 
Said coal and iron are mined; Textile industries developed with 
extraordinary rapidity during the closing years of the 19th and  
the opening years of the 20th centuries, the towns of  Lcdz.  
?sbinnhe, Zgers  and  Bendzin  all being important centres.  
Other  branches of productive industry are distilleries, breweries,  
8oυr-miilj,  brickyards, sugar, cement, glass  asid  candle factories.  
Cτaιsιca  and  Sqaniswice,  in this government, are Iwo of the most  

important  custom.houses  in .112051α,  and the annual trade  la 
estimated at £1  2,000,000.  

PIOTRKOW.  a town of Russian Poland, capital of  ίh  govern-
ment of the same name, and formerly the seat of the high court  
of Poland, on the railway from Warsaw. to Vienna, porn. south-
west of the former and 5  m. west of the river lilies. Pop.  (tgw), 

 32,173. It is a well-kept town, with numerous gardens, and has 
 floer.milla,  saw-mills, tanneries, agricultural machi nery  worka, 

and breweries. One of the oldest towns in Poland,  Piolrkow  
was in the ι sth  and  zόtb  centuries the place of meeting of the  
diets, and here the kings were elected. In the 14th Century  
Caaimir  the Great built here a castle (now a military church/  
and surrounded the town with walls. Here in 1769 the Russian  
defeated the (Polish) forces of the Bar Confederation.  

Ρ10721, ΗΤRR LYIICH  (1741-1821), English writer, well 
 known as the friend (Mrs  Thrale)  of Samuel Johnson (q.,), was 

born on the 16th of January 1741, her father being John Sties-
bury of  Bobbel, Carnarvonshire. lIer  maternal uncle, Sir  
Robert  Salusbury  Cotton, contemplated providing foe his niece, 
but he died without having carried out his intention. She and 

 her mother lived in London, and  aniengat  her childish  recolkc  
dens were meetings with James Qum and David  Garnidc.  She  
received a solid education, for she was acquaint ed  with  Lalin  
as well as with French, Italian and Spanish. In 1763 she  nsa 

 married 10 Henry  Thrale,  a rich Southwark brewer, whose home  
was at Streatham on the south-east corner of Tooti ng Bee  
Common. There Was very little sympathy between the lively  
girl and  Thrale,  who was thirteen years her senior, but gradually  
she drew round her a distinguished circle of friends. She was  
introduced to Samuel Johnson in τ763  by Arthur  Murphy, who  
was an old friend of her husband's. In 1766 Johnson paid along  
visit to Streatham, and from that time was more or less  domenli.  
cited with the  Tbrsles.  In time it became his custom to spend 

 the middle of the week at Strontium, devoting the remaining 
days to his own heterogeneous "family." He was genuinely 

 attachid  to his hostess, and thoroughly appreciated the  luxuly  
in which the  Thmles  lived. They were able to soften some Ill  
his eccentricities, and they certainly made him happy. He 
travelled with them in Wales in 2774, and in France in 1775.  
Dr  Bueney  gave lessons to one of the Miss  Thr'ies, and in 1778  
he brought his daughter Fanny to Streatham. She became a 
warm friend of Mrs  Thrale,  and has left an account of the 

 Streatham household in her diary. This friendship was by as 
means always unclouded. Fanny Burney was very sensitive,  
and sometimes  thought that Mrs  Thrale  gave herself airs of 
patronage. Meanwhile, in 1772,  Thrale'a business was  seτiουslΥ  
injured, and he was threatened with bank ruptcy. The illusion  
was saved by his wife's efforts, and in the next year  Thnile  
travelled, leaving her in charge of his affairs. He was twice  
returned for the borough of Southwark, chiefly through  beT 

 efforts. In  178τ  Mr  Thrale  died, and Dr Johnson helped the  
widow with her business arrangements, advising her to keep  us 
the brewery, until she "cured his honest heart of its incipient  
passion for trade, by letting him into some, and only some,  Τί  
its mysteries." The brewery was finally sold fur  £135,Οin  
Mrs  Thrale  had met  Gabriele Piozzi,  an Italian musician, in 1780. 

 Johnson was now in failing health, said won began to feel himself 
slighted. His suspi cions were definitely aroused  wheis  she laid  
aside her mourning for  Thrale  in 1782, and the Strontium horse  
was sold. In 1783 her engagem ent  Ιο  Piozzi  was  annountell.  
The objections of her daughters and her friends induced  beT  
to break it o ff  for a time, but it was soon resumed, and in 1714  

they were married. Johnson told Miss Burney that be drove  
the memory of Mrs  Thrale  from his mind, burning every  kiter  
of hers on which be could lay his hand. The  Pioszis prcseutlf  
left England to  trivel  in Italy.  Αι  Florence they fell in with  
Robert Merry and the other "Della  Cruacan"  writers ridiculed  
by William  Gillotd  in his  Marsd,sd  said  Ba,iad,  and she can  
tiibuted  some verses to their  Fkrenci Misedleiiy  in 1785. Ii  
ι 766  she published  Axrcdslea.of Ike bole Samiid J.knsoii, dWISI  

Ski lad  toe'y ycon  of his life, which was severely criticized by  

BosweiL  She was ridiculed by " Peter Ponder" in  Jeny  ‚al  



or the  kiIf&k Bi.gra$us,  Α  Tome  Edogee  (1786).  
But though Miss Burney end some  οι  held aloof, the  Pioszia  
frnmd  plenty of friends when they returned to London in 1787.  
Placid died at  ΒτyυbelΙa  a villa be bad built on his wife's 

 Cari,sr,onzhire  estate in atop, and  Mis  Plaid gave up her  
Welsh  kορcτιy  to her husband's son, and spent nest οf  the rest  
of her life at Bath and Clifton. When long past seventy she took 
it fancy to William Augustus Conway, the actor. She retained  
her vivacity to the last, celebrating her 80th birthday by a  hal  
to six or seven  himdrcd  people at Bath. She died at Clifton 

 οτι  tΙΙο  and .1 May  i8ai.  
From 1776 to 1809  she kept a sate-book which she  caΙlC  

" ThraJiana."  Her well-known poem of the "Three Warnings  

is to be found in many popular collections. 1.4k,:  Ιο  mid from the  

late  Saraid  Johnson appeared in 1788;  Obsmajions  mid Re inns  

made in Ike coarse of a  .Tomey, lk,uugi Fras'e,  Italy and  Genida ,  

in 1789; and in 1801 she published  .Rtlros$'limi;  er a resins e
-rnest  striking mid  imporlaal  meals, charades, and  idaali'ms ...  

whir!, the lest eighteen hundred years hare  pres'nkd  So the view of  

mankind ('8m).  
Sec Ledgers and  Lik,a,y  Remains .f  Mrs Plaid  (ΙbαΙή , edited  

mi'!,  metes and an  ZSSSOdII4OIy A'cmiil  ή  her £4' and  Wrilnigs 
 by  Α.  Ηαyτard  ('865); ?immerse; or  R'εdu WsιΙiστµ of 18' '  Mrs 

Piorni  by a Friend  (ι833),  the anonymous friend being Edward  
Mangea (1772-18f2); L B. Seeley. Mrs  rkrok, ajlerwards  Mrs 
Πiensι  (1891). and G.  Birkbecjc  Hill,  .Tohrnoidm, Mistdknlas  

(1 897). Also works noted in bibliography  t& jomisou, S&aiqta.  
ΡΙΡ',  a term used of a musical wind-instrument of tubular  

form, and hence of any cylindrical hollow tube. The original 
application of the term is to the musical instrument (see  Pira  
AND Tixos  below), and the source is to be found in  I.aL. pi$rs,  
to chirp, 'A a bird. The general meaning of "pipe," in the sense 
of a tube for such  purpoora  as  caxiyieig  water, gas,  aewagr  &c', is  
treated under  TunE.  Among specific uses of the word are those 
for the hollow stem of  day1  wood or other material with a bowl it 
One end in which tobacco is smoked (see below); forth, metal or 

 woodeis  sound tubes in  Sn  organ  (4-1.)7 and he various dories of  
cyifιιdτicai  veins, hollows, channels. &c., in  miniagand geοkgy.  
The Great Roll of the Exchequ er  was knows as the 'line  
Roll", this contained the νaιiϋυι  "pipes" orensulled accounts 
of the sheriffs,  &c., which were an called either- hem being sent  
in a cylindrical case or as resemb ling a pip. In shape when  
mind (see  Racomis).  - 

Tala*cco  Pipe.—Tbe aind&ing  of tobacco in pipes is a atom  
which prevailed In  Arnerici  for a period of unknown  dυιatΙoέι  
previous to the discovery of that  cm*inaut  by  Coltisbus, The  
most strident pipes of which  remalus  exist have been found In  
mounds or tumuli celled pipe  mountdj, prindpelly  In  Ohid'  
Indiana, -Illinois and Iowa. These mound pipes, which are  
carved in porphyry and other hard stones, ere very  unifosiala 

 type. The pipe, cutout o  i  single  proco  of stone,  cunshts  'Α ι  
slightly convex platform or base, generally from 3  to 4  in. in  
length, and  nbout  an  hach  broad, with the bowl on the centre. A  

‚5)0 bele is  piesced fiom  one 
dud of the platform to the  
bottom of the bowl, the 

 opposilc  end being obviously  
for holding In  theliand  while  

-  the pipe is being smoked.  
. 	- In the  conimoncat  forms the F. Ι. Ι.—  Monitot ,, PIpe, 	bowl  isa  simple cylinder or  

urn (fig. τ),  but in many Cases  remsrkshie  artistic skill has  
b,n digplayed  in carving the bowls Into miniature figure. .1  

birda,mammala.reptiICs  and  
hurn*a  beads, often  gτο  
tesque  and fantastic, but  
niway'vigceously  expressed  
(fig, a). These remind or  
platform pipes with carved  
bυmaaa3ιdaώmιΙ f0 er0  
.bjected  the highest ethnο  
graphic  )JitCTt  511(1 101  Ϋ ia a —Heron P1 p., being song the 	 . ' 

noat dssrsctesistsc remiisiiad the ancient mliabstsnts  of the  
Μisieώρρί  valley. The wide area over which Ugh as well ft  

irmisana  of baked day pipes, arc found throughout the American  
,n,ntiom,k  testifies to the universal  peievabece  of smoking In the  
pre-Columbian era. Many of the ancient day pipes found is  
Mexico, &c., sit  elabonetely  moulded and  ortjsuie.ted, wbiJe  
ethers show considerable similarity to the early day pipe'  ci 

 Europe. Among the  Noath-Amencan  Indian tribes the tubes*  
pipe occupies a position of peculiar symbo lic  significence in 

 connexiosi  with the supersti tious riles and usages of the race.  
The  calumei,  peace pipe or medicine pipe, is an object  of the  
meet profound veneration, entrusted to the ear, of a highly 

 honoured  ollicisi ,  and produced and smoked with much  omamony 
 only on eccesiοns  Of great importance and solemnity. It is  

rtmarkable  that, whilst the mug ancient American pipes bad  
no separate stem, it is the stem only of the medicine pipe which 
is the object of venera tion among the Indians, the bowl used  
being a matter of  indilletei,ce.  The  fayoedte  material for 
Indian pipe bowls  ό  the famous red  ρiρe  stone  (catlinite).  a 
fine-grained easily-worked stone of a rich red colour of the  
Cflteau  des Prairies, west of the Big Stone Lake in S. Dakota.  

The quarries were  formksfy  neutral ground among the waning 
Indian tribes, many meted traditions being associated  wIth  the 
locality and its product.  . 

It is disputed  whetbet  pipes for smoking were at all known  
In Europe previous to the discovery of  Atneifc*,  That  iobaccoi  
smoking was unknown is certain; but pipes of iron, bronze and  
clay have been so frequently found associated with Roman  

rsnaiiis  and other antiquities as to lead many  aistboriliea  to  •  
maintain that such pipes must have been anciently used tot  
burning incense or for smoking aromatic herbs or hemp. Through-
out Great Britain and Ireland small clay pipes we frequently 
dug up, lissome institutes associated with Roman relics. These 
are known amongst the people as elfin, fairy or Celtic pipes, and 
in some districts supernatural agencies have been called in to 
account for their existence. The elfin pipes have commonly 
flat broad heels in place of the sharp spur now found on day  
pipes, and on that flat space the mark or initials of the maker  
is occasionally found. There is no reason to believe that these 
pipes are older than the 57th century. The introduction of the 
tobacco pipe into Europe is generally ascribed to Ralph Lane, 
first governor of  virginia,  who in  ι86  brought an  Ihdian  pipe  
to Sir Walter Raleigh, and taught that courtier how to use the 
implement. The pipe-makers of London became an incorporated  
body in  ιό τ p,  and from .  England the oilier  naLipn,s  of Europe  
learned the art of making clay pipes.  

The habit of smoking with pipes spread with incredible  

rapidity; and among the various peoples the  pipeassumed  special  
characteristics, and its  modiScationa  became the medium of 

 eοn4eyΙng  social, political and personal allusions, in many cases  

with no little artistic skill and humour. The pipe also became  
the object of much inventive ingenuity,  ssid  it varied as greatly  
in  matetial es in form—wood, born, bone, Ivory, stone, precious  
and other metals, amber; glass, porcelain and, above all, clay  

being the materials  emplqyed  in various forms. By  dcgreei  
pipe, of special form and material came to be  asocistsd  with 
particular people,  e.g. the elongated painted porcelain bowls  
and pendulous stem of the German peasantry, the red clay bowl  
and long cherry wood- stem of the Turk, and the very  aniafl  
metsmc  bowl and cane stem of the Japanese, &c.  Amonk  other  
kinds of pipe which Lava been popular at va rious times are The  
"corn-cob,"  wbeτ,  the bowl Is ride of the cob of maize or  
Ιnό iέ  corn, and the  " cslabssh  "with the bowl of a small gourd.  
The "churchwarden" is a clay pipe with a slender stem, some  
ιό  or so in. long. The most luxurious and elaborate bun of 
pipe is the Persian *0104 bookab minter  tohecco  pipe. Thia  
consists of three pieces, the bead or bowl, the water bottle or 
base, and  tbe  snake or long  flexible tube ending in the mouthpiece.  
Tb. Ιοbaό ο.  which must be previously prepared by steeping 
in water, Is placed in the bead and lighted with live charcoal,  a 
wooden stem passes from its bottom down into the water which  
fills the base, end  thS-tube  Ia  fitted to astern which ends in the 

 haitI,  above the water.  ThuS  the smoke is coaled sod washed  
Wiese it reaches the  macher by  psidng  through the ester In  
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the bottle, and by being drawn  tbrougb  the coil of tube fim  
quently  some  ysrda  sat length. The betties are in many came  
made of carved and otherwise  omnsrncnted coeD-nut' shells,  
whence  tbn  apparatus as ailed  iidrgald, from  wdrgtI, a cam-
nut. Silver, geld,  demaacaned  steel  md  precious atones axe  
flecly  used an the  maldiig  and decoration of these pipes for 
wealthy  ainokera.  

Πάρι Μiιaή isdιwι.—'ΙΙιe  regular pipe-maldng industries divide  
into many branches, of which the more important are the clay ρφe,  
meerschaum (real and artiddal), and wonden bowl tead& αay  
fsρea 'Ie made in medigieus numbers by hand labmir with an iron  
mould and a ateel wire In, forming the tube of the seem. Pipe-
moulding is a very ώmie operation in pottery, and the work is  
performed with astonishing celerity.  Α  number of machines have  
been devised for aiatomatk pipe-moulding; but the manual opera-
tions sea so rapid and inexpensive that there  is little margin for  
saving by the substitution of arechinery. The pipes are very  
slightly heed in as tokeep them suit and  porusast  and so cheaply  
made as. they that the commoner  kindscan be retailed at a peuTit  
tera farthing each. The principal early centres of the clay-pipe  
Industry were at Broseky in SfaITo'dshire, "there the trade baa been  
established shier the early part of the 17th matusy, sad at 1 1 m566111r  
in Wiltshire. The manufacture is mill carried en at Bnaseky.  
)teerιcbaυm ρίρes(.ee ΜaΒaacii.sυι')aτetbe luxury of the European  
smoker. Tb. fανοισite wooden pipe generally known as a brim-
med or briar-root pipe is really made from the roots of the tree  
heath, E,ic'a e,b.rs (Fr. blii3b'),  principally  obtainid  on the 
bills of the Maremma and taken thence to Leghorn. These the  
roots are shaped into blocks each suitable for a pipe, the cutting 
Of the wood so as to avoid waste requiring considerable skill. These  
Weeks sea simmered in a vat for twelve hours, which gIves them 

• the mucb-swrclssed yellewlth. brown hue of a good 'briar-mat"  
So (Irep.red the blocks are exported for boring dud Sobbing. Many  
devices have been invented for the purpose of preveatmy the  
nicotine liquor from reaching the smoker's mouth or collecting in  
and fouling the pipe.  

PIPE saw TABOR (Fr.  gdloubd; Gt. Schwgd  or Sinatra. -
ιιιnρfrj),  a popular medieval combination of a small pipe or  
Sageolet,  and a small drum. The pipe consists of a cylindrical 
tube of narrow bore, pierced with three belts, two in front and 
one at the back, all very near the end of the pipe; andof  a 
mouthpiece of the kind known as whistle,  dpple  or  beale  common 
to the 'Wes afix ox recede,. family. The compass of this 
Instrument, with no more than three holes, exceeds two octaves  
in the bands of a good player, and Is chromatic throughout. 
The fundamental notes of the open pipe said of the three boles  
cannot be produced; the scale consists, therefore, entirely of 
harmonics, the and, ,rd and 4th of the series being easily  
obtained, and, by half stopping the holes, also the semitones  
which are required to complete the  cbrmaiic  scale. 'flit  
Labor being fastened to the  ρeέfοrmeτ's  left elbow, the bands 
remained free, the right butting the little drum wi th  a stick to 
mark the rhythm, while the left held and  dragered  the pipe with 
thumb and fast two  fingers.  

Mernebne  mentions a wonderful virtuoso, John Price, who could  
ι*s to the twieaty-eaooed on the galoubet. Prartorlus mentions  
pod bguris three sires  the S*aOtIOIienp'eld. the treble so in. 
Ιο g, the tenor aό  in. slid the bans 3o,  the last being played by 
means of a crook about a. In, long.  Α  specimen of the bass  
in the museum of the Brusielt Constrvatoim has for Its lowest  
216.11 middle C. The pipe and tabor are said to be of ΡrονeσςaΙ 
&igle; it is  Certai4  that the), =men= popular in France,  England 
sad the Nethedasda, and they figure laiggiy among the mµc$ sad  
5οςial scenes in the illuminated MSS. of those countries. (K. 5,)  

ΡΙΡΕ-FΙ8Η (Syngnaikma),  small fishes, which with the Sea -
horact  form a distinct family,  Syiignoihidae,  of  Lophobranchiaie  

. 	Fan. Z —Syegiiaihas ems, Male, with  mib.eaudal  pouch. 	 . 

Tboesccsiii.  The name is derived from the peculiar form of their  
.igout,whidj  I. produced lists a  more or leenlong tube, ending in a 

aaero*  sad small  mueth wbscb opma tipwarile  and is *emblem  
The body and tail Sr. long and thin, make-like, encased In hard  
integuments which art divided into regularly arranged segments.  
This  deemsi  skeleton shows several  loragitisdinal  ridges, so that  
a vertical seethes through the body  Iqietsents  an angular figure,  
not round or oval as in the majority of other  debra  -Α  dorsal  
fin is always present, sad is the principal  
(in se= species, the only) organ of  
locomotion, The  acatral fris are as  
comtsautly·  absent, and the other fins  
may or may not be developed. The  

H.qsernngaam extommely smell and  
placed near the upper posterior angle  
of the gill-cover. Most of the pipe

-Sabes  are marine, only a few being  
duvjetile,  Pipe-daises are abundant on  
such coasts of the tropical and temperate 
zones as offer by their vegetation shelter  
to thene defenceless  aeati,Irss.  They  
are very bad  swimmeis,  slowly moving  
through the water by means of the  ripid 

 undulatory movement of the dorsal fin.  

TheiX  tail, even when provided with a 
caudal fin, is of no use in swimming,  
end net prehaisilessinsca.horsee. Speci

-mesas, therefore, ae not  zardly  found at  
a great distance from land, having been  

reafatleatly  carried by cements into the 	 ,. 

open ocean; one species,.  .Sy'ganilrss  

pdcgkw  has an extraordinarily wide  
range over the  'tOpjcal seas, an' is one  Fio. .—Sυb-csυιlaί  
of the common daises inhabiting the 	h'' 	‚asΙkaι 
'netsuke of the Sαtgaa5Ο Sts. ' 	read'v to leave  the 
colour of these daises often changes with  pouofs.  One side of  
the ma-weeds among which they may be the membrane of the  
found, passing from brown to green or  u ρΙ e sade  
even brick-red. In pipe-Silica the male of i s  interior. (Nai-
ls provided with α ρικιεh—Μ some species ώ ειe.f 

 

ontheabdomen,iiiothcracntbeiower  
side of the tail—in which the ova axe  lodgud  during their  
development. This marsupial pouch is formed  by a fold of  
the skid,  develaped  from each aide of the trunk or tail, the free  
margins of the fold being firmly united in the  zardian  lint  
throughout the  peripd  during which the eggs art being belched.  
When the young are hatched the  fώ dn  separate,  1eaνig ι  wide  
slit, by which the young gradually escape when quite able to 
take case of themselves. Nearly a hundred different species of  
pipe-lathes are  known, of Which  Si$miosissus Ιy$r, Sy*gsiotbm  
near (the Great  Ρiρe.db  up to rd in. in length),  Nmi$u  
deqwfcw  (Ocean Pipe-dais),  Ncrop*& s$wkrie (Straiglgiatsed  
Pipe-dab), sad  Nu$fs koiikicifomis  (Little Pipe-dab) are  
British  sptdot.  The last three are destitute of a caudal Fm.  

Α  review of the extensive literature on the breeding habits of the  
Syamαdidέι'  is given by E. W. Gudger, "The Breading habits and , 
the .'egi.' ϋ tatiοn of the Egg of the  k'apedsb," Πιοι.  U.S. .Nat. Man  
(1905), asIa.  447.  

ΡΙΡ, CΑRΤ Couwv  (1647-1716),  SwedIsh  statesman, was 
iscra  at Stockholm on the  spth  of July  ι6..  Re entered the 
foreign  odice'aftur  completing his academical course at  Upeals,  
aecompanled  Benedict  Oxeaatjeriaa  eta his  ensbaaaage  to Russia  
in 1673, and attracted the  ittention  Of Charles  Xl.  during the 

 Scanian  War  byia  extraordinary energy and ability. In 1479 he  
war appointed secretary to the hoard of trade  stndemsobled.  In  
5689 he was made  οn οf  Ike secretaries of state, dud Charles XL  
rerowdisoded  him on his deathbed to his list and summer,  
Charles  Χ11.  Piper.  bccnin&  the moat confidential of  ώ .  new  
sovereign's ministers. In  idpy  he was  marie  a  rebater  and set  
over domestic affairs while still retaining his  eιate-secιensηsbiρ.  
In 5898 be was Crested a  ceunt,  in 1702  apprantenl dranceilee 

 of  Upsala  University, and during the fast half of die Great  
Northern War, as the chief of  Chaxi&s  perambulating chancel-
lery, be was practically prime minister. It  waihin snisfortune,  
hemmer,to be obliged to  ι 'iayetem stbich  was net his  
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isms. He  btlo.ged  to the wheel of  BsnediclOwntjceua srI  
wan therefore an avowed advocate of a  ρaciόc  policy. Re  
retested in vans  againat  nearly all the  ssiuit*iy  ventures of  
Charles  XIT., ι.µ.  the War of Deposition  againat Aogaatus  of  
Saxony and  Pclaad,  the invasion of Saxony the raid into the  
Ukraine. ι-Αgαin  and again he insisted that the  pacilic ονe,Ιιιτ.  
of Peter  thc Greet should at least be laid)'  cmiaidcred  but his  
ouster wan always immovable. Piper's mater cane to an end  
at Poltava  (tiov),  where be was smug the prisoner. The lost  
years of his bin were spent in exile in  R'a.  He died at  
Sdulmsdburg cn  the  zptb  of May  274.  

See W. L.  Svedehua, ςmιaΙ  Carl Paper (Stockholm,  ι8 .  

?1ΡgR.& Ν,  a substance formed by the action of radium  
glycol on  ethylcnc..diamine  hydrochloride, cςmsisιίng  of small 
alkaline deliquescent crystals with a saline taste and  ι lυbΙe 

 In water. It was originally introduced into medicine an a  
solvent for uric acid. When taken into the body the drug is  
partly oxidized and partly eliminated unchanged. Outside  
the body  piperazin  has a remarkable power of dissolving uric  
acid and producing a soluble mate, but in cl inical experience  
it has not proved equally successful.  Lycetol, Iyaidine  and  
sidonal  are bodies hινing.simffer  action.  

ΡΙΡΕΠΙΝRΙ  C7Η1,ΝΟ5,  an alkaloid found in the fruits of  
Piper  sigrum  and Π.  losgum.  It forms white prisms, which  
melt at  ιa8°-a ι '.  It is almost insoluble in water, but readily  
soluble in alcohol and ether. It is a very weak base, salts being  
only formed with mineral acids, and these are disso ciated by 
water. Alcoholic potash decomposes  it into  p!pendine, CiR,N, 

 and  piperic  acid, C011,504. The constitution of  piperic  acid  
was elucidated by R.  Fittig  and his pupils (Ass.,  vols.  552, 159,  
τ68, nt'  527)  απd  shown to be (ι). Piperine  consequently  
IS (2).  

H:Cii·CH:Ckl.COOlT 	(a)  

Η: CΗ.CR:CΗ.CΟ.Ν(CΙ.)5 	(2)  
Oxidation with potaisium premanganste  converts  pipunc  acid 

into  piperonal, C'Η.01.  and  piperonylic  acid, C'Η'Ο. The latter 
when boated with hydrochloric acid to  ιο°,  or water to  nco,  
separates carbon with the formation of  protoostechiiic  acid,  
ι2.dbaγ-3-benΖοic  acid.  C,liriOtf),COOii. Cοιινeτιd,  by  
heating  protocatechnie  arid with potash and  melbylene  iodide, 
piperceylic  acid was regained. Three results show that piper

-nylk  acid is the methylene ether of  protocatechuic  acid. 
Ρlρeτοιιώ  (q.)  is the corresponding  alddiyde. Piperic  acid  diiter'  
from  pipciunylic  acid by the group  C'H'  and it was  appamm  that  
their  emboai  atoms mug be attached to the carbon atom which  
a1ηssrι in the carboxyl group of  pipeeunylic  acid, for if they wore 
directly  attached to the benzene ring  poiycarboxylic acida  would  
result in  oxid*tion.  The shoot formula to,  pipmc  acid was con-
lamed by its  .ynthmii  by A.  Ladeabiisg  and M.  tcholtz  (Dee.,  iSp'  
57,  ρ.  apg8)  from  piperuiiyl acrolein  (the condensation product of  
piperoiial  and acetaldehyde) sad acetic acid. The synthesis of  
piperine  follows from the interaction of  piperyl  chloride (formed  
from  piprnc  acid sod  phospbotus pentachloiide)  and  piperidiat  
(L.  RQgboimer,  Β,., ι882,  55,  ρ.  ι pοj  

PIPERWO (ann. Ρ,i ιτunaή ,  a town of the  pro'ince  vi Rena,  
Italy, 6t  m.  S.Ε.  of Rome by rail. Pop. (spot),  6736. The  
mmSaval  town was founded in the  roth  century (λ)  on a bill  
po  ft. above  sea.lewl,  by refugees from the Roman town of  

Privergum,  lower down (rib It. above  san-level) on the highroad,  
τi το. to the north, at the mouth of a low isms leading through  
the  Volscian  mountains to the valley of the Sacco. Here are  
remains of an arch crowing the road and oilier ruin. (mostly  
buried) of the Roman period; but the remain. above ground  
ire largely medieval It is improbab le, however, that the  
ancient  Volsciso  town should have occupied so easily accessible  
a silt; it is not unlikely that it stood on the site occupied by  
the medieval and modern town, but there is no proof of this.  
Pgivernum  was a  VoI,cian  town, and took up aims against  
Rome alter  thbktindativn  of a Latin colony at  Setia  in 382  B.c.  
It was  loally csptuisd  in gap s.c.,  and eleven years later the  

tribes O'ikntlna  was founded,  tahisg  its name from the river  
Oufem  (mod.  Ulfente)  in the  territoty  of  Privemum.  Little  
is known  ci ii  subsequently. The medieval town has a pic-
turesque plazas, with a Gothic cathedral  (τ283),  which pie.  
serven  a fine porch, though the  iaItrfor wAs  modernised  
in 5782; a Gothic lansο pubblion,  and mime Gothic 
churches exist in the town.  Polygregi  terrace wails of the  
Romist  or pre-Rosnan  period exist at various places in the  
vicinity (G B.  Glovensk sisd  L.  Mariani its  Nodsdi degil Ssr'  
1899, 80. (T'As.)  

PIPERORAL (heliotiopine, protocateclsvic aldebyda  methylene  
ether),  C.Η505,  an aromatic  aldebyde.  it is prepared by  
oxidizing  piperic  acid with potassium permanganate  (Β. Fittig,  
Ass., 5869,  τ 52  ρ. );  by condensing  metbylene  iodide With  
protocatechuic  aldehyde (R.  Wcgacbesder, Μοιab.,  1893, 14,  
µ388);οrbyceidiιfrlgisoaakolus ιbcbrνΏ ιiε add. Η hums lοng  
colourless  crystAls  which melt at  37°  C. and boll at s6' C. It  
baa  ass agreeable  gmcll,  resembling that of  heliοtπόρe,  and Is  
much used in perfumery. It is only slightly soluble in cold  
waIst,  but is readily soluble  in alcohol and in ether. When  
hinted with dilute hydrochloric acid to  soo°  C. it yields pinto.  
catechuic sldehyde, CiHoOi, and carbon. It readily combine,  
with sodium  bisuiphita  and with various bases (ammonia,,  
aniline,  metbylamine,  be).  

PiPIT  (cognate with the Tint.  Pi(aio;  ice  Ριαaοιή ,  the name  
spelled by ornithologists to a group of beds having a great  
remembrance both in habits and appearance to the larks  (ga.).  
They differ however  from  larks.in  several important  clmτaιters5  
and, having been (nit separated to form the genus  Aalhiis,  
which ban since been muds broken up, are now generally  - 
dated with the  wsgtails  (ex.) in the  Pamerinefasrily Mdo&uidue.  
ΡίρiΙι5  of which over fifty species have been described, occur in  
almost al parts of the world, but in North America are repre-
sented by only two  specics—Ne.eorys sp ■qvii,  the  prame.lark  
of the  north.weatern ρlsi,·  and  Asikns .Iidenidnw,  the  
American titlark, which last is vary nearly allied to the so-called  
water-pipit of Europe, A.  spi$idId.  To most English  siadesi  
the boat known species of pipit is the titlark or meadow-pipit,  
A. transits*, a bird too common to  needdesc,iptios,  and abundant  
on pastime, -moors, and uncultivated districts generally; but  
in some localities the  lree.pipit,  A. 1,1Walls, or A.  izrborens  of  
some authors, takes Its place, and when it does so It usually  
attracts attention by Its loud song, which is not unlike that  
of a canary, but delivered (as appear to he the habit of all the  
pipits) on the wing and during a short circuitous flight. /sooth er  
species, the  tock.isrk,  A.  ebscwwe,  scarcely ever leaves the sea-
coast and is found almost ill rated the British Island., The  
South-African gene  Μαα mιyx,  remarkable lee the extreme  
length of its bind claw, is generally placed among the pipits, 
but differs from all the rent in its brighter coloration, which  

- has a  cunous memblsnce  to the American genus Slur-sidle  
(lee Ιcτgιν),  though the bird is certainly not allied thereto.  

PIPPIN, or  lzaw,  the name of three members of the Cam.  
. linglsa  family. 

Purist L (d. 640),  incmrectly  called Pippin of Linden, was  
mayor of the palace to the youthful  Dagobert  1, whom  
Clotaire  IL had placed over the  kingdoto  of  Auatrssia.  He was  
disgraced when  Dsgobert bees= solo king in 'se, sod bad to  
seek refuge in Aquitaine. Returning at  Dagobert's  death  (6.19),  
be governed  Austranla  in  Sigdierch same, bet died in the  
following year.  

Piprore  IL (d. 714), Incorrectly called Pippin of  Ι1eτΙaΙ,  
was son of  Adalgisclua  (son of  Arnulf,  bishop of  Mcix)  by a  
daughter of Pippin I., called in later documents  Begga.  Towards 

 68 he placed himself at the bead of the great nobles in  Austeasla  
to combat  Εbώ Ιώ ,  the  mayοιο'4b5  palace, sad  Nsuatria.  Alter  
some reverses  be gained a great victory after  Ebrvin's  death  
at the batik of  Tcrtry,  not far from St Quentin. This  victery  
made  P'ppm IncaS  entire  maste,  of Gaul. He appointed  
one of his sons mayor of the palace of  Neustzia,  reserving for  
another of his sons the mayoralty of  ΑusΙrsia.  Re  madO  war  
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on the  Frisiasm  and defeated their duke  Radbod;  and past of  
this people became converts to Christianity. lie also defeated  

Willed, the duke of the  Alamanni,  and subdued his country.  
'The  Bavanans,  too, recognized the Frankish suzerainty. The  
plans he bad formed for reforming the church and convoking  
councils were interrupted by his death, which took place on  
the  τό Ιh  of December 754.  

P1rPm  III. (d. 76$), the Shuts was son of Charles Martel.  
Before  his death in 741  Charles  Martel had divided the Frankish  
kingdom between his two sons,  Carloman  and  Pippm,  giving  
Carlom*n  the eastern part and Pippin the  weateτέ .  Since  737  
there had been no king in the Frankish realm; in the diplomas 
the two brothers bear the title of mcjorcs $kIiI,  while the  
chroniclers call them simply  pma'i$s. Tn 743,  however, the 
mayors decided to appoint a king in the person of  Childeric  III., 
who was apparently connected with the Merovingian family. 
But  Childenc  was a mere figure-bead, and had no power. 
The two brothers presided over the tribunals, convoked  

the councils at which the Frankish Church was reformed,  
assembled the host and made war, jointly defeati ng  and subdu-
ing Duke  Hunald  of Aquitaine. In 747  Carlomsn  unexpectedly  
abdicated, became a monk, and retired 10  moasatmy  near  
Borne, subsequently founding on Mt  Soracte  the monastery  
Of St  Silvester.  From the time of the abdication  Pippin 

 was sole master; and in 751, after consulting Pope Zacbarfss, 
he took the title of king and removed the feeble  Childenc 

 to a monastery. He then got himself crowned by St  Boniface, 
 a  maemeny  which was new to France and which gave the  

govereign  immense prestige; henceforth the king of the Franks  
called himself Gratis  Dei re:  Fsesicwo'm.  Pippin's reign is 
marked by many important events. He received in France - a 
personal visit from Pope  Siqiben  II., who conferred on him the 
title of Patrician of the Romans and  recrowned  him. In return  
for these honours  Pippin,  at the appeal of the pope, made two  
expeditions into Italy, in 754  and 756; and he became the  
veritable creator of the papal state by conferring on the pope  
the  exarchale  of Bavaria, which he had wrested from  Alatulf,  
the king of the  Lombanis. PIpp'II  took  Septimania  from the  
Arabs, and after a stubborn war of  isearty  eight years' duration 

 (6ο-'8)  succeeded in taking Aquitaine from its duke,  Waifer.  
He -also intervened in Germany, where he forced the duke of 
Bavaria,  Tsssils,  to become his vassal. In 763, however,  
Tassilo  abandoned  Pippin  during an expedition against  Aqm.  
tame.-  Pipplu  made several expeditions against the  Saxona,  
last failed to subdue them. He entered  intοτeΙatiοns  with the 
Eastern Empire, exchanging ambassadors with the emperor  
Constantine Copronymus.  During  Pippin'a  reign Freakish  
institutions underwent some  modificelion.  The  Frankisb  
assemblies, previously held in the month of March (champs dc  
slurs), but under Pippin deferred. to May (champs dc  aiai),  
came to be most numerous, and served the king of the Franks  
as a means of receiving the gifts of his subjects and  ci promul-.  
gating his  capitulariep.  At the head of the administration  was 
placed the  archchaplain,  and an  eccΙιlιu ί .Ι  chancellor  was 
substituted for the ancient refcreed u.n  as. Ecclesiastical reform  
was continued under Pippin, Bishop  Chiodegans  of  M*tz 
uniting the clergy of  Mets  in a common life and creating  
canons (see Canon). Pippin died on the 54th of September  
$8 at St Deals, leaving two Sons, Charles (Charlemagne) sad  
Carloman.  

See H.  Bonnell,  Di.  AafOagc  des  &arduiigisekcs Haum  (Berlin,  
5866); H. Hahn.  Jah,b,lchcr desfmskischen Reich., 741-752 (Berlin,  
5863); L.  Oeluirr, Jahetdchu des fraski ιεh' Reichu mile, Ktaig  

Pippiii  (Leipzig, 1871); 1. F. &Weer and E.  Mflhilbaclier, Rέgε kn  
dc, Kaise,reichs sale, des  Kardmge,'  (2nd  ed., 1899);  and  Ε. 

 MObibacber, DcwlscIe Gcsdicki.  viler des Kardizgers (Stuttgart,  
(ς.. Fe.)  

FIPRIWA,a  village on the  Blrdpur  estate in the  Bsatl  district,  
United  Proviittes,  India. It lies pa the  Uska-Nepal road si-
mile 19-75; and about half a mile south of the boundary  piiiar 

 numbered 4400 the frontier line between  Biltiab  and  Nepalene  
surneme eiνmι το Πiρρin 111. οπ t strength of a  kgendary  

αneεdοte rob bυ the meek οf Gen.  

territory. The  illigge  Is  Celebeat'd asThe 611.4 1/ιέ  fcfloiirq  
dlscovery- 
.  In 1896 interest having been amused by the discovery,  mily  
twelve miles away, of the Buddha's birthpla ce  (see Lesson), 
William  Pepp$,  then resident manager of the  Bkdpur  taste,  
opened a ruined tops or burial mound situate at  Pipsina,  but  
nothing of  impectarde  was found. In January  ι89;  he earned 
the work of excavation farther. A well, το  ft.  sq.,  was dug  
down the contra of the mound. After digging  tbmogh τ8  ft.  
of solid brickwork set in day a missive stove cod er  was found  
lying due magnetic north and south. its  diιne ιimιs  were,  
4 ft.  .  in. by aft. 8 in. and  τ ft. 4 in. high. The stone lid  
of the  cofier  was split into four pieces; but the coder remained 
perfectly dosed, so accurately was the lid fitted into flanges 
on the sides of the box. The pieces were thus firmly held in 
their -  place, and the contents of the coder were found intact. 
These consisted of five vessels, two vases, a bowl and a casket  
being made of steatite, and the fifth, also a bowl, of crystal.  

AM these vessels are beautifully worked, the crystal bowl 
especially, with its fish-shaped cover handle, being as a  wbrk  of 
art of high merit.' The  coflcr  is of fine hard sandstone of 
superior quality, and has been hollowed out, at the cost of vast 
labour and expense, from a solid block of rock.  I'cppf  cal-
culates its weight, lid included, at 1537 lb. it is only the great  
solidity of this coffer which  baa  preserved  the contents. A 
cover of one of the vases was found dislodged and lying on the 
bottom of the stone ceder.  Μ  this cover fits very well it must 
have required a quite violent shock  ιο  remove it. This  W55 

almost certainly the shock of an earthquake, and the same shock  
probably caused the split in the atone lid of the coder Itself.  

The vessels contained a dark dust, apparently disintegrated  
ashes, small pieces of bone, and a number of small pieces of  

jewelry in gold,  ailver,  white and red  comelian,  amethyst, teen,  
garnet, coral and crystal. Moat of these are perforated for  
mounting on threads or wires, and bad been, no doubt,  originallY  
connected together to form one or more of the elaborate girdles,  
necklaces and breast ornaments then worn by the  wonsea-'  
On the bottom of the stone box there was similar dust, pieces  
of bone and  jewelry.and  also remains of what had been vessels  
of wood. The knob forming the handle of One of these wooden  
receptacles was still  distInguishable.  The total quantity of  
scraps of bone may have amounted to a  wlneglaasfial. 

 An inscription ran round one of the steatite  vases just below  
the lid.' The words mean: This shrive for asks, of the biddies,  

the  Ernilai  Oar, is the pious work 0' the  Sakiyes,  his  brdklla,  

associated with their sisters, cad their children, mad their  Τ1s.  
The thirteen words, in a local  di1ect  of Pall, are written in  vt13  
ancient characters, and art the oldest inscription as yet dis-
covered In India. Twelve out of the thirteen are well-knows 
words, the Interp retation of which is not open to doubt. One  
word, rendered above by "pious work,"  baa  not been  Ιαυnd  else-
where, and its derivation is open to  disciumosi.  The explanation 
here adopt ed  as moat probable seas put forward by  Profesta  
Pischel  of Berlin.' The phrase "pious work" probably bad a  
precise technical connotation like the English "benefaction. 

The monument must base been of imposing appearance. The 
diameter (en the  grouna  level) of the dome is  ιιό  ft.  Fcc  8 fl.  
from the summit of the ruin It was not  poasible  to trace the 
outline. At that point the cuter wall, If one may so  cd  it,  
of the solid dome could be traced, and had a diameter of 6811,  
The dome, therefore, sloped inwards, ft. for  evely 3 f  in height,  
in other words, it was, like all the most ancient  ci  them  ad.thciIi  
burial domes in India, a shallow dome, and  masot  have been  
more than about 35 ft. high exclusive of the eminent or"tee  
on the summit. We have in bas -ιwbfι  of the  3τd centuly  
represeatationa  of what thee, ornaments were  ilke—vissli  

' Απ  illustration from a photograph Is given in  1by'  David?  
Baddkist Zaidia,  p. 131.  , 

'For figures of the jo 	 at weiry  found , the piste iii Mr l'aΡl 
 article, reproduced  is  Rhyi  David,'  Baddl,jsi Zsdui,  ρ. 89. cc 

 the jewelry of the time,  ibid.,  pp.  gο,9ι.  
'Set illustration  ibid.,  p.  isp.  
' ZebsekriJi dr Μωωιιστ ιιιοrρmidedistλmι Οg ΙκΙαβ. 14  151·  
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square ereetieαe, Ilk, a shame or  .iiall 8686ρ1e, υ aιmιnteή  
by a canopy called from its shapes T. They were then more 
than a third of the height of the dome itself. The total height  
of this  S&kiya  tope will therefore have been approximately  
• little  ‚mdci  50  Ιι.  IL was probably surrounded by a carved  
wonden  railing, bat this has long since disappeared.  

MI such monuments  hitherto discovered in India were put  
up in honour of some religious teacher, not in  mereoly  of  ιοy Ι  
persons, generous benefactors,  poliikana, ci ioldiezs or private  
psons,  however distinguished. And we need have no  hetita-
lion in accepting this as a monument put up over a portion of  
the ashes from the funeral pyre of  Gotama  the Buddha, The  
account of the death and cremation of the Buddha,  pmaerved 

 in the Buddhist canon, gates that one-eighth portion of the 
ashes  was presented to the  SSkίys.  clan,  &nd  that they built a 

 iupn,  or memorial mound, over it?  
Mr  Ρq6  presented the  cο er  and vases with specimens of 

the jewelry to the museum at Calcutta where they still are. 
He also gave specimens of the trinkets to the Αsiαtic Society in  
Lenders. 

P's original article  ό  in the  Yamial .! the  Reysl  Α  '  
Society for 1898, ρρ. 573 Co'nm.nts erne it, us, or two . 

diem meeting, me in the same Journal 1898, pp. 579, 588, 587,  
868; 0199, Π. 425; 1901, p. 398; 1905. p 679; 1906, pp. 149 egg.  
See also A. Barth,  Cenpie, midge de Fucsdemi ui mscnp'ioas  
(1898). xxvi, 147. 233; Sylvain Levy. .IosmoJ dci Jestals  0905)  
ρρ. 540 sig.; and IL Pisdiel and .Rhy. David. as quoted above.  

PTQUA,  a city of  Mlami.coimty,  Ohio,  U.S.A.,  on the Miami  
River and the Miami  &  Erie Canal,  73 m. W. by  Ν.  of Columbus.  
Pop. (5890), 9090; (rope),  ia,i ;a, of whom  poe  west foreign-born  
and 487 were =gees; (:900 census), :3,388. it I. served  

by the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago  &  St Louis, and the  
CIncinnati, Kamilton &  Dayton railway., ad by inter-urban 
electric lines to Lima, Dayton and  Covisigton.  It bee a park,  
‚public library and a public  hospitaL  There are quarries of 
blue limestone in the vici nity. The city  baa  various manu-
factures, the factory products being valu ed  in roesat $4,035,706.  
The municipality owns and operate, its  waterwoeka.  On or 

 near the site of  Piqus  was  οικ  of the principal villages of the  
Chillicotbe  division of the Shawnee tribe; the village also was  
called  Chiflicothe.  it was destroyed by George Rogers Clark  

ι782. Atownw.slaidoutherein ι8o9'mdeτ thenameoί  
Washington, and the present name, that of another division  
of the Shawnee tribe, was substituted in 1823.  Piqus  was  
chartered as a city In 1846. During the French and Indian  
War, In 1 763, 'battle was fought in this vi cinity chiefly between  
the  Miginis, Wyandots, Otiswaa  and ether Indian allies of the 
French, sad the Delawares,  Sliawιiecs,  Cherokees,  Catawbas  
gad other Indian allies of the English, the English  allies  making  
ap unsucceseful  attempt to drive the French allies from their  
fortified position, Fort  Piqus.  

See Henry Howe,  Hiiti*d Co&dkitr  of  Ohio (Columbus, :891).  

PIQURT.  a game at cards, probably a development of  roofe, 
 a game mentioned by Rend in 3526;  Ιο  ,nπβ.  (included in  

Rabelais's  hat, c.  ι o)  may be regarded  as the same game.  
'Die point it piquet was anciently called '.4'. The Spanish  

name of the game was  ckiiios  (coils,., a hundred). Piquet  
was played in England under the name of coil, or snail, probably  
.s early as  :ο  (contemporaneously with the marriage of 
Mary to Philip  cl  Spain). About the middle of the 17th century 
(shortly after the mar riage of Charles  Τ.  to Henrietta Mann of  
France) the name cent was dropped in England, and the French  
equivalent, piquet, adopted. It is played by two  persoire,  
with a pack of  tbirty.two  cards—the slats, five,, fours, threes 
and twoe being thrown out from a complete pack. At one time 
the $ifis was the best of five games of a hundred up  (.  player  
not obtaining fifty losing a double game). But now the perils 

 is generally determined in six hands, the player making the  

largest aggregate score being the winner. The number of points  

won is the difference between the two scores, with a hundred  

' Timelated  in  Rb)'.  David.'  BaddMsl S.uas  (Oxford,  z88i) 

added for the game. If, heiress., the  Ισόer lxii'  to make  a 
hundred in six hands, the number of points won is the sum of  
the two score., with a hundred for the genie.  Piqusa  played  
in this way is called Rabies.  Piqad.  

The dealer deal, twelvt card, to his adversary and twelve to  
himself, two at a time, or three at • time. He then pIsces  the  
eight  ‚andmit  card., called the "stuck," face downwards oπ the  

the top five bong for the skier hand (non-dealer) to take  
[mm first in exchange for his own. The player. now look at their  
hand., and wok Μsaώ e  (see later) baviag been declared, if there  
I. one, pot out (without showing them) each carte a. they deem  
advisable in order to improve their land., and take in an equiva.  
lent number from the stock, Each player must digested at least 
one card. If the elder hand discards less than the five he is entitled  
to, be must state how many he leave.. He ii entitled to look at  
the muds be leaves, replacing them face dowawani. on the top of  
the stork, The younger hand then make the seehange from the 
reminder cl the stock. If the elder hand havee any of the top  
five, the younger may exchange as ama)' a. strajn In the Mock,  
discarding an equal number. If the younger hand leave, any  
cards, be .,amenrc. the number left. He may look at the raid. 
he hive., 11 be looks at them be mug show them to the cider band,  
after the elder has matted the suit he will lead first, or  baa led  

If the younger hand elects not to look at the cards left the cider 
 e.iaaol am them. The younger hand must make his electicis before  

be p&iy.  to the card first led, or, if  ιο rrqυίιwΙ alter the denier 
the sail he will first lead Each player may cumin, his  

own discard at any time during the band; but be must krop  is  
ιeι ste hen  bi, other muds. 

The elder band next make, a declaration of what he La, lii big 
bud 

The "point" must he celled first or the right to call It is lout.  
It I. stored by the player who ,nnoosee, the sun of greatest strengt h,  
valued thus: arch; court lard,,  ιο  each; other cards, the numbs, 
of pip, en each.  Thu. if the elder band', best suit I. ace, king 
knave, nine, eight, he calls " five camels." If the younger Wed 
• no suit of fivamude, be say, "good." "he elder hand then  
sty.  "  in qiade.," or whatever the auIt may be, or show, his point 
time upward.. If the yotnhger hand has a amok of more than five 
card., he say, "not νοd.' If the younger hand ha. also five 
cards, he say. "equal' or "what do they make?" when the elder 
call, "forty-eight" (or "making eight," short for laity-eight),  
Tb,  younger mug not inquire what the point r.skes unless he hae 
an equal number of cards. If the younger hand's five mad, make  
lee. tires (city-eight be saya  ' good "; IL exactly fo,ty-elht, he 
say,"equsl";if mere then kety'eighthemya"nntgood.' Tb.  
player who., port I. good reekoas one for each cam 'ml it; if the  
points are equal neither player store, for point. 

"Seφιcπcts'  are usually called next, the elder band meting  
what ha best ,equenceia, and the younger saying, " good," "equal,  
or"notgood," a, in the casa cif the point Any three ormite  
ommaitive card, cl the same salt held in band constitutes sequence.  
The order of the card, is as fodow,; ace (highest), king, q'meI,  
knave, ten, nine, eight, liven (lowest). A sequence cl three cards 
is celled a"deem ;dfour,a" gem ";of flve.a " mint "; o(  
‚lx, a "sisilane "; of mven, a ".qmtilme "; cl eight, a "buitihee." 
A tierce of ice, king1  queen iscalleda " time mι,1ora ";tierced 
king,  macen, knave a called • 'timτe to a king (and  ιο  on foi  
other intermediate .equences according to the lard which heads  
them); a tierce of nine, eight, seven is called. "tmo'ee minor." 
Sequent.s cl four or wait ends follow the same uoineaclsture; 
eg.  ace, king, queen, kiev. is a quart major; knave, ten, nuac 
eight, ii a quart to. knave; and so on A sequence cl a greeter 
number cl camels  is good agalnat a sequence elf a smeller number; 
thus, a quart minor is good against a tierce major. As between  
amlueiItus containing the same number of card., the one beaded  
by the highest card ma good; thus, a quart to a queen is good Sgas κt  
a quart to a knave, Only identical sequences can be equal. nee
player their sequence is good reckons one for each e,rd d it,  

and ten is aridness for qmnta or higher .equeoor.. Thus. time  
meets three ' aqu.rt. fcur;aqumt fifteen; aaa χiiaexteen; and a. 
oa. If the elder band'. sequence is good, be emma the .ini, orabowo  
it face upwards. If the highest sequence (or the sequin= first 
called) is geed. el lower iequencescan be rtckomcd,aotwatbstanding  
that the adverimy baa a sequence cl intermediate value. For 

 example, A has a quart to a queen (good,) and a twice manor. He  
cell, and reckons seven, notwithstanding that B baa a quart to a 
knave. B's quart cOuntS  nothing. If the highest sequence is  
equal, issitber player 'con, anything far .equeaon even though 
oee olivo' way hold a attend sapience cl equal or minim value. 

"Juatoιzes "  and "trio," are the next call.. "Quatneati" are  
comapoaed of four acea, four kings, four gaston., four knaves, or  
four tea., in  o,do'o' grim; "trio,"c( tlwecoI ens,  ol them  Α  
qeetom  if good, recknea  fourteen; a trio, if good, reckon, three; 

 oim  that is good estαblisiιαα say eialler quateene. α tile, • his  

, When the elder baud has done  e,lling  he lead, a card. Before  
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playing to thin card, the younger  band  rechonl all that he baa 

οcd, .(atmg of what card. bra claim, are  compo.ed,  or sheeting
the mod. denied for. The elder hand  linda  any card be  pleaaei 
the younger flay. to it Tb. ymm hand must fallow snit  ώ  
able;  otherwiae  he may play any card be thigh fit. It ii not  
compulsory to win the trick. The leader count. one for each card  
lad, whether it vim the trick or not. If the  ..cood  player  'rios  
the tuck he  abo  count, one. The winner of the lag trick counts  
an additional one for the lag  e.nL  The  tricka  are left face upwarsts  
in front of the player who win. them.- They may be  ma.ha'  
byeitberplayur.  . 

If each player wine six trick, the card. are "divided," and there  
is no further 'care. If one player win, more than i.x tric• he win, 
" the card,," and add. tan to his  acoro.  If one player win, every  
Wick, he  winea wpe',  and muss laity for the card,,  inetned  hi  

During the play of the band, a player  i'  entitled to be Informed  
as to any card, hi,  advermry  bold, which he hm mimed a. goad,  
or has  declared to be equal.  Α  player may require his  advereasy  
to exhibit any  such mud.. But If a player having played three 
card, of a  efaidme,  declared as a quint, I. raked how many he  baa  
left, he need only reply Two."  . 

During the pcogrmaof the hand  eade  player repeats aloud the  
amount of his  oman  for the time being. At the end of the hand  
the point. .cored are rdeό  by ..di player.. If thee, I. any 
difference in the written  .com.,  a player'. mu of his own hand I.  
deemed to be the  meivct  one.  

Exnii$e.—A (elder hand)  baa  dealt him ace, king, knave hi  
apadea;  ace, queen, knave, eight of heart.' knave,  elgbt, .et'ea,  of  
dub.; and nine, eight of diamond,. He  discerd.  king of spade. ; 
*ht. emit cl  dub.; .tai nine, eight of  diamonda. He ink.. In  
mnet  of  apade.;  king hi heart.; nine of dub.; and king of  

B (younger band) ha. ten, seven of  .pade,;  ten, nine, seven of  
heart.; hint, queen, t.n hi dub.; and ace, queen, knave,  ten of  
diamond..  Ή e  discards seven of  .pado.;  and  ian., .ewn  of beam.  
tietake, in queen of  .padea;  ace of dub.; and .even of diamond..  

The band then proceed, thus. A  (calIf his point)  "ave card,," 
B ntys "  equal,' or " what do they meter 

 'foety-mne,"  or  "  making nine." B "good."  
A (counting hi, point)  "ave "  and, counting his  ntqumte,  which  

I. good) "a quart major, ώ ne Three bisects?" B "not good.' 
A (lead, ace of heart, and say.) "ten." B "four ten., fourteen,  

and three queens, seventeen" (play. the ten of heart.).  
A (lea& the  reinainiiig  heart, and my.) "eleven, melee, thirteen, 

fourteen." B (play, seven, ten, knan,, qnom of diamond., and 
tapeating his  score eayi) "seventeen." 

A αι now  ave  tricks, and iii order to via the card,  .bould  had any  
eard  but a high aped.. He lea& king of diamond., and my.  
"fifteen." B (win, with ace and  .aya)  "eighteen" (and then lead.  
the ',busing club,,  .ayuig) "iiiiieteen,  twenty,  twnntyone,  twenty.  
two."  

A (keepe  ace, knave of dub,, and repeating Id. seem nay.) 
"Wteen. ' B (lead. queen of ajIade.  and .ay.) "twenty-three." 

A(wiii. with ace and my.) sixteen (and lead, knave, saying) 
' eighteen" land  adding ten for the card.)  "twentywigiit"  

A then write, αα his scoring card 28; 23. B  writea mi his 23; 
 χ8.  The pack in collected, and the next hand  commeiei,.  

Three sexes (omitted in order  to simplify the description of the  
gore) have yet to be mentioned.  

Cork  BImebn—lf  either player  baa  no king, queen or knave in 
the hand dealt him, be hold, cork  biaaika,  for which be motes ten. 
A, soon as a player discovers he ha, a rem blanche, he runt tell 
his  .dv.raamy; this he usually doe, by saying "discard for  c.rk  
&ie,cha."  'Iii, adverse  di.c.rd  is then made (as explained under 
discarding), after which the cork blanch,  is  ebowu  by dealing the  
card., face upward, on the table; they are then taken back Into  
the hαnd. 
. Ριqιιe.-.4f the elder hand me., In hand and play, thirty or 
more, before the younger  hand count, anything hi that deal, he  
pins a  pdqw,  for which he acorn. th irty.  

Rqngιnt—Ιf  a player Korea in hand alone thirty or mom before  
his adversary reckons  anything, he gain, a  πρέ9υι, for which he  
add.  iixty α his mere.  Equalkn.  do not prevent piquet or  repiquea. 

 A player who  baa  an equal point or sequence scorms nothing  for it.  
Therefore if, notwithstanding the equality, a  flayer  make, thirty,  
in hand and play, or in hand, by score, which reckon in ceder  
before anything  hi, adversary can count, he gain, a pique  or a  
prpjqiie. 

The order in which the score.  .ccrue  is of  importnnm. Far the  
mice of convenience, the elder hand  flnlahie,  his reckoning before  
the younger  begins. The scare., however, whether made by the 
elder or younger band are recordable In the following order:  (i)  
auk bleach.; (a) point; (3) sequences; (ii  quatorzes and trio,;  
()  point, made  inpiay;  (6) the card..  ΤΜ.  will often affect a  
pique or  repique.  Thu.. a pique can only be made by the elder 
hand,  sa  the one be reckons in play when he lead, he first card  
conies before point.  .ubseemently  made in play by the younger  
hand.  Tb.  younger, therefore, cannot make thirty in hand and  
play heir, the eider muse. case. But the *se reckoned by the  

elder bend  wb,' he hade his  fima  mod dens lot  psesena  his being  
repiqued.  because motes made in head have ριeααααε of  piasts  
made in play. The elder lead, hi. first card and  maria  fix  it 
before the younger reckon.,  .lmply  as a convenient way of seating  
thee he ha. nutting in haad whiclilegood. Again,iayAhama  
qatar  (good), a tierce,  ‚mi  a  quatorac  (good). He more thirty-twa 

 in barn! alone; but, if his point in not pond, he dot. not pin a  

repique,  because the younger hand's point ma recordable in order  
W ere the sequence, and  quatotsa.  Cork blanche,  taldeg  ριn 
ceilancs hi all ether men, navm  piquea  and  repique,.  it also  
count, towa* pique. and cliques. A  'e ο'  don. ant coast 
toward, a piquq,  a. the  'api' i.  not made in play. It I. added 
after the play of the hand is over. A player wbq  reckon, nothing 
that hand a, a penalty in not piqued or repiqued  if he hold, any  
card, which, but for the penalty, would have recko ned bets. his  
adverea"ry  readied thirty. 

See Caveibiish," 11' Law .1 Flqnd  and  ή  Rabic..  Pipd,  
urged. 	by She Perdmid CR, wh a Trsniimr 	Guns 

Gaid. So  Piqa
ib
d (1898
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P1311, or  PraIse,  an island in the Gulf of  C.mbay,  forming  
part of Ahmadabad district, Bombay. Formerly  notoriooa  
as the stronghold of a pirate chieftain, it bag attai ned fame 
among  palaeontologlsia  for the large quantity of fossil remains  
discovtrtd  here in 1836,  aimilar  to the better-known Siwalik  
fauna.  

ΡΙΙΛΠΤ. ΟΙΟνΙΙΝι Ι I$ΤΑ,  Italian engraver  olajicieoi  
aιςbitcctυτaΙ subjects.  waa  boon iii the earlier half of the  idtb  
century, and studied his art at Rome. The great remain, of  
that city kindled his enthusiasm and demanded  portray.l.  
HI, hand faithfully imitated the actual remains of a fabric;  
his Invention, catching the design of the original architect,  
,upplkd  the parts that were wanting; his skill introduced  groupa  
of vases, altars, tombs; and his broad and scientific distribution  
of light and  ahade  completed the picture, end threw a striking  
effect over the whole.  0cc engravIng  after another eta executed  
with much brilliancy; and, as the work went on, the zeal hi  

the artist only waxed  atronger.  In course of time it was found  
υeaεy  to call in the aid of all his children and of  .eversl  
pupils. He did not, in fact, slacken In his exertions till his  
death In 1778.  

The plates of Firmed, In which the severity hi burin work In  
lώ gelγ eupplemented  by the freer line, of the etching-needle, were 
collected and preserved by his Inn and coadjutor  Franceeco. lliey  
were  piubliibed,  to the number of about soon, in  ap ωό .  Id. (Pans,  
1835-1837).  

P11130, a  .eaport  of Austria, in  latria, sa m. S.W.  of  Trlcste  
by rail. Pop.  (ipoo), τ3,33σ, mostly Italian.. In addition to 
viticulture amid the cultivation of the olive, its principal  se.oaircm  
axe ship-building and fishing.in the neighbourhood are the  
moat extensive works in laud, for the extraction of .alt from the  
sea-water, which produce about  30,οοο  tons of salt annually.  
Pirano  is celebrated for the victory of the  Venetiatw  over the 
fleet of the emperor Frederick  B,xbaro.sa  in τ ιυυ. It  passol  
under the domination of Venice in 5283 and  bcc,mcdcfoiitcly  
incorporated with Austria, together with the other  ροmtiοns  of  
Venice in the  Istrian  Peninsula, in 1813.  

PIRATE Mm PIRACY. Sir Edward Coke  (ZMSIit iii.  υ3)  
describes a  pitate (Lat. p1mw,  from  Gr. τιr',αγήe, anphr,  to 
attempt Or attack),  ., basIl, bernard "acm,  and as a robber  
upon the me. Sir J.  Fitzjamen  Stephen in his Digest of  Crirniad  
Law defined piracy a. follows: "Taking.  tblp  Οι'  the nigh Seas  
or within the  juri.dictiosi  of the Lord High Admiral from the  
pomesslon  or control of those who are lawfully entitled to It 
and carrying away the  sbip  Itself or any of its goods, tackle,  
apparel or furniture under circumstances which would bare  
amminted  to  tobbery  if the act bad been done within the body 
of an English county  "(cf.  A.  G fom Hang-Kong v. /fled-44ft  
1873,  L.R.  5  P.C.  579). Piracy, being α crime not  agahist  
any particular state but against all  mankInd,  may be punished  
in the competent court of any country where the  offendet  may  
be found or Into which he may be carried. But, whilst the  
practice of nations gives to every one the right to pursue  ‚mmd 

 exterminate pirates without any  prtvious declantlion  of  wil  
(pirates  b,nlding  no commission or delegated authority from any  
sovereign or steel, It is not allowed to kill them without trial  
exccpt  in battle. Those who  surrender  or ate glut prisoners  
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beast be  bkoagbt befee, lbmen*?  tslbu"1  and'desk with  
aceo,dbigtolaw.  
ι. Piracy has been dealt with Its a large number of English  
statutes, from i 536 down to the  Teeritodal  Waters  Jmiadktioa  
Act 1878 (41  &  42 Viet. c.  ), Which provided to, the  mainten-
auc.  .1 the  .iiatItig  jurisdiction for die trial .1  «  any act of  
piracy as defined by the law of nations."  

Doting the Spanish-American War the Spanish gove rnment  
Ιssυed(ι8g8)adοcτe.dedaι1ιsgtbat"caρt*inι,meattsιεdα ceτι  
of  vameis,  which,  aa  well αα  Iwo-third, of their  cτbw  are not  
Amealean, capturid whil,  committing  actS  of war against  Sριin  
even If they ire provided wills letters of marque issued by the  
U nited Stems" wotildberegardedind judged aspiratre. Τbiawαέ  
not us accordance with the international practice on the subject.  
Α shiρ on. which is entitled to  dy  the  Ilagof  a belligerent  
abd  navigate. under the cover of suite papers, by the very settee  

ώ  the term, is not a pirate. Again, during the  Rus.o-Japaneae  
War, the word "piracy" was freely applied in  Br,Itsh  news- 
papen to the seizure of the"  idalacca"  and other  νe ιeΙs  held  
▪ Αγ the " Fete/burg "and"  Smoteissk," πιο truisetsbelonging  
to the  Re.gan  Black Sea volunteer fleet, which in July 1904  
passed as  mercbantmen  through the  Bc.porus  and  Dardanelles  
and were transformed to their real character on the open sea.  
The  applk&tlon  of the term in this case was equally inaccurate.  

Tb.  conversion of  mctchaut  Into war  sblpa  was one of the  
subjects dealt with by the second Hague Conference (tern),  
but it  waS  agreed that "the question of the place wham such 
conversion I. effected  tvmaina  outside the scope "of the  
agreement."  

Piracy is  issentially  a crime undo, international law, and  
although any state may  appiy  its  penaltie. ter its own  subjetts  
by analogy, as was done by Great Britain and the United States  
in  coanexion  with the repression of the slave trade, they cannot 
be lawfully applied to subjects of other states. (T.  ΒΑ.) 

Hf‚iirricd Skekh.—Ii has at all times been more difficult to 
enforce good order on the sea than on the land; or  perhapM  we  
ought to say that the establishment of law and order on the sea  
has in all ages of the world'. history followed, but has not  
accompanied, and has still Jess preceded, the creation of a good  
police on the land. The sea robber, or pirate, cannot make a 
prodt  from any part of his booty except the food which he  
consume., or the vessels which he may use, unless be can hod  

a  mirket.  But so long as he is sure that he will somewhere meet 
a purchaser for the goods be has taken by violence, helms every 
encouragement to pursue his trade. Therefore  from the times  
described in the  OJyssey, dOwn  to the days when Sir Henry  
Χψρel  sailed in  H.M.S. "-Dido"to  suppress  the  plratea *f  
Borneo, and when  Rajsb  Brooke of Sarawak co-operated with  
him on land, we find that the prevalence of piracy and the  
suppressIon  of It have been  dosely  dependent on the  eoτta  
made to rout It Out from Its lurking-places on the coast,  atid  the  
degree of success achieved.  

Very different  types of men hive been named pirates. They  
have in fact beers so unlike that to dam them all together would  
be In the last degree unjust. The Greek in the youth of the  
world, end the Malay of Borneo In the 19th century, knew of  
no rule of morals which should  restralts  them from treating all  
who lay outside the limits of their city or their tribe as enemies, 
to  be .traded  with when strong and plundered when weak. They  
might he patriotic, and law-abiding men towards the Only  
authority they recognized. Their piracy was a form of war,  
not without  chie  moral analogies to the seizure of  Silesla  by  
Frederick the Great, the attempted seizure of Spain by  
Napoleon. Indeed the gory Of this latter  vtntuTe,  with Its  
deceitful preliminary success and Its final disaster, may fairly  
be compared with the fall of Ulysses and his companio ns  on the  
Ckobea,  as told in the ninth book of the Odyssey. Yet it would  
be  higblyimcritical -to class Ulysses or Napoleon with Captain  
Avery, or Captain  Ridd,  or Bartholomew Roberts. We  ste  not  
here concerned with the legal aspects of piracy, but with the  
true  chώ actνr  *f the persona to whom the  nam,  pirate  baa  been  
applied at various limes. The term Was  applIed  by the  Roenana  

to the  ad,entiirm  against whom  Poenpey  was  detamlkaloned  to  
act by the  Gabinian  Law, by the English of the  ptb  and  roth  
centuries to the Vikings, and by  tbeSpaniards  to the  Eiiglisb  
Trends and Dutch who were found sailing beyond the line.  

Sufferers by naval commerce-destroyers call it "a piratical  
form of warfare." But the pirates of the Roman Republic  
were no mere "gang  ώ  robbers." They were the  νictimι  
of a time of conquest and "general overture"—" the ruined  

men of all nations, the hunted refugees of all vanquished parties,  
everyon,  that was wretched and daring—and 'there ωαs  there  
not misery and -violence in this unhappy age? It was no longer  
• gang of rubbers who had flocked together, but a  cOmpact  
soldier  state, in which the freemasonry of exile and of crime took  
the plane of nationality, and within which crime redeemed  
I1*elf,aa  It so Often does In Its own eye., by displaying the moat  
generous public spirit." Such men are akin to the  jw.warciii  
of Italian history or the Dutch Beggars of the Sea, the  victima  
of party strife in the cities, who took to the sword because they  
bad no other resource.  if*falis mwlarrdis  we may say as much  
for the  intrudess  beyond the line, whom history calls the "Bye -
caneers." (ge.).  The "Vikings"  (9.ν.)  were a portion of the 
Barbarian invasions. The "Barbary Pirates" (g.e.) steed 
apart. its for the piratical character of the  commcrce-destreyer,  
oi  privateer—why are we to brand Captain  Fortunatus  Wright,  
the Englishman who captures a French merchant ship, or  
Captain Robert  Surcouf,  the Frenchman who captures a British  
East  Indiaman,  as piratical, and not make the same reproach  
against Admiral Lord Howe, or Admiral Don Lola de  Cdrdoba,  
who with  a bet captures whole convoys? 

 -  The pirate pure and simple is that member of an  ο deτΙy  
community who  eltcts to live On the see. byvlolence  and robbery,  
making  iso  dist inction between his own city or tribe and any  
other. The old adage that "war makes thievee and peace  
hangs them"  baa  ever been peculiarly true of the sea.  War 
has always been conducted there by the captu re  of an  enetiiy'a  
property, and- by division of the spoil. A portion of the  isaval  
forces of all nations has been composed of  peivateers,  letters of  
snargue  or corsairs, who plundered with a licence. They  
have ever found a  dimcrslty  in drawing the line between enemy  
and neutral; when peace returned some of them found it hard  
lobe content with honest wages earned by dull industry. Nelson  
declared that all  privateess  were no better than pirates. He  
was  bOrne  out by the experience of Great Britain, which at the  

beginning of the Seven Years' War had to take strong  meaiuiut  
to repress the excesses of its  pllvateers,  and to bang a good few 
of them as mere pirates. The pirates suppressed by  Ponipey  did 
not  aM  submit to rema in  In the settlements he made. Some 
continued to rob at sea. If we can trust the  Pssfrn-el of  Longus,  
and the other Greek romances, the pirate was a known type  
even  inI&er  the Roman peace, but it is highly probable that be  
was more of a stock literary figure than a reality. Before the  
Roman peace, and during long  centutie.  alter It had- been  
shattered, piracy was common. It grew out of a slate of wan  
in modern times—even, down to  5---α recrudeaceitceol  piracy  
bab foHowed  regular  hoatilltles.  But there are other  condittm  
which have a material influence, net as the need for a  Ιυ kbi  
place d for a receiver of the plundered goods. An a rchipelago 
provides the heat lurking-places, and next to it a coast of many  
inlets. Therefore the Greek Islands, the British  Isim,  the 
Antilles, the Indian Ocean, the coast of  Cilkia  in Asia Minor, 
of  Dalίfl4ttia,  of  Malabsr  and of -Norway, have all at one time  
or other, and some elf them for centuries, been haunts of  piratea.  
The convenience  of the place had to be  ένmρleted  by the con 
νeοiεeπ of the market.  Ia  the ancient *mid,  a'sd  the middle  
ages, the market never failed. One  cIty  or tribe had little ca re  
for the sufferings of another. The men of the Cinque  Ponla  
who plundered the men · of Yarmouth knee!,  that their awn  
townsmen would never call them to  bccount,  and therefore they  
bad a safe refuge. Even when the medieval anarchy bad come  
to an end on land, the sea was lawless. When peace was made 
with Spain after the death of Queen Elizabeth there were many  
Wm cold not settle downs to a life of industry. Some took the  
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plain course of betaking themselves  Ιο  Algier.  or Sake. Bul  
there were many who prowled nearer borne. Sir William  
Mesison, in his Nmiel Tro'b,  tells bow be was sent In ιόος to html  
pirate, out of the Sbcilands and the Hcbridca. He found none  

at sea near Soptland, but some unemployed, whom be shipped  
and used as guides and informers, on the coast of Ireland. At  
Broad Haven he discovered an Irish gentleman of the name of  
Corral (presumably Comic) living in some dignity. Hi.  
Wee was "lbs well -heed of all pirates." and their captains  
were the lovers of his daughter.. Moitson found agents of  
merchants of London and of Gaiway, who came  Ιο  buy the goods  
which the pirates bad to sell at a bargain. Be put that inter-
eating family under the gallows, and frightened them into  
turning king's evidence. It was his boast that he .64 cleared 
the Irish coast of pirates, but we kneethat they were common 
late in the reign of Charles I., and that under the name of "sea  
Tories" they abounded during the Civil War both in Ireland  
end in the Sciflyisles. Theirexistence was prulongedbyiha  
weakness of the government, which when piracy became very  
rampant took the disastrous comae of oaering pardon to .11  
who would come in by a certain dat*. As a matter of course  
many did, and when their booty was spent returned to their 
piratical tradc. Morison says that the pirates he caused to be  
ezacuted bad already tasted of the king's mercy. While there 
were friendly harbours to anchor in, purchaser. to be met and  a 
very fair prospect of a free pardon, piracy was not likely to  

cease. 
, As the ιΙb century drew on the law and the police became 
too strong for such ρersοn as Mr Corral at Broad Haven, 
•nd his pirate, friends. But the pirate class did not cease. 
lt was only driven to a eider Sold of operations—to a field  
Which in fact stretched from the Red Sea to New. England. 
On this wide portion of the earth's surface everything combined  
ID favour the pirate. In the West Indies there was a "well-
bead" ιrf immense capacity. Spain was forced late and =roc-  
tend),  to recognize the lsgitimscy of any foreign settlement.  
bbe would rather put up with the lawl= adventurer. known  
as the "Brother. of the Coast" and the "Buccaneer." than 
cooperate with foreign governments to suppress them. Even 
when she renounced her lull pretension., several of the islands  
remised unoccupied eπαρι by the lingering remnants of the  
native races. Swine and cattle had been let loose on many of  
them, and had multiplied. The turtle was abundant and 
succulent. There was no want of food. A pcpulation with  
predatory instincts had been formed In the early days of  bostil. 
eetdement and biiccaneering. Jamaica was full of the so-called  
" pedvats men-of-war" ‚shese doing, are prominent in the  
correspondence of the early governors, who were not uncom-
‚nonly their =sedges. Add to this that the commercial 

 policy of Spain denied to' her colonists the right of trading  
with f'aelgners, and yet that she could not supply their needs  
hereelf. Hence areas a smuggling trade which bad aflinities with  
»iracy. The lawless trader was not liable to be asked awkward  
questions, as to the origin of his cargo, by the Spanish American 
who purchased it on the sly for money or by barter. Nor were 
any questions asked him when he brought his cargo to Jamaica, 
San Domingo, the Carolinas, New England or even Europe.  
n the decay of Spain her navy was not to be feared. But 

was not the commercial policy of Spain alone which helped the 
pirate. Great Britain, sad France also, insisted that their  

colonists should trade exclusively with ow through them, Thc  
colonists were always ready to buy "good cheap" from the 
smuggler, and never ask him whether the East Indian produce  
—tee, silk, spices and so forth—he offered for sale were puT.  
chased or plundered in the Red Sea or on the coast of Malabar  
or of Coromandel. Add to all this thai the police and patrol  
work of regular navies was but superficially done even in peace, 
ad hardly at all in war, and that in the Brithh colonies there  

was no judicial machinery for trying piratts till the isth and  
sash years of William IlL (s;oo, xyor), and it will be seen  
thai all the conditions favoured the pirate. In the East the  
decaloceqΙ the Mogul Empire was plunging India into anarchy,  

and it Wee na'y. Yet a lsrysiadvtesde edited οcωdeeted  
by "Moors," as they were called, and Madagascar, a gnat  
"no-man'..land," afforded ample anchorage and food.  Τ.  
get pesee.sren of & ship, to ααli to the East, to plundac the  

Moor.," t, sell the boot)' in Ή ew England or the Caxoliissi, 
 to spend the medium in riotous living, and go to suet theme 

errand again, was the round of We .1 the large chase of  knovu  
pirates, who £ο med a recognized element of the populatioa of  
Masiachusetta and New York at the end of the iytb teem. 
These ara,lba men we know best, for they were etieout*gtd by 
the tolerance abowp them to come into the light. Otbea  en 
heeled In, or only dimly visible In, ol*curity. Sosie trace el  
these latter may be found iii the  1.'4to' Beeks  of the lid 
Providence Company, a puritan society formed in the mgi of  
Charles  Τ.,  of which Pyin arid the end of Warwick, afiemsik  
the Parliamentary admiral of the Civil War, were govenloes. II 
wszfounded tocolonise Old Providence on the eossl of Hondarn, 
a place not to be confused with another pirate haunt,  Nc! 

 Providence In the Bahamas. It took to plain piracy and vii  
suppressed by the Spaniards in 5631 Warwick made a regain  
business and large profits by fitting out "psivateems," which  
were in fact pirate, on the "Spanish main," not the ises of  
America, as some have thought, but the coast of the maislani  

The lives of the later and better known pirate. maybe lie.  
Wed by the career of Captain Avery, or Every (alias Sodi 
man), when renown was great it the end of the iytb ce,tIln,  
and who has the credit of having inspired Defoe's  Life, Adwa'  
fares cod Psriwics  of  Cnploia Siagklon. Avety an ante  
of a Bristol ship hired by the Spaniards in τόοe to serY'  as  a  
cosatgusrd ve,sel in South America, She was called the  
"Charles II.," commanded by one Captain Gib'osi,end mend  
40 flOflZ. While the" Charles 11. "was lying at C ρeυnn,  5 

company with another vessel also bleed by the *ends,  
waiting fοr the payment of wages which was delayed, Lull  
persuaded part of the Iwo cznws to seize her and sail with be 
on a piratical voyage to the East. The enterprise was tamed  
out without bloodshed or, apparently, coercion of those who armS  
unwilling to go. Avery and his crew sailed to )iadaguW, 
a regular haunt of the pirates. Many of them ended by tumbl-
ing for life among the natives. The adventurers is the "  Chain  
II.," who had already made some small prize., English sad  
Danish, were Joined at the island by others of the same chixsrtO  
who had come from the Weal Indies. )'rofu Madagascar tbS7  
went to the Straits of Babl.Mandeb, to lie In wait fer the  
trade from India. Several prizes were taken, and finally a last'  
arid valuable ship, belonging "to the Great Mogul and he 
subject.," was captured about ten mile, from SinaI. Avol 
and his crew now hastened to New England to sell their booty.  
The" Charles  II." was disposed of as a privateer at Pro VidCaCt,  

and the pirates bought a sloop in which they sailed along the 
coast of the English colonies, selling their spoil, with the reuse 
of the colonists and the connivance pf the officials, who SOt  

bribed. In an evil boor for themselves they decided to cent 
to England. The Indian governments, exasperated by the  
piracy practised at the expense of their subjects, were thresiCesi  
reprisals on the East India Company. The Company m**' 
complaints to the government at home, and energetic  mcasΙl  
of repression were taken. Avery himself escaped captun  
but several of his men were brought to trial, condemaed std  
executed. It is to be noted that when first tried, on the rod  
of October ι όψ, they were acquitted. They were, ίονeνert  
re-tried on other counts, 'on the first of October. The thirstS  

of Lord Chief Justice Bolt to the jury, and the address of Sir  

Charles Hedges, the admiralty judge, shows that they fIll  
both the importance and the uncertainty of securing a =edict..  

The cruise of Avery is not only a typical  exnmple  of a  paraticli  

venture, but it is an important We in the history of the ροficiet  

of the sex. The English government was roused to a sense of  
the necessity for strong meα,νιιree repress piracy. Α11 the 

step, taken were not according to knowledge. The  ezira'  
ordinary private venture of Lord Bellamont and his αssοrinet  
Who septout Captain Ei4d (qa), a man of pirattcsh antecrdrnL½  
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tο 	 eseplrateain the Rester* sees, brought  dcservtd  discredit  
upon them. The  deεiiiοα taken on the advice of  Burcbett, 

 the secretary of the admiralty, to  08cr  a pardon to .11 who would  
surrender by a given date—for all  piradea  committed brims the  
30Ιh  of April to the east of the Cape of Good Hope, sad the 30th  
of June 1699 to the west—was an error. It induced many to  
come in, but it  a1 ο  gay, all pirates the hope that they would  
he the future be provided with similar means of escape. The  
establishment vi admiralty  courtS  Ιο  the East Indies and America  
and the  despatcb  of warship.  wer,  more  eS.clual  methods.  
Yet it was long before piracy was thoroughly checked; Indeed the  
signing of the Peace of Utrecht was followed. by a recrudescence  

gltJilsfo'm of  crime.  Thcprivatecr'who'wsrmedinIbe  West  
Indies and, as long as the war lasted, used,  i*  the phrase of the  
time, to join the squadrons of war-ship.  "cci  the  piunderbig  
account," could not Settle down to dull industry. They leagued  
themselves into a species of pirate republic, with its  csplIaI  at  
Peovid.oce in the Bahamas. In 1718 a special force bad to  Χ 

 sent against them under  Woodea  Rogers, who is best remem-
bered now for  b'vleg  taken  Alezinder  Selkirk from the island 
of Jean  Ferund,z, in the  cousse  oil  privstierheg  voyage Into  
the  Psribc  with the" duke "and" duchess "of Bristol  Rogm  
broke up the  Providenc.  settlement, and did a similar piece  
of service on the coast of Madagascar. Piracy did not, however,  

die, The  Asienlo (ga.)  Treaty having given Great Britain  a 
monopoly of the slave  trsd.  with Spanish Ame rica, the  monopel.  
We,  i.e.  the South Sea Company and Royal African Company,  
were of cowse subject to the competition of Interloper.. The  
lelerlopera  were the natural friends of the pirates, who divided  
their stliνitυ  between the 'Antilles and the west coast of Africa,  
plundering in the second, selling and re-Siting, not without  

further plunder, in the first.  Tb.  meat  notorio'z  of these free-
herders was Bartholomew Roberts, who was introduced to  
piracy by Hovel Davis. Roberts was the  nenr.St k οwa 

 approach to the pirate of romance, ostentatious, brave, not  

without,  tOucbCs  of generosity. He  waS  killed  lii  action with  
Captain  Cbaloner  Ogle, of  H,M;S.  "Swallow," on the coasted  
Africa, he 17".  

As the American colonies grew mare settled piracy became  
Intolerable to them. Yet it lingered on the coast of North 

 Ca,oVjia,  where the pirates  could either terrorize the scattered  
inhabItants,  or were encouraged by dishonest  οό ιεiaΙa.  Here  
dourisbcd  the  grotesqee  brute known as  Blackbcaid,  Edward  
Teach, till he was run down and slain by Limit.  Milvais  
in 1718. It was noted that several of  iboeb  who helped to  
suppress him afterwards "went. a-pirating" themselves. So 
strong was the  piratical  tradition of the New World that even 
men of some standing fell Into it.  «  Major  "  or Captain  Stede 

 Bonnet, who was condemned and executed at Charleston, 
South  Caroiln*,  as a pirate, in 1718, was a gentleman of some 
property in  Barbadoes,  who first ventured to sea in a ship 
of his own.  Slede  Bonnet had taken advantage of an act  
of grace, had come in on a proclamation, and had returned  
to a pirate's life. The last great explosion of piracy in the 
West Indies followed the peace of 1815. Here again we 

 g,sd  the old  conditiona—prlvateer.  and other unsettled men, 
the safe lurking-place and the receiver. The refuge and the  
market 'were supplied by the Spanish colonies, which were 
plunged into anarchy by their revolt against Spain. The  

pirates  were able to masquerade as "patriot" navies. The  

sloth and corruption of Spanish  caρtainsgene'sl  of Cuba were  
υο less favourable to the pirates. The  aoigh  coast of the 

 jiland  became a haunt of these villains till the British and  

American governments were driven to combine for their sup-
pression. When they had been  £ollawed  into their hiding-places  
and their  vessela  sunk, they took to  brigaisdage  on land, and  
were garrotted by the  Spsnislsauthoslties  in self-defence. The  
piracy of the Greek islands  wen t  on to later years, and the 
Malaya ‚were not tamed till neatly 0191  On the  colat  and the  
river. of China piracy  wm and is endemic, but the sailing junk 
has no chance with the  mοdeτn  steamer When cases of piracy  
have occurred in the Straits of Malacca or in the China seas,  

by which Europeans have been the sufferers, the  cιΨme  has  
generally been perpetrated by men who shipped as passengers  
or is crew, and who surprised the vessel The pirate  baa  been  
as useful to the author of modern tales and poems as to the  
enters of the Greek romances. When he is seen in authentic 
evidence be is  foirnd  to have been  fhr  the most part a pitiful  
rogue. His  gains were but small. A share of  ‚ioo  was wealth  
to a mess sailor, and one of £1000 wealth beyond the dreams of  
▪ ama.. 	aιeΙy  fought a warship if be could help it, and 
Indeed nothing Is more surprisi ng  than his readiness to surrender  
*hen the  f&te  before him was the gallows.  

Αιfτ wοaτrnι  —The  ρirαtes  of the ancient world are admirably  
dealt with in  Mmnmsen. KisIery  4  Rem. For the modern 

s V 
pirate, 

me Morons" Naval Deets "  in CberchdI' .yeiji v.5 (Loads..  
1744-.1 745) ,  and in the edition of the Navy Record oc.ety  (1902). 
but the best accounts are to be round in the Snik Trszli, νο1,, xi ii. 

iv (London, !Six). Captain Charles Johnson's  GesieriJ  
Haswry of She  PymIes  (London, 1724) must be used with caution.  
He no doubt learnt much from pirates who, haying corn, in on  a  
proclsmatlon,  were  free to talk, bet he cannot slings be receociicd  
with authentic r.cotds. The  Docsmesis iylstw. So the Cdoaid  

IlisI.ry  .114'  .SisS' ή  Νetα  Fart (Albany. '1156-1858) contaIn many  
curious details. For the eastern sees, the  C.mpesdwvs iiiskwy  

0/  li' Jades,, Wars; wilt a,,  ems,mi of the Rue, Progress,  Sbeiig'b  
and Fore,, 0/ Aagno,  She  Pyi'ei', ic,  by Clement Downing  (..οndοιι,  
1737) 15 useful. (12.  Η..)  

P11KB ABDTH.  The penultimate tract of the fourth part  
of the  Mlsbnah  is the booklet of proverbs in five chapters called  
Masse'heIh  A balk  (l,'adaius 'drum), better known with a  
sixth chapter as Puke  Abolh (capilida $Irsm).  For  Pi,ks 

 A  boSh  In English see The  ΑυΙΓωτizcd  Daily Prayer Book of the  
united Hebrew  ‚osigregalions  of  theBritish  ‚εmρiιe,  with a new  
translation by the Rev S. Singer. The six chapters are there  

appointed to be read one on each Sabba th  afternoon between  
Passover and New Year. Formerly they were read, in places  

at least, on the six Sabbaths between Passover and  Penteccs  
only. The  tubsections  of the chapte rs  axe hereinafter numbered  
as In the Authorized Prayer Book.  

Cia$eon  i.,  ii.—Tbe  Mosaic s  	has first to be established 
Moses (i. ι - ) havtsgjeceived  the Torah from SinaI, it was hande d 
down  to joshua. the Elders (Josh. xxiv. ,µ),  the Prophets and the 
men of tile Great Synagogue, (rem one of the but of whom, Simon  
Junes, it was received by  Antigonas  of  50dm.  Next  ala  mused  
(i.  4-15), without any title, as links in the chain of tradition, five 
pa irs ofteachers, the last Hillel and Shammai, elsewhere in the 
Mishnab called  mssdi $trrs (5urenh.  IV. 324). Rabban jochanan 
ben Zstclsai (ii. 9)  "recelved Irons Hillel and ShammaL " Sayings  
of  Jochanaa  and his five disciples follow, and chap.  '. erdswstk  
wordi  of their somewhat younger contemporary, Rabbi  Tarphoa 
(Τ$#vή ,  to the effect An  fend  -file hems. These  sections  (i.  
ii. 9-71) contain the "Kern derSammlung ' (Struck). After the  
mying.  of  Sbammai (1 ') mime inlerpolsted sayings (. 16-11. 5) 
σ( Rabbaa Ganialiel 1., Rabban Simeon. ' Rabbi, i.e. R. Jehudab  

ha-Nast (cent. 5.0. 1-2) the traditional redactor of the Miabuab,  
Rabban Camaliel II. and Hillel, which break the sequence.  

Cka$έn ilL,  in—Maxims of numerous authoritIes, mostly  
Mishnah teachers and called Rabbis (Mate. xxii. 7 seq.;  1. F. P.  27).  
not in exact chronological order.  . 

('kapkrs ,, sa—Chap. v. which is  ssi vneTss.  Is presumably of  
later date than what precede.. Naming np teacher until the end,  

it combines historical, legendary and didactic clenicots. It touches  
upon the miraculous and Its place In nature (v. 9).  in form it is  
a series of numbered groupa of things, from the ten creative Sayings  
to the triada of qualities which diflerentiate tb tliucsplm of Balaani 

!s and brshaai. R. Jacob ben Sbumahon's commentary makes  
Aboth end with the saying cl Jchudah ben Tema (v. s»,  " Be 
bold as a leopard, and swift as an eagle, and fleet as a hart, and  
strong as a lion, to do the will of thy Father who I. in heaven."  
Chapter vi.. on  swquisdso  Aegis, is thought to have been added foe  
use on the last of the sir sab baths abovc-mentieaed (Strack, 1. P.  
Αρ. ρ. 61).  In some manuscripts there are seven chapters.  

P&ka AbaSh  serves as a primer to the student of  i*bbinlC  
Judaism. For the moat part In simple Hebrew, it him a few  
sayings In  Aramsic  (I.  ι3-ά1., 7, V. 25, 26)  and some adopted Greek  
words, as  pararkk  (iv 53;  Philo).  He who would be pious should 
fulfil the dicta of  Aboth  (Baba Ram. 305). It gives favourite 
aphorisms of leading Jewish teachers who flou rished in or  
before the earliest Christian centuries, and supplies material for  

some Interesting Illustrations of the New Testament. Too  
heterogeneous to be represented by a fed extracts, the collection  
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mast be read tiposagh to be eppecciated. Among the saying. 
f  Hillel we miss the best known one, WhoJ  is  hakjid  is  lbs  

do  πι,  &c. (1. F. p. 142),. with whkb we may ιu compare  
Eccium mi. zg Heb., "lCnow ( λ) thy neighbour is as thyself,  
and consider what thou hunt." Cf the precept, Make a  
lance to the Tomb" (L1; cf. lii.  η)  it may besaidtint "eveiy-
thing is therein." As a doctrine of development and  α  an  
ithical principle it is reflected in Clement of Alexandria. view  
of philosophy as a paγµfι of the viii,ynId (Strom. I. so), and  
Polycarp's aayin&" He that has love is far hem all sin." The  
use of Aboth in the  aynagogise  stamps it an authoritative, and,  
with its intrinsic excellence, has led  ιο  its being "the nwaI  
popular of all rabbinical writings." For midiuhic oomment,  
Opon it see the Aboth of Rabbi Nathan (ad. S. Schechter,  

Vienne, 1887), or the rendering of it (new ad., New York, ioco)  
In M. L. Rodkinson'a translation of the Babylonian Talmud  
into English. (See also A,ocviPRIIL L ιτmπιr,  Ι  Old  
Tiriamccd,  I1  d.)  

krTiOcsA?Iy.—Aboth  Is included in editions ii the  Miabiiab  
mid the Talmud  Babli,  and in many  prayer.bootia.  For separate  
ediiinia  from about 1484-1485, see  Maiiti &riiudmriders Bodician  
Coloiogu, cci 228-239, 2785, and other  wodu  cited In Harm.  
1.  Stcack's  wry useful um  ρ'a, Dw Spr*ke der  Vik,  (ad. 3,  
,qoi).  See also C.  Τa1Ιor'a Sgymgs οf the  Jewujk ΡσΤΑιr, (ed. 2,  
1 897,  n*ived toabovean  J.  Ρ.)  a separate  Α  ppmidix  (1 900) describes  
κ *museums msainccspts of /iboth-and  Jmatb bιc*fe'e.  

flBIASENS,  a town of Germany, in the Bavarian ΡaΙaιinaιc,  
4°  αι. W. by S. of Spires, on the railway from Bkbennhblc.  
Feu. (1993), 34,002. The only noteworthy buildings arc the  
town-ball and the principal Evangelical church, which contalna  a  
fine monument to Louiz IX. (d. 1790), landgrave of Hesse-
ΡarmsιιέΙΙ,  who made thc town his residence. The staple  
industry is the production of boots and shoes; but musical  
instrument,, Icath& and machines are also manufactured.  

Pirmaacns owes its name to a St Pirmin, who is said  ιο  have  
preached Christianity here in the 8th century. lt originally  
belonged to the count of IIanau-Licbienberg, but passed  Ιο  
Hesse-Damatadt in ‚736. In September 1793 the Prussians  
gained a victory here over a body of French troops.  

See T. Weiss,  Pusw.segs is dc,  Ρ,eaισκsneiΙ (Pirm.acn., 1903).  
ρrnιι, OCTAVZ 4832-1883), Belgian anther, was born at 

Chitelinean ii'  '8µ.  Hc  belonged to a well-known Belgian  
family, and his cousin, tdouard FIrmer, was distinguished for  

his wocks on literary and political subjects. He lived en nfl-
eveatf vi life at his cb&Leau of Ansi, in Hainaiit, where be died in  
May ι883. Pinnex  was an ardent admirer of the French  
rosnanticista, Ills seeks include/es  Fesdaks: p'ssfes  ii maxima,  
(s84s); Vick, huge (1863); Jew,: di sounds  (s86q);  Rica.;  
&mein  d'uwfrb'  4880); hlanu d' $dos.$ie 0880 ; and the  
posthumous  LilIrn  4 Josh (*884). These books form a history  
of his emotional life, and reveal an extreme melancholy.  

Ste Vie  ci ‚orrespmsdasci d'Odaw Pmiiss  ( 1 888), by  Molpbe  
Stret  and 3ε06 dc Coppin.  

NiNA,  a town in the kingdom of Saxony, on the left bank of  
the Elbe, ri m. above Dresden, and on the railway to Bodenbacb  
and Prague. Pop. (19ο3), 19,220. The town is regularly built,  
with promenades covering the site of the old foriihcations;  
the meet notable edifices are the fine Gothic parish church, built  
In the 16th century and restored in 1890, and the old town-ball.  
84cellent sandstone is found on both banks of the £lbe. There  
are manufactusea of glass, machinery, cigars, pottery and enam-
elled goods; and there is  i  trade in grain, fruit and timber, mainly  
carried on by  ris'r,  and a little shipbuilding. Pirna, originally  
a Slavonic settlement, was for many yearn in the alternate  
pcngs.ion of Bohemia and Measen, but it became permanently  
united with the latter, and thus with Saanny,  i  π4οg.  The  
Sonnenatein, a fortress on a commanding eminence above the 
town, was erected in the xflih century on the site of an older  
castle by the elector of Saxony, Augustus I. It was ones con-
sidercd the moat important fortress on the Elba, and successfully  
withstood the Suedes in  '6 ρ,  but it was captured and dis-
inantkd by the Ι'rυιiana in 1758, and in 1813 was occupied by 
the Fτ aςh.  

See R. Hdman., Ζsσ σσκθσόσα der ..di Sims (Ι ma, s$ιήτ 
E. KOngel, Fdhrn duck Firms  (Firm.  ι s89) the  18*πsd'aΙιιcέ  
dc,  Sio.dte Dresden sad Puree. edited by C. F. von  Pbsern.lCett  
(Leung. 18791 and the publications of the Verbs  » Gerdicb,  

d', .51mb Pir,'  (Firs. ‚897 seq.).  
PIROGUE. or  Praawa  (the French and Spanish forma respec-

tively of a Caribbean word for this typed vessel, it has at ,annta  
times tsken many corrupt forms,  e.g. prnegaa, pdhinyw, jciiy.  
eager), originally the native name of a vessel made by bellowing  
out the trunk of a tree, a "dug-out "; hence applied 1. many  

different developments of this type of vessel used in the West  
Indies and along the American mast. An early  fmp,oveownt  
was so split the "dugout " into twO sectioas and insert a όat  
bottom of planking to widen it; another form bad a kebeatd, wss 
decked In at either end, and bad two masts.  

ΡΙΕΟΝ, ΑΙΕΧΙ8  (ι689-tyj),  French epigrammatfat and  
dramatist, was born at Dijon on the ςοthό f  July ι624.  ilk  
father, AImd Piron, was an apothecary, who wrote verse In the  

Burgirndlan palois. Alexis began life as clerk add secretary to 
a banker, afld then studied law. In 1719, whe ή  nearly thirty  
years old, he went to seek his fortune at Paris. An scd&iit 
bvvagbt him money and notoriety. The jealousy of the regulaf 
actors produced an cdli' restricting the Ιb8kιre dc Is Foire, or  
licensed booth, at fair times, to a single character on the stigS.  
None of  Lhe  ordinary writers for this theatre would attempt  a  
moriologue.drama for the purpose, and Fires made a great  

success with a place called  Adsqsii,i Dcsucdieiu, τeρrεsentlΠ8  
Deucallon immediately after the Deluge, arousing himself  with 

recreating in succession the different types of man. In Iyd be  

produced  Les £12,  kgrair  (known later as  L'&dir Ar: $rn) st  
the  Caι,4jk P,awgelsa.  11* attempted tragedy in  Cdhisl&im  

('7.10), Cuter,  Υα,'  (1733) and  l'erna*dCcri&  (t7'), but seas  
of these succeeded, and Plcon returned to comedy with Li M'h·  

siani'  (1738), in which the hero, Damis, suffersfrom the vms  
mania. His most intimate associates at this time were Mile 
Qulnault, the actress, and her friend Made 1Ιιbtιe Quici.  
audon, known as Hue dc Bar. This lady' was slightly older than  
Piumi sad not·bea'tiful, but after twenty years' aequshtiuius  
he married her in 1741. He died on the 21st of;mum 1773,  
inhiaeighty-fosirtbyeac. Hewaselected in 1733  ιο  the Academy,  
but his encinjea raked. up a ce'tain Odrd Pria$,  dating  frosi  hi  
early days, and induced Louis XV. toiatetpose his veto. Pures  
however was pensioned, and during the last hsif.century of his  

He was niter in any warn. His bon title to remembrance his  
in his epigisum. 'use burlesque qsilapb an himself, is which ha  
ridicules the Academy-.  

"Ci-git Firm,  qui  se  fut  ruse. 
Pa.  m8me acadfmkiea "- 

is well-knowu,wblle many other, are as brilliant. Grimm called  
him a "machine Α  aaiilies." 	 . 

Firm published his own theatrical works in  ι;8,  and after hi  
death his friend and literary executor.  Rigoley  dc  Juv'gny. iib 
la,1,ed  his  (E*sres comp*ks.  M. llonhomme  produced a ciliIC*l  
edition in  ι8 p,  completed by  POsies ‚bauies  .1  #4km iiilduii$  ί  
Ulm 

PIROT  (Turkish  .SΙek. Κοcy),  a Scrvian town, trim. from the  
Bulgaiian frostier at Tsaribwd, on the railway line bctwan  
Niab and Sοό . Ρορ. ( igoo), so,gs& PINt is the seat d  the  
pztfecturo  for the department of the same name, with a tribsiul.  
several schools and a cisstom-houso. It in the only ρeC9er  
indtatrial town in Servia, having numerous small Iactofiea for  
the manufacture of thin cloth  (sfeyak), woolle'  braid  igeyNlu).  
mid especially carpets. Its carpets have a great regstilslicl is  

the Balkan Peninsula for their quaint designs, disability sod 
freshness of colour. net  be* a medieval lortres., believed  tO  
have been built on the site of the Roman fortress QwitusdeN, Ci  

the military road leading from Old Waken., to ΡbΑΙiρρeί1ώ '  
The town is of great atrategical importance, lot which  sealeD  
the Russian plenipotentiaries at the Berlin congeam ( ι8710  
gobborsly tried to include it within the Bulgarian Iroetel,  

while Austria and some other Powesi insisted that it ikould be  
gives ιο Serνiα. In the warbetweenServiamid Rol*anasi  
1885 the Bulgarians occupied end bald it swill the conclusion  Sf 

peace.  
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?ΙΑ.ι  town,  archiepiseopsi  me and capital of a province of  

lb. fern. name, Tuscany, Italy, on the &lie, 7 m. from the sea ' 

sad 49m' west  ci I'brence  by rail.  Pbp. (illSt), 42779; ( 1900.  
‚ι,s"  It gill retain. Its ancient walls, 14m. in circuit, and is  
defended by •  citadel on the sorb-weaL  The principal greets  
run alongside the flyer, and sic lined with fine buildings. Besides  
the cathedral, the baptistery and the famous leaning tower, the  
city =messes ,evetal  notable churches, an the Renaissance  
church of the Tuscan order of St Step hen, built in 1562  from  
plans  byVaaari;  San  Niccolo,  with a  fουτ.aιοτeyedtοwer( ι S3ο),  
built by  Nitoola Pisano,  and the tomb of John of Swabia, the  
patricide; Santa  Cataxina  (sad:); Santa Maria  delia  Spins., in  
the  Itaiia.Golbk  style, built in 1230 and restored In 1872; San  
Sepokko,  erected In 1150 by  Diotlsalvi; Sen  Francesco, with  
fresoocabyTuddeo Gaddi;  and the  bsailica  of San  Mkheie (soi8).  
Amongst the secular buildings  may he mentioned the royal  
palace; the  aIchieplscopal  palace; the palace  ci  the order of Si  
Stephen, built by  Nkcola i'islno  and reconstructed by  Vised;  
the ljpeazlngbi (fomietiy Lenlreducd)  palace,  built of Carrara  
insable  in 3590;  the  Lanfianebi, Agoatini  end other palaces;  
the  ‚inivcialty (igys);  a large hospital (ι1513); and fine market  
bails. There are statues  to  Canimo  I. (by  1'τencινlΠa),  Arch-
duke Leopold, wad Ferdinand  Σ.  The city  pousesera alsO  an  
academy of the fine ails, with a  gallevy  of paintings; and the  
university a library of  zao,000  volumes, a natural history  
mineum,  botanical garden  and·agrlc'dtural  Schools The  univ.,.  

founded in 1338 , baa facultitsof  law, medicine, mathematics  
and philosophy and  llteratusv,  and isle this day one of the moat  
famou,  in  italy.  

The  architects of the cathedral were  Boschetto  and Rinaldo,  
both Italians, probably limns. It is In plan a Latin cross, with  
an internal length of  µή  It. and a breadth of 252 ft. The cave,  
top It. high, has double smelted aisles and the  transepta single 
aisles ; and at the intersection of save and  trainepta there is a cupola.  
Tb.  basilica is still the  predominent  type but the Whim= el 
the domed churches of Constantinople and  ιό  mosques of Palermo  
is also apparent. The pillars which support the nave are of marble  
γοm £Ib*  and Giglio, them of the aide aisles are the spesisci ancie,w 
Greek and Roman buildings brought by  the  flian galleys. Extern-
ally the finest part of the building is the west front, in which the  
note smack by the range of arches running round the base is repeated  
by four open arcades, 0' the four rims there are by John of 
Bologna, who was greatly helped by  Fia.tavifla, Tm  and others;  
that-of the  soith  side, of much older date, I. generally  uipposeil  
to be the  woili  of  Sonanno.  Of the  iπιeτiος decorations it in enough  
lb mention the *km of the nave, said  ιο  be after designs by  Michel-
saigon,  and the  memica  In the dome and the apse. which wefe among 
the latest designs r(  Cimabuai.  The  bapulseery  was  completed 
only in 127$. and marred in the  rth century billie iatrodi.cliou 
of Gothic  details. The building is a circle too ft. in diameter,  
aSd  is covered with a  ront-surmounted dome ‚p0  ft. high on which 
stands a statue of St  Raniero.  The lowest range of  semicirvtdar  
pscfie' ιrοnsiste of twenty columns and  the second of  sisty;  and 
above this is a row of eighteen window, iii the same style separated 
by as many  pIlaster.. In the Interior, which is supported by four  
f,ιlsm  ant' eight columns, the most  strikir' katurcs  3Μ  the  
wctagimal  font sad the  hsengοnέ l pnlp",  erected in  ι aόοΙη Nitc*Ia  
Ριsnο, Tb. pempanlie  cc  ' kaning  tower of  Pna"  is a round  
tοweτ.4he  noblest, according to Freeman, of the southern Roman-
esque.  Tbotigh  the walls at the base am ii ft. thick, and at the  
lop about belies much, they are cοπstructed throughout of ma rble  
The I—I-----'  Is surrounded by a range of  sennicimilar  arches sup.  
ported by fifteen columns,  saul  above this else six arcades with thirty  
columns cub. The eighth  siorey, wh ιeh ςοnΐainηhe  belle.  is a'  much 
smaller diameter than the rest of the tower, and has only twelve  
colemSa.  The height of the tower is 179 ft.. but the ascent is  
may by a stair  ia  the wan, and the  visitee  hardly perceives  the  
iucljnatkse  till he  aincbos  the top and from die lower  edge of the 
gallery looks "down" along the shaft receding to its base.  Tb.  
tower let= or deviates  from the perpendicular, to a striking extent,  
which has gradually increased: it was 151 ft. out of the  perpchdicular  
When  measured  hi  riep,  and  abl  ft. in  1910.  There is no reason  
to suppose that the  aihitecta. Bqnaaen and William of  lnasbruck. 
ntende4 that the  cmρsmΙe  Should ie  built in an  obliqpe  position; 

utold  appear to have a ssumed it while the work was gill in  
'regress. '‚'be  foimdatloiis  are not more than to  fr.  deep, and their  
eireαιαbαωnee only that  ci  the tower. The Can'po  Santo,  lying 
to the  aortb  of the cathedral, owns its origin to Archbishop  ilbakin  

'hR Sunbb's  time is was only a in. away, but the increase of  
the debit at the mouth of the rinse bee inns thin gashed  (seward  
fbi  onset-Ira..  

(teS&.ssco),  who  inads  the spot peculiarly sacred by  beliglaig  
hIty-three  shipkiads  of earth from  Mouat  Calvary. The building,  
erected in the Italian Gothic style between τ278  and t283, by Gin- -  
vanro Pisane,  is of special interest  chiedy  for its  famο s  frescoes.  

There are numerous industries, the moat important being the  
manufacture of cottons. In the vicinity are the royal stud-farm  
(horses and  dromedarim)  of  Cascine  dl San  Rossore,  sad the 
mineral baths of San  Giiiliano,alkaline-ferruginoua, withltmpera -
turd  9ι '4° ΙΟ  1000  Fehr. At the mouth of the Mw, joined  
to the city by a steam tramway, is the seaside resort  ci  Marina di  
Pisa, also known as  Bocca d'Mno.  a well-known centre for land-
scape painters.  

The old town occupied the site of the  aiicisiat  Plea, on the  
sight bank of the Auto. The foundation of ?ism is by  trsditioti  
ascribed to a very remote period, and it was often (possibly only  

owing to the similarity of name)  btiisvcd  to have been  bondtd  
from  Pisae  in Ella. It is  Stat rn Ιiοned  in history as the plans  
at which a Roman army from  Sardinla  landed ha 215 -s.c.,  Its  
Who= being at the mouth of the south branch  af the Arno,  
north of  Livomo.  Being situated on the coast road (Via  
Aebsllis)  it  sesa  important as a frontier fortress against Liguria,  
to which, and not to  Elxuzla, it really belonged, perhaps, up to  
the  tim,  of  SoIl.,  the actual  boundar'  lying between It and  Vada  
Volaterrana  (mod. Visit), it became a colony In  edo  ..c, and  
was  iuipootsnt  for the fertility  cl  its territory, for Its =ernes,  
and for the timber it yielded for ship-building.  Augiseius gave  
it the  ns,ie ci Cclouia  Julia  Pisana,  his grandsons  Gaiva  and  
Lucius west patron, of the colony,  seid  alter  thelt  death moan-
meat, were erected in their honour, a, is reco rded In two  loal  
Inscriptions still extant. Greek vines have been found within  
the city itself, seeming to point to the  peesenoa  of Etruscan 
tombs (G.  Chirardini  in  Ndw' dqII  Semi,  iSgs, t47); but no 
rem** me/ exist ρι  of the Roman peslod-.-some scanty  
ruins of baths and of a  tomple,  while the  Pisasa dO Cavalieri  
fdio*a  the  outlin,  of the  aadent  theatre, 

Sea E.  Bermsnn,  Carp tow' la'. xi, 272  (ι8118).  
Little is known of the history of  Pha  during the barbarian  

Invasion,; but it is an  ascertaIned  fact that It was One of the des  
towns  ιο  regain its Independence. Under the Byzantine 
dominion Pins, like many other of the maritime chit, of Italy,  
prtsited  by the weakness  of the government at  Constantlnoplt  
to reassert its strength. And even during the San years of the  
hush Lombard rule the need recognized by these oppressors of  
defending the Italian coast from the attacks of the  Byzantines  
wal  favourable to the  d νdορmenΙ of the P isan navy.  Fw  
particulars are extant concerning the real condition of the  tοwιή  
but lee' οκιά οιιαπυ Ssid  Plan mentioned, almost as though It  
were an independent city, at moments when Italy was oven- - 
sebolmed  by the  greatme  calamities. According to  Amail's  
happy  expscaalon,  "It was already Independent by sea, while 
still enslaved  cit  land." Its prosperity notably declined  aftet  
the establishment of the Lombard rule and under the Franks.  
It again began to  douriab  under the marquises of Tuscany, who  
governed it in the name of the emperor. 

In 1003 we Ind records of a war between Pins and Lucca,  
which, according to  Muratoyl, wsa  the brat waged between  
Italian cities in the middle ages. But the military development  
and real Importance of  Fisa  in the τ th  century must be attri- 
buted to the  Cosuinuotss  and desperate struggle it maintained 
against the tide of  Sa,scenlc  invasion  frOm Sklly  And,  althOugh 
the numerous legends and fables of the old  cbτ nicleτs  disguise  
the true history of this struggle, they serve to attest the im- 
portance of Pisa in those day,. In tong the  Saractna  forced the 
gates and sacked a quartet of the town; and in jolt they re  - 
netted the attack. But the Plains repulsed them and assumed  
the  ogenaive  in  Calabda,  Sicily, and even in  AfrIca.  Still molt  
memorable was the expedition  afterwarda  undertaken by the  
united forces of Pisa and Genoa against  Mogahid,  better known  
in the Italian chronicles as  Mugeto.  This Moslem chief had 
made himself master of Sardinia, and was driven thence by the 
allied  leeta  in tins. Again heeding the  islaeid,  be was again  
attacked and defeated by the same adversaries,  leaving •  
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brother  gisd  Ion, or, as some authorities aver, a wife said son,  
prisoners In their hands. Sardinia continued to be governed  
by native " judges » who were like petty sovereigns, but were  
now subject to the sway of Pun. This was the primary cause  
of the jealousy of the  Genocac,  and of the wan afterwards  
made by them upon Pus and carried on twill its power  
was  cjusbed.  Meanwhile the Planes flour ished more and  
more, and continued hostilities spinal the Saracens. In  ιοό s  
their shins returned from Palermo laden with spoil. 'ibis  
It is 1101 surprising that Pisa  ahould  already have bad its own  
cede of laws  (C'msadsidiai  di mere), which in ιοrs were  
approved by Gregory VII., and in 1081 coiidrmed  by a patent  
from the emperor Henry IV., a document which mentions for  
the first time the existence of a magistrate analogous to the  
consuls of the republic, although the  ‚aLtec'  according to some 

 writers, already existed in Plan as early as the year  ioSo,  the  
point, however, is doubtful, and other writers place the first  
authentic mention of the consuls in the year 109,1.' The oldest  
of Plane statutes still extant is the Brine  dii  winds  dr  mere of  
5162.  

In 1009 the  Pisans  joined in the second crusade, proved their  
valour at the capture of Jerusalem, and derived many  commetcisl  
advantages from it; for within a abort time they had honks,  
consuls, warehouses and  ρπνiΙegs  of all kinds in every Easte rn  
port. Thus, while the commune of  Pina  was still under the rule 
of the marquises of Tuscany, all negotiations with it were  
carried on as with an independent stale  olTscially  represented  
by  the archbishop and co nsuls. The  arislocsats  were the  
dominant party, and filled the highest  oflices  of the republic,  
which, in the ι century, rose to great power, both on sea and  
land, by its wars with the  Lucebcie, Gesiocae  and Moslems.  In  
rzzo  Pus made peace with  Lucta  after six years of continuous 

 hostilities, And in the years  rzx.j  and et i it achieved a still  
greater enterprise. The Plane fleet of three hundred sail, corn.  
manded  by the  arcithiabop Pidro Moriconi,  attacked the  
Baleaxic  Isles, where as many as  20,000  Christians  were said to  
be held captive by the Moslems, &lid returned loaded with spoil  
and with a multitude of Christian and  Mqslcm  prisoners. The  
former  werelet  at liberty or  ransoined,  and among the latter  
was the lest descendant of the reigning dynasty. 'T he  chief  
eunuch who had governed Majorca perished in the siege. 1m.  

mediately  afterwards the fourteen yea rs' war with Genoa broke  
iυt.  The two republics  cοnιcsed  the &mini= of the sea, and  
both claimed supreme power over the islands of Corsica and  

ardiιιίa.  Α  papal edict awarding the supremacy of Corsica  
to the Plane church proved  auflicient  cause for the war, which 
went on from it '8  ιο ι  ι.µ.  Then Innocent II. transferred the  
supremacy over part of Corsica to the Genoese church, and  
pompsoaa*cd  Plan by grants in Sardinia sad elsewhere. Accord.  
bigly,  to gratify  lila  pope and the emperor  Lotbair  IL, the  Pisana  
entered the Neapo litan territory  ιο  combat the Normans. They  
sided in the vigorous defence of the city of  NapleS, and twice  
attacked and pillaged  Amalfl,  in t135 and  ιr.µ,  with such effect 
that the town never regained its  ρrοsρedιy  It hits been said  
that the copy of the  Pandects  then taken by the Planes  frtm 
.ΛmaΙfi  was the first known to them, but in fact  theywerealready  
acquainted with those laws. The war with Genoa never came 
to a real end. Even after the retaking of Jerusalem by the 
Modems  (ι187)  the  Pisans  and Genet= again met in conflict 
in the East, and performed many deeds of valour. They were  
always ready to come to blow., and gave still more signal proofs 
of their enmity during the Sicilian War in behalf of the emperor  
Hamir  VI. From that moment it was plain that there could 
be  'ιο  lasting peace between these rival powers until the one  cv  
the other should be crushed. The  grustnesa  and wealth of the  
Piaans  at this period of their history is proved by the e rection of  
the noble  buildings by  which their city  i.  adorned. The founds. 

it must be remembered that the  Pisana  and Florentines dated 
the begiiirnng p1 the year ab ,Mwailatwne. 12. fronithe 25th of March.  
But the Florentine. dated it from tile 256 following and the Pisans  
from the 25th of March preceding the commencemen! of the common  

r. The nCw  or common style usa adopted throughoot Tuscany  
en the  Ycit  175m 	 . 	 . . 

tions  of the  eathedral  were laid in  tοό ,  and its  coιιdιο  
took place  Ia ι ι8,  the baptistery was begun in  ' ι a,  said the  
csanpanhle  (the famous leaning tower) in  ιι '  Amid all three  
magnificent structures were mainly the work of Pin artists,  
who gave new life to  Italiaa  architecture, s they  aftcrwsds  
renewed the art of sculpture.  

It is  aserιed  by some writers, especially by  Tionci,  that in the  
iith  century Pisa adopted a more democratic form of govern.  
meat. But in fact the chief authority was still  vcsted  in the  
nobles, who, both in Pint and in Sardinia, exercised  abneal  
sovereign power. They formed the real strength of the republic, 
and kept it faithful to the empire and the  Gbibdhin.  party.  
The Guelph and popular element which constituted the force  
anti prosperity of Florence was hos tile to Pia., and led In its  
downfall. The  independente  of the former city was  cl siuth 

 later origin, only dating from the death of Countess Matilda  
ι 5),  but it rapidly rose to an  .vgr-increaging  power, and to 

 inevitable rivalry with Pun. Owing  ιο  the political and con  
mercial  interests binding  Floeracc t.tbeRemnncouri,  the  Giidpb  
element naturally prevailed there, while the growth of its tuck 
and commerce necessarily  compellcd  that Stale to  ciics'oach  en 
waters subject  ιο  Plane rule. And, al though  Phe  had hitherto  
been able to oppose a glorio us  r'"·' to  Geeni  and Laces, it  
was not so easy to cont inue the struggle when its enemies uric  
backed by the arms sad political wisdom of the Florentine,,  wliis  
were skilled in obtaining powerful alliee. The  cbrenideia  
ascribe the first war with Florence, which broke out iii ran,  
ton meat ridiculous motive. The  ambam.krn  of the rival gates  
in Rome are said to have quarrelled about  • Ιsρdοg Ιι t  
merely shows that there were already so many general and  
permanent reasons for war that no special cause was needed to 
provoke it. In 1228 the Finns met and detested the united  
forces of Florence and  Lucs*  near  Basga  in the  Garfngaana,  and  
at the same time they  deapatched ό fty4νο  galleys to assist  
Frederick II. in his expedition to the East. S hortly after this  
they renewed  hoatilitira  with  the  Genocee  on account of  Ssrdisii.  
Thejudgen  who  governod  the island were always at strife, and,  
as some of them applied to Plan and some to Genoa for assistance  
against one another, the Italian seas were once more stained with  
blood, and the war burst out again said again, down to 1259,  

when It terminated in the decisive cider/ of the  Pisasia  end the  
consolidation of their supremacy in  Sardinla.  But meanwhile  
Florence had made  allialico  with Genoa, Lucca and all the  
Gueiph  cities of Tuscany against its Ghibelline rival, The pops  
had  ezwmnrnnicated  Frederick G. and all his  *dherents. Λ d, 

 as a crowning disaster, the death of Frederick In  ispo  proved  a 
mortal blow to the Italian Ghibelline cause. Nevertheless, the 

 Pisana  were undaunted. Summoning Seim,  Pintcia  and the  
Florentine exiles to their aid, they boldly fared their foe, but  
were defeated In ens. Soon after this date we find the old 
aristocratic government of Pint replaced by a more popular 
form, instead of the consuls there were now twelve  rIdes  
(aseueni);  besides the  podestit,  there was a captain of the  peopiti 

 and there was a general council as well as a senate of forty 
members. The rout of the Tuscan  Guclphs  on the field of Monts-  
emu 0260  restored the fortunes of Plan, But the  bsttle cl 

 Bcnbvenlo (ι aόό ),  where Manfred fell, and the rout of  Taglis. 
cozso  (τ,65)  sealing the ruin of the house of  Ilohensiaufcn  IS 

Italy and the triumph of that of  Aneu,  were fatal to Plan. Fe, 
the republic bad always aided with the empire and bemired  
Convadin,  whose cruel end struck terror into the Ghibelline  
faction. The pope buried an edict against the  Pisans  and 
tried to dep rive them of Sardinia, while their merchants were  
driven from  Sidiy  by the  Angevias.  The internal condition of  
the city was affected by these events. Owing to the  incressiIii  
influence of the Guelph and  popufar  ride, to which the more  
ambitious nobles began to adhere for the f urtherance of  persons1 

 aims, the aristocratic Ghibelline party was rapidly losing  groiiiid.  
The first man to step to the front at this moment was  Co'ist  
Ugolino  dells  Cherardesca  of the powerful house of that  nssiC. 

 Be bad become the virtual head of the republic, arid, in  oriitt 
 to preserve its independence and his own sway, inclined to the  
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GOeIPbs  and the popular party,  Ιιι  spite of the  Gldbdhizw  tιιdi  
lions of his race. Re was supported by his kinsman Giovanni  
Viaconti,  judge of  Gallura;  but almost all the other great families  
Vowed eternal haired against him, and proclaimed him a  
traitor to his party, his country and his kin. So in 1274 be and  
Visconti were driven into exile. Βοth then joined the  FΙοrenιiιιe,  
took part in the war against their native city, and laid waste its  

surrounding territories. In  1276  the  Fisnas  were compelled to  
agree to very grievous terms—to exempt Florentine merchandise  

from ill harbour dues, to yield certain strongholds to Lucca, and 
to permit the return of Count  Tjgolino,  whose houses they had  
burnt, sad whose lands they bad confiscated. Thus the count  
again became a powerful leader in Pies.  Viiconli,  however, was  
dead.  

This was the moment chosen by Genoa for a desperate and  
decisive struggle with her perpetual rival. For some years the  
hostile fleets continued to harass each other and engage la petty  
skirmishes, as if to measure their strength and prepare for a final  
died. On the 6th of August 1284 the great battle of  Meloria  
took place. Here seventy-two Yuan galleys engaged  eigbιy  
sight  Gcnocse,  and half the risen fleet was destroyed. The  
chroniclers  spcak  of 5οcο  killed and  si,000  prisoners; and,  
although these figures must be exaggerated, so great was the  
number of captives taken by the  Gcnocse  as to give rise to the  
laying—" To see Has, you must now go to  Gc οs."  This  
defeat crushed the power of Pies. She had lost her dominion  
over the sea, and the Tuscan  Guelpba  again joined in attacking  
her by land.. Count  ljgolino  had taken part in the  hattie  of  
)&cIoria  awl was accused of treachery. At the  beight  of his  
country's disasters he sought to confirm his  owupower  by making  
terms with the  Florentines,  by yielding certain castles to Lucca,  
and by neglecting to  conclude  negotiations with the  Geaucac  for  
the release of the prisoners, lest these should all prove more or  
less host ile to himself. This excited a storm of opposition against  

The archbishop  Rsrggieri,  having put himself at the head  
of the nοbles,  was elected  ροdestέ  by the  Lanfxancbl, Siamondi  
and  Gualandi,  and a sec tion of the popular party. The city  was 
plunged into civil war. The great bell of the commune called  
together the adherents of the archbishop; the bell of the people  
summoned the partisans of the count. After a day's fighting  
(July a,  ΰ 88)  the count, his two sons arid his two grandsons  
were captured in the palazzo del  popolo  (or town ball), and cast  
into a tower belonging to the  Gualandi  and known as the  
"Tower of the Seven Streets." Here they were all left to die of  

bunger. Their tragic end was afterwards immortaliz ed  in the  
Divine  coinmedia.  The  ayrppatbiea  of Dante  Mighieii,  the  
Florentine patriot and foe of Rome, were naturally in favour of  
the victims of an aristocratic  ρrεΙate  opposed to all reconciliation  
with Florence.  

The  Florentincs  were now allied with Lucca and Genoa, and  
a few of their vessels succeeded in forcing =entry into the Puss  

port, blocked it w ith sunken boats, and seized he towers. Their 
own internal dissensions of 1293 put  •  atop to the campaign,  
but not before they had concluded an advantageous peace.  
They and all the members of the Guelph league were freed (roes  
all  impouts  in Pies and its port. In addition to these privileges  
the Genoese she held Corsica and part of Sardinia; and through-
east the island of Ribs they were  egempled  from every tax.  
They likewise  rtceived  a ransom of  16o,000  lire for their Pisan  
prisoners. These were no longer numerous, many having suc-
cumbed to the  hardabige  and  auflermg'  of all kinds to which  
they bad been exposed.  

In 1312 the arrival of the emperor Henry VII. gladdened the  

hearts of the ?isms, but  hia  sudden death in 1313  agaIn  over-
throw their hopes- He was interred at Pun, and  tlgvccione della  
Faggiuola  remained as imperial lieutenant, was elected  podesti  
and captain of the people, and thus became virtual lord of the  
city.  AaaGbibernnechicfeivalourandrmownhewasable  

to restore the military prestige of the nuns, who under his com-
mand captured Lucca and defeated the  Flrenti ιwa  at  Montccatiel  
en the  apth  of August 1315. So tyrannical.  bowevef, wes  his  
gui. ιbs Ι  In 13r6 he was expelled by the popular fury. ml  

PiSa'I friedom  was  fαr  ever lost. He was  .aemeded  by other  
lords or tyrants, of  wbο n  the moat renowned was  Castruccip  
Castracanc,  a political and military adventurer of much the nose  

stamp as  Uguccionc  himself. With the help of Louis the  Bayai.  
ian, Caatruccio  became lord of Lucca and Pies, and was victorio us  
over the  Florentiises,  but his premature  deathin τ528  again  loft 
the city a prey to the conflicts of opposing factions. New  louis,  
or patty tyrants, rose to power in turn during this period of civil  

discord, but the military valour of the Plains was not yet  
extinguished. By sea they were almost  impoteai—.Coesico  and  
Sardinia were lost to them *ever; but they were still formidable  
by land. In  ι 'ι  they besieged Lucca in order to prevent the  
entry of the  Florentirsea,  to whore the city had been sold for  
a οοοΒοκiιιa  by the powerful Maatino  dells Scala. Aided by  
their  Milaneae,  Mantuan and  Piduan  allies, they gave battle to  
their  tival,  put them to rout at  Altopascie  (Oct. a), and  
then again excluded them from their port. Thereupon. the  
Floseuthiesobiaincd  Porte  Talseimse fromliiena  and αstαblished  
a navy of  theirown.  By this mesas they Were enabled  toespture  
the island of  Grglio,  and, attacking the  Pisanisaxbour,  carried 08  
its chains, bore them in triumph to Florence, and suspended them  

in front of the baptistery, where  they  remained until 1248.  
Thee,in  pledge of the brotherhood of all Italian  αties,.tbeγ  were  
given back to  Piaa,  and placed in the  Canipo  Santo.  ' 

The war was now carried on by the free companies with varying 
fortune, but always more or less to the hurt of the  Pleans-  In  
1369 Lucca was  takea fπιnι  them by the  emperue  Charles 1V.;  
md  afterwards  Gsovan Gsieazao Viscoxti,  known is the mum d  
Virtfl,  determined to  (seward  his ambitious designs upon the  
wbe&eofltalybywrustlisgPiaafromtbeGamb'cozti.  Feral  
this time the  cois2icts  of the  Raspanti  faction, headed by the  
Gbergrdeaca, with the  Bergolini  lid by the  Gamb.cord,  bid left  
the latter family masters of the city. At  ViacorrtPa  Instigation  
P1mw θαmhιαοιrdοhe ruler of the moment, wee  tτeacheκιιaΙy  
assassinated by Jacopo  d'/sppiano,  who succeeded him in  syeasst  
of Pisa, and bequeathed the slue to  his ion  Gherardo.  The  iaΙtr,  
a man of inferior ability and daring, meld Pies to the wrist of  
Virtfl, recmvsiig  in  ιισιαααge 200,000  florins,  Piombino,  and the  
islands of Elba,  Pianoia  and Monte Cristo. 'hiss In  rpp  
Visconti took  po— .-.  Of Pies, and left it to his natural eon  
Gabritle  Maria  Vieconti,  who was afterwards expelled (rem its  
gates. But even during this c entury of disaster the  P1mm  
continued to cherish not only  commeros,  but αό ο the  ‚isa  arts. 
In the year ι 2711  they had entrusted the erection of their  'isa  
Campo Santo to  Niccola  and Giovanni  Piasno,  by whom the  
architectural part of it was completed towards the mid of the  
century. In the following year the first artists of Italy were 
engaged in Its  decotation,  and the celebrated frescoes attributed  
to  Orcagna (p.r.)  were painted on its walls. Others were after-
wards supplied by  Benoeso Goexoll  and men of lesser note, and  
the labour of ornamentation was only discontinued in 1464.  

Meanwhile, In 1406, the Florentines made another attack upon  
Pisa, besieging it simultaneously by sea and land. Owing to 
the  starvingcondltion  of its defenders,  andaided  by the treachery  
of Giovanni  Gambacorti,  they entered the city In triumph on  
the 9th  of October, and sought to "Crush every germ of rebellion 
and drive Out Its citizens by measures- of the utmost harshness  

and cruelty." Such were the orders sent by the Ται  of War to  
the representatives of the Florentine gove rnment In Plea, and  
such was then the established policy of every Italian state.  
Consequently for a long time there was a con tinual stream of  
emigration from Fix. The Medici pursued a hemmer muse.  

1472  Lorerizo  the Magnificent tried to restore the ancient  
meown  of the Plain university. To that end he Riled it with  

celebrated scholars, and, leav ing only a few chairs of letters and  
philosophy in Fiercer; compel led the Florentinea  to resort to  
Baa  for the prosecution of their studies. But no thing  cui*i  
now allay the inextinguishable hatred of the conquered people.  

When Charles VIII. made his descent into Italy In  ι4,  and came  
10  Sarxana  on his way to Tuscany, he  waa.welcomad  by the  Plaans  
with- the greatest  deussnarxationa  of joy. Aid, although that  
monarch was  ostemibly  the friend of  Fiorcncc,  they did not  
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hetilale,  even In his presence, to assert their  oWn  independence,  
and, casting the Florentine ensign, the  Marzocco,  into the  

-Amo,  made instant preparations for war.  BeIweeii  1499  
said ι5ο5 they heroically withstood three sieges and repulsed 
three attacking armies. But their adversari es  always returned  
to the assault, and, whet was worse, yearly laid waste their 
territories and destroyed all their crops.  Soderini,  who was  
perpetual  goofalonier  of Florence, and Machiavelli, the secretary  
of the  Tcn,  urged on the war. In 1509 Florence encamped her 
forces on three aides of the distressed city, which at last, reduced  
to extremity by famine, was compelled to surrender on the  
8th of June 5509.  Ι1'eικ fαrΙh  the Florentines remained lords  
of Plea. But now, mainly owing to the  ellorts  of  Sοdeτinl  and  
Machiavelli, the conquerors showed great magnanimity. They  
brought with them large stores of provisions, which were freely  
distributed to all; they tried to succour the suffering populace in  
every way, and gave other  assastance  to the wealthier classes,  
Nevertheless, emigration continued even on a larger scale than 
in 1406, and the real history of Pisa may be said to have ended.  
In Naples, in  Pakemo,  in all parts of Italy, Switzerland and the  
meth of France, we still find the names of Finn families who  
quitted their beloved home at that tame.  Tbe Flor8nΙίneι  
immediately built a new citadel, and this was a great bitterness  
to the Plains. The Medici, however, remained well disposed  
towards the city. Leo  Χ.  was an active  patton  of the university,  
but it again declined alt er  his death. The grand duke  Cosmo  I.,  
a genuine statesman, not only restored -  the university, but  
instituted the  "udizio  del  fdsai,"  or drainage  015cc  for the  
rtclamatiotr  of marsh lands, and founded the knighthood of  

St  Sitphan. Thisorder  played a noble past in the protection  οf  
Tuscan commerce, by lighting the Barbary pirates and establish-
ing the prestige of the  grand.ducsl  navy (sea /deem). Under 
the succeeding Medici, Plea's  fostunca  steadily declined. 

 -Ferdinand I. Initiated a few public works there, and above all 
restored the cathedral, which had been partly d estroyed by lire 
in These  d*eary  times, however, are brightened by one 

 gloduiia aame-'-lbat  of  Galilns Galiiei.  
The population of Pass within the wall, had been reduced  

in  ιι  to 8574 souls, and by n4$ it had only risen to the  
number of  12,4°6.  Under the house of  Lorτώne, οτ  moss  c πecdy  
during the reign of that enlightened reformer the grand duke 
Peter Leopold (1765-1790), Plea shared in the general prosperity  
of Tuscany, and its population constantly increased. By  184ο  
it contained  sz,dpu  souls,  exduaive  of the suburbs and outlying  
distorts.  

Auaomrsza.—Pad.  Tinaici, λ *self di Pfse,  edited by E. V.  
Moatazio  (a you., Lucca,  ι84.1-1843),  which  camee  down to 1840;  
Barnum Grassi, Pita  .  Ii isa adwcciiae  (Pisa,  ι8,ι),  which is a 
useful historical guide;  Roncionl, "Tatorie Pisane,' in the  Archimo  
sler*o iiaiiase, vol.  vi, pt. a;  "Crmmche Pisane,"  in the same  
Aredhis, vol.  vi., pt. a; tar the .ariy  constitution of the city, ace  
G.  Volpe'a S'wLii  sidle iriulsaleeii ‚o,sssaali  di Pits (Visa, apes),  
and (be the laws, F.  Boaainis .NlnfsJi iu4aΙι  dells card di Pins 
( vols.,  Florence. ;tilt, &c.). The maritime and commercial  

'history of the republic is dealt with in A.  Schaube's Dat Konsslai  
di: Maim  i.  Pass (Leipzig, 1888) and In  Pawinaki's  Ζ.,  ΕιΙsΙΑπ'g- 
gescb'c8iI  des Κc ιιdαίι is des. Communes Nerd- said  Μiυei-Σ&ieπι 
(Berlin, 1867); for the monuments and inscriptions see A. De 
Morrona,  Pins  flisdrata  (Leghorn 1812) and G. R. dc Fleury'a 
Lee Momamesis di Pits as mere &gi (Ρars  ι866;  also  Ripetti's  
Dizwssua. gusgrajfcs sidle Toscaaa, τι.  " VIse.'  For Dante'.  
coiaaaexjon  with Flea, sea Desk a I Pisasi,  by Giovanni Slum  
(Pies, 1873).  Among the more recent historical guides to Pins  
of a popular character is lb .Story of Pise mid Laces, by Janet  
Ross and Nellie  Etichien, in Dent's "Medieval  Towns" (London,  

.  5907), and Τ. S.  Supine's  Pita, In the"  Zislia ariislica  Seeks."  

ΡΙSΑ,  ϋΕΙL  OF (1409)." The great schism of the west  
had already lasted  thirty yearn, and the  aBorts  which bad been  
made to restore amity within the Church by the simultaneous  

resignation of the two rival  pontills  bad been In  vafn,when  in the  
spring of 1408, the state of affairs being desperate, the idea arose 
of assembling a council to elect a union wi thout the  co.opesxtlon  
of the papas. The initiative came from those cardinals who had  
one alter the ether seceded either from Gwgory XII.  or 
Benedict  XIII.  They were forestalled by the popes, who etch  

summoned a council, the former to  Cividale  (in  Prium,  the  
latter to Perpignan, so the dissident cardinals sent out antedat ed  
letters  iqviting  Christendom to assemble at Plea on the 25th  
of March 1409. Their appeal met with a response In a great  
part of Italy, France, Navarre, Portugal and England, and in  
Germany in the States subject to  Wenceslas  king of the  Romaaia, 

 the electors of Cologne and Mains, the  mavgrave  of Branden-
burg, &c. For  Λ  time the number of the fathers exceeded live  
hundred.  , 

The day after the opening of the council, proceedings woe  
started against the two popes, who, it was agreed, were to be 
eliminated. An act of accusation,  contaln'mg  in 37 articles the  
chief complaints against them, was read Out - to the people; net 
only their policy, but their orthodoxy was attacked, and there  
was even an  InsinuatIon  of sorcery. The mason is, that in eider 
to depose them with some show of legality, it was  neconasy,  as a  
preliminary, to convict them of heresy, and It began to be seen  
that their tena city of power, and the ruses by which they evaded  
the necessity of abdicating, however harmful might be their  
consequences, did not in themselves  consti(ute acleax'y.drliaaed  
heresy. On the 5th  of June 1409 was read the  delin'itive redtence:  
that as heretics, and therefore separated from the Church, Pedro 
de Luna (Bened ict  XIII.)  and Angelo  Corrarlo  (Gregory  X!L)  
were ipso facto deposed  from any  odica;  they must not be  
obeyed, not ermined, nor  Imiboured.  In the course of the  
rejoicings which followed this sentence among the popula ce  of  
Piaa,  occurred the somewhat scandalous event of the burning  
of two images crowned with parchment mitres,  yepresenting  
Gregory  XII.  and Benedict  XIIL  It was in vain that the  
ambassadors of Benedict  XIII.  presented themselves at Visa.  
The crowd greeted their arrival with mockery and derision, led  

being treated as the envoys of heretics they escaped without  
having obtained a hearing.  

In order to complete their task the card inals present at  l'Iss,  
authorized by delegation of the council, abut themselves up is  
conclave, and elected one of their number, Peter  Philargis, 

 cardinal of Milan, as the new pope, who assumed the name of  
Alexander V. They had hoped to save the Church, but unfortun-
ately the result of their efforts, generous as they were,  vms  that  
the schism Increased in bitterness, and that instead of the unity 
for which the Church craved, three popes  cootinued  to  Ilourisk  
Both the deposed  pontills  protested against the legality of the 
mussel of Visa; each had numerous part isans, and the thesis, 
constructed rather to meet the exigencies of the case, which  

attributed to a synod assembled by the cardinals the right of  
constituting  itself judge of a sovereign pontiff, was far from  bessg  
established.  

Originally the council of Visa Was to have occupied itself σσt  
only with effecting the union, but also with the reform of the  
Church. As a matter of fact, it cenfined  itself to expressing  
certain desiderata In a  "libellua supplicatorius"  which it sub-
mitted to the new pope, Alexander V. only partially acceded  
to these demands, many of which constituted serious entrench-
ment en the prerogative of the Holy See; he then declared the  
work of  reform suspended, and  dittolved  the council (August 7,  
Ζ409: 

	Lenient,  Hisfmi'e die  macfig  dc Pier  (Utrecht. 1730 ;  
Mans,  Caiscsl., arvu.;  F.  Stuhr,  Die Orgeeisslki' rend  GescMiIr  
ordsuiag des P,sew  end  Koastasser Loi'zds (Schw.rin,  1890 ;  Ν  
Valois, La .} αscο si le grand schism. d' αcidcsιώ  iv. 3-107 1  575  seq. 
(Pariq. 1902). (N. V.) 

. ΡΙSΙCΛ LΑΠΟVΑΟ,  the name which has been given to a 
family of languages spoken immediately to the south of the  

Hindu Kush, and north of the frontier *1  BrItish  India. The 
family Includes the group of  KaIr  languages spoken in  Ksfsrlsttl,  
Kbowar,  spoken in the Chitral country, and the group of  Shait 

 languages, which includesthe  Shini  of Gilgit ,  Elibisti.nI,  spoken  
In the  Kobistana  of the Indus and Swat rivers, and  Κ5shmm.  
Of all these  K.aabmiri  is the only' one which bah received any 
literary cultivation, and of which the number of speakers Is  
known. The  Pilica  languages are Alen by origin, but are  
neither Iranian net  Iaido.Aryan.  (Bee  Inno-ASTAW LANGUAGes  
and  scaamilnc) (G.A.Ga.)  
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m&C'IJ CΑΒW5  duke of  Sa*  Giovanni  4818-180,  

Italian  ιoνοΙιιιiοeeη,  was been at Naples, and entered the  
Neapolitan army in 1839; but having become imbued with  
Μαιsiniάιι Ideas be emigrated in 1847, and after a abort stay 
In England and France served in the French army in Algeria.  
The revolution of 1848 recalled him to Italy; he played a part  
In the brief but glorious history of the Roman Republ ic, and wan 
the life and soul of the war commission in the defence of the city.  
Miu  its capture by the French he again went into exile, first to  
London and then to Genoa, maintaining himself by teaching.  
8k regarded the rule of the house of Savoy as no better than that  
of Austria. When  Macaim,  undeterred by the failure of the 
abortive Milan rising on the 6th of  Fcbrisuy  ι8,  determined to  
=gelds. an expedition to provoke a rising in the Neapolitan  
kingdom,  Pisacane oflered  himself foe the task, and mailed from 
Genoa with a few followers (including Giovanni  Nicolera)  on 
Used the  "Cagliaci"  on the  sth  of June  ι8;.  They landed 
on the island of  Ponza,  where the guards were  ονeτροwcred  
and some hundreds of prisoners liberated, and on the 28th 

 arrived at Sages in Calabria and attempted to reach the  Cileuto.  
But hardly any assistance from the inhabitants was forthcoming,  
and the invaders were quickly overpowered,  Pisacane  himself  
being killed.  

See  Ρ.  M. Bilotti, La Sped  izio,w  di Sapri  (Salerno,  19ο7).  
P1*11, CERISTIlE  DE  (136$-ι. το),  French poet, of 

Italian birth, was born at Venice in 1364. When she was four 
years old she was brought to her father, a  coundllor  of the  
Venetian Republic, in Pars, where be held  omee  as astrologer 
to Charles V. At fifteen Christine married  &ienne  du Castel,  
who became Charles'. notary and secretary. After the king' 
death in 1380 her father lost his appointment, and died soon alter;  
and when Christine's husband died in 5389 she found herself 
without a protector, and with three children depending on her. 
This determined her to have recourse to letters as a means of 
livelihood. Her first ballads were written to the memory of her 
husband, end  ag  love poems were the fashion she continued to 
write ethers-144,  ;i,cjais, rondeai'x  and jests 4  .mdre—though  
she took the precaution to assure bee readers (Celli balades,  No. 
p0) that they were merely exercises. In  ι399 she began to study 
the Latin poets, and between that time and 5405, as she herself  
declares, she composed sons  Afiren important works, chiefly  
in prose, besides minor pieces. The earl of Salisbury, who was in 
Paris on the  occaawn  of the marriage of Richa rd  U. with Isabella  
of France  (1396),  took her elder son, Jean di' Caste! (b. 5384),  
and reared him as his own; the boy, alter Salisbury's death  
Wee), being received by Philip of Burgundy, at  who.e  desire 
Christine wrote 1' Lilt's des /ails  et banner marie; di' sayje ray  

Chad& (1405), valuable as a first-hand picture of Charles V.  
and his court. Her  Miiioiion dc Joriw'e,  in which she finds  
✓oom for a great deal of history and philosophy, was presented  Ιο  
the  nome  patron on New Year'. Day, 1404. It possesses an 
Introduction of great autobiographical interest. In Liz Vision  

Wes) she tells her own history, by way of defence against those  
who objected to her pretensions as a moralist. Henry IV. of 
England desired her to make his court her home, and she received 
a like invitation from  Galcazzo Visconti,  tyrant of Milan. She  
preferred,  bow,ver,  ιο  remain in France, where she enjoy ed the  
favour at Charles νι.,  the dukes of Berry and Burgundy, the  
duchess of Bourbon and others.  

Christine waaachampionof her men sex. In her Di, deJa  
cm' (5402) she describes an order of the rem, the members of  
which bind themselves by vow to defend the honour of women.  
Her  ∆$ιre  an  dlii' d' αΝοst' (r399)  Ian defence of women against  
the satire of Jean dc Mann, and initiated a prolonged dispute with  
two great scholars of her limo, Jean dc  Montreuil  (d. 1415) and  
Goothier  Col, who undertook the defence of the  Rsman  di In  
rose. Christine wrote about 1407 Iwo books for women, La  
Ciii des dames and Li Liw' di; 1l'ois  seeing, or La »'ro, dc le  

di' des domes. She was devoted to her adopted country. 
During the civil wars she wrote a  Losserdaiioi.  (1410) and a Liars  

*See C B.  Petitot, Cdkclioi. 'ompiIie des mis.eir's i'd'uifs 4  
l'kislow. di  Fm'e' fig series, vole. v.'aad  1u  1819, &cj.  

dale 'mix (1412-1413), but-ifter-the-dies-stem-0f the campaign  
of Agincourt she retired lea convent. We have no more 01 her  
work until 1429, when she broke her silence to write a song  
in honour of Joan of Arc. Of the circumstances of her death  
nothing is known but it probably took place about this time.  
lies  Ciii des dames contains many interesting contemporary  
portraits, and her  Liwc des Stair wrii's  contains details at  
domestic life in the France of the early  zSth  century not  
supplied by more formal historians.  

Her poemn were edited by Maudiri Roy for the SocHt'  dc.  andes.  
Testes ί ra πςais  (ι886,  &cj,  and her Lis're di' 'hesiis di' long isted*,  

by Puschel (Berlin.  Ι887)  There are monOgraph, by Raimond  
Tbomassy (Paris, 1838);  Ε.  M. I). Roblneau (Saint-Omer, 188a); 
and Friedrich Koch (Goslar, 1885). It is possible that Jean Cartel, 
who was chrunicicr of France υ sdςr Louis XI., was Christine.  

rt'ndnοn. Hoccleve imitated her Epl&e as dies d'a,.osr, in his 
'Letter of Cupid" (Cha sicerian and .me Pieces, cd. W. W.  Sliest, 
1897). A translation of her e.ρ1ιre d'Olh&  ma, made (c. 1440)  
by Stephen Scrope for his stepfather, Sir John  Fagolf, and isiwe.  
served in a MS at Longlear. This was edited (1904) foe the Rex.  
burghc Club by W. C. F. Warner is The  £pisiIz  .f  Qihc.  Ιο  Recite.  
or the Bake of Knyghikods. The Moral ?mucks of Ch,islyae 4'  
Pise,  translated by Earl Rivers, was printed in 1478 by Caxton,  
who himself translated, by order el Henry VII. her  Li,re des fαίιι 
d'ermes, el 4' cheralme,  a treatise on the art cii war, based cluedy  
on Veretius.  Her  C'Ii  des dα rxes was translated by Brian Analay  
(London, 1521).  

P13*11, VBl'T011  (d. 1380 ,  Venetian  admiral,  wasin  command  
of the Venetian deal in 1378 during the war against the Genoese,  
whom be defeated  08 Cape  d'Anaio;  subsequently he recaptured  
Caltaro, Sebenico  and  Asbe,  which had been noised by the  
Hungarians, the allies of the Genoese. But the Geαοιαeί  Sect  
completely defeated  PIsani  at  Pols  in May 1379, and on his return 
to Venice ht was thrown Into prison. The enemy now messed'  
home their victory, and besieged and captured  Cbioggia,  whereby  
Venice itself was in danger. The people thereupon d emanded 
the liberation of  Pimni,  in whose skill they had the fullest ma. 

 fidence.  The government gave way and appointed the aged  
commander admiral of the fleet once more. Through his able  
. trategy  sad daring he recaptured  Chioggia,  defeated the Genoese  
and threatened  Genoa itself until that republic agreed to pence  
terms. Pisani died in 1380 while on his way to  Manfredonin  
with a squadron to ship provisions.  

See Vittorio Larrarini, "La morte a II monllmelsto dl Vetter  
Piitani," in the N.'.. ue'himo  resale, vol. xl., pt. ii. (1896).  

P13810, ANDREA, also known as  Ancim  DA  Ροnτsnrn  
(c. 1270-1348), Italian sculptor, was born about 1270, and first  
learned the trade of a goldsmith. He became a pupil of Giovanni  

Part of the first Sim= Door of the Baptistery at  Fli*ese.,  
by Andrea  Pimno.  

PIsario  about  Τ3ΟΟ  and worked with him on the  .culpture  for  
S. Maria  della  Spins at Pius and  .lscwbm'  But II I. at  Flei'ence  
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that  buacblef 'reeks were executed, end the formatlonof his immure  
flylewas  due rather to  Giotlo  than  Ιο  his earlier master. Of the  
three world-famed bronze doors of the Florentine baptistery,  
the earliest one—that on the south aide—was the work of Andrea;  
hespentmsny 'ran oiiit; aπdiι waafiπώ 1yscΙυρ ln τ6.1  It 
consists of a number of small quatrefoil  pandi—the lower eight  
wntaiaing  single figures of the Virtues, and the rest scenes from 
the life of the  Baplisi  Andrea  Piaano,  while living in Florence,  
also produced many important works of marble sculpture, all  

of which show strongly  Giotto's  influence. In some cases  
probably they were actually designed by that artist, as, for In-
stance, the double band of beautiful panel-reliefs which Andrea 
executed for the great  campanhle.  The subjects of these are the  
Four Great Prophets, the Seven Virtues, the Seven Sacraments, 
the Seven Works of Mercy and the Seven Planets. The  duomo 

 contains the chief of Andrea's other  Florentint  works in marble. 
Ii 1347 he was appointed architect to the deem of Orvieto,  
which had already been designed and begun by Lorenzo  Maitani. 

 The exact date of his death is not known, but it must have been 
shortly before the year 1349. 

Andrea  Piasno  bad two suns, Nina and  Tornmaao —both.  especi-
sHy  the former, sculptors of considerable ability. Nino was very  
successful in his  slatues  of the Madonna and Child,  whκh  are full  
of human feeling and soft loveliness—a  ρeτΙcct  embodiment of  
the Catholic ideal of the Divine Mother. Andrea's chief pupil was  
Andrea di  Cionc,  better known as  Orcagna (q.s.). Balducc,o  di  
Pita, another, and in one branch (that of sculptu re) equally gifted  
pupd , executed the wonderful shrine of S.  Eustoi'gio  at !Chin-
a most magnificent ma!s of sculptured  ‚gwts  and reliefs,  

PISANO, GIOVANNI  (c.  τ 250-1330,  Italian architect and  
sculptor, was the son of  Niccola Piasno.  Together with  Arnolfo 
del  Cambio  and other pupils, be developed and extended into 
other parts of Italy the renaissance of sculpture which in the 
main was due to his father's talent. After he had spent the 
first part of his life at home as a pupil and fellow worker of 

Part of the Tomb of Benedict XI., by Giovanni Finns.  
Niccoin,  the younger  Pisano  was summoned between 1270 and  
1274 to Naples, where he worked for Charl es  of Anjou en the 
Castel  Nuovo.  One of his earliest independent performances was  
the Campo Santo at  lIsa,  finished about 1283; along with this he  

executed various nieces of sculpture over the main door and inside  
the cloister. The richest in design of ill his works (finished  
about τ286)  is in the cathedral of  Arezzo—a magnificent marble  
high altar and reredos, adorned both in front and at the heck 
with countless figures and  relicfs—mostiyiliuslrativeofthelivea  
of St Gregory and Si Donato, whose bones are enshrined there.  
The actual execution of this was probably wholly the work of his 
pupils. In Iron Giovanni was appointed  architect or  "capo  
maestro" of the new cathedral at Siena, in which office he suc- 
ceeded Lorenzo  Mailani,  who went to Orvieto to build the less  
ambitious but equally magnificent  duomo  which bad just been  
founded there. The design of the  gogeous f ςade  of that  duomo 

 has been attributed to him, but it is more probable that he only  
carried eat  Maitaaii'a  design. AL Fraught, Giovanni built the  

5 Τlιe iliteot, jlsadoiie', 133ο, ,iiii,  se the <seising] wax model.  

clutch of S.  Donisnico  In 1304, but  Ν ded ιbπνrig ιίesέ'uτ. 
 remains. The north  tranaepi, howtr,  still  contsina  his  beenti.  

Μ  tomb of Benedict  Xl.,  with a sleeping figure of the  pepe,  
Feuded by angels  whodraw  aside  thecurtain. Oseof Giovanni's  
moat beautiful architectural works  wa,  the little chapel  ci 

 S. Maria dells Spins (now rebuilt," restored  "),  on the beaks of 
the Arno in Pins; the actual execution  ci  this chapel, and the  
sculpture with which It Is adorned, was mostly the work of his  
pupils.' The influence of his father  Nicasla  is seen  strongiy  in  
all  Giovanni's  works, but especially In the pulpit of S.  Asdssa al 
Pistoia,  executed about  Ijco.  Another pulpit, designed  ci  the 
same lines, was made by him for the nave of Pisa Cath edral  
between 1310 and 1311. The last part of  GiovsnnI's  life ern  
spent at Prato, near Florence, where with many pupils he worked 
at the cathedral till his death about  πα  

See M.  Sauerlandt, iY&er die Bi!duerks des Gkvm,wi Pfriim,,  &c.  
(i ο');  A. Beach,  ΝwοΙα wed  Gierc,ia. ?isms* um; die PlastiC des 
Xlv. Jo.krhwideriei,  Sin,. (5904  

PISANO, NICOOLA  (c.  1206-τ  278), Italian sculptor and archi-
tect. Though he called himself  Pisanss,  from  lisa,  where meet  
ofhislifewasspent,he  was not a Pisan  bybirtb.  There are two  
distinct accoun ts  of his parentage, both derived mainly from 
existing documents. According to one of these he is said to 
have been the son of  "Petriis,  a notary of Siena;" but this 
statement is very doubtful, especially as the word" Siena" or 
"dc Seals" appears- to be a conjectural addition. Another  
document among the archives of the Sienese Cathedral calls  
him son of"  Petrus  dc Apulia." Moat modern writers accept  
the latter statement, and believe that he not only was a na tive 
of the province Of Apulia in southern Italy, but also that he 
gained there his early Instruction In the arts of sculpture and 
architecture. Those, on the other hand, who, with mast of the  
older writers, prefer to accept the theory of  Niccola's  origin  
being Tuscan, suppose that he was  &  native of a small town 
called Apulia near Lucca. 

Except through his works, but little is known of the history 
of  Niccola's  life. As early as 1221 he is said to have been sum-
moned to Naples by Frederick 11., to do work in the new  Csstei 
del  l'Uovo.  This fact supports the theory of his southern  origin, 
though not perhaps very strongly, as, some years before, the 
Pisan  Bonannus  had been chosen  by the Norman king as the  
sculptor to cast one of the bronze doors for  Monreale  Cathedral, 
where it still exists. The earli est existing piece of sculpture 
which can be att ributed  to  Niccola  is a beautiful relief of the  
Deposition from the Cross in the tympanum of the arch of a aide 
door at San Martino at Lucca; It is remarkable for its graceful  
composition and delicate finish of execution. The date is about 
1137. In 1260, a! an incised i nscription records, he finished the  
marble pulpit for the  Visan  baptistery; this Is on the whole the  
finest of his works.  

It is a high  ortagon,  on  aeinlcircular  arches, with trefoil cusps,  
supported by nine marble columns, three of which rest on white  
mathle  lions, in design it presents that curious combination  Μ  
Gothic forms with classical detail, which is one of the character-
istics of the medieval architecture of northern Italy; though much  
enriched with sculpture both in relief and in the round, the general  
lines of the design arc not sacrificed to this, but the sculpture is  
kept subordinate to the whole. in this respect It Is superior to  
the more magnificent pulpit as Sims, one of  Niceola's later works,  
which suffers greatly from want of repose and purity of outline,  
owing to its being overloaded with reliefs and  otatuetlea.  Five  
of the sides of the main octagon have panels with subjects—the  

Nativity, the Adoration of the -Ma gi . the Presentation in the Temple.  
the  Cnicihaion  and the Doom. These set all,  espremlly  the first  
three, works of the highest beauty, and a wonderful advance on  
anything of the sort  that had been produced by  Niccola'a prcdc-
ceinors.  The drapery is  gτacεfυlly ananged  In broad simple folds;  
the heads are full of the most noble dignity; and the sweet jet  
stately beauty of the Madonna could hardly be surpassed. The  
pnnel  with the Adoration of the Map is perhaps the one in which  
Niccola's  study of the antique is most apparent (see figure). The  
veiled and  diademed  figure of the Virgin Mother, seated on a  
throne, is-calls the Roman Juno; the head  cl  Joseph behind her  
might be diet of  Vuk*n;  while the youthful  besuty  of an Apollo  
and the mature  dignity of a Jupiter  sen  suggested by the standing  

' See Schulte,  Dmekiedler dsp  Lead ii  U.l.p.JMhn'  vii. 5.  
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and kneeling jlgiirea of the Man. Certain figures in others of the 
panels are no less deeply imbued with e Τs»k'1  feeling.  

The next important work of Niccols in date is the  Arca  di San  
Domemco,  in the church at Bologna consecrated to that saint,  

who died in 1225. Only the main part, the actual sarcophagus  
covered with sculptured reliefs of St  Dominic's  life, is the work  
of  Niccola  and his pupils. The sculptured bare and curved roof  
with its fanciful ornaments are later additions. This "Area"  

The λαοταtiοn of the Μai, one of the panels in the pulpit of the  
Pisan Baptistery, by Niccola Pisano.  

was made when St Dominic was canonized, and his bones trans-
lated; It was finished in 5267, not by  Nkcola  himself, but by his  
pupils. The most magnificent, though not the most beautiful,  
of  Niccola's  works is the great pulpit in Siena ca thedral  (τ 268).  
lt  is much larger than that at Pisa, though somewhat similar in  
general design, being an octagon on cusped arches and. columns.  

Its stairs, and a large landing at the top, with carved balusters  

and panels, rich with semi-classical feline, are an addition  qf  
about  i $oo.  The pulpit itself is much overloaded with sculpture, 
and each relief is far too crowded with figures. An attempt to 
gain  magnificence  of effect has destroyed the dignified simpli city  
for which the earlier pulpit is so remarkable.  

Nkrola's  last great work of sculpture was the fountain in the 
piazza opposite the west end of the cathedral at Perugia. This  
is a series of basins rising one above another, each with sculptured  

baa-reliefs; it was begun in 1274, and completed, except the  
topmost basin, which is of bronze, by  Nfccola'a  sons and pupil  
Giovanni  

Niccola I'isano  was not only pro-eminent as a sculptor, but  
was also the greatest Italian architect of his century; he designed  

a number of very important buildings, though not all which  
are attributed to him by  Vasari.  Among those now existing  
the chief are the main part of the ca thedral at Pistols, the church  
and  cοqνent  of Ste  Marghcrita  at  Cortona,  and Ste  Trinitd  at  
Florence. The church of Sant' Anto nio at Padua has also been  
attributed  ιο  him, but without reason. Unfortunately his  archi.  
tectural  works have In most cases  been much altered and modern-
ized.  Ificcola  was also a skilled engineer, and was compelled  
by the  Floreetines  to destroy the great tower, called the  Gsssrda

-merle,  wlιίέ h  overshadowed the baptistery RI  Ilorence,  and had 
 Ιoτ  long been the scene of violent conflicts between the Guelphs 

 and Glilbellincn. He managed skilfully so that it should fall  
without injuring the baptistery.  Niccola Pisano  died at Pisa  
In the year n 278, leaving his son Giovanni a worthy successor to  
his great talents both as an architect and sculptor.  

Thouh  his importance as a τeνiνer of the old tradition, of 
twenty m art has been to some extent ehaggerated by Vasarl, yet  
it is probable that NICCOIa, more than any other one man, was the 
meane of starthig tIme "new birth" of the plastic aria whish, in  
the years following his death, was  ιο  fertile m conntlon woeka of  
the most unrivalled beauty. Both Niccola and his son had many 
pupils of great artistic power, and these carried the influence of she  

f'iagni throughout Tuscany and northern Italy, so that the whole 
ant of the succeeding generatiosa may be said to have owed the 
greater part of its rapid development to this one family. 

.  See  Scui.i'ivaz,  and general bistorlis  of Italian art;  Syosoods,  

Reniaissasee  in 1114";  Α.  bn,h,  Nicole sad  Giansnai Pisssa * gad  
die  Plashk  des  XIV. Jo.hrlisi ndcris  is  Signs  (Strassburg, 190gl.  

P184110,  VTITOR3  (c.  138ο.-ιg$6),  commonly called  Ρsaa-
uxito,  Italian medallist, was a native of San  Vigiiio  sal  Lago  is  
the territory of Verona. Specimens of his work as a minter are 
still extant in Rome, Venice, Verona and  Pislola,  and entitle  
him to a place of some distinction in the history of that art.  
The National Gallery in London  ρ''  a  vesy  fine  apecinsus  
of  Pissnello'a  work—a panel painted with  miniature.iikn  delicacy.  
During the latter portion vi his life he  llν d  in Rome, where be  
enjoyed great repute.  

Ρ1SΑURU  (mod. Pesaro,  q.s.),  an ancient town of  Unabsia  on  
the Via  Flaminla, 26  as. from  Aximimnm ‚mi  8 from  Ρanιmι  
Fortunan.  A Roman colony was founded here in the territory  
of the Gaul  Senones  in 184  α.ε.,  at the mouth .1 the river  Piwsrw 

 (mod.  Foglia;  the sea has since then receded about half a mile).  
Whether it took the place of  gg eailier  town or  sioL,  is not  k οwtι  
an important  Gaulish cemetery has been discovered near the  
village of  Novilara  between  Piaa'msxn  and  Fanum,  but to which vi  
these centres (if either) it belonged is uncertain (L  Brimo  In  
Mo,iiimenli dci  Liners 118951, v.85  sqq.). las  s 74 S.C. we bras that  
the censors built a temple of Jupiter here and paved a  reαtι  
T.  Accius, the counsel who  cppvsed  Cicero in the case  wbmi  he  
defended  Cluenstius  In a still extant speech,  waa  a native of Plasm.  
rum.  Catullus  refers to the town as decadent or  unheiliby,  but 
this may be merely malicious, and does not seem to be borne out  
by facts: for it is not infrequently mentioned by  dasaical  authors. 
It was occupied  by Caesar in 49  /LC., and was made a  cοlο y  
under the second triumvirate.. Hence it bears the name  Colonsia  
Julia Felix. We hear little of it under the empire. It was 
destroyed by the  Gotbs  In 539,  and restored by  Beliaazivain  ses.  
From the inscriptions, nearly rem in number, an Idea of the im-
portance of the town may be gained. Among them are a group 
of  cippi  found on the site of a sacred grove of matrons of  
Piaautum,  beating  dedications  to various deities, and b elonging 

 probably to the date of the foundation of the colony. There are 
some remains of the town walls, and an ancient bridge over the 

 Foglia.  It was, like  Ariminum,  a considerable place for the 
manufacture of bricks and pottery, though the  factories  cannot  
always be precisely localized.  

ΡI8G 	(the fishes), in astronomy, the twelfth sign of the  
zodiac (q;.), represented by two fishes tied toge ther by their 
tails and denoted by the symbol  .  It is also a constellation,  
mentioned by  Eudoxus (sth  century  s.c)and Aratus  (rd century  
s.c.);  and catalogued  by Ptolemy (38 stars), Tycho Brahe (36) 

 and  Ifevelius  (39).  In Greek legend Aphrodite and Eros,  wbfl  
on the banks of the Euphrates, were surprised by  Typbons,  and  
bought safety by jumping into the water, where they  wug  
changed into two fishes. This fable, however, as in many other  
similar cases, is probably nothing more than an adaptation of an  
older Egyptian talc, a  .Piscisim,  is a fine double star of  magnitudg  
3 and ; 35 Pis'in'm,  Is another double star, the components  
being a white star of the 6th magnitude and a purplish star of  
the 8th magnitude.  . 

ins&  seslrgiis,  the southern flab, is a constellation of  the  
southern  hernisρlωτe,  mentioned by  Εudοnυ.  and  Aratua,  and cata-
logued by Ptolemy, who described 58 Stars. Tb. moat important  
star is a  Pisc,s ausiralts or Fomalbaut, a star of the first magnitude. 

Piecis relent, the Hying fish, Is a new constellation introduced  
by  jaba  Bayer in 1603. 

PISCICULTURZ  (from  Lat. $sds,  flab). The species of  
fish which can be kept successfully in captivity  thiougbout  their  
lives from egg to adult is exceedingly limited in number. The  
various breeds of goldfish are familiar examples, but the carp  
is almost the only food-fish capable of similar domestication.  
Various other food-fish es, both marine and fresh-water, can be 
kept in ponds for longer or shorter periods, but refuse to  breed 5  
while in other cases the fry obtained  from captive breeders will  
not develop. Consequently there are two main types of  pisci..  
culture to be distinguished: (x) the rearing in confinement'  
of young fishes to an edible stage, and (2) the stocking of  
natural waters with eggs or fry from captured breeders,  
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Fish  rreriπχ.—.)f the fins type of  piscicuhtmw  there are few  

examples of commercial importance. The pond-culture of  

carp is an Important industry in China and Germany, and  baa  
been introduced with some success in the United States, but  
in England It has long fallen out of tine, and is not likely to be  

reνiνed so long as fresh tab can be obtained and distributed  ιο  
reedily  as Is now the  caas.  Other examples are to be found in  
the  cukivation  of the lagoons of the Adriatic, and of the salt.  
marshes of  v,jlous  parts of France. Here, as In  andesit  Greece  
and Rome, it is the practice to admit young tab from the sea  

by sluices, into artificial enclosures or  "viviera,"  and to keep  
them there until they are large enough to be  med.  An in.  
tensing modification of this method of cultivation has been  
introduced Into Denmark. The entrances to the Inner lagoons  

of the  LlmfJord  are naturally blocked against the immigration  
of flatfish by dense growths of sett-grass  (Ζeekmή ,  although 
the enter lagoons  asS  annually !heeded by large  numbeis  of 
small plaice from the North Sea. The fishermen of the dis-
trict consequently combined to defray the expenses of trans.  
planting large numbers of small plaice from the cuter  wateTs  
to the Inner lagoons, where they were found to thrive far better  
than in their natural  habit&t.  The explanation has been shown  
by Dv Petersen to be due to the abundance of food, coupled  

with the lade of  overuowdbmg  of the small fob. This  trans.  
plantation of plaice is Denmark  baa  been annually repeated  
for several years with the most successful results, and a suitable 
subvention to the cost is now an annual charge upon the govern.  

rout funds.  
As a  rtsult  of the  InternatIonal  North Sea fishery Investigations. 

 it has been proposed  Ιο  extend the sense pnneiple for the develop.  
emit of the deep em fishesy in the neighbowhuod  of the  Dogger 
Bank. Experiments with labelled plaice, carried out in 590' by  
the Marine Biological Association, showed that small plaice trans-
planted to the flogger Bank In spring grew three times as rapidly  

in those on the Inshore grounds, ansi the seine result, with in.  
ignitcant variations, has been obtained by similar experiment.  

1mm eeςb succeeding run in this  case the deep water round the 
Dagger  βank  acts as a barrier to the emigration of the small plaice  
from the shores. It baa consequently been proposed that the small  
plaice should be trans lanted in mflllona to the Bapk by well vessels 
every spring. It ii r ,  as a further result e( the experiments,  
that from May to October the young tab would be practically free  

on the shallow part of the Bank from the risk of premature capture  
by treeless, and that the increased value 01 the tab, consequent  
upon their phenomenal growth-rate, would greatly exceed the cost  
of  tianaplantation.  

Time method, of eyster. sad mussel-culture are similar in principle  
to those just described. 1. breeding stock is maintained to supply  
the ground, or the " collectors," with spat, and the latter, when  
.uiflciently  grown, Is then transplanted to the most favourable  
keding-grouimda,  care  being taken to avoid the local owe-crowding  
which is so eommoaly obseTved among shell-flab under natural  

Pish-kakhisig·—Tbe  second, and more familiar, type of  
plsdcukure  is that known as fish-hatching, with which must  
be associated the various methods of artificial propagation.  

The  fertiEzation  of the spawn is very easily effected. The  
eggs are collected either by "stripping" them from the mature  
adult immediately alter capture, or by keeping the adults 
alive until they are ready to spawn, and then stripping them  
or by keeping them in reservoirs of sea-water and allowing 
them to spawn of their own accord. In the two former cases 
a little rut is allowed to fall from a male fish into a vessel con.  
‚sdning  a small quantity of water—fresh or salt as required—
sad the  cggs.are  pressed from the female fish into the same 
vessel. In fresh-water culture the eggs thus fertilized may be  

at once distributed to the waters to be stock ed , or they may be  
kept in special receptacles provided with a suitable Stream of  

water until the fry are hatched, and then distributed, or again  
they may be reared in the hatchery for several months until 
the fry are active and hardy. 

The hatching of eggs, whether  of fresh-water or salt-water  
fishes, presents no serious difficulties, if suitable apparatus is  
employed; but the rearing of fry to an advanced stage, without  
serious losses, is Ins easy, and in the case of sea-fishes  with  
pelagic eggs, the larvae of which are exceedingly small and  

tender, is .1W an unsolved problem, although recent sulk,  
carried out at the Plymouth laboratory of the Maxine Bio-
logical  Α sοdatiοn,  Is at least promising. It  baa  been found  
possible to grow pure cultures of various diatoms, and by feeding 
these to delicate larvae kept in sterilized  sea-wsteT,  great sue-  
erases have been attained. In fresh-water culture little advan-
tage, if any, bra been found to result from artificial hatching, 
unless this Is followed by a successful period of rearing. Thu  
the  Hovietown  Fishery Company recommend their  cwhemera 

 to stock their streams edict with  unbatched  ova or with three-
month-old fry. Their experience  is "that there Is no  h.l1'vsy  
house between ova sown In  redds  and  tbree.niontb-eid fzy  
Younger fry may do, but only where ova would do as  wil, and  
at ball the coat." In uterine  bχ1cherie,  on the other  baird,  
it is the invariable prac tice to batch the eggs, although the 
fry have to be pot into the sea at the mo st  critical  peand  of 
their lives, II it is a risky matter to plant out the robed 
young fry of trout under an age of three months, it would seem 
to be an infinitely more speculative proceed ing to plant out  
the delicate  week.old  larvae of sea-fishes in an environment  
which teems with  predaceoua  enemies.  

O*ofs atrd Ulilily  of  FisIi-hak&m*r.--Tbe  earlier advocates  
of artificial propagation and  Seh.hatcbiirg  seem to have been  
under the impression that the thousands of fry resulting from 
a single act of artificial propagation meant a  correspoadiirg  
iiictease  in the numbers of edible fish when once they bad been  
deposited in suitable waters; and  alzo  that artificial  fertllizatire  
ensured a greater proportion of fertilized eggs than the natural  
process. For the second of these propositions there is no  mi-
dence,  while the first proposition is now everywhere discredited  
It is recognized that the great fertility of fishes is nature's  
provision to meet a high  mnrtslity—greater in  aea-flsbeswitb  
minute pelagic eggs than in fresh-water fishes with larger-yolked  

eggs, partly because of the greater risks of marine pelagic life,  
and partly because of the greater delicacy of marine lame  
at the time of hatching. Artificially propagated eggs and fry 

 alter  planting  inuat  submit to the same mortality as the other  
eggs and fry around them. Consequently it is useless to  plairt  
Out eggs or fry unless in numbers  auWdently  great to  apore-
clably  increase the stock of eggs and fry already existing. 

It is this, comb ined always with the  sultabrnty  of the ex-
ternal conditions, which accounts for the success of the best  
known experiments  of American  pisciculturlsta.  The  artifl  
daily propagated eggs of the shad from the eastern rivers of 
the United States were planted  irs  those of California and the  
Mississippi, where the  specieS  did not naturally occur. The  
conditions were suitable, and the speci es  became at once accli-
matized. Similarly reservoirs and streams can be stocked  
with various  kinds of fish not previously present. But in the 
case of indigenous species the breeding stock must be very  
seriously reduced before the addition of the eggs or fry of  5 

few score or hundreds of fish can appreciably Increase the local 
stock 

In the case of sea-fish es it is becoming increasingly  recog.  
nized  that the millions of cod fry which are annually turned out 
of time American, Newfoundland and Norwegian hatcheries  

are but an insignificant fraction of the  bllliorit  of fry which are  
naturally produced. A single female cod liberates, according  
to its size, from one to five million eggs in a single season. Yet  
the annual output of fry from each of these hatcheries rarely 
exceeds  aoo  millions, it. the natural product of a few hundred  
cod at most. In Britain marine hatcheries have been estab-
lished by the Fishery Board for Scotland In the bay of  Nigg,  
near Aberdeen, by the Lancashire Sea Fisheries Committee  at  
Peel, and by the government of the Isle of Man at Port  Eds. 
Thnte  establishments have been prin cipally devoted to the  
batching  of the eggs of plaice. But again the maximum 00*-
put of fry from any one of these establishments has not exceeded 
40  milliona  in any single year. As a single female plaice  
produces  about  soo,cco  eggs per annum, this output does net  
exceed the natural produce of a few hundred flab. Under these  
circumstances  the probable utility of the operations could be  
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„bubv·d  only If lbs fry were .edeulaiy aied c.edd be punted  
in suitable localutiss where young dab ware nMuxally icarus.  

But the fey drift with the currents as  6ή y  as  ώ .  eggs,  
and  ώ .  a priori objections to  ώ .  utShty  of the operatio= have  
in no use been met by evidence of tangible omilte. Tb.  
ΙdιΙcχ fry batched in the Scottish est αhfishenent have b.en di..  
tributed for menγ yasrs In  ώ .  waters of Loch Fyne. Yet in 
this eras, according to the investigations of Mr WWlsmaon  

(.ρor&  of the Scottish Fishery Board for r8p8), nearly gee  
millions of plaice eggs are naturally preduced in  ου.  spawning  
lesson. Evidenea is still lacking as to whether the 20 to 30  
wiWoa by annually added from  ώ .  hatchery have ippee.  
ciably increased  ώ .  quantities  of young plaice on the mermen&  
fog shores. Supposing this could be est αbαshed, the quesdon  
would still remain whether  ώ .  same iueult could not be obtained  
at far Ion expense bydisρensing with  ώ .  batching operations  
and distributing the eggs directly after fonilisatione  

in the United States the utility of the end.batchhig opera-
tions has been constantly ametted by rupronatativen of the  

Bureau of Fisheries, but practically the only evidence adduced  
1' the οιχαsiοοαι appearance of ‚musoal numbers of cod In  ώ .  
neighbourhood. It has not been established that the dnciva.  
the. In the local cod dab.erlea bear any dad relation to the ex-
tent of the bitching operations, while the earlier reports of the  
Cοιnmissieneχs of Fisheries contain evidence that similar ductu.  
athes ocaure.d befor, the hitching of «lab ιemmissiοn 
cod” had begun.  

The situation. may be summed, up in the word. of Mr Frytr,  
H.M. 

 
Superintending  Inspector of Flwserlea, who critically 

examined the eviderict bearing upon  ώ .  cperatlon*  of the 
Neusfomidland Hatchery at I)lldo (Reports x.-xll. of the 
Inspectoav of Sea Fisheries, Ε.  &  W.) Where the estab.  
liebment ii' a hatchery, even on  ώ .  smallest scale, is followed  
by an Increased take of dab, there is a tendency to ceameti  
the two as cause and effect on insufficient evidence, md  
without any regard to the many conditions which have always  
led to hctuatlons in the =se of say particular kind of dab."  

Tb.  most exact inνustίgαtiοm beating upon this probisin  are  
ώ ...  which have been recently undertakes In Norway in con- 
nexion with the cod.batching operusdon. at Arendal under  
Captain Dannevig. Four fjords wer, selected Is the south  
mast of Norway in proximity tp the hatchery, and the usual  
number ·of fry (role millions) were planted in the spring In  
.Itgenate lids, leaving the intermediate Ijords unaupplhsd.  
Tb. relative number of young cod in  ώ .  various fjords was  
then carefully investigated throughout the succeeding summer  
4114  autumn month.. II wa, found that there was no relation  
between the abundance of young fish and  ώ .  prasenco  οι

-sence  of "artihcisi"fry. In igog, 33 million fry were planted  
In Sondelefjord and young dab were exceptionally abundant 
in the following autumn (three times as abundant as in 1903  
when no fry were planted). But their abundance was equally 
striking In othut fjords In which no fry had beef, planted, 
while in 1905 all the fjords were deficient in young cod whether 
they bad been planted with fry from  ώ .  hatchery or not. 

For a summery of these Investigations see popera on "Arti'CIaI  
F$.h-hntchiag·ln  Norway," by Captain  Daimevig  and Mr Dab),  
in the Report of the  Lanςaιh$ιe  Sea Fisheries Laboratory for 2906  
(Liverpool, 1907).  

It would thus seem clear that the attempts hitherto made to  
increase the supply of sea-fish by artificial belching hav, been 
umuCccsafi'L The experience seined has doubtless Dot been  

wasted, but the direction to be taken by future work is plain.  
The energy sad money devoted to Witching operations should  
be divetted to the serious attempt to discover a means of rearing 
on a large scale the just-hatched fry of  ώ .  more sedentary  
species  Ιο  a sturdy adolescence. When that has been done (it  

has been achiev.d.by  the present Wtitcr in the case of the sea  

Bob Colas, with demmal eggs,) it would be possible to deposit  
the young frib In suitable localities on a large scale, with a  
reaennabis prospect of influencing the local abundance of the  
species of fish In question.  

For fgatb.r dulls, gu  J.  T.  Citalsgbjn', Zfa'wd Rii.ry  4  do  MerlsSeM.  Men.. Finks of she British jsig,ds  (London. 1896);  
Α  Mess.! of  ΡiιΙ,.CιdΙιwι  (Washington, 1891) ;  Rocbf,  La Cedar. 
des sir, (Plus, 1898); W. Glinting, &porliesuek .. the tress. 

_ 	Report of the North Sea Fisheries  

Ρ ΙΑ.ι  Latin word first applied to a dab-pond, and later  
wed for any pod-of water he bathing, he., either natural or 
artlflcisl, and ‚1,0 far a tank or roniveir. In emlesismind  
meρ the term wan given to a shallow stone ba,in (the French  
'ssιιώ ) ρlaced  near the' elem. Is a church, with drains to heke 
away  ώ .  water used in the ablutions at the fuse. "Plscmnae»  
seem at fiat to have been inert tsps or small basins, supported  
on perforated stems, placed close to the wall, and afterwards to 
have been remmed therein and covered with niche heads, which 
often contained shelve. to serve as awsbrlea. They are rare  
fo R,6n,4  till the 13th century, after which there is scarcely as  
altar without one. They frequently take  ώ .  form ci a doubl  
niche, with a shaft hetween the arched heads, which are often  

filled with elaborate truing.  
PISEK,  a town of Bohemia, $5  m. S. of Prague by raiL Παρ.  

(tree), πj,όoό , mostly Czech. It bee on the tight bank of the  
Wottawi, which is ben crossed by an Intersatlag stone budge  
of great antiquity. The most prominent buildings are the  
church of the NatIvity, the town-bali, and a castle dating from  
the τ ςth century. The luduatrira  ax. Iron and brsee founding,  
brewing, and  ώ .  mswufacturu  of shoe., paper, cement arid  
Turkish ftssa. Feldeper, qusrts and granite are quarried In  
the enνlι ns. The naweel Fisek, which b.tbe Czech for sand, Ia  
said to be derived from  ώ .  gold-washing formerly carried en  
in the bed of the W,Ltawa (1571-162T).  

In 01 ςι It was captured by the imperIalist general, Karl  
Bonaventura dc Loagueval, Ciii von Beqeoy, sad suffered so 
severely that the citizens opened their gates to his opponent,  

Ernst von Mansfeld. This was punished in October of the  

following year, when Duke Maximilian Of Bavaria sacked the 
towD and put nearly .11 the Inhabitants to the sword. Plank  
was one of the chief onitme of the Humitm.· It was occupied  
by the French in 1741.  

P111111k.  in indent geography, the name giveu to ac οισστυ  
in the south of Asia Minor, immediately north of Pamphylla 
by which It was sepersled from the Medltemsneen, while It  

was bounded on the N. by Phrygis, on the  Ε.  by Lycaonla,  
'sauna and Cilida, and on  ώ .  W. and S.W. by Lyda 
sad a part of Pbuygfo. It was a ringed and mountainmer dis-
trict, comprIsing some of  ώ .  loftiest portions of the great range  
of Mt Taurus, tcgether with the ofisbooti ci the same chain 
towards the central table-land of Phrygia. Such a region was  
naturally occupied frOm a very early period by wild and lawless  
races of mountaineers, who were very imperfectly reduced to  
subjection by  ώ .  powers that suoreasively established their  
dominion in Asia Minor. The Plaidiana are not mentioned by  
Ηeιodοίυ, either among the nations that were subdued by 
Crocsira,  or among those that furnished contingents to the army 
of Xerxes, and the first mention of them in hlucoiy occurs in  
the Auschesis of Xenophon, when they furnished a pretext to the  
younger Cyrus for levying the army with which he designed to  

subvert his brother's throne, while he pretended only to put 
down the Pisidians who were continually harassing the neigh-
bouring nations by their lawless forays  (Anab. I.  !, Ii; ii.  i,  4,  
ftc.). They are afterwards mentioned frequently by later 
writers among the inland nations of Asia Minor, and ssaume a 
more prominent part in the history of Alexander the Great, to  
whose march through their country they opposed a deter-
mined resistance. In Strabo's time they had passed under 
the Roman dominion, though still governed by their own petty 
chiefs and retaining to a considerable extent their predatory  
habits (giving rise to such wars as that carried on by Quirinius,  
about 8-6 s.c.). 

The bovndsries of Pisidia, like those of moet of the  

inland provinces or regions of Asia Minor, were not dearly 
defined, said appear to have fluctuated at different times.  Τbi  
was especially the case on the side of Lycla, where the upland 
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district  ώ  Milyss  was sometimes included In  Vlsitfls,  it other  
times assigned to  Lyda.  Some writers, indeed, considered the 

 Pisidiaira  as the same people with the  Milyana, -while ethers
regarded them as descendants of the  Solymi,  but Strabo speaka  
of the language of the  Pisidiana  as distinct from that of the 

 Solymi,  as well as from that  ώ  the  Lydiana.  The while of 
 Piaidia  is an elevated region of =We-het& or upland =dim ui  

the midst of the ranges of Mt Taurus which descends abruptly  
on the ails of Παmρhυαι. Ιι containa  several small lakes, and  
Iwo of large size, Bey-Shelter Lake, the ancient  Ksialis,  and  
the double lake now called the  Egeedir (1ml,  of which the indent  
name was  Limnai. Τhe Ιatteτ  is a fresh-water lake of about  
30 m. in length, situated in the north of  Pisidia  on the frontier  
of  Phrygia,  at an  tltvation  of 3007 ft.  Karalia  is a larger  
body, also of fresh water, and at a distinctly higher level above  
the sea. The only rivers of importance are the  Crairua  and  
the  Rutymedon,  both of which take their rise in the highest  
reuses of Mt Taurus, and Sow down through deep  stet narrow  
valleys to the plain of  Pamphylia,  which they traverse on their 
way to the sea. 

Notwithstanding its rugged and  mo'mtainona  character,  
Plaidia containtd  in ancient times severs! considerable  towns,  
the ruins  ώ  which have been brought to light by the re-
searches  of recent travellers (Aaundell, Ilsmilton, Daniel!, G. 
Hixscbfold, Redd, Sterrett,  Lanckoronski, Ramy,  &c.), and 
show them to have attained under the  Reman  Empire to a degree  
of opulence sad prosperity far beyond what we should have 
looked for in a country of predatory mountaineers. The moat  
important of them are  Tumesaua,  near the frontier of  Lycia,  a 
strong fortress in a position of grunt  iminral  strength and 
commanding one of the principal purees into  Pamphylia; 
Creme*, another mountain fortress, north of the preceding,  
impending over the valley of the  Ceatrus; Sogn Ι i' ,  a little  
farther  aortb,  a large town in a strong position, the mini of 
which are among the must remarkable in Asia Minor;  Selga,  on 
the right bank of the  Eurymedon, surrounded by rugged moun-
tains, notwithstanding which It was in  Strabo'a  time a large and  
opulent city; and Antioch, known for distinction's sake as 
Antioch of  Pisidia,  and celebrated for the visit of St  PAuL  This 
was situated in the extreme  noi'th.eaat  of the district imme-
diately on the frontier  of  Pbrygia,  between Like  Egerdir  and 
the range of the Sultan  Dagh  and was reckoned in the Greek  
sid eirlier  Roman period,  e.g.  by  Stxabo,  ass city of  Phrygia. 

 Besides these there were situated in the rugged mountain  
tract west of the  Cestriis Cretopolis, Olbasa, Pogla,  hinds,  
Etenna  and  Comama. Pednelissos  was in the upper valley  
ώ  the  Emymedon  above  Sdge.  The only place in the district  
at the present day deserving to be called a town is  Isbarta,  the 
residence of a pasha; it stands at the northern foot .1 the  
main mass of Mt Taurus, looking over a wide and fertile plain 
which extends up  ιο  the northern chain of Taurus. North of 
this sad immediately on the borders of  Pheygla  stood  Apollenia,  
tailed also  Mordiaeum.  Large estates in  Piaidia  and the 
adjoining parts of  Phiygin  belonged to the Roman emperors; 
and their administration has been Investigated by  Rsmsay  and  
ethers. 

We have no due  tq  the ethnic  d'axscter  and relations of 
the  Pisidlans,  except that we learn from  Strabo  that they were 
distinct from the neighbouring  Solymi,  who were probably a 
Semitic race, but we find mention at an early period in these  

mountain districts of various other  tribes,as  the  Cabali,Milyana,  
&c., of all which, as well as the neighbouring  Isauriasia  and 

 Lycaoulans,  the origin is wholly unknown, and the absence of  
monuments of their languages  must remain so.  Α  few short  
Piddisn  inscriptions have been  publIshed  by Ramsey in Reese  
drs&,de, σn'κ,mer  (1895,  ρρ.  353-362). No inscriptions in these  
other languages  arc known.  (W.  Μ. Rs.) 

P180, the name of a distinguished Roman plebeian family  
ώ  the  Calpurnian  goes which continued in existence till the end  

of the and century an. Nearly fifty of its members were  
prominent in Roman  hiStory,  but the following deserve particular  

a.  Lιµιn*s Caιόuιxma Peto Cazsormeua, Ri έπιa  
nest= faihnolai-lawcf Junes Clem. in  58n.c.,whencοnιυΙ,  be  
and his colleague  Aulue Gsbiniva  entered into a  coIiipact  with 
P.  Clodius,  with the object of getting Cicero out  ώ  the way.  
Psio'a  reward was the province of Macedonia, which be  adia.  
used from sυ  to the  beghmiag  of  55,  when he was recalled,  
perhaps In  coeusequenon  of the violent attack made upon him 
by Cicero In the senate in his speech Dr  pvesin dis «ieadwiiea.  
Ου  his  saturn  Plan  addzemed  the senate in his defence, ud  
Cicero replied with the muse and  mgr.ιΜ invective  keesu  
as In  Pisoaem. Pise issued a  pimpbhs  by way  ώ  rejoinder, 
arid there the matter dropped, Cicero being afraid to bring the  
When-in-innof Caesar to  triaL  At the  outinisk  of the civil 
war  Piso oflered  his services as mediator, but when Caesar  
marched upon Rome be left the city by way of protest. He did  
not, however, definitely declare for  Pbmpey, but remained 
neutral, without forfeiting the  rmpeet  of  Csesar.  Alter the 
murder of the dictator he insisted en the provinces of his  

being strictly  c*rzied  out, and for a time opposed  Asiteary.  
Subsequently,  bσw νer, he became one of his  auppoitesaaad  
is mentioned as taking part loan  esnbaaey  to  Arricey's  ramp at  
Mutina  with the object of bringing about a recon ciliation. 

a.  Lucina Caisvanros  Paso, surnamed  £,wgi  (the worthy), 
 Reman  statesman and historian, was tribune in  ι  S.C.  

He is known chiefly for his lee CsιΙψwπi. rιψd.'d ον sa,  
which brought shout the  syblem  of  qiwirdeass ψeτρdsαe  sad  a 
new phase of criminal procedure. As praetor (136) and coral  
(133)  Piso  fought against the slaves in Sicily. lie energetically  
opposed GaisaGmechus, especiallyinoonnexionwi'bhla corn law. 

See Axirtaisri;  C.  Cicbedua  in Pauly-Wissowa's Αίιαι e'yd.  
fiAlie (1897),  vol.  iii.,  ι. ι; Η.  Peter,  Risterieorsm rewarm  
TdIqIIi'II  (1870),  vol.  1.;  ΤcυΠel-Scbwabe, Him of Resins  Lii.  (Εe  
trans.), I  1;2, 4. On the lea  Calpnrnia, Corpss  tux,. lotisarsm, i.,  

Να  ipS,  with Mommsen'. mmmuItary;  A. Η.  J.  Giuenidga,  Pest.  
'if Ro'ie.  Χ33-Ζο4 B.c.  (1904).  

3. Gressars Cauusxius Piso,  Roman statesman, was consul  
ξιι  s.c.,  and subsequently governor of Spain arid  pzocossul  of  
Africa. In  ΑΜ.  17  Ρlbri'ιa  appointed him  govesriec  ώ  Sr*  
with secret instructions to thwart  Germanicus,  to whom the 
eastern provinces bad been assigned. The Indignation  ώ  the  
people at the death of  Oeemanlcua,  and the suspicion that  Pb.  
had poisoned him, -forced  Tibermna  to order an  .inveatigation. 
Piso  committed suicide, though it was rumoured that  Tibenus,  
fearing  incaiminatlng.disclosurcs,  had put him to death. 

See H.  Schiller,  σrsώuck'  έ ι,  rdmierde* Kds.iueiI  (1883), eel I 
4. Garus Cas.ρτιsmνs Piso,  Roman statesman, orator and 

patron of literature in the rat century AD., is known chiefly fee  
his share in the conspiracy of  ΑΜ.  6 against Nero  (g.v.).  Re was 
one of the moat popular men in Rome, partly for his skill in  
poetty  and music, partly for his love of luxury and generosity.  - 

It is probably the last-named who is referred to by Calpornbia  
Siculua under the name of  Mdiboeus, and he is the subject  ώ  the  
yanegyric  Dr lead,  Piioiiis.  

- ΡΙ88ΑRBΟ, όΑ*lΙ.LΕ  (183Σ-19ο3),  French painter, was  
been at St Thomas in the Danish Antilles, of Jewish pamela  
of Spanish extraction, lie went to Paris at the age of twenty, 
and, as a pupil of Corot, came into close touch with the  Earbison  
masters. Though at first be devoted himself to subjects ώ 

 the kind which will ever be associated  wIth  the name of Millet,  
his interest was entirely absorbed by the landscape, and not by 

 the figures. He subsequently fell under the spell of the rising 
impressionist movement and threw in his lot with Monet aid  

his friends, who were at that time the butt of public ridicule. 
Like Monet, he rude sunlight, and the effect of sunlight on the  
objects of nature, the chief subjects of his paintings, whether is  
the country or on the Paris boulevards, About :Us be took  
up the  Ιabοdο sΙy  Scientific method of the  pointllliats,  but after  
&  few yearn of these experiments he returned to a broader sad  
more attractive manner. indeed, In the dosing years of his  
life he produced some of his finest paintings, in which he set  
down with  admirable truth the peculiar atmosphere and colour  
and teeming life of the boulevards, streets and bridges of Pam 
and Rouen. He died in  Pasis  in 1903.  
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Plseesro  Is eepiseented in the Caillebetse remit at the Lusem.  

bourg, and in almost every osilcctio5 of impressionist painting..  

A number of his finest weeks sue in the collection of M. Durand.  
Rut' in Paris.  

?ΙΘtΑCΗΙΟ  Χ,  the fruit of P'sntda νσα (natural ruder 
Anarardlacese), a small tree which is a hative of Syria and  
generally cultivated in the Μedlteantπn region. Mthough a  
delicious nut and much prixed by the Greeks and other Eastern  

nationi, it is not well known In Eritain h is not so large as a  

bug nut, but Is rather longer and much thinner, and the shell 
is coveted with a somewhat wrinkled skin. The pitiachio 
autls the specissnamedm Gen. aliil ii (l1eb. Ar. bofm) as 
forming part of the present which Joerpb'a brethren took with 
them from Canaan, and in Egypt it Is still often placed along  

with sweetmeat. and the like in presents of courtesy The  

smell nut of  PI$10A14 LeNlssciss,  not langer than a  cherry Stone, 
also comes from Smyiiia, CnιΙaπιΙnσρΙc and Greece.  Ρ.  
LsstIsc'w  is the mastic tree, it native of the Mtditerranean  
region, forming a aliflib  or small tree with evergl·etn pinnately. 
ompouod leaves with a winged .1.1k. "Mastic" (from  

N.sika,.,  to cbs,,) is an aromatic rώ ιnουs exudatIon obtained  
by making incisions in the bark. It is chiefly produced In Atia 
Minor and Is used by the Turks as a chewing gum. It is also  
used as a vatnlab for pictumo.  Ρ  TereMn'hu,  the Cyprus  
turpentine tree, a native of southern Europe, Asia Minor and  
North Africa, yields turpentine from incisi οns in the trunk. A  
gall is produced on this live, which is used in dyeing and tanning.  

ΡΙΙΤΙΙ1/2  a term in botany for the female or seed-bearing  
organ of a gower (q.s.). The Let. pfssiilam (diminutive from  

tinsel%  pi:Iam,  to pound), a nestle, a club-heeded Instrument  
used for crushing or braying substances In a mortar (qx), was  
taken a. the name for this organ from Its similarity in shape, 
and thente sdapled in Fr pistil about the middle of the rtth  
century In its complete form a pistil consists of three parts—
ovary, at the base, containing the bodies whkh become seed.,  
style (Or mikes, pillar), and stigma (Cr n τ'γµa, mark, miter,  
to brand), the part which In impregnation receives the pollen  

PMTOIA,  or Plsicfl  (sac  P'skr,as),  a tows and episcopal  
see of TusSany; Italy. in the province of Florence, from which it 
is ax' on. NW by s*il. Pop. (1006), »,'n (town). 68,531  
(commune). It is situated on a slight eminence (2*0 Ii.) near 
the Ombrosse, one of the tributaries of the Awno. Its on the  
site of the Roman  Pislorias.  which is hardly mentioned In ancient 
limes, except for the destruction of Catiline'a force, and the 
ιΙιυgh lee of their leader near it In 62 a c., and as a itailon on 
the road between Florentia said Luca, and earlier still by 
Inautu., but only with jesting allusion to the simlISrity of the 
name to the word  $sior  (baker). Hardly any inscriptions of  
the ancient town have been found, but excavations In  i  qos  (see  
C. Pellegrini in  Νο'  isis degli  Scan. rove, p 241) in the Piazzo del  
Duomo led to the discovery of a large private house, which 
belonged to the end of the 1st century s.c. Some mosaic  

pavements were found, belonging perhaps to the 3rd Century 
s.n»  while the betas. -appears to have fallen Into ruin it the  

beginning of the stb. Remains of four subsequent periods  
were discovered above Ii. It was found that the tradition thai  
the cathedr*) occupied the site of a temple of Mars was ground-
less; for the house appears to have extended under it. Amiss!-
anus Marcellinus ( ιh century) mentions Pistorias as a city of  
Tuscia Annonaria. During the middle ages Pistoia was at 
times a dangerous e1τemυ to Flοrcnce and the scene of Constant  
conflicts between the Guelphs and Ghibellines, it was there 
that the great party struggle took place which resulted in the 
creation of the Bianchi and Neri factions (ace Dante, Inferno.  
χΧΙν. 121 to end). In 1302-06 it was besieged and eventually 
taken by the armies of Florence and Lucca, and in 1325 it  
became subject to Castruccio of Lucca. In *35' it was obliged 
to surrender to Florence, and thenceforth shared its fate. 

The city Is still surrounded by walls, dating from shortly after  
the siege of 3302-06; while two inner lines of streets represent  

two earlier and inner lines of wall In the early development  
f architecture and sculpture Piatoia played a very important  

ρart;  these .rta, as they existed in Tuscany before the time 0)  
Niccola Pisano, can perhaps be better studied In Pistols then  
anywhere else, nor is the city less rich in the later works produced  

by the school of sculptors founded by Niccola. In the *4 ί h 
century Pistols possessed a number of the most skilful artists  
In silver-work, a wonderful specimen of whose powers exists now 
In the cathedral—the great silver altar and frontal of St James 
originally made for the high altar, but now placed in a chapel 
on the south side. The cathedral is partly of the 12th century, 
with  ‚ porcb said faςadc with small arcades—In black and white 
marble, as is the case with several other churches of ΡisΙωi-
but was remodelled in the 13th century, sad medemaized inside  
In the worst taste. Besides the silver altar it c οnΙ lns many 
doe works of sculpture; the chief are the monument of Clan de, 
Pistols, lawyer said poet, Dante's conlempoeary (5337), by 
Cellino di Ness, surrounded by his ιcbclι s, and Verroccblo'a  
finest work in marble, the monumepi to Cardinal ΤοΙegυeιτ'  
(1474), with a large figure of Christ, surrounded by angels, in  
high relief. Tb. clay model for it is in the South Κcoιiogιο  
Museum. The monument has unfortunately been altered.  

The octagonal baptistery is by Cehlino di cs. ( τ339). Among  
the uaxliee churches the principal is Sent' Andrea5  enriched with  
sculpture, and probably designed by Grummets and his broth.r  
Adecdatu* in 1136; in the nave  i.  Giovanni Pisano'a msgeldcent  
pulpit, imitated (ross his father's puipli at Piss. Other churches  
of almost equal interest are S. Giovanni Fiiorcsvisu.  (so celled  
because it was outside the line of the tardiest, psntsgona],  
enceinte of the middle ages), with one of the long sides slabor-
ately adorned with small arcades in the Pisan style, in black and 
white marble, also with sculpture by  Gruansons ( ιsό a) on the  
(aςade. Within Is a beautiful group of the Visitation by Luc; 
della Robbia. There is also a fine pulpit by Fra Gughielmo  
dell' Agnello of Pis. (1270). S. Bartolosnco in Paoiano I. ass  
interesting basilica of 11.67. San Francescoal Prato  Ig  a due 
church of the end of the 13th ceolury with interesting fteacoe  

of the school of Giotto, San Domcisico, a noble church, begun  
in 1294, coistnins the beautif ul  tomb of Filjppo Laasri by 
Bernardo and Antonio Rossellino (1462- 468). In addition 10 its  
fine churches, Pistol. contains many noble palaces and public  
buildings. The P.la.uo dcl.Commune and the Palazzo  'reιοriο,  
once the residence of the podesti. are both fins specimens of 
*4th-century domestic architecture, in good preservation. The  

quadrangle of the latter contains many welI.painted armotisi 
bearings of the podeatis. The Ospedale del Ceppo, built 
originally in the 13th century, but remodelled in the τ5th is 
remarkable fot the reliefs in enamelled and coloured terra-cotta 
with which Its exterior is richly decorated. Besides various 
medallions there Is a frieze of figures In high relief extending  
along the whole front, over its open arcade. The relief, consist  
of a series of groups representing the Seven Works of Mercy and 
other figures, these were executed by Giovanni Della Robbia 
between 15*4 and 1523. and, though not equal to the best work 
of Luca and Andrea, are yet very fine in conception bad model-
ling, and extremely rich in their general decorative effect. The  
last on the right was added in ι 585 by  Paladini. 

,  The industries of Pistoia include iron and steel work., especi-
ally manufactui'cs of glass, silk, macaroni, woollens, olive oil,  
ropes, paper, vehicles and fire-arms. The word "pistol" is 
derived (apparently through  pisiokse,  a dagger—dagger and  
pistol being both small arms) from Pistoia, where that weapon  

was largely manufactured In the middle ages. 
PIS'I'OIA, STEOD  OF. a diocesan synod held in 1786 under 

the presidency οfScίρiοne dc' Ricci (t741 -181ο),  bishop of 
Pis'oia, and the patronage of Leopold, grand-duke of Tuscany, 
with a view to preparing the ground for a national council and 
a reform of the Tuscan Church. On the sbth of January the 
grand.duke issued a circular letter to the Tuscan bishops 
suggesting certain reforms, especially in the matter of the 
restoration of the authority of diocesan synods. the purging of  

the missals and breviaries of legends the assertion of episcopal 
as against papal authority, the curtailing of the privileges hi  

the monastic orders, and the better education of the clergy.  
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Sn .piteof  the hostile attitude of the siren  mg$cdly  of the  
bishops. Bishop dc' Ricci issued on the 3151 of July a summons  
to a diocesan synod, which was solemnly opened on the c81h  of 
September. It was attended by 233 beneficed secular and 13  
regular priests, and decided with practical unanimity on  a 
genes of decrees which, had it been possible to carry them into  
effect, would have involved a drastic reform of the Church on  
the lines advocated by" Ecbronlus " (see Fzυοκυaαsιή .  

The first decree  (Dnvdam  dc Αde .c'kne) dvclttred  that the  
(athοΙk  Church has no right to introduce new dogmas, but only  
to preserve in its original purity the faith once delivered by Christ  
to His apostle., and is infallible only no far as it conforms to Holy  
Sczi$um end Use tradition; the Church, mo reover is a purely  
spiritual body and  baa  no authority in things secular. Other  
decrees denounced the abuse of indulgences, of  fesuvals  of semis,  
and of  ptucrsdons  and suggested reforms; others again enjoined 
the closing of shop. on Sunday during divine service, the issue of  
service-books with  ρasaeΙ  translations ii' the vernacular, and  
recommended the abolition of all mona st ic order, except that  eu  
St Benedict. the rules of which were to be brought into harmony  
with modern ideas; nuns were to be forbidden to take the vows  
before the age cif 40. The last decree proposed the convocation  
of a  ‚atioirel couiwil.  

Tbate  decrees were issued together with • pastoral letter of 
Bishop dc' Ricci, and were warmly approved by the grand-duke;  
at when insrance a national synod of the Tuscan bishops met 
at Florence on the 23rd of April 1787. The temper of this 
assembly was, however, wholly different. The bishops refused 
to allow a voice to'any not of their own order, s.nd  in the end the 
decrees of Pintoia were supported by a minority of only three. 
They were finally condemned at Rome by the bull  Aiictorcm  

‚'dci of the a8tb of August τ7ο4. De' Ricci, deprived of the  
pmenal support of the gland-duke (now the emperor Leopold I.),  

expoSed to pressure from Rome, and threatened with mob 
violence as a suspected 'destroyer of holy relics, resigned his see  
in 179!, and Used in Florence as a private gentleman until his  
death in tSr. In May 1805, on the return of Pope Pius VII.  
from Phria, he had signed an act of submission to the psual  

decision of tp'.  
De' Ricci'. own memoirs,  Memm'ii  di  Scipi.nc  'le'  Ric€i ,  eescoee  

di  Ρ n1.. Pidrie.  edited by Antonio  Galli,  were published at Florence  
In 2  ugis.  in 186 Besides this his letters to Antonio  Macni  were  
ρitblίshe4  by Cesare Guard at Pinto in 4857; these were promptly  
7t on the Index. See also Dc Potter. Vie 4' ,pws di' Rico 

rots., Brussels, 1825). based on a MS. life and a MS. account of 
& 

 synod placed on the Index in τ823.  There are many documents 
In loin, 'Steele  ‚isikddfa Tonaae, vo1,.  ii and iii. (Florence, 1856).  
The acts of the synod of  Piatesa  uses published in [Wien and Latin  
at Paris in 1788.  

PISTOL, it small fire-arm designed for quick work and personal 
protection at close quarter,, and for use in one hand. It was  
originally made as a single and also double-barrelled smooth  
bore muxale-loader, involving no departure in principle from the 

Ωi' τy.—ΡΙesοό ιw ubdergood'  to Rise teen madelor the  
first time at Pistola In Italy, whence they receive their name.  

Camineilco Yltdhi, wbo flourished in 1540, is the acrteditrd  
inventor. The first pistoin, in the 16th century, bad short single  

bierela and heavy butt. nearly at eight.aι. Se the heel.  
Shortly afterwards the pattern changed, the butts bciag  heath.  
coed out almost in a line with the burets. These early  
pistols1  were usually fitted with the wheel-lock (see Gnw).  
Short, heavy pistols, called "dsgge,' ,  ωα. in omnm.n me  
about the middle of the 17th century, with butts of ivoiy, been,  
hard wood or metal. A chiselled Italian  dsgg  of 145n, ire 
example, had a slightly bell-nosed barrel of about Sm, in kogib 
and 14 bore. The German whorl-lock military pistol. used  
by the Rniim, and those made for nobles and gentlemen, wise  
profusely and beautifully ornamented. Pistols with metal  
halts were common in the s όth .isd i;tb cesturiεα, mass, 
beautiful specimens of which, siiver.enouoted, were tussle is  
Edinburgh and used by Wgl'l.'°l'us, Duelling, when in vogue,  
caused the production of ag ιoςiώ iy accurate and wcll.tsiadi  
single-barrelled pistols, riliabl. at twenty paces. The patios  
of this pistol seldom varied, its accuracy St short range equalling  
that of more modern ones, the principle of • heavy bullet slid  
light charge ,  of powder being employed. The first double  
barrelled pistols were very bulky weapons mado  with the 
barrels l*id alongside one another,  neceseitatiisg two locks and  
two hammers. There was els, the "over and under" pitiol,  
one barrel being laid over  · the ether. This was a muse portabis  
weapon, only requiring one lock and hammer, the ascend baitd  
being turned round by hand, after the first had been fired, or,  
as an alternative, the dash-bole being adjusiqd to the mend  
barrel b a key. These pistols were first made with dest and  
steel locks and subsequently fe'r percussion calm. Double  
"over and under" pislola were also made with s trigger  
mechanism that served to discharge both baircis in  turn.  

Resolou's.—A  revoivet is a single-barrelled pistol 'with a  
revolving breech containing several chamber, for the caittidgea,  
thus enabling succetuive shots to be rapidly fired from the sans  
weapon without reloading. The ordinary pistvl is sow, mid in  
been for many yeses peat, superseded by  the reveiven '11w  
first revolver, fired with the percumion caµ was made with the  
whole of the barrels, ‚ix, aevcn or eight, revolving in owe niece,  

and was knows an the "pepper..bca." It was " single action,"  
i.e. the hammer wan raised and the barren revolved by the pull  
of the trigger.. This weapon was cumbrous and no accurate  
aim could be taken with it owing chiefly to the strength and  
resistance of the main-spring and the coeiaequeIII strong pill  
required on the trigger. The principle of a revolving breech In  
one barrel, which  auperneded the "pepper.'boz," is an old ens  
in the history of fire-arms, dating from the zfltb century. At  

Fm. t.—Dxgg  (Royal United Service  InstitutIon).  

ordinary fire-arms of the day. With the introduction of reset. first the breech cylinder rats τενοlνed byband,axiuthere?olvhe  
vern and breech-loading pistols and the application of" riding" azquebus or matchlock, a specimen of which is now in the  
to musket barrels, came also, in the early half of the 19th century, 	' For the use  of long besη,  pistol, by  eavaby  in she  tdtb  ant  
the rifling of pistol-barrels. 	 S ills  centuries. see Aim; History; and C'vat.a,.  
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Γι.  2. —\Vhcc ί - Ιoι k µ(τo Ι  (Royal United  Ser'ke lnstit,tion).  

Fin 3.—Wbcel.l οck pistol (Royal United Service lnstituiion), 

'‚ lass  

Γ.,- 
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Fin. 4.—Flint-lock pistol (Roysi United Service liwtitutioo). 
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1weτ  of  tondori.  but this was  subatquenily  improved by 
Introducing geared  mecbadsm,  by which the pull of the trigger  
Οι  the cocking of the hammer, or both, do the work., There  

tests a pistol of the time of Charles I. which Is rotated auto- 
• αα  the hammer is raised.  

raidl)r  fixed, if necessary, be 16  teiggee  action alone. Many  
revolvers on the Colt principle were in use during the Crimean  
War and the Indian Mutiny, and proved of valuable service to 
British  odicera,  

As rim-fire, pin-fire and  ctntral.flre  cartridges were  succe..  

Ιπτ8ι4  a self-acting  r νοΙνιr mccbanisn'  of a crude pattern  
was produced in England. Four yeses  ister  Collier used a 
separate spring to rotate the chamber. In  ι8,  an  Αme ιιan. 

 Samuel Colt, produced and patented  the first practical revolving 
pistol, the idea of which was obtained by him, it is stated, from 
an ancient"  vevoMng"  weapon in the Tower of London. The 
chambers 91 the first Coil revolver were tended with powder and  
bullets from the muzzle end, and each chamber had a nipple 
that required to be capped  lt wa,  the invention of the copper 
cap that made the Colt revolver possible Under the old  

sively introduced,  brecb4οοdiπg revolvers were  conairucted  
ιο  use them. Messrs Smith  & Weason,  of Springfield,  U.S.A.,  
produced the first metal cartridges for revolvers. Pin-fi re  
cartridges, paper and metallic, were used on the  contbent  of 
Europe for  Lefaucheux  and other revolvers, and these and rim-
fire cartridges axe still used for revolvers of  grajl  calibre. But 
since the central-fire cartridge has prov ed  its superiori ty for 
guns, its principle has been generally applied to pistol cartridg es,  
at first to the larger bores.  

The  alterati.si  of the muzzle-loading to the breech-leading  

priming system w ith exposed powder in a pan the difficult) , 
 of separate and effective ignition with the revolving cylinder  

was  alpio't  insuperable  
Tho  first American revolver makers caused the cocking of 

the hammer to revolve the cylinder. while the English makers  
effected this by the pull of the trigger. In  jg",  Adams of 
London, and the ?renter of Birmingham, brought out the 
double-action revolver, in which the revolution of the cylinder 
could be effected by both these methods When the revolver 
is  cocised  and fired by messing the trigger, greater rapidity of  

chamber In the revolver involved no decided  dinr'ga  of type,  
The original Colt, as a breech-loader, remained practically  
the same weapon as Were, with a changed chamber. A 
hinged flap uncovered the breech-chamber on the right, and  as 
each chamber readied that point The empty cartridge case wee 
ejected by means of an ejecting-rod carried in a tube attached 
to the under side of the barrel and kept in place by a spiral  
spring, and the chamber  rel.aded.  The nest improvement  
was greater ease ‚nd rapidity of e xtraction, obtained first 4' 

 

Thomas's Invention of nuking the barrel and chamber slide  

fire is obtained than when the hammer is cocked with the thumb, 
but  ac έυΫsy  Is  impdired,  as the trigger requires a long pull and  
considerable lore. in  -Ordrr  to compress the mainspring  s*d 
yevoive  the  cyflnder  The double  aelict  revolver  was, there-
fore. a great advance on the single action,  ewabling the first and  
also fοποωing shots, If desired, to be  accuzalely Iir€d 1)7 a 
moderate  presaure  of the trigger after the hammer bad been  
recited by the thumb, Ο.  sΙιeτπatiνdγιb.  trucker could be 

Ιorwι d  on the frame of the  pistoL  The  ιχtracιοτ  being fast to 
the  pivql,  retained the cartridges until the chamber was  pusbtd  
deer of them.  Thea  the chamber was made to swing on one 
side, as  itt  the Colt pistol illustrated, enabling all the cart ridges  
to be simultaneously extracted. Finally. self-extracting revol-
vers  visit jointed frames were introduced, in which the dropp ing  
of the barrel forces out the extractor as in an ordinary double 

I gun. the extractor acting simultaneously in all the chambers of  
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the pistol A  ipring  returns the  estractor  to its place when the  
empty cartridge cases have been ejected, and brings the barrel  
to an angle of about 45 ,  for convenience in loading. The  
soimdnesa  and rigidity of the weapon depend upon the efficient.) ,  
of the  coDnexloa  between the barrels  and the standing breech,  
and a top snap bolt has proved the strongest sad handiest with  
the pistol, as with the shot-gun.  

This type of revolver originated with Messrs Smith  & 
Wessosi,  but they and other  gunmaker,  have greatly Improved 
upon the original  modeL  Between the American pattern and 
the English, as made by Messrs F.  Webley & Swi,  the chief  
difference is that in the Smith  &  Wesson the holding-down  
bolt or catch is upon the barrel,, and it engages with the top of  

hammer and trigger when the latch is pushed to the lilT  (or  oφm. 
lag the cylinder, and does not unlock them until the cylinder  is  
positively closed and is locked by the latch. The cylinder  τevolνes  
and I. supported on a central  sxbour  of the mane (E) The  c*aa  
fits to a remelt fin the frame below the banal and turn, on Its pivot  
arm (A). The ejector rod with its  apemg  posses  tliiuugb  the centre  
of the cylinder  subour  and is terminated in rear by the  e)ector  
with a ratchet  (y). Pushing against the front end of the ejector  
rod will empty the chamber,, the cylinder being swung out far  
loading. The thumb-piece of the latch (j)  slides to the rein in the 
left side of the frame, unlocking the cylinder  lii,  opening, but ιιρse 
closing the cylinder, the body of the  latdi Ζmr  enters a ea is 
the ejector, locking the cylinder in position for bring.  

One great disadvantage of revolve,, Is the escape -cf  gas at  
the opening between the breech of the barrel and the cylinder.  

Fιo.6.—Ρcρρer.bοχ feνο1ι.  

This escape corrodes the surrounding parts and  
also materially diminishes the pressure iii the  
barrel and the consequent  velodty  of the bullet. 
In the  Nagant  revolver,  Sdορted  by Russia, 
this disadvantage has been overcome by  em. 

the standing breech; whereas in the  Webley  the bolt is upon the  ploying  a long cartridge case which extends beyo nd  the nose  
standing breech and grips the extremity of the hinged barn!. 
Neither mechanism is as strong as could be wished if heavy  

charges of  smokeirts  nitro-compomsda  are to be used. This  
hinged type of revolver is most convenient for use on horseback, 
as the pistol can be opened, the cartridges extracted and the  
weapon reloaded with one hand.  

 The Coil's  Doiiliie-adioi' Re,olwr,  collier .S. model 096, used in  
the United States army, consists (figs. 7 and 8) of the barrel (B), the  
cylinder (C) with six chambers, the frame F), and the firing mechan-
ism, all of steel. The  muzzle velocity, with a charge of  ιό  grams  
of black powder and a bullet of  ;50  grains of lead, as about 708 ft.  
per  second. giving at 25 yards a penetration of about in. in pine  

The lock mechanism consists of the hammer  (ό ).  with its stirrup  
('). slimip  pin (p ) , strut (s) strut pin  (i),  strut spring  ();  the  
'ngger  (1); the rebound lever (I); the hand (a), with the spring (1);  
the cylinder bolt (b). with its spring (x); the locking  

the main spring (m), and rebound lever  spring (a). The hammer  
(8). trigger (1), and rebound lever (1) are pivoted on their respective  
pins, which are fastened in she left side of the from*. The lower  
nd  of the rebound lever spring (a) is secured to the frame and the  

live end  brira  under the mar end of the  ivbound  lever so that the  
latter, when the trigger is released, cams the hammer back to its  
safety position, and forces the trigger forward. Pressure upon  
the trigger causes its upper edge  ι  engage the strut, and thereby  
raises the hammer until nearly in the lull-cock position, when the  
strut will escape from the trigger, and the hammer, under the action  
of the main-spring, will fall and strike the cartridge. A projection  
on the upper part of the trigger.  workIng  In a tint hr the frame;  
prevents the cyl inder from making more than one-sixth of a revolu-
tion at a time by entering one of the grooves nearest the mar end  
cl  the surface of the-cylinder. When -the cylinder is swung out  
of the frame, the parts are arranged to prevent the cocking of the  
hammer. The cylinder  bolt is pivoted on the trigger pin, and its  
spring, bearing on the rebound lever arm, causes the nose of the  
bolt to project through a  tiot  in the frame ready to enter one of  
the rectangular cuts in the cylinder aulface.  During the first  
movement of the trigger in cocking the revolver, the nose of the  
bolt is withdrawn, allowing free rotation of the cy linder. The  
object of the bolt is to prevent rotation of the cylinder in trans-
portation. The hand is attached by its pivot to the trigger, a nd .  
as the latter swings on its pin when the hammer is being cocked,  
the hand is raised sad revolves the cylinder, and also serves to lock  
the cylinder in position at the time of firing. An abutment on the  
aide plate  .uppona  the hand spring in rear.  Τbερnng  ensures  
the engagement of the hand with the  r.itche'  (y). 11* revolver is  
cocked by band by withdrawing the hammer by the  piessaire  of 
the thumb until its  fή lΙ.αιck  notch engages in the rear sharp corner  
of the trigger Pulling the trigger then  raleassa the hammer.  
*llpwing  its firing pin If) to move forward and strike the cartridge  

The locking  itrer  is pivoted  by its strew in a  rocess  in the left  
side of the frame, sad so  cοtιιinctd  with she latch that it locks she  

of the bullet and bridges the gap between barrel and cylinder  
as the cy linder is moved forward. A  "mitrailleuse"  pistol has  
also been constructed by the  Brsetsdliu  Armoury Co., Ltd., cc  
the "pepper-box" principle, with fixed barrels, either four or  
six, arranged in pairs, and a  spedai  striking mechanism, in which  
there is no revolving chamber and no escape of gas at the breech.  
It gives stronger shooting than a revolver, but is more cum-
brous, and has the serious defect that the shock of the dis-
charge of one barrel sometimes prematu rely  firein  second barrel.  

In  ι86$,  Sharp, an American, patented an invention to  
remedy the escape of gas, in which the four barrels of the pistol  

Fbi.  7 and 8.—Colt double-action revolver.  

were drilled thefull length out Of  COt  block of metal The  
barrels were slid forward by an ceder lever to load, and the  
firing was effected by a revolving head to the  hsmusw,  let by the  
action of rocking the pistol.  

Aboitt  1878 Messrs Lancaster introduced both  twO-  and four-
barrelled  hammerless  pistols, in which an internal hammer was  
worked by the pull of the trigger. In iii the three  wespeon  
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hammer or equivalent protuberance to catch as the p'stol is  
drawn from the pocket; or to entangle if the weapon falls. An  
automatic safety bolt, whose length lies half across the palm  
of the hand, and ensures certainty of freedom at the time of 
shooting, blocks the action until the pistol is'.flrmly gripped  

fοτ use. - 

,  Breech-loading Plotols.—Aithough  the revolver has for many  
years  practically superseded the pistol, some btcecb.loadmg  

Ιρι tidies of pistols are still made—the smell pocket pistol, for  
example, and occasionally the heavy double-barrelled horse  

pistol.  Μ  one time these latter were much uscd, of»sn bore,  

as the Iekaown abort, large-bore pistol knowni as the  
DerTbtger, iis'.sily of 4! calibre. The double horse pistol is  

oow usually made for a to-bore cartridge and sρheτίcaΙ bullet, 
sd weighs about ,' lb. It is clumsy, but eEechivc weapon,  

xxi  its  

weapon is far superior in accuracy to a revolver. Single barrelled 
pistols, chambered for the '22 or 2971230  calibre cartridges, 
with a barrel of from  ό  to to in. in length, are also made, and 
when fitted with a detachable metal stock form excellent little 
wtapons for target practice.  

Aidomaik Reedsej'. —The  Webley-Fosbery automatic revolver 
is a weapon of a distinctly new design, in which for the first time 
the principle of utilizing the recoil of each shot to operate the  
mechanism is applied to the revolver. In appearance the weapon 
is very similar to the  'Vebley service model. The simple pressure  
of the forefinger on the trigger, the pressure being geleased 
between each shot, is all that is required to fire the six successive  
ghols of the revolver. it is supplied wills a safety bolt worked  
by a thumb-piece, and Messrs Webley have introduced a cliii  

loader which enables the six chambers lobe reloaded at the same 
lime. 'This weagon has met with considerable success, end is 
made in two csllbres, the  •'",  ό  shot, a lb si ex. in weight;  
and the  3δ  model, 8 shot, 2 lb 3 ox. its weight.  - 

Awlosia'k Pislols. —These weapons are the latest and most  
advanced type of pistol, and it is anticipated by experts thai  
they will ultimately supelsede the melee?. 'They are made  
with one barrel and a magazine, on the principle Of the repeatIng  
gille, thusdoing away with the escape cigna that Iakcz place in  
revolvers betWeen the chamber and the barrel.  

AutoMatic  pistols are so constructed that the force of the recoil  
is utilized to open the breech, extract the empty case, cock the 

 pistol, reload the chamber with the top cartridge from the  

msgasine, Stud close the breech, leaving the pistol reed) ,  to fire on  
again pressing the trigger.  

The  Maimer " sεΙΙ- Ιοαιίί οg "  pistol (fig. 9)  is one of the earliest  
of the successful automatic weapons. It is usually .300 calibre.  
ιο  shot, with a metal clip loader from which the cartridges are 

into the magazine, weight 2' lb, length of barrel 
5' in.; bullet 8 grains, initial v elocity about  ι394 (.s. 

The barrel (I) and body (2) are in one piece; the latter contains  

the bolt (3). The  Ι' πol  and body  slide on the frame (4); the to-shot 
magazine  (  t oil  ι ιοck  are in one piece with the frame, and the 
lock frame 6) and  ock.work  are contained in the rear part of It.  
The bolt (.t),  "hich  is square, slides in the body, and is kept pressed 
up to the ι h α mher  by the bolt  ιρπng(8);  the rear end of this bolt 
e'dng beers against the block ().  The striker and extractor are 
contained in the bolt. The bolt is locked by the  bolt.lock  (in).  
This is  Jutted through the centre and fits on to the  ρτο3ocι io ιι 

 (Ii) wider the body; it is supported at the moment of firing by  
• pro.iection  n  thu huk frame  (ι2)  the top of the boltloclt has  
two teeth  (ι,).  winch in the loaded and cocked position fit into 
Iwo recesses in the bolt, and the  bottqrnof  its front end Tin front  of 
the body attachment  (i i)lbaa  another tooth (34) which bears en the 
rocker (ii). This rocker  ό  pivoted at its bottom corner. The 

 main-spring  (ie)  bears in front against the rocker, and in rear  • 
against  the hammer mechanism. The action of  thφ  mechanism  s  
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z (nflowS. cii pressing the trigger, the trigger nose lifts the Iesxe  
(18) which is attached  ιο  the sear (19), the lilting  ώ  the sear &limes  
the main.spnng  ιο  act backwards on the hammer. which impinges  
on the sinker and fires the cartndge.  Αι  this moment the bolt  
is locked by the two upper  teeth (13) of the bolt-lock, which is  
itself held up by the lock lratne projection (13) But, the barrel 
body and bolt recoiling together  % of an in.. the rear end of the  
belt-leek  (ιο)  is no longer supported, the rocker (15) acting on the  
foiward tooth (14) ρυ i1a down the bolt-lock and Its upper teeth.  
the nose of the bolt-lock falling into the iccwsa jug behind the  
projection (12). Thu, the ba πeΙ and body come to a stentistill  
and the remaining τectl energy is used in driving bade the bolt  
(now free) and extracting the cartrid$e case. When this energy  
is used up the belt spring (8) reasserts itself, drives the bolt forward  
and pushes another cartridge into the chamber as in the magazine  
rifle, and the maui-spring. acting on the rocker, pulls up the bolt-
lock again and engages the teeth (13) in the bolt, locking it for  

the next shot. The releasing of the trigger brings the sear (19)  
to its fosnser  position, cocking the pistol. 

This pistol  ό  usually supplied with a wooden holster which  
can also be attached to the g τiρ of the pistol amid so km α  
nhouider..tock (cc long-range shooting. it is sighted from 50 to  
time '' . . 

The Colt Aidossali'  Puts? wIsher  .38 (6$.  ιο)  consist, of four  
main parts, namely the frame (F). the barrel (B). the slide (S), and  
the magazine  (Μ)  The frame lot-ins, at Its rear and lower pert,  
the handle (A). which is hollow, and contains the seat for the rags-
ems, Mug being chaιgφd with seven cartridges, the magazine  ό  
meted from below and held in place by the magazine ca ιφh (ii)  
which slightly projects from the bottom o ί  the handle. This pro-
jection serves to release the magazine from the catch, when it  
can be readily drawn from the handle for re·chasging In frost  
cl the handle is the trigger guard (g), in whch the trigger (I)  i  
found, and in the err and above the grip the firing mechanism is  
placed in the part of the frame called the receiver (It). The firing  
mechanism tonafata of the hammer (8), the nose (αι),  the trigger (I).  
a safety device (a), the maln ρang  (a) and sear spring  (ι)  the lower 
prrtol  the letter *erring heoperate the magazia.catch. Thetop  
of the receiver  extends forward from the handle, and to it the barrel  
Is attached by two short links, one (I) near the front end of the barrel,  
and the other (0) at its rear end; these links are pivoted to the  
receiver and also to the barrel, and allay the barrel to swing iw'-
Wards thereon. An both Wilmer* of the same length, the rearward  
movement of the barrel in swinging on these links carries the  
barrel slightly downwards, but keeps its longitudinal axis in parallel  
position, during all its movements. Below the barrel the receiver 

 fviins a tubular suit for the retractor spring ( ι), which in &oiIt is  
cloned by a plug (a) fastened in the iereivee by the lower pivol .piii  
(I) of the front barrel-link. The upper surface of the receiver and  
two longitudinal grooves on its sides form the seat for the slide,  
which is guided thereon In its rearward and forward movements.  
The rear port of the slide forms the bolt or breech blot-k (K). and  
the front pert forms a portly tubular cover (a) widch encleses the  
barrel. In the forward pert of the receiver is a transverse rOt-tics  
extending through the retractor spring neat, and transverse re-
cesses in the forward part of the slide serve to admit a key (a.)  
which, passing through the sides of the slide and through the  
moTtice νes to lock the slide to the frame. The reties-ex
• (,), in its seat in the frame, consists of a spiral spring, the  
rear end of which rests against the receiver, and the front end of  
which carries a piston (p). The rear face of the key (is) has a slight  
recess, and when the key is in its place the front end of the retractor  
ρring rests in this recess, thereby confining the key laterally.  

Tite tension of the retractor spring is exerted to force the key and  
the slide to their forward position. Upon the bared are provided  
three traniverne ribs (8), and in the Interior of the slide are three  
corresponding recesses. 'l'hesc serve to lock the barrel and the  
slide firmly together when in their lot-ward potiiioii, Between the  
locking recesses and the bolt, the slide has an opening on its right  
slitS for the ejection of the cartridge casts U),  and the bolt is pro-
vided with an extractor, a firing pin (f), a firing pin iclractkils  

Wring (q),andafiringpin  leek Cs) Τbis letter ό ρνοιed ιt ιΙsi 
rear end in the top of the slide, and when depressed, locks the trig  
Fun in its retracted position, thus preventing its point from coming  
in contact with the cartndge merrier. When raised, the tiring pia  
lack releases the tnng pen, and in this position also serves an the  
rear sight, being provided on the top with a sighting notch  

The  opcnstw*  of the pistol is as follows: When a charged ma 
line (1.1) is inserted, the elide (S) is drawn once to the rear  
hand, thereby cocking the hammer (Is). In this position of the  
slide, the namer (ι)  and carrier spring in the magazine raise tie  
topmost cartridge no as to bring it into the path of the bolt (K).  
On releasing the slide, it. with the bolt, is carried forward by the  
retractor spring Ii-), and during this movement the bolt forces the  
topmost cartridge into the barrel (B). As the  slide approaches  its 
forward position the front of the bolt encounters the rear end  ώ  the  
barrel and forces the latter to its forward positIon. During this  
forward movement the barrel wings forward and upward οο the  
links (I, a), and thus the lockIng ribs (8) on the barrel are carried  
into the cocrespondin,g lacking recesses in the slide. The barrel  
and slide are thereby interlocked, and the pistol ready for firing. .  

Α  slight pull on the trigger (:) now set-s-es to move the near ( ω)  
so as to release the hammer (Ii) and fire a shot. The force of the  
powder gases driving the bullet from the barrel is exerted real-
wardly against the bolt, and, overcoming the inertia  ώ  the slide  
and the tension of the retractor spring, causes the slide and the  
barrel to remit together. After movint rearward, together, foes  
distance, enough to ensure the bullet having panned from the barrel.  
the downward swinging movement of 	barrel releases the latior  
from the elide and stops the barrel he its rear'nost position- The  
momentum of the slide cauwa the latter  ιο  continue its  rcarwaid  
movement, thereby again cocking the hammer and cosnpeeasirg  
the retractor spring, until, as the slide striven at its  rearmoat ped-
lion, the empty shell is ejected from the aide of the pistol and  
another cartridge raised in front of the bolt. During the return or  
forward movement of the slide, caused by the retractor spring.  
the cartridge is driven into the barrel, and the slide and barrel are  
interlocked, thus making the pistol ready for, another shot. These  
operations may be continued no long as there are cartridges in the  
magazine, eath discharge requiring only the slight pull on the  
trigger. The pistol is provided with a safety device (a) which  
makes it impossible to release the hammer 'mIss the slide and  
barrel are in their first forward position and interlocked.  

In the Borchardt-Leuger pistol (fig, ι t) the bolt is solidly supportcd  

3  13 4Α 9 

Fι.  it .—ltorchardt-Le"ger (TexI.book of  

Sees/I  Λ  errs, by  ΡtΓ111 Ί SS ΙΟ11  of the C011- 

trο ller  of  Η.  M.  Stzt ί οπerγ Oil/ce).  
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at the moment of firing by a toggle joint. Tb. barrel (r A) arid  
body  (i  B) slide in the frame  (i  C), the bolt (a) slides in the body  
tend isheld uptOthebreech by thetoggi. jo/ni gand4 Χnd the 00  
5 and  7  which secure the links of the togglaio the body. The centre  
of pin 6)  ό  below those of the other pins so thin the joint cannot  
bend at the moment of firing. On the rest- link (4)  there is a semi  
(9) which in connected to the recoil spring (10) in the grip. This  
pistol is tired by a spring striker, like a rifle, instead of by a hammer.  
The striker  i'  within the bolt; it ma codted in the remit gαααόψοιι 

 a claw on the end α  the front link Ii A) and held thus when ready  
to tire by the nose of the trigger sear, these engaging with a pro- -  
jectiomi (8 Α) οπ the side οf the striker. Tbemagazine (Ssbσή w  
in the grip. The action is asdollows: the brat earm ι e is loaded  
from the magazine by pulling bark the  tcggl, joint.  Α.  soon an  
the toggle joint  ό  released the recoil spring acts and forces the  
bolt home, with the cartridge in front of it. On pressing the trigger  
the bat-rd and body recoil a little. thed the toggle joint  comm  
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glag camS iamps  on the sides of the  non.rscoiliqg frame and  

is breed lip,  ιο  that tbmaIter the bolt atone recoils (the ejector is  

similar m principle to that of a rifle). The recoil spring thenacts  
., before αι  reloading.  

Other varieties of the automatic pistol are the "MamIiiCher,"  
the " Mac'," the " Bergmann" and the " Webicy." The  last, 
being simple in construction. small and light, weight  ι ό  or. and  
length over all only 61 in., amy be classed as a pocket pistoL  

Qaaiifias  4  Aslomttlk Pislds.—In reference to the general  
qι'aΙiώ  qi  automatic pistols, while these weapons have the 
advantage over revolvers of longer range and greater rapidity  
of fire and recharging, on the other hand they are necessarily  
more complicated in their mechanism, which  baa  to do the work  
of  extractiori, ieloading  and cocking that in the revolver is done  
by hand.  Α  stoppage may occur through a cartridge missing  
bre,  or continuous uncontrolled fire may take place through  
the trigger spring breaking until the magazine is exhausted.  
Their action Is alto to some extent uncertain, as it depends on 
the recoil of the discharge, which may be effected by variables  
In the  ca ιιidge;  also the  eflective  automatic working of the  
moving pelts depends upon their  cleanlints'  and lubrication. As  
automatic -pistols, like revolvers, are intended for personal  
defence 51 abort range and foe sudden use in emergencies,  
aimplidly  of mechanism and certainty of action are in their case  
of paramount importance. There is usually no time to rectify 

 a stoppage or jam, however slight. From a military po int at  
view, therefore, before the  royolvcr  is altogether superseded by  
the automatic  pistol, it is moat desirable that the latter should be  
as certain in its action under service conditions as the former  
Some automatic p istols. as already  stalcd,  are sighted up- to  
aeco  yards, and  pvovidcd,  with attachable butts. The  piwctical  
value of these improvements Is open to question, as the sighting  
of a pistol differs materially when used with and without a butt, 
and under no circumstances can the accuracy of shooting of a  
gastol,  even with  abutt,  equal that of a carbine.  

'The tendency in automatic pistols has been to reduce the bore to  
-3 In., sad  iaamse  the muzzle velocity, on the lines of modern  
small-bore riSes. These, again, would appear to be advantages  
of minor Importance in a weapon intended for use at short range  
Is the Reid, where a heavy bullet of fairly large diameter, with a  
moderate muzzl, velocity, lies a more hnmrdiate and paralysmng  

aSset, and is therefore from this point of view, and partlarly 
in dune warfare, prei icu erabl.  to a small projectile of high muzzle  
velocity. (H. S.-K.)  

PTSTOI&  the French name given to a Spanish gold coin in 
use from  ιs;  It was a double  ‚scisdn,  the gold mill, and was  
worth ads. raid. sterling. The woe was also given to the  
loafs d'er  of Louis  Χ.  of France, and  Ιο  other European gold  
colas of about the value of the Spanish coin.  
-  PISTON (through Fr from  hal. pislomme  or  $slem, a great  
pestle, from Late  Lat. pielore,  to pound, a frequentative form of 
classical Lit.  pixswal,  in the steam engine, a disk or partition  
ρicsd  inside the cylinder, from end to end of which it moves 
alternately under the  premure  of the steam. By means of the  
"piston-rod" attached to it this forward and backward  
motion  is communicated to the machinery which the engine  
is employed to drive, and is in meal cases converted into  mIamy  
motion by a "connecting-rod," one end of which is jointed to  
the  " cross-heed "  carried at the end of the piston-rod, while  
the ether turns the crank on the crank-shall The piston in  
gas, oil and air engines  bai  a similar function, but in a pump,  
jagend  of imparting  mution,  it hιs motion imparted  Ιο  it by 
'.me prime-mover In every case the piston must 'ii the 
cylinder so accurately that as little as pos sible of the working 
fluid, whether it he steam, gas or water, can escape past it, 
packing of various forms being commonly placed round its 
periphery in order to secure this St. In  ilivac,  the valves which 
in certain wind instruments. such as the comet, enable the 
player to increase the length of the g ί rcοlυmn  and thus lower 
the note produced, are known as pistons. (See  Vatvas.)  

PT? (O. E.  pyli,  cognate with Du. psi, Get  Pfiuu,  &c., all 
ultimately adaptations of Let, pascal, well, formed from root  
• Ιο desme,  whence  pwws,  clean, pure), a term of wide  
aggdicaljon  foes bole, cavity or excavation in the earth or other  

aυrfaε,  thus it is applied to the excavations madam-the  geοιιn4  
for the purpose of extracting minerals,  e.g.  chalk,, gravel or sand,  
or for carrying on some industry,  e.g.  tan-pit, saw-pit, or to the 
group of shafts which form a coal-mine. Roots and  otheg  
vegetables  can be stored in the winter ins pit, and the term is  
thus transformed to a heap of such vegetables, covered with  
=rah or rams.  Tbewordiaalsousedofanybolloworduprcasion  

a  sufacs,  as in the body, the arm-pit, the pit of the  sloma'b,  
or on the skin, as the scars left by small-pox or chicken  
Ae.igniiied  to a  poitioa  of a building or construction, the surd 
first appears for an enclosure, often sunk in the  groand,  in which  
cock-fighting was carried on, a "cock-pit." It would seem a 
transference of this usage that gave the  commen  name -to that  
part of the auditorium of a theatre  which is on the floor, the  
French  purime.  In the united States a special usage is that 
of its application to that part of the floor space in an exchange  
where a particular branch of business is  traiisacted;  thus in 
the Chicago Board of Trade, transactions in the grain trade are  
curried oninwhatisknownss  the "WlieajPii,"  - 

ln  Scottish legal history there was a baronial privilege which  
is Latin is termed  fsrca  ‚1 Jesse, " fork (i.e. gallows) and pit "; 
here the term has usually been taken to refer to the  dro*ning -pit, 
in which women criminals were put to death; other, take it to refer  
to an ordeal pit.  TheTe  is a parallel phrase in  Μ.  Dutch, aik  
.i.d, gσJghni;  here pails is the pit in which women were buried alive  
ass penalty.  . 

ΡΙΠΑ1,  an island In the mid-cistern Pacific Ocean, in 
25' 3' S., 130' 6' W., belonging to Great  britain.  It lies south 
of the  Paumotu  archipelago, loom, from the nearest member of  
this group. Unlike the majority of the Islands in this region, it 
is without coral reefs, but rises abruptly with  tleep  and rugged  
cliffs of dark basaltic lava. The extreme elevation Is oust  
=en ft.,  end the nee s  sq. m. Thesoilin thevalleysisvokanic  
and fertile, best  tho  gradual  utilizailim  of natural timber Increases  
the liability to drought, as  thtre  son no strums. The  climate 
is variable and rainy. Slone axes, remains of carved stone  
pillars similar to these of Easter Wand, and skeletons with a  

pearl.mussel  beneath the head have been found in the limed, 
though it was  uninhabited  when  dheovered  by Philip  Cs,t*rst 

 -  in 1767. Plicaim  was the name of the midshipman who ‚1W  
observed it.  , 

The island was destined to become the scene of a  arnous 
tocial  experiment. On the  aSib  of April  sySp  a mutiny  boaka  
Out on board the "Bounty," then employed by the British  
government In conveying young broad-fruit trees  fresn  Tahiti 
to the West Indies. The commander, Lieutenant  William 
Bligh,  was set adrift in the launch with pert of the crew, but  
managed to make his way to  Tiiaor  in the Malay  Arcbipcisge.  
The twenty-dye mutineers at first all returned to Tahiti. Some  
remgined,  and six of these were ultimately  comt'msrtislled  in  
England, three being executed in  ηι.  Meanwhile In 1790  
a party consisting of Fletcher Christian, the leader of the  
mutiny, eight Englishmen, six Polynesian men and twelve  
Polynesian women had taken  potaesslosi  of  Pitcaim blend and  
burned the "Bounty." ?rancher) ,  and debauchery filled the 
first years of the annals 01 the beautiful island. By  s8οο  all 
the men were dead except Alexander Smith, afterwards known  
as John Mama, who rose to a sense of his respo nsibility and 
successfully trained up the youthf ul  generation left in his charge. 
An American vessel, the  "Topaze,"  discovered the strange  
colony in  ι8ο8; again, by  succidtiit,  it was visited  by the  
"Briton," Captain Sir F.  Stainea,  and the  "Tsgus,"  Captain  
Pipon,  in  ι 8ι ';  and by the exploring ship "Blossom" in  ι8ι. 
On the death of John Adams on the 29th of March ι8ιe George  
hlunri Nobba,  who had settled ‚1  Pitcsitn  in 1828, was appointed  
pastor and chief magistrate. Through fear of drought the 
islanders removed  Ιο  Tahiti in 1830,  but disapproved of both the  
climate and the morals of this island, and returned to Pitcairn 
in 1831. Shortly after this an adventurer named Joshua 11111 
appeared, and, claiming  governmelIl  authority, tyrannized  
over 11w Islanders till his removal by a British man-el-war in  
1838. In  ι86  the whole of the islanders-60 married persons  
and  'Μ  young men, women end  childrea—were landed an  
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Norfo&  island, but hi :858 Iwo families chose to return, and  
their example was afterwards followed by a few others. Visited  
In 1873 and :878 the colony was found In excellent order, but  
by the end of the century it was stated that intermarriage was  
bringing a deterioration of intellect, morals and energy, and 
that the islanders  would probably drill into imbecility. Later  
accounts made it appear that this was an exaggeration, although  
the standard of morality wax unques tionably low on the 
whole.  

In religion the Wanders are Seventh Day Adventists. "They  
have adopted  hn  extraordinary patois, derived from the language  
of the  Tabitian  women who accompanied the mutineers of the 
"Bounty" to  Pitcalrn  Island, although most of the adults 
can speak the English language fairly well" (R. T. Simons,  
Repori,  1905). The island Is a British colony by settlement, 
and is within the Jurisdiction of the High Commissioner for the 
Western  Paci8c  (since 1898). There is a governing body chosen  
from among the islanders, the constitution of which has been  
altered more than once  owing to Internal jealousies, &c. The 
island produces sweet potato es, yams, melons, bananas and other 
fruits, arrowroot and  couee.  Goats and chickens run wild. 
Some trade is carried on with  Mangsxeva  in a vessel owned by 
the  laΙεnd τι.  The population is about  TyO.  

Bim.iooaaswv.—j.  Shilliboer,  87w  ' Briioa's"  Voyage Ii  Pie. 
cairn's  ZsIa,id  (London, 3818); F. W. Beothey,  Voyage  Ιο  Ike  Pauijfc 
(London, 4831); Sir). Barrow, Iiiιωryή ιkι Maim8  of Ski ." B.'mty "  
(.οndοπ, 1831); W. Brodie.  Piiea,ra's  Island  . . .  is  ιSyο  
(London. 3858; C. E. Meinlcke,  Die  Zr'sd Pika&i' (Prenzlau,  
'858);  Τ.  B. Murray,  Ρikοiτ  (London,  1880) revised to  dsu bγ 
CC. Elcum (1885); Lady Beicker,  The  Midiscrn if  Ike  "Boss'7 ' 
(London, 1870); J. A. Brown "St one Implements from Pitcairn 
Island." in  louis. An'IwojwiI. lastS. ('poo), xxx.;  R. A. Hermann,  
"Die ΒeνδΙ lceτυng der loud Pitcairn," in  Pcirnnanns lfiIIeih'nges  
(iqoi), xlvii.;  Parliamentary Papers C.  9Ι4,.  sad Cd. 754 (London,  
:899, 1901); Cd. 2397 (ibid.,  1905; Mr X.  Τ.  Simon's  report). 

 • I'ITGAIMB, ARCRIBALD (x652-.2733),  Scottish physician, 
was been at Edinburgh on the  a ιh  of December 1652. After 

 bbcalmng  some classical education at the school of  Dalkeith, 
Pitcairne  entered Edinburgh University in :668, and took his  

degree  ό f Μ.Α.  in 1671. Having been sent to France for the  
benefit of his health, he was induced at Paris to begin the study 
of medicine, and after courses at Edinburgh and Paris he  
btsined  In 1680  the degree of  M.D.  at Rheims. lie began  

practice at Edinburgh, and in a short time acquired so great a  

reputation that in :690 he was appoint ed  professor of medicine  
at Leiden. Among his pupils were Richard Mead and  Η. 
Boerhaave,  and both of them attributed much of their skill  
to what they had learned from  Pitcsirne.  In :693  Pilcairne  
returned to Scotland to marry a daughter of Sir Archibald 
Stevenson, an eminent physician in Edinburgh. The family 

 obecIed  to her going abroad, so he did not return to  Leidea, 
 but settled once more in Edinburgh. He rose to be the first 

physician in Scotland, and was frequently called into consults-
lion both in England and Holland. Soon after his return to Edin-
burgh, feeling the great want of the means of anatomical study, 
he importuned the town council to permit himself and certain  
bf his medical friends to treat without fee the sick paupe rs  in 
"Paul's Work," on condition of being allowed to dissect such 
of the bodies  as were unclaimed  by ‚heir relatives, and therefore 
had to be buried at the town's expense.  Stituigely  enough 
this proposal was strongly opposed by the chief surgeons of the 
place, but ultimately the town council had the good sense to 
comply with  Pitcairne's  request, and in this way he may be said 
to have the credit of laying the foundation of the great Edinburgh  
school of medicine.  

Pitcairne'a  medical opinions are chiefly contained in a volume 
of  Disscriiii'oner mdkas  which he published in  ιοt  (2nd  ed. 

 1713). In these he discnsses  the application of geometry to 
physic, the circulation of the blood in the smaller vessels, the 
difference in the  qtantity  of the blood contained in the lungs  
of animals in the womb and of the same animals after birth, 
the motions by which food becomes fit to supply the blood, the 
question as to inventors in medicine (in which he repels the idea 
of certain medical  dlχςονeiia  of modern times having been  

known to the ancients, especially  vindicatIng  for Harvey the  
dicovery  of the circulation of the blood, and refuting the view  
that it was known to Hippocrates), the cure of  fevesaby evacka.  
ting  medicines,  md  the effects of acids and alkalis In medicine.  
Pitcairne  was a good classical scholar, and wrote Latin  verms,  
occasionally with  a,melbing  more than mere imitative  cleverne*  
and skill. He was supposed to be the author of a comedy,  
Th' Assembly, or Scotch Rcfw-maiios,  and of a satirical poem  
Babd,  containing witty sketches of  ρ 'ΑnL.»Ι Piesbyterias  
divines of the time, whom, as a loudly avowed Jacobite, be  

strongly disliked. He was prone to  iιΥeνeιwnt  and  ribsld  jests,  
and thus gained the reputation of being an unbeliever and as  
atheist, though be was a  ρτofused debt. The stories  about his  
over-indulgence in drink are probably exaggerated. He 'm  
repeatedly involved in violent quarrels with his medical brethren  
and others, sod once or twice got into scrapes with the  govera

-merit on account of his Indiscreet political utterances. Among  
his friends, however, he was evidently well liked, and he is knows  
to have acted with great kindness and  geneτoοiΙy  to deserving  
men who needed his help. Thomas  Ruddiman, the Scottish  
scholar, foe example, was rescued from a life of obscurity by 
his encouragement and assistance, and by no one was his  
memory more gratefully cherished. Mead, too, appears  newr  
to have forgotten what be owed to his old teacher at  Letdcs. 

 A son of  Pitcairne's  bad gone out in the  rebellIon  of 7715, and,  
having been condemned  to death, was saved by the  όamot  
interposition of Meat! with Sir Robert Walpole. Re pleaded, 
very artfully, that if  Walpole'S  health had been bettered by his  
skill, or if members of the royal family were preserved by his  
care, it was owing to the Instruction he had received from Dr  

Pitcairne. Pltcsirne  died in Edinburgh on the  soth  of October 
3 713. He had been a great collector of honks, and his library,  
which  is said to have been of considerable value, was, through  
the influence of  Ruddiman,  disposed of to Peter the Great  ol  
Russia.  

PITCH.  (i)  (O.  Eng. ρiι,  an adaptation of  Lat. pix,  kids,  
Cr. vfeee, vlrra,  allied with  Cr.  Tine,  ρfne.Ιre, Lat. piass),  
the name of various substances of dark colour and of extremely  
viscid and tenacious consistency when subjected to heal 
Strictly the  lenin  Is applied to the resinous substance ()brained  
as a solid residuum by the distillation of wood-tar (see Tax), 

 or the non-resinous  substance similarly produced from Coal-tar 
(q.,.). The name is also applied to the natural mineral sub-
stances,  i.'.  asphalt or bitumen  (qq.s.).  (α) Α  noun of  vatioul 

 meanings which are somewhat difficult to connect with the  
verb from which they apparently must be derived. "To 
pitch" means primarily to thrust In or fix a stake or other 
pointed object into the ground, hence to place in a lined  
posilion,  set in  ordet,  cast or throw, hence  Ιο  Incline or dope.  
The etymology Is obscure, but it appears in Northern dialects  
as"  pick,"of  which it may be it  variant;theze  Is some  di8tcυlΙy 

 In connecting this form with "pick," variant of "pike"  (q.s.). 
 PITCH,  RUSICAL.  The pitch of a musical sound Is aurally  

defined by its absolute position in the smile and by its relative  

position with regard to other musical sounds. It is precisely  
defined by a vibration number recording the  frequeucy  of the  
pulsations of a tense string, a column of  sΙτ,  or oilier vibrator,  
in second of time. In Crest Britain and America the complete  
vibration to and fro (swing both ways of a p endulum) is taken es  
the unit; elsewhere the vibration In  όne  direction only (swing  
one way of the pendulum). The only  oflidsi  standard is the  
French, dating from 1859, preserved by a tuning-fork  νΙbaΙin'  
870.9 (doub le vib,  at a temperature of re Centigrade  
(ο"  Fehr.) in a second. The vibration number stated in tilt  

edict establishing the Diapason Normal is 870 which fer  
comparison will be here adhered to. 'lire natural basis for a 
Standard musical pitch Is the voice, particularly the malt  
voice, which has been of greater Importance historically. There  
Is no reason to suppose the human voice  baa  varied, during the 
period of which we have evidence, more than other physical  

attributes. The only  dilfenence'to  be reckoned with may be 
In recent tendencies of solo  vocalisti  to sing for  eflett,  and  ι t 
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reused the  ----  of the voice  upwaida. Otbeewlin  we may  
smile.s em disturbing  she.atkm  me taken time in seem than  
moo yeses in Its  podtim  and extent.  Vkiratlou  bed..., In  
rapidity as note she, and decree= 5' it fall.. Any note may  
be  ..  pitch note; fir orchestras custom has  ιettέd·'φcυ .  in  
the treble del, foe  .rgane sied plmecein  Great Britain  ',  and hie 
=gem hem inemementa b deι.  

We sue not without a chic to the pitch  'senal  in the dude  
Greek and  Aieeandrflii  ages: the vocal octave to which the  lyee  
was adapted was noted  ..  from  e 1 ‚.  As in choruses baritone  
and low tenor singers always prevail, d-d 1, at French cc at  
medium pitch, would really be the Greek 'being octave, we  
may therefor, regard It as a tone lower than that to which vv  
are  accusto'ied.  But to sing the lower Greek modes In or near  
the vocal octave it was  nry  to  lraieepce. 0=440  a  
fourth  upwtrds,  which Is effected be modern notation by a Sot  
placed upon the b line of the  .Ini;  thus modulating from our  
major key of C to that  ofF. 1Ιιis  transposition  baa  bad, as we  
‚hall  ses,  =eh to do wish the history of our subject, ultimately  
iniluendng  the ecclesiastical chant and lasting  unti  the  iytb 
century of our era. It does not appear from any evidence that  
the keyboards—when there were more  tbsa  one—of the early 
organs  wers ausnged  for  transpoaition.  but It is certain 11.1 the  
Flemish  haqealchmds  to  ι6ο  were made with double keyboard.  
to accommodate it (see  Hiphins' Β is1οry  0".  Ρ a.ιήέ *,  1897) .  
but a  pcailive  identity of pitch cannot be claimed for any period  
of time, and certainly not for the early organs; the  foct-nil* of  
the organ-builder, Which had to do with the lengths of the  
pipes, and which varied In every  :csuntnF  and province, could  
easily  caus,  a difference of a semitone. Sca le  and wind-gieeuio  
are also Important factor.. But with all them often  qgio.ed  
conditbms,  we Sod less  ,arislion  than might be  espected,  the  
main and  r&ly  important divergence being due to the necessity  
of transposition, which added a very high pitch to the primarily  
convenient low one.  

Tb.  list to attempt to define pitch would seem to have bend  
Arnold Schick  (Msslca oeesgdeslscki  wad  aιqerη.s, fleidelbergd  
851 ι),  who gives a measure, silo, of  gi Rhenish inches, width,  
be says,  mulliplied  sixteen lime.,  sbouid.be the lowest F of  
small organ. He glees no diameter or wind-premiere.  Dr  Λ.  3.  
Ellis used this indication to have an organ pipe made which  
with one-sixteenth genet= and a wind-pre.sure  of ,g in., at 
one-fourth  Schlick'a  length,  gsvef 3Ο1 i  from nick b.  derived 
a just major third of.'  377.  which would compare  vasy  well with  
an old Greek ΙΟ. Schlick  goes on to say the organ Is lobe suited  
to the choir and properly tuned for singing, that the  abegel'  
may net be  fοrι.d.tο  sing  toO  high or too low and  ώ .  organist  
have to play chromatics, which is not bandy for every one.  
Further, he says pitch cannot be exactly defined, because  
voices vary; he  nevertbcles'  gives the measure above men-
tanned for the low F, but if a larger Organ  ό  bulk to include lb.  
still lower C, then this C must be 011k.  reese sseasurewaie4  the 
mason being that a greater part of church musk ends in "gram.  
bus," a word understood by  Schlick's  editor to mean the  iraas

-position of a fourth. The larger high-pitch organ will therefore  
be at e  502.6. The  Ηalbcτ tadt  organ, about which an  macb 
has been written, was, according to  Practorius (S,iekgasis  
mwkwm, Wdwenblitlel, ιό ι8),  built In  τ3ό τ,  and repaired or  
rebuIlt  1495. He gives the longest pipe of this organ, B natural,  
as 32 Brunswick feet, sad the circumference 31 ft. He further 
tells us this pitch was a tone, nearly a tone and a ball, higher  
than a  .uitabk  church pitch (Charters), for which be gives  a. 
diagram. Dr Ellis had pipes (now preserved in the Royal  
Institution,  London) made to reproduce both these pitches at 
31 in.  wizid.pressure.  The  lialberstsdt  pitch was found to be  
41  5003; the  Cho,loa,  424-2. Ellis used mean-tone tempera-
ment iii calculating this lower pitch; but as he used Just intona-
tion for the  llalberstsdt,  It seems preferable to substitute it for  
the  Che.*'e,  thus reducing it to 41 422-8.  Prsetc'lus's  Caw-
p.., or  cbambor  pitch, formulated In his diagrams for voices  
and instruments, Is, be says, a whole tone higher; equivalent,  
tberdolic.  10 1l  47563.  Nearly ill the German organs in his  

time we tuned to this higher pitch. Ellis Wined the suggestiοιi  
of a much higher pitch for this  Cmeemmis  in his lecture  "Ou  
the  Ηiιtοτy  of  MwkaI  Pitch," mad before the Society of Arts,  
London (Jam.  Sοι  Arm, March g  riSc),  bet the present writer  
is unable to accept It. 'flee lower  vibeatiog  number Is justified  
by due  eamideraticee  of  ή e  three  divislue,  of the male 'eke,  
bass,  mied  and alto, as given by  Praetorius,  when  Caaisse,m.  
very closely correspond, with  Etisbardi Schmidt's  Durham  
organ,  :6'-τ668  duetting pitch of which has been proved by  
Proleasor  Arnie. to have been 41 474- 1 .  Tb. Halbemisdi  pitch  
is  nesily  a studiose higher, which again agrees with the state-
moat of  Praetoelua,  and also  Schlith's  high C organ. Vet it  
would seem there had been a still higher pitch used In the old  
ecclesiastical  mndc  Upon this interesting question  Prantoriest  
is confused and difficult to  'mdeintand,  but be never wavers  
about the  tnnspedtlon  of a fourth. In toe passage be distinctly  
says the old organ high pitch bad been a whole tone  abovt  his  
Cgmm'kee,  with which we shall Sod his bldg side.... combinm  
to make the required  intervaL  The  tcim  lard. side..,., or  
ή.*rs, is used by  Pisetozius  to  de.ciibe  it low pitch,  elton  

referred in England and the Netherlands, he Italy and in  iome  
parts of Germany. /en  orgsnlet,  instead of transposing a whole  
tent down from the  Co.mesoa,  would for the kid.  sidgeri  
bay, to  tstnspoae  a minor third. A  conoboratioee  of this pitch  
is found in A.  Silbermnsan's  giant organ In Strasburg  minget  
(ι7τ -ι7ι6),  the pitch of which, taken In 1880  and reduced t.  
se· Fehr. (as are all. pitches  in this article), Is 41393.2. lea old  
organ at Versailles (1789) was very near this 41 3958.  
Sir Frederick Gore  Ousdey  (side  Ellis's  lecture) regarded the  
French Ine di  th. & as being about  ..  minor third below the  
Dlsp.son  Normal, ‚1  435,  and said that meet .1 the  'mtoerue'd  
organs hi the French cathedrals were at this low pitch. Sirs..  

burg was French territory In 1213,  but  Sllbennann's  organ is  
not quite a whole ion.  bdew.  Ellis quotee an organ at Lille,  
41374.5, but  rio  other inns= of the very low Schick pitch I.  
receeded,  although trial of the French cath edral organs might  
perbapa  result In the finding of example,. Ellis gins Does  

Bfdca  (ν .01 d.i  fixture d'orgws,  Paris,  τ;66)  as authority for..  
men toe.. 1  376-6. 'lb return to the ter& mime. Dr  Ε.  
Smith, of Cambridge, in z, bad the organ of Trinity Co llege,  
bidle.by Bernbardt  Schmidt, lowered a whole ion., to reduce It  
to  cee.aia  Roman pitch pipe, made about 1750 H is  deter'  
mmetbwia  of pitch by a weighted wire are not trustworthy;  
Dills 'thinks they ere not safe within four or five νibredοnι por  
emend, but gives a mean pitch foe this organ, whoa  alisied, ci  
41 St Michael's church at Hamburg, built  aa  late..  
1762 and unaltered in 2880,  bad a  nIh-century pitch. 1  4o7-9.  
lids is about a  s,mlteue  below the Diapason  Norasel,  and  i  
jog minor third lower than the St Jacobi organ In the same  
city  (ι688),  measured by Herr  Schmahl,  41489-2. What  waS  
remarkable in this organ was that It bad one stop which was an  
equal minor third lower, 41411.41.  The difference of a miner  
tided, or, as we shall see later, a whole tone, had replaced the  
earlha  fourth. Sir Frederick Gore  Ouseley's mimetic= of  ώ .  
church and chamber pitches of Orlando Gibbons (side  Ellis's 

 lecture) clearly shows the minor third in Crest Britain in the ‚rat  
half of the ι rth cestuty.  But the  ieanuwisg ceseibmed. Be.n'  
hsrdt  Schmidt, better known In England as Father Smith,  wn  
limited about  riSc  to  bulld  the organ for the  Giapel  Royal,  
Whitehall; two  yesia  later he built the organ In  Du,bae, 
CaΙbedιaΙ.5 474·τ, dilmanι* ι  whole lone, and  peactiesily  agree-
ing with lb.  Cemw'edn.  of  Pradorius.  The Hampton Court  
O n of thee dims that Schmidt had further  loweeed  his pitch 

 a  aemitos.,  to  gi  4417. What happened at Durham was that  
at some  .eb.equant  date the pipes  were shifted up a  ..mltose 
to being the  orpt*  into  awifdnaity  with this lower pitch, with  
which It is probable  Schmidl'a  organs in St Paul's and the  
Tbmple,  and use Trinity College, Cambridge, agreed. This  
lowering tendency towards the low  ditucb pitcb,  sod the bail 

 adepdoei  of the latter as • geneeαl me= pitch  tbvougbol the  
18th century,  wa,  no doubt  Iduenced  by the  lutroduetlon  of  
ώ .  violin, which would  'ιοί  bear the high temple.  Ιο whieb the  
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lutes and viola bad been  atrained. Ηαηleiehοιrds  had  io.g  been  
peekrred  at the  k,1IO mssore.  Τ  •  of  Prantorius,  
5' 422·8, is practically the same pitch αs thin of the fork the  
possession Of which has been αttributed tο iandei, "  
It is a vary fair mean between G.  Siibcrnsasin'a i δth-century  
Dresden pitch, a  415, and the organs of  Reriatus  Harris,  &  
428-7.  Stem tuned Mozart's piano to a fork a' 421-6, and the  
Βεοaάwοοd  pianos used at the London Philharmonic Society  
in its first, concerts (5813) were tuned 10* fork cι 506.8,  which  
gives a mean time 51 4237.  

.  According to Schindler  (Νssdmhda έsώ ' Maisik.Z'ibm,  
Non. 8 and 9)  and the report of the French Commission,  

ι$9,  the rise in pitch began at the  Congrtas  of Vienna in 1816,  
the military bands being the cause. With the improvements  
in wind instruments this continued, as a more bri lliant effect  
was gained. In  1823 Weber's Esrygntke is recorded as having 
been played in Vienna at a1  437.5, and in 1834 Kreutz&s  
N.'hdag'r  at 4  440. The measurements are doubtful, but the  
ν9waιd  tendency is clear.  Scheibler,  by his simple and accurate  
t000meter,  has recorded pitches in Vienna about  0894  from a1  
433.9 to  440-2. About that lime, or it may be a few years  
earlier, Sir George Smart  eatablished  a fork for the Philharmonic  
Society,  ά  4332. Forks intended for this vibration number,  
stamped  "Philbarmonic,"  were sold an late as 1846. But about  
that year the  pes-forming pitch of the Society bad reached  
452-5.  Sir Michael Costa was the conductor 1846-189.4,  and from  
his acceptance of that high pitch the fork became known as  
Costa's, and its inception was  atinbuted  to him, though on  
hiaudlcieui  grounds. In 1874 a further me in the fork to 4' 454 
was instigated by Sir Charles  ulaill.  The British army Is bound  
by His Majesty's Rules and Regula tions to play at the  Philliar.  
monk pitch, and a fork tuned to 4'  452.5 in 1890 is preserved  
as the standard for the Military Training School at  Ktieiler  Hall.  
But the Philharmonic Society adopted the Diapason Normal in  
1896, and the military bands have not gone with it. In point  
of fact, they are gradually going higher, and the brass bands,  
which are so  importaM  in the North of England and in Wales,  
ace not behind them.  

It was the irremissible upward tendency that caused the  
French government in 1859,  actIng  with the advice of  Hal€vy,  
Meyerbeer, Auber, Ambroise Τhοrπαs and Rossini, to establish  
by law the Dia$son Normal. Other countries have gradua lly  
followed, and, with few exceptions, the low pitch derived from  
the Diapason Normal may be said to prevail throughout the  
musical world. Great Britain has been the last to fall in, but  

the predominance of the low pitch , introduced at Covent Garden  
Opera since  ι8όο,  is assured. The proprietors of Queen's Hall,  
London, did much for it when they undertook the alteration, '2  
great  expeme,  of their large concert organ, which had only just  
been erected. In  ι896  the Philharmonic Society decided upon  a 
performing pitch, ostensibly at 68  Fahr.,  of 0 439;  and in 1899  
Messrs  Broadwood  made a successful  eόαrΙ  to get this vibration  
number accepted  by their competitors in Great  riΙaίn.  'The  
high pitch rema ins only where there are large conceit organs  
not yet lowered, and with the military and brass bands.  

The consideration of temperature as affecting the use of a  

standard pitch was not attended to when the French government  
haised  its  ordonnance.  The s  "  Centigrade attached to the  
description of the standa rd  fork In Paris was intended for the  
dgbnition  and  νtτiό caΙ iοn  of the fork  only. The alteration of  
the  iork  due  ιο  heat is scarcely perceptible, but wind instruments,  
and particularly the organ, rise almost proportionately to the  

incτesae  in temperature of the surrounding air, because 'sound 
 tiavels  at an enhanced rote as the temperature rises. The  

coeflitient  of this rise is equivalent to half a vibration  (ο-)  
per degree Fehr. per second. D. J.  Blaikley (ι ay oa Musical  
Pith, Catalogue of the Royal Military Exhibition,  Chelsen,  
z89ο), end Victor  Mahllloit (CaMicyus άιια·fρkf ci aa'dyliqw de  
Ms'sfe, Bnixellea, trek:Rine volume,  appendice,  1900  have 
recorded their experience of wind instruments under changes  
of temperature. The French Commission, in establishing the  

1)laptssos' Normal,'bould  have  chc'en  a temperature of so C.  

There would  Ibde  have been less  ί jgυ_χbι ce  owing to the  besath  
Of the players and beat of the theatres or  cooccet-neoIss.  Ii  
would be a great advantage  ιο get this higher grade generally  
adopted. It wan proposed in the  Stimm-Conferenz  at Vienna  
in  ι88,  but not carried. Table III., showing  oribestrsl ρitthts  
obtained in 1899,  for the  meantrementa  of which the writer is  
responsible, prove how chimerical it is 10 hope for greater  
accuracy than Is found between 435 and 440  vibeatiens  a  secend  
for 4',  inasensath  as temperature  must always be reduced with.  

S'ebk !.  

1495 to  1690. Pitch descending. Authority. V. at 	F.  

Halbersiadi Οf ΙΠ 	5495 Ellis 	. 	. 	.  κά^^:<  ^"τΙ  
ό  

Arnold  Schlkk,  Heidelberg 	15ι1  Ellis 	. 	. 	 . 

St Jacobi,  Haiabarg 	ι688- ι693  Schssahl 	. 	.  
St  Caihariien,  Hamburg 	1543 Degenhardi. .  
l'raetorius.  Ca 	iaton . 	. 1618 Η iρΙώ ιs 	.  
Durham organ 	. 	. 	.  ι6&  Armes and Ella,  
Great Franciscan organ.  

‚rieaoa .,,.., 	c. 1640  UΙbήυιι'. . 	.  
Hampton Court organ 	. 	.  ι690  Ellis. 	. 	. 	.  

Talk  ΓΙ.  

1511 to 5900.  Fitch  ascending. 	 Authority.  

Arnold  Sehrtclt,  Heidelberg. 1511  
Strasharg  Minster. A.  gil-

betinaun . . .  17131716  
Trinity College, Cambridge. 17  
Versailles organ  . . . .  '7 
Praetorius "Tertia mmore"  ιό '  
St Michael'., Hamburg.  .  ' 762  
Pascal  Taslats's tming'fork, 

Paris  ........ 178,3 
St Jacobi, Hamburg,"  Tcrtia 

minors" stop . . 1688-1693  
Hokapeile,  Dresden  . . .  1754  
St Sophie. Dresden, 	C.  

Silbersesni, ..... *722  
Freiberg.C.  Silbermann . . 1 714  
Seville  (..athcdral. . 1 785-1790 
Old English tuning-fork c. 1715  
fmρeria Ι  Russian Court  

Church Band  . . . .  5860 
Stein's tuning-fork, Vienna 1780  
Handel's  tuning-fork  . . .  1751  
Praetorius.  Charles  . . .  "8  
Peppercorn's tuning-fork  

(l3madwοοd) . . . .  1813  
Renatus Η aπ in,  Si Andrew's,  

Undershaft . . 	. 1696  
Resatus  Harris, Newcastle.  

on.Tyne 	 1670  
C  Nleerenn,proponedstandard  

,Ι. , ι i νcd  from 	512  and  
." ul'd  by Bonn and  

other Italian musicians  .  ι876  
Sir George Smart,  Pbflhar.  

monie , . . 	'826-5834  
Scheibler  Να  I.. Vienna  

orchegri 	  1834  
Montal's  tuning-fork. Paris  

. 	1829 
Scheibler  Νο,  'II.,'  Parii  

s  tuoing- ίοιι, Dies- 
den  ...... 1826  

Pins  Diapasna  Normal.  
Ordonnance . 	.ι 859 

Sdheibler  No. III., Pads  
'Connervatoire . . 	1 834  

Paris Diapason Normal.  
Standard fork  . , . .  1859  

Pan. opera  	 1836  
Scheibler, bioS tgsrt,  proposed  

standard (440 at  69°  Ρ.) 1 834  
Scheiblet  No. IV., Vienna  

tuning-fork  . . .  
Νaψs  opera. San  Cirlo . 1 857  
Socwty  of Arts intended foe  

44 	(Since ‚886 the 
Society of Arts has advo.  
caledth,Dlapamn Νοππal) ιόό ο  

‚834  
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1511 to *900.  PItch emending. Am herb υ. V. αt 39.  Π  

Βrο.dwοοd ι medium 	. 1830 Sills  
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fkela  grand  οιu 	. 	. 	.  1858  ΙΊιυ  
Lasarua'.clariiwt. 	. 	. 	.  ι8'3  £111'  

ewa ιidhaυa,  Leipzig. 	. 	. 18*9  Ellis  
Berlin opera 	.....  1857 Lieu  
Milan opera. La Scala 	. 	.  1856 Lieu  
Philhannoeiic,  London 	1846-1834  Elsa  
geeller  Hall 	. 	. 	; 	. 	.  ;89ο  ΗΙρlι 
?biIIiarmenic, London 	. 	1 8 Ηφkin. 	. 	. 
Streicher'. 	tuning • fork. 

Ellis. 	. 	. 	. Vienne 	.
and
.....ι S 

Stτaυ.ι 	B, 	Imperial  
li.titute,  London. open  
air 	....... *897  Hipltma. 	. 	.  

ToMe  ΙΖ,.  
Orchestral !itch. 	.ι8.  Authority.  V. at  68F:  

Leipzig 	  Bl0thner 	. 	.  
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Beiiiii 	. 	.  	Bechurin 	. 	.  
New York 	  SteInway 	. 	.  
Bonton 	  Chickening. 	.  
London 	  Broadwood.  
St  Ρeιrιιbυτg 	  Becker  . 	.  
Meiningan  (and Bayreuth) 	. MilblfcId'sclarinet 
Stuttgart 	 A.  Schiedmayer  
Vienna 	. 	. 	. 	 Β8.endοnίeτ. 	.  
London. Covent Garden opera 	. Hipkina. 	. 	 .  

Paris. 	. 	 .,. Erard  
T.  Hlpkine. But for LeIpzig a comparison with  

the υsandmaγ bsουght. Α. J. Η.) 
PITCHBIENDE'  or υααισsin, a mineral species conlisting  

essentially of urhnium oxide, of Importance as a source of  
uranium and radium. It is a 'my heavy (sρedόc gravity  9'σ-
9.7), compact mineral with a conchoidal  ο  uneven fracture, and  
a bιowgWi to velvet.black e οlοur and pitcby lustre. Crystals  
are rum; they bay. the 1mm ci regular octahedra oh lc*a  
often of cubes. The hardness in 5f, and She itreak is brown  
with a greenish tinge. The mineral btu been known to occur  

at Jcacblmatbal in Bohemia since 1727, and it war early called  
pitchblende, because ci its appearance; but fts true n*ture  
wga not recognized until 1789, when  Μ  11' Klaproth's .nalyais  
of it resulted in the dlicovcry of the element uranium. Analyacs  
of material from different  locahilea e±ldbit wide variations in  
chemical composition. In addition to uranium oxides, there 

 are  tbσΙυbi, cerium (and lanthanum), yttrium and lead oxides,  
etch varying in emo'mt from a mice up to io%. Calcium, Leon,  
magnesium, manganme, allies, water, &c., am also present In 
ama)! amounts. The amounts. of 'uranous and uranic oxides  
(130,, 21-72;  υ0,,  ι3-%)  also vary cooaidemsbly. The  
mineral is often described as a uranate of uranyl. lead, thorium 
and cerium; but In the least altered material front Branchvillc 
in Connecticut the uranous ogide predominates, whilst in altered 
specimens uranic oxide lb in excess. In the closely allied  
mineral, thorianite, thorIum predominates  .  (ΤhΟή  76; UO,, 
1 2%). Since the diosides of uranium, thorium and 4  cerium may 
be obtained artiScially as cubic crystals, ii aetrns probable 
that piichblteide consists of lsoniorpkious mhtures of these 
dioxides, the urani$ oxide being dun to ο datiοιL! 

The radio-scrim properties of pitchblcnde are of special  

interest. The fact that this mineral in more strongly radio-active 
than metallic uranium led to the discovery in It of the elements  
radium, polonium and actinium. When pitcbblcndc is ignited  
or dhaolved in dilute sulphuric acid, a gas is evolved which  
consists largely of helium and argon: terrestrial helium was Scsi  
recognized in this miners). 

The mineral occurs either as a primaiy constituent of granitic 
reeks or as one of secondary origin in tnetallifc#oUs  veins.  Octa-
liedral ciystala (" cleveite '  and  bieggerire ') emus in the  pegmarile  
veins of noutbein Neiway.  being  occasionially  found in the  felepar 

 qι mes ι 1405α, Arends! nd ether  ρkwς. Crysιs ale found 
under  ιιmιlr conditions at Middletown and  Brancbvillc in Connrcli-
cpt, Liano  county in Trans  ( nivenite  '),  Mitchell county in North  
Carolina.  Vi!lenveirvr  in  Qnebee, and other American  tocalinics.  
iborianitet  found  aa wanT-worn cubes  intha gusi-gravola  sear  

Balangoda  In Sebaragamuwa ρrοtdac', Ceylon, has *1.0 no doubt  
been derived from crysealline  rock.. On the other  hand1  the  mitsui 

 found in metalliferous veins, and to which the name pitcbblende  I, 
more properly restricted, never occurs as cyga Ιs, but an compact  
mutes rendeied more or lees lmpnre by admixture of other mineral.,  
the  ιρec Ί8c  gravity being sometimes an low as 61 ; thorium, cerium,  
&c.. are absent, and indium and helium are present in smeller  
amount.. This variety occurs with ores of  .ilver,  lead, copper 
nickel, cobalt, bismuth, &c.,  at)ohani*georgrnstadt, Manicnberg end  
Shhneebcrg  in Saxony,' Joachimetbal  and  Praibram  in Bohemia. 
Rezb'ny' in Bihar Mountains in Hungary, Gilpin county in  
Colorado, Sp Jun' In  Penwith, Red/mth, Gmmpound Rond and  
elsewhere In Cornwall.  

Often associated with  pltcbblende.  and resulting from its alIens.  
tlon, Is an orange-yellow, amorphous,  gum•llke mineral called  
gummite.  which is a  hydruua umnk  oxide  wIth smell amounts of  
Lead, calcium, Iron, &c.  .  (L. J. S.)  

PITCHER.  (i)  A large vessel for holding liquids, derived 
through Fr. from Med. Let. pkaris'll; the Let, variant  bi'α'iιιm  
Cr.  gees, hes given the Gee  &ώ ιτ, Eng.  beaker (qt..). (2) One 
who " pitches,"  i.e. throwa, casts, Bats; the name of the payer  
in the game of base-b1l who pitches or delivers the ball to the  
striker.  

PITCHER PLANTE, in botany, the name given to plants in  
which the leaves bear pitcher-like structures or ats pitcher-like  
in form. The plant generally understood by this name is  

Νq.cπ'Ιιcs,  a genus containing neatly sixty species, na Ιiv ι of  
tropical AsIa, north Australia and (one only) of Madagascar.  
North Borneo is especially rich in species. They are shrubby  
plants climbing over surrounding v φgetatΙοn by means of tendril.  
like prolongailons of the midrib of the leaf beyond the leaf-tip.  

Ει.  x.—Pitche, of  'Ncpnii&cs diaii!l.aw,ia. 	 . 

Ιι, Ηοπey-gΙad  from  8ιtmctiνe C, Transvcisc  section of . the 
surface 9! lid. same. . . .  

Β,  Digredve  gland  ό m'mtsniό t  

of pItcher,  in pocket•like do-   
unseen οfpidar*eis,  opening 	

: 

The pitcher is a dοyeΙοριιent at the sf4 .1 the tendril. lt  se 
generally.  tu ttljr ip  lena,  but in some species two f οtens nra  
produced cia the same plant, lower or terpestnial gοulee-,baρed  
014011 and upper suspended pitchers retaining the more  
peimitive meteor less tubular form; in. a  few species a third  
form—faniwl-  or cornucopia-shaped piatbers—occurs in the  
µρρer  past. In th.,,tcrrestrial type a pair of well-deygioped  
wings travOrac the length of the pitcher; in the tubidaror funnel.  
shaped form the wings are.narrow or ridge-like. The mouth  ο  
the pitcher ' has a corrugated rim (peristome) 'formed by
carving of the, margin, the convex surface of which Is Scm .  aiid 

 shining4 Iti* ιraναxe4 by more or lc*a pror*in,st getsalid  

I.  

ιτ 
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ridges, which are usually proldnged as frets beyond the in-
folded margin. Above the mouth Is the lid (operculum), which  

vanes in site from a small narrow process to a large heart-
shaped expansion. A study of the development of the pitcher, 
especially in the young pitchers of seedling plants, shows that  
the inflated portion is a development of the midrib of the leaf,  

while the wings, which are especially well represented in the  

terrestrial type of pitcher, represent the upper portion of  

the leaf-blade which has become separated hem the lowe, 
portiOn by the tendril; the lid Is regarded as representing  
two leaflets which have become fused. The short straight or 
curved process from the back of the pitcher behind the lid  
represents the organic apex of the leaf (A in fig. s). 

The size of the pitcher varies widely in the different tpedea,  

from an inch to a foot or more in depth; The colour also varies  
considerably, even in different pitchers of the same individual, 

Ftc.  a.-.-Leaves of  Sarrcc.rnie pur$r'c.  

A, Attractive surface of lid; B, conducting; C, glandular; and D.  
detentive  surface; magmfled. A and D are taken from S.  Jl'wo.  

according to age, light exposure or soil conditions. It is uni-
formly green or more or [me spotted, blotched orsuflused with 
red Or crimson, or sometimes, as in N.  sengimwa  or  Ν.  Edwards-
faire, largely Or wholly Of S rich scarlet or crimson colour. In-
sects are attracted to the mouth of the pitcher by a series of 
glands, yielding a sweet excretion, which occurs on the stem and 
siso on the leaf from the base of the leaf-stalk to the lid and 
peristome. Embedded  in the incurvtd margin of the rim  
which aflords a very insecure foothold to insects, are a number 
of large glands excreting a sweet juice. The cavity of the 
pitcher is in some species lined throughout with a smooth . 

glistening surface over which glands are uniformly distributed; 
these glands secrete a liquid which is found in the pitcher even 
In the young State while It is still hCrmetically closed by the lid.  
In ether spades the glands are confined to the lowr portion of 
the cavity surface, while the upper part bear a smooth waxy 
secretion on which it is impossible, or at any rate extremely 
difficult, for insects to secure a foothold. This area is termed 
the "conducting" area, as distinguished from the lower or 
"detentive" gland-bearing area. It has been proved that 
the secretion contains a digestive ferment capable of rendering 
protrid matter soluble. Insects, especially running insects, 
which have followed the track of honey glands upwards from 
the stem along the leaf, reach the mouth of the pitcher, and in 
thus cflorte.in .iρ the attractive marginal glands fall over into 

the liquid. The amootb walls above the liquid sflhrd no feet+  

hold, and they are drowned; their bodies are digested sad the  
products of digestion are ultimately absorbed by the glands in 
the pitcher.walL Thus  Nep&he.s  secures a supply of ititro.  
genoua food from the animal world in a manner somewhat  
similar to that adopted by the British suadew, buiterwort,  
end ether insectivorous plants.  . 

Τbeside-saeΙdΙρlaaΙ, Seιτσcewiιr,  native of the eastern United  
States, is also known as pitcher-plant. There are about seven 
species, herbs with dusters of radical leaves some or all of which  
are more or less trumpet- or pitcher-shaped. The leaf has a 
broadly sheathing base succeeded by a short stalk bearing the  

pitcher, which represents a much enlarged midrib with a wing. 
like lamina. Above the rim of the pitcher Is abroad flattened  

lid, which is also a laminar development. The surface of the  

leaf, especially the laminar wing, bears glands which in zjmsg 
exude large glistening drops of nectar. The lid and mouth of the 
pitcher are brighter coloured than the rest of the leaf, which  

;!  

.,..λ'  . 

Fio.  3.—Ce$ddi'sjduieiikm,  showing ordinary leaves and pitches,  
the right baud one cut open to show internal structure. 

varies from yellow-green to deep crimson lit different specke  

and in individuals according to exposure to sunlight and ether  
conditions. This forms the attractive area, aiid the inner mt. 
face of the lid also bears numerous glands, as well as *wnwsrd'  

pointing balsa, each iritha delicately st άatd surface (fig. τ, Α).  
Below it is the conducting surface (B) of glassy epidernial  esib,  
with short downward-directed points, which facilitate the  
descent, but impede the ascent of an insect Then come the  

glandular ttblsce (C), which is formed of smooth polished  

epidermis with numerous glands that secrets the fluid mutts  
of the pitcher, and finally the detentive aurfane (0), cl which  
the cells are produced into long and strong bristles which peint  

Α  

Fm. 4.—ΜoτρhοΤοgy of Pitcher!. 
A, Ordinary leaf of  Cephaletut.  

B, Monstrous leaf with spoon-shaped depression.  
C and D, Other abnormal forms mard  dcely 00034  

showing  lormatioti  of pitcher.  
Ε.  Ordinary pitcher of  Cephalotus.  
a, Apex of leaf. 

downwards and meet in the centre of the diminishing cavity is  
as to render escape impossible, The secretion wets an mac't  
very rapidly, but, so far as is known, seems to be completely  

destitute of digestive power—indeed, ra&bcr to acccleriac 
decomposition. The pitchers accumulate vast qaanhitiet  ώ  
insects in the course of a season, and must thus abundantly  
manure the suerousiding , έL when they die. Μοινeτ, the  

ά  
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least is largely shared by unbidden giieatsc Not to apeak of  
ftzects which Teed upon the pitcher itself. some drop their eggs  

julo the putreacent mass, where their larvae find abundant  
ήουώ hmenί1  ωhile birds eflcn slit open the pitchers with their  
beaks and devour the maggots in their turn.  

Cephakh's jdhiaderis,  a native of south-weal Australia,  
a small herbaceoua piaiit, bears  
ordinaxy lotvea close to the  
ground as weu as pitchers.  
The latter . somewhat resem-
ble in general form those 01 
Jir$nihes.  The lid is especially  
attractive be insetis from Its bright colour and honey secretion;  
three wings lead up to the mouth of the pitcher, on the 
isolde 01 whIch a row of sharp seines points d οwnwardι 
and below this a circular ridge (T, fig.  )  armed with papiliae  
serves is a conducting area. A number of glands cli the In, 
tenor of the pitcher secrete a plantiful Sold which has digestive  
properties. Comparison with moastrous forms shows that the  
pitcher of C'$.lolier arises by a calceolate poucbiisg from the  
upper surlacs of the ordlnaay apathulate leavts, the lid here  
arising from the proximal side of the pitchar.otillca.  . 

PlTcissTOwa (German  Ρ'cΑakin  from its resemblance to 
pitch), in petrology, a glassy igneous rock having a resinous  
lu1re and breaking with a hollow or concholda) frectur.. 11 
differs frosi obsidian principally In its rather dull lustre, for 
obsidian is 'bright mid vitreous in appearance; all pltchaionea  
also O πtaln a considerable qualithyof water in combination 
amounting to from ς to ao% of thee weight or so to 
so% of their volume. The majority of the rocks of this 
clam occur ii intrusive dikes or weiss; they are glassy forms  

cl quartz porphyly and other dike necks. Their dull lustre  

may be cemented with the great abundance of minute csyatai.  
Iltes and microlitca they nearly always contain. These are  
visible only in microscopic sections, and their varied shapes make 
pitcistonea vciy interesting to the mkrvacoplst. Although  

pltchstones  ire known which are of DWonian age  (e.g. the 
glassy dacite of the Tay Bridge in Fife, Scotland, and the  

andcsite.pitcha(onea .1 the Cheviot huh), moat of them are  

Terilasy or recent, as like all natural glasses they tend to 
tslllze or become d νitrίό ed in course of time. lii some of the 
older phdiatoncs the greater pan of the miss is changed to 
• dull fehsitic subsumes, while only iiodulea or kernels of 
unaltered glass tenths. 

Some pitebstonas are very acid ivcki. contaIning 70 to 75  %ef  silks, 
and have doss  demical aflinits.  to gnashes, and  rhybiiie'  Others  
contain more alkalis  ..nd  less silks, being  appatently  vitreous  typeS  
ό '  trachyte  or  kerataphyre;  others have the  cojnposiiion  of duke  
and  andesite,  but the black basaltic glasses are not usually classified  
among the  pitchatones.  Very well known rocks of this grime  
occur at  Chemnita  and  Meawn  in Saxony. They are brown or deck  
green, very often  perlitic  (see  PEtaoiocv,  Plate I., fig 5). and show  
progressive  devitrdlcation  starting from cracks and joints and spread. 
jog inwards through the mass.  1σr  a long time the  pitchstone  dikes 
of  ΑrΥan  in  Seoltand  have been famous among geologists for the 
great beauty and variety of skeleton crystals they contain. These 

 pitcbstones  are dull green in hand specimens. Some of them con-
tails  phenocrysts  of  felapar. augite.  &c.; others do not, but in all there  
is great abundance of branching feathery crystalline growths in the 
ground mass: they resemble the branches 01 fir trees or the fronds 
or ferns, minute crystalline rods being built to gether in aggregates  
which often recall the frost patterns on  window.psne.·  It is sup.  
posed that the mineral they consist of is hornblende. in addition 
to these larger growths there are  niany  smell  miciolites  scattered  
through the glass, also hair-like  trichites,  and fine rounded  globulites. 

 When  pbruocrysts.aee  present the small crystals are  planitd  On their  
surfaces like grass growing from a  tυrf.c νcτed  wall.  Thtse  pitch-  
atones are believed to proceed from the great eruptive centres which 
were active in western Scotland in early Tertiary times. Another 

 pitchstosie  of the same period forms a great craggy ridge or  acuir  
In the island of  ειgg  (Scotland). At one time regarded as a lava 
Sow  οςυρying  an old sum/rechannel it has recently been described  
as an Intrusive sheet. It is from 200 to 300 ft. thick. The each is 
a dark, nearly black,  pitchstone.porphyry,  with glancing  idiomor-
phie  crystals of  feispar  in a vit reous base. It contains no quartz: 
the  feispers ere  anotthodaae.  and with them there are  numc'roua 

 crystals  oIgreen aug#e. Tliegtound masseimtains  small  rrystallhes 
 of  feispar,  and is of a rich brown colour in thin section with well  

developed  perlitic  structure (see  Ριτaοι.οcγ,  Plate Ii., fig.  ι)  In  

thembi onmpdiftlos this teds resembles the ts*ebytes rather this  
the rhyolltea in Rigg ,eid Shyc there are many dikes of  pltchgeiie 
mostly of  iniwmidiate  rather then of acid ebasatter, all cemented  
with the amt eruptive activity which  characterlied  that rtgioit In 
tidy Ternary times.  

Tb.  following aiialynu give the chemical composition of a few 
νdiknown pitchetceasi— 	 , 

The first two of these contain much mite ter rocks the ingredient,  

ο(  which are but little  decοmρ ed.  They are of acid or  rhyolitic  
character, while the third is richer is alkalis and contains less silica;  
it belongs more natpesliy to the intermediate rocks (or  trachytea.)  

Ρ1Τ CΙ (PiksIi),  also written Ρiτeaτι and  Ρπχsτ,  the  
capital of the department of Argeab, Rumania, situated among 
the outlying bills of the Carpatbians.  οτι  the river Argesb, which 
is here joined by several smeller streams. Pop. (igoo), 15,570.  
The surrounding uplands producc good wine, fruit and grain, 
besides being rich in petroleum and salt; end, an the main  
Walachian railway is met at Ρiteci by lines from C&mpuluaig  
and Hermannmtadt in Transylvaoia, the town has ; consider-
able trade. It has manufactures of lacquer and varnish,  

ΡflΗ (Ο.Ε.  pi'ha,  cognate with Du. ii',  kernel of a nut),  
properly the medufls, the ce1ml column of spongy cellular 
tissue, In the stems of dicoiyiedonous plants (see  Pl.ANTs:  
.4nαΙοmy).  The wend is thence applied to the spinal cord or 
marrow in animals, to the mtdullary end of a hair, and to 
that which forms the central part or core of any object or 
substance; hence, figuratively, vigour, energy, concentrated 
force. Very light hats or helmets are made of the dried pith 
of the Indian apongewood or het plant (Arsc/iynsris'ne aψτa,  
the native name being  Soluk). Thcae pith bats are worn by 
Europeans in India and the East. The Chinese Rict ρaρeτ4re, 
(Araiss or  Fa'aia papyri/mi),  from the pith of which the deli-
cate white film known αs •' rlce.paper" is made, is also known  
as the pith.plant. 

PITRECANTHROPUS E*ECTIJS  (Erect Ape-Man), the 
name given by Dr Eugene Dubola, of the Dutch army medical  
service, to the Imaginary creature which he constructed front  

rossilized rtmains found by him In Java. These fr αgments 
consisted of a thigh-bone, two teeth, and the upper part of a 
skull, and were unearthed in 1891-1892 on the left bank of the  
Bengawan River near TrioS. The skull appears to have been  
low and depressed with strong suptacilisry ridges; the teeth 
are very large, and the femur is quite human. The teeth and 
skull were found together, the femur a few yards away a year 
afterwards. The discoverer, however, slated it as his belief  
that the fragments were portions of the same skeleton and 
belonged to a creature half-way between man sod the higher 
apes and of the Pleistocene age. Much discussion followed the 
"find" and many authorities have given an opinion adverse  to 
Dr  Dubois's  theory. The prevailing opinion is that the bones  
are human. They are not held to represent what has been 
called  "lhe  missing link," bridging over the gulf between man 
and the apes, but almost all authorities are agreed that they 
constihute  a further link in the chain, bringing man nearer 
his Simian prototype. L. Manouvrier concludes that Homo 
javanensis  walked erect, was of about medium height, and waS  
a true precursor, possibly a direct ancestor, of man. He calls  
attention to the fact that the cranial capacity decreases in  
proportion 'to the anIiquity of the human skulls found, and 
that the pithecanthropus skull lisa a capacity of from  poo  to 
1000 cc.—that is, "stands at the Ievel'of the smallest which have 
been occasionally found amongst the reputedly lowest savage  

peoples."  
See  Duboia, PiIhecawihro ιts rndj  (Batavia, 1890: a later paper  

read by Dr Dubois before the Berlin Anthropological Society was  
translated in the  Smiilisoniirn  Report for 1 898. Also a paper reed 
by Dr D. J. Cunningham before the Royal Dublin Society, January  
23. 1895 (reported in Nature, February 28, 2895); 0. C. Marsh. 
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Aaimon' .I.iww.  4  Sdese. (June 1896); "La P bmenώ*qΊυ. en 
"neIgh. dc J'bomme," in  Diii. de ∆α  see. d'a"hnρ. di Peru  (ι896),  
pp. 460-67; L. Maiiouvrier," Di.con,oa du pitlwcsnthropus sewctsis  
Comm. ιxύcιυιcυr dc  I'homme,"  is Bali. use.  ‚asiirop di Pans  

(1895), pp. '3-47 and 216-220; L Manouvner, BaIL sec. d'sιιίό τ.p  
(1896), p. 419 m'q.; "Tb. Trinil Fbiuurcai'traatcd with the Femurs 
of various sevage and civilized races," ii' J.wiiai ii'  AusL and  
Phyaid.  (1896), xxxi.  Ι seq.; Virchow. " Dbcr dcii Pilhecanthropua  
erect= Duboia " in  ZcdKhrujl  1.  Elksdogia  0895), pp. 336 435,  641  

PTFIIIVlERS,  a town of north centred France, capital of an  
arrondissement in the department of  Loiret, 28 m.  N.N.E.  of  
°darns, on the railway to  Maleshetbea.  Pop. 6906),  5676.  
Tb.  church of  &  Solomon,  cbielly  in the Renaissance style,  
and remains of the ancient ramparts are of interest. Statues  
have been erected of the mathematician Deals  Poimo.  (4.  
a&'o),  and of the physician and  agriculiurist Dub.inel  dc Mon

-cean  (d. 1782),  natIves  of  Pithl,iers.  The town is an agri-
cultural market, and an important centre for the ssfiron  of the  
region of  Gkdnnris  the cultivation of which, originally intro-
duced by the Jews of Mignon in the tech century was fostered  
by Louis XIV.  The shrine of St Solomon in the 9th century 
and that of St Gregory. an Armenian b ishop, in the  ioth, 

 formed the nuclei of the town; and the donjon built at the end 
of the  ioth  century for  Ηό Ιδise,  lady of  P'ihlvicts, wal  one of 
the finest of the period.  

PITHOl.  one of the  "trcasurc  cities"  ataf cd  to have been 
built for Pharaoh by the Hebrews in Geshen  during the  Opptes

-slot  (Exod.  I. 1'). We have here the  Hebraized  form of the 
Egyptian  Ρeιδm  "House of (the sun-god)  £tδm,"  in Greek, 

 Vatflmos,  capital of the 8th fore of Lower Egypt and situated 
us the Wadi Tumilat  on the canal from the Nile to the Red Sea. 

 Succosh  (Egyptian  Thuket)  was identical with it or was in its 
Immediate  steigbbourhood.  The site, now Tell el  Maakhuta, 

 has yielded several Important monuments, including the best  
presetved  of the trilingual  steiae  of Darius which commemorated 
his work on the canal. The earliest name yet found is that of 

 Rameses  II. of the  XlXih  Dynasty, but in one case he has  
usurped tidier work,' apparently of the  XIIth  Dynasty (a  
‚phinx),  and the city was evidently  νeτγ  ancient. Several of  
the monuments-from  Pitbom  have been  rtmoved  to Ismailia  
on the Suez Canal. 

See Ed.  Navihie,  lb  ο,ι Cdy of Piiiom  mid Ike nude of the  
£z.dus (London, 1885); W.  Μ.  F.  Fetne,  Tam,, pe. I.  (Loi'dous,  
085 ): W.  GolimichelI. " StΝe  dc Darius" ii  Rus&  di  irmaax  
,cΙιή (s  d in  ph,klopo  '1 reed:dd.& igyp'w'aes  d  ‚zsyrucaw  
99,  and  the article Rsuxsxs. (F. Li. (1)  

PITROV.  PIERRE (1539-1596), Freed lawyer and scholar,  
was born at  Troycs  on the 1st of November 1 5»  liii  taste for 
literature was  carly  seen, and his father Pierre  (1496- ι 

 cultivated it to the utmost. He was called to the Paris  
bar in  1560.  On the outbreak of the second war of religion 
in 1567,  Pithou,  who was a Calvinist, withdrew to  Seda  
and afterwards to  Basci,  whence he returned to France  
on the publication of the edict of pacification. Soon after-
wards he accompanied the  duc  de Montmorency on his 
embassy to England, returning  ahortly  before the massacre of  
St Bartholomew, in which he narrowly escaped with his life. 
Next year he followed the example of Henry of Navarre by 
abjuring the Protestant faith. Henry, shortly after his own  
arccssioiI  to the throne of France, recognized  Pithou's  talents 
and services by bestowing upon him various legal appointments.  
The most important work of his life was his co-operation in the  
production of the  So.iire Mi,iippic  (1593), which did so much  
to damage the cause of the League; the harangue of the  Sieur  
d'Aubray  is usually attributed to his pen. He died at  Nogent.  
stir-Seine on the 1st of November  ι9'.  His valuable library,  
specially rich in MSS., was for the most part transferred to  
what is now the  Bibliothlque  Nationale in Paris.  

Pithou  wrote a great number of legal and historical books, besides  
peenaring  editions of several ancient authors. His earliest publks.  
lion was  Adwcss,im-iim siibscciseri,m jib. Ii. (1565). Perhaps his  
sslitims  of the  Legm Vingaihiiniii'  (ι57)  was his mine valuabk con-
t,ilmtiou so historical science, in the seine line he edited the ClipIisId  

of Charlemagne, Louis the Pious, and Chars, the Bald In 1588, and  
be also  aaisted  his brother  Frangois  in preparing an edition of the  

Cargws  Jack «sasiof  5ι'8$. lB. L'In*  di r υ. gdhiise  

24) ii sepriated in hss  Opera seers  jiiridi'a  his snot  mindassa 
cis (1609). In classical literature he was the first who made the  

world acquainted with the Fats, of Pbaedru, (1596); he aIm edited  
the  P'mg'hma Veins (1587), and jiivenal sad Fhe έυa ι5Ι5).  

Three of Pithou'a bomber. aoquured distinction as janus; jass 
(ι5s4-16ο2), aυthor οί  Tr.ili di pciiced  di  geuiamismisi dc, d ρ'b  
liques,  and, in collaboration with his twin brother  Nicoist (154- 
1598), ci lwstt5wh.a di manage  ‚k,diwa;  and FΙΛΙΙΤ015  (ι5 -ι6ai).  
author of Classicism ad litre, wpdliik,bim (e588), Fraud ii j' n.  
c.mm,m'uIToN d de i'raIcrdiI, &j.  (ι547).  

a town in Italy, province of Gressette. Pep.  
(igoi),  4416. it is the cathedral city of the bishopric  .amed  
after the neighbouring town of Smarm, and  posamsea  a  idih

-century cathedral and a church of the  ιuth-ιιh centuries,  
Pitigliano  was  erigmally  a  8cl ci  the  cosoitIbip  of Sousa,  
which in ι 3  came by  mauaiage  Into the  pamemios  di the 
Orsini. in 1410  Sovan.  was taken by the  Sieiim.e,  but by the  
terms of a pence concluded in 1417 the Orsini retained  Pitiglisum,  
Gentile  ()rsini (aseasainated  ι4.') .saummg  the title of ouzel di  
Pitigilano.  The must famous of the line of counts  ama Nircein  
111. (i"a-egtu),  a celebrated  ‚msdojiiue.  Under his  aιc ιι  
Piilgllano  became the scene of ceaseless family feuds culmin-
ating in assassinations. In τ562  the  Mediciof  Florence  seized  
part of their territories, and acquired the rest  br micbangt  in  
ι 58ο.  The  Oss&i'i  stronghold gill stands in the town.  

PITWGHIY.  a village of  Purtbsbirc, Scbtland, sSj  in. NW. 
.1 Perth by the H ighland railway. Pop.  (ι9οή ,  1541. Ii hits  
on the left bank of the  Tummel,  a little below the  ωn8υι ce  
of  thai  river and the Gamy, 350 ft. above the sea. it is  a 
favourite health reelect and tourist centre. Among the im-
mediate attractions ιιre the pm.  ci Kilhiecraiikie,  the falls di  
Tummcl,  the exquisite prospect called  " Queen's View" (named  
after Queen Victoria) and Loch  Timimel,  8 in. to the west.  
One πι. S.E.  of the village is the Black Spout, a  waieifall  of 
ho ft. formed by the  Edradour.  

PITMAI1. lIE  ISAAC (1813-5897), English  phoaographer,  
was  bert  at Trowbridge, Wiltshire, on the 4th of January 5815,  

and was  educaled  at the local grammar school. 3k steeled is  
life as a clerk in a cloth factory, but in 1834 he was sent  ιο  the  
Normal College of the British sad Foreign School Soc iety in  
London. Between 1832 and 1839 be held  maatmhipa  at  
Βaιτοn.οuι-Ηυmbc  and  Woltoa.umder.Edge,  but be was dis-
missed by the authorities when he became a  Swedenborgian,  
and from 1839 to 1843 he  ceaducted  a  peivate  school of his ow  
at Bath. In 1829 he  tuok  up Samuel Taylor'. system of short-
hand, and from that time be  becam,  an  eιsΙhυώ sί  in developing  
the art of phonography In 1837 he drew ιφ  a manual  of 
Taylor's  uyaecm  and offered it to Samuel  Bagster 0771-454.  
The publisher did not accept the work, but suggested !het 
Pitman should invent a new system (Ice  Suoarirawo)  of his  
own. The result was his  Sknog,'a$k Soandhmid  ( 1 837).  
Bagutee's  friendship and active help bad been secured by Pit-
man's undertaking to verify the half-million references in the  
Comprehcnsrre Bible, and he published the inventor's  beoki  
at a cheap rate, thus helping to being the  ayatern  within the  
reach of all. Pitman devoted himself to perfecting phono-
graphy and propagating iis use, and  catahilisbed  ει  Bath  a 
Phonetic Institute and a  Phondk Jouund  for this  puepom;  
he printed in  sbortlesnd  a number of standard  wuoka,,  and his  
book with the title  Pheteogn.$y (z8go)  went through marl  
editions. Re was an  onthusiastic  spelling reformer, and adopted  
a phonetic system which he tried to bring  lOto  general use. 
Pitman was twice married, his  fiug  wife dying in ‚857, and his  
secotd,  whom he married in 1861,  survivIng  him. In 1894 be  
was knighted, and on the  aand  of January 1897 be died at Bath. 
Sir Isaac Pitman popula rized shorthand at a time when the 
advance of the newspaper press and modem business methods  
were making it a matter of great commercial Importance. His  
system adapted itself readily to the needs of journalism, and  
its use revolutionized the work of reporting.  Hc  was a =s-
melter, a vegetarian, and advocated  temperanca  principles.  

His Life  wa, mitten by Alfred Baket  (19ο8)  sod  (upas)  by  hi 
brother,  jiena  Pitman (1822-1911).  
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111'0111 υινsmeγ 9ΤΤΑΫ ΖΟ  (1657-1743),  Italiaii m't*al  

composer, was born at  Rieti  on the  ι8th  of March  τ6.  He 
came to Rome as a boy and sang in the choir of SS  Apostoli.  
Poggia  gave him instructions in counterpoint, and he became  
maestro di Cappella, Seat at Terra di Rotondo and later (1673) 
at Assisi. In  ι66  he went to  Rieti,  and in 1577 to Rome, 
where be held various appointm ents, dying on the sat of Feb' 

 mary  1743 15 maestro dl  Cappefla  at St Marco, where be  wa 
 buried.  Pitoni  appears to have devoted himself exclusively 

 Ιο  church music, and although he did not disdain the modern  
style with Instrumental accompaniment, be is best known by 
his Masses and other works hi the manner of  Palestrina.  

Several volumes of his autograph composition am in the  Sanlini  
Libosry  at  MOnster. 

ΡΙΤΤ,  THOMAS  (ιδ -τ726),ΒriιΖb  East India merchant and  
politician, usually called "Diamond Pitt," was born at Bland-
lord, Dorset, on the 5th of  3υΙy  3653. In early life he west 
to India, and from his headquarters at  Balasore  he made trading 
journeys into Persia and soon  bccame  prominent among those  
who were carrying on business in opposition to the East  IndiS 

 Company. Twice he was arrested by order of the company,  

the second time being when he reached London in  ι683.  but 
after litigation had detained him for some years in England he 
returned to India and to his former career. Unable to check 

 bini  the East India Company took him into Its service in 1695,  
and in 1697 he became  presIdent  of Fort Si George, or Madras 
Pitt was now very zealous in defending the interests of his em-
ployers  against the new East India Company, and in protecting  

their settlements from theattacks of the natives; in directing  

the commercial undertakings of the company be also appears  
ιο  have been very successful. Soon, however, be had a serious  

quarrel with William Fraser, a member of his council, and con-
sequently he was relieved of his  015cε  in  17ο9, aΙιhουghhewas 

 afterwards consulted by the  comp.'Iny  on matters of Impor-
tance. During his residence in India Pitt bought for about  
£20,000 the fine diamond which was named after him; In 1717  

he sold this to the regent of France, Philip duke of  0τΙenι,  
for  £8o,000  or, according to another account, for £ 3 35,000.  
lt  is now the property of  · the French government. During 
his former stay In England Pill bad bought a good deal of  
property, including the manor of Old Serum, and for a short 
time be had  repreSented  this borough in parliament. After his 

 Snal  return from India in 1 750 he added  to his  propertIes  and  
again became member of parliament for Old Sarum. lie died at 

 Sivallowfleld  near Reading on the 28th of April τ726. Wi  
eldest son, Robert was the father of, William Pitt, earl of 
Cbalhsm (4.ι.); am1  of Thomas Pitt  (d.ι7ό ι),  whose son became  
the first Lord  Camelford;  his second son, Thomas Pitt (c.  ι688-
1729), having married Frances  (d. 1772), daughter of Rebell  
Ridgeway, eth  earl of Londonderry (d. J714), was himself  
created earl of Londonderry in r 726.  

PITT, WILLIAM  0759-1806),  English statesman, the  
second  son of William Pitt, cart of Chatham, and of Lady  
Hester  Grenvllk,  daughter of Hester, Countess Temple, 
was born at Hayes, near Bromley, Kent,  oq  the 28th  of  
May 1759. The child Inherited a name which, at the time  
of his birth, was the most illustrious in the civilized world,  
and was pronounced by every Englishman  "ith  pride, and  
by may enemy of England with mingled admiration and  

terror. During the lust year of his life every month had 
its  illumInatIons  and  bonlures,  and every wind brought some  
messenger charged with joyful tidings and hostile standards.  

In  Weatpbalia  the English infantry won a great battle which  
(nested the armies of Louis  XV.  in the midst of a career of  
conquest;  Bcacawcn  defeated one French fleet on the coast of  

Portugal; Hawks put to flight another in the Bay of Biscay,  

Johnson took Niagara; Amherst took Ticonderoga; Wolfe died  
by the moat enviable of  deathi  under the walls of Quebec,  
Chive destroyed a Dutch armament in the fl ugli,  and established  
the English supremacy In Bengal;  Coote  routed Lilly at Winds-
wail,, and established the English supremacy in the  Carnatic.  
The Dillon, while loudly  υ sρbυdiag  the successful  warnora,  

considered them .11, on sea and on land, in Europe, In America, 
and in Asia, merely as instruments which received their direc-
tion irons one superior mind. it was the great William Pitt  

who had vanquished the French marshals In Germany and 
French admirals on the Atlantic—who had conquered for his  
country one great  empIre  on the frozen shores of  OntariO  
and another under the tropical sun near the mouths of the 
Ganges. It was not in the nature of things that popularity  
such as he at this time enjoyed should be  peτmaπent.  That 
popularity had lost its gloss before his children were old enough  

to understand that the earl of  Cbatham  was a great man. The  
energy and  dedsioii  which had eminently fitted him for the 
direction of war were not needed in time of peace. 'The lofty  

end spirit-stirring eloquence which had made him supreme in  
the House of Commons often fell dead on the House of Lords.  

Chatham was only the ruin of Pitt, but an awful and  majestIc 
 ruin, not to be contemplated  by any man of sense and feeling  

without emotions resembling those which are excited by the  

remains of the Parthenon and of the Colosseum. In one re 
 sport the old statesman was eminently happy. Whatever 

might be the vicissitudes of his public life, he never lathed 
to find peace and love by his own  htarth.  He loved all his  
children, and was loved by them; and of all his children the  

one of whom he was fondest and proudest was his second son. 
The child's genius and ambition displayed thems elves with a  

rare and almost unnatural precocity. At seven the interest 
which he took in grave subjects, the ardour with  
which he pursued his studies, and the sense and 
vivacity of his remarks on books and on events amazed 
his parents and instructors. One of his sayings of this  

date was reported to his mother by his tutor. In August  
5764, when the world was agitated by the stews that  

Mr Pitt had become earl of Chatham, little William ex  
claimed, "I am glad that I  ani  not the eldest son. I want  
to speak in the House of Commons like papa." At fourteen  

the lad was in intellect a man.  Hayley,  who met him  
at Lyre in the summer of 5773, was astonished, delighted,  

and somewhat overawed, by bearing wit and wisdom from so  
young a mouth. The boy himself had already written a tragedy,  
bad, of course, but not worse than the tragedies of his friend.  

This piece (still preserved) is in some respects highly curious.  
There is no love. The whole plot is po litical; and it is remark-
able that the interest, such as it is, turns on a contest about  *  
regency. On one side is a faithful servant of the Crown, on  

the other an ambitious and unprincipled conspirator. At  

length the king, who bad been missing, reappears, resumes hit  
power, and rewards the  fathful defender of his rights. A render  
who should judge only by internal evidence would have no  
hesitation In pronouncing that the play was  wriiten  by some  
Pittlte poetsater  at the time of the  rejoiciugs  for the recovery  
of George III. in 1789.  

The pleasure with which William's parents  obseTved  the  
rapid development of his intellectual powers was alloyed by  
apprehensions about his health. lie shot up alarmingly fait;  

be was often ill, and always weak; and it was feared that it  

would be impossible to rear a  slripling  so tall, so slender, and  
so feeble. Port wine was prescribed by his medical advisers;  
and it is said that be was, at fourteen, accustomed so  
take this agreeable physic in quantities which would, in our  

more abstemious age, be thought -much more than sufficient  
for any full-grown man. it was probably on account of the  

delicacy of his frame that he was not educated like other boy,  

of the same rank. Almost all the eminent English statesmen  

and orators  ιο  whom he was afterwards opposed or allied—
North, Fox, Shelburne,  Windhsm,  Grey,  Weflesley, Grenvilk,  
Sheriden,  Canning—went through the training of great public  

ichoob  Lord  Chitham  had himself  beeis  a distinguished  
Etonian; and it is seldom that a distinguished Etonian forgets  

his obligations to Eton. But William's infirmities required  

• vigih'nce  and tenderness such as could be bind only '1 home  

He was  thertloes  bred under the paternal roof. 111ι, itiidils  
were =unintended by a clergyman named Wilson; and those  
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studies, though often Interropted by ilhiesi, were prosecuted  
with extraordinary success. He was sent, towards the close  
of the year 1773, to Pembroke Hall, in the university of Cam-
bridge. The governor to whom the direction of William's  
academical life was confldcd was a bachelor of arts named  
ΡreΙymaπ,1  who had been senior wrangler in the preceding  
year, and, who though not a man of prepossessing appearance  
or brilliant parts, was eminently acule and laborious, .. sound  

scholar, and an excellent geometrician. A close and lasting  
friendship sprang up between ‚he pair. The disciple was able,  
before he completed his twenty-eighth year, to make his pre-
ceptor bishop of Lincoln and dean of St Paul's, and the preceptor 
showed his gratitude by writing a life of the disciple, which  
enjoys the diώ ncΙiοn of being the worst biographical work of 
its size in the world. Pitt, till he graduated, had scarcely one  

acquaintance, attended chapel regularly morning and evening,  
dined evesy day in ball, and never went to a single evening 
party. At seventeen he was admitted, after the fashion of those  
limes, by right of birth, without any izamination, to the degree  
of master cl arts. Bitt he pontinued during some years to  

reside at college, and to apply himself vigorously, under 
Pretyman's direction, to the studies of the place, while mixing  
fuel),  in the best academic society.  

The stock of learning which Pitt laid in during this part of  
his life was certainly very extraordinary. The work in which  
be took the greatest delight was Newton's  Priscipia.  His  
liking for mathematics, indeed, amounted  Ιο  a passion, which,  
hi the οniniοα of his instructors, themselves distinguished mathe-
maticians, required to be checked rather than encouraged.  
Nor was the youth's proficiency in classical learning less remark-
able. In one respect, indeed, he appeared to disadvantage  
when compared with even second-rate and third-rate men from  

pitblic schools. He bad never, while under Wilson's care, been  
in the habit of composing in the ancient languages; and he  
therefore never acquired the knack of versiiication. It would  
have been utterly out of his power to produce such charming  
elegiac lines as those in which Wellesley bade farewell to F.Ion,  
or such Virgilian hexameters as those in which Cunning described  
the pilgrimage to Mecca. But it may be doubted whether any  

acholar has ever, at twenty, had a more solid and profound  
knowledge of the two great tongues of the old civilized world.  
He had set his heart on being intimately acquainted with all the  

extant poetry of Greece, and was not satisfied till he had  
mastered Lycephron's Cassaridre.  

To modcrn literature Pitt paid comparatively little attention.  

He knew no living language except French; and French he  
knew very imperfectly. With a few of the best English writers  
he was intimate, particularly with Shakespeare and Milton.  

The debate in Pandemonium was, as it well deserved to be, one  

of his favourite passages; and his early friends used to talk, long  

after his death, of the just emphasis and the melodious cadence  
with which they had heard him recite the incomparable speech  
of Belial. He had indeed been carefully trained from infancy in  
the art of managing his voice, a voice naturally clear and deep-
toned. At a later period the wits of Brookes's, irritated by  

observing, night after night, how powerfully Pitt's sonorous 
elocution fascinated the rows of country gentlemen, reproached 
him with having been" taught by his dad on a stool" 

His education, indeed, was well adapted  ιο  form a great 
parliamentary speaker, The classical studies of Pitt had the 
effect of enriching his English vocabulary, and of making him 
wonderfully expert in the art of constructing correct English 
sentences. His practice was to look over a page or 1*0 of a 
Greek or Latin author, to make himself master of the meaning, 
and then to read the passage straight forward into his own  
language. This practice, begun under his first teacher Wilson,  

I' George Priiym.n ( ι7go-18η)  was senior wrangler in ins. In  
on falling heir to a large estate. he assumed the name of Tom- 

line. From Lincoln, to which see be had been elevated In 1787.  
he wan  trsiiilated  to Winchester in  iRan. Tomline.  to whom  
Pitt when dying had  baquesehed his papers. published his  Miwimn  

If William Pill (down to the  ,-knc  of  ι po  iii  8a ι  b  ν is.  

was continued under Pretymaq' ()tell the ris*iii.of antiquity, 
the orations were these on which he bestowed the meal minute 
examination. His favourite employment was to compare  
harangues on opposite aides of the same quead.n, to analyse  
them, and to observe which of the arguments of the first speaker  
were refuted by the second, which were evaded, and which were  
left untouched, Nor wa5 it only in books that he at this time  
studied the art of parliamentary fencing. When he was  at 
home he had frequent opportunities of hearing important  
debates at Westminster; and he heard them, not only with  
interest and enjoyment, but with close scientific attention.  
On one of these occasions Pitt, a youth whose abilities were  
as yet known only to his own family and to a small knot of 
college friends, was introduced on the steps of the throne in the 
House of Lords tohis senior by eleven  yeaτa who was 
already the greatest debat

Fox, 
 er, and one of the greatest orators, that  

had appeared in England. Foi used afterwards to relate that,  
as the disέυssiοn proceeded, Pitt repeatedly turned to him, and  
said, "But surely, Mr Fox, that might be met thus," or "Yes;  

but he lays himself open to this retort." What the particular  
criticisms were Fox had forgotten, but he said that he was much  
struck at the time by the precocity of a lad who, through the  
whole sitting, seemed lobe thinking only how all the speeches on  

both sides could be answered.  
He had not quite completed his nineteenth year when, on  

the 7th of April £773, he attended his lather to Westminster.  
A great debate was expected. It was known that France had 
recognized the indepeυdenςe of the United States, The duke 
of Richmond was about to declare his opinion that all thought 
of subjugating those states ought to be relinquished. Chaham  
had always maintained that the resistance of the colonies to the 
mother country was justifiable. But he conceived, very errone-
ously, that on the day on which their independence should be  
acknowledged the greatness of England would be at an end.  
Though sinking under the weight of years and infirmities, be  
determined, in spite of the entreaties of his family, to be in his  

place. lila son supported him to a seat. The excitement  

and exertion were too much for (he old man. In the very act  
of addressing the peers, he fell back in convulsions. A few  

weeks later his corpse was borne, with gloomy pomp, from the  
Painted Chamber to the Abbey. The favourite child and name-
sake of the deceased statesman followed the cofluti as chief 
mourner, and saw it d ερο ited in the transept where his own  
was destined to lie. His elder brother, now earl of Chatham,  

had means sufficient, and barely sufficient, to support the  
dig*ity of the peerage. The other members of the family were  

poorly provided for. William had little more than Lee a year.  
lt was necessary for him to follow a profession. Re bad 
already begun to" eat his terms." Inthespringof τ 78ο he curie  
of age. He then quitted Cambridge, was called to the bar,  
took chambers in Lincoln's Inn, and joined the western circuit.  
In the autumn of that year • general election look place;  
and he offered himself as a candidate for the university; but he  

was at the bottom of the polL He was, however, at the request of  
an hereditary friend, the duke of Rutland, brought into parliament  
by Sir James Lowther for the borough of Appleby.  

The dangers of the country were at that time such as might  

well have disturbed even a constant mind. Army after army  

had bcen sent in vain against the rebellious colonists __ 
of North America. Meanwhile the house of Bourbon, ___ 
humbled to the dust a few years before by the genius  
and vigour of Chatbam, had seized the opportunity of revenge.  

France and Spain had united against England, and had recently  
been joined by Holland. 'lire ccmmsn& of the Meditemncao  
had been for a time lost. The British dag had been scarcely  
able to maintain itself in the Britizh Channel. The northern  

power, professed neutrality; but their neutrality had a menacing  

aspect. In the East, Hyder All had descended on the Carnatic,  
Ltd destroyed the little army of Baillie, and bad spread terror  
even to the ramparts of Feet St George. The disconteists of  
Ireland threatened nothing less than civil war. Iii England  
the authority Of Lord North's government bad sunk to the  
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Ινest  point. The king and the House of Commons were 
dike unpopular. The ery for parliamentary reform was scarcely  
less loud and vehement than afterwards in 1830.  

The Opposilfon consisted of two parties which had once been  
hostile to each ether, but at this conjuncture seemed to act  
together with cordiality. The larger of three parties consisted  
of the great body of the Whig aristocracy, headed by Charles, 
marquess of Rockingham. In the House of Commons the adhe. 
rents of Rockingbam were led by Fox, whose dissipated habits  

and ruined fortunes were the talk of the whole town, but whose  
commanding genius, and whose sweet, generous and ailcctioziate 
disposition, extorted the admiration arid Ιονe of those who 
most. lamented the errors of his private life. Burke, superior 
to Fox in largeness of comprehension, in extent of knowledge, 
and in splendour of imsgtnatien, but lass skilled in that kind of  
logic and in thai kind of rhetoric which convince and persuade  
great assemblies, was willing to be the lieutenant of a young chief 
who might bavt been his son. A smaller wclion of the Opposi-
tion was composed of the old followers of Chatham. At their 
head was William, earl of Shelburne, distinguished both as  a 
statesman and as a lover of science and letters. With him were 
leagued Lord Camden, who bad formerly held the Great Seel, and  
when integrity, ability and constitutional knowledge com-
mended the public respect; Berri, an eloquent and acrimonious  
declaimer; and Dunning, who had long held the first place at 
the English bar. It was to this party that Pitt was naturally  
υtτscted.  

On the sό th cl February 1781 he made his Brat speech in  
favour of Burke's plan of economical reform. Fox stood up 
at the am, moment, but instantly gave way. The lofty yet 
animatad deportment of the young member, his perfect self. 
possession, the readiness with which he replied to the orators 
who had preceded him, the silver tome of his voice, the perfect 
structure of his unpremeditated sentences, astonished and 
delighted his bsarers. Burke, moved even to tears, exclaimed,  
"It Is not a chip of the old block; it is the old block itself." 
' Pitt will be one of the Brat mess in parliament," said a member 
of the Opposition is Fox. "He is so already," answered Fox,  
In whose nature envy had no place. Soon after this' 
Pitt's nam, was put up by Fox at Brookes'a Club. On two  
subsequent occasions during that session Pitt addressed the  

bouie, and on both fully tustained the reputation which he 
bad ιοq.d on his Brat appearance. In the summer, after the  
prorogation, be agais went the western circuit, held several  
beefs, and acquitted himself in such a manner that he was highly  
cemplimented by Buller from the bench, and by Dunning at 
the bar.  

On the 17th of November the parliament reassembled. Only  
forty.eighi hours before had arrived tidings of the surrender of 
Cornwaliis and his army. In the debate on thereport of the  

addresa Pitt spoke with even more energy and brilliancy thee  
on say former occspioei. He was warmly applauded by his allies;  
but it was remarked diet no person on his own side of the  
booze was so loud iii eulogy as Henry Dunds, the lord advocate  
of Scotland, who spoke from the ministerial ranks. From that  
night dates his consesson with Pitt, a consexion which soon  
became a close intimacy, and which lasted till it was dissolved  
by death. About • fortnight later Pitt spoke in the committee  
of supply on the army estimates. Symptoms of dissension had  
begun to appear on the lroasury bench. Lord George Germarne,  
the  seoretary of state who was especially charged with the direc-
tion .1 the war In America, had held language not easily to be 
racandlled with declarations made by the foal lord 01 the treasury.  
Pitt noticed the diserepancy with much force and keenness.  
Lord George and Lord Nosib began to whisper together; and  

Wdbeee Ellis, an =dent pleceesian  who had been drawing  
salary almost awry quarter since the days of Henry Pelham,  
bent dawn between them to pest Ia a word. Such interruptions  

om.times discompose veteran speakers. Pill stopped, and,  
iocέ ing at the group, said with admirable raadinsss," I shall  
walt till Neater has composed the dispute betweet Agamemnon  

and Achilles." Mter several defeats, or victories hardly to be  

distinguished from defeats, the ministry resigned. The king,  
reluctantly and ungraciously, consented to accept Rockinghana  
as Brat minister. Fox and Shelburne became secretarieS of  
state. Lord John Cavendisb, one of the most upright and  
horiourable of men, was made chancellor of the exchequer. 
Tburlow, whose abilitiei and force of character had made him 
the dictator of the Home of Lords, continued to hold the Great 
Seal. To Pitt was oilercd, through Sbelbwna, the νicο treαsureτ-
ship of Ireland, one of the easiest and most highly paid places  
ill the gill of the Crown, but theoiler was without besitatiou  
declined. The young statesman bad resolved t. accept no post  
which did not entitle him to a scat in the cabinet, and a few 
day& later (March 1782) he announced that resolution us the 
House of Commons. 

Pitt gave a general support to the administration of Rocking-
ham, but omitted, in the meantime, no opportunity of courting  
that ultra-Whig party which the persccuiion of Wilkes and the  
Mkldlesex election bad called into existence, and which the 
disas.trous events of the war, and the triumph of republican  
principles in America, had made formidable both In numbers 
and in temper. lie supported a motion for shortening the 
&untiesof parliaments. He made a motion for a committee  
to examine into the slate of the representation, and, in the speech 
(May 7, 1782) by which that motion was introduced, avowed 
himself the enemy of the close boroughs, the strongholds of  
that corruption to which he attributed all the calamities of 
the nation, and which, as be phrased it in one of those exact and  
sonorous sentences of which he had a boundless command, bad 
grown with the growth of England and strengthened with her 
strength, but bad not diminished with her diminution or decayed  
with her decay. On this occasion he was supported by Fox.  
The motion was lost by only twenty votes in a house of more  
than three hundred members. The Reformers never again had  
so good a divison till the year 1831. 

Tb.  new administration =estrous In abilities, and was more 
popular than any administration which bad held ο ce  since 
the Brat year of George Ill., but was hated by the 	___  
king, hesitatingly supported by the parliament,  
and torn by internal dissensions. It wax all that  
Rockiagham  could do to keep the peace in his cabinet; and  
before the cabinet had existed three months Ruickingham  
dial. In an instant all was confusion. The adherents of 
the deceased statesman looked on the duke of Portland as 

 their chief. The king placed Shielburne at the bead of the  
treasury. Fox, Lord John Cavendish, and Burke immediately  
resigned their omces; and the new prime minister was left to 
constitute a government out of very defective materials. lt 
was necessary to find some member of the Rouse of Cons.. 
mona who could confront the great orators of the Op?osilioil;  
arid Pitt alone bad the eloquence and the courage which werp 
required. He was dieted the great place of chancellor of the  
exchequer and he accepted it (July 1782). Re had scarcely  
completed his twenty-third year.  

The parliament was speedily prorogued. During the recess  
a negotiation for peace which had been commenced under  
Rockingham was brought  ιο  a successful termination. England 
acknowledged the independence of her revolted colonies; and  
she ceded to her European enemies some places in the Medile'-
raneanandintheGulfof Mexico. Butthetemnswhichsbp 
obtained were quite as advantageous and horiourable as the  
events of the war entitled her to expect, or as she was likely 
to obtain by persevering in a contest against immense odds.  
There is not the slightest reason to believe that Pox, if be had 
remained In oibcei would have hesitated one moment about 
concluding • treaty on such conditions. Unhappily Fez was,  
at this crisis, hurried by his passions into an error which maAe  
his genius and his virtues, during a long course of years, almot  
useless to his con*tzy. He saw that the great body of the House 
of Commons was divided into three pestles—his own, that of 
North, arid that of Shelburne; that none of those three parties 
was large enough to steed a Ιουe that, therefore, unless two of  
them united there must be a miserably feeble a4minist ιatιοΩ,  
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or, more probably, a rapid succession of miserably feeble  

admlnisiratlona, and this at a time when a strong government  
was essential  ιο  the prosperity and respectability of the nation.  
Ii was then necessary and sight that there should be a coalition.  
To every possible coalition there were οbjectiοns But of ill  
possible coalitions that to which there were the fewest objections  
was undoubtedly a coalition between Shelburne end Fox.  Τι 

 would have been generalty applauded by the followers of both.  

Ιι might have been made without any sacriliceof public principle 
on the part of either. Unhappily, recent bickeringe had left  
in the mind of Fox a profound dislike and distrust of Shelburne.  
Pitt attempted to mediate, and was authorized to invite Fox 
to return to the service of the Crown. "Is Lord Shelburne," 
said Fox, "to remain prime minister?" Pitt answcrvd in  
the allitmative. "It is impossible that  Ι  can act under him," 
said Fox. "Then negotiation is at an end," said Pitt;" for 

 I cannot betray him." Thus the two statesmen parted. They  
were never again in a private room together. As Fox and his  
friends would not treat with Shelburne, nothing remained to 
them but to treat with North. That fatal cOalition which is  
emphatically called "The Coalition" was formed. Not Ibsen. 
quarters of a year bad elapsed since Fox and Burke bad threat' 
coed North with impeachment, and had described him night 
after night as the most arbItrary, the most corrupt, and the most  
incapable of ministers. They now allied themselves with him 
for the purpose of driving.from oibce a statesman with whom 
they cannot be said to have differed as to anylmportant question. 
Nor had they even the prudence and the patience to wait -  for 
ionie cecasion on which they might, without inconsistency, 
have combined with their old enemies in opposition to the 
government. That nothing might be wanting to the scandal, 
the great orators who had, during seven years, thundered against 
the war determined to join with the authors of that war in  
passing a vote of censure on the peeve. 

The parliament met before Christmas 1782. But it W55 not 
tIll January 1783 that the preliminary treaties were signed.  
On the 17th of i'ebsuary tbή  were taken into consideration by 
the .House of Commons. There had been, during some days,  
floating rumours that Fox and North bad coalesced; and the 
debate indicated but too dearly that those rumours were not  
unfounded. Pitt was suffering from indisposition—be did not  
rise till his Own strength and that of his hearerS were exhausted'  
and he was consequently less successful than on any former 
occasion. His admirers owned that his speech was feeble and  
petulant. He so far forgot himself -as to advise Sheridan to 
confine himself to amusing theatrical audiences. This ignoble  
sarcasm gave Sheridan an opportunity of retorting with great 

 felicity. "After what  Ι  have seen and beard to-night," he 
said,  " Ι  really feel strongly tempted to venture on a competition 
with on great an artist as Ben Jensen, and to bring on the stage 
a second Angry Boy." On a division, the address proposed  
by the aupportera of the government was rejected by a majority  
of sixteen. But Pitt was not a man to be disheartened by a 
single failure, or to be put down by the most lively repartee. 
When, a few days later, the Opposition proposed a resolution 
directly censuring the treaties, he spoke with an eloquence,  
energy and dignity which raised his fame and popularity higher  
than ever. To the coalition of Fox and North he alluded in 
language which drew forth tumultuous applause from his  
follower,. "If," he said, "this ill.omened and unnatural 
mamage be not yet consummated,  Ι  know of a just and lawful 
Impediment; and, in the name of the public weal,  Ι  forbid the 
banns." The ministers were again left in a minority, and  
Shelbume consequently tendered his resignation (March 31,  
1783). Ιι was accepted; but the king struggled long and bird  
befοτe be submitted to the terms dictated by Fox, whose faults 
'he detested, and whose high Spirit and powerful intellect he 
detested still more The first time at the board of treasury  
was repeatedly erred to Pitt; but the olfer, though tempting, 
was steadfastly declined. The king, bitterly complaining of 
Pitt's falniheasTednese, turd to break the Coalition. Every  
art of seduction was practised on North, but in vain. During  

Several Weeks the country remained withOut a  

lt  was riot till all devices had failed, md till the aspect of the  
House of Commons became threetening, that the king gave 
way The duke of Portland wns ί  declared first lo,d of the  
treasury. Thudow was dismissed. Fox and North became  
secretaries of state, with power ostensibly equal. But Fox 
was the real prime minister. The year was far advanced before  
the new arrangements were completed; and nothing very  
important was done during the remainder of the session. Pitt,  
now seated on the Opposition Bench, brought the question of  
parliamentary reform a second time (Msy  7,  1783) under the 
consideration of the Commons. He proposed to add to the  
house at once a hundred county member, and several members  
for melropohtan districts, and to enact that every borough of  
which an election committee should report that the majority 
of voters appeared to be corrupt should loss the franchise. The 
motion was rejected by' 293 votes tO 149.  

After the prorogation Pitt visited the Continent foe the first  
and last lime. His travelling companion was one of his most  
Intimate, friends, William Wilberfowe. That was the time of  

Angiomanla in France; and at Paris the son of the great Chatbaru 
 was absolutely hunted by men of letters and women of &shire,  

and forced, much against his will, into political disputation.  
One remarkable saying which dropped from bins during this  

tour has been preserved. A French gentleman expressed some  
surprise at the Immense influence which F οχ, a man of pleasure,  
ruined by the dice-box and the turf, exercised over the English  
nation. "You have not," said Pitt, "been under the wand of  
the magician." 

In November 1783 the parliament met again. The govern-
ment had irresistible strength in the House of C σmmοns, and  
seemed to be scarcely less strong in the House of Leeds, but  
was, In truth, surrounded on every side by dangers. The king 
was impatiently waiting for the moment at which he could  
emancipate himself from a yoke which galled bltn so aovss'rly  
that he had more than once seriouSly thought of retiring to  
Hanover; and the king was scarcely more miter for a change  
than the nation. For &nd Noith  had conimitted a fatal «mi. 
They ought to have known that coalitions between pasties  
which have long been hostile can succeed only when the wish 
for coalition pervades the lower ranks of both. At the beginning  
of 1783 North had been the recognized head of the old Tory 
party, which, though for a moment prostrated by the disastrous  
issue of the American War, was still a great power in the state. 
Fox bad, on the other band, been the idol of the Whigs and Of  
the whole body of P,Oteatsnt dissenters. The coilltion at coon  
alienated the moat zealous Tories from North and the most  
zealous Whigs from Fox. Two great multitudes e at once 
left without any head, and both at 0mw turned their *ycaou Pitt,  
One party saw in him the only risen who could rescue the king; 
the other saw in him the only man who could purify the parlia-
rent. Re was supported on one side by Archbishop Μaι1ba., 
the preacher of divine right, and by Jenkinson, the captain Of 
the praetorian band of the king's friends; cot the ether side by  

'ebb and Priestley, Sawbeidge and Ceres/right, Jack Wilkes and 
Home Tooke. On the benches of the House of Commona,'  
however, the ranks of the ministerial majority were unbroken;  
and that any statesman wonld venture to brave such • seajetity  
was thought impcosible. No prince of the Hanoverlan line  
had ever, under any provocation, ventured to appeal from the  
representative body to the constituent body. Tb. mlnistese  
theτefοse nctwitb'tanding the sullen looks and muttered' word,  
of displeasure with which their suggestions were receIved in  
the closet, notwithatsadlog the roar of obloquy which seam  
rising louder and Iouderevesy day from evssyceaoarol the Island,  
thought thamselvm secure. Such wsa their cenidmee in their 
strength that, as soon as the pariiamesrI  had met, they brought 
forward a singularly bold arid original plaa for the govomment  
of the British territories in India. What was psoposed in Fox'n  
India bin was that the whole authority' which tifl·that time had  
been exercised ever those ιe#itοτies by the East India CbmpanT  
should be trsnafemd to'Seven commissioners, who sesem  ιο  be  
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banned by  ρndismenti and were bog to be τκυιναble  it the 
pleasure of  lbs Gem.Earl  FitswiWam, the meet Intimate  
perso.al ίιίcn'  of Paz,  Wi,  ιο  be chairman of this board, and the  
eldest sen of North was to be  ooa  of the  menbe,a.  

M.soen "  the outline, of the scheme were known .11 the  
hatred which the  eealhiioa  bed =cited bunt forth with an  
Αωυ mg. a ιοιmdieg eaploalon. Biske,  who, whether, right  
get QT wrong in the  coacbnione  to which he came, hod  

. 

 
ken the merit οf Ιοοking et the subjec in the  

right point  ci  view, vainly remindedhis beam, of that  
mighty  populatbrs. mimes daily rice might depend on  &  
νοte ci the  BritIsh  parliament. Re spoke wi th  even mom  
thee bin wonted power  Οι  thought and  langua*, abeut  the  
denied= οf Rulnilcund,  about the  ipeliatina  of Deems, about  
the v11 policy which had suffered the tanks of the Genetic to go  

to ruin; but he could  .carccly  obtain •  hearing. The contending 
 garden, to their  .barot  it mist be mid, would listen to none but 

 English topic.. Out of doors the cry against the ministry was  
almost universal. Town and country were united. Corpora.  
lions etchisned  against the violation of the chutes of the 
greatest corporation in the reelm.  Tories and  dcmvuats  
joined in  pronounemg the  ixupoaed  board an  uncvn.titrnloenl  
body It war to minim of Fox's emblem. Tine effect  ci  his  
bill was  ιο  give, not  ιο  the Crown, but to him personally, whether  
in  .ο.cn  OW in opposition, an  enomnous  power, a patronage  
.υ danι to  εουακbαiαnce the patronage of the treasury and 
01 the admiralty, end to decide the election, for  ifty boroughs.  
Ηι  knew, it win .aid, that he war hateful alike to king  αnd 
peepic; md  he bid  deviied  a plan which would make him  
independent of both. Some nicknamed him Cromwell, and  

ι  Carlo When. Wilberforce, with his usual felicity of  

.sprts.Io.,  and with very  tmnaual bittc,ne.aof  feeling, described  
the scheme en the genuine offspring of the coalition, as marked  
with the features of both its parent., the corruption of one and  
the  violeare  of the ether. in quit  cl  all  oppo.ilioii,  however,  
the bill was supported in every stage by great  m.jerliic.,  war  
zapidly,pemed,  and was sent up to the Loris. To the general  
ustoinishmeut,  when the second reading was moved in the  
upper  boise,  the  Opponiuion propused  no adjournment, sad 
carded it by  dghty.aevea  vote,  ιο  .eveaty-niine.  The cause of  
this  stnng.  turn of fortune was  .00n  known. Pitt'. cousin  
Earl Temple, had been in the royal dens, and had there been  

autborised  to jet It be known that his majesty  wQuld coatider  
all  whu  voted for the bill .3 his  cΥιtmics,  The ignominious  
οοmmilοss wae performed, and instantly a troop of bids of 
she  bedchmmbcr,  of  bishope  who wished to Is translated, and  

ee. ci  Scotch peril who wished to be  ιe.decιad4  made  
Mih'dr  baste to change sides. On a later day the Lords  
1,83. aejected  the bill. Fos and North were immediately  
directed to send their seals  ιο  the palace by their  υnder.a3cχι.  
gains, and Pitt was appointed first lord of the treasury and  
cjodluroftbeexcbeqiter  (December 1783). 

The  goiint'l  opinion  wta  that there would be an immediate  
dieιοί ιιύοn.  But Pitt wisely determined to give the public  
‚,‚.Ilnp  time to gather strength. On this point he differed from  
his kinsman  Τ3ιniιΙt.  The consequence was that  Tempic,  who  
hart been  appeented  con of the seeretaijen ''  stαte, resigned his  
effice  forty-eight hours after he had accepted it, sod  thu.  relieved  
the inter  govetliment  from a great load .1  unpopulidty  for all  
men of  annie  and honour, however strong might be their dislike  
of the  india  Bill, disapproved of the instinct in which that bill  

bad been thrown ant. The fame of the young  pilate  minister  
preaemd  its whiteness. He could  dedaiw  with pealed Irish 
that, if  imennititulietial Ζοαεδκιαικι hαd been νmρlουεd, he  
bed been no party to them.  

me  wan, however,  smτουnded  by  difficrildes  and dangers.  
be the  1*01150  of lands, indeed, he had a  jedty; net t.iti Lett!  
orator of the Opposition in that assembly be considered as a  
m*tclr  foe  Tburiow,wlio  was now again  chincellor,  or for Camden, 
who cordially  aupported the son of his old friend  Cbai.ham,  
But in the ether house there was not a single  cmirwIIt  speaker  
among the  odicial  men who eat round Pitt.  liii inοsι undid  

• .mwi, 'Dundee, who, though be bad net "y"·', had  
. enie boowledje,  readiness sad boldness. On the opposite  
benches was a powerful majority, led by Fox, who was supported  
by Burke, North and Sheridan. The  htait  of the young minis-
ter, stout as it via,  .imoat  died within him. But, whatever  
his  inttm.l  emotions might be, his language and deportment 
Whetted nothing but unconquerable*mess sad haughty  
' '·"oa  In his own porn.  ifis  contest  sgafmt  the Boise  
of Commons lasted fain the 17th of December 1783 to the 8th  
of March 1 74. In sixteen divisions the  Oppc.iticn  triumphed. 
Again and :mein the king  wa,  requested to dimities his ministers;  
but he was determined to go to Germany rather than yield.  
Pitt's  resolution never wavered. The cry of the nation in his 
favour became  vthsment  and  slmciit  furious.  Addrones  
inuring bias of public support came up daily from every pan  ci  
the kingdom. The freedom of the city of London war presented 
to him in a gold box. He was sumptuously feasted in Grocers'  
Hall; and the shopkeepers of the Strand and Fleet Street 
Illuminated their booms In his honour.  Thete things could not  
but produce an affect within the walls of parliament. The  

rainlee  Οι  the majority  began  ιο  waver;  &  few pissed over to the 
enemy; lone skulked away; many were for capitulating virile  
it wag still  polalbla  to  capiiintate  with the booms, of war. 

 NegotiatIons,  were opened with the view of forming an  admhis.  
tratimt  on a wide basis, but they had  acarcely  been opened when  
they were dinned. The Opposition demanded, as a preliminary  
atticle  of the treaty, that Pitt should resign the treasury; and  
with thά  doniand  Pitt steadfastly refused td  comply. While  
the contest was raging, the clerkship of the Polls, a sinecure  plsck  
for life, teeth three thousand a year, and tenable with a seat  
in the Boise of Commons, became vacant. The appointment  
was with the  chaticelior  of the exchequer; nobody doubted that 
he would appoint himself, and nobody  cotld  have blamed him  
if be had rime so; for such  sinscure oBoes  bad always been  
defended on the  gmond  that they enabled a few men of eminent  
abilities and small incomes to live without any profession, and 

 Ιο  devote  them.elwa  to the service of lit Sate. Pitt, in pits  
of the  ramonatrancas  of his friends, gave the  Pdls  to his  fghei's  
old adherent, Colonel Bird, a man distinguished by talent and  
eloquence, but poor and  s ίcιed  with blindness. By tide  
arrangement a pension which the Rockingham  administratIon  
had granted to Ban war saved to the  ρ bΙΙc.  Pitt bad his  
tewand.  No minister was ever more  ranceromly  libelled; but  
even when he was known to be  oveiwhcimed  with debt,  wht* 
aiflifoss  were  pahiing Ibrov*h  his bands, when the  wealtbieal 
msgnatea  of the realm were  solIciting  him he  meiqulaslea ani  
garters, his bitterest enemies did not dire to accuse him  ci  
touching  unlawful gem.  

At length the  hard4ουgΙg  fight ended. A  Λnal  reason-
atmoca.  drawn up by Burke  iiltb  admirable skill, was carried  
en the 8th of March by a single  vogel,  a full house. Tin.  
aupplies  had been voted ; the Mutiny Bill had been parsed;  
and the parliament was  dimoived.  The popular constituent  
bodies all over the country were in general enthusiastic 0m the  

aide of the new government. A hundred and  .lriy  of the  
supporters  cl  the coalition  Ισ t  their seats. The first lord  ci  the  
treasury himself came  Inst  the head of the poll for the university  
of Cambridge.  Wilbeπfοrte  was elected knight of the great 
shire of York, In opposition to the whole influence of the Pita -
wllli*ns, Cavendisbee, Duadases  and  Savilca.  in the midst 
of such  triumplit  Flit completed his twenty-fif th  year. 11/2  
was now the greatest subject that England had. seen during  
many  gelloratloesi lIe domlneistd abeolutdy  over the cabinet,  
and was the favourite at once of  thearoareign,  of the parliament  
and  ci  the nation. His father bad never been as  ρσwtτful,  en 
Walpole,  list Marlborough.  

Pill's  flrst.drniidstriiion  (r8'-z8οτ) lasted  aevenIecn yeai'  
That long  pusiod  is divided by a  .tremgly  marked line  IntO  
two  ahncat  exactly equal parts. The first part  "it  
ended and the  .eoond began in the autumn of 1792.  
Throughout both pasts Pitt displayed in the highest 08· ' ' 

degree the talents of a  parfiamenaty Itader.  During the 'M  
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67 3  
author of the find coalition, hue.* nothing  of  bis  character a,  
of his history. Sofa: was be from  being  deadly enemy in Francs  
that his  1'udsble  attempts to bring shoot a closer  connezion  
with that country by means of a wise and ι libersί  treaty of  
commerce brought  οn him the  sevom  censure of the Opposition.  
Re was told In the House of Commons that he was  &  degenerate  
son, and that his partiality for the hereditary foes of our  Island 
was enough to make his great father's bones stir under the  
pavement of the Abbey.  . . 

And this men,  whoee vram.,  If he bad been so fortunate as to  
die In i795, would have been emoclated  with peace, with free- 
don, with philanthropy, with temperate  refe*m wltb'miid  sad  
oonstitutlonal  administration, lived to  as οclatο  his name with  
ώbltaτγ  government, with harsh laws harshly  esecuted,  with  
alien bills,  wIth gigging bills, with suspensions of the Habeas  
Corpus Act, with cruel punishments inflicted on some  politIcal  
agitators, with  unjustiflabic prosecutIons  instigated against  
others and with the most  coetTy  and most sanguinary wits of 
modern times. H. lived to be held up  tοοbΙοή υy  as the stein 
oppressor of England and the indefatigable disturber of  Eerope.  
Poets, contrasting his earlier with his later years, likened him  

wmetimes  to the apostle who kissed In order to betray, and  

οmet Ιmes  to the evil angels Who kept' not chair first  tstate.  
BV the French press and the French tribune every crime that  
dgrnιced  and every calamity that afflicted France was  asonbed  
to the monster Pitt and his guineas. While the  Jscobms  were  
dominant It was he who had corrupted the  Glionde,  who had 
raised Lyons and Bordeaux against the Convention, who had 

 suboened  Paris to  ssOassin*te Lepelletler,  sad Cecilia  Regnairil  
to  aesassinate Rein-101mm When the  Tbeemldorisn reaction  
came, all the  attodtlei  of the Reign of Tenor were imputed,  tό  
film.  Collot D'Ηerbσis and  Fouquier Tinville  had been his  
prπtiοfler3.'  It was he who had hired the  n*urdereT,  of  Septsmberb  
who had dictated the pamphlets of  Mital  and the  castnsgnolea 

 of Retire, Who bad paid  Lebon  to deluge  Ama  with blood and  
Carrier to choke the Loire  wlth'corpsea.  The truth Is  timi  he  
ηked  neither war nor  arbittary  government. He was a' lover  
of peace and freedom, driven, by a stress against which It was  
hardly possible for any will or any Intellect to straggle, alt of  
the course to which his  Indlastlens  pointed, and for which  his 
abilities and  acquirenr,ents  fitted him,  'nd  forced Into  α νί .ίίι7  
repugnant to his feelings and unsuited  ιό  his talents.  

Between the spring of  039  and the close of  me the public  
mind  cl  England underwent a great change. If the change of ,  
Pitt's  sentiments attracted peculiar notice, It was not because  
be changed more than his  ntelghbcaus,  for hr fact he  chinged  
less than most of them, but because his position was far mote  
cόnsρkυουs  than theirs, because he was, tilt Bonaparte appeared,  
the individual who filled the greatest apace in the eyes of the  
Inhabitants of the civilized world. During a short time the 
nation, and Pitt as one of the  natiot,'  locked with interest and  
approbation on the French Revolution. But soon vast  conliaca.  
lions, the violent sweeping away of ancient institutions, the  
domination of clubs, the  bachaitIes  of mobs  maddeπed  by  
famine end hstred,  produced  a reaction. The  cουrt  the nobility, , 
the gentry, the 'clergy, the man ufacturers, the merchants,  hi 

short'  niiteteen-twentietbs  of those who bad good roofs over their  
beads and good coats on their backs, became eager intolerant  
Anti  jacobins.  This feeling was at least as strong among the  

ή ιlninteτ's  adversaries as among his supporters. Fox in vain  
attempted to restrain his followers. All his genius, all his vast  
personal influence, could not prevent them from rising up against  
him 

 
ίει general mutiny. Burke set the example of revolt; 

and Burke wag In no long time joined by Portland, Spencer,  
FitwllΙiam, Lουghborουgh  Carlisle,  hialmesbury, Windbsm, 

 Elliot. In the House of Commons the followers  of the 'great  
Whig  otatesman  and orator diminished from about a hundred  
and sixty to fifty. In the House of Lords be had but tenor 
twelve 'adherents left. There  c5n  be no doubt that there would  
have been a similar mutiny  ott  the  nilnislerlanl  benches If Pitt  
had obstinately resisted the general wish. Pressed at once by 
his  anastef  and by his colleagues, by did friends and by old  

cpponents  be 	elowly  and reluctantly, the policy  
which was deer to his beast. Be  labovued  bard to avert the  
European wax. When the European war broke out he .1111  
Battered himself that it would not be necessary for this country  
to tab either aide. In the spring of  η s  be congratulated  
the parliament on the prospect of long and profound peace, and  
proved his sincerity by proposing  large remissions of taxation.  
Do*n  in the end of that year he continued to cherish the hope  
that England, might be able to preserve ιreυtώ Ιity.  But the 
passions which raged  cii beth  aides of the Channel were net  
be restrained. The republicans who ruled France were In flamed  
by a fanaticism resembling that of the  Muasulmans,  who, with  
the  Koean  In  nate  hand and the sword in the other, went forth 
conquering and converting, eastward to the Bay of Bengal, and 

 wegtward  to the Pillars of Hercules. The higher and middle  
classes of England were animated by real not less fiery than that 
of the crusaders who raised the cry of  Deus end: at  Clermant.  
The Impulse which drove the two nations to a collision was not  
to be arrested by the abilities or by the authority of any single  
man. As Pitt was in front of his fellows, and towered, high  
above them, he seemed, to lead them. But in fact he was 
violently pushed on by them, and, had he held heck  but  
little  morethari  he did, would -have been thrust- out of their  
way or trampled under their  feetd  

Re yielded to the current; and from that day his m isfortunes  
began. The truth is that there were only two consistent muse*  
befor,  him. Since be did not εbοοsε to oppose 

 , himself, side by ai 	 ,, de with  Fox, to the public feeling, 	'  
he should have taken the advice of Burke, and should 
have availed himself of that feeling to the full extent. If It 
was Impossible to- preserve peace, he should  hs,ve  adopted the  
only policy which should lead to  vctory.  He should have 

 ρτέcΙsΙmed.  a holy war for religion ,  morality,  propemy,  order,  
public law, and should have Chris opposed to the Jacobins an 

 enerIJ  equal to their own.  llnbappily  hp tried to find a middle  
path; and he found one which united all  th't  was worst in both  
extremes. He went to war; brat he could not understand the 

 peculiax  character of that war. He was obstinately blind to the  
*infect that he was  contending,agalnst  state which was also  
a sect, and that a new quarrel between England said France  

was of  qidos a  difereut  kind from the Old quarrels about  cοΙουie  
in  Amtrki  and fortresses In the Ne therlands.  It was pi tiable  
to hear him, year alter year, proving to an admiring audience  

that the wicked republic was exhausted, that she could not hold 
out, that her credit was gone, that her  sssignata  were riot  wortis 

 more than the paper of which 'they were mad—ss  if (radii  wsi  
kecessary  to a government  cd  which the principle was rapine,  
as if  Alboin-  could not turn Italy into a desert till he had  

. negotilated  a loan at 0/,,  as if the exchequer bills of  Atdl'  
had been at par. It was Impossible that a man who so  com, 
pletely mists* the nature  ci  a contest could carry on that.  
Sonteat  successfully. Great  ώ  Pitt's  abilities  were,his  military  
administration was that of a driveller. In such an emergency,  
and with such means, such a stat esman an Richelieu, as  LουΥοia,  
as  Clrstbam,  as  Welleeley, woukihave  created in a few menthe  

one of the finest armies in the world, and would soon  havt  
discovered said brought forward generals worthy to command  
such an ατmυω Germany might have been saved by another  
Blenheim; Flanders recovered by another  Ramillles;  another  
Poitiers might have 'delivered the  Royslist  and Catholic pro-
vinces of France from a yoke which they abhorred, and might  
have spread terror even to the barriers of Paris.  But,tbe fsta  
is that, after eight  yesrg  of 'war, alter a vast  desiruction  of life,  
after' en expenditure of  w(alth  fax exceeding the expenditure  
of the  Aniedc5n  War, of  the Seven  Years' War, Of the War of 
the Austrian Succession and of the Wax of the Spanish  Sυcce-
sion  united, the English army under Pitt was the laughing -neck  
of all Europe. It could not boast of one single b rilliant  exploll. 

 It had never  abown  Itself on the Continent but to be beaten,  
chased, forced to  re.embark  or  fo,ced  to capitulate. To take 
some sugar island in the West Indies, to scatter some mob of  
hall-naked Irish immune—such were the most splendid  victozisS  
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ro  his own merit, and considered  bimarif  as one Of the great  
mumvlrate  01  EnglIsh  statesmen, as worthy to make a third  
with Pitt and Fox. Meanwhile  Pitt's  moat Intimate friends  
exerted themselves to effect a change of ministry. His [eremite  

disdple,  George Canning,  wes  indefatigable. He sr:mkt:41e  
wrote; he intrigued; be tried to Induce a large number  .i  the  
supporters, of the government to  rigu  a mend τοbin desiring . 
change; he madegame of  .Mlington  and of  Addington's  eels.  
rico.  iii  &  succession  cl  lively  ριιωρώιιαα. ΙΙι. minister's  
partisans  referted withequal acτίmοπy,  if net with equal  vlesdty,  
Pitt could keep out of the  ιΠrιγ only  byketplog  out of politics  
altogether; and this it soon became  Impoesible  for him to do.  
The treaty of  Amlens  had scarcely been signed when the  restle  
ambition and the Insupportable insolence of the First Consul  
convinced the great body of the English  peeple  that the peace  
so eagerly welcomed was only a precarious armistice. As  it 
became clearer and clearer that a war for the dignity, the bide.  

pendence,  the very existence of the nation was at hand, men  
looked with Increasing uneasiness on the weak and languid  
c,binet  which would have to contend against an enemy who  
mitt& mere than the power .1  LouIs  the Great to more then  
the genius of Frederick the Great.  lucy Insglnd  that Pitt was  
the only statesman who could cop, with Bonaparte. 'Ibis  
feeling Was nowhere stronger than among  Alidisrgto&s  own  
colleagues. The pressure put on him was an strung that be  
could not help yielding to It.  Wa  diet proposition was that  
some  Lrrsignldcsnt  nobleman should be diet lord of the treasury  
and nominal head of the  adminis*i*tlon,  sad that the real power  
should be divided between Pitt and himself, who were to be  
secretsrls.  of state, Pitt,  aa  night have been expected, refined  
even to discuss such a scheme, and talked of it  wIth  bitter mirth.  
"Which  aecretaryahip  was dieted to you?" his friend Wilber.  
force asked.  «  Really," said Pitt,  " Ι  had not the  cmicelty  
to Inquire." Addington was frightened into bidding higher.  
He  odered  to resign the treasury to Pitt on condition that there 
should be no extensive change In the government. But Pitt  
would listen to no such terms. Then came. dispute such s.  
often irises after negotiations orally conducted, even when the  

negotisiot'  are men ((strict  becnui.  Pitt gave- ohs  accouSt  
of what had passed; Addington gave another; and, though  
the  discrependes  were not  utch  a necessarily Implied any  
Intentional violation Of truth on either side, both were greatly  
exasperated.  - 

Meanwhile the quarrel with the First Consul had to come to  

s cdde.  On the  rdthol  May :eel the king seα messege  
calling on the House of Commons to support him In withstanding  
the ambitious and encroaching policy  ci Fravng  end On the  
asnd  the house took the  messag,  fain consideration.  

'Pitt bad now been living marry months in retirement. There  
bad been a -general election since he had spoken In parliament.  
and therm Were two hundred members who had never beard him.  
It ωαs kn,own tbit  on this Occasion he would be in his place, and  
curioeity  was wound up to the highest point.  UnfortunaIe(y,  
the shorthand writers were, in consequence of some mistake,  
shut out οn  that day from the gallery, so that the newspapers 
contained only a very meagre report of the proceedings. But  
seveial  accounts of What passed are extant;  aminE  those accounts  
the moat interesting I. contained In an unpublished letter  
written by a very young member, John William  Ward,.aftar.  
wards earl of Dudley. When Pitt rose he  '«  with  
loud cheering. At every pause in his speech there war s burst  
of applause. The peroration is said  to have been one of the  
most animated and  msgniicent  ever heard In parliament.  
" Pitt's  speech," Fox wrote a few days later, "was adm ired  
very much, and very justly.  Ι  think it was the best he  
ever made In that style." The debate was  adiοurned; ,  and  
on the second night Fox netted to it in an oration which, 
an the moat zealous  Pliti?es  were forced to acknowledge, 
loft the palm of eloquence doubtful.  Ad'iingtc.  made  a 
pitiable appearance between the two great rivals; and it  
was observed that Pitt, while exhorting the Commons to stand  
resolutely by the executive  govarnmant  against France,  said  

not a word Indicating esteem or friendship for the pain.  

War was  sps.dIly  declared. The First Consul threatened to  
invade Εαgόnd  at the heed of the conquerors of  Belgiun  and  - 
Italy, sad formed a great mum mu the Straits of Dever.  Οι  
the other side  -  of time  stOats the whole British population  
was ready  torise upu000  man in defence of  the soil.  In the 
spring Of  rIo'  it became evident that the 'meekest of ministries  
would have to defend itself against th estriiirgost ci  Oppositions,  
saOppinitio.  ride  upof  three Oppositions,  each el  which would,  
separately, have been formidable  frOm  ability, and which, 
when united, were also formidable from number. It  use 
necessary to give way; the ministry was  dhaoived, end the  
Task of performing a government was entrusted (May 5804)  
to Pitt. Pill was of opinion that there was now an opportunity,  
such as had never  before  oScimi  itself, and such as might nave,  
offer itself again, Μ smiting In the public  se,vic,  cc honourable 
terms, αα the eminent talents,  cf  the kingdom.  Ρm·s  
The treasury he reserved for himself; and to Fox  &c.a'  
he mimed to  assig,  a  ahare  of  powerlitllelnferior 4bw.  
to his own. The plan was excellent; but the king  ''  
would not bear 01 it. Dull, obstinate, unforgiving, and at that 
time half-  m*d,  he  poaftlwiy  refused to admit Pox into his 
service. In an evil  beur  Pitt yielded. All that was left was  
to construct a government cut of the wreck of  ddington'a  
feeble adm inistration. The -small circle Of  Pitt's  personal  
setalnees  furnished him with a very few useful -assistants.  
particularly Dundee (who had been created Viscount Melville),  
Lord  Harrowby  and Canning.  

Such was the -inauspicious manner in which Pitt entered  oi  
his second administration (May is,  rld').  The whole history  
of that administration was of a piece with the commencement.  
Almost every month brought some new disaster or disgrace.  
TD the war with France was loon  .dded  a war with Spain.  
The opponents of the ministry were numerous, able and active.  
His most useful  onedjutors  he soon lost.  Sickness deprived  
bins of the help of Lord  Ηιrτοwby.  It  ωιι discovered that  
Lord Melville had been guilty of highly culpable laxity in trans-
actions relating to public  nuesey.  lie was censured by the  
House of Commons, driven from  odice,  ejected from the privy  
council and impeached 01 high crimes and  misdemeanou,s.  
The blow fell heavy on Pitt. His difficulties compelled Jun  
to used to various  txpedients.  At one time  Addlngtsss wee  
persuaded  tO  accept  odice  with a peerage; but he brought no  
‚dditloual  strength to the government. While he remained  
in place he was jealous and punctilious; and he soon reti red 
again. At another time Pitt renewed his  dorIs  to overcome  
his master's aversion to Fox; and it wad rumoured that the  
king's obstinacy was gradually giving way. But, meanwhile, 
it was Impossible for the minister to conceal from the public 
eye the decay of his health and the constant anxiety which  
gnawed  at his heart. All who passed him in the park, all 
who had interviews with him in Downing Street, saw misery 
written in his face. The peculiar look which he wore during 
the last months of his life was often pathetically described by 
Wilberforce, who used to call it the  Austcrlitx  look.  

Stilt the rigour of  Pitt's  Intellectual faculties and the intrepid  
haughtiness of his spirit  remeined  unaltered, lie had staked 
everything on a great venture, He had succeeded in forming  
another mighty coalition against the French ascendancy. The 
united forces of  Auatiia,  Russia and England might, he hoped,  
oppoed an insurmountable  barnuto  the ambition of the common  
enemy. But the genius and energy of Napoleon prevailed.  
While the English troop, were preparing to embark for Germany,  
while the Russian  troope  were slowly coming up from Poland,  
he, with rapidity unprecedented In modern war, moved, hundred  
thousand men from the shores of the  oceat  to the Black Forest,  
and compelled a great Austrian army to surrender at mm. To  
the first faint rumours of this calamity Pitt would give no  
credit. He was  irτitated  by the slams of those around him.  
"DO not believe sword  of it" he mid; "It is all a  Setion."  
The next day he received a Dutch newspaper contai ning the  
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capltislatino.  Be knew no Dutch. It wee  Smidily,  and the  
public  omces  were shut. He carried the paper to Lord  Malsxs-
buzy,  who had been minister in Holland; and Lord  Malmesbury  
translated it. Pitt tried to bear up, but the shock  waS  too  
great; and be went away with death in his face.  

The news of the battle of  Ttalalgar  arrived four days later,  
and seemed for a moment  to 1 rcνiνe  him.  Foaty.eigbI  bomb  
alter that moat glorious and moat mournful of victories bad  
been announced to the  omntry  came the Lord Mayor'. Day;  
and Pitt dined at  Γ 'O'.Η  His popularity had declined.  
But on this =min' n  the multitude, greatly  ιdιed  by the  
recent tidings, welcomed him  enthunsaticafly,  took oil his  
bores. in  Cheapside,  and drew his carriage up King Street.  
When his health was drunk, he returned thanks in two or three  
of those stately sentences of which be had a  bo,mdice.  command.  
Several of those who heard him laid up his words in their hearts;  
for they were the last words that he ever uttered in public;  
"Let us hope that England, having saved herself by her energy,  
may save Europe by her example."  . 

This was but a momentary rally.  Aimterlitz  soon completed  
what 131m bad begun. Early in December Pitt had Mired to  
Bath, in the hope  ihat.he  might there gather strength for the  
appraaching  session. While he was languishing there on his  
sofa arrived the news that a decisive battle hatt been fought  
and lost in  Moravii,  that the coalition was dissolved, that the  
Continent was at the feet of France. He sank down under the  
blow. Ten days later he was so emaciated that his most  
intimate friends hardly knew him. lie came up from Bath by  
slow journeys, and on the τ τ th  of  Janusr', end reached his  
villa at Putney. Parliament was to moat on the slat. On  
the  aoth  was to he the parliamentary dinner at the house cif  tho  
Soil-lord of the treasury in Downing Street; and the cards were  

already issued. But the days of the great minister were num-
bered. On the day on which he was carried into his  bedmota  
at Putney, the Marquess  Wellcslcy,  whom he had long loved,  
whom be had sent to govern India, and whose administration  

had been eminently able, energetic and successful, arrived in  
London alter an absence of eight  yesse.  The blends saw each  
other once more. There was an  alloctionate  meeting  md'  
last pasting. That it was a last parting Pitt did not seem to  
be aware. He fancied himself lobe recovering,  tilked  on various  
subjects cheerfully and with an unclouded mind, and pronounced  

a warm and discerning  eulogium  on the marquis's brother  
&thtir.  " 1 never," he said,  «  met with any military man  
with whom It was so satisfactory to converse." The  eacitement  
and exertion of this interview  vms  too much for the sick men.  
Re fainted away; and Lord  Wellesloy  left the house convinced  
that the close was fast approaching.  

And now  metnbeis of parliament were fast coming up to  

London. The chiefs of the Opposition met for the purpose of 
considering the course  Ιο  be  laken  on the Scat day of the session.  
Ft was easy to guess what would be the language of the king's  
speech, and of the address which would be moved in answer to 
that speech. An  smm..4,.'.,nt  condemning the policy of the  
government had been prepared, and was to have been proposed  
in the House of Commons by. Lord Henry Petty (afterward.  

3rd  marquess of  Ιansdοwnή .  He was unwilling, however,  
to come forward as the accuser of one who was incapable of  
defending himself. Lord  Gtenvilie,  who had been informed  

of  Pitt's  state by Lord  Weflesley,  and bad been  
deeply effected by it, earnestly recommended  

forbearance; and Fox, wi th  characteristic generosity and good  
Mture,  gave his voice  agaimt  attacking his new helpless rival.  
"Sum  lacryniae  recur," he said, "et  mentem mortalia  tang..  
girt." On the But day, therefore, there was no debat e.  It was  
summered that evening that Pitt was bettor. But on the follow- 
ing morning his physicians pronounced that there were no hopes.  
it was asserted in many  sfter.dinner  speeches, Grub Street  
elegies and academic prize poems and passe declamations that  
the great minister died =Wining,  "Cli  my country!" This  
Is a fable, but is is true that the last words which be uttered,  
while be knew when be said, were brok en  exclamations ‚bout  

die  alartaiig  state of pubic  si.iis. Ηeamcά  to breathe  us 
the morning of the 23rd of January  i$od, the twenty-dub  
anniversary of the day on which he Scat took his seat  is  
-  

It we.  m νed  in the Rouse of  Coanmeisa  that Pitt should be  
hoioured  with a public  funeosi  and a monument. The  ratjon  
we. opposed  by Fox in a  speech which deserve. to be studied  
as a model of good taut and good feeling. The task  usa  
the molt invidious that ever an  cχSΙor usdertoo&j  but it  usa  
performed with a humanity and delicacy which wore vainly  
acknowledged by the mourning friends of hire who we. gust.  
The motion was  ιatτied  by a88 votes to 89. The sand  cl Feli-
ne**,  was died for the funeral. The maple, having lain is  
state during two days in the  Paizted  Chamber, use borne will,  
great pomp to the northern  taansopt cl  the Abbey. A  sploidid  
train of princes,  nobka, bishopa stsd  privy  omoscilloas  followed.  
Thegrave  of Pill had been made near to the spot where his great  
father lay, near also to the spot where his great rival was soon  
to lie.  Wilbcrfeece,  who carried the banner  helene  the Inane,  
described the awful ceremony with deep foaling. As the cubs  
descended into the earth, he said, the eagle face of  Cbalbaai  
from above  sund  to look down with  consternatIon  late the  
dark house which was receiving all that remained of so much  
power and glory.  I 

Pitt we. emphatically the man of parliamentary government.  
the  typ.  of his class, the minion, the child, the spoiled child.  
of the House of  Comnseeia.  He was a distinguished  _ 
member of the Rouse of Commons at twenty-one.  
The ability which be bad displayed  in the  Raese cd Conioioaa  
made him the moat powerful subject in Europe before he wee  

twenty-dye. It was when the Rouse of Commons was to be  
convinced tend  pernssAed  that he past forth  allJiia  gowns.  
Of those powers we must form our  s.timste chieiiy  from  
tradition; for, of all the eminent speakers of that a ge, Pitt has  
suilerod  moat from the reporter. Even while he was still living.  
critics remarked that his  eloquenor  could not be preserved, that  
he must be bend to be appreciated.  They more than  oms  
applied to him the sentence in which  Ticitus  describes the fate  
of a senator,  whoae  rhetoric was admired in the  Auguatan  age:  
"Haterii umorum iliad  et  prolluem  cam ipso mimed  cxstinctula  
eat."  Fisere  is, however, abundant evidence that nature had  
bestowed on Pitt the talents of a great orator; and those talents  
Ltd been developed ins very peculiar manner, dust by his  ediim- -  
thin, and secondly by the high  odidel  position to which be ma  
early, and in which he passed the greater part of his public  
life.  

At his dust  appearsnce  in parliament he showed himself  
superior to all his  contcmpoi-aiies  in command .1 language.  
Rp  could pour forth a long succession of round and  s&stdy  
periods, without premeditation, without ever pausing for a weed,  
without over repeating a word, in a voice of silver  dearoest,  
and with a pronunciation so articulate that not a letter wee  
slurred over. He had leas amplitude of mind and less  ricbnen. 

 of Imagination than  Bucke,Iessingenuity thad Windbam,lcsa wit  
than Sheridan, less perfect mastery of dialectical fence and lost  
of that highest sort of eloquence which consists of reason  aad  
passion fused together than Fox. Yet the almost  unsnimoia  
judgment of those who vein in the habit of listening to that  
remarkable race of men placed Pitt, as a speaker,  abovt  Burke, 
above  Windbam,  above Sheridan and not below Fox.  Eu  
duts,. Ιknι  wee copious, polished and splendid. In power  
of sarcasm be was probably not surpassed by any  speskeT. 

 ancient or modem; and of this formidable weapon be made  
merciless use. In two parts of the oratorical art which arc  of 
the highest value to minister of state he was singularly expert.  
No man knew better how to be luminous or how to by  obecurt.  
When be wished to be  undeustood,  he never failed to make  
himself  undeivicod.  Nothing was out of place;  srtbing  via  
forgotten; minute  ditails,  dates, sums of money, were all faith-
fully preserved in his memory. On the other band, when be  
did not wish lobe explicit—and no man who is at the bead of  

ailaixs  always wishes lobe explicit—ho had a marvellous power  
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cl  saying nothisg in language which kit on his audience the  
impression thai he had said a great deal.  

The effect of oratory will always to a great extent depend  

cc the character of the orator. There perhaps never were two  

sρeαkers whose eloquence had more of what may be called the  

race, mom of the flavour imparted by moral qualities, than Fox  

and Pitt. The speeches of Fox owe a great part of their charm 
to that warmth and softness of heart, that sympathy with  

human suffering, that admiration for everything great and 
beautiful, and that hatred of cruelty and injustice, which interest  

and delight us even in the moat defective reports. No pmon,  
on the other hand, could hear Pitt without perceiving him to be  

a man of high, intrepid and commanding spirit, proudly con-
scions of hkown rectitude and of his own intellectual superiority,  

incapable of the low vices of fear and envy, but too prone to  
feel and to show disdain. Pride, indeed, pervaded the whole  

man, wax written in the harsh, rigid lines of his face, was marked  
by the way in which be walked, in which he sat, in which be 
stood, md above all, in which he bowed. Such pride, of couree,  
indicted many wounds. But his pride, though it marie him 
bitterly disliked by individuals, inspired the great body of his 
fbllowees in parliament arid throughout the country with respect  
and confidence. It was that of the magnanimous man so Snely  
described by Aristotle in the  Eshies,  of the man who thinks 
bimiell worthy of great things, being in truth worthy. It was  

closely connected, too, with an ambition which had no mixture  
of low cupidity. There was something noble in the cynical  

disdain with which the mighty minister scattered riches and  

titles to right end left among those who valued them, while he  

grunted them out of his way. Poor himself, he was surrounded  

by friends on whom he had bestowed three thousand, six 
thomand, ten thousand a year. Plain Mister himself, he had 
made more lords then any three ministers that had preceded  

him. The garter, for wbidi the hial dukes hi the kingdom were  

coateriding, was repeatedly ollered to him, and oflered in vain.  

'lie correctness of his private life added much to the dignity 
of his public character. In the relations f son, brother, uncle, 
master, friend, his conduct wan exemplary. In the small  

dccle of his intimate associetce he was amiable, allectionste,  

wean pliyfuL He indulged, indeed, somewhat too freely in  

wine, which he had early been directed to take as a medicine,  
and which use had m*ds a necessary Of life to him. But it was  
very seldom that any indication of undue excess could be  
detected In his tones or gestures; arid, in truth, two bottles of  
port were little more  Ιο  him than two dishes of tea. He had,  

when he was first introduced into the clubs of St James's Street,  
shown a strong sense for play; but he had the prudence and the  
ratolution to atop before this taste bad acquired the strength  

of habit.. From the passion which generally exercises the most  
tyrannical dominion over the young he possessed an immunity,  

which is probably to be ascribed partly to his temperament and  

pithy to his situation. His constitution was feeble, he was  

vary shy; arid be was very busy. The strictness of his morals  

Iiirni.hed sack bulloons vs Peter Pindar and Captain Moms  

with an inexhaustible theme for merriment of no very delicate  

kind. But the great body of the middle clam of Englishmen  
Wild not see the joke. They warmly praised the young  
statesman for commanding his passions, end for covering his  
frailties, if he had frailties, with decorous obscurity.  

Th.  memory of Pitt has been assailed, times innumerable,  

dtsa justly, often unjustly; but it has suffered much lea, from  

his asa'ilanta than from his eulogist.. For, during  
• many year,, his name was the rallying cry of a dana  

of men with whom, at one of those terrible con-
junctures which confound all ordinary distinctions, he was  

cddmitslly and temporally connected, but to whom, on almost  

sell great questions of principle, be was dIametrically opposed.  

'The haters of parliamentary reform called themselves Pittites,  

net choosing to remember that Pitt made three motions for 
g,arlismeiitary reform, and that, though he thought that such  

αι  reform could not safely be made while the passions excited  

by the French Revolution were raging, he never uttered a word  

indicating that he should not he prepared at a mom oonveskut  
season to bring the qucatiori forward a fourth time. The toast 
of Protestant ascendancy was drunk en Pitt's birthday by a set  

of Pittites who could not but be aware that Pitt had resigned his 
omce because he could not carry Catholic emancipation. The  
delendersof the Teat  Act called themselves Pitlites, though they  
could not be ignorant that Pitt bad laid before George  ΙΙΙ.  
unanswerable reasons for abolishing the Tcst /mt. The ninnies  

of free trade called themselves Pittitea, though Pitt was Iar 
more deeply imbued with the doctrines of Adam Smith than  
either Fox or Grey. The very negro-drivers invoked the nun. 
of Pitt, whose eloquence was never more conspicuously  
played than when be spoke of the wrongs of the negro. TIde  

mythical Pitt, who resembles the genuine Pitt as little es the  

Charlemagne of Ariceto resembles the Charlemagne of Εginhιrd  
has had his day. History will vindicate the real man from 
calumny disguised under the semblance of adulation, and will 
exhibit him as what he was—a minister of great talents, honest 
intentions and liberal opinions, pre.emineutly qualified,  

intellectually and morally, for the part of a padiameatsry  

leader, and capable of administering with prudence sad modera.  
lion the government of a prmperous and tranquil country, but  
unequal to surprising and terrible emergencies, and lisble In  

such emergencies to err grievously, both on the side of weakn  

and on the side of violence.  (Μ.)  
Auiuoaitres.—Lorrl  Macaulay'. snide,a classic on its  

written in 1859 for this  ΕιιcχJο$edΙn  arid included in the 9th edition  
unaltered,  ό  preserved above In its essentials, but has been shortened  
and read1 eatsd. Among standard biographies are the 5th Earl  

Stanhope s important Life (4  vol.., 2nd ed., 1862), and Lord Rose-
bery'a masterly study in the "Twelve English Seatesmen Series " 

 (1891). See also the bibliographical sole to the Rev. William Hunt's  
article on Pitt in the Did.  Na! Biog.,  and also the sense historian'.  
app.  i.,  pp.  461-462, to his vol... (Ιστ the years 176ο-113ω) of  
The  PdiIwai Zlislary  of  Esgkrid  (1905), dialing with the authorities  
for the period.  

P1'TA,  in ornithology, from the Telugu gee, meaning a small  

bird, latinized by Vieillot in 2816  (Analyse,  µ  42) as the name  
of a genus, and since adopted by English ornithologiata  at the  
general name for a group of bird., called by the French kites, 
and remarkable for their great beauty.1  For a long while the  

PIIIa  dew, male and female,  
plttaa  were commonly supposed to be allied to the Turdidse, 
and some English writers applied to them the name of "water-
thrashes" and "ant.thu·usbes," though there was no evidence  
of their having aquatic habits or predilections, or of their preying  

especially upon ants; but the fact that they formed a separate  
in ornithology the word is first f υnd as part of the native  

name, "Ponnunky pitte," of a bird, given in 1713 by Petiver, in 
the "mantissa" to Ray's  Syaojrns  (p.  195), on the authστίtγ of  
Buckley (see  Οauττοtοov).  This bird is the Pulse  beuigaknsis  of  
modem ornithologists, and is said by Jcrdon (Bfl'ds  .f  1.5dm,  1. 503)  
now to bear the Telugu name  Οι  Pea 4aΜ.  
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family was  gmdisaily  admitted.  'ilseit  position via  paztly  
determined by  Α  H.  Garrod,  who, having obtained  esamples  
for  diseecIion,  in a commun ication  ιο  the Zoological Society of  
London,  pnnied  in its Proceedings for 1876,  proVed (ps.  512, 513)  
that the  Piiiidae  belonged  Ιο  that section of  Paiserine  birds  
which he named  Mesomyodi,  since their syrinx, like that of the  
Tyranisidae  (see  KiaG-Etso),  ha* its muscles attached to the 
middle of its  halL.nngs,  instead of to their extremities is in the  
higher  Passennes  or  Acromyodi.  They are now placed as a  
Separate family  Pittidae  of the  Clamatoiss  division vi the  
Anisomyodine Passeres,  There are about  8fιy  species, divided  
into a number of genera, confined  Ιο  the Old World, and ranging  
from India and North China to Australia, New Guinea  md  New  
Britain, with one species in West Africa, the great est number 
being found in Borneo and Sumatra. Few birds can vie with  
the  pitlss  in brightly-contrasted coloration. Deep velvety 
black, pure white and Intensely vivid scarlet, turquoise-blue 
and  beryi-green----mostly occupying a considerable extent of 
surface—are found in a great many of the species—to say 
nothing of other composite or intermediate hues; and, though in  
some a modification of these tints is  observabi,,  there is scarcely  
a trace of any blending of shade, each patch of colour standing  

out distinctly. This is  perhapa  the more remarkable as the  
leathers hive hardly any lustre to heighten the effect produced,  

and in some species  the brightest colours are exhibited by the 
plumage of the lower parts of the body.  Piuss  vary in size  
from that of a jay to that of a lark, and generally have a strong  
bill, a  thIck-set form, which is mounted  ου  rather high legs with  
cutellatad "  tarsi," and a very short tail. In many of the forms  

there is little or no external difference between the sexes. 
Placed  origInally  among the  Plttidae,  but now crested to form an  

died family  Pbikpitridac,  ό  the genus  Philepitta,  consisting of two  
species peculiar to Madagascar. The two species  which compose it  
have little outward resemblance to the  pittan,  not having the same  
style of coloration and being  υρ arent Ιy  of more arboreal habits.  
The sexes differ greatly in plumage, and the males have the skin  
round the eyes bare of leather, and  car'rnculated.  (A. N.)  

PITIACUS,  of  Myiilene  In  I,esbcs  (c.  63ο-37ο α.ε.), one of the  
Seven Sages of Greece. About  6τ τ, with the assistance of the  
brdtbesa  of the poet  Aicaess,  he overthrew  Melancbrus,  tyrant 
of Lesbos. In a war  (όσό )  between the  Mytilenaeans  and  
Athenians for the possession of  Sigeum  on the Hellespont he  
slew the Athenian commander  Phrynon  in single combat. In  
589 his fellow citizens entrusted  Pittacua  with despotic power 

 (with the title of  Aesymnetes)  for the purpose of protecting them  
against the exiled  noblat,  at the head of whom were  Alcaeus  and 
his  broihet Antimenides.  He resigned the government after 
holding it for ten years, and died ten  γeaτs  later. According to  
Diogenes Ls/lilies, who credits him with an undoubtedly spurious  
letter to  Croesus  (with whom his connexion was probably  
legendary),  Pitiacus  was a writer of elegiac poems, from which 

 he quotes five lines. His favourite sayings  were: "It is hard 
to be good," and "Know when to act."  

See  Herodotus  v  η'. ; Ding.  La&t.  1.4; Loden,  3(o'r.M,  ι8 ; 
Strabo xiii. όσο,  617-618; Aristotle, Politics,  is. ι,  Si. 14; Τ. Bergk,  
Poda' lyrici  greed.  

PITTANCE (through  Ο.  Fr. Νίαιιιeι  from  Lat,  $der, loving-
kindness), properly a gift to the members of a religious home for  

masses, consist ing usually of an extra allowance of food or wine 
on  occasloiss  suds as the anniversary of the donor', death,  
festivals and the like. The word was early transferred to a  
charitable donation and to any small gift of food or money.  

PflT-RlVEBS, AUGUSTUS  HENRY LANE-FOX (1827-1900),  
English soldier arid archaeologist, ion of W. A. Lane-Fox, was  
been on the 14th of April 1827. It was not till 1880  that he 

.ad the name of Pitt-Rivera, on Inheriting the  Dorsetshlrr  
and Wiltshire estates of his great-uncle, the second Lord Rivers.  
Educated at  Sandburst,  he received a commission in the 
Grenadier Guards in 045, being captain  ι8ο, lieutenant-
colonel 047, colonel  1867, major-general  χ877  and lieutenant-
general 1882. He served In the Crimean War, and was at  
the Alma and the siege of  Sehestopol.  Hi, talent for 
experimental research  wai  utilized in investigation into  

heρrονemέπt'  of the  andy riilei  and be was  lmgaly seepesniho  
for starting the  Hythe  School of  Μυιυdιy  It is sot, how-
ever, for his military career, but for his work is an  antbso.  
pologisi  and archaeologist, that  Gene,ai  Pitt-Rivera vii  
be remembered. His Interest in the  evulation  of the rib  
early extended itself to  otbor weeposis  and  Instivmenls  in the  
histoiy  of man, and be became a  collecto,  of articles  lllustrstiag  
the development of human  inveatlon.  His collection became  
fasmris,  and, alter being exhibited in 5874-1875 at the  &tbiisl  
Green Museum, was  pimanted  in 1883 to the  amivenity  of  
OxfoiiL  When, in '880, General Pitt-Rivers obtained mummies  
of his great-uncle's  eststea—pracilcdy  untouched. ,  by the  
excavator since they had been the  batlkgecassd  of the West  
Saxoos,  the Returns and the Intern—he devoted himself to 
exploring them. His excavations round Rushmore malted In  
valuable "finds"; be founded a local museum and published  
several  illuateated  volumes. A. a  .denιi8c  archaeologist he  
attained high rank. Oxford gave him the  D.0  1. in 0386;  be  
was president of the  Anthr.pologlcsl  Institute, and  F.R.S.  He 
married, in 1853, Mice Margaret,  daιι hεeτ of the  ιend  Lord  
Stanley of  Alderley,  and bad a  numema  family; his second  
daughter' became in '88' the  wif,  of Sir John Lubbock (Lord  
Avebury).  General Pitt-Rivers died at  Rushmoro  on the 4th  
91 May  tpoo.  

Pm'iBIJRo.  a city of Crawford county, Kansas,  U.S.A.,  
ibout ryo  m. S. of Kansas City. lisp. WW1), 624;  (ι89οΙ,  
6697; (1900) 10,112, of when 860 were  foreign.born;  (1910  
Census), 14,755.  lt  Is situated at the Intersection of four great  
railway  ayatrm'—the Atchison Topeka  &  Santa F6, the St  
Louis  &  San Francisco, the Kansas City Southern (which main-
tains  shops here), and the Missouri  P5db,  sad is  neved  by 
inter-urban electric railways. The city Is the seat of the State  
Manual Training Normal School (1903) and of the  Pittabuig  
Business  Colkge»  Pittsburg I. situated near the lead and arc  
region of  south.cast  Kansas and south-west  Miamini,  Is in the  
midst of a large and rich bituminous  coalbeld,  sad lies near  
natural gas and oil fields. Among the  inanufacturea  are zinc  
spelter—there are large smelter, here—day products (chiefly  
vitribed  brick, sever pipe and tile; the clay being obtained from  
a great underlying bed of shale), blasting powder, packing.  
house products mid tinning-mill products. The total value  cl  
the city's factory products in 1905  Wis $1,824 ,929. Pittabung  
was settled about  1*79,  was chartered as a city in  χ880,  and  
became a city of the first dam in  rpe&  

PmsBURo,  or  Pmammcn,'  the second largest tit,. of  
PennsylvanIa,  'USA., and the county-seal of Allegheny county,  
on the Allegheny, Monongahela and  OhIO deers, 440 m. by  zall  
W. by S. of New York City, 360 m. W. by N. of  PhIladelphia,  
368 m.  N.W.  of Washington and 468 m.  Ε.  by S. of Chicago»  
Pop. (1890), 238,6!?;'  (tqoo),  321,616, of whom  84,878  were  
foreign-born, 17,040 were  negroes  and  ι  were Chinese; (1910  
census, after the annexation of Al legheny),  533 ,ο5.  Of the  
$4,88 foreign-born In race,  aT,ssa were natives of Germany,  
18,620  of Ireland,  89οa  of England, 6243 of Russian Poland,  
57οςψ of Italy, 4107 of Russia, 3553 of Austria,  3ι5  of German  
Poland, 2539 of Wales, 2264 of Scotland, 2524 of  Il'mgaiy,  
ιο s οf  Sweden and 102301 Austrian Poland. Area (including  
Allegheny, annexed In 1906), 40.67  sq.  m.  Pltlaburg  is nerved  
by the Pennsylvania (several divisions), the Baltimore  & Objo,  
the  Pftisburg &  Lake Erie (controlled by the New York Central  
System), the  Pittaburg,  Cincinnati,  Cbicsgo&Se  Louis (controlled  
by the Pennsylvania Company), the Pittsburg,  Cbartiers &  
Youghiogheny (control led jointly by the two preceding railways;  
21 m. of track), the Buffalo, Rochester & PIttsburg, send the  
Wsbssh-Plttsburg  Terminal (60 m. to  Plttsburg Jvnceicn,  
Ohio; controlled by the Wabash railway), and the  Plttsbusg  
Terminal (also controlled by the Wabash and operating the  

"Pittsburgh" is the  oflicial  spelling of the charter and  'mi:  
but  ' Pittsbing"  is the spelling  adopted by the  U.S.  Geographic  
Board and is in  mciv  general use.  

in previous census years the population was as follows: ('Son',  
ι ό : (ι8sο),7248;(ι8ο), sι,ιι5; (4860), 49,22τ ;  (1880), 156,389.  
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West Side Belt, from Pittsburg  ιο  Clairton,  ci  m)  raih's.y,,  and  
by river boats on the Ohio,  Monongabela  and Allegheny.  

Picturesque rolling plateaus, the three rivers and narrow  
valleys, from which rise high bill, or precipitous bluffs, are the  
principal natural features of the district over which the  aly  
extends. Retail houses, wholesale houses, banks, tail *See  

buildings, hotels, theatres and railway  terinloala  are crowded  
into the angle, or  ' Τhe  Point,"  foemtd  at the =Silence of the  
Allegheny and  Monongahel. rivm,  with Fifth Avenue as the  
principal  lhoroughfare,  especially  Ιστ  the retail bonsai, and  
Fourth Avenue as the great banking  tbσrουgbΙaτe.  Factories  
extend for miles along the ‚banks of all three rive rs  into the  
tributary valleys, and, are the  cauac  of  Pittsburg'a  nickname,  
"The Smoky City." The more attractive residentiel districts  
are on the plateau In the cistern portion of the district between  
the Allegheny and  Monooganda τiνeτa  and en the bills °etc-
tenting. the  Mkghmij  river  frOm  the north. Overlooking the  
Monongabele  river is  Schenley  Park (abort 425 acres), the Scat  
city park, of which about 400  ama  were given to the city in 1890 
by Mrs. Mary E.  Schenley.  About a m. to the  nortb,oveilooklng  
the Allegheny river, is Highland Park (about 366 ems), which  
contains the city  rmervoirs  and a picturesque lake. Adjacent  
to Scheele),  Park'are  Homewood and Calvary cemeteries; and 

 mijacant  to Highland Park Is Allegheny  ermeaτγ  Ames the  
Alkgbeny  river, in the Allegheny district, are the  beautifil  
Riveivie*  Park  (24ο  acres), in which is the Allegheny  Cliacrvn'  
tory,  and Went Park (about zoo tune). A number of bridges  
span the  rivera.  

The city has sure fine public buildings,  ο ce  buildings and  
churches. The Allegheny county court-hens. (1884.-1838) is  
use .1  Η. Η. Ricbszdms'a  masterpieces.  Tb. NIXOD  theatre  
is also  notabi. architekturaliy.  The high Frick  Odice  building  
ins  exarice  sells of while granite; in its main ball  is  stained.  
gins. window by  30km  La  Fsrge repmaentrng Fortunt aiid  her  
wind. A  kigs  government building of polished .  granite C01-
talus the peat  o$c.  and the custom.  edicas.  St Paul's  Catbediwi  
(Rrea* C.εimΙΙc 1903.'Σ pΟό)  is largely .1 Indiana limesωαe.  
lbe city is the  arof  a  Romin  Catholic end is  Pivteataift Eplace.  
pal  bishogi  In  Sdι ώ ey  Park is the Carnegie Institute (Web-  

imbed by a gift of  $ιο,000000  from  AndreW  Carnegie, who ma&  
fuatbtr ίοκτιί ιαtiοes  of $9,000,000 for he  maΙnteneΏ cή , *itb  
a min building conta ining a  libiary,  a  depaTtmeit  vi  diie sits, 

 h museum (see  Musauma  or  Scm.ea)  and a music ball, and  
s.vml eraιate  buildings for the technical schools,  *i*h  bad  
*or students in 11909.Tb.  main building, dedicated  Ia  April  
spny, Ia  666 ft. long and 400 ft. wide; in its great entrance ball  
is α · of mural  deceestibtis by John While  Mexandet,  a  
ustivv'of  the city.  Tb. fibres'', in which the  inslitetion  had  
its beginning hi  ι8, centαine about  god,oco 4vluanes. Tb.  
ΡbΙfηi. Coiiaervitory  was  pssseritedto  the city hi 0193 by Henry  
Jibing (le  ι8),  a steel  manufact*er  associated with Andrew  
Carnegie. It Is the 'largest in America, and, with its Halt of  

οιsny,  which Is  udlizedih inatracthug'duovi  children In botany,  
is situated in  Sehenley  Park. The conservatory is maintained  
by municipal  appr.pilsticbs.  There  Is a  soologicil gardea  In  
Nighllad Pgrk.'  In December τ9ο7 it was decided that the  
eνeτaΙ  departments of the Western  Uniνersit Υ  of Pennsylvania,  

then In different parts of the city, should be brought together  
on a new campus of 43  acres near the Carnegie Institute. In  
July  rpo8  the name was changed to "The University of  Picis.  
burgh." The university embraces a college and engineering  
school, the Western Pennsylvania School of Mines said Mining  
Engineering, a graduate department, an evening  .chopl  of  
oronorks. υorουπιs saul Snances,  a summer school, evening  
dames, Saturday  clases,. und  departments of astronomy (the 
Allegheny Observatory, in the Allegheny district), law (the Pitts-
burg Les School), medicine (die Western Pennsylvania Medical  
College),  pPiaslnacy  (the Pittsburgh College of Pharmacy) end  
dentistry (the  ξιtsbuτgh  Dental College). The institution had  
its beginning in the  J'ittsburgb  Academy, which was opened about,  
ιο  and was Incorporated in 3787. It was  Incorporsted  
st'  the Western  Ualtiersliy  of  P'eeryiwsala  is  thιg  

but wan only a col lege from that date until 1895, when  
the Western  Pe*nsylvnnia  Medical College became its depart-
ment of medicine. In Ι895 the department of law was added,  
the Pittsburgh College of Pharmacy was united  tothe  university,  
and women were for the first time admitted. In  ι896  the  
department of dentistry was estαblished.  In 1909 the  υnΙνeπlty  
had 151 instructors and 1243 students. In the  eaat  end is 
the  Pesunaylvania  College for Women (Presbyte rian; chartered  
I. 1869), with  prquaralo'y,  collegiate and musical depart-
ments. In the Allegheny district are the Allegheny  Tbeologlcd 

 Seminary (United Presbyterian, 1825), the Western Theological 
Seminary (Presbyterian, opened 1827), and the Reformed  
Presbyterian Theological Seminary  (iflyl).  Although Alb- 

 ghicny  is now a part of  Pitlsbm'g,  the two public school sestet= 
remain Independent.  The  Pltisburg 111gb  School (five buildings  
is 1910) has a normal course; and there are various private  
schoola  and academies.  

The  I'ittabiirg Gesdk-Tim's is probably the oldest news*  
paper west of the Allegheny Mountai ns ; the  Gesdi'  was founded  
in 1786 and In sped was consol idated with the Times (1879). 

 Other prominent newspapers of the city axe the  Diή aυ*  
086), the  Ckrirnlch Xd'ieph (1841), the Pod (1792; daily,  
1842), which is one  ci  the few  fnhlsiential  Democratic newspapers  
In  Penivaylvaxila,  the Leader  (Sunday, 1864;  daIly, 187ο)  and  
the hr (1883). Two German dailies, One Slavonic daily, one  
Slavonic weekly, two Italian weeklies, and iron, building, coal  
and gins trade journals are published I. the city. In  Pittabuig  
is the publishing house of the United Presbyterian Church, said  
The Ckidinn MIOCGk  (weekly, Methodist  EpIscopal,  1834) is  
published  here under the auspices of the  gezuerel  conference.  

'The oldest  botpital is the  Reineman  (private;  1803)  foe 
maternity cases; the municipal  hορital  (ι88)  Is foe contagious 
diseases; the Shier. of Charity, the Sisters of  Merty,  the maths.  
don of Protestant  Deaconcasea,  the Presbyterian Church and  
the United  PresbyteTlag  Woman's Association each have  chargt  
of a hospital; and there is also an eye, car and throat hospital  
(ι89).  The Western Pennsylvania  Insiituttoti fee the 'mute-
d= of the deaf  md  dumb (076),  in  Edgewood  Park, is in pert  
maintained  by the state. And the  stat.  assists the Here for  
Aged and  llidrm Cekoied  'Women  (ibIs),  'and the Rome fee  
CMwed  Children  (iSSt).  Among other  ebuitsik histitutloes  
axe the Coeds Home 0894)  for destitute women and girls, the  
BetheSda  Hem. 0890  for homeless girls and their childres,  
the Florence  Crittenton HornS 0893) for  bom.ler  and  mdcc.  
timate  warm, the  Rasehia  Foundling Asylum and  Malnnuly  
Hoapital 4890,  the  Pr.lsslimt  lime. for  Incurshies  (1883), the 

 Pitisbsrg  Newsboys' Home 0894),  the  €hildsrn's  Aid Society  
.1 Western  l'e'maylvan*s,  the  l'ht*abusg Assoclalteis fee the 
Improvement of the Poor and the Western Pennsylvania  
Humans Society. 	 . 

FlIliburg  is In the  udd.L  of the moat productive  cOalfield.  
in the country; the  regioa  is also rich In petroleum end  natutil 
gds. The city Is ell  m.ef  the main lines 'of  commumcalioe  
between the east  and the west, Is the centre of a vast railway  
*stein, and  baa  freight yards with a total capacity for men  
than  60,0ev  cars. its  hsbuυr  has a total length on the three  
✓ivera ci ay'c  m., end an  a'etag.  width of about  rooe  ft.,  aiid 

 has been deepened by the  conetrudlion  (In .4877- ι885)  of the  
Devis  bland darn, by dredging, under a federal pro ject of  
ι89p. Slick water navigation has been secured en the Aim 

 gheny  by' locks and darns (189ο  and 1896  aqq.)  at an  expensi  
op to July 1909  ci $ι,68,&u';  and u to that time 8263,625 
had been spent Ice open -&hannel  work. 'flue  Monongaheia 

 from  Ptttkb'wg  to the West Virginia  arnie  line (91.5 in,)  WaS  
IiI'prQVed  In 1136  sqq. by a private company which built  ieves 

 locks and dams; this  propmy  was condemned and bought  
fee $3,761,615 by the United Slates gove rnment in 1 897, and,  
trader the project of  '899  foe rebuilding three cif the locks said  
enlarging another, and that of 1907 for a new lock and des  
and for other  Implov.menls, $2,675.692  was spent up to July 

 Ι9ΟQ  Coal  Ι  brought to the city from the  coaldeida  by beets  
Ds the Allegheny and  Monosgahela iivertaa  well as by sail, sad  
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great lees of barges carry coal and ether heavy freight, such  
as steel rail., cotton ties, sheet iron, wire and nails, down the 
Ohio in the  winier  and  apting.  A ship canal to provide water  
communication between  Pittaburg  and Lake Erie has been  
projected.  Thc  railways have a heavy tonnage of coal,  αοke  and  
iron and steel products, and a large portion of the Iron ore that  
is produced in the Lake Superior region is brought to Pittsburg.  

ξ zpo8  the river  Ιιac  amounted to  9,09Φ,146  tons, mist of  
which  Wa.  carried on barges  down the Ohio.  Plttaburg  is also  
a post of entry; in  rpoy  the value of its imports amounted to  
$2416,367, and in  igog  to $2,062,162.  

The value of the factory products in 1905 W51 $165,428,881,  
and to this may be added $45,830472 for  thoie  of the  aty  of  
Allegheny, making a tots' of $2 ι 4259453. In the manufactu re  
ci  iron and steel products  Pittshurg  ranks first among the cities  
ci  the United Stem, the value of these products amounting  
In 

 
19οs to  $88,t ο,8o  or  "'%  of the total for all manufactures; 

lithe  matufacturea  of Allegheny be added they amounted to  
$ps,q,p,86o  or 43.7 %.  Several neighbouring cities and towns  
are also  eatensivcly  engaged in the same industry, and in 1902  
Ailsgbeny  county produced about 54% of the  pig.lroii,  nearly  
• of the Bessemer steel, more than  «%  of the open-hearth  
• more than "%o(  the crucible steel, more then 54% of the  
atari  rails, and more than 9%  of the  atructurai  shapes that were 
made iii that year In the United States. In  τςισς the value of  
Pittsburg's  foundry and machine shop-products was $9,631,514;  
.1 the product of steam railway repair shops,  63,726,99e  
(being 4548% more than in 1900); of malt liquor,, $3,566,829;  
ci alaugbtermg  and meal-packing products, $2,732,02;;  
of cigars and cigarettes, $2,297,228; of glass,  $2,ι3ο, 'pa;  
and of tin and tome plate, $1,645,5 70  Electrical machinery,  
apparatus and  suppilea  were  manufsciured  largely In the city  
(νale  in 1905, $&,;g6,;), and there was another large plant  
ter their manufacture  immediatcly  outside of the city limits. 
(lake, cut cork, rolled bran and copper were other Important  
products In  ιgο. In 1900, and for a.  loi5g  period preceding,  
Limburg ranked  ilrst anlmig  American cities in the manufacture  
of  gla.a,  but in zeesit was outranked in this industry by Muncie,  
Indiana,  Milluille,  New Jersey, and  Wasbingtoi,  Pennsylvania;  
but in the district outside of the city limits of  Pfttsburg  much  
glass is  manufictured, aothai  the  ?ittsburg  glass district is the  
gteatesi  in the country, and there are large glass factories 

 $  Washington  (ι 8 m. soutb»wiat), Charlexui  (so in.  aontb)  and  
Tareatum (15 in. north-east). In  Pirtsburg  or the immediate  
vicinity are the more important plants of the United States Steel 
Corporation, including that of the Carnegie Company. Here,  
gee, are the plants of the Westinghouse Company for the 
manufacture  of electrical apparatus, of air brakes  iπνeπΙ d  by  
George Westinghouse (born ι 846), and of devices for railway 
signals which he also invented. In the Allegheny district the  
iL  3.  Hein' Company  baa  its main pickle plant, the largest  
stabΙ sbment  of the kind in the country.  

.  The  Pittabssrg  charter of  184  vested  the more  importani  
powers of the city government in a common council of as  
members and a select council of p  members, and until 1834  the 
mayor was appointed annually by these city councils from their 
own number. By the Wallace Act of the state legislature in 
1874 5 form of government was provided for cities of three  
dames, and  Pitlsburg  became  acity  of the second class  (pepula-
iion  between 100,000 sod 300,000); under the act of  ι89ς a new  
dιssi8caΙΙοn  was made, under which  Pittsburg  remains in the  
aecond  class. An act of 1887 had amended the provisions of 

 the Wallace Act In regard to second class cities by changing the  
tents of select councilmen from two  ιο  four  yeats  and of common  
couacilmen  (rota one to two years. In  igos  a new act  was 
passed for the government of cities of the second class. It  
provided that the executive be a" city recorder  ";  this provision  
seas repealed in 1903, when the title of mayor again came into 
me. The mayor holds  oWice  for three years, baa  the powers  
asid  jurisdiction of a justice of the peace, appoints the heads of  
'lapsrtmcnta  (public safety, public works, collector of delinquent 
Uses,  sasemocs,  city  trcassireT,  law, charities  and correction, 

and sinking fund  cοmmon),  and may remove any of the  
omcera  he has appointed, by a written order, showing cause, 
to the select  counciL  The city controller is elected by popular  
vote. The legislative bodies art the select and common  council,1  
elected under the law of  0187 ; by a three-Sf iba  vote it may pass  
resolutions or ordinances over the mayor's veto. The depart. 
inset of public safety controls the bureaus of police, detectives,  

όre,  health, electricity and building inspection; the department  
of public works controls bureaus of  aurveya,  construction,  
highways and sewers, city property, water,  amenι of water 
rent., parks, deed registry, bridges and light. In  igop  the  
tixable  valuation was  $ιοο,;;ι3a;,  and the tax rate was  13'δ  
mills for city property,  p.s  mills on rural property and  
6 9  mills on agricultural property. The tax rate for separate  
indebtedness varied from  ό  mills in Allegheny to  46-2  mills  
in the  43rd  ward. The  waΙeτυρρΙy  of  Pitiaburg  is taken  
from the Allegheny river and pumped into r eservoirs, the  
highest of which, in Highland Park, is 36; ft. above the  rivee  
and there is a slow sand filtration *mksthe filtration of the  
entire  aυρρiy  

Piit.sburg  owed its origin to the strategic value of Its site in  
the struggle between the English and the French for the  pemm.  
sloe of the North American continent.  Α  few Frenchmen 
attempted to  ealsli&iab  a settlement bare in 1731,  but were soon  
driven away by the Indiana. In 1753, altar the French bad  
laid formal claim to this region and the Ohio Land Company  
had been formed with a view to establishing a  aettiment  within  
it, Robert  Dinwiddie,  governor of Virginia and a  abareholder  
in the Ohio Company, sent  Ganuga  Washington with a letter  
to "the commandant of the French  foetes αι  the Ohio" (then  
atallotied  at Fort Li  Breuf,  near the present  Wsintfotd,  about  
τ τ in. north of the head-waters of that river) asking hiss to  
account for his invasion of territory claimed by the  Ε,,11έL  
This was Washington's  firsT  important public  aervice.  He  
reached the present site of  Piltaburg  on the  uth  of November  
5753, and subsequently  reportedt  that what is now called  
"The Point," La  the tongue of land formed by the  coiduenon  
of the  Monongabela  and Allegheny rivers, was a much more  
favourable situation for a feet and trading peat than the mu  
Wrest two miles up the  ΜΛnnι a½la  (near the present site el  
Mckees  Rocks) which had been tentatively selected by the  
Ohio Company. Accordingly, en the nth of February s"' 

 a detachment of about go soldiers, under the command  of 
Captain William  Tang,1  reached "The Point," said began to  
build a fortification (under the auspices of the Ohio  Cοnφssιy),  
which it  mar05  to have been the intention to call Fort Treat,  
and which was the beginning of the  perrasneilt settlement  here  
by whites. On the  s;tb  of the  foliostingApril,  however,  Easign  
Edward Ward, commanding the soldier,, in the absence of  
Captain Trent, was forced to evacuate the unfinished  fortIfication  
by a party, of about  z000  French and Indians, under Captain  
Contrecisur,  who immediately occupied the works, which he  
enlarged and completed, and named Fort Duquesne, in honour  
of Duquesne dc  Menneville,  governor of New France in ι 75α  
1755.  Ia  the following summer Washington attempted  Ιο  
refover  this fort, in a campaign which  Incinded  the skirmish  

His  loarnial,  published 1111734, gives a concise and lucid account  
of this expedition.  - 

' William Treat (t. Ι715-07β) wass astiveci  Lancaster  tounty, 
 Pennsylvania, became•  captaia  in the state militia In 1746 aid 
 served against the French and Indians, was for many years, alter  

1749, a justice of the court of common pleas and general acations of  
the peace for Cumberiand county, Pennsylvania, and in 5750-1756  

was the partner of Gunge CrCgsn in an extensive t,nde with the 
Accord ing  to one  uccoimt, he visited the sited  Pittstmsg.  

and examined its availability for  401116001cm,  in August 115, 
befοre the arrival of Washington. In 1755 be became a member  
of the council of Lieut.-Covernor Robert H. Monis, arid in  
1758 he 'eeompankd General Foibe"t expedition against Fort  
Duquesne. He acted  teSny tines as Indian agent; his intsa'ive  
trade with the Indian,, conducted from a trading home near Foit  
Pitt, was ruined during Pontiac', conspiracy. At the beginning 
of the War of independence he was given a major'. rommiaiioo to 
raise  ossip.  in Western Pennsylvania. See  J.sead  if  Cafmnn 
;Fillips. vs1 ΙC'.—ι'Οbi, i8;a),'dited  by Alfred T. Gce"  
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oniwiderud  the  btginulng cs'  the French and  Titrifan- 

van  Υeaιι'—Waή  on the 28111 of May  τ ό,,  at Great Meadows 
(in what is now Wharton township, Fayette county, Pennsyl-
vania, about  ρτ  m. south-east  of Pittsburg),  beiweeo  a detach-
ment under his command and a scouting party under N. Coulon  

de  Jumonville,  in which  Jumonville  and several of his men were  
killed; the building, at Great Meadows, by Washington, of Fort 
Necessity, and its capitulation (Jul),  3); and the retreat of  
Washington to Virginia. Another expedition, led by Major-
General Edward Braddock, resulted in the engagement known  
as  "Braddcck's  Defeat" (Jul),  9. 1155), fought within the 
present borough of  Biaddock  (about 8m. east of Fort Duquesne), 
in which  Braddock's  force was practically annihilated, and  
Draddock  was mortally wounded, dying four days later. The  
fort was  bnllly  recaptured by the English in 1758, as the result  
of an elaborate expedition (involving about 7000  trcojb)  
planned by Brigadier-General John Forbes  (ιιο-η q),  and 

 peuaacutnd,  with the assistance of Colonel George Washington  
and Colonel Henry Bouquet, in the face of great difficulties.  

General Forbes  himself was so ill that be had to be carried in a  
litter throughout the campaign. The  Iroppa  having  rendes-
voused  during the summer (of 1758) at  Ray'sTown  (now Bedford,  
Pennsylvania), and at  Loyalbansa  creek (now in  Weatmoreland  
county), about ςο  in. to the north-west (where Fort  Ligouier  
was built),  CοΙο el  Bouquet, commanding the division at the 
latter place,  despatcbed  Major James Grant  (ι so-t8o6)  at the  
bead of about  8ο  men to reconnoitre the fort. Grant advanced  
to a bill (still known by his name, and upon the crest of which 
the court-house now stands) within about a quarter of a mile  
of thefo't. Hereherssblydivlded his force,andinasortie  
of French and Indians, on the morning of the 141 11 01 September;  
one of his divisions was  ‚uzro'mded,  and a general rout ensued  
in which about 570 of Craig's men were killed, about 40 were  

wounded, and others (including Grant) were taken prisoners.  
Forbcs'i  army advanced to within about is m. of the fort  ου  
the  24ίh  .1 November, whereupon the  Ereflth  blew up part of  
the works,  set fire to the buildings and retreated down the Ohio  
in boats. TheEngliaboccupiedtbeplaceositheneztdnyand  
General Forbes ordered the immediate  erecti υ  of a stockade  
fort near the site of the old one. In reporting to  Lieut.-Goveruor 

 William Danny (Nov. id) the success of the expedition he dated  
his letter from Feat  Duqbesue  "or now  Pittn.Bouzgh,"  and this 
same, with Its subsequent modification "Pittsburgh," was  
thereafter more commonly used than that of Fort Pitt, which, 
as designating the fortification proper appears to have been  
brat applied by General John  Stanwix  to the enlarged fort built 
(at a coat, it was  estbnatad,of £do,000) chidy  under his direction  
during  ι759-ιΙόa.  

The first considerable settlement around the fort sprang up 
In  ιyiο;  it was composed of two groups of house, and cabins,  

the "lower town," near the fort's ramparts; and the "upper  

town," built  chidy  along the banks of the  Mesiongabala,  and  
extending as far as the  pre,eut  Market Street.  Συ  April  ι76r,  
according to a census of the settlement, outside of the fort, taken  

for Colonel Bouquet, there were 332 inhabitants end 104 houses.  
Fort Pitt  wasoneof  the important objective  poinisof Pontiac's 

mmpimcy 0763), and as soon as the  intantions  of the Indiana  
became evident,  Captain Simson Ecuyer,  the Swiss *Seer in  
command of the garrison (which then numbered about 330;  
bad the houses  outside the ramparts levelled and prepared for  
a siege The  Iddians  attacked the fort on the sand of June  
(1763), and kept up a continuous,  ibougb ineFective,  fire upon 
It from the 271.1ι  of July until the Tat of August, when they drew  

*1 and advanced to meet the relieving party under  COlocel  
Bouquet They ware defeated at Busby Run, and Colonel  

Bouquet relieved  the fort  cii  the trail  cl  August (see  Posenac)  
In 1764 Colonel Bouquet added to the fort a redoubt, the" Block  
Rouse," which still stands, the sole  ι ·''"ug  trace of Fort Pitt,  
and is owned and cared for by the Daughters of the American  
Revolution. 	 . 

Α semnd tοαn, kid era in 1764,  byColonel  John  Can'pbell(witli  
the permission of the commandant it Feet Pitt), Is bou nded in  

the preheat dry by  Water Street, Market Street, Second Amine  
and Ferry Street, and comprise, four blocks. In November  
zylS,  at a general council of the Six  Nallona  with Sir William  
Johnson and representatives .1 Pennsylva nia and Virginia,  
held at Fort  Stanwix, cii  the site of the present loin., New  V*rk 
(e.g.), at which was signed a treaty establishing the  botindasy  
line between the English  ροaιοιιs  and the  terrlt.ry  chimed  
by the Six Nations, the Indiana sold for $10,000 to  Tbonin.  
Penn (1702-1775) sod Richard Penn  (ιqοό-ι77ή , reipecelvely,  
the  scιnd  and third zone of William Penn—tbe'founder ef  
Pennsylvania—by his second ωife, the remaining land in the  
province of Pennsylvania to which they claimed  title, namely  
the tract lying south of the west branch of the  Siiaquehasma  
flyer and of a straight line from the north-west coiner  cl  whit 
is now Cambria  ccuoty  to the present  Kittaisning  (in  Almatinng  
county), and all of the  teιτitοsyesgof  the Allegheny river  beloW  
Kittanning sod south of the Ohio  iiver.  To this  lramacilou  
the  cosnmisskmer  from Virginia seems to have rude no  objectioii  
though the tract included the Feet Pitt region and other territory  

then claimed by Virginia. In January-March  1769 the Pairse 
caused to be surveyed the "Manor of Pittsburgh," a tract of  

about 57οο  acres,  i'cludlng  much of the original city, intending  
to reserve it for their private use; but in the following April they  
offered at public sale the lands in the  remainder of theirpurchase  
‚ii the preceding  year 1  At this time the settlement about Fort  
Pitt =misted of shout twenty houses, occupied  cbielly.by lndiw  
traders. By order of General Thomas Cage the fort was 
abandoned as a military post in October 1775, and was partly  
dismantled.  ΙnJanuaιy ι774 itwss οccυρied byanarmedfeec. 
ender Dr  Johp  Connolly, a partisan of Lord  Dunmora,  governor  
of Virginia, and by him was named Fort  Dansiore  (which  name. 
however, was never formally recognized), this being one of 

 Dunniore's  overt acts  osteimbly  in support of his contention  
that the Fort Pitt region was included in Augusta county,  
Virginia. In the  followIng  April Connolly took forcible poises.  
zion  of the court-house at  Hanna'a  Town (nee( the present  
Greensburg), the county-seat of Westmoreland county (which  
then included the Fort Pitt region), a few days afterwards  arrested  
the three justices who lived in Pittsburg, and for the remainder  
of the year terrorized the settlement. Lord Dunmore himself  
issued a proclamation dated  '  Fort Dunmore," 17th  Septembel  
(1774), in which be called upon the inhabitants to ignore the  

authority of  PmanέyΙνania,  and to recognize only that of V irginia.  
A year afterwards Fort Pitt was occupied by a company el  
Virginia  sddim  by order of the Virginia Provincial  Conveation  
(assembled at Williamsburg in August 1775), but this move 

 appareatly  was more for the defence of the frontier-in the coming  

war than an expression on the  Peunsyfvania-Virglnia  boundary  
dispute; and, in November,  Coanolly  was arrested at Fredericks..  
burg, Maryland, on the charge of furthering  Dunmore'a  plans  
for invading the western frontier. T he  boundary Itself was in  
controversy until  ιιflo, aiid  the marking of the boundary lines  
was not completed until :85. During the War  cl  Independence  
the fort was maintained as a frontier Indian poet, and Is a pin.  
tection  against the · Βτitish  at Detroit. Soon after the close .1  
the war it was neglected, and by 1791 it rats in bad remit; there-
fore at the timed the Indian  bostilitiesol Ι792 anotherstockade 

 foil was built near the bank of the Allegheny river mid about  
a quarter of a mile above the site of Fort Pitt, this new fort being 
named Fort Lafayette, or, as it was more commonly railed, Foil 
Fayette.  Mter  General Anthony  Wayne's  defeat of the  Indiau,  
ax Fallen Timbers, Ohio (Aug. so, 1794), Pittsburg bust-its  
importance ass frontier post. 

In January 1784 the sale of the land Included in the" Diener 
of Pittsburgh" was begun by the grandsons of William Penn, 
John Penn (1719-2795) , the second son of Richard Penn and  
lieutenant-governor of Pennsylvania in 1763-1771 and In 1773-
1776; and John Penn (1760-1834), the fourth son of  Tbosnaa  
Penn; and in the following June a new series of town lots was  
laid out in which was incorporated Colonel Campbell's survey.  
Thereafter, settlers, chief!),  Scotch and Irish, came rapidly.  

' This tract was confiscated by Pennsylvania hi  η79.  
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Pitisburg  and  Ιιa νklulιy vitnamed  machod th,dhaord'r,  and  

some of the violence against  pcsioii  and property, incident to  
the Whisky  b'surrectioa  of  » ι-.  Delegates  (rosa ABe'  
ghei'y, Wegmorelind,  Washington and Fayette counties met  
here on the  ylk  of  Sepleeiber  179', and pared  reaolutlmia  
. evtrcly  denouncing the each, tax; and  &  similarly constituted  
gathering, on the selt  of August ι792,  voted to prescribe all  
pomona  who  ambted  hi the enforcement of  lawa  taxing the  
φendecturα  of liquor. Thereafter various person. who had  
paid the mists tax, or had  amuted  In collecting it, we lard  
and  fcatheted  or bad their houses or barn. burned. General  
Jobs Neville (1731-2803), having accepted the οffice  of dud  
sadse  inspector for Western  -Peniwylvanla,  his fine  montly  
residence, about 7  so. smith-nest of Pittsburg, was attacked by  
• mob of about  οο  men on the  ιό Ιk  and 17th of July r.  
The defender, of the property (who included a squad of soldiers 
from the  gamleon  at  Pitthburg)  killed two and  wοudcd  several  
of the attacking p.117, but they were finally forced to surrender,  
sad General  Neville'a ramekin and other buildings were burned  
to the ground.  Α  mass meeting of about 5000 citizens of the  
above-mentioned  counties (many of  theio  armed militiamen),  
•I  Braddock's  Field, on the Tat and 2nd of  4ugust  χ7 ',  threat.  
med  to take  ρces οn  of Fort Lafayette sad to burn  Pittaburg,  
but cooler  coensel  prevailed, and after voting to proscribe smite 
persons, and marching iii. body through the streets of the town,  
the crowd dispersed without doing any damage. Upon the 
arrival in the following November  cl  the troops rent by President  
Washington,  •  military court of Inquiry, held at  Piltaburg,  
caused the arrest of several persons, who were sent to Phila-
delphia for trial, when  aome  of them were  fοmµl  guilty and  
santenced  to terms of imprisonment, but the  5.'mma  were  
bet enforced.  

The lawn was made the  coimty-seat in 1792,11 was Incorporated  
as a borough in ι7εω,  the charter was revived In 1804, and the  
borough was chartered  asa  city in 1816.  As  eariy  as the year 

 cf  its incorporation as a borough  Philadelphia and Baltimore 
merchants badsee:dished an Important trade with it.  'Deir  
goods were carried in  Cenestcga  wagons to  Shippenaburg  and  
Chambersburg,  Pennsylvania, and  Hagrrstown,  Maryland, taken  
from there to  Plttsburg  on pack  heeses,  and exchanged  for  
Piilsburg  products; these products were carried by boa' to New  
(Means, when they were exchanged for s ugar,  molares,  he..  
sad these were carried through the gulf and along the coast  
to Baltimore and Philadelphia.  Boet.bullding  was begun in  
Pittaburg  In 2797 or earlier; the galley  "Preaidenl  Adam.,"  
built by the government, was launched here in 1798, and the  
" Senses! Re!.," comp leted in the  osme  year, was launched in  
ι799.  In 1797gireworks  which were the first to in, coal as  
a fuel In making glass were built here; later  l'ltisburg  profited 
greatly by the use of its great store of  naturaL  gas in the mane-
lactate of glass. In  3806  the manufacture of  irou  was well begun,  
and by  ιb  this bad become the leading industry. On the  ioth  
of April 1845 a  comiderable  portico of the city was swept by 
flee, and In July 1877, during the great railway strike  ci  that 
year, a large amount of property was destroyed by a mob. The  
commercial importance of the city was  incrtssed by the canal  
been  Plttsburg  Ιο  Philadelphia, built by the gale In 1834 at a  
Cost of  $lo,000,000.  The first  petroieuia  pipe line reached  
Piltsburg  in 1875. A movement to consolidate the cities of  
l'I&tsburg  and Allegheny, together with some adjacent boroughs,  
was begun in  χ853-ι85 '.  It failed  entirely in that year but  
in 1867  Lanrenceville,  Peebles,  CollIns,  Liberty, Pitt and Oak-
land, all lying between the two  rivera,  sere annexed to  Pittalrerg;  
6' 1872 there was a further anneutlon  of a. district embracing  
27 sq.  so. south of the  Mosiongabala  river; In 1906 Allegheny  
(q...), although, large majority of those voting on the question  
in that city were opposed to it, was annexed, and in November  
1907  the Supreme Court of the United States declined valid  
the act of the state legislature under which the ινte  was takes.  

See N. B Cral.,  78' Iflilocy of  Pi#de.vk (Pletabueg, 1851); 
E"ly lidsiocy of  Wioius Ρmsη&eaί' 'Id &&iWess. by a gentleman 
of tue bau—J. D. Rυρι (Puttibetg, 148);  WIlliam  H.  Egle,  

Rde*y.f'. 	-Ι$8 4ΙInιga 	(lksiiisb.rst 
Ρa., ι!$1 ; Sarab IL Killikelly. 7ι(Ρ ό baτ&kbR έr'4d 
Progress ΡlΙtnbυ g, ipob),S  Η.  Church, ταυιbυιχh 	Industrial 
City," iC L. P. l'bw,lr ' a  Kilo te.ss  of  des u Sl.kr  (New  
York, 1899); G. H. Tbursio*, PlIIklsyk end  Aikgkeay in Ike Cm.  
ksItiul  Ye., (Pitteburg, '8$); (or a kwt'xy of the varioua forts as  
such.  Rqierl  el du Co.miuios Locale the ',metier Feet, of Pea.. 

οΙ. n (Harrisbuig, Pa.. 1896); and for a thorough stud r k  and social conditions in Plttdaug, P. U. Kellogg (ed,  
DePildseg .Ssmy (6 'iols»  New York, ‚910 egg.),  ριeρυeδυndoc  

ΡΤ111FΣ,  a city and the county-seat of Berkshire  menty,  
"—''υaetίa, U.S.A..  in the western part of the stare among 
the Berkshire  Hills, due about 150 so. W. of Boston. Pop.  
W190, 17,281;  ('goo),  21,766,  of whom 4344 were foreign-born;  
(1910 census).  32,rSl.  Ares,, about 41  sq  m. It is served  
by the New York, New  Hswau &  Hartford and the  Buatca &  
Albany (•ew York  Cettral &  Hudson River) railways, and by  
two  lnter.urbaii  electric lines. Pittsfield is a popular sιummαr  
resort; it lies In a plain about woo ft. above  ata-level, is  iair

-rounded by the picturesque Berkshire  Hilla,  and is situated is 
 a region of numerate lakes, one of the largest—Lake  Poirtocaut  

—bring a summer pleasure resort. On ether side of the city  

6.0ν  the east and west branches of the Housatonic river. Stand-
ing-in the public green, in the centre of the city, is the origin.! 
statue (by  Launt  Thompson) of the  Masachusetta  Color 

 Be&rrr,"  which has been reproduced on the  battlefield  of 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. The principal Institutions axe the  
House  cl  Mercy Hospital, with which is connected the Henry  
W. Bishop Memorial Training School for nurses, the Berkshire 
Home for aged women, the Berkshire Ath enaeum,  cornabiing 

 the public  llbiary,  the Crane Art Museum  aiid  a Young Men" 
Christian Association.  Pstsni.,,,.t  buildings axe St Joseph's  
Catbedr,l  and the buildings of the Berkshire Life Insurance  
Company, the Agricultural National Bank and the Berkshire  
County Savings Bank. In the south-western part of  Pittafleld,  
on the boundary between It and  litinock,  Is Shaker  Υ ge,  
settled about 1790 by Shakers. Pittsfield has water-power and  
important manufacturing Indnstsim.  In  290ς its  kctcey 

 Frame; were valued at $8,577,358, cc  49-ι %  more than In  
rgoo.  Fully half of the  msnuiιcιυrs onisig  of  teatS.  goods.  

The first  settlemnot  In what is now Pittsfield was made  Ia  
1743, but  nsa  semi abandoned en semen of Indian  troabka.  
In 2749 the settlement  nsa r,vived,  but 'the settles did fee  
briag  their families to the frontier  imiil  1752.  TIm  settlement  
nsa  first called  "Bogesi  Vlantarioa,"  or  "Poos*oosork,"  but  
in 1761, when it was  iameponted  as a township, the  n.ma  was 
Changed to Pittsfield, in honour of the  eldi. WIFd.m  Pitt. In 

 1891  Pittsfield was  duartomd  as a city. It was lam, in the  
Appleton (or  Plimkett)  House, known as "Jim  mcii,"  and  
built by  'ΙΙsn έas  Cold, lather-In-law .1 Nathan Appl eton, that 
in ilss Henry W. Longfellow (who marr ied Nathan  Appielon'a  
daughter) wrote his  pegm  The Old Clock on the Stairs." For  
thirty years (τ842-0172)  Pittsfield was the home of. the Rev.  
John Todd (r800-'873), the author of  nusseropa  hocks, of which  
Lidwes  Ιο  Children  ('8µ;  and series, '858) and Fin Student's  
Mound (2835) were cam widely read. From 1807  !.  ιδι' 

 Elkanah  Watson (2758-1842), a prominent  kimer  and  asan-ba...l,  
lived at what is now the Country Club, and while there  julio.  
duced  the merino  abeep  into Berkshire county and organised 
the Berkshire Agricultural Society; be is remembered for his  
advocacy of the building ιέ  α  canal  outluiecting  the Great Lakes  
with the  Atlantie  (cean, and as the author of Memoirs: Me.  
eied Ta..,  of  she  Re,duiIips 0855),  edited by his son, W. C. 
Watson.  

rmwruX,  a city of  Luzerue  county, Pennsylvania, 
on the  Susqucbanna  river just below the mouth of the Lacka-
wanna, about it so.  S.W.  of Scranton and about p  so. 

 WIlkcs-Barrfl. Ρυρ 4890,  10,302; (Dim),  ri,6,  of  wbma 
 3394 were foreign-born;  (ις,ιο  census), 16,267. It is served  

by the Eric, the Lehigh  Va8ey,  the Delaware,  I'ackawanna  
&  Western, the Central of New  Jemey,  the Delaware  & 

 Hudson, and the  Lackawsnna &  Wyoming Valley railways; 
there is an electric railway from Pittston to S cranton, and a  
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belt-line electric railway connects  PIttston wIth  Avoca,  Nanti.  
coke, Plymouth and  Wllkea-Baxre.  Two bridges connect the  
aty  with the borough of Weal Pittston (pop., 1910. 6848).  
Pittston is in the midst of the richest anthra cite coal region of  
the Μ.Ι.Τ.C.  and fire-clay also abounds in the vicinity. In  405  
the value of the factory products was  84474,08  (•8% more  
than in 5900). Pittston, named in honour of William Pitt,  
earl of  Cbatbsm,  was one of the  ilve  original towns founded in  
the Wyoming Valley by the  Susquehanna  Company of Con-
necticut; it was first settled about 1770 and was incorporated  
ss bοrοιιgh in Ι8ο3. Ιtwιε cbaιtcτcdas ι citym ιhς)'$.  

ΡΙΤΥΒΙΑΖΙδ ΥΒ3ΙCΟΙ.ΟΚ (Gr. τmsίαms,  scud, from 
 ifrvpov,  bran), a akin disease, consisting of patches of brownish  

discolorations  of various sizes and shapes, mostly on the front  
of the body, and often attended with itching, especially after  

kitting exercise. The pigmenta tion seems to radiate from the 
orifices of hair-follicles. The epidermis is in a scaly con dition  
over the patch, and among the debris of the epidermic cell there  
may be seen minute oval spor es  due to a vegetable  parasite,  
the  Mierosporoi'fs'rfsr.  The disease is mostly one of adult age,  
found all over the world, and not associated in any special way  
with poor general health. The treatment cons ists  of rubbing  
in an ointment of  ρotasiυm aidphide  or one of the mercurial  
ointments, or using sulphur-soap habitually.  

PIURA.  the northernmost maritime department of Peru,  
bounded north by the Gull of Guayaquil,  Ν Ε.  by Ecuador. S 

 bry  the departments of  Cajamazca  and  Lambayeqiie,  and W by  
the Pacific. Area, 14.849  sq. m., pop. ( τqοό ,  estimate). 154,080—
both totals exclusive of the province of  Tumbes.  or  Tumbcz  
(arta,  about  iqSo sq  m; pop.. In urn. about  8οοο).  which 

 baa  been administratively separated from the department for  
military reasons. The department belongs partly to the arid  

coastal plain that extends from the Gulf of  Guayaqnll  southward  
nearly to Valparaiso, and partly to a broken mountainous region  
belonging to the Western  Cordflleras.  The coastal zone is  
traversed by the  Tumbes,  Chins and Flora livers, which have  
their sources  in the melting allows of the higher And es  and flow  
westward across the desert to the coast. The valleys of the  

Chits and  Plura  are Irrigated and maintain large populations  
Rough cotton, called "vegetable wool." and tobacco are the  

principal products, and are also produced in the valley of the  
Tumbea  and in some of the elevated mountain districts. On  

the upland pastures  cattle have long been raised, and goat-
breeding has been added in modern times. Mules also are reared.  

Petroleum is an important product, and there are wells at a  

number of places along the coast, from  Tumbcs  to &churn, the  
most productive being those of  Talara  and  Zorritos.  There are  
sulphur deposits in the Seth= desert, and salt Is manufactured  
at some places on the southern coast. The making of Panama  

bats from the fibre of the  "toqulila"  palm is a household  
Industry. The capital is Piers (eat. pop. 91001  ιpοό ),  Of the  
Piura  river, about 35  in. (direct)  Ε.S.Ε.  of hits, and 164 ft.  
above sea-level. It was founded by Pizarro in 1531 under the  

name of San Miguel, at a place called  Tangsrara,  nearer nits,  
but the present site was afterwards adopted. A  raliwsy  (60 m  
long) by way of  Sullan*  connects with the port of  Paita,  and  
an extension of  ό  m. runs  S.S.Ε.  to  Catacacs.  Other towns of  
the department, wi th  their estimated  populations  in  ιο6,  are.  
Tumbes,  or  Tumbez  (1300). the most northern port of Peru, on  
the Gulf of  Guayaquii.  celebrated as the place where Pizarro  
landed in ι531; Paita; Sedum (6450), on  Sechura  Bay in the  
southern part of the department, with exports of salt and sulphur.  

Suflana  (οο),  an Inland town with railway connexions in the  

fertile  Chira  valley;  Morropon  (3800) on the upper Pities,  Huan-
cabamba,  the centre of a tobacco district in the  mounlains.  
and  Tambo  Grande  (flioo)  and  Cbulucanis  (4600), both  in the  
fertile  Piura  valley above the capital.  

PIUS,  the name of ten popes.  
Pius I., pope from about 141 to  ι ».  lie was the brother of  

Reruns, author of the Shepherd  
Pius II  (Enea Sllvio  dc'  Plccolominl,  known  irs  literature as  

Macas Silvim),  pope from 1458 to 1464,  WIS  born on the  sSth  

of October 1405, at  Cotsignano  (afterward  ea&d Plessia aitte  
him), near Sims. His family, though poor, was noble, and  
claimed to trace descent from Romulus. The eldest of  eigbtedn  
dilldrtn,  he had to work on the farm with his father, until a  
priest taught him the rudiments of  letton,  which enabled him,  
at the age of eighteen, to go as a poor student to Sims, divid ing  
his time between severe humanistic studies and a life of sensual  
pleasure.  He was attracted to Florence by the teaching of  

Filelfo.  Ills father urged him to become a lawyer, but be  
accepted the position of secretary to  Domeniw Capraiilca,  
bishop of Fume, and went with him to the council of Basel,  
where he stayed several years (143t-1435), changing  mastir!  
whenever he could improve his position.  Μ  secretary of the 
bishop of Novara he became engaged in a conspiracy against  
Pope  Eugenlus  IV.; his master was caught and imprisoned, and  
Aeneas only saved himself by a hasty flight, lie  wae  next  
(1435) employed as secretary of Cardinal Nicholas  Albergati  
(d. 1443) at the congress of Areas. where peace was made between  

Ftance  and Burgundy. From here be took a long journey to 
Scotland and England, on a secret diplomatic mission, he had 
numerous adventures, In one of which he nearly lost his life.  
in 1436 he was but at Base!, and.  ahhougb  a layman, obtained  
a seat in the council and exercised considerable influence. In 
order to control it better  Eugenlus  tried to get the council to  
move to Florence; a minority agreed and seceded; the majority,  
however, stayed where they were and took vigorous measur es  
against the pope, culminating In his deposition on the 25th  of 
June 1438. Access took an active part in the co uncil; and 
though he still declined to lake orders, he was given a  pcsition .  
on the conciliar conclave which elected  Amadeus  of Savoy as 
pope under the title of Felix V. In return for his services Fells 

 made  Aeness  papa! secretary.  . 
A new period of his career opened in £442, when be was sent 

by the council to take part in the diet of Frankfort-on-Main.  
Hert  he met Frederick lit, of Germany, who made him poet  
laureate and his private secretary, lie ingratiated himself 
with the chancellor.  Kaspar Schlick,  at Vienna, one of whose  
adventures he celebrated in  LυcτeΙίa and Es'ri.ohu,  a novel in 
the style of  Boccsccio.  At this period he also wrote his witty  
but immoral play,  Chri.ii.r.  In 1446 he took orders as  subdeacon,  
and wrote that he meant to reform,  "forsaklng  Venus for  
Barchus,"  chiefly on the ground of satiety, and also, as he  
frankly wrote, because the Clerical profession dieted him more  

advantages than he could secure outside it.  
Aeneas was useful to Frederick as a diplomatist, and manag ed  

to give all parties the impression that be was the devoted  

advocate of each. During the struggle between pope and  
council he  induced'Frederlek  lo be neutral for a while. He took  
an important  ραrt  In the diet of Nuremberg (ι444),  and being  
sent on an embassy to  Eugenius  in the following year he  ma4e  
his peace with the pope. At the diet of  Franklort  (Sept. 1446)  
&netswas instrumental in changing the majority of the  electoti  
from their hostile position towards pope and emperor into a  
friendly one. He brought the good news to  Eugenius  shortly  
before his death (Feb. 7,  1447) ,  and made friends with the new  
pope. Nicholas V., by whom he was made bishop of Siege. lie  

was an agent of Frederick in making the celebrated concordat  
of Vienna (also called concordat of  Aacbailenburg)  in February  
1448. Ills services  to pope and emperor brought him the titles  
of prince of the empire and cardinal, positions which be used  
rather unscrupulously to get as many lucrative benefices into  

his bands as possible. Those in Germany brought him two  
thouaaud ducais  a year.  

The death of  Cslixtus  ΙΣΤ.  (who succeeded Nicholas V.)  
occurred on the sth  of August 1458. Alter a hot fight in the  
conclave, in which it seemed that the wealthy French cardinal,  

Guillaume  d'Eatouteville,  archbishop of Rouen and b ishop  of  
Oslia,  would be elected, the intrigues of Aeneas and of his friend  
Rodrigo Borgia (later the  nοtοτious  Alexander VI) gave the  
victory to the cardinal of Siege, who took the title Pius II, with  

a reminiscence of  Virgil'a  "plus Aeneas." The humanists  
hailed his election with joy, and flocked around to secure a share  
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of the good things, but they wee, bitterly disappointed, as Pius  
did not prove himself the liberal and uiidicriminaiing patron  
they hoped. The fall of Constantinople in 1453  had mεde  a 
deep Impression upon Pius, and be never ceased to preach the  
crusade against the Turk. Ιιι September Ζ459 he opened a  
congress at Maastiaa for the purpose of considering what could  
be done in this direction, His proposals for the raising of troops  
and money met with general opposition. The French were angry  
because Pius had crowned the Spanish claimant, Ferdinand,  
king of Naples, and thus disposed of the pretensions of Rend  

of Aojou. The Germans Wm objected to Pius's plans, but finally  

agreed to furnish some troops and money, promises which they did  

not carry out. Pius felt how much the position of the papacy bad  

WenIn importance since the days of Urban and innocent III.,  
and, believing th&i the change was due to the general councils  
which had asserted power ov'r the popes, be changed his  
position, which before his election to the papal throne bad  

been that of a warm advocate of the conciliar claims, and issued  
(Jan. 1460) the bull Εχmταbilis '4 is  prislinis k,,iporjbsis  in-

awdili's, in which be condemned as heretical the doctrine that  
the councils were superior to the popes, and proclaimed the  
anathema against any one who should darn to appeal to one.  
He issued another bull at the same time, promising forgiveness  
of sins to those who would take part in the crusade, and then  
dissolved the congress.  

While Pius was at Mantua war broke out between the French  
and Spanish in southern Italy, and a rising of the barons devas-
tated the Campagna. Hurrying back to Rome Pius succeeded  
In quelling the disorders, and sent his nephew Antonio Todea-
chini to the aid of Ferdinand, who made him duke of ΑmaJό  
and gave him his natural daughter Maria in marriage. This  
measure still further alienated the pope from the French, with  
whom he was at that time negotiating for the abrogation of the  
Pragmatic Sanction. When Louis XL came to the throne  

(Nov. 1460. he sent to Piva saying that be bad abolished the  
Pragmatic Sanction, hoping In return to get the kingdom of 
Naples for his countryman Rend of Anjou. When Pius refused  
to do anything to the prejudice of Ferdinand, Louis changed  
liii attitude, and allowed the protests of the university of Paris  
and the parlcmenta to persuade him to restore the ancient  
liberties of the Gallican Church. At the same time .a serious  
quarrel with the Germans prevented anything being done  
towarda a crusade. George Podiebrad, king of Bohemia, was  
plotting to depose the emperor Frederick III., who was sυρ  
ported by Pius, Diether, archbishop of Mainz, took the side 
of Podiebrad, and replied to Pius'i measures by appealing to a  

general council. Re was declared deposed by the pope, but  

kept his seat, and in 1464 compelled the pope to recognize him  
again. The quarrel with Podiebrad, who was accused of  

supporting the Utraquist heresy, continued with increasing  
bitterness, but without any decisive result, until the death of  
Plus. In the meantime the pope did what he could to further  
the cause of the crusade. The discovery of alum mines at Tolfa  

gave him an unexpected pecuniary resource, and to stimulate  
the zeal of Chriatendom, Plus took the cross on the ι8th of June  
1464. Be set out for Venice, where he intended to sail for the  

East, but he was attacked with a fever, and on the 14th of  

August 5464 he died.  
Pius II. was a voluminous author. Besides poems, a novel  

and a play, he wrote a number of orations, which were con-
sidered models of eloquence In their day. His most valuable  
work, however, is his Commenlaries, a history of his own life  
and times, told In an interesting and rational manner. He is  
very frank about himself, and most of the adverse judgments  

which have been pronounced on his character have been based  
on his own confessions. He was an opportunist, sailing along  
with any favourable breeze, and not quite enough in earnest  
about anythIng to pursue the same tack steadily for long. We  

must give him the credit, however, of advocating a statesman-
like policy In the Interests of the whole of Europe in trying  

10 get the powers to unite against the Turks, who threatened to  
overwhelm them all.  

See Herzog.Hauek, RssΙes$kψ4dά.  (5904), νοl. χγ., *hens   Id 
bibliography will be found; M. Creightdii. !!aslo!y of the ?ifo'y  
dsn,ig lie R4οrmoi ωιι. vol. ii. (London, 1882);L. Paatow. Huslvy l  
1%' Popes/corn ci' time if  lb. Middle Ages  (Eng. trsaa, 1$96i vol. a); 

 Voigt,  Pow,  ΙΙ.  (1856-1563). The  C.waisaladoo  of Pius zero ρeb 
lished  in  ι&'.  under the name of Gheliπυ. Persona, Ills  olin  
works are found in  Aeiieo. Sikn( oposo οιιί4 (fissel, 1551).  Se  
also W. BosilIing, Aes'.s Sskzus  (5909). (P. Si)  

Pius lIT. (Francesco Nannl-Todeachini-Piccolomlsi),  pope  
from the 02nd of September to the ι Sιb of October ass  
born at Siena on the 9th of May Σ439. After studying law  it  
Perugla, he was made archbishop of Siesa and cardinal-dearte  
of St Eustacbio, when only twenty-two years of age, by his 
uncle Pius  ΣΤ.,  who permitted him to assume the name std ann  

of the Pictolomini. He was employed by subsequent pops is  
several important legations, as by Paul TI. at the diet of  
Regensburg, and by Sinus TV. to secure the restoration of  
ecclesiastical authority In Umbria. He bravely opposed the  
policy of Alexander VI., and was elected pope, amid the die.  
turbances consequent upon the death of the latter, tbrouib  
the interested influence of Cardinal della Rovere, afterwards  
Julius II., and was crowned on the 8th of October 1503. ilt  
permitted Cesare Borgis to return to Rome, but promptly  
took in hand the reform of the curia. Piva was a man of  
blameless life, and would doubtless have accomplished muds  
had he lived. His successor was Julius II.  

Set L. Pastor,  Rukcy  of  ci'  Popes,  vol.  vi.. trans.  byP.1. Antrabes  
(London , ι88k Μ Cre'hton, Hisi.ryoj  tie Popis'y,vol v. (l.eo. 
don, ι poι).  F. Grtgoroviva, Rous, us the Middle Ages.  vol. b Ι..  
trans. by Mrs C. W Hamilton (London. 5900-1903); Piccolosl,&5I.  
"11  Ρoιsoiόcatο di Plo Ill.,"  έa,4τcimο  slot. ‚IsA., vol. v. (Fireman, isoi).  

Pius IV. (Giovanni Angelo Medici, or "Medighino "), peso  
from 1359 to 1565. was born at Milan on the 3151 of March  Τ498  
of an obscure f.smily, not related to the Medici of Florsoce Ιι  
claim to such relationship was advanced after Giovanni  Μigb  
bad attained to prominence). The fortune of the family vi'  
established by an elder brother, Gian Giacomo, who fought hi  
way to the msxquisate of Marignano and distinguished 1110'  
self in the service of the emperor. Giovanni Angelo studied  

in Bologna and Pavia, and for some time followed the  liv.  
Entering the service of the Church, he felled favourwith Paul lii, 
who entrusted him with the governorship of several  impoitssl  
towns, and in t'p made him a cardinal. Julius III. sent he  
upon missions to Germany and Hungary. With Paul IV. be  
was out of favour, because not In sympathy with his policy,  sid  
accordingly retired to Milan. In the protracted and momeztoli  
conclave th&t followed the death of Paul the election of Pin 

 (Dec. 25, 1559) was due to a compromise between the SpanS11 
and French factions.  

Ιιι  temperament and habit Pius was the antithesis of his 
predecessor: adiable. vivacious, convivial. He was, morcovu,  
salute, diplomatic and experienced in snits. He allowed the  
reform movement free course, but tried to repair certain to.  
justices of Paul TV. (for example, releasing and reiestsIIll 
Morone, who had been impriwned on a charge of heresy), sd 
mitigated some of his extreme decrees. But to the nephews of 
Paul he showed no mercy: they were charged with various crimes  

condemned, upon testimony of auspicious validity, and executed  

on the ςth of March 561. The Colonneai, wbo had been ati°  

in the prosecution, recovered Paliano. But under Pies V. 
Judgment was reversed, the memory of the CaraPa rehabilililof. 
and restitution made to the family. Plua TV himself was 000  
guiltless of nepotism; but the bestowment of the cardinain' 
and the archbishopric of Milan upon bin nephew, the pure  isd  
upright Carlo Borromeo, redounded to the honour of bus pontof-
cate and the welfare of the church. 

With England lost to the papacy, Germany ονeχwbeΙmint1  
Protestant, end France Of the verge of civil war, Pius rtailzid 

 how fatuous was the anti-Spanish policy of his predec0050T.  

He therefore recognized Ferdinand as emperor, and condlistof  
Philip IL with extensive ecclesiastical privileges. But sub-
sequently, antagonized by Philip's arrogance, be Inclined tO  

wards France. and gave troop, and money for the war against  
the ΙΙ υgυεπο tα  
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M(ir  a suapenzi'm of tea years the coviscilol Τ cnΙ reconverted  

on the ι8Ιh of January 1562. Among the demands prewnied  
by the various nations were, the recognition of the equality of 
the episcopate, communion in both kinds, clerical marriage, and  

the use of the vernacular in Church services. It required all the 
pope's diplomacy to ‚void compliance on the one hand, and a 
breach with the powers on the other. Thanks to Morons and  
Borromeo, however, he achieved his end. The council was  
dissolved on the 4th of December  ι53,  and its deceea and  
deSniiioos conlirmed by the pope (Jan. aό , z564),  who reserved  
to himself the sole right of interpretation. The decrees were  
immediately accepted by m%t of the Catholic slates; wily 
tardily, however, and with reservation by, France and Spain.  
Various meanutca were taken for cariymg the decrees into effect:  

residence was strictly enjoined; plurality of benefices prohibited; 
the Inquisition resumed, under the presidency of Cbislicri  
(afterwards Pius V.); a new edition of the Index published  
(ι  564); and the "Tridentiase creed » promulgated (?o ν. s., 
5564).  . 

Mter  the termination of the council Plus indulged his desire  

for ease and pleasure, to the great oence of the rigoriats, A 
certain fanatic, Βenedt ιo Accolli, brooding over the pope's  
unworthiness, felt ίn ρtτed to remove him, but his plot was  
discovered and punished (1565). Pius fortified Rome, and con-
tributed much to the embellishment of the city—among other 
works, the church of Ste Maria degli Angeli in the Baths of 
Diocletian; the Ports Pia; the Villa Pia in the Vatican Gardens; 
and the Palace of the Coaservatori. Re died on the gth of 
December, and was succeeded by Plus V. 

See  Panvinio,  continuator of  Platitia,  Dc silts  $ιΙιβ.  earn. (a  
contemporary of Pius);  Ciaconius, Vitus  ci rca gcsiss surnrnoriim  

poxtif.  rem. (Rome 1601-1602; also contemporary) T.  MDflcr.  
Des  Koaklase  Pius  Ι  V. (Gotha,  1 869;  niore  comprehensive than the  
title suggests); Ranks, Popes  (Eng.  trans., Austin), I.  303 seq., 358  
asq.'  and v Reumont,  Garb. dc, 51411  Rest iii. 2. 534/30  suti.  

Psus  V. (Michele Ghialierl), pope from  ι66  105572, was born  
a the 17th of Jsmuiey 1 504, in the Milanese. At the age cl 

jourteen he became a Dominican monk. His austere life, his 
vehemence in attacking heresy and his rigorous discipline as 
prior of several monasteries proved his fitness for the. work of 
reform, and he was appointed Inquisitor in Como, where his 
zeal  pr.voked such oppcsiiion as to compel his recall ('550).  
The chief inquisitor, Gentile, convinced e. his value, straighiwny  
sent him upon a mission to Lombardy, and in ze.51  appoisied 
him commissary-general of the Holy Ofhet, When Caralla  
became pope, Gbislieri was made bishop of Νρί  εutd ilutri,  
cardinal and finally grand inquisitor, which omce. he 
discharged- in a meaner to make the name of " Fri Michele deli'  

Jnquisizione" a terror. In this office he was continued by 
rills IV., whom, however, he repelled by his excessive severity,  

and antagonized by his censorlousness and obstinacy. But the 
movement with which be was so fully identified was irresistible;  
and, after the death of Pius IV., the rigocists, led by  Borromeo,  
bad no dimculty in making him pope (Jan. 7, 1*6).  
.  Though pope, Pius did not cease to be a monk: his ascetic  

mode of life and his devotiona suffered no interruption. With-
out delay be applied himself to the work of reform. Decrees  
and ordinances were issued with astonishing rapidity: the papal 
court was rid of everything unseemly, and became a model of 
sobriety; prostitutes were driven from the city, or confined to a 
certain quarter; severe penalties were attached to Sunday dese-
crilion. profanity and animal baiting; clerical residence was  
enforced; conventuals were compelled to live in strict seclusion  
according to their vows; catechetical instruction was enjoined.  
Α new catechism appeared in 150, followed by ass improved  

breviary  (ι68),  and an improved missal (1570). The use οf 
indulgences and dispeiaaiions was restricted, and the peniantigl  
system reformed. 

Pius was the avowed enemy of nepotism. One nephew, it  
is true, he made cardinal, but allowed him no influence: the rest  

ί  his relatives he kept at a distance. By the constitution 
AdssowI sos  (March  ap) 14), he forbade the  reinvestiture  

of fiefs that should reveal to the Holy S.., and bound the  

cardinals by oath to observe it. In Maxch 169 Pius ordered  
the eχρυisiοn of the Jews from the slates of the Church. For 

 commercial reasons they were allowed  Ιο  remain in Rome mid 
Ancona, but only ‚φon humiliating conditions. In Fehnuιrυ 
157', the Umiliati, a dngιιιerate monastic order of Milan, was 
suppressed on account of its complicity in an allempl upon the  

life of the archbishop, Carlo Bou.esee.  . 
-  The election of Plus to the papacy was the enthronement of 
the Inquisition: the utter extinction of heresy was his darling 
=Wien, and the pcisssaiort of power only intensified his passion.  

The rules governing the Holy Ο.ςe were sharpened; old cbargts, 
long suspended, were revived; rank °tiered no ρr ί .cdoπ, but  
rather exposed its pe.senaor to fiercer attack; none were pursued  

more reltntlessly than the cultured, among whom many of the  

Protestant doctrine. hut found acceptance; prince. and alatci  

withdrew their protection, and courted the favour of the Holy 
See by surrendering distinguished oflendus. Coamo dc' Medici  

handed over Pietro Carneaeccbi (and two years later received 14  

reward the title of grand dukt, Sept. 1569), Venice delivered  

Guido Zanetti, Philip II., B'rtolom' dc Census, the arch- 
bishop, of Toledo, In March - '57' the Congregstiora of the 
Index was established and greater thoroughness Introduced  

the pursuit 01 heretical literature. The result was the flight of 
hundreds of printers to Switzerland and Germany. Thus here ιy  
was hunted Out of Italy: the only regret of Pius was that he 
had sometimes been too lenient. In 1567 Pius condemned the 
doctrines of Michael Baius, a-professor of L.oiivain, who taught  

justification by faith, asserted the sufficiency of the Scriptures,  

and disparaged outward forms. Baius submitted; but his 
doctrines were afterwards taken up by the Jansenists.  

The political activities of Pius were controlled by one principle, 
war upon the heretic and infidel, lie spurred Philip 11. on in the 
Netherlands, and approved the bloody work of !dva. HC  
denounced all temporizing witb the liuguenota, and commanded  
their utter extermination (ad  inkrneciomrn  stager). While it 
cannot be proven that he was privy to the massacre of St 
Bartholomew, still his violent counsels could not fail to stir up 
the moat savage passiOns, Ho eaclaimed loudly against the 
emperor'a toleration of Protestantism, and all but wished his  

defeat at the hands of the Turks. He urged a general coalition 
of the Catholic Slates against the Protestants; and yet published,  

in simmer form, the bull In cerise dornini  (ι68),  which was  
regarded by these very stales as an altacit upon their sovereignly.  

One of his cherished schemes was the invasion of England and  
the dethronement of Elizabeih, whom he excommunicated nod 
declared a usurper (Feb. 25, 1570); but he was obliged to content 
himself with abetting plots and fomenting rebellions,  lIe  did,  
however, effect an alliance with Spain and Venice against the 
Turks, and contributed to the victory of Leparno (Oct. 6. 
157t).  - 

Thus lived, and wrought Pius, presenting "a strange union  

of singleness of purpose, magnanimity, austerity and pr οfουιι4 
religious feeling with sour bigotry, relentless hairedand bloody 
persecution" (Rasike). lie died on the '51 of May ι a; and 
was canonized by Clement XI. in t71 2. 

See  Ciaconius,  Viler ci rca  (cSlas sυπ mοτυ rn ‚mali'.  corn. (Rom.,  
ι όo ι - ι όοs;  a contemporary of Pius)- Aria  sandorurn, rneή ,  torn. '. 
ρρ. 616 seq.,  containing the life by 

Pius); 
 0605), bated upon an  

earlier one by  Cstenn  (1586):  FalIoux,  111$'. dc St Psi V. (3rd ed.,  
Paris, 1858), eulogistic;  Mendhom,  Life and  Ροπ∆,β'oΙ'  of Si lists V.  
(t.ondon, 183τ),  a bitter, polemic. The life of Pius has also been  
written by  Fuenmayor ( Μ drid.  1595), Paulo  Alcasandro ΜaΙΤι 
(Rome. 171r). and by  Τ.  M.  Granehlo (‚ Bologna, 1 877). HI, letters 
have been edited by Cstcria (vidd sIrf'ra), G oubau (Antwerp, '640), and 
a select number in a French translation, by dc Potter (Paris,  0126).  
See else  Hilliger, Die Wahi  Pius V. sum  Papsie  (Leipzig, '8911; 
Ranke,  Popes  (Eng.  trans. Austin) i. 36'  seq.,  384 seq,j  and vep 
Reumont. Grs'8. dc, d kern, ill. 2, 557  seq.  (Τ.  F. C.)  .  

Pius VI. (Giovanni Angelo Brasehi). pope from  1 775 te  1 799,  
was lions at Cescna, on the 27th of December 1717. lifter taking  

the degree of doctor of lαωs he went to Ferrara and became  
the private secretary of Cardinal Ruffo, in whose bishopric of  

Ostia and Velletri be held, the post of  adilor'  until t7. Die  
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skill us the conduct ole mΙ lοε to the coUrt of Napiet won him 
the esteem of Benedict XIV., who appointed him one of his  
teeretarisa sad canon of St Peter's. In  ι8  he was raised to the  
prelature, end In τ766 to the tressuter5hlp of the apoalobe  
Chamber by Clement Xiii. "hose who chafed under his  
tonsde'itious economies cunningly induced Clement XIV. 1. 
Create bbs dinal-prical of Sea Onofelo on the sdlh of April  

1 7ι3,  a promotion which rendered isbn foe' the time innocuous.  
In the four mon'6' conclave which followed the death of 
Clement XI V.,  Spain, France and Portugal at length dropped their  
objection to Breach', who wen alter aN one of the more moderate  
oppoisente of the antl..Jreuil policy of the meek= pope, and be 
was elected to the vacant see on the ι sth of February  ι".  

His earlier acts gave lair promise of libev'I rule end reform in  
the defective administrstlois of the papal slates. He showed 
discrimination in his benevoleeces, reprimanded Potemiani, the  
governor of Rome, for unauppressed disordeis, appointed  a 
bunch of cardinals to remedy tJ'e state ci the dnancrs and 
Where the pressure of imposts called  Ιο  account Nicole Biscbl  
in, the expenditure of moneys intended for the purchase of grain,  
reduced the annual disbursements by the suppression of several  
liensions, and adopted a system of bounties for the encourage-
ment of agriculture. The circumstances of his elertloil, however, 

•  involved him in difficulties from the outstt of his ροnΙlόcate  
He hod received the support of the ministers of the Cma'ns and  
the anti-Jesuit party upon a tacit understanding that be would  
continue the action of Clement, by whose brief  Dmiiiiiws  or  
minister  (ι73) the dissolution of the Society of Jesus had been 
pronounced. On the other hand the  zdaidi,  who believed him  
secretly inclined towards Jesuitism, r ηκeted from him some  
reparation for the alleged wrongs of the previous reign. AsS 
result of these complications Pins was led Into a series of half 
measures which gave little satisfaction to either party: although  
it is perhaps largely due to him that the order was able to escape  
shipwreck in White Rusala and Silesia; at but ond juncture did 
he even seriously consider its universal re-establishment, namely 
in 1792, as a bulwark against tevolutionary ideas. Besides  
facing dissatisfaction with this temporizing policy, Pius met with  
practical protests lending to the limitation of papal authority. 
To be sure "Febronius," the thief Getman literary exponent of 
the old Ga8icaιι ideas, was himself led (not without acnda?) to 
retract; but his positions were adopted In ΑυΙria. Here the  
aocial and ecclesIastical reforms undertal'en by Joseph  Π.  and 
his minister Kaunitz teethed the supremacy of Rome so nearly  
that in the hope of staying them Pius adopted the excep-
tional course of visiting Vienna in person. He left Rome on 
the 27th of February 5787, and, though magnifIcently received  
by the emperor, his mission proved a fIasco; be  mis,  however, 
able a few years later to curb those German archbishops  
Who, in 1786 it the Congress at Ems, had shown a tendency  
towards independence. In Naples difficulties necessitating 
certain concessions in respect of feudal homage wete taised by 
the minister Thnnucci, and more strious disagreements arote 
with Leopold  Κ.  and Scipione dc' Ricci, bishop of Pistoia and  
Prato, upon the questions of reform in Tuscany; but Plus did  
not think fit to condemn the offensive decrees of the synod of  
Pfstola (1786) till nearly sight yesra had elapsed. At the out-
break of the French Revolution Pita was compelled to See the  
old Gallican Church suppressed, the pontifical and ecclesiastical  
possessions in France confiscated and an emgyof himself burnt by 
the populace at the Palais Royal. The murder of the republican  
agent, Hugo Baascvifle, in the streets of Rome (January 1793)  

gave new ground of offence; the pai,*l court was charged with 
complidtyby  the French Convention; and Pius threw in his  
lot with the league against France. In 1796 llapoleon Invaded 
Italy, defeated the papal troops and occupied Ancona and 
Loreto. Plus sued for peace, which was granted at Toleritino 
on the 19th of February 1797; but our the 28th of December of 
that year, in a riot created by some Italian and French revolu-
tionists, General Duphot of the French embassy was killed and u 
new pretext furnished for invasIon. Genets] Bcrthier marched  
to Rome, catered It unopposed on the tjth of February 1798,  

and, proclaiming a'repubilc, demanded of the pope the renuncia-
tion of his temporal authority. Upon his refusal he was taken 
prisoner, and on the aoth of February was escorted from the 
Vatican to Siena, and thence to the Certosa near Florence. The 
French declaration of war against Thacany led to his removal  
by way of Purrs, Piscenza, Τυτin and Grenoble to the citadel  
of Valence, where be died six weeks later, on the 29th of August  
1799. Pius VII. succeeded him. 

The name Of Pius VI. is associated with many and often 
unpopular attempts to revIve the splendour of Leo  Χ.  in the  
promotion of art and public works—the words "MuniZcmnia  
Ff1 VI. P.  Μ."  graven in all parts of the city, giving rise amongst  
his impoverIshed subjects to such satire as the insertion of a 
minute loaf in the hands of Pasquin with tint inscription 
beneath it. He is beat remembered in conncxion with the estab-
lIshment of the museum of the Vatican, begun at his suggestion  
by  his predecessor, and with an mipractical and expensivt  
attempt to drain the Pontine marshes.  

Αντποaιτιεs.—Ζδρffel  and Beneath, "Plus VT.." in Herzog-
Ilauck, Redfiscyklopddk, 3rd ed.. set xv. pp. 441-451  (ΙrfρzΊ  ipo' 
with elaborate bibliography); F. Nieis€n, Hidcry  4 ala 
in ale  19al Ceιbιι'3u, vol. i chap. vii. (London, s906); J. Gendry,  Psi  
VI. an ale, ten  ρenhβωΙ, d'apeasI" erc&ws inticeam ‚i de aemleeni 

dusauianiis j,,jdr&s  (a yola,, Paris, 190 ). (W.-W. 11.·)  
nutVII. (Luigi Bamaba Cblaramontl), pope from ι8οο to 

1853, the son of Count Sdplone Chisramontl and the deeply 
religioua Countess (ibm', was born at Cesena on the 14th of  
August 1740 (not t742). After studying at Ravenna, at the age  
of sixteen he entered the Benedictine -monastery of St Mary is  
his native town: here he was known as Grcgoeio. Almost  
Immediately he wat sent by his superiors to Padua and to Rome 
for a further course of studies in theology. He then held various  

tcachivrgappointmessb in the colleges of his order at Pazma and  
as Rome. He inn created an abbot of his order by his telative 
Pius VI., who also appointed him bishop of Tivoli on the iOth 
of December 1785, and on the ι41h of Febsuazy 1785, because  
4 excellent eonduct of ollicO, mimed him to the cardiojlate aiad  

the see of linda. At the death of Pius Vi. the, conclave met at  
Venice on the 3mb of November 1799, with the result that  
Chlaramonli, the candidate of the French cardinal-arcbbisbup  
Maury, who was moat akllfdly auppesied by the secretary of  
the conclave Ercele ConsiM, was elected pope on lbs ι4ιh  of  
March tdoo. He was crowned on the 2151 of that month; 
in the followIag July be entered Rome, on the 11th of  Αι 

 appointed Cona*lvi cardloal.dcaton and secretary of gate, arid  
busied hfmbelf with adInmniatralive reforms.  

His attention was at once directed  Ιο  the ecclesiastical 'narcby  
of France, where, apart from the broad schism on the qvestioa 
of submission  Ιο  the. dell constitution of the clergy, discipline  
had been so fat 'iegleched that a large proportion of the thuidwa 
were closed, dioceses existed without hisbopa or with meet than  

one, Jansenism and clerical marriage were mi the Inctense, and 
lndlllemice or hostility widely prevailed amongst the people.  
Encouraged by Napoleon's desire for the re-establishment of the 
Roman CaIhodereligion In France, Piist negotiated the celebrated  
concordat, which was signed at Paris on the 15ιh of July and  
ratified by Plus on the 54th of August ι8oι (See Coucoaoar).  
The importance of this ageeniteat was, however, considerably  
lessened by the 'articles ecgaπΙήυes" appended to it by the  
French goverameIlt on the 8th of ΑρriΙτ8ο. In 1804 Napnkoo  
opened negotiations to secure at the pope's hands Na formal  
consecration as emperor. Aftet some hesitation Plus was induced  
to pUrfctm the Ceremony *1 Notre Dame and to extend his visit  
to Pasts for font months; but In return for these favours he was 
able to Obtsin from Napoleon merely one Or two minor conces-
sions. Pius,who arrived In Rome cii the ibth of May 1805, gave  
totbrcollUgeofcardbmleIrose.coleui*d s*pu*t of his experiences  
but disillusionment was rapid. Napoleon anon began todisregard  
the Italian concordit of 1803, end himself decreed the dissolution  
of the marriage of isis brother Jerome wIth Μis Patterson of 

 Baltimore. The kritαtiοιι between  FrancO  and the Vatican  
increased so rapidly that on the and of February '808 ROme was 
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.ccupi.d  by General  Miollis,  a faith  lslss'tbs pitwiscas  af 
Aacona, Macerata, FeTmo  sad  TJ*iiio  war, united 1, the  kusgdossi  
of  Italy, and  diplomatis r,la**ona  between Napoleon and Rome  
were broken off; finally, by a deuce issued from  Schffebeu'm  
on the  ntis  of May  zflop, the emperor united the papal states to  
France. Pius retaliated by a bull excommunicat ing the Invaders;  
and, to prevent Insurrec tion,  MioilIa—eilb.r  on his own =need-  
bulky, as Napoleon afterwards  aeeιad,  or by  οsd τ  of the  
latter—employed  Geoeral Radet  to take  p.aseaalon  of the pope's  
person. The palace on the  Quixhsal  was broken qan  during  
the night of July 5th, and, on the persistent  re(us,l  of Pius 'p  
rescind the bull of  acommunicsiioii  and to  regounca  his temporal  
asilbodly,  he was carried off, first to Grumble, thence after an  
interval to Savona on the Gull of Genoa, Here be steadfastly  
refused canonical  insiiiution  to the bishops nominated by  
Napoleon; and, when it was discovered thee he was maintai ning  
a secret correspondence, be was depriv ed  of all books, eνcπ  of  
pen and ink. At length, his nerves shattered by insomnia and  
fever, he was willing to give satisfactory oral assurances as  ?.. 

the  itistitulion  of the French bishops.  
In May 1812 Napoleon, on the  preiext  that the English  raigbi  

liberate the pope if he were left at Savona, caused the aged and 
sick pontiff to be transported to  Fontalnebiean;  the journey was 
so bard that on Mount  Cenis  Pius received the  yiaticum. Αχτ ί ν.  
log safely, however, at  Fcntaincbleau,  be was lodged In a suite 
of regal magnificence to await the return of the emperor from 
Moscow. When Napoleon arrived, he entered Into personal  
negotiations with the pope, who on the  25th  vi  Januw' Sf13  
assented to a  coneordat  so degrading that his conscience found  
no relief till the 54th of March, when, on the advice of the cardinal 

 Pacca  and  Cocealvi,  he abrogated it; and on the 9th of May he  
proceeded to defy the emperor by declaring Invalid all the  ofilcial 

 acts of the new French bishops. In consequence of the battle 
of Leipzig and the entry of the allied forces Into France, Napoleon  
ordered in January  18Ζ4  that the pope be returned 10 Savona for 

 .afe  keeping, but soon the course of events forced him to liberate  
the pope and give back the States of the Church. On the 19th 

 of March Pius  left Savona, and was received with rejoicing at  
Rome on the 24th  of May. While  Consalvi  at the Congress of  
Vienna was securing the  ct.titution  of nearly all the papal 
territory, reaction had full awing at Rome; the  Jesuiis  were 
restored; the French legislation, much of which was of great 
social value, was repealed; the Index  azsd  the Inquisition  werk 

 revived. On his return  Conaami  conducted a more enlightened  
and highly centralized administration, based largely on the 
famous  Meis prirprio  of  iSzfl;  nevertheless  the finances Were in  a 
desperate condition. Discontent centred perhaps in the  
Cai'bonari,  a  Llb;ral  secret society condemned by the pope In  
8a χ.  The chief triumphs of  Consalvi  were the negotiation of a 

series of valuable  concordata w'th  all the Roman Ca tholic powers  
save Austria. In the latter years of  Pius's  life royalty often 
came to Rome; the pope was very gra cious to exiled kings and 
showed notable magnanimity toward the family of Napoleon. 
He also attracted many artists to the  dty, including the greatest  
sculptors of the time, one of whom, the Protestant  Tbcrwaldten,  
prepared the tomb In which repose the remains of the gentle and 
courageous pontiff, who passed into rest on the  seth  of August  
1823.  Wsz  successor was Leo  XII.  

ΑστwοsιΤΙΠ&—ΖδΡ3tl  arid Beneath « PIps VII." Is lletzog. 
Reticle.  Ηeakη'yk Ιορddie κν.  45145δ (leipzig,  19043,  1οπg  list of  
elder literature);  l[*rio RinieTi,  La Dieted aw j.onlsfwsa  ad  κεdΟ  

7χ.  (Romt, ipot),  two  νιαιιπιειι treating the  yonra Τ$οο"ι8ο  
based  largwly  on Vatican  ιυτitι;  1.  Rinieri, Nisfdesme F,o  VI.  
(χθ1οφ-1θ13),  rdaaioii'. sp,r ίώ e  is  d.csmanii ixedii'  deli'  ,rrchn'so 
‚v.iwalro crurin, 1 908);  Η. botard,  1*  PaJe  Pie VII. 4 Savant 
(Paris, 1887); Mary H.  Allle*,  Pius She  Sewirih (LOndon,  τ&17),  a 

01st' Roman Catholic biography: Lee  Konig,  Si. Pars VII. Die  
3'1044,1:glints 'md  des  Rdchs'oah.rdoi (lnnihwucic, apo'),  based 

 chicily  on  Vienee  material;  Η. Welachinger,  Is Papa if  i"m»er'r,  
‚804-1815 (Paris, 1 903); Louis  Madelin,  La Reset de  Na'wsow: 1s 
dοmisαΙkfl Νc4m I  Rest dc 18098 1814 (Paris, 1 906), an elaborate 
study' L. G. %'rickham.Legg,  "The  Concotdat. "(Csmheίde  Median  
KisIory, vol. i ι.  eh  7.  15100;  Lady  Biemieeh*ait*,."  The Papacy  
and the Catholic  ςhυrch ' (Cambrs4e  Modern  £(i5k?? νο'  X. Ch. 5,  
1907). Both these last have good  bibTwgraphies. W. W. R.)  -  

Pius VIII. (Francisco  Xavie,o-Castigllenl),  pope from 2829  
to 1830, who car, of a  gotable  family at  Cingoll  sear  ·Ancosa,  
was been οο  the sells of  N.vmebee 176τ.  He studied cane,  law 
at Rome,  becm=  vlcaasgenus&  at  Airagni lend later at Fame, and  
ί.  ‚80. was appointed  bishop of  Montaiw,  Became he refused 
the oath  of allegiance to the  Napoleciik  king of Italy he was  
curled captive to  Ftsaoa;  bet 1st  28.6  his  siea&.atzress  via 
rewarded by his being muted  csedinsl'pd.t  of  Sta Μaτla  in  
Trestevere;  ad this seine yese  he was  tssns)ated  from these.  
ofMonIaltototbatofCs,ena. ln  did b.waaassdacsrdinal'.  
bishop of  Frascali,  also grand  peidteatismj;  and later be  beos=  
prefect of the  Ceugagation  of the Index. In the  cρ dιν. 

 which followed the death of Leo  XII., CagigIloni, the candidate  
of France, was elected pope on the 3151 of March 1889. He  
avoided nepotism, abandoned the system of espionage  employed  
by his predecessor,  a.sid  published an encyclical condemning  
Bible societies and secret associations. Be rejoic ed  ever  
Catholic emancipation in England, recognized Louis Philippe as  
king of the. French, and exhibited a  pacific spirit in dealing with  
the problem of mixed marriage. In Germany. Wont out with  
work, he died on the morning of the rat of December 583m His 
successor wan Gregory  XVI.  

Αντuοιrna.—Ζδρffcl  and  Benrath,  "Plus VIII.," In  Ηsezog  
Ilauck, Reakseyklopddse, αν. 458 seq. (Lcipzlg,  loot, with  biblip.  
maphy);  F. Nielsen. ‚4 luster of She Papacy,. lire  ιρίk C's'sry,  
ti. 31-10  (London. 1 906);  Ρ. Β. ί amιr,  Series  episeoparsm minim; =kb=  ι8).  W. W. II')  

Pius  ΙΧ.  (Giovanni Maria  MaatnI.Ferreui),  pope from t846  
Ιο  t$78, was been on the 23th  of May  ι92  at  Sinigaglia,  the  
fourth son of Count Jerome and Countess Catherine  Vollaxi;  the  
family of  Msa&ai  was of indent descent, and the title of count  
came to kin the  »tb  century, while later the sides breech;  
allied by  marriage with the Ferretti family, took that name in  
addition. He spent some time u the College of  Piadeta  In  
Volatem,  and then proceeded to Rome with the Intention of  
entering the pontifical guard as an °Seen In spite of  bIn  
good  connerdona,  he was disappointed In this aim as It hemmer  
known that be suffered from ep ilepsy. 'lb. malady,  hαweνeτ  
was surmounted; and in 38.9 he was ordained priest.  Mter  
ministering for some time in his native town, be accompanied  
Cardinal Mural to Chile (;8 2 ), On his return be was entrusted  
by Lee  XII.  with the direction 01 the Roman hospital of San  
Michele: in 1839 be received the  ascbblsboprlc  of  Spol.to, in 
1835 the bishopric of  ]mola,  sod In 1840  Gregezy XVI.  created 
him a cardinal, with the title  Saisti  Pietro.  Marecelllno.  

On the death of Gregory  XVI.  (Jim. a, i846) the College  
of Cardinal. met In conclave on the 14th  of June, But their  
dcllberations  were destined to last but a abort while; fat', on the 

 rfltb  of June, Cardinal  Mnstai  Ferretti had already  obtaiped  the 
requisite two-thirds majority, and ascended the papal chair  
under the title of Pi us  IX.  Ιιι  his various capacities he hied,  
gained much popularity; he had shown himself to be of a kindly 
disposition and a zealous  churchmap,  and his reputation lot' 
piety and tact stood high; be possessed,  too,a  winning  peraonality'  
sod a handsome presence.  , 

The reign of Pius ΙΧ.  began at an extremely critical time. The  
problem of the government of the Papal States, transmitted to 
him by his predecessor, stood in urgent need of solution, for 
the actual conditions were altogether intolerable. The irritation 
of the populace had risen to such Α pitch that it found vent in 
revolts which could only be quelled by the intervention of foreign 
powers; and the ferment in the  donilnions  of the Church was  
accentuated by the fact that the revolutionary spirit was In the 
ascendant in all the states of Europe. The proclamation of a 
general amnesty for all political offenders made an excellent 
impression on the  potpIe;  and Pius at once  ilatituted  preparations 
for a reform of the administration, the judicature and the financial  
system. The regulations affecting the censorship were mitigated, 
and a breath of political liberalism vitalized the whole govern-
merit. Pius at once acquired the reputation of a reforming 
pope. But the prestige so gained was not sufficient to calm tie  

people permanently, and two demands were urged with ever  

Increasing energy—a share In the government arid a national  
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italian  policy. The problem of giving the  pseple  a due  ihare  
in the  goveenmerst  was one of peculiar  difllculiy  in the papal  
stats..  It was not simply  &  question of adjusting  ώ.  claims  
of monarch and subject: it was  aecs.sary,  at the same time, to 
oust the clergy—who, till then, had held all the more important  
°Sees in their own hands—mm their dominant position, or at 
least to limit their privi leges, That the  doncal chathcter  of the  
adminialratiois  could not be indefinitely retained  wsa  plain  
enoagh,  it would seem, to any dear-thinking statesman: for,  
elisre  the restoration of the  papa1  halt in ι84, the pernicious 
effects of this confusion of the spiritual and the secular power 
could no longer be denied. But Plus  ΙΧ'  lacked the courage  
aiid  perspicacity' to draw the  inevitabl,  conclusions from these  
premises; and the higher clergy at Rome were naturally opposed  
to a policy which, by  laidring  the administration, would have de-
p'ivcd  them of the power and privileges they bad so long enjoyed.  
in these  drosmslances Itia  not surprising that the pope, while 
making =nu:1de= to his people, did so with reservations which, 
so Far from restoring  peece,  served only to aggravate she turmoil. 

By a stein  tνορeiο  of the and of October 1847 the government  
of the city of Rome was reorganized and vested in a council of  
too members, not more than four of whom were to be clerics. 
But the pope reserved to himself the right of nominating the 
first members, and the new senate was only later to have the right  
of filling up vacancies by co-optation. The institution of a  
state council  (coasnlie)  was announced on the  toth  of April  ι8'; 

 and on the 54th of October it was called into existence by a 
slue jvoprio.  IL consisted of a  councillers,  who were to be  
selected by the pope from a list of candidat es  to be submitted  
by the provincial  stiemblies.  Α  cardinal and one other prelate  
were to he at its head. The  consvita  was to be divided into 
four  sectiona,deaiitig  with  (ι) legislαtiοn,  (a) (mince,  ()  internal 
administration,  (')  the army and public works. Matters of  
import*nce  west, however, to be submitted to the  C011ege  of 
Cardinals, after  beingdebated  in the  consulta.  Α  mei'n' pτoprio  of 
the 29th  of December altered the constitution of the ministerial 
council. Nine mutually independent ministries  weFe  formed,  
and the principle of the responsibility of the ministers was  

tatablished:  but all the positions were filled by clerics.  
The  agitation for constitutional gove rnment was urgent in the  

demand for further concessions; but they  camS  too late. On the  
i  ,th  of February a proclamation .f the pope transferred three  
portfolios to the laity; but the impression produced  by the news  
of the revolution in Pads  milhifled  the effect.  Αι  the  formatioh  of 
the  Antonelli ministry (March ii), only the three departments  
of foreign affairs, finance and education, were reserved by the 
clergy; while the remaining six were entrusted to laymen. On 
the 14th of March  slitS  Pius took the last step, and published a 
constitution  (Fundamenlul  Stalk for Ike Secular  Gotv,nmenl  of  
Ike Stoles of Ike  Chnrch).  Two chambers were to be formed. 
The first (alto  consiglk)  consisted of members  hominsted  for  
life by the pope; the second, of a hundred elected deputies. 
'lire laws adopted by these two chambers had first to undergo 
the scrutiny of the College of Cardinals, before being submitted  
to the pope for his assent or rejection.  EcclesIastical,  or  
Scclesiastico-political, affairs were exempted from the jurisdiction  
of the parliament; which was further required to abstain from the 
enactment of laws conflicting with the discipline of the Church, 
and from criticism of the diplomatic and religious relations of 
the  iioiy  See with foreign powers.  

The utility of this constitution was never tested; for the demand 
for an extension of popular tights was now eclipsed by a still 
Snore passionate aspiration towards the national unity of Italy. 
This  naiionalitt movgment  at once took head against Austria. 
On the 18th  of March the revolution broke out in Milan, and King  
Α beτt  of Sardinia undertook the conduct of the war against the 
emperor. When news of the events at Milan reach ed  Rome 
the populace was  awept  away in a whirlwind of enthusiasm: 
the Austrian embus),  was mobbed; the imperial arms, surmount-
trig the main gate of the palace. were torn down; and great troops  
of volunteers  clamoureij  to be led against Austria. Pius was  
Carried away at first on the flood-tide of excitement, and seemed,  

after his  piodasnutlon  of the  3οth  c4 Mardi, 04' the po int of  
conferring his blessing upon the war against Austria.. But the  
courSe  of political events daring the next few weeks damped his  
ardove.  When, on the 29th of April, in his  sliocatiws  to the  
cardinals, be proclaimed the papal neutrality, the Remelts  
received his vacillation as a sign of treachery; and the storm, 
precluded from discharging its fury on  Aeatna,  broke over his  
heed When the ministry in power resigned  ο re οn  the  zatof  
May, the  Mamiani  administration was  formhd,  only nine cleric  
being included.  Mamiani  himself, whose writings were on the 
Index, had little sympathy with the pope, and did all that was  
possible to complete the secularization of government in the  
States of the Church. tie received his dismissal on the 1st of  
August, and was followed by Count  Fabbrf,  then by Count dc 
Rossi, who made the last attempt to restore order by a moderate  
liberal policy. On the ι sth  of November, as be was  abaut  to  
open the Chambers,  hewasassassinated  on the staircase leading  
to the ball of session. A state of anarchy ensued. Armed  
bands gathered  befote  the Quirinal, and attempted to storm it.  
To  a"oid  further bloodshed the pope was compelled to assent to 
the formation of a radically democratic ministry under  Galetti.  
The Swiss, who composed the papal guard, were disband ed ; and 
the protection of the pontiff was transferred to the civil militia; 
in other words, Pius  IX. was a prisoner. On the evening of the 
24th of November he contrived by the aid of the French and 
Bavarian ambassadors—the due  d'Harcourt  and Count  Spaur-
to leave the palace unobserved, in the dress of a common priest, 
and to reach  Gseta  in the kingdom of Naples. From this refuge  
he issued a breve on the 27th of November, protesting against  
the sacrilege practised on himself, declaring all actions forced  
upon him null and void, and appointing a commission to carry  
on the government in hit absence. Since the Chamber declined  
to recognize this step, sad the pope was equally resolute its  
refusing to hold any intercourse with the deputation which it  
despatched to him, a supreme Giants was provisionally created  
by the Chamber on the τ ι th  of December to discharge all the  
functions assigned to the  execulive  power by the constitution.  
On the 17th of the same month Pius made a public protest;  
and, as soon as the elections for a national assembly were an-
nounced, he forbade any participation in them, menacing the  
disobedient with the penalti es  of the Church (Jan. z, 1 849).  
The elections, however, were held; and on the  qth  of February the  
constituent assembly decreed, by 142 votes to 23, the erection 
of a Roman republic. Pius answered by a protest dated the  τ4th  
of February. All the ecclesiastical property of the Roman stare  
was now declared to be vested in the republic; convents and  
religious edifices were requisitioned for secular purposes; bene-
volent institutions were withdrawn from clerical influence; and  
church establishments were deprived of the right to realize their  
possessions. In the beginning of December Pius had already  aρ  
pealed  tothe  European powers  for  assistance;aiid  on the 7th of  
February. 1849 it was resolved in the  Coflsistoty  to approach  
ellicially Frartce,  Austria, Spain and Naples, with a view to  
their armed interven tion. The French republic, under the  
presidency of Louis Napoleon, was the first state to throw troops  
into Italy. On the 24th  of April General  Oudinot  appeared  
before  Civita  Vecchia; only to be defeated at first by Garibaldi  
But, after receiving reinforcements, he prosecuted the war  
sάcτessfυiΙy,  and made his entryinto Rome on the 3rd of July, 
while, in the early part of May an Aust rian army advanced into  
the north of the papal gates. On the 14th  ώ  July  Oudiriot  
proclaimed the restoration of the pontifical dominion; arid,  
three days later, Pius  IX.  isaded  a manifesto entrusting the  
government to a commission appointed by himself.  

On the ι τth  of April 1836  Pius returned to Rome, supported  
by foreign arms, embittered, and hostile henceforward to every  
form of political  liberalitm  or national sentiment. In Gaeta be  
had mentally cut himself loose from all ideas of progr ess, and had  
thrown himself into the arms of the Jesuits.  lbs  subsequent  
policy was stamped by reaction. Whether it might have heel  
possible to avoid the catastrophe of 1870 is a difficult question.  
But there can be no question whatever that the policy which  
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Flits now iheugureted, of restoring the old pre-revolutloiiary  
conditions, sealed the fate of the temporal dominion of the  
papacy. He made no attempt to regain the estranged aec ι lοή ι  
of the populace, and took no measures to liberate himself and his  
subjects from the incubus of the last few years. He even sought  
to exact vengeance for the events of that period: the state  
°Stiehl, who had compromised themselves, lest their ο ces;  
and all grants in aid were forfeited if the rtcipknta were dis-
covered by the secret commissions  (eeasiglf di cmuw'a)  to have  
taken part In the revolutionary movement. The tribunals  
extorted declarations ott the part of witnesses by flegging,  
deprivation of food, and like methods of torture. In many cases  
the death sentence was executed at their instance, though the 
guilt of the accused was never established. The system of 
precautionary arrest, as It was termed, rendered It possible fat 
any man to be thrown into prison, without trial and without 
verdict, simply on the ground that he lay under suspicion of  
plotting against the government. The priests, who usurped 
the judicial function, displayed such cruelty on several occasions  
that officers of the Austrian army were compelled to record a 
protest. The consequence of these methods was that every  

vicIim—innocent or gull 4r—ranked as a martyr in the estimation 
of his fellow.ciIlsens. A subsidiary result was the revival of 
brigandage, which found a auspicious degree of support among  
the people. Corruption was rampant among the officials; the 
police were accused of Illicit bargaining with criminals; and 
nothing but contempt was entertained for the papal army, which  
was recruited from the dregs of humanity. To this was added a 
disastrous financial administration, under which the efficiency 
and credit of the country sank to appalling depths. The system 
of taxation was calculated with a view to relieving the Church  
and the ςleτgy, and Imposing the main burden upon the laity. 
In this department the family of Cardinal AntoneW seems to have 
played a fatal part. The secretary of state was born in humble 
circumstances: when he died he left a fortune of more than  

soo,000,000 lire, to which a daughter succeeded In eatablishing  
her claim. His brother Felippo was president of the Roman  
Bank, and his brother Luigi the head of the Annona—an offIce 
created to regulate the Import of grain. The pope himself had 
neither the will nor the power to Institute searching financial  

refό rms; possibly, also, be was Ignorant of the facts. 
The misrnansgemenl which obtained in the papal dominions 

could not escape the observation of the other powers. As early 
as the Congress of Paris in 186 the £ngl ό h ambassador, Lord 
Clarendon, had directed an annihilating criticism against the 
government of the pontiff;and a convincing proof of the justice 
of his verdict was given by Pius himself, In his treatment of the 
famous Mortara case. A Jewish boy of this name had been torn 
from his parents in Rome and the rite of baptism performed  
on him without their knowledge or consent. The pope flatly 
refused to restore the "Christian" to his Jewish parents, and 
turned a deaf car both to the protest of public opinion and the 
diplomatic representations of France and England. The sequel  
to this mode of government was that the growing embitterment 
of the subjects of the Church came to be sympathized with outside 
the bounds of Italy, and the question whether the secular 
authority of the papacy could be allowed to continue became a 
much-debated problem. Even the expression of the doubt was  
symptomatic. In 1859 appeared an anonymous brochure,  Le  

Pope d le ιοngτ s,  composed by Lagueτrοnni8re, the friend of 
Napoleon III., in which it was proposed to ensure the pope  
"un revenu considerable" and the city of Rome, but to relieve 
him of a political task to which he was not competent. In ι86ι 
another anonymous pamphlet, Pro region  indira ad episcopos  
aΙhοΙkοs,  was published in Florence, advocating the ecdcslastico-

political programme of Cavour; and the pope was horrified when 
 he discovered that it came from the pen of Passaglia, the professor  

of dogmatic theology. In spite of all, the national idea g&incd 
strength in Italy, and the movement towards unity found power-
ful champions In King Victor Emmanuel of Sardinia and his  
great sistesmait Cavour. Free scope was given when the under-
standing between the two powers protecting the papal state— 

/L.11 ΙΖ  

France and Auatrla—lwoke down. Sb Seen as Napoleon and 
Cavour had come to an agreement war ensued, France intl 
Sardinia being ranged against Austria ('859). The result was 
that Austria lost the greater part of her Italian possessions, while 
the pope also forfeited two-thirds of his dominions. By the war of 

 ι866,  in which Italy fought on the Prussian aide, Victor Emmanuel 
gained Venice in addition; so that the States of the Church now  
formed the last remaining obstacle to complete national unity. 
in September 1864, France—who had been the protectress of 
these states since  ι8 —had concluded a treaty with Victor 
Emmanuel, undertaking to withdraw her garrison from Rome In 
two years time; while, on his part, the king agreed to sbstain 
from any attack on the papal dominions, and to guarantee the 
safety of the pope and the paIrieioaswm P&i. The emperor  
Napoleon bad, in point of feet, recalled his troopa in '866; but 
In 1861, when Gaxlbaldi crossed the frontiers of the papal state 
at the head of his volunteers, he declared the treaty violated and  

again threw his regiments into Rome. Three years later the 
time came when he could employ his arms more advantageously 
elsewhere, and alter the outbreak of the war with Germany Rome 
was evacuated. The news that the French Empire had fallen  
produced an electrical effect in Italy: the Italian parliament 
called on the king to occupy Rome; on the 8th of September  
Victor Emmanuel crossed the borders; and on the troth of 
September the green-elite-mid-red of the tricolour floated over  
theCapitoL The protests of Pius IX. remained unheeded, and 
his attempts to secure another foreign intervention met with 
no success. On the znd of October Victor Emmanuel instituted 
a  jτΙ&bisciΙ'  in Rome and the possessions of the Church to decide  
the question of annexation. The result of the suffrage  was 
that 153,681 votes were given In favour of union with Italy, 
and 1507 against the proposed lncoiporatloa: that is to say  
only the direct dependants of the Vatican were opposed to the  
change. The papal state was now merged in the kingdom of  
Italy, which proceeded to define Its diplomatic relations with  
the Holy See ,  by the law of the 55th of May 587' (see IrAhy:  
If 101017).  

In his capacity as head of the Church, Plus IX. adhered to  
the principles of the Illtramontanlat party, and contributed  
materially to the victory of that cause. The political reaction  
which followed the revolutionary era in moat queered Europe  
offered a favourite soil for his efforts; and in several countries  
he found It possible to regulate the relations between Church  
sad state from the standpoint of the curia. In τ8ι be con-
cluded a concordat with Queen Isabella II. of Spain, proclaiming  

Rerun Catholicism the role religion of the Spanish people, to  
the exclusion of every other creed (art. s); sad we find the 
same provision in another concordat with the South American  
republic of Ecuador 0862).  Α  third concordat, negotiated  
with the emperor Francis Joseph I. of Austria  (τ8),  entrusted  
the supervision of schools and the censorship of literature to 
the clergy, recognized the canon law, and repealed all secular  

legislation conflicting with it. France came into line with the 
wishes of the pope iii every respect, as Napoleon needed clerical  
support in his political designs. Even in Germany he found no 
resistance; on the contrary, he was able to secure advantageous 
compacts from individual states (Hesse, 1854; Wurttemberg, 
1857). In fact, the growing tendency to romanize Catholicism—
to bring it, that is to say, into close connexion with Rome, and 
to a state of dependency on the guidance and instructions of the 
curia—made special progress in Germany. 

Among the most important acts of Pius  ΙΧ.  must be counted 
his proclamation of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception 
of the Virgin Mary, by the bull  I.wjabuiis Dear, on the 8th of 
December s8. In this bull the preservation of Mary from every  
stain of hereditary sin, in the first moment of her conception, 
was declared  Ιο  be a divinely revealed truth, which consequently  
demanded universal acceptance (see  I1'uACUT.ATE CowcaJ'TsoN),  
By this means a view, which till then had been no more than  a 
pious belief, was elevated into a dogma to be held de fide; though  
grave doubts on the subject had always been entertained, even  
in the midst of the Church itself. For the inner life of that  

2,ι  
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Church this  .olutio*  of the controversy was of great significance,  

and created a desire for further dogmatic decisions on the Virgin 
Mary—her resurrection and ascension.  Bul  the procedure of 
Pius IX. proved of far-reaching importance from another point 
of view. True, he bad taken the opinion of the bishops on the  
subject, and had received the assent of a large majority; none 
the less, the verdict was pronounced by himself alone, not by an 
ecumenical  counciL  Thus, by arrogating the function formerly 
exercised by the ecumenical council, be virtually laid claim to the 
infallibility which had always been regarded as inherent only 
in the doctrinal pronouncements of such a council; in other  
words, he availed himself of a privilege not accorded to him till  
the 18th  of July 1870.  
•  Though the  Macian  dogma of  ι8"  received, with very few  
exceptions, an enthusiastic welcome in Roman Catholic circles, 
another measure of the pope, ten years later, excited a painful 
sensation even among the orthodox members of the Church. As 
reigning sovereign of the papal States Pius IX. bad passed  

through a "liberal period  ";  as head of the Church, he had never 
been liable to  altacka  of liberalism. Nevertheless, his return from  
exile left its mark on his spiritual administration. For from this 
period  onwarda  be deliberately and stubbornly set his lace against 
the influence of modernism on ecclesias tical life; showed his  
displeasure at and distrust of the scientific theology and philo-
sophy which marked a moderate advan ce (Gllnlher, Froba

-charmer and  Ddllinger);  and, entrenched in the stronghold of 
medieval ideals, combated  the transformations of the new order 
of society, and the cha nges  in the relationship between Church 
and state, which obtained in moat countries of Europe since 
the French Revolution. After long and ca reful consultation, the 
adverse criticisms which he had expre ssed on various occasions  
were published on the 8th of December 1864, together with the 
encyclical  Qaanle  care, under the title  Sydebus  corn  pleclens  
fnoecipi'os πστίιne atiolis er,ores  (see SYLLABUS). In this Pius 
claimed for the Church the control of all culture and all science, 
and of the whole educational system. He rejected' the liberty 
of faith, conscience and worship enjoyed by other creeds; and 
bade an easy farewell to the idea of tolerance. He claimed the 
complete independence of the Church from state control; upheld 
the necessity of a cont inuance of the temporal power of the 
Roman See; and finally, in the last clause, declared that" the  
pontiff neither can be nor ought  ιο  be reconciled with progress,  
liberalism and modern civilization." The publica tion of this 
syllabus created a profound impression: for it declared war on 
modem society, and committed the papacy to the principles of 

 ulti'amontanism  (q.,.). But, as any attempt to translate its  
precepts into practice  would entail a disastrous conflict with the 
existing  rdgime  as established by law, Roman Catholic circles  
have frequently shown a tendency  ιο  belittle the significance  oX 

 the manifesto and to deny that its rules are absolutely binding. 
But these well-meant explanations, however comprehensible, 
are refuted by the unequivocal pronoun cements of Pius IX., 
Leo  XIII.,  and many recognized ecclesiastical authorities—e.g. 

 Cardinal Manning, archbishop of Westminster, who described the 
syllabus as an emanation from the highest doctrinal authority 
in the Church. 

The zenith of  Pius's  pontificate wan attained  on the  sSth  of 
July 1870 when the Vatican council proclaimed the infallibility of  
the pope and the universality of his  epiacopate,  thus elevating him 
10 a pinnacle which none of his predecessors had reached and at 
the same time fulfilling his dearest wish. That, personally, he 
laid great stress on the acceptance of the dogma, was a fact which 
he did not attempt to conceal during the long preliminary deliber-
ations of the council; and his attitude was a not inconsiderable 
factor in determining its final resolutions. But the loss of the 
papal states, immediately afterwards, wan a blow from which he 
never recovered. Whenever he brought himself to speak of the 

 aubeci—and It was not rarely—he repeated his protest in the 
bitterest terms, and, to the end of his days, refused to be recon-
ciled with the  "  sacrilegious  "  king of Italy. When, in Germany, 
the situation created by the Vatican council led to the outbreak 
of the  Kuilurkanipf, Ρ;υ  IX. failed to display the tact peculiar  

to his successor. For, in the  encydical Qaod .iernqsass  

(Feb. j, 1875), be took the rash  alep  of declaring invalid the  
Prussian laws regulating the relationship between Church and 
sting—the only result being  that  the feud was still further  
embittered.  

In these later years the dark days of his "captivity" were  

amply compensated  bythe  proofs of reverence displayed by Roman  
Catholic Christianity, which accorded him magnificent ovations  
as his period of jubilee began to fall due. The twenty-fifth  
anniversary of his pontificate was celebrated with great splendour  
on the  ιό ιh  of June ι871; Ιοι  he was the first pope who had thus 
reached the traditional "yea rs  of Peter." In 5872  his.8οΙh  
birthday gave occasion for new  demoaatrations;  and 1875 W5  I 
so-called "year of jubilee." Finally, in 1877, the fifty years of  
his priesthood were completed: an event which brought him 
innumerable expressions of loyalty and led to a great  manifesta.  
lion of devotion to the Holy See from all the Roman Catholic  

world. On the 7th of February 1878 Pius IX. died. His  
successor was Leo  XIII.  

Biocrsroirs.—Hdkkamp, Papsi Ρi  ΙΧ.  1* seise*  L'las  sad  
Waken (2nd  ed., Mii,ister,  i  8;o) Ιeς7e,  Pius  ΙΧ.  (London, 2  vols.,  
0372);  Pie IX., τα  sleet (es cults doses  pOIIhJf"I1 (l'aiis,  '877);  
Shea, Life and  Ρο iit,β'sι'  of Pius  ΙΧ.  (New York,  0771 ;  Trollope,  
Life of Pius  ΙΧ.  (London, 2  vols.. 	);  F. v.  D011inger"  Pius lx.'  
in his Kleine  &kr,f ten,  ed. Rcusch 	utrgart, 1 890),  ρ.  558 seq.);  
Srepkchnegg,  Paps'  P,i,s Χ.  end 	ι Zeal (2 vole., Vienna, 1879);  
Wappmaospergcr, Leber: end WI, I 	is  Pep'ks  Pius  ΙΧ. (Regens- 
burg,  1879) Pougenis, h',sio&e  dc 2  (Jr., sea  ρoaιiβc,u  Olson slick  
(6  vols, Paris, ι877 -1886); Fr. 4' ,  The  iIiskeyof  Ike  Πσιιαυ i'  
She 59'!' Century,  tmndaicnl u,iske n  dirretion  of A. F. λiωοα,  
vol.  ii. (London, 1906). For his ' k as sovereign of the papal  
states, see F. v. Dellinger,  l(irch'  sad  Kicchen, Papstlarn  and 

 Kiechenslassl  (Munich, 1861);  Μ.  Bosch,  (Jescliiihle los Κ&ώ e'ι.  
skates, sal. ii. (Gotha, 1882);  Α.  F.  Nurnberger, Pgpsllarn 'md 
Χ i," Ιιcnsόs α'  (3  vaIn.,  Mama, '897-1900); C.  Mirbt " Dir Genchicht.  
nchrviisisng  des "atikaniechen Konzils,'  in the  RυΙοn κk' Z.silsch,tfl,  
io'.  lid. (3.  Folgc, ς lid ) 1908,  ρ.  529-600.  

Sον Rc εs.—,4 ιΙ 1°11 IX.  (4 eels., Rome, 1854  'qq.);  Ada  saadgI  
sOdis (Ron'e, 1865 sqq.). A selection of the documents for the hin-
t

er-5, 
of Pian  IX. silt he found in C.  Mirbi, Quefles  ‚ii,  GeschiShii 

des  PspoIe»is  and des  , ά n ί sd,en KaIhaiw'srni's  (2nd  mi., TObingen,  
19 1 .  )  422-742 '  1 , 7. 3i ι -3cs.  (C.  Μ.)  

Pros X.  (Gzusxsrx SanTo),  elected pope In 1903, was born on 
the and of June 1835, of humble parents, at the little town of 

 Riete  in the province of  Ρrcνi ο,  Italy. He studied theology at 
the episcopal sem inaries  of Treviso and Padua, and was ordained  
priest in  ι8j8.  For seventeen years he acted as parish priest at 
various small places in Venetia, until in  ι8 j  be was appointed  
canon of the cathedral and superior of the seminary at  Τreνi ο.  
In  ι88o  be refused the bishopric of Treviso, but in  ι88,,  on the 
express command of Leo  XIII.,  he accepted that of  hlaniun.  On  
the ι τth  of June 5 893 he was created a cardinal, and three days  
later wax nominated patriarch of Venice. In Venice he made 
himself very popular owing to his piety, his simplicity and geni-
ality, and by his readiness to act in harmony with the  italian  
government. He succeeded Leo  Χ.  in his election to the 
papal chair on the 4th of August 2903. (Sec PAPACY,  odin.) 

ΡΙνΟ  (Fr. pines; probably connected with  Ital. pitdo,  peg, pin,  
diminutive of pine, pipe, pipe),  that.00  which something turns,  
specifically a metal pointed pin or short shaft in machinery, such 
as the end of an axle or spindle. The term oc curs frequently in 
combination with other word,, chiefly in technical usage,  e.g.  
"pivot-gearing,"  fr  a system of gearing in machinery which  
admits of the shifting of the axis of a driving wheel, so thin the  
power may be communicated in various directions.  

PIZARRO, ΡΒ.ΑΧCΙS Ο  (c. 1471 or '475-1541),  diχcο9'ercr  
and conqueror of Peru, was born at Trujillo in  Estremadura, 

 Spain, about 1471 (or 1475). He was an illegitimate son of  
Gonzalo  Pisarro,  who as  coloecl  of infantry afterwards served in 

 Ilaly  under  Gonsalvo  dc Cordova, and in Navarre, with some 
distinction. Of Πizαnο 's early years hardly anything is known; 
but he appears to have been poorly ca red for, and his education  
was neglected. Shortly after the news of the discovery of the  
New World hid reached Spain he was in Seville, and thence found 
his way across the Atlantic. There he is beard of in 1510  is 
having taken part in an exp edition from Hispaniola to  Uraba  
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under Alonzo dc  Ojeda,  by whom be was entrusted with the  
charge of the unfortunate settlement at San Sebastian. He 
accompanied Balboa (whom be afterwards helped to bring to 
the block) in the discovery of the  Pacihc  and  imder Pedrariaa  
'i'Avila  he received a  reparlirnanlo,  and became a cattle-farmer at  
Panama. Here in 1522 he entered into a partnership with a  
priest named Hernando dc  Luque,  and a soldier named Diego dc  
#dmagro,  for purposes of exploration  azid  conquest towards the  
south. Pizarro,  Aimagro  and  Luque  afterwards renewed their 
compact in a more solemn and explicit manner, agreeing to 
conquer and divide equally among themselves the opulent  
empire they hoped to reach. Explorations were then undertaken  

down the west coast of South America, in which  Ρiιarτο,  though  
left for months with but thirteen followers on a small island  

without ship or stores, persist ed  till he had coasted as far as  
about p°  S. and obtained distinct accounts of the Peruvian  
Empire. The governor of Panama showing little disposition to 
encourage the adventurers, Pizarro resolved to apply to the sove-
reign in person for help, and with this object sailed from Panama  

for Spain in the spring of 1528, reαching  Seville in early summer. 
 Charles V. was won over, and on the 26th of July 1539 was 

executed at Toledo the famous  capiIuiacion,  by which Pizarro  
was upon certain conditions made governor and  capiain.general 

 of the province of New Castile for the  disiance  of  aco  leagues  
along the newly discovered coast, and invested with all the 
authority and prerogatives of a viceroy, his associates being left 
in wholly secondary positions. ()nee( the conditions of the grant  

was  thst  within six mont hs  Pizarro should  ixise  a  sumcieistly  
equipped force of Iwo hundred and fifty men, of whom one 
hundred might be drawn from the  cο lοηies;  as  
he could not make up his due complement be 
sailed clandestinely from San  Lucar  in January eases-f 	1-'4"  ρ  

gao.  He was afterwards joined by his brother 	Vrtd rt  

liernando  with the remaining vessels, and when  
the expedition left Panama in January of the  
following year it numbered three ships, one  
hundred and eighty men, and twenty-seven  

borsea.  The subsequent movements of Pizarro  

belong to the history of Peru  (q.ti.).  After the  
final effort of the Incas to recover  Cuxco  in  
ις36-37 had been defeated by Diego dc  
Αlmagτο,  a dispute occurred between him and  
Pizarro respecting the limits of their jurisdic-
tion. This led to battle;  Almagro  was defeated  
(3538) and executed; but his supporters  
conspired, and  ams'sioated Pizarm  on the  

6th of June  154ι.  
PIZZICATO (from  Ital. jsiericarc,  to pluck or  

twitch), a term in music for a direction to the  

accounts for the occurrence of parts of a town being known as  
Place,  e.g.  Ely Place in London, formerly the site of the town  

residence of the bishops of Ely. A "place of  axms"(Fr.  ρίοω  
d'o.rsses),  in fortification, means the wide spaces (suitable for  
the assembly of troops for a sortie) made by the  salients  and  
re-entrants of the covered way. The phrase is also used in  
a strategic sense to express an entrenched camp or fortress in  
which a large army cast be collected under cover previo us  to  
taking the field.  

PLACENTA  (Lat.  for a cake), In anatomy, the organ by which  
the embryo is nourished within the womb of its mother. When  

the young one is born the placenta and membranes come away  
as the  "afterbirtb."  In human anatomy the organ is a circular  
disk about seven or eight inches in diameter and one and a  
quarter inches in thickness at its centre, while at its margin It 
is very thin and is continuous with the facial membranes. It  
weighs about a pound.  

In order to explain the formation of the placenta it is  necesssry  
to encroach to some extent on the domain of phy siology. Before  
each menstrual period, during the child-bearing  ae  of a woman,  
the  macotis  membrane of the uterus  hypertropbies,  and, at the  
period, is cast off  and renewed, but if a fertilized ovum reaches the  
uterus the casting off is postponed until the birth of the child. From  

the fact that the thickened mucous membrane lining the interior  

of the uterus  ,s cast  off sooner or later, it is spoken of as the"  deeidua."  
The fertilized ovum, on reaching the uterus, sinks into and embeds  
itself in the already prepared  decidua,  and, as it enlarges, there is  
one part of the  decidua  lying between it and the uterine wall  
(" decidua serrotina"  or  "basalis "),  one part stretched over the  
surface of the enlarging ovum  (" decidua reltexa "  or  "capsulana ")  
and one part lining the rest of the uterus  ( deciduavera  ")  (see fig  i.).  

rndoo bonoko.  

Siroinon ,Irongiootn. 	'f Uterine 

It is the  deddua basalis  which is specially interesting in considering  
the formation of the placenta. That part which is nearest the ovum  
is called the " stratum  compactum,"  but farther sway the uterine  
glands dilate and gives spongy appeara nce to the mucous membrane  
which earns this particular layer the name of" stratum  spongiosum."  
?recesses grow out from the surface of the ovum which penetrate the  
st ratum  compactum  of the  dseidua bal ίs  and  capsulans  and push  
their way into the enlarged maternal blood sinuses; these are the  
"chorionic villi."  Later, the  "allantoic"  at- "abdominal stalk"  
grows from the  mesodenn  of the hind end of the,embryo into the  
chononic villi  which enter the  decidua basslis.  and in this blood.  
vessels Fees which push their way into the maternal blood sinuses.  

Eventually the original walls of  thes,  sinuses, together  with the  
false  am π ion,  disappear, and nothing now separates the maternal from  
the  loetal  blood except the delicate wails of  theloetal ves'eiacovered  
by some nucleated noncellular tissue, known as  syac$ism,  derived  
from the chat-ionic epithelium, so that the embryo is able to take its  
supply of oxygen and materials for growth from the blood of its  
mother and to give up carbonic acid and  eacrelosy  matters. It is 
the gradual enlargement of the  choeiomc villi  in the  dec,dua bisalis  
together with the  inttrvillous  maternal blood sinuses that form, the  
placenta; the decides  cap.ularia  and  vera  eventually become  peessed  

'Τ.  
• 

1  
Dwίdi ,,. 

Csviy  01  VIrro.  

players of stringed instruments, that the passage 	A. R. Ytiusi id A. RbΙsei. ts Casaia'bus'i Tmi-&.& .1 Assb.s. 

so marked is to  be  played by plucking the strings Fm.  '.—Diagrain reoresenting  a very young human ovum almost  leimediately 
after its entra nce into the  decidua , and whilst the place tilts entra nce is still covered  

with the fingers i nstead of using the bow, 	with a plug of fibrin. The ectoderm has al ready proliferated  and embraced spaces  
PIZZO,  a seaport of Calabria, Italy in the which contain maternal blood and are continuous with the maternal blood-vessels.  

province of  Catanraro,  72 m. by rail  N.E;  of  
Reggio, situated on a steep cliff overlooking the Gull of Santa  

Eufemia,  351 ft. above sea-level. Pop.  (ipsi),  9372. Ii has an  
old castle, in which Joachim Murat, ex-king of Napl es , was shot on  
the 13th of October  ι8ι.  The people engage in tunny- and coral-
fishing. In 1783 the town was almost destroyed by an earth.  
quake, and it suffered some damage from the same cause in 3905.  

PLACARD (35th cent. Fr.  pla'kart,  from  plaquier;  mod.  pkqsier,  

to plaster), a bill or poster pasted or  amxed  to a well or ill  
any prominent position for the purpose of giving notice to the  

public of a proclamation, police or other regulations, or of  

forthcoming events or the like.  
PLACE (through Fr. from  Lat. &fee, street;  Gr. πλαι ft,  wide),  

a definite position In space, whether of limited or unlimited  
extent, situation or locality; also position in a series or rank;  
or an  061cc,  or employment, particularly one in the service of a  
government. Special applications are to an open space in a  
town, a  grο' ρ  of buildings, row of houses, or as the name of a  

residence or manor-house. In certain cases this latter use  
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together as the embryo enlarge,, and then, as pressure continue,,  

atrophy. The allantoic stalk elongates enormously, and in its later 
stages contains two arteries (umbilical) and only one vein (owing 
to the obliteration of the right one) embedded in some loose connec-
tive tissue known  αι  "Wharton's  jelly." At first the stalk of the  
yOlk-sac is quite distinct from this, but later the two structures  
become bound up together (see fig, a), after which they are known as 
the "umbilical cord." A distinction must be made between the  
allantoic stalk and the allantois; the latter is an entodermal out-
growth from the hind end of the mesodacum or piunitive alimentary 
canal, which in the human subject only reaches a little way toward 
the placenta. The allantoic stalk is the mass of mesoderm contain-
ing blood-vessels which is pushed in front of the allantoin and, as has 
been shown, retches and blend, with the decsdua basalis to form the  
_ta'  

For further detail, see Quain's Aisaiomy, vol. 1 (London. 1908);  

and, for literature, O. Hcrtwig's Ιίαndbsώ  der Enitmckeiirngsk.kre  
()ean).  

Compornlnne Ann'o,ny.—I1 the placenta is to be regarded a, a  
close union between the vascular system of the parent and embryo.  
the condition may be found casually scattered threeghout the  
phylum of the Chordata, In such a very lowly member of the  

phylum as Salpa. a placenta is formed, and the embryo is nourished  

within the body of its parent. In some of the viviparous sharks, 
 e.g.  the blue  shark (Carcharias), the yolk-sac ha, ridges wiisth fit  

into grooves in the wall of the oviduct and allow an interchange of  

materials between the maternal and foetal blood. This is an example  

of an "umbilical placenta." In the viviparous blennies (laar'es  
nsmpσrsή , among the teleostcan fishes, two or three hundred young  
are nourished in the hollow ovary, which develops villi secreting 
nutritive material. Among the Amphibia the alpine salamander  

(Sα6smrnιdτσ airS) nfiurislies its young in its oviduct, until the gilled  
stage of development is past. while in the Reptilia the young of a  
viviparous beard (Sept  chakides)  establish a communication between 
the yolk-sac anteriorly and the allantois posteriorly, on the one  
hand, and the walls of the oviduct on the other. In this way both  

an umbilical and an sllantok placenta are formed.  
The mammal, are divided into Placentalia and Aplacenta!ia;  

in the latter group, to which the monotremes  and moat marsupials  

belong, the ova have a great deal of yolk asid the rung. born ins 
 very immature condition, finish their development in their mother's 

pouch: but although these mammals have no allantoic placenta  
there is an Intimate connexion between the walls of the yoiksac and  
the uterine mucous membrane, and so an umbilical or  oniphalic  
placenta exist,. The name Apbiceatalia therefore only means that  

they have no allanioic placenta. Among the Placenialia the  
umbilical and allantoic placentae sometimes coexist for some time,  
as in the case of the hedgehog, the bandleouc and the mouse. In  

moat of the lower placental mammal, the aliantois is much mare  
developed than in man, and the most primitive type of placenta is  

that in which villi are formed over the whole surface of the  chonon 
ρrό iecι ing  into the drcidua of the tubular coI'nu of the uterus. This  
is known as a "diffuse placenta," and is met with in the pasgnlis.  
pig, hippopotamu, camel, chevro(alei, bone, rhinoceros, tapir and  

whale. When the villi arc collected into a number of round tufts or  

cotyledons, as in most ruminants, the type is spoken of ass" cotyle-
donous placenta," and an intermediate stage between this and the  

last is found in the giraffe.  
In the Carnivore, elephant,  peocavia (Hyrax) and  aard uric  

(Orycteropus). there is a " zonary.placenta"  which forms a girdle  
round the embryo. In sloths and lemurs the placenta is dome- 

shaped, white in rodents, insectivore, and bat,, is is a vestral  

disk or closely applied pair of disk,, thus differing from the  

dorsal disk of the anteater, armadillo and hί licι  Primates,  
which is known as a "metadjseoidal placenta. It will thus 
be seen that the form of the placenta is not an alt οgetheτ  
trustworthy indication of the systemic position of its owner.  

In the diffuse and cοιγldοnoιia placentar the vils do not  
penetrate very deeply into the decidua, and at birth are  iimρl  
withdrawn, the decidua being left behind in the uterus, so ihat  
these placentae are spoken of as non-dcciduate while other  
kinds are deciduate.  

For further details seeS. W. W. Turner, Lederer ox tie Cani'  
σeαΙάw Α aα1οιιιyή ιΙ'r ΡΙαceπΙ' (Edinburzh. 1876);  A.Rabiniro*.  

"Mammalian Ova and the Formation ofthe Placenta," Jest',.  
AnaL  and Phys.  ('904)  xxxviii., 1 86. 325. For literature up 
to '906, R. Wiedersheim's Com$'aridiw Asaimny σι Veriefirsles.  
translated and adapted by W.  Ν.  Parker (London.  ι9ο).  

Oligoclase, Ab'Ani  to AbiAni; Andeaine, AbsAni to  
AbiAni; Labradorite, AbiAni  to AbiAna; Bytowiule. 
Ab'Ana  to AbiAn.; Ariorthile, An ('° CaAliSiiO,). 

All the members of the series crystallize in the anortbtc  
(triclinic) system. They possess a perfeci cleavage paralld  
to the basal pinacoid  Ρ  (ooi)  and a somewhat less pronounced 
cleavage parallel  Ιο  the pinacoid  Μ  (οισ).  The angle between  
these two cleavages varies from 86° 24' in nlbiie to 855  ο'  Iii  
anorthite, 1t was on account of the oblique angle betwees  
the cleavages that A. Breiibaupt in  ι8.  7 gave the name plagto-
daze (Cr. τλλγωt, oblique, and κλά r, to cleave) to these  felipars,  

to distinguish them from the orthodase felapar in which the  
corresponding cleavage angle is a right angle. It should be  
noted that the potash--and potasb.soda.felspars, microclbe  

(gm.) an anorthoclase, though also anorthic. are not included 
 in the plagioclase series of soda.Iime-felspars, Crystals air  

Cued d. ό -  05' 
,n Ι '  and d"  dan 

Fused wodnn" ., 

amaό n  and  ‚bnιι. 

showing the 'lations of the Toetal villi  ιο  the placental sinuses. th 

. • Ρ.)  

PLAGIARISI,  an appropriation or copying from the  
work of another, in literature or set, and the passing off  

of the same as original or without sιknοwgdgneeιιι of the  
real authorship or source. The Let.  &rifts  meani a  
kidnapper, stealer or abductor of a slave or child, ihongh it  

Voil.iac is also used in the modem sense of a literary pilferer or  

purloiner by Martial (1.  53, 9). The word  piogiwm  is used  
in the Digest of the ofTencc of kidnapping or abduction,  

and the ultimate source is probably to be found in piers, 
 11cl, snare, trap, cognate with Cr. wMeiw, to weave, plait.  

The idea of plagiarism as a wrong is comparatively modern,  
and has grown up with the increasing sense of property ID  
works of the intellect. (See  Cos'ysicssT.)  

PLAGTOCLASI  an important group of rock-forming  
minerals, congituting an isomorphous series betweenalbile,  
or soda-felspar and anorthite, or lime-felapar. Inter-
mediate members are thus aoda.lime.felspars, which in  

their εrυstαυοgταρΙ cal, optical and other physical characters  
vary progressively with the chemical composition between  
the Iwo extremes albite (NaAISiaOs) and anoribite  
(CaAlsSi3Oi). This variation is Continuous in the series.  

Ira  Α.  B.  Yoiiii'  .ad A.  Robinos.  is  C,isώ iba,.i*  'Book  °' Αωsteανγ. but specific  namffs  are applied to members falling bel wren  
FIG 2.—Diarram.  Later stare m in the develonent  of the placenta, certain arbitrary limits, viz.: Albite,  Ab ( — ΝaΑΙSί1Ο.); 

fusion of the ammon with the inner surlace 01 the chorion, ann 
thinning of the fused deciduae (capsulans and vera). 
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ναrietυ in  asu'ς miteunuc cTystaJs sorming  Inc  groirna-mass  
of volcanic rocks see  uaualiy  elongated in the direction of the  
edge between P and  Μ.  

Twinning Is an important character, which is almo st  invariably  
present and  adords  a randy means of distinguishing the  plagioclaaes  

from other  feispara.  Most frequent is the twinning  
according to the  "albite  law" with  Μ  as twin-plane.  
One half of the twin is turned through  iflo'  about  
the normal to this plane and the two portion. are  
united along the =me plane (for figures of twinned  
crystals see  AiaiTa).  The  bana,  planes of the two  
portions are inclined to each other at a salient or  
re-entrant angle of  ' sa'  In  albite  and 8  ao'  in  
anortiiite.  Thu twinning', usually  polysynthetic,  
being many times repeated, and giving rise to 
numerous thin lamellae, which are the cause of the 

fine striations on the cleavage ρlane,  Ρ  and parallel to the edge PM, 
so characteristic of the pla$ivclasr.  as seen in band specimens. 
Viewed in polarized light, thin  .ectiona  of twinned crystals show a  
very  charzctedatic  banded structure parallel to  Μ  A second twin. 
law is known as the  " ρeτicΙine-Ιaw"  because of its frequent recur-
rence in  pericline.  Here the axis of rotation is the edge x P (the  
cryataliogsapbic  axis b) and the plane of composition is the" rhombic 
section  ":  the latter  i,  a plane which intersect, the prism faces  Τ  
aid i  in a  rbomh; it is not a possib le  face of the crystal, and its  
position vane, In the different species.  Ιι'  addition to being  
twinned according to their two laws,  plegiuclase  may also be 
twinned on the Carlsbad.,  Bavciio-  and  Ma,iebach.law.,  as in  
o,thocl..e (ga).  

tctcrized  by 
a definition,  
d in history  

—inch as the plague of Athens, described by  Tbucydidea;  that  
not less  ccicbrated  one which occurred in the reign of Marcus  
Aurelius and spread over nearly the whole of the Roman world 
(4.0. τ64—τ8ο),1  which is referred to, though not fully described,  

by the  contempoesry  pen of Galen; and that of the  flxd  century  
(about 253), the symptoms of which are known from the allusions  

of St  Cyprisn  (Sousa d' mos'fddiak).  There is a certain resem-
blance between all these, but they were very different from  
Oriental plague.  "  Plague" was formerly divided into Iwo 
chief  'raneliea:  (1) mild plague,  testis nsusoe,  larval plague  
(Radcliffe),  perle frissle,  in which the special symptoms are 
accompanied by little lever or general disturbance; and (r)  
ordinary epidemic  στ severe plague, penis major, in which the  
general disturbance is very severe. Cases which are rapidly  
fatal from the general disturbance without marked local  symp-
tome have been distinguished as  fs,lminant  plague  peni,efduon,,  
peslefos'diwyasie).  

Hidary  up '. ιfl8ο.—Thc first historical entice of the plague  
is contained  in a fragment of the physician Rufus of  Ephesu,,  
who lived in the time of  Trajan,  preserved in the  Cdieciions of  
Οτib,υiι's  Rufus speaks of the  hoboe.  called  pestIlential  as  
being specially fatal, and  aa  being found chiefly in Libya,  
Egypt ad Syria. He refers to the t estimony of a physician  
DionNaius,  who lived probably in the rd century αι.  or earlier,  

Cs.slanii sf Pltzgioclana  Paupers. 
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The optical characters of the  ρΙsgΙοclaιeέ  have been the subject  
of much study, ‚"xe they are of great value in determining  

the coned Santa of rocks in thin κεαοns under the  mici·uicope.  
The mein Indices of refraction and the angles of extinction en the  
cleavages  Ρ  and  Μ  are given ii' the accompanying table.  (lii.  
meaning of the  +  and  —  direction, will be seen from the figure,  
where the face P slope. from loft to right, se the angle between the  
normals  to the faces lettered P and  Μ  is less than  po')  The  extinc-
don  angie.  on other faces, or in sections  of known orientation in the  
crystal, also give constans of determinative value: far example, in  
mellon , perpendicular to the plane  Μ  the extinctions,  which in  
crystal. twinned according to the  albite-law are symmetrical with  
respect to this  pinof,  reach the maximum value, given in the table.  
Not only do the directions of  extiection (ens of  light-elasticity) 
vary in the different  speciesj  but also the optic axial angle, so that  
while White I. optically positive,  anorthite  is negative, and a member  
near  andesine  has an axial angle of 90·. The figures seen in censer.  
gent polarized light through the ?end  Μ  cleavages  srecharscteri.tie  
of the different species.  Α  detailed summary of the optical chaise-
tars and their employment In discriminating the several members  
of the  plagiacla.e  series is given by H.  Ronesibuch Miboskopiubs 
Pkysiogra$i'  der  Μi εταΙiεπ  and Gesimig  (4th ad. έ ιυttgaιt.  1905).  

the plagioclase. occur as primary constituent, of igneous  mcicg  
of almost every kind,  siid  are also frequent a. secondary mineral.  
In metamorphic racks.  Albite  and  oligocla.e  are more  cbansctenstir 

 di  acidIc  rocks, whilst the basic members at the  anorthite  end of  
the series are characteristic of rocks containing 1m silica. The 
Composition may, however, vary even in the earne crystal, maid  
crystal. with a basic nucleus aid with shells  socc.seivdy  more and  
more acid towards the exterior being common.  

For further part iculars respecting individual species  and their  
minks Μ recurrence see Αοιιπτ;Αιιnnsυα; Ακοωπυτιι Βντοωιιπιι  
Lisaanoszrz; OuGocLaaa.  (L. J.  S.)  

PLAGUE (in  Gr. ).eqsfis;  in Lit. testis, $dulnstio),  In medicine, 
a term given to any epidemic d isease causing a great mortality,  
and Wed in this sense by  Galen  and the ancient medical writers,  
but now  cotsirned  to a special disease, otherwise called Oriental,  

Ι,cνanιia  or &belie Plague, which may be shortly defined as  

and to  Dloscoridcs  and  Poaidooius,  who  ftιΙΙγ described these  
buboes in a work on the plague which prevailed in Libya no 
their time. Whatever  the precise dale of them physicians 
may have been, this  paseage  shows the antiquity of the plague  
in northern Africa, which for centuries was  considerid  as its 
home. The great plague referred to by  Livy  (lx.  .Epilome)  
and more fully by °resits  (Hirtor. iv. 11) was probably the  
same, though the symptoms are not recorded.  Ιι is reported  
to have destroyed a million of perso ns  in Africa, but is not  staled  
to have passed into Europe.  

it is not till the 6th century of our em, In the reign of  Juatiiilsn,  
that we find bubonic plague in Europe, as a part of the great 
cycle of pestilence, accompanied  .67  extraordinary natural  
phenomena, which lasted fifty years, and is described with a 
singular misunderstanding of medical terms by Gibbon in his  
forty-third  chapter. The descriptions of the contemporary 
writer.  Procopius, Evagrius  and Gregory of Tours are quite 
unmistakable.'  Tb.  plague of  Juatinlan  began at  Pelusium  In  
Egypt hi  Α.12. 542; it spread over Egypt, and in the same or the 
next year passed to Constantinople, where it carried off  to,000  
person, in one day, with all the symptoms of  bubosiic  plague.  
!t appeared in Gaul  in 346, where it is described by Gregory  cl  
Tom, with the same symptoms  as list.,  iaguinaria  (from the 
frequent seat of  buboea  in the groin). In Italy there was a 
great mortality in 543,  but the most notable epidemic was  in  
ψ,  which so  depcpulated  the country as to leave It an easy 
prey to the  Lomb.xds.  In 37τ it is again recorded in  Liguris, 

 'Amm.  Marcell.  xxiii  7; ma Hacker, Di ρeste Asloni,uia  (Berlin,  
ι 	

xliv.  cap  Ι7—(Ε.ι'eι  do  Oribesi, ed. Bu,semaker end  
Darembeι  (Paris, 1851). iii. 607. 	 . 	 , 

Evagnist,  Hid. se 	 Weedan.  sv.  29;  Procopina,  Do 	. porsico,  
ii. 22, 23.  
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and in 590 a great epidemic at Rome is connected with the  
ροπtiόcιΙe  of Gregory the Great. But it  apread  in fact over the  
whole Roman world, beginning In maritime towns end radiating  
inlind.  In another direction it extended from Egypt along the  

north coast of Africa. Whether the numerous pest ilence.  
recorded in the 7th century were the plague cannot now be said;  

but it is  pasaible  the pestilence. in  Eagland  chronicled by Bride  
in, the years 664,672,679 and 683 may have been of this disease,  
especially as iii  69ο testis  4sgeiπaτia  is again recorded in Rome.  
For the epidemics of the succeeding centuries we mist refer to 
more detailed works.'  

It I. Impossible, however, to pass over the great cycle of  
epidemics In the 14th century known as the Black Death.  

Whether in all the pesti lence, known by this name  
ΤΙΝ 844 the disease was really the saint may admit of doubt,  

but It Is clear that In some at least It was the bubonic  

plague. Contemporary observers agree that the disease was  
introduced from the East; and one eyewitn ess, Gabriel de  
Muasis,  an Italian lawyer, traced, or indeed accompanied, the  
march of the plague from the Crimea (whither it was said to have  

been  lntmduced  from  Τaιtaηr)  to Genoa, where with a handful  
of survivors  of a Genoese expedition he landed probably  st the  
end of the year  τ347..  He =rotes bow the few that had them-
selves escaped the pest transmitted the contagion to all they  
met.' Other accounts, especially old Russian chronicles, place  
the origin of the disease still farther east, In Cathay (or China),  

where, as is  conlirmed  to some extent by Chinese records,  
pestilence and destructive inundations are  aaid  to have destroyed  
the enormous number of thirteen millions. It  appeas'  to have  
passed by way of Armenia into Asia Minor and thence to Egypt  
and northern Africa. Nearly the whole of Europe was gradually  
overrun by the pestilence. It reached Sicily in  t36,  Constanti-
nople, Greece and parts of Italy early in 1347, and towards the  
end of that year  Marseulle,.  In  ι.48  it attacked  Spain, northern 
Italy and Rome, eastern Germany, many parts of France  
Including Paris, and England; from England it Is said to have  
been conveyed to the Scandinavian countries. In England the  
western counties were first Invaded early in the year, and London 
In November. In 1349 we bear of it in the midlands; and In  
subsequent yeas,, at best till 1 357, it prevailed in parts of the 
country, or generally, especially in the towns. In 1352 Oxford  

lost me-thirds of her  acadcmlc,l  population. The outbreaks of  
1361 end 1368, known as the second sod third plagues of the  
reign of Edward 11.1., were doubtless of the same disease, though  
by some historians not called the black death. Scotland said  

Ireland,  ihougb  later effected, did not escape. 
The nature of this pestilence has been a matter of much  

conIrowesy,  and some have doubted its being truly the plague.  
But when the symptoms are fully desceibed  they seem to justify  
this  cueclusioii,  one character  only being thought tο make a 
distinction between this and Oriental plague, viz, the special  

implication of the lungs as  thown  by spitting of blood and other  
symptoms. Gay dc  Cbauliac  notes this feature in the earlier  
epidemic at Avignon, not in the later.  Moreover3  as this com-
plication was a marked feature in certain epidemics of plague  
in India, the hypothesis  baa  been framed by Hirsch that a special  
variety of plague,  $sIis rndica,  still found in India, is that which  
overran the world in the 14th century. But the same  symploms 
(biemoptysis)  have been aces, though lass notably, In many  

' See Noah  Webster's  History of  E$f.sslc Dine.ses, Svo  (a  vo1,. 
London,  τ όσο)  (a work which make, no p retension to medical  
learning, but exhibits the  hlatoiy  of epidemics in connexion with  
physical  disanters—.as earthquakes famines. &c.);  Lcτ cb, Kkiae 
Jissg-Chrosik (gνο,  '880) (a  cοπνenό πt sbortcompendium,  but not  
always accurate);  "Athanaail Kirched:Cbnrnologia Pestium" 
(to  A.D.  1656), in  Surdisism  pride (Rome, 1658; Leipzig, 1671, 
Vol;  Bascome,  History of Epidemic Pestilence, (London,  1851 8νo?. 
The moat complete medical  histoiy of epidemics ό  gssers  
Gaschichw ώ  epidomisehen ΚτeιnkόonΙe  (3rd  ed.,  Jena, 1882),  
forming the third volume of his History of Medic ine.  

'.  ' See the original account reprinted with other document. In 
 Hsser.  op.  cia;  also Hecker Epideiwks  of the Diddle Ages, trans. 

by  Babingion, vdenham Sloe. (London,  1S4);  Volk,kimikheile,,  

des  Miikkflei's. ed. Hirsch (Berlin, 1865);  Β. ieβigeτ,  Du  s'hiser"  
Fed in  Dsstghjasd  (Berlin,  ι88a).  

plague  epidemies,  even in the latest, that in Russia In  Ί 87&-ιδ79 
 and, moreover, according  ιο  the latest accounts, are net a  'pecial  

feature of Indian plague. According to a  Surg,oii-Gensiil  
Francis (Tress.  Epidem. Soc.  v. 398)  "haeniorrbage  is  aol  air  
ordinary accompaniment" of Indian plague, though when seen 
it is in the form of  haemoptysis.  It seems, therefore, impossible  
to make a special variety of  indian  plague, or to refer the block  
death to any such special form. Gabriel dc  Mussis describes  
it even In the East, before its arrival In Europe, as a  bubozic  
disease.  

The mortality of the black death was, as is wall known, 
enormous. It is estimated in various parts of Europe at two'  
thirds or three-fourths  α  the population in the first p estilence,  

England even higher; but some countries were flinch less  
severely effected. Hecker calculates that me-knell of the  
population of Europe, or 25 millions of pe rsons, died In the  
whole of the epidemics.  

In the  τ5th  century the plague  iιcϋ rred  frequently in need),  all 
parts of Europe. In the first quarter It was very  destrsctive  is 
Italy, in Spain (especially  Bsstslona  and Seville), in Germany sad 
in England where London  wsa  severely visited in 1400 and 1406, 
and again In 1 428. In ‚427,  όο,σοo  persons died In  Dsiitzlc  sad 
the neighbourhood. In 438-1439  the plague was in Germany, 
and Its occurrence at  Bssel  was described by Aeneas  Sylviiis, after-
wards Pope Pius II. in 18-ΤasΟ  Italy iκiιτlιeή ,  Germany  
(Lersch,  from old chronicles), France and Spain, were ravaged by 
a plague supposed to have arisen in Aria, scarcely less  destoictive 
than  cbs  black death. England was probably seldom quite free  
from  ρlαgue,  but the next great outb reak ii recorded  hi 1472 sad  
following year,. In  466,  4o,oοο  persons died of plague In Peru;  
In 1477-i 485 the cities of northern Italy were devastated, and is  
1485 Brussels. In the fifteenth year of Henry VII. (1499-1500) 
a savers plague in London caused the king to retire to Gdns.  

The 16th century was not moan free from plague than the  ι tό .  
Simultaneously with a terrible pestilence which is reported to  

have nearly depopulated China, plague  prevaIled  over Germany  
Holland, Italy and Spain, In the first decade of the century, end 
revived at various time, in the first half. In '529 there was plague  
In Edinburgh; In London in 1557-1539, and again 1547 -1548; sod 
also in the north of England, though probably not absent  befor,.  
Some of the epidemics of this period in Italy and Germany urn 
known by the accounts of eminent  phynlcians.  as  Voch, Fmcantor,  
Mercurislis, Boirarucci, Ingraiala, Msisarua,  Amid, 211ε.,11  whose 
writings are Important because the question of contagion first 
began to be  e.ised,  and also plague had to be  όΊ sιiι giaiιheό  finn 
ty υs  fever, which began in this century to appear in Europe.  

The epidemic of 1563-1564 In London and England was  
sever,, a thousand dying weekly  iso Lrdon.  in Paris about the  
time  plagu,  was an everyday  ocamnncs,  of which some were lens  
afraid than of a headache  (llorgaruoci).  In 1570, 20e,000 ens"  
died in Moscow end the neighbourhood, Iii 1 572 0 ,000  at Lyoos; 
in '568 and 1574 plague was at Edinburgh, awl in 1570 at New' 
castle, When, however, in 1575 a new wave of pla gue passed  ovec  
Europa, its origin was referred to Co nstantinop le , whence it was  
said to have spread by  sea to Malta, Sicily and Italy, and by bad 
through the Aeistrusn ttrritonss  to Germany. Others  cοntsι5ded  
that the  d,ariaea  originated locally; and, inde ed, considering  prnvwIis  
history, no  Imporiaiiosi  of plague would seem  oeceaasly  to  eaplsin 

 its  presenca  In Europe. Italy suffered severely (Venice, In 1 51 . 
lost 70,000 ; North Europe not less, though later; London in 
1580-1582. In r58 lireslsu witnessed the most destruction  
plague known in Its history. The great  ρlsιn  of '882  in  Londea  
seams to have been a past of the same epidemic, which  w'.hssdly  
extinguished by the end of the century, and I. not ed  In  Londea  
again In. On the whole, this century show, a decrea se ef 
plague In Europe. 	 .  

In the first half of the 17th century plague was still,pievsleot 
in Eurppe,  though considerably less s than in the middle egos.  
In the second half a still greater decline I. observable, and by the  
third quarter the disease had disappea red or vs.  dinappearing  free 
a great part of  wtsttτn  Europe. The epidemics  in England will 
be most conveniently considered in one series. From this  biDe  

° Vochs,  Ο ascnium  di  pesiilsisiio 4 557);  Fracsstorius,  ' Di 
Contagion,, &e.." Opera (Venice,  ι555); Hkmn Mei,eiirislis.  Do  
perle, peeeaestlm  di  Ve*'  is  Paiamea .(Besei. τ577);  Prorgis 
Borganstiris,  Di perk (Venus,  1565).  όνο; Filipeo lngrsme. ΙΙ'  
formc.Iiose dd $st  ifsee  morbe. . , Po.krmoo ; ,. n,plo  di  

0574-1576,  410,  Pakrmo,  1576-1571);  A.  Mmeans.,  Di  feaSt  
enice,  1597)'  Dioiaede, Amicus,  Tess  frsdojis, (Vcmoe, 1511gl, 

410; Victor de  Bonagenribirs,  Deem,,  jwobksw.'a  di pests  (Ϋenι c4  
1556), Svo; Ccorgius  Agricola, Di  jiesli libci  1m (had, 1 554)  8ν0 

 The works of  Εn Ι ish  physician, of this mind  si,  of  lIttle  medical 
value; but Lodges  TVeaiis'  of lb.  Pkgw  (London,  rdog) dssuoIs 
mention, . .  
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enwax*  we  b*ye  the guidance of the " gills οf Μ taΠty"  liaised  
in London. which, though drawn up on the evidence of  igaomnt  
gernone,  are  doubilca.  roughly  trui. Tb. acce*siou  of  Jamea  L In  
1603 wan marked by a very  de.tructive  plague which killed 38.οοο  
In London. in this and subsequent years the disease was widel y  
diffused in  Εnglaο&—ίιχ.lnιtanrr,  Oxford. Derbyshire,  Ν  
It prevailed at the same time in Holland. and had don, so some  
year.  previoualy  In northern  Gemoany.  In the same year  4603)  
one million persons axe laid to have died of plague in Egypt.. This  
plague is said to have lasted eight year. In Lo ndon. At all events  
in 1669 we bays the second great plague year, with a  mοτtaΙity ci  
11,785.  Mter  this there  is  remission till about  ι66ο.  when plague  
again began to spread in northern  Europe, especially Germany  
and Holland, which was at that time ravaged by war. in 1665  
(the year of the siege of Breda in Holland) I. the  thml gmet  London  
ping.. with 35417 deaths—though the year 1624 was  re.iai*ably  
exeaspt,  and '666 nearly no, In 1630 wan the greet plague of  
Milan, described by Rimmed). In 1632 a severe  epidemic, 
apparently plague, wan In Derbyshire. 1636 is the fourth great 
$agiue  year In London with a mortality of 10,400, and even in the.  
gas year 3082 person, died of the same disease.  Tb.  same year  
7000 out  o Γ ao,eao lnbablt*iite  of Newcastle died  ci  plague; In 1635  
It was at Hull. About the same time, 1635.1637, plague was pre-
valent in Holland, and the  ppldemic  of  Nijmwegta is celebrated  
an having been described by  Diemeτbιοeck,  whose work  (Trodclux  
di $ii,  4tο,  1641-1665) I. one of the moat Important on the subject 
The English epidemic was widely spread md  lasted till  ι6',  Is 
which year, the mortality amounting to 3597,  we have the fifth  
epidemic ill London. The army disease, of  ώ .  Civil Wars were  
Chiefly typhus and malarial  fevets,  but plague wee not unknown 
among  them, an at Wallingfoid  Castle (Willis. "Of  Fέaνιrs1 " 
Work, ed.  1681, p. 131) and Demur Castle. From this time till 
266  little was heard of ping.. In England, though it did not  cesse  
on the  Continent.  In Iceland it is mid to hay. been iota for the  
last time in  ι6 o.'  

In 1656 one of the most destructive of all recorded  epIdemics  
in Europe raged In Naples; It". said to have carried  οW300,ΟοΟ  
persona In the apsm of live mouth.. it  panud  to Rime, but there 
was much lee, fatal, making 14,000  victima  only—i  result  attn-
buttd  by some to the  pinwutions  and  eanitary meaumxa  Introduced 
by Card inal  Gantaldi,  who., work, a splendid folio, written on  
this occasion  (TradcfuJ  di  oierkado .: profligenda ρακι pduIwn. 
bgdir, Βοlοgήa.  1684  I. historically  ocr ci  the most  Imροτtaπt  
on the subject of quarantine. &c. Genoa lost 60,000 Inhabitants 
from the same disease, but  T.scany  remained untouched. The 
comparatively limited spread of this frightful epidemic in Italy at  
this thee Is  έ  most  notuworthy  fact. Minorca Is said to have been  
depopulated.  Neveetheke. the epidemic spread in the next few  
year. over Spain and Germany, and a little later to Holland, where  
Amsterdam in 1663-1664 was  agaIn  ravaged with a mortality given 

 ai  50,000, also •Rotteidam  and  Hearlem.  Hamburg suffered in 
6664 

Thi Cvi.! Ι1law  of Loudest—The preceding enumeration will  
have prepared the reader to view the great plague of 1664-1665  

esst  in its true relation to other., and not as an Isolated 
Ριωι if phenomenon. The preceding years had been unusu-
Loud.a.  ally free from plajist; and it was not' mentioned in  
the bills of mortality till in the autumn of 1664 (Nov. a) a few 
isolated cases were obseivad In the parishe. of St Giles and  
St Martin's Westminster,  Westminster, and a few occurred In the following 
winter, whic was very severe. About May ι665 the disease 
again became noticeable, and spread, but somewhat slowly.  

Boghurat, a colitempoea'y doctor, noilcee that It crept down  

ΙοIborπ and took dx menthe to ttavel from the western suburbs  
t Giles) to the eastern (Stepney) through the city. The  

mortality rapidly to.. frοm.g' In May to 5ςο in June, 6137 In  
July, 17,036 In Auguat, 3',τ p In September, after which It  
began to dbcllne. The total number of deaths from plague  
hi that year, according to the bill, of mortality, was 68,596, hi  
a population eel 'rated at 46 ο,cοο, out of whom two-thirds  
are supposed to have fled to escape the contagion. This number  

is likely to be rather too low than too high, amer of the 6432  
deaths from spotted fever many were probebly really from  
plague, though not declared so to avoid painful restrictions.  
In December there wa, a sudden fall in the mortality which  
continued through the 'tinter; but in  ι666  nearly acco deaths  
from plague are recorded, 

' Joseplius Ripamontlue.  Di  perle emil  1630  (MIlan.  1640 , 4t0.  
'For this period see Index to  R.membva,ein  in  Archiw' ,] Cilv 

of  £indm, ιρρ-,66 (London, 1878); RIchardson,  Ping..  αυί  Pejti-
kerr  in  Nov15  of  England  (Newesule, 1 852).  

' Grau'it, O'bs.r.,ijom ΠΧ the Stils  of  MorloJily  (3rd .d., London, 
8665).  

According' to edme autliotitlea, etpecially Hodges, the plague  

was imported Into London by bales of merchandise from Holland,  
which came originally from the Lovant; according to ethersit 
was introduced by · Dutch prisoners of war; but Boghuz't  

regardedltasoflocalorigin. Itiainfavouroftbetheorytliag  
it spread by some meang from Holland that plague bad been all  

but extinct In London for .0m. seventeen years, and prevailed  

in Holland in 1663-1664. But from its past history and local  
conditions, London might well be deemed capabi, of producing  
such an epidemic. In the bills of mortality since 2603 there are  

only three yearn when no death, from plague are recorded.  

The undeanlionia of the city was comparable to that of oriental  
cities at the present day, and, according to contemporary  
testimony (Garencikrea, AngWie Jagdium, Londot,  1647,  ρ.  8), 
little improved since Erasmus wrote his well-known description.  

The spread of the disease only partially aupported the doctrine  
of contagion, as Βοghυ at say.: . "Tb. diaeaab· apread not  
altogether by contagion at first, nor began only at one place  

and spread further and further as an eating sore doth all over  
the body, but fell upon sevegal places of city and suburbs like  
rain." in fact dissemination seems to have taken place, as  
usual, by the conversion of όne house after another into a focus  
of disease, a process favoured by the fatal custom of shutting  
up infected houses with all their inmates, which was not only  
almost equivalent to a sentence of death on all therein, but  
caused a dangerous concentration of the poison. The well-
known custom of marking such bouaea with a red crag and the  
legend "God have mercy upon us" was no newtbing: it is  
found In a proclamation In the poemalon of the present wtlter  
dated 1641; and It was probably older still. Hodges testifies  

to the futility and Injurious elfects of these regulations. Tbe  
lord mayor and magistrates not only carried out the appointed  
administrative measures, but looked to the deanlinem of the 
city and the relief of the poor, so that there was little or no 
actual want; and the burial arrangements appear to have been  
well mended to. The college of physicians, by royal command,  

put forth such advice and prescriptions as were thought best for 
the emergency. But it is clear that neither these measures nor 
medical treatment had any cEect in checking the disease. Early 
in November with colder weather it began to decline; and in 
December there wan so littl. fear of contagion that those who 
had left the city" crowded back as thick as they fled." As haa 
often been observed in other plague epidemics, sound people  
could enter infected houses and even sleep In the beds of those 
who had died of the plague "befor, they were even cold or 
licensed from the stench of the diseased" (Hodges). The 
symptoms of the disease being such as have been generally 
observed need not be here considered. The disease was, as 
always, moat destructive In equalld, dirty nelghbourhoods and 
among the poor, so as to be called the "poor's plague." Those 
who lived in the town in barges or ships did not take the disease; 
and the houses on London Bridge were but little aEectrd. Of 
those doctors who remained in the city some eight or nine died, 
not a large proportion. Some had the rare courage to investigate 
the mysterious disease by dissecting the bodies of the dead. 
Hodges Implies that he did so, though he left no full account of 
his observations. Dr George Thomson, a chemlat and a disciple 
of Van Helmont, followed the example, and nearly lost his life 
by an attack which immediately ίοlΙοwed. 

The plague of 1665 was widely spread over England, and was 
'On the plague of ‚665 see  Nath.  Hodges,  Loimuukgw  tie.  $'csiis  

nsperae af'vd (uopidsm londinensem n8 γr Ι uο  (London, 1672)  Bvo—ln 
 English by Quincy (London, ‚720), (the chief authority); Α.οιµογρeό Ιa 

or an  Exjue."menvd RdaH'm of the Intl  Plagu,  is the UiIy  of London, 
by William  Roghurit,  apothecary In  StGilcs'e-In-the-Fields (London, 

 ι666),—a MS. in British Museum (Sloane 329)  contaIning  im-
portant details; George Thomson,  4ΟΙΜΟΤΟΜΙΑ,  or Ike  PesI  
Analorniaed, 8νο  (London. '666);  Sydenham, " Fehris pestulentmlis 

 et  pentis annorum 1 665- 1 666"  Opera. rd. Greenhill, p. 96 (London, 
1844);  CoIkclio,s f  Score. I'ieces  on the Plague  .*  100,3 (1.ό ndα', 
172'), 8vo;  Defoe. fascinating  Josraai  0/ n  C'iuzcn which should  
be read and admired as a fiction, but accepted with caution a' 
history;  Τ.  Vincent (minister of the gospel). God's  Trnubie  Voice 
in the City,  Bvo  (London. 1667):  Cakndo,  of Sic!. Papers ('665-
1666;"  Domvniic"seriei),by M. E. Green.  
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generally regarded a, hανiοg been traiibmitted from London, as it 
appeared mostly later than in the metropolis, and in rnany cases the  
importation by a particular person could be traced. Places near  
London were earliest effected, is Brentford, Greenwich, Deptford;  
but in July or August 1665 it was already In Southampton, Sunder- 
land, Newcasds, &c, A wider distribution occurred in the next 
year. Weldentirely escaped, though the residence of the court  
‚nd In constant communication with Lο dοo The exemption was  
attributed to ckanlinesa and good drianage.  

After 1686 there was no epidemic of plague In Londoa or any 
part

. 
 of England, though sporadic eases appear ρ, bills of mortality  

up to 1679; and a column filled up with "0" was left till :703, 
when it ό naΙly disappeared. The dinappearancd of plague in  
London was attributed to the Great Fire, but no such cause existed  
In other cities. It has also been ascribed to quarantine, but no 
dfectivs quarantine was established till 1720, so that the cessation  
of plsgu. in England must be regarded as spontaneous.  

But this was no isolated fact. A ilnular cessation of plague was  
noted soon after In the greater part of western Europe. In 1666 a  
lever, plague raged in Cologne and on the Rhine, which was pro-
longed till 1670 In the district. In the Netherlands these was  
plague In  ι667-ι66,  but there are no definite notices of it after  
1672. France saw the last plague epidemic in  ι668,  till It reappeared  
In 172ο. In the yeara 1675-1684 a new plague epidemic appeared  
In North Africa. Turkey, Poland, Hungary, Austria and Germany,  
progressing generally northward. Malta lost zx,000 parsons In 

 ι6;,  The plague of Vienna in 1679 was very severe, causing 
76,000 or probably more deaths. Prague In 1681 lost 83,000 by 
plague. Dresden was al!ected in 1680, Μagdebυι and Halle In 
1682—in the latter town with a mortality of 4397 out of • popula.  
lion of shout io.000, Many North German cities suffered about 
the same time; but in ι683 the plague diiappcared from Germany  
till the epidemic of 1707. In Spain it ceased about 1681; in Italy 
certain cities were attacked till the end of the century, but not  
later (Hirach).  

Plagu,  in '8, :811,  Ciaisry.—At the beginning of this period  
plague was very prevalent in Constantinople and along the Danube. 
In 1703 it caused great destruction in the Ukraine. In 1704 it 
began to spread through Poland, and later to Sileaia, Lithuania, 
Prussia and a great part of Germany and Scandinavia. In Prussia 
end Lithuania 283,000 persons perished' Dantaig, Hamburg and 
other northern cities suffered severely. Cορεπhmen was attacked 
in 1710. In Stockholm there was a mortality of 40,000. Certain 
place. near Brunswick (xo°  Ε.)  marked the western limit of the 
e demk;  and cholera was arrested at the same spot in later years  

Αι  t?I'e  same time the plague spread westward from the Danube 
to Transylvania and Styria, and (1713) appeared in Austria and 
Bohemia, causing gmat mortality in Vienna. Thence it passed to 
Prague and Ratisbon.-to the former, possibly to the latter, almost 
certainly conveyed by human intercourse. This city (i2  Ε.)  was  
the western limit reached in this year. Fiber states that the 
plague disappeared everywhere in Europe after the great hurricane 
of the 27th of February 1714.  

In 1717 plague raged severely In Constantinople; and In 1719  
it made a fresh progress westward into Tranaylvania, Hungary, 
Gslicia and Poland, but not farther (about 20  Ε.).  It thus 
appears that each successive invasion had a more easterly western 
limit, end thee the gradual narrowing of the range of plague, which 
began in the 17th century, was still going Of.  

Τhis procom  suffered a temporary interruption by the outbreak  
of plague of southern France in 1720-1722. In 1720 Marseilles  
became affected with an epidemic plague, the origin of which was 
attributed by some to cοπtagon through the ship of a Captain 
Chataud which arrived on the lath of May 1720. from Syria, where  
plague at that time prevailed, though not epidemically when 
he nailed. Six of the crew bad died on the voyage to Leghorn. 
but the disease was declared not to be plague. lasts of plague 
occurred, however, on the ship, and on the 22nd of June among 
porters unloading the cargo. Hence, according ιο believers in 
contagIon, the d ιιes passed to families In the "old town," the 
poorest and unhealthiest quarter. In the meantime other ships 
had arrived from Syria, which were put in quarantine. According 
to others the plague sross in Marseilles from local causes; and iv.  
emily discovered data show that auspicious cases of contagious 
disease occurred in the town before the arrival of Chataud'a shi ρ. 1  
Opinions were divided, and the evidence aρ ieaτs even now nearly 
balanced though the believers hi contagion and importation 
gained the victory in publi opinion. The pestilence was fearfully 
severe. Thounanda of unburied corpesa filled the streets, and in 
all 40.000 to 60.0cc persons were carried off. in December 1721  
the plague passed away, though Isolated cases occurred in 1722.  

It passed to. or at least broke out in. Aries and Aix in 1720, causing  
great mortality, but in Toiilon not till 1721, when it destroyed  

1 Μaijee hssiorlqw  dc in  test* di  Macwills  (Cologne, 1721, 
ParIs, 1722, &c.)• Chicoyrleau,Verny, &c.,  Obrnsalioa 	JIs iS r,exicas 
• • •  dc Ιιι peste (Marseilles, 1721): Chicoyneau, fiti" de in 
Paris, 1744); Littrd, article • Ptste," Iii D ΙcΙί.sgιιέέι di mldicise.  
=is. (Paris, 180).  

rase-thirds of the popelatien. The epidemic spread gdssedy  
over Proveiice, but not to other parts of France, .olwithetandiiig  
that, as confessed by D'Antrechaus, consul of Toulon, a believer  
in the exclusive power of contagion, there wise sb'mdant ep ιοι.  
tunitlee. The disease was in fsct, as in ether cues, mif-Ilmitml. 
In all 87,659 persons are said to have died out of a pepedatis. of 
nearly 250,000.'  

This great epidemic caused a panic In Diked which led to the 
Introduction (under Maid's advice) of qasrsiitlne regulations, 
never previously enforced, and also led t* the publication of many  
pamphlets, &c., beside Maid's veil-heowa Disesssst  en  P.stibnlld  
Cislagioa  (London, 1720.  

Plapis  is Sicily is  η'43.—Αn eutbeeak  of plague at Mamma in  
1743 is important, aol  only  few Its fatality, but as one of tbestroi'g.  
eat eases in favour of the theory of imported contagIon. Massins 
had been free from plague inca 1624. and the Sicilians prided them-
selves on the rigour of the ‚uarantine, laws which sere thouaJ't  
to have preserved them, In May 1743 a vessel arrived from Cam,  
on board of which had occurred some suspicious deaths. The ship 
and cargo were burnt, but loon after cases of a suspicious form 

 of disease were observid in the hospital and in the poniem parts 
of the town; and in the summer a feed ii epidemic of 
developed itself which destroyed 40,000 or 50,000 persona, 
thee became extinct without spreading to ether parts of Sicily.  

Spi'spd  of  Plague frees the  EasL'-lndependent of the episodes cl  
Marseilles and Messina, the spread of plague from the East con-
tinued to exhibit the above-mentioned law of limitation. In !13 8

-1744 the disease was in the Ukraine, Hungary, the borders of Cern-
lola  Moravia and Austria extending along the Caspatbians as far 
as έοΙand (ro'  Ε.),  and siso In Bukowina  (2Υ  E.). It lasted till 
1745, and then disappeared from those parts few fifteen years. I.  
1755-1757 plague prevailed In parts of European Turkey, whence 
It on one occasion extended Into Tranaylvan. in the onghboia. 
hood of Cronstadt, where it was checked έ .).5  

In 1770 a destructive plague arose In Moldavia during the Russo-
Turkish War, and shortly afterwards In Wallachia, appemently 
endemic In the former country at laist. It affected also Tren')l.  
vania and part of Hungary, and still more severely Poland, but  
was confined to Podolia. Volhynia, the Ukraine and east Gslicia  
(·  Ε.),  not even penetrating Is far as Wsssew. After destroying,  
It is said, 3οοδοο persona, and without being checked by any  
quarantine regulations, the plague died out finally in March 1774  
being remarkable for its abort duration and sponlaneoua.limitation  

(ΗSaer). 
In another direction the plague spread over Little Rusds.in 1770,  

and desolated Kieff, while us the next yesr it broke out in Moscow 
and produced one of the most destructive epidemics of modem  
times, More than  go,000  persons, nearly one-fourth of the  pop'ila.  
don, were carried of!. 4  

The remaining European plsgue.epidemics of the 18th century  
were inconsiderable, but on that very account noteworthy. Tra*.  
sylvania was again affected in 1785, Slavonia and Livonia ία  
district of eastern Galicis) in  ι795-ι6  (25' E.), Volhynia  'Π  
1798. The disesse, while reappearing in the eeats of the terrible  
earlier epidemics, was more limited in its renga and of shorter  
duration.' An epidemic in Dalmatia in 1783-1784  is noteworthy  
in connexion with later outbreaks in the same region. In the last  
years of the century (17p9- ι Sοo) there was a new epidemic In Syria  
and Egypt, where It affected the French and afterwanlo the English  
army,  

Fiagu  is She rglh C'nii'ry.—Plague appeared at  Conatanil.  
nople  In  18ο2-ιΒο3,  about the same time in  Axmcnia  (Kara),  
and in  ι80ι Ιιι Bagdad. It had prevailed since  ι;g8  in  
Georgia and the Caucasus, and in  18ο3-ιSοό  began to  apread  
from the north of the Caucasus into Runge, till in  iSa'  it was  
tetabliahed  at or near  Aatralcban,  and in 1807 reached  Zareff,  
aoo  m. higher up the Volga.  Tbe.e  localities sit interesting  
as being near those where plague appealed in 1877-1878.  
It is also said to have entered the government of  Saratov,  
but probably no great distance.•  The  pl*gue  remained In  
the Caucasus and Georgia till  iSig  at least. In 1828-1831 it  
was in Armenia, and again in 1840-1843, since which time it  
has not been heard of in that country.  

' D'Antrecbaua, Rdailosi  d' in feels dc  Tosksi is  17α:  (Perle,  
5756); C. Lambeτt, !Iislo&s  di In  pesk di Toidoa is qai (Foulon,  
1861), quoted by Riser. Desch. der  ejsidisn. *nmkb. 	.  

'Adam Chenot. Abhasdli'ng  sow dir PatS  (Dresden,  τ6);  D.  
Pcik  (Vienna, '766).  

' Samoilowita, MIred,,  me in pesic en Russ,, 1771 (Paris, 1783);  
Mertens, De  ∆α  peale  en :pz  (Paris, 1784).  

' Wieser, Peal des  .,s,s,t: (Betlin. 1837) p. 

unity 
103;  hchraud,  Peel 

is p'ιs Ίιw, ι 'g (2 vol.., Peach, '8m 
Ψ r
. 
 om the annals of the Mosavi

).
an oomm 	of s., on 

the Volge, Cesc&wnik  dc,  Bnldn"Gcssassd. S.reρiα.  by A.  'l ι 
(Sarepta and Berlin, 1665); also Tholman. Rpsd'ssies dc pith *  
Caws" (Paris, 5879).  
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In 1808 plague ma at Constantinople, in *809 at Smyrna  

In  ι8ι a wasa more general epidemic effecting these places and  
also Egypt. An outbreak at Odessa is supposed to have been  

brought from Constantinople, and thence to have ρasd to  
Tr'nsyleanla. Iii 18t3 a severe plague at Bucharest is sup.  
posed to have been brought lroig· Constantinople. About the  
same time plague prevailed in Bosnia, and is supposed to have  
Rued thence  ιο  Daimatia  in t8ι. In 1814.1815 it again  
appeared us Egypt, and once more invaded the continent of  
Europe in Albania and Bosnia. Two insular outbreaks, Malta  
in tSs.. and Corfu in ι8ι, attracted much attention as being  
both thought to be cases of importation by e ι4ramc,' and  
there seems good reason for this opinion.  

A panic spread through Europe in ιβτς In consequence of an  
outbreak in Noja on the eastern coast of Italy According to  

one view it ma imported from the opposite coast of Dalmatia,  
though no dednite history of contagion was established; accord.  
log to others, It originated endemically in that place. It  

remained, however, strictly conό ned to a small district, perhaps  
In consequence of the extraordinarily rigorous measures of  
isolation adopted by the Italian government. In sSsS an 
isolated epidemic appeared in Greece in the Morea, supposed  ιο  
have been brought by troops from Egypt.' In 1824-1825 an  

outbreak took place at Tutchkoll in Beasarabix; the town was  
strictly isolated by a military cordon and the disease did not  
spread.' Cronstadi in Tranaylvanla was the scene of a small  
outbreak in 1828, which was uid to be isolated by similar  
mesaures (Losinseή . A far more serious epidemic was connected  
with the campaign of the Russian army against Turkey in  
3828-1829. Moldavia, Wallachia and Bessarabia were widely  

effected; the disease broke Gist also in Odessa and the Crimea,  
and isolated cases occurred in Tranaylvania. The most  
northerly points reacbtd by the plague were near Caeroowitz  
on the frontier of Beawabia and Bukowina, and its limitation  
was as before attributed to the Russian and Austrian military  
cordoas.  

In 1831 another epidemic occurred in Constantinople and  
Boumelia; in 1837 again in Roumella and in Odessa—its last  
appearance in these regions, and the last on the European  
continent except an isolated outbreak in DalmaiIa in 1840, and  
one in Conatantinople in 184'.'  

The plague..epldemica in Egypt between 1833 and 1843 are  
very important in the history of plague, since the disease was  
almost for the first time sden ίίό cally studied in its home by  
skilled European physicIans, chief!) ,  French. The disease was  
found to be less contagious than reported to be by popular  
tradition, and most of the French school went so far as to deny the  
contagiouanezs of the disease altogether. The epidemic of 1834-
1835 was not Itsa destructive than many of those notori.us  
In history; but in  1844ι845  the disease disappeared.  

In 1853 plague appeared in a district of western Arabia, the  

Α r  country in North Yemen, and it is known to have occurred  
ό  the same district in τ8z5, as it did afterwards in 1874 and  
1879. Is, 1874 the diseas, extended within four days' march of  
Mecca. From the acantiness of population the mortality was  
not great, but it becam, clear that this Is one of the endemic  
seats of plague.'  

In June 1858 intellIgence was received in Constantinople of an  
outbreak of disease it the small town Beughazi, in the district  
of Bares, province of Tripoli, North Africa, which though at 
drat misunderstood wa, dearly bubonic plague. From later  
researches there is reason to believe that it began in  ι86  or in  
1855. The disease did not spread, and ceased in the autumn, to  

' Fauflrner.  Os 'hi ΡΙ gae  is Malta (London, 1820).  Sve; J. D. 
Τυllγ Histary  of  the Plague is Malta, Cm,  Car/u end  C ρhσkπia 
(L011.401%180, Svo;  White,  Tre,sii"  as the Plague aί  Corfu) (London  
1847);  Calvss·t, "On the Plague in Malta, 1813,'  Med..Cl,s.  Tress- 

 &

▪ 

 3 l(Lsae  Rdali.a di  Ia  pests is  Grk.i. ιθay-ιθ$  (Paris,  
*838).  

' Lorinwe,  Pest des ο,4isla ρ. 3τ9. 
For the  suthcritiis,  see iia55 Os.  cd.  

' 3. W.  Radelide,  Report .1  Lord G"i,ious$ kord 1879-1880,  
ιυρρΙ, Π.  43.  

return with less vlolenct In 1859, when it died out. In the 
autumn of 1873 it returned, but came again to a spontaneous  

termination.'  
After the epidemic of Benghazi in 1856-1859, plague was next  

heard of in the district of Maku, in the extreme nortb.west of  
Persia in November 1863. It occurred in a scattered population,  
and the mortality ma not absolutely large. 7  

In 1867 an outbreak Of plague was reported In Mesopotamla  
(Usk), among the marshes of Hindieb bordering on the lower  
Euphrates. The epidemic began In December '866 (or probably 
earlier) and ceased in June 1867. But numerous cases of non-
fatal mild bubonic disease (mild plague or  p&Is  miser) occurred  
both before and after the epidemic, and according to Tbolozan 

 similar cases had been observed nearly every year from 1856 to  
1865.'  

The next severe epidemic of plague In Irak began in December  
*873 But facts Collected by Tholozan show that peril: miser, 
or aporadk cases of true plague, had appeared in 1868 and 
subsequent years. The outbreak of 1813-1874 began about 60m.  
from the origin of that of 1867. It caused a much greater  
mortality and extended over a much wider area than that of  
1867, IncludIng the towns of Kerbela and Iiilleh. After a short  
Interval it reappeared at Dlvanleb in December 1874, and spread  
over a much wider area than in the previous epidemics. This 
epidemic was carefully studied by Surgeon.Msjor Colvtr.'-
estimated the mortality at 4000. The epidemic ceaSed in July,  

but broke out again early in 1876, and in this year extended  
northwards to Bagdad and beyond. The whole area now  
a8ected extended so m. from north-west to south-east, and  
the total number of deaths was believed to be 20,000. In  
1877  plague also occurred at Shuster in soi,th.west Persia,  
probably conveyed by pilgrims returning from leak, and caused  
great mortality.  

After Its customary cessation in the autumn the epIdemic  
began again in October 1876, though sporadic cases occurred  

all the summer. The disease appeared In 1877 in other pasta of 
Mesopotamla also with 'cia severity than in 1876, but over a 
wider area, being now announced at Samara, a town  7ο m. above  
Bagdad on the Tigris. The existence of plague in Bagdad or 
Meaopolamia was not again announced till the year 1884, when 
accounts again appeared in the newspapers, and In that July the 
usual omclal statement ma made that the plague bad been  
stamped out.  . 

In '870-1871 it appeared in a district of Miikil in Persian  
Kurdlstan to the south of Lake Urusniah (far removed from the  
outbreak of 1863). The epIdemIc appears, however, to have  
died out In 1871, and no further accounts of plague there were  
received. The district bad suffered in the great epidemic of plague  

in Fettle in 5829-1835. In the winter 1876-1877 a disease which 
appears to have been plague appeared in two villages In the  
extreme north of the province of Kboridn, about 25 leagues 
from the south-east angle of the Casplan Sea. In March  ι8 

 plague broke out in Reabt, a town of so,oco Inhabitants, in the 
province of Gbflan, near the Caaplan Sea at Its south-west angle, 
from which there Is a certain amount of trade with Astrakhsn. 
In 1832 a very destructive plague had carried ud ha!! the 
Inhabitants. In 1877 the plague ma very fatal. From March 
to September 4000 persons were calculated to have died. The  
disease continued till the spring of 1878. Tn 1877 there was a 
doubtful report of the same disease at Astrabad, and also in some 
parts near the Prno-Afghan frontier. In 1878 plague again 
occurred in Kurdlatan in the district of So.u$.Bulsk, said by Dr 
Tboloaan to be the same as In the district of Mukxi where It 
occurred in 1870-187!. These scattered outbreaks of plague in 
Persian territory are the more remarkable because that country  

' Tbolossn,  In Pius as  Targei'  doss ii: limps  modrnvs  (Paris,  

'j. Netten Radcliffe, Rqerf of the Medical Ojker  of  the Piiey  
Comm]. &c. (1875) also in Papers as  Lo'ealise  Plague, presented  
ιο  parliament (1 879). p. 7.  

' Τbolο as,  La Pests is,  Tkrgsie,  p. 86.  •  Se, his report cited by  Radclille, Ρή r: as Lnaisffs' Plague  
(1879). 	 . 
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bad been generally noted for its freedom from plague (as com-
pared wiIli Αsitic Turkey and the Levant).  

A few cases of plague occurred in January 1877 at Baku on  
the west shore of the Caspian, in Ruasian  territory. 1  

An outbreak of plague en European soil in  ι&78- ι879  on the  
banks of the Volga caused a panic throughout Europe.' In  
the summer of  ι8"  a disease prevailed in several villages in  
the neighbourhood of Astrakhaii and in the city itself, which was  
clearly a mild form of plague  (ρ s1is minor). lt caused no  
deaths (or only one due  ιο  a complication) and died out a ριιar  
ently spontaneously. An ohicial physician, Dr Kastorsky, who  
investigated the matter for the government, declared the disease 
to be identical with that prevailing in the same year at Resht  
in Persia; another physician, Dr Janizky, even gave it the name  
of  (κsΙ is nosiras.  In October 1878 some cases appeared in the  
sia,iiL'a  or Cossack military settlement of Veilanka, zjo m.  
from Astrakhan οn the right bank of the Volga, which seem to  
have puzzled the physicians who first observed them, but on  
the 30th of November were recognized as being but the same  
mild plague as had been observed the year before near Astrakhan  
by Dr DBppner, chief medical omcer of the Cossacks of Astra-
khan His report on the epidemic is the only original one we  
have. At the end of November the disease became suddenly 
-more severe, and most of those attacked died, and from the slat 
of December it became still more malignant, death occurring in  
some cases in a few hours, and without any buboes being formed.  
No case of recovery was known in this period. At the cad of  
the year it rapidly declined, and in the first weeks of January 
still more so. The last death was on the 24th of January. In  
the second half of December, when the disease had already lasted  
two months, cases of plague occurred in several neighbouring  
ν iΙ lage, all of an extremely malignant type, so that in some  
places all who were attacked died. In most of these cases the  
disease began with persons who had been at Vetlanka, though 
this ωαs not universally established. The inhabitants of these 
villages, terriffed at the accounts from Vetlanka,strictly isolated 
the sick, and thus probably checked the spread of the disease.  
But it evidently suffered a spontaneous decline. By the end of  
January there were no cssos left in the district except at one 
village (Sclitrennoye), where the last occurred on the 9th of  
February. The total number of cases in Vetlanka, out of •  
population of about 1700, was 417, of whom 362 died In the  
other villages there were about 62 deaths from plague, and not  
more than two or three cases of recovery, in consequence of  
the alarm excited by this appearance of plague upon European 
soil, most European governments sent special commissions to 
the spot.. The British commissioner, were Surgeon-Major 
Colvill and Dr J.  I. Payne, who, like all the foreign commis-
sioners, reached the spot when the epidemic was over. With  
respect to the origin of this epidemic, the possibility of its having 
originated on the spot, as in Resist and on the Euphrates in  
very similar situations, is not to be denied. An attempt was  
made to show that the contagion was brought home by Cossack, 
returning from the Turkish War, but on absolutely no evidence.  
In the opinion of Dr Payne the real beginning of the disease was 
in the year 1877, in the vicinity of Aslrakban,  and the sudden  
development of the malignant out of a mild form of the disease  
was no more than had been observed in other places, The Astra.  
khan disease may have been imported from Resht or Baku, or  
may have been caused concurrently with the epidemics of these  
places by some cause affecting the basin of the Caspian generally.  

Piagse is Zndio.-  -It used to be held as a maxim that plague 
never appeared east of the Indu,, nevertheless it inn observed 
during the 19th century in more than one distinct centre in  
India. So long ago a, 1815 the disease appeared in Guzerat, 
Kattywar and Cutch, "after three years of severe famine." 

'3. . Netten Radcliffe, Reports;  Tholozan. Histoire dc is peals 
bsboisgs'  en  Ρε,,'  (Pari,,  1874).  . 

'See Radcliffe,  &$sorls  (ι879-1880);  Hirsch and Sommerbrodt,  
Pesl.Epldemw 1878-3879  in  As',achan  (Berlin, 1880); Tuber,  
La Peale d'Aslrakhan en 1878-1879 (Park, 080); Colvill and Payne.  
Reροrί  1,, Ike Lord Prerideni of the Counc,! 0879).  

Τhe dates arc all reduced to new style.  

It reappeared early next year, In the same locality, when It  
extended to Sind as far a, Hyderabad, and in another direction 
aouih.east as far as Ahmedabad and Dhollerab. But it disap.  
peered from these parts In 1820 or early In '821, and was not 
heard 01 again till July 1836, when a disease broke out mt.  
vaulence at the town of Pall in Μswsε in Rajputana. It  
spread from Pali  Ιο  the province of Meywar, but died out spois-
taneoualy in the hot season of 1837. The origin of these two 
epidemics was obscure. No importation from other countries 
could be traced. 

In 1823 (though not omdaliy known till later) an epidemic  
broke out at Kedarnaih in Gurwhal, a sub-district of Kumaon 
on the south-west of the Himalayas, on a high situation. In 
1834 and 111-36 other epidemics occurred, which κ last attracted 
the attention of government. In 1849-1850, and again in τ852, 
the disease raged very severely and spread southward. In 1853  

Dr Francis and Dr Pearson were appointed a commission  Ιο  in-
quire into the malady. In 1876-1877 another outbreak occurred. 
The symptoms of this diseaae, called maha mime or  ,aahisseari  
by the natives, were precisely those of oriental plague. The  
feature of blood-spitting, to which much importabce had been 
attached, appeared to be not a common one. A very remarkable  

ciecumalsnce was the death of animals (rat,, and more rarely 
snakes) at the outbreak of an epidemic. The rats brought up  
blood, and the body of one examined after death byi)r Francis 
showed an affection of the lung,.' 

Oriental plague was observed in the Chinese province of 
Vunnan from 1871, and also at Pakhoi, a port in the Ρoτigkiπg 
Gulf, in 1882—being said to have prevailed there at least fifteen 

 years. In both places the symptoms were the same, of  
undoubted bubonic plague. At Pskhoi it recut nearly miy  
year.1  

In s880 therefore plague existed or had existed within ten  
years. in the following parts of the world: (;) Belighazi, Africa; 
(s) Persian Kurdistan; () leak, on the Tigris and £uphratcs; 
() the Ash country, western Arabia; () on the lower Volga,  
Russia; (6) northern Persia and the shores of the Caspian; 
(7) Kumion and Gurhwal, India; (8) Vunnan said Pakboi, 
China. 

Lιτχsaτυ aε.—See the following work,, besides thοκ already 
quoted: Kamintun, Regimen wnI,a epidimiam aim $*skm,  410.  
I. 494 (many editions); Jacobus Soldus, Opoi in.ngn' dc  
4t0 (Bologna. 1478)  ΑΙεχ. Ιteπedlcιυ,,  Dc obserecJion.e 'n pesIikniun,  
4to (Venice, '493); Nlcolaun Mama,  Dejebre pesI'knlia, 4to (Venice,  
1556, &c.); F,otavanti, Rrgimento della I'eale,  1- νο. VenIce,  5556;  
John Woodall, The Surgeon's Male, folio (London. -1639); Van 
1-lelmont. Twrndi"  pesos,  8νο (Cologne, 4644. 8sc.); Muraton,  
Trisilalo del gosvrno della peste.  Modena, 1714; John 1-toward,  
An Account of Loazreltxs  in Europe &c., 410 (London, 5;89);  
Patrick Russell. A  1}ιαώ e of the Ραχυε,  410 (London. 1791  
Thomas Hancock &s'arches sale the Laws , of ΡυΙώ sιr,  $νο 
(London, 1821); l8οderi, Legoiis saT lea ρ'dέmιes, &e.. 4  vole. 8νο  
(Paris, 1822-1824); Sfgur Dupeyron, .Rccher'hes h,sioriqws, &c.  
sue 14 peak (1837);  Bulard, La  Pesrr o,icnlak, Svo (Pans. 1839):  
Grivsingwr,  Die Infeclwnskrsnkheiien  (and ed.. 8vο, Edangen,  
1864). (3. F. P.)  

Zflslory  since :880.—The moat striking featart of the early  
history of plague summtrised above Is the gradual retrocession 
of plague from the west, after a series of exceedingly destructive 
outbreaks extending over several centuries, and its eventual 
disappearance from Europe. It appes• to have come to a  
sudden end in one country after another, sad- to have been met  
there no more. ThoSe lyffig most to he west were the first  

On Indian plague. see Francis, Trans. Eji&nn. Sm. Load.  
iν.  407-408; John Murray, ibid., vol. iv. part a; J. N.Radcl,ffe,  
Reports of Loccj Gοτ'e,nmεnl Board ("75, 1876, 1877 and for 1879.'  
1880)  Ρα rΙusrnεntsry  Papers ( '879);  Frederick Forbes, Os Pkp,'  
is  Nor$h-lVcsi Prori,uvs  of India (Edinburgh, 18 (Dissci-ta.  
tins); Hirsch,  11nέ bυιh der  h'sIoτs εέ rΧ.geo τ. PaIiologii,  I. 209  
(‚860),  (Eng.  trans. by Creighton, London. 1883);  Ι-lc.Ιorr' ι Vdks.  
kr ,,khci'en  sirs Mi/idollets (Berlin, 1865), p.  '01; Webb, Palkdogi.  
ins/sea  (Sod ed.,  CaIcutia, 1 648).  

' See I.  N.  Radcliffe's Re/sari for 187971880. p. 60;  Mannon in 
Reports of Imperw.l Chinese Cusloms.  special series No. a, foe half.  
year ended the 31st of March 5878. 'th issue (Shanghai); Lowry.  

Notes on Epidemic Disease at Pakhdi" 4882).  ibid., 04th tune.  
Π. &1  - 
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ιο  be freed from its presence, nemelυ, Εnglend,  Portugal and  
Spain. From all these it  6naΙl Ut 08*,  at the  
close of a period of pandemic ρπναlence. «‚....rm  and central  

υτορe  became free about 1714, and the south of France in 
8722. The last outbreak in northern Russia occurred in 1770.  
Alter this plague only appeared in the  aouth.east  of Europe,  
where in turn it gradually died away during the first half of the  

z9th  century.  Ia  1841 Its long reign on this continent came to  

se end with an isolated outbreak In Turkey,  Irrom  that time  
Until quite recently It remained  extinct, except in the East.  
The province of Astrakhan, where a very small  α d  limited out-
break occurred in  ι88,  Is politically in Europe, but geographi-
cally it belongs rather to Asia. And even In the East plague  
was  cooSned  to more or less  cleady  localized  epidamicn;li  showed 

 nopowerofpandemicdiffusion. Iosbort,ifweregardtbehis-
tory  of this disease as a whole, It appears to have lost such  
power from the time of the Great Plague of London In 1665,  
which was part of a pandemic wave, until the  preseat.  day.  
There was not merely a gradual withdrawal  .istwsrds  lasting 
nearly two hundred years, but the outbreaks which occurred  
during that period, violent as some of them were, shοωed  a  
cow&sutly  diminishing power of diffusion and an increasing  
tendency to localization. The sudden reversal of that long 
process is therefore a very remarkable occurrence. Emerging 
from the remote endemic centres to which it had retreated,  
plague has once more taken its place among the  zymotic  diseases  
with which Western communities have to reckon, and that  
which has for more than a century been little more than a name 
and a tradition has become the familiar object of investigation, 

 iaτ ied  on with all the ardour and ,fl the resources of mode rn 
 science. In what follows an attempt will be made to summarize 

the  facta  and Indicate the  condualo$a  to be drawn from recent 
experi ence.  

DiJesion.—At the outset it is characteristic of this subtle 
d isorder that the present pandemic diffusion cannot be traced  
with certainty to a definite time or place of origin. Herein It 
differs notably item other exotic diseases liable to similar 

 diFIIa5OII.  For Instance, the last visitation of cholera could be  
traced clearly and definitely to a point of  otigin  in northern  
India In the spring of 1 892, and could be followed thence step 
by step In its march westward (see  CRotxaa). Slmileriυ,  
though not with equal p recision, the last wave of Influenza was  
shown to have started from central Asia in the sp ring of  1889 ,  
to have  tr νrΙ1ed  through Europe from east to writ, to have 
been carried thence across the sea to Ame rica and the  AntipOdes,  
until it eventually Invaded every Inhabited part of the globe  
(sea  Iw?L'7X$zA).  In both rises no doubt remains  thai  the 
all-Important means of  dIaemiπaΙοn  is human Intercourse.  
The movements of plague cannot be followed In the mm. way. 
With regard to origin, several endemic centres an. now recog-
nised In Asia and Africa, namely,  (i)  the district of  Aaayr  in  
Arabia, on the eastern shore if the Red Sea; (α)  patti  of  Meso.  
potamia  and Persia;  ()  the district of  Garohal  and  Kumaon 

 in the  ΝοrthWest Provincei  of India;  () Vunnan  in China;  
()  Bait and Central Africa. The last was recently d iscovered 
by Dr Koch. It Includes the district of  Kislba in German 
East Africa, and extends into Uganda. In applying the term  
"endemic centres" to these localities, no very precise meaning 
can be attached to the word. They are for the most part so  
remote, and the  infσntlοn  about them so scanty, that our  
knowledge Is largely  guesiwoit  What we mean Is that there 
is evidence to show that  undeτ  various names a disease Identical 
with plague has been more or less continuously prevalent for a 
number of years, but bow long and bow continuously is not  
known. Whether any of them are permanent homes of plague 
the evidence does  not enable us to  aay.  They seem, at any 
rate, to have  harborired  it since Its disappearance from Europe, 
and probably further Investigation would disclose a still wider  
pramlelice.  For Instance, there are good reasons 10' believing  
that the bland of  R&.mion  his been subject, since 1840  Ot  there. 

 ibouts,  to outbreaks under the name of  " lyiaphuuegii'  Infer
-Nm.,"  an elegant  .‚ipbemlsm diasscteiisticaliy  French. In  

all the  cοuntrΙώ  named plague appears to behave very much as  
it used to do in Europe from the time of the Black Death on-
wards, That is to say, there are perio ds  of quiescence, with  
epidemic outbreaks which attract notice at I rregular intervals.  

Taking up the story at the point where the earlier historical  
summary leaves off, we gal the following list of countries in  
which plague is known  Ιο  have been present in each year (see  
Local  Govintment  Board's Reports):  288ο, Mesopotarnia;  
ι88ι,  Mesopotamia, Persia and China; 1882, Persia  md  China;  
188, China; z88' China and  Iiidia  (a5 -eri); e885,  Persia;  
z886,  ι889,  1888, India (as  ισheaιατέ);  ι889,  Arabia, Persia ad  
China; 8890, Arabia,  Peisla  sad China;  ιSpι,  Arabia, China  
and India (as  esakamwi); ι891, Maaopotspila,.  Persia, China,  
Ru'sii  (In  centeal  Asia); 0393,  Arabia, China, Russia mad 
India (as  mdameri);  2894, Arabia, China and India (as  
malioman');  2895, Arabia and China; 1896, Arabia, Asia  
Minor, China, Japan, Russia and India (Bombay);  ι897,  Arabia, 
China, Japan, India, Russia and East Africa;  ι896,  Arabia,  
Persia, China, Japan,  Rinala,  East Africa, Madagascar and  
Vienna; 1899, /treble, Bards, China, Japan,  Meaopotamia,  
East Africa, West Africa, Philipp ine Islands, Steaks Settlements,  
Madagascar, Diem:kits,  R'imlon,  Egypt, European Russia,  
Portugal, Sandwich Islands, New Caledonia, Paraguay,  Argsn.  
tine, Bran: 2900, to the foregoing should be added  Furkeyl  
Australia, California, Mexico sod Glasgow; in  zpoz,  South  
AfrIca  and In 1902 Runde chide at  Odrisa.  

Tbia  list Is probably by no  mennaexhauetive,but  It  aumdently  
Indicates in a summary fashion the extent of that wave of dill u.  
elan which sat in during the closing years of the 19th century.  
It did  Ώ οt  fully gather way till  ι896,  when plague appeared in  
Bombay, but our modem knowledge of the disease dates from  
1894, when It attacked Kong Kong and first presented itself to 
accurate observation. From this point a more detailed account  
may be given. Plague was recognized at Hong Kong in May  
1894 , and there can be little doubt that It was imported from  
Canton,  where a violent outbreak—eaid  to have caused 100,000  
deaths—was in progress a few months earlier, being part of an 

 extenelve  wave of Infection which Is believed to have come  
originally out of the provin ce  of Funnels, one of the reco gnized  
endemic centres, and to have tended a  Ιsge  number of places  
in that part of Chine, Including  Pakhd  and other seaports.  
Hong Kong was severely effected, and has never since been  
entirely free from pla gue. In two Intermediate  yesn.—ι8q  
and 1897—νeτy  few cases ware recorded, but more recently the 
epidemic bin gathered force again. The following table gives  
the cases and deaths In each of the six years 894-1899 --- 

Year. Cases. Deaths. Case Mortality.  

1894 	  2833  3550  

e
 82

ip
i
 á 

1895 	  45 36 
1896 	  120$ 1078 
1897 2!  iS  
189$ 1320 1175  
1899 	  1486 141$  

Total 	.  6909 6272 90 7  

The excessively high rate Of mortality is probably due in 
part to  under.ststement  of the number of cases. Concealment 
Is  practIsed  by the Chinese, who are chiefly attacked, and it is 
easier to conceal sickness than death. Plague appears to have 
been equally persistent and d estructive on the mainland in 
southern China during the period  indIcated,  but no accurate 
details ate available. In  1897  the Portuguese settlements of 

 Lappa  and  Macso  were invaded. In addition to the provinces 
of Yunnan,  Kwang.si  and  Kwang-tung  in southern  China, 
plague is reported to have been present for several years In a 
district In Mongolia to the north of Peking, and distant about 
"twelve days' ride." Moat recently several localities lit Mon

-golIa  and Manchuria have been affected. Formosa was attacked 
In 8896, and suffered considerably in subsequent years ; in 1899  
the Japanese government  omdally  reported 2633 clara,  with 
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ι974 deαths. Jιριπι itself hasbadacertai 	limported  
plague, but not on  & Ιa'ge  scale.  Speakini geneτιυυ, the disease  
has persisted and spread In the Far East since 1894, but precise  
information Is lacking, except with  ιεgsrd tο Ηοαg  Kong.  
W. J.  SImpson  in his Rσροτί  as She Cααsee ef the Pkgw  

Haag  Kaag  (1903) reports the  endemidtl lue  In that 
 calony  to be maintained by (a)  iidecti_ αmοιιg rats often  

connected with Infectious material in rat runs or in houses, the  
virus of which has not been d estroyed, (b) retention of Infection  
in houses which are rat-ridden, and (c) Infected  dotbing  of people  
who have been Ill or died of plague. Ho  conaiders  the outbreaks  
are favoured by the  sesional  heat and moisture of the sp ring  
and early summer, and the movement from place to place of  
infected rats or  persOns,  lie also believes that human beings  
may Infect rats. In 310 eases 01 plague examined by Simpson  

were  bubonlc,  40% septic and 4% pneumonic.  
in  ι896  plague appeared in the  cIty  of Bombay. It was 

certainly present In August , but  wss  not recognised until the  
23τι1  of September, and the diagnosis was not bacteriologically  
conbiined  until the π3th  of October. This fact should be  
remembered when failure to recognize the disease on its brat  
appearance occurs elsewhere.  'lisa  origin of the Bombay inva-
sion Is shrouded in obscurity. It Is not even known when or 
in what past of the city It began (Condon, The Bombay Reggie).  

Several theories have been put forward, and importation by  
lea from China is the theory which has met with most acceptance.  
'ibe  native form of plague, known as υαιυnαeωi,  is  coobned  to 
the southern slopes of the Himalaya. It is described above, 
but that account may be supplemented by some earlier references  
unearthed by the Bombay  Grnellen (voL  iv.).  Ibn Batesta  
notices two destructive  pestilencas  in the 14th century, and  
Feriabta  one In 1443, which he call,  Ia'arn,  and describes as very  
unusual in India.  ΑΙ  the end of the  zbth  century there was a 
pestilence following •  prolonged famine, and In the  i;tb  century 
two violent epidemies  are recorded under the names  ia'an  and  
wdba.  In the second of these, which occurred In the  Abmedabad  
district of the Bombay Presidency In 1683-89, buboes ate  

diatinctly  described. In the  i8ih  century several  pesilknces  
are recorded without description. It is at least probable from  
these notes that even b efore the undoubted outb reak, which  
began in  Cutch  In  ι8ι2,  India was no stranger to epidemic  
plague. To return to Bombay and  ιSo6  the Infection spread  
gradually and slowly at brat, but during the brat three months 
of 1897 not only was the town of Bombay severely affected, but 
district after district In the presidency was attacked, notably  

Poona, Karachi,  Cutch Mandvl. Rhiwandi  and Daman. The 
number of cases and deaths reported in the presidency.  eaclusave 

 of the city, In each year down to the end of 1899 , was as  foUοws- 

Year. Case,. Deaths. Case Mortality  

1 896 	 
'897 	 
898 	 

'1899 	 

Total  •  

367 
49,125 
gο.α6 

131,794 

273 
36.797 
68οό ι 

101,
,
485 

%  
743  
74 7 
752 
770  

271.792 206416 758  

The corresponding  Sgurra  for Bombay city are:— 

Year. Case,,  Dea'h,,  Case Mortality . 

^
  

Λ
^
+

P
Φ

  

%  
1 896 	  1.801 7! •  

1897  1 0.232  85•7 
‚898 18,60 91'2  
1 899 15.830 81 •3  

Total 	.  53.840 46,023 854  

The total for the presidency, Including the city, In four years  
325,632 cases with 252,549 deaths In a population of 

26,960421 (census of  1891).  The population of the city is 
851,764, but during the earlier plague pe riod large numbers 
bed, so that the foregoing  bguiea  do not give the true plague  

incidence according to population. Moreover, concealment  

was extensively practised. The most striking fact brought out  
by the tables  just given is the large and steady increase year  
by year In the presidency, In spite of all  aBorts  so arrest the  
spread of Infection, it has gone on since '890, and it has not  
been  conhned  ιο  Bombay, but has extended over the who le  of  
india.  in  ι897 It bad already penetrated to  Rajρeιtaιιa,  the 
Punjab, the North West Provinces and the Central Provinces.  
In the following  yese  Bengal, Madras,  Haldarabad  and  Myso"  
were invaded. Not all these provinces suffered alike, but on the  
whole plague steadily strengthened Its hold on India generally, 
and hardly relaxed t In any part. The moat noteworthy  
details available are as follows, taken from the plague mortality  
returns published June 1908. In the Punjab from 179 deaths  
in 1897 the  morialiiy reached a maximum of 334,897 In 1905,  
in Agra and  Oudh  they rose from 72 In 01(17 to  313,802  In 1905,  
and in Madras Presidency from  ι68  In 1899 to  so,τ ss  In 1904.  

The moat striking figures, however, are these for Bombay and  
Bengal which are given below, as well as the total mortality in 
India. 

Year ' 
Βeο' ί  Presidency 

(including Calcutta). 
Bombay ΡΤe Ι 

(including Born 	1)  
All India. 

—  2,219  

219  .191  
1.264 96.592 

3.412 33• 196 as  78,629 128 .259  
2,967 184.752  
5,680 281.269  

223.957  
71,363  

59,619 51,525  

Outside China and India plague has caused no great mortality  

'n any of the countries In which It has appeared, with the  

exception  perhapa  of Arabia, about which very little is known,  
But some of the outbreaks are Interesting for other reason,,  
and require notice. The brat case Is the singular occurrence  of  
three dea ths at Vienne, In October  ι898.  The earliest  victim 
was an attendant named Bausch, employed in the pathological  

laboratoty  of the Vienna General  ilospital,  and told off to look  
after the animals said  bacteriologIcal appssntus  devoted to the  
inveatigallon  of plague, cultures of which bad been brought 
from India by the medical commissioners sent by the Royal  
Academy of Science In '897.  Barisch  was drunk and out all  
night on the 8th of October; on the 14th of October he fell ill.  
Plague was suspected, but Dr Muller, who attended the man and  
had studied the disease in India, would not admit the diagnosis  
on clinical grounds, nor was it  bsclenologically  established  
until the 19th of October  Bansch  died on the 18th  of October.  
On the 20th one of the nurses, and on the slat Dr Muller, fell ill,  
Both died of pneumonic plague, from which also  Barbcb  had 
undoubtedly suffered.  Α  second nurse and a sister 01 mercy  
had feverish  attacks, but no further case occurred. Bausch  
was shown to have been careless In the performance of his duties,  
and to have disregarded Instruc tions; and the inference  i,  that  
he conveyed  the  InfectIon  to his mouth, and so to the lungs,  
from the bacteriological specimens or Inoculated animals. The 
melancholy Incident illustra te. several points of interest; (z) the 
correctness of the bacterial theory of  caaaa&lon,  and the  Idenlity 

 of the  bσcίΙΙιe testis as the cause; (a) the infectious character 
of the pneumonic type of disease;  (,)  its high fatality;  (')  the  
difficult),  of diagnosis.  

The next occurrence of special Interest Is the appearance of 
plague In Portugal in 1899, after an absence of more than  ιοo  
years.  Itg  origin is shrouded in obscurity.  OporIo,  the seat 
of the outbreak, had no connexion by sea with any place known  

to be infected, said all  aItemp'a  to trace introduction ended in 
speculation or assumption. The moat probable theory was that  
soldiers returning home from infected Portuguese possessions  
in the East brought it with them, but this does not explain the 
selection of  Opocto  said the escape of  olbee  place*. The earliest 
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cases, according to  retroapectim  inquiry,  οccυτred  in June τ899; 

 suspicions were aroused in July, but the diagnosis was not 
established until August. The conclusion reached, after careful  
investigatIon  by Dr Jorge, the medical  oi5cer  of health, that the 
commencement really dated from June, is confirmed by the fact  
that about that time the riverside labourers, who were first  
affected, began to notice an illness among themselves sufficient!) , 

 novel to attract their attention and that of an English ship.  
owner, who from their description suspected plague. Through  
him the suspicion was conveyed to the  ΜedκαΙ Timer απd  
Gurgle, in which the suggestion of plague at Oporto was made  
before any public mention of it In the town itself. The outbreak 
never assumed large proportions. It gained  ground by degrees  
until October, after which it declined, and eventually ceased in  
February  zgco.  No recrudescence has been  orncially  announced.  
The number of cases recorded in a  populalion  of  iso,000  was 350,  
with rig deaths, representing a case mortality of 36 1%. They 
were widely scattered about the town and outlying suburbs; 
but no further extension occurred, except some isolated cases at 
Brags, a town ss m. distant, and one at Lisbon, in  tbe  person  
of the distinguished  bacterIologist,  Professor Camara  Pestana,  
who contracted the disease in making a  posl.morkm  at Oporto,  
and died in Lisbon.  

The only other appearance of plague in Europe In τ899  was  
on the Volga. Three places were affected, namely,  Kolobovka, 

 and  Kraanoyarsk,  in the province  of  Astrakban,  and Samara,  
higher up the river. All three outbreaks were small and limited,  
and no further extension took place. A commission appo inted  
by the Russian government pronounced the disease to be  
undoubtedly plague, and it appea rs  to have been very fatal. The  
origin was not ascertained.  

'lisa  moat interesting extensions of plague In  zgoo  were those 
in Australia and Glasgow. The following towns were effected  
In Australia: Sydney, in New South Wales ; Adelaide, in South 
Australia; Melbourne, In Victoria; Brisbane, Rockhampton, 

 Townjville,  Cairns and  Ipewich,  In Queensland;  Freemantle, 
 Perth and  Coolgardle,  in West Australia. In none of these,  

with the exception of Sydney, did plague obtain a serious bold. 
The total number of case, reported In Queensland  wa,  only 323,  
with  53 deaths. In Sydney there was 303 case,, with 103  
deaths, a case mortality of g%.  The Infection is supposed to 
have been brought from Noumea, In New  Caledonla,  where it 
was present at the end of  1899;  and the medical authorities 

 helieve  that the flat case, which occurred on the  zptb  of  Janualy, 
 was recognized. The outbreak, which hardly reached epidemic  

proportion,, lasted about six months. That In Glasgow was on 
a still assailer scale. It began, so far as could be ascertained, 
in August 5900, and during the two months It lasted there were 
34 cases and τ s deaths. Once more the disease was not at first  
recognised, and Its origin could not be traced. In  sgoi  plague 
Invaded  South Africa, and obtained a distinct footing both at 
Cape Town and Port  ElIzabeth. 'lisa  total number of case,  
down to July was  yflo,  with  362 deaths; the number of European, 
attacked was  zpό ,  with 6$ deaths, the rest being native,, Malaya,  
Indians, Chinese and  negroes.  With regard to Great Britain, a 
few  IhIP.borua  cases have been dealt with at different ports from  
time to time sine, 1896,  but  axcept  at Glasgow the disease has  
nowhere  obtained  a footing on land.  

Cawoilers.—Piague  Is a  ,pedflc  Infectious  feνeι,  caused by  
the  becWw testis, which was identified In  xflug  by  Kitaaato,  
and  sub.equesstly,  but Independently, by  Vereln  (see  Pixasmc 
Dastasas).  It is found in the hoboes In ordinary cues in the  
blood in the se-culled  "iepdcaemic"  cases, and In the sputum  
of pneumonic cases. It may also be present In the urine.  P.si  
m.fem It 1. found In great abundance  in the spleen and liver. 
Nothing is known of its natural history outside the body, but  
en cultivation it is apt to undergo numerous involution terms.  
Its  prelene,  in a patient is regarded as positive diagnostic proof 
of plague; but  failur,  to find or to Identify It does not  posama  
an equal negative value, and should not be too readily accepted,  
for many instances are recorded In whirls expert  ob.erver,  have 
0*  ιιιεαeιled  in  dsteceatsstlng  Its  geesasts altar repeated  

attempts. It Is clear, from the extreme variations in the seve rity  
of the illness, that the resisting power of individuals varies  

greatly. According to the Plague Research Committee of 
Bombay, the predisposing cause, are "thee. leading to a lower  
state of vitality," of which insufficient food is -probably the most  
Importint.  There is no evidence that age, sex or race exercises 
a distinct  prediapoaing  Influence. The largest incidence in 
Bombay was on  yonng  adults; but then they are more numerous  
and more exposed  Ιο  in/mien, because they go about more 
than the younger and the older. Similarly, the comparative  
immunity of Europeans in the East may be explained by their  
different conditions of life. It is doubtful whether the distinc-
tion drawn between  testis misor  and  pcs'i: major has a real  
aatlological  basis. Very mild cases occurring In the course of 
an outbreak of typical plague may be explained by greater power 
of resistance In individuals, but the epidemic prevalence of a 
mild illness preceding the appearance of undoubted plague 
suggests some difference or modification of the exciting cause. 
"It is impossible," writes Sir Richard Thorne (Local Government  
Board Report,  5898-ι899),  "to read the medical h istory of this 
disease in almost every part of the world wi thout being Impressed 
with the frequency with which recognized pla gue has been pre.  
ceded by ailments of such alight severity, involving some bubonic 
enlargement of glands and some rise in body-temperature, as 
to mask the real nature of the malady." Considering the great  
importance of arresting the spread of Infection at the outset, 
and the -implicit reliance placed upon bacteriological criteria, 
the aetiology of such antecedent ailments d eserves more atten-
dee than has hitherto been paid to It. Of course plague does  
not stand alone in this respect. Epidemic outbreaks of other 
diseases—for Instance, cholera, diphtheria and typho id  fever—
are often preceded and followed by the prevalence of mild illness  
of an allied type; and the true  aigniflcance  of this fact is one of 
the most Important problems in epidemiology. In plague,  
however, it Is of special importance, on account of the peculiarly  
Insidious manner In which this disease fastens Itself upon  a 
locality.  

The path by which the bacillus enters  ώ .  body varies. In 
pneumonic cases it is presumed to enter by the air-ρaυage  
and in  bubonlc  cases by the skin. The Bombay Plague R esearch  
Committee, whose experience is unequalled, say: "In a number 
of instances poInts  of  InoculatIon  were found  on the extremities 
of patients, from which plague cultures were  obtaIned,  and 
in these cases buboes  were found  above the point of Inoculation.  
In the majority of Instances, however, no local indication could 
be found marking the point at which the microbe was  iiflplan-
ted."  From the fact that bacilli are hardly aver found in the 
blood of bubonic cases it may be Inferred that they are arrested 
by the lymphatic glands next above the seat of Inoculation, and 
that the fight—which is the Illness—takes place largely in the  

bubo; in  non.bubonlc  cases they are not so arrested, and the  
fight takes  place in the general circulatory system, or in the 
lungs. As might be expected from these considerations, the  

bubonlc  type is very little Infectious, while pneumo nic cases  
are highly so, the patien ts  no doubt charging the  sarrounding  
atmosphere by coughing. Whether Infection can be introduced  
through the digestive tract by Infected food Is doubtful. The 
bacillus is non-resistant and easily killed by heat and germicide 

 substabce,,  particularly acids.  Little Is known of Its  toiic 
 action; only a weak toxin has been obtained from cultures.  

Of the lower animals, mice, rats, guinea-pigs, rabbits, squirrels 
and monkey, are susceptible to the  bacillua;  horses, cattle, 

 aheep,  goats, pigs, dogs and cats are more or-lea.  realsiant, but  
cats and dogs have been known to die of pla gue (Oporto, Daman,  
Cutch  and Poona).  Sn  the Great Plague of London they  wess  
believed to carry the infection, and were killed In vast numbers. 
The bacillus has been demonstrated In the bodi es  of fleas, files, 
bugs and ants.  

Clialcal Charadars. —One of the results of  r,cent obaeπvaΙΙαa  
Is the classification of plague cases under three heads, which 
have already been m entioned several times: (r)  buhotic,  
(s)  paeom'mIc, () ssp"" (Tb. seed " ρedi-cesedε "  Is  
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also used instead of  "septl-casmic,"  and though  etymologicafly 

 objectionable, it is otherwise better, as  "seplicaemic "  already  
has a  speciflc  and quite different meaning.) It should be under-
stood that this  clusilication  Is a clinical one and that the 
second and third varieties are just as much plague as the lint.  
It Is necessary to say ibis, because a misleading use of the word  

"bulxmic  "has given rise to the erroneous Idea that true plague  
is necessarily bubonic, end that non -buborilc  types are a different  
disease altogether. The word "plague "—or "pest," which is  
the name used in other languages—bad originally a general  
meaning, and may have required  qualilicationa  when applied to 
this particular fever; but it has now become a  specilic  label,  
ami  the  prelix  "bubonic" should be dropped.  

The illness vanes within the widest limits, and exhibits all  
gradations of severity, from a mere indisposition, which may pass 
almost unnoticed, to an extreme violence, only equalled by the 
most violent forms of cholera. The mild cases are always  
bubonic; the other varieties are invariably severe, and almost  
always fatal. Incubation is generally from four to six days, 
but It has been observed as short as thirty-six hours and as 
long as ten days (Bombay Research Committee). Incubation, 
however, is so difficult a thing to determine that it is unwire to 
lay down any positive limit. As a rule the onset is sudden and 
well marked. The Symptoms may be described  under the 
headings  gIven  above.  (i)  Bubonic cases usually constitute 
three-fourths of the whole, and the symptoms may therefore  
be called typical. In a well-marked case there is usually an 

 initial rigor—in children convulsions—fo llowed by a rise of 
temperature, with vomiting, headache, giddiness, intolerance to 
light; pain in  epigastrium,  back and limbs; sleeplessness, apathy 
or delirium. The' headache is described as splitting; delirium 
is of the busy type, like delirium tremens. The temperature  

series greatly; it is not usually high on the first day—imm ioi 
 to so—and may even be normal, but sometimes  it rises rapidly 

to  ι04°  or 5050  or even  ιο7°  F.; a fall of two or three degrees  
on the second or third day has frequently been observed. The 
eyes are red and Injected; the tongue is somewhat swollen, and 
at lint covered with  a thin white fur, except at the tip and 
edges, but later It is dry, and the fur yellow or brownish. Ps -cs-
tratlon  Is marked Constipation Is the rule at first, but diarrhoea 
may be present, and Is a bad sign. A characteristic symptom 
in severe cases is that the patient appears dazed and stupid, is 
thick in speech, and staggers. The condition has often been  
mistaken for intoxication. There Is nothing, however, in all 
these symptoms positively distinctive of plague, unless it is 
already prevalent. The really  patbognomornc  sign is  theappear-
inca  of buboes or Inflamed glands, which happens early in the 
Illness, usually on the second day; somet imes they are present  
hem the outset, sometimes they cannot be detected before the  
third day, or even later. The common est seat is the groin, and  
next to that the  axilla;  the cervical,  submaxillary  and femoral  
glands are less frequently affected. Sometimes the  bubces  are 
multiple and on both sides, but more commonly they are 
unilateral. The pain is described as  lanciiiating.  If left, they 
usually  seppurate  and open outwards by  sloughiug  of the skin, 
but they may subside spontaneously, or remain hard and 
indurated.  Petechiae  occur over buboes or on the abdomen, 
but they are not very common, except In fatal cases, when [hey  
appear shortly befo re  death. Boils and carbuncles ale rare.  
(a) Pneumonic plague was observed and described in many of 
the old epidemics, and particularly by two medical men, Dr 
Gilder and Dr Whyte, in the outbreak In  Kathiawar  In  rSsfl; 

 but Its precise significance was first recognized by  Childe  In 
Bombay. He demonstrated the presence of the bacilli in the  
sputa, and showed that the  Ιn*Ι o,mχiΊου  In the lungs was set up 
by primary plague Infection. The pneumonia Is usua lly  
lobular, the onset marked  by rigors, with difficult and hurried 
breathing, cough and expectoration. The prostration is great  
and the count of the illness rapid. 'The breathing beεοmeσ very 
harried—forty to sixty respirations In the minute—and the face  
dusky. The expectoration soon becomes watery and profuse,  
with little whitish specks, which contain great quantities of  

bacilli. The temperature is high and irregular. The physical  
signs are those of  brοncho-ρneυτnοnia;  oedema of the lungs  
soon supervenes, and death occurs in three or four days. (3) in  
septicaemic  cases the symptoms are those of the bubonic type,  
but more severe and without buboes. Pro stration and cerebral  
symptoms are particularly marked; the temperature rises  
rapidly and very high. The patient may die comatose within  
twenty-four  hours, but more commonly death occurs on the 
second Or third day. Recovery is very rare.  

There Is no reason for doubting that the disease described  
above is identical with the European pla gues of the 24th  and 
subsequent centuries. It does  not differ from them in its clinical 
features  more than epidemics of other diseases are apt to vary 
at different times, or more than can be accounted  los- by difference  
of handling. The swellings and  discolorationa  of the skin which  
play so large a part in old descriptions would probably be equally  
striking now but for the surgical treatment of buboes. Similarly,  
the comparatively small destructiveness of modem plague, even  
in India, may be explained by the  impeoved  sanitary conditions 

 and energetic measures dictated by modern knowledge; The  
case mortality still remains exceedingly high. The lowest 
recorded Is  %  in Sydney, and the highest p% at Hong Kong  
in 1899.  During the first few weeks In Bombay It was calculated  
by Dr  Viegas  to be as high as p%.  It is very much higher 
among Orientals than among  Europtans.  In the Bombay 
hospitals it was about  ο%  among the former, and between 30  
and 40% among the letter, which was much the same as in 
Oporto, Sydney and Cape Town. It appears, therefore, that  
plague is less fatal to Europeans than  cholere.  The average  
duration of fatal cases is live or six days; in the House of Correc-
tion at  Byculla,  where the exact period could be well observed,  
it was  liv.  and a half days. Patients who survive the tenth or 
twelfth day have a good chafes of recovery. Convalescence  
is usually prolonged.  S.cond  attacks ere rare, but have been 
known to occur.  

Diapscuk. —When plague is prevalent in a locality, the 
diagnosis is easy in fairly well-mark ed  eases of the bubonic  
type, but less so in the other varieties. When It is not  prevaltnt  
the diagnosis Is never easy, sod in pneumonic and  septicaemic  
cases It is impossible without bacteriological a ssistance. The  
earliest cases have hardly ever been even suspected at the time  

inanyoutbreskina  fresh locality. It miry betskanat  first for 
 almost any fever, particularly typhoid, or for venereal disease  

or  lymphangitis.  In plague countries the diseases  with which it 
is most liable to be  copfounded  are malaria, relapsing fever and  
typhus, or  broncho-pneumonis  in pneumonic  cates.  

Treolm'nL —The treatment of plague  is still  aymptomatic. 
 The paints requiring most attention are the cerebral symptoms  

—headache, sleeplessness, delirium, &c.—and the state of the  
heart. Alcohol and cardiac stimulants may be required to 
prevent heart failure. Speaking generally, It is Important to  
preserve strength and guard against  collapte, Exteacta  of  
supra-renal gland have been found useful  Buboca  should be  
treated on ordinary surgical principles. An antitoxic' serum  
has been prepared from horses by the  Ι stiΙυt  Pasteur in France,  
but has not met with success. The results in India obtai ned  
by British and various fudge observers were uniformly  unfa

-vourable,  and the verdict of the Research Committee (2900)  
was that the serum had "failed to influence favourably the 
mortality among those attacked." Successwas somewhat  
noisily chimed for an Improved method tried In  Oparto,  but the  
evidence  is of little  orno  value. Of ass cases treated, as died; 
while of 72 cases not treated, 46 died; but the former were all 
hospital patients, and included several  OonvaleIcenb  and many 

 casro  of extreme mildness,  whereaa  the non-serum  case, were  
treated at home or not at all, some being only discovered  when 
death had made further concealment Impossible. Later obser-
vations have, however, established that the  Yersie-Rotax  serum  
is of undoubted benefit when used early in the case, in  faet  
during the first twenty-four hours. Vary large doses, so  
much as 250 cc. may be injected subcutaneously or preferably 
Intravenously, and It is atated to modliy the whole Qum of  
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the disuse. ΑοΙbeτ serum  ba,  been p'e$red by Lustig and  
Galeolli.  

Morbid  AnMomy.—(i)  Bubowic  cases. A bubo is found to 
consist of a chain of enlarged glands, a'urouisled by a mass of  
engorged connective tissue, coagulated blood sad serum.  
Nearly all the lymphatic glands in the body axe a little awolien,  
but the lymphatic vessels show little or no change. The spleen  
and liver axe always enlarged, the former to ‚ometlme. twice or 
thrice its natural aaae. The lens= engorged and oedemstous, 
and often show haemorrhige.. The kidneya are enlarged cmi  
congested. Tb. serous membranes show petechise and ha..  

morrhages. The right aide of the heart is frequently dilated, 
with clots in the cavitie., Tb. heart muscle is normal, or sofi  
and friable. The substance of the brain, apinai cord and iserve.  
trunks  i,  normal, but the membranes are engorged. (a) Porn..  
monic case., The lymphatic glands are hardly effected. There  
is general engorgement .d eadeesa of the lungs, with pneumonic  
patches varying in size and Irregularly distributed. () Seed-  
ramie cases. Nearly all the lymphatic glands In the body are  
Involved, and have a cba ιcteriιtic appearance. They are  
enlarged to the aim of ass almond, rounded, lam and pink; there  
is some engorgement and oedema on section; the substance is  
rather soft, end= be scraped 0g  wicka knife. The surrounding  
tissue is not engorged or oedematenss. The description of the 
oilier organs given under ( ι) applies alao to (a) and (,).  

D4semin'ιΙ'οe.—ό iνen the bacillus, the questions arise, How 
Is It disseminated? and What are the conditions that favour its 
propagation? That it is conveyed  from person to person  is 
an undoubted fact, proved by innumerable cases, and tacitly 
Implied by the word" infectious," which is universally allowed.  
The sick are a source of dasger.uid one mesas of dissemination, 
and, sinee the illness may be so slight as to pass unrecognized, 
an obviously insidious one. The ambulatory plague patient  
goes lax to explain the spread of the disease without leaving any 
track. But there is evidence thee persons may carry the infec-
tion and give it to other, without being W at all themselves. 
One such case occuxred at Glasgow, and another at Oporto.  
Ιιι the Glasgow case the wife of a laundryman employed in 
handling plague linen contracted the disease. She was brought 
Into connexion with it in no other way, and there can be no 
doubt that she took it from her husband, though he was not ill 
at all himself. The Opoito instance is still more conclusive. 
Two little girls had plague at Argoncilhe, a suburb some miles 
from Oporto, and were the only casea which occurred in 
that place. Their father was a riverside labourer, who 
lodged during the week in Opoito, but went home for 
Sunday. He was not ill, but several cases of plague occurred 
in the house in which he lodged. How the poison passes from 
one person to another is lees clear. in pneumonic cases patients 
no doubt spread it around them by coughing, and others may 
take it up through the sir-passages or the skin; but even then 
the range of infection is small, and such cases are comparaii%ely 
rare, in the vast majority of cases the bacilli are in the lym-
plisIk or the circulatory system, and aerial convection, even 
for a short distance, seems highly improbable. This view is 
bore. Out by the experience in hospitals and with "contacts," 
which goes to show that with reasonable care and under fair 
conditions the risk of infection from ordinary plague patients 
Is very small. When persons live crowded together in close 
contact, and when they are careless with regard  Ιο  ditch:trace  
of all lεiπds from patients, the risk is obviously much Increased. 
Discharges—vomited matters, sputa, urine and faeces—are  
possible media by which plague is spread from person to person.  
They also contaminate clothing, which thus becomes another 
means of dissemination capable of acting at a distance. This 
Is the most probable explanation of the two cases of Indirect 
Infection related above. F α iiure to catch or induce plague 
from clothing that has been worn by plague patients proves 
nothing. Such clothing I. not necessarily infectious; indeed, 
the probabIlity is that ft is not, unless contaminated by 
discharges. There Is no evidence that merchandise and food.  

stuli. are means of dissemination, but a great deal of evi'kiica  

against such a theory. Then we come to the lower animals.  
Attention has been concentrated on rats, end some observers  
seem disposed to lay upon them the whole blame for the propa-
gation said spread of plague, which Is held to be essentially a  
rat-borne diseaae. The susceptibility of rats has been noted 
from remote times and in many countries, particularly in China, 
but it. has never attracted  ιο  much attention as during the recent  
prevalence of plague. From erie place after another a great  
mortality among rats was reported, and the bread fact that they 
dodieof plagues incontestable. Iii, therefore easily intelligible  

that they may play an important part in multiplying and fixing 
the poison on a locality. A. to how they convey it from man 
to man the greatest probability is In favour of the Sea as an 
Intermediary. Mortality among rats is said to precede the 
appearance of human plague, but the evidence of this is always 
retrospective and of a very loose character. At Sydney a 
careful Investigation was made; and the conclusion reached by 
Dr Tidawell was that" there was no ground for even a suspicion  
that our epidemic was being maintained by any process of direct 
contagion between man and man," but that rats were the  

camera. Its Glasgow the experience was just the contrary. 
Personal connexion tees traced in every case, and rats excluded; 
there was no mortality among them, and of 300 caught and  
ezamined none had plague (Chalmers). Similarly, at Oporto, 
personal έonneχion was traced in all the earlier cases; there was 
no mortality among rats, and no evidence to connect them 
with the outbreak (Jorge). Again, a comparison between rat. 
infested end rat-free districts In Bombay showed a much higher 
incidence of plague in the latter. A campaign against rats In 
Bombay, by which 50,000 or So,000 were killed in a short time, 
had no duct in checking the disease. Plague.rsts have rarely 
been found in πh ίρ calling from infected pores; and though 
millions of these snimals mast have been carried backwards and 
ferwardafrom quaytoquaybetwecnMong-K.ng, Bombay and the 
great Emmett ports, they have not brought the disease sshore. 

By fsr the moat important communication on the role of rats 
in the spread of plague is formed by the " Report on the Plsgue  
Investigations In India"  (Journo.1  of  Ilygkiie, vol. vi. No. 4;  
vol. vii. No. 3,  sgo).  The chief conclusions arrived at In the 
report as the result of expenmeista axe the following;–..  

i.  Healthy rats contracted plague from  infected  rat. when the  
only appa rent means of  communicatIon  between the two was the 

 rat Sea  (pelrx cheepis).  
2. In at experiments out of 38, 55%  of healthy rats living in  

tea-proof cages have contracted plague after receiving Scan collected  
from rats either dead or dying of  septicanmic  plague; consequently  
it is proved the rat flea can transmit plague from rat to rat.  

3. Close and continuous contact of plague-infected animal, with  
healthy ones does not infect the latter if fleas axe excluded.  

4. Should fleas be present an  epizootk  at once starts and spreads  
in  polportion  to the number of fleas present. 

. Guinea.pig'  art free in plague-infected  honnea  become infected  
with the rat flea and develop plague in a certain percentage.  

6. Fleas caught on plague-infected rats are able to select rats  
placed in  ΙΙea.ρrοοΓ cages.  

7. Guinea-pigs placed in plsgue.infected  houses do not contract  
plague if they  sri  protected from Sean; those placed in  eagea  pro.  
meted by a border of sticky paper at least six inches in radius, 
which the Seas cannot jump over, do not  contr3ct  plague ; the others  
not  sijnilarly  protected, do.  

8. Chronic plague may prevail in rats.  

On this report it may, therefore, be taken that aerial infection, 
except, perhaps, in pneumonic cases may be excluded, and that 
the chief source of infection is the flea. It was also shown that 
animals may become infected through the I aecea of a lisa which 
has been fed on plague-infected rats. This may serve to explairi 
the manner in which plague-infected linen and clothing may 
convey the disease. The report also consider, it proved that 
the bacillus penis multiplies in the stomach of a flea and may 
remain a considerable time within its host. 

Browning Smith says the following facts are admitted as knows.  
(i)  Plague can be carried by fleas horn an unhealthy rat. (a) A 
flea can retain the plague bacilli alive for seven or eight days.  
(3) Man 6. In the majority of cases. infected through the skin.  ibough  
the  puneture  may not be seen. (4)  The rat flea, when finding no  
rats, will attack man and it will alit, attack ether aaim.li .  
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Very little light has been thrown on the conditions which  
favour the prevalence of plague. We do not know why it has  

developed a  diilusive  activity of late years, nor why it has  
attacked some places and consistently passed by others, such 
as Singapore. The words  "  dirt" and "Insanitary conditions" 
axe much used, but such general terms explain nothing.  Singa.  
pore, where plague has several time, been introduced, but  
never taken hold, Is probably quite ii dirty and insanitary as  

Hong-Kong, and it is pertinently remarked by the Bombay 
Research Committee that filth per as has but little Influence, 
inasmuch as "there occurred in the House of Correction at  
Byculla,  where cleanliness Is brought as near to perfection as is  

ittainable,  an outbreak which exceeded in severity that in any of 
the filthy  ‚hawis  and tenements around." Again, in Oporto  
there Is an area which combines every possible sanitary  
defect—dense overcrowding, great poverty, no light, no air, 
no drainage, no scavenging,  waler  brought in buckets. Plague 
got Into this quarter, but did not spread there; on the other 
band, it appeared  in other and vastly superior parts of the 
town. Yet in at least one case neither the pati ent nor the  "  con-
tacts" were  removed, but were all shut up in one room with 
a sentry at the door and another in the street. The seasonal  
variations' have been well marked and extremely regular in  

Bombay. The disease begins to be active in late autumn or 
the beginning of winter, and reaches  its height in February or 
March, dying down in the summer. Baldwin  Lathaan  made an 
elaborate examination of the  nieIeorologlcai  conditions, and 
more particularly of the vapour tension, from which he draws 
the conclusion that the seasonal va riations are due to exhalation  
from the ground. His observations are original and worth 
attention. A simpler explanation is that the people live more 
indoors, and are so more exposed  Ιο  infection during the 
plague season. The curve shows two rises, one at the begin-
ning of winter, and the other at the commencement of the 
monsoon, and at both these times the people sea driven indoors.  
A broad survey of the epidemiological facts suggests some 
general conclusions. The outbreaks fall into two well-defined  
groups: (a) those in which the disease is destructive and per

-aitenι,  (a) those in which its effects are alight and transient. 
In the former the poison clearly  fastena  on the locality, and 
gradually increases its hold. The place is infected, not merely 
the people in it; for if they evacuate it, the disease soon ceases 
among them, and if they return in a short time, they are again 
attacked. Now the poison  Ia  contained, as we have already 
seen, in the discharges from patients, and in such infected 
localities the standing conditions and the habits of the people 
combine to retain the discharges on the premi ses. The floors, 
mostly of mud covered with dung, are fouled with spittle. 
vomit, and urine, and, being seldom or  nevet  cleaned out, foster 
a gradual accumulation of poison, to which infected rats and  
the concealment of illness contribute. These are just the con' 

 dilions  which prevailed in Europe in the old plague days. They 
do not prevail now in those  "  white countries" which have been  
invaded but have repelled the attack with comparative ease  
and little loss. It may be concluded, with some confidence, 
from expe rience and theory alike, that localities where they do 
not prevail may fail to k eep plague Out, but have very little  Ιο 

 fear from it, except the disturbance of trade caused by the 
tradi tional terrors  that still cling to the name.  

Presenliirn. —The principle, are the name as those which  
govern the prevention of other infectious diseases. "Sanitary  

cordons" and the like are obsolete. International  .proccdure 
 is supposed to be regulated  by the Venice convention of 1897  

(see  QOASANTINa),  but that instrument contains an optional 
clause, which allows countries to do as they please with their  
own frontiers. Except Great Britain and Germany, they all  
retain quarantine in a more or less stringent form at seaports.  
It Is generally used as a system of local extortion imposed upon 
travellers  and  shiρ lπg.  According to the Venice convention. 
ships are divided into  (i)  healthy. (a) suspected,  (.)  infected.  
(a) Healthy are those free from plague throughout the voyage, 
a) suspected, these In which plague has occurred, but no (resin  

case within twelve days; (3) Infected, these In which plague  baa  
occurred within twelve days. Great B ritain  relies on medical  
inspection, removal of sick or suspected cases, and supervision  
of the healthy arriving on an Infected ship; Infected clothing  
is burnt and infected ships are disinfected. The procedure is the  
same as for cholera, but it has been equally successful. Ships 
passing through the Suez Canal are subject to similar Inspection; 
sick persona are landed  at  Mose,  Wells, and  auspected  coca  
detained. The risk of Importing plague from India has been  
materially lessened by medical Inspection of outward-bound  

ships at the principal ports.  Tbia baa  been very thoroughly  
carried out at Bombay with good results.  Ia  1897  pIlgrimages  
from India to the  Hedjaz  were prohibited. By the Venice  
convention a number of articles of merchandise are classed  
as susceptible and liable  Ιο  be refused admission, but the only  
ones which there is any reason to consider dangero us  are used  
clothing  and rags. A watch should be kept on rats at ports  
of arrival and on board  abipa  from infected countries.  

When plague is present in a place, the measures to be taken  
are the usual ones for dealing with infectious  disease, with some  
additions. The sick and suspect ed  should be removed in special  
ambulances  to an  Isol&tion  hospital, their soiled linens, &c., 
should be burnt, and the premises disinfected. Corrosive  

aubiimate  in an acid solution Is the beat disinfectant, but  aul-
phuric  acid, a In ago, is efficient and cheap er. Suspected cases  
should be bestowed in a special Isolated building until the  
diagnosis is fully determined. "Contacts" should be kept  
under observation. Rats should be exter minated  ha far as  
possible, especially by means of the  Daxiysz  virus, which spreads 
a disease amongst rats which cannot be communicated to man. 
The greatest care should be taken in dealing with the hospital  
linen and discharges from patients. Hospital  atslfs  should be  
kept apart. Inoculation with  Halikine'a  prophylactic fluid  
should be offered to all pe rsons  willIng  to avail themselves of  
it. It is especially desirable for  hoapital  and ambulance seers 
to be inoculated with a vaccine prepared from sterilised cultures  
of plague bacillus. Inoculation is heelless, and the results 
obtained  in India justify a favourable opinion of its protective  
efficacy.' At  Hubli, wher,  nearly the whole popula tion was  
inoculated between the τ ι th  of May and the  17Ιh  of September  

'The system of inoculation against plague with a fluid prepa red  
from sterilized virus of the disease was introduced in India by Pro-
fessor  Hafikine  early in 1897. The composition of this fluid was  
subjected  to a smirching Inquiry by the Indian Plague Commission.  
who pronounced its  em Ιοyment  to be free from danger, and it  
was used on a large  icale  in various parts of India without ρrοdικing  
injurious effects. In September  apox  the standard method  οf 
manufacturing this fluid was changed by the director of the Plague  

institute on his own  auihority.  with the object of expediting the  
process, and thus meeting the heavy demand then being mid. 
by the Punjab goverrnIens in connexion with a large scheme of 
inoculation. The change Involved the omission of a s mall ins- 
portion of carbolic acid which had up tilt then been added to 

p
the  

original fluid as s further  preesution &Feint contamination. The  
new fluid, or water  sgar  process, contained no carbolic geld, other  
method, being relied upon to ensure its purity. On the 6th of  
November  iqoa, nineteen persons who had been inoculated  on 
the 30th of October in the village of  Malkowal  from a single bottle  
(labelled 51-n)  of the new fluid were found to be suffering from 
tetanus, and all of them subsequently died. A  coIQsnluIon , con-
sisting of Sir Lawrence Jenkins,  Lieu t.-C(1lonel Bombed,  Μ.D.  
principal of the Medical College, Calcutta, and Ma»r  Semple 
K.A.M.C.,  director of the Pasteur  Ι nsti Ιut. )(snub, was  appointeJ 

 by the government of India to inquire Into the disaster. They  

found that the germ of tetanus had been Introduced into the fluid  
before the bottle was opened at  Malkowal,  and they thought it lieu

-bable  that this might have  οccυrτed  owing either to insufficient 
sterilization or to the process of filling the bottle from a larger  

flask having been performed with  dνΓective prersutions.  They 
also expressed the opinion that carbolic acid was a valuable  ageat  
in restraining tetanus growth when added to plague prophylactic,  
and they, therefore, thought that its om ission was a grave mistake.  
Experiments undertaken in India by two independent Inquiries  
appea red to confirm the view, and their conclusion,, together  wsih  
the data on which they were based, were submitted with the report  
of the commission for examination and further experiment to the  
Lister Institute in London. With reference to the findings of  the 

 Malkowal  commission the Institute were asked to report: It) On 
the comparative  eflicacy  of the  st,ndard  and flue fluids as • 
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1898,  the mean mortality among the inoculated was 1.3%;  
among the  uninoculated  ι3 2  0/,,,  At Daman the mortality was—
inoculated  τ.6%, uninoculated  :46%; ,  at Dharwar, inoculated  
1.2%,  uninioculated 5.2%ρ  In all these cases the numbers  
dealt with were large and the lest fair.  

Simpson, in The Ρrαdib οs  (Dec.  ι9ού ),  gives an  analyds 
 of the results of Hallkine's serum inoculations as  fo ί lοws- 

Year.  
Case Mortality.  

υnnοcυΙ ted.  Inoculated  

1897-1900 average. 	. 6099 3655  
1900-1901 	,  6Ο·59  3650  
1901-1902  6512  3507  
1902'·1903 	 ,, 	 . 	 .  601 239  

In Poona, out of  ςςςος uniaoculatcd  cases the incidence was 
 68%, while in 1300 inoculated cases it was only 0.3,3%. Klein  

also prepares a new prophylactic from the dried organs of  a 
guinea-pig, and one of the most interesting experiments is that  
of Strong  (ΑπΑisj ιlWS' Αijs- usdko$erhe Hygiene , April, 1906), 
who uses for producing immunity in man a living virulent  
culture of the bacillus pestis.  He immunized 40 persons with-
out mishap and with no more unpleasant results than those 
occurring slier vaccination.  Inoculalion  protects against 
attack, and greatly modifies the illness when it fails to protect.  
How long  the protection lasts has not been determined, but it 
appears to be several months at least.  

The main authorities for the  reseaitlies  into plague are in the  
official reports of recent years from India and elsewhere. Sea  
generally W. J. Simpson,  Α  Treaiise  on  Pkgue  (1905).  

(A. Si.. H. L. H.) 

PLAICE  (Pksireaeglar $ilema),  a spade, of Bat-flab, common  
on the cbasts of northern Europe from Iceland to the Bay of  
Biacay. It is readilyrecognizedbytbeyellowororsnge.coloured  
spots which are placed in a tow along the dorsal and anal fins, 
and scattered over the body. The eyes are on the right side, and  

the teeth in the jaws compressed and truncate. Thc scales are  
minute arid amootb. Plaice, like other flat-fishes, prefer a 
sandy flat bottom to a rocky ground, and occur in suitable 
localities in great abundance, they spawn early in spring, and  
ire in finest condition in the month of May. Individuals of 
seven or eight pounds weight are considered flab of large size,  

but specimens of double that weight have been caught. 
See the monograph by F. J. Cole and J.  Johnstone  (LiverIool.  

1901); and W.  Garstang  a" Reports on the Nattiest History of the  
Plaice"  (RmipporIs  ‚1  prxhs.wrbo.ax  di' earned irdmiuiional pesr  

leχρΙοrdiοπ de is sir,, 1905 seq.).  
PLAID (Carl.  ploide, Ir. plaid, usually taken to be derived from  

Gael. peal!, sheepskin, Lat.  pail!:, skin), an enter garment,  
consisting of an oblong piece of woollen cloth, which has formed  
the principal outer part Of the costume of the Highlanders of  
Scotland. The wearer wrapped himself in the plaid, the lower  
portion, reaching to the knees and belted, forming the kilt.  
Litter the lower portion was separated, being called the  phil!-
beg, the plaid being used as a covering for the shoulders sod  
upper part of the body. The plaids were usually of a checked  
or tartan pattern. The word is thus used of any cloth made 
with such a pattern. "Shepherd's plaid" is a cloth with a 
chequer of black of a white ground.  

PLAIN  (Ο.  Fr. plain, from Lal. $arnns), a level surface; hence 
In physical geography a tract of country generally quite flat or 
comparatively so (see  Gεοcaaριgτ). The adjective "pl ain 

 signifies" level," and thence smooth, clear, simple, ordinary, &c. 
PLAIXPIELD,  a city of Union county, New Jersey, U.S.A., 

about  24 m.  W. by S. of New YorkClty. Pop.  (πιο  U.S.  census), 
zο,ο. It Is served by the Central Railroad of New Jersey and  
by electric lines connecting with neighbouring towns, It is 
situated for the most part on a plain; north-cast are heights 
occupied by the suburb Of Netherwood, and north in Somerset  
county, on the slope of the first Watchung Mountain, is the 
borough of North Plautifleld (pop. ipio U.S. census, 6117),  

which forms with Plainfield virtually a single residential and 
business community. Plainfleld is one of the most attractive 
residential suburbs of New York. The city has an excellent  
public school system, a good public library, with an art gallery 
and museum. The Muhlenbcrg hospital, club houses and a 
driving track are features of the city. The value of the factory 
producta increased from $2,437,434 in 1900 to  $3,572,134  In 

 1905, or 466%.  Plainfleld  was settled in 1684, but it was not  
until 1735 that the first frame house was erected. In  1760  a  
grist mill was erected, and for several years the place was  
called Milltowii.  The township of  PIainIleld  was created out of  
Westfield township in 1847, and in 1867 Plaiiifleld was chartered  
as a city.  

PLAIN SONG, or PLaTN CHANT  (Grqerkn If usic; Lat. unites
planus; Ital. casIo grcgoriano;  Fr. plain 44,4  a style Of  
unis000us music, easily recognizable by certain strongly marked 
characteristics, some very ancient fragments of which are  
believed to have been in use under the Jewish dispensation  
from a remote period, and to have beers thence transferred to 
the ritual of the Christian Church. 

The theories advanced as to the origin Of this solemn form of 
ecclesiastical music are innumerable. The most widely spread 
opinion is that the older portion of it originated with the Psalms  
themselves, or at least sprang from the inter synagogue music.  
Another theory traces the origin Of plain song tO the early Greeks; 
and the supporters of this view lay much stress on the fact 
that the scales in which its melodies are composed are named  
after the old Greek "modes." But, beyond the name, no 
connexion whatever exists between the two tonalities. Less  

reasonable hypotheses attribute the origin of the plain song to the 
Phoenicians, to the Egyptians, to the early Christian converts, 
and to the musicians of the middle ages. 

protection against plague; (a) on the comparative liability of each 
bid to contamination; and (3) on the probable origin 01 tetanus  
virus in the  Malkowal  cases. Their  re ιοrt  on these paints (Dec. 
1904) contained the following  conclusionut  (1) "The institute 
lees no reason to differ from the conclusions of the commission 

 that the new prophylactic is not less  emcacious  than the old.  
(a) The Institute is of opinion that in the hands of more or lest  
unskilled workers it is easier to ensure freedom from  contaminatinii  
by  Hafllcine's  ' standard method  •  of manufacturing plague vaccine 

 than with the 'water  agsr  process'  aa  employed by him. (3 ) The  
Institute is in entire  a$reement  with the commission as to the  '.'alue  
of 5% carbolic acid in restraining tetanus growth when  addCd  to  
plague prophylactic, and its experiments emphasize still further 

 the Importance of this addition in preventing growth and loam 
 formation in a vaccine which might be liable to the possibility  sf 

 contamination with spores of tetanus.  (4) Τhe  conclusions of the 
 Institute coincide with those of the commission that in all probability 
 tetanus was at the time of inoculation in the fluid contained its  

the bottle, but that It Is Impossible to determine at what stage its  
its history or In what way the bottle  (53-n)  became contaminated" 

 The government decided, on the advice of the director, that only 
 the standard fluid should be manufactured at the plague institute.  

This fluid was sterilized by methods approved by the Indian Plague 
Commission and contained the requisite proportion of carbolic  
acid. It was bottled by a new method patented by Dr F.. Maynard. 

 The result of the inquiries by the commission and the Lister 
 Institute led to a protracted controversy with regard to the  rio  

,ponsibility  of Mr  Haffkine's  laboratory, and to his subsequent 
treatment by the government of India; and the leading  bacteti- 
oloitists  in England warmly took up his cause.  Α  parliamentary 
"Return of Papers " was issued In June 1907, and in The Tim,:  
of the  apth of July there appeared a letter signed by the distinguish( d  

tlsologists,  Ronald Rose, R. T.  hewlett,  A. S.  Grunbaum,  W. ι. 
• imριοn.  P.. F. C. Leith,  "Ρ  R. Smith, G. Sims  Woodhead,  Is. 

Klein. S.  Flexner  and C. Hunter Stewart. pointing Out that time  
evidence, so far from showing that Mr  Hafikinc's  laboratory was  
to blame, made it dear to those acquainted with bacteriological 
work that it could have had nothing to do with the  occurrense.  
They  ayreed  that there was strong evidence to show that " the  
contamination took place when the Ιιοttle  was opened at  Malkowal, 

 owing to the abolition by the plague authorities of the technique 
• ribed  by the Bombay laboratory, and to the consequent  
allure to sterilize the forceps which were used in opening the  bott lt.  

and which during the process were dropped on the ground  ";  and  
they complained of the inadequacy of the inquiries made by the 
Indian government, and called for Mr l-laffkine's  exoneration. 
The evidence showed that it bad been much too readily believed  
that the tetanus germs had entered the fluid before the bottle was  
opened, and that a grave injustice had been done to Mr  Haflkimm.  
Α,ctsnΚ on this view, in November 7907,  the Indian government  
inνited Mt llaffbjne again to take up work in India.  
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Towards the dose of the 41h century Ambrose of Milan, 

fearing the loss or corruption of the venerable melodies which  
had been preserved by means of oral tradition only,  cadeavoured  
to restore them to their primitive purity, and to teach the clergy  
to sing them with greater precision. A still more extensive  
work of the same nature was undertaken, two centuries later,  
by Pope Gregory the Great And thus use two schools of 
ecclesiastical music, still known as the  "Ambrcsian"  and the  
"Gregorian chant "—the first of which Is practised only In the 
diocese of Milan, while the latter Is universally accepted as the  
authorized "Roman use." In order to explain the essential  
differences between these two schools, we must describe in detail  
some of the peculiar character istics of plain song.  

The melodies  which form the  Tdpermo&.  of plain chant are  not  
written In modern major and minor scales, but In certain  
tonalities  bearing names analogous to those of the early Greek 
"modes," though constructed on very different principles.  
Of these  «  modes," fourteen exist In theory, though twelve only 
are in practical use. The Intervals of each "mode  "  are derived  
from a fundamental sound, called its  "  final." The compass of  
acb  mode comprises eight sounds— that of the first, third, fifth, 

 sevenib,  ninth, eleventh and thirteenth "modes " extending  
to the octave above the "final," and that of the second, fourth, 
sixth, eighth, tenth, twelfth and fourteenth extending from the  
fourth note below the final to the fifth note above it. Con-
sequently, the "finals  "  of the first series, called the "authentic 
modes," occupy the lowest place in each system of sounds, and 
those of the second series, called the"  plagal  modes," the middle  
place—the same "final" being common to one "authentic" 
and one"  plagsl  mode." The following table exhibits the entire 
system, expressed in the alphabetical notation peculiar to modern  
English music—the "final" being indicated In each case by an 
asterisk, and the posi tion of the  aemitones,  from which each mode 
derives its distinctive character  by brackets.  

,4we ίdυ. 	 nee Medi'  

ι.  Dα, D.  (?,ο. Α. (, D. 	a, 	sd.ds., A, fl , ιa. 	0.  Α. 
Ιs υ  7y.,  S 1. Ο.  Α. C. D.  Ε 	‚ Ηremb κi*ι, d D.  

a Σ&ι., 'Τ,  0,  Α.  ‚?.D. 1? 	' Η,Ρ* Ι. C. n, έ .ο.  Α, 1? 
. w.*e.·ο, Α. 	Ώ .  (P. O.  a  Rsι'eeJιeb 	Ώ .1?.'Ο.Α.Ι, D. 

Αιώ l.s, 'Α.  D. El. O,& το. H,,pos,s2is, ‚'?Ο, 'Α.  ί ?  n,x. 
11. Χ.,,Ι,  '(3, 0, El.  Ο  4,1.  11. Htedselil,P,O,A. 5E?,D.  D  
55.  Isato,  'C, n,  i?.o,  A,  έ .  5'  Πyρcs 0. Α.  1.  Ώ .  Ο.  0.  

Νο..  τ τ  and is in this series are rejected, for technical reasons  
Into which we have not space to enter; they are practically useless.'  

Of these modes Ambrose used four only—the first four  
"authentic modes," now numbered  i,  3, S and 7.  Gregory  
acknowledged, and is said by some historians of credit to have 
invented, the first four  "plagsl  modes "—No.. s,  4, 6 and 8. 
The use of the remising "modes," except perhaps the ninth, 
was not formally authorized until the reign of Charlema gne, 
who published an  omdal  decision upon the subject. In one or 
other of the twelve "modes" recognized by this decision every  
plain-chant melody is composed. The number of such melodies 
preserved to us, the genuineness of which Is undoubted, is very 

 large; and the collection is divided into several distinct classes, 
the most Important of which are the melodi es  proper to the 
Psalm-Tosser and  A,iisphons;  the  Ordiswrj,im Messes, the  
Zsib'oils, Grades!: and  Ojeriorid;  the  Praefciianes, Versicvii  

and  Rer$sisork;  the Hymns and Sequences; and the  Lamenia-
Slants, Exidki  and other music used in Holy Week.  

Of these classes the most Interesting by far is that whi ch 
 includes the psalm-tones, or psalm-tunes, called by modern 

English historians, the" Gregorian tones." The oldest of these 
are tones 1,  3,  and 7,  as sung by Ambrose. The antiquity Of 
tones s, 4,  6 and 8 is less firmly established, thou gh  there is no 
doubt that Gregory the Great sanctioned their use on strong 
traditional evidence. In addition to these, a peculiarly beautiful 
melody In mode q, known as the Tones peregrlrnes,  has been 
sung from time Immemorial only to the psalm  Zn  exile lined.  

' Analogous to the tonic or key-note of the modem scale. 
For fuller information on the subject see the arncl. "Modes,"  

iq  Groves  Dsdsosinry of Music.  

The oldest version of this melody now extant Is  midoubtedlyto  a 
 certain extent impure; but tradition imputes to it a very high 

antiquity, and even our doubts as to the authenticity of the now 
generally accepted reading extend only to one single note.  Α  
widely accepted tradition points out this melody as the tune  
sung to In exitslined, as part of the Great  Hsllel  (see  Psaii's) ,  
which is generally (but hardly rightly) identified with the hymn  

sung by Christ and His apostles  immediately after the Last 
 Supper.  

One very powerful argument In favour Of the Jewish origin of 
the psalm-tones  lies In the peculiarity of their  conatruction. 

 Ills impossible to ignore the perfect adaptation of these venerable 
 melodics  to the laws of Hebrew poetry, as opposed to those which 

governed Greek and Latin verse, The division of the tune 
into two distinct strain,, exactly balancing each other,  pointa  
assuredly to the Intention of singing It to the two  coiltraaled  
phrases which, inseparable  from the constitution of a Hebrew  
verse,flndnoplaceinsnylaterformofpoetry. Andlt is very 
remarkabl,  that this  oonstructlonal  peculiarity was never 
Imitated, either In the  earlIest  hymns or  antiphona  we posses, 

 orin  these of the middle ages—evidently because it was found 
Impossible to adapt It to any medieval form of verse—even to 
the  Ta Deem, which, though a manliest reproduction of the 
Hebrew psalm, was adapted by Ambrose to a melody of very 
different formation, and naturally so since so many of Its phrase,  
consist of a single  dause  only, balanced In the following verse.  
This peculiarity now passes for the most part  usmoliced;  and the  
Ta Deem is constantly sung to a psalm-tone, very much to the  
detriment of both. But in the middle ages this abuse was  
unknown; and so It came to pass that, until the "School of the  
Restoration" gave birth, in England, to the single chant,  
avowedly built upon the lines of Its Gregorian predecessor, and a  
somewhat later  period to the double one, so constructed  as to 
weld two verses of the psalm into One, often with utter disregard  
to the sense of the words, the venerable psa lm-tones  stood quite  
alone—the  only melodies  in existence to which the psalms could 
be chanted. And so intimate is the adaptation of these plain-
chant melodies to the rhythm as well as to the sense of the sacred  
text, even after Its translation into more modern languages,  so 
strongly do they swing with the one and emphasize the other,  
that it is difficult to believe that the composition of the music was 

 not coeval with that of the poetry.  
Next In antiquity to the psalm-tones  are the melodies  adapted 

to the  antlpbons,  the  offertoria,  the  grsduals  and the introits,  
sung at  WghMas'  Those proper to the  O,dinorism mince are 
probably of later date, Those belonging to hymns and sequences 
are Of all ages. Among the latest we possess—perhaps the very  
latest of any great importance—Is that of Linde Sion, a very 
fine one, in modes 7  and 8, adapted to the celebrated sequence 
written by Thomas Aqu inas about  xadr.  

To the melodies  adapted  Ιο  the  Lsiaenlaliosses  and the  .Rridid,  
as sung in the Church of  ROme  during Holy Week, it is abso-
lutely Impossible to assign any date at all. All we know is that 
they are of extreme antiquity, end beautiful beyond all  descTlp-
tion.  The melody 01  Exsdld  Is, indeed, very frequently cited  
as the finest example of plain so ng  In existence.  

To  aSsert  that melodies so old as these have been handed 
down to us in their original purity would be absurd. But the 
presence of corruption rarely passes undetected by the initiated ;  •  
and vigorous efforts have been made from time to time to purify 
the received text by reference to the oldest and meat trustworthy  
MSS. attainable. Such an effort was begun on a very extensive 
scale by the "Congregation Of Rites," at the Instigation of 
Pope Plus IX., In the year *868; and the labours of that learned  
body, together with those of the monks of  Solesmta  and else-
where, have done much towa rds the restoration of plain chant  
to the highest state of purity possible. In England the Plain-
Song and Medieval  Muiic  Society, founded In *888, has also done 
valuable work by its  pυblicaΙiοn  (W. S. it)  

PLAINTIP?,  one who brings a "plaint" (Low  Lat. pld,ide  
$angere,  beat the breast, lament), the name, In law, of the 
party who brings an action against another, who's called the  
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u defendant." Xn suits terdivorce the party bringing the suit  

Is styled the "petitioner," the party against whom It is 
brought the ' respondent."  

PLAIT (through  Ο.  Fr. pins, from Lat. ρiτeiπιπι, folded,  
pliove,  to fold), properly a fold, especially a fold of cloth, now  

usually in the collateral form "pleai." "Plait" Is now princi-
pally applied to entwined strands of ribbon, hair, straw or fibre.  

PLAN (from  Lat. pitmus, flat), a diagram όo a flat surface; 
hence by analogy any deliberate scheme or design. In archi-
tecture, a "plan" is a horizontal geometrical Section of the 
walls of a building,er indications, on a horizontal plane, of the  

relative positions of the walls and partitions, with the various  

openings, such as windows and doors, recesses and projections,  

chimneys said chimney-breasts, columns, pilasters, &c. This 
term Is Sometimes Incorrectly used In the sense of design (g.e.). 
. PLANARIANI a well-defined group of animals, characterized  

externally by their ovoid or vermiform shape, their gliding  

movement and their soft, unsegmented, ciliated bodies: inter-
nafly by that combination of low somatic type of structure and  

complex gonldial organization which is characteristic of the 
Platyelml' (q.sj.  Their low type of bodily structure may be 
exemplified by the facts that the mouth is the only means of 
ingress to and egress from the blind alimentary sac, and that no 
vascular system Is dW.rentiated. Moat Planarlans am aquatic  

and the cilia that cover the body produce by their beating a  

stirring of the water. Hence the class is generally known by the 
name Turbellaala.  . 

Planarians form one of the basal groups of the animal kingdom.  
They are the simplest of multicellular creeping things. In them 
the gliding movemqnt has become habitual. The lowest 
Planarians are still largely free-swimming animalcuin and we  
can trace within the limits of the group the development of the  

creeping habit and the consequences thai flow from It. It has  

led to the difierentiation of anterior and posterior extremities; 
to the formation of bilateral symmetry; and to the development 
of a mucilage protecting the body against friction. It entails  

the concentration of the scattered nervous system on the ventral 
surface and at the anterior end, and it has induced the segregation  
of the diffused cense.organs in the bead. The Planarlans occupy 
a position midway between the simple planula larva of Coelen-
lerateS and the segmented Aniiellds. They have probably 
sprung either from an early Coelomate stock, or represent an  
Ιndeρ ndeπΙ class descended from a two-layered parentage  

distinct from that of the Coelenterates; a view which is adopted 
in the present article.  

Orcwrerice. —Moat  Turbellaria are aquatic. They abound on 
the seashore and In fresh water, amongst weeds or wider cover 
of stones, shells and sand. Pew of them are pelagic or deep-
water forms, and only some half -dozen Planarians are known to 
be parasitic. A large number of land Planarians sit known, 
chiefly from tropical and south temperate countries. 

The majority of marine Planarians are nocturnal or cryptosoic,  

biding away during the period of low tide to avoid desiccation 
of their soft sticky bodies and coming out at night or during high 
tide to feed. They are mostly carnivorous, and their movements 
are correlated largely with the nature of their food. The smaller,  
more active species occur In companies amongst the finer sea-
weeds over which they creep or swim In pursuit of their food. 
The larger maxine species occur singly or in pairs on Ascidians,  
Nulllpores or Polyzoa, from whence as the tide rises they issue 
to feed. By the time the next low tide exposes them, these 
I'laisensns have so completely digested their meal that we know 
‚rery little of its nature. The common fresh-water Planarians 
form either hula companies of a dozen Or more, usua'lly of a 
single specie., huddled together under a stone or in some cranny  

(see Pearl 18)'), or societies of several specie. that inhabit  

S$agrnu"  and other fresh-water vegetation. This fresh-water  
plswian fauna is of two kinds, the fauna of permanent and that  

of temporary sheets of water and both show a certain adaptation 
to their environment. The latter, being subject to greater 
extremes of temperature than the lacustrine Planarisris, produce  

1 τbesι references are to the literature at the end of this article.  

thick-shelled eggs only. The development of these eggs Is rapid  
in warm water, slow in cold: so that a pool after a few days of 
early spring sunshine is soon populated and provision is made for 
the continuance of the race should a cold snap follow. The 
Iscustrine Pisnarians exhibit a different form of adaptation.  

The eggs laid by many of these animals are either thin-shelled  
and rapidly hatched or thick-shelled and slowly hatched. The 
lake-water, however, is in spring, even after sunshine, of a much 
lower temperature than that of pool-water, but the masse. of 
Sphagnum and other weeds that bonier lakes and marshes axe  

often warner than the open water and may be as much as 13° or  

z? C. higher in temperature. Here the Planariana assemble to  
benefit by the warmth, and under such favourable conditions 
lay thin-shelled eggs which ra'sidly develop; whilst in colder 
surroundings or at the onset of winter thick-shelled resting 
eggs are laid. In this manner we can understand the abun-
dance of Planarian life In cold meres and transitory pools In 
Great Britain, Scandinavia, Finlsnd, Denmark and North 
America. 

In contrast to the general habit among Turbellaria of haunting 
dim or dark place., the station chosen by a few spades is exposed  
and strongly Illuminated. The marine  Conxiida  and  Pdy-
'herr,  and the fresh-water Varier  rn,idis  may be taken as  
examples.  Cοκνοlυία parrid.se  occurs among brown weeds which  
receive much light during neap tides and strong direct sun  
or light every fortnight.  Pdychaerus crccpe about the New 
England shore without resorting habitually to cover, and Is also  
strongly insulated. Verns resembles the green Hydra of (rue 
ponds in choosing the lightest side of its surroundings; and 
finally,  C.mdwia r,seojessis  paints the beach green in Brittany, 
part of Normandy and Natal. In every such man the Plansrian  
is coloured brown or green by the presence of photosynthetIcally  

active cells and the singular heliotropic habit of these Turbcllarla  

is associated with the illumination necessary for the activity of 
their coloured cells.  

Only one branch of the Planarians has become terrestrial, but 
this has spre.d over almost all the whole globe. One species  

(Rkyn'hr,deinus ierresb'&,  fig. z, e) Is fairly common In Great  
Britain under stones, loge and occasionally on fungi, but the 
Jfolarctic countries (North America, Europe and North Mrica,  
North Asia) are extremely poor In terrestrial species. In coun-
tries lying in the centre and in the south of the great continents 
and in the south temperate continental islands and archipelagoes  

these land Plsnsrians become more abundant and varied; and 
being frequently transported with earth or plants they are often  

found In hothouse. and botanical gardens far from their native  
country. Their distribution oera some points of special  

Interest showing a close relationship between the South American  

fanna and that of Australia and New Zealand: between the land  

Planarlans of Madagascar, of Ceylon and of Indo-Malaya: and  
a marked contrast between Japan and the rest of the Palacacctic  
region (see Von Grafi  Γι),  1899).  

£xWnal Charadcrs.—Planariana  range from the minute forms  
no larger than Infusoria to ovate, marine species,  ό  in. in 
diameter and to ribbon-like land forms S in. in length. The  
majority are small, somewhat cylindrical organisms with a 
flat creeping surface. Others, comprising the common fresh-
water said marine forms, axe flattened and leaf-like, often 
provided with a pair of tentacles near the front end of the  

body, and in Some cases the whole dorsal surface is beSet with 
papillae. The land forms are elongate and smooth, and their 
anterior extremity is often modified into the arcuate shape  

of a cheese-cutter. Their movements art usually of a gliding 
character. The minuter forms perform short excursions into 
the water round their station, and in so doing recall Iiifusorla.  

The larger forms, in addition to gliding like pellicles, fold the  

expanded anterior part of their body into a couple of fin., 
with which they swim after the fashion of a skate. The 
folded margins of other forms clasp the weeds on which they 
live. Adhesion is effected by the mucous Investment of the 
body and frequently by some apedally developed local secretion 
of ‚lime, or by a sucker. By these mesas, aided by dids 
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elgel-frequenting  and cryptic habits, the  Turbellaria,  though  
,oft-bodied, are able to withstand the  νiοlence οf  the waves.  

The anterior end in all  Tuxbellaria  is the site of the chief  
sense-organs, and in some  
forms  (Proboacida)  becomes  
transformed into an  invagin..  
able  ρrοbα ds οf  highly tactile  
nature. Such forms lead  
naturally to the  Nemertina  

Cdoralios.—Tbe  coloration  
of Πlιneriens  is of Interest.  
The flattened  marine forms  
are often  brilliantly coloured  
on the dorsal surface, either  
uniformly or with  sOme  sink-
ing marginal band; or they  
may exhibit longitudinal  
bands of contrasting tints or  
a mottled appearance. The  
significance of these colours I.  
not fully understood, but in  
some cases of sympathetic  

	

w 	coloration the derivative  
F 	 function of the pigments is  

Pta. τ. 	 probably to aid cryptic re- 
a, Comid ida ρaτσdοΧa. Οε. 	semblance. The terrestrial  
b, Vorkx s1,idu,  M.  Sch. 	Planarians exhibit the most  

1 or'oius'as'us. Gil; 	. 	striking patterns in  longitu. 
' tf Χa' extremity ding striping and cross-bar.  

	

(after )olt. Schmidt). 	which appear to have no  
., Rhynchodemes krresl,is,  Ο.  F. relation to the environment  

	

M011er  (alter Kennel), 	of these essentially nocturnal  
f, Β bft υΜ "res.  Mos. (after animals. The fresh-water  
g, Prslycdis 'nesosin  O.  &h.,  at-  forms are colourless or dusky,  

tacbed by the  ρΙ aι nx($) ιo'  often dark-brown, possibly In 

	

dead worm (a ter Johnson). 	relation to the retention of  
All the figures of nαtυ rαl dec. αnd heat; but • a number of both 

a, c and d are marine, b and g fresh-water and marine Plana- 
axe fresh-ester, •  and j are ten-  rians  a green colour is present,  
restriel.  All found 'so Great constantly in some species,  
Britain except d.  aporadically  in others.  

This green effect I. due to the infection of the Planarian by a  
minute alga which multiplies in the tissues and may profoundly  
effect the habits and even the structure of its "host." The 

 plananan  so effected acquires a heliotropic habit; it becomes  
gregarious and in extreme cases ceases to ingest solid food. In  

Cοeσοίιιια roarojensss  the green cells have become indispensable. 
They function both as the nutritive and excretory organs of the  
Planarian, and the young animal cannot develop until it is  
infected and has acquired a supply of these green cells which  
become Incorporated into its tissues (Gamble and  Keeble  171).  
Brown algal cells  (Zooxanthellac)  are known in other  spccies  of 
Cowed a Ισ.  . 

Food.-.-The food of  Turbellanians  consists, In the smaller  
species, of diatoms, unicellular algae, microscopic animals and 
other  Turbellarians;  in the larger ones, of  worms, mollusca  and  
Insects. The fine feeders capture their food chiefly at night by 
gulping down the minute organ isms that settle or swim in their  
neighbourhood. The coarse feeders enclose their prey with a  
coating of slime and then proceed either to engulf it in their  
expansible mouth or to perforate it by their trumpet-like  pharyna.  
The mouth is remarkably variable in position (fig. 2). In many  
flattened  Planariana  it is placed centrally on the ventral surface  

somewhat as in a jelly-fish. In the majority it is nearer the 
anterior end, but in a few remarkably elongate forms it occupies  
a position near the hinder end of the animal. In the cylindrical 
forms  (Rhabdocoels)  a similar variability in the position of the  
mouth is met with.  

Ar'aIomy.—Tbe  structure of the  Tu,'oellsnia  though greatly  
varied in detail, conforms to a single type of somatic organization  
which is transitory in the higher invertebrates. The sexual organs,  

on the other band, sit founded on two or mom types, and the  
astounding complications of these structures suggest that their  
evolution has been governed by quite other factors or combina-
tions of factors than those that have  guided the somatic  evolutioa  
of the group.  
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Fin. s. —A group of  Polyclad Turbellaria, illustrating the various  
positions in which the mouth of Plananians may occur, and the 
concomitant changes in other organ.. , 

A,  Aiwssysisis sinks: mouth central, male genital aperture (,)  
siultiple and biradial.  

 Β,  Prosliswskasun ιηt'hυnιιdυs:  mouth anterior, the  pharyox  
protruded through it.  

C,  Ceslopksa:  mouth poaterio' (is); r,• ιlc; 5, female genital  
aperture; Br. brain; CG, eyes especially related to the beam;  

Ey,  marginal eyes; 55, mouth; MG, stomach;  Pb, Pharyax;  
s, sucker.  . 
The general structural characters  are as follows. The body  

consist, of a muscular envelope cove red externally by a ciliated  
glandular epidermis and elan alimentary sac, cylindrical or branched,  

	

Ι_ 	 ΝΙ 	PC 	ΕΤ'  

ίνφ 
-  

PC 	 Μ  
(Alise Bsie!g.)  

Fin. 3.—To show the structure of the simplest  Tiiebellarla.  
The figure represents the left half of a transverse section across  

the body of the Acoelous planarian  Ifajskdiscss.  The mouth (M)  
is plugged up with a digestive polynudear mass of cytoplasm and 
the transition, from this to the stellate scattered  central  paxen-
chyms  (SC) and  egein  from the latter to a firmer  penpteral  sons  
(PC)  sne shown. The outermost layer (ΕΠ)  Is a ciliated epidermis  
resting on  0)11  a basement membrane (dark line); the row  of 
dots beneath  this represents the longitudinal muscles (Z.). 

for which the mouth serves both as Ingress and egress. Between 
 this aproctoua  gut and the integument the body consists of a  

jelly-like. vacuolated meseachym• made up of branched glan& 
cells, excretory cells pIgment ,  and muscle-cells. A space may be  
secondarily hollowed Out around part of the gut; but no coelomic 
or true perivisceral cavhy exists In the sense in which these terms  
are used in higher animals. A nervous system is present and 
consists of an anterior 'brnin" and of ramifying gangliomc trunks  
that are developed in relation to the muscular integument and tO  
the sense-mg:us for the perception of light and pressure. No  
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sφlτιtcιγ  organs ate develo'ted, probably in connuunion with the  

absence of a binod-vancular system. un the other hand, the  
process of reprnducton is elaborately organized. Tb. Planarians  
are hermaphrodite and, an in so many other small animals, the body,  
after attaining maturity, becomes in many Plananans practically 
a genital sac and is soon exhausted by the  i-eeated  calls upon its 
reserves that are involved in the rapid production of eggs and sm.  
matozee. The interval. between successive clutches has been  
found in  C.m'olida τmίΟ cnirn  to be a month, thus suggesting the  
influence of the lunar tides upon matiiratiom  

Isjzgum'ni —The  epidermiS is ciliated and highly glandular. 
It consints of a single layer of cubical or oblong cells with the 
structure seen In fig. 3.  The glandular secretion takes various  
forms, such as mucus. mucinoid granular blocks, or fusiform re. 
(decent homogeneous rods. These rods or "rhabdjtes" are  

G 	 '‚  

'111i 	111 
C  •ir  

(Ponly  shoe  tuibm & rhslulfe-wkoossrbo/', Zodugfe,  
by  isesiu'sion  of  Wtbsbs Eagsiisoos.)  

Fin. 4.—Ροrtion of a transverse section of  Mesosiomiukrealie,gii.  

The epidermis (E) consists of cells divided into an outer and inner 
zone. the latter containing rhabdiiee (Rb);  the cilia (Ci) are  
thickened about the middle of their length. Below the epidermis 
is the basement-membrane ( BM), a layer of clacular muscles (C) and 
of longitudinal ones ( L). Below this again is the mesenchyma  (M)  
made up of branched cell, and dorso-ventral muscle-fibres (DM).  
The mesenchymatous glands (Ries) arc producing rhammites (Rm)  
which pass outwards,  

frequently coloured red or yellow, and are highly characteristic of 
the Turbellacia. Their real use is unknown, in only two genera  
does the epidermis produce cuticular spines  (Acors!houoon, Enaiiiia)  
on the surface, but chitinoid hooks, spines and spirals occur 
frequently on the lining membrane 01 the male and female  
cουΙatοrγ ducts.  

Beto,  the epidermis is a firm basement membrane into which  
the subjacent muscles arc Inserted. They are divided into outer 
circular and Inner longitudinal groups and subdivided in the If  rger  
forms by diagonal fibre,, and in the most highly di ΠerentΙaιed  
Planarians there are sit muscular layers, two of each kind. In 
a number of Turbellaria the musculature is modified to form a 
sucker either single or double and anterior or posterior, and it 
undergoes further modification in conn.xion with the pharynx 
and reproductive organs.  . 

Fin, 5 —Integument at  Mesustoma lisgsw, O. Sch.  
On the right hand is the epidermis  ι)  with perforations (I) through  

which the rhabdiiee  (:8)  ρrο eεt.  Beneath this the basement mem-
brane (bus), and beneath this again the muscular layers consisting  

circular (es) diagonal (is), and longitudinal (is) fibres.  

ΑΗmεrJry  Sac—The alimentary sac  consIsts  of a muscular  
phIrynx opening outwards through the mouth and inwards into  
• median digestIve organ which may be solid or hollow, and in the 
latter ease straight, lobate or branched. These cbaracte Γι are  

rτclatιd with such a number of distirictivc f'aturts thaI the  

elssoificatiuxi  of the Plasarian Is beard  οτι  them. Tbna we have  
the Rhabdocodida with straight gut and the  Triciadida  and the  
Foiycladidiu  with triple and multiple branches to the gut. The  
Rhabdocoelida are further divided Into three groups: the Aco.Ia  

(Fism Lsehsiten's ?reel.. ω  
Fro. d.—Main trunks of 	 rut iv.>  

the Excretooy System of 	FaG. 7.—Flame-cell from the  
Miuodoiiui ehreisbergii,  Ο. 	 Excretory System.  
Sch.,  opening to the exterior 	a, nucleus; b, excretory granules;  
through the mouth; ph, 	c,' flame "; d, branches olce1';  
Pharynx. 	 a, beginning of excretory tube. 

with a simple  syr'cytiai  gut not sharply separated from the surround-
ing menenchyma; the Rhabdocoela, with a hollow gut and a pen-
visceral 5chi Ζοcο lic ipso; and the Alioeocncla with a lobate gut  
end reduced  schizococle.  The last group leads one naturally to 
the  Tricladida;  the  Polyclads being an independent group. 

The pharynx varies widely in structure. In the Acoeta it is a  
mere thickening and pitting of the integument. In the Rhabdo-
coda a great number of elaborate modihcations are found. These  
are based on the type of a bucral invagination, which forms the  
‚haryngea Ι sheath, and from the  
l ttoi"  of this there springs a mus-
cular outwardly directed tube or fold. 
In the Alloeocoela and Triclatlida the O·r  
pharyrix is an elongate protrunble 
cylinder, and in the Polyciadu it may 
be sit immensely distensible frilled 	 ' ς'J)'i' 	Lii  
organ, the folds of which have indepen- 
dent movement, or an elongate tube. 	 'Vii  
At the base of the pharynx lie the 
openings of salivary glands. In the  
Polycladida the section of the alionen-
lacy sac into which the pharynx opens  
is a median stomach from which 
the intestinal branches radiate. The  
stomach in few forms is t,rovided  
with digestive glands. The branches  Fin. 8,—The Nervous 
possess an Independent musculature  αγfιςΤΙΙ  Ο  a 511ΛΡΜ r ιέιο.  
and exhibit active peristalsis. The in- anon (Jlaplodtucu, one of  
tratine of Planarians is not ciliated, and the Acocla).  
digestion appears to be largely lntra-  B, the brain which gives  
cellular and not cavitary. 	 off a dorsal (.9Ν)  and  

M'ses'hyuiiiu. —  The meseiichyma a ventral (VΝ plexus  
(Bobmig: parenchyma  audi.)  consists and also lateral nerve, 
of • mass of branched vacuofated cells, (LN). The mouth (Α1)  
imbedded in which lie gland-cells, pIg , 	and the οtynt  (Οι  
meat-cells and the excreter/ system. 	are shown, ihe fbrmrr 
it envelop, the genital organs, which 	Is ventral, the latter 
though In the mesenchyma are not of dorsal In position.  
it, and It forms an investment to the 
gut and to the space (schizocoel) which often occurs between  
the gut and the mars of the mesqnchyosa. The mesenchymatous 
gland-celia are of different kinds.  (i)  Single cells in whiclr 
nods (rhammitesi see developed (fig. 4,  Ruse). Such cells in 
embryonic life give rise to a prunes which perforates the soft  
basem σt.membran. and penetrates between the epldermal cells.  
Th, process becomes hoifow, and the rhammltes pass outwards  
along it on to the surface of the animal, forming in many  
Turbellarians thickly set rows of rods on the heed. (a) Similar  
cells contain nematocystI in a few Planarlaris (Mi'mlsisa.  Shea'  
gm*,  A isosy  so  ssmis, end  S'ylοώ ορΙase Ie,da). Wliitbcs' those  
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nenυtοeυsts  develop in the Tmbeflarlan  ό  doubeftil,  and it Is not  
impowible that they are derived from the tissues 01 some coelenter·  
ate animals eaten by the Planarian, a. his been shown to be the case  
in the nesaatocy.t. of Ealids, () Cells peodudny aciculate spicules,  
sometimes associated with a spiral thread. These structures are  
often associated together in batteries, notably so in the remarkable  
genus .4 iwnym us.  

Exuek,y Syskm.—Tbe  excretory system consists of proto.  
iiephridia, that is, of tubes opening to the exterior by  one or more 

(Fee.  Caald4i Nmasf Ebb,y  ν  fl.  Ws'n'.  &t  kt ;stung= d  
Me'simm&&,Lw. Aiteiluii&)  

9.—Dουble Eye found on the  brain of Polyclads. Each  
consists of g  pigment-cup and of four nerve-end cells (rod-cells) in  
which the nerves ttrminate.  

if, nerve fibres and cells. Pr, pigment-cell.  Rc,  rod cell.  

αρertureα and after branching extensively in the mesenchyme,  
end ΙΙy in peculiar hollow cells ( αame.cclls) provided with a  
bunch of synchronously vibrating cilia. The excretory tubules 
hive a marl'edly sinuous course and are provided with cilia. The  

motion of these citia and of the flame-cells  
ii to induce an outward current of the fluid 
from the canals, but the  ρ is  of cc-m.-  
tion  seems to be performed clocflv by  ιh 
branched mesenehymatous flame-cells. The 
position of the external opening valid. 
greatly. It may be single or paired, mid. 
ventral or ter'ninal, or again multiple and 
arranged in pairs along the dorsal surlice  
(Tridadida and probably in Polycladida). 
The flame-cells are arranged in plus in  
Tricladida,  but lie less  τegs 	he  
mesenchyma  of moat forms. 	 is 
noteworthy that in the Acoela no exό torγ  
system is ό οwn. 

Nervous Syskm—The nervous system is 
present in all division. of the order. it  
consists of a paired, anterior ganglion lying  
ventral to the gut, and from this are given  
of!, right and left, dorm), lateral and  veπ traΙ  
fibres interconnected by a plexus. The 
nerve-cells are scattered throughout the 
plexus. The chief devdonment of the system 
occurs in relation to the muscular 'hod - 
wall, sense-organs and the pharynx. Tn  
these characters the nervous system of 
Planarians shows an interesting transition 
from the scattered plexus of C'oelenterates  
to the segmental ganglia and sympathetic  
nervous system of Annelids.  

Sesι e-οr σss.—Ρbese  occur in the  i,,rr'  Γ 
 tactile organs,  otocysts  and eyes. The wit 

akin of many Planarians is  sensiiis'e. α n I 
amongst the ordinary  locomotor  cilia k»  

Fισ. io.-Mfcrosloma stiff ones are found which it is natural  ι i  
. Oe., under. think are tactile organs. The head-end i 

going division- Them often provided with specialized cells  tb  1  
are  Ιό  individuals. 8 appear to  subserve  the scno  of t'sfi  
with mouth apertures  pomibly  of  taate  also.  

showing the buds , j of rhammites, of long stiff cilia, and the  
the first (rn) second great mobility and eenaitiveness of this  
(rn'), third (.'), 	region, bear out this conclusion.  Α  further 
fourth (in") 	development of cephalic, senvory structures  
ion. The fifth genera- occurs in the form of a crescentic groove 

tion  hae not t  (Polyclads)  of paired, lateral Dits (Mires.  
acquired a  mouth  sIoiwa,  fig, to) of mobile tiaplflae on the 
aperture. ', ciliated extreme front margin (Land  Triclads)  

Θ.  eye spots; and of extensible tentacle., marginal or  
s, intestine. 	 nuchal in most Polyclads.  

The otocyst occurs constantly in the  
&radii and sporadically in every other division of the grosm. It 
is with one exception a single median organ placed over the brain.  
and consists of a viii- or bi-ceflular sac containing a calcareou.  

concretion lying In a fluid. From what I. known 01 these osgane  
in higher invmebixtes we may infer that they serve to macese  
the perception of slow wave.movemeaf and enhance the control 01  
the muscular sense.  

Eye. six generally present in Planarians, Two type. are dl.- 
tinguiahable-.-syss with a c υρ haρed retina facing outwards. and  
those with an iaverted retina lacing inwards. The former σmw  
in Triclads and Polyclada around the margin 01 the body often a  
hundred or more may be present. The latter oceur in all groups 
except the Acoela, but are limited to the neighbourhood of the  
brain or bases of the nuchal tentacles. Recent investigation has 
shown that the essential part of the eyes has in all cases a cosnpli-
caled structure and is not a mere epidmnal cell-group eiiclmed 
by pigment and provided with an optic nerve. On the contrary  
(Hesse liol), adequately known eye. are composed of red-cells that  
contain ench an axial filament or bundle of flb τilla (the termination  
of the nerve), and the distal end of the rod-cell is converted into a 
striated usually broad border where the action of light commences.  
Α  group of such specialized rod-cells is enclosed in a pigmented  
cup opening either outwards or inwards and pierced by an opic 
nerve. The whole is usually depressed bene,th the epsdmnia.  
but in some Acoela and Alloeocoela the eyes retain a surface-
position. In the Polyclaif a eyes may Increase by diνiαiοn and in  
Triclada may decrease In number by fusion (Cam&e hiD. The  
marginal and often radial disposition of the scattered eyes, and the  
proatomial position of the paired eyes, afford interesting evidence  
of the intermediate position that l'lanarians occupy betwem the  
radiate Coelentera and the bilateral Anitelids.  

Repi'odaciion  —All  Turbellaria are hermaphrodite, and rgprodisce  
sexually, but 	few form. (Microstomidar and some Triclads)  

eitit 
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it—Plan of an Acoeloun 	FiG. 12.—Plan of a Rh&1ι4ο  
Turbellarian. 	 coelous Turbellarian.  

e. Eye. 	 be, Bursa copulatrix.  
in, Mucous gland, formerly mix- en,  Brain. 

taken for the mouth, which  ',  Eye.  
lies in the centre of the 4, Germanum.  
body, 	 s, Intestine.  

οι, Otolith. 	 Ι.,  Longitudinal nave trunk.  
Os, Ovary, 	 as Mouth.  
p. Digesting parenchyma. 	j', Pharynx.  
i,  Testicular follicles. 	 rs, Receptaculum mmii,.  
as, Vesicula seminalis. 	 :,  Salivary gland.  
,g. Male-organ of copulation. 	I, Testis,  

g, Common sexual aperture. 	a, Uterus (contaixung an egg).  
a, ',elk gland.  
,s,  Vcsicula  .cmsnalia. 
‚‚ Cbitinouscopsslatoryorgaa.  

g, Common sexual apertnsw.  
be, Rum copolatrix.  

increase during the summer by fission and during the winiur by  

eggs. The body of the Mkrostomidae become, constricted and  
partially subdivided into two, the posterior half rrgenerwtaa a bruin 
and phaiynx. Subsequently each becomes again converted jam  
two  amid*, and the  psoceas  'a  ,epeated  until a chain a formed a.  
In fig, to. This breaks up Into Its constituent members, each 01  
which repeats the process until the onset of reproduction. The  



cm, Βrαiσ.  
I, Intestinal branches.  
it, Anterior unpaired intestine  

branch.  
I., Longitudinal nerve cord.  
m Mouth. 
0'!, Oviduct.  
mu. Ovarian follicle.  
$u, Pharynx,  

Phsryngeal  pouch.  

$8,  

a,  
ad,  

9,  
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?dried', eel the other hand, fragrant, wltboeitimdergclng prepara  
tο dιanes. 	

female genital ducts (goiio.ducta) open to the  nude αιιd 
=terror. either through a common chamber on the rent& surface  
(most Rhabdocoelida and all Triciadida, figs. 12, 14) OT by separate  
aperture. that are alan usually ventral. In the latter cam, the male  
g000pore is usually in front of the female one (all Polycladida and  
mm. Rhabdocoelida).  Α  .eparate  opening is .ometimes acquired  
by one or other of the aceessoq reproductive organa (as by the  
spermotheca In mm. Rhabdocoelida in which it is dousel).  

The gesieiativ. organe of the Planarians are complex. Male and  
female gmm.cella develop in one and the mine Individual and reach  
the exterior by independent ducts. These ducts ar, provided  
with accemoty glands along their cooiue sod terminate In penial  

Fro. 14.—Plan of a Tridadid.  
ii , Anterior, and  i,  ii. paired ροs  

tenor branches of Intestine. 
 ad, Oviduct.  

In, Tentacle.  
ad, Vex dtferens.  
', Male,and 9,femaΙecορυΙatοτγ  

organ. Oliierlcttusasm όg.ti  

or vaginal ιmιctυrss1  often of great complexity, which aα siirs 
rounded by an "atrium" or invagination of the ventral body.  
wall. From this invagination a special vesicle "uterus" is olt*n  
developed for the reception of the fertilized egg previous to 
ovipositiοn.  

Thp /scoela  present the simplest arrangement. In this group (hg. 
ii ) the male germ-cells arise in follicles each of which is the  
product of a single sperm.mother-cell. From these follicles, the  
motile spermatozoa enter the paired sperm.duct. which opens by  
a single aperture near the hinder end of the animal, and Is provided  
with a simple unarmed glandular penis. The female germ-rolls or  
ova arise from a paired ovary, some of the cells of which appear  
to act as nurse-cells, supplying the young eggs with n ουτiιhment.  
When mature the eggs are transferred to the oviduct. At the point  
where the two oviduct. join in order to open to the exterior they  
receive a conical sac (opermot bees) which contains spermatozoa.  Μ  
this point the eggs are fertilized, and deposited in a mucilaginous  
ram which is attached no algae or buried in the sand. It is  
cbaε cιeriιΙΊc of the Acoela that the testes sf4 ovaries should 
ion be continuous with either the sperm'duct or the oviduct  

sespeciively.  
In one genus of the Accelous Turbellaria—Pdychierus—tbia  

primitive arrangement undergoes a development which foreshadows  
the complicated ovaria and vitellaria of higher forms. In 1'40- 
cheerer the eggs mature in a special roomy chamber and are here  
provided with yolk which is elaborated by a sterile part of the  

evaiy. Thus we have a dilferentiation of germ-cells into two  
peetion. allocated  ιο  two chambers: fertile ova which open eventu- 

aiiy  into the oviduct, and sterile ova that become yolk.cells and  
open into the brood.pouch.  

'I he remaining Rhabdococlida possess separate ovaries and yolk.  
glands. The union bet"ecn the two sets of ducts takes place in  
the genital atrium which is provided with a spermotheca for the  
fertilization of the ova, but in at least one nub'family  (Cylinder.  
si.minar)  the spermotheca opens by a special dorsal pore. These  
ova, together 'iithi the yolk and spermatozoa, are then transferred  

ιο  another atrial d'verticuiunt—the uterus, in which a shell is formed  

and from which they are deposited in the form of a cocoon. In  
addition, a muscular pouch, the no.called "bursacoputatric." is 
usually ρΓeeπ t. The male organs of Rhabdocoeluda are no less  
complex. The testes α re either follicular (Alloeocovla) or compact  

Ι.  

Ftc.  15.—ΡΙaπ of a Polycladid.  
Stomach.  
Testicular follicle.  
Uterus.  
Vs. deferens.  
Male copulatory organ, with  

the male aperture behind.  
Female copulatory organ,  

with the female aperture  
before it. The eyes  nra  
omitted. 

(Rhabdocoela),  and communicate indirectly or directly with the  
paired seminal ducts. The ducts unite at the base of an  eνati τι.  
able penis. This muscular organ in provided wbh glandular and  
chttinoid appendages of cοπsiderαble complexity, and, in addition  
to these, a poison gland and duct are sometimespresent. In certain  
genera  (M'acrorhyrwhut, Prorhys.chsa)  the penis is used for catching  
prey, perhaps exclusively so in the former genus. The opening  
of the atrium into the oral cavity in Cyhindrontominae and of the  
male organ into the mouth of  Prorhy,schss is possibly explained  
by this tact.  

From the ΑΙΙοeαοeΙa we eels readily to the Trielads. In both  
of thesegroups the reρrσducιινe organs are based on the same plan  
but in Triclads the separation of ovarian and vitellarian portions  
of the gonad is less perfectly effected. 'l'be oviduct transmits the  
eggs from the anteriorly placed ovary, and receives in its course  
the openings of numerous vitellaria (11g. 14). No distinct spermo'  
theta is developed, but a cocoon is formed in a special chamber- 

Fro. 55.—Plan of an Allo,o.  
coelous Turbeliarian. Letter.  
log as in hg.  13.  
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the uterus—which may either bee dilatation o1 the common  
oviduct (vagina) or of the atrium, and may open to the exterior  
independently (single in  Ukrijierw,  paired in  Syiwerlidism).  In  
‚flddkara  the uterus is said to act as a spermotheca. In addition  
to these structure., accessory muscular organs are found in  Dend,o

-cedar and developed to a high degree in land Plananana, where  
they form the so-called adenocheiri and adenodactyli (see von  
Graff, 1899).  

Lastly, the Polyclads offer certain distinctive sexual character..  
The ovaries are follicular, very numerous, and the ova elaborate 
their own yolk (11g. 15). 'lii. oviducts open into a chamber which,  
sifter receiving a voluminous shell.gland, opens by a muscular  
bursa to the exterior. No special uterus is developed, but  
from the point of union of the two egg.chambers a vesicle is given  

off which may open separately to the exterior  (ΐngοrnψοrι's).  
The testes are equally diffused and the seminal vesicles usually  
form a median muscular eversible sac which opens in front of the  
female genital pore. In .Siyloslomsm, however, this penlal organ  
opens through the mouth, as in certain Rhabdocoelida. Moreover,  

it may be paired (Thysasezdo,i) or multiple. Thus in Anoisymiis  
twelve or more pairs occur. In  Crypixehdes  two, four or six may  
he present, but in this genus they all lie in a common sac. In  
Pdypeeiia  twenty pore, occur ranged about the female pore, but  
the most posteriorly placed of these structures are devoid of a  
seminal duct. This condition supports the view that in Polyclads  
the penis was at first a glandular organ probably used for attacking  

prey and that It has become secondarily connected with repro-
duction. In confirmation of this conclusion we have the observa-
tions of Lana () that Virgin stabs the body of other Polyclads  
with its penis when brought into contact with these. (See Whit-
man 191.)  The genus Laidksia differs from all other Polyclads  
In possessing a dorsal genital opening.  

Dmkprmd.—Tbe  development of the Planarians Is fairly  
well known. Except for one or two species of Polyclads, develop- 

ment is direct and without mets-
;z-c, morphosis: but in  Thysanceson  and  

Virgin the embryo develops eight  
strongly ciliated lobe, which form a  
circumoral band of larval processes.  
These have been compared with the  
girdle of Trochosphere larvae and  
also with the eight rows of swimming  
plates in Ctenophores. From the  
name of their discoverer these girdled 
larvae are called Muller's larvae  
(fig. t6).  

In the Rhabdocoelida the eggs are  
usually laid In a audI which has  
characteristic shapes. Each capsule  
contains a single ovum and several  
yolk-cells. Segmentation result, In  
the formation of dislocated megacytes  
and microcytes. The latter give rise  
to the epidermis which is laid down  
in bilateral sheets, the former to the  
various internal organs. There is no  
distinction of germ-layers, and the  
gut Is gradually organized from the  
mesenchyme, the rest of which gives  
rise totheparenchyma. Thepharynx  
and the rudiment of the gonads are  

(ΜΙ  Ws.) . the first organs to appear (Breslau  
Fι., i6.—Larva of Virgin 1 1 31,  i9ο). The devalopmcnt of the 

aurnalscis, L (Ρdyida), Acoela differs in certain particulars  
with provisional ciliated from that of other Rhabelocoelida.  
processes. The ova contain yolk-granules, and  
yolk-cells are absent. Groups 0f such eggs, each with its own  
shell, are laid in a gelatinous envelope. Each ovum segments into  

a two-layered embryo composed of a ciliated outer layer and a  
central syncytium. No truce of a distinct enteron.or gut is visible 
but as the embryo grows the syncytium become. differentiateti  
into a more fluid central portion and a firmer peripteral zone. The  
former, together with the wandering phagocytes, corresponds  

functionally to the separate gut of other Rhabdocoelida. Pelagic  
larvae with • cost of long dun have been identified by Uljanin as  
belonging to the Acoela.  

The development of the Triciadida offers other peculiarities.  

From four to twenty or more ova are surrounded by several hundred  
amoeboid yolk-cells in each cocoon. Each egg-cell divides: but,  
as happens in the capsular ova of certain Molluscs and Olignrhaeta.  

they do not all survive, some being used up as food by the remainder.  
The segmented ovum becomes dislocated as in some Rhabdococl,,  

the blastommes moving apart from one another. The details of  

organ-formation are still imperfectly understood.  

The eggs of the Polyclads are laid somewhat like those of the Acoela  
in a gelatinous envelope, each ovum bring provided with yolk  

and an egg-shell which may be operculale. The majority of  
species go through a direct development The segmentation of the  
egg in Discocelis and  Leploplana  ha, been worked out by Lang  
and his result, re-interpreted 534  Wilson and others (Hubrtcht  

(tel). lii Polyclads a distinction of germ-layer, similar to that 
occurring in the development of Mollusca, Chaetqpod.Annellds  
and certain other Invertebrates, is early apparent. The ovum by  
unequal segmentation gives rise to  meganieres  and  mieromerea.  
and between the two, intermediate cell, form one origin for the  
mesenchyms. The micromeres surround the hummer:52ft and  
centrally placed rn The latter undergo division into  
hy ρob Ιa Ι  cells and yolk -ina-.ses.  The similarity of  
in  Polyclads  and  Coelomaie  Invertebrates, together with the 
trochosphere-like  Polyclad  larval form (Mllhler's larva) have been 
the two chief arguments in support of the view that this group Is 
a link between the  Planariar  and Coalomata. It is at present,  
however, doubtful whether  s" h highly organised animals as Poly.  
dads can be regarded as in asy sense ancestral forms. Their in.  
lations to other Turbeliaria re quite uncertain, and on present  
evidence it seems legitimate t hold that they are the most highly  
differentiated division both ii' umbryonic sod sdult structure.  

Sysleraali' Α ,ταπgιrι4  
Order Tsirhdkrie.—Free-living Platyelmia with aclliated epidermis.  

A well-developed nervous system and sense-organe nosicantrated it 
the anterior end of the body, diffused elsewhere.  

Sub-order A.  Rhandocodida.—Gut  syncytial  or tubular. Female  
gonads always compact.  

Tribe  I.  Acoda  (fig. ii).—Menenchyma not differentiated into 
separate gut and parenchyina. No excretory organs of protons-
phridial type.  Α  simple pharynx. A median otocyat (atatocyst)  
over the brain. Small, often flattened forms. All marine and  
many infected by brown or green algal cells. One species parasitic  
In Echinoderms.  

Tribe II.  Rhabdocoda  (fig.  12).—Gut and parenchyma separate,  
the former a simple straight sac. Vilellaria usually present. 
Testes compact. Penis and pharynx often complex occasionally 
protruded through a common opening. Marine and frenh.water.  
Many fresh-water forms Infected by algal cells.  Τ,y$Ιή fasa,  
Grαj1Ια, Anopiodiiim, are respectively parasitic in  Nephibys, in 
Gastropods and Holothuriatis.  

Tribe lii. Ahlococoda.—Gut and parenchyma distinct. In-
testine straight or lobate. Testes (ollicular. Penis and pbaiynx  
simple. One family with otolith. All marine except Pkgiwiel.n  
kmani  (deep-water, Geneva) and the  Bo'hriopinaidoe.  

Sub-order B. Desdrocodida.—Large formi with Battened body,  
branched intestine, follicular testes and follicular ovaries or compact  
ovaries and yolk.glands.  

Tribe 1.  Tridadida.—Intestine with three main branches. A  
pair of compact ovaria and numerous yolk-glands connected by  

a common duct. A single genital aperture. Fresh-water forms:  
Planarin, De,sdrocodiim, Poiycelts.  common. Peculiar form, in  
Lake Baikai Mgrine forms: Gaiida segrealnin, Bddloi'm  (ex-
ternal parasite of Liridus). Terrestrial forms:  Rhysdadeinas,  
Gnojilirna Bipaliur. 

Tribe k. Polyciadida.—Body leaf-like. lnte.tine composed of  
a median stomach with many branched or reticulate coeca; testes  
and ovaries fοlΓcular' genital openings usually separate, the male 
gonopore pi'  ing the female one. Multiple male gonopozes in  
some forms. All marine and widely distributed; some genera  
cosmopolitan.  

Lirnavuas. —(i)  L. von Graff (Rhabdocoela, Acoela, Tricladida). 
Mosotraphi'd. Tsirbdiarie*  (i882 ) . vol.  i.,  (1899) vol. ii.;  Di'ACerJ' 
(1890; (2) Arbefkn  airs der zed.  J.uifMe. Croi (1904, 1905. 1906); 
(3) ' Turbellaria." in lironn's Kkssen  t'.  Ordnungen  d.  2] ιmciιha.  
vol. ii,:  () Turbalirn-ta ala Paraiikn  v.  WirI.%e  (Gras ι9c.ι;  (5)  A. 
Lang5  " Die Polycladen,"  Fauna and Flora of Ι l ώ df  q Naples,  
vol. ii. (i884); (6) F. F. Laidlaw (Polyclads) in Zoological Result.  
of Expeditions conducted by Dr Willey, Stanley Gardiner and  
C. Crossland, Cambridge Univ. Press, and  Proc.  Zoo!.  Soc.  (19ω-
1906); (7)  Gamble and Keeble (Green cells of Convolute),  9ιισrί  
Jour. Micro  Sm. (19ο3, 1907) ' (8)  Ε.  it Pearl (Bionomica of 
Planarians), ibid. (1903); (9)  *hitman (Hypodermic limner*. 
den), Jour. Morphology  0890), iv. 361; ( ιο)  i-jesse  (Eyes  of  
Plsinarians). ZeiIschr.  f.  via:. Zoo!.,  voL lxi. 0897): (ii) Carrihre  
(ditto). "Die Sehorgane der Thiere" (1885); (iz) A A. IV.  
Hubrecht  (affinities),  Zeitschr.  f.  Nolurwiss (Jens. 1905); (13)  
Breslau (Development of Rhabdocoels), Zrilschr.  f.  -us. Zeal.  
(1905). Besides these special works. useful general ars aunts of  

the Turbcllaria will be found in Cambridge Natural  1/ sIssy, Β.  
1-50;  Α  TreeIioe  on Zoology (Black), 1V. 1-42, and the references  
given by these works.  

Α ρριιιιfix  1 1k  Turk&via.  
Class  Tonmrucephaloidea  —Τhis small class of Platyelmla ρeo  

a special interest. It connects the Turbellaria (and in particular  
the Vorticid rhabdocoela) w,th the Trematoda. At the same time  
the Temnocephalodra present certain peculiar structural  f.aturea  
which entitle the class to an independent position.  

The name of the class is derived from the digitate tIsitadts  
which occur on the anterior or lateral margins of the body.  Thui  
body measures about ς mm. in length. ned the flattened ventral  
surface is armed with a sucker. It presents in most genera the  
appearance of a rnlnatc cephalopod, but in  Craspeddla  the  pestefiol  
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past of the dorsal .u,face is rslvd up into three tran.vee,e fringed  
lamellae. These animals are epizoic, i.e. they live attached to the 
outer surfice of other org;nisms, but are not ectoparasitic for they 
itgest Infusoria. Rotifera and Diatoms. Most of the species occur  

on fre'h'water craySib and crab, in Chile. Madagascar. the Malay  
Archipelago sad Austrelasia. Two Brasilia, forms are known,  
one from the pulmonary chamber of the Mollusc Ampsiias'ia and  
the other from water tortoises. The tenu, Tem,w'cej,hok  is found  
In all the countries mentioned. The two others,  Craspeddla  and  
Αdi,ι.dndde1Ια  are οn1γ known from Australia.  

Tb.  epidermis 08cr, an interesting transitional structure. It is  
gill, as in Turbellaria, cellular, or rather ayncytial without cell.  

boundaries, but in most species has lost its cilia and developed a  

(Pm. C'.5,iiss Ν d RIsere. sd 	Wo'u," .,  
5ν ρm.g.d Μm.iΙιιΙ Cs..L*dj  

FIG. 17.—The anatomy of Temnocephala (after Haswell).  

ν  '.  Common genital aperture.  
41, Gut.  

ex.s, Escretory  sac.  
ii,, Mouth. 
se Ovary. 

sad, Oviduct.  
ph,  Phasyna.  
π,  Receptaculum νittli.  

thick cuticle as in Trematodes, pierced by the neck, of subdermal  
gland-cells. The.. celia. howavtr. still retain the Turboflarian  

character of secreting rb.bdites sad form thickly.grouped tracts.  
Tb. mouth, which is placed near the anterior end, leads into a  
bulbous pbarvnx from which a short, broad digestive sac is given  
08. The esrelory  system is peculiar. Besides the ordinary  
Same celia, single large  canaliculated  cells may form the corn.  
mencemasit of the tubules, composed of comparatively i.w cells  
with large nit  tel.  They open to the exterior by a pair ci con.  
tractik sacs situated dorsally at the level of the mouth as in certain  
Tremstoda. liach  sac is the product of a single cell, and is said  
to contain several branches of "flames" or synchronously con

-tractil,  cilia. The reproductive system recalls that of certain  
Rhabdocoels,  whilst the nervous system has  τeιai π d  a more  prImi.  
tine condition. The brain, which is placed over the mouth, gives  
rise to gig man longitudinal tracts interconnected by a  aubdermal  
network.  Λ  pair of eyes is placed above the brain.  

Class and order  Τremο'qhοΙουks.—ΡΙatycΙ m ίε  in which the  
Satteneil body is produced tnto anterior or anterior end lucre! 
tentacular processes and carries a ventral sucker. The epidermis  
ό  a syncytium  covered  by a thick cuticle. Cilia and rhabdites  
are present. Family I. t Τemnα'eρhalidac  4-42 anterior ten.  
tdeι. Family II. Actinodactykllidae. Lateral tantaculir pro.  

See Raswell. Μ04sa7 Memorial Volume ('893)• Plate,  SiIu.  
lsricb. Akad. Wi,,. Beefs's  (1894),  Π.  527. F. W. GA.)  

PLAiiCm.  or  Pcancmia  (0. Fr.  µas'kτ,  or  µrn'ώ iυ,  
planking), in architecture, a term sometimes used in the same  
sense as a .0811, but more correctly ιρρiied to the aο81Ι of the  
omuna in a cornice. 

PLANCRE,  JEAN  BAPTISTE GUSTAVE (1808-1857), French 
critic, was boru In Paris on the idtb of February ι8ο$. Intro- 

duced  by Alfred dc Vigny to Frιπςοls Buloz,  be began to write 
for the Resist des dew seismic:, and cositmued to do so until  
1840' He resumed his connexioii with the journal in  ι86  and  
contributed to it uintilhia death In Paris on the s&th of September  

1857. Gustave Plancbe was an altogether honest critic and  

refused to accept a place from Napoleon  ΙΙΙ.  for fear of compro.  
rug his freedom, He was in early life a fervent admirer of 

 George Sand, and be lavished praise on Dc Vigny. But be bad 
nothing but scorn for Victor Hugo, whose earlier dramas he 
characterized as odes, these following Le Rol s'amnee  as anti.  
theses, and the later ones as nothing but  :$ded'.  His critical  
papers were collected under the titles:  Po&gitr Ιuii&αν., ( t836-
1849); Nosiwau'x porlro.iiz uiilIra&es  (t8"); sad art criticisms,  
&des seer ‚"‚ok /Califdisc (135s). 

See Ernest Mouitigut. in the Re,,e des deem  mmides (June '858);  
Hatzfeld and Meumer, Les Critiques  iu#bu&#.s due xix· mci.  
(tspt). 

PLANCHI JΑΝΕΙ1 ROBINSON  (1796-1880), English dn.  
malist and antIquary, was born In London on the 27th of 
February 1796, the ion of a watchmaker of Huguenot descent.  
In iS,ο be was articled to a bookseller. In 1818 his first dra-
matic piece, a burlesque entitled  Amovoso, King of Liii!. Brilain,  
was produced at Drury Lane theatre. From this time onwards 
he made play.writing his principal work. In ‚Ssο- ι8s' he wrote  
ten pieces fοr the Adelphi theatre. In 1823 he designed the 
dresses for Charles Kemble's revival of  Kiusg Jok's  at Covent 
Garden, and auperintended Its production. This was the Sag  
time that an historical drama had been « dressed " In the  
costume of the period. In 0128 he began writing regularly for 
Covent Garden theatre, end δι 1830 was manager of the Adelphi. 
On Mme Vestris taking the Olympic theatre in '83', Plancb'  
entered into an agreement with her to write a series of plays.  
The first of these,  Olymplo RetueIs,  a burlesque, was given on the  
opening night of the theatre, the performance being given In  
correct classical costume. In '843 his Fair One milk she Golden  
Locks was produced by Webster at the Haysnarket. In 1847  
Mme Vestris became manager." of the Lyceum tbestre,and 
Plancb€ was engaged as her leading author and designer, his  
principal success being the island of  .Iewds  (1840. Subse-
quently he wrote for a number of other managements, his last 
dramatic piece being King Chrnslm'as  (1871), but be also wrote 
the songs for  Babil and Dijon at Covent Garden 0872). In 
addition 10 his dramatic work Plancbk enjoyed a considerable  
reputation as an antiquary sad heraldic student. He was a  
Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, and sided in the foundation 
of the British Archaeological Association in 1843. In 1834 he 
published The Hislory of B,iiisk (osiuume:.  In '8" he was  
appointed Rouge Croix pursuivant of arms at the Herald,'  
College, and in '866 Somerset herald. In  1869,  at the request of 
the War 018cc, he arranged the collection of armour at the  

Tower of London in chronological order. He died at Chelsea on  
the .30th of May ι88ο.  

Piancbd's Recdhicliow, asd Rs$eclio,is  were publi.hed in 1872.  

PLANCK, GOTFLIEB JAKOB 0751-1833), German Protestant  
divine and historian, was born at Nurtingen in Wllrttemberg,  
where his father was a notary, on the ι ςth of November ‚751.  
Educated for the Protestant ministry at Blaubeuren, Beben-
bausen  and Tubingen, be became r'penkni at Tiibingen  ill £774,  
preacher at Stuttgart in 1780, and professor of theology at  
Gottingen in 1784. At  Tfibingen  he wrote Del Ρa'b'ιώ  clues  
teems Ehemannes.  In '781 he published anonymoqaly the first  
volume of his  G.schuchk des proiesfandschess Lcheb'grijs;  the 
second, also anonyoioua, appeanng in 1783, and it was completed  
in six volumes in  iSco.  It was followed by an extensive  
Gsrcki'hle der ch,isΙΙkh.kiechliώ es G'dΙ ώ aΙΙmfeιιsιιsg  in 8νe 
volumes (1803-1809). Both ere works of considerable impor.  

task., and are characterized by abundant learning, He died on  

the 3151 of August  ι8.  Ills son Heinrich Ludwig 1'Ianck  
(1785-1831), also professor of theology at GOitingen, published 
B'nserkurnges '&bee den resins Brief an den Tir'sIhew  (χ808)  sad  
Abets, d. phi!.:. Rdigk,iskhr' 0824. 

eli, Rhabdites.  
r&r, Rbabdite.forming  cell,.  

sr, Sucker.  
:h. Shell-Wend. 
is, Testis.  
uI, Uterus.  
sg,Vaiπa.  
as, Vesicula seminalis.  
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PLAXCK.  KARL CHRISTIAN (τ819-188ο),  German  pbilo.  

sopher,  was born at Stuttgart on the 17th  of January  z8 ιq..  He  
studied at  Ttibingen,  Where he became doctor of philosophy in  
1840 and  Ρ,iaο9kse,d  in 184  During this  peridd  the 
influence of Reiff led him to oppose the dominant  Hegelianism  
of the time. In 1850-1851 he published his great book, Die  
Wdldter,  in which be developed a comp lete original system of 
philosophy, based on the realistic view that thought should  
proceed from nature to the highest forms of existence in the  
ρir ί ΙuaΙ  life. Not only did  Pianck  oppose the idealism of his  

cesfrfres;  his views were, in another aspect, directly antagonistic 
to the Darwinian theory of descent, which he specifically attacked  
in Wahrheil send FdacW'eil des Darwisisimss (N&dlingen, 1 874 . 
The natural consequence of this individuality of opinion was  
that his books were  practicafly  disregarded, and Planck was 
deeply incensed. The ill success of Die Wdlalkr  nerved him to 
new efforts, and he repeated his views in  Καkώ esm ι's des Reeks  
(1852),  Gruadlii'.'a cisc, Wiss' τ'sώ αfί  des Noju,  (1864), Scale  
wad  GeisI  (1871), and numerous other books, which, however, 
met with no better fate. In the meantime he left  Tllbingen  for 
Ulm, whence became finally to the seminary of  Maulbronn.  lie  
died on the 7th of June ‚880 in an asylum after a short period  
of nervous prostration. After his death a summary of his work 
came into the hands of K.  ΚδstΙin  (author of  Aesikeii's,  1869), 

 whopublished  it in  ι8ό ι  under the  LiLleTesksmeaieiwDe$d$cJiels,  

Philesophie des Naii'r sad der  MemdeiseiI.  Planck's views were 
 elaborately developed, but his method of exposition told heavily  

against their acceptance. lie regarded himself as the Messiah  
of the German people.  

Beside the works above quoted, he wrote System des r8'$tI Ι  
ideaiismus  (1851)- Anihr.$'oIogis  sad  Ριyώ οiοgse  σ4 noJurwIssen- 
sd,afilwker Gruadloge  (1874); a political ti-eatise. Btsmarck :  Sod-
desirchland  sad dc,  deuIache Naliono'isiaai  (1872); and  Loguches  
Causalflute sad Male,!idi' Zwchmdss,gheii  (1874).  

See  Umfrid,  Ka,!  Pksck,  dims Works sad  Wsνkεη (FIlbiiIgen.  
0180 ; and Schmidt,  "Das Lebenaideal  Karl Christian  Plancka,"  
in the  Vortrdge der  pkiksopkisckcs GeselisehafI  (Berlin. 0896). 

PLANE.  i  In botany, the common name of a handsome tree  
known botanically as Plateaus  orieslalis,  a native of Greece and 
western Asia, a favourite shade-tree of the ancient Greeks and  
Romans, and introduced by the latter to south-west Europe. It  

Plane  (Plaisu o,*sIdis).  
‚,Leaf. ί  nat. size.  
2 and 3,  Base of leaf-stalk showing bud-protecting  cap, 

about [nu. aim.  
‚.Mak,  5, Female  lniloreseence.  
6, Head of fruits, about 4  nat.  size.  

.  A fruit with enclosed seed, cut lengthwise.  

is one of the most successful trees In London and other large  
towns; the smooth face of the leaf is easily washed by rain; and 
the periodical peeling of the bark also serves  to get rid of  1m-
purillea.  It is a large tree with widely spreading branches and  
alternate, palmately  flve.lobed  leaves, resembling those of the  
sycamore in shape, but quite hairless and of a brighter green.  
The bud in the leaf exit is protected during Its development by 
the hollow base of the leaf-stalk, which lifts off like an  Cxtin-
gulsber  when the leaf falls In autumn. The minute, unisexual 

C.-PLANET  
flowers are borne in dense pendulous heads, which contain tither  
male or female flowers; the small one -seeded fruits are densely  
crowded in a ball, from which they gradually separate in drying,  
and are readily carried by the wind. The wood, which is hard  
and heavy, though not strong, is used in Pe rsia and other coun-
tries of western /Ibis for house construction and furniture. A  
variety of forms are known in cultivation, the commonest being  
the maple-leaved  (aesrifolia),  the  hondonplane,  which  hasuaually  
three-lobed leaves;  var. lacisicia  hat very deeply much divided 
leaves, and  var. aariegaia,  variegated foliage.  Plalanus  
de1&is,  an allied species, is a native of the United States, being  
most abundant and growing to its largest size in the bottom lands  
of the basins of the lower Ohio and the Mississippi rivers. It was 
introduced into England early in the 17th century, and is occa-
sionally met with in western and  centralEurope.  Professor C. S. 
Sargent  (Silsa of Nerlh America) refers to it as the most massive  
if not the tallest, deciduous-leaved tree of the North American  
forest; it is known in America as sycamore and buttonwood.  
It differs from P. ,rienialis  in its less deeply lobed, more  
leathery pubescent leaves and in the usually solitary balls of 
fruit.  

a. The name of a carpenter's band-tool, used for levelling and  
smoothing  (Lat. plarn's,  level) the surface of wood. The machine  
tool used for a similar purpose for metals is generally known as a  

planing-machine or planer. 
PLANET  (Gr. τλω4ι-η',  a wanderer), in the ancient astro-

nomy, one of seven heavenly bodies characterized by being in 
motion relative to the fixed stare, which last appeared immovable 
upon the celestial sphere. As thus defined the planets were the  
sun, the moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. In  
modern astronomy since Copernicus, the term is appli ed  to any 
opaque body moving around the sun. Taken in its widest sense 
it applies to the satellites which are sometim es  termed  sesosdary  
plasels.  Each of these moves  around a planet larger than 
itself, which it  accοmpa ι ies  in its revolution round the sun. 
A planet not revolving round another is termed a primary  

planet. 
The primary planets are classified as major and minor. The 

former are eight in number and, with the sun, form the principal 
members of the solar system, under which head their arrange-
ment is described. The earth on which we live is the third in the  
order of the major planets from the sun. With respect to the 
positions of their orbits relative to the earth, the other planets 
are distinguished as inferior and superior. The former, only two  
in number, comprise Mercury and Venus, which revolve between  
the earth and the sun. The superior pla nets are those whose  
orbits are outside that of the earth. The synodic revolution of  
an inferior planet is the time in which it performs a revolution 
relative to the line joining the earth and the sun. This is greater  
than its actual time of revolution. The phases or appearanc es  
presented by such a planet depend upon its configuration with  
respect to the earth and sun, and therefore go through their  

complete periods in a synodic revolution. At superior  conjunc
-lion the illuminated hemisphere of the planet is presented to the 

earth so that it presents the form of a full moon. As it moves  
towards inferior conjunction, the lines from the planet to the  
sun and to the earth, or the angle sun-earth as seen from the 
planet, on which the phase depends, continually make a greater  
angle. At the time of greatest elongation this angle is 900,  and  
the planet appears one half Illuminated, like the moon at first  
or last quarter. Then, as it approaches inferior conjunction, the  
visible portion of the disk assumes the crescent form, and while 
the circle bounding the disk continually increases  oweng  to the  
approach of the planet to the earth, the crescent becomes thinner  
and thinner until, near Inferior conjunction, the planet is no 
longer visible. After conjunction the phases occur in the reverse 
order. The brilliancy of the planet, as measu red by the total  
amount of light we receive  ftom  It, goes  through a similar cycle  
of change. The point of greatest brilliancy is between interim*  
conjunction and greatest elongation. In the case of Venus this  
phase occurs about three or four weeks  befort  and alter interim 
conjunction.  
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In the figures given above are shown the relative orbits of the  
planets, the edits of Mars, the Earth, Venus and Mercury (fig. I)  
being drawn to a scale twenty time* that of the outer ones--Neptune. 
Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter (6g. a). The position of the planets  at 
ten.day intervals; their actual position on the tot of  .Tanuary  1910 at  
noon, of their nodes and nearer apwn and the points when they  
ire farehe*t distant north and south or 1)'. adiphc, a π also given.  

The relative sizes of the planets are also given, orientated in their  
true axial position with regard to the neliptic. The genre planets  

and also the Moon) are separately compared (fig. 3); and then shown  
on a smaller scale) in comparison with the more distant ones  
fig. g). Finally scale diagrams of the distances of the orbits of  

the satellftasystems of Saturn, Uranus, Jupiter and Neptune are  
givsa (% 5)'  
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The phases ofa'upeaior planet Ire less strongly marked, 

because the lines from the planet to the earth and atm never  

increase to a right angle. The result is that although the appar-
ent disk of Mars is sometimes gibbous In a very marked degree, it 
Is always more than half illuminated. In the case of the other 
superior planets, from Jupiter outward, iso variation in phase is  
perceptible even to telescopic vision. The entire disk always  
seems fully illuminated.  

The most favourable time for viewing an inferior planet Is near  
that of greatest brilliancy. Αs it recedes further from the earth,  
although a coittinually increasing proportion of its disk is Du. 
minated by the sun, this advantage Is neutralized by the diminu-
tion in Its aim produced by the increasing distance. When a  

superior planet is in opposition to the sun it rises IL sunset and is  
visible all night. This is also the time when nearest the earth,  
and therefore whcn the circu,natances are moat favourable for  
observation.  

The greater the distance of a planet from the sun the lass is 
the speed with which it moves In its orbit. The orbit being  
largeT, the time of its revolution is greater in a yet larger degree.  
An approximation to the general laws of speed In different 
planets is that the linear speed is inversely proportional to the 
square root of the mean distance. From this follows Kepler's 
third law, that the squares of the times of revolution are pro-
portional to the cubes of the mean distances.  

o1er  us the Plait  ehοw πg Plmidary Specira.  
Only those lines and bands are mentioned which are peculiar to  

the planets; the Fraunholer lines are therelore omitted.  
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Neptune.  
F  hydrogen, Η$  stung. Neptune, Uranus, Saturn (?)  

Neptune, Uranus. 
Broad. Neptune, Uranus.  

Neptune. Uranus. 
Broad. unaymmetrical, 

strong. 
Neptune. Uranus, Saturn, 

Jupiter. 
Neptune, Uranus (?).  

Broad. unsymmctriral, 
strong. 

Neptune. Uranus. Saturn (λ)  
Jupiter Ο).  

Strong. Neptune. Uranus.  
Neptune. Uranus.  

Very strong. Neptune. Uranus, Saturn,  
Jupiter. 

Broad (?). Neptune. Uranus. 
Neptune. Uranus, Jupiter,  

Saturn (λ).  
C hy"rogen. Ηs. Neptune. Uranus.  
Broad band. Neptune, Uranus, Saturn,  

Jupiter. 
Bright region due to ab. 

settee of selective ab-
sorption which is strong 
both above and below.  

Neptune. Uranus.  

Strong, narrow, near 
above B. 

Neptune, Urania, Saturn,  
Jupiter. 

Strong, broad. Neptune. Urania, Saturn, 
Jupiter. 

Bright. unab,orbed region 
similar to that at 6780.  

Neptune, Uranus.  

Strongest band present. Saturn. Jupiter. 
Band ( λ). Saturn.  

It was once supposed that the planets were surrounded by 
compare ively dense atmospheres. The question whether such  

the case, and, if so, what is the physical conslitu.  
aos.. 	tion of the atmospheres, is a difficult one, on which 

little light is thrown except by the spectroscope. ,, 
Θ 	

If any of these bodies is surrounded by a transparent  
atmosphere like that of the earth, the light which reaches us 
from it will have passed twice through this atmosphere. If 
the latter were materially different in its constitution from 
that of the earth, that fact would be made known by the  
spectrum showing absorption lines or bands different from 
those found In the solar spectrum as we observe it. If, how-
ever, the planetary atmosphere had the same composition as 
ours we should see only an intensification of the atmospheric 
lines, wbkb might be imperceptIble were the stmo.pisere  rem.  

Actual observation has thus far shown no well marked devia-
tion in the spectra of any of the lnnergroup of planets, Mercuiy,  
Venus and Mars, from the solar spectrum as we see it. It 

 follows that any atmospheres these planets may have must, 
if transparent, be rare. The evidence in the cases of Venus and 
Μαrs is given In the articles ott these planets. Taking the outer 
group of planets, it is found that the spectrum of Jupiter show, 
one or more very faint shaded bands not found In that of the  
sun. In Saturn these bands become more marked, sisd in  
Uranus and Neptune many more are seen. The spectra in 
question hive been observed both opticallyand photographically  
by several observers, among whom Huggins, Vogel and Lowell 
have been moat successful. It may be said, In a general w ιy 
that seven or eight well marked dark bands, as well as some  
fainter ones are observable in the spectra of the two outer  
planets. The general condusion from this Is that these planets 
are surrounded by deep and dense atmospheres, semi-trans-
parent, of a constitution which is probably very different from  
that of the earth's atmosphere. But it has not, up to the present  

time, been found practicable to determine the chemical co*ss.itg-
don of these appendages, except that hydrogen seams to be  

an important constituent. (See Plate.)  
Intimately associated with this subject is the question of the  

conditions necessary to the permanence of an atmosphere round  
a planet. Dr Johnstonc Stoney investigated these  
conditions, taking as the basis of his work the Ραιωήοα  
kinetic theory of gases (Trans. Roy.  Dali. Soc.  vi.  ΑΘ  

305). On this theory every molecule of a gaseous 
mass is completely disconnected from every other and  is In 
rapid motion, its velocity, which may amount to one or  
more thousand feet per second, depending on the temperature 
and on the atomic weight of the gas. At any temperature the  
velocities of individual molecules may now and then icresae  
without any well-defined limit. If al the boundary of an atmo-
sphere the velocity should exceed a certain limit fixed by theme.  

and force of groνitυ of the planet, molecules might fly away 
through space as independent bodies. The absence of hydrogen  
from the atmosphere of the earth, and of an atmosphere from  
the moon, may be thus explained. If the fundamental hypo-
theses of Dr Stoney's investigations are correct and complete, it 
would follow that neither the satellites and minor planets of the 
solar system nor Mercury can have any atmosphere. If the 
separate molecules thus flying away moved accοτding to the law, 
which would govern an ordinary body, they would, after leaving  
their respective planets, move round the sun in independent  
orbits. The possibility is thus suggested that the matter  
producing the zodiacal light may be an agglomeration of gaseous 
molecules moving round the sun; but several questions respecting  

the intimate constitution of matter will have to he nettled befon  
any definite conclusions on this point can be reached. It is not  
to be assumed that a molecule would move through the ether  

without resistance as the minutest known body does, aisd there  
is probably a radical difference between the minutest particle 
of meteoric matter and the molecule of a gas. The relations of 
identity or difference between such flnely.divided matter as  

smoke and atmospheric haze and a true gas have yet lobe fully 
established, siid until this Is done a definite and satisfactory  

theory of the subject does not seem possible.  
Since the radiation of heat by a planet is, with our resent  

instruments, scarcely capable of detection and measurement.  
the temperature of these bodies can be estimated  
only from general physical laws. The laws govern. .115.  

ing the radiation of beat have been so deve1oped 
during recent years that it is now possible to state at least 
the general principle of which a conclusion as to the tem-
perature of a planet may be reached. At the same time our  

knowledge of the conditions which prevail on other planets  

is so limited, especially as regards their atmospheres, that only 
more or less probable estimates of the temperature ci their  
surfaces can even now be made. Summarily stated, some of  
the physical principles are these:— 

x.  A neutraily coloured body—undealasidiag by that team  



PLANET  PLATE Ι .  

Planetary Spectra, photographed at Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona,  

By V. M. Slipher.  
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Comparison spectograms of the Moon and Mars, showing absorption bands in that of the latter,  

which denote the presence of water vapour in the Martian atmosphere (see Μ .as).  



Fig. z. Orion Nebula. —Typical of the spectrum of the gaseous nebulw; contains bright lines of nebulum, hydrogen and helium.  
(The helium lines are too faint to show In this reproduction.)  

Fig. 2. Rigel.—Typical of the helium star spectrum; contains, in addition to the helium series and so-called Orion lines, dark lines of hydrogen. 

Fig. 3. Sirius—The hydrogen type spectrum; contains dark hydrogen lines at their greatest strength and many (me metallic lines.  

Fig 4. Procyon—Transition or hydr οgen-Ιο-sο1aτ  type spectrum. The hydrogen lines are weaker, the metallic lines stronger, than in Sinus. 

Fig. ς.  Sun.—Hydrogen absorption fainter, metallic lines stronger and more numerous. 

Ι ;ΓΠΤ] 	 , 
Ι 
ιιι s'ι' ii ι i  

Fig. ς.  Arcturus.—Advanced solar type spectrum. 

Ι1ΙΙιι i1 ί ': ιιΙ ΙΙ ' Ι . 141,1 	111. 11111 	;ΙΙ ΊΙ  
Fig. 7.  Βetelgeυse.—Τ 'ρίcaΙ of the spectrum partaking of the nature of that of the sun and that of the long period variable star  eχemρli∆ed in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Mire Celi.—A spectrum typical of the long-period variable, containing bright hydrogen lines and dark bands or flutings which are sharply defined on the more  
refrangible edge. IPlaic used in photographing this spectrum was not sensitive below Α a οο, hence no light-action below that point.J  
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he same fraction 01  

felling uροn 	 eveT  the wave length  

radiation in void snit= tends tο immune 
α definite 	 Ire, called the =mid temρerαture, the  

mda  upon the distαnce οf the 1100 from  

use sun.  Ί bis  is a result of  Kirchholl'a  is  
a. An atmosphere surrounding such a 000y,  'i  at rest, ',ill  

tend to assume a state of thermal equilibrium, in which the  
temperature will be the same at all heights.  

.  If the atmosphere is kept in constant motion by an inter -
cb*nge  between its higher and lower portions, the tendency is  

towuda  adiabatic equilibrium, in which the  teinperalure  
diminishes at a constant rate with the height, until it may  

approach the absolute zero. The rate of diminution depends  

upon the Intensity of gravity and the physical  conataaIs  of  
the gases  composing the atmosphe re..  

4. In the actual case of a planet surrounded by an atmosphere  
and exposed  ιο  the sun's radiation, the  ictual  rate of diminution  
of temperature with height above the surface of the planet lies  

between the extreme limits just defined, the rate varying widely  

with the conditions. The general tendency will be towards a  
condition in which the temperature at the base of the atmosphere  

is higher than the  ποrπ½αl,  while in the upper regions it is lower.  
The temperature of the  aurface  of the planet on which the  
atmosphere  rests is determined partly by the sun's radiation  
and partly by the temperature of the air. What we should  
generally expect In the absence of any selective absorption by  
the air is that the  temperaIure  of the lower air would be higher  
than that of the  mαteτiaΙ surface on which it seats. But this  
condition might be reversed by the effect of such absorption  

in either the air or the material of the planet.  

Something οf this scut hαs been susρected  in the case  
οf ;tinker, '  rice to the sun.  
Τhe wets  υrαnιιs αιιd Νeρtune ωhich, but or their  a&oio.  
sρheres, ωοuld αρρτουπιαte tο the αbsοlute sereiii temperature,  
mαυ be ρreνeαted frοrα dοing ιο bυ the deσsε atmosphere  
ωhich he  apectroscope  

Λ  very elaborate investigation  cl  the probable mean eminen-
t—ens of the surface, of the several planets ha. been made by  
J. H. Poyntmg,  Phil. Trans.  (vol.  man,  2904.  

tables of  Pk'mesary Ekmoais  and  Cesula*ls.  
Table I. gives the elements determining the motions of each  

major planet, and Table II. certain numbers piir'aoiing to its  
physical condition. For explanation of terms pncd see OIIBIT.  
The elements are given for the epoch 1900, Jan.  ό .  Greenwich  
mean time, except the mean longitudes, which arc for '910. Jan. 0.  

In interpreting or using the numbers it must be remembered  
that only the mean distances and mean daily motions can be  
regarded as well determined and invariable quantities. The other  

element, are subject to a secular variation, and all vary more or  
less from the action of the planets. In Table II. the reciprocal of the  

mass is given, the mass of the sums being unity. Some of then  
and other quantities are extremely uncertain. This is especially  

the case with the mass of Mercury, which the astronomical table,  
put at i/6.oco.000 that of the sun, while C. W. Hill has computed  
from an estimate of the probable density of the planet that it Is  

probably less than 1i1m.090.000. In the table we assume the  
round number  i/Io.000.000.  The volume, are derived £ mm micro.  
metric  mctsaurea  of the diameters, which are more or less uncertain.  
From these and the mass follows the density of each planet. From  
this again is derived the intensity of gravity at the surface; this  
Is also frequently uncertain. Finally the normal temperature is  
that which a black or neutrally coloured body would assume ',hen  
every part of it is equally exposed to the ion's rays by a rapid  
revolution. As has already been intimated, the actual tcmjKrature  
may also depend upon the interior heat Of the planet, which is an  

unknown quantity. (S. N.)  

Taut 1.—Elements of the Orbits of the Eight Major Planets.  
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Mei·cnry 	. 	.  0.3870987 36.000 0105614 8·9696  
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limiter 	. 	. 5202804 481853 0048254 43325879 
Saturn 	. 	. 9.534  
Uranus 	. 19'19096 ',784.732 0047044 3058629 
Neptune 	. 	: 30.07067 2.796.528 60187.65  

TAut  11.—Physical Constants pertaining to the Major Planets.  

?tenet. 
AngularSemidiameter.  At 

Diet, 
D0ieSΤ 
in Miles. 
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Rocipromlol 

Ma. 
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Density. Gravuyat 
 Surface. 

(Φ  ω I) 

Orbital 
Velocity. 
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Temperature 
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Venus 	. 	. I 7,629 408,000 .913  
Earth 	. 	. 7.917 333.430 1 000  
Mars 	. 	. 
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lupiter ' 	.  5.203  86.259  Ι,04735  247  
Saturn 	.  9 . 539 72.772 3400 "23  
Uranus 	, 19.19 32.879 22.869 '204  
Neptun. 	.  3007 29.827 19.314 .322  

It would 10 low from these laws hat the temperature of the  
superior plane a diminishes rapidly with distance from the sun,  
and must therefore be far below that of the earth, unless they  
are surrounded by atmospheres of such height and density as  

to be  practIcally  opaque  Ιο  the rays of beat, or unless they have 
no solid crust.  

The resemblance of the spectra of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn  

to that of the sun leads to the conclusion that the atmospheres  

of these planets are transparent down to the reflecting surface  
of the body. The temperature of these surfaces must therefore  

be determined by  lUrchholTs  law, unless they resemble the sun  
In being  entirely'liquld  or gaseous, or in having only solid nuclei  
surrounded by liquid matter in a condition dl continual  meve.  

PLANETS, MINOR. The minor p  aneta, commonly  k οwfl  
as  OsirrOids  or  plancloids,  form a remarkable group of small  
planetary,  bodies, of which all the knows members but three  
move between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. Until recently  
they were all supposed to be cοπ t α ined  within the region just  
mentioned; but the discovery of one, which at perihelion comes  
(  a, within the orbit of Mars, and of two others, which at aphelion  
pass outside the  orbIt  of Jupiter, shows that no well-defined  
limit can be set to the lone containing them. Before the exist-
ence of this group seas known, the appa rent vacancy In  theregiOn  
occupied by It, as indicated by the arrangement of  the planela  
according to  Βσίέ 's  law, had excited remark and led to the belief  
that a planet would  .ventually  he found 'here.  T.warda  the  
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end of the  ιSΙb  century the conviction that suds a planet existed  

was so strong that an association of astronomers was formed 
 Ιο  search for it. The first discovery of the looked-for planet  

was not, however, made by any member of this association, but 
by Giuseppe  Piazzi  of Palermo.  Οπ the sat of January  ι8οτ  
he noted a small star in Taurus. which, two days later, had  

changed its place, thus showing it to be a planet. Shortly after 
 Piazzi's  discovery the body was lost in the rays of the sun, and  

was not again seen until near the following opposition in  i8ot-
i8os.  The orbit was then  compuicd  by C. F. Gauss, who found 
its mean distance from the sun to correspond with  Bode's  law, 
thus giving rise  ιο  the impression that the gap in the system  
was filled up. The planet received the name Cores.  

On the 28th of March ι8οi  H. W. M. Gibers (17S8-184ο) 
 discovered a second planet, which was found to move in an orbit  

a little larger than that of Cares, but with a very large eccen-
tricity and inclination. This received the name of Pallas. The 
existence of two  planeia  where only one was expected led  Olbera  
to his celebrated hypothesis that these bodies were fragments 
of a larger planet which had been shattered by an internal 
convulsion; and he proposed that search should be made near 
the common node of the two orbits to see whether other frag-
ments could be found. Within the next few years two other 
planets of the group were discovered, making four. No others 
were found for more than a generation; than on the 8th of 
December 1845  a fifth,  Astrea,  was discovered by K. L.  Henckc 

 of  Ddcsen.  The same observer added a sixth in 1847. Two  
more were found by J. R. Hind of London during the same year, 
and from that time discovery has gone on at an increasing rate, 
until the number now known is more than six hundred and is  

growing at the rate of thirty or more annually. 
Up  ιο  ι8gο  discoveries  of these bodies  were made by skilful 

search with the telescope and the eye. Among the most success-
ful discoverers were Johann  Palisa  of Vienna, C. U. F. Peters 

 (ι8τ3- ι8qο)  of Clinton, New York, and James Craig Watson 
(1838-1880) of Ann Arbor, Michigan. In recent times the dis-
coveries are made almost entirely by  photogTaphy.  When a  
picture of the stars is taken with a telescope moved by clock-
work, so as to follow the stellar sphere in its apparent diurnal 
rotation, the stars appear on the plat es  as minute do ts. But 
if the image of a planet is imprinted on the plate it will 
generally appear as a short line, owing to its motion relative to 
the stars. Any such body can therefore be detected on the  
plate by careful examination much more expeditiously than by 
the old method of v isual search. The number now known is so 
great that it is a question whether they can be much longer 
individually followed up so as to keep the run of their 
movements.  

Among the distinctive features of the planets of this group 
one is their small sire. None exists which approaches either 
Mercury or the moon in dimensions. The two largest, Ceres 
arid Juno, present at opposition a visible disk about  i°  in dia-
meter, corresponding to about 400 miles. The successively 
discovered ones naturally have, in the general average, been  
smaller and smaller. Appearing only as points of light, even 
in the most powerful tel escopes, nothing like a measure of their  
size is possible. It can only be inferred frees their apparent 
magnitude that the diamete rs  of those now known may range 
from fifteen or twenty miles upwards  Ιο  three or four hundred, 
the great majority being near the lower limit. There is yet no 
sign of a limit to their number or minuteness. From the In-
creasing rate 51 which new ones approaching the limit of visibility 
are being discovered, it seems probable that below this limit 
the number of unknown ones is simply countless; and Li may  
well be that, could samples of the entire group be observed,  
they would Include bodies as small as those which form the 
meteors which so frequently strike our atmosphere. Such being 
the case, the question may arise whether the total mass Of 
the group may be so great that its action on the major planets  

admits of detection. The computations of the probable mass  
of those known, based upon their probable diameter as concluded  

from the light which they reflect, have led to the result that their  

combined action must be very minute. But It may well be a 
question whether the total mass of the countless unknown  

plastctz  may not exceed that of the known. The best  anewer  
that can be made to this question Is that, unless the smaller  
members of the group are almost perfectly black, a number  
great enough to produce any observable effect by their  attractioa 

 would be  visibk  as a faintly illuminated band in the sky. Such 
a band Is occasionally visible to very keen eyes; but the observa-
tions on it are, up to the present time, so few and uncertain that  
nothing can positively be mid Of the, subject. On the other  

hand, the faint  ' Gegenscbein"  opposite the sun is sometimes  
regarded as an  lntensihcaiion  of this supposed band of light, 
due  ιο  the Increased reflection of the aim's light when  tbrpwg 

 back perpendicularly (see ZoozAcaL Limn). But this sup-
position, though it may be well founded, do es  not seem to fit  
with all the facts. All that can be said is that, while it is pos sible  
that the light reflected from the entire group may reach the  
extreme limit of visibility, it seems scarcely possible that the mass  

can be such as to produce any measurable effect by its attraction.  
Another feature of the group is the generally large inclinations  

and eccentricities Of the orbits. Comparatively few of these  

are either nearly circular or near any common  plaric.  Con-
sidering the relations statistically, the best conception of the 
distri bution of the planes  of the orbits may be gained by con-
sidering  the position of their pol es  on the celestial sphere. The  
pole of each orbit is defined as the point in which an axis per-
pendicular to the plane intersects the  celcatial  sphere. When  
the poles  are marked as points on this sphere it is found that  
they tend to group themselves around a certain position, not  
far from the polo of the invariable plane of the planetary system, 
which again is very near that of the orbit Of Jupiter. This 
statistical result of observation is also inferred from theory, 
which  showa  that the pole of each Orbit revolves around a point 
near the polo of the invariable plane with an angular motion 
varying with the mean distance of the body. This wo uld result 
in a tendency toward  an equal scattering of the poles  around  
that of Jupiter, the latter being the centre of position of the 
whole group. From this it would follow that, If we referred  

the planes of the orbit to that of Jupiter, the nod es  upon the  
orbit of that planet should also be uniformly scattered.  Ει.  
amination,  however, shows a seeming tendency of the nodes  
to crowd into two nearly opposite regions, in longitudes of about  

1 800 and 33 5.  But it is difficult to regard this as anything  

but the result of accident, because as the nodes move along at  

unequal rates  they must eventually scatter, and must have  
been scattered in past ages. In other words it does not seem  
that any other than a uniform dist ribution can be a permanent  
feature of the system.  

Α  similar law holds true of the eccentricities and the peribelia.  
These may both be defined by the position of the centre of the orbit 
relative to the sun. If a be the mean distance and e the eccentricity 
of an orbit, the geometry of the eTiipne sh οωs that the centre of the  
orbit is situated at the distance  αι  from the sun, in the direction of 
the aphelion of the body. When the centres of the orbits are laid  

down on a diagram it is found that they are not scattered equally  
around the sun but around a point lying  g 
in the direction cl the centre of the  Α  
orbit of Jupiter. The statistical law  
governing these may be seen from 

 8g. I. Here S represents the position  
of the sun, and 3  that of the centre of  
the orbit of )irpiter. The direction  C 
JS produced is that of the perihelion 	Fio.  s.  
of Jupiter, which is now near longitude τα".  As the perihelion  
moves by its secular variation, the line 53 tevolves around S.  
Theory' then shows that for every asteroid there will be a certain  

point  Α  near the line 5] and moving with it. Let C be the *mud  
position of the centre of the planetoid. Theory shows that C Is in  
motion around  Α  as a centre in the direction shown by the arrow, the  
linear eccentricity as being represented by the line SC. It fellows  

that a will be at a minimum when AC passes through S. and at a  
maximum when in the opposite direction. The position of A is  
different in the case of different planetoids, but is grnerally about  
two-thirds of the way from S to ‚3. The lines  Αι.  for differelit  
bodies are at any time scattered misc*llancously around the re ,g.oii 
Α as a centre. AC may be calTcd the ccnslani of eccentricity 05 the  

planatoid, while SC represents its actual but varying  eccenincsty,  
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&osi$,i  of 1"  Pkadsdds.—A curious feature of these bodies  

is that when they are classified according to their distances from  

the sun a tendency Is seen to duster isle groups. Since the  

mean distante and mean motion of each planet are connected  

by Kepler's third law, it follows that this grouping may also be  
described as a tendency toward certain times of revolution or  
certain values ef the mean motion around the sun. This feature  
was first noticed by D. Kirkwood in ι8ο, but at that time the  
number of planetoids known was not sufficient to bring out Its  

true nature. The seaming fact pointed out by Kirkwood was  

that, when these bodies are arranged In the order of their  
menu motions, there awe found to be gaps In the series at  
these points where the mean motion is commensurable with  
that of Jupiter; that is  ιο  say, there seam to be no mean daily  
motions near the values 398', 748' and 898', which are respec-
tIvely  a,  ή  and 3 times that of Jiplter. Such mean motions  
are nearly commensurable with that of Jupiter, and it is shown  
in celestial mechsnlla that when they exist the perturbations  

of the planet by Jupiter will be very large. It was therefore  
supposed that if the commensurability should be exact the orbit  
of the planet would be unstable. But it is now known that such  

Is not the case, and that the only effect of even an exact corn.  
mensurability would be a libration of long period in the mean  

motion of the planetoid. The gaps cannot therefore be ac-
counted for on what seemed to be the plausible supposItion that  

the bodies required to fill these gaps originally existed but were  

thrown out of their orbits by the action of Jupiter. The fact  

can now be more precisely stated by saying that we have not  

so much a broken series as a tendency to an accumulation of  
orbit. between the points of commensurability. The law in  

question can be mast readily shown in a graphical form. In  
8g. 2 the horizontal line represents distances from the sun,  

t.  . 	  

limits of the groups shown in the figure. Eros is so near the  
sun, and its orbit is so eccentric, that at perihelion it is only  

about 0.16 outside the orbit of the csrtb. On these rare occasions  
when the earth is passing the perihelion point of the orbit at  

nearly the same time with Eros itself, the parallax of the latter  

will be nearly six times that of the sun. Measurements of parallax  

made at these times will therefore aflord a more ρ edιe value  
of the solar parallax than can be obtained by any other purely  
geometrical measurement. Au approach almost as close as  
the nearest geometrically possible one occurred during the winter  

of ι893- ι894. Unfortunately the existence of the planet was  

then unknown, but after the actual discovery it was found that  
during this opposition its image imprinted itself a number of  
times upon the photographs of the heavens made by the Harvard  
Observatory. The positions thus discovered have been ex-
tremely useful in determining the elements of the orbit. The  
next near approach occurred in the winter of i οο-agοι, when  
the planet approached within 0.32 of the earth. A combined  
eBoit was made by a number of observatories at this time to 
determine the parallax, both by microrneiiic measures and by  

photography. Owing to the great number of stars with which  

the planet bad to be compared, and the labour of determining  
their positions and reducing the observalions. only some frag-
mentary results of this work are now available. These ore  
mentioned in the article Paaaz.i.iix. So far as can yet be seen,  
no other approach ao near is this will take place until January  
1933.  

A few of the minor planets are of such special interest thai  

some pains will doubtless be taken to determine their orbits  

and continue observations upon them at every available oppose-
ticS. To this class belong those of which the orbits are so  

eccentric Ihatihey either pass near that of Jupiter or approach  

a. 	as 	1' 	55 	5' 	Cl 	CO 	55 	55 	5 7  

FiG.  2.  
14 	's 	‚ : ‚ 	14 	Cs 	it 	so  

increasing towsrd the Id 1, of which certain equidistant numerical  
values are given below the line. Points on the line corresponding  

to each ooi of the distances are then taken, and at each point  

a perpendicular line of dots is drawn, of which the number is  
equal to thu of the planetoids having this mean distance, no  

account being taken of fractions less than ooi. The accumula.  
lions between the points of dose commensurability with the  
mean motion of Jupiter may be seen by lnspcttion. For  

example, at the point 259 the mean motion is three times that  

of Jupiter; at the point 2.8 τ twice the mean motion Is equal to  
five times that of Jupiter; at 324 the mean motion Is twice that  
of Jupiter. It will be seen that there is a strong tendency toward  

grouping near the values 275, and a lesser tendency toward 31  

and a.. It Is probable that the grouping had its origin In the  
original formation of these bodies and may be plausibly attributed  
to the formation of three or more separate rings which were  
broken up to form the group.  

Continuing the question beyond these large collections, it  
will be seen that between the values 3.22 and 3.33 there are no  

orbits at all. Then between 3.3 and 3.5 there are nine orbits.  

The space between 3'5  and  3.9  is thus far a complete blank;  
then there are three crbii' between 3.90 and 3'95,  not shown  
in the diagram.  

A group of great Interest, of which only threemembers are  
yet known, was discovered during the yoms  1906-1907.  The  
swan distance of each member of this group, and theee ίοτe its  
time of revolution, Is so near that of Jupiter that the relations  

of the respective orbits are yet unknown. The case thus c5md  

for study it quite unique In the solar system, but its exact nature  
cannot be determined until several mile yeses of ebservatiow  
are ανα ilαble.  

SeversJ  planetoids of much Interest as, situatid without the  

near that of the earth. With most of the others little more can  

be done than to compute their elements with a view of subse-
quently identifying the object when desired. Unless followed  
up at several oppositions after discovery, the planet is liable to  
be quite lost. Of those discovered before s8po about fifteen  
have not again been found, so that if discovered, as they doubt-
less will be, identification will be difficult.  

The system Of nomenclature of these bodies is not free from  
difficulty. When discoveries began to go on aL,a rapid rate,  

the system was introduced of assigning to each n number, in  
the order of its discovery, and using as its symbol its number  

enclosed Ins circle. Thus Ceres ens designated by the aymbοΙ();  
Ραffits by (j), &c., In regular ceder. This system has been con.  
iinued to the present time. When photography was applied  

to the search it was frequently doubtful whether the planet of  
whirls the image was detected on the plates was or was not  

previously known. This led to the use of capital letters lit  
xilphabeiicsl order as a temporary designation. When the  

alphabet was exhausted a second letter was added. Thus there  
are planetoids temporarily designated as A, B, &c., and AS, 
AC, &c. Tb. practice of applying a name to be selected by 
the discoverer has also been continued to the present time. 
Originally the names were selected from these of the gods or 
goddesses of classical mythology, but these have been so far  
exbssssted that the name Is now left to the &meths of th*  

person selecting it. At present It Is custamsay to use both the  

number and the name, the former being naceassay to the ready  

finding of the plaisetold in s list, 'while the name serves for more  
certain identification. (S. N.)  

α  fiat piece of timber, saWaisd planed; It is tedani-
cally distinguished from a board " by its greater thickness, and  
should measure from 5 104 in. In thickness and from  ιο  10 51  lii 
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PLANKTON  
In sddth The word comes through the Fr.  $miche  (from peal-
Auguatan, Lu. piaaca, a nasalized adaptation probably of Gr.  
τλsl4  something flat, especially a flat stone. The use of the  

word "plank" in the sense of aa Wide in apolitical programme  
Is of American origin and is due to the 'isa of "platform" for  

the programme itself.  
PL&I'KTON,  a name Invented by Professor Victor Henien  

for the drifting population of the lea. This Is a convenient  
beading under which to discuss not only  plaekion  proper, but  
the  beaihes,  or crawling population of the sea-bottom. Scientific  
investigation of these subjects dates from the reports of the  
"Challenger" expedition, which, despite Its many succesaora,  
still stands out as the moat important of the oceanographic  
expeditions, alike by the work achieved, the distance traversed,  
the time occupied, and the money devoted to the publication  

of the results. It laid the foundation of our knowledge of the  
physics and chemistry of ocean water, of oceanic and atmospheric  

currents, of the contour of the sea-bottom, and of the main 
features of distribution of deep-sea life. Later work has con-
firmed and expanded, but not revoked, the conclusions thus  
attained. But, in spite of this and of several subsequent  

expeditions, it cannot be pretended that we are In a poeition  
to formulate general canons of marine distribution other than  

of the most tentative character. Two fallacies underlie many  
attempts to define distributional oceanic arena for special groups:  
the one, that such areas can be made to bear some relation to  
existing geographical or even national divisions; the other, that  

what is true for one group of the animal kingdom must bold  

good equally for another. ii is necessary at the outset to divest  

oneself of these errors, oceanic conditions depend only very  
Indirectly upon the distribution of the land, and strongly swim-
ming or freely floating animals are not nil* confined by the  
same factors as determine the distribution of sessile forms, whose  
range is governed by a variety of circumstances.  

As Wyville Thomson pointed out long ago, there is but one  
ocean. This surrounds the southern half of the globe, and has  
two large gulfs, generally called the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans,  
which meet through narrow channels in the small Arctic Ocean,  
and a half gulf, the Indian Ocean. The Atlantic and Pacific  

exhibit a striking homology of atmospheric pressure and of  
prevalent wind and current; the Indian, to a great extent, 
resembles the southern half of a larger one, but this resemblance  
is modified by the neighbourhood of vast land masses. The 
prevalent winds, dependent on the fairly constant distribution 
of atmοsρheτic pressure over the great oceans, are the most  
important determinant of currents. As at most points in the 
ocean the temperature, salinity and chemical composition of 
the water are mainly determined by the currents—that is, by  
the condition at the place whence the waler came—it isobvious  
that a study of currents must precede any general view of the 
distribution of marine forms.  

Regard must be had not merely to the superficial currents  
indicated in fig. τ , but also to the movements of the deeper layer. 
Ice melting at the poles, together with polar precipitation of hail,  
snow and vain, yields large quantities of water of low salinity 
and very low temperature; this water sinks under the warmer 
salter surface water drifted from lower latitudes, and, creeping  

slowly north and south from the poles, covers the bottom of all 
the great open oceans at very uniformly low temperatures (in 
some cases as low as 30° F.). Between surface and bottom the 
temperature gradually decreases (except where effected by local  
circumstances), and in the middle layers the existence of slow 
currents is suspected. The cold bottom water wells up to the 
surface in certain areas, replacing the surface water drained 
away by currents, notably to the westward of the great land 
masses. Ocean water is remarkably uniform as regards its 
contained salts and gases, and it does not seem likely that we 

 can look to these to explain the facts of distribution. In its  
temperature, on the contrary, thereis enormous variation.  
While the bottom water of the ocean is very cold, and the mid-
water of a more or less intermediate temperature, the surface 
water, according as it has drifted from the equator polewards  

or in the reverse direction, has a mean anna.! tempesatare  
somewhere between 8° and 30° F., losing or gaining heat on its  
way. In the case of narrow or "closed" seas, and acer land  
masses, sea-waler does not exhibit that uniformity of composition  
which characterizes the open ocean; but even In such cases the  
temperature Is largely Influenced by adjacent currents, and,  
though less obvioualy than in the open ocean, seems to be a very  
important agent in distribution.  

The fauna of the sea is divisible Into the  $dskka,  the swim-
mingor drifting fauna which never rests= the bottom (generally  
taken now to include E. Haeckd'a ,sckloit,  the among swimmers,  
such as fish and cephalopods), and the  b',sihos,  which Is fixed  
to or crawls upon the bottom. These groups require  Ι  further 
subdivision according to depth—the more necessarily since, to  
some zoologists, any water over too fathoms Is" deep "or eves 
"ahyaaai" it Is simplest to begin with the bcnthcs. From  

Fin.  i  —Diagram of the Atlantic Ocean showing the Main 
Surface Currents (some are seasonal only): the  cοrre.ροτidng  Indian  
and Pacific currents are cited in parentheses; they are rarely an  

strontly  marked as in the Atlantic.  
t.  Counterequatori&l  (also  i'  Pacific and Indian).  
i.  North Equatorial (also Pacific).  
a'.  Τhε Equatorial (also 2' Pacific and Indian).  
3. Cull  Siream  proper (Japan Stream).  

',  Brazil Current (Australian Current).  
3'.  Mozambiquc  Current  (rccurvrd  off Cape  Aguihas).  
4. Labrador Current (Kamchatka Current).  
4',  Falkland Current.  
5 North Atlantic Drift, generally called Gull Stream (North Ρscifl 

Drift).  
5'. South Atlantic Drift. ill defined (Smith  Γ'acific  Drift). 
6. North African Current (Mexico Current).  
6', fti'nguela Current.  
6•  Pe,u  Current. 	 . 
7. Antarctic Circumpolar Drift. 7'.  Its northerly branches  on 

the west sides of Af rica and South America.  
the shore seawards we may distinguish several zones. Even 
the tidal zone, between high and low water.mark, is aubdivisible  
by Its fauna and flora. There generally follows on this a very  

gentle slope to the depth of about ice fathoms, locally sub. 
divisible into many lesser zones. It baa been termed the con-
tinental shelf or littoral zone, not very appropriately, since it  

occurs round many oceanic islands, and even away from any  
land. In this zone, if near land, fall  ιο  the bottom the heavy  
materials produced by land waste and river drainage. The  
fauna of this son., generally very well cbarscleiiaed, may be  
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distinguished as the  apiknitsoe.  As with the  ahallowest  or tidal  
zone, its nature varies much more according to latitude and the  
character of the coast than the deeper zones.  Evezywhere,  
however, the  epibenthic  fauna ίν exposed to certain definite  
environmenlal  condition,, as compared with a deeper fauna: 
namely, a high or fairly high temperature (except near the pole.);  
a fairly good light, with its important consequence, a vegetable 
basis of food supply; tide and current to distribute the larvae  
to a suitable habitat, which the varied nature of the bottom 
near land  ie  likely to furnish. Fusing farther  seawarda,  we find  
a steeper slope to about the  οο.Ιathοm  line, the so-called  
donthsental  slope. In this zone the environment is absolutely  

Ftc.  2.—Mean Annual Surface T.otherms of the Atlantic. (After  
Buchan,  "Clsauseg.r ' Ripen on "Ooeamc Circulation.) On  
the noeth.eaat end south-went sides they are deflected poleward.  
by the warm North Atlantic Drift and Brazil Current; on the south-
east and north-wear aides equatorwards by the cold Labrador and  
Benguela Currents. Note the markedly different latitude, of the  
lame isotherms east and west of South America and Africa; slio  
the effect of the  Falkiaad  Current against the Brazil Current.  

different. The water, no longer subject to seasonal variations  
of temperature, or to direct sunlight, is cold, and of a nearly  
uniform annual temperature (300 fathoms,  ss 441'F.). Light  
has disappeared from all but the shallower part, and with it  
plant life; tide and current are no longer felt. To the latter  
fact is due, however, a great part of the food supply, which  
maintains in this zone an abundant fauna: a great quantity  
of organic matter, brought down by river action, produced by 

 disintegrated sea-weed, and due to the death of surface organisms,  
together with the finer clayey materials of land waste, settles  

to the bottom In quiet water, near the too-fathom contour, thus  
making the mud-line the richest feeding-ground in the ocean  
(Murray). The mud-line is the real upper limit of this zone;  
It typically begins at about too fathoms, but may begin at  5 tο 20  
fathoms In deep sheltered firths, or be pushed down to 300  
fathoms where currents are strong. The fauna of this zone 
may be termed the  mrsobenlhos;  it Is not so abundant, nor so  
sharply characterized, as the  epibenthos,  and yet is  ιufllcfntlγ 
distinct to deserve at any rate a  provislenal  name. Another  

5Ι  5*  

difference of condition between  epibenibo'  and  meiobentbcs  is  
the pressure of the  waler;  at a depth of ςοο fathoms this is, 
roughly speaking, half a ton to the  sqeare  inch. It is very  
doubtlul  whether this enormous pressure makes the slightest  
difference to marine  invrnebtates,  the tissues of which are  
uniformly permeated by fluids, so that the pressure is uniform in 
every direction; but an imals with free gases naturally require  
time to adjust the gas-pressure when altering their levels. As  
regards the penetration of light, assimilative rays useful to plant 
life probably do not reach beyond 150 fathoms. Photographic 
rays have been detected as low as 220 fathoms, and if any light  
penetrate beyond this depth, it will  con'ist  only of blue, violet  
and  ultra.violet  rays: it has been suggested that the red colo ur  
prevalent in many deep-sea animals may be a screen from these  
hurtful rays. Below the goo-fathom line the ocean bottom  
exhibits almost uniform conditions  everywhere, varied only by 
the character of the bottom deposit and the amount of food  
supply. In this zone, which extends from about 303  fathoms to  
the greatest depths (which may in some cases exceed  s000  
fathoms, or more than 31 m.), the temperature at any given 
point I. uniform throughout the year, and is always very low 
the mean at 2200 fathoms is 35.2°  F.; at greater depths and in  
special  circumatancea  less than 30 F. has been recorded. The  
darkness Is probably absolute, for food the animals are dependent 
upon each other and upon the incessant rain of dead plankton 
from higher levels; the pressure may be anything between  
half a ton and five tons per square inch. To the fauna which 
lives in these remarkable circumstances the name  hypeb'wIhos 
may be applied.  

That each of the three  benthic groups is well characterized by  
a special fauna is shown by the following table, out of the total  
number, of species eaptured by the "Challeflger" It seventy  
stations in these three zone,:— 

Species confined 
to this Zone. 

Species occurring  
in other Zones.  

Epibenthos. 	. 	. 	.  
Mtsobentho. 	. 	. 	.  
Hypobentho. . 	. 	. 

91% 
74 ., 
61 	.. 

8%  
2 	,, 

,,  

Out of the 25% of its specie, which the mesobenthos shares with  
other zones. 59%  occur also in the epibenthos, about 40% in the  
ltypobentho': the menobenthos, therefore, on these figures ma 
be taken to n'iιt of 74%  of peculiar species, 15% shared with  
the epibenthos.  to% with the hypolmntbos. Speaking of the  
benthos as a whole, it may be said that the following statement  
holdagood; The number ot individuals, the proporIion of specie.  
to genera, and the number of individuals of • given specie., all  
decrease with increasing depth. Animal life also tend, to diminish  
with increasing distance from land: this may be partly due to the  
greater food supply near land, partly to the fact that population  
is obviously thinnest on the advancing fringe of a migration.  

The plankton can be ‚ubdivided into at least two group.. The  
fauna to which light and wsrinth are more or less net:emery, which  
feeds either upon plants or upon orgsniami n.arly dependent  
upon plant life. may be termed the epiplaishloa. This (Suns is  
capable of a good deal of vertical movement upwards and down-
wards, the causes of which are still obscure, but most of its members  
seem rarely to descend lower than about too fathoms. Below this  
depth the fauna may be called the mmeplimkioa. In every area 
this appears to have its peculiar spectes, but the careful study by  
opening 	osing 	 of e 	 he 
plankton is

and 
 of

cl 
 ιο recent 

atow-nets 
 growth tthhat no

distribution 
 statistics,

of 
 su

tch smeso- 
. we 

have of the benthos, are available, It is new generally admitted  
that the mesopiankten extends to the lowest depths yet searched  
(2730 to 2402 fathoms, Valdivia): but the number of specimens  
decreases rapidly after 200 fathoms, and below  t000  fathoms very  
little is captured. The conditions of light, temperature, pressure.  

are practically those of the corresponding depths of the  bentho.• 
5.  regents the food, however, the mesoplankton can only depen d  
en intercepting dead organiams which are falling from higher 
horizons, or on capturing the scanty prey of its own zone, it Is  
possible that the plankton immediately over the bottom may  
prove to be sufficiently distinct to be separately classed as  
ρηροριαιιΜοm 

The main subdivisions of the marine fauna having thus been  
briefly sketched, it  is  advIsable  to consider them in somewhat  
more  detaIl.  The  .pfbenlhos  is obviously that fauna  
to which, except in polar regions, light and warmth  
are necessary; and the  abience  of these at greater depths  is  
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probably the chief herder to Its  verticil extenelosi;  the food  
supply Is  eumdently  plentiful in, at any rate, the upper parts  
of the  mesobenthic  sane to present no obvious barer. The 
chemical constitution of the teeter (except to animals in brackish  
water neat river mouths)  &nd  the pressure appear to exert  little  
or no influence; and only those species which attach themselves  

to clean hard substances would be repelled by the mud-line.  

restrain. In relation to temperature the  wide.rangfng  species  
are termed  eιwyΙ'½eτmΜ,  the  bouted, ‚ienoiamrial (Moebius);  
the terιιιs are useful to record a fact, but are not explanatory.  
It seems tο  be the case  thai  to every organism is  έaaigιsed  a 
minimum tempceali're  below which it dies, a maximum tempera-
ture  above which it dies, and an ορtinnun  temperature at 
which it thrives best, but these hανe ιο be studied separately  
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Fso. —Dίagram  showing the  Cosatwine  (No' seaward) Extension of the Provinces of  Epibcntblc Gasteopods  and  Lnmcllibrancba,  
Provinces;— 
ι.  Arct ic.  
2. Barest of East Atlantic.  
2'. Boreal of West Atlantic.  
3. Celtic.  

. Lusitanian.  
5. West  Mrican.  

The chief barrier to a horizontal extension of the  epibenthos  
is undoubtedly temperature. As an example of its  diattibution  
may be taken the Gastropod and  Lamellibranch  Molluscs, as  
groups of which the distribution  baa  been studied for many years 
by specialists. The shallow-water species fall Into provinces 
(compare Cooke, Comb. Nal. His!.  vol.  "Molluscs,"  ch. xii), 

 and a comparison of figs. t and  3 shows at once the profound 
influence upon them of the great currents. Taking the Atlantic 
Ocean, we find the Arctic species, tempted sou thwards by the  
cold Labrador Current, repel led northwards by the warm  
North Atlantic Drift. The Boreal or sub-Arctic spe cies, many 
of which are identical on both sides of the ocean (2 and 2', fig. 3), 
lie much farther southwards on the we st  than on the east side,  
from the same causes. The warns-water molluscs of West  

Africa  ()  are cut off from those of the east side (7) by the cold  
water from the great easterly Antarctic Drift, which impinges 
on the Cape, giving its  specIal  fauna (b). On the South American 

 coastS  the tropical and temperate fauna reach respectively  

to  2 8° S. and  45° S. on the east coast, owing to the warm Brazil 
Current; but the corresponding groups on the west  coastonly 

 to 50  S. and 370  S., being kept back by cold  upwelling  sod Hum
-boldt's  Current. This influence is visible in individual  apecics  

as well as in the fades of a fauna:  Ρό τ puTa iapillw.s,  a temperate 
 lorm,  reaches on the east side of the Pacific to 240  N. and on 

the East Atlantic  tO  320  N.; but on the West Pacific only to 
41' N. and the West Atlantic to 420  N., being  rtpelicd  by the  
Japan strum (and other warm currents of the south-west 
monsoon) and Gulf Stream respectively. 

But while some spec ies may be confined to a bay, others to 
a province, others  Ιο  an ocean, there are cosmopolitan  aρccic  
which either  vertinsi  or horizontal barriers, or  beth;  fail  ιο  

6. South African 
7. Ι nόο- Ρsciόc.  
8. Japanese. 
9. Australian.  

to. New Zealand.  
τι.  Aleutian.  

12. Californian. 	 Orders part of tiled/et/meek,  
ι.  Panama. 	 Antarctic region.  
4. Peruvian. 	 s ό .  Argentinian.  
15.  Generatlytermed Patagnnian 1 7. Caribbean. 

or  Magetlanic  for purely  api..  18. Transatlantic.  
bcntbic  forms, but in many  

for every species. Similarly, in regard to depth, species  

have been dared as  eυτy ΙκdΙι ic  and  sknobalkic, bin, since in-
creased depth practically means diminished temperature, these 
are probably merely expressions of the name fact in another  

form. That an Arctic shallow-water species should stretch  

to considerable depths is not surprising, but it is  remarkabk  
to find such forms as, for example,  Venict misodesma  on a New 
Zealand beach at 55°  F. and in mete fathoms at  37°  F. oil Tristan  
d'Acunha.  The provinces of zoological distribution, like the  

geographical divisions of  mankind,  must be taken merely to 
indicate the fades of a well-characterized fauna, not to imply  
the restriction of all its hαbitαιιια to that  ares.  

In considering the effect of temperature (and this applies  

to plankton as well as to  benthos (tona  to too fathoms),  attcnt.on 
 must be directed not only to the question of general warmth or  

cold as expressed by the mean annual temperature, but also  

to the range between the annual extremes: these ranges of  

variation have been carefully mapped by Sir J.  Murray  (Cccg. 
Joan.. xii. ιι;  compare  ibid. xiv. ).  Still more important  
to the death-raw than these is the  suddennesa  with which such 
variations occur; ninny  suima]a  are known to endure great 
extremes of beat and cold if exposed to them gradually, but to 
succumb to rapid alterations of temperature. hence the frontier 
districts (λ1 iscάgetιicιι)  between opposing currents are character-
ized by a heavy death-rate, and  constiiute  marked barriers. 
A conspicuous instance of such a barrier in distribution is  aflordc'i 

 at the Cape. The warm  Mozambiquc  Current, with a south-
westerly direction off Natal, meets a north-east branch of the 
cold Antarctic Drift, and is beaten back eastwards: a  result  
of the  conStant  warring of these hot and cold currents is a high 
range of sudden temperature variation. Hence the Cape fauna  
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such mimics &omghboudngprovincea  

αs ειιn endure high sudden variations; tied the district is  pracli- 
ample, nineteen specie, of  Echinoids  

are known from the Cape district. Of these twelve are peculiar  

to the  Indo-Padilic  province, which stretches from East Africa 
to the Sandwich Islands and from Japan  ιο  Australia; two  spccies  
are Southern Ocean forms, all but  coodised  to  iouth  of O  S.; 
four species  are peculiar to the  !itlantic  Ocean: of these eighteen  
not one gets past the Cape into the next province; the nine-
teenth is practically a cosmopolitan (A.  Aguaiz, "Chailciigre"  
Rr$,ts: " Echinoidea";  compare also C. Chun, Aim des  Ticfme  
des  Wdimcmcs,  pp. 157,  ι8).  

Among the barrier, to the horizontal extension of  epibenthos  
must be mentioned a wide deep ocean. The  lndo-Pacigc  fauna  
ranges from East Africa 10 about  ο8°  W,, stepping from island 
to island over the  PaciSc;  but this continuity is then  br.ken  by 
37 degrees of longitude and more than  s000  fathoms of water, and 
such sessile species  as are most  Mollusca (cf. fig.  )  are  unoble  
to reach the American coast. This is presumably due to the  
fact that the planktonic larvae of  epibenthic  adults must settle.  
on a suitable bottom within a certain period or die. In spite 
of the direct set of the currents from Florida to the British ides,  
the  epibenthos  of the two is absolutely  dlssimilar;Ihe  similarity 
of the two Boreal provinc es  (z and a', fig. )is to be assigned to 
a former continuity by way of Greenland, Iceland and Faeroe,  

a similar continuity, still unbroken, is exhibited by the Aleutian 
province on both sides of the Pacific. Though larvae cannot 
cross wide oceans, adults may no doubt traverse great stretches 
occasionally on floating timber, &c.  

This barrier by distance may be Instanced In another way.  
las  the Arctic regions land masses are continuous or contiguous,  
and there are many circumpolar species, as, for example,  
Rky'wh.ssdla $iwscea;  towards the South Pole the southern  
continent is almost Ice-bound, and the available land consists  
only of the tips of the continents and of the few oceanic islands.  
l{ence  few if any littoral species are circumpolar. For example, 
not a single littoral  Ophiurid ιυττουnda  the South Pole, but 
five or six species are  clrcumpolar  in the northern hemisphere.  

Taking next the  srcsobenihos  and  hyροόerah οs,  living at depths 
where temperature is constant and current practically negligible, 
Mace- there appears theoretically to be no reason why an  
5,αώ οΜ  organism which can thrive at $00 fathoms should  
I("pa■  not have a world-wide range over the bottom of all  
SealS...  oceans. Yet this Is not often, although occasionally,  
known to be the case; and although perhaps, speaking generally,  
hypobenthic  species have wider ranges than  epibenthic,  still 
they also seem to be limited. It  must,however,  be remembered  
that the ocean is large, deep hauls of trawl or dredge few, and 
Individuals at great depths scattered, so that too much stress  
must not be laid on this point. The" Challenger" results seem  
to allow of at least  onegeneralization—thedeeperihe  fauna, the 
wider its range. This is shown by the following table of the 
"Challenger"  benthο:  the first column gives the number of 

 benthos  species captured at depths Indicated in fathoms by the 
 gccond  column; the percentage of these species which is known 

to have been captured between the tropics, as well as south 
and  nortb  of the tropics, is shown in the third column—  - 
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We can only guess at the causes of the apparently limited range  
of many deep-sea types. (is) One of these is probably the limited  
food supply: presumably, as with a land' fauna, there are as  
ιΡ y  mouths in a given area as it will support, and an equi-
librium of species is maintained  which will at least hinder the 

 exten$iofl  of any one. For food the bulk of the deep-wster frame  

is dependent upon the rain of dead organisms falling from higher  
levels, these, slowly disintegrating (probably under chemical,  
not bacterial, action), seam to form with the bottom deposit 
a kind of nitrogenous ooze, through which many deep -aea  organ-
isms slowly swallow their way, as an earthworm goes through 
earth extracting nutriment. (b) Another hindrance  Ιο  the 
extension of many deep-sea species is that they are  hokbeslhi',  
that is, do not peas through a free-swimming larval stage; the 
means of dispersal is therefore regulated by the  animai'a  own 
power of locomotion. Generally speaking, as might be expected, 
the freely-moving  hypobenthos,  fish and  crustacea,  have the 
widest ranges, and even these are not helped by currents, as  
are  epibenthic  or  plankionic  forms. 'The larval history of deep-
water forms Is, however, unfortunately obscure.  (ι)  Lastly, 

 estenaion  of area of a species being at best difficult in deep water 
for non-swimmers, the place and date of their first migration 
must be taken into account; forms which have comparatively 
recently adopt ed  deep-water life cannot be expected to have 
spread far from their original centre. As regards this point, 
in the first place, it is with migration, not with local evolution,  .  
that we have to deal: no classes and orders, only a few families 
and genera, rarely sub-orders, are peculiar to the  hypobenthos; 

 the deep members Of each group consist for the most pert of 
widely separated genera, the species do not grade into each other, 
as Is so often the case in the  epibenthos;  and evolution could 
hardly have produced these  apecies  and genera under the 
uniformity of their present environment. This migration down-
wards from the mud-line has no doubt occurred all over the 
world, notably in the Southe rn  Ocean, if we may judge by the 
richness of the deep-water fauna there to-day; probably also 
largely in Arctic and sub-Arctic regions, less so in tropical and 
temperate zones. As to the data of migration, the following 
fact seems to show that it is of comparatively recent origin, and 
is indeed still in progress: taking the" Challenger" species from  
the  epibenthos,  from the  mesobcntbos,  and then from zones  
of seο  fathoms down to  a αο,  each zone shares a larger per-
centage of species with the zone above it than with that 
below it (except in one case where they are  neaei),  equal). But 
it is not to be supposed  that all our present-day deep-water 
forms began their migration  simulIaneousiy,  and we can say  
with fair certainty that migration to d eep water did not begin 
before the close of the Mesozoic epoch. Had it begun earlier. 
we should find typical Mesozoic and even older forms, or their 
congeners, at great dep ths: so far is this from being the case  
that the  moSt venerableanimalsof  to-day—Linguk,A mphioxus,  
Li ιυΙυι,  7%  of  Crinolds,  o% of  Brachiopoda,  &c.—are 

 epibenthic  or  mesobenthic.  On the other hand, it is extremely 
likely that the Cretaceous epoch marked the commencement 
of  mlgration  The  bexactineiiidan  sponges  are known to have 
lived in quite shallow water at the date of deposition of the  
Inferior  Oolite;  to-day none occur at a less depth than ο fathupis; 

 and as only two genera are known from the shallow Tertiary  
deposits, it would seem that the migration began about Creta-
ceous times  (" Chaiknger"  Reports:  "Hexactinellida,"  F.  Ε.  
Schulze). In  ι88τ  (A.  Agassiz, " Chisikngcr" R'porls: " Echiji-
oldea ") τος living genera of  Ecbinoidea  were admitted; of these 
23% were known from Cretaceous but not from Tertiary deposits,  

$%  from Tertiary but not Cretaceous, and 40% as Recent 
only The species 01  Cretaceoux  genera constituted  only 29% of  
the  epibenthic Echiisoida,  'µ%  of the  mesobeaithic,  and no less  
than  %  of the  hypobenthim  These species of Cretaceous  
genera were distributed fairly evenly over all three zon es, but 
72% of the species  of Tertiary genera and  %  of the Recent 

 forms were confined to the  epibenthos.  As out Of the  tweoty -live 
living genera known from the Cretaceous only seven are known 
also from Jurassic deposits,  it is obvious that the close relation-
ship is between Cretaceous said  hypobanthos,  rather than 
between any other geolo gical and  bathymetric  horizons. Other 
instances, such as  tbatof  the  Eryonidse,  seem to point to similar  
conclusions.  

Excepting the essential  aIr-breathers, practically every phylum  
and class and most orders  am represented in the  be ιιbo. Tb.  
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pears to be especially wealthy in 
cakareous  skeletons; but in colder 
of polar or sub-polar regions, and 
in open oceans, the predominant 

it little or no caleareous secretion:  
ι, !'Tadreporaria  and Echinoderma  
evelop  slighter skeletons than their  

ωατπι-ωυκ congeners. The following table will serve to 
_.._.....e this point, and to give an Idea of the composition of 
the epibenthos of cold and warm seas and of the hypobenthos:  
the figures are the percentage, of total species captured in each 
locality by H.M.S. "Challenger," the balance being made up 
by few specimens In scattered groups:— 
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While the  Madreporaria  represent only 3.3 4 of the species at the  
ropical  station, it must be remembered  tim  they probably made  

up 80% or more of the weight.  

The  epl$aa&ior. is dependent either directly or proximately  
upon light, warmth and the presence of plant life. The wealth  

ι.  of minute organisms near the aurface is inconceivable 
ΙιΙkie..  to those who have not seen the working of a two-net: 

it may be gauged by the fact that a single specie, is sometimes  

present In such quaiitltiesaa  ιο  colour theseaover an appreciable  
area, arid by the estimate that the skeletons of epiplankten from  

a square mile of tropical ocean a hundred fathoma deep would  
yield  ι ό  tons of lime. In the tropics the wealth of species, sad 
towards the poles the number of individuals of comparatively  
few species, are characteristic of the latitudes. In temperate 
and tropical regions there is a great difference between the  
epiplankton near land and that far out at sea: the former is  

termed ',critic; it extends, roughly speaking, at least as far out  

as the mud-line, and is characterized by the predominance of 
what may be termed  kcreibcnlhic  forms, that is, benthic forms  
with a planktonlc larval stage (Dc'apeda, Poly'heda, &c.), or  
with a planktoidc phase (meiagenetic Medusac). The horizontal  
barriers to the neritic plankton are practically those mentioned  
as governing the epibcuihos; Indeed, It would seem that the  
distribution of bemibenthic adults is determined by that of their 
more delicate larvae. Special conditions of wind and current  
may of course carry Into the r*ritic woe forms which are  
characteristIc of the open sea, and vice versa. In the aeritic  
epiplanktou of polar waters the larvae of hemibentbic forms are 
almost absent; Indeed, the development of cold-water beetles,  

whether shallow or abyssal, appears to be in moat cases direct,  

this is, without a larval metamorphosIs. The epiplankion of 
the open sea is described as sceesie; it consists almost entirely  

of  hd.$mikionl'  forms and their larvae. The chief barrier  Ιο  
horizontal distribution, here as elsewhere, is doubtles, tempera-
ture. For example, through the reports of iii." National "cruise 
(German Pl.nittoii Expedition) runs the seme story; one fauna  
characterized their course from Shetland  ο  Grand and  
Newfoundland, another the traverse of the Gull Stream, Sargaaso  
Sea and the Equatorial Currents. The Influence of temperature  
meυ be gauged In another way: where hot and cold currents  
meet, occur "frontier" districts, In which the respective 
organisms are Intermingled, and can only exist till their maxima  

or minima are re&cbed. Well-marked examples of such districts  

occur oB Ν w Jersey (Gulf Stream and Labrador Current), in  

the China Sea (warm currents of the south-west monsoon and  

Kamchatka Current), in the Faeroe Channel, south of the Cape  
(recurving of the Agulhas Current): in some of these the range  
of variation amounts tp as much as go' F. in the year, with the  
result of a colossal death-rate of the plankton, and its corollary,  
a rich bottom fauna, for which food Is thus amply supplied.  

The majority of the oceanic epiplsnkton appears to be steno.  
thermal; for example, few components of the welkhsmcterized  
fauna of the Gulf Stream and Sargasao Sea ever reach the British  
shores alive, although, if current and salinity were the detmidn-
ing factors and not temperature, this fauna should retch to  
Shetland, and even to Lofoten. It will only be possible to make 
satisfactory distributional erase for these oceanic forms by such  

systematic traverses as that of the " NatIonal "; at present it 
would seem that adjacent species have such different maxima  

and minima that every species must be mapped separitely  

(compare the distributIon-maps of the "Natioi*al" Planktoa  
Expedition). Some members of the epiplsnktoss are, however,  

extraordInarily eurythermal and eurybathic; for example, 
Calories βasmιcΜ'υs  ranges from 76.  Ν.  to gr° S. (excepting 
perhaps for  ιο'  ascii  aide of the equator), and is apparently  
indifferent to depth. 

In the first hundred fathoms at sea the fall of temperature Is 
gradual and slight, and forms practically no hindrance to the 
diriTrial oscilfolio's  of the oceanic epiplankton—the alleged rise  
and fall of almost the entire fauna. Roughly speaking, the  
greateat number of animals is nearest the surface at midnight;  

but different species sink and rise at different times, and to or  

from different depths. Apart from this diurnal  oscillation, 
unfavourable conditions at the surface send or keep the fauna  
down in a remarkable way: for example, in the Bay of Biscay  
few organisms axe to be found in the first fathom in bright sun-
light, but on a still, hot day the next few fathom, teem with life;  

yet after a few minutes' wind or rain these upper layer, will be  
found almost deserted. This leads to the consideration of the 
hydroslaiks  of the plankton: apart from strong swimmers, the 
majority contests the tendency to sink either by some mesas of  
diminishing specific gravity (increasing Boating power) or by  
Increased frictional resistance. The former is gei ιorslfy attsined  
(a) by Increase of bulk through development of a fluid secretion  

of low specific gravity (vacuolea of  Feremsriijer'x, Redido.ria, &c.);  
(6) or of a gelatinous secretion of low sρσcific gravity  (Μ'desa, 
Chaetopod and Echinoderm larvae,  Chacwgriaiha, Th.eifecee..'  
the characteristic transparence of so many oceanic forms is  
probably attributable to this); (e) by secretion or retention of  
air or other gas  (Phyralio, Minyas, Ewidse); (d) by development  
of oil globules  (Copepoda, Cledoca'is,  fish ova). Increased  
frictional resistance is obtained by Battening out of the body  

(Phyilosoma, Sapphinaa),  or by its expansion into latee,l pro-
ceases  (To,ieµ'rf,, Glances), or by the development of long  
delicate spines or hairs <pelagic  Ρeramlπf('ra,  many Radidaria,  
many Caselopod and Decapod larvae). In many cases two or  
more of these are combined in the same orgarnam Notwith-
standing the above adaptatibns, some of which are adjustable,  

ills difficult to understand the mechanics of the comparatively  

rapid oscillations of the epiplankion, of which both causes sad  

methods are slur obscure,  
It will be seen from the distribution of the Thecosomatous  

Pteropoda—a purely oceanic group—how difficult It will prove  
to draw distributional amos for classes of epIplanktoa. P.  

Pelseneer recognises in all ten such provinces (" Chalknrgu"  
Rejiorfs: "ZooL," six., xxiii.) and 42 good species: of the latter  

is confined to the Arctic, 4  to the Antarctic province, but of  
the remaining 37 species arid eight provInces 30% occur In  
all eight,  ιό %  In seven, sad only 35% have as yet been captured  
in a single province only.  

The  mero$iak'os  has only received serious attention during  
the last few years. In the "Challenger," open nets towed at  

various depths seemed to show the existence of a  

deep-water plankton, but this method given no  
certain information as to the h οά τοιι of capture,  
the nets being opec in their passage down and up. C. Cbiw  
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COnIIIuC(ed  the first efficient net which could be opened  
and shut at known depths, using a propeller mechanism  
(Rig  £. Ι.  vol.  L); and he improved his original paltern  
for the "National" md " Vaidivia" expeditions. The present  
writer has devised a net, of which the opening and closing  
are effected from the deck by heavy weights; this has been  
used succeaafiilly on the "Siboga" expedition and in cruises of  
the" Research"  (Πια.  Zool. Soc.,  1898).  W. Gusting baa con-
structed an ingenious net which is useful in comparatively  
shallow water, but is open to criticism as being too light for depths  
beyond coo fathoms; and several ether types are in use. The  
existence of a mcsoplankton, that is, of a plankton living between  
coo fathoms from the surface and the bottom, has been generally  

considered as defocitely proved by these nets. On the other  
hand, Α.  Agaasiz,  using the Tanner tow-nets, contends that while  
a mixture of surface and bottom species may occur In a closed  

sea near land, there is no intermediate fauna in the open ocean  
between about zoo fathoms from the surface and the bottom; 
his conclusions, based on negative evidence, have not met with 
general acceptance. Animals captured below the first hundred  
fathoms in the open sea (the Mediterranean, for special physical  
seasons, is on a special footing) are divisible into at least three  

categories: (r) those which are euiytbermal and eurybathic,  
e.g. CaIa,,us jmnmaivkkas;  (s) those which, so far as we know,  
are purely mesoplanktoicic and never come to the surface, for  

example, the Radlolarian family  Tuscarorido..; ()  those which,  
like some  Sc/i  icepoda,  spend a larval period in the eplplanktoss,  
and seek deeper water when adult, rising to the surface, if at  

ill, only at night. But until the publication of the results of  

expeditions provided with efficient mesopfankton nets, generalI-
zatIons about this fauna had better be stated with all reserve.  
There is, however, a certain amount of evidence to show that  
the mesoplankton includes different organisms in different  
latitudes; that surface animals of the north and south, unable  
to spread Into the warmer surface water of lower latitudes, there  
sink into the cooler waters of the meeoplankton; the distribu.  
tional area of such an organism will be in three ώmnιiοns  
bounded by isotherms  (isobathytharma) and Isothermobaths.  
As with the hypobentbos, there seems to be no theoretical reason  

against the universal distribution of the mmoplsnkton.  
When a more systematic Investigation of the various horizons  

has been carried out, many of the present cases of supposed  

di:'oniissoiis dlsiribuii',n  will doubtless disappear. Thcre are,  
however, undoubted cases of discontinuity where physical  
barriers have cut seroas a distributional area, an example of  
which may be cited here. The Isthmus of Panama was appar-
ently only upraised about Miocene time, having been previously  

an archipelago through which a great circumequatorial current  
could pam; consequently the bentho. of the Panama region  

shows marked alliance with the Caribbean, with which it was  
formerly continuous, but practically none with the Indo.Parillc.  

To the same cause is doubtless attributable the distribution of  
the £ve Decapoda which are characterIstic of the Sargasso Sea,  

which are drcumequatnrlsl oceanic types, only occasionally  
Wend: three of these ar, known only from the Atlantic, one  
occurs In the Atlantic and PsolSe, one in the Atlantic, Paciffc  
and Indian Oceans. The damming of a great drcumequatorial  
current by the Isthmus of Panama is probably also responsible  
for that dislocation of currents which resulted in the present  

relations of the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Drift to the  

[.abrador Current, and cut the Atlantic Boreal fauna into two  
discontinuous districts (a and a', dg. ).  

Under the head of discontinuous distribution, the alleged  
phenomenon known as  bipolarily  must be mentioned. In  
iummarialng the work of the "Challenger," Sir John Murray  

maintained on the basis of the reports that numerous species  
occurred in both polar and sub-polar areas which were absent  
from the tropic. He regarded them as the hardy survivor, of  
• universal fauna which hid withstood that polar cooling which  
set in towards the close of the Μesοοiε period (Murray, Tress.  
Roy. Sec. Ed?,..  vol xxxviii.,  ι896;  G. Pfeffer,  Verh. deidsch. Zoel.  
Gridlock. ix. sSgg).  This view and the fsct' on which It was  

based have been sciitely contested, and the question Is still far  
from settlement (for lists of the literature see A. E. Qrtmann,  
Ass.  Ναί .  xxxiii.  583; and Miss  Ε. Μ.  Pratt,  Mas. Mas'hosise  
Sec.  voL xlv., igos). As regard. the purely epibenthic and scenic  

fauna, there are a few undoubted instances of actual s ρeεifie  
identity; in seme classes, however, such as the Echinoderiss, this  
does not appear to hold  (Zlaa.bavgir Megaihos*seh. Sammdrnss;  
and F. ROiwer and F. Schaudinn'a Pease  arciiea);  but even  
in these the general composition of the fauna and the presence  
of certain Identical and peculiar genera seem to point to some-
thing more than a mere " convergence" due to similar environ.  
meet. As regards the plankton of the two polar regioos and  

such epibcnthic forms as extend also lato deep water, the  
sυ esΙiοn has been made that the Arctic and Antarctic beasibea  
and planktonare really continuosia by way of deep water Ia the  

main oceans, where the organisms an ffnd a suitably low tem-
perature. As an Instance of this, C. Chun  (&nkh. aimschas  deer  
erhL  reed  σnία,Μ Piaskfos,  ι89;)  cites  Krek.ia kaswia,  a  
characteristic Arctic and sub-Arctic conatituent of the eel-  

plankton and mcsoplInkton, known only from the mesoplankton  
in the tropics, but rising to 38 fathoms at  se S. se  Ε.  Mesa  
exact Information, such as may be expected from the various  
Antarctic expeditions, is required to scttli this Interesting  

question with its far-reaching corollaries. (G.  Η.  ff0.)  
See also ZooLoGIcAl, Drarslsuriox:  I  Menus.  
PLANQUETTg,  ROBERT (ι8σ- ), French musical com-

poser, was born in Paris on the g Ζst of July ι8ο, end educated  
at the Conservatoire. As a boy he wrote songs and operettas  
for cafό  concerts, and sprang into fame as the composer of  
Li:  C/aches  di  CorsrsiJle  (Paris, 1877; London,  ι8;8).  In this  
work he showed a fertile vein of melody, which won instant  
recognition. There is in his music a touch of pathos and  
romantic feeling, which, had he cued to cultivate it, would hay,  
placed him far above contemporary writers of spire beaus.  
Unfortunately, he did little but repeat the formula which  

originally brought him reputation. Li  CkaaIi'r Geeloi  was  
produced In Ι879 with little success. In ι88o came us  VoW..  
gem dr'  33· which had a long run in London in 1887 as The  
Old Guard, and La  Casriini&e,  which was translated into English  
us  Neciarine,  though never produced. In  ι88,  Rip van  Winkli  
was produced in London, being subsequently given In Paris as  
Rip, in both cases with remarkable success. The libretto, an  
adaptation by H. B. Farnie of Washington Irving's famous tale,  
brought out whit was best in Planquette's talent. In 1884 the  
phenomenon of an opera by a French composer being produced  
in London previously to being heard In Paris was repeated In  
Nd? Gwysne, which was tolerably successful, but failed corn.  

pletely when produced in Paris as 14  Ρ sscorn Cdow,biss.  
It was followed by La  Cr'ssaillks  (Paris,  ι88),  Swresf  (Paris,  
c88; London, as Paid loses, ι889), Catkin Thins. (London,  
1887), La  C'κ.arde  grinders (Paris,  189ή ,  Li Talisman (Paris, 
i8pa), ?exerts (Paris, ι895) and  M'sm'sdlo Qi'a(soaus  (Paris,  
1897).  

PLWAOENET,  a surname conveniently, but unbistorl-
cally, applied to the royal line descended from the union of  

Geoffrey, count of AnJou, with the empress Maccd, who are now  
styled by historians the Angevin house. It was, historically,  
only a ρe ο al nickname of Geoffrey, as was "Beauclerc" of  
his father-In-law (Henry I.) and "Curtmantel" of his son  
(Henry IL), and was derived from his wearing In his cap a sprig  

of the broom (genes) plant, "which in early summer makes the  
open country of Anjou and Maine a blaze of living gold." When  

the fashion of personal nicknames passed away, the members  
of the royal house were usually named from their birthplace,  

as Thomas "of Broiherton," Thomas "of Woodstock," Edmund  
"of Woodstock," Edmund " of Langley," Lionel "of Antwerp,"  
and so forth. But Edward I. and his younger brother, the  
founder of the house of Lancaster, had still nickname, respec-
tively, as "Loπghιnka" and "Crouchbacic." In the later  
days of the dynasty the surname of Beaufort was adopted by  
the legitimated issue of John of Gaunt by Katherine Swynford,  

but that of Planiagenst  was bestowed on Arthur,  nagural  son  
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vi Edward IV., who was created Viscount  L'Isle.  It appeals,  
however, to have been adopted as a surname by Richard duke  
.1 York  (fatbirof  Edward IV.) some twelve years before  hisdeath.  

At the death of  Geο8ιeγ'ιgτιπdιοιι, Richard 1., the succession  
was in doubt, John's elder brother  Geo€rey  having left, by the  
heiress of Brittany, a son sad a daughter. But at that epoch  

the law of inheritance was in such a case unsettled, and their  
tight was not clear. Arthur's fate is well known, and Eleanor,  
the daughter, was kept captive till her death in  "µ.  John's  
younger son Richard, king of the Rumens, left a son Edmund,  
earl of Cornwall, with whom his line ended; his  eldarson  Henry  
111. left two ions, of whom the younger was crested earl of  
Lancaster and was grandfather of Henry, earl of  Lscasteτ,  
whose heiress married John of Gaunt (1... Ghent). Edward 1 »  
the elder son, was grandfather  of Edward III., the meninges  
of whose numerous children greatly effected English h istory.  
Edward his heir, the "Black Prince," left an only son, who  
succeeded his grandfather as Richard IL, on whose death Wee)  
this line became extinct. Lionel, the next surviv ing brother  
of the Black Prince, left an only child Philippe, who mar ried  
the earl of March, in who.e heirs was the right to the sums. 
den. But John of Gaunt, the next brother, who had married  
the heiress of Lancaster and had been created duke of Lancaster  
in consequence, refounded the  Lancastrian  line, which obtained  
the throne in the person of his only son by her, Henry IV., on  
the  depolitlon  of  Richard  II., to the exclusion of the Infant  
earl of  Mircb.  His next brother, Edmund of  Langley,who  was 
created duke of York (1385), founded the  Vorkist  line, and was  
Whet., by a daughter and co-heiress of Pedro the Cruel, king 
of  Caatile,  of two sons, Edward, second duke, who was slain at  
Aginonurt,  and Richard, earl of Camb ridge, who by marrying 
the granddaughter and eventual heiress of  Lionel's  daughter 
Philippe, brought the right to the  succonion  Into the house  
of York. 

Between their ion and Henry VI. (grandson of Henry. IV.) 
and Edward and Henry, sons and heirs of these rivals, was 
fought out the dynastic struggle known as "the Wets of the 
Roses," which proved fatal to several member, of both houses.  
Richard, the son of R ichard and Anne  Morlimer,  became third  
duke of York ('455), and wee made protector of the realm 

 454-π455,  being  Znally  declared heir to the throne on the 
triumph of his side in 1460; but he was slain at the battle of  

Wekefield  (Dec. 31, 1460). Of his four sons, Edward,  theeldeat,  
became king as Edward IV. within three months of his death;  
Edmund, the second, was slain with his father at  WakeόeΙd;  
George, the third, duke of Clarence, was put to death in 1478; 
and Richard, the fourth, duke of  Glουcest τ,  became king as  
Richard III. In r483 and was slain on  Bcawortii  Field in 1485.  
King Edward 'V's two surviving  lena,  Edward and Richard  
(the princes in the Tower), had been mysteriously put to death  
in 2 483, so that the only male descendant of the house of York,  
and indeed of the whole Plantagenet race, was the duke of  
Clarence's  son Edward, earl of Warwick (grandson of "the  
Kingmaker"), who was imprisoned by Richard III. (his father's  
younger brother) iii 1483, and  όnafly  executed on Tower Hill,  
under Henry VII., In '499. 

Of the house of Lancaster, the only son of Henry VI. was  
slain after the battle of  Tewkmbury  (1471), while Edmund 
(Beaufort) duke of Somerset, a grandson of John of Gaunt,  
was slain at the inn battle of St  Albana  (1455), and all his  
three ions were slain or beheaded. On the death of Henry VI.  
and his son in 147!, so complete was the extinction of their line  
that fts  representation vested in the heirs of the two daughters  
of John of Gaunt by the heiress of Lancaster,  'dx.  Philippa  
queen of Portugal and Elizabeth  counton  of  Ifuntingdon.  
But by his second wife, the heiress of Guile, John had left an  
only daughter, wife of Henry  Xli,  king of Castile and Leon,  
who also left descendants, and from his third but amb iguous  
union sprang the house of Beaufort, whose doubtful claims to  
his heirship used with his great-granddau ghter Margaret, by  
her husband Edmund Tudor, to their son Henry VII. Although  
Henry ems  meelnl  to claim the crown in his own right  (τ48),  

be soon  fortiBed  that claim by marrying Elizabeth, eldest 
daughter of Edward IV. sad rightful  helene  to the throne.  
The marriage of their eldest daughter  Ma,garet  to James IV,  
of Scotland in :503 resulted in the  acceesion  .1 James  YL  vi  
Scotland, a century later, as next heir  Ιο  the throne (see  
Sxswm).  

Although no other dynasty  baa  reigned so long  ιπσ  England  
since the Norman Conquest, the whole  legltlessle  male issue  
of Count  GeoErey  Plantagenet is dearly proved to have  beame  
extinct In  z'p.  Of Its illegitimate  derundαnts  the house  
of Cornwall was founded by Richard, a natural ion of Richard,  
king of the  Romsna  and earl of  Cornwill,  who was  ιn αοΙ  
Lord  Cornewall  of  Fsnbope,  temp. Henry VI., of the  Coceewalis,  
"barons of Burford," arid other famili es; but the principal  
house is that which was founded, at a later date, by Sir Charles  
Somerset, natural son of Henry (Beaufort) duke of Somerset  
(beheaded '464), who was created earl of Worcester in 5513,  
and whose descendant Henry,  marqune  and earl of Worcester,  
obtained the dukedom of Beaufort in Ζ682.  From him descend  
the ducal house,  who bear the ancient arms of France and  
England, quarterly, within a border.. U. H. K.)  

PL&NTAIR  (Let.  $esiiago),  a name given to certain plants  
with broad leaves. This is the case with certain species of  
Piasdage, Ahesw  and Mitre, to ill of which the term is popularly  
applied. The spades  of  Piaatago  are mostly weeds with a dense  
tuft of radical leaves and scenes bearing terminal  .pik.,  of small  
lowers; the long spikes of P.  mejr,  when In Wed, are used for  
feeding cage-b irds; P.  macnoble,  so called from Its narrow  
lanceolate3-6-ribbed leaves, is popularly known as  rwοtΙ;  
Alum. P. is the water-plantain, so called from the τεωιπΜαιιοe  

of its broad ribbed aerial haves to those of P.  seήar.  The  
tropical fruit known as plantain belongs to the genus  M,ssa  
(see  BAHAMA).  

Ρ1.&ΝΤΑΤΊΟΙ (Lat. µ.υ..,  to plant), literally the placing  
of plants  in the ground, hence a place planted or a collection of 
growing things, &c., particularly used of ground planted with  
young trees. The term  wsa  early applied, in  algurative sense, to  
the settlement of people, and particularly to the colonization of  
North America In the early part of the ryth  century arid to the  
settlement of Scotch and English in the forfeited lands In Ireland  
(see below). The practice  of sending convicted  crIminals  to  
serv,  on the  plsntatlo,s  In the colonies became common in  
the 17th  century (see  Dasοmιτοιή .  These plantations were  
chief!),  In the cotton, wipe and  tobseco  growing colonies, sad  
the term  "pianiatiim"  Is thus part icularly applied to  estαtes  
in tropical or  seml.troplcal  countries; the proprietors of such  
estates  are  9r'4' Ηy  styled  "planteri,"  

The  negroes  on the plantations of the Southern States of  
North America sang their songs arid hymns arid danced to 
tunes which were traditional, and are frequently  
known as "Plantation Song,." It has been claimed  
for some of them that they represent the folk songs  
brought by the  inst  slaves from Africa; but the more generally  
accepted view is that they use those European hymn and  
song tunes which the  negroes  picked up from the revivalist  
preachers or from the Europeans around them, and adapted  
to their own strongly marked rhythms, which are certainly of  
African origin.  Tb.  earliest song, which became familiar to 
tiarae outside the Southern States was "Jim Crow," sung by  
Dan Rice, sad Introduced to England shout 1836. The 
"Jubilee Singers," a troupe from Fisk  lfnivessity,  Nashville,  
Tennessee, toured the United States  arid Europe in 1871; but  
the great popularity of the  negro  songs arid dances, and the 
traditional Instruments, the bones and  tamboulino  (the banjo  
was not  criginslly  used by the genuine  negro),  was due to  
the so-called  "negro  minstrel" troup es, of which the beet  
known In England were  Christy's,  whence the generic name of  
Christy Minstrels, and later of the Moore and Burgess troop.  
at St James's Hall, London, started in 1863 sad  Inally  dis

-solved 101904.  

71ο  best collection of genuine "plantation songs" and their  
wend, is Sue  Seagr  ή  she Veiled isr Ι s  (New York, 5871)1 m.  sbO 
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C. L. Edwards, Edema  S.sgs  ώ  Ski*s  (Boston, sfigg); J.  Β. Τ.  
Marsh, The  SIory  0/18'  Jubiko Shirrs (Boston, 1895); and axtkles  
by G. W. Cable on "The Creole SΙa'e Dance and " Creole. Slave  
Songs." in the  Cealury,  February and April  ι886.  

Pfmgodos  of Ulsi'r.—The Irish rebellion, which bad din.  
turbid Ulster during the dosing years of  Elisabeih's  reigle, 
was followed under James I. by further trouble, due partly to 
the Inability .1 the  ΕυgΙί h  government to understand the  
aystem  of land owne rship prevalent In Ireland. At this time 
the chief  o"enders  against the *inherit),  of England were the 
earls of  Tyrconnell  and Tyrone, but in September 1607 these  
ones powerful nobles fied  from the country. The English 
lawyers declared that the extensive estates  which they held, 
not in their personal capacity, but as the heeds respectively 
of the tribes of O'Neill and O'Donnell, had become the property  
of the English crown; and the problem which now confronted  
James I. and his advisers was what to do with the land, which 
was much too large to be cultivated properly by the scanty 
population liv ing thereon. The idea of a plantation or  colosiiza.  
lion of Ulster, which was put forward as an answer to this 
question, is due mainly to Sir Arthur Chichester, the Irish lord 
deputy; its object was to secure the better cultivation of the 
land end  Ιο  strengthen the English  InSuesicein  Ulster  bygT*nting  
estates to English and Scottish settlers. Chichester proposed  
that the native inhabitants should be allowed to occupy as much 
land as they could cultivate, for be said, "that many of the 
natives in  iach  county claim freehold In the lands they possess, 
and albeit these demands are not justifiable by law, yet it Is 
bard and almost impossible to  displant  them." Even If this 
advice were carried out on a generous scale, the deputy con

-sidered  that there would be abundance of land to offer to 
colonists, and also to reward the class of men known as servitors,  
those who bad served the English king in Ireland. lie submitted  
his ideas to Sir James Ley and Sir 301m Davies, two of the minis-
ters of James L; they reported to the English privy coun ci l,  
which signified its approval, and after the question bad been  
Illuminated by Bacon's great intellect, a committee was ap-
pointed to make the necessary arrangements. But those 

 reaponsible  for the plantation made one  csnlinal mIstake,  s 
 mistake which was to cost the country much in the future. 

They rejected Chichester's idea of allotting land to the natives 
on a liberal scale, preferring to turn them out and to parcel  
out the whole of the forfeited district anew.  

The forfeited lands lay In six counties, Tyrone, Donegal,  
Armagh, Fermanagh,  Csvan  and Coleraine  (Lomionderry),  
and the scheme for the plantation having been drawn up, the 
necessary survey began in May stop. This was very inaccurate, 
but it served Its purpose. The land was divided into three  
sections One block was act apart for English and Scottish  
settlers, who were not to be allowed to have any Irish tenants; 
another was allotted to the servitors, who might have either 
English or Irish tenants; and a third was reserved for the Irish. 
Applications were then entertained from these willing to take 
up the land, and under Chichester's direction the settlement 
was proceeded with. The land was divided into portions of 
3000,  ιοο  and moo acres , each colonist undertaking in return  
for his grant to build a castle or a walled enclosure, and to keep, 
train and arm sufficient men for Its defence. Moreover be must 
take the oath olsupremacy  to James , and must not alienate his 
estate to an Irishman. lie ωin given two years In which to do 
the necessary building; during this period he was freed from  
paying rent, but afterwards he must pay a quit-rent to the  
Crown.  Α seek οf rents was drawn up, the native Irish paying 
at a higher rate than the English and Scottish settlers. Out 
of the forfeited lands provision was roads for the maintenance 
of churches and schools, which were to he erected In conformity  
with the scheme.  

The work progressed very slowly and much of the building 
was not even begun within the required time. Then in stir 
James f., who had from the first taken a lively interest in the 
plantation, sent lord Carew to report on it.  Carew's  Inspection  
did not ravial a very fa,ouible c ο dkiοn of aflaiss, and in  

ιό τ5  Sir Josiah  Bodley  was sent  Ιο  make a further report about  
the progress of the work. A third report and survey was made  
three years later by Nicholas  Pysmar,  who found In the six 

 cOuntiea  1974 British  fsmiliei,  with  6s π ς men  capableof  bearing  
arms.  lIe  said that even on the lands occupied by the colonists 
the cultivation of the soil was still very much neglected The  
words spoken by Bacon In 3617 with reference to the plantation  
had come trim. "Take it from me," he said, "that the bane 
of a plantation Is when the undertsllr. or planter. make such  
haste to a little mechanieel present profit, as disturbeth the 
whole framt and nobleness of the work for times to come." 
Another survey took place In 012, wbei  various changes were  
suggested, but no serious alterations were made. On the whole 
the plantation bad been a failure. Very few of the settlers  
had carried out their  imdertaklng.  In many cases  the Irish had  
remained on  the land allotted to the  colonisti,  living under 
exactly the same conditions as they had done before the planta-
tion, and holding on whether the legal  lindlords  liked it  ot 

 not." As actually carried out the plantation dealt with 581,465 
acres Two-fifths of this was assigned to British colonists,  
being divided about equally between Englishmen and Scolcbmen.  
;tether more than one-fifth went to the Church and about the  
aamC amount to the servitors and the natives. The best settlers  
were the Scots, although their tendency to marry wish the 
Irish was noted end condemned during the nut? years of the 
settlement. 

An important part of the plantation was the settlement .1  
thecountyofColeraine by the corporation of the city of London. 
Receiving a grant of practicslly the whole of the county the 
corporation undertook to spend £50,000, and within two years  
to build sco houses In Deny and too In Coleraine. This was  
the most successful part of the settlement, and tOIL toodoiderry  
owes its present name.  

TIse  expulsion of the Irish from the land in which by her and 
custom they had a certain proprietary and hereditary right, 
although not carried Out on the scale originally contemplated, 
naturally aroused great Indignation among them. Attacks  
on the settlers were followed by reprisals, and the plantation may 
fairly be regarded as one of the causes which led (0 the terrible 
massacre in Ulster in 5641. During Elizabeth's reign a scheme  
for the plantation of Monster was considered, and under Charles 
I. there was a suggestion for the plantation of Connaught, but  
eventually both were abandoned. 

The "Orders and Condiliona of Plantation" are printed ii'  
Walter Harris's  Hihernica  (Dublin, 1770); and In George Rill's  
IIickriesiAccalesto/IhsPka'aiioiI la  Diner,  χ608-ιόiσ(ΒeΙfιst,1877).  
See also S. R. Gardiner,  Hiskry  of  Eagioisd 0899), vol.  I.; arid  
R. Bagwell, Ireland seder 18' Suer's (1909). vol.  I. 

PLANTIX, CIIRISTOPRE  (1514-1589), French printer, was  
born in a village near Touts (probably Saiiit-Avertin). lie  
leariiod  bookbinding and  bookaeliipg  at Case,  apd,  having 
married  in that town, settled in rue as bookbinder in  Antweep, 
where he was soon known as the first in his  ρτνfcssio.  A  
bad wound in the arm seems to have been the cause that first  
led him (about s$$5) to apply himself to typogrephy. The  
first known book printed in his ofb ςe  was La Z,.slilwjio,se  di use  
frnc ί ddus sole , ιοbiΙmde,  by J. M. Brute, with a French  tranala

-lies,  md  this was soon followed by many other works in French 
and  I,atln,  which in point of execution rivalled the best printing of 
his time, while the masters in the art of e ngraving then flourish. 
if8  In the Netherlands illustrated many of his editions. In  
Plantln  himself being absent in Paris, his workmen printed 
an heretical pamphlet, which caused his movables to be seized  
and sold. It seems, however, that he recovered a great deal  
of the money, arid In 1563 he associated himself with some 
friends to carry on his business on a larger scale. Among 
them were two grand-nephews of Dan. Bomherg, who furnished  
him with the fine Hebrew types of that renowned Venetlad 
printer. His editions of the Bible in Hebrew, Latin arid  
Dutch, his  Co,pws jwrla,  Latin and Greek classics, and many  
other works produced at this period are renowned for their  
beiutiful execution arid accuracy. A much greater enterprise  
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was planned by him in those years—the publication of a B'Mk  
01y114114,  which should  fix the original text of Old and New  

Testaments on a scientific basis. in spite of clerical opposition  
be was supported by Philip H. king of Spain, who sent him the  
learned  Benedictus Ansi  Montanus to take the leading part in  
the work of editorship. With his zealous help the work was  
finished in five years (I$69-'s  57.3,  8  vols.  folio).  Plantin  earned  
little profit, but received the privilege of printing all liturgical  
books Σα  the states of King Philip, and the  omoeol" ρτοtοt ο-
grapbus regina."  Though outwardly a faithful son of the  
church, he was till his death the  parihen  of a mystical sect of  
heretics; and it is new proved that many of their books published  
without the name of a printer came from his presses  tog.ther  
with the  russIa,  breviaries, &c., for the Roman Catholic  
Church.  

Besides the polyglot Bible,  Pisatin  published In these years  
many other works of note, such as  edulions  of St Augustine and  
St Jerome, the botanical works of  »odonaeus, Cluaiva  and  
Lobeliva,  the description of the Netherlands by  Gukelardini, 

 &c. in  2ς7ς his printing-office  reckoned  more then twenty  
presses and seventy-three workmen, besides a similar number  
that worked for the  odlce  it borne. But In  Νονembeτ  2576  
the town was plundered and In part burnt by the Spaniards,  
and  Plantin  had  topsy  an exorbitant ransom. He estab lished  
a branch of his  omce  in Paris; and when in ι583 the states of  
Holland sought a typographer for the newly erected university  

at Leiden, be left his much reduced business in Antwerp to his  
sons-In-law John  Moerentorl (Moretus)  and Francis van Ravel

-laghen (Raphelengius),  and settled there. When In  ι8  
Antwerp was taken by the prince of Parma and affai rs  became  
there more settled, he left the office in Leiden to  Raphelengius  
and returned to Antwerp, where be laboured till his death on  
the tat of July  :589.  His son-in-law, John  Moretus,  and his  
descendants continued to print many works of note "In  odlcina  
Plantinis.na,"  but from the second half of the  z;tb  century  
the house began to decline. It continued, however, in the  
possession of the  Moretus  family, which religiously left every-
thing in the  omce  untouched, and when In 1876 the town of  
Antwerp acquired the old buildings with all their contents,  
for  r,aoo,coo  francs, the authorities  were able with little trouble  
to create one of the most remarkable museums In existence  
(the Music  Planlin,  opened August 29, 2877).  

See We Rouse.,  Chrisiopfi' Ρk Ιiis imjwi,ers, easevub  (Ant. 
Were.  ι88);  Aug. dc Backer and Ch.  Ruelens, Aasaki  do rim-
*rime* P1'rnIimeaas  (Brussels, 1865);  Degeorge,  La  λfαime  

PIasli,i  (and  mi.,  Brussels, 1878).  (Ρ.  A.  Τ.  
PLANTS. In the  moit  generally used sense, a plant is a  

member of the lower or vegetable order of living organized things;  

the term is also  popuisdy  applied  to the smaller herbaceous  
plants, thus excluding trees and shrubs. The early use of the 
word is for a twig, shoot, cutting or sapling, which was the  
meaning of  Lat.  pleats (for  plrnsda,  the root being that seen in  
planar, flat, cf. Or.  τλατfs,  broad;  ploNla  thus meant a spreading  
shoot or sucker). Other meanings of "plant" are derived from  
the verb "to plant"  (Lat. jlanlare,  to fix In position or place).  
It I. thus used of the fixtures, machinery, apparatus necessary  
for the carrying on of an Industry or business, and In colloquial  
or slang use, of a swindle, a carefully arranged plot or trap laid  
or fixed to deceive;  Cf.  also PLANTATION. In the following  
sections the botanical sense of the word Is followed, the term  
being used generally as opposed to" animals."  

Cr.assmcaraox  or  Pwiτs  
50m, account of the history of plant classification and the  

development  of a natural system in which an attempt is made to  
show the actual relations hips of plants, is given in the article  
BOTANY. The plant world falls into two great divisions, the  
higher or flowering plants  (Ρkαπ'τοgαmή ,  characterized by the  
formation of a seed, and the lower 0;  flowenless  plants (Cryjuts-
gem), in which no seed is formed but the plants are disseminated  
by means of unicellular bodies termed spores. The term  

Cryptogam  is archaic, implying a hidden method Of  reρrοductiοe  
as compared with the obvious method represented by the flower  

of the  Phanerogam ;  with the aid of a good microscope it is,  
however, easier to follow the process of fertilization in many  
Cryptogama  than in the flowering plants. These two great  
divisions are moreover of unequal value, for the  Cryptogarns  
comprise several group. differing from each other by characters  
as marked as those which separate some of them from the  

Phanerogania.  The following  groupa  or sub-kingdom. axe  
those which are now generally  recognizedi- 

I.  Thalloebyts.  
Ciyptogana 1 1H: 

Βrυορilυtιι 
Pbaiierogam.  or IV.  5g ιmaΙορhya  

Thdio$$e  are the most lowly organised plants and include •  
great variety of forms, the vegetative portion of which consists of  
a single cell or a number of cells farming a more or lei, branched  
tballus.  They are characterised by the absence of that  dilΙeτ nιia-
tim  of the body into root stem and leaf which Is so marked a feature 
In the higher planes, and i y  the simplicity of their internal structure.  
Both sexual and asexual reproduction occur, but there In usually  
no definite  iunussioa  of the two modes marking that alternation 
of sexual generation  (gametophyte)  and asexual  genmation Wen* 
pbyte)  which characterizes the higher groups. The group has  
until recent years been regarded as comprising three  clesse.  dis-
tinguished by well -marked physiological features—the Algae (includ-
ing the  Seaweeds)  which contain chlorophyll, the Fungi which have  
no chlorophyll and  tbeτ,ί e  lead a saprophytic or =reside mod, of  
life, and the Lichens which are composite organisms *misting
of an alga and α  fungus living together In a mutual perasitiem 
(symbiosis); Bacteria were regarded as •  section of Fungi. Such  
a system of classification, although convenient, is not the most 
natural one, and a sketch of the system which better exρresses  the  
r,lationsliip.  between the various  ai.bdiviiloes  is given here. It  
has however been deemed advisable to  retai,  the older groups  
for purpose of treatment in this work, and articles will be found  
under the headings  Aicag, FUNGI Βac-rκιtr,  and  LlcHgNs.  The 
study of  phylogeny  ha. suggested fourteen classes  amsoged  in the 
following  seqeence:  (i)  Bacteria; (a)  Cyaιιφbyοeae (Blu e.gr-een 
algae); (3)  Flagellatae;  (4)  Myxomycete. (Slims-fungi); (5)  Pen- 
dinette; (6)  Conjugatae; Ii)  Diatomaceae (Diatoms); (8)  lietuo-
conteas;  (9)  Chlorophyceac  (Green Algae);  (io)_Characene jStonr- 
woeti)- (II)  Rhodophyceae  (Red Algae); (as) Eumyceeea  (Fungi); 
(13) έhycοmyceΙes  (Algal fungi); (14)  Phaaophyceae  (Brows  
Algae). Bacteria (see  BACTlzioIoGy)  and  Cyanο1ιhycrae  (set  
ALGA3), which are often grouped together as  561=0151k see 
from points of view of both structure and reproduction extremely 
simple organisms, and  stand apart from the remaining groups 
which arc presumed to have originated directly or indirectly from  

the  Plagellatac,  a group of unicellular aquatic organism. combining  
animal and plant characteristics which may be regarded as the  

starting-point of unicellular  ΤbaΙΙορhχtes  on the one hand and of 
the Protozoa on the other. Thus simple forms included in the 

 Hetemcontzae, Chiarophycese and  Pbaoopbyerae show an *Wens
connexion with the  Flagellatar; the  Pendineic  may be regarded 
as a further develop ed branch; the  Conjugaiae  and  J)iatomacese  
cannot be directly connected; the origin of the  Rhodophyceae is 
also obscure; while the  Characeae  am an advanced and  izolsied  
group (see  AL0AS).  the  Mycetezea (4.ο.)  or  Myxomycetes  are a  
saprophytic group without  ch Ιοrnρhγυ,  of simple structure and  
Isolated position. The algal fungi Phycomycetes,  are obviously 
derived from the Green Algae,  wiute  the  remaIning  Fungi, the 

 Eumycetes,  appear to have sprung from the mane stock as the  
Rhudophycese  (see  Fuiaol).  Owing to the  .stnilarity cl structu re 
and mode of life it  iaconvtnrent  to treat the Lichens (q.,.) sal distinct 
class, while recognizing that the component fungus and alga axe 

 repfesentstivea  of their own classes.  
The  Βνyρ$341s  and  Ρkτidο$yi ιι  have sprung from the higher 

 Thallophyta,  and  tegether  form the larger group  Axchegoiiiatae,  
so-called from the form of the o rgan (arckegsisistis) in which the 
egg-cell I. developed. The  Arvhegoniatae  are characterized by a  
well-marked alternation of  gametophyte  and  sporophyte  generations; 
the former bears the sexual terms which are of  charact.ristic  
structure and known as  aiitberidia  (main) sad  archegeiila  (female)  
respectively; the fertilized egg-cell cm  gurmination givea  ώ .  to 
the spore-bearing  leneration,  and the spores on germination  givc  
✓ise directly or Indirectly to a second  gametophyte.  

The Mosses and Livzrwo,-ts  (see  BsvoloeYTA)  Include forms with  
a more or km leaf-like  thallus,  such as many of the  liverwosis,  
and forms in which the plant shows • diflerentiation  into a seen  
bcanng  remarkably simple leaves, es in the true mosses. They  

have no true roots, and their structure is purely cellular or  coeduct ing  
bundles of a very simple structure are present. The independ ent  
ρlant  which is  geeerally auacbsif  to the soil by  bai,'lke  structures  
is the sexual  giaeoatiog'  the  spoiepliyte α ιαιΒιed  or  sessik e.p.a.  
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which rκπαins siway. attached to the gametophyte from which  
It derives the whole or part of its nourishment. 

The Ferns and fern-like plants (see  PTERID0I'HYTA)  have on 
 the other hand a well developed independent sporophyte which  

Is differentiated into stem, leaf and root with highly organized  
internal structure including true vascular brindles. Ιο  general  
structure they approach the Phanerogams with which they form 
collectivr)y the Vascular Plants as contrasted with the Cellular 
Pianta—Thallophyta and Bryophyta. The pmetophyte Is a  
wasH thalicid structure which shows varying degrees of independence  
affording an interesting transition to the next group.  

Spermelo$yia  are characterized by an extreme reduction of the  
gametophyte generation. The nporophyIe is the plant which is 
differentiated into stem. leaf and root, which show a wonderful  
variety 01 form; the internal structure alio shows increased com-
plexity and variety as compared with the ether group 01 vascular  
plants, the Pteridophyta. The shores,  as in the beterosporous  
Uteridophyta are of two kind.—microspores (polkn grains) borne  
In mkrosporangia (pollen sacs) on special leaves (nxw ορhylls) known 
as stamens, and macroepores (embryo-sac) borne ii' macroaporangia 
(ονuΙe) on sporophylls known as carpels. The fertile leaves or  
sjiorophylla are generally aggregated on special shoots to form 
‚lowers which may contain one or both kinds. The microspoi-es  
are net free from the sporanglum and carried generally b  
wind Or insect agency to the vicinity of the macrospore. whk 
never leaves the ovule, The male gametophyte is represented  
by one or few cells and, except in a few primitive forms where 
the male cell still retains the motile character as in the Pterido-
phyta, Is carried passively to the macroppore in a development 
of the pollen grain, the pollen tube. The Spermatophyta are 

dk, thus land plants per 'x'wn  and have, with the few exceptions 
cited, lose all trace of an aquatic ancestry. Aquatic plants occur  
among seed plants but these are readaptation. of land plants to  
an aquatic environment. After fertilization the female cell, now  
called the 005pore. divides and part of it develops into the embryo 
(new eporophyte). which remains dormant for a time still protected  
by the ovule which has developed to become the seed. The seed  
Is a new structure characteristic of this group, which is therefore  
often referred to as the Seed-plants. The need in net free from the 
parent plant and serves as the means of dissemination (see  Fiowes; 

 POLLINATION; Fχυ tτ, and Sezo). The Spermatophyta fall into 
two classes. Gymnosperm.  (g.e.)  and Anglonperma (ga.);  the former  
are the more primitive group, appearing earlier in geological time 
and showing more resemblance in the course of their life-history 
to the Pteridophyta. A recently discovered fossil group, the 
Pteridospermae (see  PALAEOBOTANY)  have characters inter-
mediate between the PteridophyTa and the more primitive need-
plants.  

In GYrn'oertxgI—io-called because the ovules (and seeds)  
are borne on an open sporophyll or carpel—the microsporopbylls  
and macrosporophylls are not as a rule associated in the same 
shoot and are generally arranged in cone-like structures; one or two 
smell prothallial cells are formed in the germination of the micro- 
Ipore• the male cells are in some older member, of the group motile 
though usually passive. The ovule is not enclosed in an ovary, 
and the usually solitary macronpore becomes filled with a pro.  

thallus. in the upper part of which are formed several rudimentary 
archegonis. The fertilized egg-cell (ooapore) forms • Siamentous 
structure, the proembryo. from a restricted basal portion of which 
one or more embryos develop, one only as a rule reaching maturity. 
Vier embryo consists of an axis bearing two or more cotyledons and 
ending below in a radicle; it lies in a generally copious food-storing  
tissue (endoeperm) which is the remains of the female prothallus. 
The plant has a well-developed main root (tap-root) and a single 
or branched leafy stem which is provided with a means of secondary  
increase in thickness. The leaves are generally rough-skinned and 
last for more than one season. 

The Αucιοsρεχχs. which are much the larger class, derive their 
name from the tact that the csrpel or carpels for-rn a closed chamber. 
the ovary, in which the ovules are developed—associated with this 
is the development of a receptive or £hgrsnlw surface on which the 
pollen grain is deposited. The sporophylls (stamens and carpels)  
are generally associated with other lapvea, known as the perlanth, 
to form a Rower; these subsidiary leaves are protective and attrac-
tive in function and their deνelορment is correlated with the 
transport of pollen by Insect agency (see ANcioarxaNs; Poiirng- 
τ ιοw,  and Ftowge). The male gametophyte is sometimes repre-
sented by a transitory prothallial cell; the two male cells are earned  

ςisι iveΙy down into the ovary and into the mouth of the ovule  
by means of the pollee-tube. The feinale gametophyte is extremely  
reduced; there Is a sexual asrat υs of naked cells, one of which  
is the egg-cell which, after fusion with a male cell, divides to form 
a large sunpensorial" cell and a terminal embryo. Endosperm  
Is formed as the result of the fusion of the second male cell wiib  
the so-called "deSnitive nucleus" of the embryo-sec (see  Awcio.  
masts)- The embryo consists of an axis herring one (Mono'  
cotyledons) or two (Dicotyledons) cotyledons, which protect the 
stem bud (plsrnuii) of the future giant, and ending below in a  
i*dicle. The seed is enclosed when ripe in the fruit, a development 

 cl the ovary ass result of fertilization of the egg-cell. (A. B. R.)  

ANATOMY 01  PlANTS  

The term "Anatomy," originally employed in biological  
science to denote a description of the facta of structure revealed 
on cutting up an organism, whether with or without the aid 
of lenses for the purposes of magniffcalion, is restricted in the  
present article, in accordance with a common modern use,  ιο  
those facti of internal structure not concerned with the axeatilit-
tion of the individual  ‚dl, the structural unit of which the  
plant is composed.  

Α  acectmi  of the structure of planta imaturally begins  
with the cell which is the proximate wilt of organic structure.  
The cell ά  essentially am individualized maze of protoplasm  
containing a diBereniisted protoplasmic body, called a swd'ws.  
But all cells which axe pelmaneni tissue-elrments of the plant-
body possess, in addition, a more or less rigid limiting membrane  
or ‚dl-senIl, conaiallng primarily Of cellulose or some  allied 
substance. It Is the cell-walls which connect the different celia  
of a tissue (see below), and it is upon their characters (thickness,  
sculpture and constitution) that the qualities of the tissue  
largely depend. In many cases, Indeed, after the completion  

ωιχkώ  

ΡΗΗ Ι  
Ftc.  1.—Examples of the differentiation of the cells of plants.  

A, Cell (Individual) of the unicellular Green Alga  Pkw.c'ss'ss,  
as an example of an undifferentiated autonomous assimilating 
cell p,., Cell protoplasm t a., nucleus; chi., cbloroplaat;  
cell-wall.  

Β.  Plant of the primitive Slphoneous Green Alga  Prsiasi$oa  
bstrysidrr.  The primitive cell sends colourless tubelets (rhiaoids,  
rh.)  into the mud on which it grows. The sub,srial part is tubular  
or ovoid, and contains the chloruplast  ('M.). There  are several  

.

▪ 

 
έase of the multicellular illamentous Green Alga  CAOdOIIWrP&a  

.me. The banal cell has less chlorophyll than the others, and is  
expended and Bard Rrmly to the rock on which the plant grows by 
the basal surface. rb. thus forming a rudimentary rhisuid. 

I), Part of branched Blamentous thallus of the multicellular Green  
Alga  Ordodads urn. or. ax»  Green axis creeping on the surface of  
damp soil; r&, colourless  rhizoids  penetrating the soil;  aer.  ax.,  
ascending axes of green cells.  

Ε.  Vertical section of frond of the complicated Siphoneous Gras.  
Alga Jfaljrngdc. The substance of the  frondis  made up by a single  
much-branched tube, with interwoven branches, road,  mcd.,  
Longitudinally running cοmρτιtivel9 colourless central (medullery  
branches, which conduct food substances and support the (am. cc?, 

 green assimilating cortical branches, which are the ends of b'anches  
from the medulla and St tightly together, forming the continuous 
surface of the plant 

F. Section through the surface tissue of the Brown Alga  Csik,4'  
msfiv$de,  showing the surface layer of assimilatIng cells densely  
packed with phaeeplasts, The layers below have progressively  
fewer of these, the central cells being quite colourless.  

G Section showing thick-wallad cells of the cortex in • Brown Alga  

(maveed). Simple pita (p.) enable conduction to tahe place readily  
from one to another.  

 14. Two adjacent cells (lepeolds) of a food -conducting strand in  
Fscus  (a Brown seaweed). The wall between them in perforated,  
giving passage to coarse strands of protoplasm.  

I. End of hydroid of the thalloid Liverwort  Dlylffis,  showing the  
thick ligniBed wall penetrated by simple pits,  
of the cell.wall (which is secreted by the living cell-body) the  
protoplasm dies, and a tissue in which this his occurred consists 
solely of the dead framework of cehl -walla, enclosing In the 

 cavities, originally occupied by the protoplasm, simply water  
Or air. In such canes the characters of the adult tissue clearly 
depend solely upon the characters of the cell-walls, and it is 
usual in planl.anatomy to speak of the wall with its enclosed  
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cavity as "the cell," and the contained protoplasm or oilier  
substances, if present, as cell -cosknlr.  This is in accordance  
with  Ιhέ  original use of the term "cell," which was applied  
in the τ 7th  century to the cavities of  plant.ii,sueson  the analogy  
of the cells 01 honeycomb. The use of the term to mean the  
individualized nucleated mass of living protoplasm, which,  
whether with or without a limiting membrane, primitively  
forms the proximate histological element of the body of every  
organism, dat es  from the second quarter of the  igth  century.  
For a more detailed description of the cell see  Cγτοτ.οGν  and the  
section on  Cyio'ogy  of  PkinIs  below) Li all but the very simplest  

for%ns  the plant-body is built up of a number of these cells,  
associated in more or less definite ways. In the higher (more  
complicated) plants  the cells differ very much among themselves,  
and the body is composed of definite systems of these units,  
each system with its own characteristic structure, depending  
partly on the characters of the component cells and partly  

Pro.  ra.—Exsmplea  of the differentiation of the tissue of plants.  
3. End of hydroid of the Moss  Maiu,is,  showing particularly thin  

oblique end-wall. No pits.  
K, Optical section of two adjacent  leptoids  of the  Mo., Poly'ricIium  

jiisipmnhim.  The  leptoids  are living and nucleated. They bulge  
in the neighbourhood of the very thin cross -walL  Note resemblance  
to H and R.  

1. Optical section of cell of parenchyma in the same moss.  
Embedded is the protoplasm are a number of starch grains.  

Μ  Part of elongated  stercid  of a Moss. Note thick walls and  
oblique slit-like pits with opposite inclination on the two sides of  
the cell seen in surface view,  

N, One side of the end of  bydroid (tracheid)  of a  Pteridopbyte  
(fern), with  ,calariform psts.  

 0, Optical section of two adjacent kptosds  (sieve-tube Segments)  
of  Ptendophyte,  with sieve plates (a,  ρi.)  on oblique end-wall and  
side-walls.  

P, Part of spinal hydroid  (tiwcheid)  of  Phanerogam  (Flowering  
Plant).  

Q. Three segments of a  "  pitted  "  vessel of  Plianerogam.  
R, Optical section of !emend (sieve-tube segment) of  Phanerogam, 

with two  proteid  (companion) cells, a. p1..  sieνe-ρlate.  
S. Optical section of part of thick-walled  nteeeid  of  Pbainerogam,  

with almost obliterated cavity and narrow slit-like oblique  
pies.  

1', Part of vertical section through bla de  of typical leaf of  Pbanero
-gam.  w.e.,  Upper  epidei'inal  cells, with (c) cuticle. (p) Assimilating  

(palisade) cells.  np,  Assimilating (spongy) cells with large lacunae.  
I.e..  Lower epidermis. with $1., stoma.  

U, Absorbing cell, with process (root-hair) from  piliferoia  layer 
 of root of  Phanerogam.  

ν.  Endadermal  cell of  Phanerogam,  with  suberised  central band  
on radial and transverse  walls. 

on the method of association. Such a system is called a  tissue-
system, the word tissue being employed for any collection  
of cells with common structural, developmental, or functional  
characters to which it may be conveniently applied. The word  
Is derived from the general resemblance of the texture of plant  

aubstiince  to that of a textile fabric, and dates from a period  
when the fundamental constitution of plant substance from in-
dividual cells was not yet discovered. It is convenient here to  

dc(snc  the two chief types of cell-form which characterize tissues  

of the higher plants. The teem  por'ischyssa  is applied to  
tissues whose cells are  isodiametric  or cylindrical in  thae,  
proseiwhyma  tissues consisting of long narrow cells, with  poixIcd  
ends.  

We may now proceed to a systematic account of the  anatoeiy  
of the different groups of plants, beginning with the  simpkse,  
and passing to the more complicated forms.  

Τhα11ορ y1e.—Τbe  simplest members of both the Algae  md  
the Fungi  (q.v.)  (the two divisions of the  Thoiiopkyl,n,  which is  
the lowest of the four great groups into which the plant -kingdQm  
is divided) have their bodies each composed of  •  single  ccfl  
In the Algae such a cell consists essentia lly of'  (i)  a mass  οi 
protoplasm provided with (a) a nucleus and  ()  an  assiniilziing  
apparatus consisting of a coloured protoplasmic body, called  a  
cltromoiopkore,  the pigment of which in the pure green forms Is  
chlorophyll, and which may then be called a  ‚kleeopl 'ml.  The  
whole of these living  structurea  are covered externally by the  
dead cell-membrane (fig.  i  A). It is from such a living and  
assimilating cell; performing as it does all the vital  lunctixus  
of a green plant, that, according to current theory, all the  
different cell-forms of a higher plant have been  diflerimtiated  
in the course of descent.  

Among the Green Algae the differentiation of cells is  coropam.  
tively  slight. Many forms, even when  multicellular,  have all their  
Cells identical in structure and junction, and are often  
spoken of an ' physiologically unicellular." The cells 	asd 

ra are commonly j 	
C.lI 

Joined end to end in simple or branched 7b, 

filaments. Such  differestiation  as exists in the higher  
types mainly tat-cs  two directions. In the fixed forms  
the cell or cells which attach the plant to the substratum  c.ftrn  
have a peculiar form, containing  chloroplryll  and constituting  
a rudimentary fixing organ or rhizoid (fig.  I C). In certain  t'µ-s  
liνing on  damy  soil, the  rhiaoids  penetrate the substratum, and is  
addition to fixing the plant absorb food substances  (dixiol'- cd  
salts) from the substratum (fig.  i Β  and D).  

The second type of differentiation is that between  suρρπ ί a,  
axis and assimilating appendages. The cells of the axis are rem  

τηonly  stouter and have much less chlorophyll than those of the  

appendages ( Draparnxdial). This fferet nia ion 	pallel 	th 
that between sten, and leaf of the h

di
igher plants,
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the  Siphoncae  both these types of differentiation may exist in the  

single, long, branched, tube-like and  multinucleate"  cell " (rσεειω):4  
which here forms the plant-body.  Protesijihoss  (fig, I B) is an  
example parallel with  Oedodadiurn; Bryo$isis,  with Den  porsizld'u.  
In  Caiderpa  the imitation of a higher plant by the  differentiaiiis  
of fixing supporting and assimilating organs (root, stem and  lexf)  
from different branches  of the single cell is strikingly romp!, it.  
In the  Siphoneous  family of  Cndiarca'  the branch es  of the  primiti'e  
cell become considerably interwoven one with another, no that a  
dense tissue-like structure in often produced. In this we get a  
further di fferentiation between the central tubes (branches of the  
primitive cell), which run in a longitudinal direction through  the
body, possess little or no chlorophyll, and no doubt nerve to  rondi  it  
food substances from one region to another, and the peripheral  
ones, which are  dkected  perpendicularly to the su rface of the  bce's.  
ending blindly there contain abundant chlorophyll, and are the  
assimilating organs (hg t E).  

None of the existing Red  Seaweeds (Rhodophyceae)  bass  unic,-ll τi-
lar  body. The  thallus  in all canes consists  cit  a branched fllarnrnt  
of cells placed end to end, as in many of the Green Algae. Etch  

branch grown simply by the transverse division of its apical ε.-11.  
The branches  may be quite free or they may be united  lateratfy  
to form a solid body of more or less firm and compact  tonsistency.  
This may haves radial stem-like organization, a central cell-thread  
giving oft from every side a number of short sometimes unicellular  
branches, which together form  ά  cortex round the central thread,  
the whole structure having a cylindrical form which only branches  
when one of the short cell-branch es  from the central thread gross  
out beyond  thegeneral  surface and forms in its turn a new c en tral  
thread, from whose cells arise new abort branches. Or the  thall -as  
may have a lent-like form, the branch es  from the central threads  
which form the midrib growing out mainly in one plane and  (ormrtrg 
a lamina. extended right and left of the midrib. Numerous  va,is.  
tions  and modifications of these forms exist. In all canes, while  
the  interltsl  threads which bear the cortical branches consist of  
elongated cells with few  chromatopftorts.  and no doubt serve  
mainly for conduction of food  nubstances,  the  ιυρeτ cίaΙ  cells of the  
branches themselves are packed with  chromatophores  and form  
the chief assimilating tissue of the plant. In the bulky  fοτm'  
colourless branches frequently grow out from some of the cortical  
cells, and, pushing among the already-formed threads in a Ιοr'gm 
tudinal  direction,  nec-ic  to strengthen the  thallus  by  wea'-ing its  
original threads together. The cells belonging to any given thread  
may be recognized at an early stage of growth, because each cell  
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is connected with its neighbours belonging to the lame thread by  
two depressions or pits, one at each end. The common wall separat-
ing the pits of the two adjoining cells is pierced by strands of  
protoplasm. Tht whole structure, consisting of the two pits and  

the wall between is known as a inside ρiΙ. Other pits, connecting  
cells not belonging to the neme branch, area  howaver, formed at a 
later stage.  

Many of the lower 1mm. of Brown Seaweeds ( Ρhοeopbyοeaι) have 
 a  thalhn consisting of simple or branched cell threads, as in the 

green and red forme. The lateral union of the branches to form  
a solid thalliia is not, however, no common, nor is it carried to no high 
a pitch of elaboration as in the Rbodophycaac In a few of  the 
lower forms (Sphacelariaceaa), and in the higher forms which  
possess a solid thistles, often of very large size, the plant.body is  
no longer formed entirely of branched cell-threads, but consists of  
what 1k called a true parendiymatoui tissue, ιι a solid mass  
of cells, formal by call division in all directions of apace. In 
the Laminaiiaceae this tissue is formed by cell division at what is  
called an  i,ilsrcalary grousn' poiiii, i. e. a  sssrisimistiz  (cell-dividing) 
region occupying the whole of a certain transverse zone of the thrilling, 
and cutting of! 'trw cells to add to the permanent tissue on both sides.  
In the Fucaceae, on the other hand, these is a single prismatic  
opkwl  cell situated at the bottom of a groove at the growing apex  
cl the thallus, which cuts off cells from its sides to add to the 
peripheral, and from its base to ajid to the central permanent  
cells. The whole of the tissue of the plant is formed by the division  
of this apical cell. In whatever way the tissues are originally formed,  
however, the main featuins of their diffee,ntiatlon are the same,  
According to a law which, as we have seen, applies also to the green  
and red bern,, the  eue.dlcial  cells are packed with chromatophorea  
and form the azeinι iΙatrn tissue (fig, ι, F). In these brown types with 
bodies of considerable thickness (Laminariaceae and Eucaces,), there  

is. however, • further differentiation of the internal times The 
cells immsnllateiy aubjaceat to the superficial assimilating Ιaγer  
form a colourless, or nearly colourless, paresicbymatoua  curie:, which 

 acts  isa food storage tissue (fig. r, G), and surrounds a central medulla  
of eloagated conducting cells, The latter sue often swollen at the  
ends, so that the uoss'waIl separating two successive call, has a  
larger surface than if the cells mere of uniform width along their 
entire length. Cells of this type are often called  irsimpd-Iiy$ss  
(though they have no ccnnexion with the hypbae of Fungi), and in  
inme genera of Laminariaceae those at the ρerφhery of the medulla  
simulate the rim-Saber of the higher plants in a striking degree,  
even (like these latter) developing the peculiar substance caller, on  
or in the perforated cross-walls or sieve-plate.. A specialized con-
ducting tissue of this kind, used mainly for transmitting organic  
substances, I. always developed in plants where the region of  
assimilative activity is local in the plant-body, as it Is in practically 
all the higher plants. This is the case in the Fucac,a% and in a 
veiy tusked degree in the Laminariactae in question, where the  

aassmilativ.frmid is bοre at the end olin extremely long supporting  
and conducting  :ties. A similar state of things exists In some of  
the more highly differentiated Red Seaweeds, The tissue developed  
to meet the demands for conduction in such cases always show,  
some of the characters described. It is known as  Ι4Ιsm,  each 
constituent cell bring a  kpioid  (fig. ι Η). In addition to them!! types 
described, It Is • very commOn occurrence In these bulky forms fo,  
rhiwld'Iike branches of the cells to grow out, mostly from the  
cells at the periphery of the medulla, and grow down between the  
cells, strengthening the whole tissue, as in the Rhodopbyceae.  
This process nay result In a considerable thickening of the  
thallus. In many Lamlnsriace" the thalkis also grows regularly  
in thickness by division of its surface layer, adding to the 
subjacent permanent tissue and thus forming a  seouadary ss.r'isleai.  

Tine simpler Fungi, like the simpler Green Algae, consist of 
single cells or simple or branched cell-threada, but among the 

higher kinds a massive body is often formed, particu-
Τίκιατ larly in cosnexion with the formation of spores, end  

this . may exhibit considerable tissue'differeiitiation.  
A characteristic feature of the fungal vigetative plant' 

body (mycdium) is its formation from indepenufent coenocytic  

tubes or cell-threads. These breech, and may be packed or inter' 
woven to form a very solid structure; but each grows in length 
bedepcsidently of the ether, and retains its own individu. 
amy, though its growth in those types with • definite external 
form is of course correlated with that of its neighbours and Is 
suibiect to She law, governing the general form of the body. Such  
an sndependeiii coenocytic branch or cell-thread I. called a  kyjrhe.  
Similar modes of growth oerur among the Siphoneous Green Alga. 
arid also among the Red Seaweeds, A solid fungal body may  
uwally be seen to consist of separate hyplin.. but in some case, 
these are so bent and closely interwoven that an appearance like 
that of ordinary parenchymatoua tissue is obtained in section. 
the structure being called  ρυsdο strmebymo.  By the ferm,Sion of 
numerous cress-walls the resemblanc, to parenchyma is incensed 
The  mfnci-iuyerol  the body in the massive Fungi differs in character  
according to its function which is not constant throughout the 
class, as in She Algae, because of the very various conditions of 
life to which different Fungi are expos ed. In many form, its  
bypba*  are particularly thick-walled, snd may strikingly resemble  

the epidermis of a vascular ρlant. This is  especIally  the can In 
the lichens (symbiotic organisms composed of a lungal mycelium 
in association with algal cells), which are usually exposed to very  
severe fluctuations in external conditions. The formation of a 
massive body naturally involve, the localization of the absorptive 
region, and the function of absorption (which in the simpler forms  
Is carried out by the whole of the vegetative part of the mycelisesi  
penetrating a solid or immersed in a liquid substratum) is subeerved  
by the outgrowth of the bypbae of the surface-layer of that region  
into ehimi&,  which, like those of the Algae living on sod, resemble 
the root'hsairs of the higher plants. The isknial dasiss  of the body 
of the solid higher Fungi, particularly the elongated stalks (super)  
of the fructifications  of the Agarics, consists of hyptiae running 
in a longitudinal direction, which no doubt serve for the conduction 
of organic food substances, just as do the ' t τυmet.hyρhae,"  
similar in appearance, though not in origin of the higher Brown 
Seaweeds. (In one genus (La'Isriu') "mil 't-tsbes," recalling the  
Iatkiltmsua tubes of many vascular plants, ar, found.) These 
elongated hypbae are frequently thick-walled, and in some cases 
form a central strand, which may serve to resist longitudinal pulling  
strains. This is ρτticυΙsdγ marked in certain lichens of shrubby  
habit. The internal tissue., either consisting of obvious hyphae  
or of p.eudoparenchyma, may also serve as a  stor.liou,e  of plastic  
food  

Looking back over the progress of form and  tiasue-diflerenti-
ation  in the  Tliallophyta,  we find that, starting from the  almplcst  
unicellular forms with no external differentiation of the body,  
we can trace an increase in complexity of organization every-
where determined by the  prindpks  of the division of phyalo. 

 logical labour and of the adaptation of the organism to the needs 
of its environment. In the first place there is a  dillerenilation  
of fixing organs, which in forms living on a soft nutrient sub-
stratum penetrate It and become absorbing organs.  SecondIγ 
In the Algae, which build up their own food from Inorganic  
materials, we have a differentiation of supporting axes from 
assimilating appendages, and as the body Increases In ‚'ixe  
and  becomea  a  aolid  mass of cells or Interwoven threads, a  
corresponding differentiation of a superfi cial assimilative system  
from the deep-lying parts. In boils Algae and Fungi the latter  
ar,  primarily supporti ng  and food-conducting, and in some 
bulky Brown  Seaweeda,  where assimilation is strongly localized, 

 some of the deep cells are highly specialized for the latter  func.  
tints. In the higher forms a storage and a mechanically-strength.  
ening  system may also be developed, and in some aerial Fungi 
an external protective tissue. The  "hyphal"  mode of growth,  
i.e, the  formatIon  of the  thallut,  whatever its external form, 
by branched, continuous or  scptale, coenocytic  tubes  (Slphoncae  
grid Fungi), or by si mple or branched cell-threads  (Red and 
many Green Algae), in both cases growing mainly or entirely 
at the apex of each branch, is almost universal in the group, 
the exceptions being met with almost entirely among the higher 
Brown  Seaweeds,  in which is found parenchyma produced by 
the segmentation of an apical cell of the whole shoot cc by cell  

division in some other type of  meristem. 
Bi'yophyla.—Tbe Bryophyla !inducing the  LIverwort, 

(Hepatitac)  and Mosses  (Musci)), the fiat group of mainly 
terrestrial plants, exhibit considerably more advanced tissue  
differentiation, in response to the greater comple xity in the  
conditions of life on land. In a general way this greater complex-
ity may be said to consist  ι) in the restriction of regular absorp-
tion of  wattr  to those parts of the plant-body embedded in the 
soil, (a) in the evaporation of water from the parts exposed to  

the air (transpiration). But these two principles do not find  
their full expression till we come, in the ascending series, to the 
Vascular Plants. In the  Bryophylea  water is still absorbed,  
not only from the .011 but also largely from rain, dew, &c.,  
through the general  aurface  of the  subaerial  body  (Iballus),  
or in the more  dificrenliated  forms through the leaves. The  
lowest  l{epaticae  have an extremely simple vegetative structure,  
little more advanced than that found In some of the higher  

Green Algae and very much simpler than in the large Red and 
Brown  Seaweeds.  The plant-body  (thallus)  is always small and  
normally lives in very damp  aIr,  so that the  demsusda  of terres-
trial life are at a minimum. It always co nsists of true paren-
chyma, and is entirely formed by the cutting off of segments  
from an apical cell.  
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A sufficient description of the thailus of the Iiverivcrta will be  
found in the article  BRYOPHYTA  We may note theuniversal  

occurrence on the lower surface of the thallus of fixing  
md  absorbing rhizoids in accordance with the terrestrial  
life on mu (cf.  Oedndadism  among the Green Algae).  

The Marchantiaceae (see article ΒινοrΝγτe) show considerable  
tisue-digerendation. possessing a distinct assimilative system of  
cells, consisting of branched cell threads packed with chloroplasts  
and arising from the banal cells of large cavities In the upper  pert 
of the 'Julius. Them cavities are completely cooled by a layer of  
cells; in the centre of the roof is • pore surrounded by a ring of  
special celia. The whole arrangement h ιια a strong resemblance  
to the lacuns% mesophyll and stomata, which form the aedmilative  
and imnspirmg (water.evaporating) apperatus in the leave, of  
flowenng plants. The I mndose (thalloid) jungermannialea show  
no such differentiation of an assimilating tissue, though the upper  
cells of the tisallus usually have more chlorophyll than the rest.  
in three genera—ΒΙyιιώ , Sym$y.yιιe and  Hywserwph$sm-
there are one or more strands or bundles consisting of long  thick-
walled fibre-like (prosenehymatous) cells, pointed at the mids and  
running longitudinally through the thick midrib. The walls of  
them cells are strongly lignifled (i.e.  consist of woody substance)  
and are Irregularly but thickly studded with simle pits (see 
CvToLoov). which are usually arranged in spirals running round the  
cells, and are often elongated in the direction of the spiral (fig. z, 1).  
Them cells are not living in the adult state though they sometimes  
contain the disorganized remains of protoplasm. They serve  ιο  
conduct water through the thallus, the assimilating parts of which  
are in them forms often raised above the soil and are comparativel  
remote from the rhiaoid-besring (water-absorbing) region. Such  
differentiated water-conducting cells we call  Ii,yd,oids,  the tissue  
they form hcirma. The sporogonium of the liverworts is in the  
simpler forms simply a spore-capsule with arrangements for the  
development. protection and distribution of the spores. As such  
its consideration falls outside the scheme of this article, but in one  
mall and ρeculiar group of them plants, the Anrhoceroteae, a  

distinct assimilating and transpiring system is found in the wall  
of the very lοng cylindrical capsule. cleady rendering the spore-
goniuni largely independent of the supply of elaborated organic  
food from the thallus of the mother plant (the gametophyte). A  
richly chlorophyllous tissue with numerous intercellular spaces  
communicates with the exterior by stomata, strikingly similar  ιο  
those of the vascilar plants (see below). If the axis of such a 
sporogonium were prolonged downwards Into the soil to form 

 s fixing and absοφtiνe root, the whole structure would become a  
physiologically independent plant, exhibiting in many though by  
no means all respects the leading features of the  sPoro$yk  or  
ordinary vegetativeand spore-bearing individual in Pteddophytesand 
Pbsnerogams These facts, among others, have led to the theory,  
plausible in some respects, of the origin of this sporophyte by  
descent from an Anthoccma-like aporogonium (see Praaioorsivra).  
But in the Bryophytes the  aporogo,sisrm  never becomes a  sporop Αyι  
producing leaves and roots, and always remains dependent upon the 
gametophyte for its water and mineral food, and the facts give us  
so warrant for asserting homology  (i.e.  morphological ideπι iεγ)  
between the differentiated tissues of an Antbocerotean sporagonium  
and those of the sporophyte in the higher plants. Opposnfto the 
thalloid forms are the group of leafy Liverworts (Acrogynse), whose 
plant-body consists of a thin supporting stem bearing leaves. The  
latter are plates of green tissue one cell thick, while the stem consists  
of uniform more or less elongated cylindrical cells. The base ή f  
the stem bears numeroun cell-filaments (rhizoids) which fix the plant  
to the substratum upon which it is growing.  

In the Mosses the plant-laxly (gametophyte) is always separable  
into a radially organized, supportisg and conducting axis (stem)  

and thin, flat, assimilating, and transpiring appendages  
(leaves). To the base of the stem are attached a  

number of branched cell-threads  (rhiseids)  which ramify in the  
soil, fixing the plant and absorbing water from roil.  ‚FOr  the  
histology of the comparatively simple but In many respects  
aberrant Bog-mosses (Sphagnaceae). ice  BRYOs'ISYTA.I  The stems  
vi the other mosses resemble one another in their main histological  
features. In a few cases there is a special surface or epidermal  
layer, but usually all the outer layers of the stem are composed of  
brows, thick-walled. lignified, prosenchymatous, fibre-like cells.  
forming a penpheral s"resin  (mechanical or suggesting tissue)  
which forms the  esk, 'orkx.  This passes gradually into the 
ihinner-walled parenchyma of the inner cortex. The whole of the  
cortex, stereom sod parencbyera alike, Is commonly living, and its  
cells often contain starth. The centre of the stem in the forms  
living on soil is occupied by a strand of narrow elongated hydroids,  
which differ from those of the liverworts in being thin-walled 
unlinifled, and very seldom pitted (fig.  i,  j). The hydrom strand  
has in most cases no connexros with the leaves, but runs straight  
up the stem and spreads Out below the sexual organs or the foot  
of the spofogonium. It has been shown that it conducts water  
with considerable rapidity. In the stalk of the sporogenium there  
is a similar strand, which Is of course not in direct connexion with.  
but continues the conduction of water from, the strand cl the 
gametopbyiic axIs. in the aquatic, semi-aquatic, and aernpblloua  

types, where the whole surface of the plant a.b*nbs water, per-
petually in the first two cases and during rain in the last, the hydrum  
strand  i,  either much reduced or altogether absent in accord-
ance with the gisieral psinciple already indicated, it is only where  
absorption is Iocaliasd (iI. whem the plant lives on soil from which  
It absorbs its main supply of water by means of its banal driasids)  
that a water-conducting (hydrom) strand is developed. The leaves  
of most mosses are flat plates, each consisting of a single layer  
of squire or oblong assimilating (chloropbyllous) cells, In many  
cases the eels bordering the leaf am prvduced into teeth, arid  
very frequently they are thick.wallsd so as to form a supporting  
rim. The ceotre of the leaf is often occupied by a. midrib consisting  
of several layers of cells. These are elongated In the direction  
of the length of the leaf, are always poor in cbΙοtο έylΙ and leer  
a channel for cooductissg the products of assimilation away from  
the leaf into the stem. This is the first indication of a conducting  
(char strand or leaf  bss.dk  and forma an approach to leptom, though 
It is net so specialized as the loptom of the higher Pbaeophyceae. 
Associated with the conducting parencbynsa are frequently found 
hydroids identical In character with those of the ceatral strand  
of the stem, and no doubt en'vmg to conduct water to or from the  
leaf according a. the latter is acting as a tranapirisig or a water-
absorbing organ. In a few cases the bydrom strand is continued  
into the cortex of the stem as a deaf-knee bundle (the .natomically  
demonstrable Irate of the leaf if the seem). This in several eases  
runs vertically downwards for some distance in the outer cortex,  
and ends blindly—the lower end or the whole of the trace being  
band-shaped or star-shaped so as to present a large surface for  
the absorption of water from the adjacent cortical cells. In other  
cues the trace pier, inwards and joins the central hydroen strand  
so that a connected water-conducting system between miens and  
leaf is established.  

In the highest family of mosses, Polytricliacese, the diffessntis-
tion of conducting time reaches a decidedly higher level. Ia  
addition to the water-conducting tissue or  Isydross  there is a sell-
developed tissue  (kp'.in)  inferred to be a conducting channel for  
organic substances. This leριom in not so highly differentiated as in  
the moat advanced Lamiisariscese. but shows some of the characters 

 of sieve-tubes with great distinctness. Each leptoid Is art elongated  
living cell with nucleus and a thin layer of protoplasm lining the  
wall (fig. z. IC). The whole cavity of the mills sometimes stuffed  
with proteid contents. The end of the cell is sightly swollea,  
fitting on to the similar ,wollen end of the next leptoid of the row  
exactly alter the fashion of a trumpet-hypha. The end wall is  
usually very thin, and the protoplasm on artificial contraction  
commonly sticks to It just as in a sieve-tuba, though no perforation  
of the well has been found. Asiociated with the leptoids are  
similar cells without swollen ends and with thicker ezra-walls.  
Besides the hydrom and leptom, and situated between them, there  
is a tissue which perhaps serves to conduct soluble carbohydrates,  
and whose cells are ordinarily full of starch. This may be called  
agsyioss. The stem in this family falls into two divisions, an  
underground portion bearing rhisoids and scales, the  rflsssiise. and  
a leafy,  aerial  siem  terming its direct upward continuation, The  
leaf consists of a central midrib, several cells thick, arid two wings,  
one cell thick. The midrib beets above a merit, of closely set, verti-
cal, longltisdinally-runnlng plates of green assimilative cells over  
which the wings does In dry air so as to protect the assimilative and  
transpiring plates from creressive evaporation of water The midrib  
has a strong band of stereom above and below In its centre is  a 
band-shaped bundle consisting of rows of leptom, liydroen and  

amylon cells. This bundle is continued down into the cortex of  
the stem ass leaf-trace, asia passing very slowly through the scleren.  

chymatous external cortex and the parenchymatous, starchy 
Internal cortex to jobs the central cylinder. The latter has a  
central strand consisting of filer of large hydroids, separated from  
one another by very,  thin walls, each file beurl; separated from  
its neighbour by stout, dark-brown walls. This is probably homo-
logous with the hydmm cylinder in the sterna of other mosses.  
It is surrounded by (z) a thin-walled, smaller-celled hydrom  
mantle, (2) an amylom sheath; (3)  a leptom  mantle  iiitemspted hers  
and there by starch cells. These three concentric tissue mantles  
are evidently formed by the conjoined bases of the leaf traces, each  
of which is composed of the seme three tissues. As the aerial  
stem is traced down Into the underground rhixome portion, these  
three mantles die out almost entirel e central hydrom strand  
forming the bulk of the cylinder and its elements bccornrng mixed  
with thick-walled attends; at the same time this central hydrom-
stereom strand becomes three-lobed, with deep (urtows betweea  
the lobe, in which the few remaining lrptoids run, separated from  
the central mass by a few starchy cells, the remains of the amylom  
sheath. At the periphery of the lobes are some comparatively  
thin-walled tieing cells mixed with a few thin-walled hydroida.  
the remains of the thin-walled hydrom mantle of the aerial stem  
Outside this are three arcs of large cells showing character, typical  
of the endodermls in a vascular plant, them are intemrptesl by  
strands of narrow, elongated, thick-walled cells, which send branches  
into the little brown scales borne by the rbizome' The surface  
layer of the rhizome bears rhizoids, and its whole structure strikisgh  
resembles that of the typical root cl' vascularplasit In  Caiksrssea  
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asde kte  the central  hydresn  cylinder  of the  *slel  item is a ken.  
timie, Its interstices being filled op with tbie.walimi, aiazvby  
paronchym.. in  Dam.aat s'ipeb.,  a large New Zenland  
the bydroida of the central cylinder of the aerial item ale mixed 
with thick-walled steroid,  fommiig  a  .hydrem-.lersom strand gem-  
what like that of the rhisome in tither Polytrlcbaceae.  

The central bydrom attend in the seta of the tporegoi'lum of  
most mοαει has already been alluded to Besides this there  
is uaually a living conducting time, sometimes dideteiidat.d as  
leptom, forming • mantle round the  hydinin,  and  bου ώ d  en-
tentally by a more or itss welI-dillerentisted endodeemla, abutting  
on an irregularly cylindrical lacuim; the latter separatee the  mattel  
conducting cylinder from the cortex ci the sets, which, like the  
cortex of the gametophyte item is usually dig.reatlated Into  
en outer thick-walled stereom ααd an loser  starehy pareitchyma.  
Frequently, also, a conaiderable digerentletlon of vegetative theire  

occurs in the wall of the sporo-capeul. itself, and in .0m. ci the  
higher form, • special ustetilating  arid  tnnapinng crpa  situated  
just below the capsule at the top of the seta, with a  ncbly Iacuiiar  
chlorophyllou pereschyma snd  stomata like those of the wall  ci  
the cageule in the Anlboveiuteen liverwoeb. Τhus the biato.  
logical djderwnti.tlon of the φοrοgοοiοm of the higher morSe  I. 
one ci considerabl,  complexity; but thee, is here even lees reason  
to  iuppose  that them tissue,  hav,  any homology  (pbyk'enetie  
community of ( eigin)  with the similar  oem  met with iii the higher  
plants.  

The fetuses of histological structure seen In the  Bryophytic  
series are such as we  deould  expect to be developed in response  
to the exigencies of Increasing adaptation  Ιο  terrestrial life on  

and of Increasing size of the plant-body. In the liverworts  
we fuιd fixαtiοn  of the  thallus  by water-absorbing  tbixoida;  In 
certain forms with a localized region of water -abeorption  the  
development of a primitive  hydrom  or water-conducting  ayatem;  
and in others with rather a massive type of  thallus  the  dilerentla-
lion of a special assimilative and transpiring  ay,tem.  In the  
more highly developed series, the mosses, this last division  
of labour takes the form of the  digerentiatlon  of special assimila-
tive organs, the leaves, commonly with  &  midrib containing  
elongated cells for the ready removal of the products of assimila-
tion; and in the typical forms with a loca lized absorptive region, 
a well-developed  bydrom  In the  asia  of the plant, as well as  
similes  hydrom  strands In the led-midribs, are constantly met 
with. In higher forms the conducting strand, of the leaves  
axe continued downwards into the stem, and eventually come 
into  comiexion  with the central  bydrom  cylinder, forming a  
complete cylindrical investment apparently distinct from the  
latter, and exhibiting a  digerentiation  into  hydrom, leptom  
and  &mylom  which almost completely parallels  that  found  
among the true vascular plants. Similar  dlerentlatiοn, 
differing In some details, takes place independently in the other  
gederation,  the  aporogonium.  The  stereom  of the moss is 
found mainly in the Outer cortex of the atom and in the midrib  
of the  leaL  

Vascido, ΡΙπΙs.—Ιn  the Vascular Plants  l'teridophyies,  
i.e.  ferns, horse-tails, club mosses, &c., and  Pbanerogsms  or  
Flowering Plants) the main plant-body, that which we speak of  

in ordinary language as "the plant," is called the  ή οrορhyk  
because it bear, the asexual reproductive cells or  spwu.  
The  gametophyte,  which bears the  ‚cml ιπgens, is either  
a free-living  thallua  corresponding in degree of  dillerentlation  
with the lower liverworts, or it is a mass of cells which  
alwaya  remains enclosed in a spore and is parasi tic upon the  
aporophyte.  

The body of the  sporophyte  In the great majority of the  
vascular plants  aliows  a considerable  increas,  in complexity 
over that found in the  gametophyte  of Bryophytes. The  
principal new feature in the external conformation of the body  
is the acquirement of "true" reels, the nearest approach to  
which in the lower forms we saw In the "rhizome" of Poly -
tncbaceae-  The primary root is a downward prolongation of  
tbeprimaxy  axis  of the plant From this, es well  asfrom  
various parts of the shoot system, other roots may  origlnat..  
The root differs from the shoot in the characters of its surface  
tissues, in the absence of the green assimilative pigment chloro-
phyll, in the  amogtment  of its vascular system and in the mode  
of growth at the apex, all feature, which are In direct relation  
to its normally subterranean life and its  gxative  and absorptive  

functions.  Within the limits of the  apeeopbyte  generation the  
Pteridophytea  and  Phanerogama  also diner from the  Bryophytea  
in possessing special assimilative and transpiring organs, the  
leavea,  though these organ, are developed, as we have seen, is  
the  gametopbyte  of many liverwort. and  ci  all the more..  
The  leavea,  again, have special histological features adapted to  
the performance of their special functions.  

Alike in root, stem and leaf, we can trace a  1'bres.faid  dieiries  
of listen trims, a division of which there are Indicatio= among  
the lower plants, and which lathe expression of the fundamental  
conditions of the evolution of •  bulky differ- ίέ. 

 

enlisted plant-body. From the primitive uniform  
mass of  undifferentiated  assimilating cells, which  
we may conceive of as the starting-point of  digereiitiation,  
though such an  undigerentlated  body is only actually realized  
in the  iballira  of the lower Algae, there is,  (i)  on the  οο,  band,  
a specialization of a  aurface  layer regulating the  hem.'ha55  
relations of the plant with its surroundings. In the typically  
submerged Alga arid in submerged plants of every group this  
is the absorptive and the main assimilative layer, and may also 
by the production of mucilage be of use In the protection of  
the body in various ways. In the  terreattial  plants it differs Id  
the subterranean and  aubaerlal  parts, being In the former pre-
eminently absorptive, and In the latter  ρrοιecliνe—ρ'ον ce  
at the same time being made for the gaseous Interchange of 
oxygen and carbon dioxide necessary for respiration and feeding.  
This surface layer in the typically  subocrial " sheet "  of the  
aporophyte  in  Pleridophylea  and  Phanerogama Ia kriown  as the  
epid'rsair,  though the name Is  restricted  by some  writeis,  on  
account of developmental differences, to the surface layer of  
the shoot of Angiosperms, arid by others extended to the surface  
layer of the whole plant In both these groups. On the other  
band, we have (a) an Internal  dWerentiation  of  c.sudsudisg  lime.,  
the main features of which as seen In the  gametophyte  of  Bryo-
phytea  have already been fully described. In the Vascular Plants  
this tissue  Ia  collectively known as the  snscider syskm.  The 
remaining tissue of the plant-body, a tissue that we must regard  
phylogenetically  as the remnant of the  'mdig.rsntlated  tissue 
of the primitive  ths]ltia,  but which oft en  undergoes further  
dWerentiation  of its own, the better to fulfil its characteristically  
vital functions for the whole plant, is known, from its peripheral  
position In relation to the primitively central  conductIng tissue,  
as  ()  the  corkx.  Besides absorption, assimilation, conduction  
and protection there is another very important function for  
which provision has to be made In any plant-body of considerable  
size, especially when raised into the air, that of tutted. Special  
tissues  (slereom)  may be developed for this purpose In the cortex,  
or in immediate  comsexion  with the conducting system, according  
to the varying needs of the particular type of plant-body.  

Tb.  Important function of  acealiee,  by which the Inner living  
tissues of the bulky plant-body obtain the oxygen necessary for  
their respiration, Is secured by the development of an extensive  
system of  dnlucduida,  spacer  commimicatixig  with the external  
air,  

In relation to Its characteristic function of  protectIon,  the epi-
dermis, which, as above defined, consists ci it single layer of cells  
has typically thickened and coticularized outer walls.  
There serve not only to protect the plant against alight 
mechanics! injury from without, and against the entry of smaller 
parasites, such as fungi and bacteria, but also and especially to  
prevent the evaporation of water ftom within.  

At intervals It is interrupted by pore.  (siersele)  leading from  
the air outside to the system of intercellular spaces below. Each  
stoma is surrounded by a pair of peculiarly modified  
epidermal cells called  geesd-celho  (fig.  i,T),  which open and  
close the pore according to the n eed for transpiration. The structure  
of the stomata of the aporophyte of vascular plants is fundamentally  
the Same as that of the stomata on the eporogonium ci the true 
mosses and of the liverwort  Anlhoesros.  Stomata are often situated 
at the bottom of pits in the surface of the leaf. This arrangement  
is a method of checking transpiration by creating & still atmoaphete  
above the pore of the atoms, so that water vapour collects in it  
and diminishes the further outflow of vapour. This type of atTire-
turn, which is extremely various in its details, is found eaeciaJ Ιy, 
as wt should expect, in plants which have to ecoiroeilse  their water  
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supply. The stomata serve for ell _gums intesehagige between 
the plant ad the aυrτουndsπg sir. The guard.cclla contain cliloro- 
phyll, which  is absent from typical epidermal cells, the latter acting  
is a tissue for water storage. Sometimes the epidermis is consider-
ably more developed by tangential diviiion of its cells, forming  a 
many-layered αυ-siosw. This I. found especially in plants  
which during certain hours 01 the day are unable  ιο  cover the water  
lost through transpiration by the supply coming from the roots.  
The water stored in such a time supplies the immediate need of the  
transpiring cells and prevents the in)ury which would mush from 
their excessive depletion.  

The .epidermis of a very large number of species beers hairs of  
various kinds. The simplest type consists simply of a single  

elongated cell projecting above the general level of the  
IIaW.  epidermis. Other hairs consIst of a chaIn of cell.; 

 othera,  again, are branched in various ways; while yet others have  
the from of a flat plate of cells placed parallel to the leaf surface  
and inserted on a stalk. The cell, of hairs may have living con-
tents or they may simply contain air.  /ι  very common function of  
hairs is to diminish transpiration, by creating a still atmosphere  
between them, as lathe case of the sunk stomata already mentioned.  
But hairs have a variety of other f υnctiαι. They may, for instance,  
be glandular or stinging, as in the common stinging nettle, where the  
top of the hair is very brittle, easily breaking oil when touched. The 
sharp broken end penetrate, the skin, and into the slight wound 
thus learned the formic acid contained by the hair is injected.  

Mention may be made here 01 ‚ clam of epidermal organ the 
?s$sflsodes, the wide distribution and variety of which have been  

revealed by recent research. These are special organs _______ 
usually situated on foliage leaves, for the excretion of  

water In liquid from when transpiration is diminished so that the  
pressure in the water-channels 01 the plant has come to exceed a 
certain limit. They are widely distributed, but are particularly  
abundant in certain tropical climates where active root absorption  
goes on while the air is nearly saturated with water vapour. In 
one lype they may take the from of specially'mcdi&ed single  
pidermai cells or multicellular hairs without any direct connexion  

with the vascular system. The cells concerned like all secreting 
organs, have abundant protoplasm with large nuclei, and sometime, 
in addition, part of the cell-wall is modified a, a filter. In a secosstl 
type they are situated at the end' of tracheal strands and consist  
oT group. of richly protoplasmic cells belonging to the epidermis  
(as in the leaves of many ferns), or to the subjacent tissue (the  
commonest type in flowering plants); In this last case the cells in  
question are known as  ej'ilhem.  The epithem ls·penetrated by a 
network of fine intercellular spaces, which are normally filled with  
water and debouch on one or mere intercellular cavities below the  
epidermis. Above each cavity is situated a so-called wo'k,-skrna 
no doubt derived phylogeneticaily from an ordinary stoma, aft1 
enclosed by guard-cells which have nearly or entirely lost the 
power of movement. The pores of the water-stomata are the outlets 
of the hydsthode. The epithem is frequently surrounded by a  
sheath of cuticularized cells. In other cases the epithcm may be 
absent altogether, the tracheal strand debouching directly on 
the lacuna, of the mesophyll. This last type of hydathode is usually 
situated on the edge of the leaf. Some hydathodes are active  
glands, secreting the water they expel from the leaf. ‚Many other  
types of glands also exist, either in connexion with the epidermis  
or not, such as nectaries, digestive glands, oil, resin and mucilage  
glands, &c. They sbrve the most various purposes in the life  
of the plant but they are not of significalice in relation to the 

ma priry vital sttivitks. and cannot be dealt with in the limits of  
the present srticlq.j The typical epidermis of the shoot of a land  
plant does not absorb ,  water, but some plants living in situations  
where they cannot depend on a regular supply from the roots  (e.g.  
epiphytic plants and desert plants) have absorptive hairs or scales  
on the leaf epidermis through which rain and dew can be absorbed.  
Some hydathodes also are capable of absorbing as well as excreting  
water.  

The surface layer of the root, sometimes included under the  
term epidermis,  i,  fundamentally different from the epidermis  

'  of the stem. In correspondence with its water-absorbing  
. Ε ld.mΙi  function it is not cuticularized, but remains usually thin-

'°" walled; the absorbing surface  is increased by its cells  
being produced into delicate tubes which curl round and adhere  
firmly to particles of soil, thus at once fixing the root firmly in the 
soil, and enabling the hair to absorb readily the thin films of water  
ordinarily surrounding the particles (fig. t, U). The roof-hair  cndt  
blindly and is simply an outgrowth from a surface cell, having  
no cross-walls. Ιι corresponds in function with the rhizoid of a  
Biyophyte. At the apex of a root, covering and protecting the 
delicate tissue 01 the growing point, is a special roof-lap consisting  
of a number of layers of tissue whose cells break down into mucilage  
towards the outer surface, thus facilitating the passage of the apex  
as It is pushed between the particles of  soil. 

The cortex, as has been said, is in its origin the remains of the 
primitive assimilating tissue of the plant, alter differentiation  

of the surface layer and the conducting system. It 
consists primitively of typical li νing parenchyma; but 

its differentiation may be extremely varied, since in the complex  

bodies of the blgbsr plaats Its functions are misserees. In alt grean 
plants which have a special protective epidermis, the cortex of the 
shoot has to perform the primitive fuodamesital function of carbon  
assimilation, Ιιι the leafy shoot this function is mainly localized  
in the conTleel tissu, of the leaves, known as  mrm$d Ι• Μ»'ψ1L  which is essentially a parenchymatous tissue contain ing 
cblomplasts,  and is penetrated by a system of intercellul.t spaces  
so that the surfaces of the assimilating mila sit brought into contact  
with sir to as large in extent as possible, in order to facilitat, gaseous  
interchange between the assimilating cells and the atmosphere. At  
the same time the cells of the mesophyll sax transpiring  cells—i.e. 
the evaporation of water from the leaf goes on from them into the  
intercellular sperm. The only pathway. for the gases which thus  
pass between the cells of the mesophyll and the outside air are the  
stomata. A land plant has nearly always to protect itself against  

over.trasisplrstion, and for this reason the stomata of the typical  

drs ίινsι1rαf  fee/ (fig. a, A), which has distinct upper and lower faces,  
em placed mainly or exclusively on the lower side of the leaf, where 
the water vapour that escapes from them, being lighter than air,  
cannot pass sway from the surface of the leaf, but remain, in contact  
with it and thus tends ιο check further transpiration. The stomata arc  
In direct communication with the ample system of intercellular spaces  
which is found in the !enroll, arranged mesophyll (spmegy  lame)  
on that side, This Is the main transpiring tissue, and is protected  
from direct iffuminetien and consequent too great evaporation. 
The main assimilating tissue, on the other hand, is under the upper  
epidermis, where it is well illuminated, and consists of oblong cells  
densely packed with cbloroplasta and with their long axes perpen-
dicular to the surface (palisade tissue). The intercellular spaces  
are here very narrow channels between the palisade cells. Leave,  
whose blades are normally held in • vertical position posaess,pabsade 
tissue and stomata on both sides (fieldelsra! 1sαι)  (fig. a, lt) since  
there is no difference in the illumination and other tateroal conditions,  

A 	 B  

Τ  a.—'llauesa. Sssilsss si  
Α.  Osniwitisi lesS.  1,  Isubilslsral  led. 

. 	$1,  iltisiteasi;  iii,  sdsiestbss,s.  

while those which are cylindrical or of similar shape  (cessfric  leases)  
have it all round. The leaves of shade plants have little or iso 
differentiation of palisade tissue. In fleshy leaves which contain 
a great bulk of tissue in relation' to their chlorophyll content, the  
central mesophyll cOntains little or no chlorophyll and acts as water.  
storage tissue. The cortex of. young stern is usually greets, and plays  
a more Or less important part in the assimilative function. It also 
always possesses a well-developed lacunar system communicating  
with the external sir through stomata (In the young stem) orkalirds 
(see below).  This  lacunar system not only enables the mills of 
the cortex Itself to respire, but also forms chaiincla through which  
sir can pass to the deeper lying tissues. The cortex of the elder 
stem of the root frequently acts as a reserve store-house for food.  

which generally takes the form of starch, and it also assists largely  
in providing the stereom of the plant. In the leaf-blade this  

sometimes appears as a layer of thickened subepidermal cells, the  
itypoderm,  often also as subepidermal bundles of sclerencliymatous 
fibres, or a, similar bundles extending right across the leaf from one  
epidermis to the other and thus acting as struts. Isolated cells  
(sdioblosir),  thickened in venous ways, are not uncommonly found  

supporting the tissues of the leaf. In the larger veins of the leaf, 
especially in the midrib, in the yctiole, and ii' the young stem an 
extremely frequent type of mechanical tissue is  collessrhysnn.  This  
consists 0" elongated cells with cellulose walls, which are  locally 
thickened along the original corners of the cells, reducing the lumen 
to a cylinder, so at 	mber of rtiillar. of cellulose con. 
tiected by compara

th
tiv

a
ly
nu 

 thin wallves f
cal p 

orm the framework of the 
tissue. This tissue re

e
mains living and is usually formed quite 

early, just below the epidermis, where it provides the first peripheral  
support for a still growing stem or pctiale. Sdsr'mchvm may be  
formed later in various positions in the cortex, apr οr.ing to  lesS 

 needs. Scattered single stercids or bundles of fibres are not 
uncommon in the cortex of the root.  
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T)ie  innermost layer of the cortex, shutting on the central  

cylinder of the stem or on the bundles of the leaves, is called the  
pbk€otrrma,  and is often dikerentiated. In the led-

"14").  blαde it takes the form of special parencbymato'a  
sωιυα• sheaths to the bundles. The cellI of these sheath, are  
often distinguished from the rest of the niesophyll by containing  
little or  πο  chlorophyll Occasionally, however, they are par- 
ticularly rich in cbloroplasts. These bundle sbeώ s are important  
in the conduction of carbohydrate sway from the assimilating 
cells to other parts of the p lant Rarely in the leaf, frequently 
in the stem (particularly in Pteridopliytes), and universally 
is the root, the phlocoterma is developed as an ssdodetasi' (see 
below). In other cases it does not differ histologically from the  
parenchyma of the rest of the cortex though it is often di- 
tlnguinhed by containing particularly aό ιndant starch in which  
cue it is known as a  sΙα,4 s/vail.  

One of the most striking characters common to the two highest 
groups of plants1  the Pteridophytes and Phanerogams, is the 
ν s.,' possession of a double (hydrom-leptom) conducting  
▪ , ' system, such as we saw among the highest mosses, 

 but with sharply charactedaed and peculiar features, 
probably indicating common descent throughout both these poups.  
it in cοπό ned to the sporopliyte, which forms tile leafy plant in these 
groups, and Is known as the musk, syskm.  Associated with it are 
other tissues, consisting of parencliyma, mainly starchy, and in the 
Phanerogama particularly, of special stereom. The whole tissue 
system Is known as the akin, Syskm  (from the way in which in 
primitive forms it runs through the whole aids of the plant in the form 
of a column). The stele: system of Vascular Plants has no direct  
phylogenetic connrxion with that of the mosses. The origin of  
the l'teridophyta (g.e.)  is very obscure, but it may be regauled as  
certain that it Is not to be sought among the messes, which are 
an extremely specialized and peculiarly differentiated group. 
Furthermore, both the hydrom and leptom of Pteridophytse have 
marked ptculianties to which no parallel is to be found among 
the Bryophytes. Hence we must conclude that the conduct-
ing system of the Pteridophytes has had an entirely separate 
evolutIon. All the surviving forms, however, have a completely 
established double system with the specific characters alluded 
to, and since there Is every reason to believ, that the condi-
tions of evolution of the primitive Pteridophyte must have 
been essentially similar to those of the Bryophytts, the various 
stages In the evolution of the conducting system of the latter 

 (ρ.  ;'a) are very useful to compare with the amngements met 
with In the former. 

The bydroid of a Pterldopbyte or of a Pbanes'ogam is character-
istically a dead, usually elongated, cell containing air and water, and 

either thin-walled with lignified (woody) spiral (fig. o, r.)  
or annular thickenings, or with thick lign'ihed walls, in- se completely Derforated by pits (βg. ι,  Q.)  (ususlly bordered 

pIts) of various shapes,  e.g.  the pits may be separated by a network 
of thickenings when the tracheid is  r'iicula)s or they may be trans-
versely elongated and separated by bars of thickening like the 
rungs of a ladder (scalariform thickening). When, in place of a 
number of such cells called  Irscheids,  we have • continuou, tube with  
the same kind of wall thickening, but composed of a number of cells 
whose cross walls have disappeared, the resulting structure is called  
a vend. Vessels are common In the Angio.permous group of Flower-. 
big Ρlntι, The scslariform hydroids of Ferns (6g. I,  Ν.) have been 
quite recently shown to possess a peculiar structure. The whole of 

 the middle lamella or originally formed cell-wall separating one 
from, another disappears before the adult state is reached, so that  
the walls of the hydmids consist of a framework of ligoifled bars  
With open communication between the cell cavities. The tracheids 
or vessels, indifferently called  iracheal deme,sii,  together with 
the immediately associated cells (usuall). amylom in Pteridophytes)  
constitute the xylem of the plant This is a morphological term  
given to the particular type of hydrom found in both Pteridophytes 
and Phanerogams, together with the parenchyma or stereom,  
or both, included within the boundaries of the hydrom tissue strand, 
The lepto'id of a Ptsndopbyte (6g.  ι,  0.) is also an elongated cell 
with a thin lining of protoplasm, but destitute of a nucleus, and  
always In communIcation with the next cell of the leptom strand 
by perforations (in Pteridophytes σf ten not easily demonstrable), 
through which originally pass strings of protoplasm which are  
bored out by a ferment and converted Into relatively coarse "slime  
strings" along which pass, we must suppose, the organic substances 
which ό  is the special function qi the lepto'ids to conduct from nile  
part of the plant to another. The peculiar substance called wiles.,  
chemically allied to cellulose, is frequently formed over the surface  
of the perforated eni%.walls. The structure formed by a number  
of such cells placed end to end is called a siege-ink(obviouily 
comparable with • χγΙem.νessel, and the end-wall or area of end-
wall occupied- by a group of perforations, a  akw-jsieis. When the 
sieve-tube ha, ceased to function and the proteplasni, slime strung., 
and mike, have disappeared, the perforations through which the 
slims strings passed are left as relatively large holes, easily visible 
In jesse cases with low powers of the microscope, piercing the  
sieve-plate. The sieve'oubes, with their accompsnymg ,, paren. 
cbyma α stereom, constitute the tissue called $isem. This is  

the term for a πιοφbοlαgίcall'χ defined tissue ‚syatenl, i.'.the leptom  
found in Pteiidopnytes end rhanerogamn with its associated  cells, 
and  is entirely parallel with the xylem. The aieve-tuhes differ,  
however, from the tracheids in being immediately associated.  
apparently conatantly. not with starchy parenchyma, but with  

parenchymatous cells, containing particularly abundant proteld  
content. which seem to have a function intirnatel connected with 

J 
the cοniuctin function of the sieve-tubes, and which we may 
call $veleid-s. In the Angiosperms there are always sister.  
eels of sieve-tube segments and are called companion-calls  
(fig. ι, 1ι.).  

Τhe xylem and phloem are nearly always found in clone jaw,  
ciation in strands of various shapes in all the three main organs  
of the sporophyte—rcot, stem and leaf—and form a connected 
tissue-system running through the whole body. In the primary 
axis of the plant among Pteridophyte. and many Phaneroganns, 
at any rate in its first formed cart the xylem and plrloem are  
associated in the form of a cylinaer stele), with xylem occupying 
the centre, and the phloem (in the upward-growing part or primary 
stem) forming a mantis at the periphery (hg. 4).  In  
the downwarg growing part of the aids (primary root), ‚4m 
however, the peripheral mantle of,pbloem is interrupted mug 15 
the xylem conung to the suriace of the cyhnde &Ι55daΙ  
along (usually) two or (sometimes) more vertical line..' 
Such an arrangement of vascular tissue is called  redid. 'd  

and is characteristic of all roots (figs. 3 and to). The cylinder Issue-
rounded b a mantle of one or more iayers of parenchymatous  call., 
the fe,*ycre, and the xylem is generally seDarated from the phloem in 
the stem by a similar layer, the  mesacyde  (corresponding with the 
amylom sheath in mosses). The pericycle and mesocycle together 
form the  conjss'iwe time of the stale in these simplest types.  
When the diameter of the stele Is greater, Darenchymatous conjunc-
tive tissue often occupies its centre and Is frequentiy called the  pilk  
In the root the  megocycle, like the phloem, is interrupted, and 
runs into the pericycle where the xylem touches the latter (fig. 3). 
The whole cylinder is enclosed by the peculiarly differentiated 
innermost celi-laver of the cortex, known as the  eadeder,sis,  This 
layer has its cells closely united and sealed to one another, so to 
speak by the conversion of the radial and transverse walls (which 
separate each cell from the other cells of the layer), or of a band 
running in the centre of these, Into corky substance (4.  r

' 
 v.), so that 

the endodermal cells cannot be stIlt apart to admit of the formation 
of intercellular spaces, and an eh-tight sheath is formed round the  
cylinder. Such a vascular cylinder is called a  hapionkle,  and the 
axis containing it is said to be  ha$onldj',  In the stale of the root  
the strands ts tracheids along the lines where the xylem touches 
the pericycle are spiral or annular, and are the xylem elements 
first formed when the cylinder is developing. Each strand of 
spIral or annular flrst.formed txacbeids is called a  prowxylem  
strand, as distinct from the mdaxykm or rest of the xyiem, which 
consists of thick-walled tracheids, the pits of which are often scalarl-
form, Tile thin-walled spiral or annular tracheae of tbe.protoxylem  
allow of longitudinal stretching brought about by the active growth 
in length of the neighbouring living parencli matous cells of a grow- 
ing organ. During the process the thin wjs are stretched and the 
turns of the spiral become pulled apart without rupturing the wall 
of the tiacheid or vessel. If the pitted type of tracheal element 
were similarly stretched its continuously thickened wells would 
resist the gtretchlng and eventually break. Hence such tracheae  
are only laid down in organs whose growth In length baa ceased.  
The stale is called summit, drer'h, .. pelyer'h  according as it 
contains one, twa, . .. or many prnmoxyiems. When the proto-
xylem strands are situated at the periphery of the stele, abutting 
on the pericycle, as in all roots, and ran1.' of the more primitive 
Pteridopbyte stem., the stale is said to be  exa,'h,  When there 
is s single protoxylem strand in the centre of the stele, or when, an 
Is mere commonly the case, there are several protoxylem strands 
situated at the internal limit of the xylem, the centre of the stem 
being occupied by parenchyma, the stele Is  endarch. ThIs is the  
case in the stems of most Phanerogams and of some  Pteridopliytes»  
When the protoxylems have an intermediate pesitios the stele is 
,ssiarch  (many Pteridophytes and some of the more primitive 
Phanemogams). In many cases external ,ο15ρhlοem, usually cons-
slatIng of narrow slevv.tubes often with swollen walls, can be  
distinguished from  ss'iephisess.  

As the primItive aisle of a Pteridophyte is traced upwards  
from the primary root into the stem, the phlnem becomes con-
tinuum round the xylem. At the same time the  
stein becomes more bulky, all its elements burns- '° 

alga. ing  in number (fig. 4).  Soon a bundle goes d to m.' in  the first led. This consists of a few xylem element., e-,'e- - a segment of phloem. pericycle, and usually an arc of  
endoderma, which closes round the bundle a. it detaches  
Itself from the stale. As the stele is traced farther upwards It  
become, bulkier, as do the su οrsve leaf-bundles which leave It.  
In many Pteridophyte. the solid liaplcetele  is maintained through-
out the axis In other, a central pamenchyma or ,is ιdiιν plia-
a new region of the primItive stein, conjuncIwe—.sppeIrs is  
the centre of the xylem. In most ferns i.slerwsj $kes.  appears  
instead of a parencbymatotis pith (fig. ). Sometimes this condition,  
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thee of the  aa.iMj,&ldc hebkjkk. is mιπtalatd throcebosit the  
Welt stem (Ιαδαδουο). in 'die σιευωitυ of iris, at  & higher level. 
after the stele baa increased greatly in diameter, a ΙaχgecelΙed  
ban  p11k  or  madsdla,  resembling the cortex in its characters, and  
quite distinct from aueijunctive, from which it is separated by sit 
‚slundi  eiidodmids,  appears In the centre. The.. successive new  
tissues, appearing in the centre of the stele, a. the stem of a higher  
fern I. traced upwards from its first formed parts, are all in con. 
tinuity with the respective Corresponding external tissues at the  
point of origin of each leaf trace (see below). Where Internal  

pbioem is present this is separated from the Internal endodermis 
by an eisdoey'k or "internal ρerlcγcΙe," as it is sometime. nailed, 
and from th. xylem by an usimwl ssnsoeyck—the.e two layer.,  
together with the outer mesocycle and pericycle constituting the 
cosijunctive tissue of the now hollow cylindrical stein. (The  
caqjunctfve frequently forms a connected whol, with bands of  

ΙΑΝΑΤΟΜΥ  

axis. The type of sipbonostels disractealstic of mony fern., in  
which are found internal ρhiοαοι  and an internal endodermis  
separating the vastular conjunctive from the pith, I. knowa 

 as aιοίισωώί σ. The ιοisnοsι le of the hens is iwoken by the  
demtυra of each Ieai.bundle, the outer and innerendodeimis 
joining so that the sine becomes hoiaesboe..haped and the metes  

continuoua with the pith (fig. 6). Such a br.ak is known as 
a  k4gα '.  Α  little above the departure of the leaf-bundle the  
stale again doses up, only to be again bi'ohrn by the departure  
of the next leaf-bundle. Where the leaves are crowded, a gi ven 
leaf-gap is not closed before the nest one, appear, and the  
solenostele thus becomes split up into a number ci .e,gmenis, 
sometimes band-shaped or semilunar, sometimes Isoduametric  
in cross-section (6g. 7).  In the latter case each  
segment of the .oienostel. frequently resembles a 	'  
haploatele, the segments of inner eadodermis, pericycle, pbloeia and  

Fisa  i-l5—T,$i el &ids I.  V.eid',  755m. FE.  i.—DIacb mis  of oat ala Pen. Fin. ‚—flnsiogd. of sins of λλιλ Pen. P55.  i.— 	 leei.gj.  of  

Minsis.  Fin. —?&γdie dktysats of Dens.. Fin. ,o.—Dmueb hnsIogds  of  Sdι0sdΙ.. Ρ55. ,..—Tflg,Ik stem - el  Sd'4sdk,  Fin. 	 b.,latth of 
ise of ysog For.. P15. s.—Sofaogds .5 .Ism of Fun *leering diesels** of tat-t,ies at nd-up Pin. ,.—Du ιty, ίsΙι of Pg..  F.., 5.— 	s ιιd, of  

i.yorp'di.a. P.O. ιs—Ττkώ  ·'—"'  of issyldoa. F... s—ό ιnΙ. of sasacetybdea, Fie s'.—Pslyuvh net of VsuIme (anosoesiylsds).  

&swsds  .1 Lined.'  d sidst ffυι. morstis Li.  bet-Own i.t. h,I-upt or. mites Ft  poditolor teem  Ν.  ρ άό isr Isesasi  aid. aidod,noiq  ιιω ιeλιλρ 
5  g. psitoydet $& ρ issa; em. mnsrad.j  a.  zyim. p.. µofsηΙwo ... adanimu p. piib of. ,.  .dubsd idibin. ceabbiat ΥΑΙΑ ρΠnsη, modaIIa,y,  our.  

starchy  χykιs.$reiιchyιΝσ,  which, when the xylem Is bulky, =en? 
appear among the tracbeldι5  the phloem also often being pens. 
trated by similar bands of $insis-$rsischysse.) 

In the οd group. of Pteridophytes Internal pbloem a not 
found and an Internal endodemnis but rarely. The centre of the 

stale is howevtr often occupied by a huge-celled pith  '  resembling the cortex in structure, the cortex and pith  
ι".·  together being classed as posmd  hums. To this type of 
stale having," ground-tissue pit h ," whether with or without internal 
pbloem, Is given the name ri$msosSd. to distinguish it from the solid 
Ispiesafο characteristic of the root, the first-firmed portion of the  
gem, and In the more primitive Pteridopbytea, of the whole of the  

mesocyde  joining with the ‚utιeηaa.dlπg outer segments to form 
a nearly concentric structure. For this meson a stem in which 
the vascular system has this type of structure used to be q.okes' of 
as pclysidw, the term "aide being  transistred  from the  
central cylinder of the axis and applied to the vascular  
just described. in this use the term loses, of course,st.morpbo·  
logical value, and it  is better to nail such a segment  01  broken-up 
stele a .orisJdn, the whole .oieno.tele with overlapping Isi f-gaps 
being called a  diclysstdn.  The splitting up of the vastulir tote  
into separate strands does not depend wholly upon the occurrence  
of leaf-gaps. In some forms other gaps ($ήοs-αιsessι) aιφeaι in  
the va.cssiar tub, placing the pith and metes in commuwcatmo.  
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In other case. the 'seE-gap. are esey breed and Ιongό  the esarisesles  
seρsrααπg them being reduced to comparatively slender strands  
erode there is peseent in sack gap a netwock of fine vascular threads  
some of which run out to the real, while others form crua-coanenio'is  
between lb... ·' kaί-tme" stranda and see with the main cauhsss  
meristelea Finally the cauline meristeles ihem.elvi, may be  

resolved into a number of fine thrstd., Such a structure may be  
spoken of as a dissected  dsdyeside.  

In susie solenostelic ferns, and in many dictyostelic ones additional  
vascular strand, are present which do not form part of the pnmary  

νacυΙa  tubs They usually run freely iii the oith and  
the primary tube in the neighbourhood of the  

leaf-gape Stenethues a complete internal vascular cylinder.  
havmg the same structure as the primary one. and concentric with  

it, occurs in the pith, and others ma 
(MsWcse, &scco'om 	im o). .ςtΙοnι Οϊ 	

int ernal to the first , 
1t internal cylinder  

are made with the onmary (exteetal) cylinder at the leaf-
gape. aad of the ieconcf &ntenial cylinder with the first in the same  
neighbourhood (fig 8) In dictyogelic lena similar Internal (dicty-
ostelic) cylinders are found in some forms, and occasionally a large  
seriesol such concentric cybndersadeveloped ( Slum iiacea.) (fig 9).  
In such cues the vascular system is said to be polycyeiw in contrast  
with the ordinary  m'uwcyds'  condition. These internal strands  
or cylinders are to be regarded as peculiar types of elaboration of  
the title, and probably act as reservoirs for water-storage which  
can be drawn upon when the water auppl),  from the root is  
deficient.  

The vascular supply of the leaf (leaf-trace) consists of a single  
strand only in the haplostelic and some of the more primitive  

siphonoatelic forms. In the "microphvllous group. 
ιίίί """ of Pteridophytes (Lycopodlales end tqulsetsle') in • UΟkF  which the leaves are small relatively to toe stem, the 
SbVdd& single bundle destined (or each leaf is a small strand 
whose departure rouses no disturbance in the cauliiie tick In 
the megaοhγΙΙουι forms, on the other hand. (Ferns) whose luxes  
am large relatively to the stem, the departure of the corve.00ndiogly  
large trim cause, a giro (leaf-gap) In the vascular cylinder, as 
already described. In the haploetelic ferns the leaf-trace appears  

a single strand with a tendency to assume the shape of a horse-
shoe on cross-section, and this type is also found In the more Dnmi-
tiny solenostelic types. In the more highly developed forms,  
as already indicated, the leaf-traces split up into a number of strands 
which leave the base arid sides of the leaf-gap independently In  
the petiole these strands may increase in number by branching, 
and though usually reducible to the outline of the primitive "horse-
shoe," more or lam elaborated, they may In some of the complex  
polycylic dictycstelic types (Marattiaceae) be arranged in evemi  
concentric circles, thus imitating the arrangement of strands 
formed in the stem. The evolution of the vascular structure of the  
petiole in the higher ferns is strikingly parallel with that of the  
stem, except in some few special cases.  

There is good reason to believe that the haplostele is primitive  
in the evolution of the vascular a stem. It is found in most of 

those Pteridophyten wich we have other reasons for  
PWrgRd  et considering as primitive types, and essentially the same  
οσreteste type is found, as we have seen, In the independently  

d νeΙορed  primitive conducting system of the moss- 
stem. This type of stem is therefore often spoken  

of as fester:elk. In the Ferns there is clear evidente that the 
amphipbloic baplostele or proto'tele succeeded the simple (ecTo-
phloic) protosteie in evolution, and that this in its turn gave rise 
to the  sοk,wkk,  which was again succeeded by the  dsclyosIrti.  
Polycycly was derived independently from monocycly in sokno-
atelic and in dictyostelic forms. In the formation of the stem of 
any fern characterized in the adult condition by one of the more  
advanced types of vascular structure all stages of increase In com-
plexity from the baplostele of the first-formed stem to the par-
ticular condition characteristic of the adult stem are gradually  
passed through by a series of changes exactly parallel with those 
which we are led to suppose, from the evidence obtained by a 
comparison of the adult forms, must have taken place in the 
evolution of the ram. There Is no more striking case in the plant-
kingdom of the oarallel between ontogeny (development of the 
individual) and phylcgeny (development of the race)  Ιο  well known  
in many  groulil of ammals.  

The stole of most Lyconods is a more or less modified protostele,  

but In the genus  Lyωροdam  a ρeculiiν arrangement of the xylem  
and phloem is foυnd3n which the latter, instead of being 

Ab.nnei  confined to a peripheral mantle of tissue, form' bands 
S'd.r  running acros, the stale and alternating with similar 

ΙWieΘ•  bands of xylem (fig. 12). In  Sdags.idis  the seder system  

	

Ρt.dd 	shows profounder modifications. In some forms we fled 

	

pbrr"4 	a elmle protoetele, exarch-polyarch in one species  
(8.  ',geese),  exarch-disrch in several (fig  ιο)  In other species, how-
ever, a peculiar type of  PdY$IdY  Is met with, in which the original  
diarch stale gives rise to so-called dorsal and venttal .teisr "cord."  
which at first lie on the surface of the primary stele, but e νentιιαυτ.  
at a higher level separate from it and form distinct "secondary '  

gales  r sembIing the primary one Similar ccds may be formed  
cm. .i'd may elfiluSfa 'ram, them .ecgndary gels., thus giving re  

α series οί  steles 	 le α lb& fle (fig. ii). lathe 
creeping seem of one specie. (S Lyeiiss) • polyrydic solenostele 
is found .ractly parallel with that of the riusome cl ferns The  
gaps in the outer tubular stale, however, are formed by the departure  
of aerial branch-traces, Instead of beaf.tieoss as in the ferns. Tbe  
first formed portion of the stem in all species of  Sd4'IiΙIΙk  which  
have been Investigated posses.., an exarch baplostele. Tb. stele  
ο! £qiuwsasr  is of a very peculiar type whose relations are not  
completely clear. It consists of a dog of sndarck collateral bundle,  
surrounding a hollow pith. The peotoxylem of sack is a leaf-
trace, while the rsctaκylem consisting of a right and a left portiori  
forms a quite distinct =line system. All the metaxy'lems j ολα  
at the nodes into a complete ring .01 xylem. Tb. whole stale may  
be surrounded by a common external eadoderml.; sometimte  
there I. as Internal endodermi, in addition, separating the bundles  
from the pith; while in other cases each bundle possesses a separate  

endodsrmla surrounding It. At the node, the relation of the  

endoderntis to the bundle, undergoes rather complex but definite 
changes. It Is probable that this type el stale is a modification  
of a primitive protostele, hi which the ins)n mess of stelar xylem has 

 become much reduced and Incidentally separat*d (rain the  leaf. 
traces.  

During recent years a number of lomB (Carbοnlfeτουs and Permlan)  
plants have been sere thoroughly investigated In the light of modern  
anatomical knowledge, and as a result It has become  
clear that in those times a large series of plants existed  

intermediate in structure between the modern ferns  

and the modern Gymnosperms (especially (yc ιd.), '.. 
and to these the general name "Cycadobhices hasbeers applied.  
We now know that many at least of the Cycadoflilces bore seeds,  
01 a type much more complex than that of most modern seed  
plants, and in some cases approximating to the seed, of exisτινg  

Cycads. Among the Cy-cadofillces a series of stages is fοuιιd  

leading from the primitive fern-protostele to the type of .iphono-
stek characteristic of the Cycads which agrees In essentials in all 
the Spermophytes. The main events In this transition appear 
to Iran, been (5) dIsappearance of the centrsl xylem of the prow-
.tele and replacement by pith, leading to the survival of a number 
of  (messrch) collateral bundles (see below) at the periphery of the 
stele: (2) passage from mesarchy to endarchy of these bundles one- 
related with a great Increase in secondary thickening of the stale.  
The leaves of the more primitive members of this series were en tirely 
fern-like and possessed a fern-like vascular strand- while In the later 
members, including the modern Cycads, the leaf bundles, remaining  
unaffected by secondary thickening, aix mesarch. while those of the  
stem-stele have beconie enderch.Besides the types forming this  
series, there are a number of others (Medulloseae and allied form.) 
which show numerous, often very complex, types of stele( structure,  
in some cases polystelic, whose origin and relationship with the simpler 
and better known types is frequently obscure Among the existing 
Cycads, though the type of vascular system conforms on the whole  
with that of the other existing seed-plants, peculiar structures axe  
often foand (eg.  indications of ροlyιtely, frequent occurrence of 
extra-atelar concentric bundles, • anomalous" secondary thicken-
ing) which recall these complex type. of stele( structure In the 
fossil Cycadofihicea.  

The typical structure 01 the vascular cylinder of the adult 
primary stem in the Gymnosperm, and Diontyledons is, like  
that of the higher ferns, a hollow cylinder of van- 
cular  tissue enclosing a centtal pareiichymatous pith. ma sses-se  
But, unlike the ferns, them Is In the seed-plants no In- s... 
ternal phloem (except as a special development in  
certain families) and no internal endodermls, use xylem and phloem 
also, rarely form perfectly continuous layers as they do in it sokno-
steIn fern The vascular tissue is typIcally separable into distinct  
‚dkkrni bundles (figs.  ι,  as), the xylem of which is usually wedge-
sheped In most-section with the protoxylem elements at the inner  
extremity, while the phloem forms a band on the Outer side of the  

xylem and separated from it by a band of conlunctive tissue 
(snesσsό m).  These collateral bundles are separated from one another  
by bands of conjunctive tissues called p,i.srnry sigdsdlary  rays,  
which may be quite narrow or of considerable νidth Wben the  
nsih is lame celled, the xylem, of the bundles are separated from it 
by a distinct layer ofco njunctive tissue called the  ‚rid.cyck,  and 
a similar layer, the torscyck. separates the phloem from the cortex. 
The Inner layer of the cortex  ($!dοιοiermα)  may form a well-marked  
.sd.dmisu;  or differ in other ways from the rest of the cortex. 
The perlcycle, medullary rays, endocycle a,id  mesoderm all form  
parts of one tissue system, the external  cmijrmdnil, and are only 
topographically separable. The external conjunctive is usually  a 
living comparatively amall-cetled tissue, whose cells are consider-
ably elongated in the direction of the stem-axis and frequently  
contain abundant starth. Certain regions of it, particularly the 
whole or part cl the pericycle, but sometimes also the endocyck. 
are typically converted Into thick-walled hard ('clerencbymatous)  
tissue usually of the pro.enchymatous (fibrous) type, whIch  Is 
important in strengthening the stem, particularly In enabling it 
to resist bending :1,01,53 The relatively peripheral position is  
the stem of the pericycle is important in this connezion. Var,o'rI 
sermsdary sesri.rf'sss (see p.741) else arise In the externel cuajuactaw.  
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Most of the collateral bundles of this  apermopbytic  type of  
alphono'teTe are leaf-trace bundles, is. they can be traced upwards  
from any given point till they are found to psis out of the cylinder,  
travel through the cortex of the stem and enter a leaf The  
remaining bundle,  (cempriudiios  bundles) which go to make up the  
cylinder are such as have branched oIl from the leaf-traces, and  
will, alter joining with others similarly given oil, themselves form  
the traces of leaves situated at a higher level on the item. Purely  
=Wine vascular strand. ('s.  coitfined to the stem) such an ace found  
in the dictyostelea of ferns are rare in the flowering plants. The  
leaf trace of any given leaf rarely consist, of a single bundle only  
(ι' ιiifas'scsΙaή ;  the number of bundlers of any given trace is always  
odd; they may either be skirted all t ι etber before they leave  
the stole or they niay be distributed at interval, round the stele.  
The median bundles of the trace are typically the largest, and at  
any given level of the item the bundles destined for the next leaf  
abo* are as a whole larger than the others whuh are destined  
to .upply higher leaves.  Le.j-ga$  are formed in essentially the  
same way as in the fern,, but when in the case of a plurifascicular  
trace the bundle, are distributed at interval, round the cylinder  
it is obvious that severalgapa must be fumed a, the ddferent  
bundles leave the stele. The gaps, are, however, often filled an  
they ar, formed by the development of external conjunctive tissue  
immediately above the points at which the bundle, begin to bend  

out of the stole ιο  that sharply defined open gaps such as occur in 
fern-stele, are lint but met with in flowering plants. The con-
‚litution of the stole of a flowering plant entirely from endarch  
collateral bundle,, which are either tbemaelve, kal.trace, or will  
form kaf-tracea after junction with other similar bundle,, is the  
great characteristic of the stem-stele of flowering plants. These  
collateral bundles are obviously highly individualized. The external  
conjunctive tissue is often arraned in relation to each bundle ιeρa. 
rately. the pericyclic fibre, for instance, already referred to, being  
often confined to the bands of pencyclic tissue abutting on the  
phloem of each bundle, while the cortex and pith frequently form  
rays in the interval, between the adjacent bundle,.  

In some case, this individualization  is carried further, the cortex 
and pith becoming continuoua between the bundle, w(uch 	appear  

as isolated strands em. 
Abm·rist bedded in a general 

2  ·°' ground-tissue. Each  
bundle has its own  
investment of tissue  

rues. corresponding with  
external conjunctive, and now  
called  p'ridesm  The bundles some-
time, keep their aτra*emεoιt  
in a ring corresponding with the 
stele, though the continuous cylin-
tier no longer exists (species οί  
Ranuisculua). This condition is  
known as  nticly.  In some astelic  
items (Nymphaeaceac) the number  
of bundles  i,  greatly increased and  
they are scattered throughout the  
ground tissue.  Α  " polystelic  "con-
ditioti arises in some members of this  
order by the association of collateral  
bundles round common centres.  Α  
simile: phenomenon is seen in two  

.,,  widely .eparated genera of flower- 
ing plants:  Primida f Aiugsda  and  
Gusssere (IIalorageae).  

The  monocotyjedon,, one of the  
primary divisions of angiosperm,,  

typically possess largo  
leaves with broad  

	

°°5 	sheathing bases contain- 

	

?)'.. 	jog a very great number  
of bundle.. This result, in the  
number of bundles present at any  

lInda.) 	 given level of the stem being (nor.  
dj ', ' " 	t,  mously increased. These bundles  
cιι1kό ιs'. 	 are scattered in a definite though not 
,. Aeasiur  used. 	 superocially obvious order through  
L 
 fi5 Ι  Υ naiL 	

the conjunctive tissue of the steTe, 
Jitjssnii 	 which occupie. nearly the whole  

as.  Skio.inbs, sith sεcsmρsιίνόςαss.  diameter of the item, the cortex  
being reduced to a very narrow  

• Surtαιndiπg ραreσεhυeυh osue  layer, or duaappcanng altogether 
edt,•  vi the  buedis .,. tunnels,-  (fig. ,). The mu. 01 conjunctive  
salons. I wait, its lane ide of tissue is developed a, a  terse-celled

" giwund-tis.ue," and round each  
bsindlethtr.isa" peridesm"wiiich  

Is often  fibrous (hg.  ιό ).  It is possible  to  sappose  that this con-
dition is denved from the 'relic condition already referred to,  
but the .vidence on the whok leads to the concluiion that it lisa  
amen απ increase in the nimiber of the bundles within the  ‚ide,  
the individuality of the bundle asserting itself after its escape from  

the original bundle-ring of the primitive cylinder. 

In the stems of many water-plants various gages of  reductiosi  
of the vascular system, especially of the xylem, ate met with, and 
very often this reduction leads to the formation  of a 
compact stale in which the individuality of the separate  ;;=ί,  

bundle, may be suppressed, so that a closed cylinder  τ  
of xylem surrounds a pith. The phlcem is generally ' ' 

uareduced,  and there I. normally a well marked  eadodermis  (fig. 17).  

han, —T,ses,e,na  soil., vi the side ‚4 the stem via .,i.e-ibai  (N.'.');  
I.  l.tnvdhilai xbuaavl eit'e.eiiiae  miss. ρls.  tibiae., ..  ssd.d.  

In other case, the reduction goes much further, till the endodermi,  
eventually come, to aurround nothing  but an intercellular channel 
formed in place of the stelar tissue.  

Iii the blade of a typical loaf of a vascular plant—essentially a  
thin plate of assimilating tissue—the vascular wstein take, the  

form of • number of .e ρarate, usually branching and 
ariastomosing strands. These, with their associated  
stereom,  form a kind of framework which is of great 1.;Τ of 
importance in supporting the mesophyll; but also, and R  chiefly, they provide a number of channels, penn- 
trating  every part of the leaf along which waten and dissolved 
salt., are conveyed to, and elaliorated focd.,ubstancea from, the  
mesophyll cells. The bundle-system  i,  of  
course continuous with that of the petiole 	 . 

and stem. The leaf-bundle, are always  J 
collateral (the phloem being turned down-
ward, asd the xylem upwards), even in  
Ferns, where the petiolar strand, are con-
centric, and they have the ordinary me,O-
dean, and perideam of the collateral  
bundle. The latter is often sckriicd,  
especially opposite the pbloem, and to a  
less extent opposite the xylem, as in the  
stem. As a bundle is traced towards its  
blind termination in the mesopbyll the  
perldesmic stereom  first disappears, the 
sieve-tube, of the  pbloem  are replaced b  
narrow elongated parenchyma cells, whic  
sours die out, and the bundle ends with a  
strand of trachei& covered by the phloeo-
terms. sheath.  

The structure of the stole of the primary  
root as it is found in moat Pteridopliytes  
and many Phanerogams has been already  
described. The radial structure is char-
actenstic -of all root-steles, which have in essential point.  

• remarkably uniform structure throughout the vascular plants,  

a fact no doubt largely dependent on the very uniform con-
ditions 'mdxi' which they live. While the side of the primary  
root in both Gymsosperms and Angicaperma Is usually diarcb  

or tetrarch, the large primary root-stoles of many adventitious 
roots axe frequently polyazch, sometimes with a very large 
number of protoxykms. Such a stele stldom has the centre  
filled up with xylem, this being replaced by a large-celled 
pith, so that a aiphoncetelic structure is acquired (fig. '5). 
Sometimes, however, the centre of a bulky root side has  

strand, of metaxylem (to which may be added strands of men-
;shiers) scattered through it, the interstices  being filled with  
conjunctive. The conjunctive of a root-stole possomng a  peth is
often  selerised  between the pith and the pericycle. Soowtinsea  
all the parenchyma within the stele undergoes this change. In 
the roots of som, palms and orchids a "pelystelic" structure  
detains. 	 . 

In certain families of  Αngiο.ρerms  a peculiar tissue, called fades- 
insist ii».' is met with. This take, the  (oem  of long usually  

Tin. is.—Vmkalsa.t,on sf  ι  P,l,,.ite,s *teeming the 
sasod.e  5,556, it,.  iuus,  
'a,ardsasd  the.  seiwade.  
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debly  bunched teιher ωhiefι penetuat.  the other tissues of the  
plant mainly In a longitudinal direction. They possess a delicate  
LΙSΙCΙΙ SΙe.  layer  of protoplasm, with numerous small nuclei lining  
lb...' the wall., while the Interior of the tube (corTeeponding 

 with  the cell-vacuole) contain, a  fluid called  insex,  
coiwsting  of an emulsion of hee granule, and drop.  cl vuiy  various  
substanceS ,usp.nded  in a watery medium In which  variou,  other  
substance.  (seita, sugare, rubber.producer,,  tannin., alkaloids and  
various  enxyme.)  are  dl οΙνed.  Of the suspended substance,,  
grains of  caοιιicbοsic  drope of resin and oil,  proteld ciyttais  and  
stagcb  grains may be mentioned. Of this varied mixture of sub- 
stances some are undoubtedly plaid. (5.5. of use in constructing  
new  ρIant-t1iiιe),  other, are apparently end -products of nieta.  
balsam, In other word. eremat, though they are not actually cast  

out from the plant-body. The relation  
of the laticiferou, tissue to the assimi'  

lating cells under which they often end,  
and the fact that where this u,s'ie is  

richly developed the conducting paren- 
chymnof the bundles, and .ometime.also  
the sieve-tubes, are poorly developed, as  
well as various other fact,, point to the  
conclusion that the laticiferou. system 

 has an Important function in conduct- 
ing plastic substances, in addition to  
acting as an excretory reservoir As a  
secondary function we may recognize,  
In certeu' cases, the power of closing  
wound,, which result, from the rapid  
coagulation of exuded latex in contact  
with the air.  Thc ΙΓ.-e if  πτt't π rntι  
as rubber-producers (notably  iiesm  
bra,iliensis.  the Pam rubber-tree) tit-
pends  on this property. The trees are  
regularly tapped and the coagulated  
latex which exudes is collected and  
worked up into rubber. Opium is ob-
tained from the latex of the opium  poopy  
(Papas'er somniferum),  which contains 
the alkaloid morphine. 

Laticiferous  tissue is of two kind. • 
(i)  la& ifcross cells  (coenocytes) (fig. 19)  
which branch but do not  anastomose,  and  
the apices of which keep pace in their 
growth with that of the other tissues of 

' s bΤ . (scene, &ε.) ; (2)1α2ιcτfeιοιιτ σes sets fig ιο) 
tram  which are formed  rows 0 men.  

Fr&  ι -Α  patti,  el  • '.dat. ateitatic  cells, the walls separating the  
lιrο,, ossenqfe dli.sdid it el  eels breaking down, no  thai  a  oe ιν rk 

'  '55'" sm°' of  laticifetnu,  tubes arises  (Papaver.  
acaae Hsi'e,n,&c.). Inaomecasea( ί lisaai, 

Copvolvulaceae, &c.) rows  οι  cells with latex-like contents  
occur, but the walls separating the individual cells do not break  
down. 

Tbe  body of a vascular plant is developed In the heat place 
by repeated division of the fertilized egg and the growth of 

 Dm5-e- the products of division, The body thus form ed  
mess.! is called the embryo, and this develop, into the adult 

plant, not by continued growth of all its parts as  
Τώ ιιοι.  in an animal, but by localization of the regions of 
cell-division and growth, such a localized region being called a  
gi-owing -poinl.  This localization takes place first at the two 
free ends of the primary axis, the descending part of which is 
the primary root, and the ascending the primary shoot. Later,  
the axis branches by the formation of few growing-points, and  
in this may the complex system of axes forming the body  
of the ordinary vascular plant is built up. In the glowering  
plants the embryo, after developing up to a certain point,  atope 

 growing and rests, enclosed within the seed. It is only ott 
 "germination "of the latter  thai  the development of the embryo 

 into the free plant Is begun. In the Pteridophytca, on the other 
band, development from the egg is continuous.  

Tb. mple  division of tissues is laid down in most cues at a  
very early period of development—in the flowering plants usually 
before the resting stage is reached. In many  Pteridophytes  the 
first leaf Is formed very early, and the first vaicular strand is  
developed at he base, usually becoming continuous with the cylinder 
of the root; the strand of the second leaf IS formed in similar way 
and runs down to join that of the first, so that the item stale is formed  
by the joined bases of the leaf-traces.  Ta  other cases, however, a  
continuous primitive stele In developed, extending from the piles.  
sties to the primary toot, the  )saf-tvse.• ιοί  later. This hi  

correlated with the  nompemaively  late  farmatlon  and mall develo*  
meet of the first l.aνeέ  The evsdene. scarcely .dmlts of adecisiot  
as to which of these methods is to be regarded as primitive in dement.  
In the nced.forming plants  (Ph'snsrogams)  one or more primary leaves  
(ceiykdoisO  are already formed in the resting embryo. In cases 
where the devtlopment of the embryo is .dvanced at the resting  
period, trace, ruin from the cotyledons and determine the symmetry  
pf the Stele of the primitive axis, the upper part of which often shows 
stem.Ctructur., in some respects at least, and is called the h' ροcοty. 
ledonazy stem or  hyjiocolpi,  while the lower part is the primasy rOot  

fAlSe, Sach.. Fme  Via..' Tot-Joel  ή  Stacy, by  peenl,siosj  

Fis ss.—L'lldfetou,  Verdi  Γ  eon the cedes iS the net  S'onossis  
&i,$sk., W,g,slioi settles  

A,  SIljhily mit,sSnd.  Β.  A small  psetisa hi'My ,ssjsiled.  

(rodsole) In other canes the root structure of the stele continues 
 uρ  to the cotyledoliary node, though the  hypocotyl  is still to be dis-

tinguished from the p ri mary root by the character  cl  its epidermis.  
On germination of the seed the radicle first grows Out, increasing 
in size as. whole, and noon adding to its tissues by cell division  
at its apical growing-point. The  ΙιyροcοιγΙ  usually elongates, bυ its  
cells increasing very,  greatly in the longitudinal direction bοιδ in  
number and size, so that the cotyl edons are raised into the air as  
the hint foliage-leaves. Further growth in length of the stem is  
thenceforward confined to the apical growing point situated between  
the cotyledons. In other case, this growing-point becomes active  
at 01Ks, there being little or no elongation of the hypocotyl and the  
cotyledon or cotyledon, remaining in the seed.  , 

The structure of the grswisg.points or apical meristems  vanes  
much in different canes. In most  I°teridophytes  there is a single  
Urge apical cell at the end of each stem and root axis.  
This usually has the foists of a tetrahedron, with its 	 ,  

base nicSsspying the surface of the body of the ams  
sad its Spex pointing towards the Interior. In the stem, segments  
are successively cut off from the sides of the tetrahedron, and by  
their subsequent division the body of the stem is produced. in the  
root exactly the same thing occurs, but segments are cut off also  
from the base of the tetrahedron, and by the division of these 
the  root.cap  is formed (fig. xi) In both stem and root early wall,  
separate the cortex from the stale. The epidermis in the stem  
and the surface layer of the root soon become, diflerentiated from  
the underlying tissue. In some Pteridophyte sterns the apical cell  
is wedge-shaped, In others prismatic; in the latter cue segments  
mecut off from the end of the prints turned towards the body of  
the sties. In other cue,, again, a group of two or four prismatic  
tells takms the pingm of the apical cell. Segment, are ibets  cut  ci  
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from the outer sides of these milk! cells. In moot of the Ptianero- 
gamo  the apical (or primary) me,islem, instead of consisting of 

 a single apical cell or a group of initials, is stratified—s.c. there is  

10 	 1'  

(Meer Stembumer.  Foot,, Yin,,,' Tool-Book of  Bnigny,  by  ronslnio, .) 

Fin  oi.—Modios t.o,,giiodinal Snolios ib.osah the Apes of the Root of 

I,  ApkoI  

k.  lsoal tou000t οι ,000 'oop. 
kg.  Ooitooioso Iayno  of  000i.00io.  

Ρ.  Wofi meeting 110,1' baboon the platonic  
P sod the  ploebf'ui  I'S  

',  Wolf  'os,kina  the  iusoo  limit of the  osι00 
CoiteL  

more than one layer of initials (fig. sal Throughout the Angio-
nperms  the epidermis of the shoot originates from separate initials,  
which never divide tangentially. no that the young shoot is covered  
by a single layer of dividing cells, the  d' τmέofοgcn.  Below this are 

(Aft,,,, Do  Ba,,.  Pose, Vim,' Tool - BooS  of  Boiony,  by  penoisilou.)  

Fin.  oo—M,,dioo to,'giiodisol Sootiso'  of the  000obse  Point of the Stem 01  Hifl'oii  
,,daar,i, ,,boodoj • isany-Ioye.vd nonnoisis,  

1, Rudiment of foot, 1,  donnotoim,  

the initials of the cortex and central cylinder Whether these are  
always in layers which remain separate is not known, but it is certatn  
that in many cases such layers cannot be distinguished. This, 
however. may be due to irregulartty of division and displacement 
of the cells by irregular t οoions destroytng the obstous layered 
arrangement. In some cases there is a perfectly definite line of 
separation between the young cylinder  (plrromc)  and young cortex  
(periiolem),  the latter having one or more layers of initials at the  
actual apex. This clear separation between periblem and picrome 
is mostly found in plants whose stem-apex forms a naked cone. 
the leaves being produced relatively late, so that the stele of the 
young stem is obvious abo"e the youngest leaf-traces (fig. as). Where  
the leaven are drvrloped early, they often quite overshadow the 
actual apex of the stem, and the rapid formation of leaf-tissue 
disturbs the obviousness of. and perhaps actually destroys, the  
tratilled  arrangement of the shoot initials, in this case also,  

the differentiatIon of leaf-bundle., which typle.fly begins it lbs 
base of the leaf and extends upwards mID the leaf and downward.  
into the stem, Is the first phenomenon in the development of vascular  
tissue, and is seen at a higher level than the formation of a stale.  
The latter is produced (except in cases of aiinpiele aseel) ,  where a 
cylinder is never formed) after a number of le αf-ustes have appeared  
on  dilfrrent sides of the stem so as to fore. a circle as .me in Owns-
verse  ectlοn1  the spaces iιιιeτνening beΙw ιn adjacent bundles  
bec v  i'  bridged by email-celled tissue closing the cylinder.  
In  ι  tissue fresh bundles may become dWertntaated. and what 

 rem,  ofitbecomestberaysoftbefully.fecmedetek. Many 
can, list which are intermediate between the two extreme type.  

id. in these the stele becomes obvious in transverse section  
at it the same level as that at which the flout ό f.trace. are 
de's' ed. Where • large-celled pith Is developed this often  

i  obvious very early, and in some case. It appme' to have 
sepa ■ initials situated below those of the hollow vascular cylinder.  
In toe cases where there is apparently a well-marked pierces. 
at the apex, this is really the young pith, the distinction between the  
stelar  and cοτιΙcaΙ initIals, jut exists, being, asia no often the case,  
impossible to make out. The young tissue of the staler cylinder,  
in the  cas,  of the modified sipbono'telecharscteTistic of the dscotyk- 
donous stem. differs from the adjoining pith and cortex in its narrow 

 elongated calls, a difference produced by the .c ορρi)ιg of transverse  
and the Increased frequency of longitudinal drnzlons. Thi,  is 
especially the case in the young vascular bundles themselves (des-
rages, sirosda)  The protoxykm and protophloem are developed 
a few cells from the 'inner and outer margins respectively of the  
desmogen strand, the desmogenic tissue left over giving rise to the  
segments of endocycle and pericyck capping the bundle. Differ.  
entiation of the xylem progresses outwards, of the pbloem inwards,  
but the two tissue, never meet In the centre. Sometimes develop-
ment stops altogether, and a layer of undiffernnt'iatad peresicbyma 
(the meaide.m) is left ό weeπ them; or it may continue indefinitely,  
the central cells keeping pace by their tangential divIsion with the 
differeiidation of tissue on each side. in this case the formation of  
the pnmary bundle passes straight over into the formation  cl  
secondary tissue by a cumbium, and no line can be drawn between  
the two processes The differentiation of the stelar gereom. which  
usually takes the form of a sclerlzad pevicycle. and may extend  
to the onndocycle and ρΓts of the rays, takes place in most cases  
later than the formhtioo of the peimary vascular strand. In the 
very frequent cases when, the bundles have considerable individual-
ity, the fibrous " pericyclic" cap very drady baa a common origin  
from the same strand of tissue is the vascular elements themselves,  
In such cases it is part of the pesidesm or sheath of elongated narrow. 
celled tissue surrounding the individual bundle. 

The separation of layers in the apical mesistem of the root is 
usually very much more obvious than in that cl the stem. The 
outermost is the  calyp'rogen,  which gives rise to the root-cap, and in 
Dicotyledons  ιο  the piliferous layer as well. The  p0,05km.  one  
cell thick at the apex, produces the cortex, to which the pilifercus  
layer belongs in Monocotyledons; sod the  plirmise.  which is nearly  
always sharply separated from the periblem, gives rise to the vascular  
cylinder In a few case, the boundarie, of the different layers  
are not traceable The protoxylems and the phloem strands are 

 developed  alternately, just within the outer limit of the young  
cylinder The differentiation of metaxylem follows according to 
the type of root.stele. and1  finally, any stereom there may be to  
developed Differentiation is very much more rapid.'-s.i. the tissues 
are completely formed much nearer to the apex, then is the case in 
the stem. This ii owing to the elongating region (in which proto. 
xylem and protophloem alone are differentiated) being very much  
ihorter than tn the stem. The root heirs ‚mw out from the 
cells of the piliferous layer immediately behind the elongating  
region. 

The branches of the stem arise by multiplication of the cells of 
 the epidermis and cortex at a given spot giving rise to a protuber-

ance, at the end of which an apical meristem in ν tabΙisbed The  
vascular system is connected in various ways with that cl the 
parent axis by the differentiation of bundkoconiseioons across the  
cortex of the latter. This is known as  exogesol'a branch'ίoπnaiοni.  
In the root, on the other hand, the origin of branches is  aiidogr,wsts.  
The cells of the perirycle, usually opposite a protoxylem  grand.  
divide tangentially and give rise to a new gTowusg.polnt.  The new  
root thus laid down burrows through the cortex of the mother-ri  
and finally emerges into the soil. The conoexions of its stele with  
thai  of the parent axis are made across the pericycle of the latter.  
Its cortex is never in connrxion with the cortex of the parent, but 
with its  pencycle. Adwnisnom roofs, arising from stains, usually  
take origin in the perlcycle, but sometimes from other pasta of the  
conjunctive.  

In most of the existing Pteridophyles. in the  Monocotyledotia.  
and in annual plants among the  Dicolyledona,.,  there is no  
further growth of much structural importance In the  
tissues after differentiation from the primary rneri-
stems. But in nearly all perennial Dicotyledons,  
in all ilicotyledonotia and gymnc'peTmouI Irma arid  ,)ietibi.  
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and in fossil Pleridophytea bofosging to all the great groups,  

certain layers of cells remain meristematic among the permanent  

tissues, or after passing through a resting stage reacquire uteri-
atematic properties, and give rise to  sscoiidnry iiasws.  Such  
meristematic layers are called secondary  msrsskms.  There are  
two chief secondary medetems, the cambii'm and the  ibΙιeΙkg'st.  
The formation of secondary tissues is characteristic of most  

woody plants, to whatever dais they belong. Every great  
group or phylum of vascular plants, when it has become domi-
nant in the vegetation of the world, has produced members with 
the tree habit arising by the formation of a thick woody trunk, 
in most cases by the activity of a cambium. 

The 'gmbsum  in the typical case, which is by far the most  
frequent, continues the primary differentiation of xylem and  
phloem in the dmmogen strand (see above), or anses in the resting  

mssode,m or mesocycle and adds new (secondary) xylem and phlocm  
to the primary tissues. New tangential walls arise in the cells  
which are the seat of cambial activity, and an imlial  layer of cells  
is established which cuts off  rusue mafher."its ott the inside and out-
side, alternately contributing to the xylem and to the phloem  Λ  
tissue mother-cell of the xylem may. in the mcii advanced types  

of Dicotyledons. give rise to—(  i)  a tracheid. () a segment of a vessel;  
() a xylem-fibre, or (4) a vertical file of xylem.parenchyma cells.  
in the last case the mother-cell divides by a number cl horizontal  

walls.  Λ tissue mother-cell of the phloem may give rise to  (i)  a  
segment of a sieve-tube with its companion cell or cells;  (ala  phloem  
fibre; (3) a single phinem-parenchyma (cambiform) cell, or a vertical  
file of short parenchyma cells. At certain points the cambium  
does not give rise to xylem and phloein elements, but cuts off cells  
on both sides which elongate radially and divide by horizontal  
walls. When a given initial cell of the cambium has once begun to  
produce cells of this sort it continues the process, so that a radial  

plate of parenchyma cells is fo,med stretching in one plane through  

the xylem and phloem. Such a cell-plate is called a mtdulinry my.  
It is essentially a living tissue, and serves to place all the living  

cells of the secondary vascular tissues in communicatioe. Itcon-
ducts plastic substances inwards from the corteX. and its cells are  
frequently full of starch, which they store in winter They are  
accompanied by intercellular channels serving for the conduction  
of oxygen to. and carbon dioxide from the living cells in the interior 
of the wood, which would otherwise be cut off from the meals of 
respiiaiion. The xylem and phloem parenchyma consist of living  
cells, fundamentally similar in most respects to the medullary ray  
cells, which sometimes replace them altogether. The parenchyma is  
often arranged in tangential bends between the layers of  sstve-
tubes and tracheal elements. The xylem parenchyma is often  
found in strands associated with the tracheal elements. Thcxe  

grands are not isolated, but form a connected network through the  
wood. The xylem farencltyma cells are connected, as arc the  
medullary ray cells, with the tracheal elements by one-sided bordered  
pits—s.c. pita with a border on the tracheal element side, and simple  
on the parenchyma cell side. The fibres are frequently found in  
tangential bands between similar bands of tracheae or sieve-tubes.  
The fibrous bands are generally formed towards the end of the year's  
growth  ώ  thickness. l'he fibres belong to the same morphologicai  
category as the parenchyma. varous transitions being tound be-
tween them; thus there may be thin-walled cells of the shape of  
fibres, or ordinary fibres may be divided into a number of super-
posed cells. These intermediate cells, like the ordinary parenchyma,  

frequently store starch, and the fibres themselves, though  usually 
dead. sometimes retain their protoplasm, and in that case may also  
be used for starch accumulations. The vessels and tracheida are  
very various in size, shape and structure in different plants. They  

are nearly always aggregated in strands, which, like those of the  
parenchyma, are not isolated, but are connected with one another.  
Ιιι  a few cases some of the tracheids have very thick walls and  
reduced cavities, functioning as mechanical rather than as water.  
conducting elements. All transitions are found between such forms  
and typical tracheids. These  fiόre4ra ιh'sds  are easily confused  
on superficial view with the true wood.flbres belonging to the paren-
chymatous system: but their pita are always bordered. though in  
the extreme type they are reduced to mere slits in the wall. The  
sieve-tubes of the secondary phloetn usually have very oblique  
end-walls bearing a row of sieve-plates; plate, also occur on the  
radial side-walls.  

The  tissue-elements 'use described are found only in the more  
complicated secondary vascular tissues of certain Dicotyledons.  
Λ  considerable evolution in complexity can be traced in passing  

from the simplest forms of xylem and phloem found in the primary  
vascular tissues both among Pteridophytes and Phanerogam.  
to these highly differentiated types. in the simplest condition we  
have merely tracheae and sieve-tubes, respectively associated with  
parenchyma. which in the former case is usually amylom. ti. cone'ssts  
of starch-containing cells, and in the latter of proteid cells. This  
type is found in nearly all Pteridophyte. and, so far as is known, in 
Cycadofllicss.  both in primary and seeossd.ry dome. The .Isr,cm  

is furnished sitisis' by cortical cell, or by the tracheal element,, in  
a few cases by fibres which ere probably homologous with sieve.  

tubes, Among Gymnosperma the secondary xylem is similarly  
simple, consisting of tracheids which act as .tereom as well as hydrom,  
and a little amylom ; while the phloesn-parenchyma sometimes under.  
goes a differentiation, part being developed as amylom.  part as  
proteid calls immediately associated with the sieve-tube. In  
other cases the pmteid cell, of the secondary phlcem do not form part  
of the phloem.parenchyma. but occupy the top and bottom 
retest of of the medullary rays, the middle rows consisting of ordinary  

starchy cells. The top and bottom rows of the xylem rays are often  

developed as irreguiady.thickened radially-elongated  tracheids  
which serve for the radial conduction of water, and communicate  
with the ordinary tracheids of the secondary xylem by large bordered  

pits. The primary vascular tissues of Angiosperms aix likes/18e  
nearly always simple, consisting merely of tracheae and sieve.tubes  
often associated with amylom. A cbarsctenstic peculiarity, both  

a 

(Tom Green's  Vqu&I. Pkydekgy, bυ pewiolus.)  
Flu . —Ssiilus of but of hυροοαιυό dαοαrυ gs,s of  Rulssi 'soms,',.  

.. Smith shsgb.  it  the outrsislIies of the teoro its tofu 5·. nprensiod is  
5,  easibkss fryer. 

inthe primary and secondary tissue, is that the proteid cells of the 
phloem are here always sister-cells of the kptoids and are known  
as  ‚mnpassow.ulJs  In the secondary tissues of Dkotyledons we  
may have, as already described, considerably more differentiation  
of the cells, all the varieties being referable, however, of the one  
hand to the tracheal or sieve-tube type, on the other to the paren-
rhyme type. The main feature is the development of special vas-
cular storeom and storage tissue. In some cases special secreting  
tissue,, resin ducts, oil glands. lat'sciferous tissue, crystal sacs.  
&c.. may be developed among the ordinary secondary vascular  
elements.  

The limit of each yra?s Increment of secondary wood. In those  
plants whose yearly activity is interrupted by a regular winter  
or dry sessoa, is marked by a more or less distinct 	ωσsesι line. which is produced by the sharp contrast between  
the wood formed in the late summer of one year  
(characterized by the sparseness or small diameter of the tra-
cheal elements, or by the preponderance of fibres, or by a com-
bination of these characters, giving a denseness to the wood)  
and the loose spring wood of the next year. with its absence of  
fibres, or its numerous large tracheae. The abundance of water-
conducting channels is in relation to the need for a large and rapid  

supply of waicr to the unfolding leaves in the spring and early  
summer. In Gymnospenns. where vessels and fibres are absent.  
the late summer wood is composed of radially narrow thick-walled  
tracheida. the wood of the succeeding spring being wide-celled and 
this.walled, so that the limit cl  the years growth is very well  
marked. The older wood ofs large tree forming a cylinder In the  
centre of the trunk frequently undergoes marked changes in chsrac-
tm The living elements die, and the walls of all the cells often  
become hardened, owing to the deposit in them of special substances.  
Wood thus altered Is known si heart-wood, or dsrassra, as  

tinguiahed from the young aap.wood, or olbarauim. which, forming  
a cylinder next the csmbium. remains alive and carries on the active  
functions of the xylem, particularly the conduction of water The  
heart-wood metes to he of any use to the tree except as support,  

but owing to its dryness and hsrdnessii alase is of much use tot'  
industrial purposes. The great hardness of teak is due to the silica  
deposited in the heart-wood, and the special colouring matters  of 
various wood,, such as satinwoed. ebony. &e.. are confined to the  

heart-wood. In some cases the hesrt.wood, instead of becoming speci.  

ally hard, remains soft and easily rota, so that the trunk of the tree  

frequently becomes hollow, as is commonly the case in the willow,  
Hesrt'wood is first formed at very different epochs in the hfe  
of a tree. acοrdi πg to the species—er. after fifteen. to twenty  
years is the nak. fοττγ yeses in the a.h. &c. 
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In many mmml plants no camblum is famed at all, and the  
time is true of most perennial Ptendophytes and Mosiocotyledosis.  

When the vascular tissue of such plants is arranged 
in separate bundles these are said to be dosed. The 

'' bundles of plants which form cambium are on the 
contrary, called open. In stems with open bundles the formation  
91 cambium and secondary tissue may be confined to these, when it 
is said to be entirely  fascicak.r.  In that case either very little  
secondary tissue is formed, as in the gourds, some  R.anunculsreae,  

or a considerable amount may be produced (clematis, barberry,  
ivy) In the latter event the cells of the primary rays are either  
merely stretched radially, or they divide to keep pace wiih the growth 
of the bundles. If this division occurs by muss of a Inured  

cοndarγ meristein connecting the cambial layers of adjacent  
bundles, an  snirr'as'i'tdar  is formed in addition to the laacicular  
cambiam. The snierfascicular cambiimm may fowm nothing but  
parenchymatou. tissue, producing merely continuations of the 
primary rays. Such rays are usually broader and more conspicuous 
than the secondary rays formed within the wedges of wood opposite  

the pnmary bundles, and are distinguished as  (.nmwupal  rays  
from these narrower «d,ordisa" or  fasciusdar rays (fig 24). This 
is the typical case in most trees whert the primary bundles are close 
tο e ί hοr Where the primary bundles are tanker apart. so that the 
primary rays art wider, the interfascicular cambium may form 
neeral fairly broad (principal) secondary rays in continuation of  

certain radial bands of the primary ray, and between these, wedges 
of secondary xylem and ρh Ιοem or. finally, secondary xylem  
and ihlοem  may be Incised by the whole circumference of the 
cambium, fascicular and interfascicular alike, interrupted only by 
narrow secondary rays, which have no relation to the primary oslea. 

(Alter Lay, from Gem,'.  Vmo.M' Ph,sldoi,,  by  penislsslux)  
Fit. ,‚ —Smtiou  of  ibiss.ysur-atd  grins! Lime,  

ρnteem ‚.  Coors; 4,  pSlomis  sub  diernutist 'tt'rd,  el  tbrnu, 	e.tsbms end  
armχbymss. " pnanipul  ray ii  , siiteediaoi.s  jays, it.  eastbss,x.  

In a good many cases, sometimes in isolated genera or species,  
sometime, chsracterixtic of whole families, so-called anomalous  
‚•ss&ial tern+ are formed in the stem, either as an extension of.  
or in addition  ιο.  the onginal cambial cylinder. They are fre-
quently associated with irregiilanties in she activity of the original 
cambium. Irregularity of cambsum occurs in various families of 
woody dicotyledonous plants, mostly among the woody climbers, 
known as Sissies.  chsmcttriatic cl tropical and sub-tropical forests.  
In the simplest cases the cambium produces xylem more freely along 
certain tracts of the circumference than along others,  ιο  that the 
stem loses its original cylindncal form and become, elliptical or 
lobed in section. In others the secondary pliloem is produced more 
abundantly in those places where the secondary xylem is deficient, 
so that the stern remain, cylindrical in section. the phloein occupyIng 
the bays loft in the xylem mass. Sometimes in such cases the cam-
bium ceases to be active round these bays and joins across the out-
side of the bay, where it resumes its normal activity, thus isolating  
a pinker strand, or, as it is sometimes called, a  fskloi'm isΙ aιsd.  in the 
midst of the xylem. The significance of these phenomena, which pre-
sent many minor modificationa in different cases, is not fully under-
stood, but one purpose of the formation of phlocm promuntories and 
islands seem, to be the protection of the sieve-tubes from crushing by 
the of teo considerable peripheral pressure that to exercised on the  

stems of these ha. SCm.IInse, the orIginal cambiai ring is  
broken into several arcs, etch of which is compitted into an indepen-
dent Circle. no that several independent secondary vascularcylindrrs 
are formed. The formation of additional cambial cylinder. or  
bands occur, In the most various families of Dicotyledona and in 
some Gymnosperms. They may arise in the pencycle or endocycle  
of the stein, in the cortex of the stem, or In the parenchyma of the 
secondary xylem or pinloem. The activity of the new camhiiim  
is often associated with the stoppage of the original one. Some-
times the activity of the surees'ive cambi υmχ simply results in the  
formation of concentric rings or arcs of secondary xylem and phloess.  
In other cases a most intricate arrangement of secondary tissue 
masses is produced, quite impossible to interpret ttilen.i all stages 
of their development have been followed. Sometimes in hasteS  
the whole stem breaks up into separate woody strands, often twisted 
like the strands of a rOpe, and running into one another at intervals.  
Απ  ordinary cambiiim ma scarcely ever found in the Monocotyledons,  
but in certain woody forms a secondary meristem is formed outside 
the prImary bundles, and gives rise externally to a little secondary 
cortex, and internally to a secondary pnrvnchyma in which are 
developed numerous zones of additional bundles, usually of concen-
tric structure, with pinloem suyreanded by xylem. 

Tine cambium in the root, which is found generally In those plants  
which possess a cimbium in the stem, always begins in the con-
junctis'e tissue internal to the primary phloems, and 
forms new (secondary) phloem in contact with the 
primary, and secondsry xylem internally. in roots  
which thicken but slightly, whose cambium usually appears late, 
it is confined  ιο  these regions. If the development of secondary  
tissues is  ιο  proceed further, area of cambium are formed in the 
pericycle external to the primary xykms, and the two rend cambial 
arcs join, forming a continuous, wavy line on transverse section. 
with bays opposite theprimary phloems and promontorie. opposite  
the primary xylems. Owing to the resistance offered by the hard 
first-formed secondary xylem, the bays are pushed outwards as 
growth proceeds, and the wavy line becomes a circle. Opposite  

the primary xylems, the cambium either u) forms parenchyma on  
both aides, making a broad, secondary (pnnclpaf) ray, which inter-
rupts the vascular ring and is divided at its Inner extremity by the  
islet of primary ay Ιem or (b) forms secondary xylem and pliloem in 
the ordinary way, completing the vascular ring, in either care, 
narrow, secondary rays are formed at intervals, just as in the sires.  
Thus the structure of an old thickened root approximates to that of 
an old thickened stein, and so far as the vascular tissue is concemised 
can often only be distinguished from the letter by the position and  
orientation of the primary xylems. The cambium of the primary 
roo, together with the tissues which it forms, Is always directly 
continuous with that of the primary stem, just In the same way as  
the tissues of the pr mary stale. The so-called anomalous cambiums 
In roots follow the same lines a.. those of  the stem. 

In nearly all plants which produce secondary vascular tissues  
by means of a cambium there is another layer of secondary meristem  
arising externally to, but In quite the same fashion as, 
the cambium, and producing like the latter an external  
and an in ι ernl secondary tissue. This Is the  $oΙΙost,  Ρ j'iijsejιι,  
and the whole of the tissue it gives rise to is known as  
$wridis-m. The phellogen derive, its annie from the fact that its 
external product is the characteristic (issue known as cork.  This 
consists typically of close-fitting layers of cells with completely  

suberised  walls. intended  ιο  replace the epidermis as the external  
protective layer of the plant when the latter, incapable as it is o1 
further growth after its original formation, is broken and cast  σ 

 by the Increase 10 thickness of the stem through the activity of the  
rambium. Cork is also formed ulmilarly in the root after the latter  
has passed through its primary stage as an absorptive °men, and 
its structure is becoming assimilated to that of the stem. '[be inter'  
eel tissue formed by the phelloges is known as  phdfodesia,  and con-
sists usually of ordinary parerichyma. The phelkigen may arise.  
in the first place, in any tissue of the asis euternal to the actual  
vascular tissues—so, in the epidermis itself (rarely), in any la1 i χs- of 
the cortex, or in the pericycle. Its most usual seat of origin in the  
stem is the extern/it layer of the cortex immediately below the  
epidermis, in the root, the pericyck. All the tissues external to the 
cork are cast off by the plant. The extent of development of 
the phelloderm is dependent upon whether the phgllogcii hs a 
superficial or a deep.seated origin. In the former case the formstxni 
olphelloderm is tnvlal in αmοιιπtt in the latter, considerable since  
this tissue ha. to replace the cast-cit cortex, as a metabolic and  
parncul.udy a storage tissue.  

Provision is made for gaseous inrerchange between the internal 
tissues and the external air after the formation of cork, by  the de-
velopment of  Ιcπ licefι.  These are special organs which 
interrupt  the continuity of the impermeable layer of  
ordinary cork-celia. A !entice{ is formed by the pbelkgetx at 
given spot dividing very actively and gls'lngnse to a loose c'sa,oe σf 
rounded cells which soon lose their contents, and between which air  
can pass to the tissues below (fig. 25). A lentkel appear, to the χχ ked  
eye ass rounded or elongated scat, often forming a distinct prumims'  

enceon the surface of the organ. '[be lennicels of the stem ate usuafly 
Rimed bengath stomata, who., function they take up after the 
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pheliogen is replaced by successive new  phellogenic  layers of deeper  
and deeper origin, each forming its own layer of cork. Eventually  

she new  phellogrns  reach the level of the secondary  pliloem,  and are  
formed in the parenchyma of the latter, keeping pace In their inward  
march  wIth  the formation of fresh secondary phloem by the cam.  
bium.  The complex system of dead and dying tissues cut  oll  by  
these successive  periderms,  together with the latter themselves—
in fact, everything outside the innermost  pheliogen,  constitutes  
what is often known botanically as the bark of the tree.  Rhytidome  

is. however, a preferable term, as the word bark has long been  estab-
lisheel  in popular usage to mean all the tissue that can easily be  
peeled  a€ ι.ι. everything down to the wood of the tree. The rough  
surface of the hark of many trees is due to the successive  phellogens  
iot  arising in regular concentric zones, but forming in arcs which  

join with the earlier-formed arcs, and thus causing the hark  
to come  oIl  in  8akes  or thick chunks.  Λ  layir  of cork is regularly  
'armed in most  Pbanerogam.  across the base of the petiole before  
leaf fall, so as to cover the wound roused  bγ the separation of the 
leaf from the stem. Special "wound-cork '  Is also often formed  
round accidental Injuries so as to prevent the rotting of the tissues  
by the soaking in of rain and the entrance of fungal spo res and  
bacteria.  Λ  peculiar  modilicalion  of  periderm  is formed by the  
pheilcigen  in the submerged organs (roots or stems) of many aquatic  
or marsh-loving plants. ThIs  may take various  ίοτms  and  mmiy 
cover the whole of the organ or be localized in special regions: but  

Its cells are always Using end are separated by very large Intercellular  
pzces  containing air. This tissue is called  ecreschy,s,  and no doubt  

its function is to facilitate the respiration of the organs on which  It 
is formed and to which the access of oxygen is difficult. In other  
cases, a similar  formatIon  of spongy but dead  periderm  tissue may  
occur for the same purpose in  ipecial  patches, called  paesssaiodis.  
en the roots of certain trees living in marshy place s, whieJi  rise  
above the soil in order to obtain air.  

Hislory  and  B,bliogropky.—The study of plant anatomy was 
begun in the middle of the seventeenth century as a direct  
result of the construction of microscopes, with which a clear  
view of the structur, of plant tissues could be obtained. The  

Englishman Grew and the Italian Malpighi almost  sinsul-
taneously published illustrated works on the subject, in which 
they described, for the most part very accsiratdy, what they saw  
with the new instruments. The subject was practically dormant  

for nearly a century and a hail, largely owing to the dominance  
of dasaiScatoiy botany under the influence of Llnnsnus. It 
emsrevived by several German workers, prominent among  
whom were Tteviranus and Link, and later Moldenhasrer, as 
well as by the Frenchmen Mirbel, at the beginning of the xptb 
century. The new work largely centred round a discussion  
of the nature and origin of wards, conspicuous features in 
young plant tissues which thus acquired an importance In the 
contelnporaly literaturt out of proportion to their real signifi-
cance In the construction of the vascular plant. The whole 
of the writings of this time are dominated by a preoccupation  

with the functions of the different tissues, In itself an excellent  

standpoint for Investigation, but frequently leading In the case 
of these early investigators to one-aided and distorted views 
of the fact, of structure. The pIoneer  of modem plant anatomy 
was JIngo von Meld (A-  1840), who car,fully investIgated and 
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stomata have been  iuptured and cast all viii' the rest 01 the  epidtr-
mis.  Bath cork and  phelloderm  may be  dillerentiattd  in various  
ways. The former often has its cells  lignifled,  and may consist of  
alternate layers of hard and soft cells.  Tht  latter may develop  
stereom,  and may also be the seat of origin of new formations of  

various kinds—e.g. lupplementary vuc'dar  bundles,  asomalous  
cambial  ounes,  &c. It is often enormously developed and forms a  
very important tissue in roots. In the stem of a tree the  otiginal  

described the facts of anatomical structure without attenipthsg 
to lit them into preconceived views of their meaning. Hg  
produced a solid body of accurately described, facts which baa  
formed the secure groundwork of subsequent advance. From 
Mold down to the eighth decade of the century the study of 
anatomy was entirely in the hands of a group of German isivesii.  
gatoes, prominent among whom were several of the most eminent  
founders of modem scientific botany—such, foe instance, as 
Nigeli, Sanio and De Ηary To the first we owe the secure  
foundation of our knowledge of the structure and course of the  
vascular strands of the higher plants (" Lieber den Bau and die 
Anordnung der GefissbϋndeΙ bci den Stemm und Wurzel de  
Phanerogamen," Βeέk8gt  ear  w ιeaιchαfdi'hύ'ι, 'Bola,sk, Heft  
I., Leipzig, 1859); to the second the establishment of the sound 
morphological doctrine of the central cylinder of the axis as  
the starling-point for the consideration of the general arrange.  
merit of the tissues, and the first char distinction be1wen  
primary and secondary tissue.  (Be'a.sischs Zrilssg, tSdz and  
ι889);  to the last the putting together of the facts of plant . 

anatomy known up to the middle of the eighth decade of the 
century in thing, great encyclopaedia of plant anatomy, the  
νυgkiώ es'de Asw'ossii' der  V'gelaliomorgan'  801 den ?hems.- 
games mid Earnest (Stuttgart, 1876; Eng. trans.,  Cοrmtj'raJΙw  
A,ialossy  of the  Vege'aliee  Organs of the  Pkmserogams nnd  Fe,.,,  
Oxford, 1882). In 187ο-τ871 Van Tieghem published his  
great work, "Sue ha Raciοe,' Ann. ace.  isa'. /oS.  (Paris).  
This was not only in itself an important contribution to plant  
anatomy, but served as the starting-point of a series of researches  
by Van Tieghem and his pupils, which lisa coniiderably  
advanced our knowledge of the details of histology, and also  
culminated in the foundation of the doctrine of the stale (Van  
Tiegliem and Douliot, "Sur Is poiyaielie," Ann. ace. sap. bet.,  
1887; Van Tiegbem, Traill  dc  bo'asiiqae  (and ed. Ρaτis  
1889-1891). This has had a moSt important effect on the  
development in recent years of morphological anatomy.  

In the progress of the hail three decades, since the publication 
of Dc Bary's great work., live or six main lines of advance can be 
distinguished. First, the knowledge of the details  Mo*m  
of histology has of course advanced greatly in the A-eernsnj  
dircction through the ceaseless activity of very  
numerous, mainly German, workers, though no fundame ο. 
tally new types of tissue have been discovered. Secondly,t 
the histology of fossil plants, particularly woody plants  
of the csthonifcruu. period, h*a been placed on a sound basis, 
assimilated with general histological doctrine, and has consider-
ably enlarged our .conceptions of plant anatomy as a whole, 
though again without revealing any entirely new type. 0'  
structure, This branch of the subject, founded by Corda,'  
Cldppett, Stenzel and others in Germany, was enormously 
advanced by Willianwon's work on the Coal Measures plants, 
recorded In the magnificent series of memoirs, "Researches  

on the Organization of Fossil Plants of the Coal Measure, " (PhiL  
Trans. Roy.  Soc.,  you. L'xix., 1871-1893). The work of Soirta 
Laubads in Germany, Renault and Bertrand in France, and 
in recent years, of Zeiller in France, and Scott, Seward  
and ethers in England, has advanced our knowledge of the 
anatomy of fossil plants in an important degree. While con. 
vindng us that the plants of past ages in the earth's history 
were exposed to very similar cwnditiona of life, and made very 
much the same adaptive responses as their modern representa-
tive., one of the rosin results of this line of work has been 10  

reveal important data enabling us to fill various gaps In our 
morpbologicai knowledge and to obtain a more complete picture 
of the eνolυ ί in of tissues in the vascular plants, One of the 
most striking incidents in the progress has been the recognition 
within the last few years of the existence of an extinct group of 
plants lying on the borderland between Fihicaks and Gymno. 
sperms, and known as the Cycadofllices, a group in which, 
curiously enough, the reproductive organs remained undis-
covered for some time after the anatomy of the vegetative organs  
via sufficient!),  well known to allord clear evidence of their 
true ifinides. Thirdly, we have to record very conaderable 
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peogrme  In our knowledge of  distinctIvely morpbological  
anatomy,  i.e.  the study of tissues from the standpoint of  
evolution. The Russian  plant.anatomisI, Rune*, may be said  
to have 'minded the  consideratiun  of  ρΙant  tissues from the 
point of view  ef  descent  ( Vergkιώ end' L/siei'ssckirngen  jibe, di'  
L'iibssddkrypio'amea,  St Petersburg, *872  •  and  $eΙ,αώ Ινπgeiι  
fiber  LeiIbiiadd  sad  Griiiidgcwebe, Dorpat,  ι8).  He was ably 
followed by  Strasburger ((Jebel  deii  Bow used di'  Vurwh'rnigen  
der Leilaagsbekaei'  is des  P/oozes,  Jena,  z8qi), Haberlaitdl  
and others. The explicit adoption of this point of view has  
had the effect of clearing up and rendering definite the older  

morphological  doctdncs,  which for the most part had no fixed  
criterion by which they could be tested.  

Since about  1895 this branch has been most actively pursued in 
England, where the work of Boodle and of  Gwynne.Vaughan  
especially on Ferns) has been the moss important, leading to 
a coherent theory of the evolution of the vascular system  

these plants  (Tansley, Esdsl:os  of Ike  Piikiaeai'  Vascular 
 Syskm.  Cambridge, 1908);  and In America, where Jeffrey  baa  

published  imporlant  papers on the  morphologi,  of the vascular  
tissues of the various groups of  Ptcridophyles  and  Phanerogama  
and has sought to express his conclusions in a general  morpho.  
logical theory with appropriate terminology. As a result of this 
activity Van  Tieghem's  so-called  "Stelar  theory" has been  
revised and modifi ed  in the light of more extended and detailed  

anatomical and developmental knowledge.  Schoute's  Die  
SIdke.Tlgtwic (Groningen, '902), gives an important critical  
account of this subject 

Fourthly, attention must be called to the great development 
of what Is called "Systematic Anatomy,"  i.e.  the study of the 
anatomical features characteristic of the smaller groups of 
flowering plants,  i.e.  the orders, families, genera and species.  
Radikofer  (1883) was the first to call attention to the 
great importance of this method in systematic botany, as 
providing fresh characters on which to base a natural classifi-
cation.  Solereder's  great work,  Syskraaii'che Amilomi' der 

 Dkolyiedonen  (Stuttgart,  tδρ8- ι qο8 t Eng.  trans.,  ,fyskma& 
Assiosiy  of  Dicolykdons,  Oxford. 1 908), brings together so many 
of the facts as are at present known In an orderly arrangement.  
Theoretically this branch of the subject should connect with 
and form the completion of "morphological anatomy," but  
the field has not yet been  surnciently  explored to allow of the  
iiecesseiy synthcsis.  The true relation of "systematic" to 
"ecological "anatomy (see below) also awaits proper  elucklatlon.  

Fifthly, we have to record the foundation of the modem 
study of  "  physiological anatomy"  (i.e.  the study of the specific  
functions of the various tissues) by  Schwendener (Ds:  mechais-
ische Priscip  ins Βακ dc,'  Monoco!yie*, 1 874, and other works), 
followed by numerous pupils and others, among whom  ‚faber'  
lsndt (Physidogisehe Pjfisnaer'-Analomi',  Leipzig, sat  ed.,  ‚884,  
4th  ed., sgog,  and other works) is  pre.eminenI.  The pursuit  
of this study has not only thrown valuable light on the  econom)P  
*1 the plant as a whole, but forms an indispensable condition of 
the advance of morphological anatomy. A great deal of work  

still remains to be done in this department, which at the present 
time affords one of the most promising fields of. anatomical  
invesllgation.  

Finally we may mention "ecological anatomy," 1.'. the study 
of anatomical features  directly related to the habitat. A very  
considerable body of knowledge relating to this subject already 
exists, but further work on expe rimental lines Is urgently  
required to enable us to understand the actual economy of plants  

growing under different conditions of life and the true relation  
of the hereditary anatomical characters which form the subject 
matter of "systematic anatomy" to those which vary accord-
ing to the conditions In which the individual plant  ό  placed.  
On these lines the future of anatomical study presents almost  
inexhaustible possibilities. (A. G. T)  

Ph·ysioi.00y  or  Ρι.asτs  

'be so-called  scgeioble pkysielogy  of a generation ago was in  
armar  of  mimed, and particularly of  kismw', physJology,  the  

study of the latter being follow ed  by many mete  observeis,  
and from its relative degree of advancement being the more  
capable of rapid development. it was fully recognized by 
its followers that the dominating influence in the structure 
and working of the body was the protoplasm, and the division  
of labour which It exhibited, with the accompanying or result-
ing  differentiatIon  into various  ti,,sues,  was the special subject of  
investigation. Many who followed the study of vegetable 
structure did not at that time give an equal prominence to this 
view. The early histological researches of botanists led them 
to the recognition of the vegetable cell, and the leading writers  
In the middle of the  'qth  century pointed  out the probable 
identity of Von  MohI's  "protoplasm" with the  "sarcade"  of  
zoologists. They laid great stress on the nitrogenous nature  
of protoplasm, and noted that it preceded the formation of the 
cell-membrane. But by the ordinary student of thirty years  

later their work was to some extent overlooked, and the ‚dl-wall  
assumed a prominence to which It was not entitled. The study 
of the  diJcreniioiwa  of protoplasm was at that time seldom  
undertaken, and no particular  Sttentiοn  was paid either to 
fixing it, to enable staining methods to be accurately applied to 
it, or to studying the action of chemical reagents upon it. It is 
only comparatively recently that the methods of  hlsiologicsi  
invenligation  used by animal physiologists have been ca refully  
and systematically applied to the study of the vegetable organ-
isms. They have, however, been attended with wonderful 
results, and have revolutionized the whole study of  vrgetable  
structure. They have emphasized the statements of Von  
Mohl,  Cohn, and other writers alluded to, that the protoplasm 
is here also the dominant factor of the body, and that all the  
peculiarities of the cell-wall can only be Interpreted in the light  
of the needs of the living substance. 

The  Naiui'e  of  1/ic Orguniailio,'  of  the Plan!, and Ike  Relaiioas  
of Ike  Cc'l-Mcsjb,aae  hod  I/se Pro/opksm.—Tiuis  view of the  
structure of the plant and this method of investigation lead  sa  
to a greatly  modilltd  conception of Its  organfzation,  and afford 
more completely an explanation of the  pectillaritica  of form 
found in the vegetable kingdom.  

The study of simple organisms, many of which consist of 
nothing but a little mass of protoplasm, exhibiting a very 
rudimentary degree of differentiation, so far as our methods  
enable us to determine any at all, shows that the duties of 
existence can be discharged in the absence of any cell -walL  
Those organisms which possess the latter are a little higher in 
the scale of life than those which  rcmaln undothed  by It, but a  
comparison of the behaviour of the Iwo quickly enables  us to 
say that the membrane is of but secondary importance, and 
that for those which possess it, ills nothing more than a protec-
tive covering for the living substance. Its physical propert ies,  
permeabi li ty by water, extensibility and elastic ity, receive  
their interpretation in the needs of the latter. We come, 
accordingly, to regard it as pract ically an  exοskeletοα, and its  
functions as distinctly subordinate to those of the  proloplassn 
wbichitclothes. tee ρααs α little higher uρ the scide ο1 life  
we meet with forms consisting of two ox more cells, each of  
which contains  a similar minute mass of living  substance.  A  
study of them shows that each is practically independent of the 
others; In fact, the connexion between them is so slight that 
they can separate and each become free without the slightest dis-
advantage  ιο  another. So long as they are connected together 
mechanically they have apparently the power of influencing 
one another in various ways, and of passing  liqmd  or gaseous  
materials from one to another The  ponjoincd  organism is,  
in fact,  ..  colony or association of the protoplasmic units, though  
each unit retains its Independence. When we pass, again,  
ftom  these to examine more bulky, and consequently more  
complex, plants, we find that the differences which can be ob-
served between them and the simple lowly forms are capable  

of being referred to the increased number of the protoplasmic  

units and the consequent enla rged  built of the rags or colony.  
Every plant is thus found to be composed of a number of these 
protoplasmic units, or, as they may preferably be turned.  
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reie$ksk,  ill of wblch are at &.t mctly alike in apoeIranc.  

and in properties. This Is evident in the case of such plants as 
have a body consisting of (dements or platen of cells, and is  
little less conspIcuous in these who.e mass is but small, though 
the cells are evidently capable of eo.nputatioir in timedimen-
sions. It doe, not at last appear to be the same with the  
bulkier pilots, such aa  ώ .  ordinary green herb., shs'the or trees,  
but a study of their earlier development indicates that they do  
not ω the outsit differ in any way from the simple undifferen-
tiated forms. Each commences its existence as a simple naked  
protopisat, in the enibroyo.eac or the archegunlum. as the case  
may be. ether the curious fusion with another similar proto..  
plait, which conatliutea what we call fertilization, the next  
stage in complexity already aoted may he observed, the pinto-
plasm becoming clothed by a cell.membnne. Very aoon the  
single cell givea rile to a chain of cells, and this in turn to a cell  
mass, the individual units of which are at last quite uniform.  
With Increase of number, however, and coeisequsntly  enlarge-
ment of bulk in the colony, didsreutiatlon becomes compulsory . 
Tb. requirements of  ώ .  several peotoplast. must be met by  
supplies from without, and, as many of them are deep seated,  
vsrietlei of need ache,  ιο  that various members of the colony  
are set apart for special duties, mama of them being devoted  
to the discharge of one function, others to that of another, and  
ιο  on. Such limitations of the powers and properties of the  
Individuals have for their object the well-being of the communIty  
of which those individuals are constituents.  

Physid.gicd σsd Mor$d.gicoJ Dejercitklk.i—Tbe  last  
Indication of this differentIation in the vegetative body of the  
plant can be seen not only II the terrestrial green plants which 
have been particularly referred to, but also in the bulkier sea-
weeds it is an esteem/0n of the first dIfferentIatIon which was  
ob.ervableln the simple protoplasts last discussed, the formation,  
that is, of a protective covering. Fern and Its allies, which  
form conspIcuous members of the larger Algae, have their  
external cells much smaller, more closely put together, and  
generally much denser than the real of their tissue. In the lowly  
as well as the higher green plants we have evidence of special-
ixation of the external protoplsata for the same purpose, which  

lakes νανrater shapes and shows different degrees of complete-
ness, culminating in the elaborate barks which clothe our forest 
trees.  

The second prominent differentiation which presents itself  
takes the form of a provision to supply the living substance 
with water. This is a primal necessity of the protoplast, and 
every cell gives evidence of its need by adopting one of the 
various ways in which such need is supplied. What little 
differentiation can be found to exist in the protoplasm of the  
simple unicellular organism shows the importance of an adequate  
water-supply, and indeed, the dependence of life upon it. The 
naked cells which have been alluded to live in water, and call  
therefore for no differentIation in connexion with this necessity;  
but those which ace surrounded by a cell-wall always develop  
within themselvesa ro'uole  or cavity which occupies the greater  
part of their interior, and the hydrostatic pressure of whose  
contents keeps the protoplasm In contact with the membrane,  
setting up a condition of turgidity.  

The need for a constant supply of water is partly based upon  
the constitution of protoplasm, so far as we know it. The 
apparently structureless substance is saturated with it; and if 
once a cell Is completely dried, even at a low temperature, in the  

enormous majority of cases its life is gone and the restoration  

of water fails to enable it to recover. Besides this intimate  
relationship, however, we can point to other features of the 
necessity for a constantly renewed water supply, The proto-
plasm derives Its food from substances in solution in the water; 
the various waste producta which are incident to Its life are  
excreted into it, and so removed from the sphere of its activity. 
The raw materials from which the food Is constructed are ab-
sorbed from the exterior in solution In water, and the latter is  
the medium through which the gaseous constituents necessary  
for life reach the protoplasm. Moreover, growth  is essentially  

dependent upon water.eupply. There  Γι  little wonder, then,  
that in a colony of protoplaass such as constitute a large plant  
a considerable degree of differentiation is evident, bearing upon  
the question of water supply. Certain cells of the exterior ale  
set apart for absorption of water from the soil, this being the  
source from which supplies are derived. Others are devoted  
to the work of carrying it to  ώ .  protoplests  situated In the  
interior and at  ώ .  extmaltlss  of the plant, a  cmidwJi*g iyskm  
of considerable complexity being the result.  

Other collections of cells are in many cases set apart for giving  
rigidity and strength to the mess of the plant. It is evident  
that as the latter Incresses In bulk, more and more attention  
must be paid to the dangers of uprooting by winds and storms. 
Various mechanisms have been adopted In different cases, some  
connected with the subterranean and others with the sub-aerial  
ροnios  of the plant. Another kind of differentiation in such a  
cell-mass as we are dealing with Is the setting apart of particular  
groups of cell, for various metabolic purposes. We have  
the formation of numerous mechanisms which have arisen in  
connezion with the question of food supply, which may not  

only involve partIcular cells, but also lead to differentIation  
in the protoplasm of those cells, as In the development of the  
chloroplaatida of the leaves and other green parts.  

The irster.relatlona of the members of a large colony of proto-
plssts such as constitute a tree, demand much adjustment.  

Relations with the exterior are continually changing, and the  
needs of different regions of the interior are continually  varying, 
from time to time. Two featurse which ere essentially  proto- - 
plasmiC  assume a great importance when we consider these  
relations. They are the power of receiving Impressions or  
stimuli from the exterior, and of communicating with each  
other, with the view of co.ordlnatlng a suitable response. We 
have nothing structural which corresponds to the former of  

these. In this matter, differentiation has proceeded vesy  
differently in animals and plants respectively, no nervesorsense 
organs being structurally recognizable. Communication between  
the various protoplasts of the colony is, however, carried on 
by means of Inc protoplasmic threads, which are continuous  
through the cell-walls. 

All the peculiarities of structure which we encounter conse-
quently support the view with which we started, that the proto-
plasm of the plant is the dominant factor In vegetable structure, 
and that there need be but one subject of physiology, which 
must embrace the behaviour of protoplasm wherever found.  
There can be no doubt that there is no fundamental difference  
between the living substance of animals and plants, for many 
forms exist which cannot be referred with certainty to either 
kingdom. Free-swimming organisms without cell-membranes 
exist in both, and from them .series of forms can be traced in 
both directions. Cellulose, the material of which vegetable  
cell-walls are almost universally composed, at any rate in their 
early condition, is known to occur, though only seldom, among 
animal organisms. Such forms as  Vdswx  and the group of the 
M'yxomycdes  have been continually referred to both kingdoms, 
and their true systematk ρο itioπ is still a subject of controversy. 
All physiology, consequently, mutt be based upon the identity 
of the protoplasm of all living beings. 

This method of study has to a large extent modilled our ideas 
of the relative importance of the parts of such an organism as 
a large tree. The interest with which we regard the latter no 
longer turns upon the details of the structure of its trunk, limbs 
and roots, to which the living substance of the more superffcisi  
parts was subordinated. Instead of regarding these as only 
ministering to the construction of the bulky portions, the living 
protoplasts take the last place as the essential portion of the  
tree, and all the other features are important mainly as minister-
ing to their individual well-being and to their multiplication. 
The latter feature is the growth of the tree, the well-being of the 
protoplasts it its 11/' and  henlih.  The Interest passes from the  
bulky dense interior, with the elaborate features of its cell-walls, 
to the superdclal parts, where its life is in evidence. We see 
herein the reason for the great subdivision of the body, with its  
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neΙy  cut twigs and their ultimate expansions, the leaves, and  

we recognize that this  subdiviaion  is only an  expresaion  of the 
need to place the  Iivrng  substance in direct relationship with the  

environment. The formation and gradually Increasing thickness  
of its bark are explained by the continually increasing need of  

adequate protection to the living cortex, under the strain of the  

Increasing framework which the enormous  multIplication  of  
its living  protoplasts  demands, and the development of which  
lead, to continual rupture of the exterior. The Increas ing  
development of the wood as the tree grows older is largely due 
to the demands for the conduction of mares sad mineral matters  
dissolved in it, which are made by the increased number of leaves  
which from year to year it bean, and which must each be put  
into  communicatIon  with  the central mass by the formation  

of new vascular bundles. Similar considerations apply to the  
peculiar features of the root-system. All these po ints of struc-
ture can Only be correctly interpreted after a consideration  

of the needs of the Individual  protoplasts,  sad of the large 
colony of which the),  are members.  

Cougar  Ziikr'hasies m.d  their  Mech'rn&,m.— Another feature 
 of the construction of the plant has in recent years come Into  

greater prominence than was formerly the case. The organism 
is largely  dependeni  for its vital processes upon gaseous inter-
changes. It must receive a large  constiluent  of what ultimately  
becomes its food from the air which surrounds it, and it must also 
take in from the same source the oxygen of Its respiratory  

processes. On the other hand, the aerial environment presents  
considerable danger to the young and tender parts. where the 

 protoplszts  are most exposed to extremes of heal, cold, wet, &c  

These must in some way be harmonized. No doubt the primary  

object of the cell-wall of even the humblest  protoplast  is pro.  
tection,  and this too is the meaning of the coarser  tegumentazy  
structures of a bulkier plant. These vary considerably in  
completeness with its age; in its younger parts the outer cells  

well  undergOes  the change known as  csikulw'iza'ion,  the materiel 
being changed both in chemical composition and in physical  
properties. The corky layers which take so prominent a share  

in the formation of the bark are similarly modified and  subserve  
the same purpose. But these protective layers are in the main 
impermeable by gases and by either liquid or vapour, and prevent 
the access of either to the  proloplasts  which need them. Investi-
gations carried out by Blackman, and by Brown sad  Escombe,  
have shown clearly thee the view put forward by  Bouisingault,  
that such absorption of gases  takes  place through the cuticular  
covering of the younger parts of the plant, is erroneous and can  
no longer be supported. The difficult) ,  is solved by the provision 
of a complete system of minute intercellular spaces which form 
a continuous series of delicate cana ls  between the cells, extending 
throughout the whole substance of the plant. Every  proloplast, 

 except in the very young regions, has part of its surface abutting 
on these, so that its well is  acceskible  to the gases necessary 
for its vital processes. There is no need for  cuticularisation 

 here, as the external dangerous influences do not reach the 
Interior, and the processes of absorption which  Boussingault 

 attributed to the external  cuticularized  cells can take place 
freely through the delicate cell-walls Of the interior, saturat ed 

 as these are with Water. This system of channels is in com-
munication with the outer atmosphere through numerous 
small apertures, known as  sionsqig,  which are abundant upon  
the leaves and young twigs, and gaseous interchange between 
the plant and the air is by their a ssistance rendered constant 
and safe. This system of intercellular spaces, extending 
throughout the plant, constitut es  a reservoir, charged with an 
atmosphere which differs somewhat in its composition from the  

external air, its gaseous constituents varying from time to time  

and from place to place, In consequence of the interchanges  
between itself and the  protoplasts.  It constitutes practically 
the exterior environment of the  protoplasts,  though it is ramify-
ing through the interior of the plant. 

The importance of this provision in the care of  aquatic vascular  
plant, of sturdy bulk is even greater than in that of terrestrial  

organisms, as their environment offers considerable obstacles  

to the renewal of the air In their  intettor.  They are without  
stomata on their submerged portions, and the entry of gases 
can only take place  by'di υsiοιι  from the water through their  
external cells, which are not  cuticularizod.  These which are  
only partially submerged bear  atoinata  on their exposed portions,  
so that their environment approximat es  towards that of a 
terrestrial plant, but the communication ev en  in their case is  mitch  
less easy and complete, so that they need α muchlergeτ reserνοiτ  
of air In their interior. Th is  Is secured by the development 
of much larger intercellular spaces,  amounting  to lacunas or  
passages of very considerable alas, which are found ramifying  
in different ways in their interior.  

Tresupiraiios. —Jn  the case of terrestrial plants, the continual  
renewal of the water contained in the  vacuolea  of the  pxotoplaaa  
demands a copious and cont inuous  evaporation. This serves  
a double purpose, bringing up from the soil continually a supply  
of the soluble mineral matters  eacematy  for their metabolic  
processes, which only enter the plant In solutions of extreme  
dilution, and at the same time keeping the plant cool by the  
process of evaporation.  Th.  latter function has been found to 
be Of extreme Importance in the case of plants exposed to the 
direct access of the suit's rays, the heat of  whIch  would rapidly 
cause the death of the  proioplaats  were It not employed in the 
evaporation of the water. Brown and  Escombe  have shown that 
the amount of solar energy taken up by a green leaf may often 
be fifty times as much as it can utilize In the const ructive pro.  
ceases  of which it Is the seat, lithe heat were allowed to arcs-  
=dare Its the leaf unchecked, they have comput ed  that its 
temperature would rise during bright sunshine at the rate of 
more than 12° C. per minute, with of course very rapidly fatal 
resells. What is not used in the  constnKIive  processes is  
employed in the evaporation of the water, the leaf being thus  

kept cool. Whether the leaf I. brightly or only  moderately  
Illuminated, the same relative proportions of the  1ιal eeergy  
absorbed are devoted 10 the purposes of composition and con.  
struction  respectively. This large  evaporalion,  which constitutes 
the so-called  Wajss*iraIiea  of  planis.  takes place not into the  
external air but Into this same intercellular apace system, being 
possible only through the delicate cell-walls upon which it abuts,  

as the external coating, whether bark, cork or cuticle, is  

impermeable by watery vapour. The latter ultimately reaches  

the external air by diffusion through the stomata, whose dimen-
sions vary in proportion as the amount of water in the epidermal  
cells becomes greater or less.  

Mcchanisei  end FtiticJio"  of  Slomolg.— Ii is not quite erect  
to speak of either the gaseous interchanges or the transpiration 
as taking place through the stomata. The entry of gas es  into,  
and exit from, the cells, as well as the actual exhalation of watery 
vapour from the latter, take place In the interc el lular space  
system of which the stomata are the outlets. The opening and 
closing of the stomata lathe result οf  variation In the turgidity of  
their guard cells, which is immediately affected by the  cot'ditios  
of turgidity of the cells of the epidermis contiguous to them. 
The amount α  watery vapour In the air passing through a  
stoma has no effect upon it, as the surfaces of the guard cells  

abutting on the air chamber are strongly  cstticularired,  sod there-
fore impermeable. The only way in which their turgidity is 
modified is by the entry of water into them from the contiguous 
cells of the general epiderm is  and its subsequent withdrawal 
through the same channel This opening and closing of the  
stomata must be looked upon as having a direct bearing only 
on the emission of watery vapour. There  is  distinct advantage 
in the regulation of this escape, and the mechanism Is directly 
connected with the greater or smaller quantity of water in the  
plant, and especially in its  epldermsl  cells. This power of  
varying the area of the apertur es  by which gases enter the  
internal reservoirs is not advantageo us  to the gaseous inter-
changes—indeed it may be directly the reverse. It may lead 
to an Incipient asphyxiation, as the supply of oxygen may be  

greatly Interfered wi th  and the escape of carbon dioxide may be  
almost stopped. It may at other times lead to great difficulties  
in the supply of the gaseous cons tituents  which are used In the  
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manufacture of food. The importance of  tilnsplrstlon, is,  
however, so great, that these risks must be run.  

The  Ακesιι  of  Waler  its Trees.—The  suppiy  of water to the  
peripheral  protoplasla  of a tree is consequently of the grit  
importance. The means by which such a supply Is ensured are  
by no means clearly  'mderstood,  but many agencies are probably  
at work. The natural source of the water is to ell cares  thosoil,  
and few  pianti  normally obtain any from elsewhere. The water  
of the soil, which In well-drained soil Is met with in the form of  
delicate films surrounding the particles of solid matter, Is  
absorbed  iisio  the plant by the delicate hairs borne by the young  
roots, the  entzy  being effected by a  psoceas  of modified osmosis.  
Multitudes of such baits on the branches of the roots cause the  
entry of great quantities of water, which by a subsequent similar  
osmotic action accumulates in the cortex of the  Nota.  The great  
turgidity which Is thus caused exerts a considerable hydrostatic  

pressure on the stele of the root, the ves sels of the wood of which  
are sometimes filled with water, but ii other times contain air,  
and this often under a pressure less thin the ordinary atmospheric  
pressure. This pressure of the turgid cortex on the central  
attic  ignown es red  pTcssi're,  and is of very  conslderablt  amount.  
This pressure leads  ιο  the filling of the vessels of the wood of  
both root and stem in the early part of the year, before the leaves  
have expanded, and gives rise to the exudation of fluid known as  
bleeding when young sterna are cut In early spring.  

Root pressure is one of the forces co-operating in the forcing  

of the tearer upwards. The evaporation which is associated with  
tranlplratlon is no doubt another, but by themselves they are  
insufficient to explain the process of lifting water  ιο  the tops of  

'all trees. There is at present also a want of agreement among  

botanists as to the path which the water takes In the structural  

elements of the tree, two views being held. The older Is that the  

water travels in the woody cell-walls of the  vaacular  bundles,  
mainly under the action of the forces of root pressure and trans-
piration, and *let the cavitie,of the veoselacontainonly sir. The  
other is that the vessels are not empty, but that the water travels  

in their cavi ties, which contain columns of water In the course of  
which are large bubbles of air. On this view the water Bows  
upwards under the influence of variations of pressure and tension  

in the vessels. These forces however fail to furnish a complete  

explanation of the ascent of the current, and others have been  
thought to supplement them, which have more or less weight.  

Westermaier  and  Godlcwsld  put forward the view that the living  

cells of the medullary rays of the wood, by a speci es  of osmosis,  
act as a kind of pumping apparatus, by the aid of which the  
water is lifted to the top of the tree, a series of pumping-stations  

being formed. Though this at Brat met with tome acceptance,  

Strasburger  showed that the action goes on in great lengths of  
stem the cells of which have been killed by poison or by the  

action of heat. More recently, Dixon and  Joly  in Dublin and  
Askenasy  in Germany have suggested the action of another  

force. They have shown that columns of water of very small  
diameter can so resist tensile strain that they can be lifted bodily  

Instead of Bowing along the channel. They suggest that the  
forces causing the movement are complex, and draw particular  

attention to the pull upwards In consequence of disturbances in  

the leaves. In these we have (s) the evaporation from the damp  
delicate cell-walls into the intercellular spaces; (a) the imbibition  

by the cell-wall of water from the vacuole; (3)  osmotic  actidn,  
consequent upon the subsequent increased concentration of the  

cell sap, drawing water from the  w οd  cells or vessels which abut  
upon the leaf parenchyma. They do not, of course, deny the  
co-operation of the other forces whi ch  have been suggested,  
except so far as these are incons istent with the motion of the  
water in the form of separate columns rather than a Bowing  

stream. This view requires the existence of certain anatomical  

arrangements to secure the isolation of the aeparatecolumns,  and  
cannot be said to be fully established.  

Natere  of the Food of  Plo'its.—Tbe recognition of the fundamental 
Identity of the living substance in animals and plants has directed  
sttcntion to the manner In which pa πts are nourished, and especially  
to the exact nature of their'[ood. The idea was till recently currently  

accepted, that anything which plants absorbed from without, and  

which went to build up their organic  subethaica, or to supply theta  
with energy, or to exert some beneficial influence upon their meta  
bolietn, etrnstitutsd tbeii'joed. Now, as the materials which  plants 
absorb are cssbea dioxide from the sir, and various inorganic  

cumpounds from the soil, together with water, it is clear that if this 
view is correct, vegetable protoplasm must be fed in a very different  
way from animal and on very different mategials.  Α  study of the  
whol, vegetable ό αgdοeo, however, negatives the theory that the  
compounds absorbed are in the strict sense to be called food. Fungal  
and ρhaπer ιmic parasites cii' make no use of such substances as  
carbon diuxsde, but draw elaborated products from the bodies of  
their hosts. Thcae Fungi which are sapsophytic can only live  
when supplied with organic compounds p1 some complexity, which  
they derive from decomposing amal or vegetable matter. Even 
in the higher flow pla ering 	nts, ini n which the proceases of the absorp.  
tian of substances From the environment has been moat fully studied,  
there is a stage in their life is which the nutritive processes approxi.  
mate very closely to those of the group last mentioned. When the  
young epocophyte first bogies ha independent We—.when, that is.  
it exist. In the form of the embryo lit the seed—Its living substance  
has no power of utilizing the simple Inorganic compounds spoken of. 
Its nutritive pabulum in supplied  ιο it in the shape of certain complex  
organic substances which have been stored in some pert or other of  
the seed 1  sometimes even in Its own tissues, by the parent plant  
from which it springs. When the tuber of a potato begins to gees  
mutate the shoots which it puts out desive their food from the  
accumulated store of nutritive material which has been laid up Is  
the cells of the tuber. If we examine the seat of active growth is  
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substanc orme , 
are not supplied with carbon dicidde and mineral matter, but with  
such elaborated material as minuend proteid substances, or other,  
closely allied to them.  

ldeislily ofdi.  Food dAtsimals mid Pleats—It Is evidently to the  
actual seats of consumption of food, and of consequent nutriiion  
and Increase of living substance, that we nlsould turn when we wish  
to inquire what are the nutritive material, of plants. If we go back  
to the first instance cited, the embryo In the seed and its developnn.nt  
during germination, we can ascertain what is necessary for its life 
by inquiring whet are the mstenals which are deposited in the seed,  
and which become exhausted by consumption as growth and develop.  
mane proceed. We find them to consist of representatives of the  
great classes of foodstuffs on which animal protoplasm is nourished 
and whose presence renders seeds such vsluable material for animal  
consumption. They are mainly carbohydrates such as starch and  
sugar. proteids in the form of globulins or albumoses, and in many  
cases fats and oils, while certain other bodies of similar nutritive  
value are less widely distributed.  

The differences between the nutritive processes of the animal  
and the plant are not therefore fundamental, as they were formerly  
held to b. The general vegetable protoplasm has not the capacity  
of being nourished by inorganic substances which are denied to the  
living substance of the animal world. Differences connected with  

the mode of supply of nutntive material do exist, but they are mainly  
correlated with the structure of the organisms, which makes the  

method of absorption different. The cell-walls of plants render the  
entry,  of solid material into the organism impossible. The food  
must enter in solution in order to pass the wall,. Moreover, the  
stationary habit of plants, and the almost total absence of locomo'  
tiori, makes it impossible for them to seek their food.  

	

The SΙκ, iο.J λρρσια tus 	Pleats for conaIriielitig Fod..—The  

explanation of the apparent difference of food supply is very simple.  
Plants are furnished with a constructive mechanism by which they  
are enabled to fabricate the food on which they live from the inos'.  
ganic, gaseous and liquid matters which they absorb. The fact  
of such absorptIon does not render these substances food; they are  
taken in not as food, but as raw niateriala to be subjected to the  

action of this constructive mechanism, and by 41 to be converted  
into substances that can nourish protoplasm, both vegetable and  
animal. It is sometimes forgotten, when discussing questions of 
animal nuTrition, that all the food materials of all living organisms  
are prepared originally from inorganic substances in exactly the same  

way, in exactly the same place, and by the same machinery, which is  
the chlorophyll apparatus of the vegetable kingdom.  Α  consideration  
of these facts emphasizes still more fully the view with which we set  
out, that all living aubstance is fundamentally the same, though  
differentiated both anatomically and physiologically in many direc- 
tions and in different degrees. All is nourished alike on materials  
originally prepared by a mechanism attached to the higher vegetable  
organism, and capable of being dissociated, in iheory at least.  
from Its own special means of nutrition, if by the latter term we  
understand the appropriation by the protoplasm of the materials  
so constructed.  

The chlorophyll appsrntos of plantS demands a certain descrip'  
tion. It consists essentially of a number of minute corpuscles  dr 
plasiids, the protoplasmic substance of which i3 impregnated with • 
green colouring matter. These bodies, known technically as  chkro-
plans. arc found embedded in the protoplasm of the cells of the meso'  
phyll of foliage loaves, of certain of the cells of some of the leaves of  
the Bower, and  cl  the cortex of the young twigs and  petioks.  Usually  
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they are absent from the cells of the epidermis, though In some of 
the lower plant, theyare met with there also. The plastida are not  
rigidly embedded in the cytoplasm but aix capable of a certain  
amount οί  movement therein. Each is a small protoplasmic  
body, in the meshes ci whose substance the green colouring matter  
chΙrn$43d ∆  is contained in some form of solution. Various solvents,  
such as benzene, akohol and chloroform, will dissolve out the  
pigment, leaving the plaitid colourless, Chlorophyll is not soluble 

ac In water, nor in ids or alkalies without decomposition.  
These plastids ire especially charged with the duty of manufactur.  

lag carbohydrates from the carbon dioxide which the air contains,  
and which is absorbed from it titer it has entered the intercellular  
passages and has so reached the cχΙό  containing the plsatids. This  
sotion is found to take place only in the presence of light, preferably  
moderate sunlight. The reason foe the distribution of the chioio.  
plaits described above is consequently seen. The relation of the  
chlorophyll to light has been studied by many observers, If a 
solution of the pigment is placed in the path of, beam of light which 
is then allowed to fall on a prism, the resulting spectrum will be 
found to be modified. Instead of presenting the appearance of  ά  
continuous bend in which all the colour, are represented, it is 
Interrupted by seven vertIcal dark spaces. The rays which in the  
absence of the solution of chlοroρhγll would hay, occupied those  
spaces have no power to peas through it, or in other words chlorophyll 
absorbs those particular rays of light which are missing.  

The absorption of these rays implies that the pigment absorbs 
radiant energy from the sun, and give, us some explanation of its 
power of constructing the carbohydrates which has been mentioned 
as the special work of the apparatus. The working of it is not at 
ill completely understood at present, nor can we say exactly what 
lithe part played by the pigment and what is the rflk of the prow.  
plasm of the plaaeid. It is not certain either whether the action  
of the chlorophyll apparatus is confined to the manufacture of 
carbohydrates or whether it is concerned, and if so how far, with 
the construction of peotcidz also. 

As the action of the chlorophyll apparatus is directly dependent  
upon light, and the immediate result of its activity is the building 
up οί  complex compounds, it has become usual to speak of the 
processes it sets up under the name of  ρhο'eιyπιbesυ.  

Pkdeusysllimis.—ln  the presence of light and when the plant is  
subjected to a suitable temperature, photosynthesis commvnce, 
provided that the plant Μα access to air containing its normai 
amount of carbon dioxide, about parts, or rather less, in '0.000. 
The process involve, the inter-action of water also, arid this, as we 
have seen, is always present in the cell. In addition, certain 
organic silts, particularly cerlain compounds of p οtassium, ire  
apparently neceseary, but thpy seem  ιο  take no part in the chemical  
changes which take place. The original hypothesis of Baeyer aug. 
grated that the course of eve nts is the following: the carbon dioxide 
Is decomposed into carbon monoxide and oxygen, while water is  
simultaneously split up into hydrogen and oxygen; the hydrogen 
arid the carbon monoxide unite to form formaldehyde and the οxνµeπ 
is exhaled. This explanation is unsatislactory from many points 
of view, but till quite recently no acceptable alternative bra been 
advanced. There is no evidence that carbon monoxide is ever 
produced, indeed there are strong reasons for disbelieving in its 
occurrence. The formation of formaldehyde hits till recently not  
been iarisfsctonlypctived, though it has been obtained from certain 
'cave, by distillation.  Certain Algae have been found capable  of 

 forming nutritive carbohydrates in darkness, when  supplied with 
a compound of this body with sodium-hydrogen-sulpbite. But it 
is certain thin it can only be present in a cell in veiy small amount 
at any moment, for an extremely dilute solution aces as a poison  
to protoplasm. If formed, as it probably is, it in immediately 
changed into some more complex combination, and so rendered 
Incapable of exerting its poisonous action. 

Baeyer'a  hypothesis was enterιaind by botanists partly because  
it explained the gaseous interchanges accompanying photosynthesis.  
These show that a definite intake of carbon dioxide is always 
accompanied by an exhalation of an equal volume of oxygen. 

Recent investigations have confirmed Bseyer's view of the forma-
tion of formaldehyde, but a different explanation has been recently  
ad vented. The first chemical change suggested is an interaction 
between carbon dioxide and water, under the influence of light acting 
through chlorophyll, which leads to the simultantous formation of 
formaldehyde and hydrogen peroxide. The formaldehyde at once  
undergoes • process of condensation or polymerization by the proto.  
plasm of the plastid, while the hydrogen peroxide is said  ιο  be 
decomposed into water and free oxygen by another agency in the 
cell, of the nature of one of the enzymes of which we shall speak  
later.  

Polymerization of the aldehyde was also a feature of Baeyer's  
hypothesis, so that this view does not very materially differ from 
these he advanced. More emphasis is, however, now laid on the 
stilt, of the plasiid in polymerization, while the initial stages ale  
still not definitely explaincd.  

The seep, which lead from the appearance of formaldehyde to 
that of the first well-defined carbohydrate are again matters of 
speculation. There ere many possibilities, but no definite body  
of simpler composition than a sugar baa so far been detected. No,  

is the nature of the first formed sugar certain; the general opinion  
has been that it is a simple hexose such as glucose or fructose. 
CsH0O.. Brown and Morris in 1892 advanced strong reasons for  
thinking that cane.Iugar, C Η '1Οι', is the first caibdeydrate  
synthesized, and that the bexoses found in the plant result from 
the decomposition of ibis. The whole story of the different  
sugars existing in the plant—their relations and their several  
functions—requires renewed investigation. 

The first visible carbohydrate formed, one which spoons so 
rapidly en the commencement of phowsynthesia as to have been 
regraded as the first e ν idence of the setting up of the process.  
starch. This is met with in the for 	

iis 
m of small granular specks n 

the substance of the chlorephasr. specks which assume a blue colour  
when treated with a solution of iodine. Its vesy prompt appear. 
rune, as soo, as the apparatus bocinie active, led to the opinion  
formerly held, that the work of the latter was complete only when the  
starch was formed. We have seen that the starch is preceded by the  
formation of sugar, and its appearance is now interpreted as a sign 
of surplus manufacture. As much sugar as is produced In excess 
of the immediate iequirsnienta of the tell is converted into the 
insoluble form of starch by the plantidsof thechloeophyll apparatus, 
and is no withdrawn from the sphere of action, thereby enabling 
the connlruction cl further quantities of sugar to take place. The 
presence of too much sugar In solution in the sap of the cell 'mhib'ta 
the activity of the chlοτφlasιs; hence the n.ctsiity for its isunoval  
Stercb, indeed, wherever it appeara in the plant seems to be a naserve  
store of carbohydrate matrrial, deposited where it is found foe  
longer or shorter periods till it is needed for consumption. The  
readiness with which it is cotivertad into sugar fits It esgiociuly to  

be a reserve or stored material.  
Pivkid Formajisti. —We have seen that it has been suggested that 

the chlorophyll apparatus may perhaps be concerned in the manu-
facture of peoteids as well an of carbohydrates. II not, thee, must  
exist In the green plant, side by side with it, another ιοωhιeiseα 
which is concerned with the ιnanuΓacιυre of the complex compounds  
in which nitrogen is present. The independence of the two is sug-
gested by the tact that fungi can live, thrive and grow in nutritive....'  
media which contain carbohydrates together with certain salts  
of ammonia, but which are fre, Irons peoteida. It is metal, that  
their protoplasm cannot be nourished by inorganic compoesads of  
nitrogen, any more than that of animals. We must therefore  
surmise their possession of a mechanism which can construct proIeids, 
if supplied with these compounds of nitrogen together with sugar.  

The ρrοbability is that this mechanism Is to be found  ώ  greed 
plants in the leaves—at any rate there is  certain body of e νideme  

pointing in this direction. It may be, however, that there is πο  
special mechanism, but that this power isa particular differentiation  

el s physiological kind, existing in all veietableprntoplasni,ormn  
that of certain cιΗ. The idea of ass identity of ρmιαφlsza' does  
not involve a denial of special powers developed in it so different  

aituaiiora. and the possession of such a power by the vegetable  
cell is not more striking than the location of the powers of co-ordina.  
tion and thought in the protoplasm of cells of the human brain.  

But if we accept either view we have still to examine the Freese  
of construction in detail, with a view to ascertaining the stages by 
which peoteid is built up. Here unfortunately we find ourselves 
In the region of speculation and hypothesis rather than in that of 
fact. The nitrogen in absorbed by the plant In some form of combi.  
nation from the soil. The groni plant prefers as a rule iitrnrs of  
various metals, such as calcium, magnesium or pofanaixon. The  
fungus seems to do better when wpplitd with compounds of 
ammonia. The nitrogen of the atmosphere is riot called into ix-
qulsition, except by a fewplsnts and under special conditions, as  
will be explained later. The fate of these inorganic ezimpouade  
has riot been certainly mired, but they give rise later on to the  
presence in the plant of vanoun amno acid amides, such as leucis,  
fibrin, iisparagrn,  &c. That these are stages on the way to proteids  
has been inferred from the fact that when pToteids are split up by 
various means, and especially by the digestive =redeem these  
niitrojen-contalninig acids are smong the products which result.  

While we know little of the processes of proteid,'conatructsoia, we  
are almost completely in the dark ahio as to what are the particular 
proteids which are first constructed. 

Opinions are conflicting also as to the ccsnditionia under which 
proteida are formed. The,, ά  α certain amount of evidenca ‚bit at  
any rate in some cases light is necessary, and that the violet rays 
of the spectrum are chiefly concerned. But the subject requires  
elucidation from both chemical and biological points of view.  

The normal green plant is seen thus to be in posseonon  of a 
complete machinery for the manufacture of its own food. The way  
in which such food when manufactured is inc οφοrated into, and  
enabled to build up. the living substance is again hidden in obscurity. 
This is, however, also the case with the nutrition of animal peono.  

The building op and nutrition of the liviog sul*tsnco by the  
foods manufactured or absorbed is properly spoken of sa the asmnn's'  
lation of such food, lip to very recently the original absorption 
and subsequent treatment of the carbon dunideand the compounds 
of nitrogen has been called by the asme term. We frequently find 
the expression used. "the 'sasimilatsot' of carbon dioxide,  or of  
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uitrogen"  As this is not the incorporation of either into the living  
substance, but is only its manufacture into the complex substances  
which we find in the plant, it seems preferable to limit the term  
"assimilation" to the processes by which foods απ actually taken  
iste the protoplasm.  

.Symbiοs ίs.—Τhοugh  green plants thus posseaa a very complete  
mechanism for the manufactur, of their different foodstuffs, it is  
am always exercised to the fullest extent. Many of them are known  
ιο  supplement it, and some almost eitiiiely to replace it, by absorb' 
lag the food they need in α fully prepared condition from their  
environment, It may be that they procure It from decomposing  
organic matter in the soil, or they may get it by absorption from other 
plat,ts to which they attach themselves, or they may in rare cases 
obtain it by preying upon insect life. The power of green plants, 
not even specialized in any of their dirctions,  ιο  absorb certain  
carbohydrate., particularly sugars, from the soil was demonstrated  
by Acton in 1889. Similar observations have been made in the 
case of various compounds of nitrogen, though these have not been  

ιο  complex as the proteids. It was formerly the cust οπι to regard 
as parasite, all those plants which inserted roots or root-like organs  
into the tissues of other plant, and absorbed the contents oF the 
latter. The most conspicuous case, perhaps, of all then, Is the  
mistletoe, which flourishes luxuriantly upon the apple, the poplar  
end other tree.. Bonnier has drawn attention  Ιο the fact that the 
mistleto, in its turn, remaining green in the winter, contributes 
food material to its boat when the latter has lost Its leave,. The 
relationship thus existing he showed to be mutually beneficial, each 
at one time or another supplying the necessities of the ether. Such a 
e,lationship is known aa  symbiosis, and the large majority of the 
case, of so-called parasitism among green plant, can be refereed to 
it. Bonnier showed that the same  relaIinnλ ip  could be proved in 
the cases of such plants as the rattle  (Rktiems!ht's).  the eyo-bdght 
(Eipbrasic),  and other members of the Natural Order,, Scrophulari. 
some and Santalacese, which effect a union between their roots and  
the roots of other plants growing near them. The union taking 
place underground, while the bulk of both partners in the symbiosis  
rises into the air, renders the association a little difliesift to see, 
but there is no doubt that the plants In question do afford each οιhe 
amatance, forming, as it wet., a kind of partnership. The most 
pronounced case of parasitism, that of  Csiscsla,  the dodder, which 
infests particularly clover kId., appears to differ only in degree  
from those mentioned, for the plant, bare of leaves as It Is. yet con'  
rains a little chlorophyll. The advantages it can offer to its host  
are, however. infinitesimal when compared with the inury It does  
it. Many other cues of symbiosis have been investigated with 
some completeness, especially those in which lower plants than the 
Phane'ogsms απ concerned. The relationa of the Alga and the 
Fungus, which have formed α  dose sssocla'Ion,hip In She structure 
known as the Lichen, were established many years ago. Sines about 
iSSo our knowledge of the specie's which can enter into such 
relationship. hsa been materially extended, and the fung,sl con-
stituents of the Lichens are known  Ιο  Include Baaidlcsiiycetca  as 
well as Ascomycetes. 

Mywvblsss.—The  most Interesting case., however, in which 
Fungi form symbiotic relationships with green plants ha'-e  been 
discovered In connexion with forest trees. The roota of ninny of  
the latter, while growing freely In the soil are found to be surrounded  
with a dense feltwork of fungal mycelium, which sometimes forms a  
mas, of considerable size. The plants showing it are not all forest 
trees, but include also some Pteridophytrs and some of the prothellis  
of the Ferns, Club'mosse., Liverwort, and Horvetails, The true  
nature of the relationship was first recognized by Pklfer in t err. 
but few cases were known till recent years. Very compk'Ie examine' 
don, bowewr, has now been made of many instances, and the name  

yισrΙiir has been given to the symbiotic union. Two classes are 
recognised. In the first, which are called  &dvopk,  the lungal 
fitments forms thick felt or,lieath round the rem. either completcly 
enclosing it or leaving the apex free. They seldom penetrate she 
living cells, though they do so ins few case.. The root-hairs peite.  
irate between masse, of the hyphae of the Fungus. This type of  
mycorbiza is found among the Poplara, Oak. and Fir trees. The 
ether type is called  "adclropic.  The fungal filaments either pcnp' 
teat, the epidermis of the Toot, Or enter it from she stem s,'d ramify 
in the Interior. Some make their way through the cells of the outer 
part of the cortex towards the roOt-tIp, and form a myceliurn or  
feltwoek of hyphen, which generally occupies iwo or three layers of  
cells. From this branches pans into the middle nrgjois of the cortex  
and ramify through the interim half of its cell,. They often cause 

 a considerable hypeetrophy of the tissue. From the outer cortical  
mycelium, s,ln. breeches pass through the epidermis and glow  
out In the soil. In such cases the root, of the plants απ usually 
kund spreading In soils which contain a large amount of humus, 
or decaying vegetable matter. Theorgan'ic compounds of the latter  
are absorbed bχ the protruding fungal filaments, which take the  
place of root.hair,, time tree ceasing to develop the latter. The food  

ιο  absorbed passes to the outer cortical myrdium, and from this to 
the inner byphae. which ιρρee' to be the organs of the interchange  
of substance, for they are attracted  Ιο  the neighbourhood of the 
nuclei of the cells, which they ester, snd in which they form sgglom-
.watio'ss of inteiwovets filament., Tb. p,otharn oX cbs Ptenido.  

ρhyte‚ wldcb  kern sisnilar symbioses, show a somewhat different  
mode of arrangement, the Fungi occupying the external or the loweg  
layer, of the thalloid body.  

Tb,  discovery of the widespread occurrence of this mycorhizal  
symbiosis must be held to be one of the moat important result, of 
research upon the nutritive processes of plants during the closing  
decade of the t9th century. Among given plant. the symbionts 
include Conifer,, Orchidi, Ileatha, Oaks, Poplare and Beeche,, 
though all do not derive equal advantage, from the association. 
Moadmpiu afford an extreme case of it, having lost their chloeopbyfl 
almost entirely, and come to depend upon the Fungi for their nutri-
ment. The fungal constituent, vary considerably. Each species 
of green plant amy form a mycorhie. with two or three different  
Fungi, and a single species of Fungus may enter Into symbiosis  
with several green plants. The Fungi that have been discovered  
raking part in the union include  £ ■ol'wm Pyihiim, Delmer,
Agancas, Lacferiss, Pemcfflism  and many tither. of lea, frequent  
occurrence. All the known species belong to the Oomycetes, the  
Pyrenomycetes, the H)-menomycetei or the Gaateromycetes. The 
habit of forming mycorhizas is found more frequently in warm cli-
mates than cold; indeed, the percentage of the flora exhibiting this 
peculiarity seems to increase with a certain regularity from the  
Arctic Circle to She equator.  

Fixalio.  of  Imfilrogsit.—Another, and perhaps an even more impor-
tant, instance of symbiotic association ha, come to the front during 
the mine period. It is an alliance between the plants of the Natural  

Order Lcguminoeae and certain bacterium-like forms which find α  
home within the tissues of their roots. The importance of the  
symbiosis can only be understood by considering the relationship in 
which plants stand with regard to the free nitrogen of the air. Long  
ago the view that this gas might be the source of the combined 
nItregcn  found in different form, within the plant, was critically 
examined, particularly by Boussingault, and later by Lawes and 
Gilbert and by Pugh, and It was ascertained to be erroneous, the  
plants only taking nitrogen into their substance when it is presented 
to their contain the form of nitrate. of various metals, or compounds 
of ammonia. Many writers In recent years, among whom may be  
named espcc'mlly Itellriegel and Wilfarth, Law,, and Gilbert, and  
Schkrning and laurent, have shown that the Leguminosae as a  
group form conspicuous exceptions to this rule. While they are 
quite capable of taking up nitrates from the soil where and so long 
as these are present, they can grow arid thrive in soil which contains 
no combined nitrogen at all, deriving their supplies of this element  
In three cases from the air. The phenomena have been the subject  
of very cartful and critical examination for many years, and may be  
regarded a. satIsfactorily established. 'The power of fixing atmo-
spheric nitrogen by the higher plants seems to be confined to this 
solitary group, though It has brett stated by various observers with 
more or less emphasis that It is shared by others. Frank has claimed 

 ιο  have found oats, bυckbeans5  spurry, turnips, mustard, potatoes 
and Norway maples exercising It; Nobbe and other, have immted  
its possession  ιο  Eiiuogm's.  There is little direct evidence pointing 
to this extension of the power, and many experImenters directly  
contradict the statements of Frank.  

The power exercised by the Legnmlnoaae is associated with the 
presence of curious tubercular swellings upon their roots, which ate  
developed at a very early age, as they are cultivated in ordinary soil. 
If experimental plants are grown In sterilised soil, these .weliingsdo  
not appear, and the plant can then use no atmospheric nitrogen.  
The swellings have been found to be due tea curioua hype,trophy 
of the tissue of the part, the cell, being filled with an immense num-
ber of minute bacterium-like otganisma of V  Χ  or V shape. The  
development of those structures/1m brett smelled by mum  observers, 
both in Itnglnnd and of the continent of Europe. lit., appear  
ιο  be present in large number, n' the soil, and to infect the Legnmin-
ass, plant by attacking its root-hair,. One of these hairs can be  

seen to be penetrated at a particular ιpot and the entering body 
Is then found  ιο  grow along the length of the hair till it reaches the 
cortex of She root. It has the appearance cl a delicate tube which 
has granular contents, and is provided cuban aprxthatappests to  
be open. Theme of the tube is very thin and delicate, and does not  
stem to be composed of cellulose or any modification of It. Careful  
atailming shows that the granular substance of the interIor really  
consists of a large number cl delkite rod-like bodies. As the tuba 
gross down the hair it maintains its own Independence, and does 
not fus, wIth the contents of the root-hair, whose protoplasm re-
mains quite distinct and separate. After making its way Into the  
Interior, the Intruder sets up a considerable hyper trophy olthe tissue,  
causing the formation of a tubercle, which soon shows a certain  
differentiation, branches of the vascular bundles of the root being  
supplied to it. The rod-like bodies from the Interior cl the tube,  
which has considerable resemblance to the Soogloes of many Bacteria, 
ar, liberated Into the interior of the cells of the tuberele and fill It.  
IncreasIng by a process of branching and fission. When this stag. 
Is retched the Invading tube, ainf their ramifications frequently 
disappear, leaving tbecells full of the bactedolds,aa thtybave been  
called. When the root dies later such of these as remain are dl..  
charged into the s,il. and are then ready to Infect new plants. In 
some eases the soog$oea thread or tube has us been seen, the organ- 
ism *nuking gathwly of the bictseioids,  
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This peculiar relationship suggests at ones • symbiosis, the Fungus  

gaining its nutriment mainly or entirely from the green plant, while  
the latter in some way or other is able to iiulize the free nitrogen of 
the air. The exact way in which the utiligal,en or  Jfxolios  of the 
nitrogen is effected remains undecided. Two views are still receiving  
certain support, though the second of them appears the morn prob.  
able. Thea. are (I) That the green plant is so stimulated by the  
symbiotic association which leads  ιο  the hypertmphy, that it is  
able to fix the nitrogen or cause it to enter into combination, (2)  
That the fixation 01 the gas is carried out by the lungal organism  
either iii the soil or in the plant, and the nitr οgeσenis substance so  
produced is absorbed by the organism, which is in turn consumed 
by the green plant. Certain evidence which supports this  view 
will be referred to later. 

Whichever opinion  is held on this point, there seems no mom  
for doubt that the fixation of the nitrogen is concerned only with the 
root, and that the green leaven tak, no part in It. The nodules, in 
particular, appear to play the important part in the process. Mar. 
shall Ward has directed attention to ssveral points of their structure 
which bear Οlit this view. They are supplied with a rtgular system 
of conducting vascular bundles αmιmunirating with those of the 
roots. Their cells during the period of incubation of the symbiotic 
organism are abundantly supplied with starch. The cells In which  
the fungoid organism is vigorously flourishing areexceedingly active, 
showing large sine, brilliant nuclei, protoplasm and vacuole, all of 
which give signs of intense metabolic activity. The sap In these  
active tissues is alkaline, which has been interpreted as being in 
accordance with Laiw's suggestion that the living protoplasm In 
presence of an alkali and free nitrogen can build up ammonium  
nitrate, or some similar body. It is, however, at present entirely 
unknown what substances are formed at the expense of the mere-  
spheric nitrogen.  

The idea that the atmospheric nitrogen is gradually being made use 
of by plants, although it is clearly not easily or commonly utilired, 
baa been growing steadily. Besides the phenomena of the symbiosis 
just discussed, certain experiments tend to show that we have  
a constant fixation of this gas in the soil by various Bacteria. 
Researches which have been carried out since 1885 by Berthelot, 
Andr&i, Laurent and Schliseing, and more recently by Koesowitach, 
seem to establish the fact, though the details of the process remain 
undiscovered. Berthelot imputes it to the action of several species 
of soil Bacteria and Fungi, Including the Bacterium of the Legu. 
minouxe, when the latter is cultivated free from its ordinary host. 
Laurent and Schkrsing affirm that the free nitrogen of the air can  
be fixed by a number of humble green plants, principally lowly green  
Algae. They must be exposed freely to light and air diirtng the 
process, or they fail to effect It. Frankhas stated that  Peasriiltam  
dad  ias$riaide.a  can flourish In a medium to which no nitrogen bitt 
that of the atmosphere has access. Koasowitach claims to have 
proved that fixation of nitrogen takes place under the influence of a 
symbiosis of certain Algae and soil Bacteria, the process being much 
facilitated by the presence of sugar. The Algae include  Nosio',  
Cyslorsc'sa Cyhndrosjrermsm and a few other forms. In the sym- 
biosis the Algae are supplied with nitrogen by the bacteria, and in 
turn they construct carbohydrate matgrial, part of which goes to the 
microbes. This is supported  by the fact that if the mixed culture 
is placed In the light there is a greater fixation than when it is left  
In (rarkness. If there is a plentiful supply of carbon dioxide, more 
nitπιπeα is fihed. 

. 

 
Νυroλιαιεπι and  DenΊirι'β'alίοπ in the $oil.—Another aspect of the 

nitrogen question baa been the subject of much inveat'stion and 
controversy since 1877. The round of changes which nitrogenous 
organic matter undergoes in the soil, sad how it is ultimately made 
use of again by plants, presents some curious featurga. We have  
seen that when nitrogenous matter is present in the condition of  
humus, some plants can absorb it by their roots or by the aid of  
mycorhizas. But the changes in it in the usual coutie of nature 
are much mare profeund then these. It becomes In the soil the prey 
of various microbes. Ammonis appears immediately is a product 
of the disruption of the nstrogen.contaansng organic molecule. Later,  
oxidation processes take place, and the ammonia gives rise to 
nitrates, which are absorbed by plants. These two processe. go on 
sumeasively rather than simultaneously, so that it is only towards 
the end of the decomposition of the organic matter that n Ιtriflctiοn  
of the ammonia which is formed is act up. In this process of nitri-
fication we can distinguish two phases, first the fortnatiog of nitrites, 
and secondly their oxidation to nitrates. The researches of Waring. 
ton in England and Wlnogradaky on the Continent have satis-
factorily shown that two distinct organisms are concerned in it,  
and that probably more than one species of each exists. One of them 
comprising the genera  Nikozomo*aa  and Nil  rosowaus, baa the power 
of oxidizing sal ι of ammonium to the condition of compounds of 
nitrous mid. When in a pure culture this stage baa been reached 
no further oxidation takes place. The oxidation of the nitrites into 
nitrates  ό  effected by another organism, much smeller than the  
first. The name  Niirobo.cler  has been given to this genus, most of  
our knowledge of which  ό  due to the researches of Wlnogradsky.  

The two kinds of organism are usually both present in the same  
soil, those of the second type immediately oxidizing the nitrites  
which those of the first form from smmeniuia aalls. The  liilro  

bader  farms not osly cannot oiiiflse she latter bodies, but the)' are  
very injuriously affected by the presence of free ammonia. When  
cultivated upon a suitable nutritive material In the laboratory, 
the organism was killed by the presence d.p ι % of this gas, and 
seriously inconveniencird'by onesihird as much. Ezcept in this  
respect, however, the two classes show great similarity. A wiy 
interesting peculiarityattacblngto them Is their distaste for cegame  
nutriment. They can be cultivated post readily on mamas of  
gelatinous silica Impregnated with the appmpeiate coespounds of  
niteogen, and their growth takes place mess copiously in the  
absence of light They need • little carbonate in the nutrient  
material, and the spurred the carbon which is found in theincreased  
bulk of the plant Is partly that and partlyihe caiixrn dioxide of the 
air. 

We have in these plants a power which appears special to them,  
In the possession of some mechanism for the construction of organic 
substance which differs essentrall υ from the chlorophyll apparatus  
of green plants, and yet brings about substantially similar results.  
The steps by which this carbon dioxide is built up into a compound  
ca pable of beisg assimilated by the protoplasm of the cells art 
not known. The energy for the purpose appears to be supplied try  
the oxidation of the molecules containing nitrogen, so that it  a 
dependent upon such oxidation taking place. Winogradsky has  
Investigated this point with greet care, and he has come to the 
conclusion that about g milligrammea  of nitrogen are =Wised foi  
each millimmme of carbon absorbed and fixed.  

D'posibos  sad  Digsdioss  of Reams  Mslerida  is  Piaxis  and  
Agimalr.—As we have seen, the tendency of recent rrch is to 
prove the identity of the mode of nutrition of vegetable and animal  
organisms. The material en which they feed is of the same descrip.  
don and its treatment in the body is precisely similar, in both  
groups we find the presence of nutritive material in two forms, one  
specially fitted for teansport, the other for storage. We have seen 
that in the plant the processes of construction go on in the wets of 

 manufacture faster than those of consumption. We have the sur. 
plus sugar, for instance, deposited as starch in the cblotuplasts  
themselves. The man υfactµre goes on very actively so long as  
light shines upon the leaves, and we find towards night a very great  
surplus stored in the cells. This excess of manufacture is one of the 
features of plant life, and is exhibited, thotiinh In various degrees,  
by all given plants. The accumulated material is made to minister  
to the need of the plant in various ways; it may lie by Increasing the 
bulk of the ;dent, as by the formation of the wood of the trunk.  
branches end roots; or it may be by laying up a store of nutritive 
materials for purposes of propagation as in tubers, cairns seeds, &c.  
In any case the surplus is continuously being removed from the seats  
of its construction and deposited for lunger or shorter periods in  
other parts of the structure, usually near the regions at which its 
ultimate consumption will take place. We have the deposition of 

 starch, aleurone grains, amorphous proteids, fats. &c., in the 
neighbourhood of growing points1  cambium rings and phellogees;  
also the more prolonged storage in tubers, seeds and other repro-
ductive bodies, Turning to the animal, we meet with similar pro.  
visions in the storage of glycogen In the liver and other ficria,  of fat 
in various internal regions, and so on. Its both we find the reserve  
of food, so far as It Is in excess of immediate need, existing in two  
conditions, the one suitable for transpOrt, the other for storage,  
and we see continually the Iransforina lion of the one into the other.  
The formation of the storage form at the expense of the travelling  
stream  ό  due to the activity of some protoplasmic structure—it  
may he plastid or the general protoplasm of the cell—and is a pro..  
cm, of secretion. The converse process  ό  one of a true digestion,  
which deserves the name no less because it is Intracellular, We  
find processes of digestion strictly comparable to those of the  
alimentary canal of an animal in the case of the 'Insectivorous  
Nepriulkrs, Dresrra and other similar plant., and In the sapiuphytic  
Fungi. Thost which now concern us recall the utilization of the  
glycogen of the liver, the stored fats and proteids of other pares of  
the animal body being like them intracellular. 

&iuymes.—The agents which effect the digestive changes in plants 
have been studied with much care. They have been found to be 
mainly enzymes, which are in many cases identical with those of  
animal o'igm. A vast number of them have been discovered and 
investigated, and the majority call for a brief notice. Their number. 
indeed, renders it necessary to classify them, and rather to look at 
groups of them than to cuisine them one by one. They are usually  
classified according to the materials on which they work, and vs 
may here notice especially four principal groups the members of 
which take pert in the digestion of reserve materials as well as in the  
processes of external digestion. These decompose respectively  
carbohydrates, giucosides. proteids and fats or oils. The action of  
the entree in nearly every case is one of hydration, the body acted  
on being made to take up water and to undergo a subsequent  
decomposition.  

Among those which act on carbohydrates the most Important are:  
the two varieties of  diαaΙαε,  which convert starch into maltose or  
malt sugar;  isidase,  which forms fructose from uiulin; immure,
which converts cane sugar into glucose (grape sugar) and fructose' 
giaraw  or malliizr, which produces grape sugar from maltose; and  
‚$58', which  hydrelyse.  cellular.. Another  snayme  which doss  
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not appear to bebonceened with digeofissi ιο (limed/ as the otbeia is  
pecIase,  which forms vegetable jelly from pecticsub'tancesoccurnng  

in the cell-well.  
The enzymes which act upon glucosides are many; the best known  

are gmidsiis.and myrosiis, which split up respectively amygda! its. the  
special glocoside of certain plants of the ltonaceae; andsign.. 
which han a wide distribution among those of the Cruciferse. Others  
of less frequent occurrence are ‚ryiicozym, rheiisisss. and gent-
theme.  : 

The proteolytic enzyme., or those which digest peoteids. axe  
usually divided into two groups, one which break, down os'dinasy  
proteids into diffusible bodies, known as peptones, which sin them-
selves proteid in character. Such an enzyme is the  $pmss  of the  
stomach of the higher animals. The other ,gmup attacks these  
peptones and breaks them down into the smino.acids of which we  
have spoken before. This group is represented by the ‚,vpzin of  
he pancreas and other organs. A third enzyme, the try SiN  of the  

pancreas, possesses the power of both pepsin and erepsin. The 
relationships existing between these enzymes are still the subjects  
of experiment, and we cannot regard them an exhaustively examined.  
It is not quite certain whether a true pepsin exists in plants, bqt many  
tryp'ins have been discovered, sod one form of eznpuin, at leant, Is  
very widespread. Among the trypsin. we have the papdis of the  
Papaw fruit (Carica Papaya), the  brsmeliis  of the Pine-apple, and  
the enzymes present in many germinating seeds, In the seedlings of  
several plants, and in other parts. Another enzyme, cerise!, which  
in the animal body in proteolytic, is frequently met with in plant.,  

but its function has not been ascertained.  
The digestion of fat or oil has not been adequately investigated,  

but its decomposition in germinating sctds ha, been found to be due  
to an enzyme, which has been called upon. Ii split, it into a fatty  
acid and glycerine, but teems to have no further action. The details  
of the further transformations have not yet been completely followed.  

Oxidsaes. —Another clans of enzymes han been discovered in both  
animal. and plants, but they do not apparently take any part in  
digestion. They net up a process of oxidation In the substances  
which they attack, and have consequently been named  oaldase:. 
Very little i.  known about them.  

In many cwa the digestion of reserve food materials is effected  
by the direct action of the protoplasm, without the intervention of  
enzymes. This property of living sitbstance can be proved in the  
cane of the tells of the higher plants, but it is especially prominent  
in many of the more lowly organisms, such as the Bacteria. 'lire  
processes of putrefaction may be alluded to as affording an instance  
of such a power In the vegetable organisms. At the name time it  
must be remembered that the secretion of enzyme, by Bacteria is  
of widespread occurrence.  

Ssppiy  and  Dislribidiois  of Energy in  Pian&.—It in well known that  
one of the conditions of life is the malntenancb of the process which  
is known as ctspiraliori. It is marked by the constant and continu-
ous absorption of a certain quantity of oxygen and by the exhalation  
of a certain volume of carbon dioxide and water vapour. There is  
no direct connexion between the two, the oxygen Is absorbed almost  
immediately by the protoplasm, and appears to enter Into some kind 
of chemical union with it. The protoplasm is in a condition of  
instability sod is continually breaking down to a ceftain extent,  
giving rise to various substances cl different degrees of complexity,  

subsumes, of which are again built up by it into its owsubsumes, and  
others, more simple in composition, are given off. Of these carbon  
dioxide and water are the most prominent. These respiratory pro-
cesses are associated with the liberation of energy by the protoplasm 
energy which it applies to various purposes. The assimilation 01  
complex foods conseφienι ly may be regarded an supplying the proto.  
pl.ism with a potential store of energy, as well as building up its  
substance. Whenever complex bodies are built up from simple ones  
we have an absorption of energy in some form and its conversion  
into potential energy; whenever decomposition of complex bodies  
into simpler ones takes place we have the liberation of some or  all 
of the energy that was used in their construction.  

Since about 1880 considerable attention has been directed to the  
question of the supply, distribution and expenditure of enetgy  
in the vegetable kingdom: This is an extremely important question,  
since the supply of energy to the animal world has been found to  
depend entirely upon the vegetable one. The supply of energy to  
the several protoplasts which make up the body of a plant is as  
necessary as is the transport to them of the food they need; indeed,  
the tire things are inseparably connected. The source of energy  
which is the only one accessible to the ordinary plant an a whole  
is the radiant energy of the rays of the sun, and its absorption as  

mainly due to the properties of chlorophyll. Thi, colouring matter,  
as shown by its absorption spectrum, picks out of the ordinary beam  
of light a large proportion of Its red and blue rays, together with some  
of the green and yellow. This energy in obtained especially by the  
chloroplastids, and part of it is at once devoted to the construction  
of carbohydrate material, being thus turned from the kinetic to the  
potential condition. The other constructive processes, which are  
dependent partly upon the oxidation of the carbohydrates so formed,  
and therefore upon Sf expenditure of part of such energy, also mark  
the storage of energy in the potential form. Indeed, the construe-
lion of protoplasm itself Indicates the same thing. Thus even In  

these constructive  ρeοeesseethereotosiva const*nt paassgeo(enesgy  
backwards and forwsrda from the kinetic to the potential coaditiou  
and vice versa. The outcome of the whole round of changes, how-
ever, is the Bastion of a certain part of the radiant energy absorbed  
by the chlorophyll. The says of the visible spectrum do not supply  

all the energy which the plant obtains, It has been suggested by  
several botanists, with considerable plausibility, that the ultri-violet  
or chemical says can be absotbed and utilised by the protoplasm  

without the intervention of any pigment such as chlorophyll. There  
is noose evidence pointing to the existence of this power in the cells  
of the higher plants. Again, we have evidence of the power of  
plants to avail themselves of the heat ray.. There is, no doubt,  a 
direct interchange of heat between the plant and the air, which  
in many cases results in a gain of heat by the plant. Indeed, the  
tendency to absorb heat in this way, either front the air or directly  
from the sunlight, has already been pointed out as a danger which  
needs to be averted by transpiration.  

There is probably but little trannformat'ion of one form cl kinetic  
energy into another in the plant. It has been suggested that the  
red pigment  A.Jhocyan,  which is found very commonly in young  
developing shoots, petioles and midrib., effects a conversion of light  
ray. into heating ones, so facilitating the metabolic processes of the  
plant. This is, however, rather a matter of speculation. The  
variou, electrical phenomena of plants also are obscure.  

Certain plants possess another source of energy which is common to  
them and the animal world. This is the absorption of elaborated  

compounds from their environment, by whose decomposition the  
potential energy expended in their construction can be liberated.  
Such a source is commonly met with among the Fungi, the insecti-
vorous plaiats, sod such of the higher plants as have a saprophytic  
habit. This source in not, however, anything new, for the elaborated  
compounds so absorbed have been primatily constructed by other  
plants through the mechanism which has just been described.  

The question of the distribution of this stored energy to the  
separate protoplants of the plant can be seen to be the ιαme problem  
as the distribution of the food. The material and the energy ιο 
together, the decomposition of the ons in the cell setting free the 
other, which Is used at once In the vital processes 0' the cell,  
being in fact largely employed in constructing proeoplassnoratoring  
various products. The actual liberation in any cell is only very  
gradual, and generally takes the form of beat. The metabolic  
changes in the cells, however, concern ether decompositions side by  
side with those which involve the building up of protoplasm from  
the products of which it feeds. So long as food in supplied the  
living substance is the seat of transformations which are continu.  
ally proceeding, being partially decomposed and again constructed,  
the new food being incorporated into it. The changes involve a  
continual liberation of energy, which In most cases is caused by the  
respiration of the protoplasm and the oxidation of the substances  
it contains. The need of the protoplasm for oxygen has already  
been spoken of; in its absence death soon supervene., respiration  
being stopped. Respiration, Indeed, is the expression of the libem.  

tion of the potential energy of the protoplasm itself, It is not  

certain how far substances in the protoplasm are directly oxidized  
without entering into the composition of the tieingsubstance,  
though this appears to take place. Even their oxidation, however.  
is effected by the protoplasm acting as an oxygen carrier.  

‚ The supply of oxygen to a plant is thus seen to be as directly  
Connected with the utilization of the energy of a cell as is that  
of food concerned in its nutrition. If the accesa of oxygen to  a  
protoplast in interfered with its normal respiration soon ceases,  
but frequently other changes supervene. The partial asphyxiation  
or suffocation stimulate. the protoplasm to set ups new and perhaps  
supplementary series of decomposition,, which result in thelibera-
tion of energy just as do those of the respiratory process. One of  
the constant features of res ρiratiοπ—the exhalation of carbon dioxide  
—can still be observed. This comes in slmcet all such cases from  
the decomposition of sugar, which Is split tip by the protoplasm  
into alcohol and carbon dioxide. Such decompositions are now  
generally spoken of ax  anafrobic  respiration. The decomposition  
of the complex molecule of the sugar liberates a certsin umouni of  
energy, as can be seen from the study of the fermentation set sp  
by yeast, which in a process of this kind, in that it is intensified  
by the absence of oxygen. The liberated energy takes the form of  
heat, which raises the temperature of the fermenting wort. It has  
been ascertained that in many cases this decomposition is effected  
by the secretion of an enzyme, which ha, been termed  z,ymase. 
This body han been prepared from active yeast. end from fruits and  
other parts which have been kept for some time in the absence of  
oxygen. The protoplasm appears to be able also to bring about the  

change without secreting any enzyme.  
Expenditure of Energy by Plants. —Tbe  energy of the plant is, an  

we have seen, derived originally from the kinetic radiant energy of  
the sun. In such cells an are capable of absorb:ng It, by virtue of  
their chlorophyll apparatus, the greater part of it is converted into  
the potential form, and by the transport from cell to cell of the  
compounds constructed every part of the plant is put Into possession  
of the energy it needs. The store of energy thus accumulated  
and distributed has to subserve various purposes in the economy  
of tbeplant. A cmTainpai'tofltlsdesotcdtothemiiatenanCe d 
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the  fiwincwoeh  of  .bi ιbιlc  of the cell, and the construction of a  
continuously Increasing skeleton; part is used in  maintalning  the  
normal  temeτυt υre cl  the plant, part in constructing various sub-
stances which are met with in the interior, which serve various  
purposes in the working of the vital mechanism. A great port again 

 Is utilized in that increase of the body of the plant which we  call 
growth.  

Growth, as usually spoken of, Includes two essentially different  
ρsb.»e.  The first of these which may be regarded as growth 
proper, is the manufacture of sddltlosal  quantities of living  sub. 
Italics. The second, which is usually included in the term, is the 
increase of such accessories of living substance as arc  necewery  for  
Its well-being. These include cell wails and the various stored  
products found In growing cells. The re  is  ckarty  a difference 
between these two categories. The formation of living subsume  
is a process of building up from simple or relatively  simρk  materials;  
the construction of its cellulose framework and supporting substance 
is done by the living substance alter its own formation is completed,  
sod is attended by a partial decomposition of such living substance. 

Growth is always going on in plants while they sic alive. Even  
the oldest trees put out continually new leaves and twigs. It does 
not, of course, follow that increase of built is always conspicuous;  
In such trees death is present side by side with life, and the one often  
counterbslancvs  the other. As, however we can easily see that the 
constructive ceramics are much greater 160 those which lead to the  
disappeamnce  of material from the plant-body, there is generally 
to be seen a  con.picuous  increase in the substance of the plant. This 
is, in nearly all cases, attended by a permanent change in form.  
This  is not perhaps so evident in the case of axial organs as it is in 
that of knees and their modifications, but even in them it can be 
detected to a certain extent. 

in the lowliest plant, growth may be  co.extensive  with the plant. 
body; In all plants of any  cοnιidrabk size 1  however, it is localized 
in particular regions, and in them it is a ssociated with the format ion 
of new  psutoplasts  or cells. These regime, have been called teeming  
Cetera. In such stems and roots as inc rease in thickness there are 
other growing regions, which consist of cylindrical sheaths known as  
‚mbiιι kyres  or  phcikgi'x:.  By the multiplication of the  proto-
plaits in the,,  merismatic  areas the substance of the plant is in-
creased. in other words, as these growing regions consist of  cclls, 
the growth of the entire organ or plant will depend upon the 
behaviour of the cells or  protoplasta  of which the  merismatic times  
are composed.  

The growth of such a cell will be found to depend  msinly  upon 
five cond itions :  (i)  There must  he  supply of  nυ1rit νe  or plastic  
materials, at the expense of which the Increase of Its living substance  
can take place, and which supply the needed potential energy.  
(a) There must be a supply of water to such an extent silo set ups 
certain hydrostatic pressure in the roll,  for.only  turgid cells can  
gloW.  (3)  The supply of water must be associated with the formation 
of osmot ic  substances in the cell, or it cannot be made to cater it.  
(4) Τhe  cell must have a certain temperature, for the activity of a  
psotoplast  is only possible within certain limits, which differ in the 
case of different plants. (5) There must be a supply of oxygen to 
the growing cell, foe the  protoplast  is dependent upon this gas for  
the performance of its vital functions, and  psrticularly  for the libera-
tion of the energy which is demanded in the constructive processes.  
This is evident from the consideration that the growth of the cells 
is attended  by the growth in surface of the cell wall, end art the latter 
Is a secretion from the protoplasm, such a  dercompoasuon  cannot  
readily take place unless oxygen in admitted to it.  

When these conditions axe present, the course of the growth of a 
cell appears to be the following: The young cell, immediately iii. 
cut off from its fellow, absorbs 'rater, in consequence of the presence  
in it of osmotically active substances. With the water it takes in 
the various nutritive substances which the former contains in role-  
den. There is set up at once a  ccrtaia  hydrostatic pressure, due to 
the turgidity which ensues upon such absorption, and the extensible 
cell wall stretches, at first in all directions. The growth or  increanc  
of the protoplasm at the expense of the nutritive matter for a time 
keeps pace with the increased size of the cell, but by and by it be-
coma  vacuolated  as more and more  waler  is attracted into the  
interim-. Eventually the protoplasm usually forms only a lining 
to the cell wall, and a large vacuole filled with cell sap occupies  
the centre. The growth of the protoplasm, though considerable. 
is therefore not commensurate with the increase in the size of the 
cell. The stretching of the cell wall by the hydrostatic pressure is 
fixed by a secretion of new particles and their deposition upon the  
original wall, which as it becomes slightly thicker is capable of still  
greater extension, much in the sure way as a thick bend of  india-
rubber is capable of undergoing greater stretching than a thin one.  
The increase in surface of the cell wall is thus due—firstly to the 
stretching caused by turgidity, and secondly to the formation and 
deposition of new substance upon the old. When the limit of 
extensibility is reached the cell wall increases in thickness from the 
continuation of the latter of the two processes.  

The rate of growth of a cell  variesp·adually  throughout its course;  
It begins  alowjy, increases to a maximum, and  then becomes slower  
till it  stOp.,  the time during which these regular changes in the rate  
nsa  be  oeasrveg  is  gen.rslly  spoken of as the greed peeled  ejgr.tsth.  

If we consider the behaviour of. growing orgaa  such as a root,  
ere find tint. like acell,it  sheets a grand penodofgrowth.  Just  
behind its apex the cells are found to be all in process of active  
division. Growth is small, and co nsists mainly in an  iucivasc  of the 
quantity of protoplasm, for the cells divide again as soon as they have  
reached a certain size. As new cells are continually formed In the  
merismatic  mass those which are farthest from the apex gradually  
cease to divide and a different process of growth takes place in them, 
which is associated more particularly with the formation of the  
vacuole,,  coiwequent  upon the establishment of considerable hydro-
static pressu re  in them, thus causing the bulk of the cells to be greatly 
enlarged. Here It is that the actual extension in length of the root 
takes place, and the cells reach the maximum point of the grand  
period. They then gradually lose the power of growth, the oldest  
ones or those farthest from the apex parting with it first, sad they  
pass gradually over into the condition of the permanent tissues.  

The sure order of events may be ascertained to take place in the 
stem; but in this region it is complicated  by the occurrence of nodes  
and  lnrernodca.  growth in length being confined to the latter, many of 
which may be growing simultaneously. The region of growth in the  
stem is, as a rule, much longer than that of the root. The growth  
of the leaf is as first apical, but this is not very prolo nged, and the 
subsequent enlargement is due to an  intercalary  growing region  
near the base. 

The turgidity in the cells of it growing member is not uniform, but 
shows a fairly rhythmical variation in its different parts. If the 
member is one which shows a difference of structure on two sides, 
such as a leaf, the two sides frequently show a difference of degree  
of turgidity, and consequently of rate of growth. If we co nsider  a 
leaf of the common Ices we find that In its young condition it is 
closely rolled up. the upper or ventral surface being quite  concealeil  
As it gets older it gradually unfolds and expands into the adult 
form. This is due to the fact that while  yqung  the turgidity arid  
consequent growth  sri  greater in the dorsal side of the leaf, on that 
it becomes rolled up. As it develops the maximum turgidity and  
growth change to its upper side, and so it becomes unfold ed  or  
expanded . These two conditions are generally described under the  
names of  hypoaasiy  and  epirnssly  respectively. 

Cylindrical organs may exhibit similar phenomena. One side of  
a stem may be more turgid than the opposite one, end the maximum  
turgidity, with its consequent growth, may alternate between two 
opposite  sides The growing apex Winch a stem will alternately  
incline, first to one side and then to the other, exhibiting a kind of 
nodding movement in the two directions. More frequently the re-
gion of maximum tu rgidity passes gradually round the growing zone. 
The apex in this case will describe a circle, or rather a spiral, as it is 
elongating all the time, pointing to alt points of the compose in 
succession. This continuous  changa  of position has been called  
c,rcamssl&ks,  and is held to be universal in all growing cylindrical  
organs.  Thepassageef  the maximum turgidity round the atom may  
vary to rapidity in different place., causing the circle to be replaced 
by an ellipse. The bending to two sides alternately, described  
above, often called simple rndsliots,  may be regarded as only an  
extreme instance of the latter.  . 

Nenees  System of  PlariIr.—So far we have considered the  
punt almost exclusively as an individual organism,  csrrying  
Out its own vital processes, and unaffected by Its surroundings  
except in so far as these supply it with the materials for its  

well-being. When we consider, however, the great variability  

hi those  surroundinga  and the consequent changes a plant must  
encounter, it appears obvious that interaction and adjustment  
between the plant and Its environment must be constant arid  
well balanced. That such  sijustmcn1  shall take place postulates  
on the part of the  ptanI  a kind of perception or appreciation of the  
changing conditions which effectit.  

Careful  examination soon shows an observer that such  
perceptions exist, and that they are followed by certain purpose-
ful changes  in the plant, sometimes mechanical, sometimes  
chemical, the object being evidently to secure some advantage  
for the plant, to ward off some danger, or to extricate it from  
some difficulty. We may speak, indeed, of the plant as posse ssed  
of  &  rudimentary nervous  system, by the aid of which nece ssary  
adjustments are brought about. The most constantly occurring  
changes that beset a plant are connected with illumination,  
temperature, moisture, sad contact with foreign bodies. Setting  
aside other susceptibilities, we have evidence  that most plants ass  
aensitive  to all these.  

if a growing stem receives stronger illumination on one side  
than another, its apex slowly turns from the vertical in the direc-
tion of the light source, continuing its change of position until  
ills Ins direct line with the incident rays. If a root is similarly  

illuminated1  a similar change of direction of growth  fοίΙοwa  but  
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in this case the organ grows away from the light. These move-
ments are spoken of as  hdio'ropie  and  aphdioiro(,ic  curvatures.  
The purpose of the movements bears out the contention that the  
plant Is trying to adjust itself to its environment. The stem, by  
pointing directly to the light source, secures the best Illumination  
possible for all of its leaves, the latter being distributed sym-
metrically around it. The root is made to press its way into the  

darker cracks and crannies of the soil, so bringing its root-hairs  
into better contact with the particles round which the hygroscopic  
water hangs. Leaves respond In another way to the same influ-
ence, placing themselves across the path of the beam of light. 

 Similar  sensitivenossea  can be demonstrated In other cases.  
When a root cornea in contact at its tip with some hard body,  

such as might Impede Its progress, a curvature of the growing  
part is set up, which takes the young tip away from the stone, or  
what-not, with which it is in contact. When a sensitive tendril  
comes into contact with a foreign body, its growth becomes en  
modified that it twines round it. Many instances might be  
given of appreciation of and response to ether changes in the  
environment by the growing parts of plants; among them  
we may mention the opening and closing of flowers during the  
days of their expansion. One somewhat similar phenomenon,  
differing in a few respects, marks the relation of the plant to the  

attraction of gravity. Observation of germinating seedlings  
makes it clear that somehow they have a perception of direction.  
The young  roots grow vertically downwards, the young stems  
vertically upwards. Any attempt to interfere with these  direc-
hong,  by placing the seedlings in abnormal positions, Is frustrated  
by the seedlings themselves, which chan ge  their direction of  
growth by bringing about curvatures of the different parts of  

their axes, so that the root soon grows vertically downward  

sgain  and the stem in the opposite direction. Other and older  
plants give evidence of the same perception, though they do not  
respond all in the same way. Speaking generally, stems grow  

upwards and roots downwards. But some sterna grow parallel  

to the surface of the soil, while the branches both of stems and  

roots tend to grow at a definite angle to the main axis from which  

they come. These movements are spoken of as different kinds  
of  g'ekopk  curvatures. This power of perception and response  
Is not by any means  confined to the growing organs, though In  
these it Is especially striking, and plays a very evident part in  

the disposition of the growing organs in advantageo us  positions.  
It can, however, be seen in adult organs, though instances are  
less numerous.  

When the pinnate leaf of a  Μ mοια pi'dica,  the so-called  
sensitive plant, is pinched or struck, the leaf droops rapidly  

and the leaflets  become approximated together, so that their  

upper surfaces are In contact. The extent to w hich the disturb-
ance spreads depends on the violence of the stimulation—it may  
be confined to a few leaflets or It may extend to all the leaves of  
the plant.  

The leaves  and leaflets of many plants,  e.g.  the telegraph plant,  
Desmodii'm gynzns,  behave in a sim ilar way under the stimulus of  
kpproaching  darkness.  

A peculiar sensitiveness is manifested by the leaves of the so-
called insectivorous plants. In the case of  Diono.ea miescipvia  we  
find s two-lobed lamina, the Iwo lobes being conn ec ted  by a  
midrib, which can play the part of a kind of hinge. Six sensitive  
hairs spring from the upper surface of the lobes, three from  
each; when one of these Is touched the two lobes  rapidly close,  
bringing their upper surfaces into contact and imprisoning any-
thing which for the moment is between them. The mechan ism is  
applied  to the capture of insects alighting en the leaf.  

Dr'osera , another of this Insectivorous group, has leaves which 
are furnished with long glandular tentacles. When these are  

excited by the settling of in insect Of the leaf  tbcy  slowly bend  
over and imprison the Intruder, which is detained there mean- 
while by a sticky excretion poured out by the glands.  

In both these cases the s timulation is followed, not only by  
movement, but by the secretion of an acid liquid containing a  

digestive juice, by virtue of which the Insect Is digested after  

being killed.  
χ1  13  

The purposeful character of all these movements or changes of  
position indicates that they are of nervous origin. We have in  

them evidence of two factors, a perception of some features of the  

environment and following this, after a lo nger or shorter interval,  
a response calculated to secure some  advsntsgc  to the responding  
organ. We find on further investigation that these two con-
ditions  are traceable to  diflerat  parts of the organs concerned.  
The perception of the changes, or, in other words, the reception  

of the stimulus, Is associated for example, with the tips of roots  

and the apices of stems. The  '1ml recognitIon  of a specially  
receptive part was made by Charles Darwin, who identified the  

perception of  atimulatlon  with the tip of the young growing  
root. Amputation of this part involved the cessation of the  
response, even when the conditions  normally causing the stimu-
lation were maintained. Francis  Dsrwin  later demonstrated  
that the tips 01 the  plumulea  of grasses  'vere  sensitive parts.  
The responding part is situated some little distance farther back,  

being in fact the region where growth is active. This bending  
part has been proved to be insensitive to the stimuli. There is  

consequently a transmission of the stimulus from the  sensilive  
organ to a kind of motor mechan ism situated some little way off.  
We find thus three factors of a nervous mechanism present, a  

receptive, a conducting, and a responding part. The di fferen-
tiation of the plant's substance so indicat ed  is, however,  
physiological only; there is no h istological difference between  

the cells of these regions that can be associated with the several  

properties  they possess. Even the root tip, which shows a certain  
differentiation into root cap and root apex, cannot be said to be a  
definite sense organ in the same way as the sense organs of an  

animal. The root Is continually grow ing and so the sensitive  
part is continually changing its composition, cells being formed,  
growing and becoming ,  permanent tissue. The cells of the tip  

at any given moment may be sensitive, but In a feet days the  
power of receiving the stimulus has passed to other and younger  

cells which then constitute the tip. The  powcr  of appreciating  
the environment  isthereforelobe  =minted with  the protoplasm  
only at a particular stage of its development and Is transitory in  

its character.  . 
What the nature of the stimulation Is we are not able to say.  

The protoplasm is sensitive to particular Influences, perhaps of  

vibration, or of contact or of chemical action. We can imagine  
though perhaps only vaguely, the way in which light, tempera-
ture, moisture, contact, &c., can affect it. The perception of  
direction or the influence Of gravity presents greater difficulty,  

as we have no clear idea of the form which the force of gravity  
takes.  Ι ccently  some investigations by  llaberlandt, No11,  
Darwin and others have suggested an explanation which has  

much  ιο  recommend it. The sensitive cells must dearly be  

influenced in some way by weight—not the weight of external  
organs but of some weight within them. This may possibly be  
the cell sap In their interior, which must exercise a slightly  

different hydroataticpressureon the baaal  and the lateral  wallsof  
the cells. Or more probably it may be the weight of definite  

particulate structures in their vacuoles.  Nany  experiments  
point to certain small grains of starch which are capable of d is

-placement as the position of the cell is altered. Such small  

granules have been observed in the sensitive cells, and there is an  
evident correlation between these and the power of receiving the  
geotropic stimulus. It has been shown that if the organ con-
taining them is shaken for sometime, so that the contact between  

them and the protoplasm of the cells is emphasized, the stimulus  
becomes  more efficient in producing movement. This reduces  
the stimulus 10 one of contact, which is In harmony with the  
observations made upon roots similarly stimulated from the  
exterior. The stimulating particles, whether star ch  grains in  
all cases, or other particl es  as well, have been termed  slo.ioliihs.  

We have spoken of the absence of st ructural differentiation  
In the sense organs. There is a similar difficult),  in tracing the  
paths by which the impulses are transmitted to the growing sod  

curving regions. The conduction of such stimulation to parts  

removed some distance from the sense organ suggests paths Of  

trsnsmisiοn  comparable  to those which transmit nervous  
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impulses in animals. Again, the degree of  drnerentlation  is  
very slight anatomically, but delicate protoplasmic threads have 
been shown to extend through all cell-walls, connecting together 
all the  protoplasts  of a plant. These may well serve as con-
ductors of nervous impulses. The nervous mechanism thus 
formed is very rudimentary, but in an organism the conditions  
of whose life render locomotion Impossible great elaboration  

would seem superfluous. There Is, however, very great delicacy  
of perception or appreciation on the part of the sense organ, 
stimuli being responded to which axe quite incapable of 
impressing themselves upon the most highly  diflexentisted  
animal.  

The power of response is seen most  easflyln  the case of young  
growing organs, and the parts which show the motor mechanism 
are mainly the young growing cells. We do not find their 
behaviour like that of the motor mechanism of an animal. The 
active contraction of muscular tissue has no counterpa rt  In the 
plant. The peculiarity of the protoplasm In almost every cell  

Is that it is especially active In the regulation of its permeability 
by water. Under different conditions it can retain it more 
strongly or allow it to escape more freely. This regulation of 

 turgor  Is as characteristic of vegetable protoplasm as contraction  
is of muscle. The response to the stimulus takes the form of 
Increasing the pe rmeabi lity of particular cells of the growing  
Structures, and so modifying the degree of the turgidity that is 
the precursor of growth in them. The extent of the area effected 
and of the variation in the  turgor  depends upon many circum-
stances, but we have no doubt that in the process of modifying  
its own permeability by some molecular change we have the  
counterpart of muscular contractibility. 

The response  made by the adult parts of plants, to which 
reference has been made, is brought about by a mechanism 
similar in nature though rather different!) ,  applied. If the leaf of 
Mimosa or  Desmodiurn  be examined, it will be seen that at the 
base of each leaflet and each leaf, Just at the junction with the 
respective axes, is a swelling known as a  puleinus.  This has a 
relatively large development of succulent  pasenchyma  on its  
upper and lower sides. In the erect position of the leaf the lower 
side has Its cells extremely turgid, and the  pulvinus  thus forms 
a cushion, holding up the  petlole.  On stimulation these cells  
part with their water, the lower aide of the organ becomes flaccid 
and the weight of the leaf causes it to fall. The small  pulvini 

 of the leaflets, by similar changes of the distribution of turgidity, 
take up their respective po sitions after receiving the stimulus. 
In some cases the two sides of the  pulvini  vary their turgidity in 
turns; in others only the lower side becomes modified.  

Similar turgescence changes, raking place with similar rapidity  
In the midrib of the leaf of  Dionaca,  explain the closing of the 
lobes upon their hinge. More slowly, but yet In the same way, 
we may note the change in turgidity of certain cells of the  
Drosera  tentacles, as they close over the imprisoned insect.  

&genic Rhyihm. —It is a remarkable fact that during the 
process of growth we meet with rhythmic variation of such 
turgidity. The existence of rhythm of this kind has been ob-
served and studied with some completeness. It Is the immediate 
cause of the phenomena of  circumnutation,  each cell of the 

 circumnutating  organ showing a rhythmic enlargement and 
decrease of its dimensions, due to the admission of more and leas  

water into its interior. The restraint of the protoplasm changes  

gradually and rhythmically. The sequence of the phases of the 
rhythm of the various cells are co-ordinated to produ ce  the 
movement. Nor is it only in growing organs that the rhythm 
can be observed, for many plants exhibit it during a much 
longer period than that of growth. it is easy to realize how such 
a rhythm can be modified by the reception of stimuli, and can  
consequently serve as the basis for the movement of the stimu-
lated organ. This rhythmic  aflection  of vegetable  pcotoplasm 

 can be observed in very many of its functions. What have been 
described as  "pcdodicities,"  such as the daily variations of 
root-pressure,  aflord  familiar instances of it. It reminds us of a 
similar property of animal protoplasm which finds Its  expregsioa 

 In the rhythmic beat of the beast and other phenomena. 

Auvsioarnas.—Sachs,  Lectures as the Physid.rj '' Plaids, trans.  
laled  by Marshall Ward; Vines, Lectures as the Physiology of Plo-ale;  

Pfefier,  The Physiology  ή  Rents, trans. by  fiwart;  Reynolds Green,  
Introduction So  Vegdable Physiolojy; The Soluble Ferments and Per-
me,ilai ion;  Detmer, Pmcl,iol Plant Physiology, trans. by Moor; 
Darwin and  Arton 'rαώ caJ Physioiogy oj Plants;  Davenpoet, C.B.. 
Experimental  Μοτρlόί οg,, vols.i.  and ii.; Verwom, Giaerol Physiology,  
trans. by Lee;  Β ίltιcίϋ ι1  Znsesligalioa on Mwr.s'opw Fo,sio and en  
Prolo$ssm,  trans. by  Mmchin.  U. R. Ga.) 

Parmor,00x  OF  Ρtasτs  
"Phytopathiology"  or plant pathology  (Cr. ςινrόι',  plant), 

comprise, our knowledge Of the symptoms, course, causes and  
remedies of the maladies which threaten the life of plants, or 
which  result in abnormalities of structure that are regarded,  
whether directly Injurious or not to life, as unsightly or undesir-
able. In its systematized form, a, a branch of botanical study, 
it is of recent date, and, as now  υndeτstοod,  the subject first 
received special attention about  x8 ο,  when the nature of  
parasitism began to be intelligible; but many disjointed refer-
ences to diseased con ditions 01 plant, had appeared long before 
this. The existence of blights and  mildewa  of cereals had been  
observed and recorded In very ancient times, as witness the Bible, 
where half a dozen references to such scourges occur in the Old 
Testament alone. The epidemic nature of  wheat.rust  was  
known to Aristotle about 350  s.c.,  and the Greeks sod Roman.  
knew these  epidemim  well, their philosophers having shrewd  
speculations as to causes, while the people held characteristic  

superstitions regarding them, which found vent in the dedication  
of special festivals and deities to the pests. P liny knew that 
flies emerge from galls. The few records during the middle ages 
are borne out by what is known of famines and pestilence.  
Shakespeare'. reference in King Lear (Act en.,  sc.  iv.) may be  
quoted as evincing acquaintance with mildew in the 17th century, 
as also the Interesting  Roueis  law of  Loverdo (ιόό ο). Malpighi 
in 1679, gave excellent figures and accounts of leaf-rolling and  
gall Insects, and Grew in 1682 equally good descriptions of a leaf-
mining caterpillar. During the  iSth  century more academ ic 

 treatment of the subject began to replace the scattered note.. 
Hales (1727..1733) discussed the rotting of wounds,  cankess,  &c., 

 but much had to be done with the microscope before any real 
progress was possible, and it is easily intelligible that until the  
theory Of nutrition of the higher plants had been founded by the 
work of  Ingenliouss,  Priestley and Dc Seussure,  the way was not  
even prepared for accurate knowledge of  csyptogamic  parasites  
and the diseases  they induce. It was not till Dc  Bary  (ι866) 

 made known the true nature of parasitic Fungi, based on his  

researches between 1853-1863, that the vast domain of epidemic 
diseases  of plants was opened up to fruitful investigation, and  
such modern treatises as those of Frank 4880  and 1895), Serener  
(ι886),  Kirchner  (τ8gο),  were gradually made possible, 

Plant pathology embraces  several branches  of study, and may  
be conveniently divided  as follows— 

x. The observation and accurate description of symptoms  
(Diagnosis).  

a. The study of causes or agencies inducing disease  (Adidogy)  
3. The practise of preventive and remedial measures (Thera

-peulks).  
In plants, however, the symptoms of disease are apt to exhibit 

 themselvcx  in a very general manner. Our perceptions  difleTrn-
tiate  but imperfectly symptoms which arc due to very different  
causes and reactions,  ρrοt αbly  because the organization of the 
plant is so much Ices, highly specialized than that of higher  
animals. The yellowing and subsequent casting of leaves, for  
instance, ώ  α  very general symptom of disease in plants, and may  
be induced by drought, extremes of temperature, insufficient or 
excessive illumination, excess of water at the roots, the action of 

 parasitIc  Fungi, insects, worms, &c., or  uf  poisonous gases, and so  
forth; and extreme caution is  necssaιγ  in dea ling with amateur 
descriptions of such symptoms, especially when the untrained  

eye has taken no cognisance of, or has only va guely observed, the  
numerous collateral circumstances of the case.  

.  The causes of disease may be provisionally classified somewhat  
as follow., but it may be remarked  at the outset that no one of  
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these proximal causes, or agents, is ever solely responsible; and it  
a very easy to err in attributing a diseased condition to any of  
them, unless the relative importance of primary and subordinate  
agencies  is discoverable. For Instance, a Fungus ,  epidemic is  
impossible unless the climatic condi tions are such as to favour  
the  dίaρcrsl  and germination of the spores; and when plants axe  

killed οff owing to the  supersaturation  of the soil with water, It  
is by no means obvious  whether the excess of water and dissolved  
materials, or the exclusion of oxygen from the rent-heirs, or the  
lowering of the temperature, or the accumula tion of foul products  
of decomposition should be put into the foreground. in every  
case there are chains of causation concerned, and the  isme  factors  
will be  dΙ ereυtly  grouped in different cases.  

Bearing in mind these precautions, we may classify the  
proximal causal agents of disease as- 

1,—External agencies.  
A. Non-living. 	 Ο.  Non-material.  

a. Material 	 r. Temperature.  
s. Physical— 	 2. illumination. 

hod. 	 3. Other agencies,  
Water. 	. 	B. Living.  
Atmosphere, 	a. Animal..  

a. Chemical— 	 i.  Vertebrata,  
Soil. 	 a.  lnve,tebrata,  
Water. 	 b. Plants.  
Atmosphere.  ' 	z.  Phanerogama.  

2.  Cryptogam..  
IL—Internal agencies.  

While such a classification may serve its purpose as a sort of  
index, It must be confessed that the limits of its usefulness are  

goon reached. In the first place, the  so.cslled"  internal causes"  
of disease I. probably a mere ρhταsρ covering our Ignorance of the  
factors at work, and although a certain convenience attaches 
to the distinction between those cases where tender breeds of 
plants apparently exhibit internal predisposition  Ιο  suffer more  
readily than others from parasites, low temperatures, eaccanive 
growth, &c.—aa is the case with some grafted plants, cultivated 
hybridt,  &c.—the mystery involved in the phrase  "intemal  
causes "only exists until we find what action of the living or non-
liv ing environment of the e ssential mechanism of the plant has  
upset its equilibrium.  

1.—Passing to the  reςαgnized sxkrreaj agencies, the physical 
condition of the sod is a fruitful source of disease, If too clo sely 
packed, the soil particles  present mechanical obstacles to growth;  
if too retentive of moisture, the root-hairs suffer, a. already hinted' 
If too open ow  over.dralned.  the plant succumbs to drought. All 
those properties of soil known as texture, porosity, depth, Inclina-
tion to the horizon. &c,. are concerned here. Many maladies  of  
plants are traceable to the chemical composi tion of soils—e.g. 

 deficiency of nutritive salts, especially nitrates and  phosphatev  
the presence of poisonous salts of iron, copper, &c., or (in the mil  
about the roots of trees in towns) of coal-gas and so forth. But 
it is worthy of special attention  thae  the mere chemical com-
position of agricultural and garden soils Is, as a rule, the least im-
portant featu re  about them, popular opinion to the contrary  
notwithstanding. Ordinary soils will almost always provide the  
necessary chemical ingredients if of proper physical texture, depth, 
&c. (see  Fuxor  and  BAcTEaIoLootc). 	 . 

As  regents waler,  its deficiency or excess Is a relative matter, and 
although many of the minor maladies of pot-plants in windows  
and  greenhOuse,  controlled  by amateurs  depend on its misuse,  
water alone I. probably never a primary cause of disease. Its  
over-supply is, however, a frequent cause of predisposition to the  
attacks of parasitic Fungi—e.g.  the, damping off of seedlings—and  
in saturated soils not only are the roots and root-hair, killed by  

asphyxiatIon,  but the whole course of soil fe rmentation is altered, 
and it takes time to "sweeten" such by draining,  because not 
only must the noxious bodies be  graduafly  washed out and the  
lost salts restored, but the balance of suitable bacterial and fungal 
life must be restored.  

The atmosphere Is a cause of disease In the neighbourhood of  
chemical works, large towns,  vokanoes,  &c., in so far as it carries 
acid gases and poisons to the leaves and roots' but It is usual to 
associate with it the action of excessive  humIdity  which brings 
about those tender watery and more or less etiolated conditions 
which favour parasitic Fungi, and diminish transpiration and there.  
fore nutrition. It is customary to speak of the disastrous effects 
of cold winds, snow, hail and frost, lightning, &c., under the heading 
of atmospheric influences, wh ich only shows once more how Im-
possib le  It ii to separate causes individually. 

Turning to the  sson-akriai sximsai  agents, probably no factors  
us more responsible for W -bealth  in plants then  km$ralsV$  arid  

bight. Every plant is constrained to carry out its functions of  
germination, growth, nutrition, reproduction, &c, between certa in  
limits of temperature, and somewhere between the extremes of 
these limits each function finds an optimum temperatu re  at which  
the working of the living machinery is at its best, and, other things  

being equal, any great departure from this may induce pathological  

condition.; and many disasters axe due to the failure to provi de  
such suitable temperatu res—e.g.  in greenhouse, where  plaots 
requiring very different optimum temperatures and illumination  
are kept together. Equally disastrous are those climatic or seasonal  

changes which involve temperatures in themselves not excessive  

but in wrong  sequema;  how many more useful plants could be  
grown In the open in the United Kingdom if the deceptively mild  
!peings  were not so often followed by frosts in May and June! 
The indirect effects of temperatu re  are also important. T rees, of  
which the young buds are "moped" by frost, would frequently 
not suffer material Injury,  were It not that the small  frost.cn'clta  
serve as points of entry for Fungi; sad numerous cases are known 
where even high temperatures  can be endured on rich, deep, reten-
tive soils by plants which at once succumb to drought on shallow 
or non-retentive soils.  . 

All chlorophyll plants  require ugh but in very different degrees, 
as exemplified even in the United gingdom  by the shade-bearing 
beech and yew contrasted wi th  the light-demanding larch and  
birch; and as with temperatu re  so with light, every plant and even 
every organ has its opt imum of illumination. The "drawn" or 
etiolated condition of over-shaded plants is a case in point, though  
her, again the soft, watery plant often really succumbs to other  
disease agents—e.g.  parasitic Fungi—supervening on its non-
resistant condition.  

Animals and plants as agents  of disease or injury form part of 
the larger subject of the struggle for existence between living  

organisms, as is  rrcognizsd  even by those who do not no readily 
apprehend that diseased conditions in general are always signs of 
defeat in the struggle for existence between the suffering  osganism 

 and its environment, living and  non.living.  
The Vertebrate come within the scope of our subject, chiefly re 

destructive agents which cause wounds or devour young shoots 
and foliage, &c.Rabbits  snd  other burrowing animals injure 
Toots, squirrels and birds snip o ff  buds, horned  cattle  striρ  oil bar  
and so forth, It I. among the  lnvertebrsta  that epidem ics οf 
destruction are referred to, though we should bear in mind that 
it is only the difference in numerical proportion that prevents our 
speaking of an epidemic of e lephants or of  rabbits,  though we use  
the term when speaking of blight insects; there is little consistency 
in the matter, as it is usual to speak of an invasion or scou rge of 
locusts, caterpillars, &c. insect injuries are very varied in degree  

and in kind. Locusts devour all  before.thcm;  caterpillar, defoliate 
the plant, and necessitate the premature utilization of its reserve.;  
other insects  (e.g. Gr αρhο iίhα)  cat the buds or the roots  (e.g,  wire.  
worms), and no maim the plant that Its foliage suffer, from want 
of water and assimilation is diminished, or actual withering follows. 
Many aphides, &c., puncture the leaves, suck Out the sap, and 
Induce various local deformations, arrest of growth, ,pustular 
swellings, &c., and if numerous all the evils of defoliation may 
follow. Others (e.g.  miners) tunnel into the leaf parenchyma,  

and  .ojiut  the assimilating a reas out of action in another way. 
 Tt  should be remembered that a single complete defoliation of a 
 herbsceous  annual may so incapacitate the assimilation that no 

stores are available for seeds, tubers, &c,, for another year, or at 
most so little that feeble plants only come up. In the case of 
tree matters run  eomewhst  differently; most large trees in fu 
foliage have far more assimilatory surface than is immediately 
necessary, and if the injury is  conftncd  to a single year it may be 
a small event in the life of the tree, but if repeated the cambium, 

 bud.storm  and fruiting may all suffer. Many larvae of beetles,  
moths, &c., bore into bark, and injure the cambium, or even the 
wood and pith; in addition to direct injury, the Interference with 
the transpiration current and the access of other parasites through 
the wounds are also to be feared in proportion to the numbers of 

 insect* at work. Various local  hypertrophies,  including galls,  
result from the increased growth of young tissues irritated by the 
punctures of insects, or by the presence of eggs or larvae left behind.  

They may occur all ps, bud leaves, ster, or roots, as show n
.  by the numerous

on 
 sp ec ie

art  
s of Cynsp

s,
s on oak, Pkyi!oxcra  on ymca, &c 

The local damage is small, but the general injury to assimilation, 
absorption and other functions, may be impo rtant if the numbers 
increase. In addition to insects, various kinds of worms, molluscs, 
• are  sometimes  of importance as pests. The so-called eel-
worms  (NemoJodes)  may do immense damage on roots and in 
the gra ins of cereals, and  eνerυ one knows how predatory slugs  
and snails are. (See  Ecosoisic EwToiooLocr.)   

Plants as agents of damage and disease may be divid ed  into  
those larger forms which as weeds,  cpiphy  tea and so forth, do 
Injury by dominating and shading mo re  delicate species, or by 
gradually exhausting the soil, &c., and true parasites which actually 
live on and in the tissues of the plants. It must be remembered  
that  phanerogams  also include parasitic  sρccies—e..  Csr,s'ala,  
Loranihsis, Viscsm Th.esisss, 'Rh,aanjhss, &c.—with various capac. 
ides for Injury. fΙicιe  enemies are as a rule no co nspicuous  that  
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we do not 1*0k on their deρτέ iatiοna as diseases, though the gradual  
deterioration of hay under the exhausting effects of root-parasites  
like  Rhinaisihus,  and the onslaught of  Cusctdo  when unduly abund-
ant should teach us how unimportant to the definition the question  
of sine may be.  

it is, however, among the Fungi that we find the moat disastrous  
isid elusive agents of disease.  Foreside  Fangs may be, as regards  
their direct action, purely local—eg. &hi,suo,  which form, gall. 
like swellings on the roots of rushes; Gweso$r σπ iasι, causing  
excrescences on juniper atoms; numerous leaf Fungi such as Par-
risk, Ascidism, Sepkrso, &c., causing yellow, brown or black  
spots on leaves; or  VsIikgo  in the anthers of certain flowers. In  
such cases the immediate damage done may be alight; but the  
effects of prolonged action and the summation of numerous attacks  
at numeroui points are often enormous, certain of these leaf-
diseases costing millions sterling annually to some ρlenting and  
agricultural communities. In other cases the Fungus is virulent 
and rampant, and, instead of a local effect, exerts a general do-
seructive action throughout the plant—e.g. Pylliiuss, which causes  
the "damping off" of seedlings, reducing them to a putrid mass In 
a few hours, and  PhyfopMwra,  the agent of the potato disease. 
Many Fungi, in themselves not very aggressive slowly bring about 
important and far-reaching aecondai7 effects. Thus, many Hymeno. 
mycetea (Agaric., Polyporei, &c.) live on the wood of trees. This 
wood is in groat part already dead substance, but the mycelium 
gradually invades the vessels occupied with the transmission of 
water up the trunk, cuts off the current, and so kills the tree; In 
other cases such Fungi attack the r οot,1  and ae induce rot and starva-
tion of oxygen, resulting in "fouling.' Numerous Fungi, though 
conspicuous as parasites, cannot be said to do much individual 
injury to the host. The extraordinary malformations known as 

Witches' Brooms," caused by the repeated branching and tufting 
of twigs in which the mycelium of Εκοσκια  (on birch) or  Aeridusm,  

(On silver fir) are living, may be borne in considerable numbers 
for years without any veiy extensive apparent injury to the tree.  
Again, the curious distortions on the stems of nettles attacked by 
the  Aecidism  form of the heteroecious Ptstdno Carids  (see  Fuaci. 

 for Heteroecism), or on maize stems and leaves attacked by  Usillago  
Maydis,  or on the inllorescence of crucifers infested with  CysΙο1bιυ,  

are not individually very destructive; it Is the cumulative 
effects of numerous attacks or of extensive epidemics which eventu.  
ally tell. Some very curious details are observable in these cases 

'of malformation. For instance, the .4ecsd ιιιm ejiijissm first referred 
to causes the new shoots to differ in direction, duratioii and arrange.  
mCnt, and even shape of foliage leaves from the normal; end the 
shoots of  Esphorbio  infected with the aecidia of  Uromyces  Pm  
depart so much from the normal in appearance that the attacked 
plants havbcen taken focasiifferent species. Similarlyedit A semosse  
infested with Puccisia and  Vaccinism  with CaJypiospora,  and many 
other cases of deformations due to hypertrophy or atrophy. In-
stances of what we may term tolerated parasitism, where the beet  
plant seems to accommodate Itself very well to the presence of the 
Fungus, paying the tax it extorts and nevertheless not succumbing 
but managing to provide itself with sufficient material to go on with, 
are not rare; and these seem to lead to those cases where the mutual 
accommodation between host and guest has been carried so far 
that each derives acme benefit from the association—symbiosis 
(see FUNGI).  

IT. The  kinds of disease due to these virious agencies are very  
different. A plant may be diseased as a whole, because nearly  
all its tissues are in a morbid or pathological condition, owing to 
some Fungus pervading the whole—e.g. Pylhisrm  in seedlings—or  
to a poison diffusing from cell to cell; In the case of unicellular 
plants—e.g. an alga infested with a Chyirldium—lndeed, matters 
can hardly be otherwise. But the case Is obviously different 
where a plant dies because some essential organ or tissue tract has  
been destroyed, and other parts have suffered because supplies 
are cut off—e.g. when the upper parts of a tree die off owing to 
destruction of the roots, or to the ringing of the stem lower down, 
and consequent interference with the transpiration current. In 
a large number of cases, however, the disease is purely local, and 
does not itself extend far Into the οrgαn or tissue affected. 

If a mass of living plant-tissue is cut, the first change observed  
is one of colour: the white "flesh" of a potato or an apple turns 
brown as the air enters, and closer examination shows that cell 
walls and contents are alike affected. The cut cells die, and oxidized  
products are concerned in the change of colour, the brown juices 
exuding and soaking into the cell-walls. The next change observ-
able after some hours is that the untouched cells below the cut  
grow lerger, push up the dead surface, and divide fry walls tangential  
to it, with the formation of tabloid cork-cells. The layer of cork  
thus formed cuts out the dead difbria and serves to protect the  
uninjured cells below. Such healing by cork formation is Strom.  
panied by a rise of temperature: the active growth of the dividin 
cells is accompanied by vigorous metabolism and respiration an 
a state of" wound fever" supervenes until the heelingIscompieted. 
The phenomena described occur in all cases of cicsitrization of  
wounds in nature—e.g. leaf-tissue, young stems, roots, &c., when 
cut or pierced by Insects, thorn, and so forth. They are con-
earned in the occlusion of broken twigs and of falling leaves, and  

it is from the actively growing" callus" developed Μ the surface  
of the wounded tissues of cuttings, budding; prunmgs, &c., that  
the healing and renewal of tissues occur of which advantage Is  
taken in the practice of what mί ht well be termed plant surgery.  
A third phenomenon cbservable in such healing tissue, is the  
increased flow and accumulation of plastic matenals s.I the seat of  
injury. The eabanced metabolism creates a current of draught  
on the supplies of available food-stuffs aroifnd The phenomenon  
of Irritability here concerned Is well shown In certain cases where  
a parasitic organism gains *mess to a cell—e.g. Pkotrerhdss  causes  
the invaded  Pilobdus  to swell up, and changes the whole course  
of its cell metabolism, and similarly with  Yiwwsodso$ore  in the  
roots of turnips, and many other cases  

lrri'oIio,s  and hyperkophy  of cells are common segna of the pros'  
enced ,psrasites, as evinced by the numerous malformations, gall., 
witches-brooms, &c., on diseased plants, The now well-known  
fact that small doses of poisonous substances may act as stimuli  
to living protoplasm, and that respiratory activity and growth  
may be accelerated by chloroform ether and even powerful mineral 
poisons, such as mercuric chloride, in minimal doses, offers mum 
explanation of these phenomena of bypertxophy, "wound fever"  
and other re οnses to the presence of irritating agents. St 
further insight Is afforded by our increasing knowledge of the 
enzymes, and it is to be remarked that both poisons and enzymes  
are very common in just such parasitic Fungi as Induce d ικοlοn- 
tiona, hypertrophles and the death of celia—e.g. Bo&yiis, Ergot, &c, 
Now it is clear that if an organism gains access to all parts of a 
plant, and stimulates all or most of its cells to hypertrophy, we may 
have the latter behaving sbnosmally—i.t. it maybe diseased through. 
out; and such actually occurs in the case of Ea$erbia pervaded 
with Uτ0m3w Pm, the presence of which alter. the whole aspect 
of the host-plant. if such a general parasite carries Its activities 
farther, every cell may be killed and the plant forthwith destroyed-
e.g. Phyio$ihora  in potatoes. If, on the other hand, the irritating  
agent is local In its action, causing only a few cells to react, we have 
the various pimples, excrescences, outgrowth; &c., exhibited is 
such cases  as Whinge ία dk 040  the maize, various galls, witches'
brooms, &c. 

It must not be overlooked that the living cells of the plant react  
upod the parasite as well as to all external agencies, and the nature  

of disease becomes intelligible only if we bear in mind that it con-
sists in such altered metabolism—deflected physiology—as is here  
implied. The reaction of the cells may be in two directions,  
moreover. For instance, ιii οse the effect of a falling temperature  
is to  ιο  modify the metabolism of the cells that they fill up more 
and more with watery nap; as the freezing-point is macbed this  
may result in destructive changes, and death from cold may result  
If, on the contrary, the gradual cooliiig is met by a corresponding  
depletion of the cells of water, even intense cold may be sustained  
without injury. 

Or, take another case. If the attack of a parasite Is met by the  
formation of some substance In the protoplasm which Is chemo-
tactically repulsive to the invader, it may be totally incapable of 
penetrating the cell, even though equipped with a whole armooiy 
of cytases. diastatic and other enzymes, and poisons which would 
easily overcome the more passive resistances offered by mere  
cell-walls and cell-contents of other plants, thejicotoplaam of which 
forms bodies chemotactically attracuve to the Fungus. 

The various degrees 0/ (ssrariiism  are to a certain extent explained 
by the foregoing. In order that a Fungus Riley enter a plant,  it 
must be able to overcome not merely the resistance of cell-walls, 
but that of the living protoplasm; if it cannot do this, It must resnaia 
outside as a mere epiphyte,  e.g. Fsmego, Jin'petri'hio &c, or, at 
most, vegetate in the intercellular spaces and anchor Itself to the 
cell-walls,  e.g. Triclso'sphaeria.  The inability to enter the cells  
may be due to the tack of chemotactic bodies, to incapacity to 
form cellulose-dissolvIng enzymes, to the existence in the best-
cells of antagonistic bodies which neutralize or destroy the acid; 
enzymes or poisonS formed by the byphae, or even to the forma-
tion and excretion of bodies which poison the Fungus. But even 
when inside it does not follow that the Fungus can kill the cell, 
and many cases are known where the Fungus can break through 
the cell's first lines of defence (cell-wall and protoplasmic lining)- 
but the struggle goes on at close quarters, and various degrees  
hypertrophy, accumulation of plastic bοdies or secretions, din-
colorations, &c., indicate the suffering of the still living cell. 
Finally, cases occur where the invaded cell so adapts itself in the  
presence of the intruder that life in common—symbioais---results.  

The  dissessiisahns  of plant parasites I. favoured by many 
cumstanccs not always obvious, whence an air of mystery resenting  
epidemics was easily created in earlier lime,. The spores  
Rusts, Eiysipheae and other Fungi may be corn-eyed from pissit 
to plant by snails; those of tree-killing polypore'i, &c., by mice, 
rabbit; rats, &c., which rub their fur against the hymenophoses.  
Bees carry the spores of  &krofinia  as they do the pollen of the 
bilberdes and flies convey the conidia of ergot from grain tograis',  
Insects, indeed, are largely concerned In disseminating Fungi. 
either on their bodies or via the alimentary canal. Worms bring  
sports to the surface of soil, ducks and other birds convey them on 
their muddy feet, and, as is sell-knee/1i, wind and outer physical  

lit  
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agencies are very efficient in dissemination. The part played by  

man also counts for much. Gardeners and farm labourers convey  
spores from one bed or field to another; carted soil, manure, &c.,  
may abound in spores of Smuts,  Fusarisri' Polyporei and in sckrotia; 
and articles through the post and so (crib often carry infective  
spores. Every time a carpenter saws fresh timber with a sew  

zeceiitiy put through wood attacked with dry•rot, be risks infect-
ing it with the Fungus; and similarly in pruning, in propagating  
by cuttings, &c.  

The annual losses due to epidemic plant diseases attain pro-
οτι ίοns not easily estimated. As regards money value alone the  

following figures may serve in illustration. In 1882 the United  
States was calculatcd to have lost ο,οοο,οσο to £όο,000,000 from  
bisect end other pests. The wheat-rust coats Australia £ ,s,00o,000  
ισ j3.000,000 annually, and in 1895 alone the loss which Prussia  
esftrrcd from grain-rusts was estimated at fαο,οοο,οοο sterling.  

The terrible loser, sustained by whole communities of farmers,  
planters, foresters, &c., from plant diseases have naturally stirnu-
lamed the search for remedies, but even now the search is too often  
conducted in the spirit of the believer in quack medicines, although  
the agricultural world is awakening to the fact that before any 
measures likely to be successful can be attempted, the whole chain  
of causation of the disease must be invcatigatrd. Experience with  
epidemics, dearly bought in the past, has shown that one fruitful 
cause is the laying open to the inroad. of some Fungus or insect, 
hitherto leading a quiet endemic life in the fields and forests, large 
4racls of its special food, along which it may range rampant without 
check to its dispersal nutrition and reproduction. Numerous 
wild hypotheses as to cLanges in the constitution of the host-plant, 
leading to supposed vulnerability previously non-existent, would 
probably never have seen the light had the lull significance of the 
truth been grasped that an epidemic results when the external  
factors favour a parasite somewhat more than they do the host. 
It may be that in particular cases particular mode, of cultivation 
dkfavour the host; or Lust the soil, climate or seasons do so; but 
overwhelming evidence exists to show that the principal cauwa of 
epidemics reside in circumstanαs which favour the spread, nutrition 
and reproduction of the pest, and the lesson to be learnt is that  
precautions against the establishment of such favouring conditions 
must be sought. Nevertheless, epidemics occur, and practical 
measures are devised to meet the various cases and to check *hi  
ravages already begun. Tire procedure consist, in most cases in  

-spraying the effected plants with poisonous solutions or emulsions,  

.οι i dusting them with fungicidal or insecticidal powders, or apply-
ing ή ιe fumes of lethal gases. For the composition of the numerous 
liqui4 and powders special works must be consulted, but the 
following principles apply generally. The poison must not be  
strong enough to injure the roots, leaves, ic., of the hcst.plant,  
or allowed to act long enough to bring about such injury. Cam 
.wsd intelligence are especially needful with certain insecticides  
such s poisonous gases, or the operators may suffer. It is worse 
glean useless to apply drastic remedies if the main facts of the life-
histesy  of  the peat are not known;  e.g.  the application of ordinary 

.  antiseptic powders to leaves inside which a Fungus, such as a  1/ι  

. or  UsiiIage,  I.  geowing ce. only result in failure, and similarly if  
tobacco fuin, $ardestence, are applied when the insects con- 

•cerned are biberaptisig in the ground beneath. Such applications 
- 	the moment when spqrea are germinating on the leaves,  e.g.  

Perawpara,  or to the young mycelia of epiphytic parasites, e.g.  
&ysipiw,  or the steeping in hoe water of thoroughly rlpehardgrains 
to which  sporse  are  attached,  e.g. 4Ιιί slαgο,  and filling a greenhouse  
with hydrocyanic acid gas when young insects are commencing 
their raVages. e.g. Rtd-spider—all these and similar procedures  
timed to catch the peat at a vulnerable stage are intelligent and  
profitable prophylactic measures, go has been repeatedly shown. 
Numerous special methods of penventipg the spread of Fungi, or  
the migrations of inssc$s. or of trapping vsripisa animals: of leaving  
infested ground fallow, or of growing another crop sisdess to the 

•pest. &c., are also to be found in the practical ,eatiscι More 
. 

 
indirect  methods, such as the grafting of less rcslstapt ιcίo on  
more vigoroe.s stocks, of raining special late or early varieties by 

 erosang or selection, and so on, have also met with success; but 
it must be understood that "resistant" in such cases usually  
means that some peculiarity of quick growth, early ripening or 

,other lile'kature in the plant is for the time being taken advantage  
of. Among the moat Interesting modern means of waging war  
against epidermt pests is that of introducing other epidemics  
among the pests themselves—e.g. the infection of rats and mice 
saSh disease bacilli, or of locusts with insect-killing Fungi, and  
nlgus.of the successful carrying Out of such measures are not wanting. 
That she encouragement of insectivorous birds has been profitable 
a well,cntablished and it as equally well-known that their destruc- 
2.1α1 may lend to diιjgg, insect plagues.  

Ρfιωreχσ,ιd Sysispiowe,,—'I'he  symptoms of plant diseases are,  
an already said, apt  Ιο  be very general in their natu re, and axe  

. ισmetls  -no vaguely defined that little can be learn ed  from  
them as to the causes at work. We may often distinguish  
,between  pnfmjjy  symptoms and  secoadas'y  or  subordinale  

symptoms, but for the purposes of classification in an snick of 
this scope we shall only attempt to group the various cases under  
the more οbνiοus signs of disease exhibited.  

t.  Duwkraiiess  are among the commonest of all signs that a  
plant is " sickly" or diseased. The principal symptom may show 
itself in general pailer, including all cases where the normal healthy 
green hue is replaced by a sickly yellowish hue indicating that the 
chlorophyll apparatus is deficient. It may be due to insufficient 
illumination (Eiiolnfiors), as seen in geraniums kept in too shaded  
a situation, and is then accompanied by soft tissues, elongation 
of internode., leave, usually reduced in size, &c. The laying of 
wheat is a particular case. False etiolation may occur from too  
low a temperature, often seen in young wheat In cold spring..  
Cases of pallor due to too intense illumination and destruction of 
chlorophyll must also be distinguished.  Chk,osis  Is a form of 

 pallor where the chlorophyll remains in abeyance owing to a want 
of iron, and can be cured by adding ferrous salts. Lack of other 
ingredients may also induce chlorotic conditions. Yellowing is a 
common sign of water-logged roots, and if accompanied by wilting 
may be due to drought. Over-transpiration in bright wintry 
weatheχ, when the roots are not absorbing, often results In yellow-
ing. In other cases the presence of insects, Fungi Or poisons at 
the roots may be looked for. Albi,sssm with which variegated 
foliage may be considered, concern, a different set of causes, still 
obscure, and usually regarded as internal, though experiments 
go to show that some vanegatIons are infectious. . 

2. Smut, Lenses, &c.—Discolourcd spots or patches on leaves 
and other herbaceous parts are common symptoms of disease, and 
often furnish clue, to identification of causes, though it must be 
remembered that no sharp line divides this class of symptoms from 
the _preceding. By far the greater number of spot-diseases are due 
to Fungi, as Indicated by the numerous "leaf-disease." described, 
but such is by no means always the case. The spot or patch is an 
area of injury; on (or in) It the cell-content, are suffering destruc-
tion from shading, blocking of stomata, loss of substance or direct 
mechanical injury, and the plant suffers in proportion to the area  
of leaf surface put out of action. It is somewhat artiflcisl to classify 
these diseases according to the colour of the spots, and often im-
possible, because the colour may differ according to the age of the 
part attacked and the stage of injury attained; many Fungi, for 
instance, induceyellow spots which become red, brown or black 
as they get older, and so on. White or grey spots may be due to 
Perimospesra Er,ysiphe CysΙιψυs, Ersiyioma  and other Fungi, the 
mycelium 01 which will  be detected In the discoloured area' or they 
may be scale Insects, or the results of punctures by Red-spider, &c. 
Yellow spots, and especially bright orange spots, commonly indicate 
Rust Fungi or other Urcdineae; but  PhyllosI win,  Rxoa.rcus, Clasirro.. 
sporium, .yrιchyΙrίsm,  &c.. also Induce similar symptoms. Certain 
Aphldes, Red-spider, Phylloxera and other insects also betray 
their presence by such spots. It is a very common event to find the 
early stages of Injury indicated by pale yellow spots, which turn 
darker, brown, red, black, &c., later,  e.g. Dikphia. Rhyfisma,  &c. 
Moreover, variegation, deceptively like these disease spots are  
known,  e.g. Sesucso ZC6eIIIP/eI'I.  Red spots may indicate the 
presence of Fungi.  e.g.  PalysiIgssa,  or insects.  e.g. Phyfophrs.  Brown  
spot, arc characteristic of  ΡhyΙοβΙkοτσ, Psiccussr,  &c., and black 
once of  ΡµsΙcΙadΙsι,, Vslilag.. lfisyissma,  &c.  Both are common 
go  adv.nced  symptoms of destruction by Fungi and insects.  
Brilliantly toloured spots and patches follow the action of acid 
fumes on the vegetation near towns and factories, and such paIti-
coloured leaves often present strikipg resemblance to autumn 
foliage. Symptoms of scorching owing to abnormal Insolation-
e.g.  in greenhouses where the sun's rays are concentrated on  
ρarι icu ίar spots—and a certaIn  clue of obscure diseases, such as 

silver-leaf" in plums, "foxy leaves" in various plants, may also  
be placed here.  

3. Wossds.—Tbe prindpal  phenomena resulting fropi a simple 
wound, and the response of the Irritated  cells in healing ly cork' 
and in the formation of callus, have been indicated above. Any  
clean cut, fracture or bruise which Injures the cambium over a 
limited area is met with the same response. The injured cells die 
and ;urn brown; the living cells beneath grow out, and form cork, 
and under she released pressure  bulge outwards and repeatedly  
divide, forming g mass of succulent regenerative tissue known as 
cells,. Living cells of  the pith, phloem, cortex, &c., may also 
co-operate In this formation of  χeerιerαtiνe  tissue arid If the wound 

k" is a mere knife-cut In the " bαλ 	the protrurllng lie of callus 
formed at the edges of the wound soon meet, and the slit Is healed 
over—occluded, If a pIece of bark and cortex art torn oil, the 
occlusion takcs longer, because the tissues have V) creep over the  
taposed  area of wood; and the same Is mi, of a transvcrac cut 
severing the branch, as may be seen In any properly pruned tree.  
Wounds may be artificially gmuped under such heads as the 
followIng: Burrows and excavations in bark and wood due to 
boring Insects, especially beetles. Breakagaa and abrasions due 
to wind, snow, lightning, and other climatic agents. Cuts, !nest-
ages, &c., due to man and other vertebrate animals. Erosions of  
leave. and herbaceous parts by caterpillars, slugs, earwigs and so 
forth. Frost-cracks, scorch ing of bark by sun and fire, &c.•  and  
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wounds due to plants which entwine, pierce or otherwise materially  
injure trees. &c., On a large scale  

4.  Εχcτιs'erwιs.—ΟυιgτοwΙhι, more or Ics, abnormal in character.  
are frequent signs of diseased organs. They are due to hyper-
trophy of young tissues, which may undergo profound alterations  
subsequently, and occur on all parts of the plants. The injury  
which initiates them may be very alight In the first place—a mere  
abrasion, puncture or Fungus infection—but the minute wound or  
other disturbance, instead of healing over normally, is frequently  
maintained as a perennial source of irritation, and the regenerative  

tissues grow on month after month or year after year, resulting  

in extraorainury outgrowths often of large sine and remarkable  
shape. Εκcrcsccπcea may be dvided Into those occurring of  
berbaceoun tissues, of which  Galls are well-known examples, and  
those found on the wdody stem, branches, &c., and themselves  
eventually woody, of which Ban's of various kinds afford common  
illustrations. Among the simplest examples of the fanner are the  
hairs which follow the irritation of the cells by mites. These hairs  
often occur in tufts, and are no coloured and arranged that they  
were long taken for Fungi and placed in the "genus"  &'iiieam.  

Cecrdia  or galls arise by the hypertrophy of the subepidermal  
cell, of a Itaf, cortex, &c., which has been pierced by the ονiροιiter  
of an insect, and in ωhich the egg is deposited. The Irritation let  
up by the batching egg and its resulting larva appears to be the  
stimulus to development, and not a poison or enzyme Injected by  

the Insect. The extraordinary forms, colour, and textures of the  

true gαllα have always formed some of the most interesting of  
biological questions, for not only I. there definite co-operation  
between a given species of insect and of plant, as shown by the facts  
that the same insect may induce galls of different kinds on different  

plants or organs, while different infects induce different gulls on  
the same ρlant—e.g. the numerous galls on the ook—but the gall  
Itself furnishes well adapted protection and abundant stores of  

nutriment to its particular larva, and often appears to be borne  

without injury to the plant. This latter fact Is no doubt due to  

the production of an excess of plastic materials over and above  

what the tree requires for its immediate needs. Galls in the wide  
tense—technically  Cecidia—are· not always due to insects. The  
nodules on the roots of leguminoun plants are induced by the  

presence of a minute o ι anism now known to do no Injury to the  
ρlΧnt. Those on turnips and other Crucifersie are due to the  

infection of  PlasmodiopIiord,  a dangerously parasitic Myxomycete.  
Nodules due to" eel-worms" (NcmaIodes) are produced on nosier'  

oun classes of plant,, and freouently result in great losses--e.g.  
tomatoes, cucumbers, &c.• and the only too wcll known Phylloxtra, 
which cost France and other vine-growing countries many millions  
sterling, is another case in poInt. Fungus-galls on 'caves sod stems  
are exemplified by the "pocket-plums" caused by the  Eroes'coe.  
the black blistering swclllngs of  TJ.tlilago M'qydis,  the yellow swellings  
on nettles due to  Ae'idium,  &c.  

In many cases the swellings on leaves are minute, and may be  
termed  psslskr—e.g.  those dun to  Synchyirium, ?Wm yces, Cyslo/iss,  
many Ustilagiseae, &c. Thcsc cases are not easily distinguished  
superficially from the pustular outgrowth of actual myrelia sad  
spores (stromata) of such Fungi as  Neciria, Piuc'iiiia,  &c, The  
cylindrical stem-swellings doe to  Calypios,bora, Spichise,  &c., ma  
also be mentioned here, and the tyro may easily confound wit  

these the layers and cushions of eggs laid on similar organs by  
moths. There in a class of gall-like or pustular outgrowth' foe  
which no external cause ha&as yet been determined. and which are  
therefore often ascribed to internal causes of disease. Such are  
the cork-warts on elms, maples, &c., and the class of outgrowths  
known as  Zalumescences.  Recent researches point to definite  
external conditions of mOisture, affecting the processes of reupira.  

tion and transpiration, &c., as being responsible for some of these.  
The 'scab" of potatoes is another case in paint. Frost blisters  
are pustular swellings due to the up-growth of callus-fissile Into  
cavities caused by the uprising of the superficial cortex under the  
action of intense cold.  

Turning now to outgrowths of a woody nature, the well-known 
inns or knaurs," so common on elms and other trees are cases  
in point. They are due to some injury—c.(. braising by  a cart-
wheel, insects—having started a callus Of which adventitious buds  

ariie, or to the destruction of buds at an early stage. Then, stores  
of food-material being accumulated at the injured place, other  
buds arise at the base of or around the injured one. If matters  
arc propitious to the development of these biide, then a tuft of  

twigs is formed and no burr; but if the lnci,picnt twigs are also dc.  

stroyed at an early stage new buds are again formed, and In larger 
numbers than before, and the continued repetition of these processes  
leads to a sort of conglomerate woody mass of fused bud-bases,  
net dead, but unable to grow out, and tImes each contributing  a 
crowded portion of woody material as it slowly grows. There are  
many varietlea of burrs, though all woody outgrowths of old trues  
are not to be confounded with them e.g.  the "knees" of  Taxo- 

&c. Many typical burrs might be described as  witchts'
brooms, with all the twigs arrested to extremely short outgrowths.  
'Vitchcs'-brooms are the tufted bunches of twigs found on silver  
firs, birches and other trees1  and often prevent resemblances to  
birds' nests or clumps of mistletoe if only seen from a distance,  

They are branches in which a pertnoial Fungus (Aecidism, Rxca seas,  
&c) ha, obtained a hold. This Fungus stimulates the main twig  
to shoot out more twigs than usual; the mycelium then enters  

each Incipient twig and stimulate, it to a repetition of the process,  
and so In the course of years large broom-like tufts result, often  
markedly differifnt from the normal.  

But undoubtedly the moat imροrta πt of the woody excrescences  
on tree, are  canikii's.  A canker is the result of repeated frustrated  
attempts on the part of the callus to heal up a wound. If a clean  
cut remains dean, the cambium and cortical tissues most form callus  

over it, and In this callus—regenerative tissue--new wood, &c.,  
soon forms, and if the wound was a email one, no trace is visible  
after a few years. But the occluding callus is a mass of delicate  
succulent cells, and offers • dainty morsel to certain inserts-
e.g. Aphides—and may be easily penetrated by cc'rtain Fungi such  
as  Pesiva, Nerinia;  and when thus attacked, the repeated confirms  
between the cambium and calls., on the one hand, trying to heal  
over the wound, and the insect or Fungus on the other, destroying 
the new tissues as they are formed, result, in irrtgulzr growths;  
the still uninjured cambium area goes as thickening the branch.  
the dead parts, of course, remain unthickened, and the portion in  

which the Fungus in at work may for the time being grow more  
rapidly. Such cankera often commence in mere insect punctures.  
frosted bud., cracks in the cortex. &c, Into whkh a germinating  
spore sends its hypha. The seriousness of the damage done is  
iHustrated by the ravages of the larch disease, apple stinker, &c.  

5. £xisdsiiosis  end Railing.—The outward symptoms of many  
diseases consist in excessive dinchurgi's of moisture, often accom-
panied by bursting _of over-turgid cells, and eventually by puree- 
furtive changes. Conditions of hυρεr-turgescenee are common in  
herbaceou, plants In wet seasons, or when overcrowded and in  
situation, too moist for them. This unhealthy state is frequently  

combined with etiolatiom: whet is termed rankness is a particular  

case, and if the factors concerned are removed by drainage, weed-
ing out, free transpiration, &c., no permanent harm may result.  

With seedlings and tender plants, however, matters are frequently  
complicated by the onslaughts of Fungi--e.g. Pyih ίsm, Peeoiw-
spurn, Compktork, Vedukila, Bolryiis,  &c. That such over-
turgescence should lead to the bursting of flenhy fruit., such as  

gooseberries, tomatoes and grapes, is net su ι n'ising. nor can we  
wonder that fermentation and mould Fungi rapidly spread in  

such fruits; and the same is tree for bulbs and herbaccous οrans  
generally. The rotting of rhizome,, roots, &e., also cornea into  

this category; but while it Is extreme)) ,  difficult in given casea to  
explain the course of events in detail, certain Fungi and bacteria  
have been so definitely associated with these roots.—.s.g. beet- τοι.  
turnip disease, wet-rot of potatoes—that we have to consider each  
case separately. it is, of course, impossible to do this here, but I  

will briefly discuss one or two groups of cases.  
lloney-dew.—The sticky condition of leave, of trees—e.g. lime--

in hot weather is owing to exudation, of sugar. In many eases  

the punctures of Aphidcs and Coccideae are shown to be responsible  
for such exudation,, and at least one instance is known where a  

Fuixgus—Clamreps--cauws  it. But It also appears that henry  - 
dew may be excreted by ordinary processes of over-turgeseence  

pressing the liquid thmugh water-pores, as in the tropical Curse!-
pinia, Calliandno,  &c. That these exudations on leaves ahould  
afterwards serve as pabulum for Fungi—e.g.  Fumsge, Airienrnrna  
—is not surprising, and the leaves οf limes are often black with  
them.  

P7,x.—A cisnamon event in the exudation of turbid, frothing  

liquids from wound, in the bark of trecs,t ιn ιlthe οdοur. οf ιι irν-
faction and e"cn alcoholic fermentation in these are sufficiently  
explained bythe coexistence of albuminous and nacvl'arine mailer,  
with fungi, yeasts and bacteria in such fluxes. It is clear that in  

these case, the obvious symptom—the flux—is not the ρnmarγ  
one. Some wound in the succulent tissues has become infected  

by the organisms referred to, and their continued action prevents  
healing. At certain seasons the wound "bleeds," and the organ-
isms—some of which, by the bye, are remarkable and interesting  

forms—multiply in the nutrifious sap and ferment it. The pheno- 
menon is, in fact, very like that of the fermentation of palm wine  
and puiquc, where the juices are obtained from artificial cuts.  

Comparable with these eases is that of  Ci'ckoo-spii,  due to the  
juices sucked out by  Aphnspflfhora  on berbaccous plant, of all  
kinds. Outflows of r:sin—Rcsu,wsis—aIro come under this general  
heading; but although some resin-fluxes are traced to the destructive  
action of  Agsricus ,neikiis  in Conifers, others, an well as certain  
forms of Gummosis, are still in need of explanation.  

Biickniosis. —Many of the plant diseaseu involving rot have beea  
ascribed to the action of bacteria, and in some cases—e4. cabbage-
rot, bulb-rot of hyacinths, &c., carnation disease—there us esidence  
that bacteria are causally connected with the disease, It is not 
sufficient to find bacteria in the rotting tissues, however, nor even  
to be successful In infectilg .  the plant through an artificial wound,  
unless very special and critical precastiona are taken, and in many 
of the alleged cases of bacteriosis the saprophytic bacteria lathe  
tissues are to be regarded as merely secondary &gents.  

6. Necrosus —A number of diseases the obvious 'ymptoma of 
which are time local drying up and death of tissues, in many cases  
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with secondary-results on organs or patti of organs, may be brought  
together under this heading.  Νο  sharp line can be drawn between  
these diseases and some of the preceding, inosmuch as it ofttn  
depends on the enternal conditions whether necrosis is a dry-rot,  
in the sense I employ the term here, or a sect-rot, when it would  
come under the preceding category. The "dying back" of the  
twigs of trees and shrubs is a frequent case. [he cortical tissues  
gradually shrink and dry up, turning brown and black in patches  
or all over, and when at length the cambiutsi and medullary ray  
tissues dry up the whole twig dies off. This ιααυ be due to frost,  
especially in 'thin-barked trees, and often occurs in beeches,  
pears, &c.; or it may result from bruising by wind, hailsionen,  
gun-shot wounds in coverts &e., the latter of course very  local. 
It is the common result of fires passing along too rapidly to burn  
the trees; and "thin-barked " trecs—hornbca,n, beech, firs, &c—
may exhibit it as the results of sunburn, especially when exposed  
to the south·west after the removal of shelter. The effects of frost  
and of sunburn are frequently quite local. The usual necrosis of  
the injured cortex occurs—drying up, shrivelling, and consequent  
stretching and cracking of the dead cortex on the wood beneath.  
Such frost-cracks, sun-cracks, &c., may then be. slowly healed over  
by callus, but if the conditions for necrosis recur the crack may be  
again opened, or if Fungi, &c., interfere with occlusion, the healing  
is prevented; in such cases the local necrosis may give rise to  

cattkera. The dying back of twigs may be brought about by many  

rouses General attacks of leaf-diseases invariably lead to starva-
tion and necrosis of twigs, end similarly with the ravages of cater-
pillars and other insects. Dr οuh ι and consequent defoliation  
result is the same, and these consideration, help us to understand  
how old-established trees in parks, &c.. apparently In good general  
health, become "stag-headed" by the necrosis of their upper  
twigs and smaller branches: the roots have here penetrated into  
subsoil or other unsuitable medium, or some drainage scheme has  
deprived them of water. &c.. and a dry summer just turns the scale.  
Such phenomena are not uncommon in towns, where trees with  
their roots under pavement or other impervious covering do well  
for a time, but suddenly fail to supply the crown sufficiently with  
water during some hot summer.  

7.  M'hissf,osilirs. —A large c1sss of cases of departure from the  
normal form, depending on different and often- obscure causes,  
rosy be grouped together under this heading; most of them are of  
the kind termed  Teralologko.l,  and it is difficult to decide how far  
they should be regarded as pathological if we insist that a disense  
threatens the existence of the plant since many of these malforma- 
tions—e.;. double flowers, phyllody of floral parts, contortions  
and fascinations, dwarΙlng malformed leaves, &c.—can not only  
be transmitted in cultivation, but oecur in nature without evident  
injury to the variety. lii many cases, however, monstrosities  of 
flowers have been shown to be due to the irritaiuug action of minute  
insects or Fungi, and others are known which, although induced  
by causes unknown to us, sad regarded as internal, would not be  
likely to survive in the wild condition. This subject brings the  
domain of pathology, however, into touch with that of variation,  
and we are profoundly ignorant an to the compkx of εxter παι  
conditions which would decide in any gi νeπ cane how far a variation  
in form would be prejsdicial or otherwise to the continued existence  
of a species. Under the head of malformations we place cases of  
atrophy of parts or general dwarfing, due to starvation, the attacks  
of Fungi or minute insects, the presence of unsuitable food-materials  
and so on: as well as eases of transformation of stamens into petals.  
carpels into leaves, and so forth. Roots arc often flattened, twisted  
and otherwise distorted by mechanical obstacles; seems by excess  
of food in rich soil, the attacks of minute parasites, overgrowth  
by climbing plants. &e. Leaves are especially apt to vary, and  
although the formation of crests, pitchers, puckers, &c., must be  
put down to the results of abnormal development, it is often difficult  
to draw the line between tcratologicul and merely varietal pheno.  
mesa. For instance, the difference between the long-stalked and  
finely'cut leaves of Anemone attacked with rust and the normal  
leaves with broad segments, or between the urceolate leaves oc'  
casionally found on cabbages and the ordinary form—in these  
cases undoubtedly pathological and teratologkal respectively—is  
nothing like  ιο  great as between the upper and lower normal.  
leaves of many IJmbelliferae or the submerged and floating leaves  
of an aquatic  Ranusci'i,'s  or  C,sbomha.  When we come en pheno-
mena such as proliferations. vivipary, the development of" Lammas  
shoots," adventitious buds, epicormic branches, and to these mal-
formations of flowers known as pclsria, phyllody, virescence, &c.  
ω hile assured that definite, and in many cases recngninable, physio-
logical disturbances are at work, we find ourselves ox the borderland  
between pathological and physiological variation, where each case  
must be examined with due regard to all the circumstances, and  
no generalization seems possible beyood what has been sketched.  
This is equally true of the phenomena of apogamy and apospory  
in the light of recent researches into the effects of c χterτml con-
ditiosis on reprodsction.  

This sketch of an enormous subject shows us that the pathology  
of plants is a special department of the study of variations which  

threaten injury to the plant, and passes imperceptibly into the  

study  of variations In general. Moreover, we have good reasons  

for inferring that different constellations of external causes may  
determine whether the internal physiological disturbances  
induced by a given agent shall lead to pathological and dangerous  

variations, or  ιο  changes which may be harmless or even advan-
tageous to the plant concerned.  
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(Romance of Science Series), S.P.C.K.; Massee,  Text-Book of Plant  
Diseases (1 899)  ;Tubeuf,  Diseases of Plants (London. 1897)s Insects.-
Ormerod.  Manual of Injurious insects  (u89ο); C. V. Riley, Insect Life, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (1888-1 895); Judeich and Mitsche, 
!,,ehrbs"h der  milieleuropdischen Forstiiisekienkunde  (Vienna, 1889).  
Healing of Wounds, &c.—Shaltoek,  "On the Reparatory Pro-
cesses which occur in Vegetable Tissues."  Joserss.  Lion.  Soc. (iBSs)  
xix. s; Richards, "The Respiration of Wounded Plants,"  Λ  is,. vi  
Βοl.  (1896),  χ.  531; and "The Evolution of 1-lout by Wounded  
Plants," '1 5 5. of Bog. (1 897), xi. 29. Enzymes—Green, The Soluble  
Ferments and  Fermsnlaliois  (1899). Cltemotaxis,  &c.-'-Miyoiibi. 
"Due Diirclrbohruung von Meinbraneii durch Pilzladen," .P,ingsk.  
Jahrb.,  Β.  (1895), xxviii. 26, ‚miS literature. Pnrasiiism,  
Marshall  \%,srd, "On some Relations between Host ansi Parasite,  

Proc.  Roy.  Soc. xlvii. yq; and "Symbiosis." Ann. of 8W.  
(1899), xiii. 549, with literature. Specialization of Passaitsim.-
Salmon, in Masoec's  Text-Book of Fungi 0906), pp. 146-157.  
Statistics—See Wyatt, Agricultural Ledger  (Cakstta. ι845),  ρ.  71;  
Balfour, The  Agrs'sufiural  Pests of  Iisdus( i887). p. '; Eriksuon and  
Henning, Die Get  ecidecaste; Site publications of the l.J.S. Agri- 
cultural Department; the Kew  Bulleiin; Z&schrsfl  fur  Pjfianuis-
hrankhcol,,- , s",l  c-I--cohere.  Spr"ying.  &c.—Scc Lodernan,  The 
Spraying  qf P/usfs  (1896), and irnuiurous references in use publica-
tions of U.S. Agricultural Department,  Zeiischr.  f.  Pβαnaenkrσ nk.. 
heiles.  the Gardener': Chronicle, &c.  Edolation, &c.—?feffer  
Physsology  of Pliant:, and other works on physiology. Albinism, &e. 
—Church,"A Chemical Study of Vegetable Albinism."  Jeers. 

 Chess.  Soc.  (1879, 1880 and 1866); Bcijcnnck, "iieber tin Con-
tagium," &c., in  Vrrhandj.  d. kite.  Acad... Wet. (Amsterdam,  
1898); Raring in  Zeitschr.  f.  Ρβα,,ueιskταιkh. (1899), is. 65; Boar,  
Ber. des5schrn  bet. Des. (2904), xsit. 453;  Sitxι'π sber. berth:. Abed.  
(Jan. 6 1906); Hunger,  Ζeι schr.  f.  Pjtonnrn*cankhrtfen 0905)
xv. He?t 5. Wounds, &c.—Marrlrall 'uVard,  Timber and some  
a] its Diseases, p. 2m; l-la τti,  Diseases of Trees (London, ifieq).  
lecidia and Galls,—Kilster, ' Beitrilge our Kenntnisa der Gallen-
anatomic." Flora (1900), p.  117;  Pathol,sgisclue Pjfssnsencnatomis  
(1903); Molliard.  Reuse  gin&o.le  dc bat. (1900).  ρ.  157. Canker.—
Frank,  Krankheifeis der P$anae,s, and papers in  Zeitachr.f. Pjfaszen. 
krumskh.  Rotting. &c.—Migul a, 11,1,.  Urbersichl derjenigess Pilosnoen-
krqskheilcn, wekhe asfeblich dutch Bakleri,',s sirns.rsacht weed,'s  
(2892); Smith, "Pseudomonas campentris," Ce.,t.  f.  Buikt.  B. iii.  
284 (1897);  Arthur and Bolley.  Bactersaeuis  of Carnations. Purdue  
Univ. Age. Station  (ι&6),  vii.  ι;  A. F. Woods, "Stigmonnse,  a  
Disease of Carnations,'  VetclbΙe, Phy,iist.  and  Pulkol.  Bull.  ip 
U.S.  Department of  Agrwiul'mure (iqoo); Sorsuier, Hasdbuch der  
Ρβα ne.esι krαnkhώ eτι (1905), 18-93. Frost, Drought, &c.—)-iartig,  
Lehrbuch der Anal. and  Phys. der  P/lasses: Fischer, Forest  Pralecluon.  
iv. 01 Schlich's Manuel of  Foreslry.  Teratology, &c.—Mustrrs.  
V'qelable  Teratology, Ray Society  (ι8(,9);  Mohliard,  "C&-idies  
florales,"  Au,. Sri. Nat.  sfr.  ό , i.  (hot.) ρ. 6  (1895).  (Η.  M. W.)  

Ecoi.ocy  07 PLANTS  

Indrodo'ctiow.—Tbe  word ecology is derived from  ofear,  a  
house (habitat), and λΙaγοt, a discourse. As a botanical term,  
ecology denotes that branch of botany which comprises the  
study of tlse relations of the individual plant, or the species, or  
the plant community with the habitat. Following Schriiterl  
(Flahault and Schrbter, sgzo : 24), the term  aakcolagy  may be  
used for the study of the habitat conditions in relation to the  
single species, and the term  :ynecology  for this study in relation  
to plant  commuelhies.  

From the phytogeographical standpoint, ecology Is frequently  
termed ecological plant geography. Thus Warming 5  (1901: 1 and 2)  

I Flahasit and Sclirflter, Phylogeogruplui-cul Nomcncio.ts',e:  reports  
and  proposilisns  (Zurich, 1910).  

'Warming,  Oecology  of Plants (Oxford, 1909).  
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υbdiνided  plant geοgraρly ίntο floristic plant geography and  
ecological plant geography. The former is concerned with the 
division of the earth's surface into major districts characterized 
by particular plants or laxonomic groups of plants, with the 
subdivision of these florisiic districts, and with the geographical  
distribution (both pest and present) of the various taxonomic 
units, such as species, genera, and families. On the other hand, 
ecological plant geography seeks to ascertain the distribution 
of plant communities, such as associations and formations, and  

enquires into the nature of the factors of the habitat which are 
related to the distribution of plants—plant forms, specIes, and  
communities. In a genera] way, floristic plant geography is 
concerned with species, ecological plant geography with vege-
tation. The study of the distribution of species dales back to 
the time of the early systematials, the study of vegetation to the 
time of the early botanical travellers. Humboldt, 1  for example,  
defined his view of the scope of plant geography as follows: 
"C'cat cette science qul consid&e lea ν getaυΧ zoos lea rapports  
di leer association locale dens les dififrents climats" 0807:  
54).  

The  Hebil.J. —T'ae  term  habib!,  in its widest sense, includes 
all the factors of the environment which affect a plant or a plant  
community, though the term Is frequently used to signify only 
some of these factors. The factors of the habitat may be 
grouped as follows: geographical, physical, and biological. 

Cnogeaphical Facbors.—Ccographkal  position determines the 
particular specks of plants which grow in any particular locality. 
This matter is bound up with the centres of origin and with the 
past migrations of species; and such question, are usually treated  
as a part of  floriitic  plant geography. Here, therefore,  floristics 

 and ecology meet.  Flahault  and  Schrflter.'  in defining the term 
habitat, appear to exclude all geographical factors. They state 
that" the term habitat is understood to include everything relating 
to the factors operative In a  geσ raρhkal ί y  defined locality, so far 

ors as these (act 	influence plants '(1910; 24) but the exclusion of  
geographical and historical factors from the concept of the habitat  

does  not appear to be either desirable or logical.  
Physical  Fador,.-·--These are frequently classified as  edaphic  or  

soil factors and climatic (actors; but there is no sharp line of de.  
maication  between them.  Edaphic  factors Include all those 

 relating to the soil. The water content of the soil, its mineral  
content, its humus content, its temperature, and its physical char.  

acteristics,  such as its depth and the ass of Its component particles  
ar,  all  edaphic  factors. Climatic factors Include all those misting  
to atmospheric temperatu re, rainfall, atmospheric humidity, an  
light and shade. Factors connected with altitude, aspect, and  
exposure  to winds are also climatic: such are often spoken of as  
physiopaphscal  lacier:. The difficulty of sharply delimiting  
edaphic  and climatic factors Is seen In the ease of t emperatu re. 

 Soil temperatu re  is partly dependent on the direct rays of the sun,  
partly on the colour and constitution of the soil, and partly on the  
water content of the soil. Again, the temperatu re  of the air is  
affected by radia tion from the soil; and radiation differs In various  
soils.  

Bidogwa_l Faclevs.—These include the reactions of plants and  
animals on the habitat. Here again, no sharp boundary-line can  

be drawn. In one seem, the  accuniulation  of humus and peat is  
a biological factor, as it is related to the work of organisms in the  
soil; but the occurrence or otherwise of these organisms in the nail  
is probably related to definite  edaphic  and climatic conditions.  
Again, the well-known action of earthworms may be said to be a 
biological work' but the resulting aeration of the soil causes  edaphie 
differences;  aiai  earthworms are absent from certain soil,, such as 
peat. The pollination of flowers and the  diapersal  of seeds by  
various animals are biological factors; but _pollination and die- 
persal by the wind cannot be so regarded. The influence of man  
on plants and vegetation is also a  biοlο icaΙ  factor, which is fre-
quently ignored as such, and t reated as if It were a thing apart.  

When the nature and effect of ecological facto rs  have become  
more fully understood, It will be possible to dispense with the  sbove 
art ificial classification of factors, and to frame one depending on  
the action of the  variou,  factors; but such a classification is not  
possible  In the present state of knowledge.  

&dogy end  Phyofdogy. —Whilg  our knowledge of the nature  
and effect of habitat is still in a very rudimentary condition,  
much progrom lisa been made in recent years In the study of  
plant communities; but even here the questions Involved In  
relating the facts of the distribution of plant communitka to the  

' Humboldt and  Bnnoland, 1.rni sa, Jo  ‚!OgrephII  des  µαaιe  
(Pam, 1807).  

'Flabauft  and Scbrote, (.p.'iij.  

factors of the habitat are very imperfectly understood. This is 
due to a lack of precise knowledge of the vario us  habitat factors  
and also of the responses made by plants to these factors. Until  
much more advance has been made by ecologists in the investi-
gation of the nature of habitat factors, and until the effect of the  
factors on the plants has been more closely investigated by 
physlologists, it will remain impossible to place ecology on 
a physiological basis: all that is possible at present is to give a  
physiological bias to certain aspects of ecological research.  
Obviously no more than this is possible until physielogists are  
able to state much more precisely than at present what is the  
Influence of common salt an the plants of salt-marshes, of the  
action of calcium carbonate on plants of calcareous soils, and of 
the action of humoua compounds on plants of fens and peat  
moors,  •  

Ecological Classes. —Many attempts have been made to divide 
plants and plant communities into classes depending on habilat  
factors. One of the best known classifications on these lines is 
that by Warming.' Warming recognized and defined four 
ecological classes as follows:- 

Ilydrephyks. —These live In a watery or wet substratum, with 
at least 80% of water. Warming included plants of melt-begs  
among his  hydrophytes.  

X'ro$ihyks. —These are plants which live in very dry places,  
where the substratum has less than  io%  of water. 

Habo$yfes.—These are plants living in situations where the sub-
stratum contains a high proportion of sodium chloride. 

M's,phyks.—Thcse  are plants which live in localities which are 
neither specially dry nor specially wet nor specially salty. 

Such terms as hydrophytes, xerophytes, .and halophytes had 
been used by plant geographers before Warming's time  e.g.,  by 
Schouw;' and the terms evidently supply a want fell by botanists 
as they have come into general use. However, the terms are 
incapable of exact definition, and are only useful when used in a  
very general way. The above clasmffcaiion by Warming, 
although It was without doubt the best ecological classification  
which had, at the time, been put forward, has not escaped criti. 
dam. The criticisms were directed chiefly to the inclusion of 
sand dune plants among halophytes, to the exclusion of halo-
phytea from xerophytcs, to the Inclusion of "bog xeropbytes" 
among hydropltytcs, to the inclusion of all conifers among 
xerophytea and of all deciduous trees among meaophyics, and to 
the group of mosophytes in general. 

Schimper 5  made a distinct advance when he distinguished 
between physical and physiological dryness or wetness of the 
soil. A soil may be physically wet; but if the plants absorb the 
water only with  dirnculty,  as in a salt marsh, then the soil is, as 
regards plants, physIologically dry. All soils which si-c physi-
cally dry are also physiologically dry; and hence only the  
physiological dryness  Ος  wetness of soils aced be considered in  
ecology.  

Schimper  used the term zero  phyks  to Include plants which live 
in soils which are physiologically dry, and the term  hygrophyks  

those which live in soils which are physiologically wet or damp. 
Schimper recognized that the two classes are connected  by  transi-
lional forms, and that it is useless to attempt to give the mailer 
a statistical basis. It is only In a general sense like Schiniper'a  
that such ecological terms as xerophytes have any value; and it 
is not possible, at least at present, to frame ecological classes., 
which shall have a high scientific value, on a basis of this nature. 
Whilst Schimper objected to the constitution of a special 
category, such as mesophytea, to include all plants which are 
neither pronounced xerophytea nor pronounced lsygropbytes,  
he recognised the necessity of a third class in which to place those  

*Warming,  Pk.rJeso.a'fsad, Kjflbeahavn,  1895. (See German 
trans. by  Knoblauch, "Lehrbuch der  . bkolcgiichen Pflanses.  
geograplue'  (Berlin, 1 896); new German  ed.  by  Graebner  (Berlin, 
igos). . . 

'Scheme, G,smd',aeb lii es ols'isdeiig Pkalqrag?a#A (KiObea- 
havn,  5822); Gramm trans.,  "Grundafige met. allegemeinen  
ΡΙΙansengeogτιρbie"  (Berlin, 1823).  

' Schimper, Pβasseisg,orra$ie  ash $ysidejischer Grmedkge 
Berlin.  1 898);  Eng. trans. by  Fieher, "Plant  (.eogrsphy  upon • 

 Physiological  βasi,"  (Oxford, 1903-1904  . 
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plants which, like deciduous trees and bulbous plants, art  bygro-
phytca  during one season of the year and  acrophytea  during  
another  aeoaon  of the year. Such plants, which comprise the  
great  majοriή ,  of the species  of the central European  &ra,  
Schimper  termed  Ιτή ο rhyks.  

Recently,  Warmingi  (re=  τ36),  assisted by  Vabi,  has  
modified his earlier  ciassiflcaiion,  and adopted the  folloving- 

A. The soil (ii' the widest sense) is very wet, and the abundant  
water is available to the plant (at least in hydrophytes).  

ι.  "ydr.phytrs.—Thcse  Include plants of the  pkskloii,  or micro-
phytes that fleet free on water, of the  pleiiske,  of  macrophytes  
which float on or are suspended in water, and of the  ό ιΙkοs,  or  
all aquatic plants which are fixed to the substratum.  

a.  Hekphyles..-.Tbeee  are marsh plants which normally have  
their roots In soaking soil but whose branches and foliage are more  
or less aerial Warming admits there is no sharp limit between  

marsh plants and land plants; and it seems equally obvious that  

there is no sharp limit between some of his helophytes and some of  

his hydmphyte,. For example, the difference between aquatic  

plants with floating leaves, such as the yellow water-lily  (Nympkaea  
lake) and those with erect leaves, such as Typka asgari((o'ia, is  
probably more apparent than real. Among helophytes, Warming  

places plants of the reed swamp, and Includes such trees as the alder  

(Aisaa νcsisd γοΙ iο), willows  (e.g.. Sour elba, S. fragilis, S. crne,ee,  
S.  peiii'asdra), birch, and pine, when these grow in marshy placea.  

Β. The soil is physiologically dry.  
3. Oxylopkytes. —These plants, sometImes spoken of as "flog 

xrro$yfes,'  grow in soils which contain an abundance of free  
humous compounds, and include plants which grow on fens and  
mοοπ.  

4. Piychespflyie,. —These include the plants which grow on the  
cold soils of subniveal and polar districts.  

. ΗnΙο$iks.—Ρhese  are plants which grow on saline soils.  
'.The md is physically dry.  
6. Lilhe$$ea.—These are plants which grow on "lrue rock,"  

but not "on the loose soil covering rock, even though this may  

elItertain species that are very intimately associated wi(h the rock.  

Still to this limitation an exception must be made in favour of the 
vegetation growing in clefts and niches" (Warming, 1909 ; 240).  
Many Algae, lichens, and rOwe, sit Included among  lithophytes.  
and also  Saxifregd  Α  moose, S. opposiui·fo'ia, Sikis' omaha,  and  
Gim$olssi,m lsleo-aibsm.  

7. Psomm,phyks. —Theme art plants which grow on sand and  
gravel. Plants of send-dunes, whether in maritime or inland  
localities, are psammophytes, as well as plants (such as Cahhima  
mdgeris)  of dune heaths, dune "bushland" or scrub, and dune  
forest.  

8. Cserso$yks. —l-Iere  are placed certain "xerophytic perennial  
herbs" which occur on "particular dry kinds of soil, such as lime-
stone rocks. stiff clay, and so forth " (Warming. i909 : 289).  

D. The climate in very dry, and the properties of the s οil are  
decided by climate.  

9. Eremophyl's.—Under this term, are placed plants of desert,  
and steppes.  

to.  Psilopby$es.—Here are placed plants found in "savannah- 
vegetation,' viz.  (i.)  "thorny savannah-vegetation, including' (a)  
orchard-scrub, (8) .thorn-bushland and thorn-forest; (ii.) true  
savannah: tropical and nub.tropical savannah; (iii.) savannah-forest,  

including bush-forest in Africa and 'campos serrados' in Brazil"  

(Warming, 1909 ; 293 et  seq.).  
tr.  Sderojskyifass fosiirnlioiss, e.g., garigues, m2qυ s, and forests  

of evergreen oaks (Q.  Zkx,  Q.  Bellow,  Q.  5,8cc),  and of  Euwlyplus  

Ε. The soil is physically or physiologically dry.  
1 2. Coniferous fares: formalioiis. e.g.,  of  Piiiv.s sylwslris, Piece  

excr'is'z, Abies peei:neIa, Larix sibirica, L. decidurz.  
F. "Soil and climate favour the development of mesophilou,  

formations."  
ι..  Meso$yks.—Warm'ing  defines mesophytes as "plants that  

show a preference for soil and air of moderate humidity, and avoid  
soil with standing water or containing a great abundance of salts"  
(1909 ; 317). Under mesophytes, Warming places plants occurring  
in " λrctic and Alpine mat-grassland and mat.herbage." in "mat-
vegetation of the Alps," in meadows, in pasture on cultivated soil,  
in "mesophytic bushland," in deciduous dicotyledonous forests,  
and in evergreen dicotyledonona forests.  

This new system of  Warm'mg'a, whilal  probably too involved  
ever to borne into general use, must be taken as supersed ing his  
older one;' and  perhapa  the beg course open to botanists  is to  
select such terms as appear  ιο  be helpful, and to use the selected  
terms in a general kind of way and without demanding arty pre-
cise definitlens  of them: it must also be borne in mind  thai  the  

'Warming  (?9ο9,  op.  

' Ibid. (1894, op. ‚ii.).  

various climes are neither mutually exclusive net of equivalent  
rank. From  thia  point of view, the following terms will perhaps  
be found the most serviceable;- 

Rydro$ikyfes  (submerged aquatic plants).—Plants whose vege- - 
tative  organs live wholly in water;  e.g.,  most Algae, many mosses.  
such as Fo,mliisalss app., and liverworts. such as Juiigersems.'o app.;  

a few Pieridophytas, such as PjJI'IO.FIO  app.,  !Wee app., several 
flowering plains, such as  Psiamogeio' pecIisolas. Cerete$yiJiu.  

npp., Hoilo,ms,s $lasbis, ulrimdarie  app..  Lruorehio iacsalris.  
H'mi-hydrephyfea  (swamp plants, marsh plants, &c.),—.Plants  

whose vegetative organs are partly submerged and partly aerial; 
Vasckeria ierreab'is, Phiksefis foimfosu, Swpartia uadsleic, Mar' 
silk app., .Salaiiva Naiaa$, Aoohla app.,  Eqanasisi. iimas ,a,, Ty$e 
aagashfdia, Phragi,miks commmis is,  &&psis lscwbis, ?Jymphaee 
lake, Oessanliie Jul alosa, Bides: ceraao.  

Hygr,phyfes.—Plants which are sub-evergreen or evergreen but  
not sderophyllous, and which live in moist soils;  e.g., L'skeie 

 Fibs-amos,  Poe ρrο a ί  Cares welts, Pksiligo kneeelela, and  
Achiiiaeo Milkfd isas.  

Xerepkyies.—Plants which grow in very dry soils:  e.g.,  moat  
lichens, Ammophik (Psemma) areiiaesl, Elymas ar'xarsss, Aima-
basis arelioid's. Zillo mecropuera, Sebum acre, Bsple'wwimi spesoswe,  

A,lei.uie kerbs-elk,  ZaWh.,f'rra  arb.reaceas.  
flalopkylea. —Plants which grow in very saline soils;  e.g., Triglodsa 

mariiimam, SaIkOnI'a spp., Zygophyliimm ‚ovsaism, Aakr Ττι  
pelter, Ariimssta  manure. Ii should be recognised, however,  
that "a  halophyts,  In fact, lace, form of  aemphyte"  (Warming,  
1909: 219).  

Sderopkyhlos's Plaitls.—Tbes,  are plants with evergreen leathery  
leaves, and typical of tropical, sub-tropical, and warm temperate  

regions;  e.g., Qwrcas Saber, lies Aqsifdrum, lfedera hIteiix,  Escalyp.  
fits  Gl.bwh.'s, Rosmariasts .Jlciiielis. Sclerophyllous leaves ere  
usually  ehatscterizsd  by moths or sub-entirt margins, a thick cuticle,  
small but rarely sunken stomata, a well.develnped and close.set  

palisade tissue and a feeble system of air-spaces.  

hlydro.xero$yles ("  bog xerophytes ").—Plants which live in  
wet, pasty soils, and which possess aeratIon channels and scm.  
philous  leaves;  e.g., Cledism Μ0r4'as, Err,phoriiss armgiial'jdusm,  
Rabies Chomaweerss,  and Vo.emisism Viuis'Zdeeo.  The term' osblo.  
phyte" is open to the objection that some pasty waters are alkaline.  

and not ac,dic as the term implies. Many plants of pesty soils  
art sclerophyllous.  

ΐνορο$y$es.—Ρlants  which are  hygrophytea  during moms favour-
able part cl the year and serophytes denim the rest of the year;  

e.g.,  deciduous tree, and shrubs, d ecid uous  herbaceoum  plants with  
underground perennsting organs, and annuals and ephemerals.  

Plead  Commsnilies.—The study of plant  commuriiiica  
(Formo.lioitsleiwe  or  syaecdogy)  has made much progress in  
recent years. Even here, however, general agreement has not  

been reached; and the questions involved in relating the  facta  
of the distribution of plant communities to the factors of the  
habitat are very imperfectly unde rstood. Plant communities  
may be classified as fellows:— 

Α  pkiu azeo'iahron  is a community of definite florist  ic  com-
position: it may be characterized by a single dominant species;  

or, on the other hand, it may be characterized by a number of 
prominent species, one of which is abundant here, another there, 
whilst elsewhere two or more species may share dominance. 
The former are pure assodoiiorts,  and are well  illustrated  by a 
heather moor, where  CoJisna raulganis  is the dominant plant. 
The latter are mixed associalions,  such as fens, where different  
Jacies  are produced by the varying abundance of  characleristic 

 plants, such as  Cic.diurar lfo..riscr's, Phragmilcs communis, Moii,iw  

cocrulca, Co.lam.agroshis banceolala,  and  /deem οbΙυs ίβοτus.  The 
different  faciea  are possibly related to slight differences in a 
generally uniform habitat: it is unscientific to regard them es  
due 10 chance; still, in the majority of cases, the =uses of the  

different  facies  have not been demonstrated.  Α  local  aggre  
gaiion  of a species other than the dominant one in an associ-
ation brings about a plan: sociely,  for example, societies of &*o  
Tdnahix,  of  Scirpies coca pilosus,  of  &fohiirio coersdca,  of Corer  
curia, of  No.rlhccium orsifragam,  and others may occur within  
an association of Cousins i's!garis.  The plant societies are also 
doubtless due to slight variations of the habitat. 

The plant  aasociation  is sometimes  referred to in technical 
language;' the termination  .cism  is added  to the stem of the 
generic name, and the specific name is put in the genitive. Th us  

See Moss, "The Fundamental Units of Vegetation: h'istorical 
development cl the concepts of the plant association and the plant  
formation."  Balcsy School (Cambridge, 5910).  
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an association of  Querciu set:differs may be refereed to as a  

Querceism sessilijforae.  
Pi  ,*ianijormniion  is a group of associations occupying habitala  

which are in essentials identical with each other. Thus, associ-
ations of  Agropyrum (Trilicam) j"n'esrn,  of  Carex o,cnaria,  of  
Ammophila  (hessian)  arenccia,  and of other plants occur on  
sand dunes: the associations are related by the general identiIy  
of the habitat conditions, namely, the physiological dryness  
and the loose soil; but they are separated by differences in  
floristic composition, especially by different dominant species,  

sad by minor differences of the common habitat. The whole  
set of associations on the sand dunes constitutes a plant  
formation.  

The plant formation may be designated in technical language  
by the termination .ion added to 4 Stem denoting the habitat.  
Thus, a sand dune formation may be termed an  Arenwson.  The  
associational term, in the genitive, may be added to the forma-
ilonal term to indicate the relationship of the formation and the  
association; thus, a plant association of As,mephila aremvia  
belonging to the plant formation of the sand dunes may be  
designated an Arena,iotn Ammophilae.arenaria' (cf. Moss, op. cit.  
19t0 43).  

The question of universal names for vegetation units  ό  bound  
up with that of the universality or otherwise of particular  
formations. "Remote regions which are floristkally distinct  

. . . may possess areas physically almost identical and yet be  
covered by different formations" (Clements; 1905 £03). For  
example, the sand dunes of North America and those of western  
Europe are widely separated in geographical position and there-
fore in floristic composition, yet they are related by common  
physical factors. This relationship may be indicated by the  
addition of some prefix to the formational name. For example,  
an Arenarion In one climatic or geographical region might be  
termed an e.Arcnarion and One in a different region a  β -Αrena

-non, and so on (Moss, foe.  cii.).  
Ιι  is, however, frequently desirable to consider such allied  

formations as a single group. Such a group of formations may be  
designated a  'kW fedcraiion:  and this term may be defined as a  
group of formations, which are characterized by common edaphic  
factors of the habitat, and which occur in any geographical  
region. Thus, different geographical or climatic regions are  
characterized by salt marshes. The latter all agree in their  
edaphic characteristics; but they differ climatically and lit  
ffσnisΙic composition. The salt marshes of a given region c οn  
atitute a single plant formation: the salt marsh formations of  
the whole world constitute a plant federation.  

Again, it is possible to arrange plant associations into groups  
related by a common plant form. Thus woodland associations  
may be classified as deciduous forests, coniferous forests, sclero.  
phyllous forests, &c. These, in a general way, are the "forma-
lions" of Warring, 5  and (in part) the "climatic formations"  
of Schimρer.1  Thus the various reed-swamps of the whole world  
cooslitule a "formation " in Warming's sense (1909: 187).  

There is much difference of opinion among ecologists and  
plant geographers as to which of these points of view Is the most  
fundamentaL Among Βritih authorities, it is now customary  
to adopt the position of Clements, who states 0905:20)  

that "the connexion between formation and habitat is so close  
that any application of the term to a division greater or smaller  
than the habitat is both illogical and unfortunate," and that  
(1905: £8) "habitats are inseparable from the formations which  
they bear" (cf. Moss, 1910).  

From the standpoint of plant communities, it is convenient  
to divide the earth's surface into  (i)  tropical districts; 4  (a) sub.  

F. E. Clements, Research  Meihods  Is Ecology (1905), Lincoln, 
 blob.,  U.S.A.  

Warming (1909, op. cit.). 	Schimper (1898, op.  

'The nomenclature of the terms (fioristic as well as ecological)  
used in  gsographical botany is in a very cοπΓυsed state. In the  
present article, the term " district" is used in a general sense to  
indicate any definite portion of the earth's surface. For a d ι.  
cussion of such phytogeographical terms, see Flahault, "Preniier  

esea,  dc nomenclature phytog€ographique," in  Dsii. Soc. ia'igi'e.  
deesornu.  di Gin,. (1901); and also in Bull. Timer. Ref. Club (1901).  

tropical and warm temperate districts; (3) temperate districts,  
(4) cold temperate and (rigid districts.  

r. Tropical Dijlrwis. —Thc  vegetation of tropical districts has  
been subdivided by Schimper  (1903:260,  cx seq.) gs  follows:—
(I.) Tropical wαοdΙa πd: (a) rain forest, (b) monsoon forest, (c  
savana forest, (d) thorn forest. (ii.) Tropical grassland: (a  
savana,  (b) steppe. (iii.) Tropical desert: (a) scrub, (b)  succulent  
plants, (c) perennial herbs.  

Schimper  regard, the minor divisions as groups of "climatic  

formations "; and he also distinguishes certain tropical "eds ρ uc  
format,ons." such as mangrove swamps. He states that rain 
forests and high monsoon forests in the tropics occur when the  
arerage rainfall is over 70 in. (i78 cm.) per annum, and that tropical  
thorn forest may prevail when the mean anaual rainfall is below  
35 in.  

A tropical rain forest exhibits great vanity both of species of  
plant and of plant forms. There is great dwersily in the trees  
and masses of iangled lianes, and a wealth of flowers in the leafy  
forest crown. Humboldt' points oui that whilst temperate 
forests frequently furnish pure association,, such uniformity, of  

ausocIaI,on is usually absent from the tropic.. Some tropical  
forests exhibit dense foliage from the forest floor to the topmost  
leafy layer; and the traveller finds the mass of foliage almost im.  
penetrable. Other tropical forests afford a free passage and a  
clear outlook, It is obvious that tropical forests will eventually  
be subdivided into plant associations; but the difficulties of deter-
mining the relative abundance of the species of plants in the upper  
layers of tropical rain and monsoon forests are very great. One 
of the best known results of the great struggle for light which takes  
place in tropical forests is the number of epiphytic plants which  
grow on the high branches of the trees.  

The leaves of the trees are frequently of leathery consistency,  
very glossy, usually evergreen, entire or nearly so, and seldom hairy;  
and thus they agree closely with the leaves of sclerophylloia forest  
generally.  

Monsoon forests are characteristic of localities  with a seasonal  
✓a,iiIall.  The trees usually loic their foliage during the dry season  
and renew it during the monsoon rains. With a less abundant  
rainfall, savana forest and thorn forest occur. Less precipitalioit  
induces tropical grassland, ωhich, according to Schimper 0903:  
346) is of the  savana  type; but Warming (1909:327) thinks ilsit 
all grassland in the tropics is artificial. Still gruatec drought  
induces desert vegetation; but, as deserts ate more characteristic  
of subtropical districts, they are discussed later on.  

Maiugrove  swamps, or tropical tidal forests, occur in saline α  
brackish swamps on Rat muddy shore, in the tropics; and, being 
almost independent 01 atmospheric precipitations, Schimprr  
✓egards them as " edaphic formations." However, they are climatic 
communities in the sense that they occur only in hot districts.  
ςases such as this illustrate the difficulty of regarding the dix.  
unction between " climatic formations "and " edaphk formations"  
as absolute. The plants exhibit markedly aerophilous structure,;  
and many of the fruits and seeds of the mangrove trees and shrubs  
are pmvided with devices to enable them to float and with curious  
pneumatophores or ' prop roots." The latter serve as supports  
and also ass means of supplying sir to the parts buried in the mud.  

The seedlings of characteristic species of Rhizophoraceae germinate  
on the trees, and probably perform some assimilatory work by  
means of the hypocotyl.  

Other tropical "edaphic formations" occur on sandy shores, 
where the creeping  lpomoea bsk .w ba (Pispnss)  and trees  d  
Bai',ingloiiia  form characteristic plant αssοciαιιοns.  

The succession of associstion, on new s ο ils  of a tropical shore  
has recently been described by Ernst.'  . 

.  Warm  Tem$sorale  mid  Ssb&opicol Duiricis.—ln  subtropical  
and warm temperate districts, characterized by mild and rainy  
winters and hot and dry summers, we find two types of forests.  

First, there are forests of evergreen trees, with thick, leathery  
leaves. Such loreats are known as sclemphyllous forests, and they  
occur in the Mediterranean region, in south-west Africa in mirth
and soulh'west Australia. in central Chile and in western έaliforΩsa. 
In the Mediterranean district, forests ΟΙ  this type are sometimes  
dominated by the Cork Oak  (Qsercss Ss όeή  sometimes by the 
HoIm Oak (Q. flex), When these forests ό cοme degenerate,  
maquis  and ganigues respectively are produced. Maqu ia and  
garigues are characterized hy the abundance of shrubs and under'  
shrubs, especially by shrubby Leguminous plants, and by species  
Cistus and Lavandula. Secondly, there are forests of coniferous 
trees. In the Mediierranean region, even at comparatively low 
altitudes forests occur of the maritime pine  (Pias s, s arIiima) 
and of die Aleppo pine (P. halo  pemis):  and these forests are also  
related to  msquis  and  -garigues respectively in the same way as  
the evergreen oaks. The occurrence of forests of this type in the  
Mediterranean and in Arctic regions, whose dominant species belong  
to  the some genus  (Pinss) aqd to the same plant form, renders ti  

' Humboldt. Eng. trans. by Sabine, Aope'Li,/ ΝαΙντε  
1849). 

Eng.  trans. by Seward, The Νιν  Flora of 1k. Vdcissc Idssd  of  
Krokoigs  (Cambridge, 1908).  
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difficult to tegard "coalfetous  forests" as a natural  ‚cologkxl  
group. At much higher altitudes, in the south-west of the Μ dιter·  
ranean region, forests occur of the Atlantic radar (Cellists aSla,ilica).  
These occur from about 4000 ft. (1219m.) toabout 7000 ft.  (aiM  rn)  
on the Atlas Mountains. Some aclerophyilous forests  α  the eastern  
Atlas Mountains axe, owing to a comparatively high rainfall,  
ch&mrtstized by many deciduous trees, such as  Figs-inns  .η'-
phyila, Ulmas campesleix  (suet. alg.), Ainus rolvisdifolsa, Sake  
ρedΙιofaSα, Pl'urn's amass, &c.; and thus they have some elements 
in common with the deciduous forests of central Europe.  

The forests of these subtropical and warm temperate regions  
are situated near the sea or In mountainous regions, and (as already  
stated) are characterized by winter rains. lit inland localities,  

where the rainfall is much lower, steppes occur. For example,  
in southern Algena, a region of steppes is situated on a flat plateau, 
about 3000 ft. (914 metres) high, between the southern slopes of the 
Tell Atlas and the northern slopes of the Saharan Atlas. The  
rainfall, which occurs chiefly in winter, only averages about  ιο  in.  
(254 mm.) per annum. Here we find open plant sssociationa of  
Haifa or Esparto Grass (Sb pa  ksiacissima)  alternating with steppes  
of Chih (λ τίeπsisiα herba-alba);  and each plant sasociation extends  
for several scores of miles. In the hollows of this steppe region,  
salt water lakes occur, known as Chotts; and on the saline soils sue. 
rounding the Chores, a salt marsh formation occurs, with species  
of Salicornia, some of which see tinderabrubs.  

Where the rainfall is still lower, deserts occur.  Αι  Gharda'a,  
in southeastern Algeria, the mean annual rainfall, from 1887 to  

was about 41 in. 014 mm.). In ispo, it fell as low as 2 its.  
(53 mm.) (Schimper, 1903 ; bob).  Αι  Boni Ounif and Colomb 
B&har, in south-western Algeria. I wan informed, in March 1910,  
that there had been no rain for about three years. Here the gravelly  
desert is characterized by "cushion ρlα nts," such as  .4nο ba χis  
arriwides;  by "switch plants," such es Retinue Reknit ;  and specially  
by spiny plants, such as  Zizyphas Lotus and  Zilk macropIeris;  

whereas succulent plants are rare. Both in the stvppe and in  

the desert, small ephemeral species occur en the bore ground  
away from the large plants and especially in the wadis. Steppe  
and desert formations are of the open type.  

3. Temperate Dislrirh.—Tempci'ate  districts are characterized  
by forests of dtciduous trees and of coniferous trees, the latter being  
of different species from those of the warm temperate districts,  

but frequently of the same plant form. The identity of plant form  

of many of the conifers of both temperate and of warm temperate 
districts is probably a matter of  phylogCnetic and not of ecological  
importance.  

Britain is fairly typical of the west European district. In these  
islands, we find forests' or woods of oak  (Qaercas Robsr  and Q.  
sessilijfora), of birch  (BrSida tomeitlosa),  of ash  (Fraximis exceisi.r),  
and of beech  (Fagzs sy!v ιissca).  In central Scotland, forests occur  
of  Pinus syhwslris;  and, ii' south-eastern England, extensive planta-
tions and self-sown wdods occur of the same npeciex.  

Just as in the Mediterranean region, the degeneration of forests  
has given rise to mflqu'm and garigues, so in western Europe. the  
degeneration of forests has brought about different types of grass-
land, heaths. and moors.  

4. Cold Temperate and Frigid Districts—In the coldest portion  
of the north temperate zone, forests of dwarfed trees occur,  
and these occasionally spread into the Arctic legion itself jSchimpvr.  
1904: 685). Schimper distinguishes moss Sandra, Poly(ridiiim  

tundra, and lichen Sandra; and the lichen tundra is subdivided into  
Cladonia Sandra, Platysma Sandra, and  Akcioria heath. Where  
the climate is most rigorous, rock Sandra occurs (p. 68).  

The types of vegetation (tropical forests,  ncleropbyllous  forest,  
temperate forests, tundra, &c.) thus briefly outlined are  groupaof ' 

Schimper'a  "climatic formations." Such groups are interesting  

in that they are vegetation units whose physiognomy is, in a broad  
sense, related more to climatic than to  edaphic  conditions. For  
example,  Schimper,  after describing the  ackmphyllous  woodland  
of the Mediterranean district and of the Cape district, says:  
"The scrub of West and South Australia in its ecological aspect  
resembles so completely the other  sckmphyllous  formations  thai  
a description of it must seem a repetition." This resemblance,  

however, only has reference to the general aspect or physiognomy  
of the vegetation and to the plant forms: the floristic composition  
of the various  sclerophyiioua—and other  pbysiognomically  
sllied—associallons  in the various geographical districts is very  
different; and indeed it is true that, just as the general physio-
gnomy of plant ass,nciat ions is related to climate, so their  florisik  
composilion  is related to geographical position. Hence, in any  
cosmopolitan treatment of vegetation, it is necessary to consider  
the groups of plant communities from the standpoint of the  
climatic or geographical district in which they occur; and this  

' Set Moss. Rankin, and  Tanaley,  "British Woodlands."  Bolany  
School (Cambridge, 1910).  

indeed Is  cσnistent1y  done by  Schimper. TlnalIy,  within any  
district of constant or fairly constant climatic  cοndΙt ίου, it Is  
possible to distinguish plant communities which are related  
chiefly to  edaphic  or soil conditions ; and the vegetation units of  
these definite  edaphic  areas are the plant formations of some  
writers, and, In part, the  "CdapMC  formations" of  Schlmper.  

When a district like England is divided into  ·cdaphk  areas, a  
general classification such as the following may be  obIained- 

t. Physically and physiokgwally sari habitats, with the accom-
panying plant communities of lakes, reed swamps, and marshes.  

a. Physically met bud physidogical'ly dry habitats,t  with the  
accomriaflyinir plant communities  of /ens, moors, and salt marshes.  

J. Physically and ph,sidogically dry habilals,  with the accom-
panying plant communities of sand lanes rind sandy heaths with  
littie·humus In the soil.  

g. Habitats of  medians Ird$Oss,  with the accompanying plant  
communities of woodlands and grasslands. This class may be  
subdivided as follows— 

a. Habitats poor In mineral salts, especially calcium carbonate,  
oftan rich in acidic humus compounds, and characterIzed b  
oak and birch woods, siliceous pasture, auid hesths with mist  

acidic humus in the sandy soil.  
b. Habitats rich In mineral salts, especially calcium carbonate,  

poor in Scidic humous compounds, and characterized by ash  
woods, beech woods, and cafesreous pasture.  

&degk.al  Ado plalions. —ft Is now possible to consider  
the ecological adaptations  whiςh  the members of plant corn -
muntics  show In a given geographical district such as w estern  
Europe, of which England of course forms a part. In the present  
state of knowledge, however, this can only be done in  &  very  
meagre fashion; as the effect of habitat factors on plants is but  
little understood as yet either by  physiologisis  or ecologists.  

Hydrophyi's  mid ?semi-hyko$y*s  (aquatic plants).—01 marine  
hydrophyxes, there are, in this country, oniy the grass-wracks  
(Zosiera marina and Z. nasa) among the higher plants. Even  
these species are sometimes left itiwnded by low spring tides, 
though the mud In which they are rooted remains saturated with  
lea-water. Although many plants typical of fresh w5tcr are able  
to grow also in brackish water, there arc only a few species which  

appear to be quite confined to the latter habitats in this country.  

Such species perhaps include Rapists marii,ma, R. spiralis.  
Zannichelliit mantissa, Z. fsdyoirpa. Palo mogelow inlerrs($i's  
(-  Ρ.  .flabeΙΙaΙυή ,  and Naias martian.  

In freshwater lakes and ponds, especially if the water is stagnant,  

aquatic plants are abundant. Aquatic vegetation may be con-
veniently classified as follows:— 

Aquatic plants with submerged leave,: Charts app., Noses app.,  
Poiamogeims periinaias, Caxaiojshyilum app., Myriopkyllam  app.,  
Hotlonia palstlris, Utricidaria  app.  

Aquatic plants with submerged and Boating leaves;  Clyceria  
βυiΙaΜs, Ranan'sdus pellatus, ?ή nπρhaea (Nuphar) la ka, Caits-
trick, slognalis, Polamogrson polygoiiifalias.  

Aquatic plants with floating leaves: Lemma app.,  Hydrochoris  
Morsas.ranae, Caskdia (Nympiwea) elba.  

Aquatic plants with submerged leaves and erect leaves or sterns;  
Sagillaria eagitiijolia, Scirpss lac,islrix, liippzrss mdgaris, Siam  

lahfolium.  
Aquatic plants with erect leaves or stems (reed swamp plants):  

Eqsisetam palasire, Phragmiies commsnis. Clyccria aqualica, Carex  

niparia,  Στιχ Psstsda'oruis, Ramex lIyd,oiapglksm, Oenaatibejlslsloua,  

Bides: app.  
Marsh plant.:  Alopecarxs geniculalus, Chien disticha, Junius  

app.,  CoIlba polustrss, Nastart,am palustre.  

In many aquatic plants, the endosperm of the seed is absent  
or very scanty. The root-system is usually small. Root-hairs  
are frequcnily missing. Tb. submerged stems are slender or  
hollow. Strengthening tissue of all kinds (and sometimes even  

the phloem) is more or less rudimentary. The stems are frequently  
characterized by aeration channels, which connect the serial parts  
with the pans which are burled in practically airless mud or silt.  

Submerged leave, are usually Mamentous or narrowly ribbon-
shaped, thus exposing a large amount of surface to the water, some  
of she dissolved gases of which they must absorb, and into which  
the),  must also excrete certain gases. Stomata are often absent  
absorption and excretion of gases in solution being carried on  
through the epidermal layer. Chloroplastids are frequently  
present in the epidermal cells, as in some shade plants. VeT  
few aquatic plants are pollinated under waler, but this is wel -  

known to occur in species of  Zosie,.a  and of  Nauas.  In such plants,  
thepollen grains are sometimes Bhiform and not spherkai in shape.  
In the case of aquatic plants with arrial flowers, the latter obey  

*As very little experimental work has been done with mgard  
to physiological dryness in physically wet habitats, any ciassstica-
tion etch as the above must be of a tentative ziaturet  
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the οτd Ιnary laws of plliiiation. Heterophyfly is rather common  
among aquatic plants, and i3 well seen in several aquatic species  
of  Rarn'sc.dss,  many specie, of  Pelernwgefoii, Sagitlaria sagifli-
Jolla, Scirps's la'sulns, Casiolia (Nymphaea) elba, Hipjn'ris  s.d.  
gent.  Callifniche  aρρ,  Siam lalijdiam.  

Insectivorous specie. occur among aquatic plants; '.;. Ulricrdania  
app., which are locally abundant in pealy waters, are msectivorous.  

Χeτή hykι.—Τheιe plants have device, (a) for procuring waler. 
(4) or for storing water, (c) or for limiting transpiration; and these 
adaptations are obviously related to the physically or physlo.  
logically dry habitats In which the plants live. Plants of physi-
cally dry habitats, such as deserts and sand dunes, have frequently 
long tap-rOOt, which doubtless, in some cases, reach down to a  
subterranean water supply. The same plants have sometimes  
a superhcisl root system in addition, and are thus able to utilize 
immediately the water from rain shower, and perhaps also from 
dew, as Volltens • maintains. Root-hairs give an enlarged super-
ficial area  ιο  the root, of plants, and thus are related ,  to the pro. 
curing of meter. 

The stems of some xerophytes,  e.g. Cactaceous and Crassulaceous  
plants. may be succulent,  i.e.  they have tissue, in which water 
is stored. Some deserts, like those of Central America, are specially  
characterized by succulent.; in other deserts such as the Sahara. 
succulents are not a prominent feature. Ot(er aerophytes again 
are spinous. ' Switch plants," such as  Reloisrix  Rebut and broom  
(Cy1i υχ scopaeiiis),  have reduced leave, and some assimilating 
tissue in their stems; and stomata occur in grooves on the Stem. 

The transpiring surface of xerophyies is frequently reduced.  
The ordinary leaves may be small, absent, or s pinous, Ιιι 'cushion 
plants" the leaves are very small, νey close together, and the low 
habit is protective against winds. The latter, of course, greatly 
increase transpiration.  Α  "cushion plant"  (Aitabasis areiioides)  
of the nonh'western Sahara, frequently shows dead leaves on the  
exposed side whilst the plant is in lull vigour on the sheltered  
side, The buds and leaves on the exposed side are probably  
killed by sand blasts. Many xerophytes are hairy or have sunken 
stomata which may be further protected by partial plugs of wax: 
the stomata are frequently in grooves: the leave, are frequently 
rolled—sometimes permanently so. whilst sometimes the kive,  
roll up only during unfavourable weather. These adaptations 
tend to lessen the amount of transpiration by protecting the 
stomata from the movements of the air. In specie, of  Esialyplits.  
the leaves are ρΙaced edge-wise to the incident rays of light and  
heat. The corisceous leavis of "sckrophyllous plants" alto, to  
some extent, are similarly protective. In such leaves, there are 
a well'marked cuticle, a thick epidermis, a thick hypodermis at 
least en the upper side of the leaf, well-developed palisade tissue, 
and a poorly developed system of air-spaces, Such adaptations 
are well seen in the leaf of the holly  (Rex  aqsiijdiiiss). Warming, 
however, state, that " ikx aqirijdiam  is undubitably a mesa-
phyte" (1909: 135).  

Haloph$es,  or plants whkh live in saline soils, have,xerophytk 
io adaptatns.  Α  considerable proportion of balophyte. are succu-

lent.,  i.e.  their  !e.ve.  and, to some extent, their stems have much 
water-storing tissue and few intercellular space.. Some halo.  
phyte. tend to loss their succulence when cultivated in a non-
saline soil: and some non'halophytes tend to become succulent 
when cultivated in a salty soll; there is, it need scarcely be stated,  

little or no evidence that such characters are transmitted. British 
salt marshes furnish few instances of spiny plants, though such  
occur occasionally on the inland salt marshes of continental dis-
tricts.  Saisola Koji  is British, and a hcmi-halophyte at least; 
and it is rather spiny. Warming states that "the stomata of true, 
succulent, littoral halophytic herbs, in cases so far investigated, 
are not sunken" 0909 ;  2Χ1).  It is possible, however, that the 
absence of sunken stomata, and the occurrence of some other  
balophytic feature,, aix related merely to the succulent habit and 
not to halophytism. for succulent speck. often occur on non.saline 
soils. Similarly, the small amount of cuticular and of epidei'mal  
protection, and of Iigniflcat.on in succulent halophyles may also 
be related to the same circumstance. Forms of ' stone cells' 
or "steroids" occur in some of the more auffruticose halopbytes. 
as in  A,grocwmsm glasicuis.  The interesting occurrence 01 certain  
halophyies and hemi.halophytes on sea'shores and also on mountains 
is probably to be explained by the past distribution of the species 
in question. At one time, such plants were probably of more general  
occurrence: now they have been extirpated in the intermediate  
localities, chiefly owing to the cultivation of the land in these, 
places by man. In the west of Ireland and in the Farfe,, where 
certain inland and lowland localities are still uncultivated.  Plaiiiago  
marijis.a  and other halophyses occur in quantity and side by side 
with some " Alpine species,' such as  Dnyas odopeiak.  

The effect of common mit on the metabolism of plants is not 
understood. Lenage' has shown that the height of certain plants 
is decreased by cultivation in a saline soil, and that the kave' of  

' Volktns,  Di' Flora dec dgyjdiuh.arabis'hei' Wide (Berlin,  

'?ΤΙiιrιge, "Recherches expbrimentales sur  lea modi(icat'ions des  
Isuilka cbez lea plante. manures," in Re,.  ψι.  do bag. (1890). vol  u 

plants under such conditions become smaller and more succulent. 
ha 	 of 	 i lie showed further, theft the increase 	common salt n the sod  

is correlated with a reduction in the number and size of the chioro.  
lifastids,  and therefore in the amount of chlorophyll. On the other  
hind, some plants did not respond to the action of comniois  salt.  

h ί kt others were killed, Warming (5909: aao) quote. Gnffon 
98), to the effect that "the assimilatory activity is less in the  

).ilophyiic form than in the ordinary form of the same species."  
h» hrn'per  had previously maintained that the action of common 

in the cell-sap I. detrimental as regards assimilation, Many  
marine Algae appear to be able to regulate their osmotic capacity  
to the surrounding medium; and  Τ.  C. 11111 1  has shown that the root' 
hairs of  Suliceeaie  posses. this property. There has, however, 
been performed upon halophytes very little physiologically cx-
perimcn'al 's"rt'  which commands general acceptance. 

Bog  Xeeoph  r live in the peaty soil of lens and moor, which are 
physically is I ut which are said to be physiologically dry. Related 
to the ρhyι iokgical drought, such plants possess some xeropbytic 
characters; and, related to the physical wetness, the plants possess  
the aeration channels which characterize many hydrophytes and  
hemi'hydrophytes. The occurrence of xerophytic characters in  
plants of this type hg given rise to much difference of opinion. 
1ι is sometime, maintained, for example, by Schimper. thit their  
,ierophytic characters are related to the physiologgal dryness of  
the habitat: this, however, is denied by others who maintain 
(Clement., 1905; 127) that the xemphytism is due to the peru..  
tence of ancestral structures. It is possible, of course, that each  
explanation is correct in particular cases, as the views are by no 
mean, mutually exclusive. With regard to the occurrence of  
plants, such as Jsusciis eJssus,  which possess xerophytic characters  
and yet live in situations which are sot ordinarilyof marked pbynio-
logical dryness, it should be remembered that such habitats are 
liable to occasional physical drought: and a plant must eventually  
succumb if it is not adapted to the extreme conditions of its habitat.  
The xerophytic characters being present, it is not surprising that  
many marsh plants, like ,Iuuicss epasus  and Iris pseiidaconss.  are  
able to survive in dry situations, such as banks and even garden  
rockeries.  

Tnopaphyks  —These plants are characterized by being xeropliytic  
during the unfavourablc season. For example, deciduous trees  
shed their leave, in winter: geophytesgo through a period of der-  
=nee by means of bulbs, rhizomea, or other underground organ,  
with buds; whilst annualsand ephemerals similarly protect them-
selves by means of the seed habit. All such plants agree in reduc-
ing transpiration to zero during the unfavourable season, although  
few or no xerophytic characters may be demonstrable during the  
period favourable to growth.  

Hygrophyks.—Living, as these plants do, under medium con-
ditions as regards soil, moisture and climate, they exhibit no cha-
raciers which are markedly xerophytic or hydrophytic. Hence,  
such plants are frequently termed  mesophyks.  Assimilation goes  
on during the whole year, except during periods of frost or when the  
plant, arc buried by snow. An interesting special case of hygre.  
phytes is seen with regard to plants which live in the shade of  
forests. Such plants have been termed  κ iορhyιez  Their stomata  
are frequently not limited to the underside of the leaves, but may  
occur scattered all over the epidermal surface. The epideemal 
cells may contain chlorophyll Strengthening tissue is feebly  
developed. Many sciophytes are herbaceous tropophytes, and  
are dormant for more than half the year. usually during late summer. 
autumn and early minter. It may be that this is a hereditary  
character (cf. " bog xerophytea"), or that the physical drought  
of summer is unfavourable to slsade.loving plants. In this ron-
nexion, it 'is interesting ihst in the east of England with the lowest  
summer rainfall of this country, many common sciophytes are  
absent or rare in the woods, such, for example, as  lichee  stsijloea,  
Allism sninsm, Lychitis dioica, Oxalis Aeeioselle,  and λ sgιersιtα  
ctdorala.  However, the cause of the absence or presence of a given  
species from a given locality Is a department of ecology which  
has been studied with little or rio thoroughness.  

Cskuole  and  Co.kifsg' Species.—Plantx  which invariably inhabit 
calcareous soils are sometimes termed calcicoles; calcifuge species  
are those which are found rarely or never on such soils. The effect  
of lime on plants is less understood even than the effect of common  
salt. Doubtless, the excess of any soluble mineral salt or salts  
interferes with the osmotic absorption of the roots; and although  
calcium carbonate is insoluble in pure water, it is slightly soluble  
in water containing carbon dioxide. In England, the Ft:Wiring  
species are conSned or almost conlined to cslcsrcous soils:  Α  spfrsi sa' 
RiiIa'ms,ania, Meii'is iisless, Ca,tx digilala. A'e,ar oiilh,.P.$eee,  
O$rys apiJoea, Thaii'irwm  minus, Jklisi,Ibemsui, Ckasiaect,Sas.  
Viola kites,  Lisi'm ?deem, Geranium liiidu,m, Hipp,Krepts esmosa,  
P.k":Wb arena, Viburnum Laiilane, Gojium ospers,m (-  C. syl-
wrinc), As.prrslu cyisaschica. Sienna cam pesinis.  The Westing

E  plants, in ngland, are- calcifuge: L'tulreea Οreο$ex ί . H&its stout,  
Caner echisio.ia, S$wrgsk rnr,isiu. Polygalix mpyllacee, Cyi ιus  

Τ.  C Hill. "Observations on the Osmotic Propem'sss of the  
Root-Hairs of certain Salt Marsh Plants," in  Tb. Jima  Pkyedigii  
(ipoh), vol vii.  
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κ.$τΝ, Pot'slifla piocwmb',is Calmest huecyiiicsiss  (-C.  saxajilni, 
Gnα haΖιam syisnfwsm Digila Jis 'r ιιτea.  Other plants occur 
indigerently  both on  ca icareous  and on  non.caicareous  soils,  

It is sometime, said that lime acts as a poison on some plant.  
and not on others, and sometimes that it is the physiological dry-
ness of calcareous soils that is the important factor.  Ιιι  relation  
to the latter theory, it is pointed out that some markedly  calcicole  
pecies  occur on sand dunes; but this may be due to the lime which  

I. frequently present in dung sand as well as to the physical dryness  

νι  the soil. Further, no theory of  calciolous  and  calcifugous  
plants can be regarded as satisfactory which fails to account for  
the fact that both kinds of plants occur among aquatic as well as  
among terrestrial  ρlaπtι. Schimper 0903; 102) thinks that In  
the case  cl  aquatic plants, the difference must depend on the  
amount .1 lime in the water, for the physical natu re  of the sub-
stratum is the same in each case, Again, acidic humus doe, not  

form in calcareous soils; and hence one does not expect  Ιο  find  
plants characteristic of acidic peat or humus on calcareous  soils. 
Some such species are  Bkchssm όrπeαk. Aim jfexuosa. Calliiiia  

,idgaris, Υstώ issι, JlyrWli's, Rubs,, Chamaemonis, Em$w$rsm  
wigram, Drosrra spp.  Some, at least, of these species possess my

-corhiza  in their roots, and are perhaps unable to Use in soils where  
such organisms are  absent. 

In  Επgland 1  the number of  calcicole  species Is greater than the  
number of  silicolous  species. It would therefore be curious if it  
were proved that lime acts on plants as a poison. It Is said that  
some plants may be  calcicoles  in one geographical district and not  
in another. However, until more  ό  known of the exact chemical  
composition of natural—as contrast ed  with agricultural—soils.  
and until more is known of the physiological effects of lime, it is  
impossible to decide the vex ed  question of the relation of lime-
loving and lime-shunning plants to the presence or absence of  
calcium carbonate in the soil From such points of view as this,  
it is indeed true, as Warming has recently stated, "that ecology  
is only in its infancy." (C.  Ε. Μ.) 

CyTol.ocy  or  Pisnts  
The elementary unit of plant structure, as of animal structure,  

is the cell. Within it or its modification, all the vital phenomena 
of which living organisms are capable have their origin. Upon  
our knowledge of its minute structure or cytology, combined with 

 a study of its physiological activities, depends the ultimate  
solution of all the important  problema  of nutrition and growth,  
reception and conduction of stimuli, heredity, variation, sex and  
reproduclion.  

The Cell Thcory.—For a general and historical account of the cell  
theory see  Cytotocy.  It is sufficient to note here that cells were  
first of all discove red in various vegetable tissues by Robert Hooke  
In 1665  (Micrographia); Mslpighi  and Grew (1674-1682) gave the  
first clear indications of the Importance of cells in the building up  
of plant tissues, but it was not until the beginning of the 19th century  

that any insight into the real nature  cl  the cell and its functions wan  
obtained. Hugo von  MultI  (1846) was the first  tu c ι i ι thit  the  
essential vital constituent 01 the plant cell is the slimy mass—proto-
plasm—inside it, and not the cull wall as was formerly supposed.  
The nucleus was definitely recognized in the plant cell by Robe rt  
Brown in 1831, but its presence had been previously indicated by  

various observers and it had been seen by Fontana in some animal  
cells as early as 1781. The cell theory so far as it relates to plants  

was established by  Schleiden  in 1838. I-fe  showed  that all the  
organs of plants are built up of cells, that the plant embryo  origiiiotes  
from a single cell, and that the physiological activities of the plant  
are dependent upon the individual activities of these vital units. 
This conception of the plant as an aggr egate or colony of independent  
vital units governing the nutrition, growth and reproduction of the  

whole cannot, however. be  maintained. It is true that in the uni-
cellular plants all the vital activities are performed by a single cell,  
but in the  multicellular  plants there is more or less highly developed  
differentiation of physiological activity giving rise to different tissues  
or  groupsof  cells, each with a special function. The cell in such a  
division of labour cannot therefore be regarded as an  independcnt  
unit. It is an  inteφ al  part of an individual organization and as  
such the exercise of its fu nctions must be governed by the organism  
al a  whole,  

Gmseral Shwds'rs  and  DiJersssikikn  of  the  Vqdabh'  Cdi-
The simplest cell forms are found in embryonic usages, in repro-
ductive cells  md  In the  perenchymatous  cells, found in various  
parts of the plant. The epidermal, conducting and strengthen-
ing tissues show on the other band considerable modifications  
both In form and structure.  

The protoplasm of a living cell consists of a semifluid granular  
substance, called the cytoplasm, one or more nuclei, and some-
times  centrosomes  and plastids. Cells from different parts of a  
plant differ very much in their  call.coaicnis.  Young cells ass  

full of cytoplasm, old cells generally cοαtαhι.  large vacuole or  
vacuolea,  containing cell-sap, and with only a thin,  simest  
invisible layer of cytoplasm on their walls. Chlorophyll grains,  

chromatophorea,  starch-grains and oil-globules, all of which can 
be distinguished either by their appearance or by chemical  

reagents, may also be present. Very  httle  is known of the finer  
structure of the cytoplasm of a vegetable cell. It is  aometiznta  
differentiated into a clearer outer layer, of  hyaloplasm,  commonly 
called the ectoplasm, and an inner granular endoplasm.  Jn 

 some cases it shows, when submitted to a careful examination  

under the highest powers of the microscope, and espe cially when  
treated  with reagents of various kinds, traces of a more or less 
definite structure in the form of a meshwork consisting of a dear 

 honiogeneous  substance containing numerous minute bodies  
known as  microsomes.  the spaces being filled by a more fluid  
groaisd-subslu,sc'.  This structure, which is vi sible both in living  
cells and in cells treated by reagents, has been  interpteted  
by many observers as a network of threads embedded in a  

homogeneous  ground-substance.  Btltschli.  on the other hand,  
interprets it as a finely  vacuolated foam'slructure  or emul-
sion, comparable to that which is observed when small drops  
of a mixture of finely powdered potash and oil are plac ed  in  
water, the vacuoles or alveoli being spaces filled with liquid, the 
more solid portion representing the mesh-work in which the 

 microsomes  are placed. Evidence is not wanting, however, that 
the cytoplasm must be regarded as, fundamentally, a semifluid, 
homogeneous  substance in which by its own  sclivity,  granules,  
vacuolea, fibrils, &c., can be formed as secondary structures. 
The cytoplasm is largely concerned in the formation of spindle 
fibres and  centrosomes,  and such structures as the cell membrane, 
cilia, or flagella, the  coenocenurum, ,wuitaie$asts  or  tsbrioids  and  
physodes  are also products of its activity.  

Prolopiasmi' Mowmenls. —In the cells of many plants the 
cytoplasm frequently exhibits movements of  circuklkis  or  
rolalio,s.  The cells of the  ataminal  hairs of  Tradrsc'rnIia sirginirii  

contain a large sap-cavity across which run, In all directions, 
numerous  protoplasmic threads or bridges. In these, under 
favourable conditions, streaming movements of the cytoplasm in 
various directions can be observed. In other fo rms such as  Elodea,  
Nj/din, Chara,  &c., where the cytoplasm Is mainly restricted 
to the periphery of the sap  vacuo!C  and lining the cell wall, the  
streaming movement is exhibited in one direction only. In 
some cases both the nucleus and the  chromatophorca  may be 
carried along in the rotating st ream, but in others, such as  Nile/Ia,  
the  chloroplasts  may remain motionless In a  non.motile  layer of 
the cytoplasm in direct contact with the cell  wall.i  

Desmids,  Diatoms and  Osciliaria  show creeping movements 
probably due to the secretion of slime by the cells; the 'warm 
spores and plasmodium of the  Myxomycetes  exhibit  amoehoid  
movements; and the motile spores of Fungi and Algae, the  
spermatozoids of messes, ferns, &c., move by means of delicate 
prolongations, cilia or flage lla of the  protoplast. 

Chrosisalophores. —The  chromatophorea  or plastids are proto-
plasmic structures, denser than the cytoplasm, and easily  

distinguishable from it by their colour or greater refractive power. 
They are spherical, oval,  fusiform,  or  rod.like,  and are always  
found in the cytoplasm, never in the cell-sap. They appear to 
be permanent organs of the cell, and are transmitted from one 
cell to another by division. In young cells the  chromatophores  
are small, colourless, highly refractive bodies, principally locat ed  
around the nucleus. As the cell grows they may become con-
vented into  kacopiasis (atarch-formers),  chloroplasls  (chlorophyll.  
bodies), or  cΙιrο iο p/as/s (coloug'bodies).  And all three structures 
may be converted one into the other  (Schimper).  The  chloro.  
plssts  are generally distinguished by their green colour, which is  

due to the presence of chlorophyll; but In many Algae this Is  

masked  by another colouring matter —Phycoeryfhriss  In the  
Florideae, Phy'ophaein  In the  Phaaophycese,  and  Pkycocyznln  

' Ewart, Ois 'Iie  Physics and Physiology of Prolo$asmi' Siream'  
ing  is  P/asia.  (Oxford. 1 903). gives an excellent account of the 
phenomena of protoplasmic streaming with a full discussion  tii  the  
peobabi.  causes to which it is due.  
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In the Cyanopbyceae. These substances can, however, be  

dissolved out in water, and the green colouring matter of the  

chioroplast then becomes visible. The chioroplast consats of  
two parts, a colourless ground subsume, and a green colouring  
matter, which is contained either in the form of fibrils, or In more  

or less regular spherical masses, in the colourless ground-mass.  

The chioroplasts increase In number by division, which lakes  

place in higher plants when they have attained a certain size,  
independent of the division of the cell. In  Sp&ogyra  and allied  
forms the chioroplast grows as the cell grows, and only divides  

when this divides. The division In all cases takes place by con-
striction, or by a.slmultaneous splitting along an equatorial plane.  

Chloroplasts are very sensitive to light and are capable in some  

plants of changing their position in the cell under the stimulus of a 
variation in the intensity of the light rays which fall upon them.  

In the chromatophorea of many Algae and in the Liverwort  
Anihocrros  there are present homogeneous, highly refractive,  

crystal-like bodies, called  jiyrenoids  or starch-centres, which are 
composed of proteid substances and surrounded by an envelope  

of starch-grains. In Spirogyra the pyrenoida are distinctly  
connected by cytoplasmic strands to the central mass of cyto-
plasm, which surrounds the nucleus, and according to some 
observers, they increase exclusively by division, followed by a 
splitting of the cytoplssmic strands. Those chromatophores 
which remain colourless, and serve simply as starch-formats in 
parts of the plant 001 exposed to the light, are 'celled leucoplasts  

or amylopisats. They are composed of a homogeneous proteid 
substance, and often contain albuminoid or proteid crystals of the 
same kind as those which form the pyrenoid.  If exposed to light  
they may become converted into chioroplasts. The formation of  
starch rosy take place in any part of the leucoplast. When  
formed inside it, the starch-grains exhibit a concentric strstlB-
cation; when formed externally in the outer layers, the stratifi-
cation Is eccentric, and the hilum occurs on that side fatchest  

removed from the leucoplast. As the starch-grains grow, the  

leucoplasts gradually disappcar.  
Chromoplasts  are the yellow, orange or red colour-bodies found 

in some flowers and fruit,. They arise either from the  kucoplasts  
or  chloroplasts.  The fundamental substance or  stroma  is colourless  
and homogeneous. The colour is due to the presence of  xantho-
phyli.  or carotin or both. The colouring matters are not dissolved  

in the  'troma  of the chromoplast, but exist as amorphous granules,  

with or without the presence of a protein crystal, or in the form of  
line crystalline needles,  frέqυently  curved and sometimes present in  
large numbers, which are grouped together in various ways in bundles 
and give the plastids their  fusiform  or triangular crystalline shape.  
Such crystalline plastids occur in many fruits and Bowers  (e.g.  
Tamss commsrnis,  Α  sparugus, Lonicera,  berries of  Solaneae,  Bowers  
of  Cacojia coccinea Tropacolam,  bracts of  SIrelissia,  &c.). and In the  
rOot  of the carrot. In some cases the  plantid  disappears and the  
crystalline pigment only is left. In the red variety of  Cue,irbsls  
pepo  these crystals may con sist of rods, thin plates, flat ribbons  
or spirals. Starch grains may often be seen In contact with the  
pigment crystals. The crystalline form appears to be due entirely  
to the carotin, which can be artificially  crystallited  from an alcohol 
or ether solution. in addition to the  plaatids.  there am found in  
some plant-cells,  e.g. in the epidermal cells of the leaf of species of  
Vanilla  (Wakker),  and in the epidermis of different parts of the  
Bower of  Fs,sksa, Orisilhogalsm,  &c. (Zimmermann), highly refrac-
tive bodies of globular form,  eksaplasls,  which Consist of a granular  
protein ground-substance αιπια ίπιπιι drops of  oiL  They are stained  
deep reel in dilute solution of  alkanin.  

Sιώ sΙα,w conlained  in the Proioplasm.—Starch may be found  
in the chlorophyll bodies in the form of minute granules as the 
first visible product of the assimilation of carbon dioxide, and it 
occurs iii large quantities as a reserve food material In the cells  

of various parts of plants. It Is highly probable that starch Is 
only produced as the result of the activity of chromatophorea,  

either in connexion with cbromoplasts, chloroplastsorleucoplasts.  
Starch exists, in the majority of cases, in the form of grains,  
which are composed of stratified layers arranged around a nucleus 
or biium. The stratification, which may be concentric or 
eccentric, appears to be due to a difference in density of the 
various layers. The outer layers are denser than the inner, the  
density decreasing more or less uniformly from the outside layers  

to the Centre of hilum. The outermost, newly formed layer is 
composed of a more homogeneous, denser substance than the  

inner one, and can be distinguished in all starch-grains that akin  

process of development. The separate layers of the starch -grain 
are deposited on it by the activity of the chromatophore, sad  
according to Meyer the grain Is always surrounded by a thialayer  

of the chromatophore which completely, separates it from the 
cytoplasm. The layers appear to be made up of elements which 
are arranged radially. Tbcsc are, according to Meyer, adculsr  

crystals, which he calls  Irichilci.  The starch grain may thus be 
regarded as a crystalline structure of the nature of a sphert-
crystal, as has been suggested by many observers.  

Whether the formation of the starch grain is due to a secretion  

from the p1551 Id (Meyer, 1895) or to a direct transformation of 
the proteid of the plastid (Timberlake, xgox) has not been definitely 
established. 

Akurone.-.-Aheurone  is a  proteid  substance which occurs in seeds  
especially those containing oil, in the form of minute granules or  
large grains. It may be in the form of an albumen crystal some-
times associated with more or less spherical body—globoid ---com.  
posed of a combination of an organic substance with a double  pbs..  
phate  of magnesium and  rakium.  Albumen crystals are also to be  
found in the cytoplasm, in leucoplasts and rarely in the nucleus.  

Giycogen,  a substance  relater[  to starch and sugar, is found in  
the Fungi and  Cyanohyceae  as a food reserve. It gives a  charade1-
Istie  red-brown  τert ιοa  with iodine solution. In the yeast cell it  
accumulates and disappears very rapidly according to the conditions  
of nutrition and I. sometimes so abundant us to fill the cell almost  
entirely  (Errera,  ι882,  1895 Wager and  Peniston, 010). 

VοΙ,ώ n occurs  in the rytoplasm  of various Fungi, Bacteria,  Cyano-
phyceae, diatojns,  As., in the form  cl  minute granules which have  
a characteristic reaction towards methylene blue (Meyer). It  
sppearsto  have  someof  the characteristics of nucleic acid, and accord-
ing to Meyer maybe a combination of nucleic acid with an unknown  

organic base.  
Numerous other substances a re  also found  ό  the cytoplasm,  

such as tannin, fats and oil, resins, mucilage,  caoutchosac,  gums
-percha,  sulphur and calcium oxalate crystals. The cell  s.p  con-

tains various substances in solution such as sugars,  inulin,  alkaloids,  
glucosides,  organic acids and various inorganic salts. The colours  
of flowers are due to colouring matters contained in the sap of which  
the chief is  anthocyanin.  

Reference must also be made here to the enzymes or  unoegsnired  
ferments which occur so largely in the cytoplasm. It is probable  
that moat, if not all, the metabolic changes which take place in a  
cell, such as the transformation of starch,  proteids,  sugar, cellulose;  
and the  decompositIon  of numerous other organic  iubstanres  
which would otherwise require a high temperatu re  or powerful  
reagents is also due to their activity. Their mode of action is  similar 
to that of ordinary mechanical catalytic agent,, such as finely  
divided platinum (see Bayliss, The Nizlwe of £nsyme ‚tcΙson,  sod  
J. R. Green, The Soluble Ferments).  

Ti" Nudesu—Tlse  nucleus has been demonstrated in all  
plants with the exception of the Cyanophyceae and Bacleria, and  
even here structures have been obterved which resemble nuclei  
in some of their characteristics. The nucleus is regarded as a  
cοntrοlΙig centre of cell-activity, upon which the growth and  
development of the cell in large measure depends, and as the  
agent by  which the transmission of specific qualities from one  
generation to another is brought about, lilt is absent, the cell  
loses its power of assimilation and growth, end soon dies. Ιlsbeτ-
landt has shown that in plant cells, when any new formation of  
membrane Is to take place in a given spot, the nucleus is found in  
its immediate vicinity; and Klebs found ihat only that portion  
of the protoplasm of a cell which contains the nucleus Is capable  
of forming a cell-wall; whflt Townsend has further shown that  
if-the non-nucleated mass Is connected by strands of protoplasm  
to the nucleated mass, either of the same cell or of & neighbouring  

cell, it retains the power of forming a cell-membrane.  

Tk' Structure of the Ngickus.—In the living condition the rest-
ing nucleus appears to consist of a homogeneous ground sub-
stance containing a large number of small chromatin granules arid 
one or more large spherical granules—nucleoli—the whole being  

surrounded b, & limiting membrane which separates it from the  

cytoplasm. When fixed and stained this granular mass is  
resolved into a more or less distinct granular network which  
consists of a substance called  Lini,s,  only slightly stained by the 
ordinsey  nuclear stain,, said, embedded In it, a more deeply  
stainable substance called  Chromsliis.  The nucleolus appesra to  
form a part of the  Linin netwoek, but has usually alae a strong  
afliolty for nuclear stains. The staining reactions of the various  
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parts of the nucleus depend to some extent upon their chemical 
constitution. The chromatin is practically identical with  

nuclein. This has a strong attraction for basic aniline dyes, and  

can usually be distinguished from other parts of the cell which are  
more easily coloured by acid anilines. But the staining reactions  

of nuclei may vary at different stages of their development;  

and it is probable that there is no method of staining which  

differentiates with certainty the various morphological contti-
tuents of the nucleus.  

Our knowledge of the chemical constitutions of the nucleus is  
due to the pioneer researches of Sir Lauder Brunton, Plonz, Miencher,  
Kossel and a host of more recent investigaiors, Nuclein is a com-
plex aibuminoid substance containing phosphorus and iron is organic  
combination (Macallum). It appears to be a combination of a pro-
tein with nucleic acid. Recent researches have shown that the  

nucleic acid can be broken up by chemical means into a numbei of  
different compounds or bases. The results at first obtained were  
very confusing and seemed to show that nucleic acid is very variable  

in constitution, but thanks to the workof Schmiedebcrg :red Steiidel  

(Germany),  ivar  Bang (Sweden) and Walter Jones and Levene  
(America), the confusion has been reduced tosornesortofordcr.and  
it now seems probable that all ordinary nucleic acids yield two  

purine bases, adenine and giIanine, two pyrimrdine bases, cytosme  
and thymine and a hexose carbohydrate, the identity of which is  

uncertain.1  
The Nudeolus  —In the majority of plant.nudei, both in the 

higher and lower plants, there is found, in addition to the  
chromatin network, a deeply stained spherical or slightly  
irregular body (sometimes more than One) called the nucleolus 
(fig. 2, A to D) It is often vacuolar, sometimes granular, and  
in other cases it is a homogeneous body with no visible structure  
or differentiation. The special function of this organ has been a  

source of controversy during the past few years, and much  

uncertainty still exists as  ιο  ita,,'υe  nature. Ti forms a part of  
the linin or plastin network of the nucleus and may become  
impregnated with varying quantities of rhromatin stored up for  

'use in the formation of the chromosomes and other nuclear  
activities. The relation of the nucleolus to the chromosomes is  
clearly seen in the reconstructioO of the daughter nuclei after  

division in the cells of the root-apex of  Phaseoh's  (fig. I, A to F). 
The chromosomes (fig. a, A) unite to form an irregular mass  
(fig. a, B) out of which is evolved the nucleolus and nuclear net-
work (figs. τ, Β, F) by a fusion of the chromosomes (fig. s, C, 1)).  

Cenirosome.—The  centrosome is a minute homogrneous  
granule found in the cytoplasm of some cells in the neighbour-
hood of the nucleus. It is generally surrounded by a granular  

or radiating cytoplasmic substance. In plant cells its presence  

has been demonstrated in the Thallophytes and Bryophytes.  
In the higher plants the structures which have been often de-
scribed as centrosomes  are too indefinite in their constitution 

 to allow of this interpretation being placed upon them, and many  

of them are probably nothing more than granules of the beg-
=tented nucleolus. The centrosomes in plants do not appear  
to be permanent organs of the cell. They are prominent during  

cell-division, but many disappear in the resting stage. They are 
more easily seen, when the nucleus is about to undergo mitosla,  

at the ends of the spindle, where they form the centres towards 
which the radiating fibres in the cytoplasm converge (see fig.  
'i, Ε  G). The centrosome or centrosphere is usually regarded as  
the dynamic centre of the cell and a special organ of division;  

but its absence in many groups of plants dots not lend support to  
this view so far as plant-cells are concerned.  

Nadeas' Dit,ision, —The formation of new cells is, in the case  
of uninucleate cells, preceded by or accompanied by the division 
of the nucleus. In multinucleate cells the division of the 
nucleus is independent of the division of the cell. Nuclear  
division may be indirect or direct, that is to say it may either be  
accompanied by a series of complicated changes in the nuclear  
structures called  miiosis  or  karyokinesis  (fig, a), or it may take  
place by simple direct division, amitosis, or fragmentation.  
Direct division is a much less common phenomenon than was 
formerly supposed to be the case. It occurs, most frequently in  

old cells, or in cells which are placed under abnormal conditions.  
See Halliburton.  Science Progress ni the 201k Csniury  (1909).  

viii hr. 

It may also take place where rapid proliferatIon of the cell  i  
going on, as in the budding Of the Yeast plant. It takes place  
in the luternodal cells of Characese; in the old itaternodal cells of  

Β  
Α  
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FiG.  i.—Reconztruction  of the daughter nuclei of  Phaseelss.  

Tradescardia;  and in various other cells which have lost their  
power of division. It has been shown that, in cells of  Spirogyro  
placed under special conditions, amiIotic division can be induced, 
and that normal mitosia is resumed when they are placed again  
under normal conditions. Aunitosis is probably connected by a 
series of intermediate gradations with karyokinesis.  . 

1111014.—ln  indirect nuclear division the nucleus undergoes  
a series of complicated changes, which result in an equal division  
of the chromatic substance between the two daughter nuclei.  
Four stages can be recognized. (a) Prophase.—The nucleus  
increases in size; the network disappears, and a much convoluted 
thread takes its place (11g. 2, B). The chromatin substance  
increases in amount, the thread stains more deeply, and in most  

cases presents a homogeneous appearance. Thia is commonly  

called the spirem-figure. The chromatin thread next becomes 
shorter and thicker, the nucleoli begin to disappear, and the thread  

breaks up into a number of segments .—chromosomcs--which  
vary in number in different species, but are fairly constant in the 
same species (fig. 2, C, D). Coincident with these changes the 
nuclear membrane disappears and a spindle-shaped or barrel.  
shaped group of threads makes its appearance in the midst of the  
chromosomes, the longitudinal axis of which is at right angles to  

the plane of the division (fig. 2, F), At each pole of this spindle  
figure there often occur fibres radiating in all directions into the  

cytoplasm, and sometimes a minute granular body, the  ceaiτο  
some, is also found there. (2)  Metapkase.—The chromosomes  
pass to the equator of the spindle and become attached to the  
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spindle-fibres in such a way that they form a radiating star-
shaped  flgure—Askr—when seen from the pole of the spindle.  
This is called the nuclear plate (fig. a, E, F, 0, H). As they pass  
Into this position they undergo a longitudinal splitting by which  
the chromatin in each chromosome becomes divided into equal  

halves.  () Anophase. —The longitudinal division of the chro-
mosomes is completed by the time they have taken up their  
position in the nuclear plate, and the halves of the chromosome.,  

then begin to move along the spindle-fibres to opposite poles of  
the spindle (fig. a, I, 3). Many observers hold the view  thai  
the chromosomes are pulled apart by the contraction of the  

fibres to which they are attached.  () Tdophase.—Wben  they  
reach the poles  the chromosomes group themselves again in the  
form of stars—Diasicr—wilh  spindle-fibres  extending between  
them (fig. a, K). The chromosomes then fuse together again  

to form a single thread (fig. a, L), a nucleolus appears, a nuclear  
membrane is formed, and daughter nuclei are thus constituted  
which possess the name structure and staining reactions as the  

mother nucleus.  
The spindle figure is probably the expression of forces which are  

set up in the cell for the purpose of causing the separation of the  
daughter chromoso,nes. liartog has endeavoured to show that it  

can only be formed by a dual Γοrce, snalagous to that of magnetism,  
the spindle-fibres being comparable to the lines 01 force ins magnetic  

field and possibly due to electrical differences in the cell. The spindle  

arises partly from the cytoplasm, parily from the nucleus, or it may  

be derived entirely from the nucleus—intranuclear spindle—as  
occurs in many of the lower plants (Fungi, &c.). The (ornIation of  

the spindle begins in the prophanes of division. A layer of delirate  

filamentou' cytoplasm—kinoplasm—may collect around the nucleus,  
or at its poles, out of which the spindle in formed. As division  

proceeds, the Illamentous nature of this cytoplasm becomes more  
prominent and the threads begin either to converge towards the  
poles of the nucleus, to form a bipolar spindle. cr may converge  
towards, or radiate from, several different points, to form a multi.  
polar spindle. The wall of the nucleus breaks down, and the cyto-
plasmic spindle-fibres become mixed with those derived from the  
nuclear network. The formation of the spindle differs in details  
in different plants.  

The significance of this complex series of changes  is very  
largely hypothetical. It is clear, however, that an equal 
quantitative division and distribution of the  chromaiin  to the 
daughter cells is brought about; and if, as has been suggested,  

the chromatin consists of minute particles or ;  units which are  
the carriers of the hereditary characteristics, the nuclear division  
also probably results in the equal division and distribution of one  
half of each of these units to each daughter cell.  

12(411;4104 Dί iiοπs  (Meiosis).—The divisions which take  
place leading to the formation of the sexual cells show a reduction 
in the number of chromosomes  to one-half. This is a necessary  
consequence of the fusion of two nuclei in fertilization, unless the 
chromosomes are to be doubled at each generation. In the 
vascular  cryptogams  and  phanerogams it takes place in the spore 
mother cells and the reduced number is found in all the cells of 

 the.gameiophyte,  the full number in those of the  sporophyle. 
 We know very little of the details of reduction in the lower plants, 

but it probably occurs at some stage in the life history of all 
plants in which sexual nuclear fusion takes place. The reduc-
tion is brought about simply by the segmentation of the  spirem 

 thread into  balf  the number of segments instead of the normal  
number. In order to effect this the individual chromosomes must  

become associated in some way, for there is no diminution in the 
actual amount of nuclear substance, and this leads to ce rtain 
modifications in the division which are not seen in the vegetative 
nuclei. The two divisions of the spore mother cell in which the 
reduction takes  place, follow each other very rapidly and are 
known as  Hekroiyjw  and  Hossolype  (Flemming), or according to 
the terminology of Farmer and Moore  0905)  as the  meiolk  phase.  
In the  heterotype division the  spirem  thread is divid ed  longi-
tudinally before the segmentation occurs (fig. a, B), and this  

is preceded by a peculiar contraction of the thread around the 
nucleolus which  hss  been termed synapsis (fig. a, A). A second 

 conlrartion  may take place later, immediately preceding the 
segmentation of the thread. It has been suggested that synapsis 
may be connected with the early longitudinal splitting of the 
thread, or with the pairing of the chromosomes, but it is possible  

that it may be connected with the transferen ce  of  nucleolar  
substance to the nuclear th read. The segments of cads chromo-
some are usually twisted upon each other and may be much  

contorted (fig. a, C, D), and appearances are observed which  

suggest a second longitudinal division, but which are more  

(Mur G,ί ntn ) 

Fio.  s.—Varaou'  Stages in the Nuclear Division of the Pollen  
Mother-cells of Lilium.  

probably due to a folding of the segment by which the two halves  

come to lie more or less parallel to each other, and form variously  

shaped figures of greater or less regularity (fig. τ, Ε). Τb  
chromosomes new become attached  to the  apindle-fibres (fig.  
a, F, C) and as the daughter chromosomes become pull ed  asunder  
they Often appear more or less V-shaped so that each pair appears  

as a closed ring of irregular shape, the ends of the V's being in  

contact thus—f> (fig. 2, H, I, J, K). This V has beers  
variously interpreted. Some observers consider that it repre-
sents a  iongi'udinoi  half of the original segment of the  spireme,  
others that it is a half of the segment produced by  kmissuse  
division by means of which a true qualitative separation of the  
chromatin is brought about. The problem is a  vely difficult  
one and cannot be regarded as definitely settled, but it is difficult  

to understand why all this ad di tional complexity in the division  
of the nucleus should be necessary if the final result is only  a  
quunIiwike  separation of the chromatin. It seem, to be fairly  
well established  thai  in the meiotic phase there  is  true qualitative  
division brought about by the pairing of the chromosom es  
during synapsis, and the subsequent separa tion of whole  
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chromosomes to the daughter nuclei.  Tbemethod bywbich  this  
is brought about is, however, the subject of much controversy.  
There are two main theories: (a) that the chromosomes which  
firm»),  separate are at first paired side by side (Allen,  Gr'goirc,  
Berghs, Strasburger  and others), and (a) that  ibey  are joined  
together or paired end to end (Farmer and Moore, Gregory,  
Mottler  and ethers). Good cytological evidence has been ad-
duced in favour of both theories, but further investigation is 
necessary before any definite conclusion can be arrived at. The 
second or  homotype  division which immediately follows reverts 

 Ιο  the normal type except that the already split chromosomes at 
once separate to form the daughter nuclei without the  interven-
lion of a resting stage.  

Cuff Disisios.—WIlh  the exception of a few plants among 
the  Thallophytes.  which consist of a single  multinucleate  cell,  
Caul'rpa, Vσιιώ erώ , &c., the division of the nucleus is followed 
by the division of the cell either at Once, in  uninucleate  cells, or  
after a certain number of nuclear divisions, in  multinucleate  
cells. This may lake place In various ways. In the higher 
plants, after the separation of the daughter nuclei, minute 
granular swellings appear, in the equatorial region, on the 
connecting fibres which still persist between the Iwo nuclei, to 
form what is called the cell-plate. These fuse together to form a  
membrane (6g. a, C, D) which splits Into two layers between 
which the new cell-wall is laid down. In the  Thallophytes  the 
cytoplasm may be segmented by constriction, due to the  

in.growth  of a new cell wall from the old one, as in  Sp&ogyra  
and  Clado$ora,  or by the formation of cleavage furrows in  
which the new cell-wail is secreted, as occurs in the formation of 
the spores in many Algae and Fungi. Cell budding lakes pla ce  
in yeast and in the formation of the  conidia  of Fungi. 

In a few cases both among the higher and the lower plants, of 
which the formation of spores in the  ascus  is a typical example,  
new cells are formed by the aggregation of portions of the 
cytoplasm around the nuclei which become delimited from the 
rest of the cell contents by a membrane. This is known as  
free cell formation. 

In Fumes and allied forms the spindle-fibres between the 
daughter nuclei disappear early and the new cell-wall is formed 
In the cytoplasm. 

Cell Membrane.—The membrane which surrounds the  proto-
plasts  in the majority of plants is typically composed of cellulose, 
together with a number of other substances which are known as 
pectic compounds. Some of these have a neutral reaction, 
others react as feeble acids, They can be distinguished by their 
Insolubility in  cuprammonia,  which dissolves cellulose, and by 
their behaviour  towards stains, some of which stain pectic 
substances but not cellulose. Cellulose has an  amnity  for acid 
stains, pectic substanc es  for basic stains. The cell-membrane 
may become modified by the process of  lignidcation, suberiza-
tion, cuticularisation  or gelatinization. In the Fungi it is 
usually composed of a modified form of cellulose known as  

fungus cellulose, which, according to  Mangin,  consists of  cailose  
in combination either with cellulose or pectic compounds. The 
growth  ofthe  cell-wall takes place by the addition of new layers  
to those already formed. These laye rs  are secreted by the 
protoplasm by the direct apposition of substances on those 
already in existence; and they may go Of increasing in thickness,  
both by apposition and by the  intussusceplion  of particles  
probably carried in through the protoplasmic fibres, which  
penetrate the cell-wall as long as the cell lives. The growth of 
the cell-wall is very rarely uniform. It Is thickened more in  
some places than in others, and thus are formed the spiral,  
annular and other markings, as well as the pits which occur on 
various cells and vessels. Besides the internal or  ceninpetal  
growth, some cell-wails are thickened on the outside, such as  
pollen grains,  oosporua  of Fungi, cells of  Peridlneae,  &c. This  
centrifugal growth must apparently take place by the activity 
of protoplasm external to the cell. The outer protective walls  
of the  ooaporea  of some Fungi are formed Out of protoplasm 
containing numerous  puclei,  which is at an early stage separ-
ated from the protoplasm of the  ooaporc.  In the  Pcridisseae,  

Diatoms and  Deamids,  according to recent researches, the thick.  
enings  on the Outer walls of the cells are due to the passage of 

 protoplasm from the interior of the cell to the outside, through 
pores which axe found perforating the wall on all aides.  

Cell-walls may become modified by the impregnation of various  
substances. Woody or ligrntled cell-walls a ρ ear to contain sub-
stances called cpmfursi and ναaiΙΙin. in addition to various other  
compounds which are imperfectly known. Lignifled tissues are  
coloured yellow by aniline sulphate or aniline chloride, violvt with  

phlorogiuc,n and hydrochloric acid, and characteristic rcartiona  
are also given by mixtures containing phenol, indol, skatol, thallin,  
sulphate, &c. (see Ziinmcrmann', MicroIcchnique). Stα ining reagent,  
can also be used to dificrentiate lignifled cell-walls. Cuticularized  
or auberized cell-wall, occur especially in these' cells which per-
form  a protective function. They are impervious to water and  
gases. Both cuilcularized and suberized membranes are insoluble  
in cuprsmmonla, and are coloured yellow or brown in a solution  
of chloe-iodide of zinc. It in probable that the corky  οι suberized  
cells do not contain any cellulose  (GiI,on, Wisselingh); whilst cuti.  
cularized cells are only modified in their Outer layers, cellulose inner  
layers being still recognizable. The suberized and cuticularized  
cell-wall, appesr to contain a fatly body called subeiin, aiid such  
cell-walls can be stained red by a solution of alcanin, the lignilied  
and cellulose membranes remaining unstained.  

Feriiliaalimi,—The formation of the zygote or egg-cell  
lakes place usually by the fusion of the contents of two cells,  
and always includes, as  
an essential feature, the  
fusion of two germ nuclei. 
In many of the lower  d 

plants the fusing cells—
gametes  —  are precisely 
similar so far as size and  
general appearance are 
concerned; and the whole  
contents of the two cells  
fuse together, cytoplasm  
with cytoplasm, nucleus  
with nucleus, nucleolus  
with nucleolus  and  plastld  
with plastid. The  gsznetea  
may be motile (some Al-
gae) Or non-motile, as in  
Spirogyrs, Macor, Βα,.  
idiobolus,  &c. In many of  
the lower plants and in 
all higher plants there is 
a 

 
difference In size in the tFuss Wlleie. Α1ΙnrGgl,sard end  Motikr.l  

fusing cells, the male cell 	Fan. 3.—Fertilization us the Lily. 

being the smaller. The 	a, Antipodal cell; up, polar nuclei;  

reduction in size is due to ρ  'a, Two vermiform nuclei in the em-
the absence of cytoplasm, bryo usc; one approaching the egg-
which is in some cases so nucleus, the other uniting with the  
small in amount that the  υρ cτοίar

ποιlώtίίυε·νeτmifοrm nuclei 
cell consists mainly of a with the egg-nucleus and the two  
nucleus. In all cases of polar nuclei.  
complete sexual  different!. 	C, Fusion of the germ nuclei in the  
mien the egg-cell is miles-  
cent; the male cell may be motile or  non.motile.  In many of  
the Fungi the non-motile male cell or nucleus Is carried by means  
of a fertilizing tube actually into the interior of the egg-cell,  
md  Is extruded through the apex in close proximity to the egg  
nucleus. In the  Florideae,  Lichens and  Laboulbrniaceae  the  
male cell is a non-motile  apermatium,  which is carried to the  
female organ by movements in the water. In  Monobiqiharis,  
one of the lower Fungi, in some Algae, in the Vascular Crypto-
grams, in  Cycads (Zamia  and  Cycas),  and in Ginkgo, an isolated  
genus of  Gymnosperma,  the male cell is a mot ile  spernaatozoid  
with two or more cilia. In the Algae, such as  Fuchs, Volzox,  
Ο d.gο iυm, Bsdbochcek,  and In the Fungus  Monobiepharis,  
the spermatozoid is a small oval or elongate cell containing  
nucleus, cytoplasm and sometimes  plastids. In the  Chsraceae,  
the Vascular  Cryptogams,  in Eerie and  Cyccr,  and in Ginkgo,  
the spermatozoids are more or  1cm  highly modified cells with  
two or more cilia, and resemble in many respects, both in their  
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structure and mode of formation, the spermatozoids of animals. 
In  Characeas  and  Muscineae  they are of elongate spiral form, 
and consist of an elongate dense nucleus and a small quantity of 

cytoplasm. At the an- 
tenor end arc attached  
two cilia or flagella. In  
the Vascular  Cryptogama 

 the structure is much the 
same, but a more or less  
spherical mass of cyto- 
plasm remains attached 
to the posterior spirals, 
and a large number of 
cilia are grouped along 
the cytoplasmic anterior 
portion of the spiral. In  
Zamiiz (fig.  ',  A),  Cycas  
and Ginkgo they consist  
of large spherical or oval  
cells with a coiled band 
of cilia at one end, and 
a large nucleus which  
nearly fills the cell. They 
are carried by the pollen 
tube to the apex of the  
prothallus,  where they 
are extruded, and by 
means of their cilia swim 
through a small quantity 
of liquid, contained in a 
slight depression to the 

 ocaphere.  In the other 
 Phanerogarns  the male 

cell, which is non-motile, 
is carried to the  oosphere 

 by means of a pollen tube. In the  spermatozoida  of  Chora,  
Vascular  Cryptogams,  and in those of  Cycos, Zamui  and Ginkgo,  
the cilia arise from a  centrosome-like body which is found on one 
side of the nucleus of the spermatozoid mother-cell. This body 
has been called a  blepharoplasi,  and in the  PIeridophytes, Cycads 

 and Ginkgo it gives rise to the spiral band on which the cilia a re 
 formed.  Belajeif  regards it as a true  centrosome;  but this is  

doubtful, for while in some cases it appears to be connected with 
the division of the cell, in others it is independent of it. The egg- 
cell or  oosphere  is a large cell containing a single large nucleus, 
and in the green plants the rudiments of  plaslids.  In plants with 

 multinucleate  cells, such as  A/hugo, Peronospora  and  Vaucherio,  
it is usually a  uninucleate  cell differentiated by separation of 
the nuclei from a  multinucleate  cell, but in  A/hugo biiii  it is 

 multinucleate,  and in  Sphaero pica  it may contain more than 
one nucleus. In some cases the region where the penetration 
of the male organ takes place is indicated on the  oosphere  by a 
hyaline receptive spot  (Oedogo,siiiss, Vaucheria,  &c.), or by 
a receptive papilla consisting of hyaline cytoplasm  (Pcrono- 
sporea'e).  Fertilization is effected by the union of two nuclei 
in ell those cases which have been carefully investigated. 
Even in the  multinucleate oosphcrc  of  Albugo b/ill  the nuclei 
fuse in pairs; and in the  oospheres  of  Sphaeroplea,  which may 
contain more than one nucleus, the egg nucleus is formed by the 

 fusiofl  of one only of these with the spermatozoid nucleus 
 (Klebahn).  In the higher Fungi nuclear fusions take place in  

!midis or sad which involve the union of two (fig. 7, A) nuclei, 
which may be regarded  as physiologically equivalent to a sexual  
fusion. The union of the germ nuclei has now been observed 
in all the mein groups of Angiosperms, Gymnosperms, Ferns, 
Mosses, Algae and Fungi, and presents a striking resemblance  
in all. In nearly all cases the nuclei appear to fuse in the 
resting stage (fig. 3,  C). In many Gymnosperms the male 
nucleus penetrates the female nucleus before fusing with it 
(Blackman,  Ikeno).  In other cases  the two nuclei place them- 
selves aide by side, the nuclear membrane between them 
disappears, and the contents fuse together—nuclear thread  

with nuclear thread, and nucleolus with nu cleolus—so com-
pletely that the separate constituents of the nuclei are  nd  
visible, It .was at one time thought that the  centrosomes 

 played an important part in the fertilization of plants, but 
recent researches seem to indicate that this is not so. Even 
in those cases where the cilia band, which is the product of the  

centrosome.like  body or  blepharoplast,  enters the ovum, as in  
Zamia (c in fig. 4, B, C, D), it appears to take no part In the 
fertilization phenomena, nor in the subsequent division of the 
nucleus. During the process of fertilization iii the  Anglosperms  
it has been shown by the researches of  Nawaschin  and  Guignard 

 that in  Li/jam  and  Fri'iliaria  both generative nuclei enter the 
embryo sac, one fusing with the  oosphere  nucleus, the other with 
the polar nuclei (fig.  3, Α,  B). A double fertilization thus takes 
place. Both nuclei are elongated vermiform structures, and as  

they enter the embryo sac present a twisted appearance like a 
spermatozoid without c ilia (fig. 3,  A, B). It hits since been shown 
by Other observers that this double fertilization occu rs  in many 
other Angiosperms, both  Dirotyledons  and  Monocotyledomss,  so 
that it is probably of general occurrence throughout the group 
(see  ANCIOSPERMS).  

The Nucksa in Rtlaiion  Ιο  Zieredily.—There is a certain  
amount of cytological evidence to show that the  nurkua  is 
largely concerned with the transmission of hereditary characters.  

Whether this is entirely confined to the nucleus is, however, not 
certain. The strongest direct evidence seems to be that the 
nuclear substances are the only parts of the cells which are  

always equivalent in quantity, and that in the higher plants 
and animals the male organ or spermatozoid is composed almost  
entirely of the nucleus, and that the male nucleus is carried into 
the female cell without a particle of cytoplasm.'  

Since, however, the nucleus of the female cell is always 
 iccompanied  by a larger or smaller quantity of cytoplasm, and  

that in a large  majority of the power plants and animals the male  
cell also contains cytoplasm, it cannot yet be definitely stated  
that the cytopla sm  does not play some part in the proce ss. On 
the other hand, the complex structure of the nucleus with its  

separate units, the chromosomes, and possibly even smaller 
units represented by the chromatin  granules, and the means 
taken through the complex phenomena of  mitosla  to ensure that  
an exact and equal division of the chromosomes shall take place,  

emphasizes the importance of the nucleus in heredity. Further, 
it is only in the nucleus and in its chromosomes that we have any 
visible evidence to account for the Mendelian segregation of 
characters in  hybrIds  which are known to occur. Visible  
difference, in the chromosomes have even been observed,  

especially in Insects, which are due apparently  Ιο  an unequal  
division by which an additional or accessory chromosome is  
produced, or In some cases one or two extra chromosomes which  
differ in size from the others. These differences indicate a  

separation of different elements in the formation of the  cbromo.  
some, and have been definitely associated with the determination  

of sex. ii is possible, however, that the segregation of charac-
ters in the gametes may depend upon someth ing far moss subtle  
and elusive than the chromosom es  or even of  possibli  combina-
tions  of units within the chromosom es , but so far as we can see  
at present these are the o nly structures in the cell with  whicb 

 it can be satisfactorily associated.  Boveri  in fact  baa  put 
forward the view that the chromosomes are elementary units 
which maintain an organic continuity and independent existence  
in, the cell. The cytological evidence for this appears to be made 
stronger for animal than for plant cells. From numerous  

Investigations which have been made to  trsce  the chromosomes  
through the various stages of the nuclear  ontogeny  of plant cells, 
it appears that the individuality and continuity of the  cbromo

-sores  can only be conceived as  poasible  if we assume the exis-
tence of something like chromosome centres In the  resting  
nucleus around which the chromosomes  become organized for  
purpoars  of division. Rosenberg (1909) adduce,  evide εt  for  

' Strasbiirger 0 909) states very definitely that lie has obncrv,d  
the entrance of the male nucleus into the egg without a trace  ci  
cytoplasm.  
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the existence of chromosomes or prochrombsomes" in resting  
nuclei in a large number of plants, but most observers consider  
that the chromosomes during the resting stage become com-
pletely resolved into a nuclear network in which no trace of the  
original chromosomes can be seen.  

Special  CeΙΙ-Μοd ΊβcαΙiοπs  for the  Receplion  of  Siimuli.—In  
studying the physiology of movement in plants certain modifica-
tions of cell-structure have been observed which appear to have  
been developed for the rre ρtiοn of the stimuli by which the  
response to light, gravity and contact are brought about. Our  
knowledge of these stmctures Is due mainly to Habezlandt.  

Organs which respond to the mechanical stimulus of contact are  

found to possess special contrivances in certain of their cells —(i  
sensitive spots, consisting of places here and there on the epiderma  
cells where the waJI is thin and in close contact with protoplasmic  
prolections. These occur on the tips of tendrils and on the tentacles  
of Drosera; (a) sensitive papillae found on the irritable filaments of  
certain stamens; and (3)  sensitive hairs or bristles on the leaven  
of  Diono.eo msscipsda  and Mimosa pudic-el-8110f which are so con-
structed that any pressure exerted on them at once reacts on the  
protoplasm.  

Response to the action of gravity a ρρears to be associated with  
the movements of starch grains in certain cells—statoltth cells—by  
which pressure is exerted on the cytoplasm and a stimulus set up  
which results in the geotropic response.  

The response to the action of light in diatropic leaves is, according  
to Haberlandt, due to the presence of epidrrmal cells which are  
shaped like a lens, or with tens-shaped thickening,, of the cuticle,  
through which convergence of the light rays takes place and causes  
a differential illumination of the lining layer of protoplasm on the  
basal walls of the epidermal cells, by which the stimulus resulting  
in the orientation of the leaf is brought about. Fig. 5, A, shows the.  

A 	Flu. 5. 	Β  
A, Epidermal cells of  Saxifrags kirsidsm.  

Β. of  Trodrscanuia  if  sminensis.  
convergence of the light to a bright spot on the basal walls of the  
epidermal cells of .5αxifrags !,irs,dsm and fig. 5.  B, shows aphotograph  
taken from life through the epidermal cells of Trad'scsniioifsmines.  

rio. Νoιwithatanding the fact, however, that these cells are capable  

of acting as very efficient lenses the explanation given by Habcr-
landt has not been widely accepted and evidence both morphological  
and physiological has been brought forward against it.  

The presence of an eye-spot in many motile unicellular Algae and  
swarm spores is also probably concerned with the active response  
to light exhibited by these organisms. In  Eugk,ia m,idis.  which  
ban been most carefully studied in this respect, the flagellum which  

brings about the movement bears near its base a minute spherical  
or oval refractive granule or swelling which is located lust in the  
hollow of the red pigment-spot (fig. 6); and it has been suggested  
that the association of these two is analogous to the association of  
the rods and cones of the animal eye with their pigment layer, the  
light absorbed by the red pigment-spot setting up changes which  
react upon the refractive granule and being transmitted to the  
flagellum bring about those modifications in its vibrations by 
which the direction of movement of the organism is regulated.  

The Nuclei of Ike Lower Pistils—It Is only In comparatively  
recent limes that it has been possible to determine with any  

degree of certainty that the minute deeply stainable bodies  
described more especially by Schmitz (1879) In many Algae and  
Fungi could be regarded as true nuclei. The researches of the  

but twenty years have sb.own that the structure of the nucleus  
and the phenomena of nuclear division in these lower forms  
conforms in 311 essential details to those in the higher plants. 
Thus in the Basidiomycetes (fig. 7) the nuclei possess all the  

structures found in the higher plants, nuclear membrane,  
chroinatin network and nucleolus (fig. 7,  B), and In the process  

of division, chromosomes, nuclear spindle and centronomeS are  

to be seen (fig. 7, C–G). The investigations of Dangeard,  
harper, Blackman, Miss Fraser and many others have also 

,  

D 

(Fm,, the  J.x,"sl  the  L5i.a, .S.ddr, " Ζ ώuy"  vol nxs(L)  
Fin.  6.—Α, Eye-spots of  Esgliiis 1,0414. B, Anterior end of 

Euglena  showing the flagellum with its swelling just in the hollow  
of the eye-spot.  
shown that in the Ascomycetea, Rust Fungi, &c., the same  
structure obtains so far as all essimlial details are concerned.  

The only groups of plants in which typical nuclei have not  

been found are the Cyanophyceae, Bacteria and Yeast Fungi.  

Α  

(Puts the  Αι ή  3y sell. να end VII)  
Fin. 7.—Nuclei and Nuclear Division in the Basidiomycetci.  

Α  to D, Ama,iila msscsrius;  Ε  to G,  Mycena galeru'ukliui.  
A, Basidium with two nuclei. B, single nucleus due to the  

fusion of the two pre-rxiatiiig nuclei. C, Nuclear thread segment- 
ing. D, Νυcle.ιγ cavity with ro mosom. E, Chromomes 
the spindle. F, Separation of

ch 
 the chrom

es
osomes into two

so 
 groups.

on 
 

('.. Chromosomes ‚1r ουρed at opposite ends of the spindle to forts  
the daughter nuclei.  
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In the Cyanophyceat the contentS of the cell are digerentiated  
inks a central colourless region, and a peripheral layer containing  
the chlorophyll and other colouring matters together with  
granules of a reserve substance called cyanophycin. Chromatin  
is contained in the central part together with granules known as  
volutin, the function of which is unknown. The central body  
probably plays the part of a nucleus and some observers consider  
that it has the characters of a typical nucleus with miioiic  
division. But this is very doubtful. The central body seems  
to consist merely of a spongy mass of slightly stainable substance,  
more or less inipregnaIed with chromatin, which divides by  
constriction. At a certain stage in the division figures are  
produced resembling a mitω - . ;.  8, a), which are not, in  

? 	 ‚ Α 
(Fino Ρnc Roy. Snc. ml. IsiS .) 

Flu. 8—Cell Structure of the Cyanophyceac.  
A and B,  Tolypolhrix  Insets:  (i)  Young, (a) Old cells.  
C,  Oscillorie limosa tran,veesc mkrotome section.  

the opinion of the writer,  Ιο  be interpreted as a true mitnais.  
It is interesting to note that in many species the formation of  

new ccll.walls is initiated before any indication of nuclear  
division is to be seen.  

The bacteria, in most cases, have no definite nucleus or central  
body. The chromatin is distributed throughout the cytoplasm  
in the form of granules which may be regarded as.a distributed  

nucleus corresponding to what Hertwig has designated, in 
protozoa,  chromidia.  

In the yeast cell the nucleus is represented by a homogenous  
granule, probably of a nucleolar nature, surrounded and perhaps  

to some extent impregnated by chromatin and closely connected  
with a vscuolc which often has chi'omatin at its periphery, and 
contains one or more volutin granules which appear to consist  
of nucleic acid in combination with an unknown base. Some  
observers consider that the yeast nucleus possesses a typical 
nuclear structure, and exhibits division by mitosis, but the 
evidence for this is not very satisfactory.  

Tissues.—The component parts of the tissues of which plants  
are composed may consist of but slightly modified cells with  
copious protoplasmic contents, or of cells which have been 
modified in various ways to perform their several functions. In 
some the protoplasmic contents may persist, in others they  
disappear. The formation of the conducting tubes or secretory  

sacs which occur in all parts of the higher plants is due either  

to the elongation of single cells or to the fusion of cells together 
in rows by the absorption of the cell-walls separating them.  

Such cell-fusions may be partial or complete. Cases of complete  
fusion occur in the formation of laticiferous vessels, and in the  
spiral, annular and reticulate vessels of the xylem. Incomplete 
fusion occurs in sieve tubes. Tubes formed by the elongation  
of single cells are found in best fibres, tracheides, and especially  

in laticlferous cells.  
La&ij'roi's Τissιιι.—Τhε Isticiferous  tissue consist, of a network  

of branching or anastomosing tubes which contain a coagulable  

fluid known as latex. These tubes penetrate to all parts of the  
plant and occur in α11 parts of the root, stem siid leaves. A ρroιο  
plasmic lining is found on their walls which contains nuclei. The  

walls are pitted, and ρrοΙο laιmic comiexioni between the lend-  
fermis tubes and neighbouring psrenchyma.cells have been seen. 
There are two types of laticiferous tissue—non-srtieulate and 
articulate. The non.articulste tissue which occurs in Euphorbiacese.  
Apocynaceae, ljrticaceae, Asclepiadactae, consists of long tubes,  

equivalent to single multinucleate cells, which ramify in all directions  
throughout the ρlαnt. Laticiferous vessels arise by the coalescence  
of originally distinct cells. The cells not only fuse together in longi-
tudinal and transverse rows, but put out transverse projections.  
which fuse with others of a similar nature, and thus form an anaslo.  

mosing network of tubes which extends to all parts of the plant.  

They are found in the Compositae (Cίιhοs'iacιαή , Campanulacese.  
Papaveraceae. Lobeliscese, Papayaceae, in some Axoideae and  
Μ ustοεαe, and in Euphorbiaceae ( Μα i οΙ,  Hews). The nuclei  
of the original cells νετsist  in the protoplasmic membrane. The  
rows of cells from which the laticiferous vessels are formed can be  
distinguished in many cases in the young embryo while still in the  
dry seed (Scott), but the latex vessels in process of formation an  

more easily seen when germination has begun. In the process of 
cell-fusion the cell.wall swells slight)),  and then begins to dissolve 
gradually at lore one point. The opening, which ii at first very  

small, increases in size, and before the cross-walt has entire)),  di.. 
appeared the contents of the two cells become continuous (Scott).  

The absorption of the cell-walls takes place very early in the germina ,  
ting seedling.  

.Nieiie Τιώ 's.—Τbe  sieve tubes consist of partially fused rows of  
cells, the transverse or lateral walls being perforated by minute  
openings, through which the contents of the cells are connected with  

each other, and which alter a certain time become closed by the  
formation of callus on the sieve plates. The sieve tubes contain a  
thin lining layer of protoplasm on their walls, but no nuclei, and the 
cell sap contains atbuminous substances which are coagulable b  
heat. Starch grains are sometime, present. In close contact with  

the segments of the sieve tubes are companion cells which communi.  

cate with the sieve tubes by delicate protoplasmic strands they can 
be distinguished from ordinary parenchymatous cells by their small  

size and dense protoplasm. Companion cells are not lound in the  
Pteridophyta and Gymnosperm.. In the latter their place is takea 
by certain cells of the medutlary rays and bast parenchyma. The  
companion cells are cut oil from the same cells as those which unite  

to form the sieve tube. The mode of formation of the sieve plate 
is not certainly known; but from the fact that delicate ςonnecι ί i.  
threads of protoplasm are present between the cells from their 
first dcνetορmenι it is probable that it is  special case of the normal  
protoplasmic continuity, the sieve pore, being produced by a secon-

dary enlargement of the minute openings through which these delicate  
strands pass. According to Lecomte, the young wall consist. partly 
of cellulose and partly of a substance which in not cellulose, the latter  

existing in the form of slight depressions, which mark the  ponutioii  
of the future pore.. As the sieve plate grows these non.cellulo,e  
regions swell and gradually become converted into the seine kind 
of mucous substance as that contained in the tube; the two cells are  
thus placed in open communication, If this in correct it is easy to 
see that the change. which take place may be initiated by the 
original delicate protoplasmic strands which pass through the cell. 
wall. (For further information regarding tissues, see the section  on  
Asalomy above.)  

Proiopmlosrsic Ceatinsmiiy.—txcept  in the unicellular plants  
the cell is not an independent unit. Apart from their depen-
dence in various ways upon neighbouring cells, the protoplasts  
of all plants are probably connected together by fine strands  
of protoplasm which pass through the ccll.wall (Tangl. Russose,  
Gardiner, Kienitz-Gerlo" and others) 
(fig. 9). In  Pi,ias  the presence of 
connecting threads has recently been 
demonstrated throughout all the  
tissues of the plant. These proto-
plasanic strands are, except in the 
case of sieve tubes, so delicate that 
special methods have to be employed  
to make them visible. The basis of  
these m1hοda consists in causing a. 
swelling of the ceil.wsll by means of  
sulphuric add or zinc chloride, and 
subsequent stainingwith Hoflmann'a 
blue or other sniline dyes, The  
results so far obtained show that the  ' 
connecting threads may be either  
"pit-threads" which traverse the  ()kIstr  CaidIuoJ  

closing membrane of the pits in the Fm. 9—Continuity of  
pr.toplssmof cells of Tam ss 

cell-wells 'g. 9, 	or 	wa. 'ommssis (A) and enda.. 
i threads " which are present n the tierm of  J.duiiss Marlag..  

well of the cell (fig. 9, A). Both (B).  
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pit•threads and wall-threads may occur in the same ccli, but more 
often the threads are limited to the pits. The pit-threads are 
larger and slain more readily than the wall-threads. The threads 
vary in size in different plants, They are very thick in  Viscum  
album, and are well seen in  Puzascolus miiliijforus  and  Li/jam 
Mos-iagon.  They are present from the beginning of the develop-
ment of the cell-wall, and arise from the spindle fibres, all of 
which may be continued as connecting threads (endosperm of 
Tamics commiinis),  or part of them may be overlaid by cellulose 
lamellac (endosperm of Li/jam Aiorlagoii),  or they may be all 
overlaid as in pollen mother-cells and Pollen grains of  .Hclicbor"s 
foelidus.  The presence of these threads between all the cells  
of the plant shows that the plant body must be regarded as a 
connected whole; the threads themselves probably play an  

important part in the growth of the cell-wall, the conduction 
of food and waler, the process of scc'etion and the transmission  
of impulses.  
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MOItPIIOLOCv  OF PLANTS  

The term morphology, which was introduced into science by 
Goethe (1847), designates, in the first place, the study of the  
form and composition of the body and of the parts of which 

 the body may consist; secondly, the relations of the pacts of the  

same body; thirdly, the comparison of the bodies or parts of  
the bodies of plants of different kinds; fourlhly, the study of  
the development of the body and of its parts  (ontogeny); flfthly,  
the investigation of the historical origin and descent of the body 
and its parts  (phyloginy),  and, lastly,'the consideration of the  
relation of the parts of the body to their various functions,  a 
study that is known as  organogra pity,  

It is this last department of morphology that was the first 
to be pursued. The earliest scientific result of the study of 
plants was the recognilion of the fact that the various parts of  
the body are associated with the performance of different kinds  

of physiological work; that they are, in fact, organs discharging  
special functions. The origin of the organography of the present  

day may be traced back to Aristotle, who described the parts 
of plants as "organs, though very simple ones." It was not  
until many centuries had passed that the parts began to be 
regarded from the paint of view of their essential nature and of  
their mutual relations; that is, morphologically inslead of  
organographically. Joachim Jung, in his  Iso goge puiylosco/iica  
(16713), recognized that the plant-body Consists of certain definite 
members, root, stem and leaf, and defined them by their different 
form and by their mutual relations. Thin point of view was 
further developed in the following century by Caspar Friedrich  

Wolff  (Theoria generalionis,  1750, who first followed the 
development of the members at the growing•poinl of the stem. 
He observed that the "appendicular organs," as hr called the 
heaves, are developed in the same way, whether they be foliage-
leaves, or parts of the flower, and slated his conclusions thus 
"In the entire plant, whose parts we wonder at as being, at the 
first glance, so extraordinarily diverse,  Ι  finally perceive and 
recognize nothing beyond leaven and stem (for the root may be 
regarded ax a stem). Consequently all parts of the plant,  

except the stem, are modified leaves." Similar views were  

arrived at by Goethe, though by the deductive ralher than the 
 inductive method, and were propounded in his famous pamphlet,  

Versuch die  Mclamorphose  dc,  Pjlonxeis  xi'  erkldren (1790);  

from which the following is a quotation: "The underlying  
relationship between the various external parts of the plant, 
such as the leaves, the calyx, the corolla, the stamens, which 
develop one after the other and, as it were, out of one anolhcr, 
has long been generally recognized by investigators, and has in  
fact been specially studied, and the operation by which one  
and the same organ presents itself to us in various forms has  
been termed  Melismorphosis of Plo nis "  

Pure  Mos'phokgy.—Tbua  it became apparent that the many 
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and various organs of plants are, for the most part, different  
forms of a small number of members of the body, which have  
been distinguished as follows, without any reference  Ιο  function.  
The ‚hall,"  (thallome)  is a plant-body which is not differentiated  
into the members root, stem and leaf;  liii  the morphologically  
imρΙes1  body, such as is of common occurrence in the lower  

plants  (e.g. Thallophyta). In a differentiated body the  51cm  
(caulome)  is an axis capable of bearing leaves and (directly or  
indirectly) the proper reproductive organs. The leaf  (phyllome)  
is an  appendicular  member only borne by a stem, but differing  
from It more or less obviously in form and development, though  
co-ordinate with it in complexity of structure. The rood is an  
axis which never bears either leaves or the proper reproductive  
organs (whether sexual or asexual) of the plant. The hair  
(trichome)  is a superficial appendage of simple structure, which  
may be borne by any of the other members. The emergence  
is also an  appendicular  member of more complex structure  
than the hair  (e.g.  the prickles of the  rOse),  further, it has  
been found convenient  Ιο  designate the leaf-bearing stem as a  
whole by the term sheet, so that the body may, as  Sacha  
suggested, be primarily analysed into shoot and root.  

Αι  the present time some objection is being taken to this  
purely morphological conception of the body and its parts as  
being too abstract. It is urged that the various parts are, as a  
matter of fact, organs; and that it is therefore inadmissible to  
ignore their functions, as is done in the foregoing definitions.  
To this it may be replied that pure morphology and  organo-
graphy  are not alternatives, but are two complementary and  
equally necessary modes of considering the composition of the  
plant-body. Moreover, the abstract terms "stem," "leaf,"  
"root," &c., are absolutely indispensable; and are continually  
used in this sense by the most ardent  organographers.  It has  
not yet been suggested that they should be replaced by  organo-
graphical terms; were this accomplished, descriptive botany  
would become impossible.  

It is also urged against these definitions that they are not of  
universal applicability; that there are ex ceptional structures  
which Cannot be brought within the limits of any one of them.  
But admitting the validity of this criticism, and even going so  
far as to question the possibility of ever devising absolutely  
inclusive and, at the same time, exclusive  deflnitiοn,  no sufficient  
reason is adduced fur giving up all attempt at morphological  
analysis.  

Komdogy.—Al1  members belonging to the same morphological  
category are said to be  lsomdogous,  however diverse their  
functions. Thus, in a  phanerogam,  the sepsis, petals, stamens  
and foliage-leaves all come under the category leaf, though some  
are parts of the  periaisth,  others are spore-bearing organs  
(sporophylls),  and others carry on nutritive  processea.  The  
homology of members was ba sed, in the first instance, upon  
similarity of development and upon similar relations to the  
other parts of the body, that is, upon  onlogeny.  But since the  
general adoption of the theory of evolution, similarity of descent,  
thetiS  of  phylogeny,  has come to form an essential part of this  
conception; in other words, In order that their homology  may 
be established the parts compared must be proved tο  be home-
generic.  

The introduction of the  phylogenetic  factor has very much  
increased the difficult),  of determining homologies; for the  
data necessary for tracing  phylogeny  can only be obtained by the  
study of a series of allied, presumably ancestral, forms. One  
of the chief difficulties met with in this line of  :caearcb,  which is  
one of the more striking developments 01 modern morphology,  
is that of distinguishing be tween orga ns  which are "reduced,"  
and those which are really "primitive." The object of the  

phylogeoetic  study of any organ is to trace it beck to its primitive  
form. But, as will be pointed out later, orga ns  are often found  
to have undergone "degeneration" or "reduction," and such  
reduced or degenerate structures may easily be mistaken for  
primitive structures, and so the invest igator may be misled.  

The effect of the  phylogenetie  factor in homology may be  
illusiraied  in the following cases. The leav es  of the true mosses  

and those of the club-mosses  (Lycopodium, Sciagindia)  being 
somewhat alike in general appearance and in  ontogeny,  might  
be, and indeed have been, regarded as homologous on that  
ground. However, they belong respectively to two different  
forms in the life-history Of the plants; the leaves of the mosses  
are borne by the  gametophyte,  those of the club-mosses by the  
aporophyte.  In  accordancc  with the prevalent antithetic view  
of the alternation of generations in these plants (see  Ριasτa,  
Rsριοoυcποn oF),  the forms distinguished as  sporopliyIe  and  
gametophyte  are not  homogenetic;  consequently their leaves  
are 001 homologous, but are only functiona lly similar  (homo

-plastic; see  ίή ια).  
Another effect is that different degrees of homology have to 

be recognized, just as there are different degrees of relationship  
or  amnity  between individual plants. When two organs can  
be traced along the same line of descent  ιο  one primitive form, 
that is when they are found to be  mo,iopliyI elk, their homology  
is  compicie;  when, however, they arc traceable to two p rimitive  
forms, though these forms belong to the same morphological  
series, they are  poly$yklic  and therefore only  iiscomple'rly  

homologous. For instance, all the leav es  of the  Bryophyta  
are generally hosndogous  inasmuch as they are all developments  
of the  gametophyte.  But there is reason to believe that they  
have been differentiated quite independently in various groups,  
such as the  Marchantiaceae,  the  Jungermanniaccae,  and the  
mosses proper; consequently their  phylogeny  is not the same,  
they are  potyphyletic,  and therefore they are not comp letely 
homologous, but are paralld devdopmenis.  

Analogy—Considering the  paris  of the body in relation to  
their functions, that is as organs, they are found to present pecu-
liarities  of form and structure which arc  cρττcΙaιed  with the  
functions that they have to discharge; in other words, the organ  
shows adaptation to its functions. All organs performing the  
same function and showing similar adaptations are said to be  
analogous or  homoplasik,  whatever their morphological nature  
may be; hence organs are sometimes  both homologous and  saab.-
gous,  sometimes only analogous.  The tendrils of a vetch and  
of a cucumber are analogous, and also homologous because they  
both belong to the category leaf; but they are only analogo us  
to the tendrils of the vine and of the passion-dower, which belong  
to the category stem.  

lfclamorphosis. —It has already been point ed  out that each 
kind of member of the body may present a variety of forms.  
For example, a  skm  may be a tree-trunk, or a twining stem, or a  
tendril, or a thorn, or a creeping rhizome, or a tuber; a leaf may  
be a green foliage-leaf, or a scale protecting a bud, or a tendril,  
or a pitcher, or a  lloral  leaf, either sepal, petal, stamen or  cazpel 
(sporophylb);  a rood may be a fibrous root, or a swollen tap-root  
like that of the beet or the turnip. All these va rious  forms are  
organs discharging some special function, and are examples of  
what Wolff called "modification," and  Goethe  "metamor-
phosis." It may be inquired what meaning is to be attached  
to these expressions, and what are the  cosditlons  and the nature  
of the changes assumed by them. The leaf of the higher plants  
will be taken as the illustrative case because it is the most  
"plastic "of the mertibers,  the one, that is, which presents the  
greatest variety of adaptations, and because it has been mast  
thoroughly studied.  

In this, as in all morphological inquiries, two lines of investi-
gation have to be followed, the  phylogeneiic  and the  ontogeneiic.  
Beginning with its  phylogeny,  it appears, so far as present  
knowledge goes, that the differentiation of the shoot of the  

sporophytc  Into stem and leaf first occurred 10 the  Pteridophyts  
and, in accordance  with the views of Bower (Origin of a Land-
Flora), the primitive leaf was a reproductive leaf, a  aporopbyll,  
from which the foliage-leaf was derived by progressive steriliza-
tion, from the nature of the case, this view is not, and could  
not be, based upon  ac&ual  observation, nor in it universally  
accepted; however, it seems to corr espond more closely than any  
other to the facts of comparative morphology. It was formerly  
assumed, and the view is still held, that the foliage-leaf was the 
primitive form from which all others were derived, mainly on  
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the ground that, In  ontogeny,  the  foliaj.-leaIgeiserally  precedes  
the  sporophyll.  The  phylogeny  of the various floral leaves,  
for instance, was generally traced as follows: foliage-leaf, bract,  
sepal, petal, stamen and  caxpel (sporopbylls)—in accordance  
with what  Goethe  termed  "  ascending metamorphosis." Recent  
researches, however, more especially those of  Celakovslty,  tend 
to prove that the  ρeriant-Ιeaνes  have been derived from the 
stamens  (i.e.  from  sporophylls); that is, they are the result of 

descending metamorphosis." Moreover there is the fact that 
the Bowers of nearly all the primitive  phatserogams,  such as the 

 Gymnoaperms,  consist solely of  sporophylls,  having no perianth.  
There is thus a considerable body of evidence to support Bower's 
view of the primitive nature of the  aporophylL  

Accepting this view of the  phylogeny  of the leaf, the  perisath
-leaves (sepsis and petals) and the foliage-leaves may be regarded  

as "modified." or "metamorphosed"  sporophylls;  that is, as 
leaves which are adapted to functions other than the bearing of 
spores. The sepsis are  generally organs for the protection of 

• the flower-bud; the  ?etals,  for attracting insects by their con-
spicuous form and colour; the foliage-leaves, for the  assimilal'ion  
of carbon dioxide and other associated functions. But this 

 phylogenetic  differentiation of the organs was not what Wolf! 
and  Goethe  had in mind; what they  contamplated  was an onto-
genetic change, and there is abundant evidence that such  
changes actually occur. Taking first the conversion of members 
of one morphological category into those of another, this has  

been actually observed, though rarely. Corbel  (OrganoVapIsy)  

gives several instances of the conversion of the root into a shoot  
in ferns, and a few in  phanerogama (Ιisierα esolo, Neolik sides-
asis, Anlhuriu*is iongifolium)  Much more common is the 
conversion of one form of a member into another form. The 
moat varied changes of this kind have been described, and are 

 generally familiar as "monstrosities  ";  the study of them 
constitutes, under the name of  IereioJogy,  a distinct department 
of biology. A simple case is that of" double "flowers, in which 
the number of the petals is increased by the" metamorphosis"  
of stamens; or again the conversion of floral leaves into green 
leaves, a change known as  "chloranLhy."  These changes 
may be brought about by exte rnal causes, such as the attacks 
of insects or of fungi, alteratio ns  in external conditions, &c., or 
by some unexplained  internal disturbance of the morphological 
equilibrium. They can also be effected expe rimentally.  Goebef  
has shown that if the developing foliage-leav es  of the fern  
Onodea struikiopieris  be removed as they are formed, the 
subsequently developed  sporophylls  assume more or less com-
pletely the habit of foliage-leaves, and may be sterile. Similarly 
bud-scales can be caused to develop into foliage-leaves, if the 
buds to which they belong are caused to grow out in the year of 
their formation by the removal of the existing foliage-leav es. 

Useful and suggestive as they often are,  teratological  facts 
played, at one time, too large a part in the framing of morpho-
logical theories; for it was thought that the "mon strous" form 
gave a clue to the essential nature of the organ assuming it. 
There is, however, no sufficient reason for regar ding the  mon-
Strous  form as necessarily primitive or ancestral, nor even as a 
stage in the  ontogeny  of the organ. For when the older  morpho-
logiats  spoke of a stamen as a  "  metamorphosed" leaf, it was 
implied that it o riginated  as a foliage-last and subsequently 
became a stamen. As a matter of fact, a stamen is a stamen 
and nothing else, from the very beginning. The development 
of the organ is already determined at its first appearance upon  
the growing-point; though, as already explained, the normal  
course of its  ontogeny  may be interfered with by some abnormal 
external or Internal condition. The word "metamorphosis"  

cannot, in fact, be used any longer in its original sense, for the 
change which it impli ed  does not normally occur in  ontogeny, 

 and in  phylogeny  the Ides is more accurately expressed by the 
term  "differentiition"  However, it may still be useful is 
describing "monstrosities," and perhaps also those cases in 
which an organ serves  first one purpose and then another, as  
when a leafy shoot eventually becomes a thorn, or the base of a 
foliage-leaf becomes a bud-scale. 

DιΊ eν.nhαώ π.—Αny  account of the general morphology of 
living organisms is incomplete if it does  fbi  include some attempt 
at an explanation of Its causation; though such an attempt 
cannot be carried far at the present time. A survey of the 
vegetable kingdom indicates that evolution has proceeded, on 
the whole, from the simple to the complex; at the same time, as  

has been already  mentionod,  evidence of reduction or degenera-
tion in common. Thus in the series  Bryophyta, Pteridophyta, 
Phanerogamia,  whilst the  aporophyte  presents progressive 
development, the  gametophyte  presents continuous reduction.  

Evolution means  the gradual development of "highly 
organized" from "lowly organized" forms; that is, of forms 
in which the "phy siological division of labour" is more com-
plete, from those in which it is less complete; of forms possessing 
a variety of organs, from forms poss essing but few. Differentia-
tion means the development and the specialization as organs 
of various parts of the body.  Ιι  presents itself in two aspects:  
there is morphological differentiation, which can be traced in 
the distinction of the members of the body, root, stem, lea!, &c.; 
‚here is physiological differentiation, which can be traced in the 
adaptation of these members to various functions. But, in  
actual operation, these two process es  are simultaneo us ; every 
member is developed as an organ for the performance of some 
special function. 

Faders in Esolidk,s. —Evolution in the race involves progres-
sive differentiation in the individual; hence the causes of evolu-
tion and of differentiation mug be the same. The evolution of 
higher from lower plants, it is generally assumed, has proceeded 
by variation. With regard to the causation of variation Darwin 

 says  (Ο, ί in of Species, ch. v): "in all cases there are two 
factors, the nature of the organism, which is much the most 
important of the two, and the nature of the conditions. The  
direct action of changed conditions leads to definite or indefinite 
results. In the latter case the organization seems to become 
plastic, and we have much fluctuating variability. In the former 
case the nature of the organism is such that it yields readily, 
when  αubjected  to certain conditions, and all or nearly all the 
individuals become modified in the same  wsy."  

In spite of the statement that the "nature of the organism" 
is the most important factor in variation, the tendency amongst 
evolutionists has been to rake much more account of the influence 
of external conditions. Exceptions to this  aΙΙ ίtde  are 

 Lamarck, who speaks with regard to animals (but not to plants!) 
of  "Ia  composition  croissanie  dc  l'organisation" (Phiksophie  
zoologique,  t.  i),  and  Nageli,  who attributes variation to causes  
inherent in the  "idioplasm,"  and has elaborately worked out 
the view in his  Abslammungskhre.  

The position assumed in this article is in agreement with 
the views of Lamarck and of  Nageli.  All but the lowest plants 
visibly tend towards or actually achieve in various degrees the 
differentiation of the body, whether  sporophyte  or  gametophyte, 

 into stem, leaf, root, &c., that is, the differentiation of parts not 
previously present. It is inconceivable that external conditions 
can impart to an organism the capacity to develop something 
that it does not already possess: can impart to it, that is, the 
capacity for Variation in the direction of higher complexity. 
The alternative, which is here accepted, is that di fferentiation  
as essentially the expression of a developmental tendency inherent 
in the protoplasm of plan ts. Just as every crystallizable 
chemical substance assum es  a definite and constant crystalline  
form which cannot be accounted for otherwise than by regarding 
it as one of the properties of the substance, so every living 
organism assumes a characteristic form which is the outcome 
of the properties  of its protoplasm. But whereas the crystalline  

form of a chemical substance is stable and fixed, the organized  
form of a living organism is unstable and subject to change.  

Zsjiuessce of Exieenoi Condilions —This posi tion does not, 
however, exclude the influence of external conditions; that  

influence is undeniable. Darwin's expression "the nature of 
the organism  "  has been interpret ed  in the preceding paragraph  
to mean an inherent tendency towards higher organization;  
that interpretation may now be completed by adding  that the  
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organism is susceptible  ιο,  and cats respond to, the action of 
external conditions. There is every reason to believe that 
plants are as "irritable' to varying external conditions as they 
are to light or to gravity. A change in its external conditions  

may act ax a "stimulus," evoking in the organism a response  

of the nature of a change In its form. As Darwin has pointed  

out, this response may be direct or indirect, in illustration 
of the indirect response, the evolution of the  Bryophyta  and of 
more highly organized plants may be briefly  considerod.  Jilt 
generally admitted that life originat ed  in water, and  thai  the 
earliest plants were Algae. The study of existing Algae, that is 
of plants that have  contInued  to live in water, shows  thai  under 
these conditions no high degree of organization has been reached, 
though some of them have attained gigantic dimensions. The  
primitive water-plants  were  succeeded by land-plants, a land. 
flora being gradually established. With the transition from 
water to land came the progressive development of the  sporo.  
phyte  which is the characteristic featu re  of the morphology of 
the  Bryophyta  and of all plants above them in the scale of life 
(see Bower, Origin of a Land-Flora). This  evolution of the 

 aporophyte  Is no doubt to be correlated with the great change 
in the external conditions of life. There Is no conclusive ground  
for regarding the action of this change as having been direct, it 
is more reasonable to regard it as indirect, having  actcd.as  a  
general stimulus to which the ever-increasing compl exity of the 

 sporophyte  was the response.  
Ada ploiion.—Tbe  morphological and physiological differentia-

tion of the plant-body has, so far, been attributed to  (i)  "  the 
nature of the organism," that is to its inherent tendency towa rds 
higher organization, and (s) to the "indefinite results" of the 
external conditions acting as a stimulus which excites the 
organism  tb  variation, but does not direct the course of variation. 
The  "  definite results "of the action of external conditions have 
still to be conside red. 

It is a familiar observation that  dimatic  and  edaphic  (nature 
of soil) conditions exert an Influence upon the form and structure 
of plants (see PLANTS: Ecology of). For instance, some  xerophytea 

 are dry and hard in structure, whilst others are succulent 
and fleshy. This so-called direct effect of external conditions 
upon the form and structure of the body differs from the 
indirect effect in that the resulting variations bear a relation, of 
the nature of adaptation, to those conditions; the effect of the 
conditions is not only to cause variation, but to cause variation 
in a particular direction. Thus all existing  hygrophytes 

 (excepting the Algae) are considered to have been derived from 
land-plants which have adapted themselνes Ιο  a watery habitat. 
The effect can also be demonstrated experimentally: thus it 
has been observed that a xerophyte grown in moist air will lose 
its characte ristic adaptive features, and may even assume those  

of a  hygrophytc.  
Climatic and  edaphic  conditions are not, however, the only 

ones to affect the structure and composition of the body or its 
parts; other conditions are of importance, particularly the 
relations of the plant to animals and to other plants. For 
instance, the "animal Imps" of carnivorous plants  (Drosera,  
Ne,brnlhes, &c.) did not, presumably, originate as such; they 
began as organs of quite another kind which became adapt ed 

 to their present function in consequence of animals having  beefi  
accidentally caught. Ills also probable that the various  fοrm  
of the  augiospermous  Bower, with its many specialized m echan-
isms for pollination, may be the result of insect-visits, the 
Bowers becoming adapted to ce rtain kinds of insects, and the  
insects having undergone corresponding modification. Parasit es, 
again, were derived from normal  autotrophic  plants, which, as 
the parasitic habit became more pronounced, acquired the 
corresponding characteristics of form and structure; there is, 
in fact, the group of  hemi-parasites, plan ts  which still retain  
eutotrophic  characters though they are root-parasit es.  

Though adaptation to the environment seems sometim es  to 
be considered, especially by  neo-Lamarckians,  as equivalent to,  
or at least as involving, the evolution of higher forms from 
lower, there does not appear to be any evidence that this is the  

case. The effect of external conditions  is confined to the  mcdi. 
ficaiion  In various directions of members or organs already  
existing, and one very common direction is that of reduction  

or entire disappearance of parts: for Instance, the foliage-leaves  

of certain  xerophytea (e.g. Caciaceas, Euphorbiaccie),  of 
parasites, and of saprophytes. Moreover, had the evolution 
of plants proceeded along the line of adaptation, the vegetable 
kingdom could not be subdivided, as it Is, into the morphological  
groups  Thallophyia, Bryophyla, Pteridophyta, Phanerogamia,  
but only into physiological groups,  Xcropbyta, Hygropbyta, 
Tiopophyta,  &c. 

In  endcavouring  to trace the causation of adaptation, it is 
obvious  that it must be due quite as much to properties inherent  

in the plant as to the action of external conditions; the plant  

must possess adaptive capacity. In other words, the plant 
must be Irritable to the stimulus exerted from without, and be 
capable of responding to it by changes of form and structure.  
Thus there is no essential difference between the "direct  "  and  
the "indirect"  sctioo  of external conditions, the difference is  
one of degree only. In the one case the stimulus induces  

indefinite variation, in the other definite; but no hard-and-fast  
line can be drawn between them.  

Αdaµtiνe  characters  are often hereditary, for instance, the  
seed of a parasite will produce a parasite, and the same is true 
of a carnivorous plant. On the other hand, adaptation s,  
especially  ibose  evoked by climatic or  edsphic  conditions, may  
only be shown by the seedling if grown under the appropriate 
external  conditlonf;  here what is hereditary is not the actual  
adaptation, but the capacity for responding in a particular 
way to a certain set of external conditions.  

Si'mmary.—Tbe  general theory of differentiation  propossoded  
in this article is an attempt at an analy sis of the factors termed  
by Darwin "the nature of the organism" and "the nature  

of the conditions." It Is assum ed , as an inevitable conclusion  
from the facts of evolution, that plant-protoplasm possesses 

 (i)  an Inherent tendency towards higher organization, arid (1)  
that it is  IrrItable  to external conditions, or to changes in them, 
and can respond to them by changes of form which may be either  
indefinite or definite (adaptive). Thus it is that the  varialiose  
are produced upon which natural selection has to work. 

Material Cause of  Dijeivnliaiion.—It may be inquired, in  
conclusion, if there are any facts which throw light upon the 
internal mechanism of differentiation, whether spontaneous cc  
induced; if it is possible to refer it  toany  material cause. lt 

 may be replied that there are such facts, and though they arc  

but few as yet, they suffice to suggest an hypothesis that may  
eventually prove so be a law. Sachs was the first to  foemulaic 

 the theory that morphological differences are the expression  οί 
 differences in material composition. lie considered, for instance, 

that stems, leaves, roots and flowers differ ax they do because 
the plastic substances entering into their structure are diverse.  

This view he subsequently modified to this—that a  etlativeiy  
small proportion of diverse substance in each of these parts  
would suffice to account for their morphological differences.  
This modification is important, because it transfers the formative  

influence from the plastic substances  toW.be  protoplasm, suggest-
ing that the diverse constituents are produced (whether  ssu-
taneously  or ax the result of stimulation) as secretions by the 
protoplasm. it is an obvious inference that if a small quan tity  
of a substance can affect the developm ent of an entire organ  
it probably acts after the manner of en enzyme.  Beyremnck  
has, in fact, gone so far as to speak of  "  formative  enzyTncs."  

it is not possible to go into all the facts that might be adduced 
in support  of this view: one ca se, perhaps the moat pregnant,  
must suffice.  Beyerinck  was led to take up the decided  ponlion  
just mentioned by his researches into the conditions determining 
the formation of plant-galls as the result of injury by insects-
He found that the development of a ga ll  is due to a temporary  
modification of the part affected, not, as Is generally  tbovghz,  
in consequence of the deposition of an egg by the insect,  

but of the injection of a poisonous substance which has the effect 
of stimulating the protoplasm to develop a gall i nstead of  nοemel 
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structure. If this be so,lt may JuatiBably be Inferred that both  

ή οrmaΙ and abnormal morphological features may be due to 
the presence of enzymatic substances secreted by the pretoplasm  

that determine the course of development. Al say rate this  
hypothesis suggests an explanation of many hitherto inexplicable 
facts. For instance, It baa been pointed out in the article on 
the reproduction Of plants that the effect of the fertilization of 
the female cell in the ovule of a phairerogam is not conlned  

to the female cell, but extends more or less widely outside it, 
inducing growth and tissue-change. The ovule develops into 
the seed; arid the gynacceum and even more remote parts of 
the Bower, develop into the fruit. The facts are familiar, but 
there is no means of explaining them. In the light of Sacb's  

theory the interpretation is this, that the act of fertilization  

causes the formation in the female cell of substances which are 
transmitted to adjacent structures and stimulate them to further 
development. 

LITEIiATVRX.—Aa  the scope oh this article limits It to the general  
principles of the morphology of  plams,  comparatively few facts  
have been adduced. Full  moi·phoicgicsl  and  oeganographical  
details are given in the articles on the various groups of plants, such  
as those on the Algae,  Bryophyts, Pteeidophyta,  Angiosperms.  
Gymnosperms, &n The following works may also be  coniulled.  
Scisimper. Pksi  Ogre  pi'y (Clarrndoii  Press, Oxford);  GebcΙ,  
Organog,a pky (Ciari-ndon  Press, Oxford); Bower, The  O,i;is  Of  Ω 
La χd4 Ιοτα  (Macmillan);  Beyerinck, "Ueber Cecidien.'  (B.'.  
Zeilssg,  1888). (5.  Η. ν. ·)  

Drsr*ia'moar  or Ps.wrzg 
Common experience shows that temperature is the most  

important condition which controls the distribution of plants.  
Those of warmer confjnes cannot be cultivated in British 
gardens without protection from the nigouns  of winter; still less  
are they able to hold their own unaided In an unfavoumble 
climate. Temperature, then, is the fundamental limit which  

nature opposes to the indefinite extension of any one species.  
Buflon remarked that the same temperature might have been  

expected, all other circumstances being equal, to produce the 
same beings in different parts of the globe, both In the animal 
arid vegetable kingdoms." Yet lawns in the United States are  

destitute of the common English daisy, the wild hyacinth of 
the woods of the United Kingdom is absent from Germany, and 
the foxglove from Switzerland. We owe to Buffon the recogni-
tion of the limitation of groups of species to regions separated  

from one another by "natural, barrie τs." When by the aid of 
man they surmount these, they often dominate with unexpected  

vigour the native vegetation amongst which they are colonists. 
The cardoon and milk thistle, both European plants, cover 
tracts of country in South America with impenetrable thickets 
In which both man and beast may be hopelessly lest. The  
watercress blocks the rivers of New Zealand into which it has  
been introduced from Europe. The problem, then, which plant-
distribution presents is t'vofold: it has first to map out the 
earth's surface into "regions"  or "areas of vegetation," and 
secondly to trace the causes which have brought them about 
and led to their restriction and to their mutual relations.  

The earliest attempts to deal with the first branch of the  

inquiry may be called physiognomical. They endeavoured 
to define "aspects of vegetation" in which the "forms"  

exhibited an obvious adaptation to their climatic surroundings.  
This has been done with  sucrr   and in great detail by Grisebach, 
whose  VcgetaIioa  dc,  E'dc  from this point of view is still unsur-
passed. With it may be studied with advantage the unique  
collection at Kew of pictures of plant-life in its broadest aspects, 
brought together by the industry and munificence of Miss  
Marianne North. Griscbach declined to see anything in such 
"forms" but the production by nature of that which responds  

to external conditions and can only exist as long as they remain 
unchanged. We may agree with Schimper that such a point of 
view Is obsolete without rejecting as valueless the admirable  

accumulation of data of which it admittedly fails to give any  

rational explanation.  Α  single example will be sufficient to  
Illustrate this. The genus Steed., with some race species,  
Is practically cosmopolitan, In external habit ,  these exhibit  

adaptations to every kind of climatic or physical condition;  
they may be mere weeds like groundaels or rsgworts, or climber,  
masquerading like ivy, or succulent and almost leafless, or they  

may be shrubs and even trees. Yet throughout they agree 
in the essential structure of their floral organs. The cause of 
such agreement is, 'ccording to Grisebach, shrouded in the  

deepest obscurity, but It finds its obvious and complete explana-
tion in the descent from a common ancestor which be would 
unhesitatingly reject.  

From this point of view it is not sufficient,  in attempting to  

map out the earth's surface into "regions of vegetation," to  
have regard alone to adaptations to physical conditions. We 
are compelled to take into account the actual alhaity of the  
plants inhabiting them. Anything short of this is merely  
descriptive and empirical, and affords no rational basis for  
inquiry Into the mode in which the distribution of plant-life  

has been brought about. Our regions  will not be "natural"  
unless they mark out real disconlinuitica both of origin and  
affinity, and these we can only seek to explain by reference to 
past changes in the earth's history We arrive thus at "the 
essential aim of geographical botany," which, as stated by 

 Schimper, is "an inquiry into the causes of differences existing  

among the various horns." To quote further; "Existing 
floras exhibit only one moment in the history of the carth's 
vegetation.  Α  transformation which is Sometimes rapid, some-
times slow, but always continuous, is wrought by the reciprocal  
action of the innate variability of plants and of the variability 
of the external factors. This change is due partly to the migra-
tions of plants, but chiefly to a transformation of the plants 
covering the earth." This transformation is due to new charac-
ters arising through variation. "If the new characters be useful, 
they are selected and perfected in the descendants, and consti-
tute the so-called 'adaptations' in which the external factors 
acting on the plants are reflected." Tim study of the nature 
of these adaptations, which are often extremely subtle and by 
no means merely superficial, is termed Ecology (see above).  

The remark may conveniently find its place here that plants 
which have reached a high degree of adaptive specialization 
have come  Ιο  the end α  their tether: a too complicated adjust-
ment has deprived them of the elasticity which would enable 
them to adapt themselves to any further change in their surround-
ings, and they would pass away with conditions with which 
they are too inextricably bound up. Vast llοτaa have doubtless 
thus found their grave in geologic change. That wrought by 
man in destroying forests arid cultivating the land will be nfl  

less effective, and already specimens in our hcrbaria alone 
represent species no longer to be found in a living stale. Ealinc-
lion may come about indirectly and even more surely This 
is easy to happen with plants dependent on insects for their 
fertilization. Kroiifeld has shown that aconites are dependent 
for this on the visits of a  Bombua  and cannot exist outside the 
area where it occurs. 

The actual and past distribution of plants must obviously 
be controlled by the facts Of physical geography. It is concerned 
with the land-surface, and this is more symmetrically disposed  
than would at first sight appear from a glance at a map of the 
world. LyeIl points out that the eye of an observer placed  

above a point between Pembroke and Wexford, hat. 52 °  N. arid 
long. 6° W., would behold at one view the greatest possible 
quantity of land, while the opposite hemisphere would contain 
the greatest quantity of water. The continental area is on one 
side of the sphere and the oceanic on the other. Love has shown  

(Nature, Aug. 1, 1907. p  3 28) that this is the result of physical  

causes and that the existence of the Pacific Ocean "shows that 
the centre of gravity of the earth does not coincide with the centre 
of figure." One hall of the earth has therefore a greater density 
than the other. But "under the influence of the rotation the 
parts of greater density tend to recede further from the axis 
than the parts of k'ssdensity . the effect must be ιο ρroduce 
a sort of furrowed surface." The furrows are the great ocean 
basins, and these would still persist even if the land surface were  

enlarged to the 400 fathoms contour. These considerations  
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preclude the possibility of solving difficulties in geographical  

distribution by the construction of hypothetical land-surfaces,  
an expedient which Darwin always  atoutly oppcsed (Life mid  

Leiters, ii. 74-78). The furrowed surface of the earth gives the  
land-area a star-shaped figure, which may from time to time  
have varied in outline, but in the main has been permanent.  
It is eccentric as regards the pole and sends tapering  exteasione  
towards the south. Sir George Darwin finds a possible explana-
tion of these in the screwing motion which the earth  would 
suffer in its plastic state. The polar regions travelled a little  
from west to east rela tively to the equatorial, which lagged  
behind.  

The great primary  diviiions  of the earth's flora present  tbefn
-selves at a glance. The  tropica  of Cancer and Capricorn cut off  

with surprising precision (the latter somewhat lea, so) the tropical  
from the north and south temperate zones. The north tem-
perate region is more sharply separated from the other two than  
the sou th  temperate region from the  txnpicsl.  

L Νο aτe Ριsιρι aaτχ Reciosi (Ιοkrd ιή .—Τhiι  is the largest  
of all, circumpolar, and but for the break at Bering Straits, would  
he, as it has been in the past, cOntinuous in.both  the old and new  
worlds. It is characterized by its needle-leaved Conlfenae. its  
=rain-hearing (Amentaceae) and other trees, deciduous in winter,  
and its profusion of herbacecus species.  

II. Seer TEM PeRATE R Εcιο.—Τhis occupies widely separated  
areas in South Africa, Australia, Ν w Zealand and South America.  
These are connected by the presence of peculiar types, Proteacese,  
Restiacean, Rutaceac. &c., mostly slirubby Ia habit and on the whole  
somewhat intolerant cl a moist climate. Individual species are  
extremely numerous and often very restricted in area.  

Ill. TSOPiCAL Rεcιοχ.—Τhis  is characterized by the presence  
of gigantic Monocotyledons, palms Musaceae and bamboos, and of  
evergreen polypetalcus time and figs. Herbaccous plants are ease  
and mostly epiphytic.  

A consideration of these regions makes it apparent that they are  
to a large extent adaptive. The boreal is cold, the austral warm,  
and the tropical affords conditions of heat and moisture to which the  
vegetation of the others would be intolerant. If we take with Drude  
the number of known families of flowering plants at 240, 92 are  
generally dispersed, t7 are more restricted, while the remainder are  
either dominant in or peculiar to separate regions. Of these 40 are  
boreal, 22 austin! and 69 tropical. If we add to the latter figure  
the families which are widely dispersed, we find that the tropics  
ροιscsι  161 or almost exactly two-thirds of the large groups comprised  
in the worlds vegetation. M. Casimir dc Candolle has made an  
independent investigation, bated on Hooker and Beotham's  Genera  
$anlarum.  The result is unfortunately (19 t ο) unpublished, but he  
informs the present writer that the result leads to the striking con-
clusion; "La v'g€tation eat un ρhέnοmόπz surtout intertropical.  
dont nous πε voyons plus que tastes allaibuis dana tics idgions tern- 
plrdes." In attempting to account for the distribution of existing  
vegetation we must take into account palacontological evidence.  
The results arrived at may be read as a sequel to the article on  
PALARO5OTANv.  

The vegetation of the Palaeozoic era till towards its close, was 
apparently remarkably homogeneous all over the world, It was 
characterized by arboreacent vascular Ciyptogams and Gymno' 
sperms of a type (Cordaiteae) which have left no descendants beyond  
It. In the southern hemisphere the Palaeozoic flora appears ulti-
mately to have been profoundly modified by a lowering of tempera-
ture and the existence of glacial conditions over a wide area ;  lt was  
replaced by the  Gkssoplms  flora which is ensured to have originated  

in a vast continental area (Gondwana land), of which remnants  
remain in South America, South Africa and Australia.  

The  GΙοssοµerίι  flora gradually spread to the northern hemisphere  
and intermingled with the later Falaeozoic flora which still persisted  
Both were in turn replaced by the Lower Mesozoic flora, which again  
is thought to have had its birth in the hypothetical Gondwana land,  
and in which Gymno'permsplayed the leading part formerly taken  
by vascular Cryplogams. The abundance of Cycadean plants Is  
one of its most striking features. They attained the highest degree  
of structural complexity in the Bennettiteac, which have been  
thought even to foreshadow a floral organization. Though now on  
the way to extinction, Cycadeac are still widely represented in the  
southern hemisphere by genera which, however,have no counterpart  
in the Mesozoic era. Amongyt Conifers the archaic genera. Ginkgo  
and Arcs'a,'ia still persist. Once widely distributed in the Jurassic  
period throughout the world, they are now dyingout' the former 

 is represented by the solitary maiden-hair tree of Chins and Japan:  
the latter by some ten species confined to the southern hemisphere,  
once perhaps their original home, With them may be associated  
the anomalous  Sciadopxtyx  of Japan.  

So far the evolution of the vegetable kingdom has proceeded with-
out any conspicuous break. Surcessive types have arisen in ascend-
ing sequence, taken the lead, and in turn g iven way to others. But  

the later period cif the Mesozoic ma saw the almost sudden a dveiit  
of a fully developed angio.permous vegetation which rapidly cccii-
pied the earth', surface and which it is not easy to link on with 

 any dust preceded it. 
surface, 

 closed ovary Implies a mode of fertilize,  
tic= which is profoundly different, and which wan probably correlated  
with a simultaneous development of insert life. This was accom-
panied by a vegetative organization of which there is no obvious  

foreshadOwing, As Clement Reid remarked. "World-wide floras,  
such as seem to characterize some of the older periods, have ceased  
to be, and plants are distributed more mar kedly according to  
geographical provinces and is climatic zones." The field of evolu-
tion has now been transferred to the northern hemisphere, Though  
Angiosperma become dominant in all known plant-bearing U ρρer  
Cretaceous deposits, their origin dares even earlier. In Europe 

 fleer's Popidi's ινωιιαeοσ  from the Lower Crrtsccous in Greenland  
was long accepted as the oldest dicotykdonous plant. Other en-
doubted Dicotyledons, though of uncertain affinity, of similar age  
have now been detected in North America. The Cenomanian rticb  
of Bohemia have yielded remains of a sub-tropical flora which  baa  
been compared with that existing at present in Australia. Upper  
Cretaceous formations in America have yielded a copious flora  cl  
a warm-tempesate climate from which it is evident that at least the 
generic types of numerous not closely related existing dicotyledonoize  
trees had already come into existence. It may be admitted that  
the identification cl fragmentary leaf-remains Is at most pieearioa.  
Even 1  however, with this reservation, it Is difficult to resist the maze  
of evidence as a whole. And it is a plausible conjecture that the  
vegetation cl the globe had already in its main features been  coisati-
tuted at this period much as it exists at the present moment. There  
were oaks, benches (scarcely distinguishable from existing ιρecies,  
birches, planes and willows (one closely related to the living Solux  

casdida),  laurels, represented by Sassafras and Ciaisamomsm.  
magnolias and tulip trees  (Liriodesdrois),  myrtles, Liqiiidsmbar,  
Dioxpprau  and ivy. This is a flora which, thinned out by  
practically exists to this day in the southern United States. Αnd 
one essentially similar but adapted to slightly cooler conditions  
existed as far north as the latitude of Greenland.  

The tertiary era opens with a climate in which during the Eocssie  
period something like existing tropical conditions must have obtained 
in the northern hemisphere. The remains of palms  (Sabol  and (Wins)  
as well as of other large-leaved Monocoiylt-dons are premrved.  
Seqiwia  (which had already appeased in the American Upper Cre-
tat'coiis) and the deciduoui cypress (Taxedsass dsslwkiim)  are found  
in Europe. Starkie Gardner has argued with much plausibility that  
the Tertiary horns which have been found in the far north must  
have been of Eocene age. That of Grinnell Land in hat Si' consisted  
of Conifers (including the living npruce), poplars and willows, such  
as would be found now 25' to the south. The flora of Disco Island  
in let. o' contained  $rgrwso,  plane., maples and magnolias, and  
closely agrees with the Miocene flora of central Europe. Of this  
copious remains have been found in Switzerland and have been  
investigated with great ability by O. )leer, They point to cooler  
conditions in the northern hemlaphere; palms and tropical types  
diminish; deciduous trees Increase.  .Seqsoia and the tulip-tree  
still remain; figs are abundant; laurels are represented by Sassafras  
and camphor; herbaceous plants (Ranunculacese, Cruciferse,  
Umbelliferne) are present, though, as might be expected,  cniy frag-
mentasily preserved.  

We may draw with some certainty the  maidusion  that a general  
movement southward of vegetation bad been brought about.  
While Europe and probably !, υrth America ware occupied bya warm  
temperate flora, tropical types had been driven southward, while  
the adaptation of others to arctic conditions had become accentuated.  
A gradual rνfrigrra ι ίon ρrοceedcd through the Ρliοcene period. 
This was accompanied in Europe bye drastic weeding out of Miocene  
types, ultimately leaving the flora pretty much as it now  a1 ι.  
This, as will be explained, did not take place to anything like the  
same extent in North America, the vtgcitation of which still pre-
serves • more Miocene fence. Tcrnya, now confined to North  
America and Japan, still lingered, as did  (iceese.  now  psolai'ely  
developed in the tropics, but in north temperate regions caily  
existing iii the Csnsries the evergreen ouks, so cbaractenstic of the  
Miorrne, were reduced to the existing  Quercus lAx. At the dose of  
the Pliocene the European floes was apparently little different from  
that now existing, though some warmer types such as the water.  
chestnut  (Tea/ia a1as)  had a more northern extension. 'The  
glacial period effected in Europe a wholesale extermination of  
temperate types accompanied by a southern extension of the arctic  
flora. But its operation was in great measure local. The Pliocene  
flora found refuges In favoured localities from which at Its close the  
lowlands were restocked while the arctic plants were loft behind  
on the mountains. During the milder interglacial period sonic  
southern types, such as  Rfwdod'ndrmi pwi'i'um,  still held their owe.  
but ultimately succumbed.  

The evidence which has thus been briefly summa rised, points  
unmistakably to the conclusion that existing  vegensti000ssgmated  
in the northern hemisphere and under climatic conditions correspond-
ing to what would now be termed sub-tropical. It occupied a con-
tinuous circumpolar area which allowed free communicsrion between  
the old and new worlds. The gradual differentiation of their floss, 
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baa  been brought about rather byexterminstiosi than speclalir*tion.  
and their distinctive fames by the development and multiplication  
of the surviving types.  

The distribution of mountain barriers in the Old and New Worlds  
is in striking contrast. In the former they run from east to west  
in the latter from north to south. In tIe Old World the boreal zone  

is almost sharply Cut og and aSorded no mean, of escape for the  
MIOCeIIC vegetation when the climate banme more severe. Thus in  
the Mediterranean region the large groups cl palms. hg., myTtles 
and laurels are each only represented by sin  specie.. 
The great tropical family of the Gesneraceac has left behind a few  
outliers:  Ramondia  in the Pyrencea, Habei*a  In the Balkans. and  
Jaeko.eiz  in Tbeualy; the Pyrences also possess is minute  Dioscorru,  
sole European survivor of the yams of the tropics.  

in North America there is no such barrier: the Miocene Sara  
ha, been able to escape by migration the huctuationa of climate and  
to return when they ameliotated. It has preserved its character-
istic types, such as lJag,rdio. Liriedmidros, Liqi'idamba,, Τonηο,  
Taxad'i'm and Sequoia. While it has been customary to describe  
the Miocene 11am of  Euro?e  as of a North American type, it would  
be more accurate to describe the latter as having in great measure  
preserved its Miocens character.  

if mountains serve as bander. which arrest the migration of the  
vegetation at their base, their upper levels and summits ahord lines  

of communication by which the Sorts. of colder regions in the  
northern hemisphere can obtain a southern extension even acm..  
the tropics. They doubtless equally supply a path by which soother,  

temperate types may have extended northwtsitis. 'Thus the  

characteristic assemblage of plants to which Sir Joseph Hooker has  
given the name Scandinavian "ii present in every latitude of the  
globe, and is the only one that is .0" (Truss. Lies. Soc. xxiii.  253).  
lathe mountains of Peru we find such characteristic notthcrnpenera  
as Drabs, λίchεmuΙk, Sass/rage. Vaknasia. Gealiaiia  and  Barisda.  
High tievation, reproduce the physical cοodiιiοn of high latitude..  
The aqueous vapour in the atmosphere is transparent to luminous  
but opaque to obscure bcat.rays. The latter are retained to warm  
the air at lower levels, while it remains cold at higher. It results  
that besides a horizontal distribution of plants, there is also an  
altitudinal: a fact of cardinal importance, the first observation of  
which has been attributed to Tournef art.  

Speaking generally, .11 plants tend  Ιο  exhaust psrticular consti-
tuent, of the soil on which they grow. Nature therefore ha, pro-
vided various aontrivaiicsa  by which their seeds are disseminated  
beyond the actual position they occupy. In a large number of cases  
these only provide for migration within sufficient but narrow limits;  

such plants would be content to remain local. But other physical  
agencies come into play which may be briefly noticed. The first of  

these is wind: it cannot be doubted that small seeds can be swept  
up like dust and, transported to considerable distatsccs. This is  
certainly the case with fern-spores. The vegetation of Krakatoa  
was completely exterminated In 1883 by a thick coat of red-hot  
pumice. Yet in  ι886  Treub  found that It was beginning to cover  
itself again with plants, including eleven species of fans; but the  
nearest source of supply was  ιο  m. distant Seeds are carded with  
more facility when pmvided with plumes or wings. Troub found on  
Krakatoa four species of composites end two grasses. Water is  
another obvious mean, of transport. The littoral vegetation of  
coral islands Is derived from sea-borne fruits. The seeds of West  
ldiaa plants are thrown οn the western shores of the British Isles,  
and as they are capable of germination, the species are only pre-
vented from establishing themselves by an uncongenial climate.  
Travrrs picked up a seed of Edunzrdsie in the Chatham Islands,  
evidently washed ashore from New Zealand (Lion. Soc. Jour,.. ix.  
1865). Rivers bring down the plants of the upper levels of their  
basin, to the lower: thus specie, characteristic of the chalk are  
found on the banks of the Thames near London. Birds are even  
more effective than wind in tmnsportieg seeds to long distances.  
Seeds are carricd in soil adhering to their feet and plumage, and  
aquatic plants have in consequence for the most part an exception-
ally wide range. Fnut.pigeons are an effective mean, of transport  

in the tropics by the undigested seeds which they void in their  
excrement. Quadruped. also play their part by carrying sceds or  
fruits entangled in their coats. Xorsikism spinsossm has spread from  
the Rsιian steppes to every stock-raising country in the world,  
and in some cases has made the industry impossible. Even insects,  
as in the case of South African locusts, havc been found to be  means  
of distributing  ecetls.  

Tbt  primary regions of vegetation, already indicated, and their  
zubordinate  provinces  may now be considered more In detail.  

Ι.  Nosrir TzaeTaIATs RxoTosr. —Many  writers on the distribution  
of animals prefer to separate this into two regions of" primary rank":  
the  Palaearcf 1' and the  Ni'urc,fic.  But to lustify such a division it  
Is necessary to establish either an exclusive possession or a marked  
predominance of types In the one which are correspondingly deficient  
in the other. This cannot apparently be done for insects or for  
birds; Newton accordingly unites the two into the  KolaecIs€  region.  
It equally fails for plants. To take, for example, one of the most  
characteristic features of the Palaeai-ctic region, Its catkin.bearing  
deciduous trees; In North America we find precisely the  seme'genera  

as In the Old World—oaks, chestnuts, beeches, harris, )torn bcams,  
birches, alders, willowt and poplars. Or to take the small but well-
defined group of five-leaved pines, all the species of which may be  
seen growing side by side at Kew under identical conditions; we  
have the Weymouth pine (Pins: Sirobsu)  in cistern North America,  
Ρ.  morslicok  and the sugar pine (P. Lambrrliana)  in California,  
Ρ. Α  yuahtisfe  in Mexico. the Arolla ;sine (P. Cresbra)  in Switzerland  
and Siberia, P. Peace in Greece, the lihotan pine (P. cxrtlso)  in the  
Himalayas1  and two other specie, in Japan. Amongst btcad-
leaved trees  Jugious  ha, a similar Holaretic range, descending to  
the West Indies; so has  Aescslus,  were it not lacking in Europe:  
it becomes tropical in South America and Malaya. If we turn to  
herbaeeouu plants, Hershey has pointed out that of the thirteen  
genera of Ranunculaceas in California, eleven are British.  

While the tropics preserve for us what remains of the pre.  
Tertiary or. at the latest, Eocene vegctntloi' of the earth, which  
formerly had a macli wider extension, the flora of the North Tem-
perate region is often described as the survival of the Miocenc.  

Eagle! therefore calls it  Arclxr•Treliary.  We must, however, agree  
with Starkie Gardner that it is only Mioccnc as regards its present  
position, which was originally farther north, and that its actual  
origin was much carliar. There has been in effect a successive  
shifting of zones of vegetation ,outhwards from the pole. Their  
distinctive and adaptive charactedsiks doubtless began to be  
established as soon as the phancrogamic flora was constituted.  
There is no reason to suppose that the peculiarities of the arctic  
flora are more modern than those of any other, though there is no  

fossil evidence to prove that it was not so.  
The North Temperate region admits of subdivision Into several  

well-marked sub-regions. The general method by which this is  
effected in this and other cases is statistical. As A. dc Candolle,  

however, points out, exclusive reliance on this may be misleading  
units, we also take into account the character and affinities of the  
plants dealt with (Greg?. Βατ.  i. i  the). The numerical predominance  
of certain families or their absence affords criteria far marking out  
boundary lines and tracing relationships. The analysis of the flora  
of the British Isles will afford an illustration. This was first  
attempted in 1835 by H. C. Watson, and his conclusions were en-
forced tens years inter by Edward  Forbcs,  who dealt also with the  
fauna. Watson showed that Scotland primarily, and to a less extent  
the north of England, possessed specics which do not reach the south.  
Such are the crowbeery (Sm pcsrims sigrsm), Triessialir europafe,  

Rabin so.xahhis  and the globc'flower  (Trellis: eurnpaeas).  He 
further found that there was an element which he termed "boreal  
. . . in a more Intense degree." which amounted to about "a  
fifteenth of the whole flora. This was not confined to the north  
but may occur on the mountains of Eeginnd and Wales:  Salix  
hrri'oceu, Sikuc acaulis  and  Dryas Wu (dubs will serve as example..  
Even so small an area as that of Britain illu,tratciwhat has already  
been pointed out, that the species of a flora change both with latitude  

and altitude. Watson further brought out the striking fact that the  
west and east of Britain each had species peculiar to It; the former  

he characterized as Atlantic, the latter as Germanic. The Cornish  
heath (Eden  nngaxs) and the insides-heir fern (λ dement= Ca pills:.  

Veiw,is)  may serve es instances of the one, the man-orchis (Aceras  
anihro,bopkors)  and  Roseda faire of the other. Ireland illustrates  
the same fact. It possesses about woo specks, or about two-thirds  

the number of Britain. On its western shore, there are some  
twenty, such as  Soxifragc ambrose, Erica  mcdu'ervuuee and  Aebsius  
,rnedo,  which arc not found in Britain at all. The British Phancro.  
gamic flora, it may be remarked, does not contain a single endemic  
species, and  48 %  of the total number are common to the three  
northern continents.  

 The analysis of larger areas yields results of the same kind. Within  
the same region we may expect to find considerable differences as  
we pas, from one meridian to another. Assuming that In its dr.  
cumpolar origin the North Temperate flora was fairly homogeneous  
it would meet in its centrifugal extension with a wide range of Inca  
conditions; these would favour the preservstion of numerous species  

In some genera, their greater or Ice, elimination in others. Thus  
comparing the Nearctic and Palacarctic florss we find striking differ -
ences overlying the points of agreement already indicated. The  
former is poor in Crucifcrac, C.ryopbyllaccae, Umbelliferse, Primul-
sceae and Labiotse; but for the occurrence of Caliuwn in Newfound-
land It would have no heath,. On the other hand, it is rich in Corn.  
po,itae, especially Solids go and  Aske, Polcmonnaceae, Α cΙeριad-
aceac, Hydrophyllaceac and Cyperscvae. and it has the endemic  
SarraceaIa,  type of a family stwc ιυmΙ yellled Ιο poppies, of which  
of the remitting genera  Darlingfoisia  Is Californian, and  Helsarn$ora 
Venezuelan. These distinctions led Sir Joseph Hooker to claim for  
the two divisions the rank of primary region.. Darwin doubted,  
however, whether they ought to be separated (Life, (ii. 230).  L7eII,  
discussing the fact, of zoological  distribu(lorr. admits that 'the  
farther we go  north.. . the more the discordance in genera and  
species diminishes"  (Priscipkn, ii. 340; and  Hemalty finds that  
not lean than 75%  of the genera in the flora of caltorn North America  
"arc represented in the old world," and, according to Ma Gray, 50%  
in Europe.  

Latitudinally the region subdivides naturally Into several  well' 
marked subregions which must be briefly discussed.  
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i.  The Α retie-410n sub-region connat* of races cl plants belong-
ing originally to the general flora, and recruited by subsequent  
additions. which have been φeciaΙίzed in low stature and great  
capacity of endurance to survive long dormant periods. lometime.  
even unbroken in successive years by the transitory activity of the  
brief summer. Ic is continuous round the pole and roughly Is  
bounded by the arctic circle. Mature seeds are highly tolerant  
of cold and have been ihown to be capable of withstanding the  
temperature even of liquid hydrogen. Arctic plants make their  

ς rι th  and Bun, r it a temperature little above freezing-point,  
ud  ore depviidciiI fur their beet on the direct rays cl  the Ion.  

Characteristic representatives are ?e'en?  rnιdκαι'k, .Saxifre;a  
opposi'ifo!ia,  which forms a profuse carpet, and  Drynt ‚sciopdaia.  
Such plants perhaps extend to the most northern lands at present  
known. On May 30 ιh. in Ward Hunt's Island, lat. 83%.Siτ  George 
Nares found that ' vegetation was fairly represented as  regards 
quantity in the ρορρy,  saxifrage and small tufts of grass." We may  
compare this with extreme alpine conditions: on a spot above the  
Alctsch glacier at a height  cl ιο,οο ft. Ball found the temperature  
one inch below the surfoce  to be 83, and he collected "over forty  
species in flower.' Taking the whole arctic flora at 76a species,  
Hooker found that 616  occurred in arctic Europe, and of these 06  
are Scandinavian. Beyond the arctic circle some 200, or more tban 

 a quarter, are confined to the mountains of the northern hemisphere  
and cl "still more southern regions." This led Hooker to the  
striking observation already quoted. The arctic flora contains  
no genus that is peculiar to it. and only some fifty species that are so.  
Christ has objected to terming the arctic 'bra Scandinavian but the 
name implies nothing more than that Scandinavia baa ό sn its  
chief centre of preservation.  . 

A detailed examination of mountain Boise shows that a large local  
element is ρινωιιι in each beside, the arctic, The one is in fact the 
result of similar physical conditions to that which baa produced  
the other. Thus  .Yexifraga serest; is regarded as an alpine form of  
the lowland  S. graissdeie. Comparing the Alps with the Pyrenees,  
according to Ball, each baa about half its flora common to the other:  
"the Alps have  ι72 endemic species and at least 15 genera that are 
not found in the l')reπees, while the latter range counts about too  
endemic species with several (six or seven) genera not found in the 
Alps." Drude has accordingly suggested the substitution of the term  
"High.mountain flora." for Alpine, which he regards a. misleading.  

Its meaning has, howevtr, become synonymous and is consecrated  
by usage.  

hit repetition of the same species in the arctic regions and in the 
high mountains of the North Temperate region is generally attributed  
to the exchange which took place during the glacial period. This 
was first suggested by Edward Forbes in ι846, though the ides bad 
earlier suggested itself to Darwin  (Life, I 88). It took place south-
wards, for the arctic flora is remarkably uniform, and, as Chodat  
points out it shows no evidence cl having been recruited from the  
several mountain Bores, That the arctic Bore was driven much 
into Central Europe cannot be contested in the face of the evidence 
collected by Nathorst from deposits connected with the boulder-
clay. And Reid has shown that during the glacial period the exist-
ing Bore was replaced by an arctic one represented by such plants  
as  SeAs pdaris,  S.  herbgcra, S.  eiiic,dcls  and Betide sass. At the 
same time the then existing alpine Bores descended to lower levels, 
though we may agree with Ball that they did not necessarily become 
extinct at higher ones as long as any land-surface remained uncovered 
by ice. At the close of the glacial period the alpine fboras retreated 
to the mountains accompanied by sri arctic contingent, though 
doubtless many species of the latter, such as Salixpdaris, failed to 
establish themselves. Christ, while admitting an ancient endemic  
element, such as Cam$rnd' serIes in the arctic-alpine flora of 
Europe, objects that a Scandinavian coloniration could not furnish  
such characteristic plants as the larch and edelweiss. He traces  
ιΙ ' o., Τ0Ι Toxe  of tie bulk f ιxό ti ιι4  alpine plants to northern  
Asia, the mountains of which appear tu save escaped glaciation.  
At the close of the glacial epoch the north tialatic flora spread west-
wards into Europe and intermingled ωith he surviving vegetation.  
Some species. such azA lumens s!pine, whel arewantingintheAsctic  
flora of the Old World, he thinks must has; reached Europe by way  
of Greenland from north-east America.  

a. The  Σsi τmsdΙak  sub-region  com ρτι s the vegetation of the  
Urge area occupied by the steppes of the ((Id World, the prairies of  
the new and the forest region of both.  Tt  former support a copious  
herbaceous flora, the characteristics of  ω 1, ich  in the (lId and New  
Worlds have been already briefly summa, md. In the former that  
of Europe and of Central Asia are contiu»'nrs, Of species common 
to the two, Maximowicz finds that  bland lures 40% and  
scarcely 9% that are endemic. Of a cοnc ι Iron about soo species  
made in that country by Sir Henry James early a third are British.  
This confirms the theory of Christ that  Eso  ιρe was restocked mainly  
from Asia after the close of the glacial epo:h,  the south bcingclosed  
to it. Tn the new «ueii! no southern  bα r ι ens existed and it Is more 
difficult  Ιο  draw the line between  cuntig,.,,as sub-regions.  

The dominant characteristics of the arboreou. vegetation are.  
besides deciduous and amentiferoria trees, Coniferat, especially the  
more recent tribe of Αbietineae—'ρlnes. silver-firs, hemlock,, spruces  
and larches, of which, unlike the older types, no representative  

crosses the trορk. The promineat deciduous trees of Europe appear  
to be of eastern origin, and the progress of western migration has 
continued to histonc times, The evidence of the peat bogs shows 
that the Scots fir, which is now extinct, was abundant in Denmark  
in the Roman period. It was succeeded by the sessile-fruited oak.  
which Wa, in turn supplanted by the pedunculate form of the same  
tree.  Qwrcs's Rο6,  has left no trace in the Tertiary deposits  of 
Europe and it is most nearly allied to east Asiatic specIes. The oak  
in turn has been almost superseded in Denmark by the beech, which,  
if we may trust Julius Caesar, had not reached Britain in his time,  
though it existed there in the pre-glocial period, but is not native is 
either Scotland or Ireland, Iis eastern limit in Europe is a line  
from Konigsberg to the Caucasus; thence through China it is coil-
tinned by varietal form, to Japan. It has a solitary representative  
in North America.  

Broadly speaking, the American portion of the subregiοn consists  
of an Atlantic and Pacific forest area and an intervening non-forest  
one, partly occupied by the Rocky Mountains, partly by Intervening 
plains. Its arboreal vegetation is richer both in genera and specks  
than that corresponding to it In the Old World. Glacial eliminatica  
has been less severe, or rather there has been, at any rate on the  
Atlantic side, an unimpeded return of Miocene types. The Atlantic 
area has five magnolias, a tulip tree, an Anonaces (Asimisa), two 
Ternstroeminceae (.Shiarlia and  Gordosia). Ldgiridarsbar, ViSas  (the  
fox-grape, V.  Labresca,  reappears in Japan) and others; as amen- 
blage, an long ago pointed out by Ann dray, which can only be 
paralleled in the Chino-Japanese region, another centre of preserva-
tion. cl Miocene types. All these are wanting in the Pacific ares.  
though there are indications In its gοld-bεαring gravels that it once 
possessed them. On the other hand, the latter is rich In cosiikrous  
types beyond any country except Japan" (Α. Gray), but till we  
reach California these are boreal in type. The Atlantic Bore has 
also numerous oaks and maples, signalized by their autumnal colora-
tion, These were abundant In Tertiary Europe, as they are now in 
Japan, and represent perhaps a cooler element in the flora thaii that  
indicated above. The highlands of Central America and the West  
Indies have preserved a number of  Chino.Japanese  typcs—Boc'oais, 
Denials,  Abdia.  &c.—not met with elsewhere in the New World.  

3. The  Msdikrrame-Orieislai ιr'ό τegiοn  contrast, no less vividly 
with the Intermediate than the Arctic.Alpine, It Include. the  
Azores and Canaries, the Mediterranean basin 1  northern Africa as  
far as the Atlas and Sahara, Asia Minor Persia and the countries 
eastward as far as Sind, being bounded totό  north by the mountaisa  
which run from the Caucasus to the Hindu-Kuab. Its extreme  
richness in number of species (it comprises six-sevenths of the  
European flora) and the extremely restricted areas of many of them 
point to a great antiquity. The Mediterranean basin has been a  
centre of preservation of Miocene vegetation: the oleander is said 
to have been found in local deposit, of even earlier age, and the helm 
oak (Queerer hex) lathe living representative of a Miocene ancestor.  
Extensions of the Bore occur southwards of the high  mountarns  
of tropical Africa;  Α deιsοcετ$iι's, a chsracteτiutic Mediterranean genus, 
has been found on Kilimanjaroand 2000 m. distant on the Csmernanx  
Two British plants may be added which both reach North 
Africa: Seek sic carapace extends from Abyssinia to the Cameroom  
and southwards to Cape Colony and Madagascar;  Semb.cnu Rb.!as  
reaches Uganda. The Mediterranean, however, has apparently  
been a barrier to the southward passage of the arcto.alpine liars  
which Is totally wanting on the Atlas. The vegetation of the sub-
region is rich in shrubs: myrtle, bay,  CIef us, Pisiacia, A,kdss,  
heath. in its western portion, and the ground-palm  (Chα,sαεriψ).  
It is even richer in more herbaceouu plants tolerant of shot summer:  
giant Umlselliferae (such as Fonda) sin eapecially characteristic  
and yield gum-resins which have long been reckoned valuable. 0'  
the i000 known specie, of AsIragsles it possesses Boo Evergreen  
oaks and Conifers form the forests. Asia Minor has a  Liqieidss'bsr.  
The Azgan tree (Α rgασώ  Sideroxyf  as), which terms incest* in Morocco,  
is  remarkable survivor of a tropical family (Sapotaceae). Amongst  
Conifers  Ccdrsis  is especially noteworthy; it is represented by geo-
graphical race, in the north-west Himalaya, In Syria, Cyprus and  
North Africa.  

This well-marked sub-region has it deeper Interest than the  
botanical. It has been the cradk of civilization, and to it  i,  due the  
majority of cultivated plants. Such are the date in Mesopotamia  
(a second species vi  Phc'rdr  occurs in the Canaries); moat European 
fruits, e.g. the vine, fig, mulberry, cherry, apricot, walnut; puliel 
e.g.  the bean, pea and lentil; pot-herb,,  e.g.  lettuce, endive, beet  
radish cress: cereals; and fodder plants such as lucerne and c,rsk 

. 'έhe CMso.Ja$sese ssib.regsols..—Of the vegetation of China  
till recently very little has been known. In 1873 EIwe. pointed cot  
that the Himalayan avifauna extended into north-west China and  
estsblished the Himalo-Chinese sub-region. Shortly afterwards the  
collections of Prejcwalsky confirmed it for the flora. And we now 
know that, excluding the southern tropical area it has the same 
character throughout the whole cl China proper. We may therefore  
regard the Himalayan flora as a we.tward extension of the Chinese 
rather than the latter as a development of the former. Of four  
genera which Hooker singles out as the largest in Sikkim, in China 
Coryddis  has 76 species,  Snxifraga  58. Prdwslem  lap, and P,issids  

7.  ,  Of  Rbaddasd,ois  there are 134 species, Upwards of Boos  
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ιι.des ens known out of a probable total of not less than ns,000, 
and of these more than ball ii, endemic. Tb. number of mercies  

to a genus, 3  is only half that found in other large ens.. This 
aggregation 01 genera and of endemic species is chanctemitic of the  
cυτυmkrenιιaΙ portions of the mirth's land aurlace. the α '  
o(tbeoneaadtbefurtbersdvanceo'thcotherisarresud. The  

b-region is prolsebly sharply cut off from the intermediate.  
Maximowica finds that 40% of the plants of Manchuria are common 
to Europe and Asia, but the proportion falls sharply to 16% in the  
case of Japan. Its cοnοχiοs' with the Μediteπaπιο.ΟrssrnaJ sub.  
region is still more remote. China has so Cislsu or bι tb, only a 
single  F.mda.  while Auiragalas I. reduced 1035 specie.. There era  
two species ci Piswcia and four of Isquidambar. The a&nity  Ιο  
Atlantic North America is strongly marked as it has long been known  
tobeiitjapan. China hasffό  /Wigs  οί Ρw?cυs,35 ο' Vgix,sof 
Aescidus.  42 of Acer. Magnoliacean (Including Iwo specie. of 
Lieiodeiidnia),  is Anonaceae,  ?i  Terneiroemisceas  (including the  
tea plant), and υ οf C1"έr,  which has  • .uliisiy western iaprmen-
tally. in Madetra. Trockpca,pu  and  Rbap»  axe chaxacteristic  
palms, and Cycsdeae are represented by  Cycas.  

5. The M'xico-A meek..,  sub.reiios  has as its northern boundary  
the parallel of fat. 36 as far as New Mexico and then northwards  
to the PaCifiC coest at fat. 40. The eastern and western halves  

ace contrasted in climate—tbe former being moist and the latter 
dry—and have been distinguished by some zoologists as distinct sub-
regions. They are in fact in some degree comparable to sub-regions  
3 and 4 in the Old World. Theab.ence of marked natural boundaries  

makes any precise north and south limitation difficult. But it has  
been a centre of preservation of the Tsaodiese, a tribe of Conifers.  
of great antiquity Tnx'xdiv.ii. (with single species in Chins sad  
Mexico) is represented by the deciduous cypress (T. dfs$s'hsm).  
which extends from Florida to Texas. Tb. two species of 5,..'..  
the" Wellingtonia"  (S.  pgssiea) and the redwood (S  "'NpmsrIss) 
are confined to California. In the eastern forests the prevalence 0 1  
Magnoliacear and of  Cisihra  and  R'od.dandrtns  continues the alliance  
with eastern Asia. Florida derives • tropical element from the 
Antilles. Amongst palms the Corypheae are represented by Sdai  
and  Tk,iso.x.  and there is a solitary Zamse amongst Cycads. Tb.  
western dry areas have the old-world isguminous Αι1τ gsΙsι and 
Prosop.: (Mesquit), but em especially characterized by the north-
ward extension of the new-world tropical Cactaceac, Mosimdkrs. 
Car.., and Qpiisik. by succulent Amaryllideac such as Agnes (01 
which the so-called "American aloe is • type), and by  arbore'cent 
Liliamee (Y.".). Amongst palms  Washegwsic, Braked and 
EryIiisa  (all Corypheae) replace the eastern genera. On the west 
coast  Cupr.ssws Lawsosi.uus  replaces the northern  1υye giganIes, 
and a la sbdusurel (U'kria of isolated affinity) f οτmι fdrests. 
California and Arizona have each a species of PkJamis,s dying.out  
genus. Elsewhere it Is only represented by P. .ccidss'ajis,  the 
fargest tree of the Atlantic forests from Maine to Oregon, and by 
P. orwdaIis  In the eastern Mediterranean. Otherwise the Califor-
flies flora I. entirely deficient in the characteristic features of 
that of eastern North America. Nor, with perhaps the interesting  
eκc ρtiοn of  Cuslaisopub ‚hryso$jdla,  the solitary representative  
in the New World of an east Asiatic genus, which ranges from Oregon 
to California. has it any affinity with the Chino.Japaneie sub-region.  
Its closest connexion is with the South American  Andine. 

11. Tu. TaoI'icAi. karnoie.-.--Tbe permanence of continents and 
great oceans was first insisted upon by J. D. Dana. but, as already  
stated, has lat& received support on purely physical grounds. It 
precludes the explanation of any common features in the diasevered  
portions of the tropical area of vegetation by lateral communi-
catiojis, and throws back their origin to the remotest geological  
antiquity. in point of fact, resemblance is in the main con-
fined to the higher groups, such as families and large genera; the  
smaller genera and species em entirely different. No genus or 
species of palm, for example, is common to the Old and N,w Worlds. 
The ancient broad-leaved Gymnοserm G,s'siuis has a few surviving  
species scattered through the tropics of both worlds, one reaching 
Polynesia.  

τ.  African sυb-regiϋn—Western Arabia must be added to the 
African continent, which, with this exception and possibly a former 
European connexion in the far west, has had apparently from a 
very early period an almost insular character. Bentham remarks  
(loses. Lien.  Soc.  tin. 492): "Here, more perhaps than in any other 
pert of the globe, in Compositae as in so many other orders, we may  

fancy we see the scattered remains of ancient races dwindling 
down to their last representatives." It is remarkable that the 
characteristic features of the Miocene flora, which in other parts  

of the world have spread and developed southwards, are conspicu-
ously absent from the African tropical flora. It has no Magnolia. 
case, no maples, Pomacese, or Vacciniscea., no Rhododend ron  
end no Αbίetιnea. Perhaps even more striking Is the absence of  
Cupulifera.;  Quietus, in particular, which from Tertiary times has  
been a conspicuous northern type and in Malayan  tropical conditions  
has developed others which are widely dIvergent. Palms are  
.trikingty deficient: there are only three out of  η  genera of Ar.ceae, 
and the Cosyphea. are entirely absent. But including the Ma.' 
cxxxii. Islands and Seychelles the Borasseac are exclusively African.  
Agoidcae ere poorly represented compared with either South  

America or Malaya. A peculiar lecture In which tropical Africa 
stands alone is that at lease one.flftb and s'obabIy  titer, of the  
species are common to both sides ci the continent and presumably  

stretch right saves it. An Indian element derived from the north'  
east I. mast marked am the eastern aide: the I-linialayan  Clan.,.  
will .irhce as an example, and of more tropical type.  ?hesnsx  and 
C ■ sseas amongst palm.. The finest flora of Madagascar, though 
including an endemic family Chlaeiiac.as, is essentially tropical 
African, and the upland flora south temperate. 

2. The  isdo.Ma'sJie* ιuό 'τegώs  includes the Indian and Mslayan 
peninsulas, Cochin-Chlna and southern China, the Mslayan archiliel-
ago, and Phllippinea' with New Guinea and Polynesia: excluding the  
Sandwich islands. Probably in point of number of species the pre-
ponderant family Is Orchidnee, though, as Hemaley remarks, they 
do not 

 :
' give character to the scenery, or constitute the bulk of the 

vegetation." In Malaya and eastward the forests are rich in arbor-
eacent figs, laurels. myrtles nutmegs, mks and bamboo.. Diptero-
carpeac and Nepentbaceae only extend with a few outliers into the 
African .ub.region. Screw pine, have a clostr connexion. Cent. 
cesium em deficient. Amongst palms Areceae and Calameac are 
preponderant. Cycads are represented by  Ccαs  itself, which in  
several specite ranges from southern India to Polynesia. In India 
proper, with a dryer climate, gpesmo and Legumliioeae take the Iced 
in the number of sp.cies. But it hag few distinctive botanical 
features. In the north-west it meets the  ΜsdίSerraem.ΟriontαΙ  
and in the north-east the  Ckino.Jo$s's.  sub-regions, while south 
India and Ceylon have received a Malaysn contribution. Bengal  
has no  Ceres, oaks or nutmeg.. Apart from the occurrence of  Cyws,  
the Asiatic character of  the Ροlneslan flora I. illustrated by the 
diztnbutxon  of  Meliace.e. C. de Landolle finds that with one CXC.  
tiog the .pecies belong to genera represented in one or other of the 
indite pifninsulas.  . 

,  The  Sends Amo',cea ssb'rngws  is perhap. richer in peculisr  
and distinctive types than either of the preceding. As in the Indo-  

Malayan sub-region. epiphytic orchidi are probably most numerous 
in point of species, but the gonern and even sub-tribes are far more 
restricted in their range than in the Old World; 4  sub-tribes with 74  
mere of Vandeae are confined to South America. though varying 
In saga of climate and altitude. Amongst arboreous families 
Legummo.a. and Euphorbiacese are prominent;  N.s.a  belonging 
to the latter is widely distributed in various species in the Amazon  

basin, and yields Pars and other kinds of rubber. Amongst Rubia' 
ceae, Cinchoneae with some outliers in the Old World have their  
headquarters at cooler levels. in Brazil the myrtles are represented  

by "monkey-pots" (LccyIhideae). Nearly related to myrtles are  
Melastemaceae which, ροοτiυ represented in the Old World, have 
attained here so prodigious a development In genera and species, 
that Ball look, upon it as the seat of origin of the family. Amongst  
Ternetroemiacese, the singular Μsrcraν ieae are endemic. So also 
are the Vochysiaceae allied to the 'milkwortn." Cact.sceae are 
widely spread and both northwards and southwards extend into 
temperate regions. Screw pines are replaced by the nearly allied 
Cyclanthaceae. The Amazon basin is the richest arta in the world 
in palms, of which the Cocoinese are confined to South America, 
except the coco-nut, which has perhaps spread thence into Polynesia 
and eastward. The singular slirubby Amaryllids, Velloziese, are 
common to tropical and South Africa, Madagascar and Brazil:  
Aroids, of which the tribes are not restricted in their distribution,  
have two large endemic genera,  Pkilod'sdrms  and Asihu,ism.  
Amongst Cycad., Znmia is confined to the New World, and amongst 
Conifers, Ar. iscarrn, limited to the southern hemisphere, han scarcely 
less antiquity; Picas reaches as far south as Cuba and Nicaragua. 

The flora of the Hawaiian Islands has complicated relations. 
Out of the 860 indigenous plants. 807 are endemic, but Hillebrand  
finds that a large number are of American anity.  

111.  Tire Sourx TEMPXRATB REGION contrasts remarkably with 
the northern. Instead of large continuous areas, in which local 
characteristics sometimes blend, it occupies widely dissevered  
territories in which specialization, intensified by long separation, ha. 
mostly effaced the possibility of comparing species and even genera, 
and compels us to seek for points of contact in groups of • higher 
order. The resemblances consist, in fact, not so much in the exis-
tence of one general facies running through the regions, as lath. case  

with the northern flora, but in tbeyrescnce of peculiar types, such as 
those belonging to the families Kestiaccae, froteaceac. Εricαceαe. 
Mutisiaceae and Rutaceae.  

i.  The  Sosih  African sub-regina hasa flora richer perhaps in number 
of species than any other; and these are often extremely local and 
restricted in area. It exhibits in a marked degree the density of 
species which, as already pointed out, I. explicable by the arrest of 
further southern expansion. Hemsley remarks that • the northern 
genus Eric.. which covers thousands of square miles in Europe  
with very few species, is ixy,secnted by hundreds of species in a 

 comparatively small area In Smith Africa." There is an interesting 
connexion with Europe through the so-called Iberian flora. Ben-
tham  (Pres. (Ry. Line. Soc.,  1869. p. as) points Out that "the west-
European species of Eric.,  Genisteae.  Lobelia, Cladioliex,  &c., are 
some of them more nearly allied to corresponding Cape species than  
they are to each miter; and many of the somewhat higher races, 
groups of species and genera, have evidently diverged frons stocks  
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now unrepresented anywhere but in South Africa." This flota  
extends from Ireland to the Canaries and reappears on the highlands  
of Angola.. On the eastern side the southern flora finds represents.  
uses in Abysiinia, including Peeks, and on the mountains of equa-
torial Africa,  Cnkdciwiros cαρmυs occurring on ΚiΙimanj!το This  
Is the met northern reρπσιentαώ νe of the Rutaceous  Diosmese. 

biεh are weplsced In Australia by the Boroslese. The Proteaoeons  
genus, leers, occurs in Angola and Madagascar. The character-
istic genus Pdsrgoniims baa a few Mediterranean representatives.  
and one even occurs in Asia Minor. In all these cases It is a nice 
question whether we are tracing an ascending or descending stream.  
Darwin thought that the migration southwards would always be  
preponderant  (Origus  of .S$ώ ι,  5th ed.. ‚8). Other characteristic 
features of the flora sea the abundance of Compositac. Asdepiadeae,  
and petaloid Monocotyledons generally, but especially Orchideae  
(terrestrial species predominating) and Iridacege. There is a marked  
tendency towards a succulent habit. The nearly related Ficoideac  
replace the new-world Cactacese. but the habit of the latter is iimu-
laced by fleshy Euphothias and Aiclepiads, just as that of λ gem is  
by the liliaceous  Ales. South Africa baa only two *ins (Phoenix 
and  Hypkses').  In the Goetaceous Wdwdsehia  it  poesese  a  
vegetable type whose extraordinary peculsarities make It seem  
amongst contemporary vegetation much as some strange and extinct  
animal form would if suddenly endowed with life. Conifers are  
scantily represented by Caluris  and Podow pus, which is common to  
all three sob-regions; and Cycads by. the endemic  £sctµσkr Ιοι  
and Skwgersa.  

a. The Aesirshes siib.rsgioe consists of Australia, Tasmania,  
New Caledonla and New Zealand, and, though partly lying withiii  
the tropic Is most naturally treated as it whole. They are linked  
together by the presence of Priiteaceae and of Epscrideae, which 
take the place of the nearly allied heaths in South Africa. The most 
dominant order in Australia is Leguminosae, Including the ecacias 
with leaf-like phyllodes (absent in New Zealand). Myrtacese comes  
next with Ewcoiypies, which frame three-fourths of the forests, and 
Mekki'c';  both are absent from New Caledonia and New Zealand; 
a few species of the former extend to New Guinea and one of the 
latter to Malaya. Cupuliferae are absent except Pegs: in Australia  
and New Zealand. The so-called " mks " of Australia are Ceram 
Μα, which also occurs in New Caledonia, but is wanting in New 
Zealand. The giant rushes Xaalhorrhoea and  kisg*s  are peculiar  
to Australia. Palms are poorly represented in the sub-region and  
are of an lndo.Malaysn type. Amongst Conifers,  POdOCO,p'IS  is 
found throughout,  Agalkis  is common to Australia, New Zealand  
and New Caledonia; Aroacaria to the first and last. Of Cycads. 
Australia and New Caledoma have  Cyco:,  and the former the endemic 
Ma'r.samie and  Boiwnia.  The Australian land-surface must be  
of great antiquity, possibly Jurassic, cod its isolation scarcely less  

ancient. In Lower Eocene times its flora appears to have been  
distinctly related to the existing one. Little confidence can, however,  
he placed In the identification of Proteaceous or, indeed, of any  
distinctively Australian plants in Tertiary deposits in the northern  
hemisphere. The Australian flora has extensions at high levels in  
the tropics; such exists on Kinabalu in Borneo under the equator.  
The Protesceous genus Ifalicia roaches as far north as China, but  
whether it is starting or returning must as in other cases be left an  
open question.  

While the flora of New Caledonia is rich in species (3000), that of 
New Zealand is poor  (τ400).  While so many conspicuous Australian 
elements are wanting in New Zealand, one-eighth of its flora belongs 
to South American genera. Especially noteworthy arc the Andine  
Acorns,  Gimnera, lucIus  and Cakeolaria. By the same path it 
has received a remarkable contribution from the North Temperate 
region; such familiar genera as  Ransncslur, Epliobiam  and Veronica 
form more than 9%  of the flowering plants. And it is interesting 
to note that while the tropical forms of  Qarrcs:  failed to reach Aus-
tralia from Malaya, the temperate FOgus crept in by a back door.  
Three-quarters of the native species are endemic; they seem, however, 
to be quite unable to resist the invasion of new-corners, and already  
όσα  plants of foreign origin have succeeded in establishing themselves. 

.  The  /Wine b -τegiοn  extends from Peru to the Argentine and 
follows roughly the watershed of the Amazon. In the New World. 
as already explained, the path of communication between the north-
ern and southern hemispheres has always been more or less open, and 
the temperate flora of southern America does not exhibit the [mint i ο 
characteristic of the southern region of the Old World. Taking, 
however, the Andean flora as typical, it contains a very marked  
endemic element; Boll finds that half the genera and four-fifths of 
the species are limited toil; on the other hand, that half the species  
of Gamopetalse belong to cosmopolitan genera such as Valiriana,  

Genlio.sa,  Baring arid  Gnapboiisns.  The relation to the other 
sub-regions is alight. Ericcae are wholly absent, and it has hut a 
single Epacrid in Furigia. Protcaceae are morn marked in  Guet'ina  
and Emboijujum. Of Restiarene, a single Σιίποιαιρπι has been  
found in Chile. On the other hand, It is the headquarters of Mull-
siareae. represented In South Africa by such genera as  Oldrnbsrgia  
and  GrAven  and by  T,*kodine  In Australia.  Tropaeolvm  takes the 
place of the nearly allied South African Palorgonium. There has 
been an interchange between it and the Mexico-American sub-region, 
but as usual the northern has been preponderant.  Prosoisis  extends  

to the Argentine; other  characterIstic genre are  Osao'hera, Gddi  

Colkinm. Hdiakopiam arid Βrib4chiιιιι. Ia the ascending stream  
may be meationrd—La,res, a small genus of Zygopbylleae with  
headquarters in Paraguay sad Chile, cl which one specks, L  
iisexiwsia.  is the Creosote plant ο( the Colorado desert, where it 
forms dens. scrub; Acorns; the  L"..'.a..,  of which  Mesadi'  
reaches North America, ?desk and  Lippi.. Conipesitsa  compose  
a quarter of the Andean floes., which is a  greater proportion than In  
any in the world.  Dacchjris,  with seine 250 species, ranges over the  
whole imminent from the Waited Magellan and, with  seven species,  
to California.  Melastoonaceae,  copiously represented in  trt ρicsi  
America, are more feebly so In Peru and wholly wanting in Chile. 
A few Cactaceae extend to Chile. Of Cupuliferae, Qwm's In three  
species only reaches Colombia, but Psgus with only a single one in 
North America, is represented by several όm Chile southwards and 
thence extends to New Zealand and Tasmania. The Magnollaceous  
genus  Drimys,  with a single species In the new world, follows the same  
track. Bromellaceae are represented by  Abodoo'achys  and the tem- 
perate Pays. Palms as usual are few and not nearly related.  
Weilinia occurs in Peru,  Triihriaos  In Chile with the monotypic  
Jabara, Juasia, also moήαtyρlc, is confined to Juan Fernanrim.  
Amongst Conlfetae Podo'arpi's  is common to this irid prwcedisg 
sub-iopions; Libecod,us  extends from California to New Zealand  
and New Caledonia; Ρksησ is found In Chile and Tasmania; and  
A,cacaris in its must fainllrs, species occurs in Chile.  

.  'lire  Asiarmic-Aipis'  region Is the complement of the Aectie-
Alpine, but unlike the latter, Its scattered distribution over nernefous  
Isolated points of land, remote from great continental areas, from  
which, during migrations like those attending the glacial period in  
the northern hemisphere, It could have been recruited, at once 
accounts fοr Its limited number of species and their contraetml  
range In the world. On the whole, It consists of local speci es  of 
some widely distributed northern genera, such as Ceram, Pea, Rasas-
cuiat.  &c., with alpine types of strictly south temperate genera, 
characterislic of the separate localities. The monotypic ΡSis.  
lea  onlrscorbulica,  the " Kerguelen Island cabbage," has no mar  
ally in the southern hemisphere, but is closely related to the northern  
Cochisma.  

Such a summary of the salient facts in the geographical  
distribution of plants  sumcicntly  indicates  the tangled fabric 
of the earth's existing floral covering. Its Complexity reflects 
the corresponding intricacy of  geograpbicsl  arid geological  
evolution. 

If the surface of the globe had been symmetrically divided 
into sea and land, and these had been distributed in bands 
bounded by parallels of latitude, the character of vegetation  
would depend on temperature alone; and as regards Its aggre-
gate mars, we should find it attaini ng  its maximum at the  
equator and sinking to its minimum at the poles. Under  audi 

 circumstances the earth's vegetation would be very different  
from what it is, arid the study of plant distribution would be a  
simple  af!air.  

It is ‚rue that the earth's physical geo graphy presents certain  
broad features  to which plants are adapted. But within these 
‚here Is the greatest local diversity of moisture, elevation arid 
isolation. _Plants can only exist, as Darw in  has said, where 
they  mimI, nol  where they can. New Zealand was poorly  
stocked with a weak flora; the mere robust and aggressive one 
of the north temperate region was ready at any moment to 
invade it, but was held back by  ρhyicai  barriers which human  
aid has alone enabled it to surpass.  

Palacontological  evidence conclusively proves that the  aurface 
 of the earth has been successively occupied by vegetative forms  

of increasing complexity, rising from the  sjmplest  algae to the 
most highly organized flowering plant. We find the ultimate  
explanation of this in the facts that nil organ isms vary, and that 
their variations are inherited and, if useful, perpetuated.  

Structural complexity is brought about by the  superposilioc  
of new variations on preceding ones. Continued existence  
Implios  perpetual  adapIatioa  to new conditions, and, as the 
adjustment becomes more refined, the corr esponding structural 
organization becomes mere elaborate. Inhe ritance preserves  
what exists, and this can  oniy  be modified and added to. Thus 

 Ascleplaeieae  and  Orchidesa  owe their extraordinary floral  
complexity to adaptation to Insect fertilization. 

All organisms, then, arc closely adapted to their surroundings.  
If these change, as we know they have changed, the organisms  

must change too, or perish. In some cases  tirty  survive by 
migration, but this is often prohibited by physical  bsrrier'.  
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These, however, have often protected them from the mm-
petition of mere vigorous invading races.  Fogus,  starting  
from the northern hemisphere, has more than held its own in  
Europe and Asia, but has all but died out in North America,  
finding conditions favourable for a fresh start in Australada.  
The older types of Oymnosperms art inelastic and dying  

out. Even Pusan has found the task of creasing the iropica  

insuperable.  
The whole story points to a general distribution of flower-

log plants from the northern hemisphere southwards. It  
confirms the general belief on geological grounds that this  

was the seat of their development at the close of the Mcsosolc  
era. It is certain that they originally existed under warmer  

conditions of climate than now obtain, and that progressive  
refrigeration has supplied a powerful impulse to migration.  
The tropica eventually became, what they are now, great areas 
of preservation. The Northern Temperate region was denuded  
of its floral wealth, of which it only retains a comparatively  

scanty wreck. High mountain levels supplied paths of com-
munication for stocking the South Temperate region, the 
florsa of which were enriched by adapted forms of tropical types. 
Such profound changes must necessarily have been accompanied  
by enormous elimination; the migrating hosts were perpetually  
thinned by falling out on the way. Further development was,  
however, not stopped, but in many cases stimulated by migra-
tion and settlement In new homes. The northern Qwercas,  
arrested at the tropic in the new world, expanded In that of 
the old into new sad striking races. And It cannot be doubted  
that the profusion of Melastomsceae In South America was not 
derived from elsewhere, but the result of local evolution. There  
is some evidence of a returning stream from the south, but as 
Hooker and A. de Candolle have pointed out, it Is insignificant 
as compared witb the outgoing one. Darwin attributes this 
to the fact that "the northern forms were the more powerful"  
((rigin of Specks, 5th ad., p. 48).  

The result of migration is that races of widely different origin  
and habit have had to adapt themselves to similar conditions. 
This has brought about superficial resemblance lathe fioras of 
different countries. Al first sight a South AfTicau Eaphewbia  
might be mistaken for a South American Codas, an Aloe for 
an  Agaw,  a  Seiiecw  for ivy, or α  New Zealand  Vuoni'n  for a  
European  So.Iic.or*ia.  A geographical botany based on such 
resemblances is only in reality a study of adaptations. The  
investigation of these may raise and solve Interesting physio-
logical problems, but throw no light on the facts and genetic  

relationship which a rational explanation of distribution  
requires. If we study a population and sort it into soldiers,  
sailors, eccleaisstics, lawyers and artisans, we may obtain facts 
of sociological value but learn nothing as to its racial origin and  
composition.  ' 

In the attempt that baa been made to map out the land  
surface of the earth, probable community of origin has been  
relied upon more than the possession of obvious characters.  
That sub-regions framed on this principle should show inter -
relations and some degree of overlapping Is only what might  
have been expected, and, in fact, confirms the validity of the 
principle adopted. it is interesting to observe that though 
deduced exclusively from the study of flowering plants, they 
are in substantial agreement with those now generally adopted 
by zoologists, and may therefore be presumed to be on the 
whoic "natural." 

Αυτnοsττιχs.—Α.  do  Candolle,  La  Gάοgrαph ί' bo'aasqw ressoss'e,  

(Paris and Geneva, 1855); A.  Grisebach,  La  Y'gdoiuss  di' globe,  
tranal.  by  Ρ.  dc  Tchiliatchei  (Paris. 1875). Engler,  Virswcl'  riser  
Esiwi'aiaagsgexthi'b.se  day  Pβa,,uisw'elf  (Leipzig,  ι5 p-ι88z); Oicar  
Drude, Masad & gbgrepliie bolasiqwe, transl.  by G.  Foirault Ρaπs,  
1897); A. F. W.  5cbιmρer, PleaS  Geography,  tranel. by W. It. Fisher.  
(Oxford, 1903). (w. T.  T..D.).  

PLANUDlI, lAXIlUS  (c.  Υ  260-1330), Byzantine grammarian  
and theologian, flourished during the reigns of Michael VIII. 
and Andronicua II. Palaeologi. He was born at Nkomedia 
in Bithynia, but the greater part of his life was spent in Con-
stantinople, where as a monk he devoted himself to study  

'and teaching.  Οι'  entering the monIgery he changed his  
original name Manuel to Maximus. Planudes possessed a  
knowledge of Latin remarkable at a time when Rome and Italy 
were regarded with hatred and contempt by the  Byzantinca.  
To this accomplishment he probably owed his selection as one 
of the ambassadors lent by Andronicus II. in 1327 to remonstrate  
with the Venetiana for their attack upon the Genoese settlement  
in Pore. Α rαοre important result was that  Planudes, especially  
by his translations, paved the way for the introduction of the  
Greek language sad literature into the West.  

He was the author of numerous wodi» notably a Greek grammar  
in the  foimol  question  asid answer,Iike  the  'Ειw µιra οί  Moachopulus, 
with an appendix on the so-called "political' verse; a t reatise en 
yntax;  a biography of Aesop and a prose version of the fables;  

scholia on certain Greek authors ; two hexameter poems, ones eulogy  
of  Claudina Ptolemaeus,  the other an account  οΓ  the sudden change 
of an ox into a mouse; a treatise on the method of calculating in  
use amongst  the Indians (ad. C. J.  Gerhardt, Halle, '865); and  echolia  
to the first two books of the  AriIIimoIi'  of  Diophantus.  ills numerous  
translations from the Latin Included  Ciceros Somaiwm Scipiosis  
with the commentary of  Macrobius:  Caesar's  Gadic  We,;  Ovid's  
Herofdes  and  Melemsw$om; Beetlus,  Do  'osssisswii' $doso$ia';  

Augustine, Do  irisilale.  These  ttaeslations  were very popular  
dunng  the middle ages as textbooks for the study of Greek. It is,  

however, as the editor and compiler of the collection of minor poems  

known by his name fete ANTHOLOGY; Greek) that he Is chiefly  
remembered.  

See  Fabdclus, Bibliotheca ςταιεα, ed. Harles, xi. 68s; theological  
writings in  Migne, Pairokg'a greec k,  cxlvii;  correspondence . ad.  
M.  Treu  ('890), with a valuable commentary; K.  Krumbacher,  
Gesckickie dec bpsaaii'iisck's Li&rdsr 0897); 3.  E.  Sandys,  HisS.  
of Clear.  Sckd.  0936),  vol.  I. 

PLAQUE, a French t&m for a small flat plate or tablet, 
applied particularly to rectangular or circular ornamental 
plates or tablets of bronze, silver, lead or other metal, or of 
porcelain or ivory. Small plaques,  piaqeriks,  in low relief in 
bronze or lead, were produced in great perfection In Italy at 
the end of the τ ςth and beginning of the ιό th centuries, and  
were usually copies of ancient engraved gems, earlier goldsmith  
work and the like. 

PLASENCIA,  a city of Spain and an episcopal lee, In the  
north of the province of Caceres. Pop. (5900), 82ο8. Plasencla  
is situated on the river Jerte, a subtributary Of the Tagus, 
and at the foot of the sierras of Bejar and Vera. The place  
has some interest on account Of its fine walls, built in 1197 by 
Aiphonso VIII. of Csstile, and its cathedral, begun in 1498, a 
favourable specimen of the ornate Gothic 01 its period. The 
Hieronymite convent of Vuste, the scene of the last years of 
the emperor Charles V. (ιοο-τ8),  is' 24 m.  east.  

11.1188111Ι  (Paled), a village of Bengal on the river Uhagi-
rathi, the scene of Clive'a victory of the 23 τd of June 1757,  
ovet the forces of the nawab Suraj-ud-Dowlah. The fall Of 
Calcutta and the "Black Hole" atrocity led to instant action 
by the East India Company, and Clive, with as many troops as  
could be spared, undertook a campaign against the nawsb, and 
soon reoccupied Calcutta. Long and intricate negotiations, 
or rather Intrigues, followed, and at the time of the battle the 
loyalty of most of the nawab'k generals had been effectually 
undermined, though assistance, active or passive, could hardly 
be counted on. With this doubtful advantage, Clive, with 
τ ιοο European and 2100 native soldie rs, and to field-pieces, 
took the field against'he nawab,  who had 50,000 men, 53 heavy 
guns, and some French artillery under M. de St Frais. Only 
the river Bhagirathi separated  Clive's  little force from the 
entrenched camp of the enemy, when the English leader, for 
once undecided, called a council of war. Clive and the majority 
were against fighting, Major Eyre Coote, of the 39th Foot, and  
a few others for action. Coote's soldierly advice powerfully 
impressed Clive, and after d ρ consideration he altered his 
mind and issued orders to cross the river. After a fatiguing 
march, the force bivouacked in a grove near Plassey early on 
the 23rd. The nawab's host came out of its lines and was 
drawn up in a huge semicircle almost enclosing the little force 
in the grove, and St Frais' gunners on the right wing opened  

fire. Clive replied, and was soon subjected to the converging fire  
of 50 heavy guns. For hours the unequal fight was maintained,  
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until a rainstorm stopped it. The English covered up their 
guns, but the enemy took no such precaution. Mir  Mudin,  the 
only loyal general of the  nawab's  army, thinking that  Clive's  
guns were as useless as his own, made a disastrous cavalry 
charge upon them; he lost his own life, and his colleagues then  
had the game in their hands.  Mit Jagat  persuaded the 

 nawab  ιο  retire into the entrenchments. St Feats stood fast 
until one of  Clive's  officers, Major Kilpatrick, successfully 
drove him in. Clive followed up this success by cannonading 
the camp at close range. But the rank and file of the native 
army, ignorant of the treachery of their leaders, made a furious  
sortie. For a time Clive was hard pressed, but his cool general-
ship held its own against the undisciplined valour of the enemy, 
and, noticing Mir  Jagar's  division in his rear made no move 
against him, he led his troops straight against the works. 
After a short resistance, made chiefly by St  Frais,  the whole 
camp fell into his hands. At  a.cost  of 23 killed and 49  wounded 
this day's work decided the fate of Bengal. The historic grove 
of mangoes, in which Clive encamped on the previo us  night, 
has been entirely washed away by changes in the course of the 
river; but other relics of the day remain, and a monument has 
recently been erected. 

PLASTER, a mixture of lime, hair and sand, used to cover 
rough walling of  lathwork  between limbers (see Ρι.Αsτχχ-
woRst);  also a fine white plaster of gypsum, generally known 
as "plaster of Paris." The word (also as  " plaioter ")  is used in 
medicine of adhesive mixtures employ ed  externally for the 
protection of injured surfaces, for support of weak muscular 
or other structures, or as counter-irritants, soothing applications  
&c. The ultimate derivation of the word is the  Gr. lµτλασrροs  
or  lµτλnστοv  in the medical sense, from b', on, and  πλΙwαw',  
to daub or smear. 

PLASTER CF PARIS, a variety of calcined gypsum (calcium 
sulphate) which forms a hard cement when treated with water 
(see Cgustrer). The substance obta ined  its name in consequence 
of being largely manufactu red in the neighbourhood of Paris.  

PLASTER-WORK, in building. Plastering is one of the 
most ancient of handicrafts employed in connexion with building 
operations, the earliest evidence showing that the dwellings of 
primitive man were erected in a simple fashion with sticks arid  
plastered with mud. Soon a more lasting and sightly material 
was found and employ ed  to take the place of mud or slime, and 
that perfection in the compounding of plastering materials was 
approached at a very remote period is made evident by the 
fact that some of the earliest plaster ing which has remained 
undisturbed excels in its scientific composition that which we 
use at the present day. The pyramids in Egypt contain plaster-
work executed at least four thousand years ago (probably much 
earlier) and yet existing, hard and durable, at the present time. 
From recent discoveries it has been ascertained that the principal 
tools of the plasterer of that time were practically identical in 
design, shape and purpose with those used to-day. For their 
finest work the Egyptians used a plaster made from calcined  
gypsum just like the  '  plaster of Paris" of the present time, 
and their methods of plastering on reeds resemble in every way 
our  "laib,  plaster, float and set  "  work. Hair was introduced 
to strengthen the "stuff," and the whole finished somewhat 
under an inch thick. Very early in the history of Greek archi-
tecture we find the use of plaster of a fine white lime stucco. 
Such has been found at  Mycenac.  The art had reached perfection 
in Greece more than five centuries before Christ, and plaster 
was frequently used to cover temples externally and internally, 
in some cases even where the building was of marble. It formed  
a splendid ground for decorative painting, which at this period 
of Grecian history had reached a very high degree of beauty. 
The temple of Apollo at  Bassac,  built of yellow sandstone about 
470  s.c.,  is an excellent example. Pavements of thick, hard 
plaster, stained with various pigments, were commonly laid in  
Greek temples. The Roman architect Vitt-ileitis, in his book on 
architecture written about  ι ό  s.c.,  gives detailed information  
concerning the methods of making plaster and the manner of  
using it. "The lime used for stucco," he writes, "should be  

of the beat quality and tempered a long time  bef ε  It is  
wanted for use. The Greeks, besides making their stucco  
work hard with thin coats of marble-dust plaster polished with 
chalk or marble, caused the plaster when being mixed to be 

 beaten with wooden staves by a great number of men Some  

persons cutting slabs of such plaster from ancient walls use 
them for tables and minors." Pliny the elder tells us that  
"no builder should employ lime which had not been slaked at 
least three years," and that "the Greeks used to grind their  
lime very fine and beat it with  pcstica  of wood." In England  
the walls of large houses and mansions were formerly plastered  
above the  wainscotIng  and coloured, while the ornamented  
plaster ceilings of the time of Henry Viii., Elizabeth and 
James I., are still the admiration of lovers of the lit. Still earlier 

 apecimcns  of the plasterer's skill are extant in the  paigeted  arid  
ornamented fronts of half-timbered houses. With regard to the  
smeller buildings, comprising small dwel ling-houses and cot-
tages, the general  aρρlκaι  ion of plaster is of comparatively late  
date; for wainscot ed  walls and boarded ceilings or naked joists  
alone are frequently found in  housca  of not more than a  centuly  
old both in England and on the Continent. 

In the more common operations of plastering, comparatively  
few tools and few materials are required, but the  wcckmaa  
efficient in all branches of the craft will possess a very large 
variety of implements. The materials of the workman  air 
laths, lath nails, lime, sand, hair, plaster of  paris,  and a variety  
of cements, together with  varioua  ingredients to form colouring  
washes, &c.  

Wood laths are narrow strips of some straight.graitwd wood,  
generally Baltic or American fir, in lengths of from two to four v  
fIve feet to suit the distances at which the timbers of  
a floor or partition are let. Laths ass about an inch  
wide, and are made in three thicknesses; "single" (I to  ίισ  in. thick).  
"lath and a bal(" (I  in. thick) 1  and 'double" if to j in. thick).  
The thicker laths should be used in ceilings, to stand the extra strsie,  
and the thinner variety in vertical work such as partitions, excels  
where the latter will be subjected to rough usage, in which case  
thicker laths become necessary. Laths an uaual!y nailed "ab  
a apace of about  Ι  in. between them to form a key for the  plastee.  
Lathe were formerly all made by hand. A large quantity however. 
are now made by machinery and are known as sawn laths, those made  
by band being called rent or riven laths. Rent laths give the best  
results, as they split in a line with the grain of the wood, and an  
stronger and not so liable to twist as machine-made laths, some οf 
the fibres of which are usually cut in the process of sawing. Laths  
must be nailed so as to break joint in bays three or four feet widt  
with ends butted one against the other. By breaking the joints  
of the lathing in this way the tendency for the plaster to creek 
along the line of j οint, is diminished and a better key is obt.aised.  
Every lath should be nailed at each end and wherever it crosses a  
joist or stud. All timbers over three inches wide should be counter-
lathed, that is, have a fillet or doublt lath nailed along the centre  
upon which the laths are then nailed. This in done to pl·onerve a  

good key for the plastrr. Walls liable to damp ate sonserimes 
battened and lathed in order to form an air cavity between the  
damp well and the ρlant ι.rί ig.  

Lathing cl metal, either  cl  wire or In the  focin  of pe'fmatod  
sheets, is now extensively used on account of its &re-proo(and lasting  
quality. There are very many kinds of this material  
made in different designs under various patents, the λkω 

 best-known is England being the Jhilmil, the Boatwick,  
and the Εxaπded Metal lathing. The two last -named am elm  
widely used in America.  . 

Lathing nails are usually of iron, cut, wrought or ca st—and is  
the better class of work they are galvanized to prevent rusting.  
Zinc nails are sometimes used, but are costly.  

The lime principally used for internal  plsaterili'  Is that  cskised  
from chalk or other nearly pure  llmestne, end is known as fat  
pure, chalk or feb lime. Hydraulic limes, which are  
referred to in the articles  Βa ιcκwοκ  and  Moatas,  are  
also used by the plasterer, chiefly for external work. Perfect  
slaking of the calcined lime before being used is very  Inapomsa  
as, if used in a partially slaked condition, it will "blow"  wbsti  is  
position and blister the work. Lime should therefore be run in  
noon as the building is begun, and at least three weeks should elapse  
between the operation of running the lime and its use.  

Hair is used m  p!aster  as a binding medium, and gives tenacity  
to the material.  Oii.hsir,  which is sοid in thise  qualladea'  is the  
kind usually specified; but horsehair, which is  aborter, ___  
is sometimes  substituted in its stead or mixed with the  
ox-hair in the lower qualities. Good hair should be km& smut  
and free from grease and dirt, and befo re use must be w.n bessel 

 to separate the  lunapa'  In America. gnats' hair ii frequently sod,  
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though it Is not so strong as ox.bak. The quantity used In good  
work is one pound of hair to two or three cubic feet of coarse  
.tuff.  

Manila hemp fibre has been used as a substitute for hair. As  
a result of experiments to ascertain its strength as compared with  

that of other materials, it was found that plaster  
S,bietwSa  slab, made with Manila hemp fibre broke at 295 lb,  Ισι. ΙΙΑΙι. plaster mixed with Sisal hemp at 150 lb5  jute at 145 lb,  
and goats' hair at t"j lb. Another test was made in the following 
manner. Two barrels of mortar were made up of equal propor-
tions of lime and send, one containing the usual quantity of goats' 
hair, and the other Manila fibre. After remaining in a dry cellar  
for nine months the barrels were opened. It was found that the 
hair had been almost entirely eaten away by the action of the lime, 
and the mortar consequcatly broke up and crumbled quite easily.  
The mortar containing the Manila hemp, on the other hand2 showed  
great cohesion, and required some effort to pull it apart, the hemp 
fibre being apparently quite uninjured. Sawdust hat been used as  
a substitute for hair and also instead of sand as an aggregate. It 
will enable mortar to stand the effects of frost and rough weather. 
it is useful sometimes for heavy cornices and similar work, as it  
render, the material light and strong. The sawdust should be  
used dry.  

Some remarks are made on the ordinary sands for building in 
the articles on Βaic κwοaκ and MOaTAx. For fine plasterer's 

work special sands. not hitherto referred to. are used,  
SaiL  such as silver sand, which in used when a light colour 
and fine texture are required. in England this fine white sand is  
procured chiefly from Leighton Buzzard. 

For external work Portland cement is undoubtedly the best  
material on account of its strcngth, durability, and weather resisting 

properties. The first coat or rendering is from 4  to 
Exterail 	in. thick, and is mixed in the proportions of from  WoeS., 	one part of cement to two of send to one part to five 
of sand. The finishing or setting coat is about  le, in. thick, and 
is worked with a hand float on the surface of the rendering, which  
must first be well wetted.  

Stucco is a term loosely applied to nearly all kinds of external  
plastering, whether composed of lime or of cement. At the present 

time it has fallen into disfavour, but in the early part  αιικοο.  of the 19th century a great deal of this work was done. 
The principal varieties of stucco are common, rough, trowelled and 
bastard. Cement has largely superseded limo for this work. 
Common stucco for external work is usually composed of one part  
hydraulic lime and three parts sand. The wall should be sum.  
ciently rough to form a key and well wetted to prevent the moisture 
being absorbed from the plaster.  

Rosgb £Iiww  in used to imitate stonework, It is woτkd with  
a hand float covered with rough felt, which forms a sand surface  
on the plaster. Lines are ruled before the stuff is set to represent 
the joints of stonework. Trowelled stucco, the flni4dng coat of 
this work, consists of three parts sand to two parts fine stuff. A  
very fine smooth surface in produced by means of the hand float. 
Bastard stucco is of similar composition, but less labour in expended 
on it. h. is laid on in two coats with a skimming float, scoured off  
at once, and then trowelled. Coloured stucco: lime stucco may  
be executed in colours, the desired tints being obtained by mixing  
with the lime various oxides, Black and gpeys are obtained b  
using forge ashes In varying proportions, greens by green ensure!, 
reds by using litbarge or red lead, and blues by mixing oxide or  

carbonate of copper with the other materials.  
Rough-cad or Pebble  .dgsh  plastering is a rough form of external  

plasterine in much use for country houses. In Scotland It is  
termed 'heeling." It Is one of the oldest forms of external  
plastering. In Tudor times it was employed to fill in between the  

woodwoik of half-timbered framing. When well executed with 
good material this kind of plastering is very durable. Rough-
casting is performed by first rendering the wall or laths with a coat 
of well-haired coarse stuff composed either of good hydraulic lime 
or of Portland cement. Thin layer is well scratched to g νe a key  
for the next coat, which is also composed of coarse stuff knocked  
up to a smooth and uniform consistency. While this coat Is still 
soft, gravel, shingle or other small stones are evenly thrown on 
with a small scoop and then britnhed over with thin lime mortar 
to give a uniform surface. The shingle is often dipped in hot .11m' 
paste, well stirred up. and used as required.  

SfrαΙο  (Italian for "scratched ") is scratched ornament in  
plaster. Scratched ornament is the oldest form of surface decora.  
tion, and at the present day it is much used on the continent of  
Europe especially in Germany and Italy, in both external and 
internal situations. Properly treated, the work Is durable, effective 
and inexpensive. The process is carried out in this wsy: A first  
coat or rendering of Portland cement and sand. in the proportion  
of one to three, Is laid on about 4  in. thick; then follows the colour 
coat, sometimes put on in patches of different tints as required  
for the finished design: When this coat is nearly dry, it Is finished 
with a smouth.skimming. γ  to  I  in. thick, of Farian. selenitk or 
other line cement or lime, only as much as can be finished in one 
day being laid on. Then by pouncing through the pricked cartoon,  
the design in transferred to the plastered surface. Broad spaces  

Lii  Ι. *  

of background are now exposed by removing the finishing coat,  
thus revealing the coloured plaster beneath, and following this the 
outlines vi the rest of the design are scratched with an iron knife  
through the outer skimming to the underlying tinted surface. 
Sometimes the coats are in three different colours, such as brown 
for the first, red for the second, and white or grey for the final coat.  
The pigments used for this work include Indian red, Turkey red, 
Antwerp blue, German blue, umber, ochre, purple brown, bone 
black or oxide of manganese for black. Combinations of these  
colours are made toproduce any desired tone,  

Lime plastering is composed of lime, sand, hair and water in 
propo 	va rtions rying according to the nature of the work to be done. 
In all cases good materials, weu mixed and skilfully 
applied, are essential to a perfect result. Plaster ma  
applied in successive coats or la 	 * layers on walls or lathing, We'.  
sod gains its name from the number of these coats. "One coat"  
work is the coarsest and cheapest class of plastering, and is limited -
to inferior buildings, such as outhouse,, where merely a rough  
coating is re9uired to keep out the weather and draughts. This is 
descrIbed as render" on brickwork, and "lath and lay " or ' lath  
and plaster one coat" on studding. "Two coat" work is often  
used for factories or warehouse, and the less important rooms of  
residences. The first cost in of coarse stuff finished fair with the  
darby float and scoured. A thin coat of setting stuff is then laid on  
and trowelled and brushed smooth. "Two coat" work is described  
as "render and set " on wills, and "lath, plaster and set," or  
"lath, lay and set" on laths. "Three coat" work is usually  
specified for all good work. It consists, as its name implies, of  
three layers of material, and is described as "render, float and 

 set" on walls and "lath, plaster, float and set," or "lath, lay,  
float and set." on lathwork. This makes a strong,straight, sanitary  

coating for walls and ceilings. The process for "three coat" work  
is a, follows: For the first coat a layer of well-haired  coarse  stuff,  
about 4  in. thick, is put on with the laying trowel. This  in  termed  
"pricking up" in London, and in America  "scratch coating."  It  
should be laid on diagonally, each trowelful  overlapping the previous  
one. When on latha the stuff should  be  plastic  enough to be  
worked through the space, between the laths to  form  a key, yet  
so firm as not to drop off. The surface while still  soft  is scratched  
with a lath to give a key for the next coat which is known as the  
second or "floating coat," and is  4  to  I  in. thick. In Scoiland  
this part of the process in termed "straightening"  and  in America  
"browning," and is performed when the first coat.is dry,  so as to  
form a straight surface to receive the finishing coat. Four operations  
are involved in laying the second coat, namely, forming the screeds;  
filling in the space, between the screeds; seeming the surface;  
keυing the face for finishing. Wall screeds are pludiksvd and ceiling  . 
screeds levelled. Screeds are narrow strips of plastering, carefully  

plumbed and levelled, so as to form ,guide upon which the floating 
rule Is run, thus securing a perfectly horizontal or vertical surface, 
or, in the case of circular work, a uniform curve.  

The "filling in." or "Banking." consists of laying the spaces  
between the screeds with coarse stuff, which in brought flush with  

the level of the screed, with the Resting rule.  
The "scouring" el the floating coat is of great importance, for  

it consolidates the material, and, besides hardening it, prevents  

it from cracking. It in done by the plasterer with a band float  
which he applies vigorously with a rapid circular motion, at the  
same time sprinkling the work with water from a stock brush in  
the other hand. Any small holes or inequalities are filled up as  
he proceeds. The whole surface should be uniformly scoured two  
or three times with an interval between each operation of from 
six to twenfy.lour hours. This process leaves the plaster with a  
close.gsained arid fairly smooth surface, offering little or no key 
to the coat which in to follow. To obtain proper cohesion, however,  
a roughened face Is necessary, and this is obtained by "keying'  

the surface with a wire brush or nail float, that is, a band float with  
the point of a nail sticking through and projecting about 4  in.;  
sometimes a point, Is put at each corner of the float. After the 
floating is finished to the walls and ceiling, the next part of internal  
plastering is the running of the cornice, followed by the finishing of  
the ceiling and walls.  

 The third and final coat in the "setting cent," t," which should be  
about 4  in. thick. in Scotland it is termed the "finishing," and in  

America the "hard finish" or "putty coat." Considerable skill is  
required at this juncture to bring the work to a perfectly true finish 
uniform in colour and texture. Setting stuff should not be applied 
until the floating is quite firm and nearly dry, but It must not be 
too dry or the moisture will le drawn from the setting stuff.  

The coarse stuff applied as the first coat is composed of sand and 
lime, usually in proportions approximating to two to one, with 
hair mixed into ft In quantIties of about a pound to two or three  
cubic feet of mortar. It should be mixed with clean water to such  
a consistency that a quantity picked up of the point of a trowel 
holds well together and does not drop.  

Floating stuff is of finer texture than that used for "pncicin  

up," and is used in a softer state, enabling It to be worked well  
into the keying of the first coat, A smaller proportion of  hair 
is also used.  . 

Fine stuff mixed with send is used for the setting cast. Fine  
10  
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stuff, or lime putty, is pure lime which has been slaked and then  

mixed with water to a semi-fluid consistency, and allowed to stand  
until it baa developed into a soft paste. For use in setting it is  

mixed with fine washed sand in the ratio of one to three.  
For cornices and for setting when the second coat is not allowed  

time to dry  pro?erly.  a special compound must be used. This is 
often "gauged' stuff, composed of three or four parts of lime  
putty and one part of plaster of Paiis, mixed up In small quantities  

Immediately belore use. The plaster in the material causes it to set  
rapidly, but if it is present in too large a proportion the work will  
crack in setting. 

The bard cement( used for plastering, such as Parfait, Keene's, 
and Martin's, are laid generally In two coats, the first of cement 
and sand to ι in. in thickness, the second or setting coat of neat  

cement about km. thick. These and similarcemenia have gypsum as  
a base, to which a cercalnproportion of another substance, such as 
alum, borax or carbonate of soda, is added, and the whole baked or 
cakined at a low temperature. The ρlaateτ they contain causes  
them to set quickly with a very hard smooth surface, which may  

be painted or papered within a few hours of its being finished.  
The by.laws made by the London County Council under j 31 of  

the London Council (General Porn) Act 1890 set forth the  
description and quality of the substances of which plastering is  
to be made for use In buildings erected under Its jurisdiction. 

PlaIn,  or unenriched moulding. are formed with a running 
mould of zinc cut to the required profile. Enrichments may be 

added after the main outline moulding Is set, and are  
Msaitia's.  cast in moulds made of gelatins or plaster of paris.  

For a cornice moulding two running rules are usual, one on the wall,  
the  oth,r on the ceiling, upon which the mould is worked to and fru  
by one workman, while another man roughly lay. on the plaster  

to the shape of the moulding. The mitres at the angles are finished  
oil with joint rules made of sheet steel of various lengths, three or 
f.ur inches wide, and about one'eighth inch thick, with one cod cut  
to an angle of about  3Ο.  In some cases the steel plate is let into a  
"stock or handle of hardwood.  

Cracks in plastering may be caused by settlement of the building, 
and by the use of inferior materials or by bad workmanship, but 
• apart from these causes, and taking the materials and 

labour as being of the best,  creeks may yet ensue by 
the too fast drying of the work, caused through the laying of plaster  
on dry walls which suck from the composition the moisture required  

to enable it to set by the application of external heat or the beat 
of the sun, by the laying of a coat upon one which has not properly  
set, the cracking In this cas, being caused by unequal contraction, 
or by the use of too small a proportion of sand. 

.  For partitions and ceilings, plaster slabs are now iii very general  
use when work has to be finished quickly. For ceilings they require  
• simply to be nailed to the joista the jointa  being made 

with plaster, and the whole finished with a thin setting  
coat. In some cιacs  with fire-proof floors, for instance, the slabs 
see hung up with wire hangers so as to allow a space of several  
inches between the aofSt of the concrete floor and the ceiling. For  
partitions the slabs frequently have the edges tongued and grooved  
to form a better connexion; often!  too, they are holed through 

 vertically, so that when geouted in with semi.fluid plaster, the whale 
partiiion is bound togeth,r, 55 it were, with plaster dowels. Where 
vary great strength is required the work may be reinforced by 
small iron rods through the slabs. This forms a very strong and 
rigid partition which is at the same time fire-resisting and of light 
weight, and when finished measures only from two to four inches 
thick. The slabs may be obtained either with a keyed surface, 
which requires finishing with a setting coat when the partition 
or ceding is in position, or, smooth finished face, which may  
be papered or painted immediately the joints have been csrefully  
made. PartitionS are also formed with one or other of the forms  
of metal lathing ρτeνioυsly referred to, fixed to iron uprights and  
plastered on both aides. So strong is the result that partitions  
of this class only two or three inches thick were used for temporary  
cells for prisoners at Νewgate Gaol during the rebuilding of the 
new sessions house in the Old Bailey, London.  

Fibrous plaster is given by plasterers the suggestive name "stick 
ad rag," and this is a rough description of the material, for it is  

composed of plaster laid upon a backing of canvas  
stretched on wood. It is much used for mouldings, • r. 
circular and enriched casings to columns and girders  

and ornamental work, which, being worked in the shop and then 
nailed or otherwise fixed in position,  ανeσ  the delay often attendant  
upon the wοrking of ornament in position. 

Desachy.  a French modeller, took out in 1856 a patent for  
"producing architectural moulding., ornaments arid other works 
of art, with surfaces of plaster," with the aid of plaster, glue, wood, 
wire, and canvas or other woven fabric. The modern use of this 
material may be said to have started then, but the use of fibrous  
Rlaster was known and practised by the Egyptians long before the 
(hristlan era! for ancient comas sod mummies still preserved 
prove that linen stiffened with plaster was used for decorating collins  
and msfclng masks. Cennino Cennini, writing in 1437, says that  
fine linen soaked in glue and plaster and laid on wood was used for  
forming grounds for painting. Canvas and mortar were in general  

use in Great Britain up to the middle of the last century.This  
work I. also much used for temporary work, such as exhlbitioit  
buildings.  

The prisqpal hooks of reference on the subject are: W. Millar.  
Pkskrrng, P1cm  end  De'erafm;  G. R. Burnell, Limes, Cereals.  

Mortars end Marri es ;  Rivingtoa,  Notes en Building  Constrn'liois,  

Part III.," Building Materials "; the works on arthitecture of  
Robert and James Adam. (j. Br.)  

PLATA.  RIO DR LA., or Rivxa Pr.arg,  a funnel-shaped 
estuary, on the east aide of South America, extending W.N.W.  
from the sea about  ιο  in. The discovery of the South Sea  
by Balboa, then governor of Castilla del 0m, of which Darien 
formed a part, created a lively desire to learn something of its  
coast-Un., and the year following (in  i  514), the Spanish monarch  
conclud.d a navigation contract with Juan Dies dc Soils, then  

Piloto Mayor, to search for a strait connecting the Atlantic 
with the newly found ocean, explore the coasts of the latter and 
communicate with Pedrarias dc Avila, the new govcrnor of 
Caatilla del 0m; and, If it were found to be an island, to report 
to the superior authorities of Cuba, Dc Solii set sail from the  
port of Lepe on the 8th of October ιρς, reached the Bay of 
Rio dc Janeiro on the iat of January 1516, and continuing  
southward to lat.  35°  entered the great estuary now known as  
the Plata, which, for a sheet period of lime, was called the dc 
SoIls and the Mar Duke. Ascending it to the vicinity of the 
island of Martin Garcia, near the mouth of the ParanI river. 
dc Soils was =bushed and killed in the early part of x ι6 by 
Guarani Indians while attempting to capture some of them.  
In the first months of 1520 Magellan explored the Rio dc Ia 
Plata, and afterwards, in the same year, discovered and  
navigated the straits which bear his name. This discovery led  
to the voyage of Sebastian Cabot, who fitted out an expedition in  
1526 to reach the Spice Islands by the Magellan mute. Owing, 
however, to shortness of provisions and the insubordination of 
his men Cabot abandoned his proposed voyage to the Moluccas, 
and, ascending the Mar Duke, discovered the Parani river 
and reached a point on the Paraguay near the site of the present  
city of Asuncion. Here he met many Guaraiil Indiana wearing  
silver ornaments, probably obtained in trade aαoss the Gran  
Chaco, from the frontier of the Inca Empire. In exchange for 
beads and trinkets Cabot acquired many of these ornaments  

and sent them to Spain as evidence of the richness of the  
country in precious metals and the great importance of his  
discoveries. The receipt of these silver baubles caused the name 
of RIO  dc lx Plata to be applied to the third (perhaps the second) 
greatest river of the Western Continent. 

The extreme breadth of the river at its mouth is 138 m. It 
narrows quickly to 57  m. at Montevideo, and at its head, where  
it receives the united ParanL and Uruguay rivera, its width  

is about 25  Μ. its northern or Uruguayan shore is somewhat 
elevated and rocky, while the southern or Buenos Airesn one  
is very low. The whole estuary is very,  shallow, and in no place 
above Montevideo exceeds 36 ft. in depth when the river is low. 
The bottom generally consists of enormous banks of sand 
covered with from  ιο  to 20 Ii. of water, and there is a continuous  
and intricate channel, of about 22 ft. depth only, to within 14 m.  
of the port of Buenos Aires. The remaining distance has a 
depth of  χ8  ft. in the uncertain channel. The PlaIt I. simply  
the estuarine receplacle of two mighty streams, the Uruguay  
and Par'rnfl, which drain the Plain basin. This has an area 
of 1,198,000 sq. m., or over two and one-half times that of the  

PacIfic slope of the Andes, and comprises the moat fertile,  

healthiest and best part of Brazil, a large portion of the Argentine  
Republic, the whole of Paraguay and south-eastern Bolivia, sad  

molt of Uruguay. 

The Uruguay river has a length of about 1000 m. Many small  
streams from the western slope of the Brazilian Serra do Mar  
unite, in about 27° 4$  S., to form this river, which then 
flows W.N.W., serving as- the boundary hetween the  
states of Santa Catharina and Rio  (,rande  do Sul. 

 
as far as 52 W., near which it receives a considerable  

tributsry  from the north, called the  Pepiri-guazil.  
Between 27 58' and 3.3 34' S. three important tributaries join it  
from the east—the lpui-guasfl, the Ibicul and the Negro, the last  
being Its =in effluent.  
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The ΡeρΜ-gυιzά  was one of the limits between the possessions  

of Portugal and Spain. Its lower course is about 250 ft. wide,  

but higher up it narrows to about 30 ft., and runs with great violence 
between high wooded banks, It is navigable for canoes forabout 
70 rn above its mouth, as fie as its first fall. The Rio Negro hits it 
delta of several large islands at its confluence with the Uruguay 
he  head.waters are In the southern port of Rio Guande do Sal, 
but the main river belongs entirely to the state of Uruguay, which  
it cuts midway In its course from north-east to south-west. Its 
lower reaches are navigable for craft of moderate draught. 

From the time the Uruguay leaves the coast range of Brazil it 
runs for a long distance through a beautiful, open, hilly country, 

cases, but afterwards esters a forest belt of high lands. At 
the river Ρeρirι-guazά  it turns suddenly to the south. 
west, and continues this course to its junction with the 

' Paran&  and Plain. Near Fray Bentos, 61 m. before  
machag the Plain, it forms a great lake, about 56 m. long and  
from 4  10 6 m. wide. At Punts Gorda, where it debouches into 
the Plus, it is only t m. to  i  m. wide, but is 9ο ft. deep. From the  
Pepin-guszd junction its banks are high and covered with forest 
s jar down as 27' 30' S., where the river is 2300 ft. wide and from  

10 tO 40 ft. deep. The Uruguay I. much obstructed by rocky  
barer.. Four mile, below its confluence with the Pepirl.guazfl  
It has a cataract, about 8 rn. leek with  α  total fall of 26 ft. at low 
water. The river near the Ρeρiπ-guazι1 is 1550 ft. wide but about 

m. before reaching the cataract its width Is reduced to  όσο  It, 
Along the cataract It is dosed In between high precipitous walls  
of black rock only 70 ft. apart. Above Punta Gorda,  ala  m., is the 
Salto Grande, which has a length of 15 m. of rapids, the greatest  
single fall being Ia ft., and the diflerence of level for the entire length  
of the reefs 25 It. These cross the river diagonally, and during floods  
all, exceptIng a length of  ι  m. of them, are submerged. NIne miles 
below the bulb Grande is the Salto Chico, which bars navigation 
during six months of the year but in flood-time may be passed In 
craft drawIng  5  ft. of water. Fhe Uruguay can be navigated at all  
seasons by vessels of 4  ft. draught as far up as the Salto Chico.  
and of 14 ft. up to Paysandfl for a greater part of the year. Frey 
Bentos max be reached all the year round by any vessel that can  
ascend the Farani Above the navigable lower river there is launch 
and canoe navigation for many hundreds of miles upon the main 
artery and its branches, between the rapids which are met with from 
time to tune. The Uruguay has its annual floods, due to the rains 
in its upper basIn. They begin at the end of July and continue to 
November. attaining their maximum during September and October.  
At the rrow places the river rises as high as 30 ft., but Its average  

rius is  ιό  ft. It flows almost for its entire course over a rocky bed,  
generally of red sandstone, at times very coarse and then again 
of extremely fine composition. Except in floods, it is a clear-water  
stream, and even at Its highest level came, comparatively little 
silt.  

The Parafifi (the" Mother of the Sea" in Guaxuna) drama a vast  
area of southern Brazil. It is formed by the union of the Rio  

Granje and Paranibyba, and is about Ifloo m. Ion 
' from its extreme source in Goyaz to its junction with  

Ρftmώ 	the Paraguay, and thence  όσο  more to the Flats estuary.  
sad a, 	Its average width for the latter length is from 

I to ‚3  m. Its Rio Grande branch descends from the 
slope of the Serra da Mantiqueira, in the region where the orographic  

α) stem of Brazil culminates near the peak of Itatiaia-assfl, almost in 
sight of Rio dc Jarieiro. 111' about 680 m. long, but only navigable 
in the stretches between the many reefs, falls and rapids which 
interrupt its regular flow. Αmοιιg its numerous effluents the  
principal one is the Rio des Mortes, rising in the Serra Mantiqueira. 
It is iSo rn long, with two sections, of a total of lao rn, which are  
navigable for launches. The main branch of the Paranfi, the 
Paranfihyba. rises in about r  30' S., on the southern slqpes of the 
Pyreneos Mountains. It drama a little-known region of Goyax and 
western Minas Geracs, lying upon the immediate southern water.  
shed of Brazil. 

Besides these rivers, the Parani has many long and powerful 
effluents from the Brazilian states of Si* Paulo and Paranfi, Most 
of them, although obstructed by rapids, are navigable for launches 
and canoes. Among the eastern tributaries are the Tidtd, the 
Paranh-paoema, formerly known as the Anemby, and the Iguazfl. 

The Tiέtό , over 700 m. long, rise, In the Serra Paranfipicaba  
sod flows in a north.west direction. Its course is broken by fifty-
four rapids, and the lower river by two falls, the Avanhandava,  
‚g ft. drop, and the Itapurfi, 63 ft. 

The Paranfi-panema is about  όσο  m. long, and rises In a ramifica-
tion of the Serra Paranflpicaba which overlooks the Atlantic Ocean. 
Its general course is north-west. It is navigable for a distance of 
only about 30 m. above its mouth, and for its whole course it has 
so many obstructions that it is useless for commercial pur?o.es.  

The Iguazu, also called the Rio Grande dc Curutiba, baa its sources  
on the slopes of the Serra do Mar of Brazil, and flows nearly west, 
through thick forests, along the line of 26' S. Its navigation is  
difficult even for small craft, as it is full of reefs, rapids and cataracts. 
Sixteen miles above its mouth is the magnificent Salto del !gutted. 
sometimes called the Victoria Fall, round which canoes have to be 
transported 37  rn. before quiet water is reached agaιΩ Tb. width  

a lake 4  m. long έnd aim. wide, preparatory to 	elυιι  
breaching the Serra dc Μbaracιyύ . which there disputes  
its right of way. It has torn a deep gorga through the mountains 
for a length of about 2 rn., where it Is divided Into several channels,  
filled with rapids and cataracts. It finally gather, its waters into 
a single volume, to plunge with frightful velocity through a long 
callon only about zoo ft. wide. From these so-called falls of Gusira, 
or" Sete Quedsa," as far as its confluence with the Paraguay river, 
the Parani has carved a narrow bed through an Immense cap of  
red sandstone, along which it sometimes flows with great rapidit,  
occasionally being Interrupted by dangerous narrows sad rapi  
where the banks In some places close in to a width of 450 to  όσο  ft., 
although the average Is from iaco to ifloo ft. At the south-east  
angle of Paraguay the Paraa' is prevented from continuing its  
natural southern course to the river Uruguay by the highlands 
which cross the Argentine province of Missones, and connect those of  
Rio Grande do Sul with the Caa-guszfl range of Paraguay. Here,  
therefore, ills turned westwards; but before escaping from its great  
sandstone bed It Is obstructed by several reefs, notably at the rapids  
of Αρiρ, which are the lest before it joins the placid Paraguay, 
130 m. farther on. From the Apipfl rapids there is a vast triangular  
space at the south-western corner of Paraguay but little above 
sea-level, consisting of low, sandy ground and morasses at times 
flooded by the Paraguay river. This district, united to the equally  
enormous area occupied by the Vberi lagoon and its surrounding  
mores.,, in the northern part of the Argentine province of Cor-
riente,, wan ρrοbably the delta of the Paranh-river when It emptied  
Into the ancient Pampean Sea.  

The iiver Paraguay, the main effluent of the Parad, rises In  
Matto Greeter, In the vicinity of the town of  Diarnantrno, about  
14' 24' S. It flows south-westwards, as far as Villa 
Maria, along the foot of the high plateau which divides  
it from the Cuyab' River to the east, and then, turning  
southwards, soon reaches the morass expansion of )(strafes, which 
it traverses for about 100 m. A few miles below Villa Maria it 
receives an affluent from the north-west, the Jsuri which has its 
source nearly in contact with the head-waters ot the Guaporf 
branch of the river Madeira. The Cuyab&, which I. known as the 
580 Lσurenςο for 90 m abovt its confluence with the Paraguay,  
has its sources In  Ι '  IS'  S., almost In touch with those of the 
Tapajos branch of the Amazon, Above the time of Cuysbh It Is 
from 150 to 400 ft. wide, and may be navigated up stream by me us 
for 150 m.' but there are many rapids. The town may be reached 
from the l!arΖguay  River, at low water, by craft dr.wlng 18 In, 
According to the observatIons of Claus., Cuyabhis only 660 ft. above  
sea-level. From the junction of the 580 Lοurenςo (or Cuyab') with  
the river Paraguay the latter, now a great stream, moves sluggishly 
southwards, spreading its waters, In the rainy season, for hundreds  
of miles to the right and left, as far .outh as 20', turning vast awamJ* 
Into greet Ιakeι-4n fact, temporarily restoring the region, for  
thousands of square miles, to Its ancient lacustrine eonditlon.  

On the west side of the upper Paraguay, between about 17' 30'  
and 19' S., are several large, shallow kgirnns or Iskes which receive  
the drainage of the southern slope, of the Chiquitos 
sierras, but repreaent mainly the south-west overflow 	u of the vast morass of Xaxayan. The principal of these 	me  
lakes naming them from north to south, are the Uberabs 	 ' 
the daiba, 	Mandiorfi and the " Bahla" do Cacerea flie Il·beraba  
is the largest. The northern division of the lake belong, entirely  
to Brazil but the southern one, about two-thirds of its area, Is 
bisected irom north to south by the boundary line between Brazil  
and Bolivia, according to the treaty of 1867. it Is in great  
part surrounded by high ground and hills, but its southern  coast 
is swampy and flooded durifig the rainy season. The west shore is 
historic. Here, in 1543, the cmiqiius tedor.  Martinez  ώ  irala,  
founded the " nett° dc  Ιο,  Reyes,' with the idea that It might  
become the port for Peru; and from 1.41m Gaiba several expeditIons,  
in Spanish colonial days, penetrated 560 m. across the Chaco to the  
frontier of the empire of the Incas, At the Puerto de los Rey..  
Bolivia laid out a town in December ipoo, in the forlorn hope that  
the" Port " may serve as an qullet for that commercially suifocated  
country, there being no otlkr equally good accessible point for  
Bolivia on the Paraguay River.  

South of the 550 Lουreιιςo, the first river of Importance which 
enters the Paraguay from the east I. the Taquary, about 19 5.  
It rises in the Seers Cayapd, on the southern extension  
of the Maria Grosso table-land. South of this stream  
about 50 m. a considerable river, the Mondego, with  
many branches, draining a great area of extreme south- 	 ' 

em Matto Grosso, also flows into the Paraguay; and still farther  
south, near 21', is the Ap4 tributary, which forms the boundary  
between Paraguay and Brazilian Macto Grosse.  

of the falls, measured along their crest or edge, in 2i m; part of the 
river takes two leaps of about ioo ft. each, but aixirtion 01 it plunges 
down the whole depth in unbroken mass. its mouth is about  
8οο ft. wide, and the depth In mid-river  40  ft. 

The Paranfi, at a point 28 m. above the mouth of the Tidtf is 
Interrupted by the falls of Urubuponga, but below these it ό  
unobstructed navigation for about 400 m., as far down Casese 

 as the falls of Gualra, in 24' 3 '  S., where the river forms 
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The Pilcomsyo is 01 more imposiassee from its length than from  
its volume. lt rises among the Bolivian Andes north of Potosi  

and ninth-nest of Sucre, race. down the moultains to  
rim their base, crosses the Chaco plains, and pour. into the  

river Paraguay near Asuncion. Nor does it receive any  
branch of importance until it reaches about  ai °  S., where ills joined  
from the smith-nest by the river Pelaya, upon which T•piza, the  
most southerly city of Bolivia, is situated. The Pelsya n.e. upon  
the lofty inter-Andean plateau, and, taking an easterly course, saws 
its way across the inland Andean range, turns northwarda and then  
eastwards to unite with the Pilcomayo, which it is said at least to  
equal in volume. Just below the Junction is the (all of Guara.  
petendi, 23 ft. high. From this point to the mouth of the Pilcomayo  
the distance in • straight line is 480 m., although by the curves of 
the river, which is extremely tortuous, it  is about double that dis-
tance. According  ιο  Storm, who quote. Captain Baldnch, the deer 
bifurcates at ai°  ι '  S., but again becomesa single stream at 23° 43%  
the sight channel being the greater in volume. It is ρrοbαble  
that between 23° and 24 °  S. it throws Σ.S. Ε. three great arms 
to the river Paraguay, the upper portions of which have yet 
to be explored, but the lower parts have been examined for 100 to 
200 m. up from the Paraguay. £numerating from north to south. 
they are called the Esperanza. the Montelindo and the Mac' From  
iSo to zoo m. above its mouth the Pilcomayo filters through a vast 
swamp about loom, in diameter, through which there is no principal  
channel. This swamp, or perhaps shallow lagoon, is probably partly  
drained by the river Confuso, which reaches the Paraguay between  
the Pikomayo and Mac' A northern branch of the l'ikosnayo, 
the Fontana, the junction being at τe·  56' S., is probably also a 
drainage outlet of the same great swamp. 

For the Brat 500 m. below the fall of Guarspetendi the Pilcomayo  
is from Boo to boo ft. wide, but it so distributes its waters through  
its many bifurcations, and loses so much from infiltration and in  

iwamps, and by evaporation from the numerous lagoons it forms  
on either side of its course, that its channel is greatly contracted  
before it reaches the Paraguay. From Sucre to the Asidean margin  
of the Chico, a distance of about 350 m. by the river, the fall is at  
least 8ονο ft.—a sufficient indication that its upper course is useless  
for purposes of navigation.  

The missionaries in 1556 first reported the existence of the Rim-  
sure, which for a long period of time was known as the Asagusy.  
In 1721 Patilto and Rodriguez partially explored it, and since then  
numerous attempt, have been made to test its navigability, all of  
which have been failures; and several of them have ended in disaster  
and loss of life, so that the Pilcomayo now has a sinister reputation.  

The Berniejo river Bows parallel to the Pilcomayo, and enters  
the Paraguay a few miles above the junction of this with the Parani. 

Its numerous sources are on the eastern frontage of the  
Tb.  Inland Andes, between the Bolivian town of Tarija  
Β'ί°14°. and the Argentine city of Jujuy. Its moat northerly  
tributary,  is the San Lorenzo, which. titer bά πις αιιgmented by several  
small streams, takes the name of Rio dc Tanja. This running  
east, and then taking a general smith-meted) ,  course, joins the  
Bermejo in 22°  50' S. at a point called the Juntas dc San Antonio. 
Thence, flying southwards, the Bermejo finally, in 23 °  50' B., receives  
its main effluent, the San Francisco, from the south-west. The  
latter has its source in about 22 °  30' S., and, under the name of Rio  
Grande, runs directly southwards, in a deep mountain valley, .. far  
a. Jujuy. it tlJen turns eastwards for 50 m., and is joined by 
the Lavayen from the south.wezt. These two streams form the  
San Francisco, which, from their junction, runs north-eastwards  
to the Bermejo. The sverage width of the San Francisco is about 
400 ft.; it is seldom over 2 ft. deep, and has many shoals and sand-
banks. From its junction with the latter stream the Bermejo Bows 
south-eastwards to the Paraguay with an average width in its main 
channel of about 650 ft., although narrowing at times to 160 and 
even ioe. In its course, however, it bifurcate, and ramifles into 
many channels, forming enormous Winds, and frequently leave.  
old beds for new ones. 

Since the exploration of the Bermejo by PahIlo in 1721, it baa 
often been examined from its sources to its mouth, with a view to  

Iscertain its navigability. Captain Page in 1854 and 1859 found 
it impracticable to ascend it over 135 m. in the dry season, with a  
little steamer drawing 23 in. of water; but In Rood-time, in December  
1871, he succeeded, in 60 days, in reaching a point zο m. from its 
mouth, in the steamer" Alpha." 53 ft. long and 30 in. draught. He 
afterwards penetrated another loom, up stream. The round voyage  
took a year. owing to the swift currents, shoals, qmckasnds, snags  
and fallen trees.  

The Salado. about 250m. south-west of and approximately parallel  
to the Bermejo. is the only great tributary which the Paranb receives 

from the west below its confluence with the Paraguay.  

ΤΜ 	Its extreme head-waters are in the Argentine province  
Sills'S, 	of Salta, and they drain a much broken Andean region 
lying between 24 °  and 26° 30' south. The most westerly sources are  
the rivers Santa Maria and Cslchaqui. which unite near the town of 
San Carlin and form the river Cuichipas. Having received the 
Arias, the Gufichipas runs north-eastwards about 50 m.. and then it  
changes its name to the Juramento. which is retained until the river 
reaches the Chico plain. at the base of the foot·hilla of the Andes. 

Here it become, the Salsdo, a name It preserves for the eewaiof 
of its course, It joins the Pariini near Ssnts Ft in 31  39'  50[1.-Α  
and Bo°  41' west. Explortrs of the Salado. inclusive of Captain Pat'  
in 1855, claim that its lower half is navigable, but the many  edcrt  
which have been made to utilize it as a commercial route have al  
resulted in failure. 

As the Pilcomayo, the Berrsejo and the Salado wander about ils  
country, ever in search of new channels, they erode and tear 2'aT  
great quantities of the Pampean material, dissolve it into silt. 
pour it into the Paraguay and Paranfi rivers. The engineer Pellev_  
estimates that "the soil annually subtracted from the territor)  
the Chaco by the Bermejo alone equals 6..400.000 cubic yards.'  

South of its confluence with the river Paraguay, the  Ρars - i  
washes the western foot of a series of sandstone bluffs for 30 miles  
Thence for 240 m. the bordering hills are about  8ο  
It: high, but at Coy. the country is almost on a level 	'  
with the river. Near the boundary-line between 	..aeatr  
Corrientes sod Entre Rios the banks are very low out  
both sides of the river, and continue so for nearly  
ion m.; but farther down, for 150 m., the left bank is maigisei  
as far as Diamante, by a range of bills from 125 to ito  Ι.  
high at times boldly escarped. At Diamsnte they trend ialani. 
soutfs.eastwards, he about 50 m., and probably once bordered as 

 ancient channel of the river. From 3Ι ',3O' south to the bead ed  t 
Plata estuary the western bank of the  Paranfi  is a precipitous blj  
of reddish clay, varying from 25 to 75  ft. above mean river  lmn.  
it is being gradually undermined, sod tumbles into the a-si n 
in great blocks, adding to the immense volume of silt which the  mv'  
came.. According to Baron Linn, "the lowest level of r  
Parani is in October and November, and, save an occasional ίτ& 
it remains stationary until the beginning of summer, when its a-2-
begin to rise, reaching their maximum about the middle of Εebruar  
in the lower part of their course." The difference between lose  sal 
high river is generally about 12 ft., depending upon the '.ar)-'n( 
quantity  of rains in Brazil and the melting of the Andean 
Below  its junction with the Paraguay the Farani has an  averagi  
currentof afl m.an hour,and the rivervarirsin width from  i  t0 35s.,  
at low water; but in floods it seems almost a continuous lake, broad-
ening to  ιο  and 30 m. and burying many of its numerous itlands  
and marginal swamps under a vast sheet of water, and οb1itm ι t1  
its many parallel lateral channels and intricate systems of c000ecrn'  
canal..  

In the middle Parani. from the mouth of the lguszd to the moot)  
of the Paraguay river, there are many islands, some of them large.  
rocky and high above the tires. From Paraguay to  
the city of Rosano, Winds are numerous, many of  
them of great area; and again below Ro'ariu they soon  
increase m number and size until the Plots estuary is  weacbo  
In flood-time the upper portion of the trees being out of water,  tt" 

 have the appearance of Boating forests. Then the river often sthic'  
wild work with its banks, and builds up or sweeps away entire  islaod .  
leaving deep channels instead. Mouchez in 1857, searching for t  
Wand. the position of which he had fixed in the previous year,  fowd 
in their place 25 and 32 ft. of water. The tenet debit of the Parur5  
does not share in there phenomena; its islands and main  chanesh  
appear more fixed. This probably is due to the less elevation at-
tained by the wairts in flood-time, and the numerous branches i,hkt  
distribute them into the Plata estuary. This must have eatendol.  
in a very recent geological period, inland from its present bead to  
at least  µ'  S. ;  but the enormous quantity of silt which the Parani  
receives from its Paraguay amuent, and from the tributaries  sebk'  
reach It from the Andes. has filled this length of about "0 m. with  
these muddy islands, which rest upon a sandy bed of great depth.  

The frontage of the Parani delta is 40 m. across,  slmost  is . 
straight line from north to south. Through this the river finds  
its way to the Pints by eleven outlets, large and small,  

 the two principal ones being the Paran'.gu Rim 
 

s& and the 	
'_ 

Paranfi  dc lira Palms..  
The mean flow of the Mississippi river st New Orleans is 6y οοο  

cub, ft. ,per second, and its flood maximum about t.000,000  ft.  
The minimum of the Plata past Buenos Aires is 534, οοο, the man-
mum 2.145.000. It may therefore be fairly assumed that she  
yearly discharge of the great North American river is not superior.  
and may be inferior, to that of the Plata.  

The Paran&  ό  navigable at all times as far up as the 580 La υττιsςss 
river by craft drawin; ‚It. of water, and to within a few miles  
of  Asuricion,  the capital of Paraguay, by vessels drawing 9  IL  
The city of Psr.n' may always be reached with it draught of  iz  
and Rosario with 15 ft. of water.  

The commercial development of the Plata basin may be ca-
veniently illustrated by statistics for the year iSiz. which maths  
the beginning of independent rule in its republics; foe'  

ι8,  when the steamboat and the railway first began 
to play apart in this quarter of the world; and in ι 898 and 5899.  
as indicating approximstely the state of affairs at the end of the  19ιh  
century. In Buenos Aires, (or example, the foreign trade (entered  
and cleared) in 1822 aggregated υη, s7o tons; is 5854. 342.463 toss:  
and in 5899. 54046,847 tons. The coasting and river trade of  ι1 e  
same port increased from 150.741 tons in 1854 to 3.695.088 toss. is  
1999» But taking Into account all the Argentine ports, eace*  
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those whkb lie to the south of the Plata, there was for the six years  
ending wiιh ι899 an annual average of 14.000,000 tons for the overseas  
commerce and ι ,οοο,οοο tons for the river and coasting trade. 
On the other 3  or northern, bank of the stream the chief port is Mont.- 
video; and Its foreign commence Increased from an agg ι te of  
50,000 tons in 1822 to 1 ο,oοΟ tons in 1844 and to 4.069.870 tons in  
1898, the river and coast coasting trade liming increased from 50.000 Ions 
in 1822 to 1500000 tons in  18Μ  and to 3,915433 tons in 1898. The  
total foreign trade of the l'iata valley thus increased from over  
357,000 tons in 1822 to nearly 18, ιoο,000 tons in 3898-1899.  
ltsgrowth since the opening of the τοth century hWu been phenomenal  
and promises to become gigantic. The Andes on the west, the in-
terior of South America on the north, great rivers, and the Brazilian  
mountains on the met of thePlaia basin are obstacles which compel  
the rich and varied products of at least ι,5oο,000 sq. m.  cl fertile  
country to seek  aecess to the ocean by a single avenue—the Plata  

estuary. (C.  Ε.  C.)  
PLITAKA..  or  PLATAEAE,  an ancient Greek city of Boeolia.,  

situated close under Ml Cithatron, near the passes leading  
from Peloponncsus and Attica to Thebes. and separated from  
the latter city's territory by the river Asopus. Though one  

of the smallest Boeotian towns, it stubbornly resisted the 
centralizing policy of Thebes. In st ο Β.C. it invoked Sparta's 
help against its powerful neighbour, but was referred by king 
Cleomenca to Athena (for the date. ace Grote's Ilisioey  of Greece.  
ed. 1907, p. 82, note 4). The Athenians secured Plataea'a mdc-
peiidence, and thus secured its enduring friendship. In 490  

the Plataeans sent their full levy to the assistance of the 
Albanians at Marathon. and during the Invasion of Xerxcs they 
joined eagerly in the national defence. At Artemiaium they 
volunteered to man several Athenian ships, and subsequently 
abandoncd their town to be burnt by Xerxes. In 479  they 
fought against the Persians under Mardouius in the decisive  

battle which bears the name of the city. In this campaign the  
Persian commander, retiring from Attica before the combined  

Peloponnesian and Athenian levy, bad encamped in the Asopus  
plain in order to give battle on ground suited to his numerous 

 cavahy.  The Greeks under the Spartan regent Pausanias at 
first did not venture beyond the spurs of Cithacron, but, encour-
aged by successful skirmishing, advanced towards the river and  
attempted a flanking movement so as to cut Mardenfus off from  
his base at Thebes. The operation miscarried, and in their  

exposed condition the Greeks were se νeτcΙy harassed by the  
enemy's horse, which also blocked the Cithaeron passes against 
their supply columns. Pausanisa thereupon ordered a night 
retreat to the hilly ground near Platsea, but the movement was  

badly executed; for whereas the Peloponnesians In the centre 
retired beyond their proper station, the Spartans and Athenians 
on the wings were still in the plain at daybreak. The Perslans 
immediately fell upon these isolated contingents, but the Spartan  
Infantry bore the brunt of the attack with admirable steadiness, 
and both wings ultimately rolled back their opponents upon 
the camp. When this was stormed the enemy's resistance 
collapsed, and Mardonius's army was almost annihilated. This 
great victory was celebrated by annual sacrifices and a FestIval  
of Liberation  (Eksdheria)  in every fourth year at Plstaea, whose 
territory moreover was declared inviolate. 

In spite of this guarantee Plalaca was attached by Thebes  
at the beginning of the Peloponnesian War (431) and formally 
besieged by the Peloponnesians  (429-27). The garrison after 
capitulating was put to death, and the city razed by the Thebans. 
The remaining Platacans received a qualified franchise in Athens, 
and In 421 were settled on the territory,  of  Scione.  Expelled 
by Lysander in 404 they returned to Athens, until in 387 Sparta 
restored them In their native town as a check upon Thebes. 
The city was again destroyed by Thebes in 373,  and the inhabi-
tants once more became citizens of Athena. Plataca was  
rebuilt by Philip and Alexander of Macedon, and during the rest 
of antiquity enjoyed a safe but obscure existence. It continued 
to flourish in Byzantine and Frankish times. The walls of the 
town, whIch at various periods occupied different portions of 
the triangular ledge on which it stood, remain partly visible.  

Recent excavations have diacovered the Heraeum; but the 
temple of Athena the Warlike, built from the Persian spoils and  
adorned by the most famous artists, has not been identified.  

Αυτιιoaιms..— t ο  p. 413;  Paunanias ix. 1-4; Herodotus  
vi. 108, Viii. 1,01. 25-85; Plutarch,  Ar,si,des, 11-21; Thucydides  
ii. 

 
1-16,  71-78 iii.  2Ο-24,  52-68; ‚socrates, Pklaicss;  C.  B,Grttndy,  

lb  ΐoj.σgmρ y  of the  BatIk  of  Pklaea  (London, 3894) and Great  
P.rsisti  War (London, ιgο),  ώ .  xi W. Woodhouse sq Jos,sal  of  
Heikss' Slisdws  (098), pp. 33- I .  Β.  Wright, The  Cam' ι ίρi 
of Piato.ee  (New Haven, 1904)' R. W. Macan, Herodolus,  

(London, 3908), appendix; W. M. Leek, Trains is Northern Greece,  

ch. xvi.,  pp.  323-367 (London, 3835);  A,w.  loses, of  Arckae.  
kgy,  3890, pp.  4457475:  089 1 , pp. 390-405; B. V.  Ηrd, Hisiorie  
ΝΝ laΙ,  9.294 (Οαιοrd, 1887). 	 (Μ.Ο. Β.  C.) 

PLATE. The word "plate" (connected with Cr. ιrλα,ό t, flat,  
Late Lat. plai'a ■ iambsa,  and Span.  piala,  silver), in the sense 
to which it Is restricted in the following article, is employed to 
denote works In ailver or gold which belong to any class other 
than those of personal ornaments or  cοiπs.  As implying a 
thin sheet of metal, the term has come to be used In various 
technical connealona, and has been transferred by analogy to 
other materials  (e.g.  glass). A "plate," as the common name  
for the table utensil (of whatever material), derives its usage  
partly from the metal prototype and partly from an etymological 
connexion with French  ploi,  dish, Latin  $adus,  flat. (See also  
PawTgR; SnEPFIEW Ps.sir; ΜχτλL.Wοsκ.) 

On account of the ease with which gold can be worked and 
the pure state in which It Is generally found, it is probable that  

this was the first metal used by man; and it is certain that, in  

some countries at leant, he attained to the moat marvellous  
skill in Its manipulation at a time when the other arts were in  
a very elementary condition. Aa an instance of this we msy  

mention a sword of the bronze age, found In a barrow near  

Stonehenge, and placed in the museum at Devises. 1  The hilt  
of this sword Is covered with the most microscopically minute  
gold mosaic. A simple design is formed by fixing tesscrae, or 
rather pins, of red and yellow gold Into the wooden core of the  
handle. Incredible as it may appear, there are more than two  
thousand of these gold tesaerae to the square inch. The use of  
silver appears to belong to a rather later period, probably because,  
though a widely spread metal in almost all parts of the world,  

ills usually found in a less pure state than gold, and requires 
some skill to smell and reline it. Though both these precious  

metals were largely and skilfully used by prehistoric races, they 
were generally employed as personal ornaments or decorations  
for weapons. Except in Scandinavian countries, but little that 
can be called "plate " has been discovered in the early barrows  
of the prehistoric period In western Europe.  

Ancient  EgyJ'i.—An enormous amount of the precious metals 
was annually brought as tribute to the Egyptian kings; accord-
ing to Diodorus,  who quotes the authority of Hccataeus, the 
yearly produce of the royal gold and silver mines amounted to 
32 millions of rnhiae—that Is, about  Χ33  millions sterling of 
modern money. Though this estimate is probably an exaggera-
tion, the amount must have been very great. 7he gold chiefly 
came from, the Nubian mines In the western desert in the Wadi 
'Alibi and the neighbouring valleys. A map of these mines, 
datIng from the time of Rameses II. (1300 .c.), has been pre-
served. Silver was not mined in Egypt Itself, and came mostly 

 from Asia Minor even at the earliest period. Then gold was  
comparatively common, silver a great rarity. Later, gold 
appears to have been relatively more abundant than silver, 
and the difference In value between them was very,  much less  
than It is now.  . 

In the language of the hieroglyphs silver Is called "white 
gold," and gold Is the generic name for money—unlike most 
languages, In which silver usually hai this special meaning-
• fact which points strongly to the priority of the use of gold, 
which archaeological discoveries have rendered very probable. 
Among the treasures of the "royal tombs" at Abydoa, dating 
to the 1st and lind Dynasties, much gold was found, but no 

' Tn  medieval English the term "a plate" was occasionally  
used in the sense of a silver ves,el. A curious survival of this use  
of the word still exists at Queen's College, Oxford, where the  
strvants may yet be heard asking at the buttery for so many  
"plates of beer," that is, silver tankarda.  

hoere, A s'sn"  Wiltshire ( 1 840).  



Fin.  i  —Gold Vase, from  
wall-paintings at Thebes.  
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silver. On the walls of one of the tombs at Beni Hassan there 
is an interesting representation of a gold- and silver-smith's  
workshop, showing the various processes employed—weighing,  

melting, or soldering with the blow-pipe, refining the metal, 
and polishing the almost finished bowl or vase. Owing to the  
Egyptian practice of burying with their dead personal ornaments  
and jewelry, rather than other poaacssiona less intimately  
connected with the person of the deceased, but few specimens 
of either gold or silver plate have survived to our times, whereas 
the amount of gold jewelry that has been discovered is very 
large, and shows the highest degree of skill in working the 
precious metals. We can, however, form some notion of what  
the larger works, such as plates and vases in gold and silver,  
were like from the frequent representations of them in mural  
sculpture and paintings. In many cases they were extremely 
elaborate and fanciful in shape, formed with the bodies or heads 
of griffins, horses, and other animals real or imaginary. Others 
are simple and graceful in outline, enriched with delicate surface  

ornament of leaves, wave and guilloche patterns, hicroglyphs,  

or sacred animals. Fig. z shows a  
gold vase of the time of Tethmoais  
(Tliothmcs) III. (l)ynasty XVIII.,  
about 500 s.c.), taken from a wall-
painting in one of the tombs at  
Thebes. The figure on its side is the  
hieroglyph for "gold." Others appear  
to have been very large and massive,  
with human figures in silver or gold  
supporting a great bowl or crater of  
the same metal. Vases of this type 
were, of course, manufactured in Egypt  
itself, but many of those represented in  
the Thcban tombs were tribute, mostly  
of Phocrikian workmanship. Already  

as early as the time of Tethmosis III., when, as we know. the  
Phoenician cities had already existed for centuries, we find the  
ships of Arvad, of Byblos and of Tyre well known in the has-
hours of the Delta, and even bringing tribute of foreign vases 
to the river quays of Thebes itself. We cannot doubt that 
much of the precious plate of gold and silver used by the Egyp-
tians at this time and specifically described as foreign tribute was 
made in Egyptian or egyptiring style by  Phoenician artists.  
But plate of really foreign type as well as origin was also brought  
Ιο  Egypt at this time by the Phoenician "Kefti ships" from  
Kefti, the island of Crete, where the "Minoan" culture of  
Cnossos and Phacstua was now at its apogee. Ambassadors  
from Kefti also brought gold and silver vases as presents for  
the Egyptian king, and on the walls of the tomb of Senmut,  
Queen Hatshepsut's architect, at Thebes, we see a Keftian  
carrying a vase of gold and silver which is the duplicate of an 
actual vase discovered at Cnossos by Dr Arthur Evans. The  
art of the "Minoan" and "Mycenaean" goldsmiths exercised  
considerable influence upon that of the Egyptians; under the  
XXth Dynasty, about 1150 s.c.,  we find depicted on the tomb 

 of  Rameses III. golden stirrup-vases  (Bilgdkanwa)  of the well-
known Mycenaean type, and in that of Imadua, an oftcer of  
Rameses IX., golden vases imitating the ancient Cretan shape  
of the cups of Vaphio. In fact, it is more than probable that  
the Egyptians and Phoenicians mu-tinctured plate of" Minoan" 
and "Mycenaean" types long after the ancient culture of  
Crete and the Aegean had come to an end. In the time of  
Ramesea III., about 1300 ice., a dearly defined Asiatic influ-
ence appears in the decoration of some of the gold plate. 

 A gold basket represented in the tomb of this king at Thebes,  
has on its side a relief of the sacred tree between two beasts,  
an Asiatic idea.  

The chief existing specimens of Egyptian plate are five silver  
$iaiee  (bowls), found at the ancient Tbmuis in the Delta,  
and now in the Cairo Museum (Nos. 482-486 in the catalogue).  
These are meddled in the form of a lotus blossom, most graceful  
in design, but are apparently not earlier than the nth century  
D.C. Of the splendid toreutic art of a thouaand  years before,  

of which we gain an idea from the wall-paintings mentioned 
above, but few actual specimens have survived. The Louvre 
possesses a fine gold patera,  6 in. across, with figures of fishes 
within a lotus border in  repoassI  work; an inscription on the rim 
shows it to have belonged to Thuiii, an oflicer of  Tctbmosis IlL 
(MIs. soc.  on!. do  F,ιsce, xxiv. 1858). Thutii's bowl is a  
typical specimen of the Egyptian plate of the XVIIIth Dynasty.  
and its design is precisely that of the hundreds of blue glazed  
fahence bowls which were made at the time, and of which some 
perfect specimens and many fragments (especially from Dew  
el.Bahri) are in our museums. These were imitated from nuts! 
originals, just as most of the early Cretan pottery vessels were. 

A splendid bronze bowl, which shows us what sogne of the  
finer gold and silver plate was like, was found in the tomb of  
Hctaai, a dignitary of the XVIITth Dynasty, at Thebes a few  
years ago, and Is now in the Cairo Museum (No. 3553  in von  
Biasing's catalogue). The engraved decoration, representing 
birds and animals in the papyrus-marshes, is very fine and 
evidently of native Egyptian work. The silver bowl at Berlin, 
said by di Ceanola to have come from Athienou in Cyprus, is 
certainly of XVIIIth Dynasty date, but, though purely Egyptian  
in style, more probably of Phoemdaii than Egyptian work-
manship.  

Assyrion  and  Ρhο'wkί4ΖΝ PIak.—'The art of making gold and 
silver plate, whether it originated in Egypt and passed thence to  
Crete or not, was evidently on its own ground in Egypt md in  
Minoan Crete. in Asia it was an exotic art, introduced from  
Egypt through the Phoenicians. In fact, it may be doubted  
whether any of the bronze imitations of plate found in Assyria  
are of Assyiian manufacture; they are probably Phoen$cian  
Imports. The British Museum possesses a fine collection of 

 these bowls, mostly found in the palace at Nimrud, and so dating 
from the 9th and 8th centuries (reigns of Assur-nazir-pal to  
Sargon). Though they are made of bronze, and only occaaaonafly 
ornamented with a few silver studs, they are evidently the 
production of artists who were accustomed to work in the precious  
metals, some of them in fact being almost identical in form sad 
design with the silver phialae found at Curium and elsewhere in  
Cyprus. They are ornamented In a very delicate and minute  
manner, partly by incised lines, and pertly by the  repouaro  
process, finally completed by chasing. Their designs consist  
of a central geometrical patterS, with one or more concentric  

Γιο.  s.—Silver Bawl, about 7 in. in diameter, found in tomb in  
Cyprus, with  ropoussI reliefs of Egyptian and Aauyrian style.  

bands round it of figures of gods and men, with vario us animals  
and plants,  such as antelopes amid papyri, which are derived  
from the Egyptian designs of the  XVIHtb  Dynasty. Often 
there is a strange admixture of  Aasyrinis  and Egyptian style  
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Bulls, for instance, are usually represented as with a single  
mighty horn, curving to the front (in the style of the ancient  
Babylonian seals), rather than with both horns showing, in  
Egyptian fashion. When figures of gods and men are shown,  
the principal groups are purely Assyrian imitations of Assyrian  

temple-re liefs, in fact—such as the sacred tree between the  
two attendant beasts, or the king engaged in combat and van-
quishing a lion single-heeded; while mingled with these arc  

figures and groups purely Egyptian in style, such as the hawk.  
headed deity, or a king  alaying  a whole crowd of captives at  
one blow. Occasionally end sees traces of the ancient Mycenaean  
influence, or perhaps rather of the young  lonian  art which had  
now arisen out of the ashes of that of  Mycenae.  These  Phocni.  
clan imitative designs are still good imitations. But a century  

or so later we meet with them again on the silver bowls and  
dishes from Cyprus, in which the  imilstiona  have become bad.  
The same mixture of subjects was still in vogue, but confusion  

has been  superadded  to mixture, and we find kings in Assyrian  
robes and Egyptian wigs slaying Syrian dragons with Egyptian  

wings, and so on. Fig. 2 gives a silver dish from Curium con-
taining examples of the above-mentioned subjects. It is a  

characteristic specimen of this mixed Phoenician art, of which  

di  Ceanola  seems to have collected a remarkable number of  
examples. In addition to the numerous silver  phialae  some were  
found, with similar decoration, made of pure gold. To the  
same period as these bowls from Cyprus belong the similar  
specimens of  Phocoician  slate from  Etruacan  graves at  Pracnvste  
and  Cervetri  in Italy. These from the  Rcgulini-Galassi  tomb  
can hardly be earlier than the 6th century, so that this peculiar  
Μis'hknιΙ  of the later, type may well be dated to the  7ιb-5th  
cent  urics.  

RCFEiIENCz5.—Von Biasing, " Μmαllgellisse "  Cairo Museum  
Ca α1ο υc  (5901):  " Eine Bronzeschale mykenischcr Zeit," JaIsrb.  
las!.  890 ; L.  Ρ.  di  Cesnola,  Cyprus;  Layard. Ninmh. &c  

Prehidork.  Greece: "Mir'oass" and "Mycenacan" Periods.—
In the early history of the goldsmith's art no period is more  

important than that of the Greek Bronze age, the period of  
the prehistoric civilization which we call "Minoan" and  

"Mycenaean," which antedated the classical civilization of  
Greece by many centuries, and was in fact contemporary and  
probably coeval with the ancient culture of Egypt. In Greece  
during this, her first, period of civil ization, metal-work was  
extensively used, perhaps more extensively than it ever was in  

the history of later Greek set. So generally was metal used for  
vases that even as early as the "Middle Minoan" pe riod of  
Cretan art (some boo years  S.C.)  the pottery forma are obvious  
imitations of metal-work. The art of the metal-worker domi-
nated and influenced that of the potter, a circumstance rarely  
noted in Egypt, where, in all probability, the  toreutic  art was  
never so much patronized as in Minoan Greece, although beautiful  
specimens  of plate were produced by Egyptian and  Phocnician  
artists. Also but few of these have come down to us, and we  
are forced to rely upon pictured representations for much of our  
knowledge of them. it is otherwise in early Greece. We  
possess in our museums unrivalled treasures of ancient  toreutic  
art in the precious metals from Greece, which date from about  
1500 to 1400  s.c.,  and as far as mass and weight of gold are  
concerned are rivall ed  only by the Scythian finds. These are  
the well-known results of the excavatio ns  of  Schliemann  at  
Troy and  Mycenae  and of others elsewhere. They do not by  
any means suffer in point of additional interest from the fact  
that they were made and used by the most ancient Greeks,  
the men of the Heroic age, probably before the Greek language  
was spoken in Greece.  

The most ancient of these "treasur es " is that discovered  
by  Schliciaiasin  in 1873 buried, apparently in the remains of a  
boxy  deep in the  fortifIcation  wall of  Hissarlik  the ancient Troy.  
It  coasists  of vases and dishes of gold and silver, and of long  
tongue-shaped ingots of silver. In  conaonance  with the early  
date (perhaps about  ssoo s.c.)  to which they are probably to be  
assigned  (Schljemanu  ascribes them to the second Ti -ojan qily)  
these objects are all of simple type, some of the vases being  

unornamented  jugs with tubular  suspensiorl.handles  on the  
sides. Here we have metal imitating stonework, as, later,  
pottery imitates metal. These are of silver. A unique form  
in gold is a boat-shaped cup with handles at the sides (Plate I.,  
fig. 13), at Berlin, which weighs  όσο  grammes. One vase  is 
of electrum (one part of silver to four of gold).  

A treasure of much the same date (the second" Early Minoan"  
period, about  2500 Β.C.  or before) was discovered in May 1908  
in graves  on the island of  Mochloa,  off the coast of Crete,  
by R. B. Seeger. This is, however, of funerary character,  
like part of the treasures  discovered in the shaft-graves of  
Myrenae,  and, while including  diademn,  golden flowers, olive  
branches, chains, and so forth, for the adornment of the  
dead, does not Include much gold used by the deceased during  
life.  

The much later Mycenaean treasures include both  funerasy  
objects of thin gold and objects of plate that had actually been  
used. Among the former should be especially noted the b reast.  
plates, diadems and masks which were placed on the bodies of  
the chieftains whom  Schliemann,  great In faith as in works,  
honestly believed to be Agamemnon and his court (and he may  
not have been very far wrong). Among the latter we may  
mention the small flat  objccts  of gold plate, little sphinxes and  
octopuses modelled in relief, smell temples with doves, roundels  
with spiral designs, and so on, which were ornaments for clothing,  
and the golden plate decorations of weapon-handles. The  
great cast-silver bull's head with the gold rosette on its forehead  
may perhaps have been regarded simply as a beautiful object  
of price, and buried with its owner. Similar  j'rolomac  of bulls  
(of gold or silver) were brought by Minoan ambassadors as  
presents to the Egyptian court in the reign of  Thothmes  III.  
Gold and silver vases were found both in the shaft-grav es , in  
the treasure-pit close by, and in chamber tombs at  Mycense.  
The meet usual shape in the shaft-tombs Is that well known to  
us from the vases of  Vaphio,  described below; among other  
types may be mentioned specially the  ό lirat άµψυι(,π.λλa ι'  with  
doves feeding above its handles (Plate I., fig, as; from a  restorrd  
reproduction)  — &re/  δ  πsλssό .&e &µ*$r &miner χρίesιαι  
s'eµiθοorο;  the golden jug with spiral decoration from the  
fourth grave; and the cup with lions of Egyptian appearance  
chasing each other round its bowl, found in grave 5.  The  
fragment of a silver vase with a scene in high relief of  alingers  
and bowmen defending their town against besiegers from grave ' 
(Plate I., fig, as), is an object unrivalled in ancient ar t.  On this,  
as Of the bull's head, we have gold overlaid on silver (with an  
intermediate plating of copper); on a silver cup from the same  
grave we find gold inlay, and on another silver cup, from a  
chamber-tomb, enamel and gold inlaid. How the Minoan  
goldsmith could combine silver with gold and the two with bronze  
we see on the marvellous inlaid  dagger.blades  from  Mycenne,  
with their pictures in many-coloured metals of limn-hunts,  
cats chasing birds, and so forth, which show that he was perhaps  
the greatest master of all time in this art.  

We speak of him as "Minoan," because most of the metal  
objects found at  Mycenac  are, if not of actual Minoan workman.  
ship and imported from Crete, at any rate designed in accord.  

ance  with the Minoan taste of the "Great Palace Period  "  
(I.ale  Minoan I. and ii.) at  Cnossua.  They are only"  Myccnaesn"  
in the sense that they were found at  λlyccnae.  Of the art of  
the gold vase maker In the Mycenaean period properly speaking  
(Late Minoan  lii.)  we obtain an idea from the pictures of golden  
BIIIrlkarnwn  with Incised designs of zigzag!, &c., represented  
on the walls of the tomb of  Ramoses  Ill, at Egyptian Thebes.  
The objects from the  Mycenacan  shaft-graves are much older  
than this, as are also those from the next treasure we shall  
mention, that from  Aegina,  now in the British Museum. The  
gold cups and other objects of this t reasure, with their fine but  
simple decoration, are certainly to be ascribed to the best  
Minoan period, although when first published Dr A. J. Evans  
was Inclined to assign them to so late a date as c.  A.D.  Boo.  
They are surely some seven hundred years older, having no  
characteristic of the decadent  "sub.Mycenaesn"  period, as  
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Dr Evans would doubtless now agree. These objects were 
probably found in a tomb. 

Dr  Evans's  excavations at  Ciiossus,  those of the Italians  
at  Phacstos  and  Hagia Triada  and those of the British school  
at  Paiaikastro  have not produced any very striking examples of 
the Minoan goldsmith's art in his own country, though splendid  
bronac  bowls and vases have been found, which give us a good  
idea of what the plate must have been like, as do also the gilt  
CteaIiie  imitations of plate mentioned below. One of the bronze  

vases from  Cπο sυa  exactly resembles one of gold and silver  
which was brought to Egypt by the ambassado rs  in Queen  
Halahepsul's time (fresco in the tomb of  Scnmut).  But we 
possess a fine silver cup (of the Middle Minoan period) from the 
American excavations at  Gournia,  and two examples of the 
finest Minoan gold plate, which were discovered out side Crete, in 
the famous  "Vaphio  cups," with their embossed representations 
of bull-netting, which have been illustrated so often as triumphs 
of ancient art (Plate I., figs. 24, z). These sic of C retan work.  
manship,  though found in Laconia, and arc no doubt contem-
porary with the vases of black steatite with reliefs showing a 
harvest-home procession,  gladistorial  combats, and a king 
receiving or bidding farewell to a Warrior with his armed 
followers, which have been found by the Italia ns  at  Hagia 
Triada  in Crete. These were originally overlaid with gold leaf, 
and are undoubtedly imitations in a cheap material of golden 
embossed vases of the same style as those found at  Vaphio.  

Next in order of time came  thc  objects of gold and silver 
plate found by the expedition of the British Museum at  Enkomi  
In Cyprus, which perhaps represent a somewhat later phase of 
Minoan art, but certainly cannot now any longer be regarded  

as belonging to the very late period to which they were at first  

assigned. One silver vase found at  Eiikomi  is of the"  Vaphie"  
shape, which first appears in Cretan pottery as early as the 
Middle Minoan period, contemporary with the  Xllth  Egyptian 
Dynasty (c.  a000 s.c.),  and even then is clearly an imitation 
of a metal original. Slightly modified, this type remained 
late in use, as we find it represented among other golden vases 
on the walls of the Lomb of  Imisib  or  lmadua,  an Egyptian  
oHcial  of the time of  Rameses  IX. (c. 1100  B.c.)  at Thebes. 
But some, at least, of the  Enkomi  finds must be earlier than this. 

The  Egyplian  representations of Minoan vases of gold and 
silver in the tomb of  Scnmut  at Thebes (c.  ι οο B.C.)  and of 
later  Mycensean  golden  Bugclkanne,i  in that of  Ramcsca  III.  
(c. ii  ο s.c.)  have been mentioned  aleesdy.  During the age of 
Mycenaean and sub-Mycenaean decadence the art of the Greek 
goldsmith necessarily passed through a period of eclipse, to 
arise again, with the other arts, in rich and luxurious  lonia  
probably. The Homeric poems preserved for later days a 
traditional echo of the glorious works of the metal-workers of 
the Heroic age.  

Rcrc  ii ε ces—Τrοy nod  Myceose; Sehuchhardt, &hhemwiie's  
Exeai'olionn; 'ΐ sου n ι as. Μ a πatt, I ke  Mycesa'aa  A ir, passIm.  
Vs ρhiο Τsοn τitas- Μ an' ι t. Aiginn,  A. J.  Evans in loses. lieu.  
Stud..  Xiii.  Ι95226.  C ιi οssi,s  loans, Ann.  Scis.  ,4ι8.  (1901-
‚907). llagia Triada: Saei-,noni, f'ernier and others,  RendieoM,  

dali R. Α 'ιαdιmi4 dci Liner, (Ro:ie,  1902-1906); Gουrπ'1ι; Mrs  
Boyd Hayes.  Gou,niil (Phiiadelph:a,  1908). p1. C.: MocHa. (tin.  
publislie'l).  For Egyptian references see 14α11, Ann.  .5cl,.  All,.  
( , ο4),  '  Kefilsi  and the l'coj'I'»:) the Sea" (ri?ol); " The  lζeftiu-
fresco in the Tsrnb of Scrimist.  (H. R.  Η.)  

Ekuscan Plak. —The Etruscans were specially renowned for 
their skill in working all the metals, and above all in their gold 
work. Large quantities of exquisite gold jewelry have been found 
in Etruscan tombs, including, in addition to smaller objects,  
scepires,  wreaths of olive, and plates decorated with filigree-
work and animal figures, which were used as pe rsonal ornaments  
(breastplatcs,  girdles, diadems, &c.). In the  Musco Kircheriano  
in Rome is a  magiiiflccnt  specimen of the last form of Ornament; 
it is coveted with nearly a hundred little statuettes of lions 
arranged in parallel rows; and the Vatican  (Musco Gregoriano)  
possesses a very fine coll ection 0f similar objects from the  
" Regυlini.Gιlas"  tomb at Caere. Little, however, that can  
be classed under the head of plate has yet been found. 

Huilciek Pkie. —The period of  "geomerncal"  art which  
followed the  Mycenacan  age was one of decline in material pros-
perity and artistic skill. We poss ess some specimens of the 
work then produced in the precious metals in the gold diadems  
placed on the head of corpses interred at Athens  (Α rchdώ οgiχώ ι  
Zei'NN', 1 884,  ρl.  viii., is.,  cf. Aiherns.cire Millhiilusen,  1896,  

Fin. 3.—Silver  Cantharus  from Rhodes, with gold mounts.  
Possibly the form of the Homeric Slim  i,*e",λλm.  

p. 367; and C.  Ρeττοt  and C.  Chipiez, Hisloi,-i  dc ran dims  
i'anfiquill,  vii. 245). The period of Oriental influence is 
represented by the finds of gold ornaments made at  Camirus  in 
Rhodes (see  Gaεεκ Asr,  fig. Zr). Fig. 3 shows a silver cup, with  
gold mounts, also found at  Cχmiτυs, apparenily  a work of the 
same early date. A remarkable find of gold objects was made 
in 1882 at  Vettersfelde  in Brandenburg; the principal piece  
was a gold fish (see  GarEx AaT,  fig,  ιο)  with ornaments in relief.  
These objects recall by their style early Ionic art, but w ere 
probably produced in one of the Black Sea colonies, since similar 
objects have been found, together with later work, in Crimean 
graves (see below), and exchanged for the amber of the Baltic 
coasts.  Croesus especially encouraged the art, and paid  enοr 
mous  sums for silver vases and cups to the most renowned 
artists of his time, such as  Glaucus  and  Theodorus  the Saran. 

The British Museum possesses a fine specimen of archaic 
Greek plate, found at  Ageigentum  in Sicily. This is a gold  
phiale  or bowl, about  ς in. across, with central boss or  

Fin. 4.—Archaic Gold Phiale, found at Agrigentum, now in the  
British Museum. It is shown in section below. It is in. is  
diameter.  

omphalos (ψιstλη µoσόµ4,αλοt)  which seems once to have con-
tained  a large jewel. Round the inside of the bowl are six figures 
of oxen  repoussI  in relief, and at one side a crescent, formed  
by punched dots. A delicate twist ed  moulding surrounds the 
edge; the workmanship of the whole is very skilful (ace fig.  ).  

Pliny  (Ν. Η.  xxxiii.  154  sqq.)  gives a brief valuable account  
of the art of silver chasing  (cadalura, Cr. τορwrιή ).  

In the best times of Greek art the chief works In gold and 
silver seem to have been dedicated to religious purposes, and to  

have been seldom used for the ostentation of p rivate individuals.  
Vessels for the use of the temples, tripods In gold or silver  
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of the richest work, and statues of the gods were the chief objects  

on which the precious metals were lavished.1  
The gold used by the Greeks probably came from Asia Minor  

or Egypt, while the mines of Laurlum, in the mountains which 
form the promontory of Sunk= in Attica, supplied an abundant 
amount of silver for many centuries. According to Pliny,  

of Ulysses and Diomedes carrying α the Palladium. Enormous 
prices were given by wealthy Romans for ancient silver plate 
made by distinguished Greek artists; according to Pliny, the 
last-mentioned cup, which weighed a ox., was sold for 10,000  
denarii  (ο).  ft is worthy of note that a large number of 
the artists named by Pliny were natives of Asia Minor, and 

Fio. 5.—Greek  Silver Vase. 4th  
Pheidias was the Best sculptor who produced works of great merit  
in the precious metals; he mentions a number of other Greek 
artists who were celebrated for this class of work, but does not  
give their dates, The chief of these were Mentor and Mys (both 
of the 51h century s.c.), Acragas, Boethus, the sculptors Myron 

Fm. 6.—Silver Crater, band in Ithaca. (31  in. high.)  

and Stratonicus, as well as the well-known Praxitelcs and Scopes.  
In Pliny's time many works in gold and silver by these artists 
still existed in Rhodes and elsewhere. Among later workers  

he specially mentions Zopyrus, who madc two silver cups,  
embossed with the scene of the judgment of Orestcs by the  
Areopagite court,' and Pythcas, who made a bowl with reliefs 

The gold eagles on the sacred omphaloa at Delphi were notable 
examples of thin; ice Pindar, PySh.  IV 4.  

' It baa been thought that • ilIver cup In the  Conini collection 

century s.c.,  from South Russia.  
it is very probable that the Asiatic school of silversmiths  
had at least as much influence on Roman  cadaliira  as that 
of Alexandria, whose importance has bccn overrated by 
Schreiber.  

The finest extant examples of Creek plate are those found in 
the tumuli of south Russia, especially in the neighbourhood of  

Kertch, the ancient Panticapacum. Fig. 5 shows a silver vase 
found in 5862 at Nikopol in the lomb of a native Scythian 
prince. The native horse-tamers of the steppes are represented  

on the shoulder with wonderful naturalism, and the work is 
beyond doubt that of an Athenian artist of the 4th century  D.C. 

 Splendid examples of goidwork were found in the tumulus of 
Kuloba, about 6j kilometres from Kertch, which was excavated  
Ω  1830 and found to be the burial-place of a Scythian prince 

and his wife. The jewelry and plate found in this tomb, which  

were clearly of Greek origin, comprised (amongst other  objccts) 
 an electrum vase 13 cm. high, representing Scyilsians in their  

native costume, one of whom is extracting a neighbour's tooth, 
another binding up a wound, a third stringing a bow, besides  
several silver vases and two gold medallions with reproductions 
of the head of the Athena Parthenos of Pheidias. Sn these  
Crimean tombs are often found golden crowns in the form of 
oak leaves, some of which belong to late Roman times. The 
finest extant example of α geld wreath, however, is that discovered 
at Armento in south Italy and preserved in the Antiquarium at 
Munich, it beam an Inscription of the  4tb century  s.c.,  showing  
that it was dedicated by a certain Κτeithοnίοs. In 1812 Dr  
Lee discovered at Ithaca a beautiful crater, 31 in. high (see 
8g. 6), and a phiale or patera, οi in. across, both of silver, cc.  
poussέ  and chased, with very rich and graceful patterns of leaves  

and Bowers picked Out with gilding.' These are probably not 
later than the stδ century s.c. Many silver mirror-cases, with 
re$ass' figure-subjects in high relief, have been found at various 
places; as, for instance, one with a beautiful seated fIgure of  

Aphrodite found at Tarentum and now in the British Museum. 4  

at Rome (Mkhaelis,  Des  corsinis'he Si Ιb'rgήdsι,  1890;  cf  W.  
Amelung. in  ROmis'he Miucih'nges, 1906, pp. 289 aqq.) may re- - 
produce the design of Zopyrus. 

 'See Arc  hsedoti.s,  mm. 36-54.  
' ibid. xxxiv. 265-272.  



Fiu.  7—Greek Silver Vase,  
5 in. high. c. 3rd century  
s.c.  The ornamental band is  
shown belowin piano. (Victoria  
and Albert Museum.)  
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The Victoria sad Albert Museum contains an exquisite little  
silver vase, found in the baths of Apollo at Vicarello in  

Italy (fig. ), enriched with a 
band in low relief of storks devour-
ing serpents executed with gem-
like minuteness and finish—
probably not later than the yd  
century s.c. The British Museum  
has a little vase of similar form  
and almost equal beauty, though  
perhaps later in date, it is  
decorated with bands of vine  
branches in a graceful flowing  
pattern, and is partly gilt.  

Gracco-Romai'i Flale.  —During  
the last century of the Republic  
the growing luxury and osten-
tation of the wealthy Romans  
found expression in the collection  
of elaborate specimens of plate.  

The works of the old Greek  
masters were the most highly  
prized, but contemporary artists,  
such as Pasiteles, also attained  
distinction in this branch of  
art. Amongst the numerous  
finds of silver plate made in  
modern times we may distinguish  

(a) temple treasures made of up of votive oFerings, such as the  
treasure of Bernay in France (dep. Eure), discovered in 1830 
and preserved in the Cabinet des Mddailles, which belonged to 
the shrine of Mercurius Canetonnensla, (8) private collections.  

Flu. 8.—Silνer Crater, 15' in. high, from the Hildeaheim find. 
(Berlin Museum.)  

The most famous of these axe the Hildesheim treasure, in the  
Berlin Museum, discovered in τ869, which has been thought  
(without adequate reason) to have formed part of the  

campaigning equipment of a Roman military commander,  
and the Bosco Reek treasure, found in 189$ in a villa near  

Pompeii, whence its owner was endeavouring to remove it  
when buried by the eruption of Vesuvius. These collections  

contain pieces of various dates. The Bernay treasure, in part  
belonging to the 2nd century  a.o.,  contains  oe,wchoai (eweis) 
with mythological subjects in relief inspired by classical Greek  
models—the theft of the Palladium was the subject of a  
famous cup of Pytheas, mentioned by Pliny—which must  
belong to the early imperial period. The Hildesheim  treasure, 
again, contains two barbaric vases, without feet or handles,  
together with such fine pieces as the crater figured (fig. 8),  

whose decoration recalls that of the Are Pacia Augustac  
(see ROMAN  Axr), and a cylix with a seated figure of 
Athena in high relief, soldered on to the centre of the  

bowl, which appears to be of Greek workmanship. Such  
detachable figures were termed  c,,ibkn:alo,  in the Bosco  
Reale treasure is a cup with such a bust, typifying the province  
of Afnca. Great value was also set upon  crusiac, i.e.  bands  
of  rrposssi  work forming an outer covering to a s Υποοth silver  
cup (cf. the Rothschild vases,  RoMAN AaT). Such works  
commonly have Latin inscriptions incised on the foot giving  
the weight of the piece, the cup and emblems being weighed  
separately The artistic value of Roman plate is discussed  
under  Roisasi Λατ. 

Among later specimens of Roman plate the most remarkable  

is the gold paiera, nearly  ιο  in in diameter, found at Rennes  
in 1777. and now in the Paris Biblioihbque—a work of the most  
marvellous delicacy and high finish—almost gem-like in its  
minuteness of detail. Though not earlier than about 210  aD..  
a slight clumsiness in the proportion of its embossed figures  
is the only visible sign of decadence. The outer rim is set with  

sixteen fine gold coins—aurei of various members of the /inionine  

family from Hadrian  ιο  Gets.. The central emblems or medallion  
represents the drinking contest between Bacchus and Ηeτcules,  
and round this medallion is a band of  repos'ssd  figures showing  
the triumphal procession of Bacchus after winning the contest.  
He sits triumphant in his leopard-drawn car, while Hercules is  
led along, helplessly intoxicated, supported by bacchanils.  
A long line of nymphs, fauna and satyrs complete the circular  
band.  

Late Roman plate is also represented by a series of large  

silver dishes, to which the name missorium is often, though  
perhaps wrongly, applied. These were used for presentations  
by emperors (whose portrsits they sometimes bear) and distin-
guished omcials. Three are preserved in the Cabmet des 
Midailles of the Β ibΙiοth8que Nationale at Paris—the "shield  
of Sdpio," found in the Risone near Avignon, about 26 in. 
in diameter, with a relief representing the restoration of Brisess  
to Αchilks 1  the 'shield of Hannibal," 2  chiefly remarkable for  

Για. 9..—Shield  of Theodoslua.  
its site  (i  is 72 era, in diameter and weighs  ιο  kllogrammes), 

 and a third, decorated with a group of Hercules and the Nemean  

lion.. 1  Other well.known examples of this form of art are the  

1 Cf. S.  Reinaeh in  Gceeik  des  beaυχ-σsϋ  (τ896).  . 
1 Cf. Ε. Babelon.  in  Bidlelin de is  sociiii des  aisi)qsia&.s de is  

France (1890). p. 228.  
C1.  Ε.  Blot, in  όaκΙte arch&,kgiqse  Τ1886).  
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«IJ'IeM  0' Theodosius" at Madrid (6g. 9), which reprosents  

the emperor seated between Valentiniaii IL and Arcadius';  

the" shield of Valentinian." at Geneva'; the" shield of Aspar"  
at Florence $; and a fine dish found at Aquilcia, now at  

Vienne.'  
The British Museum contains some fine specimens of late  

Roman silver work, found on the Eaquiline in ι793(cf. Visconti,  
Urns  Si'pdkhliie d'argen$o,  Rome, 1825; the objects are published  
and described in Mr Dalton's Calalogse  of do Early  Chrislirns  
Aniiqidui's  in  ik' Brilish Mi'rn'm,  pp. 6t sqq.,  
The mast remarkable of these ale:  (i.)  a diver casket deco τated  
in  reposessl,  with the inscription SECONDE  ΕΤ  PROJECTA  
VIVATIS  IN CRISTO, doubtless a wedding gift to a couple  
bearing the names of Secundus and Projects, whose portraits  
appear in a medallion on the centre of the lid; (ii) four statuettes  
representing personified cities—Rome, Constantinople, Antioch  
and Alexandria (cf. P. Gsrdiner in J.  Η.  S.,  ι88$,  15. 77  eqq.).  
This treasure appears to belong in the main to the 5th century  
A.o.,  though some minor pieces may be earlier.  . 

BTBLTOGRAPItY.—A general account will be found in Smith's  
Diet ionory  4  Anliquliks,  ‚rd ed.,  u.s. " Caclatura"  (without illus-
trations), and in  Daremberg  and  Saglio's Dwliosnaire des  ,snliqs'ilds,  
under the same heading (with several cuts). The passages in  
ancient writers which icier to the art will be found in  Oberbeck's  
Anliko &hriftquelieis  Nos. 2167-2205;  Pliny's  account is mast  
conveniently studied in K.  Jex-Blake and E. Sellers,  Th.e Eider  

Pliny's Ckaplers on She Hislery of  Ar!,  pp. 2  .qq.  The finds made  
in southern Russia were published in the  An$iqisills do Bos$or'  

cimmirien (Sr  Peterubuig,  1854); the  Compks rendi's  do  Ia  rem.  
mistion impdrki' (St Petersburg, i8  qq.);  and the Rerund  
des  anliquids  do  Ia Scyihie  (ι866-t8).  Τhe first cif these works,  
which is very 555w, has been republished on a reduced scale by  
M. Salomon  Reinach,  in. his  Βώί iοΙbiqw des moisumessls jigs,!:  
(Paris, 1892) with notes; and all the more important objects are  

figured in  Anliquilis do Is  Russi' mdiidionale,  by  Kondakoff,  
Tolstoy  and  Reinach  (Paris,  ι όp ι-ι8qn).  For  Gracco-Roman  
plate the most  iiqportant  works arc Reran dc  Villefogic's  publica-
tion of the Bosco  Reals  treasure in the  Macsi  moats  Pisi, vol  v.  (cf.  
the articles by the same author and M.  Th&lenat  on  "  lea  Trisore  
dc  vaisuelle  d argent  trouvis  en Gaul,," Gazelle archio!og'aije,  1883-
'$84). and Do, h,ldnshoi meT Sil beeficed, by E.  Pernice  and F. Winter  
(berlin,  1901). Reference should also be made to T. Schreiber,  
'  Die  alexandnnisclie Toreutik," (Abhaiidiusigos do, sticks. GesdJzch..  

der Wissen.'chnftes,  ι8,  vol xiv.),  whose theories are somewhat  
c'oggrratt.d  and A.  Odobescu.  Li Trisor do Peirossa 0889-1900),  
whkli  deals with a find of barbaric  ρlatσ  and jewelry made m  
Rumania, but gives much information on the history of the art.  

For early Greek work. see R. Schneider,"  Goldtyjzen  des gr,echischen 
Wens," Berichie do, sd.chs. Geselischafi der Wisseasch afl'n  (‚89!, 
p. 204), and A.  Fυrtw$n Ιer, Der Goldfsad em, ;fetters chic (1883).  
For Etruscan metal-work, see J.  Martha.  L'A,f ifrusqus, ch. xvii.  
An interesting popular account of ancient work in p recious  
metal, will be found in  Ε. Τ.  Cook's Popular µasdbοολ So the  
Greek and Roman Aniiqui!kr is the Brilish Museum,  ρρ. ό  uqq.  

Orlenlal, Afrka,s  Plain, &c.—Some very curious pieces of plate,  
both in gold and in silver, have been found in northern India in  
which country the goldsmith's art is of great antiquity;' these  
appear to be of native workmanship, but the subjects with  
which they are embossed, and the modelling of the figures,  
show that they were produced under We Roman influence, or  
in some cases possibly even Greek influence in a highly degraded  
state, handed down horn the time of Alexander's Indian con-
quests. A fine gold casket (Buddhist relic) said to date from 
about 50 54. is worthy of note.' In the British Museum are  
an Indian silver dish (3rd-4th century s.o.)' and en earlier one,  
ascribed to c.  S.D.  200.  

Under the Sassanian kings of Persia (from the 3rd to 6th 
centuries) very massive and richly decorat'd gold vases, bowls,  

' Cf.  E.  HObner.  Die aidik.sn Blidwirke is Mad ‚ii, pp. 253  sqq.  
A.  Odobescu,  Li Trisor sin Pdro:sa,  pp. 1 5  sqq.,  6g. 68.  
D.  Bracci, Diqerla'ione  sepia us  clipea vein:  (L.ucca,  177 1 ).  

'See R. v. Schneider, Album  ausorlesensier Gegonsldndo der  

An!skassammlu,g  dos allerhsickgess Kaisorhas'm  (1 895); sod cf.  
V'rhan&ungeis der  µ  Versammlung  deutsche, Phiklogen  (1893).  
pp. 297  sqq.  

'Sir G. Birdwood, Ziidwskioi  Ails of India (1880).  
"Vilson', Arcdaa asliqua  (180 ).  
' Archaeo&agia, 1ν.  534.  

and betties were made (6g.  ιο).  Those which still exist show  
a curious mingling of ancient Assyrian art with that of Rome  
in its decline. Relief, re-
presenting winged lions,  
or the sacred treebetween  
its attendant beasts,  
alternate with subjects  
from Roman mythology,  
such as the rape of  
Ganymede; but all are 
treated alike with much  
originality, and in a 
highly decorative man-
ner. A fine example of  
Persian work of the early 
ι pώ centυry(dated ι8ι;)  
is the circular gold dish, 
richly enamelled, which 
is in the Victoria and  
Albert Museum, where 
a large collection of  . 
Oriental plate may be 
studied, litre may be 
seen a gold rose-water Fro. so.—Ssuanian  Gold Bottle, about  sprinkler of gold, en- το in. high. In the Vienna Museum.  
tire!),  covered with richly 
enamelled flowers, Mogul work, s;th century; fine Burmese  
gold work found in  Α.D.  1484-1485 in a Buddhist temple, 
Rangoon; remarkable gold ornaments of tho Burznese  
regalia; and a large elephant howdab, from the Punjab, made 
of silver, parcel gilt, the lop covered with diver plates of large  

repouss!  foliage. Tibetan craftsmen work is represented by 
numerous vessels for sacred and domestic purposes, mostly of 
mttal, partially mounted in diver, which display the skill of the  
Tibetans in the roth century. Of the skill of the Hindus as 
goldsmiths, abundant evidence is afiorded by the  Raossayana  
and  Mandbhd,'ala,  though very little of their ancient gold and 
silver work baa survived. In India the people of the Cash-
mere valley have long been famous for their natural superiority 
as craftsmen, as was  Lucknow for its utensils of gold and diver, 
much of it richly enamelled in the 18th and 19th centuries.  
Chanda in the Central Provinces was once celebrated for its 
skilled goldsmiths, and the plate of Cutch and Gujarat in the 
Bombay Presidency has enjoyed a well-deserved reputation. 
The uncontaminated indigenous designs of the Sind goldsmiths' 
work call for special notice. Indian plate, as is quite natural, 
has often been influenced by European designs: for instance, 
the beautiful gold and silver work of Cutch is Dutch in origin,  
while the ornate throne of wood covercd with plates of gold, 
early 19th century, used by Ranjit Singh (at South Kensington) 
also displays European influence. Much of the Siamese decora-
tive plate of the 18th and  ι9th  centuries is of silver-gilt and  
nielloed. In the Rijks museum, Amsterdam, is a collection of 
silver dishes, boxes of gold and silver, jewelry, &c., all of 
excellent workmanship, from Lombok. Mricsn goldsmiths' 
work is represented in the British Museum by the geld orna-
ments from Asbanti, where there are also some gold ornaments 
from graves in Central America and Colombia. Ancient Abya-
siiiian work can be studied at the Victoria and Albert Museum  
in the gold chalice, gold crown of the Abuna  ο  Abyssinis,  
another more ornate crown of silver-gilt, a fine shield with 
silver-gilt filigree, and other objects. 

The gold and diver work of Russia resembles in style that of 
Byzantium at an early period. Shrines and other magnificent 
pieces of plate in the treasury of the cathedral at Moscow (see 
Weltmami,  Li  Trfsor  dc Moscow,  ιόό ι),  though executed at 
the end of the τ th and t ό th century, are similar in design to  
Byzantine work of the txth or sstb century, rind even since 
then but little change or development of style has lakes 
place. 

The caliphs of Bagdad, the sultana of Egypt, and other 
Moslem rulers were once famed for their rich stores of plate, 
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which was probably of extreme beauty both ha design and ,oek-
manship. Little or nothing of this Moslem plate now remains,  

and it is only possible to judge of its style and magnificence from  

the fine works in brass and other less valuable metals'which have 
survived to our time. 

Towards the end of the roth century the Rhine valley became  

the centre of a school of goldsmiths, who produced splendid  

examples of their work—a mixture of Byzantine art with their  

own original designs. The book-covets, portable altars and other  

objects, preserved at Trier and Aix-la-Cbapelle, are notable  

examples produced at that centre. The magnificent book-cover  

1mm Echternacb, now at Goiha, is of the school of Trier.  

Early Medieval  Piak.—The Gothic, Gaulish and other 
semi-barbarian peoples, who In the 6th century were master, of 
Spain, France and parts of central Europe, produced great 
quantities of work in the precious metals, especially gold, often of 
great magnificence of design and not without some skill In work-
manship. The Merovingiana encouraged the art of the gold-
smith by spending immense sums of money on plate and jewelry, 
though only two examples of their great wealth in church 
vessels have survived—the gold chalice and paten of Gourdon, 
now at Paris. Fine examples of Carlovingian work, which was 
mainly wrought In the monasteries in the north of the Frankish  
dominions and on the Rhine, may be studied In the covers for 
the Gospels, In the ΒΙbliοιhtqυe Nalionale in Paris. In 1837 
a large number of pieces of very massive gold plate were found 
at Petrossa In Rumania; much of this find was unfortunately  
broken up and melted, but a considerable portion was saved,  

and Is now in the museum at Bucharest. These magnificent  

objects are all Of solid gold, and consist of large dishes, vases,  

ewers, baskets of open work, and personal 
ornaments (fig. τ τ). Some of them show a  
strong Roman influence in their design,  
others are more purely barbaric In style. 
To the first of these classes belongs a very 
fine phiale or ?stem,  ιο  In. in diameter. In 
the centre υ a seated statuette of a goddess,  
holding a cup, while all round, In high relief,  

are standing figures of various male and 
female deities, purely Roman In style. 
Though the execution Is somewhat clumsy, 
there is much reminiscence of classical grace  
in the attitudes and drapery Of these figures. 
A large basket and other pieces, made of 
square bare of gold arranged so as to form 
an open pattern of still geometrical design, 
have nothing in common with the vessels In  
which Roman Influence is apparent, and can  
hardly be the work of the same school of 
goldsmiths. 1  The dale of this Petrossa treasure  
is supposed to be the 6th century. The 
celebrated Gourdon gold cup and tray now 
preserved In Paris belong to about the 
same date. They are very rich and magni-
ficent, quite free from any survival of classic 
influence, and In atyle resemble the Merovin-

gian gold work which was found in the tomb of Childeric I. 
The cup is 3  in. high, shaped like a miniature two-handled  
chalice, its companion oblong tray or plate has a large cross in 
high relief in the centre They arc elaborately ornamented  

with inlaid work of Iurquoises and garucts, and delicate 
filigree patterns in gold, soldered on. 

In the 6th century Byzantium was the chief centre for the 
production of large and magτι lΙccnt works in the precious 
metals. The religious fervour and the great wealth of Justinian 
and his successors filled the churches of Byzantium, not only 

 with enormous quantities Of gold and silver chalices, shrines,  

and other smaller pieces of ecclesiastical plate, but even large 
altars, with tall pillared baldacchmni over 'her, fonts, massive 
candelabra, statues, and high screens, all made of the precious  

metals. The wealth and artistic splendour with which Si Peter's 
' Soden Smith,  Tremur'  of  Pdrossa  (1869).  

In Rome and St Sophia in Constantinople wait amiched Is vat  
almost inconceivable. To read the mere inventories of these 
treasures dazzles the imagination—such as that given in the  

Libar ρaidιβ'αΙis  of Anastsslus Blbhiothecarlus, which includes  
the long list of treasures given by Constantine to St Ρeι*τ½ 
before he transferred his seat of empire to Byzantium (no), and  

the scarcely less wonderful list of gold and silver plate presented 
to the same basilica by Pope Symmachus  (8- ι4'  

Some early Byzantine plate Of the 6th century is in the British  
Museum; an inscribed palen of the zeth and zstb centuries is In 
Halberatadt Cathedral In Germany, and numerous eeciesisstirsl  

vessels art in the Treasury of St Mark's, Venice.  
Early In the medieval period France and other Western  

countrits were but little behind Italy and Byzantium in their  
production of massive works, both secular and religious, in the 
precious metals. At this time every cathedral or abbey church  

in Germany, France and even England began to accumulate  

rich treasures of every kind in gold and silver, enriched with  

jewels and enamel; but few specimens, however, still exist of  

the work of this early period. The most notable are Charle-
magne's regalia 1  and other treasures at Alx-la.Chapellc, a few 
preserved at St Peter's In Rome, and the remarkable set of  
ecclesiastical utensils which still exist In the cathedral of Morris  
near Milan—the gift of Queen Theodehinda in the early part of  

the 7th century.' The treasure of Nagy-Szerrt-Mikloa, consist-
ing of several vessels of gold, of Hungarian origin (fl ιb-91h  
century), is in the Imperial Museum at Vienna. 

The existing examples of magnificent early work in the precious  

metals mostly belong to a somewhat later period. The chief  
are the gold and silver altar in Sani' Ambrogio at Milan, of the  

pth century; the ' Pals d'Oro," or gold ratable, in St Mark's  

Venice, begun in the ioth century; the silver altar-front in  
Si Domenico's Church at Palermo; the shrine of silver-gilt (with 
later additions) in the church of Si Simeon at Zara, Dalnialis,  

by Franceaco dl Antonio Of Sesto near Milan, 1380; and the  
gold altar-frontal given by the emperor Henry Ii. and his wife  

Cunigunde, at the beginning of the  i  τ th  century, to the cathedral 
atBaseL ThelaιΙ isabουt 4 ίt.hΙghby ό fι. lοιιg, τeροa ιέ in 
high relief, with figures of Christ, the three archangels, and St 
Benedict, standing under an arcade of round arches; it is now  

In the blonde Cluny in Paris.1  A similar gold frontal, of equal 
splendour, was that made for the archbishop of Sons In 
This was melted down by Louis XV. In 1764 but fortunately 
a drawing of it was preserved, and is published by Du Somniersrd  

(Album, 9th series, p1. xiii.). Reliquaries of great splendour  
were made of the precious metals, one of the moat notable being  
that containing the skulls of the three kings in Cologne Cathedral. 
This shrine, which resembles in form a building of twu storeys,  
was wrought in the nih century. The covers of the Textus  

in the Victoria and Albert Museum are highly important 
examples of goldsmiths' work; they are of gold and silver,  
decorated with enamel and set with stones, probably dalilig 
from the ι τth century. 

CdIir. —Thc  skill in metal-working of the Celtic people in 
the British Islands, especially in Ireland, in Pagan and Christian  
times, is well known, and need hardly be emphasized bent-
While much has perished, much happily remains in proof of their 
extraordinary skill in working gold and silver, particularly in  

jewelry. The most remarkable specimen of their technical skill 
and artistic perception is the famous Ardagh chalice of the 9 ιb-
roth century (in the museum at Dublin) (Plate II., fig. 30, 
which is composed chiefly of silver, with enrichments of gold sad 
gilt bronze, and with exquisite enamels. The interlaced ornament 
is a feature of Celtic work, and may further be studied in the  

celebrated Tars brooch, with its ae νentysiχ varieties of design  
as well as In other exquisite examples of jewelry. Further 
evidence of Celtic skill is forthcoming in the shrines for the 
sacred bells in Ireland, not to mention other ecclesiastical 

' See D'Agincourt, Hisloire  'k  l'c,i  (1823).  
'Bock, Des  lGeisodi's  des hail.  νόmiscέeιι Rdcies  (1864).  

Arch. Joe,,  xiv. 8.  
' Ardraedegus,  m. 144-148.  
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ornaments. These are of great beauty, and the silver shrine  
of the bell of Si Patrick ( ιορ1- ι ιο5) displays the interlaced  
scroll ornament in a striking degree. With the introduction  
of Gothic art into Britain the special characteristics of Christian  
Celtic art in Ireland gradually died out.  

AngIo.Saxon.—Judged by the examples of Anglo-Saxon  
jewelry discovered, the Anglo-Saxon craftsmen brought their  
art to a high state of perfection,  ihough  hardly equal in merit to  
the Celtic. A large quantity of their  metal.work  is of bronze,  
lrequently  enriched with gold and enamel. Happily, there is  
preserved one priceless specimen of the goldsmith's sit of this  
period—namely, the famous Alfred  jcwel  of gold, now in the  
Ashmolean  Museum at Oxford, with a portrait, believed  ιο  be of  
Alfred the Great, in  'IoisonnI  enamel. Another notable speci-
men is the  Ethelwulf  ring in the British Museum. Though  
ecclesiastical vessels, doubtless of the precious metals, appear  
in Anglo-Saxon illuminated manuscripts, the only piece of plate  
of that time at present known is the plain  ailver  cup of the latter  
part of the 9th century, found, with gold and silver jewelry and  
pennies at  Trewhiddle  in Cornwall, which is now in the British  
Museum. 1  There is, however, an  importanl  example of metal-
work embellished with silver plates—namely, the portable altar  
of St Cuthbert at Durham.  

A most valuable description of the various methods of work  
practised by gold- and  ώ l νersmi ιh  in the tub and τ sth  cen-
turies is given by the monk  Theophilus  in his  Dinersarum Odium  
seheduk (Hendrie's ed.,  5847). He minutely describes every  
possible process that could be employed in making and orna-
menting elaborate pieces of ecclesiastical plate—such as smelting,  
refining, hammering, chasing and  repoussέ  work, soldering,  
casting (by the" (ire perduc"  process), wire-drawing, gilding with  
mercury amalgam, and the application of  niello, cnamel  and gems.  

The silversmith of those days, as in classical times, was not  
only a thorough artist with a complete sense of beauty and fitness  
in his work, but he was also a craftsman of the most vari ed  
fertility of resource, and made himself thoroughly responsible  
for every part of his work and every stage through which it  
passed—a meat striking contrast to the modern subdivision  
of labour, and eagerness to produce a  ahow  of neatness without  
regard to real excellence of work, which is the curse of all 19th-
century handicrafts, and one of the main reasons why our  
modern productions are in the main neither works of true art  
nor objects of real lasti ng  utility.  

Jialian Piaie.—Before the latter part of the t ς th  century,  
large pieces  of silver work were made more for ecclesiastical  
use than for the gratification of private luxury. The great  
silver shrine in Orvieto Cathedral, made to contain the blood.  
stained corporal of the famous  Bolsens  miracle, is one of the  
chief of these. It is a very large and elaborate work in solid  
silver, made to imitate the west front of a cathedral, and d ecor-
ated  in the most sumptuous way with figures cast and chased in  
relief, and a wonderful series of miniature-like pictures embossed  
In low relief and covered with translucent enamels of various  
brilliant colours. This splendid piece of silver work was executed  
about 1338 by  Ugolino da  Siena, one of whose other works, a  
fine reliquary, in also at Orvieto. The other most important  
pieces  of silver work in Italy are the frontal and  rctable  of St  
James in the cathedral at  Pisioia  and the altar of San Giovanni  
at Florence. On these two works were employed a whole  
series of the chief Tuscan artists of the t4th  and  ι5th  centuries,  
many of whom, though of great reputation in other branch es  of 
art, such as painting, sculpture on a large scale, and architecture,  
did not disdain to devote their utmost skill and years of labour,  
to work which we now as a rule consign to  cτa ί tsmen  of the very  
smallest capacity. The following celebrated artists were  
employed upon the altar at Florence: Antonio  Pollaiuolo,  
Michelozzo, Verrocchio,  as well as less prominent artificers,  Betto  
Geri, Leonardo di  Ser  Giovanni and  Betto  di Francesco  Betti.  

Among the distinguished names of Florentines who during  

Ι  Vkforia Ilisiory  of Cornwall,  i.  375. 	 . 
' Ε.  Alfred Jones,  "  The Altar of Pistols.  " Tb Rilsqnary  (January,  

906), pp. 19-4.  

the space of one century only, the 15th,  worked  in gold and  
silver, the following may be given to suggest the high rank  
which this class of work took among the arts:  Brundleachi,  
Ghilserti, Donatello,  Luca dells  Robbia,  the  twO Pollaiuoli,  
Vcrrocchio, Michelozzo, Ghirlandalo, Botiicelli,  Lorenzo dl  
Credi, Baccio Baldini  and  Fmncia.  The cities of Italy which  
chiefly excelled in this religious and beautiful class of silver  
work during the 14th and  t ι h  centuries were Florence, Siena,  
Arezzo,  Pisa,  Pistoia,  Bologna, where there are fine 14th-century  
silver reliquaries executed by Jacopo  Roseto da  Bologna for  
the heads of St Dominic and St  Petronio  in the church of Si  
Slefano.  Perugia, where Paolo  Vanni, Roscetto  and others  
worked in the 14th and early 15th centuries, and Rome.  

Owing to the demoralization and increase of luxury which  
grew in Italy with such startling rapidity during the early  yeats  
of the  ιό ι h  century, the wealth and artistic skill which in the  
previous centuries had been mainly devoted to reli gious objects  
were diverted into a different channel, and became for the most  
part absorbed in the production of magnificent pieces of plate—
vases, esters, dishes, and the like—of large size, and decorated  
in the meal lavish way with the fanciful and  over'luxuriant  
forms of ornament introduc ed  by the already declining taste of  
the Renaissance. This demand created a new school of metal-
workers, among whom  Benvenuto Cellini  (1500-157  i)  was per-
haps the ablest and certainly the most prominent. His graphic  
autobiography makes him one of the foremost and most vivid  
figures of the wonderful 16th  century, in which often the most  
bestial self-indulgence was mingled with the keenest enthusiasm  
fur art. The large salt-cellar made for Francis 1., now at  
Vienna, is the only piece of plate w hich can be definitely assigned  
to  Cellirii.  The splendid  Farnese  casket, with crystal plaques  
engraved by Giovanni di Bernardi, in the Naples Museum, has  
been wrongly attributed to  Cellini.  His influence on the design  
of plate was very great, not only in Italy and France, but also  
in  Germany.5  During the 17th century fine pieces of plate  
were produced in Italy, many of them still retaining some of the  
grace and refinement of the earlier Renaissance.  

The papal treasure, containing priceless examples of the  
goldsmith's art, was almost entirely depleted by Pius VI. to pay  
the indemnity demanded by Napoleon. The tiara of Julius II.  
by  Caradosso,  and the  
splendid  morse  of Clement  
VII. by  Benvenuto  Cellini,  
coloured drawings of  
which are preserved in  
the Print Room, B ritish  
Museum, are among the  
objects then destroyed.  

Avaluablesource  of study  
of Italian plate (now de-
stroyed) is contained in the  
three volumes of drawings.  
executed between 1755 and  
1764, by  Graucnbroch,  in  
the  Museo Correr  at Venice.  

Germany—From very  
early times Germany was  
specially famed for its  
works in the precious  
melals,  mostly for eccle-
siastical use. In the 15th  
century a large quantity  
of secular plate was urn.- -  
duced  of beautiful design  
and skilful workmanship.  
Tall covered  cupS  00 FIG.  ι.-Si Ι vν r  Beaker, decorat ed  
stems, modelled with a with  opcn wsrk.  filled in with trans. 

series of bosses something ιουίcϊ tπ t
Ι 51h C tflt1 Ν (Κ L) 

like a pineapple, beakers  . .  

and tankards, enriched with Gothic creating and foliage, axe  
' See  Eugbe Pbs. BXnmsido Calhini, se  ‚,i'.  &'  (1883); also  

Callini's  own work,  Diii' Οrψsrια  (1568).  
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among the moat  imporianl  places of plate. During the  t ό Ι h  
century  Augabiirg  and  Nurembcrg,  long celebrated for their  
ailver  work, developed a school of  cralLsmen  whose splendid  
productions have often been ascribed to the great  Cellini  
himself. In the first decade of the  ι ό Ι h  century, Paul  Μ ϋ ΙΙ ncr,  
a Nuremberg goldsmith, furnished Frederick the Wise with  

several silver-gill reliquaries for his collection at Wittenberg.  

Later in the same century came the  Jamnituer  family of  
Nuremberg, chief among them being  Wentzcl Jamnitzer,  
one of whose masterpieces, an enamelled silver  centre ρiece,  
belongs to the baroness James dc Rothschild of Paris.  

Maihaeus Wallbaum  of Augsburg was another celebrated  
goldsmith of the  ι ό th  century. His chief works are  
religious ornaments of ebony mounted in silver, and the Porn

-mesuher Kunsischrank  in the  Kunstgewerbe  Museum, Berlin  
But the chief German goldsmith of the  τ ό ιh  century was Anton  
Eisenhoit *  of Warburg, who wrought the line crucifix (1589),  
the chalice and other ecclesiastical vessels which belong to the  
Furstenberg  family. Other notable craftsmen of this period  
were Hans  Petzolt  and Melchior  Bayr.  the latter having made  
the silver altar (with scenes from the Life of Christ after  Durer)  

4  

Fin. 13.—Silver Cup,  Β  in. high,  
usually attributed to  Jammtzer,  
but more probably by Paul Flint.  Ftc.  i4.—Εwer  by  Fmπςο *s  
Madeat Nurembergaboutthemid- linaC,  about *0 in. high.  
died the  ι ό ιh ςen ιυry.  (S.  Κ. Μ.)  Middle of 16th century.  

for the king of Poland, which is in the  Sigismund  chapel in Cracow  
Cathedral.' Jakob Mores, the elder, of Hamburg, was employed  

by the royal house of Denmark. A large number of his original  
designs for plate are in the public art library at Berlin. Jakob  
Mores, the younger, executed the silver altar at  Fredeniksborg  
in the 17th  century. ln  Germany the traditions of earlier  
Gothic art were less rapidly broken with, and many purely  

Gothic forms survived there till the end of the  ιό th  century,  
and Gothic decorative features even later. In the first half of  

the 17th century, though the technical skill of the German silver-
smiths reached a high standard of merit, there was some falling  

ofT  in the execution and in the purity of outline in their designs.  

Germany is richer in secular plate than any other country.  
The remarkable royal collections of plate in the green vaults  
at Dresden, Gotha and Munich, as well as public museums in  
Germany, including the treasure of Luneburg at Berlin, afford  
excellent opportunities for the study of the German goldsmith's  

art, the remarkable chalice,  t2 Ι h  century, of St  Gothard's  
church,  Hildesheim;  the celebrated  Kaiserbecker  of  Οsnabrϋ ck  

ι Leming, Die  Silb'r-Arbeikx  von  A,iion Eiw,lioii  ('880).  
'Illustrated by  Ordeywolaki,  in  R πεs* υs  w  Pdac',  p4..  1 1-12.  

of the  t3th  century; the cup given by the emperor Frederick HI.  
and Mathias  Corvinus  to Vienna in 146 4  and the splendid ewer  
of  Goslar,  1477, are notable specimens of early German work.  
In England the only public collections of German plate worthy  
of notice are the"  Waddesdon  "in the British Museum, and the  
Victoria and Albert Museum. Prior to its dispersal among  

his live daughters, the late baron Carl von  Rothschild's  collection  
at  Frankforl-on.Main  was the most extensive private collection  
in existence. The Gutmann collection, acquir ed  by Mr J.  Pier-
pont  Morgan, contains many rare pieces, as do es  that of the  
baronesses Alphonse and Salomon dc Rothschild in Paris.  

Many of the most beautiful vessels of crystal, agate, &c.,  

formerly attributed to Italian art ists, were carved  and engraved  
and set in beautiful enamelled gold and silver mounts, in southern  

Germany in the  iflth  and 17th centuries. At the end of  
the τ 7th  and the beginning of the  t8th  centuries household plate  
and other ornaments were frequently decorat ed  with painted  
enamels, mostly originating from Augsburg.  Dinglinger  of  
Dresden and his school at about this time exercised considerable  
influence in the production of ornaments in pearl and other  

materials, elaborately carved, mounted and enamelled.  

Several specimens exist of the models of cup. required of  

candidates for the rank of master-craftsmen in the second half  

of the  ι ό ι h  century. One of these, at the Victo ria and Albert  
Muscum,  is believed to have been wrought by Martin  Rehlcin  
of Nuremberg in 15721573.'  

Many of the famous 15th sod  ' ό th  century artists—such as  
Martin Schfin,  Israel von  Mecken, Aldegrever, Altdorfer,  
Brosamer,  Peter  Flotner,  the  Behams, Hopfer  and Hans  Holbein  
the younger, supplied the silversmiths with designs  br  plate.  
Several of  Holbein's  original designs, including one for the gold  
cup probably wrought by his friend, John of Antwerp, for Queen  
Jane Seymour, are in the Print Room, B ri tish Museum, where  
there is also an original design for a table fountain by the cele-
brat ed  artist, Albrecht  Dgrer.  Virgil Sells of Nuremberg  
(15t4-t562) was especially fertile in designing plate, and he  
executed a large series of etchings of designs for vases, cups,  

ewers,  tazze,  &c.' Many of the German silver ewers and basins  
resemble those made m pewter at the end of the  t ό ι h  century by  
Franςαis Briot  and Gaspar  Enderlelo,  who migrated  from  
Switzerland to Germany.  

Swilurland  —This country produced several silversmiths  
whose  work in the main follows that of the Ge rman school.  
The three historical beakers in the national library at Zurich  
were made in  thai  city from money sent Out as gifts from  
England by the three English bishops, Jewel of Salisbury, Horn  

of Winchester, and Parkhurst of Norwich, in appreciation of the  

hospitality afforded them during their exile at Zurich, in the  

reign of Queen Mary  Ι.  Important plate was wrought αι  
Berne,  Rsppersweil  and other Swi ss  towns.  

Russia—In no country is the ecclesiastical and secular plate  
of greater interest than in Russia, where so many different  
influences have been at work In its designs and decoration—
Byzantine, Oriental. Gothic, Renaissance, &c. The "golden  
age" of ecclesiastical art was undoubtedly the 17th century,  
when the churches and monasteries were being enriched with  
many priceless ornaments in the precious metals. Enamels of  
great richness—which  had been introduced there by  Hungazian  
artists—niello  and precious stones  were employed in the decora-
tion. A drinking-cup or bowl exclusively Russian in form and  
character, known as  &dim, was largely  msde  (see the flue one  
of gold, enamelled  and set with precious stones, in the royal  
collection at Vienna), as was a smaller bowl, call ed cziarka,  with  
a single handle. Another secular vessel, peculiarly Russian,  
is the  kossh,  a pointed  or boat-shaped  bowl with a long handle.  
Much of the domestic plate after Peter the Great', time was  

influenced by that of western countries, particularly Germany.  
Poked—Though not  wIthout  a character of its own, the  

'See Rosenberg in /Cum! end  Gewerbe  ( 1 885).  
* See  twenty.one  facsimile, of these etchings published by  

J.  Rjmsll  (London,  

Keller.  "  Three Silver Cups at Zurich," Arch. burn.  avis  '5$.  
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ecclesiastical plate of Poland came under the influence both  
of Germany and Hungary. Many of the sacred vessels of late  

medieval times are decorated with enamels and niello. In the  
57th century ecclesiastical vessels encrusted with corals are  
met with, such as those given by Michael Wissiiowiecki, king of  
Poland, to the church of Czeustochowa. A magnificent r;th-
century chalice of gold, beautifully enamelled, given by the  

bishop of neck and Breslau, son of Sigismund  ΙΙΙ.,  is in neck  
cathedral. Many important pieces of plate still exist in churches  

in Poland, though a Polish origin is not claimed for them; for  

Instance, the soth.century chalice at Trxemesxno, where there  
is also another chalice of about the same period. The cathedral  
of Cracow contains many priceless examples, such as the 14th.  

century gold cross given by Casimir the Great; the gold crucifix  
of Mathias Corvinus, and the gold reliquary, 16th century, of  

St Stanilas, bishop of Cracow.  
Frmwe.—France, like England, has suffered grievous losses  

In its plate, though it cart show a larger array of mtdieval  
church vessels than can England. The chief specimens of  

medieval plate are the 9th-century casket and the seated  

statuette of St Foy (ioth century) in the treasure of Conques;  

the cross of Laon  (c. Taco) in the Louvre; the dborium (early  
13th century) in the treasury of Sens; the cross of the same  
period in Amiens Cathedral; the caskets of St Taurin  (c. 1250);  
the reliquary of St Epine, given by St Louis; the virgin of the  

abbey of Roncevaux (Navarre, 14th century); and the virgin  

given by Queen Jeanne d'Evreux to St Denis in 1339. One of  

the most cherished posseasions of the British Museum is the  
celebrated gold and enamel cup of the kings of England, French.  
work of the 14th century. No doubt the visit to Paris of Cellini  

exercised a great influence in the goldsmith's art there, though,  

unfortunately, no examples have survived. The extravagances  
of Louis XIV. and his court led to the destruction of all the royal  
plate of France, as did the Revolution of 1789 of vast quantities  

of domestic plate. It was not until the early part of the 18th  

century thai any signs of revival are visible in the art of the  
silversmith. Chief among the Paris goldsmiths of that time are  

Claude Ballin the younger, Thomas Germain, and, later in the  

century, Franois Τhοmαsi Germain, who made the royal plate  

of Portugal and several pieces for the court of Russia.  
The Low Cosrnlrics.—Flemish silversmiths of the late medieval  

period were as skilful as they were in the Renaissance. So  
little Flemish plate remains that pictures of the Flemish school  

are recommended as the chief sources of study of ecdesisstical  

vessels. A fine covered silver beaker, decorated with open  
work and translucent enamel in the South Kensington Museum,  

and another covered with figures and foliage in niello, in the  

print room of the British Museum, are notable examples of  
Flemish work of the ι th century.  Α  large triptych, 13th  
century, is in the Rothschild bequest to the Louvre. Ornate  
rosewater ewers and basins, which came in with the Renaissance,  
such as the important pair dated 1535 in the Louvre, were  

made at Antwerp and other places.  
The Utrecht silversmith, Paul van Vianen (early 17th century)  

wrought many fine pieces of plate, including the silver baa-reliefs  
in the Rijks Museum at Amsterdam, where there are five fine  

baa-reliefs in silver by the Belgian silversmith, Mathias Melin.  

Two other members of the same family, Adam and Christian  
van Vianen, were also prominent silversmiths of this time.  

An earlier Dutch silversmith, Christian van Vianen of Utrecht,  

made the vessels for the altar of St George's Chapel, Windsor,  

for Henry VIII.  
Two important pieces of Dutch plate are the covered tazza-

.baped cup of William the Silent, date about 5573, belonging  
to the earl of Υarboroυgh,1  and another large cup of the same  
form (159$), known as the "Breda cup," in the possession of  

the Hohenlohe family. Considerable quantities of plate were  

produced at Amsterdam (where Johann Lutma the elder—d.  

1669— was a well-known silversmith), Haarlem, the Hague and  
many other places. The numerous 1 7th-century Dutch pictures  

* Pozczdzlecke and Rastawiecki.  Polish Si!wr Work  (ι853- ι869).  
Archaesiogia lix.  83.  

of still-life and other subjects afford opportunities for the study  
of taxze, beakers and other domestic vessels in silver. Ifendrik  

Janasena, a Dutch engraver of about 1640, executed many dcaigns  
for goldsmiths and jewellers.  

S'niin  rind PoriugoL—Spaniah  plate was largely influenced  
in the middle ages by that of France and Flanders and the art  
of the Moors. But little medieval plate exists in Spain, most of  

it having been destroyed at the time when a taste for more  
elaborate ornaments sprang up as a result of the Introduction of  
fresh wealth from the colonies in the New World. The following  
examples may be singled out: a cross of wood, covered with gold  
filigree work, set with stones (Ao. 808), in Oviedo Cathedrsl,  

where there is also a larger cross of wood and gold, dating from  
later in the same century. A Moorish casket of wood covered  

with thin silver plates is in Gerona Cathedral. The reliquary of  
Alphonso III. and his queen (sm. 866-896 covered with  
embossed silver plates of the symbols of the evangelists; the 11th-
century chalice at Silos; chalices of the 13th and esrly 14th  

centuries in the cathedrals of Santiago and Toledo; and Don  

Martin's great armchair, of wood covered with elaborate silver.  

gill plates, in Barcelona cathedral. The Spanish monstrances  
of the 15th century are noticeable because of the Flemish  

influence displayed, while those of the early part of the 16th  
century, such as that by the celebrated silversmith, Enrique  

Arfe, in the cathedral of Cordova, is remrllcable for its ornste  
character. The letter's grandson, Juan dc Arfe  y  Villafane  
(who wrote Dr eerie conmensuracios, ι585, on silverwork and  
other arts) became a chief maker Of these magnificent ron-
strances; for instance, the celebrated example in Seville cathedral.  

He was associated with Pacheco in executing statues. About  

the 15th century Barcelona became famed as a centre for the  
silversmith's art, and the  Libros dc ρσνρυια,  or silversmiths'  
examination books, still preserved in that city, contain a large  

number of designs for jewel-work. Seville likewise had an  
important gild of silversmiths, as did the following cities: Tolcdo,  
Valladolid, Burgos, Cordova and Salamanca. The celebrated  

family Of Becerril wrought, fine plate at Cuenca in the 16th  
century. Many chalices and some domestic plate of the 16th  

and early 17th centuries are embellished with small enamelled  
disks, some of which show Saracenic influence in details. The  
Victoria and Albert Museum possesses a fine collection of  

Spanish goldsmith's work.  
Portuguese plate displays in Its Gothic features a very florid  

style, in imitation of that adopted by architects in the reign of  
Don Manuel (1495-1521). A typical example of this extrava-
gance of Gothic motives may be sects In the monstrance of Belem,  
which was made from gold brought from the  Eaat by Vasco da  
Gems.  . 

Ausiric  rind Hungary.—Austrian plate is, like that of Switzer-
land, largely based on German models. The ecclesiastical plate  
of Hungary in the ι5th and ιό th centuries is celebrated for its  
enamelled work of a flowered design enclosed in filigree wire—
introduced from Italy. This enamelled decoration was con-
tinued in the 17th century, but without the filigree wire, and it  
is then described as "Transylvanian." Much of the secular  

plate of the *6th and 17th centuries in north and east Hungary  
is influenced by German plate, while that in Transylvanla is  
frequently inspired by Oriental designs.  

English.—T here is strong evidence of the importance attached  

to English medieval plate by Continental peoples, as there was  

to the magnificent English illuminated MSS, and, later, to the  

embroidered vestments,  opss aisglicans'm.  But, unfortunately,  
the ruthless destruction of plate during the Wars of the Roses,  

the Reformation and the Great Rebellion has spared but few  

medieval pieces to which we can point. Under the name of  

Protestanlism every ecclesiastical vessel with a device savouring  

of 'popish superstition" was instantly destroyed. The inven-
tories of the great cathedrals and religious houses plainly τeveal  
their marvellous wealth in gold and silver vessels.  

Norfolk is richer than any other county in pre-Reformation  
chalices and ρaιens.5  The well-known" Gloucester "candlestick,  

' Ν4οΙk Arch.  xii. 85.  



Fio.  ι5.—S Ινer  Cup. 41  in.  
high, with embossed gold band;  
found in a  gra'e  in the east  
of Zealand (Denmark). This  
cup dates from the earlier part  
of the Iron Age.  
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though composed of inferior metal, Is an illustration of the  
fine plate wrought in England in the 12th  century, while  
the ancient anointing spoon of the sovereigns of England at the  
Tower of London is an historical relic of the end of the  isth 

 century (with the bowl altered for Charles 11.). The earl of 
 Carysfort  is the fortunate possessor of a silver-gilt censer of 

about 1 3 75 and an incense ship, of about  ιοο,  found in Whittle-
sea Mere in 1850,  and formerly belonging to Ramsey Abbey.' 
Only one pre-Reformaiion  English gold chalice has survived,  
which with its paten and a silver crosier was given to Corpus  
Christi College, Oxford, by its founder, Bishop Foxe (Plate IL, 
fig. 26). Both bear the London date-letter for 5507-1508.  

Another historical relic which has come down to the present day, 
 ihough  in a restored form, is the gold  ampufla  of about the end  

of the 54th century in the Tower of London. The universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge, though sadly depleted of their plate, 
can still show some notable pieces. The earliest example at 
each is a drinking horn, both of the  i'th  century, at Queen's 
College. Oxford, and Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Other 
notable horns are the  Pusey horn 2 ;  the celebrated Bruce horn 
with the seals of John of Gaunt attached, and one at Christ's 
Hospital.  

Maser bowls, made of wood mounted in silver and even in 
gold, and frequently engraved with scriptural and other  inscrip

-lions (see Plate  Ιέ  fig. 28), were popular drinking vessels in  
England in medieval limes. Many of these have survived, the 

 carliest  specimen being one of Edward II. at  Harbledown  
hospital. They ceased to be made after the reign of Elizabeth  

(Archa€oiogia,  i. 129).  Medieval  coco-nut cups, mounted in 
silver, are of frequent occurrence in England, the best known 
examples being in the pos session of the colleges at Oxford and 
Cambridge and several of the city companies. As has been men-
honed before, but few examples of early plate exist; the following  

is a brief list of some of the  moSt  notable pieces, other than those 
previously enumerated: the  "Sokbom "  cup (c. 1450), and the 
"Anathema" cup (1481-1482) at Pembroke College. Camb ridge; 
the Leigh cup (149Q) at  Μerceτa'  Hall; the ivory and silver cup 
(1525-1526) of the duke of Norfolk; the pastoral stall (c. 2367) at 
New College, Oxford; the Richmond cup (c. 1520) at  Armourers'  
Hall; the "election cup"  ('. taο)  at Winchester College; and  
the  Fousidress'  plate, consisting of a fine covered cup  (ι45-t.ggo), 

 two salts (c.  500),  a beaker and cover (1507-1508), and a salt  

( 1507- ι ο8)  at Christ's College, Cambridge. Of  Elizabeth'areign,  
the finest examples are probably the salt of the Vintners' Com-
pany (Plate II., fig. 27), and the  rosewater  dish and ewer of the 
duke of Rutland. Stoneware jugs, as the well-known example  

(τ 580  from West  MaIling,  Kent, 
and Chinese porcelain vessels  
were elaborately mount ed  in  
Elizabethan times, a goodly pro-
portion of the former having 
been done by goldsmiths at  
Exeter. 

The Celtic races of both 
England and Ireland appear to 
have possessed great wealth in 
gold and silver, but especially  
the former. lt  seems, however, 
to have been mostly used in the  
manufacture of personal orna- 
ments, such as torques,  flbulae  
and the like. A magnificent 
suit of gold armour,  eqsou&s'  
with simple patterns of lines and 
dots, was found some years ago  
at Mold in  Flintshire,  and is  
now in the British  Μυscum 2  

The amount of old jewelry found in Ireland during the pest 
century has been enormous; but, owing to the unfortunate 
law of" treasure-trove," by far the greater part was immediately  

I Illustrated  in Old Cambridge Plate. pp.  502-503.  
Ά πhο'οkgiα, iii. 3. xii. 377. 	'Ibid.  :mi. 422.  

malted down by the finders. Little of this p eriod that can  
be called plate has been discovered in the British  lsles—unlike  
Denmark and ether Scandinavian countries, where the excava-
tion of tombs has in many cases yielded rich results in the way  

of massive mine, bowls, ladles and horns of solid gold, mostly  

decorated with simple designs of spiral s,  concentric circles, α  
interlaced grotesques. Others are of silver, parcel-gilt, and 
some have figure subjects in low relief (fig.  ι).  In like  
manner, during the Saxon period, though gold and silver  
jewelry was common, yet little plate appears to have been 
made, with the exception of shrines,  altar.frontals  and vessels  
for ecclesiastical use, of which every important church in  

England must have possessed a magnificent stock. With  
regard to English secular plate, though but few early examples 
still exist, we know from various  recorda,  such as wills and  
inventories, that the 14th century was one in which  eveiy 

 rich lord or burgher prided  himself on his fine and massive 
collection of silver vessels; on festive occasions this was dis-
played, not only on the dinner-table, but also on sideboards,  
arranged with tiers of steps, One above the other, so as to show 
off to advantage the weighty silver vases, flagons and dishes  
with which it was loaded. The central object on every rich 
man's table was the  "nef  "—a large silver casket, usually (as 
the name suggests) in the form of a ship, and arranged  

ιο  contain the host's napkin, goblet, spoon and knife, with 
an assortment of spices  and salt. No old English  "nefs" 

 are now known. Great sums were often spent on this large 
and elaborate piece of plate,  e.g.  one made for the duke of 
Anjou in the  ι4th  century weighed 348 marks of gold. 
The English  silvernniths  of this  ρe οd  were highly 
skilled in their art, and produced objects of great beauty 
both in design and workmanship. One of the finest  
upedmenaof  Edward  III.'s  plate which 
still exists is a silver cup belonging to 
the mayor and corporation of King's 
Lynn. it is graceful and chalice-like in  

Fin.  χ ό .—Silνer  Cup,  wkh 	Fro. 17.—Silver-gilt  
translucent enamels. Probably 	Salt-cellar,  14}  in. high.  
English work of the 54th 	Given to New College,  
century. 	 Oxford, in 1493.  

form, skilfully chased, and decorated in a very rich and elaborate 
way with coloured translucent enamels  (fIg,  ιό )  of ladies  and  
youths, several with hawks on their wrists. Silver salt-tellers  

were among the most elaborate piec es  of plate produced during 
the 15Ι11  century.  Scvcral  colleges at Oxford and Cambridge  
still possess  fine specimens of these (11g. 17); a favourite  ab ρe 

 was a kind of hour-glass form richly  ornameuled,  made between  
about 1480 and  ι 525. 
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Fig. 22.—Golden ∆&&ατ hµφιώώ ιελλ,v from Mycenae (Late Minoan i.; about ι όοο B.C.)  
Fig. 22.—Fragment of a Silver Vase with Relief Design, showing the Defence of a City; from Mycenae  

(Late Minoan i.).  
Fig. 23.—Golden Cup from Troy (Early Minoan iii.; 2500 B.C. or earlier).  
Fig. 24, 25.—Gold Cups of Vaphio (Late Minoan i.).  

Greek Plate of the Bronze Age (Prehistoric Period).  
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Pholo. Soωthηwrk  Ρ1,010  ειισ. co.  

Fig. τ 7 .—Salt of the Vintnets Company  (Elizabethan).  

((y j.r»:iuiυx of  Chr&hton £ros.  

Fig.  τ8 —Bτaίlceabridge  Mazer Bowl.  

Fcom  Jackson.  Hislory of Ewaltsh Plato,  by peτmlssfσn of  
C. J. Jackson. F.S.A.  

Fig.  α9.—Gold Cap and Cover. Chaτks Π. 

From Csydner. Old Silverx»rk, by pormiasion of B. T. Batsfood.  

Fig. 3o.—Τυdοr Cup. 

Br porrnisoton of Ike Royal /risk A'adeuyy, 

Fig. 3 τ.—Αrdagh Chalice. 

Photo, Rills o- Sπωιιdιrt. »Y !ernes:slim of Corjus Chrw' Co4Ιao.  

Fig. 26.—Gold Chalice and Paten of Bishop Foxe. 



under Dutch influence, and mostly have lost the beautiful formi 
of the century before (fig. ig and Plate IL., fig. 29). In the early 
part of the ι8ιh century the designs of English plate were to 
some extent influenced by the [ntroductiosi of French ornaments 
by the large band of French silversmiths who sought refuge in  
England after the revocation of the edict of Naines, Chief 
among these Frenchmen (though probably not a refugee him-
self) was Paul  Lamerie,  "-ho produced a large number of notable 
specimens, the largest of which is a fine wine-cooler in the Winter 
Palace, St Petersburg. Through the greater part of the reign  

of George 111:English plate is more remarkable for its plain 
solidity than for artistic merit. With the advent, however, of 
the talented architecla, the brothers Adam, came a taste fOr 
plate with classical characteristics. The South Kensington  
Museum has a small, though fine, collection of plate, varying  

19.—Coνer,d Cup of Solid Gold,  ό  in. high, ε. 1660-1670.  
Given to Exeter College, Oxford, by George Hall, Bishop of Chester.  

in date from 5770 to 1788, in the Adam style. Many of Flax,  
man's designs were produced in plate, among the moat important  

being the ' Shield of Achilles," in silver-gilt, at Windsor Castle, 
Thomas Slothard. the painter, executed several designs for gold-
smith's work for Rundell and Bridge.  

The  Aasay  of Gold and 811w,  Plak.—Tbe  primitive method of  
testing the purity of the metal was by marking a streak with it 
on the toucbsione, and comparing the colour  
of the mark with that made by various pieces 
of gold or silver of known degrees of purity. 
Assay by cupellation Is now employed for 
silver: a piece of the silver to be tested is 
melted with some lead in a cupel or bone. 
ash crucible; the lead is oxidized, and 
rapidly sinks into the bone.ash, carrying  
with it any other impurities which are  
present. The residue of pure silver is then 
weighed, and by its loss shows bow much 
alloy it contained. Gold is now tested by  
an elaborate chemicgl process by which the 
trial bit is dissolved in acid, and then 
thrown down in the form of precipitate, Fio.  so—Silver  

which can be examined by it careful quan- ίγαω· is so.  
αted 

titative  analysis (see ASSAYING). 	 sign 17 	the
Tile standard of purity required in the brothers  ALso. 

time of Edward I. was, for gold, that it 
ahould  be of the "Paris touch,"  i.e.  19j carats out of 24.  
Before then 22 masts was the standard, Silver was to be "of  
the sterling Riley," viz. τ ι ox. a dwt. to the pound. Except for  
a time during the ιό tb century this standard of silver has been  
kept up, and is still required bylaw. 

HoJl-mai'ks  ow  Silwr.—In the τ3th century the English Gild 
of Gold- and Silver-smiths had grown Ίπ to τeat importance, and 
had acquired monopolies and many special privileges. In order  
to keep the standard up to the required purity the system of 
requiring each article to be stamped with certain marks was  

introduced by royal command. Tile first of these was the  
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But few existing sprdmtms of English plate are older than  
the beginning of the ι 5th  century Among the few that remain 
the principal are chalices—such as the two large silver-gilt 
ones found in the colfin of go archbishop of York. now used  

• for holy communion in the cathedral, and a fine silver chalice  

from the church of Berwick St James. Wilts, now in the Bnthh  

Museum. Both this and the York chalices are devoid of orna-
ment, and, judging from their shape, appear to be of the first  

half of the 13th century, which is the date of the fine medieval 
chalice and paten found near Doigchly some years ago (the latter  
now believed in some quarters to be of German origin). Several  
Tudor cups are in existence: the celebrated one of ι ai (Plate II.,  
fig. 30), an earlier one, τοο; t"-o covered ones of about ιιο  
and ιι s at Sandwich and Wymcswold, respectively, one  (τι)  
at Corpus Christi College, Oxford, and the Bodkin cup  (i  
of the Corporation of Portsmouth. A very early beaker (496)  
lain a privatecoliection, aalsalsoa small Tudorbowl ( τ 525- ι 526). 
The earliest known chalices of silver include the Gourdon chalice  
and paten, the Si Gozfln chalice at Nancy (iolh century); the  
a zth-ceiitury specimen in the abbey of Wilten in TiroL  

It is interesting to note the various changes of form through  

which the ecclesiastical chalice passed from early Chnstian times  
ωa.,  till the 16th century. 	It was at first an ordinary  

secular cup with two handles, classical in form and  
of large capacity, because the Laity as well as the clergy  

received the wine. The double handles wer, of practical use  
in passing the cup round like a modem ' loving cup" The first  
alteration was the omission of the handles,  ιο  that it took the  
form of a large hemispherical bowl with a round foot. and a  
knop for security in holding it. Foe some centuries it appears  
to have been the custom for the priest to hold the chalice, while  

the communicant sucked the wine through a silver tube or' fiatula."  

Some of the most magnificent early examples of this form of chalice  
have the bowl mounted in bands, set with jeweb. and enriched  

with minute filigree work—a design which appears to have been  
taken from those cups, such as the four magnificent examples in  
the treasury of Sc Mark's at Venice. which have their bowl cut out  
of crystal, onyx or some other precious ιtοnν. The finest examples 
of this class are the  Ardagh chalice, now in the Dublin Museum,  

and the chalice of St Remigius. in Reim  
cathedral; both are most magnificent speci- 
mens of the taste and ‚kill of ioth to iitb  
century goldsmiths. In the lath and 13th  
centuries the design become, simpler; there  
is a distinct shaft, extending above and below  
the knop' and on the foot is marked a cross. 
not (mind in the earlier ones, to show which  
side the priest is to hold towards himself at  
celebration. The next alteration in the  
form of chalice, which occurred in the 14th  
century,' was to make the foot not circular  
in plan but polygonal or lobed. eo that the  
cup might nut roll when laid on its side to  
drain, after it had been rinsed out. This  

t8,—Ε lizabeιhan form lasted in most countries till about 15οο.  
Chalice, 	and in England till the Reformation. then  

the bowl, which in the previous two or  
three centuries had been slowly reduced in size, owing to the  
gradually introduced practice of refusing the wine to the laity,  
was suddenly made more capacious, and the form was altered to  

the shape shοωn in fig. 18. in order that the Protestant "com-
munion cup " might bear no resemblance to the old Catholic" mass-
ing chalice." This was ordered to be done in i$a (see Arch.  
Jour,i. xxv.  44-53).  The beg account of the evolution in the form  
of English medieval chalices and paten' is by W. H. St John  
Hope and  Τ. Μ.  Fallow, in  Archarologns, vol. xliiL  

Secular plate during the ι th and ιό th centuries was fre- 
quenily similar In style to that made in Germany, though the  

English tilversmiihs of the latter century never quite equalled  

the skill or artistic tafent of the gTeat Nuremberg and Augsburg 
silver-workers. In the ι 2 th century, during the reigns of Jamea L  
and Charles L, many fine pieces of plate, especially tall cups  
and taukarda, were made of very graceful form and decoration.  

The greater part of this, and all earlier plate, especially the fine  
collections belonging to the universities, were melted down  
during the Civil War. In Charles II's reign returning prosperity  

and the increase of luxury in England caused the production  

of many magnificent pieces of plate, often on a large scale, such  

as toilet services, wme.coolers, and even fire-dogs and other  
furniture. These are very florid in their ornament, much of it 

See Dc Floury, La Mess. (Paris, 1882). &c.  
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king's mark—a leopard's or lion's head crowned. This was  
introduced in 1300 by Edward I. (29  Edw.  Ι. stet. 3,  C. 30).  
The  sccond,  the maker's mark, was instituted in 1363  (,' Edw.  
III. C. 7).  This might be any  badge,or  initial  chοsen by the  
master silversmith himself. The third was the Ϋ eaι letter or  
assayer's mark; this was an alphabet, one  lettel  being used  
for a year, counting from the day of the annual election of the  

warden of the Goldsmiths' Company. When one alpha bet was  
exhausted another with  di"erentiy  shaped letters was begun.  
The earliest existing piece of plate which has the three marks is  
the chalice (with paten, 1479-1480), at  Nettlecoi8be,  Somerset.  
Other marks, subsequently introduced were the lion  pasaant,  
first used in 1544;  the lion's head  eτaιe;  and a full-length figure  
of Britannia, used  oiily  between 1697 and 1719-1720; and, lastly,  
the portrait of the reigning sovereign, which was used from 1784  
to 1890, when the duty on gold and silver plate ceased. In  

addition to these general hall-marks, the plate made in various  

provincial towns had certain special assay and hall-marks.  
The best work on hall-marked plate and the marks themselves,  

with the history 01 the Goldsmiths' Company, in C. J. Jackson's  
English Goldsmiths and their Marks (1905). where will be found 
illustrations of the marks found on plate wrought in Scotland and 
Ireland, and at English provincial gilds—York. Norwich, Exeter. 
Chester, Lincoln. Newcastle. Birmingham, Sheffield and ether 
places.  Ε. Alfred Jones's book, Old English Gold Plate  (1907),  
illustrates and describes gold plate only.  

Modern P/ale in the East —Though little plate of real artistic  
merit is now made in Europe, in the East among the Moslem  

and Hindu races there still survive some real taste in design and  

skill in execution. Delhi,  Benares, Lucknow, Cutch  and other  
places in India and Kashmir still produce a quantity of beautiful  
silver and gold work—chiefly ewers, basins, rose-water sprinkle rs ,  
aalvers, colfee-pots and the like. These are of graceful form,  
covered with rich  repwiss'  work, or more often with very delicate  

chased patterns. Their style in the main is Moslem, but some  
combine an Arab fonts with native Indian surface decoration.  
Thia  class of work is not a revival, but has been practised end  
handed  down by unbroken tradition, and with little or no  
change in style from the  ι ό Ι h  century or even  earlier. 1  The  
silversmiths of Persia, Damascus and other Eastern places are  

still skilful, and retain some good tradition in their designs.  
They are, however, more occupied in the production of pe rsonal  
ornaments than in making larger works of silver or gold.  

Auriioniriis.—Sca,idinavian a έ  Celtic PIak'.—'l'lornaae, Pri-
mesa! Ant,quit /es of Denmark (1849);  Afbsidninjer fr» do Kongd,ge  
Museum (1854); "Industrial Arts of Denmark.'  S.Κ.Μ. 
bank (1882); (1882); Atlas do larchinlogie du ford (1857); Anderson, 
Mindelblado fra do danske hangers Sending (1867)  Danmarks, 
Norgen, og Snor/gs historic (1867); Madsen.  Af(nldn,nger of da,sske  

Oidsager  (1868-1876) ΜοπΙςli ιin.  Λ niigs,ks suddo,ses  (1873-1875)  
Stralsund, Dee Goldschmuk ion H,ddcussoe (' 881): Hildebrand. 
" Industrial Arts of Scandinavia."  S.K.M.  (1882); Reeses,  Shrine  
of St Patrwk's Bell (1850) Wilde. Catalogue of Antiquities of Gold.  
Royal Irish Academy  (1862); Margaret Stokes, Early Christian  
Art in Ireland (1875); J. Romilty Allen, Celtic Art in Pagan and 
Christian Times (1904).  

Danish.—C.  Nyrop. Medu&lelser mid u/anile Guidesmedekunat  

( 1 884); Bernhard Olsen, Dc kjobenhaunske Guldsmedcs Marker /ru  
Tiden for Aaret. 1800  (t892).  . 

lial,an.—L.  Caglieri.  Corn pendin u/rile  ilk  4ri sanli οrrβι ί  cd men- 
(1727)1  Ii Santuo,io dells re!iqm' ossia ii irsoro del/a bos,lica  

di S. Antonio di Padm'a  (1851); " Stansiamenii e contrattl per opere  
di oreficeria (Xl  ν -Χ  v. cent.)." Perugts: R.Commissione Giorna/e.  

i.  333.  iii. 206, 225 (1872-1874): Filangirri. Documenti  per. Ia storm, 
in arle e k ind usir ie delie (.'rov,ncj' napolcIane  (1883-1891); Antonio  
Pasini,  II Tenor,, di San Marco, ,  Venez,a  (2 "ols.,  ι885-'886):  
"Orfevres  et l'orfevrerie en Save,," Cliambery: Soc. Jotuo,ssenne  
m#mo/res, xxiv. 329 (1886): A. Gummed,  Esj'osirion' di Palermo.  
Cala/ogo dc/la ‚oiiezione di ant/ca orejlce,,a cd arrnl εriα 0891);  
L. Furl, ii Sanivario dcl SS. Corpora/c net duorno u/i Ormeto  (1896); 
Cois gresso eucaristico cd rsposinicme di ark sacra antica  in  Onnelo  
(1897); Congresso eucaristi'o di Venenia  (ι898);  A. Cocchi.  Lea  
A.uiens re.liquairrn dc Santa Maria do) Fiore ci do San Giosanni dc 
Florenc'  (1903); 0. H. Giglioli, Pisio,a, ne/it sue opere dark ( 1904):  
Catalogo generale delta motto done a nt/ca obrumese in Chirii  
('go)); E. Manceri, Not/sic di S/cilia, ante viii.  3s8  (1905); P. Pic-
drill,.  Orcjtueria mediet'ole aquilana: due (/mel, net Victoria and  
Albert Museum di Londra (ιο5);  F. Ferra ri ,  LOrejicenia in Aquiia  

iSce Brdwood,  Industrial Arts of India (1880), p.  1 44.  

(1 906); 5.3. A. Churchill, "The  Goldimithu of Rome under the  
Papal Authority," with valuable bibliography,  Papera of British  

& IiOOI  at Rome,  νο1.  iv. (1907);  Catalogodeila rOstra d'anlica ark 
Umbra (Perugia. 1907); Corrado Ricci, II ?drum fnibblwo  di Sieiw  

is rostra d' anlica ante senile.  
Russian, &c.—A. P.  Sonzof(,  an  i υstrated  book on some Russian  

plate (1857-1858); A. Mauketl,  Russian Art and Art Objects in 
 Russia (1889); C. dc Lines, Les  Origines  do l'orfhirer/c closso,sal;  

Viotlet'lc-Duc,  Ant russe; A nt  iΩΜities  of the Russian Empire.  
Austrian and Hungarian.—B. Czoboi' and I. Szalay, Die histon'.  

sc/sen Denkmiier (]ngarns  ('897-tqοι); E. Radisics and J.  Szendrei,  
Treasure 0/ Hungarian Art (Hung.) (Budapest, ‚897-1901);  ‚1.  
Mthalik, ' History of Goldsmiths' work at Kaiva" (Hung), in  
vol. mi. of Archaeological Proceedings of Hungarian Academy  (ig);  
"Zur Geschichte der Wiener Gold. und Silbcrnchmiedekunst.' by  

Ε. Leisching, in Kunsi und Kunsihandwerk, vii. 343  (1904); "Alt  
Troppauer (..,oldschmiedekunut,"  by E. W.  Beaun,  in  Zestsc/srifl  /i,,  
Geschichte. . . oesterreichisch Sc/s/es/ens,  i.  24 (1905); J.  l4amρel. 
Auierthumer des frillingM'ltelaiters  in  Ungarn  (Brunswick. 1907):  
Kalalog der A usstel/ung von all-oesierreichischen Golductiinied.-
anb,'iten  (Kaiser Franz Josef M.tiueum In Troppau); A. 11g. Wiener  
Schmicdewenk.  .  

German, &c.—Manuscripts (W. jamπitΖeή , " Εin gar kumsliiikcr  
und wolgetaierter Schreabtisch lampt alter/san! kunstiichon a,lbera  
mid vorgulten ne υe4unden lnstrume.sslen"  ('585), col. drawings; 
Slbmacher, Enlwhs'fe fn. Gotdschmicde  (1879); R.  Besgau. Wisitrel  
Jamniir.cr 0 880);  Erneugnisae der Silbe,-Schmi'de Rung ass dens 

 ιό  bit '8 Jahrh. (1883); Luthmer, Dci' Sc/sate des Freiherrn K. von  
Rothschild (2 vols., '883-1885); Listhmcr and Schuermann, Gross- 
hrn.ogΙiιhhessέ ,ch' Si/benkammir  ('889); C. A. .von [hitch', Rune  
Si?'s'rnrbcilen  in den k11. .S,nmmtunges' us Casse(  (1888); Marc  • .  

nberg,  Des' Goldschmiede Merkseichen (ι bgo);  J  H. Reiner-
ΑΙ «k.  Deulsclih Gs/dschmiede-werke des  ιό . ia/sr/s. (iSgo);  Marc  
R skerg,  17 B/alt ass u/em grossherniigiicl' sdcksischeii Siibenscha's  

S'htosse  r' We/mar  (ι891);  Die  Ksnsikanlmer /rn grooshessu.g.  
/ic/si's Residensschtosse as Karlsruke  (1892);  Si'bsehn Blatt ens dc's 
/ioh ιh .Anha/tis'hen Siibe,'schata  ,m  Sιhtοssε us  Dessisa 089);  
F. 	ste.  Die berliner Gotdschmiede Zunft  (1895); P. Seidel, 
" 	x 'xuvres dc Wenzel  iamnilrer," Der Silber- sad  Goldsckuits  
der ilohensol!es'n ins kgi. Schiosse nit Berlin (1895); Gas. des beaux 
arts, 3 S. xx. 221 (1898): Eugen von Nottbeck mid W Neumann.  
Geschichte  u.  Kunstdenkm'sler dot Stadt Reval  (1899); Bernhard  
Olsen. Dr hambiirgske Guldsmede Jukob Mores d. ocldres eg  

yngres Arbejder for dc danske Kongnr Frederik Ii. og Christian I V.  
(1903),  (Die Arbeiteis der kamburg'sches' Goldschmiede Jacob Mores.  
Vskr unit Sn/sn. /sir die dsnischess Kenige Frederick II. wit! 
Cl,r'stian IV.); J.  Sembritzki. Verseichniss  'n  Me,nel vorhandeher,  
alierer Erzeugnisse u/er .&klschmiedekunst  (1904); H. P. Mitclnril. 
"Two works b  Wentzel ,famdtzer." Art Journal, p. t05  (19ο5):  
W. tieumann. Vermchnas boitischer Goldsckmicde. i/sri, Merk. 
te,chen ‚md Wei'he (1905);  E.  Hintzc,  Die breslatier Goldsckm,edr  

('906);  Ε.  Alfred Jones. " The gold and silver plate of W. I). son  
Raitenau, prince-archbishop of Salzburg. In the Pitti Palace,"  
Connoisseur.  xviii.  20 (1907); "The Plate of the Emperor of  
Germany," Connoisseur, non. 51 and 54;  illustratid Catalogue  ef  
Early German Art (Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1908): Rkhar)  
Graul. Lei$sziger Gold. said  Silberschmiedcarbe,tcsi des M,ttelo!'cis  
(1908);  A. Weiss.  Das Ilandwirk den Goldschmiede nit Augsbs'rg his  

,68τ; Ε.  von Schauss,  Die Schatzkammer des bayenischasi Z'l&nigs.  
hasses:"  Duke of Portland's Gold Cup." Arc hrologsa, lix.  233. 

French, Burgundia'n, &c.—J. C. Delalosse, Niuvelie iconologie  
hist οr:9υe, (01. (1771); E. Aubert. Tn/soc dc t'abbaye dc Saint-
M'aur,ce d'Agaune  (1872): Mely, Le Truisor do Chortrcs (1880);  L.  
Palustre  et  X. l3arbicr de Montault, i.e Trisor dc Trhues  (1886);  
J. D'Arbaumont et L. Marcitant, i.e Tn/soc dc la Sainte-Cha pet/c dc  
Dijon u/april ses anci.ens int'entoires  (1887); C G. Bapst, .k'.tudes  
surl'onf/wenie frantaise as  Χ  Viii' susIe. 1€ Germain, orf/ices.. 
scuipteurs du Roy (1887); Album dc l'exposition do l'arl an'xen au 
pays do Li/ge: orfu ι reriε retigieusc  (1888); Catalogue raisonnd des  
prices  d'orf/vrqs'ie frantaise composant /a collection u/it marquis  do  
Γο:  (i Lisbonne)  (1889); L'Orfhrrerie fnancaisc /Ia cour dc Portugal  
au Χ 11111.. s/k/i (1892); E. MQntz. Histoire dc lan pendant Is 
Renaissance (‚89,); W. Cr ipps,  Old French Plate (1893); H. Havard. 
Histoire dc /'orfeurerie francaise  (1896);  Inventatnc itt lonfevrcrie 
ci desjoyaux dc Louis I. (1903); E.  Mol;nier,. υπ Momiment d'orf/r.- 
reek frantaisc du XIIP, si/dc. Soc. des antiq.  dc France. p. 47:  
(1904); F. Pasquier," Objets pr/cieux de Is maison dc Folx so quinsa.  
lime decle," Soc/jut des beaux arts,  Mimoires  ('90.4); L. dc Fancy.  
"Croix dc Ia Roche-Foulques."  Revue do /ant chnitie,s,  p. 
(1905): 3. 3. Marquet dc Vaasclot.  Catalogue raisonni dc /a c,."-ctiom 
Martin Le Roy (1906);  Histoire dc /art, ii. 988-999 (with biblio-
graphy). edited by Andrli Michel ('907), &c.; A. Lefranc. 50  pianckes  
d'a,icieni,e orf/srenie empire.  

Low Countries—Van Loon,  Hisiolne rltcliique des Pays-Bus  
(Hague. 1732-1737); Schaepkens. Tn/son do /art  anckn en Bdgiqw  
('8ι,);  Tesiloonstclls'ng  Amsterdam (illustrations). (1877); for marks  
on Dutch plain, ore  Nederlandsche Kunstluodo  (1879): Exposition  
rotrospeetion u/objet: d'art en on cl en argeni. Amstendam  (1880);  
Roddaz.  LA rt a mien d  /exposition  natiosuote beIge  (1882) ; L.eeunurdiii»  
Pnovin'ial Fricsch Genootschap 0902); Catalogue of the  .Exkibilio'  

•  
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41 Bragu  (1903);  CoIoJogw  of  the Euhibldmi a' Id". (1905); J.  
Helbig. L'Α rl Μοsα n. 

Spemsh.—Riano, .Tnduslrial  Ails in Spain (3879); Daviflier,  
L'Orf?oreri' on Espagne 11870; Msseo espand dc anliguedades  
(1879); 30.6 Vuflaamil y Castro (on Spanish chalice.), Bolelrn do  
Ia w'sedad es$Bola do ,s.cwrsjoues  (April. 3893); 'El Tesoco do As  
caledral do Sanlwgo; Η.  P. Mitchell.  Calalogue of the Su'eersmglh?  
Work in the Wyndham Cook Ar! Colleclion (19ο5); L. Williams,  
Arts and  (rajIs of Older Spain  0907); Don Enrlque dc Legulna  
Baron di In Vog* do Hoz,  La Fluke espatlok; Gestoso, Ducioososio  
do ,ri'jlcea rn'illonos.  

Amerwan. —J.  Η. Buck3  Old Flak (:903);. American Silver  
(Bonton. :906); Colonial Silverware of the t7th and zSth centuries  

( ο7); Ε.  Allied Jones, "Old American Silver Plate," Connoisseur 
(December, 1908). 

English—H. Shaw, Dresses tend Decoralloss, of the Middle Ages  
(1843);  Decorative Ark of  Ike Middk Ages (3853); Br*y,  Life of 
Sloikerd  (185:); Catalogue f  the Anliquilws and Works of Ant  
exhibited 05 Zronmoi.zero hail (1861); Catalogue of the Exh,bit'o'  
.'! Obj.cls of Art,  SonIb K.ns,ngIoII (1862); W.  Crippa, ·Cοllege  
and ςοροrαΙion  Ρ141.  (1881); Old English PAge (9e11 ad., 3906);  
R. S. Ferguson, The Old Church P/isle of the Diocese of C'rlisk  
(3882); Atkinson and Foster, Old Cambridge P/ale  (1883); W A.  
Scott Robertson, Church P/ale  in Kent (:886); R. C. Hope, Church  
P1" in  Rudand  (3887); J. E. Nightingale,  Tl.' Church Plate of 
Do'sd 0889); TAo Church P/ale of Wills (389:); A Trollope,  The  
Church Ρ10./c of Leicestershire 0890; F. G. 1-lilton Price, Handbook  
of London Bankers, milk some account of the Early Goldsmiths (189°- 
5891); H. D. Ellin The Silver Plate of the Armoure,s' Company 
p
'

892)'  The Silver *ale  of the Merchani Taylors' Company ('890); 
The έ late of 	Christ's Hospital " Trans. of the London and Μsdd1es χ 

Arch. Soc.  (1902 new series, vol. ρt.4); Sir J.  W 	P141' atney,  The 
of the Ms'ecers' έ 	

i.
οmραn)  ('892?;  hey.  Τ.  Burns, Old Scotlish Corn- 

minion P/ate 0892); J.  Starkie Gardner, English Enamels  8894);  
Old Silver Work, chie$y English, .1511 ι to :81k ‚eiilliries  (39ω,  
"Charles 11. Silver at Wellκck,"  Burlington Μαg vol vii. un.. 25  
and 261 "Silver Plate of the Duke of Newcastle. Burlington Mag  
'ml. viii. no. ,2; " Silver Plate of the Dukes( Rutland." Burlington  
Hag.  vol.., viii. and ix. non. 36 and 37;  C. A. Markham, The Church 
P/aloof the Cenenly of Northampton (1894) Ha,idboo& is Foreign 11.1'-  
marks (1898);  Ε. Η .  Freshileld.  The Communion P/ale  of  the Churches  
in the (My of London (3894); The Communion Risk of the Counly of 
London ('895); 77w Communion Pink of Middlesex (189»; 77w 
Communion P/ale-of Essex ( ι8q' );  Sir W. Prideaux, Memorials of 
Ike Goldsmiths' Company ('896) ; 1.  Jewitt and W.  Η.  St John 
Hope, The CorJ 'ora/wi. Plato, &c., of England and Wales  (189)• 
‚V. Chaffers,  Gilda Auri,fabrorum ('896) hail Marks on Gold an mk 
Silvrr P/ate (:905); Cyril Davenport.  Τέε English Regalia  /τ Rn7)  
Haslewood,  Church P/ale of Suolk  (3897); G. E. Halliday. Lk,  
Church Plato (3901); A. Butler. "The Old English Silvtr ι I be  
lnsliolders'Cornpaoy," Connoisseur (ι9ο:), i.236;" TheOld L Ιιh  
S kerof  the Skinners' Company," Connoisseur (1903),  ν.  203. νι 33;  
Psrt'y McQuoid, "The Plato of Winchester College,"  Β ir Ι imi εΙοn  
Hog. 0903) ii. :49;" Evolution in English Plate,"  Biinlsngtsn Ma .  
(1903) I. 167 359;  The History of English Furniture (19ο1. &ς ; 
Staiihopc anj Mo(fatt,  The Church Plate of the Counly of 1 Ι "d,  
090); Guide to he Early Chnislian and Byuinline Ani'quities 
British Mu.s,-um (1903); General Guide is the Ant Collections (Geld  
and Silver), Science and ,4r' Museum. Dublin 0903):  Montague  
}ioward,  Old London Silver (1903); E.  Rssdford, "The Church Plate 
of St Lawrence Jenny, " Connoisseur  0904), viii. 72; H. F. N.  
lourdain.  History of the lfcss FlaIr οf  the 88th Regiment (1904);  
Τ. Μ.  Fallow, "Yorkshire Plate and Goldsmiths," Journal of Arch. 
Inst. of Great Britain ('904),  lκ'. 74; J  Τ.  Evans, The Church 
Plato of Pembrokeshir' ('905); The Church Plate of Glouceslershine 
(1906); The Church P/ale of Carntarthcnsh,re  (1908) C.  Η. 
Λ hdοwn, No/cs  on Ike Corporation Plate and Insi'ns.a 0 ]  the City  
of St Alban (r905); H. C. CasTry, "An lpswkh Worker of Eliza' 
bs'than Church Plate."  Ss5οΙk Inst. of Arch. and No.1. !fist
(3905) vol. xii. pt . 2; F. Guy Laking. The Fsrnslsi' e of Windsor 
Castle ('905), H. C. Molhatt.  Old Oxford P/ole (19c6j;  J.  W 
Caldicott, The Values of Old English Silver and Shejsdd P/ate  
0906);  Ε.  Alfred Jones, "The Old Silver Sacramental Vessels  
of English Nonconformity," Hag. of Fine Arts 0906), I. 280, 371;  
The Church Plate of  the Diocese of Bangor (1906); The Old Church 
P/ale of the Isle of Man ('907); The Old Silver Sacramental 

of Vessels 	Foreign Piok 	 i slanl  Churches n England  (1907), Old  
English Gold Plate 0907); Ί l1υsΙ,Ιιd Calalof tie of Leopold do Roths-
child's Co/lee/so,, of Flak (5907); Two il/us/rated Cojologues of]. 
Pierponl Morgan's Collection of Plate (‚907-3908); "Old Plate  
at the Dublin Exhibition, ',"  Connoisseur  (Dec. :907); 
"English Plate at the Church Congress, Great Yarmouth," Bur-
ling/cm Μας. vol. xii. no. 57  (Dec. 1907); The Old Plate '1 the  
Tower of London (19ο8): " The Civic Plate, Regalia, &c.. of the Norfolk  
Boroughs," Memorials of Old Norfolk ('908) The Old English Plato 
Vthe  Cm,  of Rυιia  (1909) ; The Old  P/ate of  the Cambridge Colleges 
(1909); "Some Old Plate in the possessioii of Lord Montys. "  
Burlington Μας.; " The Plate of Jesus College, Oxford," )' Cymm-
rode,,  vol. xvil.;  Guide to the Medieval Room. British Museum 
(:9ο7);ΝΙ.on Damson.  Gddsnsilks' and Si/rersasdths' Work (:907);  

Τ.  S. Ball, Chester Church F/ale (1908)' P..  Η.  Cock., Couce,nini 
some Treasures o/th. Vintners' Company; hope  and Fallow, " Επglis  
Medieval thalices and Patena,"  Arch. Joirno.l, xliii.  140; 

 Jackson. "The Spoon and its History,"  Archaeologia, vol.  
G. R. French, "The Plate of the Vintner.' Company," London  
and Middlesex Arch. Soc. Trans.  vol. iii.; " The Plate of the Mercera'  
Company," London and  Middl.vet Arch. Soc. Trans.  wol. iv.;  
J. G. Nichols. "The Plate of the Stationer,' Company," London 
and Middlesex Arch. Soc.  Trans. vol. ii.; Article on 'Drinking and 
other Horns," in Chester Arch. Soc. Journal, new series, voL  χ;  
Somersel  Arch. Soc. xiv. a; Oxfordshire Arch, ‚5».  Πια. vol..  

Iv.•  Norfolk Archaeology.  
s,&c.—J. Giardii 'oo Designs for Silversmith.' Work, 

(1ml I a Rome, 3750); A. W. I'ugin,  Designs for Geld- 'ind Silversmslhs,  

(ι  836);  Ρrndrοnet do Cerceau, Ornemen.v d'orf/wenie jiropres jiour  
/lan  q,'»  cl ers'suiler: nouveau liare d'ornemens d'orf/we,i.  (pub.  
Paris, C. '660, London, :888); H. Bouchot, Cent mod//es inddil:  
'le ‚f/' frais'aaso dc: sr cl 18' sik/es execidIs αr /es  oή brsa-
scidpkur, roydux the. do  Launay, J. J. Roet'sens, T. Gerisasms,  
F. T.  (ermaιss cl reproduds d'aps'/s leo dessins origsnaux do its  
hillioth  no mm!. (:888) ; Z.'  Co.binei des  eslampes  do /a bibliotkkgw  

(:895);  &rod υds  of Paid F/md": dongns for geld.  
work, published 1888; Reproductions d'ancsennes gnanum 

d'.rJhirense hollandaise  (:890-3900); Collection of illustoat/oas  
entitled Die S'halxkarnmer des Βαyer' Ζ(όιs ιgshauses  (1902). Foe  
an account of the original drawings for silversmiths' work in the  
museum at BasIc ace  Jahebslcher don kgJ. preuss. !Iunsisammluagess  
(1905); Illustrated reproductions of goldsmiths' designs by the 
Dutch silversmith, Adam Vianen; Etienne Delaune (15:9-1583), 
Reproductions of his goldsmiths' ornaments, Paris; 3.  F. Ferry. 
Oeunres d' οήbsreriι d I usage des Iglises; J. C. Reiff 48 Jahrh. 

 4 B/alt seAr :debits Zserralhen film Galdsc,hssiede, &c.;  Giardiπ l
,  

Pnom$s'iwrium antis crgcsiario.e  (Rome, 3750); Holbein,  Original  
Desires for P/ate, in the Print Room, British Museum, and in the  
Bodlruan at Oxford (the South Kensington Museum also has a line  
collection of original :6th-cenΙury designs in pen and ink): Viasie.  
Models of Silver Vases, &c. (Utrecht, 17th cant.); Lois,  Bra"rs. 
cl nukes ouwages dc orflvrerie.  and Noureaux  downs do gu'rsdo.ss,  
&c. (Paris, nd.); Maria,  Lisre dc dossrns dc jonaUenie, &'.  (Paris,  
n.d); Portefeusll' d'oniseme,'t  (Paris, :84:).  

MiscELLANEoun.—Hertfelder,  Basilica SS.  Udo.lrici  41 Afrue  
Au sburg, Ι627); Maason,  Non. Vornisso von Sachen di. auf 0.11c τ/es  

Is  Arbeil,  &c. (Asgsburg, 1730);  Christyn,  Due.: des Pays-
Bas (1769), voL iii.; Friai, Memorie della ‚hiese Monr's'  (1774-3780);  
Show, Ancient P/ale from Oxford 0837); Du Sommerard,  Lois Ar's an 
moyen dge  (1838-1848); Kratz,  Do, Dons au  Hildosheim (180);  
Richardson, Old Englisk Mansions and their P/ale 0841-1848;  
Drawings and Sketches of  Elisab.lhaan F/alo  (London, nd.); Tarbh,  
Trlsori des !glues do Reims ('8); Smith "Specimens of College 
Plate," Cam. A ft. Soc. (5845)' Cahierand M 'artin, MI/anges d'archio. 
legit  (1847-3856)• FilImoroif, Plate, J ewellery, &c,, in the Made 
d'Armwres at St Ι ε/ersburg (}iTo.cow, 1849); Schotel.  La Cou)' do 
van  Nispon  ('890);  Η. Emanu&, Calalogue  of  the Principal Works  
of A rI in Gold, Silver sad Jewels shown at the Inlernahional  Exhibition 
(1851); King, Metal Work of the Middle Ages (1852); Becker and  
Hefner.Alieneck, Kunitwerke um(  Gerdlochaflei. (Frnnkfort, 3852-
‚857); Flcury, Trisnr dc /a cathedrals dc Lao,s  (1855); Hester,  
Miit'lalterlic/'e KunsId'nkmale  (‚85&-186ο);  Der A/taraufsaiz  in  
Klosterneubur; ( ι 86ο) ; Aus'm Weerth, Kunsldcnhmdlerdcs ckr'stl'chen 
Mittela/Jers  in den Rheinlanden  (Leipzig, 3857-3860); Texier,  
Diclionnaire dos'/srerie  (1857); Bock, Des heilige Kiln  (ι 88);  Der 
Rehquwnschasa. . . on Aa'hen (1860); Den Kronkuchler Kaiser,  
Burbarossa ci A'chen (186λ); Die Eleinodien des hell. rhmisc Λen  
Retches ('864); Viοllet'let)uc, Dictionna're du mobile, ('858-
'875); Dared, articles in Gas. des beaux.arhs, " L'Orfbvrerie  do  
mοyeπ3 e" (3859) iv. an,', "La Collection Soltykofh" (1861)  
lx. 212.' Len Trfsors dc Cologne" (:861) xxiii. 98," Leg Trisorude  
Is cathedrale dc Reims" (1880 xxaii.  ?8.  Way, "Gold Crowns 
from Toledo, and St Fillan's Crozuer,' in Arch. Jour. (185),  
vol. xvi., and "Ancient Ornaments," ibid. vol. iii.; F. W. Fair-
bolt, illustrated Catalogue of Lord L.ndcsborough's Collection ii-
p/ate (18601 Do Lasteyrie, Trison do Guarr'imr  (Paris, '860); His-
loire do /'orfbvrerse (1875);  Counsemaker, Orf/vrerie d, Χ 111. ssl'le 
(Paris, '86'); Lines,  Orf/vrerie mlromngsenne (1864); Labarte,  
ihsloire des arts isis moyew.dgc 0864-3866); Baldus, Recueil d'orxe-
wwnbs (Pens,  ι866),  Quarterly Review cxli, .353;  Strada. Enlwilrje 
film  Prachlgrfde in  Silber und Gold (Vienne, 18);  Zeilschrs/b des  
Kunsl.Gowcrbe.Vereins  on  Mslni&en  (1870; La Croix. Α its in the  
Middle Ages (‚870); Keller,  Autolypes of Italian Desitns for Plate  
(London, 5873); Aubert Tndsor deTabbayed'Agaune (Paris, ‚872); 
1<υ lmeτ,  Die Kunsi des άοld- Α rbe ιίers, &c, (Weimar. 3872); Schorn,  
Runs: und G'werbe ( ι874. eel );Fabre, Tr έsar. . , des dues d'Savow  
(1875); Jacquemart, Hisioire do mobilmer  (1816);  Hirth, Formen-
schals do, Renasssaace (Leipzi',  '877, seq.); Danko, Grittier Dom.  
sehd'se  (1880);  Lutlime,, Gddschmuch' der Renaissance (Berlin, 
ι88ο); Wheatley and Delamotte,Ant  Work is Gold and Silver  (188α);  
A. Heyden,  Des  Tafclsilber  mid Silberarbeiien ikre, kg]. Hoheilen des 
Prmnnen  u.  des Pninm,essin Wi/he/si  n. Preussen. Feslgesche,ik on 
lsdchslderen Ve'mdklung  am 27. Fcbruar '881 dargebmachl  so,, pious.  
sis'hea 514d1'm  (:883-1884) ; J. and  C.jeidela.Catslogw of CsilJe'lian  
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of Plate, ιύ ιh-,8h Centuries (1883) Greet, and Emanuel, Arts of 
Goldsmith and Jeaeller (1883) I. F.  Skk,  Notice sur ks ουνrαρes  cc  
or it 'srgent dos rois do Denmark (1884); Julius Lessing, " Der Silber  
Altar in R4grο wa Ιde." Konig. preusa. Kunstsammlungcn Jah,barh  
(1885), ν ί . 8; Gold und Silber (1907); C. Puloky, E. Radisico and  Ε.  
Molinier, Chofs-d'oeun'rt' d'orfdrrerie ayani )tgui'l  4 !'exposition dc Btada-
post (2 νοΙο., 1886) R. von Kulmer, IIandku'/t fur Gold u. Silbe,'-
a,'boiter u. Juwolint  (1887); E. Molinier, " Le Τrόsοr dc Saint Marc 
h  Venise,"  Gas. dos bronx-arts, 2nd series, νο6. xxxv., xxxvii., xxxviii.,  
3rd series, vol.. (1887-1889); La' TrI.sor dc las caihIdeakde Cairo (1895);  
Calejoguo of Baron Ado!  pho  do Rothschild's collection of ObjocLt of Art  
(1902) A. flared," Les Collections Spitzer," Gas. don beaux-arts, 2 nd  
series,  nnX"iii,  22  (ι888);  L. Gmrlin,  Alto Ilandzeichnungen noah  
don terlorenin Κ irιhεnsιhαl: der 5l.Mtchoels.Hofhire he on Munchen  
(1888) A. 11g, Kunsthi.tioeisches Hof,nuseum.  &e. (t8qt); Arbossa'n 
doe Goldschmtede- a. Skinac/dijtichnik 089);  Kunalhistrnischi  
Sammtun gin des allerhdchskn Koiserlus uses; A choSen doe Go?dsrhsntcde-
und Stetnschltfieehnik  (1895) E. Marchal,  La Sculpture elks chefs.  
d'oeuore do Jorf!s-reeie belges (1895); B. Czobor,  Los Insignes royss'  
dc Ilongrio (1896); W. Frochner,  Collections dc ch&kau do Gοί υιh,  
l'orfl'vrerio  (1897); R. Hatsststann,  Dee Silbcescha!s dci' St Nicholas-
hire/to so Reral  (1899) lVarncr Silferspsseres nya graβskss akitrbolag  
(Stockholm, 1900); F. R. Martin,  Schwedischo konigliche Geschs'nkr  
an russi"ho Ears-,,, 1647-1690  (tqoo); Danisehc Stls',i-rsehdixe aus  
doe Zeil Christians IV, aufbewahrt in der lmiserlichen &/s'sikam,ncr  
en .9loskat'  (1900) J. Starldo Gardner, Catalogue of the Col!cclion of  
Silneramt!hs' work of European. Origin (Burlington Fine Arts Club,  
5900; A. Pit, net goad en siltsce'werk in hot Nederlands'h Museum,  
&e. (1901);  Kaise,ltche Ermitage, St Petersburg, Ps/tree (lurch die  
Peter-km/104e (1901); Illustrated Catalogue of the Wo.ddesdon Bequest,  
B,iiis/, Museum (1902): H. L.Titly, T/toSikee. lVorkof Burma (1902):  
P. Eudc-1,  L'Oefbtrerre algerienne el tunisiotne  (1902);  Η.  Barth,  
Dos  Geschmu'de  (1903); H. Wilson,  Siteerwork and Jrυ'eΙky (19031;  

Η.  P. Mitchell," A Medieval Silver Chalke from Iceland,"  Bs'elsngto,t  
Μa;.  (1903) ii. 70, 357;  E. Ducharne and P. Viatettes,  Manuel  
dc I orflore: Ia garanite du titre des outrages d'or et dares-nt  (1904);  
W. Stengel,  Formuiskonographis' (Dctssilaufnahns'n) der  Gefasse assf  
den B'ldern der Anbetung der Kstnigo ('904); " Ic Μυ sέe Willet-
Hoithuvsen: l'orkvrerie ci l'argenterir."  Art flamatsd er hollandais  
0905), iv. 29; 0.  Μ.  Dalton, Treasure of the Oxus 0905);  Η.  I -I.  
Cunynghame.  European E,tamels (1906); Rosenberg.  Geschichie der  
Goldochmtedekunst auf technis(her Grundlage, Abtetlung: Not/s  
(1907): ibid. Abteilung: Aushangebisgen 0908): Nelson Damson.  
Goldsmiths' and 5'kersmiths' Work (1907); "  Ecclesiastical Gold-
smiths' Work in the Coast Townsof Istria and Dalmatia," The Budder,  
xciii. noS. 3384 and 3385: L. Forrer,  Dictionary of Medallists, &c.  
(in progress). 8 νο l ο, : T. Otrik, Drikkehorn (massail horns), in progress;  
Thieme and Becker, Allgrmeinos Loxikon der b'ldends'n Kunstkr run 
doe Antike his our Gegenwart.  (Ε.  A. j.)  

PLATEAu,  JOSEPH ANTOINE  FERDINAND (1801 - 1883), 
 Belgian physicist, was born at Brussels on the rgth of October 

iSoi,and died on the 15th of September 1883 at Ghent, where he 
had been professor of physics from 1835. He was a pupil 
and friend of Α. J. Qactelet, who had much influence on t hg  
early part of his career. The more original investigations of 
Plateau refer chiefly to portions of one or other of two branches 
of science—physiological optics and molecular forces. We owe 
to him the " stroboscopic ' method of studying the motion of a 

 vibrating body, by looking at it through equidistant radial slits 
in a revolving disk. In 1829 he imprudently gazed at the 

 midday sun for 20 seconds, 's'ith the view of studying the after 
effects. The result 'san blindness for some days, succeeded by 
a temporary recovery, but for the next fourteen years his sight 
gradually deteriorated, and in 1343 he became permanently 
blind. This calamity did not interrupt his scientific χc Ι i ν it 
Aided by his ?fife and son, and after'vards by his son-in-law 
G. L. van der Mensbrugghe, he continued to the end of his life his 

 researches on vision—directing the course of the experiments 
which they made for him, and interpreting the bearing of the 
results, lIe also published a valuable analytical catalogue of 
nil the more important memoirs 'vhich had been written, from 
the earliest hoses to the end of the iSth century, on his favourite 
theme of subjective visual phenomena. But even more entra-
ordinary were this blind mats's investigations about molecular 
forces, embracing hundreds of novel experiments 'vhose results 
he saw only with others' eyes. These form the subject of his 

 great work  Slaiiquc cχρaΨs-imon ΙaΙe cl lht'oriqs'e des iiqu ides son mis  
sax  seulcn  forces  moleculssires  (2  vols., 1873), a valuable contribu-
tion to our knowledge of capillary phenomena. Ilis son, Filix 
Auguste Joseph Plateau (b. 1841), became professor of zoology 
and comparative anatomy at Ghent in 1870.  

PLATEAU (a French term, older plaid, for a flat piece of 
wood, metal, &c., from  pleA,  flat), in physical geography, an 
elevated region of level or gently undulating land -asuface,  the 
term being synonymous with "table-land." The moat  cleady 

 defined plateaus have steep flanks in contrast with their level  
summits, but the term does not necessarily connote a steep  
ascent from the surrounding country. Indeed, it is applied to 
such diverse forms as the high-lying plains encircled by the 
higher elevations of the Andes, and  Ιο  those of the west of  Nostb 

 America, which rise almost imperceptibly from the low central  

plains. A plateau may have its origin either in the upheaval 
of strata which preserve their original horizontal position during  
tbeprocess,or  in the prolonged denudation of an o riginally broken  
surface. The two forms arc distinguished respectively as Plateaus  

of Deposition and Plateaus of Erosion.  
PLATED  WAItE, articles chiefly intended for  taWi  use 

consisting of an inferior metal or alloy covered by one of the  
precious metals, with the object of giving them the appearance  
of gold or silver. Before the introduction of  electro-plating the  
method employed for silver-plating (the inven tion of which in 
1 742 is associated with the name of Thomas  ΒοΙονer,  of  
Sheffield) was to fuse or burn  togt'ther,  by a flux of borax,  a 
thin sheet of silver on each side of an ingot of base metal, gener-
ally copper, or German silver, which is an alloy of copper. The  
silver plates were firmly wired to the ingot, which was then 
placed in a heated furnace and brought nearly to the fusing-
point of the silver. The artisan knew the exact moment to 
withdraw the ingot. When cold it was rolled down to a 
sheet, and from such sheets  '  silver-plated "articles -were made.  
Articles like dish-covers were ori ginally only silver-plated on 
one side, and after being worked into shape were tinned inside 
with pure tin. In Birmingham bar-copper was the base metal  
used; when bare of silver this showed blood-red. The Sheffield  
manufacturers, on. the other hand, used shot-copper mixed with  
brass (an alloy of copper and zinc) in the proportion of 4  or  ό  to 1.  
In this way they got rid of the  redsess  of the copper and rendered  
it harder, and their  produci  is the "old Sheffield plate  "  (q.,.)  
that has become famous all over the world. This method of  
plating rapidly declined with the introduction of the newer 
process of  electro-plating  (q.s.),  by which it has been  supcnaeded  
Plating with nickel is  exiensively  used for bedsteads and other 
articles of upholstery, and for various  paris  of bicycles, steam-
ships, railway carriages, &c. Steel sheets are also plat ed  with 
nickel for cooking purposes,  p.nd  iron is plated with brass.  

PLATEN-HALLERMUND,  AUGUST, Gas, VON ('796-
1835), German poet and dramatist, ωαs born on the 24th  of 
October 1796 at  Ansbach,  the son of the  Οboή ονχΙmιiaΙeτ  in the 
little principality of that name. The latter, together with other 
Franconian principalities, having shortly after his birth become  
incorporated with Bavaria, he entered the s chool of cedes  
(Kadcllcsnkous)  in Munich, where he  χhονed  early promise of 
poetical talent. In  18 ο  he passed into the royal school of pages  
(k οnigΙkk Pagerie),  and in 18 1 4 W55 appointed lieutenant in the 
regiment of Bavarian life-guards. With it he took part in the 
short campaign in France of  ι815,  being in bivouac for several 
months near.  Mannhcim  and in the department of the Yonne.  
He saw no fighting, however, and returned home with his regi-
ment towards the close of the same year. Possessed of an 
intense desire for study, and finding garrison life distastef ul  and 
irksome, he obtained  a long leave of absence, and after a tour in 
Switzerland and the Bavarian Alps, entered the university of 

 Wllrzburg  in :818  as a student of philosophy and philology. In  

the following year he migrated to that of Erlangen, where he 
sat at the feet of F. W. J.  vop Schelling,  and became one of his  
most enthusiastic admirers. As a result of his Oriental studies 
he published a little volume of poems—Ghareka (iSa:),  each  
consisting of ten to twenty verses, in which he imitates the style  
of linckert; Lyriscko BkIkr 0 82 1 ); Spiegel den-  Zlasit 0822); 
Vormisehie Scheiflen  ( 1 822); and New  Ghesde,' 023). These  
productions attracted the  Sttention  of eminent men of letters, 
among them  Goethe,  both by reason of their contents, which 
breathe the spirit of the East, and also of the purity and elegance  
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of their form arId diction. Though he was at hut influenced  

by the school of Romanticism, and particularly by Spanish  
models, yet the plays wniten during his university life at  
Erlangen, Dee gidserne Poniojd, Dee Sehab des RkampsiuiI,  

Bernngo.T, Trew  am Tress, Der  Tssm mi' sidles P/ark,,,  show a  
clearness of plot end expression foreign  ιο  the Romantic style.  
His antagonism to the literature of his day became more and  
more pronounced, and he vented his indignation 51 the want  
of art shown by the later R οmαn1icisι, the inanity of the 
lyricists, and the bad taste of the se-celled fate tragedies  

(Sekicksoislragitdien),  in the witty Arisiophanic" comedies  
Die w?hdagnirsciie Gebel (0126) and Der romaniirch. Ocdipws  

0828). . 
The want of interest, amounting even to hostility, with which  

Platen's enthusiasm for the purity and dignity of poetry was 
received in many literary circles in Germany increased the  
poet's indignation and disgust. In xSsfl he visited Italy, which  
he henceforth macic his honie, living at Florence, Rome and 
Naples. His means were slender, but, though frequently  
neccasitous, he felt happy in the life he had chosen, that of a  
"wandering rhapaodist."  Dee romaniisch' Oedipus earned for  
him the bitter enmity of Karl Immermann and Heinricli Heine,  

and in the literary feud which ensued Heine launched themost  

baselesa calumnies at the poet, which had the eject of prejudicing  
public opinion against him. But he retained many stanch  
admirers, who delighted in the purity of the subject matter of  
his productions and their beauty of form and diction. In  
Naples, where he formed the friendship of August Kopiach, the  
poet and painter, were written his last drama Die Liga son  
Cambrai  (1853) and the delightful epic faiiy.isle Die Abbassideis  

(1830; 2834), besides numerous lyrical poems, odes and ballads.  
He alao essayed historical work in a fragment,  G.sehi'hies des  
K8,ii'veicks Nra psi (1838), without, however, achieving any  
marked success. In 1832 his father died, and after an absence  
of eight years Platen returned to Germany for a while, and in  
the winter of *832-1833 lived at Munich, wherehereviaed the first  
complete edition of his poems,  Gedkhk  (1833). In the summer  
of 2834 he returned to Italy, and, after living in Florence and  
Naples, proceeded in 1835 to Sicily. Dread of the cholera,  
which was at thai time very prevalent, Induced him to move  
from place to pl*ce, and in November of that year he was 
taken ill at Syracuse, where he died on the 5th of December  
1835. Like Ileinc himself, Platen failed in the drama, but his  
odes and sonnets, to which mint be added his  Poie,dicder  

(1831), in which he gives vent to his warm sympathy for the  
Poles in their rising againsi the rule of the Tsar, are in language  
and metre so artistically finished as to rank among the best  
classical poems of modem limes.  

Platen's  Gesammdk Werke  were first published in one volume in  
1839, and have been frequently reprinted: •  convenient edition 
Is that edited by K.  Goedeke  in Cotta's  Bibi,oli,ek der Welfliwaiur  

(4  "cii., 1882).  His  Tagebuck  (1796-1825), was published in its 
entirety by G. von  Lsubmann  and L. von Schemer (2  vols..  3896-
*900). See J.  Minckwitz, Grof Plaint  eli Mei,scIi sad Dicker  

8838);  Ρ.  Βen.  Platen, bade bio;ra$iqse cl Iitiira&e  (3894): 
.  Greulich,  Plaint: Liee οj ι'τkο#ιdd ιnι  (190*);  Α.  Fries. Flak,,.  

Fοrιehsttgc π  (*903); and It linger, Plates, in  seisiem VrehdIIrns  as  
Goethe  (3903).  

ΡΙΑΤΕΒ3ΡΙΒL, BtsTernsm,  a medieval simplified bagpipe,  
consisting of an insumation tube, a bladder and a chaunter, 
the dcuble reed in its socket at the top of the chaunter 
being concealed within the bladder. In the plalerspiel we 
recognize the early medieval chorus, a word which in medieval 
Latin was frequently used also for the bagpipe. In the earlier 
forms of platerspiela of which we possess illustrations, such as  
the well-known example of the 13th century reproduced by 
Martin Gernert from a MS. at St Blazius, the bladder Is unusually 
large, and the di-minter has, inatcad of a bell, the grotesque 
head af an animal with gaping jaws. Al first the chaunter 
was a straight conical tube terminating in a bell, as in the 
bagpipe. The later instruments have a pipe of larger calibre  
more or less curved and bent back as in the  cromorne.  One of 
these appears  in the ι th-centυry Spanish MS., known as the 

Cas.ligas  di So.ida Vane In the Escurial, together with  a  
platerapiel having two pipes, a chaunier and a drone aide by 
aide. Another is figured by Virdung (1511).  

There was practically no technical difference between the bent  

piaterspiel  and the  cromorne,  the only distinction being the Seem 
i and ι  of the  air.chambar  in which the reed was set in vibration  

by the compressed air forced into it through the  Inzu fllstion  tube 
or the raised slit respectively of the two instruments. The earlier  
form of  platerspiel  is  fo'tnd  at the end  cl  the 15th  century, in the 
magnificent Book of Hours, known as the  Sfas'aa Book' (Brit. Muaj 
An interesting illusion to the  ρlateesρieΙ  occurs in an old English  
ballad.' Eight shepherds were playing on various instruments; 
"the  Iyrst bed ane drone bagpipe, the next hod ass pipe maid 
a] one birders, mid alone  mid, the  thrid playit  on tine trump, &c.,' 
1mm  which it is evident that the platerapiel  retained its  individu. 
ality  sad did not become teemed in the bagpipe. (K. S)  

PLATFORM (Fr.  pinkformc, i.e.  ground plan), a word now 
generally confined to a raised flat structure or stage, temporary  
or permanent, erected in a building or in the open air, from which  
speeches, addreaaea, lectures, &c., can be delivered at a public  
or other meeting. Similar structures of wood, brick or stone, 
are used in railway stations at such a level above the rails as to 
enable passengers to have easy access to the carriages; and in 
fortification the word is used of the raised level surface on which 
guns are mounted. The earlier uses of the word, such as for a  
plane geometrical figure, the ground plan of a building, and 
figuratively, for a plan, design, scheme, &c., Ire now obsolete. 
in a figurative sense the term is applied to a common basis on 
which members of a political party may agree, nod especially  
in the United Stales to the declaration made by a party at a 
national or state cοnventlο.  

PLATINUM (symbol Pt, atomic weight 195.0  (Ο · ιό )),  a 
metallic chemical clement. The name, derived from  plisHntI,  the  
diminutive of Span. plate (ailver), was first given to a mineral,  
platinum ore or native platinum, originally discovered In 
South America, from the resemblance to silver. Russia  
furnishes about 9%  of the world's annual supply of platinum. 

Native platinum occurs usually in small metallic acales or 
flat grains, sometimes in the form of irregular nuggets, and  
occasionally, though rarely, in small crystals belonging to the 
cubic system. (cams of platinum have been found embedded,  
with chromite, in serpentine derived from an olivine.rock, the 
metal having probably separated out from an original basic  
magma. Ii Is said to occur also in veins in ayenitic and ether 
rocks. Usually, however, platinum is found in detrital deposits,  
especially in auriferous sands, where it is associated with osmiri. 
dium (known also asiridosmine), chromite, magnetite, corundum, 
zircon, &c. The platinum has a steel grey or silver-while colour 
and a metallic lustre; is Often magnetic, sometimes with polarity; 
has a hardness of about 4.5  and a specific gravity varying with  
its composition from 14 to 19. Native platinum usually con-
tains more or less iron and copper, often gold, and invariably a  
small proportion of some of the allied metals—iridium, osmium, 
ruthenium, rhodium and palladium. From the associated  
metals it was named by J. F. L. Hausmanu polyxene (Gr. π oλΙ r,  
many, and ΟΡΟ!,  a guest), whilst from its occurrence as a white 
metal in auriferous alluvia it is sometimes known to miners as  
"white gold."  

Piaiijia  del Pinlo  was the name by which native platinum  
was first introduced into Euiope from South America about 
the middle of the ι8th century. Although it appears to have 
been known locally much earlier, the attention of scientific men in 
Europe was first directed to it by Antonio dc Ulloa y Garcia dc 
La Torre, a Spaniard who joined a French scientific expedition 
to Peru In 1735, and published in 3748 an account of his  
journey, in which he refers to platinum, though not under that 
name, as occurring with gold in New Granada (now Colombia).  
Sir William Watson, an English physicist, had, however, in 
1741 received some grains of the mineral, probably from the  

1 Reρrodυςιd by 3. F. Riaflo, in Sissies 0' Early Spanish Mush  

(London, 1889).  . 
'See facsimile edited by Dr Crone Warner, p1.  xxviii. fol.  5*.  
'Sec F. J.  Fiirnivall,  Captain Car, his ballad: and Book:, or  

Robert Landssm'a  Lester  S.D.  1575 (London, *87 0 ,  clx.  86.  
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name  locathοtιgh  brought by way of Jamaica; and It was  
he who first. described it in 1750  as a new metal  

Native  -._-.-_-.- ems discovered in 1829 10 the gold washings  
of  Verkhniy.Isclsk,  in the  uraia,  but it was not until Σ822 that  
its true nature was recognized. The chief Russian localities  
are in the districts of  Nizhn. Taglisk  and  Goroblagodatsk,  
where it is found in shallow drift deposits, containing pebbles of  
serpenhine,  which represent the original matrix. The het  
district has acquired importance in recent years. Although the  
platinum-bearing gravels usually contain a very small proper-
lion of the metal, the average in 1895 being only  ti dwt.  to the  
ton, rich discoveries have occasionally been made in the history  
of the workings, and nuggets of exceptional size have been  
unearthed. The largest recorded specimens are one of 310 OX.  

from  Nizhne Tagllsk,  and ,  another of 72i oz. from use Cow.  
blagodatsk  district.  

Σπ 1831  platinum ore was recognized in the  gold.bearing  
deposits of Borneo, where it had previously been regarded as  
worthless, being known to the natives as  ,nas kodok  (frog gold).  
Although recorded from various parts of the Island, its occur-
rence seems to be definitely known only in  Tanah-Laut,  in the  
south-east of Borneo. In Australia platinum ore has  lseeo  found  
near  Fifield  (near  Condobelin),  New South  WaΙes  whilst in New  
Zealand it occurs in sands and gravels in the Thames gold-field,  
the  Takaka  River and the Gorge River flowing into  Awarua  
Bay. Many localities in North America have yielded platinum, 
generally in beach sands or in auriferous alluvia, and in some  
cases the deposits are of commercial importance. The metal is 
found in Alaska, British Columbia, Oregon (Douglas county) and 
California (Butte county, Trinity county, Del Norte county). 
It has been recorded also from the states of New York and North 
Carolina. In a  iiickelikrous  sulphide ore worked at Sudbury, 
in  Oniarlo,  platinum has been discovered in the form of sn  
arsenide (1k As2), which has been called  sperrylile  by 1-1. L. Wells, 

 who  anslysed  It in 1889, and named it after F. L. Sperry, of  
Sudbury. It belongs to the pyrites group, and is interesting 
as being the only known mineral In which plat inum occurs in 
combination except as alloy. 

Native platinum seems to be a mineral of  rallier  wide  diatri-
bution,  but in very sparse quantity. The sands of the Rhine,  
derived from Alpine rocks, have been found to contain  plati. 
num  in the proportion of 0.0004 °!',. Ii has also been found in 
the sands of the  Ivalo  River in Lapland; it is recorded from  
Rbros  in Norway; and it was detected by  "Τ  Mallet in some of  
the gold-sands of the streams in Co. Wicklow, Ireland. 

The table shows the  of'cioi  amount (in ounces Troy) of  
platinum produced in Russia for certain yea rs, the  adυΙ  amounts 
are much larger:- 

Year. Amount. Year. Amount.  

Η6,640 rn
'  

Ι
.
  

161,950  
1 42.757 167,950  

^
 163,060 185,492  

203.257 172,758  
197.024 1 57,005  
192,976  

(Ro bwcll's Mine,si Indasii'y.  1908.)  
Platinum is largely used for the manufacture of chemical  

apparatus, incindescent  lamps,  thermo-couples; in the manu-
facture of sulphuric acid by the  contacI  process, in photography,  
and in jewelry. The price of the metal has risen considerably,  
not so much on account of the restricted supply, but chiefly  
because the sources of supply have passed into the hands of a  

few individuals. The following data show the fluctuations in 
the average price of platinum ingot per  ooce  Troy;- 

- 	 d. 	£s. d.  
1874-1895 '1 5 2 to 2 2 0  
1899-1905: 313 6 ,, 410 4  

1906: 413 2,, 7 19 8  
1907: 7  0 0 ,, 618 8  

- 	 1908: 5  3 6 (average) price.  
Platinum may be extracted from its ore by both wet and dry  

processes. In the latter method, due to H. Salnte-Claire-Deville  
and  Η.  J.  Debray, the ore is smelted in a furnace constructed of  
two blocks of lime, and the metallic button so obtained is  

re-melted in •  reverberatory  furnaca  with galena or  lithirga,  the  
lead platinum alloy being then .aipdcd, and the platinum  
fused into an ingot by re-smelting in a lime furnace (see  
DingIer's Pdyleds. Joe"n.  ι8,  153, p. 38;  Ι8 9,  154,  ρ. 3Χ3;  
1862, 165,  ρ. aο).  The platinum so obtained is not pore. Is  
Wοl Ιatο 's wet method the ore is disiolved in aqua regia the  
osmiridium, ruthenium and rhodium being left unattacked. and  

the platinum precipitated as ammonium platinochloridr by adding  

smmoiiium chloride in the presence of sri excess of end. The  
double elsloridu is then "rushed, dried and ignited, leaving a eedae  
of metal. C. Matihey  (Chess. News, 1899, 39, p. '75) obtains pun  
platinum from the commercial metal by fusing the latter with a  
large excess of lead. The lead alloy is then treated with a dilute  
nitric acid and the Insoluble portion taken up in dilute aqua retie.  
Front the solution ,o obealned lead is ρrciρitated as sulphate,  
and platinum and rhodium as double ammonium chloridcs. The  
rhodium ammonium chloride is converted by fusing with potassium  
and ammonium bisuiphates int ο rhodium sulphate. which is then  
removed by estraction with water, when a residue of finely divided  
platinum remains. The German firm of Heraus (iii Hanover)  

heat the raw ore with aqua regis and waler under pressure,  
evaporate the solution to dryness, sod heat the residue to 225° C.  
A clear aqueous extract of the residue is then acidified with hydro-
chloric acid and precipitated with ammossium diluride. The  
double chloride is ignited and the ίiπeΙ s  divided platinum  so 
obtained is £ijssd  in the  oxybydrogeo  blowpipe,  

Platinum is a  geeylsh·.whfte  metal which Is  exceediiig'y  
malleable and ductile; the addition of a small quantity of  

Iridium hardens it and diminishes Its ductility very considerably.  
Its specific gravity is 20.83 to  2t·7t,  and its mean specific beat  
from 0 to  Ίσο0  C. is 0-0323 (J.  Violle,  Corn pies resides, t87 7 , 85,  
p. 4); W. P. White (Amer. J,ern.  Sri, 8909, iv. 28, p.  
gives the general formula S '■ο.ο3 t98+3.4 Χ io".  S, being 
the specific heat at 1°C. Its  temperaleaw  of fusion is in the 
ne ighbourhood of 1700 to  ε8οoC.,  various Intermediate values  
having been obtained by different Investigators (see J. A.  
Nicker,  Chem, Ν ems, 1 005, 92,  ρ. 262;  C.  F€ryandC. Cb€nevta's,  
Corn pies reads:, 1909, 848, p. 491;  also C. W. Weidner and G. Η.  
Burgess,  ibid.,  1909, 148,  ρ. 1177).  Its latent heat of fusion is  
27- ι ft  calories  (Violle, 'xc.  di). The metal has been obtained  
in the crystalline condition by distillation in the electric furnace,  
or by decomposing its fluoride at a red heat (IL  Moiaaan).  
Ρlatinum,  like palladium,  abao,bs  large quantities of hydrogen  
and other gases, the occluded gas then becoming  more"activc",  
for this reason platinum Is used largely as a cataly tic agent.  
Several forms of platinum, other than the massive form, may be  
obtained. Spongy jrlwirn'rn  in produced when ammonium  
platlnochlorlde  is ignited;  pkiirnirn  black on the reduction  
of acid solutions of platinum salts; and  celloidd $sidrnmi  by  
passing an electric arc between two platinum wir es  under the  
surface of pure water (C.  Bredig, 2cl'. phys. Chess.,  ugot, .,  
pp.  i,  Platinum is practically  unoxidizable;  it combines  
directly with phosphorus, arsenic, antimony,  silicoss,  boron, and  
fluorine, and with almost all other metals.  Ιι is practically  
unattacked  by all acids, dissolving only in aqua  regis  or in  
mixtures which generate chlorine. When fused with alkaline  
hydroxides in the presence of air it forms  plalinates.  It is  
readily attacked by fused nitrates, and by potassium cyanide  
and  ferrocyanide.  All the platinum  compounds when heated  
strongly decompose, and leave a residue of the metal.  Ο  
platinum salts, in the true sense of the word, none exist; there  
is no carbonate, nitrate, sulphate, &c; halide salts, however,  

sac known, but are obtained in an indirect manner.  

ΡΙα1isim monoxidi. PtO obtaintd  by heating the corresponding 
hydrate, is a dark-colourea  powder which is easily reduced to the  
metal (L. WObler, Der.. 1903, 36,  Π. 475). The hydrated form.  
PtO-aH2O, is obtained impure by precipitating the dichloride with  
caustic soda, or by adding caustic soda to a boiling solution of  
potassium platmnoiis chloride. K,PtCl ' , the precipitate being rapidly  
washed and dried is saran (L. WOhler,  208.  eswrg.  Chess., 19σα, 40  
p. 423). It is a black powder; when freshly prepared It '5 soluble  

in concentrated acids, but when dried it is insoluble. It 'l an ac ιdκ  
oxide, the dioxide being both acidic and basic, It behaves as a  
strong οxidizing and reducing agent. C. Engler and L. WObler  
(Z&. (ore.  L°iem., 19οι, ag. p. 1) have shown that platinum  
black, containing occluded oxygen, is soluble in. dilute bydro.  
chink acid and also liberates iodine from potasuom iodide, md  

that the ratio between the amount of platinur.i dissolved and the  
amount of oxygen occluded agrees with the formation ala compouu'd  
corresponding to the formula  PiO. Fkflnarn dnox,d' ($atsn'e  
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oxide),  ΡtΟι41410, is obtained by adding an excess of music soda  
solution to a boding solution of ciilorplatinic acid, the hot solution  
being diluted and neutralised with acetic arid, it lose. its water  
of hydration when heated. ilnaii)r decomposing Into platinum and  
oxygen. When freshly prepared it is soluble in dilute acids. Oilier  
hydrated forms of composition, ΡιΟs'3Η5() and PiOx-aBsO have been 
described (E. Proet, Bali. sm. chim.,  1886, 46, p. 156; Ii. Topsoil,  
Der., 1870, 3, p. 462). The tetrahydrate may be considered as an  
acid, Hd't(OH)., for saks are known (nanwiy the piatinatee) cone,  
sponding to it, those of the alkali metal, being soluble in water,  
and possessing an alkaline reaction (M. Blondel, Aim. chins.  $ys.,  
1905 (viii j,  6,  ρ.  8ι). Α  similar set of chlorine-holding compounds  
is also known, the chlorine replacing one or more hydroxyl groups 
and χίνiπι rise to complexes of composition, H,IPtt..l' (OH)j. 
H,(PtCl '((JH)'J Η,(i'tCΙ,(014)J and H'IPtCl(OH)sj. The  platinic 
salts (derived Irons PtOs) are yellow or brown solids, which axe  
readily reduced to the metallic condition. They give with sulphu-
relied hydrogen a dark brown precipitate, soluble in excess of  
ammonium sulphide. Potassium iodide give. a brown solution  
with gradual formation of a pecipstsze. They form charactenstic  
precipitate, with potassium and ammoniuiu 1o ι"' The 
plarinous salts are brown or colourless solids which 1  with sulphu-
rotted hydrogen, give a dark brown precipitate of platinum sulphids',  
and with potassium Iodide a gradual preclpitatioi' of platinic  
iodide, Rim. J'kiitsims Irioxid., PtO',  is  obtained as  ΚsΟ'3ΡtOs,  by  
elecirolyuing a solution of platinic hydroxide in potash, this  
compound with acetic acid giving the oxide as • brown, easily 
decomposable powder (L. Wilhlet and F. Martin, Dee., 1909, 42,  ρ. kό ). 

iisssi bichloride, ΡtCΙ5,  is obtained by heating chlorplatinic 
acid to  οο- ο°  C. U. J. Bernelius), or, mixed with more or less  
platinic chloride, b υ passing chlorine over spongy platinum at a 
temperature of 250 C. (P. Schutzenberger,  Corn pies rends,, 1870, 
70, ρρ. 1134, 1287). It may also be obtained by the decomposition 
of the compound HCI.PIC15.aHsO  (see below) at  Ί σο'  C., this method  
giving a vary pure product (6  Ε.  Nikon,  !mgrs. peak. Chess., 587  
(a). 15,  ρ. 260).  Iii, a brown or greyish green coloured solid, whic 
is soluble in hydrochloric acid. It decomposeminto its constituent  
elements when heated, It combines with many chlorides to form 
characteristic double salts. Platinum bichlorid, combines with 
mrbon monoxide, yielding compound. of composition, ΡιC6.CΟ, 
ΡtCI5'aCΟ, SΡtCl,'3C0 (P. Schuizenberger, Ass.  ‚isim. ,hys.. t8;o 
(4),  all p. 350).  Hydro?en  platinochlortde or chlorplatinous acid, 
Η 5 ΡtCΙ ' , is only known in solution, and as such Is obtained when 
platinum bichloride is dissolved in hydrochloric acid, or by decom-
posing the barium salt with sulphuric acid, or the silver salt with 
hydrochloric acid. Its salts, the platinochlorides or chiorplatinites, 
are obtained by  reducing the chiorplatinates or direcily from the 
acid itself. They are mostly soluble in water giving red solutions. 
They are readIly oxidized, and nascent hydrogen reduces them 
to metallic platinum.  PoIa'asis'i,s pkuinoelsloride  or  cM.rplwuasia,  
KiPtCl,.  is prepared by reducing hydrogen platinichionde with 
sulphur dioxide, or potassium plarinichloride with potassium oxalate 
in the presence of iridium (Klason,  Bee.,  1904. 37. P. 5360); or by 
adding potassium chloride to a solution of platinum bichloride in 
hydrochloric acid. It cryjtallizes in dark red prisms, is readily 
soluble in water, bitt insoluble in alcohol. The solution of the 
free acid when concentrated its t'acs'o  leaves a residue of 
Η Cl. ΡtCΙ,.2Ι450. When the tree acId is reduced by alcohol, or 
when ethylene is passed into a solution of platinum bichloride In 
hydrochloric acid. PtCI'-Cxl·I is obtained as a brown amοφhου. 
mass which decomposes when heated. When the bichloride  is 
heated in a current of carbon monoxide, a sublimate of platino. 
monocarbonyl dichloride, PrCluCO. dicarbonyl dichloride PtCI,(CO), 
and tricarbonyl tetrachioride, Pt 'Cl'(CO),‚ is olital,seej. The first  
forms bright yellow needles and the second white scicular crystals.  
The bichΓοride also combine, with pho.gene to form PtCl ' .aCOCIs. 

Plaiini€  chloride,  PtCl,, is obtained when chloqdatinic acid is 
heated in a current of dry hydrochloric acid gas to :65° C.  ('Ν.  
Pullinger,  loves. Chess. Soc.,  1892, 61, P.  422) or in. current of dry  
chlorine at 275° C. (A. Roaenheim and W. LBwenstamm, Zeii'  
OSO,'. Chem., 1903, 37, p. 394). It forms a reddish brown crystalline 
mass which is very hygroscopic. Numerous hydrates are known. 
The chloride is characterized by the readi πeχs with which It forms 
double salts with the metallic chlorides and with the hydrochlorides 
of most organic bases.  Chlorpiaiinic  acid, Η,ΡιCl,.6Η,Ο, is obtained  
by dissolving platinum in aqua regis containing an excess of bydro. 
chloric acid, or by the action of chlorine ςdissοlved in hydrochloric 
acid) on platinum sponge. It crystallizes in needles, which are very 
deliquescent and dissolve easily in water. It melts in Its own water 
of crystallization at 70° C., and when heated its .scwo to too' C. it 
leaves a residue of composition HCI.PtCl '.aH2O. The potassium and 
ammonium salts and the salts it forms with organic bases are char-
acterized by their exceedintly small toluhility in water. The aqueous 
solution of the acid redden, litmus and decomposes the metallic car-
bonates. Its salts may be prepared by the direct action of the acid 
on the metallic hydroxides or carbonates, and are usually of an 
orange  ci'  yellow colour and are mostly soluble In water.  Possssisf"  
chlorpl'»i,ia'a, Κ5ΡtCΙ,,  is obtained, in the form of  α  yellow crystal-
line precipitate, when a concentrated .olution of • potassium salt  

is added to a solution of cblorplatlnic acid. It crystallizes in  
octahedra which are scarcely soluble in water, and practically  
isso(ublc in absolute alcohol. It decomposes at a red heat into  
platinum, chlorine and potassium chloride. The corresponding  
sodium salt, ΝasΡtCΙ.όΗsΟ, is much more soluble in water and in 
alcohol. The ammonmm salt, (NH,),PtCI. resembles the pots.-
slum salt in its solubility in water and in s ό hοl. Correapondin  
bromo. and lode- compounds are known. .Pklssurn όiβ iωτtde  an  
kΙτα,βaστίd', PtE, and PtF,, were obtained simultaneously by  Η  
Moissan  (Ants. shim. phya,  1894 (6), 24, ρ.  82) by the action of  
fluorine on platinum an 500-όσο'  C. ihey may be separated by  
taking advantage of their different solubilities in water.  

Pkiirn,ss moisosslphidr'  PLS, is obtained by the direct union of  
platinum and sulphur; by heatingammonium chlorplatinatewith sul 
pbur; or by the action of sulpliur.tted h γdr'en on the chlorplati-
lutes. It is a dark coloured powder which is almost insoluble in  
aqua regis. It decompose, when heated strongly leaving a residue  
of metallic platinum, the same reduction taking place at corn.  

Εparatively low temperatures when it Is heated In a current of 
?ialisi' ,uiphid't,  Ρ155,  is formed when the clilor-

platinaies sue heated with iulphuretted hydrogen to fib' C. The  
precipitate must be rapidly washed and dried is serve, since it  

oxidizes rapidly on nstposiuzt to air. It is a black powder, which  
when bested strongly in air decompose. and leaves a residue of  
platinum, but if heated In absence of sir leaves a residue of the  
mοnosυ lρhlde. It Is .cercely affected by acids and Is little soluble  
in solutions of the alkaline sulphidee. Su)phides of composition  
Π4.5, and PtsSs have been described (R. Schneider,  Ρσ".  Ass.,  
1869, 138, p.  604' 1873, 148, p. 633: 1873 149, p. 381).  Α  salt  
of composition, Ρt(ΟΗ) i.Η,SΟΗ sΟ, has been prepared by  Μ.  
Blondel (Aisn.  chits.  $ys.,  '925, (8), 6, p. 8t) by the solution of the  
hydrate Η5Ρt(ΟΗ)s,  ί '.  ΡtΟ, -4 Η'Ο,  In dilute sulphuric acid (r :1)  
at ο· C. On the addition of cold concentrated sulphuric acid to  
the solution so obtained, the above salt Is precipitated In the form 
of minute needles, which readily decompose In the presence of 
water.  Α  piaiiuum ssi$aie, Pt(SO,)s.2HsO, hs.  been obtained  
by L. Stuchlik (Bce.,  '904.  37,  p. 2913) by the action of sulphuric 
acid (e.g.  τ -8.)  on platinum under the Influence of an alternating 
current.  Α  crystalline precipitate is obtained, which Is soluble 
in water and in very hygruseoplc.  

The p1eisa, ii rites of composition MiPt(NO,), are mostly obtained 
by double decomposition from the potassium salt, which is formed  
by adding a warm aqueous solution of potassium nitrite to 
one of potassium chlorplatinate. They are mostly colourless or  
pale yellow solids which are more or less soluble In water (1.  Ε. 

 NIlson.  Bet'., 1876, 9, p. 1722). The coττeapondIn platino-oxalate.  
Μ1Ρι(CsΟ,)s were first obtained by J. W. l) ό σere ιoer Wes:.  

'833, 104, p. 180) and their constitution was determined by  Η.  C. 
Silderbaum (Bee. 1  1888, ar,  p.  567 R' Zest. assorg. Chess., 1894, 6, 
ρ.  ‚).. The sodium salt, from whiei' the others are obtained by  
double decosupositioii, I. formed by adding a warm solution of oxalic  
acid to sodium platinate. On recrystallization from aIkalin 
ablutions the salts are obtained In yellow or orange crystals (see  
Μ.  Vexes, Bali. Soc. shim., 1898 (3),  r,  ρ.  875). These salts are  
mzvely soluble in water and decompose explosively when auddenly 

heated. The free acid is obtained by decomposing the silver salt 
with hydrochloric acid, the indigo blue solution so obtained on 
concentration is t'acs,o yielding a red crystalline mass, which dis-
solves In water with an indigo blue colour, changing to yellow on 
dilution. 

Pisiinss,  cyanide,  Ρt(CΝ)5, is formed by the addition of mercuric  
cyanide to a solution of a chlorplatinite, or by the decomposition 
of mercury or ammonium platinocyanide by heat. It is an amor-
phous powder which Is Insoluble in water, acids or alkalis, but is 
soluble in a solution of hydrocyanic acid. It burns when heated.  
The platinocyanides axe derived from the acid H,Pt(CN),, 
which is formed by the decomposition of the mercury or copper-
salt with sulphuretted hydrogen, or of the barium salt with 
sulphuric acid. It crystallizes from water In cinnabar-red prisms 
which contain five molecules of water of crystallization; in the 
anhydrous condition It is of a yellowish green colour. It decom-
poses carbonates. Its salts, which are characterized by the property 
of polychroism, may be prepared by the usual methods, or by the 
solution of metallic platinum in the alkaline cyanides or alkaline 
earth cyanldes under the influence of an alternating current (A. 
Brocixet and J.  Petit, As,. shim. $ys., 1904 (8), 3,  p. 460;  Μ. 

 Berthelot,  Complex resides, 1904. 138, p. "30). Those of the 
alkali and alkaline earth metals are soluble in water. Many combine 
with the halogen clement, to form complex salts of the type 
Μ5Ρt(CΝ),.Cl,.  χ  H2O.  By the decomposition of the barium salts 
of this type, addition products of the free acid, of composition  
'I,Ρt(CΝ),.CΙ,.4Η,Ο and H5P5(CN)j.Br,, have been obtained (C. 
Blomstrand.  Dee., 1869, 2, p.  202). They are deliquescent solids 
which are exceedingly soluble In water. Potassium plalinocyan,de,  
ΚsΡt(CΝ),.3Η 50, is obtained by dissolving pistinom bichloride 
In potassium cyanide; by heating potassium ferrocyanide with 
spongy platinum; or by besting ammonium chlorplatinate with 
potassium cyanide, It rrystalllzes in needles which eflloxwsce readily. 
The dry salt is exceedingly hygroscopic and is very soluble In 
water. When boiled with aqua regis it forms the chlorine additIon  
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product, XsPt(CN),.Cl,.sH2O. It cbmblnes directly with Iodine.  
Ba,lsm ρίιυίποευαπυfι. ΒaΡι(CΝ),.4Η,Ο, is prepared by the action  
of baryta water on the copper silt; by dissolving platinum In  
barium cyanide under the influence of an alternating current; by  
the addition of barium cyanide to platinum bichiotide' or by the  
simultaneous action of hydrocyanic and sulphuroia acids on  a 
mixture of baryta and chlorplatinic acid (P. Bergsoe, Z&.  σsοr.  
Chest., 1899, 19,  ρ. 3ι8).  it crystallizes in yellow monuclin,c  
prisms and is soluble in hot water. it in employed for the manu-
faciiire of Buorescent screen, used for the detection of X-rays.  

The platinum silts combine with ammonia to form numerous  
derivatives which con be considered as salts of characteristic basea.  
The 'nt compound of this type was isolated in 1828 by Magnus,  
who obtained a green gait by the action of ammonia on platinum  
bichloride. Two series of these salts are known, one in which the  
metal corresponds to bivalent platinum, the other in which it  
corresponds to tetravalent platinum. Tb. general formulae of  
he groups in each series are shown below, the method of claim.  

8cation being that due to Werner.  

Divalent (platinous) Salts. Τ trsνaΙent (platinic)  Salts.  

Tetrammine ΜΙtsΙΡι(ΝΗ1)4Χu 
Tr,ammini 	,, 
Diammine 	,, 
Monammine,, 

Pt(NH5)1XIX 
Pt(NH,),X,j  
Pt(NH1)X,)R 

Hexammmo selts(Pt(NH5)'IX, 
Tetrammine  ,, 
Truimmins 	,, 
Die mmine 	,, 
Monammine 

ΙΡt(ΝΗι)Χ,1Χ, 
ι'ι(ΝΗ1),Χ, j Χ 
Pt(NH5),X' 
Ρt(ΝΗ1)Χ 5j  

In the above table  Χ  represents • monovalent acid radical and 
R a monovalent basic radical. For methods 0 preparation of  
salts of these series see  Ρ. Τ.  Clove, Bali. use. ‚1.1m. 1867 et seq.;  
S. M. jbrgenaen,  Jeers. fva& Chess. 1877 et seq.; C W. Blonatrand. 
Be,. 1871 et seq.; and A. Werner. Zest. asorg. Chess.  ι8p. et  seq.  
A very complete account of the method of c aisillcat,oii and 
the general theory of the metal ammonia compounds is given  
by A. Werner, Bar. *907, 40, p.  15.  

Platinum also forms a series of complex phosphorus compound,.  
At 20 ‚nely divided platinum and phosphorus pentachiorkie  
combine to form PtCI,.PCI,. as dark c ΙaτetcοΙοιιred crystals. With 
chlorine this substance gives ΡtCI5.ΡCI' as a yellow powder, and  
with water it yields pbosplioplatinic acid, PtCl,.P(OH),, which  
may be obtained as orange.red deliquescent prisms.  

The atomic weight of platinum was determined by K. Seubert  
(Ass.  ι888,  207, p.  s; Bin. i888, 21, p. 2579) by analyses of 
amrnonium  and  potusium  platinoclilorides, the value 1948' being 
btatαed.  

PLATO, the great Αhheπian philosopher, was born in 427  B.C.,  
and lived to the age of eighty. His literary activity may be 
roughly said to have extended over the first half of the 4th 
century ac. His father's nsme was Anision, said to have 
been a descendant of Codrus; and his mother's family, which 
claimed descent from Solon, included Cnitias, one of the thirty  
Wants, and other well-known Athenians of the early 4th cen 
lucy ac. That throughout his early manhood he was the  
devoted friend of Socrates, that In middle life he taught those  

who resorted to him in the grove named Academua, near the  
Cephisus, and there founded the first great philosophical  
school, that (with alleged Interruptions) be continued to pre-
side over the Academy until his death, are metiers of estab-
lished fact. Ii is said by Aristotle that he was at one time 
intimate with Cratylus the Heraclitean. Beyond this we have 
no authentic record of his outward life. That his time was at 
Scat Aristoclea, and was changed to Plato because of the breadth 
of his shoulders or of his style or of his forehead, that he wrestled  
well,' that he wrote poetry' which he burnt on hearing Socrates, 
fought in three great battles,' that he had a thin voice,  

that (as is told of other Greek philosophers) he travelled to 
Cyrene and conversed with priests in Egypt, are statements  
of Diogenes La&tius,  which rest on more or less uncertain tradi-
tion. The express assertion—which this author attributes to 
llennodorus—that after the death of Socrates Plato and other  
Socratics took refuge with Euclides in Megara, has a somewhat 
stronger claim to authenticity. But the fact csxrnot be regarded  

as certain, still less the elaborate inferences which have been  
drawn from it. The romantic legend of Plato's Journeys to 
Sicily, and of his relation, there with the younger Dionysius and 
the princely but unfortunate Dion, had obtained some degree  

i  See Lows, vii. 814 c.  
'Some epigrams in the  AssIhdogy  are attributed to him.  
5 This is told on the authority of Aristoxenu.. Biat l'lato ca1woi  

have been at Deliuns.  

of consistency before the age of Cicero, and at an unknown but 
probably early time was worked up into the so-called Epistles  
of Plato, now all but universally discredited. Nor Is there  

sufficient ground for supposing, 83 some have done, that ass 
authentic tradition Is perceptible behind the myth. 

The later years of the Peloponnesiaz' War witnessed much  

mental disturbance and restlessness at Athena. More thsss  

at any time since the age of Cleisthenes, the city ___ 
was divided, and a man _____'s focs were often men  

of his own tribe or deme. Contention In the kw- 
courts  and rivalries in the assembly had (or many men a more 
absorbing Interest than question, of peace and war. Hereditary  

traditions had relaxed their hold, and political principles were  
not yet formulated. Yet there was not leis scope on this  
account for personal ambition, while the progress of democracy,  

the necessity of conciliating the people, and the apportionment of 
public  olfices by lot had a distracting sad, to reflecting persons,  

often a discouraging effect. For those amongst whom Plato was  
brought up this effect was aggravated by the sequel of the  
oligarchical revolution, while, on the other hand, for some years  
after the restoration of the democracy, a new stimulus bad been  

imparted, which, though of short duration, was universally felt.  
These events appear In two ways to have encouraged the 

diffusion of ideas. The ambitious seem to have welcomed them  

as a means of influence, while those who turned from public life 
were the more stimulated to speculative disputation. However 
this may have been, it is manifest that before the beginning oX  

the 4th century s.c. the intellectual atmosphere was already  
charged with a new force,whlch although essentially one may be 
differently describes), according to the mode of Its development, as  

'Τι)  rhetorical and (2) theoretical and "sophialical." This last 
word indicates the channel through which the current influences  

were mostly derived. A new want, in the shape both of inter-
ested and of disinterested curiosity, had insensibly created a new  

pro(cssion. Men of various fatberlsisds, some native Athenians,  

but more from other parts of ΗclΙas,4  had set themselves to 
supplement the deficiencies of ordinary education, and to train 
men for the requirements of civic life. More or less consciously  

they based their teachings on the philosophical dogmas of an 
earlier time, when the speculations of Xenophanes, Heradiiva  
or Parmenides bad Interested only a few "wise men." Those  
great thoughts were now to be expounded, so that "even 
cobblers might understand." 5  The self.appoir.ted teachers  
found a rich Sold and abundant harvest among the wealthier  
youth, to the chagrin of the old-f sahioned Athenian, who sighed  
with Ariatophanes for the good old days when men knew less and  

listened to their elders and obeyed the customs of their fathers. 
And such distrust was not wholly unfounded. For, amidst  
much that was graceful and improving, these novel questionings  
hail an influence that, besides being unsettling, was aimless and  

unreal. A later criticism may discern in them the Iwo great  

tendencies of naturalism and humanism. But it may be doubted 
if the sophist was himself aware of the direction of his own  

thoughts. For, although Prodicus or Hippiah could debate a 
thesis and moralize with effect, they do not appear to have been  

capable of speculative reasoning. What passed I Or such was often 
either verbal quibbling or the pushing to an extreme of some  

isolated abstract notion. That  prude's: queen  io  which is  
dimidium scienliae  had not yet been put. And yet the hour for  
putting it concerning human life was fully come. Foe the sea 
on which men were drifting was profoundly troubled, and would  
not sink back into its former calm. Conservative reaction was 
not less hopeless than the dreams of theorists were mischievously  
wild. In random  talJt,  with gay, irresponsible energy, the  
youth were debating problems which have exercised great minds  
in Europe through all after time. 

Men's thoughts had begun to be thus disturbed and eager when  
Socrates  (q.s.)  arose. To understand him is the moat necessary  
preliminary to the study of Plato. There is no reason to doubt 

4 it bad been the policy of Pericles to invite disiiiiguisbed  
fοmnm  to Athens.  

' l'head, iSo  D.  

-  
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the general truth of the assertion, which Plato attribute, to  

him in the  Apologlo, thai  he felt a divine vocation to examine  
. 	himself by questioning other men. He was rosily  

doing for Athenians, whether they would or no,  
what the sορhist  professed to do for his adherents, and what  

such men as  Protagoras  and  Prodicus  had actually done in part.  
One obvious difference was that be would take no lee. But  

there was another and more  dcep.lying difference, which dis-
tinguished him not only from the contemporary  sophiata  but  
from the thinkers of the previo us  age»  'lbs  was the Socratic  
attitude of  inquiiy.  The sceptical movement had confused  
men's notions as to the value of ethical  ideas.,  If "right is  
one thing in Athens and another in Sparta, why strive to follow  
right rather than expediency? The laws put restraint on nature,  
which is prior to them. Then why submit to law?" And the 

 ingenuilies  of rhetoric bad stirred much unmeaning disρnutien.  
Every case seemed capable of being argued in opposite ways. 
Even on the great question of the ultimate  constitutIon  of things, 
the  conilicting  theories of absolute immutability and eternal  
change appeared to be equally  irrefragable  and equally  
untenable. Men's minds had been confused by contradictory  
voices—one crying "AU is motion."  anoiher  " ΜΙ  is rest";  
one "The absolute is unattainable," another "The relative 
alone is real"  ;  some upholding a vague sentiment of traditional 
right, while some  dedaredforarbitrary  convention and  aomelor  
the law "of nature." Some hold that virtue was spontaneous,  
some that it was due to training, and some paradoxically denied  
that either vice or falsehood had any meaning. The faith of 
Socrates, whether instinctive or inspired, remained untroubled by 
these jarring tones. He did not ask "Is virtue a reality?"  
or  " Ls goodness a  deΙυsίό n?"  But, with perfect  conhdence  
that there was an answer, be asked himself and others "What Is  
it?"  (rI  fan); or. more particularly, as Xenophon testifies.  
"What is a state?  Whatis  a statesman? What is just?  
What is unjust? What is government? What is it to be a 
ruler of men?" In this form of question, however simple, the  
originality of Socrat es  is  typiiled;  and by means of it be laid  
the first atone, not only of the fabric of ethical philosophy,  

but of scientific method, at least in ethics, logic and psychology.  
Socrates never doubted  that if men once knew what was best,  

they would also do it. They erred, be thought, from not seeing  
the good, and not because they would not follow it if seen.  

This is expressed in the Socratic  dirts:  "Vice is  ignorance,"  
"Virtue is knowledge." This lifelong work of Socrates, in  
which the germs of ethics, psychology and logic were contained,  
was idealized, developed, dramat ized—first embodied and then  
extended beyond its original scope—in the writings of Plato, 
which may be described as the literary outcome of the profound  

impression made by Socrates upon his greatest follower. These 
writings (in pursuance of the importance given by Socrates to 
conversation) are all cast in the fo rm  of imaginary dialogue.  
But in those which are presumably the latest in order of  comρo  
sitiOn  this imaginative form interferes but little  .mth  the direct  
expression of the philosopher's own thoughts. The many-
coloured veil at first inseparable from the features is gradually  
worn thinner, and at last becomes  almost imperceptible. 

Plato's philosophy, as embodied in his dialogues, has at once 
 ιιι  intellectual and a mystical aspect; and both are dominated  

ραSo Μ  by a pervading  ethicil  motive. In obeying the  
Da&wWs.  Socratic impulse, his speculative genius absorbed and  
harmonized the various conceptio ns  which were present in con

-temporarythought,bringing  them out of  theirdogmatic  isolation  
into living correlation with one another, and with the life and  
experience of mankind. His poetical feeling and imagination,  
taking advantage of Pythagorean and  Οτρhic  suggestions,  
surrounded his abstract  rensonings  with a halo of mythology  
which made them more fascinating, but also more difficult for 
the prosaic intellect to comprehend. Convinced through the 
conversations of Socrates that truth and good exist and that 
they are inseparable, persuaded of the unity of virtue and 01 its 
dependence upon knowledge, he set forth tine* a crime ofinqmry,  

'See  Caird. Regd. p.  ι όd.  

in which be could Dot rest until the  discrepandes  of ordinary  
thinking were not only exposed but accounted for, and resolved  
in relation to a comprehensive theory. In this "pathway  
towards reality," from the consideration of pa rticular virtues  
be passed to the contempla tion of virtue in general, and thence  

to the nature of universals, and to the u nity of knowledge and  
being. Rising still higher on the road of generalization, he dis-
cussed the problem of unity and diversity, the one and the many.  

But in these lofty speculations the facts of human experience  

were not lost to view. The one, the good, the true, is otherwise  
regarded by him as the moral ideal, and this is examined as  
realized both in the individual and In the state. Thus ethical 
and political speculations are combined. And as the method  
of inquiry is developed, the leading principles both of logic and of 
psychology become progressively more distinct and clear.  
Notwithstanding his high estimate of mathematical principles,  

to him the type of exactne ss  and certitude, Plato contributed 
little directly to physical science. Though he speaks with  
sympathy and respect of Hippocrates, he had no vocation for 
the patient inductive observation  cl  natural processes, through 
which the Coast physicians, though they obtained few lasting  
results, yet founded a branch of science that was destined to be 
beneficently fruitful. And he turned scornfully aside from the 

 Atomisis, Leucippus  and  Deznocritua,  whose first principle, the 
basis of so much in modem physics, appeared to him lobe tainted 

 with materialism. Yet his discursive thought, as in later  ycara 
 he held high intercourse with  Archytas  and other contemporary 

minds, could not fail, unlike his master's, to include a theory  
of the  Cosssor  in its purview. In this regard, however, the 
poet-philosopher brought imagination to the aid of reason, thus 
creating a new mythology, of which the  Timaius  is the most  

-conspicuous example.  
Amidst great diversity, both of subject and of treatment, 

Plato's dialogues sit pervaded by two dominant motives,  a 
passion for human improvement and a persistent faith in the 
power and supremacy of mind. What is commonly known as 
his doctrine of Ideas is o nly one phase in a continuous progress 
towards the realization of a system of philosophy in which the 
supreme factor is reason guiding will. But the objectivity, 
which from the (slat was characteristic of all Greek thinking, and  
his own power of poetic presentation, obscured for a time, even , 
for Plato himself, the essential spirituality of his conceptions, and  
alone time even threatened to arrest them at a stage in which the 
universal was divorced from the particular, the perman ent from 
the transient, being from becoming, sad in which the first  princi..  
pica of reality were isolated from one another as well as from the 
actual world. Gradually the veil was lifted, and the relation 
between the senses and the intellect, phenomena and general  
laws, the active and the contemplative powers, came to be more 
clearly conceived. The true nature of abstraction and general.  
laslion,  and of predication and inference, began  Ιο  be discerned, 
and speculation was verified through experience. The ideas were 
seen as categories, or forms of thought, under which the infinite 
variety of natural processes might be comprised. And thus the 
dialogues present, as in a series of dissolving views, a sort of 
model or compendium of the history of philosophy. Plato's 
system is nowhere distinctly formulated, nor are the views put 
forward in  his dialogues alwaysconai'tent  with each other, but 
much especially of his later thought is systematized, and as it 
were crystallized in the treatises of Aristotle;  bywhom  the point  
of view which Plato had approached, but not finally attained,  
was made the starting-point for more  preci'e  metaphysical 
determinations sad carried into concrete theories having the  
stamp  ofamore  rigid logical method. The  departmentsbf  ethics  
and  politks,  of dialectic and of psychology, of physics and meta-
physics, thus came to be more clearly distinguished, but some-
thing was lost of the unity and intensity of spiritual insight  
which had vitalized these various elements, and fused them ins 
dynamic harmony. 

The student of philosophy, whatever may be the modem  
system to which be is most inclined, sensational, intuitional. 
conceptional. transcendental, will find his account in returning  
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to thiswell-spring of European thought, in  whith  all previous  
movements are absorbed, and from which all subsequent lines 
of reflection may be said to diverge. As was observed by  Jowett  
(Si Paid,  τ8),  "  the germs of all ideas, even of moat Christian  
ones, are to be found in Plato." 

Two great forces are persistent in Plato: the love of truth and  

zeal for human Improvement. In the period culminating with  
leirίοήcιe the  Rapubli',  these  twb  motives, the speculative and  
la$ssse,  the practical, are combined in one harmonious  
WΡ'Ι'-  working. In the succeeding period, without ex-
cluding one another, they operate with alternate intensity. In 
the varied outcome of his long literary career, the metaphysical  

"doctrine of ideas" which has been associated with Plato's 
name underwent many important changes. But pervading all 
these there is the same constant belief in the supremacy of 
reason and the Identity of truth and good. From that abiding  

root spring forth a multitude of thoughts concerning the mind 
and human things—turning chiefly on the principles of psycho-
logy, education and political reform—thoughts which, although 
unverified, and often needing correction from experience, still 
constitute Plato the most fruitful of p hilosophical writers, While 
general ideas are powerful for good or ill, while abstractions are  

necessary to science, while mankind are apt to crave after 
perfection, and ideals, either in  &rt  or life, haw an acknowledged  
value, so long the renown of Plato will continue. "All philo-
sophic truth is Plato rightly divined; all philosop hic error is Plato 
misunderstood "—is the verdict of one of the keenest of modem  
metaρhysΙcians.1  

Plato'e  followers, however, have seldom kept the proportions  
of his teaching. The diverse elements of his doctrine have 
survived the spirit that informed them. The  pythagorizing  
mysticism of the  Timaeus  has been more prized than the subtle 
and clear thinking of the  Thrask'us.  Logical inquiries have been 
hardened into a barren ontology. Semi-mythical  statementS  have  
been construed literally and mystic fancies perpetuated without 
the genuine thought which underlay them. A part (and not the  

essential part) of his philosophy has been treated as the whole. 
But the Influence of Plato has extended far beyond the limits of 
the Platonic schools. The debt of Aristotle to his master has 
never yet been fully estimated. Zone,  Chrysippus,  Epicurus 
borrowed from Plato more than they knew. The moral ideal of 
Plutarch and that of the Roman Stoics, which have both so 
deeply affected the modem world, could not have existed without 
him.  Neopythagoreanism  was really a crude  Neoplatoniam. 

 And the  Sceptica  availed themselves of weapons either forged by 
Plato or borrowed  by him from the Sophists. A wholly distinct 
line of  infiltTation  Is suggested by the mention of  Philo  and the 
Alexandrian school  (cf.  section in λναυσκ Philosophy, Ii.  261Κ,  
9th  edition), and of Clement and  Origen,  while Gnostic heresies 
and even Talmudic mysticism betray perversions of the same 
influence. The effect of Hellenic thought on Christian theology 
and on the life of Christendom is a subject for a volume, and ha 
been pointed out in part by E. Zeller and others (cf.  Νεο-
ρtλ rοmsυ).  Yet when  Plotinus  in the 3rd century (after 
hearing  Ammonius),  amidst the revival of religious paganism,  
founded  a new spiritualistic philosophy upon the study of Plato 
and Aristotle combined, this return to the fountain head had 
all the effect of novelty. And for more than two centuries, from 

 Plotinus  to  Proclus,  the great effort to base life anew on the 
Platonic wisdom was continued. But it was rather the ghost 
than the spirit of Plato that was so  "unsphered."  Instead of 
striving to reform the world, the Neoplatonist sought after a 
retired and cloistered virtue. Instead of vitalizing science with  

fresh thought, he lost hold of all reali ty in the contemplation of 
infinite unity. He had skill In finding with abstra ctions, but laid  
a feeble hold upon the actual world. 

"Hermes  Trlsmegistua"  and  "Dionysius Areopagita"  are  
names that mark the continuation of this influence into the 
middle ages. The pseudo-Dionysius  was translated by  Erigena 

 in the 9th century. 
Two more "Platonic" revivals have in be recorded—at 

Ferrier, Institutes of Metaphysics, p. 169 (f  i.  prop. vi . 12).  

FΙοτence  ha the  τ th  and at Cambridge In the  ι7th century.  
Both were  gnlhuslastic  and both uncritical. The translation 
of the dialogues  into Latin by  Marsilio Fichte was the most  
lasting effect of the former movement, which was tinged with  

the unscientific ardour of the Renaissance. The preference still 
accorded  to the  Timnesis  is a fair indication of the  lendency  ιο 

 bring  fv'aium  α jidgos"  which probably earned the discussions  
of the Florentine Academy concerning the "chief good."  Thc  
new humanism had also a sentimental cast, which was alien from  

Plato. Yet the effect of this spirit on art and literature was  
very great, and may be clearly traced not only in  Itsllao  but in 
English poetry.  

The  "  Cambridge  Platonista  "have been described by Principal  
Ί 'sΙΙοch  In his Important  wOrk  on Rational  Th'slogy us  Engksd  
is Ike 1711e cessiury,  and again by Professor J. A. Stewart in the  
concluding chapter of his volume on the Myths of Plalo.  Their  
view, were mainly due to a  reattion  from the philosophy of  
Hobbes, and were at (nit suggested as much by  Plotinus  as by  
Plato. It Is curious to find that, just as Socrates and  Ammoruns  
(the teacher of  Plolinua)  left no writings, so  Whiciscote,  the  
founder of this school, worked chiefly through conversation  

and preaching. His pupils exercised a. considerable influence fee  
good, especially Of English theology; said in aspiration if not in 
thought they derived somet hing from Plato, but they seem to 
have been Incapable of separating his meaning from that of his  

interpreters, and Cudworth, their moat consistent writer, was at  

once more systematic and less scientific than the  Athesiiaa 
 philosopher. The translation. of  Sydenham  and Taylor in the  

x8th  century and the beginning of the  igih  are proofs of the  
continued influence of Platonism in England. 

The Critical study of Plato begins from  Scblelermsaber,  who  
did good work as an interpreter, and tried to  ssrange  the dialogue,  
in the order of composition. His attempt, which,. 
like many efforts of constructive criticism, went far  ΙΙbΝiτ.  
beyond  poasibility,  was  vItiated  by the ground-fallacy of sup-
posing that Plato had from the first a complete  aysιem Ίn  his 
mind which he partia lly and gradually revealed In writing. At 
a considerably later time Karl Friedrich Hermann, to whom sit  
students of Pluto are indebted, renewed the same endeavour on 
the far more plausible assumption that the dialo gues  faithfully  
reflect the growth of Plato's mind. But he also was too sanguine,  

and exaggerated the possibility of tracing a connexion between 
the outward events of Plato'. life end the pro gress of his thoughts.  
This great question of the order of the dialo gues, which has been  
debated by numberless writers, Is one which only admits of ass 
approximate solution. Much confusion, however, has been 

 obvialed  by the hypothesis (fist hinted at by  Ueberweg,  sad  
since supported by Lewis Campbell and others) that the Sορά iτirι  
and  Polilicus ,  whose genuineness had been called in qu estion by 

 Joseph  Socher,  are really  intetmediale  between the  RepnblK  and 
the Laws. The allocation of these dialogues, not only on grounds  
of metaphysical criticism, but also on philological and other 
evidence of a more tangible kind, supplies a point of view  froni  
which it becomes possible to trace with confidence the general 
outlines of Plato's literary and philosophical  dCvelopment. 

 Reflecting at first in various aspects the impressions  received  
from Socrates, he is gradually touched  with an inspiration which  
be οme5  his own, and which seeks utterance  in  half ρoeιicnΙ  
forms. Then first the ethical and by and by the metaphysical 
Interest becomes  predominant. And for a while this last is all 
absorbing, as he confronts the central problems w hich his own 
thoughts have raised. But, again, the hard-won acquisitions  
of this dialectical movement must be fused anew with  imagi-
natΙοn  and applied to life. And in a final effort to use his 
intellectual wealth for the subvention 01 human need the great  

spirit passed away. 
It may  nOt  be amiss to recapitulate the steps through which  

the above position respecting the order of the dialogues has 
become established. Lovers of  Ifegel  had observed  
that the point reached in the  Sophisks  in defining 
"not being" was dialectically in advance of the 
Republic. But  Kantian  Interpreters might obviously have said  
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the same of the  Parnenides: md Grote as a consistent atilliarian  
looked upon the  Prdegaras  as the moat mature production of 
Plato's genius. It seemed desirable to find some criterion that 
was not bound up with philosophical points of view. Dr 
Thompson, the Master cf Trinity College, Cambridge, had  
vindicated the genuineness of the  Sepkisks  against the objections 
of Socber, but had not accounted for the peculiariticsof language,  

which that acute critic had perceived. By comparing those  

peculiarities with the style of the Lem:, Plato's latest work, and 
with that of the  Timaews  and Crib:, which presupposed the 
Rqsblk,  Lewis Campbell argued in  ι86  that the  Sophisics  and 
Pdi'icws,  with the  Phiiebses,  were in chronological sequence  
intermediate between the Republic  ajid the Lows. Thus a  
further defence of their authenticity was at the same time 
a long step towards the solution of the problem which Schlcicr. 
macher had proposed. Many years afterwards the more 
detailed stylistic investigations Of W. Dlttenbcrger, Constantiri 
Ritter and others arrived independently at the same conclusion. 
It was vehemently supported by W. Lutoslawsld in his work on 
Flak's Logic, and has been frankly accepted with ample acknow-
ledgments by the high authority of Dr Theodor Gomperz (see  
esρeciaµy the Notes to his Greek Thinkers, Ill. 350, 315 of 
F"glkb translation).  

Twa Wosies oa Ρι'nτο  

The Platonic dialogues are not merely the embodiment of the 
mind of Socrates and of the reflections of Plato. They are the  
portraiture of the highest intellectual life of Hcllas in the time 
of Plato—a life but distantly related to military and political  

events, and scarcely interrupted by them. Athena appears as 
the centre of the excitable If ellenic mind, profoundly stirred by 
the arrival of great sophiats, and keenly alive to the questions of 
Socrates, although in the pages of Plato, ern more than in 
reality, he only "whispers with a few striplings in a corner." 
For, lii the Platonic grouping, the agora, which was the chief 
scene of action for the real Socrates, retires into the background, 
and he is princIpally seen consorting with his chosen companions, 
who are also friends of Plato, and with the acquaintances whom 
he makes through them. Thescene is narrowed (for the Academy 
was remott from the bustle of resort, and l'l's.to judged the liallenie  
world securely from the vantage-ground of partial retirement)—
but the figures axe distinct and lull of life. In reading the dia-
logues we not only breathe the most refined intellectual atmo-
sphere, but are also present witnesses of the urbanity, the freedom, 
the playfulness, the generous warmth of the "beg society" in 
Athens. For Plato has a numerous repertory of  draniaiis  
personae, who stand in various relations to his chief character—
the impetuous Chaerephon, Apollodorus the inseparable weak  

brother, old Crito the true-hearted, Phaedo the betoved disciple, 
Simmias and Cebes, who have been with Philolaus, the graceful 
and ingenuous Phaedrus, the petulant Philebus, Theaetetus of 
the philosophic nature, who is cut off in his prime, and the 
incorrigible Alcibiades; then Plato's own kinsmen—Glaucon the 
irrepressible in politics, in quarrel and in love; Adeimantus, solid  

and grave; Crilias in his phase of amateur philosopher, and not as  

what be afterwards became; Charmidas, not in fiery manhood, 
but in his first blopm of diffident youth; and many others who 
appear as mere acquaintances, but have an interest of their own 
—the accomplished Agathon, the gay Aristophanes, Eryxi.  

macbus the all-worthy physician; Meno, light of spirit; Callias, 
entertainer of sophists; Callicles the wilful man Of the world; 
Cephalus the aged father of Lysias; and Nicias the honoured 
soldier. All these appear, not as some Of them do on the page of 
history, in sanguinary contention or fierce rivalry, but as peaceful  
Athenians, in momentary contact with Socrates, whose electric  

touch now benumbs and now exhilarates, and sometimes goads  
to frenzy of love or anger. Still more distantly related to him, 
as it were standing in an outer circle, are the imposing forms of 
Gorgias and Protagoras, surrounded with the lesser lights of 
Hippias, Prodicus and Polus. Thrasymachus, Euthydemus, 
Dionysodorus hang round like comic masks, adding piquancy  

to the design. Tb. adversaries Anyt'a and Melet'ss are allowed  

to appear for a moment, but soon vanish. The older philosophers,  

though Socrates turned away from them, also make their entrance  
on the Platonic stage. Parmenides with his magnificent depth 
Is made to converse with the imaginary Socrates, who is still  

quite young. A stranger from Elsa plays an important part in  
some inter dialogues, and Timscus the Pythagorean is Introduced 
discoursing cf the creation of the world. In these dialogues 
Socrates is mostly silent; in the  Philebsis  he has lost himself in 
Plato; and in the twelve books Of the  Z.aws,  where an unnamed 
Athenian is the chief speaker, even the Platonic Socrates finally  

disappears.  
Now, in evolving his philosophy from the Socratic basis, 

Plato works along three main lines—the ethical and political, 
the metaphysical or scientific, and the mystical. All three are 
often intimately blended, as in the close of Rep.,  bk vl.,andeven 
where one element is uppermost the others are net wholly 
suppressed. But this distinction, like that sometimes made in 
modern philosophy between the good, the true and the btautiful, 
is one which, if not unduly pressed, may be usefully borne In 
mind.  

Having noted this once for all, we pass to the more detailed 
consideration Of the several dialogues.  

I. Lecher, Charmides, Lysn.—In this first group Socrates is  
dealing tentatively with single ethical notions. The result in  
each case is a confeislon 01 ignorance, but the subject has been so  
handled as to point the way to more fruitful discussions In the 
future. And suggestions are casually thrown out which antici-
pate some of the most far.reachlng  Ι  Plato's subsequent 
contemplations. 

The Locker is a vigorous sketch, In which the characters of the 
soldier, the aged citizen, and the prudent general are well 
preserved; and Socrates is seen conversing with his  
elders, although with reference to the treatment of 
the young. The question raised is the deflnit'ion of courage; 
sod the humour of the piece consists in showing that three men, 
all of whom are unquestionably brave, are unable to give an 
account of bravery, or to decide whether courage is an animal 
Instinct or a mental accomplishment. 

Similarly, in the dialogue which bears his name, the temperate 
Charmidea, of whom all testify that (as Aristophanca has it),t he 
"fills up the gracious mould of modesty," is hopelessly ca',»'4ss, 
embarrassed when challenged by the Socratic method 
to put in words his conception of the modesty or temperance 
which he possesses, and which, as Socrates assures him, is a  
priceless gift. The  Cho,mides  contains some hints Of Platonic 
notions, such as that of knowledge as self-consciousness, and of 
virtue as "doing one's own business." 

The graceful little dialogue which bears the name of  Lysis  
ends, like the two former, with a confession of failure. Socrates, 
Lysis and Menexenus are all friends, and think 
highly of friendship, yet after many eflorts they 
are unable to tell "what friendship is." Yet some of the sug-
gestions which are here laid aside are afterwards allowed to 
reappear. The notion that "what is neither good nor evil loves 
the good because of the presence of evil" is expanded and 
emphasized in the Symposium. And the conception of an ideal  
object of friendship, an nkb ψΙλoe  (though rejected as in the 
criticism of Aristotle by the characteristic red scfio ad injinilum),  

is destined to have a wider scope in the history of Platonism. 
II. Freiagoras, Ιο, Mcno.—The previous dialogues have 

marked the distinction between unconscious and conscious 
morality, and have also brought out the Socratic tendency to 
Identify virtue with the knowledge of good. Now, the more 
strongly it is felt that knowledge is inseparable from Virtue the 
more strange and doubtful appears  such unconscious excellence 
as that of Laches, Charmides or Lysis. Hence anses the 
further paradox of Socrates: "Virtue is not taught, and that 
which Is commonly regarded as virtue springs up spontaneously 
or is received unconsciously by a kind of inspiration." 

Peotagoras, in the dialogue named after him, is the professor  
of popular, unscientific, self-complacent excellence; while  

i  Nab.,  po.  '4'  'll.1, µtλλn, rίyώ qu'  ‚ιwτλj,a'  
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Socrates appears In his life-long search alter the Ideal knowledge  

of the best. The two men are naturally at cross purposes.  
Protagoras contendi  that virtue is taught by himself 
and others more or less successfully, and is not one  

but many. Socrates disputes the possibility of teaching virtue 
(since all men equally profess it, and even statesmen fail to give 
it to their ions), but  amrma  that, if it can be taught, virtue is not 
many, but one. The discussion, as in the former dialogues, ends 
inconclusively. But in the course of it Plato vividly sets forth 
the natural opposition between the empiric and scientific points 
of view, between ΙΙ, conventional and an intellectual standard. 
He does full justice to the thesis of  Protagoras,  and it is not to be 
supposed that he was contented  ιο  remain in the attitude which 
he has here attribut ed  to Socrates. In his ideal state, where the  
earlier training of the best citizens is a refinement on the actual 
Hellenic education, he has  ιο  some extent reconciled the con-
ceptions  which are here dramatically oppo sed. 

The preparations for the encounter and the description of it 
include many life-like touch es—such as the eagerness of the 
young Athenian gentleman to hear the sophist, though he would  
be ashamed to be thought a sophist himself; the confusion into 
which the house of  Callins  has been thrown by the crowd of 
strangers and by the self-importance  of rival professors; the 
graceful  dignity of the man who has been forty years a teacher, 
the graphic description of the whole scene, the characteristic 
speeches of Πrοdictis and  Hippias  (from which some critics have 
elicited a theory of their doctrines), and the continued irony with 
which Socrates bears them all in hand and seethes the great man  
after disconcerting him. 

In the argument there are two points which chiefly deserve notice.  
(t) P'otagoras, in accordance with his relative view of things  

(which Plato afterwards criticized in the  Tkea'klss),  claims not  
to teach men principles but to improve them in those virtues which  
Providence has given in some measure to all civilized men. (2) 
Socrates in postulating a scientific principle, which he expressly 
reserves for tuture consideration, would have it tested by the power 
of calculating the amount of pleasure. Grote dwells with some 
complacency on the "utilitarianism " of Socrates in the  PeoMfeeas.  
And it is true that a principle of utilit γ is here opposed to con-
ventional sentiment. But this opposition is intended to prepare  
the way for the wider and deeper contrast between an arbitrary 
and a scientific standard, or between impressions and conceptions  
or ideas. And when Plato (in the  Gorgsae  and  Pkikbus) endravours  
to define the art of measurement, which is here anticipated, it is  
not wonderful that differences here  unthought  of should come into  
view, or that the pleasant should be again contradistinguislied  
from the good. In all three dialogues he is equally asserting the  
supremacy of reaso 

On the first visio
n.

n of that transcendental knowleigei which is  
to be the key at once to truth and good, philosophy is apt to lone 
her balance, and to look with scorn upon "the trivial round, the  
common task" and the respectable commonplaces of "ordinary  
thinking." Ιet, as Socrates is reminded by Protagoras. this  
unconscious wisdom also has a value. And Plato. who, when  
most ideal, ever strives to keep touch with experience, is fully  
convinced of the reality of this lower truth, of this unphilosophic  

virtue. But he is long puzzled how to conceive of 51. For, if 
knowledge is all in all, what are we to make of wisdOm and goodness 
in those who do not know? Protagoras had boldly spoken of  
honour and right as a direct gift from Zeus, and Socrates. in the  
I, and Mean, is represented as adopting an hypothesis of inspiration 
in order to account for these tines-credited graces of the soul.  

Socrates has observed  that rhapsodists and even poets have no  
definite knowledge of the things which they so powerfully repre- 

sent  (cf. Apol.  22;  P/wed.,  245 A.; Rep. iii. 398 A).  
He brings the  rhapsode  Jo to admit this, and to  

conclude  that he is the inspired medium of a magnetic influence.  
The Muse is the chief magnet, and the poet is the first of a series 
of magnetic rings. Then follow the  rhapsode  and the actor, who 
are rings of inferior power, and the last ring is the hearer or  
spectator.  

The  Meno  raises again the more serious question, Can virtue be  
taught? Socrates here states explicitly the paradox with which  

the  Ps'oiagoras  ended. "Virtue is knowledge  eιeeω 
therefore virtue can be taught. But virtue is not  

taught. Therefore (in the highest sense) there can be no virtue."  
And he repeats several of his former reasons—that Athenian  

t Ρkeed.  82 B; Rep. x. 619 C.  

statesmen failed to teach their sons, and that the education given  

by  sophaista  is unsatisfying. (The  nophiats  are here denounced  
by  Anytus,  who is angered by  Socrates's  ironical praise of them.)  
But the paradox is soften ed  in two ways: (z) the absence of  
knowledge does not preclude inquiry, and  (τ)  though virtue  
cannot be taught, yet there is a sense in which virtue exists.  

t.  Meno begins iii gaiety of heart to define virtue, but is soon  
"benumbed" by the "torpedo" shock of Socrates, and asks  
"Howcanoneinquireabout thatwhich hedoesnet know?" Socrates  
meets this "eristic" difficulty with the doctrine of reminiscence  
(&"eηos,). All knowledge is latent in the mind from birth 
and through kindred (or sssociation of) ideas much may he re-
covered, if only a beginning is made. finder and other poets  
have said that the soul is immortal and that she has passed through 
many previous stems.' /fed Socrates now gives a praciical iuus-
traiion of the truth that knowledge is evolved from ignorance.  
He rlicit', from a Greek slave of Mt'no's, the demonstration of a  
geometrical theorem.' About the middle of the process he turns  
to Meno and ol,servt's that the slave (who has made a lalsi' stars)  

is now lx'coining conscious of ignorance, lie then gradually draws  
from the man, by leailisg questions, the positive proof.  

2. Though virtue is not yet defined, it may be affirmed "hypo-
thetically" that, if virtue is knowledge, virtue can be taught.  

And experience leads us to admit two phases "1 virtue—the one a  
mode of life based on scientific principle, which hiiherto is an ideal  
only; the other sporadic, springing of itself, yet of d,vine orig. 
ri'iyi 	

m 
ng  upon true opinion, which it is. huwevrr. unable  ιο  make  

fast through demonstration of the cause or reason. But if there  
were a virtuous man who multi teach virtue he would stand amongst  
his fellows like Teireniaa amongst the shades.'  

This mystical account of or,linary morality is in keeping with  
the semi-mythical defence of the process of inquiry—that all know-
ledge is implicit In the mind from birth.  

III,  Eutkyphro,  Apologia, Crib,  Pirncdo. —There is no ground  
for supposing that these four dialogues were written consecu-
tively, or that they belong strictly to the same pe riod of Plato's  
industry. But they are linked together for the reader by their  
common reference to the trial and death of Socrates; no one of  
them has been proved to be in the author's earliest or latest  
manner; and they may therefore fitly end the series of dialogues 
in which the personal traits of the historic Socrates arc most  
apparent, and Plato's Own peculiar doctrines are as yet but  
partially disclosed.  

The little dialogue known by the name of  Ewihypkro  might  
have been classed with the Locke:,  Charmidcs  and  Lye/a,  as  
dealing inconclusively with a single notion. But 

 εsth,rρώ ..  
although slight and tentative in form, it has an under- 
tone of deeper significance, in keeping with the gravity of the  
occasion.  11210 implies that Socrates had thought more deeply  
Of the nature of piety than his accusers had, and also that  
his piety was of a higher mood than that of ordinary religious  
men.  

Euthyphro  is a soothsayer, well.d'wpoued to Socrates, but not  
one of his particular friends. They meet at the door of the king 

 /tofton, 'ehither  Socrates has been summoned for the " ριτcοg-
nit " (ώ 'ό ■ρ.o.t)  preliminary to his irial. 130th menace inter-
e,tcd in eases of  allcged  impiety. For k.uthyphrn'i business is to  
impeach his lath  iho  has inadvertently caused the death of a  cτi-
rntoat L,i,ourcr.  I c prophet feels the duty of purging the stain 
of blood to be moo  mperative  the nearer home. Socrates is struck 

 be the sirοn ε opint.n thus evinced respecting the nature of piety  
and detains  lt.uthypfsro  at the entrance of the court, that be may  
h.α r α from so clear an authority " what piety is," and so be toe-
i'hmd acainsi Mektus,  He leads his  resροnιknt  from point to  
ptthst. until the  dotibt  is raised whether God love, holiness  be-
cause it is holy, or It is holy because loved by God. Does God  
will what is righteous, or is that righteous which is willed by G od?  
litre thqy find themselves wandering round and round, Socrates  
proves himself an involuniaiy Dacelalus who makes opinions move,  
while he seeks for one which he can" hind fast with reason."  

"The holy is a portion of the just." But what portion? '  Due  
service of the gods by p'ayer and sacrifice," But how does this  
effect the gods? " it pleases them." Again we sin found to be 
entwining in a circle.  

"Thus far has Socrates proceeded in placing religion on a moral  

foundation, lie is seeking to realise the harmony of religion and  

The origin of this traditional belief is very obscure. 'The Greeks  
ihemselvea were apt to associate it with Pythagoras and with the  
"Orphic" mysteries. 

'End. I. 47  (the ease where the triangle is  isoaceks), 
' 14m, Οd3tsΙ.  Χ.  495, (3½  m'Sφι', eel 14 φend  
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morality, which the great poet. Aeachyiva. Sophocles and Pindar  
had unconsciously anticipated, and which is the universal want of  
all men.  Το  this the soothsayer adds the ceremonial clement,  
'attending upon the gods.' When further interrogated by So-
crates as to the nature of this • attention to the gods.' he replies (hat  
piety is an affair of business, a science of giving and asking and the  
like. Socrates points out the anthropomorpbism of these notions.  
But when we expect him to go on and show that the true service  

ci the gods is the service of the spirit and co-operation with them  
in all things true and good, he stop. short; this was a lesson which  
the soothsayer could not have been made to understand, and which  
everyone must learn for hirsch."  

In Plato's A pology the fate of Socrates is no longer the subject  
of mere auuaions, such as the rage of Anytus at the end of the  

Μ nο,  and the scene and occasion of the  Eufhyphen.  
/Whig- He is now seen face to face with his accusers, and with  

his countrymen who are condemning him to death.  
Whal  moat aggravated his danger (after life-long impunity) is 

thus stated by James Riddell, in the introduction to his edition 
of the dialogue: "The &irieleew" (clemency) "of the τestονe  
people did not last long, and was naturally succeeded by a sensi-
tive and fanatical zeal for their revived political instituti-rns.  
Inquiry into the foundations of civil society was obviously  
rather perilous for the inquirer at such a time Socrates knew  
the full extent of his danger. But, according to Xenophon 
(Mrm.  iv. c. 8, 14), he prepared no defence, alleging that his  
whole life had been a preparation for that hour" 

The tone of the Platonic Apology is in full accordance with that  
saying; but it is too elaborate a work of art lobe taken literally as  
a report of what was actually said. Jowett wcll compares it to  
"those speeches of Thucydides in which he has embodied his  
conception of the lofty character sod policy of the great Pericles" 
Yet" it is significant that Plato is said to have been present at  
the defence, its be is also said to have been absent at the last  
scene of the  P/suede.  Some of the topics may have been actually 
used by Socrates, and the recollection of his very words may have  

rung in the ears of his disciple."  
The Platonic Apology is in three parts: (,) before conviction,  

(a) after gonviction and before sentence, ς13) inter the sentence. 
i.  Socrates cares not for acquittal. But be does care  ιο  ex-

plain his life. And he selects those aspect. of it which there is  
hope of makin; his audience understand. That he partly suc-
ceeded in this is shown by the large number of those (220 out of  
500) who voted for his acquittal.  

a. His answer to Meletus. as least important, is reserved for the  
middle of his speech. He addresses himself first to" other accusers"  
—comic poets and the rest, who have prejudiced his reputation by  
falsely identifying him with the physical  phi?osophm-s and the  
sophist.. But what then is the strange  ρursuit 'shicli has gisen  to  
Socrates the name of wise? It is the  pr.setke of cross.esamising. 
to which he was first impelled by the  Orrcic at Delphi, and which 
he has followed ever since as a relig ιου  mission. The god  iaid  
"Socrates is wise," when he was conscious of no wisdom great or  
small. So he went in .earch of some one wiser than himself, but  
could find none, though he found many who had coneit el 
dam. And he inferred that the god must  iwin 'lIe ι 	t oho,  
like Socrates, in mont aware of his own ignorance." lin. ι. ing  
quest has left him in great Povertys and has made him enemies,  
who are represented by Anytus, Meletus and Lycon. And their  
enmity is further embittered by the pleasure which young men 
take in seeing pretence unmasked, and in imitating the process of  
refutation. Hence has arisen the false charge that Socrates is a  
corrupter of youth.  

b. Here he turns to Meletus. " If  Τ  corrupt the youth, who does  
them ood?" Md. " The laws, the judges, the audience, the 
Athenians generally"  (d. Proiagoras and Mesa). " Strange, that  
here only should be one to corrupt and many to improve; or 
that any one should be so infatuated as to wish to have bad  
neighbours." Mel. "Socrates is an atheist. He believes the sun  
to be a stone." "You are accusing Anasagoras. 1 have said that  
I knew nothing of such theories. And you accuse me of introduc-
ing novel notions about divine things. How can I believe in divine  
things (Sauµb,$) and not in divine beings (δaΙµorn)? and how 
In divine beings, if not in gods who are their authors?"  

c. That is a sufficient answer for his present accuser. He re-
turns to the general long-standing defamation, which may well be  
his death, as slander has often been and again will be the death of  
many a man.  

Yet if spared he will continue the same course of life, in spite of  
the danger. As at Potidaea and Delium he faced death where the  
Athenians posted him, so now he will remain at the post where be  
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is stationed by the god. For to fear death is to assume pretended  
knowk'dge.  

One thing is certain. A worse man cannot harm a better But  
if the Athenians kill Socrates they will harm themselves. For  
they will lose the stimulus of his exhortations—and his poverty  
is a sufficient witness that he was sincere. Not that he would  
engage in politics. if he had done that he would have perished long  
before,' as he nearly did for his independent tote after the baitle  
of Arginusae, and for disobeying the murderous command of the  
Thirty Tyrants.  

But have not Socrates's disciples, Alcibiades, Critian. Charmides,  
proved bad citizens? He has so disciples. Any one, bad or geed,  
may come and hear him, and the talk which is his life-work is not  

unamusing. But why are no witnesses brought to substantiate  
this charge? There are elder friends of his companions, who  
would be angry if he had used his influence for harm. But these  
men's confidence in Socrates is unshaken.  

He will not appeal ad  msserscerdiam.  That would be a disgrace  
for one who (rightly or not) has been reputed wine, and tO admit  
such an appeal in any case is a violation of the juror's oath.  

Socrates has told the Athenians the whole truth, so far as a  
mixed audience of them could receive it. Elaboration and subtlety  
could have no place in addressing the Heliastic court, nor could that  
usiversal truth towards which he was leading men be made  intelli-
gible to a new audience while the clepsydra was running. But  
his tone and attitude must have made a strong appeal to the better  
nature of his hearers. With Meletus he" played rather than fought,"  
but he has shown clearly that he has no fear of death, that be chooses  
to obey God rather than man, and that for very love of the AthenianS  
he will not be swayed by their desires.  

2. One convicted on a capital charge had the right of pleadin;  
before sentence in mitigation of the penalty proposed by his  
accuser. Socrates was convicted by fewer votes than he himself  
anticipated. The indictment of Meletus was ineffectual, and if It  
had not been for the speeches of Anytus and Lycon the defendant  
would have been triumphantly acquitted. (.ould he but have  
conversed with his judges more than once, he might have removed  
their prejudices. In no spirit of bravado, therefore, but in simple  
justice to himself, he meets the claim of Meletus that he shall be 
punished with death by the counterclaim that he shall be main-
tained in the ριυ ίαπeum as a public benefactor. He cannot ask  
that death, which may be a good, shall be commuted for impnson-
rent or exile, which are certainly evils. A fine would be no evil:  
but he has no money—he can offer a mina. Here Plato and others  
interpose, and with their friendly help he offers thirty minae.  

3. He is sentenced to death, and the public business of the court  
is ended. But while the record in being entered and the magis-
trates are thus occupied. Socrates is imagined as addressing (a) the  
majority, and (b) the minority in the court.  

a. To those who have condemned him he speaks in a prophetic  
tone. "For the sake of depriving an old man of the last dregs of  
life they have given Athens a bad name. He would not run away,  
and so doath has overtaken him. But his accusers are overtaken  
by unrighteousness, and must reap the fruits of It.  

"Nor will the Athenians find the desired relief. Other reprovrrs,  
whom Socrates has hitherto restrained, will now arise, not in a  
friendly but in a hostile spirit. The only way for the citizens o  
escape reproof is to reform their lives."  

b. To the minority, who would have acquitted him, he speaks  
with gentle solemnity. "Let them know to their comfort that the  
divine voice has not once checked him throughout that day. This  
indicates that death  i,  not so evil. And reason shows that death  
is either a long untroubled sleep, or removal to a better world.  
where there are no unjust judge..  

"No evil can happen to a good man either in life or after death.  
Wherefore Socrates will not be angry with his condemners, who have  

done him no barns, although they meant him anything but good.  
He will only axle of them to do to the sons of Socrates as Socrates  
has done to them."  

Is the love of truth consistent with civic duties? Is the  
philosopher a good citizen? are questions which are sure to silas  
where the truth involves practical improvement.  
In the Apology Socrates appears as an Intrepid  
reformer; the Critο gives an impressive picture of him as a loyal  
and law-abiding Atbenian.  

Execution hsd been delayed during the snnual mission to Delos  
(during which no one could be put to death). But the returning  
vessel bad just been reported as descried from Sunium. At earl  
dawn Crito, the oldest friend of Socrates, obtained access to his cell.  
and found him sleeping peacefully. Presently he awoke, and Crito  

told him of the approach of the fatal ship. Socrates replits by  
telling his dream. A fair form stood over him and said,  

"The third day hence to Pluthia shalt thou come"  
And it would seem that the day alter lo-Iporrow will really be the  
day for going home.  

(- n (f Gor'. 52t;Rιρ  vi. 496.  
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Critο then reveals his plan for an escape And Socrates argues  

the question in the old familiar way. • Critos zeal is exctlleot,  

and most men would think his object right. But the Ι w who  
think soundly say that it is wrong to return evil for evil. The  
laws of Athens (through the fault of men) are doing Socrates harm.  
But ought he therefore to infringe the law? Might not the laws of  
his country plead with him and say: • You owe to us your birth  
and breeding; and when grown up you voluntarily submitted to  
us. For you might have gone elsewhere. But you preferred us  
to all other laws, and have been the moot constant resident in  
Athens. Even at the last you accepted death rather than exile.  
If you now break your covenant you will ruin your friends and  
will be rejected by all weli.ordcred cities. You might be received  
in Thesaaly, but could only live there by cringing to foreigners for  
food. Where in that case will be your talk about virtue? You  
would not take your sons thither. And your friends would be  
equally kind to them if you were dead. Think not of life and children  
first and of justice afterwards, but think of justice first, that you  

may be justified in the world below.'  
Unto admits these arguments to be unanswerable.  

The  Meno  referred to the immortality and  ρ reeΧ iΧtcnce  of the 
soul as a traditional doctrine, and it was there associated with  

Runde. undertakes 
possibility of inquiry. In the  Ρkσ,edο  Plato 

undertakes to substantiate this belief and base it 
anew by narrating the last hours of Socrates, who is  repfesented  
as calmly discussing the question with his friends when his own 
death was immediately at hand. The argument turns chiefly 
on the eternity of knowledge, and is far from satisfying. For, 
granting that ete rnity of knowledge involves eternity of mind, 
does the eternity of mind assure continued being to the  Indivi- 
dual? 1  Yet no unprejudiced reader of the  Plsaedo  can doubt 
that Plato, at the time of writing it, sincerely believed In a 
conscious personal existence after death. The words of Socrates,  
',hen he declares his hope of going to be with other friends, are 
absolutely unambiguous, and his reply to  Crito's  question, 
"How shall we bury you  ?"  has a convincing force beyond all 
dialectic: "I cannot pe rsuade  Critο that  Ι  here am Secretes- 
1  who am now reasoning and ordering discourse. He imagines 
Socrates to be that other, whom he will see by and by, a corpse." 
This and similar touches not only stamp the  Phoedo  as a marvel 
of art, but are indisputable evidence of the  writcr'a  profound 
belief. They may be inventions, but they have nothing "my.  
Ihical "  about them, any more then the charge of Socrates to his 
friends, that they would beat fulfil his wishes by attending to 
their own lives. 

The narrative, to be  apprecIated, must be read in full. But a  
short abstract of the argument may be given here.  

i.  Deaths Is merely the separation of soul and body. Andthis  
is the very consummation at which philosophy aims. The body  
hinders thought. The mind attains  ιο  truth by retiring into her-
self. Through no bodily sense does she perceive justice, beauty.  
goodness and other ideas. The philosopher baa a hfe.long quarrel  
with bodily desires, and he should welcome the release of his soul.  
Thus he alone can have true courage, even as temperance and all  
the virtues are real in him alone.  

But does the soul exist after death?  
a. An old tradition tells of many successive births, the soul  

departing to Hades and returning again, so that the living arc  
born from the dead. And if the deed had no existence, this could  
not be, since from nothing nothing can arise. Moreover, experi.  
ence  shows that opposite states come from their op(losites, and that  
such a process is always reciprocal. Death certainly succeeds to  
life. Then life must succeed to death. And that which undergoes  
these changes must exist through all. If the dead come from the  
living, and not the living from the dead, the universe would  ulti. 
mete!),  be consumed In death.  

 This presumption is confirmed by the doctrine (here attributed  
to Socrates, σί . Mesa) that knowledge comes from recollection.  
What is recollected must be previously known. Now we have  
never since births had i,Ituition of the absolute equality of which  
(through association) we are reminded by the sight of things approxi.  
mately equal. And we cannot have seen it at the moment of birth,  

for at what other moment can we have forgotten it? Therefore,  
if ideals be not vain, our souls must have existed before birth, and,  

according to the doctrine of opposites above stated, will have  
continued existence after death.  

b.
 

To cnarm away the fears of the "child within," Socrates adds,  
as further considerations:—.  

In the  Timaesis  immortality is made to rest on the goodwill of  
God, because "only an evil being would wish to dissolve that which  
Is hsrmonioua and happy" (Tim. 41 A).  

1. The soul  leuncompounded, isices'poresl, invIsible,  and there-
fore indissoluble and immutable.  

ii. The soul commands, the body serves; therefore the soul is  
akin to the divine.  

Yet even the body holds together tong after death, and the  
bones are all but indestructible.  

The soul, if pure, departs to the invisible world, but, If tainted  
by communion with the body, she lingers hovering near the earth,  
and is afterwards born into the likeness of some lower form. That  

which true philosophy bait purified alone rises ultimately to the  
gods. The lessen is impressively applied.  

2. A pause ensues; and Simmias and Cebea are invited to e xpress  
their doubts. For, as the swan dies singing, Socrates would die  
discoursing.  

a.  Simmisa desires not to rest short of demonstration, though  
he is willing to make the highest attainable probability the guide  
of life.  

If the soul is the harmony of the body, what becomes of her  

"when the lute is broken"?  
!. Cebes  compares the body to a garment which the soul keeps  

weaving at. The garmelit in which the weaver dies outlasts him.  
So the soul may have woven and worn many bodies in one lifetime,  

yet may perish and leave a body behind. Or even supposing her  
to have many lives, does even this hypothesis exempt her from  
ultimate decay?  

Socrates warns his friends sgainst  losing faith in inquiry.  
Theories, like men, are disappointing; yet we should be neither  
misanthropists nor misologists. Then he answers his two friends.  

a—i.  The soul is acknowledged to be prior to the body. But  

no harmony is error to the elements which are harmonized.  
it. The soul has virtue and vice, i.e. harmony and discord, Is  

there harmony of harmony? Cf.  Rep. a. 609.  
lii.  All soul is equally soul, but all harmony is not equally  hχr..  

monious.  
iv. Η  the soul were the harmony of the body they would be  

agreed: but, as has been already shown, they ass perpetually  
quarrelling.  

v. The soul Is not conditioned by the bodily elements, but baa  
the power of controlling them.  

b.  Cebca has raised the wid, question whether the soul Is lade.  
pendeist of generation and corruption. Socrates owns that he him-
self (i.e. Plato?) had once been fascinated by natural philosophy.  
and had sought to give a physical account of everything. Then,  
hearing out of Anaxagoras that mind was the disposer of all, he had  
haped to learn not only how things were, but also why. But be  
found !'naxagoraa forealdng his own first principle and jumbling  
causes with condition,, (' The cause why Secretes sits hereis not  
a certain disposition of joints and sinews, but that he has thought  
best to undergo his sentence—else the joints and sinews would  
have been Cr, this, by Crito's advice, on the way to Thessaly.")  
Physical science never thinks of a power which orders everythi ng  
for good, but expects to find ioother Atlas to sustain the world  
more strong and lasting than the reason of the best.  

Socrates had bunted from such philosophers and found for him-
self a way, not to gaze directly on the universal r,ason, but to  
seek an image of it .in the world of mind, wherein are reflected  
the ideas, as, for example, the idos of beauty, through partaking of  
which beautiful things are beautifuL Assuming the existence of  
the ideas, he felt his way from hypothesis to hypothesis.  

Now the participation of objects in ideas is in some caaesessentiai  
and inseparable. Snow is essentially cold, fire hot, three odd, Iwo  

even. And things thus essentially opposite am inclusive of each  
other's attributes. (When it was said above that opposites come  
from ορροsites. not opposite things were meant, but opposite states  
or conditions of one thing). Snow cannot admit heat, nor fire cold;  
for they are inseparable vehicles of heat and cold respecTively.  
The soul is the inseparable vehicle of life, and therefore, by panty  
of reasoning, the soul cannot admit of death, but is immortal and  
imperishable. . 

3. What follows is in the true sense mythakgmcd, and is admitted  
by Socrates to be uncertain: ' Howbeit, since the soul is proved  
to be immortal. men ought tocharm their spiritswith such tales."  

The earth, a globe ιeΙ1 balanced in the midst of space, has many  
mansions for the soul, 5  some higher and brighter, some lower and  
darker than our present habitation. We wlies dwell about the  
Mediterranean Sea are like frogs at the bottom ofapool.  In some  
higher place, under the true heaven, our souls may dwell hereafter,  
and see not only colours and forms in their Well purity but truth  
and justice as they are.  

In the  Phaedo,  more than elsewhere, Plato preaches with-
draws! from the world. The  Deliais  solemnity is  Ιο  Socrates  

ι Cf. Milton, If  Peius'roso,  88-92— 
To unsphere  

The spirit of Plato, to unfold  
What worlds or what vast regions hold  
The immortal mind that bath forsook  
Her mansion in this fleshly nook."  
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and his Mends a period of "retreat," In which their eyes are 
turned from earthly things to dwell on the ete rnal. The theory  
of Ideas here assumes its most transcendental aspect, and it is 
from portions of this dialogue and of the  Phiad,us  and  Timoess  
that the popular conception of Platonism has been principally  

derived. But to understand Plato rightly it Is not enough to 
 atudy  isolated passages  which happen to charm the Imagi-

nation; nor should single expressions be interpreted without  
regard to the manner in which he presents the truth else-
where.  

It has already been shown (r) that Socratic inquiry Implied a  
standard  of truth and good undiscovered but endlessly dis-
coverable, and to be approached inductively; and (a) that In 
Plato this implicit assumption becomes explicit, in the Identifi-
cation of virtue with knowledge (Loch., Charm.) as an art of 
measurement  (Proisg.),  and in the vision (towards the end of the  
Lyrn)  of an absolute object of desire. The Socratic 'self-
knowledge "  has been developed (Charm.) into a science of mind 
or consciousness, apart from which no physical studies can be 
fruitful.  ()  Co-ordinate with these theoretical tendencies there 
ban appeared in Plato the determination not to break with 
experience. In the  Phaedo,  a long step Is made in the  dIrection 

 Of pure Idealism. The ordinary virtue, which in the  Prolagoras  
and  Meiw  was questioned but not condemned, is here rejected as 
unreal, and the task proposed to the philosopher is less to under-
stand the world than to escape from it. The universal has  
a ssumed the form of the ideal, which is supposed, as elsewhere in 
Plato, to include mathematical as well as moral notions. The 
only function of perception is to awaken In us some reminiscence 
of this Ideal. By following the clue thus given, and by searching  

for clearer images of truth in the world of mind, we may hope to 
be  em*ncipated  from sensation, said to lay hold upon the sole 
object of pure reason.  

It Is obvious that when he wrote the  Phoedo  Plato conceived 
of universals as objective entitles rather than as  forms of  thought 
The notion of 'ideal colours "(though occurring in the myth) is 
an Indication of his ontological mood. Yet even here the egg  
are not consistently  hypoatatized.  The notion of "what is 
best" has a distinctly practical side, and the "knowledge 
through reminiscence  "  is In one aspect a process of  reffcctioo  on 
experience, turning on the laws of  association. 1  It is also  saId 

 that objects "partake "of the ideas, *rid some concrete natures 
are regarded as embodiments or vehicles of some of them. Still  

If regarded as a whole, notwithstanding the scientific attitude of 
Socrates, the  Phoedo  is rather a meditation than an inquiry—a  
study of the soul as self-existent, and of the mind and truth as 

 cocternal.  

IV. Symposium,  Phoedru,, CrαΙ fυι.—Socrates is again  
imagined as in the fullness of life. But the real Socrates is be-
coming more and more inextricably blended with Platonic 
thought and fancy. In the  Α  poiogy  there is a distinct echo of the 
voice of Socrates; the  Phoedo  gives  many personal traits of him; 
but the dialogues  which are now to follow are replete with original  
Invention, based in part, no doubt, on personal recollections.  

The Symposium admits  both of comparison and of contrast 
with the  Plsacdo.  Both dialogues are mystical, both are  
.‚ympssim, 

spiritual, but the spirituality in either Is of a different 
'  order. That Is here immanent which was there  

transcendent; the beautiful takes the place of the good. The 
world is not now to be annihilated, but rather transfigured, until  
particular objects are lost in universal light. Instead of flying  

from the region of growth and decay, the mind, through inter-
course with beauty, is now the active cause of production. Yet  

the life of  contemplallon  is still the highest life, and philosophy  
the truest  µουσseΙ.  

The leading conception of the  Symjmsism  has been anticipated  
In the  Lysis where It was said that  "  the indifferent loves the good, 
because of the presence of ev il."  

The  banqueters  (including Socrates), who are met to celebrate  
the tragic victory of  Agathon.  happen not to be disposed for hard  
drinking. They send away the flute-girl and entertain each other  
with the praise of Love.  Phaedrus  tells bow Love inspires to  

'Cf. fles'l.  184-186.  
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honourable deed., sad how  Alesetis aed  Achilles died for Love.  
Psusanias  rhetorically distinguishes the earthly from the heavenly  

Love.  The physician  Eryximacbus,  admitting the distinction,  
yet holds that Love pervades all nature, and that set consists in  
following the hig her Love in each  psrticuiax  sphere. So  Empedoclea  
had spoken of Love as overcoming previous discord.  8'ο'  opposites  
cannot, as  Heraclitu.  fancied, coexist.  Ariatophanen,  in a comic  
myth, describes the origin of Love as an Imperfect creatu re's longing  
for completion. The original double human beings were growing 
Impious, and Zeus split them in twain, ever since which act the  
bereaved halves wander in search οί  one another.  Agathon  speaks, 

 or rather sings, of Love and his works. He is the young est, not the 
eldest of god., living and moving delicately wherever bloom is  
and In the hearts of men—the author of all virtue and of all good  
works, obeyed by gods, fair and causing all thing, fair, making men 
to be of one mind at feasts—pilot, defender,  isviour,  in whose  
footsteps all should follow, chant ing strains of love.  

Socrates will not attempt to rival the poet, and begins by stipu-
lating that he may tell the truth. He accepts the distinction  

between Love and his works, but points out that, since desire  
implies  want, and the desire of Love I. toward beauty, Love,  as 
wanting beauty, is not beautiful. So much being established in  
the Socratic manner he  peoceeda  to unfold the mystery,  once  
revealed  to him by  Diοtimα,  the  Mantlncan  wise woman. Love  
is neither beautiful nor ugly, neither wise nor foolish, neither god  

nor mortal. Between gods and mortals is the world of  mediatmg  
spirits  (τό Swώ ι'οή .  And Love is a great spirit, child of Resource  
(the son of Prudence) and Poverty the beggar maid, who conceived  
him at the birthday feast of Aphrodite. He is far from living  
"delicately," but is ragged and shoeless, always in difficulties,  

yet always brimming with invention, a mighty hunter after wisdom  
and all thing, fair;  someTimes "all full with feasting" on them,  
the next moment "clean starved" for lack never absolutely 
knowing nor quite ignorant. That Is to say, he fs  a "philosopher. '  
For knowledge I. the moat beautiful thing, and love is of the beau-
tiful.  

But what doe, love desire of the beautiful? The possession is  

enough. But there is one kind of love—called "being in love  "-
which desires beauty for a peculiar end. The lover is seeking, not  
his "other half," but possession of the beautiful and birth  i"  beauty.  
For there is a season of puberty both in body and mind, when  
human nature long, to create, and it cannot, save in  pTesenea  of  
beauty. This yearning is the earnest of immortality. Even in  
the bird's devotion to its mate and to its young there is a craving  
after continued being. In individual lives there is a flux, not  
only of the body, but in the mind. Nay the sciences themselves  

also come and go (bare the contrast to the  Phoedo  is is its height).  
But in mortal things the shadow of continuity is succession.  

The love of lame is a somewhat brighter image of immortality  
than the love of offspring. C reative souls would bring into being  
not children of their body, but good deeds. And such a one I.  
readiest to fall in love with a fair mind in a fair body, and then I.  
filled with enthusiasm and begets noble thoughts. Homer,  Hesiod,  
Lycurgus,  Solon were such genial minds. But they stopped at 
the threshold (cf. Peal, Mess), and saw not the higher mysteries,  
which are reserved for those who rise from noble actions, Institu-
tions, laws, to universal beauty. The true order Is to advance from  
one to all fair forms, then to fair practices, fair thoughts, and  
lastly to the single thought of absolute beauty. In that com-
munion only, beholding beauty with the eye of the mind, one shall  
bring forth realities sod become the friend of God and be immortal,  
if mortal man may.  

Alcibiades here breaks in  md  is vociferously welcomed. He is  
crowning  Agathon,  when, on perceiving Socrates, he declares that  
he will crown him too. Then he announces himself king of the  
feast, and insists upon hard drinking (though this will make no  
difference to Socrates).  Eryximachus  demands from the  newcomeO  
a speech in praise of love. But Alcibiades will praise no one else when  

Secretes is near. And with the freedom of one who is deep in wine  
he proceeds with his strange encomium of  "thu Marsyas."  'In  
face and outward  bearing he is like a Satyr or  Silenus,  and by his  
voice he charms more powerfully than they do by  theirpipiaga.  
The eloquence of Pericles has no effect in comparison with  his. 
His words alone move Alcibiades to shame, and fascinate him until  
he stops his ears and runs from him."—" I often wish him dead.  
Yet that would break my heart. He brings me to my wit's end."  
—"And, as carved  Sileni  are made to encase images  ΟΙ  gods, so this  
Silrnus-mask  entreasurea  things divine. He affects  ιgiοrance  and  
susceptibility to beauty. Thus he mocks mankind.  13ut  he cares  
nothing for outward shows, and his temperance  (es4ροrίss)  is 
wonderful." To prove this  Akiblisdes  reveals his own heart-secret  
(He is not ashamed to speak it amongst others who have felt the  
pang which Socrates inflicts). And he makes it abundantly  mani.  
feat that in their widely rumoured intercourse  (cf. ΡrοΙο.  mu.)  
Socrates had never cared for anything but what was best for his  
younger friend. Alcibiades then relates as an eyewitness the  
endurance shown by Socrates at  Potidaea,  his strange persistence  
in solitary meditation—standing absorbed in thought toe a day  
and a night together—end  hn intreiuid  conduct in the retreat from  
Delium (cf.  Locke,). " The talk of Secretes is of pack-asses and  
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cobblers, and he is ever saying the same things in the same word,;  
but one who lift, the mask and looks within will find that no other  

words have meaning." Akibiadea ends by warning his companions  
against the wile, of Socrates.  

Some raillery follows, and they are invaded by another band of  
revellers, who compel them to dnnk still more deeρΙγ. The soberly  
Inclined (led by liryximachus) slink off, and Anstodemus, the  

reporter of the scene, only remembers further that when he awoke  
at cock-crow Socrates was still conversing with Agathon and  
Aristophanel, and showing them that tragedy and comedy were  
essentially one. He talked them both asleep, and at daybreak went  
about his usual business.  

The philosopher of the  Symposii'm  is In the world and yet not 
of It, apparently yielding but really overcoming. In the  

Phoislo  the soul was exhorted to "live upon her servant's loss," 
as in Shakespeare's most religious sonnet; this dialogue tells of a  

"soul within sense" in the spirit of some more recent poetry.  
By force of imagination rather than of reason, the reconciliation 
of becoming (4mσm) with being ( οbσlα), of the temporal with 
the eternal, is anticipated. But through the bright haze of 

 fancy and behind the mask of irony, Socrates still appears the 
same strong, pure, upright and beneficent human being as in the  
A pology, C ιiΜ and  Phaedo. 

The impassioned contemplallon of the beautiful Is again  
imagined as the beginning of philosophy. But the "limitless  

Pb..d,v,. 
ocean of beauty" is replaced by a world of sum- 
mundane forms, beheld by unembodied souls, and 

remembered here on earth through enthusiasm, proceeding by 
dialectic from multiform impressions to one rational conception, 
and distinguishing the" lines and veins "of truth. The  Phoedrus  
records Plisto'a highest "hour of insight," when he willed the  
various tasks hereafter to be fulfilled. In it he soars  Ιο  a pitch 
of contemplation from whence he takes a comprehensive and 
keen-eyed survey of the country to be explored, marking oil the  
blind alleys and paths that lead astray, laying down the main 
roads and chief branches, and taking note of the erroneous  

wanderings of others. Reversing the vulgar adage, he flies that 
he may walk.  

The transcendent aspiration of the  Phoedo  and the mystic  
glow of the Symposium are here combined with the notion of a  
scientific process. No longer asking, as in the  Proiagoras,  Is 
virtue one or many? Plato rises to the conception of a scientific  

one and many, to be contemplated through dialectic—no barren  
abstraction, but a method of classification according to nature,  

This method is to be applied especially to psychology, not  

merely with a speculative, but also with a practical aim. For the  

"birth in beauty" of the Symposium is here developed into an  
art of education, of which the true rhetoric is but the means, and  
true statesmanship an accidental outcome.  

Like all imaginative Critics, Plato falls to some extent under 
the influence of that which he criticizes. The art of rhetoric  
which he so often travestied had a lasting effect upon his style. 
Readers of his latest works are often reminded of the mock  
grandiloquence of the  Pirnedrus.  But in this dialogue the poetical  
side of his genius is at the height. Not only can he express or 
Imitate anything, and produce any effect at will, but he is 
standing behind his creation and disposing it with the most  
perfect mastery, preservitlg unity amidst profuse variety, and  
giving harmony to a wildness bordering on the grotesque.  

The person of Socrates is here deliberately modified, He 
no longer (as in the Symposium) teaches positive wisdom under  
the pretence of repeating what he has heard, but is himself  
caught by an exceptional inspiration, which is accounted for by 
the unusual circumstance of his finding himself in the country 
and alone with Phaedrus. He has been hitherto a stranger to the 
woods and fields, which would tempt him away from studying 

 himself through intercourse  with men. But by the promise of 
discourse—especially of talk with Pliaedrus—he may be drawn 
anywhither. 

Phardrus  has been charmed by a discourse of Lysias, which after  
some coy excuses he consents to read.  

it is a frigid erotic diatribe, in which one not in love pleads for  
preference over the lover. Socrates hints at criticism, and is chal-
lenged !0 ρΙ'iχ.υCe something better on the same theme.  

i.  Distinguishing desire from true opinion, he defines love as  

desire prevailing against troth, and then expatletes on the harmful  
tendencies of love as so defined. But he becomes alarmed at his  
own unwonted eloquence, and is about to remove, when the "divine  
token"warnshlmthathemust first recite a"palinode" inpralse  
of love. πο ροωer cen be the ramie οf evil  

a. Love is madness; but there Is a noble madness, as is shown  
by soothsayer. (called  µ&rn ι  from  ιaΙ'ιia').  And of the higher  
madness there am four kind,.  

To explain this it Is necessary to understand psychology. The  
soul is self-existent and self.moving, and therefore eternal. And  

her farm is like a pair of winged steeds with their charioteer. In 
di' tile souls both steeds are good,  i  it in human souls one of them is  
ba  I. Now before entering the 1)00 the  ioui lost  her wings,whkb  in 
her ■ inembodied  state were noun 1 by beauty, wisdom, goodness. 
and all that is divine.  li'or  at the uitivsl of souls, in which they  
visa the heaven that is abo"e the heavens, the unruly steed cauaed  
the charioteer to see i,nperfecily.  So the soul cast her feathers  
and fill down and passed into the human form. And, according  
to the comparative clearness or dimness of that first vision. her  
earthly lot is varied from that of a philosopher or artist down  
through nine grades (including 's'o,nan)  to that of a tyrant. On  
her conduct in this state of probation depends her condition when  
again born into the world. And only in ten thousand years can  
she return to her pristine state, cicept through a life of philosophy  
(cf P/weds)  or of pure and noble live (cf. S?mposiam).  

The mind of the philosopher alone has wings. He Is ever being  
initialed into perfect mysteries, and his soul alone becomes complete.  
But the valgar deem him mad and rebuke him; they do not see  
that he is insp'eed.  

This divine madness (the fourth kind of those above mentioned)  
Is kindled through the rene',ed  vision of beauty. For wisdom  ό  
sot seen; her loveliness would have been transportin,g if she had  
a visible form. The struggle of the higher passion with the lower  
is then described with e'straorilinaiy  vividness, under the image  
of the two steeds. When the  bii ιer impulse triumphs the issue  
is a philosophic friendship, at once passionate and absolutely puss.  

3. From his" palinode" Socrates returns to Lysiss, who  άι  
advised to leave speech-writing for philosophy.  

a. Phaedriis  remarks that the speech-writer Is despised by the  
politician. Socrates replies that speech-writing and politics see  
one concern. The real difference is between those who base their  
teaching on ρhilοuορhγ and those who are content with rules of  
art. For example, if the first speech of Socrates is compared with  
that of Lysian, the one is found to distinguish and define, the otter  

not; the one observe, order in discourse, the other "begins where  
he should end," and his utterance is like a disordered chain. A  
speech should be an organic whole, a "creature having hands and 
feet." So in the "palinods" there was a classification of the kin-ti  

of madness, which led the way to "a possibly true though partl  
erring myth." This approximation to truth in the midst of  much  
that was playful was due to the observance of two principles,  
generalization and division ( σ s.'sγωγ, isaipsm,). Whoever sees the  
one and many in nature, him Socrates follows and walks in his  
footsteps, as if he were a god. In comparison of dialectic, as thus  

conceived, the frigid rules of Lysias, Thrasymachus. Theodoni'.  

Evenus. Tisias, Gorgtss. Potus and Protagoras are futile and absurd.  

b. Another condition of teaching (or true rhetoric) is the science  

of mind. Whether the soul be one or many, complex or multiform.  

and if multiform what are its parts and kinds, are questions which  
the teacher must have already solved. And he must likewise have  
classified all arguments and know them in their various ap pik- 
ability to diver. soul,. An art of speaking that should fulfil this 
condition is non-existent. Yet how can even verisimilitude be  
attained without knowledge of truth?  

c. The art of writing is kindred to the art of speech. But  
Socrates maintains that oral teaching through the living contact  of 
mind with mind has many advantages over written composition,  

which us, comparattvely speaking, a dead thing. Men may writs for  
amusement or to record the intercourse that has been. But the  
senous occupation of the true thinker and tesche τ is the cuss-
murncatuon of truth through vital converse with other. like-minded  
—the creation of "thoughts that breathe" in spirits conscious  
of their value.  

In conclusion, a friendly hint is given to !secretes that he may do  

better than Lysuas if he will but turn his attention to philosophy.  

The  Phoedu-ss  anticipates much that Plato afterwards slowly  
elaborated, and retains some things which he at last eliminated.  
(i)  The presence of movement or impulse in the highest region  
Is an aspect of truth which reappears in the  Sophirks  and other  
later dialogues. It has been thought strange that it should be  
found so early as in the  Phaedu'us.  But does not this remark  
imply an unwarrantable assumption, viz, that Plato's idealism  
took its departure from the being of Parmenides? Is it not  
rather the fact that his own theory was formulated before the  
Megas-ian ascendancy led him to examine the Eleatic doctrine,  
and that it was by a tendency from the first inherent in Platonism  
that that doctrine was modified in his final teaching? (a) The  
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ontllnea  of method whir, are thrown out at white best hi the  

Plaud,us  ire a preparation for the more s οber treatment of 
the ideas in the dialectical dialogusa. In these, however, the  

conception of classiilcauon is somewhat altered through contact  

with Eleaiimm.  (3)  The  Phacdrits  alma, not merely at realizing  
universals, but at grasping them in and through particulars.  
This a an ideal of knowledge which was" lost as soon as seen,"  
but one which in some of his latiii dialogues, such as the  Pdiiicws  
and  Phi/dos,  Plato again end,svpured to work Out. (4) The 
Ph'wdnss  contains the elements of ihal true psychology into 
which the ontological theory of the ideas is gradually transmuted  
in Plato's more advanced writings, when the difficulties of his 
ideal doctrine in ilecruder forms have been clearly Irk ιιπλ under'  
stood. () Plato here appears as a professor of education  
preferring oral Intercourse to authorship. In this paradox he at 
once exalts the work of Secretes and avows his own νοιιiοn as;  
teacher. The passage throws an interesting light upon the form  
of dinloguc in which his works are cast But it is not to be ιυρ  
posed that he remained long unconscious of the influence he was  
destined to wield by writing. In executing a great task like the  

Rpubii', he practically diverged hem the untenable view 
asserted 

he 
 and in the Lines he recommends his longest and  

least dramatic work as a suitable basis for the edutation of the  

future. (6) It must always appear strange, even to those most  

familiar with the condiliuna of Heilenac life, that in portraying  

the idealizing power of passionate love Plato should have taken  
his departure from unnatural feeling. 

On this subject he has sung his own "pailnode " in the Laws,  
which be Intruded as his final legacy to mankind.' Not that he 
ceaSed to exalt genius and originality above mere Went, or to 
demand for philosophy the service of the heart as well as the head.  
nor yet that friendship eras ins valued by him In later years.  
All this remained unchanged. And in the  Rejuiblw  the passion  
of love is gill distantly referred to as the symbol of ideal espies. 
lion. But a time came when he had learned to frown on the 
aberration of feeling which in the Symeriυι. and  Phadrn  he 
aposars to regard as the legitimate stimulus of intellectual  
enthusiasm. And already In the  Thra$dus  Out love but wonder  
is described as the only beginning of philosophy.  

While railing attention to this change of sontimeut, it is fight 
to add that Platonic love in the" erotic" dialogues of Plato is  

very different from what has often been so named, and that 
nothing even in the noble passage of the Laws above referred to 
casts the slightest ιιhλdον  of blame on the Secretes of the  
Syie aritIIl.  Such changea ire, amongst other things, a ground  
for cantlori in comparing the two steeds of the  Ph,cdrus  with  
the spirit  09444  and desire (iτιθιηιία)  of the Republic and 
Timaeas. 76e Pkadi'us,  in common with there dialogues,  
aSserts the existence of higher and lower impulses in human 
nature, but there is no  sufficient ground for sufposing iliaC when  
Plato wrote the  Plmtdrus  he would have defined them precisely 
as they are defined in the  Re/sablic.  

The  Cnulyius  is full of curious interest as marking the highest 
point reached by the "science of language" in antiquity, but, 

as this dialogue "hardly derives any light from 
Plato'a  other writings." so neither does It relied  

much light on them. It deals slightly with the contrast between  
Urraditeanism and Eleaiidtm, the importance of dialectic, the  
difficult),  about the existence of faitcbovd, and ends with a brief  
allusion to the doctrine of ideas—bitt these topics are all more  
fully discussed elsewhere.  

Ι  hire persons maintain different views respecting the nature and  
origin of language. . 

Ηcrmοχeneι aflirms  that language is conventional, C'ratylus (the  
Heradutean) that it is natural Socrates mediating between there  
sophistical extremes. declares that language, Ilke othci· rnststuiiotun.  

Is rational, and therefore (I) is based on nature. but  (χ)  modified  
by convention,  

 In his dialectical treatment of the subject, Sοcrstes displays a 
tissue of wild etymologies in reliance on the " ι nsρirst ιοπ ' of  
Eu'hypkro. PreSently a distinction appears betwecn primary and  

' Laws ',iii. 836.  
'joweit—who ha,, notwithstanding, throw,, much light on the  

CroJyies  in his bsilliaat iistreductios,  
ac 1 14  

ιιcοnd,η  weeds. Many primary. 'ι rde convey the notion  of 
movement and change. It follows that the legislator or word-maker  
held Heraclitean views. Socrates thus far presses on Hermoganes  

the view of Cratylus. Then turning to Cratylus he asks if there are  
no false names. False language,' Crstylus argues,"  i'  imposuible."  
Socrates shows that a true image may be inadequate, so that we  
have a right to criticize the work of the word -maker. And the  
facts indicalt an clement of meaningless convention. Nor was the  
original word-makcr consistently Heracliwan. For some mIpunant  
words point not to motion but to rest.  

But the question returns—Arc we sure that the theory of nature  
which the word-maker held was true? This difficult) ,  cannot  
be touched by verbal arguments, lii seeking  ιο teiolvc  it we must  
consider, not words, but things. If there is a true beauty sod a  
true good, which arc immutable, and if these saw accessible to  
knowledge, that world of truth can have nothing to do with flux  
and change. ,  

V  Gorgias, Repiiblic.—Tn  the Symposium  led  Phaedria, 
Plato largely redeems the promise Implied in the  Pha,do,  where 
Socrates tells his friends to look among thenselvea fur a charmer 
who may soothe away the fear of death. But be was pledged also  
to a sterner duty by the warning of Socrates to the Athenians, 
in the  Apdagy,  that after be was gone there would arise 
others for their reproof more harsh than he had been. To this 
graver teak, which he bad but partially fulfilled with the light 
satire upon Lysasa or the gentle message to !secretes, the philo-
sopher now directs his powers, by holding up the mirror of what 
ought to be against what is, the principles of truth said right 
against the practice of men. For the good has more than one  
aspect. The beautiful or noble when realized in action becomes  
the just. Aaid to the question, What Is just? are closely 
;Liftedthroeother questions of Socrates—What is a state? What  

is it to be a atatesman?  
In the Gστχiαι  Plato asserts the absolute supremacy of justice 

through the dramalic portraiture of Socrates in his opposition  
to the world; in the  Rcptddi'  he strives at greater length to define 
the nature of justice through the imaginary creation Of an ideal 
community.  . 

In the Gergias  the PlatonIc Socrates appears in direct antagon. 
tsin with the Athenian world. The shadow of his fate is istipeisd-.  
tog. Cbe ιiepbαn (who is still alive) imdarstanda  
him, but to the other interlocutors, Gorgiss, Polua,  
Calikles.  he appears perversely paradoxical. Yet he effectively 
dominates theta ill. And to the reader of the dialogue this 
huge Of "Socrates contra mundum" is hardly less impressive  
than that other Image of Socrates confronting death,  

τ.  Gοrg ά s  asserts that rhetoric is an art concerned with justice,  
md that pi'rsisasion is the secret of power.  

a. Socrates.  ifier suggesting some ironical doubts, declare, his  
opinion that rhetoric is no art. but a knack of pleasing, or in ouher  
words "the counterfeit of a subsection of statesmanshi p," This 
oracular definition muses the interest of  Gorgias,  and Socrates  
proceeds with the following "geiseralization and division ":- 

Mssswwmt  5  

Prit,,,d,d.  

1 1 j 	Γ '  
Sοebέ&  Rhetoric, Cyaougu. bkdkm' 

17-1
SΙjso  

Flattery iiiBuences men through pleasure without knowledge.  
And the rhelor is a kind of coriIectiooer, who can with ditac υΓt ν  
be distinguished from the sophist. 

b Rhetoric, then, is not an art. And persuasion is not the  
secret of power Κ rc Socrates maintains against Polus the three  
µιrsdoπe.- 

The tyrant does what he cheeses but not what he wishes;  
It in less cvii to'sufYer wrong than to do wrong;  
It Is better for the wrongdoer to be punished thail to escape  

punishment.  
The only use of rhetoric, therefore, is foe self.aceuaation, and (if  

it is ever permissible to do harm) to prevent the punishment of  
one's enemy.  

2. CailkIes here loses patience and breaks in. He propounds  
hIs theory,  wbidl  is based on the opposidos  of  netuTr and custom,  

2α  

Ι 	 I ,  
5osL . 	 SW,  

emended 	 ;L. 
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"There in no natural right but the right of the stronger. And  

natural nobility is to have strong passions and power  ιο  gratify 
them. The lawful  

is  Ι  WOrd  that COwards iis,  
Devised at first to kecp the strong in awe,"  

Socrates entangles him In an argument in which it Is proved thee 
 pleasure is diflerent from good, and that there are good and bad  

pleasures.  
Now the question  ό  whether the life of philosophy, or the life 

which Callicles defends, is conducive to good. And it has been  
shown that rhetoric is one of a clans of pursuits which minister to 
pleasure without discriminating what Is good. 

Calliries  again blcomes impatient. Did not Themistocks,  
Cimon, Pericles labour for their country's good? Socrates then 
renews his demonstration, proving that if the just man is wronged  
the evil lies with the wrongdoer, not with him, and that It is 
worst for the wrongdoer if he escape. And for avoidance of this 
greatest evil not rhetoric avails anytbrng, nor any of the arts  
which nave life (seeing that life may be used well or ill), nor even  
such an art of politics as Tbemistocles, Cimon, or Peiicles knew, 
but another science of polities which Socrates alone of the Athenians 
practises. The pursuit of it may well endanger him; but his 
strength lies in having done no wrong. For ia the world to come 
he can present his soul faultless belore her judge. Not the show 
of justice but the reality will avail him there. 

This truth Is enforced by an impressive myth. And Callicies Is  
invited to leave the life which relies on rhetoric and to follow  
Socrates  ό  practising the life of philosophic virtue.  

The value of justice has been shown. But whit is  jυst Ιcέ ?  
Ia  the We upheld by Socrates  aumclently  definite for practical  
ο  guidance? The views of  Calbclt'  have been over- 

borne; but have they been thoroughly examined?  
Socrates claims to be the Only politician. But how can that  
deserve the name of pol icy which results In doing nothing?  
These and cognate questions may well  haPe  haunted Plato when  
he planned the Republic, the greatest of his works. For that  
which lay deepest in him was not mere speculative Interest or  
poetic fervour, but the practical enthusiasm of a reformer.  
The example of Socrates had fired Mm with sit Ideal of wisdom,  
courage, temperance and righteousness, which under  νaτΙουι  
guises, both abstract and concrete, has appeared and reappeared  
in the preceding  dialoguca  hut the more vividly he conceived  
of this ideal life, the more keenly he felt its  isolation  In the present  
world—that of the restored Athenian democracy. For to a Greek  
mind above all others life was nothing without the social  environ'  
meet, and justice, of all virtues, muld  least be realized apart from  
a community. Hence it became necessary to Imagine a form of  

society in which the ideal man might find himself at horn,, a stale 
to which the philosopher might stand in harmonio us rela ιiοna ιiρ,  
no longer as an alien sojou rner, but as a native citizen, not 
standing aloof in lonely  conlemplation,  but acting with the  
full consent of other men and ruling in the right of wisdom.  
Plato did not regard his own republic as a barren dream. He 
believed that sooner or later in the course of time a state  essen.  
tinily resembling his ideal commonwealth would come into being . 
Still more firmly was he convinced  that until then mankind would 
not attain their highest possible development. To ignore this  
real aspect of his meat serious work is to lose much of the  
author's meaning. Yet it is hardly less erroneous to interpret a  
great imaginative creation  αα  pied dc In idler ,  as if examining a  
piece of actual legislation. Even in his Laws, a far more prosaic 
writing, Plato himself repeatedly protests against such criticism.  
In his most aspiring flights he is well aware of the difference  
between the imaginary and actual embodiment of an ideal,' 
although as a literary artist he gives  to his creations, whether in  
anticipation cc retrospect, an air of sober reality and matter-of-
act. He is more in earnest about principles then about details, 

and if questioned would probably be found more confident with  
regard to  nioral  than to political truth. He may have been  
wholly unconscious of the inconsistencies of his scheme, but it  
would not hive greatly di sconcerted him to .  have discovered  
them, or to have been told that this or that arrangement would  
not "work." lie would have trusted the correction of his own  
rough draft to the  philosopher.kings  of the future. 

The  Repvbuic  falls naturally into live portions. (r) Bk. I Is  
,liminary, raising  the main question about justice. (2)  Bks.  ii.. 

'See espedally  Rep. v. 472; L'". V. 746.  

iv.  cotain  the outlines of the perfect state.  isdudisg the  
education of the "guardians." and leading up ιο  the definition d 
justice (a) in the suite, and (b) in the individuaL  (.j)  Bbs. v.  
vi., vii. (whIch to some critics present the appearance of an alter. 
thought or excrescence on the original design) contain the cardinal  
provisions  (i)  of communism (low the guardians andy), (2) thai  
philosopher. shall be kings, () of higher education for 1kg rulers  
(viz, the phitosopher.kings). This third provision eccupies bbs 
vi. and vi,. (which have again, as some think, the appearance of  
an oulgrowth from bIt. v.), () Bits. viii. and ix., resuming the  
general subject from bk. iv., pomeat the reveres of the medal by 
showing the decknaioa of the state and individual through four  
stages until In the life of tyranny is found the image of ideal 
Injustice, as that of justice was found in the life of the perfect state.  
() Bk. x. form, a concluding chapter, In which several of the 
foregoing enactments are reviewed, and the work ends, like the  
Genies, with a vision of judgment. 

Thus the main outlines of the scheme are contained in bka uu., 
ΙΊ I.,  Iv., viii, lxx. And yet bits, v., vl., vii. form the central parties,  
a soot ad jester kernel, and am of the highest significance.  

in speculat ing about the composition of the Republic (as is  
the  fashIon  of some Interpreters) It Is Important to bear in mind  

the general character of Plato's writings.  
"The conception of unity," sega Jowett,' "really applies is  

very different degrees to different kinds of art—to a statue. Tar  
example, far more than to sny kind of literary eompa.itioii. aad  
to sonic apecsen of literature far more than to others. Nor dawn the  
dialogue a ρear to be a style of composition in which the req υ un  
rent of unity is meat stringent; nor should the idea of unity denied  
fines one sort of art be hastily transferred to another. . . . Plato  
subjects  himself to no role of this sort. Like every great least  
he gives unity of form to the different and apparently distractief  

topics which he brings together. He works freely, and in not is  
be supposed to have arranged every pert of the dialogue before  
he begins to write. He fastens or weaves together the frame of  
his discourse loosely and imperfectly, and which is the wiry said 
which the woof cannot always be determined."  

It should be added, that as Dialectic was still a "world net  
realized," and he was continually conscious of using imperfect  
metbodg,  he was not solicito us  to bind himself to any one embed,  
or to watch carefully over the logical coherence of his work. 

 Sailing with the wind of his argument," be often tacks sad  
veers, changing his method with his  aubject.matter,  much as 
poet might adopt a change of rhythm. Absorbed as be is is 
each new phase of his subject, all that precedes Is can celled foe  
the time. And much of what is to come is deliberately kept  
out of view, because ideas of high importance are mired 
for the niece where their introduction will hive most  elicci.  
Another cause of  spparent  inconsequence in Plato is what he 

 himself would call the use of hypothesis. He works less dedtc-
tively  and more from masses of generalized experience  than 

 Platonists  have been ready to admit. And in the  Repablie he  
Is as much engaged with the criticism of an actual as with the  
projection of an ideal condition of society. If we kn,gw more of  
the working of Attic institutions as he observed them, we should  
often understand him better.  

These general considerations should be weighed against  
the inequalities which have led some critics to suppose that  
the" first sketch of the slate" its bits. ii.-iv. is much earlier thou  
the more exalted views of bits.  ν.-vn.5  If in these later  bookt ‚ira  
conditions for choosing the future rulers are allowed to emerge,  
if in discussing the higher intellectual virtues the simple psycho  
logy of  bk.  iv. is lost sight of (it reappears in the  Timees.$),  

be "knowledge of the expedient" at first required falls far 
 short of the conception of knowledge afterwards attained,  ill 

this is quite in keeping with Plato's manner elsewhere, and may 
 be  siadiciently  accounted for by artistic and dialectical  rcseear.  

It can hardly be an altogether fortuitous circumstance that the  
culminating crisis, the third and highest "wave "of difficulty-
the declaration that philosophers must be kings and Lingo  
pliilosophers—comea  in precisely at the central point of the  
whole long work. 

The great principle of the polilical  supremacy of mind, tboagh  
thus held back through half the dialogue, really dominates the  
whole. It may be read between the lines all through, even  λ '  

the institution of gymnastic and the  appraisement  of that  caeal1Di  

ιι leered. to the  Plindrsa.  
' Krohn, Dee pfasoniaeli' Steal (Halls,  tSyό ).  
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viltut$,  It is a genuine  dvdoptieai  of Socraticthought. 	a.  Tossutds the end of bk.,. plislosophet' are defined as lovers 

of the whole, who recognize the unity Οι Justice,  Ζο dncιs, beauty 
And iii, ibis mom than any other single feature  viisth gems ι1 each is itself, in distinguished from the many just or good or  beasti(J  
/gran&  *  prophetic  eignficence en "an attempt  to'at*  things. The former  aix  said to be objects of knowledge, the letter  
satiopating  the week of future generalions."  of opinion, which is intermediate between knowledge and  igoocaisce.  

Knowledge is of being, ignorance of the  noii.ezisieist.  opinion of  
Other expects of the great dialogue, the  Doriai'  framework, that which is and in not.  

ιο  inevitable in the reaction from loran life, the traces of 	b. In  bk.  vi. there is •  mom  e?abceatt statement,  implYIng  a  
Pythagorean influence, the estimate of oligarchy and  dainocrsey,  more advanced  poiiit  of view. The "contemplation of aft time 
the characters of the  jatormomitora in their bearing on the ·' ' and all exigence is a riper conception than "the We of each thing  
Issue been fully treated by recent writer,,  ann  (or  bravily" ιaΙΓ. as a  whnk."  Ignorance and  nsm.nthy  have now disappeared, 
are here passed over, and the settle is  ‚induaied  from the most evanescent impression of  

Tbere  are other  potnts.  however, which muse not be omitted, sense to the highest reach of absolute knowledge. And in the  
bemuse they are more intimately related to the general  deνeΙορ highest region there is again a gradation, rising  ιο  the form of good  
meet  ci Ptato's  thoughts. and descending from it to the true fermi of all things. in the  

i  The question debated by  Proclus  has been raised before and application of this scheme to the theory of education in  bk.  vii.  
since, whether the proper subject of the  RqwM,'  is justice or the there are gill further refinements. me psychological analysis  

state.  Tue  doubt would be more suggestive If put In a somewhat becomes more subtle, and more sues, is laid on the connexion of  

different form; Is Plate more interested in the state α  the  iisdi'  ideas.  
vidual?  That he is in earnest about both, and that in his view 	'.The doctrine reverts to a cruder aspect in  bk.  a., where we  
of them they are inseparable, is an obvious answer. And it is are told of so ideal bed, which  inotie  only and the pattern of all the  
almost  a truism to say that political relations were prior to ethical many actual beds,  

in the mind of  •  Greek. Vet if in some passa ges the political 	d. A yet different phase of Idealism  ξτesιnιs  itself in  bk. ix. 
analogy reacts on moral notions (as in the definition  ci  temperance), (sub jiti.),  in the mention o( . "pattern of the perfect state laid  
in others the stale is spoken of in language borrowed from  individsal  up in heaven which the philosopher is to make his ride of life.  
life. And it remains questionab le  whether the ethics or the  polItics 	What is said above  concermng  Plato's mode of  compesitiosi  has  
of the Republic are less complete. On the whole Plato himself some bearing on these inconsistencies of expression. And that  

seem, to be conscious that the ideal derived from the life-work of  bks,  vi., vii. as being the most important, were finished last is a 
Socrates could be  mcix  readily ganipcd cm' individual lives than not  unicoabie  hypothesis.  But that Plato in preparing the way 
on communities of men (see especially Rep 	 y 	 ha 

	

vii. a8 A, iii. 2). 	for wt he had in  cootemolation, shosiki  content himself with  
2. The analogy of the individual is often used to enforce the provisional  capmaions  which he bad himself outgrown, or that  

requiremesitof  political unity and simplicity  (seeespocially  V 462C).  in a casual illustration (as  ό  bk.  a.) he should go hock to s crude  
This is also to be referred, however, to Plato  •  general tendency or even childish form of his own theory, is equally conceivable and  

to strain site,  sbsirsctisiis  He had not  ynt  reached a point in accordance with his manner elsewhere. Secretes In the  Parme.  
of view from which he could look steadily on particulars in the  aidet  confessedly wavers  cii  this very point. And there are "ideas"  
light of  uunfiversal  principles. He recurs often to experience, but of the four elements In the  Tisio.eus.  
is soon carried off again into the abstract region which to him seemed 	vi.  Esaytitmm, ΡOΤ CΤsidCS Τ4.eΙdυs, So$isf, Sfrmfessiimi,  
higher sad serer! "It has bees said that Plato flies as well as  
walks, but this hardly capsules the whole truth, fee he  ffio, 	Pliilrk's  (the dialectical  dialogiiea).—Even in the meal advanced  

walks at the same time, and is in the air and on firm ground in  metsΠbΥsies of the  Rή ιιΜic  there is a  byperbplical,  trans.  
successive instants"  (Jowett).  Plato's scheme of communism  cesadental  tendency, from which Plato ultimately to some extent  
had been suggested to him partly by Dorian  institution'  and partly worked himself free. But it was not in conversation with " dear  
by the Pythagorean rule. But it was further comm ended by the  Gisucon,» οr « been=the lint," of an  etbico.polilical  writing,  
general consideration that the state is a higher and more ab stract  
unity than the family. The lower  obligatioa  must give way to that this partial emancipation could be effectually attained. We  
the  £igher , the universal must overru le  the particular bend, 	have new to consider a  aetlea  of dialogues, probably intended  

3. bimilarly  it may be argued that, while the subordination elf for a narrower circle of readers, in which Plato grapples directly  
music to state discipline, and the  imfxirtance  attached to rhythm with the  critIcal difficuhies  of his own theory of knowing and  
and harmony in education, had likewise a connexion with Sparta  
and the  ΡytΙ agοecans  severally. Plato's  delibeTate  attitude towards being. It is not  necomary  to  amume  that all of these are Inter  
poetry and art could hardly be other than it is. Philosophy, than the Republic. The  ponitiomi  of the  Εmdbyιkmiii  and Par-
while gill engaged in generalization,  coul  not cosign to the  mmagsna- mcmiides  in the order of  compoaitiois  is very uncertain. The  
don its proper function,  "Aesthetik  could 1101 enter into her  τέmιcieiw  has points of  amriity  with the  Ripablk. Tue So$isf,  
purview. For a moment, in the Symposium, the ancient quarrel  
of poetry and philosophy had seemed to be melted ins dominant Pdrbcs.,  and  !Whines are in a later style, But, on account of  
tone, but this  waa  only a fond an ticipation, Plato, if man ever their cognate  subject.matter,  these six dialogues may be con-
did so. had felt the siren charm, but he is now embarked  mi  a more  venieutly  classed together In  *  group by themselves. And the  
severe endeavour, and, until the supreme unity of truth and good right place  fog such  a  group is intermediate between the  Republic  
is grasped, vagrant fancy must be subdued and silent.  

4 In the early education of the guardians a place is found for end the Ζenn 
the unconscious virtue acquired through habit, which the  Ptrma.. 	The unity of the object of definition, the identity of virtue  

'gores and Mrsu stumbled over and the Ρbαedσ  treated with disdain, and knowledge, the existence  of an absolute good, which would  
itt  the ideal state, however, this lower excellence is no longer a be universally followed if universally known, and of a standard  
wild plant. springing of itself through some  uncovenanted  grace  
of inspiration; but cultivated  through an education which het Of troth which is implied in the confession of ignorance, were  

beers purified by philosophy so as to be in harmony with  reslon4 peetuistea un'krlylng  the Socratic process, which in so far made  
But If Plato were  cros*'ques ioned  as  ιο  the intrinsic value  ci  habits an claim to be a "philosophy without assumptions." These  
so induced as a preservative for his pupils against temptation when once  apprehended,  drew  Plato on to speculate 
he would have replied, ' I do not pretend to have removed all  
difficulties from their path. Enough of evil  ιtiΠ suirounds  them concerning the nature, the object and the method of knowledge.  

no test their mural strength. I have but cleared the well-spring, Now, so far at we have  hithetto  followed him, his speculation  
of the noxious winds that have been fatal to so ninny, in -order has either been  nsaociaied  with ethical inquiry, or has been  
that they may have  little to unlearn.  and be exposed  ‚nly  to such projected  in  poetical and semi-mythical form. In the  P&W&us  
dangers as are inevitable."  

.  It is a singular fact, and worth the atten tion of those who  howevm',  the  'daion  of ideas was expressly conjoined with an  

look for system in Plato, that the  deflmmltiomi  Of justice here  ιο  outline of gjaydiology  and a foreshadowing of scientific method, 
laboriously wrought out, vii. the right division Of lemur between lied, while the opposition of ideas to phenomena and of know'  
the three  clsiirsmn  the state and between the three corresponding ledge to opinion  baa  been repeatedly assumed, it has also been 
faculties in the individual soul, is nowhere else repeated or applied,  
although the t ripartite division of the soul recurs in the  ΐιm'seus.  implied that there is a way between them, and that the truth  

and the notion of 'ustiOs is of greet Importance  tance to the arguments n only be approached by man through interroga tion of need-
ed the "'dinette and the Lem. 	 enox,  For it is nowhere supposed that the human inquirer it  

6.  Before leaving  the Republic. ii is important to mark the from time first in a  positIon  to deduce facts from ideas. Much  
stage which  baa  now been reached by Plato's doct rine  of ideas.  
The statements of the Republic on thus subject six by tic means rather, the light of the ideas Is  one which fitfully breaks in upon  

eννrywό re  consistent. 	 expeamence  as men struggle towards the universal.  
But it is not lets true that the metaphysical aspirations from  

Grote.  
5 See, for example, the admission of luxury and the after-purifl.  which Socrates bad seemed  Ιο  recall men's thoughts had been  

cation through  " rnuuic." bks.  ii.. iii. 	 reawakened  in consequence of the impulse which Socrates  
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himself had given. From asking,  Σ.  virtue one? Can virtue  
be taught? Plato passes on to ask, What is unity? What 
arc knowledge and being? From criticising imperfect modes of 
teaching virtue, he has begun to speculate about the right and  

wrong uses of the intellect, and from dramatic portraits of the  

individual Protagoras or Gorgias goes on to the ideal delineation  

of the sophist. He has entered upon the "longer way," and is  
no longer contented with mere "hypotheses." With this  

demand for scientific precision his conception of the ideas them-
selves is modiScd, and he strives anew to conceive of them In  
relation to one another,  ιο  the mind, and to the world. As the  
balance of ethical truth was reslortd by admitting an uncon. 
ecious (or inspired) conformity to reason, so now a fresh attempt 
is made on the intellectual side to bridge the gulf between sense  

and knowledge. 
This endeavour involves, not only an expansion of the method  

of Socrates, but an examination of the earlier phflo.ophlee from 
which Socrates had turned away. Their influence on Plato has  
been traceabic in the preceding dialogues, though, except in the  

case of Pythagoreaniam (Gorg., Phtssd.,  Rep.) it has been mostly  
indirect and casual. But in these dialectical dialogue, he mani-
fests his serious conviction that the contemporary fallacies which 
formed the chief hindrance to inquiry were deeply rooted in 
forms of thought created by earlier thinkers, above all by 
Heraclitus and Parmenides. To the exclusiveneas of their first  
principles as held by their followers Plato attributed the 
barrenness, and impracticable unreality of many discussions,  
which put shad οw.ό gh ι ing and controversy in the place of real  
investigation, and led men to think that truth was unattainable. 
lie therefore enters into conversation, as it were, with the great 
minds of former times, and in the spirit of Socrates compels 
each of them  ιο  yield up his secret, and to acknowledge a supple-
mental truth. To this effort he may very probably have been 
stimulated by the dialectical activity of his Socratic friend, at  

Megara, whose logical testes had drawn them towards Eleaticiam. 
But, unlike them, while strengthening his metaphysicil theory,  

he was also led to give to his political speculations a more 
practical turn. 

The  Rslhydemus  is a treatise "De Sophisticla Elenchla" in  
the form of a farce, and may serve to Introduce the five other 

dialogues, as the encounter with Thrasymachua 
Introduces the serious part of the  Repablie.  Under 

the mask of mockery there is more of concentrated thought, and  

also more of bitterness, In this dialogue than in the  Protog.ra.s  or 
the  Gorg ios.  

A sample of educational dialectic—in which Socrates drawsout 
of young Cleiitias the admissions ( ι) that  i  philosophy Is needed, 
(z) that the highest philosophy is a science of  kingeraft,  which 

 remains for the present undefined—is contrasted with a series  
of ridiculous sophisms, propounded by Dionyecdorua and his  
brother Euthydemus, in which absolule and relative notions,  

whether  affrmaiive  or negative, object and subject, universal  
and particular, substance and DtlribuIe, action and modality, 
are capriciously confused.  Crito,  to whom  SocrateS  narrates the 
scene, Is moved to contempt. But Socrates warns him not on  
this account to despair of philosophy. in conclusion, ‚socrates,  

or some one else, who prematurely mixes up philosophy with 
practical politics, is cautioned against spoiling two good things. 

Such puzzles as—How can I learn either what I know or what  

Ι  do not know?' How can things become what they are not? 
How is falsehood or denial possible?—although treated jocularly 
here, will be found returning afterwards to "trouble the mind's 
eye. ,,  

Plato appears in the same act to have become aware of his  
amnity with Psrmenides, and to have been led to reconsider the  

Parirnidei foundations of his own doctrine. The one being 
of Parmenidcs  'vas a more ab ι ract notion than 

justice, beauty or the good. And the Zenonian method had  
more pretension  ιο  exactness than the Socratic. But it remained  
barren, because contented to repast its own first essays in  
the destructive analysis of experience, without rising to the  

' CI.  Me,,o  

examination of its own fuat principles.. Foe this liighet criticism,  
of which he himself also steed in need, Plato look, up from  

the disciples to the master Pazmewidts. The appeal to him 
Is put into the mouth of Socrates, sa a very young man, who hem  

framed for himself a theory of ideas, and would gladly see the 
Zenonian process applied to the notions of sameness, dWerence,  
likeness, unlikeness, unity and being.  

Parmenidea,  whom Plato treats with tender reverence not  

unmixed with Irony, proposes to the youth • series of questions 
which reveal the crudity of the doctrine of '3s. (t) Are there  
ideas of trivial things?' (a) How do things "partake" of 
them? (3)  Must not idealism proceed in injlniliim? ( α) If  
ideas are thoughts, do they and their participants think λ ()  
If they are patterns, and things resemble them, must there not 
be a pattern of the resemblance, and so on is  injfsiiiasi?  (6) Ii  
absolute, are they thinkable by man? 

These dimcultles are real, and yet to deny ideas Is to destroy  
philosophy. (As the paradoxical doubts In the  Ρ,Ισ  gores do  
not shake the faith of Socrates in the existence of good, so neither 
does Plato here intend for a moment to derogate from the bcli'I  

in the existence of the One and the True.) 
Psrmesides  advises Socrates to arm himself for the further pur-

suit of truth (s) by the higher  spplicstlon  and (a) by the extension  
or completion of the  Zenonisn  method. (r) The method is to be  
applied to abstractions. (a) It Is not enough to ahoy the inferences  

which may be drawn from the  admIssion  of an hypothesis, but  
account must also be taken of the inferences which follow from  
its rejection.  

Parmcnides  exemplifies his  soggestion  by examining his own first  
principle in  conversalion  with a youth who, while a  contempesary  
of Secretes, is a namesake of Pinto'. pupil Aristotle.' Not content  
with the affirmative and nega tive hypotheses, he pursues either 
along two lines, according υ  either term of the  pmpodtiosi  is 
emphasized, and this not  oniy  as regards the hypoth esis of unity, 
but also as applied to the alternative hypothesis of plurality. The 
mutt, as In the  Prstegsros,  is purely destructive, and the dialogue  
ends  Ibruptly wIthout  a word 01 reply from Socrates,  

The second part of the  Parmes  ides may be regarded as an  
experimeiui in which Plato "assays to go" in lleatic armour.  
Yet the strange web is ' shot" wills colo'rs of original thought.  

The mode of conceiving time and becoming, and the vision of  
nothingness towards the end, may be noted as especially  
Platonic. These passages may be regarded in the same light as 
the wise words of Protagoras or the =her truths which occur  
amidst the wild fancies of the  Cs'oIylss.  They should not mislead  
the interpreter into a search for recondite meanings.  

The Zenonian method has been carded out to the utmost in  

application to the highest subject, and has led the mind into a  
maze of contradiction. It remains  ιο  call in question  
the method Itself, and the notion of absolute identity  
and difference on which it hinges, and so to lay anew the bun-
daiion-stone of thought. Before this can be attempted, how-
ever, another set of difficulties have to be met, and another set  
of philosophers examined. For the current scepticism had  
undermined the conception of knowledge as well as that of being,  
and the fame of lieraclitua was hardly second to that of Par

-menides. Protagoras  appeared in a former dialogue as the  
champion of ordinary  mοraΙιy; he is now made the exponent  
of ordinary thinking. His saying " Man the measure " Is shown  
to rest out the unstable basis of the Iieracliiean flux. By an  

elaborate criticism of both theories knowledge is at last separated  

from the relativity of sense; but the subsequent attempt to  
distinguish en abstract grounds ,  between true and false opiiiiori,  
and to define knowledge as true opinion with a reason  (ει.  
Menu), proves ineffectuaL Plato still shows traces of  Megs.rian  
influence. But the disjunctive method of the  Pa,·menjd, -.s is  
not resumed, The indirect proofs are so arranged as  Ιο  exhibit  
the skill of Socrates iii" bringing to the birth" the germs of  
thought in a richly endowed and "pregnant" young mind.  
Thractetus  is the embodiment of the philosophic nature des-
cribed in Βερ. bk. vi ., and has already been trained by Tbcodorus  
of Cyrene in geometry and the other preparatory sciences of  

'CI. Rep. x. 597.  
'CI. the younger Socrates of the  Pduti'ss.  It would be  

precarious to draw any inference from this minute fact.  
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Ιή  bit. vii. It is in conversation with  Theodoew  that Socrates  
impressively contrasts the lives of the lawyer and the philosopher.  

The  Thweklu  marks a great advance in  doarnessof  metaphysical  
and psychological expression. Si. for example the passage  
(z8»- ι86)  in which the independent function of the lewd is  
asserted, and ideas are shown  ιο  be the truth of experience.  
There is also a distinct approach towards a critical and historical  
method in philosophy, while the perfection of style continues  
unimpaired, and the person of Socrates is as vividly represen ted  
as in any dialogue.  

Notwithstanding the  persistenc,  of an indirect and negative  
method, the spirit of this dialo gue also is the reverse of sceptical,  
"Socrates must assume the reality of knowledge or deny himself"  
(597 A). Perhaps in no metaphy sical writing is the balance more  
Srmly  held between experience, imagination and reflection.  
Plato would seem to have made a  compaci  with himself to abstain  
rigidly from snatching at the golden fruit that has so often eluded  
his grasp, and to content himself with laboriously "cutting  
steps" towards the summit that was still  unscaled.  

With Plato, as with other inventive  writea,  a time stems to 
have  arrivid  when he desired to connect successive works in a 

series. Thus  in planning the  S0$fSIi,  he linked it to 
the  Thiodciw',  (which had been smitten without  ady  

such intention), and projected a whole  teiralogy  of dialectical 
dialogues,  Theaddiu, Sophimes, Pdu'icw, Phikst$v's,  of which 
the last piece seems never to have been written.  

After sit interval, of which our only measure is a change of  
style, the philosopher returns to the great central question of 
knowledge  and being. The obstacle in his path, on which he has 
often played with light satire, dramatic portraiture and indirect  
allusion, is now to be mad.e  tbt  object of a seriously planned  
attack. He has made his approaches, and the enemy's fortress  
is to be forthwith sapped and over thrown. This hostile position  
Is not merely the  "Sophialik"  which, as some tell us, is an  
invention of the Germans, and as Plato himself  declarea  is only  
the reflection or embodiment of  ώ .  average mind; but the  
fa llacy of  fallacIes,  the prime falsehood  (xpire, ψ'ues)  of all  
contemporary thought. This is nothing else than the crude  
absolutentss  of affirmation and negation which was ridiculed in  
the  EiiIhyd'mxs,  and has been elsewhere mentioned as the first  
principle of the art of controversy.' For dramatic purposes  
this general error is  ρeιιo ιfied.  And the word  «scpbig,"  
which had somehow beco me  The  ‚dii ,ssire  of the Platonic school,  
thus for the first time fixedly acquires the significance which  baa  
since clung to the name, That Plato himself would not adhere  
pedantically to the connotation here implied is shown by the 

 admission, at the opening of the dialogue, that amongst other  
disguises under which the philosopher walks the earth the sophist  
is one.  

in the  Se$isfes,  as in the  Parmenides,  a new method is intro-
duced, and again by an Eleatic teacher. This method is repeated  
with improvements in the  Pduiicus,  and once more referred to  
in the Phikbs,is.  It bears a strong  resemblance  to the  "syna.  
gogt"  and  " diuresis "  of the  Phiedrws,  but is applied by the  
"friend from Elea" with a degree of pedantry which Socrates  
nοwheτe  betrays. And the two methods, although kindred,  
have probably come through different channels—t he clazaili-
cations of the  Phiwdrus  being Plato's own generalization of the  
Socratic process, while the dichotomies of the  Sophi*s  and  
Pdhikw  are a caricature  of Socrates cast In the  Megarian  mould.  
Plato seems to have rega rded this method as an implement which  
might be used with advantage only when the cardinal principles  
on which it turned had been fully criticised.  

r. After various attempt, to" catch the sophist," be Is defined  
as the maker of an unreel likeness of truth Here the difficult) ,  
begins—for the definitiοα implies the existence of the unreal, i.e.  
of not-being. In our extremity it is necesealy to "lay hands on  
our falter Parmenides." 

2. The contradictions attendant on the notion of "bel '  
whither as held by Parminidea or his opponents or by the" less 
exact" thinkers who came after them, are then examined, and  

an extreme!),  subtle and suggestive passage (246-249) an attempt  

is made to  inediste  between IdealIsm  and mate rialism. Tbg result  
is that while conssmmale being is exempt from change it cannot  
be devoid of life and motion." Like children,  •  (jive us both,'  
▪ y we."  

3. This leads up to the main question.  (α) are different notion,  
lnccmmunicabk. or (6) are all ideas indiscrimisately communicable,  
ow (c) is these communion of some kinds and not cl othersf The  
list view is alone tenable, and is confirmed by experience. And  
of the true combisation sod separation of kinds the philosopher  
is jixier.  
‚ Thea  It is sakid (In order to "bind the soohlg") whether  

being is ‚wedicsbk of net-being.  
Fiv,  chief kinds (or estegerlea) are now examined, viz. bun,  

rest, motion, ssmeπιιι difference. Rut and motion are mutual  
incommunicable, but difference is no lees uniwr.aI than being itself.  

For everythin is "other" than the rust. is. is not. Thus positive  
and negstive not only coexist but are coextensive  

5. And, iii spite if Psrmesude., we have discovered the exigence,  
and also the nature, of not-being. It follows that the user, pursuit  
of contradictions Is childish and useless and wholly Incompatible  
with a phili.ophic  spirit. 

Negation, falsity, contradiction, are three notio ns  which Plato  
from his height of abstraction does not hold apart. His position  
is the converse of the  Spinozlatic  saying,  "Omnis determlnatio  
eat  negatlo."  According to him, every  negatIve  Implies an 
amrmaiive.  And his main port is that true negation is cow. 
relative to true  srmaιiοn,  much as be has said in the  Phaed,ss  
that the  dlalecticlsn  separates kinds according to the" lines and 
veins of nature." The  Sophisiar  is a standing protest against  
the error of marring the finely-graduated  line*menta  of truth,  
and so destroying  the vitality of thought.  

The idealists whom the Eleatic stranger treats so gently have 
been Identified with the  Megariana.  But may not Plato be 
reflecting on a  Megarian  influence operating within the Academy? 

Here, as partly already in the  ParwAsides  and  Thmaieists,  the 
Ideas assume the nature of categories, and being is the sum of  
positive attributes, while negation, as the shadow of  amrmation,  
is likewise finally comprehended  in the totality of being. 

The remark made incidentally, but with intense emphasis, 
that the universe lives and moves "according to  Gcd,'ui  is an 
indication of the religious tin, which reappears increasingly in 
the  Pdi&ws, Philebw, Tima.evs  and Laws.  

In passing on to consider the statesman, true and false, the  
Elcatic  stranger does not forget the lesson which has just been  

learned. While continuing his method of  dicho- ΡσΙΙΟεαιί  
tories, he Is careful to look on both sides .1 each (maser.  
alternative, and he no longer insists on dividing 	''  

between this and not-th is  when another mode of classification  
is more natural. A rule not hitherto applied Is now brought  
forward, the rule of proportion or right measu re  (τό  µkι'ρων),  
as distinguished from arbitrary limitations. Nor Is formal  
logical treatment any longer felt to be adequate to the subject  
in hand, but an elaborate myth Is introduced On the  ethico.  
political side also a change has come over Plato. As he has  
stripped his ideas of transcendental imagery, so in reconsidering  
his  philosopher.king  he turns away from the smiling optim ism of  
the  Rcpnώ lk  and looks for a scientific statesmanship that shall  
lay a strong grasp upon the actual world. He also feels more  
bitterly towards the d emagogues  and other rulers of ΗeΠaχ.  
The author of the  Pdiiictu  must have had some great quarrel  
with  mankind.  But so far as they will receive it he is still intent  
on doing them good.  

y. The king is first defined as a herdsman of men, who as "slow  

bipeds" are distinguished from the pig and the ape. But the king 
is net slim all to his charges. as the herdsman Is. The above  
dtflnition confuses human with divine rule.  

2 Now the universe ά  like α top, which God first winds in one  
direction and then leaves to spin the other way. In the former 
or divine cycle all was spontaneous. and mankind who had all 
things In common, were under the immediate rare of gods. They 
were haρ y, if they used their leisure is irnemigatiisg nature. But 
in this reign of Zeus it I. far otherwise Men have to urdei their  
own ways and try to imitat, is some far-oil m,snncr the ill-but 
forgotten divine rule.  

3. Therefore is, our present definition the term "supvrintendenl'  

must be substituted for" herdsmen "  
What special kind of superintendence is true na'esmansliip?  

'Rep vi 493. 	 5 &?ihelisfl  
Α.Α.k.  us. 
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4. By fray eLan axampia, the we of weaving is defined. Tb.  

example shows that kingcraIt has first to be separated from other 
kmdrrd arts, both causal and co-operative. Nine categori., are  
adduced which exhaust social functions. Eight are eliminated, 
and the ninth, the class of ministers, remains. Of these (a) slave,,  
(ό )  hirelings, (c) traders. (d) oalciat,. (e) priests are again parted off,  
although the last are only with difficulty separated from the king, 
',hen (f)  a strange medley of monstrous creatures come into view. 
Some are fierce like lion,, some ctafty like the fox, and some have 
mixed natures like centaur, and aityrs. These are the actual ruler, 
of mankind, more sophistical aiid juggling than the sophist himself. 
'.nd they too must be separated from the true king. 

5. The familiar tripartite distinction rot monarchy, oligarchy, 
democracy, is doubled by introducing into each the distinction 
involved in the presence or abeπce of wealth, and in the observance  
or non-obecivancr of law. But no oft of the six carries in itself a  
scientific principle. 

The true government is the rule, riot of many, but of  one or of 
a few. "And they may govern, whether poor or rich, by free-will 
or compulsion and either irith or without law, so long as they  
go"crn scientihcally." 

6. The respondent, a youthful namesake of Socrates, is shocked  
at the remark that the true ruler may govern without law, 

This leads to. discussion of the nature of law, which is compared  
to the prescription left by a physician. If present, he might  
dispense with his own nile. So the presence of a competent ruler 
is better than the sovereignty of law, which makes no allowance 
for nature or circumstance, but tyrannically forces its own way. 
Imagine medicine, navigation, &c., similarly conducted by time-
honoured prescription, with penalties for inoovatioa—wbac would 
become of civilization? Yet if law is disregarded by rulers who 
are unscientific and warped by self-interest, this leads to far worse 
evils.  Iror  the laws ere based on some experience and wiwlom. 
Hence, in the continued abaeee  of the true ruler, the beat course, 
though only second best,  is the strict obstrvance of law. And he 
who so rules in humble imitation of the scientific governor may be  
truly called a king, although if the dl'i'ine lawgiver were to appear 
hie living will would merit& the law.  

7. As It is, though cities survive many evils, yet many are ship-
wrecked because of the ignorance of those at the helm. The order  
of badness in the actual steles is— 
	z . Constitutional mόnarchy. 

Ι____

2. Constitutional oligarchy. 

 ς 
Law-abiding democracy. 

. Law-breakIng democracy.  
Law-defying oligarchy.  

.—o. Tyranny,  

8. It remaina to separate from the true mike thoue who co-operate  
with him as subordinates, the general, the judge, the orator. His  
own peculiar function is an art of weaving strength (the warp) with 
gentleness (the woof), when education has prepared them—and 

 this  (i)  by adminfseratloso, (2) by marriage. 

The four preceding dialogues have shown (z) the gradual  
Ιrχnsfοrτnχtiοπ of the Platonic ideas (while still objective) Into  
forms of thought, (2) the tendency to group them into series of  
categories, (j) a corresponding advance in psychological classifi-
cation, (4)  an  Ίncτrasng  importance givers to method, () the  
inclination to inquire into processes  (γ s'ίσst)  as well as into the 
nature of being.  , 

Meanwhile Plato's approach to the Elastics, though in the  
way of criticism, has brought into prominence the notions of 

unity, being, sameness, difference, and has left some-
.  what in abeyance the idea of good. To this "highest  

of all studies" Plato now returns, equipped with his improved 
instruments, and ready to forge new ones in the same laboratory,  
or in some other, should occasion serve. His converse with 
Parmenides ended in his assertion of an element of difference  
pervading all things—in other words, of an indeterminate element 
underlying all determinations. This brings him again into 
relation with the Pythagoreans, who had similarly asserted the  
combination of finite and infinite in the universe. Taking 
advantage of their help, be gains a more advanced (but still ideal) 

 conception οf the concrete harmony of things, and approaches 
the definition of that which in the  ReρstΝi'  he but shadowed 
forth. With this moat serious inquiry there I. combined (as in  
the  So$(sks  and  Polilkus)  an ironical and controversial use of 
dialectic, by which the juggler and false pretender (who is in this  
case the goddess of pleasure), after claiming the highest niece, is  
thrust down to the lowest. 

It must be admitted that the style of the  Pkolebus  is far from  
brilliant, or even clear. In the effort of connecting abstractions  

Plato'i nIovemelit is sabre !sheered than in his first glad reslisa, 
ties, of them.  

Instead of attempting here to follow the windiuiga of  tbt 
dialogue, It must suffice to state the main result.  Neithrt 

 pleasure nor knowledge is the highest good, and the good rindru 
 deikiition; but the shrine, or habitation, of the good is α metre  

life of which the elements are, in order of merit: (u) measure,  
the cause of all right mixture; (a) (a) beauty, the effect, and (I)  
reality, the inseparable condition; (,) intellect;  () science, not  
and right opinion; () pure pleasure unaccompanied with pain.  
"Not ell' the animal kingdom shall induce us to put pleasure  
first."  

The  Phikbu  introduces us to the Interior of the Academy it  
the lifetime of the mister. More than any other of the dialoguri  
it recalls Aristotle's description of Plato's teaching. But, while  
his followers seem early to have fallen under the dominance of  
the latest phase of hisdoctrine, Plato himself, even in the  
Pldkbiis, is uhf detached from any  seTvitude to the cTnatioas  
of his own mind. He manipulates them as the medium foe  
expressing his fresh thoughts, but they art not yet cτystsll ΐenl  
into • system.  

" I will τeminέ  you," Socrates, "of what has been omitted,"  
says Protarchus at the cotalualon of this dialogue. The lost 
(presumably) of Plato's metaphysical writings thus fitly ends  
with a confeasion of incompletenesa. But if, as Renan aayi, 
"the moat fatal error is to believe that erie serve. one's counliy  
by calumniatIng those who founded It," neither is it for the 

 interest of science to Ignor, these Imperfect anticipationn. By 
methods elaborated in the course of centuries, and far mere sure 
than any which Plato lied at his command, mankind have gsiisrd  
an extent of knowledge which he dreamt n οt ο1. 1  But the Omit  
metaphysician Is none the less a pioneer of knowledge,' while 

 the special sciences of ethics and paychology bad been carnal  
from infancy to adolescence in a single lifetime. 

ν11. Tir'uoess, Crffias Iilermoeraksj.—As the  Sophisits 5*1  
?kW= were writton in continuation of the  Tkearklxs, σο,  sl  
some uncertain time )  Plato conceived the design of writing  
great trilogy, for which the ideal state depicted in the  RepslliC  
should be the point of deperture. Tb. grand outline there  
sketched by Socrates was now tO be filled up by  Cntias  urid 
Herniocratea. The form set up by reasoning ahould be made  
alive, the "airy burghers" slsoul"bc seen "making history.'  
As a prelude to this munificent" celebration, Timseus, cbs  
Pythagorean pbilosopher, who is present at the Panalbensrl  
is invited to discourse of the origin of all things, mid to bring  
down the glorious theme to the creation of man. What shoold  
have followed this, but is only commenced in the fragment  ci  
the  Crilias,  would hav, been the story, not of a fall, but ci the  
triumph of reason in humanity.  

In the  Philebu, (59 A, cf. 62 D) Plato speaks with a touch 
of contempt of the life-long investigation of nature, as brag 

 concerned only with this visible universe, and Immersed in the  
study 01 phenomena, whether past, present or to come, wiud  
admit of no stability and therefore of no ceTtais,ty. "Tbesr  
things have no absolute first principle, and can never be the  
objects of reason and true science." 

Yet even this lower knowledge is there admitted as an element  
of that life which is the habitation vi the good. And there son  

not wanting signs in his later dialogues that Plate's imaginstieli  
had again been strongly drawn towards those physical studies  
which, as the  Pk'sedo  shows, had fascinated him in youth. Tail  
nature and the world proceed "according to God and  art 
according to chance" is the belief of the Eleatic stranger, to  
which lie perceives that Theaetclus will be irresistibly drawn is  
he grows older (SορΓe. 26 D). In the midst of  dialectical 
abstractions, the processes of actual production  ('ye,'&σrLt)  bin?  
been increasingly borne In mind, And the myth in the Pd' Was  
turns on cosmological conceptions which, although differing  
from those In the  Timaen's,  and more accordant with Plate' 
bitterest mood, yet throw a new light on the deeper current ci  

. 	'See, however,  PollS.  272 C,  Τ)  
' See Jowact, Introd. to the  Tsmasnea.  



ΡLΑΤΟ  
his thoughts,  In the  eame ja'sitg(»a  C)  theraocatr.tho όmt  
clear  anlicipaiioa  of an  inierregwio  rwiwroi.  

The impulse iii this new direction, if not originated, was  
manifestly reinforced, through  doser Iniercoume  with the  
Pythagorean  schooL  And the choice of  'Timaciw  the  Pylba-
gorean  a. chief speaker is an acknowledgment of this  obwoui  
tendency. If in the course of the dialogue there  oceur  ideas  
apparently borrowed from the  Atomists,  whom Plato persist-
ent!),  iguored,  this fact ought probably to be referred to some  
early reaction of Atomic on Pythagorean doctrine. 11 is import-
ant to observe, however, that not only the  Ts.sasws,  but the  
unfinished whole of which it form the introduction, Is pro

-ieimdly  an imaginative creation, For the legend of  prthislorw  
Atbessa  and of Atlantis, whereof  Critias  was to rebus what  
belonged to internal policy and  Hermocratea  the conduct of the  
war, would have been no other than a prose poem, a «mytho-
logical lie," conceived in the spirit of the  Re$ώ Ιk,  and in the  
from of a  &titious namtive.  And,  therofore,  when  Timaeus  
piefesees  to give only a probable  accouni  of shadowy truths,  
he must be taken at his word, and not criticized in too exacting  
a spirit. Hi, descriptions have much the same relation to the  

natural philosophy of Plato's time that Milton's  ceamology  
has to the serious investigations of Galileo or Copernicus —ezcept  
that all physical speculation hitherto partook in some  meesure  
of this half-mythological character, and that Plato's mind,  
although  workmg  In an unfamiliar region, is still that  cl  a  
speculative philosopher.  

Α.  Parmenides,  after  demouatr'tlng  the  nο eιttity  of growth  
and decay, was yet Impelled to give some account Of this non- 
• existent and  imintemgible  phenomenal wend, so  

Plato,  alihough  warned off by Socrates, must needs  
attempt to give a probable and comprehensive description of  

the visible universe and its creation.  lu  doing so he acknow-
ledges an imperfect truth in theories which his dialectic hid  
previously set aside. In examining the earlier  philoaophm  
be has already transgressed the limits prescribed by Socrates,  

and the effort to connect ideas has made him more and more  
conscious of the gap between the ideal and the  ictual.  Re  
cannot rest until he  hasdorie  his  'atmoet  to fill up the chasm—
calling in the help of imagination  whete  reason fails him. His  
dominant thought is still that of a deduction from the "reason  

of the best," as In the  Phaedo,  or  "  the idea of good, °  is in the  
Re$bIic.  But both his abstract Idealism and his absolute  
optimism were  by this time considerably modified, and, although  
not confounding "causes with conditions," as he once accused  
Arissagorsa  of doing, he yet assigns more scope to "second  
causes" than he would then have been willing to attribute to  

them. This partly comes of ripening expe rience and a  deepenin  
sense of the persistency of evil, and partly from the feeling—
which  aetrat  to have grown upon him in later life—of the distance  
between God and man.  

• 
Timacus  begins by assuming  (i)  that the universe being corporeal  

is caused and had a beginning, and  ()  that its  myatenotia  author 
made it after an everlasting pattern. Yet, being bodily and visible, 
it can only be made the subject, humanly speaking, of probable  
discourse. Thus much being premised he proceeds to unfold.-. 
(a) the work of mind in creation, (6) the effects of necessity, including 
the general and specific attributes of bodies, (c) the principles of  
physiology, and (d) an outline of pathology and medicine.  

To give a full account of such a comprehensive  treatiSe  is beyond 
our scope, and the  Timerws however great and interesting, he; been 
well described as an 0m-building of the great fabric of original 

 Platonisn.  A very few scattered observations are all that there is 
apace for her,.  

4.  i.  In the mythology of the  Tiwueiis  some of the  conceptIons  
which attained logical clearness in the  So(alisal  and  Phikbsrs  resume  
an  oiitological  form. Thus, in compounding the soul-stuff of the 

 ‚rnivem,  the lather of all takes of the continuous and discrete and  

fuses them into an essence (the composite being of the  Ρhιk όυή .  
Again be takes of the same and other (cf. the  So$ssi),  over.  
coming their inherent repugnance by his sovereign act.  
.  a. The notion of an economy or re servation in Plato has been  
often exaggerated and misapplied. But, it is difficult to acquit 
him of intentional obscurity in speaking of the creation of the  llarth.  
It is clear, though Plato does not say to, that she is meant  tojiave 

 been crested together with the Heaven and together with  T,me. 
 and so before  the other  "goda  within the  he2ven," i.e.  the sun and  

moon and five  pisneta,  and it Is a plausible supponitioaa  that she is 
the srtllictr  of day and night," by interposing her bulk' to the 
sun's rays. If the word rΙλλr,b in p. 40 Implies motion (as  
Ari'totle thoughti),  it cannot be. as Crete  suppOsed,  a  motiois con-

,  sentareous  with that of the outer sphere, but either some far slower 
motion,  perhap,  assumed in order to account for the  shdiirg  of the 
seasons, or an equal retrograde motion which is supposed to neutral-
ize In her case the "motion of the same." She clings to the centre,  

as het  liatural  abode, And the diurnal motion of the heaven.  
is due not to any mechanical force but to the soul of the world 
extending from the centre to the poles and comprehending  alL  

3. Immortality is in the  Tsmntus 'de νndent  on the will of the  
Εteτn,gi.  And the sublime Idea of eternity is here first formulated. 

4. The phenomena of vision and hearing are Included among the  
works of reason, berm= the final cause of these higher sense, is 
to give men perception of number, through contemplation of the 
measures of time. 	 .  

6.  i.  It has been commonly mid that the four elements of the  
Tu,samo  ate geometrical figures, without content. 'This is not true. 
Pow whet purpose doe. Plato introduce,  "  besides the archetype and  
the crested form, a third kind, dim and hard to conceive, a sort of 
limber or matrix of creation," if not to fill up the triangl es  which 
are elements of elements, and to be the vehicle of the  foreis  com-
pounded of them? It has been supposed that this "nurse of 
generation" is Identical with "space,' and it cannot be said  thai 

 they are clearly kept  ptiart  by Plato. But he had a distinct nomen-
clature for either, and, although gravity is explained away (so that 
his molecules, unlike Clerk Maxwell's, may be called imponderable).  
yet extension, or the  preperty  of filling space, is  sufllciesatly  Implied.  

a. lite difference of ass in the triangles and varyi ng  sharpness  
of their outlines are  ingeniou,  though inadequate expedient., adopted  
in order to account for qualitative difference and physical change. 

3. In criticizing the illusory notion of "up and down," Plato,  

apparently for the first time, broaches the  cοneη*iΟa  of antipodes.  
4. More distinctly than in the  PissIsbus,  bodily pleasure is eg- 

ρΙaised  by  "a sudden and sensible return to nature '(ci. Ar. Phd.  
i.  ii, ,%  i;  Ν.Ε. vii. to). 

5. Natural  pfsilosophers areamcd  against experimenting on the 
 mIxture  of colours, which I. a divine process and forbidden to man  

(tisi.  fin). (Ancient science was at a lee, for a theory of colours.) 
e. s .  Plato tends mom end more In his later writing, to accou nt  

for moral evil by physical conditions, thus arriving at the Socratic  

principle of the involuntariness of vice by a different road.  
Hence in the Timaeas  not the body only is made by the  luίerlο 

 gods, but they also create the lower and mortal parts of the human 
seat, the  priseipi,  of anger which is planted in the breast, within  

ari ιsg  of mason, and that of appetite which is lodged below the 
diaphragm like an animal tied in a stall, with the  ,tomach  for a  
crib and the liver for a "soothsaying"  looklng.glan.  to soothe or  
teerify  it when tempted to break loose.  

.2. The  biain-pan was left best of protecting flesh "because the  
sons of  Gd  who framed us deliberately  cho.e  for us a precarious  
life' with capability of reason iii preference to a long secure existence  

with  obstructIon  of thought/'  
.  The nail, are  •  rudimentary provision  Icr  the lower animals.  

into which  degenmate .oiils  were  afteewatds  to be  trsnsformsd.  
'  Vegetables have  sensetion  but not motion.  

By way of illustrating the very curious account here given of 
respiration, it is asserted that what is  cemmoely  thought to be 
the attraction of the magnet is really due to  rorstory  motion and  
displacementi  a remarkable  anticipation  (isa.. 8α).  

6. When the original particles wear out, and the bonds of soul 
and  boly  in the marrow  g νc  way, the soul escapes delightedly and 
dies away. This is the painl ess death of natural decay. 

d. t. 'The dependence of mental disease on bodily  osiiditlona  is  
more fully recognized in the  Tssiw'ls  than elsewhere in Plate  
(contrast the  Chamidis,  for example).  

τ.  lie has also cha nged his mind about the treatment of disease,  

and shows more respect for regimen and diet than in the  Repsblic.  
Diseases are a kind of second nature, and should be treated  
aιτοedin Ιy. . 

3. it is also a remark is contrast with the Rtpabls',  that over
-atudy  leads to head complications, which physicians ascribe to  

chill and find intractable.  
Lastly, it is one of the  strsnye irregalseities  in the composition  

of the  Ttmneirs  that the creation of woman and the relation of 
the sexes' to each ot her are subjects reserved to the end, because 
this is the place gives to the lower animals, and woman (cf. the 
"'heeded) is the first  transmigrstlon  from the form of man. This  
order is probably not to be attributed to Plato's own thought, but 
to some peculiarity of Pythagorean or  Orphic  tradition.  

VIII. The Lions—The two series of dialogues, the dialect ical  
and the imaginative —S.$isies, Fvilhi'ws, Phi.Iosophiis-
Timaeus, Crilias, Ilermocrd.ks—wesw left incomplete. For  
Plato bad concentrated his  dedllnMg  powers, in the evening  of  

i Ariitotle, boicever  uses  sihss.ls*  a different worth  
' There lean ant icipation  cl mcroscopc  observation in the words  

ibpa"a  6,6  S$SIΡ6'Ιme  sal  όlώzλ.ιt.  f. -aρermatοΖο.  
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his life,' upon a different task. He was resolved to leave behind  
him, if he could so far overcome the infirmities of age,' a code  
of laws, conceived in a spirit of concession, and such as he still  

hoped that some Hellenic state might sanction. The motive  
for this great work may be gathered from the  Pdulkus.  The  
physician in departing is to give a written prescription, adapted 
as far as possible to the condition of those from whom he goes 
away. This is the  aecond.best  course, in the absence of the 
philosopher-king. And, as the Hellenic world will not listen 
to Plato's heroic remedy, he accommodates his counsel to their 

preconceptions. He returns once more from abstract 
Lin'& discussions to study the application of ideas to life, 
and though, by the conditions of the problem, his course is  
"nearer earth and less in light," this long  wTiting,  which is said  
to have been posthumous,' has a peculiar interest. The ripeness  
of accumulated experience and the mellowness of wise contem-
plation make up for the loss of prophetic insight and poet ic  
chum.  

The form of dialogue is still retained, and an aged Athenian 
is imagined as discoursing of legislation with the  Lacedsemonian  
Megillus  and the Cretan  Cleinias, wbo  has in view the foundation 
of a new colony, and is on his way with his two companio ns 

 from  Cnoesus  to the temple and oracle of Zeus.  
Plato now aims at moderating between  Doeian  and  ionian  

law, freely criticizing both, and refining on them from a higher  
point of view. "The praise of obedience, the authority assigned  
to elders, the prohibition of dowries, the enforcement of marriage, 
the common meals, the distribution and inalienability of land, 
the institution of the  Cxypteia,  the freedom of bequest to a 
favourite son, the dislike of city  wl1s—afl  reflect the custom of 
Sparta."  .  "The use of the lot, the scrutiny of magistrates,  

the monthly courses of the council, the pardon of the forgiven  
homicide, moat of the regulations about testaments and the  

guardianship of orphans, the degrees of consanguinity recognized  

by law, correspond to Athenian laws and customs"  (Jowett).  
The philosopher's own thought, come Out most strongly in 

the "preludes" to the  law,,4  and in the regulations concerning  
education, marriage and the punishment of impiety  (i.e.  iii,  
atheism; and, denial of provid ence; 3rd and worst, immoral 
superstition). The difficult),  which is met in the  Poliikv.s  by 
the abandonment of the world for a lime, and in the  Τimαeχs  
by the lieutenancy of lower gods, here leads to the hypoth esis  
of an evil soul. The priority of mind (often before asserted)  
*end the increased importance attacked to numbers are the chief  
indicitiona  of Plato's latest thoughts about the Intelligible 
world. But it must be remembered that the higher education 
(answering to Rep. vi., vii.) is expressly reserved.' Had Plato 
written his own  Epinos'is,  the proportions of the whole work 
(not then  " acephalous ")  might have been vastly changed.  

The severity of the penalti es  attached to the three forms of 
heresy, especially to the third and worst of them, has led to the 
remark that Plato, after asserting "liberty of prophesying," 
bed become intolerant and bigoted in his old age (Grote). But 
the idea of toleration in the modern sense was never distinctly 
present to the mind of any ancient philosopher. And, if in the 
Less, the lines of thought have in one way hardened, there are  
other ways in which expe rience has softened  them. Plato's 
"second-best" constitution contains a provision, which was  
not admissible In the "perfect state," for possible changes and  
readaptations  in the future. The power of self-reformation is  
hedged round indeed with extreme precau tions ; and no young  
or middle-aged citizen is ever to hear a word said in depreciation 
of any jot or little of the existing law. But that it sho uld be 
provided, however guardedly, that select  commiaaioncrs,  after  

'$n,ie  4' b' &uses  ret βtον,  Lou. vi. 770  A.  
5 41'.  . . γ4'aτ 1.,Oµφ  γι τοοσt,-,., Lett.  vi. 755 A.  

Published by  Philippus  the  Opuntian.  
'See especially iv. 716  seq.;  v. 737  seq.;  735  seq.;  vi. 766; vii.  

59 
 73ιeq..;77,794,8ο3ιeq.,811,817; νιii.$35seq., iΧ.875;Ζ. $8;seq. 
7  seq ., 904 seq. 

Legg. xii. 968  Σ.  (Ath.)  "lam willing to share with you the  
danger of staling to you my views about education and nurture,  
which is the question coming to the surface again.'  

travelling far and wide, should being back of the  frak  of their  
observation, for the  consider,tion  of the nocturnal council, and  
that a power of  coiiaiitutiooally  amending the laws should thus  
be admitted into the state, is  sudeatΙy  remarkable, when the  
wouid.be  finality of indent legislation is considered. Plato  

even comes near to the  reflexion tbet  "constitution, are  fog 
made, but grow" (iv. 709 A).  

Plato in the Laws desist, finally from  impeisonatlng  Socrates.  
But be Is in some ways nearer to his master in spirit than when  

he composed the  Pheedews.  The sympathy with common life,  
the acceptance of Greek religion, the deep ening humanity, are  
no less essentially Socratic than the love of truth which breathes  

In every page. And some particular aspects  cl Socratism  
reappear, such as the question about  courIge·  and that  concer

-flog the unity of virtue.'  
Dewblfv.l  sad  Spsrnous Wor*s. —Of the dialogues  forming  

part of the" Platonic canon," and not included in the preceding  
survey, the Lesser Hippies, First  Akibiadss  and  M'siereieais  are  
the most Plato nic, though probably not Plato's. The Greek,  
Hippies and the  Ciilophee  am also admitted to have some 
plausibility. The  Second.Akibiades  (on Prayer), the Rip perches  
(touching on  Peisistratua  and Homer), Miser  ("  dc Sege  "),  
Rplso,'is, Esastac, Theeges,  are generally condemned, though  
moat of them are very early forgeries or academic exercises.'  
And the  Axiochiis  (though somet imes prized for its subject,  
"the contempt of death  "),  the Do  juslo,  Do  ai,*d,, Deiie.dacss,  
Sisypkss, Eryxias  (a not-uninteresting treatise on the use of  
money), together with the ιο-celled Dejf,iiliows,  were rejected  
in indent times, and are marked as  spurloua  in the  hISS.  

Emrioxs.—(i)  Complete:  Aldlne, Ven.,  1513;  Η.  St ρhanυι,  
vole. (1578), with Latin version  byderranus  (no, De  Serre,  the real  

editor), (the paging of this edition is preserved for convenience at  
reference on the margins of most subsequent editions); G.  Stalibaum,  
(12 volt., 1821-1825); C.  Stailbaum,  the text in,  vol.  ('850); C. F. 
Hermann (6  νο1;.,  1851-1853);  lmmanuel B 	1Β ekker (1&- ι8a); 
the Zurich edition by Baiter, Orelli and  Winlcelm.nn (ι83 -. ιS42);  
Hirachig  and Schneider, in  Didot's  series (1856-1873); M.  vOn  
Schanz, with critical notes (1875-1887): J.  Biirnet  (Oxford, 1902). (2 )  

Partial: L. F. l -leindorf, Lysis, Charmides, Hippies Major. Pha,dm,  

Gorgias, Theaetclus, Cra!ylus, Pa,seesid's, EwlAydnwiis, Phed..  

S.pkist. Ρrοιa8οrαs; Phstebss,  C.  Badham, Ε.  Paste (:860 , R. C.  
Bury;  Α ροΙοω.  J. Riddell (with Digest of Pkioak idiowss) ( i δό ι); 
Protsgoras, Wayte (:8541 1871 • TIwa'leh's L. Campbell ('861) 1853. 
B. Kennedy; Sophist and Politicos, L. amρbeΙΙ (1867); Ρέσι,.Ι.  
W. Geddes, Archer Hind;  Timne,,,,  Archer Hind (1888);  Ραmeaides  
Waddell (1894);  A&,w,  J.  Adam,  Seyiner Τhοsηsοπ; A$kgi., C,,es,  

Jinn), St C.  biock; Euihydcmus Gifford;  Phaedrss, Go,'pas,  W. H. 
Thompson Symfsosiam, Rslhyi% us Ldws,  C.  Badham;  Par- 
resides, έ tallbaυm, Msgulre, Weddell; Leger, F.  Ar  (1814), C.  
Ritter  (Coismodary)  (1896);  R'psblk, Jowert  and Campbell (1894),  
J. Adam (:902).  

TsA,(sLATiohs.—Lat'm:  A Latin version of the  Timama  by  
Chalcidius  existed in the middle ages and was known to Dante.  
it was printed at Paris in 1520 (Teubner,  1876). The complete 
rendering by  Mar'igSo Fichte 1496)  formed the basis of other Latin 
translation,, such as that of Seττaπυ' (supre),  which  ιccοmanieeΙ  
the edition a!  Stephanus.  It was printed in the Bawl edition of  
1534. English: (r) Complete;  Sydenham  sod Taylor 0804);  

iowett  (1871-1892). (s) Partial:  Rεριώ Τιe,  Davies and Vaughan, 
owett  (in a separate volume; 3rd «1., s  "ο!s..  1908);  Pkilebsis, 
.  Paste; Geora,os,  Cope;  Timo.eas,  Archer Hind (in his edition);  

Apology,  Crilo1°haedo,  Church,  j(mett  (reprinted from the complete  
translation with preface by  Ε. Caird): Theaekis,.  Paley,  Kenned,'; 
German;  Schleicrmscher (1817-1828), J. H. Willer 1859-1866); 

 French: V. Cousin  (:, vols.,  1822-1840). Italian:  Bongiui. 
DIssnarArloxs.—English; F.  Schlelermacher'. Jnb'edv.rli.ss,  

translated by W. Dobson ( 1 836); Ed.  Zelles'.  Plato asd the (der  
Academy, translated by F.  Alkyne,  &c.  0876,); B.  Jowett's  labs.  
dudioits,  in his complete translation, final edition 0892);  C. Grate,  
Plato and the other Companions of Socrates (1865); F. C.  Conybeere  
on an Armenian  vertion  (1891); W. Pate,-,  Pio.!. sad Piskaisai  
(1 893); R. L.  Nrnleship, Lectures an the  Repa'ik,  &c. (1898)  
(cf.  also his essay in  Helkrnca,  188ο); Th.Gomperz,Grek Τkίatm  
vole. ii. and iii. in  Eng.  trans.  (ι 905);  W.  Lutoslawiki,  Plato's Logic,  
&c.; L. Campbell on Plato's Repabiw in  Murray's"  Home and School  
Series" ('902); L. Campbell,  R,ίiw ι,  6' Crook Litomiero (Londoa,  
1 898);  J. A. Stewart. The ΜΑΤ ·ΙρΙυα (1905);  Α. Ε.  Taylor.  P?at.  
(1908); 3.  A. Stewart, Plato': DocIr,ni  .j  ideas (1909). German:  

' Cf.  Ladies. 	 ' Cf. Ρrοk οrαι.  
' According to  Scbaarschmidt.  only nine dialogues ace genuine-

/W/4g.,  Phaid,.. Symp., Ape!., Crib,  Pb.aodo,  Rep..  T:m.,  Loge.  
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C. F.  Herioann, &sr/tickle sad Syskm, &c (1839); A. Boeckb. Unlsr.  
pwhirngea  (1852); Ed. ZcIlrr. Grschichie dor p.  Philosophis; Fr.  
Uberweg, Jnlersurhuagrn  (1860; S. Ribbing:,  ίis,ι'ώ εhη Do'rsI'eIiss$  
(1863); Fr.  SulemihI, Geaetische ΕπΙwickί υ5  ι855-ι898); Ε.  Albert,,  
Gnu uni Ordming 0864); C. Schaarschmidt.  Die Samrdui'g der  

eke/tarn-hen  Sd,nflen  (1866)  Μ.  Vermeh τe',  Pies. &s'diea  (1870);  
D. Peipers. υαιιΐ τυιιιυαxειι fiber dos  SysΙι " !Um. Τeil ι.  

Εrkenn Ιnizthric  (Leipzig, 1874); 0. Ape!;,  ΒciΙr4 ι ssrGesch*hI.  
der  grie'his'h€n Philosophien; 1.  Spergd. Isoenaig, ‚md Pkkx  
(1863); A. Krohn, Die 1'uίαΙonisch€ Frage  (1878);  Ε.  Teichm011er,  
Lileranuche Feistier (1881); H.  Iton!tz. PioJo,"sch' Sii,.dms  (especially  
valuable) (1886);  Ε.  Pileiderer, Sοcrαks i,nd  Piston (5896);  Η.  
Windenbard,  Plots,, (1900) ; C. Ritter,  U,i&, sώ rnιgow; Τb.Gοmρeτι,  
Plaioaisch' .! f ά Ι e Griechiuche Dcnkei,  '.4. 1; P.  Natoip, ?'. Ide.,,.'  
‚eke. (1903); C. λ4i ιteτ, Ρklοπ  £ώ '  Leέ o. "mi &hriflss,  semi  
Leine ( 1 909).  νοΙ.  i. and Ness tlalerswchiinge'i (1950). Other refer. 
ences  will be (pure1  in the volume, named. French; V. Cousin;  
Τ. Η.  Martin, Eludes sun  Ιο  Tim'e  (1841). Italian: Felice  Tocco.  

DlcTloNAaIss  AND  Ιιcs.—Μ itcheΙΙ " Iade'x I. PieS.;  F.  Aet,  
Lexicon  fklowwum;  Ε.  Abbott,  hider  Ιο Ρ10.10  (English, 1875).  

(be  vHs  MSS.—See especially Bckker's editioiv C411;101%1',  Lee- 
limits pkionicae ('820;  M.  Schanz's  edition 'ιh critical note,; 
Jowett  and Campbell's Republic,  vol.  ii.; J.  Burnett's Oxiord  
edition. The important Ceder Clathionus  in the Bodleian librery  
ban been reproduced in facsimile, with a preface by T. W. Allen 
(1898-1899). 	 (L. C.)  

PLATO, Athenian comic poet of the Old  Coώ edy, ό ουriahed  
between 428-389  Π.C.  According to  SuTdas.  he Was the author  
of thirty comedies. Some of these deal with political matters.  
Such were the  Ckophon  and  Hyperbolus,  directed  againat  the  
wcll.known  demagogues, and the  Symmo.chi',  referring to a 
coalition formed by  Nicias,  Alcibiades and  Phaeax  to get rid  
of  Hyperbolus  by ostracism. His later plays treat the vices 
and failings of mankind in the spirit of burlesque and parody.  
Such were the  SopI,islo.s,  akin to the Clouds Of  Aristophanea; 

 the  Cinesios,  an attack on a contemporary poet; the  Peslitals,  
satirizing the useless expenditure and extravagance common on 
such occasions ; mythological subjec ts—Adonis. Europe,  Σο,  
the Aids (on the  Aeginetan  legend of the change of anti into 
men);  Phaon,  the story of the Lesbian ferryman, who was 
presented by Aphrodite with a marvellous ointment, the use of 
which made women madly in love with him.  
,  See T. Koch,  Comicornm allicim'm fresιιιenω,  I.  (iBSo);  A. 

 Meineke, Poelmum comicorum gro.eeorsm('agm'nId  0855).  
PLATON. LEVSHIN  (1737-1812), Russian divine, was born at  

Chashnikovo  near Moscow, and educated In the academy of 
that city. In 176.3 the empress Catherine II. invited him to 
instruct her son Paul in theology, and he became one of the 
court chaplains. Three years afterwards  PIston  was appointed  
archimandrite  of the monastery of the Trinity  (Troitakaya 
Lavra)  near Moscow, in 1770 archbishop of  Tver,  and In 1787 
archbishop of Moscow and metropolitan. lie died in 18,2, one 
of his last acts having been to write an encouraging letter to 
the emperor Alexander I. in view of the French invasion.  

Platon  was a brilliant and learned man, and the author of several 
works which enjoyed a high reputation in their time, including 

 Α  Shorl Hislory  of Ike Russkn Church, which  lisa  been translated  
into English.  

PLATONIC  Ι.ΟΥΕ, a term commonly applied to an  aliectionate 
 relation between a man and a woman into which the sexual 

element does not enter. The term in English goes back as far 
as Sir William  Davenant's  Ρίο.'oak Loners (1636). II is derived  
from the conception, in Plato's Symposium, of the love of the 
idea of good which lies at the root of all virtue and truth.  
Amo, pialonkus  was used,  e.g.  by  Marsilio Ficino  (15th century), 
as a synonym for  amer seemliest:, referring to the  affection  
which subsisted between Socrates sad his pupils. 

PLATOON (Fr.  pe.loio",  from Fr.  pedole,  a ball or pellet;  ef. 
Ocr. ΖΙο.υ/c,  heap), a small group of soldiers. In the early 

 57Ιh  century it was a definite tactical unit of Infantry,  corre-
spondiug  to the modem section or ball company. In the 18th 

 century the battalion, irrespective of its organization into 
companies, was told 05 on parade into six, eight or ten platoons  
of equal strength. "Platoon lire" was the systematic and  
regulated lire of platoon volleys, the platoons firing one after 
the other. Hence a " platoon" sometimes means  a volley.  

The fire of a long line of infantry was as a rule conducted on the  
same principles, each battalion of the front line employing 
ρlst υ  lire, which is  oltin  picturesquely described as a" roiling 
platoon fire," or "rolling volleys." The word is obsolete in 
the British army, but is used in the United  Stitea,  and, in various  
forms, In the armies of Fiance and other Latin nations.  

PLAIT, THOMAS COLLIER  (1833-191 ο),  American politician; 
 was born in Owego,  Tioga  county, New York, on the  i sth  of July 

1833. He studied in 1849-1852 at Yale, from which he received  
the honorary  degree of A.M. in 1876.  lIe  made money in lumber.  
lag out West, and returning to Owego became a blinker and  
railway director. He helped to organize its Republican party in 

 Tioga  county, and in 1873-1877 W5$ a  reρreenιaΙί νe  in Congress.  
In 1877 he was chairman of the state Republican Convention at  
Rocbestet.  On the  iSth  of January  t88 τ  be was elected United  
States senator, but resigned, with his colleague,  Roacoe CnkΙing,  
en the  ι ό ιh  of May following, chiefly because President Garfield, 
in spite of their protest, had appoint ed  as collector of the port 
of New York, Judge William  Η.  Robertson, a po litical opponent. 
Within ten years he became the acknowledged Republican 
"boss "of the state, and he again served in. the United States  
Senate from 1897 to  tρορ. But his power waned steadily alter  
about 1903. He died in New York City on the 6th of March  
1910. 	 . 

PLAITS (so named, &rim the French, because of its shallow  
ness),  or  NEasAsxA,  a river system of Colorado, Wyoming and 
Nebraska, tributary to the Missouri river, which it enters  
immediately north of  Plattsanouth,  Nebraska,  ι8  m. below 
Omaha, in about 410 ' N. 1st. Including the North Platte it 
is about  poo  m. long from its  )seadwatcrs,  with a drainage  
basin for the entire system of 90,000  sq.  m. The Platte proper 
is formed by the junction of the Nor th  Platte and the South 
Platte, sometimes called the North and South Forks of the 
Platte, immediately below the city of North Platte in Lincoln 
county, Nebraska. The No rth Platte and South Platte rise 
respectively In North Park and South Park in Colorado. The 
tributaries of the main Stream all flow in from the north; the 
most important being the  Leup,  which empties immediately 
east of Columbus in Platte county, and the  Elkliorn,  which  
joins the  Piatte  In Douglas county, due west of Omaha. 

See J.  C. Stevens,  Sir/are  Writer Supply of  Nebraska (Washington,  
1909).  

PLAITNER,  KARL  FRIEDRICH ( ι8οο-ι88),  German  
metallurgical chemist, was born at  Klelnwaltersdorf,  near 
Freiberg in  Sazony,  on the and of January, ‚800. Ills father, 
though only a poor working miner, found the means to have 
him educated first at the  Bergschule  and then at the Berg

-akademie  of Freiberg, and after be had completed his courses 
there in  ι8 aο  he obtained employment, chiefly as assayer, in 

 consiexion  with the royal mines and metal works. Having taken 
up the idea of  quan!it&tive  mouth-blowpipe assaying, which was  
then almost unknown—except that E.  Harkort  (5797-1835)  in  
ι8a,  while a student in Freiberg Academy, had worked out a  
blowpipe assay for silver—he succeeded in devising trustworthy  
methods for all the ordinary useful metals; in particular his  
modes Of assaying for nickel and  cobaltquicklyfoundfavourwith  
metallurgists. He also devo ted himself to the improvement 
of qualita tive blowpipe analysis, and summed up his experience  
in a treatise Die Probi.rku,esl mi' dim L ό Ιkrοίsτ  (1835), which 
became a standard authority. In  ι8ο  he was made chief  
of the royal department of assaying. Two years later he was 
deputed to complete a course of lectures on metallurgy at the 

 Bergakademie  in place of W. A.  Lampadius  (1772-1842), whom  
he subsequently succeeded as professor. He died at Freiberg  
on the  aand  of January 1858. 

in addition to many memoirs on metallurgical subjects he also 
published Die melalSnrgisch'i, Roslpi'oc.esse lheirelssck b&achleI 
ι856,  and posthumously  Vorksunges 'tber allgemmn. HiilIenku'di  

PLAmBURG,  a city, port of entry and the county-seat of 
Clinton county, New York,  U.S.A.,  situated on the west sho re 

 of Lake  Champialn,  at the mouth of the Saranac river,  τ68  m.  
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(by rail)  N.N.E.  of Albany. Pop. (1890), 7010; (1900), &434 ,  
of whom 1053 were foreign-born; (1910, census), 11,138. It  

is served by the Delaware  &  Hudson railway, and has steamer  
connexions with lake ports. Its situation in the region of lakes  
and  mountainsand  its delightful climate have made it a summer 
resort. Among its institutions are the Samuel F. %rilesHome  

(for aged and infirm women); the Home for the Friendless of 
Northern New York (1874), for the care of homeless children;  
the  Plattsburg  State Normal said Training School, the  D'You-
vHs  Academy for girls (founded in 1860, chartered in 1871), 
under the direction of the Grey Nuns; the  Coilige  Si Pierre  
(Roman Catholic, 1 903), and the Champlain Valley Hospital. 
The barracks, about a- mile away, Is an important military  poal  
Cliff Haven, a m. south, is the Seat of the Catholic summer  
school.  Plattaburg  has a fine harbour and is the port of entry  
Of the Champlain customs district; in 1909 its exports were 
valued at  $ι,ι6p,5οa  and its Imports at 88,167,527. Among  
the city's manufactures are lumber, wood  ρυ1ρ,  paper, shirts,  
sewing-machines  md  automobiles. The total value of the 
factory products in 1905 was  8τ,ο56,70a.  

Plattaburg  was incorporated as a village in 1795, and derived 
its name from  Zepbaniah  Flail (1740-1807), who bad led a 
colony of settlers to this place from Long Island; it became a 
city in 1902. About  Valcour Islarn$ (5 m. south-east of Platte-
burg), on the  τι th  of October 1776, a British fleet under Captain  
Thomas Pringle and an American flotilla under Benedict Arnold 
engaged in the first conflict between American and British 
fleets, the British being victorious. On the outbreak of the  
War of  1812  the village became the headquarters of the American 
army on the northern frontier. On the ι ι th  of September  
1814, in  Platlsburg  (or Cumberland) Bay, Captain George  
Downie, commanding a British flotilla, was defeated by an 
American flotilla commanded by Commodo re  -Thomas Mac

-donough,  losing his life in the engagement (see  Cwu'i.arn,  
Lets).  

PLAmIouTH,  a city and the county-seat of Case county,  
Nebraska,  U.S.A..  situated in the valley and on the bluffs of  
the Missouri river near the mouth of the Platte. Pop.  (igoo), 

 4964 (979  foreign-born); (1910) 4287. It Is served by the  
Chicago, Burlington  &  Quincy, and the Missouri Pseific  railway  
systems. There are railway car-shops, and a considerable trade  
is done in grain and cattle. A trading-post licensed by the 
United States  goveenmeni  was opened here In 1853, and a town  
platted In 1854.  Plaitsmouth  was first  incorporaled  as a city 
in '855, being one of the oldest settlements and cities of the 
State.  

PLATYBLMIA,  a phylum 01 the animal kingdom which 
comprises three classes, the  Ρίanarίχn, Trematodea (q.s.)  and 

 Ceatodes  it is the group of animals in which the act of creeping 
has first become habitual. In  associalion  with this movement 
in a definite direction the body has become vermiform and 
bilaterally symmetrical. One end of the body, through contact, 
during locomotion, with fresh tracts of medium and other forms 
of stimuli, has become more specialized than the rest, and here  
the nervous system and sense -orgaim  are more densely aggregated  
than elsewhere, forming a means of  controllIng  locomotion and  
of correlating the activities of the inner organs with the varying  
stimuli that Impinge upon the body. The form and  habita  of  
the group vary widely. The Planarians are free-living animals, 
the  Trematodes  are parasitic upon and within animals, and the  
Cestodes  are wholly  endoparasitic,  

Slr,,ciiiri.—Thechief  features which  Platyeimia  possess in common  
are the following. The body is not  metamerically  segmented and is  
composed of a muscular tunic covered externally by a more or less  
modited  cellular layer. Within this muscular tube lies a  parenchy,  
matous  tissue Which may be uniform  (Ceatodes) ος d έ 8οreυtίated iiito a  
central or digestive, and a peripheral portion (some  Turbellaria),oe  
finally the central portion becomes tubular and forms the digestive  

sac  (Trematodes). whik  the peripheral portion is separated from it  

by a space lined in some forms by a flattened epithelium (must  
Pianansns).  It is characterist ic  of the group that the mouth should  
be the only means of  ingress to and egress from the digestive Sac and  
that no true  penviiceral  specs or  coelom  exists in the sense in which  
these terms an used in higher invertebrates. The pe ripheral pares- 

chyms  gives rise to  girotonepbridia,  that is to coiled tubes  cominesic.  
jug in  pyriform  cells containing a flame-like bundle of cilia and  
provided with branched outgrowth., and communicating with the  

exterior by long convolut ed  canals which open at the surface of the  
body. These  protonephridia  are the excretory organ s.  The nervous  
system, though centralized at one end of the body, contains diffused  
nerve-cells is the course of its tracts, which are disposed in two or  
more longitudinal bundles interconnected by transverse bands.  
The  Platyelmia  are hermaphrodite and the reproductive organs are  
complex.  The male organs consist of paired testes communicating  
by delicate canals with a  prutrusible  penis. This organ is generally  
single but sometimes(mired and occasionally multiple. It is fre-
quently armed with spines, hooks or  stylets,  and is further compli-
cated by the addition of a nutritive secretion (the prostate gland)  
which may open at its base or pass separately by a  sρccial  duct to  
the exterior. There is some reason to believe that  tIm  complicated  
and variable apparatus is used for stabbing the body of another  
animal and that beginning as  *  weapon for catching prey it has  
become modified for hypodermic impregnation and only gradually  
adapted for insertion into the burn  copulatrix.  The female organs  
are no less complex. They consist of solid or tubular  ovarie,  which  
may be single, double or  muliile.  In the majority of  Platycimia  
the  pTimitive  ovary becomes  div,ded  into fertile a nd  sterile portions,  
s.' Into distinct ovarian and  viteltarian  regions. The yolk prepared  
by the letter is conducted by one or more specialized ducts to the  
oviduct and the point of union is distinguished by the opening of  
a  '  shell-gland" which secretes a membrane around the conjoin ed  
mass of ovum and yolk. From this junction 'here proceeds an 
oviduct or "uterus" (paired or single) which before opening to the  
exterior expands to form a mu sc ular  protrusible  pouch—the berm  
copulatrix.  Frequently also from this  jυπct οn  of the  ovarsa  and  
the  vitellaria  a median tube is given  oIl  which either opens to the  
exterior or into the intestine, in the latter case it appears to  scm  as  
meatss of conveying superfluous yolk to the gut, where it may serve  
as food.  

lskr.rdaliosskips —The Inter-relationships of the three member,  
of the  Plstyelmia  are of a more doubtful nature than is the unity  
of the phylum. T he Turbelisria  undoubtedly torn the mist prism-
live division, as is shown by their free-living habit., ciliation and  
sense-organs. The  Trematodes  are somewhat  mοdιlcd  in accord-
ance with their  ceto-  or  endoparasitic  life. but they exhibit such a  
close  similanty  of structure with the  Turbellaria  that their origin  
from  Plsnsrians  can hardly be doubted, and indeed the  Temisocephs.  
loidea  (net  Ρι*s ιι*w)  form an almost ideal  annectant  group link-
ing the  ectoparssitic Trematodea  and  Rhabdocoel  Planarians. The  
Cestode,.  however, a re  connected by no such intermediate forms  
with the other  Platyelmia.  Their adaptations to parasit ic  life in  
vertebrate animals appear to have involved such modifications of  
structure and development that their  aiSnities  are quite problemati-
cal. The  eπ tird  absence of any trace of a distinct alimentary tract,  
she Ioft of true regenerative power, the peculiar  gαmetic  segmenta-
tion of the body into hundreds of  "proglottides  budded off from  

(Fmm Csob4ίιι Νι*d ΝbΙ Ι 	 se. by ρeιαό ιiσι d  
ΡΙΟ.  s.—Free-swimming Lam  (Mfillse'.  Larva) of a  Polydad  

Plaiiarian  to Illustrate the  trochoaphere-hypothesis of the origin of  
Platyelmix.  The larva is seen in optical section, and its dis-
tinguishing feature Is the ciliated lobed bond (if. if, dl), which  
cοrτespοndn  to the  pee.oral  ciliated band of a  troehospbere-larva.  
It is here drawn out into eight processes, of which  nra  axe shσιισ,  
their continuity being expressed by the dotted  line. 

jr.  Brain. 	 n.j.  Stomach.  
dr,  Glands. 	 a, Nerves.  
'p, Epidermis. 	 $. Pbsrynx.  
iss,  Mouth. 	 $s, l'srencbyrm,  
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usie  extremity, end the absence of any moi'pbologically distinct  
anterior extremity, are adaριat ιοαs to the wholly parasitic lifeof this  
class. Their structure is similar to that of Trematodes, from which  
in the opinion of most zoologists they have been derived.  

ΑJtn ί∆ks.—Αι  the Turbeilaria (Planarians) are the most priit ive  
division of the Platycimia, the ρτοbΙοm of the if fink irs of this phylum  
resolves itself into that of the relationships of the Turbcllai-ia.  With  
regard to the origin of this clam two divergent views are still hu ld.  
On the one hand the Turbellaria are considered to be an offshoot  
of the early Cocloniate stock, on the oilier they are held to be  
descendants of a simpler two-layered stock. The former hypothesis  
with its variants may be called the  Triuehosphere-hypoihes's,  the  
latter the Ga,traea.hypothesis. The To.  Ι 'ts1ubere.)' poiheot (2),  
(. ) is based chiefly on the occurTcnce in C1  ■ kilo l'liclad Tarbc'ioria, 
of a larval form (Mtillei"s larva) which is comparable to a certain  
stage (pro-trochula) in the development of the Frochosgu&iere.larva.  
Tins Trocbo.phcre is the characteristic larva of Mollusca, !snaclida  

Ο  

Τ  0½'  
(Mtse Abbstt, Τ6έ Yό  Zoul. Siekty's Asao'. Zouh'koejo$soudi, Is.4.  s sal a) 
F'o.  2.—Dorsal view of  Coclofukmi  to illustrate the similarity between  

Ctenophora and Turbellaria The branched intestine  
(G) is drawn on one side of the animal only, it opens to the  
exterior by means of a phaiyiii' (not shown). The mouth is  
shown by the line surrounding the oioliih  (OT) in the centre. The  
mouth is ventral, the otulith dorsal. Thetwobranchrdientacics  
(Tn)  are seen partially extruded from their sheaths (1'S); when  
fully extended they exceed the diameter of the animal five or six  
times. The short tentacles (1') are drawn on one side eel/.  
Codojilmui  has been found in shallow teeter in the Red Sea and  
on the coast of Japan. Ctenuphora possess two similar long  
branched tentacles, a ventral mouth and dorsal otolith.  

and some Gephyrea; and the Rotifera appear to remaln throughout  
life as modified Trochospheres. it is a top-shaped, free-swimmIng  
organism provided with a preorul band of cilia, an apical sense-
organ. a simple gut. protonephridia and schizocoele. The impor-
tance of this resemblance between the Polyclati larva and the Trocho-
sphere-larva of higher invcrtebeaics is increased if the widely adopted  

Van  
(Mis,  F.  ε 5'bskos, Χ'.Ρ,o. ΑΙsdd. Wiusaώ o/Ι,  Both, 131ρ.)  
Fm. 3,—ΤπrkορΙι'x ‚sdh'wressa,  an organism considered, on the  

Gantraca-hypolhesis. to be closely allied to the progenitors of the  
l'latyelmia. (The recent work by Kxumhach tzookg. Aiiuigcr  
1907, mi.  4501.  serve, to show that  Tri'hojikx  is the planula.  
larva of a Hydromedusa)  

A,  a small specimen drawn from life. The spherical granules  
(G)  are probably gland-secretions; the dark bodies (Z)are probably  

xanthellae, i.e. algal cciii living in association with the animal.  
the animal.  

B, a specimen uiidergoingfiusion.  
C, part of a vertical section.  
D. ρ,  The dorsal epidermis. 	VIp,  Ventral epidermis. The  
C, 	Refringent corpuscles, 	 hair-like processes are  
ρc, r'e ιcbymatουs  cells, 	 cilia.  

view (held on other grounds) that the  Polyclads are the most primi-
tive of the Turbellaria, is soundly based. The grounds for this  
view are the radial symmetryof several l'olyclads and the supposed  
origin of gonads and excretory flame-cells from the walls of gut, the  
occurrence of nematocysta in ANm'yms's, one of the most radially  
Constructed Polyclads, and lastly the presence of two peculiar 
animals Cleaopiaiw and  Coekpksia,  which suggests a transition from  
Ctenopbora to I'olyclads.  At the present time, however, none of  
these grounds can be said to possess so much force as they did some  
years ago (4).  The argument has come to rest on the agreement  
between the cell-lineage of Polyclads and that of certain Mollasca  
and Anoelids. This resemblance is considered by Hubrecht (5)  
to-give reason for concluding that the Polyclada are an offshoot, and  
possibly a degenerate offshoot, from the early Covlcmate stork.  

The Gastraeahy ροtheεis is founded on quite tither considerations.  
In effect (6) it traces the Turbellaria to small two-layered organisms  
consisting of an outer ciliated e ρidermiχ and a central syncytial  
tissue. Such an organism Is found in the peculiar  Trwkoplux,  
Lshmannsrlla,  &c. The early stages of most animals pass through  
such a stage, which is known as a "planula." From such begin-
nings the evolution.of the Turbellaria leads first through the Acoelous  
forms in which the central syncytium is partly differentiated  
into digestive, muscular and skrletotrophic tissue, then to the  
more specialized Rhabdocoela, and so through the Allococoela  
to the Triciads and finally to the Potyclads. The careful study of  
the development of one Acoelous form and of certain Rhabdocoel,  

has strengthened this hypothesis by showing that no definiteenteron  
or gut is at first laid down, but that certain embryonic syncytial  
tracts become digestive tracts, ethers excretory, others again muscu-
lar. The study of Rbabdocoels  (7)  has led to the important discovery  
that the rudiment of the gonads and that of the pharynx are the  
first organs to appear, and that the alimentary sac arises inde-
pendently of them. This segregation of the germ cells and their  
independence of the intestinal slit' is απ indication that the origin of  
these cells is not coelomic nor enteric, end until we possess further  
information as to she evolution of the complex genitalia of the higher  
Turbellaria we cannot hope to understand the presence of such 

 highly modified structures in animals of an otherwise low grade or  
organization.  

Liτεasτυ aε,—Recent discussions of the amnit'ses of the Platy' 
elm'ia will be found in (I) A. Sedgwick, Texibookof Zooii'gy 0898), ι.  
212; (2) Hatschek Lehibiick der ZooLog'e  (ι 891), ρρ. 16-326; (3) 
A. 1.ang,  Die Troplwcori-Theorsc  (Jena. i903) (4)  Ε. Ray Lankesier, 
Treatise οι  Zooiou  (1900). pt. ii. Introduction and ch. vii. pp.  '5-
19: ()  Α. Α. W. l-lubrecht, Jes,sische Zeiiscknfi fur Nainrtofssds.  
ukiafi  0905),  ρρ. 151-176; (6) Von Graff. Die Acoria.  p. 519 (Leipzig,  
1891). For the development of Rhabdocothda see (7)  Bresslau,  
Zciischrififar wiswiu'iiafiIi'he Zooiogie  (ι904),  voL 76.  

(F. W.  Ga.) 
 PLATYPUS. The duck-billed platypus'  (Plalypus '1,ialini's)  

'vax  the name assigned to one of the  mont  remarkable of known 
animals by George  Sha'v (175 1- Ι813),  who had the good fortune 
to introduce it to the notice of the scientific world in the  
N&uraiisi's Miscellany  (vol.  x., 1799). In the  follosving  year it 
was independently described by  Blumenbach (i'eigts lif'igazin,  
ii.  2ο)  under the name of  Ornilhorhynihits paradoxus. Shaw'a  
generic name, although having p riority to that of  Blumenbach,  
could 001 be  relained,  as it had been used at a still earlier time 
( 1793) by l-Ierbst  for a genus of  Coleoptera. Orniihorhynchus  
(Cr. ilps"r, ilpviOas,  bird, and $γχοs, bill) is therefore now  
universally adopted as the scientific designation, although 
duck-billed platypus  (Gr. τλατft,  flat, and  πούt,  foot) may he 
conveniently retained as a vernacular appellation, By the 

 colonisls  it is called  "watermole,  but its affinities with the  
true moles are of the slightest and most  sulserficial  description.  

The anatomical differences by which the platypus and its  
only allies the echidnas, are separated from all other mammals, 
so as to form a distinct sub-class, are described in the  arlicic 
MONQTREMATA,  where also will be found the main distinctive 
characte rs  of the two existing representatives of the group. It 

 is there stated that the early stages of the development of the  
young are not yet fully known. Sir R. Owen, and later  Ε.  B. 
Poulton, showed  thai  the ovum of the platypus was large 
compared with  thit  of other mammals, whilst W. H. Caldwell 

 showed that it was filled with yolk, and finally  establinhrd  the 
fact that  Plaiypus  as well as  EcI,idna  is oviparous. Two eggs 

 are produced at a time, each measuring about  lhree.fourths  of 
an inch in its long and half an inch in its short axis, and enclosed 
in a strong, flexible, white shell. 

The platypus is pretty generally distributed in situations  
suitable to its aquatic habits throughout the island of Tasmania 

 and the southern and eastern portions of Australia.  
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The length of the animal whta full grown is from  τ8  to so in.  

from the extremity of the beak to the end of the tail, the male  
being slightly larger than the female. Tue fur is short, dense  
and rather soft  Ιο  the touch, and composed of an extremely  
fine and close under-fur, and of longer hairs which project  
beyond this, each of which is very slender at the base, and  

expanded, flattened and glossy towards the free end. The  

general colour is deep brown, but paler on the under parts. The  
tail is short, broad and depressed, and covered with coarse hairs,  
which in old animals generally become worn of? from the under  

(Fion, Gonid'. Μ 404144 Qf Ao*diu.)  
Platypus.  

surface. There are no true teeth in the adult, although the  

young possess a set which are shed alter being worn down by 
friction with food and sand, their purposes being afterward 
served by horny prominences, two on each side of each jaw—
those in the front narrow, longitudinal, sharp-edged ridges, and 
those behind broad, Battened and molariform. The upper 
surface of the lateral edges of the mandible has also a number of 
parallel fine transverse ridges, like those on the bill of a duck. 
In the checks are tolerably capacious pouches, which appear to be  

used as receptacles for food.  
The limbs are strong and short, each with five well-developed 

toes provided with strong claws. In the fore feet the web not 
only fills the interspaccs between the toes, but extends consider-
ably beyond the ends of the long, broad and somewhat flattened 
nails, giving great expanse to the foot when used for swimming, 
though capable of being folded back on the palm when the 
animal is burrowing or walking on the land. On the hind foot  
the nails are long, curved and pointed, and the wtb extends 
only to their base. On the heel of the male is a strong, curved  

sharply pointed, movable horny spur, directed upwards and 
backwards, attached by its expanded base to the accessory bans 
of the tarsus. This spur, which attains the length of nearly an 
inch, is traversed by a minute canal, terminating in a fine longi-
tudinal slit near the point, and connected at its base with the 
duct of a large gland situated at the back part of the thigh. 
The whole apparatus is so exactly analogous in structure to the 
poison-gland and tooth of a venomous snake as to suggest a 
similar function, and there is now evidence that it employs this  

organ as an offensive weapon.  
The platypus is aquatic in its habits, passing most of its time 

in the water or close to the margin of lakes and streams, swim-
ming and diving with the greatest ease, and forming for the 
purpose of sleeping and breeding deep burrows in the banks,  
which generally have two orifices, one just above the water 
level, concealed among long grass and leaves, and the other 
below the surface. The passage at first runs obliquely upwards 

 in the bank, sometimes to a diatance of as much as sο ci.,  50d  

expands at Its termination into * c*vhy, the floor of which is  
lined with dried grass and leaves, and in which, it is said, the  

eggs are laid' and the young brought up. Their food consists  
of aquatic insects, small crustaceans and worms, which are  
caught under water, the sand and small stones at the bottom  
being turned over with their bills to find them. They sppear  

at first to deposit what they have thus collected in their cheek  
pouches, and when these are filled they rise to the surface arid 
quietly triturate their meal with the horny teeth before swallow-
ing it. Swimming is effected chiefly by the action of the broad 
forepaws, the hind feet and tail taking little share In locomotion 
in the water. When asleep they roll themselves into a bail, as  

shown in the figure. In their native haunts they are extremely  
timid and wary, and very difficult to approach, being rarely  
seen out of their burrows in the daytime. Mr  Α.  B. Crowther,  
who supplemented the often quoted observations of Dr George 
Bennett upon the habits of these animals in confinement, 
states: "They soon become very tame in captivity; in a few days 
the young ones appeared to recognize a call, swimming rapidly 
to the hand paddling the water; and it is curious to see their  

attempts to procure a worm enclosed in the hand, which they  
greedily take when offered to them. I have noticed that they 
appear to be able to smell whether or not a worm is contained 
in the closed hand to which they swim, for they desisted from 
their efforts if an empty fist was offered." (W. II. F.; H. Sc.)  

PLAUEN,  a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Saxony, on 
the Weisse Elster, fib m. south of Leipzig, on the railway to Ho? 
and Munich and at the junction of lines to Eger and Gera. Pop. 
(1890), 47,007; (1900,  73,891; (1905), 105,383. Ii was formerly 
the capital of Vogiland, or Voigtland, a territory governed by  

the imperial vogt, or bailiff, and this name alill clings in popular  
spcech to the hilly district in which the town lies. Of its three  

Evangelical churches the most prominent is the fine Gothic 
church of St John, with twin spires, which was restored in  ι886.  
Other buildings of note are the town hail, dating from about  

ιο;  and the old castle of Hradscliin, now used as a law court.  
J'laueri is now the chief place in Germany for the manufacture 
of embroidered whitegoodsof all kinds, for the finishing of woven  
cotton fabrics, kno*n as Plauen goods, and for the making of lace.  

Plauen was probably founded by the Slays. First mentioned 
in 1122, it passed under the authority of Bohemia in 1327 said  
came to Saxony in 1466, remaining permanently united with the  
electorate since 1569. The manufacture of white goods was 
introduced by Swablan, or Swiss, immigrants about 1570. The  
advance in its material prosperity has been especially rapid since 
the incorporation of Saxony in the German Zollverein. 

See Fiedler Die Skutt Plows us Votilasd (Plauen, 1874); sad 
sue 

Fiedler, 
 dry SW!Planes  (Plauen,  1876);  Metznee,  

Fulirer dunk Planes (1 903); and the publications of the Alter.  
ivmm,eis  ii' Planes (1875  seq.).  

PLAUTUS, TITUS MACCIUS  (originally perhaps  Μλccττχ;  
cf. A sin.  Prol. is), the great comic dramatist of ancient Rome, 
was born at Sarsina in Umbria according to the testimony of  
Festus, who calls him Umber Sarsinas,  and Jerome. The date  
of his death was 184  Η. C.  (Cicero,  Bridus , αν. fib). The dale 
of his birth depends upon an inference based on the statement  

of Cicero (Dc :eructate,  )(iv.  ο)  that he was an old man when he  
wrote his  Trucuknlus  and  Pseudolus.  The latter play was  

Some doubt ha. been expressed as to whether the eggs are  
extruded or hatched within the body. At a scientific meeting of  

the Zoological Society of London, on the 17th of December 1901 ,  
Mr  Oldfletd  Thomas read a letter from Mr G.  Metcaife,  who had  
lived many years in S region inhabit ed  by these animals.  tIe  had  
made special inquiries of the authorities of the Sydney, Melbourne.  
Brisbane and Hobart museums, and published  questions in the  
newspapers, but no evidence has reached him that the eggs of  

Ornithorkyiscua  have ever been obtained except by the  disaretion  of  
the mother. Mr Thomas laid stress on what had been advanced  

on the other side by Mr  Caldwetl (ΡksΙοs'ψkόcal T,aIsaCiWIIS.  

clxxviii.  463), Professor Spencer (Nature,  xxxi.  132) and Mr J.  
Douglas  Ogilby (CoίoΙι  of  Ausiro.lian  Mammals, p. I, Sydney. 
1902), but γ Ιµrth eτ  Inqu iries might be  
mao ι YShC  burrows, so  11ml  this most  rn'CtυaΙ finding of such 
be finally settled. " 'ing Point might  
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But as a translator Plautus is nothing less than masterly. 

His command of the art is such that his plays read like original 
works, and it may be at least said that some of his characters 
stand out so vividly from his canvas that they have ever since 
served as representatives of certain types of humanity,  e.g. Euclio  
in the  Α uhda,ia,  the model of  Molibre's  miser. Alliteration, asso-
nance, plays upon words and happy  coinagea  of new terms, give 
his plays a charm of their own. "To read  Plauius  is to be once 
for all disabused of the impression that Latin is a dry and unin-
teresting language"  (Skutsch,  in Die Cedar der Gegenwari;  

rocs). lt  is a mistake to regard the Latin of Plautus as 
"vulgar" Latin. It is essentially a literary idiom, bawd in 
the main upon the language of intercourse of the cultivated 
Roman society of the day (cf.  Cic.  Dc Oralore, iii. Is,  );  
though from the lips of slaves and other low persons in the 
plays we no doubt hear expressions which, while they are quite 
in keeping with the characte rs  to whom they are allotted, would 
have shocked the ears of polite society in the and century  s.c.  

The characters in his plays are the stock characters of the new 
comedy of Athens, and they remind us also of the standing figures  

of the  Fabadae oidhsiiae (Maccia, Bucco, Dossennus,  &c.). 
We may miss the bear insight into human nature and  thedelicate  
touch in drawing character which Terence presents to us in his  
reproductIons  of  Menander,  but there is wonderful life and vigour 
and considerable variety in the  Plautine  embodiments of these 
different types. And the careful reader will take note of 
occasional touches  of serious thought, as in the enumeration  οf  
the ten deadly political sins (Penn, 555 seq.)  and allusions to 
ethical philosophy  (Psnd.  972  seq.;  Slick. 124; Trin.  30$  aqq.,  
320  aqq.,  363  seq.,  447;  Rid. 76, 1235-1248, &c). Virtue is 
often held up for admiration, and vice paint ed  in revolting 
colou rs  or derided. The plo ts  of  Ρlaυιυs  also are more varied 
than those of Terence. We have from him one mythological 
burlesque, the  Ampkiiruo,  and several plays dealing with 
domestic subjects like the  CapiiW, Cislellaria, Weis, Slichus  

and  Trinummus;  but most of his plays depend for their main  
interest on intrigue, such as the  Pseiiddus, Bacckidcs, Moski -
las'ia.  In the  Meno.echmi  and, as a subordinate incident, in the  
Amphiiruo  we have a  «  comedy of erro rs."  

In one respect Plautus must be regarded as  dµinctΙy  original,  
viz in his development of the lyrical element in his plays. The 
new comedy of Greece was probably limited for the most part  
to scenes written in the metres of dialogue; It remained for 
Plautus, as Leo has shown, to enliven his plays with  caniic,s  
modelled on the contemporary lyric verse of Greece or Magna  
Greeds, which was In its turn a development of the dramatic 
lyrics of Euripides.  Α  new light has been thrown on the  
ταρακλαυηWυροs'  of the  Curcv.!io  (147-155) by the discovery of 
the Alexandrian erotic fragment published by  Grenfell  and 
Hunt (Oxford, 1896). The lyrical metres of Plautus are wonder-
fully varied, and the textual critic does well not to attempt to 
limit the possibilities of original metrical combinations and 
developments in the  Romn  comedian. Recent investigation 
has considerably extended the list of his numeri innismerf.  

Plautus was a general favourite in the  dayd  of republican 
Rome. Cicero, though he found fault with the  iambica  of the 
Latin comedians generally as  abiedi,  "prosaic"  (Dreier,  lv. 

 τ8.),  admired  Plaulus  as degas:, urbanus, ingrniosiis, faceins  

(De σβic. 1. 29,  xog).  To the fasti dious critics of the Augustan  
age, such as Horace, he seemed rude  (cf. Ars Pociwa,  270-274), 
just as Addison declared  Spenaer  to be no longer fitted to please  
"a cultivated age." In another passage  (Episi.  Ii. 1, 170-176)  • 
Horace accuses him of clumsiness in the construction of his plays 
and the drawing of his characters, and indifference to everything 
excepting immediate success: genii enim nummsas  in locales  
demillers, post hoc secNns's codaS as redo ski  fobwia loJo.  That  
there are many Inconsistencies and signs of carelessness in his  

work has been proved in detail by  Langen.  But that he found  
many admirers, even in the  Auguatan  age, Horace himself been  
witness  (ibid.  I. 8), where he says that  Piautus  was regarded as  
α  second  Epicharmus: Plaulus ad exemplar Sic ιdi pro perarc  

Rρiώ armi—a passage which is important as suggesting  thai  

produced in 191 D.C.; hence we gel 254-251 B.C.  as the  approxi.  
mite date of his birth. The only record that we possess as to 
his life is that contained in  Aulus Gdflius hi. 3,  14 (based en  
Varro),  the historical character of which Is doubted by Leo  
(Plauiinss.ckc Forschiingen,  p. 60,  aqq.).  According to this  
statement he left his native town at an early age and settled at 
Rome, where he got employment in a theatre, though it is not 
clear in what capacity. The words of  Gellius  in  i,peris 'triijcum  

scaenicoriim,  are interpreted by F. Marx as Indicating  thai  
Plautus was a member of the theatrical  stan  of  Livius Andro. 

 nicus.  At Rome he saved a little money, and embarked on 
some mercantile enterprise, probably  abro&d.  Having lost his  
money he returned to Rome penniless, and was driven to support 
himself by manual labour in a mill (cur . . . ad circurnageadas  

metes qi'a' kusamias appellaniur ojuram pision Ιοcυsseή ,  and in  
this  p'ssriiium  be wrote three of his plays (the  Salurio,  the  
Addkiw.s  and another). The main body of his works belongs, 
so far as can be ascertained from the scanty evidence which we 
have, to the latter half of his life; 206  s.c.  1' the approximate 
date of the Miles gloriosus; Cf.  line sit  seq., quoi bin{ cusiodes  

. . . occubani  (present tense), which alludes  ιο  the imprisonment 
of  Naevius,  an event which cannot be proved to be earlier than  
sοό  α.ε. The defects of construction and the absence of "can -
tica"in  the Miles also point to this as one of his early plays. 
On the other hand it is hardly likely that all his comedi es  (which 
greatly exceeded in number the extant twenty) were produced 
during the last twenty years of his life.  Radermacher  assigns  
the  Asin,iris  to a date as early as  ais s.c.  Of the extant plays  
the  Ciskilaria  and the  Siichus  must be associated with the 
Miles as comparatively early works; for the former was clearly 
produced before (though not long before) the conclusion of the 
Second Punk War, see I. sot  seq.;  and the  S'ichi's  is proved by 
its  didascslia  to have been produced in  soc B.c.  The  Pseudolas  
and the  Truculenlus  fall within the last seven years of his life.  

The dates  of the rest of the extant plays, here given in alpha-
betical order, are quite uncertain, namely, λ κρkiirsω, A,dida,ia,  
Ba'chides, Caplisi, Casino, Curculio, Epidicus, Kenacckmi,  
Mercidor  (probably later than the Ridens, as shown by F. Marx),  
Moskilaria, Persa, Peensdus, Rudear, Trisummus  (later thin  
τg4 s.c.; cf. ansi aediles  in I.  poo).  Of the  Vididaria  we possess 
only the fragments contained in the Codex  Ambrosianus.  

The plays of Plautus are all based on Greek  originals.t  To 
what extent he is dependent on these originals, and how far he 
departed from them, we shall perhaps never know exactly. But 
such evidence as we have points to a pretty close imitation on 
the part of the Roman poet: there are passages In which he 
does not hesitate to take over from his originals  allusiciss  which  
can hardly have been intelligible to a Roman audience,  e.g.  the 
reference to  Stratonicus,  a musician of the time of Alexander 
the Great  (Rudens, 933); and in the delineation of character  
we have no reason to suppose  that he Improved on his models  
(cf.  AuL  Gel!. u. 23). Even the prologues, which  laier  
researches have shown to be in the main by the hand of  Plautua  
himself, though certain passages  were clearly added ala  later 
date,  e.g. CaL pro!.5-20,  may in most cases have formed part 
of the Greek  originaL  Plautus must therefore be regarded as  
primarily a translator or adapter, so far as our present knowledge  
goes. Where he varies his plot on lines of his own by amalga-
mating the plots of Iwo distinct Greek comedies  (e.g.  in the Miles  
and the  Poenidus)  the result is generally not happy; and the  
romanization  of the  piays  by way of allusions to towns in Italy, 
to the streets, gates  and markets of Rome, to Roman magistrates 
and their duties, to Roman laws and the business of Roman  
law-courts, banks,  comitia  and senate, &c., involves the poet  
in all the difficulties of attempting  ιο  blend two different civilian-
tions.  The inconsistency of his altitude is shown by his use, 
side by side, of the contemptuous expressions ba,barus  (applied 
to the  Romaiss)  and  pergrae'ari  (applied to the Greeks). In 
some passages  the poet seems to take delight in casting dramatic 
illusion to the rinds  (e.g. Pseuddus,720; Poerndus, $50).  

'See further P. E.  Legrand, Deer:  Mueaa  dais eem8die grecqae  

ιιιdanί  Ia piriode due no,wdle (igio).  
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Plaulus  was under some obligation  Ιο  the Sicilian representatives  
of the old DorLun comedy; di. Verse's statement (in PrisciaIs  

ix. 32),  deinde ad Skidos se applicirnl. lt  is possible that  
Πίαιιιus may have been wcrking on the lines of the old comedy 
in the tell-taje names which he is so fond of inventing for his  

characters, such as Polymadiaeroplagides (Pseed.  988), Pyrgo-
polinices (Mi!.  ό ),  Thensaurochryaoiiicochrysides (Capt.  285)  
—names which stand in remarkable contrast to the more 
commonplace Greek names employed by Terence.  

In the middle ages Plautus was little regarded, and twelve  
of his plays  (Baccizidcs-Trumuknlus)  disappeared from view  
until they were discovered (in the MS. called D) by Nicholas  
of Ττ6νeι in the year 1429. Apparently some early archetype  

had been divided into two volumes, of which only the first  
(containing eight plays,  Ampkilrso-Epidic"s)  had escaped  
oblivion or destruction. Alter the revival of learning Plautus  
was reinstated, and took rank as one of the great dramatists  
of antiquity; cf. Shakespeare,  11 συτkl,  1. ii. 420, where Poloniva  
says, "The best actors in the world . . . Seneca cannot be  
too heavy nor Plaulus too light."  

MAWUIC RlI'TS.—ThC  chief MSS. of Plautia bel οnc, to two families,  
which are proved by the errors which they have common to be  
descended from a single source (Sicker, "Novae c;'iacstiones plan-
linac,"  in Phik!ogus suppi.  xi. a; 1908):  (i.)  that re; resented by the  
fragmentary palimpsent of the Α,nbrο ian Librov' at Milan (A,  
42h century A.D.), discovered in 1815 by Cardinal M and ποω ems-
ιιible in the  Apograpl,  of Studemund, edited by Sey1e τt (1889);  

that  rtpresented by the Palatine MSS. (P,  ιοth- ι2th century) 
viz. B, now in the Va ι k ιn, containing all the meet, plays prcct'dej 
by the spurious  Qwroiiu: C, now at Heidelberg, containing the last 
twelve plays, i.e. Bac'hides-Trucsknlv.s;D,  now in the Vatican, 
containing the A mphilrao, Asinaria, Aidida τw, half of the  Caplssn  
and the last twelve plays: to the same family belong the following  

less important MSS.:  Ε  (at Milan), V (at Leiden), J (in the British  
Museum),  Ο  (in ριe Vatican).  

EDITIONS.—ThO eds3iο ρri,κψ.  based mainly on a transcript of  
was printed at Venice 1472: the first scientific text, based on 

B, C and D. was that 0? Camerarius, completed 1552, in whose  
steps followed Lambinua (with a commentary which  ό  still useful), 
1576; Taubmann, 1605-1621; Pareus (a meritorious edition), 1619  

and 1623; Guyet, edited by MarcHes, 1658; Gronoviva (the 
"Vulgate "1,1664-1684; then, after the lensed more then acentury,  
came the editions of l3othe, 1809-1811• Naudet, 1830; and Wean 
1837-1848. A new era began with the great critical edition J  
certain plays by litsehl. 1848-1854, in which a collation of A was  
used; a revised and completed form of this work was commcnred 
by Ritachl himself and continued by his disciples Goelz. Loewe and  
Schoell, 1871-1894: and of this an entirely rewritten  ediiio  minor  
by Goetz and Schnell appeared in  ι8 -t896 (continued by a 2nd  
5(1 :  of  Fasciculus ii. in 1904), which is still the most useful of modern 
editions for a critical study of the text, exhibiting, as it does, the MS.  

tradition with οπ1γ such emendations as are securely established  
by the results of modern investigation. The other modem editions  
ot the text are those of Fleckeisen (containing ten plays, excellent  
for his time), 1859; Ussing (withacommentary), 1875-1887. 2nd  ed.  
of voL iii.  ι888;  Leo (a very important work), 1895-1896; Lindsay, 
1904-1905. Among modern editions of separate plays with commen-
taries the following are probably the most useful:  Ampkilrlio  by 
Palmer. 1890. and Havet. 1895;  Asinaria  by  (r't;',  1894; As! idaria  
by Wagner,  ι866  and 1876; Capliei by Bra, 6th ed., revised by  
Niemeyer. 1910; an English edition of this work by Sonnenschein  
(with introduction on prosody),  ι862;  name play by Lindsay (with  
metrical introduction) 1  Ipoo; Epiducus  by Gray, 1893;  Meao.&imi  
by BrIx, 4th ed., revised by Niemeyer, 1891; Miles gkrwsus  by  
Lorene, 2nd ed.,, 1886; by Bnx, 3rd ed., revised by Niemeyer. 1901;  
by Tyrrell, 3rd ed., 1894;  MosIeff'iria  by Lorenz, 2nd cd., 1883; by  
Sonnenschein, 2πd 01, 1907;  Pse,iddus  by Lorenz. 1876;  Rsdeas  
by Sonnenachein, 1891,  eduiio minor (with a metrical appendix), 
1901; Trirnsmmus (with a metrical mtroduction) by Brix, 5th ed.,  
revised by Niemeyer, ι o7; by Gray, 1897; Trnicnknlus by S ρengel 
sad  Studemmid, 1898.  

• 	Cmtcisse.—Good  characterinatsons  of Plautua, from the literary  
point of view, are given by Seller a his Roman Poets of the Repidiic, 
and Wight Duff, in his Literary Ihsiory of Rome (1909). A summery  
of recent critical works beaτιι g on the text and interpretation  is 
given by Seyflert in his admirable reports (in Buraian'a  Jour,,- 
berickk ghee die ForIsciiriIIo der hlassischon ΑΙkiiwm τ'.έrnιιsώajή ,  
1883-1885, 1886-1889, ι89ο-1894, continued by Lindsay, 1895-
2906. Important contributions to textual criticism are contained 
in R,tschl Parerga (1845), Nra, piaiisiniuche Rocisrse  (1869), and his 
collected  Opugnda fshikiogs'a; Studemund,  Studio lit prisos 
zcri$'Iores !Wines  (vol. I. 1873, vol. ii. 091); Langeit, ΒeiΙrόie  
(1877) and  Pkidinis'h,r Studies (1886); Leo.  Plausintsclse ForscA-
sages (1895); Lindsay, Codex Turnebi  (1898). Bentley's  Pkuii#e 
Bmendalsoas  were published by Sonnennchein partly in his edition  

of the  Caplit'i (188ο), partly in the AnecdoIo nχοπ icπsi  series 
 (1883).  

Μ eτ ait  AND  Pnosoov.—The moat important treatises (apart 
from those mentioned under " Editiona ") are MUller, P!o,dis,scA'  
Prosodi'  (1869), Sliengel,  Ref.rm νοraιΑΙag. asr Metrik der lyris'hea  
Versa rlen(i 88s) Κ kn Ζ.ό rυ isdcυgeaΙ:rdmisch'τυe!nk(1 89α), hkutsrh,  
Forschungen as, iaieirnschen Grummets* usid Metsik  (1892),  Iambei'-
kilrzsng und Syrnrne (Satura Viadrina) (1896), continued by the  
author in a work culled rips, (1903); Leo, Die piaaisaiackais Cents,*  
used di' hdlernstisdii L.yrlk  (1897); Maurenbrecher, llsolw and  
Vei'uchkifung im etten Lnlein  (1899); Ablberg,  Di pro'ekusmo.Ii'.s  
(tpeo),  Dc corrcpliose uimlnca plcatins  (19οι); Jacobsohn, Qsaesh.  
ones plaiiiina'  (i904); Radford, on the 'Recession of the Latin  

Accent"  ( in Amer. Jaunt. Phi!., 190'), "Studies in Latin Accent 
and Metric" (in 7,0,2. Amer. Phil. ‚fss ιic.,  1904), "Plauiine  
synizesis" (ibid.. 1905, continued in Amer. Jount. PhiL,  1906), (a  
work on cognate subjects is promised by  Exon); Sudhaus, Der 
As/boo der pk,di τ, is'hea Canhca  (1909).  

sΥΝΤΑχ.—Τhe  most recent works barring on Old Latin syntax. 
ire Sjitgrcn, Zum Gcb,aiseh des F,ds,nsms  1m ΑkΙό ∆eiaisώ e' (1906);  
Lindsay. Syntax of PIaslas  (1907); Sonnenschein,  The unity of the  

Lolin 5sbjnn' ίwe  (1910).  Α  work by  Η.  Thomas, entitled A  
‚aialogne ,v,sonnl 0.1 the Ssbjsact,w iii Pbautss. a ss ρor1 of the  
theory 0] the unity i'j mgrn  alike Lodsi .$sibjsi$diw,  is announced as  
in preparation.  

LCXICA.—ThC  only completed lexicon (apart from the Indices  
of Naudrt, 1832, and Weise, 1838) is that of Pareus (2nd  ed., 1634).  
New letiica have been begun by Waltzing (1900; apparentiy not to  
be continued) and Lodge  (19ω;  in progress). The latter week,  
when completed, will be indispensable.  

TRANSLATIONS AND  ADArTATiows.—A comprehensive view of 
the influence of Plautus on modem literatures is given by Reinhard-
stoettner, Spdiere Βecrbcitιπ e, $tuiiiiisrher Lsnl,piek  (1886). 
Many adaptations for the Italian stage were produced between the  
yeaha 1486 and  ιο,  the earliest (the  Μew υrhι,sί )  under the dkect'ion  
of Ercole I., duke of Ferrara. From Italy the practice spread to  
France, Spain, England and other countnea. 

Of English plays, the interlude called Jack Juggler (between  7547  
and 1553) was based on the  Amphitnsw, asid the lost play called 
the  hlusiorie of Error (acted in 15771 was probably based en the  
Menar-chri; Nicholas Udall'a  Ralph RoysinrDoyskr,  the first English 
comedy (acted before 1551, first printed 1566), is founded on the  

Miles giorionis;  Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors (about 1591) is an 
adaptation of the  Menaeckmi;  and his Falstaff may be regarded  
as an idealized reproduction or development of the braggart soldier  
of Plautus and Terence—a type of character which reappes,,  in  
other forms not only in EngTah literature  (e.g.  in Shakespeare's  
Parolle, and Ben Jonson's Captain Bobadil) but also in most of the  
lit ς mtτ:ιτ7, of modem Europe. Shakespeare's  Tomneg of the Shrew  

has bees influenced in  uvri-al respects (including the names  Truai.  
and  Grime) by the λfοnkΙΙσriα.  Ben Jensen produced a skilful  
amalgamation of the Aids!aria and the Caption in his early play  
The Case is Altered (written before 1599). Thomas Heywood 
adapted the  Amphiirso  in his Si!wee Afr (1613). the Rudest: in his 
Coptiwes  (licensed 1624), and the  MosteIIaria  in his English T,see.iler  
06).  Dryden's  A mph,Iryon or the iwo S οsiii  (1690) is based partly  
on the  Amphiirso,  partly on ΜοΙ ire's adaptation thereof; Fielding a  
Miser (acted 1732) On Molihre's  LA tore rat her than on the As!$darSco, 

 and his  Isirigs"ig Chambermaid (acted 1733) on Regnard's  Li Rdoiir  
imprinu  rather than en the  Moslellarsa.  There was no English 
translation, strictly so called, of any play of Plautus in the 16th or 
17th century. escept that of the Mesaechm, by W. W. (probably 
William Warner), first printed in 1595. ‚s1,kh Shakespeare may 
possibly have used (in MS.) for his  Cmnody of Errors. A translation 
of the whole of Plautus in" familiar blank verse "by Boiinell Thorn-
ton and ethers appeared in 1767 (2nd  ed., 1769-1774). Five playa 
have been translated in the metres of the original by Sugden (1 ,3).  

(Ε. Α  So,) 
PLAY, a word of which the primary meaning is that of free  

or active movement or exercise. The 0. Eng. pkgan  or  pkgia,r,  
from whirls comes the substantive  pkga,  play, is apparently  
cognate with Get.  pjfcgen,  to take care or charge of, and  Pjfege,  
care, and the cosuiexion in sense is to be found in the primary 
meaning, that of exercise or active movement. In its primaxy  
meaning "play" is used of the rapid changing movement of  
light and colour, and also figuratively of thought or fancy, and  
specifically of the free movement of parts of a mechanism on  

each other, of a joint or limb, &c. To play a musical instrument 
is to move the fingers upon it, and until the n8th century the  
verb was Intransitive, and "on" or "upon" was always used  
with the name of the instrument. The very general use of the  

word for sport, game or amusement, is an early and easy develop-
ment from the meaning of active movemeut or exercise as a  
recreation after work; that of a dramatic performance (see 
Deems) is very early; the New  £aglisk Didio,sary  quotas from  
King Mired's Orosius  (c. 893).  
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The  pdiiidve  play instinct or play impulse Is  "mi' her been much  

dcυρed  in recent seers  bγ psycbologmta  in  caunexion  with child.  
study  (isi C"tID),  and with the cm:mien of the emotions (see  
J. Sully. 0'.  Lswgikr,  ‚902, &c. also AzsrnETics). See generally  
Carl Gross, The Play  oJ Α imaλa  ( 1 898) and The  Pky  4 Mw'  
(19ο1); and  Baldwin's Di'i.  of  Πhilσsσρkυ,  a...  

PLAVA  (a Spanish word meaning  " sbok"),  the name applied  
in America to a level plain formed of the deposits of a river  

which has no outlet to the sea or a lake. II at seasons of high  
water a  iiver  floods any area and temporarily converts it into a 
lake, which  aub.equently  dries up in hot weather, the tract thus  
left dry Is called a playa. The barren Black Rock Desert in  
north-western Nevada, about zoo m. in length by ιs in breadth,  
is typical.  

ΡLΑΥΑ1Η.  JOHN ( 1 748-1819), Scottish mathematician and  
physicist, was born at  Beuvie, Forfarshire,  where his father was  
parish  minister, on the  xoih  of March 1 748.  lIe  was educated  
at home until the age of fourteen, when he entered the university  

of St  Andrewa.  In  π766, when only eighteen, he was candidate 
(or the chair of mathematics in  Marischal  College, Aberdeen, 
and, although he was unsuccessful, his claims were admitted  
to be high. Six years later he made application for the chair 
of natural philosophy In his own university, but again without  
success, and in 1 773 he was  oflered  and accepted the  )iving  of  
the united parishes of  Liii  and  Benvie,  vacant by the death of 
his father.  lIe  continued, however, to carry on his mathematical 
and physical studies, and in  Σ782  he resigned his charge in order 
to become the tutor of  Fergusoneif Raith,  By this arrangement 
be was able to be frequently in Edinburgh, and to cultivate the 
literary and scientific society for which it was at that time 
specially distinguished; and through  Maskelyne,  whose acquain-
tance he had first made in the course of the celebrat ed Schiehallion  
experiments in 1774, he also gained access to the scientific circles  
of London. In 1785 when  Dugald  Stewart succeeded Ferguson 
in the Edinburgh chair of moral philosophy,  Playfair  succeeded 
the former in that of mathematics. In  1802  he  publishcd  his  
celebrated  volume entitled  hiius'roJ.tona  of the Η ;distils's Theory  
of  ihe £arlh.  To its publication the influence exerted by James  
Hutton on the progress of geological knowledge is largely due.  

In  18ο5 he  exchaiiged  the chair of mathematics for that of 
natural philosophy in succession to Dr John Robison, whom also  
he succeeded as general secretary to the Royal Society of 
Edinburgh. He took a prominent part, on the Liberal side, 
in the ecclesiastical controversy which arose in connexion with 
Leslie's appo intment to the post he had vacated, and published 
a satirical Lefler 0806) which was greatly admired by his friends. 
He was elected  F.R.S.  in 1807 .  He died in Edinburgh on the 
20th of July  1819.  

A collected edition of Playfair's works, with a memoir by James  
C.  Playfa,r. appeared at Edinburgh in 4  vols. 8νο. His writings  
include a number of essays contributed to the  E,disburgh Reeiew  
from 1804 onwards, various papers in the Phil. Tress. (including his  
earliest publication. "On the Arithmetic of Impossible Quantit,es,"  

1779, and an "Account of the Litiiological Survey of cheha ΙΙ iοn,"  
1810 and In the  Trassadio,ra  of the Royal Society of Edinburgh  
(' Οn the Causes which sifeet the Accuracy of Barometrical  
Measurements," etc.), else the articles  " Aepinus" and "Physical  
Astronomy," and a "Dissertation on the Progress of Mathematical  

and Physical Science since the Revival of Learning in Europe,"  

the  Escydopaedia Brllnsnios  (Supplement to fourth, fifth and  
sixth edition,). His  Dements of  Ikomiiry  first appeared in 1795  
and have passed through many editions; his  Oidirnes  of  ZIaJ'iral  
Philosophy (a  vols., tilts-1816) consist of the propositions and  

formulae which were the basis of his class lectures. Playfair's con-
tributions to pure mathematics were not considerable, his paper  
"On the Arithmetic of Impassible Quantities,"  ihat  "On the  
Causes which aftect the Accuracy of Barometrical Measurements,'  

md his  Elemen"  of  Ceomefry all already referred to, being the 
most important. His lives of datthe ν Stewart, Hutton, Robison, 

 many of his reviews, and above all his "Dissertation 'are of the 
utmost value.  . 

PI'AYFATR.  LYON  PLAYPAIR, itt BARoN (1818-1898), WaS  
born at Chunar, Bengal province, on the 21st of May  ι8ι8. He 
was sent to Europe by his father at an early age,  isid  received  
his first education at St Andrews, Subsequently he studied  
medicine at Glasgow and Edinburgh. A short visit to India  
(as 1837-1838) was followed by his return to Europe to study  

chemistry, which bad always attracted him.  " ΤhΙs  be did at  
University College, London, and afterwards under  Liebig  at 
Giessen, where be took his doctor's degree. At  Liebig's  request,  
Playfair  translated into English the  fοrmera  work on the  
Chemistry of  Agnridfure,  and represented  Lieb,ig  at a meeting 
of the British Association at Glasgow. The outcome of his 
studies was his engagement in 184 z  as chemical manager of the 
Primrose print-works  st Chitheroe,a  post which he held for rather 
more than a year. In 1843 be was elected honorary professor  
of chemistry to the Royal  Inatitution  of Manchester, and icon  
afterwards was appointed a member of the Royal Commission  
on the Health of Towns, a body whose investigations may be 
said to have laid the foundations of modem sa nitation. In 
1846 he was  appdintcd  chemist to the geological survey, and  
thenceforward  waa  constantly employed by the public depart-
ments In matter, of sanitary sad chemical Inspection. The  
opportunity of his life came with the 185:  Exhibition, of which  
he was one of the special commissioners. For his services in this  
connexion he was made  C.B.,  and his work had the ad ditional  
advantage of bringing him into dc"' personal relations with  
the ?rime Consort, who appointed  him gentleman usher in his  
household. From 1856 to 1869 he was professor of chemistry  
id Edinburgh University. In 1868 he was elected to represent 
the universities  of Edinburgh and St Andrews in  patliament,  
and retained his scat till  ι88,  from which date until  18ς12  he 
sat as member for Leeds. In t873 he was made postmaster-
general, and in the following year, after the dissolution of  

parliament, was applied to by the incoming Tory  goveriimenl  
to preside over a  conimisaion  to inquire into the working of the  
dvii  service. Its report established a completely new system,  
which has ever since been  omcially  known as the  " ΡΙayfair  
scheme." The return of Mr Gladstone to  po*er  in 1880  afforded  
opportunity for  Playfair  to resume his interrupted parliamentary  
career, and from that time  untIl  1883 he acted as chairman of 
committees during a period when the obstructive tactics of the 
Irish party were at their height. On his retirement from the 
post he was made  Κ.C.Β. In  ispa  be was created Baron  Playfair  
of St  Α drews,  and a little later was appointed lord-in-waiting  
Ιο  the queen. In  ι89ς he was given the  G.C.Β. In spite of 
failing health the last years of his life were full of activity, one 
of his latest public acts being  hls'suggcstlon  that Queen Victoria's  
Diamond Jubilee of 1 897 should be commemorated by the  
completion of the South Kensington Museum. He died in 

 London, after a short  lΙΙnes,  on the  s9th  of May z898, and was  
buried at St Andrew,. He was three times married. He was  
the author of a number of pape rs  on scientific and social topics, 
a selection from which he published in 1889  under the title of  
Subjects of  Socio2  Welfare.  

A memoir by Sir Weniyss Reid was published in 1899. ) 

PLEADING (Fr.  plaider, plaidoycr),  the term applied in 
English law to the preparation of the statement of the facts on  

which either party to a criminal prosecution or a civil action 
founds his claim to a decision in his favour on the questions 

 involved in the proceeding; and also to the document in which 
these statements are embodied. The term "pleadings" is used  

for the collected whole of the statements of both parties; the 
term  "  pleading" for each separate port of the pleadings. The  
term '  plea  " (placiium,  plaid)' is now applied in England  oftenet  
to the defence made by an accused person. To "plead" is to 
make a pleading or plea,' 

All systems of law agree in making it necessary to bring the 
grounds of a claim or defence before the court in a more or less  
definite and technical form, 

Roman  Syskm.—In Roman law the action passed through three  
stages (see ACTION), and the manner of pleading changed with the 
action. In the earliest historical period, that of the  iegis aci,ones,  
she pleadings were verbal, and made in court by the parties them-
selves, the proceedings imitating as far as possible the natural  

' In Scots and ecclesiastical law the word "plea" is used as to  
the statements of both parties to a cause, 	 . 

' In French law  plaider  and  pk,doyer  are still applied to 'the 
oral arguments of counsel, and I,, English popular speech  " Ιο 
plead" his much the same sense.  
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coeduct  of persons who had been dίsρυtlαg. but who suffered their  
quarrel to be appeased (Maine,  Anciii"  Lass,  ch. a.). The use of  
technical language in pleading at an esrly date came to be regarded  
Rise important that, as Gains tells us, the party who made even the  
most trilling mistake would lose his suit. This excessive revoseiwe  
for formality is a universal characteristic of archaic law. In the  
second period, that of the procedure by  fmrndae,  the issue which  
the jades decided was made up by the prods, in writing from the  
gat5ments of the parties before him. The forwiide was a short  

summary of the facts In dispute in technical language, with instnic-
tions to the jades, and correapqnded to what would now be called  
the submissIon or terms of reference to an arbitrator chosen by the  
parties. The part of the formula which contained the ρΙά rntι 's  
claim was called the  i.·iioaiio.  /my equitable defence included In  
the formula was get up by means of an ee'ipho, which was either  
peremptory, denying the right of the plaintiff to recover at all,  
or dilatory, denying only that the action could be brought at the 
time or by the particular plaintiff. The plaintiff might meet the 
exc'ptiο  by a  repldcali.,  the defendant on his aide might set up a 
ds$icado,  and the plaintiff might traverse the  dsfdi'aiio  by  a  
kiplicaJia.  The parties might proceed even further, but beyond 
this point the pleadings had no special names. &dime bolsas 
jldei  implied every  errepefo  that could be set up; in other ictions  
the oυoµiο must be specially pleaded. From the fmwreja the  
jades derived his whole authority, and he w 's liable to an action 
for exceeding it. He could not amend the formula: that could  
only be done by the prosier. In the third per iod the formula  
did not exist, the plaintiff's claim appeared in the summons  
(hbdlss 'oewstioeis),  and the defendant might take any defence  
that he pleased, all actions being placed on the footing of actiOas 
beans βdei. Tb, issue to be tried was determined by the judge 
from the oral statements of the parties.  

RngktIi Syslsm.—The English syatem of pleading seems to  
have drawn largely from, if it was not directly based upon, the  

Roman. Bracton  (lamp. Henry III.) uses many of the Roman  
technical terms. Pleading was oral as late as the reign of  
Henry VIII., but in the reign of Edward III. pleadings began to  
be drawn up in writing, perhaps at 1kg more for the purpose of  
entry on the court records than for the instruction of the court  
(see a Reeves, History of  Eagholi  Law, p. 398). The French 
language was used until 1362, after which English was used for  

oral pleading, but Latin for enrolment, except for a abort period  
during the Commonwealth. Latin was the language of written  
pleadings at common law until 1731. The period of the Roman  
formula ha, its analogue in the period of the original writ in  

England.2  The writ was at first a formal commission from the  

Crown to a judicial odicer to do justice between the parties, the  
claim being made by a count (conk,  aarralivc).  The issue of  
the writ was part of the prerogative of the Crown, unlimited  
until the Provisions of Oxford (1258) forbade the issue of fresh  
writs except "writs of course" (do  "iran)  without the consent  
of the council. Gradually the writ came to absorb the count  

and included the plaintiff's claim and sometimes the nature of  

his evidence. The defendant pleaded to the writ. The writ  
became the universal form of instituting proceedings in the  
king's court, irrespective of the method of trial which followed,  
and probably grew fixed in form about the reign of Henry II.  
(see Bigelow, History of Procedure, ch. iv.). At a later date the  
writ again tended to approach its earlier form and to split into  

two parts—the writ of summons and the declaration or plaintiff's  
claim. The writ of aummons was addressed to the defendant,  
and out, as the original writ, to a judicial  ofhicer. The pleadings  
became the act of the party, differing in this from Roman law,  
in which they were a judicial act. The writs became precedents 
for the forms of action, which, like the writs, were limited In  
number. The plaintiff's declaration was a substantial repetition  
of the writ. In the writ, as in the formula, the slightest failure  
inform see asa rule fetid. "Theassigning of a writofapar-
ticular frame and scope to each particular cause of action, the  

appropriating process of one kind to one action and of a different  
kind to another, these and the like distinctions rendered pro..  
ceedings very nice and complex, and made the conduct of an  
action a matter of considerable didiculty" (r Reeves, his!, of  
Eaglisli  Law, p. 147). Fines were levied for mistakes in pleading,  
non-liability to which was sometimes granted by charter as α  

The original writ was so called to distinguish it from the  odcial  
writ, which was a part of the process of the court. The  judicial 
writs still exist.  e.g.  writs of certiorari  orjlerifacias.  

special privilege to favoured towns. Ιο both Roman and English  
law fictiona, equity and legislation came to mitigate the 40w  

of the law. In England this result was largely attained by the  
framing of the action of trespass on the case under the powers  
of the Statute of Westminster the Second (2283), and by the  
extension of the action of arsumpsi& to non-feasancc. The  
difficulties and technicalities of the common law system were  

met by elaboration of what is known as' special pleading," which  
became an art of the utmost nicety, depending on numerous  
rules, some of them highly technical (see Coke upon Littleton,  
p. 303). Those who made it their b υslnas to frame pleadings  
were called special pleader,. They were not necessarily members  
of the bar, but might be licensed to practise under the bar. At  

one time it was usual to practise for a time as a special pleader  

before call to the bar. Such licences are now rarely sought,  
and the Lute List of rgofl contained only one name of a special  
pleader who was not a barrister. The art became necessary  
because of the absolute particularity with which claims must 
be framed, and the narrowness of the powers of amendment  

possessed by the courts. The result was that substantive law  
was smothered in procedure, and the practical questions at inane  

were of teas moment than the phraseology In which they were  
to be stated. As an extreme instance, a learned judge in the  
19th century challenged a pleading for putting the year without  
adding  S.D.,  on the ground that "non  ιοna ί  that s.c. might  
not be intended."  

Some of the difficulties as to amendment were removed by  
the statutes of Jeofails (fοiΙoiίΖr)  beginning In 2340. But until  
the 59th century the courts of common law and equity worked  
aide by side in Westminster ufaH, administering each theft own  
system without due regard to the other; and even in so simple  
a matter as the right of a defendant to set off against a claim on  
him a debt due to him from the plaintiff required statutory,  
provision. Many of the defects and technicalities of the common  
law system were removed by the Common Law Procedure Acts  
and the general rules of practice made thereunder. Wide powers  
of amendment were given, and the parties were allowed to raise  

and try claims which theretofore could have been dealt with  
only in courts of equity. In the court of chancery the pleadings  
used were bill (Or in certain public matters an information by  

the attorney-general), answer and replication. 5  Demurrers were  
used, or "exceptions" could be taken to tLe bill or answer.  
They differed from the common law forms by being much more  
diffuse, by pleading matters of evidence, and in that the ..naeer  

was on oath. Beyopd the replication chancery proceedings did  
not go, the place of further pleadings being supplied by amend-
ment. Exceptions might be taken to the bill or answer on various  

grounds. Equity pleadings were signed by counsel. Cii the  
creation of the divorce court the pleadings authorized were  
(and still are) as fellows: petition (which must be verified by  
oath), answer (which isso verified if it goes beyond a mere denial)  

and reply; and a special pleading called " act on petition"  
(derived from the ecclesiastical courts) with answer thereto,  

generally used for the determination of some preliminary  

question in the suit, e.e. the domicile of the husband. In the  
court of admiralty the pleadings used were petition, answer,  

reply and conclusion. In the probate court the common law  
terms were used (declaration, plea and replication), but the  
procedure was not the same as in the common law courts.  

Under the old common law system' as modified In the Τ902  
century the pleadings in use were as follows:.— 

i,  Declaration, made up at one or more counts (conies), or modes  
of framing the plaintiff's claim go as to state his grievances in fact  
in a form suggesting the appropriate remedy at law, and concluding  
by demand for a plea. The counts were spoken of as common or 
special according as the facts of the ca se  allowed the use of common  

The ingenuity of the pleader showing itself chiefly in framing  
special as opposed to general pleas, the term "spatial pleading  
grew to be used for the whole proceedings of which it was the  
most  iniportant  part.  

'In Chancery the "English BIII,'· so called Irma Its being is  
the English language, bad existed. according to G. Srence, as 
wl as  the reign of Henry V.  (dguuΙαbi' .Ιuτ,sdΊdiσn,  i.  348)-

' isullen and Leake,  Precedents of  Pkc.disg (3n:fed.. 1868).  
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form. or requited special statement. The declaration cvm..p'..,d.  
to the Roenanfo,ssida and  uiiexlto.  

2. Plea by the defendant to the counts of the declaration. The  
plea corresponds to the Roman  exe'piio..  

Α.  Replication by the plaintiS to the plea. In this pleading the  
plamtid usually took issue upon the statements in the defence;  
but he might do what wa, termed "new assign,  e.g. complaiii  ci  
acts in excess of a justitication alleged in the plea.  

4. Rejoinder by the defendant to the replication, answering to  
the Roman  dw$usui ,.  

5. Sureejoinder  by the plaiatia to the rejoinder, answering to  
the Roman lripficelio. 	 - 

6. Rebutter by the defendant to the surtejoinder.  
. Sumbuttet  by the plaintiό  to the rebutter.  

Pies. 4, %  ό  and 7  were rarely  necery, as the pasties usually  
came to a definite Issue on the facts in the reputation and the last 
of them Is only kept in legal memory because Lord Wenaleydale  
(the last and best versed of the old common law plesders) was  
nicknamed Chief Baron S υπebυιter At any stage of the plead.  
tugs after  (i),  the party might instead of pleading to the ρreceding  

document demur, i.e. admit the facts as therein staled end c οntend  
that assuming the truth of those facts the document wan insufficient  
in law to found a claim or a defence as the case might he. De-
murrer. (g.e.) west general or special according as they 'rent to  
the aitb.tance of the claim or pica or to a nice, defect Ia the mode 
of statement. When the pleadings had reached • stag, at which 
the parties were in lIst contradiction on matters of fact, they  con. 
eluded by joinder of issue, upon which the record was made up  
and the action was npe for trial.  

Plus fell late the following classesu- 
i.  in abatement, also described as temporary or dilatory (terms  

of Roman law), directed either to the jurisdiction of the court 
or to the abatement or defeat of the actie,n foe defects of form.  

a. In bar, also described es peremptory, which answered the  
alleged cause of action by denυing facts stated iii the declaration  
which were material, or by confessing their truth, but stating new  
matter of fact which destroyed .their ka Ι effect.  

Some of these were by way of justification or excuse, e.g. by setting  
up the truth of matter alleged to be defamatory, or legal warrant  
for an arrest complained of as illegal; others were by way of  
discharge.  e.g.  of an alleged debt by payment.  

Piess in denial were known (a) as general ttavIrsea or general  
issues, when they denied in *  general and appropriate form one  
or more of the facts alleged  (e.g. " never indebted" to a claim In  
aaaumpalt or "net guilty' to a claim for tort); (b) as specific  
traveTite of separate and material allegations in the declaration,  
setting out with particularity the facts relied on.  

It was permissible to plead alternatively 1.'. to set up -a number 
of different answers to the facts on wh ιώ t the claim was b*scd.  
As a general rule a plea must be" Issuable."  Li. must put the merits  
of the cause in issue on the facts or the law, so that the decision of  
judge sad jury thereon would put an end to the action upon the  
merits.  

/ill the above forms of pleading, except in matrimonial caussea,  
were abolished by the Judicature Acts, and a new system was  
set up by these acts and the rules of the Supreme Court. Under  
this eyetem the pleadings proper are "statement of claim,"  
"defence," "reply," and, if need be, "rejoinder."  

When pleadings are allowed they must contain, and contain  
only, a statement in a summary form of the material facts on  
which the party pleading relies for his claim or defence, as the  
case may be, but not the evidence by which theyaee to be proved;  
and must, whea necessary, be dividedinto paragraphs, numbered  
consecutively. Dates, sums and numbers are expressed in  
figures and not in words. Signature of counsel is not necessary;  
but where pleadings have been settled by counsel or a special 
pleader they are to be signed by him, and if not so settled they 
are to be signed by the solicitor or by the party if he sues or  
defends in person (O.  ι,  r. 4),t  There has been a growing dis-
position to dispense with formal pleadings In the simpler kinds  
of action. A plaintiil is allowed to proceed to trial without  
pleadings if the writ of summons is endorsed in a manner sufficient  
to indicate the nature of his claim and the relief or resnedy whitb  
be seeks (O. 18α), and contains a notice of his intention. In  
no case is a statement of claim other than that endorsed on the  
writ necessary unless the defendant on appearance asks for one,  
and his right to insist has been cut down by the provisions  
preaently to be stated. In commercial cases a statement by 
the parties to the points of law and fact which they propose to  
raise is substituted for ordinary pleadings. In cases wherc  

'Before the Judicature Acts equity pleadings were signed by  
muted, but common law pleadings were act'  

the demand Ia for a liquidated sum certain, or to recover land 
from a tenant on expiration of his term or its forfeiture for non-
payment of rent, the statement of claim must be endorsed on  
the writ; and in all other cases no statement of claim beyond 
that on the writ may be delivered except under order of the 
master or judge at chambers (Ords. iSa and 10). A statement 
of defence may not be delivered except under order made on the 
summons for directions (which must be taken out immediately 
niter the appearance of the defendant hr answer to the writ),  
nor a reply without special leave. The result of the present  
practice Is to substitute ' particulars," i.e. specific statement 
of the.detaila which the parties Intend to prove, for the more 
general terms In which pleadings were formerly framed.  

Besides the rule, applicable to all pleadings, there are certain rules 
specially relating to statements of claim, with reference to the 
nature of the causes of action which may be included and the relief  
which may be claimed (O. so). As to the defence p reper there 
are also special rules intended to prevent evasive, in adequate or  
unnecessary contradiction of the plaintiff's statements (0. 19, 20).  

The defendant is allowed 10  "set off" against the elaim sums 
due to him from the plaintiff or to raIn, by way of counter.clalm  
any right or claim against the plaintiff or a third gert υ, whetbet  

sounding 'as damages or not. The counter-claim is in substance 
a oοποιned  action in which the defendant is plaintiff and the plaintiff  
ot third party affected may put In a defence to It, Except In such  
a case the reply and subsequent pleadings are now seldom permitted.  
Both the parties and the counT or a judge have latge powers of  
amending the pleadings both before and at the trial. Issues are 
In certain cases settled by the court or a j υd. Demurrer, are  
abolished, and a party is now entitled to muse by his pleading  
any point of law. Where decIsion of a point of law would put an  
end to the action stepn may be  takcn  for obtaining such  decision 
so as to obviate the necessity of trying the issues of fact rained  
on the pleadings. Forms of pleading are given in Appendices C 
D and h. to the  8µρresse rσυνi Rates. In all actions such gmuπ  
of defence or reply as if not raised would be likely to take the 
opposite party by surprise, or would taise Issues of fact not arising  
out of the preceding pleadings, must bg specially pleaded. Such  
awe compulsory pilotsge fraud the Statute of Limitations, the 
Statute of Frauds are1 the ό amiπg 	Act. The  Swprem' Coast  

Ride, do not apply to proceedings in Crown  suIts  or In the Crown  
side, ρf the king a - bench d ίνis' π.  In scrims for damages by 

 collision between ‚bips each party must as a general ride file a  
sealed document called a preliminary iset  containing details as to  
the tIme and place of collIsion, the speed, tide, lights, &c. The  
case may be tried on the preliminary act without pleadings, but  
If there are pleadings the act may net be unsealed until they al 
completed and certain consents given. The document was peculiar  - 
to the court of admiralty, but my now be used in all divisions 
of the High Court (0. 19, r. se). The High Court system of plea&  
inga has been adopted In the chanctry courts of the counties palatine  
of Lancaster and Durham. The place of the "reosrd' is  sυρpΙιs4  
by copies of the plepdings dclivered for the use of thejudge and et 
the otltcer entering the judgment (Ο. 6.  τ.  30; 0. et, r. 1). 

in the county courts proceedings are commenced by a plami,  
followed by an ordinary or default summon,. No "elcadings "are  
necessary, but the defendant is precluded from setting 
up certain special defences such as net-off or infancy, 
or statutdry defences, without the consent of the 
plaintiff, unless he has given timely notice in writing of his intention 
to set up the special defence. This system I. made workable by 
insisting on the Insertion of adequate details or particulars of the 
nature of the claim In the plaint. But in cases where a special 
defence Is not required considerable inconvenience is caused by  
unccrtsinty as to the line of defence. 

In some of the local civil courts of record which have survived 
the creation of the county courts the pleadings are still in the 
form recognized by the Common ό w Procedure Acts.  
Thin is the case in the Mayors Court of London. In 

 others  (e.g.  the Liverpool Court of Passage and the 
 Sauced Hundred Court) the system of the Judicature 

Acts has been adopted wIth or without omclal sanction.  
The policy of the lord chancellor and the tresauiy has been to  
refuse reform of procedure to all but the most used of these local  
courts so as to extinguish them In favour of the county courts.  

In the ecclesiastical courts the statements of the  partlea lit  
called generally fleas. The statement of the plaintiff In civil  
suits 1' called a libel; of the promoter in crlmtnal suits 
articles. Every subsequent plea is called an o.lkgalion.  

To the responsIve allegation of the defendant the pro- 
moter may plead a counter.allegation. The cause Is concluded  
when the parties renounce any further allegation. Ρhere exists  
In addition a more short and summary mode of pleading called  
an act on petition.  

In Roman criminal procidute the indictment  (issoripeio  or  
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libdlsrs er'wsedoiiis)  was usually its welting, and  contaiaed  a  
formal statement of the offence. Its some cases oral  accu- 

satlona  were allowed. The pleading of the accused  
seems  ιο  have been  informaL  In English criminal  

cases the  eapreasion  "pleadings" is limited to those tried οn in- 
dictment or information before a jury. In matters dealt with by  
justices of the peace there are  informatlogs  sometimes in writing,  
but they see never regarded an  " ρleαdings."  English criminal  
pleading has been lean affected by legislation than civil pleading,  
and reta ins more of what in called the common law  systent  
Cases In which the Crown was a party early became known as  

"pleas of the Crown"  (ρiα'iΙa ‚ore.iss),  as distinguished from  
"common pleas"  ('emmwiio $'wila),  or pleas between subject  
and subject—that is to say, ordinary civil actions. Pleas of the  
Crown originally included all cutters in which the Crown was  
concerned, such as exchequer _cues, franchises and liberties,  
but gradually became confined to criminal matters, strictly to  
the greater crimes triable only In the king's courts. In criminal  
pleading the Crown states the cane in an  indictment or  informolk'n.  
The answer of the accused is a piers, which must be pleaded  by 
the accused in pe rson, except In certain cases of misdemeanour  
t ried In the High Court (Crown (Vice Rides,  ipoff).  The plea,  
according to Blackstone, is tither to the jurisdiction, a demurrer,  
In  abatemcnt,special  in bar, or the general issue. The last is  
the only plea that often occurs in practice; it consists In the  
answer (usually oral) of "guilty" or "not guilty" to the  
charge. 4 demurrer Is strictly not a plea at all, but an  objectiou  
on legal grounds. Pleas to the jurisdiction or in abatement 
do not go to the merits of the case, but allege that the court has  
no Jurisdiction to try the particular offence, or that there Is a  

misnomer Or some other technical ground for stay of  proceedinga.  
The powers of amendment giνen  in 185 t  (14  & ις Vict.  c. too)  
and the procedure by  motlon ln·arreat  of judgment have rendered  
these pleas of  ito  practical importance. The spe cial pleas in  
bar are  aidrefsi$ cont'ki  or  auirefofs ocqui*  (alleging a previous  
conviction or  aquittal  for the same crime) and pardon (ace  
Piiieoose).  The plea of  own/si: allciel  has fallen out of use  
since the  abolitIon  of attainder by the Forfeitures Act  1870.  
There are also special pleas of justification to indictments for  
defamatory libel under the Libel Act 1843; and to indictments  
for non-repair of highways and bridges the accused may plead  
thgt  the liability to repair falls upon another person. These  
special pleas are usually, and In some casts must be, in writing.  
Wisest there is a special plea in writing the  Ctown  puts in a  
re/dire:1m in writing.  

Ireland  .— Τbc  practice as to civil and criminal pleading in  Tr'tlawl  
is  substautisily  the same as in England, though to some extent  
based on different statutes end rules of court.  

&olland.—lis  Scotland an action in the Court of Session begins  
by a summons on the part of the pursuer, to which is annexed a  
'eχdeιεendenes,  containing the allegations in fact on which the action  

is founded. The pleas in law, or statement of the legal rule or rules  
relied upon (introduced by the Court of Session Act 1 825), are  
subjoined to the condescendence. The term libel is also used (as  
in Roman law) as a general term to express the claim of the pursuer 
or the accusation of the rοsecυ tοr. The statement of the de-
fender, including his pleas in law, is called his defences. They are  
either dilatory or peremptory. There is no formal joinder of issue,  
as in England, but the same end is attained by adjustment of the  

pleadings and the closing of the record. Large  ρowcru  of amend.  
rent and  rv,sai  are given by the Court of Session Act 1868. In  
the sheriff court pleadings are very similar to those in the Court  

of  Smiοn.  They are commenced by a  jκ'iiiοe.  which includes  a 
condescendence and a note of the pursuers pleas in law. The  

defender may upon notice lodge defences. The procedu re  a now  
ονerried  by the Sheriff Courts Scotland Act 1876. The term  
pleas of the Crown" is confined in Scotland to four offences—

murder, rape, robbery and fire-raring. The criminal procedure  
of Scotland was simplified and amended in 1887. The old pro-
cedure by criminal lettershas been abolished, and prosecutions  

far the public interest whether in the high court of Justiciary or  
before  the sheriff with a  lury  are by indictment in the name of Ills  
Μa1esty's  advocate. Tire Scots indictment differs from the English  
In not being found by a grand eΧceρt  in cam. of high treason, 
and resembles rather the ex  oJffcw intormatron  of English law. 
Until 1887 It was in the form of a sγllόglsm.  the major proposition  
stating the nature of the crime, the minor the actual  otfence  corn.  
milled aid that it constitutes she  egiitsv *seed in the magic, the  

ao.eiiaioi,  that  αn conviction of the panel  ό  ought to suffer punish-
ment. Under the present practice it Is in the  recaid  person  
addreseed  to the =cued, and follows the forms  .chedukd  to the  
act of 1887, which  aiso n'akes  specific provisions  fο simplifIcation.  
and if need be for amendment (s. 70). A copy of the  indictnieet  
with a list of the witnesses and the productions must be served on  

the secured. There are two  'gs  (diets) to deal with the in-
dictment. At the first, held before the sheriff, the  eeru.ed  (termed  
the panel) may plead guilty or raise preliminary objections to the  
relevancy of the indictment, &c.,-or otherwi se  (such as want of  
jurisdiction or ma  jsdi'ala);  or  idthotrt  taking such objections,  
or after they are. overruled may plead not guilty. The second  
diet is the diet of  trial.  ff ιι rnaΙ iabe(οnu ιh ώ eilΤ hisrυliπga  
at the first diet am final, If before the court of  jiatldary  his rulings  
may be reviewed. At the second diet, besides hit plea of not  
guilty, the panel may rely on certain special defences,  e.g.  insanity  
or alibi, but only if his special and written  pIne  wan tendered and  
recorded at the hut diet or the delay  explained 1  and he  eaanoe  call  
evidence in support of there pleas except on written notice specify-
ing the names of the witnesses and die  dccume;ts  net included is  
the prosecutor's lists  (.. 36). (See Macdonald,  Crirrriaal  Law 4  
Swlland.)  

British  D.minicas Βιν d  Seas.—le mast of the  Anrstralla'i  
states, and in Ontario and New Zealand,  clvii  pleadings are gove rned  
by rules  adopred  from the English judicature  Α ts,  In New South  
Wales a system bared on the Common Law Procedure Acts I.  
retained. Civil pleadings In India sat  rignlaied  by the Civil  
Procedure Code. Indictment., except In India, are based on the  
English system as modified by the criminal codes  Cr  other  legisla.  
tion  of the colony. Indictments In India are regulated by the  
Criminal Procedure Code ii 1898.  

(/rifled  S%sfes.—le  the United States two systems of ;deeding  
civil procedure exist side by aide. Up to  ι8d  the pleading did  

not materially differ from that in use is England at the same date.  
But in 1848 the New York legislature made a  radIcal  change is  
the system, and the example  οί  New York has been followed by  
many states, The New  Yor*  Civil Code of  ι$5  established . 
uniform procedure called the civil action, applicable indifferently  

to common law and  equIty.  The pleadings are called complaint,  
exiwer  (which includes  cmtsuercbeim)  and reply. The  dawsrma  
also is still used. In mime states which follow this procedure the  
complaint hears the same of  pdiiws.  In inferior marts, such as  
courts of justices of the peace, the p leadings  are more simple, and  
in ninny cases oral, in states which do not adopt the amended  
procedure the pleading in much  tho  same as It was In the days  of  
lllackstone,  and the old double jurisdiction of  eommon  law and  
equity still remains. Criminal pleading is ass the lines of the common 

 lear  system of England. (W. F. C.)  

PLEASURE (through Fr. jiιtisir  from  Lat  plecero,  to please;  
Cr. 004),  a term used loosely in ordinary language as practically  
synonymous with "enjoyment." As such it Is applied equally  

to what are known as the "higher "or" intellectual"  pleasurea,  
and to purely  "eurcel," "*nlnssl"  or "lower" pleasures.  
The condition, under which a nests Is pleased are the Subject  
both or  psychologIcal  and of ethical  InvestigatIon.  In general  
It may be raid  thnt  pleasure and pain follow respectively upon  
the success of the failure of some effort, mental or physical (see  
Psvcwor.ocv);  they may also attend upon purely passive sensa-
tions,  e.g.  a warm sun, a heavy shower, or upon associations with  
previous  atates  of mind  (i.e. a man may enjoy a  scnsation  which  
is intrinsically painful, if it has pleasant  sssociations).  Recogni-
tion Of the fact that mankind seeks pleasure and avoids pain has  
led some moralists to the  ctmciusioss  that all human conduct  
is actuated by  hedonic  considerations: this lathe direct antithesis  
to ethical theories  which mainta in  an absolute criterion of right  
and wrong (see  Henomsu; Ergtcs).  Aristotle took a middle  
view, holding that pleasu re , though not the end of virtuous action  
yet necessarily follows upon it  (&τή 'σόµο'όν τι  ι'Dιοτ).  

PLEBISCITE  (Lat. plebisc'laim,  a decree of the *is), a terse 
borrowed from the French for a vote of all the electors in a 
country taken on some specific question (ace also  RZa'XRENDV*).  
The must familiar example of the use of the plebiscite in French  
history was in 1852, when. the reap  d'ffai  of  t8 ι was confirmed  
and the title of emperor was given to Napoleon  IlL  In Roman  
constitutional law the  jrdchisdf  ma was a decree enacted in the  
assembly of the Webs, the  'osmiia tribute, presided over by a 
plebeian magistrate,  

Pl,EBS  (from the  rΟ9t  seen in  Lat. plern'r,  full;  cf.  Cc.  τλj$αe),  
the" multitude," or-unprivilegcd  class in the early Roman  ataae.  
Fr the origin and history of this order ace  PauIczares  and  
r(oisiaxrti.  Its  dioqualijuassions  were  osigjiselly  based  oss  
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descent; but after the political equalization of the Iwo orders  
the name was applied to the lower classes of the population with-
out reference to their descent. Under the empire the word is  
regularly used of the city  proletariale,  or of the commons as  
distinct from knights and senators .  

PLEDGE,1  or PAWN, in law "a bailment of personal property  
as a security for some debt or engagement "(Story on  Bollmcsis, 

 j 
 

286). The term is also used to denote the property which 
constitutes the security. Pledge is the  pignus  of Roman  1gw,  
from which most of the modem law on the subject is derived.  
Ιι differs from  hypothec  and from the most usual kind of mort-
gage in that the pledge is in the possession of the pledgee; it 
also diners from mortgage in being  conSned  to personal property. 
A mortgage of personal property in most cas es  takes the name  
and form of a bill of  saic.  The chief differencebetωceα Roman  
and English law is that certain things,  e.g.  wearing apparel,  
furniture and instruments of  tiilage,  could not be pledged in 
Roman law,  whilc  there is no such restriction in English law.  
In the case of a pledge, a special property passes to the pledgee,  
sufficient to enable him to maintain an action against a wrong-
doer, but the general property, that is the property subject to 
the pledge, remains in the  pledgor.  As the pledge is for the  
benefit of both parties, the pledgee is bound to exercise only  
ordinary care over  the pledge. The  ρledgee  has the right of 
selling the pledge if the  p!edgor  make default in payment at 
the stipulated time. No right is acquired by the wrongful  iale  
of a pledge except in the use of prope rty passing by delivery,  
such as money or negotiable securities. In the case of a wrongful  
sale by a pledgee, the  pledgor  cannot recover the value of the 
pledge without a tender of the amount due. 

The law of Scotland as to pledge generally agrees with that of 
England, as does also that of the United States. The main differ-
ence is that in Scotland and is Louisiana a  pkdge namsot  be sold 
unless with judicial authority. In some of the American stale.  
the common law as it existed apart from the Factors' Acts is still  
followed; in others the factor  baa  more or less restricted power to 
give a title by pledge.  

See also FACTOR and  Pswissaoxmo. 
ΡΙΕΗΥ!, VΙΑΤSCΗ LΑP ΙΟΟΜΙΤΑΜΙΤΙΝΟΥΙCΙΙ  (1846-5904),  

Russian statesman, was born of Lithuanian stock In 1846. He  
was educated  at Warsaw and studied law at the  universIty  in  
St Petersburg before he entered the bureaucracy in the depart-
ment of justice, In which he rose rapidly to be assistant solicitor.  

general in Warsaw, then solicitor-general in St  Ρetmbυrg  and  
in  ιS8π  director of the slate police. As assistant to the minister  
of the interior he attracted the attention of  Μcxender  m. by  
the skill he showed ·in investigating the circumstances of the  
assassination of Alexander  Π.  He received the title of secretary  
of Stale in Ζ894,  became a member of the council of the empire,  
and in  spos  succeeded  Sipiagume  as minister of the Interior. 

 Piebve  carried out the  "rusaiilcation"  of the alien provinces  
within the Russian Empire, and earn ed  bitter hatred in Poland,  
jssjilthuania  and especially in Finland. He despoiled the  
Armenian Church, and was credited with being accessory to the  
Kishincv  massacres. His logical mind and determined support  
of the autocratic principle gained the tsar's entire  conildence.  
He opposed commercial development on ordinary European  
lines on the ground that it involved the existence both of a  
dangerous proletariat and of a prosperous middle class equa lly  
inimical to autocracy. He was thus a determined oppon en t  
of  Μ.  do  Witte's  policy. An attempt was made on his life early  
in scum, and he was  asaasainated  on the sills of July of the name  
year by a bomb thrown under his carriages, he was on his way  
ιο  Peterbof  to make his report to the tsar; the assas sin,  S.aoisov,  
was a member of the fighting organization vi the socialist  
revolutionary pasty.  

PLEIAD (Gr.  ΙΙλa4),  in Greek literature, the name given  
(by analogy from Paxaures, below) by the  Alezandrian  critics  
to seven tragic poets who flourished during the reign of Ptolemy  

' Tb,  word "pledge" is adapted from the 0. Fr. liege,  iuod.  
pkige. murk', hostage,  Med. Let.  pimsm.  This is a  foimat,o*  
form  Med.  I-at.  pissire  or  piebus,  to  undertak,  or engage for some-
one.  ci." ρk,g". t ι  now considered to be a lend of Teutonic 
origin and  connecteJ  with  Ger. pjfqeii  and "plight."  

Pblladeiphas (s85-24 Τ ex.). In Fiends  litegature,  In addition  
to the  i'iefad  of  Charlemagne,  there were two famous groups of  
the kind. The first, during the reign vi  Hiami  ILL  (ι574-s589),  
the thief member of which mm Pierre de Rennet, sought to 
improve the French language and  literatur,  by  enthusiastic  
imitation of the classics; the second, under Louis  XIII (sό ιο

-5643),  cossaisted  of  autboi'  who excelled in the composition of  
Latin verse.  

ΡLΕΣΑD,  in Greek mythology, the seven daughters of  AIls,  
and  Pleloise,  and  slst*rs  of the Hyades. Owing to their grief 

 aΙ  the death of their sisters or at the sufferings of their father,  
they were changed into stars. In another account, the  ΡΙei&dc  
and their mother  met the hunter Orion in  Bocotla,  and the sight  
of them inflamed his passion. For five years be pursued them  
through the woods, until Zeus translated them  aD—PisTons  and  
her daughters, Orion, and his dog—to the sky. The  Pleiade'  
rose in the middle of May and set at the end of October, and their 
connexion with spring and autumn explains the legend. As  
bringers of the fertilizing rains of spring, which Ιανε  their origin  
in the west, they are the daughters of Atlas; as the forerunners 
of the storms of autumn, they are represented as being driven  
onward by Orion in  ρν aυΡt.  The word is probably connected  
with  τλeΙωι,  either in the sense of "many in number," since  
the stars formed a dose group, resembling a bunch of grapes  
(hence sometimes called  βότρυt),  or as" more in number" than 
their sisters. Others derive the name from  τλέ s  (to nail),  
because navigation began at the time of their-rising. They are  
probably alluded to in Homer (Odyssey,  xii. 62)  as the doves  
(re/4min) who brought ambrosia from the west to Zeus. One 
of these doves was always lost during the pa ssage of the  ΡΙ4rndολ  
(wandering rocks), referring to the fact that one of the seven  
Plciades  was always invisible. This was  Merope,  who bid her 
light from shame at having bad intercourse with a mortal,  
Sisyphus. All the  Pieiades  became the  ancestresses  of divine  
or heroic families. They were called  Vergiline  (probably con-
nected with ter, spring) by the Romans. 

See  Hesiod, Was'S,  and Days, 383;  Apollodoru.  iii. so ; Died.  
Sic. iii. to;  Tbeccsitua xiii, 25;  Hyginus, Asbuiw.s  is. as; Ovid,  
Fasli,  iv. 169.  Υ.  599,  

ΡLΕΙΑD, Ari..uernres  or Vnozmx, In astronomy, a 
group of slam situated in the constellation Taurus. They are 
supposed to be referred to in the Old Testam ent (Job. ix. 9, 

 mviii.  µ).  -This group is particularly rich in bright  atarI,  and 
is full of nebulosity, but there are fewer faint stars than in equal  
areas of the surrounding sky; the central star is  Akyone  (,rd 
magnitude);  Pktone  end Atlas are also of the 3rd magnitude. 

PLEISTOCENE, in geology, the epoch which succeeded the 
Pliocene; it is the last of the Tertiary periods, and hence the 
lower subdivision of the  qualennary  or modern era. The name 
was introduced by Sir C.  Lycli  In 5839 (from  Gr. τλairn,,  
most, and  καιsδt,  recent), the rocks of this period containing 
a higher percentage  ci living forms than the youngest of the  
Tertiary formations. By many writers "P leistocene "has been  
regarded as synonymous with "Glacial Period" or the 

 "Diluvium"  of some geologists, In the northern  hemiaphere 
 the protracted period of glaciation, with its predominating 

influence upon modern topography and  launsi distiibutism,  was  
undoubtedly the outstanding feature of the time. The pheno-
mena of the Glacial period  (g.ii.),  which was by no means strictly  
limited to the northern latitudes, are dealt with under that head,  
but there are certain other characteristics of the Pleistocene 
period which bear no direct  rehatlossahipto glaciation, and them  
will be dealt with here.  

The gradual inception of colder conditions in the northern  
hemisphere which lead sip to the more  extrPme  condi tions  of 
glaciation clearly began in the latter part of the  Pliooesie  period,  
and the elects of this cooling are seen not only in northern  
Europe and America but as Jar south as the Mediterranean.  
The result of this is that there is a certain indefiniteness as to  
the exact base line to he adopt ed  for the  Pklaiocene fo,mations;  
thus the Forest Bed of Cromer and certain-beds in Sicily and  
Italy arc by some authors placed in this period and by others  
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in the Pliocene (q.s.). Again It is dear that In parts of northern  

Europe, Siberia and North America, the conditions character..  

hue of a glacial period are still existent; even In Scotland and  

Norway the last uracea of glacial action arc remarkably fresh,  

and the last remnants 01 great glacial centres still linger in the  
Alpeandotherlofiyaoulbernmountains. Many of IheLomsationa  

of  this period can be shown by their foiail contents to belong  
to early quaternary time, but since so many-of these deposits  
are strictly local in character, and since the fauna and flora  
present In any one spot have been determined by local geo-
graphical conditions which have assisted or retarded the  
migration of certain forms, it Is a matter of extreme dimculiy-
one may say imposaibility—to reduce the Pleistocene formations  

to any generally applicable chronological order. For similar  
reason, it is impossible to define strictly the upper limit of the  
formations of this period, and to say where the Pleistocene ends  
and where the Recent or Roloceise period begins.  

The composition and distribution of the Pleistocene fauna and 
flora present many points of extreme interest. The feature of great-
est importance is that man existed somewhere and In some con. 
dition before and in this period; but no really satisfactory proof  
has so far bean forthcoming which will set back his first appear-
ance befote the  besJ ππin  of the glacial period  (PiiherasIk,ojnis  

erstIus  found by E. Dubon in Java is regarded as of Pliocene age). 
The presence of the remains of man or of his works might reason-
ably be taken as a criterion of the Pleistocene age of a deposit—
if we omit theremains of historical time. But here again it has to 
be borne in mind that historical time is continually being set back 
by archaeological research, and further, the difficulty of employing 
ark/des  of stone ax chronological indicators is shown by the fact 
that even at the present day implements of stone are gill in use,  
and that different local races of early men must have been In 
diverse stages of development In Pleistocene as in later ages. It 
is. therefore, only with the utmost caution that chronological  

subdivisions of the period, such as those mentioned below, based  
upon the form and degree of finish of stone implements, can be  
used In anything but local correlations unless the 'rvidenca is  
supported by iatssfactocy fossils,  

Next to the appearance of man the most striking characteristic  

of the land fauna was the existence of numerous large-bodied mam-
mal,;  Elipkas aalsqsus.  for instance, attained a more excessive  
bulk than any other peatso.ddcan either before or since, the woolly 
rhinoceros, the great hippopotamus, the cave bear, cave lion and 
giant deer were all larger than their living  r,ρresenµtlνea.  No 
less striking is the disappearance of these large forms sogetber  
with highly specialized creatures such as  M'achaoi'odss  within the 
same period, through the action of the same causes which had re-
moved the bulky and specialized reptiles of an earlier geological  

period. The Vleistocene mammalia of Europe Include  Elepkai  
enhiqsIos,  E.  ριίπιοgeπ iυs  (mammoth), R.  ο s1t υ i1αώ  (1icho,hinss)  
(the woolly rhinoceros). R.  merck,  (especially in Silet're).  R. 1010- 
duress  (.outh'eag Europe), Elotmolkerium (Silesia and south 
Russia), iIsp$$'ami's  major. Do:  ιωκαέειπια (aurochs, extinct  
in historical time), Duo,.  prncus.  Rums  'uro$',u  (still living in 
the Caucasus and Lithuania). Do: (Babel us)  pelissi  (north Europe). 
camels in south Russia and Rumania,  Equss jossilu  and varieties, 
Ceres,  (Mega'um) gigaaksis (-ksbsrsscus) (the great Irish "elk"  
and its varieties);  Cem's da$ss,  C. skits,  RSnBJer  1o,a.ds's  and 
R.  grosiilasds'ss  (reindeer),  Cajveoiu cepree, Caps's  flex,  Saiga  
jaigri'a, Oeibes moukaius,  Fells  sfidaeiis, Myaesia spelaea,  Units  
*dents, badger, weasel, glutton, hare, lemming  (Myodes lerqsialus 
and M. kmm ιώ , .Sjiermopkdiu, Aledaga, Arciomys,  Casio, fiber,  
La οaιys, Tr.gonikmaim.  In North America there were numerous 
mammals common to Europe and North Asia, including the musk.  
ox, mammoth and horse; the mastodon held on into this period  
in America but not in Europe; there were also lamas, tapirs, camels 
(Camdss osckeiiia), Mackissrodus, Mykdoi', Pr.cyoa,  Aires. In  
South America there was at first a very characteristic endemic  
fauna including  Megalkerusss, M)dodom. Crypoikeriam, Leslodoa,  

Toxodoii. Tyj'olkeris'm. Clypiodoa. Macrauche,iiis. Capybsra,  Rhea,  
to which were added later.  Masledo,s, Ma'kaerodws.  Lame and other 
North American forms. In Australia a very distinct assemblage 
of large marsupials and monotremes lived in the Pleistocene period;  

including  Phascdws. Dsprolodon, TlIyf'KOIOO. Noleikmsss  and a  
large extinct  Eckid,ia'  placental mammals were not then known 
in this region. in hadagaxcar the  AepIaims,  Mqaladapss,  and  
certain extinct lemuroid creatures have left their remains.  

The advance and retreat of glacial conditions in northern latitudes 
bad a marked influence upon animal and plant life, and was the 
means of determining the present distribution of many of the living 
mammalia and plants; some were driven pennanently southward, 
some farther, forms gill live Isolated on the higher mountain 
regions, others like the reindeer and musk.ox returned northward  
as soon as the conditions permitted. The apparently curious 
admixture of what are now often regarded as tropical pr sub-tropical  

forms glioe. hyena, rhinoceros and elephants) with c ο1d-temρerase  
or arctic genera, presents no real difficulty, since their distribution 
wa, doubtless merely a matter of food supply; and some of these, 
like the woolly rhinoceros and mammoth, were provided wish a  
thick hairy pelt.  

Although in the main the arrangement of land and see was little  
different from that which obtains at the present time, one or two  

features existed in the Pieistocenejwrlod which had a  comideisbie 
influence on faunal migration. For instance. the absence of the  

Bering Straits permitted free commusicatici, between Europe  

and North America, and the absence of the Straits of Dover allowed  
a similαr interchange between Great Britain and France; while  

an extension of the sea in the Caspian region and of the Arctic  
Sea In northern Russia acted as a her to free passage between  

Europe and Asia in those regions.  
The formations of Pleistocene age, other than those of direct  

glacial origin, include deposits on the Moors of caves in limestone  
and dolomiiic rocks, calcareous sifter (travertine or tofs) termed  
by springs, ancient river and lake alluvial and lacuatrine terraces,  
elevated marine beaches, submerged forests, ancient lake deposits  
and pest beds, latent,, bess and send dune,.  

Some of the prevalent styles of classifyIng the deposits of the  

glacial formation, of this period are mentioned in the article 
GLACIAL Panioo.  The following .ubdivisionaare often employed by 
European geologists: a younger division, Reindeer time—Magda. 
If our' stage; a middle division, Mammoth time -Saluir,kn'  

stage; *nd an older division,  Bkj'has asiiqsss  time-Cbell&o'  
stage. While some authors include all the above in the "glacial 
penod," others would place the Magdalfnkn  In a poat .glaciai 
division. The terms Magdalfn'sen. &c,, are really archaeological,  
based upon the characters of the implements found in the deposits.  
and like the similar terms "eolithic" and "palaeoliihic 'they are  

of little value in geological chronology unless they are supported 
by palaeontoloqical evidence.  

See E. Geinitz,  Des  Qsarld, ass razed Esro$ (tuttρrt, 194). 
with very full references; Ρ.  C. Chamberlin and R. D. Salisbury,  
GeοΙο y, vol. iii, (New lork. 1906), for references to American  
authorities, (j.  Α.  N.)  

PLEONASM (Gr. τλess ιiσµόt, from πλ'ον&ζ.w, to abound or  
be superfluous, τλkοo, comparative of welds, many, great, iarg,),  
redundancy or superfluity In speaking or writing, hence an  
unnecessary work or phrase. The word, more usually In the  
Latin form " pleonaxmus," is used in pathology of an abnormal  
growth or formation.  

ΡL ΙΟΜΑUΒU1  an extinct οιas1ne reptile belonging to the  
Order Sauroptcrygia, which characterized the Mesozoic period  

and bad an almost world-wide distribution (see Rrniizs).  

The animal  i,  best known by nearly complete skeletons from  

the Lisa of England and Germany. It was named  ΡΙι,i χαarsι  
(Cr. more-lizard) by W. D.  Conybsare In edit, to indicate that  
it was much more nearly a normal reptile than the airangs  

ιrrm ΙΑΙ οαοrίνοϊυριοιοωοι W. Dams  Ιο  ibs AIhi,k,'ss  die 5g. ριαeι  

Pksfass  sinai geildssi-fmperaloris,  restored.  
Ιώ ιkyosam'ν,,  which had been found in the same Liasssc forma- 
tion a few years previously. It has a email head, a long and  
slender neck, a round body, a very short tail, and Iwo pairs  
of large, elongated paddles. The snout is abort, but the gape  
of the mouth is wide, and the jawa are provided with a series  
of corneal teeth in sockets, much like those of the living gavial  

Magdalbnien  from the caves of Madelaine, Perigoed,  
' Saluted, Bourgqgne.  
' Chrlles,  near Paris. Other subordinate stages are the Mo.-

st&ien from Moustier,  Dordogne, said Acheuleen,  Saint Acheel.  
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of  tndian  deers. The neck, though long and slender, must have  
been rather stiff,  beqiuse  the bodies of the vertebrae are nearly  
flat-ended, while they bear short ribs: it could not have been  
bent in the swan-fashion represented in many  resiorat  ions. The  
other vertebrae are similarly almost flat-ended and firmly united,  

but there, is no sacrum. The ribs are single-heeded, and in the  
middle of the trunk, between the supports of the pai red limbs,  
they meet a dense  plaatron  of abdominal ribs. The short tail  
is straight and rapidly tapering, but one specimen in Berlin  
suggests that it was provided with a rhomboidal flap of skin in  
a vertical plane. The bones in the ventral  wallof  the body which  
support the paired limbs are remarkably expanded, and those  
of the pectoral arch have often been compared with the corre-
sponding bones of turtles. The limbs are elongated paddles,  
with five complete digits, of which the  conatiluent  bones  
(phalanges) are unusually numerous. The only trac es  of skin  
hitherto discovered suggest that it was smooth. The reptile  
must have been almost exclusively  squalic,  feeding on cattle-
fishes, fishes and other animal prey. it propelled itself chiefly  
by the paddles, scarcely by the tail.  

The typical species  Is  Pks'osourws ddichodeirus,  from the  
Lower Lies of Lyre Regis, which attains a length of about three  
metres. Other species from the same formation seem to have  
measured  five to six metres In length, and there are species of  
allied genera from the Upper Lisa which are probably still  
larger.  Α  fine large skeleton from the Upper Lies of  Wflrttem -
berg, now in the Berlin Museum, is named  Piesiosau,i's guilcimi-
imperaiorts  (see figure above).  Crypioclidus,  known by complete  
skeletons from the Oxford Clay of Peterborough, differs very  

little from  Ρ1 siοsαυrυs.  The Cretaceous  Cimdiosaurus,  found  
in North and South America, Europe and New Zealand, Is also  
very similar. The fossilized contents of the stomach in some  
of the later Plesiosaurs show that these reptiles swallowed atones  
for digestive purposes like the existing crocodiles.  

Rarassucxs.—R.  Ow'n,  Fossil  Replilia  of  lAo L,sssk Fermojwag,  
ps.  iii.  (Monogr. Palaeonr. Soc.,  1865); W. Denies, paper in  Abhandi.  
Α.  rests.  Akad. W ιs.  (1895),  ρ. ι.  (Λ.  S.  Wo.)  

PLEIYRISY,  or Ptxuarns (Cr. 'λιfρα -rlbε), Inflammation  
of the pleura, caused by Invasion by certain  -apecific  micro-
organisms. (See Resi'iaazoay SvsTxv: Paikology.)  Secondary  
pleurities  may occur from extension of Inflammation from  
neighbouring organs.  

The morbid changes  which the pleura undergoes when inflamed  

consist of three chief  conditiona  or stages of progress. (z) In.  
flammalory  congestion and infiltration of the pleura, which may  
spread to the tissues of the lung on the one hand, and to those  
of the dust well on the other. (a) Exudation of lymph on the  
pleural surfaces, This lymph is of variable consistence, some.  

times composed of thin and easily separated  pel licles, or of  
extensive thick masses Or strata, or again showing itself in the  
form of a tough membrane. It is of  greyish.yellow  colour,  ana  
microscopically cons ists mainly of coagulated fibrin along with  
epithelial cells and red and white blood corpuscles. Its presence  
causes roughening of the two pleural surfaces, which, slightly  
separated  in health, may now be brought into  cc,ntact  by bands  
of lymph extending between them. These bands may break  
up or may become organized by the development of new blood  
vessels, and adhering permanently may obliterate throughout  
a greater or  lras  space the pleural sac, and interfere to some extent  
with the free play of the lungs. (i)  Effusion of fluid into the  
pleural cavity. This fluid may vary in its  characterS  

The chief varieties of pleurisy are cla ssified according to the 
variety of the effusion, should effusion take place.  (i)  Some  
pleuriaies  do not reach the stage of effusion, the inflammation 
terminating in the exudation of lymph. This is termed dry  
pleurisy. (z) Fibrinous or plastic pleurisy. in this variety  
the pleura is covered by a thick layer of granular,  flbdiious  
material. Fibrinous pleurisy Is usually secondary to acute 
diseases of the lung such ,.s pneumonia, cancer, abscess or 
tuberculosis.  (i)  Sero.flbrinoua  pleurisy. This is the most 
common variety, and produces the condition commonly known  
as pleurisy with effusion. The amount may vary from an  

almost inappreciable  quantIty  to a gallon or more. When  
large in quantity it may fill to distension the pleural sac, bulge  
Out the thoracic well externally, and compress the lung, which  
may In such cases have all its sir displaced and be reduced to a  

mere fraction of its natural bulk. Other organs, such as the  
heart and liver, may in consequence of the presence of the fluid  

be shifted away from their normal position. In favourable cases  
the fluid is absorbed more Or less completely and the pleural  
surfaces  again may unite by adhesions; or, all traces  of inflamma-
tory products having disappeared, the pleura may be restored  
to its normal condition. When the fluid is not speedily absorbed  
it may remain long in the cavity and compress  the lung to such a  
degree as to render it incapable of re-expansion as the effusion  
passes slowly away. The consequence is that the chest well  
falls in, the ribs become approximat ed, the shoulder is lowered,  
the spine becomes curved and internal organs permanently  
displaced, while the affected aide scarcely moves In respiration.  
Sometimes  the  unabaorbed  fluid becomes purulent, and an  
empyoma  is the result.  

The symptoms of pleurisy vary; the onset is sometimes  
obscure but usually well marked. It may be ushered in by  
rigors, fever and a sharp pain In the side, especially on breathing.  
Pain is felt in the aide or  breast,of  a severe cutting character,  
referred  ugusily  to the neighbourhood of the nipple, but it may  
be also at some distance from the affected part, such  aa  through  
the middle of the body or In the abdominal or iliac regions. On  
auscultation the physician recognizes sooner or later" friction,"  

a superficial rough rubbing sound, occurring only with the  
respiratory acts and ceasing when the breath is held. It is duo  
to the coming together during respiration of the two  pisural  
surfaces which are roughened by the exuded lymph. The pain  
is greatest at the outset, and tends to abate as the effusion  
takes place.  Λ  dry cough is almost always present, which is  
particularly distressing owing to the increased pain the effort  

excites. At the outset there may be  dyspnoea,  due to fever and  
pain; later it may result from compression of the lung.  

On physical  exsmination  of the chest the following are among  
the chief points observed: (s) On inspection there is more or  
less bulging of the side affected, should effusion be present,  
obliteration of the Intercostal spaces, and sometimes elevation  
of the shoulder. (2) On palpation with the hand applied to the  
side there is diminished expansion of one-ball of the thorax,  
and the normal vocal  fremitus  is abolished. Should the effusion  
be on the right aide and copious, the liver may be felt to have  
been pushed downwards, and the heart somewhat displaced to  
the left; while if the effusion be on the left side the hea rt  is die-
placed to the right.  (.)  On percussion there is absolute dullness  
over the seat of the effusion. If the fluid does not fill the pleural  
sac the floating lung may yield a hyper-resonant note.  ()  On  
auscultatian  the natural breath sound is inaudible over the  
effusion. Should the latter be only partial the breathing is  
clear and somewhat harsh, with or without friction, and the  
voice  sound is  segophonic.  Posteriorly there may be heard  
tubular breathing with  aegophony.  These various physical  
signs render it impossible to mistake the disease for other  
maladies the symptoms of which may bear a resemblan ce  to it,  
such as  pleucodynia.  

The absorption or removal of the fluid is marked by the  
disappearance  or diminution of the above-mentioned  physical  
signs, except that of pe rcussion dullness, which may last a long  
tune, and is probably due in part to the thickened pleura.  
Friction may again be heard as the fluid passes away and the  
two pleural surfaces come together. The displac ed  organs are  
restored to their position, and the compressed lung r e-expanded.  
Frequently this expansion is only partial.  

In most instances the termination is favourable, the acute  
symptoms subsiding and the fluid (if not drawn off) becoming  
absorbed, sometimes  after  reaccumulation.  On the ocher hand  
it may remain long  without undergoing much change, and thus  
a condition of chronic pleurisy becomes established.  

Pleurisy may exist in a latent form, the patient going about  
for weeks with a large accumulation of fluid in his  thoraa  the  

• 
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o,dioary  acute symptoms never having been present in any  
marked degree Cases of this  sOrt  are often protracted, and  
their results  uiisaliafaciory  as regards complete recovery.  

In the treatment of early pleurisy,  pam  may be relieved by 
a hypodermic of  morpfua  or the application of leeches. A 
purgative is  tuenlial.  Fixation of the  aFected  side of the thorax 
by strapping with adhesive plaster gives great relief. The ice-
bag is useful in the early stages, as in pneumonia. The open-air 
treatment of cases is  recommendid,  as the majority of the cases 
are of tuberculous origin. When effusion  baa  taken place, 
counter irritation and the  exiubition  of iodide of potassium are 
useful Dry diet and saline  purgativea  have been well spoken 
of The moat satisfactory method of treatment ii coil, and 
if necessary repealed aspiration of the fluid The operation  
(Ihora'eniesis) was practised by ancient physicians, but was  
revived in modern times by Armand Trousseau  (τ8οι- ι867) 

 In France and Henry I.  Bowditch  (1808-1892) in America, by 
the latter an excellent instrument was devised for emptying 
the chest, which, however, has been displaced in practice by the  
still more convenient aspirator. The chest is punctured in the 
lateral or posterior regions, and in most cases the greater portion  
or all of the fluid may be safely drawn off. In many instances 
not only is the removal of distressing symptoms speedy and  
complete, but the lung is relieved from pressure in time to  
enable it to resume its normal function. 

In cases of chronic pleurisy after the failure of repeat ed  
aspirations, Samuel West reports well of free incision and drain-
age. He has report ed  cases of recovery of effusion, fifteen or 
eighteen months standing. Sir James Barr  baa  advocated the 
treatment of these cases by the withdrawal of the fluid and the 
substitution of sterilized air and solution of supra-renal extract; 
others have introduced physiological salt solution or  formalin 
ώ lutiοit  into the cavity, after the removal of the fluid.  Vaquez 

 injects nitrogen into the cavity and reports a number of cases 
in which it prevented recurrence.  .  

P1.EURO-PNEUMONIA, or LONG-PLAGUE, a contagious disease  
peculiar to cattle, generally affecting the lungs and the lining  
membrane of the cheat,  produdng  a particular form of lobar 
or lobular  plcuro-pneumonia, and, in the majority of cases, 

 transmitted by the living diseased animal, or, exceptionally, 
by mediate contagion. lt  cannot be communicated to animals 
other than those of the bovine race. Inoculation of healthy 
cattle with the fluid from the diseased lungs produces, after a 
certain interval,  characteristk  changes at the seat of inoculation,  
and  ihough  it does not develop the lung lesions  alwaysobserved 

 in natural infection, yet there is a local anatomical similarity  
or identity. Though numerous investigations have been made, 
the nature of the infective agent remains doubtful. In  ι888 

 Arloing,  of Lyons, described various bacilli obtained from the 
lesions, but the pathogenic organism of lung-plague has not been 
discovered. 

The earliest  noticesof  this disease  testify that it first prevailed 
in central Europe, and in the  ι8th  century it was present in 
certain parts of southern Ge rmany, Switzerland and France, 
and had also appeared in upper Italy. Though Valentine 
described an  epizooty  occurring among cattle in 1693  In Hesse, 

 doubts have been entertained as to whether it was this malady. 
It was not until 1769 that it was definitely described as prevailing 
In  Franche-Comt€  by the name of "muds." From that date  
down to 1789 it appears to have remained more or less limited  
to the Swiss mountains, the Jura,  Dauphinfl  and Vosges, Pied-
mont and upper Silesia; it seemed itself In Champagne and  
Bourbonnais about the time of the Revolution, when its spread  
was greatly accelerated by the ware that followed. In the  I9th 

 century its diffusion was accurately determined. Ii invaded 
Prussia in 1802, and soon spread over north Germany. It was  
first described as existing in Russia in 1824; It reached Belgium 
in 1827, Holland in 1833, the United Kingdom in 184 1 , Sweden 
in 1847, Denmark in 1848, Finland in 1850,  South Africa in 
1854, the United Stat es—Brooklyn in 1843,  NewJei·seyin 1 847, 
Brooklyn again in /850  and Boston in 1850; it was also carried  
to Melbourne in 1858, and to New South Wales in 1860;  New  

Zealand and Tasmania received It In τ864,  but it was  esadicated  
in both countries by the sanitary measur es  adopted Is. was  
carried to Asia Minor, and made its  prmsnce  felt at  Damaacuz. 
lt  prevails m various parts of China,  mdii,  Africa and Australia,  
and until quite recently it existed in every country in Europe. 
except Scandinavia, Holland, Spain and Portugal. in Great 
Britain cases occurred in 2897.  

Sympioiiu  —The malady lasts from two to three weeks to 
as many months, the chief symptoms being fever, diminished  
appetite, a abort cough of a peculiar and  pathognomomc  charac-
ter, with  qusckened  breathing and pulse, and physical indications  
of lung and chest di sease. Towards the end there is great  
debility and emaciation, death generally ensuing aid hectic 
fever has set in Complete recovery is rare.  

The pathological changes are generally limited to the chest  
and its contents, and  consiSt  in a peculiar marbled-like appear-
ance of the lungs on section, and  flbrinous  deposits on the pleural 
membrane, with oftentimes great effusion into the cavity of  
the thorax.  

Willema  of  Hasselt  (Belgium) in 1852 introduced and erαrtised  
inoculation as a protective measure for this scourge, employing 
for this purpose the lymph obtained from a diseased lung Since  
that time inoculation has been extensively resorted to, not only 

 in Europe, but also in Australia and South Africa, and its pro-
tective value has been generally recognized.. When properly 
performed, and when certain precautions are adopted, it would  
appear to confer temporary immunity from the disease. The  
usual seat of inoculation is the extremity of the tail, the virus  
being introduced beneath the skin by means of a syringe or a  
worsted thread impregnated with the lymph. Protection ιιgαinst  
Infection can also be secured by subcutaneous or intravenous 
injection of a culture of  Arming's pneumo-badhlus  on Martin's 
bouillon, and by intravenous injection of the lymph from a 
diseased lung, or from a subcutaneous lesion produced in a calf  
by previous inoculation.  

PLEVNA  (Bulgarian  Plewa),  the chief town of the depart ment 
of  Plevna,  Bulgaria; 85 m.  Ν.Ε.  of Sofia, on the  Tutchinitsa,  
an affluent of  Vid,  which flows north into the Danube and on 
the Sofia-Varna railway (opened in 1899). Pop.  (19ο6),  21,208.  
A branch line, 25 m. long, connects  Plevos  with  Samovii  on 
the Danube, where a port baa  been formed. After the  eventS  
of 1877, it was almost entirely forsaken by the Turks, and moat  
9ί  the mosques  have gone to ruin; but, peopled new mainly by 
Bulgarians, it has quite recovered its prosperity, and has a large 
commerce in cattle and wine. 

Doilies of 3877. —Ρleν nο.  prior to the Russo-Turkish War of  
1 877 (see Russo-Trniitisis  WARS) S small and unknown town 
without fortifica tions became celebrated throughout the world  
as the scene of Osman Pasha's victo ries  and his five months'  
defence of the entrenched camp which he constructed around  
she town, a defence which upset the Russians' plans and induced  
them  Ιο  devote their whole energies to its capture. Osman  
Pasha left  Widin  on the 13th of July  wiIb  a column consisting  
of 1 9 battalions,  ό  squadrons and g batteries, a total of  Τ2,  
men and. 54 guns. Nearing that he was too late to relieve  
Nikopol,  he pushed on to  Plevna,  where there was a  garnaoss 

 of 3 battalions and 4  guns, tinder Aloof Paths.  
Passing through  Plevna  on the afternoon of the  zptb  of July 

he at once took up a position, previously selected by  Atouf 
Psaha,  of the hills covering the town to the north and east. 
The column had been joined en rouSe  by 3 battalions from the  
banks of  th8  Danube, so that  Osmaus's  command now consisted  
of 25 battalions. The was none too soon. General  Schilder-
Schuldner,  commanding the  5tb division of the  Ta. iwse  
IX.  cOrps,  which had just captured  Nikopol,  had  
been ordered  to occupy  Plevna,  and his guns were  
already in action. The Turkish batteries came into action 
as soon as they arrived and returned the fire. A desultory 
artillery duel was carried on till nightfall, but no attack was made 
by the Russians 00 the  ι9th,  Osman distributed his troops  
in there sections: on the  Jausik  Bair, faring north, were 13  
battalions and 4 batteries, with advanced  posts of a battalions 
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and a better), each, at  Opanttz  and  Bukova,  facing east and  
north-east, 5 battalions and  ser'guns  were posted on the eastern  
and of the  Janik  hair; to the hills  soirtb  of the  Bilgareul seed  

battalions and 2 batteries were allotted, and on either side 
of the road, under cover, in rear of them, most of the cavalry  

was placed. The remaining  tmopo  formed a general  resmve,  
which was posted on the  LIII  jug east of the town. The hills  
to the north and east of  Plevna  were perfectly blue. The  1103  
had covered the τ τ  m. from  Wrdin  ii seven dim, In trying  
best, and were  eahausied,  bat a few trenches were thrown up.  

On the  soiL  of July at 5  ext., having made no preliminary  
recenneissence,  the Russian commander brought his guns into  
action, and, after a short bombardment,  admeed  his  infsnt'y  

met a fern of  ό  battalions  and a  batttry  under Rifest  
Paaba  to  eeαrρy Lovdi& (berets), where they entrenched  

themselves.  
The  Flevna  garrison now numbered  so,000 (35battalioni,  

$  squadrons, 57  $OflS  and  nο  mounted  Iereg'ilars),  who were  
esganised  in two  wingu  with a general reserve. Mu  Psaha  
commanded the lift wing consisting  ci  as battalions,  3  batteries  
and a squadrons, and held the ground from the  Vid bridge  
to  Grivitia, lfassan Sabri  Psalm  ,wn'sd the tight  wIng,  
of equal strength, covering from  Grivitea  to the south.  ΤΙιS  
remainder, as general reserve, was posted on the crest sad  alopea  
of the bill east of the town, with one battalion in  Plevna  itself.  
'lire west front was not  fortiSed  till October. Trenches  were  

in four separate  coiuinnn.  On the north sank they pressed  
into  Bukova,  and also succeeded in driving back the Turkish  
eight wing, but in both  ceans Turtish ιeίnfα cnΙs  arrived  
and with vigorous counter-attacks pressed back the R"".,  

with the result that by noon they were in full  rctmt,  having  
lost  afοο  men out of  ..  total- of  fcοο  The Turks ‚cat  s000.  
Osman made no attempt  Ιο  reap the fruits of his victory by  
pursuit. He at once drew up plans for the  fοrtiόcaίΊ οn  of  
the position,  end the troops were employed night and day  
constructing  redoubta  and entrenchments.  Α  plentiful supply  
of tools and daily  maivoya  of gores reached  Plevas in=  
Orchaale,  and on the τ4th ci  July  Osmair's  strength was  
iDcreassd  by 54 battalions and a  baucry  from  Solia.  In order  
to secure his line of  commuaicziions,  on the nth  ci Jubr.he  

4 ft. deep and the redoubts bad a command of  ιο  to  ιό  ft.,  
with parapets about 14 ft. thick. In addition to the trenches  
ιο  the desks, there were in some cases two lines of trench to the  

front, thus giving three tiers of fire.  
In  aecordance  with orders from the Russian headquarte rs  

at Them, a fresh attack was made by General  Kittdener  on 
 1kb  30th of July. Ho had been  reirifoccd  by three brigades 

of  idaniiy  and one  ci  cavalry under General  Shakovskoi,  sad  
his force numbered over 30.000 with 176 guns.  MIcr  a  
preliminary cannonade the infantry advanced a13 p. m., as 
before in widely spread columns. The columns  

attacking from the north and  north.essl  were  
repulsed  with heavy loss.  Sbakovskoi  advancing  ∆ΙΊ"  

from  Radinchieno,  his left  βank eafegtsided  by  Sbobdev  from  
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the neighbourhood of  Krfsbln, temροrαrilυ occupied Iwo redoubt.,  
but a heavy  counter.atmke  by the Turkish reserves forced him  
back with severe loss.  Tbe  Russians retreated, the  northert  
column to  Tristenik  and  Ksrsgakh,  the southern to  Poradim.  
Their losses amounted to 7300, while the Turkish losses  
exceeded  acco. Hasi  the Turkish garrison of  Lovdsa  been  
Called in, the result would have been still more disastrous to  
the Russians.  

The victory was decisive, but Osman again failed to pursue.  
His troops were elated by success, the moral of the enemy  
severely shaken, the undefended Russian bridge over the Danube  
was within 40 m. of him, but he lost his opportunity, and  
contented himself with strengthening his defensive works. It  
is said that he was tied down to  Plevna  by orders from  
Constantinople.  

The  Rυ iεn,  now  coiitentrated  all their available forces  
against  Plevna  and called in the aid of the Rumanians. By  
the end of August they had assembled a forts of  µ,000  infantry,  
50,000 cavalry and  ' ο  guns, including 54 siege guns, about  
100,000  men in all. On the 30th of August Osman moved out  
of  Plevna  with all his cavalry, 3 batteri es  of  artlilety  and  19 
battalions of infantry, sod on the 31st attack ed  the Russians  
about  Pelishat.  He returned to  Plevna  the same evening.  
The Turks lost 5300 and the Russia ns i000  men. The Russians  
determined to occupy  Loycha,  and so cut Cameo's  communi.  
catious  before again attacking  Plevna. Mter  three days'  
fighting this was accomplished by  Skobelev,  acting under  
Imeretlnski,  with a force of 20,000 men, Of the 3rd of September.  
Osmasi  moved out to the relief of the garrison that day with a  
strong colu mn, but, finding he was too late, returned to  Plevria  
on the 6th. The survivors from  Lovcha  were re-formed into  
g  b4ιtaliQris,  including which Osman had been reinforced by  
13 battalion., el batteries of artillery and τ τ squadrons of  
cavalry. His strength was now  3ο,οοο, with 75 guns, 46  
battalions,  τe squadrons and is batteries. This force was  
organized in 4 approximately equal commands, the northern,  
south.eastern  and southern, and a general reserve.  

The Russians moved to their preliminary positions on the  
night of September  6ιh-th.  Their plan was for the Rumanians,  
τυίω the IX. and IV.  corp.  and  Irneretlnski'e  column  Ιο  
Bank d attack the north-east, south-east and south fronts  

simultaneously. An artillery bombardment began  
at  ό  a.m.  on the 7th of  Septeniber,  was carried on till 3 p.m. on  
the nth, when the Infantry advanced. The Rumanians took  
one  Grivitea  redoubt;  Skobelev  occupied two redoubts on the  
south  front, but the centre attack on the  Radishevo  front felled.  
On the  zith  the Turks recaptured the sou thern  redoubt,, the  
Rumanians remained in po ssession of the  Grivilza  redoubt,  
but the Russian losses already amounted to  ι8,οοο and they  
withdrew, and entrenched themselves on a line  Verbitza.  
Radisbevo,  with cavalry on either Bank to the  Vid.  The Turkish 
losses totalled $000, of  whic ι only a few hundred were caused by 
the artillery fire of the first few days. There was no question of 
pursuit. The Russians were  greaIly  superior in numbers and the 
Turks were completely exhausted.  

Several causes cont ributed  to the Russian defeat. The  
Russian bombardment, at ranges beyond the powers of their  
guns and lacking the co-operation of the infantry to give them  
a target, had been useless. No reconnaissance had been made 
of the position. The  iniantry  attacks were not simultaneous,  
and were beaten in detail, besides which, they were spread over  
the whole of a strongly fortified front in equal strength, i nstead  
of being pressed home at definite po ints.  The lack of unity of 
command, in that the  mmaπder-in.chief  interfered with the  
d ίsρci Ι fοπs  and conduct of the operations as arranged by  
the commander  of the  Plevn&  forces also militated  against the  
Russian success. 

This was the last open-force attack on  Osman'a  lines.  
General  Todleben,  the defender of Sevastopol. was now  

and Fat entrusted with the conduct of the siege, and he de- 
91 ριe"ί • ιατnά αειι to complete the investment, which ems 
accomplished by the  s4th  of October,  Osman's  request to retire  

from  Pievua  having been refused by  Coestaudeegile. Snpgdies  
eventually gave out and a sortie on the night of thenth-zed  
.1 December failed, with the result that he and his army  
capitulated.  

Plevrsa  Is a striking example of the futi lity of the  piudy  
passive defence,which is doomed to failure howev er tausaciosaly  
curled out. Osman Pubs repelled three  Ruisian  attacks and  
practically held the whole Russian army.  Ιι remained for the  
other Turkish forms in the field to take the  odouisive  said bye 
vigorous  counteestroke  to rasp the fruits  cl  his snecesseα. 

 which are not followed up axe useless. War without  
strate,  Is mere butchery. The position of  Plevna,  threatening  
the Russian bridge and tαοαuαunieιriens,  was strategically  
important, but there was no necessity for the Russians to attack  
the position. On the eastern flank was an army stronger than  

Osmsn's  sod the fortress of  Rustchvk wes  nearer the bridge than  
Plevna,  but they did not consider it necessary to attack them.  
They might have contained  Osman's  forts as they did the army  
under Mehemet All, and either awaited his attack or attacked  
when he evacuated the position. They failed to realise the  
resisting force of Improvised fortifications and the strength  
conferred by extensive and well-placed entrenchment., and  
despising their adversary made direct frontal attacks on s well. 
fortified posi tion,  insiesd  of aiming at a flank or the rear. The  
part  played by  Plevna  in the war was due in the first place to the  
imaginary importance set by the Russians on its  caρture  and  
later to their faulty procedure in attack on the one hand, and to  
the skill ev inced by the Turks in fortifying and defending the  
position on the οιheτ. U.  Η.  V. C.)  

See W. V. Herbert lb Dense. of  Pleeria. 787?  (London,  ι8) ; 
F. V. Greene. The Jlessies Army mid its  Cws$iga is turkey 
(London, ι88ο) Geiueisl Kurepetkin (Ger.  trans. by Krahmer),  
Krilixdse Rdckbdi.k' 44 des  rwsis'h-iilrkuckes Kriq; Μοusser  
Pacha and Went-Bey,  Defeags  di  P1mw; Krabmer'e Germ=  
translation of the Russian  Oflicisi  History; General H. Langlois,  
Lemons of two Roust Wars (Beg. Iran.., War OHce. 5910); Tb.  
von Tmtba. Kampf  em  Pkvsa  (Berlin. 1878); Vacsresco (Car.  
trans.), Ramdaiess AsIhsiI am  riqι, Ζθfl-Β78  (Leipaig, 1888).  

PLEWS IDNAZ JΟ8ΖΡΗ  (1757-1831), Austrian musician,  
was been at  Rupperstbsl,  near Vienna, on the rat of June 1757,  
the twenty-fourth son of a poor village schoolmaster. He 
studied the pianoforte under Van Hal (known In  Rnglaod  as  
νshaΙί ),  and in 1772 learned composition from Haydn, who  
became his dearest friend. lie was appointed temporary  motae  
di chapels at  Strasbueg  In 1783, receiving a  pesinaneat  appoint-
ment to the  oflice  in 1789. In 1791 he paid a successful visit to  
London. lie narrowly escaped  the guillotine on returning to  
Strasburg, and was only saved by the existence of a  esnIaLa  
which be had written, and in which the Inspiration could fairly  
be claimed lobe on the side of liberty; so that he was permitted  
to remain until 179$, when he migrated to Paris. Here he opened  
a large music shop, published the first complete edition of  Haydn's  
quartets, and founded, in 1807, the pianoforte manufactory  

which still bears his name. The latter years of his life were  
spent in agricultural pursuits. The July revolution of 1830  

indicted upon him a severe shock, sod on the 24th of November  
1832 he died Paris.  

Matte  Pityri., •'i Moke  (1811-1875), the wife of his eldest  
son, Camille, was one of the most  smρΙished  pianists of hoc  
time.  

PLIGHT, an homonymous word now used chiefly with two 
meanings, (z) pledge, and (s) condition or state. The first 
appears more generally in the verbal form, "to plight  one'a  
troth," &c., and the  secood  with a direct or implied sense of 
misfortune. The derivations of the two words show they are  
quite distinct in origin. The 0.  Eng.  ‚Is! meant danger or risk,  
hence risk of obligation  (cf  Get.  Ρβich!,  Du. ‚Iii,  care, duty).  
The root 1e8- or peg-  Is probably also to be seen in the much  
disputed word "pledge."  The M.  Eng.  ‚Iii or ply!, on the other  
hand, is an adaptation of 0. Fr.  plofi,  fold, and thertiore α άουblet  
of "plait," but appears in the  14ιh  century. with the martial  
sense of condition or state in general. 

ιιk 



PLIMER,  A.-PLINY, THE ELDER  
111Μ111131,  ANDREW (c. 17631837), English  miedgure  

painter, was the son of a dock-maker at  Welhnglon.  Disliking  
his father's business, be and his brother Nathaniel joined a  
party of gypsies  and wandered about with them, eventually  
reaching London, where he presented himself to Mrs  Coaway  in  
1781 and was engaged by her as studio boy. His skill In painting  
was quickly detected by  Cosway,  who sent him to a friend to  
learn drawing, and then received him into his own studio,  
where he remained until 1785, when he set up for himself in  
Great Maddox Street. It was of this artist that  Coaway  said  
"Andrew will be my  Elisha,"  adding with  characteristIc  vanity,  

ΙΙ  I am not constrained to carry my mantle up to Paradise with  
me."  Plimer  married Joanna Louisa Knight, whose sister,  
Mary Aim, was his pupil and a we ll-known artist. He had five  
children, only one of whom, Louisa, married.  lIe  exhibited  
many times In the Royal Academy, resided for awhile In Exeter, 
travelled a good deal through England, and died at Brighton and  

was buried at Hove. His miniatures are of great brilliance and  
in considerable demand among collectors. They are to be dis-
tinguished by the peculiar wiry treatment of the hair and by  
the large  full expressive eyes Purer invariably gave to his female  

sitters, eyes resembling those of his own wife and daughters.  

See Andrew  σsel Naikesiid Pliswr,  by G. C. Williamson (London,  
1903). (C. C.  Wi  

PIJIER.  NATHANIEL (1757-c. 1822), English miniature  
painter, was the brother of Andrew Purer  (q.s.).  He worked for  
a while with Henry Bone the enameller, eventua lly entering  
Conway's  studio. He exhibited at the Royal Academy from  
1787 until :81 g,  when he is lost sight of, although he is said to  
have lived until r8». He had four daughters, one of whom  
married  the painter, Andrew Geddes, and left children. He  
exhibited  twenty.aix  works, and many of his smaller portraits  
are of extreme beauty.  

See Andrew mid  Nalhmiid P11mev.  by G. C. Williamson (London,  
1903). (C. C. W.)  

PlIMSOLl5  SAMUEL (1824-1898), British politician and  
aocial  reformer, was born at Bristol en the  roth  of February 2824. 
Leaving school at an early age, he became a clerk, and rose to be  
manager of a brewery in Yorkshire. In 1853 he endeavoured to  
eel up a business of his own in London as a coal merchant. The  
venture proved a failure, and  Plimsollwss  reduced to destitution.  
He has himself related how for a time be lived in a common  
lodging-house on s. 9d. a week. Through this experience he  
learnt to sympathize with the struggles of the poor; and when the  
success of his enterprise placed  him in possession of a competence, 
he resolved to devote his leisure to the amelioratIon  of their  
lot. His  eflorts  were directed more especially against what were  
known as "corn-ships "—unseaworthy and overloaded vess els,  
often heavily insured, In which unscrupulous owners were allowed  
by the law to risk the lives of their crews. P limsoll entered 
parliament as Liberal member for Derby in r868, and endeavoured 
in vain to pass a bill dealing with the subject. In 1872 he  
published a work entitled Ow Seamen, which made a great  im.  
pression  throughout the country. Accordingly, on Plimsoll's  
motion in 1873, a royal commission was appointed, and in  ι8; 

 a government bill was Introduced , which Plimsoll, though reseed-
ing it as Inadequate, resolved to accept. On the 22nd of July, 
the premier, Disraeli, announced that the bill would be dropped.  
Plimsoll lοst his self-control, applied the term "villains" to  
members of the house, and shook his fist in the Speaker's face.  

Disraeli moved that he be reprimanded, but on the suggestion  
of Lord  Hartington  agreed to adjourn the matter for a week to  

allow Plimsoll time for reflection. Eventually Plimsoll made an  
apology. The country, however, shared his view that the bill had  
been stifled by the pressure of the shipowners, and the popular  
agitation forced the government to pass a bill, which In the  
following year was amended into the Merchant Shipping Act.  

This gave stringent powers of inspection to the Board of Trade.  
The mark that indicates  the limit to 'shish a ship may be loaded  
is generally known as Plimsoll's mark. Plimsoll was re-elected  
fOLDerby  at the general election of 188α by a great majority, but  

gave up his seat to Sir W.  Πιιοου ί ,  in the belief that the latter,  
as home secretary, could advance the sailors' interests more  

eliectively  than any private member. Though dieted a seat by  
some thirty  wnsdiuencka,  he did not  re.eiiLer  the house,  sri  
subsequently became estranged from the Liberal leaders by what  
he regarded as their breach of faith In neglecting the question of  
shipping  reicem.  lie held for some years the presidency of the  
Sailors' and nutmeg's Union, raised a further agitation, marred  
by obvious exaggeration, about the homers of the  cattle.sbips.  
Later he visited the United  Sl&tes  with the object, in which be  
did good service, of securing the adoption of a less bitter tone  

towards England in the historical  leztboeks  used in American  
schools. He died at  Folkeatone  on the 3rd of June Μ198.  

PLINLIIWON (Plyidimiioss, Pum$'awss, Pamlirneem,  
Pnsinmos; Pumlumon  Is the name used locally:  plemp  
mesas five:  kemow,  chimney, flag or beacon; ten, head), a 
mountain  of Wales  of the height of  s463  it, equidistant  
(about  ιο  in.) from  Machynlieth  and  Llaaldloes.  Much  
Inferior in- elevation  Ιο  Snowdon or Ceder  hiris, Plinlim.  
mon  is certainly the moat dangerous of the Welsh bills  
because of Its quaking bogs. The scenery Is comparatively poor,  
consisting chiefly of  sheep.downs  (in  Moeitgomeryshire)  and  
Wren  turbsxics  (in  Cardigsnsblre).  If the name means " άνο  
beacons," only three of these are high, with a  covx'dd (stone.pile,  
probablya mililaryor  other landmark, rather than the legendary  
barrow or tomb) on each of the three.  PIklta,,,',m  is notable  
as the source of five  stresma—tbree  small: the  Rbeldol,  the  
Llyfnaiit  and the  Clywedog;  and two larger and famous: the  
Wye  (Gm') and the Severn  (He/ron).  

The  morsasesof Pilnilmnsois  saw many a struggle, notably the  
war to the knife between Owen  Cyfeilog (β. c. goo), prince of  
Powys, and  Hywel ab Cadogan.  Here  alao  Owen  Gleadower  
unfurled the banner of Welsh Independence; from here, In 1401,  
he harassed the country, sacking Montgo mery, burning  Welshpool,  
and destroying  Cwm  Sir (long  "combe,"  or valley) abbey, of  
which some columns are said to be now in  Llanidloes  old church.  
On the side of  PlInlImmon,  some a m. from the  Steddfagurig  Inn,  
is  Blaen  Gels (the point of the Wye), the course of the  streamlet  
being traceable up to  Pont.rhyd.galed  (the hard ford bridge),  
some 4 m. distant from the Inn. Near this bridge are numerous  
barrows and cairns, on the right from  Abelystwyth.  There are  
slate quarries, with lead and copper mines.  Machynlleth  (per.  
hape Mogks.a  in Roman dines) has Owen  Glcndower'a  "senate  
house" (1402), and is known as the scene of  Glendower's  at-
tempted essαssinetlen  by  Dafydd  Gem.  Llyn  pen  rhaiadr  (the  
waterfsll.head  pool), or  Piatyll  y  llyn  (pool spout), is some  ό  m. 
south of  Machynlleth. Llanidloes  has a trade in  Plinlimmon  
slates and minerals besides flannel and wool manufactures.  

PLTNTH (Gr. τhΙidοτ, a square tile), the term in architecture  
given to the lower mouldings of a podium, pedestal or skirting  
also to any rectangular block on which a statue or vase is placed  
and in the Classic Orders to the square block of moderate height  
under the base mouldings of the column or pedestal.  

PlINY,  THE ELDER.  Galus Plinius Secundua  (c.  A.D.  23-79)'  
the author of the  Nak'raIls hiskria,  was the son of a Roman  
muss by the daughter of the senator emits  Caedllus  of  Novum  
Comum.  He was born at  Comum,  not (as is sometimes  supposed)  
at Verona: It is only as a native of Gallia -Tranapadana  that he 

 calls  Catullus  of Verona his  'ο1υταπonι,  or  fellow.couniryman,  
not his  mIusksps,  or fellow-townsman  (Praef.  i).  Reface AD.  

(Ν. ΙΖ. mvii.  8:) his father took him to Rome, where he  
was educated under his father's friend, the poet and military  
commander, P.  Pomponlus Secimdus,  who inspired him with  a 
lifelong love of learning. Two centuries after the death of the  
Grscchl  Pliny saw some of their  autograpb  writings in his  
preceptor's library  (xiii.  83), and he afterwards wrote that  
preceptor's Life. He makes mention of the grammarians and  
rhetoricians, Remits  Palaemen  and  Arellius  Fumes (xis. 49  
xxxiii. ι s),  and he may have been Instructed by them. In  
Rome he studied botany In the garden of the aged  Antonius  
Castor  (xxv.  g), and saw the fine old lotus-trees in the grounds  

that bad once belonged to Crosses  (xvii.  s).  lie also viewed the  
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Vast structure raised by Caligula  (xmL rir),  and probably  
witnessed the triumph of Claudius  over Britain  (iii. ι re  Α.D.  

µ).  Under the influence of Seneca he became a keen student of  

philosophy and rhetoric, and began practising as an advocate.  
He saw military service under  Corbulo  In Lower  Oermsny  
(Λ.σ. .),  taking part in the Roman conquest of the  Chaud  and  
the construction of the canal between the Mass and the Rhine  
(xvi.  a and  ).  As a young  command.t  of cavalry  0m:sleeks  
aJai)  he wrote in his  winter.quasteaa  work on the use of missiles  
on horseback (de jacsdotion' eqiwsiri),  with some account of the 
points of a good horse (viii.  τ6).  In Gaul and Spain he learnt  
the meanings of a number of Celtic words  (xxx.  40). Me  tvok  
note of sites associated with the Roman invasion of Ge rmany,  
and, amid the scenes of the victories  of Drums, he had a dream  
hi which the victor enjoined him to transmit his exploits to  

posterity (Pun. £pp. iii.  , 4) . The dream prompted Pliny to 
begin forthwith a history of all the wars between the Romans 
and the Germans. He probably accompanied his father's 
friend,  Pomponlus,  on an expedition against the  Chatti  
(Λ.σ.  so), and visited Germany for a third time  ()  as a comrade  
of the future emperor, Titus (Peer!  1 3). Under Nero be lived 
mainly in Rome. He mentions the map of Armenia said the  
neighbourhood of the Caspian Sea, which was sent to Rome by  
the stall of  Corbulo  in AD. 58 (νi.  40). He also saw the building  
of  Nero's "golslen  house" after the fire of 64  (xxxvi τ ι). 

 Meanwhile he was completing the twenty books of his  His$ory 
of the German Wars, the only authority expressly quoted in the 
first six books of the Annals of  Tacitus  (i.  69), and probably one 
of the principal authorities for the Germania. It was superseded  
by the writings of  Tacitus,  and, early in this sth  century,  Sym. 
machue  had little hope of finding a copy (Epp.  xiv.  8). He also  
devoted much of his time to writing on the  compaiazrvely  safe 
subjects of grammar said  ebetoric.  A detailed work on rhetoric, 
entitled Sled ksus,  was  fouowed  by eight books,  Dubil sermosiis  
(s.o.  67). Under his friend  Veapesian he returned to the 
service of the  stats,  serving as  jseociwaior  In Gallia  Narboneoals  
(70) and  Rispania Tarmconensis (;.),  and also visiting the 

 Provincla Beiglca  (fl).  During his stay In Spain  he_became 
 Updike with the agriculture and the mines of the country,  

besides paying a visit to Africa (vii 37).  Ου  his return to Italy 
he accepted  omce  under  Veapasian,  whom he used to visit Were  
daybreak for instructions before muscling to his  odicial  duties,  
after the discharge of which he devoted all the rest of his time to  
study  (lila. .ilpp. iii.  5, p). He completed a  Η&1ο,7  of  his Times  
in  thlιΙy οna  books, possibly extending from the reign of Nero  
to that of  Veapasisn,  and deliberately res erved It for publication  
after his decease  (Ν.  IL, ?reef. so). It is quoted by  Tacitus  
(Ann. sill. 20, ire. 53;  HisS. iii.  29), and is one of the authorities  
followed by  Suetonius  end Plutarch. He also virtually com-
pleted his great work, the  Nainrali, his Ιsrτisτ.  The work had  
been planned under the rule of Nero. The materia ls  collected  
for this purpose filled rather less than x60 volumes in  A.D,  23,  
when  Larcius Lichees, the  prsatorian  legate of  Hiapsnia Tarra-
conensis,  vainly dieted to purchase them for a sum  equivaleni  
to more than £32οο.  He dedicated the work to Titus in  S.D.  77.  
Soon afterwards he received from  Vespasian  the  appolntmenl  of  
preefect  of the Roman fleet at  Misenum.  On the 24111 of August  
Α.D.  79 he was stationed at  Miaenum,  at the time of the great  
eruption of Vesuvius, which  ovarwbeimed  Pompeii and  Hercu-
Isneum.  A desire to observe the phenomenon from a nearer  
point of view, and also to rescue some Of his friends, from their  
perilous position on the shore of the Bay of Naples, led to his  

launching his galleys and crea sing the hay to  Siabiac (CssLella.  
mare), where he perished, in the fifty-sixth year of his ag e.  The  
story of his last hours is told in an interesting letter addressed  

twenty-seven years afterwards to  Tacitsis  by the Elder  Pliny's  
nephew and heir, the Younger Pliny  (Ερµ  vi.  ιό ),  who also sends 
to another correspondent an account of his uncle's writings and  
his manner of life (Si. 5).— 

He began to work long before daybreak.... He read nothing  
without making extracts: he used even to say that there was no  
book  20  bad as not to contain something of value. in the cannily  

it was only the time  wIios  he ωιιι acteally le Si. bath chat uαs 
exempted from study. When travel ling, as though freed from  
every other care, he devoted himself to study alone.... In  
short, he deemed all time wasted that was not employed in  atud γ. '  

The only fruit of all this unwearied  industry that has survived 
to our own times is the  Ναhrταks hisΙοr ία,  a work which in its  
present form consists of  tblrty.sevcn  books, the first book  
including a characteristic preface and tables of  conlents,  as well  
as lists of authorities, which were originally prefixed to each of  
the books separately. The contents of the remaining books  

are as follows: ii., mathema tical and physical description of  
the world; iii.-.vi., geography and ethnography; vii, anthro-
pology  ard  human physiology; viii-xi.,  zooldgy; xii.-xxvii.,  
botany, including agriculture, horticulture and  maleria medics;  

xxviii.-xxxii.,  medical  Ζοοlοgy χχχiiξ - χχχνii.,  mineralogy, 
especially in its application to life and art, including chasing in  
silver  (xxxiii.  254-15 7 ), statuary in bronze (=tie.), painting 

 (xxxv.  Σ5-.149),  modelling (15τ-ι58),  and sculpture in marble 
(xxxvi.). .  

He apparently published the first ten books himself in a.n. ;;,  
and was engaged on revising and enlarging the rest during the  
two remaining years of his life. The work was probably pub-
lished with little, if any, revision by the author's nephew, who, 
when telling the story of a tame dolphin, and describing the  
floating islands  of the  Vadimoniais  Lake, thirty years later  
(viii. so, lx. 3),  has apparently forgotten that both are to be 
found In his  undala  work (ii app, ix. 26).  He describes the  
Nntrwaiis kimono, as a  NaiieroA kigioria,  and characterizes it as  
a "work that is learned and full of matter, and as varied as  

nature herself." The  ainencx  of the author's final revision may  
partly ‚count for many repetitions, and for some  contradic.  
lions, for m istakes  in passages  borrowed  1mm  Greek  sutlioei,  
and for the insertion of marginal additions at wrong places in the 
text.  

In the preface the author claims to have stated 20,030  facts  
gathered from some 2000 books and from too select authors.  Tbt  
extant lists of his authorities amount to many more than 400,  
including  ι46  of Roman and 327 of Greek and other sources οf  
information. The lists, as a  goiiersl  rule, follow the order of the  
subject matter of each book. This has been clearly shown in  
Heinrich  Βτυ nπ s Dispiiialio  (Bonn,  ι856).  

Ρlinya  principal authority is  Varτu.  In the geographical books  
Vaero  is  asrpplemented  by the topographical commentaries of  
Agrippa which were completed by the emperor Augustus; for his  

zoology he relies largely on Aristotle and on bibs, the scholarly  
Mauretanian  king,  sludiorma ci αrifide m'morabslior goesi erga.  

(ν. ι ό ). juba  is also his principal guide in botany.  Tbeophrasiiin  
a also named in his Indices. In the  HisSer,  of  λ rτ the original  

Creek authoriti es  are Dana of Samoa (born  '.  340  α.ε.), )..tno.  
crates of  Sicyon  (if.  aBc),  and  Antig000ua  of  Caryatus  (born c. 595  
s.c.).  The anecdotic element has been a scribed to Duds  (mrs.  
6t, Lysippum Si'yonism Dcii, aegal  silica faire  discipel  rim, &c):  
the notices of the suc cessive developments of art and the list of 

m workers in bronze and  paters,  to  Xeoocrates' ant! a large amount 
of  miscellancoun  Information to  Antigonus. tΙ'be  last two autho-
rities are earned in  c050exion  with  Parrhasius (XXXV.  68. hour a  
gloriam eosc'sm' Asiigornis  '1  Xemicraies gel do indent sοιρrnή , 
while  Aatlgonus  is named In the Indices d  xxxiii-xxxiv. αα  a  wijier  
on the  " termitic "  art. Greek epigrams contribute their share  
in  Pliny's  descriptions of pictures and statues. One of the mince 
authorities for books  miv.-xxxv.  is  Heliodorus  (if. 150  s.c.).  the  
author of a work on the monuments of Athens. in the  Indice,  to  
xxxiii.-xaeevi.  an  important place is assigned to  Ρas,tles  of Naples  
(β.  88  Bc.),  the author of a work in five volumes on famous  νrιirό  '∆  
art  xxxvi.  40), probably incorporating the substance of the earlier 
Greek treatises; but  Pliny's indebtedness to  Pasitelen  is denied by  
Kalkmann,who  holds  that Pliny used  theebronologica!  work of Apollo.  
dorus,  as wall as a current catalogue of artists.  Pliny's  knowledge  
of the Greek authorities was probably mainly due to  Varro,  shim  
he often quotes  (e.g. xxxiv.  56,  xxxv. 1 13.  ι56,  xxxvi.  17, 39,  48.  
Varro  probably dealt with the history,  of art in connexion ebb  
architecture, which was included in his  Discipirnae.  For a number  
of items relating to works of art near the coast of Asia Minor. and  
in the adjacent islands, Pliny was indebted to the general, states-
man, orator and historian. Gains  Llc,nius Mucianus,  who died  be(οιe  
An. 77. Pliny mentions the works of art collected b'  Vespastam  
in the Temple Of Peace and in his other galleries (5551V. &t) , but  
much of his information as to the position of such works ins Rome  
is due to books, and not to personal observation.  Tht  main mere  
of his account of ancient art, the only classical work of its  ku -i,  
Is that it is a compilation ultimately found ed  on the lent test'  
books of  Xenoceates  and on the biographies  of Duels and  Anisgosea  
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. lie shows no  ιρecisΙ aptitude for sit criticism; in  seymal pusage,,  

however. be  gives proof of Independent ob servation  (xxxiv.  38.  
..  46. 63.  mv.  17,  το, ' ιό  seq.).  He prefers the marble  Laoco'm  in  
.  the  pslacedTituztoall  the  picturesand  bronzes in  theworid  

(xxxvi.  37);  in the temple near the  Flazmman  Circus he admire,  
the Ares and the Aphrodite of Scenes, "which  wduld suffice to  

1. give renown to any other spot."  "  t Reis indeed (he adds) the  
• works of art are legion; besides, one  efisce,  another from the memory  
▪ and,  hονeνιτ beautiful they may be, we are distracted by the  

overpowerwg  claim. of duty and business; for to admire art we  
• need leisure and profound stillness"  (ibi'L  

Like many of the finest  spuit,  under the early empire, Pliny  
was an adherent to the Stoics. He was acquainted with their  

noblest representative,  Thrasea Paelus,  and he also came under  
the influence of Seneca. The Stoics were given to the study of  

C nature, while their moral teaching was agreeable to one who, in  

his literary work, was unselfishly eager to benefit and to Instruct  
▪ his contemporaries (Pearl.  ιό , miii.  a, :six. z). lie was also 
• influenced by the Epicurean  .iid  the Academic and the revived  
✓ Pythagorean schools. But his view of nature and of God is  

essentially Stoic. It was only (be declares) the weakness of  

• humanity that bad embodied the Being of God in many human  
forms endued with human faults and vices (ii.  ι.8).  The  
Godhead was really  one;it ens the soul  of the eternal world,  
displaying its beneficence on the earth, as well as in the sun and  

• slars(uiiascq., '.‚seq.). TlieexistenceofadivineProvidencewa'  
uncertain (ii. 19), but the belief in its existence  a ά  in  tliepimish- 

• rent of wrong-doing was salutary (ii  26);  and the reward of  
virtue consisted  in the elevation  ώ  Godhead of those who  

• resembled God in doing good to man (ii. '8, Dens cd morlizif  
jimare moifalem, ci  hoer ad adunom gkriam du). It was wrong  

'  to inquire into the future and do violence to nature by resorting  
• to magical arts (ii. '14,  XXX.  3);  but the  signibcanceof  prodigies  

and portents  is not denied (ii. 92, 199, 232).  Pliny's  view of life  
is  gloomy;  he regards  the human rem aspiunged  in ruin end in  
misery (ii. 34, vii '30). Against luxury and moral corruption  
be indulges in declamations, which axe so frequent that (like  

those of Seneca) they at last pall upon the reader; and his  
rhetorical flourishes against practically useful inventions (such  
as the art of  nχνlgaΙiο) are wanting in good Sense and good 
taste  (xix.  6). 

With the proud national spirit of a Roman he combines an 
admiration of  fIts  virtues by which the  iepublic  had attained  its  

Ι greatness  (xvi  34, xxνii.  3,  xxxvii.  501). He does  not suppress  
historical facts unfavourable to Rome  (miv. 130, and while  

Ι.  he honours eminent member, of  dhting'thhcd  Roman  heuses,  
he is free from  Livy's  undue partiality for the  sileto.  
aracy.  The agricultural  classta  and the old landlords of  
the equestrian order  (Crocinnetus, Curius Dentatus, Serranus  
and  the Rider Clue) areto him the plllsnof the sterol end he  
bitterly laments the decline of agriculture in  ftaly (xviii.  as and  
j

▪ 	

,  kJifssdio pordidu' homes). Accordingly, for the early  
history of Rome, he prefers following the me-August= writers;  
but he regards the imperial power as indispensable for the govern-
ment of the empire, and he halls the  sαΙν∆ότΰ  sxevinrs Vs:10116d  
(xxxiii. 3 ι).  At the conclusion of his literary labour,, as the 
only Roman who had ever taken for his theme the whole realm 
of nature, he prays for the blessing of the universal mother on his 
completed work.  

In literature he assigns the highest place to Homer and to  
Cicero  (xvii. 37 seq.);  and the next to Virgil. Re takes a keen  
interest in nature, and in the natural sciences, studying them in a  
way that was then new in Rome, while the small esteem in which  
studies of this kind were held does net deter him from endeavour-
jog to be of service to his fellow countrymen  (xxii.  If). The  
scheme of his great work is vast and comprehensive, being  

nothing abort of an encyclopaedia of lemming and of art so far  
as they are connected with  natute  or draw their materials from it.  
With a view to this work he studied the original  authontks  on  
each subject and was most assiduous in making excerpts from  
their pages. His indices  aueianns  are, in some cases, the authori-
ties which be has actually consulted (though in this respect they  
are not exhaustive); in other cases, they represent the principal  
writers on the subject, whose names are borrowed second-band  

for his immediate authorities. B.  ΓrankΙ '  acknowledges his  
obligations to all his predecessors in a phrase that deserves to be  

provcrblal (Frα4  2',  $Jernmi iag'rnd pa'doru fislcri per  gaas  
prajecuis).  Be had neither the temperament for original  
investigation, nor the leisure necessary for the purpose. It is 
obvious that one who spent all his time in reading and in writing,  
and in making excerpts from his predecessors, had none left for 
mature and independent thought, or for patient experimental 
observation of the phenomena of nature. But It must not be  
forgotten that it was his scientific curiosity as to the phenomena 
of the eruption of  Venuvius  that brought his life of unwearied  
study to a premature end; and any criticism of his faults of Delis-  
sick is disarmed by the candour of the confession in his preface;  
nee dielikmn'r τιιιάί α use gaas ‚1 sos praderiirini; heiiiines  
enim auras ci xca$ii ojikik.  

Wa  style betrays the unhealthy influence of Seneca.  Ιι aims  
less at clearness and vividness than at epigrammatic point, It  
abounds not only In anti theses, but also in questions and excla-
mations,  tropez  and metaphors, and other mannerisms of the  
silver age. The rhythmical and artistic form of the sentence is  
sacrificed to a passion for  maf'hzois  that delights in deferring the  
point to the close of the period. The  structure of the  sentenc,  is  
also apt to be  looae  and straggling. There is an  exiνe  use of  
the ablative  abaolute,  sad ablative phrases are often appended  
in kind  ό'  vague "apposition" to  exprom  the author's own  
opimen  of an Immediately previous statement,  e.g.  :me. $e,  
dick  (Apelka) . . . sa. as premiere, q.wd  remiss dc libido acirel  
idlers, mmaerabiii pracaplo sores seeps iiriom diiigeaduins.  

About the middle of the 301  century an abstract of the  
geographical portions of  Pliny's  work was produced by  Solinns; 
and, φjy in the  4Ι11, the medical pasmges  were collected is the  
MrdscssaPlisii Εaιlyiπ the8tbwe όnd Βedeia ροssesaiοn οί  
an excellent MS. of the whole work. In the 9th  Alcuin  sends to  
Charles the Great for a copy of the earlier books (Epp. 103,  JaIff);  
and  Dicutl  gathers extracts from the ens of Pliny for his own  
Measure  srbis  Irene (c 825). Pliny s work was held in high  
esteem in the middle  agee.  The number of extant MIS. is about  
200; but the best of the more ancient  hiSS.,  that at Bamberg,  
contain, only books  xxaii.-xxxvii.  Robert of  Cricklade,  prior  
of St Fridesside  at Oxford, dedicated  to Henry II. a  DOJIDTiIIW  
consistIng  of nine books of selections taken from one of the MSS.  
of this  eisa.,  which has been  sneently  recognised as  ioinetimta  
sυρρ1yιng  us with the only evidence for the true text. Among the  
later  Mhh.  the coder Vrsm ιiinws,  formerly at  Βczan ςοn  (i  tab century),  
has been divided into three portions, now in Rome, Paris and  
Leiden respectively, while there is also a transcript of the who le  
of this MS. at Leiden.  

In modern times the work ha, been the theme of a generous  
sJspreclation  in several  ρages  of  Humboldt's  Cosmos (ii. 195-199.  
Ε. Τ., ι8).  Jacob Grimm. in the first paragraph of C. 37  of his  
Deutsche Μ3Ww Ιogw, writing with  his awn  kllow-countiymen  in 
Sew,  baa  commended  Pliny fur condescending, in the midst of his  
survey of the sciences of botany and zoology, to tell of the  fο k'  
lore of plants and animals, and has even praised him for the pains  
that he bestowed on his style. It may be added that a special  
interest attaches  to his account of the manufacture of the papyrus  

(xiii  68-83), and of the  dilleswrn  kinds of purple dye (lx. 130, 
while his description of the notes of the nightingale is an  claboeste  
example of his occasional felicity of phrase  (xxix.  81  seq.).  Most  
of the recent research on Pliny has been concentrated on the  
Investigation of his authorities, especially those which he followed  
in his  chapIen  on the  hintoiy  of art—the only ancient  sccoimt  
of that subject which has survived.  

A carnelian inscribed with the letters C. Pus, has been re-
produced by Cedes (v. 211) from the original in the  Vannutelli  
collection. It represents an ancient Roman with an almost com-
pletely held forehead and a double chin; and is almost certainly  
a  postrait,  not of Pliny the Elder, but of Pompey the Great. Seated  
statues of both the  Plinies.clad  in the garb of  schhiars af  the year  
1300,  maybe seen if the niche, on either side of the main entrance  
to the cath edral church of Como. The elder  Pliny's  anecdotes of  
Greek artists supplied  Va,ari  with the subjects of the frescoes  
which still  adams  the interior of his fernier home at  Arezm.  

BisLIoGaArInv.—Editians  by  Hermolaua Barbarus  (Rome,  
1492);  Dalecampius  (Lyons, 1587);  Gronovius  (Leiden, 166g); 
Hardotiin  (Paris, 1685); Franz (Leipzig, 177 8-179 0 ;  Sillig,  with  
index by  Ο.  Schneider (Gotha.  ι833-ι833); L. von Jan (Leipzig,  
1 854-1865); D.  Detiefsen  (Berlin,  1866-1873). and critical edition 
of the geographical books (Berlin, 1905);  Mayhofi (Lei ρΖig, ι9ο6- 

); Eng.  trans., Philemon Holland (London, 1601); French, 
Ljttr€  ('855); Chrerlomalhio Pliniana,  L. Tjriichs, with excellent 
Eiaidtasg  (Berlin,  ι85);  lb  Defer  Piiiy's Chapters us the Hisfry  
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4 '4,1, trana. by K. Jex Blake, with commentary. and historical  
introduction by F. Sellers  (Lr"d -o.  τ896).  (to  Pliny's  supposes)  
ortrdII,  sue  tkriiuulli  •  Ro,". "onogr.  i. 2δ6  on the Di  Ιιπ&ι  
Ι,,. ία nα  of Robert of  Cricklad,,  K.  R tck, in S. Be,. of '(funkf,  

Ama'i..  May 3, 1902, pp. 195-285 (1903). On  Pliny's AulhonIi's,  
see especially F. 8 Ιυπιer,  Beilnogo nor Quulk.,kr,lik  (Berlin,  1897)  
and Dellelsen,  (Quillen  'md Forsehungen our  alien  Gesek. und  Grog.  
0904 and 1908); on his  Rcirgion,  Vorhauser  (innsbruck,  Ste  ;  
his Cosmology,  Fries, (Breslau, 1862); his Botany,  Itrosig  (Caiid  ,  
1 883);  Sprengel (Marburg, '890, and  in  Rhino. Moo.,  '89 1 );  Rue;  
(Restock,  1893); Abert (l3urghausen, 1896);  and  Stadler  (Munich,  
189 1);  his  Mineralogy.  Nies (Mama,  1884);  his history of Art,  Ο.  
Jahn,  in  Sdd'sioche B"iclile  (Leipzig, 1850)  A.  Brieger  (Greifuvald,  
1857); ‚Vustmann, Rhein.  Moo.  (1867);  H.  Brunn  (bonn.  1856.  
slid Munich, 1875);  Th.  Schreiber (Leipzig, 1872, and in Rhein.  
Μυo.,18;6); Furt wangler, in Fkckrisen's Juh,b., Sap,pL(i  877)001.  Χ. ' 

Blumner,  in  Rhein. Muj.  (1877);  L.  Urlkhs (Viiirzburg, 1 878);  
Oebn'ichen  (Erloi'gen,  1880);  Dalstein (Mctz.  0885);  11. Voift  
(Haik,  1 887);  II.  L.  Urlichn  (Witrzburg, 1 88 7) ;  iholuerda,  ι  
Macmoo, 0889); F.  MOuser,  in  Hermes  (1 895, and Berlin, 1 897);  
Kalkmann  (Berlin, 1898),  

The fragments of the eight books.  Do/wi ursioeio,  have been  
coilceted  by J. "1. Beck (Leipzig. 0894). For further bibliographical  
details, we Mayor,  Lili. Lit. (1875), 136-138; and Scbαnτ Rdm.  Lilt.  
(Munich, 1901), 31  490-494. d. E. S.°) 

 PLINY. THE VOUNGEE. Publius Caedlius Secundua, later 
known as Galua Pliniva Caedlius Seciindua (A.D,  C. 6z-g. 113),  
Latin author of the Letters and the Panegyric sit Trojan, was the 
second son of Lucius Caeciliva Cilo, by PIinia, the sister of the  
Elder Pliny. He was born at Novum Comum, the modern Como,  
the date of his birth being approximately determined by the 
fact that he was in his ι8Ιh year at the death of his uncle in 
August AD. 79  (Ε.  vi. so, ). Having bat his father at an 
early age, he owed much to his mother and to his guardian,  
Vergiisius Rufus, who had twice filled the office of consul and  
had twice refused the purple (ii. 1, 8). He owed gill more to his  
uncle. When the Elder Pliny was summoned to Rome by 
Vespasian in Α.D.  72, he was probably accompanied by his nephew, 
who there went through the usual course of education in Roman 
literature and in Greek, and at the age of fourteen composed  a 

Greek tragedy" (vii. 4,  a). He afterwards studied philosophy  
and rhetoric under Nicetes Sacerdos and Quintihian (vi. 6, 3,  
ii. '4, 9),  and modelled his own oratorical style on that of Demos-
thence, Cicero and Calvus  (i.  a) The Elder Pliny inspired his  
nephew with something of his own indomitable Industry; and in 
August 79,  when the author of the  Hisloria nalorolis  lost his  
life in the famous eruption of Veauvius, it was the sister of the 
Elder and the mother of the Younger Pliny who brat descried  
the signs of the approaching visitation, and, some twenty-seven 
years later, it was the Younger Pliny who wrote a graphic account 
of the last hours of his uncle, in a letter addressed to the historian 
Tacitus (vi.  ιό ).  By his will the Elder Pliny had made his 
nephew his adopted son, and the latter now assumed the  wosien 

 and  prainomin  of his adoptive father. 
A year later he made his first public appearance as an advocate  

(ν  8, 8), and soon afterwards became a member of the board of  

decemi'iri siiiiibws jodkand&,  which was associated ,  with the  
praetor in the presidency of the centumviral court. Early in 
the reign of Domitian he served as a military tribune in Syria 
(so. 81 or 82), devoting part of his leisure to the study of philo-
sophy under the Stoic Euphrates  (i.  '0, a). On returning to  
Rome he was nominated to the honorary offIce of  mir equilom  
,omanon'm,  and was actively engaged as a pleader before the 
ceniumtiri, the chancery court of Rome (vi. 12, a).  

His official career began in Α.D.  89, when he was nominated by  
Domitian as one of the twenty quacators. He thus became a  
member of the senate for the rest of his life. In December 92  
he was made tribune, and, during his tenure of that office, with.  
drew from practice at the bar  (i.  23). Early in 93  he was 

 appointed praetor (iii. n r, a), and, in his year of office, was one of 
the counsel for the impeachment of Baebius Massa, the pro-
curator of Hispania Baetica (iii. 4  Vi. 29, vii. 3).  During the 
West and darkest years of Domitian he deemed it prudent to 
withdraw from public affairs, but his financial abilities were 
recognized by his nomination in 94or95 tothe praefeciiiraauo.rii  
mililaris  (ix. 13, tt).  

Ου  the death of Domstjaas and the accession of Nerva he 

delivered a speech (subsequently publIshed) In prosecution of 
Πυblicius Certua, who had been foremost in the attack on  
Helvidiva Priscus (ix. 13). Early in 98 he was promoted to the  
position of pracfect of the public treasury in the temple of  
Saturn. After the accession of  Trajan  in the same year, Pliny  
was associated with Taciiva in the impeachment of Marini  
Priacus for his maladministration of the province of Africa  
(ii. ix). The trial was held under the presidency of the emperor, 
who had already nominated him  cmuid suJ'ciiis  for part of  
the year  S.D. ico, The formal oration of thanks for this nomi- 
nation, described by Pliny himself as his  gre/waTsoN itch* (iii 
13, 1 and 08,  i),  is called In the MSS. the  Po.s.ogyrww .7.'4410  
dicier.  

The followIng year was marked by the death of Silius Itslicua  
and Martial, who are gracefully commemorated in two of his 
Letters (iii. 7  and at). It is probable that in 103-104 he was  
promoted to apiece in the college of Augurs,vacsiedby his  
friend Frontinus (iv. 8), and that In 105 he was appointed  
curator of the river Tibet (v. 14, a). In the same year be  
employed part of his leisure in producing a volume of hendeca-
syllabic verse (iv. 14, V. to). He usually spent the winter at his  
seaside villa on the Latiaas coast near Laurcntum, and the  
summer at one of his country houses, either among the Tuscan  
hills, near Tifernum, or on the lake of Conio, or at Tusculum, 

 Tibur  or Praeaege.  
It was probably in 194, end again in ιοό , that he via retained  

for the defence of a governor of Bithynia, thus becoming familiar  
with the affairs of a province which needed a thorough re -
organization. Accordingly, about τι τ, he was selected by  
Trajan as governor of Biihynia, under the special title of " legate  
proprietor with cοnsιdαr power." He reached  Bithynia in  
September, held office for fifteen months or more, and probably  
died in 113.  

His health was far from robust. He speaks of his delicate  
frame  (graciiiio.s  awe); and he was apt to suffer from weakness of  
the eyes (vl an) and of the throat or chest (ii. as,  ι).  Frugal  
and abatemious in his diet (I. is;  iii.  i  and na), atudlous and 
methodical in his habita (I. 6,  ν, 1 8, ix. 36 and  ο),  he took a 
quiet delight in some of the gentler forms of outdoor recreation.  
We are startled to bad him telling Tacitus of his interest in 

 hunting the wild boar, but he is careful to add that, while the  
beaters were at work, he sat beside the nets snd was busily 

 taking notes, thus combining the cult of Minerva with that of 
Diana  (i.  6). lIe also Ida the historian that, when his uncle left  
Misenum to take a nearer view of the eruption of Vesuvius,  
he preferred to stay behind, making an abstract of a book of  
Ltvy (vi. so, s).  

Among his friends were Tacitus and Suetonius, as well as  
Frontinus, Martial and Slice Italicus; and the Stoics, Mueoniva  
and Helvidiva Prmcua. He was thrice married; on the death 
of his second wife without issue, Trajsn conferred on him the  
jar trim  iiberoinim (s.D. 98), and, before τος, he found aihini  
site in the accomplished, and amiable Cslpurnia (iv, 19). lIe  
was generous in his private and his public benefacliona (i.  ιο,  a,  
ii. 4, 5, V. 32). At his Tuscan villa near Tifernum Tibcrinum 
(ίν.  ι,  ),  the modem Citti di C,mt,llo, he set up a temple at his  
own expense and adorned it with statues of Nerva and Traan  
(χ.  8). In his lifetime he founded and endowed a library at his  
native place  (i.  8, v. 7),  and, besides promoting local education  
(iv. 13), established an institute for the maintenance and 
instruction of the sons and daughters of free-born parents (viL  
18). By his will he left a large sum for the building and the  
perpetual repair of public baths, and the interest of a still larger 
sum for the benefit of one hundred freedmen of the teatator and,  
ultimately, for an annual banquet. 

On a marble slab that once adorned the public baths at Comum, 
his distinctions were rccorded in a long inscription, which was 
afterwards removed to Milan. It was there broken into six  
square pieces, four of which were built into a tomb wi1bi  
the great church of Sant' Ambrogio. Of these four fragments  
only one survives, but with the aid of transcripts of the other  
three made · by  Cyriacus of Ancona its 4424  the wholg wag  
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restored by Memmsen (C.Z.L. ν. 267. It is to the following  
eflect- 

Galus Pliniui Caeciliiis <Secunduss,  son of Lucius,of the TJfentine 
tribe; <congul;) augur; legate-propraetor of the province of Pontus 
αnd Bithynia, with consular power, by decree of the senate sent  
into the said province by the emperor Ncrva Trojan <Augustus,  
Germsnicus, Dacicus,  poser  potriam;  curator of the bed and banks  
of the Τiber and of the <sewers of the city) ; prsefect of the Treasury  
of Saturn; pracfect of the Treasury of War; rpraetors , tribune of 
the plebs; emperor's quaestor, sevir of the ι ltomans knights; 
military tribune of the <third) Gallic legion; ‚decemvirs for the ad-
judication of esoitis; provided by will for the erection of baths at 
a cost of . . . adding for the furnishing of the same 300.000  
nasterces (soο) and furthermore, for maintenance, 200.000  
sestercel (, ι6σο); likewise, for the support of one hundred of his 
own freedmen <he bequeathed-to the township  ι,866 666 sestercea 
(c.  £rs,000), the eventual accrctlons <whereof> he devised to the 
townsfolk for a public entertainment;... <likewise in his life-
times he gave for the support of sons end daughters Μ the towns-
folk <500,000) sesterces  (u000),  <likewise a library, and-, for the 
maintenance of the library,  ioo,000 aestercea (83ο0).  

With the exception of two mediocre sets of verses, quoted by 
himself (vii. • and 9),  his poenna have perished. His speeches  
were apt to be prolix, and he defended their prolixity on principle  
(I. 20). He was apparently the first to make a practice of reciting  
his speeches before a gathering of his friends befote finally  
publishing them (iii.  ι8).  The only speech that has survived is  
the Panegyric on  Trajan, first delivered by Pliny in the emperor's  
presence, next recited to the orator's friends for the space of  
three days, and ultimately published in an expanded form (Epp.  

ι8).  it is unduly florid and redundant in style, but it supplies  

us with the fullest account of the emperor's antecedents, and of  
his policy during the first two years and a hail of his rule. 

 It describes his entering Rome on foot, amid the rejoicings of 
the citizens; his liberality towards his soldiers and to the citizens 
of Rome, a liberality that wan extended even to parsons under eleven 
years of age; his charities for the maintenance of the children of  

the poor; his remission of succession-duties in cases where the 
property was small or the heirs members of the testator's family; 
his establishment of free trade In corn between the various parts  
of the empire; his abandonment of vexatious and petty prosecu. 
tions for" high treason "; his punishment of informers; his abolition 
of pantomimes; his repairs of public buildingsand his extension 
and embcllishinent of the Circus Maximus. The speech was dis-
covered by Aurlspa at Mains in  14µ.  as part of a collection of 
Pasegyri's;  and was firit printed by Fr. Puteolanua at Milan 
about fifty years later. 
•  Besides the  Par'qyri',  we possess the nine books of Pliny's  
Leiters, and a separate book containing his  Coirenptrndcncs wiSh  

Trajan, 
 In the first letter of the first book Pliny states that he has  

collected certain of his letters without regard to chronological 
ceder (,10*  sersalo Iemporis οrdinή .  Pliny s learned  biographer,  
the Dutch scholar, Jean Masson (1709),  wrongΙ9 assumed that this  
statement referred to the whole of the collection. He inferred  
that all the nine books were published simultaneously;  aol  he  
also held that Pliny was governor of  Buihynia  in Α. D.  103- ι  )5.  
It was afterwards maintained by Mommsen  (ι868)  that the bogs  
were in strictly chronological order, that the teeters in each l  nIt 
were in general arranged in order of date, that all of them ■ ere  
later than the death of  Domitian  (September 96) ,  that the se'  ral  
books were probably published in the following order;  i.  1);  
ii, (500); iii. (101-102); iv.  (105):  v. and vi.  (106);  vii.  (το)  'ii,.  
(108); and ix. (not later  tiia ιi  199); and. 6,11)%  that  l'I'iiy  eas  
governor of Bithynia from A.!). itt-its to 113. The letter which  
is probably the earliest (ii. so) has since been assigned to the last  
part of the reign of Domitian,and it hasbeensuggestedby Professor  
Merrill that the nine books were published in three groups:  
(97 cr98); i Ί i.-νi.( ιοό ); vii.-ix. (108 οι. 509).  

In his Letters Pliny presents us with a picture of the varied  
interests of a cultivated Roman gentleman. The etiquette of  
the imperial circle, scenes from the law-courts and the τecitatlοn.  
room, the reunions of dilettanti and philosophers, the busy life  
of the capital or of the municipal town, the recreations of the  
seaside and of the country—all these he brings vividly before  
our eyes. He elaborately describes his Laurentine and his 
Tuscan villa, and frankly tells us hew he spends th&day at each 
(ii.  τ,  v.6, lx. 36 and 40); expatiates on his verses and his speeches, 

 his holiday-tasks in Ilmbria (vii. , lx. no), and his happy 
 memories of the Lake of Como  (i.  6). He gives an enthusiastic 

account of a statuette of Corinthian bronze he has recently  

purchased (Iii.  ό ).  He Is interested in providing a teacher of  

rhetoric for the place of his birth (iv. 23); he exults in the devo-
tion of his wife, Calpurnia (vi. 19); towards his servants he is an 
indulgent master (viii. 26); he intercedes on behalf of the freed-
man of a friend (lx. 21), and, when a freedman of his own is in 
delicate health, sends him first to Egypt and afterwards to the  
Riviera (v. 19). He consults Suetonius on the interpretation of 
dreams (1. 28); he presents another of his correspondents with a  
batch of ghost-stories (vii. 27) or a marvellous tale about a tame  
dolphin on the north coast of /dries (lx. 33).  He discourses on  
the beauties of the Clitumnus (viii. 8) and the floating islands of 
the Vadimonian lake (viii. so). He describes an eruption of  
Vesuvius in connexien with the last days of the Elder Pliny  
(vi.  ιό  and so), giving elsewhere an account of his manner of 
life and a list of his writings (iii. ). He laments the death of  

Silius Italicus (iii.  ),  of Martial (iii. ax), and of Verginius Rufus  
(ii. n), and of others less known to fame. He takes as his  
models Cicero and Tacitus (vii. so), whose name is so often (to  
his delight) associated with his own (ix. 23). He rejoices  ιο  
learn that his writings are read at Lyons ('ix. xx). He complains 
of the inanity of circus-races (ix. 6), of the decay of interest in 
public recItations (1. 13), of bad tante in matters of hospitality 
(ii. 6), and of the way in which time Is frittered away in the  
social duties of Rome  (i.  9).  He lays down the principles that  
should guide a Roman governor in Greece (viii. 24); he maintains 
the cause of the oppressed provinces of Spain and Mrica; and he 
exposes the Iniquities of the informer Regulus, the only living 
man whom he attacks in his Leiters, going so far as to denounce  
him as osmium  bipdum ,wq ιώ simπυ  (i.  5, 14).'  

The  Letters are models of graceful thought and refined expres-
sion, each of them dealing with a single topic and generally  
ending with an epigrammatic point. They were imitated by 
Symmachus (Macrobins v. 1,  )  and by Apollinaris Sidonins  
(Epp. ix. s, x). In the middle ages they were known to Ratberius  
of Verona (toth century), who quotes a passage from ς,  ιό  
(Migne, cxxzvi.  p.  391). Selections were included in a volume of  
Flora: compiled at Verona in 1329; and a MS. of bits.  i. -vii. and ix.  
was discovered by Guarino at Venice in 1419. These books were 
printed In the  <diSk pri,weps  (Venice, 1470. Part of bk. viii.  
appeared for the first time at the end of the next edition (Rome, 
'. 1474). The whole of bk. viii. was first published in its proper  
place by Aldus Massutius  (Venice, ιο8).  

Pliny's  Corresponden ce wiSh  Trojan supplies us with many  
interesting details as to the government of Bithynia, and as to 
the relations between the governor and the central authority. 
It reflects the greatest credit on the strict and almost punctilious 
conscientiousness of the governor, and on the assiduity and the 
high principle which animated the emperor. 

On reaching the province, Pliny celebrates the emperor's birth.  
day, and proceeds to examine the finances of Prusa. His request  
for a surveyor to check the outlay on the public works is refused  
on the ground that the emperor has hardly enough surveyors for  
the works he is carrying on in Rome. He asks the emperor to  
sanction the repair of the ancient baths at Prusa, the building of  
an aqueduct at Nicomedia and a theatre at Nicaea, and the covenng  
in of a stream that has become • public nuisance at Amastris. 
When he consults the emperor as to the baths at Claudiopolis,  
the emperor sensibly replies: "You, who are on the spot, will be  
best able to decide" (go). When Pliny hesitates about a small 
aSSair relating to Dio Chrysostom (the ISithynian friend of Nerva 
and Trojan), the emperor betrays a not unnatural impatience in 
his response;  poSuisSi  non  ha'rare 'xi  Secsmde carissims  (82).  
Pliny also asks for a d<cision on the status and maintenance of  
deserted children 05), and en the custom of distributing pubiic  
doles on the occasion of interesting events in the life of a private  
citizen. The emperor agrees that the custom might lead to  
"political factions," and should therefore be strictly controlled  
(117). Owing to a destructive fire at Nicomedia, Pliny suggests  
the formation of • volunteer fire-brigade, limited to i50 members.  
The emperor is afraid that the lire-brigade might become a  
"political club" and cautiously contents himself with approving  
the provision  οί  a  fire-engine (ag).  

 Tra;an's  fear of faction, and clubs in these two last cases lisa  
sometimes been connected with the question of his attitude towards  
the Christians in Bithynia. Pliny (Epp. 96) states that he had never  
taken part in formal trials of Christians, and was therefore  un-
familiar with precedents as to the extent of the investigation.  
and an to the degree of punishment. He felt that a distinction  
might be drawn between adults and those of tender years; and that  
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allowance might be made for any one who recantzil. Them was  
also the question whether any one shoukl be punished simply for  
bearing the name of Christian or only if he was found guilty of  
"crimes associated with that name.' 1-litherto. in the case of  
thoie who were brought before hint. he bad asked them three dii.  
tinct times whether they were Christians, and, if they persisted in  
the admission, had ordered them to be taken to execution. Wha Ι-
ever might be the real character of their profession, he held that  
such obstinate persistence ought to be punished. There were  
otlicri no lens "demented." who, bring Roman citizens, would be  
sent to Rome for trial. Soon, as the natural consequence of these  
procccdiiign, a variety of cases had come under his notice. He had  
received an anonymous statement giving a list of accused persona.  
Some of them, who denied that they had ever been Christians,  
had consented to pray to the gods, to adore the image of the  
emperor and to blaspheme Christ; these be had dismissed. Other, 
admitted that they were Christiant, but presently denied it, adding  
that they had ceased to be Christians for some years. All of these  
worshipped Images of the gods and of the emperor, and blas ρhemed  
Christ. They averred that the sum and substance of their fault"  
was that they had been accustomed to meet on a fixed day before  
daylight to sing in turns a hymn to Christ as God, and to bind  
themselves by a solemn oath  (sarrammslo)  to abstam from theft  
or robbery, and from adultery, perjury and dishonesty; after which  
they were wont to separate and to meet again for a common meal.  
This, however, they had ceased to do as soon as Pliny had pub-
lished a decree against  ‚oikgios,  in accordance with the emperor's  
edict. To ascertain the troth, he had also put to the torture two  
maid-servants described as deaconesacs, but had discovered nothing  
beyond a perverse and extravagant superstition, He had accord.  
ingly put oll the formal trial with a view to consulting the emperor.  
Tile question appeared to be worthy of such a consultation,  es-
pecially in view of the number of persons of all aces and ranks  
and of both sexes, who were imperilled. The contagion had spread  
through towns .bnd villages and the open country, but it might  
gill be stayed. Temples that had been wc Ιlώ gh deserted were  
already beginning to be frequented, rites long intermitted were  

being. renewed, and the trade in fodder Ιστ sacrificial victims was  
reviving. It might be inferred from this how large a number  
might be reclaimed, if only mom were granted for repentance.  

Tra$an in his reply  (Ε  pp.  .aj)  expresses approval 01 l'liny'a course  
of action in the case of the Ihristians brought before him. It was  
Impossible (he adds) to lay down any uniform or definite rule.  
The persons in question were not to be hunted out, but if they were  
reported and were found guilty, they were to be punished. II,  
however, any one denied that he was a Christian, and ratified his  
denial by worshipping the gods of Rome, he was to receive pardon.  
But no attention was to be paid to anonymous charges. It would  
be a bad ρτecedent and unworthy of the spirit of the age.  

The view that the Christians were punished for being members  

of a  collegium  or  sodoiilo.s  (once held by E. G. Hardy, and still  
maintained by Professor Merrill) is hard to reconcile with Pliny'a  
own statement that the Chώ tfaπs had promptly obeyed the  
emperor's decree against  coiicgia (*  7). Further reasons against  
this view have been urged by Ramsay, who sums up his main  
results as follows: (i) There was no express law or formal edict  
against the Christians. (2) They were not prosecuted or  

punished for contravening any formal law of a wider character.  
(.) They were judged and condemned by Pliny (with Trajan's  
full approval) by virtue of the imperium delegated to him, and in  
accordance with the instructions issued to governors of provinces 
to search out and punish Ιkεrilegiοus persons.  () They had  
already been classed as outlaws, and the name of Christian in  
itself entailed condemnation. () This treatment was a settled  
principle of imperial policy, not established by the capricious 
action of a single emperor. (6) While Trajan felt bound to carry  
out the established principle his personal view was to some 
extent opposed  Ιο  it. () A definite form of procedure had been  
established. (8) This procedure was followed by Pliny (W.  Μ.  
Ramsay, The Church in lhe Roman Empire, p. 223).  

It has been well observed by E. G. Hardy that the "double  
aspect of Trajan'.. Tescript, which, while it theoretically con-
demned the Christians, practically gave them a certain security,"  
explains "the different views which have since been taken of  

it; but by most of the church writers, and perhaps on the whole  

with justice, it has been regarded as favourable and as rather  
discouraging persecution than legalizing it"  (Pliny's Caere -

spondence with  Trajan,  63, 210-217).  
A'JTIsOuTIES.—TlIe  correspondence with Trajan was apparently  

preserved inn single Paris MS.; Epp. 41-12' were hint printed by  
Avasit'us of Verona (1502); and  Rpp.  '-40 by Aldus Manutius  
(1508). The original MS. baa vanished; but the 'copy" .upplsed  

to the xiΜm of the Aldine text was disεονeιed by Me.  Ε.  C.  
Hardy in the Bodleian in  ι888.  The two letters on the Cbristiasse  
were known to Tertullian (Ape!. c. 2). The attache on the genuine-
ness of the whole or part of the collection have been refuted by  
Wilde (Leiden.  18891.  

For a critical edition of text, see Η.  Kell (Leipzig, 1870), with  
full index of names by Mommsen; for plain text, Keil  (ι*),  &c.,  
C. F. W. Miller (19031;  the best annotated editions are those of  
Gesner and Schaefer (1805) and G. E. Gieng 0796-1806); of the  
Letters alone, C. Kortte 0734), and the less trustworthy edition  
of M. Diking (184); of bka. L andis., Cowan (1889); of «1.. 
Mr (τ to, with  Life by G. H. Randall); of vi,. Dull (Ir)ob);  
of d- Ι i'' «,  C. G. Schwarz 0846); of the  C'rrespoxde,o-e  
with Trojan, E. G. Hardy (1889)- of Selected Letters,  Ε.  T. Meiiill 
(1903); best Erg. truss, by J. Ώ . Lewis (1879). 

On Pliny's life, e the work by J. Masson (Amsterdam, 5709); 
Η.  Sch ύ nιag  (Hot, 1876); and Giesca  (Bonn, 5885). On the  
chronology of the letters, &c., Mommsen,  us Hermes iii. 31-114 
(1868; trans. into French by Morel, 1873);  cτiιicΊzed  by Stobbe  
(Piiilsiogus. 1870);Cemoll (Haile, 1822); C. Peter  (Phiklrgss, 
1873); Asbacli (Rhein. Miss., 188'); and Schultz (Berlin, 11599).  
For style, the work, 0f H. Holstein (1862-1869); K. Kraut (1872);  
J. P. Lagcrgren (1872); and Monillot (Grenoble,  ι888). (Sn  the 
villas, Burn's Rome and the  Csmpag" (1870, 41t-41 5; Aitchison,  
in the Builder (Feb. 8, 1890); Winadeld, m  J(.hrb. des  arI& last.  

i1891),  ρρ.  201-217; and Magoun, in Trans. Amer. !Wei. Asaa'. 
1115).  

also bib Ι g -a ρbγ  In Hfibner and Mayor'. Let.  Lit. 0 875).  
ρρ 147-149; and In Schanz, RSm. fi  4447449. 

For recent literature on Pliny and the Christians. see C. F. Arnold.  

Siudstn (Κδπlgsbeτg, 1887); Lightfoot, Apostolic Fathers,  ft. 7  
(ed. iSSg); Neumann, Do' r ύmischε Stoat and di' oilgeiiitise K&i-k'  

('890) vol.  i.;  Mommien,  in  uS$1. Zei€sckrijl  (1890); W. M. Ramsey,  
The Church in the Roman Empire  (ed. 1893), ch. to, pp. 196-225:  
and E. C. Hardy,  Ci'risiiasiiiy  and she Remiss Giw τamnιΙ  (1899),  
reprinted in Studies is Roman History (1906), pp.  1-162; with the 
literature quoted in these works and in bc hanz, Rδm.  Lit. ι 641.  

Ε. 5.·)  

PLIOCENE (from the Cr. τλ&eν, more, and iran",, recent), in  
geology, the name given by Sir C. Lyell to the formations abovt  
the Miocene and below the Pleistocene (Newer Pliocene) strata.  
During this period the great land masses of the earth were rapidly 
approaching to the configuration which they exhibit at the present  

day. The marine Pliocene deposits are limited to comparatively  

few areas; In Europe, in the beginning of the period, the sea  

washed the shores of East Anglia and parts of the south coast  
of England; it extended well into Belgium and Holland and just 
touched here and there on the northern and north-western  coasts  
of France; it sent an ann some distance up the valley of the  

Plloosa'  Period 
Μριυιιιιfιοί nsssss ι settnss  
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Guadalquivir and formed small bays on several points of the  
southern coast of France; and up the Rbone basin a considerable  
gull reached as far as Lyons. Early in the period the sea  
covered much of Italy and Sicily; but the eastward extension 
of the ancient Mediterranean in south-east Europe. through  

the Danube basin, the Aral, north Caucasian and Caspian  

regiona, continued to suffer the proemo of conversion to  
lagoons and largg lαkes which had begun in the Wocane.  
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Generally all over the world the majority of 'Pliocene for-
rations are non-marine, and the limited and local nature  
of the elevations since the inception of the period  baa  
exposed to view  oniy  the shallow marginal marine deposits.  
The principal exception to the last statement is lobe found in the  
Esocene  of Italy and Sicily, where a continuous  crystal depres-
sion permitted the accumulation of great thicknesses of  maicrial.  
which later on, towards the dose of the period, were elevated  

some thousands of feet. With these  deformatosy  movements  
are associated the Italian volcanoes; Etna certainly began Its 
career beneath  the sea, for its older tuffs axe found interstretified  
with  marino  beds, and possibly some of the ethers bad a similar  
origin. At the same time volcanic outbursts, some apparently  
comparable to that of Martinique in recent times, were taking  
place in central France, while far away in southern Sumatra  
thousands of feet of submarine tuffs were being thrown Out and 
deposited, and great lava flows were being erupted in  Atistralasi  a.  

Considerable differences of opinion are exhibited among 
geologists as to the lower limits of the Pliocene formations; 
this is partly to be accounted for by the  abscuceof  widely-spread  
maTine  deposits, and partly by the comparatively short time-
differences between one deposit and another, and hence the 
similarity of the faunas of contiguous strata-groups In local 
vertical series of bed.. Following A. dc  Lapparent (Ti'si" di  
gIalogk,  5th ed., 1906),  we shall regard the  Pllocene  as divisible  
into three stages: an upper Sicilian stage, a middle /titian stage, 
and a lower  Plaisancian  stage. Other writers, however, have  
selected a different nomenclature, which often involves a 
different grouping of the formatio ns ; thus E.  iCayser  in his  
Fo,moikcskirnde  (3rd ed.,  igcff)  distinguishes three stages under 
the names Ammo (upper), /titian (middle) and  Mes,inian  
(Iower)-Zanclean.  The lower stage, however, includes the 

 Pontian, Epplesheim, Filtered and other formations which arc  
here placed in the Miocene. This stage has been referred to a 
so-called Mio-Pliocene inter-period.  
•  The Pliocene rocks of Britain now occupy but a small area in 
Norfolk,  SuEolk  and part Of Essex; but from the presence of 
small outlying patches in Cornwall (St  Erth  and Si Agnes),  
Dorsetshire (Dewlish)  and Kent  (Lenham), it is evident that  
the Pliocene Sea covered a considerable part of southern England.  

Moreover, these patches show by their pr esent altitude above 
the sea that the Downs of Kent must have been elevated more 
than  8ο  ft., and the west coast of Cornwall 400 ft. since Pliocene  
times. The Pliocene rocks real with strong  unconformity  upon  
the older strata in Britain. In the eastern counti es  the  shelly, 

 sandy beds are called "Crag"; this name has come into  veiy 
 general use for all the members of the series, and it is frequently  

employed as a synonym for i'l$ocene. 
The English Pluocene strata are classified by the Geological Survey  

of England and 'Vales as follows:— 
Yoldin  (Lode) myali: bed (provisionally placed here). 
Forest-bed group and Dewbab gravels with  Ek$ezs 

mιrέdώwΜsa. 
Newerne 

WCtiilles
eybur

ornde 
 crag (and Chilleslord clay?). 

Plioce
o
f 	Crag. 

Norwich crag and  Scrobic,derma crag.  

Red crag of Butley.  
Red crag of Walton,  Newboumn  and Oakley.  

tSt Eetb and St Agnes beds.  
Οlder 	I  Coralline crag.  

4 Lenham beds (Diestlan). 	 . Πlimene  
Bot-stonea  and phosphatic beds with derived early  

t Pliocene and other fossils.  
The box-stones are rounded pieces of brown earthy sandstone  

containing canes of fossils; the phosphatic beds contain the phos -

phatlied bosses ci whale, deer,  mastodon, pig, tapir, rhinoceros, &c.  
and have been worked as a source of manure. These basal mil-
glomerate deposits underlie the red crag and sometimes the corallune  

crag. The last-named formation, known also as the "white" or  

Suffolk crag," or as the ' Bryozoan crag" (it was the presence of  

Bryozoss which led to the name corailine), is essentially a shell bask,  
which star accumulated at a depth of from so to 40 fathoms. It is  
best exposed near Aldeburgh and Gedgrave in Suffolk. The Red  
Crags are sandy, marine, shallow-water deposits, with an abundant  

fauna; they vary rapidly fines point to point, and In general the more 
southern localities are richer sa southern (older) forms t han those  
farther north. The Norwich crag  (Ruvio-marine or  mammaliferous  

crag) is not always  vsey elwly marked elf from the Red Crags.  
Marins fresh-water and land shells am found in these beds, together  
with many mammalsan remains, including Ek$as wuliql'uj,  Menlo-
don amrsmirn, Eqwas slomnss.  Crisis cgrsNlorsm, and dolphins,  
cod and other fish. The Forsat-Bed group cm Crosser forest.bed is  
exposed beneath the boulder clay cliffs of the Norfolk coast; it 1011. 
tarns transported stump, of tress and many plants still familiar  

in Britain, many living fresh-starer and catuarine molluscs and a  
large number of mammals, many ci which are extinct  (Machairodus,  

Chink lapses, Ursss spdaes'r, Hyamus crocula, Bijspo$tamsu am$i -

buss, icass.cercs drwcss.  Elr$as aillqiiss and a  .ismddo,salis,  
Dims bosgsss, (stbos mogka'iis,  numerous specie, of deer,  Eqs'uj  
caballas  and E. sgmso5es, Caster jibes', Talpe ears/ow and many  
others). The only record of Pliocene remaIns in the northern art  
of England consists of a few teeth of  Ekpba.s resnidioiiahs  found in a  
fissure in the limestone at Dove Helm. Derbyshire.  

The Pliccene deposits of Belgium and Holland and the northern  
extremity of France are closely related with those of Britain. though  
ass whole they are very much thicker. The older marine beds ma  
be trqced from Lenham across the Channel at Calais and shroug 
C&ssei to [hest. The newer marine Pliocene runs in a parallel belt  
to the no'tb of the older beds through Astwerp. Belgian geologist.  
have divided the local Plioceuie into the following groups (from above  
downwards): Poederlian, Sc αldisiασ, ί  Casterlian, Diratian. F. W. 
thinner  (Q5M. mesr,s. 0m'. See., 1898 and zoos) proposed the  
following scheme for the Ρliοceπe of  Βri ίaΓa  and the Low  
Countricen- 

Crmcrian  Forest-bed of Cromer 
(Iceno-Cromerian - Chillesford  beds and Weyboumne crag.  

. lcesuian ■  marine crag of Norwich 
Amstellan ■  Red Crag, comprising the Newbournian and But.' 

στυαπ sub-stages. 
Waltonlan ■  Walton crag and Poederlian and Scaldisian,  
Gcdgravian ■ Coralline crag and Casterlian.  
Lenhamian ■ Diestian.  
lii  addition to the deposits just mentioned in French Flanders 

the early Pl,occne sea has left numerous small patches of marl. antI  
sands in Brittany and Normandy. In ιουtheτn France marine sands,  
gravels and mark of Plaleancian and Astlan ages occur In the de-
pression of Rouasillon, followed by Sicilian marl. and gravels. In  
Languedoc (Montpcllier, Νlme. Btsiers) marje snarls and sends  
are followed bycalcareousconglomerate (40 metres) or by marts and  
lignite; gravels and loamaconstitute the uppermost beds. In the  

Rhone basin the earliest deposits are the Congeria beds of Bollene 
(Vaucluse); this brackish formation differs from the beds of the  

same name in Vienna, but resembles those of Italy and Rumania. 
Thea followed a marine invasion  (gris/i  di Sausl-Aries); theiebeds  
are now found at considerable elevations Increasing northwaxd  
and westward. The later formations in this arm are fluviatile or  

lacustrinc in origin, with remarkable torrential gravel deposits at  

several horizons. The marine Pliocen. of the maritime Alps, 
coosiating  of blue and yellow clays end limestone, are now elevated  
170 metresabove the sea, end even up to  3ο  m. in the neighbourhood  
of Nice. In central France no marine beds are found, but many  
interesting and in some mae, highly fossiliferous deposits occur in 
asa.ciatson with volcanic rocks, such as the lower conglomerate and 
upoer trsehytic breixia of Prier (lssoire), the Rise tuffs (macrites)  
with plant, of Cantal, the lignitiferous sandstones beneath the basalt  
of Cisallier, the diatomite of Ceyssac.  &c. In Italy, Plsocene rocks  
form the low ranges of hills on both sides of the Apennines, hence  
the term "sub-Apennine" given to these racks by  Α. d'Orbigny.  
They are marine marls and sands; the blue marts which crop out  

near Rome at the base of Mt Mario and Mt Vatican with the succeed -
ing sands and gravels; the conglomerate followed by deep-sea marl,  
of Calabria. and the marl,, sands, limestones and blue clay of Sicily,  
all belong to the Plaisancian stage. To the next stage belong the  
yellow sends full of massive fossils, including the conglomerate of 
Castrovillari in Calabria and the white marl. of the Val d'Arno.  
In the final (Sicilian) stage tluvio-lacustrine sands and gravels are  
found in Italy, except in Calabria and in Sicily where thick marine  

beds were formed. In Switzerland some of the deposits of  Nageijsh  
and  Dcckossclwlier,  glacial plateau gravels, belong to the Sicilian  

stage. In south-eastern Europe a great series of sands and  marl, 
with lignites, termed the Paliudina beds, rests directly upon the 
Pontian formation. From their great development in the Levant,  

they have been given the rank of a "Levantine stage" by F. von  
l-fochstetter; they are found in Dalmotia, Croatia, Slavonia, Bosnia, 
Rumania, Bulgaria, southern Russia, the Cyclades, and the Caspian  
region. On the north coast of Africa marine and brackish sands and 
mar15 occur in Morocco, Algeria and Egypt; and the " rifts" of the  
Red Sea and Suez have been assigned to this period.  

In North America marine Pliocene is found fringing the coastsof 
California and the Gulf of Mexico. In the latter region marine  
snarls, clays and limestones are best developed in Florida and can be  

traced into the Carolinas asd Virginia: they hayS been classed as the  

Lafayette group (with lignites), the Flonda group, and the Caloo-
shatchis stage. On the Pacific coast the marine beds have attained  

great thicknesses, notably in the Merced series of San Francisco. In  

the San Lois Obinpo region the non-marine Paso Robles beds, saId to  

be zoos IL thick, belong to this period. Other local formation. of 
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marine oiiiln In California are those of San Diego and Wild Cat.  
In the Ro&y Mountains are large lacustrmne formations of consider,  
able thickness, and certain conjiomeratea in Wyoming and Bisbo  
Mountain are aisigsed to this age. The land, and clays wit  
gypsum of Ε tτe Rio' In South America contain landis of the  
Atlantic type.  

Lignitiferous  shale with petroleum and great thickness of volcinic  
tuffs have been found in southern Sumatra, le New South Wales  
Pliocene river terrace, and alluvial deposit. are covered by Mid' 
Pliocene limes and from these "deep ‚cads" or buried river beds  
much gold has been obtained, In Victori' great basaltic and dole'  
rule flows have filled up the Pliocene river valleys, and marine beds  
have been found at elev.tion, of woo ft. above present ,ea'leveL  

Viny ,mular deposits and volcanic rock, belonging to the Wanganui  
aystemd F. W. Hutton. are found in New Zealand. 

See C Reid,  "Ι.  Platen. Delimits of Britain" (Wei. CoiL 
Ssney,  1890: Ε. Ρ.  Newton, "The Vertebrates of the Plioceise  
Deposits of Britain" (Morn. Goof. Surrey, 18911 (both contain  a 
bibliography): C. Reid ()sighs of lie Brsissh nun  0890; and 
" Geological Literature' (God. Soc. .flo,sdoa AxsweJ, since 1893).  

PWCKor Punss,  a government of Russian Poland, on the 
right bank of the Viatula, having the Prussian provinces of  
West and East Prussia on the  Ν.  and the Polish governments  
of Lomsa on the  Ε.  and Warsaw on the S. Its area Is 4160 sq. m.  
Its flat aurface, 350 to see ft. above the sea-level, rises gently  

toward. the north, where It merges into the Baltic cmast.nldge  
of the Prussian like district. Only a few hills reach  όσο  ft. above 

TABLE OF PLIOCENE FORMATIONS.  

Stages, England. 
Belgium 

Holland. 
Rho,. Basin. 

Ldοc  

Roussillon. 
Jtly 	.  Eastern 

ΕU ΟΡ.  
Other Countries . 

Sicilian.  

Cramer Ροrest  
Bed.  

Fluvio.marine 
Νο  r ω i c h 
crag. 

Red crag 	of 
Suffolk. 

Clayi 	of 
Camp'uie. 

 Am,telian. 

Macli 	of 	St 
Cosine. 

G r a v e 1. of 
Chagny. 

Conglomerate.  
of  

Chambacan. 
Sands of Tre.. 

voux 	and 
Mollon. 

Travertii'e 	of 
Mexsimeux. 

Duller! 	beds 
with  Ek$as 

 sseridiesajis. 

Sends d ναι d'Arwa 
{.ime,tQnea of Paler' 

mo and clay, with 
northern mollunca. 

Upper 
Paludina 
(Vivipara) 
beds. 

Marine 	bed. 	of  
Entre  Rio..  

Volcanic 	Cuffs of 
S. Sumatra.  

Astlan.  
Bane of Red 

crag. 

Poederlian. 
Scald isle n 
sand, with 
Troj.hex 

Conglomerates 
of Montpellier 
and Fetuses. 

Sands of Ron,' 
sillon with 
Ma  $ lode is 
oremremis. 

Marl, of V.1 d'Arno  
with Ma $ 8 α d o x 

 a,wriscxsi:. 
Yellow sands of Ash. 

Plaaaniin, Monte 
MariaandTusrnny. 

Conglomerates of 
Cantrovillari.  

Middle 
Paludina 
beds, 

Petroleum-bearing  
beds olSumatra . 

Marine sands 	of  
Mogliaze 	and  
Mokatt..  

I'Iaioancian. 
Coralline  crag. 
Lenham beds. 

Sends with 
Zsow,dia 
car. 

Dicsuan 
sandstones, 

Marine 	marl. 
of 	Bresse. 
Hautenve,. 

 Congeria bed, 
of Bollene. 

Yellow sand, of 
Monipellier. 

Blue marls of 
MilIas. 

Blue marl, of Pin. 
ccnra. Bologna, 
and Vatican. 

Lower 
Paludina 
bed,. 

	

Marine 	bed. 	of  
Florida.  

Lacustrine  beds of  
Rocky Mows-
lain,.  

Ldf'  of the  Ρ  ioci,rs Pe,i.d.—Sir C. Lyell defined the Pliocene strata  
as those which contained from 36.95% of living marine molluer,, 
This rule can no longer be strictly applied to the widely sea tered  
marine deposits, and it is of course inapplicable to the viny numernu.  
formation, of lacu,tnne and fiuviatsie mien. On the whole the  
marine organisms are very like their living representatives, and 
there is often practically no specific difference; Nan., Valid.,  
Chemists, Dersialiisss, Fnasu, Area Pecieis. Pedsacsds,s, ?mgt.**,
Cyprfsa and Macira may be ment ioned among the marine genera;  
Coisgmo (Dreyssessia), Aurncida, Palsidusa, Malaxopsis  and  lfdix  
are found in the lscustrine deposits. One of the moat interesting  
facts exposed by the study of the molluscs Is the gradual lowering  
of the temperature of Europe during the period. Is Britain the  
early Pilocene wan, if anything, warmer than at present, but the 
percentage of northern forms ascends steadily through the higher 
beds, and finally arctic forms, such as  Bu'cinsm groenlandicsm,  
Tricbopirris borealis, Myis 1,u,scaia, Cyρsύ ισ islandwa, &c., appear 
on the coasts of Norfolk and Suffolk, and some of the northern 
species even reached the Mediterranean (Sicily) at the close of the 
period. The flοτa exhibit, the same gradual change, the large palms  
and camphor trees disappeared from Europe, the sabal palm lin-
gered in Lnnguedoc, and  Chamerops huutilis lived about Marseilles  
until the end; the sequolas and bamboos held on for some time, and 
the aspect of the vegetation in mid-Pliocene times was not unlike 
that of Portugal. Algeria and Japan of to-day. Not a few species  
that dwelt in Fliocene Europe are found in the forests of America.  
The flora of the Cromer forest beds  i,  very like that of the name dis-
trict at the present time. The mammals of the British Pliocene  
show a curious blending of northern and southern forms; they 
include  Machatrodus  (the sabre-toothed lion), hyenas. dogs, fox 
wolf, glutton, marten, bears,  Ursus arvm,ensss  and the grizzly anJ 
cave bear, seals, whale., dolphins, bisons, musk ox, gazelle, the red 
deer and many others now extinct, the roebuck, pigs and wild boar,  
hippopotamus hipparion and borne (Eq..: wballus and  Ε, sk οιιss),  
several specie, of rhinoceros, tapir, hyrax, elephants  (Ekphas  
rneridio,sahs and E. axiiqsus),  several mastodons, squirrel, beaver,  
hare, mice, voles, &c. The mastodon disappeared from Europe 
before the close of the period, but lived much lonper In America, 

 Νο  generally accepted fossil man has been found us the Pliocene; 
Psdsccanlhropsis er"lus.  found by E. Duboi, in Java, is the neared  
to the human type. Monkeys,  Macnow  and  Sernnopii!iecus,  occur 
In the Plrocene 01 Europe. At this time the Pliocene mammals  of 
North Amenca were able to migrate into South Americn, and a few  
01 the southern forms travelled northwards.  

the sea, while the broad valley of the Vistula h αs an elevation 
of only 530 to 150 ft. In the weal (district of Lipno) broad  
terraces, covered with foredls, small lakes and ponds, and very  
poor In vegetation, descend from the Baltic lake-district towards  
the ρ1ains of Flock; and In the central district of Mlawa extensivt 
marshes fill the upper basin of the Wkra. The Vistula borders  
the government on the south, almost all the wal from Warsaw  
to Thorn, receiving the Skrwa sad Wkra. The Drwqca, or 
Drewenz, flows along the north-west boundary, white several  
small tributaries of the Narew drain the north-eastern district  
of Ciecbanow. Peat -bogs, used for fuel, and marshes containing  
bog-iron, fill many depressions in the north, while the more 
elevated parts of the plains are covered with fertile clays, or a 
kind of "black earth." Lacustrine post Glacial deposits fill 
all the depressions of the thick sheet of boulder clay, with  
Scandinavian erratic boulders, which extends everywhere over  
the Tertiary sands and maria—these last containing masses of  
silicated wood and lignite. Layers of gypsum are found in the 
hills beside the Vistula. 

The e.timated population in τgοό  was ό ι p,σσο. About one-
third arc Jews and 36,000 Germans, The government is divided  
into seven districts, of which the chief towns are Flock, Ciechanow,  
Lipno, Miawa, Prasnysz, Rypin and Sicrpc. Agriculture  is the  
chief industry. The principal crops arc rye, oats, barley, wheat  

and potatoes; bectroot is cultivated for sugar, especially on the  
large estates of the west, where modem machinery is used.  
Gardening and bee-keeping axe extensively practised. In the  
north the property is much divided, and the landholders, very  

numerous in Ciecbanow, are far from prosperous. The forests  
have been lavishly cut, but Fleck is still one of the best wuodcd  

governments  (so%)  in Poland. Other occupations are provided  
by shipping on the Vistula, mining and various domestic indus-
tries, such as the fabrication of wooden cars, sledges and wheel.,  
and textile industry. The manufactures include flour-mills,  
saw-mills, sugar factories, distilleries, tsnnmca, b τewesιrs5  
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agrkultmal  Implement works, match ·fsetοries  and ironworks.  
There is some export trade,  eaped.11y  in the  Lipno  district;  
but Its development Is hampered  by lack of communications,  
the beat being those  olfered  by the  Viatula.  The  raIlway  Irons  
Warsaw to Danzig, via  Ciecb'now  and  Miawa,  serves the  
eastern part of the  govermncni  

After the second dismemberment of Poland In 1793, what  Ia  
now the government of hock became part of Prussia. It fell  
under Russian dominion alter the  ireaIy  of Vienna 0810,  and, 
in the division of that time into 'lye provinces, extended over  
the western part of  thopresent  government of  Lomza,  which was  
created in 1864 from the  &trolenka  and  Pultusk districts of  
Fleck, together with parts of the province of  Augustowo,  

PLOCK.  or  Puarsa,  a town of Russia, capital of the govern-
ment of the same name, on the right hank of the Vistula, 67 ux 
by the Vistula  W.N.W.  of  Wa,saw  Pop. 57,073. It has a 
cathedral, dating from the 12th century, but restored in 1903,  

which contains tombs of Polish dukes and of Kings  Ladialaua  
and  Boleslav  (of the 11th and  iath  centuries). There is consider-
able navigation on the  Vist.Ia,  grain, hour, wool and  beetroet  
being exported, while  cvai,  petroleum, salt and fish are imported.  

PLOEN.  a town of Germany, in  Sdsleswig-Holsteln,  beautifully  
situated between two lakes, the large and the small hornet-See,  
so m. S. from Kid by the railway to  Eutin  and Lubeck. Pep. 
(1905),  373 ς. It has a palace built about 1630 and now  convertid  
Into a cadet school, a gymnasium and a biological station.  
Tobacco, map, soda, beer and furniture are manufactu red, and 
there is a considerable trade in timber and grain. The lakes  
aσοrd  good  haLing,  and are navigated in summer by steamboats.  

Ploen  is mentioned as early as the nth century as a Wendish  
settlement, and a  forti'lcd  place. It passed in  ι g  to Duke  
John the Younger, founder of the line of  Holstein.Sonderburg,  
on the extinction of which, in 1761, it fell to Denmark, and 
in  χ867,  with  Schleswig.Holstein,  to Prussia. The tons of the  
emperor William IL received their early education here. 

See H.  Eggm, SeIZes,  .'J  SIedJ  Floes (Kiel, 1877), and J.  C.  
Kinder,  llrkundesbach se/  Ckj'onth  ώ  ,Siadi Plocs (['tOo,  1890).  

PLOENNIES,  WISE VON (1803-1872), German poet, was born 
at  llanau  on the 7th of November 1803, the daughter of the 
naturalist Philipp Achilles  Lciskr.  In 1824 she married the 
physician August von  Ploennics  in Darmstadt. After his death 
in 1847 she resided for some years in Belgium, then at  Jugenbeim 

 on the  Bergatrasse,  but  ‚lnally  at Darmstadt, where she died on 
the  srnd  of January 1872. Between ISM and 1870 she published 
several volumes of verse, being particularly happy in eclectic 
love songs, patriotic poems and descriptions of scenery. She 
also wrote two biblical dramas, Maria  Magdekisa  (1870) and 
Dan'! (1873).  

As a translator from the English, Lein von  Ploennie,  published  
two collections of poems.  Βrs1an ω  (ι8)  and  &iglssd' Ly τ hυ  
des 191111  JαhrΑ sdεrΙs  (1863, 3rd  ed., 1867).  

ΡLΟΕΜΕΙ,  a town of western France, capital  ofa,' arrondisse-
ment in the department of 240021W:1,36 m. N.N.E.  of Vannes 
by rail. Pop. (1906), town, 2492; commune, 5424. The Renais-
sance church of Si  Armel (r ό ι h  century) is remarkable for the 
delicate carving Of the north  fapade  and for 'be stained glass.  
Ιι  also possesses  statues of John IT. and John m., dukes of 
Brittany, which were transferred to the church from their tomb 

 .in  an ancient Carmelite monast ery founded in 2273  and destroyed 
by the Protestants in 1592 and again at the Revolution. The 
lower ecclesiastical seminary has an apartment in which the 
Estates of Brittany held several meetings. Remains of ramparts  
of the  ι th  century and some houses of the 16th  century are also  
of interest. Farm-implemen ts  are manufactured, slate quarries  
are worked in the neighbourhood, and there is trade In cattle, 
wool, hemp, cloth, &c.  ΡΙο8τmel  (Ρίου Armel,  people of  Armel)  
owes its name to  Aimel,  a hermit who lived in the district in the  
6th century.  

ΡWC1 (Floescii), the capital of the department of  Prabova,  
Rumania; at the southern entrance of a valley among the  Carpa

-titian foothills, through which  hlows  the river  Prahova;  and at the 
junction of railways to  Buzeu,  Bucharest and  Hcrmannatadt  in  

Trauylvaaiia.  Pep.  (rgoo),  42,687. As the name  Ploesd  
($ssinw,  rainy) implies, the climate is moist. The surrounding  
hula are rich in petroleum, 'alt and lignite. There are cardboard  
factories,  ropenes,  tanneries  and oil mills. horseS  possesses  
schools of commerce and of arts and crafts, several banks, and  
many synagogues and churches, including the Orthodox church  
of St Mary, built in 1740 by Matthew  Bassarab. 

ΡLΟ8ΙΒlέ Ε$,  a town of eastern France, in the departm ent  
of Verges, en a branch line of the Easte rn  railway,  η  m. S. of  
Epinal by road. Pop.  (ιpοό), ι882.  'The town is situated at 
a height of 1410 ft. in a picturesque valley watered by the  
Augsonzc.  It is well known for its mineral springs,  cesstaining 

 sodium sulphate and snide acid, varying from 66.  to  τ66°  F.  
Plombifrcs  has a handsome mode rn  church and a statue of the  
painter Louis  Fraaais,  born in the town in 1814.  The enters  
were utilized by the  Romana  and during the middle ages In  
later times Montaigne, Richelieu, .  Stanislas,  duke of Lorraine  
and Voltaire  were among the distinguished people who visit ed  
the place. Napoleon III. built the most important of the bathing  
establishments and made other improvements.  

PLOT, ROBERT  0640-096),  English naturalist and anti-
quary, was born at Borden In Kent in  τ64ο.  He was educated 

 at Wye, and at  Magdaien  Hall, Oxford, where he graduated  B.A.  
in 1661,  and proceeded to  M.A.  (ι664)  and  D.C.L.  (1671). He 
was distinguished for his folio work The  Ngis'rd Hislary  of  
Oxford'rhire  (1677), in which various fossils, as well as other  
objects of interest, were figured and described. It was regarded  
as a model for many subsequent works. In 1677 Plot was  
elected  F.R.S.,  and he was secretary for the Royal So ciety from  
1682 to 1684.  TIe  was appointed in 1683  the first keeper of the  
Ashmolean  Museum at Oxford, and in the same year he became 
professor of chemistry.  Ιιι  ι686  be wrote The  Naiw'ai Hieiory  

if  Sfajordshire.  Two years later he became historiographer-
royal. He died on the 30th of Ap ril  1696.  

PLOT, a term originally meaning a  space of ground used for a 
 speciSe  purpose, especially ass building site, formerly in frequent 

usage in the sense of a plan, a surveyed space of ground; hence 
the literary sense of a plan or design. The word is of doubtful 
origin; there is a collateral form "plat," which appears in the 

 ιό th  century, according to the Ness  ΕπΓ sΑ Didiomiry,  under 
the influence of "plat,"  Ilat  place, surface (Fr.  µ4,,  Late  Lat.  
plauss,  probably from  Gr. χλατie,  broad). Skeet  (Elym.  
Did.)  refhrs  "plot," in the sense of a space of ground, to the  
0.  Eng. plaec ,  Mid.  Eng. /deck, later  pidch,  patch. "Plot," in 
the sense of plan, scheme, would then be identical wish "plot,"  
&  conspiracy, which may be a shortened form of  "complot,"  
a French word, also of doubtful origin, meaning in the  
i zth  century "a compact body Of men  ";  in the 14th century  

conspiracy.  
PIOTINTIS (s.D.  204-270), the most important representative  

of  Neoplatoniam,  was  boris  of  Rοmaπ  parents at  Lycopolis  in 
Egypt. At Alexandria he attended the lectures of  Arnmonius  
Saccns (q.s.),  the founder of the system, until 242, when he joined  
the Persian expedition of Gordian ΙΙΙ.,  with the object of  
studying Persian and Indian philosophy on the spot. After  
the assassination of Gordian in 244,  Plolinus  was obliged to  
take refuge in Antioch, whence he made his way to Rome and  

set up as a teacher there. He soon attracted a large number of  
pupils, the  mont  distinguished of whom were  Amelius, Eusto

-chins and Porphyry. The emperor  Gallienus  and his  wife  
Salonina  were also his enthusiastic admirers, and favoured his  
idea of founding a Platonic Commonweal th (Platonopolia)  in  
Campanla (cf. B ishop Berkeley's schema for the Bermuda  
Islands), but the opposition of  Gallienus's  counsellors and the  
death of  Plotinus  prevent ed  the plan from being carried out.  
Plotinus's  wide popularity  wsa  duo partly to the lucidity of his  
teaching, but perhaps even more to his strong personality.  
Assent developed into veneration; he was considered to be  
divinely inspired, and generally credited with miraculous  
powers. In spite Of ill-health, he continued to teach and write  
until his death, which took place on the estate of one of his  
friends near  Minlurnac  in Campania.  
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Crested FυπOw. 	 Rectangular Furrow.  

by the share and then inverted by the curve of the breast as the  
plough moves forward. The process is Indicated in the iliusln-a- 
Tion of different types of furrow. The form of a furrow is 

8ο 	 PLOUGHAND ΡLΟUG1!ΙΝG  
Under Ammonius Plotinus became imbued with the eclectic  

spirit of the Alexandrian schooL Having accepted the Platonic  

metaphysical doctrine, he applied to it the Neo-Pythagorean  

principles and the Oriental doctrine of Emanation (q.u.). The 
results of this introspective mysticism were collected by him in  

a series of fifty-four (originally forty-eight) treatises, arranged  

in six "Enneads," which constitute the most authoritative  

exposition of Neoplaionlsm. This arrangement is probably  
due to Porphyry, in whose editorial care they were consigned.  
There was also another ancient edition by Euswchius, but 411  
the existing MSS. are based on PorphyTy's edition.  

The  &ineadis  of  Plotkius  were first made known in the Latin  
translation of  Marsilio Ficino (Florence, 1492) which was reprinted  
at Basel in 1580, with the Greek text of  Petrus  Penis. Later editions  
by  Creuzer  and Moser  (" Didot  Series," 5855),  Α.  Kirclibofl  (1856),  
II. F. Willer (1878-1880), R.  Volkmann  (1883-1884). There is an  
Εn Ιόh  translation of selected portions by Thomas Taylor, re -edited  
in  οhπ 'a Phiksophi'tal  Library  (ι8,  with introduction and biblio-
graphy by G. it. S. Mead).  . 

On  Plotisus generally see article in Suidas; Eunap:us m
.
ine  

sophisfan'm;  and above all the Vita Pistini  by his pupil [orphvrv. 
Among modern works, see the treatises on the school of Alexandria 
by J.  F. Simon, i. τ8> and E. Vaςhrοt 08;6); A. Richter,  Uebir  
L'bmi find  Geisksrxiwicklung den Pius (Halle.  ι64-ι86;); Τ.  
Wliittaker,  The Neopialwiisls (ipoi); A. Drews, Plolin and dc,- UnG n-

eg  der  entilert, Wc ΙΙσnnι/rnυχ ng  (1907) E. Caird. Evslutkn  ή  
heology  in the Greek Philnnophern 0904), ii. 210-257; Rufus  Μ.  

Jones,  .Siudies in Mystical Religion (1909). A detailed account 
of  Ploiinus 's philosophical system and an estimate of its importance 
will be found in the article  NIcOPLATONISM,  the works above referred  
to, and the histories of philosophy. For his list cit cntcgoriCs, see  
CaTacoates;  also boos;  Μν s τιc ιs;  MAGIC.  

P10001! AND PI'OUGhllNO. To enable the soil to grow  

good crops the upper layer must be pulverized sad weathered. 
This operation, performed  in the garden by meana,of the spade, 
is carried on in the field on a larger scale by the plough,' which 
breaks the soil and by. inverting the furrow-slice, exposes fresh 
surfaces to the disintegrating influence of air, rain and frost. 

The first recorded form of plough is found on the monuments 
of Egypt, where it consists simply of a wooden wedge tipped with 
iron and fastened to a handle projecting backwards and a beam, 
pulled by men or oxen, projecting forwards. Many references 
to the plough are found in the Old Testament, notably that in  
i  Sam. xiii. 20: "All the Israelites went down to the Philistinea 
to sharpen every man his share and his  co,dler."  Descriptions  
of ploughs found in Resiod's  Works and Days and in Virgil's  
Georgics  i.  169-175, show little development in the implement. 
The same may be said of the Anglo-Saxon plougbs. These are 
shown with coultcr and share and also with wheels, which had 
in earlier times been fitted to ploughs by the Greeks and also 
by the natives of Cu-Alpine Gaul (Pliny, Hint. no!.  χ8, ι ό ).  A 
mattock with which to break the clods is often found represented 
in Anglo-Saxon drawings as subsidiary to the plough. All these 
types of plough arc virtually hoes pulled through the ground,  

breaking but not inverting the soil. In the first half of the iSth 
century a plough with R short convex mould-board of wood 
was introduced from the Netherlands into England and, as 
improved at Rotherham iii Yorkshire, became known as the 
Rotherham plough and enjoyed considerable vogue. At this 
period plougbs were made almost wholly of wood, the mould-
board being cased with plates of iron. Small, of Berwickshire,  
brought out a plough in which beam and handle were of wrought 

The 0.  Eng.  form is  $Joh.  which is usually found in the sense  
of "plough-land." a unit for the assessment of land (see fine), 
the regular 0. Ens. word for the implement I  sg sal/i,  still Γ nd 

 In ferns dialects in the form sail. It  appess  in many Teuii'iic 
Ιangυaes cf. Du. ping, Cur,  P/lag, Swed. plog,  Dan. pier. The 
Slavonic joints, such as Russ. or Pot.  ρΙυg,  arc  Lorrowed  from the  
German. it does not appear in Gothic,  whi  the word used  ό  
hoka.  The  ultimste  origin of "plough "is us  n οωn. Max-Miller 
(Science of  La*gsage,  i.  296)  connects the ii cird with the 1 πdο-
Ειωορεαπ  root meaning "to float," seen in the Gr. charm, a boater  
ship; the same word would be applied  to the ship "  
through the waves, and to the implement  " ρ iο u ςhing " thr ■ gh 
the earth. ‚A Celtic origin has been suggested, οιιπecting its trd 
with Gael.  pIes,  stump of a tree. as forming the original  µi'agh.  
The form "plow" was  rommon  in English until the beginning of  
the 18th  century, and is usual in  A,nerica.  

iron, the mould-board of cast irοn The shares, when '*adeof  
the same msterial, required constant sharpening; this necessity  

was removed by the device, p'tessied by Robert Ransome in 
1803, of chilling and so hardening the under-surface of the share;  

the upper surface, which is soft, them wears away more quickly  

than the chilled part, whereby a sharp edge 4 always assured. 
Nowadays the mould-board is of steel with a chilled and polished 
surface to give greater wearing qualities and to reduce friction.  

In the latter part of the zpih century there were numerous  

improvements but no fundamental alteτatίοns In the construction  
of the ordinary plough.  . 

The working parts of the plough are the  cosdie,,  the share,  
and the  b,vasi  or  nwidd -bea,d.  These axe earned on the bourn,  
to which are attached the handles or /ilk at the back, and the  
hake or  clesis  and  dranghl-ch'nin  at the front. The bake is  
notched so thai, bymeving the draught-chain higher or lower 
thereon, the plough Is caused to go more or less deeply into the 
ground.  Τι  may also be adjusted to suit the height of the  

horses used. The hake moves laterally  ου  a quadrant and it is 
thus possible to give tine plough a tendency to left or right by 
moving the hake iii the reverse direction. A frame is bolted  
to the beam and this carries the breast or. mould-board to the 
forc-cnd  of which the abate is fitted. The side-cap, a plate of 

Νeωεαstle Plough.  
iron fixed to the land-side of the frame, is intended to keep the 
edge of the unpioughed soil vertical and prevent it from falling  

into the furrow. A piece of iron called the  dade  is bolted to the 
bottom of the frame, and this, running along the sole of the fur-
row, acts as a base to the whole implement. The coulter (either  
knife or disk) and sometimes a skim- cosdiinr  (or jointer) are  
attached adjustably to the beam, so as to act in the front Of 
the shaze.  

The coulter is a knife or revolving disk which is fixed so that  

its point clears the point of the share. The skim-coulter is 
shaped like a miniature plough, substituted for or fixed in front 
of the coulter; it is used chiefly on lea land, to pare oil the  

surface of the soil together with the vegetation thereon, and turn  
it into the previous furrow, where Ills immediately buried by the 
futrow slite.  Two wheels of unequal height are commonly 
fitted to the front of the beam. By means of them the depth 
and width of the furrow are regulated, whereas in the case of 
"swing" or  urhidless plouglis these points depend chielly on the 
skill of the ploughman. In the wheeled plough some of the 
weight and' downward pull due to its action on the ground is  
taken by the wheels; the sliding friction is thus to some extent  
converted into a rolling friction, and the draught is correspond-
ingly diminished. 

In operation the coulter makes a perpendicular cut separating  
the fiirsow-slice which 6 divided from the " sole" of the furrow  
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regulated by the shape and width of the aimth working in 
combination with a proper shaped breast.  Α  "crested"  
furrow is obtained by the use of a share, the wing of which is  

set at a higher altitude thin the point, but this type of furrow  

counteract the tendency for the soil to work down the slope.  
One-way  plougbs  also leave the land level and dispense with the 
wide open furrows between the ridges which are kit by the 
ordinary plough. They sic made on different principles. One  
type comprises two separate plougbs, one right hand and one 

 left, which revolve on the beam, one working, while the other 
stands vertically above it. In another the mould-board and  

Wide Broken Furrow.  
is less generally found than the "rectangular" form obtained  
by  a level-edged share, which leaves a flat bottom. 

During the greater part of the 19th century the ideal of plough-
ing was to preserve the furrow.alice unbroken, and this object 
was attained by the use of long mould-boards which turned the  

b  4 1/2,14ΙΪΙ 
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Digging Plough. 
slices gently and gradually, laying them over against one another 
at an angle of 450,  thus providing drainage at the bottom of the 
furrow, and exposing the greatest possible surface to the influ-
ences of the weather. Subsequently the digging plough came 
into vogue; the share being wider, a wider furrow is cut, 'shile 
the slice is Inverted by a short concave mould-board with a 
sharp turn which at the same time breaks up and pulverizes  
the soil after the fashion of a spade. Except on extremely 
heavy soils or on shallow soils with a subsoil which it is unwise 
to bring upon the surface, the modern tendency is in favour of 
the digging plough.  

Α  plougbed  field is divided into lands or sections of equal  
width separated by furrows. On light easy draining land 22 yda. 
is the usual width; on the heaviest lands it may be as little as  

yds.,  and In the latter case the furrows will act as drains into 
which the water flows from the intervening ridges.'  

Certain important variations of the ordinary plough demand 
consideration. The one-way plough lays the furrows alter- 

Tsrnwrest  Plough.  
tiately  to its left and right, so that they  afl  slope in the same  
direction. This is found advantageous on hill-aides where the 
work is easίeτ if all the furrows are turned downhill; or from 
another point of view the furrows may be all laid uphill so as to 

 'Methods of the "setting-out" of land to be ploughed together  
with a full discussion of other  techticai  details relating to ploughing 

 will be found in eh. "ii. of W. J. Maiden's  W.rbi.ea's Ts'kii,'aJ  

l,ss'rs'Io,  (London, 3903).  

share are shaped so that they can be swung on a swivel under 
the beam when the latter is lifted.  Α  third type is made on  
the "balance" principle, two plough beams with mould -boanle  
being placed at right angles to one another, so that while the 
right-hand plough is at work the left.hand is elevated above the 
ground.  

Dsιώk -fυrτaw  or  midfipJ' plsa gAs  are a combination of two  
or more plougha arranged in echelon so as to plough two or more  
furrows. The weight of these implements necessitates some  
provision for turning them at the headlands, and this is supplied  
either by a bowl whet', enabling the plough to be turned on  
one side, or by a pair of wheels cranked so that they can be raised  
by a lever when the plough is working. The double-furrow 

Riding Plough.  
plough was known as early as the 17th century, but, till the  
introduction of the latter device by Ransome in 5873, cannot be  
said to have been in successful use.  

The "sulky" or riding  plom'gh  is little known in the United 
Kingdom, but on the larger amble tracts of other countries  
where quick work is essential md the charscter of the surface  

pcnn!ts, It is in general use. In this form of plough the frame 
is mounted on three whegla, one of which runs on the land, 
and the other two in the furrow. The furrow wheels are placed  
on inclined axles, the plough beam being carried on swing links, 

 operated by a hand lever when it is necessary to raise the plough 
out of the furrow. The land wheel and the forward furrow wheel 
are adjustable vertically with reference to the frame, for the 
purpose of controlling the action of the plough. 

In the disk plough, which is built both as a riding and a walking 
plough, the essential feature is the substitution of a concave- 
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PLOVER  
convex disk, pivoted on the plough beam, for the mould-board  
and share of the ordinary plough. This disk is carried on an  
axle inclined to the line of draught, and also to a vertical plane.  

As the machine is drawn forward the disk revolves and cuts  
deeply into the ground, and by reason of its inclination crowds  

the earth outwards and thus turns a furrow.  Α  scraper is  

Multiple Disk Plough.  
provided to keep the disk clean and prevent sticking. The  
controlling levers and draughtarrangementsare similar to those  

the" sulky" plough. The advantage of this plough over the ordi-
nary form is in the absence of sliding friction, and in the mellow  

and porous condition in which it leaves the bottom of the furrow.  
Disk ploughs are unsuitable for heavy sticky soils and for  

stony land, but may be used with effect on slubbles and on land in  
a dry bard stale. Perhaps their most common use is in  
ploughing on a large scale in conjunction with steam power.  

Steam is employed as motive power when it Is necessary to  

plough large areas in a sh οrt lime. In the United Kingdom  
steam ploughing is generally carried on on the double-engine  

system (introduced by Messrs John Fowler about 1865), in which  
case two sets of plougha are arranged on the one.way balance  

principle, so that while one set Is at work the other is carried  

clear of the ground. In this arrangement, a pair of locomotive  
engines, each having a plain winding drum fixed underneath  
the boiler, are placed opposite to each other at the ends of the  
field to be operated upon; the rope of each of the engines is  

attached to the plough, or other tillage implement, which is  
drawn to and fro betwixt them by each working in turn. While  
the engine in gear is coiling in its rope and drawing the plough  
towards itself, the rope of the other engine is paid out with  

merely so much drag on it as to keep it from kinking or getting  

ravelled on the drum.  
In the United Stateh and elsewhere engines drawing behind  

them a number of plougbs, arranged in echelon and taking perhaps  

The sub-soil plough  baa the beam and body but not the  
mould-board of an ordinary plough. Following in the furrow  
of an ordinary plough it breaks through the sub-soil to a depth  
of several inches, making it porous and penetrable by plant roots.  

Gripping and draining piougks  are employed in opening the  
grips and trenches necessary both in surface and underground  
drainage.  

See Davidson and Cbase.Farn  Majors and Farm Machinery; articles  
in L.  Η.  Bailey's  CcΙορof  us of American Agricullsre  (New York,  
5907) and Standard Βncυclσρααια  (London, 1908), &c.  

PWVER,  a bird whose name (Fr. planer, 0. Fr. picnics)  
doubtless has its origin in the Latin plasm, rain (as witness the  

German equivalent  Regenjtfeifer,  rain-fifer). P. Belon 555)  
says that the name Plusicr is bestowed" pour cc qu'on It prend  

mien: en tampa pluvieuz qu'en nulle autre saison," which is not  
in accordance with modern observation, for In rainy weather  

plovers are wilder and harder to approach than in fine. Others  

have thought it is from the spotted (as though with rain-drops)  

upper plumage 0f two of the commonest species of plovers, to  
which the name especially belongs—the  Charodnu plwniali.t  

of Linnaeus, or golden plover, and the  Squalarola k ιlωti ια of  
recent ornithologists, or grey plover. Both these birds are  

very similar in general appearance, but the letter is the larger  

and btu an aborted hind-toe Of each Ιοοί .ι Its axillary feathers  
arc also black, while in the golden plover they are pure while.  

The grey plover is a bird of almost circumpolar range, breeding  

in the far north of America, Asia and caalern Europe, frequenting  
in spring and autumn the coasts of the mere temperate parts  

of each continent, and generally retiring farther southward  
in winter—examples not unfrequently reaching Cape Colony,  
Ceylon, Australia and even Tasmania.  Charadrias plin'i&uj  

has a much narrower distribution, though where it occurs it is  

much more numerous. Its breeding quarters do not extend  
farther than from Iceland to western Siberia, but include the  

more elevated tracts in the British Islanda, whence in autumn  

it spreads itself, often in immense flocks, over the cultivated  

districts if the fields be sufficiently open. Here some will remain  

so long as the absence of frost or snuw permits, but the majority  

make for the Mediterranean basin, or the countries beyond, in  

which to winter; and stragglers find their way to the southern  

extremity of Africa. Two other cognate forms, C.  sirgiiiius  
and C. fuhms,  respectively represent C. pluniolis  in America  
and eastern Asia, where they are also known by the same  
English name. The discrimination of these two birds from one  

another requires a very acute eye,1  but both are easily distin-
guished from their European ally by their smaller size, their  

greyish-brown axihlary feathers, and their proportionally longer  

American Steam Plough.  

30 ft. at a time, are frequently seen. On smaller areas petrol  

motors with one qr more plougha attached are sometimes used.  
There is a large variety of ploughs which differ in their purpose  

from the ordinary,  plough.  
The ridging plough is an implement with a mould-board on  

each aide, terminating in front in a flat point, and used for  
moulding up potatoes, and I or throwing up the ridge on which  
to plant roots.  

and more slender legs. All, however—apd the same is the case  

with the grey plover—undergo precisely the same seasonal  

I But for this really unimportant distinction both birds could  

doubt less have been kept by ornithologists In the same genus. for  
the),  agree in most other structural characters.  

'Schlegel (Mug. Pays-Bat. Cursores.  p. 5) states that in some  
examples it wrest impossible  to determine the form to which they  
belong; but ordinarily American specimens are rather larger and  
stouter, and have  shortei  toes than those from Asia,  
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change of  cOlour,  greatly altering their appearance and  equsly  
effecting both Sexes. In Spring or early summer nearly the  
whole of %he lower plumage from the chin  ιο  the vent, which 
during winter has been nearly pure white, becomes deep black  

A corresponding alteration  ό  at the same meson  obeetvable  in  
the upper plumage.  

Though the birds just spoken of am those moat emphatica lly  
entitled to be called  plovera,  the group of  r,nged  plovers (see  
Kusoara and Larwine),  with its silks,  baa,  according to usage,  
hardly lea, dales to the name, which is also extended to some 
other more distant forms that can here have only the briefest  

notice. Among them one of the moat remarkable is the  "Zick.  
seek " (so-celled from its cry) —Ihe rρσχΙλοι  of  Herodotiis  (ice  
Ηυuχυιc.sιazή ,  the  Phreiaom  or  41υστ aqy(due of  ornitholo..  
gist,, celebrated for the  wrvicea  it it said to render to the crow.  
dlle·-a small bird whose pluma ge  of delicate lavender and cream  

colour I. relieved by markings of black and white. This belongs  

to the small family  Giaredidnc,  of which the members best  
known are the courser,,  (immix*, with some eight or ten  
species  lcOabiting  the deserts of Africa and India, while  miii  
C. galii'res,  occasionally grays to Europe and even  to England.  
Allied  to them are the curious  prailncole' (e.g.), also peculiar to  
the Old World, while the g enera  Tkiaorsris  and  Auagar  form  ί  
outlying group peculiar to South Ame rica, that  ',  by sonic  
systematiat,  regarded as a separate family  Thisocoridai,  near  
which are often  placed the singular  Sheathbllbi (g.e.).  By moat 
authorities the  Stone.curlewa  (see  Cvxr.aw),  the  Oyiter.cctcbm 
(q.r.)  and  Turnetones (e.g.)are also regarded as belonging to the  
family  Charedriides,  and acme would add the  Avoceis (Recwsi.  
,'ulra)  and Stilts  (g.e.),  among which the Cs ναlier,  or  Cτυb.pΙονeτ,  
Dromas ,srdeck—a form that  baa  heist handled about from one 
family and even order to  anοthcτ-ahουΙd  possibly. find its  
resting-place. It frequents the sandy  shora,  of the Indian  
Ocean and Bay of  Βeugl  from Natal to Aden, and thence to  
Ceylon, the Malabar coast, and the  !uidaman  and Nicobar  
Islands—le white and black bird, mounted on long lags, with  
webbed feet, and a bill so shaped is to have made acme of the  
beat ornithologists lodge it among the Tame (en).  

Though  the various forms here spoken of as  ploveraare  almost  
certainly dandy allied, t hey must be regarded as constituting  
a very Indefinite group, for hardly any strong line of demarcation  
can be drawn between them and the Sandpiper. and Snipes (9.ι.).  
United, however, with both of the latter under the name of  

Limicdae,  after the method approved by the moat recent  

χstemεtlata,  the whole form an assemblage the compactness of  
which no  obaervant  ornithologist can hesitate to admit, even if 
he be uncertain of the exact kinship.  

Far "plovers' eggs" see  Laewu'c. 	 (A.  Ν.)  
PLUCK, to pull or pick off something, as flowers from a plant,  

feathm  from a bird. The word in O.  Eng.  is  plscci'rn  or  jdo'dca  

and, is represented by  oumerous  forms in Teutonic languages,  
cf.  Gee.  jf'υken,  Du.  j'Zukken,  Dan.  plakke, dc. In sense and  
form a plausible identification  baa  been found with  haL  (disc-
care, to pick grapes, hair, feathers,  cf.  Fr. 'plucker, pick. These  
mmanic  words are to be referred  ιο Lat.  puss, hair, which has  
also given "peruke" or "periwig" and "plush." Difficulties  

of phonology, history and chronology, however, seem to show 
that this close similarity is o nly a coincidence. "Pluck," in the  
sense-0f courage, was originally a slang word of the prize-ring,  

and Sir W. Scott (Journal, Sept. 4,  1827) speaks of the " want  
of that article blackguardly called pluck." In butcher's parlance  
the "pluck "of an animal is the heart, liver and lungs, probably  
so called from their being" plucked "or pulled out of the  csrcase  
immediately sitar slaughtering. The heart being the typical  
seat· of courage, the transference is obvious. In university  

colloquial or clang use, "to pluck" is to refuse to pass a candi -
date on examination; the more usual colloquial word is now  "  to 
plough." At the granting of degree, at Oxford objection to a  
candidate could be taken for other reasons than failure at 
examination, and the person thus challenging drew the  ntteo» 

 Lion of the proctor in congregation by "plucking" a piece of 
black silk attached to the back of his gown.  

LcΚ3ι. JOIJUl (i&st-i868), German  ieetbematldan  and  
physicist, was born  at  Elbirfild  on the  ιό ιh  of  juna  IS.:.  
After  beisg  educated  at  Blisseldod  and at the universities of 
Bonn, Heidelberg and Berlin be went in τ823  to  Fazisi whert  
he came under the influence of the great  scό .Ι  of French  
geometma, wboa, fdemder, Caspard Monge,  was only·  atceritly 
deed. In  282ς he was  recelved  as  ?riseidmest  at Seen,  
and after three years he was made professor  extriordinary 

 The title of his  "hatbilitatlooa,chzift," Ggiseramon miulysens  
appiiealieisim cd  cc  quaa geοisώ i' aiim,,: ci mcckismcae Sin: σι  
/inidaa.&a 5ml e ande Ta*ria dda,cii Jules Flicker (Bonn, 
1824), indicated the comic of his future remedies. The  math&  
matical  influence of bongo bad two sides repr esented  respcc, 

 tively  by his two great works, the  Gbs'iirie desoip'ire  and the  
Ap$icoiims de l'anaiyse  ό  Ic giοιnαrie.  Plucker aimed at fits"  
fIshIng  modern  geonletay  with  initabla  analytical methods  
eο as to give it an In dependent analytical development. In  
this effort he wee as successful as were his great  wutempor.  
inca Poncelet aiid  3.  Steiner In cultivating geometry in its  
purely  ayatbetic  form. From his lectures and  re,earcbes  at  
Boin  sprang his first great work,  Asdylirch-geqstclrisck'  

£andckώ ιn οe (vol.  L, 1828;  VOL  Ii., 1831).  
In the  Srat  volume of this treatise  Plhckcr  Introduced for the  

first time the method of abridged notation which has become one  
of the  chaxactedaise fe,turei  of modern  analytical geometry 
(ice  GsogSrsv, /iNAI.vTIcar.).  In the first volume of the  
&ihwi'kdimges  he applied the method of abridged notation to 
the straight line, dad, and conic sections, and be  aubaequ*ntly  
used It with great effect in many of his researches, notably in 
his theory of cubic curves. In the second volume of the  Eu.  
wkkdsiigen  be clearly estαblished  on a firm and independent 
heals the great  pdndple  .1 duality. 

Another  subject of Importance which nicker took up in the  
Raiwd'kdsagea isa  the curious paradox noticed by L. Έ υΙer and  
G. Cramer, that, wbeii • rajsin  number of the intersections of two  
algebraical curves are given, the rest are thereby determined. Gee.  
gonna had shown that when a number of the Intersections of two  
curves of the (p+q)th degree lie on a curve of the pth degree the rest  

lie on a curse of the gilt degree. FlOuter Snally (Gergcmi.  Ace.,  
1838-3820 showed bow many joint, must be taken on a curve  
of any degree so that curves of the mime degree (infinite  ό  number)  
may be drawn through them, and proved that all the point,, beyond  
the given ones, in which these curves intersect the given one are 
heed by the original choice. Later, iimultsneeosly with C.  Ο.  J.  
Jacobi, he extended these results to curves and *urfaces of unequal  
order. AIIicd to the nutter just mentioned isa Plttckrr's discovery  

of the six equations connecting the number, of singularities in alge.  
brileal curves (see Ctiitvή . FlOuter communicated his formulae In  
the Seat place to Cyclic's Jesvael 48 341. vol.  xi,, and gave a further  
extension and complete account οt hω theory in his Thaw,.  der  
clgebraasden  Cam, (1839).  

Tn  5833  Plucke,  left Bonn for Berlin, wh ere he occupied  a 
ροst in the Friedrich Wilhelm's Gymnasium. He was then 
called in 1834 as ordinary  ρrοfea οr  of mathematics to  Halic.  
While there he published his  Sysk,. der mecly'ischcn Gcomdrie,  

αιef neue Bdrachbmgiisisen gcgrttedei,  wad .inabcscudere  cute  
assf'lbliche Thrcris  ώ  Curse, driller Ordmrng enlhallcnd  

(Bstlln,  5835). In this work he introduced the use of linear 
functions in place of the ordinary  co'ordinataa;  he also made the 
fullest use of the  ρτiciρlcs  of  collineaiion  and reciprocity.  
His discussion of curves of the third order turned mainly on  
the nature of their asymptote., and depended on the fact that 
the equation to every such curve can be put into the form  
ρqτ+µτ- ο.  lie gives a complete  enumeratidn  of them, 
Including two hundred and nineteen species. In 5836  Plileker  
returned to Bonn as ordinary professor of ma thematics. Here 
he published his  Theeris  ώ  dgibucircken Ca,ve,s,  which formed 
a continuation of the System  ώ  aieaiytischen Geoa,ei,ie  The 
work falls into two parts, which treat of the asymptote, and 
singularities  of  algebrslcal  curve, respectively; and extensive  
use is made of the method of counting constants which  playi  
so large a part in modem geometrical researches.  

From this time  PlScker'a  geometrical  researches  practically  
ceased, oily  tobe  resumed  towardatheendofbi,life. lila  
true that he published in 1846 his  $yskas  ώ  Gmiselris des  



Reuses ia sets? σwaΙyΙfaώ 'τ Bdasdlosgjwlze,  but this  
contains merely a more systematic arid polished rendering of his 
earlier results. in  ι8'7  he was made professor of physics at 
Bonn; and from that time his scientific activity took a new and  
asionislthrg turn.  

His first physical memoir, published In  PoggnrderJs λ melee  
(ι$),  vol. lxxi'.,  contains his great discovery of magnecrystaliic  
action. Then followed a long series of researches, mostly  

published In the same journal, on the properties of magnetic  
and diamagnetic bodies, establishing results which are now past 
and parcel of our magnetic knowledge. In  ι88  (Pogg. 4sκ. 
vol. dii.)  he published the first of his classical researches on the 
action of the magnet on the electric discharge in rarefied gases.  

Ρlflckeτ,  first by himself and afterwards in conjunction with  

J. W. Hhetoef, made many important discoveries in the spectro-
&copy of gases. He was the first to use the vacuum tube with 
the capillary part now called a Geisaler's tube, by means of which 
the luminous intensity of feeble electric discharges was raised  

sumdently to allow of apectro,copic investigation. He aelici.  
paled R. W. Y. Bunsen and G. Kirchhofl ii' announcing that the 
lines of the spectrum were characteristic of the chemical sub-
stance which emitted them, and in indicating the value of this 
discovery in chemical analysis. According to Hlttorf he was  
the first wise saw the three lines of the hydrogen spectrum,  
which a few months titer his death were recognized in the spec-
trum of the solar protubcrances, and thus solved  ον.  of the  
mysteries of modern astronomy.  

Hittoef  tells us that Plucker never attained great manual  
dexterity as an experimenter. He had always, however, very 
clear conceptions as to what was wanted, and possessed lnahigh  
degree the power of putting other, in possession of his ideas  
and rendering them enthusiastic in carrying them into practice.  
Thus he was ‚bit to secure from the Sayner Hlltte In 1846 the 
great electromagnet which he turned to such use in his magnetic  
researches; thus be attached to his service his former pupil the 
skilful mechanic Fessel; and thus he discovered and fully availed  
himself of the ability of the great glassb Ιοwer Geissler. 

Induced by the encouragement of his mathematical friends In  
England, PlUcker In  τ1365 returned to the field In which be first  
became famous, end adorned it by one more great schievement  

—the invention of what is new called "line geometry." His  
first memoir on the subject Was published In the  Ρhijοsιψkiιλd  
Transadious  of the Royal Society of London. It became the 
source of a large literature In which the new science was dc. 
veloped. Plucker himself worked out the theory of complexes  
of the first and second order, introducing In his investigation of  
the latter the famous complex surfaces of which he caused those 
models to be constructed which are now -so well known to lIsp  
student of the higher mathematics. Re was engaged in bringing 
out a large work embodying the results of his researches In lint 
geometry when he died on the saud of May  χ868.  The work was  
so far advanced that his pupil and  aed.fa.it  Felix Klein was 
able to complete and publish it (see Geoiigm, Lutz). Among 
the very numerous honour, bestowed on PlUcker  by the various 
scientific societies of Europe was the Copley medal, awarded to  

him by the Royal Society two years before his death.  

See R. F. A. Ciebsch's obituarynotice (Alt. d.  kδn. GCS.  & Wsss. a 
1'uiIea.  1871. vol. xvi), to which is appended an appreciation of  

PiQcke?sphysical researches by Hittorf. and a list of PlUckcr's  

works by F. Klein. See also C. I. Gerhardt.  Gesckichk der Made mo.Iik  
in  Derd ιώ Ιαsd,  ρ.  sts,  and Plucker', life by A. Dtonke (Bonn, 1871).  

P1111, the English name both for certain kinds of tree and  
aljo generally for their fruit. Τhe plum tree belongs to the  
genus Frunsu, natural order Rosaceae. Cultivated plums arc  
supposed to have originated from one or other of the species  
P. doisscsiku  (wild plum) or P. insidek (buliace).'The young  
Shoots of P.  da'wiku  are glabrous, and the fruit oblong; in 
P. irss*frma  the young shoots axe pubescent, and the fruit  
more or less globose. A third species, the common sloe  or 
blackthorn, P. spi,s.ss,  has stoat spines; Its flowers expand  
before the leaves; and its fruit is very rough to the taste, in  
which particulars It differs from the two preceding. These  

distinctions, liowiver, are net maintained with much constancy.  

Ρ.  dowesiwa is  nativt  of Anatolia and the Caucasus, and is con-
sidered lobe the only species naturalized in Europe. Π. iusiiiti'  
is wild in so'itherii Europe, In Armenia, and along the shores of  
the Caspisa. In the Swiss lake-dwellings stones of the  Ρ.  
iiisiiilia  as well as of P. spiiwsa  have been found, hut not tbcic  
of P. damesliw.  Nevertheless, the Remus cultivated large  
numbers of plums. The cultivated forms are extremely namer.  
Dos, some of the groups, such as the greengagea, the dasusons 
and the egg pious being very distinct, sad sometimes reproduc-
ing themselves from aced. The colour of the fruit varies from 
green to deep purple, the she from that of a small cherry to 
that of a hen's egg; the form Is oblong acute or obtuse at both  
ends, or globular; the stones or kernels vary in like manner; and  
the flavour, season of ripening and duration are all subject to 
variation. From Its hardihood the plum is one of the moat  
valuable fruit trees, as it is not particular as to soil, and the 
crop is less likely to be destroyed by sprng fruits. Prunes  
and French plums are merely plums dried in the sun. Their 
preparation is carried on on a large scale in Bosnia sad Servia, 
as well as In Spain, Portugal end southern France. 

Plums are propagated chiefly by budding on stocks of the  
Mussel, Brussels, St Julien and Pear plums. The damson, 
wine-sour and other varietles,planted as standards, sregeuerally  
increased by suckers. For planting sgiinst walls, trees which  
have been trained for two years In the nursery are preferred.  
but maiden trees can be very successfully introduced, and by  

liberal treatment may he speedily got to a fruiting state. Any  
good well-drained loamy soil is suitabl, for plums, that of  

medium quality as to lightness being decidedly ?referable.  
Wells with an east cc west aspect are generally showed to 
them. The horizontal mode of training and the fan or half-las  
forms are commonly followed; where there Is sufficient height  
probably the fan system Is the best. The shoots should he laid 
in nearly or quite at lull length. The fruit is produced on aussi  
spurs en branches at least awn years old, and the same spars 
condom fruitful for several years. Standard plum trees should 
be planted as ft. apart each way, and dwarfs ι s or so ft. The  
latter are now largely grown for market purposes, being more 
easily supported when carrying heavy crops, fsidulng esrhier,  
and the fruit being gathered more easily from the dwarf bush  
than from standard trees.  

The following is a selection of good vatietits of plums, with  
their times of ripening:— 

Dessert  Piiisit 
Early Green-gage. . e. July Transparent Gage.. b. Sept 
EarlyT,ansparentCagcb. Λυg. Jcflcrims . . ... . b. Sept.  
DennistonsSuperb . b. Aug. Kirees ......m. Sept.  
Ouilins  Golden. . . m Aug. Ccc's ColdenDrep.. e. Sept.  
Green-gage . . . m.e.Aug. Reine Claude dc Bavay  . 

..  Aug. Tckworth Imp&strice b. Oct. M'Laughlin. . 	. 	 -  
AngelinaBsirdets . 	b Sept. Lite Rivers . ...  

Cidivary Plamn  

Early Prolific. . 	. e. July Victoria 	- 	Sept.  
Belle dc Louvahi . . 	Aug. White Magnum Bonum Sept.  
BelgianPurple . . . m.Aug. PondsSeedllng. 	. . rn.Sφt.  
Czar 	 ..-.  e. Aug. Diamond 	 m. Sept.  
Persbcrc 	- -  e. Aug. Monarch......e. Sept. 
Prince Eng)cbert 	e. Aug. Grand Duke. 	. 	Cci.  
Mitcheleona'. . . 	 b. Sept. Wycdale ..... e. Oct.  

Diseases.—Tbc  Plum is subject to several diseases cl lungs] 
origin. A widespread disease known as pocket-plums or bladder. 
plums is due to an  alcosnycetous fungus, Brasses,  fvsci,  the  
myceiiuia.of which lives parasitically in the tissues of thebcet plant.  
passes into the ovary of the flower and causes the char&cterigic  

nιalfοπυatiοιs of the fruit which becomes a deformed, sometimes  
curved or flattened, wrinkled dry structure, with a hollow occupying  
the place of the stone; the bladder plums are yellow at first. mIne.  
qumitly dingy red. The reproductive spume are borne in ace (sure)  
which fowm it dense layer on the surface, appearing- like a bbaom in 

 luly; they are scattered by the wind and propagate the disease.  

The only remedy is to cut otT and burn the diseased branches.  
Flinn-led blister is caused by  PoIyshgm.a rilsass,  a  pyisnomy-

eaton, fungus which fears, thick fleshy reddish patches οο  the leaves.  



fatter  Sadebut.  From  Siombume'.  ι t  
TapTirisa Frssf.—Transver.e  

section through the epidermis  
of an infected plum. Four  
ripe  aics,  5', a,, with eight 
spore, a,, a,, with yeast-like  
conidia absiricted  from the  
spores  

xi,  Sulk-m-11s of the  aaci.  
a.  Filanientadtbcmycrlium  

tut transversely.  
cal, Cuticle.  
ep,  Epidermis.  

PLUMBAGO-PLUMBING  
11ιe rewοdυιιiνe *mums  ',mmd  in embedded leak-shaped reran-
racks  (ρυitbeda  and scattered after the leaves have fallen. The  

spot. are not often so numerous  
as to do much harm to the leaves,  
but  whei  the dimes. I.  serIous  
diselaid leaya.  should be collected  
and burned. Sines and bird.  
cherries should be removed from  
the neighbourhood of plum-tree,.  
as the various diaeaaejwoducing  
insects and fungi live also  οο these  
sissies. The  branches  are some

-timis atta1d  by weevils  (Rky'.  
‚jies)  and the larvae of. various  
moth,. and ‚"-11.. (chiefly En.-
w.ipe)  fend on the leaves, and  
youag branches and leaves axe  
sometimes invaded by  Aphidea. 

 Leaf-feeding beetles and lame of 
moth, gin beat got rid by  
shiraing  
the selects.  Slug.wcemsoιa.w.fly  
larvae require treatment by wash-
ing with soapsuds, tobacco and  
lime-water or  bdleboiw ,oiution,  
and Aphids, by  syonging  from  
below and removing all surplus  
young twig..  

P1.UVJAGO  (from tat plea.-
barn, lead), a name frequently  
applied to graphite (q.t.), in  
allusion to its remote macrn-
blance to lead, whence it is 
popularly called "black-lead."  
It was formerly held in repute 

In medicine, but is now regarded as having no medicinal  
properties of any value.  

ΡLΰ ΙΑΟΟ DRAWINOS.  What we should now speak of as  
pencil drawing, were in the 17th and t8th centuries usually  

known as drawings "in plumbago," end there is a group of  
artists whose work is remarkable for their exquisite portraits 
drawn with finely pointed pieces of  graphIte mid upon vellum.  
In some books of reference they are grouped as engravers, and  
as such Horace Walpole describes several of them. There is no  

doubt that many of their fine pencil drawings were prepared for 
the purpose of engraving, but this is not likely to have been 
the case with all, and we have evidence of certain cornmiisions  
executed, by Porster for example, when the portrait was not  
required for the preparation of a plate. One of the earliest of 
this group of workers was Simon Van dc Pass (1595?-5647), 
and in all probability his pencil drawings were either for repro-
duction on silver tablets or counters or for engraved plates.  
A yew few pencil portraits by Abraham Blooteling, the Dutch 
engraver, have been preserved, which appear to iteve been first 
sketches, from which plates were afterwards engraved. They 
are of exceedingly delicate workmanthip, and one in the present 
miter's collection Is signed and dated. By David Loggan 
'(1635-1 700), a pupil of Van dc Pass, there also remain a few 
portraits, as a rule drawn on vellum and executed with the 
utmost dexterity and with marvellous -minuteness, the lines  
expressing the Intricacies of a lace ruffle or the curia of a wig  

being perfectly rendered. It is evident that these were net 
always prepared Ιστ engraving, because there is one representing 
Charles IL, set in a beautiful gold snuff box, which wa, given by  
the king to the duchess of Portsmouth and now belongs to the  
duke of Richmond, and a similar portrait of Cromwell in the  

possession of Lord Verulam, while several others belong to Lord  
Caledon, and there are no engraving, corresponding to these.  

On the other band, a large drawing by Loggan in the writer's  

collection, reρτesent ίng Charles IL, Is the sketch for the finished  

engraving and bears a declaratIon to that effect. An artist  
who is better known to the general collector is Willism Paitborne  

(1616-1691). He was the pupil of Sir Robert Peake, the  
engraver, but derived much of his skill from the time be spent  
with Nanteull, whose involved minute style he closely followed.  

triumphing over technical difficulties with great success. There  
are important drawings by him in the Bodlelsa, at Wtlbcck  

Abbey ‚nd at Mootagu House, sad iwo fle portraits as the  
British Museum. Thotess Forger ($ 169g-171s) was one  of 
the greatest dra.gbtamen in this particular fort of portraiture.  
His drawings are both on vellum and on paper; as a rule on 

 vellum.. Of the details of his life very little is known. H.  
engraved a low print., but they ere of  ώ .  utmost rarity. Ηi  
finest portraits are executed with very great refinement and 
delicacy, the modelling of the face being quite wonderfuL It Is 
in fact one of the marvels of this type of portraiture how such  

exquisite lines could have been drawn with the roughly cut  
piema of graphite which sure at the d σιsl of the artists. In  
some instance. In 'Porater's work the lines repsusenting the  

modelling of the face are so fine as to be quite lndlating'thb.ble  

without the aid of a giau. His work can be studied at Welbeck  
Abbey, in the Holburne Mufleum  at Bath, In the Viclaria and  
Albert Museum and dae'bert. Two other  Τ..ΙόLou,'  should  
be referred to, Robert and George Whit., father and son. Tb.  

former  (1645- ι70)  wu  a pup11 of Leggett and, prolific engraver,  
end most of his drawixtga, executed on vellum, were for the  
purpose el engraving. Gccrge White (c.  1684-1;32) was taught  
by his lather, and finished some of his father', plates. His own  

pencil drawings are of even finer execution than these of Rcbert  
White. These three men, Fotster and the two Whiten, carefully  
signed their drawings and dated them. By Robert Whit, there  
are remarkable portraits of Bunyan and Sir Matthew Hale in 
the British Museum, and his own portrait at Welbeck; and by 
him and his son there are other drawings I. private collections,  

depicting Sir Godfrey Kneller, Archbishop Tennyson and others.  
The Iwo Fabera ( ι όό ο?-1721 and  ι695?-1756) were from  
Holland, the cider having been born at the Hague, as be himself  
States on his portrait which was, in Vertuc'. collection. In 
addition to the portraits these two men usually added beautiful 
drawn inscriptions, often found within circles around the por-
traits and occasionally extending to many linen below them. 
The son was the greater artist and a famous mezzotinter. The  

portrait painter Jonathan Richardson (1665-1745) executed 
many line drawings in pencil, examples of which can be seen in 
the British Museum. One of the best of these plumbago  
draughtsmen was a Scotsman, whose work Is of the utmost  
rarity, David Paton, who worked in 1670. The 'chief of his  
drawings belong to the earl of Dysart and are at Earn House,  
and Iwo examples of his portraiture are in the posaission of the 
Dsizcll family. Of Paton'a history nothing is known save that  
be wa, a Catholic who worked for more than one Dominican  
house, a devoted adherent of the Stuart cause, and was attached  

to the court of Charles II., when the king *55 in Scotland. At 
that time be drew his remarkable portrait of the king now at  
Ham House. There axe drawing. of the same character as his, 
the workof George Clover (d.  tό ιό )  and Thomas  Cecill  (Χ. 1630), 
but they arc of extraordinary rarity and were evidently first 
Studies for engravings, Cf Clover's work the only signed  
example known is in the muter" collection. A Swiss artist,  
Joseph Werner (b. 1637) ci Warmer, drew well in pencil,  

adopting brown paper as the material upon which his best  
drawings were done, and in acme ca°es heightening them wilh  

Leeches of whit, paint. The most notable of his portraits is  

one which is in the collection at Welbeck Abbey. 
lie earlier minim-me painters also drew in this manner, notably  

HilIisrd  In preparing designs for  jtwels  and seals, and Isaac and  
Peter Oliver in portrait.. By Isaac Oliver there is a fine drawing In  
Lord Derby'. collection; and one by Peter, a  marveliou.  likeness  
cl  Sir Bevil  Gre.iville,  in that of the writer. The later men, Hone,  
Crimaldi,  Lens end  Downman,  also drew finely  inplumbsgo.  Other  
notable exponent, of this delightful art were Thomas  Wοτlidge 

 ('700-1766), F. Steele (c. 1714), W Robins  (c. 1730), C. A.  Wol .  
gang  (ι όpa- ι775).  George  Vertiic  the engraver (1684-1756) , Johann 

 Zuifany (tm-law), and the Swede, Chad.,  Bancks ('. 17 li.W 110  
resided in England for some  ytara.  (C. t. w.)  

PLUMBING, properly working in lead (Lat. plumbarn), now a  
teem embracing all work not only in lead, but also  in tin, zinc 
and other metals, connected with the installation, fitting, 
repairing, soldering, dec., of pipcs for enter, gas, drainage, en  

cisterns, reals and the like in any building,  i.e.  the general work 
of a ρΙυmΙτ. (See Buuweo and Sswxasoz.)  
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ΡΙΙΙ%1  EDWARD  ΒΑΤ (i8sx-i8ps),  English divine  
and scholar,  wa,  born In  london  on the 6th of August 1821.  
A scholar of  Ijnlvexslty  College, Oxford, he graduated with a  
dουb)e.όιsΙ clasa  In 18+1, and in the same year be was elected  
fellow of  Βτιαenοse College. He was orda ined In 1847,  ι1nd  
shortly afterwards appointed chaplain, and then professor of  

pastoral theology, at  Klng'n  College, London. In 1863 ho was  
given a prebendal stall 5t St Paul's, and from 1869 to 1874 he 
was a member of the committee appointed by  Cο,αcatiοn  
to revise the  stithorized  version of the Old Testament. He  
was Boyle lecturer in 1866-5867  ("  Christ sad Christendom"),  
and  Grinό eΙd  lecturer on the Septuagint at Oxford 1872-1874.  
Mter  successively holding the living. of  Piuckley  and Brickley  
in Rent, be mu =Wed τ881 αs dun οf Ibdiedon  
the at of February 1895.  

Plumpire wa,  a man of great  vereadilty  mid attained high raise. 
tation as a tτι.ιιslαtοτ of the play, of  Sophocles  (1865) and Ae'eliylus  
0868), and of the Divine  'ommedse  of Dante (5886). In verse his  
main achicvemests were Lasarw (1864), and Mask,' and Schuler  
(1866). Among his many theological works may be mentioned  
An  Exp.silisis οι the  E$iis'ks  Ιο  the .free.  ChwiAss  4 Asia (1877),  
The  .$piriis  in Prison (5884). "The Book of Proverb." (which he 
annotated in the  S,peaker's Comeox$ory) the "Synoptic Gospels, 
/un., and II. Corrnthians." in Bishop Έ Iiicott'.  New  TesIoiweaI  
Commentary, and Life of  Bishojs  Ken  (ι888).  

PLUNDER, to rob, to pillage, esρκιαυυ In war. The word 
came into English usage directly from Ger.  pinndern  (derived 
from a substantive Plunder meaning "household stun," bed-
clothes, clothing, 8w.), particularly with reference to the pillaging  
of the Thirty Years' War. Thomas May  (Risiory  of Ike Long  
Parliasscni,  1647; quoted in the New English  Diclionary)  says:  
"Many  Tounes  and Villages be (Prince Rupert) plundered, 
which is to say  robb'd,  for at that time first was the word plunder 
used in England, being borne in Germany." The New English  
Dictionary's earliest quotation is from the Swedish  Isssdhigencer  
(1632).  

PLUNICIT, OLIVER  (1629-1681),  IrIsh  Roman Catholic 
divine, was born at  Loughcrew,  Co. Meath. He was  edu.  
cated privately and at Rome, whither he went with Father  
Scarampi in 1645. From :657 to 2669 be was professor of 
theology at the  toflege  of the Propaganda, enjoyed the friend-
hlρ of the historian,  ?allavidbii,  and acted as representative  

of Irish ecclesiastical affairs at Rome. Pope Clement IX.  

appointed him to the  arcbbiaboprlc  of  Arniagh  and primacy of 
Ireland in July  ι669,  and in November be was consecrated at  
Ghent, reaching Ireland In March 1670. Lord Berkeley of 
Stratton, the viceroy, showed him much kindness and allowed  
him to establish a Jesuit school In Dublin.  Plunket  showed  
amazing diligence In furthering the cause of his  Cburch lIe  
was in very straitened circumstances, the revenue of his see  
being only £62 In good years. The repressive measures following 
on the Test Act bore hardly upon him, and in December 5678 he 
was imprisoned in Dublin Castle for six 'reeks. Accused Of a  
ahare in the Irish branch of the "Popish Plot," he was brought 
to London, and in June  ιό $τ arraigned In the King's Bench,  
charged with  conspiringto  bring a French army  toCarlingford.  
He made a good defence, but on the absurdest of evidence the 
jury convicted him of treason, and on the ast of July be was 
hanged, drawn and quartered at Tyburn.  

PLUNKEI,  WILLIAM  CONYNOHAM PLUNKET, 1ST BARON 
(1764-5854), Irish lawyer, orator and statesman, was born in 
the county of Fermanagh in July 5764. He was educated first  
by his father, a Presbyterian minister of considerable bi Ιitγ  
and reputation, and in 5779 he became a student of Trinity 
College, Dublin. He was conspicuous as the acknowledged 
leader of the Historical Society, the debuting club of Trinity  
Cotlege, then full of young men of remarkable promise. Having 
entered Lincoln's Inn in z 784,  Plunket  was called to the Irish 
bar in 1787. He gradually obtained a considerable practice 
in equity; and was made a king's counsel hi 1797.  

' The Irish Plunkets are distinguished by the spelling of the name 
from the Plunketto of the families of the barons Dunsany (cc. 1439)  
and the earls of FiiigalI (Cr. 5628). though the earlier members of  

these houses are ofttn given the spelling of Plunket.  

In 5798 he entered the Irish  pasilameni  as member for  Cbszl..  
moot. He was an anti-Jacobln  Whig of the school of Burke,  
not ungracefully filled with a fervent Ir ish patriotism. But be 
was a sincere admire, of the constitutional government of  
England as established in  ι688;  he even justified the ascendancy  
it had given to the Established Church, although he thought  

that the time bad arrived for extending tol eration to Roman  
Catholic, and dissenter.. To transfer It to Ireland as thus  

modified, and under an indep endent legislature. was the only  
reform he sought  WIis  country; he opposed the union because  
be thought it incompatible with this object.  

When  Plunket  entered the Irish parliam en t, the Irish Whig  
party was almost  extinct, and Pitt was feeling his way to  
accomplish the union. In this be was  .cοaded  ably by  Loid  
Castlercagh,  by the panic caused by a wild insurrection, and by  
the secession of Grattan from pol itics. When, however, the 
measure was brought forward, among the ablest and fiercest of 
its adversaries was  Plunket,  whose powers  as a great orator  
were now  univeasily  recognized. His speeches  raked him  
immediately to the front rank of his party; and when Gutters  
re-entered the moribund  mimIc  he took his seat next to 
Plusiket,  thus significantly  recogiiigisig  the place the latter bad  
attained.  

Mler the unite% Ρlυ ct returned to the practice  of his 
profession, and became at once a leader of the equity bar.  Irs  
2803, after  Emmot's  rebellion, he was selected  ..  one of the  
Crown lawyers to prosecute the unfortunate  enthusiast,  and at 
the trial, in summing up the evidence, delivered a speech of 
remarkable power, which shows his characteristic dislike of 
revolutionary outbursts. For this speech he was exposed to 
much unmerited obloquy, and more especially to the abuse of  
Cobbett,  against whom be brought a successful action few 
damages. In 5803, in Pill's second  sdmioisiratiosi,  be became 
solicitor-general, and in  ι8οs  attorney.general  for Ireland; and 
be continued  in  of5co  when Lord Grenville  caine  into power in  
χ806.  ?Junket held a seat in the Imperial parliament during  
this period, and there made several able speeches in favour of 
Catholic emancipation, and of continuing the war with Fran ce;  
but when the Grenville cabinet was dissolved he returned 
once more to professional life.  

In 185; having amassed a considerable fortune, be re-entered  
parliament as member for Trinity College, and Identified himself  
with the  Grenvrne orsnti-Gallican Whigs. Heels soon acknow-
ledged as one of the first orators, if not the first, of the House of 
Commons. H is  reverence for the English constitution in church  
and aisle, his steady advocacy of the war with Napoleon, sod 
his antipathy to anything like democracy made him popular 
with the Tory party. In 1822 Plunket was once more attorney. 
general for Ireland, with Lord  Welksley  as lord-lieutenant. 
One of his first  ο cial  acts was to prosecute for the "bottle 
riot," an attempt on his part to put down the Orange faction 
in Ireland. lie strenuously opposed the Catholic Association,  

which about this time, under the guidance of O'Connell, began  
its agitation. In 1825 he  marie  a powerful speech against it; 
thus the curious spectacle was seen of the ablest champion of 
an oppressed church doing all in his power to check its efforts to  
emancipate itself.  . 

In 182; Plusiket was made master of the rolls in England; 
but, owing to the professional jealousy of the bar, who regarded 
an  Irishmanas  an intruder, he resigned in a few days. Soon 
afterwards he became chief justice of the common pleas in  
Ireland, and was then created a peer of the United Kingdom.  
In 1830 he was appoint ed  lord chancellor of Ireland, and held  
the office, with an interval of a few months only, until 1841, 
when he finally retired from public life. lIe died on the 4th of 
January 1854, and was succeeded by his eldest son, the bishop οι 
Tuam (5792-1866) as 2nd baron. The 4th baron  (ι828-ι8) 

 was bishop of Meath and afterwards archbishop of Dublin and  

primate of Ireland, and an active  ecclesiasiical  statesman; sad 
his younger brother David  Plunket  (b. 1838), solicitor-general  
for Ireland in  ι8; -ι8;;,  and first commissioner of works in the 
Unionist administration of ι885- ι892, was in 1805 created Baron  
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RalbmCTS.  William Lee  Piunket, gtb  baron (b. 1864),  WaS  
governor of New Zealand from 1904 to 1920.  

PLUNXETT.  81Κ HORACE GUAZON ( ι8"- ),  Irish  
politician, third son of Edward,  ιό Ιh  baron  Dunsany;  was born  
on the  aµb  of October  ι8,  and was  educited  at &on and  
University College, Oxford, of which college he became honorary  

fellow in 1909.  lie spent ten years (1879-1889) ranching in  
Montana,  U.S.A.,  where, together with a substantial fortune,  
he acquired experience that proved invaluab le  In the work  
of agricultural education, improvement and development, to  
which he devoted himself on his return to Ireland in 1889. At  
first Plunkett resolved to hold himself aloof from party po litics,  
and he set himself to bring together men of all po litical views  
for the promotion of the material prosperity of the Irish people.  

In 2894 be founded the Irish Agricultural Organization Society,  
which accomplished a work of  incelculαble importance by  
Introducing co-operation among Irish farmers, and by proving  
to the latter the benefits obtainable through more economical  
and efficient management. But already in 1892 he had felt  
compelled  to abandon his non-political attitude, and he entered  

parliament as  Uώ οnisΙ  member far south Dublin (county).  
Continuing, however, his policy of conciliation, Plunkett sug-
gested in August 5 895 that a few prominent persons of various  
political opinions should meet to discuss and frame a scheme of 
practical legislation.  Theoutcomeof  this proposal was the forma-
tion of the "Recess Committee" with Plunkett as chairman,  
which included men of such divergent views as the earl of Mayo,  
Mr John Redmond, The  O'Conor  Don and Mr Thomas Sinclair.  
Ii July s896 the Recess Committee issued a report, of which 

 Phinkeit  was the author, cent:641ft valuable accounts of the 
Systems of state aid to agriculture and of technical instruction  
in foreign countries. This report, and the growing influence  
of Plunkett, who became a member of the Irish Privy Council 
in τ897,  led to the passing of an act in ι899  which established a  
department of agriculture and technical instruction in Ireland,  
of which the chief secretary was to be  presIdent  ex  oJicin Piim-
kell  was appointed vice-president, a position which gave him 
control of the department's operations. It was intended that 
the vice-president should be responsible for the department in 
the House of Commons, but at the general election of  1900  
Plunketi  lost his seat. An extensively signed memorial, sup-
ported by the Agricultural Council, prayed that he might not  
be removed from  omce,  and at the government's request he  
continued to direct the policy of the department without a seat  
in parliament. He was created  LC.V.O.  in 1903.  

On the  arcemion  of the Liberal party to power in 2906, Sir  
Horace  Plunkeit  was requested by Mr Bryce, the new chief  
secretary, to remain at the head of the department he had 
created. But,  havingaat  in the House of  Comqoaaaaa  Unionist,  
Flunked had Incurred the hostility of the Nationalist pasty,  
whose resentment had been further excited by the hold statement  
of certain unpalatable truths in his book,  Irdand  us lire Non  
Cenlury  (1904), in which he described the economic condition  
and needs Of the country and the nature of the agricultural  
improvement schemes he bad inaugurated. A determined  
effort was therefore made by the Nationalists to drive from  
office the man who had  prob&bly  done more than any one else  
of his generation to benefit the Irish people; and in moving a  
resolution In the House of Commons with this object iii 1907,  

a Nationalist declared that his party  "  took their stand on the  
τiυdρle  that the  induatrisi  revival could only go hand in band  

with the national movement." The government gave way,  
and in the summer of τ9ο7 Sir Horace  Plunketl  retired from  
office. Since the year  zpoo  a grant of about  £‚000  had been  
made annually by the Department of Agriculture to the Irish  

Agricultural  Orgaisiution  Society; but the new vi ce-president,  
Mr T. W. Russell, who had been himself previously a member  
of the Unionist administration, withdrew in 1907 this modest  
support id an association with which Sir Horace  Plunketi 
was so closely identified, and of  *hich  he continued to be the  
guiding spirit. In addition to the publication mentioned,  
Sir Horace  Pbmkctt  published Noblesse  Oblige: Air Disk  
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Rendering  (rpoS),  and Rim;  Life  Fidi'.,  4 1"  Udfd  Sinks  
(1910).  

See Sir Horace  Piunkett, Iida.d  sa il. Non  Csate.'.  (London.  59041 ;  .RefavI  41.8.  Csumiik'  of  Zsqwy: Di'wtsreas IAgs*sdfa,'  
'uid leckawal 1s*scli.s (1,d υιd). (Cd.  357a) 0907).  

PLURALiSM  (Lit.  plss, $sres,  many, several), a term used  
generally in the sensed plurality (see below), and in philosophy  
for any theory which postulates  more than one  ab.oiutely  dis-
tinct being or principle of being, oppos ed  to  moniam.  Plural-
istic systems ass based on the difficulty of reconciling with the  

moiiistic  principle the  principlas  of variety and freewill. The  
chief difficulty which besets any such view is that If the elements  
are absolutely independent, the enemas d isappears and we are  
left with chaos: if, on the other hand, there is interrelation  
(as in  Lotae's  system), the elements are not ultimate in any  
intelligible sense.  

PLURALiTY  (Ο.  Pr.  µerdίω,  Late  Lat. pliiraii'as,  plural  
number), in a general sense, a ward denoting more than one;  
applied particularly to the holding of two or more  oibces  by  
the same person (called then a  ρΙws-αΙίιή . Ιιι ecdesilstical law, 
plurality or the holding of more than one benefice or preferment  
was always discountenanced, and is now prohibited in England  
by the Pluralities Act 1838, as amended by the Pluralities Act  

/650  and the Pluralities Acts Amendment Act 1885. By the  
latter act a provision was made that two benefices might be  
held together, by  dispennstiosi  of the archbishop on the  rtcom-.  
rendition of the bishop, if the churches be within four miles 
of each other, and if the annual value of one does not exceed 
(son (see  BENsFIcI).  It was formerly a practice to evade  
enactments against plurality by means of  wnssiesd'.s,  La by  
committing or  oummending  a benefice to a bolder of other  
benefices until an Incumbent should be provided for it. Cons

-mendama  were abolished by the  EcclesiastIcal  Commissioners  
Αc1 τ836(6&7 W111, ΙV.c yy, j ι8).  See  aiso Cdlv. Disks,  
of  C.wsihy,  2653,  Ηοb  140  seq.,  where much lemming on the  
subject will be found.  

Ιιι  elections, particularly where there art these or more  
candidates, and no one candidate receives an absolute majority  

of votes, the excess of votes polled by the first candidate over  
the second is often termed plurality, especially In the United  
States.  

PLUSH (Pr. 'decks), it textile fabric having a cut nap or pile  
the same as fustian or velvet Originally the pile of plush 
consisted of mohair or  wctxted  yarn, but now silk by itself or  
with a cotton backing is used for plush, the distinction from  
velvet being found in the longer and less dense pile of plush.  
The material is largely used for upholstery sad furniture  
purposes, and is also much employed in dress and millinery.  

PWTARCH (Gr. IlhoIonpxo')  (c. &D. 46-ιso),  Greek bio-
grapher  md  miscellaneous writer, was born at  Cbaeronca  in  
Boeotia.  After having been trained In philosophy at Athens be  

iravelledandatayedsometimeat Rome,wherehelecturedomiphilo-
sophy  and undertook the education of  Hadrian.1  Trajan  bestowed  
consular rank upon him, and Hadrian appo inted  him procurator  
of Greece. He died in his native town, where he was archon  
and priest of the  Pythiasi  Apollo. In the  Coasdijlio,i  1m  his 
Wife on the loss of his young daughter, he tells us (‚ a) that they 
had brought up four ions besides, one of whom was called by the  
name of  Plutarch's  brother,  Lamprias.  We learn incidentally  
from  thia  treatise  (§ το)  that the writer had been initiated in  
the secret mysteries  of Dionysus, which held that the soul was  
imperishable. He seems to have been an independent thinker  

rather than an adherent of any particular school of philosophy.  
lila  vast acquaintance with the literature of his time is every-
where apparent.  

The celebrity of Plutarch, or at least his popularity, is mainly  
founded  on his forty-aix PcroJW  Lime. He is thought to have  
written this work Is' !'is later years after his return to  Cbaeronea.  
His knowledge of Latin and of Roman history be must hive  
partly derived tram some years' residence in Rome and other  

There inns no authority for this sta tement earlier than the  
middle ages.  
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perts  of Italy,t though he says ho was too muds engaged  in 
lecturing (doubtless In Greek, on philosophy) to turn his attention  
much to Roman literature during that ρφ·iοd.  

Plutarch's  design in writing the Parallel Liver—for this is  
the title which he gives them in dedicating Theresa and  Rttmwisa  
to Soalus Scnecio—appears to have been the publication, In 
successive books, of authentic biographies in pairs, taking  
together a Greek and a Roman. In the Introduction to the  
Therew  he speaks of having already Issued his  Lycisrgw  and  
Name, viewing them, no doubt, as bearing a resemblance  Ιο  
each other in their legislative character. Thescus and Romulus  
are compared as the legezedasy founders of states. In the  
opening sentence of the life of Alexander he says that "in this  
beak he has written the live, of Alexander and Caesar" (Julius),  
and in his Demo sIhejiis,  where be again (‚  i)  mention, his friend  
Sosius, he calls the life of this OratOr and Cicero the fifth book?  
It may thcreIore fairly be inferred that Plutarch's original Idea  
was simply to set a Greek warrior, atatesman, orator or legislator 
side by side with some noted Roman celebrated for the same  

qualities, or working under similar conditions, Nearly all the  

livcs are In pairs; but the series concluded with single biographies 
f Αrtaχcrχes, Axatua (of Sicyon), Galba .nd Otho. In the life 

of Aratus, not Sosius Senecio, but one Polycrates, is addressed.  
The Lives are works of great learning and reaearcli, long lists 

of authorities are given, and they must for this very reason,  
as well as from their considerable length, have taken many years  
in compilation. It is true that many of the lives, especially of  
Roman,, do not show such an extent of rtsearch. But Plutarch 
must have had access to a great store of books, and his diligence 
as an historian cannot be questioned, if his actuescy is in some 
points impeached. &om the historian's point of view the  

weakness of the biographies is that their interest is primarily 
ethical. The author's aymphthy with Doric characters and 
institutions is very evident; he delights to record the exploits, 
the maxima and virtues of Spartan kings and generals. 
This feeling is the key to his apparently unfair and virulent  
attack on Herodotus, who, as an Jordan, seemed to him to have 
exaggerated the prowess and the foresight of the Athenian 
leaders.  

The voluminous and varied writings of Plutarch cxdusive  
of the Lives are known under the common term Opera macallis.  

These consist of above sixty essays, som, of them long and  
many of them rallier difficult, some too of very doubtful genuine.  

mae. Tbrit literary value is greatly enhanced by the large 
number of citations from lout Greek poem,, especially verses of 
the dramathts, among whom Euripides holds by far the first 
place. The principal treatises In the Opera moralist are the  
following- 

0*  the Edawlios  of Children (regarded as spurious by some) 
recommends  (i) good  birth5  and sobriety in the father; (2) good  
disposition and good training are alike necessary for virtue; (3)  
a mother ought to nurse her own  olispring,  on the analogy of all 
animals: (4)  the  ρaοda1οgυ:  must be honest and trustworthy; (5)  
all the advantages  of life and fortune must be held secondary to  
education; (6) mere mob-oratory is no part of a good education;  
(7) philosophy should form the principal study, but not to the  
exclusion of the other sciences; (8) gymnastics arc to be practised;  
(9) kindness and advice are better than blow.; (to)  ovet.pressure  
iii learning is to be avoided , and plenty of relaxation is to be allowed;  
(us) self-control, and not least over the tongue, Is to be learned; 
(1 2) the grown-up youth should be under the eye and advice of his 
father, and all bad company avoided,  Ilatterers  included;  (tJ)  fathers  
should not be too harsh and exacting, but remember that they were  
themselves once young; (14) marriage is recommended, and without  
disparity of rank; (rd) above ell,a fa ther should be an example of  
virtue to a son.  

how a Ym'ag  Man  oagld  Ιο  Hear  Poeiry  is  lajgely  made up of  
quotations from Homer and the tragic poets. The points of the  
essay are  the moral effects of poetry as combining the true with the  
false, the praises of virtue and heroism with a mythology depraved  
and unworthy  of gods, '0m1 τι  bOss  φαααοι, οοe .InI, &oL  (bat).  

1 DamοsΙh. ' :. Plutarch's  orthography of Roman words and  
same, is important as bearing on the question of pronunciation.  

A curious example (Di farina. Rose. f 5) is  Viriidis  'i  hmioris,  
mitten  ΟΙsρesfφΙι  ,u  cxl Ό eOρ,τ..  The  Volsct  are  Oiohoioess, Ibid. 

'It Is quite evident that the ori ginal order of the books has been  
altered in the series of  jim:  as we now have them.  

0. 11' Right Way d Remiss ( τοι rι bad..') sdvoeatas  
listening in silence to 'e'hat is being said, and not giving a  precpratn  
reply to statements which may yet receive some  addstion  or modifies.  
tion  from the speaker (14).  The hearer is warned not to give  too  
much weight to the style, manner or tons of the speaker (I 7), not  
to be either too apathetic or too prune to praise not to be impatient 
if he finds his faults reproved by the lecturer (j  ιό ). He concludes 
with the maxim, "to hear rightly is the beginning of living  nghtly," 

 and perhaps he  baa  in view throughout  his.owa  profession as a  
lecturer.  

11am  a  Plafkrir may be Dinisgrushd (eon. a Friend is a rather  
long and uninteresting treatise. The ancient writers me full 01 
warnings against  ilatterera,  who do not seem to exercise much  
influence in modern  aociety.  The really dangerous flatterer (f 4)  
is not the parasite, but the pretender to, disinterested friendship  
—ona  who affects similar tastes, and so insinuates himself info your  
confidence. Your accompl ished flatterer dots not always pra ise,  
but flatten by act, as when he occupies a good seat at a  piiblnc 
meeting for the express purpose of resigning it to his patron  (Ι) 15).  
A  eCu,  friend,  οτι  the contrary, speak, freely on proper  ocesmons.  
A good part of the mug terns on  τusaφΙa,  the hem* eapeomon 
of opinion. The citations, which sic fairly numerous, are mostly  
from Homer.  . 

How one may be C οτ'πiου of Propriss  is  Goodsoss is addressed to  
Sosius Senecio,  who was consul in the last years of Nerve, and mesa  
than once (9, ion sop) under  Trajsn.  If, says Plutarch, a man  
could become  ,υd'enly  wise Instead of foolish he could not be  
ignorant of the change; but it is otherwise  νit ι  moral or mental  
processes. Gradual advance  in virtue is like steady sailing over a  
wide sea, and can only be measured by the time taken and the faeces  
applied (1,').  Zeno tested advance by dreams  ($  is); if so carom  
or immorality presented itself to the imagination of the sleeper, his  
mind had been purged by reason and  philosopliy. When  we love  
the truly good, and adopt ourselves to their looks and manners ,  
and this even with the lose of worldly pros perity, then we are really  
getting on in goodness ourselves (1t5).  Lastly, the avoidance of  
little ems is anevidenctofa.crupulous coesrjeuce  (117).  

11cm  Ιο  gel Ben  ΤΙ  owl of Rsem&s  argues that, as  pnrrutmve  man  
had savage animals to fight against, but learnt to make use of their  
skins for' clothing and their flesh for food, so we are bound to turn  
even our enemies to some good purpose, One service they do to  
us is to make us live warily against Fitts; another is, they induce us  

to live honestly, so as to vex our  nvals  not by scolding them, but  
by making them secretly jealous of us (‚4).  Again, finding fault  
leads us to consider if we are  ourselve,  faultless, and to be found  
fault with by a foe Is likely to be plain truth  ι seang, ise..i'im  
levi  no$  rOe  kW. e,  aλ4ss's, (1 6).  jlo eausies  and strikes, so 
natural to man, are diverted from our friends by being legitimately  

expended on our enemies (I 1 0 
0,, Basing Many Friends, 0,'  Οιαιιtei Os. Vi,'lv.o and Vie,, are  

three short sassy,, the first advocating the ooisraenration of one's  
affections on  *  few who are worthy (nil '(1..,  %Wins  Onus,,, j 4),  
rather than diluting them, as it were, on the many; the s econd  
pleads that Intelligence,  eό'φit,  not mere  luck, is the ruling  
principle of all success; the third  ohows  that virtue and vice are  
but other names for happiness and  sammy.  All these are inter.  
apersed  with citations front the poets, sevetal ειf them uaknossa  
from other sources.  

A longer treatise, well and clearly written, and not less valuable  
for its many quotations, is the  Cm,solalron (ddressrd  Ι.  'ipdloeiiu  
(considered  ιρ riοι1s  by some)  oo  the early death of  hIs 0  generally  
beloved and religious and dutiful son." Equality of  mlixd both is  
ρrοsperi ιy and in adversi ty ό  recommended  sie , r 
'ps and downs" (8sτ 	τ-ass',-fi'qs) in life, as the

nc
re arethee are  storms 

and
u 
 calms on the sea, and good and bad seasons on the earth. That  

man is been to reverses he illustrat es  by citing fifteen fine verses (roes  

Menander  (Is). The  Uselesanes,  of indulging in grief is pointed out,  

death being a debt to  allasxl not to be regarded as  an evil (II 10-12), 
Plato's doctrine is cited  (' t,) that the body is a burden and an  
impediment to the soul. Death may be annihilation, and  tlserofoi-e  
the dead sic in the some category as the unborn  (fi  igt.  The lamest-
log a death because it is untimely or prematu re  has ιοακιδing 'Α  
selfishness  in it (4  19), besides that it only means that one  baa ams-ed  
sooner than another at the end of a common jou rney. If a death  
is more grievous because it is untimely, a  new.born  infant's death  
would be the most  grievosss  of ell (‚ 23). One who has died early  
may have been spared many woes rather than  hav,  been deprived  
of many blessings; and, after all, to die is but to pay  a'delsi  due to  
the gods when they ask for it (428). Examples air given of fortitude  
and resignation under such  ailliction  (4  ).  If,  says the author  
in  condusion, there  is  heaven for the good hereafter, be sure that 
such a son will haven place In it. The author has  borruwed  from the  
flspi v&o0p's  of  Craotor.  

Precepts  abossi hInsIiIi  commences as a dialogue and extends to 
some length as a lecture. It is technical and difficult  throughoot. 
and contains but little that falls in with modern idea s.  Milk, he  
says, should be taken for food rather than for drink, and wine  
should not be Indulged in alter hard work or mental effort, lot it  
does but tend to increase the bodily disturbance (4  17). Better  
than purges or emetics Is a temperate diet, which induces the  bdlΙy  



PLUTARCH  
fastitticmeio  act ci tbemielve' (j ne. Aisbtker else saying is that 
idleness does not c πdυα to health (ohs' Vψ&τ  ten et  µόλλο. ‚'ysslsoP 
ref. $eaχΙοe Iyeei'as ( 21), and εt another that a man should learn  
by eπ rience his bοdιιυ capabilitica without always amsultliig a 
physician  (Ι  6).  

A&i'e  Ιο  the  M'rrisd is .ddreised to his newly wedded friends  
Pollianus and Eurydice. It is simply and plainly written, and 
consistscbieffyofsbortmaximsaad anecdotes,witla but feu citations 
from the pouts.  

The  Brnig,W  of '7m Snow Wise Yes (considered sρ rlουο by some) 
Is a longer treatise, one ώ  the several "Symposia" or imaginai·y  

convmaiiona that have come down to us. it is sepgiosed to be  
given by Periander in the public banqueting-room  (lir'adp'se) 

 near the harbour of Corinth (Lechaeum) on the occasion of. sacrifice 
to Aphrodite. The whole psety consisted of "more than twice 
seven." the friends of the pttncipel gugst' being also present. Like  
Plato's Symροrn'm this treatise takes the form of a narrative of what  

wa, said and done, the narrator being one Dioclin, a friend of Perian-
dcc, who professes to give Nicarelius a correct account as having  
been present. The dinner was simple, and in contrast with the 
e.ual splendour of " tyrants" (j 4). The convmaiioa turn, en 
various topic.; Solo, is credited with the remarkable opinion that  
"a king or tyrant is moat likely to become celebrated it he maims a  
democracy out of a monarchy  (1 y). There is much playful banter  
throughout, but neither the wit nor the wisdom seems of a very high 
standard. Solon delivers a speech on food being a necelaity rather  
than a pleasure of life  (Ι  ιό ), and one Gorgu., a brother of the host, 
minesin to relate how he has just shaken hands with Anon, brought  
scross the sea on the back of a dolphin (118),  which brings on a dis-
cussion about the habits of that creature. Among the speakers are  
Aesop, /snacharsis Thsles, Chile, Cleobutus and one Chersias, a poet, 

A shout essay  ι5 .  Ssjsirafiison  contains a good many quotations 
from the ports. It opens with the wine remark that iροrance about 
the gods, which makes the obstinate man an atheist, also begets 
credulity In weak and pliant minds. The atheist kasa nothing 
because he believes nothing; the superstitious man belicvss there  
are gods, but that they are unfriendly to him (‚a). A man who 
fear, the gods is never tree from fear, whatever he may do or what-
ever may befall him. He extends his fears beyond his death, and 
believes In the "gate. of hell." end Its fires, in the darkness, the 
ghosts, the Infernal judges, and whet not  (14).  The atheist does not 
believe in the gods; the superstitious man wishes he did not, but 
fears to disbelieve 010.  On the whole, this is a most Interesting 
treatise. 

Os his end  Os&is is  rather long treatise on Egyptian symbolism,  
Interesting chiefly to students of Egyptology. It gives an exposition 
of tbg strong, myths and superstitions of this ancient solar cult, 
lncluding a lull account of the great antagonist of Our,., Typlion, 
or the ffgyptiaq Satan. Plutarch thus ί aγs down the Zoroaotrian 
theory of good and bad agencies ( 45): 'If nothing can hsppen 
without cause, end good cannot furnish cause for evil, it follows that 
the nature of  eCu,  as of good, must have an origin and principle of  
Its own,"  

On  the  Cοsshmι  of Cracks Is a dialogue, discussing the reasons  
why divine inspiration seemed to be withdrawn from the old seats  
of prephetic lore. The real reason of their decline In popularity 
is probably very simple; when the Greek cities became Roman  
provinces the fashion of consulting oracles fell off, as unsuited to 
the more practical influences of Roman thought and Roman politics. 
'The question Is discussed whether there are such intermediate 
beings as daemons, who according to Plato communicate the will• 
of the gods to men, and the prayers and vow, of men to the gods. 

The possibility of a plurality of worlds is entertained, and of the 
planets being more or less composed of the  casence  of the five 
elements, fire, ether, earth, sir and water  (f 7). The whole treatise 
Is metaphysical, but it coqiclssdes with remarks on the exhalations  
at Dclphi baying different effects on duffereat people and at different 
fires. The ancient notion doubtless was that the vapour was the  
breath of some mysterious being sent up from the under-world. 

Os  the  Pyllsiws &s$nsex,  why no longer given in Verse, is also a  
dialogue, the first past of which I. occupied mainly with (-meet , 

 sation arid anecdotes about the statues sod other offerings at l)elflibi  
It  is rather an amusingesaay, and may be regarded es it kind .f  
appendix to the last, The theory propounded (f 24) in that verse  
was the older vehicle of philosophy, history and religion, but that 
plain prose has become the later fashion, and therefore the* os'aciee 
are now gelserslly delivered "in the misc form as la*s speak to 
Citizens, kings reply to their subjects. end scholars hear their teachers  
,pek" Discredit too, was brought on the verse-oracle by the 
facility with which t was employed by impostors ( Ι25). Moreover,  
verse is better suited to ambiguity, and oracles nowadays have less 
need to be ambi,giiou, (1 88). 

Os the  Ε at Delphi is an inquiry why that letter or symbol was  
written on or in the Dclphic temple. Some thought it represented  
the number five, others that It Introduced the inquiry of oracle-
seekers,  η  no-anri-so was to be done; while one of the speakers, Am-
monius, decide, that it means  ei,  "thou art," an address to Apollo  
containing the predication of existence  (lu).  

Or.  the  Pac.  of  Ikt  Moon': Disk I. a long and curious if somewhat  
trifling speculation, yet not without interest from its calculdtions  

of the does and the distance from earth of tbt sun and moon ( Ιτο),  
and from the contrast between  ancIent  lunar theories and modera  
niathematics. Th. cause of the moon's light, its peculiar co Ιοιsή  
the possibility of its being'inbabited and many kindred gird=
see discussed in this dIalogue, the beginning and end of which ere  
alike abrupt. Some of the "guesses at truth"  at's  very mar the 

 'merle, es when It I. suggested (1*  τι--22) that the moon, like the 
eastb, contains deep recesses into which the sun's light does net  

descend, sad the apemesance of the "face" is nothing but the  
shadows of streams or of deep ravines.  

Os  the  ulo Vosgmsc'  of the Deify  Ι.  a dialogue consequent on  s, 
supposed lecture by Epicurus. An objection is raised to the 
ordinary dealings of provIdence, that long.delayed punahnwunt 
encourages the sinner and disappoints the injured, the reply to  
which 1' ( 5) that the god sets man an example to avoid hasty 
and precipitate resentment, and that he is willing to give time for  
repentance  (l  6). Moreover, he may wish to await the birth 0·  
good progeny fines erring parents  (Ι  7). Another fine reflection Is 
that sin has its own punishment in causing misery to the sinner,  
and thus the longer the life the greater is the share of misery (I 9). 
The essay conrludea with a long story about one Thsspcsnus, sad  
the treatment which he saw, during a trance, of the souls in the other  
world.  , 

On Yale (probably spurious)  discυsseέ  die law of chance asagsinst  
the overruling of providence. This treatise ends  abr'φtly;  the point  
of the argument is that both fate and providence have their due  
influence ii' mundane sffairs  (*9),  and that all things ase constituted  
for the best.  

Os the  Gensss  of  SocreIax is  long essay, and, like so many of the  
rest, In the form of a dialogue. The eηseniesces of one Timaxthus 
and his supernatural visions in the cave of Troplinnius, are edited  
at length in the Platonic style (‚ 22), and the true nature of the  
SsI'rsm is revealed to him. They are the souls of the just, who  
still retsin regard for human affairs and mist the good In their  
efforts after virtue  (Ι  28). The dialogue ends with an interesting 
narrative of the concealment of Pelopidas snd some of the Thebani  
conspirators against the Spartans in the house of Charon. 

Os  £iί.  is a fine emey, rendered the more interesting from its  
numerous qIiotst'nons from the poets, including several from the  
Pko.isism.  Man is not a plant that grows only in one soil; be  
belongs to heaven rather than to earth, and wherever he goes there  
are the same sun the same seasons, the same providence, 'the same 
leers of virtue end justice ( Ι gi. Therein no discredit in being driven  
from ones country; Apollo himself was banished from heaven sod 

 condemned to live for a time on earth  (firS).  
The  CοnsαkΙiοa  Ιο  his Wife, on the early death of their only  

daughter Timoxena  (Ι  7), Is a feeling and sensible exhosutlos' to  
moderate her grief. 

Nine book. of Syssjuosiaca extend to a great length, discussing  
inquiries  (τρ)4 tιsr.)  on a vast number of subjects. The general 
treatment of these, in which great literary knowledge I. displayed,  
is not unlike the style of Athcnaeus. 

The  Amoroais  Man is a dialogue of some length, describing a cool.  
veTsat'ion on the nature of love held at Helicon, ιendlng ii quln. 
quenn',al feast of the ThespIans, who specially worshipped that deity  
along with the Muses. It ,. amply Illustrated by poetical quotations.  
In 1  24 mention is made of the emperor Vespssnan. It is followed 
by a short treatise entitled Low  Siories,  giving a few narratives of  
uensationaladventures of lovers.  

Short Saying:  (&veφ&γµara), dedicated to Trajan, extend to a 
great length, and are divided into three parts: (x) of kings sad 
commanders (including many Roman); (a) of Spartan.; () of  
Spartan women (a short treatise on Spartan institutions being 
interposed between the last two). The names of the authors era 
added, and to some of them a large number of maxims are strnbuted.  

A rather long treatise Os the Virtues of Women contains a series 
of narratives of noble deeds done by the sex in time, of danger  
grid trouble, especially from "tyrants." Many of the stories are 
Interesting, and the style  is easy and good. 

Another long and learned work bumrs the rather obscure tithe  
K.ahslue κaraγ'se4s5. It is geaeoally known as  Qsassfioises Ro-
"sande  and  Graucae,  in two part.. In the former, which contains 
one hundred and thirteen headings, the inquiry Ion some matter 
political, religious or antiquarian) always commences with  Sul
usually followed by r'm,see'  with alternative explanations. In the 
Greek  Qwaiimss  the form of inquiry is more often «1, or rim,, not 
followed by  rhrspsi..  This treatise is of great interest and import-
ance to classical archaeology, though the inquiries seem ο smeahly  
trilling, and sometimes the answer, are clearly wrong.  

Parailds  (spurious) area series of similar incidents which occurred 
respectively to Greeks and Roman,, the Greek standing first and the 
Roman counterpart following. Many of the characterS sin mytho-
logical, though Plutarch regards them as historical.  

On the  For!sne  0! the Romans discusses whether, on the whole,  
good lurk or valour had more influence in giving the Roman, the  
supremacy. This is followed by two discourse, on the same  
question as applicable to the career of Aiexan'be the Great, and  
Whether the  Alhernans  were more  renows.d  for We, ., f.,  Wsidims?  
The coticlusion is (§ 7)  that it was not so much by the tame of their  
poets.. by the deeds of their heroes that Athens betacte renowned.  
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Groilns  is a most amusing dέ Τοgue In which Circe. Odysseus and  

*  talking pig take s τt. Odysseus wishes that all the human beings  
that have been changed by the sorceres, into bestial forms should  

Re restored; but the pig argues that in moral virtues, such as true  

bravery, chastity, temperance and general simplicity of life and  
Contentment, animals are very far superior to man.  

Whether Land  A,simak or  Writer Animals are the aewrn  is a  
rather long dialogue on the intelligence of ants, bees, elephants,  
spiders, dogs, &c., on the one hand, and the crocodile, the dolphin 
the tunny and many kinds of fish, on the other. This is a goorl  
e y,  much in the style of Aristotle's uisslory ο/Α nimals.  

On Flesh.ealisg,  in two orations, discusse, the origin of the  
practice,  vis,  necessity, and makes a touching appeal to man not  
to destroy life for mere gluttony (1 4).  This is a short but very  
sensible and interesting argument.  ρw Ιiοπι ass Plots are ten in  
number, each heading subdivided into several speculative replies.  

The subjects are for the most part metaphysical; the essay is not  
long, but it concerns Platoniats only. Whether Welter or Fire in  

more Usa/sI  in also ιhοτt after discussing the uses of both elements 
It decides in favour of she latter, since nothing can exceed in im-
portance the warmth of life and the light of the sun. On Primary  
Cold in a physical sρecυΙatiοn on the true nature and origin of  
the quality antithetical to heat. Physical Reasons (Qsaeslsoses  

Nahwade) are replies to inquiries as to why certain facts or pheno-
mesa occur, e.g.  " Why is edt the only Ilavour not in fruits?"  
"Why do fishing-nets rot in winter more than In summer  
does pouring oil on the sea produce a calm ?"  On the Opinions  

a'cq.kd by the Philosophers (spurious), in live books, is a valuable  
compendium of the views of the Ionic school and the Stoics on the  
ρbeποmena of the universe ands( life. ()a  the ld.noIi'se of Heri,dolss  

is a well.known critiques( the historian for his unfairness, not only  

to the Boeotiana and Lacedaemonians, but to the Corinthians and  
other Greek states, is is easy to sey that this casey "neither  
requires nor merits refutation " but Plutarch knew history, and he 
writes like one who thoroughly understands the charges which  
he brings against the historian. The  Ldws of the Ten  Oralors'from  
Antiphon to Dinarchus (now considered spurious) are biographies  

of various lengths, compiled, doubtless, from materials now log.  
Two rather long essays, Should a Man engage in Polilies when he  

is  iso  longer Young, and Precepts for  Goνerning(τsλ'τid' 'aραγ tlλµ.ra),  
are  tntersperied with valuable quotations. In favour of the  
former view the administrations of Pericles, of Agesilaus, of  
Augustus, are cited ( Ι2), and the preference of older men for the  
pleasures of doing good over the pleasures of the senses (§ 5). In the  
latter, the true use of eloquence is discussed, and a contrast drawn  
between the brilliant and risky and the slow and safe policy (§ ιο).  
Th.  choice of friends, and the caution against enmities, the stingers  
of love, of gain and of ambition, with many topicaoI the like kind,  
er, sensibly advanced and illustrated by examples.  

(Ρ.  A. P.; J.  Μ. Μ.)  
BIm.'oGaAniuY.—Editiojwmnceps,  by H. Stephanus (1572); other 

complete editions by J. J. Rciske (1774-1782), J. G. Hutiea Wes-
1804), T. Ddhner and F.  Dlibner  (ι&6-ι85).  Of the Lines, there  
are editions by A. Corey 0809-1814>, C. Sintenis (18,p-ι846; ed.  
min., 1874-1881), and of many separate lives by Siefert-Riess,  
Sinten'ts.Fuhr, Holden, Hardy and others. There are many English  

translations, of which the most popular is that by John and William  

ίaπghrnei also the old French versois by Jacques Amyot 0559)  
from which Sir Thomas North's ( ι 579) was made, newly edited  
by G. Wyndbam 08)5;  many of the Roman lives have been tress-
Used, with notes. by (.eorge Long. The  Moraiiia  has been edited  
by D. Wyttenbach (1795-1830), and G. N. Bernardakes (1888-18(16).  

The old English translation by Phiilemon Holland (1603) has been  
revised by C. W. King and A. K. Shilkto in Bohin's Clossical Library  

(i882-ι888),  and a later translation by various hands (London,  
3684-1694), edited by W. W. Goodwin with introduction by R. W.  
Emmett. has been republished at Cambridge, Massachusetts ('874-
1878). Mention may also be made of P. Holland's Romane 	 " 

edited with introductory dissertations by F. B. Jevone 0892  

Problems, with essay on "Roman Worship and Belief.' L.  (. 
Allen (1904); Dc In Musiqi'e, ed. H. Well and Τ11. Reinac; ■ (lryv;  
. Οaksmith,  The Religion  ή  Plu'srch  as expounded in ‚ii  EJh»s  
1902); Archbishop Trench, A Popular  Inlrods(.ios Ii,  ΡΙat»  k  
ι 873); 0. Grdard,  De in Morale d€ Plssarqae  (1866);  Ε.  V ΙΙ k m' ,  

siehels, SckrsjIen end  Phiioso$ie des Plslarch  ( 1869).  T} rachir 
literature of Plutarch is very extensive, for which W. En • 1 me 
&uipiores greed  (ι881).  may be consulted.  

PIUTARCR,  of Athens (c. 350-430,  Greek philosopher,  
bead of the Neoplatonist achool at Athens at the begInning  
of the 5th century, was the son of Νestοriυε and father of  
ilierius and Asciepigenia, who were his colleagues in the school.  
The origin of Neoplatonism  in Athena is not known, but Plutatch 
and his followers (the "Platonic Succession ") claim to be the  

disciplcs of lamblichus, and through him of Porphyry and  
Plotinus, Plutarch's main principle was that the atudy of 
Aristotle must precede that of Plato, and that the student should  

be taught to realize primarily the fundamental points of agree- 

rent between them. With this object he wrote a c οmm1υtaι  
on the Dc  anlw,a which was the most important contiibiition  
to Aristotelian literature since the time of Alexander of Aphro. 
disias. His example was followed by Syrianus and others of  

the school. Thia critical spirit reached its greatest height in 
Proclus, the ablest exponent of this latter-day syncreIism  

Plutarch was versed in all the theurgic traditions of the school,  

and believed in the possibility of attaining to communion with 
the Deity by the medium of the theurgic rites. . Unlike the Alex-
andrista  and the early  Renaistance writers, he maintained 
that the soul which is bound up in the body by the ties of imagina-
lion and sensation does not perish with the corporeal media of 
sensation. In psychology, while believing that Reason is the  
basis and foundation of all consciousness, he interposed between  

sensation and thought the faculty of Imagination, which, as  

distinct from both, is the activity of the soul under the stimulus 
of unceasing sensation. In ether words, It provides the raw 
matetial for the operation of Reason. Reason is present in 
children as an inoperative potentiality, In adults as working  
upon the data of sensation and imagination, and, in its puss  
activity, it is the transcendental or pure intelligence of God. 

See Marinus,  Visa Procli, 6, 32; Zeller'i lfisiory qf Greek Phil..  

sο uhy; Boiilllct, E,inlgdes dc Plods, Ii. 667-668; Windelbsnd,  
History of Philosophy (trans. J.  Η.  Tufts, p. 225).  

PLUTO (ΙΊλοότωe), in Greek mythology, the gοeί  of the  
lower world. His oldest name was Haden, Aides or Aldoiieus,  
"the Unseen." He was the son of Cronus and Rises, and brother 
of Zcus and Poseidon. Having deposed Cronus, the brothers cast  

lots for the kingdoms of the heaven, the sea, and the infernal  
regions. The last, afterwards known as Hadea from their 
ruler, fell to Pluto. Here he ruled with his wife Persephone  
ovcr the other powers below and over the dead. He is stern 
and pitiless, deaf to prayer or flattery, and sacrifice to him is of  

no avail; only the music of Orpheus prevafltd upon him to restore  

his wife Eurydice. His helmet, given him by the Cyclopcs  
after their release from Tartacus, rendered him invisible (like 
the Tam—or Nebelkappe of German mythology). He is hated 
and feared by gods and men, who, afraid to utter his name, 
both in daily life and on solemn occasions make usc of euplic»  

miatic epithets; Polydecte, (the receiver of many), αymenυs (the  
Illustrious), Eubulus (the giver of good counsel). Later, owing  
to his coimexion with Persephone andunder the influence of  
the Eleusinian mysteries, the idea of his character underwent 
a radical change. Instead of the life-bating god of death, he 
became a beneficent god, the bestower of grain, minerals, and  

other blessings produced in the depths of the earth. In this 
aspect he was called Pluto, the " giver of wcalth" (a name that  
first occurs in the Attic poets of the ςth century), and at most  
of the centres of his cult he was so worshipped; at Ehis alone be  

was Hades, the god of the dead. The plants littered to him 
were the cypress and narcissus; black victims were sacrificed to 
him, not white, like those oflcred to the other gods. In art he 
was represented like Zeus and Poseidon; his features are gloomy. 
his hair falls over his forehead; his attributes are a sceptre and  
Cerberus; he emits the key of the world below (cf. the epithet 
τυλdρτηt, "keeper of the gate "), and is frequently in company  
with Pomephossa, He is sometimes represented as an agri-
cultural god, carrying a '.me  copi'se  and a two-pronged fork.  
Amongst the Remelts Hades was usually called Dis pateT (the  
"wealthy father ") and Orcus, although the name Pluto is  
often used. Orcus, however, was rather the actual slayer, the  
angel of death, while Father Dis was the ruler of the dead.  
The Etruscan god of death was represented as a nivage old man 
with wings and a hammer; at the gladiatorial games of Rome a 
man masked after this fashion removed the corpses from the  

arena. In Romanesque folk-lore Orcus (possibly English" ogre,"  
q.st)  has passed into a forest-elf, a black, hairy, man-eating  
monster, upon whose house children lost in the woods arc s$  

to stumble, and who sometimes shows himself kindly sod  
helpful.  

The "house of Η'ιΙes"  was a dreadful abode deep doss's in the  
earth, and the god was invoked by gapping on the ground. According  
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to joothas' view. the realm of Hade' was beyond the ccsen in 
the fax west, which to the Greek was always the  reg'oncf  darkness  
and deatli,astheeastoflightandlife. Thie'sth.viewofHaslea  
presented ω  the Odysssy. llcsides  this gloomy region, we find in  
another passage of the Odyssey (iv. 561 seq.)a picture of Elysium 
• banpy  land at the ends of the earth, -where rate and snow fall  
not, but the cool  wCst  wind blows and men live at ea se. Alter  
Homer this happy land, the abode of the good after death, was  
known as the Isles of the  Blest (g.n.).t Bitt in the oldest Greek 
mythology the house of Hades" was simply the home of the dead..  
good and bad alike, who led a dim and shadowy rd.ccrion of life  
on earth.  

See article " Hades." in Rosclicr's-Zexibn der  8ί j8dοgίe; Πreller-
Robert,  Grwch ίsιόε My'Jidogie (t894); L.  FarnelL Celts 4 the Greek 
Sew.  vol. iii. who regards  l4ades  as an evolution from Zeus aed 
his counterpart; according to J.  E. Harrison. 14 Classics! RιSieW  
(Feb. 1908). Hades is the under-world cm.  

ΡLUΥΟCRΑCΥ  (Or. whoitroeparla, (roto ΤλΟCΙΟΧ, wealth.  
endquires% power) government or power exercised - by the  
possessoi' of wealth, power obtained by the mere possession  
of riches; hence a body or ruling clas' whose influence is due only  
to their money.  

PLUTO  MONKgY,  a guenon, Cereήί Ιhccνs  (Moose)  ktwamjyx,  
nearly allied to the ΜΟΑ (q.s.),  which takes its name from the  
black fur of the under-parts, passing Into blackish grey on the 
head end back. Tbe violet-coloured face, which has no beard,  
is fringed by large bushy whiskers and euτmοunted by a white  
band above the brows. The range of the species extends from  
the Congo and Angola to Nyasaland. (Sec ?enures.)  

1,01179,  in Greek mythology. son of £asion and Demeter,  
the peraoniBcation of wealth ( ιrλofι-οτ). /iccooling to Aristo-
phanea, he was blinded by Zeus because he distributed his gifts 
without regard to merit. At Thebes there was a statue of For-
tune holding the child Plutus in her arms; at Athens he was 
almflarly  represented in the arms of Peace; at Thespian be was 
represented standing beside Athena the Worker. Elsewhere 
he was represented as a boy with a corns copies. He is the subject 
of one ofthe extant comedies of Ariatophaties, the  Flidss.  

PLYMOUTH, EARLS OF, a title first borne by Charles  
(057-080,  an Illegitimate son of the English king Charles 11.  
by Catharine Pegge, who was created earl in 167$. The title  
became extinct on his death in October ι ό Ξο. In ιόό ι Thomas 
Windsor HIckman-Windsor, 7th Baron Windsor dc St αmνe.  
(c. 1627-1687), who had fought for Charles I. at Naseby, was 
created earl of Plymouth. His father was Dixie Hickman of 
Kew, Surrey, and his m οιbe, Elisabeth. was a sister of Thomas  
Windsor, 6th Baron Windsor dc Stanwell  (1596-164 χ);  having  
inherited the estates of his uncle uuid taken the additional name 
of Windsor, the abeyance Of the barony of Windsor dc Stanwell 
was terminated in his favour and be became the 7th baron.  
From 1661-1663 he was nominally governor of Jamaica. His 
grandson Other (1679-1725) was the 2nd earl. and the candor 
became extinct when Henry, the 8th earl, died in December 
n843. Called again out of abeyance, the barony of Windsor 
came in rites to Harriet, a daughter of Other Archer, the 6th 
earl  (ι7 - ι833),  and the wife of Robert Henry Clive  (ι;8q-τ8.e). 

 a younger son of Edward Clive, mt earl of Powis. She was  
succeeded In 18459 by her grandson. Robert George Windsor-
dive, who became the κ4ώ  Baron Windsor. After serving as 
paymaster-general in τ8g τ-τ13,ατ and first commIssioner of works 
from zees-tees, Lord Windsor was created earl of Plymotth In  
1 90 5.  

I The Samoan ί4πdera unite the two cor.ceptioTis; the entrance  
to their spirit-land is at the westernmost point of the westernmost 
Wend. where the ghosts descend by two holes into the under-world.  
Long ago the inhabitants of the French coast of the English Channel 
believed that the souls of-the dead were ferried across to Britain. 
and there are  still traces of this belief in the folk-lore of Brittany 
(Tylor;  Primitive Culture. U. 64t Grimm. Deutsche Mytho/ogie.  ii  
694). In classical mythology the underground I-fades  presailed  
over the western. It was an  Eeruscan  custom at the foundation 
of a city to dig a deep hole in the earth and close it with a stone: 
on three days in the year this stone was removed and the  gho'tts  
were then supposed to ascend from the lower world. In Asia Minor 
caves filled with mephitic vapours or containing hot springs were  
known as  Plutonia  or  Charonia.  The most famous entrances to 
the under-world were at  l'aenarum  In Laconia.  Heraclea  on the 
Ευχie. and at the Lake  Avernee in Italy.  - 

PLYMOUTH. a mgnidpsl c$ιadιγ (1888, egended 1806)  
and parliamentary borough and ae ροει of Dtvotsbife, England,  
sic m. W.S.W. of London. Pop.. (1gm), Τ26,166. lt lies at  
the bead of Plymouth 5οιmd, stretching westward from - the  
river Plym towartis the mouth of the Taihar, from which it is  
separated by the township of East Stoiiebonsse end the borough  
of Devnnport, the two later constituting with It the " Τhree 
Towns." . The prince of Wales is lord high eteν sd of the  
borough, which is divided into t4 wards, under a mayor,  

τα aldermen and  .µ  councilloes.  The parliementary borough,  
retaining two members, is not daexiensive with the municipal  
borough, part of the latter being in the Tavistock (county) division  
of »teen. The water frontage of the Three Towns consists  

of Plymouth Sound. with its inlets, in order from east to west,  

the Catwater, Sutton Pool, Mill Bay. Stonehouae Pool and the 
Hamoaze. The Catwater and Ηaιnοae are Banked  οχι  the east  
and west respectively by high ground, on which are built forts 
that command the harbour and its approaches. On the western 
side of the entrance to tatwater'is the Citadel, founded in the  
reign of Henry VW. and rebuilt by Charles  Ι.Χ.  The adjacent  
Hoe extends along the nortbermi edge of the Sound, and from It 
can be obtained a splendid view, embracing the rugged Staddols 
Heights on the east and the wooded slopes of Mount  Edgcumbcon  

-  the west. To the north is seen the town of Plymouth rising up 
to the hills known as Mannamead. On the site of an old Trinity  
House obelisk landmark is Smeaton's lighthouse tower, removed 
from Its original position on the Eddystone Reef in 1884. It  
is now used as a wind-recording station in connexion with 
the adjoining Meteorological Observatory. On the Hoe tbc ι 
stands the striking Drake statue by Sir Edgar Boehm, mind the 
Armada Memorial, while at the north-east end is an obelisk  

monument to the memory Of troops engaged In the South African 
War. A municipal bowling-green recalls a probable early 
use of the Hoe. Adjacent to the Citadel, at its south-west angle, 
Is the Marine Biological Station, and, further west, projects the 
Promenade Pier. In the Sound is Drake's (formerly St Νicbοlss') 
Island. now strongly fortiled, at one time the property of the  
corporation, and serving in Stuart times as a place of imprison-
rent of certain Plymouth Baptist ministers. Few evidences,  
however. οι the antiquity of the town remain. Below, and to 
the north-cast of the Citadel, Is the Barbican with its "May-
Bower " commemoration Stone, & large dab-buying trade being 
done on the adjacent quay, near which is the Custom House.  
From the Barbican winding streets lead past the old Guildhall  
(sSoo) which contained the municipal library, pending Its 
removal to more commodious quarters in the new museum, 
opposite the technical and art schools, nituated in the most 
northern part of the  Iou -n. At a short distance west stands  
the new GuilduialI, with the enlarged post  olice,  central police  
station, law courts and municipal buildings in dose proximity.  
Opcued in £874. the GuiIdhaII is built In a bold, rather exotic,  
Early Pointed French style. The tower at the south-west end 
is 190 ft. high, and the building is ornamented with a series of 
coloured windows relating to events in the history of Plymouth 
or commemorating men and families connected with the town.  
The large ball contains a fine organ. In the mayor's patiour  
is a contemporary portrait of Sir l'rancis Drake and some 
interesting prints of the burn of Plymouth.  

Near the eastern entrance to Guildhafl Square is - St Andrews,  
the mother church of Plymouth, erected on the site of a chapel 
dedicated to the Virgin. The church is typical of the Devon-
shire Perpendicular style of 1488-1520, but, though Large, per-
senta few features of artistic or archaeological interest. - It 
underuvent complete restoration in 1874. The burying-ground  
on the north aide has been levelled, and on it erected a stohe 
monument. The church, furnished with one of the finest 
organs in the nest of England, contains the tombs of a son of 
Admiral Vernon, of Sir John Skelton. (a former governor ef  
the Citadel'. and of Charles Mathews the comcdlan, as well as 
portions of the bodies of Frobisber and Drake. Here Katherine  
of Aiagon returned thanks for, a sale voyage from Spain to  
Plymouth In 5640 a second parish was formed v.itb Chadsa  
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Church {ι653)  at its bead, the  iaat.named  being popularly  kadwu  
as New Church, in  contzidustinctlou  ιο  St Andrew, or "Old  
Church." The New Church is an interesting  apedmen  of  
Stuart "debased" Gothic architecture. South of Andrew,  
church is the site of a Franciscan  Friary  with some early  ι tb

-century remains. Near the church are a few old houses scattered  
along the  crookid  little streets going down to the wages. 'these 
houses date from Elizabethan times, but are Dot of any unusual  
interest. The Citadel  (nOw  used as army headquarters and  

Wrecks) is a fine specimen of a 7th-century  mlύ tarγ  architec-
ture. It Is an irregular bastioned pentagon In trace. It pus-
teases a fine florid  ‚'los'kal  gateway. In the  centre stands  a 
dignified Jacobean house, once the residence of the governor  
of Plymouth.  

Plymouth is the seat of a Roman Catholic bishopric founded 
 in  ι8ι,  the  cathtdisl,  in Wyndham Street, being completed in 

 2858  through the  eflorta  of Bishop Vaughan, who was the secon d  
occupant of the see (until 1902). T he  building is in the Early 
English style, and adjoining are the b ishop's house and the 
convent of Moire Dame. In the immediate vicinity is the  ooiy 

 Presbyterian church its the Three Towns. Noteworthy among 
the many Nonconformist places of worship are the' Baptist 
chapel (George Street), with its tablet recording the imprison-
ment of ministers on Drake's Island;  Sberweli  (Congregational)  
on'Ihe Tavistock  Road, the most ornate in its style of architec-
ture; the Wesleyan Method ist chapel in the main thoroughfare  
of the residential suburb of Mutiny, unique  nmhng Metbn'lkt  
edifices in the town in respect of its fine spire. All the principal  

religious bodies have places for worship or for assembly in the 
 town,,and  the borough  lisa  given, in popular speech, the name of 

"Plymouth  Brethren" to one body. 
In addition to the Plymouth College ((or boys), there are several 

educational institutions administered by the borough council,  
oornps·islng  a science, art and  technical  school, a mixed  secondaey  
melted  neplaciag  the  consosation  grammar school of Elizabethan  

lousiditlon,  and Intermediate day and evening  sεhεmi and  aυm υυs  
primary department.. The  phllanthrppic  Institution, Include the  
enlarged South Devon and Ease Cornwall hospital, eye infirm-
sty,  hmfloeopatbic  hospital, blind Institution and female orphan 
asylum. 

'The public recreation grounds, other than the Roe. are few and  
small; Hartley Reservoir Grounds at the northern extremity of  

the town commands extensive moorland views; the Freedom Pixie,  
by its plain, unfinished monument, recall, the siege of  Flymeertli  
by the Royalists in 1646, and the Beaumont Park contain, the  tmn-
porsiy  home of the nucleus for a museum and art gallery. The  

Victoria Park, reclaimed from a  eτt  of  
Stonehtiise  Creek, is under the joint ad'  
ministration of  ΡΙymαυtb, Sionebcuse siid 
Devoopost  

The township of  Eag Stonebouse,  
having Plymouth en- the east, is  sepsr

-sled from  Devonport  on the west by the  
Stonebouse  Pool Creek, which is  cτοόsed 

 by a toll-bridge and  thorougbkre  known 
 locally as the "Hall-penny Gate Bridge."  

A manor of the Mount  Ε4gcυmbe  family,  
East  Sionehouse, is'an  urban district, in  
the administrative county Of Devon, 
with a co uncil of is members, but is 
united for parliamentary purposes with  
Devonport,  with which it returns two 

 members. Within the boundaries of 
 Stonehouae  are the Royal Naval Hos-

pital (1762), the Royal Maxine Barracks 
(1795)  Ω  Durnford  Street, and the  
Royal William Victualling Yard (1825),  
the last-named hexing frontage on the  
Hamoaze,  which separates  the Devon  
from the  Corniab  portion of the  Stonebouse  
manor.  

The  Stanehuafe)  of Domesday Book 
ultimately passed into the bands of the 

 Valletorts,  whose hamlet of West Stone.  
house stood on the  Comish  side of the  
Tamar, for (to quote  Carew's Sawwy) 

certaine  old  ruines  yet remain ing con-
firm the neighbours' report that near  
the  witer's,  side, there stood once • 

 towns called West atone house until the 
French (130?) by fire and sword over-
threw it."  

St George', (1798) is the oldest of 
the three parishes of  Stonehouse,  and on  

the site of the present church stood the chapel of St George,  

in which, during the years 1681-0682,  worshippcd,  in addition  
to the English congregation, one composed, as at Plymouth,  
of  Huguenois  who fled from France at the  Rivocation  of the  
Edict of Nantes.  

Facing the Sound are Stone Hall and the Winter Villa. The  
former, occupied by the lords of the manor befo re  the  bι i ί Λ 'g  
of Mount  Ε4gcumbe  House, was originally a castellated building,  
and the latter was built primarily as an alternative residence 
for a countess  of Mount  Edgcumbe.  A link with the past is the  
Mill Bridge Causeway, over what' was the "Dead Lake," now  
a road, which, at the head 'of  &cnehouae  Creek, is the second  
approach to the Stoke  Damerel  portion of  Devonport.  Built  
in 0S2$,  It  fiossesseS  i  toil-gate house at which payment from 

 vehicles is still demanded..  

In addition to the Victualling Yard, with its naval ordnance  
department, repairing, shops and armoury, the Barracks,  sccoe,  
inodacing  some  1,503  tarn, and the Naval Hospital of 24 acres,  

abutting on he Creek, there are  'ithsn  the boundaries a theatre  
seating over  20®  persons, the  Devonport  Corporation Electricity  
Works, a clothing factory and part of the Great Western Railway  

Docks. The stationary  charactet  of the township—which 'mm  
its situation is incapable of expa nsion—is  seen horn the  *atsztsca 

 of  ρορι laion(ι86 t), 15,041;  (1901). 15,108; (1910.  15,111.  

The "Port of Plymouth" in  ιι t  embraced  Plympton, 
Modbmy  and Newton  Ferers,  and received a  cuatonia  grant  
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from Richard IL In 1435 sixtυ-fiνe cargoe' wert imported,  
and us the reign of Elisabeib it rose to be the foremost port in  

England. The z8th century saw a great development of trade  
with Virginia and the West Indies, resulting in the esteblishment  

of a sugar-redning industry that was mαintαined twill a recent  
date. 	 . . 	 . 

In 1749 the "town's water" was carried to the Bsxbicanto  

supply shipping. The port of Plymouth, as at present constituted,  

embraces.!' the waters of Plymouth Sound and the Ifamoaze,  

including all bays, creeks, !ekes, pools, ponds and flyers as far  
αα - the tide liowa within or to the northward of a straight line  
drawe. across the entrance of Plymouth Sound from Penlee  

Point on the wesb to the Shagetone on the east." The chief  

water area within the limits of the port is the Sound with its  

inlets, the Catwater (soo acres), Sutton Pool, Mill Bay, Stone-
house Pool and the Hamos.ze. The Sound itself covers an area.  
of 4500 acres and is sheltered from soulh.wmt gales by the  

breakwater completed in 184! at a cost of zk million sterling.  
It lies a m. south of the Hoe, and is nearly a mile long, 360 ft.  
wide at the base end 45 ft. at the top. Its cams bend inwa χds  
at angles of  ξ30;  at the western end is a lighthouse and at the 
eastern extremity is a pyramidal beacon with a cage capable  
of accommodating several  

The town is served by the Great Western and the London  &  
South-Western railway.. The former company has a main line  
enteringjmm the .west  through  Deνοπρ rt  and going east  to Exeter,  
having  Dαrιmοοτ nil the west; the latter company has a terminal  
station in the eastern quarter of the town, and its mute to Exeter  
is by way of the Tartar valley, and the western and notthern  

moorland districts.  
The industries of Plymouth Include soap manufacture,  ρreρaτa. 

tion of  artiScial  manure and sulphuric ac id and paper starting.  
The water  ,upply, inaugurated by Drake in τ 59ο,  and drawn from  
the Dartmoor watershed, Is the most important municipal under• 

 takΊ nµ.  The  jervine of electricity both for lighting and tramway  
traction is in the hands of the town, but the gaaworka belong to  

a private company.  
Ρ1ynιυth,  the Suton of Domesday, was afterwards divided  

into the town of Sutton Prior, the hamlet of Sutton Valletort  

and the tithing of Sutton Ralph, the greater part belonging to 
the priory of Plympton. The market, established about :253,  

became iii 23!! town property, with the mayor as clerk of the 
market. In 1295 the town lint returned members to parliament. 
In the ‚4th century It was frequently the port of embarcati ο  
and of disembascation In connexiosi with expeditions to France, 
and suffered considerably at the hands of the French. In 1412  

the inhabitants petitioned for a charter, which, after strenuous  
oppositioa from the priori of Plympton, was granted by Henry  
VI. in 2439. In the discovery of the New World it played a  
part of great importance. Cockeram, a native of the town, 
sailed with John Cabot in 2497. Sir John Hawkins and 
his father William were also natives, the former being port  
admiral and (in 2571) M.P. . .  From Plymouth in 1577 Drake  
set out on his voyage round the world; in 1581 be became  
mayor and represented · the borough in parliament during  
ι $9 Ζ-t593. Sir Humphrey Gilbert (M.P. 1572) sailed on his  
second colonizing expedition to America in 2583 from the port, 
and hither Drake brought the Temnant of Raleigh's Virginian  

colony. Plymouth supplied seven ship, against the Armada, and  

it was in the Sound that the English lieet awaited the sighting  

of the Spaniards. A atone on a quay at the Barbican records  
the fact that this was the last port touched by the Pilgrim  

Fathers on their voyage to America.  
During the Civil War Plymouth was closely invested by the  

Royalists, whose great defeat is commemorated by the mono -

nent at Freedom Park. It was the only town in the west  

that never fell into their hinds. It early declared for William  

of Orange, in whose reign the neighbouring dockyard was  
begun. 

Aunseoims&—Mislo,ks  of Plymouth by  Jewltt  and Worth;  
Wright's  Plymoulls with its Surreirndiags  arid Seer" of Plymouth;  

Whitfeld. Plymouth and Dei'on$'osl. ,' limos 0] War and I'eace;  
Jilsnwi$J Records (Plymouth Corporation); Worth, "Not es  on  
Early History of  Stonehouse "  (Plymouth land. Proc.).  

(.H. G. neW.)  

-  

PLTMOVTH,  a township and the county.aeat of Plymouth  
county, Massachusetts, U.S.A., in the  , aouth.caatern part of  
the state, on Plymouth Bay, about 37  m. S.E. of Boston. Pop. 
(190$) ιι,ι I9; (igro) 14141. It is  served by the New Welt, New  
Haven & Haitford railway, byjnier-urban electric lines and  
in summer by steamers to Boston. The barbout is well sheltered . 

but generally shallow; it has, been considerably improved by  
the United States government and also by the state, which  

in 1909 was making a channel τ8 ft. deep and  ιο  ft. wide from  
deep water to one of the township's wharves. The township 
has an area of ιe; sq. In., is  ι8  m. long on the water front and 
is from ς to pm. wide. Plymouth is  popular resort for visitors,  
having, In addition to its wealth of historic associations and  
a healthy summer climate, thousands of acres of hilly woodland  

and numerous lakes and ponds well stocked with liab. Μοrtο  
Park contains aco acres of woodland bordering the shores of  
Billington Sea (a freshwater lake). 

Few, if any; other places in America contain ρο many interest-
ing landmarks as Plymouth; The famous Plymouth Rocki 
•a granite boulder on which the Pilgrims are said to have landed  
from the shallop of the "Mayliower," lies on the harbour shore 
near the site Of the first houses built on Leyden Street, and is 
now sheltered by a granite canopy. Rising above the Rock is 
Cole's Hill, where during their first winter in America the 
Pilgrims buried half their number, levelling the graves and sowing  
grain over them m the spring in order to conceal their misfor-
tunes from the Indians. Some human bones found on this hill  
when the town waterworks were built in 185s have been placed  

in a chamber in the top of the canopy over the Rock.. Burial  
Hill (originally called Fort 11111, as it was first used for defensive 
purposes) contains the graves of several. Pilgrims and of many of  
their descendants. The oldest stone bears the date ιόδι; 
many of the atones were made in England, and bear quaint 
inscriptions. Here also are a tablet marking the location of  

the oldiort (1621), which was also used ass place of worship, 
a tablet showing the site of the watch-tower built in 1643, and  

a marble obelisk erected in τ8τς in memory of Govemor William  
-Bradford. Pilgrim' Hall, a large stone building erected by the 
Pilgrim Society (formed In Plymouth In 1820 as the successor 
of the Old Colony Club, founded In 1769) in 1824 and remodelled  

in ιδδο, is rich in relics of the Pilgrims and of early colonial  

times, and contains a portrait of Edward Winslow (the only  
extant portrait of a" MaylloweT "passenger), and others of later 
worthies, and paintings illustrating the history of the Pilgrims;  

the hail library contains many old and .valuable books and  
manuscripts—including Governor Bradford's Bible, a copy of 
Eliot's  Indian Bible, and'the patent of 162! from the Council 
for New England—and Captain Myles Standish'n sword. The 
national monument to the Forefathers, designed by Hammatt 
Billings, and dedicated on the 1st of August 1889, thirty years  

after its corner-stone was laid, stands in the northern part of 
the town. It Is built entirely of granite. On a main pedestal,  

ft. high, stands a figure, 36 ft. high, representing the Pilgrim  
Faith. From the main pedestal project four buttresses, on 
which are seated four monolith figures representing Morality, 
Education, Law, and Freedom. On the faces of, the buttresses 
below the statues are marble alto-reliefs illustrating scenes from  

the early history of the Pilgrims. On high panels between the 
buttresses are the names of the passengers of the " Mayliower." 
The court-house was built in ι8aο, and was remodelled in 1857. 
From it have been transferred to the lireproof building of the  
Registry of Deeds many interesting historical documents, 
among them the records of the Plymouth colony, the will of 
Myles Standish, and the original patent of the 23 Π1 of January 
1630 (w.s.). 

Modern Plymouth has varied and important manufactures  

comprising cordage, woollens, rubber goods, &c In τ9ος the  
total value of the factory products was $ ιι, t Σ5,7 e3, the wonted  
goods and cordage constituting about nine-tenths of the whole  
product. The cordage works are among the largest In the world,  

and consume immense quantities of sisal fibre imported from,  
Mexico and manila from the Philippine Islands, binder-twine  
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for binding wheat Is one of the principal ρτοdυcta. From xpoo  
to 19ο3 the capital invested In manufacture. increased 83% 
andtbe value of the product roc %. Large quantities of 
mulberries are raised in the township. Plymouth Is a port of 
entry, but its foreign commerce is unimportant; It hasi consider-
able coasting trade, especially in coal and lumber. The town-
ship owns its wsterworks,  

Plymouth was the first permanent white settlement In New  
England, and dates Its founding from the landing here from the 

 "Mayilower" shallop of so exploring party of twelve Pilgrims,  
including William Bradford, on the sat of December (me.)  
1620. The Indian name of the place was Paiuxet, but the 
colonists called it New Plymouth, because they had sailed from  

Plymouth, England, and possibly because they were aware  
that the name of Plymouth had been given to the place τss years  
before by Captain John Smith, When and how the town and  

the colony of Plymouth became dierent Ιated is not clear. 
Plymouth was never incorporated as a township, but In 1633 
the General Conat of the colony recognized it as such by ordering  
that" the chide government be tyed to thetowsie of Plymouth." 
In iSSd the colony submitted to Sir Edmund Andros, who had  
been commissioned governor of. all New England, and chose  

representatives to sit In his council. Plymouth remained the 
seat of government of the colony until 1692, when Plymouth 
Colony, and with it the town of Plymouth, was united to Massa-
chusetts Bay under the charter of 16qt (see MASSACHTISETTS:  
History). Part of Plymouth. was established as Plympton In  
ηo, and part as Kingston in 1726.  

Βιιιiχοoaa ρπγ.—Fοr  the sources of the early hIstory of Plymouth  
consult (George)  Mou,": R1 αΙίσιa, or  Joarisoi  of the Plaslsl'on of  
Plymmdb (Βostο. 4865. and numerous ether editions): William  
Bradford's  ΗίsΙοri of the ?limoWu, Plrnito.lios (Boston1  1858. and 
several later editions), the moSt important source of information  
concerning Plymouth before  ι696:  the  Plyi,wsih Colony Records 
(is vols,Bostoa,  ι855-.ι Sό t):  the Records of the Town of Plymouth 
( vols.. Plymouth. 089-1903»3. A. Young's  Chrssick: ή  the 
Pilgrim Failiers  (Boston, 1841) and B.  Arber's  Story of the Pilgrim  

Fathers (London, 1897), the two last containing excerpts from the  
leading sources. See also. James Thacher's  History of the Town  

of Plymosib  (Boston, 1834); W.  Τ.  Davis's  History of the Taos, of  

Plymosiib  (Philadelphia, 1885); aluo his Aeci.nsl  Landmarks of 
Plymouth (Boston, 2nd  e4..  1899); and his Plymomli.  Memories  

of an Octogesarias  (Plymouth, 1906); and John A. Goodwin, The  
Pilgrim Reis:id/1c (Boston,  ι88$).  For accounts in general historigs,  
see J. G. Palfrey's H  istory  of  Nei. Rsglaiid,  I. (Boston.  ι858);  the  
appreciative sketch by j. A.  Doyk.  in his English Colonies us  
America, II. (New York,  ι889):  and, especially, the mοιιοge ρh by 
Franklin B. Dexter, in Justin Winter's  Narro.iire 'ziad Critical  

History 0. Amerka, vol. Iii. (Bo'ton, 1884). As to the troth of the 
tradition that the l'ilgrmli landed on Plymouth Rock, consult  
the Proceeding: of the Ma'sa'hsatlus.Hisbrwal  Society  0903), and 
series, vol. xvii. containing articles by B. Channing and W. W. 
Goodwin; the article by Herbert B. Adams in the Magazine of  
American History, ix. 31 sqq., and that by S. H. Gay in the Atlantic  
Monitily, xlviii. 612 sqq.  

PLYMOBTE.  a borough of Luzerne county, Pennsylvania,  
U.S.A., on the north branch of the Susquebanna rivet' imme-
diately west of and across the river from Wilkes-Barre, of  
which It is a  ιυίτυτιτ. ?op.(tpzo), 16,996. Plymouth is served  
by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western railroad. The  
borough is finelυ situated in the Wyoming Valley among the 
rich anthracite coalS rIds of eastern Pennsylvania, and its 
Inhabitants are chiefly engagad In the coal industry; in 5906  

and 1907 (when it shipped 24,065,49! tons) Luzerne county 
ahipped rune anthracite coal tliati any other county in Permsyl. 
vania. In 1903 the total value of the factoty products was  
*902,758, 69% more than In ter». Before the coming of 
white settlers there was an Indian village called Sh&wnee on 
the site of the present borough. The township of Plymouth  
was settled in 1769 by immigrants from New England—many 
originally from Plymouth, Litchfield county, Connerticot,  
whence the name—under the auspices of the Susquehanna  

Company, which claimed this region as a part of Connecticut,  

and Plymouth became a centre of the contest between the 
"Pennamites" and the « Yankees" (representing respectively 
Pennsylvania and Connecticut), which grew out of the Cotiflict 
of the royal c)iazter of Pennsylvania (granted in ι681) with the  

royal chaste? of Connecticut (granted In 2662), a matter which  
wes not settled until 1799. (See Wyoim'o Vaulv.)  In its  
earlier history the region was agriculturaL Two brother,, Abi jab  
and John Smith, originally of Derby, Cons., settled in  
Plymouth in 1806 and began shipping coal theses In :808;  
this was the beginning of the anthracite coal trade in the United  
States. The borough was Incorporated in  χ866,  being then  
sepatated from the township of Plymouth, which bid a popula-
tion In z8go of 8363 and in tgoo of 9653. 

See H. B.  Wright's Elsior'cd Skekke, of mymont8  (PbfladelphIs,  
1873).  

PLYKODYR BWRBEN,  a community of Christians who  
received the name in 1830 when the Rev. J.  N. Darby induced  
many of the lnhah(tsnts of Plymouth, England, to associate  

themselves with him for the promulgation of his opinions.  
Although smell Christian communities existed in Ireland and  
elsewhere calling themselves Brethren, and holding similar views, 
the accession to the ranks of Darby  ιο increased their numbers  
and influence that he Is usually reckoned the founder of Ply.  
mouthism. Darby (born In Nov. 1800 In London; graduated  
at Trinity College, Dublin, in 1859; died April 29, t8Ss,  at 
Bournemouth) was a curate In  Wicklow 1825-1827, when he felt  
himself constrained to leave the Anglican communion; going to 
Dublin, he became associated with several devout people who 
met atatedly for public worship, and called themselves "Breth-
ren." Among these were Α.  Ν.  Groves and J. C. Belleit, who 
deserve to rank among the founders of the movement. in  
1830 Darby at Plymouth won over many people to his way of  
thinking, among them James L. Harris, a Plymouth dergyman,  
and the well.known Biblical scholar Samuel Pddeaux Tregelica.  

The Brethren started a periodical, The  Ckisiias' Witness,  
continued from ι849 as The Present  Teslimosy,  with  HarrIs as  
editor and Darby as the most important contributor. During  
the next eight years the progress Of the sect was rapid, and  

communities were founded in many of the principal towns in  
England.  

Ιιι  1835 Darby want to reside in French Switzerland, said made  
many disciples. Congregations were formed In Geneva, at  
Lausanne, where moat of the Methodist and other dissenters  
joined the Brethren, at Vevey and elsewhere In Vaud. His  
opinions also found their way Into France, Germany, German  
Switzerland, and Italy; but French Switzerland has alsesyx  
remained the stronghold of Plymouthism on the Continent. 
and for his followers there Darby wrote Iwo of his moat Important  

tracts, La  Minisilee cowridlrl dans  so  ,uih're  and Dc 10 Prise,rce  
ci dc  l'adion  di' S.  Repnt  dons  r4ιι c.  The revolution in the  
canton Vaud, brought about by Jesuit 'mtrigue in  ι8..  brought  
persecution to the Brethren in the canton and in other parts  
of French Switzerland, and Darby's life was In great jeopardy.  
, He returned to England, and his reappearance was f οUοwd  
by divisions among the Brethren at home. These divisions  

began at Plymouth. Benjamin 'VHs Newton, bead of the  
community there, who had been a fellow of Exeter College,  
Oxford, was accused of departing from the testlmnn,y of the  
Brethren by reintroducing the spirit of ckricalism Unable  
to detαch the congregation from the teacher, Darby began a 
rival assembly. The majority of the Brethren out of Plymouth 
supported Darby, but a minority remained with Newton. The  
separation became wider in 1847 Ofl the discovery of supposed  

heretical teaching by Newton. In 1848 another division took  
place. The Bethesda congregation at Bristol, where George .  
Miller was the most induential member, received into corn-
mmiioii  several of Newton's followers and justified their action.  

Out of this came the separation into Neutral Brethren, led by 
Muller, and Exclusive Brethren or Darbyites, who refused to 
hold communion with the followers of Newtoi or Mliller. The  
Exciusivea, who were the more numerous, suffered further 
divisions. An Irish clergyman named Samuel O'Malley Cleftbad  
adopted views similar to those of Pearsall Smith, who preached  
a doctrine of sanctification called "Death to Nature" na as  
antidote to the supposed prevalent Laodiceanism,. and when 
these wet'e repudiated seceded with his followers. The  s..at 
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Important division among the Exehisives came to a crisis in  
1881, when William Kelly and Drby became the recognized  
leaders of two sections who separated on a point of discipline.  

This was followed  (ι88)  by the disruption o( the strict Dsrbyite  

section, two communionz being formed out of it upon points  
of doctrine.  

There were thus six sectiona of Plymouthists: (x) the  

followers of B. W. Newton, who promulgated the prophetic  

views peculiar to their leader; (2) the Neutrals—open brethren,  

leaning to Baptist views and to the Congregationalist idea that  
each assembly 511=14 judge for itself in matters of discipline,  

beaded by George Willer; (i)  the Exduaivss, the Darbyites,  
holding what maybe described as a Pauline view of the Church,  
who claim to be the original Brethren, represented by 3.  Β. 
Stem),  end C. 1*. Mackintosh;. (4) the Exduaivn, associated  

in Great Britain with C. E. Stuart, In America with F. W.  

Grant; (s)  the Excluzives who followed W. Kelly, giving a  
general adhesion to Darby but with a tendency to place ςοu  
science above church action, holding the Pauline view of the  

Church modified by Johaimmne elements; and (6) the Ezclrisivea  

who followed dull. The fundamental principle of the Exclu-
sives, "Separation from evil God's principle of unity," hss  

led to many unimportant excommunicaiions aitd eρargtίοm  
besides those mentioned.  

The tbeoTogica' views of the Brethren differ consIderably from  
those held by evangelical Protestants (for a list of divergences,  
see Teuloii, IIiSlDTy  arid Doctrines of the  Ply'nordh  Brethren). They  
make the baptism of infant, an open question and celebrate the  
Lord. Sapper weekly. Their distinctive doctrines are  eccles,asticai  
They hold that all ollicral ministry, whether on  Epueopoiian.  
Presbyterian or Congregationalisi theories. is a denial of the  
spintual priesthood of all believers, and sets aside the Holy Spirits  

guidance. The padual growth of this opinion, and perhaps the  
reason, for holding it, may be traced in Darby's earlier writings.  
While a curate in Ireland he was indignant with Archbishop  
Magee, who had stogoed the progress of mission work among Roman  
Catholic, by Imposing on all who joined the church the oath of 

 supremacy. This led Darby to the idea that established churches  
are as foreign to the spirit of Christianity as the papacy is (" Con-
aideratioui, addressed to the Archbishop of D υb4s . &c., Coil.  
Wo,'hs,i.  s). The parochial system, when enforced to the extent  
of prohibiting the preaching of the gospel within a pathh where the  

incumbent was opposed to it, led him to consider the whole system  
. hindrance to the proper work of the church and ilserefous ant-
Christian (" Thoughts on the present position of the liaise Mission."  
Cdi.  Works,  i.  78). And the waste of power implied In the refusal  
to sanction lay preaching seemed to him to lead to the conclusion 
that an oflicral m inistry was a refusal of the gifts of the Spirit to  
the church (' Gel Lay Preaching."  Cell.  W'vks,  p. 200). The  
movement. if it has had small results in the formation rti a sect,  
has at least set churches to consider bow they might make their 
machinery more elastic. Perhaps one of the reasons of the corn-
panstively small number of Brethren may be found in their Idea  

that their miraon is not to the heathen but to the "awakened in  

the churches."  
The movement has a distinct interest for students of church  

bi.tοιy (r) as illustrating again the desire of certain Christians to  

pass over the garnered experience of the centuries, and by going 
straight to the Bible to make a fresh start without anyother autho-
rity, precedent or guidance; (2) in its  developtoent alongside the  
Evangelical. Τrαctατίαπ and Broad Church moVements of the ι9th  
century and its  amnitses with them an.  Α  certain haphazardism  
that has always marked the Brethren is responsible for the present  
lack of q'isli&d kaders. The early enthusiasm baa waned, and 
rio  provision was made for proper theological study.  

ΑuτυοsιτιΕa.—Daτbγ, Cdkckd  Works (32 vole., edited by  
Kelly. with supplementary volume, 1867-1883); A. Miller, 7'e  
B,eikroii, Ihe&  Russ, Progress mid Testimony (1879): Rogers, Church  
Systems of the  Ninekenui. Cenusry; Teulon'  Mukey  end  D.cbincs  
qf  the  Piymmdh Brdk'en  (1883); article ' John Nelson  Da'by."  
in  Cοskm ρ Reg. (Oct.  ι885);  W. B.  Neatby,  Α  JZrtwTy  of Ike Ply

-wionlh  Brethren (London.  1902,2nded.).  (Τ.  M. 1.: A. 3. G.)  
PLYMPTOI(  ST WARY and PLYMPTON MAURICE (or  

Eisa'S), two small adjacent towns in the southern parliamentary  
division of Devonshire, England, ς m.  E.N.E.  of Plymouth. on  
the Great Western railway. Pop. (spot), Plynipton St Mary,  

3587; Plympton Maurice,  Τ  539. Plympton St Mary contains a  
fine Decorated and Perpendicular church, with a lofty tower of  

the later period. Near it art remains of the former rich Augurs-
tin ian priory of Plympton, founded by William Warelwasl, bishop  

of ΕΧeter(1107- ι t3ό ). They include an Early English refectory  

with Norm'n 'mdercrolt, the kitchen arid other frogmen's;  

but there are no remains of the great priory church. AL E'iymp-
ton Maurice Ire slight ruins of the castle built by Richard dc  

Reduces, rat earl of Devon (whence the variant of the name),  
in the time of Henry L There are several picturesque old bouacs  
in the town, together with a gujldhall dated τ696, and a grammar  
school founded in 1658, of which Sir Joshua Reynolds's lather  
was master.  - 

Plynipton (Piiniosa)  bears traces of very ancient settlement,  
the earthworka on which in the τ αth century Richard dc Redvera  
reared his Norman castle being probably of British origin, whIle  
a Saxon documenL dated go.' records a grant by Edward the  
Elder to Asser, bibορ of Sheebom e, of twelve =users in 
exchange for the monastery of "Plynientun." According to 
the Domesday survey " Flints= " was a royal manor assessed 
at a4 hides, and the fact that the canons Of Plympton held two 
hides apart from these shows the origin of the later division into 
the priory parish of Plympton St Mary and the secular borough  
of Plympton Erie. In the zath century Plympton appears 
as a mcsne borough under the lordship, of the Redvera, carla 
of Devon, and in 1234 the burgesses claimed to have received  

a charter from William, the 6th earl, of which however nothing  
further is known, arid the first charter of whIch a copy is extant 
was issued by Baldwin dc Redeem in 1242, granting to the 
burgesses of Plymptors the borough, with fairs and markets,  
and the liberties enjoyed by the citizens of Exeter, in considers..  
tion Of a yearly payment of £24, as. ad. In 1437 a charter from 
Edward IV. granted  ιο  the burgesses aneight-days' fair at the 
Feast of the Nativity of St John the Baptist, but at this period 
the growing importance of Plymouth was steadily robbing 
Plympton of its position as head of the district. In  ι όοs,  in  
response ba petition of the burgesses, Elizabeth issued a charter  

of Incorporation, instituting a common council to consist of a 
mayor and 8 princIpal burgesses; a Saturday market, and fairs  
at the Feasts of the Ascension and the Annunciation. A code  

of by-laws dated 1613 mentions a fair on St Luke's Day In  
addition to the three above mentioned. The borough surren-
dered its charter to Charles II. in 1684, and in 1685 received a 
fresh charter from James II. instituting an additional market 
on Wednesday and a fair cm the Tat of August. This duarter  

was declared invalid in nit" but its provisions were reaffirmed  
in 1692, with the addition of an eight-days' fair to begin on the 
14th of February. The borough, which had returned two  
members to parliament since ι το5, was disfranchised by the 
Reform Act of 1832 and from this date the municipal privileges 
gradually lapsed, and in 1859 were finally abolished.  

See  Vi'icria  Cairn!,  Zicdocy: Dmmsk&';  William Cotton, Sums  
Accosnl  of the  Ancienl  Borough  Toirn  of  ΡΙym ρΙο, St !termite  

(London. 859); J. Brooking Rowe, Notes of  Pfymjtlon  Castle  
(Plymouth. =80).  

PNEUMATIC D1'ΑΤCΗ, the name given to a system of 
transport of written deapatches through long narrow tubes by the 
agency of air pressure. It was introduced in  Ζ853  by J. Latimer  
Clark, between the Central and Stock Exchange stations of 
the Electric and International Telegraph Company in Londou.  

The stations were connected by a tube τ 3 in. in diameter 
and 220  yda. long. Carriers containing batches of telegrams,  

and fitting piston-wise in the tube, were sucked through it 
(in one direction only) by the production of a partial vacuum 
atone end. In 1858 C. F. Varley improved the system by using  

'compressed alt to force the terriers in one direction, a partial 
vacuum being still used to draw them in the other direction. 
This Improvement enables single radiating lines of pipe to be 
used both for sending and for receiving telegrams between a 
central station supplied with pumping machinery and outlying 
station, not so supplied. 

Radial  Syslcm.-»-In the bands of K. S. Culley and R. Sabine 
the radial system of pneumatic deepatch was in τ87ο brought  
to great perfection in connexion with the telegraphic department  

of the 'british post office, since that date the total lc,sgih of  

tubes'(Fhicb are employed for telegrams only) has been eery  

largely increased αα agog there ie' I. London a total length of  
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40m.), whilst in all large and also in very many smaller  
provincial towns there are installa tions; these are constantly  
being added to, as it is found more economical to transmit local  

message-work by tube  rιΙbeτ  than by wire, as skilled telegraph-
ists are not required, but only tube attendants. In some cases  
only a single tube is necessary, but three or four, or even more, 
are in use in some towns, according to local circumstances.  

Short tubes, known as "house tithes "  are in use In a great  
number of dikes; such tubes,  wbich  are worked either by band-
pumps (when the tubes are very shed and the  tradic  incon-

siderable) or by power, are usually if in. in diameter, and 
art used for the purpose of conveying messages from one 
part of a telegraph instrument-room  nc-another, or from the 
Instrument-room to the public  couiiter.  The underground,  
or " greet" tubes are  chiedy  ή  in. In diameter, but there are 
also a number of 3-in.  tubes in use; those In the large provincial  
towns (Birmingham, Bradford,  Cιrdi8,  Edinburgh, Glasgow,  
Grimaby,  Liverpool, Manchester, Newport, Leeds, Newcastle,  
Southampton and Swansea) are  sj  In. in diameter; but in  
Dublin, Gloucester, Lowestoft and  MiI(ord  se-in. tubes are 
employed. There are  Sfty  street tubes in London, varying In  
length from too to  sono yda.  (central  omce  to the houses of 
Parliament), and also  . aeνenty-8νe  house tubes; the pumps 
for the whole system are worked by four too horse-power 
steam-engines. At  CardlE,  Edinburgh, Gloucester, Leeds, 
Lowestoft, Newport, Southampton and Swansea the pumps 
are driven by electric motors; at Bradford and Grimsby gas-
engines are used, and at Milford an oil-engine.  

The tubes are in all cases of lead, the  ή .Ιn.  tubes weighing 
8 lb per foot run and being made in lengths of 28 ft.; they are 
enclosed In 3-in, cast-iron pipes made in lengths 019 ft. 

Great core Is exercised in making the joints in the lead  ppee.  
Before the tube Is placed in its trench a strong chain  ό  pained 
through it, and a polished steel mand rel,  ό  le.  Ιοπg  and slightly  
less in diameter than the diameter of the tube, 1' heαted and  
attached to the chain, and pushed half its length Into the cad of  
the tube already laid; the new length of tube is then forced over  
the projecting end of the mandrel until the tube end, (which have  
been previously cut Sat) butt perfectly together; an ordinary  
plumber's  )oint  is then made. By this means the tube is made  
perfectly err-tight, and the mandrel keeps the surface of the tube  
under the joint as smooth as at any other part of its length.  Aftet 
the οlnt Is completed the mandrel is drawn out by  the chai

n
. 

amac 	to it , the 
tube 

 next length is drawn on, and the above process 
repeated. The 	s are laid  about 5 ft below the surface of 
the ground.  

The tubes radiate from the central to the branch  omces,  
the principal  omces  baying two tubes, one for "inward" and  
W.* the other for "outward"  tramc. .  At the smaller  

odices  both the inward and the outward  trac  is  
carried on through one tube. The" carriers "are made with  gutta-
percba  bodies, covered with fell, the front of the carrier being  
provided with a buffer or piston formed of several disks of felt  
which closely it the tube; the messages are prevented from get-
ting out of the carrier by the end being dosed by an elastic band, 
which can be stretched  aumcienlly  to allow the message forms  
to be inserted. The 3-in.  carriers  will hold 7 5  ordinary message  
forms, the +in. carriers 23  forms, and the  xk-m.  carriers 20  
forms. The carriers are propelled in one direction (from the  

central (smce)  by" pressure," and drawn in the opposite direction 
by "vacuum," the standard pressure and vacuum being  ιο  lb  
and  6}  lb per  sq.  in. respectively, which values give  approzi. 
mately  the same speed.  

The time of transit of a carrier through a tube when the air  
pressure does not exceed 20 lb per square inch is given very ap-
proximately by the empirical formula— 

I— 
where  - length of tube in yards, d — diameter of tube in inches 
P -eSective  air-pressure in pounds per square inch, 1-transit  
time in seconds. For vacuum the formula is:— 

'00825  	 /71  

wbre  Ρ1  -cilective vscialm  in pounds per square inch.  

The  hο,s.ρσνSτ  requited to propel a carrier is  apprommately.  
for pressure s— 

lot' vacuum:- 
H.P. —  (5.π87 — ι -2ι4'/J5.5— Ι'i) Ρu%/.  

For a given transit time the actual  bοne- ισwer  required is muelι  

less in the case of vacuum than in the ease of  gorIest  working,  
owing to the density of the air column moved being much less:  
thus, for example, the transit time for to lb  poraure  is the same  
as for ei  lb vacuum, but the horse-power required In the ten coma  
lass 1'8to2, Α tube z km', αί  diααωιωααd ωοτked  
at to lb per square inch pressure, will have a transit time of  ή  
minutes, and will theo retically require 3.35 borne-power to be  

expended in working It, although actually 25  %  most hone-power,,  
than this must be allowed for, owing to losses through vario us  
emma. The transit time for a  ή -ln.  tube is  ιό %  more than for 
C 3- a. tube of the same length, when both are worked at the same  

pressure, but the horse-power required  ό  go% lens; it is nut ad
-"iaable,  therefore, to use •  tube larger than is absolutely necessary  

to carry the volume of traffic required.  

The somewhat complicated pattern  of "double sluice valve"  
originally used at the central stations has been superseded by  
a simpler form, known as the "I)" box—so named  ________  
from the shape of its cross section. This box is of sad  
cast iron, and Is provided with a dose -fitting,  --- 
brass-framed, sliding lid with a glass panel. This  λρρ·Ό Ι·ί·  
lid its air-tight, and closes the box alter a  carner baa  been  
inserted into the mou th  of the tube; the latter enters at 
one end of the box and is there bell-mouthed. A supply 
pipe, to which Is connected  &  "3-way" cock, is joined en to 
the box and allows communication at will with either the 
"pressure "or" vacu um  "mains, so that the apparatus becomes  
available foe either sending (by pre ssure) or receiving (by vacuum) 
a carrier. Automatic working, by which the air supply is 
automatically turned on on the introduc tion of the carrier Into  
a tube and on dosing of the D box, sad is cut oil when the  

carrier arrives, was introduced in 1909.  
On the long tubes (over about  x000 yds.)  a  modlicatlon  of  

the" I) "box in its simplest form Is necessary; this  modiication  
consists in the addition of a "sluice" valve placed at a distance 
of about g in. (i.e. rather more than the length of a carrier)  
from the mouth of the tube. The sluice valve, by means of an  

Interlocking arrangement, is so connected with the sliding lid  

of the box that the lid cannot be moved to the open  peastica 
 unless the sluice valve  baa  dosed the tube, nor can the sluice 

valve be opened unless the eliding lid is  doaed.  The object of  
this sluice valve is to prevent the back rush of air which  woula  
take place into the tube w hen the sliding lid is opened  to take 
out  &  carrier immediately on the arrival of the latter; for althou gh  
the vacuum may be turned oil by the 3-way cock, yet, owing  
to the great length of the tube, equilibrium does not immediately 
take place in the latter, and the back rush of air into the vacuum 
when the lid is opened to extract the carrier will cause the latter 
to be driven back Into the tube. The sluice also prevents a 
similar, but reverse, action from taking place when p ressure 
working is being carried on. 

As  &  rule, only one carrier is despatched  at a time, and no 
second carrier is inserted in the tube until the arrival of the  
first one it the farther end is automatically signalled (by an 
electric apparatus) to the  despatcbing odice.  On scene of the  
long tubes a carrier, when it pas ses the midway point in the  
tube, strikes a trigger and sends back an elect rical signal indicat-
ing its passage; on the receipt of this signal a second carrier may  
be despatched. This  arraiigement  has been almost entirely  
superseded by a signall ing apparatus which by a clock movement 
actuates an Indicating hand and moves the latter to" tube clear" 
a certain definite time (30 to 40 seconds) after a carrier  baa been  
inserted In the tube. By this arrangement car riers can be  
deapatched  one after the other at comparatively short inter' -als  
of time, so that several carriers (separated by distinct intervals) 
may be travelling through the tube simultaneously. It is 
necessary that the camera be separated by a definite interval,  

otherwise they tend to overtake one another and become jammed  

H.P. - ('574+'οoι sΡ)/!;  
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In  the tube. Mthohheslcppageofaearnerin&tubeiso(  
cπc.e Ι'ogΙy rare occurrence, It does occasionally lake place,  
through picks being driven into the tube by workmen executing  
repairs to gas or water pipes, but the locality of such a stoppage  
is easfly determined bya simple inspection along the route of  
the tube.  Xn nocaaeisanyspeciaimeansofteathiglorthe  
locality from the central odice found ncmasary. 

Circuit  Syskm.—Anotber method of working, catenswely  
used in Paris and other continental cities, is the circuit system,  
in which stations are grouped on circular or loop lines, round  
which carriers travel in one direction only. In one fonn of 
circuit system—that of Messrs Siemens-- α continuous current 
of sir is kept up In the tube, and rocking switches are provided  
by which carriers can be quickly introduced or removed at  

any one of the stations on the line without interim:big with the  

movement of other carriers in other parts of the circuit. More 
usually, however, the circuit system is worked by despatching  
camera, or trains of carriers, at relatively long intervals, the  

prm'ure or vacuum which gives motive power being applied  
only while such trains are on the line. On long circuits, means  
are provided at several stations for putting on pressure or  

vacuum, so that the action may be limited to that section of the  

line on which the carriers are travelling at any time. Jn America,  
in New York, Boston and Philadelphia, abcs (Batcbrller  
system) up to 8 in. in diameter are In use. The tubes are of  

cast iron made in n-ft. lengths and are carefully bored; they  

resemble ordinary water pipe. Short bends are made  in 
seamless brass tub, carefully bent to a uniform radius of twelve  

limes the diameter of the tube, the tube bring slightly larger  
in diameter than the main tube. The sending apparatus, or  
transmitter, Is similar to the Siemens switch before described,  
and consists Of two sections of the tube supported in a swinging  
frame so arranged that either section can be brought into line  
with the main tube, in which a current of air is constantly  

dowing. One of these tube sections maintains the continuity  
f the main tube, while the other is swung to one side to rce ίνe  

a carrier. Jn despatching a carrier is  
placed in an iron trough and then 
pushed into the open tube section.  
The frame carrying the two tube sec-
tions is then swung until the section 
containing the carrier is brought into  
San with the main tube, when the  
carrier is swept along with the current  
of air. When the frame is swinging 
from one position to another the sir 
is prevented from escaping by plates  
that cover the ends of the tube, and  
a by-pass is provided so that the 
current is not interrupted. An sir. 
motor, consisting of a cylinder and  

piston, furnishes the power to awing  
the frame, the operation requiring  
an instant only. When the con-
trolling levcr is pulled and latched the 
frame swings, and as the carrier 
passes out of the apparatus it tripe  
the lever, and the frame swings back automatically into 
position to receive another carrier. To prevent carriers from 
being despaiched too frequently and overtaking each other a 
time lock Is attached to the sending apparatus; this locks the  
contromng valve when a carrier is despaiched, and keeps It  
locked for a given period of time, varying from dye to fifteen or  

twenty seconds, according to the adjustment of the lock. The 
carrier Is received at the farther end of the tube into an air 
cushion formed by closing the end of the tube with a sluice-gate,  

end allowing the air to dow out into a branch pipe through slots  
in the tube located about  4 ft In the rear of the sluice-gate.  

When a carrier arrives it passes over the slots, enters the sir  

CO2111011  and is brought to rest without injury or shock. The  

carriers are thin steel cylinders dosed at the front end by a , shelL  Air at woo lb pressure is stored in tubes close to the gun,  

convex disk of the same material csraylng a buffer of felt end  and, is supplied from primary reservoirs, to which is Μ directly  

Ieather; therearend Is dosed bya hinged lid secured byalock.  

The shell of the curler is 24 in. long and 7 In. in diameter for  
the 8-in, tube; It is secured by two bearing-rings of woven 
cotton fabric clasped between metal rings; the rings are renewed  
after about s000 m. of travel. The tubes are worked at a  

pressure of 6 lb per sq. in., and for a distance of 4500 ft. require 
about 3ο boise-power, the transit speed being 30 m. per hour. 

In addition to Its use for postal and telegraphic purposes 
the pneumatic deapatch  Is employed for internal communIcation  
in omces, hotels, &c., and also In shops for the transport of 
money and bills between the cashier's desk and the counters.  

Rarnszqcns.—Tbe  system as used in the United Kingdom is  
fully described In a paper by Messrs  Culley  sad Sabine  (Mis. ?rm. 
mu.  Cin.E,ng, vol. aliui.).  The same volume contai ns  a description  
of the pneumatic  teΙe'τaρhs  of Parts and of  expariments  on them  
by  Μ  Bontemp,,  and also a discussion of the theory of pneumat ic  
trameniedmi  by Professor W. C.  Unwin.  Reference should  alno  
be made to a paper, byC. Siemeni (Iiliiis Proc. /gal. Cit.  Erg.  
vol. xxxiii.), desaibing the Siemens circuit system; and to Lea Τέω-
graphes,  by  Μ.  A. L.  Ternant (Ρaris. 080;  General Paul OJk.  

T€c)rnicoJ lnslrucIiens vol  a., 'Pneumatic Tubes"; Kempe's 
Esgiscar?  Year-Book ('908  *diciest). (H, R. K.)  

PNEUWAI'IO  0111.  AIr as a propellant has In recent years  
been applied to guns of large calibre, in which its comparatively  
gentle action baa proved advantageous when high explosives 
contained in their shells are employed as projectiles. In 1883  
Mr Medord of Ohio utilized an al τ pressure of see lb per sq.  
in. in a a-in, gun, and succeeded in propelling a projectile  
2100  yds. The arrangement was of the simplest form—a  
hose with an ordinary cock by which the air was admitted into  
the gun behind the projectile. The question was then taken  

up by Capt. E. L. Zallnskl (1849-1909) of the United Stateg  
Artillery, who in x888 reduced the so-called "dynamite gun"  

to a practical shape and obtained excellent Sting results.  
The pri ncipal features of his  iyitem  are:  (i)  An extremely in.  

aenious  balanced valve admitting the air pressure Into the gun.  

'thi,  valve is opened and closed by a simple movement of the firing  

l,γeι  and is  capabl.  of adjustment  ιο  that the propelling farce1  

Dynamit,  gun, mountedat  Sandy Hook, New York Harbour.  

and consequently the range, can be regulated. (a) A light steel 
projectile carry 'mg  the bursting charge, and prov ided with a tail  
to  whIch  vanes are attached in order to give  avIation.  (3)  Electric  
fuses of entirely original design. Each shell carries  a wet battery  
the current from which lime the charge on Impact with any gelid 
object, and a dry battery which becomes active after the shell has  

dived below the surface of  the water, sad ignites the charge sitar  
delay capable of regulation. For safety all the electric circuits are  
made to pass through a  disoonnecter,  which prevents  them from  
being completed until the shell ha, been feed. The gun is built-up  
smooth-bore tube, 15 in. or lees In diameter. The full-calibre  
shell weighs woo b, sad carries a bunting charge of 600 lb d  
Westing gelatin., cut into the form of cheeses, fitting the steel  

envelooe,  and movided  with a core of fir),  sun-cotton as a primer, 

case, rotation is gwen by vane, or tine attached tolls, cony ce the 
Sb-cl ίbre ρτ jeciile,, το  in. and Sin..  ckri else be used. In their  
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ραιngιed 	a ρreunυ 01 'shunt 5060 IS. There is always, there.,  
fore, a considerable reserve of ?timer avadable wiibout ρυmριng  
Pneumatic guns of this description (see figure) have been mounted  

for therotection of New York and San tra πcιscο. With a full- 
calibre &ell (1000 IS) these guns have a Inner of 2400 yds.t with  
a  sub.ealibre 8-in. shell (250  Ib) the maximum range is 6000 yde.  
The oflicial trials showed remarkable accuracy.  Αι  goso yds.  
73% of the ρrοjectiles fell in an area of .360  Χ90  ft. When the  
gun was tried at Shosburyness the accuracy was far greater than  
could be obtained with howitzer shells propelled by  explosives.  
Οι'  *ccount  of the power of exploding she shell under water, and  
thus securing a torpedo action, a dirtct bit upon a ship is not  
required and the target cdtervd is largely In excess of the deck  

ρΙs π. 'lhe gun is, In fact, capable 01 replacing systems of sub-
minded mine, with ecoaomy, and without the great objection of  
interfering with a waterway.  

The only employment of the dynamite gun abet baa been  
in the case of the U.S. gunboat "Vesuvius," carrying three in  
the bows. These gums are fixed at a constant angle of elevation,  
and the range is regulated by the air valve, training being given  

by the helm. Thus mounted on an unstable platform, the  

accuracy of fire obtainable must ένίden ΙΙy be much less than  
on shore. The « Vesuvius" was employed dunnglhe Spanish-
American War of 1898, when on teveral nights in succession  
she approached the defences of Santiago under cover of dark-
ness and diacbargcd three projectiles. Fire delivered under  
such conditions could not be ‚υ cienΙΙy accurate to Injure  
coast defences; but the shells burst well, and made large craters.  

Α  small dynamite gun on a field-carriage was used in the land  
operations above Santiago in the same war.  

PNEUMATICS (Gr. ‚seiµα, wind, sir), the brands of 
physical science concerned with the propertics of gems and  
vapours (see Gas).  Α  pneumatic trough is simply  a baaiis.con·  
training wat,cr or some other liquid used for collecting gases.  

PNtUMATOLYSIS (Cr. τι'eilµa,  vapour, and  ?iLiu',  to set free),  
in petrology, the discharge of vapours from igneous magmas  
and the effects produced by them on rock masses In all vo1-
canic eruptions the gases given 0g  by the molten lavas axe  
powerful agencies. The slaggy clots of Iavd thrown out from  
the crater are so full of gas that when they cool they resemble  
spongy pieces of bread. The lava streams as they flow down  

the slopes of the volcano are covered w ith white steam clouds,  
while over the orifice of the crater hangs a canopy of vapour 
which Is often darkened by fine particles of ash. Most authors 
ascribe volcanic explosions to the liberation of steam from the 
magma which held it in solution, and the enormous expansive 
powers which -free water vapour possesses at very high 
temperatures. .  

Of these gases the principal are water sad carbonic acid, 
but by analysia of the discharges from the smaller lumarolet  
for the active crater Is generally too hot to be approached during 
an eTuption, it has been ascertained that hydrogen, nitrogen, 

 hydrochloric acid, boron, fluorine, suipburetted hydrogen  
and suiphurous acid are all emitted by volcanoes.  Α recent 

 lava flow has been likened to a great  fmnarolc pouring out  
volatile substances at every crack in its slsggy crust. Many  
minerals are deposited in these fissures, and among the sub. 

 stances produced in this way are ammonium chloride, feixic 
chloride and oxide, copper oxide  (tenorite and cuprite)  and 
sulphur; by reacting oii the minerals of the rock many  zeolites 
and other secondary products are formed. These processes  
have been described as "juvet'ile" or "post eruptive," and  
it is believed that the amygdales which occupy the cCVities of 
many porous lavas are not due really to weathering by sur-
face waters percolating in from above, but to the action of the 
steam and other gases set free as the lava crystallizes. The zeo-
lites are the principal group of minerals which originate in this 
may together with chlorite, chalcedony and calcite. The larger 
cs-vities  (or geodes) are often lined wit), beautiful crystal groups 

 di nalrolltc, scolccite, thmaοώ te, stilbite,  sod other minerals  
of this order.  

The active gases were evidently in solution in the magma as 
it rose to the surface. Some geologists believe it is of  
subterranean origin like the lava itself, and is an essential or  
original component of the magma. They point to the wrist- 

Cede of gases In considerable quantity m meteoaltes, and, roe 
paring the earth to a great aerolite, insist that it s δοuld cm 
fain gases In solution like the smaller masseS  of the same  kαsi 
Others hold it more probable that the watct has percolate  
In from the surface, or seeing that many volcanoes stand on 
the see margin and by their linear d Ιsρο lΙΙοn may be 
posed along fissures or lines of weakening In the mist, thri 

 argue thai the water of the sea may have filtered down eve 
in spite of the great outward pressure exerted by the stun  

generated by contact with the Intensely heated rock.  Tbi  
abuudance  of chlorides and hydrochloric add is appealed  
also In favour of a marine origin for the water. Against  this  
we may place the fact that at great depths whence active  mae ' 
mas ascend the rocks are under so great., pressure, that  eτn7  
fissure it closed up; In fact in some of the deepest mines de 
quantity of water found in the workings Is often exceeding* 
small. Ptobably there is some troth In both theories, but the  

haunts of probability seems to incline In favour of the vial  
that the water Ia an origlnsl and essential pelt of the magna '  

sued "01 an introduction from above. 
Long after a lava baa cooled down and become rigid iS  

vapoors continue to ooze out through Its fissures, and accord  i  
many volc4noes which are believed to be extinct there ate  
orifices discharging gas in great quantlt%za. This state d' 
activity I said to be " soIl ataric," and a gbod example of it  

the volcano called the Solfatara near Naples. The nurtures  
"Sonfriires" of the 'Vest Indies are further Instancea.  The 
prevalent gas is steam with suiphuretted hydrogen and car.  
bonic acid. At the Grotto del Cane In the Pblegrsears TickS  

(Italy) the carbonic acid rising from fissures in the bottom of 
cave covers the floor as a hcavy layer, and a dog placed in the  
interior of the cave becomes stupefied by the narcotic gas; such 

 gas-springs have been called "mofettes." Around then  

there is often a deposit of sulphur, produced by oxidation of the  
. sulphuretted hydrogen, and the rocks are bleached, softened  
and decomposed. White mists of ilum, various aulphatra  
and suiphides such as pyrites, also carbonate, of soda and at her  
bases, arc formed by the action of the sad vapourn on the 
volcanic rocks. The final manifestation of volcanic activity 
in such a region may be the discharge of he&ted waters, which  
have ascended from the deep-seated magma far below the  
surface, and melt their appearance as groups of hot springs;  
these springs persist long after the volcanoes which give rise  

to them have become quite extinct.  
It is now believed by a large number of geologists and mining  

engineers that these ascending hot waters sun of paramount im-
portance in thei.geneaia of some of the most important types οί  
ore deposits. Analyses have proved that the igneous rock, rites  
contain diatinct-shougb.very small quantities cl the heavy metals;  
it 1' aJso established beyond doubt that veiss of gold, silver, kac, 
tin and mercury most couiimonly occur in t te vicinity of ixitI'uszsX 
igneous masses. At Steamboat in Nevada hot springs, pmt.ably 
of magmatic origin, are forming deposits ol ciar,absr.  Αι  Cripple  
Creek, Colorado, and in many other places gold-beering s-ems 
occur in and around intrusive plugs of igneous rock. Tio ores  
in all parts of the world are found in association with tourmalne  
grankes. In all cases the veins bear evidence of having been filled  
from below by hot waters set tree during the cooling of the igneom 
intrusions. Volcanic rocks are consequently the parent sou rces  
of many valuable mineral deposits, and the agency by which they 
were brought into their present situations is the volatile products  
discharged as the magma crystallized. The process was no doubt  

a long one and it is most Juobable that both steam and ware, 
took part In it. Above 365 C. water isa gas under all pressures  

and the αεtiοn  is strictly  pi,eumalolyiac;  below that temperatige  
steam is changed to water by pressure and the action may be  

described as  Kydalogeneier.  The distinction is unessential, and in  
our Ignorance of the temptretures and pressures prevailing at con-
siderable depth* we lack the means of classification. In what con-
ditiori the metallic ores are dissolved and by what reactions they  

are precipitated depends on many factors only partly understood.  
The tin ores are no often associated with minrala containing boron 
and fluorine that It is quite probable that they were combined  

with thee, elements in mine way, but they were deposited in nearly 
all cases as osides. OtbeT gaseous substances, such as sulphuret ted  
hydrogen, carbonic acid and, hydrochloric acid, probably have  
an important part in dissolving certain metals; and the alkaline  

carbonates, suiphides and chlorides have been shown by experiment 
to  actal'p  as solvers. is thee, ore deposits net  coly  the heavy  
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sledge Ire fcend,.but ofteit a muds leινιω quatuky of  
such as calcite. barytes, Ιί uοτ.ρτ, quarts and tourmaline which  
serve as a muds or gangue, and have been deposited by the tame  
agencies, and often at the tame time as the valuable mInerals.  

In their pewage upwards and outwards through the rocks Of  
the tarth'a crest, these game and liquid, not only deposit minerals  

In the Sutures along which they ascend, but attack the surrounding  
rocks and alter them in many ways. The granite or other plutonic  
mass from which the vapours are derived is especially liable  ιο  these  
transformatIons, probably bemuse it Is at a high tempmtiiiw,  
not having yet completely cooled down. Azuuqd the uiwbeanng 
veins in granite there is extensive rqilncemeot of felapat and biouic  
by quartz, tourmaline and white mica, (the last-namtd often rich 
in lithia). In this way certain types of altered granite are produced.  

such es grebes% (g...)  and whorl rock (si*ScHoaL). In the slates adja. 
cent to the tin visas tomisalinizatioi' alto goes on, converting them 
into sohorl.echists, The sit,mtjon of felspar into kaolin or china  

clay is also a pneumatolyiic grocess. and is often found along with 
tin sasss or other types of mineral deposit; probably both fluorine  
and carbοή Ιe acid operated In this instance along with watee.  
Equally common and important Is the illeiScailon  Of rocks near  
mIneral veins which catty gold, copper, lead and other metals.  
Gntnites and felsitca may be convened into hard charty masses 
of silica. Limestoisce undergo this transformation very readily;  
at the tame time they are regarded as rocks very favourable to the  
dqioebioo of ore.. Probably the gnat frequency with which 
She),  undergo .ilkik*tloii and other type. of  metsiomatic replace.  
mint is one of the main causes of the abundance of valuable deposits  
In them. The process known as "propylitization." which has 
e.tensively effected the andeslee, οί  the Hungarian goidSelds, 
Is belIeved to be also a consequence Of the action of piseumatalytic  
gusts. Thi sadesite. change to dull, soft, greenish masse., and 
their original minerals arc to a large extent replaced by quartz. 
epidote,  chlorite, seriche and kaolin. Around granitca Intrusive  
Into serpentine and other mdc, containing much magnesia, there 
is often extoasive "steatitagion," orthe deposit of tide andsteatite  

In pisce of the original minerals of the rock. boots of die apatise  
veins of Canada and Norway amompany basic rocks of the gabbro  
group; it has been argued that the spatite (which contains phos.  

phorus and chlorine) was laid down by vapours or solutions contain-
big those gusts, which may play a similar part In the basic rocks  
to that taken by fluorine and boron In the piseumatolytic vans  
around gtanite.. In the country rock around the veins scapoiite  

(q.ν.. a lime alumina silicate, containing chlorine, often is substituted  

Γοr limc-feispar.  
These extensive changes attending the formation of mineral  

veins are by no means common phenomena, but in many plutonic  

masses  pnaumatolytic  action  baa  contributed to the formation of  
pagmautca (ga). U. S .F.)  

Ρ1'ΕUΙΟΙΠΑ (Cr. 'w.&µωs,  lung), a term used for  iiiflam-
ratiOn  of the lung substance. Formerly the  dlacaae  was  
divided into three va rieties: (r) Acute  Croupoua  or lobar  
pneumonia; (a)  Caiserhal  or  Broncbo-pneumonia; (3) Inter-
stitial or Chronic pneumonia.  

i.  "idi Crow$u's  or Labor  heum'mia  (Pneumonic Fever)  
Is now classed as an acute Infective  disesie  of the lung, char

-act*xlzad  by fever  said  toxaeeda,  running a definite course end 
being the direct result of a specific micro-organism or micro-
organisms. The  micrococcus lanceolatus (pneumococcus,  or  
diplococcus pntumoniae)  of  FriLnkel  and  Weicbselbaum  is  
present to a large number of cases in the bronchial secretions.  

in the affected lung said in the blood.  'liii,  organism is also  
present in many other infective processes which may com-
plicate or terminate lobar pneumonia, such as  pencardilia,  
midocarditis, peritoniti,  said  empyema.  The bacillus puma -
moniac  of  Friedlinder  is also present in a proportion of cases,  
but is probably not the cause of true  lohsr  pneumonia. Various  
other organisms may be associated with these, but they are to  
be regarded as In the nature of a secondary invasion. Lobar  
pneumonia may be  considered  as an acute endemic disease of  
temperate climates, though epidemic forms have been de-
scribed. It has a distinct seasonal incidence, being moat  
frequent in the winter and spring. Crier strongly supports the  

view that it is an infections disease, quoting the  outbreaka  
reported by W. L. Rodman of  Frsaikfort,  Kentucky, where  
In a prison of 735  inhabitanis  there were  t ι8 cases in one year;  
but direct contagion does not seem to be well proved, and it is  
undoubted that the  pneumococcua  is present in the fluxes of  
numbers of healthy persons and seems to require a lowered  
power of resistance or other  favounuig  condition for the pro-
duction of an attack. 

Lober  Pneumonia begins by the setting up of an  scute  In.  
ffammatory  process in the alveoli, The changes which take  
place in the lung arc chiefly three. (τ) Cιωιιαιiοn,  or engorge. 
met, the blood-vessels being distended said the lung more  
voluminous and heavier then dorms), said of dads red colour.  
Its six cells still contain air. (a) Rd  11e$ΙfΖΙΙΙiΟ,  so c&lled  
from its resemblance to liver tissue. In this singe there is  
poured into the sir cells of the effected part an exudation con-
sist ing of amorphous fibrin together with epithelial cells and  
red and White blood corpuscles, the whole forming a viscid mass  
which  cotupies  not only the cells but also the finer bronchi, and  
which speedily coagulates, causing the lung to become firmly  
consolidated. In this condition the cells am entirely emptied  
of air, their blood-vessels are pressed upon by the exudation,  
and the lung substance, rendered brittle, sinks in cider. The  
appearance of a  sectioq,of the lung in this stage has been likened  
to that of red granite. It is  ιο  the  cbatacter  of the exudation,  
consisting largely of coagulable fibrin, that the term croupous  
Is due.  (3) Grey Ηe$Ιίro∆i4nι.  In this stage the lung still re-
tains its liver-like  ronsiatezu-e, but its colour is now grey, Dot  
unlike the appearance of grey granite. This is due to the change  
taking place In the exudation, which undergoes resolution by a  
process of fatty degeneration, pus  formatien,  liquefaction and 
ultimalely sbsorption—ao  that in a competitively short period  
the sir  ,esicle,  get rid of their morbid contents and resume  
their normal function. During r esolution the changes in the  
exudate take place by a process of  aulolysia  or  pepIoulzation  
of the inflammatory products by unorganized ferments,  abzοτρ.  
tion  taking place Into the  lymph5lkz  and circulation. The  
absorbed exudate is mainly excreted by the kidneys, excess of  
nitrogen being found in the urine during this period, This 1,  

happ ily the  ierihination  of the majority of cases of lobar  pneta.  
monia.  One of the most remarkable phenomena is the rapi dity  
with which the lung tissue clears up, and its freedom from  
alteration or from Infiltration into the connective tissue as fre-
quently takes place alter  bronche.pssmumonis.  When resolution  
does not take place, death may occur from extension of the  
disease and subsequent  lozaemia,  from circulatory failure,  
from the formation of one or more abscesses or mere rarely from  
gangrene of the lung or from the complication mentioned below.  
Chronic interstitial pneumonia is Infrequent, follow ing on the 
acute variety. The most frequent seat of pn eumonia is the  
base or lower lobes, but  occasiotally  the apices ere the only  
parts affected. The right lung is the moat often attacke d. Pusu.  
monia  may extend to the entire lung or it may affect both  
lungs. The death rate of acute  lebar ρneυmο la in the chief  
London hospitals Is so%.  With an organism so prevalent  
as the  pueumoeoccua  It follows that alcoholism,  diabete.  and  
other general diseases and  intoxicationa  must render the body  
liable to an stuck. Males are more commo nly attacked  than  
females, and a previous  attack seems to give a special liability  
to another. The incubation period of pneumonia is  unkauowu  
it is probably very short.  

The symptoms are generally well marked from the beginning. 
 The attack is usually ushered in by a rigor (or in children a con-

vulsion), and the speedy development of the febrile condition, the  
temperature rising to a considerable degree—ioi to  ιο  or more. 
The pulse is quickened, and there is a marked disturbance in the  
respiration, which is rapid, shallow snd difficult, the rate being  
usually accelei·atc'j to some two or three times its normal amount 
The lips are livid, and the face has a dusky flush. Pain in the side 
is felt. especially should any amount of pleurisy be present, as is 
often the mae. Cough Is an early symptom It Is at first frequent  
and hacking. and is accompanied with a little tough colourless  
expectoration, which soon, however, becomes more copious and ci 
a rusty red colour, either tenacious or frothy and liquid. 14icrο-
scopically this consists mainly of epithdlium, casts of the air cells  
and fine bronchi, together with granular matter, blood and pun  
corpuscles and haematoid'm cryttals. The micro-organisms usually  
present are the pneumocnecus, Friedifinder's bacillus, and sometime.  
the influenza bacillus. The following are the chief physical signs  
in the various stages of the disease. In the stage of congestion 
fine crackling or creptatlon is heard over the affect ed  area; some-
times there is very little change from the natural breathing. In 
the stags of red heivaglzation the affected aide of the chest is ira  

ιο  expend less freely than the opposite side; theta is  dulineta  on  
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percussion, and increase of the vocal fremitus' while nit ausculta-
dan the breath sounds arc tubular or bronchial in character, with,  
It may be, some amount of fine crepitatioo in certain parts. in 
the stage of grey hepatization the percussion note is still dull and 
the breathing tubular, but crepitations of raiaiser quality than 
before are also audible. These various physical signs disappear  
more or less rapidly during convalescence. With the progress 
of the inflammation the febrile symptoms and rapid breathing 
continue. The patient during the greater part of the disniss lies  
on the back or on the effected side. The pulse, which at first was  
lull, becomes small and soft owing to the interruption to the 
pulmonary circulation. Occasionaily alight ίαundice is present, 
due probably to a similar cause. The urine is scanty, sometimes 
albuminoun,  and its chlorides arc diminished. In favourable cases, 
however severe. there generally occurs after six or eight days a  
distinct crisis, marked by a rapid fall of the temperature accom-
panied with perspiration and with a copious discharge of lithates 
in the urine. Although ifo material change is as yet noticed in 
the physical iigns, the patient breathes more easily, ιΙeeρ returns, 
and convalescence advances rapidly in the majority of instances. 
In uiifavoureble cases death may take ρbαt either from the extent 
of the inflammatory action, especially if the pneumonia is double, 
from excessive fever, from failure of the heart's action or general 
strength at about the period of the crisis, or again from the disease  

assuming from the first a low adynamic form with delirium and  
with scanty expectoration of greenish or prune juice' appear-
ance. Such cases are seen in persons worn Out in strength, in the 
aged, and especially in the intemperate. 

The complications of acute pneumonia are pleurisy, which is 
practically inevitably present, ampyema (in which the pneumoceccuu  
Is frequently present and occasionally the streptococcus). ρeri 
carditia and endocarditis. both due to septic ρο isοnιng, while perhaps 
the most serious complication is meningitis, which is responsible  

for a large percentage of the fatal cases. Ρhέ  pneumocoecus has  
been found in the exudate. Secondary pneumoniss chiefly follow  
the specific fevers, as diphtheria, enteric lever, measles and influenza, 
and are the result of a direct poisoning. Bacteriologicaily a number 
of different organisms have been found, together with the specific  
microbe of the primary disease: the striking features of primary 
lobar pneumonia are often masked in these types. 

The treatment of acute pneumonia has of late undergone  a 
marked change, and may be divided into 3  heads: (a) General  
hygienic treatment; (a) the treatment of special symptoms;  
(.j) treatment by vaccines and aerL The same treatment of  
absolute rest should be carried out as in enteric fever; this  

absolute rest is necessary to limit the auto-inoculation by the  
absorption of toxins. Fresh air In abundance said even open-
air trsaIment if possible baa been attended with good results,  
ice poultices over the affected part are useful lit the relief of 
pain, while tepid sponging and tepid or even cold baths may  
be freely given, and the patient's strength aupported by milk,  
soups and ether light forms of nourishment. Stimulants may 
be called for, said strychnine and d.igltalin are the most valu-
able; disinfection of the sputum should be systematically  
earned out. Many trials have been made with antipneumo-
coccic serum, but it has not been shown to have a very 
marked effect in cutting abort the disease. The polyvalent  
serum of Rflmer has giveis  the best results. Much more favour-
able results have been obtained from the use of a vaccine. The 
results of vaccine treatment obtained by Boellke in 3 ο cases of 
severe pncumoitia and one case of  pneumococcic endocardutis  
are encouraging. The vaccine, to produce the best effects,  
should be made from the patient's own pneumococcus, as it is 
evident there are different strains of pneumococci, the doses  
(g to 50 million dead pneumococci) being regulated by the 
guidance of the opsonic  index. The objection to the prepare.  
tion of the vaccine from the patient's own organisms is the 
time (several days) which is required, valuabit time being  
thereby lost; but the results are much more certain than with  
the use of a "stock" vaccine.  

2.  Βrοχώ ο-Ρcιremοnia (Catsrrhal or Lobular-Pneumonia  or 
Capillary Bronchitis). An acute form of lobular pneumonia  
has been described, having all the clιατanters of acute lobar  
pneumonia except that the pneumonic patches art disseminated.  
The term «broncho-pneumonia" is however here used to  
denote a widespread catarrhal inflammation of the smaller 
bronchi which spreads in places to the alveoli and produces 
consolidation. All forms of broncho-pneumonia depend en  
the Invasion of the lung by micro-organisms. No one organism  

has however been coentantly found which can be said to be  
specific, as in lobar pneumonia; the influenza  bacillus, micro.  
coςcυs catarrballs, pneumococcua, FriediSaider's bacillus and  
various staphylococci having been found. John Eyre, in  
Allbutt's Syrkm  of  Afsdki,ie,  gives fls% of mixed infection in  
the cases investigated by him. Broncho-piteumonia may occur  
as an acute primary affection in children, but Is more usually  
secondary. It may be a sequence of infectious fevers, measles,  
diphtheria, whooping qough, acarl Ι fever and sometimes typhoid  
fever. In these it forms a frequent and often a fatal com-
plication. The large majority of the fatal cases are those of  
early childhood. In adults it may follow influenza or' com-
plicate chronic Bright's disease or various other disorders.  

Broncho-pneumonia also may follow operations on the mouth  
or trachea, or the inhalation of foreign bodies into the trachea. 
It is a frequent complication of pulmonary tubcrculosia.  

The following changes take place in the lung: at first the  
affected patches are dense, non-ciapitant, with a bluish red 
appearance tending to become grey or yellow. Under the  
microscope the air veaicics and finer broitchi are crowded with  
cells, the result of the inflammatory process, but there is no  
fib 'litmus exudation such as is present hi croupous pneumoriiL  
In favourable cases resolution takes place by fatty degenera-
tion, liquefaction, and absorption of the cells, but on the tuber 
hand they may undergo custom degenerative changes, absea  
may form, or a condition of chronic interstitial pneumonia be  
developed, in both of which cases the condition phases into one  
of pulmonary tuberculosis. Evidence of previous bronchitis 
is usually present in the lungs affected with cstaxrbal puma-
monia. In the great majority of instances catarrhal pneu-
monia occurs as an accompaniment or sequel of bronchitis, either  
from the inflammation passing from the finer bronchi to the 
pulmonary sir vcsicles, or from its affecting portions of lung  
which have undergone collapse.  

?fie symptoms characterising the onset of cstaitbsl  ' pneumonia  
In its more acute form are the occurrence during an attack of 
bronchitis or the convalescence from measles or whooping cough. 
of a sudden and marked elevation of temperfiture, together with  
a quickened pulse and increased difficulty in breathing. Tbe 

 cough becomes short and painful and there is little or no expectora. 
tion. The physical signs are not distinct, being mixed up with those 
of the antecedent bronchitis; bat, should the psxeimonis be emma-
sive. there may be an impaired percussion note with tubular breath-
ing and some bronchophony. Dyspnoea may be present ins marked  
degree: and death frequently occurs from paralysis of the lwa.s·t.  
Brosidio.pneuinoula in a smous disc,se, the death-rate in children  
under five has been estimated at 30 to 50%.  

The treatment of broncbo'pneumonla Is mainly symptomatic.  
At the outset a mild purgative is given, said should the secre-
tion accumulate In the bronchial tubes en emetic Is useful. 
Inhalationa are useful to relIeve the cough, said circulatory  
stimulants such as strychnine are Valuable, together with bella-
donna and oxygen. When orthopnoea and lividity are present,  
wish distension of the right heart, venesectlors is necessary.  
The treatment of broncho-pneumonia by serum and vaccines 
is not so successful as in lobar pneumonia, owing to the dimculty 
of ascertaining the precise bacterial infection. The great  
danger of broncbo.pneumonls is the subsequent development  
of pulmonary tuberculosis.  , 

3. Chrome  Zsfershiiol Pnesmo,sia  (Cirrhosis of the Lung)  
is a fibroid change In the lung, chiefly affecting the fibrous  
stroma and may be tither local or diffuse. The changes pro-
duced in the lung by this disease are marked chiefly by the 
growth of nucleated fibroid tissue around the wails of the be'oncld 
and vessels, and in the intervesicular septa, which proceeds to  
such an extent as to Invade said obliterate the air cells. Tbe 
lung, which is at first enlarged, becomes shrunken, dense us  
texture said solid, any unaffected portions being empbyue-
matous; the bronchi are dilated, the pleura thickened, and the  
lung substance often deeply pigmented, especially in the case 
of miners, who are apt to suffer from this disease. The other  
lung is always greatly enlarged and distended from emphysema; 

 the been becomes bypertrophied, particularly the right ven-
tricle; said there may be marked atheromatous changes In the  
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blood vessels. Later the  ό ng  becomes converted into a aeries  

of  brosichiectatic  cavities. This condition is  usuaby  present to  
a greater or less degree in almost all  chroolc  diseases of the lung.  
and bronchi, but it is spe cially apt to arise in an extensive form  
from pie-existing  cataxrhal  pneumonia, and not  unfrequently  
occurs in  oonnexion  with occupations which necessitate the  
habitual inhalation of particles of dust, such as those of col-
liers, flax-dresser., stonemasons, millers, &c., to which the 
term  ρπeυmοnοkοniο Ίs  Is now applied  (induding anthracosis,  
aiderosis, cbalkosia  and the  σ-ca1led  "grinder's rot").  

The symptoms are very similar to those of chronic Phthisis  (see 
 Ttiazacm.csis),  especially increasing difficult),  of breathing, psrtwu.  

laxly on exertion, cough either dry or with expectoration. 10m-
times copious and fetid. In the case of coal-miners the sputum is  
black from containing carbonaceous matter. The physical signs  
are deficient expansion of the a Ιfected side—the disease being  
mostly confined to one lung—increasing dullness on percussion,  
tubular breathing and moist sounds, ιls the disease progresses 
retraction of the side becomes manifest, and the heart and liver 
may he displaced. Ultimately the condition, both as regards  
physical signs and symptoms, takes the characters of the later  
stages of pulmonary phthisia with colliquative symptoms, in-
creasing emaciation and death. Occasionally dropsy is present 
from the heart becoming effected in the course of the disease. 
The malady is usually of long duration, many cases remaining  
for years in a stationary condition and even undergoing temporary  
improvement in mild weather, but the tendency is on the whole  

downward. 
See Allbutt and Rolleston, Syskm of Medicsn'  (1909); R. W. Allen,  

Vaccine Therapy and ΙΙι' Opsonk Method of  Trealm.mI  (1908; 
Osler, Pracac' of Medicine ( 1909); The  Praduiwiwr  (May t908; 
CliniwlJo,.rnai (Jan. 1908); A merican Journal  qf  lii' Midkd Sciemes  
(fan. 1908); W. C.  Bosanquet  and). Eyre,  ,Εmιs's,  Vaccines and  
Τοχίn.,.,  (1909).  

PNOM -PEIW,  a town of French  Indo-Cblna,  capital, since  
866, of the protectorate of Cambodia and Seat of the resident-

superior. Pop, about  όo,00ο,  consisting  . ί  Cambodians, An
-sIamese,  Chinese, Malaya, Indiana and about 600  Europeans.  

Ιι  is situated on the Mekong about 173 m. from its mouth at 
the point where it divides into two  anna  and is joined by the 
branch connecting It  wiLh  the Great Lake  (TonI&Sap).  Its  
ρ iΙioπ  makes it the market for the products of Cambodia, 
Laos, Upper  Berma  and part of Siam (dried fish, rice, cotton,  

indigo, cardamom., &c.) The town is lighted by electricity.  
The palace of the king of Cambodia occupies a large space in  

the Cambodian quarter. The town gets its same from the  
FuSes,  a central hill surmounted by an ancient pagoda.  

P0  (anc.  Pads,,  Gr. Π4&οή ,  a river of northern Italy, and  
the largest in the whole co untry, with a total length of about  
310 m. direct from the source to the mouth, but, including its  

many winding., of some 417 m. The navigable portion from  
Canals  Mouferiato  to the mouth is 337 m.; the minimum width  
of this portion 66 ft., and its minimum depth 7  ft. Owing 
to the prevalence of shallows and  aandbanks,  navigation is  
difficult.  
.  The Πο  is the dominating factor in north Italian geography,  
north Italy practica lly consisting of the Πο  basin, with the sur-
rounding slopes of the Alps and  Apenniisea.  For a description  
of its course, and a list of its principal tributaries  me  Ιτaaγ.  
The area of its basin, which includes portio ns  of Switzerland  
and Austria, is estimated at 26,798  sq.  m.  

In the first 21 m. of its course, down to Re'vello (west of Saluzzo),  
the Πο descends no less than 324ο ft., or a fall of 473: 1000, forming 
a very remarkable contrast to Its fall lower down. From the con-
fluence of the Ticino its fall is about 0-3 :1000; from the beginning 
of the delta below Ferrara, o·o8:t000. At Turin it baa an average 
width of roe to 415 ft., a mean depth of 31 105) ft., sod a velocity 
of I tο_3 ft. in the second. The mean depth from the confluence 
of the Γιciπσ (altitude 217 ft.) downwards ω 6 to  τs ft. The river  
is ernbanked from Placenza. and continuously from Cremona, 
the total length of the embankment. exceeding  όσο  m. Owing to 
its confinement between these high banks, and to the great amount 
ci sedimentary matter which the river brings down with it. its bed 
has been gradually raised so that in its lower course it is in many 
places above the level 01 the surrounding country. A  result of  
confining the stream between its containing banks is the rapid 
rowth of the delta. Lombardjni cakulated that the annual 
sncreaue  in the area of the P0 delta during the period t οο to ifioo  
amounted to 527 acres; but during the period 1600 to  1830 it rose 
en 324 ems. Μsn ιwl1s 1 .Lmi  that  beiweea  the years 1823  

sad 'SRS the  asmial  increase was at the  avesage  rate of  ι73 to  
173 acres, and the total accretion at about so  sq. rn.; and the total 

 axes of inundated land north and south of the delta at nearly  

fib an. rn.1  He further estimated that the Πο  della Maestra advanixa  
282 It. annually, the Πο  delis Tolls 262 It, the Πο deli Gsiocca  
x'i4 ft. and the Πο  di Corn 259 ft. The low ground between  
the lower Πο  and the lower Adige and the sea is known as Polesine, 
a name the derivation of which I. muck discussed. It is generally 
applied only to the province of Rovigo. but is sometimes extended  

to the  neigbboiuf'ood of Mrs and  Feivaxa. All along its count 
from Chivasso (below Turin) down to the delta the  nYc,  is cm-  
meted with several of its tributaries by canals, and at the same time 
other canals connoct the tributaries and carry off their waters and  
the waters of the Πο  purebj  for purposes of irrigation.  

The researches of Helbig (Du Zlaliker is dc, Po-Ebese,  Leipzig,  
1879) show that the lower valley of the Πο  wan at an early period  
occupied by people of the falasolitbic and Neolithic stages ci  

civilization, who built houses on piles along the swampy borders  

of the streams. It 1s possible that even they may have begun by  
crude dikes the great system by which the waters are now con-
trolled ; at least it is certain that these works date their origin from 
pee-Roman antiquity. Pliny refers them to the Etruscana. The  

reclaiming and protectin; of the riparian lands went on rapidly 
 under the Romans, and in several places the rectangular division.  

of the ground, still remarkably distinct, show the military character  
of some of the agricultural colonies. During the time of the bas-
barian invasions much of the protective system was allowed to fail 
into decay; but the latter part of the middle ages saw the works 
resumed with great energy, no that the main feature. of the present 
arrangement were in existence by the close of the 15th century. 

The earlier Roman writers speak of the region between the 
northern boundaries of Etruria and Umbria and the Alps as Gallia  
Cisalpina. It was separate from Italy proper, the Aesis first and 
then the Rubicon being the boundary oii the east, and the Arnus 
the boundary on the west, so that, for example, Luca remained  
outside the boundaries of Italy ριη, ‚ even in 89  s.C.  Romanies-
tion had, however, progressed considerably, the foundation of  

colonies and the tonstruction of roads bad gone on during the  
rod century, and the whole district as far as the Pkdus was given 
the Roman franchise in 89 s.c.,  while the Trsnspadanea received  
Latin rights, and were fully enfmadiised forty years later.  Ci.. 

 alpine Gaul was apparently formed into a province by Soils in  

Si  s.c.  and n.itinued to be so until the fall of the Republic.  
The Ligurian name of the Πο  was Bodincus or Bodencus, i.e.  

the bottomless. The name Padus was taken from the Celts or the  
Venrti. Thus we find Bodiacomagus as a town name (lndustria)  
on the upper course, and Sole. (Padus, CaItdL  95, 7)  as a name  
of one of the mouths of the river. The name 'HpiSa,i, (En.  

denim) of Greek poetry was identified with it at a comparatively  
late period.  

POACH (probably from Pr.  Ιοche,  bag, or  Επg.  "poke," 
thrust into), to trespass on private property in pursuit of game 
or fish; also, generally, to catch game or fish by means or at 
times not permitted by the law, or In an unsportsmanlike  
manner (see  Guga  Laws). The etymology is rather obscure, but 
as used in the independent sense of "poaching" an egg,  i.e.  
cooking by breaking into boiling water, the word appears to 
be from the same o riginal.  

ΡΟΒ DΟΝΟffrSRν, C0Ι SΤΑΙΝΕ PHIROVICH  (1827-
1907), Russian jurist, state  omdal,  and writer on philosophical  
and literary subjects. Born In Moscow in t827, he studied at 
the School of Law in St Petersburg, and entered the public 
service as an official in one of the Moscow departments of the 
senate. From 1 860 to  1865 he was professor of Russian civil 
law In the Moscow University, and instructed the sons of Alex-
ander II. in the theory of law and administration. In  ι868 

 he became a senator in St Petersburg, in 1872  a member of the 
council of the empire, and in  ι880  chief procurator of the Holy 
Synod. He always showed himself an uncompromising Con. 

 servative,  and never shrank from expressing boldly his opinions. 
Consequently, in the so-ca lled Liberal camp he was always  
denounced an an "obscurantist" and an enemy of progress.  
In the eατίυ  years of the reign of Alexander U. (08 -τ88ι),  
Pob€donoatsev  maintained, though keeping aloof from the 

 Slavophila,  that Occidental institutions were radically bad in 
themselves and totally  inapplirable  to Russia. Parliamentary  
methods of administration, modem judicial organization and pro-
cedar., trial by jury, freedom of the press, se cular  cducalion-
these were among the principal objects of his aversion.  lIe  

' See C. Mannefli., in  Aili issL war!. mi., 8th series,  vol.  

(1896-1897); and  ' L'Accrescimento  del Delta del Πο  eel Secede  
XIX.,"  in Rix Gear1. 11sf. 4890. vol."  
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msb$ected  all of them to a severe analysis In his  Rήk8km  sfa 
Russi'rn Sis'es,nan  (English by  Ε.  C. Long, London, 1898). 

 Το  these dangerous products of Occidental rationalism he 
found a counterpoise in popular  cis issu'rne,  arid  in· the respect of  
the masses for institutions developed slowly and automatically  
during the past centuries of national life. Among the practical 
deductions drawn from these  premisaca  is the necessity of pre-
serving the autocratic power, and of fostering among the people  
the traditional veneration for the ritual of the national Church. 

 Ιιι  the sphere of practical politics he exercised considerable 
influence by inspiring and encouraging the  Ruasification  policy  
of Alexander Ill.  (ι881-τ894),  which found expression in an 
administrative Nationalist propaganda and led to a good deal  
of religious persecution. After the death of Alexander III. be  
lost much of his influence, for Nicholas IL, while clinging to 
his father's  Russificsiion  policy and even extending it to Fin-
land, disliked the idea of  systematIc  religious persecution, and  
was not wholly averse from the partial emancipation of the 
Russian Church from  clvii  control. During the revolutionary 
tumult which followed the  disαstmυs  war with Japan  Ροb8-
dorxoatsev,  being nearly 80 years of age, retired from public 
affairs, lie died on the 23rd of March 1907.  

POCIIARD, Pocxaw,  or  1'0rn0  names properly belonging  
to the male of a species of duck (the female of which is known 
as the  Dunbird),  the  A,msf.niaa  of Liniments, and  Nyrow ferina  

of later ornithologists—but names very often applied by w riters 
 in a general way to most of the group or sub-family  Ρsdig υΙίυ e,  

commonly called Diving or Sea-Ducks (see  Ducx).  The  Pochard 
 in full plumage is a very handsome bird, with a coppery-rod  

head, on the sides of which sparkle the ruby irides of his eyes, 
re lieved by the  greylab -blue of the basal half of his broad bill, 
and the deep black of his b reast, while his back and flanks  
appear  ef  a light grey, being really of a dull white closely barred  
by fine undulating black lines. The tall-coverts boils above 
and below are black, the quill feathe rs  brownish-black, and the 
lower surface of a dull white. The  Dunbird  has the bead and  
neck reddish-brown, with ill-defined whitish patch es  on the 
cheeks and chin; the back and upper tail-coverts are dull brown, 
and the rest of the plumage, except the lower tail -covCrts,  which  
are brownish-grey, resembles that of the  Pochard.  Ibis 
species is very abundant in many parts of Europe, northern 
Asia', and North America, generally frequenting in winter the 
larger open waters, and extending its migrations to Barbary 
and Egypt, but in summer retiring northward and inland  Ιο 

 breed. The American  Pochard  is slightly larger, has yellow 
eyes, and is now regarded as specifically distinct under the 
name of  Nyroca americana;  but America  hasa  perfectly distinct 
though allied species in the celebrated canvas-back duck,  
Ν.  t'allisae,ia, a much larger bird, with a longer, higher and 
narrower bill, which has no blue at the base, and, though 
the plumage of both, especially in the females, is very,  similar, 
the male canvas-back has a darker head, and the black lines 
on the back and flanks are much broken up and farther 
asunder, so that the effect is to give these parts a much  
lighter colour, and from this has arisen the bird's common  

though fanciful name. Its scientific epithet is derived from 
the fresh-water plant, a species of  Vaflisnαia,  usually known 
as "wild celery," from feeding on which its flesh is believed to 
acquire the delicate flavour that is held in so great a repute.  

The  Pochard  and  Dunbird  in Europe are in much request for 
the table (as the German name of the species,  Tafeknic, testi-
fies) when they frequent fresh-water; birds killed on the sea-
coast are so rank as to be almost worthle ss. 

Among other species nearly allied to the  Pocbard  that frequent  
the northern hemisphere may be mentioned the  Scaup-Duck,  
F,d,gula macifs,  with its American representative F.  aJ,tnis,  in  

I The derivation of these words, in the first of which the  ώ  is  
pronounced hard (though Dr Johnson made it soft), and the a  
in all of them generally long, is very uncertain.  Cotgrave  has  
tocheceiser  (modern French  ροιke-ιsiΙΙeή .  which he renders 
"Shotieler."  nowadays the name of a kind of duck, but in his time  

mesnInj  the bred we commonly rail Spoonbill  (ga). Littrk  gives  
pxhmsl  as a popular French word signifying drunkard.  

both of which the male has the bead  bleek,. &end with  bbsecr  
green; but these are nearly always uneatable front the nature of  
their food, which in mostly gathered at low tide on the  " scauρs  
or "scalps,"-sa  the banks ass which mussels and cubes' marine  
molluscs grow axe in many place, termed. Then these are the  
Tufted Duck. F.  crislaltv-black with a Crest and white flanks—
and its American equivalent F. coilaxis, and the White-eyed  Pochard,  
F.  syroca. end the Rod-crested  Fochard,  F.  rυβπα—bοιh  peculiar  
to the Old World, and well  anown  in India. In the southern ba rns.  
sphere the genus is represented by three  spcvies,  F.  ee$esfs,  F.  
rnuireius  sod F. swrι-rsαlαadυw,  whose respective names indicate  
the country each inhabits, and in South Ame rica exist, a some-
what divergent form which has been placed its a distinct genus as  
Mew  psatsa peposaca.  

Generally clesse4  with the  Fsiigidintse Is the small group known  
SS the Eider., which differ from them In several  ι -.ρcceι t  the bulb  
at the base of the trachea in the male, so largely developed in the  
members of the genus  Fsdsg,da,  is here much smaller and wholly  
of bone; the males take a much longer time, two or even three years.  

to attain their full plumage, and some of the feathe rs  on the brad.  
when that plumage is completed, are always stiff, glistening and of  
a peculiar pale-green colour. This little group  ci  hardly  mona  
than half a dozen species may be  faidy  considered to form a separate  
genus under the name of  Somakrin.  Many authors indeed have-
unpistiilably,  as it seems to the p resent writer—broken it up into  
three or four genera.  Thc  well-known Eider, S.  mojlmi,,.a,  is the  
largest of this group, and, beautiful as It is, is excelled in beauty  
by the King-Duck, S. speaabilis,  and the little S. sklkri.  A mast  
interesting form generally but obviously in error, placed among 
them, it the Logger-head, *acehorse  or Steamer-Duck.  MwropIemo 
(or more probably  Tarllyeres) 'iarrelis  of Chile. the Falkland Islands  
and Straits of Magellan—nearly as large ass tame goo se, and subject  
to the, so far as known, unique peculia ri ty of losing its power of  
flight after reaching maturity. Its habits have been well de-
scribed by C. Darwin in his  losirnal  of  Rx'seu; '?iex.  and its anatomy 
is the subject of an excellent paper in the Zoological Society  
ΤrαπxαεΙώ nχ  (vii.  1/23-5οι,  pie.  lviu.-lxiL)  by R. 0. Cunningham.  

POCKET, a small bag, particularly a bag-like receptacle  
either fastened to or inserted in an article of clothing. As a  
measure of capacity "pocket" ii now only used for hops; it  
equals  ι68  lb. The word appears In Mid.  Enig.  as  pokel, aaid  
is taken from a Norman diminutive of  Ο.  Fr. poke,  poIIqae,  mod,  
troche, cf. " pouch," The form "poke" is now only used  
dialectically, or in such proverbial sayings as a "pig in a poke,"  
and possibly in the " ρο1κ-bοnnet,"  the coal-scuttle  hοnnet  
fashionable during the first part of the  a9th  century, arid stow  
worn by the female members of the Salvation Army; more  
probably the name of the bonnet is connect ed  with "poke,"  
to thrust forward, dig. The origin of this is obscure. Dutch  
has pokes,  p.0k,  a dagger; Swedish  pdk,  a stick.  

POCKET.00PNER (i,e.  pouched rat), the name of a group  
of, chiefly North, American rat-like rodents, characterized  
by the possession of large cheek-pouches, the openings  of 
which are external to the mouth; while their inner surface  
is lined with fur. The cheek-teeth, which comprise two pairs  

of  prcmolars  and three of molars in each jaw, are in the form  
of simple prisms of enamel, which do not develop roots. The  
lore and bind limbs are of approximately equal length, but the  
second and third front-claws are greatly enlarged, and ell the  
claws are furnished at the base with bristles. The ey es  axe  
small, and the external ears  rudimentlry.  

Pocket-gophers. which typify a family, the  Geomyidse,  spend  
the whole of their time underground. 'and are specially organ-
ized  for such a mode of existence, their powerful claws being  
adapted  inc  digging, while the bristles on the toes prevent the earth  
from  p.sssxng  between them. The upper incisor teeth are employ ed  
to looses the ground, like a fork; and the little rodents axe able  

to move both backwards and forwards in their runs. The check-
pouches are employed solely in carrying food, which consists largely  
of roots. In the typical genus  Gconiya  the upper  ineinors  arc grooved.  
but in the allied  Thomomys  they arc smooth, The common pocket'  
gophcr. Geomys biirsarius,  of the Mississippi Valley measures about  

8 in in length, with a tail of between 2 and in.; its colour being  
rufous brown and  grryish  beneath. A well-known  rcpTeseurtstiva  
of the second genus is  Tlwmomys ialpoidcs.  which is considerably  
smaller than the former. To the farmer and the gardener pocket-
gophers are an unmitigat ed  source of annoyance. (See  ΕοnεΝτta)  

ΡΟCΚΕΤ-ΜΟUSΕ,  the name of a number of small  jerbois-like,  
chiefly North, American rodents belonging to the family  Ceo-
myidae,  sod constituting the genus  Pczegiialhr's  arid  Zicieroarys.  
They are nearly allied to the American  kangazoo-rais  (see  
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οaaοΟ-aτ). but differ in having rooted molar teeth. The  

typical pocket.mou.e  P.  j(1scialus,  which is a native of Mon.  
tens, Missouri, and Wyoming, is a sandy-coloured rodent  
marked with black lines shov, and with white beneath, and  
measuring about  ό  in. in length, this length being equally divided  
between the head and body and the tail. (See R ουεwτι&)  

POCOCK.  SIR GEORGE 4706-1794, Bntiah admiral, son  
of Thomas Pocock, chaplain in the navy, was been on the 6th  
of March ησό , and entered the navy under the protection of  
his maternal uncle, Captain Sireyrisham Master 4682-1724),  
in the " Sυρειbe " in ι 70.. Ho became lieutenant in April  
sys, commander in  η,  and post-captain in 1738. After  
serving in the West ladles he was sent to the East Indies  us  
αυ54 es captain of the "Cumberlssid" (8) with Rear-Admiral  
Charles Watson 0714-1757). Watson's squadron co-operated  
with Chve in the conquest of Bengal. In 1755 Pocock became  
rear-admiral, and was promoted vice-admiral in 1756. On the  
death of Watson he took the command of the naval forces in  
the eastern seas. In  η8  he was joined by Commodore Charles  
Steer= (d. 1761), but the reinforcemcnt only raised the squadron 

 to seven small line-of-battle ships. War being now in pro-
gress between France and England the French sent a naval  
force from their island, in the Indian Ocean into the Bay of  
Bengal to the assistance of Pondicherry. To intercept the  

arrival of these reinforcenients for the enemy now became  
the object of Pucock. The French force was indeed of less  
intrinsic strength than his own. Count D'Aclsd (1700?-1775),  

who commanded, bad to make up his line by including several 
Indiamen, which were only armed merchant ships. Yet the  
number of the French was superior and I'owck was required  
by the practice of his time to fight by the old oGcial Aghting  

instructions. lie had to bring his ships into action in a line 
with the enemy, and  ιο  preserve his formation while the en-
gagement lasted. All Pocock's encounters with D'Ach' were  
indecisive. The foal -battle, on the 29th of April 1758, failed to 
prevent the Frenchmen from reaching Pondicherry. Mtcr a  
second and more severe engagement on the 3rd of August,  
the French admiral returned  ιο  the Mauritius, and when the 
monsoon set in Pocock went round to Bombay. He was back  
early in spring, but the French admiral did not return to the  
Bay of Bengal till. September. Again Pocock was unable to  
prevent his opponent from reaching I'ondicberry, and a well-
contested battle between them on the ioth of September 1759  

proved again indecisive, The French government was nearly 
bankrupt, and D'Achd could get no stores for his squadron.  
lie was compelled to return to the islands, and the English  
were left in possession of the Coromandel and Malabar coasts.  

Pocock went home in » δσ, and in 176! was made Knight of the 
Bath and a4miκaΙ. In ;762 be was appointed to the com-
mand of the naval forces in the combined expedition which took  
Havana. The siege, which began on the 7th  of June, and  
lasted till the 13th of August, was rendered deadly by the climate.  
The όnaΙ victory was largely attributable to the vigorous and  
intelligent aid which Pocock gave to the troops. His share in 
the prize money was no less than £122,691. On his return to  
England Pocock is said to have been disappointed bemuse  
another oGcer, Sir Charles Saunders (»13-1775),  was chosen  
in preference to himself as a member of the admiralty board,  
and to have resigned in consequence. It is certain that he re-
signed his commission in  ι;66  He died on the yd of April  
1792. His monument is in Westminster Abbey.  

POCOCKE,  EDWARD (1604-1691), English Orientalist and  
biblical scholar, was born in 1604, the son of' Berkshire clergy-
man, and received his education at the free school of Titanic in  
Oxfordshire and at Corpus Christi College, Oxford (scholar in  

1620, fellow in 1628). The first-fruit of his studies was an edition  

from a Bodician MS. of the four New Testament epistles (a Peter,  

a and 3  John, Jude) which were not in the old Syriac canon, and  

were not contained in Ευιορeαι editions of the Pcahito. This  
was published at Leiden at the instigation of G. Vossius in 1630,  
and In the same year Pococke sailed for Aleppo as chaplain to the  
English factory. At  /deppo  he made himself a profound Arabic  

scholar, and collected many valuable 1185, At this time Wm.  

Laud was bishop of London and chancellor of the university of  

Oxford, and Pococke became known to him as one who could  
help his schemes for enriching the university. Laud founded  
sit  !,xabic chair at Oxford, and invited Pococke home to 611 it, 
and he entered op his duties on the roth of August 1636; but  
next summer he sailed again for Constantinople to prosecute  
further studies and collect more books, and remained there for  
about three years. When he returned to England Laud was lit 
the Tower, but had taken the precaution to place the Arabic  
chair on a permanent footing. Pococke does not seem to have  
been an extreme churchman or to have meddled actively  in 
politics. His rare scholarship and personal qualities raised him  
up influential friends among the opposite party, foremost among 
these being John Selden and John Owen. Through their odicen  
he was even advanced in Ζ648 to the chair of Hebrew, though as  
he could not take the engagement of 1649 he lost the emoluments  
of the pent soon alter, and did not recover them till the Restora-
tion. These cares seriously hampered Pococke in his studies, as  
he complains in the preface to his Eidyckiss; be seems to have  
felt most deeply the attempts to remove him from his parish of  
Childrey, a college living which he had accepted in  ι6.  In  

he published the Specimen histories arabum, a short  
account of the origin and manners of the Arabs, taken from  

Barhebrseus (Abulfaragius), with metes from a vast  number of  
MS. sources which are still valuable. This was followed in  ι65  
by the  Porfa Moab, extracts from the Arabic commentary of  
Maimonidea ass the Mishns, with translation and very learned  
notes; and in  ι66  by the annals of &dy'hiw ii' Arabic and  
Latin. He also gave active assistance to Brian Walton's poly.  
glot  bible, and the preface to the various readings of the Arabic  
Pentateuch is from.his hand. After the Restoration Pococke's  

political and pecuniary troubles were removed, but the reception  
of his Hagrnim opse—  a complete edition of the Arabic history of  
Barhebracus  (Greg. A&dforagii kisi'ria corajwndiesa 'iynesiia.  
yam), which he dedicated to the king in 1663, showed that the new 
order of things was not very favourable to profound scholarship. 
After this his most important works were a Lexicon  hep'ogioiios  
(ι669)  and English commentaries on Micak (1677), Malachl 
(1677), limes (1685) αnd Jed, ( 69 τ), which arestill wortbreading. 
An Arabic translation of Grotius's  Dc ,c,'iklc,  which appeared in  
tόό σ, may also be mentioned as a proof of Pococke's interest In 
the propagation of Christianity in the East. This was an old 
plan, which he had talked over with Cretins at Paris on his way 
back from Constantinople. Pococke married in 1646, and died in 
gm!. One of his sons, Edward (1648-1727), published several  
contributions to Arabic literature—it fragment of Abdallatif's  
description of Egypt sod the  Pkiksopkus aιdedίdαώ 'ι  of Ibis  
TufaiL  

'‚he theological works of Pococke were collected, in two volumes,  
in 1740. with a curious account of his life and writings by L.  Twells.  

?ODkBRAD,  GEORGE OF (1420-1471), king of Bohemia, was  
the son of Victoria of Kunstat and Podibrad, a Bohemian noble-
man, who was one of the leaders of the "Orphans" or modern 
Taborites during the Husaite wars. George himself as a boy of 
fourteen took part in the great battle of Lipan, which marks the 
downfall of the more advanced Taboritcs. Early in life, as one 
of the leaders of the Calixtine party, be defeated the Austrian 
troop, of the German King Albert II., son-in-law and successot 
of King Sigismιυsd. He soon became a prominent member of 
the national or Calixtine party, and after the death of Ptacek of 
Pirkgein its leader. During the minority of Ladisla.% sues of 
Abert, who was born after his fathers death, Bohemia was 
divided Into two partieS—the Ronsanist or Austrian cite, led by  
Ulrich von Rosenberg (1403-1462), and the national one, led by  

Ρod8brad. After various attempts at reconciliation, Podtbrad  
decided to appeal to the force of arms. He gradually raised an  
armed force in north.esaten' Bohemia, where the Calixtine cause  
bad most adherents and where his ancestral castle was sit-tutted.  
With this army, consisting of about 9000 men, he marched In  
1448 from Kutna Hora to Prague, and obtained possession of the  
capital almost without resistance. Civil war, however, broke  
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out, but &diluted succeeded in defeating the Romadiat a οbΙέ  
In 1451 the emperor Frederick III., as guardian of the yo'izg 
king Ladislas, entrusted Ροd8brad with the administration of  
Bohemia. In the same year a diet assembled at Prague also  

conferred on Ροd8brad the regency. The struggle of the Bohr-
mians against Rome conliisued uninterruptedly, and the position  
of Podibrad became a very difficult one when the young king  
Ladislas, who was crowned in  Ι3,  expressed his sympathies 
for the Roman Church, though he had recognized the compacts 
and the ancient privileges of Bohemia. In 1457 King Ladislas 
died suddenly, and public opinion from an early period  
accused Ροd8brad of having poisoned him. The Bohemian 
historian, Palacky, ό fty years ago thoroughly disproved this 
accusation, and, though it has recently been revived by German  
historians, it must undoubtedly be considered as a calumny. 
On the 27111 of February 1458 the estates of Bohemia unani-
moody chase Ροd8brad as king; even the adherents of the 
Austrian party voted for him, not wishing at that moment to 
oppose the popular feeling, which demanded the election of a 
national sovereign. A year after the accession of Ροd8brad  
Pius II. (Aeneas Sylviva) became pope, and his incessant hostility 
proved one of the most serious obstacles to Podfbrad'a rule.  
Though he rejected the demand of the pope, who wished him to  
conseot to the abolition of the compacts, he endeavoured to 
curry favour with the Roman see by punishing severely all the 
more advanced opponents of papacy In Bohemia. Podibrad's  
persecution of the newly-founded community of the Bohemian 
brethren is certainly a blemish on his career. All Ροd8brad's  
endeavouia to establish peace with Rome proved id ΕectuaΙ,  
and though the death of Pius II. prevented him from carrying 
out his planned crusade against Bohemia, his successor was a  
scarcely less bitter enemy of the country. Though the rule of  
Pοd8brad had proved very successful and Bohemia had under it 
obtained a degree of prosperity which had been unknown since 
the time of Charles IV., the Calixtine king had many enemies 
among the Romaniat members of the powerful Bohemian nobility. 
The malcontent nobles met at Zelena flora (Giiineberg) on the 
28111 of November 1465, and concluded an alliance against 
the king, bringing forward many—mostly untrue—accusations 
against him. The cοnfederaςy was from its beginning supported 
by the Roman see, though P οd8brd after the death of his im-
placable enemy, Pius II., attempted to negotiate with the new 
pope, Paul II. These negotiations ended when the pontid grossly  

insulted the envoys of the king of Bohemia. Oil the 23rd 
of December 1466 Paul II. excommunicated Podfbrad and 
pronounced his deposition as king of Bohemia, forbidding all  
Romanists to continue in his allegiance. The em ρerοΫ  Frederick 
III., and King Matthias of Hungary', Ρod8brad's former ally, 
joined the insurgent Bohemian nobles. King Matthias conquered 
a large part of Moravia, and was crowned in the capital of that 
country, Brno(Briinn), as king of Bohemiaon the 3rd of May 1469.  
In the following year Podtbrad was more successful in his resist-
ance to his many enemies, but his death on the 22nd of March 
1471 put a stop to the war. In spite of the misfortunes of the 
last years of his reign, Pod8brad'a memory has always been  
cherished by the Bohemians. Re was the only king of Bohemia 
who belonged to that nation, and the only one who was not a 
Roman Catholic. 

See H. Markgrsf. Ob€r dim Verhduiniss des Κδeiρ Cen sos  
Podibrad au Pat ,si Pius II. (1867); Jordan. Des 1(6ss1k υm &eorgs  
,oiu Ρ'ud8bτυj (186i); A. Bachmann, Bin /ak,' b δhm4c Ιkτ Geschid,ie  

ι876),  and  U,kυπds. . .  sue  oeslm'&hisckes Cisckwkls . . .  

im Zeuidller George sea Podibrod  (1879); E. W' Kauiter,  Die  
Ermordung Κό uιig Ladsdaas ( ι61; Novotry, fiber den Tad  Ke,»g 
Lad laws Poslurnus  (1906). All histories of Bohemia, particularly  
that of F.  Palacky (1836-1867), contaIn detailed accounts of the 
career of King George of Ροd8brad.  

ρΟD Τ1 (T..at. pokslas,  power), the name given during the 
later middle ages to α high odidal irs many Italian cities. Podes-
tis  or rectors were first appointed by the emperor Frederick L  
when about 1538 he began to imsert his Imperial rights over 
the cities of northern Italy. Their business was to enforce 
these rights; from the first they were very unpopular, and their  

arbkrasy  behaviour wasa factor In befaghig sbbut the ksmatlon  

of the Lombard league and the rising against Frederick in  

1167.  
Although the emperor's experiment was short-lived p οdcsts  

soon became general in northern Italy, making their ι eaτaπce  
in most communes about 200. These oflicials, however, weTw  
now appointed by the citizens or by their representatives. They  
exercised the supreme power In the city, both In peace and war, 
both in foreign and domestic matters, but they only held odice  

for a period of a year. in order to avoid the Intestine strife  

so common hi Italian civic life, it soon became the custom 
to select a stranger to fill this position. Venetlans were in  

special request for this purpose during the isth and 13th ten-
tunes, probably because at this time, at least, they were less  

concerned than other Italians In the affairs of the mainland. 
Afterwards in a few cases the term of o&e was extended to  

cover a period of years, or even a lifetime. 
During the later part of the χ 2th and the whole of the s3th 

century most of the Italian cities were governed by podcst$a.  

Concerning Rome, Gregorovius says that in Ι205 " the pope  
changed the form of the civic government; the executive power  

lying henccforward in the hand of a single senator or. podesti,  

who, directly or indirectly, was appointed by the pope." Iii  
Florence soon after /180  the chief authority was transferred  
kom the consuls to the ροdestέ , and Milan and other cities  
were also ruled by these οόiclals. There were, moreover, pedeatia 
in some of the cities of Provence. Gradually the podestk.s be-
came more despotic and more corrupt, and sometimes a special  
omcial was appointed to hear complaints against them; in the  

13th century In Florence and some other cities a  cα.biΙιιο del  
popdo  was chosen to look after the interests of the lower classes.  

In other ways also the power Of the podest$s was reduced; they 
were conllned more and more to judicial functions until they  
disappeared early in the rdth century. 

The omcials who were sent by the Italian republics to ad-
minister the affairs of dependent cities were sometimes called  

podeat8s. At the present day the cities of Tresst and Trieste give 
the name of podeati to their chief magistrate.  

The example of Italy in the matter of podest8s was sometimes 
followed by cities and republics In northern Europe in the  

middle ages, notably by such as had trade relations with Italy.  
The omcers thus elected sometimes bore the title of  padesld  or  
podesial.  Thus in East Friesland there were podest$s identical 
in name and functions with those of the Italian republics;  
sometimb each 'province had one, sometimes the federal diet  
elected a ροdcsΙb.generaΙ for the whole country, the term of  
omce being for a limited period or for life (see 3.  L. Motley,  (hid  
Repsblk, 1.44, ed.  5903).  

Lists of the htalianpodeutis are given In Stokvla, Μ'eadd'&isfοire:  
νοΙ. iii. (Leiden, 1689). See also W. F. Butler, lb  Ζcιι.½rd  
Comwsse,  (1906).  

P0000RITSA  (Croatian,  Podgrn*a),  the largest town in Mon-
tenegro; on the left bank of the river Morarha, and in a fertile 
valley which strikes inland for iS m. from the shoresof Lake 
Scutari to the mountains of central and eastern Montenegro. 
Pop. (zpeo), about 55οο. Spread Out on a perfectly fist plain, 
Podgoritsa has two distinct parts: the picturesque Turkish 
quarter, with its mosques and ruined ramparts, and the Monte-
negrin quarter, built since 1877, and containing a prison and an  

agricultural college. These quarters are separated by the river  

Ribnitsa, a tributary of the Moracha. Α ne old Turkish bridge  
crosses the main stream. Podgoritsa receives from the eastern  
plains and the north-eastern highlands a great quantIty of 
tobacco, fruit, cereals, honey, silk, livestock and other commodi-
ties, which it distributes through Plavnitsa, its port on Lake 
Scutari, and through Riyeka to Cettigne and Cattaro. Mter  
being captured from Turkey in 1877, PodgOTItSa was in 187$ 
recognized as Montenegrin territory by the Treaty of Βeτlin  

PODIUM (Gr. i·blwr, diminutive of sadr, foot) the name in  
architecture for a ςοntinυoυa pedestal, or low wall on which  
columns are carried, consisting of a cornice or capping, • dado or 
die, and a moulded plintb. In the Etruscan and Roman temples  
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the ωhele structure w ιώ ιed ν.  a podium,  willis flight of  etege. 

 on the principal front, endοsed between the prolongation of the  
podiumwall.  . 

POIIOIJA.  a  .goveznment  of south-western Russia, having  
Vdhyuis  en the N., Kiev and  Ebceson  ου  the  Ε.  end S., Bess

-arabiaoss  the  S.W.,  and  Galida  (Austria) on the W., from which  
it is separated by the  Zbaiscz,  or  Rνdνοώ ι5.  a tributary of the  
Dniester. It has an area of ιύ ,ακι eq.  m extending for  uoo  m.  
koss  11W. to  S.B.  on the left. brink vi the Dniester. In the  
same direction the government is leavened by Iwo ranges 01.  
blile  separated by the Bug,  ramiBcatlonaof  the  Avre&yaak  heights.  
These hills nowhere exceed an  elevatsod  of  ι s85  IL Two large  
riven, which  nimwsusss tiibntaiies,  drain the  gpvernrnent—the  
Dniester, which ferns its boundary with  Reesaxabia  and is  
navigable throughout its length, and the Bug, which Bows  almeai 

 parallel to the former in a higher, sometimes  ewampir, valicy,  
and is  intemipted  at several  placeS  by rapids. The Dniester is 
an important channel for trade, corn, sρiτiα  and timber being  
exported from Mogilev, Rains,  Zhvsntts, Purog  arid other  
Pndollan  liver-poets. The rapid smeller tributaries of the  
Dniester supply  nummussa IIom'.nsiiie  with motive power. T he  
soil is-mimes throughout "black earth," and  POdOIiS  is nee of  
the most fertile governments of Russia.  Ι oιesta  cover  ιιe τΙy  
ι %  of the total area. Marshes  occur only beside the Bug.  
The climate is moderate, the average temperature of the year  at  
Kanienets  being 481  (24-g° in January, 89"  in July).  

The estimated population in 1906 was 3,543,700. Ii consists 
 cliicliyof  Little Russians, %leg" (3} %),  and Jew, (τα %).  There  

are besides a few Armenians, some Ge rmans, and 50,000 Molds,.  
inns. There are many Nonconformists  (ι8,οοο)  among the  
Russians,  TuICIIIII  being the scat of their bishops and a centre of  
propaganda. After Moscow, Podolia is the meat densely in-
habited government of Russia outside Poland. It is divided  
into twelve districts, the chief towns of which are  Kamenets-

Podolskiy,  the capital, Baits,  Bratslav, Gaisln, Letichev, Luff, 
ΜοΙeν.οn-Dnlrateτ  Novaya-Ifshitsa, Olgopol, l'tuskurnv, 
Vinnitse  and  Yampol.  The chief occupations of the people are 
agriculture and gardening. The p rincipal crops  ar,  wheat, aye, 
sets, barley, maize, hemp, flex, potatoes, beetroot and tobacco.  
Podolia is famous for Its cherries and mulberries, its melons, 

 gourda  and cucumbers. Nearly 0 ,000  gallons of wine all  
obtained annually. Large numbers of berms, cattle end sheep  
are bred, the cattle being famous.  Bee.keeping  is an Important  
industry. Sugar  fsctories,  distilleries,  όοur-mlΙ1, woollcn  mills,  
tanneries,  potterler, tobstco  factories, breweries, candle and soap 
factories, have an annual output valued at  j,οοο,eoo.  An  
active trade is carried on with Austria, especially through the 

 Iaakovett  and  Gusystin  custom-houses, win, cattle, horses; 
skins, wool, linseed and hemp aced being exported, in exchange  
for wooden wares, linen,  *oollen  stuns, cotton, glass and agri-
cultural implements. The glide with the interior is also carried  

on very briskly, especially at the  t*enty.iix  fairs, the chief of  
which are Belts and  Yarmolinby. Podolla  is  Itaversed  by a  
railway which runs parallel to the  Dnlealer,  from Lemberg td 
Odessa, and has two branch lines, to Kiev (from  Zhmerinka)  
and to Poltava (from Baits).  

Hisirry. —The country has been inhabited since the beginning  
of the Neolithic period.  lierodutas  mentions it as the seal  cl  the  
Graceo.Scythian Alazonas  and the Scythian Noun, who were  
followed by the  Daciasa  and the  Cebe.  The  Romana  left traces  
of their rule in the Wall of  Trajan, which stretches through the 
modern districts Of  Ksbsanete, Usbitsa and  Pmakurov.  During  
the great migrations many nationalit ies parsed through this  
territory, or settled within it foe some time, leaving traces in 
numerous archaeological remains.  NeStor  mentions that the  
Bujanes  and  Dulebes  occupied the  Bisg.  while the  TiWrtal  and  
lJgliches,  apparently all four Slav tribes, were settled on the  
Dniester. These peoples were conquered by the Avers in the  

7th center". (Meg, prince of Kiev, extended his rule over this  
territory—the  Poeizir,  or lowlands," which became later a part  
cl  the  piinclpiiitiea  of  Volbynia,  Kiev  ι d  Galicia. In the 13th 
century the  Poolsie  was plundered by the Mongols; α: hundred  

years efturwasda Olgierd,priaoe  of  Litbusnis,  freed it from their  
rule, annexing It to his own  tcrritories  under the name of Podolia,  
a word which has the same meaning as  Poulzie.  After the death  
(1 430) of the Lithuanian prince  Vitovt,  Podolia was annexed to 
Poland, with the exception of its eastern part, the province of  

Bratslav,  which remained under Lithuania until its union  

(um) with Poland, The Poles retained Podolia until the 
third division  ci  their country in  z;p,  when it was taken by  
Russia. (Π. Κ.; J.T.Bx.)  

PODOI$K,'  town of Russia, its the government of Moscow, 
 ad in.  S. of  the city of  Meecow,at  the junction of the two main  

toads from Moscow to the Crimea and to Warsaw. Pop.  (ι88ι),  
2 1,000; (1897),  .8σ8.  It is picturesquely built on the hilly banks  
of the  Pa]')srs,  here crossed by a  suapeuaion  bridge for carriages  
an well as by the railway bridge.  i)own  to  ι;8ι  the wealthy  
village of  Podol  was a dependency of the  Danilov  monastery in  
Moscow. Before the opening of the sοutherπ  railway the cara-
vans of  wagonsand  sledges to and from Moscow used  toisalt  here; 
the  ρτidρaΙ  occupation of the inhabitants was  innkeeping  and 
supplying the caravans with provisions  and other necessaries  
of travel.. The limestone quarries, at the  conlluence  of the  
Desna and the  Pakbra,  supply the capital with good building  
material; end there arc a cement, lime and brick factory and a  
—  

PODOPHYWN,  a drug obtained from the rhizome of the 
American mandrake or may apple,  Podophylls'm pdtah'm,  an  
hcrbacco'is perciminl  belonging to the natural order  Berberi-
daceae, in'higimous  in woods in Canada and the United States. 
The plant is about s ft. high, beating two  peltate,  deeply. 
divided leaves, which are about g  in. in diameter, and bear  
in the  axil  a solitary, stalked,  whIte  Bower, about the size and  
shape of the garden anemone, with sir or more petals and twice  
as many  hypegyssous  stamens. The fruit is ripe in July, and  
is an oval,  ytllewiah, dceby  berry, containing twelve or more  
seeds,  mali  surrounded by a pulpy outer mat or sill.  Tho  
rhizome,  as met with in commerce, occurs in cy lindrical pieces 
a or 3  in. long and about kin, in diameter, of a chocolate or 
purplish-brown colour, smooth, and slightly enlarged where the  
juncture of the leafy stem is indicated by a circular scar on the  
upper and a few broken rootlets on the under aide. The odour  
is heavy and disagreeable, and the taste acrid and bitter.  

Podophyhhln  Is a resinous  powder obtained by  precipitatIng  an  
alcoholic tincture  ci  the rhizome by means  ci 'rater acidulated  
with hydrochloric acid. It varies in colour from greyish to bright  
yellow or greenish-brown, the Seat-named being the purest. The 
powder is soluble in alcohol and strong solution, of alkalis, such 
as ammonia. Its composition is somewhat complex. There are  
ceτtaiπll  at least two resin, in the powder (which  i,  known dud.  
ally as  Pado$yIls  retire), one of them being soluble and the other 
insoluble in ether. Each of these contains an active substance,  
which can be  obtaiacd  in crystalline  fosm,  and is known as  podo-
phyllotoxin.  It is soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform and boiling 
water. Alkalis decompose It into  picro-podophyllic  acid and  
picris.podophvllin.  minute traces of both of which occur in a free  
state in the iitizome.  The acid is inert, but  pkro.podophyllin  is  
the active principle. It is a crystalline body soluble only in con-
centrated  ilcohol.  Hence the  inutllity  01 the  pharmacopeial  
iisdsra pOdo$yIli,  which cannot be diluted before administration.  
The properties  of  podophyilin  resin vary with the mection  of the 
tissue with which it is iii  cοntad1  where this is acid the drug is inert,  
the  pkro-podophyllin  being precipitated. 

The resin does not sheet the unbroken skin, but may be ab-
sorbed from a raw surface, and will then 'muse purging. When 
taken  interasily  it is both a secretory and an excretory  cholagogue.  
but  ιο irrit'nt  and  powedul  that its use in  maca  of jaundice is 
generally undesirable. Its value, however, in certain cases of  
constipation of hepatic origin is undeniable.  !tis  largely used in 
patent medicines, usually as an auxiliary to aloes. The best method  
of prescribing  podophyllin  is in pill  lorm.  in toxic ilosea podo- 
phyllis  causes intense  enteriti,,  with all its character istic symptoms,  
and severe depression, which may end in death. The treatment  

is symptomatic, there being no  specihic  antidote.  

P0K BDGAR ALlAN  (1809-1849), American poet, writer  ci  
SW= and critic, was born at Boston, Massachusetts, on the  ι9th  
of January  ι80.  The family mud English origin, but was settled  
in Ireland, whence the  poet'a great.grandfatber  emigrated to 
Maryland. His grandfather, David Poe, served with credit as a  
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soldier in  theWarof hidapendeace,  was known to Washington,  
and was the friend of Lafayette. His son David Poe was bred  

as a lawyer, but deeply offended his family by marrying an actress 
of English  birtb,Mrs  Elizabeth  Hopkins,nIeArnold,andby  himself 
going on the stage. In  1812  he and his wife died, leaving three  
children—Willlam,  Edgar, and a daughter Rosalie—wholly des.  
dune. William died young, and Rosalie became mad. Edgar  
was adopted by 301m Allan, a tobacco merchant of Scottish ex- 
traction, seemingly at the request of his wife, who was childless. 
The boy was indulged in every way, and encouraged to believe  
that he would inherit Mr Allan's fortune. Me Allan, having  
come to England in 1815, placed Edgar in a school at Stoke 

 Newlngton,  kept by a Dr  Bransby.  In 1820 Mr Allan returned  
to Richmond, Virginia, and Edgar was first placed at school in 
the town and then Sent teethe university of Virginia at Char-
lottesville in 1826.  Here the effects of a very unwise trai ning  
on a temperament of Inherited neurotic tendency were soon seen.  
He was fond of athletics, and was a strong and ardent swimmer; 
but he developed a passion for gambling and drink. His  di.. 
orders made it necessary to remove him, and he was taken away  

by Mr Allan, who refused to pay his debts of honour. He enlisted 
on the 26th  of May 1827 at Boston, and served for two years In 
the United States  army. As a soldier his conduct must have 
been exemplary, for he was promoted sergeant-major on the sat  
of January 5829. Ii is to be noted  that throughout his life, 
when under orders, Poe could be a diligent and capable  subor.  
dffnate.  In May 1829 Mr Allan secured his discharge from the 
army, and In ι 83οοbt ιιined  a nomination for him to the West Point 
military academy.  Asastudent  be  ihowed conaiderablefacultyfor 

 mathematics, but his aloofness prevented him from being popular  

with Isis comrades, and he neglected his duty. When court-
martialled he made no answer to the charges, and was expelled on 
the 6th of March 2831. Mr  Allan'i  generosity was now exhausted.  
The death of his first wile iii 1829 had doubtless removed an  
Influence favourable to Poe. A second marriage brought him 
children, and at his death hi 2834 he left  lila  adopted ion  
nothing. A last meeting between the two, shortly before Mr  

Allan's death, led only to a scene of painful violence.  
in 1827 Poe had published his first volume of poetry,  Τ mer

-lane and oilier Poems, at Boston. He did not pub lish under his  
name, but as "A Bostonian." In 583! he published a volume  
of Poems under his name at New York. Ills life immediately  
after he left West Point is very obscure, but in 5833 he was living  
at Baltimore with his paternal aunt, Mt.  Clemin,  who was  
throughout life his protector, and, in so far as extreme poverty  
permitted, his sunned. In 1833 he won a prize of $500 offered 
for the best zloty by the Baltimore  Sσiυrdy V ΊsiΙτ■  Re would 
have won the prize for the best poem if the judges had not  
thought it wrong to give both rewards to one competitor. The  
story,  IfS,  found in a Bottle, Is one of the most mediocre of his  
tales, but his success gave him an introduction to  cditors  and  
publishers, who were attracted by his striking personal  aρpeax  
ance  and his fine manners, and were also touched by his man!.  
lest poverty. From 1833 till his death he was employed on  
different magazines  at Richmond, New York and Philadelphia.  
tits famous poem "The Raven" was published first in 1845,  

and soon  betsme  extraordinarily popular; but Poe Only got 
£2 for it. 

The facts of his life have been the subject of very  rn-judged 
controversy. The acrimonious lone of the biography by Rufus  
Griswold, prefixed to the first collect ed  edition of his works in  
zits), gave natural offence, and attempts have been made to show 
that the biographer was wrong as to the facts. But it is no real 
kindness to  Poe's  memory to deny the sad truth that be was 
subject to chronic alcoholism. He was not a been companion,  
and never became callous to his vice. When It seized him he 
drank raw spirits, and was disordered by a very little. But when 
he was free from the maddening Influence of alcohol be was  
gentle, well -bred, and a hard worker on the stall of a magazine, 
willing and able to write reviews, answer correspondents, pm. 
pound riddles or Invent and  solvt  cryptograms. His  vsiue  is a 
contributor and sub-editor secured him successive  engagiments  

on the  S,sυώ eτn Lhkrury M'rnuig.  of Richmond, on the New  
York Quarterly Resins, sad on  Gsokaw's Misgnsisa  at  ΡhuΙι-
delphia.  It enabled him in 1843 to have a magazine of his own,  
the Stylus. His mania sooner or later broke off alibi engage-
ments and ruined his own venture.  Ia  1835 be married his  
cousin, Virginia  Clemm,  a  beauuful  girl of fourteen rued age.  
A false statement as to her age was made at the  time of  the  
maniage.  She died after along decline in 1847. Poe made Iwo 
attempts to marry women of fortune—Mn  Whitman and Mrs  
Shelton. The first of these  engigementa  wan broken off. The 
second was terminated by his death In hospital at  ΒeΙίιm".,  
Md.,  on the 7th  of October 1849.  

His life and death had many precedents, sad will always  recus  
among Bohemian men of letters sad artists. What was indi-
vidual in Poe, and what alone renders him memorab le, was his 
narrow but profound and original genius (me  Astzalcatt Lrrxaa-
vuax).  In the midst of much  bac&.work  and bet a few failures  
in his own field he produced a small body of verse, and a hand-
ful of short stories of rare and peculiar excellence.  Tbt poema 

 express a  melandholy  sensuous emetics in a  penatratiisg  melody  
all his own. The merles give feint to horror and fear with an  
exquisite exactness of touch, or construct and unravel my steries  
with extreme dexterity. He was a consci entious  literary artist  
who revised and  perfecizd his work with care. His criticism,  
though often commonplace and sometimes ill-natured, is when  
he attacked Longfellow for plagiarism, was time-but  saul  
sagacious at his beat.  

Βι sLιoαιtΑρΗγ.—lb  Life and  Letkrs  of Edgar A lias Poe.  bγJ. Α,  
Hsrnaon  (New York, 1903) and  TIe  Life of  Edga'Alki'  Poe  (Boateuu  
now  ed speq),  by C. E.  Woodberry,  are the best biographies. The  
standard edition of his Works is that published in 1894-8895  at Chi.  
cage, in ten volume., by  Ε.  C. Stedman and G. Β. Woedbarry. Them 
have been many partial reprints. For Pus's influence in  Frsace,  
which has been great. ace C.  Baudelaitt. Ilisloires ext,aoniu,iaircz  

(Paris, 18'6);  S.  Mallarnid, Poim's d'Edgar  Poe (Brussels. 1888);  
and Los  ,flbrasls,  by  Arvkde Barine (ParIs,  1899). (D. H-) .  

POBRIO, ΑΙ SΑΝDΕΟ (ι8οa-s848), Italian poet and patriot,  
was descended from an old  Calabrian  family, his father, Baron 
Gitaseppe Poerio,  being a distinguished lawyer of Naples. Iii  
i8 ι  he and his brother Carlo accompanied their father, who had 
been identified with  MuraL's  cause, into exile, and settled at 
Florence. In  χ818  they were allowed to return to Naples, and 
on the proclamation of the constitution In 1820  the  Ρoeeί s  were  
among the stoutest defenders of the newly-won freedom.  Alleg-
aaisdxo  fought as a volunteer, under  Ocnerzl Guglielmo  Pepe,  
against the Austrian, in  x8aj, but when the latter  reoccupicd 
Naples and the king abolished the  consiiiution,  the family was 
again exiled and settled at Guts.  Alcss,.iidro  devoted  himself  
to study In various  Geimaa  universities, and at  'Vtimar  he 
became the friend of  Goethe. Ιιι ι833 the  Poerioa  returned to 
Naples, and  Aleasandro,  while  praclising  law with his father,  
publiahedanumberoflyrics, Ιn ι848 he αcτοmρanied Ρeρeas  
a volunteer to fight the  /sustrians  in northern Italy, and on the 
recall of the Neapolitan contingent  Αlesaodro  followed Pepe to 
Venice and displayed great  bmvery  during the siege. He was  
severely wounded  in the fighting round  ldcatre,  and died on the 
3rd of November  ι848.  His poetry "reveals the idealism of  a 
tender and delicate mind which was diligent in storing up 
sensations and images that for others would have been at moat 
the transient impressions of a moment." But he could also 
sound the clarion note of patriotism, as in his stirring poem  
11  Risorgimesio,  

His brother Carlo ( 18ο3-1867),  after returning to Naples, 
practised as an advocate, and from 2837 to  ι848  was frequently  
arrested awl imprisoned; but when King Ferdinand, moved by 

 the  dolnonstralien  of the 27115 of January of the latter year, 
promulgated a constitution, he was made minister of education, 
Discovering, however,  Ιh ι  the king was acting in bad faith, he 
resigned office in April and returned to Napl es  to take his seat in  
parliamcnI,  where he led the  constiiutional opposiixm.  The  
Austrian victory of Novara (March 1849)  set the king free to  
dissolve parliament and trample on the con stitution, and on the  
igthci July  1849  Poedo  was arrested, tried, and  gowiemsscd  ιο  
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nineteen years In icons. Chained in pairs, be and other politic,t  

prinonera  were  cOnfined  in one small room in the  bagno  of  Nisida,  
near the  lasaretto.  The eloquent  eaponure  (1851) of the horrors  
of the Neapolitan dungeons by Gladstone, who emphasised  
especially the case of  Poeno,  awakened the universal indignation 

 of Europe, but he did not obtain his liberty till  ι8 $.  He and 
other exiles were than placed on board a ship bound for the United  
States, but the son of  Settembrini,  another of the exiles, who was  
on board ii' disguise, compelled the crew to land them at Cork, 
whence Poem made his way to London. In the following year  
he returned to Italy, and in  ι8όο  he was elected deputy  td'the  
parilament  of Tune, of which he was chosen vice-president in  

ι8ό ι.  lie died at Florence on the  s8th  of April 1867.  
Son  Baldachini,  Della ViSa e di' lemf,l di Carlo P.m. (1867);  

W. E. Gladstone,  Τωο Letters I. Ike Earl ej Aberdeen (1851); Carl.  
Porno ruid Ike Neopolilan Police (London, 1856);  Vannucci,  Ζ 

 MarlIn della ZibeFIk ,Idliana. vol. ill. (Milan. 1880);  Imbriani, Ales-
setαdτα Piano a  Vrae,α  (Naples. 1 864); Del  Giudice,  I  Froleili  
Po*r'a (Tirnis,  1699); Countess  Maotinengo Cesaresco, Zkidm*  
Charackrs  (Lyndon,  19οι).  

KKIRY.  In modem criticism the word poetry  (i.e. the alt  
of the poet, Gr.  aοΙητηr,  maker, from voile, to make) is used  
sometimes to denote any  ezprtsaion  (art istic or other) of  imagin

-alive  feeling4  sometimes to designate a precise literary art,  
which ranks as one of the line arts. As an expression of  imaghi-
ative  feeling, as the movement of an energy, as one of those  
great primal human forces which go to the development of the 
race, poetry in the wide sense has played as important a part as  
science. In some literatures (such as that 'A England) poetic  

energy and in others (such as that of Rome) poetic art is the  
dominant quality.  Ιι  is the same with individual writers.  
In classical literature  Pindar  may perhaps be taken as a type of 
the poets of energy; Virgil of the poets of art. With all his 
wealth of poetic art  Pindar's  mastery over symmetrical methods 
never taught him to "sow with the band," as Corinna declared,  
while his poetic energy always impelled him to "sow with the  
whole sack." In English poetical literature Elizabeth Barrett 

 Browniag  typifies, perhaps, the poets of energy; while Rests 
(notwithstanding all his unquestionable inspiration) is mostly 

 taken as a type of the poets of art. In -French literature Hugo,  
notwithstanding all his mastery over poetic methods, represents  

the poets of energy. 
In some writers, and these the very greatest—in homer, 

Aeschylus,  SOphocles,  Dante, Shakespeare, Milton, and perhaps  
Goethe—poetic energy and poetic art are seen in something like 
equipoise. lt  is of poetry as an art, however, that we have 
mainly to speak here; and all we have to  asy  upon poetry as an 

 energy is that the critic who, like Aristotle, takes this wide view  
of poetry—the critic who, like him, recognizes the  importanceof  
poetry in its relations to man's other expressions of spiritual 
force, claims a place in point of true  cτΊ ticaΙ  sagacity above that  
of a critic who, like Plato, fails to recognize that Importance.  
And assuredly no philosophy of history can be other than in-
adequate should it ignore the fact that poetry has had as much  
effect upon human destiny as that other great human energy by 
aid of which, from the discovery of the use of fire to that of the 
electric light, the useful arts have been developed,  

With regard to poetry as an art, most of the great poems of the 
world are dealt with elsewhere in this work, either in connexion 
with the names of the writers or with the various literatures to 
which they belong; consequently these remarks must be confined  
to general principles. Under  Vrasr  the detailed questions of  
prosody are considered; here we are concerned with the essential 
principles which underlie the meaning of poetry as such. 

All that can be attempted is to inquire'  (i)  What is poetry?  
(2) What is the position it tak es  up in relation to the ether ens ? 
()  What is its value and degree of expressional power in relation 
to these? and, finally, (4) What varieties of poetic art are the 
outcome of the two great kinds of poetic impulse, dramatic 
Imagination and lyric or egoistic imagination?  
ι  a;  WIwJ is Po&y?—Deflnitious  are for the most part alike  
rsnaatlsfactory  and treacherous; but definitions of poetry are  
proverbially  sο  Is it possible to lay down invariable principles  

of poetry, such as these famous "Invariable principles" of 
William Lisle  Bowlea,  which in the earlier part of the century 

 awoke the admiration of Seethe),  and the wrath 
of Byron? Is it possible for a critic to say of any  
metrical phrase, stanza or verse, "This is poetry," or "This is 
not poetry"? Can be, with anything like the authority with 
which the man of science pronounces upon the natural objects  
brought before him, pronounce  upon the qualities of a poem? 
These are questions that have engaged the attention of critics  
ever since the time of Aristotle. Byron, in his rough and 
ready way, answered them in one of those letters to his 
publisher John Murray, which, rich as they are in nonsense, are 
almost as rich In sense. "So far are principles of poetry from 
being invariable," says he, "that they never were nor ever will 
he settled. These principles mean nothing more than the 
predilections of a particular age, and every age has its own and a  
different from its predecessor. It is now Homer and now Virgil; 
once Dryden and since Sir Walter Scott;  ndw  Corneille and now  
Racine;  aow Cribillon  and now Voltaire." This is putting the  
case very strongly—perhaps too strongly. But if we remember 
that Sορλιοcles lost the first  ptlze  for the  Oedlpsu lyranxrrs;  if we 
remember what in  Dante's  time (owing partly, no doubt, to the 
universal ignorance of Greek) were the  relatiyt  positions  of  
Homer and Virgil, what in the time of Milton were the relative 
positions of Milton himself, of Shakespeare, and of Beaumont and 
Fletcher; again, if we remember  Jefirey's  famous classification 
of the poets of his day, we shall be driven to pause over  Byron'a  
words before dismissing them. Yet some definition, for the 
purpose of this e ssay, must be here attempted, and, using 
the phrase "absolute poetry" as the musical critics use the 
phrase "absolute music," we may, perhaps, without too great  
presumption submit the following-.- 

Absolule polITy  is She corrrrcle and a,SISIk expression of the  

human mind in eiv,olional and rhylhmisal language.  

This at least will be granted, that  iso literary expression can, 
properly speaking, be called poetry that Is not in a c ertain deep 
sense emotional, whatever may be Its subject-matter, concrete 
In its method and its diction, rhythmical in movement, and  
artistic in form. 

That the expression *1 all real poetry must be concrete in 
method had diction is obvious, and yet this dictum would exclude 
from the definition much of what is called didactic poetry. With 
abstractions the poet  hes nothing to do, save to take them sad 
turn them into  concretiona;  for, as artist, he is simply the man 
who by instinct embodies in concrete forms that "universal  
idea" which  Gravins  speaks of—that which is essential and 
elemental in nature and iii man, as poet ic  artist he is simply  
the man who by instinct chooses ter his concrete forms metrical 
language. And the qu estions to be asked concerning any work 
of art axe simply these—Is  that which is here embodied really 
permanent,  univerral  and elemental? and. Is the  conctete  form  
embodying it really beautiful—acknowledged as beautiful by 
the soul of man in its highest moods? Any other question is an  
fmpeTt·mence. 	 - 	 - 

Aasn  example of the absence of  concTtte  form in verse take the 
following lines from George  Eliot's  Spanish Gypsy:— 	 - 

" Speech is but broken light upon the depth  
Of the unspoken; even your loved words  
Float in the larger meaning of  yeur  voice  
As something dimmer."  

Without discussing the question of blank verse cadence and the  
weakness of a line where the main accent fails upon a positive 
hiatus," of the unspoken," we would po int out that this  powerf*1 

 passage sheenthe spirit of poetry without its concrete form. 
The abstract method is substituted for the concrete. Such 
an abstract phrase as "the unspoken " belongs en tirely to 
prose.  

As to what is called ratiocinative poetry, it tight perhaps be 
 bοwn  that it does not exist at all. Not by syllogism, but per 

sallum,  must the poet reach in every case his  cprrclusions.  We  
listen to the poet—we allow him to address us in  rhytbά ι  or in 
rhyme—we allow him to sing to us while other men are  otily 
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allowed to  aa,  not because he argues more logically than they,  
but because he feels more deeply and perhaps  biore  truly. It is  
for his listeners to be knowing and ratiocinative; it is for bliss to  

be gnomic and divinely wise.  
That poetry must be metrical or even rhythmical in movement,  

however, is what some have denied. Here we touch at once the  

very root of the subject. The difference between all  ΙΙ teraΙ re  
and mere  "wOrd-kneadIng"  Is that, while literature is alive,  
word-kneading is without life. This literary life, while it is  

only bipartite in prose, seems to be tripartite in poetry; that is to  
say, while prose requires intel lectual life and emotional life,  
poetry seems to require not only  lnlellectutl  life and emotional  
life but rhythmic life, this last being the mo st Importani  of all  
according to many critics, though  Aduloile  is not among these. 
Here indeed is the "fork  " beιweώπ the old critics arid the new  
Unless the rhythm of any metrical passage is so vigorous, so  
natural, and so free that it seems as though it could live, if need  
were, by its  rhythiu  alone, has that passage any right to exist?  
and should it not, if the substance is good, be forthwith  demetri.. 
cised  and turned into prose?  Thorc'u baa aflirmed  that prose,  
at its best,  baa  high qualities of  kiowa  beyond the  hanoi  poetry; 
to compensate for the sacrifice of these, should not the metrical  
gains of any passage be beyond all cavil?  

This  ragumaut  might be pressed farther gill. it might same  
bold to assert that, in many case,, the menial value of poetry  
may actually depend upon form and colour, but would it not be  
true? The mental value of poetry must be Judged by a standard  
not applicable to prose; but, even with regard to the different  
kinds of poetry, we must not compare poetry whose mental  vsiut 
consists in a distinct and logical enunc iation of ideas, such as that  
of Lucretius and Wordsworth, and poetry whose menial value  
consists partly In the suggestive richness of passion or symbol  
latent in rhythm (such as that of Sappho sometimes, Pladar often,  
Shelley  slways),  or latent in colour, such as that of some of the  
',mum, Persian poets. To discuss the question, Which of these 
, twο kinds of poetry is the more precious? would be  
Qwdkee.  Idle, but are we not driven to admit that certain  

poems whoa, strength is rhythm, and certain other  
poems whose strength Is colour, while devoid of any logical state.  
raft of thought, may be as fruitful of thoughts and emotions  
too deep for words as a shaken prism is fiuitiul of tinted  
lights? The mental forces at wont In the production of a  
poem like the  Ruwsw'  are of a very different kind from the mental  
Wee, at work In the production of a poem llkt Shelley's 'Ode to  

the West Wind." In the one case the poet's artistic methods,  
like those of the Greek  irchltect,  show, and are intended to show,  
the solid strength of the structure. In the other, the poet's artistic  
methods, like those of the Arabian architect, contradict the idea  
of solid strength—make the  strueture  appear to hang over out  
heads like the cloud pageantry of heaven. But, in both cases,  
the solid strength Is, and must be, there, at the base. Before  the  
poet begins to write he should ask himself which of these artistic  
methods Is natural to him; he should ask himself whether his natural  
impulse  is toward, the weighty iambic movement whose primary  
function is to state or towards those lighter movements which we 
still call, for want 1  more convenient word,, anapaestic and dactylic,  
whose primary function is to suggest. Whenever Wordsworth  

and Keats pas. from the former to the latter they pass at once  
laso doggerel. Nor Is it difficult to see why English aiiapaestic  
and dactylic verse must suggest, and not state, as even so compare.  

tively successful a tour dc force as Shelley's "Sensitive Plant"  
shows. Conciseness is a primary virtue of all statement. The  
moment the English poet tries to' pack " his anapeesiic or dactylic  
line as he can pack los iambic line, his versilication becomes rugged,  

harsh, pebbly—becomes so of necessity. Nor is this all: anapaestic  
and dactylic verse must in English be obtrusively alliterative,  

or the same pebbly effect begins to be felt. The aiiapaestic line  
is  ιο  full of syllables that in a language where the consonants  
dominate the vowels (as in English), these syllables grate against  

each other, unless their corners are artfully bevelled by one of the  
only two smoothing processes at the command of an English versifler  
—obtrusive alliteration, or an obtrusive use of liquids. Now these  
demand, of form may be turned by the perfect artist to good  
account if his appeal to the listener's soul is ρτimar8y that of  
suggestion by sound or symbol, but if his appeal is that of direct  
and logical statement the diffuseness inseparable from good ana-
paestie and dactylic verse is a source of weakness each as the true  
artist should find intolerable.  

Using the word "form" in a wider sense  tim,  a sense that 
includes" composi tion," it can be shown that poetry, to be entitled  
to the name, must be artistic in form. Whether a poem be a  

Welsh  tribat'  or a  siorerlk  improvised by an Italian peasant girl,  

whetbeτ iι bedποdeby Κeats οra Ιιιgιdγ bySe*,οt:6  it I.  
equally a work of art. The artist's command over form may  
be shown in the peasant girl's power of sponta neously  
tendering in simp le  verse, in her  ilerndie  or  .ssj'dl,, _,  
her emotions through nature's symbols; it may be  

ib.wn  by Keats in that perfect fusion of all poetic elements of  
which he was such a muter,In the manipulation of language so 

 beautiful both for form and colour  tiwe  thought and words seem  
but one blended  lovelmem;  or it may be shown by  Sophocles  
In •  mastery ever  what in  paititisg  Is called  composlulers,  In the  
exercise of that wise  vis&on  of the  artIst  which, looking before  and  
after, sees the thing of beauty ass whole, and enables him to grasp 
the eternal laws of cause and effect in art and bend them to his 
own wizard  will. In every case, Indeed, form Is an essential  
part of poetry; and, although George Sand's saying that  "L'art  
ett unc  forme  "  applies perhaps more strict!),  to the plastic arts  
(where  the soul is reached pertly through mechanical means),  
its application to poetry can hardly be exaggerated.  

Owing, however, to the fact that the word rem* (first used  
to designate the poetic artist by  Hemdotiis)  means maker,  
Adutof Ia  seems to have assumed that the Indispensable heals  
of poetry is Invention, He appears to have thought that a pose  
is a poet more on  aor000t  of the  composation  of the  adlan  than 
on  a υnt  of the composition of his verses. Indeed be said as 
much as this. Of epic portly be declared emphatically that  
it produces its imitations  either by more articulate words or  
by metre  ιιιρetaddd  This is to widen the definition  olpoctay  
so as to include all  imaginetive  literature, and Plato seems to  
have given an equally wide meaning to the word  wiiigeis.  Only, 
while  Aris(otle  considered  τσLισιe  to be an Imitation of the facts 
of nature, Plato considered it to be an Imitation of the dreams  
of man. Aristotle ignored, and Plate slighted, the  linpcataum  
of  versiflcation  (though Plato on one occasion admitted this 
he who did not know rhythm could be called neither muskies  
nor poet),  

Perhaps the hat critic who tacitly revolted against the dictum 
that substitute, and not form, is the indispensab le  basis of poetry  
was  Dionysiva  of  Halicsrnassua,  whose treatise upon the arrange-
ment of words is really a very fine piece of literary criticism. In  
his acute remarks upon the arrangement of the words in the 
sixteenth book of the Odyssey, as compared with that in the  sicey  
of  Gygrs  by  Merndotus,  was perhaps first enunciated clearly the  
doctrine that poetry is fundamentally a matter of style. The 
Aristotelian cheery as to invention,  bowever,  dominated all  
criticism after as well as before  Dionysius.  When Bacon came 
to discuss the subject  (ιuΙ afterwards) the only division between  
the poetical critics was perhaps between the follower, of Aristotle  
and those of Plato as to what poetry should, and what it shou ld  
riot, imitate. It is curious to speculate as to what would have 
been the result had the poets followed the critics in this mailer.  
Had not the instinct of the poet been too strong for the  sibools,  
would poetry as an art have been lost and merged in such  
imaginative prose as Plato's? Or is not the instinct for form too  

strong to be stifled? By the poets themselves metre  wasalways  
considered lobe the one  indispenzable  requisite of a poem, though,  
as regards criticism, even iii the time of the appearance of the  

Wesuky  Nerds, the  Qiwrkrly kct'icw  would sometimes speak of  
them as "poems  ";  and perhaps even later the same might be  
said of romances so concrete in method and diction, and so full of  
poetic energy, as  Wulhcring Heigleto  and Jane  Eyrc,  where we  
get absolutely all that Aristotle requires for a poem. On the  
whole, however, the theory that verification Is not an Indis-
pensable requisite of a poem seems to have become  nrly  
obsolete. Perhaps, indeed, many critics would now go so far in  
the cόnΙrary direction as to say with Hegel (A  esikejik,  ii. 289)  
that  "  metre is the first and only condition absolutely demanded  
by poetry, yea even more necessary than a figurative picturesque  
diction," At all events this at least may be said, that the  divisson  
between poetical critics is not now between  Ariatoiclians  and  
Baconians;  it is of a different kind altogether. While one group  
of critics may still perhaps say with Dryden that "a poet is a  
maker, as the name signifies," and that "be who cannot make,  
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it is, Invent, baa hie same for nothing," another group ron-
tends that it is not the invention but the artistic treatment, the  

form, which determines whether an imaginative writer is a poet  

or a writer of prose—contends, in short, that emotion Is the  

basis of .11 true poetic expreision, whatever be the subject-
matter, that thought. must be expivesed in an emotional manner  

before they can be brought into poetry, and that this emotive 
expression demands avert yet something else, νiz style and  
form.  

Although many entice are now agreed that "L'art sat ‚mc  

forme," that without metre and without form there can be 'io  

τa. ,,,,,,,. ροaιιγ, there are few who would contend that poetry  

mgr. er  can exist- by virtue of any one of these alone, or  
• a.' even by virtue of all these combined. Quite jude- 
Aahad.,  pendant of verbal melody, though mostly accompany-
ing it, and quite independent of "cnmpoeiIlon," there is an  
atmosphere Boating around the poet through which he sees 
everything, an atmosphere which stamps his utterances as  

poejry; for instance, among all the veralliers contemporary with  
Donne there was none so rugged as he occasionally was, and yet  

such songs as "Sweetest love, I do not go for weariness of thee"  

prove how tine a poet he was whenever he could master those  

technicalities which far inferior poets Ibid comparatively eafy.  

While rhythm may  Ιο  a very considerable degree be acquired  
(though, of course, the highest rhythmical effects never can),  

the power of looking at the world through the atmosphere that  
Boats before the poet's eyes is not to be learned and not to be  
taught. liii' atmosphere is what we call  poesk imagfimiios.  

But Brat it seems necessary to say a wool or Iwo upon that high  

temper of the soul which hi truly great poetry gives birth to 
this poetic imagination,  

The "message" of poetry must be more unequivocal, more  
thoroughly accentuated, than that of any of the other fine arts. 
With regard to modern poetry, indeed, it may almost be said  
that if any writer's verse embodies a message, true, direct and  

pathetic, we cannot stay to inquire too curiously aboat the degree  

of artistic perfection with which it Is deliveted, for Wordsworth's 
saying "Thai which comas from the heart goes to the heart"  

applies very closely indeed to modem poetry. The most truly  
passionate poet in Greece was no doubt in a deep sense themost  
artistic poet; but in her case set and passion were one, and that 
is why she has been so cruelly misunderstood. The most truly  

passionate nature, and jierbaps the greatest soul, that in recent  
years has expressed Itself in English verse Is Elimbeth Barrett  

Browning; at least it is certain that, with the single exception  

.1 Hood In the "Song of the Shirt," no writer of the iqtb century  

really touched English hearts wiIh a hand so powerful as her.—
and this notwithstanding violations of poetic form, or defective  
rhymes, such as would appal some of the contemporary vesiikrs  
of England and France "who lisp in numbers foe the numbers 
and nothing elaei come." The truth is that in ordet to produce  

poetry the soul must for the time being have reached that state 
of exaltation, that state of freedom from self-cosisdousness,  

depicted in the hiuez;- 
"I started onoe, or seemed to wart, in pain,  

Resulved  on noble things, and strove to speak.  
along the beam.  

Whatsoever may be the poet'. "knowledge of his art," into 
iLl, mood he must always pass before he can write a truly poetic  
line. For, notwithstanding all that may be said upon poetry as  

a line art, it is In the deepest sense of the word an" inspiration."  

No man can write a line of genuine poetry without having been  

"born again" (or, as the true rendering of the text says, "born  

from shove"); and then the mastery Over those highest r.adies  

of form which are beyond the ken of the mere verjfier comet to 
him a.areiultcf the cbange. Hencie,withaliMmBrownlng'a  

metrical blemishes, the splendour of her metrical triumphs at 
her best  

For what I. the deep distinction between poet and pmsmn&n?  
Α  writer maybe many things besides a poet; he may be a warrior  
Ilk  Aeacbybi.,  a man of business like Shakespeare, a exudes  

like Chanter, or a coamopolitin philosopher like Goethe; but the 
moment the poetic mood is upon him all the trappings of the 
woild with which for years he may perhaps have been clothing 
his soul—the world's knowingoess, its cynichm, its self-seeking,  
Its ambition—fall away, and the man becomes art inspired child 
again, with ears attuned to nothing but the whispers of those  

spirits from the Golden Age, who, according to Hesiod, haunt 
and bless the degenerate earth. What such a man produces may 
greatly delight and astonish his readers, yet not so greatly as it 
delights and astonishes himself. His passages of pathos draw 
rio tears so deep or so sweet as those that fail from his own  

eyes while he writes; his sublime passages overawe no soul so  
imperiously as his own; his humour draws no laughter so rich  
or so deep as that stirred within his own breast.  

It might almost be said, indeed, that Sincerity and Conscience,  

the two angels that bring to the poet the wonders of the poetic  
dream, bring him also the deepest, truest delight of form. It might  
almost be said that by aid of sincerity and conscience the  
poet is enabled to see more dearly than other men the eternal 

 limits of his own art—to see with Sophocles that nothing, not  
even poetry itself, is of any worth to man, invested as he is by 
the whole army of evil, unless it is In the deepest and highest  

sense good, unless it conies linking us all together by closer bonds  

of sympathy and pity, strengthening us to fight the foes with  
whom fate and even Nature, the mother who bore us, sometimes 
seem in league—to see with Milton that the high quality of 
man's soul which in English Is expressed by the word virtue is 
greater than even the great poem he prized, greater than all the 
rhythms of all the tongues that have been spoken since Babel—
and to see with Shakespeare and with Shelley that the high passion  
which in English is called love Is lovelier than all art, lovelier  

than all the marble Mercuries that "await the chisel of the  

ac'ilptor" in all the marble hills.  
2. What  Posilios  does  Podry  lake  ep  in  Moliere fo  Ike ether  

Arid—Notwithstanding the labour5 of Leasing and his followers, 
the position accorded by criticism to poetry in  ρs,,  
relation to the other arts has never been so uncertain R.iatIee I.  

and anomalous as in recent years. On the one hand  αdher 

there are critics who, judging from their perpetual ''  
comparison of poems to pictures, claim her as, sort of handmaid  
of painting and sculpture. On the other hand the disciples of 
Wagner, while professing to do homage to poetry, have claimed 
her as the handmaid of music. With regard to the relations of 
poetry to painting and sculpture, it seems nea τy to glance  
for, moment at the saying of Simonides, as recorded by Plutarch, 
that poetry is a speaking picture and that painting Is a mute 
poetry. It appears to have had upon modem criticism as much 
influence since the publication of Leasing's Lιτocοοn  as it bad 
before. Perhaps it is In some measure answerable for the  

modern vice of excessive word-painting. Beyond this one 
saying, there is little or nothing in Greek literature to show that 
the Greeks recognised between poetry and the plastic and  
pictorial arts an aflinity closer than that which exists between. 
poetry and music and dancing. Understanding artistic methods  

more profoundly than the moderns, and far too profoundly to 
suppose that there is any special and peculiar dinky between 
an sit whose medium of aspersion is marble and an art whose  

medium of expression is a growth of oral symbols, the Greeks  

seem to have studied poetry not so much in its relation to painting 
and sculpture as in its relation to music and dancing. Ii is  
matter of familiar knowledge, for instance, that at the Dionysian  
festival it was to the poet as "teacher of the chonis"  

(χοpο&δ&σκαhae) that the prize was awarded, even though the  
"teacher of the chorus" were Aesch'ylua himself or Sophocles.  
And this reongnition of the relation of poetry to mime is  
perhaps one of the many causes of the superiority of Greek to  
all other poetry in adapting artistic means to artistic ends. Ιι'  
Greek poetry, even in Homer's description of the shield of  

Achilles, even in the famous description by Sophocles of his 
native woods in the Oedipus  cdenias,  such word.painllng  
as occurs seems, if not inevitable and unconscious, so alive  

with imaginative feeling αα  to become part and parcel-of the  
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dramatic or lyric movement itself. And whoitever description 
is so introduced the reader of Greek poetry seed not be told  
that the scenery itself rises before the listener's Imagination  
with a clearness of outline and a vigour of colour such as  
no amount of detailed word painting in the modem fashion can  
achieve. The picture even in the glorious veises at the end of  
the eighth book of the  1usd  rises before our eyes—seems  arm-
ally to art upon our bodily senses—simply because the poet's  
eagerness to use the picture for merely rnustrathig the Wens-
nit),  and importance of his story lends to the picture that very  
authenticity which the work of the modem w οτd ρabιter lacks. 

Thai. the true place of poetry lies between music on the one  
hand and prone, or loosened speech, on the other, was, we say,  
taken for granted by the one people in whom the artistic instinct 
was fully developed. No doubt they used the word music in a  
very wide sense, in a sense that might include several arts. But 
it is a suggestive fart that, in the Greek language, long before  
poetic art was called "making" it was called "singing." The 
poet was nut sum* but &οt4ό'. And as regards the Romans it  
is curious to see how every now and then the old ldca that poetry  
is singing rather than making will disclose itselL It will be  
remembered for instance how Terence, in the prologue of  
Phormio,  alludes to poets as musicians. Thai the ancients were  
right in this could weu be shown by a hisiozy of poetry: music  
and the lyrical function of the poet began together, but here, as  
in other things, the progress of art from the Implicit to the explicit  
has separated the two. Every art has its special function, has a  
certain work which it can do better than any one of its sister  
arts. Hence its right of existence. For instance, before the 
"sea of emotion" within the soul has become "curdled into  
thoughts," it can be expressed in inarticulate tone. Hence, 
among the fine axis, music Is specially adapted for rendering it. 
It was perhaps a perception of this fact which made the Syrian 
Gnoaties define life to be "moving music." When this sea of 
emotion has "curdled into thoughts," articulate language  
rhythmically arranged—words gteeped in music and colour, but 
at the same time embodying ideas—can do what no mere word-
less music Is able to achieve in giving it expression, just as  

unxhythmical language, language mortised in a foundation of 
logic, that is to say prose, can best express these ideas as soon as  
they have cooled and settled and cleared themselves of emotion  

altogether. Yet every art can in some degree invade the domain 
of her sisters, and the nearer these sisters Grand to each other the  

more easily and completely can this invasion be accomplished. 
Prose, for instance, can sometimes, as in the case of Plato, do 
some of the work of poetry (however imperfectly, and however 
trammelled by heavy (=ditions); and sometimes poetry, as in  

Pindar's odes and the waves of the Greek chorus, can do, though  
in the sante imperfect way, the work of music.  

The poems of Sappho, however, are a good case in point. Here  

the poet's passion is expressed so completely by the mere sound 
of her verses that a good recitation of them to a person ignorant 
of Greek would convey something of that passion to the listener:  

and similar examples almost as felicitous might be culled from  
Homer, from Aenchylus and from Sophocles. Nor is this power  

confined to the Greek poets. The students of Virgil have often  
and with Justice commented on such lines as Am,. v. 48i (where  
the sudden sinking of a stricken ox is rendered by means of rhythm),  

and such lines as  G'org.  ii. 441, where, by means of verbal sounds,  
the gust, of wind about a tree are rendered as completely as though  
the voice were that of the wind itself. In the case of Sappbo the  
effect is produced by the intensity of her passion, in the case of 
Homer by the intensity of the dramatic vision, in the case of Virgil  
by a supreme poetic art. But it can also be produced bythe mere 
ingenuity of the artist, as in Edgar Poe's " Ulalume." The ρoe 
object in that remarkable four dc force was to express dull and 
hορeles gloom in the same way that the mere musician would  

have eκρτesaed it—that is to say, by monotonous reitemtions,  
by hollow and dreadful reverberations of gloomy sounds—though  
an an artist whose vehicle was articulate speech he was obliged  
to add gloomy ideas, in order to give to his work the ίntellec  
tual cohereflce necessary,  for its existence as a ροem. He 
evidently set out to do this, and he did it, and • Ulaltime"  
property intoned would produce something like the same effect  
upon a listener knowing iso word of English that it produces  
upon us.  

On the other band, music can trench very far upon ;the 

domain of articulate speech, as we pereSive In the w οnJerΚΙ  
Instrumentation of Wagner. Yet, while it can be shown that 
the place of poetry is scarcely so close to sculpture and painting  
as to music on the one aide and loosened speech on the other, the  
amnity of poetry to music must not be exaggerated. We must 
be cautious how we follow the canons of Wagner and the more 
enthusiastic of his disciples, who almost seem to think that  

inarticulate tone can not only suggest ideas but express them—
can give voice to the  Versiond,  in short, as well as to the Verses!! 
of man. Even the Greeks drew a fundamental duztisKtion  

between relic poetry (poetry written to be sung) and poetry  

that was written to be recited. It is a pity that, while modern  
critics of poetry have understood, or at least have given  

attention to paintIng and sculpture, so few have possessed any  
knowledge of music—a fact which makes Dante's treatlie  Do 
eidgeri doqido  so important, Dante was a musician,  *nd  
seems  ιο  have had a considerable knowledge of the relations  
between musical and metrical laws. But he did not, we think, 
assume thai these laws are identical.  

If it is indeed possible to establish the IdentIty of musical and 
metrical law., it can only be done by a purely scientific investi-
gation; It can only be done by a moat searching inquiry Into the  

subtle relations that we know must eidai throughout the universe  

between all the law, of undulation. And it Is curious to re-
member thee some of the greatest masters of verbal melody have  
had no knowledge of music, while some have not even shown any  
love of it. All Greek boys were taught music, but whether  
Pindar's unusual musical skill was been of natural instinct and  
inevitable paation, or came from the accidontil circumstance that  
his father was, as has been alleged, a musician, and that he was  

as a boy elaborately taught musical science by Lasua of Hermione,  
we have no means of knowing. Nor can we now learn how much 
of Milton's musical knowledge resulted from a like exceptional  

"environmtnt," or from the fact that his father was a musician.  
But when we find that Shelley seems to have been without the  
real passion for music, that Rosaetti disliked It, and that  
Coleridge's apprehension of musical effects was of the  
ordinary nebulous kind, we mug hesirate before accepting the  

theory of Wagner.  
The question cannot be pursued here; but if it should on in-

quiry be found that, although poeIry Is more closely ielated to 
music ihs" to any of the ether arts, yet the power over verbal  
melody at its very highest is so a Ιl.aυ1Sclg to its possessor, as  in 
the case of Shelley and Coleridge, that absolute music becomes  
a superfluity, this would only be another illustration of tbs2 
intense egoism and concentration of force—the Impulse of all 
high artistic energy—which it required In order to achieve the  
relent miracles of art.  

With regard to the relation of poetry to prose, Coleridge oem 
asserted in conversation that the real antithesis of poetry was  
not prose but science. If be was right the difference in kind  
lies, not betwten the poet and the prose writer, hut between the  
literary artist (the man whose instinct is to manipulate language)  
and the man of facts and of action whose instinct impels him  ιο 

 act, or, If not to act, to inquire. One thing is at least certain, 
that prose, however fervid and emotional it may become, must  
always be directed, or seem  ιο  be directed, by the reins of logic. 
Or, to vary the metaphor, like a captive balloon It can never  
really leave the eartb' 

Indeed, with the literature of knowledge as opposed to the 
literature of power poetry has nothing to do. Facts have no  
place in poetry until they are brought into relation with the 
human soul. But a mete catalogue of ships may become poetical  
if it tends to show the strength and pride and glory of the warriors  
who invested Troy; a detailed description of the designs upon  
a shield, however beautiful and poetimi in itself, becomes still  
more so if It tends  ιο  show the skill of the divine ariiflcer and the 
invincible splendour of a hero like Achilles. But mere dry  
exactitude of imitation Is not for poetry but for loosened speech.  
Hence, most of the so-called poetry of Hesiod is not poetry  
as. all. The Muses who spoke to him about "truth" on  Μι  
Helicon mode the common mistake of confounding fast with 
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truth. And here τe touch upon a very Important matter.  
The reason why in prose speech is loosened is that, untrammelled  
by the laws of metre, language it able with more ezactitude to  
imitate nature, though of course speech, even when loosened,"  
cannot, when actual sensible objects are to be depicted, compete 

 in any real degree with the plastic arts in accuracy of imitation,  
for the simple reason that its media are not colours nor solids  
but symbols—arbitrary symbols which can be made to indicate,  
but never to reproduce, colours and solids. Accuracy of imita-
tion is the firit requisite of prose. But the moment language  
has to be governed by the laws of metre—the moment the conflict  
begins between the claims of verbal music and the claims of  
colour and form—then prosaic accuracy has to yield; sharpness  
of outline, mere fidelity of imitation, such as is wIthin the com-
pass of prose, have in some degree to be sacrificed. But, just  
as with regard to the relations between poetry and music 'the 
greatest master is he who borrows the moat that can be borrowed  
from music, and loses the least that can be lost from metre, so  
'with regard to the relations between poetry and prose the greatest  
master is he who borrows the most that can be borrowed from  
prose and loses the least that can be lost from verse. No doubt 
this is what every poet tries to do by instinct; but some s αcτifice  
on either side these must be, and, with regard to poetry and  
prose, modem poets at least might be divided into those who  
make picturesqueness yield to verbal melody, arid those  
who make verbal melody yield to picturesqueness.  

With one class of poets, fine as is perhaps the melody, it I. made 
subservient to outline or to  coloux;  with the other clans colour  
and outline both yield to metre. The chief aim of the first class  
is to  paInt  a picture; the chief  .ini  ΟΙ  the second is to sing a song. 
Weber, in driving through a beautiful country, could o,lly enjoy 
its beauty by  tranέ Ιaι ing  it into music. The same may be ‚.Ini  
of some poets with  τεgaτd  to verbal melody. The sup reme artist.  
however, is he whose pictorial and  muz,cal  power are no interfused  
that each seems born of the other, as is the case with Sappho,  
Homer,  Aenchylun, Sophocles,  and indeed most of the great Greek  
poets. Among English poets (leaving the two supreme masters  
und,ncus'ed)  Keats and Coleridge have certainly done this. The  
colour seems born of the music and themusic  bern  of the  
colour. in French poetry the same triumph has been achieved in  
V,ctο Hugo's  magnificent poem "En  marchant  Is  nuit dana un  
bow," which, as a rendering through verbal music of the witchery  

of nature, stands alone in the poetry of Trance. For there the  
poet  conquers that crowning  dufhculty  we have been alluding to.  
the difficulty of stealing from prose as much distinctness of colour  

and clearness of outline as can be imported into verse with as little  
sacrifice as possible of melody.  

If poetry can in some degree Invade the domain of prose, so  
on the other hand prose can at times Invade the domain of poetry,  
and no doubt the prose of Plato—what is called poetical prose—
is a legitimate form of art. Poetry, the earliest form of litera-
ture, is also the final and ideal form of all pure literature; and, 
when Lender insists that poetry and poetical prose are antago-
nistic, we must remember that Lender's judgments are mostly 
based on feeling, and that his hatred of Plato would be quite 
sufficient basis with him for an entire system of criticism upon 
poetical prose. As with Carlyle, there was a time in his life when 
Plato had serious thoughts of becoming a poet. And perhaps,  
like Carlyle, having the good sense to see his true function, be 
himself desisted from writing, and strictly forbade other men to 
write, in verse. If we consider this, and if we consider that 
certain of the great English masters of poetic prose of the 17th 
century were as incapable of writing in metre as their followers  

Richter and Carlyle, we shall hardly escape the conclusion on the 
one hand that the faculty of writing poetry is quite another 
faculty than that of producing work in the arts most closely 
allied to It, music and prose, but that on the other band there is 
nothing antagonistic between these faculties. 

.  Coiizparigjsv  Voice in Expressional Power. —There is one 
great point of superiority that musical art exhibits over metrical  
art. This consists, not in the capacity for melody, but in 
the capacity for harmony in the musician's sense. The finest 
music of Aeschylus, of Pindar, of Shakespeare, of Milton, 
is alter all only a succession of melodious notes, and, in 
endesvouring to catch the harmonic intent of st τορhe, anti-
strophe and epode in the Greek chorus and in the true ode (thai  

of  Ibndafl,  we can only succeed by pressing memory into me 
service. We have to recall by memory the waves that have gains  
be(ogt, and then to imagine their harmonic power in relation to  
the waves at present occupying the ear. Counterpoint, therefore,  
is not to be achieved by the meiricist, even though he be finder 
himself; but in music this perfect ideal harmony was fore-
shadowed perhaps in thu earliest writing. We know at least  
that as early as the sath century counterpoint began to show a 
vigorous life, and the study of it is now a familiar branch of 
musical scsencc. Now, Inasmuch as "nature's own hymn" is  
and. must be the harmonic blending of apparently 2 

 independent and apparently discordant note., among  
the art, whose appeal it through the ear that which can achieve  
counterpoint must perhaps rank as a pure art above one which  
cannot achieve It. We are of course speaking here of metre only.  
We h*ve not apace to inquire whether the counterpoint of absolute  
poetry is the harmonyunderiying apparentlydiscordantemotiona  
—the emotion produced by. word being more persistent than the  
emotion produced by an inarticulate sound. But if poetry fallS  
behind music In rhythmic scope, it is capable of rendering emotion 
after emotion has become disintegrated into thoughts, and here, 
as we have seen, it enters into direct competition with the art of  

prose. It can use the emphasis of sound, not for its own sake  
merely, but to strengthen the emphasis of sense, and can thus 
give a fuller and more adequate expressIon to the toul cl man  
than music at its highest can give. With regard to prose, no  

doubt such writing as Plato's description of the chariot of the 
soul, his description of the island of Atlantis, or of Er's visit to 
the place of departed souls, comes but a short way behind 
poetry in imaginative andeven rhythmic appeal. Ιι is imροssible, 
however, here to do more than touch upon the Subject of the 
rhythm of prose in its relation to the rhythm of poetry; for in  
this matter the genius- of each individual language has to be  
taken into account. 

Perhaps it may be said that deeper than all the rhythm of art  
is that rhythm which art would fain catch, the rhythm of nature; 
for the rhythm of nature is the rhythm of life Itself. This  
rhythm can be caught by prose as well as by poetry, such prose,  
for instance, as that of the English Bible. Certainly the rhythm 
of verse at its highest, such, for instance, as that of Shakespeare's  
greatest writings, is nothing more and nothing leas than the  
metro of that energy of the spirit which surges within the bosom  
of him who speaks, whether he speak in verse or in impassioned 
prose. Being rhythm, It is of course governed bylaw, but it is a 
law which transcends in subtlety the conscious art of the metricist  
and it only caught by the poet in his most inspired moods, a law 
which, being part of nέ Ιυι'e's own sanctions, can of course never 
be formulated but only expressed, as it is expressed in the melody 
of the bird, in the inscrutable harmony of the entire bind-chorus 
of a thicket, in the whisper of the leaves of the tree, and in the  
song or wail of wind and sea. Now Is not this rhythm of nature  
represented by that « sense rhythm"  which prose can catch as  
well as poetry, that sense rhythm whose finest expressions are  
ιο  be found In the Bible, Hebrew arid English, and in the biblical 
movements of the English Prayer Book, and in the dramatic 
prose of Shakespeare at its hest? Whether it is caught by prose 
or by verse, one of the virtues of the rhythm of nature is that it is  
translatable. Hamlet's peroration about man and Raleigh's  
apostrophe to death are as trsnslatable into other languages  as 

 are the Hebrew psalms, or as is Manu'a magnificent passage  
about the singleness of man—' 

"Single Is each man born into the world;  single be dies; single  
he remises the reward of his good deeds, and single the punishment  
of his  cv'd  deeds. When he dies his body lie, likes fallen tree time  
the earth, but his virtue  accmρanle.  his soul. Wherefore let man  
harvest and garner vi rt ue, so that he may have an inseparable com-
panion in traversing that gloom which is so bard to be traversed." 

Here the rhythm, being the Inevitable movement of emotion 
and "sense," can be caught and translated by every literature  
under the nun. While, however, the great goal before the poet  

is to compel the listener to expect his  caesudc  effects, the great  
goal before the writer of poetic prose is in the very opposite 
direction; it is to make use of the concrete figures and impassioned  
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diction of the poet, but at the same time  Ιο  avoid the recognized  
and expected metrical bars upon which the poet depends. The  
moment the prose poet passes from the rhythm of prose to the  
rhythm of metre the apparent sincerity of his writing is destroyed.  

Μ  compared with sculpture and painting the great Infirmity  
of poetry, as an "imitation » of nature, is of course that the  

medium is always and of necessity muds—even when  
no words could, in the dramatic situation, have been  
ιροkeπ  It is not only Homer who is obliged some-

times to forget that passion when at white heat is never voluble,  
is scarcely even articulate; the drimatisla also are obliged to for..  
get that in love and in hate, at their tensest, words seem weak and  
fooliah when compared with the silent and satisfying triumph and  
glory of deeds, such as the plastic arts can render. This becomes  
manifest enough when we compare the Niobe group or the Len. 
men group, or the great dramatic paintings of the modem  
world, with even the finest efforts of dramatic poetry, such as the  
speech of Andromache to Hector, or the speech of Prism to  
Achilles, nay such as even the cries of Cassandra in the  Agani'm

-son, or the wailings of Lear over the dead Cordelia. Even when  
writing the words uttered by Oedipus, as the terrible truth breaks 

 in upon his soul, Sophocles must have felt that in the holiest  
chambers of sorrow and in the highest agonies of suffering reigns  
that awful silence which not poetry, but painting sometimes, and  
sculpture always, can render. What human sounds could render  
the agony of Niobe, or the agony of Laocoon, as we see them in  
the sculptor's rendering? Not articulate speech at all; not  
words but wails. Ii is the same with hate; it is the same with  
love. We are not speaking merely of the unpacking of the heart  
in which the angry warriors of the Iliad indulge. Even such  
subtle writing as that of Aeschylus and Sophocles falls below the  
work of the painter. Hate, though voluble perhaps, as Clytaem-
nestra's when hate is at thai red-heat glow which the poet can  
render, changes in a moment whenever that redness has been  
fanned to hatred's own last complexion—whiteness as of iron  
at the melting-point—when the heart has grown far too big  Ιο  
be "unpacked" at all, and even the bitter epigrams of hate's  
own rhetoric, though brief as the terrier's snap before he flashes  
his teeth, or is the abort snarl of the tigress as she springs before  
her cubs in danger, are all too slow and sluggish for a soul to  
whIch language at its tensest has become idle play. But this is  
just whet cannot be rendered by an sit whose medium consists  
solely of words.  

It is in giving voice, not to emotion at Its tensest, but to the  
variations of emotion, it is in expressing the countless shifting  

movements of the soul from passion to passion, that poetry  
shows in spite of all her infirmities her superioriIy to the plastic  
arts. Handel and the Agamemnon, the Iliad and the Oedipus 

 Tyragrn's,  are adequate to the entire breadth and depth of man's  
soul.  

Varidhes  of  ΡόeΙk  Ant—We have now reached the inquiry:  
What varieties of poetic art are the outcome of the two kinds of  
poetic impulse, dramatic imagination and lyric or egoistic imagin-
ation? It would be impossible here to examine fully the subject  
of poetic imagination. In order to do so we should have to enter  

upon the Vest question of the effect of artistic environment upon  
the development of man's poetic imagination; we should have  
to inquire how the instinctive methods of each poet and of each  

group of poets have been modified and often governed by the  
methods characteristic of their own time and country. We  
should have td inquire, for instance, how far such landscape  
as that of Sophocles in the Oedipus  Coloiwus  and such landscape  
as that of Wordsworth depends upon difference of individual  
temperament, and how far upon difference of artistic environ-
ment. That, in any thorough and exhaustive discussion of  
poetic imagination, the question of aitistic environment must  

be taken into account, the case of the Iliad is alone sufficient  
to show. Ages before Phrynichus, ages before an acted drama  
was dreamed of, a dramatic poet of the first order arose, and,  
though he was obliged to express his splendid dramatic imagina-
tion through epic forms, he expressed it almost as fully as if  
he bad inherited the method and the stage of Sophocles. And if  

Ηοmeτ  never lived at all, Ιb τι in entire group of dram&tic posh  
arose in remote times whose method was epic instead of dramatic  
simply bemuse there was then no stage. This, contrasted 'Iitb  
the fact that in a single half-century the tragic art of Greece  
arose with Aescbylus, culminated with Sophocles, and decayed  
with Euripides, and contrasted also with the fact that in England  
at one time, and in Spain at one time, almost the entire poetic  
imagination of the country found expression in the acted drums  
alone, is sufficient to show that a poet's artistic methods are  
very largely influenced by the artistic cnvironmentsof his country  
and time. So vast a subject as this, however, is beyond our scope,  
and we can only point to the familiar instance of the troubadours  
and the Ιτοuντcs and then pass on.  

With the trouv&e (the poet of the Lrngu' d'oil),  the story or  
situation is always the end of which the musical language is  
the means; with the troubadour (the poet of the league  dee), 
the  form  is so beloved, the musical language so enthralling, that,  
however beautiful may be the story or situation, it is felt to  
be no more than the means 10 a more beloved and beautiful  
end. But then nature makes her own troubadours arid her own  
trouv&es irrespective of fashion and of time—irrespective of  
league  d'oe  and league  d'oil.  And, in comparing the iroubadours  
with the trouvgres, this is what strikes us at once—there axe  
certain troubadours who by temperament, by original endow-
ment of nature, ought to have been trouvfire$, and there are  
certain trouvlres who by temperament ought to have been  
troubadours. Surrounding conditions alone have made them  
what they are. There are those whose Impulse (though writing  
In obedience to contemporary fashions lyrics in the league  d'οή  
is manifestly to narrate, and there are those whose impulse  
(though writing in obedience to contemporary fashions  laWless  
in the  lange. d'oYl)  is simply to sing. In other words, there are  
those who, though writing after the fashion of their brother. 

 • troubadoura, axe more impressed with the romance and wonder-
fulness of the human life outside them than with the romance  
and wonderfulness of their own passions, and who delight in  

depicting the external world In any form that may be the popular  

form of their time; and there are those who, though writing sites  
the fashion of their brοther-ιrουvrea, axe far more occupied  
with the life within them than with that outer life which the  
taste of their time and country calls upon them to paint—born  
rhytbmlsta who must sing, who translate everything external  

as well as internal into verbal melody. Of the former class  
Pierre Vidal, of the latter class the author of La Lay de  l'oisdd,  
may be taken as the respective types.  

That the same forces are seen at work in all literatures few  
students of poetry will deny—though in some poetical group.  
these forces are ire doubt more potent than in others, as, for  
instance, with the great parable poets of Persia, in aomeof whom  
there is perpetually apparent a conflict between the dominance  
of the Oriental taste for allegory and subtle suggestion, as  
expressed in the Zoroastrian definition of poetry—" apparent  
pictures of unapparent realities" —and the opposite yearning  

to represent human life with the freshness and natural freedom  

characteristic of Western poetry.  
Allowing, however, for all the potency of external influences,  

we shall not be wrong in saying that of poetic imagination there  

arewο distinct kinds—(i)  the kind of poetic iιnαginα- Αυωω. 
tiοn seen at Its highest in Aescbylus, Sophocles,  SW  Rd.fhw  
Shakespeare and Homer, ad (2) the kind of ροeβc 

 b· 

imagination seen at its highest in Pindar, Dante and  
Milton, or else in Sappho, Heine and Shelley. The former,  
being in its highest dramatic exercise unconditioned by the  
personal or lyrical impulse of the poet, might perhaps be called  

absolrde  dramatic vision; the latter, being more orlesa condthoned  
by the personal or lyrical impulse of the poet, might be called  

rda$i"e  dramatic vision. It seems impossible to classify poets,  

or to classify the different varieties of poetry, without draw-
ing some such distinction as this, whatever words of defimutiosi  

we may choose to adopt.  
For the achievement of all pure lyric poetry, such as the ode,  

the song, the elegy, the Idyll, the sonnet, the  stomello.  it is  
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evidant  that the imaginative force we have called relative vision  

will suffice. And ft we consider the matler thoroughly, in many  

other form, of poetic set—forms which at first sight might seem  

to require absolute vision—we shall find nothing but relative  

vision at work.  
Even in Dante, and even Its Milton and Virgil, It might be  

difficult to trace the 'nuking of any ether than relative vision.  
And as to the entire body of AsIatic poets it might perhaps be  

found (even in view of the Indian drama) that rtlative vision  
mikes to do all their work. Indeed the temper which produces  

true drama I,, it might almost be said, a growth of the Western  

mind. Fo,,uniem It be Semitic, a, seen hi the dramatic namtive5  

of the Bible, or Chinese, as seen in that remarkable prose story,  

Tks Twa  Fair Cousins, translated by R έmυιat, absolute vision  
seems to have but email place In the literatures of Asia. The  
wonderfulness of the world and the romanlic possibilities of fate,  

or circumstance, or chance—nqt the wonderfulness of tlsd  
character to whom these possibilities befall—are aver present  
to the mind of the Asiatic post. Even In so late a writer as the  
poet of the Shah  Ndrsseh,  the hero Zr, the hero Zal and the herd  
Zohreb are in character the same person, the virtuous young man  
who combines the courage of youth with the wIsdom and forbear.'  

ance of age. And, as regarda the earlier poets of Asia, is was  

not till the shadowy demigods and heroes of the Aalsiic races  
crossed the Caucasus, and breathed a more bracing air, thnt  
they became really individual characters. But among the many  
qualities of man's mind that were invigorated and rejuvenated  
by that great e οdυs from the dreamy plain, of Asia is to be  
counted, above all others, his poetic Imagination. The mere  
sense of wonder, which had formerly been an all.sumdng source  
of pleasure to him, was ell-sufficing no longer. The wonderful  
adventure taunt now be connected with a real and Interesting  
individual character. It was left for the poets of Europe to  
show that, given the interesting character, given the Achilles,  
the Οdys5eus, the Helen, the Prism, any adventure happening  
to such a character becomes Interesting.  

What then Is this absolute vision, this true dramatic imagine- 
don which can hardly be found in AsIa—which even its Europe  
Cannot be found except in rare cases? Between relative and  
absolute vision the difference seems to be this, that the former  
only enables the poet, even in Its very highest exercise, to make 
his own individuality, or else humanityssrepresentedbyhfssum  
Individuality, live in the imagined situaIion;the latter enables  
him fu its highest exercise to make special individual characters  

other than the poet's own live in the imagined situation.  
"That which exists in nature," says Hegel, "is a something.  

purely indIvidual and particular. Art, on the contrary, Is essen-
tially destined to manifest the general." And no doubt this Is  
true as regards the plastic arts, and true also as regards literary  
art, save in the very highest reaches of pure drama and pure  
lyric, when it seems to become art no longer—when it seems to  
become the very voice of Nature herself. The cry of Prism  
when be puts to his lips the hand that slew his son is not merely  
the cry of a bereaved and aged parent; it is the cry of the in-
dividual king of Troy, and expresses above everything else that  
most naive, pathetic and winsome character. Put the words  
into the mouth of the irascible and passionate Lear and they  
would be eblirely out of keeping.  

It may be said then that, while the poet of relative vision,  
cven in Its very highest exercise, can duly, when depicting the  

external world, deal with the general, the poet of  
absolute vision can compete with Nature herself  

Οestk  and deal with boils general and particular. If this  
sSipre.  is really an we may perhaps find a basis for a classi-
fication of poetry and of poets. That all poets must be singers  
baa already been maintained. But singers seem to be divisible  
into three c1asseχ first the pure lyrists, each of whom can with  

his one voice sing only one tune; secondly the epic poets, save  
Homer, the bulk of the narrative poets, and the quasi-dramatists,  
each of whom can with his one voice sing several tunes; and  
thirdly the true dramatists, who, having, like the nightingale of  

Gongora, many tongues, can sing all tunes.  

It Is to the flrst.named of tbaa classts that meet posts belong.  
With regard to the second class, there arc not of course many  

poets left for it: the first absorbs so many. But, when we come  

to consider that among those who, with each his one voice, can  

sing many tunes, are Pindar, Firdausi, Jami, Virgil, Dante,  
Milton, Spciisee, Goethe, Byron, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats,  

Schiller, Victor Hugo, the second chmsis so various that no  

generalization save such a bread one as ours could embrace Its  
members. And now we come to class three, and must pause.  
Tbc third chug Is necessarily my small. Its it can only be  
placed such names Sb Shakespeare, Assehylus, Sophocles,  
Homer and (hardly) Chaucer.  

These three kinds of poets represent three totally different  

kinds of poetic activity.  
With regard to the first, the pure lyrist,, the Impulse Is pure  

egoism. Many of them have less of even relative vision at its  

highest than the mass of mankind. They are often too meab  
engaged with the emotions within to have any deep sympathy  
with the life around them. Of every poet of this class it may  
be said that bib mind to him "a kingdom is," and that the  
smaller the poet the bigger to him is that kingdom. To make  
use ofa homely image—like the chamnch whose eyes have been  

pricked by the bird-fancier, the pure lyrist is sometimes a warbler  
because he is blind. Still he feels that the Muse loves him  
exceedingly. She takes away his eyesight, but she gives him  
sweet song. And his song is very sweet, very sad, end very  
beautiful; bµt it Is all about the world within his own soul —its  
sorrows, joys, fears and aspIrations,  . . 

With regard to the second class the impulse here is no doubt a  
kind of egoism too; yet the pdcts of this class are all of a different  
temper from the pure lyrists. They have a wide imagination,  
but it is still relative, still egoistic. They have splendid eyes,  
but eyes that never get beyond seeing general, urilversal  
humanity (typified by themselves) in the imagined situation.  
Not even to these is it given to break through that law of  
centrality by which every " me " feels itself to be the central  
"mc "—the only "me" of the universe, round which all other  
spurious "me's" revolve. This "me" of theirs they can  
transmute into many shapes, but they cannot create other  

"me's "—nay, for egoiSm, some of them scarcely would, perhaps,  
if they could. . 

The third class, the true dramatists, whose impulse is the  
simple yearning to create skin to that which made "the great  
Vishnu yearn to create a world," are "of imagination all com-
pact "—sq much so that when αΙ work ' the divinity" which  
Tamblichu, speaks of "seizes for the time the soul and guides  
it as he will."  

The distinction between the pure lyrists and the other two  
classes of poets is obvious enough. But the distinction between  
the quasi-dramatists and the pure dramatists  
requires a word of explanation before we proceed  R.I,ihw  and  

to touch upon the various kinds of poetry that spring  ΑΟ·Οώο  

from the exercise of relative and absolute vision. '  
Sometimes, to be sure, the vision of the true dramatists—
the greatest dramatists—will suddenly become narrowed  
and obscured, as In that part of the Oedipus  lyranmes  where  
Sophocles makes Oedipus ignorant of what every one in Thebes  
must have known, the murder of Laiia. And again, finely as  

Sophocles has conceived the character of Electra, he makes her,  
in her dispute with Chrysothemis, give expression to sentiments  
that, In another play of his own, come far more appropriately  
from the lofty character of Antigone in a parallel dispute with  

Ismene. And, on the other hand, examples of relative vision  
in its furthest reaches can be found in abundance everywhere,  
especially in Virgil, Dante, Calderon and Milton. Some of the  
itiost remarkable examples of that high kind of relative vision  
which may easily be mistaken for absolute vision may be found  
in those great prose epics of the North which Aristotle would  
have called poems. Here is one from the 17  δisuκgα  Saga.  
While the brothers of Gudrurn are about their treachtroua  
business of murdering Sigurd, her husband, as he lies asleep In  
her arms, Brynbild, Sigurd's former love, who In tbejrenzjr. of  
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"Jove tuned to bate" has instigated the murderers to the deed,  
hovers outside the chamber with Gunner, her husband, and  
listens to the wail of her  nval  who is  weliering  In  Sigurd's  blood.  
At the  .ound  of that wail  Bryribild laughar- 

"Then said  Gimnar  to her, Thou laugheat sot because thy beasT 
roOts are gladded,  or sirs why Joia  shy  assegs  seas so was ? 
This Is of course very fine; but, as any two dissect= in that 
dramatic situation might have done that dramatic business,  
fine as it is—as the  aagaman  gives us the general and 1501 the 
particular—the vision at work is not absolute but relative  at  

vesy  highest exercise, But our examples  wW  be more interest-
ing if taken from English poets. In  Coleildge'a"  Ancient  
Mariner" we find an immense amount of relative vision of so  
high a kind that at first it seems absolute vision. When the  
ancient mariner, in his narrative to the wedding guest, reaches  
the slaying of the albatross, he slope, he can proceed no farther, 
'ml the wedding guest exclaims— 

"God save thee, Ancient Mariner 
Frοώ  the flenda that ρΙa υe 

Mariner, 
 thus! 

Why kink's/ thou ιο? "  'With my cross-bow  
I shot the albatross."  

But there arc Instances of relative  vIsion—especially In the 
great master of absolute vision, Shakespeare—which are higher  
still—so high indeed that not to relegate them to absolute 
vision seems at first sight pedantic. Such an example Is the 
famous speech of Lady Macbeth in the second act, where she 
says—  . 

"Had he not resembled  
My father as he slept, I bad done 't." 

Marvelloualy  subtle ειs is this speech, It will be found, if 
analysed, that it expresses the general human soul rather than 
any one special human soul, Indeed Leigh Hunt records the 
case of a bargeman who, charged  with robbing a sleeping 
traveller iii his barge, used in his confession almost identical  
words—" Had he not looked like my father as he slept, I should  

have killed as well as robbed him." Again, the thousand and 
one cases (to be found in every literature) where a character,  

overwhelmed by some sudden surprise or terror, asks whether 
the action going on is that of a dream or of real life, must all,  
on severe analysis, be classed under relative rather than under 
absolute vision—even such a fine speech, for instance, as that 
where Pericles, on discovering Marina,  ezdaims- 

"This is the rarest dream that e'er dull sleep  
Did mock sad fools wIthal ";  

or as that in the third act of Trier  Α draπί'w,  where Titus, 
beholding his mutilated and ruined daughter, asks:— 

"When will this  fearf  iii slumber have an end?" 
even here, we say, the humanity rendered is general and not 
particular, the vision at work is relative and not absolute. The 
poet, as representing the whole human race, throwing himself  
into the imagined situation, gives us what general humanity 
would have thought, felt, said or done  Ιο  that situation, not 
what one particular individual arid he alone would have 
thought, fell, said or done. 

Now what we have called absolute vision operates in a very  

different way. So vividly is the poet's mere creative instinct 
at work that the ego  sinks into passivity—becomes insensitive  
to all impressions other than those dictated by the vision—by 
the "divinity" which baa "seized the soul." Shakespeare is  
full of examples. Take the scene in the first act of Humid  
where Hamlet hears for the first time, from Horatio, that his 
father's ghost haunts the castle. Having by short sharp  
questions elicited the salient facts attending the apparition, 
Hamlet says, "I would I had been there."  Το this Horatio 
makes the very commonplace reply, "It would have much 
amazed you." Note the marvellously dramatic reply of Hamlet 

"Very like, very likel Stayed It long?" Suppose that this 
dialogue, had been attempted by any other poet than a true 
dramatist; or by a true dramatist in any other mood than 
his vary highest, Hamlet, on hearing Horatio's commonplace  
wemarks upon phenomena which to Hamlet were more subversive  

.  Translation of Morris and Magnusson. 

of the very Order of the universe than If a  d.set  stars bad  faRms  
from their courses, would have burst out with:"  Amased me 1"  
and then would have followed an  eloquont  declamation about  
the  "amasing"  nature of the phenomena sad their  eRect  upon  
him. But so entirely has the poet become Hamlet, so  compleedy  
has "the divinity seized his soul," that all language seems  
equally weak for expressing the turbulence within the soul of  
the character, and Handel exclaims in a sort of meditative  
Irony, "Very like, very like I" It is exactly this one man  
Hamlet, arid no other man, who In this situation would have 
so expressed himself. Charles Knight has some pertinent  

remarks upon this speech of Hamlet; yet be misses Its true value,  
and treats it from the  gtnerd  rather than from the pa rticular 
side. Instances of absolute vision in Shakespeare crowd upon  
us; but we can find room for only one other. In the pathetic 
speech of Othello,  $'sst  before he kills himself, he  dcclsges himself  
to be- 

 "One  not εαsilυ leαlοωι, but, being  wresgkl.  
Perplexed in the extreme."  

Consider the marvellous  Iisibrs  of the word "wrought," as  
coming from a character like Othello. When writing this  
passage, especially when writing this word, the poet had become  
entirely the simple English soldier-hero as the Moor really b—be 
bad become Othello, looking upon himse

,
lf" as not easily jealous,"  

whereas he was "wrought" and "perplexed in the extreme"  
by tricks which Hamlet would have seen through in a moment.  

While all other forms of poetic art can be vitalized by relative 
vision, there are two forms (and these the greatest) in which 
absolute vision is demanded, viz, the drama, and in  
a lesser degree the Greek epic, especially the  Zhsd. ime'ase-

This will be seen more plainly perhaps if we now 
vary our definitions and call relative vision  e'oisis' smagirialien;  
absolute vision  dramalic imdginaisess. 	 . 

Very much of the dramatist's work can be, and In fact is,  
effected by egoistic  insagination,  while true dramatic imagination  
is only called into play on comparatively rare occasions. Not 
oniy  fine but sublime dramatic poems have been written, however, 
where the vitalizing power has been entirely that of lyrical 
imagination. We need  oiily  instance the  Prorssefhesrs Bwoid  of  
Acschylus,  the moat sublime poem in the world. The dramas  
of Shelley too, like those of Victor Hugo and Calderon, are 
informed  entirely by egoistic imagination, In all these splendid 
poems the dramatist places  himself in the imagined situation, 
or at most he places there some typical conception  ot  universal  
humanity. There is not In all Calderon any such display of 
dramatic Imagination as we get in that wonderful speech of 
Prism's in the List book of the Iliad, to which we have before  
Winded. There is not In the Cenci such a display of dramatic 
imagination as we get in the sudden burst of anger from the  
spoilt child of gods and men, Achilles (anger which alarms the  

hero himself as much as it alarms Friar), when the prattle of 
the old man has carried him too far. lt may seem bold to say 
that the drama of Goethe is informed by egoistic imagination  

only—assuredly the prison-scene in  Fausi  is unsurpassed in 
the literatures of the world. Yet, perhaps, it could be shown of  
the passion and the pathos of Gretchen throughout the entire  

play that it betrays a female character general and typical rather  
than individual and particular.  , 

The nature of this absolute vision or true dramatic imagination  
is easily seen if we compare the dramatic work of writers without 
absolute vision, such as Calderon, Goethe, Ben Jonson, Fletcher  
and others, with the dramatic work of Aescbylus  and of Sbake  
speare. While of the former group it may be said that each poet  
skilfully works his imagination, of Aeschylus and Shakeaperc 
it must be said that each in his highest dramatic mood does not  
work, but is worked by his imagination. Note, for instance,  
hOw the character of Clyiaemscstra grows and glows under the 
hand of Acachylus. The poet of the Odyssey had distinctly  
said that Acgisthus, her paramour, had struck the blow, but 
the dramatist, having imagined the greatest tragic female in 
all poetry, finds it impossible to let a man like Aegisilms ατsisτ  
such a woman in a homicide so daring and so  in'omentous.  And  
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when in that terrible . ρ eιb of hers she justifies bee crime  
(oetemib'y  ιο  the outer world, but really  Ιο  her own Conscience),  
the way in which, by the sheer magnetism of irresistible person-
ality, she draws our sympathy to herself and her crime is un-
rivalled out of Shakespeare and not surpassed even there. In 
the Great Drama, in the  Agomemncit,  in  0(4db,  in  Hamiei,  in 
Μ cόdh,  there is an imagination at work whose laws are inexor-
able. are inevitable, as the laws by the operation of which the 
planets move around the sun. But in this essay our business  
with drama is couSned entirely to its relations to epic.  

Considering how large end on the whole how good is the body  

of modern criticism upon drama, it is aurpdsing how poor is  
αοτxmι 	the modern criticism upon epic. Aristotle, compar- 
mom, 	log tragedy with epic, gives the palm to tragedy  

as being the more perfect art, and nothing can be 
more Ingenious than the way in which he has marshalled his 
ressooa. He tells us that tragedy its well as epic is capable 
of producing its eject even without action; we can judge of 
it perfectly, lays he, by reading. He goes so far as to say  
that, even In reading as well bs in representation, tragedy has  
an advai'Iage over the epic, the advantage of greater clearness  

and distinctness of impressIon. And in some measure this usa  
perhaps true of Greek tragedy, for as Muller in his  Dimriaiions  
on the Eumeiiidcs  has well said, the ancients always remained 
and wished  Ιο  remain conscious that the whole was a Di οayi π  
entertainment; the quest of a commonplace &min came after-
wards. And even of Romantic Drama it may be laid that in 
the time of Shakespeare, and indeed down through the 18th 
century, it never lost entirely itscharacter of a recitation as  wefl 
as a drama. It was not till melodrama began 10 be recognized  
as a legitimate form of dramatic art that the dialogue had to be 
struck from the dramatic action "*1 full speed "—struck like  
sparks from the roadster's shoes, the truth is, however, that  

it was idle for Aristotle  Ιο  inquire which is the more important  
branch of poetry, epic or tragedy. Equally Idle would it be 
for the modern critic to inquire bow much romantic drama 
gained and bow much it lost by abandoning the chorus. 

Much has been said as to the scope and the limits of epic and 
dramatic poetry. If in epic the poet has the power to take the 
imagination of his audience away Γrοm the dramatic centre and 
.how what is going on at the other end of the great web of the 
world, he ran do the same thing in drams by  the chorus, and  
also by the introduction into she dramatic circle of messengers  

and others from the outside world. But, as regards epic poetry,  
is it right that we should hear, as we sometimes do hear, the voice  
of the poet himself as chorus bidding us contrast the present  
picture with other pictures afar of!, in order to enforce its teach-
ing and illustrate its pathos? This is a favourite method with  
modern poets ad a still more favourite one with psu.e namioia.  

Does It not give an air of sdf.eensciouaness to poetry? Does  
it not disturb the intensity of the poetic vision? Yet It has  

the sanction of Homer; and who shall dare to challenge the  

meihuds  of the great father of epic? An instance occurs hi  
Iliad v. a  58,  where, in the midst of all the stress of fight, the poet  
leaves the drsmalic aetion to tell its what became of the in-
heritance of Phaenops, after his two sons had been slain by  

Diomedea. Another instance occurs in iii. 43-  244, where the 
poet, after Helen's paihelic mention of her brothers, comments  

on the causes of their ab.euce, "criticises life" in the approved  
modem way, generalizes upon the Impotence of human intelli-
gence—the impotence even of human love—ta pierce the dark-
ness in which the web of human fate is woven. Time she spoke  
(the poet tells us); but the hfe.giving earth already possessed  
them, Ιhέτe in Laeedaemon, in their dear native lend:— 

Sr 4&eν sbι g' 43'  e&,'.x,' 4e1tsοn  sic  
& ΑaυiaΙµω'ι ιΤΙι, Wks  & mρΙfs  yelp.  

This, of course, is "beautiful exceedingly," but, inasmuch  as 
the imagination at work is egoistic or lyrical, not dramatic; inas-
much as the vision is reΙιtiνe not absolute, it does not represent  
that epic strength at its very highest which we call specially  

"Homeric," unless indeed we remember that with Homer the  

Muses are emniscient:this cenbisly may give the pamage a  
deep dramatic value it otherwise seems to lack. 

The deepest of all the distinctions between dramatic and epic 
methods has relation, however, to the nature of the dialogue,  
Aristotle failed to point it out, and this is remarkable until we 
remember that his work is but a fragment of a great system of  
criticism. In epic poetry, and in all poetry that nartates,  
whether the poet be Homvr, Chaucer, Thomas the Rhymer,  
Gottfried von Siraaburg, oc Turoldus, the action, of couras,  
moved by aid partly of narrativ, and pirtly by aid of di πΙοgυ  
but In drama the dialogue baa a quality of suggestiveness and 

 subtle inference which we do not expect to And in any other  
poetic form .ave perhaps that of the purely dramatic ballad.  
In ancient drama this quality of suggestiveness niid subtle  

inference is seen not only in the dialogue, but in the choral odes.  
The third ode of the  Agomemnaii  is an extreme case in point,  
where, by a kind of double eaikiidre,  the relυΙionoί  Clytaemncstra  
and Aegistiiu. are darkly alluded to under cover of allusions  
to Patis and Helen. Of this dramatic subtlety Sophocles is  

ρeτhαρs the greatest master; and certain critics have been it'd  
to speak as though irony were heart-thought of Sopbocleals  
drama. But the suggestiveness of Sophocles is pathetic (es  
Professor Lewis Campbell has well pointed out), not Ironical. 
This is one reason why drama more than epic seems to satisfy the 
mere intellect of the reader, though this may be wuisierbalanced  
by the bardnom of mechanical strudurewbich sometimes disturbs  
the reader's Imagination in tragedy.  . 

When, for instance, a dramatist pay. so  much attention to 
the evolution of the pint as Sophocles does, it is inevitable that  
his characttra should be more or less plot-ridden; they lxiv, to  
say and do now and then certain things which they would not 
say and do but foe the exigencies of the plot. Indeed one of 
use advantages which epic certainly baa over drama Is that the  
story can he made to move as rapidly as the poet may desire  
without these mechanical modifications of character.  

The only kind of epic for AristotTe to consider was Greek epic,  
between which and all oilier epic the difference is one of kind,  

if the Iliad alone is taken to represent Greek epic.  
In speaking of the effect that surrounding conditions  
seem to have upon the form in which the poetic energy  
of any time or country should express itself, we instanced the  
Iliad an a  fypicsl  case. The imagination vivifying it is ma inly  
dramatic. The characters represent much more than the mere  
variety of mood of the delineator. Notwithstanding all the  ‚plriidid  
works of  Caideroai,  Marlowe, Webster and  Goethe,  it is doubtful  
whether as a born dramatist the poet of the Iliad does not come  
nearer to Aeschylus and Shakespeare than do es  any other poet.  
Ills passion for making the heroes speak for themselves is almost  
a fault in the Iliad considered as pure epic, and the unconsciotit  
way in which each actor is made to depict his own character in lb  
the highest spirit of drama. It is owing to this speciality of  
the  ΙΖιά'  that It stands sport from alt other epic  save that 01 the  
Odlssey,  where however, the dramatic vision is less vivid, It is 
owing to the dramatic imagination displayed in the Iliad that it  
is impossible to say, from Internal evidence, whether the poem  iα 
to be classified with the epics of growth or with the epics of a rt .  
All epics are clearly divisible into two classes, first those which are  
a mere accretion of poems or  trsditionary  ballads, and  wcond.  those  
which,  thoegh  based indeed on tradition  pe  history, have become  
so fused in the mind of one great poet, so stained, therefore, with  
the colour and temper  of that mind, as to become new crystalliza-
tions—inventions, in  ,hort,  as we understand that Word. Each  
kind of epic has  exeSliencies  peculiar to Itself, accompanied by  
peculiar and indeed necessary defects. In the one we get the  
Trcedom—appsren'ly nchemele's  and  motivetes,-'-of nature, but, as  
a consequence, miss that "hard acorn of thought" (to use the  
picturesque definition in the  Vlbima Saga of the heart of a man)  
which the mind *sits foras the coreofewiywo'kofart.  In the  
other this great  requisite of as adequate central thought is found,  
but accompanied by a constriction, a lack of freedom, a  cι44  
artificiality, the  obtruwon  of a pedantic scheme, which would be  
intolerab le  to the natural mind unsophisticated by literary study.  
The flow of the one is as that of a river, the how of the other as that 
of a canal. Yet, as baa  been already hinted, though the great  
charm of Nature herself is that she never teases us with any  obtruswe  
exhibitions of scheme, she doubtless has a scheme somewhere, she  
does somewhere bide a" hard acorn of thought "of which the porch  
of the universe I. the expended  expression. And, this being  ιο,  
sit  .bo'ild have a scheme too; but in such a dilemma is she  ρiced  
in this matter that the epic poet, unless he is evidently telling the  
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story for its own sake, ,comfnl of purposes adele or aesthetic. must  
escnflce illusion.  

Among the former class of epics are to be placed the great epics of  
growth, such as the  Mand&Mrali,  the Nibelung dory, &c.; among  
the latter the Odyssey, the Acrid. Porisdixs lenS,  the Gm'sakmme  
tiber αω, the  Lιυώ dαs.  

But whom in this classification are we to find s place for the  
fliad?  The heart-thought of the greatest epic in all literature is 
simply that Achilles was vexed and that thefortunes of the world  
depended upon the whim of  i  sulky hero. Yet, notwiihstaiiding all 
the acute criticisms οf Wolfi, it remains difficult for us to Ilsd a  
place for the Iliad among the epics of growth. And why? Because 
throughout the Iliad the dramatic imaginatIon shown is of the 
first order; and, if we are to suppose a o ιυ lιρ!ιcity of authors 
for the poem, we must also suppose that ages before the time of  
Pericles there existed a group of dramatists more nearly akin to the 
masters of the Crest Drsma, Aeschylus, Sophocles and Sbake. 
speare, than any group that baa ever existed since. Yet it is equally 
ddflcult to find a place for It amongst the epici of art. In the 
matter of  arlislsc  mouse the Odyssey stands alone among the epics  
of art of the world, as we are going to see. 

It is manifest that, as the pleura derived from die epic of art 
Is that of  recogniaing a conscious scheme, if the epic of art fails  

through confusion of scheme it fails altogether. What 
76° ΜΙΡΝ ·f is demanded of the epic of art (as some kind of compessa-
'4,'. titre for that natural freedom of evolatkm which It 
can never achieve, that sweet  sbtisdos,  which belongs to uatiuia  
and to the epic of growth alike) is unity of impression, harmonious  
sad symmetrical development of a conscious heart-thought e  

motIve. This being no, where are we to place the  'lensid,  and whert  
are we to place the Shah Zfdmrh?  Starting with the IntentIon 1 

 is it .eems,ol fusing into one harmonious whole the myths and 
legends upon which the Roman gory is based, Virgil, by the time 
he reaches the middle of his epic, forgets all about this primsry  

Intent, and gives uS his own thoughts end reflections on thing• in 
general. Fine as is the speech of Anchisee to Ashes. In Rly'ium 
(Αο. νI.  724-755).  its incongruity with the general scheme of the 
poem as developed in the previous books shows how entirely Virgil  
lacked that artistic power shown in the  Ody'scy of making a story 
become the natural and inevitable outcome of an artistic idea. 

In the  ShAh Ndmeh  there is the artistic redaction of Virgil, but 
with even less attention to • central thought then Virgil exhibits. 
Firdausl relies kr his edicts upon the very qualities which 
characterixe not the epic of art but the epic of growth—a natural 
and not an artificial flow of the story; no much indeed that, if the  

dh Ndmeh  were studied In connexlon with the Iliad on the one 
hand and with the  Καkt σk  on the ether, It might throw a light 
upon the way In which an epic may be at one and the same time an 
sggrtgadon of the national ballad poems and the work of a single 
artilicer. That Firdausi was capable of working from a centre 
not only artistic but philosophic his hzssfaed Zukikha thows; slid iI 
we consider what was the artistic temper of the Peraiana in Flrdausl" 
time, what lndced has been that temper during the whole of the 
Mahommedan period, the subtle temper of the parable poet—the  
Shah Ndmeh, 'rich Its direct appeal to popular synipathies, is a 
standing wonder In poetic literature.  

With regard, however, to Vigil's defective power of working  
from an artistic motive, as cορared with the poet of the Odyssey,  

this is an Infirmity he shares with all the poets of the Western world. 
Certainl7 he shares it with the miter of  Paradfse Lett, who, setting 
out to ' justify the ways of God to man," forgets occasionally the 
original worker of the evil, as where, for Instance. he substitutes 
chance as soon as he cornea (at the end of the second book) to the 
point upon which the entire epic movement turns, the escape of 
batan from hell and his journey to earth for the ruin of man:— 

"At last his sail-broad vans 
He spreads for flight, and, in the surging smoke 
Uplitted, spurns the ground; thence many a league, 

 Μ  m a cloudy chair, ascending rides  
Audacious; but, that seat soon failing, meets  
A vast vacuity; all unawares, 
Fluttering his piniona vain, plumb down he drops  
Ten thousand fathoms dee , and to this hour 
Down had been falling, bed not, by lit CHANCE,  
The strong rebuff of some tumultuous cloud. 
Instinct with fire and nitru, hurried him 
As many miles aloft," 

10 Milton's cane, however, the truth is that he made the misrake  
of trying to disturb the motive of the story for artistic purposes—" 
a fatal mistake, as we shall see when we come to speak of the 
Nibdui*gesJied  In relation to the old Norse epic cycle. 

Though Vondel's mystery play of Lucifer is, in Its execution, 
rhetorical more than poetical, it did, beyond all question, influence  
Milton when he came to write Paradise Z'osL  The famous line 
which is generally quoted as the keynote of Satan's character- 

"  Better to reign in bell than serve in heaven "- 

seems to have been taken bodily from Venders play, and Milton's 
entire epic shows a study of it. While Marlowe's majestic movS  

manes alaiw as, tsacedble in Siren's φ sch (wskten some yumi  
before the rest of Paradise  lasI'  wbcn the dremauc and not the  
epic form had been selected), Milton's Satan became afterwards a 
splendid amalgam not of the Mephistopheles but of the Fasslss  
of Marlowe md the  LιcΙβ'r  of Voitdel, Vondel's play must have  
p*sseaied a peculIar attraction for a poet of Miltoii's views of  
human ;ingress. Defective the is in execution, it is far 
otherwi p as play se in motive. This motive, it we consider It aright, is 
nothing less than an eaplanation of man's anomalous condition 
on the earth—iplrft incarnate in matter, created by Cod, a little 
lower than the aiigel.-'-in order that he may advance by meets 
of these very mansclώ  Which imprison him, in order that he may  
ascend by the sIasrcase of the world 1  the ladder of fleshly collditiona,  
above those cherubim and seraphim who, lacking the education  
of sense, have not the knowledge wide and deep which brings mae  
close to God. 

Here Milton found his own favourite doctrine of human develop'  
mint and self-educatiOn in a concrete and vividly artistic form,  

Much, however, as such a motive must have struck a  mend Milton's 
Instincta, his intellect was too much chained by Calvinism to permit 
of his treating the subject with V οnd Ι 's philosophic bisudth. 
The muse of Lucifer's wrath had to be changed from jealousy of 
human progress to jealousy of the Son's proclaimed superiority. 
And the history vf poetry shows that once begin to tamper with 
the central thought around which any-group of Incidents  bai 

 ceystallised and the esuirs story becomes thereby rewritten, as we 
have seen in the ease of the  Agn$iemnns of  Amdiylu., Of the motive  
pf his own epic after he had abandoned the motive of Voiidel, 
Milton had as little permaneiit grasp as Virgil had of his.  Αι  
regards the Odyssey, however, we need scarcely say that its motive 
Is mostly artistic not philosOphic. And now we come to phIlosophic  
motIve, - 

The artist's power of thought is properly shown not in the  
direct enunciation of ideas but in mastpry over motive, Here  
Aeschylus is by far the greatest figure in Western poet proof 

 peehape among many proofs of the Oeiental straIn of h ό  genius, 
 (Αι  regards pure drama, however, imjeiaaut as is motive, freedom,  

organic vitality in every port, is of more importance than ewes  
motive and in this freedom sad easy abandonment the concluding 
part 01 the Oresttla in deficient as compared With such a play as  
Olhdl.  or Lear.)  NotwithstandIng the splendid exception of 

 Ae'chylus, the etuth seems to bethel the -faculty of developing a  
poetical narrative from a philosophic thenght is Oriental sad em  
the whole foreign to the genius of the Western mind. Neither 
Western drania nor In Western epic do we find, save In such rare 
cases as that of Vondel, anything like that power of developing 
a story from as idea which not only Jami but all the pevabla poets 
of Persia ihow. 

In modern Engiush poetry the motIve of Shelley'. dramatic  
poem  Promellisus υ bοrnιd  is a notable Illustration of what is here 
contended. Starting with the full Intent of develop'mg a drains  
from a motive—starting with a uni'euiallsm. a belief that good  
shall be the final goal of ill—Shelley cannot finish his first time  
hundred lines without shifting (in the curse of Prometheus) Isto  
a Manldiaelsm as pure as that of Manes himself — 

"limp on thy soul, by virtue of this curse, 
Ill deeds, then be thou damned, beholding good; 
Both infinite as is the uni νrrse7 

According to the central thought of the poem human nature,  
through the heroic protest and struggle of the human mind typ'ified  
by Prometheus, can at last dethrone that supernatural terror and  
tyranny quieter) which the human mind had itself installed. 
But, after its dethronement (when human nature becomes infinitely 
perfectible), how can the supernatural tyranny exist apart from  
the human mind that Imagined it? How can it be as "infinite as 
the univesss"? 

The motive of Paradise Los)  ό  assailed with much vigosir by 
Victor Hugo in his poem  Rdigimts  ει Adigwe.  But when Hugo, in  
the after parts of the poem. haviiig destroyed Milton's "Cod," 
seta upan entirely French" Dieu "of his own and tries "to justil υ "  
him, we perceive how pardon'4ble was Milton's failure after alL  
Compare such defect of mental grip and such ssebulosaty of thought 
as is displayed by Mdton, Shelley and Hugo with the strength of 
hand shown in the "Sl.IlImm" and "Absal" of Jami, sod indeed 
by the Sufi poets generally.  

There is, however, one exception to this rule that Woulmi poetry  
is nebtilous as to motive. There is, besides the Ζ1144, one epic  
that refuses to be classified, though for entirely different  reasuas.  
This is the Nibelong story, where we find unIty of purpose and also  

entire freedom of  moνemeτιt  We find combined here beauties  
which are nowhere else combined—which are, in fact, at war with 
each other everywhere else. We find a scheme, a real "acorn of 
thought," in an epic which is not the self'coascioua wade of a single 
poetic artificer, but is as much the slow growth of various dunes  
and various minds as is the  MaMbhdrsla,  in which the heart-tboiigbt  
is merely that the Kasn'avas defeated their relatives at dice and  

refused to disgorge their wianings.  - 
This Northern epjc'tree, as we find it in the Icelsiidic  sagas, the  

Norna themselves must have watered; for it combines The vistaea  
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of the epic of growth with  ihosed  the epic of art. Though not  
written in metre, it may usefully be compared with the epics of 
Greece sad of India and Penis. Free in movement as the wind,  

which  "bIOWCtb wher,  it  liatcth,"  it  listeth  to move by law. Its  
action is that of free will, but free will at play within •  ring of  
necessity. Within this ring there throbs all the warm and passionate  
life of the world out side, and all the freedom apparently. Yet  
from that world it is  enisled  by a cordon of curses—by a zone of 
defiant flames more impregnable than that which girdled the 
beautiful Brynhild at  Hindfell.  Natural laws, familiar emotions, 
are  at work everywhere in the story' yet the "Ring of Andvari,"  
whose circumference is but that 01 a woman's finger, encircles  
the whole mimic world of the  sagaman  as the Midgard snake encircles  
the earth. For this artistic perfection in an epic of growth there  
are, of course, many causes, some of them traceable and some of 
them beyond all discovery—causes no doubt akin to those which  
gave birth to many of the beauties of other epics of growth. 
Originally  Sinflotii  and Sigurd were the same person, and note  
how vast has been the  artistIc effect of the separation of the two! 
Again, there 'tee several different versions of the story of  Bryahild.  
The  sagamen,  finding all these ve rsions too interesting and too  
much beloved to be discarded, adopted them all—worked them up 
into one legend,  ιο  that, in the  Vdlsvxgis Saga we have a heroine 
possessing all the charms of goddess,  demi-goddess, earthly princess  
and amazon—a heroine surpassing perhaps in fascination all other  
heroines that have ever figured in poetry. 

It is when we come to consider such imaginative work as this 
that we are compelled  to pause before challenging the Aristotelian  
doctrine that metrical structure is but an accidental quality of epic.  

In speaking of the  Nibelung  story we do not, of course, speak of 
the German version, the  Nibdui'gadied,  a fine epic still, though a 
degradation of the elder form. Between the two the differences  
are fundamental in the artistic sense, and form an excellent  rnustsa-
tion  of what has just been said upon the disturbance of motive in 
epic, and indeed in all poet ic  art. It is not merely that the endings  
of the three principal characters. Sigurd (Siegfried), Gudrun  
(Kriemhllt),  and Brynhild are entirely different; it is not merely  
that the  lcelandic  version, by  missing the blood-bath at  Fafnir s  
lair, loses the pathetic situation of  Gudrun's  becoming afterwards  
an unwilling instrument of her husband's death; it is not merely  
that, on the other hand, the German version, by omitting the early 
love passages between Brynhild and Sigurd at  Hmdlell.  misses 
entirely the tragic meaning of her gory and the terrible bate that  
is love resulting from the breaking of the troth; but the conclusion 
of each version ό  ιο  exactly the opposite of that of the other  Ιh f , 
while the German story is called (and very properly)  "Krienihilt a  
Revenge," the story of the  VSJnrnga Sage might, with equal pro-
priety, be called  Gudrun's  Forgiveness,  

If it be said that, in both cases, the motive shows the same  
Titanic temper, that Is because the Titanic temper is the  apecial  

characterist ic  of the North-Western rend. 'The temper  S, ΡΙΙJΙ'  of revolt against authority seems indeed to belong 
to that energy which succeeds in the modern develop- 
ment of the great racial struggle for life. Although 

no epic. Eastern or Western, can exist without a struggle between  
good and evil—and a struggle upon apparently equal terms—It  
must not be supposed that the warring of conflicting forces which 
is the motive of Eastern epic has much real relation to the  wamng  
of conflicting  forces which is the motive of Western epic.  

And, as regards the machinery of epic, there is, we suspect, a  
deeper significance than is commonly apprehended in the fact that  
the Satan or  Shaitan  of the Eastern world becomes in  Vondel  and  
Milton a sublime Titan who attracts to himself the admiration which 
in Eastern poetry belongs entirely to the authority of  heavtn  
In Asia. save perhaps among the pure  Arabs of the desert, underlying 
all  religiou,  forms, there is appa rent a temper of resignation to the  
irresistible authority of heaven. And as  rrgsid.  the Aryans it  
is probable that the Titanic temper—the temper  ci  revolt against  
authority—did not begin  to.show  itself till they had moved across  
the Caucasus. But what concern, us here is the fact that the  
farther they moved to the north-wed the more vigorously this  
temper asserted itself, the prouder  grew man '"1 his attitude towards  
the god., till at last in the Scandinavian cycle he became their equal  
and struggled alongside them, shoulder  to shoulder, in the defence 
of heaven against the assault, of hell. Therefore, as we say, the 
student of epic poetry must not suppose that there is any real 

 parallel between the attitude of Vishnu (as Puma) towards  
Ravana  and the attitude of Prometheus towards Zeus, or the mi-
tt= of the human heroes toward. Odin in Scandinavian poetry.  
Had  Ravana  been  ckilhed  with •  properly constituted authority,  
had he been a legitimate gad instead of a demon, the Eastern  
doctrine  of recognition  ci  authority would most likely have come  
in and the world would have been spared cite at least of its 
enormous epic.. Indeed, the  Ravana  of the  Rdssdyais'  answers  
. oniewliat  to the Fafnir of the  VWsimga  Saga; and to plot against 
demon, is not to rebel against authority. The vast field of Indian  
epic, however, is quite beyond us here.  

Nor can we do more than glance at the  Kslisiik.  From  onepcint  
of view that group of ballad, might be taken, no doubt, as s simple  
meted of how the mm of  Kslev.la teem skilful in capturing the  

sisters of the  Pojobla  mat. Rut front  anothe,  point di view the  
universal struggle of the male far the female  .emns  typified in this  
so-called epic of the Finns by the picture of the  '  Lady of the 
Rainbow" sitting upon her glowing arc and weaving her golden  
threads, while the hero is doing battle with the malevolent force.  
ofnature.  

But it is in the  Nibelung  Story that the temper of Western epic  
is at its best—the temper of the simple fighter, whose business 
it is to fight. The ideal Western fighter was not ‚twa  in Greece  
till age. alter Homer,  whni  in the  p,na  of  Tbermopylae  the coin-
panion.  of  Ltonidaacoinbed  their long hair in the  w.m.  Thu business  
of the fighter in Scandinavian epic is to yield to no power whatso-
ever, whether of earth or heaven or bell—to take a bullet from the  
Allfather  himself, and to return it; to look Destiny herself in the  
ass, crying out lox quarter neither to gods nor demons nor  Norns. 

Tbi.  is the tine temper of pure' heroic poetry" as it has hitherto  
flourished no this side the  Caucaaua—tbe  temper p1 the fighter  
who is invincible because he feels that Fate herself falters when  
thehero  of the true Strain defies—the fighter who feels that the very 
Non,, themselves mint  rungS  at last  b*fore  the simple  courage of  
man standing naked and bared hope against all assaults, whether  

of heaven or hell or doom. The proud heroes of the  Vdianngn  
Saga utter no moans and abed no 1-lomenc  tears, knowing as they  
know that the day prophesied is sure when,  .houlder  to shoulder,  
gods and men shall stand up to fight die entire brood of night and  
wed storming the very gems of Asgaz'1 

'Ithat  this temper is not the highest  froiti  the ethical point  di 
view is no doubt true. Against the beautiful resignation  di 
Buddhism It may seem barbaric, and if moral suasion could supplant 

 physical force in epic—if  Siddartha  could take the place of Achilles  
or Sigurd—it might be better fox the human race.  

But we moat now give undivided attention to pure egoistic  

or lyric  imaginatioit.  This, as has been said, Is sufficient to  
vitalize all forms of poetic art save drama and the y,  
Greek epic. It would be Impossible to discuss mass..'  
adequately here the Hebrew poets, who have pro.  "  

rimed a lyric so different In kind from all other lyrics as to  

stand in a class by  itself. As it is equal in importance to  
the Great Drama of  ShakeSpeare, Aeschylua  and  Sophocles,  
we may perhaps be allowed to cell it the "Great Lyric." 
The Great Lyric must be  πligious—it must, It would seem, 
be an outpouring of the soul, not towards man but towards 
God, like that of the God-intoxicated prophets and  psalmisla  
of Scripture. Even the lyric fire of  l'indar  owes much to the 
fact that he had a childlike belief in the myths to which no ninny  
of Ms  conteTnporaries  had begun to give a languid assent. But 
there is nothing In  Pindar,  or indeed elsewhere in Greek poetry,  
like the rapturous song, combining unconscious power with 
unconscious grace, which we have called the Great Lyric. It 
might perhaps be said Indeed that the Great Lyric Is purely 
Hebrew. But, although we could hardly expect to find it among 
those whose language, complex of syntax and alive with self. 
conscious  infiexions,  bespeaks the scientific knowingness of the 
Western mind, to call the temper of the Great Lyric broadly 
"Asiatic" would be rash. It seems to belong as a birthright 
to these descendents of Sham who, yearning always to look 
straight into the fact of God and live, could (when the Great 
Lyric was sung) see not much else. 

Though two of the artistic elements of the Great Lyric, 
unconsciousness and power, are no doubt plentiful enough in 
India, the element of grace is lacking  for the most part. The  
Vedic hymns are both nebulous and unemotional, as compar ed  
with Semitic hymns. And as to the Persians, they, it would 
seem, have the grace always, the power often, but the  uncon-
aciousness ali'nost  never. This is inevitable if we consider for 
a moment the chief characteristic of the Persian imagination—an 
imagination whose wings are not so much  "  bright with beauty" 
as heavy with it—heavy as- the wings of a golden pheasant—
steeped in beauty like the "tiger-moth's deep  damasked  wings." 
Now beauty of this kind does not go to the maki ng  of the Great 
Lyric.  

Then there come. that poetry which, being ethnologically  
Semitic, might be supposed to exhibit somethi ng  at least of the 
Hebrew  tempei—the Arabian. But, whatever may be said of 
the oldest  Arahic  poetry', with its deep sense of fate and pain,  

it would seem that not hing  can be more unlike than the Hebrew  
temper and the Arabian temp er  as seen in later poet..  Jt  is not  
with Hebrew but with Persian poetry that Arabian poetry can  
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be usefully compared. If the wings of the Persian imagination  
are heavy with beauty, then of the later Arabian imagination  
are bright with beauty—brilliant as an Easte rn bυ t ιeτ y,  quick  
and agile as a  dragοn-y or •  bumming-bird.  Το  the eye of  
the Persian poet the hues of earth are  (aS Firdausi  says of the  
garden of  Mraslab) "llke  the tapestry of the kings of Ormuz,  
the air is  pcilumrd  with musk, and the wate rs  of the brooks are  
the essence of roses." And to the later Arabian no less than to  
the Persian the earth is beautiful; but it is the clear and sparkling  
beauty of the earth as she "wakes up to life, greeting the  Sabacan  
morning  ";  we feel the light more than the colour. But it is  
neither the  Perslan'a  instinct for beauty nor the Arabian's  
quenchless wit and exhaustless animal spirits that go to the  
making of the Great Lyric; far from it. In a word, the Great  
Lyric, as we have said, cannot be assigned to the Asiatic temper  
generally any more than It ran be assigned to the European  
temper.  

in the poetry of Europe, if we cannot say of  Pindar,  devout  
as he is, that he produced the Great Lyric, what can we say of  
• any other European poet? The truth is that, like  

the Great Drama,  ιο  straight and so warm  docs it  
seem to come from the heart of man in its highest moods that  
we scarcely feel it to be literature at all. Passing, however,  
from this supreme expression of lyrical ima gination, we come  
to the artistic ode, upon which subject the present writer can  

only reiterate here what be has more fully said upon  •  former  
occasion. Whatever may have been said to the contrary,  
enthusiasm is, in the nature of things, the very basis of the ode;  
for the ode is a mono-drama,, the actor in which is the poet  
himself; and, as  Marmontel 11*5  well pointed  out, if the actor  
in the mono-drama Is not  allected  by the sentiments he expresses,  
the ode must be cold and lifeless. But, although the οόε  is  a 
natural poetic method of the poet considered as  ρτορhet-
although it is the voice of poetry as a fine frenzy—il  must  
not be supposed that there is anything lawless in its structure.  

"Pindar,"  says the Italian critic  Gravina,  "launches his verses  
upon the bosom of the sea; be spreads out all his sails; he con-
fronts the tempest and the rocks; the waves  arise and are ready  
to engulf him; already he has disappeared from the spectator's  
view; when suddenly he springs up in the midst of the waters,  
α d  reaches happily the sho re." Now ills this  Pindanc  dis-
cursiveness, this Pindaric  unrestraint  as to the matter, which  
has led poets to attempt to imitate him by adopting an  unre-
Sιτaint  as to form. Although no two odes of  Pindar  exhibit  
the same metrical structure (the Aeolian and  Lydia,n  rhythms  
being mingled with the Doric in different propo rtions), yet each  
ode is in itself obedient, severely obedient, to structural law.  
This we feel; but what the law is no  mctricist  has perhaps ever  
yet been able to explain.  

It was a strange misconception that led people for centuries  
to use the word  "  Pindaric" and irregular as synonymous terms;  
whereas the very essence of the odes of  Pindar  (of the few, alas!  
which survive to us) is their regularity. There is no more difficult  
form of poetry than this, and for this reason: when in any  
poetical composition the metres ace varied, there must, as the  
present writer has before pointed out, be a reason for such  
freedom, and that reason is properly subjective—the varying  
form must embody and express the varying emotions of the  
singer. But when these metrical variations are governed by  
no subjective law at all, but by arbitrary rules suppo sed  ιο  be  
evolved from the practice of  Pindar,  then that very variety  
which should aid the poet in expressing his emotion crystallizes  
it and makes the ode the most frigid of all compositions. Great  
as  Pindar  undoubtedly is, it is deeply to be regretted that no  
other poet survives to represent the t riumphal ode of Greece—
the digressions of his subject matter are so wide, and his  volu.  
bility  is so great.  

In modem literature the ode has been ruined by theories  

hnd  experiments. A poet like La  Mothe,  for instance, writes  
▪xecrabΙe  odes , and then writes a treatise to prove that all odes  
gbould  be written on the same  modeL  There is much confusion  
oLmlod  prevalent  ansoiig  poets as to  wh't  is and what 1*  nt  

an ode. All odes are, no doubt, divisible into tie great classes:  
those which, following an arrangement in slams, are commonly  

called regular, and those which, following no such arrangement,  
are commonly called Irregular.  

We do not agree with those who assert that irregular metres are  

of necessity Inimical to poe tic art. On the contrary, we believe  
that In modern prosody the arrangement of the rhymes and the  
length of the lines in any rhymed metrical passage may be deter-
mined either by a fixed stanzaic law or by a law ίπhnί t Ιy  deeper—by 
the law which impel, the  scsi',  in a state of poetic exaltation, to 
seize hold of every  kInd  of metrical aid, such as rhyme,  caesusa,  &c.  
for the purpose of accentuating and marking off  e,ch  shade of  
emotion as it arises, regardless of any demands of stanza. But  
bctwcen  the irregularity of makeshift, such as we find it in  Cowlq,  
and his imitators, and the irregularity of the " fee frenzy" of such  
a poem, for instance, as  Coleridge's AsbIa Xhaii,  there is a difference  
in kind. Strange that it is not in an ode at all but in this unique  

!yrie Kshia Ktirn,  descriptive of imaginative landscape, that an  
English poet has at last conque red the crowning difficulty of  ωritieg  
in irregular metre.. Raving broken away from all restraints cif 
couplet and stanza—having caused his rhymes and pause. to fall  
just where and just when the emotion demands that they should 
fall, scorning the exigencies of makeshift no less than the exigencies  
of stanza—he has found what every writer of irregular English odes  
has sought in vain, a mush as entrancing, as natural, and at the  
same time as inscrutable, as the music of the winds  cr01  the me.  

The prearranged effects of sharp contrasts and antiphonal move-
ments, such as some poets have been able to compass, do not of  
course come under the present definition of irregular  
metres at all. if a metrical passa ge  doe, not gain 	

''  immensely by being smitten Independently of  stanaaic 	..  
law, it loses immensely; and for this reason, perhaps, that Law the great charm of the music of all verse, as distinguished 	'  
from the music of prose, is  inevitableneas  of cadence. In regular  
metres we enjoy the pleasure of feeling that the rhymes  wlll  
Inevitably fall under a recognized law of couplet or  stensa.  But 
if the passage flows independently of these, it must still Row  
inevitably—it must, In short, show that It is governed by another  
and a yet deeper force, the  inevitableneas  of emotional  expTesnios  
The line, moat be long or short, the  rh'mea  must be arranged after  
this or alter that interval, not because it is convenient so to  

them, but because the emotion of the poet inexorably  desna  
these and no other arrangements. When, however, Coleridge rare  
to try his ha nd  at irregular odes, such as the odes "To the  
Departing Year "and "To the Duchess of Des  onshire,"  he certainly  
did not succeed.  

As to  Wordsworth's  magnificent "Ode on Intimations of im-
mortality," the sole impeachment of it, but it is a grace one, is that 
the length of the lines and the arrangement of the rhymes are not 

 aiwSys  inevitable; they are, except on rare occasion% governed  
neither by  alsnza'st  nor by emotional law. For instance, what  
emotional necessity was there for the following rhyme-arrange-
ment? 

"My heart is at your festival,  
My head  hath  Its  coronal,  

The fulness of your bliss I feel-1 feel it all.  
Oh.  cvii  day! if 1 were sullen  
While earth  hersclt  is adorning, 
This sweet May miming;  
And the children are culling.  

On every side,  
In a thousand  vallr,ys  far and wide, 

Frtsh  flowers.'  
Beautiful as is. the substance of this entire passage, so lit from  
gaining, it loses by rhyme'—loaes,  not in perspicuity, lee Wordsworth  
like all his  coniemporariea  (except Shelley) is mostly  ρeτι cυουs.  
but in that metrical emphasis the quests( which is one of the impulses  
that leads a poet to write in rhyme. In spite however, of its metrical  
defects, this famous ode of  Wordsworth's  is the finest irregular  
ode in the  ianguagt,  for, although  Coleridge's  "Ode to the De-
parting Year" excels it in  Pindsric  fire. it is below Wordsworth',  
mastνηsece  in almost every other quality save rhythm. Among  
the writers of  Engllsh liregular  odes, next to Wordsworth, stands  
Dryden. The second stanza of the "Ode for St  Cecilia's  Day"  
is a great triumph.  

Leaving the irregular and turning to the regular ode, it is natural  
to divide these into two cla sses: (t) those which are really  Prndaric  
in so far as they con sist of strophes,  antistrophe,  and  ,podea,  
variously arranged and contrasted: and (a) those which consist  of a 
regular  5uccssιοπ  of regular  alanzaa  Perhaps all  Pindanc  odes  
tend to show that this form  of art is in English a mistake. It  τι 
easy enough to write one stanza and call it a  stTophe,  another in  
a different movement and call it en  antistrophe,  a third in a different  
movement still and call it an epode.  stut in  modera  prosody,  
disconnected as it is from musical and from  terpsichoersn ιcse,  
what are these? No poi't  and no critic can say. 

What is requisite is that the car of the reader  sbouid  catch a greet  
metrical scheme, of which these three va rieties of movement  
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are stecewary psrt*—.hotild catch, In abost, that lne*ablene'a  
of structure upon which sea have a Ιτ ady touched. In order to  
justify a poet iii writing a poem in three different kinds of move'  

meat, governed by no musical and no terpsicliorean necessity,  
a necessity of another kind should make itself apparent; thit a, 
the metrical wave moving in the strophe ehoukl be metncally  

a'awered by the wunter.wave moving in the antistrophe, while the  
epode—which, as originally conceivOd by Stcslchorua, was merely  
a standing still after the balanced movements of the strophe and  

antlstrophe—should clearly, in a language like oeiw, be a blended  
echo of these two. A mere metric αf contrast such as some poets  
labour to effect is not a metrical answer. And if the reply to this 
criticism be that in Finder himself no such metrical scheme in 
apparent, that is the strongest possible argument In support of 
our position. If indeed the metrical scheme of Pindar is not  
apparent, that is btcause, having been wrilten (or chanting, it was  

subordInate to the lost musical scheme of the musician. It has  

been contended, and is likely enough, that this musical schcme was 
iimple—as simple, perhaps, as the scheme of a cathedral chant;  

but To It, whatever it was, the metrical scheme of the poet was 
subordinated. It need 'carcely be said that the phrase ' metrical  

scheme" is used here not in the narrow sense isa indicating the  

position and movement of strophe and antistrophe by way of 
simple contrast, but in the deep metrical sense as indicating the 
value of each of thtse component parts of the ode, as a counter.wavs  

balasclng and explaIning the other waves in the harmony of the 
entire composItion. We touch upon this matter ii' order to show  
that the moment odcs ceased to be chanted, the words strophe, 
antistrophe, and epode lo,t the musical value they had among the 
Greeks, and pretended to a complex metrical value which their  

aelual metrical structure does not appear to justify. It does  

not follow from this that odes should not be so arranged, but it 
does follow that the poets arrangement should justify itself by 
disclosing an entire metrical scheme in place of the musical scheme 
to which the Greek choral lyric was evidently aubordinared. But 
even II the poet were a .ufbtinntly skilled metricist to compel, a 
scheme embracing a wave, an answering wave, and an echo gathering  

up the tones of each,  i.e.  the atrophe, the antistrophe and the  
epode, the ear of the reader, unaided by the musical empbaai,  
which supported the rhythms of the old choral lyric, Is, it should 
seem, incapible of gathering up and remembering the sounds 
further than the atrophe and the antistr ορhe after which itdesnand, 
not an epode but a return to the strophe. That is to ray, an epode,  

as alternating In the body of the modem ode, Is a mistake: a single 
epode at the end of a group of simphes and antlatrophes (as In ionic  
of the Greek odes) has, of course, a different function altogether. 

The gmat difficult) ,  of the English ode is that of preventing  the  
apparent spontaneity of the impulse from being marred by the 
apparent artifice of the form; for, assuredly, tie 'miter subsequent  

to ColerIdge and to Keats would dream of writing anode on the cold 
Hoi'atian  principles adopted by  Wasion, and even by Collins, In his 
beautiful Ode to Evening." 

Of the second kind of regular odes, those consisting of a regular 
succession of regular stanzas, the so-called odes of Sappho are, of  
course, so transcendent that no other amatory lyrics can be compared  
with them. Never before these songs were sung and never since 
did the human soul, in the grip of • fiery passion, utter • cry like 
her, and from the executive point of view, in directness, in lucidity 
In that high imperious verbal economy which only nature herseli 
can teach the artiSt, she has no equal, and none worthy to take  
the place of second—not even in Heine, nor even in Burns. Taralag,  

however, to modern poetry, there am some magnificent examples  

of this simple form of ode in English poetry—Spenser's immortal  

Epithaiamion" leading the way in point of tune, and probably  

also in paint of excellence.  
Fervour being absolutely essential, we think, to a greet English 

ode. fluidity of metrical movement can never be dispensed with. 
The more billowy the metrical waves the better suited are they to 
render the emotions expressed by the ode, as the reader will see by 
referring tO Coleridge's "Ode to France" (the finest ode in the 
English language, according to Shelley),and giving special atten.  

tion to the first stanza—to the way in which the heat metrical  
wave, after it had gently fallen at the end of the first quatrain.  
leaps up again on the double rhymes (which are cxpressly intro-
duced for this effect), and goes bounding on, billow after billow,  Ιο  
the end of the stanza. Not that this floe ode is quite free from the 
great vice of the English ode, rhetoric. II we except Spensee and.  
so  one instance, Collins, it can hardly be said that any English  

wnter before Shelley and Keats produced odes independent of  
rhetoric and supported by pure poetry alone. But fervid as are  
Shefley'. "Ode to the West Wind" and Keats's odes" To a Night-
ingale" and "On a Grecian urn," they are entirely free from 
rhetorical flavour. Notwithstanding that in the "Ode on a Grecian  

Urn" the first stanza does not match in rhyme arrangement with 
the others, chile the second stanza of the "Ode to a Nightingale"  
vanes from the rest by running on four ‚tiyme.sounds instead of  
five, vexing the tsr at first by disappointed expectation, these  
two odes are, after Coleridge's "Francs," the finest regular odes  
perhaps in the English language.  

With regard to the French ode, Maiherbe υrαs  the fist writer  
ΙΧ i  15*  

who brought It to perfection. Malherbe showed also more variety  

of mood than it is the fashion just now to credit him with. This  
may be especially noted in his Ode to Louis  Χ  Ill." His disciple 
Racaa is net of much account. There Is certainly much vigour 
in the ode, of Εουιsu, but it is fat till we reach Victor Hugo that  
we realise what French poetry can achieve in this line; and coo. 

 temporary poetry can hardly be examined here. We may say,  

however, that some of Hugo's odes are truly magnificent. As a 
pure lyrist his place among the greatest poets of the world Is very  
high. Hero, though *raking In an inferior language, he ranks with  
the grestest masters of Greece. of England, sad of Germany. Had  

he attempted no other kind of poetry than lyrical, bin would still  
have been the first name in French poetry. Whatever is defective 
In his work arises, as in the cane of Euripides, from the importation  
of lyrical force where dramatic force Is mainly needed.  

Tb.  main varieties of lyrical poetry, such as the idyll, the  
satire, the belled, the sonnet, &c., are t reated in separate  arlidesi  
but a word or two must be .aid hereabout  thesosig  
andiheelegy. Towrlleagoodsongrequireathat  

simplicity of grammatical structure which  ia  foreign  Ιο  many  
natures—that mastery over direct and simple speech which  

only trite passion and feeling can give, and which" coming from  

the beset goes to the heart." Without going so far as to say 
 that no mass is a poet wino cannot write a  goOd  song, It may  

certainly be said that no man  canweite  a good song who is not  
a good poet. In modern  times we  hayc,  of course, nothing in  
any way representing these choral  dancc.songs  of the  Oreekfl,  
which, originating in the primitive Cretan war-dances, became,  
In  Pfndar's  time, a  IpleDdid  blending of song and billet Να  
bane we anything exactly representing the Greek scene, those  
short drinking songs of which  Terprnder  is said to hive been  
the inventor. That these  scolia  were written, not only by  mete 
like  Alcaeui, Aiiscreon, Praxilla, Simonides,  but also by Sappho 
and by  Pijidar,  shows in what high esteem they were held by 
the Greeks. These songs seem to have been as brief as the 

 stornelhi  of the  Xtahian  peasant. They were accompanied  by  
the lyre, which was handed from singer to singer as the time  

for each  seolion  came round. 
With regard to the  atOrneflo,  many critics seem to confound  

it with the  rispetto,  a very different kind of song. The Italian  
r ιήsrυο  consists of a stanza of inter-rhyming lines ranging from  
six to ten In number, but often not exceeding eight, 'The Tuscan  

and Umbrian  sfrrisdk  is much shorter, consisting, Indeed, of a  
hemistich  naming some natural object Which suggests the motive  
of the little poem. The nearest approach to the Italian  ttornello  
appears to be, not the  rispetto,  but the Welsh  triban.  

Perhaps the mere  didiculty  of rhyming  in English and  the 
facility of rhyming in  Xtallan  must be taken Into account when  
we inquire why there is nothing in Scotland—of' course there  
could be nothing In England—answering to the nature-poetry  
of the Italian peasant. Most of the Italian  rispetti  and  stornelhi  
seem to be improvisations; and to improvise in English is as  
difficult as to  imp?ovlse  is easy in Italian. Nothing Indeed is  

more interesting than the improvisatorial poetry of the Italian  
peasants, such as the  cansone.  If the peasantry discover who  
is the  composet  of a  canzone,  they will not sing it. The speciality  
of Italian peasant poetry is that the symbol w hich is meetly  
erotic is of the purest and most tender kind. A peasant girl  
will Improvise a song as impassioned as" Come into the Garden,  
Maud," and as free from unwholesome taint.  

With regard to English songs, the critic cannot but ask—
Wherein lies the lost ring and charm of the Elizabethan song-
writers? Since the Jacobean period at least, few have succeeded  
in the art of writing real songs as distinguished from mere book  

lyrics, Between songs to be sung and songs to be read there  
is in our time a difference as wide as that which exists between  

plays for the closet and plays for the boards.  
Heartiness and melody—the two  requlsitgs  of a song which  

can never be dispensed with—can rarely be compassed, It seems,  
by one and the same individual. In both these qualities the  
Elizabethan poets stand pee-eminent, though even with them 
the melody is not so singable as It might be made, Since their 
time heartiness has, perhaps, been a Scottish rather than an  
English endowment of the song-writer. It is difficult to imagine  
an Englishman writing a song like"  Tullochgorum '  or a sons'  
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like  "MaggIe  Lauder," where the heartiness and Impulse of  
the poet's mood conquer all impediments of close vowels and  
rugged  conaonant*l  combinations, Of Scottish song-writer.  
Burns is, of comae, the head; for the songs of John Skinner,  
the heartiest  ιοngwτzιer  that  baa appear.d  in Great Britain  
(not excluding Herrick), axe too few in number to entitle him to  
be placed beside a poet so  prolillc  in heartiness and melody as  
Buena. With  regagd  to Campbell's heartiness, this is quite a  
different quality from the  hesrt$ncs.  of Burns and Skinner,  
and is in quality English rather than Scottish, though, no doubt,  
it is of a fine end rare strain, especially in "The Battle of the  
Baltic," His  eongs  illustrate an  indrmity  which even the  
Scottish song.  writeis  share with the  Engliah—a  delectivesetise  
of that true song-warble which we get In the  stoesselli  and  rispelli  
of the Italian peasants. A poet may have heartiness in plenty,  
but if he  baa  that love of  conaouantsl  elects which Denise  
displays he will never write a  dist-re*e  song. Here, indeed,  
in the crowning  dimculty  of song-writing. An extreme simplicity  
of structure and of diction must be accompanied by an  isslinctivo  
apprehension of the melodic capabiliti es  of verbal sounds,  and  
of what Samuel Lover, the Irish song-writer, called "singing"  
word., which is rate in this country, and seems to belong to the  
Celtic rather than to the Saxon ear.  "fle spng ;writcr,"  says  
Lover,' must frame his song of open vowels with is few guttural  
or hissing sounds as po ssible, and he must be conical sometimes  
to  saciidce  grandeur and vigour to the necessity of selecting  
singing words and not reading word s." And he  exemplilles  
the distinction between staging words and reading words by a  
line from one of Shelley'. songs— 

"The fresh earth in new leaves  drest,  

where nearly every word shuts up the mouth instead of opening  
But closeness of vowel sounds is by no means the only  

thing to be avoided in song-writing. A phrase may be absolutely  
unsingable,  though the vowels  be open enough, if it Is loaded  
with consonants. The truth is that in song-writ ing it is quite  
as important, in a consonantal language like ours, to attend to  
the consonants as to the vowels: and  perhap,  the first thing to  
avoid in writing English songs is the frequent recurrence of the  
sibilant. But this applies to all the brief and  qυίnteaaent Ίέ l  
forms of poetry, such as the sonnet, the elegy, &c.  

As to the elegy—a form of poetic art which has more relation  
to the objects of the cisterns! world than the song but less  rela.  

tion  to these than the  stornello—its scope seems  ΤΜ Ιααυ. 
to be wide  indeed, as practised by such various  

writer. as  Tyrtarus, Theognis, Catullus, Tibullus,  and one own  
Gray. It may almost be said that perfection of form is more  
necessary here and in the sonnet than In the song, inasmuch as  
the artistic pretensions are more pronounced. Hence even such  
apparent minutiae as those we have hinted at above must not  
be neglected here.  . 

We hue quoted  Dionysius  of  ΗαlicsuιsυeαΤ in relαtiοπ to the  
arrangement of word, in poetry. His remarks on  sibliants  are 

, 	equally deserving of attention. He goes so far as to  
say that  •  is entirely disagreeable, and, when it often  
recur,, insupportable. 'the bins seems to him to be  

more appropriate to the been than to man. Hence certain writers,  
he says, often avoid it, and employ it with regret. Some, he tells  
us. have composed entire odes without it. But if  sibilation  is a  
defect in Greek odes, where the softening  nIece  of the vowel sounds is  
so potent, it is mud, more so in English portly, where the con.  
sonants  dominate, though it will be only specialty  noticeabig  in  
the brief and  quintessuntial  forms such as the song, the sonnet, the  
elegy. Many totes  only attend to their  s,b,lanta  when these clog  
the rhythm. To write even the briefest song without a sibilant  

would be a lox, di force; to write a good one would no  dotilie  be  
next to impossible. It is singular that the only  metricist  who ever  
attempted it was John  Ί 'heΙwaΙl,  the famous Citizen John,"  
friend of Lamb and Coleridge, and editor of the famous Chun/ties  
newspaper, where many of Lamb's epigrams appeared.  Theiwati  
gave much attention to metrical questions, and tried his hand at  
various. metres. Though  "Citiae,'  John's"  sepobirs ,maht  err.  
tainly  have been better, he had a very remarkable  criticaΓ insight  
into the  ψ iοπale  of metrical effects, and his "Song without a  
Sibilant  • ,  extremely neat and ingenious.  Οι  course, however,  
it would be mere pedantry to exaggerate this objection to sibilants  
even in them brief forms of poetry. (F.  W..D.) 

κoαιιιiοm. ,10Χ1Ν1 CRRasml  (»6-ιδ»),  German  
physicist,-  was born  in Hamburg on the  speb  of December 170.  

His father, a wealthy manufacturer, having been all but ruined  
by the French siege, be had, when  ozdy  sixteen, to apprentice  
himself to an  apoIhecary  in Hamburg, and when twenty-two  
began to earn his living as an apothecary',  andstant  at  Itzeboe.  
Ambition and a  ΖtΥοng  inclination towards a scientific cuter  
led him to throw up his business and remove to Berlin, where  

he entered the university In  eSso.  Here his abilities were  
speedily recognized, and in 1823 he 'nil appointed meteorological  
obncrver  to the Academy of Sciences. Even at this early period  
he had conceived the idea of  fmmding  έ  physical and chemical  
scientific journal, end the realization of this plan was hastened  
by the sudden death of L. W. Gilbert, the editor of  Gilbuis  
Agnikx  dc,'  Physik,  In 5824.  Poggendorl  immediately put  
himself in communication with the publisher, Barth of Leipzig,  
with the result that he was installed as editor of a scientific  
journal,  Aissakn  der  Physik  mid  Ckeinie,  which was to be a  
continuation of Gilberts  Am,aiess  on a somewhat extended plan.  
Poggendorl  was admirably qualified for the post. He bad an  
extraordinary memory, well stored with scientific knowledge,  
both modern and historical, a cool and impartial judgment, and  
a strong preference for facts as against theory of the speculative  

kind. lie was thus able to throw himself into the spirit of modem  

experimental science. He possessed in abundant measure the  
German virtue of orderliness in the arrangement of knowledge  

and in the conduct  of business. Further he had an engaging  
geniality of manner and much tact In dealing with men. These  
qualities  soars made  Poggeiidct'js Assok*  the foremost scientific  
journal In Europe.  

In the course of his fifty-two years' editorship of the Aerials  
Poggendorl  could not fall to acquire an  unustal  acquaintance  
with the labour, of modem men of science. This knowledge,  
joined to what he had gathered by historical reading of equally  

unuival  extent, be carefully digested and gave to the world  ia  
his Βiοσσµύα-literαrisekes Zlasdwfrlerbech 'ur Gesdickte  du  
eχdnke Wissnisckafkn,  containing notices  of the lives and labous  
of mathematicians, astronomers, physicists, and chemists, of all  
peoples and all ages. This work contai ns  an astounding col-
lection of facts invaluable to the scientific biographer  snd  
historian. The first two volumes were published in 1863; after  

his death a third volume appeared In 00,  covering the period  
ι8513-1883,  and a fourth in  jpeg,  coming down  totbe  beginning  
of the soil, century.  

Poggendorl  was a physicist of high although not of the very  
highest rank. He was wanting in mathematical ability, and  

never displayed in any remarkable degree the still more  impos.  
teat power of scientific generalization, which, whether strum  

-urged by mathematical skill or not, never fails to mark the  
highest genius in physics! science. He was, howev er, an  abIc  
and conscientious experimenter,  aiid  was very fertile  sisd  
Ingenious in devising physical apparatus, By far the greater  
and more  inspoet.snt  part of his work related to electricity and  
magnetlim.  His literary and scientific reputation speedily  
brought him  bonourable recognItion.  In 1830 he Was made royal  
professor, in 1834 Hon.  Ph.D.  and extraordinary professor in the  
university of Berlin, and in  ι8 p  member of the Berlin Academy 
of Sciences. Many offers of ordinary professorship, were made  
to him, but be declined them all, devo ting himself to his duties 
as editor of the  Arniakn,  and to the pursuit of his scientific 
researches. He died at Berlin on the  xth  of January  1/W- 

1'00010 ( ι38ο-r439). Olaf  Fr,ncesco Pogglo Bricdduisi,  
Italian scholar of the Renaissance,  was born in 5380 at Tens-
nuova,  a village in the territory of Florence. He studied Latin  
under John of Ravenna, and Greek under Manuel  Chtysoloras.  
His  distinguished  abilities and his dexterity its a copyist of  hISS.  
brought him Into early notice with the chief  scholara  of  Fhe,uce  
Coiucdo Salutati  and  Niccolo  dc'  Niccoli  befriended him, and  
in the year 1402 or 1403 be was received into the service of the  

Roman curia. His  functiosts  were those of a secretary; said, 
though he profiled by benefices conferred on him in lieu of salary, 
he remained a layman  10  the end of his life. It is nοticesbie  
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that, while he held his  ofike  in the curia through that  momentoes  
period of fifty years which witnessed the Councils of Constance  

and of Band, and the final restoration of the papacy under 
Nicholas V., his sympathies were Dever attracted to  ecck,iastical  
agairs.  Nothing marks the secular attitude of the Italians at 
an epoch which decided the future course of both Renai ssance  
and Reformation more strongly than the mundane  proclivitIes  
of this apostolic secretary, beset and soul devoted to the  
resuscitation of classical studies amid conflicts of pop es  and  
aIItipopes,  cardinals and councils, In all of which he bore in 
official part. 'Thus, when his duties called him to Constance 
in 1414, he employed his leisure in exploring the libraries of 
Swiss and  Swablan  convents. The treasures he brought to 
light at  Reichenau,  Weingarten, and above all St Gall, restored 
many lost masterpieces  of Latin literature, and  snppllbd  students 
with the texts of authors whose works had hitherto been acces-
sible only in mutilated copies. In one of his ep istles  he describes  
how he recovered  Quintilian,  part of  Valeriia Flaccus,  and the 
commentaries  of  Asconius Pedianus  at St Gall.  hiSS,  of  
Lucretius,  Columella, Silius Jtalicua, Masillius  and  Vltruvhis  
were unearthed, copied by his hand, and  tommunicatCd  to the 
learned. Wherever  Pogglo  west he  carried  on the same Industry  
of research. At Langres he discovered  Cicero's (h'afios  for  
Cochin, at Monte  Cssaino  a MS. of  Frontinus.  He also could 
boast 05 having recovered  Ammiamis Marcellinus, Nonius 
Marcellus, Probus, Flavius  Caper and  Eutyches.  If a codex 
could not be obtained by fair means, he was ready to use fraud, 
as when he bribed a monk to abstract a  Livy  and an  Αmmlarιuέ  
from the convent  llbr ry  of  Hersileld.  Resolute in recognizing  
erudition as the chief concern of man, be sighed over the folly 
of popes and princes, who spent their time in wars and  ecele-
siastical  disputes  when they might have been more profitably 
employed in  r νlν1ng  the lost learning of antiquity. This point 
of view is eminently  charatteristic  of the earlier Italian Renais-
sance. The men of that nation and of that epoch were bent  

on creating a new Intellectual atmosphere for Europe by means  
of vital contact with antiquity.  Poggio,  like Aeneas  Sylvlus  
Piccolomini  (Pius  Π.),  was a great traveller, and wherever he 
went be brought enlightened powe rs  of observation trained in 
liberal studies to bear upon the manne rs  of the countries he 
visited. We owe to his pen curious remarks on English and  
Swiss customs, valuable notes on the remains of antique art 
in Rome, and a singularly striking portrait of Jerome of Prague 
as he appeared before the judges who condemn ed  him to the 
stake. it is necessary 40 dwell at length upon  Poggio's devotion 
to the task of recovering the classic,, and upon his disengage-
ment from all but humanistic interests, because these were the 
moat marked feature of his character and career. In  Jiteratust  
be embraced the whole sphere of contemporary studies, and  
distinguished himself as an orator, a w riter of rhetorical treatises, 
a  panegyriat  of the dead, a violent Impugner of the living, a 
translator from the Greek, an  qristοΙοgτaρher  and grave  histOrian  
and a  iscetious  compiler of  fabliaux  in Latin. Os his  mpral  
essays It may  suibce  to notice the  dimertsliona  Os, Nubility, Os  
Vicissitudes of  Foi'Iime,  Os the Misery of  Memos Life, 0,' the  
Isfdkiiy  of Princes and On Marriage in Old Age. These com-
positions belonged to a species  which, since  Pctrsxcb  set the  
fashion, were very popular among Italian scholars. They have 
lost their value, except for the few  mattess  of fact embedded  
in a mass of  commonplaie  meditation, and for some occasionally  
brilliant illustrations.  Poggio's Hislosy  of Florence,  *iitten  
in avowed Imitation  οί  Lines manner, requires separate mention,  
since it exemplifies by its defects the weakness of that  mesely  
stylistic treatment which dep rived so much of  Brunl's  Carlo  
Aretino's  sad  Bembo's  work of historical weight.  Α  somewhat  
different criticism must be passed on the  Fo.cdias,  a collection  
of humorous and indecent tales exρressed  in such  Latinity  as  
Poggio  could command. This book is chiefly remarkable for 
its unsparing satires on the monastic orders and the semis:  
clergy.  11  is also noticeable as Illustrating the  latisizing  
tendency of an age which gave classic form to the lightest  moaya  
of the fancy.  Pogglo.  it may be observed, was a fluent and  

cορiουΖ  writer In the Latin tongue, but nit  an,elcgasit scbebr.  
His knowledge of the ancient tethers was wide, but his time 
was not select, and his erudition was  supeedcial.  His  trasialallofi  
of Xenophon"  Cyrop.sdia  Into Latin Cannot be praised for 
accuracy. Among  contempoeaeies  he passed for one of the  
most formidable polemical or  gisdiatorial  rhetoricians; and a  
considerable section of his extant works are invectives. One  
of these, the Diodegsie igoissl Nypoerules,  was aimed in a spirit  
of vindictive  hιtd  at the vices of  ecdeaia'tiea;  another, written  
at the request of Nicholas V., covered the anti-pope Felix with  
scurrilous abuse. Rut his moat famous compositions in this 
kind are the  peisonal  invectives which he d ischarged  against  
Filed* and  "alla.  All the resources of a copious and unclean 
Latin vocabulary were employed to degrade the objects of his  
Satire; and every crime of which humanity is capable was  
ascribed to them without discrimination. In  Fildfo  and  ValIg 
Poggio  found his match; and Italy wag amused foe years with 
the spectacle of their Indecent combats, To dwell upon such 
literary Infamies would be below the dignity of the h istorian,  
ware it not that these habits of the early Italian humanists  
impesed  a fashion upon Europe which extended to the later age  
of  Scaliger's  contentions with  Scioppius  and Milton's with  
Salmasius.  The greater part of  Poggio'a  long life was spent 
in attendance to his duties in the  pepsi  curia at Reins and else-
where. 'But about the year 14f1 be finally retired to  Έ Ιo,ence,  
where he wag admitted to the  burghership,  and on the death of  
Carlo  Aretino  in 1453  W*i  appointed  ibancellor stud  hlatono.  
grapher  to the republic. He had already built himself a villa 

 In  Valdaiiio,  which  he adorned with a collection of antique  
sculpture, colas and  liiscriptlona.  In 1435 he had  π*ιτΙ d a  
girl of eighteen  nanied  Veggie., of the  famesis Buoiideliioati  
blood, His declining days were spent b' the discharge of Ms  
honourable Florentine  ofilce  arid  lii  the composition of his history. 
He died in 1459, and was buried in the church of Santa  
Croce. A statue by  Donatelki  and a picture by Antonio del  
Poliajuolo  remained to commemorate a citizen who chiefly for  
his services  to humanistic literature deserved the notice el  
posterity.  

works ware printed at Bawl in 1538.  " cx aedibnalleiirici  
Petri. Dr Shepherd'. Life 4  Pvuio Brarndusi (laos) is a good  
authority on his biography. For hi. position in the history of the  
revival, see  Volgia Wiedubekbaag  des  dsuu'ksi Allei'Iiissu.  and  
Symonds's .R'aaisra'ice  is  Ziody.  σ. A. S.)  

FOOLIZEA (Serbο-Croatkπ ?olfica),  a tract of mountainous  
land in  Dalmatla,  Austria; formerly the seat of an independent  
republic.  Tbe  territories of  Poglizza  lay chiefly within the  
south.eaaterly  curve made by the river  Cetina  before it caters 
the Adriatic  at  Ρdmissa (0ml».  They also comprised the  
faaTnesses  of the  Mosaor  range (4500 ft.) and the fertile strip  
of coast from  Almiasa  to  Stοbits,  so m.  W.N.W.  The  iiihabi.  
tasta  lived in scattered villages, each ruled by Its  cotmt,snd  alt 
together ruled by the supreme mint. These officers, with the  
three judges, were always of noble birth, though elected by the 
whole body of chassis. There west two ordain of nobles; the 
higher, including about so families, claimed  Hungariandeecens;  
the lower,  claIming  kinship with the Bosnian aristocracy.  B*iose  
these ranked the commoners and the serfs. At a very early 
date the warlike  highlanders  of  Poglista  became the friends and  
allies of the  #dmiasan corsaira,  who were thus enabled to  hamaa  
the seaborne trade of their  neighboura  without fear of a sudden  
attack by land.  Almlsaa  received a charter from Andrew IL 
of Hungary in 1107, and remained tinder the nominal protection  
of  HtrngaTy  until  ι,  when both  Almlzsa  and  Poglizzs  accepted 

 the suzerainty of Venice, while retaining their Internal freedom.  
The population of  POgliZZa  numbered 6566  in  jSoh,  In the 
following year, however, the republic incurred the enmity of 
Napoleon by rendering aid to the Russians and  MontenegTin.  
In Dalmatia; and it was  Invadid  by French troops, who plundered  
Its villages, massacred Its inhabitants, and finally  depriv'd  it 
of Independence.  

See the  A"si'arlo Dalmaiico  for tens (published at Zara); arid  
A.  Foetin  Treed., let.  Dduiisiie  (London. s"8), 	 ' 



POINCARJ!-POINT  ΡLΕΑSΑΝΤ  
ροιscΑaέ .  RAYMOND ( 1860-  ),  Trench  gat5sman,  was 

born at  Daι.4e-dυc  on the 20th of August  1860,  the son of  Nkolas 
Aatoinio Η€Ι ne Poiacax',  a distinguished civil servant and  
meteorologist. Educated at the university of Paris, Raymond  
was called to the Paris bar, and was for some time law editor  
.f the Vaijoke. He had served for over a year in the depart-
ment of agriculture when in 1887 he was elected deputy for the  

Μκιε, Re made a great reputation in the  Cbaniber si  an  
economist, and sat on the budget commissions of 5890-5891  

and  i8p;.  He was minister of education, fine arts and religion 
In the  fir't  cabinet (April-Nov.  ι8p)  of Charles  Dupuy,  and  
minister of finance in the second and third (May 1894-Jan. 1895).  
In the succeeding  Ribot  cabinet  Poincar'  became minister of 
public instruction.  Mthcugh  he was  esciwled  from the Radical  
cabinet which followed, the revised scheme of death duties  
propused  by the new ministry was based upon his proposals  
of the previous year. He became vice-president of the chamber  
In the autumn of  189, αnd in spite of the bitter hostility of the  
Radicals retained his position iii 2896 and 1 897. In  zpoO he  
returned to the ministry  ώ  finance in the  ahoet.lived Sarrien  
ministry.  Poincarfi  had retained his practice it the bar during  
his political career, and he published several volumes  ώ  essays  
on literary and political subjects.  

lila  brother, Lucien  Poiocsxd  (b. 1862), famous as a physicist,  
because inspector-general of public Instruction in  xgw.  He I.  
thn slither of  La Pkysiqv.e swderw' ( ιgοό )  and  L"Jecki'ii' 4907).  
Jules Henri  Poiocar€  (b. 1854), also a distinguished phy sicist,  
belongs to another branch of the same family.  

KINImI&  The  Pmsuuie pwkkorrima  of gardens  (RapIer.  
lie  Οαιακαmα.(  botan ists), a native of Mexico and Central  
America, with its brilliant scarlet bracts, stands unrivalled  
amongst  deσοr ιiνe  plants.  Tb. white.bracted  sort,  var. ciba, is  
not so  dectiνt4  but the double-flowered,  var. pieni:sima, in 
which the brilliant  infloresceace  is branched, as as brilliant as  
the type, and keeps long In Bower. They are incensed by  

cutting, In spring, which when taken off with a heel strike freely 
ha brisk heat. They require good turf) ,  loam, with an addition  
of one-sixth of leaf-mould and a little sand, and should be kept  

In a heat of from 65° to o° at sight, with a rise of  zo°  by day.  
To prevent their growing lanky, they should be kept with their  
beads almost touching the glass; and as the pots get filled with  

roots they must be shifted Into others, 7  or 8 in.  ό  diameter.  
About August they may be inured to a heat of 50· at night, and  
should be brought, to bear air night and day whilst the weather  
is warm, or they may be placed out of doors for a month under  
a smith wall In the full aim. This treatment matures and  pee. 
pars them for flowering. In  iutwnn  they must he removed  
to a house where the temperature is  ο°  at night, and by the end  
ώ  September some of them may be put in the stove,  whert  they  
will come into flower, the remainder being placed under heat 
liter for succession. When in bloom they may be kept at about  
55°  by eight, and  saplaced  will last longer than if kept in a higher  
temperature.  . . 
. ?ΟΙΟΤ. WillS (x777-0159),  French mathematician, was  
bora  at Paris on the 3rd  of January 5777. In 1794 he became  
a scholar at the  &ole Polytrchnique,  which he left in  ι pό  to 
act as  &  civil engineer. In 1804 he was appointed professor of 
mathematics at the Lυαε, in 1809  professot  of analysis and 
mechanics, and in  τ8ι ό  examiner at the £colt  Piolytechnique. 

 On the death of J. L. Lagrange, in 1853,  Poinsot  was elected to 
his place in the Academic des Sciences; and in 1840 he became 
a member of the superior council of public Instruction. In  ι848 

 he was made an  oflicer  of the Legion of Honour; and on the  
formation of the senate in 1852 he was  chC.en  a member el lb*  
body. He died at Paris on the 5th of December 1859.  

Ριdmοt's tarliest  work was his  £lέme,ιs dc ,kliqus  (1803;  
9th edition, 1848), in which he introduces the idea of statical 
couples  and investigates their propertie s.  In the  Thdoric  

aoimsdk  de  Ic rddio*  des corps (1834) be treats the motion of a 
rigid body  gcomrtrically.  and shows that the most general motion  
of such a body can be represented at any instant by a rotation  
about an axis comb ined  with a  iranslaiion  parallel to this axis,  

and that any motion of a body of which one po int is fixed may 
be produced by the rolling of scone fixed in the body on a cone  
fixed in apace. The previous treatment of the motion of a rigid 
body bad in every use been purely analyt ical, and so gave no  
aid to the forma tion of a mental picture of the body's motion;  
and the great value of this work lies In the fact that,  asPoimet  
hlmaeli  says in the introduction, it enables us to represent to 
ourselves the motion of a rigid body as clearly as that of a  
moving point. In addition to publishing a number of  worb 

 on geometrical and mechanical subjects,  Poinaot  also cont ributed 
a number of papers  on pure and applied mathematics to  Lien-
τille's Jejunci  and other scientific periodicals.  

Sie  J.  L. F. Bertrand,  Discosrs asix fwsbeill,s dc "Winn  (ΡatΊa  
me).  

POINT  PlEASANT,  a town and the county-seat of Mason 
county, West Virginia,  U.S.A.,  on the Ohio river, at the mouth  
of the Kanawha river, and about midway between Pittsburg  
and Cincinnati Pop.  (spoo) 1934;  (1910)  1Ο.  Ιι  is tiered.  
directly by the Baltimore  &  Ohio and the  )Canawha &  Michigan  
(controlled by the Hocking Valley)  sailways,  and by the Hocking  
Valley railway on the opposite side  ci  the Ohio river. The  
Kassawba  river Is navigable (by the use o( locks and  dana) fre 

 90 m. above the town, and Point Pleasant is a re-shipping point  
for Kanawha coil. Coal and salt are mined in the vicinity,  
but the surrounding country is prin cipally agricultural.  

The battle of Point  ΡΙeaanΙ,  the only important engagement  
in  '  Lord  Dunmore's  War," was fought here on the 10th  ci  
October 1774 between about 1100 Virginia militiamen, under  
General Andrew Lewis  (ό  ηm-ι;8ι),1  and about  i000 Shsswnesa  
and their allies, under their chief, Corn stalk (6 5720-1777)3  
Lewis bad been ordered to meet Lord  Dumnore  here with a body  
of militiamen (recruited from  Botetourt,  West Augusta and  
Fincsatle  counties), but when he reached the mouth of the  

Kamaawha,  slier marching ado an. from Tort Union (now Lewis-
burg, W.  Va.), Dunmom's  force, which was to have gone over 
the Braddock  ttaiL  to Fort Pill, and thence down the Ohio  
river, had not arrived. Early on the morning of that  icik  the  
Indians suddenly attacked, and the  baltic  continued fiercely  
throughout the day. At night the Indiana crossed the Ohio  
river, leaving behind many of their dead. The whites lost about  
2" in killed said wounded, Colonel Charles Lewis (2733-1 774,  
a brother of the commanding officer, being among the former.  
In December Lord  Dummmoce  concluded a treaty with the Indian.,  
by which they  stmendered  their claim to land, south of the  
Ohio and agreed not to molest whiten travelling  Ιο  the  wutezs  
country. The battle, which overawed the Indians, and the  
treaty, which was not seriously broken for three yeas, made  

possible the rapid settlement of the western country, espe cially  
of Kentucky, 'during the  cady  yeas of the War of  Indepeia. 
dence  Four years before the battle the Virginia House  ώ 

 Burgesses bad awarded to General Lewis, for his earlier services  

in the hunch and Indian War, 9876 acres of land, including the  

Cenmal Lewis was born In  Dοne5sΙ.  Ireland; sened  with  Wash-  
'berm et Fort Necessity  andat Biuddoek's  defeat; was  cainmiwionce  
from Virginia to conclude the treaty with the Six Nations at  Fsnt  
Stanwix  (5768); was a member of the Virginia Housed  8meum  
Γοr  several years; served  an a  brigadierieneral  in the  "ar  of  
Independence; and in  ι6  forced Lord  Dunmoiw  to retire  fmia  
Gwyrn'.  Island.  isa  Chesapeake Bay, ',here be had taken refuge.  

' Coeastslk  said blurs  wre  killed within the kit at Point  Pimmet  
in November  ny;  by Virginian soldiers (contrary to the  peotmes  of  
their commanding  ortcers).  who thus avenged the death of a  
comrade,  lii  was at the time warning the  garriwa  of his inability  
to held the  SbsWniis  to the terms of the treaty  dm774. Tb,,.  ό  a  
granite monument (elected in 28ee)  over hi.  geave  in the yard  
of the  cουrt-k υsι  

Various American writers have asserted that Lord  )υrno.e'  
Incited the Indians to attack the frontier in order to div ert the  
colonist, from their  opponlion  to Great Britain, and that be  
purposely refrained from effecting a  Iumaioo  with Lewin  na usa  
Itwis  might be defea ted and Virginia thus be greatly  czippkd  en  
the eve of the threatened war with the mother country; and  t'st  
hattie  itself ha, accordingly frequently been referred to as the  

first battle of the War of  indepimdence. Tb.  assertions with  
isgaad  to Lord  Dunmotu.  however, rest on  derumsIaats.l esae  
alpue, and hive sever been  coqiclussvely  proved,  
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ρressist sited Point ?le'uat; the sirrusy of this grant was made  
by George Washington. Alter the battle General Lewis sent  
a detachment to build a fort (called Fort Blair) here; in 1776 
Fort Randolph (abandoned in 1779) W55 erected op the same  
site, and In 1785 (from which year the permanent settlement  
of the town may be dated) a third fort was buff/ here. Daniel 
Boone lived here from  ι88  until about τ799. In '79' the  
village of Point Pleasant was platted; it was incorporated as  a 
town in 1833. A granite monument (86 ft high) osmimemorat-
log the battle was unveiled on the icth 0f October epop. 

See J. Τ.  McAllister's artkk,  "The Rudeof Point Pleasant.'!  
in the  Virgrnia Magazsas  of Ritter,  ned Biopo$y (agol-'900),  
νοl.  x., and Virgil A. Lewas, lIsslo,y  of  Ike .Bat".  .j.Pousi Fkenasl  
(Charleston, W. Vs., 1909).  

POISON. An exact deόnίιiοn of the word "poison"  (derived 
through Fr. from Let, polio,  polio,aem,  i  drink;  i.e.  a deadly  
draught) as by no means easy. There is no legal definition of 
what constitutta a poison, and the definitions usually proposed  
are apt to Include either too muck or too little. Generally, a 
poison may be defined to be a substance having an Inherent  
deleterious property, tendering it capable of destroying life by 
whatever avenue it is taken into the system;or it Is asubutance  
which when. introduced into the system, or applied externally, 
injures health or destroys life irrespecIive of mechanical means  
or direct thermal changes. In popular language a poison is  a 
substance capable of destroying life when taken in small 
quantity; but a substance which destroys life by mechanical  
means as, e.e. powdered glass, is not, strictly speaking, a ροisου. 

The subject of toxicology forms one of the most important  
branches of medical jurisprudence (g.e.). The medical jurist  
should be familiar with the naturt and actions of poisons, the  
symptoms which they produce, the ciecumsta.tices which modify  
their working, the pathological results of their action, and the  
methods of combating these.  

Aches of  Pouons.—Poisons may exert a twofold action. 
This may be either local, or remote, or both local and remote. 
The local action of a poison is usually one of corrosion, Inflam-
ratjon, or a direct effect upon the sensory or motor nerves. 
The remotc actions of poisons are usually of a specific character. 
though some writers group the remote effects of poisons under 
two heeds, and speak of the common and the specific remote  

effects of a poison. The local action of a poison of the corrosive  
elms Is usually so well marked and obvious that the fact of tho 
administration of a poison of this class is generally unmistakable.  
The same may be said, in a less degree, of the irritant poisons,  
especially the mineral irritants; but here the symptoms some-
tires so closely simulate those of natural disease aa to render  
the recognition of the administration of poison a matter of  

dilliculty. Hence an aramate acquaintance with the remote  
specific effects of the various poisons is indispensable to the  

medical jurist. The class of poisons which baa been adminis-
tered or taken will thus be suggested to his mind by the observa -

tioss of the symptoms; and not unfrequently the specific poison  

talcefs will be suspected. It is almost universally admitted  
that absorption of a poison is necessary for the production of 
its specific remote effects, and the old notion that a poison may  
kill, by its action through the nervous system, without absorp-
tion, is abandoned.  

Vodifyi,ag Circumstaarces.—Tne  ordinary action of a poison  
maybe greatly modified by the largeness of the dose, by the gate 
of aggregation, admixture, or of chemical combination of the 

 poison, by the part or membrane to which it is applied, and by 
 the condition of the patient. Thus, for example, opium may  

be a medicine or a poison, according to the doae in which it is 
given; and a dose of the drug which may be beneficial to an  
adult In certain atatts of the system may be fatal to it child, or  
to an adult when suffering from some fotma of disease. All 
barium salts, again, are poisonous, except the quite insoluble  
sulphate. The simple cyanides, and many double cyanides,  
are highly polao5ous; but yellow prussiate of potash, which is a  
double cyanide of iron and potassium, Ia almost without action 
upon the system. The part or tissue  ιο  which a ροisοα is applied  

grtatly  affects the ιdiνiή f έsta ροlώ ι imsg to the varying  
rapidity with which absorption takes place through the cut,.-
moos, mucous and serous surfaces, and by the other tissues of 
the body. Curare, an arrow poison, may be swallowed in con-
siderable quantity without appreciable result, whilst it minute  
quantity of the same substance introduced into a wound is  
speedily fatal. Idieayncessy hai an Important bearing  in 
toxicology. Pork, mutton, certain kinds of fish, most especially 
shell-fish =celled, and mushrooms have each produced all the  
symptoms of violent Irritant poisoning, whilst other persona 
who have partaken of the same food at the same time have 
experienced no ill effects. Some persons are stated, on good 
authority, to be capable of taking with impunity such poisonS 
as opium, corrosive sublimate, or arsenic, in enormous dorm—
and this irrespective of habit, which is known  Ιο  have such ass 
influence in modifying the effects of some poisons, notably the  
narcotics. A tοlemme of poisons Is sometimes engendered by 
disease, so that a poison may fail to produce its customary  
effect. Thus, opium is tolerated in large quantities in ΙΙsnυ$  
and us delirium tremeus; and mercurial compounds may in some  
febrile affections fail to peodiKe the usual constitutional effectS  
of the metal. On the other band, diseases which impede the  
ulimination of a poison may intensify its effects.  

The evidence that a poison baa been administered Is based  
upon the symptoms produced, on the appearances met with in  
the body after death, on the analysis of articles of food and drink,  
of excrete and ejects, and of the organs of the body after death,  
and on physiological experiments made with substances extracted  
from the same articles. These physiological eπρetimnt1 are  
usually made upon animals, but in some eases, as for instance  
when aconite has to be searched lot, the physiological experi.  
rents mug be marie also upon the human subject. The  
evidence obtained from one or more of these sources, as compared  
with the properties or effects of various known poisons, will  
enable the mtdical jurist to form an opinion as to the hdministra.  
lion or non-administration of a poison.  

The sysep'osss exhibited by the patient during life rarely fall  
to afford some clue to the poison taken. Persons may, however,  
be found dead of whose hitter/ nothing can be learned. Here 
post mortem appearances, chemical analysis, and, it may be, 
physiological experiments, axe all.import.ant forthe elucidation  
of the nature of the case. 

Poisoning may be  gcek  or  chronk.  Toe general conditions 
which should arouse a suspicion of acute poisoning are tile  
sudden onset of serious and increasingly alarming symptoma in a  
person previously in good health, especially if there be pain In  
the region of the stomach, or, where there is complete prostra-
tion of the vital powers, a cadaveric aspect, and speedy death.  

In all such cases the aid of the analytical chemist must be called  
in either to confirm well-founded or to rebut 11i-frtmded  
suspicions.  

The mod' of  Ireaimesd  to be adopted in the case of poisoned 
persons varies greatly according to the nature of the poison.  
The first Indication, when the poison has been swallowed, is 
to evacuate the stomach; and this may usually be done by means 
of the stomach-pump when the poison is not of the corrosive  
clam; or the stomach may he gently washed out by mesas of a  
funnel and flexible siphon-tube. In many cases erotica  isa  
valuable. Antidotes and counicr-poiaons may then be given.  
The former are such substances as chalk to neutralize the mineral  

mitts and oxahc acid; the latter have a physiological counter-
action, and are such as atropin,, which  ό  a counter.poisoe  
ιο  morphia. These may usually be administered most effec-
tively by hypodermic Injection. The stomach may to a census  
degree be protected from the injurious effects of irritants by  
the admInistration of mucilaginous drinks; alkaloids may be  
rendered sparingly soluble by means of astringent substances  
containing tannin; and pain may be relieved by mesas of  
opium, unless contra-indicated by the Dalure of the poison.  
The effects of the convulsant poisons, such as strychnine, may 
be combated by means of the inhalation of chloroform.  

The  ‚!wiβcoffοι.  of poisons is it matter of dimculty. Various  
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attempts  b*v.  been made to density them  acientideally,  but  
with no signal  succeia;  and  perhapa  the best system is that  
which group. the various poisons according to the more obvious  
symptoms which they produce. Our knowledge of  ώ .  more  
intimate action of poisons is still too Imperfect to admit of  any 
useful dessificetien  according to the manner In which they  
specidcally effect the vital organs. Poisons may in the manner  
indicated be classified as  (i)  Cerrnsism,  (a)  Iui&usit, () N'w-
rdics,  and (4)  Gascons  Poisons.  
. 	 τ.  Co,remos.  

The typical member of this class is corrosive sub limate, the  
soluble chloride of mercury. In It are Included also the ounce.-
trued mineral acids  (υΙρbυrίc,  nitric and hydrochloric); oxalic  
acid; the alkalies (potash, soda, and ammonia) and their carbonat es ; 
acid, alkaline, and corrosive salts of the metals (such as bisulphate  
of potash, slum, butter of antimony and  iutivte  of silver); also  
carbolic add. 

The symptoms produced by the mineral  *cids  and the alkalies  
arc almost altogether referable to local  actιοn  but some corrosive  
poisons, such as carbolic acid, produce, besides a local action. 
remote and specific constitutional effects. The symptoms of  

cormalve  poisoning as. marked and unmistakable, except is infant..  
Immediately on swallowi ng the corrosive substance, an acid, caustic 

 or metallic burning sensation is experienced In the mouth, Ludes,  
gullet and region of the stomach, and this speedily extends over  
the whole belly; as a rule vomiting speedily follows. In the case 
of the  minural adds, and in oxalic acid poisoning, the vomit is  
so acid that if it falls upon a marble or concrete  doot  effervescence  
ensues. No relief follows tire evacuation of the stomach. The  
ejected matters contain blood, and even fragments of the corroded  
walls of the alimentary canal The belly becomes distended with 
gas arid horribly tender. High fever  peevaila. ?be mouth Is  
found to be corroded. flieαth  usually ensues within a few hones; 
or. if the patient survives, he or she may perish miserably, months 
after the poison was taken, through starvation consequent upon  
the gradual contraction of the gullet, brought about by its corrosion  
and subsequent healing.  

The treatment of  conosivo  poisoning  cο sia*ι In very gently  
emρtyin4  and washing out the stomach by  mean. of  a soft siphon.  
tube. The stomach-pump cannot be used with safety in con-
sequence of the weakening of the walls of the stomach by corrosion.  
Demulcents and opiates may  be subsequently administered. After  
death from corrosive poisoning the walls of the stomach are found 
corroded and even perforated.  

;.  Corrosive  SuWimak.—Hcre  all the signs and symptoms of 
corrosive poisoning are produced in their severest form. A grain 
or two of this  pomm  may prove fatal. Fortunately there is an  
efficient antidote in white of egg, the albumen of which, if adminis-
tered at once, renders the salt insoluble.  Theegga  should be divested  
of their yolks, beaten up with water, and given promptly, repeatedly, 
and abundantly, followed by emetic.. Poisoning by corrosive  
sublimate may be followed by the specific toxic  dlectaoI  mercury.  
such as salivation and tremor. 

Workers in mercury, such as water -riders,  lcoking.glass  makers,  
and the makers of barometers and thermometers, are apt to suffer 
from a peculiar form of shaking palsy, known as "the trembles." 
or mercurial tremor. This disease effects most frequently those  
who are exposed to mercurial fumes. The victim is allotted with 
tremors when an endeavour is made to exert the muscles, so that he 
is unable, for instance, to convey a glass of water to the  1iρ. steadily, 
and when he walks he breaks into a dancing trot. The treatment  
consists in removal from the mercurial atmosphere, baths, fresh air,  
sad the administration of iron and other tonics.  

s.  MinunI Aoids.—Thesa  are oil of vitriol or  sulpbqrk  acid, 
aqua fortis or nitric acid, and  spixit  of salt or hydrochloric (run-
stic)  acid. These, when taken In a concentrated form, produce well.  
marked symptom. of corrosion. When they are diluted, the  eymp-
toma  are those of  aa  irritant poison. Nitric acid stains the mouth 
and akin of a yellow colour. The treatment consists in the  admin'  
istration  of the alkalies  or other  tsrbonates,  chalk, whiting, or even  
imcolourvd  plaster scraped oil the walls or ceiling, with the view 
of  iieutralising  the acid.  

3.  Oaslic .cdd  is a vegetable acid. When taken in the state of  
coocentrated  solution it acts as a corrosive, but when diluted as  an 
irritant. But it also exerts a specific effect, killing the patient by  
cardiac syncope not  unfrequently  within a few minutes. When a  
Fen= alter taking a crysta lline substance, tasting strongly add,  
dim within 15 or 30 minutes. sites- the manifestation of great weak-
ness,  ema)  pulse and failure of the heart's power, poisoning by 

 oxalic acid is almost certain. The treatment  coriuss  in promptly  
=ministering an emetic, followed by chalk, whiting, or any sub-
stance containing carbonate of calcium. The alkaline  carboeiates  are  
"abielsss,  for the  alkeline endues am almost as poisonous as oxalic  
p.crd  itself.  

4- lb  M•d& —Caustic potash sod caustic soda produ ce  symp-
toms resembling those of the mineral acids, except that purging is  

a usual  acoumpsninrent,  

5,  Caddie se  when taken  In the  'sen  d g eπseeιdααbid  
acts as a corrosive, causing whitening arid  sbtinΙdgcί  ‚ii the  
animal membranes with which it com es  in contact,  Tb.  patient,  
however, becomes speedily comatose, the poison acting profoundly  
upon the great nervous centres.. A curious phenomenon—black or  
dark green  υr—ls  commonly observed  after the  adminlanatirm  
.1 this poison.  Saccbaratsd lrm.-water, diluted and  druak frel  
andasolutico  of sulphate of soda are perhaps the  mon  undid  

2.  !VndsII' Pdsiuss.  
irrItant puia®s  as. of two  clumes—metallic irritants and vege-

table and animal irritants, these latter being for convenience ermined  
together. Perhaps none of the  irritants  act purely as such, the  
irritsat  symptoms being usually accompanied by well-marked  
effects upon the nervous system. An  IrrItant  Is •  substance which  
causes  InllammatIon  of the part to which It Is applied—usually 
the alimentary canal Arsenic is by in the must Important d  
the metallic irritant s.  Other irritants are the moderately diluted  
acids, many metallic salts, such as those of antimony, lead, copper 
aloe and chromium.  EIate'ium, gslnboge, aloes,  colocynth anj  
crown oil an good examples of vegetable  irritants; and  canthariden  
of animal irritants. Animal and vegetable food when decomposed, 
or infested with certain organisms known a. bacteria. may  prcduce  
violent irritant symptoms.  The  symitoms  produced by  inhtant 
poiions  as.  umully  more den is their  dewlopmeet then where  
a corrosive  baa  been administered. Usually, after an interval,  
greater or loss according to the ιρςiόc  nature of the irritant 
swallowed, a burning pain Is felt 'in the mouth, throat and  gullet, 
with a sense of constriction of the parts, and followed by burning 
pain In the region of the  etvmach.  This is Increased, and not 
alleviated, by immure%  a mark which nerves  to distinguish the 
attack from one of ordinary colic. Nausea, vomiting and thirst 
ensue, speedily followed by distension of the whole  abchmen.  which 
is exceedingly tender to the touch. Ordinarily the vomiting is  
followed by profuse  disuhota.  Should the poison sot be speed ily 
eliminated in the vomited and faecal matters.  Inflamiaatosy  fever  
sets in, followed by collapse; and death may emire  is a few hours. 

There is danger of confoundi ng  irritant poisoning with some forms  
of natural disease, such as  gastrltls  and gastric ulcer, colic, perito-
nitis, cholera and rupture of the Intestines. 

1. Arscns'  is a specific  icnitantpoisoo.  Almost all the compounds  
of this metal are poisonous. The term "arsenic" is, however.  
most commonly applied, net to the metal itself, but to its low er  
oxide,  arlrnious ordde.  which Is also known as  shier  aτseic. Dy  
whatever channel arsenic is Introduced into the sy stem, it  java". 
ably ailects  specifically the stomach and intestines, causing me. 
geadon  or inflammation. The common sources of arsenical miming  
are the taking of white arsenic, which causes acute poisoning, and  
the inhalation of dust from arsen ical wall-papers and textile fabrics, 
whereby a chronic form of  peissering  is Induced.  

Tb.  symptoms arid treatment of arsenical  poir'aiiig  ase  dlbed  
under Arsenic  (gu.). . 

Arsenic-eating, or the ability of some persons to talce relatively  
large dose, of arsenic habitua lly,  π a well-established fact  'Tbe  
cause of this  singulax  immunity from the ordinary results of arsenic 
is unknown. 

a.  Zeod  —The salts of lead, more especially the acetate (sugar of 
lead), are irritant poisons of no very great activity; and, though 
occasionally death ensues, recovery Is the rule. Chrome yellow, 
or lead chromate. Is a powerful Irritant poison. All  cbromates  are, 
Indeed,  irritantjsoiioos.  (See ΙΖΑΟ PomomxG.) 

. Coppw.—The soluble salts of copper, such as blue vitriol  (the 
sulphate) and verd!gris (subcarbonate  and  subacetate),  are emetic 
and irritant mite.  Their emetic elects usually, but not invariably, 
secure their prompt rejection by the stomach. Occasionally fatal  
effects have resulted from their administration, Copper becomes 
accidentally mixed with articles of dietary in a variety  ci  modes.  
It is also used for improving the colour of preserved fruits and  
vegetables. its deleterious properties when thus used In minute  
quantities have been both asserted and denied. The re  6, however, 
a large body of evidence in favour of the at all events  occssimel  
pon000us  elects of minute quantities of copper.  

4,  2m' sails and barium sells. except the quite insoluble barium  
su lphate,  are irritant poisons; and barium compounds act  abu  
opens the  ctnh,aI  nervous system.  

5. Chrusedes, e.g. hichmmate  of potash, am violent irritants.  
Chrome yellow, or lead  ch'omat.,  has already been  meutiosied.  

6. Pias$on'us.—Of the two chief forms of the elements—die  
yellow or- ordinary and the red or amorphous-ibe  former only  
is poisonous. Rarely there is met with a chronic form of poison! 
among workers in the material, aiming Iron  lbs inhalatIon  
phosphorus vapour.. Its special  characieristic  Is a peculiar 
necrosis or death of the bony structure of the lower jaw. Acute 
phosphorus poisoning is more common,  Pboepborua  Is used  ί r  
tipping  matches, and Is also the basis of several vermin d.ntn.n'.., 
(See  Prsosi'itoaus  and  MaTcn.) 

7. VogeloMa lrrilesls.—The'e  produce drastic purgative elects,  
Prequently  the nature of the Illness may be ascertained by the  
discovery of portions of the vegetable substance—rrcngnixabba  
by  the  micniscope—in the matters ejected by the patient,  
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I  c'ιa.deι—τhe admnietretkis of castbaddee. Ο.Π.) is  

followed by vomiting, purging. strangely, or even entire usability  
to pass the urine,. In the ejects portions of the shining elytra or  
wing-case, of the fly may often be recognized. There is often great  

excitement of the sexual proclivities. The active principle of the  
fly, cantharidin, may be extracted from suspected matters by means 
of chloroform, and the residue left after the evaporation of this  
blisters the lip or any tender mucous surface to which it is applied.  

Demulcent remedies, with opiate enemata and i,jections, aSord the  
best relief by way of treatment.  

3.  Nesrofks 	. 
t.  Prusiic or #$rticyaiik A'id.—Hydrocyanic acid I. one of the  

bent known poisons, and a very deadly one. In the pore state it is 
said to kill with lightning-like rapidity. It limit with is cobsmeraw 
only in a dilute state. In Great Britain two kinds of acid are  
cummoaly sold—the pharmacopoeial acid, containing a% of 
anhydroue prussic acid and Scheele's acid, containing ‚ tO  

Less than a tenspoonfuf of the 2% acid has caused death. Given  
In fatal doses, the sympton. of piuisio-acid ρσά οαing sot in with  
greet rapidity; and, us ouceequence of the readisiss* with which the  
poison is absorbed from the stomach and diffused through the 
circulation1  the onset of symptoms is reckoned by seconds rather  
than by minutes. Occasionally the victim may be able to perform  
* few voluntary actions beicre alarming symptoms are developed.  
There ii first a very brief stage of d Ίώ cult brnatbυιg1  and  slow 
action of the heart, with a tendency for the organ to stop us thestate  
of dilatation. With widely.dilated pupils of the eye, the patient a 
then seized with violent livegular convulsive movements The  
rhythm of the respiratory movements is disturbed, and the coun-
tenance becomes of a bluish cast. Tb. patient now sinks to the  
ground with complete los. of muscular power; and the third or  
aaphyxial stage is reached, in which there are slow gasping respira-
tion), loss of pulse, and paralysis of motion. Death a frequently 
preceded by mυκυΙar spasms. The  joudreymui  character of the  
Illness, and the speedy death of the patient, coupled with the 

 peculiar odour of the acid in the bteath and atmosphere around the  
body, seldom leave any doubt as to the nature of the cane. The 
treatment consists in inhalation of fume, of strong ammonia, 
drinks of warm and cold water alternately, friction of the limbs, and  
artificial respiration. The subcutaneous injection of atropine,  
which acts as a cardiac stimulant, may prove serviceable.  

Other soluble cyaiiides, more especially cyanide of potassium, a  
jalt largely used in photography and In the arts, are equally  
poisonous with hydrocyanic acid. (See Paussic Acm.) 

2. Opi.m.—!n consequence of the extent to which opium, its 
preparations, and its active alkaloid morphia are used for the relief 
of pain, poisoning by opium Is of frequent occurrence. It is largely  
used by suicides; and children, being very susceptible to its influence, 
ίruqυenty die from misadventure after sdminiseratlon of an over-
dose of the drug. The ordinary ριeρarιtiοns of opium are the 
drug Itself, which is the inspiinated juice of the oriental poppy, and  
the tincture, commonly known as laudanum. Opium contains  a 
variety of more or less active principles, the chief of which is the  
alkaloid morphia, which is present in good opium to the extent of  
•bout so% in combination with meconic acid, which is physio-
logically Inactive. Opium is largely used by Eastern nations for  
smoking, and there is great discrepancy of opinion as to the extent 
to which opium smokIng is deleterious. The preponderance of  
opinion is in favour of the view that opium smoking is a demoral-
bins, degrading, and pernicious habit, and that its victims are 
sufferers both in body and mind from its use. (See Onui' and 
MoaTaiNx.)  

3. Slrydnir.'  and  Sirychiiiise-yiddiiig Planis.—The alkaloids  
strychnine and brucine, as well as all the plants in which they are  
found, all act in the mine manner, being highly poisonous, and  
causing death after spaama of a severe character. Many vermin-
killers contain strychnine as their active ingredient.  

Strychnine, and all substance, containing that alkaloid, produce  
their effects within a very few minutes—usually within ten or fifteen 
minutes. The patient complains of stiffness about the neck, and his  
aspect exhibits terror. There is an impression of impending 
calamity or death. Very speedily the head is jerked back, the 
limbs extended, the back =lied (opisthotonos), so that the body 
may rest on the head and heels oniy. In a few moment, these 
symptoms pass oS, and there is complete relaxation of the-spasm.  
The spasmodic osodition speedily returns, and is brought about 
by the slightest touch or movement of the flatient. Acc,eeions  
and remissions of the titanic state ensue rapidly till the patent  
succumbs, usually within half an hour of the administration of 
the poison. The best treatment is to put, and keep, the patient 
under the influence of chloroform till time is given for the excretion  
of the alkaloid, having previously given it full dose of chioral hydrate.. 
(See Sxavcismax.)  

4. Acornis  Poisoning—The ordinary blue rocket. wolfsbaiie or  
inonksbood, Awnlism Napdlss,  and an alkaloid extracted from it,  
gconitine. are petbaps the mod deadly of known poisons. Om-- 
sixteenth of a grain of  aconitine haa proved fatal to a man. All the  
preparation, of acoisite produce a peculiar burning, tingling, and 
pumbne's of the parts to which they are applied. When given in  

large miii they ptoduoi violeat vomiting, as a rule, more or less  

araIysis of motion and sensation, and great depression of the heart,  
usually ending in death from syiIcope. Intelligence remains  
unaffected till almost the last. The treatment consists, us the 
hypodermic injection of digitalis, which a a counter-poison its its  
action upon the heart, The root of aoumte baa been eaten in siistsk.  
for that of horse-radish.  

5. Bdiadsisen.—Tlie belladoena  or deadly nightshade, λσορα  

Srllndo,s,sa,  contains an alkaloid, atropine, which is largely used 
oculists to proosre dilatation of the pupils of the eye. The bright 
icarlet hems, of the plant have been eaten by children, who sri  
attracted by their tempting appearance. Belladonna produces 
dilatation of the pupils,  rapid pulse, hot dry flushed skin, with  an 
eruption not unlike that of ,carietlna, soreness of the throat, with 
difficulty of swallowing, intense thirst, and gay, mirthful delirium. 
The tiwatmmit consists iii evacuation of the poison by means of the  

uomacb-pwnp, and the hypodermic injection of mvepbia as a  
counter-poison. 	 . 

. 	 4.Guens ΡorsοΙ "  
The effects of these see varied—some of them acting as irritants,  

while others have a specific effect, apparently in consequence of 
their forming chemical compounda with the red pigment of the  
blood, and thus destroying Its capability cl acting as a carrier el  
oxygen.  

1.  Chkiuu  and lesseiiss act aajrowesful irritants. They provoke 
spasm of the glottis when inhaled, and auhsequently induce in-
llammation of the respiratory mucous membrane, which may prove  
speedily fatal. Inhalation of diluted ammonia vapour is the best 

 remedy. 
a.  ΙΙydricΜο,ic  or  mwiaik  acid gas and  hYdrOJI.WIiC  or /some 

acid gas axe irritating and destructive to life. The former is  more  
destructive to vegetable life than even chiorisi. They axe emitted 
In many processes of manufacture, and especially in the mamiufic.  
tote of carbonate of soda from common salt by Le Blanc'. prom.'.  
in the salt-glazing of earthenware, and in the mssufsetuee of seti-
ficial  manure,.  

3. Sidphuroiis  Acid  Gai.—The gas given oil by burning sulphur 
is most suffocating and irritating. Its inhalation, even in a h ίghly  
diluted statei may cause speedy death from spasmodic cinema of 
the glettά  

4. Niirous mks's. or gaseous oxides of nitrogen (except nitrous
oxide), are given of! from galvanic batteries excited by nitric acid; 
also us the process of etching on copper. Theyproduce, alas 
diluted, little immediate lsrltatioa, but axe ezosedlngly dangerous,  
setting up extensive and fatal iadsinniation of the lungs. 

5. Ammonrn  jar is highly irritant, but doe, not often prove fatal. 
6. Carbon  dioxidi  gas is heavier than atmospheric air, is totally 

irresplrsl,ie when pure, and is fatal when present in large quantities  
In respired air. It Is given off from burning fuel, accumulate, I.  
pits and wade as 	 ρ, and conseitueis the deadly aft τ'  
damp of coul.mmea. It is also formed during alcoholic fernien. 
tation, and hence accumulates in partially filled vats in which fer-
mented liquors are stored. When it Is breathed in a concentrated  
state, diath Is slmost instantaneous. Pomona descending into wells 
foul with this gas sink down powerless, and see usually dead befori  
they can be removed from the vitiated atmosphere. In these cases  
there is true asphyxia; but carbonic acid in also a narcotic gas.  
Persons exposed to an atmosphere partially composed of this gas,  
but not long enough to produce Land results, are affected with 
steftorosis breathing.. ορρresσασ, flushed face, prominent eye'. 
swollen tongue and feeble pulse. The proper treatment is removal  
front the foul atmosphere, alternate cold and tepid douches to the  
chest, friction of the limbs and trunk, and artificial respiration.  
When animation is restored the patient should be put to bed sad 
kept quiet, but should be carefully watched in case of relapse. 

7. 1.a,bmi .ie,wxsde  gas is given oil by burning chartoal and other 
forms of fuel, mixed with carbonic acid. The poisonous effects of  
charcoal fumes are perhaps due rather to the more poisonous car-
bonic oxide then to the less poisonous carbonic sad. An stmo' 
sphere containing less than 1% of carbonic oxide would doubtless  
be fatal if bundled fur many minutes. Carbonic oxide forms with 
haemoglobin, the red pigment of the blood, a bright scarlet compound. 
The compound is very stable, and the oxide cannot be displaced 
by atmospheric oxygen. Hence the blood alter death from the 
inhalation of ca,bomc oxide is of a bright arterlal hue, which it 
retains on expoouse to air. 

8. CοaΙ gαι  acts as an asphyxiant' and narcotic. The appear.  
ances met with after death—more especially the fluid state of the  
blood—are similgr to those observed after death from carbonse  
oxide gas, which isa coss.titsient of coal-gee, and to which the cbsci  
effect of coal-gas may be due. 	 . 

9. $ή rksτιΙkd hydrogen gas is highly poisonous by  whatever  
channel it gains access to the body, In a concentrated form It 
produces almost instant diath from asphyxia. Even in a diluted  
state it produces colic, nausea, vomiting and drowsisme.  'lisle  
may pass into in'esssibility with lividity and feeble respiration.  
The skis is cold and clammyt or bathed in perspiration. The red  
blood corpuscles are disintegrated. The treatment conaists.ln  
removal from the  oesslsmineted atmosphere. 'riming mils surface  
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of the body, warmth, and the  admlnimation  of  mimulants.  11'.  
inhalation of  chlhrine  gas  baa  been recommended on c hemical  
grounds; but it must be remembered that chlorine is itself  ‚toiaonous.  

Ιο.  ‚liseesIkstics. —Nitrous oxide, or laughing gas, and the gases 
or vapour. of other anaesthetic substances, such as  chlorolorm,  
may, If improperly  ‚dministered,  produce death by asphyxia, and  
perhaps  othcrwise.  Obviously, as a rule, medical assistance is  
at hand. The treat ment consists in artificial respiration, and the  
use of galvanic current.  

ι t. Vspeers  4  Jlydreearba.s.—.The volatile  vapour' of the natural  
hydrocarbons known as  bensoline,  petroleum, &c., are poisonous  
when inhaled for lengthened periods. (T. S.·)  

POISSON,  S1ΜΟΝ D ΙΤS  (1781-1840),  French  mathemati. 
 clan, was born at  Pithiviers  in the department of  Ldret,  on the  

slat of June 1781. His father,  Simfon %ism, served as a  
common soldier in the  Hanoveijan  wars; but, disgusted by the 
ill-treatment he received from his patrician  omcers,  be deserted.  
About the time of the birth of his son,  Simfon  Denis, he occupied  
a small administrative poet at  Pithiviesi,  and seems to have 
been at the head of the local government of the place during  

the  ravolulionary  period. Poisson  waS τsΙ  sent to an uncle, a 
surgeon at Fontainebleau, and began to take lessons in bleeding 
and blistering, but made little progress. Having given promise 
of mathematical talent he was sent to the  &olc Centrale  of 

 Fentainebleau,  and was fortunate in having a kind and sympa-
thetic teacher,  Μ.  Billy, who, when he speedily found that his  
pupil was becoming his master, devoted himself to the study 
of higher mathematics in order to follow and appreciate him, 
and predicted his future fame by the punning quotation from 

 J'alontsinc—'  

" Petit Poisson  deviendra  grand  
Pourvu que  Dieu  iui pr€Ie  vie."  

In 1798 be entered the Εcοle Polytechnique  at Paris as first  
in his year, and immediately began to attract the notice of the  
professors of the school, who left him free to follow the studies 
of his predilection. In  1800, Itsa  than two years after his entry, 
be published two memoirs, one on  Ε. Bezoul'a  method of elimina-
tion, the other on the number of integrals of an equation of  
finite differences. The latter of these memoirs was examined  

by S. F. Lacroix and A. M.  Legendre,  who recommended that  
it should be published in the  Recucil des savants firangcrs,  an  
unparalleled honour for a you th  of eighteen. This success at 
once procured for Poisson an entry into scientific circles. J.  L.  
Lagrange, whose lectures on the theory of functions he attended 

 ci  the &rile  Polytechnique,  early recognized his talent, and 
became his friend; while P. S. Laplace, iii whose footsteps  

Poisson followed, regarded him almost as his son. The rest of  
his career, till his death on the 25th of April 1840, was almost 

 entirely occupied in the composition and publication of his many  

works, and in discharging the duties of the numerous educational  
oflices  to which he was successively appointed. Immediately 
after finishing his course at the Εcοle Polytechnique  be was  
appointed  repelikur  there, an  0111cc  which he had discharged as 
an amateur while still a pupil in the school; for it had been the 
custom of his comrades often to resort to his room after an  
unusually difficult lecture to hear him repeat and explain it. 
He was made  jirofesscur ssippl'anl  in 1802, and full professor in 
succession to J. Fourier in :806. In :808 he became astronomer  
to the Bureau des Longitudes; and when the  Faculiό  des Sciences  
was instituted in tiles) he was appointed  p,'ofessei'r dc 1 mica -
ssiqiic ralioisdk.  He further became member of the Institute 
in 18Γ2,  examiner at the military school at St Cyr in  ι8ι ,  leaving  
examiner at the  £cde Poiytachnique  in :8:6, councillor of the  
university in 1820, and geometer to the Bureau des Longitudes  

in succession to P. S. Laplace in  χ827.  Ills father,  whα e  early  
experiences led him to hate  sxisLocrats,  bred him in the stern  
creed of the first republic. Throughout the' empire Poisson 
faithfully adhered to the family principles, and refused to  

Worship Napoleon. When the Bourbons  were restored, his 
hatred against Napoleon led him to become a Legitimist—a 

 conclusion which says more for the simplicity of his character  
than for the strength or logic of his political creed. He was 
faithful to the Bourbons during the Hundred Days; in fact, was  

.i  This prediction is sometime. attributed to Laplace.  

with difficult"  dissuaded  from  4οlιmt.eιfng  to fight in their  
cause.  Mter  the second restoration his fidelity was recognized  

by his elevation to the dignity of baron in 1825; but he never  
either took out his diploma or used the title. The revolution  

of July 183ο  threatened him with the loss of all his honour,;  

but this disgrace to the government of Louis  Pblhfppe  was  
Weekly averted by F.  isxago,  who, while his  "  revocation" was  
being plotted by the coun cil of ministers, procured him an  invi.  
tation  to dine at the  Psiala  Royale, where be was openly and  
efiusively  received by the citizen king, who" remembered" him.  

After this, of course, his degradation was impossible, and seven  
years later he was made a peer of France, not for polit ical  
ressons,  but as a representative of French science.  

isa  a teacher of mathematics Poisson is said to have been more  
than ordinarily successful, as might have been expected from  
his early  ρτοmέe  as a  repduicne  at the  £cole Polytecbnique.  As  
a scientific worker his activity has rarely if ever been equalle d.  
Notwithstanding his many  omcisl  duties, he found time to 
publish more than three hundred works, several of them  cIteD.  
sive  treatises, and many of them memoirs dealing with the most  
abstruse branches of pure and applied mathematics. There 
are two remarks of his, or perhaps two versions of the same  
remark, that explain how he accomplished so much: one, " La  
vie  n'est  banns  qu'k  dens  cboses-4 fair* den  math'msiiques  
elk lea  profeaseur,"  the other,"  Lavie  chat  Ic  travail."  

Α  list of Poisson's works, drawn up by himself, is given at the 
end  ci Aragos  biography. A lengthened analysis of them would 
be out of ρΙace here, ands!! that is possible is a brief mention cif  
the more important. There am few branches of mathematics to 
which he did not contribute something. but it was in the appl ica-
tion of mathematics to physical subjects that his greatest services  

ιο  science were performed. Perhaps the most original, and 
certainly the most permanent In their influence, were his memoirs  
on the theory of electricity and magnetism, which virtually created  

a new branch of mathematical physic s.  Next (perhaps in the  
opinion of some first) in importance  atand  the memoirs on  celestasl  
mecbaeics,  in which he proved himself a wo rthy successor to 
P. S. Laplace.  Th,  most important of these are his memoirs "Sue  
le,  indgaliIfs siculaires  des  moytna mouvements  dc'  planktes,"  "Sat  
Ia  variation dcs  constantea arbitraices  dens le, questions  &  mica- 
niqise,"  both published in the  Jmsal  of the ιοΙe ΡοΙytechπiςυe 
(ι8σ); "  Suns  libeationde lalune,"  in  Cornsa,ss. d.tcm ‚ii ( 182 :). &c.: 
and 'Sur  Ia mouvemesit  dc  Ia term autour  dc son centre dc grn'tf,"  
in Miss, d. i'aoed.  (1827), &c. In the Erg of these memoirs Pois,o'  
discusses the famous question of the stability of the planetary  

orbits, which had already been settled by Lagrange to the first  
degree of approximation for the disturbing forces. Poisson shoved  

that the result could be extended to a second approximation, and thus  

made an important advance in the planetary theory. The mein,*  

is remarkable inasmuch as it roused Lagrange, after an interval οf  
inactivity, to compose in his old age one of the greatest of his 
memoirs, viz, that  Sur Ia ihiorsc des χαrι1wss des IkmeisIs des  

pluniru. cl  en  parlic'dser des meiaiions des grands axes dc less,  

urbilcs.  So highly did he think of Poisson's memoir that he male  
a copy of it with his own hand, which was found among his paper  
sifter his death. Poisson made important  contrlbutwsuia  ιο  the 
theory of attraction, His well-known correction of  LaρΙaces  
ρartal  differential equation for the potential was first published  
in the  B,dkliii dc 14 socilli philoma'iqsie 0813). His two  mon  
important 

" 
memoirs on the subject are "Sur l 'attractiosi des 

sph&oides ((oaiiaiss. d. tempt, 1829), and " Sue  l'attract'on d' ιi 
cllipsoide boinogf  or" (Mim. d. 1',zcad.,  1835). In concluding  our 
selection from his physical memoirs we may mention his memoir  
on the theory of waves (Miss. d. racad..  1825).  

In pure mathematics, his most important works were his series  
of memoirs on definite integrals, and his  discuasioo  of  Fourier's  
series, which paved the way for the classical researches of L.  Dsncblct  
and B.  Riemanqon  the same subject: these are to be found in the  
Jcuriioi  of the  Ecole Polytechnique  from 1813 to 1823. and in the  
Mew'osrs dc V σεαdέ i,ώ  for 1823. In addition we may also mention 
his essay on the calculus of variations (Mess. d. P αcd.,  1835). and  
his memoirs on the probability of the mean results of observations  

(Conaasss. d. tempt, 1 827. &c.). . 
Besides his many memoirs Poisson published a number of  tT'atssen  

most of wh ich were intended to form part at a great work on mathe-
matical physics, which he did not live to complete. Among these  

may be mentioned his  Traili dc m&aniqwe  (2 eels.  δνο.  18:1 end  
11 835). which was long a standard work;  ThIo,ic sosiwlk dc Fm?...  
csppilla'rc (410. 1331):  Thistle moihbisel*gae d'kchclii.r  (4ω.  1835):  
,Ss'ppliiiieiis  to the same (‚10, 1837):  Rccbcrclscs sat Is ίνω6αιώ iώ  des  
jwgι esΙs  en  moiilrra τι iιιεΖk.  &c (‚to,  1837), α11  published at Paso.  

See F.  Arago. Biogro  p51' dc Psissois,  reed before the  Aqidfmie  des 
 ciences  on the :6th  of December  ι8ο. -  
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ΡΟ1Υ,  a town of  neetbeen  France, in the department of  

Seiiie-et-Oise, r; m.  W.N.W.  of Paris, on the railway from Paris  
to  Rouco.  Pop. (1906),  όοss. The church, supposed to have  
been built in the dial half of the 12th century, and eventually  
restored under the direction of Violist  Ic  Due, is of special  
architectural interest, as  ιοτdίng  one of the earliest end brat  
exampica  of transition from the  Romancaqua  to the Pointed  
style. The bridge of  Peissy,  a very ancient foundation, has  
been widened and modernized; of the mills which formerly  
bordered it one was known as Queen Blanche' s.  Α  statue of  
the painter J. L. E.  Meissouler  was erected in 1894,  dose to his  
harm.  Ροιιy tupplied  butchers' meat to Paris during six  
centuries, but in £867 the market was removed to the metropolis.  

Α  handsome fountain stands in the old  maxket-placs.  Distilling  
and the manufacture of chairs and  Bour.milliug  equipment are  
carried on and  ragalonc  is quarried.  

Poisay,  the ancient  Ρi,ιejαc"  was the capital of the country  
of the  Cainuten.  In the time of Charlemagne it had a royal  
ρaίace wbeie  during the 91k  century four national  smembllea  
were held. Later it became t favourite residence of Blanche of  
Castille,  and her son, afterwards St Louis, is supposed to  
have been born there. Philip the Fair gave the castle to the  
Dο,,'ό'i''.  by whom it was completely  transloemed.  and it  
was in the refectory of the abbey that the famous conference  
(see below) between the Roman Cathol ics and Protestants took  
place in  ιfό ι.  

POISSY. COLWQTJY  OF, a conference held in  s6ι  with the  
object of effecting a reconciliation between the Catholics and  
Protestants  οf France. It was initiated by Queen Catherine  
dc' Medici, regent during the minority of her son Charles IX.  
In  the policy  of which it was the outcome she enjoy ed  the support  
of the Chancellor Michel dc  i'Rbpital  and the  iiesrtcnsntgenerai  
of the kingdom,  Αnthο y  of Navarre; while on the other band  
the beads of the Catholic party had attempted to frustrate  

any form of negotiation. Theodore Bess from Geneva and  
Peter Martyr  Vermigli  from  ZuriCh  appeared at the colloquy; the  
German theologians to whom invitations had been  despatcbcd  
only arrived in Paris after the discussion was broken off. The  
conference was opened on the 9th of September in the refectory  
of the convent of  Pousy,  the king himself being present. The  
φokeamιn  of the Reformed  Church was liens, who, in the dirt  
session, gave a lengthy exposition of its tenets, but excitedsuch  
repugnance by his  pronouncemeIrls  on the Communion that be  
was interrupted by Cardinal  Tournon.  In the second session 
(Sept.  ιό )  be was  antwered  by the cardinal of Lorraine, who  
discharged his task with skill and moderation. On the motion, 
however, of  Ippolito d'Este,  the papal legate, exception was  
taken to the further conduct of the negotiations in full conclave; 
and a committee  of twenty-four representatives,  Iwelve  from  
each party, was appointed—ostensibly to facilitate a satisfactory 
decision. On the Catholic side, as was speedily demonstrated, 
there existed no sort of tendency to conciliation. On the con-
trary, the cardinal of Lorraine, by his question whether the 

 Calvinists were prepared to  sigu  the Confession of Augsburg, 
attempted to sow dimension between them and the Lutheran 
Protestants of Germany, on whose continued support they calcu-
lated. The Catholic delegates, moreover, discovered a powerful 

 auχiΓιaιy  when Leiner, the general of the Jesuit order, which 
had been admitted Into France a short time previo usly, entered  
the debate; and the acrimony with which he opposed the Protes-
tants was of material service in clarifying the situation. Still  

a further reduction was made in the number of members, arid a  
small residuum consisting  of dye Catholics and dye Protestan ts  
undertook the task of devising a formula on which the two  

churches might unite with regard to the question of the Corn.  

munion.  Their  dimcult  labours even seemed on the point of  
success when the assemblage of p relates refused assent, and the  
conferencebrokeupontbegthof  October—s result which barred  
the way to a  pnciirc  understanding with the Huguenots.  

See H.  KOplfel.  Lx  ColIoqiied'Pomy (ParIs. 1 868); E.  Lacheinmami  
in  Ifeswg-iiaud'. &ka'$ia$di'  j.  ριetest. Tkekgs. jrd ed., 
J904),  XV.  497.  (i..  hi)  

POITIERS, a  Ipwn  of  w'gen  France, formerly the capital of 
Polio; and now the chief town of the  dcριτtment  of Vienne,  
6 m.  S.S.W.  of  Towsou  the railway to Bordeaux. Pop.  (r οό), 

 town,  3τ,"2;  commune, 39402.  Poitier' -Is situated at the  
junction of the  Boivms  with the Clam (a tributary of the Loire  
by the Vienne), and occupies the slopes and summit of a 
plateau which rises 130 it. above the level of the streams by  
which it is surrounded en three sides. The town is picturesque;  
and its greets are interesting foe thee remains of ancient  
architecture, especially of the  Reonaneaque  period, and the  
memories of great historical events.  iIkuasc  perk, Darned after  
the Intendant of the  " gcsseraliiy "cl Poiliem  (5751-3786), and  
situated oath. south aide of the town, and the botanical garden  
•n the  norib.eeat, an the two principal promenades. 211  
1857 Poitiers contained the ruing of a Roman amphitheatre  
more extensive than that of  NInes ;  remains of Roman baths,  
constructed in the rat sad demolished in the 3rd century, were  
laid bare In 1877; =din 1879 5 burial-place and the  tomb'uf  a 
number of Christian martyrs were  diacovered  on the heights to 
the  aoutb-.sni---ibe  names  cl  some of the Christians being  
preserved  i*  paintings and inscriptions, Not far from these  
tombaia a hαgedοΙmeπ(the" Ρir'τeLevόe"),  ant, long, re ft.  
broad and  ό  or 711. high, around which used to be held the great  
fair of St Luke.  

The cathedral of St Peter, begun in τ z6i  by Henry II. of  
England end Eleanor  cl Guicimn  on the ruins of a Roman  
basilica, and well advanced by the end of the  zath.century,  is  a 
building in the Romanesque and Early Gothic style, the latter 
predominating. It consists of three naves almost equal in 
height and width, both of which decrease towards  the  wtal, 
thus gιhαιιεing  the perspective. Its length is 306 ft., and the 
keystone .1 the central vaulted reef is 89 ft. above the pavement.  
There is no spec, end the exterior generally  baa  a heavy appear-
ance. The principal front, the  widtbolwbicbiwexcemive  in pro-
portion to its height, has unfinished  aide.towevs ιοs sad  iso  ft.  
in height, begun in the 13111 century. Most of the windows of 
the choir sad the  traneepta  preserve their stained glare of the  
nth  atid ιιh  centuries; the end window, which  is certainly  
the fiat in the order of time, contains the figures  ci  Henry U.  
and Eleanor. The choir stalls, carved  between ress  and 1157,  
are among the oldest in France. The church of St  Jcan.isear  
the cathedral is the moat ancient Christian monument in the 
country. Built  asabaptisteryia  the first half of the 4th century,  
it was enlarged in the 7th century,  sisce  when it has suffered 
little structural alteration. It  cOntainS  frescoes  of the ι site  
century and a collection of tombs  . ί  the Merovingian period. 

 Tb.  church of St  lillaire  was erected at the close of the 4th 
century over the tomb of the =Wrested bishop. Al brat an  
oratory, it was rebuilt on a larger scale  iry  Clovis, and after-
wards  became.iu  the  rolh,xrtb  and  rath centuries, et  aismptuoua  
collegiate church, of which the nave was flanked by triple aisles  
and  surarowited  by six  cupolna.  Greet  damage was done to it 
lathe Wen of Religion and the  Fτenόh  Revolution, and the 
facade was entirely rebuilt in the. egth  century. The  ecnfca. 
sional  or oratory under the choir contains the relics of St  Hulary  
and a Christian sarcophagus  of the 4th century. The church of 
St  Radegonde,  a great resort of pilgrims, commemorat es the  
consort of Chg./tire (d. $87), and preserves  in its crypt the tomb 
of  Radegonde,  who founded at  Poitlera  the abbey of the Holy  
Cross, and two others reputed to be those of Si Agnes and St  
Disciola.  The  choirand  tower above the entrance are of the 

 rith  century, while the nave (late 12th century) is in the  Angcvia 
 style. In a recess in the nave known is the  Chapeile  du  Faa 
 dc Dieu, there is s footprint which tradition asserts to be that of 

 Ch,i,'  who appeared ins vision to St  Radegonde. Notrr-Damc  
ha  Grands,  which dales from the close of the  nIh  century, and 
represents a collegiate church of one or  IWO  hundred years older, 

 b*s  a sculptured Romanesque facade rivalled in richness only  
by that of St Pierre of  Angoulfme.  The first Stone of the 
church of  Μρnticreυf (Mon'sslorium  Novas) was laid in  e777  
by William VI., duke of Aquitaine and count of  Poiliera,  who is  
buried within its walls; and the choir (in the  ijik  century  
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medified  by the erection of a  "  lantern ")  wee solemnly conse-
crated by Urban IL In 1096. Mutilated about 1640 and during  
the Revolution, the building was partly restored between  ι8σ  
and  χ860.  The tower of St  Porchairt,  a precious remnant of  
i ι th-cent ιuγ  architecture, was restored in the  19ίh  century under  
the auspices of the wall-known  Sodi$dssandqwakes  di  I'owsi.  

Among the secular buildings the first place belongs to the 
law courts, formerly the palace of the dukes of Aquitaine and  

counts of Pokier,, and rebuilt between the ι αth  and the  ι th  
century. The Salle des  Pu Fetus forms a fine nave  ι60  ft.  
long by ψ ft. wide, with a vaulted wooden roof. The southern 
wall is the work of duke Jean dc Berry (d. 1416), brother of 
Charles V.; above its three vast fireplac es  are mullioned windows 
filled with stained glass. The  Maubergeon  tower attached 
to the palace by the  ssxne  duke represented the feudal centre  
of all the lordship. of the  countabip  of Poitiers. The house  
known as the  prbdIf  or provost's  manaion,  built about 1500, has 
a fine  fagade  flanked by turrets, and there are other houses 
of the τ sth,  16th  and 17th centuries.  Ιιι  the  Ηό tel  dc Ville, 
erected between 1869 and 1876, are museums of natural history  
and painting. The museum of the  Asiiqunir'r  di  l'osersl  
occupies the chapel and the great hail of the old university,  
adjoining the old  ΗόteΙ  dc yule; It Is a valuable  collecilofi  corn-
prising Roman antiquities,  bfceovingian  sculpture., medals, a  
fine Renaissance fireplace, &c. The building devoted to the  
faculties also contains the library. The municipal reco rds are  
very rich In charters  of Eleanor of  Gulenne,  Philip Augustus,  
Alphonse of  Poitlers,  &c. 

Foulers is the scat of a bishop, a prefect, a co urt of appeal  
and a court of  ssarzes,  and centre of an educational division  
(emdb.iή ,  and has tribunals of first instance and of commerce, 
a board of trade arbitration, a chamber of commerce and a  
Wench of the Bank of Fiance. Its educational  institutions 

 comprise a university with faculties of law, science and letters,  
arid a preparatory school of medicine sad pharmacy, a school  
of theology, training colleges for both sexes, a  lycie  for boys  
and a school of fine art. Trade is In farm produce, wink, cattle,  
wool, honey, goose-quills and lea ther. The Industries include  
the preparation p1  goose..klns,  printing, tanning, and the  
manufacture of brushes, paint and  candles. 

Fouler,, called  Lim&mnm  at the time p1 the Roman Conquest,  
afterwards  tpok  the name of its  Gsllic  founders, the  Pictones  or 

 Pictavi.  Christianity was introduced in the 3rd century, and  
the first bishop of  Poltiers,  from 350 to 367, was St  Hilarius.  
Fifty years later the city .had fallen into the bands of the Arian 

 Viaigotha, and became one 01 the principal residence, Of their 
kings.  Alaric  Π.,  one of their number, was defeated by  Clovia 

 at  VoalIlfi,  not far from  Poltiers,  in 507, and the town became a 
part of the  Frankiab  dominion. This was the first occasion on 
which the peoples  of northern and southern  Gaul met in conflict  
in the neighbourhood of the town which was destined to see  
them  ο  frequently join bat tle. By his victory in 735 over the  
Mahommedans  at  Moussais-la-Batallie  in this region, Charles 
Martel proved the  ssvlour  of Christendom. Eleanor of  Guienne  
frequently resided in the city, which she  embelllshgd  and fortified,  
and In τ rpp  entrusted  wIth  communal rights. Alphonse of  
?eiders,  at·a  plenary court held in 1241 in the great hail of the 

 Palais  dc Justice, received the homage of his numerous va ssals.  
After the battle  ο  Poitiers In 1356 (see below),  Poitnu  was  recog-
nizedas sri  English  possession by the treaty of  Brftigny  (1360);  
but by 1373 it was recovered by Bertrand Du  Guesclin.  It  
was at Fouler that  Charks '(iI.  was proclaimed  kIng  (1432);  
and he removed thither the  parlernetit  and university of Paris,  
which remained in exile till the English withdrew from the capital  
In 1436. During this interval (1429) Joan of Arc was subjected  
to a formal inquest in the town. The university was founded  
In 1432. Calvin bad numerous converts at Pokier.. Of the  
violent proceedings which attended the Wars of Religion the  
city had its share. In  τ69  it was defended by  Gui  dc  Dsillon,  
comic du Lurie, against  Gaapard  do  Coligny,  who after an  
unsuccessful bombardment retired from the siege at the end of 
even  

Coimis  of  Poiiiers.—ln  the timed Charlemagne the  countabip 
 of  Poitlers,  which was then a part of the kingdom of Aquitaine,  

was represented by a certain  Abbon. Renoul (Ranuiph),  who 
was created count of Poitiers by the emperor Louis the Pious in 
839, was the ancestor of a family which was distinguished in the  
9th and  roth  centuries for its attachment to the Carolingian  
dynasty. One of his successors,  Ehies  the Bastard (d. 
took the title of duke of Aquitaine; and his descendants, who  
bore the hereditary name of William, retained the rare title. 
William IV.,  Fi&cbrace,  joined Hugh  Capet,  his brother-in-law,  
In 01 . William V. the Great (p -τo3ο)  was a patron of  
letters, and received from the Italian lords the  oeτ  of the  
imperial crown after the death  of the emperor Henry IL  
1024. William IX.  (io8ό -ix  )  went on crusade in  i  too, and  
had violent  quarrcs  with the Papacy. His son William  Χ.  
(1127-1137) sided with the anti-pope  Anacietus  against Inno cent  
II. In accordance with the dying wishes of W illiam  Χ.  his  
daughter Eleanor was married in 1137 to Louis, the son of  louis  
VI. of France. Sole heiress of her father, she brought het  
husband a large dowry, compr ising  Poltou, Saintonge, Aunis,  
a part of  Touraine  and Berry,  Msrcbe, Άngοumοis, Wm' cud, 

 Auveigne, Limousin, Bordelsis, Ag€nols  and  Gasonny. Mter  
the dissensions between Louis  νΗ.  and Eleanor had resulted  
In a divorce In ιι a, Eleanor married the count of  Anjee, 
Henry  Plsntagenet,  who became king of England as Henry IL 
The west of  Fr,nce  thus passed into the bands of England,  a 
transfer which gave rise to long wars between the two kingdom s.  
Philip Augustus  reconquered Poftou  in =04,  and the  provinct 

 became in succession an  apansge  of Alphonse, son of Louis  
VΙΙ.,1n  1241; of  PhilIp  the Tall, son of Philip the Fair, in  13ι1;  
of John, son of Philip of Valois, In 13 4 ; and of John,  duc  dc 
Berry, son of John the Good, in 1356; and passed to the  dauphins  
John (1416) and Charles (1417), sons of Charles VI. When 
Charles VII. ascended the throne he finally united the c'o'mtsbip 
of Poitiers to the Crown.. '  

See P.  Gu&in,  Reruil des  docsae,iis 'mic'rsax&k PoiJmi  (Paris, 
1880-1906); and 4  Richards, Hisloire  di,  'o*ks  di Poises (Paris. 
1903).  

Baffle of  Poitierv. —This battle, fought on the  zptb  of  Sq*cia. 
 her 135' between the armies Of King John of  Fraacg  and Edward  

the "Black Prince," was the second of the three great Engl ish 
victories  of the Hundred Years' War. From  Bordeaut the  
prince had led an army of his father's  Giacane  vassals, with  
chi& there was a force of English =hers and men -gtszms,  
into central France arid bad amassed an  enoensous  booty.  
King John, hitherto engaged against the army of John of Gaunt  
duke of  Lancaster,  in Normandy, hurried south to intercept  
the raiding army and to bar its homeward road. The Black  
Prince, by forced marching, was able to slip past the French, 
but reaching  Maupertuis,  y m. south-east of  Poiiirxs,  with the  
king's army in chase, he found himself compelled to choose 
between fighting and' abandoning his strait. He  diane  the 
former course, in spite of the enemy's great superiority  in 
numbers  (ιό ,oοο  to  6οο),  and in order to give his trims time to  
draw 0g  took up a defensive position on the dish of Segtember„  
with 'a slight hollow in front and a wood behind, between the  
Poiiiers-Bordeaiiz  main road end the River  Μauaιlοιι 1  Jobs, 
instead of  rnanrauvrisig  to envelop the English, allowed the  
Cardinal  Tsileyrand  dc P1  rigiird  to attempt to n egotiate a  
peacc.  This  proving vain, the French army attacked without  
any attempt at  iflsnusivre  or reconnaissance, and on a  fassut  so 
narrow that the advantage of superior numbers was  foeftited.  
Moreover, King John ordered all but the leading line to dismount  
and to attack on foot  (tacticri suggesterd by the success em the  
defeiisire  of the dismounted English men-et-rams at  Cτecy  and  
the Scrag at Bannockburn), and thus condemned the beat peat  
of his army to a fatiguing advance on foot across  dillicsili  country  
in full armour.  

The French  arblasters,  who might have crushed the relatively  

The view adopted is that of Professor Oman. Ad  of  Wm 
Middle  'tgrr,  µ  631.  
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few English archers present, were mingled with the 300 pkked  
mounted men I. first line, but, as the latter charged, their  
advance masked the fire of the arbiastess In the brat few ascends,  
besides leaving the ether, dbmo'mted, lines far In res'. Thus  
the brat attack on the Black Princn, line, which was greatly  
strengthened by trees and hedges in front of It, was promptly  
brought to a standstill by the snows of the tethers lining  a 
hedge which overlooked the hollow In front; and the earl of  
Oxford hastily drawing out it body of archers beyond the defen-
ders' left, into the low-lying ground of the hisassoon valley,  
completed their tout by bring up the hollow into their bank.  
But it was not so easy to deal with the second line of dismounted  
men.at4Ζmι, led by the dauphin, which was the nest to mitre  
on the Fiends side, 'lie hedge Indeed was held, and the  
assailants, unable to advance beyond the hollow, gave way,  
but to schism this the pence had to use all but good his  
men. Hid the third body of the French advanced with equal  
spirit the battle would probably have ended there and then,  
but the duke of Orleans, who commanded it, was so desnoeslieed  
by the retirement of the dauphin'. division that he led his whole  
force οσ the bold without strikIng a blow. Thereupon the king  
himself advanced furiously with the fourth and last he, and is it 
came on the situation of the English seemed so desperate that the  
prince was advised to retreat. But his determined coinage was  
unshaken; seeing that this was the last attack he put his reserve  
into line, and rallying around this nucleus all men who could  
still light, he prepared not only to repulse but to coimter.attack  
the French. He dispatched a small force under the Captal dc 
Such to ride round the dank of the enemy sad to appear In their 
κατ  at the crisis of the light. Though a medieval knight, be  
knew as well as Napoleon at Arcola that when the moral force  
of both sides has passed its culmInating point even a mkfι6ΙΙy  
Insignificant threat serves to turn the balance. And so it fell  
out. When both lines were lighting band-to-band, the ifty  
borsemen of the Captal dc Such appeared In rear of the French.  
The front reeks fought on, but the rear of the French melted  
away rapidly, and at last only group =the bnavest,with King  
John and his son Philip, a boy of fourteen, in their midst, were  
left. This band continued their hopeless resistance for a time,  
but In the end they were killed or captured to a man. The  
rest of the French army, totally dispersed, was pursued by the  
victors 'mlii nightfall. Two thousand live hundred of the 
French, moo of them knights and men-at-arms, were killed,  
including the constable, one of the marshals, the standard.' 
bearer and six other great lords. The prisoners Included the  
king and his son Philip, the other marshal and ss great lords, 
and. 1933 knights and men-at-arms as well as goo others.  

POITOU, one of the old provinces of France, which also 
formed one of the great military governments of the kingdom, 
was bounded on the  Ν.  by Brittany, Anion sad 'iburainc; on  
the S. by Angoumois and Ann's; on the  Ε.  by Tasirsine, Bern  
and Marebe; and on the W. by the ocean. It was divided  into 
Lower Poitois, which corrtsponded to the modern department of 
La Vend€e, and Upper Poilcu, now split into the departments  
of Dtur-Sfvres and Vienne. The principal towns In Upper  
Poitou were Poltiera the capital, Mirebeau, CbItellerault,  
Richelieu, Loudim, Tbouars, Maul'on, Parthenay, Niort, &c.;  
and in Tower Poitou Fontenay.'le-Comtb, Mailleeals, Lupon  
and Rube-sue-Von. tIe d'Yeu or tc.Dleu and Noirmoutier  
belonged to the province. Ecclesiastically, Poiton was a diocese  
which was broken up in 1317 to form two new dioceses of Luςon  
and Maillezais; the seat of the latter was transferred in the τ 7th 
century to La Rochelle. For the administration of justice,  
Poitou was attached to the =dement of Paris. Alter 778 It  
formed part of the domain of the cent= of Fouler. (q.v.). Poltou  
(Poktou, Pict&via) lakes its emit from the Ρktοnιa οτ Pictavi,  
a Gallic nation mentioned by Caesar, Sirabo and Ptolemy, and  
described by Sirabo as separated from the Namnetes on the  
north by the Loire. It formed part of the territory known as  
Aquitaine ( ιJ.  

For the bletory see the  Mbw&ss  of the Sociliti  lies Pmtiquaircs  
d.  l'Ouest (1835 .qq.) and the documents  publimad  by the  Areh*e,  

iidortqws du  Pedm' 0872 
dc  Ia Firase,  by L  iitΙct 	

jaho the  D4Ιimιιc&e le$ Ινα$4uι.  

poKnamy, POREWEED  (from the Americaz.Indian  
feces, applied to any plant yielding a red or yellow dye), in  
botany, the popular name of  Phyidacca decmedj'c, a strong.  
smelling perennial herb, a native of North America, with ovate-
lauceolate shssp-pointed leave., rsc'mesof small greenish-white  
liowessand british berries nearly ‚iii. in diesneter, which contain  
α crime= juke. Tb. young asparagus-like shoots are sometimes  
used es a pot.ketb, but the roots are. pomeuoua. 'lie plant Is  
often cultivated In Europe, and has bmome naturalized in the  
Mediterranean region.  

POKER. α geme et cerds. By most writers its origin baa been  
ascribed toll  P,swo,  en Italian game of the ztb century, from  
which the game of PVlssiire, called in Spain Primers, and  
La Prim. in France, In wbich country it was elaborated into  
L'Ambign or L. MsdL  In England the game ens played under  
the name of Post and Pal,', of which the modem Brag iaooly  
a variation. But Mr R. F. Foster proves that, though poker  
is probably a descendant 91  Pri,ses'o,  and perhaps of it much  
more ancient Persian game called  As,cs,  it Is not a development  
of the English keg, but was introduced from France Into the  
colony of Louisiana, the name being merely an English mispro-
nunciation of  Foqse,  a game described as early as 1718 in the 
Acadimi. smismsdle des jinx, and still played hi Germany  
under the name  Pochew.  The earliest mention of the game  
in America is in G. B. Zieber's E'posi'rc',f  the Arts and  

Kircri's  of  G ιιbΙisχ  (ι8'),  and it is probable that poker was  
generally played on the Μ rΡI steamboats as early as 5830, 
twenty cards being used, "full.dsck poker" with 52 cards  
being invented later. "Draw-poker" was Introduced about  

Poker is played for money itakts, marker, or "chips" of  

different value being used. These axe either divided equally  
among the players, Or, snore usually, one player sets as banker  
sad ada chips to the other έaym, redeeming them at the tnd of  
the game. There axe several varieties of the game, but .12ιώσ  

Ρ,  played by from a to  ό  or even ; persona with a pack of  
a card,, Is the most popular. The player who wins the cut  

for deal ihulilea the pack, which Is then mit by the player at his  

right. He then deals live cards, one by asia, to each player.  
If a card Is faced during the deal the player must accept it; if 
two are exposed a new dad must ensue. Before the deal is  

complete the player at the desks's left, who Is said to  hdd  Ike  
age, and Is called Nib.  age," places (Or pods  sf)  en the t,bleli'  
front Of him half the stake for which he wishes to play. This  is 
called blind. The player at the age's left then look, at his band  
and macemma whether he will play If his band seems too  
weak be throws his cattle away face-down and tdrnpa out"  
of the game. If )se elects toplayheems up his eerie, whicb is  
twice the umoant of the Mind. The ether piayeia, Including the 
dealer, thek either ceme In,  i.e.  elect to play, each putting up  
his ants, or, deeming their hands worthless, drop out The age,  

who has the last say, may then himself drop out, Whiting his  

half-stake already put up, or he may come in and sack good Ms  
wile, La put sip his unpaid half of the Wind. Each player in his  
turn has the privilege of Increasing the stake to any amount  

not exceeding the limit, 1  which is always agreed upon before  
the gem begins. Thus, If the limit Is  £i,  and the age baa put  
up lid. as his Mind, any player may, when his turn comes to  
declare whether be will piay, say, "I play and make it Ice.  

(or a sovereign) more to draw cards," at the same time placing  
the aide plus ice. (or a sovereign) In the middle of the table.  
Thereupon all the other players, cads In turn, must see the ref Sc,  
i.e.  pay In the additional sum, or drop out of the game, forfeiting  
what they have already paid Into the pool. 'lie "age  being  
the last to complete, is In the best position to raise, as a player  
who has siready completed Is less likely to sacri&e his alike  
and withdraw from the game. On the other band esch player  

'"Table stakes" means playing strictly for cash; "unlimited"  
expiarna itself, althouih even when this is the rule a certain high  
lsssit is pretty geaeesi[i, observed.  
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has the sight, In his turn, afttr paying the anSi zt*ke called  
for, of raising it further on his own account, and this goes on  
until the players who have net dropped «ii have paid an equal  
Sum into the pool and no one cares to raise further. Each  
player then throws away as many of his bYe cards as be chooses  
and receives from the dealer new ones in their place. In this  
supplementary deal no player may accept a faced card, but  
receives one in its place after all the other players have been  
served. The number of new cards taken by each one should  
be carefully noted by the other players, as it gives a valuable  
chic to the probable value of his hand. The following list  
shows the value of bands, beginning with the lowest.  

ι.  Oae  Pak (accompanied by three cards of different  denomi
-nations). If two players each bold a pair, the higher wins, if 

similar pa irs  (e.g.  a pair of kings each) then the next highest card  
wins.  

2. 7bu  Pairs.  
3. IW$ds ci'  Theses of a Kind  (e.g.  three kings, ααοουραnied  

by two other cards pot forming a pair). 
4. .$lnssghl,  a sequence of bye cards. not all of the same suit. 

Sometimes, but very rarely, these straights are not  admicted. 
An ace may either begin or end a straight.  Foi'  example: ace,  
king, queen, knave and  ιο ί,  the highest  straight;3, 4. 3,2, and see 
is the lowest. An ace cannot be in the middle. For example,  3, τ,  
ace, king, queen is not a straight  

g. Flush, bye cards of the same suit, not in sequence. If two  
Bushes are held, that containing the highest card wins; if the  
highest cards are smiler, the next highest wine,  ftc.  

6. Fail, or Rid! Home, meaning three cards of the same  denomma.  
tion toeetlier  with a pair;  e.g.  three sixes and a pair of fours. If  
more then one player holds a full, the highest  trlpkt  wins.  

7. Posies, or lout cards  ci  the same  denominatiosi; e.g.  four  
queens, which beat leer knave, and under.  

8. Straight Flush, , sequence of bye card, all  ci  the same suit;  
e.g.  knave,  ιο,  9,  8, 7 ,  of hearts.  

9. Royal Flush the highest possible straight Bush;  e.g.  ace, king,  
queen, knave and  ιο  of spades.  

It so player holds at least one pair, then the band cositslaiag nba  
highest card wins. 

Each player having received the sew cards called for, the  
betting is opened by the player sitting at the age's left, should  
be consider his band worth it; otherwise he throws down his  
card, and is out of the game, and the next player (whom we will 

 call C) makes the but bet, which may be of arty amount up  
to the limit, but is usually a small one, with a view to  later 
developments. The next- player, D, either droga out, bails, 

 i'.  puts up the amount bet by C (also called seeing hod ceiling),  
or raises C's bet; in other worda puts in the amount bet by  
C plus as much more (within the limit) as he cares to risk.  
'liii, raise on D's part means either t hat he thinks he holds a  
better hand than C, or that he Is trying to frighten C out. The  
lag msnrmlvTo Illustrates the principle of the bit", the most  
salient characteristic of the game of Poker. If C, with two  
small pain in the hand, beta half a crown, and D, with ahand of  
sin value whatever, coven, or sees C's bet and raises it to a nova-
reign, it is very likely that C will throw down his cards rather 
than risk a sovereign on his own by no means strong band.  
in this case C has been bluffed by D, who, without even having  
to show his cards, wins the pool, although intrinsically his band  
was far interim to C's. The ability to bluff successfully depends  
upon self-command, keen observation, judgment and knowledge  
of character, so as totpt the bluff when the bluffer is sure  
that there are no very strong bands out against bins. Other  
wise be will surely be  "Lcd  in his turn, and, having isolbbsg  
of value, will lose the pool, besides suffering the ignominy of 

 -throwing may his money for nothing.  
Two players with strong bands will ofttn  raise  cach other's  

bets repeatedly, until one of them calls the other, upon which  
the bands ast shown and the stronger wins. 21m complete  
bands of the ctllcr and the celled must be sbbwn. The common  

peacticeci throwing sway unsbown. for purposes of concealment, 
 a  letting hand that baa called is illegaL No player who Is not  

celled is obliged to show his hand, so that the company'ia often  
in doubt whether or not the winner baa bluffed. When .two  
hands are of exactly equal value the pool is divided. 

The game is of ten varied by a player going Iliad,  i.e.  raising  
the ante  bcforc the deal. Another variation is straddling the  

blind. This Is done by' the player sitting nest the age, who pats  
up twice the amount of the blind with the worda "1 '‚&iI-"  

This baa the elect of doubling the stake, as every player mug  
then pay twice the amount of the straddle (instead Cf the blind)  
in order to play. The straddle may be straddled  agam in its  
turn if the ,ggeegate amount does not pam the limit. '11m  
straddle doe, not caιτy with it the privilege Cf betting last, but  
merely raises the amount of the stake.  

The regular Draw..Poker game is usually varied by occasional  

Joth-Pols,  which ate played once in so many deals, or  
all hive refused to play, or when the player deals who holds the  
back, a marker placed in the pooi with every jackjtot. In a  
jackpot each player puts up an equal stake and receives a band. 
The pot must then be *tested by' a player holding a band cif the  
value of a pair of knaves (jacks) or better. 11 no player holds  
50 viluable a hand the deal passes and etch player adris a small  
sum to the pot or ροο1. When the pot is opened the opener  
does sο by putting up any aiim he chooses, within the limit,  
and his companions must pay in the same amount or "drop."  
They also poosam the tight  Ιο  raise the opener. The new  
cards called for are then dealt and the opener starts the betting,  
the play pecceeding as in the regular game. Ti  J'kngressise  

are played, the eslaimum value of the opening band  
is raised one degree evesy deal in which the pot is not opened.  
Thus the opening band must in the brat deal beat  best a ραir 
of knaνea;but if the pot is not opened the minimum for the  
second deal is  pair of queens, for the third a pair ώ  kings, ftc.  
Jack-Pots were introduced about s8yo. 

Sinsigke  Poker, or &4 is played without drawing extra  
cards. It was the only variety of the game played, although 

a cards are now used instead of se, as leemerty. The first  
dealer is provided with a marker called α beck and having, bdbee  
dealing, put up the ante, of nil the players, passes the buck to  
the next dealer, who must in his turn ante for all when be deals.  
The rules for betting, raising, &c., are the mum as at Draw-
Pokeg. The hands, of course, average smaller.  

Sled-Poker  Is played like Draw-Poker, except that there is  
no draw and, ni dealing, the Brat catti only is dealt face down,  
the rest being exposed. Each player in turn locks at his turned  
card sod make, his bet or raise. A ow'mee variatIon cl Stud.  
Poker consists in stopping the deal alter two cards, on. fact sip 
and the other face down, Lava been dealt, and betting on those  
two card,. A third card is then dealt and betting again rakes  
place, the piucom being repeated after the fourth and fifth cards  
have been dealt, the value of the different bands changing with 
each added card. A player failing to "stand" any raise man  
retire from that pot.  

Whiskey-Pok er  is also played without a draw. An extra hart,  
called the widow, is dealt to the table face down. The first  

bettor then examines his band and has the option of taking up  
the widow and placing his own hand on the table face up in its  

place, or of passing and allowing the following players in turn  
the choice. Alter an exposed band has been laid on the table  
in place of the widow the sstxt player may either lake up one  
card from the new widow replacing it with one from his own  
hand, or he may exchange his entire hand for the widow, or he  
may knock on the table. If he knocks every other player is  
turn may exchange one card or his whole band, and the betting  
then begins, or there may be an agreement that the best band 
wins from all the rest, or that the poorest hand pays a chip to  
the pcoi. 

Terkawol  Terms. 
Big Dog.—Aee  high and nine low; not usually played. If played  

it buns  Lick Dog. 	 - 	 - 

Blase.—Fivc  court cards; not usually played. If played  a 
beats any two pairs. 	 - 

BobtaiL—Four cards of a Hush or straight, the fifth card an  
biting.  

	

Bene.—Tbe  smallest counter or  chip. 	. 	 . 

Bnck.—A marker, to show when a jick.pct is to be played, win.  
when it is the holder's deal.  

Bur,ii Cw'd. —Card on the bottom of the pack turned :Rs us  psevam  
being area. 

Chigs.—Ccqinters.  



Cold  F'd.—Any excuse of  & wianir  for leaving the game  hdoiv  
the time  sgreed  upon. 	 . 	 . 	 . 

Deadwood .—Tbe ducani  pile.  
Deck—Pack, ' 

hem—Adding chips and a jack-pot sifter a failinu to open. 
Freese  Oid.—A game in which a  ρΙaytτ baring  Ι sι a certain  

agreed ca pital must stop  playiiig.  
Inside  Siroiglil.—lntcrmedmte  straight,  e.g.  2. 3,  5, 6  
Kii!sr.—Hand with no pair and no card  abovO  the nine;seldom 

played.  
ί'Ιy.—Α  fund, to pay for cards or refreshments, made by taking 

a chip (rem (tech jack-pot, or paid by a winner holding a valuable  
hand.  .  

Lode Dog—Deuce low arid seven high; not usually played,  
When played it beets a straight.  

Milbiag.—€humlng  by taking a card from the top and one  from  
the bottom of the pack with the same movement. 	 . 

Mis$itris.—Poker with the joker added;  the'jokcr  may be called 
any card the holder chooses. 	 ' 

Madey  Rash.—Three cards of a Bush.  
Nalural  Jocks.—Jaek.pota  played  btc* ι. thee. 'has beets no  

ante in the previous deal.  
O(ooners.—A hand on which a  jack.pot  may be opened.  
Pal Hand—A hand to which no card  is drawn.  
Pool—The chips in the middle of the table.  
Shοw4οws.—ίaylng  the hands face-up on the  tebl*  after a cell.  
Show.—Part of a pool to which a player is entitled who has bet  

an long as his capital lasted but Is not able to stand further raises.  
If his hand is the best he wins whatever was in the pool at the  
time when he put into it the last of his capital.  ' 

Shy—Not having pet up the jack-pot ante. 
Spliuing.—Havk,g  opened a jack.pot  with one pair, and holding  

four other cards of one suit, to throw away one of the pair on the  
chance of making a Bush.  ' 

Sweekn.—Cbipping  to a  jack.pot  after  afailuts  to open.  
Ττik1s.—Τhree  of a kind.  
Under Ike  Gws.—The Brat player to bet.  
Whangdeodk.—Compuluory  round of jack-pots, usually agreed  

upon to follow a very large band.  
WΊdοτ.—Αιι  extra hand dealt to the table, es in  WhIskey-Poker.  
Ste  ΡrαdίωΙ.Ροkιτ,  by R. F. Foster  (ι9ο4), the mail  aisriiorlta-

live work,  
.  A very important attribute of a successful poker player is  
sound judgment in discarding, and this is iinncipalfy  based on the 
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Himgariaai  monarchy, and 1s situated n.j, the botherS 
cxuemky of 11w peidiasala oI'Isuia'. hi lies at Ihe.head of the 
Bay-of rein, and posaemsIa isle and consasodiou'ha'bour almost 
completely landinched.' An extensilesystem of Ioeti&atkms, 
constructed on the huh, which enclose the harbour, defends 
Its entrance,',bile it also ?essencea good teadatned inthe huge
channel of nuns.This dunned gramme the mansland from 
the Βή οninas Islands, which dominate the .nuance  ιο  she-bay. 
The harbour han en area of 3-5r  eq. m., and is divided Into two 
basins by a chain ol'lhree small lahanda,' The Inner raisinLi suls 
divided by the btgc Olive lerand into the naval harbour, lying  ιο 
the south. and the commercial harbour, lying to the north.. The 
Olive Island is connected with the coast by a chain-bridge, and 
Is provided wiih'whatfa said dryand B οaιbg decks. The town 
proper lies opposite the OIiv. brand, round the 1*" cg,a hill 
foiinttly emerald by she Roman ofpitol and  ,ον by a castle 
from the r;th century Besides the castle the Chief buildings 
are the cαιhcdra Ί , dating from the r Ιh century; the new 
gammon church Basili , completed in 'BpS In. the 	ca ityle, with 
a line marble faςadο; the Franciscan convent dating hem the 
13th century, and now used as a military magazine; the huge 
Infantry barracks; and the town-hall, dating from the beginning 
of the 14th century. To the south-west, along the coast, 
emends the marine arsenal, a wait said well-planned establish. 
merit poesessing all the requIsites' lee the eqialpmont of-a Jugs 
Beet. Ii contains an interesting -navel museum, and Ii supple.. 
rented by the dock, and wharves of the Steele 01M. · Ιϊle 
artillery laboratory and the powder magazine are on the north 
bank of the hatbour. Behind the arsenal lice the suburb of 
San Policarpo, almost gxdualvely occupied by the naval popula-
tion and containing large naval barracks sad b σ pitaΙs. in the 
middle of it is a pleasant peck, wish a handsome reonment to 
the emperor Masamilian of b4ιιkο she had been a rgav-edmlrsl 
inthe Austrian eery. To the north, between SelzPbllcaTpo 
end the tetra ρrόρer, rises the Μοπte Um, stuumunted 

following  disthematical table 'of appeoximaie  chancel 	 "stainaisoiJ  .5.... .5 ..5si.s5.' Αdreiral  575.55. 	nj....sw 
 es ,ανι stems, 

To improve any band in 11w draw, the chums are— 	 but Its shipping trade Is now οέnaidetabΙe,  

0' course these chances are somewhat  imρr νsd  by the fact that, 
in actual play, pairs and threes are, on account of careless shuffling,  
apt to be Weedier more or less. . 

POLA (Cr. !Ιόλα οr Πόλαn;  Slovene,  11/20,a ' sesport of Austria, 
in hInts, 86 m. S. of Tricst' by sail. Pop. (190.), 45,052. It 
is the principal naval harbour and arsenal of the Auatro. '  

the exροres crnialatlng of fish, timber and  
quartz sand used in making Venetian glees,  

and the Imports of maitufaCtuhsd and  
colonial wares.  Τ.  many pecple, however,  
the chief interest ,  of  Ρ01,  centres in its Bog  
Romsit remsina. Tb. most e ί esiw- of  
these is the amphitheatre built in  Α.D  

rgδ-4ι1,  in btnssur of the emperors Sqt Ι  
reins Severe and Caracalla, which is 79  ft.  
111gb, 400 ft. long had 320 ft. wide, md  
could actommodite sO,000 lecta ΙΟιι. . It  
is remarkable as the only Roman amphi..  
Iheatta of which the' outer triBe hkve  
been preserved iStaCt; the Interior, how- 

______ ever,  Ν  now  coniplelely bare—though - the  
bivaasgements br the naumacbisa, or naval  
contests, can aim be tilted. The oldest  
Roman relic is the Brie triumphal arch of  
the Sergii, in the Corinthian style, erected  
soon if let the battle of Actium; and of not  
much later date Is the elegant and well- 
preserved temple of Augustus and Roxg'  
erected in the year ι9 ac. Among the  

ether antiquities are three of the old town  

gates and a fragment ole temple of Diana.' 
The foundation of Pola Is tzually carried  

back to the mythic period, and ascribed  
to the Colchlan pursuers of Jason and the  

Aigsnauts. In all probability' It was a Tbratiai' colony, but  
its verthable history begins with Its capture by the Remus In  

It was destroyed by Augustus on account of Its  
espousal of the cause of Pompey, but was rebuilt on the inter- 
cession of hls'danghter Julia, and received (according to Pliny)  
the name of Pietas Julia. lt became a Roman colony eitbdr 

Flaying in hand  Τ.  make the Hand  b.Idw.  Chαπεε 
Τhe 

is  

i  pair 	  To get two pelts (3 -cιrd  draw) 	  I in 4  

pair 	  Το  get three of a kind (3 -caπΙ draw) 	. 	.  1 In 9  

e pair 	  Το  improve either way average value 	.  hi 3  

I  ρairaπd& οdd αsτd Το imρzυνeeitίιcrway by draνing ιwο caκιό  I  in  

2  paIrs 	  Το  get a full band  lawing  one card 	. 	.  in  ι  

3'2 	  Το get α full bend dmωing tωο etude 	. 	.  I in 15 1  

3's 	  Το  get four of kind drawing two cards 	.  i  In 23 1  

3Β 	  Το  improve either way drawing two cards I in 91  
3's end ι οdd cerd 	. Το get α full bend Ιsυ sheering οπe cud  t in 1  

3's end a  oddcard 	. Το Ιπιρrονe either ens),  1)),  dταωing οne nerd tin ii i  
4 straight 	. 	. 	. 	.  Το  Ml when open at one end only or in middle 

553467,οr Α334 	...... 110111  

straight 	. 	. 	. 	 Το ό Ιί wbcn ορeυα± bοthendι sι345 ό  I  Ιn ό  

4 lush 	  Το fill the flush dmωing οιω εeαΒ 	...... I m5  

4-sunlight Bush 	. 	.  'To 811 the Weight flush drawing one card I in all  

3-card flush 	. 	. 	.  To make a Bush drawing two cards  .......24  
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under the  triumviei  or uncle,  OctaviAsi,  and was mainly  impor..  
lent as a harbour Ii seems  Ιο  have attained Its greatest  
prosperity about the time of the emperor  Septimius Severus  
(193-211  s.D.),  when it was an important war harbour and 
contained  35,οοο to  3ο,οτο inhabitants.  Αι  a later period  
Pola  became the capital of the  margrsves  of 'era, and was  
captured by the  Venetiana  in ι Ι48. It was several times 
captured and plundered by the Gerken*, and recaptu red by the  
Vinetisns.  In  1379  the Genoese, after defeating the  Venctiani  
in a great naval battle oil the coast, took and destroyed  Pola,  
which disappear, from history for the next four hundred and 
fifty years. It remained under Venetian supremacy down to 
1797, and  baa  been permanently united with Austria since  ,8τ 

 In 1848 a new era began for  Pola  in its being selected as the  
principal naval harbour of Austria.  

See  Tb. Mommeen  in  Cerji. inc..  kim.  ν. 3 aqq.  (Berlin,  π88), 
 T. G. Jackson,  Delssaiia, its Qserniro end ‚s',,  vol.  "1.  

(Oxford, 1887).  

ΡΟΙ4ΒΙ  (P0-of,  .Lsba-Elbe), the  Sliys (q.s.)  who  
dwelt upon the Elba and eastwards  Ιο  the Oder Their chief 
tribes were the  Vagri  in Holstein, the  Bodrib  or  Οbαritαε in 
Mecklenburg, the  Ljutiflor Wiltzi  in  w5slern Pomerama,  the  
Sprevane  en the Spree and the  Glοmaδ Or  Dalemintsi  in Saxony.  
Except the Lithuanians they were the last Europeans to be  

chriatianized;  their chief sanctuary was at  Arcon&  on the Isle  
of  R8gen.  They were converted and conquered by the  zath  
century and systematically germanized. By the Σ7111  century  
Slavonic survived  only in a tiny patch In the east of Hanover  
about  Lflchow, where a few words were still imdmtood  at the 
beginning of the 1911  century. The population of the district  
still goes  by the name of Wends  (g.a.).  The chief remain, of  
the language are a paternoster, a few phrases and a short  
vocabulary written down by Pastor  Cbr'  Henning (c. 1700), and  
the diary of J.  Pazuna  Schultze (d. 1734). These were edited  
by A.  Hilfes·ding  (St Petersburg,  ι86),  and a grammar was  
published there by A. Schleicher  (ι8;ι). M.  Porxezinski end  
Fr.  Loruntz  are the chief later authorities  Polabian  agrees  
meetly with Polish and  Kafube  with its nasalized vowe ls  and  
highly palatalized consonants. It had, however, long vowels  

and a free  aereat.  The remains of it are most corrupt, having  
been written down when the langua ge  was full of Low German  
by people who did not know Slavonic.  

POLACCA.  the  Itsliazi  name for a three-muted merchant  
vessel, formerly common in the eastern waters of the  Meduicr-
isaean.  The mists were of one piece and the sails were square  

or  Ιateen4haρe4.  The name appears in various forms in other 
languages,  e.g. Fr.  pdaqw  or  pdeov,  Sp.  ρ4σcω,  Do.  pdaak  or  
Ccx. Poloch,  and certainly means Polish, althou gh  there is no 
explanation to be found for any  coanesion  between Poland and  
such a Mediterranean vessel.  

ΡΟLΑ D  (Polish  Ρdka, Gee. Poles,), (see  Poi.asw,  RUSSIAN,  
below), a country of Europe which till the end of the  ι8ίh  century  
was a kingdom extending (with Lithuania) over the basins of the  
Warta,  Viatula, Dwina,  Dnieper and upper Dniester, and had  
under its dominion, besides the Poles proper and the Baltic 
Slays, the Lithuanians, the White Russians and the Little  

Russians or  Rutheaiana.  
We  p0mm  no certain historical data relating to Poland till  

the end of the  soib  century. It would seem, from a so mewhat 
obscure passage in the chronicle compiled from older 

ίνιµΑιι sources by  Ncator,  a monk of Kiev (d. c. τ ιι), that  
the progenitor, of the  Polea,  originally ingnirlinlird  

on the ·Dsτrobe,  were driven from thence by the Romans to  
the  ‚liii  wilder  wildernes,  of central Europe, settling finally  
among the virgin forests and impenetrable morasses of the basin  
of the upper waters of the Oder and the Vistula. Here the  
Lecbici,  as they called themselves (a name derived from the  
mythical patriarch, Lech), seemed to have lived for centuries,  

in loosely connected communities, the simple lives of huntsmen,  
herdsmen and tillers of the soil, till the pr essure of rapacious  

. iefghboui·a  compelled them to combine for mutual defence.  
Of this infest state, the so-celled kingdom of the Plaits (from  

Plait its supposed kinder), we know next to nothing. Its  
origin, its territory, Its institutions are so many I nsoluble  
riddles. The earliest Polish chroniclers, from Gallus in the early 
z  2th  century to  Jauko  of  Czarnkow in the  54ίh,  are of little  
help to us. The only facts of importance to be gleaned from  
them are that Prince  Ziemovit,  the great-grandfather of  Miexzko  
(Mieczyslaw)  I.  (962-992),  wrested from the vast but tottering 
Moravian Empire the province of  Chrobacyja  (extending from 
the  Carpathiani  to the Bier), and that Christianity was first 
preached on the Vistula by Greek Orthodox  miaeiosiasy  monks.  
Mieszko hin'self  was converted by Jordan, the chaplain of his 
Bohemian consort,  Dobrawa  or Boa,, and when Jordan  bccsmc  
the first bishop Of Posen, the people seem to have followed the 
example of their prince But the whole movement was  appa,.  
ently  the outcome not of religious conviction, but of political 
necessity The  SlavonIc  peoples, whose territories then extended  
to the  Elbe,*nd  embraced the whole  soutliem  shore of the Baltic, 
were beginning to recoil before the vigorous impet us  of the 
Germans in the West, who regarded their pagan neighbours in  

much the same way as the Spanish  Conquistsdorea  regarded the  
Aztecs and the Incas. To accept Christianity, at least formally,  
was  thereforeaprudential  safeguard on the part of the  Slavoetiass.  
This was thoroughly understood by  Mieszlco's  son  Boleslaus Ι. 

 (992-1025), who went  aconsiderable  step farther than his father.  
Micszko  had been content to be received on almost any terms  

into the Christian community,  Boleslaus  aimed at securing the 
independence of the Polish Church as an additional  Cw  
guarantee of the independence of the Polish nation. se  
lc was  Bolcalaus  who made the church at  Goesen Α114 .  
its Great Poland a national shrine by translat ing thither the 
relics of the martyred m issionary, St  Adalbert  of  Prsgut  
Subsequently he elevated  Gneseii  into the metropolitan see of  
Poland, with jurisdiction over the  bisbopsics  of Cracow,  Breslan  
and  Kolberg,  all three of these new sees, it is important to notic e.  
being in territory conquered by  Boleslaus;  for hitherto both  
Cracow and Breslau had been Bohemian  citIea,whlle Kolberg  was  
founded to curb the lately subjugated Pomeranians.  Boleslam  
was also the first Polish prince to bear the royal title ,  shin  

seems to have been conferred upon him by 
Otto III. in boo, though as Bolcslaua cτοwned

_, 
 .  

himself king a second time in rocs, it is evident 
that he regarded  the validity of his first coronation as somewhat  
doubtful. He was primarily a warrior, whose reign, an almost 
uninterrupted warfare, resulted in the formation of a vast king.  
doni  extending from the Baltic to the  Carpatbiaaia,  and from  
the Elbe to the Bug. But this imposing superstructure rested  
on the  flimsieet  Of foundations. in less than twenty run  
after the death of its founder, it collapsed before a comb ined  
attack of all Poland's enemies, and sim ultaneously a  terriele  
pagan reaction swept away the poor remnan ts  of Christianity  
and civilization. For a time Poland proper became a  smcL  
wilderness, and wild beasts made their lairs in the ruined  
and desecrated churches. Under  Bolealaus  II.  (το8-ιο; l  
and  Bolenlaus  III. (1102-1139) some of the lost  pe-ovinces.  
notably Silesia and  Pon'erania,  were recovered and  POiari  
was at least able to maintain her independence against the  

Germans.  Bolmls,,s IlL,  moreover, with the aid of St Otto.  
bishop of Bamberg, succeeded in converting the heathen  
Pomeranisna  (1224- ι  ι211), iιnd  making head against msgankm  
generally.  

The last act of  Bolesisus ΙΙΙ. was to divide his territories  
among his  ama,  whereby Poland was partitioned into nο fewer  
than four, and ultimately Into as many as eight,  ρt..  
prinripejitits,  many of which (Silesia and Great  
Poland, for instance) In process of time split en' 

 up into still smaller fractions all of them more or km  
bitterly hostile to each other. Τδis pas*itiimal  period, as 
Polish historians generally call it, lasted from 1138 to  r.gu.  
during which Poland  Inst  all  politIcal  significance, and femme  

an easy prey to her neighbours. The duke of little  P.iand,  
Ά ιcbde,ma  of  Gimm  1367:  νle..cb,r  at  Ρ έ ad  4. 

'. 5387  
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who generally styled himself duke of  Peland,  or  dir. k"i's  
£dmida',  claimed a sort of supremacy among them little  at*tse,  
a claim materially strengthened by the wealth and growing  
importance of his capital, Cracow, especially after Little Poland  
bad  annezed  the central principality of  Sieradja (Signed:).  
But  Ma.ovla  to the north, and Great Poland to the north-wig,  
refused to recognise the supremacy of Little Poland,  whIle  
Sileala  soon became completely germanised. It was at the  
beginning of this period too,' between ι ατό  and es's, that  
Pomeraaila,  under an energetic native dynasty, freed herself  

from the Polish suzerainty. Nearly a generation  
ruse 
'm 	later Wet) the Tatar hordes, under Bate, appeared  

for the first time en the confines of Poland. The  
Polish princes opposed a valiant but  lnedsct'al  resistance; the  
towns of  Sandomir  and Cracow were reduced to ash es, and all  
who were able fled to the mountains of Hungary or the ferrets  
of Moravia. Pursuing his way to Silesia,,  Batu  overthrew the  
confederated  Silealan  princes at  LiegnIts  (April p), arid, alter  
burning all the Silesian towns, invaded Hungary, whe re  be  
routed King Bela IV. on the broke of the  Sajo.  But this  
marked the limit of his triumph. Exhausted and diminished  
by the stout and successful opposition of the  Moraviana  at  
Olmiltz,  the Talus vanished as suddenly as they had appeared,  
leaving a smoking wilderness behind them.  

Batu's inνs Ιοn  had an Important influence upon the social  
and political development of Poland. The only way of filling  

up the gaps In the population of the ravaged  land  
imes. 	was to Invite foreign immigrants of a superior class,  
αnab. 	chapman  and  bgndkχafιsmen, ιrσι  only given to peaem  

ful  pursuits and accustomed to law and order, but  crug capable of building and defending strong cities. Such  
immigrants could naturally be obtained only from the civilized  
west, and on their own terms. Thus It came about that the  
middle class element was Introduced Into Polish society for the  
first time.  immedIately  dependent upon the prince, from  whOm  
they obtained their privileges, the moat imminent of which were  
aelf.government  and freedom from  taXation,  these traders soon  
became an  lmpoTtant  factor in the state,  counterpoIsing,  to 
some extent, the Influence of the gentry, enriching the land by 
developing its resources, and promoting civilization by ra ising  
the standard of comfort.  

Most of them German citizens In process of time were  abaorbid  
by the Polish population, and became devoted, been and soul,  
Ta. Κι41a5ι  to their adopted country; but these were not the  
0°1• only Germans with whom the young Polish state  

had now to deal. In the first year of the 13th century,  
the  Eflighta  of the Sword , one of the numerous orders of  crnaa&  
ing  military monks, had been founded  In Livonia to "convert"  
the pagan Letts, and, in ι αο8,  the still more powerful  Teutonic  
order was Invited by Duke Conrad of  Maaovta  to settle hr  
the district of  Kulm  (roughly corresponding to modern  East  
Prussia) to protect his territories against the incursions of the  
savage  Pruaalsns,  a race closely akin to the  Litbuanlans.  Conrad  
has been loudly blamed by Polish historians for introducing  
this foreign, and as It ultimately proved, dangerous element  
into Poland. But the unfortunate prince had ιο cheese between  
dependence  srI  extermination, for his unaided resources were  
powerless against the persistent attacks of the unconquerab le 

 Ta. Pruaaiaria.  The Teutonic Order, which had just  
τανsrmir been expelled from Hungary by Andrew II., joyfully  
Οφιkιι accepted this new domicile, and Its position in the  
north was definitely established by the compact of  Kruschwiiz  
in 1130, whereby It  οbtaίή ed  absolute  poastmion  of the maritime  
district between  Pomeranla  and  Courisnd,  and southwards as  
far as Thorn. So far were the Poles from anticipating any  
danger from the Teutonic Order, that, from 1243 to rose, they  
actually assisted It to overthrow the independent  Pomefanian 
princes, the most formidable opponents of the Knights in the  
earlier years of their  existe.ice.  A second Tatar raid in 1259,  
less dangerous, perhaps, but certainly more  ruinoua,  than the first  
InvasIon—for the  princIpalities  of Little Poland and  Sandomir 
were  aystemalkaiiy  ravaged foe three  meatbs—aiili  further  

depressed the lead, and, at this very time, anot her teem  
appeared in the east—the Lithuajans.  

This interesting people, who.e origin is to this day the moat 
 baing  of ethnographical puzzles, originally dwelt amidst the  

forests and marshes of the Upper Niemen. Thanks  
to the  impenetrabilIty'  of chair bermes, they  
Fumed their original  aavagray  longer than any  
of their neighbours, and this savagery was coupled with a valour  
so tenacious and enterprising as to make them formidable to  
all who dwelt near them. Tire Russians fled at the sight of  
them, "like bares before bunters." The Live and Letts  
were as much the prey of the  Litbuanuaris  "as sheep are the  
prey of  wolvea."  The German chroniclers describe them as  
the most terrible of all the barbarians. The  Lilbuanians  Silt  
emerge Into the light of history at the time of the settlement  
ofth.TeutomcOrderiutheNortb. Rummies eλ the see οf  
extermination conducted against their kinsmen, the wild  
Prusians,  by the Knights, first Woke the Lithuanians  to a acme  
of their own danger, and induced them to abandon their loose  
communal  ayateu'  In favour of  i  monarchical form of govern-
ment, which concentrated the whole power 01 the  stats  In a  
single hand.  Feetsinately,  too, at this crisis of their history,  
the  Lithoaniaris were blessed with an altogether exceptional series  
of greet rulers, who showed themselves fully capable of taking  
cars of themselves. There was, for instance,  Mendovg 044,-  
1263), who submitted to baptism for purely political reasons,  
checkmated the Teutonic Knights by adroitly seeking the  protem  
tion  of the Holy Sea, and annexed the principality of neck to  
his  ever.wideniog  grand ducky, which already included Black  
Russia, and formed a  hugewedge  extending southwards from  
Coudand,  thus separating Poland from Rums. A sill greeter  
princ,  was  Gedymin  (1315-ιµs)  who did his utmost to  civilize  
Lithasnia  by building towns,  intreduclog  foreigners, and  
tolerating all religions, though be himself remained  i  pagan  
for  poilticel  reason..  Oedyssln  still farther extended the 

 limits of Lithuania by annexing Kiev,  Chernigov  and other'  
old  Rumian  principalities.  

At the very time when Lithuania was thus hemming a corn -
ρacί  united, powerful stets, Poland  esemed literally ter be  
dropping to pieces. Not even the exhortations .f  
the popes could make her score of princes unite 	.,, "  
for mutual defence against the  balbarians  who en- 
sunned diem. For a time It seemed highly probable that Poland  
would be completely  geeTnanized,  like Sikes, or become a part  
of the new Bohemian Empire which Wencesiros  II. (crowned 
king of Poland In  1300  had inherited from his father,  Oltakar  11.  
From this fate she was used by the valour of  Wladialaus  
Lokietek,  duke of Great Poland (1306-1333), who reunited  
Great and Little  Poiaad, revived the royal dignity in 
1 350, said saved the kingdom from  annibliStlon  by his great 
victory over the Teutonic Knights at  Plowce  in 1332. The 
whole reign of  Wisdislaus  L was indeed an unceasing struggle 
against all the forces of anarchy and disintegration; but the  
fruits of his  laboura  were richly reaped by his son  Cssimir  111; 
the Grist 0333-137ο),  Poland's first great statesman in the 
modern  sense Of the word, who, by a most skilful system of 
matrimonial alliances, reintroduced isolated Poland  Cssa.IrJ*  
into the European system, and gave the exhausted  ita O.v'1.  

country an Inestimably  bciieddal  breathing space  wi-sirs.  
of  thirty.eeven  years. A born ruler,  Caaimir  Introduced a  
whole series of administrative and economical reforms.  Β  
was the especial protector of the cities and the peasants,  
and, though averse from violent measures, punished  ariato»  
cratic  tyranny with an Iron hand,  Caaimir's  few wars were  
waged entirely for profit, not glory. It is to him that Poland  
owed the Important acquisition of the greater part 01 Red  
Russia, or Galicia, which enabled her to secure her fair shine of  
the northern and easte rn  trade. In default of mile issue,  
Casimir left the Polish throne to his nephew, Louis of Hungary,  
who ruled the country (‚370-1382) through his mother, Queen  
Elizabeth,  Wlsdinlaus Loki,tek'.  daughter. Louis well deserved  
the  epIthet  01" great "bestowed upon him by his contemporaries.  
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but Poland formed but a small pardon of  hli  vast domains,  
and Poland's interests were subord inated to the larger demands  
of an imperial policy which embraced half Europe within its  

orbit  
On the  dc1h  of Louis there ensued an interregnum of two  

years marked by fierce civil wars, instigated by duke  Ziemovit  
of  Masovia,  the northernmost province of Poland,  
which continued to exist as in independent  priad.  tem

• 

 11. 
,,,. 	p.liiy  alongside of the kingdom of Poland.  Ziemo- 
USieI W  sit  abner!  at the Polish crown, proposing to marry  

the infant princess  Jadwiga  of Hungary, who, asυυωιιωι  

the daughter of Louis the Groat and the gran&  

daughter of  Wladisiaua Lokietek,  had an equal right, by  
inheritance, to the thrones of Hungary and Poland. By an  

agreerteni  with the  quetn  mother of Hungary at Kassa In  
1383, the Poles finally accepted  Jadwiga  as their queen, and,  
on the  z8th  of February  ι386,  greatly against her will, the 
young princes., already betrothed to William of Austria, was  

wedded to  Jagiello,  grand duke of Lithuania, who had been  
crowned king of Poland at Cracow, three days previously, under  

the title of  Wladislaus  IL 
The union of Poland and Lithuania as separate state, under  

one king had been brought about by their common  lear  of the 
Teutonic Order. Five years after the death of  Gedysnin,  
Olgierd,  the most capable of his seven Ions, had been placed upon  
the throne of Lithuania by his devoted brother  Kiejstut,  and  
for the next two-and-thirty years  (ι5-ι3")  the two princes  
still further extended the away of Lithuania, prin cipally at the 
expense of Muscovy and the  Tatam. Kiejalut  ruled the western 
portion of the land where the Teutonic Knights were  s,const*nt  
menace, while  Olgierd  drove the  Titar  hordes Out of the (gutti-
ng= steppes, and compelled them to seek a refuge in the  
Crimea. During  Olgierd's reign the southern  boundaries of 
Lithuania touched the Black Sea, including the whole tract of 
land between the mouth of the Bug and the mouth of the 
Dnieper.  Olgierd  was succeeded by his son  Jagiello  as grand  
duke in 1377, while  Kiejstut  was left in possession of  Samogitia, 
Troki  and  Grvdno,  but the Teuton ic  Order, alarmed at the 
growth of Lithuania, succeeded in estranging uncle and nephew, 
and  Kiejstut  was treacherously  aseassinated  by  Jagicilo's  orders,  
at  Ktcwo, ois  the  ιΙh  of August 1382. Three weeks later  
Jagiello  was compelled  to cede  Samogitia,  as far as the  Dubiwa,  
to the Knights, and, In the following year they set up against 
him  Kiejstut's  son  Witowl.  The eyes of  Jagicilo were now 
opened to the fact that the  machiavellian  policy of the  Knighis  
aimed at subjugating Lithuania by dividing it. He at once 
made peace with his cousin; restored him his pat rimony;  ‚nd,  
to secure Lithuania against the future vengeance of the Knights,  

Jagiello  made overtures to Poland for the band of  Jadwiga, 
md  received the Polish crown along with it, as already men.  

tinned 
Before proceeding to describe the  Jagiellonic  period of Polish 

history, it is  nocowary  to cast a rapid glance at the social and 
 poflhical  condition of the country in the preceding  Piast  period. 

The paucity and taciturnity of our sources make it impossible 
to give anything like an adequate picture of Old Poland during 
iινfωhαs  the first fine centuries of its existence. A glimpse 

here and there of the political  developmenl  of the  
country is the utmost that the most  diligent scrutiny  

Sb..  can glean from the scanty record of the early chron-
icles. External pressure, here as elsewhere, created a patriotic 

 military  csatt,  and the subsequent  partitional  period, when 
every little mince had his own separate court, still further  
established the growing influence of the  sl&hia,  or gentry, who  
Were net backward 'in claiming and obtaining special  priyilegsa  
In  Selurn  for their services. The first authentic  perle com.enlo  

msde  between the  POliSh  nobility and the Crown dat es  from 
the compact of Ka ssa (September 57, 1374), when Louis of 
Hungary agreed to exempt' the  asiaά Ια from all taxation. 
except two Poli sh groscheIr  per hide of land, and to compensate 
them Ins' the expenses of all military service rendered beyond  
the confines of the realm. The  clergy received their chief  

IIIJ3TORY  

privileges  much  esrluιτ.  It was at the synod  cl Leciyci,  
nearly a century before the compact of  Ksssa,  that the property  
of the Church was first safeguarded against the encroachmen ts  
of these/de. The beneficial influence of the Church of Poland  

in these early times was incalculable. To say nothing of the  

)abouxs  of the Cistercians  as colonists, pioneers and church.  
builders, or of the missions of the  Dominicsns  and Franciscans  
(the former of whom were introduced into Poland by lye,  

bishop of  Cτsοοw,1  the personal friend of Dominic), the Church  
was the one stable and unifying element In an age of centrifugal  
particularism. The frequent synods represented the whole  
of Poland, and kept alive, as nothing else could, the idea of  
national solidarity. The Holy Sea had also a considerable  
share In promoting the political development of the land. in  

the 13th century alone no fewer titan fo rty-nine papal legates  
visited Poland, and thirty provincial synods were held by them 
to regulate church affairs and promote good  goveτn'.  
Moreover the clergy, to their eternal hono ur, consistently  
protected the lower from the tyranny of the upper classes.  

The growth of the towns was slower. During the  bereic  
Boleslawic  period there had been a premature outcrop of civil  

life. As early αα  the  txth  century  Kruschwitz, 	nsw*  
the old Polish  capItal,  and  Goesen,  the  metropolitga 	elf '·  
see, were of considerable importance, and played a  
leading pert in public life. But in the ensuing anarchic period  
both cities were utterly ruined, and the centre of po litical  
gravity was transferred from Great Poland to Little Poland,  
where Cracow, singularly favoured by her position, soon became  

the capital Of the monarchy, and one of the wealthiest cities  

iziEurope. Αι the end οf the ιgb century se find ell the greαι  
trade gilds established there, and the cloth manufactured  at  
Cracow was eagerly sought alter, from Prague to Great Novgorod,  
So wealthy did Cracow become at last that  Casimlr  the Great felt  
it necessary to restrain the luxury of her citizens by  sumpIisaiy 

 ordinance,, Towards the end of the 14th century the Polish  
towns even attained some degree of political influence, and their 
delegates sat with the nobles and clergy  lii  the king's councils,  
a right formally conceded to them at  Rsdom in March 23&4.  
Even the peasants, who had suffered severely from the whol esale  
establishment of prisoners of war as serfs on the estates of the  

nobles, still preserved the rights of personal liberty and frae 
transit from place to place, whence their name of  kaigi.  The 
only portion of the community which had no p rivileges were the 

 Jews, first introduced Into Poland by  Boleslaua  the  Ρle,, 
 duke of Greet Poland, in 1264, when bitter persecutions bad  

driven them northwards from the  sbores  of the Adriatic- Casimir  
the Great extended their liberty of domicile over the whole 
kingdom 0334.  From the first they were better treated is 
Poland than elsewhere, though frequently exposed  ιο  oiatbresks  
of popular fanaticism.  

The transformation of the pagan Lithuanian chieftain  Jsgiello  
into the catholic king of Poland,  Wiadislaus  II., was an event of  
capital importance in the history of eastern Europe.  

Its immediate and i nevitable consequence was the 	-  
formal reception of the Lithuanian nations intο the 	•eens.  
fold of the Church. What the Teutonic Order bad 	1  
vainly endeavoured to bring about by fire and sword, 
for two centuries, was pea cefully accomplished by  Jagiello  within  
a single generation, the  Lilhuanians,  for the moat part.  'illrngiy 

 yielding to the arguments of a prince of their own blood, who  
promptly rewarded his converts with peculiar and  excliniw 

 privileges. The conversion of Lithuania menaced the  ‚'ery  
exigence of the Teutonic Knights  Originally planted on the 
Baltic shore for the express purpose of  christianizing  their  
savage neighbours, these crusading monks had freely  c ρΙώ ιώ  
the wealth and the valour of the West,  os&enalbb  in the came  
of religion, really for the purpose of founding a dominion 05  
their own which, as time went on, lost morn and more of its  

religious character, and was now, little more than a German 
military (=rang, extending from  P.omersnls  to the  Niemea  
which deliberately exhaled the Slave from the sew and thrived  

'Ardsbtihop  of Gasses  Ι219 iaiο.  Died at  Modana sue.  
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at their expense. The mere instinct of  ielf.preservstbn  had,  
't last, drawn the Peas and  Lithuaniane  together against these  
ruthless and masterful Intruders, and the coronation of  Jagielle  
et Creme en the  ι1h  of February 1386, was both a warning  
ends,  chellengeto  the Knights.  But if the Order had now become  
a  .uperBuous  anachronism, it bad  .tm  to be disposed of, and  
this was no easy task. For if it bad failed utterly ass  nilmion  
υ  ριν'ίbυ,  it had succeeded In establishing on the Baltic one 
of the strongest military organizations In Europe. In the art  
of war the Knights  wefe  immeasurably superior to all their  
neighbour.. The pick of the feudal chivalry composed their  
ranks; with all Europe to draw upon, their resources seemed  
inexhaustible, and centuries of political  eapesiesice  mask them  
as formidable in diplomacy as they were valiant in warfare.  
And indeed, for the next twenty  yeaza,  the Teutonic Order 
mere than held its own. Skilfully taking advantage of the  
jealousies of Poland and Lithuania, as they were  acomluated  
by the personal antagonism of  Jagiello  and  Witowl  (es ),  with 
the letter of whom the Knights more than once contracted  
profitable alliances, they even contrived (Treaty of  Sdn,  1318) 
to extend their territory by getting  posaes'ion  of the province of  
Samogitia,  the original seat of the Lithuanians, where  paganIsm  
aim persisted, sad where their inhuman cruelties finally excited 
the horror and Indignation of Ch ristian Europe. By this time,  
however, the prudent  Jagieflo  bad became convinced that  
Lithuania was too strong to be ruled by or from  Polatd,  sad  
yet not strong enough to stand alone, and by the  canipW 

 of Vilna (January 18, :set, confirmed by the compact of  

Radowe,  March  ιο)  be surrendered the whole grand duchy  
to  Witowt,  on the understanding that the two states should  
have a common policy, and that neither of them should elect 
a new prince without the consent of the other. The wisdom  of 
this arrangement was made manifest In  ι4ιo,  when  Jagiello  
and  Witowt  combined their forces for the purpose of delivering 

 Sasuogitia  from the intolerable tyranny of the Knights. The 
issue was  Ισ ght  out on the field of  Tannenbeeg,  or  Grflnewald  
(July 1$, 1410 , when the Knights sustained a crushing defeat,  
which shook, their political organization to Its very foundations.  
Α  few weeks after the  victcey  the towns of Thom, Using,
Braunsberg  and Danzig submitted to the Polish k ing,  aπd  all  
the  Pruszian  bishops  νοlumernυ  adored to render him  
homage.  But. the excessive caution of  Jsglello  gave the  
Knights time to recover from the blow; the Polish levies  proved  
unruly and Incompetent;  Wltowt  was soddenly recalled to  
Lithuania by a Tatar invasion, and thus It came about that, 
when peace was concluded at Thesis, ass the 1st of  Febtuary  

14!!,  Sanioglti&  (which was to revert  to the Order an the death of  
Jagiello  and  Witowt), Dabixyn,  and a war Indemnity of  zoe,000  
marks payable in four  inatnlments,  were the beat terms Poland  
could obtain from the Knights, whose territory practically  
remained intact.  Jsgielio's  signal for the attack at the  battit  
of  Grflnewald,  "Cracow and  Vi)ns"  (the respective capitals  
of Poland and Lithuania) had eloquently demonstrated the 
solidarity  ώ  the two states. This  wlidaiity  was still further  
strengthened by the Union of  Horodlo  (October a,  ι.µ3) 

 which enacted that henceforth Lithuania was to have the  

reme  order of  dignitaries 1  as Poland, as well as •  council of  
gate, or senate, similar to the Polish senate. The power of  
the grand-duke was also greatly Increased. He was now  
declared to be  theequal  of  thePolisb  king, sad his  sucmmorcouid  
be elected only by the senates of Poland and Lithuania in con-
junction. The Union of  Horodlo  also established absolute  
parity between the nobility of Poland and Lithuania, but the  
privileges of the latter were made conditional upon their pro-
fession of the Roman Catholic faith, experience having shown  
that difference of religion in Lithuania meant  dillerenceof  politics,  
and a tendency Moscow-wards, the majority of the Lithuanian  

boyars being of the Greek Orthodox Confession.  
Ι fill the chief  odces  of state were  coniieqseeitly  duplicated,  14.  

the brine, widki kοτoι nγ. '• herman  of the crown, as  
the Polish commander-in-chief was called, had his  cσνπteι art  in  
Lithuania who bore the title of  widki bdnsen iikwsk,, i.e. grand 
baimano' sΩd ι000.  

During the  r..waee δf  the reign of  WΙιΑ a  IL the 
Teutonic Order gave Poland much trouble, but no serious  

anxiety. The trouble was due mainly to the  Tepeated edo'ts  
of the Knights to  e,ade  the fulfilment of the obligations of the 

 'Duaty  of Thorn. in these endeavours they were materially 
assisted  by the emperor  Siglamund,  who was also king of Hun-
gary.  Sigissaimd,  in 1422, even went so far as to propose a  
partition of Poland between Hungary, the empire and the  
Silesian princes, a scheme which foundered time  Siglemund's 
impeesmiesily  and the reluctance of the Magyars to Injure the  
Poles. More than once  Wisdislaus Η.  was even obliged to  
renew the war against the Knights, and, in 1422, he compelled  
them to renounce  all claims upon  Samegitia;  but the long 
struggle, still undecided at his death, was fought mainly with  

diplomatic weapons at Rome, where the popes, generally speak-
ing, listened  esther  to the  *todovs  monarch who bad added  
an ecclesiastical province ‚0 the Church than to the discomfited  
sad turbulent Knights.  

Had  Wlsdislaus  11. been as great a warrior as  Witowt  he  
might, perhaps, have subdued the Knights altogeth er. But  
by nature be was  pre.eminently  a diplomatist, and it most in  
fairness be admitted that his diplomacy In every direction was  
distinctly  benefidal  to Poland. He successfully thwarted all  

the schemes of the emperor  Sigissnmsd,  by adroitly supporting  
the revolutionary party in Bohemia  (q.s.).  In return  Husalte 

 mercenaries isughi  on the Polish side at  Tsnnetiburg,  and  
Czech patriots repeatedly  oaerod  the crown of Bohemia to  
Wiadislana.  The  P011th kIng  was always ready enough to  
support the Czechs against  Sigismund;  but the necessity of  
justifying his own orthodoxy (which the Knights were for ever 
Impugning) at Rome and In the face of Europa prevented him  
from accepting the crown of St  Wenceslaui  from the bands of  
heretics. 	 . 

Wladialaus  IL died at Lemberg In 1434, at the age of eighty-
thee. During his long reign of terry-nine yeses Poland had  
gradually risen to the tank of a great power, it result due In no  
mull menu* to the Insight and sagacity of the first  Jagiello,  
who sacrificed every other consideration to the vital  necemity 

 of welding the  cratral  Slays Into a compact and homogeneous  
State.  Tb.  next ton years severely tested the stability of his  

great work, but It stood the test triumphantly.  Neether  a 
 turbedent  minority, nor the neglect Of αα  absentee king; neither  

the revival of separatist tendencies In Lithuania, nor the out-
Weeks of aristocratic  lawieanwss  in Poland,  could do more  
than  shak,  the  supeIsmicture  of the Imposing edifice. fitter 
the death at  Varns,  in 1444,  of  Jaglello'.  eldest son sad  
W4(1111118 111.  (whose  histoty  belong, rather to Hungary than to  
Poland), another great  stateSman,  In no wise inferior to Werth-  
Luis IT., completed and consolidated his  wdek.  This was 

 Wisdialaus's  second son, already  grandduke  of Lithuania,  
who ascended the Polish throne as  Caslmir  IV. in  τ 'η,  thus  
reuniting Poland and Lithuania under one monarch.  

Enormou,  were the difficulties of Casimir IV. He  lnatioo·  
tively  recognized not only the vital necessity of the maint enance  
ώ  the union between the two gates, but also the 
fact that the chief source of danger to the union lay τ-ιm. '  

In Lithuania, in those days a maelstrom of conflicting  
political currents. To begin with, Lithuania was a far less  
composite state than Poland. Two-thirds of the  grandduchy 

 consisted  ώ  old Russian lands inhabited by men who spoke 
the  Ruthenian  language and  prolemed  the Orthodox Greek 
religion, while in the north were the Lithuanians proper, semi. 
savage and semi-catholic, justly proud of their heroic forefather, 
of the house of  Gedyrnin,  and very sensitive of the pretensions 
of Poland to the provinces of  Volhynia  and Podolia, the fruits of  
Lithuanian valour.  Α  Lithuanian himself,  Csalmir  strenuously  
resisted the attempts of Poland to wr est these provinces from 
the  grandduchy.  Moreover, during the  esrliir  yeas, of his 
reign, he was obliged to reside for the most part in Lithuania, 

 where his tranquilizing influence was needed. Ills supposed  
preference  fc  Lithuania was the real cause of his unpopularity in  
Poland, where, to the very end of his reign, be was regarded  
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with suspicion, and where every  eWort  was made to thwart his  
fat-seeing and patriotic  polities' combinations, which were 
beyond the comprehension of his sell-seeking and narrow-
minded contemporaries. This was notably the case as regards 
his dealings ωith the old enemy of his race, the Teutonic  

Grder,  who  edeatruction  was the chief aim of his ambition.  
The Teutonic Order bad long since failed as a religious institu-

tion; it was now to show its inadequacy as a polit ical  orgamza
-lion.  lii  the domain  of the knights the gentry,  plrocbisl  

clergy and townsmen, who, beneath its protection, had attained  

to a high degree of wraith and civilization, for  lon*  remained  
without the slightest political influence, though they bore nearly  

the whole burden of taxation. in 1414, however, intimidated 
by the growing discontent, which frequently took the form of  

armed  rebeiliop,  the Knights consented to the  establisbmatt  
of a diet, which was re-form ed  on a more aristocratic basis in  
1430» But the old abuses cont inuing to multiply, the Prussian  
towns and gentry at last took their  allafra  into their own blinds,  
and formed a so-called Prussian  Lesgue,  which demanded art  
equal share in the government of the country. This league was  

excommatilcaled  by the pope, and placed under the  bn  of  
the empire almost simultaneously In 1453, whereupon it placed  
Itself beneath  the protection of its nearest powerful neighbour,  
the king of Poland, who (March 6,  ι 'ι)  Issued a manifesto  
incorporating all the  Pru*ian  provinces with Poland, but,  
at the same time, granting them local autonomy and free 

 trada.  
But provinces are not conquered by  manlfestoea,  and  Csimir'a  

acceptance of the homage of the Prussian League at once  

involved him in a war with the desperate Teutonic Knights,  
which lasted  t*elveyeazn,  but might easily have been concluded  
in a  twelvernonib  had be  oniy been loyally supported by his  
own subjects, for whose benefit he bad embark ed  upon this  
great  enterprim.  But  lnstesd  of support, Casimir encountered  
obstinate obstruction at every po int. No patriotic Pole, we  
imagine, ran read the history of this miserable  aτ  without  
feeling heartily ashamed of his countrymen. The acqu isition  
οf the Prussian lends was vital to the existence of Poland. It 
meant the excision of an *lien element which fed like a cancer  
on the body politic; It meant the recovery, at comparatively  

little cost, of the command of the principal  rivera  of Poland, the 
 Viatula  and the Niemen; it meant the obtaining of a seaboard  

with the corollaries Of  sen-power  and world-wide commerce. 
Yet, except in the border province of Great Pola nd, which was  
interested commercially, the whole enterprise was regard ed  
with such indifference that the king, in the very crisis of the  
struggle, could only with the utmost difficult),  obtain contribu-
tions for war expenses  from the half-dozen local diets of Poland,  
which extorted from the  holρlessess ci  their distracted  
and impecunious  sovereign fresh privileges foe every subsidy  
they grudgingly granted. Moreover  Caaimir'5 difficulties were  
materially increased by the necessity of payi ng  for Czech  
mercenaries, the  pespduls ,iuwiie, or Polish militia, proving 
utterly useless at the very  ό .ginn'g  of the war. Indeed,  
from first to last, the Polish gentry as a  bνdy  took good care to  
pay and fight as little as possible, and Casimir dep ended for  
the most part upon the liberality of the Church arid the Prussian  
towns, and the valour of the  Husaite  infantry,  r70,00od  whom,  
fighting on both sides, are said to have perished. Not till the 
victory of Peck (September 17, 2462), one of the, very few  

pitched battles in a war of raids, skirmishes and sieg es, did 
fortune incline decisively to the side of the Poles, who  z'teJ.teed 

 and improved their advantage till absolute exhaustion compelled  
the Knights to  aerept  the mediation of a  pspal  legate, and  
the second peace of Thorn (October x"  1466)  concluded a  
struggle which had reduced the Prussian provinces to a wilder -
ness.1  By the second peace of Thom, Poland recovered the  
provinces of  Pomerelia, KuIm  and  Mkhslow,  with the bishopric  
ci Ermeland,  numerous cities and fortresses, including Mantis - 

'Ii000  of their 21.000 villages were destroyed. 1000 churches  
were razed to the ground, and the population was diminished by  
rum then a met= damullioei.  

burg,  Elbiiig,  Danzig and  Thoiis.  "be  teerltory·cf  the Knights  
was now reduced to Prussia proper,  embracingrroughly  speak-
ing, the district between the Baltic, the lower  Viatula  and the  
lower  Nismen,  with  Kbnigsberg  as its ceded. Per this  terchosy  
the grand-masters, within nine months of their election,  ntis  
in future to render homage to the Polish king; but, on the other  

band, the king undertook not to make war or engage in any  
important enterprise wi thout the consent of the Prussian pro-
vince, and vice versa. Thus Prussia was now confederated with  

Poland, but she occupied a subordinate position as compared  
with Lithuania, Inasmuch as the grind-master, though filling  

the first place in the royal  cosmcil,  was still a subject of the  
Polish crown. Thus the high hop es  entertained by  Cazimir  
at the beginning of the war had not been realized. The final  
settlement with the Pol es  was of the nature of a compromise.  
Still the Knights had been driven beyond the  Vistida,  and Poland  
had secured a seaboard; and it was due entirely to the infinite  

patience and tenacity of the king that even as much as this was  

won at last.  
The whole foreign policy of  Caainrir  IV. was more or  len 

 conditioned by the  Prumian  question, and here also his  aupemse  
diplomacy triumphantly asserted  ltselL  At the beginning of 
the war both the empire and the pope  wom  against  him, but be 
neutralized their hostility by allying himself with George of  
Podvebrad,  whom the  Hiusites  had placed, ox the throne of  
Bohemia. On the death of George,  Csslmir's  eldest son  Wiadii.  
lairs was elected king of Bohemia by the  Utraquist  party, despite  
the determined opposition of  ,Matibias Ceevinna.  king of  
Hungary, whose ability and audacity hencefo rth made him 

 Caaimir's  most dangerous rival. Sore of the support of  
the pope, Matthias (fit.) deliberat ely set about traversing  
all the plans of Casimir. He encouraged the Teutonic Order  
to rebel against Poland; be entertained at his court anti

-Polish.=husks from Moscow; be encouraged the  Tats,ra  to  
ravage Lithuania; he thwarted  Casimir's  policy In Moldavia.  
The  datb  of the brilliant adventurer at Vienna in  igpo cum 
therefore as a distinct relief to Poland, and all danger Ετοιι  

the aide of Hungary was r emoved in  rpo  when Caaimir'a  ma  
Wladlalaua,  already king of  Bobefala,  was elected king of  
Hungary also. 

It was In the reign of  Cssimlr  IV. that  Polynd  first came  
into direct collision with the Turks. The  itemblie  was rims,  
indeed, the "Buckler of Christendom." That  
glorious epithet belonged of right to Hungary, which  

bad already borne the brunt of the struggle  wIth  
the Ottoman power for mere than a century. It is true that  
Wisdislaus  IL  ci  Poland bad fallen on the field of Yarn, hut  
it was ass Magyar king at the head of a Magyar army that the  
young monarch met his fate. Poland, Indeed, was her 1m able 
to cope wi th  the Turks than, compact, wealthy H ungary, which 
throughout the reth  century was m of the most efficient  
military monarchies  in  Eutope.  The  JagIellea,  an a rule,  
prudently  avolded  committing  tbe νes  to any political 
system which might irritate the still  diatmit  but  mucb-dι ed 

 Turk, but when their  &mιό i'.'  extended so far  soritlewarib  
as to embrace Moldavia, the observance  of a strict  nrsmality  
became exceedingly difficult. Poland had  ·"'i'.'Ι  a sort  
of suzerainty over Moldavia as early as the mid αι  the  ι tb  
century; but at beat it was a loose and 'vague  ο'νenL.J»,8%  
which the  Hospodsra  repudiated whenever they were stung  

enough to do so. The Turks themselves were  tsιomιseh re' mined  
elsewhere to pay much  attentlmi  to the Danubian  pe ιnί .z  
till the middle of the  xth  century. In Μ78  M*hmi,at  IL 
had indeed attempted their subjugation, with but indiffezent  
success; but it was not  tIll  148' that the Ottomans became  
inconvenient neighbours  to Poland. In that year a  τmitint 

 fleet captured the  streoghoidsof  Ellis arid  Αkkermsn,'i_--4  
ing  respectively the mouths 'ii the Danube and Dniester. Τhis 
aggression seriously threatened  the trade of Poland, and induced 

 Caaimfr  IV. to accede to a general league against the Porte. 
 Ιιι  1485, after driving  the Turks out of Moldavia, the Polish 

king, at the head of  aοοοο  men, proceeded to  Κοίοαοοο  me the  
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Peuth,  whore  Bayesid  Π.,  thee  ‚sab.maesd  by the  Ε dαn.  
war,  offered  peace, but as no agreement concerning the captured  
forIresacs  could be  aeiived  Si,  basliblics  were suspended by a 
truce. During the  remι""Ι -  of his reign the Turks gave no  
trouble.  

It was a fortunate thing for Poland that, dining the first  
century of her ascension to the rank of a great power, political  
exigencies compelled her to appropriate almost more territory  
than her primitive and centrifugal government could properly  
assimilate; it was fortunate that throughout this period of 
expansion her destinies should, with one brief interval, have  
been controlled by a couple of superior statesmen, each of when  
ruled for nearly fifty years. During the fourteen years (1493-
t ο6)  which separate the reigns of Casimir IV. and  Sigissnund  I.  
she was not so lucky. The controlling hand of  Caainile  IV. was 
no sooner withdrawn than the unruly elements, ever present  
in the Republic, and ultimately the  casue  of its ruin, ‚t once 
burst forth. The first  symptom of this lawlessness was the 
separation of Poland and Lithuania, the  Lithuablans  proceeding  
to elect Alexander, Casimir's fourth son, as their grand-duke, 
without even consulting the Polish senate, in  3agraυt  violation  
of the union of  Rorodlo.  The breach, happily, was of p0 very 
long duration. A disastrous wax with Ivan  IlL,  the first 
Muscovite tsar, speedily convinced the  I.lthuaniana  that the),  
were not strong enough to stand alone,  ι d  In ι499  they  
voluntarily renewed the union. Much  mor,  dangerous was  
the political revolution proceeding simultaneously In  Ρ and,  
.bbgC, 	where John Albert, the third son of Casimir, had  
41501. 	been elected king on the death of his father. The  

nature of this revolution will be considered In detail  
when we come to speak of the growth of the  1oΙish  
constitution. Sυ ce  It here to say that it was both anti- 
monarchical and  antI-democratic, tending, is it did, to place all  
political authority in the hands Of the  snddσ,  or gentry.  
The impecunious  moneiτb  submitted to the dictation of the 
dint in the hope of obtaining sufficient money to prosecute his  
ambitious designs. With his elder brother  Wladislaus  reigning 
over Bohemia and Hungary the credit of the  Jagiellos  in Europe  
had never been so great as it was now, and John Albert, bent 
upon military glory, eagerly placed himself at the bead of what 
was to bay, been a great anti-Turkish league, but ultimately  
dwindled down to a raid upon Moldavia which ended in disaster. 
The sole  advantagewhich JobnAlbert  reaped  frosnbiscbampion.  
ship of the Christian cause was the favour of the Curia, and the 
ascendancy which that favour gave him ov er  the Teutonic 
Knights, whose new grand-master, Albert of  Sazony,  was reluc- 
tantly compelled to render due homage to the Polish king.  

Under Alexander  (q.ι'.)  who succeeded his brother 
• in  150Σ,  matters went from bad to worse. Alex.  

snder's  election cemented, Indeed, once he all, the 
 n_nion  between Poland and Lithuania, inasmuch as, on the  

eve of it (Oct. 3,  ιοι)  the senates of both countries  agreed  
that, in future, the king of Poland should always be grand-duke 

 of Lithuania; but this was the Sole benefit which the Repub lic 
derived from the reign of Alexander, wider  whom the Polish  
government has been well described as a rudderless ship in a  

stormy sea, with nothing but the grace of God between it 
and destruction. In Lithuania the incensing pressure of the  
Muscovite was the chief danger.  ThI  the accession of Ivan  IlL 

 In  z'6a Misscovy  bad been a negligible factor in  
Polish politics.  :  During the earlier part of the-  ι th  
century-. the Lithuanian princes had successfully  

contestcd  Muscovite  intlisenceevenin  Pskov and Great Novgoro d.  
Many Russian historians even maintain that, but for the fact  
that  Witowt  had simultaneously to cope with the Teutonic  
Order and the  Tatais,  that energetic prince would certainly  
hr extinguished struggling Muscovy altogether. But since  
the death of  Witowt (x'pa)  the military efficiency of Lithuania  
bad sensibly declined; single-banded she was no  %ongeT  a match  
fοτ her ancient rival. This was owing pertly to the evils of an 
oligarchic  gbyermnent;  partly to the ωeαkness melting from  
the  nstural  attraction  ώ  the  Ortlsado*-Greek  elegeept  its  Litbu- 

smatowarde ΜmedsBγaΙ heό flώ Ces.tandυοpj,  
but chiefly to the  adm"'kirative  superiority of the highly cen-
tralized Muscovite government. During the reign of Alex-
ander, who was too poor to maintain any adequate standing  
army In Lithuania, the  Muacovitca  sad nee*ravaged the 
whole country at will, and were prevented from conquering it  
altogether only by their inability 10 capture the chief fortresses. 

 In  POland,  meanwhile, something very like anarchy prevailed.  
Alexander had, practically surrendered his authority to an 
incapable aristocracy, whose sole idea of ruling  v!asayatematically 

 to oppress and  lmmlliate  the lower classes. In foreign ,lairs 
a policy of, drift prevailed which encouraged all the enemies 
of the Republic to raise their beads, while the dependent  siltea 

 of Prussia in the math and Moldavia In the south made  atrenuous 
 efforts to  brtak  away from Poland. Fortunately for the integ-

rity of the Polish state the premature death of Alexander in  

ι 5ο6  brought upon the thronehis capable brother  Sigismund,  
the fifth sea of Casimir IV., whose long reign of_ 
forty-two years was salutary, and would have been ___ j'·'  
altogether recuperative, bad  his statesmanship only  
been loyally supported by his subjects. Eminently practical  
Sigisrnund  recognized that the first need of Poland was a stand. 

 ing  army. The miserable collapse of the Polish chivalry during  
the  Bukoviniaii  campaign  pf  1497 bad convinced every one that  
the  rwmcsis $spolik  was useless for serious military purposes,  
and that Poland, in order to hold her own, must In future follow 
the example of the West, and wage her warfare with Wined  
mercenaries. But professional soldiers could not be hired 
without money, and the  didiculty  was to persuade the diet to 
loose Its purse-strings. All that the gentry contribut ed  at 
present was two pence  (groschen)  per bide of land, and this only 
for defensive service at home, lithe king led the  ,s'mmil'  
pospclfu  abroad he was obliged to pay as much per pike out of 
his own pocket, notwithstanding the fact that the heavily 
mortgaged crown lands were practically valueless. At the 
diet of  ιιο  the chancellor and primate, Adam  Laaki,  messed  
an income-tax of  ο%  at once, and  %  for subsequent years,  
payable by both the by and  derfcslestates. Inview  of the  
fact that Poland was the most defenceless country,  In Europe,  
with no natural boundaries, and constantly exposed to attac ks  
from every quarter, it was not unreasonable to expect even this  
patriotic sacrifice from the privileged classes, who held at least 
two-thirds of the lend by military tenure.  Neverthelesa,  the  
diet refused to consider the scheme. In the following year a 
more modest proposal was made by the Crown in the shape of 
a capitation of six gulden, to be levied on every nobleman at 
the beginning  of a campaign, for the biting of  merce ιrics.  
This also was rejected.  Ιιι ιιa  the king  eeme fοrwφ d  with  a 
third scheme. Re proposed to divide the country into  flv 

 circles, corresponding to the five provinces, each of which was  
to undertake to defend the realm in turn should occasion arise.  
Moreover, every one who so desired it might pay a commutation 
in lieu of personal service, and the amount so rea lized was  tobe 

 re-used to levy troops.  To this the  dietinea,  or local dicta, of  
Great Poland, anti Little Poland, agreed, but at the last moment  
the whole project foundered on the question who was the proper  
custodian of the new assessment rolls, and the king had to be 
content with the renewal of former subsidies, vary ing from  
twelve to fifteen greats per bide of land for three years. Well  
might the disappointed monarch exclaim: "it is vain to labour  
for the welfare of those who do not care a jot about It them-
selves." Matters improved  somewhat in 1527, when the  
szkck$a,  by  & apecial  act, placed the mightiest magnates on the 
same level as the humblest squire as regards military service,  
and, proposed at the same time a more general assessment for  
the purpose, the control of the money xi realized to be placed  
in the hands of the king. In consequence  of this .k'  .  the great  
lords were compelled to put forces in the field proportioned to 
their enormous fortunes, and  Sigissnund  was able in 1529 to 
raise 300 foci arid  .µoο  horse from the province of  i'odolia  alone.  
But though the treasury was thus temporarily replenished and  
the army increased, the gentry who bad been so generous at  
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the expense of their richer ndgliboeirs would heaT of no addi-
tional burdens being laid on themselves, and the king only  
obtained what he wauted by sacτiόcing his princIples to his  
necessities, and helping the  srf,schle  to pull down the magnates.  
This fatal parsimony bad the moat serious political c οnsequenεεα,  
for it cnppled the king at every step. Smive and scheme as  

he might, his needs were so urgent, his enemies so numerous,  
that, though generally successful in the end, he bad always to  

be content with cοm ταmam. adjustments and semι-νlctοτie.  
Thus he was obliged, in τςτς, to grant local autonomy to the  
provmce of Pruisia instead of annexing it, he was unable to  

succour his unfortunate nephew, Louis of Hungary, against the 
Turkish peril, he was compelled to submit to the occupation  
of one Lithuanian province after the other by the Muacovites,  

and look on helplessly while myrlads of Talus penetrated to 
the very heart of his domains, wasting with fire and sword 
everything they could not carry away with them.  

Again, it should have been the drat duty of the Rcpublic  

adequately to fortify the  shikie pea, or "savage steppe," as  
the vast plain was called which extended from Kiev  

______ to the Black Sea, and some feeble attempts to do so  
were at last made. Thus, in the reign of Alexander,  

the fugitive serfs whom tyranny or idleness bad diiveis into 
this wilderness (they were subsequently known as Karaki or 
Cossacks, a Taint word meaning freebooters) were formed into  
companies (c. 1504) and placed at the disposal of the frontier  
siarosias,  or lord marchers, of Kaniev, Kamenets, Czexkssk on 
the Don and other places. But these measures proved Inade -

quate, and  ό  1533 the lard marcher, Osiall Dsssldewicz, the 
hero of Ρζanieν, which he bad successfully defended against  
a countless host of Turks and Tatats, was consulted by the 
diet as to the beat way of defending the Ukraine permanently 
against such Inroads. The veteran expert advised the populating 
and fortifying of the islands of the Duieper Two thousand 
men would suffice, he said, and the C ο saεks supplied excellent  
military material τea4 to hand. The diet unanimously 
approved Οf this simple and Inexpensive plan; a special com-
mission examined and approved of its details, and it was sub-
mitted to the next diet, which rejected it. So nothing at all 
was done omcially, and the defence of the eastern Ukraine was  
left to providence. Oddly enough the selfish prudence of Sigh-
mind's rapacious consort, Queen Bona, did more for the national  

defence than the Polish sate could do. Thus, to defend her 
immense possessions in Voihynia and Podolia, she converted 
the castles of Bar and Ersemieniec into first-elms fortresses, 
and placed the former in the hands of her Silesian steward, who 
acquitted himself so manfully of his charge 1  that "the Tatai·s 
fell away from the frontier all the days of Pan PretScz," and  

a large population settled securely beneath the wails of Bar, 
henceforth known as "the bastion of Podolia." Nothing, 
perhaps, illustrates so forcibly the casual character of the Polish 
government in the most vital matters as this single incident. 

The most important political event during the reign of Sigia-
mund was the collapse of the ancient Hungarian monarchy at  
Mobaca in 1526. Poland, as the next neighbour of Hungary,  
was more seriously aec Ιed than soy other European power  
by this catastrophe, but her politicians differed as to the best  
way of facing it. Immediately after the death of King Louis,  
who fell on the field of battle, the emperor Ferdinand and John  
Zapolya, voivode of Τ anay1νania, competed for the vacant  
crown, and both were elected almost simultaneously.  In 
Poland Zapolya's was the popular cause, and he also found  
powerful support in the influential and highly gifted Lsski family,  
as represented by the Polish chancellor and his nephews John 
and Hleronymua. Sigissnund, on the other hand, favoured  
Ferdinand of Austria. Though bound by family ties with both  
competitors, he regarded the sItuation from a purely political  
point of view. He argued that the best way to keep the Turk  
from Poland was for Austria to incorporate Hungary, in which  
ease the Austrian dominion would be a strong and permanent  
barrier against a Muasulman Invasion of Europe. Elatosy baa  

'Ps'tflcz  won no fewer than 70 engagements over the Titus.  

more dma justified him, and the long duel wbkis ensued betimes  

Ferdinand and Zapolys (see  Hmicrn. Hes(wy)  enabled the  
Polish monarch to maintain to the end a cautious but observant  

neutrality More than once, indeed, Sigiesuad weasesiοιniυ  
compromised by the diplomatic vagaries of Hierossymus Laski,  
who entered the senesce of Zapolya (since  srn  the pIotdg€ of 
the sultan), and greatly alarmed both the emperor aid the pope 
by his disturbing philo-Tlis* piucbvitiea. It was owing  ιο  
Tasks's lntnguea  that the Dew hoapodar  of Moldavia, Pe'rylo,  
after doing homage to the Porte, intervened In the struggle as  
the foe of both Ferdinand and Sigismund, and besieged the  
Grand Iletman of the Crown, Jan Tamowski, lb Obertyn, where,  
however, the Moldaviaiss (August as, 153!) sisatsined a mush-
lug defeat, and Petr)io was slain. Nevertheless,  ιο  anxious vii  
Sigism'md to avoid a collision with the Turks, that be forbade  
the victorious Tarnowski to cross the Moldavian frontier, sad  

sent a letter of explanation to Conatasitmople. On the death of  
John Zapolya, the Auatio.Pblisb Whence was sill further  
cemented by the marriage of Sigismund's son and heir, Sign.  
mund Augustus, wIth the archduchess Elizabeth. in the reign of  
Sigismund  was effected the incorporation dibeducbyof Masovis  
with the Polish crown, after an Independent existence of inc  

hundred years. In τ 526 the male line of the ancient dynasty  
became extinct, and on the sdth of August Slgiamund received  

the homage of the Mssoviana at Warsaw, the capital of the 
duchy and ma long of the whole kingdom. Almost erny  
acre of densely populated Maaovia was in the bands of her atm ή ,  
ultra-comemtive squires, in point of culture far below tbdr  

brethren hi Great and Little Poland. The additional revenue  

gained by the Crown from Masovfa was at first but i4  
guides per  a.rnum  

The four and twenty years of Sigismund II 'a reign vus a  

critical period of Polish history. Complications wish the  
Turk were avoided by the adroit diplomacy of the king, while 
the superior discipline and elliciency of the Polish armies under  

the great Tarnowaki (gm.) and his pupils overawed the Tstm 
and extruded the Muscovites, neither of whom were so trouble-
some as they had been during the last reign. All the moir 
disquieting was the internal condition of the cοΩntτy, due  
mainly to the Invasion of Poland by the Reformation, and the  
coincidence of this invasion with an internal revolution of a 
quasi-democratic character, which aimed at substituting the 
rule of the  dackia  for the rule of the senate.  

Hitherto the Republic had given the Holy See but little 
anxiety. Hussite influences, in the beginning of the es&  
century, bad been superficial and transitory. The 
Polish government had employed Huasite mercen-  mmωm. b  
aries, but rejected Iluasite propagandists. The '  

edict of Wielun (1424), remarkable as the first anti.-besuicsl  
decree issued in Poland, crushed the new sect in Its Infancy  
Lutheranism, moreover, was at fiat regarded with grave sees-
!iciest by the Intensely patriotic Polish gentry, because of  its 
German origin. Nevertheless, the extremely severe penal edicts  
issued during the reign of Sigismrnid I., though seldom applied,  
seem to point to the fact that heresy was spreading wide'r  
throughout the country. For a time, Therefore, the Proteutsrrs  

had to be cautious in Poland proper, but thcy found a sure  
refuge in Prussia, where Lutheranism was already the estab-
lished religion, and where the newly erected university of  
Kbnigsberg became a seminary for Polish ministers aol  

While Lutheranism was thus threatening the Polish Ornich  
from the north, Calvinism bad already invaded her from the  
west. Calvinism, indeed, rather recommended itself to the Wm  

as being of non-German origin, and Calvin actually dedicaird  
his  Commewitiry on the lfisss to the young  krdewicx  (or murex  
prince) Sigiamund Augustus, from whom protestaistism,  erren-
eously enough, expected much In the felt s. Μennwtr  
conversion to Calvinism, among the higher classes in Polaui.  

became more and more frequent We bear of crowded Ca Ι'*  
conventicles In Little Poland from 1545 onwards, and C αlνiαiss  

eusstiisued  to spread throughout the ki ngdom during the latter  
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yeats  of  S?gbittmd  X.  Anether  sect, which  'dtimawiy  felled  
even more favour In Poland than the Calvinists, was that of 
the Bohemian Brethren. We first hear of them in Great Poland 
in  ι8. Α τουα1  decree promptly banished them  Ιο Ρυasia 
wherethey  soon increased to rapidly as to he able to hold their 
owe against the  Lutherans.  The death of the uncomprom ising  
Sigismimd  1.  · came as a great relief to the Protestants, who 
entertained high hopes of his son and Successor. He was known 
to be familiar with the works of the leading reformers; he was 
surrounded by Protestant counse llors, and he was actually  
married to Barbara, daughter of Prince  NIChOlaS  Radzlwill, 

lilack Ι adιiwίΙ1,"  the  afl.powerf cl  chief of the Lithuanian  
Calvinista.  It was not so generally known that  Sigismend  Ii. 
was by conviction a sincere though not a bigoted Catholic; and 
nobody suspected  thai  beneath his diplomatic urbanity lay a 
patriotic firmness and statesmanlike qualities of the first order.  
Moreover, they ignored the fact that the success of the Protestant 
propaganda was due rather to political than to  religlousemnea.  
The Polish gentry's jealousy of the clerical estate, whose privi-
leges  even exceeded their own, was at  lIre  bottom of the whole  
matter. Any opponent of the established  clέrgy wisthe  natural  
ally of the  g.kchia,  and the scandalous state of the  Chufeb  herself  
provided them with a moat formidable weapon against her.  
it is not too much to say that the  condItion  of the Catholic 
Church in Poland was almost as bad as it was in Scotland during 
the same period. The bishops were, for the most part, elegant  
triflers, as pliant as reeds, with no fixed principles and saturated 
with a false humanism. Some of them were  notoriou'evil-
livers. "Pint-pot"  Latuski,  bishop of  Ρο en,  had purchased  
his  odict  for 22,000  ducata  from Queen Bona; while another 
of her  cteaiures,  Peter, popularly known as the "wencher,"  
was appointed bishop of  Przcmyal  with the promise of the  
rέ νcτs οn  of the still richer see of Cruel!. Moreover, despite 
her immense wealth (in the province of Little Poland alone  

she owned  at this time 26  towns, 83 landed estates and  172  
villages), the Church claimed exemption from all public  bimlens,  
from all political  rmponsibilltkn,  although her prelates continued  
to exercise an altogether disproportionate political  infiurnos.  
Education was  shamefidly neglected, the masses being left in 
almost heathen ignoran ce—and this, too, at a time when the 
upper  cl*ses  were greedily appropriating the ripe fruits of the  
Renaissence  and when, to use the words of a contemporary,  
there were "more  Latmista  in Poland than there used in be In  
Latium." The university of Crum!, the sole source of know' 
ledge in the  vfst  Polish realm, still moved In the  vicIous  circle  
of scholastic formularies. The provincial schools, dependent  
upon no decrepit an alma  moisT,  were suffered  todeoxy.  This  
criminal neglect of national education brought along with it  
its own punishment. The sore of the gentry, denied proper  
instruction at home, betook themselves to the nearest univer-
sities scions the border, to Goldberg in Silesia, to  Wittemberg,  
to Leipzig.  Hert  they fell in with the adherents of the new faith, 
grave, earnest men who professed to reform the abuses which had  
grown up in the Church;  an4a  sense of equity as  mnch  as a love  
of novelty moved them, on their return home, to propagate  

wholesome doctrines and clamour for the information of their 
own degenerate prelates. Finally the poorer clergy, neglected  
by their bishops, and excluded from all  ρτeΙemιat,  took part  
with the  sdachia  against their own spiritual rulers sad  eagbiy  
devoured and imparted to their docks, in their own language,  
the contents of the religious tracts which reached them by divers  
ways from Goldberg and  ΚδnΊgsbeτg  Nothing Indeed did so  
much to popularize the  tiew  doctrines  in Poland as this beneficiel  
revival of the  long.negkcted  vernacular by the reformers.  

Such was the situation when  Sigismund  II. began his reign.  
The bishops at once reads a high bid for the  f&voiii'  of the new  
se*- king by consenting to the  coronatIon  of his  CaMnist  
ma ιa.  consort (Dec. s,  ιο)  and the king  dv.  days  
15434Ρ3.  afterwards Issued the celebrat ed edict in which he 
pledged his royal  woisi  to preserve intact the unity of the Church  
and to  enP'τe  the law of the laud against heresy. Encouraged  
by this pleasing symptom of orthodoxy the bishop.,  instead  

di lest  ettem$Ing  to put  tbefeeωn dilipidated hoisie  In order, 
at once proceeded to  iiratithte  prosecutions for heresy against  
all end  tundry.  This at once led  Ιο  an explosion, and at the 
diet of  Plotrkow, r"s,  the  mΙaeh∆a  accepted a  proposllion  of  
the king, by way of compromise, that the jurisdiction of the  
cleric*l  courts should be suspended for  twelvt  months, on  
condition that the gentry continued to pay tithes as heretofore. 
Then began a religious interim, w hich was gradually prolonged  
for ten  yeats,  during which time Protestantism in Poland 
flourished exceedingly. Presently reformers of every shade of 
opinion, even those who were tolerated nowhere else, poured  
into Poland, which speedily  bec,me  the battle-ground of all the  
sects of Europe. Soon the Protestants became numerous enough 
to form ecclesiastical districts of their own. The dial Calvinist 
synod in Poland was held at  Pmnczow  in  r ο. The Bohemian  
Brethren evangelized Little Poland, but ultimately coal esced  
with the  Calviniats  at the synod of  Kozmine&  (August 1555). 
in the diet itself the Protestants were  ab'olutely  supreme, 
and invariably elected a Calvinist to be their marshal. At the 
diet of  1555 they boldly demanded a national synod, absolute  
tokratlon,and  the equalization of all the sects except the Anti-
trinitadans.  But the king intervened and the existing interim 
was Indefinitely  proksiged.  At the diet of Piotrkow, s 
the onslaught of the  niockia  on the clergy was fiercer than ever, 
and they even demanded the excl usion of the bishops from the  
senate, The king, however, perceiving a danger to the  constitu-
tiers Its the violence of the  ssiachw,  not only supported the  
bishops, but quashed a subsequent reiterated demand for a 
national  ιyποd  The diet of 1558-1559 indicates the high-water 
mark of Polish  Proteatatitiam.  From this time forward it  began  
to subside, vary gradually but  anmistakably.  The chief cause  
of this subsidence was the division among the reformers thesis' 
selves. From the dines of creeds resulted a chaos of  idem  
on all Imaginable subjects,  politica  included. The Anti-trini.. 
tarian  proved to be the chief  ditsolvent,  and from  ι6οοnward  
the  relatiosh  between the two principal Protestant sects, the  
Lutbetins  and the Calvinists, were fratricidal rat her than 
fraternal. An auxiliary cause of the decline 01  Protestantisni  
was the beginning of a Catholic  trsction:  The bulk of the  popu-' 
latfon  still held persistently, if languidly, to the faith of its  
fathers; the new bishops were holy and learned men, very  
unlike the creations of  Qieen  Bona, arid the holy See gave to  
the slowly  revivingzealol  both clergy and laity  tbevery  feces-
may  impetos  from without. For Poland, unlike Scotland, was  
fortunately, in those days of difficult  inter.communlcatlon,  not  
too fee oil, and it Is Indisputable that in the first Instance it was 
the papal nuncios, men like Berard of  Camerino  and Giovanni  
Commendone,  who reorganized the scattered and  faint..hearted  
battalions of the Church militant in Poland sad led them back  
to victory. At the diet of Piotrkow in 1562,  indeed the king's  
mat need of subsidies induced him, at the demand of the  sdackts  
to abolish altogether the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts 
in cares of heresy; but, αι  the oilier hand, at the diet of  564  
be accepted from  Commendone  the Tridentine decrees and leased  
an edict banishing all foreign, and especially Anti -tsinitaxlsa,  
heretics from the land. At the diet of  ι565 Sigiamund *rent'  
tim  farther. He rejected a petition for a national  ,_  : 
padfic&tory mined as  imnecenory,  Inasmuch as the  CsmfiI»  
council of  Ττ 'had already settled all  religlona 7'·ι5Ι dιΙι? 
qumlions,  sad at the name time consented to the '"  

introduction into Poland of the meet formidable  advmazfea  of  
the  R ΙοrnιstΙοπ, the Jesuit,. These had already been installed  
at  Poltvsk,  and west permitted, after the diet rose, to found.  

establishments in the  diormes  of:  Ponen, Ετtaelad  and  'ibm,  
which henceforth  becante  Centres of •  vigorous sad  ,ktodcina  
propaganda. Thus  the Republic  umevered heacatholicity  sad'  
her internal harmony at the name time.  . 

With rare sagacity  SigismundiL  bad thus piloted  the Republic 
through the most difficult internal crisis It  lsady'et  encountered.  
In  purtly  political matters also both initiative and fulfilment ,  
came entirely from the Crown, and to the last of the  Jsgielioi  
Poland  nwcd  the  ·impestaat aeqessitina  if Livesin  sad the  
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welding together of her  kisssly t"'d  component  paris  lab  
a single state by the Union of Lublin.  

in the middle of the ι αtδ century the ancient order of the  
Inightz  of the Sword, whose  Ierntory  embraced  Patbom.  
Livoala, Courlssd, Semgallen  and the islands of  Dagδ  and  Oesci,  
was tottering to Its fall. All the Baltic powers were more or less  
interested in the apportionment of this net tract of land, whose  
geographical position made it not only the chief commercial  
link between east and west, but  abo  the eοιροτium.whence  the  
English, Dutch, Swedes, Daises and Germans obtained, their  
corn, timber  ι d  meal of the raw products of Lithuania end  
Mincovy.  Matters were complicated by the curious political  
intricacies of this long-coveted domain, where the grand-master,  
the archbishop of Rigs, and the estates of Livonia possessed 
concurrent and generally cenfficting  jurisdictions. Poland  
end Muscovy as the nearest neighbours of this moribund slate,  
which had so long excluded them from the sea, were vitally  

cemented in its fate.  Mter  an anarchic period of suspense,  
lasting from  ι6  to 1561, during which Sweden secured  
Esthonla,  while Ivan the Terrible  karlesaly  ravaged Livonia,  
in the hope of making it valueless to any other po tentate,  
Sigismund  II., to whom both the grand-master  &nd  the arch-

bis$sop had appealed more than once for  peteclkn,  at length  
lntexvened  decisively. Both be and his chancellor,  Piotr 
Mysekoaski  (L 1591), were well aware of the Importance of 
securing a coast-land which would enable Poland to become a  
=mg power. But the diet, with almost Incredible short-sighted-
ness, refused to Waste a penny on an undertaking which, they 
argued, concerned only Lithuania, and It was not αα  king of 
Poland, but as grand-duke of Lithuania, and with purely 
Lithuanian, troops, that  Sigism'md,  in  ι 564 occupied Livonia.  
At his camp before Rigs the last grand-master,  Gotthazd  von  
Esetteler,  who had long been at the head of the Polish party its  
Livonla,  and William of Brandenburg, archbishop of Riga, 
gladly placed themselves beneath his protection, and 'y  a subse-
quent convention signed at Vilna (Nov. 28, 156 0,  Livonla  was 
incorporated with Lithuania in much the same way as Prussia  
bad been incorporated with Poland thirty-six yeses previously.  
letteler,  who but adopted  Lutheranism  during a visit to Ger-
many in 1553, now professed the Augsburg  Confemlon,  and be-
came the first duke of a new Protestant  ducliy,  which be wad to 
hold as a fed of the Polish crown, with local autonomy and abso-
lute freedom of worship. The southern provinces of the ancient 
territory of the Order,  Couribnd  and  Scmgsllen,  had first been  
ceded on the 24th of June t559 to Lithuania on similar  condi.  
lions, the matter being finally adjusted by the compact of 
March  χ6,.  

The apathy of Poland in such a vital matter as the  Livonian  
question must have convinced so stat esmanlike a prince as  
Sigismund  Π.  of the necessity of preventing any possibility of  
cleavage in the future bets= the two halves of his dominions  
when absolute solidarity was essential to their existence as a  
geeat  power. To this patriotic design be devoted the remainder  
of his life. A personal union, under one monarch, however 
close, bad proved inadequate.  A  fυ thcr step must be taken—
the two independent  counttie,  mug be transformed into  a 
single stale. The great obstacle in. the way of this, the only 
true solution of the difficulty, was the opposition of the  Lithu.  
aidan  magnates, who feared to lose the absolute  deminancy  
they possessed In the  g,and-duchy if they were merged in the  
gia'hia  of the kingdom. But, at the last moment, the dread 
Of mother Muscovite  invasion made them more pliable and, at:  
aPolishdiet  held at Warsaw from November  ι 563 to June 5564,  
which the  Lithuastiana  attended, the question of an absolute  
Wen was hotly debated. When things came to a  &adlock  
the king tactfully Intervened and voluntarily relinquished his  
hereditary title to Lithuania, thus  piaci,jg  the two countries  
on a  cοnaί iΙυtnaΙ equality and preparing the way for fresh  
negotiations in the future. The  d.'.*h,  ire ι565, of Black  
Radziwill,  the chief opponent of the union, stiff further weakened  
the  Liihuanians,  and the negotiations were reopened with more  
prospect of success at the diet which met at Lublin  onihe  soils  

of  Jaauasy ι 560 But eves new the  Litbnsabar Wen india.  
posed =suds a complete unites, and finally they quitted the  
diet, leaving two commissioners  behind to  w&tch  their  iaterons.  
Then  Slgismisod  executed his master stroke. Knowing the  
sensItiveness  Of the  Llthuaniaas  as regards  Vc&hynia  and  
Podolia, he suddenly, of his own authority, tenuity ince.pnested  
both these provinces with the kingdom of Poland,  wbeτcυρon,  
amidst great  enthusΙ m,  the  Vnlhynisn  and  Podolian  deputies  
took their places on the same benches as their Polish brethren.  
The hands of the  LiIhuaeisies were forced. Even a complete  
union on equal terms was better than mutilated  indqnndence.  
Accordingly they returned to the diet, said the' _,  
mienwas unanimously adopted on the gal of July twos.,  
• Henceforth the kingdom of Poland and the'  
grand duchy of  Lithuanli  were to constitute  oπe ιΙΙ1Ι1'  
inseparable  and indivisible  body politic, under one  
sovereign, elected in common, with one diet and one  aInIncy.  
All dependencies and colonies, including Prussia and  Llaonla,  
were to belong to Poland end Lithuania in common. The  
retention of the old duality of dignities was the one reminis-
cence of the original separation. No decision, however, could  
be come to as to the successor of the childless king, partly  
because of the multiplicity Of candidates, partly because Of  
Austrian intrigue, said this, the most momentous ques tion of  all. 
was still unsettled when  Sigismund  IL expired on the 6th of  
July 15'2.  

The  Jagieflonic perIod  (1386-1572)  i,  the history of the 	.  
solidalion  and  fuiion  Into one homogeneous, political whole 
of numerous national elements, more  or less akin  
elhnologicaliy,  but differing immensely In language,  
religion and, above all, In degrees of civilization. Αιωσαιοeα  

Out of the ancient  Pimi  kingdom, mutilated by the  
loss of  Silesla  and the Baltic shore, arose a republic  
consisting at first of Various loosely conne cted entities, natura lly  
centrifugal, but temporarily drawn together by the urgent need  
of combination against a 'superior foe, who tδτeαtened theas  
separately with extinction.  Beneath  the guide/ice cfadynajtyof  
princes which, curiously enough, was supplied by the least  
civilized portion of this  congenes  of nationalities, the nascent  
republic gradually grew Into a power which subjugated its  
former oppressors and, viewed externally, seemed to boar upon  
it the promise of empire.  It 6 dangerous  toprophesy,  but all 
the facts and circumstances before us point irresistibly to the  
conclusion that had the  Jagiellomc  dynasty but endured this  
promise of empire might well have been realized. The =un-
ordinary thing about, the  Jagielloa  was the equable persistency 
of their genius. Not only were five of the seven great stat esmen,  
but they were statesmen  of the same stamp. We are disturbed  
by no such sharp contrasts as are to be found among the Plan.  
tageneta,  the  Vasss  and the Bourbons. The  Jagiellos  were  
all of the same  mouldand  pattern, but the mould was a strong  
one and the pattern was good. Their predominant end constant  

cbaracteiistic  is a sober sagacity which instinctively judges  
aright and Imperturbably realized Its  inspiratioas.  The  Jagicllos  
were rarely brilliant, but they were always perspicacious. 
Above all, they alone seem to have bad the gift of guiding the  

mOst difficult of nations  ρroρedy Two centuries of  Jagiellonic  
rule made Poland great despite her grave external difficulties-  

Had that dynasty been prolonged for another century, there is  
every reason to suppose that it wo uld also have dealt  aatiafac-
torily  with Poland's still more dangerous internal  ςlifficenties,  
and arrested the development of that anarchical  cpngitvtion  
which was the ruling factor in the ruin of the Republic.  

Simultentously  with the transformation into a great power  
of the petty principali ties which composed encieut  Poland.  
anothek  and equally momentous political  trsredecmatima  was  
proceeding  wilbia  the country Itself. 	 .. 	 . 

The origin of the Polish cons 
.

titution Is to be sought  Ia  the 
trees or councils of the Polish princes, during the  partitional  
pstiod  (e. 5 279-1370). The privileges *inferred upon the  mag  
fates of which these councils were composed, especially upon  
the magnates  of.Litile  Poland, who brought the  J.gidlos  to  
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the  Ιbιce,  directed limit policy, sad $e*  rith υροι their  
IlbersIlly,  revolted the lees favoured  ssieώ Ισ, ot  gentry, who,  

s  ροιιωι towards the end of the 141h century,  ώmbined  for  
mutual defence in their  scjmiki,  or local diets,  

'b of which originally there were five, three in Great  
Pcland,  one In Little Poland sad one  itt Ponen-Ksll& Ιιι 
these  sejiiiiki  the deputies of the few great towns were  sino  
represented. The Polish trims, notably Cracow, had obtained  
their  peivilegee, including freedom from  toib  and municipal  
government, from the Crown in return for Important services,  
such as warding  oif  the  Tatara,  while the cities of German  
origin were protected by the  Magdcbu,g  law. Casimir the  
Great even tried to make municipal government as democratic  
as possible by muting that one half of the town council .f  
Cracow  shoild  be elected from the civic patriciate, but the  
other half from the  commonslty. .  Iotds  the Great placed the  
burgesses on  &  level with the gentry by granting to the town  
council of Creme jurisdiction over all the serfs in the  extra.rural  
estates of the citizen,. From this time forth deputies from the  

cities were summoned to the  sejmiki  on all Important occasions,  
such, for instance, as the ratification of treaties, a right formally  
conceded to them by the  ιήmίk  of Radom In  τ8".  Thus at  
this period Poland was a confederation of ball a dozen semi-
Independent states. The first general assembly of which we  

have certain notice is the  ή οzd  whey which was summoned to  
Koazyce  in November 1404, to relieve the financial =burins-
rents of  Wladislaus,  and granted him an extraordinary subsidy  
of twenty greats per bide of land to enable him to purchase  
Dobezyn  from the Teutonic Knights. Such subsidies were  
generally the price for the confirmation of ancient or the con-
cession of new privileges. Thus at the diet of  Brze'd Kujaweki,  
In 1425, the  sslachia obtkined  its first habeas corpus art in return  
for acknowledging the right of the infant  k,okwrcz Wladislaus  
to his father's throne. The great opportu nity of the τdαιϊι1α  
was, of course, the election of a now king, especially the election  
of a minor, an event always accompanied  and succeeded by  
disorders. Thus at the election of the infant  Wladlslaus  111 .,  
his guardians promised In his name to confi rm  all the privileges  
granted by his father. If, on attaining his majority, the king  
refused to ratify these promises, his subjects were ipso fade  
absolved from their obedience. This is the first existence of  

the mischievous principle 4  pTCItaNdO οkdkιιh,  subsequently  
elevated Into a statute. It is in this reign, too, that we  mccl  
with the first  rokerz,  or insurrection of the nobility against the  
executive. The extrao rdinary difficulties of  Casimir  IV. were  
freely exploited by the  sxfo'hla,  who granted that ever impecu-
nious monarch as little as possible, but got full value for every  
penny they grudgingly gave. Thus by the  Articles  of  Cerekwlca  
presented to him by the  sejmik. or dietine  of Greet φοlαnd  in  
1454 00 the outbreak of the Teutonic War, he conceded the  

principle that no war should In future be begun without the  
consent of the local diets. A few months later he was obliged  
to grant the Privileges of  Nieszawa,  which confirmed and  
extended the operation of the Articles of  Cerekwica.  The  
sejmiki had thus added  to their original privilege of self-taxation  
the right to declare war and control the national militia.' This 
was a serious political retrogression. A strongly centralized  
government had ever been Poland's greatest need, and Casimir 
the Great had striven successfully against all centrifugal ten-
dencies. And now, eighty-four years after his death, Poland  

was once more split up into half a dozen  lοocly  federated states  
in the hands of country gentlemen too ignorant and prejudiced 
to look beyond the boundaries of their own provinces. The  
only way of saving the Republic from disintegration was to  
concentrate all its political factors into a  scjm-wal,iy  or general  
diet. But to this the magnates and the  sriachia  were equally  
opposed , the former because they fear ed  the rivalry of a national  
assembly, the latter because they were of more importance  
in their local diets than they could possibly hope to be in a  

ιι The Red  Ruran .ι mik  was of later origin, t  τ.  
in view of the frequency of the Tatar  inrogd,,  the control of the  

militia was re-transferred to the Crown is ism.  

general diet. The first  aήw  to legislate for the whole of  ?olsnd  
was the diet of  Piotxkow  (1493), summoned by John  ΑJbSrΙ  
to grant him subsidies; but the mandat es  of Its deputies were 

 limited to twelve months, and Its decrees were to have bite  
foe only three yeses. John Albert'. second diet (14 96), after  
granting subsidies the burden of which fell entirely on the  
towns and peasantry, passed a series of statutes benefiting  
the nobility at the  expeiue  of the other classes. Thus one  
statute permitted the  .wJechfa  henceforth to export and import  
goods duty free, to the great detriment of the towns and the  
treasury. Another statute prohibited the burgesses from holding 
landed property and enjoying the privileges  attaching  tbeeelo.  
A third statute disqualified  plebelans  from being elected to  
canonries  or  bisboprics.  A fourth endeavoured to bind the 
peasantry most closely to the soil by forbidding emigration. 
The condition of the serfs was subsequently (1520) still further 
deteriorated  by the introduction of mirage. In a word, this 
diet disturbed the equilibrium of the state by enfeebling and  
degrading the middle dames. Nevertheless, so long as the  
Jagiello  dynasty lasted, the political rights of the cities were  
jealously protected by the Crown against the  uaurpetlons  of the  
nobility. Deputies  from the towns took part in the election  
of John Albert (1492), and the burgesses of Cracow, the most  
enlightened economists in the kingdom, supplied  Siglamund  Ι.  
with his most capable counsellors during the first twenty years  

of his reign  (i  506-1526). Again sad again the nobility attempted  
to exclude the deputies of  Cr&cow  from the diet, In spite of  
a severe edict issued by  Sigismund  I. In 1509, threatening to  
prosecute for treason all persona who dared to infringe the  

liberties of the citizens. During  Sigismuiid's  reign, moreover,  
the Crown recovered many of the prerogatives of which It had  

been deprived  during the reign of his feeble predecessor, Alex-
ander, who, to say nothing of the curta ilments of the  prerogatIve,  
hid been forced to accept the statute  sihil ,ro.i ( τ 5ο5)  which  
gave the  ιήm  and the senate so equal voice with the Crown  
in all executive matters. In the latter years  of  Sigismund Ι.  
(1530-1548) the political Influence of the  d,whla  grew rapidly  
at the expense of the executive, and the gentry in diet assembled  
succeeded In curtailing the functions of all the great  omccrs  
of state. During the reign of  Sigismund  II. (1548-1572) they  
diverted their attention to the abuses of the Church and con-
siderably reduced both her wealth and her privileges. In this  

respect both the Crown and the country were with them, so that  
their  interference,lf vlolent,wss  on the whole distinctly beneficial.  

'be childless  Slgismitnd  II. died suddenly without leaving  
any  regulatioiia  as to the election of his successor. Fortunately  
for Poland the political horizon was absolutely  mb,.  
unclouded. The Turks, still reeling from the shock  ατgs.  

of Lepanto, could with  dimculty  hold their one  
against the united forces of the pope, Spain and Venice;  
while Ivan the Terrible had just concluded a truce with  
Poland. Domestic  saίrs,  on the other band, were  In an almost  
anarchical condition. The Union of Lublin, barely three  
years old, was anything but consolidated, and In Lithuania  
It continued to be extremely unpopular. In Poland proper  
the  uiachiz  were fiercely opposed to the magnat es ; and the  
Protestants seemed bent upon still further castigating the clergy.  

Worst of all, there existed no recognized autho rity in the land  
to curb and centrel  its jarring centrifugal political elements.  
It was nearly two hundred years since the Republic had suffered  
from an interregnum, and the precedents of 1.382 were obsolete.  
The primate, on hearing of the demise of the Crown, at once  
invited all the senators of Great Poland to a conference at  
Lowlcz,  but passed over the  sxlachla  altogether. In an instant  
the whole Republic was seething like a caldron, and a rival  
assembly was simultaneously summoned to Cracow by Jan  
Ferlej,  the head of the Protestant party. Civil war was happily  
averted at the last moment,  and a  national convention, composed  
of senators and deputies  from all parts of the  couotry,  assembled  
at Warsaw, in April 1573, for the purpose of electing a new  ί ing  
Five candidates  for the throne were already in the  SelL Lathuf  
ania ·fgvoured  Ivan IV. In Poland the bishops bad most of  
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ώ '  Catholic  magiiale'  were for in  Αυgάfag  archduke, while  
the strongly jail-German  srkώ in  were  incliped  to  .enepl  almost  
any  candidite  but a German,  ιο  long as he cam, with  ‚gui  
in his hand and was net Muscovite. In these  dr unw*ancas  It  
was an easy task for the admit and energetic french ambassador,  
Jean dc  Montiuc  (d.  rp),  brother of the famous, marshal,  
and  bijbop  of Valence, to  ρισαπ.  the election of the french  
candidate, Henry, duke of  Aajou.  Well provided wi th  funds, he  
speedily bought over many of the leading magnates, and his  
popularity readied its height when he strenuously advocated  
the adoption of the mode of election by the gentry an masse  
(which the =Guide proposed  ιο  revive), as opposed to the usual  
md  moremeted),  "secret election" by a congress of senators  
and deputies, sitting wi th  closed doors. The religious  dimculIy,  
meanwhile,  bad been adjusted to the satisfaction of all parties  
by the compact of Warsaw (Jan.  28,  zg),  which granted  
abeoliste  religious liberty to all  uson'Caiholic  denominations  
(dirsidsuiks  di  rdigion.,  as they now began to he called) without  
exception, thus exhibiting •  far more liberal intention than  
the Germans had manifested in the religio us  peace of Augsburg  
eighteen years before. Finally, early in April 1573, the  elcclion  
diet assembled at  Wariaw,  and  ου  the ι rtλι  of May, In the midst  
of intrigue, corruption, viole nce and confusion.  Hesin  of  Valola  
was elected king of Poland.  

The election bad, however, been preceded by a menders  

jariisi,  or reform of the constitution, which resulted in the  
famous  "IIenrICan  Articles" which converted  

mums  aΙ,  Poland from a limited monarchy into a republic  
with sit elective chief magistrate. Henceforward  

the king was to have no voice in the choice  ci  his successor.  
He was not to use the word hams, not being an hereditary  
sovereign. He was to marry a wife selected for him by 
the senate. He was neither to seek for a divorce her give  
occasion for one. lie was to be neutral in all religious  
matters. He was not to lead the militia across the border  
except with the consent of the  dadda,  and then only for three  
months at a time. Every year the senate was to appoint  

sixteen of its number to be in constant attendan ce  upon the  
king in rotas of four, which  sdt!dmt'&s  were to supervise  all 
his actions. Should the king fall to observe any one of these  
articles, the nation was ipso fad, absolved from its allegiance.  
This const itutional reform was severely criticized by  cουΙcm  
porary  political experts. Some strongly condemned  the clause  
justifying renunciation of allegiance, as tending to treason and  
anarchy. Others protested against the anomalous and helpless  
position of the so-called king, who, if he could do no harm, was  
certainly powerless for good. But such  Cassandraa  prophesied  
to heedless ears. The Republic bad deliberately cart itself upon  
the downward grade which was to lead to ruin.  

The reign of Henry of Valois lasted thirteen  montb . The  
tidings of the death of his brother Charles IX., which reached  
him on the 14th of June 1574, determined him to exchange a  
thorny for what he hoped would be a flowery throne, and at 
midnight on the  ι8th  of June 1574 he literally fled from Poland, 
pursued to the frontier by his indignant and bewildered subjects. 
Eighteen months later (Dec.  Τ4,  1575), mainly through the 
influence of Jan  Zamoyski,  Stephen  Bttbory,  prince of  Transyl. 
vania,  was elected king of Poland by the  izlachla  in opposition  
to the emperor Maximilian, who had been elected two days 
previously by the senate, after  dsturbances  which would have  
Cent any other state but Poland to pieces.  

The glorious career of Stephen  BIthoiy  (1575-0586) is dealt  
with elsewhere (see  Sτeρπar, ΚΙι»  of Poland). His example  
sgρίΝΝΙ demonstrates  the superiority of genius and valour  

over the most difficult circumstances. But his  
578188'  reign was too brief to be permanently  bendkisί ,..  

The Vasa period of Polish history which  ; election of  
epocδ οf lest end the, 	the 'rest by the Thirty 

ι' 	 ',iώ  an unρrecedented oppor- 
w'', -  

tumily  of  ciiolidaiing.  coca Ice ill, her  bas'wonpoeitien  as  
the dominating power of central Europ e.  Everywhere circum-
stances  wer,  favourable to her, sad in tοlkiεωιlιi, Oiodkkwicz  
and  Κοώ cροΙsld  she possessed three of the greatest captains  
of that or any other age. With all the means at her  diapseal  
cheerfully placed In the hands Of such  viliant  and capable  
ministers, it would have been so difficult task for the  Regaub&  
to have wrested the best part of the Baltic littoral been the  

Seandinavisa  powers, and driven the distracted  Muscovitra  
beyond the  Voiga.  Permanent greatness  and secular  aecomly  
were within her reach at the commencement of the Vasa  peried;  
how was is, then, that at the end of that period, only buy  
years  later, Poland had already sunk irredeemably lain  nwb  
the same position as  'I'srkcy occupaa  now, the  poselion of a 
moribund state, existing on sufferance simply because οιeα  
was yet quite prepared to administer the  'οs  di  gudee!  There  
is only one answer; the principal cause of this comp lete  sr,/
irretrievable collapse is to be sought for in the folly, egotism  
and selfishness of the Polish gentry, whose i nsane dislike of α1  
discipline, including even the salutary discipline of  regobs  
government, converted Poland into something very like  • prisr'i-
flee  t,ibal  community at the very time when every European  
statesman, including the more enlightened of the Poles them-
selves, clearly recognized that the political future belonged  ο  
the strongly centralized monarchies, which were  eveiywbr:e  
rising on the ruins of feudalism. Of course them were other  
contributory causes. The tenacity with which  Sigisenund  iii  
clung in his hereditary rights to the Swedish Crown  involvei  
Poland in  &  quite unnecessary series of wars with  Chaxies  DL 
and  Gus*avus Molphus,  when her forces were sorely  ncnh  
elsewhere. The adhesion of the same monarch to the  Lcsg-'r  
of the Catholic Reaction certainly added to the  dimculiies  .. 
Polish diplomacy, and still further divided  the already  distzsctd  
diet, besides alienati ng  from the court the powerful arid  popchr  
chancellor  Zainoysld.  Yet  Sigismimd ΙΙΙ.  was a far more  cicsr

-sighted statesman than any of his counsellors or  cesitradictcn.  
For instance, he was never misled by the successes of the  ί sr  
Demetrius in  Muacovy,  and wisely insisted on recovering the  
great eastern fortress of  Smolenak  rather  thea sιtenιρι.  
the conquest of Moscow. His  much-decried  alliance  with the  
emperor at the outbreak of the Thirty Years'  'Var  was emlnteily  
sagacious. lie perceived at once that it was the only way  't 
counteracting the restlessness of the sulten's ρeοι is,  the  
Protestant princes of Transylvania, whose und isciplined  bο.-ώ , 

 scarcely less savage than their allies the Turks and  Tatais,  
a perpetual menace both to Austria and to Poland. Tuna  
he was bent upon reforming the Polish constitu tion by  sυbe&i

-leg the decision of all matters by a plurality of votes lie a  
unanimile'  impossible to count upon.  

When we turn to the  sdachla  who absolutely  c*xitrofled  the 
diet, we find not the slightest trace, I will not nay of  ροί .....  
foresight—that they never possessed—but of common  ρr  
urn, or ordinary public spirit. The moat urgent  naι  
necessities were powerless to stir their hearts or  ορen  
purses. The diet, during the reign of  Sigismund lii  s 
even more niggardly than they had been under the Jed.  
and-on the single occasion when the terro rs  of an  imr -i  
Tatar invasion constrained them to grant  eχtrυοrdinaιτ  r.

-sidies,  they saw  ιο  it that such subsidies should rest  

on the shoulders of the burgesses (who had in the  meac  -' 
been deprived of the franchise) and the already  ονerbuιύ ; --
peasantry. In the very crisis of the Swedish War, the  dierira· .  Ι  
army of the victorious  Chodkiewicz  was left unpaid,  

result that the soldiers mutinied, and marched  ου  

Both '9ir Ίc νsld frequently bad in the 

, ίc τ with armies 	
Ι es ".'jbeιr  own pockets, ja  

retreated  before  ονerwhnαe 4000 
, '$  hundreds of  r 

of cowardice  and incοmρνιec ι 	 ‚Υbr Ϊ  

still further the newer of '. 	. 	

, 	

sr 	- 

this fatal us 	 C executive Wsa 	 to . 

	

fly, with the meyj 	ΙΑ tsest'.  
ιιliecnιeτι 
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*hie the hieg and the senat, were powede., eveIygseai noble  
or lord-marcher wse free to do what he chose in his own domains,  
so long  ιο  he  όaΙιeι.d his "little brothers," the  dachla  In-
credible at it may seem, the expedition to place the false  
Demetrius on the Muscovite throne was a private speculation  
of a few Lithuanian magnates, and similar estesTgiaea on the  

part of other irresponsible noblemen on the Danube or Dniester  

brought upon unhappy Poland retaliatory Tars, node, which  
reduced whole provinces to ashes. Every attempt to improve  
matters, by relermmg the impossible constitution, stranded on 
the opposItion 01 the gentry. Take, for Instance, the typical  

and highly iaatrucslve case of Zebraydowaki's rebellion.  

Nicholas Zebrsydowsld, a followet of the chancellor Zsmoysb.l,  

wse cOo of the wealthiest and most respectable magnates in 
Poland. As palatine of Ceacow he held one of the highest and  
moat lucrative dignities in the state, and was equally famous  

for his valour, piety and liberality. Disappointed in his hope  
of obtaining the great seal on the death of Zanioyaki, he at once  

conceived that the whole of the nobility had been Insulted in 
his person, slid proceeded  ιο  make ‚11 government Imposeible 
for the next three years. On the 7th of March ιόοό  Sigiamned 
summoned a diet  Ιο,  the express purpose of introducing the  
principle of decision by majority In the diet, whereupon Zebray-
dow.ki summoned a munter-confederation to Stencayn in  
Lithe Poland, whose first act was to open negotiations with the  

prince of Transyivania, Stephen Bocakay, with the view of  
hiring mercenaries from him for further operations. At a subse-
quent confederation, held at Lublin In June, Zebrzydowski  
was reinforced by another great nobleman, &anlslaus Stadnicki,  

celled the Devil, who "had more crimes on his conscience than 
hairs on his head," and was In the habit of cropping the ears  
and noses of smell squires and chaining his serfs to the walls of  

his underground dungeons for months at a time. This champion 
of freedom was very eloquent as to the wrongs of the  stkchla,  
and proposed that the assembly should proceed in a body to 
Warsaw and there formally renounce their allegiance. The 
upabot of his oratory was the summoning of a  rokosz,  or national 
insurrection, to Sandomir, which was speedily joined by the 
majority of the  lskchla  all over the country, who openly pro-
claimed their intention Of dethroning the king and chastising 
the senate, and sent Stadnicki to Transylvsnia to obtain the 
armed aasitaυcο of Stephen Bocakay. Only the clergy, natur-
ally conservative, still clung to the king, and Sigismund III., 
who was no coward, at once proceeded to Cracow to overawe 
the  rokosxenie,  or insurrectionists, by his proximity, and take 
the necessary measures for his own protection. By the advice  

of his senators he summoned a glad, or armed convention, to 
Wmica openly to oppose the Insurrection of Sandomir, which  
ή erιΙ  was to be the first step towards the formation of a genera!  
confederation for the defence of the throne. Civil war seemed 
inevitable, when the  aziachla  of Red Russia and Sierada suddenly 
Tallied to the king, who at once ordered his army to advance, 
and after defeating the insurrectionists at Janowiet (in October),  
granted them a full pardon, on the sole condition that they 
hου1d refταί τi from all such acts of rebellion In future. Despite 

their promises, Zebrzydowski and his colleagues a few months  
later were again in arms. In the beginning of 5607 they sum-
moned another  rokoss  to jendrzejow, at the very time when the 
diet was assembling at Warsaw. The diet authorized the king 
to issue a proclamation dissolving the  yokgsz,  and the  rokosz  
retorted with a manifesto in which an insurrection was declared 
to be as much superior to a parliament as a general council was 
to a pope. In a second manifesto published at Jczicrna, on the 
4th of June, the insurrectionists again renounced their allegiance 

to the king. Oddly enough, the diet before dissolving had, 
apparently in order to meet the  rokosa  half-way, issued the 
famous edict Dr  rica praisianda ofvdknui's,  whereby, in case of 

 future maipractices by the king and his subsequent neglect of at 
least two solemn warnings there-anent by the primate and the 
senate, be was to be formally deposed by the next succeeding 
diet. But even this was not enough for the insiirreclionists. 
It was not the contingent but the actual deposition of the king 

that they demanded, and they bad their candidate feet ίιέ  throne  
ready In the person of Gabriel Beiblen, the new prince of Ρ an-
sylvania. But the limits of even Polish complacency had at 
last been reached, and οΙk1ewskl and Chodklewicz were sent  
against the rebels, whom they routed at Oransk near Guzow,  
after a desperate encounter, on the 6th of July ι όοy. But,  
though driven from the field, the agitation simmered all over  
she country for nearly two years longer, and was only terminated,  
in rtop, by a general amnesty which excluded every prospect of 
constitutional reform.  

Wisdisfaus  IV., who succeeded his father in 1632, was the  
most popular monarch who ever sat on the Polish throne.  

The  dachI,,  who had had a "King Log" in Sigh- wχι.  
mend, were determined that Wladislaua should be tees W..  
"a King Bee who will give in nothing but honey"—  ,‚5, ι*.  
in ether words they hoped to wheedle him out of even more than  
they had wrested from his predecessor. Wiadislaus submitted 
to everything. lie promised never to declare war or levy  
troops without the consent of the stirs, undertook to fill all 
vacancies within a certain time, and rεΙeaed the  szlachis  from  
the payment of Income-tax, their one remaining fiscal obligation. 
This boundless complacency was due to policy, not weakness,  
The second Polish Vasa was a man of genius, fully conadous of 
his powers, and determined to use them for the benefit of his 
country. The events of the last reign had demonstrated the  
incompetence of the Poles to govern themselves. Any timelier*.  

lion of the existing anarchy must be extra-parliamentary and  

proceed from the throne. But a reforming monarch was 
inconceivable unless he possessed the confidence of the nation, 
and such confidence, Wladislaus naturally argued, could only  

be won by striking and undeniable public services. On these 
principles he icted with brilliant results. Within three yeara  
of his accession ho compelled the Muscovites (Treaty of Polyan. 
kova, May zI, 5634) to retrocede Smolensk and the eastern 
provinces Ιοέt by Sigismund II., overawed the Porte by a military  

demonstration in October of the same year, and, by the Truce  

of Stumdocf (Sept. is,  ι6),  recovered the Prussian provinces  
and the Baltic seaboard from Sweden. But these achievements 
excited not the gratitude but the suspicion of the  gia'hla.  They  
were sheeted enough to guess that the royal triumph might 
prejudice their influence, and for the next five years they 
deliberately thwarted the enlightened and far-reaching projects 
of the king for creating a navy and increasing the revenue 
without burdening the estates, by a system of tolls levied on 
the trade of the Baltic ports (see  WIADrSLIrn  IV.) , even going 
so far as to refuse for nine years to refund the expenses of the 
Muscovite War, which he bad defrayed out 01 his privy purse.  
From sheer weariness and disgust the king refrained from any  
intervention in public aairs for nearly ten years, looking on 
indifferently while the ever shorter and stormier diets wrangled  
perpetually over questions of preferment arid the best way of 
dealing with the extreme dissenters, to the utter neglect of public 
business. But towards the end of his reign the energy of 
Wiadislaus revived, and he began to occupy himself with another 
scheme for regenerating his country, In its own despite, by means  

of the Cossacks. First, however, it is necessary to describe  
briefly the origin and previous history of these romantic free- . 

 bόο teπ who during the second half of the 17th century were the 
determining factor of Polish and Muscovite politics.  

.  At the beginning of the zfitb century the illimitable steppe 
of south-eastern Europe, extending from the Dnieper to .  the 
Urals, had no settled population. Hunters and 
fishermen frequented its innumerable rivers, return- _______  
ins home laden with rich store of fish and peits,  

while runaway serfs occasionally settled in small communities 
beneath the shelter of the fortresses built, from time to time, 
to guard the aoutlirrn frontiers of Poland and Muscovy. 
Obliged, for fear of the Tatars, to go about with arms in their 
hands, these settlers gradually grew strong enough to raM their 
raiders, selling the booty thus acquired to the merchants of 
Muscovy and Poland. Moreover, the Turks and Tatars being  
the natural enemies of Christendom, a war of extermination  
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against them was regarded by the  C..acks -,  sacred duty.  
Curiously enough, these champions of orthodoxy borrowed the  
name, which has stuck to them ever since, from their "  dog-
headed" adversaries. The rank and file of the Tatar soldiery  
were known as  Kascki,  or  Coaaacks,  a word meaning  " free. 
bootera,"  and this term came to be applied  ndiscziminately  to all  
the free dwellers in the  Ubuiae,  or  bοrder-1ads. As time went  
on the  Coesacka  multiplied exceedingly. Their daring grew  
with their numbers, and at last they came to be a constant  
annoyance to all their  neighbour',  both Christian and  Museul-
man, frequently involving Poland in dangerous and  υnρmό tεbΙe  
wars with the Ottoman Empire. Indeed, it is not too much to  
say that, until the days of Sobieski, the  Co.sacka  were  invasiably  
the chief cause of the breeches between the  Ποτte and the  
Republic. We have seen how carefully the  Jaglelkw  avoided 
participating In any of the crusades directed by the Holy Sea  

against  the arch-enemies Of the Cross. So successful was their  
prudential abstention that no regular war occurred  between  
Turkey and Poland during the two centuries of their sway.  
The first actual collisions, the  Cecora  campaign of  τό sο and the  
Khotln  War of 1621 (for John Albert's Moldavian raid doss not  
count), were due to the depredations of the  Co.aacks  upon the  
dominions of the sultan by land and ass, and in all subsequent  

treaties between the two powers the most essential clause was  
always that which bound the Republic to keep its  freebootcz*  in  
order.  

But in the meantime the  Cosaacka  themselves bad become  
a semi-independent community. The origin of the Cossack  
state is still  .omcwhat  obscure, but the germs of It are visible  
as early as the beginning of the  ιόth  century. The union of  
Lublin, which led to the  polonization  of Lithuania, was the  
Immediate occasion of a considerable exodus to the lowlands of  
the Dnieper of those serfs who desired to escape from the taxes  
of the Polish government and the tyranny of the Polish land-
lords. Stephen  B'thory,  presently converted the pick of them  
Into six registered regiments of  roco  each for the defence of the  
border. Ultimately the island of  Hortica,  just below the falls  
of the  Doleper,  was fixed upon as their headquarters; and on the  
numeroua  Islands of that broad river there gradually arose the  
famous  Cossack community  knowil  as the  Zo$rsshskaya Syeck,  

or Settleinent  behind the Fails, whence the  Doleperian Cosaacks  
were known, generally, as  Znporeskimis,  or  ΒackfalΙsnιen.1  The  
Cossack  kink, or commonwealth , bad the privilege of electing  
its  hdmas,  or chief, and his chief  oibceis,  the  sieeskias.  The  
Arisen., after election, received from the king of  ΡόΙsnd  direct 
the insignia of his  odice,  viz. the  b,dowa,  or baton, the  ό ιrnώ ιώ ,  
or horse-tail standard, and his  omdal  seal; but he was  respon.  
sible  for his actions to the  herA  alone, and an inquiry into his  
conduct was held at the expiration of his term of  oό ce  in the  
obsckaya shkoda,  or general assembly. In time of peace his  
power was little more than that of the responsible minister of  
a constitutional repub lic; but in time of warfare be was a 
dictator, and disobedience to his orders in the held was punish-
able by death.  

The  Cossacka  were supposed  tobe  left alone as much as possible  
by the Polish government so long as they faithfully  fuISlIed 
their chief obligation of guarding the frontiers of the Repub lic 
from Tatar raids. But the relations between a community of 
freebooters, mostly composed of fugitive serfs and refugees, 
and a government of small squires who regarded the  Coasacks  
as a mere rabble were bound to be difficult at the beat of times, 
and political and religious differences presently supervened.  
The Cossacks, mostly of Lithuanian origin, belonged to the  
Orthodos  religion, so far as they belonged to any religion at  
all, and the  Jsgielloa ba4  been very careful to safeguard the  
religious liberties of their Lithuanian subjects, especially as  
the Poles themselves were indifferent on the subject But, at the  
beginning of the 17th century, when the current of the Catholic  
reaction was running very strongly and the Jesuits, slier  
subduing the  Protesiants,  began to undermine the position of 
the Orthodox Church in Lithuania, a more intolerant spirit 

1 Cf.  American,  Backwoodsmvn.  

began to prevail.  Tb.  old Calvinist nobility of  Lithammia we  
speedily reronterted;  a  Uniate  Church in  wIth kse 

 was established; Greek Orthodox congregations, if not  
penecuted,  were at least depressed and  atsaitened;  and  
Coiescks  began to hate the Pen, or Polish lords, not  
as tyrants, but as heretics- Yet ill these οkitscies to a  go 
anderetanding  might, perhaps, have been  sumnoimieni  if c.n.  

the Polish diet bad trea ted the  Comacka  with  oummoss Ιαδαro  

and common sense. In 1619 the Polish sονernιners sa 
obliged to prohibit absolutely the  pirstical  raids of the  Cena 
in the Black See, where they habitually destroyed  Τurkr. 
property to the value Of million.. At the sense lime, by es  
compact of  Rsatawica,  the  4ι  undertook to allow the  Coencu  
partly as wages, partly as compensation,  40,ΟCΟ  (edged by Ώ . 
compact of  Kuruliow  to  όo,cοο) geldea  sod  apo lessees 
cloth per annum. These terms were never  kept, despite  
earnest  remonstrancea  of the king, and the 00mρΙaΊntχ of  
aggrieved borderers, Parsimony prevailed, as usual,  
prudence, and when the  Ceesacka  showed  'usn'istakabhe  age  
of  reativasess,  the Poles irritated them still further by  cederri 
the construction of the strong fortress Of Kodak at the mull= ί  
of the  Dmeper  and the  Sarnsra,  to overawe the  Ζaρcrost  
communlly.  This further act of repression led  Ιο  two  Ic-
rible  Cossack risings, In 1635 and 1636, put down only  s.. 
the utmost  diibculty,  whereupon the diet of  ι68 dquiee  
the Cossacks of all their ancient privileges, abolished  1k 
elective  heιmaπ biρ, and substituted for it a  onm'oί o  s  
Polish noblemen with absolute power, so that the  Cema±  
might well declare that those who bated them were  laco  
over them.  

Such was the condition of  alfaira  in the Ukraine ',hen  %I'I&I's. 
laus  IV. proposed to make the  Coisacka  the pivot of his  lomp  
policy sod his domestic reforms. His far-reaching plane wet  
based upon two facts, the absolute devotion of the  Zaporosbim 
to himself personally, and the knowledge, secretly  coomei 
to him by  Stanislaus Koniecpolaki (q.s.),  that the whole of tin 
Ukraine was in a ferment He proposed to provoke the  Talsn  
to a rupture by repudiating the humiliating tribute with which  
the Republic bed solong end aovainlyendeavoured  to buy er  
their insistent raids. In case of such rupture he meant, at the 
head of  roo,00o ('osan+',  to fall upon the Crimea itself, the zest  
of their power, and exterminate the  Ebanate.  This  he  caka  
lated  would bring about a retaliatory  invsaion  of Poland by  
the Turks, which would jus tify him in taking the held  agaimt  
them elm witb ell the forcesof the Republic. Ineme of succ'm  
be would be able to Impose the will of a victorious king upon a  
discredited diet, and reform the constitution us an English or  
Swedish model. Events seemed at first to favour this auda cious  
speculation. Almost simultaneously a civil war broke out is  
the Crimea and the Porte declared war against the  Veneiiia 
republic, with which  Wladisla.ua  at once concluded an (demise  
and defensive alliance  (ι6').  Re then bade the  Cossado  
prepare their boats for a raid upon the Turkish galleys, and  
secured the co-operation of the tsar in the Crimean  expedillea 
by a special treaty.  Unfortunalely,  Venice, for her  cix  
safety's sake, insisted on the publication of  Wladialsus's  anti-
Turkish alliance ; the Porte, well informed of the course of Polish  
aifairs,  remained strict!),  neutral despite the most  outzagem  
provocations; and  Wladialaus,  bound by his  coronatisa  oath  
not to undertake in  oflengive  war, found himself at the  ency  
of the diet which, full of consternation and rage, assembled at  
Warsaw on the and of May 1647. It is needless to say that the  

Venetian alliance  was repudiated and the royal power  still 
further reduced. A year later  Wlulislaua  died at his busting.  
box at  Merecz,  at the very moment when the  Ιοng.imρcnώ rg  
tempest which he himself had conjured up burst with  ceo-
whelmmg  fury over the territories of the Republic.  

The prime mover of the great rebellion of 1648, which shock  
the Polish stale to its very foundations,  ωαs the Cossack  Βώ .Ι.' 
Cirmialnicki (g.s.),  who had been Initiated in all the plans el  
Wladislaua  IV. and, with good reason, feared to be the tie  
victim of the Polish magnates when the king's designs am  
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unmasked and  frαstreίed.  Το  save himself lie bit upon the novel  
and terrible expedient of uniting the Tatars and the  Coseacks  
CG1$sei  lb a determined onslaught upon the Republic, when  

Ιώ ·ssι'mward  weakness, despite its brave  outwaxd  show, 
he had been quick to discern. On the  r8th  of April 

 τ648,  at the general assembly of the  Zaporoxhians,  he openly  
expressed his intention of proceeding against the Poles and was  
elected  hetmasi  by acclamation; on the  igth  of May he  anolbi

-hated a  amafl  detached Polish corps on the banks of the river  
Zbeltndya Vodul,  and seven days later overwhelmed the army 
of the Polish grand-betman,.  massacring  δοο οf  his  ro,000  men 
and sending the grand-hem= himself and all his  ofliceii  hi 
chains to the Crimea. The immediate  ceosequenot  of these  
victories was the  ουtbυτ t  of a  υισρααυα doba,  or "serf,' 
fury." Throughout the Ukraine the gentry were hunted down, 

 llayed,  burnt, blinded and sawn asunder. Every  msnor.house  
and castle was reduced to ashes. Every  Uniate  or Catholic  
priest who could be caught was hung up before his own high  
altar, along with a Jew and a bog. The  panlc.atticken  Inhabi-
tants  lled  to the nearest strongholds, and soon the rebels were  
swarming over the  psiatinslea  of  Volhynia  arid  Podofla.  Mean-
while the Polish item?, ‚Οοσα  strong, with me guns, was  easer-
Wing on the' frοntiετ.  It consisted almost entirely of the noble  
militia, and was tricked out with a  spfendour  more befitting  
a bridal pageant than a battle array. For  Chmielnlcki  and his  
host these splendid cavalie rs  expressed the utmost  cbntempt.  
"This rabble must be chile= with whips, not smitten with  
swords," they cried. On the 23rd of September the two armies  
encountered near  Pildawa,  arid after a stubborn three  da '  
contest the gallant Polish pageant was scattered to the win 
The steppe  foi  miles  s±oiind  was strewn with  corpam,  and the  
Cosaacks  are said to have reaped  ro,000,oco guldens worth of 
booty when the fight was over. All Poland now lay at  Chmiel-
sticki',  feet., arid the road to the defenceless capital was open  

j.e. ι.  before him; but he wasted two precious menthe in  
CasimLr  vain before the fortress of  Ζamο'4  and then the 

seas.  riewly  elected king of Poland, John Casimir,  Wladis
-lasts  IV.'a  brother, privately opened negotiations with the rebel,  

ι  olllcially  recognized him by sending him the  biddw  and the 
other insignia of the  iirima*'r  dignity, and promised his "faitbful  
Zaporozblanz"  the restoration of all their ancient liberties if 
they would break  og  their alliance with the  'Fatari  and await 
the arrival of peace commissioners at  Pereysslavi.  But the 
negotiations at  Pereyulavl  came to nothing.  Cbmlelnlcki's  
condItions  of  peaca  were so extravagant that the Polish corn

-misaiσιieτ3 du= not accept them, and in  ib'p  he  agnirt  invaded  
Poland with a countless host of  Cossacka  and  Taiars.  Again,  
hιiwever,  he made the mistαkε of attacking a fortress, which  
delayed his advance for a month, and gave John  Caaimfr  time 
to collect an army for the relief of the besieged. By the com-
pact Of  Zbordw  (Aug  ar,  1649)  Cbmlelnicki  was recognized as  
kisses of the  Zaporozitians,  whose registered number was now 
raised from &cc  to4o,000;  a general amnesty was also granted,  
and it was agreed that all  omcial  dignities In the Orthodox  palati

-Dates of Lithuania should henceforth be held, solely by the 
Orthodox gentry. For the next eighteen months  Chmielnfcki 

 ruled the Ukraine like a sovere ign  prince. He made  Chigirin,  
his native place, the Cossack capital, subdivided the country Into 
sixteen provinces, and entered into direct  relatIons  with foreign  
powers. His attempt to carve a principality for his son out of 
Moldavia led to the outbreak of a third war between suzera in  
and subject in February  ι ό f ι.  But fortune, so long  Bohdan's 

 friend, now deserted him, and at  Bei'esteczko  (Jul),  r,  ιό ι)  the 
Cossack chieftain was utterly muted by Stephen  Czamieckl. 

 All hope of an Independent  Coesackdom wia  now at an end; yet 
It was not Poland but Muscovy which reaped the fruits of 

 Cxarniecki'a  victory.  
. Cbmiehilcki,  by suddenly laying bare the mike:Well of the 
Polish republic. had opened the eyes of  Μυ eονy  to the fact 
that her secular enemy was no longer formidable. Three seem  
slier his defeat at  Bereatecako, Chisielnicki,  finding himself  
rsnable  to cope with the Poles  aingΙe.hιndd,  very  rthrctantly  

transferred lii.  allegiance to the tsar, and the same year the 
tsar's armies invaded Poland, still bleeding from the all but 
mortal wounds indicted on her by the Co ssack,. The war  
thus begun, and known in Russian history as the T'.  R.,. 
Thirteen Years' War, far exceeded even the Thirty  .lwlsvab  

Years' Wax In grossness and brutality. It resembled  '  
nothing so much a, a hideous scramble of ravening beasts and  
obacent  fowls for the dismembered limbs of a headless  carcs,e. 

 for such did Poland seem to all the world before the war was half  
over. In the summer of 1655, moreover, while the Republic 
was still reeling beneath the shock of the Muscovite  Invasion, 
Charles  Χ.  of Sweden, on the flimsiest of pretexts, g  
forced a war upon reluctant and  inobensive  Poland, emcees  Χ.  
simply to gratify his greed of martial glory, and  
before the year was out his forces bad occupied the 
capital, the coronation city and the best half of the land. King 
John Casimir, betrayed and abandon ed  by his own subjects,  
fled to  Silesla,  and profiting by the cataclysm which, for the 
moment, had swept the Polish state out of existence, the Mile

-covites,  unopposed, quick!),  appropriated nearly everything 
which was not already occupied by the Swedes. At this crisis 
Poland owed her salvation to two events—the formation of a 
general league against Sweden, brought about by the appre-
hensive court of Vienna arid an almost simultaneous popular  
outburst of religious enthusiasm on the part of the Polish people.  
The brat of these events, to be dated from the alliance between  
the emperor Leopold and John  CasimIr,  on the nth of May  τ67, 

 led to  • truce with the  tMr  and the welcome diversion of all the  
Muscovite forces against Swedish  Llvoiiia.  The second event,  
which began with the heroic and successful defence of the 
monastery of  Czenstochowa  by Prior  Kordecki ιgainat  the 
Swedes, resulted in the return of the Polish king from exile, 
the formation of •  national army under Steph en Czatnlecki  and 
the recovery Of almost all the lost prov inces from the Swedes,  
who were  driven back headlong to the sea, where with  dldicuhiy  
they held their own. On the sudden death Of Charles X. (Feb. 
1 3,  ι όό σ),  Poland gladly seized the opportu nity of adjusting 
all her outstanding differences with Sweden. By the peace 
Of Olive (May 3, rddo),  made under French  mcdiatiο,  John 
Casimir ceded Livonia, and renounced all claim to the Swedish  
crown. The war with  Moxcovy  was then prosecuted with  
renewed energy and extraordinary  auccam.  Iii the autumn of 
rd" the Russian commande rs  were routed at  Zeromsk,  and 
nearly all the eastern provinces were recovered. In 1664 a 
peace congress was opened at  Durovicha  and the prospects of 
Poland seemed most brilliant; but at the very moment  wheD 

 she needed all her armed strength to sustain her diplomacy, 
the  rebelliot  of one of her leading magnates, Prince  Lubomlraby,  
involved  her in a dangerous civil war, compelled her to reopen  
negotiations with the Muscovites, at  Andrussowo,  under far 
more  unlavourable  conditions, and after protract ed  negotiations 
practically to accept the Muscovite terms. By the truce of  

Andruasowo  (Feb. τ τ,  1647) Poland received beck ye. λναρ  

from Muscovy Vitebsk,  Polotsk  and Polish  Llvonia, eιιιιemsι  

but ceded In perpetuity  Smolenak, Syeve τέk,  
guy and the whole of the eastern bank of the  Dnleper,  Including 
the towns of  Konotop, Osdyach, Pereyaslavl, Mirgorod, PoltavR 

 and  Izyum.  The  Coasacks  of the  Dnleper  were henceforth to 
be under the joint dominion of the tsar and the king of Poland. 
Kiev, the religious metropolis of western Ru ssia, was to remain 
in the hands of  Muacovy  for two years. 

The "truce" of  Aiidrussowo  proved to be one of the most 
permanent peaces  in history, and Kiev, though only pledged  
for two years, was never  egiiln  to be separated from the Orthodox 
Slavonic state to which it rightly belonged. But for the terrible 
and persistent ill-luck of Poland it is doubtf ul  whether the 
"truce" of  Andrussowo  would ever have been signed. The  
war  whfth  it concluded was to he the last open struggle between 
the two powers. Henceforth the influence of Russia over  
Poland was steadily to increase, without any struggle at all, 
the Republic being already stricken with that creeping paralys is  
which ultimately left her a prey to her neighbours. Muscovy  
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had done with Pound as an adversary, and bad, so longer any 
reason to fear her ancient enemy.  

Poland had, in fact, emerged from the cataclysm of 1648-5667 
a moribund state, though her not unskilful diplomacy had  
enabled her for a time to save appearances. 11cr territorial  

loans, though considerable, were, in the circumstances, not  
excessive, and she was still a considerable power in the opinion 
of Europe. But a fatal change had come over the country  
during the age of the Vasas. We have already seen bow the 
ambition of the oligarchs and the lawlessness of the  sakchia  bad 
reduced the execulivo to Impotence, arid rendered anything 
like rational government impossible. But these demoraliziiig  
and disintegrating influences had been suspended by the religious  

revival due to the Catholic reaction and the Jesuit propaganda  

a revival which reached its height towards the end of the zdiia  

century. This, on the whole, salutary and edifying move-
bent permeated public life, and produced a series of great  
captains who cheerfully aacri&ed themselves for their country,  

and would have been saints if they had not been heroes. But 
thisextraordinary religious revival had weflnigh spent itself  

by the middle of the ι 7 th century. Its last manifestation was  
the successful defence of the monastery of Czenstochewa by 
Prior Kordecki against the lineal troops lit Europe, its last  
representative was Stephen Czarniecki, who brought the fugitive 
John Casimir bark from exile and reinstalled him on his tottering 
throne. The succeeding age was an age of unmitigated egoism, 

In which the old ideals were abandoned and the old  
Ceasvpdes  examples were forgotten. It synchronized with, and 
ID  1½1ι*d.  was partly determined  by, the new political system 
which was spreading all over Europe, the system of dynastic 
diplomatio competition and the unscrupulous employment of 
unlimited secret service funds. This system, which dates from 
Richelieu and culminated in the reign of Louis XIV., was based 
on the secular rivalry of the houses of Bourbon and llabs-
burg, and presently divided ell Europe into two hoetile camps. 
Louis XIV. is said to have expended eο,οοο,οοο υντes a year for  
bribing purposes, the court of Vienna was scarcely less liberal,  
and very soon nearly all the monarchs of the Continent and  

their ministers were in the pay of one Or other of the antagonists. 
Poland was no exception to the general rule. 11cr magisste',  

baying already got all they could out of their own country,  

looked eagerly abroad for fresh El Dorados. Before long most 
of them had become the hirelings of France or Austria, and the 
value demanded for their wages was, not infrequently, the 
betrayal of their own country. To do them justice, the  ssfachio  
at  first were not only free from the lairit of omcial corruption,  
but endeavoured to light against it. Thus, at the clectioit diet  
01.1669, one of the deputies, Vieidaszek, moved that a new and  
hitherto unheard-of clause should be inserted in the agenda of 
the general confederation, to the effect that every senator and  
deputy should solemnly swear not to take bribes, while another 
szlsci'  proposed that the ambassadors of foreign Powers thuuld 
be excluded permanently from the Polish elective assemblies. 
But the flighty and ignorant  πkcl Ιa  not only were incapable  
of say ιutώ ned political action, but they themselves uncon-
sciously played into the hands of the enemies of their country 
by making the so-called  iiben'm ieio  an integral part of the Polish  
constitution. The  librn'm win was based on the assumption  

ί  the absolute political equality of every Polish gentleman, 
with the inevitable corollary that every measure introduced into  

the Polish diet must be adopted unanimously. Consequently,  

If any single deputy believed that a measure already approved 
of by the rest of the bousc might be injurious to his constituency,  

be bad the right to rise and exclaim air poawalwn, "I disap-
prove," when the measure in question fell at once 1, ο the ground.  
Subsequently this vicious principle was extended atm further. 
A depiety, by interposing his individual veto, could at any time  
dissolve the diet, when all measures previously passed had to be 
re.aubmiued to the consideration of the following diet. The 
Iibcrwm rein seems to have been originally deviscd to cut short  
ΙnΙ rminable debates in times of acute crisis, but it was generally  

used sillier by highly placed criminals, anxious to avoid an  

inquiry into their misdeeds,'  ο  by malcontents, desirous of 
embarrassing the executive. The origin of the Jibes's,.  ad.  
is obacurt, but it 'was lirai  employed  by the deputy Wiadidaus 
Sicihnki, who dissolved the diet of 1652 by means of it, sod before  

the end of the 1711 century it was used so frequently and reck-
lessly that all business was frequently brought to a standstilL 
In later days it became the chief  instrument of foreign ·").-
dora for dissolving Inconvenient diets, as a deputy could always  

be bribed to exercise his veto for a baridsome consideration.  

The Polish crown 6ml became an object of universal com-
petition In 5573, when 'ferry of Valois was elected. In  ι,  
and again In 1587, it was put up for public auction, when the 
Ilungassan Binbory and the Swede Sigi,muod respectively  

gained the prize. But at all three elections, though  money and  
intrigue were freely employed, they were not the determining  
factors of the contest. The Polish gentry were still the umpires 
αα ωe11 as the sialte-bolders; the best candidates generally won  
the day; and the defeated competitors were driven out of the 
country by force of arms P they did not take their diacomhture,  
after a fair light, like sportsmen. But with the  

election of Michael Wifnlowiecki in ι669 a new era  ν,  
began. In this case a native Pole was freely elected  
by the unanimous vote of his countrymen. Yet a  
few weeks later the Polish commander-in-chief formed  

a whole series of conspiracies for the purpose of dethroning his 
lawful sovereign, and openly placed himself beneath the prosec.  
lion of Louis XIV. of France, just as the rebels of the s5th  
century placed themselves under the protection of Catherine IL  
of Russia, And this rebel was none other than John Sebieski,  
at a later day the heroic deliverer of Vienna I If heroes could  
so debase themselves, can we wonder if men who were not heroes  

lent themselves to every sort of villainy? We have come, is 
fact, to the age of utter shamelessness, when disappointed 
place-hunters openly invoked foreign aid against their own  

country. Sobieskf himself, as John 111. (he sue-  .b'as,,  
ceeded Michael in 1674), was to pay the penalty  
of his past lawlessness, to the uttermost teething.  ssr'-is.I. 

 Ρespito his brilliant military achievements (see JosN IlL,  
ζιwο. or POMND), his reign of lwenly-two yeses was a 

failure. His victories over the Turks were fruitless so far sa  
Poland was concerned. Eta belated attempts to reform the  
constitution only led to conspiracies against his life and crown,  

in which the French faction, which be had been the hat to 
encourage, took an setive part. Iii his later years Liibuntia  

was in a state of chronic revolt, while Poland was bankrupt  
both morally and materially. Re died a broken-hearted man,  
propbeayirig the ό eν iιabΙe ruin of a nation which be himself  

had done so much to demoralize,  
It scarcely seemed possible for Poland to sink lower than she  

bad ,  sunk already. Yet an era was now to follow, compared  
with which even the age of Sohiesid seemed lobe an age of geld.  

This was the Saxon period which, with occasional violent  
interruptions, was to drag on for nearly seventy years. By the  
time it was over Poland was irretrievably doomed. It only 
remained to be seen how that doom would be accomplished.  

On the death of John III. no fewer than eighteen candidates  

for the vacant Polish throne presented themselves. Austria 
supported James hobieski, the eldest son of the late 
king, trance Francis Louis Prince of Cooti ( ιόό 4- s,' 

 1704 but the successful competitor was Frederick  

Augustus1  elector of Saxony, who cheerfully renounced  

Lutheranism for the coveted crown, and won the day 
because he happened to arrive last 01 all with fresh funds, 
When the agents of his rivals had spent all their money. Be 
was crowned, is Augustus IL, on the 1 ςth of Sepiessiber  ι64,  
and his first act was to expel, from the country the prince of 
Conti, the elect of a respectable minority, directed by the  
cardinal pe ίmaµ Riche] Radsiejowaki ,  (ιδ.'-ι;ο), whom 
Αugυιυs  II. subsequently bought over for ;,οοο thelers. 

•  ' Thu. the Sapiebas, who'bad  been 'Meg en  rapine foe  yian, 
dheel*d the diet of song by means of the  wto olu.e of  their hi..  
Ιigι,  foe fear of an  leveaugalsug 'alo these candied.  
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Good luck attended the 0  ening Ϋeaa  of the new reign. In  
ι όW  the long Turkish War, which had been going  esi  ever singe  
:683,  was  cο eΙιsded  by the peace of  Earlowits,  whereby Podolia,  
the  Ukrain, and the  IerI,eas  01  Kanienets Podolshiy  were  
retroceded  Ιο  the Republic by the  Oitoinnn  Porte. Immediately  
afierwuds  Augustus was  perseaded  by the plausible  Livonian  
exile, Johan  Rtiaboid Patkid,  to form a nefarious league with 
Frederick of Denmark and Peter of Russia, for the purpose of  
despoiling the youthful king of Sweden, Charles Χ11. (see  
SWIDeNr His$ery),  This he did ax  eΙectoτ of Saxony, but it was  
Waa'wis  the  unfortintale  Polish republic which paid for the  
Chwb.aXIL haaardoua sρecυΙaιlοπ of its newly elected king.  
° '  Throughout the Great Northern War (see  SwaDasi:  
Hisiery),  which wasted northern and central Europe for  
twenty year,  (1700-ι720),  all the belligerents treated Poland  
as if she had no political existence. Swedes,  Sasons  and 
Russians not only lived upon the country, but  liiundeiud  
it systematically. The diet was the bumble  servaLt  of the 
conqueror of the moment, and the leading magnates chose 
their own  auhe  without the slightest regard for the interests  
of their country, the  Liihuaiiiana  for the most part supporting  
Charles  XIL,  while the Poles  divided their allegiance  beiween  
ιιιααυιαωί  Augustus and  Siaiiislaus Lessczyliski,  whom Charles  
Lrnesyh- pimed  upon the throne in 1704 and kept there till  

ηοp.  At the end of the war Poland was ruined  
materia lly as well as politically. Augustus attempted to 
indemnify himself for his failure to obtain Livonia, his  
covenanted share of the Swedish plunder, by offering Frederick  
William of Prussia  Courland,  Polish Prussia and even  part of  
Great Poland, provided that he were allowed a free hand in the  
disposal of the rest of the country. When Prussia declined this  
tempting offer for fear of Russia, Augustus went a step farther  
and actually suggested that "the  four 1  eagles" should divide 
the banquet  beiween  them. He died, however (Feb.  Τ  1733)  
before be could give effect to this shameless design.  

.  On the death of  Augiatus  IL,  Stanisisus Leszczyliskf,  who  
bed, in the meantime, become the (ether-in-kw of Louis  XV.,  
attempted to regain his throne with the aid of a small French  
army corps and 4,000,000 lines from Versailles. Some of the  
best men In Poland, Including the  Czartoryacy,  were also in his  
favour, and on the 26th  of August  :733 he was elected king fee 
the second time. But there were many malcontents,  principally  
among the  Lithuan$ans,  who solicited the intervention of Russia  
In favour of the elector of  Saxonyl  son of the We king, and in 
October 5733 a Russian army  appeartd  before Warsaw and 
compelled a phantom diet (it consisted of but 15 senator, and  
AujvI'Ia  500 of the  dικΑ1σ)  to proclaim Augustus Ill. From  
IlL,  11Μ.  the end of 1733 till the 30th of June 5734  Stanislaus  
104  and his partisans  wcle  besieged by the Russians  in  
Danzig,  their last  refuge, and with the surrender  of that fen.  
cress the cause of  Stanislaus  was lost, lie retired once more 
to his little court in  Lortaine,  with  the title of king, leaving  
Augustus III. in possession of the kingdom.  

Augustus III. was  disqualified  by constitutional Indolence  
from taking any active pert in  alairs.  He left everything to 
his omnipotent minister, Count  Heiurich BrIIbl,  and  brilbi  
entrusted the government of Poland  ιο  the  C.ssxtozyscy,  who  
bad intimate  relationa  of long standing with the court of Dresden.  

The  Czartory,cy,  who were to  dominati  Polish polities  for  
the next  half'century,  came of an ancient  Rutbenian atock  which  
had intermarried with the Jaglello.  at an early date, and bad  
alway,  been remarkable for their civic virtues and poli tical  
sagacity. They bad powerfully contributed to the adoption  
pf  the Union of  Lublin;. were subsequently received into the  
Roman Catholic Church; and dated the beginning of their influ-
ence in Poland proper from the time (5674) when  Flodan  
Czartoryskl  became primate these.  7lοdιtι'ι nephewS, Frydelyk.  
Michal  and Augustus, were now the principal representatives  
of  "th*  Family," as their  opposents s*rcastk*Ily  called them.  
The termer, through the influence of  Augustus's  minister and  
favourite  Brllhsl,  bad  be®me, Ia  his twenty-eighth year, vice. 

The fourth  .agkW  the Whit.  £agls,  's.  Prbod.  

chancellor and  ιυb.eήυen ΙΓy  grand chancellor of  Litheanla,  
was  alway,  the political head of the family.  Wa  brother and 
Augustus, after lighting with great distinction against the Turks 
both by land and sea (Prince Eugene  decoested  him with  a  
, wοτd  of honour for his valour at the siege of Belgrade), hut  
returned home to marry Sophia  Sieniawaka,  whose fabulous  
dowry won for her  hushand  the sobriquet of "the  FamIly 
Crocus." Their sister  Constantia  had already married  Stanislaug  
Poniatow'kl,  the father of the future king. Thus wealth,  
position, court influence and ability combined gave the Czar-
toryscy  a commanding position in Poland, and, to their honour  
belt said, they had determined from the first to save the Republic,  
whose impending ruin In existing circumstances they dearly  
foresaw, by a radical  cossstiiutinnal  reconstruction which was 
to include the abolition of the  ‚ibm"e  ade end the  formstkes  
of a standing army. 	 . 

Unfortunately the other great  families  of Poland were obstin-
ately opposed to any reform or, as they called it, any  "violatIon"  
of the existing constitution.  The  Potoccy,  whose, possessions 

 In south Poland and the Ukraine covered thousands of square  
miles, the  Radzlwillawie,  who were omnipotent in  Lίthsnla  
and included half a dozen  milliooalres'  amongst them, the 
Lubomirscy  and their fellows, hated the  Cwtoryscy  became  
they were too eminent, and successfully obstructed all their  
wall-meant efforts. The castles of these great lords were the foci  
of the social and po litical life .f their respective provinces.  Hee,  
they tired like little princes, surrounded by thousands of re-
tainers, whom they kept for show alone, making no attempt to  

organize and discipline this excellent military material for the  
defence of their defenceless co untry. Here  congregated hundreds  
of the younger  srjachla,  fresh from their school benches, whence  
they brought nothing but a smattering of Latin and a determine-
den to make their way by absolute subservience to their 'elder 
brethren," the pear. These were the men who, a little later, 
at the bidding of their" benefactors," dissolved one Inconvenient 
diet after another; for it is a significant fact that during the  
reigns of the two  Augustuses  every diet was dissolved in this war  
by the hirelings of some great lord or, still worse, of some  foaviga  
potentate. In a word  wnstitutlonal  government  had practically  
ceased, and Poland bad become  an arena In which  eaeitsstlng 
chins strove together for the mast ery. 	 . 

It was against this primitive state of things that the Cent  
torylcy  struggled, and struggled In vain. First they attempted  
to abolish the  iibmrm wfo  with the assistance of the Saxon  coent  
where they were supreme, but fear of foreign  complirntleesa Snd  
the opposition of the  Potoccy  prevented anything being dorm.  
Then they broke with their old friend  Brithl  and turned to  
Russia. Their chief Intermediary was their nephew  Stanlslaus  
Poiiiatowaki,  whom they sent, as Saxon minister, to the  RυssIι  
court In the suite of the English minister  Ranbmry  Williams, 
in 1755. The handsome  and  Isalnuaelag Pboiaiowskl  speedily  
won the susceptib le  heart of the grand-duchess  CatherIne,  but  
he won nothing else and interned to Poland in  ι p  somewhat  
discredited.  Diasppolsited  in their hopes  of Russia, the  Cur.'
toryscy  next attempted to form a canfederadon  for the  depost.  
lion of Augustus III., but while the strife of factions was  still 
at its height the absentee monarch put an  eisdto  the struggle  
by expiring,  conveniently, on the 5th of October 1763.  

The interregnum occurring On the death of Augustus Ill.  
befell at a time when  .1k the European powers, exhausted by 
the Seven  Yelia'  War, earnestly desired peace. The  pesitlen  
of Poland was, consequently, much more advantageous thee  
it  hs4  been on every other similar  omaslon, and If only the 
contending factions had been side to agree and unit,, the  fini&  
catastrophe might, perhaps, even now, have been &reste  
The  CIartor)lcy,  of all mew, were bound by their  peinciplea  
and  peafssaioes  to net their fellow chisels an  essmplecf irstens,l  
concord, Yet they rejected w ith scorn and deriders the pacific  
overtures of their political opponents, the  Pbteecy, the Radii. 

 willow's,  assi  the  Bssiifaey,  Prince  Michal  openly declaring that of  
two  tyrasmiea  be preferred the tyranny of the Muscovite to the  

htiehel Xaaissien Radzl*lll  alone was worth thirty  sailhiom.  
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t),ranny  of his equals. He had  lii  fact already summoned a  
Russian army corps to assist him to reform his country, which  
wiGriently  explains his own haughtiness and the unwonted  
compliancy of the rival magnates.  

Thu simplicity of the  Czartoryecy  was even more mischievous  
than their heughtiness.  When the moat enlightened statesmen  
of the Republic could seriously believe in the  benovolent  In- 
tentions of Russia the end was not far 0g•  Their  naIve expecta- 
tionS  were very speedily disappointed. Catherine II. and  
Frederick II. had already determined (Treaty of St Petersburg,  
April as, 1764) that the existing state of things in Poland must  
be  maintained, 'and nearly as the  zStb  of October 5763 Catherine 
had recommended the election of  StenisieusPonlatowald  as  
"the individual most convenient for our common interests."  
The personal question did not interest Frederick: so long as  
Poland was kept in an anarchical condition he cared not who  
was called king. Moreover, the opponents of the  . Ceas'toryscy  
reads no serious attempt to oppose the entry of the Russian  
troops. At least 40,000 men were necessary for the purpose,  
and these could have been obtained for  200,000  ducats; but a  
congrow  of magnates, whose collective fortunes amounted to  
hundreds of millions, having  decided that it was  Impoasibl;  to 
raise this sum, there was nothing for it but to fight α fen skirmishes  
and then take refuge abroad. The  Czartoiyscy  now fancied  
tbemselvta  the masters of the situation. They at once proceeded  
to pass through the convocation diet a whole series of salutary  
measures. Four special commissions were appo inted to super.  
intend the administration of justice, the police and the finances.  
The extravagant powers of the grand  hdmo.,is  and the grand  
marshals were reduced. All financial and  economIcal  questions  
before the-diet were henceforth to be decided by a majority of  

voles. Shortly afterwards  Slanislaus Pomatowaki  
π. stιω..  was elected king (Sept. 7,1764)  and crowned (Nov.  

g). But at the beginning of  ι;66  Prince Nicholas  
Repnin  was sent as Russian minister to Warsaw  

with  4iιstructienι which -  can  enly  be described as a carefully  
elaborated plan for destroying the Republic. The first weapon  
employed was the dissident question. At that time the 
population of ?eked was, in round numbers,  ιτ,οο,00ο,  
of whom about  T.,000,coo  were dissidents or dissenters,  11*11  
Of these were the Protestants of the towns of Polish Prussia sod  

Great Poland, the ether half was composed of the Orthodox  

opυlιtiοn  of Lithuania. The dissidents had no political rights,  
and their religious liberties bad also been unjustly restricted;  

but two-thirds of them being agricultural labourers, and moat  
of the rest artisans or petty tradesmen, they had no desire to  

enter public life, and were so ignorant and illiterate that their  
nest protectors, on a closer acquaintance, became heartily  
ashamed of them. Yet It was for these persons that  Repnin,  
In the name of the empress, now demanded absolute equality,  
poiitic*l  and religious, with the gentlemen of Poland. He was  
well aware that an aristocratic and Catholic  ιιsembΙl  like the  
zeiss  would  nevet  concede so preposterous a demand. Be also  
(slculated  that the  demind  Itself would make the  adachla  
auspicious of all reform, including the Cqstmyscian  reforms,  
aspecially  as both the king and his uncles were generally un- 
popular, as being innovators  under foreign Influence. His  
calculationg  were  costed. -  The arise of  1 66 not only rejected  
the dissident bill, but repealed all the  Czartoiy.cian rtforms  
and insisted on  theretentlon  of the liberals ads as the foundation  
of the national liberties. The discredit into which  fitinlalaus  
bad now fallen encouraged the Saxon party, led by Gabriel  
POdOski  (5759-5777), to form a combination for the purpose of  
dethroning the king.  Repuin  knew that the allied courts would  
never consent to such a measure; but he secretly encouraged  
the plot for his own purpo ses, with signal success. Early In  
1767 the malcontents, fortified by the  adbeaien  of the leading  
cs.ss.ιg  political refugees, formed a confederation at Rider,  

Μ Runts whose first act was to send a deputation to St  
'‚ ‚‚  Petergimrg,  petitioning Catherine to  gusrantee  the  
liberties  of the  Rejblic,  and allow the form of the Polish 
constitution  tα he settled by the  Rusian enthsιαωίοτ at  

Warsaw. With this cant  blosiche  in his pocket,  Repsea  
proceeded to treat the diet as li lt were already the  alave ά  
the Russian  enipresa.  But despite threats, wholesa le corlup-
don and the presence of Russian troops outside and  svcis  inside  
the  iriiiz,  or chamber of deputies, the patriots, heeded by four  
bishops,  Wociaw 7Ι ierοπim Sierakowski 0699-1784)  of Lemberg,  
Fcliks Pawel Turski  of  Cheim (iia9-s$οο), · Καjetαn JgTiaIy  
Soltyk  of Cracow  (r7 τ f-1783),  md Reef  -Jendrzej Ζalυά i  el 
Kiev (1702-1774), dieted it determined  ieaiatance  to  Repon'a  
demands. Only when brute force In its  extremest  form had  
been ruthlessly employed, only  whvn  three senators and 'mm  
deputies had been arrested in lull  sessionby R υssiangτeaadirτs  
and sent as prisoners to  Kaluga.  did the  bpposition coilzpac  
The  iibrn'm We and all the other  anckut  abuses were sea  
declared unalterable parts of the Polish cons titution, which via  
placed under the guarantee Of Russia.  .  All the edicts  agaira  
the dissidents were, at the same time, repealed.  

This shameful surrender led to a Catho lic patriotic  trorisirs  
known as the Confederation of Bar, which was formed on the  
29th of February  ι68,  at Bar In the  Ilkiaiiie,  by  

a handful of small squires, It never bad a chance  ½'  
of permanent success, though, feebly fed by French  
subsidies and French volunteers. it lingered on for four yes,  
till &tell),  suppressed in 1772. But, Insignificant itself, It via  
the cause of great  events.  Some of the Bar confederates,  
scattered by the Russian regulars, fled over the Turkish  bordes,  
pursued  by their victors.  TheTurks,  already alarmed at  
the progress of the Russians In Poland, and stimulated by  %cr.  
geflnes,  at that time French ambassador at  Conslantineple.  at 
once declared war against Russia. Seriously disturbed at  the 
prospect of Russian aggrandizement, the Idea occurred, almost  
simultaneously, to the courts of Berlin and Viennethat the bee 
mode of preserving the equilibrium of Europe was for all  thai  
powers to readjust their territories at the expense of rein&  
The Idea of a partition of Poland was nothing new, but the  vse.  
ness  of the country, and the absence of  ιudeτsΙΙγ powerful r  
united enemies, had hitherto saved the Republic from  spotlatica  
But now that Poland lay ut terly helpless and surrounded k 
the three great military monarchies of Europe, nothing  ond  
save her. In February 5769 Frederick sent Count Riches 
Friedrich  Lynu (17ο8aι783) to St Petersburg to sound the  
cmpmm  as to the expediency of a partition, in August Joseph II.  
solicited an Interview with. Frederick, and in the course of the 
summer the two monarchs met, first at  Neisse  In  Silesis  a 
again at.  Neustadt tnhior*vla.  Nothing definite as to  Ρela  
seems to have been arranged, but Prince  K.auniix.  the  Ainnim  
chancellor, was now encouraged to take the first gap by y.  
Ing,  in  r"o, the  cουntyof  Zips, Which bad been  bypotirecsred  
by Hungary to Poland In as and never redeemed. This  
decided the other confederates. In June 1770 Frederick em.  
rounded those of the Polish  provbicea  be coveted with a  militzev  
cordon,  catensibly  to heap out the cattle plague. Cathe rine  r 
consent bad been previously obtained by a special mission  
Prince Henry of Prussia to the Russian capital. r,,  
The first treaty of  psrtltloii  was signed at St Fetus- men ά  
burg between Prussia and Russia on the 6 -27th  of ΠοίωιΑ 
February  s7;a;  the second treaty, which  admitTed "·  
Austria also to a shins of the spoil, on the 5-26th  of  Αιgust 
the  sam.  year. it is unnecessary to recapitulate the  vaheari-
of atrocities by which the consent of the sejts to this act el  
brfgandsga  -was at last extorted (Aug. ‚8, .1773). Resin  

obtained the  p.latlnatea  -of Vitebsk,  Polotsic  Unties: iiut  
sq.  in. of territory, with a population of  "o,ouc  sad re  
annual revenue of 920,000 Polish gulden. Austria got  rhe  
greater part of Galicia,  ώ Ιυυ' Cracowt  ' ιο sq. rn, With  
a population of  8χ6,ονο and an annual reverse of  τ4o8.onο  
guides..  Pa'ieala  received the  maritIme p'latiaate  mines  
Danzig,  thapalatlnatgo( Ktbn  minus Thorn, Cleat Poland as ho  
as the  Nltza,  and the  pslatinates  of  Marknburg  and  Emehnd  
6τ9 aq,  in., with a population of  gy8,οoo  and an anneal  
sevens. of  534,οοο thilar,. · In fine, Poland  lost  abotat  o -itά  
of her population and  osw.founb  *f her teraitery.  
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In salem ICr theae atoemene conesadom the partitioning  

powm presented the Poles with a constitution superior to any-
thing they bad ever been able to deνiκ for themselves. The  
molt mischievous of the ancient ab'scs,tbe elective monarchy  

and the  libm'sa tide, were of course, retained. Poland was to 
be dependent on her despoilers, but they evidently meant to  

make her a serviceable dependaift. The government was hence-
forth to be In the bands of a rode  nieiwejaw,  or permanent  
council of thirty-aix member., eighteen senatos and eighteen  

deputies, elected biennially by the spa  in secret ballot, sub-
divided Into the ire departments of foreign allaira, police, war, 
justice and the exchequer, whose principal member, and saalsV.  
ants, as well as ell other public functIonaries, were to have fixed  

salaries. The royal prerogativ, was .dll further reduced. The  
king Was Indeed the president of the permanent council, but he  

could not summon the diet without Its consent, and in all cases  
of preferment was bound teselect one out of three of the council's  

nominees. The annual budget was fixed at lo,000000 Polish  
gυίden,1  out of which a regular army of 30,000' men was to  
be maintained. Sentiment apart, the constitution of 177$ was  
of distinct benefit to Poland. It made for internal stability,  
order and economy, and enabled her to develop and husband  
her rasoutces, and devote herself uninterruptedly to the now  

burning question of national education. For the shock of the  
first partition was so far s&iutary that It awoke the public con-
science to a sense of the national Inferiority; stimulated the  

younger generation to extraordinary patriotic dices; and thus  

went far to produce the native reformers who were to do such  

wonders during the gnat quadrennial diet.  
It was the wound Turkish War of Catherine D. which gave  

patriotic Poland her last opportunity of te-establishing her  

independence. Tb. death of Frederick the Great (Aug. 17, 1786)  
completely deranged the balance of power in Europe. The  
longstanding accord between P,uiela and Russia came to an  

end, and while the latter drew nearer to Austria, the former  

began to look to the Western powers. In August 1787 Russia  

and Austria provoked the Porte to declare war against them both,  

and two months later a. defensive alliance was concluded be-
tween Prussia, England and Holland, as a counterpoise to the  
alarming preponderance of Russia. In June 1788 Gustavus III. 
of Sweden also attacked Russia, with 5 ο,οοο men, while In the  
south the Turks held the Muscovitc, at bay beneath the walls  
of Ochakov, and drove back the Austrian invaders into Transyl.  

yards. Prussia, emboldened by Russia's difficulties, now went  
so far as to invite Poland also to forsake the Russian alliance,  

and placed an army corps of 40,000 men at her disposal.  
It whs under these exceptional circumstances that the "four  

years' diet" assembled (Oct. 6, 5788). Its lenders, Stanislaw  

R.fwwd Malachowski, Hugo Kollontaj and Ignaty Polocki,  

the C... were men of character and capacity, and its measures  
were' correspondingly vigorous. Within a few months  Π

▪  

θα 	of Its assembling it had abolished the permanent  
council; enlarged the royal prerogative; raised the army  
to 55,000 men; established direct communications with the  
Western powers; rejected an alliance which Russia, alarmed  

at the rapid progress of events, had hastened to offer; declared  
its own session permanent; and finally settled down to the crucial  

task of reforming the constitution on modern lines. But the  
difficulties of the patriots were commensurate with their energies,  

and though the new conatitntion was (hefted so early as Dccciii-
ber 1789,11 Was not till May 1791 that it could safely be presented  
to the diet. Meanwhile Poland endeavoured to strengthen her  
position by an advantageous aW*sice wltji Prussia. Frederick  
William IL. stipulated, at first, that Poland should surrender  
Danzig and Thom, and Pitt himself endeavoured to persuade  
the Polish minhter Michal Eleopims Ogunski (1765-1833) that  

the protection of Prussia was worth the ,acriflce. But the Pole.  

proving obstinate, and Austria simultaneously displaying a  
disquieting intcrcft in the welfare of the Republic, Prussia, on  

's  PcI gulden'.s sllbergroecben.  
' At the my next diet, Ι776. the Poles thvmsetsca reduced the  

array to  11000  men.  

the soib of March trot, conclidad an slliatce with Poland which  
engaged the two powers to guarantee each other's possessions,  

and render mutual insistence In case either were attacked. . 
But external aid was useless so long as Poland was hampered  

by her anarchical cooa*JIution. Hitherto the proceeding, of  
the diet had not been encouraging.' The moat indispensable  
reforme had beesr frantically opposed, the debate on the re.  

organization of the army had alone lasted six months. It was  
only by an audacious surprise that KOIIOnLaJ and his associate. 
contrived to carry through the new constitution. Taking  
έdνatage of the Easter re, when most of the malcontents  

were out of town, they suddenly, on the 3rd of May, brought  
the whole quation before the diet and demanded urgency for 
it. Before the opposition could remonstrate; the marshal of  

the diet produced the latest foreign deapatches, which irnani-
mously predicted another partition, whereupon, at the solemn 
adjuration of Igisaty Potocki, King Stanislaus exhorted the  
deputies to accept the new constitution as the last means of  

saving their country, and himself set the example by swearing  
to defend It. 

The revolution ci the 3rd of May 1791 converted Poland Into  

an heredΊ tssy 5  limited monarchy, with ministerial responsibility  

and duennial parliaments. The  !ibrn,m  WI. and all the intricate  
and obatructive machinery 61 the anomalous old system were  

for ever abolished. All invidioua class distinctions were done  
away with. The franchise was extended to the towns. Serfdom  

was mitigated, preparatorily to Its entire abolition; absolute 
religious toleration was established, and every citizen declared  

equal before the lee.Frederick William II. ,omclelly  congralu.  
hued Stanlalaus ci' the success of "the happy revolution which  
has at last given Poland it "wise and regular government," and  

declared it should henceforth be his "chief care to maintain  

and confirm the ties which unite us." 'Cobenal, the Austrian  
eluiiiater at St Petersburg, writing to his court Immediately  
after the reception of the tidings at the Russian capital, desrtibes  

the empress as full of consternation at the Idea that Poland under  
an hereditary dynasty might once more become a considerable  

power. But Catherine, still In dimcultka, vss obliged to watch  
in silence the collapse of her party In Poland, and submit to the 
double humiliation of recalling her ambassador and withdrawing 
her army from the (*untry. Even when the peace of Jaasy 

‚(Jan. 9,  5792) finally freed her from the Turk, she waited  

patiently for the Ρc4lb malcontents to afford her it pretext and 
an opportunity for direct and decisive interference. She had not  

long to wait., The constitution of the 3rd of May had scarce  

been signed when Felix Potceld, Severin Rzcwvtkl and Xavier 
Branicki, three of the chief dignitarIes of Poland, hastened to 
St Pcteraburg, and there entered Into a secret conveiIIien  with 

 the empress, whereby she undertook to restore the old constitu-
tion by force of arias, but at the lame time promised to respect 
the territorial integrity of the Republic (hi the 14th of May  
1792 the conspirators formed a confederation, consisting, In 
the first iή stεnce, of only tea other persons, at the little town'  

of Targowica In the ukraine, protesting against the constitution 
of the 3rd of May as tyrannous and revolutionary, and at the 
same time the new Russian minister at Warsaw presented a 
formal declaration of war to the king and the diet. The diet  
met the crisis with dignity and firmness. The army was at once 
despatched to the frontier; the male population was called to 
arms, and Ignaiy Potocki was sent to Berlin to claim the assist-
ance stipulated  by the treaty ci the igth of March 179'.  ΤΙ  
king of Prussia, In direct violation Of all his oaths end promises,  

declined to defend a constitution which bad never had his 
"concurrence." Thus Poland was left entirely te R..b  
her one remixes.The little Polish army of 46,000  .,ws.awi 

 men, under Prince Joseph Ponlatow'kl and Tadeusa  
Ko'duszko,  did all that was possible 'under the 
circumstance.. For more than three months they ktpI  
back the invader, and, after winning three pitched battles,  
retired In perfect order on the capital (see Ponzaxowui, and  

' On the dcth of Stanislaeu the crown was to pass tolbt family  
of the elector of Sesony.  
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Kckimgxo).  But the £liig, mid even Kolloniaj, despairing  
of success, now acceded to the confederation; hostilities were  
suspended; the indignant omcers threw up their commissions;  
the rink arid we were distributed all over the country; the 
reformers Bed abroad; and the constitution of the 3rd of May 

 was abolished by the Turgowicians as 'a dangerous novelty."  
The Russians then poured into eastern Poland; the Prussian,,  
at the beginning of 1793, alarmed lest Catherine should appro-
pilate the whole Republic, occupied Great Polamt; and a 
diminutive, debased and helpless assembly met at Grodno In  
order, in the midst of a Russian army corps," to come to an 
amicable understanding" with the partitioning powers. After 
&e.dύί  every conceivable means of intimidation had been  
dine./ unscrupulously applied for twelve wcek, the second  

treaty of partition was signed at three o'clock on the  
morning of the 23rd of September  »ο.  By this  $'IIfm  

as the Polish pairiot' called it, Russia got all  
the eastern provinces of Poland, extending from Livoiva to 
Moldavls, comprising a quarter of a million of square miles, 
while Prussia got Dobrzyn, Kujavia and the greater pert of 
Great Poland, with 'Thorn and Danzig. Poland was now reduced  
to one-third of her erigmal dimensIons, with a population of  
aboulthreeandabalf milliona' . 

The focus of Polish nationality was now transferred from 
Warsaw, where the Targowicians and their Russian patrons 
▪ reigned supreme, to Leipzig, whither the Polish 

patriots, Ko&ciussko, KollonIaj and Ignaly Potocki 
among. the number, assembled from all quarters. From the  
Brat they meditated a national rising, but their ignorance,  
enthusiasm end simplicity led them to commit blunder alter 
blunder. The Brat of such blunders was Kokivazko'a mission 
to Paris, in January  η.  Be was full of the idea of a league  
of republics against the league Of sovereigns; but he was unaware 
that the Jacobins themselves were already considering the best  
mode of detaching Prussia, Poland's worst enemy, from the  
anti-French coalition. With a hypocrisy worthy of the diplo-
macy of " the tyrants," the committee of public safety declared  
that it could not support an insurrection engineered by arialo-
mats, and Kofduszko returned to Leipzig empty.handed. The  
nextbliinder of the Polish refugees was to allow themeless to be  
drawn into a premature rising by certain Polish omccrs in Poland  
who, to prevent the Incorporation of their regiment. In the 
Russian army, openly revolted and led their troops from Warsaw  
to Cracow. Kolciusako himself ωndemed their hastiness;  
but, when the Russian troops began to concentrate, his feelings  
grew tOo strong for him, and early in April he himself appeared  
at Cracow. In an instant the mutiny became a revolution.  
The details of the heroic but useless struggle will be found else-
where (see Rolcnranro, KOLLON'rAJ, Ροτοcκz, Wren, Do* 
uaowagz). Throughout April the Polish arms were almost 
universally successful The Russians were defeated in more 
than one pitched battle; three-quarters of the ancient territory 

 was recovered, and Warsaw end Vilna, the capitals of Poland  
arid Lithuania respectively, were liberated. Kotciusako was 
appointed dictator, and a supreme council was established  
to amist him. The Brat serious reverse, at Szcrckociny  
(June gl, was more than made up for by the successful defence 
of Warsaw against the Russians and Pruasians (July 9 10  
Sept. 6); but in the meantime the Inveterate lawlessness of 
'the Polta bad asserted itself, as usual, and violent and ceaseless  
dissensions, both in the supreme council and in the army, 
putrefied the superhuman efforts of the unfortunate but still  
undaunted dictator, The death-blow to the movement was  
the disaster of Madejowice (Oct. 10), and it expired amidst the 
manage ci Praga  (Oct. 29),  though the last Υοlish arniy corps  
did not capitulate till the 18th of November. Yet all the glory  
of the bitter struggle was with the vanquished, and if the  Poles, 
to the hit, had shown themselves children In the science of  
government, they had at least died on  ‚ ς  field of battle like 
man. The greed of the three partitioning powers very nearly  
led to a rupture between Austria and Prussia; but the tact 
and atat· φ. p of Iht empress of Russia £rially adjusted all  

difficulties. On the 24th of October 1795 Prueda aeresied to 
the Austeo-Ruaaian partition compact of the yd of Janmoy,  
and, the distribution of the conquered provinces rn.ι  
was finally regulated on the roth of October 5796. sue d  
By the third treaty of partition Austria had to be  '  
content with Western Galicia arid Southern Masovia; "  
Prussli leek Podlachia, and the rest of Masovia, with Waaa ν  
end Rusk. ell the rest. . . 

The immediate result of the third partition was in immerse  
emigration of the wore high-spirited Poles who, during the nest  
ten years, fought the battles ci the French Republic and el  
Napoleon all over Europe, but principally sgalng their owe  
enemies, the partitioning resets. They were known as tie  
Polish legions, and were commanded by the beat Polish generals,  
e.g.  Joseph Poniatowihi and Dombrowald. Only 1101/2U:10  
stood aloof. Even when, after the peace of .TIIaIt, the inde-
pendent grand.duchy of Warsaw was consinicted out of the 
central provinces of Prussian Poland, his distrust of Napoleris  
proved to be invincible. lie was amply justified by the coi.ne  
of events. Napoleon's anxiety to conciliate Russia eecιυaily 
prevented him from making Poland large and strong tiwagis  
to be aelf4uρροrting. The mud-duck,  Of Warsaw oilgimlly  
consisted of about 1850 sq. in., to which Western Gal-cia  
and Cracow, about poo sq. in. most, were added in ιeοα.  
The grand-duchy was, from first to last, a mere rec τυiιiπg-gτousd  
for the French emperor. Its army sus limited, on paper, us  
30,000 men; but in January ι8ιa 6,oοο, and in November  
the same year g,οοo recruits were drawn from it. The ret-
stltution of the little state was dictated by Napoleon,  and, 
subject to the exigencies of war, was on the French model. 
Equality before the law, absolute religious toleration and led 
autonomy, were Its salient features. The king of Sanony, us 
grand-duke, took the initiative in all legislative matters; bus  
the administration was practically controlled by the Freud,.  

(R.N.B.)  
The Congress  ZCsng'om, 1813-1863.—The Grand Duch,  ef 

Warsaw perished with the Grand Army in the retreat from  
Moscow In . χ8χ. The Polish troops had taken a crude.=  
part in the Invasion of Russia, arid their share ft She ρΙwιde ί-4 
of Smolensk and of Moscow bad intensified the racial haind  
felt for them by the Russians. Those of them who ‚nrn'vd  
or escaped the disasters of the retreat Bed belpee the tsar's army  
and followed the fortunes of Napoleon in 1813 and 1814. The 
Russians occupied Warsaw on the  z8tb  of February 18:3 sad 
overran the grand duchy, which thus came into their ρ ssrea, 
by conquest. Some of the Poles continued to hope 

 

that Alexander would remember his old favour for mestωeme 
them, and would restore their kingdom under his  
own rule. Nor was the tsar unwilling to erieneosge ibar  
delusion. Be himself cherished the desire to re-establish 
the kingdom for his own advantage. /is early as the 136 el 
January 1813 he wrote to assure his former favourite ad ma. 
lidant, Prince Adam Czartoryski, that, "Whatever the Wier 
do now to aid in my success, will at the same time 5mw .r 
forward the realization of their hopes." But the schemes '.  

Alexander could be carried out only witk the en-aperstim 
of other powers. They refused to consent to the 5''·'e ri  
Saxoiiy by Prussia, and other territorial arrairgesnena wtkh  
would have enabled him to unite all Poland in his  TseCne·  
own band. By the final act of the Congress ci νωs 
Vienna, signed on the 9th of June ι8z5 Poland was 
divided between Prussia, Austria and Russia, with one tzi&g 
exception: Cracow with its population of ό r,οοο was creme.:  
into a republic embedded in Galicla. Posen and Genes, 'ci  
a population of &gee°, were left  Ιο  Prussia. Austria remise  
in possession of Galicia with its s,poo,000 inhabitants. Litkiraa..a  
and the Ruthenian Palatinates, the spoil of former paxtiliona.  
continued to be incorporated with Russia. The remnant  wan 
constituted as the so-called Congress Kingdom under the 
emperor of Russia as king (tsar) of Poland. It bad beer, arips. 
later! by the Final Act that the Poles ender foreiga eels  shreW  
be endowed with institutions to preserve their ιsa Ι"naί te','.,  
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according to such forms Of  politIcal  existence as the governments  
to which they belong shall think fit  Ιο  allow them.  

Alexander, who had  • .enthnentsl  regard for freedom, so  
long as ii war obedient  ιο  himself, had promised the Poles a  
• j. constitution in April  ι8i5  in a letter to  Ostrov.  
.ma Cos.  skiy,  the president of the senate at Warsaw.  His  

s'ΙSatba,  promise was publicly proclaimed on the 25th of  
'"  May, and was  reamrmed  in the  Zamok  or palace at 
Warsaw and the cathedral of St John on the 20th of June. 
The constitution thus promised war duly draft ed, and was  
signed on the  30ιh  of November. It contained ι65 articles  
divided under seven heads. The kingdom of Poland was 
declared to be united to Russia, in the pe rson of the tsar, as 
a separate political entity. The kingdom was the Congress 
Kingdom, for the vague promises of an  extensioD  to the east  
which Alexander had made to the Pol es  were never fulfilled  
Lithuania and the Ruthenian Palatinates continued to be 
incorporated with Russia as the Western Provinc es  and were 
divided from the Congress Kingdom by a customs barrier till  
the reign of Nicholas I. The kingdom of Poland thus defined 
was to have at its bead a lieutenant of the emperor  (namw$isik),  
who must be a member of the Imperial house or a Pole. The  
first bolder of the  olTice,  General  Zajonczek  (1752-1836), was 
a veteran who had served Napoleon Roman Catholicism was 
recognized as the religion Of the state, but other religions were  
tolerated. Liberty of the Press was promised subject to The 
passing of a law to restrain its abuses. individual liberty, the 
use of the Polish language in the law courts, and the exclusive 
employment of Poles  in the civil government were  securtd  by 
the constitution. The machinery of government was framed 
of a council of state, at which the Imperial government was 
represented by a  commi*sioner  plenipotentiary, and a diet 
divided into a senate composed of the princes of the blood, the 
palatines and councillors named for life, and a house of  mmiii  
elected for seven years, 77  chosen by the  "dietines"  of the 
nobles, and 51  by the commons. The diet was to meet every  
other year for a session of thirty days, and was to be renewed 
by thirds every two years. Poland retained its flag, and a 
national army based on that which had been raised by and had 
fought for Napoleon. The command of the army was given  
to the emperor's brother Constantine, a man of somewhat 
erratic character, who did much to offend the Poles by violence,  
but also a good deal  ιο  please them by his marriage with Johanna  
Grudzinska,  a Polish lady afterwards  created Πrincess Lwicz, 

 for whose sake he renounced his right to the throne of Russia  
(see  CoNsTANTmE Psvs.ovxcsi).  

The diet met three times during the reign of Alexander, in 
 ι8ιδ,  in  i8ao  and in 1825, and was on all three occasions opened  

by the tsar, who was compelled to address his subjects in French, 
since he did not speak, and would not learn, their language. 

 Τι  is highly doubtful whether, with the best efforts on both sides, 
a constitutional government could have been worked by a 
Russian autocrat, and an assembly of men who inherited the 
memories and characters of the Poles. In fact the tsar and the 
diet soon quarrelled. The Poles  would not abolish the jury to 
please the tsar, nor confo rm  as he wished them to do to the 
Russian law of divorce. Opposition soon arose , and as Alexander  
could not understand a freedom which differed from himself, 
and would not condescend to the use of corruption, by which 
the ancient Polish diets had been managed, he was driven to 
use force. The third session of the diet-130ι  of May to  ι th 

 of June 1825—was a mere formality.  .Α11  publicity was sup-
pressed, and one whole district was disfranchised because It 
persisted in electing candidates who were disapproved of at 
court. On the other hand, the Poles were also to blame for 
the failure of  constItutional  government. They would agitate 
by means of the so-called National Masonry, or National 
Patriotic Society as it was afterwards called, for the restoration 
of the full kingdom of Poland. The nobles who dominated the 
diet did nothing to remove the most crying evil of the country—
the miserable Slate of the peasan ts, who had been freed from  
personal serfdom by Napoleon in 1807, but were being steadily  

Χ 1  lb  

driven from their holdings by the landlords. In spit, of the 
general prosperity of the country due to peace, and the execution  
of public works mostly at the expense of Russia, the state of 
the agricultural class grew, if anything, worse.  

Yet no open breach occurred during the reign of Alexander, 
nor for five years after his death in 1815. The  Decembrig 
specimen in Russia had little or no echo in Poland. On the  
death of  Zajonczeli  in *836, the grand duke Constantine be-
came Imperial lieutenant, and his  administratIon,  
though erratic, was not unfavourable to  displaysaiisecas.  
of Polish nationality. The Polish army bad fro αα  
share in  ihe  Turkish War of 1829, largely, it is said, at  
the request of Constantine, who loved parades and thought 
that war was the rain of soldiers. No attempt was made to 
profit by the  tmbaτrassments οf  the Russians In their war with 
Turkey. A plot to murder Nicholas at his coronation on the  
24th of May 029  was not carried out, and when he held the 
fourth diet on the 30th of May 1830, the Pole, made an osten-
tatious show of their nationality which Nicholas was provoked 
to describe as possibly patriotic but certainly not civil. Never-
theless, he respected the settlement of 1815. In the mean time  
the Patriotic So ciety had divided into a White or Moderate 
party and a Red or Extreme party, which was subdivided Into 
the Academies or  Repubhcata  and the Military or Terrorists.  
The latter were very busy and were  auppoeted by the Roman 
Catholic Church, which did little for the Prussian Pol es  and  
nothing for the Austrian Poles, but was  sctive  in harassing the 

 acbismatical  government of Russia.  
The outbreak of the French Revolution in 1830 and  ihg 

 revolt of Belgium produced a great effect in Poland. The spread  
of a belief, partly justified by the language of  Ριααι  
Nicholas, that the Polish army wo uld be used to  Rb111ο1 
coerce the Belgians, reused greet irritation, At last, tasa, . 

on the 291h 01  NOvember  1830, a military revolt took place  in 
Warsaw accompanied by the murder of the minister of war, 

 Hauke,  himself a Pole, and other loyal officers. The extra-
ordinary weakness of the grand duke allowed the rising to gather 
strength. He evacuated Warsaw and finally left the country, 
dying at Vitebsk on the 57th of June 1831 (tee  Cοsiετ aτυqχ  
PAVLovICR).  The war lasted from January till September 1831.  
The fact that the Poles  posetased  a well-drilled army of 23,800 
fool, 6800 horse mid 108 guns, which they w ere able to recruit  
to a total strength of 80,821 men with  ι8  guns, gave solidity 
to the rising. The Russians, whe bad endeavoured to over-
awe Europe by use report of their immense military power,  
had the utmost  dlmculty  in putting  ι e,00ο  men into the field, 
yet iii less than a year, tinder the leadership of  I)iebiiscb,  and 
then of  Paikevich,  they mastered the Poles, On the political  
and administrative side the struggle of the Poles was weakened 
by the faults which had been the rain of their kingdom—
faction pushed to the point of anarchy, want of discipline, 
intrigue and violence , as shown by the abominable massacre  
which took place in Warsaw when the defeat of the army was  
known. The Poles bad begun by protesting that they only 
wished to defend their rights aga inst the tsar, but  tbey  soon 
proceeded to proclaim his deposition. Their appeal to the 
powers of Europe for prot ection was inevitably disregarded.  

When the Congress Kingdom had been  reconquered  it was 
 immediately reduced to the position of a Russian province.  

No remnant of Poland's separate political existence  P*5d a  
remained save the minute republic of Cracow.  Rw&lis  
Unable to acquiesce sincerely In Its insignificance 
and even unable to enforce its neutrality, Cracow was a 
centre of disturbance, and, after Russia, Prussia, and Austria 
bad in 1846 agreed to its suppression, was finally occu- 
pied by Austria on the 6th of November  ι88,  as a consequence 
of the troubles, more agrarian than political, which  convulaed  
Galicia. The admin istration established by Nicholas 1. in  
Russian Poland was harsh and aimed avowedly at destroying 
the nationality, and even the language of Poland. The Polish  
universities of Warsaw and Vilna were suppressed, and the  
Students compelled  Ιο  go to St Petersburg and  F.iev.  Polish  
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recruits were distributed In  Ressian  regiments, and the use of  
the  Rusaan  language was enforced as far as  ρο sib Ιe  in the civil  
admrniatsalion aad  in the law courts. The customs barrier  
between Lithuania and the former Congress Kingdom was  
removed, in the hope that the influence  cl  Russia would  'pread  
more easily over Poland.  Α  very hostile policy was adopted  
against the Roman Catholic Church. But though these measures  
cowed the Poles, they failed to  achiev,  their main purpose.  
Polish  n.tionil sentiment was net destroyed, but intensified.  
it even  spread to Lithuania. The failure of Nicholas was In  

good part due so mistaken measures of what he hoped would  
be conciliation. He supported Polish students at Russian 

 irnlversitiea  on condition that they then spent a number of 
year. in the public service. It was the hope of the emperor 
that they would then become united in interest with the Russians. 
But these Polish  officials  made use of their positions to aid 
their countrymen, and were grasping and corrupt with patriotic  
intentions.  Tb.  Poles  in Russia,  whe ιh τ  at the universities 
or in the public service, formed an element which refused to 
assimilate with the Russian.. In Poland itself the her left  
much of the Current civil administration in the hands of the 

 i'oblea,  whose power over their peasants was hardly diminished 
and was misused as of old. The Polish exiles who filled Europe  

niter 1830 intrigued from abroad, and maintained a constant  
agitation. The stem government of  ΝichοΙ a  was, however, 
So far effective that Poland remained quiescent during the  
Crimean War, in which many Polish soldiers fought In the Russian  
army. The Russian government felt safe enough  ιο  reduce  
the garrison of Poland largely. It was not till 1863, eight years  
'ftcr the death of the tsar in 1855, that the last attempt of  

the Poles to achieve independence by arms was mad,.  
The rising *1 1863 may without injustice be said to be due  

to the more humane policy of the tsar Alexander  Π. Εaile  
were allowed to  teturu  to Poland, the Church was  

Ιe ρτορltiated,  the weight of the Russian  admInistration  
was lightened, police min as to passports were  

relaxed, and the Poles were allowed to form an agricultural 
society and to meet for a common purpose for the feat time  
after many years. Poland in short shared in the new era  cl  milder  
rule which began In Russia. In April  ι856  Alexander II. was  
crowned king in the Roman  .Csthollc  cathedral of  Wmiaw, 

 and addressed a flattering speech to his Polish subjects in French,  

for he too could not speak their lan guage. His  warning,  "  No 
nonsense, gentlemen"  (Porni  tie 'becks, Μrnieυrή ,  was taken 
in very ill part, and it was perhaps naturally, but beyond question 
most unhappily, the truth that the  ts&r's  concessions only served 
to encourage the  ΡοΙeέ  to revolt, and to produce a strong Russian  
reaction against his liberal policy. As the Poles could no longer 
dispose clan army, they were unable to assail Russia as openly  

as In 183ο.  They had  recourSe  to the so-called  "unarmed  
agitation," wh ich was in effect a policy of constant provocation  
designed to being on measures  of repression to be rep resented  
ό  Europe as examples  of Russian brutality. They began in  
1860  at the funeral of the widow of General  Scbinski,  killed in  
!  830, and on the  ath οf  February  0161  they led to the se-celled  
Warsaw  m.atacres,  when the troops tired on a  crοwιΙ  which 
refused to disperse. The history of the agitation which cul-
minated in the disorderly rising of 1863 is one of intrigue, sorrel  
agitation, and in the end of sheer terrorism by a secret society, 
which organized po litical  assassioation.  The weakness of the 
Russian governor, General  Gorcbakov,  In 186Ι  was a repetition  
of the feebleness of the Grand Duke Constantine in 1830. He  

allowed the Poles who organized the demo nstration of the 
 27112  of February to form a kind of prov isional government.  

Alongside of such want of firmness as this were, however, to be 
 found such measures  of  m.tirned represaion  as the οrdet given in 

 τ8όο  to the  agή cυltυral  society not to discuss the question of the 
settlement of the peasants on the land. Concession and repres-
sion were employed alternately. The  Poleg,  encouraged by the  
bite and exasperated by the other, finally broke into the partial  

revolt of  ι863-1864.  It was a struggle of ill-armed partisans,  
who were never even numerous, against regular troop., and was  

marked  by is. real battle.  'Ilte  suppression of the rising ens  
followed by a return to the hard methods of Nicholas. The 

 Ροlib  nobles, gentry and Church—the educated  classes generally 
—were crushed, it must, however, be not ed  that one class  
of the measures taken to punish the old gove rning part of the 
population of Poland btu been very favourable to the majo rity. 
The peasan ts  were freed in  Lithυala,  and in Poland proper 
much was done to improve their position. The Russian govern-
ment has benefited by their comparative prosperity, and by the  
incurable hatred they continue  ιο  feel for the classes which were  
once their oppressors. The national history of Poland doses with 
the rising of 1863. (0.  Η.)  

Β 'sιιοcg ρυγ.—Ρbe  best general history of Poland is still  jfarl  
Sztuski's monumental  H!story of Poland according to the latest Inns-
i'golions  (4  vole., P01., Lemberg, 1 865-1866), a  wώ k  which has all  
the authority of careful criticism and easy scholarship. It adopts.  
ihrqughout,  the  conservative.monarch,cal  standpoint.  Siujski's  
book  11.13  superseded even  joachim Lclewels  learned  R,,Ioe  of 
Poland (Pot.. Brussels,  1837), of which there are excellent French  

(Paris, 1844) sad German  (LeIpzig, 1 846) editions. The best coo-
temporary general history is August  SokοΙ wskχ 'a ΙΙΙιΙrakd ihss'wy  

of Polasd (l'oL,  Vienna, 1896-1900). The beg independent Germ=  
history of Poland is, on the whole.  Roepcll  (Richard) and  Cars's  
(Jakab) Gesch'chfe Points (Hamburg and Gotha.  1890-1$88).  
Scholars desiring to explore for themselves the sources of Polish  
history from the nth century to the  '8cl'  have immense fields of  
research lying open before them in the Ada  hsstoesc'  em  geslas  
Polonwe rllsairaslia 078. &c.), the  S'riptorc.s rent,. polO,Twarxa  
(‚872, &c.), and the  liisiorrcal Disserialions (Π01.,  1874.  &ς.).  α π  there  

ΙΙect οns  published, under the most ca reful editorship, by the  
University  cl  Cracow. To the seine order belong  Ludwik FmbrI'  
F'snles  remiss  (idο*str,m (Lemberg. 190', dc.),  and the  innuaveable  
essays and articles in The Historical Quarterly Reiww of Poland (I'd.  

Lcmbcrg,  1887 . dc.). The soundest history of Lithuania. before its  
union with Poland, is still  Lelewel'.  History of Lrt!,uanrn ( Pot,  

Leipzig. '839), of wh ich a French  isamlaclois  was published at Paris  
in 1 861. Proceeding to the either history of Poland.  Lelewels  
Poland in the Middle Ages (4 vole.. Posen, 1 846- 1851) is still  a 
standard work, though the greatest authority on Polish antiquities  

is now  Tadcusz Wojciechowski,  who unites astounding learning  
with a perfect style. His  Ilnslorie*l Sketches 4  the Bewusk Carl ury  

(P01., Cracow, 1 904) is a very notable work. Karol  Szsjnocha's  
great monograph, justly described as "a pearl of historical  b ιeτ-
ture." Jadwiga and Jagiello (4 vols.. Lemberg. 1 860 , the result a'  
twelve years of exhaustive study, is our best authority on the first  
union between Poland and Lithuania. On the other hand.. his  

Bokdaas the Bold. ire. (Lemberg. 18 59) would now be  axiabdored  
too romantic and picturesque. The  ιe Ιa ι ioπs  between Poland.  
Prussia and Livonia are  ade υa ιcΙγ  dealt with by two sound  G'rst.sa  
books, Theodor  Schicmann  a  Russland, Poles teed Lidand his 'is  
xviii. Jakrkimderf  (Berlin, 1885-1887) and Max  Pesibach's Π rest-
nιc6-ρσό ι:Ιιάs Stsulies  (Hall.. 1 866). A good guide to the  bisι iγ  
of ,the jagicilonic period.  1 586-1572. is also  Adoil Pawrnsks's ΡοΙ5s,d 
is the silk Century (P01..  War,a'e,  ‚883- ι8815).  Of the  numerass  
works relating to the reign of the heroic Stephen  Bhthory.  ι5;5-
'586.  Ignaty janicki',  Ada kiston'c em ;esters  9ύρ*αni Ba'ksso'  
*vslmalda  (Cracow, 18$0, and Paul  Pierisng's  11'.  erbiergje 'me*. 
*el lilies  Ia Pdojss  '1 in Russi' ι8ι-ι&ι  (Brussels,  x$go)  can be  
recommended. The best Polish work on the subject is  Wii'cei'iy  
Zakrzewski's  7" Reign of Stephen Bilker7  (Pot.. Cracow,  'SS;L  
Of the books relating to the Polish Vase, the moss notable is  Sza-
nocha'.  Ten Yaws of  our H'ioi'y, 1646-1648 (Lemberg, 1 865).  
which deals exhaustively with the lit tle-known but  retnartcatin  
attempt (the last practical attempt of its kind) of Ladislaus IV.  ω  
abolish the incurably vicious Polish Constitution.  Αιισtbeτ  first-
class work, relating to the mime  pesiod srnl dea Ιisg_.ρedόcaΙΙy with 
the mode of warfare of heroic  Ρσbd'  is  Jόsef Trecisk.  History  

of the War of Chses,.  (Ρ01, Lembeug,  1893). For works relating ca  
the  Sob,esk,an,  Saxon and  Partit'onal  periods of Polish  hiswiy.  
the reader is referred to the bibliographical notes appended to the  
biographies of John ill., king of Poland, Μ kiss!  Czartory*i, Stains-  
huts II..  Tademe Andmj Kohrivazko, Jdaef Poaiamsexki.  and the  
other chief octets of these periods. But the following additional  

authorities should also be noted.  (ι) Lelewel's  History of the Reis  

of Sisinislaus Augustus (P01., Warsaw. 1 831; Er. ed.. Pans,  0339%  
the book is important as being based on unpublished memoirs in the  
exclusive possession of the  autho?a  family. (p)  Mesninbj.r Ike 
Jhsls,y of Ike last otxlury  of  the Re ρabΙla1  by S.  Korwia (Cracnw. 
1890). (,)  Die klzi' polnische .ifdrngsi.ald,  by  lisymon Askenasy  
(Cracow,  1882-1886).  ()  The extremely valuable  Prrac' Rqstst  

sπ Poland by  Aleksander Kraunhar  (Warsaw, 1900),  olie  of the  mcse  
thorough of  contempemry  Polish historians.  Inuimierabfle  are the  
works relating to the  Pai·titioiiai  period.  Perhap.  the bra of ad  
is  Walesy  Jan Kaliuka's  great work in (oar  νοΙυmiss Dec νieή akeτιr 
pdnisch.e Reic h:'01 (Berl,n,  1896-1898).  Kaliska  is, however, fir  
too severe upon the patriots and much too indulgent tensing  
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ICing Stanislaus.  Albert  S ιeΙ'ι  In Qses$ni d'Ovi'si$ ass XVII,..  
sibds  (Pang. 1889)1. lucid and accurate, but somewhat  supertciaL  
Wolfgang Michael's  Engtands Sedus'ng 55, crska T&ssg Po&'nj  
(Ηambw.  5890) I. of especial interest to Englishmen.  Masyan  
Dubieeki •  Karol  Ρ,οτ. r  (P01..  Cracov,  1897) shows with what  
.cIf-sncriltcing  devotion the gentry and people supported  Kohein..  
szko'.  rising. For more complete bibliography see Josef  Korzeniow.  
aki', Cis'aiogsis ado,'mis  '1  docume,starum res gcstas Poionio,s  digs. 
Iran5ium  (Cracow, 1889), and  Ludwik  Finkel'. Bibliography of  ΡΙυh 
History (P01»  Lemberg. 189 0. For the period 1815- 1863 see  sl.o  
Ν. Α.  Day. The Rssssses Corerwm'nt Isi  Poland  (ί n4οa,  5867)1  
Theodor  Schiemansi. Ri'ssirnid unto, Kaiser ZI&kolaus  Ζ..  vol.  L  
(lIerlin.  1904).  

ρουsn χ.ιmaτνιε  
The Polish language belongs to the western branch of the  

Slavoroc  tongues, and exhibits the closest  dinities with the 
Czech or Bohemian and  Lusaijasi  Wendish. Unlike the people  
of other Slavonic  countries5  the Poles are comparatively .poor  
in popular and  kgendasy  poetry, but such compositions un-
doubtedly existed m early times, as may be seen by the writings  
of their chroniclers; thus Callus translated  Ιιο  Lath' a poem  
written on  Boleslaus  the Brave, and a few old Polish songs are 
included In  Wojcicki'a  Library of  As'ienl  Writers.  Α  great deal 
of the early literature written in Poland is in Latin. The earliest  
apecimen  of the Polish language is the so-called Psalter of Queen  

Margaret,  discovtrod  In  χ8,6  at the convent of St  Floitan.  The 
date of the manuscript appea rs  to be the middle of the 14th 

 esntury, and probably In its present loom It is only a copy of a 
much older text, there is also a translation of the  8(11db  psalm 
belonging to the 13th  century.1  The ancient Polish hymn of war 

 sosig,  Pins Boga Rodzica,  was an address to the Virgin, sung by 
the  Polea *hen about to fight. The oldest manuscript of this  

production is dated 5408, and is preserved at Cracow By a 
legend which subsequently grew up the composition of it  waS 

 assigned to St  Adalbes·t.  John  Lodzla,  bishop of Posen from 
1335 to 1346, composed several religious songs In Latin.  

The next  mόmιment  of Polish literature to  whkh  we come is 
 the Bible of Queen  Sophla  or Bible of  Szaroazpats]c.  It is im-

perfect,  siid  only contains the early books, viz, the Pentateuch, 
Joshua, Ruth and Kings; there are, however, fragments of three 
others. It is said to have been written for Sophia, the fourth 
wile of  Jagiello,  about the year 1455. It has been edited with  
great care by  )Iaieckl.  Five religious songs In Polish dating 
from the 15th century have been preserved; they am ascribed 
to Andrew  SΙορsιchwskΙ,  prior of the monastery of' the Holy 
Cross on  Lysa Gό ra.  There is also the fragment of a hymn in  
praise of  Wyclilfe.  To these fragments may be added the prayer-
book of a certain  Waclaw,  a sermon on marriage, lend some 
Polish glosses. These are all the existing memorials of the Polish  

language before the  ibth  century.  
Perhaps a few words should be said concerning the writers  

in Latin.  )lartln  Callus lived in Poland between  το  and 1135.  
From his name he has been supposed by some to  

• have been a Frenchman or Walloon, and we must  
remember that Poland swarmed at that time with  

foreign ecclesiastics  L ΙewcΙ.  the Polish historian, considers  
that it is merely a translation into Latin of some such 
name as  Ks'ra,  signifying "a fowl." Others suppose him to 
have been ass Italian, or a monk from the convent of St Gall in 
Switzerland. He  ba&  plenty of legends to tell us, and writes  
altogether in a poetical style, so that his prose seems to fall 
into rhythm  uncosiOcioualy.  His quotations from the 'classics, 

 Sallust, Lucius and others, show the extent of his .reading. 
Gallus  waa  followed by Matthew  Chsolewa  and Vincent  Ksdlubek, 

 two bishops of Cracow, and  Bogufal  or  Boguchwal (Gottlob), 
 bishop of  Pewn,  who all used Latin. The work of  Kadlubek 

 is more ornate in diction than that of  Bogufal,  and for a long time 
 ci.jisyed  great popularity. He was born in sine, educated at  

the university of Paris, and died in Poland in τττ3 as a Cistercian  
monk. His Latin, like that of  Gallts,  is far from classical,  
but he writes With spirit end throws s good deal of light upon  

?he Psalter I. called after Margaret, the first wife of King  

Louia,  who died in 1349, by a mere con ecture.  Cam thinks it 
snare mind* that the book bsbsnged  to Iiiary,  his daughter.  

the events of his time. The  educatkis  .1 the  cmmtsy  via  whefly  
in the hands of the ecclesiastic., many of whom ware foreigners.  

In this way we must explain the great prevalence of the Latin  

language. Such a system would be sure. to stifle all national  

outgrowth , and accordingly we have  ahiong  the Poles  ποne οΙ  
those early monuments of the language which  otties'  countries  
boast. For instance, there are no  hi/Set  or legendary poems,  
such as are found among the Rustiest, al though many passages  
in the ancient chroniclers from their poetical colouring seem to 
be borrowed from old songs or legends, and the first verses of  
some of these composition. have been preserved. Mention  

may here be mad, of other chroniclers such as Martin the Pole 
 (Polossua),  who died in 1579 or  *Ss,  snd  Jan of  Czarnkow,  who 

died in 1389; the latter  wa,  the historian and panegyrist of  
Casimir the Great. With the reign of Casimir III. (1333 -t37ο) 

 snug be associated the statutes of Wishes.  Jadwiga,  the wife 
of  Jagleilo,  was mainly instrumental in creating the university 
of Cracow, which received a cha rter in 1364, but did not' cerise 
into  eflective  existence till its reconstitution In 1400. In this  
institution for many years all the great men of Poland  wet's 

 trained—amongothezaGregoryofSiinok, Diugoazand  Copernicus.  
Casimlr  the Great may be said to have laid the foundation of 
this university. Having obtained the consent of  Poph.UrbailV., 

 be established at Cracow a  sludiumgmserai'  on 'the model of the 
university of Bologna. It consisted of three faculties—Roman 
law, medicine and philosophy. But the  sristoctatic  youth still  
preferred frequenting the  universitie,  of Prague,  Psdua  and  
Pails, and accordingly the newly founded stadium languished.  
Jadwiga,  however, obtained from  Bosuiface  IX. permission to 
crease a new chair, that Of theology; and the  imivereity  of  Craco" 

 was remodelled, having been reorganized on the same  bazis 
 as that of Pails. Another university was founded later at Vilna  

by  Bltory,  and one at  Zamoid  by the chancellor  Zainoyski. 
 There were  siso  good schools in various places, such as the  

Collegium Lubrsnskiego  of Risen and the school of St Mat)' at 
Cracow. In the year 1474  &  press was setup in the latter city, 
where  GUnther Reiner printed the first book. The Seat press  

from which books In the Polish language appeared was that of 
 Rieronymus Wietor,  a Silesian, who  commenced poblishing  in  

• Α  few fragments printed in Polish had appeared  be1οτ  
this, as the Lord's Prayer in the statutes of the bishops of  Brealau  
in 5475,  thestoty  of Pope Urban in Latin, German and Polish 
in 1903,  &c.; but the first complete work in  tLe  Polish language  
appeared from the press of this printer '1 Cracow in  ι a ι, undsr 
the title, Speeches of the Wise King Solomon. Die translation 
was executed by Jan  Koazycki,  as the printer informs us In 
the preface, and the work is dedicated to Anna  Wojaicka,  the  
wife of a  castellan.  In  ,aa,a  Polish translation of  Eccksisstc,  
appeared from that press, and before the conclusion of that year 
The Life 0 Christ, with woodcuts, translated  intb  Polish by  
Balthasar Opec.  Many other presses were soon  eslpbllslued.  
Printers of remit* at Cracow, during the  rό th  and beginning 01  
the  t71h  century, were  Sybenelchcr  and  PiotrkowcSyk.  

Little as  yethad  been produced in Polish, as the chroniclers  
stilt  adhertd  to Latin; and here mention must be made of Jess 

 Dlugoiz, who called himself Longinus. He was bishop  Dbχem  of  Lrmberg , the capital of Galicia. and has left us α νετυ  
valuable history which has merits of style and shows considerable 
research. So anxious was Dingoes to make his work as perfect  

as he could that he learned Russian so as to be able to rend the'  

Chrο ίde  of Nestor. The best part of his book Is that which 
treats of the period between 1386  and 1480. About  τοο  was  
written an Interesting little work entitled " Memoirs of a Polish 

 Janlseaiy" (Pamssisikj ίσ,wχαrα polaka).  'Although  wtllteii 
 in the Polish language, it was probably the production of a 

Serb,  Μ1chιΙ Conatantinovich  of  Ostrovilza.  He was 'taken 
prisoner by the Turks in 1455 end served ten years among the 

 Janissanes,  after which. he escaped into Hungary. About' 
this time also flourished Nicholas  Coperidcua,  a native of  Thofn, 

 one of the few Poles who have made themselves known  beycad 
 the limits of their country. 

The Poles call the period between τ 348  and  006 their golden  
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age. Poland was the grad lend of  esstem  Europe, and owing  
to the universal toleration encouraged by the government,  
Proteatantism  was widely spread. Many of the chief nobility 
were  Cslvmists,  and the  Socini  came to reside in the country.  
All this, however, was to pass away under the great Jesuit re-
action. At  Itakow  in Poland was published the  ‚hi'm  of  
the  Sodnian  doctrines  in  ιόο.  The Jesuits made their appear.  
snce  In Poland in 1564, and soon succeeded in getting the  
schools of the country into their hands. Besides extirpating the 
various sects of Protestants, they also busied themselves with 
destroying the Greek Church in Lithuania. Latin poetry  was 
cultivated with great  aucmm  by Clement  Janicld (ιι6-ι g),  
but the earliest poet of repute who wrote in Polish Is  Rej  of  
NasJowice  (1505-5 569). Alter a somewhat Idle youth be betook  
himself to poetry. He was a Protestant, and among other  
religious works translated the  Prahina.  His best work was  
Zs'ie,'iedJo ado sywol pocsciweg. 'sbwi'ka  (The Mirror or 
Life of an Honourable  Msn)—a  somewbit  tedious didactic  
niece. He was also the author of a kind Of play—a mystery'  
we may term it, and productions of this sort seem to have been  
common In Poland from a very early time—entitled Life of  
Joseph in Egy$.  This piece Is interesting merely from an  
antiquarian point of view; there is but little poetry In it. It 
teems with anachronisms; thus we have mention of the mass  
,nd  organs, and also of a German servant Lucas  Goirsicici  
4527-1603)  wrote many  historicsl  works, and  Dsoraagis  
jIdSki,  an imitation of the  Co,1e'iano of Castiglione. 

Jan  Κοchanοwrki 1  (ιο-ι8),  called the prince of Polish  
poets, came of a poetical family, having a brother, a cousin 

and a nephew who all enriched the literature of κιιαιιmenm 
ski 	their country with some productions.  Rochanowaki  

studied for some time at the university of Padua, 
and also resided in Paris, where he made the acquaintance of 

 RonsarxL  Returning to Poland, he became in 1564 secretary  
to  Sigismund  Augustus. He has left The Game of  Chess,  
an imitation of Vida, and  Proporze' e!bo hold pruski  (The  
Standard or Investiture of Prussia), where be describes the 
fealty done by Albert of Brandenburg to  Sigismund  Augustus. 
He also executed a translation of the Psalms. He wrote a 
play—a piece of one act, with twelve scenes—The  Despaich  
of Ike Greek Ambc,ssadors.  It is written in  rhymelcss  dye-foot  
Iambica,  and Is altogether a product of the Renai ssance, 
reminding us of some of the productio ns  of George Buchanan. 
Rhyme Is employed In the  chorusea  only. It was acted 
on the marriage of the chancellor Jan  Zamoyski  with Christine 

 Radziwill,  in the presence of Ring Stephen and his wife, 
at  Ujasdowo  near Warsaw in 1578. The poet's most popular  
work, however, is his  Treny  or "Lamentations," written 
an the death of his daughter Ursula. These beautiful elegies  
have been justly praised by  Mickiewkx;  they arc enough  tO  
✓aise  Kochanowski  far above the level of a merely  artidciai  
poet. Besides poems in Polish, he also wrote some in Latin. 
It will be observed that we gel this double-aided authorship 
in many Polish writers. They composed for an exclusive and 
learned circle, certainly not for the Jew, the German trader of  
the town, or the utterly illiterate peasant. It may be said  
with truth of  Kochanowskithat,alihough  the  formof  his poetry  
is classical and imitated from class ical writers, the matter is  
Polish, and there is much national feeling in what be has left 

 isa.  Mention must also be made of his epigrams, which he styl ed 
"Trilies "(Fraszki);  they are full of  apirit  and geniality. Sun-
bless  Grochowsiti  (ι".-τ6ι r)  was a priest; but his poetry  
is of little merit, although he was celebrat ed  in his time as a  
writer of panegyrics His satire  Babie 11.1. (The Women's 
Circle) gave  odence  on account of its personalities. A great  
partisan of the Catholics in the time of  Sigismund  III. was  
Caapar Miaakowski,  whose  W ύrΙda Wioszbonowska  (Farewell  
to his Native Country) deserves mention.  Szarzyiaski,  who 
died young in 1584  deserves notice as having introduced the  

I Hjs  collected works were printed In  τ58•  they wren many 
times reprinted, the best edition being that oi  Warsaw (4  vola, 

 1884). His life was written by  Prayborowaki  (Posen, t85;).  

sonnet to the Poles.  Tbis  species of poetry was afterward ta le 
carried to great perfection by  Mickiewicz  and  Gaszynshi.  

Szymonowicz (τ554-1624)  was a writer of goad  pistouk 
 Although they are Imitated from classical writers, he ha  

introduced many scenes of national life, which be  
describes with much vigour. Among the beat, axe  
"The Lovers," "The  Resρeτ,"  and "The Cake"  
(ΚοΙsκz). Mickiewicz  is very loud in his mime, and  cunsiden  
him one of the beat followe rs  of  Theocritus.  The coedits.  
however, of the Polish ρeαrants· was too miserable to  adat  
of their being easily made subjects for bucolic  ραetΧ t  
There is an  erti∆cisΙ  air about the idylls of  Szymowwiti  
which makes one feel too keenly that they are  productisa  
of the Renaissance; one of their best features as the bases 
spirit towards the miserable peasantry which they  cur-s/hero 

 display. Another  excellent writer of  pastorais  is  
Zimorowics,  a native of Lemberg, who died at the  wi  
age of twenty-dye. Some of his short lyrics are very  degast  
and remind us of  Hersick  and Carew—e.g.  that beginning  
"Ukocko'no Lnn'dioioI Ciebie air pesaf a doI." Αaοt 

 writer of pastorals, but not of equal merit, was Jan  Gamms 
 a native of Cracow. Some good Latin poetry was  wrrnea ι.,υ 

 Casimir  Sarbiewsid,  better known in the west of Bumps  sa  
Sarbievius  (d. giro). He was considered to have  sppmsrbed 

 Horace more nearly than any other modem poet, and a  gtif  
medal was given him by Pope Urban VIII. Martin  Kiuner 
(15 Ί  2-154)  wrote a history of Poland in thirty books,  ted  
another volume, giv ing a description of the country  assi  its  
inatitutions—boih  in Latin. The history is written in an  wy  
'lyleandisaworkofgreatmerit. Α ροκ οf muse insροrunce 
waa  Sebastian Fabian  Klonowicz (iMs-ldo2),  who  latielsd 

 his name into  Acemus,  lion being the Polish for maple, sad  
wrote in both Latin and Polish, and through his  iiaclinstion 

 to reform drew down on himself the anger of the clergy. Semi.  
times he is descriptive, as in his Polish poem entitled Fiji (" The 

 Boatman  "),  in which he gives a detailed account of the scenery  
on the banks of the Vistula.  There'is  some poetry in this con-
position, built alte rnates with  vgry  prosaic details.  Is another 
piece,  Rhοχο1α nΙ,  in Latin, he describes the beauties  of Gains. 
Occasionally he is didactic, as in Word Judas.. (The Bag 

 of Judas) and  Vidoria deontm,  where, under the allegory of 
the gods of Olympus, he represents the struggles of ;duties  
in Poland, not without severely satirizing the nobility,  and  
ecclesiastics. A curious work called Quincunx, written by 

 Orzechowski  (τ513-1566),  is concerned wi th  religious polemics.  
Andrew  Modrzewski,  a Protestant, in his work 1)'  repaiui'a  
emendanda 0550, recommended  the establishment of a national  
church which should be independent of Rome, something titer  
the model of the Anglican. 

A florid  Jcauitical  style of oratory became very popular  

the time of  Sigismund IlL,  fat wi thout rhetorical power. but  
frequently becoming tawdry. The chief  representa-  

live of this school 'vas  Psotr Slcarga  (1536-ι ό ιή ,  one 
of the main agents In extirpating Calvinism in Poland and the  

Greek Church in Lithuania. Among his numerous w ritings mar 
be  mcntioned  Lines of  Ike Sai,ils, Disc.urtes as Ike Scwr. Seers-
minis, and especially his sermons preached before the diet, is 
which he lashed  the Poles  for their want of patriotism  isid  
prophesied the  doa'nfall  of the country.  Mecheraynshi,  in hit  
"History of Eloquence in Poland"  (Η imοrυα .ymesy  ιο  Paine),  
especially praises his two funeral sermons on the burial of Anna 

 Jsgiellonka,  widow of Stephen  Bktory,  and Anna of Austria, dint  
wife of  Sigisznund  III. Besides the Latin histories of  Wapoi.nli 

 and  Owagnin (Guagnini,  Of Italian origin), we have the dinl 
historical work in Polish by Martin  Βk1skί  a Protestant,  sw 
ItTroioika $Irka,  which was afterwards continu ed  by his son, the 
author was born  in 1495 an his father's estate, Biala, and  wss  
educated, like so many other of his illustrious contemporari es,  
at the university of Cracow. He lived to the age of eighty;  

but, however great were the merits of his  Chτο idi,  it was long 
considered a suspicious book on account of the leanings of the 
author  ιο  Calvinism. After his death his work was continued by  
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his eon Joachim  (154.-159ώ .  There Is abo  a  'botddi  by  
Bartholomew Paprocki. In 1582 W55 also =Wished the  
Chassi'k  of &ryjkowski, lull *1 curious learning, and still of  
great use to the student of history. Five years later appeared  

the Arniaki Pdewk.  of Sarnicki 'file last three works are an  
Latin.  . 

.  A few words may be said here about the spread of Pro.  
testantisin in Poland, which is so intimately mixed up with  

the development of the national language. The  
sρΜω ίιf  doctrines of Hiis bad entered the country in very  Ρινbstιωέ  early times, and we Sad PolIsh recensiozss of 

Bohemian hymns; even the hymn to the Virgin
previously mentioned is supposed to have a Czech basis. The  
bishops were soon active against ,  these who refused to cnfor ιυ  
Le the doctrines of the Remelt church.. Thus we Sad that Bishop  

4,ndrew of Ben seized live Hussite priests and caused them to  
be burnt in the market of Posen ID 1439. A hundred years  

afterwards a certain Katharina Msichcr, on account of her 
Vtraqiiist opinions, was condemned by Gamrat, the bishop of  

Crarow, to be burnt, which sentence was accordingly carried  

out in the ragmarket at Cracow. As early as z ο Lutheran  
hymns were sung in the Polish language at Thorn. 111 Κό πigs-
berg, John Seklucyan, a personal friend of Luther, published  

a collection of  Ciwislian  Songs. He was born in Great Poland,  
and was at first a Roman Catholic priest in Pesen, but 
afterwards embraced the . ,  Ροteatant faith and was invited  
by fluke Albert as a preacher to Κ.δnigsberg, where he  
died In 1378. He executed the first translation of the New 
Testament in ιςςι. Four years afterwards appeared a com-
plete Polish Bible published by Scliarli.enbcrg at Cracow. In 
1533 appeared at Brzofd the Protestant translation of the whole  
Bible made by a committee of learned men and divines, and 
published at the expense of Nicholas Rsdsiwill. a very rich  

Polish magnate who had embraced the Protestant doctrines.  

This book is now of great rarity because his son Christopher,  
hαι ng been induced to become a Roman Catholic by the Jesuit  
Skarga, caused all copies of his father's Bible which he could 
find to be burnt. One, however, is to be seen in the Bodleian  

Library, and another in the library of Christ Church at Oxford.  

A Socinian Bible was issued by Simon Budnyin 1570 at Νieέ - 
as he professed to find many fault* in the version issued 

under the patronage of Radaiwill; in 1397 appeared the Roman  

Catholic version of the Jesuit Wujek; and in χό .ta the se-celled 
Danzig Bible, which is 'in use among Protestants and is still  

the most frequently reprinted.  
, TIp  to this time Polish literature, although frequently rhe- 

Inrical and too much tinctured with Classical influences, had  

still exhibited signs of genius. But now, owing  

to the frivolous studies introduced by the Jesuits,  
the so-called macaronic period supervened, which 

Ia'ted from χόcό  to 1764, and was a time of great degradation  
for the language and literature. 'Die former was now mixed 
with Latin and classical eχpressiοns much of the literature con- 
sists of fulsome panegyric, verses written on the marriages and  
funerals of nobles, with concelts and fantastic ideas, devoid of  

all taste, drawn frOm their coats of 'arms. The poets of this  
period are, as may be imagined, in meet cases mere rhyniesters;  

there are, however, a few whose names art worth recapitulating,  

such as .Wadaw Potocki  (e.  τ621-e. aflpd), now known to have  
been the author of the  Wojr'a Clwdm.rka,  or "War of Khotin," 
the same campaign which afterwards fotmed the subject cl the  

epic of Kxssickk" At first the author was aupposed to have  
been Andrtw Ll ρeki but the real poet was 'traced by the lila- 
torian 'Szajnochs. The epie, which remained in ma Ίιusaiρt  
till i8ps, Is a genuine' representation of Polish He; no picture  

so faithful appeared till the Pan  Tadsuss  of Mickiewica. More- 
over, Potockf' had the good taste to avoid the macaroni C atyls  
so much in vogue; his language Is pure and vigorous. He does  
not hesitate to introduce οcislοιiaΙΙy satirical remarks oe. the  
luxury of the times, which he compares, to lea disadvantage,  

with the simplicity of the old Polish life. There Is also another  

peer, attributed to Potocld called the Νeω Mernivy  In out  

pamage  he erasures King IHebid 8w etdlnj Poddlla  Ιο  the  
tubs. Samuel Twardoiiski (idoo-'ifldo) was the mesa pro.  
lids poet of the lied= of the Vaass. His met Important poem 
is  Wkdrd,w  IV., King  uf Ps/arid,  In Which he slugs is  i  wry 
bombastic strain the various expeditious of the Polish monarch.  

A bitter setirist appeased in the persoo of Chditopb.r Opalisuki  
(ι6op..ι66). His weeks were published nader the title of  
Juwsahi ,udimiiiu',  and, although bosatlag but little poetkaj  
merit, give us very curious pictures of the times., Hierooiymus  

Veapasian Kohcownld (1633- ι699) was a soldier-poet, who went  
through the campaigns against the Suedes and Cossacks; he  
bra left several books of lyrics full of vivacity, a Christi= epic  

and a Polish psalmody. Another poet was Andrew Morastyn  

(born about 16m, died about the commencement of. the did%  
century), an astute couttier, who usa (mania minister (pod

-skdrbi)  under John Casimir, and was a devoted adhereot of the  

French party at court, in consequence of which, In the reign  
Of Sobwski, he was comρέlΙed to leave his native country and  
settle in France. His poems are elegant end free from the  
conceits tind pedantry cl the earlier writer. In fact, he lea-
troduced, into 'Poland the easy French manner of such writers a.  

Volture. He translated the ‚'Id of Cornelilo, and wrath a poem  
on the subject of Psyche, based upon the well-known Greek  
myth. History in the macaronit period made a backward 
step: it bad been written In the Polish language in the golders  
age; it was now again to take a Latin fOrm, as In the  Chroiifc'  
G'sliv'um  in Europa  smgulivism  Of the ecclesiastic Paul Piaaerkl  
(158ο-164η), wbο  is an authority for the reigns of Sigiamund IlL' 
and Wladislaus IV., and Rudawald, Who describes :evnta  

from the accession of John Cssimlr to the p5ace'of Oliva (1648-' 
terra); and as valuable materials for hider) ,  may be mentioned  
the five huge volumes of Andrew Chryaoetosn Zaluski (1711),  
bishop of Warmia. This work Is entitled  EpiskLse hislorko'..  

fo.iniJierer.  It would be impossIble to recapitulate here the  

great quantity of material in the shape of memoirs which has  

come down, but mention mint be made of those of John Chry..  
50510m Ρ sek, a nobleman of Masovia, who has kit us very 
graphic =emu= of life and society in Poland; after a variety 
of adventures and many a we Π.fσυghι battle, he returned to' 
the neighbourhood of Cracow, where be died between 699'  
and 1701. Some of the moat characteristic stories lllustesaing 
Polish history are drawn from this book. A later period, that of  

the miserable epoch of Augustus ITT., is described very graphic. . 

ally in the memoirs of Mahusewics, first edited by Pauloski 
at Wariaw in 1876. Relating to the same period are also the  
memoirs of Ba,thoioniaw Michalowaki (Pamkiniki ΒdofΙο*Ιήα  
Mwhaiowsksqo).  A curious insight into the courseof education  

which a young Polish nobleman underwent Is fumbled by  
the instructions which James .Sobteski, the father of the cdi. ' 

ranted John, gave to Orchowskl, the tutor of his sore. This 
has been twice printed in touspazaiively recent dines  (Imi,wkcyn  

Jakiba Sobinzkiego kaaisda,el Rrakomshieg, doria  pang  &cba.'  
skims as  skimy ιyr ι6se,  Vilna, 1840). 'Tile old gentleman In' 
his aristocratic imperiousness frequently reminds is of the.  

amusing directiesis given by Sir John Wynn. ,  to his chAplain,  
quoted in Pennant's  Τοτ  ire Wal es.  . 

A  IIislory  ή  the  LiΙhιισ,ώ nι  in Latin wea published by' the  
Jesuit Koialowlcx; the first =lime appeared at Darisig In 050..  
A valuable work on Use condition of Poland was written by  
Stanlalaus Lesacaynaki, who was twice chosen king, .esitltWh  
Gist  wdoiy wdreolf υbesρiecsή φcy  (A Free Voice Gnarώ teeiιg  
Freedom), where he tells the Poles some homely and perhaps 
disagreeable truths illustrating the maxim Sw.a lsbo*zs'  
oboes  parke ααίαιιώκτ.  

A notable man was Joseph Andrew ΖιΙυέkΙ, bishepi of Kiev',( 
a Pole who bad become thoroughly. feench Ιfled—ώ  much so,' 
that' he preached in French to the fashlonabb congregations'  
of Warsaw. He oslior:ted a splendid library of about 300,000  
volumes and me= manuscripts, which be bequeathed to the 
POlISh nation; but it was afterwards carried off to St Ρeιιmbυτg'  
where it formed the Ιώ ndatiοnoΙ 'the impedii pubic libesτy.  
According to Νitschniαnn in his  Ges'indte' d τ.  σ sfe& ι  
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Ldgud.,—g work which  baa  been of =mice In the  pnpmtioa  
of this  attkk-·-tbe  books were transported to  Ru'.la  very  cue-  
kWh  sjsd  many of them injured by the way.  Ιι  was especially  
rich in works relating  Ιο  Polish history.  Konariki  edited in six  
volumes  a valuable work entitled  Vdmeiiea ie',.m,  containing  
a complete collection of Polish km from the time of the 'Intuit  
of  Wislics.  He did  diuch  good also It founding throughout  
the country schools for the education of the ions of the upper  
classes, but as yet nothing bad been done fur popular educe-
d= properly so-calle d.  About the close of this period we have  
some valuable mikes on Polish  hisiney,  which now began  Ιο 

 be studied critically, such as  Hsrtkisoch  In his All. sad  Neac,  
Pres"es  (1684), a work In which are preserved interesting  
specimens of the old  Priusian  language, and  Lcegticb  (1689-
'174),  autho,  of the valuable /us  piiuicum  regal  Poloie'ae,  
which apprised In 1742.  

We new come to' the reign  ci the bet Polish' king. Stan
-blaus Poolatovaki,  and the few quiet years before the  ilnal 

divislet  of the country, during which the French taste  waa  all.  
powerfuL  This is the second great period  ci  the development  
of Polish literature, which  baa  known nothing of medieval  
romanticism.  The  literaturt  of the font or Renaissance period  
gives us some good  porte,  who although occasionally  imitaton  
Sre  not without national feeling, and a goodly array of  cbron

-Inert, most of whom made use of Latin. In the second or French  
period we get verse-makers  rather than poets, who long to be  
Frenchmen, and sigh over the  berbasism  of their country; 
but the study of history In a critical spirit is beginning under  

the influence of  Nanuzewicu, Aibcrtrsndi  and others. In the  
third period, that of modem romanticism, we get true nation-
alism, but it is' too often the literature of exile and despair.  

Here may be mentioned, although living a little time before  
the reign of  Stanislaus,  a Polish  poei"s,  Elizabeth  Druzbacka  
(ι69S-ι7όο), when writings show a feeling for nature at a time  
when  vcise.makiug  of the most artificial type was prevalent  
throughout the country. The portrait prefixed to the  Leipsig 
Widen of her  worka  is a striking one,  repomenting  a hand-
some,  inΙelΙecΙual4οοking  woman, dressed in the garb of some  
seligrana  order. Her  Life of Deed in verse appears tedious,  
but many  ci  the descriptions in the Seesaw, are elegant. Un-
fortunately she Introduces  latinisma,  so that her Polish is  
by no means pure. A national theatre was founded at Warsaw  
in  ι$3  under the influence of the court, but It was not  till 
long  siterwarib  that anything really  netiοnel  connected with  
the drama appeared in Poland. Thomas  Kajetan Wfgienki  
(1755-5787), who was chamberlain to the king, enjoyed a em

-olderable  reputation among  his  maintlymen  for his satirical  
writing. He was a kind of Poli sh  Churchill, and like his Eng-
lish parallel died young. His  lif,  also appears to  bave  been  
as Irregular as Churchill's. In consequence of an attack on 
the empress of Russia, he wan compelled to leave Poland, and  

acα'rdingΙy  made a tour in Italy, France, America, and Eng-
land, dying at Marseilles  at the early age of t hirty-three. His  
poetry shows the influence of the French taste, then prevalent 

 ib.oughout  Europe.  In times of great national d isasters  he 
deserves  to be remembered as a true patriot; but the spirit of 
his poetry is altogether unwholesome. it  i'  the wailing cry  
cl  a. moribund nation. The great laureate of the court of 

 Stanislaim  was  Tiembecki (1722- ι812),  whose sympathies  
were too much with the Russian invaders of his country. He 
wan  litsie  more than a fluent  poetsater,  and is now almost for-
gotten. One of his must celebrated pieces was  
emitted on the country  seatof  Felix  Putocki,  a Polish magnate, 
for this was the age of descriptive as well as didactic poetry. 
Perhaps the English gave the hint In such productions as 

 "Cooper'. Hill." The old age of  Trembecki  appears to have been 
Ignoble and  i'egiected;  he bad Indeed  "faust  upon evil days  

ά  evil tongues  ";  and when he died at an advanced age all  
the gay  rourtieri  of whom be bad been the parasite were either  
deed or had submitted to the M uscovite yoke. He comes before  
ira  an a belated tpicurean,  whose airy trifles cannot be warbled  

Ι.  kg aiwospher.  surcharged with  teinpesa  and  guspowden  

The end of the  i*tb  century wan not the pe riod for a court 
poet In Poland.  

The molt  conspjcuou,  poet, however, of the time was  Ig8siius  
Renick', bishop of  Wirmia  (η35-ι8οή .  He was the friend 'et  
Frederick the Great and a ?remittent member of  
the king's literary club at Sans  Souci. Krasicki  
wrote an  Spic  on the war of  Ihotin—ihe  same as had furnished  
the subject of the poem of  Potocki,  of which  K,ssicki  in all  
probability bad never heard, and also that .f the Dalmatian 

 Gundulich. Kiaaicki'a  poem Is at beat but a dull  aflar,,  in  
fact a pale copy of a poor original, the  Hoo'iadc  of Voltaire.  
His mock heroics are, to say the least, amusing, and among these  
may be mentioned  ifyseu,  where he describes how King  Popiel,  
according to the legend, was eaten up by rats. His  Mmiocho.  
macMa  is In six cantos, and  i,  a satire upon the monks. The  
bishop war also the writer of some p retty good comedies.  Ιι  
fact most styles of  cosnpceiiloa  were attempted  by him—of 
course satires and  fnbks  among the number. He pre sents him-
self to in much omit like a transplanted French  abb'  than. 
Pole. In the year  ihor  he travelled to Berlin, and died there 
after a abort illness. Among his other works the bishop pub-
lished in  ,8ι-»Sr, in two volumes, a kind 01 encyclopaedia,  
of  bdkr kllres  entitled  Zbidr Wi σdaιωίιί  His estimates  ci  
various great poet. am not very accurate. Of course be finds  
Shakespeare a very  " keened. "  author, although he Is willing 
to allow him considerable praise for his  "igour.  F.  Morawaki  
( 1 783-1861) published some excellent  FaWes  Wm) in the  
manner of  Kraaickl,  and In diet an epic entitled  Ify GrosdJallier'a  
Form. Adam  Naruszewlcs  (5733-1796) was bishop and poet.  
The existence of so many ecclesiastical writers was a natural  
feature in Polish literature; they formed the only really cul-
tured  clara  in the community, which consisted besides of  i  
haughty ignorant nobility living among their serfs, and (at a  
vast distance) those serfs themselves, In a brutalized con dition. 
Burghers there were, properly speaking, none, for most of the  
citizens In the large towns were foreigners governed by the  
Jar  mαgdcόυ, ίcυm. Nanuszcwicz baa  not the happy vivacity 
of  Krsslcki;  he, attempts all kinds of poetry,  especisily  satire  
and fable. Re [a at best but a mediocre poet; but be has suc-
ceeded better as a  histerian, snd cepeclally  to be  praiaed  is his  
'  History of the Polish Nation"  (h'islerya aorird' pdskktol,  
which, however, he was not able to  care),  further than the year  
1386. He also wrote an account of the Polish  gepersi Chod.  
kiewics,  and translated  Tadtua  and Horace. Interesting 
memoirs  havc  been published by  Kiliiiskl,  a Warsaw shoemaker,  
and  Kosmian,  state  referendaxy,  who lived about this time  
and saw much of the War of Independence and other poli tical  
affairs. Among the smaller poets of this period may be men-
tioned  Κaηsiιiskί  (1741-1828), a writer of sentimental elegies  
in the style then no very, much In fashion, sad  1ranciszck  
Dyonizy Kniaznin (τy5ο.-1807), who nourished his muse on  
ciaraical  theme, and wrote several plays. lie was the emit  
poet of Prince Adam  Czartoryskl  at  Pulawy,  and furnished  
odes In commemoration of all the Important events which  
occurred in the household. He lost his reason on the down.  
fill of Poland, and died after  elevesi 7cr'  Insanity In 1807  
Julian  Ursin Nicmcewicz  (1758-5841) was One of the :nest  
popular of Polish poets at the commencement of the present  
century (see  Nssnicxwzcz).  His  most popular work is the  
"Collection of  lllstoricnl  Songs"  (Spkwy hέιίwyαuή ,  where  
be treats of the chief heroes of Polish history. Resides these  
he wrote one or two good plays, and a novel in  letteta,  on the 
story of two Jewish  lovcrs.  301m Paul  Woronice  (1757-1829)  
been In  Volbynia,  mid at the dose of his life b ishop of Warsaw 
and primate of Poland, was a very  doquent  divine, and has  
been called the modern  Skarge.  A valuable worker In the  
field of Slavonic philology was Linde, the author of an excellent 

 Polish dictionary In six volumes. For a long time the  culti-
vatIon  of Polish philology was in a low state, owing to the preva-
lence of  LatIn  in the  ι tb  century and French in the  z8tb,  
No Polish grammar worthy of the name appeared till that of  
Ropcsynski  at the  cicie  of the  sSth  century, but the reproach  
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baa  been taken my In =den' timra  by the eraellent  works  
by  Malecki  and  Malinowski Rakowiecki,  who edited the  
Lusakak Ρradaρ  and  Macielowaki  (who died in 1883,  
aged ninety), author of a valuable work on Slavonic law, may  
here be mentioned. litre we have a complete survey of the  
leading codes of Slavonic jurisprudence. At a later period  
(in  ι86)  appeared the work of  Helcel, Siarodaws' prene  $1.  
skifg. posssiki ("  Ancient Memorials of Polish Law  "). ΑΙοyιiυ  
Εc Ιι ήski (τ77 t-rS Ζο) produced an historical tragedy,  Basbaris  
Rsdshndj,  and some good comedies were written by Count  
11/211ώ  Alexander  Fr&Iro  (ι793- ι876).  In fact  Fredro  may  

be considered the most entertaining writer for the  
stage which Poland has produced. Re introduced genuine com edy  
among his countrymen. The influence of  Molilre  can be very  
cicarly  seen in his pieces; his youth was spent chick,  in France,  
where he formed one of the eddies:1of the Polish legion of  
Napoleon and joined in the expedition to Russia. Ills Brat  produc.  
tion  was Fan  Gddhab,  written in  rlrg  and produced at Warsaw  
in  ι8aι. From 1819 to 1835 he  wroic  about seventeen pieces  
and then abandoned  publishing, having taken  oflence  at some  
severe criticisms. At his death he left several comedies, which  

were Issued In a posthumous edition. There is a good deal of  
local colouring in the pieces  of Retire; although the style Is  
French, the characters are taken from Polish life. From him  
may be said to date the formation of anything like a national  
Polish theatre, so that his name marks an epoch. The Poles,  
like many of the other nations of Europe, had religious plays  
at an early period. They were originally performed in churches;  
but Pope Innocent II. finding fault with this arrangement,  
the acting was transferred to churchyards. Mention has  
already been made of  piaya  written by  Rej  and  Kochanowaki;  
they are mere fruits of the Renaissance, and cannot In any way  
be considered national. The wife of John Casimir, a French.  
Woman, Marie Louise, hired a troop of French actors and Brat  
familisrised  the Poles with something which resembled the  
modern stage. The Princess  Franciszka Radziwill  composed  
plays which were acted at her private residence, but they are  
spoken of as inartistic and lo ng  and tedious. The na tional  
theatre was really founded in the reign of  Stanislai,s  Augustus;  
snd  good plays were produced by  Ilohomolec, Kamiliski, Kxop-
ljiski, Bogualaw*i, Zabtocki,  and ethers. Perhaps, however,  
with the exception p1 the works  of  Fredro,  the Poles have not  
produced anything of much merit in this line.  /&  great stales-
roan and writer of the later days of Polish nationality was  
Kollataj, botn  at  Sandomir  In 1750. lie was a man of liberal  
sentiments, and, had his plans been carried out, Poland might  
have been saved. He wished to abolish  serfdom and throw  
open State employments to all, The nobility, however, we re  too  
infatuated to be willing to adopt these wise measures. Like  

the French  aiiaiocrats  with the reforms of  Neckcr,  they would  
not listen till ruin had overtaken these. During the last war  
of Poland as an independent country  Koflgtaj betcok  himself to  
the camp of  Kofduszko,  but when he saw that there was no  
longer hope he went to Galicia, but was captured  by the  
Ausiriana  and imprisoned at  Olmuts  till 5803. lie died in  aSia.  
An active co-operator with  ΚυΙΙ taj  was  Saksius Jeziesski,  who  
founded  dubs for the discussion of political questions, and  
Stanislasis Staszk,  who did much for education and improved  
the condition of the university of Warsaw.  

The reputation of all preceding poets In Poland wan now  
destined to be thrown into the shade by the appearance of  

Mickiewicz  (1798-1855), the great introducer of  
αdί.. romanticism kits the country (see  Macatawlcs).  

Poland, as has been said before, is rust rich In national  
songs and legendary poetry, In which respect It cannot com-
pare with its sister Slavonic  counlriea  Russia and Semis.  Cofle&  
tions  have appeared,  howcvcr,  by  Waclaw ZalcskI,  who  writea  
under the pseudonyms of  Waciaw  a  Oleska, Wojcicld, Roge'  
Zegota  Pauli, and especially Oskar  Kolberg.  Poland and  
Lithuania, however, abounded with superstitions and legends  

which only awaited the coming poet to put them into yore.  
Irs  the year  r8gz  R'-""d  Zklikuiwkz ρuhlisbed Seags  of  lie  

!Wide of  Pfush,  and collections bay, even  appeaied  of  ihoat  
of the  Kashoubes,  a remnant of the Poles living near Danzig.  
Mlcklewlcx  had had a predecessor, but offer less talent,  Cialmir  
Brodzlnskl  (η91-1835).  He served under Napoleon Is the  
Polish legion, and has left a small collection of poems, the mo st  
Important being the idyl  Wiedaw,  in which the manners of the  
peasants of the district of Cracow are  fallhfully  portrayed.  
The second great poet of the romantic school who appeared in  

Poland  after  Mlckiewlca  was Julius  Sio**ckl  (5809-5849),  
born  at  Krzemienlec.  In 1831 he left his native country and  
chose Paris as his residence, where he died. H is  writings  are  
full of the lire of youth, and show great -beauty and elegance  
of expression. We can trace In them the Influence of Byron  
and Victor Hugo. He is justly considered one of the greatest  
of the modern poets of Poland. His most celebrated pieces  
are  Hwgo; Msich ("  The Monk");  Lamlre  a Greek corsair,  
quite in the style of Byron;  Ashdii,  a very  Dantesque  poem  
expressing under the form of an allegory the sufferings of Poland;  
Kid  'ach ("  The Spirit King  "),  another mysterious and alle-
gorical poem;  W'sdare',  on the same subject as the Merge of  
Malczewskl,  to be afterwards noticed;  3eιsiοινskΙ,  a long  poent  
In afloat rime on this strange adventurer, something In the  
style of  Byron's  humorous poems- Kordymr,  of the same school 
as the English poet's Manfred; Li,t Weseda,  a poem dealing  
with the early period of Slavonic history. The life of  Slowacki  
baa  been published by Professor Anton  Msledei  In two  volmues.  

.Micklewicz  and  Slowacki  were both mere or less mystics, 
but even more we may assign this characteristic to  Sigismund  
Krasifrskl,  who was born in  ι8si  at Pails, and died there in  
π8 p.  It would be impossible to analyse here his extraordinary  

poem  Nid.ska k'wdja  (" The  Undivine  Comedy  "), lydia.,  
and others. In  thgm  Poland, veiled under different  allegoriet,  
is always the central figure. They are  poweeful  poems mitten  
with great vigour of language, but enveloped in clouds of mys-
ticism. The life of  Kmif,ski  was embittered by the fart that  
he was the son of Central Vincent  KrasMski,  who had become  
unpopular among the Poles by his adherence to the Russian  
government; the son wrote anonymously in consequence, and  
was therefore called "The Unknown Poet." Among his latest  

productions are his "Psalms of the Future"  (Psaimy  pray.  
rsfosci),  which were attacked by the democratic party as  Ι  
defence of aristocratic views which had already ruined Poland.  
His friend  Siowacki  answered them in some  assntirig  verses,  
and this led to a quarrel between the poets. One of the moat  

striking pieces of  Krasidsld  has the title  "Resurreciuds."  The  
sorrows of his country and his own physical sufferings have  
communicated a melancholy tone to the writings of  Κra'iek ι 
which read like a dirge, or as If the poet stood always by an open 
grave—and the grave is that of Poland. He must be considered  
as, nest to  Mickiewicz,  the greatest poet of the country. Other  
poets of the romantic school of considerable merit were Gorecki,  
Witwicki, Odyniec,  and  Csszynski;  the last-named  wrolt  
many exquisite sonnets, which o ught alone to embalm his name.  
Witwicki  (1800-1847) was son of a professor at  Kxsemiezsiec,  
lIe  was a writer of ballads and poe ms  dealing with rural life,  
which enjoyed great popularity among his countrymen and had 

 tire good fortune to be act to music by Chopin. The works of  
Lelewcl  have separate mention (see  Lmwxa);  but here may be  
aρeci8ed  the  laboura  of  Narbutt, Dεiή σ sleruatyfa. ardi  
Iilenskkgo ("  Early History of the Lithuanian People  "),  pub-
lished at  'Γιlna  in nine volumes, and the valuable Morsamenki  
PaIonioe kisiw*a,  edited at Lemberg by Rieke/ski, of which  
several volumes have appeared, containing reprints of most of  
the early chroniclers.  Bielowaki  died In 7876.  •  

Α  further development of romanticism was the so-called  
Ukraine school of poets, such us  Malcaewaki, Gossczynsks,  
and  Zaleaki.  Anton  Malczewaki  (1793-1826) wrote  
one poem,  M'eye,  a Ukrainian tale which passed  ___  
unnoticed at the time of its publication, but alter , 
its author's death became very popular.  Malczewski usa  one  
of Napoleon's  081cr;  he led a wandering life and was in-
timate with Byron at Venice; be is laid to  bavv  suggested to  
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o  bι½Ν iba $o'y  of  λιααeρραω  May. is  * οτr*ΐlνe in verse  
υ  lb. iwae' of Bytes.  ΙΙ  is written with much feeling and  
lqµ*wc,  sad ins molt birmonipus metre. The chief poem is  

be'ctlu ',iυιseιyωέ λ (18q3-ι8;6)  Is  Z,imek Kasifstzki (" The  
'lower .1 Kaniow "). '11w most interesting poem of Bcgdsn  

Is his "Spirit of the Steppe" (Ditch cd steins). Other  
sorts of the so.called Ukraine school, which has been so well  

kisplovd by the xomantic legends of that part of Russia, are  
Thomas or Tim&o Padoura (who also wrote in the M*lo-Rusiisr*, 

 or  LiitleRusaiao, language), Mexander Gross, and Thomas  
Olizarowikis For many of the oriajnsl songs and legends we  
must turn  Ιο  the work of Messrs Antonovich and Dragom.anov.  
Bogdan Joseph Zaleski was born in ι8οa in the Ukraine village,  
Bobatarka. In ihao he was sent  Ιο  the university of Warsaw, 
where he bad Gosecaynshi as a fellow student. Besides the  
longer poem previously mentioned, be is the author of many  
charming lyrics in the style of the Little Russian poems, such  
as Sbevcheoko baa written in that language. He died at  Vile. 
preux, in France, in  ι886,  after more than Shy yeats of exile.  
biicbavl Grabowski 0805-1863)  belongs also to this school by  
his fine  Mdodies  ή  Me Ukrarnc (ι sa8). Maurice Goelaweki  
*bo won fame by his Persia of a Polish Oidlaw  in the struggle  
of 1830.5831.  Α  poet of great vigour was Stephen  Garczynski  
(1806-1833), the friend of  Mickiewica,  celebrated for lila  War  

osscίχ  and his poem entitled The Deeds 0/ Wades'.  

Wincrnty 1 101  0807-1872)  was  bot·n  at Lublin, and though of  
foreign extraction by both parents proved an airiest patriot. He 
igrote a See  descrttiν work,  Obrezy a ',wia  I .d,6ιy ('  Pictures 
of Life and Travel '),and also a poem, Pins a stem  naszr) ("  Song  
olour  Land  ").  For about three yearn from 18411 he was professor  
Of geography in the  univmiity  01 Cracow. In 1855 he publ ished  
Vohorl,  a poem  relating to the times of  Stgniaiaua Poniatowaki,  
1,idwik Wiadyalaw Kondralowica  (who wrote chiefly under the  
name of  Syrokomla)  was born in 1823 in the  gbvcrnmcnt  of Minsk, 

 *tid  died on the  1th  of September 1862 at Vilna. His parents were  
poor, and he received a meagre education, but made up for it bυ 
eaneful se lf-culture. One of his most remarkable menu is his  
lax  Dbeeαg,  in which, like  Μ ίςkicwkπ,  he has well described the  
scenery, of his  JIati'v  Lithuania. He everywhere appears a. the  
*dvocak  of the suffering peasants, and has  eonwcrated  to them many 
beautiful lyrics. In  Kaczkowski  the Poles found a novelist who 
treated many  peridda  of their history with great mere... Hi. 
sympathies. however, were  mostly aristocratic, though  mοd όed  
by the desire of progre ss. An important writer of history is Karl  
Szsjnoclta  (1818-1668), born  in Galicia  of Czech parents. He began  
his labours with The  Ags  of  Caiim&  the  Gte'.'  (1848), and  Bdesias'  
Ιέ  knee  040,  following these with  Jo,dvigc  "d  JagieNo,  in three  
volumes  (ι855 -'ι85)—a work which Spa.ovicli,  is his Reinke 
Disk Sla,on,c Lfkrelwv,  compares in  vigourol  style and fullness  
cl  colour with  Macinlay'. HIStOrY  of England and  Tbicrry's Normas  
C'mqswd. Ost  author was still further to resemble the latter  
writer in α  great mists-time  ;iromoverwerk  he lost his sight In 1857.  
Szajnocba however, like  Tluerry-  and the Amer ican Prescott, did 
pat abandon his studies. His excellent memory helped him in his  
alihiction.  in 1858 he published a work in which he  traqed  the 
origin of Poland from the  Varangiana (Lichicki fioczfkk poiski).  
lix,. .iaklng  them identical in origin with the Russians. He began  
to mite the  histot),  of John Sobieski. but did not  Iivt  to finish it 

 4ying in 1868, loon after completing a history of the Cassock wars, 
Dew kilo  dzirjiw nasayck ("  Two Years of Our History"). A writer 
of  mmaiiam  of considerable power was Joseph  Korreniowsld  (1797-
1863).  tuhot  as early muds to the poet  Κιχsiό sld.  and  aftstwarda  
director of a school at  Kha'kov.  Besides  .ome  play. now forgotten,  
be was author of  .ome ρουlar  novels, such as  Wcdrheki oTy.  
gijsesa (" To'lrso(an  Original  1,1848  ;GαγδοΙy ('  The Hunchback  

&ε.  But the most fertile of Polish authors was J.  I.  Krn,zew.  
ike  (es.).  His works constitute •  library in themselves; they are  
cbiey  historical sod political novel,, some or which treat of early  
times In ;Vend. and some of its condition under the Saxon kings. 
As lyrical poets may also be mentioned  Jachowicz; J&skowski,  
iuther  of a hoe poem, The  &gfisisnsg  of  Wilder;  Rdmiind Wasilew.  
ski  (ιSι4-ΤΒgό ).theaυΙhοτοί  many popular  .osign:and Holowiaski,  
aaehbisbop'( Mogiiev  (1867-18 ). author of religious poems. The 
style of poetry in vogue in the Ποιιsh  parts of  Ευrο e  at the present 
time is chiefly lyrical. Other writers deserving mention are Cornelius  
Ujejaki  (1623-1897), the poet of the  lait  revolt of 1863;  Theophilus  
Lcπar οwim ,(boτa 1822), who wrote some  sesy  graceful poetry; 
SigtSΤelIΠd Mslkowaki α.  T.  Tci.  born  in 1820), author of romances 
drawn from Polish history,  mr  the novel of the school  rd  Sir Walter 
Scott still flourishes vigorously among the Poles.  Amone  the  
eery Onmernu.  writers  cl  romances may be mentioned Henry  
Raewiisln (tΙOι-ιθ66);  Joseph  Dz'rnkowski wrote novels on  sristo- 
ς tκ life. mid Mv-'i '·l £zajhow.ki  (18ο8-;$yό) tuminoes  of the  

ljkrsiiw; Vakrlii. WieJogiowaki (1 Ι114)  gave gleturm ci coentry  
ε. 

τ882 the Poles lost, 	 of life1  very 	aing 
historian Saujaki (borg in 1835)

Inthe
, and

prime 
 also ScllIsitt

a
, who died in his  

dbisy -sixth year.  Saujski  commenced  his literary causer in  ιS5  
with poems sod dramas; in 1860  appeared his first historical  pea. 
duction, Rruloka sa HISIOYY'PCiSki ( AGlanceatPolish History "),  
which attracted universal attention' and in 1862 he commenced 
the  poblk wo stionin part, of  hisrk Ι3ιέnj 	Ρ.1*81 (Ϊ' Τhe  H istory  of 
Poland"), the printing of which ceased in  0166.  The value of this  
book is great both on  aerounl  of the research It  dιφiaya  and its  
philo.ophical  and unprejudiced style. One of the last  works of  
Szujski,  written In German, Die  Poki. red  RvJhcisew  ix  Goiir.ien,  
at' meted a great deal of  attei'lIon  at the time of Its appearance. 
Schmitt got mixed up with sari of the political questions of the day  
—he was a native 04 Galicia ,d therefore a  ιυΙηscΙ  of the Austrian  
emperor—and was sentenced to death in 1846, but the penalty 
was commuted  into Imprisonment in  Spielberg, whence be wan iv.  
leased by the revolution of  ι848.  In 1863 he took part in the Polish  
rebellion, and was compelled ω 14,  to Paris, 'there be  oOly  returned  
in 1871.  HIs  chief works are  Hukry ή  the Polish  Ρ'68, *'  /oem  the  
Earliest  Flairs  Ιο  the year 1763  (iBM), lissiory ή  Ρetα us Ike i8&'  
end  iplt. Cenirmes  (1 866), and  Ifisloiy  of Pdasd /rose the lisle ή  the 
Partition (1868),  whIch  he carried down to the year  ι1132.  In  opposi'  
mien to the opinion Of many historians, his contemporari es, that  
Poland fell through the  oobility  and the diets,. Schmitt held ins did  
l.elcwcl)  that the country was brought to ruin by the kings, who 
always preferred  dynSatic intereatato  those of the country. and by  
the pernicious influence of the Jesuits.  Adilbest Kterryneti. she  
succeeded  Bielowsklin ι 8η in his [Jest ddircctorof  the emelhιshi  
Institute at  Lembcrg.  is the author  cl  some valuable monographs  
on the history of Poland. He was born in 183 1 Casim,r Stadsicki 

 has treated of the period of the  Jagiellona;  and  Sztraniewiez.  pro-
fessor at the university of  Lembtrg,  has written on the early history  
of  Galicla. Thnddeus W'ckcbοwski  has  ρubΙιabeda dever  wont 
on Slavonic antiquities. Xavier  Liske2  born In 1836,  profe"nt  Of 
universal history at Lemberg, has  pubbsbcd  many historical  cseays 

 of considerable value. and separate works by him have appeared  
in the German, Polish, Swedish, Danish and Span ish languages  
The "Sketch of the History of Poland"  (Duinje P.1*81,  se =mud 
by Michael  Bobexyiiski,born  in 1849 in Cracow (professor of  P06k  
and German law), is a very spirited work, and  baa gιναιι rise to a 
great deal of controve rsy on account of the opposition Of many 
of its view, to those of the school of  Lelewel,  Vincent  Zakmwsk,  
professor of history at Cracow, has written some  workawbieb  have  
attracted  coissiderable  attention, such as Ox Ike Origin end Gronik 4 
11w  R'formalion  in Poland, and  Afkr the Right of Ring  Rcery, ii 
which he describes the condition of the country during the per iod  
between that king's departure from Poland amid the  elrttio'i  of 
Stephen  Batory. Sinolka  has published a  histcy  entitled  Μί k.  
the  Eldsr  cad his Age.  Wladysiaw Wislacki hasprrpafsda  catalogs,  
of manuscripts in the  Jag'ellon  library at Cracow. Dr Joseph 
Casimir  Pkbd.ki,  beside, editing the  BiofiotOka  morsuαwuha,  
a very valuable  literary journal which stands at the head of all wo rks  
ώ  the kind in Poland. has also smitten a  dis.rttatiosi  (in  Lails)  
an the  libriuuii erie,  which puts that institution in a new light  Feba 
Jezicrski.  the previous editor of the above-mentioned journal.  
published in it translations of parts of Homer, and is also the seder  
of an excellent version of Faust.  

'lime h istory  cl  Polish  Rtertture baa  not been neglected. We 
first have the early history of Felix  Bentkowsiti  (1781-1852),  
followed by that of Michael  Wtsznitwslci( ι pu-ι865),  which, how' 
ever, only extends to the ryrh  century, and is at best but a q 
of  mata6  for subsequent writers, the style bring very been-
" litter). of  Ε3οqoesce" (Dulory. .ymauy  w Police) was published 
by Karl  Mrchcrzytild,  An elaborate history of Polish liters-
ture  bas been written by Anton  Msleeki.  who is the author of the 
brat Polish grammar  (Grnmalyka hitloryczxo-jior'uiiasecm jeeyks  

vol..,  Lemberg, '7?)•  The Polish  biblίοgιaqiγ  of 
Karl  Eatreicher,  director Of the  J.girllou  library at Cracow, αα  wait  
of the highest importance. One of the most active writers  ου  Polish  
philology and literatu re  is  Wladysiaw Nebring,  whose  nimmemea  
contributions to the Archly fur  sIasfsck, PkIloIogie  of Professor 

 Jagrc  entitle him to the gratitude of all who have devoted  thrlves  
to  blavonic  studies.  Wladimir Sps.owmcz,  a lawyer Of  Sc Prtexabnrg. 

 assisted  Pipin  in his valuable  work on Slavonic  literatsiuw.  The  
lectures of Professor  Cybulski  (d. 1867) on Polish literature in the  
first half of the 19th century are written with much spi rit and sure 

 cistion.  The larger poetical warts which appear during them use  
are carefully analysed.  . 

In recent times many interesting geological and an 
investigations have been curried on In Poland. In a Count 
Constantine  Tyszkiewcz tiublisbed  a valuable  monograph  ci'  the  
Taudu  of  Lilbua,iia  died  Wx,nsw Rsdh,nde.  And  P60kw  Joseph 

 +eρέαwιkΙ,  of Cracow, has greatly enriched the  archaeological 
museum of his native city, 

Iii philosophy the Poles (as the Slays generally) have produced  
but few remarkable names.  GοΙucbοwkl,  the brothels Andrew  
and John  Snlad,cld,  the latter cif whom  gaiuieda  reputation  aImed 
&ruins% BaMime Tpeniowild,.Karo& Lie belt Sod Joseph Kissed  



POLAND,  
saιι'νe sssetbn. Asgeet C'ιυbwshl  has  weltisis  an ρΙιΙΙώ ορό imΙ  

end .cbnoinlc subjects. Merit, Sueuew,kl, professor of philosophy  
at the university of Cracow, has also published some remarkable  

smirks .  . 
Mention has already been made of the poetess Elizabeth Druz-  

becks. Female wntei's are not vety common among Slavome  
nations. Perhaps the most celebeated Polish authoress wa. Kiemen.  
this Hoflmann, whose maiden name was Tanaka, born at Warsaw  
in 1798. She married Karl Boenmius Hoflmann, and accompanied  
her husband, iii 1831, to Passy near Paris, where she died in 1845.  
Her novels still cue7 greet popularity in Poland. Of the poete sses 
of later times Gabriek Narzym Zinichowslra (1825-1878). Maria  
linicka, tra.slator of Scott's Lord ή fόs Ides, sod Jadwige Lusaczew.  
ska may be mentioned.  

A poet of considte,bk merit is Adam Asnyb  (ι88-'897).  In 
his poetry we seem to trace the steps between romanticism and the  
modern realistic school, such as we see in the RiIssu'n poet Nekrasov.  
In some of the flights of his muse he reminds us of Siowacki, In the  

melody of his verse of Zaleski. Besides showing talent as a poet.  

he has also written some good plays, as "The Jew"  (Zid), Cole  
di Rinizi,  and  KiejsIsL Otherjssets worthy of mention are Zagor -
ski. Czes'wieiwki, and Made Konopnicka, who has puhlishcd two  
volumes of poems that have been very favourably noticed. Mention  
must also be made of Balucki (1837-1901). author of novels and  

comedies, and Narzymski ( ι839-187τ), who was educated in France,  
but spent part cl his short life in Cracow, author of some very popular  
tales. . 

The four centres of Polish literature, which, in spite of the  

attempts which have been made to denationalise the country,  Is 
fairly active, are Cracew 1  Poses, Lemberg and Warsaw. A cheap  
eduiinn of the leading Polish classics, well adapted for dissemination  
among the ρεορle, has been published, under the title of  Bibliokka  
Polskui.  at Cracow. Not only are the professors of Cracow University  

some of the mosteminent living Pole,, but It has been chosen as a  
place of residence by many Polish literary men. The academy  

of sciences, founded in 1872. celebrated the bicentenary of the raising  
of the siege of Vienna by Sobieshi by publishing the valuable Ada 
Jou'i,is III. regis Pdo sies.  Some good Polish work, have been  
issued at Posen, At Lemberg, the capital of Austrian Galicia,  
there is if active Polish prom. Here appeared the Moisiiawrse  

Poloi,iae hiskwiw  of Bielow.ki. peeviously mentioned; but Polish  
in this province has to struggle with the Red.Russs.a or Ruthenisn,  
a language or dialect which for all practical purposes is the same as  
the Southern or Little Russian. At Watsaw, since the last insurrec-
tion, the university has become entir)y Russianized, and its nutmeg-
him iii published in Rsissiaui bat Polish work, cl merit still june  
from the press—among other, the leading P011th literary journal.  
BlMiokka tsorszaioskn..  

Perhaps the most popular modem writer in Poland Is Elina  
Orstesako, of whose novels a complete "jubilee" edition has  
appeared. Many of her tales—as, lee instance, Argenaws (" The  
Argonauts ")—have app*ared in the  Tygedaik,  or weekly illustrated  
Loiirnal cl Warsaw. Mel, Erafcw*i  has enjoyed great populantV.  
The object of this tale is to bridge over the gulf between the Jew  
and Christian in Poland. Adolf Dygaaihaki writes clevet vil lage 
tales of the' hail-yard " school, as it him be,, sometimes tarred in  

Engjand. Waclaw Sisrouewski has written  Tstdw Years In she  
Load  ή  lime .I'kiiis,a  contribution to the literature of folk.loee and  
ithnology such as oily a teal artist could produce. Amo.g the  
latest poets we may mention 'Vyspismki,Kmibewsks,Reymont,  
Mine Zapoiska; the latter it the author of souse powerful realistic  
novels and plays, and she has been called the Polish Zola. It is  
this kind of poetry and trace, of the decadent school which we  
find in the later Polish poets. A pessimistic spirit is apporest, as  
in the writhe, of Wenceslaus Recent. Since the death of Asnyk  
and Ujejski the most prominent poet is Marya Konopnicka  (ι8.6). 

 Some good critical work ha, been done in the lending reviewa by  

Swietochowski and othtes. Historical work has been produced  
by Hirschberg, Papple, Sobieski, Czermak and others, and the 
histories of Polish literature by Sianislaus Tarnowski and Pietr  
Chmieioweki are of she highest value, the former dealing more with  

the aesthetic side of literature and the latter with the historical.  
The Poles are busy In reviving their great past. Hence the  

cnthusispm for historical studies, amid the  B,MiO'Ik. $iersen ρdsk ιsλ.  
which shows as what abuind.,sice of litceature was produced in  

Poland i ι the 16th and beginning of the 17th century. In  Heisryl'  
Sienkitwicz  (qt.), the historIcal novel ist, Poland has. modern  
tenser of European reputation.  . 

Ιt Ι sLιοG ΙΛΡΗγ.—ΡΙρiα  and  Spofoviclu, Isbn' slesw,ssskikk  
Lii'raisr  (in Russian; St Petersburg. 1879); Gewki'kie &npd.ischea 
Liie,aiiur  von Dr A. llrllckaer (Leipsig, tpui : also smitten in Polish);  
Chmielowakl, IIisI.'ry of Polish  Liisrglrurs (in ΡοlisΙι, 3  vole.); Stasis-  
lens Tarnowski, ilssio,y of Polish  Lu'αcbiw.  (in Polush)t Grabow"d,  
Ponsya Pobsta  p0  οhe  186j (Cra εοw 1  '903); Heinrich Nitachmsan.  
Gtschi'h'e der polmiischns Lmleraiim,  (Leipzig;  siise autiso).  (W. R.  Μ.)  

POLAND, RUSSIAN,  •  territory consisting of ten  governments  
which formerly constituted the kingdom of Poland  (aee  above).  
but now are  omcially described as the  "gpversiments  on  lhg  

Ι1USSΙΜ'  
Viable," or  occasioieally es '  the ‚is  ιέττΙtοιy  on the  VΙatυΤS.sa  
It Is bounded  Ν.  by the Prussian provinces of West and  Εαst  
Pmsai*,  W. by these of Paean and Prussian  Sflesia,  S. by the 
Austrian  crownland  of  Gajicia,  and  Ε.  by the Russian govern-
ment, of  Volhynis,  Vim,,  Cmdno,  and Kovno.  

Phyncal Feahsrre,.—Tbe  territory consists for the most mitt et  

an undulating plain, 300 to  450 ft. above rise sea, νίιιkh connecta 
 the lowlands of Brandenburg on the west with the  gTe&t  plain  

of central Russia on the east. A low  swelling  separates it from 
the  BaltiC  Sea; *bile in the meth it rises gradually to a series  

of plateaus, which merge imperceptibly  kW the  ooribem apura  
of the  Carpathiana.  These plateaus, with an average  elevatica  
of  8co  to 10.0 h.,  isv  most ly covered with forests of  οak  heeds  
and Pine, and are deeply cut by  rfvtr  valleys, some being narrow 
and craggy, and other, broad, with gentle,  slopcs  and  mjraby  
bοΙωm'  Narrow  tivines intemect them in all  directions5  sad 
they  ofteis aawιme4 .mρecfally.iπ  the east, the character .1 wild 

 impasasblt,  woody and marshy  traCts. ln  the south -casterd  
corner of Poland they are called  podlask,  and arc In a  messure,  

akin to the  polycsie  of the Pripet. The 'istula, which skirts 
 ibein  cm the sou th-vest, cuts its way through them to the 

great  ρlln  of  'Poland 1  and thence to the  BaltIc.  'Its valley'  
divides the hill),  tracts Into two parts—the Lublin heights on the 
cast, and the  Sdοmicrz (Sapdoinir)  or  ccsitr$  heights on the nest.  
These last are diversified by' several ranges which rue east. 

 αυth-eιst,  parallel to the  Beakides  of the  Carpathlar. aysecm,'  
the highest of them' being the  Ly'a 06m,  which reach 19 re  Τι.  
end time ft. above the sea. Another short ridge, the  Chtcinski 

 hills in Rieke, follow, the same direction along the  Nida  river  
and ratchet  tMS.fL  south of the  Nida;  the  OIkusz bills;linked  
on to spurs of the  ΒέskIde,  fill up the south-west corner of  
Poland, reaching 1620 ft., and containing tile chief mineral  
wcalLh  of the country; while a fourth  ιaιig  Soap to  apooft, 

 high, runs north-west past  Czpustocbowa,  separating 'the  Odse 
f οm  the Warts  (WOrthe).  In the tenth, the plait of 'Poland it 
bordered by a flat, broad swelling,  όσο  to 700 ft. above the  tn,  
dotted with Wm, and remiling  the  Ι cυstιi ιie  regions of north-
western Russia. Wide tracts of sand, ma rshes, peal-bogs,  pondaj  
and small lakes, among which the  sttetm' Ishily  meander from 
one marsh to another, the whole covered with thin  ptne-
Iores&w  and scanty vegetation, with occasional patch es  of fertile  
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sail—such  ar,  the general characters  ci  the northern border.' 
region of the great plain of central Poland. The rivers Ow  

across the plain in broad, level valleys, only a few hundred  
or even only a few dozen feet lower than the  waterabeda; 

 they separate into many branches,  encloslig  islands, forming  
creeks, and drowning wide tracts of land during  irnmdationa. 

 Their basins,  esρeώ Ιίy  in the west,  interpenetrale  one another 
in use moat intricate way, the whole bearing unmistakable  

cvidences  of having been in recent geological, and partly in  
historical times the bottom of extensive lakes, whose alluvial  
deposits now yield heavy crops. The fertility of the soil and  
the facility of communication by land and by water have  
made this plain the cradle of the Polish nationality.  Tb.  
very name of Poland is derived from it —Wielkopoiska  and  
Wielkopolane  being the Slav terms for the great plain and its  
inhabitants.  

Riwrs  and Casek.— Rusdan  Poland belongs mostly, though not 
eatirely, to the basin of the Vistula—ita western tints extending 
into the upper basin of the Warta, a tributary of the Oiler, and its  

π rιh-taat spur (Suwalki) penetratingjnto the basin of the Memel, 

Ι which it occupies the left bank. For many centuries, however, 
a Polts have been driven back from the mouths of their rivera by 

 Getman race, maintaining only the middle parts of their basins. 
About Jorefow (55 • Ν.) th Υιstυίa  enters the great eerursl piafii 
aid Bows north and west-north-west between low banks, with a  
breadth of Icon yds. Its inundations, dangerous even at Cracow,  
become still more so in the plain, when the accuimdatioaa  of ice  
Ii its lower course obstruct the outBo,, or the htavy rains in the  

Carpathiaia raise Its level Embankment, 20 to 24 ft. high are  
iaintained for fib as., but they do not always prevent the river from  
isundating the plains ci Opole In Lublin and Koz'erncs in Radom,  
the waters sometimes extending for 150m. to the east Thousands 
i

ι
rafts and boats of all description. descend the stream every year 
lί  cargoes uf corn, wool timber and wooden wares, giving urcilpa. 
π ιο a large number Cl men. Stesmers ply 	 as fares Sandomir. 
e Wiqwz (580 in.),  a right-hand tributary of the Vistula, Is the  

chief artery of 4w Lublin government; it is navigable for .e..11  
boats and tafts for 105  ιο.  from Kraanystaw. The Bug, anothtr  
right•hand tributaxy of the Vistisla, describe; a wide turn emcee. 
toe with those of the middle Vistida asid the Narcw. and separatcs 
the Polish gοννιπιωπιιi of Lublin and S'sdke from the Russian  
govcrnrnentsof Volhyma and Grodnn. Only light boats (gaisry)  

are floated down this bread, shallow stream, whose flat and open  

ν ll' is often ioundated. Its tributary, the Narew  (250 m.),  
brings the fosest•lands of Byclovyezh in Getidno into communication 
with Poland, timber being Rested down from  Ssimh and light boat, 
from Tykorin in Lcmm. The Pihca, which joins the Vistula from the  
Irk 50 m. above Warsaw rises in the south-western corner of Poland, 
and lows for 200 m. υοrtf and east In a broad, flat, sandy and marshy 
valley, of evil repote for its uiiheailhinne.  

The Warta 450  so.) thes in the Capeslochowa bills, 900 ft. above 
 the sea, and flow, north and west past Siecads and Rob. Below  

Cz(nstocbowa it travcwscs a Oat lowland, whose surface rises oeiy  

2 to5  ft. shove the level of the river and the Inhabitants have a 
constant struggle to keep It to it. bed; every spring an immense 

formed by the river at the month of the Net, a little above 

The Memel flowa along the  pottb-eaut frantic' οί  Poland. from  
Crodno to  Yurburg, separating it from Lithuania. The yellowish  

sondy pisins ass its left will grow nothing except eats, buckwheat  
and some sys. The met often changes its bad, and, notwIthstanding  
iqsealedattempes tersgulateit, alIcia great dllllculties to nsvigatioiI,  

Still, large amount, ot corn, wool and timber are bated down,  
especially ιfteτ Its confluence with the Black Hancra. 

Though navigable for a few months only, the rivers of Poland  
have always beast ci considerable importance for the trafsc of the  

;emery, sad their importance is further incresstd by several canals  
cemnecting them wish the Russian and German rivers. The Memel 
is connected with the Diiicper by the Oglnsky canal, situated in the  

Russian government of Minds. The Unleper and Bug canal in  

Crodno connects the Msikhav,ts. a tributary of the Bug, with the  
Pins in the basin of the Pripet, that is, the Dώ eρ r  with the Vistsili. 
The Vistula is connected also with the Oiler by the Brombcrg 
canal in Prussia, which links the Brahe, in the basin of the Vistula, 
with the Net±e, a tsibutaiy of the Warta. All these canals are,  

hemmer, &lurid Riosian Poland. In Poland proper, the Augus.  
towo eassel mimeses the Vistula with the Memsi, by means of the  
rivers Black liancra, Netta, Biebra and Narew. Another canal, 

 to the west of L1czyca, connects the Bzura, a tribsstasy of the Vistula,  

wlth the Ner end the Wens; end the bed of the termer bas been  
altered so as to obtain regular Irrigation of the  mrgdows along its  

Lqhas.—1,alces  are numerous in the government of Suwalki. but 
 are all small and mostly hidden in thick coniferous or birch forests,  

and their waters penetrate with undefined banks amidst marshes,  

mofly tracts aid accumulations of mnes·gswa boulders. Another  

Veep of  smell lake. Is  .kisitd  lathe bida of the Waste (stash  
hart of  l(sllaO,  the largest being Goplo, ιδ so. long and ice ft.  
'ΙOm4k._Wιth  the έχceρt οn of the Lysa Corn hilly tracts  
(Kitice and south Radom), which Ii, within the isotherms d4l 
and  ta', Poland is situated between the *therms of 42' and  46'. 
The isotheres and isocheim. (i.e.  lines of equal omen summer med  
winter temperature respectively) crossing one another at right angles,  
and the former rosining east-north-east, Poland is included bermes  
the isotherm of 64' and ό i' and the isocheiina  of  mid -s.  
The prevailing winds are westerly, with so'tb-nosih-east and such  

winds in autumn and winter, and east winds in spring. 'Flute is an  

average of 211 to 2.6 in, of rainfall in central Poland, and the  
quantity increases slowly towards the south on acooSat of the  
proximity of the  Caηiathisιι, where it is 301 ie. Owing to this  
distribution the anew-sheet in Poland is not vary thick, and spring 
sets in saiiy. Still, from, of  —4. to —22' Palo'. are not unmmmaIs,  
and the rivers are generally icebound for two and a half, to time  
menthe—the Warta being under Ice for 70 to So days. the Vistula 
at Warsaw for So days and (exceptionally) even for ι 16, and the  
hknwl  for too (exceptionally fot  544  

The following averages will serve to  Blusliate  the climate of  
Poland  

Earliest frost 	  
Latest frost 	  
Absolute maximum temperature 	• 
Absolute minimum temperature 	. 
Annual rainfall (total) 	. 	.. 	• 	• 

Warsaw. (m Relish).  

ίkt. ιδ 
 March  ι 

 95·5 
— ; ό ' 

22.8 in, 

(let. 57  
March  τ  

39 ο • 
7·' jg  

Rum—The flora of Poland is snore aidn to that of Grrnιa,  
than to that of Russia, several middle European species finding their  
north-east limits in the basin of the Memel or in the marshes of 

 Lithuania. Coniferous forests, consisting mostly ci pine ()Sims  
s3d.msrir) and birch, cover large tracts in Maxovia in the nerd's, emend  
acre;, the Baltic lake-ridge southwards as far as the confinence of  
the Bug with the Narew, and join to the south-east the Palyssa of  
the Popee. The pine cover, the  Lysa G&s hills and the hills in  
the extreme south-west. The larch, which three centuries age  
covered large tracts, has almost entirely disappeared.  Pisas  
seeders is only  .rememb,nd,  as also Teas, baccuIe. P'eae ebessse  
is cultivated.  

0' deciduous trees, the omission beech Is the meet typical; it  
extends from the Carpstbiaiss to 52' N. and maches three dtgstts  
hither north in small group, ow isolated specimens; the cossfl'sence  

of the Bug and the NaTo, may be 'egardsd  as Its  easseru limit  
The ',bite beech (Cα, iaυs bender), the aspen, and two time  (LYlsass  
'ampmlrxs, U. /use) ere found ne.rty everywhere. The lime  
appen,, in grove, only in the east (Memel. Prspet, Lublin). Ii m 
the most popular tree with the Pates, as the birch with the Russians;  
judgment of old was pronounced under its shade, and all the folk-
sang, repeal its same. The oak—g highly venerated owe in Ρdad.  
though net so much as in Lithuanis—traws In forests osdy ma the  
most fertile land, but it is of common occurrence in  coajunctioss with  
the beech, elm, So. The  m.pbes (An,  fdawanidst  and A.  psrsd..  
jdσΙ,esaή  are somewhat sure; the black skier (AlaSs gfnthnase) lines  
the banks of the rivers a'sd eassals, and the Alas, Incas, is museum.  
The willow end orchard trees—npgbo, prse, plum and cheery--si,  
cultivated everywhere.  

Fs.sa.—Tk  fauna of Poland belongs to the siiiddln £umpemi  
sοώ οgmi group; within the  histotical pedod it has last such species  
as formerly gave it a subarctic chsmcter. The reindeer now nonsus  
only as a fossil; the sable, mentioned in the annals, has migrated  
eastwatde; the wild horse, described by  theatinals na imstermethat, 
between the horse sad the ass—probably similar to the Equas 
pmesselsksi of central Ama—is reputed to hav hera  met with ii  
the 13ιh  century in the hula of the Warts, and two centuries later  
in the fares of LithuanIa. . The wild gnat, biess' ansI elk have  

migrated to the Litbm.niais forests. The iyax and beaver have  

disapeesird. Thu brown best continues to ba πt the forests of the  
south, but is hemming rarer; the wolf, the wild boar, and the kg  
are moat common throughout the grant plain, as  aiso the bare and  
several species of  A,W'da. The msmmala ii' 'Poland. however.  
do not exceed fifty specie;. The aνί4aυ sνa, which dees not differ  
from that of central Europe, is represerised by some one hsisidmsd  

and twenty spades, among which the singing birds  (Dralie-sostse  
sod  £.ιιίνο*aή  ste  the most numerous. On the whole, Poland  
lies to the westward of time sumt frequented root; of the miniatney 
birds; and is Its, visited by them then the steppes of  saui'ls-weg  
Russia. Numerous  aquaticisird.  breed on the waters of the Baltic  
—  

Popuklims,—Tbe  population of Poland,  6,Γ93,7'ΣΟ  I 1871, 
✓eached p.. µ9,qflα  in 88τ, and  ιο,5οo,000 in  t8 ή, 	The end. 
mated population In ι poό  was  ιΟ,747,3cn. Delab isv aflpp  
are shown In the  sgbjoinsd  table.  
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The non-domiciled population numbered about  s,000.000,  and by  
1904 the total was estimated to have Increased to  12,000,000,  the  
Tate of increase between  ι 889 and 1904 having been 46-6. Poland,  
with *93 (domiciled) inhabitant. 05 213 inhabitants in all to the  
square mile in 1897, and 240 to the square mile in '904. has a denier  
population then any other region in the Russian empire, the next to  
It being the governments of  Moecow, wIth  189 inhabitant. to the  
square mile, Podolia with 186. and Kiev with 1 8 1 . The drift town-
warded the rural  popul5tion  began in  isgo,  when the urban popula-
tion amounted to only ‚8% of she whole, whereas in '904 it reached  
s%, as compared  wIth  't%  for the urban population of Russia as  
a whole. Of the towns of Poland 32 havea populat,on  each exceed-
ing 10,000, the largest bring Warsaw the capital, with 638,208  Inhabi-
tants in 1 897 and 756,426 In  τpoι; Lode, with 315,209 In 5897  aiid  
351,570 in 1900;  C εnstοchοWa,  with 45.530 in 1 897 and  53.6Ο  in  
1900; and Lublin, with 50.'52  in 5897. According to  nalionahties.  
the population wes made up as follows in 1 897: 6,755403 Poles,  
equal to 64.6% of the total; 1,267,194 Jews. equal to  ss-i%; 
631,844 Russian. (6%); 391,440 dermans  (4%);  310,586  Llthuan-
iaosand  Letts  ( %);  with a fen thouiands etch of  Tatari. Boheinians.  
Rumanians. and  Eathonians,  and a few  Gvpmra  and Hungarians.  

During prehistoric times the basin of the Viatula seems  
to have been inhabited by a doiichoccpbalic race, different  
from the brachycephalic Poles of the present day; but from 
the dawn of history S Ιaν (Poles), intermingled to tome extent  
with Lfthuanians, have to be found on the plains of the Viatula 
and the Warts. The purest Polish type exists is the basin of 
the middle Vistula and in Posen. The Poles extend but little 
beyond the limits of Russian Poland. In East Prussia they 
occupy the southern alope of the Baltic swellIng (the Mazurs), 
and extend down use Wi bank of the lower Vistula to its mouth 
(the Kaaztsbea or Kassubians). Westward they stretch down  
the Warta as far as Blrnbaum (Too m. east of Berlin); and in the  
south they extend along the right bank of the Viatula to the 
river San in western Galicin. In Russia they constitute, with 
Jews, Lithuanians, Ruthenians and White Russian., the learn  
population, as also the landed nobility and the country gentry,  
in several governments west of the Dvina and the Dnieper.  

According to the localities which the),  inhabit, the Poles take  
different names. They are called  Wielkopolania  on the plain, of  
middle Poland, while the name of  Malopolanie  is reserved for these  
on the Warts. The name of  Ltczycanic  is given to the  inhabitants  
of the  macalso,  of the Her, that of  Kurp.e  to those of the  Podlesic;  
Κ ήawiacy. SΖΙ9cy in the  Shlmia,  end  G&alc  in the  Caηssthiana.  

The  Kauubcs.  and especially the  Macurn.  may be considered as  
.epamte  stocks of the Polish family. The  Mazurs  are distinguished  
from the Poles by their lower stature, broad shoulders and  mansive  
frame, and mill more by their national dress, which has nothing of  
the  smattneas  of that of the southern Poles, and by their ancient  
customs; they have also a dialect  cl  their own, containing many  
words now obsolete in Poland, and several grammatical forms  
bearing  witnes,  to Lithuanian influence. They submit without  
difficulty to German culture, and in Prussia are Lutheran s.  The  
language of the &umbel can also be considered as.  sepaiate  dialect.  
The  Poka  proper are on the whole of medium  atatuiw (5 ft 4·6  Iα.) 
inely  built, dark in the south and fair in the north, richly  endowerl  
by nature. Inclined to deeds of heroism, but perhaps deficient in  
that energy which  characterises  the northern races of Europe. and  
in that sense of unity which ha. been the strength of their present  
rulers.  

The German element is annually increasing both in number and  
Li influence. The Lodz manufacturing district, the Polish Binning-
ham, is becoming more  Grrmas'  than Polish; and throughout the  
goveramests  west of the Vistula German immigration is going on at  
a  .teadi)y  increasing rate, especially in the  govenametIt.  of Pinch,  
Kalisa, Ρiσιrkόw  and Warsaw.  

The Jews, who are found evesywbeiv  throughout Poland. era  
iiowbetangiicukuiei;  in the larger towns many of them are  aitijaiss,  

RUSSTAN' 	'  '  
but In the village, they see  alnieat exclusively mimed .s shag.  
keepers, second-hand traders, dealers en  coasminsce, iankeipet. 
and azure.,, In the country, both commerce sad agriculture are  
in the hands of their intimately connected trading  u.ociatlosst.  
Their relations with Poles and  Ruthenians  are earthing but cordial,  
and  " ten-baiting " is oil  rcque'st oucumncn,  They are Increasing  
much more ταρidlυ time the Slay..  

Agrws,lbwe.—From remote antiquity Poland bar been celebrated  
for the ρπιductiοπ and export of grain. Both, however, greatly  
declined in the Ζ Βth  century; and towards the beginning of the 19th,  
the peasants, ruined by their proprietor., or abandoned to the  
Jews, were In a more wretched  ΙέtΊοn  than even their  RussIan  
neighbours.  Serfdom we, abolished in 1807;  but the  lIberated  
peasants received no allotments of land, and the old patrimonial  
1υιisdktίοna  were retained.  (ompelled  to  acoepe  the Conditions  
imposed by the landlords,  the peasants had to pay rack-rents and  
to give compulsory labour in various form,  fos'  the use of their land.  
Only a limited number were  considesad  as permanent farmers, while  
nearly one-half of them because mere  ρrοΙd4irn.  Punning a policy  
intended to reconcile the peasantry to  Ruasian  rule and to  break 
the power of the Polish nobility, the Rus sian government promul-
gated , during the outbreak in '864,S law by which those peasants  
who were holders-of land on estates belonging 40  ρriναte  persons,  
institution. (such as monasteries and the like), or the  Ciwn  were  
recognised as  peφrίe%οιs  of the soil—the state paying  cos.peneatim'  
to the landlords in bonds, and the peasan ts  having to pay a yearly  
annuiey  to the gate until the debt ibm  cσsιtsactedΙ'ad  been cleared  
0$. The valuation of these allotment, was made at a rate  ""ci'  
more advantageous than in Russia, and the average us, of holding  
amounted  to 15 acres per family. Of those who held no hind i  
number received grants nut of the  confiseated meMos  of the  nobility 
gad monasteries.  Αι  the same time the self-government of the  
ρeαsιuαs weu organized on democratic principle.. The so-called  
" servitude,," however—that I., the right to pastu re  on end take  
need from the landlord 's estates—were mslntalned  (ow  political 
reasons.  These reforms resulted in a  teinponry iΩςτesse  of  pros-
perity, or at say raw an  alleviailoe  of the previous misery of the  
peasants. But whereas between 1864 and 5873 the  peamntTy  
as a whole  puKbazed,  in  additiιm  to the land granted to then  
by the government, 297,000 acres, in the period 1873-1 893, they  
bought  Mo,000  acre, and  hetwsen  1893 and '905 as much 511.620,000  
acres.  Thea  the process of breaking up the larger estatm is  
cording rapidly and at an acce lerated sate. In ten years  (' - 
1 87$ the atee of cultivated soil Inc reased by ι, o οοο acre,, wh  
dunng  the fourteen years 1845-1859 Its increase had been only 
540,000 arias, But the maintenance of the  " servitude,," the weal  
of pasture-land, the lack of money for improvement., and the very  
rapid increase in the price of land, all helped to counteract the bene-
fits of the agrarian measures of 1864. 

In '904 the village  communitse, (peasantry) owned 4 ,3 -8% of the  
total area;  eιvate  owners, mostly nobles, 404%;  the Crown α nd  
imperial family, 6%; and public bodies, such as towns and  mona,.  
tones,  2-6%;  while  5·A,  was in the bands of the Jews. The  holdIng,  
of the peasant  fainshea  vary generally from 8 to 53 acres, the  
minimum in Russia being  τό to2 ι acιts. Ilyalawof  189' further  
subdivision below 8-3 acre, is prohibited; But out of a total of some  
7,000,000 peasants  no fewer than  3,ocoo0Ο glossi..  no land, le  
consequence of this every summer no faeces'  thami  800,00o emigrate  
temporarily to Germany in quest of  wcrk.  

Forests cover over 21.3% of the surface, of which need, one-
third belong to the Crown, and only 515 0000 acme (7'7%)  to the  
peasantry.  

Agriculture in Poland lion the whole carried on  aeceuding  to more  
advanced method, than in Russia. The  extenseve  cultivation of  
beetruet,  of potatoes for distilleries, and of fodder crop* has led so  

the introduction of a rotation  Ι  several year. instead of the  formee  
"tlsree-Iields  system; and agricultural machinery lain mere general  
use, especially on the larger estates of the  wtst,  Winter 'wheat I.  
extensively cultivated, especially in the south the  Sandonu, (We-  
mien) wheat having a wide  re υte.  Ό '  the land In the possess ion  
of the peasants no less than 70/.6 under crops, and of the land in  
the  laiier estate,  a%; of the former extegory 11%, and of the  
latter S', is meadow. Altogether nearly  ιό  million acre,  cl  
Russian Poland, or almost one-half of the total area, arc under crop s,  
nrincin.11

m
y rye, onts, wheat, barley, potatoes and bay, with some 

Lax, hep, peas, buckwheat end hope. Alter local wants are  
supplied5  there remains every year a surplus of about 3'  msITsag  
quarters of cereals for  expoet.  Beetroot is largely grown for the  
manufacture of sugar. Potatoes are extensively grown (or use in  
the distilleries. The cultivation of tobacco is successfully  cχrr$ed υ,  
especially, in the governments of Warsaw,  Plocic  and Lublin. ·Τhe  
iwedding  of livestock  (cattΙe  sheep and homes), is an impoewnt  
source of income. Fine  brenda  of horses and cattle are kept on t5• 
larger estates  of the nobility, and cattle arc exported to  Auztna.  
Rec.-keeping is widely followed, especially In the south-cast. Fishing  

is carried on  reιaυ eτativeiy,  more partIcularly  on the  Vidula end  

its tributaries,  
Μaπήαdυrιu  '"id Mixer.—Since  186' and mom  eapecially elpce  

1 875, there  baa  been a remarkable  development of manufacturing  
.sfss'.. ,..  in Poland, the branch vi  indu.ely  which has shown  tb'  
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tet ρι e.  being the taictile. Whereas in ι1164 the annual  
piuduetien ci all factorie, in Poland was valued at net moos than  
gf nsilllons sterling, in 1875, when the workers numbered η,οοο.  
the output was estimated at even kea: but in  1φ5  the value of the  
industrial production reached ω millions sterling. The principal  

•indυseti Ι  centres are Led: (textiles), Warsaw (roger, leather and  
miscellaneous) and Bendai—Sc,nowke—Dombrowa, in Ρiοtrkόw 

•(mining). The sugar factories and refineries, situated chiefly in the 
governments ci Wirsaw, Lublin and Pluck, turn out approximately  
One million tans of sugar σ the year. the Polish sugar industry being  
exceeded in Russia only by that ci Kiev. Cotton is the principal  
product of the mills at Lcdz·and Lash, both in Ρioΐ ιΙtόw; though  
woollen cloth, silk and linen are also produced. Tanning is centred  

War'w  and Radar; Polish (i.e. Warsaw) boots and shoes have  
• great reputation throughout the Russian empire. Other notable  
branches of manufacturing Industry, besides those already named,  
am flouimflls, jute. bosiesy, lace, paper, cement, hats, habeπlaahery, 
machinejy, Ιob.mo soap and candle  facto,ies,uunandsteelworks,  
distilleries, breweries, patterns, vinegar, chocolate. varnish, furni-
ture,  clodsmg and brickwctks. The cottage industries, sach.as pot-
tery and basket-making, formerly of considerable importance, are  
gradually being replacsd by the factory syatein of wor'ine.  

Sουtbeτa Poland possesses abundant minerils, especially in the  
Kuelte mooultains and the region adjacent to Prussian Silena. The  
Decides sandstones contain malachite ores mar Kike, end copper  
has been washed there sines the 15th century, though the mines ass 
now neglected. The brows iron ores of Kielc' contain no less than  

‚40% of inns. The zinc airs of the Olkusa district, mom than 50 ft. 
thick, contaIn 8 to s4%, sometimes 25%, of zinc, The tin ores of  

Olkuss are still more Important, and were extensively wrought 
as early as the ufltb century. Boown iron ores, appearing in the 

eigbbourhsod of Bendsin  an lenticular masses 33 ft. thick, and 
containing 25 to » % of iron, a000mpany the zinc owes, Spbtrosider' 
des sad brown Iron ores are plentiful also in the "Keuper foiina-
lion." Sulphur Is wrought in the district of Piisczow; the deposit,, 
chiefs cοοσiπ 23% et rolρh ισ, reαch α thickness οf 7 tο 7ο ft. Coal  
σοειιrα is south-west Poland over as ama of rock. in the districts  
of Beodzio and Olkuss, Brown coal, or lignite, which appears is  
the Olkusa district in beds 3  to  7  ft. thick, has been worked out. The  
output of coal is 4,cοοο0ο to 6,οοο'οοο tons in the year, the number  
of hands employed being 11000 to ao,000. The yield of lignite is  
ire, than ‚oοοοο tons annually; ci zinc 10,000 to 12.000 tons; of 
napper sad lead small. The production of iron and steel increased  
(rum t3.οοο toil, in ride to about 500,000 tons in 1905, 01 other  
mineral endure, chalk, exported from Lublin, * few quarnea  of 
warble and many of building atones, are worthy ci notice. Mineral 
waters ar, used medicinally at Cisthocinek in Pluck and Naigczow  
bLubliti. 	. 

Cammuasciihmss.—Tbe  railways of Poland have an aggregate 
4a.gth οί  s οο m.  Α  bee of great importance, connecting Vienna  
with St retersbtuy, Crosses the mums/ from squth-west to 
north-case, pansog through the mining district arid through Warsaw,  
and seeding a short branch to Lads. Another important liar,  
connecting Ι7anιlg with Odessa, crosses Poland from αeσiεcest to  

υtb-east  Α  branch Ike, parallel to this last, comsecta Skienuc  
sues with Than and Bromberg• while a military railway connects 
*be fortresses of Warsaw and fvasigorod with Brest.Litov*. via 
Siedlee  and Lubec- The line from Berlin to St Petersburg micron
the north of Suwalki for 54 en between Eydekuisrn and  Kovan, 

Cosawerer  "-The general trade of Poland is merged is that of  
Reins, under which bending it is treated. With the extension of  
the railways the fairs have lost much cl their importance, but their 
aggregate yearly returns are still estimated at f,o οο,σοο. The  
principal (airs are held at Warsaw (wool, hemp, hope). Lqczyea 
is  Kalise, Skasyssew in Radom, Ciechanoviec in Lomsa, and l,owicz  
in Warsaw.  
. Adr'iusi*o.iioss.—'llie  entire adnsinistrallon of Poland is 
under the governor-general residing at Warsaw. He Is at the  

same time the commander of the military forces of the " "'arsaw  

military district." Justice is reprczetited by the  gmisa txibunalz,  
which correspond  Ιο  those of the stir in Russia; the justices of the 
peace (nominated by government); the  syerd,  or " court" of the 
Ilaticra of the peace; the district tribunals (assizcs) in each  
government; and the Warsaw courts of appeal and cassaticg.  

Poland has had no separate budget since ι8όy, its income and  
expenditure are included in those of the empire.  

λfter the insurrection of 1863 α11 towns with less than soco  
inhabitants were deprived of their n'unicipal rights, and were  
included, under the designation of posade, us the gzriisis.  
Viewed with suspicion by the Russian government, the Polish  
towns received no self-government like the villages. The elective  
usimicipsi  councils, which enjoyed de jive very large rights,  
Including that of maintaining their own police, although iii  
reality they were under the role of the nobility, were practically  
abplished. and Russiari omtials were nominatod in their place  

and entrusted with all their sights. The municipal εοωιαls  
were, however, maintained to carry out the orders of the military  
chiefs. The new municipal law of ι8;ο, Stat introduced at 
Waraiw, reduced the functions of the municipal council almost  
to nothing. The burgomaster is entirely dependent upon the  
police arid the chief of the district, and has to discharge all sorts  

of functions (baitif, policeman, &c.) which have nothing to do 
with municipal aSaira. In ill oillcial communications the  

Russian language is obligatory, and a gradual elimination of  
Poles from the administration has been effected.  

Dfeιste.—Ρώ and contairis  the first line of defence of the Russia,,  
empire on its western frontIer. The marshy lowlands, covered with  
forests on the western bank of the Vistula, are a natural defence  
against so army advancing from the west, and they are strengthened  

bυ the fortresses on that tiver. The centre of them latter Is Warsaw, 
with Novogcorgievslt, formerly Modlin, in the north, at the mouth 
ci the Bug, and lsnngorvd, formerly Deniblisi, In the south, at the  
mouth o( the Wiepra. Novogeorginvsk is a str oiigl),  rectified camp  
which requires a gnmsoa of 12,000 men, and may shelter an army of  
50,000 men. The town of Sierock, at the coduence of the Bug and  
the Narew, Is testified to protect the rear of  Novogeoegievsk. The  
Vistula line of fortresses la bours, however, under the great disadvan-
tage  of being easily turned from the rear by armies advancing from  
East Prussia or Galicia, Bteat-Litov,k, at the western issue from  

the marshes of the Pripet, the towns of Dubno, Lick and Bob-
r'uisk constitute the second line ci defence.  

Religion  sisd Ediicslion.—Tbe  prevalent religion is the Roniaa 
Catholic, to which over 75%  of the total population belong. Pro- 
testants (mostly Lutherans) amount to 6%, while about 5%  sir 
members ci the Orthodox Greek Church. Mter the iszimsctson of  
1863, measures were taken to reduce the numbers of the Roman  
Catholic clergy in Poland. One diocese (Podlasie) was abolished,  
and a new one established at Kielce, while several bi*bop.  wan 

 sent oueof the cuuntry. Used is eke diνided intο fees' ditεeωs-
Warner, Sgdomierz, Lublio sad Fleck. 

The educational institutions of Poland are represented by a  
university at Warsaw, with  ;poo  students. Teaching has been  
carried on in Russian shier 1873. There are excellent technical  
schools, an institute of agriculture and forestry at Nowa-Alemndrya.  
sad severs! seminaries for teachers. At Warsaw theta is a good  
musical cortservstoiy. The Jewish children are mostly sent en the  

Jewish schools, but they receive almost no instruction at all. 
Although there has been a decided increase in the number of both the  
primary and the sccodary tcbools, nrvmhelme the school amommo-
dation has in neither category of scbl kept pace with the grusib 
of the population. The proportion of primary schools has in  
fact been steadily decreasing, and the applications for adnthsia.  
to the secondary schools and colleges mon the average twice as great 
as the number of vacancies, All the same, Poland compasea  way  
favourably with Russia in the general level of education, for wheirm 
those able to read and write in r897 amounted in Poland to 30.5% 
of the population (only 9'3%  in 1862), in Russia It w S %as ip' . 

(P. A.  Κ.;  J.  Τ. Ba.)  
POL&RITV (Lat.  pools, polar, pole), having two poles as  

parts at which certain pwperties are the opposite to one another,  
as In a magnet the ends of which have opposite magnetic charac-
ters. The act of producing polarity Is termed polarization.  
For electrolytic polarization gee  Basmv  and ELWrIOLYSsS,  
and for optical see Poi.aszzsxsoa or Lioser below.  

POLARIZATIOH  OP LIGHT.  Α  stream 01 light corning  
directly from a natural source has no relation to apace exeq*  

that concerned in its direction of propagation, round which  

is properties are alike on all sides. Thai this is not a necessary  

cbaracterislio of light was discovered by Christian hiiuygena.  
who found that, whereas a stream of sunlight in travezsiiig a  
rhoinbof spar in any but one direction always gives rise to two  
Weems of equal brightness, each of these emergent streams 
is divided by a second rhomb into two portions having a relative  

intensity dependent upon the position with respect to oneanoiber  

of the principal planes of the faces of entry into the rhombs—tbc  

planes through the axes of the crystals perpendicular to the  

refracting surfaces. Iri certain cases, indeed, one portion  
vanishes entirely: thus the stream ordinarily reftacted In the  

first rhomb gives an otdinary or an extraordinary stream alone  

in the second, according as the principal planes are parallel or  
perpendicular, the reverse being the use with the extraordinary  
stream of the first rhomb. In intermediate cases the intensities 
of the two berms are proportional to the squares of the cosines  
of the angles that the principal plane of the second rhomb makes  
with the pcsitiousa in which they have the greatest irutealy.  
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On the other hand, If the emergent streams overlap and the  

Common part be examined, 11½ found to have all the  ρrορeτιka  
of common light. To this phenomenon  Ε. Τ Malus  gave the  
name of  pderis,sIks,  as he attributed It, on the em ission theory  
of light, to a kind  ci  polarity of the light-corpuscles. This  
term  baa  been retained and the ordinary stream is said to be  

plane polarized In the principal plane of the face of entry into  

the  rbomb,  and the  extraordinsIy  stream to be plane pola rized  
in the perpendicular plane.  

The phenomenon of polarization observed by Huygens  

remained an isolated fact for over a century, until Makes us  
.808 discovered that polarization can be produced Independently  

of double refraction, and must consequently be something  

closely connected with the nature of light Itself.  Fm'ing  
the light reflected from the w indows of the  Lux.mburg  palace  
with a doubly retracting prism, he was led to inlet (though more  

refined experiments have shown that this is not strictly the case)  
that light reflected at a certain angle, called the  $ierisiisg  eagle,  
from the surface of transparent  iubatances  has the lame proper-
lies with respect to the plane of incidence as those of the ordinary  

stream in Iceland spar with respect to the principal plane of the  
crystal. Thus in accordance wi th  the  deflnition,  it is polarized  
in the plane of incidence. Further, if polarized light fall at 
the polarizing angle on a reflecting surface, the intensity of the  

reflected stream  dependa  upon the azimuth of the plane of  
incidence, being proportional to the square of the  cosIne  of the  
angle between this plane and the plane of the polarization.  

At angles other than the polarizing angle common light gives  

a reflected stream that  bebaves  as a mixture of common light  
with light polarized In the plane of  lnddeυce  and is accordingly  
said to be partially polarized  in,tbat  plane. The refracted  
light, whatever be the angle of Incidence, ii found to be partially  

polarized ins plane perp endicular to the plane of incidence, and  
D. F. J.  Arago  showed that at all angles of incidence the reflected  

and refracted streams contain equal quantities of pola rized light.  
The polarizing angle varies from one transparent substance to  

another, and Sir David Brewster In 1815 enunciated the law that  

the tangent of the polarizing angle Is equal to the refractive  

index of the substance. It follows then that if a stream of light  

be Incident at the polarizing angle en it pile of parallel transparent  

plates  of the same nature, each surface in turn will be met by  
the light at the polarizing angle and will give rise to a reflected  
portion polarized in the plane of incidence. Hence the total  
reflected light will be polarized in this plane and will of necessity  

have a greater intensity than that produced by a single surface.  

The polarization of the light transmitted by the pile is never  

complete, but tends to become more nearly so as the number  
of the platen is increased and at the same time the angle of inci-
dence for which the pola rization is a maximum approaches  
indefinitely the pola rizing angle (Sir G. G. Stokes, Math, mid  

Phys.  Papers, iv. 145).  
In order to isolate a polarized pencil of rays with  & rhomb  

of Iceland spar, it Is necessary to have a crystal of such •  thick-
ness that the emergent streams are separated, so that one may  

be stepped by a screen. There are, however, certain crystals  

that with a moderate thickness give an emergent stream of light  

that Is more  or less completely polarized. The polariz ing action  
of such crystals is due to the unequal absorption that they exert  
en polarized streams. Thus a plate of tourmaline of from  

mm. to mum. in thickness with Its faces perp endicular to the  
optic axis is nearly  opeque  to light falling normally upon it,.  
and a plate of this thickness parallel to the axis  peesnita  of the  
passage of a single stream polarized In a plane perpendicular  
to the principal section.  Such a plate acts in the same way  
on polarized  light, stopping it or allowing it to pass, accord ing  
sa  the plane of polarization is parallel or perpendicular to the  
principal section. Certain artificial salts,  e.g. iodo.sulpbate  of  
quinine, act ins similar manner.  

From the above Instances  we see that an instrumental  
appliance that polarizes  a beam of light may be used as a means  
of detecting and  ιιιnιining  polarization. This latter proce ss  
in teemed  ι a1y,atΙυιι,  and an instrument Is called a  polarizer  

or an analyser according as It Is used for the first or the second  
of these purposes.  

In  additIon  to the above facts of polarization mention may  
be made of the partial polarization, In a plane perpendicular  

to that of emission, of the light emitted In an oblique  
direction from a white-hot solid, and of the polarization  
produced by  dWtaction.  Experiments with gratings have  
been Instituted by Sir G. Gab riel Stokes, C.  Η.  A.  Iioltzmarin,  
F.  Elsenlohr  and others, with the view of determining  
the direction of the vibrations  In polarized light (side  
isfriή ,  but the results have not been consistent, and  

H.  Fize,u  and G. H.  Qulncke  have shown that they depend  
upon the size and form of the apertures and upon the state of  
the surface on which they are traced. The  polarisatlon  of the  
light reflected from a glass grating has also been Investigated  

by I. Frohlich, while L. G.  Gouy  has studied the more simple  
case of  dΊ racιlon  at a straight edge. The polarization of the  
light scattered by small  partides  has been examined by C.  Govi,  
J.  Tyndafl, L.  Soret  and A.  Laliemand,  and In the case of ultra-
microscopic particles  by H.  Siedeotopf  and R.  Tdgmondy  
(Dri.de  Ass. ισοg, χ.  r) an Interesting case of this phenomenon  
Is the polarization of the light from the sky—a subject that has  

been treated theoretically by Lord Rayleigh in an important 
series of papers (See  Sιc, Cowux  or, and Rayleigh,  Sd'sfiβc  
Works, I. 8, 104,  Segi hr. 397). 

An important addition to the knowledge of polarization  wte 
 ride In 1816  by Augustin 3.  Fresuel  and D. F. J.  Arago,  who 

summed up the results of a searching series of experiments in  

the following laws of the Interference of polarized light:  

(z) Under the same conditions  In which two streams of common  
light interfere, two streams pola rized  at right angles ere without  
mutual Influence. (r) Two  strtams  polarized in parallel  plaaea  
give the same phenomena of Interference as common light.  
()  Two streams polarized at right angles  and coming from a  
stream of common light can be brought to the same plane of 
polarization without thereby acquiring the faculty of interfering.  

()  Two streams polarized at right angles and coming from a  

stream of polarized light interfere as common light, when  

brought to the same plane of polarization.  ()  In  calculatIng  
the conditions of interference In the last case, It is necessary  
to add a half wave-length to the actual difference of pa th  of the  
streams, unless the primitive and final plan es  of polarization lie  
In the same angle between the two perpendicular plants.  

The lateral characteristics of a polarized;teem lead at once  
to the conclusion that the stream may be represented by a 
vector, and since this vector must Indicate the direction in 
which the light travels as well as the plane of polarizatIon, it Is 
natural to infer that It Is transverse to the direction of propaga-
tion. That this Is actually the case Is proved by expe riments on 
the interference of polarized light, from which it maybe deduced  
that the  polarIzation-vector of a train of plane waves of plane  
polarized  light executes rectilinear vibrations  in the plane of the  
waves. By symmetry the polarization-vector must be either  
parallel or perpendicular to the plane of polarization: which of  

these directions is assumed depends upon the physical character-

istic that is attributed to the vector. In fact, whatever theory  

of light be adopted, there art two vectors to be considered,  

that art at right angles to one another and connected by purely  
geometrical relations.  

The general expressions for the rectangular components of  
a vector transverse to the direction of propagation (a) In the  
case of waves of length 1' travelling with speed; are:- 

s—nw. —α),  ,—ό  015 —β),  
where Τ.· =04 —Π)/λ.  The path  of the extremity of the  vectoT  
Is then in  genersl  an ellipse, traversed in a right-handed direc tion  
to an observer receiving the light when  α—β  is between 0 and a,  
or between  —τ  and —sr, and in a left-handed direction If this  
angle be between wand  aw,  or between a and —τ.  In conformity  
with the form of the pa th , the light is said to be  ellIptically  
polstlzed,  right,  or left-handedly  as the case may be, and the  
axes of the elliptic path are determined by the planes  ci  
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maximum and minimum polarization of the light. In the par-
ticular case in which a-b and  - (τιι ι ) τ/ι,  the  
vibrations are circular and the light is said to be circularly  
polarized.  

These different types of polarization may be obtained from  

a plane polarized strum by  paasrng  it through a quarter-wave  
plate, i.e. a crystalline plate of such a thickness  ihalit  introduces  
a relative retardation of a quarter of a wave between the com-
ponent streams within it. Such plates are generally made of  
mica or  aelenite,  and the normal to the plane of polarization  
of the most retarded stream is called "the axis or the plate."  

If this axis be parallel or perpendicular to the primitive plane  
of polarization, the emergent beam remains plane pola rized;  
it is circularly polarized if the axis be at se' to the plane  of 
polarization, and in other cases it is elliptically polarized with  
the axes of the elliptic path parallel and perpendicular to the  

axis of the plate. Conversely a quarter-wave plate may be'  
employed for reducing a circularly or elliptically polarized  

stream to a state of plane polarization.  
Two greens are said to be opposit ely polarized when the one  
so far as relates to Its polarization, what the other becomes  

when it is turned through an azimuth of p0° and has its character  
reversed as regards right and left hand. An analytical investi-
gation of the conditions of interference of polarized streams  of 
the most general type leads to the result that there will be no  

interference only when the two Streams are oppositely polar ized,  
and that when the polarizations are identical the interference  

will be perfect, the  ductuations  of intensity being the greatest  
that the difference of intensity of the streams admi ts  (Sir G. G.  
Stokes,  MaIh,  and  Phys.  Papers, iii. 233).  

It remains to consider the cons titution of common  unpolarized  
light. Since a beam of common light can be resolved into plane  
polarized strums and these n  recomposition  give a stream  
with properties  indistinguishable from those of common  
light, whatever their relative retardation may be, it is natural  

to assume that an analytical representation of common light  

can be obta ined  in which no longitudinal vector occurs. On the  
other band a stream of strictly monochromatic light with a  
polarization-vector that is entirely transversal must be (in general  
elliptically) polarized. Consequently it follows that common  
light cannot be absolutely monochromatic. The conditions  

that are necessary in order that a stream of light may  behave as  
natural light have been investigated by Sir G. Gabriel Stokes  
(let. 'ii.) and by E.  Verdet (Oeierres,  I.  280,  and it may be  
shown that two polarized streams of a definite charac ter are  
analytically equivalent to common light provided  thattheyareof 

 equal intensity sad oppositely polarized and that there is no  
common phase relation between the corresponding monochro-
matic constituents. Further a stream of light of the moat  
general character is equivalent to the admixture of common  
and polarized light, the polarization being ellip tical, circular  
or plane.  

We see then that there are seven possible types of light:  

common light, polarized light and partially polariz ed  light;  
the polarization in the two latter cases being elliptical, circular  
or plane. Common light, circularly polarized and partially  
circularly polarized light all have the characteristic of giv ing  
twO  streams  of equal intensity on passi ng  through a  rhomb  of  
Iceland spar, however it may be turned. They may, however, 
be distinguished by the fact that Of previo us  transmission  
through a quarter-wave plate this property is retained in the  
case of common light, while with the two other types the relative  

intensity of the streams depends upon the orientation of the  
rhomb,  and with circularly polarized light one stream may be  
made to vanish. Plane polarized light gives in general two  
Weems of unequal intensity when examined with a  rhomb, 
end for certain positions of the crystal there is only one emergent 
stream. Elliptically polarized, partially elliptically polarized  
and partially, plane polarized light give wi th  Iceland spar two 
streams of, in general, unequal intensity, neither of which can 
be made to vanish.. They may be  differentiated  by first passing 
the light through a quarter-wave plate with its axis parallel or  

perpendicular to the plane of  nsevininss  polarisatiost:  Ice  
elliptically  polariaed  light thereby becenies plane polarized  
and one of the streams is extinguished on rotating the  rhomb;  
but with the other two kinds of light this is not the case, and the  

light is partially plane or partially elliptically  ρoΙaιfzeιΙ  according  
as the plane of maximum  polarisalion  remains the same or is  
—  

Cdosrs  of C,ysioldae PkIes.—Tt was known to  Β.  T. Mains that 
the interpos ition of a doubly refracting glaze between a  polariene  
and an analyser regulated  for extinction  baa  the effect of partially  
restoring the light, and he used this  ρrορerty  to discover double  
refraction in cases in which the  etpamtinn  of the two refracted  
seems was too slight to be directly detected. D. F. J.  Arago 
in  t81i  found that to the case of white light and with moderat ely  
thin plates the transmitted light is no  lor'er  white but minuted.  
a  vsnation  of brightness but not of tint being produced when the  
poladme a πd aπaΓy,eτ  being crossed are rotated together, while the  
rotation of the analyser alone produc es  a change of colour, which  
passes through whit, into the  oomPlementazy  tint. This pheno-
menon was subjected to a detailed  investigation by Jean  Βaρtisι  
Blat  during the years 1812  to 1814, and from the results of his expert.  
rents Thomas Young, with his bri lliant acumen, was led to infer  
that the colours were to be attributed to interference between  

the ordinary and  estraordinaiy  screams in the plate of  crystaL  
This explanation is incomplete, as it leaves Out of account the action  

of the  ροΙarizr  and analyser, and it was with the purpose of removing  
this defect that  Fresnel  and  Arago  undertook the investigations  
mentioned above and thus supplied what was wanting in Young's  
explanation. In  hot's  earlier experimen ts the beam of l ight ma-
played was nearly parallel : the phenomena of rings and  brushes 
that  arsren  with a conical  pcnclI.o(  light were  diseusered  by Sir  
Dasd ljrew'iai  ώ  the case of  uniaxal  crystals in 1813  aiid  in that  
of  blaxal  crystals in 1815.  

Let e, θ,  p be the angles that the primitive and  6ml rime. of 
polarization and the plane of polarization of the quicker wave  
withIn  the plate make with a fixed plane, and let p be the relati ve  
retardation of phase of the two streams on emergence from the plate  

Ιοί-  light of period r. On entry into die crystal the original polar
-Istd  stream is resolved into components represented  by  

a  cca(#-a)  Co.  Ρ.  sin 00 -a)ens T, T -zaI/r,  
and on emergence we may take u the expression of  the waves  

a me (4,  -a)on. Τ.  a sin (#-a) Co. (T-p).  
Finally after traversing the analyser the sum of the two resolved  
components is  . 
α .- ι)  ma  (#-β) co. T+a  sin (P - a) sin 4-ΙΟ 	(Τ.-.),  
of which the intensity is  
(a ens (f-.)  cc,  (#-(3)  +a sin (P-n) sin  (# —P) cca,)'+  

o'sin'(p-.) s'm' -β)  sin'  p- 
a' ca.·(β -.)-a°ain 24-α)  sin  2(#β)  sin' ‚p.  

When die primitive light is white, this expression must be summed for  
the different monochromatic eoestiruents.  In strictness the angle  P 
is dependent upon the  Irpquency.  but if the dispersion be week eel.

-tively  to the double refraction, the product sin s(4 -a)ώ ι  2( —β)  
has  sensibfy  the  seme  value for all terms of the summation, sad we  
may write  

I  weos'(β-n)Za'-sin  2(0 -a) sin  s(φ-β)υ'  sin' 4p.  
This formula contains the whole theory of the colours of crystalline  
plates In polarized light. Since the first term represents a stream of  
white light, the plate will appear  u πcοlου ed  whenever  the plane  cl  
polarization of either stream  trassmitted  by it coincides  with either  
the primi tive or  Soal  plane of  poltrization,  Iii intermediate cues the  
field is coloured, and the tint  ώan,  to its complementary as the  
plate passes through one of these eight positions,  dma  the second  
term in the above expression then changes ago. If, however, the  
primitive and Seal planes of polarization be parall el  or emend, the  
held exhibits only  onecolout duringa  complete revolution of the pla te.  

The crystalline plate shows no colour when it is very thin, sad elm  
when 'Its thickness exceedaamcderateamount.  In the termer cue the  
retardation of phase varies so little with the p eriod that the intensity  
is nearly the same for all colours; in the latter case it alters so rapidly  

that for a small change in the period the intensity pa sses  from a 
'nssximum  or a minimum, and consequently so many constituents  
of the light are weakened and these are en close to one another in  
freguenc'j,  that the light presents to the eye the  appesranea of being 
white. The true character of the light in this case may be ,evisikd  
by analysing it with a  spectroncope, wben  a spectrum  ό  obtained  
traversed by dark bands corresponding to the cons tituents that son  
weakened or annulled. The phenomenon of colour may,  hσwtνer. he  
obtained with thick plates by superpo sing two of them in a suit-
able manner, the combination acting ass thicker or a thinner plato  
according as the planes of polarization of the quicker waves  witbise  
them are parallel or crossed. In this way a d elicate test for slight  
trace, of double  rniriction  is obtained. When the reta rdation  cA  
phase for light  of'mean  period is a or a small  rmiltipk  of a  
crystalline plate placed between a  eroneed palaziser  and αααlχner  
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exhibit.  ό  white light a distinctive grayish violet colour, known as a  

ecnsitive tint from the fact that it changes rapidly to blue or red.  
when the retardation is very slight ίυ increased or diminished.  
If then the sensitive plate be cut in hαlf and the two parts be placed  
side by side after the one has been turned through 90  in its OwO  
plane, the tint of the one bali will be raised and that of the other  
will be lowered when the compound plate is associated with a second 
doubly retracting plate.  

When light from an extended source is made to converge upon 
the crystal the phenomenon 01 rings and brushes localized at infinity is 
οbt aιned.'έbe exact calculation of the intensity in tbiacaseiaveiycom-
plstated and the resulting expression is too unwieldy to be of any  

use, but as an approximation the formula for thecase of a parallel  

beam may be employed, the quantities  ψ  sad p therein occurring  
being regarded as functions of the angle and plane of Incidence  
and consequently as variables. In monochromatic light, then. 
the interference pattern is characterized by three systems of curves: 
the curves of constant retardation p ω mist.; the lines of like  
polarization ci - conat.; the curves of constant intensity 1  ■ conat. 
When p ι.  2157 and also when s&  ■ .  or .+42  or  ‚1 -β  οτ.$-l-τ(a 
that is at points for which the streams within the plate are polarizer1  
in planes parallel and perpendicular to she planes of primitive and  
final polarization, the intensity (called the [uridamental Intensity)  
if the same as when the plate is removed. The.e conditions define  
two systems of curves called respectively the principal curves of  
constant retardation and the principal lines of like polarization,  
these latter lines dividing the field Into regions in which the intensity  
is alternately greater and less than ώ .  fundamental intensity.  
When, however, the planes of polarization and anslytioa are 
parallel or crossed, the two pairs utprincipal line. of like polarization  
coincide, απd the intensity ω  at all point, in the former cue net  
greeter than, and in the latter case not icie than, It was Were the  
introduction cl the plate. The determination of the curve. of con-
stant retardation depends upon expressing the retardation In terms  
of the optical constants of the crystal, the angle of incidence and the 
azimuth of the plane of incidenc,. P.  Α.  Pectin has shown that a  
u.eIid picture of she form of these curves may be obtained by taking  
sections, parallel to the plate, of a surface that he cells the "1,0.  
chromatic surface." and that is the locus of point, on the crystal  
at which the relatis, retardation of two plane waves passing sirnul- 
taneously through a given point and travelling in the same direction  
hiss an assigned value. But ,, this surfac, I. obtained by seaming 
that the Interfering streems follow the same route iii the c εγιt4 
and by  negleceleg the refraction out of the crystal, it doe, not lend  
itself to accurat, numerical calculations.  Τα  the same degree of  
accuracy as that employed In obtaining the expression br the  
intensity, the form of the line, cl like polarfaition is gi νen by the 
section, parallel to the plate,  of a cone, 'these generating lines are  
the directions of propagation el waves that have their piansa of  
polaziratssn pee*llel snd perpendiculsrto a given plane:the con, is  

as general of the third degree and passes through the optic axes of  
the esystal. We siust limit ourielve. is this article to indicating 
the chief featurns of the phenomenon in the more important case,,  
(Relseence should be made to the article  Cavexau.00aivnv  for  
llluitsuiras. and for applicatiosseol these phenomena to the deter..  
minaticn  of crystal form.)  

Witlsaa uaIa*l  plate perpendicular to the optic Ιunt, the curves  
of  eseatant retardation are concentric circles and the linns α like  
poiarizadoaaie the radii: thus with polsriser and analyser ieguisted  
far entincticn, the pattern consists of a series of bright and dark  
circles interrupted by a black cress with its anus parallel to the 
planes of polarization and analysatiosi. In the case of a blaxal  
plane perpendicular in the bisector of the acute angle between the  
optic axes, the curves of constant retardation ,ere approximately 
Cassini's ovals, and the line, of like polarization are equilateral  
hypetbdar passing thρh the points  corfesgrondhzlg  to the 
am . With a missed arizer and anlyscr the rings are inter. 
rupted  by e dark hyρec brush that cuts the plane of the optic 
axes at right angles. ii plane be at se to the planes of polarizer  
tics. sad ansly,ation—the so-called diagonal position—and that  
become, • nectangular croes with hear= parallel arid perpendicular 

 tq the plane el the optic axes when this plane coincides with the- 
plane of primitive ow bnal polarization—the normal pce.tion.  

When white light is employed coloured rings are obtained, pro-
vided the relative retardation of the interfering streams be not too  
great. The ieocbiomatic line,, unless the dispersion be excumve, 
follow in the main the course ο( thecurvea of constant retardation,  
and the principal lines of like polarization are with a crossed 
polariIef,aad embus dark bruises, that In certain cases are fringed 
with colour. This state of things may, however, be considerably  
departed from if the axes of optical symmetry of the crystal are 
different for the various colours. Theexaminatlon of dispersion of  
the optic axes in blahraf crystals (see REireACTION.  Ι  De)  maybe 
conveniently made with a plate perpendicular to the acute bisettnz  
placed in the diagonal position for light of mean period between a  
mussed polarizer and analyser. When the rings are coloured sym-
metrically with respect to two perpendicular lines the acute blare-
ti-tx and the plane of the optic axes are the same for all frequencies.  
and the colour for which the separation of the axes is the least is  

that on the conrave side of the summit of the hyperbolic brushes.  

Crossed, Inclined and horizontal dhspeiilon are cbseactesi.sd metr=  
tively by a distribution ci colour that I. symmetrical with respect  
to the centre alone, the plane of the optic axes, sad the perpendicular  
plane.  

 The phenomenon of Interference produced by crystalline plate.  
Is considerably modified If the light be circularly or  elliptically 
polarized or analysed by the 'interposition of, quarter-wave between  
the crystal and the polarizer or analyser. Thus in the two cues  
described above the bruihes disappear and the rings are continuous  
when the light is both polarized and ι aΙysed circularly. But the 
most important case, on account ci  its  pra ital apbcetiosi  to 
determining the sign ci a crystal as that In which the light is plan 
polarized end circularly analyser' or the reverse. Let us  
that the light Is circularly analysed and that the primitive  
planes of polarizatIon an, at right angles. Then with an υn1  
plate perpendicular to the optic aids, the black =se is replaced by  
two lines, on crossing which  ώ .  rings are discontinuous, .7p.ss.ne  
or contraction occurring In the quadrants that contain the am of  
the qIiprter-wave plate, according a. the crystal I. positive or saga.  
tive. With a biaxsl plate perpendicular to die optic an. In the  

diagonal position, the hyperbolic brush becOmes an hyperbolic  line 
and the rang, are emended or contracted αι  Its concave aide, with 
a positive plate, axordlng as the plane of the optic ass. I. pazaild 
or perpendicular to the axi, of the quarter-wave plate, eb. inverse 

emended 

 
being the cam withi negative plate,  

With acumbisationd plate. in plane.polsnzed and planeanalysul  
light the interfere= pattern with monochromatic light is  genernily 
very complicated, the dark curves when polarizer and analyser are  
crossed being replaced by isolated dark spots or segments of line..  
When, however, the held is very small, or when the primitive light  
I. white so that,intedeience is only visible for small relative retarder  
tiona, the problem become. In nisay eases one of far less complexity.  
An Instance of considersble Importance is alorded by the ccaibln&  
tine known as Savart'. plate. This consists of two plate, of an  
unlezal crystal of equal thickness, cut at the same Inchuati= of  
about · to the optic axis and zoperposed with their principal planee  

at right angles. The interference pattern produced by this eombiaa-.  
0011  ‚a, when the field Is small, a system of parallel straight hues 
bisecting theangle between the principal planes of its constituents,  
These attain their maximum visibility when the planed analysatlea 
i ill.  to these planes, ad vanish when the plane of polarizatios. 
is parallel to either cl the principal planes. 

The phenomena of chromatic polarization abed • re.dy means  
of detecting doubly ref ratting structure in case., such as that re-
duced In Isotropic bodies by strain In which its effects me very 
minute. Thus a bar cl glass of sufficient thickness, placed In the 
diagonal position between a crossed polarizer and analyser and bent  
in a plane perpendicular to that of vision, exhibits two nets of coloured 

 band, separated by a neutral line, the double refraction being posi-
tive en the dilated and negative on the compressed side. Again, 

 a system of rings, similar to these elf en un'sxsl plate perpendicular  
to the axis, ray be produced with • glass cylin der by transmitting  
heat from its surface to Its axe, by Immersion in healed oil, and glue  
that ha, been raised tot red best and then cooled rapidly  at Its edges 

 glvea  In polarized light an Interference pattern of a regular fees 
dependent upon the shape of the contour.  

Pdesisa&ie—ln generala  stream cl plane-pclasised light  
undergoes no change In traversing a plate of an udaxal crystal in  
the direction of its axis, and when the emergent stream I. analysed,  
the light, if originally wh1t ι I. found to be colourless and to be  
extinguished when the polariZer and analyser are crossed. When,  
however, • plate of qimits I. used in this experiment, the light is  
coloured and I. In no omecut cb bythe analyser, the tint, however,  
chan ί υg as the analyser I. rotated. Thiaphienomences may, be 
explained, as D. F. 3.  Arsgo pointed out, by supposing that In pamng  
through the plate the plane of polarization of each monochromatic  
constituent is rotated by an amount dependent upon the frequency  
—an explanation that may beat once verified either by using mono-
chromatic light or by analysing the light with a stem-mete, the 
.pectsum in the latter case being traversed by one cc more dark  
basal., .ecerdlng  to the thickness of the plate, that pass along the  
epu..se f#asn end to end as the analyser is rotated. 3.  B. Blot 
further ascs.-talned that this rotation of the plane of polarization  
varies as the distance traversed in the plate and very nearly .. the  
Inverse square ci the wave-length, and found that with certain 

 specimens of qusrtx the rotation in in a clockwise or right-handed 
dlι ctlσe' be an observer receiving the light, while In other* it Is In  
the optiorke direction, and that equal plates of the right ,  end left- -  
hand varietie. ne'stxa)ize one another'. elbect,.  

A similar rotary 	Is possessed by other ummi crystals, 
such nscinnabaran the tbicsu'pbatesof potassium. lead and calcium,  
and as H. C. Pocklingtoii  (Phil Mug.  ippl 161. Ii. 361) arid λ. H. 
Diifet ('oss-a. dc  phys.,  '904141,  Μ.  757)  have shown by a f& biami 
crystals, such as sugar and hiochehle salt, the rotation ρrοdικedbγ a 
given thickness being in general different, and in some cases of oppo-
site sign for the two optic axes. Further, certain cubic crystals, such  
as sodium cbloeste and bromsie, and also some liquids and even  
vaponra. rotate the plane of polarization of the light that traverses  
them, whatever may be the direction of the stream.  

Ia csystal,  the rotary property appears to  beaometlmes laberent 
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In the  ciy.,am.e amegement  of the molecu les,  ai  it is lost on fu sion  
or  .oiution. .nd  in  aeveral  cases belongs to  enantiomorphou.  
cryamb,  the two correlated forms  ci  which απ  the one right-handed  
and the other left-handed optically ii well as  cry.tallographkally.  
this being  nece.iarlly theme if the property be retained when the  
crystal Is fused οι diesοlνeιt.  In organic  bodie.  the  rotaryproperty,  
as the  re.eercbe. ci ).  A. Le Bel, Τ. H.  van't Ηοff and other, have  
established, correspond. to the presence of one or more asymmetric  
atonitnof  carbon-that I., atoms directly united to elements or  radide  
all different from one another-and in every case there exists an 

 momer  that rotate, the plane  ci  polarization to the name degree in 
the opposite direction. Absence  cl  rotary power when asymmetric 
carbon atoms are present, may be caused by an Internal  compenla- 
tion within the molecule as with the Inactive tartaric add (me.o. 
fartaric  add), or may be due to the fact that the compound is an  
equimoleciular mixture  cl left.and right-hand varieties,  thia  being  
the case  with mimic acid that was broken by Lord. Pasteur into 

 l.evo-  and  dextm-tartarlc  acid (am  Srzaxo.I.oieeaisv). 
S έ.sm.  that by lesson of the structure or  amngeiueet ci  

their molecules rotate the plane  ci  polarization are  'md  to be 
 amucturally  active, and the rotation produced by unit length Is  

called their rotary power. If unit mane of a  'olutioii contaIn se  
gramm.s clan active  .ub.tnnco  and Ill be the  d.n.ity  and p be the 
rotary power of the  .oiution,  the  .peciSc  rotary power I. defined  
by p/ad,  sod the molecular rotary power Is obtained from this by  
multiplying by the hundredth part of the molecular mans. This 
quantity in net  ab.olutely  constant, and in many cases vane, with  
the concentration of the solution and wi th  the  nitum of the advent. 

 Α  mixture of two active  .ub.wict.,  or even of an active and an  
l.activ. roh.tance, in one  .olution .cmetime.  produce.  anomalou.  
affect.. 	 . 

Fruauel abound that rotary polarization could be explained trine-
=WW1,/ by  .ιφpοώπg  that a plane-polarIzed  stream Is resolved on 
entering so active medium into two oppo sitely circularly polarized  
streams propagated with different speed., the rotation being 
right. or left-handed =needing es the right- or loft-handed  atream  
travel, at the greeter rate.  

The polarization-vector of the primitive  .tr,am  being $'a cue el,  
the first circularly polarized  .tnam  after traversing a  distaoce  a 
I. the .medium may he represented by  

$ι t οoa(SI- kιχ), '&tm 011 - ks),  
and the  .econd  by  

fit -e co. (aS —½),b- - ealn&d - ½). 
Tbe resulting of these  ό  

- 

 
τα cοs (1/2 1:Οs cm 1 10 	·kι Ν1).  an alit  Ι  (½ — h)s  con  lii' - Res  + k,)s , 

which ekes that t for any fixed rube of. the light is plane polarized 
in splint nuking an ang le We-1/2)s τ(λ;Ι-4,  with  the initial  
planed polarization,  )..  and  ½  being the wave-leiugthad  the circular  
dempoimet.  of the same frequency..  

Since the two circular  .emaaus  have different speed..  Femnel  
argued that it would be  po.aible  to separat. them by oblique 
refraction and though the divergence  i,  mull, since the difference  
of their  τeractΙγe  Indices in the cased quartz I. only about ο οοοου  
he succeeded by a suitable arrangement  ci altariiately  right,  and  
left-handed pave.s  ci  quartz in resolving a plane-polarized stream  
l*to  two distinct circularly polarized  atreama  A similar arrange. 
rent was used by Ernst v.  Fkincbi  for demonstrat ing circular  
polarization In liquid..  Thmje.ult  I. not, however, conclusive; for 
an application of  Huygen.'s  principle  ahow,  that It I. a  ®asequence  
ci  the rotation of the plane of polarization by an amount  jxqpr.  
tional  to the distance traversed, independently of the state  ΟΙ  attain  
within the active medium. Not moan convin cing I. a second experi-
ment devised by  Fneanel  if iii the Interference experiment with 

 Frewel's mirror, or  bipriam  the alit be illuminated with white light 
that her passed through 

rem 
 and  α (gents plate cut perpen dicu-

larly to the optic  ama, it is found on analysing the light  thai  in 
addition to the  ordimmry  central set  cl  coloured fringes two lateral 
systet= are seen, one on either side of it. Acco rding to  FτcsιieΙ  
explanation the light in each of the interfering streams 
two trains of wave, that are circularly polarized in  opponte  direction 
ad have a relative retardation of phase, introduced by the  ρa'e 
thmι h  the quern: the central fringes ere then due to the  .amiiarly 

 polarized wave.; the lateral  .ystems  are prod uced by the oppositely 
polarized stream., these on  analysetior'  being capable of interfering. 
Α.  Rigid ban, however, po inted out that  dii.  experiment  m'y  be  
explained  by the fact that the function of the quartz plate and 
analyser  ό  to eliminate the constituents of the composite stream of  
white light that mask the interference actually  occurnlrt  at the posi-
tion. el the lateral  .y.tema  of fringes, and that my  otbcr mcthed  of  
eppoving  them Is equally effective. In fact the lateral systems 
are obttuned  when a plate of  aeleri/te  Is substituted for the quartz.  

Sir G. B, Airy extended  Fresnel's  bypotbesi.  to directions inclined 
to the axis of  uriiaxal  crystals by  azaummg  that in any such direction  
tine two wave, that can be propagated without alteration of their  
state  ci  polarization, art  oppcaitely  elliptically polarized with their  
planes of maximum polarization parallel and perpendicular to the 
principal plane of the wave, these becoming practically plane polar-
bud at a smell inclination to the optic sun. Several inve stigations  

have been made to test the  coaTectom.  of  Aliy'.  view., but It must 
be remembered that it I. only  poesible  to  exrreriment  on wave,  
after theυ  have left the crystal, and L G.  Gouy (Ι r. d'$yn.,  1885 
121. lv. 1 49) has  .bown  that the results deduced from Airy, waves 
of permanent type may be obtained by regarding the action of the  
medium as the  .uperpo.ltion ci the effects of ordinary double 
refined=and of an Independent rotary power. As regard. the 
course of the strums on refraction into the crystal, it is found that 
it Is determined by the  Huygenian  law (see  RZFXAC?1ON,  I  Doable);  
a., however, the two  .teeam.  in the direction of the axis have differ-
ent speed., the spherical and the  .pheroidal  .beets  ci  the wave-
surface do not touch as in the cane of  inactIve onlaxal cry.t.la.  On  
these principles Airy by an elaborate ma thematical  Inve,t'gatiori, 
succe'iiully explaineti  the Interference pattern, obtained with plates  
of quartz perpendicular to the optic axis. When the  polarizer  and  
analyser are parallel or crossed, the pattern Is the name as with 
inactive plates, with the ex ception that the  brushes do not extend  
to the centre of the field; but as the analyser I. rotated smell  
cm.s begins to appear at the centred the field, while the  ring.change 

 their form and become nearly  aquares  with rounded corner,, when  
the plane.  cl  polarization and  analy.ation  are at  '•.  With two 
plates  ci  equal  thicknms and of oppo site rotations, the pattern 
consists cia eerie, of circles and of four similar egrets starting from 
the centre each spiral being turned through 9ο  from that ιd1aεent 
to it. When the light Is circularly polarized or circularly a nalysed, 
&  single plate gives two mutually  mwrapping egrets, and simile;  
.piral.  In circularly polarized light are obtai ned with plates of as  
active  blaxal  crystal perpendicular to one of the optic axes. It 
was In this way that the rotary property of certain Wend crystals 
was first  eatablidied by Pocklington  

F. E.  Ramch  has shown that a packet of Identical Inactive plates  

arranged In spiral fashion givns an  artiicial  active  .y.tern and the 
behaviour  ci certain  paeiidu.ymmetric  crystals Indicates a (carnation 
of this character. On these result, 1..  a.'hnek*  (Math. As,., 1816, 
Ix. 504) and  Ε.  Millard (Fetid do επsιστκeτσρλκ, vol  it.  ch.  Ix) have 
built up a theory of the structure of active media but in the  Instances 

 in which static  apinality  bee been shows to be effeethe  In  pasid.ciiig  
optical rotation the  coar..-grainrdnessof  the struc ture Is comparable  
with  the wave-length of the radiation affected.  

The mtwy property may be induced In substance, naturally 
Inactive. Thus A. W. Ewell (Amer. boar.  ή  Sd.eoa,  1899 Id 
viii. 89)  has shown the ex istence of a rotational effect In  iwistcj 
glase and  gnlstlne,  the rστστiοn  being opposite to the direction of the 
twist But a far more Important Instance of Induced activity  
is  affoetial  by Michael Faraday'. discovery oldie rotary polarization  
connected with a magnetic field. Τheιe I., however, a marked  
difference between this  magletic  rotation and that  cia  structurally 
active medium. for In the latter It Is always right-banded or always  
left-banded with  respect to the direction of the ray, while In the 

 former the sense of rotation Is determined by the direction of sang.  
nedzadoe  and therefore remains the same though the say be  
invesied.  This subject I. treated In  th,  article  Maesanvo.Orrica.  
to which the reader Is also referred be John Kerr'.  diseοωαυ of 

 the effect on polarization  ρ dυced  by  redactian fee= a magnetic  
ρ01.,  and Ice the action  cia aiagaetle  field on the mdδιιiοe of a  
,ourere-.tbe  "Zeeman effect"  

Π4sdfa  mad  R4ιudflm-Ηυγιaiιs αtisfαetοrilυ ..lp!.ifl.d  the  
Uwe  ci  redaction and refraction on the prin ciple. of the wave theory,  
so far tbedirection  of the wave, is concer ned, but hie explanation  

es  no account of the Intensity and the polarization of the reflected 
light. This  wae surr oliad  by  Freaitrl,  who,  atartiog froan a  ·4.-t.wi  
hyppthesia,  ,bowed by ingenues. but not  .rrictly  dymlcal  reasoning 
that If the Incident stream have unit amplitude, of ώ . rndrcteri  
stream will be  

-in  (i-ή /ιin  Η τ)  or tan  (i-r)(tau (i.- ή ,  
according as the Incident light is polarized in or perp endicularly to 
the plane of incidence  i, r, beidg  the angles  ci  Incidence and refraction  
connected by the formula sin  i -p ern r. At normal incidence the  
intensity  σί  the reflected light, measured by the square of the  ampS-
tude,  Is  i(p-i)((p+tW  in both case,; but whereas In the former the  
intensity Increases  uniformly with  i  to the value unity for i99,  
in the latter the intensity et first decrease, as  i  Increase.,  sf111  it  
attains, the value zero when i+r-go, or tan  11.9ω-the  polar- 
izing angle of  Brtwstee--end then Increases until it become. entry 

 grazing incidence. If e incident light be  polarisrd in a plane%
making an angle a with t

th
he plane of Incidence, the stream may be 

resolved into two that are polarized in the principal azimuth,.  
and these will be reflected in accordance with the above lawn.  Heitce 

 if Π be the angle between  the plane of incidence and that In which 
the reflected light is polarized 

tan  β --tan  • cue (f±ή Ιcο•  (i-i').  
The  expre'eioe.  for the intensity of the refracted light ray be 
obtained from those relating  ιο  the reflected light by the p rinciple  
of energy. In order to avoid the question of the measurements  
of the intensity in different media, it is  coeivenstnt  to suppose  Inst  
the refracted stream emerge. into a  ipplium similar to the first by  
a transition so  gnadual  that no light is lost by re flection. The  
intensities of the incident, reflected and refracted streams are 
then measured  in the same  wny.  and we have merely to  exprem  that  
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the square cl the ampikude of the incident vibrations is equal to the  

sum of the squares of the amplitude, of the reflected and refracted  
vibrations.  

Frezoel  obtained his formulae by assuming that the optical differ-
ence of medic is due to a change in the eaeczive density cl the ether, 
the elasticity being the anne—an assum lion inconsistent with his  
theory of double refraction—and was Led to the result that the  
vibrations are perpendicular to the plane of polarization Franz  
Neumann and James MacCullajh, starting from the uppositesseump-
lion of constant density and different elasticities, arrived at the same  
formulae for the intensities of the reflected light polarized in the  
principal azimuths, but in this case the vibrations must be regarded  
as parallel to the plane of polarization. The diver$enceoi these  
views has led to • large number of experimental investigations.  
instituted with the idea of deciding between them In the raft  
such investigationa have only an academic interest, as, whatever  
theory of light be adopted, we have to deal with two vectors that  
are parallel and perpendicular respectively to the plane of polariza-
tion. Thus certain experiments of Otto  Η.  Wiener (WSΨI Am,.,  
1890, χl. 203) show that chemical action is to be referred to the  
latter of these vectors, but whether Fresnel'. or Neumann's hypo-
thesis be correct is only to be decided when we know if it be the mean  
kinetic energy or the mean potential arms) ,  tLat determines chemical 
action Similarly on the electromagnetic theory the electric or the  
magnetic force will be perpendicular to the plane of polarization,  
according as chemical action depends upon the electric or the rag.  
netic energy. Lord Rayleigh  (S'iexΙ ' Pe)rn,  I io')  has, however,  
shown that the polarization of the light from the, sky can only be 
explained on the elastic solid theory by Errand's hypothesis of a 
different density, and from the study of 1lertzian oscillation,, in 
which the direction of the electric vibrations can be, priori assigned,  
we learn that when these are in the plane of incidence there is no 
reflection at a certain sngs, so that the electric force is perpendicular 
to the plane of polarization.  

It has been supposed in the above that the medium Into which 
the light enters at the ref Ιccting4υιΙace is the more refracting In 
the contrary case, total refl,ct,on commences as soon as sin i s 
being still the relative refractive index of the more highly refracting  
medium; and fur greater angles of incidence r becomes imaginary . 
Now Freancl's formulae were οarαiαed by assuming that the incident, 
reflected and refracted vibrations Ire in the same or opposite phases  
at the interface of the media, and since there is no real factor that  
converts con  Τ  into con  -ι-ρ). he inferred that the occurrence of  
imaginary expressions for the codicienta of vibration denotes  a 
change of phase other than 7, this being represented by a change of  

sign If this be so, it is clear that the factor 4  —1 denotes a change 
of phase of s/S. since this twice repeated converts Co.  Τ  into co.  
(T+w)—coa  Τ.  and hence that the factor  σ+64 — ι reρresent ι 

 a change of phase of tan'(b(a) Applying this intaφτetatΙοn to 
the formulae given above, it follows that when the incident light is 
polarized at an azimuth a to the plane of incidence and the second 
medium is the less refracting, the reflected light at angles of incidence
exceeding the critical angle Is elliptically polarized wIth a difference  
of phase  ∆  between the components polarized in the principal ‚xi. 
moths that is given by 

tan ία/τ) νiεοι 14 	cosec' I).  
Thus 8 is zero at grazing Incidence and at the uidesl angle, and 
attains its maximum value w—'  tan'(ιΙµ)  at an sagle of mcideiste 
given by sin' —2Α01 -1-1).  

It is of some interest to determine under what nondirlon, it is  
goesible to obtain a specified difference of phase Solving fur roe ,  
we obtain  

a  cot'I- (j"-i)'  4 Ι(u'— ιΒπ'(7— ∆)14) lµ'—cοt'  (τ—∆)/4 j],  
and since tan 1(7-4)141  isleisthan unity, µ must 'exceed cοΐ  !(τ — ∆)!41  
if cot'iis ω be real. Tbua if έι Ws,  µ  must exceed  xIS ora 414. that 
is. the substance must 1w at least as highly refracting as a diamond  
if 8-7/4  µ  must be greeter then ,'x/tOor I 4966, and  wiientb,sis the  
case, it is possible by two reflections to convert into a circularly  
polarized stream a been of light ροlerized at 45°  to the plane of  
Incidence. This is the principle of Fre'nel'a rhomb. that is sometimes  
employed instead of a quarter.wave plate for obtaining a stream of  
circularly polarized light. it consist, of a parallelopiped glass so  
constructed that light falling normally on one end emerges at the 
other after two internal reflections at such an angle as to introduce  
a relative retardation of phase of  xl'  between the components polar.  
land in the principal azimuths.  

Frea.cl's  formulae are .uBeiently accurate for most poscaical  
purposes, but that they are not an exact representation of i hgjacts  
of reflection was shown by Sir David Brewster and by Sir t, Β 
Airy. Detailed investigations by J C Jamin, C.  Η  Quinche,  
C. W. Weralck, and others have established that in general light  
polarized in any but the principal azimuths becomes elliptically  
polarized by reflection, the relative retardation of phase of the  
components polarized in these azimuths becoming 7(2 at a certain 
angle of incidence, called the principal incidence. In some cases  
It is the component polarized in the plane of incidence that is most  
retarded and the reflection is then said to be positive in the case cl  
negative reflection the reverse takes place it was at 'mi supposed  

that the defect of Fresnel's formulae was due to the neglect of the 
superficial undulations that, on a rigorous elastic solid theory .1  
the ether, are called into existence at reflection and iwfmciiost  
But the result of taking these into account is far from being in accor-
dance with the facts, and experiments of Lord Rayleigh and Paul  

Drude make it probable that we ought to assume that the transition  
from one medium to another, though taking place in a diseasee 
amounting to about one fiftieth of a wsve.length. is gradual instead  
of abrupt. The effect of such a transit-en-layer can easily be  
cakulated, at least approximately; but it is of little use to take 
account of it except in the case of a theory of reflection that gives  
Fremnel's formulae as the resnic of an abrupt transition.  Lord 
Rayleigh has pointed out that all theories are defective in that they 
disregard the fact that one at least of the media is dispersive, and  
that it is probable that finite reflection would result at the interface 
of media of different dispersive powers, even in the case of waves 
for which the refractive indices are absolutely the same. 

A more ptunounced use of elliptic polarization by reflection is  
afforded by metals. Formulae for metallic reflection may be ob· .  
tamed from Freanel', expressions by writing the ratio sin Stein ι  
eq,ual  to a complex quantity, and interpreting the imaginary cc' 
elisrients in the manner explained above The optical constants  
(refractive index and co-efficient of extinction) of the metal may then 
be obtained Irons observation, of the principal incidence and the 
elliptic polarization then produced.  Λ  detailed inν tigntion of  
these constants has been made by Drude  (Wuxi Ass,, iS9o, xxxix. 
504), who has found the remarkable result that copper, gold. magne.  
stem and silver have refractive indices less than unity, and this has 
been ωmρletelυ confirmed by observations with metallic prisms 
of small refracting angle He fun her showed that except in the 
cases of copper, lead and gold the dispersion is abnormal—the index  
for red light being greater than that for ι diυm light. The higher  
the co-efficient of extInction for light of a given period, the more 
copious will be reflection of that constituent of a mixed pencil  
This fact has been employed for separating wave, of large wave. 
length, and in this way wave, of length tie& mm. have been isolated  
by live successive reflections from the surface of sylvite.  

The .S'udy of Polorivaiion.—Thu best method of obtaining a  stron 
beam of polarized light is to isolate one of the streams into 'thick  
a beam of common light is resolved by double refraction. Thi, Is  
effected in polarizing prisms of the earlier type, devised by A  Μ  dc  
Rochon,  Η Κ  dc blnarmont and "1  Η  Wollaston, by blocking off 
one of the streams with a screen. sufficient lateral separation being  
obtained by combining two equal crystalline prisms cut differently 
with respect to the optic axis—an arrangement that acbromatizea  
more or less completely the pencil that is allowed to pass Ins 
second type, called N,col's prisms, one stream is removed by total  
reflection Theoretically the best construction for prisms of this  
clas, is the following' a rectangular block of Iceland spar, of length 
about four times the width and having its end and two of its aide 
faces parallel to the optic axis, is cut in half by a plane parallel to the 
optic axis and making an angle of about 40  with the sides; the two  
halves are then reunited with a cement whose refractive index  
is betworn the ordinary and extraordinary indices of the spar sod 
as nearly as possible equal to the latter Thu' constructed, the 
pram products no lateral shift of the transmitted pencil; a conicti  
pencil, incident directly, has nearly constant polarization over its 
extent, and consequently the error In detesmining the polsrisatioa 
of a parallel pencil, incident not quite normally, is a minimum. 
in a Nicoli prism it is the extraordinary stream that passes, in a  
ρτιsm suggested by  Ε  Sang and sometime, called a Bertrand's prism, 
it is the ordinary scream that is utilized This is made by fixing a 
thin crystalline plate between two glass petunia turned in opposite 
direction, by a cement of the ,anse refractive index as the glass  
This refractive index should be equal to the greatest index ci the  
plate. and with a biaxal plate the mean axis of optical aymmetfy  
should be parallel to its faces and in the normal section of the 
prisms, while with aS urnaxal plate the optic axis should be in a 
plane perpendicular to this normal section These prisms have the  
advantage of economy of material and of a greater field than the 
ordinary Nicol's prism, but a difficulty seems to be experienced  
in finding a suitable permanent cemem  

For an accurate determination of the plane of polarization analy'  
sees that act by extinction are not of much practical use, and a  
different device has to be employed Savart's anslysee consist, 
of a Savart's plate (see above) connected to a Nicoll prism, the  
principal section of which bisects the angle between the principal  
planes of the plate. the plaae of polarization is determined by  
tinning the analyser until the hands, ordinarily seen, disappear,  
in which case It is parallel to one of the principal planes of the plate  
Half-shade snalysers depend upon the fatihty with which the eye 
can distinguish slight differences in the intensities of two streams  
seen in Iu'taPοsition. when the illumination is not too bright The 
field is divided into two parts that for most positions of the analyser  
have different intensities, and the netting is effected by turning the  
analyser until both halves are equally dark These Instruments  
are very sensitive. but care must be taken to avoid eeron, ensued by 
changes in the relative intensities of parts of the source of light—
a precaution that is ,osnetimesoverlooked in furnishing polsiiraelera 
with these analyseix. in J. H. Juliet's and  Μ Α  Cornu's asalymsa  
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kiined—tbe  one from two perts of a  iiiamb  of spar, the other from  
two  pomona cl  a  Mimi's  prism—the two halves of the field are  ann.  
lysed  in slightly  dilfm'cet  planes, but these, though they have certain  
advantages, are now  .eldom  employed, partly on account of a dim. •  
City in their construction and nerds,  because  theitiensitivenes.  
nonfat be adjusted.  Tb.  more used half -shade analyser I. avail-
able for light of only one frequency, a. it depends upon the action  
of a  balf.wsve  plate, in traversing which the  pIano  of polarization  
I. turned until it makes the same angle with the principal section  
aι atflrstbϋ ttm Ιbe ορρozίte ιide  half the field  i,covercd  with the  
plate, so which  is attached a  Nkoi'apdam  with its principal section  
Inclined at  •  small angle to that οί  the plate. The eye mug be  
(iscuasad  on the edge of the plate, and the two halves of the field  
will only be equally dark when the principal plane of the plate is  
panel to the  pthnilive  plane of polarization. Another plan, due  
ιο  J. H.  Poynting,  is before  analys.tioa  to impress unequal  rotatIon.  
upon the plane of polarization of the two parts of the field, either b  
means of an active medium, or by oblique transmission throng  
glass plates.  

Lihptsmlly  polarized light is investigated by the reduction of the  
pencil to a state of plane polarization, and a  dccrrmlnatloii  of the  
resulting plane of polarization. One method consists in finding  
directly the ell ipt ic  constants  ci  the vibration by means  ole  quarter.  
wave plate and an analyser' but the more usual plan is to measure 
the relative retardation  oi  two rectangular component. of the  
meant by a Babinet's  compensator. Thu is a plate made of two 
equal wedges of quartz, that can be moved over one  snotbet  so as to 
vary its thickness, and are tut so that the face, of the plate are 

 paralirl  to the optic axis, which in the first wedge l perpendicular  
and is the second is parallel to the 'deleting edge. It Is clear that  
direct transmission through she plate at a point where the thick-  
mums of die prisms are d, and d, will introduce a  relativi resatdaslen  
ί  (µ.—p.) (d—d,) between streams polarized in planes parallel arid  

perpendicular to the edges of theprisms,  i.,  and re, being the  
ordinary and the  extraoidinaiy  refractive indices; and it is hence  
possible by an adjustment  ci  the thickness to reduce  elliptically 
polarized to plane  polatitation  at  αα  assigned point marked  cit  by  
two parallel lines. A subsequent  deterriulnation  of the plane  of 
polarization gives the retie of the amplitudes of the vibration, he  
the component streams.  

For the observation and measurement of ring, In crystals  golan'  
scopes are  ccssstr'icted  on the following principle. Light from an  
extended  sourre  passes after polarization through two  cnTwex  
systems of lenses, between which the crystalline clue is placed, and  
Ii, then received in an eyepiece furnished with an analyser. If  
measurements be required, the plate must have a motion round an  
axis  petpendicular  to that of the opt ical systems, and also about an  
axis normal to its faces; the  polarizer  and analyser must also be  
capable of adjustment. All the says through •  gives point in the  
first principal focal plane of the anterior syst em  of lenses traverse  
the plate as s  perallel  beam and reunite at the  ',,,,' . • - ing  point  
ci  site second feed plane of the posterior system. such in its passage  
being divided into two by the plate lensing •  given  relasiν  retarda-
tion it is on this latter plane that the eyepiece must be  foenried,  
and here the measuring web must be placed. The actual detail.  
of the systems of lenses depend upon the object  fq  which the netted-  
scone is intended, and are  φνeιι foe some of the  twiaclimal  type.  

inatr'smrnts In Τό . Liebisch , Pkystheissche ΚrnΙdkg νή hiz.  . 
0'  polarimetera for the study of rotary  polarlzatioii tboi'e  a  

three principal forms. In Wild's  polaristrobometer,  light from  
iode  llama, rendered parallel by a lens, is polarized  bya N'coi's 
prima, aid after traversing the space into which the active substance  
Is to be insetted, falls on a  Sevart's  plate  placcd  in frosts of an  euro.  
somical  telescope of low power, that contain, in its eyepiece a  
Nicola prism, which with the plate forms a  Savart's  analyser. A  
web in she focal  plaise.of teleκορe marks the point in the field at  
which the band, are so be made to disappear, this Is effected by  
turning the  polarizer  by means of a rack and pinion worked by an  
arm front the  obscrvcr'z  cud of the instrument. The polarizing  
prism is flied at the centre of a circular disk, that has a scale air its  

circumkrcxce, which with a fixed vernier determine, the  positioris  
of the  polarizer,  foe which the bands disappear at the assigned  goldS  
of the field.  Laurent's polarimetee  is a half-shade  instnmuant 
Soda light, flint sifted by passage through a plate of potassium  
bichromate,  traverse, in  succesaloit  a lens, a  Nacol's  prism, and a  
glass  plasr  half covered with a half-wave plate of quartz, that is cut  
parallel so the optic axis and has its principal section Inclined et •  
smell angle to that of the prism. This combination forms a half-
iliad, pobriser, the sensitiveness of which ran be varied by a slight  
adjustment that can be given to the  N'icoi.  The light is finally  
received in a  Galikan  telescope, containing an analyser and earned  
at she centred  •  circular plate, that is graduated on Its rim and can  
be turned in front of a vernier by mesas of. rick and pinion. The  
telescope muse be focussed on the edge of the quints plate, and in  
order that all points of the field may be illuminated by sine same part  
vi the source, the hang, must be so placed that ha image is thrown  

γ  the lens on the diaphragm of the object glass  ci  the telescope  
71*  chief feature, of  boleil'a saceharimeter  are she  biquarta and  
tbe  compensator. The former  coneisla  of two semicircular platen  
ci qta, peqseadkular  us the optic  'xli  ad of  opjiosita rotatIons.  

placed.. sate have a  coleman dlamtier  arid  bsνΙ g tech a thickness  
dust each rotates the plane of  polans5tion  61 mean yellow light  
through the same multiple of 9o. If  thep  a stream of polarized  
white light traverse the  biquarua.  it is  pastiMe  by an  aOzlyscr  so  
cut  cit  she omen yellow light (runt each half of the field, and the whole  
will then have the  aerisitive  tint but a small change in the plane 

 of analysauk,  will give the one half a red and  thc  other half a blue  
lone. A rotat ion of the plane of polarization Is not, however,  

meaaustd  by an adjustment  οί  the analyser, but by annulling the  
οιaιiοe  With a  co.npenIatoe.  This is made of two plates of quartz  

cut normally to the optic axis and of opposite  TotationS,  placed  ιh  
erwin front of the ether: the thickness oI. the one  plate is fix v-bile  
that of the ether non be varied, as It Is formed of two equal prisms  
that can be sieved over one  ariothcr  along their common face.  
When the  platee  ale of equal  th,cknnts,  their Combined effect is  
"ii, but by adjusting the second, a rotation in the one or the other  
direction may be Introduced, a scale attached to one prism and a  
vernier to the other, giving the thickness of the resulted quartz  
plate. At one end of the instrument is placed a  polarizer  and the  
bequests, and as time other • Galikan  telescope, that must be focused  
on the edged  biquarts, ‚savIng  in front of Its object-glass the corn.  
pensetee  and an analyser that Is regulated (of  pccducing  the sensitive  
tins, ',hen the  plateS  of the compensator have the same thickness.  
The sensitiveness of the Instrument depe nds upon the exactness of  
the sensitive tint, when the colour of the two halves of the field are  
the same, and this is liab le  to be upset by absorption In the  nnbstanct  
under  InvestigatIon.  In order  toloiveet  this, she light after  arialysa.  
tion  is pasted through another  platt  of quarts and then the sensitive  
sins maybe store  *1cm.  restored by cutting off some colour, the same 
for the  whek field, by  •  Nicol"  pci,'"  placed in the eyepiece of the  
telescope.  Sokil'a ssccharlmetrr.  a, its name implies, is designed  
for the study of solutions of  sugsr.  and It is clear that it will only  
work  setlaiactodly  with' active media that have nearly the same  
rotary dispersion as quartz.  

Semen ta en* —A bibliography of the subjects treated in this  
getik  will be found at the Stud of the corresponding chapters of  
E.  Vc'det's Lq'sws d'epmque Π8Υπιrce  (5869); slut work has bees  
brought to a laser date in the German translation by Karl  Easier  
(Brsuiaehweig,  18€ 1 ); references to later papers will be found in  
J.  Walker's  The  A.ely&of Tliem'y  .f  1+01 (tees). In addition  to 
the above the  readerimisyconeullTorthe  general subject of polarize.  
tlori  the following treatises:  Tb.  Preston (3rd. ed. by C.  J.joty),  
The Theory .f  L'gt (ipat),  A. Schuster,  Α  a  jrrtrirduclrws  I, Ike Theory  

•jOprws  (5904); R. W. Wood.  Phyriioj Oplics 0909;  E. Masesrt, 
Ι'ταd" d'opfrqiie (1889)': and foe the ph enomena exhibited b. 
crystals F.  Pockel, L.*biwh der  Knisfo#epiih  (1906);  711. Liebiscb,  
Prysshaliach. I&ssrallegro$fe 8891). (J. ‚vii.·)  

POLAR RIGIONfi,  a general term  fer  The regions about "be 
North or South Pole, otherwise called the Arctic or Antarctic  

regions. The ancients had no actual knowledge of  
the Polar  re;oas.  Their had probably begird rumours  ·_  
of she kght  summer night, and the dark winter  aaρre..  
nights In the north, as is shown by Homer's description of  
the  Laeatrygon€  having the  shert  nights and the  Cimmeriaaa  
living in perpetual darkness. By  asironoruscal speculatlont  
the Greeks bad earns to the conclusion that north of the  
Arctic Circle there must be midnight sun at midsummer  ajid  
no sun at midwinter The general view was that the Polar  
regions, north and south, belonged to the  'mimibabatabi. koran  
zones, while according to a less scientific 00(100 there was a 
happy region north of the north wind  (Eoreaa),  where the sun  
was  al'eaya  shining and the  Ryperborcans  led a peaceful life.  
The (lest traveller of history who probably  approiched  the  
Arctic Circle and reached the land of the midnight 
sun was the Greek  Pytheax (qw), 1rpm blassalia  
(Marseilles), who about 325 s.c.  made a voyage of  d'tscονrτy  
northwards along the west coast of Europe, which is one of the 
most  zcmariablo  In history. He visited England, Scotland,  
the Scott ish isles, and probably also northern Norway,  whicb  
be called Thule. He moved the limits of tile known world  
from the south coast of England northward to the Arctic Circle. 
It seems  probabid  that be made two or  perhapa 'everal νο 'sges  
He also discovered the northern coasts of Germany an far cast 
as  Juiland.  

We hear of no other voyages lowarda  theArctic regions before  
the Irish monk  Dituil,  writing about 825, mentions the discovery  
by  irish mints of a group of small  islanda (the 1,64  
Ε rτοcε),  and a greater island (Iceland), which he num..,  

calls Thule, where there was hardly any night at  "1'etw'  

midsummer. It is possib le  that Iceland and the  Fasroen  were  
inhabited by.  ‚mxli  Celtic  popamation  before the Irish monks  
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came thither The fart that Irish  rnonbjlived  Μ  Ιcsiend  before  
the  Notiemen  settled there in the end of the  gth  century  
Is  verif cd  by the Icelandic sagas  

in his  trstwlajfon  of  Orasius,  King  AWred  Inserts the  Inlaresting  
story of the first known  rcaliy λπιιc  voyage. told him by the  

Norwegian Oiler  (Alficd  calls him ()inhere), who  Wier. 
 about 870 rounded the  Norih  Cape, sailed eastwards  

along the Μυrmen coast  4ml  discovered the While  Sc*,  where  
be reached the south coast of the Kola  λ½ιυnaiιΙs  and the bound.  
ary  of the land of the  Biarmiana (Beoressa)  Otter told King  
Alfred that "he chiefly  'cciii  thither, m addition to the seeing  
of the  cotmtry,  on  aecount  of the  wairuse.."  

After  Ottar's  time the king of Norway look possession of all  
land as  las  east as the White Sea and the land of the  Bhirmlans,  
and the native" Finns "had to pay him tribute Mazy voyages,  
mostly of hostile nature but also for trade purpose., were under-
taken from Norway to the White Sea, sod even  lthigs  went in  
far lt  is told of King  Eiic,  called  lhloodys.'m,  who died as king  
of York In  ΕπgΙι d,  that he made such a  νe'sge,  and fought  
with the  Biarmians,  about  gso,  and about 965' his son Harold  
Grsafidd delimited the  Bisemiana  and killed many people in a  
great battle item. the river  Dvina,  where Archangel was built  
later  .  

After having settled in Iceland in the end of the  ςιh  century,  
the  Norsenion  soon. discovered Greenland and settled there  
The first who Is reported  to have aces the coast of Greenland  
was a Norwegian,  GuanbjOrn Illfsse.',  who on his way to lee.  
land was storm-driven westward,. Her came to some islands,  

afterwards called  Guiinbjbrnskier, an4.eaw  a coast, but, without  
exploring the new had, he  had'evideriily  continued his way till  

&kra b'be  reached Iceland The real discoverer and explorer 
of Greenland was the Norwegian, Eric the Red,  

who, with his father had trilled m Iceland Az he and his  
men had  therebeen  declared outlaws for having killed several  
people they had to have Iceland for three years, and he mini  

westward to find the land which  Gunnbjbni  was reported to  
have seen H. explored the  wint  coast of  Grdcnland  for three  
years,  peob&bly  about 982-985. He then returned to Iceland, 
but founded the following year a colony in Greenland (qv) 
Many colonists  InjIOwed,  and  two Neese set tlem,nia mere formed,  
via, the  £ysb'abygd  (is eastern  settlement) on the sou th-eastern  
purl of the  Grienland rest coast, between Cape Farewell sod  
about  («°  Ν  1st., where Eric the Red had his  b.'ese, Brattalid,  
as  tho.Eiriksfjord,  and the  νesΙmόyd  (is western settlement)  
In the  regionol  the present  Godthsabdistrict,  between 63° and  
66°  Ν  lit The 'Norse settler  carried on their seal and whale. 
hunting still farther north along the west coast beyond the  

Arctic circle, and probably 11  the region of Disco  Βαυ A  
runic stone was found ins cairn on a  mnahi  Island In  «°«'  N  
let north of  Upetnldk,  showing that  Nors.men had been there  
The stone probably dates from the 14th century -  AbOut  »6;  
an  etpedltion  was sent northwards along the  wssi  coast  sad  
ssaj pOssibly  have readied some distance north of  hlpernwik  

The last known communication between, the Noise settle.  
Inentn  In Greenland end Norway 'was in 1410, when some  
lcdanders returned, who four years previously had been  
storm-driven to Greenland. After that time we possess  'no 
reliable information about the fate of these  xett Ιeme ιι When  
Greenland was  rodiscovered  in the '616 century' no descendents  

of the Noise settlers were found  Tb.  probability is  tha*having  
gradually been cut 0g  ‚miii  all communications with Europe,  
the remaining settlers who had not  τeiUr ώ  ιο. the motherland  
were obliged to adopt the  Eakimd  mode of life, which In those  
surroundings was far superior to the European, and by inter'  
marriage  thcy  would then soon be  abaorbed  amongst the. more  
numerous native. There Is evidence to show that an  expedi.  
tion  was probably, sent from Denmark or  Νοrωαν Ιο  Greenland  

In the latter pelt of the ι sth  century  (prrhep.  about  
Reel αο1 
&'i. 	1476) under Pining and  Pbtboist  (by hitches celled  

"Punnus  and  Pothorne"),  and perhaps with  johan  
Scolviia  a, pilot It is probable that this exp ed ition had inter-
esting with the sad vet of  (Iisenlsod, andposaibly  even retched  

Labrador, but it is  tinknown  whether any  rmaiπι  of the  Non,a  
settlements were found on the Greenland west coast  

ii is reported by Adam of Stamen (about 1070) that the  
Norwegian king Harold  Haardraade  (In the ι ι th  century) made  
an expedition into the Arctic Sea (probably north- 	, 
wards) in coder- to examine how far it extended,  
but we know nothing more about this voyage.  

The  Ιcέ lιndic  annals  (rport  that a land  called  SiuJberdi wa,  
discovered in 1194 The name means the cold side or coast  
The land was, according to the sages, situated  
four days' sailing from  north.sszteei' Iceland north- 	

'" 

wards in the  ljaf,jwjir  (r e the northern termination of the  
sea, which was supposed to end *1 a bay) !There can be no,  

deubt  that this land was  Spitsbesgen  'The Norsemen carried 
on seal, walrus and whale hunting, and it is believed on good  
ground' that they extended their hunting  eχρediι iο s  eastwards  
as far as Novaya  Zcmlya  and northwards  to  Spitabergen.  

On his way to  Greeiilan'i  from Norway in the year moo 
Led Ericsson found America, probably Nova Scotia, which he  
wiled  Wineland the Geed. diem  yoaalatec Tborflan Ksrlscfnl  
sailed from  Grecnla4d  with three ships to make it settlement  

in the land discovered by Leif They first came to Labrador,  

which.Lhey called.Hdh'hmd,  then to Newfoundland, which was  
csllcdMarhie,rd  (is woodland), and then to Cape Breton and  
Nova Scotia (Vinland,  W,iieland)  Alter  ibtee  ),ears they had  
to give up the undertaking on' account of hostiliti es  with the  
natives, probably Red Indians, and they returned to Greenland  

about coed We know of no  lator expediiion  of the Norsemen  
that reached  GrχnΙand,  It in suited that Eric  uppri,  'the first'  
bishop of Greenland, went in  iiar  to seek  Vigkuid,  but. it is 1101  
related whether he ever reached It, and the probability is that he 
never returned  ' 

The  lcelandic  annals slate that in 1341  a small  G κeeaΙaod  
ship which had sailed to  hlarkland  (Newfoundland) was after- -  
'Psrds  storm-driven to Iceland with seventeen men.  
This is  tue  last known voyage made by the Norse.  W.wbeed,  
men of  Grmmlactd  which with  cortainty ruched ifs&  

America  
The discoveries of the old Norsemen extended over the north-

ern seas hem.  Novaira Zcmlya  in the east to  LabradOr,  New.  
foundland  and  NovA  Scotia in the west, they had visited all  
Arnsc  lands in these regions, end had explo red the White Sea,  
the Barents See, the  Spitsbcrgois  and Greenland Sea,  Davra  
Strait, and even some part of  Barnn 12ay  'They were the first  
nht*igataa's.  in history who willingly left the coasts and sailed  
aeebss  the open  oceun,  and they creased the Atlantic between  
Nbrwa)'  and America, thereby being the red discoverers of this  
ocean, as well as thenit:meets in  ocesnic.  navigation. They  
wer,  the teachers of the navigators of later centuries, and it Is  
hardly an accident that the  undertakinga  Of England towarda  
the west started from Bristol, where. many, Norw egians had  
settled, and which from the beginning of the 15th  century had  
muck, trade with Iceland.  

.  Joists  Ca6οι scnι out by the  merchants'oL BristOl, ved.lseovmd  
the  Aar*iiciis cnntiissat  in 1491 He came to Cape  Breioil  
arid Nova Scotia, probably the' same land  wheιt 

Ca. 
Leif Ericasosi had landed oo years before John . 

Cabot started on a: new expedition towards the west in  ιι98 
but no more is known of this exp edition, net even whither  
Cabet merited or not. There is no reliable  .‚ideitce  to prove  
that John Cabot sr his son  Sdbszdan  ever  discover.d Labradot,  
as his been generally believed.'  .  ' 

The  'Portuguese.Gasper Cent-Reel rediscovered Greenland  
in  ιοο. He roiled along its east kοaaι witheast  being able to 
land 06 account of the icee. Whether he visit ed 

 b..' west coast is uncertain. In 1501' has made a new ,'  
expedition  'ilte"  he  *hao redlaenvered Newfoumiland. One of  
his ships returned home to Lisbon, but he himself end his ship  
disappeared His brother mint in search of him the έ liming  
year, but  waS  hard of so more.  

Cabot'.  *nd Corte.ReaVs  discoveries  were followed by' the  
development of the Newfoundland and Labrador fished..,  
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and a whole Heat ci English, Portuguese, Basque and Barton  
fishermen was soon met with in these waters, and they probably  
went along the Labrador coast northward as far as Hudson  
Strait, without having left any report of their discoveries,  

lt  is believed, on good grounds, that expeditions (combined  
Epglisb-Portuguese) were sent out to the newly discovered  
regions from Bristol in ιοι and ιοa. It is unknown whit  
their discoveries were, but they may possibly have sailed along  
the coast ci Labrador.  

It is possible that John Cshot'a son, Sebastian Cabot, made  
an Arctic expedition in ι pe&-ιχ, in search of a short passage  

Ιο  China towards the north-west, and later, in ιπι, 
King Wemy VIII. made an attem pt to persuade 
the merchants of London to support him In sending  

out an expedition, under Sebastian Cabot, to the north-western  

countnea It Is uncertain whether it ever stifled, but It is 
certain that it achieved nothing of importance  

John Rut sailed from Plymouth in ιη, In order to seek  
a passage to China through the Arctic less towards the north.  

.ι. R•C 
west, following the suggestion of Robert Thorne of 
Bristol. He met ice in  Ν.  lit and returned to 

Newfoundland. Several other expeditions were sent out from  
vanous countries towardS the north-west and west during this 
period, but no discoveries of Importance are known to have 
been made In the Arctic regiona.  

There are tumesire that the Portuguese, as early as 1484,  
ender King John  Η ,  had sent out an expedition towards Nevays 

Zemiya  in search of a norih.essi passage toεσοιήπσ 
 India. 

The Genovese Pack Centυιlο e probably proposed  
to King Henry VIII of England, in ι525, to make an expedition  
in search of such a passage to India northof Russia, and there  
is evidence to show that there had been much talk shout an  
andewlaking of this hind in England and at the English court 
during the following period, as it was hoped that a new market 
might be found ice English merchandise, especially doth. 
But it led  ιο  nothing until  ι ",  when Sebastian Cabot war one 
of the chief promoters. Three ships and its men under Sir 

h 	
Hugh Willoughby sailed from Ratclifle on the sotb  
(nth) May  τ ".  Richard Chancelor coinnianded  

one of the shipi, which was separated from the two ethers in  a 
gale oil northern Norway on the 3rd (13 ι11) August. Willoughby.  
after having sighted land in various places, probably Kolguev  
Island, where they landed, the coast near the Pecheas river  
and !Units No,, came on the tell (24th) September to a good 
kbσur on the northern cOast of the Kola Peninsula. kiss  
en. ship being leaky, Willoughby resolved to winter there, but  

be he and all his men perished. Chsncel.r, after his  Οιααιe separation from the two other ships, rounded the  
North Cape, to which h or his sidling-muter,Stephen Borough,  
gave this name He readied Vaχdδhυa, and after having waited  
there in vain for WIlloughby, be followed the route of the  

Noesetnen to the White Sea and reached the bay of St Nicholas, 
with a monastery of this name, near the mouth of the Dvina  
giver, where Archangel was built biter. Chancelor 'mdertook a  
journey to Moscow, made arrangements for commercial inter-
course with Rum, and returned next yέar with his ship, 
which was, however, plundered by the Flemings, but he reached 
London safely with a letter from the tsar. In spite of the  

dleasttr of Willoughby and his men this expedition became of  
fundamental importance for the development of English trade.  
Chancilor'a auereaa and his se-celled discovery of the passage to 
the White Sea, which was well known to the Norwegian traders  
in that region, proved to people in England the. practical  
utility of polar voyages. Ii led to a charter being granted to the  
Association of Merchant Adventurers, also called the Muacovy  
or Russia Company, and gave a fresh impulse to Arctic d ίι  
tovery. Chancelor undertook a new expedition to the White 
Sea and Moscow in  τ",  on his way home in the IeIIOWIng year  
he was wrecked on the coast of Scotland and perished.  

In 1556 Stephen Borough (Burmugh), who had served with 
Cbanctic' was sent Out by the Μυιοοη Company in a small 
,ιώ n called the" Search-thrift," in ceder totΖyto reach the  

rlνeτ Ob,  of which rumeul' had been heard. Novaya Zemlys,  
Vaigacli island, and the Kara Strait leading Into the Ka,a  
Sea, were discovered. B'irougb kept a careful  
journal of his voyage.. In Ι5116 the company fitted  
out Iwo vessels under Arthur Ρ t and Charles Ia'*man, with  
orders to sail eastwards north of Russia and Asia to the lands  
of thn.mpevoc of Cathay (China). They penetrated  ,‚  
through the Kara Strait into the Km Sea; they 
possibly saw the west coast of Ysimal, but met with much ice  
and were compelled to return. Th. two shipa ware separated  
en the way borne, Pet reached London on December aflth  

safety, Jackman wintered with his ship in Norway and sailed  
thence in February, but was never beard of again.  

About 1574 the Portuguese probably made an attampa  ιο 
 find the aorth-wist passage iaal.r Vasqucana Coils-Rail.  

They reached "a great entrance," which may have,,  
been Hudson Strait, aid they "passed above twiatie  
leagues" mto It, "without all Impediment of ice,"  
"but their riddles fayling them,.. . they returned back.  
agaync with by."  

After the expeditions In search of the no,tb.east passage  

achieved the success of opening up a profitable trade with 
Russia, via the White Sea, new life was inspired in the under-
takings of England on the sea, at the asnic time thepowtr of  
the Hanseatk merchants, called the Easterlings, war much  
reduced It was therefore only natural that the plan of seeking  
a north-west passage to China and India should again come to  
the front In Εnglι d, and it was much dimmed. It was Sir  
Martin Frobisher who opened that long series of  
expeditions all of which during three hundred y  
were sent from England in search of the north-west passage  
until the last expedition, which actually accomplished It, sailed 
from Norway. "Being persuaded ci a new and nearer passage to  

Cataya" (China) towards the north-west, Frobisber"detexmined  
and resolved wyth himsdfe, to go make full pseofe thereof... 
or else never to retourne againe, knowing this to be the cuely 
thing .1 the worlds that was left yet undone, whcrtby a notable  
mend migbte be made famous and fortunate." lifter having  

attempted in vaIn for fifteen years to find auppell for his eriter.  
prise, he at last (bt'lned amotance' from Ambicse Dudley, earl  
of Warwick, and through him the interest of Queen Elianbeth  
was also secured. The Muscovy Company was now obliged to  
give a licence for the voyage in 1574, and the necessary money  
was found by  London merchants. Aided especislly by Michad  
Lok, an Influential merchant and diligent student of geography,  

Ftob,sher sailed, on the ιth (i;ih) of June 1576, from Deptfoed  
with two small vessels-al re end π tοas,called tbe"Gsbricl" and  
"Michael," and a small pulnace ci το  tons; the crests amounted 
to 35 men all told. On the 8th (i8th) of July they lost sight of 
the pimiace, which wasseen no more. On the tub (suet) ci July  
they sighted a high, rugged land, but could not approach it for  
ice This was the east coast of Greenland, hut, added by hIs  
charts, Frobisher assumed It to be the fict*tiou' Frisland, which  

was the fabrication ci a Venetian, Nierolo Zeno, who in  ι8  
published a ιρικΊοua iusmtive and map (which he ρτeted  
to have found) as the work of an ancestor ad his brother In  
the 14th century. The Zeno map was chiefly fabeicated on  
the basis of a map by the Swede Outs Aiagnus of  ι"  and. the  
map by the Dane Claudius Clues of the z ιb century. Ιι was  
accepted at the time as a work of high avthoeity,aad itafictitiocis  
names and islands continued to ar on subsequent maps for  

Xi Rest a century, and have puzzled both geographers at born,  
and explorers in the field. These islands had also been intro-
duced en the chests o( Mercator of re* end ci Onelivaof τ 570  
which were probably used by Frobsaber. Evidently frightened  
by the sight of the great quantities of ice oa the Greenland  
coast, one aMp, the "Michael," left him secretly, "and it-
tourned home wyth green reporte that he was cast awaye."  
The gallant Frobisher contmued his voyage towards the north-
west iii the "Gabriel" alone, although his mall was sprung, his 
topmast blown overboard, and his " ιιιδσι-mαsι " had had to be  
cut may in a gale. On the sgth of Jaly  (Avg. 8) he sighted high  
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land which he called Queen  1izab ιh's  Foreland. This was 
the southern part of Barn Land (Resolution Island) in about  
6 2  N. tat; He was slopped by ice, but nearly two necks later 
he reached the coast and entered an inlet which he considered  

ιο  be the strait of the north-west passage, and he gave it his own 
name (ii is now  Frobisber  Bay on  BaGn  Land). The land was  
called  "Mets  Incognita."  Frobisber  was not well prepared  
for going much farther, and alter his boat with bee men had  
disappeared be returned home, where,  unfortunalely,  some 

 " gοld-finciers"  in London took it into their heads  thai •  piece  
of dark heavy gone brought back contained gold ore. This  
caused great excitement; it was now considered much more 
important to collect this precious are than to lied the no rth-west 
passage, and much larger expeditio ns  were sent out in the two 
following years. As many as fifteen vessels formed the third 
expedition of 1578, and it was the intention to  fοτιιι a colony 
with a hundred men in the gold land, but this scheme was  
given up.  Frobiaher  came into Hudson Strait, which was  aS. 
first thought to be  Frobisber  Strait and therefore called Mistaken 
Strait. There was an open sea wi thout any land or ice  
towards the west, and Frobisher was certain that he could sail 
through to the "Marc del Sur"  (Pacilic  Ocean) and"  Kathays," 

 hut his first goal was the  "  gold mines," and the vessels returned  
home with full loads of the ore. One of them, a buss (small 
ship) of Bridgwater, called the "Emmanuel," report ed  that on 
her voyage home she had first sighted  Frisland  on the sib  
(18th)  of September, but four days later she bad sighted another 
land in the Atlantic and sailed along it till the following day, they 
reckoned its southern end to be in shout  Ν.  lxi.  This land  
soon found its place on maps and charts south-w est of Iceland  

under the name of Buss Island, and as it was never 
Gee/ el seen again it was alter 174$ called "the sunken land  

of Buss." The  explanation is that, misled by the  
maps, Frobisher assumed Greenland to be  Frisland  of the Zeno  
map and  BalSa Lend was afterwards assumed to be the east  

coast of Greenland. When the buss Of her way home sighted 
Greenland in about N., she therefore thought it to be 

 Frisland,  but when she four days later again sighted land  
near Cape Farewell and her dead reckoning probably had 
carried her about two degrees too far south, she naturally  

considered this to be a new land, which puzzled geographers 
and navigators for centuries. Owing to a similar mistake, not 
by Frobisher, but by later cartographers and especially by Davis,  
it was afterwards assumed that Frobisher Strait (and also 
Mistaken Strait) was not in  BalSn  Land but on the east coast  
of  GτeeοΙaο4,  where they remained on the maps till the  zSΙh 

 century. 
John Davis, who made the next attempt to discover a north- 

west passage, was one of the most  scientillcseamcn  of that age. 
Be made three voyages in three successive years  
aided and fitted out by William Sanderson and other 

merchants. Sailing from Dartmouth on the  7ώ  (ι7th)  of June 
with two ships, be sighted on the  aoib (3οth) οf  July "the 

most deformed, rocky and mountainous  land, that ever we sawn" 
He named it the Land of Desolation, although he understood  
that he had  rediscoverEd  "the shore which its ancient time  
was called  Groenland."  It was its east coas t.  He visited 
the west coast, where  Frobislier  bad also landed  mistaking 
it for  Frisland.  Davis anchored in a place called  Gilbert's 

 Sound its 6'  ιο'  (near the present Danish settlement of Godthaab) 
and bad much intercourse with the Eskimo. He then, crossing  
the strait which bears his name, traced a portion of its western  

shore southwards from about 660  40 N. tat, and came into Cur- 
berland  Sound, which be thought to be the strait of the north-west  
passage, but returned home on account of contrary winds. 
In the second voyage (with four ships) Davis traced the western 
shore  ef  Davis Strait still farther southwards, and sailed alo ng 

 the coast of Labrador. In the third voyage (with three ships)  
in τ5.87 he advanced  far up his own strait along the west coast 
of Greenland in a small leaky pinnace, the  "FIlm,"  and reached 
a lofty granite island in ;s 41'  Ν.  1st., which he named  Rope  
Sanderson. Be met with ice in the sea west of this place, but 

reροΓιed  that these was net  "  any yes towards the north,  bul  
a great sea, free, large, very salt and blew, and Of an  unaearcbe.  
able depth." By contrary winds, however, be was prevented  
from sailing in that direction. He  a&iledintoCumberlsnd  Sound, 
but now found that there was no passage. He also passed on 
his way southwards the entrance to  Frobisber  Strait, which  
be named Lumley Inlet, and  liudson  Strait, without under

-atanding  the importance of the latter. When Davis came to  
Labrador, where his two larger ships were to have waited for  
him, they had sailed to England. The little  "FIlm"  now struck  
a sunken rock and sprung a leak, which was re paired, and he 
crossed the Atlantic in this small leaky craft lie still  bchevcd  
in the existence of a passage through Davis Strait, but could  

Ibid  no support  for another Arctic voyage. Davis was not the  
first to discover this strait; it was well-known to the Norsemen.  
Gaspar Corte-Rosl  had possibly  alao  been there, and Frobisher  
had during his voyages crossed its southern part every year.  
The result of  Davis's  discoveries are shown on the  Molyneux 

 globe, which is now in the library of the Middle Temple; they  

are also shown on the "New Map" its  Hakluyt's /41,0441  
Νmsgοiarnι  (ι598—ιόcο).  When Davis was trying to reconcile  
his discoveries with the previous ones, especially those of 

 Frobisber,  he made fatal m istakes  as mentioned above.  
As early as 1565, by the interven tion of a certain Philip 

 Winterksnig,  an exile from  Vardohus  its Norway, Dutch mer-
chants formed a settlement in Kola, and in  ι8  
two Dutch ships anchored in the mouth of the river  

Dvina,  and a Dutch settlement was established where Archangel  
was built a few years later. The leadi ng  man in these under..  
takings was Olivier Brunet, who is thus the founder of the 
White Sea trade of the Dutch; he was also their first Arctic  

navjgator,  He had travelled both overland and along the coast 
to Siberia amid reached the river  Ob;  he had also visited  KosIin  
Sher on Novaya Zemlya. He propounded plans for the dis-
covery of the north-east passage to China, and in τ58ι  he went  
from Russia to  Antwcrp  to prepare an expedition. Be probably  
started with one ship in ι582, on the first Arctic expedition  
which left the Netherlands.  Little is known of its fate except 
that it ended unsuccessfully with the wreck of the ship in the 
shallow Pechora Bay, possibly after a vain attempt to penetrate  
through the  Vugor  Strait into the Km Sea. In 1583 we find  
Olivier  Bruncl  in Bergen trying to organize a Norwegian under-
taking, evidently towards the north-east, but it is  uncertsi's  
whether it led to anything. 

The Dutch, however, bad begun to see the importance  of a 
northern route to China and India, especially as the routes  

through the southern seas were jealously guarded by the Spani-
ards sad Portuguese, and alter  ι84  all trade with Portugal, 

 where the Dutch got Indian goods, was forbidden. By  Brunel's  
eflorta  their attention had been directed towards the north-east  

passage, but it was not until τ see that a new expedition was  
sent out, one of the promoters being Peter  Planciva,  the 
teamed cosmographer of Amsterdam. Four  shipa  sailed from 

 Huysdunen  on the 5th  (ι th)  of June 1594. Two of these  
ships from Amsterdam were under the command of Wilier 

 Barenis,  who sighted Novaya Zemlya, north of  
Matochkin Shar,  on the 40 (ι4ιh)  of July; amid  ‚  
from that date until the 1st (till) of August  
Barents continued  persev&ngly  to seek a way through  
the ice-floes, and discovered the whole western coast in far  
as the Great Ice Cape, the latitude of which he, with his 
admirable accuracy, determined to be  ;;  N. Having reached 
the Orange Islands at the north-west extremity, he decided  
to return. The two other ships under the command of Cornelis 
Nay bad discovered the  Vugor  Strait, through which they sailed 
into the Kara Sea on the mat  (i'sth)  of August. They reached  
the west coast of  Yalmal;  being sure that they bad passed the 
mouth of the river  Ob,  and finding the sea open, they thought 
they had found a free passage to Japan and China, and returned  
home on the  iith  (2151) of August. A new exp edition was  
marie  the following year, 1595, with  seven ships under the 
command of Cornelis Nay, as admiral, and Wilier Barents as  
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thief pilot, but It merely made  sevetal unsuccessful attempts 
to enter the Ears Sea through the  Vugoc  Strait. The third  
expedition was more  impoiunt.  Two vessels sailed from  
Ainatadam  on the  toth  (20th) of May 1596,  under the command  
Μ  Jacob van  Heemakerck  and  Corncliszoon kijp. Banmts  
aceompaoled Heemskerck  as pilot, and Gerrit de Veer, the  
historian of the voyage, was on board as mate. The masses  
of ice in the ‚traits leading to the Sea of &us, and the  
impenetrable nature of the pack near Novaya Zemlya, bad  
suggested the advisability of avoiding the land and, by keeping  

a northerly course, of seeking a passage in the open sea. They 
sai led  nosthwdrds,  and on the 9th ('9th) of June d iscove red  
Bear Island.  Coniimdng  on the same course they sighted a 
mountainous snow-covered land in about  8ο°  N. 1st., soon  
afterwards being stopped by the polar pack ice. '1 113  Important  
disci/eery was named Spitsbergen, and  nsa  believed to be a 

 patt  of Greenland.  Anivrng  at  Bcar  Island again on the tat of 
July, Blip parted company, while  Heemskerck  and Barents  
proceeded eastwa rd, intending to pass round the  norllrtrn 
extrtme  of Novaya Zemlya. On the 26th of August (Sept. 5)  
they ruched Ice Haven, after rounding the northern 
extremity of the land.  Ηcτt  they wintered in a house built 
out of driftwood and  plankS  from the  't'veen  decks and the 
deck-house of the vessel. In the spring they made their way 
in boats to the Lapland coast; but Barents died during the 
voyage. This was the first time that an arctic winter was  
successful!),  faced. The voyages of Barents stand in the first  
rank among the polar enterprises of the  ιό ιh  century. They 
led to flourishing whale and seal fisheries  whIch  long enriched  
the Netherlands.  

The English enterprises were continued by the Muscovy  
Company, and by associations of patriotic merchants of London;  

and even the East India Company sent an expedition  
under Captain  Waymouth  in ι6οτ Ιο  seek for a 

passage by the  openIng  seen by Davis, but it had no success.  
The best servant of the Muscovy Company in the work of 

polar discovery was Henry Hudson. Wit first voyage was  
undertaken in 1607, when he discovered the most  

οrtheen  known point of the east coast of Greenland 
in  ""  Ν.  named "Hold with Hope," and examined the ice  
between Greenland and Spitsbergen, probably reaching  fiakluyt't  
Headland in p' o'  Ν.  On his way home he discovered  
the island now celled Jan Mayen, which he named "Hudson's  

Tutchea."  In his second expedition, during the season of  zflo8,  
Hudson examined the edge of the ice between  Spltsbergcn  and 
Novaya  Zem!ya.  In his third voyage he was employed by the  
Dutch East India Company; he again approached Novaya  
Zemlya. but was compelled  Ιο  return westwards, and he explored  
the coasts of North America, discovering the Hudson river.  
In  tfl,o  he entered Hudson Strait, and discove red the great bay 
which bears and immortalizes his name. Be was obliged to 
winter there, undergoing no small hardships. On his way  
home his crew mutinied and set him, his little son and  some  
sick men adrift in a boat, and the explorer perished In the seas 
be had opened up.  . 

.  The voyages of Hudson led immediately to the  Spitabergesi  
whale fishery. From  1609  to  16ι  2 Jonas Poole made four  
Ζ sbegas  voyages for the prosecution of this lucrative business,  
Μ.Ο. and be was followed by  Fotherby, BaSin,  Joseph, 

and Edge. 'These bold seamen, while in the pursuit 
of whales, added  coπ ldeτabΙy  to the knowledge of the  archi. 
pelago  of islands known under the name of Spitsbergen, and 
in 16:7  Captain Edge discovered an island to the eastward,  
which he named  Wyche's  Land.  

About the same period the kings of Denmark began to 
send expeditions for the rediscovery of the lost Greenland 

colony. In gets Christian W. sent Out three ships, 
• under the Englishmen Cunningham and Hall and 

a Dine named  Lindenov,  which reached the western 
coast of Greenland and had much intercourse with the Eskimo. 
Other expeditions followed in 1606-1607.  

Meanwhile, the  inerebant  adventurers of London continued  

to push forward the western  discoveiy.  Sir Thomas Bette.,  
in command of two ships, the "Resolution" and  "Β cυmγ,"  
sailed from England in May  ι ό ta.  He entered  

Hudson Bay, crowed to its western shore, and  
wintered at the mouth of a river hi  "  so' N. which was named  
Nelson river after the master of the ship, who died and use  
buried there. Next year Button explored the shore of Southamp-
ton Island as far as 6 N., and returned borne in the  autamis 

 of 1613. An expedition under Captain Gibbons  dcspatthed  
in 1614 to Hudson  Baywsaa  failure; but in !1St 5 Robert  Byki  
as master and William  BaSin  as pilot and navigator in the  
"Discovery" examined the coasts of Hudson Strait and to the 
north of Hudson Bay, and  BaSin,  who was the equal of Davis as  
a scientific seaman, made many  vιΙub1e  observe.  

lions. In  rό ιό  Bylot  and  BaSin  again set out in the  
"Discovery." Sailing up Davis Strait they passed that navi-
gator's farthest point at  Sanderson's  Hope, and sailed round the  
great channel with smaller channels leading from It which  baa 

 been known ever since as  BaSin  Bay.  BaSin  named the moat  
northern opening Smith Sound, after the first gove rnor of the East  
India Company, and the munificent promot er  of the voyage, 
Sir Thomas Smith. Lancaster  Sound and Jones Sound were 
named after other promoters  and friends of the voyage. The  
fame of  BaSin  mainly rests upon the discovery Ma great channel  
extending north from Davis Strait; but It was unjustly dimmed 
for many years, owing to the omission of  Purchas  to publish 
the navigator's tabulated journal and map in his great collection  
of voyages. It was two hundred years before a new expedition  
sailed north through  BaSin  Bay. It may be mentioned , as an  
illustration of the value of these early voyages  tomodernscicsice,  
that Professor  Hansieen  of Christiania made use of  BaSin's  
magnetic observations in the  compllsdot  of his series  Μ  
magnetic maps.  Ιιι 16/9  Denmark sent out an expedition, 
under the command of Jens Munk, in search of the north-west  
passage , with two ships and 64 men. They reached the nest  
coast of Hudson Bay, where they ',intend near Churchill river,  
but all died with the exception of one man, a boy, and  Mimk 

 himself, who managed to sail home in the smallest ship.  
In 1631 two expeditions  weredespaiched,  one by the mer-

chants of London, the other by those of  Britiol.  In the London  
ship "Charles" Luke Pox explored the  we/tern 

 side of Hudson Bay as far as the place called "Sir 
Thomas Roe's Welcome." In August be en-
countered Captain James and the Bristol ship  "Mana"  in the  
middle of Hudson Bay, and went north until be  macbed 

 "North-west Fox his farthest," In 66  Ν.  He then returned  
home and wrote an entertaining narrative. Capta in  James bad  
to  winier  off  Cbarltnn  island, in James Bay,  thexoutbern  extreme 
of Hudson Bay, and did not return until October 1632. Another 
English voyager, Captain Wood, attempted, without  aumass,  .1.  
discover a north-east passage In 1676 through the sea round  
the North Pole, but was wrecked on the  cossi  of Novaya Zemlya.  

The  ifith  and  57Ιh centuries were periods of discovery and  
daring enterprise. Hudson Strait and Bay, Davis Strait and  
BaSin  Bay, the icy seas from Greenland to  Spitabergen  and 
from Spitsbergen to Novaya  Z.mlya had all been explored;  
but much more was not  diacovered  than bad been well known  
to the Norsemen five or six centuries earlier. The following  
century was rather a period of reaping the results of former  
efforts than of discovery. It saw the settlement of the Hu dson 
Bay Territory and of Greenland, and the development  Μ  the  
whale and seal fisheries.  

The Hudson's Bay Company was incorporated In 2670, and  
Prince Rupert sent oat  Zachariab (lilian,  who wintered  at 
Rupert river. At first very slow progress was made. A voyage 
undertaken by  Mr Knight, nearly So years  old, who had been  
appointed  governor of the factory at Nelson river, was  thiforla- 
nate,  as his two ships were lost and the crews 
perished. This was in 1719. In 5722 John  Scrogga  
was sent from Churchill river in search of the miming ships, 
but merely entered Sir Thomas Roe's Welcome sad returned. 
Ills reports were  bcli.ved  to offer  decisIve ρeοοό  of the existence  
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of a passage Into the PadAc; asid a naval expedItion was dc.  
spatdied under the command of Captain Christopher Middleton,  

consisting of the "Discovery" pink and the "Fur- 
nace" bomb. Wintering In Churchill river, Middle- 

ton started In July 1742 and discovered Wager river and Repulse  
Bay. Ia 1746 Captain W. Moor made another voyuge in 

the same direction, sad explOred the Wager inlet. 
meek Liner in the century the itudsun's Bay Company's 
gervanta made some important land journeys to distover the 
shores of the American polar ocean. From 176950 3772 Samuel 
Htaxpe descended the Coppermine River to the pour sea; and  
in 1789 Aksender Mackenzie discovered the mouth of the 
Mackenzie river. (For the establishment 01 the modem Danish  
settlements in Greenland, see  Gitxxwwin.)  

The do'mtzymen  of Barents vied with the countrymen of  
Hudson ill the perilous calling which annually brought Beets  

jerι 	of ahipa to the Spilsbergen seas during the 17th and  

Whab 	tilth osatisnea.  The Dutch had their large summer  
Ρ"ΊΊΥ.  station for boiling down blubber at Smeerenbecg,  
near the northern extreme of the wlat toast of Spitsbergcn.  
Captain Viambigh, in 5664, advanced as far round the northern  
end of Novaya Zemlya as the winter quarters of Barents. In 
"co Captain Cornelis Rook is said by Witsen to have sailed  
north in the longitude of Novaya Zemlya and to have seen 
an extent of 40 m. of broken land, but Theunis Vi, erie of the  
most experienced Dutch navigators, believed that no vessel  
bad ever been north of the 82nd parallel. In ιό ;ι Frederick 

Martens, a German surgeon, Visited Spilabeegen, and ΛιιιΓιιιια wrote the beat account of its physical ie,tures and 
natural history that existed previous to the thee of Scoresby.  
In 3707 Captain Cornell. Gilles went far he the eastward  
along the northern aborss of Spitabergen, and sew land to 
the east in 80°  Ν.,  which baa since been known as (lilies Land.  
The Dutch geographical knowledge of Spitabergen was embodied  
in the famous chart of the Van Keulens (father and son), 17 οe.-
*ya8 The Dutch whale fishery continued to flourish until the 
French Revolution, and formed a splendid nursery for Utilising  
the seamen of the Netherlands. From 570010 m  the whaling 
Beet numbered too slaps and upwards. In ιτp the Dutch 
opened a whale fishery in Davis Strait, and continued to frequent  
the west coast of Greenlanri for upwards of sixty years from that  

time.  
The meet flourishing period of the British fishery in the Spits-

bergen and Greenland seas was from 5752 ω 18aO. Bounties  
Ιίιδαιί 	of 40*. per ton were granted by act cl parliament;  
What, 	and in 1778 53 many as ass  sail of whalers were 
FbkO'.  employed. In order to encourage discovery ‚ οοο  
was offered in 1776 to the first ship that should sail beyond the  

89th parallel  (ιό  Gee. III. c 6). Among the numerous daring 
and able whaling captains, William Scoresby takes 
the Brat rank,' alike as. a successful whaler and  a  

scientific observer. His admirable Accoar,d  of She  Ardk  Regions  
it still a textbook for all students of the subject. In  τ806  be  
succeeded in advancing his ship "Resolution" as far north as  
8ι '  1' 42".  Ia ι822 he forced his way through the ice which  
encumbers the approach to land on the east coast of Greenland,  
and survey.d that coast from down to 69°  Ν.,  a distance 
of 4οο m. Scoresby combined the closest attention to his  
business with much valuable scientific work and no insignificant  
&mount.of exploration. 

The Russians, after the acquisition of Siberia, succeeded in 
gradually exploring the whole of the northern shores of that vast  

region. In 1648 a Coaaack named Simon Dulled( 
is said to have equipped a boat expedition in the  

river Kolyma, passed through the strait since named after 
Bering, and reached the Gulf of Anadyr. In 1738 a voyage was  
made by two Russian omccrs from Archangel to the mouths of 

-the Oh and the Yenfsei. Efforts were then made to effect  a 
passage from the Venisei to the Lena. In 1735 Lieut.  Ρ. 

 Chelyoskin  got ai far as 770  25' N. near the cape which 
αψότιιια Wm his name; and in 1743 he rounded that moat  
DeiTibmi polgt of Siberia in sledges, in  »  41' N. Captain  

Titus Bering, a Dsnd, was appointed by Filer the Creet to  
commhnd an expedition in 1725. Two vessels were built  at 
Okhotsk, and in July 3728 Bering ascertained the  
existence of a strait between ASIa and America, 

s* 
 in 1740 Bering was again employed. He sailed from Olbotak  

lnavgaa*icelled thi" St Paul," with G. W. Stellar on board as  
naturalist. Their object was to discover the American side of  
the strait, end they sighted the magnificent peak nirntd by 
Bering Mt St Russ. The Aleutian Islands were also explored,  
but the shipwas wrecked on an island named ilter the iM-faled  
discoverer, and scurvy broke out amongst his craw. BerIng  
himself died there on the 8 Ιh of December 274 τ 

Thirty years &ftcr the death of Bering a Russian merchant 
named Liakhoff discovered the New Siberia orLiskhoff IslandS,  
and in 5771 he obtained the exclusiv* right from the 
empress Catherine to dig there foe fossil  

These islands were more fully explored -  by an officer named  
HedensteOm in 8ο9, and seekers for fossil ivory animally resorted  
to them. A Russian expedition under Captain Chitacha&idI,  
sent to Spitabergen In 1764, ems only Uhl toattalnaiatitudeof  
80° 30' N.  

-  From 1773 oiswarda to the end of the r9tb century the objects  
Of polar exploration were mainly the acquisition of knowledge  
in various branches of science. It was on these grounds that  
Deines Barrington and the Roysi-Sockty induced the British 
ονerυmeπt to undertake arctic explorition once more. The 

result was that two vessels, the "Racehorse "and "iCarcaai°' 
bombs, were commlssioned, under the command of 
Captain J. C. Phlpps. The expedition smiled from the 
Nore  on the and of June ι773, aΠd visa stopped by the ice to the  
north of Hakluy( Headland, the north-western point of 6ρίt. 
bergen. Phippe leeched the Seven Islands sad discovered Walden  
blend; but beyond this point prOgress was impossible. When  
be attained their highast latitude in 800  48' N., north of the  
central part of the Spitsbergen group, the lee St the edge of  
the pack was 24 ft. thick. Captain Pbipp$ returned to England 
In September 5773. Five years f ιurwards James 
Cook -received instructions to proceed northward  
from Kamchatka and search for a north-east or north-weal 
passage from the Ρacί Ιlc to the Atlantic. In accordance with 
these orders Captain Cook, during his third , voyage, reached  
Cape Prince of -Wales, the western ssrtremiiy of America, on  
the gtb of August 5778. His ships, the "Reaolutious" and 
"Discovery," a ιτiνed at the edge of the ice, slier passing Bering 
Strait, in 70° 41'  Ν.  On the flth of August the farthest  
point seen on the American side was named Icy Cape. On the 
Asiatic side Cook's survey extended to Cape North. 1;  
the it:diming year Captain Clerks, who bid succeeded to the  
command, made another voyage, but his ship was beset -  its 

 the ice, and ‚0 much damaged that further aitelapta were 
abandoned.  - 

The wars following the French Revolution putan end to voyages 
of discovery till, alter the peace of ι8ι, north polar research  
found a powerful and indefatigable advocate in Sir  
John Barrow. Through his influence a measure, for 
promoting miler discovery became law in  18ι8  (38  Ceo. III.  
c. 20), by which a reused ef L 201000  ωet ()Rend for making the  
north-west passage, and of oaο for seatbing 89° N., while the  
commissioners of longitude were empowered to award - pun. 
portionate sums to those ',he might achieve certain portions of  
such discoveries. In 1817 the icy seas were reported by Captain  
Scoresby and others to be remarkably open, and Ihiacirciai*at*acc 
enabled Barrow to obtain sanction for the despaich of two 
expeditions, each consisting of two whalera—one to atteinirt 
discoverba by way of Spitsbcrggn and the other by Baibsa Bay. 
The vessels for theSpitabergen, roulS, the "Doroilwa" and  

« Trent," were commanded by Caριaa David Buchan and 
Lieut. John Franklin, apd sailed in April 18 τ8. Driven  
into the pack by a heavy swell from the seutlι both  
vessels were severely nipped, and had to return to England. 
The other eχpeditiοn, consisting of the "IaabclIh "hOd  
"Alexander," cοmmaπdcd by Captain John Rosa and Lieut. 
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Edward Fairy, followed in the wake of  BalEs's  voyage of  16τ6.  
Rees sailed from England In April 1818.  The chief merit of his  
voyage was that it vindicated Barn's accuracy as a discoverer.  
Its practical result was that the way was shown to a. lucrative  

fishery In the "North Water" of Barn Bay, which continued  

to be frequented by  • fleet of whalers  eveiy  year. Captain Ross  
thought that the inlets reported  by Barn were merely bays, while  
the opinion of his second in command was that a wide opening  
to the westward existed through the Lancaster Sound of  Βa υι.  

Parry was selected to command a new expedition in the  
following year. His two vessels, the  " Hecla"  and "Griper,"  

Fused through Lancaster Sound, the continuation  
rawsa'  of which was named Barrow Strait, and advanced  
San,d westward, with an archipelago on the right, since  
Vayo&  known as the Parry Islands. He observed a wide  
opening to the north, which he named Wellington Channel , and 
sailed onwards for 300 m. to Melville Wand. He was stopped  
by the impenetrable polar pack of vast thickness which surrounds  
the archipelago to the north of the American continent, and was 
obliged 10 winter in a harbour on the south coast of Melville 
Island. Parry's hygienic arrangements during the winter were 
judicious, and the scientific results of his expedition were valu-
able. The vessels returned in October 2820;  and a fresh ex-
pedition in the" Fury "and" Heels.," again under the command  
of Captain Parry, sailed from the Note on the 8th of May 1821, 
and passed their first winter on the coast of the newly d iscovered  
Melville Peninsula in 660  er'  N. Still persevering, Parry passed 
his second winter among the Eskimo at  Igloolik  in 69°  so'  Ν., 

 and discerned a channel leading westward from the head of  
Hudson Bay, which he named Furl and Heels Strait. The  
expedition returned in the autumn of τ823. Meantime Parry's  

friend Franklin had been employed in attempts to  
First ranch by kind the northern shores of America,  
bseW.  hitherto only touched at two points by Hearne and  
Machouse.  Franklin  wCnt  out in 1819,  with Dr John Richard-
son, George Back and Robert Hood. They landed at York 
factory, and proceeded to the Great Slave Lake. In August of 
the following year they started  f τ the  Coppermine  river, and, 
embarking on it, reached its mouth on the  ι8th  of July τ821. 
From that point  ςςο m. of coast-line were explored, the 
extreme point being called Cape  Tiirnagaln.  Great sufferings,  
from  atsrvalloii  and cold, had to be endured during the return  
journey; but eventually Franklin, Richardson and Hack arrived  
safely at Fort Ch$ppewyaTi.  

It was thought desirable that an attempt should be mad* to 
connect the Cape  Turnagalo  of Franklin with the discoveries 
Α.Τ"  made by Parry during his second voyage; but the  
11W first  eΠοeΙ, under Captain Lyon in the" Griper," was  

unsuccessfuL  In 1824 three comb ined atlempea  were 
organized. While Fairy again entered by Lancaster Sound and  
pushed down a great opening he bad seen to the south  
named Prince Regent Inlet, Captain  Beechey  was to enter  
Bering Strait, and Franklin was to make a second journey by 
land to the shores  of Arctic America. Parry was unfortunate,  
but  Beecbey  entered Bering Strait in the  "  Blossom in August  
*826, and extended our knowledge as fir as Point Barrow  
Av.lNi'i  111 77° 23' 30" N. 1st. Franklin, in ι825-τ826, de- 

seended  the Mackenzie river to its mouth, and ex-
Αανωαι plored  the coast for 374  m. to the westward; while  
Dr Richardson discovered the shore between the mouths of the 
Mackenzie and  Coppetmine,  and sighted land to the northward,  
named by him Wollaston Land, the  dIviding  channel being  
called Union and Dolphin Strait. They returned in the autumn 
of '826.  

Work was also being done In the  Spitabergen  and Barents  
Seas. From  1821  to 1824 the Russian Captain  Liltie  was 

surveying the west coast of  Novays Zemlys  as far as 
Cape Nassau, and  examIning  the ice of the adjacent  

sea. In May 1823 the "Griper" sailed, under the command  

	

‚ 	 of Captain  Clavering,  to convey Captain Sabine to 
the polar regions in order to make pendulum  

όbιcrνaΙΙάna. Claveriog  pushed through the Ice in 75'  30' N.,  

ad succeeded in reaching the east coast of Greenland, where  
observations were taken on Pendulum  lιΙan4.  He charted the  
coast-line from 760  10 75°  Ν.  

In Parry's attempt to reach the pole from the northern coast  
of Spitsbergen by means of sledge-boats (see  Paaar),  the highest  
latitude reached was 820 4'  Ν.,  and the attempt was persevered  
in until it was found that the Ice as  •  whole was drifting to the  
south more rapidly than It was possible to travel over it to 
the north.  

In 1829 the Danes undertook an Interesting piece of  eiplocs-
tioo  on the cast coast of Greenland. Captain Crash of the  
Danish navy rounded Cape Farewell in  boita,  with  ___ 
four Europeans and twelve Eskimo. He advanced  
as far as 6°  χ8' Ν.  on the east coast, where he was stopped by 
an insurmountable barrier of ice. He wintered In 63° as  Ν., 

 and returned to the settlements on the west aide of Greenland Is  
1830.  

In the  ytar  1829 Captain John Rosa, with his nephew James 
Clark Rosa, having been furnished with funds by a wealthy  
distiller named Felix Booth, undertook a  ρdvate ,,  
expedition of discovery in a small vessel called  the 
"Victory." Rosa proceeded down Prince Regent Inlet to the  
Gulf of  Boothia,  and wintered on the eastern aide of a land named  
by him  Bootbia  Felix. In the rouse of exploring excursions  
during the summer months James Roes crossed, the laud and  
discovered the position of the north magnetic pole on the  wratesa  
aide of it, on the  ist  of June 1831 . He also discovered a land to 
the westward of  Boothia  which be named Ring William Land, and  
the northern shore of which  he examined. The most northern  
point was called Cape Felix, and thence the coast trended south-
west to Victory Point. The Ruses could not get their little  
vessel out of Its winter quarters. They passed three winte rs  
there, and then fell back on the stores at Fury Beach, where they 
passed their fourth winter,  ι832-ι833.  Eventually they were 
picked up by a whaler in Barrow Strait, and brought home. 
Great anxiety was natura lly felt at their prolonged absents, and 
in 1833 Sir George Back, with Dr Richard King as a 
companion, set out by land In search of the missing 
explorers. Wintering at the Great Slave lake, they left Foci  
Reliance on the 7th of June 1834, and descended the Great Fish  
rivcr  for  330 m.  The mouth was reached in 610  ix'  Ν.,  and then 
the want of supplies obliged them to return. In 1836 Sir George  
Back was sent, at the suggestion of the Royal Geographical 
Society, to proceed 1* Repulse Bay In his ship, the "Terror," 
and then to cross an assumed isthmus and exa mine the coast-
line thence to the mouth of the Great Fish river; but the ship 
was obliged to winter In the drifting pack, and was brought home 
In a sinking condition.  

The tracing of the  polarsboresof Americawaa  completed by the  
Hudson's Bay Company's serums.  Jn  June 1837  TbomazSimp.  
son and P. W. Dense left  Cbippewyan,  reached the  
mouth of the Mackenzie, and connected  that position  
with Point Barrow, which had been  discovcred  by the 
"Blossom "in  iSaG.  In 1839 Simpson passed Cape  Turnsgain  
of Franklin, tracing the coast eastward so as to connect with 
Back's work at the mouth of the Great Fish deer. He landed  
at Montreal Island in the mouth of that river, and then 
advanced eastward  as far as Castor and Pollux river, his  
farthest eastern point. On his return be travelled along  
the north aide of the channel, the sou th  shore of the King  
William Island discovered by James Rosa. The smith-
western point of this island was named Cape Herschel, and  
there Simpson built a cairn on the 26th  of August 1839.  
Little remained to do in order to complete the delineation of the 
northern shores of the American continent, and this task was 
entrusted to Dr John Rae, a Hudson's Bay factor, in 

 
*846. He went in boats to Repulse Bay, where he 
wintered in a atone but nearly on the Arctic Circle; and there be 
and his six Orkney men maintained themselves on the deer they 
shot. During the spring of 1847 Dr Rae explored on foot the  
shores of a great gulf having 700 m. of coast-line. He thus  
connected the work of Parry, at the mouth of Fury and  Htcfs.  
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trail,  ilib the 'reek of Rem on the mint of  Boothis,  proving  

that  Boothia  was part of the American continent.  
While  Bnthb explorers were thus working hard  ιο  solve some  

of the iωορυρhicα  problems  r,Iatin$  to Arctic America, the  
Russians were similarly engaged in Siberia. In  18"  

• Lieut.  P. F. Anjou mad, a complete survey of the  
N ew Siberia Islands, and came  ιο  the conclusion that it was not  
poessble κ *deluxe far from them in a northerly direction,  

,m 	
owing to the thinness of the ice and to open water  

W 	existing within so or 30 m. Baron  Wrangeli  prose- 
cuted similar investigations from the mouth of the  Kolyma  
between  i8so  and 1823. He made four Journey, with dog  
sledges, exploring the coast between Cape  Chelagakol  and the  
Kolyrna,  and making attempts to extend his Journeys to some  
distαnce from the land, but he was  alwaya  stopped by thin ice.  

In 1843  Middendorl  was sent to explore the region  
which  terminatce  in Cape  Chelyuekin.  He reached  

Taiinyr  Bay in the height of the short summer, whence he saw  
open water and no. ice blink in any direction. The whole arctic  
shore of Siberia had now been explored and de lineated, but no  
wsael  bad yet rounded the extreme  sorthern  point.  

The success of Sir }ernes Ross a Antarctic expedition and the  
completion of the northern coast-line of America by the Hudson's  

Bay Company's servants gave rise in '845 to a fresh  
attempt to make the passage from Lancaster Sound  
to Bering Strait. The story of the unhappy  expedi-

lion of Sir 301m Franklin, in the" Erebus "and" Terror," 1 told  
under  FRaNKLIN;  but some geographical detai ls  may be given  
hero. The heavy polar ice how, south-east between Melville 
and Bating Islands, down  M'Clintock  Channel, and impinges 
on the  nprth-wext  coast of King William Land. It was this  
branch from the  " palacocryatic "  sea which Sexily stopped the 
progress of Franklin's expedition. On leaving the winter 
quarters at  Beechey  Island in 1846 Franklin found a channel  
leading south, along the western shore of the land of No rth 
Somerset discovered by Parry in 1819. If he could reach the  
channel on the American coast, he knew that he would be able  
to make his way along it  Ιο  Seeing Strait. This channel, now 
called Peel Sound, pointed directly to the south. He sailed 
down it towards Ring William Wand, with land on both sides. 
But directly the southern point of the western land was pa ssed  
and no longer shielded the channel, the groat ice stream from  
Melyilie  Island, priming on King William Island, was encountered  
and found  impaseabk. Prcgrtas  might have beet made by  
rounding the eastern side of King William Island, but its 
insularity was then unknown.  

It was not until  ι8.8  that anxiety began to be felt about the 
Franklin expedition. In the spring of that year Sir James Roes  

was sent with two  shipa,  the "Enterprise" and  
£sp.dlbss  " Investigator," by way of Lancaster Sound. He  
them wintered at Leopold Harbour, near the north-east 
pert of North Devon. In the spring he made a long sledge  
Journey with Limit. Leopold  M'Clintock  along the northern and  
western coasts of North Somerset, but found nothing. 

On the return of the Ross expedition without any tidings, the 
country became thoroughly alarm ed . An extensive plan of search  

Aui"a. 
was organized—the  "  Enterprise" and "Investi- 
Rater "under  Collinson  and  M'Clure  proceeding 

by Bering Strait, while the "Assistance" and  "  Resolute," 
with two steam tenders, the "Pioneer" and "Intrepid," sailed  

OS the ‚rd of May '850 to renew the search by Barrow Strait, 
under Captain Horatio Austin. Two brigs, the" Lady Franklin" 
and" Sophia," under William Penny, an  energeticandsble  whal-
ing captain, were sent by the same route. He had with him Dr  
Sutherland, a naturalist, who did much valuable scientific work. 
Austin and Penny entered Barrow Strait, and Franklin's winter  

quarters of 1845-1846 were discovered at  Beechey  bland; but 
there was no record of any kind indicating the direction taken by 
the  shipe.  Stopped by the ice, Austin's expedition winte red  
(1250-1851) In the peck oh! Griffith Island, and Penny found 
refuge in a harbour on the south coast of Cornwallis Island.  
Auitin,  who had been with Parry during his third voyage, was  

an admirable organizer. ma arrangements for' passing the  
*inter were ca refully thought Out arid answered perfectly. 1"  
concert with Penny he planned a thorough and extensive system  
of search by means of sledge-travelling in the sp ring, and  
Limit.  M'Clintock supemntendcd  every detail of this part  
of the work with unfailing forethought and skill. Penny under-
took the search by Wellington Channel  M'Clintock  advanced  
to Melville island, marching over 770 m. in eighty-one days; 
Captain  Ommanney  and  Sherard  Osborn pressed southward 
and discovered Prince  of Wales Island.  Lieut.  Brown examined  
the ωεsteκ shore of Peel Sound. The search was  exhaustiv,;  
but, except the ',inter qua rters  at  Beeehey  Island, no record was  
discovered. The absence of any record made Captain Austin 
doubt whether  Franklin  had ever gone beyond  Beechey  bland; 
so he also examined the entrance of Jones Sound, the next inlet  
from Bare Bay north of Lancaster Sound, on his way home, 
aid returned to England lathe autumn of 185s. This was a 
thoroughly well conducted  expedition, especially as regards the 
sledge-travelling, which  M'Cliniock  brought to great perfection. 
So far as the search for Franklin was concerned, nothing  
remained  to be done west or north of Barrow Strait. 

In 185' the" Prince Albert  "achooner  was sent out by Lady 
Franklin, under Captain Wm. Kennedy, with Limit. Ballot of 
the French navy as second. They wintered on the 
east coast of North Somerset, and In the spring of 
'85 2  the gallant Frenchman, In the course of a long 
sledging journey, discovered  Bellot  Strait, separating North  
Somerset from  Boothia—thus proving that the  Boothia  cues 
facing the strait was the northern extremity of the continent of 
America.  

The  "  Enterprise" and "Investigator" sailed from England  
in January  ι8ο,  but accidentally parted company before they  
reached Bering Strait. On the 6th of May 185' the  
"Enterprise" passed the strait, and rounded Point ".."."'"'"Ι  

Barrow on the 25th. Coflinaon  then made his way up the  
narrow Prince of Wales Strait, between Banks and Prince Albert 
Islands, and reached Princess Royal Islands, where  M'CIure  had  
been the  prevIous  year. Returning southwards, the "Enter-
prim "wintered in ,α sound in Prince Albert Island in 71' is' N.  
and 11 7'»' W. Three travelling parties were despatched in the  
spring of  ι8 s—οne  to trace Prince Albert Land in a southerly  
direction, while the others explored Prince of Wales Strait, one of  

them reaching Melville Island. In September 1852 the ship was  
free, and  Collinson  pressed eastward along the coast of North  
America,  reachIng  Cambridge Bay  (Sepi 26),  where the  
second winter was passed. In the spring he examined the  

shores of Victoria Land as far as 70' 6' N. and  roo' ?  W.: here  
he was within a few miles Of Point Victory, where the fate  ο  
Franklin would have been ascertained. The "Enterp rise"  
agaIn  put to sea on the ς th  of August 1853, and returned west-
ward along the American coast, until she was stopp ed  by Ice and  
obliged to pass a third winter at Camden  Bay, In 70·  8' N. and  
145°29'  W. In '854 this remarkable voyage was completed, and  

Captain  Collinson  brought the" Enterprise" back to England,  
Meanwhile  M'Clure  in the "Investigator" had passed the  

winter of '850-185' at the Princess Royal  Islanda,  only 30 m.  
from Burrow Strait. In October  M'Clnre  ascended  
a hill ',hence he could see the  1rο en  surface of  
Barrow Strait, which was navigated by Parry In 1819-1820.  
Thus, like the  aurvivors  of Franklin's crews when they reach ed  
Cape Herschel,  M'Clure dξacσνerd  a north-west passage. It was  
impossible to reach it, for the stream of heavily pack ed  Ice  
which stopped Franklin of! Ring William Land lay athwart their  

northwar'(  course; so, as soon as he was free in ι8ι, Winn+  
turned southwards, round the southern  extreme of Berths Land,  
and commenced to force a passage to the northward between the  

western shore of that land and the  έnοrmουs  fields of Ice which  
pressed upon it. The cliffs rose like walls on one side, 'bile on  

the other the stupendous ice of the"  palaeocryatic  sea "rose front  
the water to a level with the "Investigator's  "  lower yards.  
After many hairbreadth escapes  M'Ciure  took refuge in a bay on 
the  oorthttn ihore  of Banks Land, which he named the Bay of  
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God's Mercy. Here the  "Invesgigator"  remained,  MveT  to  
more again.  Mter  the  wmicr  of 1851-1852  M'Clurc  bad  madca  
journey  aeross  the ice to Melville island, and left a record at  

Parry's winter harbour. Abundant supplies of musk ox were  

fortunately obtained, but a third  win t er  had  Ιο  be laced. le the 
spring of 1 8  M'Clurv  was preparing to abandon the ship with all 
bands, and attempt, like Franklin's crews,  ιο  reach the American  
coast; but succour arrived in time.  

The Hudson Bay Company continued the search fοr Franklin.  
Ιιι  1848 Sir John Richardson and Dr Rae examined the  Amqrican  

coast from the mouth of the  Mackensie  Ιο  that of the 
frees 
j_.,,,  Copperminc,  in e849 and  ι8σ  Rae  cοιιΙ insι d  the 

search; and by a long sledge Journey in the spring of  
1851,  and a boat voyage in the summer, he  examinod  the shores  
of Wollaston and Victoria Lands, which were afterwards explored  

by Capta in Collinsois  in  lIst"  Enterprise."  
In 1852  ιthe  British government resolved to  despaicli another 

 expedition by Lancaster Sound. Austin's four vessels were 
 recommissioncd,  and the" North Star  "  was sent out as a  ddpflt 

 ship at  Beechey  Island. Sic Edward  Dekher  com- 
manded the "Assistance," with the "Pioneer"  

under  Sherard  Osborn an steam tender. He went up Wellington 
Channel to Northumberland Bay, where he wintered, passing  a 
second winter lower down in Wellington Channel,  md  then  
abandoning his ships and coming home in 1 8 4. But  Sherard 
Osbofo  and Corn. G. II.  Εkbrda  did good work. They made 
sledge journeys to Melville Island, and thus discovered the  

norihern  side of the Parry  grOup.  Captain Kellett  ΑΥΙΙΜΙ received command of the"  Rcsolute,"  with  lii Cila.  
lock in the steam tender "Intrepid." Among  Kelleit's omeets  
were the best of Austin's  skdge.Iravellcra, M'Clintock, Mecbam,  
and  Vesey  Hamilton, so that good work was sure to be dons. 
George S.  Narea, lender of the future expedition of 1874-1875, 
wan also of board the  "  Resolute."  Kelleti  pressed  onwards to 
the westward and passed the winter of  ι8 i- ι8p,  at Melville 
Wand. During the autumn  Mecham  discovered  M'Cli&ic's 
ecοτd,  and the position of the  "Inveaiigainr"  was thus ascer-

tained.  Lieut.  Pun  · made his way to this point early in the  
following spring, and the  ollicers  and crew of the"  Iiivesiigaior," 

 led by  M'Clure.  arrived safely on board the"  Rcsolute"  on the  
th  of June  ι&.  They  reαched  England in the following year,  

having not only discovered but traversed a north-w est passage, 
though not in the same ship and partly by travelling over ice.  

Fur this great feat  M'Clure τecciνςd  the honour of knighthood, 
and  i  reward of  £to,000  was granted to himself, the other  
oOlcers,  and the  cre*,  by a vote  o'f  the House of Commons. 

The travelling parties of  Kelleit'a  expedition, led by  M'Clio. 
tock, Mecliarn  and  Vescy  Hamilton, completed the discovery of 
the  ιιο4herυ  and western sides of Melville Island, and  Ihewbole 

 outline of the large island of Prince Patrick, further west. 
 M'Cliniock  was away from the ship with his sledge party for one  

hundred and five days, and travelled over 1328 m.  Mecham 
 was away ninety-four days, and  travelledover 1163  m.  Sherard  

()shun, in 1853, wax away ninety-seven days, and travelled over 
93 $  ni.  The "Resolute" was obliged to minter in the pack in 

 x8537 1 854,  and in the spring of 1834  Mecham  made a remarkable  
journey in the hope of obtaining news of Captain  Collinsun  at the 
Ρriπee ό  Royal Islands.  Lcav'mg  the ship on the 3rd  of April 
be was  abstnt  seventy days,  out of which there were sixty-one  
end a half days of travelling. The distance gone over was 1336  
siatuge  miles. The average rate of the homeward jour ney was  
• rn.  a day, the average time of travelling each day nine  

hours twenty-five minutes.  
Fearing detention for another winter, Sir Edward fielder  

ordered all the ships to be abandoned in the ice, the officers and  
crews being taken home in the "North Star," and  

mermen in  the "T'hernix"  and "Talbot," which had  come out  
from England to communicate. They reached home in October  
1854.  Ιιι  1852 Captain Edward A.  Inglefield, R.N, had made  
a voyage up  Baffhii  Bay in the "Isabel "as far as the entrance  
of Smith Sound, in 1853  and 1854 he came out in the"  Ρherniιι  V  

Ιο  tommitoicate  with the "North Star" at  Beechey  Island. 

The drift .1 the "Resolute" via a  i'emaekable ρiοοf  of di.  
direction of the current out of Barrow Strait. She was αbααdοοεd 
in 7" 4 5'  Ν.  and  ιο, '  ii'  W. on  the 14th of May  1854. ααι  
On the  roth  of September 1855 an American  wb Ιcτ.. '.',, ,.  
sighted the  "  Resolute" iii 670  Ν.  1st. about twenty  
miles from Cape Mercy, in Davis Strait. She had drilled nearly  
a ',hemmed miles, and having been  bosught  into an American  
pert, was purchased by the United States and presented in  
the  Jlritiab  government,  

Isa  ;8" Dr Rae was  enφlοycd  to connect slew points which  
would quite complete the  'samination  Of the coast of Amasses,  
and establish the In sularity of King  Williao  Land. 
lie went sap Chesterfield 'islet endthe rivet  Quofcli,  
wintering with eight men at Repulse Bay, where  
venison and fish were abundant, In  τ854 he act cut  ona  journey 
which occupied fifty -aix  days in April and May. He succeeded  
in connecting the discoveries of Simpson with these of James  
Ross, and  thus established the fact that King William Land was  
an island. Rae also brought borne the first tidings and relics of 
Franklin's expedition gathered frees the Eskimo, which decided  
the  Αdn ιmΙ ty  to award him the  £ro,coo·ollertd  for definite  
news of Franklin's We. Lady Franklin, however, sent out 
the  "  Fox "under the command of  M'Cliistock  (see  Faaswsd.  
M'Clintock  prosecuted an exhaustive search over pars, of the 
west  coast of  Boothia,  the  wh.lc  of the shores of King William  
Island, the mouth of the Great Fish River and Montreal Island,  
sad Allen Young completed the discovery of the  ao'stherr&  side  
of Prince of Wales Island,  

The catastrophe of Sir John Franklin's expedition led to  
7000 m. of coast-line being discovered, and to a vast extent  
of  υnksοωιι country being explored, securing very considerable 
additions to  gougraphical  knowledge,  

The American nation was first led to take an interest in Polar 
research through a noble and generous sympathy for Franklin  
and his companions. Mr Grinnell 0' New York gave  
practical expression to this feeling. In 1850 be 
equipped two vessels,  thc"  Advance "and" Rennie,"  
to aid in the search, commanded by  Lieuls.  de Haven and Griffith,  
gad accompanied  byDr  Ι.  K. Kane. They reached  Reechey  bland  
on the 27th of August  ι8ο, and assisted  in the examination of  
Franklin's winter quarters, but returned without wintering.  
In 5853  Dr Kane, in the little  brig "Advance,"  of  ι 20  tons, under-
took to lead an American expedition rip Smith Sound,  
the moat northern outlet from  RaBin  Bay. The  
" Αdrαnce "  reached Smith Sound on the 7th of August 1853,  

but was stopped by Ice in 7 8"  ''  Ν.  only 17 us. from  th.  
entrance. Kan* described the coast  aaccosisliogof  precipitous 
cliffs  8οο  to  1 200 ft. high, and at their base there was a belt  cl  
ice about  ι8  ft. thick, resting on the beach. Dr Kane adopt ed  
the Danish name of "ice-foot " (is fad) for this permanent fonsen  
ledge. He named the place of his winter quart ers Van Rens-
selaer Harbour. In the spring some interesting work was doe..  
A great glacier was discovered with  &  sea face 45  ni.  long  and  
named the Humboldt glacier. Dr  Kane's  steward, Morton.  
crossed the foot of this glacier with a team of dugs, and reached  

a point of land beyond named Cape Constitution. But sickness 
and want of means prevented much from being done by travelling  
parties. Scurvy attacked the whole party  ‚bsrmg  the second  
winter, although the Eskimo-supplied them with fresh meat and 
were true friends in need. On the  x;th  of May 18" Dr Kane 
abandoned the brig, and reached the Danish settlement  cl  
Upernivik  00 the 6th of August.  Lieut. Hartatene,  who was Sent  
out to search  forkane,  reached the Vim Rensselαer ΗsubοurαΙιeτhe  
bad gone, but look the retreating crew on board on his return 
voyage.  

On the  zoth  of July  ι8όο  Dr L L  Haygs,  who had  i.rved  with 
Kane, sailed from Boston for Smith Sound, in the 
"United Stales," of 150 tons and a crew of  bhiecu  
men. His object was to follow up the line of research 	Νίνm  
opened  by Dr Kane. Et wintered at Port. Foulke, in 78.  
τ; '  N, but achieved nothing of  impoei,snce,  and his narrative  
έ oοt  to  bedeperaded  on.  
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Chuka  Hall (q...), In his Seat Journey 0860-1864,  discovered  

emaina  of a stone house which Sir  Maitin Frobisber  built on the  
Countess of Warwick Island in  ι $,  Jn  his second  ΙΙΙΚ expedition (1664-1869)  MalI  reached the line of the  

retreat of the Franklin survivors, as Todd's  Itland  and Puller  
R νes,eπ ώ υιhcσ s οΙΙζiπgWiΙbam Ιaland. Hebeardi he  
story of the retreat and of the wreck of one of the ships from the  
Eskimo; be  wa,  told that seven  bodica  were buried at Todd  
Island; and he brought home some bones which am believed to 
be those of Lieut. Le  Vescomte  of the "Erebus." Finally, In  
:871 he took the "Polaris" for 259  m. up the channel which  
leads northwards from Smith Sound. The  ν ίσυε  parts of this 
long channel are called Smith Sound, Kane Basin, Kennedy  
Channel and Robeson Channel. The "Polaris" was beset in  

is' N. on the 3οth σΙ  August; her winter  quastcrs  wire in  
Thank God Harbour,  se 38' N., and here Hall died. 

The  SpftsbeTgen  leas were explored during last century by 
Norwegian fishermen as well as by Swedish and German  expedi.  

lions and by  Btitlsh  yachtsmen. In  0327  the Nor.  
nχ weglan  geologist  Keilbau  made an expedition t. Bear  

Island and  Spitabergen  which was the first purely  
scientific Arctic  expedition. The Norwegian  Spitabergen bibey  
dates from 182ο,  but it was only in the latter part of  Ibecentury  
that Professor  Mebn  of  Christianla  carefully collected Information  
from the  csptIlns  who bad taken part in the work when at its  
height. In 1863  CaptaIn Carleen  circumnavigated the Spits-
bergen group for the first time In a brig called the  "  Jan Mayen." 
In :864  CaptaIn Tobiesen  sailed round  Norih.EaaI  Land. In 
1872 Captains  Mtmaxm  and Nils  Jobnnen  visited  Wiche'a  Land, 
which was discovered by Captain Edge in 1617. In  thaI  year  
there were  twenty-three  sailing vessels from  Ρrοιnsδ,ιwenty4συr  
from  Hammerfeat,  and one from  VardS  engaged In the Arctic  
sealing trade, averaging from 351040 toils, and carrying a dozen  
men.  Explotationwent  on slowly, In the coursed the sealing and  
fishing voyages, the records of which are not very full. In :869 

 Carisen  crossed the Kara Sea and reached the mouth of the Oh.  
In 1870 there were about sixty Norwegian  νcaeίs  in the  Barenta  
Sea, and Captain  Jobannesen  circumnavigated Novaya Zemlya. 
in 1873 Captain  Tobiesen  was unfortunately obliged to winter 

 pn  the Novaya Zemlya coast, owing to the loss of his schooner,  
and both he and his young son died in the spring. Two years  
previously Captain  Cadsen had succeeded in reaching the winter 
quarters of Barest,, the first visitor since 5597, an interval of 
two hundred and seventy-four years. lie landed on the 9th 
of September :87:, and found the house still standing and full 
Of interesting relics, which are now In the naval museum at 
the Hague. 

Between :88 and 1872 t' Swedes sent seven expeditions  
to  Splisbergen  and two to Greenland, marking a new scientific  
• era in Arctic exploration, of which  Keilhau  bad been  
• the pioneer. All returned with valuable scientific 

results. That of 1864 under A. E.  WordenshiSid  and 
 Duner madeobservstions  at So different places on the  Sρitsbeτgmι  

shores, and fixed the heights of numerous mountains. In :868, 
in an iron steamer, the' Sophist," the Swedes attained a latitude 
of 8° 42'  Ν.  on the meridian of  rS°  Ε.,  during the month of 
September. In 1872 an expedition, consisting of the  "Polhem" 

 steamer and brig" Glades," commanded by Professor  Norden-
ikid!d  and Lieut.  Palander,  wintered in  Μο seΙ  Bay on the 
northern shore of Spitsbergen. In the spring an important 
sledging journey of sixty days' duration was made over North. 
East Land. The expedition was in some distress an regards  
supplies owing to two vessels, which were to have returned,  
having been forced to winter. But in the summer of :873 they  
were visited by Mr Leigh Smith, in his yacht 'Diana," who 
supplied them with fresh provisions. 

Dr A. Petermann of  Cotha  urged his countrymen to take 
their share in the work of polar discovery, and at his own risk 

he fitted out a small vessel called the  "Cermania," 
 which sailed from Bergen in May :868, under the 

command  of Captain  Koldewey.  His cruise extended to fin.  
lepen  Strait In Spitsbergen, but was merely tentative; and In 

ι8 o  Baron von  lienghin  with Count Zell explored the Stag 
Fjord in a Norwegian schooner, and also examined Walter  
Thymes  Strait. Alter the return of the  "Gernsajiia"  in 1868  a 
regular expedition was organized under the command of Captain  
Koldewey,  provisioned  Ιστ  two years. It consisted of the  
"Germania," a screw  steamer of a4ο  tons, and the  brig"  Hanas," 

 commanded by Captain  Hegemana. Lieut,  Julius Payer, the  
future  ezploeer  of Franz Josef Land, gained his first Arctic  
experience on board the " ό ετιπιυύα."  The expedition jailed  
from Bremen on the  τιb  of June 1860, its destination being she  
mist cent ofGreenland. Βι4 iα latiί υde7ο°46' Ν,ιbe"jfanιa° 

 got separated from her consort and crushed in the ice. The crew 
built a house of patent fuel on the floe, and in this strange abode  
they passed their Christmas. In two months the current carried  
them 400 us. to the south, By May they had drifted 1100 in.  

on their  ice.rafI,  and finally, on the 14th of June 1870, they 
 ιιτίved  safely at the Moravian mission  atailbn  of  Friedriksihal, 
 to the west of Cape  Fartwell,  Fairer fortune attended  tbb 

"Gerinanla."  She sailed op the east coast Of  Greenland  as 
far as 75°  30'  Ν.,  and eventually wintered at the Pendulum 
Wends of  Clavering  in 74.30'  Ν. δι  March 3870  s.  trsydhing  
party set out under  Koldewey  and Payer, and reached a  distance  
of  sco  m. from the ship to the  not'hward,  when  waat  elf pro.  
visions compelled them to return.  Α  grim cape, named after  
Prince  Biainarck,  marked the northern limit of their discoveries.  
As soon as the vessel was ire., a deep launching fjord, named  
Finns Josef Fjord, was  disώ νered  Ιο "' ι Ν.  mulching for a  
long distance Into the interim. of Greenland. The  exptdilion 

 returned to  Bxemen  on the  seth  of  Sqslemb.r  187*.  ' 
Lieut.  Payer was resolved to continue in the paths of polar  

discovery. He and the naval officer  Weypiedit bsrιeetd  a  
Norwegian  sεhοοιιer  called the  "IsbjSrn,"  and  
examined the edge of the ice between  SpiIsbeegen  
and Novaya Zemlya, In the summer οf. ι87ι. Tbelr 

 observations led them to select the route by the north end of  

Novsya  Zemlya with a view to snaking the  nο tb.eaιt  passage. 
It was to be an  Austro.Hungarian  expedition, and the idea  waa 

 seized with enthusiasm by the whole monarchy.  WeyprecbI  
was to command the ship, while Julius Payer conducted the 
sledge  partlea.  The steamer  "Tegethoff,"  of 300 roes,  Wns  
fitted out In the Elbe, and left  TromsO  en the teth  of July  s8s. 

 The season was severe, and the vessel  ws doanly  beset near Cape 
Nassau, at the nort hern end Of Novaya·  Zcmlya,  In the end of  
August. The summer of 1873 found her still a dose prisoner  
drifting, not with a current, but chiefly in the  direetioa  of the 
prevailing wind. At length, on the 3151 of August, a ‚noun. 

 tainoua  country was sighted about 14 m. to the north. In 
October the vessel was drifted  wIthin 3 in. of an island lying  
oil the mein muss of land. Payer landed on it,  atid  found the 

 latitude  to be 	q' N. It was named after Count  Wilcask, 
 one of the warmest friend, of the expedition. Here the second  

winter was passed. Bears were numerous  aiid aixty.seven  were 
killed, their meat proving to be an ardent preventive of scurvy.  
Tn  March 1874 Payer made a  piwlinhinary  sledge Journey in  
intense cold (thermometer at  -58° F.). Οπ the  S4th  of March 
he started for a more prolonged journey of thirty days. Payer 
believed that the newly d iscovered country equalled Spits.  
bergen  in extent, and described it as  consiating  of two or snore  
large mass —W Ιcχek  Land  tO  thereat,  Zichy  Land to the west,  
intersected by numerous fjords and skirted by a large number Di 
islands. A wide  τhanel,  named Austria Sound, was supposed 
to separate the two main masses of land,  afld  extend to 82°  Ν. 

 The whole country was named Frans Josef Land. Fryer's  
large land-masses have by later  discbvuries  been broken up into 
groups of islands and much of the land he thought he saw towards 
the east was found by  Nansen  not to exist. Payer returned  
to the  "Tegethoif"  on the 24th of April; and a third Journey 
was undertaken to explore a large island named alter  M'Clintock. 

 It then became necessary to abandon the ship and attempt a 
retreat in boats. This perilous voyage was commenced' on the  
20th of May. Three boats stored with provisions were placed  
onaledgrs. Ιtwιanσt υntlΙ the ι4ιh οί Λυgust ΙbaΙ thtyreacbed  
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the edge of the pack in «°  40'  Ν.,  and launched the boats.  
Eventually they were picked up by a Russian schemer and 
arrived at Vard*on the 3rd of September 1874.  

One of the moat Interesting emblems connected with the  

physical geography of the polar regions Is the actual condition  

of the vast elevated interior of Greenland, which is  
one enormous glacier. In 1867 Mr Edward Whymper  

planned an expedition to solve the question, and went  Ιο  Green-
land, accompanied by Dr Robert Brown; but their progron was  
stopped, after going a abort distance over the ice, by the breaking 
down of the dog sledges. The expedition brought home gee.  
logical and natural history collections of value. Dr  Η.  Rink, for 
many years royal inspector of South Greenland and the moat  

distinguished authority on all Greenlandic questions, also visited  
the inland ice. An Important inland journey nsa undertaken by 
lew*..  Professor A. E. ΝordenιkΊδΙd in ι87ο accompanied  
WIMb  by Dr Berggren, professor of botany at Lund. The  
&..sba' difficult),  of traversing the inland ice of Greenland  
is caused by the vast ice-cap being in constant motion,  
advancing slowly towards the sea. This movement gives rise  
to huge cievasses which bar the traveller's way. The chasms  
occur chiedy where the movement of the ice Is moat rapid,  
sear the ice streams which reach the sea and discharge Icebergs.  
Nordenakibid therefore chose for a starting-poini the northern  
arm of a deep inlet called Auleitaivikfjord, which Is do m.  

meth of the dizcbaiging glacier at Jakobsbavn and 240 north of 
that at Godihaab. He commenced his inland journey on the 19th  
of July. The pasty consisted of himself, Dr Berggren, and Iwo 
Greenlanders; and they advanced pa m. over the glaciers to a  
height of  2ς0  ft. above the sea.  

The gallant enterprises of other countries rekindled the zeal of 
Great Britain far Arctic discovery; and in 1874 the prime  

aena  minister announced that an expedition would be  
Ερ.dΝise drepatched in the following year. Two powerful  
WI51'  steamers, the « Alert" sad "Discovery," were  
selected for the service, and Captain George S. Nases was  
recalled from the "Challenger" expedition to act as leader.  
Commander Albert  Η.  Markham, who bad made a cruise up 
Barn Bay and Barrow Strait in a whaler during the previous  
year, Lieut. Pelbam Aldrich, an accomplished surveyor, and 
Captain Henry Wemysa PriMes, R.A., as naturalist, were 
also in the "Aim." The "Discovery" was commanded by  
Captain Henry F. Stephenson, with Limit. Lewis A. Beau-
mont as heat lieutenant. The expedition left Portsmouth  oil 
the ittth of May 0173, and entered SniiIh Sound in the last days 
of July. Alter much difficult) ,  with drifting ice Lady Franklin  
Bay was reached in 81°  µ' Ν.,  where the "Discovery" was 
entablisbed in winter quarters. The "Alert" pressed onwards, 
and reached the edge of the heavy ict named by  Nares the 
gielaeocrystic sea, the ice-floes being from So to zoo ft. in thick-
arm. Leaving Robeson Channel, the vessel made progress  
between the land and the grounded floe pieces, and passed the  
'tinter off the open coast and facing the great polar pack, in  
8s°  η' Ν.  Autumn travelling pasties were despatched in  
September and October tobiy out ddpdes; and during the winier  
a complete scheme was matured for the examination of as much 
of tie unknown area as possible, by the combined efforts of  
sledging parties from the two ships, in the ensuing spring. The  
parties started on the 3rd of April  ι86.  Captain Markham with  
Lieut. Pair advanced, in the face of great difficulties, over 
the polar pack to the latitude of 83°  αα'  N. Lieut. Aldrich  
explored the coast-line to the westward, facing the frozen  

polar ocean, for a distance of are m. Licut. Beaumont made  
discoveries of great interest along the northern coast of Green-
land 'Die parties were attacked by scurvy, which increased  
the diflicirity and hardships of the work a hundredfold. The 
expedition returned to England in October 1876. The" Alert"  
readied a higher latitude and wintered farther north than any  
ship had ever done before. 'Die results of the expedition were  
the discovery of 300m. of new coast line, the examination of part 
of the frozen polar ocean, a series of meteorological, magnetic  

and tidal observations at two mints farther north than any such  

observations had ever been taken before, and large geological aad  
natural history collections.  

In the same year 1875 Sir Allen Young undertook a voyage  
In his steam yacht the " Pandora" to attempt  Ιο  force his way 
dowa Peel Sound to the magnetic pole, and if possible ss οννι 

 to mike the north-west passage by rounding the  i'm.  

eastern shore of King William Island. The "Pandora" ·'s."  
entered Peel Sound on the 29th of August 1875, and proceeded 
down it much farther than any vessel had gone since it was passed  

by Franklin's two ships in 1846.  Sir Allen reached a latitude el 
7 2 r'  Ν.,  and sighted Cape Bird, at the northern sid* of the  
western entrance of Ballot Strait. But here ice barred his  
progress, and he was obliged to retrace his track, returning to 
England on the ιόΙb of October 1875. Ia the following year  
Sir Allen Young made another voyage In the " ?enders " to  
the entrance of Smith Sound. 

Limit. Koolemana Beynen,  a  young Dutch omeer, who  
had shared Young's two polar voyages, on his return successfully  
endeavoured to Interest his countiymen in polar  ___  
discovery. It was wisely determined that the first  

expeditions of Holland should be summer reconnais.  
sancea  on a small scale. A sailing schooner of 79  tons vsa built  
at Amsterdam, and named the "WilIer Barents." In her first  
cruise shewa, commanded by Lieut. A. dc Bruyne, with  
Koolemans Beynen as second, and she sailed from Holland on  

the 6th of May 1878. Her Instructions were 10 examine the ice  
In the Barenla and Spitabesgen seas, take deep-sea soundings,  
and make natural history collections. She was also to erect  
memorials to early Dutch polar worthies at certain desg ιted  
pointi. These iiwsuctionz were ably and zealously carried out.  
Beynen died in the following year, but the work be initiated was  
carried on, the "WilIer liasenis" continuing to make annual 
polar cruises for many years.  

In 1879 Sir Henry Gore-Booth and Captain A. II. Markham,  
RN., In the Norwegian schooner "Isbjdni sailed along the  
west coast of Novsya Zemlya to its most northern m...asem  
point, passed through the Malocbkln Sear to the cast 1"  ,Nseb  
coast, and examined the ice in the direction of Franz 
Josef Land as far as 8°  24' Ν bringing homecollcctionsinvarioua 
branches of natural history, and making useful observations on 
the drift and nature of the ice in the Barents and Kaxa Seas.  

In 1880 Mr B. Leigh Smith, who bad previously made three  
voyages to Sρitsbergen, reached Franz Josef Land in the ρο1aι  
steam yacht "Lire." It was observed that, while 
the Greenland icebergs are generally angular and 
peaked, those of FreesJosef Land are flat on 
the top, like the Antarctic bergs. The "Elra" sailed 
along the south aide of Franz Josef Land to the westward 
and discovered τ το m. of coast-line of a new Island named  
Alexandra Land, until the coast treaded north-west. A  
landing was effected at several points, and valuable collec-
tions were made in natural history. In the following year  
the same explorer left Peterhead on the 14th of July; Franz 
Josef Land was sighted on the 23rd of July, and the 
"Eira" reached a point farther west than had been possible in  
her previous voyage. But in August the ship was caught in the 
Ice, was nipped, and sank. A hut was built on shore in which 
Mr Leigh Smith and his crew passed the winter of stills-188z. 
their health being well maintained, thanks to the exertions of  
Dr W. H. Neale. On the l ist of June (882 they started in  
four boats to reach some vessela on the Novaya Zcznlya coast.  
It was a most laborious and perilous voyage. They Were first 
seen and welcomed by the "Wilier Barents" on the 2nd of  
August, and soon afterwards were taken on board the" Hope," 
a whaler which had come out to search for them under the 
command of Sir Allen Young.  

Professor A. E. Nordenakiflld, when he projected the achieve-
ment of the north-east passage, was a veteran polar explorer, foe 
he had been in six previous expeditions to Greenland and Spits-
bergen. In 2873 he turned his attention to the posslbaity of  
navigating the seas along the northern coast of Siberia. Cap-
tain Joseph Wiggins oLSunderland was a pioneer of this route,  
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and his voyages in  ι87'  ι875  and  Χ8;8  led tbe.way for a trade  
between the ports of Europe and the mouth of the Yemai River.  

Li Jima 1875 Professor ΝοrdenιkiδΙd sailed from  
seems Τrοmtδ in the Norwegian vessel, the "Proven,",  
υω ?km reached the Yenisei by way of the Kara Sea, aid di.-
'0" tovered an excellent brute= on the eastern side of  

its mouth, which was named Port Dickson, in honour of Baron  
(hear Dickson of Gothenburg, the m"""."t supporter of the  

Swedish expedition,. It having been suggested that the snorer  
of this voyage was due to the unusual state of the Ice in 1875, 
NordemkiSld undettooka voyage in the following your in the  
« Weer," which was equally successful. By a minute study of  
the history of former attempts, sad a careful consideration of all  
the circumstances, Professor Nordenskibld convinced himself  
that the achievement of the οrth-est passage was feasible.  
The king of Sweden, Baron Oscar Dickson, and M. Sibixiakod, a  
wealthy Siberian prορtieιοτ supplied the funds, and the steamer  
"Vega" was purchased. ΝοedenakίδΙό  was leader cl the  
expedition, Lleut. Palander was appointed c ιm',,ώ . of  
the sbi, and there was an efficient stafcfodicet. end iaturaliata,  
including Lieut. Hovgaard of the Danish and heft. Bove  
of the Italian navy. A' email steamer called the "Lana"  
sum toketpcompwrywitb die " Vcga"asfarasthemoutbof the  
Lena, and they sailed from Gotbenburg on the 4th of July 1878.  

On the morniig of the iotliof August they left Pert Dickson, and  
on the 19th they reached the meat northern point of Siberia,  
Cape Chelyuskin, In 774t' N. On leaving the extreme northern  
point of Asia a soutb.aastedy course was steered, the sea being  
free from Ice arid very shallow. This absence of Ice is to some  

extent due to the mass of warm water discharged by the  great  
Siberian tivera during the summer. On the 27th of August the  
mouth ci the river Lens was passed, and the "Vega" parted  
company with the little "Lena," continuing her course  
eastward. Professor Νοτdensklδld very 'nearly made the  
north-east passage in one season; but towards the end of  

September the "Vega" was frozen in 05 the shore of a low  
plain In 6° 5'  N. and a" so' W. near the settlements  
of the Chukcbis. During the voyage very large end Impor-
tint istiirsl history collections were made, and the interest..  
big aboriginal tribe among whom the winter was passed was  

studied with great care. The interior was also explored for  
some distance. On the ι8th of July 1879, niter having been  
Imprisoned by the Ice for  aNdaya,  the" Vega "again proceeded  
on her voyage and passed Bering Strait on the 20th. Sic Hugh  
Willoughby made his disastrous attempt In 1553. Alter a  
Wee of 326 years of intermittent dod, the north..sat  
passage bad at length been accomplished without the loss of  
a 

 
single life and without damage to the vessel. 'Die  " Vaga"  

arrived at Yokohama on the and of September z8» 
In 1879 an enterprise was undertaken in the United States,  

with the object of throwing further light on the sad history of the 
• retreat of the o&c.rs 5ml men of Sir John Ι tankliπ'a  

expedition, by εταιαining the west onset cl King  
William Idersi  in the summer, when the scow is 05 the ground.  
The party raiaisiited of Lieut. Scbwatka of the United States  
army and three others. Wintering nc,r the entrance of Cheater,  

deld Inlet in Hudson Bay, they set out overland for the estuary  
.1 the Great Fish river, assisted by Eskimo and degs, on the  
tat of April 1879. They took only on. month's provisions,  
their main relfinos being upon the game aSorded by the  
region to be tmeaasL The party obtained, during the  
Jounseya  cut and borne, no less than pa reindeer. Alter  

'υ.ι4 g various stories from the Eskimo at Montreal bland and  
at an inlet west of Cape Richardson, Schwwtka excised over to  
Cape Herschel on King Wirnam land in June. lie examined  
the western shore of the islasid with the greatest care for relics of 
Sir Job. Franklin's parties, as far as Cape Felix, the northern  
extremity. The return journey was commenced in November  
by ascending the Greet Fish river Ice some distance arid then  
ssardshig over the intervening region to Hudson Bay. The cold  
of the winter menthe in thai country Is intense, the thermometer 

 falling as low as— ;D' F., so that the return journey was most  

remarkable, and reflects the highest credit on Lieut. Scbwatka  
and his companions.  Μ  regards the search little was left to be  
done after M'Ciintoth, but some graves were found, as well as  a 
medal belonging to Lieut. Irving of Η.Μ.S. "Terror," and  
some bones believed to be his, which were brought bums and  
interred at Edinburgh.  

Mr Gordon Bennett, the proprietor of the Nit. York  &άdd,  
Wring resolved to despatch an expedition of discovery at his  
own expense by way of Bering Strait, the" Pandora"  
was purchased from Sir Allen Young, and rechristened 	°en 
the "Jeannette." Lieut. do Long of the United States navy was  

appointed to command, and it was made a national undertaking  
by ipecial  act  ci Congron, the vessel being pl&ced under martial  
law and omcered from the navy.. 'lb. "Jeannette." sailed from  

SaΑΡΙwndCΟ on the 8th of July τ879, and was last seen steam.  
•lng  towards Wrangell Land on the 3rd of September. 'Ibis laud  
had been seen by Captain Keliett, in H.M.S. "Herald " on the  

u;tb of August 1879,-but noonc bad lauded on it, and it was 
shown on the charts by a long dotted line. The "Jeannetta"  
was provisioned for three years, but as no tidings bad been  
received of her by τ1381, two steamers were sent up Bering Strait 
in search. One of these, the ' Rodgers," under Limit. Berry, 
anchored in α good harbour on the south coast of Wrangell 
Land, In 70° 5'  Ν.,  on the 26th of August χ88χ. The laid was 

 explored by the οfficenι of the "Rodgers" end found to be an 
island shout 7ο m. long by aS, with, ridge of hills traversing it 
east and west, the 71st parallel running along its soutbarn shors.  
Lieut. Berry then ριτκeeded to examine the ice to the north-
ward, and attained a higher latitude by 22 ii. than bad ever  
been reached before on the Baring Strait meridian—namely,  

Ν.  No news was obtained of the " Jearmatte," but soon  
αfterιναrds melancholy tidings arrived from Siberia. Mtof  
having been beset in heavy pack Ice for twenty-two months, the  

"Jeannelte" was crushed and sunk on the ιµh of June 1884  Ii  
77•  χ5'  N. 1st, and  χ53 ' Ε.  long. The oficers and men dragged  
their boats over the Ice to an island which was named Bennett 
Island, where they landed on the τgth of July. They reached  
one of the New Siberia Islands on the roth cl September, and on  
the rsththey net outfor the moutbcf the hena. Butlntbe  

same evening the three beats msearated in a gale of wind. 
A boot's crew with ble Melville, the engineer, reached the Lena 
delta aid searching for the other parties found the ship's books  
osi the Σ41h of November,and resuming the search at the carliest  
possible moment In spring, Melvilli discovered the dead bodies of  
Dc Long and two of his crew on the 23rd of March τ882. They 
had perished from axhauatiqn  and went of food. Three survivors  
of Dc Long's party had succeeded In making their way iv' 
Siberian village; but the third boat's crew was lost. The  
"Rodgers" was burnt in its winter quarters, and one of the  

o ccτι,  W. H. Gilder (1838-2900), made a hazardous journey  
homewards through north-east Siberia.  

The Norwegian geologist Professor Amsind Ηeflauid made an  
expedition to Greenland in 1815 aid discovered the  Ναmi 

 marvelloualy rapid movements of the Greenland  

—  
'lire Dame have been very active in prosecuting discoveries  

and scientific investigations in Greenland, since the journey  
of NordenskiSld in  187α  Limit. Jensen made a 
gallant attempt to penetrate the iiland ice in  ι878,  __,«  
collecting important observations, and  Dr Steenstrup, 
with Licul 11αιαmαr, closely investigated the formatioa of  

ice masses at Omenak and Jacqbsbavn Ia 1883 αα erpedi. 
rica under Lieut,. 1101m and Garde began to explore the east . 
coast of Greenland. In  ώ .  summer of τ879 Captain  
Mourier, of the Danish man-of-w& "Ingolf," sighted the coast 
from the 6th to the roth of July, end was enabled to observe and  
delineate it from 68° το'  Ν.  to 6' s?  N., this being the gap  
left between the discoveries of Scoresby in r8" and those of  
Grash in 2829. Nansen sighted part of the same coast  i  
ι88.  Lieut. Hovgaard  of the Danish navy, who accomρanie4 
NordenskiOld in his discovery of the north-east passage, planned  
an expedition to ascertain if land existed to the norTh  o  
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Cape Chelyuakln. He fitted · οκ a ‚miii steisuer celled the  
"Dympbna" and sailed from Copenhagen in July ι8Ss, but was  
unfortunately beset and obliged to sinter in the Kant S. In  
;883 Baron A. E. NordeuskiOld undertook another journey over  

the inland ice of Greenland. Starting from Auleitsivikfjord on  
the sth of July, his party penetrated 84 rn caatwazd,*nd to an  

eltitude *1 goco It. The Laplauders. who were of the pasty  
were.ent farther on ,now.eboea, taνώ 1b,ιg ever adexart of mow  
to a height of υοοο ft. iJaduI results in ph)**l geography  
nd biology were obtained.  

On the .ι8ιb οf September 1875 Limit. Weypredit, one of the  
discoverers of Franz Josef Land, read apoperbdcrealargemect»  
Qne ing of German naturalists at Gram  αα  list scientific  
Shifts& results to be obtained from polar Tesnereb and the  

best means of securing them. He urged the ho.  
portance of establishing a number of stations within or near the  
Arctic Circle, and al,o a ring of stations as near as pomible to the  
Antarctic Circle, in order to record complete amiss of synchronous 
metcorological and magnetic obasrWetions. Limit. Weypracht  

did not live to ace his suggestions carried Into execution,  
but they bore fruit In due time. The va rious swtlomof Europe  
were represented at an international polar c οn4crnce bold at  
Hamburg hi 1879 under the presidency of Dr Georg Naumayer,  
and at another at Berue in ιSSο;.and it ωαs  dccidtd that each  
litlon should establish one or more statieris where ayndssussou,  

obsemtlona should be taken for a year from August χ88s.  
This (me ρm4ccι was matured atd nstceasbilly carried into  

execution. The stations arranged for in the North P01st regIon  
were it the foflowlng.ioealitiest—·  

Noreugians: Bogmbop,  Alien Fitted, Norway (M.  Αό d S Steen).  
Swede,: ire  Ρjeof. Sµιsbιegen (Piutessor  N.  itkb'm).  
Dµtςh:  Pen  Dickwn, mouth α Yonlasi, Sibcrje ςυr  Μ. Saollen).  
_______ Sα rsιyτ ΣsΙαnd,  mouth of Lena,  Sibcris (Licut.Jargcia), 

f Nevaya Zrmlya,js · 23' N. (Lieut. C Απdιcιcη. 
Finns: Sοdιeky4a,  Finland (Professor S.  Lmbetτδm). 

. Porn! Bemw, North America (Limit. P. fLRay ΤJS.Α.). CatS. Lady  'm41,4017,84"µ'Ν,(LίcυtλW. ί mely ΙJ.5.Α. 
British: GέcσΙ  Slate  Lek',Dominion  of  Ciujada (icυt. II P.  Dayson. 
hlerman,: Cumbediind  Pay, west side of Davis htτait (Dr W. these .  
Defeat  Gedibsob.  Greenland (Dr A. Paulsen).  
Austriana:  Joe Mayes Noah Auntie, 71 °  Ν. (LieutWohlgemuth).  

The whole scheme was successfully accomplished with the  
exception of the stet assigned to the Dutch at Port Dickson.  
They slatted ha the" Yenta "but were beset In the Kara Sea and  
obliged to winter there. The "Varna" was kit, and the crow 
took refuge on board Lieut. Hovgaard'. vissel, which was also  

forced to sinter in the peck during τ882-ι883. Tb. tdentlfe  
•bstrvations were kept up on both vessels during the time they  
were drifting with the Ice. 

The American Stations commenced · νιοτδ in χ882 and one of 
these furnished a rare example of heroic devotion to duty In 

face cl difficulties due to the fault of these who abotld  lr% have brought relief at the appointed time. Lieut.  

L W.  Oceelyls party consisted of two other lieutenants,  

twenty .ergeants and private, of the United States army, and  

Dr Pavy, an enthuslant(c explorer who bad been educated in  
France and had passed the previous winter among the Eskimo  
of Greenland. On the nth of August 188r the steamer  
"Ponmis" conveyed Lieut. Greely and his party to Lady  
Franklin Bay during en exCeptionally favourable season; a house  
was built at the "Discovery's" winter quarters, and they were  

left with tan year,' provisions. The regular series of observe.  

finns was at once commenced, and two winters Were passed  
without accident. Travelling parties were also sent out In the  
sumrter, dogs having bien obtgfnedatDisco. Limit. Lockwood  
with twelit men and eleven sledges made a jou rney along the 
north coast of Greenland and reached Lockwood idland in  
83° 24'14. and 42°  43' W., the highest latitndereacbed up to (bat  
time. From this island at a height of 1800 ft. oat a clear day an 
mibrolcen expanse of ice was seen stretching to the northward,  
the view extending far beyond the 84th parallel. A promontory  
of the meth coast of Greenland seen to the n οτtΙι.eυat in 8 3'  
N. was named Cape Washington. Vegetation was found at the  

extreme poeltion and animal life was represented by foxes, bates,  

lemmίnge atid ptannlgaa. Tb.  party returned to Feat Cοοger  
on the ist of June 1882 alter an absence of 59 days. Greet( irede 
two $otrnIeya westward into the interior of Grinnell Land loliow.  
lag up the northern branch of Chendiet Fjord  ώ  a great shed  
of frame fresh water; Hazeri Lake, with an ama of about gue 
eq. so. Beyond thls,.ι5 m. ftom Fort Cougar, be climbed lit  
Arthur, 4500 ft., the highest summit of Grinnell lead, and era  
distant mountains beycoda fjord to the ιουthw. In she  
spring of 1883 Lockwood made still nitre extermivu Joume,s,  
creasing Grinnell Land to Grady Fjord, width entcrdibeaedasx  
sea. .Tlse  mud depresalonol Grinnell Land abounded in must  
oxen arid was free from ice, though the higher land to north aisd  
aoutb lay under permanent Ioo·csps, Important as these gro.  
grispblcaldlsoowries were, the main object Of she ex ρeditτ—οα ems 
the series of scientific oluervatiso. at the headquarters, and them  

wets earned out during the shell) period with the moat aesxpu.  
Ions mactact.. de neither the relief ship which was to have &en  

deepatched in ι882,- oar that In 1883, met the expected relief  
to the station at Feel. Conger, Limit. Grady started from Lady  
Franklin Buy with his men in a steam launch asid dune boils on  
the 9th of August, expecting to dad a vessel in Smith S.  
The boats were beret and had to be abandoned, the party  

ranching the shore across the Ice 'with great diic υΙty, 'nn·yiag  
their aupibliss of food, now snpldlydlmisrbhing. On the sad of  
October 1883 they were obliged to encamp at Cape Sabbs, en  
the western shore of Smith Sound, and build abut Ιστ wintering.  
A 1m' d'ρόta ware found, which had been left bn Sir Gouge  
Nate. and Lieut. Beebe, but *11 supplies were exl ταιιsted 
before the spring. Then came a time of indctuibab)e seism  
and acnt* suffering. The party, proved Insubordinate and the  
sternest measure, acm required to maintain mliitsry . Ι ή 'ιla..  
When the sun tttimied In 5884 the poor Idloas beget to die of  
actual starvation; but it was not until the sand of  3mm 186'  
that the relieving 'summit"Thetis" and  . " Bear" reached  
Cape Sabhsc. Limit. Grady and ‚lx suffering ιenη*ώ oea  
were foandJust alive, but with all their ιdestlό c πsceτdι, their  
instruments its order and the great collections of ιqκά τοens 
intact. The failure of the relief expeditions to ονesνοτοe  
difficulties which were child's play to what Grady mud his  
companions bad . come through only enhance, . the .gi&entM  
courage sad dstmnthtatlen of the heroic survivors.  

Da*ish .enpediIlon,  under Limit. G. Helm explored the asit  
00551 of Glestdafld frost Cape Farewell northwards In E*bno  
boats between 1883 and a88, and at Αακιααgssαδι they 
encountered a tribe of Eskimo who had never seen vbise mm  
before. Lime. Ryder and Llama. T. V. Garde continued the 
exploration of East Greenland, arid Ryder eXplored the gmat 
Scoresby Fjord. Captain 31dm established amh σdειααrυ aid  
meteorological station at &messed& Pjced in 1894, from  
which the Danish goveroineIst take charge of the Eskimo of thai  
region. In τ$9a.-s$gg an exρέdltlαn sent out by the Bexha  
ΟcdgτaρblιnΙ Society under Dr Erich von Diygahaki studied the  
Ice formations oa the we,tol Geesniend.  

In July  ι886  Limit. Robert E. .Pe.ry, dvii  ..ψ.·'.., U.S.  
Νaνy,  accompanied by the 'liii' Christian Maigawl, made a  
journey on the inland he of totenlasid eastward from Dime  
Bay in about 690  30' N. They reached a height of Λιιι> mid 
"bo  ft., when aeeordlng to Poesy's ubservatlons Μιααιιι  se 

 they 'were aco in, from the coast, sad then re- ψιοώ ιοι 
turned. Dr Fridtjof Nanten with Otto Sverdrup mid 8w  othe 

 companions, after overamtmksg great diώ cuΙtles us peaetzndsg 
the jce4lοeι, succeeded ha lendingon the met moat of (leseabusi 
in Angust 1884 hi 64'  i' Ν.  and macbed a height of &se it.  
on the inland lee,which was creamed ma aid in the ama  mast.  
The interim' was round lb be a nearly fist plateau of maw  
resembling* frozen ocean, and at the high altitude of more then  

8ο o It. the cold was intense. Tb. crowing occupied mme then  
two weeks, and the party not having dogs had themselves  Ι.  
haul all their gear on sledges. As they  Cispetedied  the aedesa  
edge of the Ice their regress sus checked bydaIgeromomeses  
but on the slith of September tbeyesecee&.4 In ruching lb. wed  
West at the hCad 04 the Amerihik Fjord in 4°  as'  Ν.'  bs  
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tenwesmd  ade m. of glider.  Niasen elferseeered  that in that  
latitude the Inland ice of Greenland has the kern of a huge shield  
using rather.  aspidly  but regularly from the  cast coast 10  
nearly 9000 it., 'at and even in the middle a nd  falling again  
regularly toward the western side, completely enveloping the  
land. An Important  prineipic  acted on for the fust time in  
ArctIc  travel on this  jouapay  was that of starting from the less  
accessible side and  ρεblag  straight through with no pos sibility  
of turning bark, and thus with no necessity for forming a bean  
or  traveiiing  the Main route twice  ovur.  

Peasy  spent the winter of  ιSpι—ι8pι  at  Ingledeid  Gulf on  
the  zorth.west esoat  of Greenland,  Μι'  Pairy,  Dr F. A. Cook,  
Ejvind Aatrup fend a coloured servant Matthew  Herσn  being In  
his party, said a large number el the  Etak  Eskimo hi the  vicisgy.  
InApoil ι8gι  he set out ken journey  acrom  the inland ice  totbe  
nortk.eaatwazd  in the hope of  rMcbing  the east coast and also  
the nοrtherα edramity  of the land.  Α er  getting *ell up on  
the  kcoi'ertd  plateau a  auppas·tlng  party returned to  winter  
quartam,  while Peary and  Astrup, irith  two  esimpansoos  and  
sixteen ekes, entered on the serious past of their weak. The  

highest part Of the inland  ics  was  fOund  to be about 5,ρσσ ft.,  
nod as usual  aίteτ thedait psxtc(  the  descant,towai*  the north.  
east In this are, the surface was broken by numerous dangerous  

crevaracs,  progress amongst which wa'  awry slow. Great  
hardships were experienced from cold,  insumcioncy  of food sad  
the wearing out of sledges and  dothes,  but on the 4th of July,  
having left the Ice and got cot bar, land in 8τ° 3'  Ν.,  where musk  
oxen and other  gamewere  found and  dowesawere  growing, Pasty 

 was rewarded by a glimpse of the sea to  th,nortb.eastwwrd,  said  
fared, it from the dare Independence  Β*y  He  sli*  traced a  
channel to the north  bdyend  which  lay.a  new land largely free  
from snow, no doubt the  southern flint of the island along the  
north of which Markham and Lockwood bad travelled to  thek  
farthest north.  Tho  return journey to  Ingiefiold  Gulf ws a  
wesidsiful  lent of endurance, which was  campieted  ου  the  4ιh  of  
August, the total  dlstanct  marched on the whole  journeyout  and  
home was  ισο m. Ρcaιyrτtυrned Ισ nστιbemGτeeotland Ιn ι8p,  
having  spent the whole time between the two expeditions in  

wrIting  and lecturing in order to raise funds, for he travelled 'at  
his own charges. He landed on the shore of  Ingieheld  Gulf on  
the 3rd of August and wintered there with a party of thin-
teen, Including Mrs Peary, and there their daughter wet born.  

A5'rup  was taken ill after starting on the great journey in March  

ι8gg,  which was to have extended the explorations of the pee
-vlo's'  year, and had to return; others were severely frost-bi tten,  

ogaease  broke out amongst the dogs, and a month after the  
start  Pesry  was  «tΙy'r3o  m. from his base and had to return.  
Pearywith  two of his party, Hugh 7. Lee and Matthew Benson, ' 
remained at  Ingledeld  Gulf for another winter, sod on the  
rat of  Aptil ι8p,  with deer and walrus mutt hi place of pemmi-
can, the supply of which bad been lost, set out fur Independence  
Bay. They reached the ice-free land when their food was  

exhauated  and fortunately fell in with a herd of musk oxen, the  
'melt from which made It po ssible to get back to  Ingldlleld  Gulf,  
though without adding anything material to the results of  
teem The experience of  ice.travel  said of Eskimo nature ga ined  
in the four years' almost cont inuous residence In  northeru  
Greenland were however destined to bear rich fruit.  ' 

Dr liftmen, after making an exha ustive study of the winds  
and currents of the Arctic Sea, and influenced largely by the  
jeans.,,  occusTence  of driftwood on the shores past which the  
mss.ns.  ice-laden waters  gowed  southward  betimen  Green-
"‚'°  lgnd  and  Spltsbeigeri, =tided himself that there was  

agεaκfι!  drift  acroas  the polar basin and perhaps across  tbe l½ιc.  
hfopisiand  an expedition to take advantage of this drift on the 

 prind$e  which guided his crossing of Greenland, that of entering  
at the least  accaaίbΙe  point and not turning back, thus having  
p0 line of retreat and making a  relief expeditIon  impossible. He  
planned  ;  skip, the," Pram," which was immensely stro ng, to  
resist  cnsahio'&  and of such a section that if nipped In the Ice the  
opposing Ice-masses would pass under her nod lift heron to the  
surface. The plan of the expedition was Used on  iclentific  

reasoning )g the methods we totally at  ysriance  with those  
of  .pr.vious  explorers. Otto Sverdrup, 'who bad been one of  
Naonen's  party in crossing Greenland, was captain  ci  the 

 "Frm,"  and the party included eleven others, the whole  ship'b  
cοmρααυ of thirteen living together en terms of social equality.  

Naiwcn  paid the  greateet  possible attention to the provision,,  
and all the  arningementa  for the health and happiness of those  
on board were carefully thought out. The clothing of the  
expedition was as original in design se the ship; instead of having  
Les, thick woollen  dndsscloihing wna  adopted, with a light  
w ind-proof material for the outer dress. The  " hem "  left  
Christiania  in the summer of 1893 and made  her'way  through the  
Ears Sea and along the  nottb  coast of Asia until oat the soils of 
September she was rim into the ice in 7° 30'  Ν.'  od  the New 
Siberia Islands, and the great drift commenced.'. As anticipated,  

she rose to the pressure of the Ice and was borne on an  eveg 
 keel high above the water for the whole duration of the drift.  

The movement of the Ice was  iivegular,  and on the  7th  of 
November the  "  ham" was beck at her starting-point, but on  
the  wbolc themovement was  nortli-westwasd  until the ι ςthι οf 

 November 189,  when the highest latitude of the ship  waS  
attained, S°"'  Ν.  In 66° 31' 5., the meridian of the east of  

Novay&  Zemlya; then It was westward and  iinally οοαhωαrd  
until the ice was broken by blasting round the ship In Jesse in  
83°  14.1st.;  said sitar being  afloat,tbougb  unable to make much  
progress until the middle of July, the "Pram" broke out of 
the Ice 05 the north  cOast  of  Spitsbergrn  on the !gill of August  
1896. No ship before or since has reached ae high a latitude.  
Is all her drift the  "Fs·aau"came  In sight of  nonewland,but  
the soundings mad, through the ice proved that the Arctic Sea  
was of great depth,. Increasing towards the Pole, the greatest  
depth exceeding  a000  fathoms. The great mass of water filing  
the' polar basin was comparatively warm, Indicating free  circula

-thin with the Atlantic. It was  esίablibed  that the ice formed  
05 the coast of Asia drifted across the polar basin in a period of  
from three to bee years, sad the hypothesis on the truth of which  
Ναnen  risked his success was  abundantiyverillcd  by facts. The 
ship's company all returned In perfect health.  Mter  the second  
winier  on the" Tram "at a time when the northward movement  
of the' drift seemed to be checked,  Nansen,  accompanied by  
Lieut. Hjalmar Johaosen,  left the ship in order to explore  
the regions towards the Pole by travelling on ski with dog  
sledges carrying kayaks. It was obviously hopeless to attempt  
to fad the drifting ship on their return, and  Νanen intended  ip  
make for  Spltsbergen  in' the hope .1 meeting One of the  tcuris/  
steamers there.  Λ  more daring plan was never formed, and it  
was justified by success. Leaving the ship on the reth  of March  
1895 In 840  Ν.  ισ;°  E., they  niade  a fairly rapid mitre*  
northward, reaching a latitude of 86° ς'  N. on the 8th of  Apnl  
the nearest approach to  thp  Pole so far achieved.' Turning  
south-westwards they travelled with much  dilliculty,  sometimes  
on the Ice, sometimes in kayaks in the open lanes of water, incur-
ring great danger from the  attack,s  of bears and intros, but at  
length reaching a  grOup  of  ntw  islands east of Franz  Joeef  
Land. They travelled  westward through this archipelago until  
the  rllth  of August, when they built a small alone hut reefed'  
with their light silk tent, in which they passed the winter on ιt 
land since called Frederick Jackson Island. There they  lived 
like Eskimo on bear sad walrus meat cooked over a blubber  
lamp. The journey southwa rd  was resumed In the  sριψg  of  
tSpd,  and on the  xth  of June they met Mr F. G. Jackson, hi 
whose relief ship, the "Windward," they  returnrd Ισ Νοrwυγ.1  
Nansen  and  Joliansen  reached  VardS  on the  ι3th  of August  
1896 full of anxiety for the Late of their old comrades, when 
by a coincidence unparalleled in the history of exploration, the 
"Pram" was on that very day breaking out of the ice 05  

Spitabergen  and the original party of thirteen was reunited at,  
Τrοmsδ  the following work and returned together to  Cbtistisnla.  
On this remarkable expedition  ·πο  life was loot and the  shIp  
came back undamaged under the skilled guidance of Sverdrup  
with a greet harvest of scientific results.  . 

Mr Frederick George Jackson planned  an exploring expedition  
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Ιο  attain a high  latltnde  by the Fraser  Jesd  Land route and was 

 supported  όπandalΙy  by Mr A. C.  Jtarmswortb  (Lord North- 
clWe).  Be was accompanied by Lieut. Albert : 

αααπωαreι &mitage, ltN.R.,  as second in command and six  
Ερ. iιs. scientific men, including Dr Reginald  ΙζοeιtΙίtz;  
Dr W. S. Jiro= also was one of the number in the second year.  
The Jackson-llarmsworth  expedition sailed in /894,  and was  
landed at Cape Flora, where log homes were built. In the  
spring of 1895 Jackson made a journey northward to  8ι°  59'  Ν.,  
the highest latitude reached, and added  coniiderably  to our  
knowledge of the  ατchiρeΙ*gο  by discovering a channel between  
groups of islands west of the  Avatria  Sound of Payer. Be  
made numerous other journeys by land and in boats, and  
surveyed a considerable portion of the  islarida  on which  hd  
landed, the most interesting being that of  τ8,  to the western  
portion of the group. The geological collections were of some 

 νώ ιια and the specimens secured indicated that Franz Josef  

Lend and Spitsbergen were parts of an exte nsive land exerting  
in Tertiary times. The expedition returned in 1 897.  

In  Σ897  and subsequent years a party led by Sir Martin  
Coaway  explored the interior of  Spitabergen.  Dr A. G.  Nathorat,  
the Swedish geologist, explored the eastern coast and  olWying  
41=41, and made important observations on  Nortb.East  Land,  
rircuinnavigating  the  Spitabergen  archipelago in 1898. In 1899 
Natborsi  visited  the north-mist coast of  Greenlaudin  search of 

 Andrfc'a  balloon expedition, and here be mapped Franz Josef  
Fjord and discovered the great King Oscar Fjord in waters  
that had never been navigat ed  before.  

In subsequent years valuable  surveys and scientific  observa.  
Iioaa  were made by the Prince of Monaco in his yacht  "Princeaso  
Alice," by Dr W. S. Bruce, notably on Prince Charles  Forirlapd, 
and by other'. Fraser Josef Land was visited by the American  
explorer W. Wellman in 1898 and  ιφο,  and his companion  
Ε.  Baldwin in the former year  mado  the discovery of  aeveesi  
l'lands  in the east of the archipelago. A wealthy American,  
W. Zeigler, also sent out expeditions to Franz Josef Land in  
zgoi  and between 1903 and  ι9o,in  the course of which A. Fiala  
reached the high latitude of  8ι°  α'  N. in the  "  America," but the  
ship was afterwards lost in  Tcplitz  Bay. These expeditions added  
little to our knowledge of polar geography, but some -useful  
meteorological, magnetic and tidal  observatious  were made.  

The Italian expedition under the command of  ILR..li.  Prince  
Luigi, duke of the  AbrIIXZi,  was the most successful of all those  

, 	
which have attempted to reach high latitudes by  
way of Franz Josef Land.. Embarking in the  
summer of t899  on the  "Stclla Polarp»  (formerl),  

the Norwegian whaler "Jason" which bad landed  Nansen  on  
the east coast of Greenland in  ι888)  the expedition put into  
Tcplitz  Bay in Rudolf Land, where they wintered and there the  
ablpwasscriouslydamagedbytbeice. Ιnthesρring οf ι900 a 
determined  eflort  was made to reach the North Pole by sledging  
over the sea-icc.  The duke of the Abruzzi having  been disabled  
by frost-bite, the leadership of the northern party devolved upon  
Captain  Ujnberto Cagni  of the Italian navy, who stetted on  
the nib of March  spoo  with ten men (Alpine guides and Italian  
&elms) and nearly a hundred dogs.  ISis  plain was to sledge  
quτιbwad  over the sea-ice, sending back two parties as the  
diminishing stores allowed the advance party to. take on the  
whole of the supplies destined to  sOpport  them on their way to  
the Pole and back. Before losing sight of Rudo lf  Island three  
men forming the  ότst  party started  to return, but they never  
reached winter quarters and all must have perished. The second  
party went back from latitude 330  50'  Ν.,  and reached their base  
in safety.  Cagni  pushed on with three companions, determined  
if he could not reach the Pole at least to outdistance his prude-. 

 ceasor Rumen, and on the 25th  of April 1900 he succeeded in  
reaching 86°  "  Ν.  in 6 °  20'  Ε.  Diminishing food supplies  
made it necessary to turn at this point, and al though  be bad  
reached it in 45 days it took  Cagni  60 days to return. The . 
advance  cl  summer loosened the ice-floes, and the westward  
component of the drift of the pack became a more and more  
aezioua  danger, threatening  ώ  carry the party past Franz Josef  

Land without sighting it  Feetunaidy  Cape  MIII,  a  beadlsadd  
characteristic outline, was sighted just in time, and with this se  
a guide the party succeeded in reaching  Tcplitz  Bay, having  
eaten the last of their dogs and been reduced to great extremities.  
At the farthest north no land was visible, the rough sea-ice  
extending to the  horison  on every aide.  

As early as  10395 a scheme for an exploring expedition in a  
balloon was put forward seriously,  md itt 019  the Swedish  
aeronaut S. A.  Andr'e  carried it cut.  .  He bad  
brought a balloon to  Danca  Wend, in the forth, of  
Spitabergen,  the previous year, but the weather was  unptopilioes  
and the ascent had to be postponed. . On the nth of July  ι8  
be started in a new and larger balloon with about five tone of  
supplies and two companions.  i  It was hoped that the balloon  
could be steered to some extent by the use of heavy guide rapes  
dragging over the ice, and  Andrfe  had already made successful  
Rights in this way. Rising at 240  p.m. the balloon was out  
of sight of Daises Island in an boor. At  ιο  p.m.  !.ndr'e  threw  
out a buoy containing a message which was recovered, and this  

stated that the balloon was in 82°  Ν.  25°  Ε.,  moving  towerds  
the north-east at en al titude of  800  It. above a rugged  lce.fleld.  
This was the last news received, and although scarcely a year  
has passed without some summitof the balloon having been  
found in Siberia or North America, nothing further  baa  ever  
been ascertained.  , 

In 1899  Admiral  Μαkατοff of the Russian navy arranged for 
the trial trip of the great ice-breaker "Yermak,"  which be  
designed, to take  ώ .  form of an expedition into  
the  ata-ico  0g  Spitabergen.  Though no high lati- 
tude was attained on this occasion lie formed the opinion  tiert  
a vessel of  suflldeπt  sue and power could force a  passag.  even  
to the Pole. The Russian-Japanese  War put an end to the polar  

' projects of this gifted man of science.  
Captain Otto  Sv.rdrup,  who bad been  Nansen', mi"p.—..  

on his  twO  polar expeditious,  planaed  an Arctic voyage for the 
circumnavigation  ofGeeenland,  and the  "Fram" 
was altered  and refitted to salt her for the νοά .  
Starting in 1899, he was obliged to abandon the attempt to gel  
northward through Smith Sound, and  maiwig  his way westward  
into Jones Sound he  speng  three years in exploring and  mappiag  
the portion of the Arctic arc hipelago which lay to the north of  
the field of labour of the Franklin search expeditions.  suloano·  
and Grinnell Lands were shown to be part of one large land  mmi  
called King Oscar Land, which is separated by a  naceow  channel,  
Eureka Sound, from an extensive island named Axe .  Heibcrg  
Land. Two of his party  (Isachsen  and,  liassel)  discovered  sod  
explored  two islands west of  liciberg  Land, and Dr  Schel  usede  
most valuable observations on the geology of the whole of the  
district examined.  Sverdrup's  journeys cleared up a great deed  
of uncertainty regarding the  geograpbg  of the least known  
portion of the Arctic archipelago, and leave little more to  be 
done in that quarter. She brought the  "Fram "  safely back to  
Norway  in ιpο3.  

Many American whalers working in the sea reached through  
Bering Strait believe that land of considerable extent lies  
farther west than the  Aictic  archipelago, north of the mouth of  
the Mackenzie River, but neither the English traveller A.  iL  
Harrison in 190$, nor the Dane Einar  Mikk,In.0  in 1907, was  
able to find any trace of it, though the latter  sledged  over the  
sea ice as far as 72°  Ν.,  where in 150° W. he got a sound ing  cl 

fathoms with no bottom. This depth makes it  sotntwleat 
improbable  that land exists in that quarter.  , 

Russiain  surveyors and exριοιναι continued to map portions  
of the Siberian coast, and in τ886  Dr  Bunge  and  Berqa  Toll  
visited the New Siberia Islands  and made known  sums Ταα the remarkable remains of  manimoths  which exist  . 
there in great numbers. In  τ893 Baron Toll. made  en 
important geological expedition to .  the islands, discovering  
many well-preserved remains of  mammotba  mail other extinct  
mammals and finding -evidence that in the mammoth period  
trees grew at least as far as 4°  N. Indefatigable in the pursuit  
of his studies,  Toll set Out once more iii spot on board lb.  
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' Zazys,'  hoping to remit Seutikοπ Island, the most northern  

and still unvisited portion of the New Siberia group. In 
August zoos he reached Hernial Island whit the astronomer  

Seeberg sad Iwo men; he found the island to be a plateau about  
3500(1 in elevalion, and remained there until November studyrng  
the geological features. Nothing more was heard of the expedi-
tion, and a relief expedition in 1904, under Lleuts. Βmsπeff  
and Kolchak, failed to find any trace of the explorma beyond  
a record left on Bennet bland, which gave a summary of their  
movements up to the time of leaving the island.  

In i901 Captain Roald Amimdsen, a Norwegian, who had  
been mate on the "Bclgica" in her Antarctic voyage, planned  
• an expedition to the area of the north magnetic 

pole visited by Sir James Ross in ι83 i, in order to 
re-locate it, and as a secondary object he had in view the  
accomplishment of the North-West Passage by water for the 
first time, MClure not having carried his ship through from 
sea to sea. A small Norwegian sealing sloop, the " Gj*a." the 
cabin of which measured οn1y  9  ft by 6, was fitted with a 
petroleum motor engine of 39 h.p for use in calm weather and 
strengthened to withstand Ice-pressure. She left Chrisiiang 
on the iith of June 1903 with a total company of six men,  
second in command being Lieut Godfred Hansen of the 
Daniels navy She passed through Lancaster Sound and worked  
her way down the west side of Boothia Felix in August,and took  
up wintet quarters in Gj*a Harbour at the head of Petersen Bay  
In King William Land Here the little vessel remained for two  
years while magnetic and meteorological observations were  

carried out, and sledging excursions were made to the magnetic 
pole and along the coista of Victoria Land, which was charted 
up to 7a N In August 3905 the" Gjba" proceeded westward 
along the American coast but was frozen in 08 King Point for a  
third winter On the τ τ th of July ιpeό  she got free, and after 
much difficult, with the ice eddied Bering Strait on the 30th  
of August and entered the Pacific, the first ship to pass from 
mean to ocean north of Patagonla.  

Danish explorers have contInued to concentrate their attention 
on the problems of Greenland, and especially the geography  
of the east chaat. Lint, G. I) Αmdrιφ, in a series of expedi-
tions between 3898 and 1900, charted the cong-line as far north  
as 70'  ι '  N., and made Important scientific observationS and  
collections. From time to time whalers reached the east Green-
land coast at points in high latitudes. The duke of Orleans 
in the "Belgica," under the command of Captain Gerlache,  
made an important voyage in 1905, In the course of which he 
cruised along the coast of Germanla Land between 6° and 78' N, 
and foxed the general outline of the land · up to that latitude. 
This expedition did a large amount of scientific work, especially 
in oceanography. The stream of sea-icr which presses out-
wards from the polar basin every summer bears close against  
the east coalt of Greenland, and exploration by sea has aiwsys  

psoved exceedingly difficult and precarious, success depending 
very much on the occurrence of chance leads amongst the ice.  
Taking advantage of all previous experience, the moat important  
of the Danish expeditions was planned by L. Mylius-Erichstn  

In 1 905, the expenses being partly raised by lyrivate  
subscriptions and partly provided by the Danish 
government. He sailed in the "Denmark" in June 

1906 and found winter quarters in Danmarkhaven,  g'  N,  
where the ship remained for two years, whle ιy5tmatic magnetic 
and meteorological observations were kdt up at the base and 
the main work of exploring to the northward was carried on by 
sledge. From existing maps It was believed that about 6m m 
of coast separated the winter quarters from the northern point of 

7reenΙand, but when the sledge expedition went out In 1907 the 
coast wax found to curve much farther to the eastward than 
had been anticipated, and the outward journey extended to  
όσο  m. Having left the winter quarters on the a8th of March 
1907, Mylius.Erlchsen, with Captain Koch, Hsgerr, an educated 
Eskimo, Βrό σΙυπd and two others, reached North.Eist Fore-
find, the eaStern exlreinityof Greenland  (8ι°  20' N., τ ι°  ι '  W.). 
Rue they dlνΙdxd Koch with Berthelsen and the Eskimo 

xxs  16*  

Tobiss  went north-westward to explore the east coast of Peary  
Land, and succeeded in reaching the northernmost extremity  
of the land beyond Cape Brldgman In 83°  Ο'  Ν.  From this  
great journey he returned in safely to winter quarters, arriving on 
the 34th of June. Meanwhile Mylius-Erichson, with Hagen and  

the Eskimo BrOnlund, followed the coast westward into what  
was believed to be the Independence Bay seen from a distance  

by Pasty, thiaiurned out to beadeep Inlet now named Danmark  

Fjord Keeping to the coast, they entered the great channel  
separating the mainland of Greenland from Peary Land, and  
surveyed Began Fjord on the southern ihore and Brbnlund 
Fjord on the northern ihor. of the itrglt. They had pughed on 
to Cape Glacier in 82°  N. and W by the ι4Ιh of June i907,  
within sight of Navy Cull, which had been Peary's farthest coming 
from the west side, and here the softness of the snow kept them 
all summer When they could travel, more than a fortnight wax  
wasted adrift on a floe In the ellort to cross Danmark Fjprd. 
Here the sun left them, while they were without food, /defrost  
worn out and more than 5οο m. from the ship It was impossible 
to attempt the long journey round the coast, and the only chance 
of safety, and that  i  very slender one, was to make a way south.  
ward over the inland ice and so cut ott the eastern horn of Green-
land which the expedition had diacoveted. Under the most 
terrible difficulties, with only four starved dogs, and their equip-
ment going to pieces, they accomplished the feat of marchi ηό  
iflo m is 26 days, and reached the cast coast again in 79'  N.  
Hagen died on the way, Μyliυs Εrichsen himself struggled on 
until he nearly reached the provisions left on Lamberl Wand 
on the northeru journey, but he too perished, and only Βrδnluπd 
reached the supplies. He wax frost-bitten and unable to proceed  
further, and after recording the tragedy of the return journey 
in his diary, he died also alone in the Arctic night. His body  
and the records of the great journey were discovered In the  

followIng year by Koch, who started on a relief expedition as  
soon as travelling became possible. The remits of this expedition 
are a splendid monument to the courage and devotion of the 
Wider arid his followers. The channel between Spitsbergen 
and Greenland wax sh ονλι by their ellorts to be far narrower 
than had previously been supposed, and the outline of Greenland 
itself was fixed for the first time, and that by an extremely  
accurate survey. 

There only remains one further episode to bring the history 
οf polar exploration up to 1930, but that Is the crowning event of 
four hundred years of unceasing effect, the attain- 
ment of the Pole Itself; and it was accomplished by 
the undaunted perseverance of one man who would never accept 
defeat. After the return of the Jackaon-Harinsworth expedi-
tion, Lord NorthdifTe presented the "Windward" to Lieui. 
Peary, who resumed in '8g8 his systematic explorations of the 
Smith Sound region in the hope of finding a way to the Pole. 
He was not restrained by the precedents of earlier travellers 
arid made some long sledge journeys hi the winter of 3898-1890,  
having his feet badly frost-bitten and losing eight toes. Even 
this crippling did riot atop his work. He wintered amongst 
the Etsh Eskimo In  ι8 -i  900 and next spring made a successful  
journey to the most northerly land north of Greenland in 8° 3' 
where the land had an abundant flora and fauna, and he pushed  
north over the sea-ice for twenty miles farther, reaching 83' 54' 
N Pesry wintered again at Fort Cougar In rpoO-lQos, and for 
the fourth year in succession he werit through the Arctic *inter, 
1901-9002, at Payer Harbour. In the spring of '902 he made a 
great journey to Cape Reds in the north of Grant Land and 
thence northward over the frozen sea to 840  17' N. In 70' W.  
Frequent open leads of water and the moving of the Ice-βοeι  
made further advance impossible, and after an unparalleled  
sojourn in the farthest north, Pasty returned to the United  
States. The Peary Arctic Club of New York, formed to support 
this iadomitable explore?, provided funds for a new expedition 
and  i  ship (filleting in some respects from these hitherto em-
ployed and named the "Roosevelt." In her he proceeded In 
the summer of roesthrough Smith Sound arid the northern 
channels to Cape Sheridan on the north coast of Grant Lend;  
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Captain Robert Bartlett being in  oomnmnd  of the  ahip  From  
this point  heaiivwiced  by  sledgeCo  Cape  Ηcd,  whence be made  a 
most strenuous attempt to reach the North Pole. Organizing his  
larg,  following of teamed  Εsk ιmο wbc*e cοe8dιπce  in him had  
been won by many  yem  of friendship, and his few while corn.  
panloras  in separate parties,  each complete in Itself and well 
furnished with dogs and food, be set  od  it the end  ci  February  
ιgcό .  A very breed lead of open water was  eiicoimtercd  in 
84° 38' N.. '  and as the party did not carry kayaks much lime was 

 lost in getting across. The floes had a marked eastward  dnf  I  
md  it was difficult  ιο  make progress northward, however, 
Peary struggled on by forced marches  Ιο  87 6'  Ν.,  which he  
reached  cii  the  stat  of April sun, the most northerly point  
so far attained. His return journey we, the meet  dangeibus  
in his experience; many leads had to be tressed, sometimes on  
ice so thin hut it bent beneath the weight of the  exploeca,  
provisiona  were exhausted and the men were reduced to eating 
their dogs before they made land at Cape  Neumejice  in the north  
of Greenland, where game was found,  aud wbenoa  the return  
to the ship was comparatively easy  

Returning to  Amirica,  Peary prepared for a last  ateempt  
The "Roosevelt" was overhauled and various defects mad.  

good, but not in time (or the summer of  ιpe7. 
• 'wjiο  Leaving New York in July  tqed  the " Rοοseνeit,"  

again under the command  qf  R.  ΒsrtΙeΙt,  brought 
the party, with the Eskimo who were picked up on  

the way, to Cape Sheridan by the  gth  of September. During 
the  winier  all supplies were transported to Cape Columbia, 
farther west on the coast of Grant Land. Here there were  
ready to start  in the first light of the Arctic day seven explorers.  
17  ρicked.Εskimο and 133 of the beat dogs in Greenland with  ip  
sledges. As the outcome of all  Pesry's  experience the expedition  
was  sxranged  to consist of a lightly equipped advance party to  
e1cct  the route  agel  make the trail by clearing 'a way through 

rough ice, and amain party composed of units of four men each 
with sledges containing sit their requirements marching on  
day behind the  pioseer  party. From this soil parties were 

 ιο  return  ιοuthwad  at  inlctv&le with the empty sledges, fearing  
the diminished main party to push on fully provisioned. The 
"big lead"  which.marks  the edge of the  contmnial  shelf in  
84°  N. was crossed after some delay and here the aim appeared  
for  the.lit$  time en the ςthοf.Μαιelf spao.  Dr MacMillan with  
three Eskimo and  .thre,  sledges returned, slung the outward  
trail after the 7th  ot  Maids from 84°  sq'  N.  Α  sounding at this 
point showed the depth of the sea  ιο  be 825 fathoms. Alter  
όνe  mote marches. G.  Βοπφ turned back in 850  S,3' with three  
Eskimo and three  aledjct, the best Eskimo  ariddpgeremairnng  
with the main party. From this point the  advancewris  regular,  
the pioneer party started from the  anow-housca  they hail built  
and slept Ιο, when the main party arrived, and while the latter  
slept the. pioneers marched, selected a camp, built new snow'  
houses, and slept till the main party came up. At 86°  38' N  
ProL  R. G. Marvin turned back, as usual with the three worth 
Eskimo sad the worst dogs.  lila  party reached the ship, but  
he himself was drowned in recrossing the "big lead," the only  
casually of the expedition. ht 88°  Ν.  Bartlett turned beck on  
the  nat  of April in accordance with the system with two Eskimo,  
one sledge and i8 dogs. Up to this point Peary had saved him-
sell as much as possible, leaving the path-finding and the οbserνα.. 
time to his very competent colleagues ; but now he put forth all  
his strength for the arduous 140 in. which separated  him from  
the Pole. He was accompanied by  Hensoa  and four Eskimo.  
The  icc  improved as he went on and it was possible to do es m. 

a daily  nizich  of to hours, and on one occasion 30 01. in  ι  
Feu*.  Οιι the 6th  ef  April an observation gave 890 57' Ν..  and  
here a camp was made and observations  takcn  throughout  
a' 

 
lιοurs to fix the position, as well as excursions a few miles  

f,.rther cii  and a few miles to right and left no as to be sure 
of actually seething the Pole. No land was to be seen, and  a  
si'unding through the ice gave a depth of τ sοο faLhoma  
with no bottom. The American flag was heisted; the goal of all 
the  sgea,of enniorasion  bad been reached.  , 

The return  jodrney  seas  quk*·aisd esey Tb.  tacks 'kept 
open by the  psasa'e  Of the various return parties ware distinct  
anosigh  to follow, the  inow-iuouaes  stood ready for sheltering  
at the end of each march. and a northerly gale kept the ice  
pressed well together and the leads closed. On the 23rd of  
April Cape Columbia  masrwhod  and soon after the panty was  
safe on board the  "Roosevell"  Success was due to the 
accumulated experience cif twenty-three yea rs' constant Arctic  
work, and  ιο  the thorough acquaintance with the Eskimo and  
their dogs, which enabled the best work to be got out of them.  

Dr  ir  A. Cook spent two years in the Arctic regions, 1907-1909,  
end claimed to have readied the Pol, by sledging alone with two  
£skimos  year before l'eary He submitted the eνi- 
elence  foe this achievement to the  unwer.ity  of Copes -  ' 
hagen, wiuch  faded  ιο  find it satisfactory, and Dr Cook did net  
appear to challenge this decision  

PniisIocaAPny οr τπε AxcTrc Reazosi  

Geology  —rAlthoiigh  muds remains  Ιο  be done in the explora-
tion of the North Polar  areS, th,  main features of the physical 
geography of the region have been determined beyond any 
reasonable  doubi,  Within the Arctic Circle the northern  
portions of Europe, Asia,  Ametica  and Greenland surround a  
central area of deep sea, the southern margin of which forms  a 
broad continental shelf bearing many Winds. The ring of  
land and shallow scab broken only by the broad channel between  
Greenland and Europe through which Atlantic water gains an  
entrance 10 the Arctic 55'. The physical  conditim.  of this  
lea, which town the greater part of the Arctic regions, ant  

d,aIl  with later In detail; but there is less to be said regarding  
the land.  

In a climate which taxes human  powom  to the  utmOst  to carry  
on the simplest' route-surveys in the course of an exploring 
expedition, and in the present. of  &  wow covering  which is  
persianent  on all high ground and only disappears for a shove  
time in summer, even on the shores and islands, it is  obviom  
that any  knowledg.of the geology mist be difficult to obtain.  
Ore the earlier Arctic expeditions  enthusisstic  collectors brought 
together quant ities  of specimens, many of which it was found  
impossible to bring home, and they have been found  ab*ndoned  
by laser travellers, As Arctic  exploration Was usually carried  
out  οο  the miser over the sea-ice even those expeditions  in which  
especiesced  geologists look part furnished few opportunities fur 
making investigations. The result is that the geology of the  
Arctic lands has to  beusferredIrom  observations made it isolated  
portia wh τe  the fortune of the ice stopped the ship, or where  
on land  jeisiraeys  a  f'νοr'ble  exposure  was found.  Abnoet  
every geological formation is known to be represented, from the 
Archaean to the  Quatemary,  and there is a general  resemblanea  
In the known geological features of most of the great Arctic  
islands. The  fundamenial  rock in all appears to be  Arcbaean'  
goons. In the extreme north-east  Csrbonifevoua  strata have  
recently been discovered similar t. the  Carboniferoug  rocks of 

 Spitsbergen. The Jurassic rocks farther south  are in places  
capped by Cretaceous beds, and closely resemble the  Jurasaic  
rocks of  Spitabergen,  Franz  Joaci  Land and the northern parts  
of Norway and Russia. Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks are found  
on the weal coast of Greenland covered over by great  flowi  of  
basalt, probably of Tertiary age, at Disco Island,  Nugassi  
Peninsula and various points farther  north, The only mineral 
of economic value found hi Greenland is  cryolite,  which is mined  
at  Ivigtut  in  the south-west, Native iron occurs iii  οοιιsiderehle  
messes in several  plactg,  some of it  undoabtcdly  of  teilsaic  
origin, though some is probably  meteegic.  

The second" Frets '! exρeditiοn coiifimned  and extended the 
 .  geological observa tions of. the Frenklin  search expeditions ma  

the American  Azttk  archipelago, and showed  tbepre'ence.abovt  
the  Archacan  rocks of  ςambrisn,  Silurian and Devonian grass,  
the Silurian being represented by a widespread brown limestone  
abounding in fossils.  Carboniferous,himestonea  also occur said  
less extensive beds 01 quartz sandstone.,  schista  and  limestoesen  
containing  .arsmonitcs  and ether  Μcsο oic  basil.. ?cuing!  
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r Ιοm' οf. Τhe Siberen coast as  sυ....,.,, termed to a  
loeg. extent of frozen loll and gravel  somelimas  Interbedded  
with deer iee, and In this soil the frozen  bodhe  of mammoths  
and other  Qusternary  animals have been  foubd prese'ved  in  a 
fresh condition by the low temperature.  Tb. ab.enc*  of a glacial  
period in northern  Siberia  Is  peobibly  indirectly due to the very 
low temperature which prevailed there, preventing the access 
of ester vapour from without and so stopping the supply  

required to produce sufficient precipitation to form glaciers or  
Ic  On the New Siberia Islands  Siluzian  and Tertiary  
:mks  havebeen  recognized, the latter with abundant deposits of  
fossil wood.  

The geological evidence is complete as to the existence of  a 
genial climate hi  TertIary  times as far north as the present land 
extends, and of a climate less severe than that of to-day lit the  

Qusternary  period. The existence of raised sea margins in  
really Arctic lendsand especially in the American Arctic  srchl.  
pelago  bears evidence  ιο  a recent elevation of the land, or a  
withdrawal of the sea, which has been influential In forming  

some of the most prominent features of the present configuration.  
It Is  isriteworthy  that no great mountain range runs into the  

Arctic region. The Rocky Mountains on the west and the Ural  
range on the east die down to insignificant elevations before  
reaching the Arctic Circle. The plateau of Greenland forms the  
loftiest mass of Arctic land, but the thickness of the ice cap Is 
unknown. The one active volcano within the Arctic Circle is  
on the little island of Jan Mayen.  . 

The Arctic  Climak.—As the water of the Arctic Sea is free  
from Ice around the margin only for a few months in summer,  
and is covered at all times over its great expanse with thick ice  

In slow uneasy motion, there Is less contrast in climate between  
land and sea, especially In winter, than in other parts of the  

world.  Tue  climate of the polar area may be described as  
the most characteristic of all the natural features, and obser-
vations of temperature and pressure are more numerous and  

systematic than any other scientific observations. The Russian  
meteorological system includes Siberia, and long series of obser-
vations exist from stations up to and within the Arctic Circle.  
The Canadian Meteorological Service  baa aecirred  like observa-
tions for the extreme north of North America, though the records  

are more fragmentary and of shorter duration.  .  Norway and  
Iceland also yield many records on the margin of the Arctic  
Circle. The international  circum-polar Stations maintained  
during  iSSa  connected the Siberian, Norwegian and Canadian 
land  alationa  with the more fragmentary work of the various 
polar expeditions which have wintered from time to time in  
high latitudes. The most valuable recor ds  and practically the  
only data available for the climate north of 84° are those of the 
first expedition of the "Tram" lit her three years' drift across 
the polar basin. Later expeditions beyond the 84th parallel 
were merely dashes of a few weeks' duration, the records from  

which, however accurate, are of an altogether different order of  

ImpOrtance.  The data  cοllcΙνd  by the" Tram "were discussed  
In great detail by Professor H.  Mohn in 1904, and that eminent  
authority combined them with all that had been known pre-
viously, and all that wan ascertained by later explorers up to the  

return of Captain Sverdrup from the second"  Fram "eapedilion,  
so as to give the  compirtest  account ever attempted of the  
climate of the North Polar regions, and on this we rely mainly  
for the following summary,  

Temperalwrc.—From Professor  MoIre's  maps of the isotherms  
north of 60°  N. it is evident that the temperature reduced to  
sea-level is lowest in the winter months within an area stretching  
across the pole from the interior of Greenland to the middle of  

Sibeda,  the long sal, of this wry cold area  belegla  the  bicddiais  
of 'o°  W. and  xo°  Ε.  For every month from October to April  
the mesa temperature of this cold area is below 0° F., and in 
the two coldest anoniha  there are three very cold areas or  polt.  
Di cold with  tsmpeTaturel  below—o° arranged  ileng  the axis.  
The.e  are the interior of Greenland, an area around the North  
Pole and the centre of Northern Siberia. Professor  Mobn is  
satisfied 'that these three poles of cold, are separated by somewhat  
warmer  beka,  as  obssr*tlona  on the north coast of Greenland  
show a  temlnerstura  higher both than the temperature of the 
interior reduced to ma-level and the  temperaf  are on the  
frown sea  faither  north. As summer advances the temperature  
rima·to  the freezing point moat rapidly In North America, the 
mean  tmaperatur.  foe June, July and August  bc  the Americas  
coast and the Arctic archipelago being above the freezing point.  
In July and August the Arctic slumsin America, Asia and 
Europe have a mean  air.tampesatuxt  of about 4ο·  F., but the  
interior of  (heeniand  and the area round the North Pole r emain  
below υ e,  those two poles of cold persisting throughout the  
year while the winter cold pole in Asia d isappears  in  seasoner.1  
There Is no reason to  dotsbt  that in winter the Asiatic area lb  
the coldest part of the Arctic  tegion,  and as it is  ρcrms ιυιtΙy  
Inhabited It is plain that low temperature alone is isobar to the  
wintering of  eapedillona  In any part of the North Polar teem.  
The  lowe.t  temperature  eaperienc*d  during the drift of the  
"Fear "was —60°  F., on  the  rath  of  Msrch  1894 hi  lat.  79  41, 
long. 1 34  1 7' F.. The minimum temperatures  recerded  oh 
Sir George Narea'f  expedition j8° F. on the Alert 'In 
8?  η' Ν.  and — ο-8°  on the"  Dlsoνe ιy  "In se µ' Ν., bοth  in 
March  ι86,  and the minimum on  Svcrdsup'a  expedition is  
Jones Sound in 6°  ο' Ν. ωαe—σe F. in January spot. Sri  
February  ι88ι Greet),  τecοrded -66'° at Fort Conger, 81 ° '(  
N., and at Fort Constance in Canada (66° 40' N. s se W.)  i  
temperature of —ii? F. was noted in January  ι3ι. The  lowstt  
temperature ever recorded on the earth's surface was  peobably  
that experienced at  Verkhoyansk  hi Siberia (89°  4'  Ν.)  where the 
absolute minimum in the month of February was —p -ό °,  and  
minima of  —  70° Or mote have been recorded in every winter  
month from November to Mitch Inclusive, and as the absolute  
maximum in July was  +92-7°  F. the total range experienced  
is no less than 1861°,  far exceeding that known in arty other 
part of the world.  

The normal monthly mean temperatures  for various  parallels  
Of latitude are given as follows by Professor  Mobn,  the  Iaa&  
column showing the calculated conditions at the North  POle  
itself expressed  Ιό  the nearest degree.  

.  Normal Are Temperatu re  foe Latitudes  in F  
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February. 	. 	.  —26-5  
Μ aι b. 	. . 	 . 

April . 	. 	. 	. —  8-9 
May 	. 	. 	. 	. +14.0  
June 	. 	. 	.  30-0  
Jul? 	. 	. 	.  

it  0  
August 	. 	,  32-7  
September 	.  
)ctοbνr 	. 	. —  2-4  
November 	. 	. .-11.0  
December 	. 	.  —191  

Year 	. 	.  21-7 12-9 1-1  ' —  9  

The interior of Greenland is believed to be below the normal  
emperature  for the latitude 'nail  -mOnths  and so Is the region  

between Bering Strait and the Pole, the Norwe gian Sea, and the  
region north 01 it as far  atthe  Pole, hat a temperature above the 
normal for the latitude In alt  rnonihsp whilethe tempoeuuiw  

it must be remembered that for cartographical purposes  
temperatu re  is reduced toil, value at  ιs-lee4.  allowing for a change  
of 1 •  P. in about 3οο It. Tires the  act υ l tmnperatize en, the  
wioweap  01  Gmenla άd  as the beight  of  9®ο it. is 30°  Ρ.  lρωeτ  at 
all  acasorn  than is  showa  οι an isothermal map, and  16*1  of  V'rkho. 
yan.k  (500  ίι. l  I. only 1-3 F. lowce  than Is charted.  
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in the northern  coutlatma  is below the normal hi whiter end  
‚bove  the normal in summer.  

Tb.  "From" observation.  abowtd  that while the ordinary  
diurnal  sange  of temperature prevailed foe the months when  
the sun was above the horizon dining some part of the day,  
there was also a diurnal range In the winter months when the  
aim did not appear, the minimum then  ocn*zrli'g  about a p.m.  
and the maximum about z  a.m.,  the "day" being colder  than  
the "night." Except in July and August the temperature  
was always found  to be lower with the weaker winds and higher  
with the stronger winds  irraguctive  of direction. Sums.-  
dinirily  rapid variations of temperatu re  have been observed  
in the winter months, on cite  ocenalos  in  Febtuary ι896  (north  
ci  8 N.) the thermometer  rising within  24 hours from —"'g'  
to +22·3°  F., a  ώ .  of  

CJaid  end  Pncipiiadcie.—Tbe  amount of cloud in the far  
north is greater in the daytime than at night, the summer  
monthe bring cloudy, the winter very clear, and the amount is  
greater with the stronger wind, and lee, with the weaker winds.  
Precipitation is moat frequent in the summer months, the 
"Fur" manila showing an  Ivet·age  of so days per month from  
May to September; while from Octob er  to April the average was  
only :if days per month. Rain was only observed in the months 
from May to September; but snow  occun  in every month and is  
most frequent in May and June, lout frequent in November and 

 .December,  which are the meths of minimum  precptatIon.  It 
has never been possible to make satisfactory  IneseiIrementa  of  
the amount of precipitation in the Arctic regions on account of 
the drilling of mow with high wind. Fogs occur most frequently 
in Jul, and  Auguol  (so or  ιό  days per month); they are  
practically unknown between November and April.  

Pressw'—The  " Run "  observations enabled Professor  
Mohn  i.  revise and extend the  iaobaric  maps of Dr  Buchari, 

 the  correcinela  of which was strikingly  codrmed.  The Atlantic 
and  Pacibc  low pressure areas are found at all  aessons  on the 
margin  ci  the Arctic area, the position shifting. little in lon gitude 
from month to month. The two low pressures are separated  
in the winter months by a ridge of high pressure (exceeding 

 3ΟOο  I..) stretching from the Canadian to the Siberian aide be. 
twain the North  Pcieand  Bering Streit; this ridge has been termed 
by Professor  Supan"  the Arctic wind divide." In April  the high  
pressure over Asia given way and an intense low pressure area  
Ube its place during the summer, uniting in  Atigliat  with the 
less intense low-pressure area which develops later over Canada,  
and reducing the Arctic high pressure area to an irregular belt  
extending from North Greenland to Franz Josef Land on the  
Atlantic aide of the Pole. "he general pressure over  the polar  
area is much higher in winter than in summer and the gradients  
are steeper  giso  in the cold weather, giving  nat  to stronger winds.  
The  iaobaxic  conditions  indicate light variable winds in summer  
along the route of the  " lram"  from the New Siberia  lalanda  to  
the north of  Spitahergon,  and in winter  so'ith.easterly  or easterly  
winds of greater  fotce•  this is in accord with the observations 
made during the drift.  Profesior Mohn  believes that the  
mazwrnm  pressure at the  Notth  Pole takes place in April, when  

it is about 30-08  in., and the minimum pressure from June to  
September, when it is about  29.83 in., the annual range of  
monthly mean pressure being thus only 0.20  in., so that the  
Pole may be said to be in a region of permanently high atmo-
spheric pressure. Cyclonic depressions crossed the region of the  
"Vram's"  track with considerable frequency, 73 being  exρen  
enced  in the three yeses, the frequency being greatest in winter  
but the wind velocity in cyclone. greatest in summer; the moat  
common  direction  of movement  waa  from weal to east. The 
average velocity  cl  the  cydonic  winds encountered by the 

 "Vram"  was only about  ap nt  per hour, the highest 40 m. per  
boar, the portion of the Arctic Sea she crossed being much leas  
stormy than the coasts of the Arctic lands, where winds have  

been  rtcorded  of far greater severity, 0.'. 45  m. per hour in  
Spitabertien  in  τ88.  ss  m. pet hour in  Tepbiz  Bay, Franz  
Josef Land, In imp, 62  on. per hour bit the Siberian  cout  in 
Ike" Vega" In  187ρ,  and as much as 90 m. per hour at  Kamnakul  

in Novaya Zemlya Its 18$3'  There  ie.om  little doubt that the  
interior of the polar area is a fair weather so ne  as  ceonpared  
with its margins,  where the  ea,itraat  of the  masom  is mu.  
marked.  

Plers.—Tbe  land  dora  of the Arctic regions,  altherigh oem,.  
aarily mined  Ιο  the lower levels  whab  are free born mow he  
some time every year, and greatly reduced In  luzurisnee  and  
number of  aρeci ι  as compared with the  dora  of the temperate  
:me,is still in its own way both rich and  vailed,  and it extend.  
Ιο  the molt northerly land  bnοw.  hi sense of the fjord. of 
western Greenland and also of  )'tΙ.. e,e  Land almost on the  
80th parallel the prevailing colour ed the landscape in  aemoer  is  
duo to vegetation and not toted.  Tb.  plants which occur  on 
the margin of the Arctic Sea sod in the polar islands repres ent  
the hardier species of the North Βιοφeιn,  Asiatic and  !'mirima 
dora,  the total number of spec ies amounting 1, probably about  
a thousand  phanerogam.  and  i  still larger number of  esypt..  
gains.  'lii.  habit of all I. lowly, but some grasses grow to a  
height of a ft.  ό  in,, and the mosses, of which the Eskimo ribs  
their lamp-wicks, frequently form  cuabions  more  than. foot is 
depth. Tree, axe  aheent  north of  ;°  N., which is the extreme 
point reached in Siberia, or they  ar,  dwarfed to the height of  
shrubs as in  soυthen  Greenland, or farther north to that of the  
prevailing  berbage»  The dowers of many Arctic species  of  
phanerogania  have sit intensely  brillisril  colour. The  plairn  and  
lower slopes of the plateaus of Ellesmere Land and Heiberg  
Land and the plain of Peary Land north of Greenland ale  anibci.  
end),  clothed with vegetation to support large numbers of  

rodents and ruminants, the plants occurring Dot as occasional  
curiosities, but as the normal summer covering of the ground,  
playing their full part in the economy of Datum, The cold 
of winter is not sufficient to put a atop to plant We even at the 
pole of cold in northern Siberia; and there is no reason to  douha  
that if there were islands close to the North Pole they would  
bear vegetation.  

Fauuna.—Animal  ide  is comparatively abundant in the water  
of the Arctic Sea, though the whalebone whale, &deem  my'I..  
‚eώ ,  has become almost extinct by reason of the energy with  
which its pursuit has been carried on. The white whale arid  
narwhal still abound in the open waters as far north as ships can  
go. The walrus and several specie. of  'eal  prey on the marine  
life, and the polar bear, the king of Arctic beasts, probably  
teems the wholesurfaceof the frozen see inpuxsuitof seek  
and the larger Sib. The other Arctic  carτιίvοra  include the  
Arctic fox and wolf, the latter attacking all the land mernmelie 
except the polar bear and old musk-oxen.  'ihe  wild  reindeer  
is still found in all the  circum-polar lands except Franz Jos ef  
Land; but its range does not extend so far to the north as that 

 of the typical ruminant of the polar lands, the musk-ca  (Οιi&  
moichalus),  which now abounds only its  Pesr),  Land, north Green-
lend and in the American Arctic Archipelago, though is was  
formerly  circum-polar in Its distribution. The Arctic haze is  
almost equally characteristic and more abundant, and the  
lemming probably more common still. The ermine and other 
valuable  fur.boarmg  animals also occur. The  animala  are  
either permanently white like the polar bear, or change their  
coats with the season, being brown in summer and white in 
winter like the hares and lemmings. The birds of the Arctic 
regions are all migrants, retreating southward in w inter but 
nesting in incredible numbers on the Arctic coast-lands, and in  
summer probably boding their way as individuals to every part  
They are mainly sea-birds, though the snow bunting, the Arctic  
owl and other land birds are amongst the summer visitors. It  

must be remembered that the  elevsted  plateaux of the interior  
of Greenland and of many of the large islands are totally devoid  
of life of every kind on account of their unchangi ng  covering  
of snow and the intensely rigorous climate due to their great  
altitude.  

A,di' Pee$e . —The conditions  of life in the continents! pares  
of the Arctic regions are extremely severe as regards tempers..  
ture  in the winter, but it  baa  been found possible for civilized  
people to live permanently both iii the extreme north  ci  North  
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America end hi the north of Siberia. In the north of Norway  
where the winter Is mild on account of the warm south-westerly  

winds  irma  the open Atlantic, organized. commu nities  dwell  
within the Arctic Circle in free  ®mmunication  with the south  
by telegraph, telephone, steamer, and In some cases by rail also,  
all the year round. The climate on the coast of Norway Is  
scarcely less favourable in the north than In the south except  
for the  eheence  of light in winter when the sun never rise,, and  
the absence of darkness in summer when the sun never sets.  
If there were natural products of sufficient value perman ent  
settlements might arise in any part of  the Arctic  regions where  
there Is land free from snow in summer; but as a rule Arctic  
land is poor hi mineral wealth and the pursuit of whales and  
seals requires only a summer visit. The original people of the  
farthest north of Europe are now repr esented by the Lapps,  
who lead a migratory  Ιife  depending mainly on fishing and on  
their herds of reindeer. Farther east their place Is taken by the  
Samoyedes  who live along the coast of the  ICara  Sea and the  
Yalmal  Peninsula; they have also a small settlement iii  Nevaya  
Zemlya. The  Samoyedes,  like the  Lappa,  live on the produce  
of the sea in summer and on their herds of reindeer, moving  
rapidly over the frozen country in winter by means of reindeer  
and dog sledges.  Spltsbcrgen  and Franz Josef Land appear  
never to have had native Inhabitants. Along the coast of  
Siberia there is no continuous population, except In the land Of  
the  Chukcbis  in the extreme east between the  Kolyma  river  
and Bering Strait; but small settlements of many tribes of pagan  

byperboreans  occur here and there. North American Indian  
tribes wander far to the north of the Arctic Circle in Canada and  
Alaska, keeping their hereditary enemies the Eskimo to the coast  
and islands. The Eskimo of the American  coaal  arc inter-
mingling not only with the Ame rican whalers but also with the  
Ρolyneaiaπs  who come north as part of the crew of the  whalert,  
and the pure race is tending to disappear. The traces of Eskimo  
encampments in the Polar archipelago, where no Eskimo now 
jive, may mark a former wider range of hunting grounds, or a  
greater extension of the popula tion. The Greenland Eski mo  
are the moat typical and the best known of their race. A few 
hundred live on the east coast, where they were formerly much 

 snor,  numerous. The greater part of the west coast Eskimo  
are now civilized members of the Danish colonies, and it  ό 

 stated that whereas in 043 only about  σ%  of the population  
were hell-breed., the blending of the Eskimo and Europeans is  
now  ιο  complete that no full-blooded Eskimo remain In Danish  
Greenland. The tribe of Eskimo living to the north of Melville  
Bay, the glaciers of which separate them from the people of  
Danish Greenland, was first described by Sir John Roes, who  
called them Arctic  Hlghkad&s.  They have been fully studied  
by Commander Peary, who succeeded In utilizing them in his  
great series of journeys, and to their aid he attributes the success  
of his method of Arctic travelling.  

The Arni' Sea.  

According to Its geographical position, the Arctic Sea might 
he described en the sea situated north of the  Arttic  Circle; but  
according to its natural  cosiSguratlon, it is better defined as the  
gulf-like northern termlnation  of the long and relatively narrow  
Atlantic arm of the ocean which extends north between Europe  
on one aide and America on the other. By this situation as the  
northern end of a long arm of the ocean Its physical conditions 

 are to a very great extent determined. This Arctic gulf is  
bounded by the northern mast, of Europe, Siberia, North  
Am.rlca,  the American Arctic archipelago, Greenland and  
Iceland. Its entrance is the open ing between Europe and  
Labrador divided by  Icaiind,  Greenland and the American  
Arctic Islands; end Its natural southern boundary would be the  

‚ubmazine  ridge extending from Scotland and the  Shetland  
Tb thecugh  the  Faaroe  Island, arid Iceland to Greenland, and  
continuing on the other aide of Greenland across Davis Strait  
to  BaSin  Land. This ridge separates the depression of the 
Arctic Sea, Glad with cold water at the bottom, from the deep  
dqxesdon  of the North Atlantic. The Arctic Sea communicates  

with the  PadSc  Ocean through Baring Strait, which  i.,  hοweνe, 
 only q  ro.  broad and 27 fathoms deep. The area of the Arctic 

Sea may be  eatlmated  to be about 3,600,000  sq.  m., of which  
nearly two-third. (or  s,goo,00o sq.  us.) I. continuously covered  
by Seating ice.  

The Arctic See may be divided Into the following part.:  
(r) The Honk Polo, Basis (including the Siberian Sea), bounded  
by the northern coasts of Siberia (from Bering Strait to the  
western Taimyr Peninsula), Franz Josef Land,  Spitsbeigeii,  
Greenland, Grinnell Land, Mel Heiberg Land,  Ringoes  Land,  
the Parry Islands and Alaska; (a) the Kane Sea, between  Notaya  
Zeoiiya  and the Siberian  coist,  south of a line from the north  
point of the former to Lonely Island  (Ensombeden)  and  Nordea-
akicid  Island;  ()  the  Barenls  and  Miwsean Sea, bounded  by  
Novayi  Zemlya, Franz Josef Land,  Spltsbergen,  Bear Island  
and the northern coasts of Norway and Rustle;  ()  the  Νοπseias  
Sea, between Norway,  Spitabergen,  Jan Mayan, Iceland and the  
Faeroea;  (3)  the  Gree,riimd Sea, between  Spltsbergen,  Jan  
Mayeo,  Iceland and Greenland; (6)  Ba5s Bay and Delis Streit,  

between Greenland, Ellesmere Land, North Devon and  BalSa  
Land.  

DeMhs.—Tbe  Arctic Sea forms an extended depression  
separating the two  larga,t  cont inental masses of the world  
—the European-Asiat ic  (Eurasia) and America. Along  'ta  
centre this depression Is deep, but around Its whole margin,  
on both sides, it is unusually  ahallow—a shallow submarine  
plateau or drowned plain extending northward from both  
continents, forming the largest known continental shelf. North  
of Europe this shelf may be considered as reaching  Spltsberge'I  
and Franz Josef Land, extending over more than  ιο  degrees  
of latitude, although there Is a somewhat deeper depression is  
between. North of  SpItsbergen  it reaches beyond  8ι  N., and  
north of Franz Josef Land probably somewhat north of 8 2  N.  
North of  SIberia  the shelf Is 350 us. broad, or more, with dept hs  
of 50 to So fathoms, or lees. In longitude 13?  Ε.  It  rcachts  
nearly 79 N., where the bottom suddenly sinks to form a deep  
sea with depths of  a000  fathoms or more. Far ther east  
probably has a similar northward extension. North of America 
and Greenland the Shelf extends to about latitude  "  N. This 
Shelf, or drowned plain, eviden tly marks an old extension of the  
continents, and its northern edge must be considered as the real  
margin Of their masses, the coasts of which have probably been 

 overliowed  by the sea at some comparatively recent geological  
period. On this  aubmarmne  plateau the Arctic lands are Steered  
—Spltabergen  (with Seven Islands  to the north, Bear Island and 

 Nope  Island to the south), Franz Josef Land, Novaya Zemlya,  
Lonely Island, the New Siberia blends, Wrangel Island, the 
American Arctic archipelago. The depth of the shell is, especi-
ally north of  SIberia,  very uniform, and usually not more than  
50 to go fathoms. North of Europe It is Intersected by a sub-
marine fjord- like depression, or broad channel, extending east-
ward from the Norwegian Sea. Between Norway and Bear  
Island this depression is about ago fathoms deep, and between  
Novaya  Zeinlya  and Franz Josef Land zoo to  r ο  fathoms deep.  
It glees α several submerged fjords or channels toward. the  
south-east into tire shallow  Μυτman  Sea,  e.g.  one channel, more  
than zoo fathom, deep, along the  Murman  coast towards the  
entrance of the White Sea; another narrow channel, In pasta zoo  
fathoms deep, along the south-west coast of Novaya  Zemlyt  
through Earn Strait. It also extends Into the Ears See,  

rounding the north point of Novaya  Zenslya  and forming a  
narrow channel along its eastern coast. On the American side  
similar but much narrower submarine depression., which may  

be called submarine fjords, extend from  BaSin  Bay into the  
continental shelf, northward through Smith Sound, Kane Basin  
and Kennedy Channel, and westward through  Lancaster  Sound.  

The greatest depths in the Arctic Sea have been found In the  
North Polar Basin, where depths of 5100 fathoms, 1n about  

se N. and 130  Ε.,  have been measured with certainty. It is  
deeper than  ιόpo  fathoms along the whole mute of the  
"Fram,"  from about p  N. end  Υ38° Ε.  to near  Spltsbergea.  
In 8' · N. and about  ·  E. the depth Is  sos.  fathoms,  
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and In Si N. and  ag'  E. it is 1116ο  fathoms. The northern  
end eastern extension of this deep basin l not known. 
Commander  Pesry  reports a depth of  zgoe  fathoms with no  
bottom at g sea miles Irons the Pole (about 89' se N.) when  
he tried to obtain a sounding. It was formerly believed  
that still greater  depibe  existed west of  SpitabexgeD,  in the  
so-called Swedish deep, where  sSoo  fathoms bad been sounded,  
but the  Nathoral  expedition in 1898  fo'wd  no greater depths  
theee than about 1700 fathoms. The Norwegian Sea,  
farther south, is  soco  fathoms deep midway between Iceland and  
Norway, in about sr N. This so-called Norwegian deep Is, as 
before staled, separated from the North Atlantic Basin by the 

 Wyville  Thomson ridge and the Faeroe-lceland ridge. Farther  
north there is a low  uanaverie  ridge extending  castwsrds  from  
Jan Mayen, in about 72'  Ν .,  which is about 1300  falboms  deep.  
North of this the sea is again deeper —rg8g  fathoms in  '  Ν. 

 Fοm  the north-west corner of  Spitabcrgcn  a submarine ridge  
extends in a north-westerly direction, with depths of about  uo 

 fathoms in St'  Ν.  and about ‚'E. How far this ridge extends  
is unknown, but there is a probability that it reaches Greenland, 
and  titus  separates the Swedish and the Norwegian deep from  
the deep  dep'esaion  of the  Nerth  Polar Basin. Damn Bay  
feints, probably, a relatively deep basin of about woo or  "oe 

 Whom, which is separated from the West Atlantic Basin by  

the  nballow  submarine ridge from Greenland to Damn Land in  
about 6' or 56° N. 

The  dej'osii  composing the bottom of the Arctic Sea  contalun  
in its northern part, in the North Polar Basin, extremely little  
matter of organic origin. It is formed mainly of mineral  

material, sandy clay of very disc grain, to an extent which is 
hardly found in any other part of the ocean with similar depths. 

 lt  contains only from a  ιο  ‚%  of carbonate of lime. Farther  
smith, In the sea between  Spitabergen  and Greenland, the 

 ‚mοunt  of carbonate of lime gradually increases owing to the 
 ibellaof foraminifera  (especially  biloculinae);  west of  Spilabergen  

the proportion rises to above so or even 30%, while in the 
direction of  Greenland  it is considerably lower. 

The ‚irc,daiiow  of the Arctic Sea may be explained  dretly  by  
the vertical and horizontal distribution of temperature said  
Wink),  (i,'.  density); secondly, by the  induence  of the winds, 
especially on the ice-covered su rface. The currents in this sea  
may  Ν  some extant be considered as convection currents,  
cassed  by the cooling of the water near the surface, which 
becomes heavier, sinks, and must be replaced on the surface  
by warmer water coming from the south, which is also influenced 
by the prevailing winds. On account of the rotation of the 
earth the  nortbward-ransslng  water on the  surface, as well as  
the sinking water, will be driven  ixia  north-easterly or easterly  
dinetion,  while the southward-Bowing water along the bottom, 

 ai wtll  an the rising enter, is driven south-weal or westward.  
This very simple  drculitiou,  however, is to a great extent  
comp&nted  on the one hand by the irregular  conilguration  of the  
see-bottom, especially the transverse submarine ridges—e.g.  
the  $pitsbergcn  ridge, the Jan Mayen ridge, and the Scetlend-
Fusee-let:kW ridge; and on the other band by the circumstance  
that the upper water strata of the  isa  are comparatively light  
in spite of their low temperature. These strata, about coo or  
i so  fathoms thick, are diluted by the  additIon  of fresh water 
from the North European, Siberian, Canadian and Alaskan 
rivers, as well as by precipitation, while at the same time the 
evaporation from the surface of the mostly ice-covered sea is  

Insignificant. The light surface strata will have a tendency to 
 ipetad  over the heavier water farther south, arid thus the polar 

surface  curtenta  running southward along the  eaSt  coasts of  
Grrms&snd, BaSin  Land and Labrador are formed, owing their  
westerly course to the rotation of the  carth  These currents  
are certainly to a great extent helped and increased by the  

prevailing winds of the region. The  ωinds get a Bros hold on  
the rough surface of the Boating ice, which, with its d eep hum-
macha  and ridges, gets a goad grip of the ester, transferring the  
mevemont  of the surface immediately down to at lea st  g or  
so fathoms.  

The ride( minute  reomag  into the λ 	Selene the  fdloniiga- 
s. The Gd!  Shear, or Atlantic drift,  jr-.og noiib-esatwasd  

over the Scotland -Farrot-leeland ridge, along the west coast of  
Norway, with one  ann  branching GC rastussi  mend the North  
Cape into the  Barenta Sm,  and another branch  eveateg aoeib.ud  
along the  esargia  of the duel between Norway, Dear Inland and  
Spitsbergcn.  pawing as a very narrow current along the west st 
of the latter, over the  Spi wo tcbergen  ridge (at its north-west owner),  

and into the North Polar Basin. where it  ‚IOwa gr'dually  northward  
and eastward  (on nοcοunt  of the rotation of the earth) keen the  
cold but lighter layer, too fathom thick, of polar water, and  Sb  
the whole bairn below too or 120 fa thoms to the bottom with  
Atlantic water.  

3. The  Irminger Carnal, running north along the  -_  coast of  
Iceland. One pact Wenches oil westward and  ioiibnaid  again  
in Denmark Strait, following the Greenland Polar Covent,  whust  
anothet  smaller part runs northward, eastward and south-eastward 
to the north and east of Iceland.  

3. An Atlantic current runs  nei·tflwsnl akaig  the west coast of  
Greenland, pews the ridge across Davis Streit, sad lows  
BaSin  Bay, forming its deeper  stnta  below the polar water is  
a similar way to the Gulf  Strcam  in the North Polar Basin.  fluere  
is a possibility that some slight portion of this current even reaches  

the latter along the bottom of the deep chann el  through Smith  

.  A  mmli  current running  aoiibwarii  into the North  Pohe  
Basin through  Bcring Stra,t.  

The Arctic Sea receives also a contribution of fresh water from  
the rivers of northern  Enrope,  Siberia and America,  ni  well as  
from the glaciers of Greenland and the  piacipitarlo. esur  the  whola 

 ares  of the sea itself.  
The chief currents nutting out of the Arctic Sea are: (c) The  

Greenland Polar Current, running southward along the cast coast  

of Greenland, and  dIviding  into two branches north of Iceland— 
(a) the east Greenland branch, passing !meth  thrraigh Denmm* 
Strait and rounding Cape Farewell- (b) the east Ireland branch, 
running south-esatward  between Iceland and Jan  Maycu,  towards 
the  Facrocs.  It seems as if only a small portion of this current  
actually paws the Farm-Iceland ridge end 'tenches the Atlantic  

Ocean. The  gieatse  part is partly mired with the  whe  of the  
Gulf Stream and is turned by the latter in a  north-easterly demotion,  
forming a kind of eddy or vortex movement in the sout hern 
Norwegian Sea. (2) The Labrador Polar Current, formed by the  
water running south through Smith Sound, Lancaster Sound and 
jesira Smiad,  as well en wane from  BaSin  Bay, and also from the  
east Greenland current rounding Cape Farewell and  anuag  
Davis Strait (g) Along the south-east coast of Spitsbergrn  a 
polar current also passes In a south-westerly cc westerly  directica  
past South Cape, where it meets the Gulf Stream. (4) A anal  
current probably also tuna out along the western side of Bering  
Strait.  

ΤσιιρeισΝον  and 8αΙίιάτυ.-1νΝια  the  tempuaturelacompaci,-
tively  uniform, with email variations, the difference in  sabzity  
between the upper and lower  *tata  is greater than in most  
other parts of the ocean. In the  Νο th  Polar Basin the vertical 
distribution of temperature  as well as  miuulty  is  vety  muck the  
same in all places examined. Near the aniline, from o down to  
coo fathoms, the water is below the freezing point of fresh  
ester—with a minimum of  Isetween  s8-y°  (-1.11°  C.)  niad  a84'  
(-1-9° C.) at a depth of about go fatho ms—and  ismuchdlintd  
with fresh water (see above), the salinity gradually ha'..'  
downward from about  ag  or go per mills near the surface to 
nearly 35 per mills in  ‚oo  fathoms.  Below tee fatbcans the 
temperature an well as the  islInIty  gradually  inanases, mitil  
they  apptoach  their  niszimum  in about 260 or zoo fathom,  
where the temperature varies between  gs-?  (0-3.  C.), north of  
the New Siberia Islands, and about 334'  (ι'  C.) ninth οί  k'taw  
Josef Land; and the salinity is about  35-ι  per  nullle.  From this  

depth the temperature gradually sinks downward; 3s (0°  C.) 
is found at about 490  fathoms  In the western part of the basin-
e.g.  between about 84° N.  sg°  B. and 8 1°  Ν.  8°  Ε.,  while it  
is found In about 400 fathoms farther  east—e.g.  in  8ιr  ΙΙ  and  
123°  Ε.  In depths between 1400 and  xSoo fathunie  the tempera-
ture has α seοοτιd  minimum between go." (-0.8°C.)  aad gο-4  
(—°-°  C.), below which depth the temp erature  agahe  mm 

 alowly,  a  f.w tetiths  of a degree towards the bolt... In all  
depths below zoo fathoms the salinity of the water  reomian vacy  
much the same, about  35- ι  per mills, with very slight  vasfaliona.  
This  coniparatively  warm and saline water evidently  οeigisstes 
from the branch of the Gulf Stream passing math  maum  the  
submaiot  ridge  ftonn  north-weal  Spitsbezgess.  The ve rtical  
dsitrsb ώ n  of temperature and  saibsily  is  vecy  much theses%  
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sesames and minter, thenugheut the North Pblar Basin, except  
near the surface, which In summer is covered by a layer of fresh  
water arising from the melting of the snow-covered surface of  
the floe-ice. This fresh-water layer may attain a thickness of 
301 6 ft. between thefloes. North of the Siberian coast the sea 
is, during summer, covered with a layer of warm water from the 
Siberian rivers, and the temperature of the surface may rise to 
several degrees above freezing-point. 

In the Norwegian and Greenland Sea, there are greater radii-
tens οf ιemρeτaιιυw. Below a certain limit, which in the northern 
part (on the eastern side) lg about ssο fathoms deep, and in the  
shuibem part between 300 and 400  fathoms deep, the whole  
basIn of this sea is filled with water which has an unusually  
uniform salinity of about 34.92 per milk, and the temperature 
of which Is below zero centigrade, gradually sinking downward  
from the above-mentioned limit, where it is  i° (ο°  C.); and down  
to 29.8° ( —i-a° C.) or *94° (— .3° C.) nearthebottomin 140001  

ifloo fathoms. This cold underlying water of such a remarkably 
uniform and comparatively low salinity is formed chiefly In a 
small area between Jan Mayan and Spiisbergeis, by the formation  
of keandcooling down of the Atlantic surface Water by sssliallon 
of heat during the winter. Ιιι this manner the surface water 
becomes heavier than the underlying waicr and gradually s1nk 

 ιο  the bottom. Tbis.water seems to be distinctly dWereni from 
the hitherto known waler filling the deep of the North Polar 

 Basin, as it baa a Tower salinity and lower temperature; the  
known bottom temperature of the North Polar Basin being 
beiween  scτ ;°  (--ο.7°  C.) and  ο.'°  (-0-9° C.), and the salinity 
about 33.1 pee mile. Thin fact bears to indicate that there can 
be no direct ςοmmυπicaί iοn between the deep depression of the  
North Polar Basin and the Norwegian-Greenland Sea, which 
are probably separated by a submarine ridge running from the 
earth-west corme of Spitabcegen to Greenland.  

The above-mentioned layer of uniform cold water of the  
Ναrwegίan-Green Ιand Sea is, along its eaxtcm side, coveted by 
the warm and nil= water of the Gulf Strcam Bowing northward 
alosig the wit coast of Norway, Bear Island and Spitsbeegen, and  
forming the upper strata of the sea about 300 to  οο  fathoms  
deep. The maximum temperature of this water is on the surface 
about 46°  (8°  C.) 1050° (so' C.) west of northern Norway, and  
about 37°  (3° C.) to 39b  (4 C.) west of Spitabergea. The  aaliniiy  
Is generally between 35.0 and 33.3  per  rifle. 

Along the western side of this sea, towards the tast coast of  
Greenland, the underlying cold water us. covered by the less  
saline water of the polar current, which in the upper strata of the  
sea, from the surf.aee down to about ieo fathoms, b*a very much  
the game temperature and salinity as in the upper cold and less  
saline strata of the North Polar Basi,u Near the east coast of  
Greenland, a layer of comparatively waxen and saline water, with 

 a temperature of 32-7' (0.4° C.) and a sslinity of 352 ρετ  mile.  
baa  been found (by the Ryder expedition in uSgs) below the cold  
and lighter polar water in a depth of q to go fathoms. Thu  
warmer µndercυτent is a continuation of the warm Spilabergen  
current sending  ο  a branch westward from Spluabergen, and 
thus forming a great vortex movement in the Spitsbcrgen.  
Greenland Sea similar to the one mentioned farther 509t Ι In the  
Norwegian yea,  

in  Brirejds  Sr* the ttmperat'iire and salInity are highest In the  
western part near Norway or between Norway and Bear ΙΙa ιιd,  
*here the eastern branch of the Gulf Stream enters and where  
in summer the salinity generally Is between 34-8 and 35  per mile  
from the surface down to the bottom, and the surface tempera-
ture generally is about 41° 0r43° (5°C. or 6°C.), and ibebottom  
temperature Is above zero centigrade. The eastern past of 
Barenti Sea is filled with water of a little lo*er salinity, the  
deeper strata of which are νςιy cold, with'temρeτStυτe even en  
low as sfl-g  (— τ ·7'  C.), but often with salinity abow 35-0 per  
mile. Τhis cold and saline water Is formed during the fotmatioe  
of icr on the sea-surface. The bottom temperature is every-
where In the eastern part below zero centigrade and geism-nlly  
Luke —z°  C.  . 

'lb.  Κατα  See is covered near the surface with a Ιay τ of mid  

water much diluted by the fresh water from the Siberian rims,  
especially the Ob and the Yetisel. The salinity vanes between  
29 and 34 per milk; near the mouth of the risen it is naturally 
muds lower. 

The vertical distribution of temperature and salinity in $qjlis  
Βαυ seems to be very similar 10 that of the North Polar Basis,  
with a cold but less saline upper stratum of water—with a 
minimum temperature of about 289° (— 1-7° C.)—and a warmer 
and more saline deeper stratum from iou to sop fathoms down-
wards, with a maximum temperature of 334° (9 ,9° C.) in about  
200 faihoms, and the temperature slowly decreasing towards the  
bottom.  

Avdk  Ion—As before meniloned, at least Ιwο4biιds of the 
Arctic Set is constantly covered by drifting ice. This ice is  
mostly formed on the surface of the sea itself by freezing, the  
so-called floe-ice or tea-ice. A small part is jlao river-k;  
formed on the rivers, especially these of Siberia, and carried into  
the sea during the spring or summer. Another comparatively  
small pall of the ice originates from the gl αcierα of the Arctic  
lajida.  These pieces of glacier-ice or icebergs arc, as a rule,  
easily distinguished from the floe-ict  by their wee and structure.  
They occur almost exclusively in the seas round Greenland,  
where ibey originals from the glaciers descending into the sea.  
from tbo inland ice of Greenland. Some small icebergs are also  
foamed in Franz Josef Land, Spitabergen, Nevaya Zemija,  
Grinnell Land, &c., but they are comparatively Insignificant, and  
are not as a rule carried far from the coaSts. Sea-ice cc floe-iou  
is formed during the autumn, winter and spring, especially  iα  
the Noith Polar Basin, bust also in the Kara Sea,,lb.grealer part  
of Bareiuts Sea, the oorthemmc.t part of the Norwegian Sei  
(near Bear Island and towards Jan 1/20,0), Gretrslaisd Ste and  
Bailn Bay. The  Boe'ice  does aol, as a rule, grow thicker than  
g or 8 ft. in one yter, but when it floats in the water for some  
years it may attain a thickness of  ιό  ft. or more directly by  
freezing. By the constant upheaval from pressure much greeter  
thicknesses see attained in the piled-up hummocks and nibble  
which may be 2ο tO 3011. high above the water wise., floating.  
During the summer the floe-ice decreases again by melting  
partly on the surface owing to the direct rndiatioa of frost from  
the sun, partly on.tbe under side owing  Ιο  the higher iempersluro  
of the miler in which it floati. 'lire heal kind of melting  i,  that  
which prevaikisr the North Polar Basin, which the second occurs  
in more southern latitudes, The floe-ice is constantly more og  
less in mowement, candid by winds and currents. The changiag  
wind, and also 10 5 great extent the changing tidal current,  
causes diverging movements in the ice by breaking it Into Urger 
or smaller fines. When the floes aeparate, lanes end channels ar 11 

 formed; when ihey meet, ice.pressvres am., md the ficea ar  
piled up to fonts hummocks or ridges,  md  thus the ursevea poise  
ice arises. In the North Polar Basin the fl ο*8ce Is dpwlycarried 
by the prevailing winds and the currteta iii an Ivurage direction  
hem Bering Strait and the New Siberia Islands, north of Feauss  
Josef Land and Sρhsbeτgen near the Noatb Pole, towards the  
Ginenland Sea and southward along the east custel DI Greenland. 
Such a drift ώ  an Ica-fleg from the sea north of Bering StraIt  1* 
the east coast of Greenland probably takes, as a mile, fearer five  
years, and the firms fin= in this part of the sea are oat, lherefe'e.  
generally older. What the drift of the ice is on the American side  
Of the North Polar Basin  i&  still little know,. But there it uS  

probably more or less blocked rip in its southeard movement by  
the islands of the American Arctic archipelago, and the Ice-floes  
may thus grow very old and thick. Commander Peary found  a 
strong easterly m*vcsneat of the floes in the region πτth of  
Grant Land in ιgο. The southward distnbuiicm of the drifting  
floe-ice (the pack Ice) in Barents Sea, Norwegian-Greenland Se*  
and Davis Strait may differ much from one year to another, and  
these variations Ire evidently due to mom or Ic,s periodical  
variations in the currants and also in the directions of · Ιhe pre- - 
railing winda. In mint places the ice his its most aootberly  
distribution during the late winier and spring, while the hats  
summer and aatumn (end of Augrut and September) is the moat  
cρώ  seem,. 
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Biological Cosidiiions —llie  development of organic life is 

comparatively poor in these parts of the Arctic Sea which are  
continuously covered by ice. This is, amongst other things,  
proved by the bottom deposits, which contain exceptionally  
little carbonate of lime of organic origin. The reason Is evidently 
that the thick ice prevents to a great extent the development of 
plant life on the surface of the sea by absorbing the light; and as  
the plant life forms the base for the development of animal life,  
this has also very  imfavourable  conditions. The result is that-
e.g.  in the  interiorof  the North Polar Basin—there  isexcepuonally  
little punt life in the sea under the ice-cove ring, and the animal  
life both near the surface and in deeper strata is very poor in  
individuals, whilst it is comparatively rich in species. Near the 
outskirts of the Arctic Sea, where the sea is more or less open 
during the greater part of the year, the pelagic plant life as well as 
animal life Is unusually rich, and, especially during the early  
summer, there is often here such a development of plankton  (i.e.  
pelagic life) on the sea-surface as is hardly found in any other part 
of the ocean. It seems as If the polar water is specially favourable  
for the development of pelagic plant life, which makes  the Sere, 
and consequently also the fauna, Sourish as soon as the ice-
covering disappears and the water surface is exposed to the full  
sunlight of the long Arctic day. At the same time the tempera-
ture of the  wheT  rises, and thus the conditions for the c hemical 
changes of matter and nutritive as similation are much improved. 
The Arctic Sea, more especially the North Polar Basin, might 
thus be considered as a lung or  reaervolr  in the circulation of the  
ocean where the water produces very little life, and thus, as it  
were, gets time forest and accumulate those substanc es  necessary  
for organic life, which are everyw here Present only In quite 
minimal quantities. It is also a remarkable fact of Interest in 
this connexion that the greatest fisheries of the world seem to be 
limited to  pisces  where waters from the Arctic Ocean and from 
more southern  ions meet—e.g.  Newfoundland, Iceland,  lofolen  
and  Flnm,rkcn  in Norway.  

The mammalian life is also exceptionally rich In individuals  
along the outskirts of the Arctic Sea. We meet In those waters,  

especially along the margin of the drifting ice, enormous quantities  

of seals of various kinds, as well as whales, which live on the  
plankton end the fishes in the water. A similar development of  

mammalian life is not met with anywhere else In the ocean,  
except perhaps in the Antarctic Ocean and Bering Sea, where,  
however, similar conditions are present. In the interior of the 
Arctic Sea or the North Polar Basin mammalian life Is very 
poor, and consists mostly of seine straggling polar bears which  
ptobably occsslonaliy  wander everywhere over the whole expanse  
of Ice; some seals, especially  Pkiica fodida,  which has been seen  
1. far north as between 84 and  δ°  N.; and a few whales,  
especially the narwhal, which has been seen in about 8° N.  

The bird life is also exceptionally rich on the outskirts of the 
Arctic Sea, and the coasts of most Arctic lands are every summer 
inhabited by millions cif sea-b irds,  forming great colonies almost 
on every  reck. These birds are also dependent for their living 
on the rich plankton of the surface of the sea. In the interior 
if the Arctic Sea the bird life is very poor, but straggling sea-
birds may probably be met with  occasionslly  everywhere, during 
summer-time, over the whole North Polar Basin.  

Blrn.roGRAPnv.—Por  very full references to  pnlar  exploration see  
A. W.  Grecly.  Handbook of  Polar Disuses, (4th ed., London and  
New Vet*, '910), and fora nearly complete bibliography of earlier  
polar  Ιiter ιυre  see J.  Chavanne  and other.. lie Likruh're of the  
Edo, Reg,oiu  (Vienna, 1878). W. Scoresby, An  Accoiml of the  
Ardic Regioiis (2  vol..,  Edinburgh,  Ilso):  W.  Ε.  Parry,  ΑΙΙemµ  to  
,enok the No.1k  Pole (London, 1828); S. Osborn. lie Dsseonry  of  the  
Norik. Wed P'ssσgg (Lodοπ. 1857);  Μ CΙiatοck.  Α  Narro.iise  of Ike  
Disceguy of the Fuji of Sir 108s Frniklia, &c. (London, 1859);  
G. S.  Nares'  Voyage  Ιο  the Polar Sea,  ι8"- ι876  (2  vo1'. London, 
1878); A. H. Markham, The Creel Prow. Sea (London,  1 έ 78.  &c);  
3.  Ricbsiihoii,  The Polar Regimes (Edinburgh, 1861); A. v.  Midden-
όer,  "Dec Golf  .tmm aetw5rt. voin Nordkap," Pd'rmar'iis  3(11-  
Wang'. (Goths.  07 1 ): A. Petermann, "Die  Enchliesaung eines  
Thailea  des  nOrduichen £ismecrcs. .. im Ιζaχiscben Mecre.  1870,"  
Pd'rmaw Mius flaage'. 0871); and numerous other papers in  
lbe sum. periodical; C.  Ε.  Markham. The lbeskdd if the Ui.-
lessia. Rigio.  (London.  1873); Di, smile deaiIs'h.  No.-d$$f.krI  

sate.  Fskmig des Celt K. Xddeswy  (' vole.,  l»dpig.  ι87 -ι87)' 
Manuel a/ She Ne.Isral Nisiory, Geology. and ?kynes .f  (Ιοw.Ιas'  
and the sesgkboau'ing Regions, published by the Admiralty (London,  
1 875);  A,clic Geology  a.d flIkiedogy,  published  by the Royal  
Geographical Society (London. 1875); C.  Wsypiecbt, Die  Md.-
..orp.bose'.  des Pelorolsea (Vietna1  '879); paper, on die results  
of the  Austro.Hungarian Exp.ditaoa, 1 872-1874, in  Pdu,ia.zs  
M,Ikujinije,i  (1875, and especially  1878); 3.  Payer, Ness Lands  
sulk,. Ike  Archc Csrde  (a  vol..  London, 1876); E.  Bessel..  
ScseiiI,f,c Results of the U.S. Α rck E.zp.diiion, C F. d1 sees- 
'sieaidmg. vol. I. ςWaιέ iπetοsι 1874);  Die amerikeuist N. k' ,dpd. 
£r$diiw' (Leipzig, ι89; T.'. Nmuegi.. No.08 AdasIic Exgedi- 
lion. 1876-1873, especially; Ii. Μοhn1  "The North (keen: , 
Depths.  Temperature  and Circulation  ' (Cbrigisdis,  1857); an  
"Chemistry," by H.  Tornae  and L.  Scbmelck (Chrigiania, s88n. 
1882); A. E.  ΝοrdrnιΙίδέ Ι.  lb  Voyage.! the " Vega " (London.  
1880 ; several reports on the six voyages  of the  "Willesn Baxeiits"  
in the summers of ‚87810  1883, published is Dutch (Amsterdam and  
Haadem,  '879-1887); Dc Long,  Tb. Vgyage of 18' "bangle "; 
the Skip and Ice Journal, of George W. V. Loeg (2 vale. Lcodon. 
1883); Otto  Petterssun,  "Contributions to the Hydrography of the 
Siberian Sea,' in  Vegi.-Bxpedihoneus wIei.sk.$dig's Iakllagdur. vol. 8.  
(Stockholm,  ι883);  Axel  Haaaberg, "flydrograSak Kemiska Iakt- 
tagelser  under den avenks Exyeditionen  till  GrOnland,  ι88,"  
B'kaug  ltd 8. mnska .d.-okad. Hasidlsager, νοι is. No.  ι ό  sad  vol.  
Σ.  No. 13 (Stockholm, '884 and 1885)' 0.  Kglmmei, Ziendbeek der  
Oa'e'ograpkie (a vole., Stuttgart; and ad., 1907 , &c..); C. Rydir, 
"Den  Osgr*nlaod.ke Expedition,"  Medddde', so. riu)α.4  
131  xvii. (Copenhagen, 1895);  Zsforkddese  i  Nosdko.d 1377- 
zSpa,  with  ιο  charts (Copenhagen, 1896); 0.  Pettemon  sad G. 
Ekmsn, "Die  hydmgrapbocb.en Verbaitawe der chews Wanner-
,chichteo  den  ntedhchen Nordmeeria zwagbo.i Spgzbergan, Geis-  
land 'md der  oorwegs.cbems 1(0g. in den Jabren 1896 'md  1897." 
Bmhasg 1111 der K. Swii'ka Vet -Akud. k'sadlisgar, vol. xxiii.  ‚ii. 8.  
No. 4;  The Danish JagdJ Ex$diSiou; ...  especially M.  KnudSen,  
"Hydrography "  in  vol.,.  (Copenhagen. 1890 F.  Nassen.  Ponies'  
No.1k  (2  vol..,  London,  ι89j);  ΤΙ'  Noonegioa No.*k  Polar Rx/wd.. 
ties. 2843-2896: Scsesh.f' Results; see  ea,1.ecmaΠy  F.  Nansen,' The 
Oceanography of the North Polar Basin, In  vol.8. Να 9τ "Some  
Results of the Norwegian Arctic Expedition '886-ι896,"  Ger. 
graphical Jeered(Lond J on, May 1897). By ', Gamete and  nIb., 
there are, since '895, yearly reports with charts el the gate of the  
ice of the Arctic seas, in the  Nawjiesl-Mdeorolo,j'al Aaanoi  418.  
Da,rnk Meleordop'al iasi.dulr  (Copenhagen). Several Rows.  
papers In various Russian periodical.,  e.g. N.  Knipovitch," Matinal 
concerning the Hydrology of the White Sea and the  Murow  
Sea."  Badlelin  di  Ι aωd3i' msep.  des seances di S Ρ iτsb.s,g  
(October  1897); Prince B.  Calitzin On the Extension of the Gull 
Stream in the Arctic Ocean" li'&d.  (November 1898, both in 
Russian), &c.; N.  Knipovitcui, ' Η ydiukgi.che Urnersocha 
ins  europdisehen Eiimecr,"  A... d. Hydr. 5,  else**.  Μ  
( 1 905);  Filip ΑkerbΙοs, " Rαherche ockanogrspbiquea.  Expedi-
tion de  Μ.  A. G.  Νathοτst  en 5899,"  Upsala Uui,esdd Arssb'Jl  
(1903). MaIk.ock NaIwrwIluskop lZ. (lipiala,  ‚904); And Hsmberg, 
"Hydrographiache Arbeiten der von Α.  C.  Nathoese g.ieiiese. 

 schwdiachen Poiarexpeditlon 1898."  Κιι'Ι. emsuhe  
ΗeadΙiner vol.  el. No. ' (Stockholm, 1906)' 
Waters,' Vmdenskabs Sdskabels Skn Ιkr, vol  i.  No.  3 (Chriglenia,  
‚906);  Β.  l4elland-Han,en  and F.  Nansen, " The Norwegian Sea,"  
Repoi' .. Norwegian Fishery sad Marine mNWSIIgaIIea.. vel.  8.  
Νο s (Bergen, '909); Due  d'Oetfam, Cm**.  ackweg.phigae 
dims In Μ'. di' Gri,,ia,.d en Σ  3  (Brussels, 1 ), see eqieciaBy  
B.  Helland-Hanien  and E.  KOJOCd. Η3dτ gτoρ'i&  

(H.  Ε.  M.; F. N.)  
ANTAiCTIC Rzoroi' 

Hislory  .f  'fjiiarclk Exploralinn,—Jsltbough  the  Antsxctk  
region was not reached by the first explorer until the Arctic  
region bad been for centuries a resort of adventurers  , ,‚ 
in search of the route to the East, the discovery of 

 
the south  polar region was really the more direct  
outcome of the main stream of geographical exploration. It was 
early understood by the Greek geographe rs  that the known world 
covered only a small portion of the  northera hemisphere and that 
the whole southern  hemisphere awaited exploration. with its  
torrid, temperate  έnd fiigid  zones repealing the  dimaik  regions 
familiar in the northern hemisphere, the habitable land of the 
south temperate soon being separated from the known world  
by the practically impassable belt of the torrid zone. During  
the middle ages the sphericity of the earth came to be viewed as  
contrary to Scripture and was generally discredited, and it was  
not until Prince henry the Navigator began in ‚418 to encourage  
the  pemtetxstion  of the torrid zone in the  efort  to reach India  
by circumnavigating Africa that the exploration of the  sotitbers  
hemisphere  bcgan.  The doubling of the Cape of Good Hope is  
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1417 by Bartholomew  DEar  hat brought explorers within touch  
of the Antarctic cold, and proved that the ocean separated Africa  
from any Antarctic land that might exist. The passage of  
Magellan's Strait In 1520 showed that America and Asia also 
were separated from the Antarctic continent, which was then  
believed to extend from Tierra del Fuego  aouthwanL  The  
doubling of Cape Horn by  Drake  in  π8  proved that the Tierra  
del  Fυ gο  archipelago was of small extent and that any continent  

ever died it hinder deed. It Is not to the purpose here to describe  
in detail how  Schoirten  and Le  Maire redi'acονered  the southern 
extremity of Tierra del Fuego and named Cape Horn in  16ι5,  
bow  Quiecs in 16ο6  took  pcaaesaionlor  the king of Spain of .11 the  
lands he had discovered in Au stralia del  Eapintu  Santo (lire New 

 Hebrides) and those he would discover "even to the Pole," or 
how Tasman In 042  showed that New Holland (Australia) was  
separated by sea from any continuous southern continent. 
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which lay to the south moat be within the  τ gΕοn  of perpetual  
winter. Before  this, however, vague reports of land to the south  
of the Malay archipelago had led European geographers to connect  
on their globes the coast of  'l'erra del Fuego with the coast of  
New Guinea, and allowing their imaginations to run riot in the  
vast unknown spaces of the south Atlantic, south  Todian  and  
Pacihd ocesna,  they sketched the outlines of a vast cont inent  
stretching In parts Into the tropics. The search for this great  
south land or Third World was a leading motive of explore rs  in  
the 2611  and the only part of the 27 th ceirIiirici,  and no  Disolon  
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Voyagers round the Horn frequently met with  coatraq  winds  
and were driven southward into snowy skies and Ice-encumbered  
seas; but so far as can be ascertained none of them before  irn  
reached the Antarctic circle, or knew it, if t hey did. The story 
of the discovery of land in 64° S. by Dirk  Gemtsz  on board the 

 "Blijde Boodechap"  in  ι  gig has recently been shown to be 
the result of the mistake of a commentator,  lCuper Barlarua,  

1625. Much controversy has arisen an to whether South Georgia 
was sighted in 1675 by La Roche, but the point is of no import

-ama  in the  develqmseut  of the history el  explorailori.  Ii may  
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'alely beuld  that all the tavig5toia  who kiln  iikb  the southern  
ice up to  a ο  did so by being driven  ofl  their course and not of  
set purpose.  An  ezce$ion  may perhaps be made in favour of  
Halley'. voyage in  H.M.S.  '°Paramour" for magnetic investi-
gations In the South Atlantic when he met the ice In s° S. in  
January 1700; but that latitude was his farthest smith. A  
determined  efiort  on the part of the French naval  omcer P1cm  
Bouvet to discover the South Land described by a half legendary  

.ieur  dc  Gonneville  resulted only in the discovery of  Bouvel  
Island In  ιο'  S., and in the navigation of 48 degrees of  longi.  
hide of ice-cumbered see nearly in  ss°  S. in 5 739. In  177' Viva  
Joseph  Ecrguelen  sailed from France with instructions to proceed  
outh  from Mauritius in search of "a very large continent."  

Fie lighted upon a land in  ο°  S. which he called South France,  
and believed to be the central mass of the sout hern continent.  
He was sent out  agalsi  to complete the exploration of the new  
land, and found it to be only an inhospitable island which he re-

amed in disgust the Isle of Desolation,  kert  in which posterity  
baa  recognised his courageous  edorts  by naming it  Kerguekn 

 Land. The obsession of the undiscovered continent culminated  
In the brain of Alexander  Dairymple,  the brilliant and erratic 

 bydrograpber  who was nominated by the Royal Society to com-
mend the Transit of Venus expedition to Tahiti in 1769, a post  
be coveted less for its astronomical interest than for the oppor-
tunity it would  a οτd  him of confirming the truthfulness of his  
favourite explorer  Qdlros.  The command of the expedition was  

*iven  by the admiralty to Captain James Cook, whose geo-
graphical results were criticized by  Dairymple  with a force and  
persistence which probably had some weight in deciding the  
admiralty to  senςί  Cook Out again with explicit instructions to 
Solve the problem of the southe rn  continent. 
.  Sailing in 1772 with the "Resolution," a vessel of 462 tons 
under his own command and the" Adventure "of 336 tons under 

Captain  Tobias  Furneaux,  Cook first searched  in vain 
for  Bouvel  Island, then sailed for so  degrees of 

longitude to the westward in latitude  58.  S., and then 300  east-
ward for the most part south of  ύe S. a higher southern latitude 
than had ever been voluntarily entered before by any vessel. 
On the 17th 01 January 1773 the  AntarcticCirclewas  crossed for. 
the first time in history and the two ships reached 670  ι 5'  S. in 39° 

 as'  Ε.,  where their course was stopped by ice. The re  Cook turned  
northward to look for South France, of the discovery of which 
be had received news at Cape Town, but from the rough determi-
nation of his longitude by Kerguelen, Cook reached the assigned  
latitude  io°  too far east and did not see It. He turned south 
again and was stopped by ice in 6τ°  52' S. and s°  Ε.  and con

-linped  eastward nearly on the parallel of 60° S. to 147°  Ε.  where  
on March  ι ό th  the approach ing winter drove him northward  
fee rest to New Zealand and the tropical islands of the  Pacilic. 

 In November '773 Cook left New Zealand, having parted corn-
rune with the "Adventure," and reached 60° S. in ‚770  
whence he sailed eastward keeping as far south as the floating 
ice allowed.  The Antarctic Circle was crossed on the  soth  of 
December and Cook remained south of it for three days, being 
compelled alter reaching 67° 3" S. to stand north again in  
'35°  W. A long detour to 47°  50' S. served to show that  
there was no land  coonexion  between New. Zealand sod Tierra  
del Fuego, and turning south again Cook crossed the Antarc-
tic circle for the third time In  log0  30' W., and four days later  
his progrcss ems blockedby ice in;x° zo'S.,  zee 54' W. This 
point, reached on the 30th of January 1774, was the farthest 
south attained In the  zllth  century. With a great  detοµr  to the 
east, almost to the coast of South America, the expedition  
regained Tahiti for refreshment. In November 1774 Cook  
started from New Zealand and crossed the South Pacific without  
sighting land between 53°  and  "°  S. to  TierrI  del Fuego, then 
passing Caps Horn on the 29th of December he discovered 
the Isle of Georgia and Sandwich Land, the only  ice.clad 

 land he had seen, and crossed the South Atlantic to  the  
Cape of Good Hope between  °  and 60° S., thereby  '.4ρ1"  
Dalrymple's  continent from all the oceans and  Ιa24 ie °°" 
way for future Antarctic exploration by S Odh 1bie Ωl7  

habitable  amitbern eeiitinsst. CooWa time  .ονεbcrΙy'ebeσνιη 
 of land  liy  on the temperate aide of the  6α b  parallel, and he  

convinced himself that if laid lay farther  souIb  it was ριατύ ειυυ  
'.Cc.ndble  and of no economic valise.  

Soon after Cook's return  seslers  set out on voyages  to  Sooth  
Georgia both from England and America, but no dear amounts  
of the southern limits 'of their voyages before the seem"  
year 1819 can now be obtained.  InFebnsaiyof  that  SWwses.  
year William Smith of the brig"  WIlliaMs"  trading between  
Monte Video and  Vslparaiso,  rounding the Horns with a wide  
sweep to the south, saw land in 62°  ο'  S. Repeating the voyage  
in October he saw the land distinctly, and named it New South  
Shetland. The" Williams' was  chsitered  by the British  navil  
commander on the Pacific station, and in  iSao  Edward Brass.  
field, master  R.N.,  surveyed the group and went as far  sa  6 .30'  
among the islands. Meanwhile American scalers from Stoning.  
ton, Connecticut, bad begun operations on the newly  dv. 

 covered land, and one of these, Nathaniel B. Palmer, discovered  
the mountainous  archIpelago  still farther south which now  
bears his name. In  18/1-182τ  George Powell, apparently a  
British sealer, discovered and surveyed  the South Orkney  
Islands which, though typical Antarctic lands, lie outside the  
Antarctic region.  

A voyage only second in importance to that of Cook was planned  
in Russia and sent out by the emperor Alexander I. under the 
command of Fabian von  Bellingshauseo  in the as,  
"Vostok," with Lieut.  Lazarefi  in the "Mimi" anm  
in company, both vessels being about  5οο  tons. The object of  
the expedition was to supplement that of  Co*k  by circum- 
navigating the Antarctic  ar,  taking care to keep  ώ  far south as 
possible in those longitudes  where Cook bad made his northward  
detours. Bellingshausen entered on his exploring work by sight- 
ing South Georgia at the end of December 1819, discovered the  
Traverse Islands, sighted the Sandwich group and met a solid 
ice-pack In 60° S., to get round which he made a wide detour, 
sailing east to the south of Cook's teed, end getting south of the  
όoιh ρarafleΙ in ό°W. Οn Ιlιe2ό th  of January he crossed the 

 AntarcticCirclein  3.,  W. and by February 1st had reached 69° 25'  
in  i°  τι'  W., a latitude which has never been surpassed on that 
meridian. Being stopped by ice, Bellingshausen turned northward  
and then continued to the east well to the south of Cook's track,  
getting south again as the ice permitted and reaching fig° 6' S. is 
'8°  Ε.  On this occasion he was able to sail for three degrees of  

longtitude  within the circle before being forced north of it by a 
succession of heavy gales. Re still kept eastward south of  65°S. 

 and crossed the circle once more in 41°  Ε.,  where the number 
of birds seen suggested the proximity of land, and in fact  
Enderhy  Land was not very far of!, though out of sight.  &  
storm of unexampled violence drove the ships  northward,but 

 they still held to the east south of 60° S. as far as 87°  Ε.,  having 
followed the edge of the ice through those meridians south of  
Kerguelen Land where  Cook had made a great detour to the  
north. Bellingshausen now made for Sydney to rest and refit.  
arriving there on the  2ρth  of March 182ο.  alter 131 days under 
sail from his last port. At Sydney  Bellingahausce. belled of  
the discovery of the South  Shetlanda,  and leaving early is  
November reached the sixtieth parallel a month later in longi- 
tude  Ζ'3°  W., and sailing eastward kept south of that parallel 
through 145 degrees of longitude during sixty-five days, never 
out of sight of the ice, keeping close along the pack edge through  
the great  gaii  left by Cook south of New Zealand. He managed  
to cross the circle three times more, in 1 64°  3Ο  W., in 120° W. 
and in 92° 50' W., where he readied 69°  ss'  S., the culminating 

 point of the voyage. As the cruise was supplementary to  
Cook's, no attempt was made to get south of the  wetidfsn 

 where that great navigator made his highest la titude.  (hi the  
22nd 01 January  τ82 τ,  the day after reaching his highest  blitude,  
Bellingshsusm' sighted the first land ever seen within she 

 ""rπόther ααά isιiαriαιίά ,ιmitnerned  alter Peter I.  λ  wreak  
at a  diatsace  of 40 m. and sketches  mw'Alexanderl.,  was  ama  
which she black suck stood cut in ζenheks bold nuttier is 

the ιαιιm 
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Bellingebausen  then tnidetor the South Shetlinds, where be  

met the American settlers, and thence returned to R'aala. The  

voyage was a worthy pendant to that ci Cook; It was carried  
out with & faithful devotion to rastructiοne and consummate  
smmanship, arid as a result it left only half the periphesy  
of the Antarctic Circle within which land could possibly project  
beyond the Frigid Zone.  

The next episode in the history of Antarctic exploration eras  

the voyage of James Weddell, a retired master R.N., in 1823. 
ws'd'I.  Weddell was in command of the "Jane," a brig of 

xdo  tons, with the cutter "Beaufoy" of 65 tons in 
company, and after cruising among the South Orkneys during 
January he started for the south on exploration, and as he was 
well equipped with chronometers his positions may be taken as of 
a fee higher degree of accuracythan these ofordlnaryaealers. On  
the soth of February be reached the highest latitude yet attained,  
;° if' S. in 4°  17' W., having seen much icebut no impenetrable 
pack, and at the farthest point the sea waa clear and open, but 
the Iatensts of the season and the length of the return voyage 
decided him to go no farther. Weddell made interesting mike-
lions of Antarctic animals, including the type specimen of the 
seal which bears his name, and the book In which he describes  
his voyage testifies to the keenness of his observations and 
the soundness of his reasoning. The sea which he penetrated so 
far to the south he named after the reigning king, George TV., 
but It is now known as Weddell Sea.  

In 1829 Captain Henry Foster, R.N., in Η.Μ.S. "Chanti-
clout" spent some months In the South Shellands carrying on 
pendulum and gravity observations at the roost southerly 
harbour that could be found, and though be did not go south of 
63° so' S. the direful observations which were made thmw  

much light on the physical conditions of the Antarctic regions. 
The firm of Enderby Brothers of London took a conspicuous 

part 16 the exploration of the Antarctic seas during the first  
four decades of the zglh century. They encouraged 
the masters of the whaling and sealing craft which 

they sent to the southern seas to take every opportunity that 
oflered for exploration and to fix the position of any land 
seen with the greatest possible accuracy. The voyage of the 
Enderbya' brig" Tubs," under the command of John Biscoe, R.N., 
with the cutter "Lively" in company, is worthy to rank with 
Cook's and Bellingaliausen's expeditions, for It repeated and 
advanced upon their achievements with a mere fraction of their 
resources. Bisece, who apparently had never heard of Bellings-
hansen's discoveries, was a keen explorer and a man given to 
thinking over and reasoning upon all that he saw, and iii many 
of his conclusions he was far in advance of his time. At the 
beginning of January 1831  Biscoe,  who had been hunting vainly  
for seals on the Sandwich group, started on a voyage easterly to 
look for new islands, and in trying to get south of 60° S. he had to 
coast the impenetrable ice-pack as far as io° W., and continuing 
be got within the Antarctic Circle in t°  Ε.  on a track parallel to 
that of Belllngshauaen but farther east. Contrary winds delayed. 
the little vessels, no seal-bearing lands were to be found, but in 
spite of difficulties, constant danger from fugs and Icebergs, and 
disappointed crews he held on eastward for five weeks far to the 
south of Cook's track, and, except at one or two points, to the 
south of Bellingshausen'a also. Though his highest latitude was 
only dg° S. in 10°  Ε.  On the 281h of January, he remained 
south of the Antarctic Circle, or within a few miles of it, for 
another month, when, in longitude 49°  ι8'  E., he was rewarded 
by the discovery of land. But just as he was entering on 
a clear lead of water running straight for a promontory 
which he named Cape Ann, a terrific storm descended on the  
vessels, damaged them seriously and drove them helpless before 
It with the driving ice. A fortnight's struggle with the wind  

and ice brought Cape Ann into sight again on the ι ό th of 
March but the weather was not to be conquered, the sea 
was beginning to freeze and half the crew were helpless with 
the eflects of exposure, so Βicοe was compelled to give up the 
fight and reluctantly let the land—now known as Enderby 
land—drop out of sight astern. With only three men able to  

stand, Blame brought the" Tula "into Hobart Town, Tasmania,  

and the" Lively," with only the master, one man, arid a Wounded  

boy alive, just escaped shipwreck in Port Philip Bay. Afte,  
recruiting their health and completing their crews the two  
captains put to sea again and spent some time in sealing on the  

shores of New Zealand and neighbouring Islands. They started  
southoncemore,andcrossedflo°S. in 131° W. cm the 28th οf  
January 1832. Biscoe kept between 600  and the Anlarcile  
Circle, north of Bellingsbausen's route, for he dared not risk the  

lives of his second crew, but begot south to 61°  S. in 720  W., 
and here, on the 14th of February, be again sighted land,  
which, in ignorance of Beiiingshausess's discoveries in the  

same region, be believed was the most southerly 1nd yet  
known. He named it Adelaide Land after the queen. A  

few days later he passed a row of low Ice-covered islands—the  
Biscoe Islands—running from W.S.W. to Ε.Ν.Ε. Beyond  
these islands lay the mountains of an extensive land of which  
Biacoc took possession In the name of King William IV., and  
to which the name of Graham Land was subxbquently given.  

Biscoe returned home after an arduous two months' sealing in  

the South Shetlands, arid the splendid results of his relentless  
determination as an explorer won for him the gold medals of the  
young Geographical Societies of London and Paris.  

In 1833 another of Enderbys' captains named Kemp reported  

the discovery of land in 66° S. and 60°  Ε.  about xo° east of 
Enderby Land. The last of the great voyages of 
eaploration due to Enderby Brothers was the cruise  
of the" Eliza Scott "under the command of John Baileny, with 
the cutter "Sabrina" in company. This voyage Is interesting 
because It was the first attempted in high latitudes from east  

to west, and all these made in the opposite direction had suffered 
much from the buffetinga of head winds. Balleny left Campbell 
Island south of New Zealand on the 17th of January 1839 and 
crossed the Antarctic Circle In 178°  Ε.  en the 29th. Heavy  
pack ice stopped him in 69° S., a higher lititude than had  
previously been reached in that region. On the 9th of February, 
after the little vessels had been working north.'westward along  

the edge of the pack ice for more than a week, land was seen  

and found to be a group of mountainous Islands—the Balleny 
Islands—one of which rose to a height of  12,000  ft., and 
another wits an active volcano. Captain Freeman of the 
"Sabrina" made a momentary landing on one of the islands  

arid was nearly drowned in the attempt, but secured a few 
stones which showed the rocks to be volcanic. The vessels  
held on their way westward between latitudes 6 and 6° S., 
fat south of any earlier voyager, and land, or an appeall.  

ance of land, to which the name of the" Sabrina "was given, was  

reported in r2'° E. In ιο?  '‚ο' Ε.  an iceberg was passed with a  
rock embedded in the ice, clear proof of land existing to the south-
ward. A few days later the "Ssbrina" was lost in a gale, but 
Baileny returned in aafety. 

About 1835 the lmportsnce of obtaining magnetic observatiom  

in the far south, and the stleisii& interest of the study of the  

south polar regions led to plans being put forward for 
expeditions in the United Slates, France and Great  
Britain. The French were first in the field; aim expe- 
ditiort,  equipped in the frigates" Asirolabe "and " Zelfe » under 
Jules Dumont D'Urvilie for ethnographical research In the Pacific 
Islands, was instructed to make an attempt to surpass Weddcll'a 
latitude in the South Atlantic Ocean, and this D'Ijrville triedlo  
do with conspicuous ill-success, for he never reached the Ant-
arctic Circle though he spent the first two months of 1838 round  

the edge of the ice-pack south of the South Shetlands and the  

South Orkneys. Some portions of the land south of the South 
Sheilands were charted and named Joinville Island arid Louis 
Philippe Land; but the addition to knowledge was not great.  

Two yearalator, after fulfilling the main purpose of his expedition 
in the Pacific, D'Urvillo resolved for iheglory of France to attempt 
to reach the Magnetic Pble, towards which he was aware that a 

 British and an American expedition were directing their course.  

He left Hobart Town oaths rat of January 1840, and on the  soth  
he massed the 66th parallel  In  s'o'  Ε.  sad discovered land e®  
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α  gem ft. high,  ‚bieb  be mussed  Adili,  Land and wok posses.  
eels .1 by leading on  •  rocky islet 0$ the icebound coast. Ten  
days later is 6t  ο'  S.  D'Urville  mused westward along a high  
ic..b.xrier,  which be  bdiev.d  to be connected with land; from  
liubisi'E. end henamedit  the ClaricCoast. Afewdays  
later be left the Antarctic regions for the  Padhc.  

As early as 1836 the United States Congress had authorized 
 αιι American Exploring Expedition in the programme of which  

Antarctic exploration bad a leading place.  Lieut. wse  Charles Wilkes was appointed to command the 
expedition of  &ve  vessels in August 183$, and his  insImctioze, 

 dated in that month, required him amongst other things (r) to 
follow  Weddeli's  route as far as  pousijle,  (a) to visit the moat  
southerly  pouut  reached by Cook in the Antarctic, and (i) to 
make an "attempt to penetrate within the Antarctic region,  
smith οί  Van  Djemms'a  Lend, end as far west as  lοιιgίtυdο45  Ε.,  
or to Enderby Land." The  ahip,  were In bad repair and  ill. 
adapted for navigation in the ice, and many of the  ofbcm  were 
not devoted to their chief; but in spite of great difficulties Wilkes  
Milled his programme.  In following  Weddell'a  route Wilkes  
in March 1839 fared no better than  D'Urville  in the previous  
year, but the" Flying Fish" of  gd  tons under Lieutenant Walker  
reached  ο°  S. in roe' W., thus nearly reaching Cook's position  
of 5774. The third Item of the Antarctic programme was made  
the subject el the most  strenuous endeavour. Wilkes sailed  
from Sydney in the" Vincennes "on the 26th  of December 1839,  
accompanied by the " hem& "  under Lieut. William L  
Hudson, the "Porpoise" under  Lieut. Cadwaladar Ringgoid,  
sod the  «  Plying Fish" under  Lieut. Pinkaey.  They went  
south  ιο  the west of the  Balleny  blends, which they did not see,  
and cruised westward along the ice-hairier or as near it as the  
Ice-pack allowed towards Enderby Laud nearly on the Antarctic 

 Circle. The weather was bad with fogs,  anowstorms  and frequent  
gales, and although land was reported (by each of the vessels)  
at several points along the route, it was rarely seen distinctly and  
the  odiceii  were not agreed amongst themselves in some cases.  
Unfortunate  coestroverases  have arisen at intervals during sixty  
years as to the reality of Wilkes', discoveries of land, and as to  

the Justice Of the claim he made to the discovery of the Antarctic  
imminent. Some of the land claimed at the eastern end of his  
route has been shown by later expeditions not to exist; but there  
can be no doubt that Wilkes sew land along the line where  

AdIlie  Land, Kemp Land  aiud  Enderby Land are known to exist,  
even lithe positions he sedges are not quite accurate. No one,  
however, could establish a claim to the discovery of a continent  
from sighting adiscontinuous theist of  high land along its coast,  
without making •  landing. It seems no more than due to a  
gallant and much-persecuted  oflicer,  who did his best in most  
dilliculi  circumstances, to leave the name of Wilkes Land on the  
snap of the region he explored.  

Unlike the other two expeditions, that equipped by the  
British government in  -019  was intended solely for Antarctic 

exploration and primarily for magnetic surveys in ens the south polar seas. There were two ships, the  
" Εrεbτια "(4370  tons, and the  "  Terror" of 340,  stoutly built craft  
specially strengthened for navigation in the ice. Captain James  
Clark  Ro'a, R.N.,  was in command of the" Erebus "and of the  

expedition; Commander Francis  Rawdon  Moira Cruder of the  
"Terror." A young  isirgeon,  Joseph Dalton Hooker, joined the  
lacyal  Navy in order to go on the expedition, and he lived  ιο  take 
a keen interest in every subsequent Anta rctic  expedilion  down 
to that of Captain Scott in 1910. Rosa had intended to make 
straight for the meridian of the Magnetic Pole, but, finding that 

 D'UrvWo  and Wilkes had already entered on those seas he deter-
mined to  uy  to make a high latitude farther east, and leaving  
Hobart Town on the  ι th  of November 1840 he creased the 
Antarctic Circle on the 1st of January 1841 and entered  
the pack ice on the  5ιh  in 174° E. Instead of proving  
an impenetrable obstacle, the pack let the two ships work  

through in  όνe  days, and they emerged into open sea.  
Sailing  towirds  the Magnetic Pole t hey found a chain of  
greet mountain, rising from a coast which ran due  iouth  

from •  prominent cape (Cap. Adam) in 7e &  To. continent  
was taken formal possession of for Queen Victoria by landing on  

Posseasion  Island, the mainland being inaccessible, and the ships  
continued southward In sight of the coast of Victoria Land, where  
the loftiest mountain was named  Μι  Melbourne after the Prima.  
Minister, until the twin volcanoes named  Erebema  and Terror  
were sighted in 78'S. on the 28th  of January. From Cape  Croziec,  
at the base of the mountains,  •  line of lofty cilia of ire ran mat-
wards, the great ice-barrier, unlike any object in nature ever seems  
before, rising perpendicularly from the water to  th,  height of  
200 or 300 ft. amid continuing unbroken for spa m. Along  
the bander the highest latitude of 8° α'  S. was attained, and  
the farthest point to the east was 167° W., whence Rees turned  
to lock for  •  winter harbour  in Victoria Land. Being desirous  
to winter  nea,  the South Magnetic Pole, Ross did not explore  

McMurdo Bay between Mt  Erebua  ad the  nortb-etmning  coast,  
where, as we now know, a harbour could have been found, and  
.,,  he could not reach the lead elsewhere on account of ice  

extuoding  out from it for  ug  or  ιό  m., after sighting the  
Baflesuy  Islands  at a great distance, on the and of March the  
shire returned to Hobart. This was the most remarkable  
Antarctic voyage for striking discoveries ever made.  

In November 1841  the " Εrebus "  and "Tenor" returned in  
Antarct ic  waters, steering south-east front New Zealand a nd 

 entering the Ice-pack In about 60° S. and 1460  W., the idea being  
to approach the great barrier from the  issiward,  but by the end  
oftbeyeartheyl'sdjuststruggkdas  far as the  Απtaπικ  Circle  
and  ihey,  together with the pack, were several times driven far 
to the northward by heavy gales in which the ship, were at the  
mercy of the fleeting Ice. During a storm of terrible severity  
on the !hit of January the rudders of both ships were smashed,  
and not until the rat of February did they break out of  
the pack in 67' 29' S., 159° W. The barrier was sighted on  
thcaand  and the ship. reached 780  10 S. in 16Ι°  57' W., the  
highest latitude attained for do  yonra.  To the eastward the  
barrier surface rose to  •  mountainous height, but although  
Ross believed it to be lend, he would only treat it  ο mciaΙΙy 

 as "an appearance of land," leaving the  conirmatioss  of its  
discovery as King Edward Land to the next century. No  
more work was done in this quarter; the '4  Erebua"  and  
"Terror" turned the edge of the pack to the northward and  
on getting into clear water sailed eastwa rd  to Cape  Worn, 
meeting the greatest danger of the whole cruise on the way  
by colliding with each- other at night while  padng between  
two icebergs in a gale.  

After wintering in the  Falkiand  Islands and making goad  
the  damag,  received, Ross made his third and last attack on  

the sουthem  ice, and for six  weeks  he cruised amongst the pack  
οff Joinville  Island and Louis  Philippe Land trying  in yam  Ιο  
reach the Antarctic Circle. Failing in this attempt he turned to 
follow  Weddefl'a  route and skirted the pack  eastwad  in 6· S.,  
crossing  Weddell'a  track on the 14th of  Febrυ y 1843,  more 
than a degree farther south than  D'Uryille  in his attempt  
four years before, but on the edge of an equally impenetrable  
pack. Coasting it eastward to  τ°  W. the "Erebus" and  
"Terror" at last rounded the pack and found the way open  ip  
the south, crossing the circle on the tat of March. Four days  
later the pack was met with again and the ship, were forced into 
it for 27 miles to latitude 710 3o S. in 54° 5" W., nineteen  
degrees east of  Weddell's  farthest south. No sign of land was  
seen, a deep-sea sounding showed  4000 fathom, with no  
bottom, and although this was a mistake, for the real depth  
was later proved by Dr Bruce  Ιο  be only 2660 fathoms, it  
showed at least that there was no land in the  5'4jjtg  
neighbourhood.  

This was Rosa', last piece of Antarctic work, but the magnetic  
observations of his expedition were continued by  Lieut.  T.  Κ  L. 
Moore,  LN.,  in the hired barque" Pagoda," which left  Simon's  
Bay in January  ι8."  and proceeded south-east, crossing the 
Antarctic Circle in 30  Ε.  and reaching a farthest south of  
6' so', nine degrees farther east. An attempt to reach  Esiderby  
Land was frustrated by the weather, and Moore  conI,Inued  his  
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voyage to Australia in a high latitude besting against contrary  
gales, a condition to which all previous experience pointed ii  

likely to occur.  
No further attempt at South Polar exploration was made for  

nearly thirty years, except a short cruise by Mr Tapsell in the  
"Brisk," one of Enderby's ships which in February  

. 	1850,  after passing the Balleny Islands, proceeded  
eastward to  ι° Ε.  at a higher latitude than Wilkes  

without sighting land. The first steamer to cross the Antarctic  

Circle was H.M.S. « Challenger," on the sfith of February 1874: 
she only penetrated to 66· 40'S., in 78'  ο'  Ε.,  south of Kerguelen 
Land; but she continued her course to Australia for some distance  

in a high latitude, passing wIthin 15 m. of the position assigned to 
Wilkes's Termination Land without seeing any sign of land. Her 
dredgings and soundings yielded evidence as to the nature of the 
unknown region farther south. Sir John Murray believed that  

the soundings showed a general sboaling of the ocean towards the 
Antarctic Ice, Indicating the approach to a continent. By collect. 
log and analysing all samples of deep-sea deposits which had been  
secured from the far south, he discovered a remarkable symmetry 
in the arrangement of the deposits. The globigerina ooze, or in 
deeper waters the red clay, carpeting the northern part of the  

Southern Oceans, merges on the southward into a great ring of 
dIatom ooze, which gives place in turn, towards the lee, to a 
terrlgenous blue mud. The fine rock particles of which the blue 
mud Is composed are such as do not occur on oceanic islands, and 
the discovery of large blocks of sandstone dropped by icebergs 
proved the exigence of sedimentary rocks within the Antarttic  

Circle. 
During the southern summer In which the "Challenger" 

visited Antarctic waters, a German whale-ship, the" CrSnland," 
ΟΙΙΙ 'Ρ.  under Captain Dallmann, visited the western coast 

'  of the Antarctic land south of Tierra del Fuego, and 
modified the chart in several particulaii. The chief discovery  

was a channel, named Bismarek Strait, In 6? S., which seemed to 
run betwee9 Palmer Land and Graham Land. 

When the International Clrciimpolar observations were set  

on foot in 1882, two scientific stations were maintained for a year  

in the southern hemisphere in order to obtain data for comparison 
with the observations at twelve Stations round the North Pole.  

One of these was occupied by French observers in Tierra del 
Fuego in S., the other by German obtervers at Royal Bay on 
South Georgia in 54°  30' S. The magnetic and meteorological 
observations were of considerable importance. 

In 1892 four steamers of the Dundee whaling fleet—the  

"Balaena," "Actiw," "Diana " and "Polar Star "—went out 
to test Rosa's statement that the "right whale" Inhabited 
Antarctic waters. The surgeons of two of the vessels—on the 
"Balsena" Dr W. S. Bruce, on the "Active" Dr C. W. Donald  

—were selected for their scientific tastes, and equipped with all 
requisite Instruments for observations and collecting. The  

result of the experiment was disappointing. No whales were 
obtained, and the ships devoted their αt ΙentΙοn to sealing on 
the east of Joinville Island and Louis PhilIppe Land, not going  
farther south than 65° S.  (Geοgταρ$wέd J urrwJ,  ι89$,  via  
502-521, 625'643).  

A Norwegian sealer, the " Jason," Captain Larsen, also visited  
those seas in the same season, but the captain landed and collected  

fossils at several points north of 6$" S. In  ι89] -Χ8 Untie. 
 the "Jason," accompanied by two other Norwegian 

vessels,the" Hertha" and the" Castor," returned to the Antarctic 
end entered the lce-ladenwatersin November at the very begin-
ning οf summer. Captain Larsen in the" Jason " made his way as  
far south as 68°  ιο'  in 6o° W. on the eastern aide of Graham Land, 
but several miles from the coast, which was bordered by a high 
ice-barrier. Tb. land beyond this barrier was named  Toys 
Land, after a famous Norwegian whaleship owner. Returning  
northwards, two small islands, Llndenberg and Christensen, were 
discovered and found to be active volcanoes. Meanwhile the  
"Hertha," Captain Evensen, had reached the South Sbetlaiids  
on the 1st of November 1893, and worked her way southward  
along the west side of Palmer Land and past the Biscoe Islands,  

reaching the Antarctic CirciS on the gIb of Nosamber without  
meeting ice. This was the first time the Antarctic Circle had  
been crossed since the" Challenger " did so twenty years belc'e.  

Captain Evstisen sighted Alexander Land, and without caper. 
lending any trouble from ice-Boss he reached his farthest south,  

89°  so S. in 76° 12' W. (Mil'Isiiasgeii der Gs ο rαρh ιsώ 's GssrM.  
schafi,  Hamburg,  ι 89,  ρρ.  249-Π4).  .  

In ι892 the well-known Norwegian whaler, Svend Toys, sent  

out one of his vessels, the " Antarctic, "Captain Christensen, to 
my his luck off the coast of Victoria Land. The  
«  Antarctic" sailed from Melbourne in September,  

having on board Glistens Egebeeg Borcbgievfnk, a  

young Norwegian resident in Australia, who, being determinad to  
take part In a voyage he could join In no other way, shipped as  

an ordinary seaman. He made notes of the voyage, and published 
an account of it on his return to Europe  (Reprwi of Si.rlf. Isle,-
ι,ιΙkw ό Ι Geogrcj'hical Cnsgress,  London, 0.9, pp. 169-175).  
The "Antarctic" entered the pack in 62° 45'  S., 171 30'  Ε. 
on the 8th of December iSp'. The Bslleny Islands were sighted  

αα  the 14th of December, and Cape Adare on Victoria Land two 
days later. On the 22nd of January ι895 the farthest point was  
reached at Coulman Island In ',«° S.; the sea was then ca'lly 
navigable to the south. On the 23rd of January a small party,  

including the captain and Mr Borchgrcvink, landed on the  
mainland near Cape Adars, the first people to set foot on the  
Antarctic continent. 

Efforts had been made from time to time, by Professor Georg  

von Neumayer In Germany and by Sir John Murray siid ethers  
In Great Britain, to induce learned societies to Ιιι. 
augurate  a new era of scientific Antarctic research  
under Government or at least under national auspices.  

In ι895 Sir Clementd Markham, as president of the Royal Geo.  

graphIcs] Society and of the International Geographical Congress,  

also took the matter up, sod interest in the Antarctic regions  

began to be amused in every civilized country. Captain Adrian  
de Gerlahe organized and led a Belgian expeditious, for which he 
raised the funds with diffculty.  Μ.  Georges Lecointe, captain of 
the "Be!gka," and Limit. Danco, magnetic observer, were  

Belgians; Mr Roald Amundsen, the mate, a Norwegian;  Μ. 
 Αrςtοwski,  the geologist and physicist, a Pole; M. Racovitta, the 

biologist, a Rumanian; and Dr F. A. Cook, the surgeon, an 
American. On the reth of January 189$, already long past mid-
summer, the" Beigica," left Staten Island for Antarctic waters.  
She sighted the South Shetlands on the 21st and proceeded to 
Hughes Gulf, from whIch a channel, Gerlache Strait, was explored 
leading south-westward between continuous land, named Danco 
Land, on the east (the northern extension of Graham Land), and 
Palmer Land on the west. Palmer Land was found to be a group  
of large Islands. On the 12th of February the "Belgica" re-
entered the open sea to the west at Cape Tuxen In 6$" 15' S. 
Much fog was experienced, but on the ιό tb Alexander Land wag  
sighted in the distance. Continuing on a westerly course, the  

"Belgica" made every effort to enter the park, which was  

successfully accomplished after a heavy storm on the a8tb. 
By inking advantage Of the leads, the expedition advanced to 
7 1° 30' S. In 8? τ 5' W. by the 2nd of March, but the ship was 
blocked next day by the growth of young ice soldering the pack  

into one continuous mass. For more than a year further lade.  
pesident movement was impossible; but the ship drifted with the  
ice between the limits of 80° 30' W. and  IOS°  ιο'  W., and  of 
69° 40' and 71° 	S., which was the highest latitude attained  
(May 31,  ι89$).  The sun did nut rise for seventy days, and  
all on board suffered severely from depression of spirits and  
disorders of the circulation, which Dr Cook attributed to the  
darkness and to improper food. Lieut. Den= died during  
the period of darkness. On the 13th of March 2899, when a  
second winter in the ice began to seem probable, the" Belglcs '°  

was released In fig°  sel  S. and tee ιο'  W. The geographical  
results of this expedItIon were insIgnificant so far as the dli.  

covery of land or penetration to a high latItude is concerned.  

The ship passed several times to the south and west of Peter L  

Island, provIng that the land seen by Belllngshausen at that 
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point is .1 very limited extent. During the drill in the  lcd  the  
soundinga  were usually between ace and 300 fathoms, which, 
compared with the great  depibs  to the north, clearly ind icated  
•  continental shell of considerable breadth, probably  comsected  
with land in the south. The scientific co llections were of unique  
value and have been, worked up and the results published at the  
expense of the Belgian government.  

The Hamburg America Company's steamer "Valdivia,"  

chartered by the German  Goverismeni  for a scientific voyage 
the leadership of Professor Carl Chins of  Leip- 

sig,  with Dr  Gcrhard Scbott  as oceanographer, left  
Cape Town on the t3th  of November 1848,  and on the  ath net  
fortunate in rediscovering  Bouvei  Island  (s.s°  26'  S.,  .°  24'  Ε.), 

 which bad been searched for in vain by Cook, Rose, Moore and 
many other sailors. Steering south, the "Valdivia," although 
us  unprolected  steel vessel,  Iqllowed  the edge of the pack from  
8°  Ε.  to 58°  Ε.,  reaching 64°  is' S. in 54°  20'  Ε.  on the roth  of 
December. At this point a depth of 254' fathoms was found, 
so that if Enderby Land occupies its assigned position, 202  

nautical miles farther south, the  ιυb.οcenic  slope must be of 
quite unusual steepness. The rocks dredged up contained 
specimens of gneiss, granite and schist, and one great block of 
red sandstone weighing s  twt.  was secured, confirming the theory  
of the continental nature of the land to the smith.  

On his return to England in 1895 Mr  Borcligrevink  made  
strenuous  ellorts  to organize an Antarctic expedition under his  

own leadership, and in August 1898 he left the  
Thameg  on the "Southern Cross," in charge of a reek 11191. 
private expedition  iquippcd  by Sir George  Newnes.  

Hisscientific  gafi  included Lieut.  Colbeck, R.N.R;  Mr Louis  
Bernacchi,  a trained magnetic observer, and Mr N. Hanson,  
biologist . About fifty dogs were taken out, the intention being  
to land at Cape Mare and advance towards  the  magnelic,  and  
perhapa  also towards the geographical pole by sledge. The 

Southern Cress "sighted one of the  ΒaΙΙcy  Islands on the 14th  
of January  i89p,  and after in vain attempting to get, south about 
the meridian of 164°  Ε.,  the ship forced her way eastward and  
emerged from the pack (after having been beset for forty-eight 
days) in 70  S., 174°  Ε.  She readied Cape  Adare,  and anchored  
in Robertson Bay on the 17th of February. The land party,  ςοn 
sisting  of ten men, was established in a house built on the strip of 
beach at the base of the steep ascent to the mountains, and the  
ship kit on the and of March. Mr  Borchgrcvink  found it  impos-
sibletomakeanylandjourneyof  importance and the party spent  
the first year ever passed by man on Antarctic land in making  
natural history  collectiona.and  keeping up meteorological and  
msgneticobaervatiosis.  The"  Southetu  Cross" returned to Cape 
Mare on. the 28th of January rem, and after taking the  winier  
party on board—diminished by the death of Mr Hanson—set out 
for the south on the 2nd of February. Landings were made on  
several  isiands,on  the mainland at the base of Mt  Μelboιιrιιe,  and  
on the  zoth  of February at the base of  Μι  Terror, near Cape 
Crozier. From this point the ship steamed eastward along the 
great  ice.barxier  to  &  point in 164°  ιο'  W., whereas inlet in the Ice  

aa  found and the ship reached  her highest latitude, 78° .g' S.,  
ontbes;tbof  February.  Theedgeoftbeicewasfoundtobe  
about  jo  m. farther south than it bad beets when Rosa visited it 
in 1842. Mr  Borchgrevink  was able to land on the ice with 
sledges and dogs, and advanced southward about  ιό  m., reach- 
log 78° ο S.  He discovered  that plant life existed in the shape 
of mosses and lichensin some of the rocky islands, a fact not 
previously known.  

In the autumn of 190' three  wclleqυiρρed  expeditions !eft  
Europe fur Antarctic exploration.  Tb.  British  )atiοnal  Ant-
arctic expedition was organized by a joint  committec  of the 
Royal Society and the Royal  Geographical Society, and equipped  
ender the superintendence of Sir Clements Markham. Most of  
the cost was borne by the government, the Teat mainly by Mr  
1,. W. Lοngsta8,  who provided  fςο.αοο, the Royal Geographical  
Society,and Με Α. C.  Harmswoeih (aftewιrdsLοrd Noribclifle).  
A strong wooden ship of about 700 100' register (1700  toes  diz·  
placement) was built at Dundee. and named the "Discovery."  

She was made entirely  nen.magnetic  amidships, so that magnetic  
observations might be carried on without  initrfercnce  
from local attraction. The expedition sailed  
the command .1 Commander R. F. Scott,  R..N.,  with  
Lame. Albert Armitage,  R.NJ1,  as second in command,  Lieuta.  
Royds  and  Barne, R.N.,  Limit.  hs&k'ton, R.N.R.,  and  
Engineer.Lieut.  Skelton,  R.N.  The crew of forty men were  
almost entirely sailors of the Royal Navy. The scientific stet(  

included Dr  Koeitlitz,  who had shared with Mr Armitage  
is the  Jackaon-Hasmsworth  arctic expedition; Mr Louis 

 Bernacchl,  who had wintered with Mr  Borchgrevink  at Cape  
Adare,  Dr  Ε.  A. Wilson, Mr  Bodgson.  biologist, and Mr  
Ferrar,  geologist. The "Discovery" sailed from New  
Zealand on the 24th of December 1901, met the pack ice  
on the Antarctic circle and was through into the open sea  
its  i"°  E. on the 8th of January 1902. She made a quick run  
to Cape Crozier and cruised along the great ice Wrier, confirming  
Borcbgrevink'a  discovery that it lay 30  JR.  farther  souih thee  
in  ι8',  and at the eastern end of the barrier Scott discovered  
and named King Edward Land where Ross had recorded an  
"appearance " only. The sea in the n eighbourhood bad  
alsoaled  to less than  ioo  fathoms and the ice-barrier in places was  
so low that the "Discovery" was able to lie alongside as at a  
quay. A captive balloon ascent was made from the barrier but 
nothing was seen to the south.  Reluraing  to  Mchiutdo  Bay the  
"Discovery" found that hits  Erebua  and Terror were on an 
island, the "bay" being really a sound. The ship was secured  
in winter quarters in 7°  '  S. 164°  Ε.,  and a hut erected  οο  
shore. From this base land-exploration in the Antarctic was  
initiated, and the history of exploration entered on a new phase.  
Although acme symptoms of scurvy appeared during the winter  
they were checked by change of diet; and with the beginning  
of spring sledge journeys with dogs were commenced and a 
quantity  σί  provisions was laid down in depots to  smiat  the  
great journey which Scott bad planned in the south. On  
the  snd  of November '902 Captain Scott, with  Lieut.  E. IL  
Sbackleton  sod Dr  Ε.  A. Wilson, set out with  dοg-skhgc  travel-
ling south over the surface of the barrier in sight of a range of new  

mountains running parallel to their track on the west. The  
conditions of travel ling were unlike those hi the Arctic region,  
the weather being more inclement and the summer temperature  

much  lowe'  than in similar latitudes in the north. There were  
no bears to menace the safety of the travellers, and no wolves  
or foxes to plunder the depots; but on the other band there was  
no game of any  sOrt  lobe met with, and all food for men and dogs  
had to be carried on the sledges. The surface of the ice was often 
rough and much  crevassed,  especially near the western land, snow  
blizzards frequently occurred making travelling impossible and  
the heavy sledges had at first in be brought  ίoτwaτd  by relays,  
making it necessary to march three miles for every mile of tomb.  
ing  made. The dogs also  weaktned  and bad to  be  killed ene try oaie  
to Iced the rest. On the  3οιh  of December they were in 8z°  17' S. 
and Scott determined to try to reach the mountains to the  
west; but on approaching the  lsηd  he found the ice so much  
crevassed  and disturbed that the attempt had to be given up.  
Great peaks in  83° S. were named Mt Markham ι 5,100 ft.) and  
Mt  Longstafl 0700 ft.) after the chief promoters of the expedition.  
The outward journey of 380 m. had taken 59  days, and was a  
splendid achievement, for the conditions to be encountered were 
totally unknown, and new methods had to be devised as the  
necessity arose, yet no previous  poiar  explorer bad ever advanced  
so far beyond his predecessor as Scott did. The return journey  
occupied  34 days and the ship was reached on the 3rd of February  

1903, but  Shackleton  had broken down on the way and he had to  
return by the relief ship" Morning" on the 3rd of Mardi,  Limit.  
Mulock, R.N.,  taking his place on the" Discovery." During the  
absence of the commander in the great southern journey Armit-
age and Skelton had found a way to ascend by a &der in 78°  S. 
to the summit of the vast  anow-covered plateau beyond the  
granite summits of the western mountains, they reached a dis-
tance of  ιο  'ii. from the ship and an elevation of  poco  ft. Many 
shorter journeys were made; Ferrer studied the geology of  the  
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mountaini  sad Hodgece was lndefatigibk Is collecting marine 
flung, while Bernaccid kept up the physical and meteceological  
observations. The second wiater was lightened by the use of  

acetylene gas fοτ the first time, and the dark months were passed  

In better spirits and better healih than In the meet any ρrινίσυε  
polar wintering. Ιι' the spring of 5903-1904 Scott undertook  
i  great journey on the western plateau 1  starting on the egth of 
October without dogs. By the 30th of November he had reached  
a point on the featureless plateau of dead-level mum, 3 οο m. due 
weal from the ship, the peeition being 7 °  sp' S. 146° E. end 
germ ft. above sea level. The ship was reached again on the  

afth of December, and on the 5th of January the "Morning"  
arrived accompanied by a larger vessel, the " Terra Nova," sent 
out by the Admiralty with orders to Captain Scott to abandon  

the "Discovery" and return at once. Fortunately, although  

all the stores and collections had been transferred to the relief  

ships, the "Discovery" broke out of the Ice on the ιό th of 
February s'o.s and Captain Scott bad the satisfaction of bringing  
her home in perfect order. The relief ships had provided so  
little coal that a moat premising voyage to the wesiwird of the 
Balleny Ρ lands had lobe abandoned in 555°  Ε.;  but it showed 
that the land charted by Wilkese*St of that meridian did  
not exist In the latitude assigned.  

Simultaneously with the " Discovery » expedition arid In full 
co-operation with It as regards simultaneous meteorological and  
DIYVIat*  magnetic observations, the Germin government 
"020"." equipped an expedition in the "Gauss" which was 
specially built for the occasion. The expedition was under the  

charge of Professor Erich von Drygniskl and the scientific stall  
included' Professor VanhSfTen as naturalist, Dr Emil PhIlIppi  

as geologist and Dr Friedrich Bidllngmaier as metiorologlel and 
magneticiai'. The ship was under the command of Captain Hans 
Reiser of the Hamburg-American line. A stipplemenlary expedi-
tion set up a station for simultaneous observations on Reiguelen  
Land The "Gauss "crossed the parallel of 60° S. in 95°  Ε. 

 early in February !get and got within 60  Μ.  of the charted  
position of Wilkes's Termination Land, where a depth of  Γ730  
fathoms was found with no sign of land. The pack made it 
necessary to turn south-westward and land Was seen to Ihecast-
ward on February rgos on the Antarctic Circle in the direction 
of Termination Land. Soon afterwards the "Gauss "  Was 
beset and spent the winter in the ice. Land of considerable  

extent was seen to the south and was named Kaiser Wilhelm IL  
Lend;the most conspicuous feature on it sees  hill of bare black 
rock with an elevation of about aoeo ft., which was called the 
Gaussberg, and was situated in 67° S., go°  Ε.  'This was the odly 
bare land seen, and Its neighbourhood was thoroughly investS-
gated by sledge partiet, but no distant journey was undertaken. 
In February' 1903 the "Gauss" was freed from the ice; but 
although Drygaiski struggled for two months to thread the maze 
of flora to the eastward and south he could gain no higher lalitude  

and was able to force his way only to 80°  Ζ.  before seeking the 
open sea. The grientific observations end collections were moat 
extensive and of great value. 

Two private expeditions organized by men of science were  
in the Antarctic region simultaneously with the British and 
P'Je'*nst'  German national expeditions, and the synchronous 

jaw, meteorological and magnetic observations added  
to the value of the scientific results of all the parties. 
Dr. Otto Nordenrkjflld, nephew of the discoverer of the 
North-East Passage, led a Swedish party in the  Il  Antarctic," 
with Captain C. A. Larsen in command of the ship, arid 
reached the South Shetlands in January !get, afterwards  
exploring on the east side of Jolnt'ilie blend and Louis 
Philippe Land, arid wintering on shore on Snow RH Island In 
64° s' S. From this point a Tong journey on ski over the flat 
sea ice bordering King Oscar Land was made to the smith, but 
the Antarctic Circle was not reached. Meanwhile the II  Ant-
arctic" had succeeded In penetrating the pack In the Weddell 
Sea almost to the circle in  ο°  W, where D'Urville and Ross  
bad failed to get so far south. A second 'flitterwas spent at 
the base on Snow Hill Island, and, the ship having been  

log in she ice on her war totsia them σ,Ιhέ  p'rty.w 
rescued by a brilliant dash of the Argentine gunboat" Uruguay,"  
under Captain Ixlaar, before the relief ship sent from Snidest  

stetted.  
Meanwhile Di W. S. Bruce, largely sided financially b  

Mr James Coats and Captain Andrew Coat., equipped  a 
Scottish expedition in the Scotia," with Captain se, 
Thomas Robertson In command of the ship, sad  
• scientific still including Mr R. C. Mceaman as meteOrologist,  
Mv  Ε.  N. Rudmcse Brown sa naturalist, and Dr J. H. H. Pub 
as geologist. The principal object of the expedition was the  
exploration of the Weddell 'Sea. The "Scotia" sighted the 
South Orkneys on the 3rd of Pebeussy ιgο, and after a  
short struggle with the pack she found an open sea to 
7ο° sy' S., where she was beset on the send In nS° W., 
and whence she returned by a more westerly course, To-
crossing the Abtarctk Circle in  ο°  W. This Important  
voyage midway between the ir*cka of Weddell and Ross, who 
alone of .11 who tried had reached  ο°  S. in this region, prac- 
cally demonstrated the navigability of Weddell Sea in favour- 
able conditions, and the oceanograpldcal observations made 
were the most valuable yet carried Out in the Antarctic 
region. The following year, starting from the Sandwich  
grouji, Bruce crossed the AntarctIc Circle about "° W., and 
was able to make a straight run south to y°  i'  S., where the  
"Scotia" wan stopped by the ice In 159 fathoms of water, the 
sea having shoaled rapidly from a great depth. From the 3rd of 
March to the t3th the "Scotia" remained in shallow water, 
catching occasional glimpses of a great Ice wall with snow.  
covered heights beyond it, along a line of  ιο  m., and  
dredging quantities of continental rocks. On this evidence the 
name Coats Land was given to the land withii'  the  beivier.  
The" ScotIa "crossed the Antarctic Circle northward in 15° W;,  

having in the two years explored a totally unknown sea for a  
distance of thirty degrees of longitude. A metcorologlcal  

station was eatabEshed by Mr Mosaman on Laurie blend, in 
the South Orknrys (6 ι° S.) in March  Τ903,  and kept up by him 
for iwo years, when it was taken over by the Argentine govern-
ment, and it now has the distinction of bring the most 
southerly station at which continuOus observations have ever 
been taken for over five years.  

In January τgog Dr Jean B. CbsVcot, a man of *fence and  
an accomplished yachtsman, left the Fuegian archipelago hit 
the Antarctic in the "Frangais," In command of a 
Trench exploring expedilion equipped at his own 
Instance. He cruised through the islands of the Palmer  
Archipelago, and wintered in cove of Wendel Island 65 °  5'  S. 
near the southern entrance of Cerlache Strait. On the 25th 
of December ngo.s the" Fran ςaiι " was free, and continued  Ιο 

 cruise southward along the  cOast  of Griham Land, to tht  
south of which, on the 13th of Jsnuary, when nearly In 
latitude 67°, a new coast appeared, mountainous and etretch-
jog to the south-west, but Charcot could not determine 
whether It was Joined to Graham Land or to Alexander 
Land. While approaching the land the "Frnnςsiiι " struck 
a rock, and was so much damaged that further exploration  
was Impossible, arid ταfter naming the new discovery Loubet  

Land, the expedition returned. Charcol organized a se εοπd 
expedition in ngo8 on board the "Pourquoi Pea?" and, 
leaving Punts Arena In December, returned to the Palmer  
Archipelago, and during January igop made a detailed examina-
tion Of the coast to the southward, finding that Loubet  
Land was practically continuous on the noYtb with Graham 
Land and on the south with Alexander Land, which was  
approached within a mile at one point. Adelaide Island, 
reρτtod by Biscoe as 8 m. long, was found to be a large 
ieland 70 ni. in length; consisting of a series of summits rising  
out of an kelleld. τhe Biscoe Ιsί ndi were found to be much 
more numerous than  *aS  formerly supposed. Tht expeditIon  
wintered at Peteiynannisland in 6? to S., and attempts were 
made to reach the interior of Graham Land, though with little  
success. /after coaling from the whalers' 001. at Deceptiqu  
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Wend, the "Poivquoi Pea? "sailed on the bib of January 1910  
to the south-west, sad reached d' S. on the sub, whence views  

of Alexander Land were obtained from a new position, end a  
new land discovered farther to the south-west. The highest  
latitude reached was about  7ο  ‚30' S., and Cheroot was able  
to steam westward nearly along this parallel crossing the  
region of the "Belgica's" drift, passing close to Peter L Island  
across the meridian of Cook's highest latitude, where the Ice  
seamed to promise an easy way south if coal bad permitted, and  
on to *a8 W. through an absolutely unknown sea, from which  
point a direct course was made for Punts Arenas. Frequent  
soundings and dredgings were made, and Dr Charcot satisfied  
himself from all the appearances that along the so degrees of  
longitude west of Gerlache's farthest, and more than half-way  
from Graham Land to King Edward Land, land was probably  
not far distant to the south.  

After his return snvalidcd from the "Discovery," Limit.  
Shacklcton planned a fresh expedition, which he equipped at  

.  his own expense, aided by his personal friends, and  
be started In the small whaler "Nimeod" from  

Lytielton, New Zealand, on the 151 of January ten%  being  
towed by a steamer to the Antarctic Circle, in order to save  

coal. The plan was to land a shore party on King Edward  
Land and return to take them off in the following year, but  
alihough a strenuous effort was made to reach the land the  
floe ice was too heavy, and ii would have been madness to  

sΙabΙisb winter-quarters on the baxrier, the coast-line of  
which had altered greatly since xgw, and was obviously liable  
to break off in great ice-islands. On the abib of January  
the "Nimrod" began  ιο  return from the extreme east of the  
barrier, and the landing of stores commenced on the 3rd of  
February at Cape Royds, at the base of Mi Erebus, so m. north  
of the "Discovery's" winter-quarters. The shore party in-
cluded the leader and fifteen companions, amongst them  
Professor T. W. Edgeworth David, of Sydney University;  
Lieut. Jameson Boyd Adams, R.N.R; Sir Philip Brockle-
hurst, Ban.; Mr James Murray, biologist; Mr Raymond  Ε.  
Priesiley,  geologist; Dr Alistair Forbes Mackay; Dr Eric  
Marshall; Mr Douglas Mawson, geologist; and Ernest Joyce  
and Frank Wild of the Royal  Navy, who had taken part in the 
"Discovery" expedition. No casually occurred during the 
whole duration of the expedition, special care having been  
taken to supply the best provisions, including fresh breaj  

baked daily and dried milk in unlimited quantity, while  
abundant artificial light was secured by the use of acetylene  
gas. A motor-car was taken in the hope that it might be used 
on the barrier surface, but this was found impracticable,  
although it did good work in laying dfpflts on the sea-ice. 
Another and more successful experiment in traction was the 
use of Manchurian ponies. Eight of these extraordinarily 
hardy creatures were taken south in the "Nimrod," but four 
died in the brat month after landing. The others did good  

servico. Nine dogs were also taken, but the experience on the  
"Discovezy " expedition did not lead to much dependence being  
placed on them. The "Nimmd "left for the north on the aand  

of February and the scientific staff at once bcga ι the observations  
and collections which were kept up to the end. The discovery of  

a considerable fresh-water fauna and of a poor but charac-
teristic flora was one of the moat unexpected results. Apart  
hem many sniper excursions and surveys, the expedition  
ptrformed three journeys of the first Importance, each of them 
eurpassing any previous land work in the Antarctic regions.  
Before *inter set in, Professor David, with five companions,  
made the ascent of Mt Erebus, starting from the winter 
quarters on the 5th of March, and gaining the summit at an 
altitude of tgjoo ft. on the soth; this was found to be the edge 
of an active crater, the abyss within being gao ii. deep, 
though rarely visible on account of the steam and vapours 
which rose in* huge cloud u000 ft. above the summit.  

The second achievement was the attainment of the South  
Magnetic Pole by Professor David, with Mr Douglas Mawson and  
Dr Machay. They left wwter-qixaItus on. the 611 of October  

zgofl,  dragging two sledges over the sea-Ice. Proceeding along  
the coast they were able to supplement their provisions and  
fuel by seal-meat and blubber, aisd on the sat of December tby  

reached the Drygslsld Ice barrier in "° S., which proved very  

difficult to cross. Leaving this ice-tongue on the xgib, they  
proceeded to ascend the plateau with one sledge, and ran great  
risks from the crevasses into which they were constantly  fall-
ing. On reaching the summit of the plateau travelling became  
easier, and on the xbth of January rgop the magnetic dip  
was go", and the position of the magnetic pole was deter-
mined as a° a" S,,  ι " ιό ' Ε.,  at an altitude of 726ο Ii.  
and ado m. from the dbpdL of provisions left at the Dxygslaki  
glacier. The return journey to this point was accomplisbed by 
forced marches on the 3rd of February, and next day the  

party was picked up by the " Νimrοd,"which was scouting  
for them along the coast.  

The third and greatest achievement of this remarkable ex-
pedition was Shackleton's great southern journey. D€$ts 
bad been laid out in advance on the barrier Ice, and the mali,  
southern party, consisting of Messrs Shackleton, Adams, Marshall  
and Wild, started from winter-murders on the zgth of October  
ιgo8, with the four ponies and four ι -ft. sledges; a sapport-
mug party of five men accompanied the main division for ten  

days,  Ιο  order to avoid the disturbed and crevassed ice near 
the great south-running mountain range, Shackleton kept about  
40 m. farther to the east than Scott had done. The ponies  
enabled rapid progress to be made, but after passing the Stat  
parallel on the slat of November, one pony broke down and  
had to be shot, the meal being left in a ddp& for the return  
journey. In spite of cold weather and frequent high winds,  
progress was made at the rale of  ι  m.  ρet  day, and on the  
26th of November the farthest south of the "Discovery"  

expedition was passed, and hits Markham and Longsial  
were full in view. New mountains continued to appear  
beyond these, and the range changed its southerly to a south-
easterly trend, so that the pails to the Pole led through the  
mountains. On the a8th a second pony became used up and  

was shot, and a dfρό ι was formed with provisions and atoms  
for the return in 8s° 38' S., and progress was resumed with  
two sledges. The surface of the barrier ice formed great  
undulalions of gentle slope. On the 1st 01 December a third  

pony baA to be shot, in 83'  ιό '  S, and horseflesh became the  
principal article of diet; the remaining pony hauled one sledge,  
the four men took the other. On the 4th of December the  
party left the barrier, passing over a zone of much disturbed  
ice, and commenced the ascent of a great glacier (the  
Bcardmore glacier) which descended from the mountains  
between magnificent granite cliffs soon ft. high. On the 
7th, when toiling amongst a maze, of crevsaaes on the glacier,  
soon ft. above sea-level, the last pony fell into a crevasse  
and was lost, though the loaded sledge was saved; the pony  
was to have been shot that night as it. could not week on the  
disturbed ice, but its Lisa meant so much less food, and as fax  
as can be judged this alone made it impossible for the party  
to reach the Pole. For the next few days of laborious advance 
one or other of the party was continually failing into a crevasse,  

but the sledge harness saved them, and no serious harm resulted.  
After climbing upwards for zoo m. on the glacier, a dfp& was  
made at a height of bzoo ft. of everything that could possibly  
be left behind, including all the warm clothing, for it was found  

possible with Jaegcrs and wind-proof Burbenys to meet any 
weather in which exertion was possible. By Christmas Day  
the plateau surface was fairly reached at a level of 9500 ft., in  
latitude 8'  '  S., and there was no more difficult),  to over-
fore as regarded the ground, but merely the effort of going on  
over a nearly level surface with insufficient food in a very low  
temperature, intensified by frequent blizzards. Rations were  
reduced In the hope of being able to push  ο  to the Pole.. 
Three days later the last crevasse was passed and the sur-
face, now a a,aoo ft. above sea-level, grew smoother, allowing  
ι5  m. a day to be dose with fair weather. At 4 am. on the 
9th of January tgop the four explorers left their sledge and  
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Sling, ball sulking, half running, they reached 88 23' S. 
In  aSa  E. at p  a.m.,  the height above sea being τ 1,6οο  ft. 
The utmost had been done, though more food would have  
enabled the remaining p geographical mile, to the South Pole  
to be accomplished. The camp was reached again at  3 pm.  
The return journey of over No m. to the ship was one long  
nightmare  cl  toil and  aullering,  but the length of the marches  
via unsurpassed in polar  triveL  Once and again all food  
was exhausted the day before the  d'pbt,  on which the only  
hope of life depended, was picked up in the waste of snow.  
Snow-blindn.s,  ad dysentery made life almost unendurable,  
but, despite it all, the ship was reached on the rat of March,  

sad the geological  ,ρecίme Ι from the southernmost moun-
tain,, which prevented the sledges of the exhausted men being  
lightened as they went on, were safely secured. Never in  
the  histosy  of polar exploration had any traveller outdistanced  
his predecessor by so vast a step towards either Pole.  

T)uring  the return journey of the  "Nimsod" Sbackleton  
via able to do a little piece of exploration to the  ioutb  of the  
Balieny  Islands, tracing the coast of the mainland for 50 m.  

to the south-west beyond Cape North, thus indicating that the  
Αnt κctΙc  continent has not a straight coast-line rimming  
from Cape Adam to Wilkes Land. The British government  
contributed  £so,oco  to the expenses of the expedition in  
recognition of the great results obtained, sad the king con-
ferred a knighthood on the explorer, the drat given for  
Antarctic exploration since the time of Sir James Clark Ross.  

Captain R. F. Scott left England in the summer of  19!ο  
with a new  eιρedίtiσπ  in the  "Terit  Nova," promoted by his 
αιωeγmαι own exertions, aided by a government grant, said  

wamo- 	with a carefully selected crew and a highly corn- 
'' 	 potent scientific stall. He intended to arrange for 
two parties, one leaving King Edward Land, the other 
McMurdo Sound, to converge on the South Pole A German  
expedition under  Lieut.  Wilhelm  Fikhner  was announced  
to leave early in spit with the hope of exploring inland from  
a base in the western part of Weddell Sea, and Dr W. S.  

Bruce has announced for the same year an expedition to 
the eastern part of Weddell Sea mainly for oceanographical  
exploration. It  appeara  that the greatest extension of know-
ledge would now be obtained by a resolute attempt to cruise  
round the  'outb  polar area from east to west in the highest 
latitude which can be reached. This has never been attempted,  

and a modern  Biscee  with steam power could not fall to  
make important discoveries on a  weatward  circumnavigation.  

Physiegruphy  of  AskrcIic Regioar.—In contrast to the Arctic  
'mien, the Antarctic  i  essentially a land area. It is almost  
certain that the South Pole lies on a great plateau, part of a  

land that must be larger and loftier than Greenland, and may  

probably be as large as Australia. This land area may be corn
-ptoed  of two main masses, or of one continent and a great 

archipelago, but it can no longer be doubted that the whole is 
of  contInental  character as regards its rocks, and that ills per-
manently massed into one surface with ice and snow, which in  
some parts at least unites lands separat ed  by hundreds of miles  
of sea. But all round the land-mass there is a ring of deep ocean  
cutting all the Antarctic region from all other land of the earth  
and setting it apart as a region by itself, more unlike the rest of 
the world than any cont inent or island. The expedition of the 

 "ScotIa  "showed the great depth of the Weddell Sea area, and 
the attention paid to soundings on other expeditions—notably  
that of the"  Belgica  "—has defined the beginning of  acontinenial 

 shelf which It cannot be doubted  slopes up to land not yet sighted. 
 In lb. Arctic region large areas within the Polar Circle belong  

to climatically temperate Europe, and to habitable lands of  

Asia and America; but in the Antarct ic  region extensive lands  
—Graham Land, Louis Philippe Land,  Joinville  Island and the  
Palmer archipelago outside the Polar Circle —partakc cl  the  
typically polar character of the higher latitud es, and even  
the islands on the warmer side of the sixtieth parallel are of a  

sub.Antarctic  nature, akin rather to hinds of the frigid than to  

thos,  .1 the  tmoperata  son..  

Geology —Definite information as to the geology of Antarc tic  
land is available from three areas—Graham Land and the  
archipelago to the north of It, Kaiser Wilhelm Land and  
Victoria Land. in the Graham Land region there seems to be a  
fundamental rock closely resembling the Archaean.  Ρalaeοιό ic  
rocks have not been discovered so far in this region, although  

a  graptoliie  fossil, probably of  Ordoviaan  age shows  thai  
they occur in the South Orkneys. Mesozoic rocks have  
been found in various parts of the archipelago, a very rich  

Jurassic fossil  dora  of ferns, conifers and  cycads  having been  
studied by  Nordenskjdld,  some of the genera found being  
represented also in the rocks of South America, South Africa, 
India and Australia. Cretaceous ammonites have also been  
found, and Tertiary fossils, both of land and of marine fo rms,  
bring the geological record down probably to Miocene limes,  

the fauna including five genera of extinct penguins. Raised  
beaches show an emergence of the hind in  Qiiaternary  times, 
and there is evidence of a recent glacial period .when the  
inland ice on Graham Land was a thousand feet higher than 
it is now. The most prominent features of the scenery are due  
to eruptive rocks, which have been identified as belonging  to 
the eruptive system of the Andes, suggesting a geologically  
recent connection between South America and the Antarctic  
lands. Volcanic activity is not yet extinct in the region.  

As regards Raiser Wilhelm Land, the  Gaussberg  is a volcanic  
cone mainly composed of  leucite-basali,  but its elopes axe strewn 
with  emtica  presumably transported from the south and these  

include gneiss,  mica.scbist  and  quartaite,  apparently  Archaran. , 

Much more Is known as to the geology of Victoria Land,  

and the results are well summa rized by Professor David and  
Mr Priestley of Sir Ernest  Shackleton's  expedition, whom we  
follow. From Cape North  (ι°  S.) to 86' S. a grand mountain  
range runs south curving to south-eastward, where It vanishes 
into the unknown; it is built up of gneiss and granite, and of 
horizontal beds of sandstone  snd  limestone capped with eruptive  
rock, the peaks rising to heights of Sow,  ro,00e  and oven  
ι 5,αο  feet, the total length of the range so far as known being  
at least  rico  miles. This range rises abruptly  Irom  the 
sea, or from the ice of the Great Barrier, and forms a slightly  
higher edge to a vast snow plateau which has been traversed  
for several hundred miles in various directions, and may for 
aught we know extend  fsither  for a thousand miles or more.  
The accumulated snows of this plateau discharge by the hugest  

glaciers In the world down the valleys between the mountains.  

About 8' S. a group of volcanic Islands, of which Ross Island,  

with the active Mt  Erebua is the largest, rise from the 
sea in front of the range, and at the northern extremity the 
volcanic peaks 01 the  Balleny  Islands match them in bright. 
The composition of the volcanic rocks is similar to that of 
the volcanic rocks of the southern part of New Zealand.  
The oldest rocks of Victoria Land are  sppaztnily  banded  
gneiss and gneissic granite, which may be taken as  Arcbaean. 

 Older Palaeozoic rocks arc represented by greenish grey slates  
from the sides of the Beardmore glacier and by  radiolsrian  
chests; but the most wid espread of the sedimentary rocks  
occurring in vast beds in the mountain faces is  thai  named  
by Fearer the Beacon sandstones, which in the far south 

 Shackleton  found to be braided with seams of shale and coal  
amongst which a fossil occurred which has been identified as  
coniferous wood and suggests that the place of the formation is  
Lower Carboniferous or perhaps Upper  Devoman.  No  Mesosoic  
strata have been discovered, but deposits of peat derived from  

fungi and moss are now being accumulated in the fr esh-water  
lakes of Rosa Island, and raised beaches show a recent change  

of level. The coa st-line appears to be of the Atlantic, riot the  
Pacific type, and may owe its position and trend to a great fault,  
or series of faults, in the line of which the range of  vokanoc.,  
Mt Melbourne,  Μι  Ε ebιιs,  and  Μι  Discovery.stand.  Boulders of 
gneiss, quartzite ad sandstone have been dredged at so many 
points between the  Balleny  Islands said the Weddell Sea  th&t 

 there can be no doubt of the existence of similar  contisreatal  land  
along the whole of that aide, at but within the  Antarttit Clι'c.  
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λ men* Ice'Coadilio*s.—Tt  is difllcult to decide whether  

the ice of the polar regions should be dealt with as a geologi-
cal formation or a meteorological phenomenon, but in the 
Antarctic the ice is so characteristic a feature that it may  

well be considered by itself. So far as can be judged, the  
total annual precipitation in the Antarctic region is very  

slight, probably not mare than the equivalent of  ιο  in. of 
rain, and perhaps less. Ιι was formerly suppoaed that 
the immense accumulation of snow fleas' the South Pole 
produced alt ice-cap several miles in thickness which, creeping  

outward all round, terminated in the sea in vast ice-cliffs, such 
as those of Rosa's Great Barrier, whence the huge Bat-topped  

ice-islands broke oB and Boated away. Evidence, both in the 
Graham Land and in the Victegia Land areas, points to a 
former much greater extent of the ice-cap. Thus Shackkton 
found that the Summit of Mt Hope, in 83' 3d S., which 
stands 2000 feet above the ice of the aurtomiding glaciers, was  

strewn with erratics which must have been transported by ice  
from the higher mountains to the south and west. In  McMuxdo 
Sound, as in Graham Land, evidence was found that thesurface  

of the ice-sheet was once at least a thousand feet above its  

present level. These facts appear to indicate a period of 
greater snowfall in the geologically recent past—i.e.  a pes'iod  
of more genial climate allowing the air to carry more waler 
vapour to the southern mountains. Whatever may have been  

the case in the past the Antarctic glaciers are now greatly 
shrunken and many of them no longer reach the sea. Others 
project Into the sea a tongue of hard ice, which in the case Of 
the l)rygaIski gluier tongue is 30 m. long, and ailoat probably  
for a considerable distance, Some of these glacier tongues of 
smaller size appear now to be cut oB at their shoreward end 
from the patent glacier. At one time the Victoria Land glacier  
tongues may have been confluent, fomiiisg a great ice barrier  

along the coast similar to the small ice-barriers which .clothe 
the lower slopes of some of the islands in Gerlacbe Strait. The  

Great Ice Barrier is in many ways different from these. Cap-
tain Scott showed that it was doat for at least 400 m. of its 
extent from west to eaSt. Sir Ernest Shackleton followed it for  
400 m. from north to south, Boding Its surface in part thrown  

into long gentle undulations, but with no evidence of the sur-
face being otherwise than level on the average. The all.bui-
forgotten experiments and cogitations of Biscoc convinced that  

shrewd observer that all Antarctic icebergs were sea-ice thick-
ened with snow "accuniulatedwithtime." Therecentexpeditios's  

seem to conllrm this view to a great extent in the case of the 
Ferrier, which, so far as the scientific men σn the "Nimrod" 
could see, was formed every -where of compressed nev', not of 
true glacier Ice. Instances have been seen of tabular bergs 
Boating with half their bulk above water, showing that they  

are of very much lesi density Ibanachd Ice. The thrust of  
the glaciers which descend from the weOtern -moantalna upon  
the Barrier throws it into sheen crevassed folds near the point  

of οontaιΙ, the d$sturbaiice extending so m. from the tip  

of the Beardmore glacier, and the seaward creep of the wbolg  

surface of the Barrier is possibly due to this impulse, the rate  
of movement at the eastern side of the Barrier was found to be  

at the rate of 500 yds per annum foi the saveD rims between 
Scott's and Shαεkleιοπα '*pcdii ions  . 

Pack ice composed of broken-up sea-ice and fragments of  

icebergs appears to form a Boating breakwaur round the Ant-
arctic area, It is peneiraled by powerful strainers with use 
or with difficult, according  Ιο  the action of the wind which 
loosens the pack when it drivei it towards the open sea, and  

clsea it mi when it drives ilagalnal a CoaSt Os' S barrier of fast ice. 
 Αι  ενeτυ ροint  but one aroind the αιτυαιρeler area the pack,  

be it light οr dense, appears to I up to the southern per-
maneu' 0030 or land, though, as in the Wedded See, the pack  
scams at times to be drives bodily Away. The exceptional  

region is the opening of the Ross Sea east of Cape Mare, wbert  
a comparatively narrow band 41 pack ice baa always been pene-
trated by the resolute advance even of sailing .hlp, and led to 
an extensiv, open era to the south.  Νο  doubt the act of the 
ocean currents accOunts for this,. but how they act isatm obscure.  

The great Bat-topped ste-islands which in 'cmi years drift out  
from the Antarctic area in great numbers are usually met with 
in all parts of the Southern Ocean south cl  500  5, and worn-
down icebergs have been sighted in the Atlantic even as far  
north as 26°  ο'  S. The greater frequency of icebergs in the 
Southern Ocean in some years is attributed to eartbqusken in  

the Antarctic breaking 05 masses of the Boating edge of the  

Barrier.  

Aawrdi' CIdm'e.—Jilthough  a vSaΙ miss- cl observations  
has recently been .ccumulated, it is not yet possible 40 treat  

of the climate of the South Polar regIon in the same breed way  
as in the case of the North Polar region. The following  

table shows the meals temperatures of each month aid of the  
year at all the stations at which the Anesrctic winter  
baa been passed. The result Is to show that while the  

winter Is on the whole less severe at high latitudes than  

at equal latitudes In the. north, the summer is very much  

colder, and has little relation to latitude. Even in the  
South Orkiieys, in latitude 600,  In the three warmest  
mnΙbs the ale scarcely rises above the freezing point as an  

average, while in Sbethind  (600  N.). the temperature of the  
three . summer months gveragm 540. F. But on the other 
Wind, the warmest month of the year even in.' S. has had a  

mean temperature as high aa. ο°. A study of the figuresquoted  
ii' the accompanying table shows that until longer records  
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becosse  available It is  Impesilbie  ιο  speak  debitely  silo the  
normal  dislxibuiion  of monthly temperature throughout the  

year, for even 54 the same station in.  cvnsetutive  years the  
months vary greatly. Thus at Snow Hill (63°  5.) the mean  
temperature  of August 1903 was 13'5° higher than that of  
August 1902, though June had been 7.  colder; and it the  
"I)iscovery's"  winter quarters July  ι903  was 53° colder than  
July  igos  though June was 2° warmer, August having exactly  
the same mean temperat ure in each year. The mean  Ιempera  
lure of the year is evidently higher in the position of the  

"Belgka'z"  drift than in Victoria Land at the same latitude; 
bet it Is noticeable that on the west side of Graham Land, where  

Charcot  wintered, the average mean temperature was (taking 
the average οί  histwo  winterings)  ι° higher than on the east 
side,  wbere Nordenskjbld  wintered in nearly the same latitude.  
The  obseiyai  ions, however, were not synchronous, and t may  
not be right to compare them. We may perhaps say that along  

the whole of the known Antarctic coasts the temperature in the 
two midsummer months is within a degree or two of  32°  F., and  
vanea  11th. from place to place or from year to year; but in the  
winter mouths the temperature is lower as the latitude  inaeases  
and is subject to great variations from place to place and from 
year to year. It seems quite possible that at no place In the  

Antarctic region do the mean monthly sea-level winter tem-
perature, fall so low as in the Arctic poles of cold, but data re-
garding  winter temperatures In the interior are lacking. All  
the complete yearly series of temperature show that the winter 
six months from April to September have a low and nearly  
equal  tampecaturo,  there being a very abrupt fall in February  
and March, and an equally abrupt rise in October and November. 
The warmest day experienced at the "Discovery's" winter. 
quarters had a mean temperature of and the coldest -4 - 7°, 
the extreme range of daily temperature being thus  8ο°.  

Tb.  absolutely lowest temperature recorded in the Antarctic 
region  waa-66-8°  OflS  journey southward from the" Discovery's" 
winter-quarters by  Lieut. Jiarne  on the  i  ςth  of September 
5903; the lowest temperature at the winter-quarters was  
-8- °  on the  ι8tb  of September 1903. On Sir Ernest Shackle.  
ton'a espcdition  the lowest temperature was  -°;  but no 
other expedition met temperatures lower  then -45-6° on the 

 "Belgica,"  -431° at Cape  Adare,  and -414° on the "Gauss." 
Sudden rises of temperature during storms are common in 
the Antarctic region, from whichever qua rter the wind blows.  

During the ascent of  Μι  Erebus the temperature  was found 
to fall as the height increased from 0° F. at sea-level to  -  
at 5000 ft.; it remained stationary to  δόσο  ft., fell to -28° at 

 ιο,ό fο  ft., find then ruse to -22° at 11 400 ft., and fell a few 
degrees at the summit. It might appear as if the " isοthermαl  
layer" of the upper atmosphere had been reached at a re-
markably low elevation; but the temperature variations may  
also be explained by differences in the temperatu re  of the strong  
six  currezstg  which were passed through.  

Pressure and Wi χdL— Γhe  normal fall of  preasure  sou th.  
ward, which gives rise to the strong westerly winds of the  
roaring forties, appears to be arrested about 6° S., and to be  
succeeded by a rise of pressure farther south. This view is  
supported by the frequency of south-easterly winds in the 
neighbourhood of the Antarc tic Circle reported by all explorers,  
and the hypothesis  cl  a south polar  anticydone  or area of high  
pressure over the Antarctic continent has gained currency in  
advance of any observations to  estαblish  it.. The complete 
data of Sir Ernest  Shackleton's  expedition are not available 
at the time of writing, but the yearly mean pressure as re -

corded at the "Discovery's" winter-quarters was 29-35 in.  
for 2902, and 29-23 in. for 1903. At Cape Adam it was  
29-13 in. for 1899,  in the  "Belgica"  2931 in. for 1898, and  in 
the "Gauss" 29-13 in. foe 5902. These figures, so far as they  
are comparable, show distinctly higher pressures in the higher 
latitudes, and the wind observations bear out the inference of 
• sοuth ροΙaτ  high pressure area, as at the "Discovery's" 
winter-quarter. So  %  of the winds had an easterly component,  
.isd  only g  a  weiterly  component-It is hew  ldcring,  

- 

- 

however, to Sod that on the sledge journeys there was in  
equally marked preponderance of wind with a w esterly 
component, and in discussing the result in the published  
records of the expedition Mr R. Η.  Curtis, of the Meteoro-
logical  Oibce,  felt compe lled to ask whether the correction 
for variation of the compass (in that region about 145 °)  
was possibly omitted in the case of the sledge journeys.  
The "Gauss" observations and those at Cape  Adare  bore out 
the frequency of easterly winds, and on the "Scotia" it was 
observed that practically all of the easterly winds met with were 
to the south of the Antarctic Circle. The  "Belgica"  found 
rather more westerly than easterly winds in her drift; easterly 
winds predominating in summer, westerly winds in winter. At 
Cape  Royds Shackieton  found easterly winds to predominate, 
the most frequent direction being south-cast; but on the  
great southern  journey,  aoutb-aouth-casi  winds prevailed,  
occasionally swinging round to south-south.west,  and even at 
the farthest south (88° S.) the ridges into  yhiώ  the snow was  
blown,  z0,002  ft. above the sea, showed that sou th-south. 
easterly winds predominated, On the journey to the Magnetic  
Pole Professor David found that along the coast the prevailing 
winds were south-westerly, with occasional blizzards from the  

south-east, but he noticed that the westerly winds were of the 
nature of a land breeze, springing up soon after midnight and  
continuing to blow fresh until about  ιο  am. Thus the balance 
of probability inclines towards the hypothesis of a south-polar 
high-pressure area. An upper current of air blowing from a 
north-westerly direction was usually indicated by the clouds  
and smoke on Mt Erebus, and on the occasion of a great erup-
tion, when the steam column reach ed  more than 20,000 ft.  
above the sea it entered a still higher stratum of wind blowing  
from the south-east. 

The intensity of the blizzards is worthy Of remark, for the velo-
city of the wind often reached 40 or even  6ο  m. an hour, and  
they were usually accompanied by a rapid rise of temperature.  

Observations of sunshine made at the "Discovery's" winter. 
quarters yielded many records of continuous sunshine extend-
ing throughout 24 consecutive hours, and in the summer menthe  
about  50 %  of the possible sunshine was often recorded, the 
maximum being 490 hours, or 66% of the total possible for 
December  ιgο.  Thus, although the sun was above the horizon  
only  fOr  246 days, it shone  sumcicntly  to yield more than 1725  
hours of bright sunshine for the year, an amount exceeded Is  
few  parta  of England, where the sun may shine on 365 days.  
The intensity of solar radiation in the clear weather of the  
Antarctic makes it feel exceedingly hot even when the sir  

temperalure  is far below the freezing po int. There Is a greet  
difference between the clear skies of 78° S. and the extremely  

frequent fogs which shroud the coast near the Antarctic Circle  
and render navigation and surveying exceedingly difficult.  
Heavy snowstorms are frequent on the coast, but inland during  

the snow blizzards it is impossib le  to say whether the whirling  
snow-dual is falling from the sir or being swept from the ground.  
Professor David is inclined to believe that the surface of the  
snow-plains is being lowered more by the action of the wind  
sweeping the snow out to sea than it is raised by  paecip'tatioii,  
the total amount of which appears to be very small.  

Flora and Faana.—Recent expeditions have discovered that,  
despite the low temperature of the summer, iii which no month  

has a mean temperature appreciably above the freezing point,  

there are on the exposed Antarctic land patch es  of ground with  
a sparse growth of  cryptogamic  vegetation consisting of mosses,  
lichens, fungi and fresh-water algae. The richest vegeta-
tion discovered on the  "  Nimrod "expedition consisted of sheets 
of a lichen or fungoid growth, covering the bottom of the fresh-
water lakes near Cape  Royds,  and visible through the clear ice  

throughout the many months when the water is frozen..  Νο 
flowering plants occur within the Antarctic Circle or in the  
immediately adjacent lands.  . 

The marine fauna is very rich and abundant. ΑΠ  the  ezρed.  
lions obtained many new species, and the resemblance which  
occur, between many of the forms and those which inhabit  
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the Arctic seas has given rise to the hypoth&a that certain  
species have been able to pass from one frigid zone to the other.  

it is argued on the other hand that all the forms which resemble  

each other in the two polar areas are cosmopolitan, and occur  
also in the Intermediate seas; but the so-called "problem of  

bipolarity '! Is still unsettled. Bird life on sea and land is fairly  
abundant, the most common forms being the skits gull, snow 
pttrels, and the various species of penguins. The penguins are  

specially adapted for an aquatic. life, and depend for their food  
eπtίrelΥ on marine animals. The largest species, the emperor  
penguin, Inhabits the most southerly coast known on the edge 
of the Great Barrier, and there it breeds at mid-winter, very 
interesting specializatIons of structure and habit making this  
apparently impossible feat practicable. The social organiza-
tion and habits of the various spedes of penguins have been care-
fully studied, and show that these birds have arrived at a stage  

of what might almost be called civilization worthy of the most 
intelligent beings native to their continent. The only mam-
malian We in the Antarctic Is marine, in the form of various  
species of whales, but not the "right whale," and a few  

species of seals which live through the winter by keeping open  

blow-holes in the sea-ice. There is no tract of any land animal  

except a few species of minute wingless insects of a degenerate 
type. The fresh-water ponda teem with microscopic life, the 
Iardigrada, or" water bears "and τοtiferα showing a remarkable 
power of resistance to low temperature, being thawed out alive 
alter being frozen solid for months and perhaps for yeats. 

Αυτχοaιτικs.—Η,  R. Mill, 7" Siege of the Stalk Pole, a history  
of Antarctic exploration with compleIs.bibliograpby (London, 
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POWEll,  the Dutch name for a piece of low-lying, marshy  
land reclaimed from the see or other water by drainage and  
diking (see  Hol.r.SND).  

POLE (ιΑsm,γ). The family of the Poles, earls and dukes of 
Sugolk, which, but for Richard m.'s defeat at Bosworth, might 
have given the next king to England, bad its origin in a house 
of merchants at Kingston-upon-Hull. It has been said that 
these Poles were the Scat English peers whose fortunes had been  
founded upon riches gained in trade; but the Βerkeley, do-
gcendantsof RobcrtfltxHarding,thench burghers of Gloucester,  

- 

must perhaps be reckoned bc#orc them. Their pedlgtee begins  

with one William atta Pole (d. c.  1359), a merchant of Ravens-
rode who settled in Hull, where his widow became the wile at  
John Rotenhenng, also a merchant. His  90ω,  Sir Richard end  
Sir William atte Pole, were both famolls for their wealth at a 
time when the Crown had great need of rich men's aid. Sir  

Richard (d. 1345), the king's butler in 1327, removed to Lcndon, 
end isaiyledaLondon citizen in his wilL Themalelinerd  
this, the elder branch of the Poles, failed with a gra πd οn, Jobs  
Pole, who by his marriage with Joan, daughter of John, Lord 
Cobhani, was father of Joan, Lady of Cobbam, the Kentlsh  
heiress whose lands brought her live knightly husbands, the 
fourth of them Sir John Oldcastle the Lollard. 

Sir William atte Pole (d. 1366), the second sot of William, 
joined his brother in advancing large sums to the government  
while keeping safely apart from politics. The first mayor 
of Hull, he sat for Hull in live parliaments, and was advanced  

to be knight banneret and a baron of the exchequer.' lie was 
counted "second to no merchant in England," but aΙΙ his  
time his descendants left the counting-house, his four sons all 
serving in the French wars. The eldest son, Michael Pole, who 
had fought under the Black Prince and John of G*unt, was  
summoned as & baron In 1366, before the father's death, and,  
as a Stout supporter of the Crown, was appointed in 1381 
governor of the person of the young king Richard Ii., whose  
marriage with the Lady Anne of Bohemia he had arranged  
on a visit to her brother the king of the itomans. Ia 1383 be 
became chancellor of England and thereafter. as the loyal  

servant and nearest counsellor of the king, be had to face the  
jealousy of the great lords and the hatred of the Commons. 
Ills wealth added to the envy of his enemies, for, to his inherited  
Yorkshire and Lincolnshire lands, his marriage with Catherine, 
daughter and heir of Sir John of Wingfield, added a great Sugolk  
estate, where, fortifying the msnor.house of the Winglielda, 
be made his chief seat. In 1385 he was created earl of Suliolk,  

a grant from the Crown giving him the castle sad honour of 
Eye with other East Afghan lands formerly held by the ilfiord 
earls. In 1386 the opposition, led by Gloucester, the king's  
uncle, pulled him down. He was dismissed from his chancellor-
ship, and impeached by the Commons on charges which, insuffi-
cient upon the face vi them, secured his conviction. Richard  
was forced to send his minister into ward at Windsor until  

the parliament was dissolved, when Suliolk once more appeared  

as the leader of the king's party. But the opposition was  
insistent, and Suliolk, after Richard had been compelled to  
give his word that those who had advised him Ill should answer 
for it to the next parliament, fled over sea to Calsia. One  
of the earliest of the many popular songs that bark against  

the Poles tells joyfully of this flight of the detested t'Jske." 
Sentence Of death by the gallows was passed in his absence.  
The over-zealous governor έf Calsia who found him at his  
gates, clad as a poor Fleming, his chin shaved, packed him back  
to England, whence he escaped again, doubtless with the king's  
aid, reaching his native time of Tutu, where be saw for the hag  
time his "goodly house of brick." Old friends found him a  

ship that landed him in the Low Countries, and he died an eslle 
in Paris In 2389. 

The exile's son Michael, who bad married Catherine, daughter  

oftheearlofStsflord,wasrestored to the esrldom in 1397, and,  
although his father's attainder was revived by the act of the 
first parliament of Henry IV., the eaxldom was restored once  

again in 1390, together with the castle and honour of Εye  His 
life was that of a soldier, sad he was with the boat bef οτeΗsι  
fleur In 7425, when he died of a violent dysentery. Michael,  
the eldest son and heir, marched from his father's deathbed  to 
Agincourt, where he fell, Drayton's ballad recalling bow he  

plied his axe on the great day. By his wife, a daughter of the  
first duke of Norfolk, he had three daughters, but no one of  
them marrying, his lands passed with the eazldorn to his brother  

William.  
This WIlliam (2396-2450), the fourth earl of his name, bad  

sailed with his father and elder brother to Hardesia, but bad  
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been sent horn. sick slier the siege. He returned with the  

"vaga" of 1417, leading thirty men-et-ems and ninety  
irchers. Henry V. made him admiral of Normandy, and 'miii  
the crowning of Henry VI. in Paris in 1431 he served in France  

without, by his own account, coming borne or seeing England.  

He bald She chief command before Orleans after Salisbury  
bad fallen to a cs.nnoi-ahol from the city, but was forced to  
surrender toJoanof Arc at Jargeau, where his brother Alexander 
was killed, another brother, John, being taken prisoner with the  

earl. A fourth bwther,Thomaa, α clerk, becameheatage toDunois  
until the vast ransom of the earl was paid down. Mter 1431  
Suffolk turned to English politics. Like his grandfather, he  

found a king's uncle, another Gloucester, the chief of his enemies  

Defeating Gloucester's project of an Armagnac match, Suffolk  

arranged for the young king's marriage with Margaret of  

Anjoii, and brought home the bride to Portsmouth In  ι".  
In the year before he bad been created marques. of Suffolk,  

being the fourth Englishman to take the style of marquess.  

Iii. party and the queen's were of the point of overthrowing  
their opponent, Gloucester, when the "good duke" died sud-
denly in the hands of those who bad arrested him. This death,  

followed by that of Cardinal Beaufort, left the field to Suffolk.  

Under a patent of 1443 Suffolk became earl of Pembroke at  

Duke Humphrny'a death. Ηis honour. were capped In 1448  
with a dukedom of Suffolk, he being then admiral of England,  
governor of Calais, constable of Dover, and warden of the  

Cinque Ports. But It seemed that long service in the foreign  

wars had not purged the offence of the name of Pole. !dl the  

old enmity which bad ddvcn his grandfather Into exile was  

gathering against Suffolk. His peace policy had cost the  
cession of Maine and Anjou, while the blunders of his ally,  
Somerset, as lieutenant In France, hot Normandy to England.  

Early in 1450 the  Commonb  in spite of Suffolk's appeal  ιο  his  
years of loyal service, accused him of treason and he was sent 
to the Tower. A long Indictment was reinforced by new 
accusations, and the king could do no more for his minister than  
ant Mm free under a sentence of live years' banishment. He 
sailed from Ipawich on the May Day of 1450, but before he 
could enter the port of Cslaia he was cut off by a royal ship, the  

" Nicholas," whose nmsterhad him put overboard into the cock-
boat, where his heed was hacked off by an Irish knave's rusty  

sword. His body, cast headless upon Dover beach, was carried  

by the king's orders to the Poles' vault in Wingfield church, 
where his elEgy may still be seen. Who sent out the" Nicholas,"  

and by whose orders Suffolk died, are questions which remain  

unanswered. He was the third husband of Mice Chaucer,  
whom he married as the widow of Thomas, Earl of Salisbury,  
slain before Orleans. She was the daughter sad heiress of  
Thomas Chaucer, of Ewelme, and, although direct evidence  
Is wanting, the granddaughter, without doubt, of Geoffrey  

Chaucer, the poet. She lies at Ewelme, under a  msgnrnceut  
tomb.  

John Pole (1442-249ή , only son of the murdered duke, should 
have suceeeded in the dukedom, his father having died 00-
attainted. But the honours were apparently regarded as  

forfeited, and the dukedom was formally restored to the boy  

In 1455, the easIdom of Pembroke being allowed to lapse.  

Although three generations of warrior lords lay between him  

and the Hull warehouses, the origin of his house was still fresh  

in men's memories. John Pasirni, writing In 1465, could tell  

every name hi the duke's pedigree back to "William Pool of  
Hull," who had been "lirat a merchant and after a knight,"  
and "what the father of the said William was" John Psaton  

knew "right well." The duke's father was an upstart for the  

crowd, wboe ballads pelted him with the name of "Jac  
Napes," suggested by his familiar badge of the ape's clog and  

chain. Nevertheless a wife of royal blood was found for the  
young duke, King Edward IV.'s own sister Elizabeth. The  

marriage conlirmed him a partisan of the White Rose. The  

son of Margaret's faithful minister rode against her man at the  

second battle of St Albans. Before he was of age he was  

steward of England at his brother-in-law's crowning, and at  

Queen Eifz&beths crownIng be bore her sceptre. Raving  
held many rakes under Edward IV. he was ready to bear a  

sceptre at Richard's coronation, and, after Boaworih, to swear 
fealty  Ιο  the Tudor dynasty and to bear another sceptre for 
another Queen Elizabeth. He died in 249', havIng safely  
kept his lands, his dukedom, and his head through perilous  
years.  

But each advance In rank had brought danger and misfor-

tune to the Poles. Before the death of the second duke they  
had begun to pay the price of their matching with the royal 
house. In the next generation their name was blotted out.  
John Pole, eldest son of Duke John and the Lady Elizabeth,  

had been created Earl of Lincoln by his uncle, Edward IV. 
Befor. he followed Richard to Boaworth, the young man had  
been chosen as heir to the throne, Clarence's son Warwick  

being put aside. He survived King Richard and Henry VII.  
spared him. But be egged on Simnel's plot, joined the rebels  
In Ireland, and was killed at Stoke in 2487, leaving no issue by 
his wife, the daughter of the earl of Arundel. Edmund, his  

younger brother, (c. 1472-1513) should have succeeded in 149'  
as duke of Suffolk, but on coming of age he agreed to satisfy  

himself with the title of earl of Suffolk, the king grudgingly  

restoring some portion of the estates forfeited by his brother.  

In 1499 he suddenly left the kingdom, but was persuaded to  
return. But the death Of the imprisoned earl of Warwick may  
have suggested to him that Henry's court was • dangerouk  
place for those of the bleed of York, and In ι oι he found his way 
to the emperor Maximilian in ·11τοι with a scheme for the  
Invasion of England. Although the kaiser at lint promised  
him men for the adventure, nothing came of his promises. Maxi-
milian, persuaded by • gift of English money, bound himself  
not to succour English rebels. Suffolk, who had reassutned the 
ducal style, was stlalnted in ‚504, and In the same year was 
seized by the duke of Guelders. From the duke's hands the 
prisoner was taken by Philip, king of Castile, who surrendered  
him to England on a promise that his life should be spared.  

But in 1553, when Richard, his brother, was In arms In the 
French service, Edmund Pole was taken from his prison In the  

Tower to the block.  
Richard Pole, who in s οx escaped from England with  

Edmund, had been received by the king of Hungary, and 
ifterwards by Louis of France, who assigned him a pension. 
Commanding German Lanzknecbti in the French service, he 
was the friend and companion In arms of the chevalier Bayard. 
At the death of his brother Edmund, be took the title of the 
duke Of Suffolk, claiming the throne of England. In 5514 
Louis gave him the leading of xa,oeo riotoua Gernisn  
mercenaries to essay the conquest of England. The treaty 
of peace stayed the adventure, but Louis refused to surrender  

Richard, and allowed him to depart for the Imperial cite of 
Mets. Francis I. continued the payment of his allowance, 
and gave him employment. In '522 the anonymous writer  
of a journal describes the coming to Paris of "Richard de  Ia 
Poulle, soydisant due dc Suflort ci Ia Blanche Rose." In 
1525the White Rose was killed by the French king's tide at 
Pavia. With him died the l*st descendent In the male line of 
William Pole, the Hull merchant.  

By one of the strange chances of history, another family of 
the name of Pole, having no kinship with the house of Suffolk,  

owed, like the Suffoiks, their advancement and their fall  
to a match with a princess of the royal house. Sir Richard 
Pole, a Bucklnghamshlre knight, was the son of Geoffrey Pole 
a squire whose wife, Edith St John, was sitter of the ha1f.bl οο 
to the mother of Heniy VII. About 1490 or 1491 he married  
the Lady Margaret, daughter of George, duke of Clarence. He 
died in :505, and In 1513 Ring Henry VIII. created the widow 
countess of Salisbury, as some amends for the judicial murder of  

her brother, the Earl of Warwick. Four years later, the barony 
of Montague was revived for her eldest son Henry. Until tie  
king's marriage with Anne Boleyn, the countess of Salisbury was 
about the court as governess of her godchild, the Lady Mary. 
When her son, the famous Cardinal Pole, published his treatise,  
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Di sails!.  .'dcdadka,  the Whelk (milky (‚ii under the dl.-
pleasure of the king, who resolved  Ιο  make an end of them. 
'list Lord Montague was the first victim, beheaded  sa  1539  
on a charge of treasonable  conversalioiis,  evidence having  
been wrung from his unhappy brother, Sir Geoffrey Pole.  

In  j ι  the aged countess,  attainted  with her son Montague,  
met her death at the barbarous bands of an unskilful heads-
man. Sir  GcoFrey  Pole, seeing that his house was doomed,  

fled the country, and joined the cardinal In exile. He returned  
with him at  Mazy's  accession, both dying in 1558. His  .ons  
Arthur and Edmund, taken in  r6s  as  plotlera  against Queen  
Elizabeth, were committed to the Tower of London, where they  

died after eight years of  imprisoameiit.  
See T.  Rymes'. Feeders; C.  FroSt, Ruiny  of  Jhdl 9827);  

(i)r.mns'  do  Mdsa  (Rolls Series); G. E. C..  CοmiιΙ' Pc.reg';  
Teslamoals Eb,aceasia  (Sorters  Soc.);  Hon. and Rev. H. A. Nspicr,  
$miscombe mid Ειοd ιιιe  (1858); Did. No.!. Biog., as. " Pole ";  
Ε.  Foss, Judges of £a1m'd  (1848-1844); Chrosicon Anglio.e  (Rolls  
Series); Pastas Letters, edited by I. Gairdnrr; Sir J.  H. Ramsay,  
1'scasler mid York (1895); 1.11m sad Pu$rs  of  Ricked  ΙΙΙ.  
sad  Hnvy  VIZ. (RollsSeries); Inquest.  $sI mortem,  Close and  
Patent Rolls, Rolls of Parliament. (O. BA.) 

POLE,  REGINALD 4500-155SL  English cardinal and arch-
bishop of Canterbury, born at  Stourton  Castle,  Siaflordsbire,  
was the third son of Sir Richard Pole,  Enighi  of the Garter, and  
Margaret,  cOuntess  of Salisbury, a daughter of George, duke of  

Clarence, and  Ihercfore  niece of Edward  ΙV  He was intended 
for the church from his youth; and when seven years old was  

seat fee five  yeats  to the grammar school which Coke bed founded 
Dear the  Cuibusian  monastery at Sheen. Hire be had  Linacre 

 and William  Latimer  as  te*chers.  In his thinteeth  year he 
went to  Magdalen  College, Oxford, and two years after took  
his degree in arts. Iii  ι ςτ Henry  VIIL  appointed his young  
kinsmen to a  prebeod  In Salisbury, and  soqnafterwards  to the 
deaneries of  Wimbome  and Exeter. lie  ws  a  fncnd  of Sir 
Thomas More, who says that Pole was as learned as he was  
nettle and as virtuous as he was learned. In '559, at the king's 
expense, be went to  Psdua,  the Athens of Europe, according  ιο 

 Erasmus; and there, where Wet end Cuthbert  Tunatall  bad  
also been educated, the "nobleman of England" as he was 
called, came into contact with the choic est minds of the later  
RelineRenaissance, and formed the  friendsbi'z  that influenced  
his lilt. 

In αςας be went to Rome for the Jubilee, and two years after  
returned to England and was initiated by Thomas Cromwell 
into the mysteries of statesmanship, that master telling him  
thee the main point consisted in discovering and following the  

will of prince., who are net bound by the ordinary cede of 
honour. When the divorce question arose, Pole, like many other  
excellent men, seems at Brat to have been in its favour. He prob-
ably took the same view that Weise) ,  had, viz, that the  dispen-
sasipo  of Julius II. was  insulficicot,  as of two existing  diriment  
impediments only one had been dispensed. When however the 

 king.raiaed  the theological argument which ended in disaster,  

Pole could not accept it; and, after the failure of  Campeggio'a  
mission, when the king asked him for his opinion, he excused  

himself on the score of inexperience, but went by Henry's  

ordcr  to 'Paris ('530) to obtain the  judgmept  of the  Sorbonne,  
making the condition that another should be joined with him 
in do the necessary business. At this time, he says, the more 
be saw into the case the less be knew how to act as he was  
desired., On his return to England be spoke strongly against  
the project to the king, who seems to have dealt gently with 
him In the hope of using him for his own ends. He  olfered  him  
the sees of York or Winchester, and kept them vacant for ten 

 months for, his acceptance. There was a stormy interview  ci 
 York Place; but Pole succeeded in mollifying the king's rage  

ιο  far that Henry told him to  pul  into writing his reasons against  
the divorce. This was done, and, recognizing the difficulties 
of the situation, the king gave him leave to travel abroad, and 
allowed him still to retain his revenues as dean of Exeter. In 

which saw by the deaths of Bishop Fisher and Sir Thomas  
More a cheese in Henry's policy,  Pola rccrtvui  orders to seed  

a formal opinion  mi  the  r'ηal. suρ'emιcy  end the  blag 
 promised to find him suitable employment in England, even  

If the opinion were an adverse one.  Tbeparting  of the way. bad  
been reached. Pole's reply, which took a year to  salle,  and  
was afterwards published with additions under the title Pr,  
usuals  ccdedae,  was sent to England (May a, 1536) and  
was meant for the king's eye alone. It contained a vigoro us  
and severe attack upon  th,  royal policy, and did not shrink from  
warning Henry with temporal punishment at the hands of the 
emperor and the king of Prance  if be did not rep ent of his 
cruelties end return to the Church. He was again summoned  

Ιο  return to England to explain himself, but declined until 
be could do so with honour and safety; but be was on the 
point of going at all risks, when he beard from his mother and  

brother that the whole family would suffer If he remained  
obstinate. Paul Ill, who bad prepared a bull of  estommuni

-cation and deposition against Henry, summoned Pole to Rome  
in October, send two months after created him card inal. In  
January 1537 he received a sharp letter of rebuke from the  
king's council, together with the  soggestioa  that the differ-
ences might be discussed with royal deputies either In  FranOe  
or Flanders, provided  that Polo would attend without being  
commissioned by any one. He replied that he was willing and  

had the pope's leave to meet any deputies anywhere. Paul III. 
in the early  sprIng  01 that year named him legate a  L*s'e  to 
Charles V. and Francis I., for the purpose of securing their 
assistance in enforcing the bell by helping a projected rising 
in England against Henry's tyranny. The mis sion failed,  
as the mutual jealousy of the sovereigns would not allow either  
to begin  opixatioas.  Moreover, the fear of Henry was  seth-
dent to make the French king refuse to allow one who was  

attalnted  by act of parliament to remain in the kingdom; so  
Pole passed  over to Flanders, to  wAit  for the possible arrival of  
any royal deputies. The  ρ cοπference  never took place.  
and in August 1537 the cardinal returned to Rome. There he 
was appointed  to the famous commission which Paul  IlL  
established for considering the refer= necessary for the church  
and Roman curia. The report  Consiiiaisu dekdirimsi cer.  

diaalium  is, in its plain-spoken directness, one of the  mOst  note.  
worthy documen ts  of the history of the  perleeL  Towards the  
end of 1539, alter Henry had destroyed the shrine of St Thomas 

 Beckel.  another attempt was made to launch the boil of do' 
position, and Pole again was tent to urge Charles V. to assist. 
Once more his efforts were in vain, and he retired to his friend  

Sadoleto  at  Carpentras.  As Pole bad escaped  Herny's  power  
the royal vengeance now fell on his mother, who was executed  
ass traitor on  $.hes7 ιbοf Μay ι54ι.  When the pens muse to the  
cardinal be said to his secretary  Beccatelli thee he had received  
good  tidlugat  "Hitherto I have thought myself indebted to  
the divine goodness  for having received my birth from  oem  of  
the most noble and  virtuoua  women in  Englaad;  but hence-
forth my obligation will be much greater, as I understand  
I am now the son of a martyr. We have owe parson more  

added to those we already have in heaven  ";  and returning to  
his oratory Pole found peace in his sorrow.  

On the slat Of August 'MT the cardinal was appointed legate 
at  Viterbo,  and for a few yearn passed a happy and congenial  
life amid the friends that gathered round him. Here be came 
into close relations  wtb Vitioria Colonsia, Contarini, Sadoieeo, 
Bembo, Morone,  Marco Antonio,  Flsmlnio,  and  *tber  scholars  
and leaders of  thougbt;  and many of the  q'iestiooa  raised 
by the Refοrωαιiοn in Germany were  esgerly  discussed is  
the circle of  Viterbo.  The burning questien  of the day, 

 justrncatioa  by faith, was a special subject of discussion. 
The  "dolce iibricemno,"  the famous Testis!.  alilissuse  del  
όmeβ'ίο  di Gets  Ckririo c,x(,Isso terse  i ‚krisdiasi,  which  
was the composition of a  S'dhian Etnedictine  and bad been  
touched up by the greet  latiniat FΙandniο5  just appeared  
at Mantua in 1542 under the auspices of Meson., and bad a 
wide circulation (over 40,000  ccpiea  of the second edition, 
Venice 1543, were sold). Containing extiacts  from the 
Hundred arid Ten Divine Consid erations  o(Jusn Veldt* (g-se),  
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it was soon  tegasded  with the utmost horror by many. But 
it.  Viterbo  it was in favour, and the orthodox  inierpreta.  
tion  was regarded rather than the other which might be  

tekeα In the Lutheran sense. Pole's own altitude to the 
question of justification by faith is given by  Vitloria Coloniso,  
to whom he said that she ought to set herself to believe as  

though she must be saved by faith alone and to act ax though  

she must be saved by works alone. In the excited temper of  

the time' any defender of  justihcation  by faith was looked  upos  
by the old school as heretical, and Polo, with the circle at  Viletbo,  
was denounced to the Inquisition, with all sorts of crimes  

imputed to him. Though the  promas  went on from the  
pontificate of Paul III. to that of Paul IV., nothing was done 
against the  cirdinal  until the time of the latter pope, who was  
his personal enemy. lt  is by no means certain that Pole ever  
knew about the process begun against him; and immediate  

subsequent events show that no credence was given to the  

charges.1  
While at  Vlterbo  his rule was firm but mild; and no charge of 

persecuting heretics is made against him.  Hc  regained  many,  
such as his friend  Flaminio,  by patience and kindliness, to a  
reconsideration of their errors. During this time also he was  

gill engaged in furthering a proposed armed expedition to 
Scotland to aid the papal party, and in ' 545 be was again asking  
belp  from Charles V. But the Council of Trent  (q.s.),  first sum-
moned in  ι6,  was at last on the port of meeting, and this 
required all his attention. In  1 542 be had been appointed one 
of the presiding legates and had written in preparation his  

work Dc 'ouecjlk;  and now in 1545, after a brief visit to Rome, 
be went secretly, on account of fear of assassination l' Henry's  

agents, to Treat, where he arrived on the 4th of May 1545. Iii  
the council he took a high spiritual line, and his learning end 
devout life made him a great leader in that assembly. He 
advocated that  dogmaiic.dccrees  should go together with those  
on reform as  allording  the only stable foundation. His  viewa  
Of the subject of original sin, akin as it is to that of justification, 
were accepted and embodied in the decree. He was present  

when, the latter subject was introduced, and he entreated the 
fathers to study the subject well before committing themselves  

to a decision. On the 28th of June Ι546  he left Trent oat account  
of ill-health and went 10 Padua. While be was there frequent  

cOmmunications  passed between him and the council and the  

draft of the decree on justification was sent to him. His  aug. . 
gestions  and amendments were accepted, and the decree cm  

bodies the doctrines that Pole had always held of justification  

by a living faith which showed itself in good works. This  
e8eςtuaΙly  disproves the story that he left the Council of Trent 
so as to avoid taking pail in an adverse decree.  

On the death of  Hcnry  (Jan. 28, 1547), Pole, by name, was  
left Out of the general pardon; and in  ιb  subsequent rising  
in the West the insurgents demanded that be should be sent  

for and made the first on the record in the council. Be wrote 
several times to England to prepare a conference, but only 
received a rude reply from Serer:met, who sent him a copy  

of the  Βο k  of Common Prayer. At the conclave of  'sto  
Pole received  two4hirdχ  of the votes, but by a delay, caused  

by his sense of responsibility, he lost the election and Julius III.  
succeeded. He then retired to  Magazzano  on the Lake of  
Cards and occupied himself by editing his book  Pso weitek  
erdesine,  with =intended dedication to Edward  'ΓΙ.  

The  scccsίοn  of Mary opens the third period of his life. On 
the 5th  of August 1553 he was appointed legate to the new queen  
and began ,  his  'negoliations.  But many difficulties were put  
in the way of return. He was still under attainder; and the,  

temper of England was not yet ripe for the presence of a cardinal. 
' See, however. Herzeg.Hauck, Rsdkseyikj'ddi'  (oil. )  j 
Pole," where it is said  tlust '  only his procrastination, and then  

his death ,aved him from appearing before the Inquisition.' Within  
the institution of the Inquisition his name continued to be regarded  

as that of a heretic and mislcadi'r of olhres, us is proved by the  
mass of evidence accumulated against him in the Cmvptnd,am  
lkqiώ iΙeτ em (e.  'ιΥ" Ιιirίο dilia so€kM d' stοriσ pair,a,  Rome,  
1880),  ρ. 283,  &c.'—(Ep.) 	 . 

The project of the  quben's  marriage was also as obstacle.  
A marriage between her and Pole, who was then only a deacon,  
wax proposed by some, but this did not at all meet the views  
of the emperor, who therefore hindered him the more from 
setting out for England. The marriage with Philip, of which 
Pole did not approve, having taken place (July 25, 1554), and 
Rome yielding on the practical difficulties of the jay  helders  
of Church lands, a parliament favourable to the proposed re-
'mien now  asaembltd,  and Pole was allowed to return to Eng-
land as cardinal. On his landing he was informed that the  
attainder had been reversed; and he received the royal patent 
authorizing his performance of the  kgatine  duties within the  
realm. Arriving at Whitehall, where he wax received with joy  

by Mary and Philip on the  3ο&h  of November, he proceeded to  
parliament and them absolved  the kingdom  saud  accepted in the  
pope's name the demands respecting ecclesiastical property. 
He entered wisely on his work of  refernuttlen,  for which he was  
well prepared.  One of the most  important matters he had  te  
deal with was to rectify the canonical  ροsitiοn of those who bad  
been ordained or consecrated since the breach with Rome.  
Acting according to the instructions he had  rcceived  from Rome, 
where the matter had been fully gone into, he' made an investi-
gation, and divided the clergy ordained after that period into  

two classes; one consisting of those ordained in schism, indeed,  
but according to the old Catholic rite, and the other of those  

who had been ordained by the new rite drawn up by  Cranmer  
and enforced by act of  parlIament  tat of April  το'  The 
first class, after submission, were absolved from their  irregu.  
!cite, and, receiving penance, were  rcinstated;  the second  
class were simply regarded as laymen and dismissed without 
penance or absolution.  AtIIiS  first convocation he exhorted the  
bishops to use gentleness rather than rigour in their dealings  
with heretics; and Pole, in himself, was true to his principle. 
He was not responsible for the cruel persecution by which the  

reign was disfigured. On the 4th of November 1555 Pole 
opened , in the chapel royal at Westminster, a  legatine  synod,  
consisting of the united convocations of the two provinces, for 
the purpose of laying the foundations of wise and solid re  
forms. In the  .Reformeiio Angliae  which he brought out in 

based on his  Legatine  Constitutions of  τ555,  be ordered 
that every cathedral church should have its seminary, and the 
very words he uses on this subject seem to have been copied 
by the  Couocil  of Trent in the twenty-third  aezslon  (1563). He 
also ordered that the Catechism of  Caranzs,  who, like him, was  
to suffer from the Inquisition for this very book, should  bg  
translated into English for the use of the laity. On  Cranmer'a  
deprivation, Pole became archbishop of Canterbury; and, having 
been ordained priest two days before, he was consecrated on the  

22nd of March  ι6,  the day after  Cranancr suffered at Oxford.  
Soon afterwards the clouds began to gather round him. 1114  

personal enemy  Caraffa  had become pope under the name of  
Paul IV. and was biding his time. When Rome quarrelled with  

Spain, and France, on behalf of the pope, took up arms, England  

could no longer observe neutrality. To injure Spain and heed-
less of England's need, Paul 'V. deprived  Pole of his power  
both as legate a  kk,e  and  k αΙυs ,;aIus as archbishop of Can-
terbury (June 14, 1557); he also reconstituted the process  

of the Inquisition against the cardinal and summoned him to  
Rome to answer to the crime and heresies imputed to him. No 

 remonstrances  on the part Of the queen, of Pole or the English  

clergy could induce the pope to withdraw his sentence except  
to declare that the cardinal still held the position of  kgoiu.i 
sales inherent in the  prlmatial  see. hi a dignified but strong  
letter Pole says "As you are without example in  wb*1 yov 

 have done against me, I am also without an  eXample  bow I  
ought to behave to your Holiness  ":  and he drew up a  pspe*  
containing an account of the various acts  bf  hostility he had 
experienced from the pope, but on second thoughts he 611114  

the document, saying it were not well to discover the shαrne  ο  
his father. Mary, Who had been warned by her  ambassadog  
to the pope that prison awaited Pole, prevented the breve  
ofdering  the  cardinil  to proceed to Reese from  bώ ιg  deflected,  
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and so Pole remained in England. Broken down as muds by  
the blow as by ill-health the cardinal died at Lambeth on the  
17th of November 1558, twelve hours alter Mary's death and  
under the unmerited disgrace of the papacy in defence of which 
be had spent his We. He was buried at Canterbury near the  

spot where the shrine of St Thomas Becket once good.  
The chief sources for Pole',  bkraρhχ are his life mittenIn  

Italian by his  lecretary Beccateili,  winch was translated into  
Latin by Andrew  Dudith  as Vile Poll cardi,wiis  (Venice, 1; 6) 
and his letters  (Epiaidai Regime/di Poli)  edited by  Girolamo  Quinn!  
and published in 5  volumes  (Bixscia,  1744-1757), a new edition  

which is in preparation at Reece with additions from the Vatican  
Archives, See also the State Papers (foreign and domestic) of  
Henry VIII., Edward VI. and Mary •  the Spanish and Venetian 
State Papers; viii. i of A.  T)ieiner'. 4ci geirsisa S.S. Oecsmesi'i  
Ceacilii 'ndaiisi  (1874); the CDIII$sIIdiO dii ρrsc'a» dd saab  

‚ ιiο di Raise 'ii Peelo , III. a Pad. IV.  ςsocίetέ  romana dl 
um* patria Ατώ wιο, us. 261  seq.);  T.  Phillipp's  History of the 
Life o/R. po L  (Oxford, 1764-176?);  Atbanasuus  Zimmermann, •J•. 
Kardssai Pu =in Lebes  sad some Scterifiis  (Regensburg, 1893)' 
Marts,  Hailie, 14'4 Rqisaid Pd' (1910); and F. G. Lee,  Re1i5IJ  
Pd.. (E.  Ta.)  

POLE,  RICHAED  DE LA  (d.sa$),  pretender to the English  
crown, was the fifth son of John dc  Ia  Pole  0442-1490, snd 

 duke of  Suflolk,  and Elizabeth, second daughter of Richard, 
duke of York and sister of Edward IV. ills eldest brother 
John do  Ia  Pole, earl of Lincoln  (ι.  5464-1487), is said to have 
been named heir to the throne by his uncle Richard Ill, who 
gave him a pension and the reversion of the estates of Lady 
Margaret Beaufort. On the accession of Henry VII., however, 
Lincoln took the oath of allegiance, but In 1487 he joined the 
rebellion of  Lambcrt  Simnel, and was killed at the battle of 
Stoke. The second brother Edmund (c. 1472-1513), succeeded  
his father while still in his minority. His estates suffered  
under the attainder of his brother, and he was compelled to  
pay large sums to Henry  Υ11. rotthe recovery of part of the  

forfeited lands, and also to exchange his title of duke for  

that of earl. In  τοs  he sought the German King Maximilian  
In Tirol, and received from him a promise of  substantIal  assis-
tance in case of αα attempt on the English crown. In con-
sequence of these treasonable proceedings Henry seized his  

brother William dc  Ia  Pole, with four other Yorkist noblemen.  
Two of them, Sir James  Tyrell  and Sir John  Wyndbam,  were  
executed, William dc  Ia  Pole was imprisoned and Suffolk out-
lawed. Then in July  ιοa  Henry concluded a treaty with  
Maximilian by which the king bound himself not to countenance 
English rebels. Presently Suffolk fell into the bands of Philip,  
king of Castile, who imprisoned him at Namur, and In  x ο6  stir-
rendered him to Henry VII. on condition that his life was spared.  
lie remained a prisoner until 1513, when he was beheaded at  
the time his brother Richard took up arms with the French  

king. Richard dc Is Pole joined Edmund abroad in 1504, and  
remitted at Aix as surety for his elder brother's debts. The  
creditors threatened to surrender him to Henry VII., but, more  
fortunate than his brother, he found a safe refuge at Buds  
with King  Ladialas  VI. of Hungary.  lIe  was excepted from  
the general pardon proclaimed at the accession of Henry VIII.,  
and when Louis  XII.  went to war with England In 1512  he  
recognized Pole's pretensions to the English crown, and gave him  
a command in the French army. In ι s 13,  after the execution  
of Edmund, he assumed the title of earl of Suffolk. In 1514  

he was given s  s,000  German mercenaries ostensibly for the  
defence of Brittany, but really for an invasion of England.  
These he led to St  Malo,  but the conclusion of peace with Eng-
land prevented their  embarcation.  Pole was required to leave  
France, and he established himself at Mete, in Lorraine, and  
built a palace at  l.a ilaute  Pierre, near St  Simphorien. Fie  
had numerous interviews with Francis L, and in 1523 be was  
permitted, in concert with John Stewart, duke of Albany, the  

Scottish  regent, to arrange an invasion of England, which was  
never carried out. He was with Francis L at Pavia. and was  

killed on the held on the 2411' of February 1525.  
Si. Letters mid Ρ ais hllsabaiisc ef the Reins, of Ride,d III. mid  

ai.η VZZ., editi,d  by  J.  Gairdrier  (2 rots.,"  Ηοlla erie,"  2'  1845ι);  

Calindsr  of Liners aad Pa$is, Fordge wad DeaNIO, of  da Rdg.  
ii' Hoary VIII.; and Sir William  Dugdak,  The Bermsag.  4  Ea'aad  
(London, 1675).  

POLE, WILLIAM (1814-ιgoο),  English engineer, was born  at 
Birmingham on the sand of April  ι8ι'  He was a man of many 

 accomplishmenls,  Raving spent his earlier years In various  
engineering occupations in England, he went out to India In  

as professor of engineering at  Elpbinztone  College, Bombay,  
where he had to first organize the course of  InstructIon  for  
native students, but his health obliged him to return to England  
in 5848.  Forthenexetenyeara he wothedlnLoadonunder  
James Simpson and J. M.  Rendel,  and the high  rqssitatioii  he  
achieved as, scientific engineer gained his  appoinlmelst  in 1859 
to the chair of  dvii  engineering us University Co llege, London.  
He obtained a considerable amount of  odidal  work from the  
government. He served on the committe es  which considered  
the application of armour to ships and  fettiIcatlo'ia (186 Ι-1864), 

 and the comparative advantages of Whitworth and  Arrnetrong  
guns (1863-1865). He was secretary to the Royal Commis sion  
on Railways (s86 -τ86),  the duke of Richmond'.  Commiedo.  
on London Water 4867-τ869),  also taking part in the subsequent  
proceedings for establishing a constant supply, the Royal Corn  
mission on the Disposal of London  Sawage  (1882-1884), and the  
departmental committee on the science  mineumo  at Smith  
Kensington In t88. In  ι8yr  he was employed by the War 

 Omce  to report on the Martini-Henry  eMs,  and in the me year  
was appointed consulting engineer in London to the Japanese  
government, a position through which he exercised considerable  
influence on the development of the Japanese railway system.  
He was elected a follow of the Royal Society Iii  186τ,  In re-
cognition of some  InvestIgatIons  on colour-blindness.  Μusie  

was also one of his chief Interests. At the  ageof  twenty-tom  
be was appointed organist of St /fink's, North  Audley  Street,  
in open competition, the next selected  candidite  being Dr  
Ε. J. Hopkins (1818-spot), who subsequently was for fifty 
years organist of the Temple Church. Ha took the degree of  
Bachelor of Music at Oxford In  eSόο,  proceeding to his doctor's 
degree In 1867, and in  ι8 p  published his  PhsIos.$y  .f  Masse.  
He was largely concerned in the institution of musical degrees  
by the University of London in 1877, and for many years acted  
as one of the examines,. His mathematical tastes found con-
genial occupation in the study of whist, and as an exponent  
of the scientific principles of that game he was even earlier  

the held  than 's Cs,endlah.»  His literary work included treatises  
on the  geam.engine  and on Iron construction,  biogsspbicsl  
studies of famous  engineers, Including Robert Stephenson and  
I K. Brunel, Sir  WIlliam Fairbalm  and Sir W. Siemens, several  
books on musical subjects and on  whiat,  and many papers for  
reviews and scientific periodicals. He died on the  30Ιh  ii  
December  xpoo.  His son, William Pole  (t8s- ),  became  
known as an actor and writer under the stage-name of William  

Feel, more especially for his  studies In Shakespearian drama and  
his work in connexion with the Elizabethan Stage Society.  

POLE (s) (O.  Eng.  Pill, cf. Ger.  Pfahl,  Du. peal, from tat.  palas,  
stake),a  tapering cylindrical poet or stake of some  τοnideτsbΙe  
length, used as a support In  acsllolding,  for telegraph or tele-
phone wires, hops, Sc., and as a means for taking jumps (see  
P0Lt-VAUaTINC),  and also as a single shaft for a vehicle drawn  
by two or more bosses. As a measure of length a  -  pole,"  
also called "rod" or  "  perch," is equal to s4  y'Is.  (264 ft.), as 
a measure of area it is equal to 304  eq. yds.  (a) (Let, "des,  
adapted from  Gr.  mikes, pivot, axis), one or ether of the  
extremities of the axis of the earth; the  "  celestial pole" is one  
or other of the points In the heavens to which the earth's axis 
points; In the nettle= hemisphere this point Is bear the star  
Ursae minoria,  better known as the  i'ole-etar  or Polaris  
(see  Ussa Majos).  For the regions lying about the north sad  
south poles of the earth see  Pot.ex Rxmoiss.  

In  mathematira  the word pole has several meani ngs. Iii spherical  
ttigonometry  the  '  pole" at a circle on a sphere is the mint where  
the diameter of the sphere perpendicular to the ρlαιιe of the circle  
intersects the sphere. In crystallography (gm.) the "pole" of .a face Ιhe 'mtersectiοn  of a line perpendicular to the face with  
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4he  sphere of projection. The teem is also ιρΙied to. point 
from which lines radiate. a., for instance, the 011gm ιna system  ο 

 polar co-oedviates, or the common mint of a pencil of rays. In 
the geometry of conic aection. the 'pcI." of a line, teemed the 
" — ,,  of the point, in the intersection of the tangents (either  
real or imagin.n) at the point, where the line meets the conic  
(see Gs.OWETSY: Projer muv ).  The "magnetic polea" of the  
earth are the points on the earth's surface where the di ρρί ng needle  
is vertiml (see  TERIIa.TaIAL MAcwsTssii); snd the ' poles" of  
• magest are the points of the magnet where the magnetic intensity  
Is greatest. In electricity, the term is applied to the element"  
of a galvanic battery (i.e.), or to the terminals of a frictIonal 
elect eel machine.  

POLICAT,  the common tame given to any member of the  
Musteline germs  Prdoru's  (see Caxmvoaa). The polecat. form 

 a small group conined to the northern hemisphere, of which 
the best known and most widely distributed  is the common  
polecat of Europe (P. fodidus  or P: pulorias).  This animal,  
at least so far a. its disposition, size and proportions axe con-
cerned, is well known in. its domesticated condition as the  

ferret, which I. but a tamed albino vatiety of the true pole-
cat. The colour of the latter, however, instead of the familiar  

yellowish-white of the ferret, is of a dark brown tint above  

end black below, the face being variegated with dark brown  
and white markings. Its skull Is rough, strongly ridged, and  

altogethtr of a far more powerful type than those of the  
stoat., weasels Or martens; the skull of the female Is very much  

smeller and lighter than that of the malt The fur is long,  
coarse, and of comparatively small value, and changes Its colour  
very little, If at all, at the different seasons of the year.  

The Common Polecat.  

The polecat ranges over the greater part of Εωτορί, reaching  
northwards into southern Sweden and in Russia to the region of 
the White Sea. It does not occur in the extreme south, but is 
common everywhere throughout central Europe. In the Alps 
It ranges far above the tree-line during the summer, but 
retreats in winter to lower ground. It is confined to the 
northern counties of England and Scotland, where it is becoming  
very rare, owing to persecutions from game-keepers, and in  
Ireland it appears to be extinct. In fine weather it lives either 
in the open air, in holes, -  fox-earths, rabbit-warrens, under 
rocks or In wood-stacks; while in winter it seeks the pro-
tection of deserted buildings, barns or stables. During the 
day it sleeps in its hiding place, sallying forth at night to plunder 
dovecota and hen-houses. It climbs but little, and shows far  
less activity than the marten. It feeds ordirarily on small 
mammals, such as rabbits, hamsters, rats and mice, on such 
birds as it can catch, especially poultry and pigeons, and also  
on snakes, lizards, frogs, fish and eggs. It. prey is devoured  
only in its laii; but, even though it can caxty away but a single  
victim, it commonly kills everything that comes in its way,  
often destroying .11 the inhabitants of a hen-house in order to 
gratify its passion for slaughter. The pairing time is towards 
the end of the winter, and the young, from three to eight in  
number, are born in April or May, after a period of gestation 
of about two months. The young, if taken early, may be easily  

trained, like ferrets, foe rabbii.eatdilng. The peleont  ό  very  
tenacloua of life and will bear many severe woinads bdorg  
succumbing; it I. also said to receive irish Impunity the bite 
of the adder. Its fetid smell ha. becom, pioverbiul. To this  
it is indebted for its generic n.m. Pnd.dse  (derived, as are also  
the low Lit. 'Weds.; Fr. pains, and Ital. persia,  from  
pidso), as well as the designation loumart (i.e.  foul marten) 
and its ether English names, flichet, fitchew. Attempts to 
account for the flint syllable of the word polecat rest entirely on  
conjecture.  

The Siberian polecat  (Pakriee it'ersw.sidl  is very like the  
European in use, colour and proportions, but with head and  
back both nearly or quite white, and skull more heavily built  
and sharply constricted behind the cebiti, at least in fully adult 
individuals. It inhabits the greater part of .outh.westms  
Siberia, extending from Tibet into the steppes of souih.esatm,  
European Russia.  

The black-looted or American polecat  (Pidurris's siigripes)  

is • native of the central plateau of the United Slates, sad  
extends southwards into Teas.. it is often called the prairie ,  
dog hunter, as it is nearly always found in the warrens of thai  
animal. The fur I. cream-yellow, the legs are brown, and the  
feel and  tail-tip black. 

The mottled polecat  (Pv.leeiw seemaii'ss),  a species occur-
ring in southern Russia and south-western Asia, and extending  
from eastern Poland to -Afghanistan, differs from other polecat*  
both by its smaller size and its rems4ablφ coloration, the whole  
of the upper.parts being marbled with large irregular reddish  
spots on a while ground, while the under-side, limbs and tall  
are deep shining black. Its habits appear to be much like  
those of the common polecat. (R. L. )  

POLENTA.  Μ.  the name of a csatie in Romagna, from which  
came the noble and ancient Italian family of Da ?dent*. Tb.  
founder of the house is said to have been Guide, surnamed  
l'Antico or the Elder, who wielded great authority in Raveniss  
in the ι3th century. His grandson Guido Novello upheld the  
power of the house and was .iio capilrnio del pope. at Bolognat  
he was overthrown in 1322 and died the followIng year. His  

chief claim to renown lies in the fact that in 1321 he gave hos-
pitality to the poet Dante, who immortalized the tragic histosy  
of Guide's daughter Franceaca, unhappily married to Malateata,  
lord of Rimini, in an episode of the  1sfwwo. Guide's blna.aan  
Ostsaio I. was lord of Cervia and Ravenna from 13" to 1329,  

and, after being recognized as a vasial of the Holy See, again 
became independent and went over to the house of Eats, whom 
he served faithfully in their struggles with the Church until his  
death in 1346. His son Bernardino, who succeeded bins as lord 
of Ravcnna. In ι346, was deponed in 5347 by his brothers, 
Pandolfo and Lamberto IL, but was reinstated a few months 
later and ruled until his death in 1359; he was famous for his  
profligacy and cruelty. His son Guido  ΤΗ.  ruled more mildly  
and died in 139ο. Then followed Ostasio IL (d. 1396), Οbizz 
(d. £431), Pietro (d. 1404), Aldubraudino (d. 1406), ell sons of  
Guide III. Ostaslo m. (or V.), son of Obiaso, was at first  

allied with the Vcneti.ns; later he went over to the Mllsnese,  
and, although he again joined the Venetians, the latter never  
forgave his intrigue with their enemies, and in 14.41 they  
deprived him of his dominion.. He died in a monastery is  
1447.  

POLE-VAHITINO, the art of springing over an ohetacle  
witbtheaidofapoleoratsil. Itisprobabletbatanexercise  
of the kind was a feature of Greek gymnastics, but with this  
exception there is no record of its ancient practIce .s a sp οιt  
As  i  practical means of passing over such natural obstacle, as  
canals and brooks it has been made use of in many parts of the 
world, for Instance in the marshy provinces along the North Sea  
and the great level of the fens of Cansbridgeahire, Huntingdoa-
shire, Lincolnzhire and Norfolk. The artificial draining  of  
these marshes brought Into existence a network of open drains 
or cana& intersecting each other at right angles. In order to  
cross these dryahod, =du the same time avoid tedious ,ound.  
about journeys over the bridges, a stack of jumping poles was  
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kqit  at emery )e,  whids  we commonly used he  swalting  
vu the crisis.  
• As a sport, pole-vaulting made its appearance In Germany  

In the first part of the 19th century, when it was added to the  
gymnastic exercises of the Turner by Johann C. F. Guts.  
Moths and  Frederich  L.  Jahe. Iu Gmat  Britain it was first  
commonly practised at the  Caledonlan  games it in now an  
esent  in the athletic championships of nearly all nations. Al-
though strength and good physical condition are essential to 
ardency in pole-vaulting, skill is a much more Important  
element. Broad-jumping with the pole, though the original  
form of the sport, has never found its way into organized  
‚thletim,  the high jump being the only form recognized. The  
abject is to deer a bar or lath supported upon two uprights  
without knocking it down. The pole, of hickory or some other  
tough wood, in from 13 to le ft. long and  ή  in. thick at  
the middle, tapering to  τ} In. at the ends, the lower of which  
is truncated to prevent sinking into the earth and shod with a 
single spike to avoid slipp ing. A hole In which to place the 
end of the pole Is often dug beneath the bar. In holding the 
pole the height of the cross-bar Is first ascertained, and the 
eight hand placed, with an  undergrlp,  about  ό  in.  ibo?e  this  
point, the left hand, with an over-grip, being from 14 to 30 in.  
below the right. The mutter then runs towards the bar at 
full speed, plants the spiked end of the pole in the ground 
about  ι8  In. In front of the bar and springs into the air,  
gvaspingthepoieflrmlyas he rises. Αα he neαm the bee he 
thrown Ida legs leeward, and, pushing with shoulders and  
arms, clears it, letting the pole fall  backwirds.  In Great  
Brkaln  the vaulter in allowed to climb the pole when it is at  
the perpendicular. Tom Ray, of  Ulverston  In Lancashire, who  
was champion of the world in 1887, was able to gain several  
het In this manner. in the United States climbing is not 
allowed. Among the brat British 'miters, using the climbing 
privilege, have been Tom Ray, E. L. Stones, R. Watson and  
R. D. Dickinson; Dickinson having  deaitd  ii ft. 9  in. at  
Kidderminater Ιι' ι891. The record  pole.vauli  Is  ts  ft. 61 In., 
made by W. Dray of Yale in γ 907. 

POLICB  (Fr. police, government,  dvn administration, a 
police force, Or. "skied*, constitution,  eondiiion  of a state,  
wIles,  city, state), a term used of the enforcement of law and  
order In a state or commu nity, of the department conce rned  
with that part of the civil administration, and of the body  
or force which has to carry it into execution. The word was  
adopted in English in the  z8th  century and was disliked as a 
symbol of  formgn  oppression. 'Die first  oJlcinI  use appears,  
according  to the New English  Dkhionnry,  In the appointment of  
" Cοωrassiοners  of Police "  for Scotland in 1714. A police  
system has been devised for the purpose of preventing evils  
and providing benefits. In Its first meaning it protects and  
defends society from the dissidents, those who decline to be  
bound by the general standard of conduct  accq,ted  by the 
larger number of the law-abiding, and in this sense it is chiefly  

coικeτnml  with the prevention and pursuit of crime. It has  
a second and more extensive meaning as applied to the regula-
tion of  p'iblic  order and enforcing good government.  

fished  Kisgd.m.—The establishment of a systematic police  
force  was of slow growth in England, and came into effect long  
after its creation abroad. A French king, Charles  V., is said  
to have been the first to invent a police,  " ΙΟ  increase the  
happiness and security of his people." It developed Into an  
engine of horrible oppression, and es such was repugnant to the  
feelings of  α free people. Yet as far back as the 13th  ceegmy 
• statute, known as that of "Watch and Ward," was passed 
In the 13th  year of Edward I.  (ιa8),  aimed at the maintenance 
of peace In the city of London. Two centuries later (1585) an 

 irt  was passed for the better government of the city and  

botough  of Westminster, and this act was re-enacted with  
extended powers in 5737 and soon succeeded by another  
(1777)  wIth  wider and stricter  provislong.  The state of London 
at that date, and Indeed of the whole country at large, was 
deplorable. Crime was rampant, highwaymen terrorized the  

reeds,  fσ tρ d*  Infested the streets, burglaries were of constant 
occurrence, river  thicvcs  on the  Tbamq  committed depredations  
wholesale. The watchmen appointed by  padsbta  were useless,  
inadequate, inefficient and  'mtrintweetby,  acting often as  
accessories In aiding and abetting crime Year after year the  
shortcomings and defects were emphasized and some better  
means of protection were  coggantly  advocated. At the com-
mencement of the rods century it wan computed that there was  
one criminal to every twenty-two of the population. The  

eorts  made at repression were pitifu lly unequal. In the  
district of Kensington, covering re sq.  m., the protection  
&fielded was dependent on three constables  and three bead.  
boroughs. In the parish of  Totteuham  nineteen attempts at  
burglary were made in six weeks, and sixteen were entirely 
successful. In  Spitalfields  gangs of  tbicves  stood at the greet  
corners  and  oρeώ γ rifled all who came near. In other parishes  
there was no police whatever, no defence, no  prOtection  
afforded to the community but the voluntary exertions of  
individuals and "the honesty Of the thieves." In  tbout  days  
victims of robberies constantly compounded with felonies  and 
paid blackmail to thieves, promising not  ιο  prosecute on the 
restitution of a portion of the stolen property. 

The crying need for reform and the introduction of a proper 
police was admitted by the government In 1829, when Sir  
Robert Peel laid the foundation of a better system. Much  
opposition was offered to the scheme, which was denounced as  
an insidious attempt to enslave the people by arbitrary and  
tyrannical methods. The police were to be employed, it was  
said, as the instruments of a new despotism, the enlisted members 
of a new standing army, under the centralized authority, riding 
roughshod over the peaceable citizens. But the guardians of  
order, under the Judicious guidance of such sensible chiefs as  
Colonel Rowan end Sir Henry  MaIne,  soon lived down the  
hostility first exhibited, and although one serious and lamentable  
collision occurred between the mob and the police in  ι8 ',  It was 
agreed  iwo  years later that the  unfavoursble  impression at one 
time existing  agaInst  the new police was rapidly diminishing, and 
that it had fully answered the purpose for which it was formed.  
Crime had already diminished; it  wa,  calculated that the annual 
losses inflicted on the public by the depredations of the da ngerous 
classes had appreciably fallen and a larger number of convictions 
bad been secured.  

The formation 01 the metropolitan pol ice was in due comae  
followed by the extension of the principle to the provinces.  
Borough constabulary forces were established by the Municipal  
Corporation Ad (1835), which entrusted their administration  
to the mayor and a watch committee, and this act was revised 
In 1882, when the general powers of this authority were defined  
Acts of 1839 and 1840 permitted the formation by the justices  
of a paid county police force. Action in this case was optional,  
but after an interval of fifteen  ymss  the Police Act of 1856 made 
the rule compulsory, It being found that an efficient pol ice force  
throughout England and Wales was necessary for the more 
effectual prevention and detection of crime, the suppression of  
vagrancy and the maintenance of good order. Local acts bad 
already endowed Scotland with a police  aystem,  and in 1857, and  
again  in 1862, counties were formed into po lice districts, and the  
police of towns and populous  places was generally regulated.  
Ireland  baa  two police forces; the Dublin metropolitan police  
originated In 1808,  and iii 1829 the provisions of Sir  Robcet  Peel's  
act for London were embodied in the Police Law for Ireland.  

The extent to which the metropolitan police has developed  
will best be realized by  coalxasting  its numbers  mi  list  crontins  
and the nature of the duties and functions that the*  appmaincd  
to it. The first act (the Metropolitan Poli ce  Act  τS_'g)  applied  
to the  mteropolis.  exclusive of the city of London, and  coiautuved  
a police  ares  having  a radius of is m. from  Cluing Cross. Two  
justices of the pence were appointed ,  pemeistly  named comma.  
sInners  of police, to administer the act under the Immediate ditto.  
tion  of the secretary of state foe the home department The first  
ροΙice  office was located in Whitehall in Scotland Yard. from wh ich  
it was removed in the autumn of  i8po  ιο  the new and imposing  
edifice on the  Embankmcnt,  in which ill breeches  ala  now  ecu.  
eentrated,  known as New Scotland Yard. The best  voostable.  
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‚ppo'nted  were 3000 in number, who, when  ιw ιπ  In, enjoyed all 
the powers of the old constable, under the common law, for pit-
serving the peace, preventing  rnbbedes  and other felonies, and  
ιρρrehending odenders.  The subdivision of the district into  dlvi.  
lions, en much the same line, as now existing,  wa,  at once  made  
for administrative  coemence, end a pro  ortion  of  oBorie  was 
allotted to each in the various grades then first constitut ed  and  
still  ρt ιsτννd,  comprising in emending order, constables,  mgessts,  
inspectors and superintendents. Some time later the grade of 
district superintendent was created, held by gentlemen of supe rior  
status and  iotelligeace,  to each of whom the control of a  lange .ettion  
of the whole  loete,  embracing a wide area, was- entrusted. ?his  
grade has since been merged in that of chief constab le, of whom 
there are  ίιχir  exercising power, of disciplinary  .upervision  in the 
metropolitan  distrιcts,  and a fifth who us assistant in the branch  
of criminal  ioveatiga*iori.  The supreme authority is vested  

the borne  a ςtetaιγ,  but the immediate command and control  
is exercised by the chief commissioner, with three assistants, re- 
placing the two commissioner, provided for in  ι8ap.  

Alter various parliamentary reports and some  Iegi,l&tsoa  by way  
of extension, an Important act was passed in  1839  reciting, that 
the system of police established had been found very inefficient  
and might be yet further improved (Metropolitan Police Act  ι8 p). 

 The  metropslitaa  police district was extended to  11 in. from  Char,ii  
Cross. The whole of the river Thames (which, in its course throng  
London, so tar an related to police matters, had been managed  
υnd'•  distinct acts) was brought within it, and the collateral but  
not exclusive powers of the metropolitan police west extended to  
the royal palaces and to m. round, and to the counties adjacent  
to this district. Various summary powers for dealing with street  
and other  effenma  wait conferred. When the police was put on 

 a more complete footing and the area enlarged, provision was made  
for the more edectual adininistiwlion  of justice by the  magistratea  
14 the metropolis (Metropolitan Police Courts Art 1839). The  
changes that occurred in magisterial function, are scarcely ins  
remarkable than the transition from the smith  coastable  to the 
organized police. The misdirected activity of the civil  magistrete  
in the 17th century is Illustrated by the familiar literature of Sutler.  
Bunyan  and ethers. The  reel of that age was succeeded by 
apathetic reaction, and it became necessary in the metropolis to 
secure the service, of paid justices. At the beginning of the 19th 

 century, outside of the city of London (where rιιειiαl duties 
were, as now, performed by the lord mayor and aldermen), there  
were  v.rious  public offices besides the bow Street and Thames  
police offices where magistrates  attended. To the Bow Street  
dice was subsequently attached  the "horse  ραtml "  each of the  
police offices had a fixed number of constabl es  attached to it. and 
the Thames police  had an establishment of constables  sad  siur-
veyoTs.  The horse patrol was in  ι86,  as previously intended, 
placed  under the new police. It became desirable that the horse  
patrol and constables allotted to the several police dices not 
interfered with by the Act of  18χ8  should be  iistorporat'd  with the  
metropolitan police force. This was effected, and' the, magisterial  
functions mere completely separated from the dudes of the executive  
policq;  for although the jurisdiction of this two justices, afterwards  
called comm issioners, as magistrates extended to ordinary duties  

(except at courts of general or quarter sessions), from the test 
they took no pert in the examination or committal for  edal  of  
persons charged with offence,. No  psisimers  were brought before  
them. Their functions west in practice confined to the  dustiphne  
of the force and the prevention and detection of denies, their 
action limited to having persons arrested or summoned to be  
dealt with by the ordinary magistrate., whose cou rts were not  
interfered with.  

The aim and object of the police force  remιiέ  the same as  
when first crested, but its  faneιiι ns  have been varied and  
extended in scope and Intention. To secure obedience to the  

law is a first and principal duty; to deal with breaches of the  
rules made by authority, to detect, pursue and arrest deader,.  

Next comes the preservation of order, the protection of all  
reputable people, and the maintenance of public peace by  
checking riot and disturbance or noisy demonstration, by enforc-
ing the observance of the thousand and one  regulsl$,ons  laid  
down for the general good. The police have become the minis-
ters of a social despotism r esolute in its watchful care and control  
of the whole community, well-meaning and pate rnal, although  
when carried  to extreme length the tendency is to diminish  
self-reliance and Independence In the individual. The police  

are necessarily in close relation with the state; they are the direct  
zrpresentaiivca  of the supreme government, the servants of the 
Crown and leg islature. In England every constable when he  
joins the force makes a  dpdaratfon  and swears that he will 
Serve the sovereign  leyally  and diligently, and to acquires the  
rights and ρriνιϊοges of a peace officer 91 and for the Crown.  

The  state  employs pollee solely In the interests of the public 
welfare. No sort of espionage is attempted, no effort made to,  
penetrate privacy; no claim to pry into the secret actions of  
lawabiding  persons is or would be tolerated; the agents of  
authority must not seek information by underhand or unworthy' 
means. In other countries the police system ban been worked  
mere arbitrarily; it has been used to check free speech, to inter.  ,  
fere  with the right of public meetings, and condemn the  expres.  

. slon  of opinion host ile to or critical of the ruling powers. An  
all-powerful police, minutely organized, has in some foreign  
statcs  grown into a terrible engine of oppression ad made daily  

life nearly intolerable. In England the people are free to  
assemble as they please, to  m&rcb  In  procetsion  through the  
street,, to gather in open spaces, to listen to the harangues,  
often forcibly expressed, of mob orators, provid ed  always  thai  
no obstruction is caused or that no disorder or breach of the  
peace is  Ιhreα1ened  

Τhe strength of the metropolitan police  Ia  3908 vs. 18,167 
comprising  sα  superintendents, 572  inspectors, 2578 sergeant. and  
'5.185 constables, At the head is a commissioner,  &ppeintcd  by  
the home dice; he is assisted by four assistant  ctimipiswoners,  
one of whom was appointed under the Police Act 1909, in accord-
ance  with the  recommernlacioa  of the Royal Commission on the  
Metropolitan Police  ipod,  his duty especially being to deal with  
complaints made by the  peblic agais1it  the, police. The metro

-.politao  police are divided into  αι  divisions, to which letters of the 
'alphabet are assigned for purposes of distinction. There is in 
addition the Thames  division, recruited mostly from sailors,  cbamjed  
with the patrol of the river and the guardianship of the shipping. . 
To the metropolitan  ρolice  'also are assigned the  cuntroi  and  
guardianship of the various naval  dockyaxtia 'md  arsenals.  

The city of London has its own distinct police orga nization under 
a comnusaiosier  and assistant commissioner, and its function.  
extend over an area of 673 statute acres containing two cou= of  
justice. those of the  Gulidhall  and Mansion Fiume, wheat the  
lord mayor and the alderman are the magistrates. Althou gh  the  
area is comparatively small the  rateabk  value is enormous. T he 

 forte comprises a superintendents, 48 inspectors, 86 sergeants  
and 865 coostmsbhes;  also some do constables  on private service .  
rims.  

'I he total police force of England amid Wales in 1908 wan 30 4  
almost equally divided between counties and boroughs; that οf 
Scotland numbered 5575.  In Ireland the Royal  Ιώ h  Constabulary  
are a semi-military fart,, numbering over  1Ο30Ο j  they police the 
whole of Ireland, except the city of Dublin, which is under the 
Dublin metropolitan police, a particularly fine body.  

The most active and by no means the least efficient branch of  

the modern  English police is that especially devoted to c riminal  
investigation or the detection οf  crime. The  d.tectsv, is the 
direct descendant of time old "Bow Street rusners" or "Robin 
Redbreasts  "—,.  styled frost their scarlet  waztcoat,—olikers  in  
attendance upon the old-fnshiontd  police offices and despatched by 

 the sitting magistrates to follow up any very serious crime in the  
interests of the public or at the urgent request of private person..  
The "runners  •  had disappeared when the police organization  
introduced by hr  Itoliert  Peel  caine  into force, in 1829, and at first  
no part of the new force  was especially  attcibuted  to the detection 
of crime. They were much missed, but fifteen years  glapsed  
before Sir Jam.. Graham (then horns secretary) decided to dot  
a few constables in plain clothes for that purpo se  as a tentative  
measure, The first "detectives"  appoiuted numbered only  a 
dozen, three inspectors and nine  ιcreaneε,  to whorl however, sax 
constables writ  short11' added as • auxiliaries," but he number' 
was gradually  enlaηtcdaa  the manifest uses of the system became  
'more and more obvious.  

Oximaa Couxiaaas.—Briliils Zndia  I. divided into police districts,.  
the general arrangements of the system of the regular police, 
which dates from the  disappesrance  of the East India Company, 
resembling in most respects those of the English police, but differ.. 
jag in details in the different  ptesidencim.  All  ar,  In  inslform,  
trained to the use of firearms and drilled,  azid may be called upon 
to perform military  duties. The superior officers are nearly all  
Europeans and many of them are military officers. The rest sat  
natives, in Bombay  cued7 Maboiornedans. Τhe orPinsatinil  of  
the pollen ens ααnot desk with by the csim'ivaΙ code winch ca= into 
forte in 184.  bqi  the code is full of provision. tending to maim the , 

 force  efficient. Βγ  that code as well as by the force code the  polic  
haves legal sanction for doing what by practice they do in England;  
they take evidence foe their own information and  gujdaoee  in the 
investigation of cases and are  clpehed  with the power to compel  
the  atteodance  04  witnesata  αnd question them. The  essalhaean  
of the number of  Εurean  magistrates, and oilier  ciacussstaacss, 
make the police mom important end relatively for more powerful  
is India than in  Englaad  (Stephen). The difficulties in the way 

 of  nsοetaiιώ ιg the truth sad  Insφιι.tisg isles  eta$InliuiI  .and,  
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suppressed cases are very great. As regards the rural police of 
Ι diε every village headman and the village watchman as well as 

 the village police  011kv  are required by the code to communicate  
to the nearest  inapistrate  or the  omcer  in charge of the. nearest  
potion sta tion, whichever is neatest, any information respecting  
ο11 nόeτ,.  On the whole the system is very efficient. T he  police,  
which has numerous duties over end above those of the prevention  
and detection of  crIme,  greatly aids a government  ιο  paternal as  
that of India In keeping touch with the widely extended masses  
of the population.  

Prase'.—It is a matter of history that under Louis  XIV.,  who  
created the police of Paris, and in succeeding times, the moat en'  
popular and  unjuatiliable  use was made of police as a secret instru-
ment for the purposes of despotic government. Napoleon availed  
himself largely of police instruments, especia lly through his minister  
Fetich& On the restoration of  coostitutional  government under  
Louis Philippe, police action was less dangerous, but the danger  
revived under the emend empire. The ministry of police, crested  
by the act of the Directory In :796, was In 1 818 suppressed as an 
iiidq'eadeist oBee,  sad In '852 It was imbed with the ministry 
of the Interior. The regular poli ce orpanization,  which preserves 
order, checks evil-doing, and "runs us • msiefactors,  falls naturally  
and broadly into two grand divisions, the administrative arid the 
active, the police" in the erne "  and the police "out of doors."  
The first attends to the clerical business, voluminous and incessant.  
An army  cl  clerks in the numero us  bureaus, hundreds of patient 
government  employfa,  the roads de emir. as they ate  conteni$uouily  
called, because they sit for choice on round leather cushions, are  
engaged constantly writing and filling in forms for hours and hours,  
day after day.  Tb. actIve  army of police  out of doe,,, which me- 
n inges the second half of the whole machine, is divided Into two  
classes; that in uniform and that in plain clothes. Every visitor  
to Pail, is familiar with the rather theatrical -lnoklng  policeman,  
in his short  frocit-onat  or cape, smart  inpf  cocked on on. aide of his  
head, and with a smell by his side. The first is known by the title  
of ages:, sergeal di ,ilk, gnrdue,s di in pair, and is a very useful  
public servant. He is almost  invariabty  an old soldier, a  ttrgeusl  
who has left the army with a first-elms character, honesty and  
sobriety being Indispensable qualifications.  

These uniformed police  are not all employed  In the streets and  
s,ror'dirsementa,  but there is a large reserve composed of the six  
central brigades, as they ate called, a very smart body of old 
soldiers, well drilled, well dressed and fully equipped; armed, more.  
over, with rifles, with which they mount guard when employed  
as sentries at the doors or entran ce  of the prefecture, In Paris  
err* the men of these six central brigades are  nkkisamed "wis-
seaist"  (vessels), because they carry on their collars the badge of  
the city of Paris—an ancient ship—while the sergeants In the town  
districts wear only numbers, their own individual  niimber,and  that  
of the quarter in which they serve. These  ,eftseasjx  claim to be  
the  dlii'  of the force' they come in daily contact with the Garde. 
de Paris, horse and loot, a line carps  ci  city ,gendarmerie, and, as 
competing with them, take a part icular pride in themselves. Their 

 comradct  in the quarter, resent this p retension and declare that  
when In contact with the peop le  the  ,sisss.as'x  make bad blood by 
their arrogance and want of tact. The principal business of four  
at least of these central brigades  is to be on call when required to  
reinforce the out-of-door police at special times.  

Of the two remaining central brigades one controls public car. 
 ringea,  the other the  Ι4alks,  the great central market by which Paris  

is provided with a large part of its food.  Eveiy  cab-stand is under 
the charge of its own policeman, who knows the men notes their 
arrival and departure, and marks their general bebaνό υr.  Other  
police  o&era  of the central brigades  superintend the street 

 tradic.  

So much for the polite In uniform, That In plain clothe., ex  
as the French call it, is not so numerous, but fulfils a 

higher, or at least a more confidential mission. Its members are 
styled inspectors, not agents, and their functions fail under four 
principal heads. There is, first of all, the service  of the  Sliretfi--
In other words, of public safety–'-the detective department, en-  
deed entirely in the pursuit and capture of criminal,; next comes 
the police, now amalgamated with the &bed. that watches over  
the morals of the capital and possesses  arbitrsry  powers under 
the existing laws of France ; then there is the  bvigad' di gar'isis,  the 
police charged with the supervision of all lodging-houses, from the 
commonest "sleep-sellers' 'shop, as it is called, to the grandest  
hotels. Last of all there Is the brigade for enquiries, when business 
it Is to act as the eyes and  sara  of the prefecture.  

The pay of the  gerdleiss dc ii' polx  is from ‚400 to '700 francs;  
beige:dies get 2000 franca;  s.uss-brigcdu'r: 1800 francs; cίm di 
pesx 3000 to 61100 frees. The proportion cl police  to inhabitants  
Is one in 352.  

Ger'ma,ry.—Tsking  the Berlin faire as  illustratIve  of the police  
!ystem  in the German Empire, police duties are as various as in 
France; the system includes a political polka, controlling all matters 
relating to the press, societies, dubs and public and social amuse.  
seems.  Ροlι s  duties em carried out under the direction of the  
✓oyal police  presidency, the executive polka force compri sing a  
ridescolonel, with, besides  coiamlssaileacf erimleel ltvs.tigatioius.  

captains,  lieistenaaits, .cflog-Ikntaaaat., ώ geιaι.ma$οι. end it  
lacv• of constables ( ώ Ιwιwή .  

It  ό ρ1 that the pa-opoctioi'  of  pnpti'aticn  to police in  
Berlin is  boiwevo 330  sad 400 to each eke. The pay of the  polic*  
is principally  prc rided  from fiscal sources and  ,'rka  in an ascending  
scale from '125 msiks  and lodging allowance for the lowest  cla  
of  constahk-.  

Α υskiα —Τa ί sg V'isniia  In the same way as  mumemniw  of the  
Austrian  policr,  it is to be observed that there sit three branch es :  
(r)  admimi,trati  a' (a) public safety and judicial police; and  ()  
the  gο.τιnmνπι  ι  cice.  At the bead  cl the police service in Vienna  
there is a  ρn ί  tnt  of polic,  and at the bead  cl  each of the  tiiτee  
braacito.s thotr i..an Oberpdfe&.ib  or duel commissary. The bead  
of the  governm,at  brands sometimes fills the  α co cl  president.  
Each of the branches Is subdivided Into departments, at the heed  
of which em  Pdiwi,altse, Passing over the  subdivislous  of the  
a4mlnistrative  brands, the public safety and judicial branch  
Includes the following departments: the  odin.  for public  ndety,  the  
central inquiry  ofice  and tire record or  E,idesstan'esv. Tb.  
government police brands comprises  tries  depantmsnts:  the govern-
ment police  odice,  the press  ollice,  and the  Vmussbweaw  or  office  
for the  rrgiιtι tIαι'  of  societks.  'Tire proportion of police constables  
to the 'inhabitants Is on. to  436.  

Bdgieis.—la Belgian  muniapalltls. the  burgamuters  are the  
heads of the force, which is ends, their metre. The admini strator  

- ί  public safety us, however, specially under the minister of justice,  
who mes  titet  the laws and regulations  effecting  the police are  
properly carried out, and be can call on all public  fimctionsriea  to 
act in furtherance of that object,  'I'hesdm'inxatn' cl  public  
safety 'us specially  drerged  with the  sdmrnlstiatksu  of the be in  
regard to alien s,  and thus law is applied to personsstirring up  serb.  
tint The duty of the gendarmerie, who constitute the horse and  
foot police, Is generally to  maIntain  Internal order and peace. In  
Brussels as  elsewher,  the lαιηριmαster Is the head, but for =cedes  
purposes them Is a dud  ormmlisary  (subject, however, to  the 
orders of the burgomaster), with assistant commissaries, and coen  
missarlea  of divisions and other  odicera  and central  atid  ether  
bareaus,  with a body of agents (police constables)  δι  each.  

These are two main classes of polka functions recognised by  
law, the administrative and the judicial police, the form er  engaged  
ό  the  da'dy  maintenance of peace and ceder and so preventing  
olfenαs,  the latter in the 'investigation of crime and tracing offenders;  
but the duties are necessa rily performed to a great  extest  by the 
same agents. The two other functions of the judicial  poEm  are,  
however, limited to the same classes of  olkers,  and they perform the  
same duties as In Paris—the law Iii practice  there being expressly  
adopted in brussels  

In  Sa'ilsrr'laad,  which Is sometimes classed with Belgium as  
among the  leut.policed  states of Europe, the law, of the cantons 
vary. In some respects they are stricter than In Belgium or eve.  
in France. Thus a  pusiis  di alien, Is sometimes required  wbtrt  
none Is in practice  necessary in Paris or Brussels.  

Rams  wa,  till lately the most  poUrs-ridden country ii' the world:  
not even In France in the wont days of the monarchy ems the people 
so  esnd'  in the bands of the police. To give some Idea of the  wicb.  
reaching functions of the police the power assumed in mutes  
momentous and quite Insignificant, we may quote from the list  

of  cirtular.  Issued by the minister of the interior to the gov ernor, 
of the various  provmma  during four recent years. The governors  
went directed to regulate religious  Instructionlg  secular  sciioe,is,  
to prevent  horse.etealing,  to control  subsrriptions  Collected for the  
holy places in Palestine, to regulate the advertisement, 01 medicines  
and the printing on cigarette  papers1  to examine the quality of  
quinine snap and overlook the cosmetics and othr  toBet  articles--
such as soap, starch.  buillantine,  tooth-brushes and insect-powder 
—provided by chemist,. They were to Issue  itgulatiosia for the  
proper  couIatruct'ioeu  of houses and village., to exercise an active  
censorship over published price lists and printed  note, of  invitatiomi  
and  visitung  cards, as well as  scala  and rubber stamps. All private  
meetings and public gatherings, with the expressions of opinion  
and the class  cl  subjects discussed,  wes,  to be controlled by the  
police. 

The political or state police was the invention of Nicholas I. 
Alexander 1. had created a ministry of the interior, but it was 

 Nicholas who devised the second brands, which be designed  for 
his own protection and the  security of the state. After the in

-aurrectiori  of 1 865, lie crested a special bulwark for his defence, 
and invented that secret polka which grew into the  notorous  
"Third Section" of the emperor's own chancery, and while it  

lasted, was the most dreaded power in the empire. It wan practic-
ally supreme in the state, a ministry  iod,1 ..de*t  of all tither  
ministries, placed  qmte  above them and  rngondei.  only to the  
tsar himself,  . 

Usited Siaks.—Tbe organlration  of police forces in the United 
State. differs more or less in the  dilkeent  gates 01 the Union.  
Ma rule the force In cities is under municipal control, but to this  
rule there are numerous exceptions. In Boston, fat'  '". 
the three commissioners at the head of the Loire are appointed  
by the governor of Massachusetts. The force In New York Gen;  
alIhe from the standpoint  '1 umbels  aird  of the  dee  and elessecter 
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of the city,  ό  the mast important in the United States. It included  
In 1910 a commissioner appointed by the mayor and exercisi πίΕ a  
wide range of authority; four deputy commissioners; a chief in-
spector, who ha. immediate charge of the force and through whom  
all ceders Sr. issued; he is assisted by 18 Inspectors, who are in  
charge of different section. of the city, and who carry out the  
orders of the chief; 87 captains, each of whom  i,  in direct charge  
of a precinct; 583 sergeants; and last of all, the ordinary policemen;  
or patrolmen, as they are often celled from the character of their  
duties. There is a separate branch, the detective bureau com- 
posed of picked men, chested with the investigation and, still more,  

the prevention of crime. The total number of patrol men in 1909  
was 862. Appointments are for life, with pensions in case of 
disability and after a given number of years of service.  

LITSRATUla.—Patrick Colquhaun, TrmIiss ..  the !Vice Of the  

Meirojisiis  ( 1 796); Pierre Clement, La  Polic,  soar Loafs  XIV.  
( ‚866); Maxime Do Camp, Paris, m  orgesies mjoscfioas  of so is, 
(‚869-3875); Dr Norman Chevers Isd'aa  Medical .Iari.spnsdrice 
(Calcutta, ι87ο)• A.  Τ.  Crawford, i&misiscnsc's of an Indian Relics
OJICiaI  (1894); έ .  R. W.  Hcrv ey,  Records of Zndia,s  Crime ('892); 
Arthur Grifllths, Μysk νi ι  of  PO4cc osd'  Crime (:903); Captain W. L.  
Melville Lee Α History of Police  i Raglssd (Methuen, 190'); 
Sidney and 

Lee, 
 Webb LsglisIi  Local  Go,msnsnd ()«ongmann1  

19σ6-59ο8) -  article by H. έ .  Simpson, "The 061cc of Constable,'  
in the &sfiish Ifisiorkmsl  Rosin.. (October 1895); F. W. Maitland, 
Juuilco end  Police (Macmillan, 1885); L. F. Fold, Police  Α dm1,,,:.  
bnlisa  (New York, 1910). 	 (A. G.)  

FOLICE ΟΟUΒΤ8, coutts  of summary jurisdiction, held in 
London and certain large towns of the United Kingdom by 
specially appointed and salaried magistrates. They were  
originally called "public  061cc."  (Middlesex Justices Act 1792),  
but after the establishment of the police force, in 1829, they 
came to be called  "  police  061cr,"  although no change had taken  
place in their nature. They tire so described in a report of a 
select committee which inquired Into the system in :837 and  
2838; in the same  rέρσrt  the magistrates who presided In the 
courts were first described as "police ma gistrates." Police  
ο61ces were first  ο61clalΙy  described by their modern title in the  
Metropolitan Police Courts Act 1839. In 1839 there were 
nine police courts; since 2792 there had been three magistrates 
to each court, and the act of 1839 retained twenty-seven as  
the maximum number at any time (α. 2). In 183$ unsalaried 

 justices ceased to sit in the police courts along, with the paid  
magistrates. The Metropolitan Police Courts Act 1840 gave  
power to map out the whole of the metropolitan police district  
into police court divisions, and to establish police courts wherever 
necessary, the  artrndal  limit of twenty-seven magistrates  being 
at the same time preserved. Additional courts have from 
time to time been established by orders in council, and in 1910  

there were in London fourteen courts with twenty -ave magis-
trateS.  Their divisions are regulated by orders in council of 
:903 and  ιpo;  the nine original courts are Bow Street, West-
minster,  Marylebone,  Marlborough Street, Worship Street,  
Clerkenwell,  Thames, Tower Bridge and Lambeth,  

The courte  are held every day from 10  a.m.  to 5  pam except  
on Sunday, Christmas Day, Good Friday or any day appointed for 
a public fast or thanksgiving or bank holiday. The Greenwich  
and Wooiwich court, which comprises one division, Is held at  
Greenwich in the mornir.g and at Woolvich in the afternoon, The  
chief magistrate (sitting at Bow Street) receive, a salary of £1800  

a year and the other magistrates £1500  each. The magistrates are  
appointed by the Crown- lucy must have been practmsmng barristera  
for seven years or stpendiary msgistrates for some place in England  
or Wales. One police magistrate has the same powers as two  
justices, but may not act in anything which has to be done at  
special or petty sessions of all the justices acting in the division  
or at quarter sessions. He can do alone when sitting in a police  
court any act which any justice or justices can do under the Indict-
able 011encea Act t848, or under the Summary Jurisdiction Act;  

he has special powers under the Metropolitan Police Conrts Act  
1839, and is also given special powers under certain other acts.  

The Bow Street court has jurisdiction in extradition. The pre-
cedent of appoInting salaried magistrates was followed for certain  
towns in the provinces by particular acts, and in 1863 the St,pendis'y  
Magistrates Act gave power to towns and boroughs of SSm 000  
inhabitants and upwards to obtain a stipendiary magistrate.  

POLIGMAO,  an ancient French family, which had Its seat In the 
Cevennes near  Puy.en.Velay (Ilaute  Loire). Its authentic 
pedigree can be traced to the 9th century, but in 1422 the male  
line became extinct. The heiress married Guillaume, she de  

Chalancon  (not to be confused with the barons of  CbaΙιnςοιa  in  
Vivarais),  who assumed the name and arms of  Polignsc.  The  
Scat member of the family who was of any historical  iέ ιροrtanώ  
was Cardinal Melchior dc  Polignac  (2661-1742), a younger son  
of Armand  XVI.,  marquis de  Polignac,  who at an early age  
achieved distinction as a diplomatist. In  169  he was sent as  
ambassador to Poland, where he contrived to bring about the 
election of the prince of Conti es successor to John  Sobicskl  
(1697). The subsequent failure of this Intrigue led bible tem-
porary disgrace, but in 1 702 be was restored to favour, and In  
17:2 be was sent as the  plenipoIentiasy  of Louis  XIV.  to the  
Congress of  Utrrcbt.  During the regency he became Involved  
in the  Cellamare  plot, and was relegated to Flanders for three  
years. From 2725 to 2731 he acted for France at the Vatican.  
In 1726 he received the  arebbisbapric  of Audi, and be died at  
Paris In 1742. He left unfinished a metrical refutation of  
Lucretius which was published after his death by the abbe dc  
Rothelin (Assl-Lucrelii's,  2745), and had considerable vogue  
in its day. Count Jules do  Polignsc  (d. 1817), grandnephew of  
the preceding, was created duke by Louis  XVI.  In :780, and le  
1782 was made  postmsster-genersi  His position and influence  
at court were largely due to his wife,  Gabrielie  dc  Polastron,  
the bosom friend of 'Marie Antoinette; the duke and duchess 
alike shared the unpopularity of the court, and were among the  
first to "emigrate" in 1789. The duchess died shortly after  
the queen, but her husband, who had received an estate from  

Catherine  Π.  in the Ukraine, survived till 1817. Of their three 
sobs the second, Prince Jules dc  Polignac  (178ο-1847),  played a  
conspicuous part in the clerical and ultra-royalist  feacilon  after  
the Revolution. Under the empire he was implicated in the 
conspiracy of  Cadoudal  and  Pichegru  (2804), and  wa.  imprisoned  
till 1813. After the restoration of the  Bourbonshe  held various  
oSces,  received from the pope his title of  "  prince" in :800, and  
in 1823 was made ambassador to the English court. On the  
8th of August  (829 he was called by Charles X.  10' the ministry  
of foreign  sEams,  and in the following November he became  
president of the council. His appointment was taken as  
symbolIcal  of the king's intention to overthrow the  cOnstitution,  
and  Polignac,  with the other ministers, was held responsible  
for the policy which culminated In the issue of the Pour Ordi-
nances which were the immediate cause of the revolution of  
July 1830. On the outbreak of this he fled for his life, but, after  
wandering for some time among the wilds of Normandy, was 
arrested at Granville. His trial before the chamber of peers  
resulted in his condemnation to perpetual Imprisonment (at  

Ham), but he benefited by the amnesty of 1836, when the 
sentence was commuted to one of exile. During his captivity 
he wrote  Considlvaiions poliliqssts  (:832). He afterwards spent 
some years in England, but finally was permitted to re-enter 
France on condition that he did not take up his abode in Paris.  
He died at St Germain on the 29th  of Mardi 1847.  ,  

Ρ081071?,  a town of eastern France, capital of an  arrondisie-
rent in the department of Jura,  τ8 m. N. N. E. 0'  Lons-le-Saunler  
on the Paris-Lyons railway. Pop.  (ipofl),  3756. The town lies 
in the valley of the  Glantine  at the base of a hill crowned by  
the ruins of the old castle of  Grimont,  once the repository of the  
archives of the county of Burgundy. The church of Monti -
villard,  its most remarkable building, dates in the oldest portions  

from the  i  sth  century, its chief features being a Romanesque 
tower and reredos of the Renaissance period. Amongst the  
other old buildings of the town, the church of St  Hippolytc,  of  
the first half of the τ ςth  century, and a  convent.cburch  serving  
as corn  market are of some interest. The tribunal of first  
instance belonging to the  arοndisέment is at  Arbois, Pollgny  
has a sub-prefecture, a communal college and a school of dairy  

initruction.  Under the name of  Pokmnia,cum the town seems  
to have existed at the time of the Roman occupation.  

Ρ011311 SUCC3ΤΟΝ  WAR  0733-1735),  the name given to a  
war which arose out of the competition for the throne of Poland 
between the elec tor August of Saxony, son of August IL (the  
Strong), and  Stanislaus Leazcynski,  the king of Poland Installed  
thIrty  years before by Charles  XII.  of Sweden and displaced by  
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August the Strong when Charles's probctscollapwd. 'The claims  
of Stanislaua were dupported .  by France, Spain and Sardinfa,  
those of the Saxon prince by Russia and the empire, the local  
quarrel being made the pretext for the settlement of minor  
outstanding claims of the great powers amongst themselves.  
The war was therefore a typical ι8th century "war with  a 
limited object," in which no one but the cιbieΙι and the pro-
fersional armies were concerned. It was fought on two theatres,  
the Rhine and Italy. The Rhine campaigns were entirely  
unimportant, and are remembered only for the lag appearance  
in the field of Prince Eug&se and Marshal Berwick—tbe latter  
was killed at the serge of Philippaburg—and the b*pdsm of Sr.  

of the young mown prince of Prussia, afterwards Frederick the  
Great. Ta Italy, however, there were three hard-fought—
though ind.cisive—battles, Parma (June 29,  riM),  Luzrars  
(Sept. 19, 1734) and Bitonlo (May ,, 1734, the first said last  
won by the Aiatrians, the second by the French said thelrailies.  
In Poland itself, Sisnislaus, elected king in September 1733, waS  
soon expelled by a Russian army and was aitexwards besieged in  
Danzig by the Russians and Sszons  (Feb.-June  1733).  

POLITIAJI (454-τ494).  Angelo Ambrogini, known  ό  
literary annals as Angelo Poliziano or Pclithaius frvm'bis birth-
place, was born at Montepulciano in Tuscany on the 14th of July  
Ζ4.  His father, Besiedetto, a jurist of good family sad dis -
tinguished ability, was murdered by political antagonists for  
adopting the cause of Were de' Medici in Montqadciano; and this  
circumstance gave his eldest son, Angelo, a claim  οτι  the family of  
Medici. At the age of ten the boy came to prosecute his studies  
at Florence, where be learned Latin under Cthtoloro Laadino,  
and Greek under Argyropuloe and Andronicce Kalllstos, From  
Marsllio Ficino he imbibed the rudiments of philosophy. The  
precocity of his genius for scholarship and poetry was early  
manifested. AL thirteen years of age he began to circulate  
Latin letters; at seventeen he sent forth essays in Greek versiS-
cation, at eighleeit he published an edition of Calullus. Tn 1470  

be won for himself the title of  Homerkusjmeiuc  by translating  
four books of the Iliad into Latin hezameteia, Loroiro dc'  
Medici, who war then the autocrat of Florence and the chief  
patron of learning in Italy, took Polizisnu into his household,  
made him the tutor of his children, and secured him a distin-
guished pest in the university of Florence. Before he reached  
the age of thirty, Polixiano expounded the humanities with  
almost unexampled lustre even for that epoch of b τiϋ iant  
professors. Among his pupil, could be numbered the chief  
students of Europe, the mess who were destined to carry to their  
homes the sjuiia ‚ψίsiσ  of Italian culture. Not to mention  
Italiana, it will suffice to record the names of the German  

Reuchliai, the English Grocyn and Linacre, gad the Portuguese  
Tesairas.  

Poliziano  bad few advantages of person to recommend him.  
He was ungainly in form, with eyes that squinted, and a nose of  
disproportionate length. Yet his voice was rich and capable of  
fine modulaiion- his eloquence, ease of utterance and copious  
stream of erudition were incomparable. It was the method of  
professors at that period to reset the Greek and Latin authors  
with their class, dictating philological and critical notes, emend-
lag corrupt passages iii the received texts, ollering elucidations  
of the matter, sad pouring forth stores of acquired knowledge  
regarding the laws, manners, religious and philosophical opinions  
of the ancients. Poliziano covered nearly the whole ground of  
classical literature during the years of his professorship, and  
published the notes of his courses upon Ovid, Suetoniva, Statius,  
the younger Pliny, Quintilian, and the writers of Auguatan  
histories. He also undertook a recension of the text of the  
Pealed, of Justinian, which formed the subject of one of his  
courses; and this recension, though it does not rank high in the  
scale of juristic erudition, gave an impulse to the scholarly  
criticism of the Roman code. At the same time he was busy 
as a translator from the Greek. His versions of Epictelus, 
Herodian, Hippocrates, Gakn, Plutarch's Eroiieses  and Plato's 
Charm Idea delighted contemporaries by a certain limpid fluency  
of Latin style and grace of manner which distinguished him also 

as an original wrfer. Of these learned labour, the most tied.  
venally acceptable to the public of that time were a amer  
of discursive essays on philology and criticises, first published is  
1489 under the title of  Miaediaaea.  They had an immediate,  
a lasting and a wide renown, encouraging the scholars of the rim  
century and a half to throw their occasional discoveries in the  
field of scholarship into a form at once so attractive and so  
instructive. Polizisno was not, however, contented with thee  
simply profeNorlal and scholastic compositions. Nature bad  
endowed him with literary and poetic gifts of the highest oitlrt.  
These be devoted to the composition of Latin and Greek vents,  
which count among the best of those produced by mtsio' modern  
times irs rivalry with aiicieat authors. The Mass,, In which be  
pronounced a panegyiic Of Virgil; the Andre, which coiitains a  
beautiful idyllic sketch of Tuscan landscape, and a studied  
eulogy of Homer; the  Rwii'sa,  which celebrated the plrssuies  
of country life in no frigid or scholastic spirit; and the  Νsll'iι,,  
which was intended to serve as a general Introduction to the  
study of ancient and modern poetry—these are the mesteciects  
of Poliziano in Latin verSe, displaying an authenticity of inspira-
tion, a sincerity of feeling, and a command of metrical resources  
which mark them out as original productions of poetic grime  
rather than as merely professorial lucubrations. £ ιcqeιΩ  
may be taken to their style, when compared with the brat work  
of the Augustan or even of the Silver age. But what renders  
them alwaya noteworthy to the student of modem humanistic  
literature is that they are in no sense imitative or convenuiorni,  
but that they convey the genuine thoughts and emotions of  a 
born poet in Latin diction and in metre mulcted to suit the 
characteristics of the singer's temperament.  

Poliziano  was great as a schoLar, as a professor, as a critic,  
and as a Latin poet at an age when the classics were still studied  
with the passion of assimilative curiosity, and  ΟΙ  witla  the scien-
tific industry of a later period. lie was the representative hue  
of that age of scholarship in which students drew their ideal cl  
life from antiquity and fondly dreamed that they might in  
restore the past as to compete with the classics in production and  
bequeath a golden age of resuscitated paganism to the modem  
world. Yet he was even greater as an Italian poet. Betricen  

Boceaccio and Ariosto, no single poet in the mother tongue  
of Italy deserves so high a place as Polizinno. What he might  
have achieved in this department of literature had be lived at  &  

period less preoccupied wills humanistic studies, and bad he  
found a congenial sphere for his activity, can only be guessed.  
As It is, we must reckon him as decidedly the foremast rid  
indubitably the moat highly gifted among the Italian poets she  
obeyed Lorenzo dc' Medici's demand for a resuscitation of the  
vulgar literature. Lorcnzo led the way himself, and Poliziaiio  
was more a follower in his path than an initiator. Yet what  
Poliziano produced. impelled by a courtly wish to satisfy ha  
patron's whim, proves his own immeasurable superiority as as  
artist. His principal Italian works are the stanzas called La  
Giosira,  written upon Giuliano de' Mcdici'a victory inc tend-
ce—ment; the  O,feo,  a lyrical drama performed at Mantua with  
musical accompaniment; and a collection of fugitive  piece,  
reproducing various forms of Tuscan popular poetry.  Li  
Giosira  had no plan, and remained imperfect; but it demos'  
meted thecapacitieaof tbeoctavestanza for rich, harinonioussnd  
sonorou, metrical eflect. The  Οήe.  is a slight piece of work,  
thrown  ο  at a heat, yet abounding in unpremeditated lyrical  
beauties, and containing In itself the germ both of the pastoral  
play and of the opera. The Tuscan songs are distinguished by &  
"rescate fluency," an-exquisite charm of ball romantic, ball  
humoroua abandonment to fancy, which mark them out  as 
improvisations of genius. It may be added that in all these  
departments of Italian composition Poliziano showed bow the  
taste and learning of a classical scholar could be engrafted em 
the stock of the vernacular, and how the highest perfection  d 
artistic form might be al4.siieed in Italian without a sacrificed  
native spontaneity arid natural flow of language.  

It is diiilcult to combine in one view the several aspects 
presented to us by this many-sided man of literary genius.  Μ  
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α  period when humanism took  thelead  in  fοrmiπg ί taΙianchsτ c

-tee and giving tone to European culture, be climbed with  
facility to the height of achievement in all the branches of  
scholarship which were then most seriously prized—in va ried  
knowledge of ancient authors, in critical ca pacity, in rhetorical  
and poetical exuberance. This was enough at that epoch to  
direct the attention of all the lea rned men of Europe on  Poliziano.  
At the same time, almost against his own inclination, certainly  
with very little enthusiasm on his part, he lent himself so success-
fully to  Lorenso  dc'  Medici's  scheme for resuscitating the decayed  
literature of Tuscany that his slightest Italian effusions exercised  
a potent influence on the immediate future, lie appears before  
us as the dictator of Italian culture in a double capacity —az  the 
man who most perfectly expressed the Italian conception of 
humanism, and brought erudition into accord with the pursuit  
of noble sad harmonious form, and also as the man whose  
vernacular compositions were more significant than any others 
of the great revolution in favour Of Italian poetry which culmi-
nated in  Ariosto.  Beyond the sphere of pure scholarship and  
pure literature  Poliziaao  did not venture, lie was present,  
indeed, at the attack made by the  Pazzi  conspirators  on the 
persons of Lorenzo and Giuliano dc' Medici, and wrote an 
interesting account of its partial success. He also contributed  
a curious document on the death of Lorenzo dc' Medici to the 
students of Florentine history. But be was not, like many 
other humanists of his age, concerned  in public affairs of state 
or diplomacy, and he held no  018cc  except that of professor at 
Florence. His private life was also uneventful. He passed it as 
a house-friend sad dependant of the Medici, as the idol of the 
learned world, and as a simple man of letters for whom (with 
truly Tuscan devotion to the Saturnian country) rural pleasures  
were always acceptable.  He was never married; and his morals  
Incurred suspicion, to which his own Greek verses  lend a certain  
amount of plausible colouring. In character  Poliziano  was 
decidedly inferior to the intellectual, and literary eminence 
which he displayed. He died, half broken-heart ed  by the loss  
of his friend and patron Lorenzo dc' Medici, on the 24th of 
September 1494, just before the wave of foreign Invasion which 
was gathering in France swept over Italy. 

For the life and works of  Politlan,  see F. O.  Mencken  (Leipzig,  
1736), a vast repertory of accumulated erudition; Jae.  M8bly,  
Angdus Polilianiis  (Leipzig, 1864);  Carducci's  edition of the  
Italian 'poems (Florence, Barbers, 1863); Del  Lungo'a  edition of  
the Italian prose works and Latin and Greek  ροems  (Florence,  
Barbcra.  1867); the Opera  omsia (tInsel,  15Μ);  GresweWa  English  
Life of PdiIian  (1805);  Rοscοε s Lorenro do' Medici  (ioth ed.,  
185 0 ; J.  Addirigton Symonds's  Renaissance in 1102,, and transla-
tions  1mm Poliziano'a Ttaliari  poems in Symonds.  Skekhes and  
Studies in Italy, which include the  Orfea.  (J. A. S.)  

ΡΟLΚ, .ΤΑΜΒS KNOX  (1795-1849), eleventh president of the  
United States, was born in  Mecklcnburg  county, North Carolina,  
on the 2nd of November 1795. in  1806  he crossed the mountains  
with his parents and settled in what is now Maury county,  

Tenneaaee.  He graduated from the university of North Carolina  
in  s8z8,  studied law in the  018cc  of Felix Grundy (1777-1880)  at  
Nashville in  ι8ι9-ι8 aο,  was admitted to the bar in  ι8aο,  and 
began to practise in Columbia, the county-seat of Maury county  
After two years of service (1823-1825) 10 the state House of  

Representatives, be represented the sixth Tennessee district 
in the National House of Representatives from 1825 to  Σ839.  
In the party conflicts which succeeded the presidential election 
of 1824 he sided with the Jackson-Van Buren faction, and soon  

became recognized as leader of the Democratic forces. He was 
speaker from 1835 until 1839, when he retired from Congress  
to become governor of Tennessee. His administration (1839-1841)  
was successful, but he was unable to overcome the popular Whig 
movement of that period, and was defeated in  ι8'µ  and again in 
1843. When the Democratic national convention met in Balti-
more in τ g'  he was mentioned as a possible candidate for the  
vice-presidency, but was suddenly brought forward as a "dark  
horse" and selected to head the ticket. Finding it impossible  
under the tern-thirds rule to nominate their candidate, the 
Wieners of Van Buren brought forward Polk, who was popular  

In the South, In order to defeat Lewis Cans and James Buchanan.  
George  Basicroft,  the historian, has asserted that this suggestion  
came origina lly from him, and Gideon J. Pillow,  Polk's  intimate  
friend, did much to bring about the nomination.  

The unequivocal stand of Polk and his party In favour of the  
immediate annexation of Texas and the adoption of a vigorous  
policy in Oregon contrasted favourably with the timid vacilla-
tions of  Ηenι  Clay and the Whigs. Polk was elected, receiving  
170 electoral votes to  τος for his opponent Clay. In forming  
his cabinet he secured the servic es  of James Buchanan of  
Pennsylvania, as secretary of state, Robert J.  Walker of Missis-
sippi, as secretary of the treasury, William L. Marcy of New York,  
as secretary of war, and George Bancroft, then of Massachusetts,  

as secretary of the  navy. 1  There is no doubt that each of ,these  
men, and Bancroft in particular, influenced the policy of the  

administration, yet the historian James Schuller, who has made  
a careful study of the Polk papers, is doubtless correct In saying  
that the president himself was "the framer of the public policy 
which be carried into so successful execution, and that instead 
of being led (as many might have imagined) by the more famous 
statesmen of his administration and party who surrounded him, 
he in reality led and shaped his own executive course." Ban-
croft's opinion is that Polk was "prudent, far-sighted, hold, 
exceeding any Democrat of his day in his  'mdeviatingly  correct  
exposition of Democratic principles." 

The four chief events of President ?elk's admini stration were  
the final establishment of the independent t reasury system, the 
reduction of the tariff by the Walker Bill of  τ846,  the adjustment 
of the Oregon boundary dispute with Great Britain by the treaty 
concluded on the τ 5 th.  of June 1846, and the war with Mexico 
and the consequent acquisition of territory in the south-w est and 
west. The first three of these were recommended in his first 
annual message, and he privately announced to Bancroft his  
determination to seize California, The independent treasury 
plan originated during Van  Buren'a  administration as a Demo-
cratic measure ; it had been repealed by the Whigs in  ι8'µ,  and 
was now re-enacted. Protectionists contend that the tariff  

legialation  of  ι8.6  was in direct violation of a pledge given to 
the Democrats of Pennsylvania in a letter written by Polk 
during the campaign to John K Kane of Philadelphia. Briefly 
summarized, this letter approves of a tariff fur revenue with 
incidental protection, whereas the annual message of the and 
of December 1845 criticizes the whole theory of protection and 
urges the adoption of a revenue tariff just sufficient to meet 
the needs of the government conducted on an economical basis.  
It is difficult to determine whether this was always his ides 
of incidental protection, or whether his views were changed 
after 0344 through the Influence of Walker and the example  
set by Sir Robert Peel in Great Britain, or whether he was 
simply "playing polities" to secure the protectionist vote 
in Pennsylvania,  

The one overshadowing Issue of the time, however, was  

territorial expansion. Polk was an ardent expansionist, but 
the old idea that his policy was determined entirely by a desire 
to advance the interests of slavery is no longer accepted. As a 
matter of fact, he was personally in favour of insisting upon 
54' 40' as the boundary in Oregon, and threw upon Congress the 
responsibility for accepting  49' as the boundary, and he approv ed  
the acquisition of California, Utah and New Mexico, territory  
from which slavery was excluded by  geogrspbical  and climatic 
conditions. Furthermore a study of his manuscript diary now 
shows that be opposed the efforts of Walker and Buchanan in 
the Cabinet, and of Daniel S. Dickinson  (ι8οο- ι866)  of New  
York and Edward A.  Hannegan  (d. 1859) of Indiana, in the  
Senate, to retain the whole of Mexico, territory in w hich  alaνeτ 

 might have thrived. At the close of his term (March 4,  1849)  
Polk retired to his home in Nashville, Tennessee, where he died 
on the  ι th  of the following June.  

1  Bar.croft  served until September 1846, when he was appointed  
minister to England. He was succeeded as secretary of the navy  
by John J. Mason, who had previously bald the 018cc  of attorney-
general.  
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See John S. Jenkins,  Ιαι.as Ksax  Polk  (Aubuin  and  Bullalo,  

1 860).  and L. B. Chase,  Ilislory  of the Polk  Adrnioislralwi'  (New  
York, 1850), both of which contain some documentary material,  
but are not discriminating in their method of treatment George  
Bancroft contributed a good short sketch to J.  G. Wilson's  
Presid"ds  ./11. United  .fIWu  (New York, and  ed.,  1894). lie made  
copi*z  of the Polk manuscripts and was working upon a detailed  

biography at the time of his death in 1891. These copies, now  
deposited in the Lenox Library, New York City, contain a diary  
in 24 typewritten volumes, besides some correspond ence and other  
private papers. They  have·been  used by James  Sebouler  in his 
ZIiSIOTiCOI Briefs (New York, 1896), and by E. G. Bourne in an 
article  ontitltd "The Proposed Absorption of Mexico in 1847-
1848," published in the Amino!  Riporl  of Ike Americas  Jlisioncoj  
Assetialion  for  1899, Ι. 157-169 (Washington.  ι9ro).  Bourne dis-
cusses the part which Polk took in preventing the complete  absorp-
tionof  Mexico.  Scealιο the Di'νyoΙ Jdmcs Ι(. Ρdk....184510  
1849  (Chicago, 4  vola.,  1910), edited by  Μ.  M.  Quaife.  

POLK, 1.EONIDAS (18ο6-1864),  American soldier, was born at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, on the  xoth  of April 1806, and was a  
cousin of James Knox Polk, president of the United States. He 
was educated at West Po int, but afterwards studied theology and 

 took orders in the Protestant Episcopal Church in 1831. In  1838  
be became missionary bishop of the  SουthWcst,  Arkansas, 
Indian Territory, Louisiana, Alabama and Mississippi ,  and in 
1841 he was consecrated bishop of Louisiana. His work in  
the Church was largely of an educational kind, and he played a  
prominent past iii =unseen for the  establiabmeni  of higher  

eduialionei imtlintions is the Smith, At the nukes& of the  
Civil  War in τ 86ι he resigned his bishopric and, like many other  
dergymen  and ministers of religion, entered the army which was  
raised to defend the Confederacy. His rank  in the hierarchy  
and the universal respect In which be wan held In the South, 
rather  ibsa  his early military education, caused him to be 
appointed to the important rank of  ma$or.general.  He forth-
lied the post of Columbus, Kentucky, the foremost line of defence  
on the Mississippi, against which  Brigadier.Genezal U.S.  Grant 
directed the  oliensive reconnaissance of Belmont in the autumn.  
In the following spring, the lint line of defence having fallen,  

Polk commanded a corps at  ShlIoh  in the field army commanded  
by Albert Sidney Johnston and  Beauregard.  Iii October 1362  
he was promoted  lieutenanI-general, and thenceforward he  
commanded one of the three corps of the army of  Tcnnessee  
under Bragg and afterwards was in charge of the Department  
of Alabama, Mississippi and East Louisiana. Re was killed in  
the lighting in front of Marietta, while  recomsoiiriiig  near Pine  
Mountain, Georgia, on the 141h of June 1 864.  

See Life, by his  seu νι.  Μ.  Polk. (1893).  

POLKA (either from the Czech  palka,  half, with an allusion  
to the short steps characteristic of the dance, or from the  
Polish Polka, feminine of  ?disk, a Pole), a lively dance of 
Bohemian origin, danced to music written in time. (See  
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